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LUNCH SPECIAL
$4.99

• RICE • SALAD • SOUP
• CHICKEN TERIYAKI or

• FIRE BEEF
• VEGETABLE TEMPURA
2 PCS. CALIFORNIA ROLLS

DINNER SPECIAL
$5.99

RICE • SALAD • SOUP
CHinKFN TFRIYAKLfl/L

Don't just read Nstory,

be part of it at The Bruin
EOrrOR: Ever-changing paper practices standards of

excellence, fairness envisioned by founders in 1919

Soon after 1 moved into the news
office, I began looking into

some of the old files left by my
many predecessors. Here I was, a

newcomer, in a place that's seen a lot

of history. But it

wasn't until I

read a Hie called

"Bruin Thesis"

that I realized

how deep that

history goes.

And this is what

I found.

During the

second week of

class on Sept.

29, 1919, as stu-

dents stepped-__

Adam

•FIRE BEEF
• VEGETABLE TEMPURA
3 PCS. CALIFORNIA ROLLS

All YOU
cm thr susHi

„Valid w/ student I.D.
One Coupon per person

Yamaguchi

onto the cam-

pus of a brand new university, they

noticed a message plastered all over

the school - the headline that read,

"State Normal School Becomes
Branch of UC." It was the first story

in the first issue of the campus news-

paper, and the first year of a new
institution.

It was the dawn of an era.

The begmning of two richtradi-

tions: UCLA and the UCLA Daily

Bruin.

On ly it wasn't UCLA. ^^

Apd irwasn't the Daily Bruin.

These 1,420 students were on the

campus of the "Southern Branch of

the UC." Located on Vermont
Avenue in downtown Los Angeles,

the new school was simply an "exten-

sion" of Berkeley.

1 he editorial staff of the paper

Yamaguchi,a third-year communication
studies and economics student, is the

1998-1999 Daily Bruin editor in chief.

(then called the Cub Californian) dis-

liked the name "Southern Branch,"

which made their school sound like

nothing more than a dependent cam-

pus. So they began referring to the __
school as the UC at L.A., possibly

the first time that the words UC and

L.A. were muttered in the same sen-

tence.

It wasn't until 1927 that the UC
Regents officially renamed the

"Southern Branch" as the University

.of California at Los Angeles, which

later came,to be known as UCLA. In

1929, the campus moved to the

Westwood site it now occupies.

What impressed me was this idea

that The Bruin has, throughout its

long history, been an mtegral part of^
this university.

In the early days, the most popu-

lar feature of The.Bruin was its foot-

ball coverage. Today, football is still

very widely read.

The biggest news of the day was

climbing enrollment numbers, on-

campiis organizations and the social

scenp. The students then weren't too

worried about skyrocketing tuition

fees, graduate school and "no danc-

ing in Westwood."

Over 70 veara later, the campus

STUDENT FINANCE

UC undergraduate fees decrease by 5 percent
TUmON: Assembly Bill

1318 also lowers CSU,

^commuiiity college costs

will experience another challengmg

year.

Tlie controversy over university

admissions will certainly continue.

Following last spring's Days of

Defiance protests, it's doubtful the_

aiffifmatlve^ction coalition will

remain silent.

Graduate TAs will continue to

fight for collective bargaining rights

and university recognition..

By Pasol Kim
- Daily Bruin Contributor

,

After surviving a staggering 134

percent increase in student fees ear-

lier this decade, undergraduate col-

lege students have been able to

breath easier the past four years, as

student fees remained the same.

However, UC students can

expect a 5 percent decrease in

tuition costs this fall.

Th^passage of Assembly Bill

-(AB) 1318, the College Affordability

Act of 1997, is responsible for the

tuition decrease

for UC. under-
'

graduates. This

is the first

decrease in UC
student fees

since 1984. The
bill also promis-

es a freeze in

student fees In

Undergraduate tuition

...will be lowered to

$3,609 from $3,799.

by the California Higher Education

Policy Center in 1997, student debt

doubled between 1990 and 1995.

The fees affected in the bill are

system-wide fees, which are set by

the State Legislature and are consis-.

tent at every UC school.

Fees paid by students at UC
schools are two-fold: system-wide

feess which are affected by AB 1318,

and campus fees, which are unique

to each campus.

According to Carol Sypher,

senior strategic planning and pro-

gram analyst for the UCLA Office

of Academic Planning and Budget,

system-wide fees are set by the UC
Board of Regents. In recent years,

the regents have given their presen-

tation to the legislature asking to

increase fees. However^ the state

'
^

has opted to

^^
provide addi-

tional funding

in the past few

years to the

UCs so fee

increases
would not be

EVOLUTION OF STUDENT FEES
" »» '

After a huge increase in the early '90s, student fees have leveled off In the last five years. Undergraduates will ever

see a decrease in fees this year, except for those from out of state."
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"Most stu-

fall 1999. Through AB 1318, under- dents refer to the entire package of

graduate tuition costs at all of the fees as the ^registratfon fees,' but
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See YAMAGUCHI, page 6
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$3,609 from $3,799, and graduate

and professional student fees will be

frozen for the next two years.

Other parts of the bill include a 5

percent reduction in tuition fees for

undergraduates at all California

State Universities and a $1 cut,

from $13 to $12 per unit, at all

California community colleges.

Assemblywoman Denise

Ducheny, D-San Diego, who wrote

the bill, also introduced a bill that

proposes a 5 percent decrease in

tuition costs for graduate and pro-

fessional students, which is current-

ly sitting on (iov. Pete Wilsons

desk.

"That bill will do for the graduate

students what AB 1318 did for

undergraduate students," said-

Kevin McCarty, spokesman for

Ducheny.

According to a study published

The registration fee, which

specifically funds student services at

UCLA, and the educational fee are

two separate fees. Together, along

with selected graduate student fees^

these make up the system-wide fee,

Sypher said.

The university registration fees

collected from UCTA students go

only to UCLA student programs,

not to any other UC school student

programs.

The educational fee helps fund

various university programs and is.^

determined by the UC Office of the

President (UCOP).
"(The educational fee is) vitally

important for campu.ses and is used,

for example, for fauulty salaries,

academic program support and gen-

eral uses by the campus," said Rick

See FEES, page 10
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Students react to technology fee

WEB PAGES: Ambitious project funds

new computer labs, web sites for all

College of Letters & Science courses

By Teresa Jun
Daily Bruin Contributor

One year after the debut of the Instructional

Enhancement Initiative (lEI), an ambitious but

expensive project meant to enhance the quality of

education through modern technology, the program

has engendered positive and negative reactions from

students and faculty.

Last year, the initiative funds produced class web
sites for every course in the College of Letters &
Science, the personalized my.ucia web page offering

status and degree progress information, and hun-

dreds of new computers on campus.

But this new technology comes with a hefty price

tag - $4.1 million, $2.4 million of which Collegd of

Letters & Science students are responsible for pay-

ing.

At $2.50 per unit for humanities and social science

classes, and $3.50 for life and physical science class-

es, this fee will remain in effect for the next two acad-

emic years, after which point the program will be re-

evaluated.
~

Currently, almost 70 percent of the I EI fee ingoing

to the purchase and maintenance of campus comput-

er labs and equipment, including new printers, scan-

CMARLFSKUO

Graduate student Damion Thomas works in

the lEI-funded Powell computing commons.

ners, monitors, memory and upgrades.

The other 30 percent will fund the construction of

class web sites, my.ucia and computer lab personnel.

But for students, the main issue is whether these

technological benefits are actually worth the per-

course fees they are required to pay.

About 3,000 undergraduate class web sites intro'-

duced through lEI are capable of providing links to

other web sites as well as basic class information, syl-

labi, virtual office hours, chat rooms and e-mail

access, potentially offering a wide range of educa-

tional tools at the finge rtips of professors and stu-

dents.

See lEI, page 26

Student loans may attain

lower interest rates soon
EDUCATION: Congress

grapples with the details

of Highjgr Education Act

By Edina Lekovic

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Delayed 10 months by a snail-

paced Department of Education and

pushed aside by Congress in favor of

sexy bills such as tobacco and trans-

portation, you might say it's a miracle

the Higher Education Act was

addressed at all.

But largely due to intense lobbying

by the United States Students

Association (USSA) and the U.S.

Public Interest Research Group
(USPIRG), students may win

advances in fmancial aid.

If the act is re-authorized by

Congress and the president, students

will experience a 0.8 percent decrease

in student loan interest rates, which

are currently 8.2 percent. The amehd-

mcnt could save student borrowers

hundreds of dollars annually.

"Not only has USSA helped ensure

expansion of educational access

through grant aid, we are also at the

forefront in designing new initiatives

to tackle the opportunity gap and win

concrete victories in the struggle for

social justice," said Anthony Samu,

USSA president.

Persistent lobbying efforts to keep

the act from getting derailed from its

original intentions appear to have

paid off.

Enacted in 1965 under the Johnson

administration, the Higher Education

Act effectively created the federal

financial aid system, which aimed to >

increase educational access to impov-

erished students.

If passed in its current form by

Congress and signed by the president,

the act will significantly lower interest

rates on student loans; increase Pell

Grant awards and expand educational

,

outreach efforts.

After reviewing separate bills

passed by the House and the Senate,

congressional representatives are in

the process of negotiating the final

version of tfier bill. Officials are hoping^

this bill will'reach the Oval Office by

October.

See HEA, page lO
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New duster courses target interdisciplinary education

/

CLASSES: Extra quarter

of writing instruction

to broaden student skills

By Andy Shah
Daily Bruin Contributor

With concerns that the current

general education system is too scat-

-tcrcd and inconsistent, the College

of Letters & Sciences is establishing

new classes and requirements.

With about 400 general education

(GE) courses olTered in the College

of Letters & Science, some say that

students are not gaining as wide a

spectrum of knowledge as was
mtended.

'The current GF system is inco-

herent," said Judith Smith, vice

provost of undergraduate educa-

tion.

Other concerns among adminis-

trators and students are that the cur-

rent system does not allow students

to explore how different disciplines

are related, nor does it provide

intense writing instruction.

To address those concerns, new
courses are being estabhs^ed to pro
vide interdisciplinary education.

Clusters, year-long courses span-

ning^QMlUiple disciplines, were intro-

duced last year as ah'option to first-

year students to fulfill part of their in

GE requirements.

GENERAL EDUCATION REFORM
During the 1997-19?8 school year, one cluster course was offered, titled "The Global Environment." About 100

•students were enrolled. This year there are going to be four duster courses enrolling about 500 students.

1997-1998 1998-1999 Enrollment numbers

."The Global

Environment

"The Global Environment"

"Culture, Politics and

'

Society: The History of

Social Though^

Sourcf : (oUfgr 9>LmmwdMmu

"Interracial Dynamics in

American Literature,

Culture and Society"

JOHN SUEHIRO/Daily firuin

Di's igMal tu intruducu mudunigCF
multiple fields, three new cluster

courses will be introduced this year,

for a total of four.

Smith says the new system is

designed to make (il-s more than

"jusl another requirement."

"Some students see ((JHs) as

requirements rather than something
that will help them," she said.

"Many don't plan their (iHs; they

take what's convenient."
< 'luster courses consist of lectures

during tjic fall and winter quarters

and a seminar during the spring, and
are taught by more than one profes-

sor at a time, all from different

fields.

"Clusters are pure freshmen
courses ... (for) freshmen who are

eager and not jaded yet," Smith said.

I'or example, a cluster titled

"Interracial Dynamics in American
Literature, Culture, and. Society" is

taught by four professors, who come
from five fields: English, Asian
American studies, African

American studies, history and law.

"We have faculty who are inter-

ested in bringing in different per-

spectives (to students)." said Smith.

^'In society, that's what you have.

to do, look at things from different

angles," she added.

Students enrolled in the same
cluster course for the (jntire year will

be able to expand on course ideas

and develop closer relationships

with classmates. Smith said.

"This fosters academic socializa-

tion," she said.

One cluster course accounts for

one-third oFa student's total GE
requirements. Other requisites must
be filled through single quarter class-

es.

Over the next three years, about

eight more clusters will be intro-

duced, enrolling up to 1,000 first-

year students.

Students say the cluster-course

format may be more effective.'

"l think the teacher-to-student

ratios would be good," said Sheldon

Ckjleman, aiourlh-year psychobiolo-

gy student. "(Clusters) would give

in-depth exposure to a certain field."

This year, 15 cluster proposals

were submitted to the GE commit-
- tee, and only three were approved.

In addition to t1ie cluster courses,

the college approved a new English

requirement, which will provide an
extra quarter of writing instruction.

This requirement dictates that

students take a "variable" course - a

course grounded in a specific disci-

pline that is heavy on writing.

For example, a student could ful-

fill this requirement with a history

course that has an intensive writing

component
"More writing requirements are

needed, especially for science

nvajors," said San Tran, a second-

year molecular genetics student.

See GE, page 6
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ASUCLA searches for balance between business, service
STUDENTS: Association

hopes to serve Campus

needs, yet be profitable

By Michael Weiner
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The Associated Students of

UCLA's recent history might be

"^escribed^as a corporate CEO's
worst nightmare, an ugly political

dogfight or the end of an organiza-

tion's mnocence.

As ASUCLA stabilizes after a

turbulent period of financial disas^.

tcr, organizational restructuring

and bad publicity, the association is

struggjiti^ to redefine its identity.

• Is it a business thai brings in

sacks of money and maKcs sure the

UCLA emblem is on every sweat-

shirt west of the Mississippi? Or is

it a group of students providing .ser-

vices for other sludeirts, with little

regard for the financial conse-

quences? Or is it a little of both?

"It has to be a profitable busi-

ness to deliver on its goals." said

alumni board Representative

Douglas Drew.

^ ASUCLA formed at the same
time as UCLA itself in 1919.

Students wanted to provide for

each other the services and activi-

ties that the university felt was not

its role to provide.*

wh6HKcKkiu>{rr{^n. \w ii^gp

students' association has endured a

still-lingering financial crisis, which

resulted in the placement of long-

serving Executive Director Jason

Reed on "administrative leave" in

April 1995

Because o'i years of financial

mismanagement. ASUCLA was
forced to take a $20 million loan

frorn the university in June 1996. In

return for bailing the association

but, then-Chancellor Charles

.
Young required that undergradu-

ate and graduate elected officers no

longer be ^^llowed to serve on

ASUCLA's governing Board of

Directors, spurring a contentious

power struggle between student

government and the administra-

tion. Now. student representatives

are appointed to the board by the

undergraduate and graduate stu-

dent presidents. • -

Some of thbse elected ofTicials

said that this action would weaken
the voice of students in the organi-

zation that was established to be for
o

and by them.

But 1998 alumnus' Hugo
Maldonado, a former undergradu-

ate representative to the board,

said that the change helped relieve

political pressure on board mem-
bers to make popular decisions

rather than those in the best inter-

ests of the association. He cited the

1997 student union fee increase as

an example of making necessary

nal student union building, opened

in 1931. it housed, a book store,

cafeteria, snack shop, lounges and

office space. The assocwtion con-

tinued to grow in the middle part of

the century as an entity completely

independent from the university.

During the past five years, thes;^

dwtfisiOns over popular ones .
-

appointed by elected student repre-

sentatives - have in recent years

ceded many duties to the associa-

tion's professional management
staff.

The board, which was formed in

1933, is ASUCLA's primary gov-

erning structure It is ultimately

responsible for everything the asso-

ciation does.

ASUCLA maintains a stafT of

about 300 career employees who
are responsible for day-to<lay oper-

ations.

Although student representa-

tives continue to assert,the board's

relevance, many of the associa-

tion's rnajor operations have been

.shifted to management's jurisdic-

tion and away from the student-

majority board in the year»> since

the financial crisis began.

In the.past. the board set food

prices and 'maintained influence

over the store's prices. Now, ASU-
CLA management only needs to

seek board review on such issues if

it so chooses.

ASUCLA Executive Director

Patricia Eastman, who joined the

organization in August 1996, con-

tends that the board still has "ulti-

mate decision-making authority"

despite its recent distance from

what both Eastman and several

board members call "microman-

agement." :•

Board members say that they

"A lot of students will disagree

with me," Maldonado said. "I can

tell you that I strongly believe that

(the removal of elected officers)

really did help to strengthen the

board."

Also, the members of the board

.=;:.the majority of whom

are confident m the munugcment
staffs ability to maintain open lines

of c*ommunication with the board

and to h^ed the board's advice on

issues tKat may not fall directly

under its control.

"We don't rubber stamp what

were See ASUCLA, page 10

C MARIES KUO

Banners advertising lowered pizza prices at the Cooperage reflect efforts

by ASUCLA to attract more business to cannpus eateries.

NOTICE
I ' » r«
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Auto Care
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15% Discount
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with...

UCLA Student,
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About the Daily Bruin
YAMAGUCHI GE

The Daily Bruin is.ijjiludcnt-run

publication with u circulation of

20,000. It is distributed on campus,

in Weslwood and in parts of West

Los Angeles. The estimated daily

readecs^ip of The Brum is 56.000.

rhe Comrt^unications Board,

which IS a branch of ijie Associated

Students of UCLA, is the publisher

of The Bruin, the seven ncws-

wgai^inc's and KLA radio stati<Mi.

The Communications Board

consists of four undergraduate rep-

resentatives appointed by the

undergraduate council, four gradu-

ate student reps appointed by the

graduate council, a faculty rep, an

"lidministrative rep, an alumni rep.

and a professional representative.

The media director; who runs

Student Media UCLA, is an ex-olTi-

cio member.

Neither th« Communications
Board nor parent organization

ASUCLA exercise control over edi-

torial content.

The Bruin is not affiliated with

the undergraduate studenj associa-

tion council (USAC). In the 1950s.

USAC was able to inlluence editori-

al appointments and control the

content of the paper, but F'he Bruin

has since broken free from outside

editorial influence. •

All Bruin editorial hiring deci-

sions are made by the editor in

chief. Applicants for the editor in

rhirf posit ion miut fill

sions in the editorial department.

The Bruin consists of the editori-

al department anci the ad /ertising

department.

At any given.time, the Bruin edi-

toriaLds'PUrtment has a staff ol over

100 students who report, edit,

design, photograph,, illustrate and

take on production duties. Bruin

staff members occupy the offices

throughout the day. and many do
not leave until the paper ^s com-
pletely finished, which is generally

around 1 or 2 a.m.

Most of those students woi^
without financial compensation.

There are a number_()f paid staff

positions, but these are positions

students work up to after interning

for at least a quarter. Lditorial

wages account for only 10 percent

of! he Bruin's expenses.

' The Bruin is a completely self-

sufficient organization and is not

subsidized by the university or the

students association. The advertis-

ing department generates revenues

of $2.1 million, which makes up 98

percent of our income.

;

The advertising department of

I he Briiin is led by the business

manager and several student man-

'

agers, who supervise their own staff

of salc^ a.ssistants and account exec-

utives. Our advertising staff num-
bers from 40 to 50, and all of those

students work completely on com-

From page 2

Otherwise, to the picket lines.

What changes will Chancellor

Albert Carnesale make to his admin-

istration? What's in store for the uni-

versity?
. . ,

It will be interesting to see

whether Regent Ward Connerly

h)<)ks to further question ethnic stud-

ies.

Dorni residents are mlowi very

crowded year.

Maybe, just maybe, Weslwood^

Prom page 4

"For graduate and medical

school, your writing level has to

be beyond English 3," she con-

tinued.

Although the new EngTish

requirement has been approved

by the college, the plan must go

before the Academic Senate's

in

QUI an appli- mitmaa.

cation, go through a stafl' endorse-

ment hearing, and then attend a

final hearing by the

Communications Board, which

makes the final decision. "ITie new
editor then makes all hiring deci-

•The ad department has no con-

trol over editorial content. And, by

extension, advertisers do not have

any say in our content either,

although advertisers do not always

agree with Ihe Bruin's content.

will be resurrected. Who knows, per-

haps you'll be allowed to dance

again.

Yet another banner year is in store

for UCLA athletics. How many
championships will we bring home?

TheKf are a number of other

issues confronting the campus this

corning year, and The Brum is com-

mitted to giving you the bcst'just

like Ihe Bruin's forefathers envi-

sioned when they opened up their 8

by 10-foot office. The Brum will con-

tinue^o document Ihe events and the

people who shape UCLA.
But if you think The Brum isn't

meeting its obligation to the reader-

ship, it's your responsibility to come
forward.

News-gathering organizations

serve as the eyes and ears of the com-
munity, but in a campus as large as

UCLA, we're bound to encounter

blind :,pots now arid then.

There are a lot of challenges to

this profession, but the.se are clial-

Ivngcs - staffing and motivation

A diversity requirement

(would) emphasize

learning about

different cultures and

ethnicities.

that you can help us overcome, even

ifjournalism is not your career

objective.

The Bruin ileeds talented writers,

photographers, artists and editors in

or^er fo live up to its potential.

Welcome. You're at the right

place at the right time.

. legislajive committee
November,
and if —^—

—

-trpp roved,

students
entering in

1999 will

have to ful-

fill ••kthis

require-
ment.

T he s e

changes,
,

Smith said,

are designed to better serve the

needs of UCLA students.

"We are in a pilot experimen-

tal stage. Ihis is the first time

faculty are engaged in a serious

discussion about GEs,." she said.

In addition, a new committee
consisting of faculty, styff and
students was established' to

monitor the progress of the new
system.

^ "They look at what we're

doing and if there are any gaps -

things like that," Smith said.

In the past few years, stu-

dents have agitated for the

o»t"t>liahmcnt of u dJYcr.iity

The proposed requirement

was turned down twice by the

Academic Senate.

"We hope to pick up that

issue again," said Zuhairah

Scott, academic affairs commis-

sioner. "It's important now,

especially with the decline of

students of color because of

Proposition 209."

Provost Srriith says that

although most faculty rejected

the idea of a diversity require-

ment, they
"—"—~-^~-'" still want to

implemcTrr

Daily Bruin News September 28 Qctotxjr 1, vm 7

f -v.

\.

diversity
into the cur-

riculum.

"Rather
than a

r e q u i r e-

ment, we
want stu-

dents to

constantly
see diversity in all courses," she

-said-. ,—7-":'^-;-f' .
.-..,.•.'

Far example, culturaT ele-

ments would ir> to be imple-

mented in every course, ranging

from atmospheric sctences to

sociology.

While $3 million has-been
allocated for all general educa-

tion changes, the money will be

dispersed continually through

the year 2002.

Out of this $3 million,

$700,000 will be allocated annu-

ally for the.development of clus-

ter courses.

Sm ith

welcomes^ou

requirement in addition to the

current GE requirements.

A diversity requirement of

the type proposed by students

mandates that students take

classes which emphasize learn-

ing about different cultures and
ethnicities.

system will give students more
options in fulfilling their GE
requirements.

"Students should have choic-

es in making their course deci-

sions," Smith said. "(The new
GE changes) give more breadth

and depth to them^

WELCOME BACK UCLA STUDENTS

GRAND OPENING!
THAI TIME *7/te lied *7Uai ^ood Ut WeduMod

1147Westwoocl
(NEXT DOOR TO AIBWAY)
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Westwood

town
I . I iT

No one disputes that

Westwood isn't the

hot spot it once was.

But local merchants

and other village

boosters hope that

revitalization efforts —

already underway —

will restore the village

to its former glory.

HAM« • AMl)U/l).)ilvHiuin

A "for lease" sign outside the former Cigar Joint store on Weyburn
Avenue is one of several short-lived Westwood Village businesses. n

- - ,j _ /

See, related stories on

pages 9 and 1 1

.

By Meghan Ward
Daily Bruin Contributor

With more than a do/cn book-

stores., two nightclubs, movie

palaces and an open-air arcade

where vendors sold jewelry and
other paraphernalia on weekends,

Westwood Village was once the

shopping mecca of Los Angeles.

Today, Westwood residents

and visitors find empty store-

front;? and a shortage of parking

little incentive to spend an after-

noon' in the Village.

Ashely Anderson, a fourth-

year Hnglish student and
Westwood resident, avoids park-

ing in Westwood at all costs.

"I'll drive to Century City to

see a movie because the parking

there is free," she said.

Due to a series of highly publi-

cized crimes and an economic
downswing in the late '8()s. prop-

erty owners struggled to make
payments as merchants relocated

to more affordable neighbor-

hoods.

A feeling that the streets were

iioJougeiiiale after dark, particu--

larly after the accidental killing of

a Long Beach woman caught in

the crossfire of two gangs in 1988,

discouraged after-hour visits to

the Village.

The majority of people who
venture into Westwood - com-
prised of UCLA students, faculty

and medical center employees,

Westwood residents, and the

Wilshire Boulevard office corri-

dor workers - are still deeply dis-

satisfied with Westwood Village.

"You mean Deadwood
Village?" asked Harold Johnson,

a fourth-year English student and
Westwood resident.

Johnson said he is frustrated

with the parking situation and the

lack ol restaurants and shops that,

cater to the student community.

He said he also (eels the

wealthy homeowners that^live in

the surrounding neighborhood
want to keep students moving
rather than .see ihcm loitering in

the streets.

"They want to keep the neigh-

borhood quiet. They don't want

another Ihird Street Promenade
or Universal City Walk," Johnson

said.

"The Village isn't

catering to anyone

right now."

Laura Lake

Friends of Westwood
president

Laura Lake, president of

Friends of Westwood, an associa-

4ion ^ompffStfiL^ o<^ Westwm>d^
nomeowners, merchants and ten-

ants, said she fetMs the revsidents of

Westwood are no more content

with Westwood Village than the

students are.

"If you set up to please only

one group, you lose the others.

Basically, the Village isn't cater-

ing to anyone right now." Lake
said.

With 70 percent of its proper-

ties having changed hands in the

past 18 months and dev^Jopcrs

battling it out over the future of

Westwood, everyone is anxiously,

awaiting the revival of the Village.

Ira Smedra's Village Center

Westwood project is a $100 mil-

lion, 469,000 square foot.

Mediterranean style multiplex

that will convert one block of

Cilendon Avenue, into a pedestri-

an walkway.

The Center will have a Ralph's^

supermarket, a drugstore, 3,400

movie seats, a public library and a

retirement home.

Larry Taylor's company,
Christina Development, has pur-

chased most of the 1000 block of

Westwood Boulevard, in addition

to the old Hamburger Hamlet
building and 'the building which

houses the Mann's Festival

Theater.

A third project, the Westwood
Marketplace, owned by Regent

Properties, has 130,000 square

feet of space located on Weyburn
Avenue which plans to include

one anchor restaurant and
numerous upscale retail clothing

shops.

Lake, who opposes Smedra's

project, would like to see

Westwood modeled after

Larchmont Village or Montana
Avenue in Santa Monica, retain-

ingitsTralhcntTcitjras^rvittagc.

"We would like a supermarket,

but not at the cost of losing a

street. And going down four lev-

els - what a hassle for a quart oT

milk," Lake said.

Sandy Brown, co-president of

Holmby-Westwood Property

Owners, agreed. She said the asso-

ciation supports all the projects,

except Village Center Westvspod.

"Thanks to developers like

Larry Taylor, the Village is

already starting to feel good."

Johnson said he welcomed the

Ralph's included in Smedra's pro-

ject but he would also like to see

,
Sm WESTWOOD, page 36
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Village prepares

to get made over
FUTURE: Upscale shops,

restaurants to revamp

flailing Westwood image

By Trina Enriquez

Daily Bruin Contributor-

sumer demographics. Ihe students,

faculty and staff of thi^ UCLA cam- " Village

.,. Westwood Village is metamor-
phosing, as restaurants, retailers and

major land developers alike close in

pn its market potential. . .

New restaurants such as Tanino

Ristorante & Bar, Palomino Euro

Bistro and Furochow will move into

previously vacated building spaces,

while developers reconstruct entire

segments lining the main arteries of

the Village.

"Students can look forward to the

idea that the Village is worth corning

back to." said Jeff Knight, co-owner

pus and medical center; the business

people who work on Wilshire

Boulevard; and residents of

Westwood, Beverly Hills and the sur-

rounding vi(?inity are all close enough

_tp the village to attract a lot of retail-

ers and restaurants.

The coming influx of new restau-

rants and stores indicates that busi-

nesses are not blind to such potential.

"It's an injustice to the people of

the area not to have boutiques and

nicer restaurants to go to." said

Franco Simplicio. co-owner of

Tanino. "The demographics demand
it."

Simplicio, who owns Allegria's

Italian restaurant in Malibu, and co-

owner Tanino Drago plan to open

Tanino Ristorante & Bar on

Westwood Boulevard id late

of

atmosphere is

totally European,"

Drago said. "With

people walking around.

there's just that feeling

Italy."

Simplicio, a UCLA graduate,

cited his nostalgia from coming to

the Village in the 1970s, plus the need

for more upscale businesses, as rea-

sons for establishing the restaurant in

Westwood.

Restaurants Unlimited plans to

open its Palomino Euro Bistro on the

corner of (llendon apd Lindbrook,

opposite the Armand Hammer
Museum. It will feature a marble

interior with large paintings, stained

wood cabinetry and pendants with

glass art hung throughout the restau-

rant.

\

o< the ivlaui beach eate.

The Armand Hammer Museum,
and the proximity of both the J. Paul

Getty Center and Schubert Theater

all contribute to making Westwood
Village into what Knightcalls "a cul-

-tural hub'of southern Caftfomia:^^

The Village also possesses what

many consider to be excellent con-

Ociober. Ihe restaurant will resem-

ble a Venetian palace similar to

rooms inside the Hearst Castle in San

Simeon.

Drago will be head chef, a position

he held for seven years at his broth-

"erTXJrago restaurant before joining

Simplicio to establish his own restau-

rant in Westwood. *'

im completely optmiisiic that

Westwood is going to be a perfect

place (for Palomjno)," said. Rick

Giboney. senior vice president of

development at Restaurants

Unlimited. "If it wasn't tiirhing

around, we wouldn't be coming in

there."

^

open the restaurant's doors in early

December, but if such an aggressive

date proves impossible, the bistro

will probably open in early February,

after heavy staff, recruitment

throughout January.

"It's a wonderful job to have while

you're going . to college," said

Giboney, who is cognizant of the

resources afforded by UCLA stu-

dents living nearby. "LInivcrsities are

great for the business and ent^rgv

Rcsttrunmrs" Htfd hopes to

'

tney create. '

'

Yet another prestigious addition

to future Westwood restaurants is

Euroc[iow, which will be housed in

the dome building formerly occupied

by the Wherehouse, andjyiiiidilwiU-

be open by the end of fhis year.

Furochow is the brainchild o\'

Michael Chow, who owns Mr. Chow

restaurants in Beverly Hills, Njw
York and London. Chow has

designed all of his own restaurants, in

addition to two couture boutiques

for Giorgio Armani.

Contrary to what its billing may
imply, Furochow's fare will not be a

fusion of Chinese and Italian cuisine.

Both will be featur^d^on one menu
and cooked side by side in a large

open kitchen, but the authenticity of

each cuisine shall he preservfid,

Chow said.

Numerous other restaurants are

al^o taking advantage of the Village's

potential.

California Pizza Kitchen, for

—example, has recently signed a lease

for.the space previously occupied by

See RENOVATIONS, page 25
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ASUCLA
From page 5

'/

management dops." said graduate

student board representative Tirti

Beasley. "We don't let them run

(ASUCLA) purely as a business. If it

were up to the students, it would be

more like a co-op or student aid orga-

nization The board and management
try to fmd a balance

"

"Management has been empow-
ered by the board," Beasley contin-

ued.

Eastman said she agrees.

"I have to be mindful of the per-

spective, missioh and values of the,

Board ot Directors as I make my dally

decisions." she said. -

Some say that the changes have

helped to alleviate the association's

fmancial woes. And recent numbers
show that the organization is iilowly

but surely heading back; toward finan-

cial viability, under the leadership of

Eastman and Chief Financial Officer

"l^ich Delia.

' Ihjt, for many of the 2,000 students

who work for ASUCLA, primarily in

the UCLA Store, and UCLA
Restaurants, the association is little

more than an employer. Many of

these students, busy with school, work
and trying to maintain a s'ocial life,

don't have time to concern them-

selves with ASUCLA's politics. , -

"I worked here two yeari and I did-

n't even know that tht^re was a

board," said Jennifer Schcinost, a

fourth-year economics and t^rench

student who has worked for ASU-
CLA for two and a half years.

"There's not a whole lot of aware-

ness about the board among the

employees," Schein*bst continued.

"Most (students) don't work here

longer than six months."

Gil Gatchalian, a second-year psy-

chology stud(|:nt who just began work-

ing in the UCLA Store during the

summer, said that the inner workings

of the association would not be

important to him "unless there was
some kind of drastic change."

Ciatchalian appreciates the work-

ing environment thal_ASUCLA pro-

vides.

"I can get along with the people

really easily since they're all students

too," he said.

But, Scheinost, who used to work
for UCLA Restaurants, had a differ-

ent take on the working environment

in ASUCLA's food services division.

"There's Very Jittle rpspect cciming

from the customers and manage-
ment," she said. "People assume that

you're a moron because you're work-

ing in food services."

Other student employees empha-
size the convenience of working for

an employer that understands college

students' schedules

"It's right here on campus, and
they're flexible about your schedule,"

said Jason Morales, a fourth-year

English student who has worked for

ASUCLA for a year.

During their time here, many stu-

dents will look at the association as

just a workplace. Others will know it

) as just another acronym they read

—about in the newspaper. Some will

look at ASUCLA as something to get

involved With and learn about.

No matter what students think of

the students' Association, it is a part of

the university that isdifilcult to avoid

encountering.

"ASUCLA is extremely important

on campus and its role should defi-

nitely not be taken lightly." said

undergraduate student board mem-
ber Ahmed ^hama.

But, the jury is still out on just what"
that role will be in the-future.

With reports from Neal Narahara, Daily

Bruin Contributor.

FEES
From page 3

Malaspina, interim director of

,news and communication for

UCOi*
"A third of total fees, regi.s-

tralion and educational fees

goes back to students in the

form of financial aid," he

added.

Fees for selected profession-

al school students, such as med-
ical and business school stu-

dents, are also impo.sed by the

regents in order to fund finan-

cuil aid and to support the qual-

ity of academic programs at

professional schools. ^

Th» t;hi«nwllor iillootitea the

monies collected thr()Ugh the

university-wide Jee, and the

Student lee Advisory

Committee (SI-AC) advises the-

chancellor how to spend this

money. -

SFAC also advises the chan-

cellor on the institution of new
fees and the revision of existing

fees, which are known as cam-
pus-based fees.

Campus-based fees, which

must be approved by both the

chancellor and the regents, are

only paid by students of that

campus.

University-wide fees are paid

by students from all nine UC
campuses and are distributed

-by UCOI!, whereas the campus-

bjHiffd fcca urc on ly pa id by w

specific needs.

These, fees may be either

compulsory or voluntary.

Compulsory fees may be set or

ina^ased after students vote in

a referendum. Following the

vote, finah approval by the chan-

cellor and the regents is neces-

sary in order for the fee to be

instituted.

Campus-based fees for all

students this year increased $3.

a miniscule amount in compari-

son to the $43.50 surge of last

year. -

No other university-wide fees

experienced a hike because of

AB 1318. except for a $400
increase in non-resident tuition.

"We're just trying to make
r»l lrcr a littlr maic affmd.r:

DORMS

funds given by UCOP from the single university for university- able," McCarty added.

From page 33

surpass the number of doubles.

' Most of the incoming freshmen will be
living in triples - 70 percent - because,

while they are guaranteed housing, they

cannot choose which room or building to

live in.

Returning residents can choose where
they live, so they are less likely to end up
in a triple against their preference.

In addition to adding triples, the

Housing Administration will place some
students in the third-fioor lounges of the

high-rises for the first few weeks of
school.

"This high number of students is

requiring us to activate some lounges,"

Mi id Michael Furaktfr, dirflcior of ihe

placing students in lounges is the last

option used to compensate for the lack of

housing.

Those students will be' moved into reg-

ular rooms when spaces become available

but will receive no compensation for hav-

ing to live in the lounges.

F^^oraker attributes the rise in the num-
ber of residents to this year's larger fresh-

man class and njore eligible second-year

students choosing to return to the resi-

dence halls.

The closing of Hershey Hall as a resi-

dence facility this past year did not add to

the crowding situation, in the residence

halls.

"Hershey accommodated about 335
single graduate students, and we did not

relocate any of those students to the hill,"

Foraker said.

Housing Administration, addirfg that See DORMS, page 34
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LMwcr iHtSll *** wB 'Offer not good on reduced items _imn mijmm - ^^ ^^ •* With approved credit on your Cort Credit Card See store for details B

Read by 40,000 or more
interesting, diverse people.

your market...your audience...

Advertise - It

Daily Bmin

Cgsnmtic Surgery
FREE CONSlitTATION

Laser Surgery, Con^fi^M^iaging Available

\ • Nose
• Acne Scars
• Lip Enhancement
• Face Lift/Eyelid Surgery
• Hair Flap/Scalp Reduction
• Chemical Peels

• Chin & Cheek Implants
• Liposuction
• Ear Reshaping—• Snoring—

-

• Tonsils

• Hair Removal

Steven Burres, M.D.
FMCS, AAPPS, AAOHNS, lACMA, CMA,

AiMWANACADEMYOFFACIAL PLASTICANDRECONSTR
SURGERY

Board Certified

(310) 386.0590

465 North Roxbiiiy I>./Beverfy Hills

1119 Second St» Manhattan Beach

Affordable prices

Financing Available and Most Insurance Accepted
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Inspector shortage hurts eateries

RATINGS: Grades may

help bring business, but

can also destroy them

By Pauline Vu
Daily Bruin Contributor

What Noodle Plant^t owner John

^Mckpongsatorn remembers most is

the shame.

There was the shame of having to

post his restaurant's health inspec-

tion score - 53 points out of 100 pos-

sible - on his window for the world to

see.

There was th^ shame of dealing

with customers who refused to' pay

for "dirtyTood."

And that distinct, payiful shame of

seeirig passersby gagging at the grade

in disgust. y,
—__— i--..,

"I've had people laugh, jeer and

point at the score. Once I even saw a

guy taking a picture of his friends

posing with it," Mekpongsatorn said.

Two weeks later, Mekpongsatorn

had, among other corrections,

learned what the Health Department

considers the proper method of

defrosting, replaced the broken tile in

front of his refrigerator and repaint-

ed the ceiling of his upstairs store

room, where he had been docked two

points because the paint was peeling.

And despite his explanations to

:aistomCTs tteR^^manyofIns viotaii^ns

Questions such as "How much did

you pay for the sign?" and "Where'd

you steal it?" bombarded
Mekpongsatorn.

"We earned this score," he

replied.

The Los Angeles County Health

Department didn't foresee problems

like Mekpongsatorn's when it adopt-

ed the new restaurant grading system

earlier this year.^ ' '
"

'

' ' '
'
'

The system emerged after CBS
.filmed the -kitchens of several Los

Angeles restaurants and aired what

they found.

The footage was appalling, food

consistently cooked at dangerously

low temperatures, cockroaches in

places where food was cooked, and,

in one particularly nauseating scene,

an employee who picked his nose

while handling food.

Public outcry arid hundreds of

calls to the Health Department con^

vin^ed the department ta nu&ke

sweeping changes in the way its

inspectors work.
• Two weeks after the television spe-

cial aired, 46 restaurants in the coun-

ty were cIosed||,down. Many of the clo-

sures were temporary, allowing the

restaurants time to fix their problems

before reopening. A few of those clo-

sures were permanent.

Some temporary closure viola-

tions - in which a restaurant is closed

for at least 48 hours to fix their prob-

Irms in f.l i idr vr i in in Mid exirss i ve

point scale and given corresponding

letter grades - 90 to 100 points is an

A. 80 to 89 is a B, 70 to79 is a C, and

anything below 70 is simply given a

number score.

Under the old system, a restaurant

was noted simply for its number of

violations and how crucial they were,

and given an Excellent, Good. Fair,

or Poor rating.

^'—However, the public remained

largely uninformed of the restau-

rant's health situation under the old

system.

The new sysjpm was created "to

empower the public to make a deci-

sion on whether or not to patronize a

place," said Terrance Powell, chief

environmental health specialist for

the West District.

"I think it's a good idea," said

Gerald Sequeira, a fourth-year civil

engineering student. "I feel more
confident going into a restaurant

knowing the score they got, because I

know what I'm getting ihto."

Although he prefers A and B
grades, Sequeira said he wouldn't

automatically stop going to a restau-

rant with a C grade if it were inexpen-

sive. He draws the line, however, at

anything lower.

"A number score is bad. They
don't even give them a letter,"

Sequeira said.

Mekpongsatorn estimated that he

lost nearly 25 percent of his business

:]lanng the time:h&had the icn

WESTWOOP FOOD ESTABUSH
The Los Angeles HeaKh Department Inspects lestmrants and

results. Scfores from 90 to 100 rate an A, 80 to 89 get a B, and 70 to 79

Scores below 70 do not receive a grade. See story fior grading crfteria.

ESTABLISHMENTS GRADES ESTABLISHMENTS
Acapulco(4/98) B

B.J.'s Pizza & Grill (2/98) 6

Bagel Dome (2/98) B

Bangkok Cafe of Westwood (3/98)

Bread$ticks(5/98) A

California Sunburger (2/98)

Capt|ao(2y98) . 68

Chasin Chicken

Cowboy Sushi (2/98)'

DiddyRiese Cookies (2/98)

Mongors (5/98)

Monty's Steak House (

Moustache Cafe (4/

Noodle KttclTfrrW

PiccoloMononJml

m

Rite n

Saijon Street (4/91)

Sandbag's (2/91

fsee Elysee Bakery (7/98) A SchlotzskWs Deli (3/98)

First Szechwan Wok (7/98)

Golden Gate Indian Tardo ri (3/98)

Haaqen-Dazs(2/98)

Headlines (3/98)

mam
Italian Express (4/98)

Jose Bernstein (2/98)

La Salsa (2/98)

Shakey's Pizza Re$taurantt9/98)

SmndcTcoffeniMBM)

SubwaySandwiches (2/98)

Thai House (3/98)

The Coffee Bean (3/981

had been minor and offers to allow

them to inspect the kitchen them-

'selves, business dropped.

Noodle Planet was recently

upgraded to an A grade. Business

immediately picked up, and the only

remaining shadow was a few snide

comments about the new grade.

sewage.

The county's Board of

Supervisors then voted unanimously

to implement a system that awards

points and forces restaurants to post

their grades, similar to systems in San

Diego and Riverside counties.

Restaurants are scored on a 100-

posted in his window.

"Regardless of what you've (Cor-

rected, the poor score remains until

the next inspection. That's on^ aspect

I feel is unfair and unjust," he said.

Noodle Planet was supposed to

SeeRISTAUIIAIfTS,pa9e4S

LoveandServe(4/981

MaloneyM2/98

MeGusta(3/98)

'Last inspection date in parenthesis.

iMKt lA Ofp«tmfni of HNlth

JUNE K1M/D«ly Bruin

.forappointed positionsonA pj> I y Campus-wide Committees
tToday! ••••••••• ••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Take an active

role in your

Undergraduate

Students

Association

Available Appointments

Administrative Committees

Chancellor's Advisory Committee on Disabilities Chancellor's Advisory

Committee on Instrtrctional Improvement Fh'ogram Chancellor's Advisory

Committee on Religion, Ethics, and Values Chancellor's Advisory Committee on

the Say &• Lesbian Community Financial Aid Policy Committee Student

Conduct Committee Student Services Master Plan Advisory Committee

Wooden Center Board of Governors

Other —
bu working for Judicial Board Justices Election Board Chairperson Book Lending Chairperson

StadeiA tights

and concerns.

Information on committees is posted on the bulletin board

next to the OSAC President's Office, 304 Kerckhoff

Mons available NOW@ 304 Kerckhoff Hall

Make a difference.

Deadline

PAID FOR BY USAC

Fre>ay October 9 by 5pm

/-at:
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School^ + Gooks in) + APens

:^<rT-.-^-t,

ZipperDown
Organizer for

Pens, Penciis,

Caiculators, etc...

Water Resistant

V

Rip-proof

Cordura

Suede Leather base
for Shsengtit&=

Durabiiity

aa/t4/ value ' (Must Present Ad)

Expires 10/15/98

Get Opgsnized

GIFT CERTIFICATE
" To: Our Valued Customer

Issued By: Management
« UMTT 1 CEXnFlCATE PEK PERSON

• NOT VALIDWrm ANY OniER OFFQt
Not vriid with any specials A Beanie BiriMes

MUSrr HRINGm AD. BXPIRIS 1Q/1V98
VAUDwrm PURCHASE OVER 125 • NO CASH VALUE

1090 WESTWOOD BLVD.

(Must Prejsent Ad)

Expires 10/15/98

JUW ¥¥C0 1 WUUU DLVU. ^ M

P) 824-1688 ii^in4f^I \S%m^ I \^J^ The Vltimate Gift Store"

•^h>*wl^Ml^
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M Peeoraied How
ARMCHAIR ARMCHAIR

w/ headrest
$-|Q99.$2499

exp. 10/15/98

"^m^

LAVA LAMPS
9934 exp. 10/15/98

^'

8" Ball only $14.99

IZ** Ball only $24.99

8" Ball w/ motor & pin $44.95

12'' Ball w/ motor & pin $54.95 exp. 10/15/98 exp. 10/15/98

LACK LIGHTS
18" Black light w/fixture $14.99

29" Black light w/fixture $24.99

48" Black light w/fixture $44.95

Mini StTobe light

$14.95 with ad

GIFT CERTIFICATE
To: Our Valued Customer
Issued By: Management
UMTT 1 CamUCAIE PBS PBBSON

• NOT Validwrm ANY OTHER OFFER
NoCvi#lwllhanyspedals4k Dawie Babies

•fUn* BRING m AD. EXPIRES 10/19/90
VAUD WimPIJMCHAEB OVER taS • NO CASH VAUUE

1090 WESTWOGO BLVD.

(310) 824-1688 /j/jA-J/
'I^e LUbM^ie Gijt Ji^'i^'*

ii

'.li

'*^——'^ I
.
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Soliciting organizations bombard Bruin Walk with flyers
HANDOUTS: Diversity

of Student interests lures

commercialism to UCLA

ByH.JayncAhn
Daily Bruin Contributor

fivcn students on campus during

the summer cannot escape from the

mfamous "(Iyer people," those who
stake out Bruin Walk and hand out

information about their respective

organizations.

Rather than targeting regular

UCLA students, those solicited

include students taking summer class-

es, freshmen attending orientation ses-

sions, and other visitors and tourists

arriving daily.

Indeed, being exposed to zillions of

commercial and informational litera-

ture is an inescapable part of universi-

ty life.

Woo Yun Lee. a second-year bio-

chemistry student, remembered the

first few weeks of her freshman year.

"There were so many people wait-

ing to hand out flyers on Bruin Walk. It

was such a hassle to pass through

them," she said.

Gene Lee, a second-year political

science student, agreed.

"I think they can add pressure on
the incoming students because they're

already kind ofoverwhelmed by every-

thrng dsr thafs happenfflgr ttawrig

people shoVe flyers in your face proba- in watching

biy doesn't help much," he said.

Often, students do not let them-

selves get absorbed in the scene. "I usu-

, ally just walk by them. I tell them with

my hand that I don't need any extra

papers." Woo Yun Lee said.

Caroline Oak, a fourth-year micro-

biology student, has another strategy.

She tries not to make eye contact

and walks fast to avoid them. Even
with free movie passes, she ju^t slips

by, unless it' s a movie she s mtcrested

"But most of the movies aren't

l)lockbuster hits," Oak said.

Sometimes students are more open
to the "flyer people."

"1 normally take the flyer and look

at it later," Gene Lee said, "But if they

try to talk to me, 1 normally try not to

talk to them because I usually have

some place to go."

Even Woo Yun Lee, who usually

tries to bypass the people, said she

takes he i time tu lead the unes that'are'

shoved into her hands.

Others are more responsive. "I'll

pick up the flyer and see what their

purpose is or what rtieir clubs and
organizations are," said Katherine

Jankew, a second-year microbiology

student.

"If I'm interested, I'll even get back
to them," she added.

UCLA, with its huge and diverse

^udent body, attracts a host of organi-

zations and interest groups seeking to

promtJte their causes and ideas.

See related story on

page 26

One of the orga;iizations frequently

seen on campus is Sojourn Services

for Battered Women in Santa Monica.

Elizabeth Jones, the sheher's com-
munity education and outreach coor-

dinator, said they seek volunteers and
try to get people interested at colleges

"because there may be students who
are wanting to get experienced in this

area, and it's a great way to recruit

those students."

Aside from the thousands of people
that roam the campus daily» groups are

drawn to solicit on the UCLA campus
because of the wide variety of interests

students have.

"College campuses are public

furums and almost like a mafkelpla<^

ferent organizations, groups and opin-

ions th^t are kind of thrown out there

as seeds," said Joshua Sofaer, a staff

worker at Jews for Jesus in Westwood.
Handing out pamphlets is like offer-

ing an "invitation to students to inter-

act with the message that my group has

toofler."

"College-aged people are more
mobile and because of that, I think it

opens them a little bit more to consider

accepting such invitations," Sofaer

said.

In addition to non-profit organiza-

tions and self interest groups, a bulk of

-the leaflets on campus are representa-

tives of some 600 student clubs, local

advertisers and commercial groups,

recruiters from government institu-

tions and job markets, and event coor-

dinators.

Things were slightly different in the

past, however.

Two years ago, only informational

literature could be passed out and no
commercial literature was allowed to

be handed out on Bruirt Walk.

Since then, though, a supreme court

ruling declared that "commercial liter-

ature is free speech and can be^lissem-

inated as well," according to Berky

Nelson, director of the Center for

Student Programming.

As a result, anyone is permitted to

hand out flyers "as long as they do not

obstruct with traffic and they do so on
the walkways of the university."

for ideas. There are a whole slew of dif- See FLYERS, page 55

UCLA'S FAVORITE & MOST RESPECTED JEWELRY STORE
FAMILY OWNED SINCE 1970
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Prices comparable to wholesale

Drawing for a beautiful watch.
Come in and sign up. Drawing

Wed, Oct. 14

Bring in your
Student ID for a

20 /c

Helpful, Friendly Service

ones

o
Discount

I

I

I

I
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I

Engagement Rings, Ift\A/^ IT\ii
Diamonds,

|'%^vF^*rn jj
14k, 18k Platinum
Silver Jewelry

/

*>

I
to all UCLA faculty, empioyeesr,

'students, alumni and medical staff '

1065 Broxton Avenue
Westwood Village

(310) 208-8404
^l^mmm^t^f^m i^mmlitmarmmt^i^^Kmtrtm

^

Members of many highly accredited jewelry associations

Validated Parking at Broxton Garage
,

i i i
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Powel
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Where
semester '

some credit

Westwood
Where "

establ 1sh

el come- back, Bruins !

Every Friday is UCLA Day
at Macy 's Westwood.

«

Bruin s (students.
I""—^P™—

#

faculty and staff) save

on purchases ' (even .

sale-priced stuff) eyery Friday^
and save 100% on parking.
The savings are steep, the selection is superb and the

parking ts~ free (2 hours, with purchase7T"t1acy's Westwood ^s""

located at 10861 Weyburn Avenue, across from the UCLA Medical

Center. You can enter from Weyburn or Le Conte Avenues.

rmacys
Shop for more online: www.macys.com /

•*"A11 credit offers are subject to, credit approval. Current UCLA Stud^ents or employee
identification must be presented at time of purchase. Not valid with any other coupon or
discount offer. 10% savings does not apply to Cosmetics. Fragrances or Fine Jewelry.
Discount offer is valid ea^ch Friday only at Macy's Westwood.
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recipes for instant streamlimng

• Oeco-Magneti'cs, includes hooks,
"^

clips & baskets, $1.99 to $6.99

• 13 Ounce Tumblers, 39C

• 18 Ounce Tumblers, 49( ,

• 20 Ounce Bowls, 35(

•• *r m * *
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• Assorted Storage Items, 35C to 99$

• Flip Top Storage Boxes, $1.19 to $1.89

• Storage and Organization Containers, $7.99 to $10.99
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ON SALE

automatic clutter savers

• Soap Dishes, 99C

• Tooth Brush Holders, 79<

• Nu-Wave Suction, included soap trays, mirrors, organizers,

mini-baskets, shower baskets, razor holders

• Metro Bottles, assorted sizes and styles, $1.99 to $8:39

I .

• Totes, $6.29 to $13.99

• Waste Baskets, $7.49 to $8.49

• Baskets 8. Totes, reg. $6.29 to $6.99, SALE $4.99

• Travel Needs, includes soap boxes, travel sets and toothbrush cases, $1.49 to $4.49

f•IDV^F^V^M

providing both form and function

• Assorted Hangers,

10 pack,

reg. $1.39,

SALE 99(

ON SALE

• Storage Boxes, $1.49 to $5^9
• 3 Shelf Cube Storage Cabinet, reg. $15.25, SALE $12.99
• Assorted Storage Crates, reg. $5.19, SALE $3.99
• Small Storage Crates, $1.79

• Junior Storage Crates, $2.19

• Metro Mesh bags, assorted sizes, $3.99 to $10.99

ON SALE

SaU prIcM good through Octobor 10th, Umltod to stock on hand. SoUctod mtrehandlst also ayalUbU at

H1U Top Shop, Lu VklU Commons, North Campus Shop and Htalth Sdtncts Storo.
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open daily
I
www. ucl«is tore. ucUi.edu
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• 2 Pack of 4-color Pens, special purchase $1.99

• 3 Pack of 54 Minute Audio Tapes, special purchase $2.59^

• 3 Pack of Zebra J-RoUer Pens, special purchase $2.39

• 2 Pack of Sony AA Batteries, reg. $1.49, SALE 99<

sfi^ yyi^^'^'^

Special Purchase

|f;fTtffc^

Special Purchase

Si
• Floppy Disk Case, assorted colors, 89( to $1.95

• 2 Pack HD Floppy Disks with Case, assorted colors $2.99

• Sharp EL233 Basic Calculator, $2.95

w**«««««*M^w««*«*««««v«^«n«Mi

maximumbmin boosters

• Deco Magazine File, reg. $4.75, SALE $3.29

• 5 SMbject Spiral Notebook, special purchase $5.99

• 10 Pack Sony Floppy Disks, $6.95 less S3 gift check K,

important academk occessories

>^;ft>>WS:>: '>^W<^;

• Gooseneck Desk Lamp, reg. $13.95, SALE $8.99

• Deco Hanging File Rack, reg. $13.75, SALE $9.99

• Better Plastic Student File, reg. $8.75, SALE $6.99

ON SALE

mis

• 3 Pack 120 Minute Video Tapes, reg. $8.95, SALE $7.99

• Kodak Flash One Use Camera, special purchase $9.99

• Sharp EL531 Scientific Calculator, $9.95

• Case Logic CDW24/12 CD Storage Case, $9.95

Special Purchase

Sale pricos good through October lOth, limited to stock on hand. Selected merchandise also available at H1U Top

Shop, Lu Valle Commons, North Campus Shop and Health Sciences Store.

(3 fssGTitidls @ComputGr SuppiiGS
310.206.0820 i 10.82'j.6y'j2

open ddily
I

wvwv.uclcisloie.ut l.i.odu
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Debate about possible campus pub continues
ALCOHOL Facing oppositioil,

ASUCLA's Cooperage has been

unable to obtain a liquor license

By Meghan Ward
Daily Bruin Contributor

It probably never occurred to you that the

space tucked back between the arcade an^) the

textbook store on AJevel Ackerman called The
Cooperage (a place where barrels and casks'are

made and repaired) was originally designed to

be a pub.

A pub! On campus? Isn't that illegal, against

university policy, a violation ofAlcohoTBoard of

Control (ABC) regulations?

Not according to Lance Menthe, a graduate

student member of the Associated Students of

UCLA (ASUCLA) Board of Directors.

Menthe said that he hopes *to convince ASU-
CLA management to research the possibility of

•"Opening a pub on campus by next year. He is

preparing to face opposition to a campus pub.

The first step toward gaining the approval of

the ASUCLA Board of Directors and manage-

ment is to conduct fiscal studies in order lb

ascertain whether installiiig a pub is worth the

time and money it will cost the association.

Patricia Eastman, executive director ofASU-
CLA, said she does not have the capacity to,

investigate the idea of a pub on campus.

"It's a 20-year-old item, and it's not some-

thing I'm interested in taking another look at

right now," Eastman said.

Eastman said she feels conditions that led to

opposition in the past have not changed in

TSien(yettf»=

not be served alcohol.

Don Findley, then ASUCLA executive direc-

tor, and Professor Emeritus Edward Rada
opposed the idea.

After the school applied for a liquor license,

Rada appealed the decision, and the ABC
upheld the appeal. . „ ;;

Neither Findley nor Rada were available for

comment.

In 1983 and 1984, ASUCLA applied for a

license to serve liquor in Lu Vall^ Commons,
where Jimmy's is now located, but they

were met once again with opposi-

tion from Rada.

Discouragcd-^hy^ prcvi-„_

ous failures to attain a

liquor license, ASU-
CLA reopened the

issue with reluctance

in 1988.

It chose not to

apply for the

license that year, based on the assumption that it

would once again be refused.

The estimated cost of getting a license, includ-

ing the price of fighting appeals, was estimated

at $150,000 based on the $125,000 previously

spent. Today, the cost is estimated at $200,000.

James Friedman, a current ASUCLA gradu-

ate student board member, said the association

is not in a financial position to invest in a risky

enterprise at the moment.
"I've heard that student pubs haven't done so

well lately - students are on campus all day long,

and the last thing they want to do is to stay on

campus to have adrink," Friedman explained.

He said that if the students have an over-

whelming desire to have a pub, he would support

it. But Friedman questions the motivation for

See PUB, page S4
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"ASUCLA could spend a tremendous
amount of money researching the matter,"

Eastman said.

In January 1979, the ASUCLA Board of

Directors voted in favor of establishing a pub in

Ackerman Union and admitting persons under

the age of 21 into the pub - although they would

.^ -:Jri4m

Try the Direct Approach!
WeVe Got What YouVe

Looking For!

Telepersonals is Los Angeles'

largest, most exciting telephone

meeting system with the perfect

combination of those looking for a
dale, a friend, or sonr)ething more

"Around the Clock"

Access!

24 hour a day access means you
use the system when it's conve-

nient for YOU to^pick up your

messages, listen to ads and
respond to tbem

Free to Explore!

The member directory is ALWAYS
free to listen to and you can also

record your own personal ad at
'''" no charge

Instant Live OneonOne
Connecti4)ns!

When you're ready, you can take

your experience to the next level

with private live conversations in

a safe and anonymous way

Always there to help you!

Unlike the competition's answer-

ing machine, our staff is ALWAYS
available to answer your ques-

tions and listen to your sugges-

tions or concerns 24 hours a day

Try It Right Now!
Increase your opportunities of

finding someone. Just relax and
listen for someone to whisper in

your ear.

^M-'i'i^yp- '' jfevj^

'v^m

Your sou UA.L ENCOUNTE

As Mony As 9,000 Cols A Doy/Over 5,000 Ads On-line

Plus Instant live One-on-One (onnedions

\ I \ K Mepersonals:
K

(310)817-4200 m)2274200 (323)782^200
(7f4)901.2828 (562)424-3999

ENTER FREE ACCESS CODE 334 .

FREE TO CALL!*
TRY IT NOW!

vvww.wt>hf)ersoniils.cofn

Must be 18 years or older. *Long distance ctiarges may apply.

'*.* T

Urn

» ^—
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D

This Fall, when you buy a textbook with

our Buyback Guaranteed symbol, we

guarantee we'll buy it back from you at

the end of the quarter for 50% of the

purchase price. You'll find stacks of text-

books for dozens of classes that qualify

for Buyback Guaranteed.

Just look for the signs on the textbook shelves:

Your textbook must 'be in usable condition when you sell it back. Only,

specific titles are selected for Buyback Guaranteed, because we're

reasonably sure they will be required next quarter. But a guarantee is

a guarantee, so even if we guess wrong, we buy your book back.

K,

® Textbooks
A-l pvhI Af kprm^n

310.206.0791

open d.iily
|

www.ucl.istore.ud.i.edu
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WHILE YOU W£RE AWAY FROM UCLA
Were you gone during the summer months? Not to fear! We at the Daily Bruin have pieced together a helpful time line ofsummer ever ,u i;t:jp yuu i ; eauh up ui ; wi u'

missed. The dates are the dates of the Dally Bruin issue In which the events occurred. You can read ail ofthe summer Bruin issues on iine at http://www,daJlybruln,uda.etlu

June 29
• Law Professor

Jonathan Varat is

appointed the next

dean ofthe law school.

• Patients raise

concerns over sale of

the UCLA dialysis unit

to a private corporaion.

Aug. 3

USAC passes its budget with

little fanfare, since nearly every

office and student group had to

take a budget cut.

•ASUCLA has laid off four

employees from the Main

Cashier's Office.

Aug. 10

* UCLA Regional Organ

Procurement Agency is

ordered by the Health Care

Rnandng Administration to

close its doors and await

takeover by another private

organ retrieval company

because of faiiurcto meet

govemment standards.

Aug. 31

• Los Angeles activists hop a bus to Berkeley to rally for the expuHioa of

undergraduate David Cash, who witnessed his friend Jeremy Strohmeyer

strangling a 7-year-ok) girl in a Nevada Casino in May 1997.

•Traffic lights are installed at the intersection of

Westwood Boulevard aqd Strathmore.

•Ten Percent, UCLA's gay and lesbian newsmagazine,

may not publish this year, for lack ofan editor orany

staff.

• Circle Drive is renamed in honor of former Chancellor

Charies E. Young, who seived as chancellor of UCLA for

29 years, before current Chancellor Albert Camesalc.

S^pt.9

• Special Pmsecotor

Kenneth Staiffturns

^over his report that

claims President Bill

ainton committed

perjury. The report

soon goes public

relea^ hundreds of

pages oflurid detail to

the public over the

Internet

July 20
* The Associated Students of

UCLA (ASUCLA) raise the

prices on nearly 50 percent

of its food items.

• UC Regent Ward Connerly

spearheads a proposal to

end VIP admissions for

-fiends of unive rsity

officials.

July27
* Undergraduate Student

Association Council (USAC)

members vote to lower their

own stipends by $50.

* Some residence units at

Courtslde experioncc "WWtf

—

intrusion" - which most people

would call a leaky roof.

Aug. 17

ASUCLA has been removing

asbestos from the Treehouse

food service area (now called

the Terrace Court).

• A construaion woricer dies in a vehicle accident at the

De Neve Plaza construction site.

• A sexual assault, a rare occurrence on Gmpus, is

reported near the Brain Research Institute.

Sept.8

•Mark McGwire

breaks one of

baseballs most

hallowed records by

smadcN^ his 62nd

home run against the

Chicago Cubs. Sammy

Sosah^hb^nd

homerafewd^ys^

—

I Sonne: iwnmw D«My Bfutn

later.

The events in September did not appear in the Dally Bruin,

but some were too noteworthy to leave out ofthe time tine.

Thursday October

Come join the

Daily Bruin next Thursday

6:00 p.m. Ackemian Viewpoint

your joumaism career

\DVERTIS
-The Daily. Bruin -

•^!<ViV>^hHM

Lounge

The Student Media
ientation & Open House

WMMSoloPoloxom
Unique polo Shirts•mm^^^^t^mmtm

at an amazing price!!

CONTACTS
Disposables

Clear, spheres, wkly or biwkly,

all major brands

Soft Daily or

Ext. Wear
Clear, spheres. B & L

Soft

Astigmatic

or Hard Gas Perm

129

B & L. Boston

"k.,

EXAMSf
For Glasses

(Inc. glaucoma test)

For Contacts
(Inc. 2 m. follow-up)

ARMANI, CALVIN
KLEIN, SAKI, MODO,
GUCCI, MOSSIMO,

ALAIN MIKLI, POLO, J.R
GAULTIER, VERSACE,
DKNY. PERSOL, DIOR,

POLICE, YOJI
YAMAMOTO, HUGO

BOSS
and many more!

K*

15 Years of Experience
Hi-Tech Instruments
We accept most

insurance.

GT. cohenmehr, od
3116 Wilshire Blvd.

Santa Monica
(5 blocks west of Bundy,

across from Big 5)

(310) 828-2010
Free Parking

GLASSES
30 OFF

25 OFF

All Designer

Frames

All Ultra

Thin

PACKAGES

BITil Exam&
Contacts or

Exam & Glasses
'Contacts: Clear, Spheres, B&L, Daily or Ext.

Wear or 2 Boxes of Clear, Spheres weekly OIsp

All Major Brands

'Glasses: From our special selection,

Siofle vision CR 39

Expif 10^17/98. May not be combined with oth^r discounts or plans.

The Annual
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Best Sale
something for everyone!

TWEEDS CATALOG
TM

Thousands and thousands of fashions including: Pants, tops, jackets, dresses,

skirts, and more for women from one of the most popular catalogs!

off
original retail catalog prices

And don't miss the great selection of denim, khakis, skirts, dresses and more from:

America's II Denim and Sportswear retailer.

And the hottest club clothes from:

Miss Sixty and Energie
directly from New York

Four Days Only

Oct. 1-4
Thur & Fri 10ain-9pin

Sat & Sun lOam-Zpm

Tfie Shiine Auditorium

($49W.JefrersonBivd.

Downtown Los Angeles

(nit to use)

and for

the Spotfs Lovers...

All mljor credit cards, checks

and cash accepted.

Admission $1*

1-888-530-0084

www.apparelzone.com

for Tweeds catalos Information

www.tweeds.com

rADZ
Brought to you by:

Apparel Designer Zoi\ie

SERIOUS DEAt-S FOR SERIOUS SHOPPERS

) •
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The fou
Here's where to find us:

ULDImSTRURAHTS LkoHom:
HI St ARCH

i IBMAHV

NOflTH
CAMPUS
STUDENT
CENTER

Murpny scOiptura

Oardtn

ROVCfc

North (ampus

Ui }Mit Commons
Near Dodd Hall, hours:

Meiii.-Thurs. 7:30ain-9pm; Fri. 7:30«in-6pin;

SiL/Sun. llam-apm

Jimm/s Coffee House
at Lu Valle Commons, hours:

Mon.-Thurs. Tain-lOpm; Fri. 7am-7pm;
Sat. 8ain-7pm; Sun. 10ani-7pni

North Campus Student Center

—nearCtrartest: Y&img tltJTary, hours:

—

Mon.-Thurk 7afn-9pm; Fri. 7am-7pm;

Sat. 10am-6pm; Sun. dosed

Northen Lights Coffee House
at North Campus Student Center, hours:

Mon.-Thurs. 7am-10pm; Fri. 7am-7pm;

Sat. 8am-6pni; Sun. dosed

WOOnEN
CBNTtH

Central Campus
MATH SCIENCES

Campus Comer
near the Men's Gym, hours:

Subsection 1: Mon.-Thurt. I0am-6:30pm; Fri.

10«ni-4pni; SatTSun. closed

Taco Bell: Moa.-4httrs. 9am-7:30pm; Fri. 9am-
9pm; SatTSun. closed

The Cooperage

A-Level Ackerman, hours:

Men. - Thuffs. 7:30am-10:30pm; Fri. 7:30am-10pm;
Sat llam-9pm; Sun. llam-8pm

Tsunami

A-Level Adcerman, hours:

Hon. - Thurs. 10am-7pni; Fri. 10am-6pm; Sat./Sun. llam-Spm

Terrace Food Court

1st Floor Ackerman, hours:

Ruble's, Panda Express,: Mon.-Thurs. 10am-
9pm; Fri. llam-Spm; Sat llam-6pm; Sun. llam-Spm

Troplx: Mon.-Thurs. 7am-9pm; Fri. 7am-6pm; Sat 10am-
6pm; Sun. 12pm-5pm

RX: Mon.-Thun. 9am-9pm; Fri. 9am-6pm; Sat 10am-
6pm; Sun. 12pm-5pm

Wttzel's, Colombo: Mon.-Thun. 9am-9pm; Fri. 9am-6pm;
Sat./Sun. dosed

Kerckhoff Coffee House
2nd Floor Kerckhoff Hall, hours:

Men.-Thurk 7am-llpm; Fri. 7am-10pm; Sat
lOam-lOpm; Sun. 10am-ll|Nii

South Campus

lombshelter

In the Court of Sciences, hours:

Mon.-Thiifi. 7:30aas-7piii; Fri. 7:30aNii-4pflv

Sat/SM. dosed

Daily Bniin News

^H^:

asic Food Groups?;^.

BRUKfAST.
VARIETY

Up at ttie crack of dawn? So are we -

preparing hot breakfasts for

those of you who don't

have time to grab a bite

before you leave home
in the morning. A

light bite in the

fomri of a muf-

fin^ scone or

bagel
(always
made fresh

daily) is readi-

ly available at

any of our three

campus coffee hous-

es, Kerckhoff Coffee House, Northern

=Efghts, and Jimmy's. For a heartfer

breakfast you can find the traditional

bacon and eggs, pancakes, toast and

potatoes atf The - Great American
Roadside Grill, in the Cooperage,

Bombshelter and Lu Valle Commons
(where you can also find custom made -

to-order omelettes!) At North Campus
Student Center you'll find American &
Mexican breakfast spe-

cialties. Tropix in

the Terrace

Food Court is a

good bet for

fresh baked

muffins or try one of

our new 24o2.

breakfast
smoothies.

Serving Breakfast:

entrol Campus

Kerckhoff Coffee House Terrace Food Court

2nd Floor Kerckhoff Hall 1st Floor Ackerman, at:

The Cooperage ^'•P**

A-Level Ackerman, at:

The Graat American Roadside Grill

North Campus

Lu Valle Commons North Campus Student Center

Near Dodd HalU at: near Charles E. Young Library, at

The QeaCAnMrican Roadside GriU Ryfng Bagal Dett HotgM •raaktet

Jlmm/s Coffee House Northen Lights Coffee House
at Lu Valle Commons ' at North Campus Student Center

South Campus

Bombshelter

in the Court of Sciences, at:

The Great American Roadside Grill

\

VAtUE
Stuck on campus at lunch time?

You're in luckll There's never been a bet-

ter selection of fresh and deticious lunch

choices. For value seekers Campus
Corner is a great bet.

There's Taco Bell

Express and now
SubSectionI

featuring
Submarine
Sandwiches

for $1.75!

NEW FLAVORS
If you happen to be

at North or

South
Campus at

lunch time -

you'll find the new Pacific Rice &
Noodle Traders at both the

Bombshelter and Lu Valle Commons
serving grilled chicken platters and

bowls. For truly authentic Asian food

visit Tsunami on A-Level

Ackerman by

the Viewpoint

lounge and

get freshly

made sushi,

a bowl of

soba or

udonncxxJIes

and a cold

seaweed salad.

»»*•••••» *A«KW

Serving Lunch ond Dinner:

Central Camous

Taco Bell Express SubSectionI

at Campus Corner at Campus Corner

The Cooperage

A-Level Ackerman, featuring:

Coop Pizza Pttie Chicken Heaven

CninchTlme * Salad/Soup Bar

'

The Great American Roadside Grill

Tsunami

A-Lcvel Ackerman

Terrace Food Court

1st Floor Ackerman, featuring:

Ruble's Baja Grilt Paiula Express

Traplx Wetzel's Pretzels

Celembo Yogurt' RX-Candy Coated Cures ^

*

Kerckhoff Coffee House
2nd Floor Kerckhoff Hall

Grab i Go Gourmet Basldn-Robblns

'!> I
..j., ,1.,.,. I li i iii : j.,-
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(dnd coffee)

B <^7A d K 1 t I

If you're in a crunch for time visit

Crunch-Time at the Cooperage in

Ackerman for fast finger foods like fried

zucchini, fish, chicken and curly fries.

Also at the Coop - extreme pizzas,

grilled and fried chicken plates, burgers,

chicken sandwiches and a huge salad

and soup bar. Right upstairs in the newly

refurbished Tcrrace food Court you'll

find Rubio's Baja Grill - Home of the

Fish Taco®.

OLD FAVORITES
While we're focusing on the new you

can still find your.old favorites through-

out campus. Get a taco salad or tostada

Cooperage Style at Holy Mole in the

North Campus Student Center, Cream

of Broccoli soup in a bread boule in the

Kerckhoff Coffee House or Orange

Chicken at Panda Express in the

Terrace Food Court.

Staying on campus

late to study and looking

for dinner? You can split a

pizza with friends at Coop
Pizza or the try the new Ciaol Italia at

North Campus Student Center. Pick

up a burger or chicken sandwich combo
at The Great American Roadside Grill -

at one of three campus locations. The

Terrace Food Court offers plen--

ty of seating with

Rubio's famous

fish tacos, Panda

Express open

until 9pm. You

can enjoy, the

complete
PCH ' menu
featuring

grilled chicken,

fried chicken and

dozens of delicious side

dishes downstairs in the

Cooperage open most

weeknights until 10:30pm.

Fresh hot pretzels,

cool and creamy

frozen yogurt, hot

delicious cook-

ies, mmmml
Wherever you

are on cam-

pus you're

never far from

a tasty snack.

The Terrace

Food Court will

satisfy any sweet

tooth with RX-candy

by the ounce, Colombo Frozen Yogurt

and Tropix Smoothie bar. Craving some"

thing salty? Wetzel's Pretzels promises

pretzels 30 minutes fresh all day long.

Our campus coffeehouses always

have an inviting array of bagels and

pastries as well as cookies, danishes and

other treats. And
while you're

there, use

your refill

mug and

get S0€

brewed
coffee.

refills all

year long!

North Campus

Lu Valle Commons
^ Near Dodd Hall, featuring:

Pacific Rice & Noodle Traders Sub Sandwiches

Great American Roadside Grill Deli, too

Jimmy's Coffee House

at Lu Valle Commons

North Campus Student Center

near Charles E. Young Ubrary, featuring:

' Clao! Italia Bruin Wok SaUd/Soup Bar

Holy Mol« Flying Bagel Dell

Grab A Go Gourmet

Northen Lights Coffee House

at North Campus Student Center

Freshly made SusM Basldn-Robblns

Kerckhoff Coffee House and Northern Lights feature

Baskin-Robbins ice-cream.

South Campus

Bombshelter

in ttie Court of Sciences, featuring:

Pacific Rice ft Noodle Traders Outdoor BBQ

Underground Dell Grab & Go Gourmet

Great American Roadside Grill

UCLiiiEsrR
^•m

DESTflUBRHTS

=Tei= I I .- 1
1

'

•' " ' / * ZLH
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MiRANSPORTATION

.
#

By L Sharon Yee
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Lorenzo spends his eight-hour workday tak-

ing in the sights and sounds of Los Angeles, from

the east side to the west side.
,

i,
, _

He also drives a bus on one of the

Metropohtan Transit Authority's (MTA) 200
bus lines.

The bus may fall

short of what you would

expect on a luxury cruise

liner, but before you give

up your walking shoes

and bus tokens for the

sweet comforts of a taxi

cab or your own plush

vehicle, take the time to

^ , - spend a typical day on a

rinanCiai roaming L.A. bus.

Los Angele s

public transit

system, while

under fire for

mismanagement,

IS actiialty efficient

throughout

UCLA^
immediate

surrounding areas

Lorenzo can always

tell an experienced rider

from an inexperienced

one.

He said inexperi-

enced riders tend to ask

lots of questions and sit

close to the front, usual-

ly in the seats reserved

for elderly and handi-

capped passengers.

Often, ifthe bus is full

and they have to sit in

the back, they'll push

their way up to the front

to exit because they don't understand the door in

the back was created for that exact purpose.

"Sure, it's irritating the first couple of times,

but, like the traffic, you get used to it," Lorenzo

said, "it's just part of the job."

. Company policy requires drivers to call out

the street names, or at the very least, where you

can transfer buses.

Watching Lorenzo announce the major

streets, you realize that driver^ who do call out

street names are like a godsend to the inexperi-

enced rider. _ i .
'

,

i

.

Often* the driver will have his mouth so close

to the microphone that his words simply trans-

mute into a blur ofwords and ugly sounds. What
sounds like "Salt Lake City" is really "San

Vicente," even on a relatively empty and quiet

bus.
^ On a crowded and noisy bus, you'd have bet-

ter luck sticking your head out the window and

watching for the street signs.

This morning, there are two passengers in the

back who have their heads down and eyes closed,

doing that I'm-lrying-hard-not-to-fall-asleep-

head-bob, similar to what students often do in

lecture.

Perfecting the bob on a constantly bouncing

vehicle crowded with tons ofpeople and scream-

ing kids, however, takes a certain kind of person
- someone who has synchronized his body
rhythms to that of the bus's.

So why do people endure the inconveniences

of riding the bus anyway? "They don't have a

choice," Lorenzo said.

"Most students ride the bus either out of

necessity or sheer convenience," Daniel Dobbs,

a UCLA alumnus, said, "It gives students with-

out a car a chance to get out of Westwood."

'.'It's a necessary evil," explained Josh Britton.

a third-year aerospace student

Ultimately, the enormous costs of parking on

campus and the limited availability of parking

spots may force students to take the bus between

school and home.

For Dobbs, the costs ofcar payments, gas and

insurance come out to roughly $600 each month,

Se«IUSIN6,pa9e38

BUS ROUTES IN LOS ANGELES

BIG BLUE BUS (BBB)

Need to go somewhere but don't have a car?

Our incredibly short bus guide is here to help you out.

DESTINATION

(fromUCLA/Westwood) _
BEACHES:

L Santa Monica/3rd Street #1, #2, #3

Promenade

2.MaBbu

1 Zuma

SHOPPING CENTERS:

4. Westside Pavilion

5. Beverly Center

6. Century Chy

7. Universal Gtywalk

(Unlverwl Studios)

V

MTA

MUSEUMS:

fmof

ternporaryart

11. Getty Center

THEATRES:

^Ahmanson/Marit Taper/
'

rothyCharwilerPavlllon

iJohn Anson Ford

#1

#8, #12

#22, #322

#2 ^#420

#21

#21

#2 (North)

#561

#2 (North)

#2 (North) ^#420

#22 or #322

#2 (North) > #420

orth)\#429

#4, #304

#2, (South)

#434

1:21 ^#105

#8, #12 ^#5

#1 ^#14

#1 -#10(M-F)

#8, #12 "#5

Symbol represents transfen.

For more Information and times, please alt (310) 451-5444 (BBB) or

1-BOO-COMMUTE (MTA), or log in at www.bigbluebus.com orwww.mta.net.

MinpMc ewnHr If*> MTA«< *( MlIw IM JOYaCHON/M^ln*i

r
'-T^^^^Y

n
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Speaks Out
What kinds of memories do you have about the first week you were on campus?

Amanda Berumen

Fourth-year

Anthropology

Damon Soulakis

Fourth-year

History

I'JEveryihin^ weal pr«^

ty we^i because I foundl^ll

my classes the weekend

before school started. It

.

really helps from getting

lost on the first day and

looking like a moron."

y "On the first day of

class, I saw the profes-

sor's husband sitting in

the back row as if he was

one of the students, and*

he turned out to be actor

John Lithgow."

Brad Schaefer

Second-year

Economics

Nilti Mirtorabi

Fourth-year

Sociology

"Everything ran pretty

smoothly because I

moved in early. So I weriT"

out and had tons of fun at

the water^^polp and foot-
'

ball games while every-

one else was getting lost

on Cifmpus."

"I realized that the

friends you meet during

the first couple Of w6eks

at school are thc-anes>

you keep for life."

Taline Gulesserian

Second-year

English

Ryan Pierce

Third-year

Chinese and political science

"Coming from a,small

high school, the diversity

of people on campus
ii iadf me leali/u t l teif aif

so many people out there

who are going to put me
in my place."

"Other than being

completely lost, I

remember trying to get

tu DuUd Hall, but ei fS^

ing up at the Anderson

school. I warn all fresh-

men not to listen to peo-

ple when they tell you

where to go, and always

carry a campus map."

RENOVATIONS
From page 9 ,

Mario's, and it plans to open in March of

next year.

Restaurants, however, are not the only

businesses ready to bank on a Westwood
renaissance.

Upscale retail stores will be brought in

by developers spearheading such projects

as the Westwood Marketplace, the

Westwood Promenade and Village Center

Westwood.

Now, representatives for these projects

will not name tenants, but Westwood
Marketplace hints that upscale apparel,

housewares, furniture and pottery stores

will.open after that project breaks ground

in late summer 1999.

In previous public

meetings, stores such ^^^^~^^~
as J. Crew, Banana

Repute, Gymboree
and Crate & Bi^rrel

had been mentioned

possible lessees.as

Though none of these-

establishments have

been confirmed, their

mere mention indi-

cates the level of retail

scouted by the Vl;.
'

.

Marketplace. "^ '"

Westwood
Marketplace is a project of Regent

Properties and will be located on Gayley

Avenue. Spanish, colonial-style buildings

will house an anchor restaurant, several

retail stores, a Mann multiplex with stadi-

Stores such as J. Crew,

Banana Republic,

Gymboree and Crate &
^ Barrel had been

mentioned as possible

lessees.

uality of each structure. ' j^"\

ghat's notable about the Promenade is

that Richard Meier and Partners, the

architectural firm that designed the Getty

Center, will be working on the project.

According to Stephen Fink, vite presi-

dent of Christina Development,

Westwood patrons shouldn't expect to see

the Getty in Westwood, but the same efc-

ments of class and sophistication of design

will be present in the redesigned store

facades.

"After all," Fink said, "museums and

retail are similar. They're all about dis-

play."

- Another development project. Village

Center Westwood, proposes" a 5-acre

sunken plaza closing Glendon Avenue

between Kinross and Weyburn Avenues.

The plan features restaurants, retail stores.

16 cinemas and an
~^~^"^^"

• IMAX movie theater.

There would also^be

ampje room for relax-

ing amidst fountains

and verdant landscap-

ing.

The project, how-

ever, suffered a set-

back in May due to

the death of Jack

Ostrow, who had

.

' ."' .;*. been project develop^
'

er Ira Smedra'y part-

ner and a financial

backer. Approval dates for the project

have been pushed back indefinitely as a

result.

In addition to these projects, Arden

Realty. Inc. has acquired the structure

housing Monty's Steakhouse, and it hasum-style scaling and 700 subterranean

parking spaces. The project is currently .plans to renovate it. The restaurant will

proceeding a *i ^jcheduled.

The ^estwood Promenade, implement-

ed by Christina Development, encompass-

es an eastern block of Westwood
Boulevard. Now, storefronts are being

redone and permits obtained as redevelop-

ment moves from building to building,

concentrating on emphasizing the individ-

remain open during the renovation, whtcft-

is geared toward creating a state-of-the-art

office building. ^^
The combined renovations taking

place, along with the new restaurants and

shops cropping up around the village next

year, signal that intense revitalization of

the village has indeed begun.

CONTACTS
FOR SALE

EXTENDED orDAILY2pfS60. %
DISPOSABLES 6mo<99/%93iio

CHANGE BROWN EYES...EXT '99/OAlLV '89Pi

Hazel, Green, Blue

CHANGE LIGHT EYES ML m
Blue, Gteen, Aqua

BIFOGAL/MONOVISION only<50

ASTIGMATISM EXT m

GET THE POINT? ADVERTISE.
825-2161 Daily Brbin

EYE EXAM $15
w/CL Purchase

1038 South Robertson

Blvd., Suite 1

Wecl3-5Fri11-1

1842 W.Lincoln Ave., «G

Wed 11-1, Fn 3-5

4130 Atlantic Ave., #105

Thurs 2-4, Sat 12:30-3

No Appointment Necessary/tlust Walk-in

VAUGHN ED0BA1JAN,M.D.

FREE Care Kit w/Purchase
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^ DRIVING & TRAFFIC SCHOOL

HlMl

Special Student and Staff Discount •,-,,,,-,.

Traffic School on Weekdays & Saturdays 'iiwli'

1 093 Broxton Ave #2 1 8 (3 1 0) 208-3333 fS^
In Westwood Village, above the Wherehouse liJ^'

UCLA STUDENTS:

FREE report reveals

how to avoid oosdy

mislakes when you

tasure your autol

If^ou are tired ofpaying high
pricesfor your auto Insurance,

et a copy of this FREE report

/or tipsfrom an insurance
insider.
I

A free report has just been released

by an insurance insider that shares

little known secrets of how you
can save money on your auto

insurance. Just as important this

informative new report shows how
to help make sure you are getting

the kind of protection you need.

Just call (888) 427-5285 for a free

recorded message and a copy of

this report. Call now and fmd out

what some insurance salespeople

hope you never fmd out about!

Lie #0641 127
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741 GAYLEY 'WESTWOOD • 310 208-7511 • FRDAYSeSUNDOWN

Friday, Oct. 2, 6:00 pm

WELCOME
BACK!
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FREE
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Companies entice

students into

easy credit access,

spendthrift habits

DEBT: Managing money,

reading fine print essential

in selecting right card

By Michelle Navanro

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

They set up their tables in every corner

of campus, under the trees and all over

Bruin Walk.

They entice students with promi^ of

free T-shirts and candy bars.

"Come, come over here," they say.

It's tempting and extremely alluring to

the hungry and broke student, but it is

also potentially dangerous. .Every year,

there are many students who sign up for

credit cards in order to get the free T-shirt.

But their lack of experience with buying

on credit often causes some of them-io

build up massive amounts of debt.

When the leaves begin to fall and flood

the campus, so do credit card companies,

ready to sign up inexperienced college

students.

College customers are ideal for these

companies because eventually, they will

be earning handsome incomes. All the

companies have to do is convince stu-

-dcnt5 to startint?nncss with them j

lEI

Since banks feel that students are such

great customers, it's no wonder that an

estimated 60 percent of students hold at

least one credit card, and 20 percent have

four or more.

Although a credit card may help pay

See CREDIT, page 53

From page 3

ManyKStudents, however, ques-

tion the actual value of these

course web sites, arguing that

most of them consist of little else

besides basic class information

and a syllabus.

"Your syllabus comes with the

course. Contact with, the profes-

sor comes with the course, and e-

mail already exists for students,"

said Stacy Lee, Undergraduate.

Students Association Council

(USAC) president.

"I'm sure there are some stu-

dents who^'do like (the web sites),

but for many, it's not worth it,"

she added.

Oth'er students also worry that

they are not getting their money's

worth, for they can pay anywhere

from $90 to $140 each year.

"If I could see an impact, I

wouldn't mind paying the fee,"

said Jeff Hsu, a fourth-year histo-

ry and Asian American studies

student. "But the majority of my
professors don't even update their

web sites."

Professors, like Russell Schuh,

intend to develop their web sites

but say the process has practical

constraints. "I would like to use

(the web sites) more than I do,"

said Schuh, a linguistics profes-

sor.

"But 1 just don't have the time

and imagination to do all that I

want to do with it. There is techni-

cal support available lo help, but"

:mg with them also lak e s

Letters & Science pay' other stu-

dents on campus could potentially

use these computers without pay-

ing the exl/a fees.

The initiative's fee is not the

only thing costing some students

extra money.

"The computer labs are hardly

. suitable to do research on because

if you have to print anything, you

have to pay an arm and a leg for

it," Hsu said.

The my.ucia personalized web
site, which provides important

class status information and
records for students, is.also an I EI

innovation.

Eric Splaver, director of the

College Information Services,

expects that -

students this

year will even

be able to take

care of admin-

istrative mat-

ters with

departments at

Murphy Hall

via my.ucia.

Instead of

walking all the

way down to

Murphy Hall, this is one method
that will make things "easier and

facilitate the actual process" for

students, said Splaver, who had a

hand in creating my.ucia.

Student surveys conducted

during the last school year indi-

cate that student enthusiasm for

I EI technology has increased

every quarter, said David Wilson,

assistant dean of humanities.

"The (lEI) fees are not...

bad, considering we
get a lot back for it."

Allison Chew
Fourth-year communication

studies student

the faculty and students," many,

including Schuh, remain opti-

mistic about the future success of

this program. ; .

"I'm glad that we have it,"

Schuh said. "It's got a prefly

decent outlook for the future."

Last year's statistics show the

potential for I El's success.

"Usage has increased quite a

bit from fall to spring," said Karie

Masterson,. director of the

Humanities Computing Facility.

"So we expect it to increase even

more this year."

Some students are not sur-

prised l)y the increasing usij of lEI

technology.

"The fees' arc not really that

^^..._.^.i.i_ bad, consider-

.

ing we get a lot

back Tor it,"

said Allison

Chew, a fourth-

year communi-
cation studies

student.

Chew, who
said my.ucia is

a "really great

web site" and
the new com-

puter labs are "really useful,"

noted that a couple of her profes-

sors last year used the class web
sites by posting lecture notes and
grades, and incorporating chat

room discussions into the curricu-

lum.

"In those classes, I really got

my money's worth," she said.

After two more yiears of the I EI

fee, various factors will determine
W ilson , a ii iembei uf the cum- wliether the Inst ruct iona l

This "greater good" refers to

students' access to new computer

labs, web sites and multimedia

education - all technological fea-

tures that are available to some
degree at ot'her campuses (such as

UCSD and UC Berkeley) without

a separate technology fee.

"It's difficult to measure the

costs and benefits here." Schuh

said. "But you've got to start

someplace, and that's what we
did."

Taking a retrospective look at

its first year of implementation,

the planners and proponents of

lEI acknowledged progress as

well as problem areas.

"We've made quite an impact.

It's better now than when it start-

ed, and we want it to get even bet-

ter," Brian Copenhaver said.

"Some of the web sites are very
^

rich while others are not," he

added. "We want to get them all

to be rich."

In addition to constantly

upgrading computer labs and
making my.ucia more useful, lEI

planners will also improve class

web sites and aim to increase fac-

ulty familiarity with the web sites,

Copenhaver said.

As far as fees are concerned,

Wilson acknowledged that while

some students may not be getting

their money's worth, others are

getting far more from this than

they are investing.

Since lEI aims at "delivering

education more effectively to stu-

dents," Wilson remains optimistic

and enthusiastic about the pro-

time."

As of last year. I EI also made
four new supervised computer
labs available to students across

campus, featuring about 700 new
computers and upgrades.

Though the labs are supported

by a large percentage of the I El

fees that students in the College of

mittee that originally drafted the

I EI proposal, also pointed out

that according to their records, 95

percent of students logged on to

my.ucia.

Though professors such as

Schuh were "not real happy with

the way (lEI) was implemented"

because it was just "foisted onto

Technology Fee will rise, fall,

freeze or disappear altogether.

"Who knows what the state

budget will be in two years?"

Wilson said. .

"We want these fees to go
away," he added, calling them a

"necessary evil for a greater

good."

"graTTT
'

"Right now, we're focusing on

increasing the quality of educa-

tion, improving student aware-

ness and really making these dol-

lars go as far as they can," he said.

But for students like Lee, these

seem like "high ideals" and "fine

ideas," which have yet to prove

themselves effective.

Conveniently Located in Westwood Village Across Fronn Jerry's Fannous Deli

Jni\'c^!>>itv v.M ^S;iii |')ict;c

A representative from the

University of San Diego
will be at the

GRAOUATE SCHOOL FAIR
October 23, 1998 • 10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.

Ackennaii Grand Ballroom, Second Floor.,

Complete Professional

Eye Examination

•New patiems ooly.

Contact lens exam

additional.

^'— GRADUATE PROGRAMS OFFERED
Arts and Sciences • Business

Education • Nursing

University of San Diego • Office of Graduate Admissions

(800) 248-4873 • http://www.acu8d.edu/~gradini88 • grad89acu8d.edu

CONTACT LENS
PACKAGE*

Includes tyc oam.
'rning, 2 month follow

up. and pair of Ocular

Science daily

Mcai lenses

CONTACT LENS
PACKAGE*

Irirludcs eye cuam.
fitting. 2 month follow

up. and pair oH daily

wear lenses.

ENTIRE FRAME INVENTORY
BACK TO SCHOOL SALE
SUNGLASSES TOO!

20% - 50% OFF
•SALE SEPT. 28TH

THROUGH OCT. lOTH

[Click]

all Los Angeles
Times and New York

Times bestsellers

everyday

UCLA BoolcZone

I

I

I

I

I

I

t

Eyes of

Westwood
can help you see
better, and look

better, too.

EYES OF WESXWOOP
Dr. fatrlcR Doy^le, O.D.

• comprehensive, computer
assisted eye exams

• custom and disposable

contact lenses
• wide selection of today's

most fashionable eyewear
• Vision insurance plans

accepted

10930 W«/faumAv^
WastwoodVlc^

(310)208-1384

'-y///

Take it anywhere!
WaterproofMinolta
Zoom Camera

ADVERTISING!!
ip^*^-—

< \-

MINOLTA
35mm Camera that you can take

underwater, to the beach or pool

and not worry about getting it wet.

Capture all those great photos of

^our college days. Was $199.95

CLOSEOUT

Camera
10925 Kinross Avenue lit Gayley Avenue

FREE PARKING in lot next to store on Kinross Ave
in Westwood Village, just East of the 405 Freeway

MON-FRI 9-7; SAT 9.%4\ SUN 12-5 * 3 10-20^^5 150

The new
Bruin Bargains

offers
free advertising

^AH^ Bxvf item worth
^$100 or less!

For Wore Information

call (310) 825-2221

or come by
The Daily Bruin at 118

Kerckhoff Hall

• $2 extra for Items
between $101 -$500.
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A dKrene education

Senior officials

at UCLA don't

have many

underrepresented

minorities among

their ranks.

However,

UCLA

is leading

the way

to change

By Lawrence Ferchaw

Daily Bruin Staff

In the state with the largest immi-

grant population, in a county where

whites are a minority, and on a cam-

pus where the student population is

55 percent non-white, most members
of UCLA's senior administration are

white.

Women also find themselves in the

minority, despite making up more
than half of the general population.

ration
of the leadership pyramid at UCLA,
and their areas of influence range

from the next new building on cam-

pus to a case of student cheating.

"When you walk into Murphy
Hall, it should be like walkings

through different parts of Los

^^^^^^^^igjjj^H

i

- '-mSf^^ ^^^^^^1^

f

* <

P

Norman Miller, vice chancel-

lor of student and campus
affairs

Winston Doby, vice chancel-

lor of student affairs

ii • ' '

Angeles," said Raymund Paredes,

associate vice chancellor of academic

development. "It's not like that no\\."

Paredes described the lack ofmany
minorities and women in the adminis-

tration as a "collective failure" on the

There are 47 people in the senior ^ part of the university, but said the

managem'ent group (SMG) at amount of women and, minorities is

UCLA, which consists of the chancel- increasing.

lor, vice chancellors, some associate Administralors point to the impor-

and assistant vice tance o\' women
chancellors,

'

and minorities in

Medical Center - senior manage-

adm i ni h traUu ti, Admin J SttatOrS blame mcnt M rc ation t (r.

the Statistics.
the lackof diversity on

a number of factors,

• including the small

number of females

and minorities in

applicant pools.

»"*

deans and

provosts. Of
those, 80 percent,

are White, and 70

percent are male.

Administralors

blame the lack of

diversity on a

number of fac-

tors, including the

small number of ._

females and

minorities in

applicant pools. Many said they are

hopeful that increases in student

diversity will eventually lead to

increa.ses in administrator diversity.

"I think diversity at the administra-

tive level, and diversity at the faculty

level will make UCLA a more attrac-

tive place in terms of attracting more

diverse students," said Claudia.

Mitchell-Kernan, vice chancellor of

academic affairs and dean of the

graduate division.

Individuals in SMG are at the top

increase diversity.

"For the AsKin

community, and

for the university

community, it's

important to get

used to the idea

that lots of difTcr-

ent people are

capable of Fcing

in leadership posi-

tions." said

Pauline Yu, dean

I^H^H
'

^

'^rm
'

4^mV ^H^v>^-^\^^H 1

>;jpPBjWB[^^^^^^^l

^Mm^^^
^^^m
^^^^1

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^m * ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H

Robert Kinsman, dean of the

graduate division

Claudia Mitchell-Kernan,

vice chancellor of academic

affairs and dean of the

graduate division

of humanities.

It's also important for the students

to see people of different back-

grounds in leadership positions,

according to Keith Parker, director of

the StafT Affirmative Action Office..

"It's helpful to see people like our-

selves and difTerent from ourselves;

then you don't fall into stereotypes,"

Parker said.

One administrator indicated the

See ETHNICrriES, page 36 Andrew Dixon, dean ofthe

school of dentistry

No-Hee Park, dean of the

school of dentistry

\ 5DIVERSITY IN UCLA'S ADMINISTRATION
Though UCLA's Senior Management Group is more dWerse than its counterparts at other sdiook, it still lags behind thejtudent population. Administration jays that over rtrtje, as the diversity of th(^

applicant pool increases, so will the diversity of the senior administration.
•

"" -

IfClA Student Management Group

UCLA Faculty

UCLA Students

v''^ io White'

11.54% ® African American

i
'

• Latino/a .

^j o Asian
^

NOTES.-
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UCLA Student Management Group
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Student committees share

power with adminstration

APPOINTMENTS: Representatives can affect decisions

on funding, focus on campus issues, programs

By Barbara Ortutay
Daily Bruin Staff

ing.

While the spotlight shines on the

student government members elected

by the students, a much overlooked

army of students is appointed to vari-

ous campus committees each year to

deal with countless aspects of UCLA
life.

These committees deal with issues

such as student health and the

Undergraduate Students Association

Council (USAC) budget and can also

advise the chancellor on various stu-

dent issues. -^-.-.. —
Although positions arc open to the

entire student body, committees are

^ten difficult to fill because of a lack

of student interest.

"The committee on diversity was

one of the most popular ones, while

nobody applied for several other

committees, like the Wooden Center

Board," said USAC President Stacy

Lee.

Yet, the number of applicants

increased this year, with 75 people

seeking positions in the first pool of

applicants, according to Lee.

of the comm ittees nwd stu -

—

was

Bruin, on public notices and are e-

mailed to the more than 200 regis-

tered student organizations.
"
Still, the interest is not overwhelm-

USAC PRESIDENT APPOINTMENTS
USAC President Stacy Lee appoints students to various committees on campus. Here]$ a breakdown or eacn

position and its responsibilities.
^ ^

Committee

pUCU Board oflKrectors

ASUCLA Communications Board

Many

"I dfdn't know about these posi-

tions, and now that I know about

them, I'm still not interested," said

Will Heermance, a second-year the-

ater student.

"I guess for people who don't have

other activities, it might be a good

thing to be involved in student gov-

ernment," he added.

The appointment process is out-

lined in the USAC constitution.

Presidential appointments include

positions such as budget review direc-

tor and fmance committee chair, both

of which deal with the USAC budget.

The president may consider the rec-

ommendations of a search committee

for these appointments.

"RJ. (Gagajena, USAC internal

vice president), Christina Gonzales

(chief of staff to the USAC president)

and I sorted through the applications

and did a first round of evaluation,"

.^e said.

"^The narrowed pool of applicants

4bi>-

i

ntTv i<w<d bv Lag and

Campus Programs Committee

'

mmei-"""

Finance Committee

dent representatives from the ranks

of both undergraduate and graduate

students. The Graduate Student

Association appoints graduate stu-

dent members to these positions, as

-deesUSAGr
The number of positions USAC

needs to appoint is about 80. These

positions are advertised in the Daily

Gonzales, and Lee's choice was then

forwarded to the Appointment
Review Committee (ARC) for

approval.

Applicants who ARC passes are

-submitted to the ctjuncil as a whole

for a final vote.

^ See USAC page 56

Committee

Student Health Advisory

Committee

Appointees

Pamela 68

CarolY.Ue

CoriSh^pherd

(iablrro Arredondo

Patrick Kerkstra

Han Ngoc Pham

SalarRizvi

AtinlofiwiyNgQycn

(Olrertor)

Christine Joy Capaclllo

YatouzeJalloh

Feliza issabella Ortiz

SuongVong

Meetings Pay* Responsibilities

Monthly

Quarterly

"IJuarti^

ifSCaSnavCfROSuienc

MichadiFong

Noreen TIangco —
Adrian Manalang

(Chair)

Gardenia Gonzalez

Alexander Dawa

Fem Cayetano

Qiffstlna Gonzalez

Shingly Lee

Sophia StmgaPaek

UnaVdasco

Katherine Carrido

Portia Pedro

Wendy Sanchez

f HodaShai^kv

>,-V>.<-.^>.». »>!.:

As needed

$3,663

up to

$1,635

K950

$2,000

$2,000

$2,400

4 times per

quarter

At least twice

per quarter

$3,000

$2,000

Chiefoperating txKfy ofASUCLA.

Publishes Uaily bruin, seven

newsmagazines, Bruin LifeHiCLA Phone

Book, KLA radio station.

Oversees ASUCLA interaction fund, USAC

programming fiind ind USAC

Oversees educational and cultural

programming for the student t)ody.

^* ' lyii iTif I -rjM- f'l I ^ II ViiirMl^'iMfi'li 'iiWi*>MIM<iiafcni>i1 1 li ' m mn .

/iSoiMipasaificfPSitiml^

commiinitjf service projects.

Oversees USAC budget. — 5

i

Provides student Input in decisions |

regarcttng the jevel and use of stuctentUs£

Provides student input regarding the

administration 4N|p|health services.
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V
Ne^d a baby sitter with a

college education?

Call 825-2161 to place an ad

Call

THE SALE

%

1-800-818-9000
China 65^

Hong Kong 34*^

Japan 25*^

Philippines 45*^

Taiwan 39 ^

Pre-paid Phone Cards>

Cniai 1 Long Distanc^e

C;24 HOURS A D^; '

^ Days A Woe;

Visit Our Website at: www.netinternet.net

MEDICAL WEIGHT LOSS
"WHICH PROGRAM IS
RIGHT FOR ME?"

There are still many effective diet pills available

today with a 20-30 year track record, proven to be
safe and effective.

WE HAVE 15 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN

HELPING PEOPLE LIKE YOU LOSE WEIGHT
USING THESE FDA APPROVED MEDICATIONS.

We carefully evaluate your
medical history, physical

condition and lifestyle. Tfien

we prescribe the meditation
& program tiiat is right for you.
You will l^se between 2 and 7
pounds per v^eek without hunger
or fatigue.

And we will support and
manage your progress
throughout the program and
beyond!

WE HAVE THE
PROGRAM THAT WORKS!

TO IWO OVriNOIIC PUtAM CMJ.

ALPHA HEALTH CARE
DR. STEFAN SNYDER, M.D.

West Los Angeles (310) 473-5001 • Encino (818) 905-9700

SPACE
From page 32

Because most construction actu-

. ally fixes buildings rather than creat-

ing new ones, it does not cause over-

crowding, according to Pete

Blackman, administrative vice chan-

cellor.

Construction due to earthquake

^damage, however, may cause the

expansion of existing buildings.

"In each case where a seismic ren-

ovation has taken place," Blackman

said, "when the project is put hack,

the effort has been to always

improve the surrounding territory

by redoing the landscape and recre-

ating people place."

Although more building space is

added after seismic corrections, con-

struction is limited by the amount of

available land the university has.

When UCLA received its land

grant in 1925, developers did not

anticipate the large enrollment num-

bers 70 years later or the growth of the

surrounding residential community.

Because of this growth in the sur-

'rounding communities, UCLA does

not have room to grow; it's surround-

ed by homes and businesses.

Despite these limitations on space,

UCLA continues to build. Compare
that to the University of California at

Santa Cruz, which has the largest

amount of area per student, and thus

it would still have land available for

expansion if the campus were to

become loo crowded.

ROOM TO GROW
While UCU has the most students of all the UCs (except for UCSf), it also <

space. The other campuses have two to eight times as much space as UCLA.

Campus ff of Students Students

(in acres;

UCLA

Fall 1996

35,594

per acre

86.6

UCSD

UCDavrs

Sourer U( Offkr o( thr Prnidmt

2J24i
3,697

18,110

Mfai

23,931 6.4

CUailes Odkley, assistant vite

chancellor of Capital Programs, said

that it was unfair to compare the .situ-

ations of the two universities.

"We're in the middle of the second

largest city in America; they're in the

woods," he said. "I don't think that

you come to Los Angeles for the same

experience you gel at Santa Cruz."

Because of the seismic reaova-

tions, Blackman agreed that the con-

struction is "difficult and dislocating"

for students, staff and faculty.

"So the place is crowded, yes. It

has quite a large population,"

Blackman-said.

"Is it overcrowded? I don't, think

so," he continued. -

Students, however, said construc-

tion has upset their lives by forcing

them to find alternate routes to class-

es and to sit in overcrowded class-

rooms.

Jason Kim, a second-year comput-

er science student, complained about

JUNE KIM/Daily Bruin

admit feweL5ludeats. and there is

nowhere for UCLA to further

expand. ' - • '

Blackman said that the only large

plot of land near campus is not avail-

able for university use because it is

owned by the federal government.

Even if land were available, UCLA
would still probably not purchase it.

"Because of the very high sur-

rounding property values, purchasing

more land is an unlikely option,"

Blackman said.

.- Oakley said plenty of recreational

space is still available.

"UCLA is a wonderful place ti>i^ej_

come along," Oakley said.

He said the existing and new pro-

jects would help students' needs and

make their lives better on campus,

citing the Gonda Goldschmied
Neuroscience & Genetics Research

Center, located near Health

Sciences, as an example of construc-

tion that would improve students'

lives.

Powazek said the university is

concerned with the interests of its

students, expanding parking under-

ground rather than upward and out-

ward.

"There's an attempt to put things

underground, like the parking struc-

tures underneath the soccer field,"

and another parking lot "beneath the

Dance Building aild the Men's Gym
area," Powazek said.

The university is "not just doing

the cheapest thing, which is slapping

on another parking structure,"

Oakley continued.

"That's really valuing our land

andcampus," he said. • /

~

Despite these assurances, adminis-

trators did not hesitate to make
changes to the Long Range
Development Plan (LRDP), which

was intended to limit growth on cam-

pus, when they wanted to expand the

Morgan Center in 1997.

The expansion drew an uproar

froth local residents, many of whom
hold a long-standing animosity

toward UCLA and fear that the uni-

versity encroaches on their property.

The LRDP separates th5 campus-

into eighl zones, reserving specific

>roiproposed for graduate housing

because of the large amount of space

available.

Mark Home, assistant director of

Capital Programs, said the original

plan was based on the students' esti-

mated future needs for the next IS

years. The plan had to be changed.

"What was not anticipated in the

1990 LRDP was the impact of the

Northridge earthquake," he said.

Instead of only repairing the build-

ings damaged by the earthquake,

however, the university decided to

expand in anticipation of future stu-

dent needs.

"Additions to the north and west of

Wooden Center are proposed to meet

staging needs (for seismic repair)," he

said. ^
"Therefore, sui LRDP amendment

was necessary," Home said.

Last year, students, faculty and

Westwood residents complained

about the expansion of the Morgan
Center at the cost of the environment.

'"This year, Jenny Park, a third-year

psychology student, said that if the

administration agreed to expand,

there must be a reasonable explana-

tion.

"I'm sure that the developers know
what they're doing. It's their job," she

said.

"I don't think that the campus is

overcrowded, but what can you

expect? People come here knowing

that there are a lot of people; but then,

that means there are more chances to

meet new ones," Park said.

Blaclcman said that overcrowdiiig

the overcrowdmg.

"It was ridiculous to wait in the

long food lines, just to finally get the

food and have to wait for somewhere

to sit," he said.

Neither reducing enrollment nor

buying more land is a plausible solu-

tion to the overcrowding on campus.

UniveTsity officials are reluctant to

and there are a lot oftivic spaces,*" lie"

said, referring to open spaces such as

Royce Quad, the Sculpture Garden

and Westwood Plaza.

Although UCLA will not expand

beyond its current boundaries, it will

continue to build within the campus.

"The role that this institution plays

suggests to me that new projects will

parts ior nature and limtiirig

amount of construction in each zone.

In June 1997, the LRDP was

amended by administrators, reallocat-

ing land in one zone to another so that

the expansion of Morgan Center

would comply with the plan.

The amended plan left less space

for future graduate housing.

Originally, the area around Lot 31 was

!h6 6ft flflWpUA la H6t Ah \M\i^. im^aS=
what is important is how construction

can help the students.

Maintaining the landscape and

open spaces are "one of the greatest

glories of UCLA," he said.

"(As are) the creation of places

where people can live, work, study -

an attractive place even in this dense-

environment," Blackman continued.

SISTERHOOD
bookstore

''^ff^'^^S

®Books0Musie ©Jewelry £)Craft$

by & about women

• Textbook Sales • Housing Bulletin Boanis

• Women^ Studtes • Women's & Gay Newspapers

• Gonmunlly Resource Center & RefBrrab

special Order/Mail Order/Ups 800-747-0220

U51 Westwood Blvd
.
LosAnq.'ltts CA9()()24 WWW. sisterhood.COID

310-477-7300 • Opon 7 days 1()-«pm

Experience Christ at ULC

5&3 Bcverlij riills Acne okin C are Clini

\') Ypqps of Lxperifntt

60 rlello, my name is Jennifer Lee. I'm going to be a

senior at Covina High School this September

Ever since I was m the 5th grade I've had acne all

over my face It looked so ugly that I hated going to

school and meeting new people I even hated going

out with my own friends. I guess I was afraid that the

people would see my skin before they saw me Then

about 2 months ago I noet Mary and started receiving

acne treatment from her I can't believe the dramatic
* results! My skin has never been so clear in ,sevcn

years It only took two months for this miracle to

occur Now I don't have to hide my face with my
long hair when I'm surrounded by people because I

look just normal as everybody else. Thiols definitely

the most wonderful thing that has happened to me in

years Now I can't wait to go back to school and

meet new people I know I'll make tons of friends. I

have my new clear skin to back me up thanks to

Beverly Hills Acne Skin Care! !

!

Sincerely,
*

Jennifer Lee . ;
.

.

Acne-A Treatable

Dramatic Results in 1 Month
930 S. PoUffson BU. #6

(310) 289-1762

.,>',"- .-•'

M.

f — *

UNIVERSITY LUTHERAN CHAPEL
10915 Strathmore Drive

Off the southwest comer of campus

at Strathmore and Gayley

(310)208-4579

Sunday

Liturgical Worship, 10:30 a.m.

Bible Study, 12:15 p.m. .

Contemporary Worship, 4:30 p.m.

Wednesday
Soup Supper, 6:00 p.m.

Undergraduate Bible Study, 7:00 p.m.

ULC is a member of University Religious Conference

> 1
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Both bills would decrease interest

rates on loans, increase the maximum
amount of Pell grants and expand edu-

cational outreach programs.

Recommendations from 21 col-

leges and universities proposed few

changes from existing law but urged

Congress to let dependent students

who work earn significantly more
money without losing eligibility for

Pell Grants.

The recommendation was included

in both the House and Senate bills.

The law currently states that depen-

dent studenhrean earn $ 1,720 a year,

without having the government con-

sider those wages in calculating the ,

family's eligibility for aid.

The House version of the bill would

increase that amount to $3,000 -

$5,500 for students who have declared

themselves independent of any other

JOLnancial support. The Senate version

is less generous, and would only

increase the cap to $2,200 ($4,250 for

independent students).

Both bills would also create educa-

tional outreach programs.

Amendments include grants to state-

and-college school partnerships to

improve the quality of teacher-educa-

tion programs, and the expansion of

early intervention programs to give

children from low-income families the

support needed to go on to college.

While the two bills differ in numer-

ous minute ways, students and educa-

tors are preparing to make a fmal all-

out effort to ensure that lawmakers

understand student needs before the

fmal bill is drafted.

Like her peers at USSA, Liz Geyer

is pushing for the Wellstone

Amendment, which would ease

restrictions on the 1996 welfare-

reform law imposed on recipients who
wish to go to college.

"The Wellstone amendment was a

big victory because we had a lot of

opposition. There's a lot of glitches,"

said Geyer, who is external vice presi-

dent of the Undergraduate Student

Association Council (USAC).
"Single mothers who were going to

college didn't get the opportunity to

go to work and go to collefie, so this

allows states at the very least to change

the number of weeks that you go to

school and at the most to count school

as work." Geyer explained. . ,
- -'"

Sen. Paul Wellstone, D-Mich..

spearheaded the amendment, which

would make it easier for welfare recip-

ients to go to college without also hav-

ing to work. The House bill has no-

such amendment.

"We think it's essential for

Congress to make a true commitment
to families that are trying to break the

cycle of poverty," Samu told the

Chronicle of Higher Education.

'Student lobbyists expect another

battle over an amendment which

would eliminate origination fees on

student loans.

"USSA has long been active in the

battlt to eliminate origination fees,

which unjustly require students to pay

hundreds of dollars just for the ability

to take out a loan, and which result in

"We need every penny."

Jamie Pueschal

Legislative director of USSA

students paying interest on money that

we never see," said Jamie Pueschal,

legislative director of USSA.
"As students, we need every penny

in order to meet rising expense costs,"

Pueschal said. "This will do mu<Jh to

.alleviate some of the burden for the

millions of needy students suffering

under continually escalating loan

debt."

Ten years ago, the ratio of loans to

grants was two toK>ne. Today, howev-

er, students receive nearly five loans

for every one grant.

Analysts say this will mean a shift of

responsibility from parents to students

for financing higher education.

Due to this added responsibility,

more and more college students are

being forced to work longer hours in

order to stay in school.

"College students are victims of the

popularity of user fees," said Terry

Hartle, vice president of the American

Council on Education.

•**'Let the beneficiaries pay' has

become a popular refrain at all levels

of government," he said.

Hartle foresees that students will be

forced to borrow more and more as a
result of this shif\ in financial responsi-

bility, since many financially pressed

state legislatures have forced public

colleges to increase tuition sharply in

recent years.

. "The truth is that nobody really

knows how the vast increase in bor-

rowing will affect students' behavior,"

said Hartle, who was the director of

the education staff of the Senate

Labor and Human Resources com-
mittee during the. 1992 reauthoriza-

tion.

—*3ut we are deluding ourselves if

we think that it will not result in

changes," he continued.

With students projected to borrow
over $30 billion this year, Hartle may
not be far off in his estimations. -

However, at least one official

believes that financial aid is being

handed out far too generously. In fact,

Boston University Associate Provost

Peter Wood argues that "excessive fed-

eral assistance lures students who lack

adequate preparation, academic abili-

ty or serious intellectual' aspiration

into academic programs that are inap-

propriate for them."

Wood's comments were published

in The Chronicle of Higher

Education.

He is among those who argue that

the Higher Education Act has altered

the character of American higher edu-

cation for the worse, citing that the

current loan system, while originally

weighted toward grants, was simply a

by-product of an act aimed at helping

impoverished students.

While he concedes that access to

higher education has expanded great-

ly. Wood argues the ultimate cost has

beei^ a fall in academic standards at

the University level in order to make
mort money.

The final version of the Higher

Education Act is now being ham-
mered out by members of Congress

from both chambers, and a final ver-

sion of the bill, if approved, should

reach the Oval Office by mid-October,,

"USSA and our student organiza-

tions should be proud. of the changes

we have seen in higher education this

year," the organization's fact sheet

states.

"While we should applaud our suc-

cesses, we also need to be prepared for

the coming challenges of making
access to education a top priority."
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VIA KENYA.

This week, try iivrning up

your commute with a hot,

delicious cup of

Sumatra. Keriya

or Guatemala-

just a few of our

award-winning

estate coffees

that are hand-

picked from

all over the

world and

micro-roasted to

perfection here

on the premises.

You can prepare

your City Bean

coffee at home or

.

stop by our Wcstwood store

where you can choose from

our full range of specialty

coffee and espresso

drinks. Belter yet.

simply bring in

this coupon and

we'll give you

50% off your

first cup with

this special

hack to school

offer So yop

by on your

way to class.

AtkI wake up to

what food critics

arc calling the finest

and lieshesi oofliBe in all

of lax Angeles Oty Bean

cm BEAN. THINK GLOBAL ROAST LOCAL iL~—

50* Off
Any Coffee or

Espresso Drink
(Ixitte/Cappiiccino/Mocha)

expires: 11/30/97

CITYBEAN
109llLindbrook Drive

Westwood
(1 block north of WIshite)

310-208-0108
(not valid with any other discouot)

" — ^ — " — — "^^^^^

BIRKENSTOCK
22 EURO-COMFORTSHOE BRANDS

®

Boston
TM

r:

Arizona
TM

Clogs • Sandals • Boots • Lace-Ups • Slippers

WESTWOOD VILLAGE *

*(310) 208-7307 ^_ 10910 Le Conte Ave. ^
( At Westwood Blvd.)

Open 7 Days • Validated Parking

SHERMAN OAKS
(818)788-8443

14447.Ventura Blvd. -
(At Van Nuys Blvd.)
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lee Cream & Yogurt
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^ ^ 10916 KINROSSAVE
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

We deliver: Cakes, Scoops,
#^ Shakes,^^daes,~-—

-

Cappuccino Blasts,

Non-Fat Fruit Smoothies, etc
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The population of UCLA

keeps growing larger and
V

larger, and we all feel the

crunch. Running out of

room (and rooms) and

space (and spaces) affects

us all. And while adminisr

''Welcome lo Bio 40

trators are hopeful for *tfci

future^ the crowd i$ not

getting any sinaHer.\^

Huge lectures give Moore 1 00 aura of Rose Bowl
EDUCATION; Personal attention diminishes, feeling of

anonymity flourishes as class sizes on campus grow

When students decide where to go to

college, many-ar&attractedigthcpcrson=

ByAdam Yamaguchh -

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Entering freshmen may recall barely

squeezing into classrooms of 36 students

in high school. But at large public under-

graduate institutions like UCLA, class-

room sizes are much different.

Many lecture halls, such as Moore 100

and Dickson 2160E, have seating capaci-

ties of up to 400, though, as some stu-

dents say, not necessarily comfortably.

"Sometimes the big classes get a little

cramped and uncomfortable, but in gen-

eral, it's not too bad," said third-year mol-

ecular and cell biology student Melissa

Mackin. ———^

—

Returning students are already accus-

tomed to large classrooms, but non-UC

students and parents may be more than

surprised to fmd that Bruins are attend-

ing lecture with 400 other classmates.

alized programs offered by smaller, pri-

vate colleges.

"I chose not to apply to UCLA
because of how overcrowded I heard the

campus was," said Sandra Lin, a second-

year student at Pomona College.

But students who opt for UCLA trade

in the intimacy for anonymity in lower

division life science, chemistry, math,

psychology and economics classes that

typically enroll about 300 to 400 students- wait out for

Parking expansion unable to rectify shortage of
SPACES: Larger lots stilffaU

to reduce permit waitlist; bus

pass proposal to be considered

By Kathryn Combs
Dally Bruin Senior Staff

With close to 4,000 students wait-listed for

OHHcampus parking, and too few spaces to

accommodate them, officials with the UCLA
Office of Parking and Commuter Services say

that commuters - especially students - may
have to find another way to get to UCLA.

"The reality is that right now we have a

waiting list that is as bad or worse than last

year," said Mark Stocki, director of trans-

portation services at UCLA.
"Our parking system has over 21,000 park-

ing spaces and yet there continues to be a

shortage," he added.

While phase one of the Lot 4 expansion is

scheduled to be completed with the start of

the academic year, parking officials claim this

project will do little to relieve this year's short-

age.

The Lot 4 expansion consists of two parts,

according to campus architect Charles

Oakley. The first will be located below the soc-

cer field and will accommodate about 750

cars.

The second phase of this project,

scheduled for completion during

winter quarter, will be located at the

foot of Janss steps between the

Men's Gym and the Dance
Building. This will provide an

additional 550 spaces.

Stocki, however, argues that

It's crunch time as students,

buildings compete for space
CONSTRUCTION: UCLA tries

to make best use of land by

scoping options, Bruin needs

By Diana Ting

Daily Bruin Contributor

Like twins ia one womb, students and

buildings are forced to share the same lim-

ited amount of space; now the question is,

who will be forced out first?

Although UCLA has the smallest land

area of all the UCs - 420 acres - and the

largest number of students enrolled, about

36,000, it continues to build without the

possibility of expanding its boundaries.

The university has been under constant

construction for nearly 20

years, simultaneously main-

taining and fixing old buildings, and

repairing -the damage from the 1994

earthquake.

Students such as Houman Tehrani-

Vafa, a fourth-year psychobiology stu-

dent, are concerned about the effects of

overcrowding because of construction.

"If they continue to grow inside but

not on the outside, we might be built-outr

It will be even more crowded," he said.

Jack Powazek, assistant vice chancellor

of facilities management, said construction

is not the cause of overcrowding.

*'The actual impact from construction

is not great," he said.

See SPACE, page 29

Students stuffed

, diningin

halls as housing

saga continues

CROWDING: Triple rooms,

DeNeve Plaza construction

to help alleviate problems

By Stefan ie Wong
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Living in the residence halls means

no curfew, no parents and lots of inde-

pendence. But it also means no priva-

cy, no personal space, and, if you live

in the high-rises, sharing eight toilets

with almost 80 people.

Students who have lived,'visited or

even just walked past the residence

halls know that on-campus housing is

crowded - and next year won't be any

different. , .,

Housing Administration estimates

hat 6,200 students will live in on-

campus housing this year - an

increase of 500 people over last year.

As a result, more triple-capacity

rnnms were created, and fnr the first

time, the number of these triples will

See DORMS, page 10

Instructors in closet-sized offices

with a view
See CLASSES, page 34

this will still not be enough to accommodate

even the existing parking demand.

"Even when we get the Janss parking, we
are still going to have a shortfall," Stocki said.

According lo Renee Fortier, associate

SHORTAGE: Temporary

faculty, TAs lack facilities

to hold hours, research

By Andy Shah
Daily Bruin Contrii^utor

At UCLA, office hours sometimes

have to be held outside of the office.

It's an all too common sight: a

teaching assistant (TA) sitting outside

of his or her door while a student lis-

tens in the hallway.

Office space is at a premium for

professors and TAs. Visiting scholars

sometimes have to share oflTices with

others, and TAs often have to share

rdbms or small cubicles.

"We don't have enough space for

all faculty to be housed comfortably,"

said Joan Silk, professor and chair of

the anthropology department.

Office space is allocated by depart-

ment chairs and deans, rather than a

main administrative office.

In the anthropology department.

Silk said that there had been a "chron-

ic shortage" of space for more than a

decade.

"We have space, but not enough,"

she said. "For example, our tempo-

rary faculty sotnetimes have to share

space." -~ :

"•
' i,'
—, ,.

'^ -, */',,

Silk said that the shortage of space

in Haines Hall, where the anthropolo-

gy department is located, affects facul-

ty recruitment and retention.

"Sometimes it's a huge loss because

we can't give thetn all the space they

need," she said.

Graduate students suffer the most,

she said.

See OFFICES, page 34

chaw.es kuo

Despite the closet-sized space of his room in 5285 Bunche Hall,

-Anthony Laccarrtno, a teachlng~asslstant and doctoral candidate jn

history, is happy to have an office of his own on campus.

" '|l* 4
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DORMS
From page 10

Instead, the students who lived in

Hershey Hall were relocated to uni-

versity apartments. Hershey Hall

will be used to house offices from
Haines Hall while it undergoes seis-

mic renovation. The building will no

longer be used to house students.

The growing number of students

who need housing has been a trend

over the past years that prompted

the construction of De Neve Plaza,

a new housing facility next to

Dykstra Hall that is set t^^ partially

open in Fall 1999. -

When completely open in Winter

2000, the new building will have 616

double rooms, each with private

bathrooms; a new dining hall and

space for students to study and hold

programs, among other new facili-

ties.

The Housing^Ad ministration said

that it hi2pes that this building will

rid the rest of the residence halls of

triple-capacity rooms, or, at the very""

least, help alleviate the general

crowding.

Bui until De Neve Plaza is fin-

ished, the Housing Administration

must try to ease the overcrowding by

developing new programs and modi-

fying current operations.

The dining halls will be greatly

BAHMAN FARAHOEL/Daily Brum

Laura Lin (left) and Candice Ling, both undeclared students, share a

triple room with another roonrunate in SpfOul>laH during orientatiorr.

affected and various changes and

programs have been made in order

to accommodate the expected high-

"erTraflTcT according to Mary Niven.

associate director of dining services.

"We're putting a real focus on

customer .service ... cn^iuring that

students have an excellent experi-

ence, "ilhe said.

Longer and later dining hours will

be available to students, and more
part-time workers will be hired.

Rieber dining will also allow stu-.

dents to take meals to their rooms in

a new "grab and go" program.

In addition, special items such as

made-to-order sushi and individual

fruit cobblers will be offered weekly

at Hedrick along with other "special

programs to attract more people."

Niven said.

Since the dining facility in

Hedrick Hall opened last year, stu-

dents have never fully used its maxi-

mum serving and seating potential,

and* these. programs may alleviate

some of the traffic at the other facili-

ties. Niven added.

The Housing Administration

expects the students will want to

spend more time outside of then*

cramped rooms and is planning

around this prediction.

"One thing we're dding is antici-

pating that students will move out of

their rooms and into common
areas," said Alfred Nam, associated

director of Room Operations.

The Office of Residential Life

(ORL) is taking this prediction into

consideration and is planning more
outside meals, barbecues and mixers

with other halls to utilize more
resources and building facilities:

"We're encouraging more out of

hall programs," said Jack Gibbons,

associated director for ORL.
^ The Housing Administration is

also turning Sproul's dining facility,

which was closed last year, into stu-

dent space for programs and study-

ing. Folding chairs and tables are

also being added to study lounges

_ for students to use.

"We're working to increase

^usable study ^pace," Gibbons said.

However, more students out of

. their rooms means an increase in

traffic and trash in the common
areas, so more maintenance and
housekeeping personnel will be

hired so that there will be longer

work hours and so that they can

"respond more quickly" to prob-

lems. Nam said.

ORL also knows that more resi-

dents could meanxR^ore tension

between roommates.

During move-in week, ORL will

be hosting educational sessions on

how to develop healthy roommate
relationships.

"There might be more incidents

with roommates confiicts, but it will

not be anything significant,"

Gibbons said.

While the opening of De Neve

Plaza will help with the overcrowd-

ing the Housing Administr|iiion

.

faces, the completion of the building
'

also means other -construction pro-

jects currently on hold in the resi-

dence halls can be finished.

When the new dining hall in the

Plaza is completed, the food Service

^fa9ility in Covel Commons will be

closed and modified into an exhibi-

tion-style serving area, where indi-

vidual stations prepare a specific

dish or type of food.

The Covel dining area currently—

serves food like a traditional cafete--

ria where students go through a line

to get their meals.

But the exhibition-style service,

currently used in Rieber and

Hedrick, is a more efficient system

where the dining hall can "service

more people in a shorter amount of

time." Niven said.

See DORMS, page 43
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All you can Eat...

Shobu Shabu & Seafood Buffet
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^^OKinDS Of Sushi
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1 00% Organically Raised

USDA natural beef

No Hormones

No Preservatives

(Sot., Sun & Holidays $12.95)

Hours: Doily I l:30om-2:30p(n

Sunday & fiolidoys 1 1 :00om - 2:30p(n

(Sot., Sun & Holidays $22.95)

Hours; Mon Thurs 6:00pm - 9:00pm
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WES' II

From page 8

some independent bookstores, a sec-

ond-hand music store and some non-

franchised retail clothing stores in the

Village.

So would Gary Avrech, editor of

the Student Shopper, who said that he

thinks the Associated Students of

UCLA (ASUCLA) is responsible for

the decline of Weslwood Village.

"ASUCLA, with the support of

UCLA and the state of California,

has totally undermined and destabi-

lized the local economy of Westwood
Village," he said. "None of these

small businesses can compete with

the state of California."

Avrech has alleged that ASUCLA
uses predatory pricing and deceptive

business practices to make the

UCLA Store a near-monopoly,

removing any need students would

have to shop in the Village.

— Steve Sann, a UCLA alumnus who
"talres an active interest in Westwood
Village, disagreed.

,"Revitalization takes time. This is

an awkward stage, kjnd of like the kid

with braces on his teeth," Sann said.

Jeff Knight, co-owner of Maui
Beach Cafe said that during the acad-

emic year, students comprise about

25 percent of their customers.

He said they have adjusted their

menu to accommodate students, with

dishes like the Two and Two.a combi-

nation $2 pint of beer and a $2 taco.

"There is a much higher fixed

income or no income clientele in the

neighborhood, and they need afford-

able food," Knight said.

Voted best Asian cuisine by Los

Angeles Magazine, Knight said his

employees are bending over back-

wards trying to accommodate every-

one without sacrificing their high

quality cuisine.

Besides the ever-present parking

shortage, Anderson's main com-
plaint is that there is no place to

dance in Westwood.

"It would be so awesome if we had

a swing dancing place or any kind of

dance floor." she said.

The Westwood Specific Plan, an

agreement made between UCLA, the

residents, merchants and property

owners of Westwood, mandates that
*

all establishments apply for a condi-

tional use permit before allowing

dancing on their premises.

Duet, the most recent nightclub to

apply, was refused on the grounds

that they violated the law by admit-

ting a minor and that they were cited

for overcrowding on numerous occa-

sions.

Many students feel that pressure

from powerful property owners who
do not wanla nightclub in Westwood
was the real reason Duct was not

granted a permit.

"Once they start dancing, and if

they look ethnic, then they really have

to watch out. When white people

were swing dancing at Duet, they

were not harassed," Johnson said.

Johnson said he is convinced that

it is because the nightclub attracts

minority groups, particularly African

Americans, that the permit was not

granted.
^

Lake and Brown, however, insist-

ed that Duet was operating illegally.

"There is a history of nightclubs

creating tremendous public safety

issues in the Village," Lake said.

"The fire department closed them

down on several occasions for

instances of overcrowding," Brovyn

added.

Upscale yet affordable, quaint yet

convenient, independent yet prof-

itable - many of the developers in

Westwood find a way to accommo-
date all the constituents of the Village

with their vast range of desires, needs

- and pocketbook sizes.

V- In the meantime, studentS^ and"^

other members of the Westwood
community will endure parking

shortages and construction barriers

while anxiously awaiting the revival

of the Village.

"Construction is hard on people,

but this Village is poised for a renais-

sance, and it's beautiful to be a part of

it," Sann .said.

ETHNICmES
From page 27

lack of diversity in senior adminis-

tration is not the result of individu-

als not caring about diversity.

"I think most individuals I know
have a sincere conviction that we
need to diversify at all levels," said

Jim Turner, assistant vice chancel-

lor of graduate programs. "I don't

think people are hypocrites."

Indeed, in the last year, with the

number of underrepresented

nrinorities in the incoming fresh-

man class diminishing, Chancellor

Albert Carnesale has said diversity

is a priority at UCLA.
Recently, Carnesale said he has

focused on student diversity

because an increase in diversity at

the student level should lead to an

increase at the administrative level

in the long term.

"Chancellor Carnesale has said

that one of our missions is to train

leaders for California, and we need

to train leaders from every part of

the state's population," Paredes

said.

Of Carnesale's four permanent

appointments to senior manage-
ment during his first year, all have

been male, and three have been

white.

Carnesale noted the small num-

ber of minorities in the applicant

pools as part of the reason.

"But I don't want to make excus-

es here," Carnesale said. "We're

talking about what some of the diffi-

culties are, but it's certainly my aspi-

ration to do better than we've been

doing."

Paredes said that it's too early to

judge the chancellor's efforts.

"I think you have to look at the

work of the chancellor over the long

run and look at a variety of posi-

tions," he said. "He's concerned

with diversity, and we will see some
improvement."

Administrators point to a num-
ber of factors that contribute to the

small number of womenr and
minorities in senior management.
Among those is the infrequency of

turnover in these positions.

"You don't have an availability

ofope^ngs to build a pool (of appli-

cants) around," Parker said.

However, Parker pointed to the

fact that the pools are becoming

more diverse, wTiich should

increase the chances that minorities

and females are selected for posi-

tions.

Typical searches for senior man-
agement involve nationwide search-

es that create a list of qualified appli-

cants. A campus committee which
• -

See ETHNICITIES, page 55
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BUSING
From page 24

whereas riding the bus only costs about

$45 each month.

"You don't have to worry about

parking or sitting in trafiic, either," he

said, "You're letting someone else do
it."

Britton, who regularly rides the

Santa Monica Big Blue Bus from cam-

pus to his Westwood apartment,

praised the timeliness and relative

cleanliness^ofthe Blue Buses.

But he admitted that he only rides

the bus because he cannot afford to

park his car on campus.

"You have to schedule your life

around the bus schedules, which does-

n't allow for many opportunities to get

a little extra sleep in the morning," he

said.

Five ofthe 12 Big Blue Bus lines that

serve the west side arrive and depart

from UCLA.
Sixty-seven new, freshly painted Big

Blue Buses recently replaced the older

versions in order to provide easier

access for disabled passengers and cut

down on environmental pollution.

All of .the new buses have lower

boarding platforms - to help elderly

and disabled passengers board easier -

and release less toxic emissions,

according to Blue Bus spokesperson

Cynthia Gibson.

The fare has remained 50 cents

since 1985, and that includes one free

transfer to any other Blue Bus.

College students 20 and under save

$1 per every 10 rides when they pur-

chase a special pass, which is available

at local libraries or on campus at the

Central Ticket OfTicc. .

Nearly 10,000 college student^ pur-

chase passes every month, according

totheMTA.
Fifty cents is, by far, the cheapest

bus fare you'll find in Los Angeles.

Culver City bus lines charge 60 cents

(including transfer) on a one-way trip,

including one transfer. MTA buses cost

$1.60.

There are nearly 15 times more
MTA buses, however, which serve

1,400 square miles alltacross the county '.

and over 1.2 million passengers daily.

Altogether, six'MTA lines serve the

UCLA community.

The MTA predicts Los Angeles traf-

fic will become 25 percent slower in the

next 20 years , and spokesperson Mark
Littman had a few.,predictions of his

own.

"Hopefully, companies will give

more incentives to employees to share

rides and help subsidize the costs of

•using public transportation," he said,

"There are a lot of options people -i^re

simply unaware of, such as the Metro

light rail and buses." .

If the commute between his home in

west Los Angeles, job in the valley and

classes at El Camino College was short-

er, Dobbs said he'd definitely consider

taking the bus more often. But what is

usually a 20-minute drive can easily

turn into a 2-hour commute via bus, he

explained.

Spending so much time waiting for

and riding buses, Dobbs said, has

made him appreciate the simpler

things in life more - like making it to all

three bus- and one-train connections

within a short, three-minute window of

opportunity for each one.

"That's the ultimate satisfaction,"

he said, with a smile.

"It teaches humility and makes you

appreciate your car," he added. •

The biggest complaint people share

with Lorenzo is, not surprisingly, about

the quality of the ride itself One day,

it's the air-conditioning that doesn't

work. The next day, it's the rude opera-

tors. And though the buses are cleaned

daily, another common complaint is

the filthiness buses seem to cultivate.

"People do just about anything and

everything on a bus - urinate, regurgi-

tate, defecate, anything," Lorenzo

said.

At 9:45 a.m., there's already an

unrecognizable, pungent smell perme-

ating the air, and candy wrappers and

oldnewspapers float about.

Overcrowding remains the largest

singular problem facing the MTA and

other bus systems in Los Angeles,

which as Lorenzo observed, has the

"most overcrowded bus system in the

country."

To alleviate this crowding, the MTA

has tried introducing more buses on
the heavily travelled lines, and Littman

said there are plans to add an addition-

al 1,300 buses in the near future.

For example, seven or eight lines

run along Wilshire Boulevard. Some,
such as the No. 322 or No. 320, are

considered limited buses - ones that

only stop at major streets and a few in

t>etween.

Jason Park, a fourth-year English

student, said LA. buses are exception-

al in their timeliness and overall service

compared with those in Korea.

"Just double the worst imaginable

situation on an L.A. bus, and that's

what you'll find in Korea," Park said.

Park added that over there, all the

buses face overcrowding problems on
a daily basis.

Aside from major concerns such as

overcrowding and discourteous dri-

vers, most students only mention

minor inconveniences about riding the

buses. '

Mike^BHist, a fourth year business

economics student, recalled one mem-
orable passenger on a recent bus ride.

"(A man) started yelling profanities

out the window, and all the people who
were sitting near him, myself included,

got up and moved to the front of the

bus," he said.

Students cite other annoyances such

as complete strangers approaching

unsuspecting passengers, others who
talk too loudly, and still others who sim-

ply forget to put on deodorant in the

mommg.
Of course, most everyone gets used

to the strange people who ride the bus

because, as Blust explained, "No one's

ever personally bothered me, and it's

just something you come to expect."

Ironically, the first complaint of the

day comes from a man who is very

angry about the previous bus not stop-

ping for him. Lorenzo tries his best to

explain to the man that the No. 320 bus

doesn't stop at the street he was waiting

at.

The man is not listening, and all the

13-year veteran driver can do is roll his

eyes.

Los Angeles boasts some 2 million

cars on its neariy 7,000 miles of streets

and highways, which, as one would

expect, can take a toll on the city's bus

drivers.

"It's too easy to get a driver's license

in California," Lorenzo said of car dri-

vers in this city.

"Most of the drivers out there cari't-

even w^k and chew gum at the same
time, and yet they're trying to conduct

business on their cell phones and drive

at the same time," he added.

Despite the potential hassle and
stress of riding the bus, most students

and other passengers overwhelmingly

recommend ' it, even if only for the

exfjerience itself

"Ride the bus for ii week and you'll

have more stories to tell than you could

ever write in an entire lifetime," Dobbs
said.
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CLASSES
From page ^2

per lecture. Enrollments for upper-divi-

sion classes generally are lower, ranging

from 80 to 150 students.

One of the most popular undergradu-

ate classes. Biology 40 (the study of
AIDS) enrolls up to 800 students each

quarter.

A few years ago, the course was held

in the Ackerman Grand Ballroom to

accommodate the 1,000 students

enrolled, according to associate regis-

trar Anita Cotter.

Recently, California has made a push

to reduce classroom sizes for kinder-

garten through third-grade .students,

and the change has improved the read-

ing ability of students.

Cathy George, evaluator in the Class

Size Reduction program in the state

department, said that the aim of the pro-

gram is to help younger students learn to

read. No defmitive studies on class sizes

for college students were available.

In many of UCLA's lower-divi$ion

lectures, instruction seems institutional-

ized, and intimate, personal attention is

almost a luxury.

"At first, I was hesitant about coming
here because I heard that classes ha^l

over 300 people," said third-year busi-

ness economics student Eric Lee. "But

that's just l)ow UCLA is, and I've

already gotten used to it."

With over 23,000 undergr;iduates.

holding smaller, more intensive classes

may not be practical, but does it sacrifice

the quality of education? By choosing to

atterld UCLA, do students really sacri-

fice the the personal instruction and
attention offered by smaller colleges?

"The thing about big lectures is that if

you have questions, you have to wait

until after class to ask them. But if you

really care about learning, you'll, go
ahead and ask questions," Lee said. "I

don't think the quality of education suf-

fers."

Professors believe large classes

change not so much the quality, but the

dynamics of instruction.

"I don't think having such large class-

es detracts from education," said

Professor Michael Suman, who teaches

nearly 400 students per quarter in

Communication Studies 10.

"I teach it differently. When you
teach so many students at once, it's

impersonal. Discussion sections are

where students can engage in discussion

intimately."

Suman also pointed out that some
students may have questions but are

intimidated about approaching profes-

sors.
,

"Obviously, there are effects ofleach-

ing so many at once. At some point, the

number of stude/TTs becomes meaning-

less. When you have over 200 students,

it's just a sea of faces," said Peter

Nonacs, a life science professor who will

instruct over 700 students this fall.

One drawback to large classes is the

different teaching^' styles necessary to

instruct 300 students in one setting.

"What you end up having to do is

administer multiple-choice tests and not

long, written-out tests, which are harder

to grade," Nonacs said.

"One of the things, as a lecturer, is

that you cannot really encourage ques-

tions in lecture," he said.

Although professors cannot always

stop to answer questions during lecture,

they provide an opportunity for stu-

dents to seek individual help at office

hours.

It's up to students to take the initia-

tive to ask for help, but professors said

that office hours are not always greatly

attended.

Suman holds office hours twice a

week and encourages students to come,

but attendance varies.

"Some students like to come every

week, while many times, I'm in the

office by myself They just don't take

advantage ofthe opportunities," Suman
said.

Students can also attend smaller dis-

cussion sections, which are often struc-

tured around answering students' spe-

cific questions.

Though many students njay not seek

out individual attention, they seem to

prefer going to big review sessions.

"Surprisingly, the "response for olTice

hours is less than you would think. But

large review sessions are incredibly well-

attended." Nonacs said.

There are no obvious alternatives to

holding lat^ge, unwieldy classes, since

professors and lecturers simply do not-

have time to teach additional sections.

Professors on average leach five

classes a year m addition to research,

and lecturers teach two or three classes

each quarter.

Last year, about 2,332 faculty mem-
bers taught,^bul even if there were
enough instructors to split lectures into

smaller sections, officials in the regis-

trar's office would have to find a time

and place to hold the classes.

Haines Hall 39, which seats 370 peo-

ple, is in use nearly 70 percent of the

time (8 a.m. to 5 p.m.), so squeezing in

another lecture isn't as easy as one
would think.

Last year, there was a quarterly aver-

age of 1,583 undergraduate lectures and
2,109 secondary sections, according to

Bob Cox, a principal administrative ana-

lyst in the Office of Academic Planning

and Budget.

When there are time and room con-

Hicts, course planners end up having to

schedule classes for unpopular class

times, such as at 8 a.m., which often do
not receive full enrollment.

Unless UCLA undergoes a massive

construction boom, slashes the number
of admitted students or heavily increas-

es Ihe number of faculty, it looks as

though undergrads will continue to

attend classes with hundreds of peers.

"If you want personal attention,

you've got to go to the professor your-

self," Lee said.

4-OFFICES
From page 33

"It's really important for

them to have space to work, and
they don't have that, so it affects

them academically," she said.

Because office space alloca-

tion is controlled by the individ-

ual departments, there is no

main administrative office tliat

can orchestrate changes.

"(The lack of space) is no
one's fault," Silk said.

The space crunch probably

affects TAs the most, who are

often given whatever space is

left ovel- after it is given to facul-

- ty members.

"TA cubicles are not luxury

boxes," said Barbara Jess, polit-

ical science graduate counselor.

Often, two TAs are assigned

to one closet-sized cubicle.

Office hours are sometimes held

-outside of the office, in the hall-

way.

But whenever extra space is

available, it is sometimes given

to TAs.

"We got a committee room
for TAs in the spring quarter,

and it was really helpful. But

then it was taken away, and we
now have a new space." Jess

said.

See OFFias, page 43
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Enter contest. Win contest. Buy this car. Record album. Pierce tongue- ~ again. Ploy some big
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(some scholarships cover full tuition, fees, and textbooks!)
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ivalkup

steps you
read

Come to our Orientation/BBQ on Sept. 29, 1998
(9:00-2:00) or call or stop by 210 Men's Gym

S^tMSANDW/c^ TM

20 % oflf for
UCIA students

withLD.
Good all day, every day

10889 Lindbrook Ave
(310) 208-4416

^

Lindbrook

Next to La Salsa

Advertise in

the paper

that over

58,000

people read.

For Display

Advertising Call:

825-2161

For Classified

Advertising Call:

825^2221
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Use only the deanest, prettiest restrooms when nature calls

REVIEW: Avoid high traffic facilities in Ackerman,

check out RerckhofT, Covel Commons bathrooms

"'
'

'

,

'

.,
''

' » ' .' '
.

'

CHARIESKUO

The restrooms in Covel Commons get a thumbs up for colorful tiles, potted plants and tissue dispensers that

pop out from the walls. ^

By Michelle Navarro

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

There are a few things in life

everyone must do. Rich, poor, old

and young all must eat and sleep to

properly function, day in and day

out.

And, of course, there is that

other, less glamorous part of life

that belongs on that list as well -

paying a visit to the bathroom.

Lavatory, bathroom, restroom,

powder room - pick a name, it's all

the same. It's the sanctuary (qt that

call of nature that must be obeyed.

Whether out camping in the desert

or in a crowded city street, if one

has^lo go, one must go, noTtiatrer

what the surroundings may be.

It is.thvs horrible fact of life that

forces people to endure such tragic

bathroom problems such as no toi-

let paper, long lines, missing stall

doors and the strange graffiti found

in the third-floor Ackerman bath-

rooms.

Fortunately, on a campus as

large as UCLA, there are a variety

of restrooms to choose from. So,

even though students must remain

slaves to nature, they still have a

choice of where to run to in their

time of need.

Among the bathrooms peppered

along Bruin grounds, there is a fair

share ot the good and the bad.

Unfortunately, most of the less

desirable rooms are in the high traf-

fic areas of campus. The better

ones are around - they're just a lit-

tle hidden.
: *

Ackerman Union sits on a major

vein of student flow, so naturally its

restrooms receive a high amount of

usage throughout the day. Yet, they

haven't gotten rave reviews from

students: ^\w .-; •' ..

**The one in Ackerman Union is

like an airport bathroom," said

Eugene Park, a graduate of the

University of Illinois, who was on

campus to take a summer course.

"You just go in and out and do your

business. You're on the clock."

Perhaps that's what is needed in

See BATHROOMS, page 58

V.

house
A New Calling for a New Generation

Sunday Evenings 6:30 p.m.

2948 Colorado Avenue
Santa Monica

_jJoshua House is a weekly gathering of music, message, and
ministry for those 18 to 32; where those searching for an

authentic relationship with God can encounter and explore
the living truth of Christ in a fresh way. It is a gathering
where the reality of life and the reality of God meet in a

relaxed and relational atmosphere. For those who wonder if

there's more to life. ..it's a place to come.

RaZpr ComPuitf^rs
For —s—h k r p c I r n\ a K c s

COMPLETE MULTI-MEDIA SYSTEM
mcJudes 14" SVGA monitor, 32 MB Ram, 2 1 Cic hard drive. 24< CD ROM, 53600 Modem,

Yamaha sourx) wtth speakers. Windovvs %, keytxiard arxi mouse with a 3 year warrsrity.

Begins October 4
For more information call Nate Graham at (310) 827-9076

Pentium 2*300 mmx
System Only $999

CUSTOM COMPUTERS, UPGRADES. PARTS,

NETWORKS, IINTTERNETACCESS, NOTEBOOKS

www.razorpc.com

head ofnce(818)88a.7272 local rep(S10)a51.

1. [Click]

minfy| Contgnte |Subf<

Table of Comcms
Ck I Up to the suiting iS
line: What happened lo all

the cowtinenu before i 1.000

Clk2 Ananirai SJ
Expomeni of History: How
geography molded wcKtm
owMyneuan IslandL

Ck J The formauoa of

ciy«al «ucMres n neotnhic

caves.

74

BookZont's g
fTABLE OP C0NTEHT51

feature lets you browse

the table of contents of

over 140,000 titles. Makes

comparison shopping a

whole lot easier!

onWo^,^

OCLA Bookzooe

f ta^
•V<T

siMjie
Consulting
Multi-LingualSoftware
UsedMacintosh Computers

For Macintosh
Apple Language Kits

Korean, Japanese, Chinese,

Cyrillic (Russian), Hebrew,
- Arabic (includes Farsi) and
Indian

NIsus Writer®
NIsus Writer allows you to mix
languages In the same document,
non-contlguous selection, ten (1 0)

editable clipboards and much much more

Foreign Keyboards, Overlays and Fonts

Desktop CPUs
From SEs to PowerMacs, built to order

For Windows

Foreign Localized (FD versions of .

Wlndows<» (3.1 , 95, 98 and ND

FL versions of MIcrosoftWord® and
Corel WordPerfects

PowerBooks®
1 00 series, Duos, 500 series and PowerPC
Batteries, Chargers, AC Adapters
Full-Featured PowerBooks from $400
Active-Matrix Color from $425
Multi-Lingual Packages, "Ready to Run"

Call 7 Days 8:00 AM ^ 6K)0 PM
TEL (213) aaO-YMAC (9622)
FAX (213) 276-9919
www.flash.net/'^shenSr

\ AFFORDABLE EYECARE
NEXT DCX)R TO UCLA

DR. BEIHJAMIN FOUIADIAN, OPTOMETRIST

CONTACT LENSES
ONE PAIR ^£if%
(ICAR fLEXIVVEAR • N(W PATKNTS ONLY ^wF ^^

EYEEXAMjEXAMiiic
Iaaaa ..m^. |<f 2PAIRS «f

I Itfincludes

Glaucoma Test i

VOU^

'MustMentKxilfwAd |

Contact Lens Exam Extra
I INCLUDES

New Pdtiants Only

OF CONTAa LENSES
• COMfVITt EVf EXAAA.
THKfE MONTHS fCXIOV/ Uf.

Mww Pah*n^ Oi

EXAM $129 ! Ask About Our Astigmatic

Contort Lens Packages

+ 24 LENSES |i314Westwoodblvd.i209
(Includes four boxes)

All brands sphericol, cleor *

Includes three months follow up. core kit I
N«w Po»i«nH Onty |

10 MIN. WALK to UCU

Between Borders Bookstore

and UA Theater

" • I
'

I
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DORMS
From page 34

The opening of De N€ve Plaza

may also' prompt the closing of

Courtside, one of Sunset Village's

three buildings, in order to make
permanent repairs for "water intru-

sion," Foraker said.

Courtside has had problems with

roof leakage since its opening in

1992.

"We think the greater majority, if

not all, of where there was water

intrusion will be temporarily

repaired and we do have a plan that

once De Neve is fully up and run-

ning that we'll take Courtside out of

operation," Foraker said.

PARKING

OFFICES
From page 40

Anthony laccarino, a doctoral can-

didate in history and a TA Jast quarter,

said his office does not accommodate
students.

"(My office) is the size of a janitori-

al closet, so I had to meet with most of

my students in the hallway," he said.

However, the situation doesn't per-

turb him too much.

A "Even though this cubicle does

resemble a closet, it's still ... my
space," he said.

In the anthropology department,

many TAs share one big room with

each other, where they each have their

own desk.

For graduate political science stu-

dents to get an office, they must be fin-

ished with- all the requirements for a

doctorate and working on their disser-

tations. But they do not necessarily

have to be TAs.

On South Campus, Johnny Chen, a

third-year graduate biology student

and TA, said that space is adequate.

"I have my own desk, and 1 can use

the conference room for office hours,"

he said. "Experiments don't take up
much room."

Even though he admits conditions

are a "little crowded," he says it does-

n't bother him.

"I'm just concerned with getting

good results on my experimenu." he

said.

Seniority docs not play a big role in

the space allocation process, depart-

ment chairs said.

When attractive offices become
available, faculty members can put in

requests for it. Most department

chairs say that a faculty member's

See OFFICES, page 60

From page 32

director of parking and commuter
services, this year's shortage is part-

ly due to an unexpected increase in

the number of employee com-
muters.

"(This year) we actually thought

we would be much better off,"

Forti^r said.

"However, the additional

employees were a surprise,"she

added.

Somewhere between 1,000 and

1,500 niore employees are in need

ofparking this year.

Although Capital Programs is

currently seeking out a location for

more parking structures, a site has

not yet been determined.

According, to Fortier, however,

only 25,000 parking spaces can be

built on this campus, and there are

already approximately 21,000

spaces, not including the Lot 4

expansion. ____.. ,— v—,.. -,,,

Also, Lot 14, located just soutfi

of the University Police station, is

scheduled lo be demolished in the

fall of 1999 to make space for the

new hospital. So while UCLA will

be gaining approximately 1,300

parking spaces this fall, it will lose

1,450 next fall.

Yet, Fortier added that the

Office of Parking and Commuter
Services sells 25 percent more park-

ing permits than there are physical

spaces.

"It's not one for one (t)ecaUse)

not everyone is here at the same
time," Fortier said.

"Actually, we can park ... 25 per-

cent more cars," she said adding

that only 16,271 of the parking

spaces are used strictly for permit

parking. There are some 3,900

spaces reserved for visitors to the

medical center and campus, and
also 313 metered spaces, Fortier

said.

For example, last fall the Office

of Parking and Commuter Services

sold 34,563 parking permits. Only

9,607 went to students, including

those already living on campus.
Moreover, 14,123 went to staff and
faculty while 10,833 were occasion-

al use passes.

This year, parking officials are

looking for other alternatives, one
of which may be a student/employ-

ee bus pass.

According to a survey conduct-

ed by the Office of Parking and
Commuter Services, many students

are in favor of such a bus pass.

While still tentative, this plan

would allow UCLA students and

employees - for a small annual fee -

to show their identification card in

exchange for bus fare.

Only a request for information

with local transit providers has

been filed, however. A final deci-

sion has not yet been made.

"Looking at the potential bus

pass is one more approach in seeing

whether or not it would be cost

effective," Stocki said. If adopted,

the bus pass, however, will not

entirely make up for the cui;fent

shortage.
;^,

"Realistically speaking, there is

no way that with a bus pass you can

make up that kind of deficit."

Stocki said.

"1 don't want to fool anybody.

Most transit alternatives provide

numerically small gains," he added.

Other alternatives to the bus

pass program and proposed cpn-

struction are carpooling, bicycling

and walking to campus, Stocki said.

In addition, one of the most aggres-

sive programs that reducing park-

ing demand is the on campus hous-

ing program, Stocki said.

"In reality, the solution (to the

parking problem) is a combination •

of building replacement parking

and other measures ... we may even

have to introduce stack parking in

Lot 4," Stocki said.

"What we are doing is looking

for additional space in the short

term," he said. "If anything, the

parking picture is going to get

worse before it gets better."

Pfy^ "f H^t Hit

FREE 6** Futura futon w/purchase of any frame $125

LUXURIOUS, AFFORDABLE COMFORT

'Ttf^i^;'.

$139.95
Double size frame+futon. Metal
black frame w/tray. Available in

double size. Includes FREE futon!

$182.99
Double size frame-*-futon.

Ponderosa Pine frame tias a huge
following. Available in single chair,

double and queen sizes.

Includes FREE futon!

$299.95
Double size frame+futon. Silver

metal frame with flexible slats for

extra support and comfort.
Includes FREE futon!

HATE HIDDEN COSTS!"
-DR. ROSS J. SOMERS, OPTOMETRIST, (UCLA Alumni)

That's why all of my contact

Ions packages arc complete
You won't bo surprised bv
unexpected fees when you
allow us to CARE for you."

http://www.thefutonshop
r^FOtonShop
hefutonshop.com Naturallv Made Better 1®

CONTAa LENSES
(Includes)

• Complete eye exam • Care kit

Computerized contact lens fitting • 6 months follow-up care

BAUSCH * ^^'^^'^^ agreement (like insurance)

-9999
&LOMB MT^^A

COMPIHYE CARE 1531 Wiishire Blvd. Santa Monica l^gk
\

(corner of 1 6tfi Street, across from Jaguar Showroom) ffilSy

Vision plans & Medi-cal welcome/Appointments made 24 tiours a day!

The Best Programs Make the Best Educators
Call 1-800-44-FUTON For The Best Futons!

LOS ANGELES
633 N. La Brea Ave

1/2 bik S.of Melrose

(213) 932-1700

WEST LOS ANGELES
10669 W. Pico nvd
@ Overland

(310) 474-5595 Ends 9/29/98

1

Thursday October

>f-X*i*j'>*|b«!^^

Hie first day ofyourjoumaEsm career

Come join the Daily Bmin next Thursday ,

The Student Media Orientation

& Open House
6:00 p.m. Ackemian Viewpoint Lounge

M.A. in Education ^^

with Teaching Credential

\o' JcJditinn.il int>vm,jtion or the cJ'itc

(800) 347 4849

If you are ready to

begin a teaching career,

Pepperciine's program,

specially designed for new

teachers, will help you

reach your full potential.

With flexible class

schedules, students can

earn a Master of Arts in

Education and Teaching

Credential with an optional

CLAD emphasis-all in

one year.

Seasoned faculty provide

the real-world experience

you require and the personal

attention you deserve.

Program information sessions

art held regularly at our

centers in Los Angeles, the

San Fernando Valley and Ventura

and Orange CountlH.

fljg PEPPERDINE UNIVERSITY
Graduate School of Education and Psychology

TOUR OUR WEtSITEi

littp://gs«p.p«pp«rdlii«.«du/9Mp/

f
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RESTAURANTS
From page 1

1

receive another routine inspection

within the four months following the

first one. Nearly seven months later,

an inspector finally showed up - not

the usual inspector, but one respond-

ing to a complaint from a customer
who got sick after eating at the restau-

rant.

Issues such as taking too long to re-

inspect restaurants are being

addressed by the Health Department.

Many restaurants feel the inspections

are too few and far between because

of the shortage of inspectors.

Arturo Aguirre, director of envi-

ronmental health for the county, said

that the department just hired 26

inspectors earlier this month and
plans to hire more next month.

If a restaurant does want to be re-

graded, instead of waiting for a rou-

tine inspection, they can pay $161

and be inspected then.

"This was a provision we- created

in response to industry concerns that

the grades did not always reflect con-

ditions that e.xist normally," Aguirre -^

said. "Maybe we showed up on a day
when they were short on staff."

Gypsy Cafe, whose grade was

raised from 69 to A, was one of 54

restaurants who requested a reinspec-

tion and got one.

Others, like First Szechuan Wok,
were denied.

"Even if you want to pay, they still

don't have any people to come. " said

Steve Chang, owner of First

Szechuan Wok. who has been calling

the health department since last June.

He e?^ects to challenge his C grade

any day now.

Some of his restaurant's violations

include allowing employees to drink

water in the kitchen and not labeling

containers of ingredients, such as salt

and corn starch, but there were no

food-related ones.

"If there was anything at all wrong
with the food, the - Health

Department would close my restau-

rant down immediately," Chang said.

Some restaurants claim they

scored poorly because the inspectors

came during lunch lime.

"During busy hours, it's difficult

to maintain a perfectly clean kitchen

-with the amount of volume going

through," Mekpongsatorn said.

This, however, carries little weight

with the Health Department.

"Part of the job is to observe a

restaurant in operation. We can't just

come when (owners) would like to

have us there," Aguirre said.

' Most of the time, though, health

inspectors come just before or right

after lunch, Aguirre addecL

The most common complaint
among owners seemed to be that the

grading is just too tough.

"If you look at the new rules, our

grade was a fair grade. I just feel

there's always a gray area,"

Mekpongsatorn said. "Some of the

items they mark you off for are non
food-related, such as structural proD-

lems."

If, for example, a restaurant has

See RESTAURANTS, page 54

^"

In our new chancellor's first year, UCLA saw its top

vice chancellorship and three deanships change

hands. And this year, we expect two more deans

and vice chancellors. But don't ft'et; this is natural

for a transitional phase, the administration says.

By Mason Stockstill

Dally Bruin Senior Staff

In July 1997, then-Chancellor Charles Young bid

farewell to the position he had held for 28 years, and Albert

Carnesale, fresh from his post as provost at Harvard

University, took over the post as UCLA's chief officer.

Within one year of this chancellorial swap, the campus
would see its second-highest administrative position, as

well as four deanships change hands. On top of that, there

jire two positions yet to be filled (one^deanship atnd one vice

chancellorship), and two of the five new administrators are

only temporary replacements (a dean and a vice chancel-

lor).

That's one new chancellor, three new vice chancellors,

and five new deans - all inside of two years.

This huge administrative shift marks a much bigger

change in UCLA's upper administrative echelon than the

mere switch of chancellors would have brought; in fact, it

means that the university will have a much different face in

the years to come.

"Whenever you have a transition ... some changes in the

administration occur," Carnesale said.

The highest position that the chancellor made an

appointment to last year was the executive vice chancellor-

ship. The executive vice chancellor is the second-highest

administrator at the university and handles the day-to-day

:4>perations of the university.

That position is currently filled by Wyatt "Rory" Hume,
who was previously the dean of the dental school. Hume

took over the position previously held by Charles Kennel,

now the director of the Scripps Institute of Oceanography

at UC San Diego.

Another big loss for UCLA was Ted Mitchell, who had

previously held the positions of vice chancellor of external

affairs and dean of the Graduate School of Education &
Information Sciences (GSE&IS). These positions are now
filled by interim replacements.

Mitchell is now the vice president for education and

strategic initiatives at the J. Paul Getty trust, as well as the

interim leader of the Getty Education Institute. ^

Aside from Kennel and Mitchell's departures. Dean of

Law Susan Prager stepped down from her position, as did

Dean of Theater. Film and Television Gilbert Cates. The

fourth dean was Hume, who moved into the executive vice

chancellor position.

Carnesale has acknowledged that this is indeed a large

shift in UCLA's administrative picture. He and other

administrators have brushed aside any speculation that

these changes are anything more than a coincidence, how-

ever.

"Surely, the changes are probably somewhat more than

in a typical year," he said. "But if you add up the total num-
ber of deans, vice chancellors and senior administrators,

and try and think of what a reasonable time in office might

be, you're always going to be searching fdr some. It would

probably be rare that they're all filled."

"There's been no cleaning house," he continued.

Kennel and Mitchell both agreed with the chancellor's

assessment, saying that neither Young's departure nor any

pressure or friction from Carnesale caused them to leave

the university.

"I had no issues with Young or Carnesale," Kennel said.

"Al invited me to stay on."

Mitchell also pointed out that turnover like this is to be

expected at a time of transition but that UCLA's has been

relatively modest.

"I have studied transitions for a while now, and looking

nationally, one expects more turnover than we have experi-

enced at UCLA," he said.

Carnesale has said that in order to get a clearer picture of

why sd.many administrators chose to move on at the same

time, orte has to evaluate each position on a case-by-case

basis.

Kennel's name was originally one ofthose tossed around

by the UC search committee that was looking for a replace-

ment for Young. As the executive vice chancellor. Kennel

seemed a natural candidate.

"When the search committee interviewed me, I encour-

aged them to think big»" he said.

After Carnesale's appointment. Kennel found himself

the subject of another job offer - this one fjom Scripps.

"When the Scripps job came along, I had a big choice to

make," he said.

In the end, he chose to go to Scripps because he felt that,

like many of his peers, he was "still a scientist at heart."

Mitchell was also swayed by an opportunity that he felt

was too good not to let go by. —-,—

.
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iV STATE

Board of
Education

#

Most members of the UC Boardof Regents have
-r

experience in business and politics, not education,

and an increasingly diverse student population

questions the regents' response to campus issues

•
1

•

(Left to right) Regents Ward Connerty, Velma Montoya, John Davies and Student Regent Max Espinosa are part of the UC Board of
Regents that divides the university budget among the campuses and makes decisions ranging from admissions policies to faculty salaries

Richard Atkinson, the presi-

dent of the University of

California, is appointed by

the UC Board of Regents. The
president selects chancellor

candidates, who are then

approved by the regents .

Albert Carnesale is the chan-

cellor of UCLA. There is one
chancellor for each of the

nine UC campuses. The chan-

cellor makes financial deci-

sions for his or her own cam-

pus and has some say in edu-

cational issues, which are .

decided by the Academic
Senate.

"^

By Shannan Rouss
Dally Bruin Contributor

*

While most students would be hard-

pressetf"to name even one member of the

University of California Board of

Regents, the board's presence reigns high

above the university's academia.

When challenged to cite a regent,

fourth-year sociology student Andrea
Ginsburg asked, "Other than Ward
Connerly?"

Although Connerly, notorious as a

staunch opponent of affirmative action, is

often the only identifiable name among
students. Regent Velma Montoya said the

regents' obscurity is positive for the uni-

versity.

It implies that they "are doing their

business as overseers, and there is no rea-

son to pick anyone out on an individual

basis," she said.

However, some students say the regents

are a remote, nondescript entity that does-

n't always have the best interests of stu-

dents in mind.

According to Undergraduate Students

Association Council (USAC) President

Stacy Lep, the regents are inaccessible and
unconcerned with the students.

"Our representation at (their) table is

minimal - if any." she said.

Like most other states whnse universi-

ties h'ave a governing board of regents, the

California governor appoints 18 of the 26

board members to 12-year terms.

Past appointments have garnered criti-

cism for being more conducive to business

incentives than educational ones.

The state university system in Florida

conducts their board in a similar manner,

describing the regents "as analogous to a

board of directors of a corporation."

The current chancellor of the Ohio
Board of Regents, Rod Chu. a former

executive whose qualifications include 20

years with Andersen Consulting, was
appointed to

"
help (the rcgents)ihink out-

sidethebox.'"

Given the minimal educational experi-

ence of many members of the board, Lee

questioned their academic credentials.

"The regents come from the richest

tiers of our society." Lee said.

"(They) are often commenting ... on
their lack of awareness on issues they are

supposed to make decisions on," she said.

However, according to Richard Novak,
director of Public Sector Programs for the

Association of Governing Boards, the

regents should not be from any one con-

stituency or supportive of any single cam-
pus, since "the state-wide interest should

be at heart."

"They are in a sense the surrogate for

the state," he continued, —r——~—-^

Montoya also said that the board is not

a homogenous bureaucracy.

"More and more (the regents) are

becoming diverse," she said, citing herself

and other regents as proof. "I am a

Mexican American from East L.A.. (and)

I was an associate professor of finance at

Cal Poly Pomona." she said.

Novak suggested that one way to curtail

dissatisfaction with the appointment of

regents would be through a third-pUrty

screening committee to approve the gov-

ernor's decisions.

Furthermore, Montoya added that.

regarding specific matters of courses and
curriculu"m, the board willingly defers

authority on educational matters to the

faculty.

He emphasized the importance of

shared governance betwqen the regents

and the faculty, saving "the faculty is

granted a significant amount of control."

Despite this delineation of power, how-
ever, the board sometimes attempts to

influence educational policy.

In one instance, Connerly called ethnic

studies and ethnic graduations into ques-

tion and felt that such practices caused

"balkanization" across UC campuses.

But Regent William Bagley, referring to

the aforementioned topic, said,

"Micromanaging is something that this

board shouldn't be doing," implying that

educational decisions were best left to the

academic officials of the university.

According to Student Regent Max
Espinoza, some of the appropriate duties

of the regents involve "student fees, the

setting of admissions criteria, enhancing

diversity, construction, jUijd) setting

financial priorities for the university."

Examples on the regents' agenda for

the upcoming year are discussions regard-

ing the development of a 10th UC campus
in the San Joaquin Valley, tentatively

called UC Merced.

Closer to home, the board will continue

to oversee the financing of UCLA's
Northwest Housing and Parking Project

currently at a cost of SSI. 1 million.

The next meeting of the UC Board of

Regents is scheduled for Oct. 15 in San

Francisco.

TO:

FROM:
REGARDING:
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OFFICIAL NOTICES
^ALL STUDENTS

THE DEAN OF STUDENTS
* • ^

rTini^^AAMP^^?^ ^11^^ ^^ ^» ^^^ P^'"^®^ '" ^^^ ®^'^'°" ^^^^^^ '" ^^^ '^^''v ^^"'" ^^ various times during the academic year. They are also printed in the schedule of classes and Univeniitv

Sn in the^w^^^^^
''"?''' ''''''' '*' ^^' '"^''"'^ '^ www.saonet.ucla.edu/dos.htm. SucU OFFICIAL NOTICESm important and all students are he'd 4Sle forthTS

ALL STUDENTS
DEAN OF STUDENTS
RELEASE AND DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION FROM STUDENT RECORDS

The FamHy Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) affords students certain rights with respect to their education records. They are:

I^The right to inspect and review the student's education records within 45 days of the day the University receives a request for access
bludents should submit to the registrar, dean, head of the academic department, or other appropriate official, written requests that identify the recordO, thev wish to Insoect The

uZT^^ nn^^\ 1!;"'
["3ke ^^^"gements for access and notify the student of the time and place where the records may be inspected. If the records areK

University official to whom the request was. submitted. |hat official shall advise the student of the correct official to whom the request should be addressed.

2. The right to request the amendment of the student's education records that the student believes are inaccurate or misleading

til"^hplTnVf^o l^n^rH'th'^'^ ^^^^U^"^ V^^^.'^
that thoy bolleve is inaccurate or misleading. They should write the University official responsible for the record, clearty Iden-

tify the part of the record they want changed, and specify why it is inaccurate or misleading. ^
If the University decides not to amend the record as requested by the student, the University will notify the student of the decision and advise the student of his or her riaht to ahearing regarding the request for amendment. Additional information regarding the hearing procedures will be provided to the student when notified of the right to a hearing

3. The right to consent to disclosures of personally identifiable information contained in the student's education records, except to the extent that FERPA authorizes disclosure

One exception which permits disclosure without consent is disclosure to school officials with legitimate educational interests. A school official is a person emoloved bv the

llhnm^h^ Mn!?n?fH 'k
^ ^^^'^®' ^^,^^^'^^1^' academic or tJBsearch. or support staff position (including law enforcement unit personnel and health staff); a person or company with

^^h J . H^c^'n n?n
^'' contracted (such as an attorney, auditor, or collection agent); a person serving on the Board of Trustees; or a student serving on an official committeesuch as a disciplinary or grievance committee, or assisting another school official in performing his or her tasks

a
"

^•*>' ^" "^e.

A school official has a legitimate educational interest if the official needs to review an education record in order to fulfill his or her professional responsibilitv .

UpofLrequest. the University discloses education records without consent to officials of another school In which a student seeks or Intends to enroll.
"" ''

'^

IJofficftVa°t adm^inisters^FE^^^
•"' ^^' ^^^^^^"^ °^ Education concerning alleged failures by UCLA to comply with the requirements of FERPA. The name and address of

family Policy Compliance urtice

U.S. Department of Education

600 Independence Avertue, SW
Washington. DC 20202-4605

Notice is hereby given that the following categories of personally identifiable information have been designated by UCLA as public information^^tudenrs name address (mallinapermanent and/br e-maiO. telephone numbers, major field of study, dates of attendance, number of course units In which enrolled, degrees and honors received the most recem pmvous
frc^^^nH^l

institution attended participation in officially recognized activities, including intercollegiate athletics, and the name, weight, and height of participants on Intercollegiate athlet-

In 9.n^f tho'?/^?]? r ' ^U^
height of participants on intercollegiate UCU\ athletic teams. Such categories fall within the limitations of the definition of public Infomiatlon In Section

n«?i ? I
^ PolicyAppying to the Disclosure of Information from Student Records and may be disclosed without prior student consent unless a student notifies the Registrar's

Office in Writing or via an established electronic procedure that such information shall not be disclosed.
ncyi^udi b

For more Information regarding this notice, or any OFFICIAL NOTICE or policy, you may contact the Dean of Students' Office in 1206 Murphy Hall. .

T" "fri

TO:

FROM:
REGARDING:

ALL STUDENTS
DEAN OF STUDENTS
AVAILABILltY OF UNIVERSITY POLICIES AND CAMPUS REGULATIONS

PrnnarfiJn?nl A |^^^^?'^^r^,'.^ ^( ^^''iT^unl^^Ji^.
Applying to Csmpus Activities, OfganizaVons, and Students, the UCLA Regulations on Activities. Registered Organizations and Use of

Properties (UCLA Activity Guidelines); and the UCLA Student Conduct Code of Procedures are available free of charge at the following locations and can also be found on the Internet

•Office of the Dean of Students, 1 206 Murphy Hall (www.saonet.ucla.edu/dos.htm)
•Center for Student Programming, 1 05 Kerckhoff Kail (www.saonet.ucla.edu/csp/default.htm
•Student Psychological Services, A3-062 Center for the Healttt'Sciences (www.saonet.ilicla.edu/sps.htm)

rrr-

TO:

FROM:
REGARDING:

CAMPUS COMMUNITY \
DEAN OF STUDENTS
ACCOMMODATION OF RELIGIOUS PRACTICES OF STUDENTS IN THE SCHEDULING OF EXAMINATIONS

In compliance with Section 926450(a) of the CaHfornia Education Code, the University must accommodate requests for alternate examination dates at a time when that activitv
would not violate a student s religious creed. .

av. ly

At UCLA, accommodation for alternate examination dates should be worked out directly between the student and the faculty member involved
General Guidelines:

, :_;__ _ ;-.. ^..^ • .1

•Students should make such requests of the instructor during the first two weeks of the quarter, or as soon as possible after an examination date is announced by the instructor
•Students unable to reach a satisfactory arrangement with their instructor should contact the Campus Ombuds Office or the Office of the Dean of Students
•Instructors who have questions, or who wish to verify the nature of the religious event or practice involved, should contact the Campus Ombuds Office or the Office of the Dean ef-
Students. ^

TO:

FROM:
REGARDING:

ALL STUDENTS
DEAN OF STUDENTS
NONDISCRIMINATION .

The University of California, in accordance with applicable Federal and State laws and University policies, dops not discriminate on the basis of race color national ori-
gin, religion, sex. disability, age. rriedical condition (cancer related), ancestry, marital status, citizenship, sexual orientation, or status as a Vietnam-era veteran or soecial
disabled veteran. -

^

The University also prohibits sexual harassment. This nondiscrimination policy covers admission, access, and treatment In University programs and activities.

Inquiries regarding the University's equai opportunity policies may be directed to the Office of Campus Counsel, 3149 Murphy Hall.

Inquiries regarding Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) or 504 Compliance may be directed to Dr. Douglas Martin, Special Assistant to the Chancellor/Coordinator of
ADA and 504 Compliance. A239 Murphy Hall.

Students who believe they have been discriminated against on the above grounds may contact the Office of the Dean of Students, 1 206 Murohv Hall for further Infor-^
mation and procedures. •^.

.

-...,.' *- j ,
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OFFICIAL NOTICES
TO: ALL STUDENTS
FROM: THE DEAN OF STUDENTS

OFFICIAL NOTICES such as those printed in this edition appear in ttie Daily Bruin at various times during ttie academic year. They are also printed in the schedule of classes and University
catalog. Additionally these notices are accessible via the internet at www.saonet.ucla.edu/dos.htm. Such OFFICIAL NOTICES are important and all students are held responsible for the infor-

mation in them.
.

* -

For copies of relevant policies and regulations contact the Dean of Students in 1 206 Murphy Hall. .

TO:

FROM:
REGARDING:

AU MEMBERS OF THE UCLA CAMPUS COMMUNITY
THE DEAN OF STUDENTS
RAPE AND OTHER FORMS OF SEXUAL ASSAULT .

UCLA will not tolerate sexual assault in any form, including rape, acquaintance rape, or date rape. These also include situations when the accused sexually assaults a com-
plainant incapable of giving consent, including where the complainant is prevented from resisting due to alcohol or drugs and this condition \/vas known, or reasonably should have been
known by the accused.

• i.

Where there Is probable cause to believe a student has committed a sexual assault, disciplinary action will be pursued.

Sanctions may Include Dismissal from the University.

i\

IF YOU HAVE BEEN RAPED OR SEXUALLY ASSAULTED:

Jake care of your safety and health needs.

•Call the Police Department If possible, call ttie UC Police Department at (310) 825-1491 or 911.

•Get medical attention. Campus police will provide transportation to the Santa Monica Hospital Emergency Room for emergency medical treatment and evidence col-

lection. A counselor from the Santa Monica Rape Treatment Center will be available free of charge.

Utilize Campus and Community Support services.

•Contact a Rape Services Consultant Rape Services ConsultaDlS-{B3C) are availal^jfijhrough the Women's Resource Center. RSCs have expeitisa in workiiig-witu
people who have been raped or sexually assaulted. They can discuss options and altematives, help identify the most appropriate support services, and provide informa-
tion about medical care, psychological counseling, academic assistance, legal options, how to file a police report,"'and how to file a complaint through the Dean of

_^_____ Students' Office. RSCs are available to assist any UCLA student regardless of where or when the assault occurred. For assistance, contact the Women's Resource
Center at (31 0) 206-8240 or go to Room 2 Dodd Hall and ask to speak to an RSC.

•Contact the Rape Treatment Center at Santa Monica Hospital at (310) 319-4000 for free emergency medical treatment and counseling services.

CARING ASSISTANCE IS AVAILABLE IF YOU HAVE BEEN SUBJECTED TO RAPE OR SEXUAL ASSAULT. YOU ARE ENCOURAGED IN THE STRONGEST TERMS TO MAKE A REPORT.

TO:

FROM:
REGARDING:

ALL MEMBERS OF THE UCLA CAMPUS COMMUNITY ,. : ^ .
.

THE CHANCELLOR •- •

_=..-^-^

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA POLICY ON SEXUAL HARASSMENT AND COMPLAINT RESOLUTION PROCEDURES

.^-Xb

Every member of the University community should be aware that the University will not tolerate sexual harassment and that such behavior is prohibited both by law and by
University policy. The University will take whatever action Is necessary to prevent and correct such behavior and, if appropnate, discipline persons whose behavior violates this policy.

UNIVERSITY DEFINITION OF SEXUAL HARASSMENT:
Unwelcome sexual advances, requests for sexual favors, and other verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature constitute sexual harassment when:

1

.

Submission to such conduct is made either explteltly or implicitly a term or condition of Instruction, employment, or participation in other University activities;

2. Submission to or rejectlor) of such conduct by an Individual is used as a basis for evaluation In making academic or personnel decisions affecting an individual; or

3. Such conduct has the purpose or effect of unreasonably Interfering with an Individual's performance or creating an Intimidating, hostile, or offensive University environment.

In determining whether the alleged conduct constitutes sexual harassment, consideration shall be given to the record of the incldent(sy as a whole and to the totality of the cir-

cumstances, including the context In which the alleged incidents occurred.

COMPUINT RESOLUTION

Experience has demonstrated that many complaints of sexual harassment can be effectively resolved through informal intervention. Individuals who experience what they con-
sider to be sexual harassment are advised to confront the alleged offender Immediately and firmly.

Additionally, an Individual who believes that she or he has been sexually harassed may contact the alleged offender's supervisor and/or a Sexual Harassment Information Center
counselor for help and Information regarding sexual harassment complaint resolution or grievance procedures. Listed below are the locations of the Centers and to which Center(s) the
complainant should go as determined by the accused employment or student status at the time of the alleged incident:

• Campus Ombuds Office, 1172 Career Center (310) 825-7627 (for faculty, staff, students);

• Women's Resource Center, 2 Dodd Hall, (310) 825-3945 or (310) 206-8240 (for students); ,

.

.

• Student Psychological Services, 4223 Mathematical Sciences Building, (310) 825-0768, or A3-062 Center for the Health Sciences, (310) 825-7985 (for students);

• Office of International Students and Scholars, 106 Bradley Intemational Center, (310) 825-1681 (for international students);

'

• Office of Residential Life, Residential Life Building, (310) 825-3401 (for students);

• Office of Vice Chancellor-Academic Personnel, 2147 Murphy Hall. (310) 206-9345 (for faculty, including non-Senate academic appointees and student academic appointees
when acting in. the capacity of their non-Senate appointments); ,

• Campus Human Resources/Employee and Labor Relations Division, 10920 Wllshire Boulevard, Suite 200, (310) 794-0859 (for campus staff employees and students when act
Ing In the capacity of their staff appointments);

• Medical Center Human Resources Office, 924 Westwood Boulevard (Bank of America Building, Suite 200), (310) 794-0500 (for Medical Center staff employees and students
when acting in the capacity of their staff appointments);

University Extension, 770 UNEX, (310) 825-2674 (for University Extension faculty, staff employees, and students).

>'.

'
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TO:

FROM:
REGARDING:

OFFICIAL NOTICES
ALL STUDENTS
DEAN OF STUDENTS
STUDENT CONDUCT AND DISCIPLINE

The UCLA Student Conduct Cofie (Code) \setiectiye September 2Q,^99S.

^AnnMn^tn^roi"l?o°^^^^^^ ^^^n
'^ ^^^^^ °" ^^^UCLA Student Conduct Code of Procedures, and now incorporates parts of the following documents- the University of California PoliriP<;Applying to Campus Activities. Organizations, and Students, the UCLA Interim Student Conduct Policies and Student Discipline ProceZeslnCa^sof HarassZntSexu^^^^^^^

/fZ^lZi^^^^^^^ '??.J.^'.
'/^^

^"^f"""
^^'"^'"^ ^'""^"'^ ^'''''' '"^ ^^^'"f Discipline Procedures in Cases of R^^^^^^^ Th^KSs stu

from T^r^^TlS'^Zelf^^^^^
which a student is subject to an approved disciplinary procedure of a school college or otheTSn^^^^

onTtiSl n
°
h K * .^^ Conduct Code of f^ocedures include extension of jurisdiction; delegation of certain authority from the Chancellor to the Vice Chancellor of SturiPnAff:^r^^and the prohibition of unauthorized conduct regarding course lecture notes, handouts, readers or other information provided by an instrtor. longoS Student Affairs,

Jarisdiction has been extended as described below in Section II.A.

Jh^o^nilfn n? c°/ I!^^^®.'®^?^i ^^S
^"^^^'"'^ ^° ^® ^'^^ Chancellor of sludent Affairito review and rule upon appeals of the sanctions of Suspension or Dismissal imoosed bv mp OffirP nr^

r^gt^:rr„HSS '''''"' '^'^'^ '-'' '^^^ -^ have beenTeSorS7c^^^^^^^
Selling or distributing course lecture notes, handouts, readers or other information provided by an instructor, or using them for any commercial purpose, without the express permission of
the ir\structor has been added as a type of misconduct (see Section 1 02.06 below).

aThttpS^Tao'nS^^
'^ ^^' ^'^' ^'°"^^"^' ''^'''' "^'^ ^' °^*''"'^ ^''"^ ^' ^^'' °^ ^^' ^'^' '^ ^^^''^: ^ ^06 Murphy Hall; or may be found on the internet

II. STUDENT CONDUCT POLICIES

. cLtTnd cLpuTregSlalionf
'°'''^ """^ *^' ''''^''"'' '""'"'""'^ ^'^^ '"'""^'"^ "^^^' '"^ responsibilities. Students are expected to comply with the general law. University poli-

A. Jurisdiction

l^ A^hnnnl^fho^.".
^^^^ ("'"'sd'c^'O"

^^f
studont conduct that occurs on University property, or in connection with official University functions whether on or off Universitv oroo-

hS"rSp l^cTlh^ ^h' "°\^°"H"«'y
'"^.o'^e. '^s disciplinary processes over student conduct that occurs off campus except in connection w th anoS Un ve sS f^un?-

(1) The alleged misconduct indicates the student poses a threat to the safety or security of any member(s) of the University community or^
qnprmr^.^ thp I Kr°J^h" '"'f

^^ ^oa6en)\c work or the forgery, alteration, misuse of any University document, record, key. electronic device, or identification.

=========in S^'J .^^
jurisdiction over off-campus incidems under sectkm (1) above where the alleged misconduct iwotw5=

^ tKf/SnTrnS^'Aw^^ lis c^
''P« ^''

^'^*"h^ i" ^''i'°"
1 p2.08a of^n^l/CM Student Conduct Code, below), sexual assault (as defined in Section 1 02.08b of

l^^ QtL^ni^i Hnf n M^c^\^^^t^n^\^r^\ fu^ ?,^?1^^^' ^"^ ^^^^^ P^^^'^^' ^^^"'^' ^^^^^ts of violcnce; or conduct that threatens the health or safety of any person-
(b) Stalking (as defined in Section 1 02.1 of the UCLA Student Conduct Code below)- > ^ *^

'

(c) Sexual harassment (as defined in Section 1 02.09 of the UCLA Student Conduct Code below)-

^^^
on^n^p?fn^hi'llff n? on^^'^t"

^^^'^^
^V^^^ ^^^ ^^"^^"^ ^^"^"^^ ^^^^' ^^'^^^ ""' ^^^ "^^^^^^ ^f initiation or pre-initiation into a campus organization or any activity

Sffila^hr ^^^n^t'^^^^^^^^^^^
^''''— •

" '^ "^^'^ ^° ^^"^^' ''''' ^-3-' P^^^'-' ^-"^' - P---' '«9rada.on or d^sgrace^es^t-

lhP^^S?ri?tll^?i^fJ![ "k^
^°
ffh

'^'^® off-campus jurisdiction in cases under section (1) above, the University will consider the seriousness of the alleged misconduct- whether

LIsTart^a^'r^ oSVSoTra^nd^^^^^^^^^^^^ j^"*"^^^^ '' '''''' ^'^"^^''—
^
^^ '^''^''^ '^ -^^"--; ^ ^'^"^'^ ''^ «^--P--

Jilipw ? oon^J^ '"*®"f5 °?'^J°
provide guidance for the exercise of discretion by the University in invoking its jurisdiction over conduct that occurs off campus It may not be--^relied upon by any student charged under this section to create any rights, substantive or procedural, or as a basis for a challenge to the exercise of thruniv^si^^^^^^^^

B. Grounds for Discipline

The Chancellor may impose discipline for violation of, or an attempt to violate any University policies or campus regulations. The lack of Intent to commit a violation is not a factor
in determining if a violaton occurred; however, the lack of intent may be considered a mitigating factor in determining the appropriate sanction7it t^aibLr^ deteV^^

in^5?".?p L^L'tpnlm^
attempted violations include, but are not limited to, the following types of misconduct (note thit the following secfon numbe

~

102.25 are adapted from the University of California Policies Applying to Campus Activities. Organizations, and Student^:
^

C. Types of Misconduct . ,

102.01: Academic Dishonesty

All forms of academic misconduct, including but not limited to, cheating, fabrication, plagiarism, or facilitating academic dishonesty.
For the purposes of this Code, the following definitions apply:

102.01a: Cheating « >

Cheating, includes, but not limited to the use of unauthorized materials, information or study aids In any academic exercise; or. helping another student commit an act ofacademic fraud; or. the failure to observe the expressed procedures or. instructions of an academic exercise, e.g., examination instfuctions regarding altSeseati^^^^^
conversation dunng an examination.

»;>»"•
102.01b: Fabrication

Fabrication, including, but not limited to falsification or Invention of any Information or citation in an academic exercise.

102.01c: Plagiarism

Plagiarism. Including, but not limited to the use of another's words or ideas as if they were one's own; Including, but not limited to representing either with the Intent to
deceive or by the omission of the true source, part of or an entire wori< produced by someone other than the student, obtained by purchase or otherwise as the stu-
dent s original work; or. representing the Identifiable but altered ideas, data or writing of another person as if those ideas, data or writing were the student's original

1 02.01 d: Multiple Submissions

Multiple submissions including, but not limited to the resubmission by a student of any wort< which has been previously submitted for credit In identical or similar form
in one course to ful/HI the requirements of a second course, without the informed permission/consent of the instructor of the second course; or. the submission bv a stu-
dent of any wori( submitted for credit in idenUcai or similar form in one course to fulfill the requirements of a concurrent course, without the permission/consent of the
instructors of both courses. t

102.02: Ottier Forms of Dishonesty

Other forms of dishonesty, including but not limited to, fabricating Infonmation or knowingly fumlshing false information or reporting a false emergency to the UniversiW
or to University officials acting in the performance of their duties.

uj lu uic umvcidny

102.03: Forgery

Forgery, alterationrer misuse of any Ugiversity docwnent, record, key, efectronic device, or Identification. Section 102.03 applies to any Individual for whom the
University maintains records, regardless of cun-ent student status.

102.04: Theft

Theft of, conversion of, misappropriation of, or damage to or destruction of, any property of the University or property of others while on University premises or at official
University functions; or possession of any property of the University or others stolen while on University premises or at official University functions.

102.05: Computers

Theft or other abuse of computing facilities or computer time, including but not limited to: unauthorized entry Into a file to use. read, or change the contents or for any
other purpose; unautliorized transfer of a file; unauthorized use of another Individual's Identification or password; use of computing facilities to interfere with the work of

. another student, faculty member, or University official; use of computing facilities to interfere with a University computing system.

Violation of the UCLA Implementation Guidelines of the University of California Electronic Mall Policy, or of a UCLA acceptable or allowable use policy will also be consid-
ered a violation of Section 102.05.

,

M
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102.06: Unauthorized Conduct

Unauthorized possession of, receipt of, duplication of, or use of the University's name, insignia, or seal. Unauthorized entry to, possession of, receipt of. or use of any
University properties, equipment, resources, or services.

"

]

Selling or distributing course lecture notes, tiandouts, readers or other information provided by an Instructor, or using them for any commercial purpose, without the
express permission of the instructor.

102.07: University-Owned Housing

Violation of policies, regulations, or rules governing University-owned or -operated housing facilities or leased housing facilities located on University property.

102.08: Physical Abuse

Physical abuse, including but not limited to, rape, sexual assault, sex offenses, and other physical assault; threats of violence; or conduct that threatens the health or
safety of any person.

102.08a: Rape
. ,

^*°^~^

For the purposes of this Code, rape refers to "rape" as defined by the California Penal Code (as it may be amended from time to time). Among other acts, the Penal Code
prohibits the following acts, which are summarized below:

1

.

Sexual Intercourse against a person's will accomplished by force or threats of bodily injury.

2. Sexual intercourse against a person's will where the person has reasonable fear that she (or he) or another will be injured if she (or he) does not submit to the
Intercourse. .

'

.

3. Sexual Intercourse where the person is incapable of giving consent, or is prevented from resisting, due to alcohol or drugs, and this condition was known, or rea-
sonably should have been known by the accused.

4. Sexual intercourse where the person is incapable of resisting because she (or he), at the time, is unconscious or asleep, and this is known to the accused.

102.08iJ: Sexuai Assauit

The act of sexual assault includes: forced sodomy (anal intercourse); forced oral copulation (oral-genital contact); rape by foreign object (forced penetration by a foreign
object, including a finger); and sexual battery (the unwanted touching of an intimate part of another person for the purpose of sexual arousal). These also include situa-
tions when the accused sexually assaults a complainant incapable of giving consent, including where the complainant is prevented from resisting due to alcohol or
drugs and this condition was known, or reasonably should have been known by the accused.

NOTE: For the purpose of this Code, students should understand that:
~

^
: •

_

1

.

Forced intercourse, or other unwanted sexual contact. Is defined as rape or sexual assault whether the assailant is a stranger or an acquaintance of the com-
plainant.

2. intoxication of the assailant shall not diminish the assailant's responsibility for sexual assault.
</

AOUBi Sexual Harassment >

Unwelcome sexual advances, requests for sexual favors, and other verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature constitute sexual harassment when:

a. submission to such conduct is made either explicitly or Implicitly a term or condition of instruction, employment; or participation in other University activity;

b. submission to or rejection of such conduct by an individual is used as a basis for evaluation in making academic or personnel decisions affecting an individual; or
c. such conduct has the purpose or effect of unreasonably interfering with an individual's performance or creating an intimidating, hostile, or offensive University envi-

ronment. ^

In determining whether the alleged conduct constitutes sexual harassment, consideration shall be given to the record of the incident as a whole and to the totality of the— circumstances, including the context in which the alleged incidents occurred.

102.10: Stalking

;/', Stalking behavior In which an individual willfully, maliciously, and repeatedly engages in a knowing course of conduct directed at a specific person which reasonably
and seriously alarms, torments, or terrorizes the person, and which serves no legitimate purpose.

102.11: "Rghting Words"

the use of "fighting words" by students to harass any person(s) on University property, on other property to which these regulations apply, or in connection with official

University functions or University-sponsored programs. _^

"Fighting words" are those personally abusive epithets which, when directly addressed to any ordinary person are. in the context used and as a matter of common
knowledge. Inherently likely to provoke a violent reaction whether or not they actually do so. Such words include, but are not limited to, those terms widely recognized
to be derogatory references to race, ethnicity, religion, sex, sexual orientation, disability, and other personal characteristics. "Fighting words" constitute "harassment"
when the circumstances of their utterance create a hostile and intimidating environment which the student uttering them should reasonably know will interfere with the
victim's ability to pursue effectively his or her education or otherwise to participate fully in University programs and activities.

102.12: Hazing

Hazing or any method of initiation or pre-initiation into a campus organization or any activity engaged in by the organization or members of the organization which
- causes, or is likely to cause, bodily danger, physical harni, or personal degradation or disgrace resulting in physical or mental harm to any student or other person.

—

~

102.13: Obstruction or Disruption

Obstruction or disruption of teaching, research, administration, disciplinary procedures, or other University activities.

102.14: Disorderly Conduct

Disorderly or lewd conduct.

102.15: Disturbing the Peace

Participation in a disturbance of the peace or unlawful assembly.

102.16: Failure to Comply

Failure to Identify oneself to, or comply with directions of, a University official or other public official acting in the performance of their duties while on University proper-
ty or at official University functions, or resisting or obstructing such University or other public officials In the performance of or the attempt to perform their duties.

102.17: Controlled Substances

Unlawful manufacture, distribution, dispensing, possession, use, or sale of, or the attempted manufacture, distribution, dispensing, or sale of controlled substances.
Jdentified In Federal and State law or regulations. ~i

102.18: Alcohol

Manufacture, distribution, dispensing, possession, use, or sale of, or the attempted manufacture, distribution, dispensing, or sale of alcohol which Is unlawful or other-
wise prohibited by. or not In compliance with. University policy or campus regulations.

102.19: Destructive Devices

Possession, use, storage, or manufacture of explosives, firebombs, or other destructive devices.

102.20: Weapons

Except as expressly permitted by law, possession, "use, storage, or manufacture of a firearm or other weapon capable of causing bodily Injury.

102.21: Violation of Disciplinary Conditions

Violation of the conditions contained In the terms of a disciplinary action Imposed under this Code.

102.22: Vlolation4)f Emergency or Interim Suspension Conditions

Violation of the conditions contained in a written Notice of Emergency or Interim Suspension issued pursuant to Section IV of this Code._

102.23: Violation of Campus Restraining Order —

^ Vtolation of the conditions contained in a written Campus Restraining Order Issued pursuant to Section IIIA2.a.(1) of this Code.
- a
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102.24: University Properties

Using University properties for the purpose of organizing or carrying out unlawful activity.

102.25: Violations of Law

Violation of Federal, State or local laws.

ill. STUDENT DiSCiPLiNE PROCEDURES

7. Sanctions

Sanctions for violation of University policies or campus regulations include:

a. Restitution
,

t^ni'^nnSfcil/ nr^nn^rl? ^f^
^ ^^^ ^T ^Z T"^^^Tf-

^^"^^^^^^^^ approphato service to repair or otherwise compensate for damages) for damage to or misappropria-
tion of University property, or the property of others while that property is on University property or at the place of an official University function.

""^<*PPr"Pnd

b. Warning —

-

Written notice to the student that continued or repeated violations of specified University policies or campus regulations may be cause for further disciplinary action.

c. Censure

i^n1!lfrciJf
P.'l?^"^ ^°^ Violations of ^specified University policies or campus regulations, including notice to the student that continued or repeated violations of specified

University policies or campus regulations may be cause for further disciplinary action.
viuiduun:, ui bpcLiiieu

d. Community Service

Sen^lce hours which are unpaid for which no academic credit may1fep5Siv^.~^~

' e. Disciplinary Probation
,

A status Imposed for a specific period of time in which a student must demonstrate conduct that conforms to University standards of conduct Conditions restrictlna the

fS dl^^^^^^^^^^

"' ""'^ *"' ^"'^''''^'
^'''°I!^"'^

^"""9 ^' probationary peffod or violation of any conditions ofreprobato^^

f. Loss of Privileges and Exclusion from Activities

Exdusion from participation in designated privijeges and extracurricular activities for a specified term or terms. Violation of any conditions in the written Notice of Loss
of Pnvileges and Exclusion from Acb^ties or violation of University policies or campus regulations during the period of the sanction may be cause for further disciplinary

T Hold on Unhrersity Records
~

' '
'

~~-

ni!l?JiTr?/i o t^?^^ °?J^^^L"^®"^ M
U"'ve!?'^ ""ecords for either a stated period or until the student satisfies any conditions imposed as part of another sanction The

'

from the Un^lers^hl

°" ^ University records may, for example, prevent the student from registering and from obtaining transcript, verifications or a diploma

h. Exclusion from Areas of the Campus or from Official University Functions

Exclusion of a suspended or dismissed student from specified areas of the campus or from official University functions when there is reasonable cause to believe that
the s udent s presence there awiII lead to physical abuse, threats of violence, or conduct that threatens the health or safety of any person on University prooertv or at offi-

< cial University functions, or other disruptive activity incompatijj|g with the orderiy operation of the campus.
y y

y^ ^ 'v^'^'^y M'upeny ut di om

i. Suspension

tible

"Ternwiatloti of student status for a specified academic term or terms, to take effect at such time as the Dean or the Vice Chancellor of Student Affairs determines After
the period of Suspension, the student shall be reinstated if:

^o.r^,^^,

(1) the student has complied with all conditions imposed as part of the suspension;
(2) the student is academically eligible;

(3) the student meets all other requirements for reinstatement including, but not limited to, removal of Holds on records, payment of restitution where oavment is a
requirement of reinstatement; and

'

..

,

(4) the student meets the deadlines for filing all necessary applications, including those for readmission. registration and enrollment
*^-

Suspension may include a prohibition against entering specified areas of the campus. Violation of the conditions of Suspension or of University policies or campus reou-
lations during the period of Suspension may be cause for further disciplinary action.

^

j. Dismissal

Termination of student status for an indefinite period. Readmission to the University shall require the specific approval of the Chancellor of the campus to which a dis-
missed student has applied. Readmission after Dismissal may be granted only under exceptional circumstances. Dismissal may include an exclusion from specified— areas or me campus.

8. Posting of Suspension or Dismissal on Academic Transcript

When, as a result of violations of the UCLA Student Conduct Code, a student is suspended or dismissed, the fact that the discipline was imposed must be posted on the aca-
demic transcript for the duration of the Suspension or Dismissal. .

k f ^ yuovuu

TO:

FROM:
REGARDING:

ALL STUDENTS
DEAN OF STUDENTS
REVISED POLICY ON STUDENT GRIEVANCE PROCEDURES

On August 15, 1994 the University adopted revised Policies Applying to Campus Activities, Organizations, and Students, which may be found on the Internet at-
www.ucop.edu/ucophome/uwnews/aospol/toc.html. Excerpted below are the sections dealing with student grievance procedures:

110.00 POLICY ON STUDENT GRIEVANCE PROCEDURES
^

11 1 .00 Chancellors shall develop and submit to the President for approval, procedures to resolve grievances claiming to have been the subject of any of the followino
types of University action:

^

* ' ^

11 1.10 Violation of the privacy rights accorded them by the Federal Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974. portions of the State of Califomia Education
Code, and the Policies Applying to the Disclosure of Information from Student Records (see Section 130.00);

1 1 1 .20 Discriminatory practices based upon sex, under Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1 972 or applicable Federal or State laws or under the Student-

?fi^ISf
^'^^^Pfyng to Nondiscnmination on ttie Basis of Sex and the Policy on Sexual Harassment and Complaint Resolution Procedures (see Sections 1 50.00 and

160.00);

1 11 .30 Discriminatory practices based upon disability, under Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1 973 or the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1 990 or under the
Guidelines Applying to Nondiscrimination on the Basis of Disability (see Section 1 40.00);

11 1 .40 Discriminatory practices based upon race, color, or national origin, under Titte VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1 964; and

11 1 .50 Other types of actions that may be grieved, such as discrimination on tiie basis of sexual orientation, age, or marital status, as specified In campus regula-
tions.

1 1 2.00 Such campus procedures shall be developed with student consultation, and shall, at a minimum, meet the requirements of applicable Federal anti-discrimina-
tion and pnvacy laws. Once adopted, they shall serve as the sole remedy within the University for npnacademic stiJdent grievances brought pursuant to any such law.

1 13.00 As provided in State law, civil law remedies. Including injunctions, restraining or ottier court orders, and monetary damages also may be available to com-
plainants.

*

TT^-Wlfffaae-reTafed ^hd^olher academic grievances are covered under separate policies established in consultetion wiSilhe Academic Senate.

^

-T

• ?
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Safety

To protect...
The campus police have jurisdiction

beyond UCLA's boundaries

COMPARING COPS

Training

'

Jurisdiction

*

Pay

Weapons

# of officers

» of staff
members

Hours

6iiifg.lXro.lAPP

UCPD LAPD

Sheriffs Academy L.A. Police

for26wl(S p^(ademy28wks|

Any UC property & Los Angeles

d1 -mile radius jCity

around property

$40,380-48,516

.40-caliber

Sigsauer

60 sworn officers

150 civilian

employees

40hr/wk,

8- or 12-hr shifts

$39,985-53.703

9 mm handgun,

either Peretta or

Smith & Wesson

or a .45 caliber

semi automatic

handgun

9,778 sworn

2.873 civilian

employees

40hi^wk,

8 hr shifts

lONFKIM/Ddily Bruin

By Ann Hawkey
Daily Bruin Contributor

Ihcy protect and serve. AncJ then they

take it one step lurlher.

With 50 years of experience patrolling the

. campus beat, the university police "depart-

ment (U( IM)) has learned to take a different

approach to crime fighting.

"We diflcr from (the) LAPD in that we
are more responsive and responsible to our

student population. We want to see our stu-

dents get through their four years here

unscathed," saicl Police Chief Clarence

Chapman. "To accomplish that, we empha-
size education."

With over a dozen educational programs,

UCPD tries to fight crime by preventing it.

Ilicse community progfanis cover topics

including substance abuse, child safely

awareness, crime prevention, gang aware-

ness and personal safety. •

UCPD officers also reach the community
through the Westwood Village Community
Service Center, photo identification and fin-

gerprinting services, a mentorship program
that partners young athletes with officers

and a conmiunity services program.

Another service the UCPl") olTers to the

community is a series of crime prevention

presentations, designed to educate the cam-
pus population and local businesses on how
to prevent crime and protect themselves.

With a campus population that reaches

up to ()(),{)()() students, staff, faculty and visi-

tors, however, UCLA still faces crime prob-

Sgt. James Kuehn of tfie UCPD conducts a briefing before a new shift joins those officers already out on the beajt.

CHARLES KUO

lems similar to those found in mid-sized

cities.

"The truth is, the crime is the same as in

other cities," said Detective Terry Brown,
who came to UCPD 1 years ago after work-

ing on two other police forces. "The only dif-

ference'is the frequency of the crimes and the

number of calls we get."

Though UCPD officers deal with some
violent crime, the majority of their crime-

related calls consist of ttiefts and noise com-
plaints.

UCI'D dispatchers estimate that they

receive up to 4,000 calls each day, most of

which do not require any police response.

Only 300 to 400 of these calls are related to

police business, compared to the nearly

9.700 calls LAPD receives each day.

Despite lacing many of the same prob-

lems as any other police force, UCPD offi-

cers al.so struggle with issues unique to cam-

pus policmg.

One major problem UCPD officers find

is a misperception of their authority.

Surrounded by the Los Angeles County

Sheriffs Department, the Los Angeles

Police Department and the Federal Bureau

of Investigation at the nearby Federal

Building in Westwood, the campus popula-

tion may not always understand where
UCPD fits in.

UCPD officers are responsible for all UC
properties and interests, and shares jurisdic-

tion with the LAPD in a 1-mile radius

around those interests.

Because UCLA's property spans well

beyond campus lines, the university requires

a police force with authority past school*bor-

ders, rather than a basic campus security

staff. Chapman said.

"TTie public assumption is that we're not

the same as LAPD, but we are." Brown ^aid.

"Our authority is the same."

Officers are trained at the Sherifl^s Police

Academy facilities in Whittier and Fullerton

for 26 weeks before coming on the job.

where they then spend another six months in

training.

Fach officer carries a standard .40-caliber

handgun, and in the case Of an extreme emer-

gency, can access semi-automatic rifles.

Chapman also has the authority to call on

the LAPD for assistance in situations requir-^

ing more resources than available on cam-

pus.

An example of this came during last

April's Royce Hall protest, when LAPD
officers were brought in to supplement the

20 UCPD officers who were on duty at the

time.
'

The UCPD also hires officers with experi-

ence from other law enforcement organiza-

tions, including the Sheriffs Department
and the California Highway Patrol.' These

officers often come from other organiza-

tions looking for a smaller, more communi-
ty-oriented department.

'- '"'
' _^

With 60 officers and only one station, the

department provides more opportunities to

worV on various special assignments, includ- •

ing bike patrol and the detective unit, as well

as the chance to become familiar ^ith the

community they protect.

See UCPD, page 56

...and serve
Students of the community service program are here to help you

By Lawrence Ferchaw
Daily Bruin Staff

When a community service officer (CSO)
was attacked at Schoenberg Hall in January,

it was only the second time an officer had

been assaulted in the program's 2 1 -year his-

tory.

The incident pushed the program's coor-

dinators to issue pepper spray to the stu-

dents who act as the "eyes and ears of

UCLA."
Before the attack, program organizers

had looked into issuing pepper spray, but

that incident and the fact that other schools

in the area had begun using it helped spur

their dtdsion.
—

~

"Other schools set the precedent, and we

could not justify not having it," said Scott

Schafer, field operations coordinator for the

program.

The CSO program has a variety of ser-

vices aimed at increasing safety on campus.

Among the programs, officers operate an

evening van service Mondays through

Thursdays, escort people on campus after

dark, patrol the residence halls with resident

assistants and patrol the campus by bicycle.

The program empU^ys full-time UCLA
students, who are paid $7.25 per hour to

start, and up to nearly $ 10 per hour with pro-

motions.

This rate places them above many on-

campus jobs, but just getting hired requires

a test and an extensive interview to evahiatc"

communication skills among other areas.

Successful applicants then spend two

weeks jn rigorous training under a student

training officer.

Part of this training includes knowledge

of the campus geography, radio communi-
cation and crime reporting.

"Being a CSO is mental, not physical,"

Schafer said.

For their test, new officers go through

what is known as incident training, where
they are faced with different situations and
forced to react to incidents they could

encounter in the field. This comes before a
written test, which is the last step to becom-
ing a CSO.

"The training here is pretty intensive,"

SeeCSOS^pa^eSS

CHARLES KUO

Comnfiunlty Service Officer Anton
Jongcneel makes sure his escort arrives

Safely at her door before he leavesr

^

CREDIT
From page 26-

for books, tuition, food and rent, it can
also lead to a dungeon of debt.

Last year, fourth-year psychology
student Yvonne Yen managed to ring

up $6,000 in debt from her credit

cards.

"It accumulates easy," she said.

"Like at Christmas, you don't think

about it."

In fact, Calpirg (California Public

Interest Research Group) just

released a report showing that.college

students who sign up for credit cards

at booths on their campuses are more
likely to have more credit cards and
higher unpaid balances.

"Good advice would be to pay off

your balance every month, don't use

the card for any major purchases and
don't use it to live off of either," said

Scott Collins, team manager for

Money Management International, a

service that provides counseling on
debt management.

Student annual perceritage rates

(APR) for credit cards are also some-
thing to watch out for.

The APR is the amount the credit

card owner will be charged against

their credit balance each month. Some
companies have a fixed rate, and oth-

ers have a variable or "floating" rate.

Bank Rate Monitor, a service that

provides financial data, research and

j

ADMINISTRATION
icrni page 44

editorial information, reports that the

average APR is about 15.13 percent.

The student cards offered by several

major credit card companies have
rates that loom far above that national

figure, however.

For example, the standard student

Master Card ofTered by Citibank has

an APR of 17.9. and the Wells Fargo
Bank student Visa card attaches a

20.05 percent rate.

But with a little shopping around,
students may find a relatively low rate,

such as 12.40 percent for the student

classic Master Card offered by USAA
Savings Bank.

Often times, credit card companies
will offer a low introductory APR,
which could potentially skyrocket later

on.

,
If students still find jthemselves in

debt, there are ways to escape crcm
despair.

"The first step is to cut up the credit

cards," Collins said.

If one card is saved, be sure to use it

only in an emergency Make the

monthly payments or try to work out a

schedule with the creditors, and don't

let things slide out of control.

When in doubt, there are several

credit counseling services out there

such as the Consumer Credit

Counseling Service and Money
Management Services who are dedi-

cated to and experienced in helping

people repay their financial obliga-

tions.

"Vice Chancellor Mitchell had for

some time been looking at expanding
his horizons," Carnesale said.

Mitchell himself said that his deci-

sion to leave UCLA was a difficult

one but one that he felt he had to

make. -

"The opportunity to play a leader-

ship role at the Getty at this point in its

organizational life ...'(was one) I could

not pass up," he said. ^

Carnesale also pointed out that

since deans are generally appointed to

five-year terms, the university should

be used to a significant amount of

turnover every few years.

Also, some of the senior adminis-

trators had been expecting to move on
but had stayed a little longer to help

with the transition.

"To some extent, people were good
enough to stay on ... even though they

may have intended to make a move,"
he said.

"Prager's name had. also surfaced

.during the search for Young's succes-

sor. She had been named as one of the

four finalists for the position, before

being passed over in favor of

Carnesale.

Ever since then, it had been widely

rumored that Prager was weighing

her options for other positions both

within and outside of UCLA.
Carnesale indicated that Prager had
stayed on to help both Young and
himself through the transitional

phase.

Dr. No Hee Park was appointed as

the new dean of dentistry almost

immediately after Hjume was bumped
up to the executive vice chancellor-

ship. Carnesale said that this change

came quickly because it had only been

two years since the last search for a

new dean. .

"A full search had (already) been

done, in which (Park) had emerged as

a leading candidate," Carnesale said.

One thing that all of Carnesale's

appointments have so far had in com-

mon is that they have all come from

within UCLA, despite large search

committees that looked for the best

candidates nationwide.

Specifically, Hume was already at

UCLA when he was chosen to be the

next executive vice chancellor; Law
Professor Jonathan Varat has been

chosen as Prager's successor at the

law school; Robert Rosen, a film

scholar who was previously the chair

"""of the film and television department,

took over for Cates; and Park, who
assumed Hume's position.

Administrators say that if any-

thing, this trend rellecls the higji.level

of excellence present in UCLA's fac-

ulty

"This speaks well of the institution,

that we are able to develop leadership

from within and to recognize it,"

Mitchell said.

The vacant deanships are at fh«^

Anderson Graduate School of

Management, and in the Graduate
School of Education & Information

Sciences (QSE&IS).

Anderson was previously headed

by John Mamer. whowas appointed

on a temporary basis when former

Dean William Pierskalla left the posi-

tion in August 1997. Mitchell was the

previous dean ofGSE&IS.
Also still vacant are two vice chan-

cellorships. both of which were vacat-

ed (to a certain extent) by Mitchell.

e other vice chancellorship, that

of finance and budget, is a new posi

tion that was created last year. This

new position will handle some of the

responsibilities that were previously

taken care of by the vice chancellor of

academic planning and budget - a

position most recently held by

Mitchell.

This position was eliminated by

Young when Mitchell, who had held

the position, recommended to the

chancellor that a new position be cre-

ated, effectively dividing academic

and financial strategy.

(j"arnesale also said that this kind of

Organizational restructuring - creat-

ing a new position - does not repre-

sent a very large change in the way
UCLA's administration works.

"You often see some changes in the

organization" during a transitional

phase, the chancellor said. "We have

not yet done any significant changes

in organization.

Carnesale has indicated, however,

that more organizational changes are

to be expected for the upcoming year.

The reason that there were no other

changes last year was that he felt that

any organizational changes should

not be affected until the position of

executive vice chancellor was filled.

Kennel added that he would expect

to sec a more active Chancellor

Carnesale this year.

"He's revving up for change,"

Ketinel said '^ a big- university .w-

change is more or less a way of life."
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Th& Medical Scientist Training Program
at the ^

Medical College of Wisconsin
offers a combined M.D.-Ph.D. degree program. Trainees
r^eive full tuition scholarships and stipends throughout
their studies. Highly qualified students with a background in

research are encouraged to iapply. The training program
application deadline is November 1.

Medical Scientist Training Program
Medical College of Wisconsin

8701 Watertown Plank Road
Milwaukee, Wl 5322&^509
Phone:(414)456-8641

1 -(800) 457-2775

E-mail: mstp@mcw.edu
Web Site: www.mcw.edu/nnstp

Medical
College
OF WISCONSIN

_».- A
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Don't Floss All Your Teeth

Just the Ones You Want to Keep!

SPIXIAL: $50-
Examination. 6 X-Rays & Teeth

Cleaning Expires 3/31/99

•TOOTH BONDINa, BLIACNINQ
•NHretM OxM« (LaM«hli«fl Oaa}
•Hypnosis • Kloctrenlc An*sth«sia
•OpMt Lats Hours, Froo / Valldatod FarfciitQ

•Chocks, Crodit Cards A Insuranco Forms Wslcomo
•It Voars in Privato Practico in Wostwood

COSMETIC and
GENERAL
DENTISTRY

Dr. LARRY FRIEDMAN, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1762 Westwood Blvd. #460 (between Wilshire & Santa Monica Bl.)

for Appointment Call: (310) 474-3765

i
00
YOU
HAVE
THINGS
TO SELL?

LASER HAIR
REMOVAL CENTERS

Laser
Hair Removal
FOR MEN AND WOMEN

BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIAL

I 10% off all services

I

with student I.D.

5 YEAR
GUARANTEED

RESULTS!

Unlike our competitors, we offer oil of ttie

cutting-edge lasers and ligt>tbased

•yitsmi for hair removal. Our experienced

board csrtllled phytlclor^t will ct^oose the

right system for you, and will perform your

frsatmehfs therrTseTves to ensure The safest

and most effective results for all hair and

skin typ es."' .'
'' '.' ' .'

fJIAffCAlt TOll rBir TODAY TO SCHfOUU YOU*
COMfUMfNTAtY CONSUITATION AND SAY GOOD-IVE TO

IHAVINO. WAXING. TWEEZING AND EIECTVOIYSIS FOREVEBI

1 ,800.828.6466
TATTOO REMOVAL • COLLAGEN • ACNE SCAR REMOVAL

AnV/PPTtQ ir —

BIN THE

al^ifi
FOiJIvfef^ElMFOCALL:

825-2221

et^

^t^* ^Village
^ xpressmart

Sparldetts
SPOHTTOP

^^^^^^^ FOOOSTORE
10974 Le Conte Ave. at Gayley

GOME
RIGHT
IN.
WERE

ALWAYS
OPEN

Whether it's three in the morning or three in the afternoon, take some time

out from, your studyi^ng. Our 24 hour express store is stocked wih all the essentials

~~r ~"^ ~(and goodies) you might crave at dusk or dawn. •

In-storeATM-machine; W4thdraWills as-lrttfc as $5.<MK

RESTAURANTS
From page 45

one broken tile (-2 points), peeling

paint (-2 points), no towels in the

towel dispenser {-^ points), lights

without light shields (-2 points) and
an employee who forgot to wear a

hair net (-2 points), it's already out of

the running for an A grade.

Joseph Melamed, owner of Gypsy
Cafe, said the structural marks are

also tough ones to make, especially

.when, during the first inspection, his

restaurant was amidst of heavy con-

struction, and received a 69 score as

a result.

"They said they had to inspect

anyway but would come back again

when we were ready," he said, "But I

don't think a broken tile really affects

'the health of my customers."

. Powell points out that numerous
broken tiles still only means a deduc-

tion of two points.

"If a restaurant received a C and
got marked off for broken tiles, then

their points are still coming off cumu-
latively for a lot of diverse things,"

Powell said.

Keeping up with the new stan-

dards has been expensive for restau-

rants. Gypsy Cafe received its A
grade, but did so at a high cost.

"We decided no matter what the

cost, we didn't want those low points,

and we'd renovate to be comparable

to newer (Westwood) restaurants

like BJ's and Jerry's," said Melamed,
who spent over $25,000 in renova-

tinns !

everything about that restaurant is

reflected in that score,"

Mekpongsatorn said.

Other Westwood Village restau-

rants have no complaints whatsoev-

er. Laraonica's NY Pizza, which
boasts an A grade, was helped by the

new system.

Shortly after their grade was post-

ed, Lamonica's cut a deal with the

UCLA Medical Center to sell their

pizza there by the slice. Sales rose 10

percent, and tons of calls came in

congratulating the restaiirant!

Fernando Ornelas, Lamonica's
manager, said the new system,

including grading a restaurant's

physjcal structure, is much better for

the public.

"It has to be like that. I want to go

to a place that's safe. Restaurants

should be making sure their walls and
tiles are clean," he said.

Students may wonder why some
UCLA restaurants and cafeterias are

not being graded. Powell says that .

since UCLA restaurants are state

property and owned by ASUCLA, .

ASUCLA has its own registered

environmental health specialist to

inspect its eating facilities.

Privately owned companies on
campus, such as Panda Express

(which received an A), must still .

undergo an inspection by the Health

Department,

UCLA facilities must still abide by
the California Health and Safety

Code, however, and the Health

Department would immediately

intervene in any case of food poison-

FLYERS

The Health Department has

added another cost, demanding that,

by the year's end, all restaurants have

at least one Certified food handler

present during all business hours.

Therefore, a restaurant must put

at least two employees through a cer-

tified food handling class that might

cost anywhere from $ 100 to $ 1 50.

Although most restaurant owners
say it is the toughness of the grading

they do not like, orte restaurant

jwner did not agree with the i!)osting

of the sign at all.

"I am absolutely, with all my heart,

against it, even though I have my A
(grade). I agree with the health con-

sciousness of people, but to destroy

people's business? A low grade

hurts," Melamed said.

Although most restaurants actual-

ly approve of posting the grades,

restaurants and health inspectors

alike agree that the grade alone does

not present an adequate picture of

food quality.

"The score in the window is not

just food preparation. It includes the

interior and fixtures and mote. The
general public will see a score, and

-W*gr

Restaurant owners agreed that the

new system is an improvement, in

terms of involving the public.

Mekpongsatorn said the program
is good, as "it makes all restaurant

owners understand that you always

have to be up to par."

Melamed added that the system

was "more healthy and absolutely

correct. It might be very hard, but

you're playing with the health of peo-

ple."

The lasting legacy of the new point

and grade system is simply that it per-

suades or forces restaurants to

improve their sanitation conditions.

Powell reiterated the importance

of reading a restaurant's grade at

face value.

"The grade is a gauge for people

to have an idea, but people really

have to ask the restaurant owners for

a copy of the health report and see

exactly how the restaurant got that

score.

"People may decide to eat only at

A and B restaurants, but if you look

at C reports, you'll see that some vio-

lations are not that critical," Powell

said.

From page 14

Nelson added.

Some students expressed their dis-

pleasure over the pushy leaflets.

"I.don't like the ones who go on a

rampage. I get seven flyers on the

same day from the same club or orga-

nization," Jankew said.

She also admitted that she tries to

avoid solicitors. "Once I donated
money in the beginning of the week
and they were there the whole week
and kept on asking," she said.

Students' thoughts vary on whether

the "flyer people" are useful in guiding

therfi to organizations and groups in

which they are interested.

' "If you re^y-wanted to find ,an

organization or a cause, you would
find it yourself because you wouldn't

wait around until someone came up to

you," said Joyce Lau, a second-year

undeclared student

Woo Yun Lee said she is not easily

influenced by ideological literature she

receives from leaflets on campus.
"I don't get it from pepple passing

out flyers. I research on my own," she

said. Like Lau, she searches for clubs

on her own or she gets information

and recommendations from her

friends.

Others disagreed.

"Some people just have a hard time

looking things up or finding things on
their own. I think it's a good thing that

so many groups are out there," Oak
said, who cited Outdoor Adventures

as an example of a group that quietly

tflWw pn Bruin Walk. .

their face," she said. Yet, she points

out that alternative ways such as set-

ting up sandwich boards with flyers on
them lacks "human touch."

"If you have someone who's in the

club and knows a lot about it or excited

about it, that enthusiasm will carry

over and encourage the other person

to join," she continued.

• "I think it's a good way of contact-

ing a lot of people," Oak said. "It does
gel their name out," she added.

But Oak said from her experience

that it can be a hard task due to lack of

interest from students.

She also mentioned the difllculty of

advertising on posters.

"I tried to advertise for an apart-

ment by putting up a couple of flyers.

The next day, someone came with 20
copies of their flyer and Avallpapered

the whole board," she said.

"In some cases, handing out flyers

is effective." Lau said. "If people are

actively coming to try to get you to do
sorpething or notice something, it'll

(draw) more attention than if it were

stuck on a side of a building," she

added.

Advertising on Bruin Walk is also

one of the ways some of the smaller

organizations
. make themselves

known.

"I remember I wanted to get all the

numbers for all the Korean clubs (on

campus) because I wanted to contact

all of them. I called the East Asian

studies office, and they_weren't very

helpful." Oak said.

Jankew agreed that tabling and
leafletting generally helps smaller

organizations the most, since they

Many student clubs and organiza-

tions choose to hand out flyers to

attract students to get involved with

their activities.

Leena Kasmahara. third-year com-
munications studies student, president

of Golden Key National Honor
Society, says that promoting them-

selves with flyers on Bruin Walk is one
of the ways she gains her "club base."

But she also acknowledges that it is not

an easy job.

"It's like a speed race down the

Bruin Walk. People are so busy going

where they need to go that they aren't

really willing to listen if you get up in

ETHNICITIES

in ight nut be heard agmpctTT

She also said flashy and redundant

tactics can have a reverse eflect and
irritate bystanders.

Overall, literature given by groups

on campus can provide different

angles and opinions on issues.

"They have their right to say what

they want to. 1 guess they are doing the

right thing if they are that pa.ssionate

about it and try to educate students,"

Jankew said about leaflets for protests

and rallies.

"It keeps your options wide open.

Maybe you will find something inter-

esting." Oak .said, "You never know
what you might find."

PUB
From page 18

opening a pub.

"Would we be doing what they

have in Westwood and would it be

worth it to have it five minutes clos-

er?" Friedman asked.

Ashely Anderson, a fourth-year

English student, said she feels it

would be worth it to have a pub on
campus.

"Almost every university back East

has a bar. I see it as a pub, a place to

grab a beer when you're stressed from
studying - just a mellow place. At
Madison's and Maloney's, the music

is blaring so loud that you can't hear

the person next to you," she said.

Anderson envisions a "Bruin Bar"

with beer and pretzels, televisions and
a pool table.

Menthe, however, has something

else in mind. He wants to aim the pub
specifically at graduate students and
faculty, refusing admission to anyone
under the age of 2 1. .

^

'

..—^

' Ihcrc are two kinds of drinking

permits It is cheaper and easier to get

A liccRSt* ff^r a pub: a pfiteelTirat .serves--

only wine and beer," Menthe
explained. "But that would mean no

one under 21 could be allowed to

enter."

Menthe said he hopes that a pub
aimed at graduate students and facul-

ty will meet with less opposition from

critics than a noisy sports bar.

The majority of University of

California campuses and many
California State campuses have pubs

on campus. However, many of these

college campuses are in areas where

there isn't easy access to IpcaTwater-

ing holes, said Pam Viel^director of

health education in the Arthur Ashe
Student Health and Wellness Center.

From a health education perspec-

tive, Viele said she feels that a pub on
campus may present students with the

misperception that they are expected

to drink and may increase levels of

binge drinking - drinking four or

more drinks in one sitting.

In addition, Viele said she does not

feel that there is a pressing heed for a

bar on campus.

In fact, according to surveys con- j.

ducted by- thi:- ijealtti educatioiT

See PUB, page $6
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From page 36

may include faculty, staffand students

will discuss the candidates and recom-

mend one to the chancellor.

In an attempt to diversify the pools

of applicants, Paredes said more
aggressive recruitment is needed,

especially after the passage of

Proposition 209, which outlawed

affirmative action programs in

California public institutions.

"Proposition 209 has indicated to

some people that the University of

California is not committed to diversi-

ty and we need to be more aggres-

sive," Paredes said. "We have not

weakened."

The Staff Affirmative Action

Office continues to monitor diversity

as well as develop plans to increase

diversity. Proposition 209 does not

affect much of what the office does,

because diversity in staff hiring is

required as part of UCLA's status as a

federal contractor.

These actions extend to special

efforts to increase the number of

minorities and women in applicant

pools, but does not mean that deci-

sions are based on a candidate's gen-

der or ethnicity.

Often applicants come from the

UCLA community and many rise

from the ranks of the faculty, a group

at UCLA which is 80 percent white

and 78 percent male.

"Women are less likely to get

_tenure," said Mary Dee Wenniger,

editor and publisher of the newsletter

Women in Higher Education. "If

_lhcylrc excluded from tenure, then^

they're excluded from administra-

tion."

Wenniger also pointed to the char-

acteristics of the job which make such

positions less appealing for women,
particularly the heavy workload
involved.

"Very few female administrators

have wives at home, so it's a lot hard-

er," Wenniger said.

Vice Chancellor Mitchell-Kernan

said help from her husband has been

instrumental.

"Men, for the most part, are in a

more advantageous position,"

Mitchell-Kernan .said.

Women of color experience twice

the difficulties, according to

Wenniger. "They have two strikes

against them instead of just one," she

said.

In contrast to UCLA's entire

administration, female administra-

tors at the UCLA Law School find

themselves in the majority, since well

over half of the senior»administrators

there are female.

Until July, the law school had been

led by a female dean for 16 years.

After Susan Prager retired, she was

replaced by a Jonathan Varat.

"If anything, bringing in Jonathan

Varat brings a better gender balance,"

said Elizabeth Cheadle, dean of stu-

dents at the law school.

At the Bradley International

Student Center, the director said he is

trying increase diversity gf its board

of directors. He's recently adde^
three minorities to the group.

"Since we serve an international

clientele, a diverse board makes a

*

See ETHNICITIES, page 62
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From page 54

department, one out of three UCLA
students does not drink at all.

Still, campus bars and pub^ at

other universities have proved enor-

mously successful.

Mike Alaraj, manager of the

Bear's Lair, a privately owned bar at

UC Berkeley, works in conjunction

with their Associated Students of the

University of California (ASUC) and

the local police in order to sponsor

student organized events. The bar has

existed on campus for over 25 years.

Peggy Perkins, ASUC auxiliary,

said that during the 17 years she has

worked at Berkeley, there has been no

opposition to the bar and there have

been no problems in recent years.

"In fact, one of the classes dedicat-

ed a hearth at a fireplace for it,"

Perkins said.

The Bear's Lair is subject to both

campus policy and ABC regulations.

Nancy Gp^stein, spokeswoman'

for the UC Police, said the police

department will support university

policy with respect to a campus pub.

Its main concerns are drunk driving

and underage drinking.

Greenstein said that whether a

campus bar would promote or pre-

vent drunk driving is not possible to

determine.

If students stay on campus rather

than driving to Hollywood or Santa

Monica to get a drink, t|ie pub could

reduce incidents of drunk driving,

she said.

However, if students who live off

campus drink and then drive home,

the pub could jead to an increase in

tlie 60 incidents of driving under the

influence reported by the UCPD in

1997.

Although the ASUCLA board is

primarily composed of students,

there is little chance that a pub will be

added to the UCLA campus without

the support of the student body as a

whole.

"The sense I've had is that there

has never been a lot of interest jn it,"

Bob Naples, assistant vice chancellor

of student and campus life, said.

USAC
From page 28

The ARC is made up of Gagajena,

General Representative Mike de la

Rocha, Facilities ICommissioner

Trinh Huynh and Academic Affairs

Commissioner Zuhaira Scott.

The duties of the appointees vary

from committee to committee.

. "Thp mr»;t important role thalJL

student input to the administration of

Student Health Services.

Lee said it is important to think

about how much influence the stu-

dents hold on the committees.

On the Associated Students of

UCLA (ASUCLA) Board of

Jikediors, eight out of 13 mcmheis.

student rep on a commiltee can do is

get the info to us about what the

administration is thinking on various

issues," Lee said.

Other appointments, namely posi-

tions for the Academic Senate, are

made by ihe Academic Affairs

Commission later in the fall, said Pat

McLaren, USAC advisor.

Finance Committee Chair Adrian

Manalang is one of Lee's appointees.

"=^^'They asked me about things like

time commitment, previous experi-

ences, fairness and whether I was

biased towards anyone," he said.

Tlie Finance Committee deals with

contingency funding, which is part of

the USAC money that comes from

student fees. Contingency funds are

u.scd for various programs. This year,

the committee will be responsible for

dispensing about $46,000 to pro-

grams and activities. Students can

apply for funding through the

F'inance Commiltee.

Most of the appointed committee

members, such as the Finance

Committee or the Student Health

Advisory Committee, receive a

stipend. The yearly pay for members
of these two committees is $2,400 and

$2,00(1, respectively.

Ihe Student Health Committee
meets at least twice a quarter, and its

responsibilities consist of providing

are students, so they have the majori-

ty of the input.

"The ASUCLA Board of

Directors is an example where stu-

dents play a major role in the deci-

sions that are made about the associa-

tion,'*Lee said.

"However, on other committees

we appoint, there are only one or up

to four reps, and these committees

are already deemed 'advisory,'" she

said.
"^ '" ""'•" ^""'"~^''^ '''^

' "
•

;
•'

Lee said that while the admini.stra-

tion has breakfasts and lunches

(called "shared governance lunches")

with the students, they are often not

included in areas of real decision

making.

"There is also a lopsided experi-

ence, where some administrators

have been involved in these areas for

over 10 years, \yhile the students may
have only been involved a year or

two," said Lee. "They can drag out

important topics for years, knowing

"the students are at a disadvantage

with a regular one- or two-year

turnover rate."

Pam Cysner, from the Community
Activities Committee, disagreed.

"These committees are run by and

for the students," she said.

With reports from Michael Weiner, Daily

Bruin Senior Staff.

UCPD
Ffom page 52

"
Ihe dilTerence between a univer-

sity police ofllcer and a community

police officer is that we do exactly

whal our community wants us to do,"

said Sgt. Richard Sanchez. "We are a

very community minded depart-

mcnt.

The UC Regents fund police

departments on all nine -campuses

through California tax revenue. Each

department i.s certified and run inde-

pendently by police staff.

Though the UCPD does consult

with university administrators and

report to the chancellor, the police

force has a high degree of indepen-

dence from the university.

By communicating with the admin-

istration and the campus community,

the UCPD has learned to deal with sit-

uations unique to the campus, like stu-

dent demonstrations and controver-

sial events, in a less traditional police

fashion.

"We have been able to learn how to

handle demonstrations and other situ-

ations like that better than any other

.department," Sanchez said.

Chapman said he encourages

groups to work with the UCPD in

organizing demonstrations, iiiul al.so

tries to keep op)en lines of communi-

cation between the department.

Murphy Hall, and the various depart-

ments ant^ schools on campus..

More common than political

demonstrations, though, is alcohol

abuse on and around campus.

In dealing with student alcohol use,

UCPD officers again may take a less

traditional approach, perhaps by sim-

ply escorting the person home and

ensuring their safety.

"One of the things that we're look-

ing for is protecting students," said

Nancy Greenstein, director of the

Community Services Division.

See UCPD, page 58
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UCPD
From page 56

"To us, it would be important to

stop them, check them and make sure

they're alright to take care of them-

selves, not just because they seem

drunk but because someone else

could hurt them" she said.

Although the officers' first concern

may be safety rather than the viola-

tion, UCPD does not tolerate exces-

sive alcohol consumption and will

issue citations when appropriate.

Chapman said.

These citations, like those from any

other police department, will lead to

court and possibly even jail time.

The UCPD's approach toward

dealing with student alcohol use helps

illustrate the department's overall

goal in campus law enforcement.

"There is the letter of the law and

there is the spirit of the law. The letter

of the law means you've got a police

officer out there that's going to

enforce every, violation they see,"

Chapman^aid.

"The spirit 6T the law is to avoid

criminal activity, both harm to the

community and to the person who is

in violation," he said. "We,tend to

concentrate on. the spirit of the law."

csos
From page 52

said Erick Shin, a fifth-year econom-

ics student and a supervisor in the

CSO program.

Shin has been a CSO for three

years, and he said the attack changed

his perception on his job.

"I became more aware, not that I

became fearful. It made me realize

that things Tike that can happen," he

said.

N^w officers are required to carry

pepper spray, while it is an option for

officers taking part in the program

before the policy was enacted.

Officers undergo a two-hour training

session to use the pepper spray.

No CSO has had to use their pep-

per spray while on duty, but many
CSOs pointed to the radios on their

the time by talking, often joking.

Samantha Ivers stressed the

importance of getting along with her

fellow officers, especially during the

uneventful nights of summer.

"It's extremely important ... you

have to get along," Ivers said.

In fact, officers say the cama-

raderie is the favorite part of their

job, both with fellow officers and with

the people whose safety they work

for.

"1 get a very good response, espe-

cially in the hospital. The majority are

families who are unfamiliar with the

area. They're glad for help," Shin

said.

Jongeneel recalled times walking

with the families of hospital patients

hipB for their feel ing of ottfefafc and hflving them ory while he ewoft
"I've never felt nervous or worried

about safety as long as I have my
radio," said CSO Anton Jongeneel

after escorting a student to her apart-

ment.

Another CSO agreed and added

that skills she learned in training help

as well. ..•>•:'

"Between the (radio) and observa-

tion skills, it's rare to find myself in

situation where I feel nervous," said

Sharon Brady, a CSO on bike patrol.

CSOs are constantly in contact

with each other and their dispatcher

over the radio. The program recently

upgraded its radio"iystem to improve

range and clarity.

The new radios also have an emer-

gency button which, when pressed,

alerts the dispatcher, who will send

police officers to the last reported

location of the CSO.
Officers also radio the dispatcher

when they see suspicious activities or

people. The dispatcher then passes

along the information to the universi-

ty police to handle the situation.

Schafer calls this "verbal judo,"

emphasizing the importance of using

the radios rather than getting

involved and potentially becoming a

victim.

CSOs cannot make arrests nor

give parking tickets because their job

as campus observers is to deter crime

by providing a visible presence of law

enforcement.

CSOs primarily work alone

because there isn't a need for two offi-

cer units, Schafer said..

When officers do go into the field

together, as they do in the residence

halls during the summer, they pass

BATHROOMS

ed them.

But, Jongeneel emphasized the

importance of talking with the people

he escorts.

"A minute or two without talking

can be uncomfortable," Jongeneel

said. He added thajt making the per-

son more at ease increases the lilceli-

hood that the person will use the ser-

vice again.

The evening escort service is only

one of the most visible services of the

CSO program, with over 16,000 peo-

ple served each year, according to the

CSO office.

With as many as 120 students serv-

ing as CSOs, they also monitor

evening access to campus buildings

and offer a property marking service

to deter theft.

The bicycle program, which

recently received a number of motor-

ized bikes as part of a grant from the

Air Quality Management District, is

also a visible part of the program.

"During the day, it's a public rela-

tions thing, we give directions and

patrol parking structures," CSO
Brady said.

The CSO program also focuses on

public felations, which Schafer said

aims to break down the boundaries

between students and law enforce-

ment.

"It's less imposing to have CSOs
walking in residence halls than uni-

formed officers," Schafer said.

But the focus is always on crime

prevention, he added.

"Imagine people walking home at

night without CSOs; it just screams

opportunities for sexual assaults and

robberies," Schafer said.

From page 42

an area where people just need a

place to stop on the way to class.

Across the bridge on the first floor

of Kerckhoff Hall, however, are rest

rooms worth going the extra yard for.

Not many students pass through

Kerckhoff, so these bathrooms stay

relatively decent throughout the day.

Oeanliness isn't the only aspect

that sets them apart. It's the environ-

ment as well.

As opposed to the metallic stalls

and pale yellow walls of the restropm

on the second floor, the first-floor

Kerckhoff rest rooms are lined with

gray and green tiles. The water from

the faucet flows generously in a

waterfall-like fashion and, most

importantly, it's air-conditioned.

Nice.

Royce Hall and Covel Commons
have similarly styled, well-ventilated

lavatories^ where colorful tiles adorn

the walls.

Appearances aren't everything

though; a couple of students prefer

the restroom in PoweU Library for its

abundarice of space.

.S«e MINIIOOMS, page 60
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BATHROOMS
From page 58

"It's so spacious," Pdrk said. "It's

like a lecture hall. It's a whole other

course."

"It makes you feel like you're on a

throne," said Wen Fan, a fourth-year

biology student.

Where design, cleanliness and

space may characterize a good bath-

room, inconvenience identifies a bad

one. For example the Cove!

Commons restrooms, which were

admired for their environment, fall

into this trap.

"It's bad because it's, outside the

cafeteria," said Chi Man Yue, a

UCLA alumnus. "If you have to go,

it's annoying."

'Cfnc other restroom inconvenience

plagues only female Bruins, and on

this campus it has proved trouble-

some to one student.

"The worst bathrooms are on

South Campus," said Vivian Ghindi,

ji_^fifth-year World, Arts and Cultures

student. "Not one has a maxi pad

machine. At least in North Campus
you have a chance of finding one."

N. Although everyone has their lava-

tory pet peeves, the healthy side is

another aspect that may be hard to

see with the naked eye, but must not

be ignored.

Floating and sitting around the

sinks and toilet seats are a wide array

of bacteria. If, the degree of cleanli-

ness js any indication of how germ-

laden a bathroom is, one may quickly

reason that men's rooms are worse

than women's.

Although more trash may be found

lying around in the men's room, as

one facilities management employee

pointed out, last year the American

Society of Microbiology reported

that women's restrooms are more rid-

den with germs^than men's.

The report cited reasons for this as

being that women are more likely to

bring children in with them, visit the

bathroom more frequently, and stay

around longer.

Of course, one way to fight the

lurking micro-dangers, which may
spread anything from a cold to diar-

rhea and other intestinal problems, is

to wash your hands before leaving.

. In another study, the American

Society w Microbiology found that

only 74 percent ofwomen and 61 per-

cent of men wash up.

With so many things to worry

about, choosing a bathroom is tricky.

So the next time nature makes a call,

keep options in mind.
,

, .. :
•
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- As for the bacterial worries, itV

something a little washing can help. It

may seem cumbersome at times, but

it's neces.sary for restricting those

germs to the bathrooms.

Perhaps a scenic view could make
the task a little more pleasant.

"I like the bathroom in Haines Hall

because the view is so pretty," Ghindi

nodded convincingly. "As you wash

your hands you can look upon Perloff

Quad."

OFFICES
From page 43

seniority is not a consideration in

deciding which office goes to which

person.

"Seniority is not an issue (when allo-

cating offices)," said Thomas
Wortham, chair of the English dcpart-

ment.

But, he says, a professor's length of

stay at the university does play a role in

' allocating offices;
—~'~~*'^"^:^~~"^~~^^

"A long-term professor will be

accommodated in lieu of their perma-

nence, in a way a temporary faculty

member doesn't need to be accommo-

dated," he said.

For example, a new recruit to the

department who is expected to stay for

many years will be given more accom-

modation because of his or her perma-

nence.

David Myers, an associate profes-

sor of history and director for the

Center for Jewish Studies, said that the

history department is democratic in

allocating office spaces.

"My colleagues and I seem to have

identical office sizes," he said.

He said seniority wasn't a factor

when he was given his office space,

"I was surprised at how democratic

UCLA was," he said.

Myers, who did his undergraaume

work at Vale and graduate work at

Harvard and Columbia (where he was

a TA), said that these Ivy League col-

leges do use seniority as a factor when

dividing up office space.

"They embedded the sense of eht-

ism in (allocating) office space," he

said.

Problems also arise for science

departments when storing research

materials because pf lack of space.

The anthropology department'

sometimes has difficulty storing fossil

casts, for example. , .

Sometimes, the buildings where the

departments are located can cause

problems.

For example, the Life Sciences

building was built in the 1^50s, and is

"not geared to the demands of faculty

research in the 1990s," said Mike
Olsson, an administrator for the Life

Sciences building.

"The labs, available power, water

lines ... and utilities in general aren't

sufficient," he said.

To counter the problem, the life sci-

ences student affairs office is being

improved and reconstructed to "make
services easily accessible," Olsson said.

Olsson said that many TAs in life

sciences courses don't have their own
offices and use "whatever facilities we
have."

John Merriam, professor of molec-

ular and cell developmental biology,

said the configuration of the life sci-

ences building is not beneficial to fac-

ulty and studentSr^

"All the prime space is in the hall-

ways," he said. "The labs are isolated.

A department is like a family and

needs to relate and interact."

Due ! to seismic renovations, all

departments housed in Haines Hall

will re-locate to other buildings this fall.

Jan Freeman, management service

officer for the Center of African

American Studies, said that the center,

as well as other departments in Haines

Hall, will move to the east wing of

Hershey Hall for two years.

"It's going to be really crowded,"

Freeman said. "This will make it hard

for ... everybody."

Freeman said that many people will

have to share offices, even though they

are accustomed to having their own.

Visiting scholars, who have had dif-

ficulty finding office space before, will

be even more affected by this change.

Visiting lecturers and scholars often

share offices because of their tempo-

rary stay.

"When people come in from special

fields to teach special courses, it is

sometimes hard to accommodate
them," Freeman said.

Space allocation has been an ongo-

ing issue, said Fran MacCannell of

capital planning.

"In the mid-'80s there was an effort

to rationalize space," she said.

"Offices and departments were con-

solidated."

Currently, many department chajrs

say there is little anyone on campus

can do to expand on physical space.

But English Chair Wortham said

there is a solution to the problem.

"Let's pray that generous alumni

remember UCLA," he said.

He said that Ivy League schools

benefit from gifts from alumni, an idea

UCLA only recently explored. Alumni

can donate money and establish a

building in their name, which would

alleviate some spatial problems.

"Because of the glories of their

UCLA educations, we hope they

remember us," he said. "We may have

a future billionaire in the class of '98."
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From page 55

statement about what the U.S. repre-

sents," said Larry Gower, director of

the Office of International Students

and Scholars.

He added that diversity can also

produce "creative conflicts" which

can lead to growth.

"I look at UCLA, and one thing

I'm proud of is the commitment to

diversity, which extends across all lev-

els," Gower said.

Minorities and 'women
in adnninistration can

act as role models for

others who may be

interested in similar

positions

UCLA's senior management
group does include a larger percent-

age of minorities and women than

some other UC schools.

UC Berkeley's senior management
group, for example, is 85 percent

white and 76 percent male.

"We can take small comfort ... iiT

noting that as a general rule, we're

doing better than the other campuses

in the University of California sys-

tem, which in turn is doing better than

• NO DOWN PAYMENT

,

' Payment plan available as low as

$75 per month O.A.C.

• Zero Finance Charge • •

-.
.

• :

• Denti-Cat/Medi-Cal Welcome
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MasterCard ^S
*The treatment will be as follows: $1000.00 plus

$100.00 for each month of treatment rendered for

metal braces. $900.00 plus $100,00 for each month
of treatment rendered for removable braces and
$1700.00 plus $125.00 i per month for ceramic
braces, $200.00 for diagnostic study model and
$1 75.00 for formal consultation.

expiration date 10-31-98

Carnesale said. "But that's small com-

fort, it's not what we would hope to

achieve."

UCLA's group of senior managers

is also larger than the groups at other

UC schools.

Still, despite the large number of

people in the group, individuals stay

in these positions for long periods of

time, necessitating only a few

appointments each year.

Also few in number are thps^^

minorities and women with the back-

grounds for jobs in higher administra-

tion, according to Assistant Vice

Chancellor Turner.

"The shortage of minorities in fac-

ulty and administration, and the

desire of so many institutions to

change this makes these people

extremely desirable," Turner said.

Another senior manager said this

should not be used as an excuse for

less representation of minorities and

women.
"Very distinguished scholars are

few and far between, but when we
want to recruit those people, we don't

say there aren't that many and so we
shouldn't try," Mitchell-Kernan said.

Minorities and women in adminis-

tration can act as role models for oth-

ers who may be interested in similar

positions, according to Turner.

Female and minority administra-

tors agreed with this and said they

enjoyed the opportunity to help oth-

ers.

"I'm pleased when I have the

opportunity to (recommend) women
and people of color," Yu said. She

added she also recommends and

nominates men and whites for jobs.

"I'm not exclusive," Yu said.

It's actions like recommending
minorities, and serving as role models

that many in senior management said

could increase the number of minori^-

ties and women in that group, some-

thing they also say will take time.

Parker and other administrators

are quick to point out that there is

more representation of women and

minorities in senior management
than in the past, and that this increase

will continue.

"If you go back to when I came
here in 1982, there has been a lot of

progress," Parker said. "Could there

be more? Certainly. It can and will be

better."

With reports from Mason Stockstlll,

Dally Bruin Senior Staff
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Viewpoint offers

forum for debate
COLUMN: Popular points,

controversial sides will

be equally represented

The monuments are mere

specks from my airplane win-

dow. Through the thick

expanse of cloud cover, Washington

DC tails away into my memory;

alter a summer inte*tjing at the US.
Department of Wucation. Tm going

home .

My heart feels heavy and my mind

a little muddled. How do I keep this

experience with me?

., ihere is no belter wiiy to share

this experience

other than

through the

pages ol'

Viewpoint,

w here every '

UCLA student

has the right,

'ability and ulti-

mately, the

responsibility,

to speak out.

Let me tell

you what I have

seen. A mar-

Andrea

Perera

Undergraduate Students Association

Council (USAC) vote to cut their

salaries. University of California

Regent Ward Connerly seeks even

less "special treatment" in admis-

sions. Almost 20 students are caught

in cheating accusations. An Asian

Cireek fraternity is put on suspension

in response to hazing admissions

As I absorb all of this. I instantly

form my bias. I make my opinions

knovyn, argue with others at a cafete-

ria lunch or during a road trip to

Philadelphia. 1 form alliances with

those who agree with my sentiments;

I attempt to convince the "non-

believers" of what I see as their

unsubstantiated viewpoints, all the

while attempting to defend my own
opinion with fact, emotion and pure,

. pride-filled adrenaline.

And so "it" dawns on tiie - that

purpose, that mission that Lve been

attempting to articulate for so long. I

return home |o my family and
~~^

friends and to Ihc Bruin, where the

pages of Viewpoint have a grander

scope for me now.

I know what we must do.

Those of us behind the scenes at

Viewpoint will attempt to widen your

perspectives. We will cover issues

"that have been avoided or ignored

ried, political omciiil adnm^i a'xual for far km long, wo will .seek o.ui
'

impropriety before his god. his fami-

ly and his country. An American

ambassador escapes the rubble of an

explosion, a terrorist attack on

African soil. Limited l-nglish profi-

ciency .students sit in California cla.ss-

rooms; their first day at school is a

crash course in English lingui.slicsr"

—

I watch and read of these events in

any periodical or news show I can

find. And through it all, every day,

the reminders of an uncertain time

envelop me.

As I walk through the doors of the

government agency that has been my
home for two months, the lobby tele-

vision reports shootings at the U.S.

Capitol, a building a mere block

away. Weeks later, streets are

blocked off; there has been another .

bomb threat, ihc United States retal-

iates against terrorist aggression with

a military strike o\' its own.

Meanwhile, a 25-year-old e.\-White

House inlern frt>m Mrentvvood ilis-—

—

cusse.s her v.'xuai history before an

Independent Counsel ... who has

nearly become as lamou.s as the par-

ties in his case

r^very Monday. I peruse the news

at home. Officers of the

Perera is a third-year communication

studies student and is the 1998 1999

Viewpoint editor. She can be re^ached at

viewpointCa>media.ucla.edu.

common sentiment as well as seem-

ingly unpopular opinions.

Through all the outlets of inforiiia-

tion available to us, we will attempt

to educate and motivate Bruin read-

ers.

But we can only do .so much.

We can juggle fairness, accuracy,

entertainment and wider coverage,

but you, the reader, must control

these pages yourself.
'

Read, ab.sorb, take an interest,

even a passion in your school, your _i.^—

community, your nation and your

world. Through courageous motives,

submit your reactions in print.

Respond to what you see or read -

critici/e, compliment, rant and rave.

l-xpress your feelings abou.t

Viewpoint staples: Speaks Out. Daily

Bruin Lditorials. Fhumbs
Up/Thumbs Down, columnist sub-

missions. I'ull up your e-mail access

and write in ( omplete your word

processing documents and walk over

—

-r-

lo the top of the Kerckhoff steps and

drop them off.

, And if this participation is loo

much to expect of you. then continue

to read and debate, but don't let any

t)l us here at Viewpoint hear your

idle complaints - we have already

offered you a chance to join the con-

versation. It's up to you to take'us up

on that t)ffer.
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Students and a professor debate the impact of

American influence on international politics

Terrorist-acts threaten travel abroad

How to get published in Viewpoint

1. Write a three- to four-

page, opinion-style submis-

sion about a current event on
campus, or national or inter-

national news.

2. Or write a response to

any article or submission that

you have already read in The
Bruin.

3. E-mail submissions to

viewpoint(S'media. ucla.edu.

Remember to copy and paste

your submission into the e-

mail itself.

Or drop off a hard copy of
your submission at the Daily

Bruin Office (118 Kerckhoff
Hall), care of Andrea Perera.

4. Apply to be a Viewpoint

Columnist during the 7th and
8th week of the quarter.

5. Apply to be a cartoonist

or artist. E-mail your interest

to the viewpoint address.

A few things to remember:
• Your facts will be

checked; make sure they are

accurate.

• Viewpoint is not advertis-

ing space. Be sure to have

clearly articulated opinions

and not mere public relations

information about your cho-

sen issue and organization.

• We reserve the right to

edit submissions for clarity,

grammar and length.

AFRICA: Recent attacks

cause people to rethink

international programs

For about a decade now, the
,

world has been undergoing

dramatic economic, pohlical

and social changes. In large measure,

this has been influenced by the com-

municiilions revolution, which has

given new
meaning lo ihe

phrase, "the

world is now a

global village."

Through the

miracle of satel-

. lite technology,

the distance

between the

rich, industrial-

ized countries

of the North

and the poor,

non-industrial-

ized countries of the South has been

shortened. Through telccommunica-

Edmond

Keller

tiu ii s J i id the wu i Id-wide web. wf aic

able to transcend geographic bound-

aries as never before.

With the end of the Cold War, the

ideological battles between the West

and the Soviet Empire have been rel-

,egated to the dustbin of history.

Rather than competitively seeking

clients in other f>arts of the world,

the powerful countries of the East

and West are now attempting to col-

laborate with each other, leaving for-

mer client states to scramble to avoid

total marginalization. Among those

countries in the latter category,

African countries stand out. African

leaders have come to realize that

African people are going to have to

Keller is a political science professor. He
is also director of the James S. Colenr>an

African Studies Center at UCLA and is

the American-based coordinator of the

Uongozi School in Africa.

find solutions to their own problems.

African leaders will have to find

ways for their respective countries to

cooperate with each other to avoid

problems of regional security and to

meet the global competitive chal-

lenge.

While these momentous changes

are taking place in the world, institu-

tions of higher learning such as

DCLA are attempting to find new

ways to internationalize our curricu-

lum and to prepare our students to

become productive citizens in a

rapidly changing world.

.One of the primary ways in

which this occurs is through educa-

tion abroad programs. The 21st cen-

tury will be characterized by new

and more difficult challenges for

leadership, and the citizens we edu-

cate will have lo have the skills and

intellectual abilities to effectively

meet these challenges.

While there are new
x)pportunities in the

ON. ..

process ofglobalization,

there are also new
dangers.

We must produce ever-increasing

numbers of young people who are

familiar with other cultures and have

the international contacts that will

enable them to fulfill their career

objectives.

All of that being said, we must

realize that while there are new

opportunities in the process of glob-

alization, there are also new dangers.

This was graphically brought

home to me by the terrorist bomb-

ings of the American embassies in

Nairobi. Kenya and Dar es Salaam,

See KELLER, page 5

Speaks Out
The nuclear test ban has reappeared in the spotlight of world news, now that India and Pakistan have conducted underground nuclear explosions.The Comprehensive

Nuclear Test Ban Treaty (CTBT) would prohibit all nuclear testing worldwide; ultimately its intent is to end the development of nuclear weapons. Only 16 of the 44

nuclear-capable countries that are needed have ratified the CTBT; the United States has yet to ratify the treaty. Should the President and Congress consider the

Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty a priority?

Steve Betschart

Alumnus

Physics

Taib Rawi

First-year

Neuroscience

Adriana Melgoza

Third-year

Latin American studies

"In my physics class, we learned that

the only reason we have not been testing

lately is because we have found models of

how to build our nukes without actually

having to blow them up. It takes a lot of

technology, and that's why m.iny nations

aren't doing it. We have the technology

to do it without underground testing, sii

there's no reason for us not to ratify it."

"Countries are not going to slop test-

ing because countries are devoted to

building strength and power. Even if it's

not right, it's banned and it's illegal,

they're still going to do it just to have the

upper hand. In that sense, its a lot more

dangerous. It shouldn't be banned, but it

should be regulated a lot more so that we

still know what's going on, but (so that)

it doesn't happen as much."

"It's a big priority because nuclear

weapons affect the entire world. There

was too much coverage on the Lewinsky

thing, and that's nothing compared to

something that could devastate all

mankind, it's international, but at the

same time it's national, because if some-

thing were to happen, it would affect the

nation as a whole."

Jessica Page

First-year

Spanish

James Fitzgerald

First-year graduate

Law

A^chita Shah

Fourth-year

Business/economics

"I think that they should ratify it and

join the other countries, but it would be

difficult to destroy all the nuclear

weapons they already have out there. But

it is necessary. Nuclear weapons should

be banned for the safety of our country

and for all the people who live here."

"It seems like, in light of recent prob-

lems with terrorism, we should consider

looking into it, seeing if it would limit our

sovereignty and our ability to improve

our nuclear technology.^^ ;

"The President and Congress should

consider this a priority. Every country

should do it - 16 out of 44 countries is not

a large percentage. Actually, I'm from

India, and I knew this was going on.

, Everybody wants to show how much
capability they have for nuclear capacity,

and one day they might end up killing '

innocent people."

-r'
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Imposing economic sanctions not sound • It licy

Matthew

Gever

EMBARGO; All parUes

lose in game of political

moves, trade measures

Since the

end of the

Cold War,

the use of eco-

nomic sane- C
tions has

increased as a

means of deal-

ing with thosfr

who violate

principles of

international

law. Sanctions

are meant to be

coercive yet non-violent

means of achieving this end.

They are supposed to allevi-

ate the sufferings people

endured during war, while

still forcing the country's

compliance. However, this is

rarely the case. Often, sanc-

tions fail to achieve the

intended goal, while at the

sanrrtime, the suffering of the

people in the country is worse

than it would be under an actu-

al war.

What are economic sanc^

tions? Makio Miyagawa
defmes them as "the use of eco-

nom ic capacity by one interna.

tional actor, be it a state or

international organization, or

Gever is too stressed out over the

Graduate Record ExaminatiQn (GRE)

to care about anything you have to

say. Nevertheless, you can e-mail him

at mgever@ucla.edu.

by a group of such actors, against

another international actor ... with

the intention of (a) punishing the

latter for its breach of a certain rule;

or (b) preventing it from infringing

a rule which the party appiying

sanctions deems important."

In other words, economic sanc-

tions are forceful economic mea-

sures that aim at a particular politi-

cal goal.

A number of problems

exist with the

implementation of economic sanc-

tions. One is that it becomes possi-

ble for other countries to profit off

the embargo. While country A is

imposing an embargo on country B,

other countries can come in*and ini-

tiate trade with country B, limiting

the effects of the embargo. One
example of this is during the Soviet

invasion of

Afghanistan, the United States

imposed a grain embargo on the

former Soviet Union. Yet, while the

United States cut off its supply,

Canada and Argentina continued

theirs, with Argentinas exports actu-

ally increasing. This served to enfee-

ble the U.S. attempt to force Soviet

compliance.

In addition to economic gains,

other countries can achieve political

gains through undermining sanc-

tions. Countries can form new
alliances by aiding those who are

the victims of sanctions. One exam-

ple is the case of the United States

against Cuba. Beginning in I960,

the United Slates begari to take

punitive economic measures against

the Castro government. However,

at the' same time, the Soviet Union

and China increased their purchas-

es of Cuban sugar, with the Soviets

increasing other forms of economic

aid. This effectively made Cuba a

Soviet satellite until the Soviet

Union fell.

Another instance novy lies in

Burma. The United States haS

attempted to isolate Burma by sus-

pending all trade with them in order

to force the Burmese government to

improve its human rights record.

See GEVEIt page 5
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Westwood Student Federal Credit Union,

Built by UCLA Students for UCLA Students,

Has Everything You Need to Go Back with Class!

Westwood Student FCU is on campus,

making us the most convenient way to bank at UCLA!

%.

The ONLY full-service branch on campus where you can do aU of this:

Get cash Receive money orders Access ATMs on campus

Make deposits, withdrawals or transfer funds (from anywhere in the U.S.)!

- Visit us at 124 Kerckhoff Hall -

Check out our .„„

CHECKING SAVINGS LOANS VISA ONLINE BANKING
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Tanzania, the subsequent bombing

raids conducted by U.S. planes and

ships on suspected terrorist bases in

Sudan and Afghanistan, and the ter-

-rorist bombing of the Planet

Hollywood nightclub in Cape Town,

South Africa shortly after that. Such

events are becoming all too com-

mon, and they have implications for

those of us who frequently do

research and study in other parts of

the world.

I learned of the bombings in East

Africa while I was in Addis Ababa,

Ethiopia, on my way to Tanzania. I

was scheduled to travel on Aug. 8,

the day after these events. By the

time I arrived in Tanzania, although

the country was on alert, things were

Tragedy can strike at .

any time and in any

place.We must be

prudent in terms of the

timing of ...foreign

places we might visit.

calm. However, I had one major

problem. I was in Tanzania as one of

the coordinators of a leadership

4a6muw-ii.ki/.<ki>i,tiaiiittt/iid>*<*ta^«.i

dents from Kenya, Tanzania,

Uganda, the United States and

Denmark, the Uongozi

(Leadership) School. The school had

begun its six-week session on July 4,

and when the bombings occurred

participants were on a field trip to

northern Tanzania and Uganda
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Consequently, they were not easily

accessible by telephone and were

generally out of touch with events

taking place in other parts of^East

Africa, let alone the rest of the

world.

In the immediate aftermath of the

East African bombings, the parents

and friends of UCLA and other

American-based students participat-

ing in the school frantically called

our office to make sure that their

loved ones were not in harm's way.

In a few days, we were*able to pro-

vide assurances that indeed the par-

ticipants in the Uongozi School had

not been affected by the bombings

and were safe and sound.

The students arrived back in

Tanzania with only a week to go in

their program, and, happily their

tnorale was high and the school ses-

sion was successfully completed by

Aug. 15. By the the time missiles

launched by the United States land-

ed in Sudan and Afghanistan, all

Uongozi participants had safely

returned home. Their story is one

that resulted in a happy ending; but

for thousands of Kenyan, Tanzanian

and American families the story is

one filled with grief. Almost 300

Kenyan and Tanzania citizens lost

their lives, and thousands more were

injured. In all, 12 Americans were

killed in the Nairobi blast (none in

Tanzania) and hundreds were

injured.

In the end, one is left to ponder

the implications of these recertt

trends for students and faculty at

I in A Shnnid wf abandon

of democracy and development to

countries like the ones we find in

Africa?

Tragedy can strjk^ at any time

and in any place. We must be pru-

dent in terms of the timing of what-

ever foreign places we might visit

and what we might do while we are

there, but there is no foolproof way

of insuring that we will be able to

avoid all unfoi^unate events.

Governments that conduct foreign

policy must always be sensitive to

"the big picture," and they must res-

olutely pursue foreign policy objec-

tives in a manner that has the long-

term security interests of its citizens

at heart.

Terrorist acts must be

responded to in an

appropriate manner

by any government

'

that has been

targeted.

niir

efforts to live, work and study in

other parts of the world? Should we
forget the notion of actively engag-

ing the process of globalization?

Even though the Cold War has

ended, are there threats present in

the world that should make us

rethink our idealistic notions about

making a contribution to the spread

Terrorist acts must be responded

to in an appropriate manner by any

government that has been targeted.

Usually, terrorists will strike at insti-

tutions of targeted governments,

rather than randomly at citizens of a

particular country. In such cases, the

apprnpriatp rfispnn.se should hf

GEVER
From page 4

These actions, however, have

merely sent Burma right into the

hands of China, who can now use

them as a military ally. Our infiu-

ence in the region is abated, while

Chinese infiuence is aggrandized.

The costs of imposing

the sanctions

outweigh the benefits.

Constant patrols are

necessary to ensure

that the sanctions are

being imposed.

toward the institutions of the terror-

ist organization. In either case there

could (and most often are) individu-

als and non-governmental property

that are the victims of collateral

damage. It does not appear that we
are at a stage now where individual

See KELLEIt page 8

One important factor in deal-

ing with sanctions is the issuing of

collective responsibility. By

imposing economic sanctions,

the people of a country suffer

because of something done by the

government. Generally, the aim

of particular sanctions against a

country are to incite the people

to overthrow the government.

But, if anything, this gives the

current government a greater

legitimacy. Now, all problems can

be blamed on the sanctions. This

a lso al lows th» yovornm^nt to

dent on Saddam Hussein for their

food supply. That will never foster

a revolution. This has created

another class of people that has

profited from the embargo by

providing essential goods on the

black market. The group seeks to„

maintain the status quo in order

to continue their gains. All of

these factors come together to

ensure that the regime our gov-

ernment wants out will instead

remain in power, while innocent

civilians needlessly sufTer.

Another factor that hurts the

efficacy of economic sanctions

concern those who hurt the initi-

ating country. At times, the costs

of imposing the sanctions out-

weigh the benefits. Constant

patrols are necessary to ensure

that the sanctions are being

imposed and that they are not

being violated by smugglers and

other loopholes. Also, there is the

impairment of trade that results,

which affects both sides. By clos-

ing itself to a market, the impos-

ing country is denying itself goods

Sanctions may serve

as a protection for a

domestic industry ...

allowing them to

develop without

Joigign competition.
exert more power over the peO'

pie. For example, since sanctions

were imposed on Iraq, the gov-

ernment has had to resort to

rations to feed much of the popu-

lation. Because of this, the gov-

ernment now has more power
than it ever did. The general pop-

ulous is now completely depen-

and resources. Export markets

and vital imports are rescinded

while payments on investments

made abroad are cut off. The

See GEVER, page 8
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THINGS AREN'T ALWAYS WHAT THEY SEEM TO BE . .

.

It's easy to overlook what is real. All too

often, people just see what's on the outside

and jump to conclusions.

Only God really knows who we are. He
knows our thoughts. Our hope s. Ou^;Jears.

And He also knows that there are many differ-

ent kinds of Jews who are coming to believe in

Jesus. Isn't it time that you decided to

Think for yourself?

G Tm a seeker and I think for myself. Please send me a free copy of the book

Testimonies^ the story of different Jews who are for Jesus. Enclosed is $1 to

help with the postage.

G I already believe in Jesus, but would like the book. Enclosed is $5.95

(We'll take care of the postage). . . ..

Tm Jewish. U Tm not Jewish.

Name
Street

C:ity.

E mail

State Zip.

-<f^- • -vy^p

Think for Yourself

c/o Jews for Jesus

10962 IxC'ontc Avenue

I><)s Angeles, CA 90024

(310)443 9553

E mail: J4JlJ\@aol.C()m

i^^ U]Jl hu^A^ >

-
' ! . 1'

— 'm » .
' >
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imposer will still pay a high price

for the sanctions, and often the

imposer has to pay a higher price

than does the target country. The
U.S. embargo of Cuba can be

looked at as an example of this.

Through our embargo, we are

denying ourselves valuable Cuban
goods such as tobacco and sugar.

These actions have not brought

down Castro after nearly 40 years,

and we are still denying ourselves

valuable goods needlessly.

The target country can always

take measures to minimize the

effects of sanctions, such as stock-

ing goods, or in some cases, sup-

plying itself with goods from a

rival power, as in the case of Cuba
allying itself with the Soviet

Union. The target may also take

counter-measures such as national-

izing property of the imposing

country, canceling itsxiebts, or

freezing funds deposited within

the state It is even possible for

sanctions to strengthen the target's

economy.

Sanctions may serve as a protec-

tion for a domestic industry or

industries, allowing them to devel-

op without foreign competition.

Once the sanctions are lifted, the

target is no longer dependent on

foreign industry, thereby nullifying

the effects of the sanctions.

Overall, what is seen is thai eco-

nomic sanctions rarely achieve

their goals.

While in some instances they do
work, more often than not, factors

come into play that mitigate the

potential effects, rendering the

actions futile.

KELLER
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citizens of the United Stales would

be randomly targeted by terrorists in

Africa. At the same lime, in plan-

ning for research or study trips"
'

involving our faculty and students,

we should always be mindful thai

with new opportunities, there are

always new challenges, and we
should prepare accordingly.

On a personal level, I will contin-

ue to encourage undergraduates to

pursue the Undergraduate

Certificate in African Studies; gradu-

ate students to pursue doctoral

degrees and master's degrees with

an African focus; and faculty to do

research in Africa. In the 21st centu-

ry, Africa will be an integral part of

the global community. It possesses

enormous market potential, as well

as fertile ground for the develop-

ment of the human capital that will

be necessary to make the world a

better place for everyone.

Thus, we must know Africa. This

is the only way we will be prepared

to meet the challenges of this global

age.

err]
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Naoon Interns and political watchdogs, interpret

domestic scandals and other afflictions

Jokers find humor in

White House scandal

Speaks Out

INTERN: Presidential

crisis overshadows

important issues, duties

'hen moving lo__-l____Ll
Washington, DC. for a

summer internship, one

expects the worst: the feeling of

being lower

than the scum

growing on a

shower door.

hours and

hours of end-

less faxing and

telephone

answering -

and all for no

pay.

That's what

presidential Big Macs and Super-

sized french fries, lb my righu a jar

of Buddy's doggie treats. , . _ ^_^

Finally, true confirmation ofmy
arrival at the While House.

After a quick briellng with the

Lpresideni us to the nature of m.>

"job requirements." I started on a

journey that would change the way

1 saw the office of the presidencN

forever

OK. so maybe I'm stretch ni^ the

truth a little bit Maybe I rcall> did-

n't see the jar of Buddy's ireaiM)r

smell the aroma of fast food or ever

see the presidenx in the Oval Office

All I know IS that this is what I

expected to see going into the While

House.

Weeks before I started working

in the White House. I kneu exacll>

what I'd hear all summer Cireat

Ozimek
I expecied -

that is. until I

walked into

the White House for my first day

of work.

At first, I was overwhelmed

by the incredible power and

strength I suddenly felt as I

entered into the mansion of

our First Family

Briskly escorted through

the mani»)on by two large

—

(SftMlftef!; like. "Hey man. is the '

underside of the Oval Office desk as

cool as they say," or the always

funny, "I hear you've been working

overtime in the First Lady's Office

these days."

Just as 1 assumed: DC. interns

are definitely the cream of the crop.

fully knowing the slew of joke:*^

ridicules and demeaning lines soon

to be thrown my way. I began

preparing my responses

When I first started. I told people

I was simply working in a "govern-

ment agenc\" I'hat had held me
over as my non-denial denial in

California, so f assumed it would

work in Washington. But as I soon

found out. DC interns are an

inquisitive breed.

An interesting difference I

noticed between the Washington

interns and ("alifornians were the

timings of the Monica Lewinsk\ «

Kenneth Starr's investigation of President Bill Clinton contin-

ues to dominate headlines.With the publication of Starr's

report, the question of media responsibility arises. Does

media coverage on the investigation of President Clinton

reflect the public's Interest in the issue?

Guelsy Gomez

Fourth-year

Sociology

"I defi-

nitely think

that ihc^coY^

eragc

rellects the

public's

interest 1

think that

every presi-

dent or any

political person actually has some
kind of involvement in issues like

the Monica Lewinsky scandal,

but Its never reall\ been surfaced

to the public I realK do think

that its a media scandal created

by people because that's what

pottplf wiinl i<t hfiir Thf mfHin

See OZIMEK, page 12

men in dark suits, I soon

began to soak in my sur-

roundings. .

I walked into the main

hallway of the West Wing,

well known for its high sta-

tus as nerve central of the

White House, and known,

most importantly, for the

Oval Office.

To my left, I could see

the White House kitchen,

full of the rich aroma of

Ozimek, who is a former

White House Press Office

intern, is a fourth-year com-
munication studies student.

feeds off the fren/\ of the public,

and whatever the public wants to

hear, the media's going to present

It to them." _

Alana Ayuyao

Fifth-year

Psychobiology"

Robert Seelenbacher

Alumnus

Architecture

"I fhink

in this situa-

tion, it's a

double-

edged

sword 1

think the

public wants

to know, but

mostl\

because the media keeps it in the

loretront. I don't think thisis

newsworthy stuff- if you look at

the president's ratings, they're

.still high, which just shows thai

many people don't really care.

Though there is the whole perjur\

' I ihliik ^98i^

"I think

the media

needs to stay

out of

Clinton's

life. That's

his private

business. I

think they

should be

more concerned with i.ssues that

he's dealing with now and let him
do his job. Everybody makes mis-

takes, everybody's human, and he

confronted the people about it. I

think the media is givi^ig people

what they want, but it's not neces-

.sarily right - it's like Jerry

Springer."

ubuu. 1 irmik mom pyopig

that we should just leave

Clinton's personal life alone. I

think the media likes to over-sen

sationali/e."

Neil Patel

Graduate student •

Psychology

W "I think It

does show

the, interest

of what the

public wants

to know, but

I don't think

that the

media cover-

age is right.

It was interesting, it was fun to

watch, but it was pretty sad that

that was what the whole country

had to locus on when there's so

much more to focus on. The
media just gives us what the pub-

lic is interested in, and that's just

scandals. They'd rather just show
us a Melrose Place-type of thing,

and its sad to say that's what the

public ends up liking."

Ginton's evasion of scandal breaches public trust
CHARACTER: Through the years, presidential lies

persist to test true strength of American support

In
1996,

media

polls told

us that an

overwhelming

percentage of

Americans

believed that

Robert Dole

was, in short,

a great guy.

He was honor-

able, he told

the truth; Ihcy

would rather their children grow
up like him than like his opponent.

They proceeded to elect Dole's

opponent.

Strelow is the Internal vice chairman

of Bruin Republicans and an

Undergraduate Student Association

Council (USAC) general representa-

tive.

John

Strelow

That opponent, namely William

Jefl'erson Clinton, has now found

himself m a whirlwind of scandal.

He has admitted an inappropriate

relationship, which he has previ-

ously denied, and he lakes full

responsibility - but he blames

Independent Council Kenneth

Starr. This is but one in a series of

lies and deceptions from the

Clinton administration, a

marathon of misleading interpreta-

tions and blatant falsehoods.

Surprisingly, Americans admit

these falsehoods, at least if you

believe the polls that Tom Brokaw
and Dan Rather want you to

believe. During the 1992 and the

1996 campaigns, Americans

believed President Clinton was an

out-and-out liar, but they decided

that was OK. Th^y knew there

were legitimate questions about his

marriage and hints that he was

attached to criminal activity (the

Whitewater investigation put crim-

inals, one-time associates o\'

Clinton, in jail).

But America decided that these

things did not matter, that charac-

ter did not matter, so long as the

man was getting the job done.

Whether or not Presiden t

Clinton is "gelling the job done" is

a matter of debate, but the asser-

tion that character does not matter

in evaluation of a president is in

contrast to over 200 years of the

executive branch's history.

Historical records of presidents

are created by their images, which

mostly stems directly from their

character! or at least the character

they convey to the American peo-

ple. Gporge Washington is routine-

ly referred to as a great president

but because of his leadership skills

and not because of his policies.

See STRELOW, page 13
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HIV can infect you, your friends, your nei •II rs, anyone
AIDS: Youth should

practice safe sex; no one

is imnuuic From virus

Mary (the name has been

changed) began seriously

dating her boyfriend as a

sophomore in high, school; they con-

tinued dating for years. Completely

in love, they discussed moving in

together, getting engaged and then

future, t-veryone thought that Mar>s
boyfriend was

rare, that he

was not the

type to.eheal.

rhen she found

out that he had

cheated on her

while Ihcy were

both in college.

There were

no signs. She

had no idea

with how many
people, but .she

knew that it -

had been done.

Suddenly, Mary was faced with the

idea that she might be have the

human immunt)dericiency virus

(HIV-positive). She had always used

condoms with her boyfriend, but she

also knew that they were not 100 pei-

cxnt tffl'cci ivc .

Jachyn

Davis

he had cheated because he had

always been so loving. Although

Mary had been tested and found her-

self HlV-negative. she was tested six

months later and continues to get

tested today.

Although the acquired- immunode-
t'leiencv syndrome fAIDS) does not

discriminate, it has disproportionate-

ly hit youth populations. Youth popu-

lations haw been hit hard partially

due to the feeling among cummunit\
u)Uths that they are not vulnerable to

IIIV Many-hold to the idea that 'it

uon't happen to me." .Many youths

feel that they are iiuincible and will .

nevf^r die. but this belief is wrong and

^•an turn into a cycle uhich could end

in death. R.'search suppt)rts this

claim; the M IV/Vale media survey

Ibund that S7 percent of 12- to 24-

year-olds do not believe that they are

vulnerable to the AIDS \irus.

Since these youths do not believe

that they have a chance of being

infected, they do not get tested and

often do not use condoms. This invin-

cilj)e belief is one o{ the major rea-

sons for the ri.sc in youth HIV infec-

tions. So many youths learn about

HIV and AIDS in school another

example of youths' denial to acknowl-

edge their own danger ol infection,

despite knt)wledge of 111 V/A IDS.

Sixty-three percent of youths have

talked ab«)ut HIV/A IDS with parents

\n iidult ii. YlM. cvun wiih i:diu . l iiwn

they had sexual intercourse. Almost

half of the high school students did

not use a condom, which means that

they could be infecting

or impregnating

\
^mother person.

*•• Ihe incubation

period o
' HIV AIDS is

thought to be

H) to 1 5 years

lor an average

person. Imagine

if a person

becomes infected

with 1 1 1\ when

they are 20 v ears

old. I

they are like most youths and do not

believe that they can become infect-

ed, they will not get tested. This same,

person continues to have unprotected

sex. possibly infecting many other

people, linally, they show

symptoms and find out they

are HIV-positive, but

beCiiuse they have waited

so long, the virus is fur-

er along By not get-

ng tested eaxlier.

his person missed all

the earlv treatments

Mary traced back in her mind all

the times she and her boyfriend were

together, and she found no signs that

Davis, a former White House AIDS Policy

Office intern, is a third-year history and

political science student, and she is the

Muir College chair at the University of

California at San Diego.

and communication about

1 1 1 V/A 1 DS, young people still

believe that they are untouchable aTTd

consequently {.\o not lake precau-

tions.

Such an attitude is detrimental \o

adolescents; reports indicate that 46

percent of youths in grailes 9 throui^h

12 did not use a condom the last time

and may die sooner than someone
who knew earlier on. This situation is

what is happening to many youths in

America today.
*•

The AIDS epidemic is not over,

although sometimes it appt^iirs that

way. especially^ hen you watch the

"Magic Hour." Magic Johnson's

viral load is so low that it's unde- •

tectable, and he has been IflV-posi-

tive for at least seven years. Although

Magic is not the average AIDS case,

he is wealthy and can alTord to gel all

of the new treatments when they

arrivf on the market. Yet, he is one

of the many people in this

country living happily and

staying as healthy as he can

while dealing with his HIV
. status.

Many people believe that

~ because of new treatme.nts

and new drugs that we must

gather our resources and put

up our best front. Since the

first A 1 DS case was docu-

mented in 1981, the face of

AIDS has changed rapidly

and completely. When AIDS
was first diagnosed, it was
found in mostly white, gay

men. This disease does not

discriminate. It sees no color,

no race, no ethnicity, no class,

no nationality, no sexual ori-

entation and no gender. It

^rtftfpti and cruwia irtto ihĉ

richest parts of society, such

as Brentwood and Bel-Air,

but you will also find it in

some of the darkest, poorest

parts of the country. No one

is exempt from HIV's grasp.

No one is .safe.

See DAVIS, page 14
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Make some friends,

;®DlJD® OUDODD'

GU Cardon

Senior-Sociology

Senior Student Supervisor

Kerckhoff Coffeehouse

Jay-Anthony Ouldulao

Senior-AsianAmencan Studies

Customer Service

X-cape Gameroom
Jorge Olmos Jr.

Senior-Psychology

Customer Service

UCLA Store Lu Valle Commons

Nancy SoUman
Senior-Economics/Poli Sci

Management Assistant

Human Resources

i *

*s>.

?cvl^ m>:»^i

rs

Verl Chavadn

Junior-Theater

Customer Service

UCLA Store/BookZone

Kalemberg Ogaivy Davlla

Sophomore-Electircal Engineering

Student Supervisor

Treehouse/Coop

Brick Rucker

Senior-Design

Coordinator

Student Operations

Lisa Quon

Junior-Communications

Customer Service

UCLA Store/Clinique

Associated Students offers jobs on campus.

Everyone knows that. But do you

know that working on campus is a

great way to make friends, meet

new people and have some fun? We

can offer you flexible hours in a

variety of jobs working^^alongside

professionals in their field.

Convenient too-right here on

campus. Why procrastinate? Stop by

ASUCLA Human Resources and check

our job listings today!

Apply at Human Resources, 3rd floor Ackerman Union.

flSSOCIfllED STU'DEHTS

Human Rgsources
310.825.7055 check us out online • ww^w. asucla.ucla.edu

OZIMEK
From page 10

insults. In Los Angeles, people went

directly into the insult before I could

finish.my sentence. In Washington,

there was a pause before the joke.

"This is it." they must have

thought, ' I've got a While House

intern here, ^ better use my best

Lewinsky joke. This could very well

be the pinnacle of my joke-telling

career!"

Some astounded me as they tried

to seem somewhat interested to hear

what I did in the White House
before laying their blow. After each

joke, I would take a long sip of beer

(the joke frequency tended to

increase around bars and alcohol). I

knew from Week One that it would •

be a long summer.

I worked throughout the summer
in the gray bulwark called the Old

Executive OfTice. Building, just an

alleyway across from the White

House. Here I worked within the

designated "safe zone" for interns,

away from the president for much
of my stay.

Throughout the summer, during

what CNN called "a Presidential

Crisis," I had experiences so amaz-

ing that only a White House intern

would ever be able to relate them.

The morning of Aug. 17 was basi-

cally an average morning at the

White House. The sun began shin-

ing, the birds began singing, the

president prepared for his testimony

and I walked into work.

—Wlih my early 6:30 ii.m. arrivals

to work, I was required to go

through the same security gate that

the press are screened through each

day.

^ And each day I walked in front of

Pebble Beach, a cleverly named cor-

ral-type area for the press to shoot

Dheir
stand-ups.

I

On this morning, I remember ihe

ilinding camera lights and the care-

,tul stare of lenses as I walked by^^

with my intern badge proudly hung
around my neck. My moment of

fame finally arrived. I was the first

White House intern the world saw

the day of the testimony.

My mom must have been proud.

On another occassion, I had the

chance to watch the president leave

the White House on his Marine One
helicopter with the First Family on
the South Lawn. While waiting for

the family to walk out, press mem-
bers around me were placing bets as

to who would be holding whose
hand. Would the president come out

first? Would Chelsea or the presi-

dent be Walking the dog?

I remember thinking, "I'm sure

what the press really wants to know
about is the Native American

Conference I helped out on."

Yeah, right.

All eyes were on the Lewinsky

scandal. I hved in it every day of my
internship. I had to; it was all

around me. There's a television in

' every Press Office room, all tuned

to CNTM or some other news chan-

nel.

Of course, every channel spent

hours replaying a two-second clip,

in ultra-slow motion, of someone
leaving the federal courthouse just

blocks away.

Answering the White House
press phones sometimes turned into

an open mic session at a comedy
club. CaHers from all over the coup-

try made quite sure to let us know
exactly how they felt about the presi-

dent.

Unlike both Californians and

Washington interns, .callers would

make sure to take a stab before I

even had a chance to finish my
greeting.

"Good afternoon, White Ho-"
"The president can go to hell,"

one caller said, before giving me the

great honor of hearing his favorite,

and needless to say quite graphic,

new joke about the president.

With ajl the negative press, end-

less jokes and frequent laughs that

White House interns received over

the summer, I found the summer to

be quite a different experience than

most Americans would probably

assume for a White House intern.

hor the extent of my stay, I was

never approached by the first lady

or the president for a "night on the

town." Never did the president send

me a gift, or call me up just to see

how I was doing. For most of the

summer, I worked. That's right, I

worked! No hanky panky, no late

nights in the Oval Office. Just lots of

intern-style work.

Despite the reports given by news

broadcasters around the nation and ^
the endless hours of White House
gossip on the 24-hour news chan-

nels, my internship gave me true

insight into the work done each day

in the executive branch.

While the rest of America wor-

ried about DNA testing and taped

conversations, I saw the real work
being done firsthand. It's a shame
that many programs that helped

thousands of Americans took place

this summer that will never be rec-

ognized because of the overwhelm-

ing scandal coverage. Much hard

work and dedication came out of

the White House this summer -just

ask an intern.

Office for Students
with Disabilities
A255 Murphy (310)825-1501

Van Services
OSD Daily Service

Available to students with documented

temporary or permanent mobility disabilities.

7:20am to 5:40pm Mon-Fri
Area bordered by Hilgard, Sunset,

Veteran and Wilshire

(310) 825-2263 for info.

OSD Weekend Service

Make reservations by 12 noon Friday for a

weekend ride in the regular service area.

(310) 825-2263 for info.

(subject to driver availability)

CSO Evening Van Service

The OSD van will be part of Community
=^ Service Of^Ic^efs' fjeet of evening vans.^

6pm-12 i^ldidght Mon-Thur
26 predesignated stops around campus.

(310)825-9800 or (310)825-2263 for info.

\
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In fact, most Americans are com-
pletely ignorant of Washington's

administration, and his best-known

advice (against foreign entangle-

ments) has proven outdated in the

modern world. Washington is

"great" because his character was

that of a great leader, the ideal per-

son to have been in charge of the

beginning of the great experiment

called Anierica,

Washington is not the only presi-

dent wht)sL' image is created by char-

acter trails. Why is Abraham
l.inct)ln great? Ihe rmancipalion

Proclamation, the (lettysburg

Address and the leadership he gave

the Union during its lime of greatest

discord are testaments to his great-

ness.

What do we remember of I'lysses

(irant's presidency.' We do not

remember his policies (as if people

even knew what they were), but the

scandals of his administration.

Woodrow Wilson is not remem-
bered lor being ihe man who inlrcv

duced segregation to the federal

level ()f government, bul as ihe inlel-

lectual who made the pursuit of

American ideals ihe cornerstujie i)t

our nation's foreign pt>licy.

l-lementary school children learn

of Iranklin Roosevelt's fireside

Chats long belore high schoolers

learn ot the Tennessee Valley
^

.Aiitlionty.
~

.lt)hn Kenneilv is eelebrateil as

l l if K i ng 1 c :i ii! L
'

l(U bi'

i
'MiiKCO lt i i s

public Milage, nol bec.iuse of domes-

tic or foreign policy ( IJay o\' Pigs,

anyone.*).

Mas Richard Ni.xon's effect ol^

modern perceptions of the prcMileii-

c> been due h> his foreign successes

(( hina). (loinesiic missteps (price

-nnd wage controls ror Watergate.'

II Ihe hisU)r\ »)f the I'niled Stales

has taughl us anything, il leaches us

iliiit .100 yciijs from now. only the

pt>1ilicall\ minded w ill concern

ihem.selves with dissecting Bill

Clinton's ofien schi/ophrenic poli-

cies. The mark each presidenl lea\es

on the While House transcends par-

tisan politics and depends he.ivily

on ihe image ol ihe man m which

the American people believe.

Helieve it or nol. character does

matter; il always has. and there is lit-

tle rea.son to believe thai it never

will.

\'el somehow. .Americans base

-turned I heir backs <vn I his iru t'im.

Why is this? Some claim that it is

because the nation is doing well

right now.

Yes, but if people respect Dole

more than Clinton, wouldn't they

believe that the country would do

I'MitlC! under Dole'.'

Some claim thai il is because

Clmton'sfoibles make him seem

more like an ordinar\ American.

Perhaps, bul does it nol seem rea-

sonable thill most people would pre-

fer a presidenl they can admire to

one who might be more likely lo

swap dirt\ jokes over a couple ol

beers'.'

Others cL.im ihal ihe American

peiiple have realized thai character

smipl\ iK)es not iiKilter,

Perhaps ihe American people <\o

think that - but nothing could be

further from the truth. The Aug. IS.

iy9S l.os Angeles limes headline

declared: "Clinton Admits to

Deception " I'nfortunately. this

refers to but one lie in Clinton's

jiolitical life: the Lewinsky affair.

The headline does not refer lo the

avalanche of deceit that has

sienimed from this man dating back

to 1992.

Remember, in his campaign

Clinton labeled the economy "the

worst in 40 years", seemingly forgel-

ting about the energy crisis ol the

I97()s. Me complained of a S400 bil-

lion deficit; vvhen he discovered

after his election that it was only

S290 billu)!!, he uimplained that it

was S50 billion higher than he

expected. Iln point of fad. S290 is

S 1 10 less ihan S400. nol S50 more).
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—
\\ heh a prt^-Miis ii ad L' l iiihk'd that

( Imlons spending vsoiild necessi-

lale tax increases for families earn-

ing SfV).000 or more. Clinton

labeleil the sitting president a "dis-

;jiat.e lo ihe .\meric;rn people"' and

adamantlv. declared thai he would

ciil speiulmg belore r.iising taxes;

atter his election. ( linlon siibmrtted-

a budget proposal ihal raised taxes

on families making S20,000 or more

pel

I his is the man who decried

lUishs 1 lain policy .is "racial poli-

tics. ' then sought lo defend thai pol-

K\ m court.

I Ills IS ihe man who claimed lo

lia\e a brilliant "lirsl Hundred

I)a\s" program lor his first adminis-

iralion. only lo force his staff to

publicly admit that no such plan

existed.

Alter Clinttin occupied the While

House, ihe hits just kepi on coming.

I le accused Republicans o\

-^^stnr \ tilt* kids. " when ihe

Order the Wells Fargo

Student Banking Combo!

^^ Student ATM Checking

Student MasterCard

Online Banking

{9nn

9eles

ENTER TO WIN
4Ht

Ihey have elected a man ihey ilo

not respect, while they sent Bi)b

Dolet)ff to test Viagra and gel a laii.

Republican budget proposal r.iiseil

sludenl lunch program's higher than

See STRELOW, page 14
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Want to feast

c^n some

GREAT
KOSHER FOOD?

Welcome
to Chabad House!

741 Oaylcy

(310) 208-75 11

chabad@ucla.edu

$5,000!
QUICK AND EASY SIGN-UP

either on campus or below:

• / 1727 W.Olympic Boulevard (inside Ralphs)

• 10920 Wilshire Boulevard

1 WiO Wikhire BoulemidMmkkPavilimi^

'Onp I shirt ppr cuslomer whilp supplies last Musi open i Wells Fdrgo dicuunt lo receive tree 1 shirl

"For (omplele sweepstakes rules visit Ihe nearest Wells farqo location No purchase necessary to

tnttr sweepstakes tnds 10/31/98

MembrffOK

WELLS
FARGO

Mr--*-

n

u OOD
r Discount

Save up to

"$120 off

ALL Rings

iDfiaD

September 28 - October 16

UCLA Store Ackerman Union
Campus Photo/Graduation Etc.

PLUS up to

$120 off

Beaiwear*

up to $240
October 5 - October 16

North Campus Student Center

^Certificate may be redeemd for BearWear merchandise only.

/IRTQ/IRVED
:waai

310.206.3858 open daily
|
www.uclJstore.ucla.edu
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1. [Click]
coupon expires 10-10-98

$5.00 OFF Zondervan NIV Study Bible

with bonded or genuine leather covers

$3.00 OFF Parrott's

SAVING YOUR MARRIAGE BEFORE
IT STARTS

$5.00 OFF Philip Yancey's

WHAT'S SO AMAZING
ABOUT GRACE?

HAVE YOU JOINED OUR VIDEO RENTAL CLUB?

LOGOS OF WESTWOOD
10884 Weyburn Ave. (next to GAP)
(310)208-5432

email logosla@earthlink.net

parking validated at Century Parking with $3.00 min purchase
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BookZon«'s

TABLE OF coNTnrrs'

feature lets you browse

the table of contents of

over 140,000 titles. Makes

comparison shopping a

whole lot easier!

10am - 9pm Mon - Thur

1 0am - 1 0pm Fri & Sat

2 - 6 pm Sunday
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*i").(HK) in IS Si\ in^s Bonds!' Isi- II U» |wy

lor tuition. iMMtks. iKMisIn^. loan |>ii>iiienLs.

whatever yon ne<'d lo lighten the loa<l! Iliis.

if) I'lrsl IVl/e v\lnners will n'celve Iheir own

(KTSonal dlftltal (iliolo lab-a Ctislo OV-TiH)

digital rntiiera and |)|*-H(XK) jirlntrrl

Slni|)lv dro{i Into a |iurtl(-l|Htlng ston- and |>h'k

ii|> a ^Jl) relwte nmijon. While yonn' there. Ik*

sure lo cherk (Hit iNir liiiH)vatlv(* 'J-I.ltic

(aleiilalors. wlik'h show ((>riiRilas tuid results

.slnwiltaiK^Nisly. And (Nir (ira()hlii(l (4ilr4ilators.

whk'h \wk the |)ower oriiru|)lik' terhnolof^y

Into a e4>ni|U('t an()r(iuhl<; unit 11k^- (ask)

(yciilalors an* the hvi In (lirlr riass to i^t

yiMi lo the loj) of your rJass! Sw»"<'(islakes ends

Sc[)U'nibrr M). I'XW. Ilnl(^r today kir your

rhaiire to win!

'Viiliir nt timturltv

^J^

rx-noovN

rxaofx;

~^^^r^.

7 Count me in!
I I

Vifs. sliln mr ii() Sir a chaiirf lo witi In the («8ki "Class of ^)!) SwiriislakesT

Mml niin Imn lo •('bw nf 1l!»S.*»ptakni,' I'd Ha :*; SivtrMllr VI OHKTMITijr

Or nrtrr niillnr iit. IrttpV/M-Mi* raHliinini/hMi.fc«rU»il

Nwir. Atf.

Himr AdHrrss.

.SUlf

!)«> Tek"|it«»iu'

r.niull

, I Now. receive S2() cash back on yiHir jmnhas*- of sek'cted Casio iiKKk-lsl

/ Kcbatc coupons avallabk- at yiHir (m\n) caienlator rt'talkr See st<tre fi)r (k-talk

No purchaM naoMwy VcMd «*<«r« prorvMad t20 rabaM

VipkcaM totmm Caaw modatt CFX 9850O and CFX 9M0G.
only StAtaci W oAcial ruta* (vailaMi m tiora naaidanw o* Ml

and OH 01*1 may land a laN addrasiad (lampad anvalopa M
Oaaa ol -99' Rulaa. PO Boi 6S« SayravUta NJ om7l 0«i€

Lkm ona antry paf panon S waapiiaiiat void m Flonda Mad

ollicial twaapatakat antry torn lo -Qaat ol 99 SwaapaUMt

'

pa Bor}l7 Say^avM NJOM/i OSW AH twaapaUMf antna*

mutt ba racamad by ia'3(VW MacftamcaWy raproducad anmat
«nii not ba acoapiad Caaw inc and itt agancM* aaauma no

raaponubiMy io< lott lata mtadKactad iHagOia of poataQa dua

anf«• Of mail Winnart raguirad K> (ign an affadavit o* MgNiaiTy

and fkiaaM tniranu ralaaia all patia* trom • daima/liabiMy

anaang tram aceapMnoa ol pnfa For a kti o* nnnart aand a

•an addratiad. Mampad anoawpa lo Caa« 'Oat* ol 99'

Wnnan PO So> 70a SayravWa NJ 0M7I47M

Havmg itouHa localing a Cat« ralaaar'' vtiu can phona you' onHf

in by calling i •00436 8M0 lavailabla from S AM to } PM EST) of

VII m« miamaiM tuip . ''awn caaio oonvbaa^tMacliooi

(kslo SelentlOc Cyalculators are available at your

college b(K)kstore and your l(K'al electronic reUiller. o
caskKCoin

V .

DAVIS
From page 1

1

Although AIDS does not discrimi-

nate, it does prey on the weakness of

some communities. When you are

young. 3Q is old to you, and you feel

like you are never going to die. But

. young people can not aflbrd to thmk

this way any longer; AIDS is out

there - it is very real and very scary.

By not using condoms, sexually

active individuals play a dangerous

game with their lives, a game that

they may lose. Do not believe that

you are not vulnerable to AIDS,

because you are.

\'ouths must take action on this

matter. First, we must all use con-

doms while engaging in sexual activi-

ty. You never know who your partner

has slept with in the past. Even

though you may be in love and even

planning a wedding, protect yourself.

Mary used condoms with a man
whom she thought she was going to

marry and spend lITc rest of her life

with. She trusted him in every way.

but she knew that she had to protect

her life.

Mary s story is not told to demon-

strate how horrible guys can be; the

situatu)n could go either way.'IIer

story shows how much we can love

and tru.si people but still never.know

if they are cheating on us, male or

female.

You should always protect your-

"self. no matter how in love you are

because it can alvCays happen lo you.

Mary had an HIV test and continues

u\ ho i^mi'd on a ri'^ulttr h;ui^ nŝ itt

youths should, resting positive is not

necessarily the end of the road; early

treatments are available and many o\'

them could help you live a longer life.

STRELOW
From page 1

3

Clinton's own proposal.

He accused the Republicans o(

cutting Medicare; when CNN's .

Wolf Bli-tzer-asked him during a

press conference why he was saying

this when the Republican proposal

in fact rai.sed Medicare spending.

then. Clinton blamed the media.

President Clinton has repeatedly

mi.s-characlerized his opponents'

positions in order to gain a political

advantage. He did not invent the

politics of mud-slinging or dema-

goguery, he simply elevated them lo

the Politics of Vilification. In our

current political climate, it has

become easier to accuse your oppo-

nents of attempting to starve people

than to actually debate them on cog-

nitive issues.

. Perhaps this rhetoric of expedien-

cy is the result of a post-modern

media frenzy, but Clinton has done

as much to separate politics from

the issues as any figure in modern

politics.

When historians look back on the

1990s, they will see a "lime when the

president of the United States did

not have the people's respect, and

that is clearly not a good thing.

Much of this country's disillu-

sionment with politics stems back to

Lyndon Johnson's Vietnam policy

and Nixon's Watergate cover-up.

When our leaders lie so continuous-

ly, not only about themselves but

--^bout their political opponents, trust

is not engendered. That is more

importarit in the long term than a

percentage-point difference in

school lunch funding or $50 billion

of a federal deficit. We have lost

trust in our leaders.

More disturbingly, Clinton's

reliance on mistruths as well as his

aversions to debating issues on sub-

stance betray a lack of trust in us -

the American people. He did not say

it explicitly, but it seems as though

Clinton wants the nation's forgive-

ness. Perhaps he will get it. But

unfortunately for Clinton, history

will never forget.
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Where in the world can a Bruin go to study at UCLA?
Just about EVERYWHERE!

with the UCLA Education Abroad
Program

•Units and grades transfer directly

(guaranteed!)

•Graduate on time and still go abroad

•Full flnancial aid available

Come in and see us:

28 Haines Hall x54995 or

Visit our website: ^

Come to an I

See if the UCLA Education

WWW.ISOP.UCLA.EDU/EAP

nformation Meeting

Abroad Program is right for you!
•"•.,-

I want to go to:

Japan Tohoku Engineering Spring

My applicHtion

deadline is:

Oct. 16

The info wo
on: Oct 22

rkshop for this program

from: 12-2

r- ,
,

Germany Spring Semester Programs

Japan Meiji Gakuin Spring

Japan Language/Culture Spring/Fall

England

Scotland

Ireland
'

Costa Rica (Tropical Bio programs)

Italy spring quarter/semester in Siena

Japan year program

Germany year

Singapore

China

Taiwan

Denmark

Sweden

Barbados

Italy year and Fall . .' '" ' "

Mexico Summer, Fall & Year

Vietnam

Turkey

Hong Kong year and Spring

India

Indonesia

Thailand

Korea

Russia

Israel

Egypt

Ghana

Hungary

Netherlands—_—

—

^r-— . . .
' .

Spain

Canada

France

Brazil

Chile

Costa Rica

Australia

New Zealand

South Africa

Oct. li

Oct. 30

Oct. 30

Oct. 30

Oct. 30

Oct. 30

Nov. 13

Nov. 13

Nov. 13

Nov. 20

Jan 15

Jan 15

Jan 15

Jan 15

Jan 15

Jan 15

Jan 15

Jan 15

Jan 15

Jan 15

Jan 22

Jan 22

Jan 22

Jan 22

Jan 22

Jan 22

Jan 22

Jan 22

Jan 22

Jan 22

Jan 22

Jan 29

Jan 29

Feb. 6

Apr. 23

Apr. 23

Apr. 23

May 14

May 14

May 14

on: Oct 13

on: Oct 22

on: Oct 22

on: Oct 7

on: Oct 7

on: Oct 7

on: Oct 26

on: Oct 19

on: Oct 22

on: Oct 13

on: Oct 28

on: Oct 20

on: Oct 21

on: Oct 14

on: Oct 14

on: Oct 19"^

'on: Oct 19

on: Oct 20

on: Nov 3

on: Oct 14

on: Oct 27

on: Nov 4

on: Oct 26

on: Oct 19

on: Oct 23

on: Oct 21

on: Oct 28

on: Oct 15

on: Nov 9

on: Oct 21

on: Nov 4

on: Oct 19

on: Oct 26

on: Oct 21

on: Oct 21

on: Oct 27
*

on: Oct 26

on: Nov 5

on: Nov 10

on: Nov 1

1

trom: 4-6

from: 12-2

from: 10-12

from: 11-1

from: 11-1

from: 1 1-1 ~
from: 2-4

from: 11.30-1:30

from: 10-12

from: 4-6

from: 10-12

from: 10-12

from: 10-12

from: 9-11

from: 11-1

from: 9-1

1

from: 11:30-1:30

from: 2-4

from: 10-12

from: 2-4

from: 10-12

from: 10-12

from: 10-12

from: 10-12

from: 10-12

from: 11-1

from: 11-1

from: 2-4

from: 9-11

from: 9-11

from: 11-1

from: 2-4

from: 11-1

from: 2-4

from: 2-4

from: 2-4

from: 2-4

from: 10-12

from: 10-12

from: 9-11

s:

n: Royce 280B

n: Koyce 334C

n: Royce 280B

n: Royce 280B

n: Kinsey 364

n: Kinsey 364

n: Kinsey 364

n: Rolfe 4302

n: Royce 342

n: Royce 280B

n: Royce 334C
n: Bunche 6275

n: Royce 280B

n: Royce 280B

n: Kinsey 364

n: Kinsey 364

n: Kinsey 364

n: Royce 342

n: Rolfe 4302

n: Bunche 6275

n: Kinsey 382

n: Royce 280B

n: Bunche 6275

n: Bunche 6275

n: Bunche 6275

n: Royce 280B

n: Kinsey 364

n: Kinsey 364

n: Kinsey 382

n: Kinsey 364

n: Kinsey 364

n: Kinsey 364

n: Rolfe 4302

n: Kinsey 364

n: Royce 236

n: Rolfe 4302

n: Rolfe 4302

n: Rolfe 4302

n: Bunche 6275

n: Bunche 6275

n: Kinsey 364
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Campos Students, an alumna and the chancellor discuss

concerns and hopes for UCLA

Now's-Xhe time to make yourself heard
ACTIVISM: Take action;

change only happens if ,

you challenge the system

As we near the end of the 20th

century, students face an

environment that has

changed drastically in the past cou-'

pie of years, making this one of the

most challenging periods in recent

times. From the passage of

Proposition 227, the anti-bilingu al '

education initiative, to the rise in

the prison

industrial-com-

plex, to the

resegregation

of higher edu-

cation under

Jhe guise of

Proposition

209, we face

what some may
consider insur-

mountable

obstacles.

As students

t5FBCLA,wc=

this campus without a mass move-

ment involving students, faculty,

labor and community not only ques-

tioning but also challenging the uni-

versity and society at large.

Now the question of whether we
can make a difference on campus
arises. The legacy of student

activism on this campus has always

been made up of men and women
of all backgrounds and beliefs

brought together by a common will

to implciuciit chdiigc. Tlicic die vdi-

ious facets of campus life where

take affects the process in one

shape or form. Whether it be big or

smalh every contribution helps.

While there are indeed many rea-

sons why students choose to active-

Mike

de la Rodia

active participation can make a

worJd pf difference.

From volunteering in the various

projects within the Community
Programs Office to getting involved

in the many student organizations

on campus, all of us have an oppor-

tunity to improve our society.

With the coming of the millenni-

um, we all must now critically evalu-

ate what role we want to play in an

ever-changing world where profit

and individualism continue to

drive the marketplace and soci-

ety. Do wc want to only bene-

fit ou rse lves or do we want —

ly participate within organizations

and student government, including

the chance to meet new and exciting

people, many get involved because

of UCLA's legacy of student

activism and the desire to

help create positive

social change.

While the will to

make a difference

drives many stu-

dents, the

liuii^ci tu ciiti-

cally evaluate

and change

ourselves also

motivates a

great number
of people to

get involved.

Many student

advocacy
"

groups (SAGs)

as well as stu-

dent govern-

ment (USAC)
provide

have a very long and rich history of

student activism which tells us that

this should not be a time to submit

to barriers within the university

which continually perpetuate insti-

tutionalized racism, sexism and

inequality. This is the time to help

challenge and eventually alter these

unequal relations of power. With

the creation of our ethnic studies

centers and libraries, women's
resource center, Lesbian, Gay,

JSilingual and Transgender studies

and various student-run community
service programs, change within the

walls of this university has always

come from and will continue to

come from students no different

than you or me.

History has taught us that no

concrete changes have occurred on

(«

De la Rocha, an American literature and

Chicana/o studies student, is an

Undergraduate Student Association

Council (USAC) general representative.

to be active participants in

making this world better for

everyone?

Now, you may think that

getting involved on campus
makes very little difference

in the scheme of things, but

these arc the times during

which we develop the val-

ues and ideals that will last

with us throughout our

lives. Not only are these

the times where we will

constantly be chal-

lenged, but these are

also the times during

which our work and

love does indeed

make a difference in

the livesof many stu-

dents.

Our active partici-

pation on and off

campus helps advance the

struggle to truly make this a just

and equitable world. Every step we

spaces where women and men can

challenge and question their own
assumptions and ideas.

We are all driven by a dominant

ideology that is reflected in many, if

not all, of the social structures that

surround us. From our beliefs tp

our daily interactions and social

relationships with people, we are all

influenced by something, internal

or external (i.e. what we learn in

class, what we see on TV, what our
fiiciida 5a^, »pii iludi vdluw»^.

Change cannot

happen around us

if it does not begin

with us.^-^

With this understanding we come
to realize that transforming this

campus and society first begins with

ourselves.—Change cannot happen around

—

us if it does not begin with us. More
than anything else, the student

groups and student government on

campus has allowed me to see my
own fiaws and places where I can

continue to change.

Having the courage to recognize

our mistakes and to pro-actively try

and change them is hard but neces-^

sary as we enter a time where many
-segments of our society are count-

ing on us to help them in their strug-

gle to make this world more just

and equal.

We must all look deep within our-

selves to find the courage to be vul-

nerable, the ability to love, the will-

ingness to cry and the strength to

change if we truly want to change

the relationships of power on and

off campus.

Only then will we all collectively

be able to make those small, and

sometimes big, steps that arc

absolutely necessary in making

change.

Graduated long summer followed by road of life

ALUMNA: Being adult

redefines financial,

spiritual independence

It's
September again, and three

glorious summer months have

yielded to the impatient autumn
with barely a

fight. All

through my
childhood, this

time of year

simultaneously

meant despera-

tion and exhila-

ration; I was

desperate in my
scramble to

make the most

of my last weeks

of freedom and

yet exhilarated

by the idea of starting school, plan-

ning my first-day wardrobe, figuring

out who I would sit next to and who

White is a 1 998-alumna who graduated*

with a degree in English.

White

would go out with whom.
After starting at UCLA. well, let's

just say I got used to the idea of wait-

ing almost a full month after Labor

Day for school to start. By the end of

September, in fact. I was itching to

get out of Mom and Dad's house and

move bavk up to Los Angeles with

my friends. All of my high school pals

were already off to another year, and

September really began to get boring.

I'll be honest - it is possible to have

too much time and too little to do,

and at that point, even the prospect—

-

of homework starts to sound appeal-

ing, if not at least time-consuming.

So now another year has gone by,

another summer. In July. 1 called-

University Records System Access

(URSA) to get my spring grades and

waited agonizing weeks until she

finally calculated rny. cumulative

GPA. I moved all my books and '

notes to their rightful places (home or

. trash), and this timei I decided to gel.

a "real" lor-lhe-summer job m
Washington D.C

Those sun-filled months have just

tlown by (especially since they have

been observed through an office win-

dow). Before I know it. here

I am again, facing another

September.

But this time is different.

Surrounded by tons of other people

my age, most of whom are UCLA
students like myself, I feel a sense of

camaraderie, until I notice they are

all doing^somelhing that 1 no longer

do - they are registering for classes.

See WHITE, page 22

<
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Despite challenges,

UCLA& future is bright

PRIDE: Quality, diversity,

improving education key

issues in coming year

Fall is always an exhilarating

time on university campuses,

and the start of the 1998-99

academic year inspires a particular-

ly keen sense of anticipation. Soon
we will witness one of the rarest of

human chronological milestones,

the dawn of a

new millervni-

um. And
UCLA.

"^'""5^

approaches a

milestone of its

own - the 80th

anniversary of

its founding, on

May 23, 1999.

Sometimes it

is helpful to

look back even

as we point

toward the

future. The events of the past year -

my first as chancellor - strengthened

my conviction that UCLA is ideally

BACKGROUND INFO

Albert Carnesale
Chancellor of UCLA

Holds a Ph.D. in nuclear engineering from

North Carolina State University

Albert Carnesale became the eighth

chief executive of UCLA on July 1, 1997.

The chancellor is appointed by the UC

Regents, who select candidates

nominated by a joint Regent

-Faculty committee.

Before coming to UCLA, Carnesale was

provost of Harvard University, a professor

at North Carolina State University, and

served as a consultant to private and

government agencies for foreign and

defense policy matters.

Our community asks for your help

Albert

Carnesale

poBliloned lo become, one of the

gious honors, including a Nobel

Prize, a Pulitzer Prize and a

MacArthur Foundation 'genius

award." The Meaical Center was

again named "Best in the West." and

the UCLA Library ranked second in

North America. Our athletic teams

made Bruin fans everywhere proud.

We opened several new facilities.

truly great universities in the world.

UCLA's people and programs

continued to soar in 1997-98.

Students reached new heights of aca-

demic achievement and service to

the campus and the community.

Faculty members garnered presti-

iricluding the lom Bradley

International Student Center and

the Arthur Ashe Student, Health and

Wellness Center, and we celebrated

the return of Ro^ce Hall. Among
numerous important findings.

See CARNESALE, page 18

OUTREACH: Student

group seeking recruits,

support for referendum

Since the passage of

Proposition 209 last year,

this campus has seen its

share of heated debate and

protest. The controversial law

has pitted

student

against

state, stu-

dent against

administra-

tion, and

even student

against stu-

dent. With

the issue

constantly

being raised

at rallies,

debates,

arguments,. Daily Bruin

Viewpoint articles and chancel-

lor inaugurations, it is difficult

for people to see. or even

know, if anything is actually

being done to help the

under-.served. under-priv

ileged communities that

this law affects most. I

am here to tell you that

there is an organization

here on campus that currently

'provides assistance to these com-
munities and has done so for

over 30 years. That organization

is UCLA's Community Service

Commission (CSC).

Composed of 23 student-run.

student-initiated groups and with

a volunteer base of about 2,000

students, it is the largest pro-

gram of its kind in the country.

In the past three decades, CSC
has had to adjust to constantly

shifiing political policies and

See BALABIS, page 38

Balabis is a fourth-year

psychobiology stu-

dent and the

Undergraduate
Student Association

Council community
service commissioner.

He can be contacted at

jbalabis@ucla.edu.

MATTRESS DISCOUNTERS'WELCOMES STUDENTS
Back To School with Special SavinasI

present " * "t ^

i^ i.-.i«li«*»** Offer
^

WE NOW CARRY A
COMPLETE SELECTION
OF FUTONS AT THE

GUARANTEED LOWEST
PRICES!

nwiiin I ii<Mi»i i.^iiiaii*^^^

. Item V,— .

To order your new mattress today, call:

1*800

BUY 'A* BED!
Minimum purchase required.

/ /(//'( ,/ ['fiod ///['/'/[< .</((/> 'nl /l.\.

MATTRESS DISCOUNTERS^
THE NATION'S LARGEST MATTRESS RRAILER, AND NOW THE WORLD'S LARGEST SEALY RWAILERI

.(818) 507-9268

OPKN IN SAN GABRIET VAT T FV
•LINDAU/BURBANK SUNRSTORI
203-205 N. Central Ave., across frorti Sears, 1 block north of Nordstroms, 1/2 mile south'of #134 Freeway r ^ »> • • • •

PUiNTi HILLS/CITY OP INDUSTRY SUPiRSTORI
17727 East Gale Ave., #60 Freeway, mid-way between the Fullerton Rd. and Azuza Ave. exits, between IKEA and Toys ".H " Us (626) 810-2529

OPEN IN LOS ANGELES— —

—

'.
'V •rr.'..: r ^ ^—

TORRANCi/RiDONDO BiACN SUPIRSTORI
18605 Hawthorne Blvd., 1-1/2 miles north of Del Amo Mall, at 186th Street (310) 371-3388

ALSO OPEN IN 7 CONVENIENT ORANGE COUNTY LOCATIONS. CALL 1-800-BUY-A-BED FOR THE STORE NEAREST YOU.
CMATTRESS DISCOUNTERS 1998 • PRICES AND OFFERS IN THIS AD NOT VAUD WITH OTHER OFFERS OR PRIOR SALES • 'FOR COMPLETE WARRANTY DETAILS. SEE MANUFACTURERS WARRANTY AT OUR STORES. CERTAIN ITIMS MAY NOT BE AVAILABLE

FOR PCK UP AT ALL STORES • MATTRESS EVERYDAY LOW PRICES ARE OFFERING PRICES ONLY AND MAY OR MAY NOT HAVE RESULTED IN SALES.
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CA^NESALE
From page 17

UCLA research yielded the first

genetically engineered breast cancer

drug and a new statistical model for

forecasting El Nifio events.

All of this was business as usual

for UCLA. But the abundance of

good news doesn't mean that we arc

without challeriges or concerns. The

predominant one is this: How can we

advance the quality of education at

UCLA? How can we make UCLA
the very best university it can be?

First and foremost, we must con-

tinue to attract outstanding students,

faculty and stafT, and we must pro-

vide the best possible educational

and working environments to

enhance their experience here.

Interest in attending UCLA has

never been higher; we receive more

applications than any other universi-

ty in the nation. We arc able to admit

only about 30 percent of those high

school seniors who apply. As a mat-

ter of practical necessity, UC'LA has

become one of the mosl*selectivc uni-

versities in the United Slates.

Kor many years, each freshman

class arrived with record-high grades

and test scores, while the ethnic and

cultural diversity of the student body

increased simultaneously. In fact,

UCLA is proud to have convincingly

demonstrated that academic excel- .

lence and ethnic diversity reinforce

one another.

Unfortunately, as we are all

painfully aware, UCLA's achieve-

ments in this realm are now in jeop-

ardy. The entering freshman class of

1998, admitted under the constraints

of Proposition 209, is less diverse

than the freshman class of 1997. If

this trend is to continue, we will lose

a critical aspect of the vitality of the

UCLA community: the marvelous

enrichment that comes from expo-

sure to classmates of varying back-

grounds and cultures.

The recent changes in UC admis-

sions policy have stimulated debate

on our own campus and throughout

the state. It is important for us to

continue to address these concerns

together. We must not fail in our mis-

sion to serve the people of

California.

Encouraging and protecting diver-

sity at UCLA is a lop priority for the

coming year - and every year.

Experience has already taught us that

targeted outreach to K-12 students

can be highly effective in encourag-

ing them to consider and prepare for
.

higher education in general and

UCLA in particular. Last spring's

post-admission recruitment effort,

which engaged faculty, administra-

tors and alumni, as well as current

students, actually led to an increased

yield of admitted underrepresented

students choosing to enroll at

UCLA. This year, we will devote

even more of our attention and

resources to K-12 education and out-

See<ARNESAU,page19
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f^, SYRACUSE
\':?' STUDY ABROAD
Zimbabive^^England • Itaty

Hong Kong • Spain • France

• Wlde-ruftgin^ courses

• Internships & service-learning

• Business programs in 3 countries

• Organized study-travel

• Grants, scholarships, loans

> Placement in foreign universities

Syracuse University 119 Euclid Avenue Syracuse, NY 13244

800 2.VS .{472 suabruad^«'syr.edu http://suniweb.syr.edu/dipa
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EYEWITNESS ^^
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FREE dinner '-"-'^ **

Fridays @ sundown
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741 Gayley • Westwood
(310) 208-7511 • chabad@ucla.edu

UCLA Center

is now accepting

,
r.^hospftal

applications 1

Quarter 1998!^

Care
fatne

Emergency Medical Technician 1

(EMM)

ELEVEN-WEEK COURSES
October 6 - December 16,1 998

Tuesdays and Wednesdays 6:00 pm - 10:00 pm
and

October 6 - December 1 7, 1 998
Tuesdays and Thursdays 6:00 pm - 10:00 pm

WEEKEND
Octoberj17_d^ovember 22. 1998
Saturdays & Sundays 8:00 am - 5:00 pm

RECERTIFICATION
November 6-9, 1 998

Fri. & Mon. 6pm - 10pm, and Sat. & Sun. Sam - 6pm

Space is Limited!

To register or for additional

information call

(310) 794-8797
Courses to be held on the

UCLA Campus

Successful cours<
completiorj

Qualifies studerit foi

EiS>IT-l
state Certification

UCLA Center for Prehospital Care
924 Westwood Blvd., Suite 720. Los Angeles, CA 90095-1369

(310)794-8797 Fax (310) 794-8796

California Graduate liistitute
Founded in 1968

Celebrating 30 Years as the Nations First Independent Graduate
School of Psychology, Psychoanalysis and Marital^ Family Jlietapy.

You Can Work WiiUe You learn
Bachelor's Degree

Master's Degree

Doctoral Degree

Aaclcidti'd Pro^^ratn in lieliaiwhal Studies

Psychoh^, Marital & Family Vicrapy

Psychology, Marital and Family Therapy,

Counselin}^ Psychology, Psychoanalysis
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For Information or Interview Ci

1-877-GGI-24IB8
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CGI-Westwood
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1 1 ih Moor
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University lower
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Irvine, CA 92612
(949) 737-5460
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CARNESALE
From page 18

reach programs, including expanded

partnerships with Los Angeles-area

schools. Our message is simple:

underrepresented minority students

are needed, wanted and welcome al

UCLA.
Another hallmark ollhe 1998-99

academic year will be our ongoing

elTorts lo enhance the quality ol

undergraduate education. For exam-

ple, we are working hard to trans-

form the generaleducalion curricu-

lum. The centerpiece of that pro-

gram is the new first-year cluster

courses, which delve into thematic,

interdisciplinary subject matter and

are team-taught by distinguished fac-

ulty.

Updating and expanding UCLA's
facilities is another ongoing priority,

an essential one as we prepare for

the future. The various construction

sites around campus may be some-

thing of a nuisance, but the finished

projects enhance both the physical

and educational environments of

UC'LA. I his year we will open the

Hugh and Ma/el Darling Law

Library and the Gonda
(Goldschmied) Neuroscience and

Genetics Research Center, as well as

expanded parking facilities.

Additional undergraduate student

housing is under construction, and

the seismic upgrading of Haines Hall

will soon begin.

Information technology also

requires our attention. UCLA is ihtr-

first university in the country to offer

a web site for every undergraduate

course and a home page for every

undergraduate student. We must

invest in information technology at a

level sufficient to ensure that UC'LA

maintains its leadership in teaching

and research.

To meet all of these objectives and

realize our ultimate goal of serving

society artd advancing UCLA, we
will make every effort to boost the

financial resources available to the -

campus - and we must look to multi-

ple sources for those funds. We rely

on public funding from the state bud-

get, which is generous enough this

year to permit a 5 percent reduction

in UC student fees for Californiares-

idenl undergraduates, and from fed-

eral sources,^ both for student flnun-

c"TaTaTd and faculty research support.

And we will continue to ask our

alumni and friends to support UCLA
philanthropically; the landmark cam-

paign, that UCLA already has, raised

some $650 million in private gifts,

including about $60 million for stu-

dent scholarships and fellowships.

Our guiding philosophy for the

longer term will be what I refer to as

"Concentrating on Excellence." This

is a strategy for focusing resources

on the areas in which UCLA does,

and can do, best. To succeed, this

strategy must be embraced and

See CARNESALE, page 26

Spend the High Holidays

With Your Hillel Family
Yom Kippur

^

TRADITIONAL SERVICES
Led by Rabbi Chaim Seidler-Feller

Location: Sunset/Covel Commons

Tuesday, September 29 • 6 pm
Wednesday, September M) • 9:30 am
Yizkor • 1:00pm

LIBERAL SERVICES
t

V T
Led by Rabbi Richard Levy

Location: Hillel, 900 Hilgard Ave

Tuesday, September 29 • 7:30 pm
Wednesday, September 30 • 9:30 am
Yizkor • 12:30 pm

FREE FOR STUDENTS WITH VALID ID
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WELCOME SHABBAT
DINNER

October 2: 199K
at the home of

Rabbi Chaim Seidler-Feller

10750 Wellworth Ave.

5:45 pm Meet ai .Sproul Turnaround

to walk as a group

6:30 pm .Services

RSVPto Hillel at

(310)208-30X1 ore-mail us at:

hillcl@ucla.edu

Sukkot With Westwood Village Synagogue
Uication Hillel: 900 Hilgard A ve

Sunday, October 4 • 6:15 pm
, Monday, October 5 • 9:30 am

Tuesday, October 6 • 9:30 am Mi
¥

Po you feel like no one is listenin^^

ifyou feel like tg Iking about anything

- ci^pression, school

problems,

relationships, suicicje,

rape, eating disorcjers,

etc. - we>e here to listen!

confid«nHal & anonymous

Monday-Thursday, 5pm to midnight

Friday-Sunday, 8pm to midnight.

The UCLA Peer

Helpline is a

volunteer

organization

which recruits

new listeners

at the

beginning of

each Fall &
Spring

quarter. If

you are

interested in

becoming a

listener,

please attend

the orientation

meeting on
October 14

from 6 to 8pm
in CHS 63-105.

^o^a Hiouse in

"WestWoob

^Fcfichcr

^maaait»yc$

^car 'UCLA

Contintiifti\ ^tittfnts

'bcth dtcrnticb

Lcrtific^ IifCHf\tir 'Fctichcr
Call (3/0) 44h9666
for class schehuLe

SYRACUSE
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IN

HONG KONG
Study-travel in China

Business &
Liberal Arts courses

Generous grants &
scholarships

Study
IN English

Internships

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY
119 Euclid Avenue

•.Syracuse, NY 13244-4170
1-800-235-3472

suabroad@syr.edu
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in ethnic studies

neglect problems in di

CURRICULUM: Courses

tbcusurrdifferences, fall

short of lending insight

Last spring, as many students

across the state celebrated

their graduation from the

University of California, I was strucic

by the increasing number of gradua-

tion ceremonies that were being held

on the basis of race and ethnicity.

UCLA, for

example, hosted

the "All African

People's

Graduation" for

black graduates

and the"Raza

Graduation" for

Latino gradu-

ates, among
other racially

based cere-

monies. This

trend concerns

me because I

believe it signals that we are moving

away from diversifying and toward

more and more separation deter-

mined by race.

Based on my concerns, earlier this

Ward

Conneriy

BACKGROUMD

Ward Conneriy

Holds .1 Bdch«?loi of Arts in politicil th«»orv

fiom Cjlilornw St.Uf University,

SfKromento

Conneriy is one of 26 UC Regenti Die

Regents govern the University df

California and were estabffshed under ttie

California Consti^utkm. Comieffi^

appointed by Gov. Pete Wilson for it
year term on March 1, 1993i,iim5 0n iNe

Committee on Audit and the CommMM
on Hnanoe. Conneriy was the (Mr «f the

California Gvil Riglits Initiative

(Proposition 209). iie k now (Kiir of Hie

Committee on Educational Policy anrf

president of Conneriy & AssodHfis^ IfiC I

land-use consulting firm.

summer I suggested that I

ering independently performing ian

evaluation of the ethnic studies pro-

grams at the various University of

California campuses. Although I

merely suggested reviewing these

programs, not dismantling them, the

opposition from those who strongly

support ethnic studies programs was

immediate and vociferous.

Nevertheless, I will not be deterred

from asking tough questions a|)out

the purpose and expense of pro-

grams centered on race and gender.

I, along with the other members of

the University of California's Board

of Regents, have been entru.stcd with

a fiduciary responsibility for the

University. As a consequence, the

,

Board spends a great deal of time

sifting through budget requests, poli-

cy recommendations, and auditing

and evaluating current programs.

Our efforts and decisions are always

aimed at ensuring that we provide

the highest quality education possible

within the fiscal constraints with

which we are always faced. In order

to completely fulfill our responsibili-

ties, we cannot allow any University

program to escape Board scrutiny.

Again, let me reiterate that I am not

proposing to eliminate these pro-

grams.

As our country becomes more and

more diverse every day, I believe that

it is important for everyone to .

respect differences in culture and

background. This is a valid role for

an educational institution, and ethnic

studies courses can provide an

opportunity for students to receive

exposure to other cultures and exam-

ine history from different perspec-

tives. Also, these courses can be a

powerful force in tearing down per-

sistent stereotypes and facilitating

unity among our citizenry.

On the other hand, if those indi-

viduals who administer ethnic studies^"

programs are obsessed by political

considerations and identity advoca-

cy* then that will be reflected in the

student population. When 1 was

SMCONNERLY^pagelS

nitv;coni»mu»ni»ty /k 3- myu**-n3 -tc/

m n: a body of persons having a com-

I ^^^ ^^,^ d^^ ^m '"on history or common social, eco-

nomic, and pohtical interests

- edited definition from Merrian Webster's

Collegiate Dictionary, Tenth Edition

Pi o

After passing Propositions 209 and

227, communities as large

^as the nation and as small

L-A. public schools

^le with

ing ethnic

..>.^:

v'aK

'%:"

~iVfl

:h *,.!'

Colorful curriculum

broadens perspectives.

cultural understanding

EDUCATION: Chicano

studies program helps

ease fight for literacy

Bilingual

education

enables every

cNId to become

English proficient

LEARNING: Politicians ignore

cultural, social applications of

studying both English, Spanish

They say ignorance is bliss. Many inaccu-

rate statements, shrouded in the forgiv-

ing cloak of ignorance, have been made
about bilingual education.

Ever since I became

interested in bilingual edu-

cation, people have asked

either directly or indirectly

why a white, monolingual

New Jersey native would

be interested in bilingual

education.

My particular interests

were cultivated at a very

young age. My mother

and her family emigratec|

from Chile when she was 3

years old. She spoke both

Spanish and English until she turned 5. then,

due to the taunting of peers, she closed the

Horning is a fourth-year English and education

student at the College of William and Mary. She
held a position as a research consultant for the

U.S. Oepactment of Education this summer.

I
don't know if this anecdote is

true or not. Several colleagues

have attested to its veracity, and I

have heard other versions of the tale.

1 like the story because it is a reveal-

ing academic commentary.

Some time

toward the end

of the 19th cen-

tury, a young

English profes-

sor at Harvard

University had

the audacity to

include the

works of

American

authors in a lit-

erature class. I

usually mention

that the reading

list for the class must have included

some as yet unrecognized authors:

Henry James, Herman Melville and

Nathaniel Hawthorne. Sometimes 1

add others: Walt Whitman, Edgar

Allen Poe, perhaps Mark Twain.

Guillermo

Hem^ndez

Hernandez is an associate professor of

Spanish and director of the UCLA
Chicarx) StudiesResearch Center.

When news of the event reached

administrators, the outrageous pro-

fessor was summoned to the deans
office where he was instructed to

_adherelo acceptable British authors

of English literature or face the con-

sequences. Of course, the renegade

professor continued to include the

unrecognized American authors and

lost his job. Whether the story is true

or not is irrelevant; if it did not hap-

pen to a Harvard professor, it must

have happened to someone else at

another institution, in a different dis-

cipline, at one time or another.

1 prefer to think of him as a right-

eous and rebellious academic, a

young professor who followed his

academic intuition and applied an

inescapable logic that led him to the

discovery of American literature.

The dean must have been concerned

with other matters, probably faculty

decorum, the image of the institu-

tion, or applying traditional notions

of what constitutes knowledge. The

point is that each was applying a dif-

ferent criterion: The professor

arrived at his decision following a

critical path; the dean had adminis-

trative objectives. The situation that

ethnic studies has confronted over

the last quarter of the century is

somewhat similar. Scholars in

Chicano studies have raised a num-

See HERNANDEZ, page 35

Dana

Homing

^.

door to her bilingual-

ism and refused to speak * -

another word of Spanish at home. In

asserting herself, she became a victim of the

same English-only message being sent to

today's limited-English proficient youth.

After listening to my relatives' stories and to

the rolled R's and tildes of my grandmother

and great aunt, I became intrigued by their

mysterious language. There was no question

for me when I chose to study Spanish in mid-

dle school. This language was exciting, alive

•and the key to my past and present relatives.

Living with my Chilean cousin furthered my
interest in the language, and the cultural sensi-

tivity I developed was irreplaceable. Perhaps

this triggered my role in high schooffls a

Spanish language tutor and vice presideot of

the American Field Service the next year. I

befriended exchange students from Turkey,

Mexico and Spain.

With blind optimism, I began college as an

aspiring educator. I approached the classroom

as a teacher for the first time during my junior

year. To my dismay, the environment was not

ideal. I was greeted by an angry, ill-prepared

teacher who allowed chaos to reign in her

•

--^

See HORNING, page 36
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WHITE
From page 16

My roommate walks around quizzing

me on the best and worst English pro-

fessors. Co-interns slam down the

phone with frustration or joy after a

typically impersonal bout with good

old URSA. I, on the other hand, am
staring at my first UCLA Alumnr

Association newsletter. What has

happened?

While everyone else calculates

their units and chooses good general

education classes to take, I am keep-

ing close watch over the hundreds of

employees who roam these halls,

adults shufTling around in nylons or

ties and dress shoes, well into their

30-year careers, adults whose ranks I

am supposed to join in a matter of

weeks. There is no pause after Labor

Day before life begins - the day after

Labor Day is life.

As you might imagine, I have been

sighing a lot lately.

Closely following the realization

that I am not going back to UCLA as

an undergraduate student ever again

comes the thought that 1 am, per-

haps, an adult, which then brings me
to the discovery that my friends must

also be adults. My roommate is start-

ing law school. Several other friends

have sold their souls to investment

banking or consulting firms at 80

hours a week and a very livable salary

(don't kid youijselO 1 even know sev-

eral couples teetering on the brink of

marriage - and these are not acquain-

tances, these are people 1 know and

love, whose parents approve and

everything. Could it really be that I

am actually old enough for all of this

to be normal?

As with any important change in

my life, 1 have been somewhat pre-

pared with a way to handle the transi-

tion long before the change itself

actually mentally hit me.

Consequently, 1 had a job lined up
*

for me when I returned from DC.
It's a great job with people I love, a

decent pay and a flexible enough

schedule so that I have ample time to

go home and stress about what I will

actually be doing for the rest of my
life.

Unfortunately, to my parents, this

preparation spells out "complete

financial independence," and so now
I not only face an endless September

but also endless issues of car and

health insurance, rent and taxes on

top of that.

But isn't that what an undergradu-

ate education is supposed to prepare

(k.

you for? Especially since there are

hundreds of my fellow UCLA stu-

dents who have been doing it inde- ..

-p>endently all along -
1 can do it as

well as the next guy. If that is the case,

then why is the prospect so scary?

Why is there so much comfort in hav-

ing a schedule full of classes and

something that has to be studied at all

limes?

I guess my anxiety comes down to

one struggle, one dilemma, one irony

- the concept and definition of free-

dom. Freedom is what baffles every

college graduate, what keeps my

See WHITE, page 26

CLOTHES FOR AN URBAN YOUTH CULTURE
614 ST. MONICA BLVD
ST. MONICA,: 310-451-9274
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ASST'P UNDERGROUND NY STYLES

AND MANY OTHER BRANDS...

• • •

I
I
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'

'

II

'

III
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HOLLYWOPiSoOTHY'S

'*
" ' C SMOOTHIES • JUICE * YOGURT * COFFEE * SANDWICHES * SALADS^V

At Hollywood Smoothy's we have created a delicious beverage and tood menu for today's hectic
life style. We use only the finest quality ingredients and the freshest fruits and vegetables.

• COME VISIT OUR NEW STORE LOCATION AND TASTE IHE DIFEERENCE! •
• BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIAL PROMOTIONS!!

$1.00 OFF ^i $.750 OFF
any smoothie ^ H "V 16 OZ fresh

$1.25 OFF ^1 $.750 OFF
toni or chicken >i M any ULQ! tropical

salad sandwiches sw8>hJ Q^ !^f!?L^ !??!!!^ !'''lj

$.500 OFF Ci $.750 OFF
peminnjryrt N M canmUlftJH (ranch roast

medmsBecnp Ymij Q^ coffee ri|ilar or decaf cs9iij

11201 National Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90064 Tel: (310) 996-1180 Fax: (310) 996-1190

THE

F^ Ega

%

^4tA/hU^Cl l/>f4it \JM/\aM

Help spread the abstinence message to

today's youth by becoming a speaker for

Sex, Love & Choices.

For more information about our

program, call us at (626) 398-6106.

SL&G
S E X L () \ K & C H () I ( E S

1028 N. Lake Avenue, Suite 104, Pasadena, CA 91104

UCLA
Mood Disorders Research Progrom

Lori Aitshuler, M.D., Director

IS CURRENTLY OFFERING
DEPRESSION SCREENINGS.

Do you often feci:

• Sod or Empty?

• A Loss of InferMt or Pfoosur* in most ortMH—?
• A Lodi of MottvoHon?

• Foflguod, hov* loss Enorgy or Difvo?

• Wo«ihl«t» or mMtmubnkf Guilty?

Do you often have problems with:

• Sloop (too IHflo or too mudi)?

• Appotfto (incroosod or doooosod)?
• Coooonlronon?

• noralMQ to OnWfS?
• GotUng filings dono ot Homo or Woifc?

If you Qnsw»r "V^"^ ^^^^^^^^^ questions ond
would liko to porridpote in o Depression

Saeening, ooll 010.642.6106.
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want more bag

or your buck?

on

^ALE Now!

310.206.0816

BearUJear
310.206.0810

why start off the ^all quarter

=vyith that ratty old backpacteiF

when you can have a cool new one

and save money at the same time?

Check out these great styles by:

w^^m^dm^m-

OUTDOOR^^^ PRODUCTSI I

*select styles

Selected merchandise also available at Lu Valle Commons -^'

open daily
|
www.uclastore.uLl<i.edu
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M.I). Prourain in InUi natioiKil Health X: Medicine
In affiliation with Columbia University Health Sciences, Ben Gurion University of the Negev *

has instituted a four year medical degree program to graduate doctors with special skills in

Primary Care, Cross Cultural, Community, and Preventive Medicine. The Program

concentrates on these areas of medicine as they affect International Health. It addresses the need

for physicians who are sensitive to personal and population needs, community issues and global

concerns. Graduates will have the skills to treat individuals and to promote health to prevent

diseases in populations. >

The first M.D. degree pr^rgm des^Hed to tratii dd^^r^lcur the prattic^M
' Ittti^nutHoiiii fMkth m»4 lNii!iNil«lid%ii^

A four-year American style curriculum taught in English in Beer Sheva, Israel.

Courses in International Health, Health Care Economics, Preventive Medicine,

Epidemiology and Nutrition.

Elective courses in Israel and at Columbia University's Health Sciences Division

Opportunities for clinical experience in one of Israel's most advanced medical

systems which serves an ethnically diverse population of Bedouin, Eastern

European and Ethiopian immigrants, urban communities, and Kibbutzim

Xtlniission iv C(Mn|K!ili\^' ;iiul op.ii to sliicLnts

aiul applKalioiis ai^ vIKoui.pvJ lioin ^tlllLn(^

iiiuLiL'iailiial^" degrees Worn nccreclilcd

\Iaskis JeL'ieeN in I'lihlic I Is
'*'

For information about admission to the Fall J999 Entering Class, call (212) 305-9587,

fax (212) 305-3079 or write the BGU-CU Admissions Office at

630 W. 168^ Street, PH 15E-1512, N. Y., N. Y. 10032

Visit our home page at http://cpnicnet.columbia.edu/deptybgcu-md/

ft

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY
STUDENT PROGRAMS SUMMER 1999

College sophomores and juniors are Invited to apply for the CIA's Student Programs for

Summer 1999. The programs are designed to give promising undergraduate and graduate

students the opportunity to gain practical work experience to complement their academic
studies. While earning competitive incomes, students will participate in meaningful work
assignments commensurate with their academic training. Housing assistance is provided.

Other work programs for students are also available.

DESIRED MAJORS: Electrical engineering, computer engineering, computer science,

mathematics, economics, physics, remote sensing, languages, international studies,

logistics/supply/procurement, business administration, geography, accounting, and finance.;

REQUIRED: Must be a US citizen. A minimum GPA of at least 2.75 is required (3.0 pre-

ferred) following freshman year. Successful completion of a medical examination, a poly-

graph interview and an extensive background investigation.

LOCATION: Washington, DC/Northern Virginia area.

TO APPLY: Complete and refUm the Interest Fomfi t>elow along witti a cover letter and
your resume no later than the date specified below. Prompt response is required to

ensure consideration for summer 1999 emptoyment.

CIA INTEREST FORM

Name: Phone:

Current Address:

Fr So Jr Sr Major:. GPA:

University:. Grad Date:.

Worktour Deadlines:

Summer-October 30. 1998

Fal^-February96,1999

Winter-July 30, 1999

Recruitment Center

Dept. RACLA0998

PC Box 12727

Arlington. VA 22209-8727

We will respond within 45 days if there is further interest.

An equal opportunity empk>yer and a drug-free work force.

F^lease visit our Web site at: www.cia.gov

^
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MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 28

Covcl Commons Academic Supports Program Open House 9:00-12:00

Office of Residential Life's (ORL) Bruin On-Line Workshops 10:00-9:00

ORL's Academic Success Workshops 10:00-12:00

Scholarship Resource Center (SRC) Open House - 9:00-12:00

Transfer Adjustment Workshop 10:00-11:00

11:00 13tOOTransfer Adjustment Workshop
transfer Adjustment Workshop
Winter Bruins Program Orientation

1 :00-2:30

9:00-12:30

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 29

Aerospace Studies Open House

African-American Studies Open House

Anthropology Open House

Asian American Studies Open House

Atmospheric Sciences Open House

Career Center Open House

£Mftr£iCliav«* Center for C hieana/o StwM«S:

2:00-5:00

2:00-5:00

2:00-5:00

2:00-5:00

2:00-5:00

2:00-5:00

3;005;00

Chemistry & Biochemistry Open House & BBQ
Classics Open House

Comparative Literature Open House •

East Asian Languages & Cultures Open House

Economics Open House

English Open House

European Studies Open House

French Open House

Germanic Languages Open House

History Open House /•"'; - :'
Honors Program Open House

Italian Open House

Latin American Studies Open House

Linguistics Open House

L&6 Counseling Services Open House

Mathematics Open House

Microbiology & Molecular Genetics Open House

Military Science Open House

Molecular, Cell & Developmental Biology/

Ncuroscience/Organismic Biology, Ecology <& Evolution/

Physiological Science Open House-— -
'

'
.

^ —

>

Musicology Open House

Near Eastern Languages & Cultures Open House

ORL's Bruin On-Line Workshops

ORL's Technology & Resource Fair

Physics & Astronomy Open House

Political Science Open House

Pre-Professional Advising Office (PAO) Open House

Psychology/Psychobiology/Cognitive Science Open House

Slavic Languages & Literatures Open House

Sociology Open House

Spanish & Portuguese Open House

Transfer Adjustment Workshop
Transfer Adjustment Workshop
Women's Resource Center

Women's Studies Program Open House

11:00-1:00

2:00-5:00

2:00-5:00

2:00-5:00

2:00-3:30

2:00-5:00

2:00-5:00

2:00-5:00

2:00-5:00

2:00-4:00

10:00-2:00

2:00-5:00

2:00-5:00

2:00-3:00

12:00-3:00

2:00-5:00

2:00-5:00

2:00-5:00

2:00-5:00

2:00-5:00

2:00-5:00-

2:00-5:00

2:00-5:00

10:00-9:00

10:30-3:30

2:00-4:00

2:00-5:00

12:00-3:00

2:00-5:00

2:00-5:00

2:00-4:00

2:00-5:00

1:00-2:30

4:00-5:30

10:00-2:00

2:00-4:00

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 30

Academic Advancement Program (AAP) Open House

ORL's Bruin On-Line Workshops

Transfer Adjustment Workshop

Transfer Adjustr^ent Workshop

9:00-3:00

10:00-9:00

10:00-11:30

1:00-2:30

2nd Fl. Covel Commons
Covel Commons Lab
Covel Commons
233 Covcl Commons
3rd Fl. Covel Commons
3rH Fl. r'nvpl Cnmmnnc
-203 Covcl Commons. ^

Grand Horizon Rm^Covel (>

210 Men's Gym
158 Haines Hall

352 Haines Hall

3230 Campbell Hall

7127 Math Science BIdg

Career C^enter

7349 Buncfee Hall

Young Hall CS 50

221A Dodd Hall

359 Roycc Hall

290 Royce Hall

2209 Bunche Hall

1301 Rolfe Hall

11369 Bunche Hall

236 Royce Hall

334 Royce Hall

6282 Bunche Hall-

A311 Murphy Hall

340 Royce Hall

10347 Bunche Hall

3125 Campbell Hall

A316 Murphy Hall

6620 Math Science BIdg

Life Sciences Courtyard

Westwood Plaza

Life Sciences Courtyard

Life Sciences Courtyard

Life Sciences Courtyard

Schoenbcrg Courtyard

382 Kinsey Hall

Covel Commons Lab

Sunset Village Plaza

2-222 Knudsen Hall

4269 Bunche Hall

A316 Murphy Hall

Franz Hall Tower Lobby
115Klnsi>y Hail

265 Haines Hall

4302 Rolfc Hall

203 Covel Commons
624 HUgard Ave.

2 Dodd Hall

355 Kinsey Hail

•'^••^^^^^'^•^rm

Campbell Hall

Covel Commons Lab
203 Covel Commons
203 Covel Commons

FallAcademic Convocation
- Los Angeles Tennis Center

Monday, September 28, 4:00 - 5:00p.m.

\,

n
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($129 Value)

(exclusive

professional model)

includes 4 brush

heads and timer

Get a Free New BRHun

ULTRA Plaque Remover
with complete«.exam, x-rays and cleaning.

Insurance may cover

- 100% of cost -

•New patients only

•Not good with any other offer

•Expires 10/30/98

Give us the opportunity to introduce

ourselves to you and show you our new Santa Monica office which is

outfitted with the latest, state-of-the-art equipment. Once you've seen our-

OralB

dedication to excellence in Family Dentistry, you won't go anywhere else!

Cosnriieltiic IDenitiistiry
'ocij^s 7^7^£\1502 Witshire Blvd., Suite 303, Santa Monica, ^0% m #%a ii -4N i \ \WC3 Evening and Weeicend Appointments (310) 394"D24 f

sheily@DDS4U.com _^ W%/T WfcT f

AARON H. SHEILYD.D.S.

& ASSOCIATES

NITROUS OXIDE.- TV- STEREO HEA01>M0NES Member ADA and COA

UCLA
LIBllARY

d:l:l«il:^-fi1:4AftliJ:l^
Online Catalogs and Internet Demonstrations

Arts Ubrary
"

Toun (r>o registration required)

Oct. 1: 4 p.m.

Oct. 6: 10 a.m.

Oct 7: 10 a.m.

Instruction for classes by appolntntcnt:

please call 206-5426

Biomedical Library

All workshops are held in the library's media

classroom (42-081M CHS, located off of SUck

Level 9). No registration is required.

Finding Articles in Health Sciences loumals:

Introduction to MELVYL MEDUNE* PLUS on

the Worid Wide Web
Oct. 12: 1 - 2:30 p.m.

Oct. 20: 1 - 2:30 p.m

Oct. 26: 1 1 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.

Oct. 28: 2 - 3:30 p.m.^
No¥.5: 10- 11:30 a.m. " ^

Firnling Books arxi Other Materials in the

UCLA Ubrary and Beyond

Oct. 15: 10- 11:30 a.m.

Oct. 19: 1 - 2:30 p m.

Oct. 29:11 a.m. -12:30 p.m.

Internet for Beginr>en

Oct. 14: 1 • 2:30 p.m.

Oct. 22: 2 -3:30 p.m.

Nov. 2: 11 a.m. •12:30 p.m.

SearcNng arxJ Evaluating Internet Resources

Oct. 21: 2 -3:30 p.m.

Oct. 27: 11 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.

Nov. 4: 2 - 3:30 p.m.

Colkge Library

All classes wIN be held in College Ubrarys 2nd floor

classroom (238 PowcN). Sign up for classes by filling

out the form on the College Ukxary Web site at

<http://www.litxary.ucla.edu/titxaries/college/

instruct/classtour/signupform .htm>.

Computer-Based Resources Demo & Tour (no

registration required)

Sept. 30: 1 • 2 p.m.

: Oct 1: 11 a.m. - 12 noon

Oct 2: 1 2 rK>on • 1 p.m.

Oct. 5:10-11 a.m.

Oct 6: 2- 3 p.m.

ORION Qass

Oct. 8: 1 2 rM>on - 1 p.m.

Oct. 9: 1 2 noon - 1 p.m.

Oct. 12:10-11 a.m.

^

College Library ________.__^
ORION Class

Oct. 13: 3 -4 p.m.

Oct. 19: 2 - 3 p.m.

Oct. 20: 10- 11 a.m. -^^^-
.-

,

'

Oct 26: 1 1 a.m. - 1 2 noon

Oct. 27: 2 - 3 p.m

Nov. 2: 3 - 4 p.m.

Nov. 3: 9 -10 a.m.

Nov. 11: 4 -5 p.m.

Nov. 23: 1 1 a.m. - 1 2 noon

Or by appointment: send e-n>aii requests

to college-ref9likxary.ucla.edu

MELVYL Web Class

Oct. 30: 2 - 3 p.m.

Nov. 6: 2 - 3 p.m.

Nov. 13: 2^ 3 p.m.

Nov. 20: 2 • 3 p.m.

Or by appointment: ser>d e-mail requests'

-;
'

-.'.v to college-refWilxary.ucla.edu '

'

.

Basic Intemet/Web Class

Oct. 27: 10 a.m. - 12 noon

Nov. 12: 2 - 4 p.m.

Nov. 16: 2 - 4 p.m.

Nov. 17: 10 a.m. - 12 rxxxi

Web Search Tools/Ustserv/Newsgroup Class

Nov. 23: 2 - 4:30 p.m.

East Asian Library

Tours/Oemorutrations (no registration required)

Oct. 12: 10 a.m. • 12 noon ,

Oct. 14: 10 a.m. • 12 noon

Oct. 20: 10 a.m. - 12 noon

Also by appointment please call 825-4836

Management Library

Toun (no registration required)

Oct 7: 1 2 noon

Oct. 8: 12 noon

Oct. 9: 12 noon

Maps fit Government Infomtation Library

By Appointment Please call 825-2146

Music Library

Tours/Demonstrations (no registration required)

Sept. 29: 10 a.m.

Sept. 30: 1 p.m.

Oct. 1:3 p.m.

Oct. 2: ip a.m.

Oct. 5: 1 p.m. .' '. .-.
'

;
'

Oct. 6: 3 p.m.

Oct 7: 10 a.m.

Research Library

Firxling Books in the UCLA Ukxary and

Beyond (rx) registration required; meet in media

—classroom, YRL 23167)

Oct. 2: 1 2 noon - 1 p.m.

Oct 5: 2 - 3 p.m.

Oct 8: 1 1 a.m. • 1 2 rxxxi

Oct 14: 1 - 2 p.m.

Oct. 22: 2 - 3 p.m.

Oct. 27: 1 - 2 p.m.

Nov. 2: 1 1 a.m. - 1 2 noon

Firxling Periodical Articles Online (r>o registration

required; meet in media classroom, YRL 231 67)

Oct. 6: 3 - 4 p.m. ^

Oct.9:10-ll a.m.

Oct. 12: 2- 3 p.m.

Oct. 15: 1 1 a.m. - 12 rxxxi

Oct. 21: 1 - 2 p.m.

Oct. 26: 1 • 2 p.m. i
. n. i

.
i.i

Nov. 10: 2- 3 p.m.

New Faculty arxi Graduate Student Orientation

(rx> registration required; meet in tobk)y)

Sept. 29: 1 - 2 p.m. ' •
—

Oct. 1: 12 rxx>n - 1 p.m.

Oct. 2: 10-11 a.m.

Research Ubrary Seminars

Please consult the RefererKe Desk or the Web
at <http://www.litxary.ucla.edu/likxaries/urt/

refererK7semir>ars.htm> for information atxHJt

additior^al classes open only to faculty and

graduate students.

Science fii Engineering Ubrary (SEL)

SEL/Chemistry

By Appointment Please call 825-0190

SEL/Englneering fii Mathematical Sciences

LurKhtime Tours/Electronic Resources

Demonstrations (no registration required; meet

at Circulation Desk)

Oct. 1:12 noon

Oct. 2: 1 2 noon

Oct. 5: 1 2 noon

Oct 6: 1 2 rxMXi

Oct. 7: 1 2 noon

Oct. 8: 1 2 noon

Oct. 9: 1 2 noon

SEL/Ceology fit Geophysics

By Appointment Please call 825-1 055 _^
~ SEL/Physics

~"

By Appointment: Please call 825-2649

Faculty memk>ers may arrange for bibliographic lectures and class tours tailored to specific subjects; consult the Library Web page at

<http://vvww.lityary.ucla.edU/welcome/services/fac-ta/classup.htm#contacts> to find the appropriate librarian for your discipline.

For information on all Library locations, holdings and services, please consult the UCLA Library Web site at <http://www.llbrary.ucla.edu>

WHITE
From page 22

friends and me incessantly ponder-

ing and debating.

The dilemma is as follows: the

more freedom I have to choose my
career, to explore my options, to be

young and travel and breathe the

fresh air whileJ^im still responsible

to no one, the less freedom I have

fmancially. It means I am not build-

ing or saving for any future, and it

means that, when I am done explor-

ing down the road, I will still be in

the same undefined limbo that 1 am
in right now.

Conversely though, the more com-

mitted I am to a career now, the

more hours I spend and the more

money I make, there is less time I

have to figure myself out, to talce

advantage of the fact that there is a

whole world open to me. I will have
built u foundation for wlial c«juld be

Ti life-long, lucrative career - but it

might be the wrong one.

And so, as I fill out the card to

receive my diploma and paclc my
i)ags to go home in my last weeic of

financial dependence, I um thinking

about what it really means to be an

adult. I wonder, is it financial securi-

ty or spiritual security that's more

valuable? Do I have a greater respon-

sibility to my community and my
future family, or to myselH As in

most things, I imagine the answer lies

in compromise; I have to make sure

that 1 neither lose my grip on myself

in OFdoF to fit into the ovfltom. nor

lose my grip on the system while in

searchof my self.

I am glad that I didn't spend more

time at UCLA - it was time to gradu-

ate and move on. I do not feel unpre-

pared for this transition. I think that

adjusting is simply difficult, no mat-

ter how much I could have anticipat-

ed it. But I plan to make something

out of the change, to grow from it

and struggle just like I have in the

past. •

•

When I look at It that way, then,

this September is no different from

any other September in my life - it is

still desperate and exhilarating at the

same time. The only difference is

that now I am scrambling to make
the most of a whole life, not just a

lost summer.

I am exhilarated, not just for a

new class, new clothes or another

rung on the ladder. This time, I

breathlessly face the dawning of a

new life, a new world and a new me.

lU
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CARNESALE
From page 19

implemented by those directly

engaged in the academic enterprise.

It will, over time, influence the criti-

cal decisions that departments and

programs make about their future

direction. And it will, over time,

enable UCLA to maintain the high-

est levels of academic distinction.

Working together, the

UCLA community will

make substantial

UCLA is a complex entity, and

our efforts on all of these fronts -

nurturing diversity, improving

undergraduate education, recruiting

the finest students and faculty,

adding top-notch facilities, boosting

resources and focusing them on

areas of excellence - are closely

intertwined. Working together, the^
UCLA community will make sub-^

stantial progress in each area in the

coming months. 1 am confident that

1998-99 will be a productive and

memorable year for all of us.

Mid-CdMipus:

cS2r)-()7()cS

422:5 .Mdlh

S( i(MU (vs I )Uil(

Soiilh-Ccunpus:

«2r)-7f)8r>

Ccn\c\ lor \\)c

I k^nlth S( i(Mi( (\s

student Psychological Services (SPS) provides confidential Individual and group counseling ttirough two
campus locations. It is staffed by psychologists, clinical social workers and psychiatrists who are familiar with
the needs and interests of university students. We are open Monday through Friday from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Services are free to currently registered UCLA students.

FALL GROUPS
For Information or an lntal<e appointment for any of the Fall Groups, please stop by our offices or call the location number.

ADD/ADHD SUPPORT GROUP
A closed, on-going group for students with ADD/ADHD. (Students will self-select Into

the group; they will /lo/ be tiiagnostically evaluated.) The group is intended to otler

support and suggestions for coping with ADD/ADHD. An interview is required.

Mondays '
3:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. '825-0768

ANGER MANAGEMENT
This group is open to individuals seeking assistance in managing their anger. It will

focus on learning to recognize physiological, cognitive, and behavioral signs of

increasing anger and devefopmg new ways of coping with anger usTngrT6rTxampl§7

methods such as relaxation training.

Tuesdays 3:30 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. 825-0768

LOVE LESSONS
The purpose of this group is to assist members in ugderstanding the attraction and

selection process as it applies to their lives. Each member will be responsible for

becoming aware of his or her needs, expectations, and desires which fuel the dating

process. Further, each member will develop a ^hopping list clarifying their priorities for

a relationship as well as avoiding looking for love in all the wrong places. Finally there

will also be an opportunity for group members to understand the characteristics of a

healthy relationship including physical intinfiacy. emotional connection, and exclusivity.

Call for an intake appointment.

Thursdays 10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m. 825 -0768. .

OBSESSIVE COMPULSIVE DISORDERS
SUPPORT GROUP

DISSERTATION AND THESIS
SUPPORT GROUP
For Graduate Students

Come to one of these groups if you are a graduate student who would like a safe and

supportive place to discuss issues and difficulties regarding the Tliesis and

Dissertation writing process. Call for an intake appointment. Three groups are being

offered.

Tuesdays 3:00 p.m. - 5:0a p.m. • 825-0768

T iiuncDAVc 3:00 P M . 6:00 PM 83 5 0768 '

For people who have obsessive compulsive disorders.

Tuesdays 3:-00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m. 825-0768

PSYCHOTHERAPY GROUP
For Self Exploration, Personal Growtti and Change

This group will explore a range of personal and interpersonal concerns including self-

esteem, assertiveness, intimacy and emotional expressiveness. TheJntent of this group

is to help the participants enhance their sense of personal competence. Two groups are

hB ino nffffrBri, Cull fnr tin i ntaKr. annnintmrnt,

Fridays 10:00 a.m. - 12 NOON 825-0768 Mondays

Wednesdays

1:30 p.m. -3:00 p.m.

5:00 P.M. - 6:30 P.M.

825-7985

825-7985

FIRST GENERATION SUPPORT GROUP
A support group for students whose parents are immigrants. Explore issues such as

parental pressures and the stress of reconciling two different cultures. CaJJ for an

intake appointment,

Mondays 3:00 P.M -4:30 PM. 825-0768

GAY/BI MEN'S PSYCHOTHERAPY--^,
GROUP

FOR GAYAND BISEXUAL MEN
Issues to be dealt with include those specific to gay men, e.g., internalized

homophobia, as well as more general personal and interpersonal concerns, e.g.,

depression and isolation. Call for an intake appointment.

Mondays 6:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
"

825-0768

GETTING BEYOND GRIEF
Dealing With the Aftermath of Death

Whether the death was recent or long ago. was of someone close to you or was an

observed event, was due to natural causes or suicide, the effects on survivors are

often similar. Issues that will be dealt with include: feelings of anger and guilt;

effective and non-effective ways of coping; and phases of bereavement. Call for an

intake appointment.

Thursdays 4:00 p.m. - 5:30 p.m. 825-7985

GRADUATE STUDENTS'
PSYCHOTHERAPY GROUP

A support group focusing on the special issues and concerns of graduate students of

color. Call for an intake appointment.

Thursdays 1:15 p.m. -3:15 p.m. 825-0768

HEALTH PSYCHOLOGY SUPPORT
GROUP

A physical health problem or physical disability can be extremely stressful. However,

the experience of a physical problem can also lead to more clarity about what really

matters in life. This group is for students who hsive (or have had) a physical problem

who would like to share experiences, feelings, and coping strategies with others who

have been in similar situations. Assertiveness skills for dealing with physicians,

families, and others will be discussed. Call for an intake interview.

Fridays 1:00 p.m -2:30 p.m. 825-0768

LETTING GO
For li^en and Women

A group for people having difficulty letting go of a relationship which has ended. The

group provides support and techniques to help with loneliness, depression, anger,

and jealousy. We will also explore self-defeating behaviors that may intertere with

starting new relationships. Call for an intake appointment. .

Fridays 1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m. 825-7985~- —

WOMEN MOLESTED AS CHILDREN
This group provides a sate, supportive environment in which to explore issues of past

abuse. You will meet with others who personally understand the difficulties inherent in

trusting, feeling at home in your body, developing positive romantic relationships, and

overcoming the hurt, anger, shame, betrayal and guilt, so much a part of recovering

from past abuse. It takes courage to begin the healing process. If you feel ready, call for

a confidential meeting

Fridays 1:00 p.m. -3:00 p.m. 825-0768

<»<v inil'IM<'lf ll>l»lllilll |l»W I|« llll lll lM l
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The Stress Clinic offers three and four session groups each focusing

on different coping skills and strategies for reducing excessive stress

and increasing performance effectiveness. The Stress Clinic group

schedules and other sign-up information can be obtained by calling

825-0768 or visiting the Mid Can^^us location at 4223 Math Sciences.

Sign up for all the groups you think might be helpful. •

BUILDING SOCIAL CONFIDENCE
Stress is often related to social factors, such as the quality of social interactions and the

availability of social support. This group focuses on ways to decrease self-defeating

patterns and strengthen effective social skills.

COGNITIVE APPROACHES TO STRESS
MANAGEMENT

Constructive Ways of Thinking

The amount of stress a person experiences is often related to how he or she Interprets

events, not just the events themselves. This group will focus on identifying beliefs and

self-talk that may intensify stress responses and on replacing them with more realistic

and constructive ways of thinking.

INTRODUCTION TO STRESS
MANAGEMENT

Learn essential principles of stress management.

RELAXATION TRAINING AND
BIOFEEDBACK

This group is designed to help participants learn ways to remain calm during stressful

situations. A variety of tools, including biofeedback, imagery, relaxation and positive

-self-talk will t)e introduced. , .

.
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It's your call...

CALL:

Vuiif ill

)ClubjhiM
tol.H:;fli(jhtlife^-/258-2546

Check our VIP section for free passes and discounts to the hottest clubs in town

I

tUJB UNE (323/213) 258-2546 or (310) 358 1500 is thi dm FREE cal you nnd to nuke

to find out what's happening tonight at every iwr. club, and concert in town.

A FREE SERVICE

UNIVERSAL STUDIOS HOLLYWOOD
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Have the fright of your

life as you're trapped

in terror, surrounded

by zombies, rocked by

wicked bands and

shocking shows.

Don't be caught i\^Q<Si

without tickets!

4 NEW HORRIFYING HAUNTED
MAZES INCLUDING CLIVE
BARKERS FREAKZ MAZE
FROM THE MIND THAT

BROUGHT YOU HELLRAISER

ROCK AND ROLL ALL NIGHT
WITH THE ULTIMATE
TRIBUTE TO KISS

TIE THE KNOT IN CHUCKY'S
WEDDING CHAPEL

DARE TO RIDE THE FINALE OF
JURASSIC PARK IN THE DARK

PARTY BEYOND YOUR
WILDEST SCREAMS AND
MUCH. MUCH MORE!

Save sio with advance purchase
Get your tickets at the Universal Studios Ticket Booths, selected Spencer Gifts

locations and ^FiEKsi^^^^^^ (213) 252-TIXS.

GO TO CARL'S JR. RESTAURANTS OR BUY PEPSI FOR A SPECIAL DISCOUNT ON TICKETS.

www. universal studios. com
All ptinv oltitiilions »h< w4 uml \pr«uil pki'mIv ,ul>|i'ct lo ihnnqr wilhoul noficr Foi gpnorol inloimolion (all (818) 67?-380l Ivcnt (onlain\ (jinphic drpidiont ol hofiof No cotluitip* allowed.

iutuwK Park & I 998 UCS ond Amblin I998UCS. Ii.i All iiqhis trtrrvid
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HORNING
From page 36

rized, read, noted and then read

some more.

Idealism seeped into and out of

my work.

Although I have left OBEMLA
with more profound questions and

less immediate solutions than I had

anticipated, I carry with me a

breadth of applicable knowledge. I

understand the research findings,

the myths and the controversies sur-

"You can't learn to read

and write English by

studying Spanish.lt

doesn't nnake sense."

Alice Callaghan

—Proposttton 227 advocate—

rounding bilingual education in our

nation. «•
.

It is clear that bilingual education

is not a simple method of instruc-

tion. It is a complex, multi-leveled,

long-existent methodology that will

continue to undergo improvements.

Alice Callaghan, an ardent propo-

nent of Proposition 227, has repeat-

edly touted monolingual instruction,

saying that native-language instruc-

tiun doesn't work. She believes that

"you can t learn to read and write

English by studying Spanish. It does-

n't make sense."

i^However. in 1997, the National

iC'search Counsel concluded that

"there are no negative consequences

of learning two languages in child-

hood and that there are some posi-

tive correlations between bilingual-

ism and general cognitive ability."

Often accompanying ignorant

statements is a basic distrust for edu-

cators.

Decisions are no longer made by

educators but by politicians.

According to Ron Unz, English for

the Children - otherwise known as

[Proposition 227 - is the only answer.

Unz doesn't believe "education theo-

ry as being scientifically

respectable." With Proposition 227,

the plug was pulled on all of

California's bilingual programs,

regardless of their effectiveness.

A lack of factual information con-

tinues to "inform" our society.^ "

Assuming that all students should

be taught only in English in order to

learn English is not sound. Studies,

longitudinal research and a wealth

of examples prove this idea ineffec-

tive. For instance, research proves it

takes four to seven years to master

academic English.

The issues surrounding bilingual

education revolve around language

discrimination, social welfare, immi-

gration and education reform. To sit

back and accept the passage of laws

which are socially or educationally

wrong would be unacceptable.

It is time for one of the most

infiuential populaces in the nation,

our university students, to take

action. This action could be as sim-

ple as a statement of concern or as

complex as organized lobbying.

What began for me as a personal

goal has assumed more ambitious

public concerns. With a master's

degree in teaching English as a sec-

ond language, I will apply my pas-

sion for language and literature

working toward the common goal of

English proficiency and social and

educational equity. —— —
My goals include teaching and

administrating in a district in which

the bilingual education programs •

are sound, well-practiced and imple

—

mented. I will continue research into

effectiveness and fundamental prob-

lems plaguing teacher-training insti-

»

See HORNING, page 30
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YOU TAKE ONE STROKE,
IT TAKES THREE.
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First Prize:

PlayStation
gome console

with Dual Shock ,

Analog Controller,
,

Guaranteed
Winner At <
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1-877-C0-MACH5
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Got The Daily Bruin?
DAILY
BRUIN Read It everyday,

ARTIST & DRAFTING SUPPLIES

HORNING
From page 28

tutions. - ,^- .^

As an advocate for bilinguar edu-

cation, I hope to drive policy that

reflects equitable practice rather

than inflicting a legal equity that will

simply Haunt itself on the paper on

which it is written. Through these

aspirations, I have no doubt that

advances for the future of education

and policy awail. And, indeed, that

is what I'd call bliss.

Over nfiOOpOO mustgo nowlt

Michael's
ARTIST Supplies

13916CordaryAve.
— HAWTHORNE —

1 bik NE of Rosectans & Prairie

(310)644-7062

ROSECRANS

ARTESIA

Free Parking

•Brushes •Pads •Paints

•Canvas •Portfolios •Clay
•Furniture •much more! I

»Winsor+Newton .•Liquitex

•Grumbacher •FoamCfore
»1000H •Pantone •Letraset

»Canson •all major brands

OPENEVEBY
Fri/Sat/Sun 10-5
Cash/IMC/V/AE - Sony, no checks EVERYTHING!

HAS THE NEW SCHOOL YEAR
LEFT YOU WITH A TO-DO LIST

MILES

Start checking off those Back-to-School items

with a call to :

BROOK FURNITURE RENTAL!

mii4m~limtm-lm

Furniture Packages from $125/month
Free Delivery for UCLA Students and Faculty

l' Housewares, Appliances and Electronics Available

BROOKS
^om page 32

we do not have the right to negoti-

ate an employment contract to

determine collectively the condi-

tions under which we work. Their

logic is flawed.

~~rast sprTng, thbusarids^r acade^
mic student employees -across the

UC system voted to walk off their

jobs sometime this fall if they were

not recognized as employees with^^
collective bargaining rights.

Despite heavy wrangling by UC
lawyers, the state's labor board

affirmed that tutors, readers and

teaching associates at UCSD do
have these rights and certified their

union. At UCLA, let's hope it won't

take a court order or a major strike

before the administration opens

talks with SAGE/UAW.

-4.
Orders and Applications can be done by Fax
r.: _:. 48 Hours Delivery

•-!-

FURNITURE RENTAL

BEVERLY HILLS SHOWROOM
8549 WILSHIRE BLVD.

(310 ) 652-6795

(310 ) 657-5513 FAX

lis hign lime to irude in the eld

paradox of apprenticeship for good

faith negotiations.

A closing anecdote: One day this

summer. I was meeting with a stu-

dent from the class I taught (the

clas!» for which I ordered the books,

»^wrote the syllabus, graded the

papers, and received a paycheck).

This student is Ethiopian, not a

native English speaker.

Occasionally, he asked me for some

.

linguistic clarification and on this

day the word was "paradox."

"Paradox, what does this mean?"
he asked, and I gave him my best ad

hoc definition.

"Yeah?" he said, " 'paradox'

sounds like a 'lie' to me."

JANZEN
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XSCAPE
TRACES OF MY UPSTICK —

R&B's hottest female group
returns with a soulful new

collection of hits including the

lead-off single "The Arms Of
The One Who Loves You" and

"My Little Secret."

CAM'RON

—v.-

ARMAGEDDON
THE ALBUM — This summers
blockbuster soundtrack album,

^featuring two new Aerosmtth hits

including the smash "I Don't Want
To Miss A Tnmg" plus new songs

by Snawn Colvin, Chantal

KteviazuK Journey-and more

CONFESSIONS OF FIRE — Hailing

from the Harlem-World Camp, and
ready to take the reins as the new

King of Hip-Hop. His debut album
includes the hits "357." "Horse &

Carriage," and much more to come.

SUPERNATURAL ^ Des ree is back
the artist who brought you "You

Gotta Be" is now Supematura;
The new album features the hit single

"Life" plus her duet with Babyface on
the classic "Fire."

KOS1N

riMM

FOLLOW THE LEADED — The
ultimate statement fxDm the

band that set the standaid
~~

includes "Got The Life."

Welcome To The New Skool

IN A<:i

256K99t

lEW MUSIC
»S BY ITSELR

JON B.

^ ' L" " ". I'l
. -i

COOL RELAX — The sophomore
album "Cool Relax" from Jon B.

features instantly classic grooves

• and sexy vocal harmonies with

a butter smooth street appeal.

This Platinum plus release features

the sma'sh hits "They Don't Know,"
"Are U Still Down," and "I Do

(Whatcha Say Boo)."

^

From page 33

that says that humanities degrees

are so much less valuable than sci-

ence and business degrees. I feel

that the humanities degrees are

deeply valuable. You can learn how
to think in virtually any discipline,

but the things that you learn to

think about in the humanities, the

way you're directed, the way you

mature, academically, critically,

intellectually, those things are so

valuable.

So how would you answer people

who say that an English degree or a

humanities degreejust isn 't useful?

I think it comes down to howj'oiir

define "useful." If you're talking

about eeonomically useful, then I

would agree. It is a less useful

degree than a business degree. But

economic use is hardly how I find

meaning in my life.

What are your plansfor the

future?

I'll be looking for a tenure track

position at a university. I'm torn

between doing the scholarly work

that is implicit at a major research

institution and taking a Job at a

four-year liberal arts school, where

there is much less pressure to pub-

lish academically, and I would be

free to publish creatively. And so,

I'm torn. I have this great education

from UCLA. I feel that with that

exposure, 1 should be trying to get

into the great schools as a professor,

but I don't know what, if anything,

will come my way.

I I r E

JERMAINE
DUPRI

GODZILLA*
THE ALBUM — Music Does

Matter. Featuring The
Wallflowers, Puff Daddy Featuring

Jimmy Page, Rage Against The
Machine, Jamiroquai and more.

MAXWELL
EMBRYA — The new

album featuring the single

"Luxury:Cococure" and
"Matrimony." It's the follow-up

to his Platinum-plus debut
Maxwell's Urban Hang Suite and
his acclaimed Unplugged album.

LIFE IN 1472 THE ORIGINAL-
SOUNDTRACK— The essential

Hip<Hop album by superstar

Producer Jermaine Dupri.

Contains new music by Mariah

Carey, Usher, Snoop Dogg,
Jay-Z, Nas, Mase & more.

Featuring "Money Ain't

AThang" & "Sweetheart."
ALLY McBEAL
SOUNDTRACK

«

"

II

SONGS FROM ALLY McBEAL
FEATURING VONDA SHEPARD—

Have you found your personal theme
song yet? Then pick up the Platinum

companion album to TV's hottest new
show. Featunng 14 songs including

the series' theme "Searchin' My Soul."

WILL SMITH
BIQ WILLIE STYLE — His triple

platinum solo debut album features

the smash hits "Gettin' Jiggy Wit'

It," a new version of the classic

"Just The Two Of Us" and "Miami."

STABBING
WESTWARD
DARKEST DAYS — "Screams

to be heard!. ..Beats reminiscent

of Prodigy and sprawling

melodies that recall Pink Floyd"

— Rolling Stone Magazine.

Includes "Save Yourself" and

"Sometimes It Hurts."

•«M '•>•'«*'«»
IcrMJMBK
[• • c • It « w l̂l

<ft •MiipMia* (•> «Mi«)«M«taiii

'iM IbM'W <nr 'VOVr "(p* « tin W, —(I Uf»tk /O Im ^w> IfcM l«»<ww»« »

Available at

vnwM^alMHHMvpvMaM 4^

Now That's A Great Idea!
c

* ».v.
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Campus II
The presidents of the Graduate Student Association and the Undergraduate

Students Association Council offer solutions to the problems students face

All UCLA needs is love of education, life
CURE: Students should

challenge discriminatory

ideals to obtain justice

Last spring break, I was iciclcing

it at my friend's house, watch-

ing television. The news was

on and I saw a brief image of a stu-

dent protest at Berkeley. My stom-

ach and my mouth dropped simulta-

neously. In the clamor of my own
life, I had distanced myself from

"reality - far enough away that the
^—

^

scene on television shook me with a

force not unlike a 7.0 earthquake.

The
protest was a

student

response to

the release of

Berkeley's

admission

rates - the

first class to

be "officially

affected" by

the imple- Stacy

mentat ion of Lfef

as the external vice president office

had played a large role in transform-

ing my consciousness. I had come lo

college with great expectations of

learning about the world around me
- my high school had trained me to

pas.S|rfny advanced placement tests,

but not to understand the world in

any way.

I had nearly given.up on my hopes

of a stimulating environment,

^buzzing about the ways of the world,

i^til I joined the EVP office. Hiere I

found people who spoke about issues

"with a genuine passion and desire

change society for Ihe good of all.

We were the first Undergraduate

Studer^t Association Council which

had to deal with the burnout that the

whole state of California was deal-

ing with after the November 1996

elections. We had gone into the year

with great hope, but we left it only

witii great divisions and disillusion-

ment with people ihal I had worked

with.

So, by that spring break, I was

envisioning my next year at UCLA,
as a peaceful, average student.

We had always known what effect

eliminating affirmative aciion would

have, that's why we had worked so

hard to get the regents lo reject SP-1

and for voters to vote no on

Proposition 209. It was quite a dif-

ferent feeling to look around campus
and to know that beginning next

year, nothing would be the same.

After long, emotional conversa-

tions with my peers - about our pur-

pose, the fate of the campus and our

communities - and the trauma we
had experienced that year, I was

ichow convinced that we could

make it happen. We could change

ourselves as much as we needed to

Proposition

209.

Whether or not Proposition 209

had passed, we would still be seeing

the effects of the elimination of affir-

mative action via the Regents' pas-

sage of SP- 1.

-^ As I sat there, 1 could barely hear

the news anchor report the story as

the thoughts in my head drowned

out her voice. I actually did not want

to hear what the results were. It was

too much to bear.

The past year had Jaeen a very try-

ing one, to put it mildly. It had

marked my third year in student gov-

ernment, and I had the honor of

serving as the external vice president'

(EVP). That was very special to me.

Biudylng, Bluing around wun my
friends and graduating. But that

news fiash, that fateful day would

change my life forever.

I was unable, from that point on

to think of anything else. What
would happen to our campus?

Would we be running a slate for

government after this torrid year?

What role would I play? How would

students and their organizations

react?

When I returned to Los Angeles,

there was an electricity in the air I

had not felt for nearly a year. I

walked onto campus and my knees

buckled from the nervousness and

anxiety I felt with each new realiza-

tion of the toll this crisis would take

on our campus.

BACKGROUND INFO

Stacy Lee
USAC presidcnl

FifTh year geography student specializing

in Asiiin AiTt«rican studies

Lee was elected to serve as ttie

president for the Undergraduate Student

Association Council for the 1998-99 school

jnrvrr the f^xis siate. Her canfipaign

platform focused on the expansk)n of the.

Booklending program and the extenston-

of outreach efforts to admit man
underrepresented students on campus.

Lee has also served as the USAC

External Vice President (1997-98), a

delegate to the US Students Association,

a member of the Affirmative Action

Coalition, and a tutor for AAP.

functional in their own beautiful

way. it was a predictable and con-

stant dysfunction that I knew how to

handle. But that year, our family was

in a crisis, which plummeted me into

a near complete shut down. All of

these pressures combined had taken

an incredible toll on myself.

On my path to self recovery, I

rediscovered the driving force of life

on this planet, love. I had rediscov-

ered what every newborn child

already knows, until they are spoiled

-by the life-hating society that people

have created: lave is truly the answer
we must hold ourselves to in trans-

forming ourselves as individuals in a

collective society.

People often misunderstand love,

as our society has manipulated it

into a commodity, like everything

else. We listen to "love" songs, and

cheesy movies that have manipulat-

ed love into something like a bar of

chocolate; it sure tastes and feels

good, but it'll make you fat and then

you'll be sorry.

However, in most revolutionary

texts, whether it be Che Guevara,

same gender?

Our battle for social and econom-

ic justice would be inconsequential if

we did not patiently and persistently

challenge ourselves to behave and

interact with love.

That is what had been missing for

so long in the "movements" we had

seen on campus. We struggle for

access to education because we love

ourselves and our community. We
understand that if people are denied

an education, they will suffer eco-

nomically and spiritually while the

"Tystem of domination wilt ontycDir

tinue. Ij

If our chancellor truly cared

about people of color, then he would

^xhallenge himself to uphold justice

and equality, not repression and elit-

ism.

If Ward Connerly tt-uly loved him-

self then he would see that his con-

tinual attacks on affirmative action,

ethnic studies and ethnic gradua-

tions are attacking himself and his

existence in this country. Instead, he

has sadly denied himself by claiming

liberation from the "baggage" of his

u-

Beil Hooks, Mal06lft\ X 6I' cmofl

change society.

Last year. I had not only suffered

from the pams of campus politics,

but for the first time in my life, my
family was tailing apart loo. I had an

incredibly blessed life, for although

my parents and sisters were very dys-

Lee Boggs, you will see that every-

one, at one point, recognizes the role

that love plays in truly transforming

our world. In these texts, I discov-

ered that love is a practice, not just a

feeling.

The praxis of love is what is neces-

sary to understand how we can

expand our humanity.^Praxis is

reflection and action; it is an exami-

nation of our thoughts and actions

with love as our guideline. Love can-

not be contained by the fals'e bound-

aries of heterosexuality, class, race,

gender and ability. How can people

claim to love and in the same breath

justify discriminating against les-

bian, gay, bisexual and transgender

people for loving someone of the

attaaatry ttna naa bought into ihe

cheap freedom that individualism

and capitalism offers.

I often talk with people who are

so frustrated by their own inability to

conceive of a free and just world that

they would rather live m our current

world filled with the inhumanity of

inequality. If we would love our

selves and each other more, we
would stop limiting our freedoms to

what we have been taught is "practi-

cal" and ''realistic."

If we would love ourselves and

each other more, we would challenge

our thinking every day, understand-

ing that the world is constantly

changing around us and that new

See LEE, page 38
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Student

Profiles Poetry, protests and partying at the Whiskey - these students

redefine the phrase/'diverse student body"

Poet drawn to lure of language
PROFILE: Laureate

discusses awkward teen

years, religious struggles

By Cyrus Zargar

Daily Bruin Staff

Rhoda Janzen was the California

Poet Laureate in 1994 and in 1997.

In order to win such an award, she-

was chosen by a panel ofjudges as

the finest student poet at UCLA,
and then she was chosen as the

finest student poet in the entire

University of California system. She

has had over 1 50 poems published

and has won the Baltrick Poetry

Fellowship for her manuscript.

"World's Tallest Ihermometer and

Other Poems."

Janzen speaks German, French.

Italian and English. She has studied

all over the world and holds degrees

from Fresno Pacific University, the

University of Strasbourg, a master

of fine arts from the University of

F lor ida and a master of the±fifc

Rhoda Janzen

H'hut have you seen that has

bwuiiht you to this? Is it Los

An^ch'sf

I think it may be an easy answer

lo say that it's Los Angeles,

although I have to admit that 1 have

had a difficult time adjusting to liv-

ing here. Fven now that I have lived

here a couple of years. I stilt ihink

Association to embrace role of active advocacy
GSA: Graduate student

influence, recognition as

a union hot issues to face

This summer, the cabinet of the

Graduate Students

Association sat down to map
out its advocacy agenda for the year.

Here are the

issues we plan

to address:

• Affirmative

Action: While

most di.scussion

about the aboli-

tion of affirma-

tive action has

been focused on

this year's

entering fresh-

man class, little

has been said

publicly about

the impact of SP-I, SP-2 and

Proposition 209 on graduate student

admissions and funding. This sum-

mer, the GSA initiated a study of the

aftermath; results will be available by

November.
• Sexual Harassment: Also this

fall, a GSA-sponsored task forceAvill

complete its extensive study of the

incidence of sexual harassment

among graduate and' professional

students at UCLA.
• Non-Resident Tuition Fees are

Joanna

Brooks

at the heart of a United States

Government Accounting Office

investigation of UCLA's use of fed-

eral research monies. The difficult

tuition burden placed on internation-

al students - who comprise 15 to 20

percent of the total graduate and

professional student population at

UCLA - is a major issue of con-

cern.

• Departmental Reviews: Iliis

fall, the Academic Senate and the

CiSA will pilot a program which

enables graduate students lo partici-

pate more directly in Ihe site reviews

of Iheir academic departments and

programs.

• Recycling: The (iSA environ-

mental coalition will advocate

improvements in the campus recy-

cling program and in our awareness

Of it.
^w= -T—

• Campus Social Facilities:

Graduate students at many universi-

ties - and the UCLA faculty - don't

have to go offH;ampus for a cold -

beer. We'd lilce to see that happen

for UCLA's graduate and profes-

sional students.

• Revitalizing GSA: Every year,

thousands of graduate students ben-

efit from GSA sponsored projects

and publications; this year, we want

more graduate students to take an

active role in shaping the associa-

tion's future.

This agenda is the official outlook

on 1998-1999 from the vantage point

of the GSA offices at 301 Kerckhoff

Hall. This agenda was compiled in

August, during weeks of unusual

humidity and without the benefit of

air conditioning, by cabinet mem-
bers who wanted to outline an advo-

cacy role and a set of reasonable

BACKGROUND INFO

Joanna Brooks
Graduate Student Asscxiation president

Molds a Bachelor of Ai t5 in Englivh from

Brigham Young University

Pursuing a doctoral d^^gree in EngPish with a

During a hotly contested and

controversial election, Brooks was elected

president of the Graduate Student

Association for the 1998-99 school year.

Her campaign platform focused on

revitalizing GSA and enhancing the

group's advocacy role by taking on

graduate student issues. Brooks has

served as an English teaching assistant for

four years and has also been involved in

the AAP Freshmen Summer Program and

the AAP Transfer Summer Program.

goals for the association

.

My job this summer, as GSA pres-

ident, has been to figure out what a

"reasonable advocacy" role might

look like. It has not always been

clear to me what the GSA can or

should do. We are called upon to

"represent" graduate student inter-

ests in a range of .settings, some
where students are fully enfran-

chised and others where our input is

politely tolerated.

One day, an administrator told

me that he thought graduate stu-

dents just "like to gripe;" on a happi-

er occasion, the chair of the

Academic Senate told me that stu-

dents were UCLA's "jewels."

Accordingly. I have felt varying

degrees i>f possibility and fruslra-

lion.

Meres what I learned over my
summer "vacation": graduate and

professional sludcnls occupy a

strange paradox. We are adults with

hou.seholds and families of our own,

and yet we check a degree of our

agency at the school house door. A
good portion of our paychecks (or

fellowships or, more likely, loans)

Avill go to administrators who man-

age our lives at UCLA for us.

It is comnrionly agreed, though

the terms of the agreement keep

changing and the discussions rarely

include us, that this is the way things

work. Mostly, things do work - we
have a good faculty, a good staff and

good colleagues aroiind us; there is.

we hope, good will in Murphy Hall.

Things that don't work so well, we
don't dwell on because - between

our schoolwork and the work we do

to pay for school - there just isn't

any time.

But sometimes the paradox is

strained. Economies of scale and

human politics combine to compro
mise UGfLA's educational mission

and, more perceptibly, to put a

squeeze on our place in it. For exam-

ple, a few years ago, affirmative

action was abolished in the UC sys-

tem, by the decree of a near-invisible

Regency and without so much as a

polling of students, faculty or chan-

cellors.

This year. Regent Ward Connerly

rattled his sabers about ethnic stud-

ies; Connerly. a land use consultant

with a part-time gig in politics, seems

to think he knows how to shape the

course of academic study better than

the UC faculty.

The paradox felt most keenly by

thousands of UCLA graduate stu-

dents is this: we teach and tutor and

grade papers, but according to the

administrators at the Graduate

Division, we don't work here. They

say we are not employees but

"apprentices" - never mind that

income taxes dre deducted from our

"stipend" checks; never mind that ^J:

we hold these "apprenticeships" for

three years or more, with mediocre

chances of securing full academic

employment thereafter.

As apprentices, their logic goes.

See BROOKS, page 30

from UCLA. Janzen is currently

working on her doctorate here at

UCLA. She has also been a teach-

ing assistant and a lecturer in the

English department.

You wrote yourfirst poem when

wu were 4yearsohi. What made
you want to ereate then, and what

makes you want to ereate now'

I have always simply been attract-

ed to language and the representa-

tion of language. I know that, as far

as my memory reaches, I've always

been interested in stories and poet-

ry. My parents really encouraged

me in that direction.

How would you deserihe your

most reeen I poems?

Generally, I'm very attracted to

the formalities of representation, so

I like meter, I like rhyme, I like a

real concise and sculpted line

length. But thematically, I would say

that the things I'm working on now
have less to do with my personal

experience than with my personal

interest in the direction of urban

representation right now.

I'm concerned with this feeling

that people are unhappy with the

blight in civilization that they have

created and that there is a narrow-

ness and a stricture there that is not

conducive to peace or tranquility or

to happiness.

As a poet, where do you get your

ideas?

I get my ideas partly from per-

sonal experience - I do a lot of

teaching abroad. And I also get my
ideas from my own academic work.

I'm doing my dissertation on Henry

James and the philosopher

(Friedrick) Nietzsche, and I'm

doing work there with representa-

tion, artifice and truth. My disserta-

tion is about liars, and I'm really

interested in ethics and morality.

Tell me about your dissertation.

Specifically, I'm looking at

Henry James' novels and short sto-

ries that are very much focused on

liars, who are women. It's a heavily

gendered dissertation. I'm looking

at the ways people object to the defi-

nition of morality given by the soci-

ety around them. I'm looking at the

ways in which people challenge con-

vention and rewrite it, and come up

with something more true for them-

selves.

longingly of other cities and other

countries. But the body of poems
that I'm working on now are not

just set in Los Angeles. I think it's

more my feeling of people failing to

take responsibility for the decisions

that they make culturally and soci-

etaly. Civic responsibility, as an

issue and as a theme, is really engage

ing me these days.

Arc you involved in the communi-

ty'

The only group that I think I can

formally associate myself to is my
Mcnnonite tradition and recently

the Anglican community. I go to a

church in Pasadena that does a lot

of civic responsibility stuff But', in

fact, I think my involvement with

this is in a much more personal and

private way. Generally speaking,

I'm kind of scared of group-think.

What were you like in high .school':'

I didn't have a pleasant high ^^~

"school experience. I was 6 feet tall at

13. 1 was way too geeky even to

leave the house. Because I had so

recently emerged from that tradi-

tional MennOnite milieu, I didn't do
things like radio, or fashion, or

movies, and so I felt very limited

socially. Then, I graduated when I

was 1 5, so I had that extra geekiness

of being age inappropriate. And
then my parents sent mc lo Bible

college, and that was so not what I

was ready to do at that time that I

ran away and started a fashion job

in Europe with an agency in

Brussels I stayed and modeled \'oi a

while.

So then, what were you like as an

undcri^raduatc .student.'

Busy! I modeled all the way

through school. It was really harthT"^

and very demanding. And as an

undergraduate I was a combination

of goofy and judgmental, and

obses.sed with fashion. Actually, I'm

still that way (laughs).

tff»»f ii\d.\v\ij\xl tthtful ytfur =.

There's more to life

than classes at UCLA
PROFILE: Student gets

Involved in community

service, political issues

By Kaitle Pappert
Daily Bruin Staff

Kelly Archbold is a fourth-year

women's studies student. She is a

director for the comiiiunily service

i>rgani/ation Women and Youth

Supporting Each Other (WYSE), a

Hiieinber ol the Affirmatiw Action

Coalition and a part of the Women's
Studies Student Council.

TihatdocslVYSIulo'"

We work with middle school and

high school girls in San Fernando and

West LA. I work with high school

girls, about 15 of them, in San

Fernando. They're all juniors in high

school and we talk to them about

Kelly Archbold

nizations and involved myself in these

protests. I feel like I have to do it.

What have been .some ofyour

Mcnnonite heritage as an undergrad-

uate student?

, I felt that it was a real millstone.

It was encumbering and shaming. In

the '80s, I felt that there was an aca-

demic climate of hostility toward

people who believed in CJod. I don't

know if that's still here or not. I.

don't feel it now. Perhaps I just

don't care. But it was a real embar-

rassment to me to be a secret believ-

er back then. Now. I'tn openly "out"

as a Mcnnonite in my department,

and I think most people know that I

believe in God. They don't even

question me about religious issues. I

have no sense of apology anymore.

Ifanything, what would you

change about UCLA?
Since we're speaking hypotheti-

cally, it wouldn't be so much about

UCLA as an institution, but about

the educational climate of America,

See JANZEN, page 30

iti lngK likg viv,, ;lrugu. mn pregnancy, /«wnh t'XfH'nt'mv.i while yt>uV hivn
and we also have them do community
activism kind of things. They work

with fifth-graders, put together a

magazine, and they're going to do a

seminar for their high .school peers

talking about teen pregnancy and

birth control.

ir"

"Senior Citizens Witness Portent"
By Rhoda Janzfm

I was driving with my friend the optimgt ^

who despite her optimism had that afternSoh

noticed at Ralph's that on hefshopping list

sh^ had s^ibbled ground beliefs and the moon,

^

li

.x^'

^'^M

Star-like, airkissed the Hollywood jacaranda.

The unhappy geriatrfclNim^d applause,

sitting on^what they wished ^b^Veranda,

not the bald cement dRtSnent thlflt was.

They were motital^s afteuv^lfSt^o supper,

w^i^i^as on a~sta||lFimirse-huiigry teen,
,

whose face was toss^ like a crumpled wrapper.

\ iikto oMr headHghtMnd our ptnic-of adrenalioe:

he seized a bicycle and sheered it at our car.

It ^s one of L.A.'s casMd cruelties, the faces

as firom a holrpupcCT^ispensable aonl'^ure/

the earth that roils with unnamed psychosis

«^ V- w, _ ^_
just under the urban blanket we have tucked

around it^ bulk, the fault-finding and the path

seismic - oh, it*s been cominj, it*s been sicked

on us the six-toed nightUooming behemoth.

Do you get involved with political

activities at school?

Yeah, I've been participating with

"The Affirmative Action Coalition, in

the protests that occurred in the

spring. I was one of those who got

arrested.

What was it was like to get arrest-

ed?

It was fine. It was really exciting to

be with all those people and the way
we were really excited about some-

thing and were totally committed to

it. It was a thrill to be around so much
positivity, with all those people. It •

kind of sucked going through the

whole arrest process, but no charges

were filed, so it's OK.

What made you decide to get

involved in these activities?

This might scJund cheesy, but I

believe in the causes. I*m a women's
studies major, which I feel is a politi-

cal major anyway. This is what I want

to do with my life, fighting these

things, working for organizations. It's

not necessarily like I do it just to do it,

it's like I have to do it. I'd feel bad if I

didn't.

Do youfeel like the reason why you
have these causes is because you have

been discriminated against?

I don't know why I have these

causes. I guess I was brought up in a

liberal household. I went to a diverse

campus in ^lementary and middle

school in Long Beach, and I think

that exposed me to a lot of things and

a lot of issues that I personally didn't

have to deal with as a white, middle-

class woman.

What kinds ofissues?

In high school I went to a predomi-

nately white high school, but in mid-

dle school I remember issues of race,

class, and so I remember starting to

think about things like racism at a .

young age.

I was always really interested in

fighting against it. Fighting injustices

in society has always been something

I've been into. That's why I chose my
major; that's why I joined these orga-

here?

I've loved doing all of the protests

and actions; it's exciting to be around

so many dilTerent people.

What impact would you like to

make while you 're here?

I thiitk(rd like to make my
impact) through WYSE - it's most

important that the UCLA volunteers

that I work with feel good and try

hard.

I'd like to make an impact among
them and provide them with the

space where they can do amazing

work, and make this work good and

positive for them. Also, working with

the young women - they're not

UCLA studentsTbut that's just been a

huge thing.

How have the.se activities had an
impact on you?

I've seen how much can be done

with young women, just in terms of

providing them with knowledge and
giving them support, and becoming

their friends and mentors. I've also

seen how much activism and change

young people can make. I really

enjoy working with young people,

they always impress me with how
much they know and do.

The activism on campus, I'm not

as big of a part of it, but I feel like I

can make an impact there, too, being

in the protests, being a person who is

visible - that people can see and talk

with.

What wouldyou like to change

about Los Angeles and UCLA

?

I guess I'd like to see more dia-

logue among people. I don't want to

say that a lot of people are totally apa-

thetic, but at the same time, I wish we
could have more forums and more

discussions rather than people always

clashing against each other. You see it

a lot with the whole USAC bashing.

UCLA is a microcosm of the city.

We can set an example ofhow things

could be.

I just wish people could care more
about talking with each other and try-

ing to figure things out, but I don't

know how you'd do that. I guess I'm

just hopeful, that's all.

What have you learned while

you 've been here?

I feel like my eyes have been so

opened through the women's and eth-

nic studies courses that I've taken.

^ StcMKHMlfiipagcS^
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Playing in band taices hard woric, but brings rewards
PROFILE: Jamming wilh

friends, playing at gigs

makes it all worth while

By Kaitie Pappert
Daily Bruin Staff

Tim. McGregor is a third-yeat

psychology student. He has played

the drums for over 10 years, pcTr

forms for several Jazzx:ombo^-ttt-

UCLA, and his band, Yost, (former-

ly known as Pod), has an album
coming out in October. He is also a

member of Theta Xi fraternity.

//(iw did you pick your major?

I was a music major, but I decid-

ed to change my major after I want^'

ed to play drum set, and I was in

classical drum set, so I decided I

could fulfill my ja/z drumming and

still get a good education. I'm still

doing my jazz drumming.

What made you decide to rush a

fraternity?

I came by at the beginning of the

year with some friends, and I ran

into some guys I knew from junior

high. One of them used to play

trumpet, and 1 used to play jazz

with him. So, when I ran into him

six years later, he invited me to

some parties and 1 just decided to

show. It just started from there,

somebody was at that gig, who got

us a gig at the Viper Room, and

then someone was at the Viper

Room, i*nd soon.

Tim McGregor

mer and singer but no bassist. We
came back alter the summer after

not talking at all, and Ross and I

were busy with a funk band, jazz

combos and gigging outsidCof

school;

The bassist in our funk band was

really good and I begged him to

join, and even though he was gradu-

ating he finally decided to do it. We
started jamming together, playing a

couple of tunes, and we started writ-

ing and next thing you know, we had

Where was yourfirst ^i^:

What are some of the places that

y<tu've played at?

We've played at the Whiskey, the

Viper Room^ Hollywood Moguls

and Luna Park. We've done the

Brew Co. three times now. At first

we were all excited about the Viper

Room and the Whiskev because

they were big names, but we've

played there and all the sound guys

were kind of rude, and we decided

that Brew Co was our favorite place

to play.

How did you ^et yimr music pro-

duced on a record'^ J0
We don't have a record deal, so

we did this independently to get a

record deal. We made the usual

four-song demo and added four

more songs. We made kind of an

eight-song demo, both to sell and

.send to record companies.

rush in spring.

llovf did youform the hand}'
" That actually has a lot to do with

the fraternity. (My friend) Ross and

I would stop by the hou.se before we
were even pledges and jam with

some guys, and we immediately

clicked. We had a guitarist, drum-

—OUT firKi g ig was a t ihc Wcs iwood
Brewing Company. Before we had

the band, Ross. Kevin, fsiah and I

went down there and played

acoustic on open mic night, and

then we got this band going and we
got into the big room. It was the

greatest because a lot ol people

showed up. It was probably our best

And vou have to fund this vouf-

self?

Yeah, it's coming out of our own
pockets. We pay for it by gigging.

M^ make abmit $500 a^ig). and we
jusfall put It in the record fund.

With the jazz combo it's really easy

to get gigs because you do casuar

gatherings and things.

Some of the gigs have been awe-

some. I played at the opening of

Royce. where Paul Simon. Stevie

Wtinder and Don Henley played

We get a gig about once a week, just

from UCLA. And then with Yost,

we had about (wo gigs a week.

Is itfulfdling to see all ofyour

work come together?

Totally, we used to get so excited.

At first we were so naive We'd be

"practicihg a lot, and going, "Let's

get signed, lei's get famous, let's

lake it on the road," and we only

had three tunes.

"Wenee(dtojustfind

something we love to

do, and ... the rest of the

world will appreciate

your passion."

Tim McGregor
Yost band member

After our second gig I thought

we'd gel signed. But it's not like

that; it's a lot of work: Record com-
panies want to see you four or five

times, see your demo and see your

following.
^~

It's hard work, and it's getting

harder and harder because there are

.so many bands out there, and

there's such little money for begin-

ning musicians. You've got to work

really hard at first to get your iiwn

following and produce your own
stuff

Ifow would y(n4 describe Vimr

music?

It's jazz inlluenced rock. It's a

jam band like Dave Matthews and

Phish, with some really catchy pop
tunes, which is the rock side of it.

and it also has a jazz influence. It's a

really unique sound; it's got a little

of everything.

What have been yourfavorite

experiences while you \e been at

UCLA?
Definitely my favorite times have

been with this band, meeting peo-

ple, even talking to lawyers. The
fraternity has been a lot of fun too.

We used to take a lot of crazy road

trips. We'd take trips to Vegas, just

pack our bags real quick, take off,

crash in our car for a few days and
gamble a lot.

Being able to meet Paul Simon
playing at the Quincy Jones tribute

concert was also great, he even

rehearsed with us. Horace Siver

was there, and all these great jazz

musicians there just watching. We
were just in awe. I have all these

musicians' CDs. I listen to these

guys. I'm infiuenced by them so

much. It was just awesome to be

around them.

What have been some ofyour

least favorite experiences here?
~^

I come from a very tight-knit

family (I'm number six of seven

kids), and it was hard just being on

my own at UCLA - learning to take

constructive criticism, learning to

take responsibility, becoming more
and mnrp independent, and learnina

<:
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ber of important academic issues,

but the reaction frequently has been
solely administrative. Given space

limitations, I i^n address here only a

few timely issues that are significant

to Chicano studies in today's highly

polarized political climate. ^^
'—

Chicano studies has'as its purpose
the analysis of all aspects relating to

the experience of people of Mexican
descent living or having lived in

what is now the United Stales.

The creation of Chicano studies,

as with many other areas of academ-
ic study, grew out of necessity.

Neither the Latin Americans nor the

Americans were able or willing to

address the area concerning

Chicano studies. The research in

Chiqano studies, however, has been

impressive over the past few years:

an array of documents, newspapers,

books, musical recordings, oral his-

tories and art works have been

deposited in a network of national

and international libraries. A new
generation of scholars and their slu-

dentS7ina wide variety of disct-

Indeed, central areas in Chicano

studies such as the social conditions

of the inuer city, education, the drug

threat posed to minority communi-

ties, immigralR)n. bilingual educa-

tion, racial relations and ethnic

diversity, among many others, have —
been heatedly discussed in Congress

and other halls of power. These

important issues, however, have

acquired levels of discussion that are

often counterproductive: They have

become the subjects of antagonistic

To uncderstand the

world (we) live in,

knowing two or more

languages should be a

prerequisite to all

learners in California.

plines, has helped establish firm

intellectual foundations for the field.

Yet, during the past few years, the

Chicano studies agenda (also shared

by other ethnic studies fields) seems

to have been preempted.

IQNNEBl^

debates rather than problems to be

solved. This situation has produced

disastrous results, as demonstrated

in the recent<:'alifornia educationa

initiatives.

The CJerman writer Johann

Goethe said that no one could aspire

to know his or her own language if

one had not learned to speak anoth-

er one. This -observation coincides

further his own political objectives. If

the fneultie.N imd mMpH of pthnit- sHifi-

with the findings of scholars in

Chicano studies who have advocated

imparting knowledge in both English

and Spanish. Indeed, if the purpose

of education is to prepare citizens

with the necessary tools to under-

stand the world the> live in, know-

ing two or more languages should be

a prerequisite to all learners in

California. The argument that other

languages impair the learning of

English is untenable. Learning is

cumulative and builds on what is

already known. Depriving a lan-

guage from a bilingual child is not

sound academic practice: The acqui-

sition of knowledge follows a pat-

tern of addition and multiplication

and not of subtraction and division.

If opponents of bilingualism felt

these programs were not meeting

their objectives, a first step would

have been to correct the problem.

Solving educational problems by

elimination is illogical. Should we
eliminate math programs because

they are not meeting their objec-

tives? Given the present state of

California public education, does

anyone seriously believe that siJji^

pression of bilingualism will trans-

imo effective Enghsh^hteracy for

Chicano children? Does anyone seri-

ously believe that the millions of dol-

lars raised by the opponents of bilin-

gual education came from concern

with improving the education of chil-

dren? The recent debates on bilin-

seems to throw this diversity concern

nut the winrinw. After nil. !hr argt i
'

gual education were not about

knowledge or culture and certainly

not about language. The objectives

were economic, political and social,

and not academic, as they have been

in Chicano studies.

(As) an example to ...

~ sbcTety, we ought to

prepare future leaders

who are sensible

toward other cultures.

Chicano studies has been at the

vanguard of the elTorts to bring edu-

cation to those communities where

drugs, unemployment, poor services

and bad schooling are real obstacles

that confront innocent children who
deserve to be given the chance to

become competent and valuable citi-

zens. It is much more productive to

•^educine children tlian to construct

detention halls where convicts are

dehumanized and trained to return

to society to commit more mmes.
Chicano studies schoktrs have

made important contributions in a

number of disciplines. The next^hal-

lenge for Chicano studies is to

become truly interdisciplinary.*

Chicano scholars should address

issues such as immigration, demog-
raphy, education, public policy,

health or law by integrating areas

that today seem distant but should

not be: art, business.'tthnomusicolo-

gy, literature, anthropology.

Providing an example to the rest of

society, we ought to prepare future

leaders who are sensible toward

other cultures and peoples. Only
through the apprecfatioh of the rich-

ness available in human diversity will

we help combat the plague of big-

otry and social intolerance that

breeds ignorance and poverty.

Now, imagine that our 19th-centu-

ry professor at Harvard had been

more than visionary and, following

his intellectual intuition, he had

dared to include some Chicano writ-

ers among his readings. He could

have used Maria Amparo Ruiz de

Burton's novel "The Squatter and
the Don" (1885) or maybe Juan

Seguin's "Personal Memoirs" (1858)

or perhaps "The Old Guide: His Life

in his Own Words" ( 1897) by Jose

Policarpio Rodriguez, or else poems,

short stories and essays taken from

orie oi' the many newspapers pub- •>

lished by Chicano presses at the

lime. If he had only followed the

logic of such a critical path, he

would still have been fired for the

outrage but I would now be remind-

ing you of his genius and urging you^

to remember his name and his

prophetic gift.

enhance the quality of learning.

Cluistrr ing .i long r iiial l ines >.irnr!y

America's past, or is it obsessed with

d i awing uut
"
ditTerenccs^bagd on

i

to interact with other people.

I was exposed to a lot of different

kinds of people living in the fraterni-

ty. It really tested me and made me
more .secure with who I am.

Sometimes families can't always do
that.

See MCGREGOR, page 38

rmm m(k x^^^

From page 20

chair of the California Civil Rights

Initiative (Proposition 209), there

were many cases where ethnic studies

departments seemed to become hubs

of political activity opposing the ini-

tiative. This pattern continues to be

repeated on other initiatives.

Certainly, everyone has the right to

voice their support or oppositionlo

any issue. It is a right essential to our

freedom.

No one, however, enjoys the right

to use taxpayer's time and money to

ies departments have not used gov-

ernment resources for these purposes,

they should welcome a review that —
makes this clear.

I further question what contribu-

tion ethnic studies programs are mak-

ing toward the diversity of our cam-

puses. When the University of

California eliminated race and gender

considerations in making admissions

decisions, there was a great cry that

diversity at the Universitywould suf~^

fer Holding separate graduation cer-"

emonies, separate student govern-

ments and separate orientations

Do these courses

attempt to tear down
stereotypes or merely

try to fight stereotypes

with stereotypes?

ment for diversity is to bring unlike

people together, and therefore,

defeats this objective.

Many of those who have criticized

my raising questions about ethnic

studies have asked me, "Why haven't

you challenged programs like

European studies?" The answer is the

same as why I haven't challenged

Latin American studies - studying

continents and nations is clearly dif

ferent than studying dilTerences in

people's skin color. There is a major

and obvious difference between

.African studies and African

American studies. Is the latter con-

cerned with understanding black

skin color? Do these courses attempt

to tear down stereotypes or merely

try to fight stereotypes with stereo-

types?

Besides concerns with where eth-

nic studies programs may be taking

our society, in terms of facilitating

racial unity, there are also some prac-,

tical questions that must be raised.

First, does every race, gender and sex-

ual orientation warrant its own
department? Could some of these

departments merge and enable usTo^

SeeCONNERLY,page36

Hyperlearning is currently offering its most extensive early enrollment

incentives yet. Make your plans now to join us for the April '99 MCAT and

receive the following early enrollment discount

I

I

I

I

I

I

$100 "Welcome Back" Discount

Enroll through October 9, 1998 and Include-

this coupon and receive a $100 discount

I

I

'ff 7 MTOr / /// /A^ ^„j, Q^^ ^ ^^, ,^5g ^jj^ offcred by the lo$ Angeles
¥ Tm pwNCFTON REVTFw Qf^^ £,„^ ^^ comWited wM)w othcf promoted dlstounts

Call now and you will ALSO receive the exclusive

MCAT Pre-prep Pack upon enrolling!

TRY US FOR FREE!
Try our MCAT course for one up to one week, with no risk! Call our Hyperlearning office for details.

^

Additional ^

Early Enroiiment incentives*
Students Will Receive: MCAT Pre-Prep Duo ovwte suwnes laso

1. The Princeton Review 5cst Guide toTledlcal Schools

2. The Princeton Review Anatomy Coloring Book

And o Box of Myperlcornlng Crayons to get you stertedl

'Valid «tx only U» Angdes area couraw^^

ANATOMY
CO> *t» WOUItOOK

- \

MEDICAL
SCHOOLS

1-

Don't Delay! Sessions are filling up fast!

Call now for more information: (800)MD-BOUND • (310)208-5000 • infoJa@review.com

Visit Microsoft at the Engineering & Technical Job Fair on October 23

Full-time and Summer internships available

Bring your resume to be considered for our on-campus interviews in October

Check the Career Center website at http://www.saonet.ucla.edu/career/ for details about our interviews

Visit our website at www.microsoft.com/college/

Microsolt (5)
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HORNING
From page 20

classroom. An injustice occurred on

multiple levels - the students weren't

learning, the teacher felt incapable

and the school remained unaware of

what was going on.

During that year,- my work

showed me the priorities of the dis-

trict; its limited funding for these

low-income communities went

toward minimizing the effects of the

over-crowded schools through con-

struction.

Continued professional develop-

ment, ongoing technical assistance

and quality content training were

simply ideas that 1 had read about in

a textbook. They were certainly not

inherent in this school system.

Also during this year, I continued

my study of linguistics, English and

took the occasional Spanish culture

and language course. Through these

fascinating classes, I maintained my
interest in social and political issues.

Continued study and work with

students reinforced my understand-

ing that illiteracy was the reason for

failure in education. In my class-

rooms of native English speakers,

success always led back to language

mastery and literacy.

Yet, having an interest in the equi-

table education of all students, I was

acutely aware of language-minority

populations in education. Opting for

a different kind of spring break, I

took an opportunity to be a teaching

assistant in an inner-city Los Angeles

school.

The experience focused my educa-

tional prospects in a profound way.

Three out of 35 students were bilin-

gual, and most of the students q^-
municated in broken English. The

inner city, the poverty, the problems

and the languages were all consid-

ered barriers for these children. Yet,

the teachers at this school were mak-

ing them the "empowered bilingual"

in spite of adversity.

The summer of 1998 turned out to

be very influential, as well. I applied

for a position in the Office of

Bilingual Education and Minority

Languages Affairs (OBEMLA) at

the United States Department of

Education, not anticipating the myri-

ad issues facing OBEMLA. Some
were because of the re-authorization

of the Improving America's Schools

Act o/ 1994 (lASA).

The Bilingual Education Act, Title

VII, required severe attention and

clarification. Many English-only pro-

ponents attacked the law, suggesting

drastic revisions. Some even wished

for its abolition.

My OBEMLA experience is best

described as eclectic. Although

based as a research consultant for

this office, I also attended the

Washington, DC, lASA
Reauthorization Forums hosted by

the department. At these forums,

eminent scholars, policy makers,

social servants and education admin-

istrators, as well as parents and

teachers, voiced concerns, solutions

and policy shortcomings.

Thus began my first glance at the

federal, state and local levels of edu-

cation working together to find solu-

tions to the problems facing the most

disadvantaged students. I summa-

SeeNORNIN6,page28

CONNERLY
From page 35

keep administrative costs down with:

out sacrificing course offerings? Or, is

there a preoccupation with "differ-

ence" that presents a stumbling

block? Also, aside from students tak-

ing various ethnic studies to broaden

their understanding of different cul-

tures, is there utility in providing

degree programs which emphasize a

particular face or ethnicity? What will

someone do with a degree in African

American studies? Are we giving

some of our students an obsolete

degree? I think it is appropriate and

necessary to review these considera-

tions.

No dmihf , many will rhnnsr to-

have raised. Indeed, one parent

attending a race-based graduation

ceremony at UCLA last spring was

quoted in the Los Angeles Times as

Are we selectively

forgetting some of the

ugly lessons of this

country's past in the

hauntingly similar ring to that put for-

ward by advocates of "separate but

equal" laws in place before Brown vs.

Board of Education? Are we selec-

tively forgetting some of the ugly

lessons of this country's past in the

name of diversity? If we are, it is my
hope that others will join me in dis-

cussing where we are headed with

regard to this nation's race relations.

We cannot afford to become so

wrapped up in the vehicle for change

jvehaye chosen that we lose sight of

attack me rather than engaging in an

honest discussion of the questions I

name of diversity?

saying, "It's totally ridiculous. He
thinks that no matter where we come
from, we come to college and magi-

cally, we're all the tame. We're not."

the ultimate direction in which we
want it to take us.

Undoubtedly, ethnic studies pro-

grams can play an extremely valuable

role for the s^^dents of the University

of California. My goal, as a steward

of the University, is to ensure that

these programs are on thfe r ight track

Doesn't the rationale of "separate

because we aren't the same" have a

and are embracing goals that will ulti-

mately be to our society's benefit.

ARCHBOLD
From page 33

I've learned so much about other

people, people who are different

than I am, and problems and issues

in society that 1 ,,.__^_^_^_
wasn't aware oi".

I've also lean '*d

a lot of ways,

working with -

WYSEand :;

being in

Ifyou could imparl any wisdom

toothers, what wouldyou want peo-

ple to know? What wouldyou want

people to do?

I believe in the goodness of all

people, and I just feel like there is

mmmmm^^^^^^^,mmm,m^mmm^^^^^^ SO mUCh miSUn-

derstanding in

"Challenge yourself, and o"^ ^orid that

.,, , 1 • « causes so much
vou will be rewarded.

Kelly Archbold
protests, to

address these

issues.

I've learned a

lot of informa-

Fourth-year women's studies

student

hate and vio-

lence and prob-

lems. I guess it

goes back to

wishing people

would talk

more, having

the dialogue

tion, but then, I've also learned a lot with each other, because I feel like

of strategics and wuys to go ahout - .••••i«i««t*«'<>ia*itt*i.««>ir>i*i«a.r*t«ia«itiiM

changing the things that I'm upset

about. SeeAIICHBOLO,page38

Start School Willi An

Orgonlzed Stole Of Mind.
Starting college doesn't have to be a nnind boggling experience. For 20 years, The Container Store

has been educating parents and students in dorm room organization. With the world's largest

and most celebrated collection of storage and organization products, we have everything you need

I I I I

I
I

to survive and thrive at school. You could say we wrote the book on it.

Hie Container Store

Costa Mesa, CA Bear St. & South Coast Dr. (714) 556-2333" '

'^tore Hours: Monday - Saturday, 9 am - 9 pm, Sunday. 1 1 am - 6 pm
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BALABIS
From page 17

structures, yet its primary goal of

- aiding the needy communities of

^ Los Angeles has endured. This year

is no exception.

Now that Proposition 209 is law,

CSC will continue to serve Los

Angeles, yet some of our focus this

year will change.

CSC will continue to collaborate,

as well as strengthen relations, with

the Community Programs OlTice

(another community service organi-

zation comprised of about 25 pro-

jects).

Working together, we can share

resources, network and gauge the

long-term effects of Proposition 209

on both of our offices.

During the drafting of each pro-

ject's base budget proposals this

past summer, groups were encour-

aged to stress recruitment of ail

UCLA students, rather than pri-

marily ethnic or gender specific

groups, to avoid accusations of

"preferential treatment."

This year, CSC hopes to push to

the top two major issues of our gen-

eral community service advocacy.

These issues are outreach and the

proposed Community Service

The Community Service

Commission hopes to

start raising campus

awareness of the

Community Service

Referendum of 1998.

rEE
From page 32

realities are constantly forming.

This summer, I have been chal-

lenged by my peers with the love that

they have for me and that we hold for

each other. Now I may sound pretty

cheesy, but the changes we have seen

once we put love in the center of our

paradigm, and not anger or dismay,

are truly remarkable.

Engaging in the praxis of love with

my friends, we^ devoted ourselves to

making drastic changes in the way
that student government worked, the

jway in which we treated each other,

and in how decisions were made. That

was the only way we could even corn-

Referendum of 1999.

During last year's campus elec-

tions, the Community Service

Referendum of 1998 was placed on

the ballot. It sought to increase

funding for student-run community

prehend stepping into the tumult of

organizing our campus.

Truly practicing love is one of the

hardest things I have undertaken. I

have to remind myself not to be frus-

trated with the amount of time it takes

to transform who I am and the micro-

culture of student organizing that we
have created.

The amount of change we see this

year on our campus depends on the

service groups on campus by raising

student registration fees by $1.50

per quarter. Due to poor voter •

turnout, inadequate publicity and

overall voter cynicism and igno-

rance, the referendum failed to

pass.

This year, we hope to place the

referendum again on the ballot, re-

wording it so that students clearly

understand that the registration fee

raise will go directly to student-run

groups.

We hope to start raising campus
awareness of this issue so there isn't

cornplete ignorance of the bill come
May.

Outreach is going to be our sec-

ond major concern.

Because of Proposition 209,

admittance of minority and under-

privileged students has declined at

all UC campuses.

In response to the low admit-

tance rates, the UC Office of the

President (UCOP) established an

Outreach Task Force to research

and investigate the exact effects of

Proposition 209 on high school and

transfer student acceptance rates.

The task force discovered an

increase in overall academic com- *

petiliveness but a decrease in over-

all student diversity. They also

found a decrease in application and

acceptance rates from under-fund-

ed, inner-city high schools.

,__ Based on the task force report, ,

UCOP allocated funds to all UC
campuses to bolster existing out-

reach efforts.

This allocation prompted the for-

mation of the UCLA Outreach

Steering Committee, which is com-

posed of representatives from all

major outreach efforts on UCLA's
campus. ^ ^

As community service commis-

sioner, I am the designated repre-

sentative for all student-initiated

outreach efforts. It is my hope that,

along with the Community
Programs Office, the

Undergraduate Student Association

Council president's office and the-

Academic Affairs office, CSC pro-

jects can use the UCOP funding and

resources available to establish

strong outreach components.

The commission would like to

create an extensive documentation

and tracking system that would
allow projects to update a student's

progress.

With continued support from the

administration and the sttident

body. CSC wishes to increase appii-^

cation and acceptance rates from
the communities we serve, which

suffer from a lack of inadequate col-

lege counseling and resources. •

This year is going to be a chal-

lenging one for the Community
Service Commission. However,

with the dedication and determina-

tion of our volunteers, project direc-

tors and staff, we will be able to

overcome all obstacles.

I hope that you, the students,

realize and understand the need to

give back to the community and
invite you to become involved with

the commission or any other com-
munity service effort.

effort and will ot every student on this

campus to transform themselves, to

think beyond boundaries and to dare

to defy injustice, institutionalized

racism and internalized self hatred.

We then become an example to the

world that hope is^Uive ^md that the

MCGREGOR
From page 34

yVhat is yourfavorite kind ofmusic to play?

I like being able to apply jazz to other kinds of

music. Fusion-type music; I've been in a rock band
and a James Brown-type funk band.

ARCHBOLD
From page 36

€

If you could impart any wisfiom on others, what

future can truly become what we have

loved it into being.

would It bef ..: . . ,..

We're all so competitive and concerned with

each other's §oals - I think we need to just find

something we love to do, and by doing that, the

rest of the world will appreciate your passion and
not care about who's the best. I love music and I

-want^to play nuisic. ITpeople will wanfte^ieaMny^
music and love my music then I think that's accom-

plishing a lot. It's my way of doing good for the

bijt we can't figure out how to do it. Don't be scared

to try new things, get out of what is familiar and chal-

lenge yourself, and you will be rewarded.

I think coming to college you get out of the com-
fort zone, not being at home. But, being at UCLA
can be a comfort zone.

Other than taking reallv great classes, the best paiL
ot ULLA has been what Ive been involved in, and
so I'd encourage people to get involved in things,

whatever they may be. For me, it's been more politi-

cal and community service based.

Get more involved, get out of the classroom a lit-

tle bit, and add to your studies a little bit. Whatever

you choose^o da, just live and not be so stressed^-

everything and keep reminding yourself what is real-

ly important in life.
—— ^. _.--.„,

blue
City of Santa Mon^a'

bus BKi
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BUS

bid
Improved Service
WITH A Smile, Every Mile

EXCELLENCE IN

TRANSPORTATION
SERVICES

Starting September 13, look for

these new service improvements:

Line 4, Carlyie
Previously a segment of line 8, this line will operate

independently between Santa Monica Blvd/4"' Street

and 26'^/San Vicente. Line 4 will have 30 minute service

Monday - Sunday from 6:30 a.m. to 9:30 p.m. This

modification will improve on-time performance on both

the line 4 and line 8

Line 8, Ocean Paric Blvd.
This line will operate between UCLA via Ocean Park Blvd

to Santa Monica Blvd. and 4*" Street Monday - Sunday

from 6:00 a.m. to midnight. Weekday service wilt
""^

operate every 15 minutes from 6:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.,

and from 6:00 p.m. to midnight there will be service

every 30 minutes. On Saturday and Sunday the service

will operate every 30 minutes all day

Line 12, Robertson Palms
Weekday service will operate every 15 minutes from

6:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m., and from 6:00 p.m. to 10:00
»

p.m service will run every 30 minutes. A new Sunday

service will operate every 30 mirujtes from 7:00 a.m.

to7:0ap.m.
For route snd schedule info: (310) 451-5444, TDD: (310) 395-6025 Web: www.bigbluebus.com/bus
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asks:

G/LeaZ fmice?"

The Westside's best deli is offering

for students between 3:00 and 5:00 pm.
(Show your student ID to your server and get a great discount)
Offer only good for restaurant items, does not include deli, bakery, or delivery services.

—r-800-475^577 1

—

2379 Westivood Blvd. at Pico

I i;i' w^mm^trnfmrnmrn^mmm,^

Offer ends 1 1-1-98
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WELCOME BACK BRUINS!
^^^^^^^^1

rA\/H€iLS
' IDIEILI

\

^.̂ stwoo^

5.00 o
$20.00 minimum purchase

(1 per customer)
Exp. 11/1/98

OPEN HOURS /

24 HOUR DELIVERY (ON CAMPUS)!
24 HOUR STUDY HALL • GREAT FOOD

10925 WEYBURN AVENUE, LOS ANGELES, CA 90024
PHONE: (C310) 208-DELI • FAX: (310) 208-1345
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Of course

Windows
Mere's just a sampling from the huge array of hardware

and software we carry supporting the Windows platform!

imwv Including...

DELL Optiplex Gl Desktop
Ultrascan 800F Monitor (13.9" Vis)

Pentium II Processor, running at 300 Mhz,

32 MB SDRAM, 3.2 GB EIOE Hard Disk,

32X Max/14X Min CD-ROM

-profile Chassis

• 2MB Video Memory
• Integrated 51 2K cache

• 10/100 Network Interface Card (NIC)

• Altec Lansing AeS-90 Speakers ^
UCLA Store price 1539 oeu

such as...

IBM ThinkPad 380XD
Intel Pentium w/MMX, Running at 233Mhz
32MB RAM, 4 GB HO, 24X/10X CD-ROM
• 512 L2 Cache

•12.1' TFT SVGA Active MatHx Display

UCLA store price 2299
"—^"•BTTBTSfc <22r

for example...

Microsoft Office Pro 97
features Word

Excel

PowerPoint

Outlook

Internet Explorer

UCLA Store price 189 Mkmson

Come in and check out our demo stations

featuring many other of exdting products from

Rtstrictioas «nd Payment Po(ki«s: Hardware ar>d software in availabie

only to UCLA students, selected UCLA Extension students, UCLA faculty,

UCLA stiff and UCLA departments. Extension students should inquire at

the Computer Store regarding eligibility. UCLA Computer Store price

requires payment by currency, cashier's check, or University Credit

Union Withdrawal Check made payable to The UCLA Store. VISA,

MasterCard, and Discover are also accepted. Personal checks are

accepted up to 11,000. Money orders art not accepted. Sales tax will

bt added to listed prices.

® CompiilGf SlorG

COMPAQ
TOSHIBA

I
open daily

I

vvww.uclastore.ucla.edu

Life as Arts editor isn'i

all glamour, glitz, fluff
COLUMN: A&E hopes to

capture emotion, feeling

behind the entertainment

On the day I applied lor Arts &
Hntertainment editor, an overwhelm-

ing reeling of poor judgment swept

over me. I had no mtention of taking

up a position that consumed an enor-

mous amount ol' time just so lour

pages of text

gets nipped

aside for the

daily crossword

puz/lc

Kor reasons

still foreign to

inc. I pushed

aside the ill-

bcgollcn reelinij

and put myseir

up lor consider-

ation. It was mc
again St t hi n air. -

I barely got this

m —

^

-^
.

To say^the least, niy experience as

editor is tar troni what gets onto the

page^ ol the Arls^«S!: J-ntertainiflent

section.

When I wasa contribuloi. A&F:
looked so dilTcrcni. My duties fell

packages coming in. but what is tor-

gotten in all this is that people send it

to us because they want coverage - „
not because they like us. Nothing is

tree here.

Want to listen to your favorite

artist? Write a review. -^

Want to eat for free? Tell us how
the chicken differs here than at

Kentucky Fried Chicken.

It is hard to write 600 words aboui

a band such as Matchbox 20 when
twowill suffice: really lame.

But for the intrepid A&E writer,

they have to ch.'ai with describing

melodies, motion and expressions

with words. And that is something

not many people can do competenll>

.So the ne.xl lime you browse

through the Arts & Finlcrtainment

section, think not o^how tun it ilui.l

be to talk to I lallc Berr\ or see ihc

Smashing Pumpkins in concert.

Consider what went into the article

the hassle of talking to slick pubiicisls

with their well-rehearsed embeliish-

menis. or mterMewing Icss-lhan-artic

ulate^ac4ors who can't string a ct)n^

—

plete sentence-togetlier-lo save then

•lives, or sitting down and transcrib-

ing the said actor's gibberish and

spending the night trying to write a

clear, concise article. Please think

about that, and onlv then Ihink aboui

iimnm i 'i .iiL'i'. i ii V mm; I'lii nnr liinv Iliii ii IS Li.i umif aiiuiiui tprta:

years. The Bruin was a simple reposi-

tor\ for my music needs. I'd come in.

pick up a couple ol discs thai inler-

esled me and head on home. Little

did I know what my editor was going

through. The pressures of getting slo-

rres in on deadlines and dealing with

llak> writers were constant, it's my
turn now to feel the unrelenting push

to gel A&il our on time. And so far,

the picture on this side is much more
cluttered than the other.

No longer do I spend an. hour in

the office to edit with m> editor. I am
the editor, and the lH)ur has been

extended by eight; It is not what 1

want to cover or see anymore; it is

what the section should cover. My
position IS no longer about individual

interests but as a collective deposito-

ry lor what should be in the paper,

There were definitely times this

summer when I just wanted to drop -

all this weight; the production, the

decision-making, everything that uas

not uriting-relaled. Of course, those

feelings cjuickls pass and are

replaced wiih the sense of satisfac-

tion once the paper is tlnished. I am
sure by the end of my tenure, all this

work and responsibility will be .sec-

ond nature. What remains i,s the lin-

gering nuisance that A&1-. is consid-

ered in some respect as an illegiti-

mate form ofjournalism. Nc>t quite

papara/zi and not quite hard news,

we're the middle child with the iden-

tity crisis.

Often considered "Huffy" to our

fellow compatriots in journalism,

entertainment writing is just as

tedious sometimes as, say, news. But

it is otten overlooked in that we get a

lot of movie and music paraphernalia

that makes the job seem easier than it

really is.

To dispel the myths about this job,

most of the supposedly "cool" stuff is

actually horrible CDs that no one

will ever buy or lame movie knick-

knacks that usually lands more in the

garbagc*than on a work desk. It is the

rare and few exceptions that deceives

people into thinking that A&E is a

cushy situation.

People seem driven in their belief

that anyone involved in A&E has the

plum assignment. Whenever some-

one hears that you write for A&E.
the first words coming out of their

mouth is usually. "Whoa, ^ou must

get a ton of free stun." Wrong.

Sure it seems like Christmas at the

office every day with packages upon

celebrities.

'' ,As for what lo expect in A&E this

year? Anyone out there iiear of R&B
becau.se lor the jxtsi couple ol years

A&E Irasnt This year .A&E w ill shili

.some of the musical spotlight awa\

from alternative music and refocus

that on R&B and rap

Ihere will t-)e more leatuie and

issue slorieti-appcaring in this year's

Daily Bruin as well. Stones Uiat deal

with the problems plaguing a certain

medium or thoroughly critiquing an

ongoing trend will also be in print.

It is a goal to move away from the

typical preview or review stories and

place more attention to the indepen-

dent, up-and-coming events and

artists that tend to slip through big-

ger publications. The writing will

strike a balance between creativity

and fact-finding. We would like to

stand apart from the paper in the

sen.se of style and content. With

capable writers, stories will be full of_

intormation and lucid descriptions.

In the beginning of all this, my
feelings hedged between hesitation

and doubt. There was no reason for

me to even apply for this job. I was

happy just going to concerts and

reviewing my favorite artists. Maybe
because I was subtly coerced by the

former editors with rca.ssurance that

the job was easier than it actually was

or it might have been a latent sense

of power-mongering that finally

kicked in. Whatever the case, for

most of the summer. I never really

knew why I took this job.

So for a few months, I performed

the duties of this position with a hol-

low indifference To me, it was a

managerial job with no creative now.

I lefi the world of reporting and

open-air venues for the stuffy con-

fines of Kerckhoff Hall.

My moment of revelation or —

^

epiphany didn't occur until a few

days ago. In fact, my eyes were

opened to the importance of this edi-

torship over the course of many days.

It all happened Jast weekend.

Tori Amos came into town Friday

night. I have seen more than my
share of concerts since attending

UCL.'\, but that night turned out dif-

ferently. I was just there to review the

show and get me away from the

monotony of looking at the grey

cubicle I voluntarily stranded myself

in. Little did I know about the happy

See BUI, page 23
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A youth and cultural movement

is taking shape in the world ~~

of theater ...Opera is younger ...

Minorities appear in theater more

t'hoios couf tt'sy ol J i'aut iieiiy Iruit

The restaurant at the J. Paul Getty Museum exemplifies the center's unique architecture.

The total Getty experience
ART: Beauty of arehiteeture,

well-designed buildings lure

visitors to new LA. museum

By Laura Noguera
Daily Bruin Staff

Perched on an edge overlooking Los

Angeles, the John Paul (letty Center

attracts hordes to visit the facilities which

house art and literatiire collections, lecture

halls and an auditorium. However, there is

an attraction at the CJelty that people do not

even need lo step inside to appreciate.

Sitting on a 24-acre campus with the 405

freeway on one side and a mountain ridge

on the other, the center's innovative archi-

tecture is an enticement alone.

"I've never worked on abuilding like this

before," says John Farrell, a participating

architect in the Getty's design with Richard

Meier and Partners. "In the U.S. at least, it's

the only one like it."

Richard Meier is the Center's master-

mind, chosen by the (Jetty foundation most-

ly for his experience designing other muse-

ums in Europe and the United States.

The designs are revolutionary, using

technology that surpasses other United

States mu.seums' glamour. Hiose large pro-

truding stone walls not only draw eyes and

attention to the .striking appearance, they

are also functional during storms. No
sealant materials are used, allowing the rain

The John Paul Getty Center is the largest museum west of the Mississippir

to drain between the stone slabs to the bot-

tom.

Inside overhead windows allow natural

light to illuminate the museum spaces and

hallways. To protect the paintings' pig-

ments, the amount of light is controlled elec-

tronically with screens and canopies.

"(The natural light) is one of the mo.st

striking things about the museum spaces,"

Larrell says. "And they do not allow any

direct liglit to fall on the painting.s."

Meier worked closely with the founda-

tion to design a structure'represcntative of

the institution. The Getty Foundation

desired the designs to materialize a refiec-

tion from society's«yes.

"Hiey Wanted lo consolidate all this stuff

up on a hill," Farrell says. "It's actually an

image of the organization itself"

The community and relaling to Los

Angeles is a greal concern of the (Jetty

Foundation, and its blueprints reveal the

connection the center makes with its envi^.

ronment.

See GETTY, page 10

Narcoleptic

awakens to new

respect for live

shows, theater
COLUMN: Attending *Stomp,'

watehing film classic !Grease' .

rouses interest, appreciation

L,,-^l<^many of my esteemedpeers at

UCLA, I've been blessed with several

^remarkable talents. Besides being dou-

ble-jointed and possessing the mind-boggling

ability to spew the name of every American
president in 30 seconds

(yeah, be jealous), there's

t>ne that stands above the

rest.

It's a talent that I real-

ized and honed in the

nooks and crannies of

our cozy little campus. It

seems that I have an

uncanny disposition for

ileepinr .inywhrrr ;t i nl

anytime. LOUISC
My narcoleptic tenden- ri|||

cies are not just limited to ;

long bus rides and study

carrels in Powell. My favorite slumber spots?

Final exam rooms and venues of live perfor-

mances. How many people could boast falling

asleep at every (that would be four) final exam
last quarter and "resting my eyes" front and

center ... among the ear-shattering chaos of

the pit ... at a live rock concert ... standing up.

Ruling out the possibility of sleep disorders,

let's just .say I'm a tired girl. With my run-

around daily schedule, I find valuable solace

in every minute of delicious dreamin' I can

get. I just happen to find it in .somewhat inap-

propriate situations.

Until just months ago, I had yet to attend a

live performance without dozing. Of course,

this could include concerts, but I primarily

refer to more comtbrtable, less participatory

audience experiences, such as theater (though

not much can come between me and Mr.

Sandman).

As a child of 9, my fourth-grade class was

chosen by a local television station in San

Francisco lo be the token audience for an inti-

mate little storybook production. Actors

would perform classic fairy tales with 50 of us

gathered around them in a circle, watching in

awe and giggling with delight. The following

Saturday morning, my mother called me into

the living room to watch my 15 minutes of

fame. I wasn't on the screen much, but as the

camera panned by me, viewers saw a little girl

nodding off in the background. My family was

proud.

In high school, I patronized our plays and

musicals to catch my friends in their moment
of glory. Unfortunately, the moments were

short-lived ... at least the ones I caught.

The list goes on.

I once paid big bucks (well, $36 is a lot on a

peanut-butter-and-jclly-sandwich budget) for

tickets to the acclaimed musical "Ragtime,"

only to sleep through the first act. I.managed
to snag prime seats for "Tap Dogs," the

Australian tap dancing show, and again, I did- -

n't make it.

These shows weren't necessarily bad. Some
were well worth my time (the parts of

"Ragtime" I .saw were amazing), yet I found

myself checking my watch frequently and feel-

ing a brow-wiping sense of relief when they

were over.

It was like church. I subjected myself to the

two-hour experience simply to better myself,

but the second it was over, I was ready to hit

the real fun. Sure, it's enlightening, it's enrich-

ing; I know it'll be good for me in the long run

and I feel productive for having gone. But he^,

would I choose to memorize The Ten

Commandments over watching "There's

--- - - - T
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for the

youth
OPERA: Los Angeles venue attracls

younger generation through programs

promoting increasingly popular genre

By John Mangum
Daily Bruin Contributor

Opera is hip, more hip than it's bcenjn a long time.

Audiences for opera in the United States arc getting

younger every year, and Los Angeles leads the trend. Of the

country's major opera companies, L.A. Opera, which pre-

sents performances at t|ie Dorothy Chandler Pavilion in

downtown Los Angeles, has the youngest, audience of all.

"I think it's partly because we are a relatively new com-

pany with none of the long-standing traditions that have cre-

ated the sort of middle-class, middle-brow, middle-aged

audience that is so much the case in other parts of the coun-

try (particularly) New York, Chicago and San Francisco,"

says Peter Hemmings, LA. Opera's general director.

"Our audience really docs come from all walks of lifjp, all

ethnic backgrounds, all ages and all economic back-

grnunH^,"-iiemmingr

-r^
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On a cool September evening, a young crowd of opera patrons in dressy attire awaits curtain call for the

opening night of the romantic opera "Werther" on the steps of the Dorothy Chandler Pavilion.

burden

make sure that the opera house - the Dorothy Chandler

Pavilion - is not a daunting place, and that people feel they

can come without feeling out of place."

L.A. Opera's audiences really do not fit the preconcep-

tions that irnost people may have, with a large number of stu-

dents and other young people attending performances reg-

ularly.

Brian Raisbeck, a 24-year-old studying music composi-

tion at Cal State, Northridge, has seen three L.A. Opera per-

formances. He enjoyed Verdi's "Stifl'elio" with Placido

Domingo, and Mozart's "Cosi fan tutte" in the 1995-1996

season, but his favorite production was Puccini's "Tosca,"

tte cprnpany revived I n iha fttll of 1996.

Francisco when he was 18. The art form's richness immedi-

ately struck him, and he was impressed that there was more
to opera than singing.

"I liked the combination of all the difTerent aspects - the-

ater, the sets, singing, music, drama," Raisbeck says. "You

"I think that the best performance I've seen here was
Tosca,'" Raisbeck says. "Carol Vaness, who sang the title

role, was fantastic, and the sets were very realistic. I had

been to Rome and visited all of the places in the opera, and

that made the experience more immediate for me."

ITie first opera Raisbeck experienced in the theater was
Mozart's "Marriage of Figaro," which he attended in San

can'l e^l Ihai in the Iheatt^r. Thul'a juat apoken dfumu.'=
Deals for students make, it possible to experience the

combination of visual and performance arts that makes
opera so unique in new productions and revivals of popular

stagings at LA. Opera. Hemmings hopes that students will

take advantage of the company's various olTers.

See OPERA, page 8
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Theater venues

hope to attract

the movie-going

twtttenc^ to broaden

By Louise Chu
Daily Bruin Staff

I Is u warm summer Iriday nighl on

Santa Monica Boulevard. Around 10 p.m..

"A New York Romance" wraps up in the

Coast Playhouse, and the audience spills

oul of the ihcater. Clusters of uhitc men
and women, gencrall\ iuf\v>unj:cr than Ml
load into their HMWs aiki Mcrccde.s and
cruise down Santa Monica Bouierard past

Ccnlui> Cit> Shoppini; Center, where
ArnKigcddon" is playing at the AMC

( cntury 14. Outside the mall, audiences

siuini! and old ordiUcrcni ethnicities and"

economic statuses, giuher by the box t>rt"ice

to purchase tickets for the latest summer
blockbuster

1 his contrast in demographics seems a

common sight at theater venues and
iiuivie llHxiters throughout Lt)s

.Angeles. While the bright lights of

BroadWa> shine on thousands ol"

theatergoers each week, the Los

Angeles theater scene sutlers from

stigmas that.slu'iUt^ already glacia.L.

growth. In the heart of film and music,

MKiinstream audiences have shied away
iiom what many conceive of as an older,

elitisi. wliite institution.

riiere's always been a very iradilional

theater-going aud.iency which is prinuaily

upsCiilc. prinui'ily Caucasian audience,
""

SavsGary Murplu, press representatne of

the (iclTen Playhouse. "I think that that's

alwa\s the backbone lor the theater, ami

there's ahv;iy.s room-t.'ai:-,4t to grow h\

.ittractihg a younger fuidience."

.loan Stein, executive direcli'ir ot the

Cam n Ihealer. rolules claims of th

society has changed dramatically sincx

William Shakespeare's time, when
groundlings and royalty alike would gather

to revel in the day's cornerstone activity. In

the years since, the birth of film and lelevi-

sion has stolen the publics attention from
the'classic art form.

"We happen to live in an industry town
where the eriiphasis is on television and
theater, and where the media concentrates

oM television and theater.^*->>ajs Stein. "So
the media sends out a message to the pub-

lic that this is what's important. .And I

think it is the lack of sophistication some-

times o\' the media alxnil getting i)ui the

message."

Jim Royce. marketing director of The
Centre Theater Group which controls the

Ahmanson and Mark Taper Forum, finds

striking differences between New York
and Los Angeles media that define the

two's divergent priorities.

"If you read the New York Times, you'll

see that, unlike the calendar section of the

LA. Times, there's a lot of theater repre-

sented up front in the newspaper." Royce
observes. "You can't avoid it ... But here,

you wander through the movies, and you
eventually come to a very different charac-

teri/alion about how theater is represented

See AUDIENa, page 8

the pool of people

who enjoy plays

slereolspical tiieater .uKlieiice b> drawing

the tradition back to an earlier time.

"I do not lliiiik that theater is an elitist

event. "'Stem contends. ^^he tr.idition of

theater is that it is lor, the masses. II you

study your theater history, you will see that

ihealer was the most popular l\)rm of

,^ entertainment lor the common man."
~~ However, theater's original function "fn
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new name In town formerly 20/20 video

we rent & sell

# video movies

DVD Videos

free

membership
with picture ID

and valid credit

card

,
.

^^'d to find

'

'""'age mowes

1 035 Gayley ave.

Los Angeles, CA 90024

(310)209-2020-

video gomes
joponimotion
(largest selection In Westwood)

4 mature adult entertainment

4 hardware rental
(DVD/PSX/N64/VCR)

NOW/ OPEN IN CALIFORNIA
Buy any large 2 fopping regular priced p'zza and
receive any one of our speciaHy salads FREE
Choice of Caesar, Greek. Anfipasto or Tossed Salad

9pecialtu

^alad FREE
VALUE
$6.60

Pieoie menfKao tNj coupon Coupon has no ccjjh

value Not vakd with any other oftef Coupon lequirecJ Exprei 10/31/98

BEST
VALUE

MEDUIM THIN
CRUST PIZZA

WITH 2 TOPPINGS

$1199
Plus Tox

LARGE THIN
CRUST PIZZA

WITH 2 TOPPINGS

11
1099
W\J Plus

OetShdMadkjm
ChMM PtzTS (or t7.00

Tax

0«t ShdUrse
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Vej^-Jes^ Ph.3io.9e6.5050
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t^^^^
Award Winning Crusts

Neopolifan Thin Crust or

Sicilian Deep Dish

j^Pid^-

CPiCVfnv^^

Oourmef

V-;- . i

_ Ivlaroni

\Jl Gpecial
Large thin crust combo pizza. Comes witti Sweet Italian

Sausage, Pepperoni, Roasted Onions, Canadian Bacon,
Green Peppers, Black Olives, Green Olives, Mushrooms
arxj Extra Cheese - The Maroni Is our signature pizzoi

PieoM (T>«ntion th* coupon Coupon hoi no cosh
votue Not void wWh ony othf offw Coopon lequlfd Eiiptei 10/31 /V6
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Recycled entertainment reads differently every time
COLUMN: Themes stay

new with each perusal

as people Keep changing

The theme of this year's registra-

tion issue, A&E Editor Trinh

Bui informed me, was "the

changing face of entertainment" and

we had 400 inches of blank space to

fill with our wis-

dom or whatev-

er bit of text

happened to be

lying around the

ofllce come
deadline.

As innocuous

as the above

paragraph

seems, a closer

inspection

reveals, for bet-

ter or worse, the

largest change

that has taken place in my life during

the past three months. Notice that I

had to ask what the theme was.

Philanthropy and the ongoing need to

blather in print aside, if timely

poignant articles didn't surface, it was-

n't me who would be grasping for old

English IDA essays and wire stories

about post-"Seinfeld" Must See TV.

In other words, I'm no longer A&E
editor. I realize that a good portion of

you never knew that I was, but those

:»rho frequent H% Kcrckhoff knot

Cheryl

Klein

that the zany, vivacious yet diligent

team of Cheryl, Nerissa, Mike and

Stephanie has passed the torch to the

zany, vivacious yet diligent team of

Trinh, Louise, Megan, Vanessa and

Lx)nnie. That's the changing face of

Team A&E. ^

. And once The Bruin unhooked my

electronic leash (a.k.a. the A&E
pager), I was free to roam - to redis-

cover a few old passions and, in some
waj's, learn more about enlerlamment

than the busy hum of the newsroom
could tell me.

This promised to be a landmark

summer: I was 21, living in Los

Angeles and the proud owner of a

spunky '87 Tercel (by spunky, I mean
it runs with minimal coaxing). Now,

of course, it's going lo sound a tad

anti-climactic when I announce thai

my big revelation this summer was

reading for pleasure.

I mu.sl have read for fun during

some fuzzy, pre-collegiate phase of my
life. I mean, something must have

prompted me toward English-major-

dom. I seem to remember a few

kindergarten taunts aimed at my
prairie-chic bonnet and braids

inspired by Laura Ingalls Wilder.

But somewhere along the way,

ClifTs Notes and my general contrary

nature intervened. Books which pre-

ceded lengthy essays on symbolism

lacked the forbidden glitter of the one-

more-story that postponed bedtime.

Snippets of pages skimmed between

assisting customersat my book store

job, however, were all about that glit-

ter.

At Book Soup, Sunset Strip's over-

flowing anti-Borders, there was no

foreshadowing or onomatopoeia,

there were no reports or reviews. With

this aimlessly delicious surge of book-

miin inc!>s , i devoured JX'
nnfi;

Hensley's "Misadventures in the 213."

It was as light and indulgent as a

marshmallow, and I could read about

the characters' Hollywood hijinl^s for

no other reason than to exclaim,

"Hey, I've been to that restaurant!" or

"I saw Sheena Easton in 'Grease' .

loo!"

I rediscovered Erancesca Lia

Block's "Weetzie Bat" series, which

first dazzled me with its neon prose in

junior high. Ai $6.50 an hour, I could

justify combing the kids' section in

hopes of retreating into a world of uni-

corns and orphans and girls who pray

about their periods.

But of course I didn't* Retreat, that

is. I read about all those things and I

loved it - more so, perhaps, because

every nostalgic sigh gave way lo a boll

of realization, a giggle of nuance.

The great thing about

. reading/The Great

Gatsby" 12 times is that

it's a different book

each time.

That's the art of entertainment. As
much as English departments haggle

about The Canon (which could use a

facelift, a tan and some flexibility, but

that's another column), the great

thing about reading "The Great

Galsby" 12 times is that it's a difTerent

book each time. ^

Because you're a different person

each time, and after you, there will be

a new generation of readers.

After spending the first three years

'my college oareer atrjcar \9K' —
Kerckhoff hermit, I also went to

Venice Beach for the first time this

summer. Part ofme is cringing that I

just admitted that in print, but anoth-

er, loftier part of me is making a point.

Venice is not "hip" or "underground"

or any of those words thai KROQ and

grandparents use to describe the vari-

ous bandwagons scrappier folks

jumped on years ago. Venice is not

even convincingly free of contagious

diseases.

But for the newly Venetian, the

beach buzz i.s electric, the street peo-

ple have style, and the T-shirts and

sundres.ses brimming from cardboard

bins are alarmingly cheap.

Whether you're casting a new glow

on your own memories or entering

someone else's well-worn world for

the first time, enlertainmenl is at its

best when it's just pure, unadulterated

enleriainmenl - especially when it's a

big orange E with an exclamation

point and a catty voice-over from

Joan Rivers. And enteHainment's

when you let it change you - without

trying too hard or thinking about how
it will look on your resume.

I've churned out more theater

reviews than I can count, many of

which, conrje June, will be faxed opti-

mistically to journalistic outlets every-

where. And I wouldn't give up com-
plimentary orchestra seats for the

world. But until this summer, I hadn't

been on the other side of the curtain

since I played the Ghost of Christmas

Present in eighth grade. After all, I

never had plans for an acting career.

As a result, one of the biggest

adrenaline rushes of theater was lost

to me. I found it via a small, disastrous

Campus production of "The Tempest",

in mid-September. Small because it

only ran for two days, disastrous

bgoaufle boCh peffefmances were^

"Eight shows a week?" I marveled.

"I doubt we've even had eight

rehearsals!" 1 appreciated their work
with more sympathy and less random
awe -

1 knew I'd arrive better armed
at interviews in the future.

Entertainment has a.

way of sneaking into

life lessons, even career

boosts, as long as you

- initially offer yourself

upas a pop culture

tabula rasa.

much shorter than Shakespeare wrote

them, thanks to stanzas and stanzas of

forgotten lines.

While others were wondering if our

sets would hold up until intermission,

I was putting into context all the

quotes theater actors have supplied

Tlie Bruin with over the years.-

I guess, then, that I lied about the

"nothing but fun" aspect.

Entertainment has a way of sneaking,

into life lessons, even career boosts, as

long as you initially offer yourself up
as a pop culture tabula rasa.

When I did that this summer, I

came away with a small collection of

bad but souKsatisfyihg poetry. I rev-

eled in the ADD tease of "coming

attractions" where a year ago there

were oigly sterile screenings that

begun with no foreplay other than a

dimming of the lights. I painted Keith

Haring-esque stick figures on my back
'

"Fiie iKg"^^trclc. I watch<

and they were all new to me because

I'd been at editorial board meetings

during the first run.

The payoff is still debatable on
some of the above activities, but I

have no doubt as to its existence. Such

S«e KLEIN, page 8

Huge Discounts...

Palettes Brushes
/Acrylics Technica
Pens Canvas Paper
Watercolors Inks
Drawing Boards
Rulers Gouache

Pastels Lightboxes
Illustration Boards
Pencils Sketch Pads
Erasers Leadholders
Airbrushes Gesso

Glues Knives & Blades

i

Compass
FoamBoards Easels

Storage Boxes
Graphic ^^arkers

FinePens & N\ore

West L.A.
12406 Santa Monica

Blvd.

Between Centinela
and Bundy Dr.
M-F 9ani to 6pni
Sat 9ani to Spm

(310) 820-0445

Culver City
3030 S. La Cienega

Blvd.

1 block south of
Washington Blvd.

M-F 8:30ani to Spm
Sat 9ani to 4pni

(310)204-1212
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Fast and Easy!

Tired of motoring

around for those hard
to find items on your

supply lists?

At reasonable prices?

Without going to

Timbuktu?

Come to Graphaids...

...your or\e stop source

for the Art,

Archictectural and
GrapW\c Supplies you

need!

Questions?

Email us at

info@graphaids.com

1 -%j

«?.j<

V.

p-
c i • 1 »

lT

Save^

y^

weax
•k^

Guess Who got caugM?
In 1996 the U.S. government caught Guess?, Inc. using sweatshops in Los Angeles. Guess contractors were
discovered using illegal home sewing operations in 1996 and 1997. Guess could have cleaned up its act and
made conditions better for the workers who produced their expensive designer jeans. But it didn't.

Guess who ran away to Mexico?
where abuses ofGuess ran away, moving production to Tehuacan, Mexico— 1 ,700 miles from Los Angeles-

workers are more easily hidden from public yiew.

Guess who can't hMe?
A fact finding delegation from the U.S. went to Mexico to investigate conditions in factories producing clothing for

Guess?, Inc. According to their recent report, workers in these maquiladoras endure "forced and unpaid over-

time," "child labor," "poverty and substandard living conditions," and "repression and fear."

Injustice • Don t buy it

A^jM^SSAGE from RAGE AGAINST THE MACHINE AND UNITE 800-23UNITE
"^ FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT US AT www.gue8sboycott.org

Students & Educators receive an all year 30% discount a

- 1 II ill
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AUDIENCE
From page 5

here."

Though perpetuating the vicious cycle, per-

haps the media is simply reflecting the thriving

Hollywood qilture that AngelKnos have

already embraced.

To appeal to a younger demographic, the

stage must accommodate the fast-paced lives

that leave the under-30 crowd seeking imme-

diate gratification. In satisfying this need, the-

ater must give way to the burgeoning film

scene, a scene in which people can open up the

newspaper to the movie guide on a slow

Friday night and fmd several entertaining

options.

"(The Geffen is trying) to go after that

younger audience, to go after an audience that

doesn't have a very flexible schedule,"

Murphy explains. "See, one of the reasons

why you get an older audience is that they like

the ability to know that on Nov. 10, they're

going to the Geffen Playhouse. Young audi-

ences, they're not willing to make that com-

mitment. It's like, 'WeU, I don't know where

I'm going to be in November.'"

Theaters have recently made attempts to

adapt to the demands of a spontaneous

younger public by creating more flexible sub-

scription plans, having student discounts and

offering rush tickets (hours before the perfor-

mance, the ticket office sells the remaining

seats at lower prices).

Rush tickets are not the only way to mini-

mize the complaints of young audiences.

Industry professionals have also reached out

to those of lower economic bearing, hoping to

dispel the myth of wealthy elitism that charac-

terizes this entertainment medium.

"I think certain pieces of theater, by virtue

of the venues in which they perform and their ^

meager budgets to volunteer as ushers in non-

profit theaters, including the Geffen and the

Taper.

"I produced 'Picasso at Lapin Agile' at a

theater across the street from UCLA, and I

t^ll you that we had so few UCLA students

take advantage of the inexpensive tickets, free

tickets, it was very, very disheartening.

"If you want to go to theater, you can,"

Stein continues. "Theater is not a lazy activity,

and I'm afraid that our culture has embraced a

more lazy attitude."

Possibly theater's largest obstacle is cross-

ing racial and cultural boundaries. While

Hollywood, to a great extent, has succeeded in

attracting a diverse population of moviegoers,

theater fans remain segmented in specialized

groups.

"The thing is, you'll always have a group

that is there for that particular play," Murphy
says. "There was a huge black audience for

'Harriet's Return' because Debbie Allen is a

major star, and we're trying to tell the story of

Harriet Tubman, this great American hero. So

me black community will shbw up for that, in

the same way that the gay community showed

up for 'Love, Valor, Compassion.' That was a

Tiuge percentage of the audience."

Murphy believes that these plays ultimately

draw in audiences to return for future perfor-

mances; performances that do not necessarily

cater to their niche of interest.

"We're seeing more and more of that audi-

ence returning because you have to get people

in and have an enjoyable theatrical experi-

ence. Once they are there, they'll want to

return over and over again. I'd love to see it be

a lot more diverse that it actually is, and I

think that that will happen in time."

The current goal of organizers of Los

Angeles theater is to expand their demograph-

ics and delve into the mainstream market.

"Theater is for everyone , and i t has to be

KLEIN
From page 6

sublime nuggets of detail recycle themselves in

the otherwise dry pages of life.^nd that's how

>Nfi get new victiq^. .'

That's why every "Dawson's Creek" fan

and her brother will line up to see "Urban
Legend" - they grew up without the Freddies

and Jasons and Carries that turned cheap

thrills into a career for the current ringmasters

ofmeta-horror.
• That's why every year. Team A&E - whoev-

er its members are - will run a stories on
Royce Hall, "The Phantom of the Opera," the

coolest clubs in Los Angeles and the feasibility

of life after being an art student. My own
jaded senioritis aside, all those articles will be

relevant because every year there is a whole

new batch of Northern California transplants

who don't know that there is a Venice com-

pletely void of gondolas.

Who knows what I'll discover this year?

What I'll rediscover, or create for sorheone

else to stumble across in a moment of stolen

freedom. Ifmy syllabus for English 1 18 has

any say in the matter, I'll read "The Great

Gatsby" again. And though Fitzgerald's words

will remain the same, Daisy and Nick will

grow college-induced patinas over the visages

my 1 Ith-grade mind fashioned for them. The

faces ofmy classmates will be completely dif-

ferent. And all of us will continue hurtling for-

ward, glancing backward along the way.

Klein is a fourth-year American literature student

and can be reached at cklein@media.ucla.edu.

OPERA

budget structure, demand ticket prices that

can be far-reaching," Stein admits. "However,

there are discounts in the theater."

Both the Ahmanson and Mark Taper

Forum hold pay-what-you-can nights for each

show that they feature. Only required to pay a

minimum of $1, theatergoers usually donate

$5. Stein also encourages avid stage fans with

for everyone, which is why we try to keep

(ticket prices) at a minimal amount," Murphy
insists.

But Royce argues that there may be a limit='

ed pool of interest from which theater orga-

nizers may draw.

,... SeeAUMENa,page16

From page 4

"One of the ways we ensure that young peo-

ple can get in is by having a.student rush, and a

seniors' rush as well," Hemmings explains.

"People can get in a half-hour before the per-

"We're anxious that there

^ should be people in the

future who want to come to

opera."

Peter Hemmings
L.A. Opera's general director

formance for $20 to any seats that are unsold,

and that works very well for slightly less popu-

lar operas. It doesn't work so well for popular

operas, because they sell out anyhow."

But sometimes there are even a few tickets

to these performances, and students often

stand in line for several hours to get seats. Jared

-J'oley, a graduate student in history at UCLA,

was especially happy with his tickets when he

saw Richard Strauss' "Salome" last season. *

"The seats were great," Poley remembers.
"

I got to sit in front ofmy advisor." *

Raisbeck has also had good experiences get-

ting tickets to L.A. Opera p>erformances.

"Actually, the best experience I've ever had

with buying student tickets was at San

Francisco Opera," Raisbeck says. "The seats

were third row center, in the orchestra. But my
seats here have been pretty good, too."

In addition to offering student rush tickets,

the company takes other steps to build and

maintain a young audience. Each season, per-

formers from the opera stage works specifical-

ly written to appeal to younger listeners in Los

Angeles area schools.

"We have a huge outreach and education

affort," Hammings says .
^^We spend $i mini<

a year on outreach and education, partly

because Proposition 13 prevents money from

being spent on arts education in schools.

Rather, we have to do it, if there's to^be any

(arts education) at all. From a purely selfish

view, we're anxious that there should be people

— -.
,

... Sefe OPERA, page 12

Tidviets to die for. The Biggest and
Scariest Halloween Party

in the World!

OCT. 2. 5, 9. 10. 16. 17. 18. 22, 23.

__^4, 25. 28. 29. 30. 31 & NOV. 1 _
f * ^

*

'^,^;:--:x;:::^>J

-*^Hki m
eLvii^
\ '. - ,

' III, 1 ).,!»,

.r. .. . ,.!^j*

tlVIRA'SHADNTEfi

HOUSE PARTY

.•• #•

:^

Blood-chilling. Wicked. It's the most

terrifying Haunt ever! Get your tickets

before it sells out. Knott's Berry

Farm's 26th Annual Halloween

Haunt® has unearthed a casket of

evil and horrifying spectacles."

You'll experience ten chilling mazes
«•

and re-themed rides including-

all-new Alien Attack, Horrorwood Hotel and Dead;

Man's Wharf. Plus seven sinister stage shows. Ancf

more than 1 ,200 live monsters, ghouls and goblins ^

lurking in the fog. So -^=^
|

take a walk on the dark

side. Get your tickets

from Ticketmaster. Hurry!
'

They're tickets to die for.

nott
26 YEARS OP PEARS.!

803Q Beach Blvd Buena Park. CA (7U| 220-5200 www halloweenhaunt com,

m
SoSSSonWV? wtSi4I2?[5o

Tiqkets-Sl4 in advance S^9 day o( event

(213) MS-3S3S • (714) 703-2SSS Only Halloween Haunt tickets accepted (or this event

(MS) SI3-I7N • (619) 220-TIXI Sorry no costumes Event not recommer>ded for young children or wimps

October ^nd and 3rd Sy.pofierce Frea^. Preview Ilights For Onl^- $26!
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Coming Up!!

Terry Riley
Oct. 9th

Schoenberg Hall

YOUR WEEKLY GUIDE TO ON-CAMPUS ARTS RELATED NTS

UCLA PERFORMING ARTS
ANNOUNCES 1998-'99 SEASON!

UCLA Performing Arts celebrates its first full season back in its premier performance venue Royce Hall
and introduces two new series: Word of Mouth Series and Puppet Theater Series. The illustrious New
York Philharmonic under acclaimed conductor Kurt Masur performs for the first time in Los Angeles in

more than 1 2 years.

Season highlights include a rare appearance by legendary jazz pianist

Keith Jarrett; the only Los Angeles recital of one ot Britain's leading

violin virtuosos Nigel Kennedy; the high priestess of performance art

Laurie Anderson; a dazzling multimedia Puppet Theater Series; the

irreverent and flamboyant choreography of Mark Morris; Francef's

cutting-edge pun/eyors of modern music Ensemble Intercontemporain;
the wry and amicable sarcasm of best selling author David Sedaris;

,,, ; i. i Pulitzer PrizadAonning trumpeter Wyntpn Mjirm lis .and The I incoln
Center Jazz Orchestra performing an all Ellington program in honor of

-the 100th anniversary of the late conductor's birth; India's "National
Living Treasure" sarodist Ali Akbar Khan featuring guest (K-rcussionist

Zakir Hussain; U.S. Poet Laureates Robert Pinsky and Robert Hass;
Grammy award-winning jazz vocalist Dee Dee Bridgewater performing
an Ella Fitzgerald program; Obie award-winning monologuist Spalding
Gray; the superb Beaux Arts Trio performing The Complete Piano Trio

Cycle of Beethoven; the primal power and beauty of japan's traditional
r^ii iii ui '

r- . . ,^.
. s . -.

drum cr^scmbtc Kcdo; the forerunners.'

o

t the current trad itiona l I rish

Dance craze. Trinity Irish Dance Company; and the over 40 daricers

and musiciar^s from the Gypsy tribes of Russia and Central and Eastern

Europe celebrating the rich and varied culture of the Rroma people in

Gypsy Caravan.

For brochure and ticket information, please call the UCLA Central

Ticket Office at (310) 825-2101 or visit their website at:

www.performingarts.ucla.edu

~ ~~~ FOWLER MUSEUM EXHIBITS
—

^

Admission is FREE to everyone now through December 1 998

Reflecting Culture: The Francis E. Fowler, Jr. Collection of Silver - on permanent display
Comprised of 250 objects representing 16th-through 19th-century Europe and the United states, this

exhibition interprets silver in its social contexts. Gleaming vessels from renowned workshops, such as

those of British silversmiths Paul de Lamerie (c.l800) Russian jeweler Karl Faberge (c. 1900) and
American patriot silversmith Paul Revere highlight important styles arid techniques.

Basketry of the Luzon Cordillera, Philippines - extended through March 21, 1999
A study in form and function, the exhibition features 50 of the finest baskets

from the Fowler's sizable collection. In rattan and bamboo, plaited and
coiled, and rich in detail and texture, these utilitarian works created by the
agricultural peoples of this mountainous region were designed for specific

purposes. Among the peoples 6i the Cordillera, basketry is a ubiquitous art

form and, as such, best captures in material from their unique ways of life.

•^.^•^

Confrontations, trossings and Convergence: Photographs of the
Philippines and the United States, 1898-1998
- extended through March 21, 1 999
Forty photographs provide a historical framework for the complex,
longstanding relationship between the Philippines and the United states. These
powerful images document the ties between peoples from both countries in

political, cultural and economic terms; they also consider the role of FiNpino
Americans in American life.

Corridos Sin Fronteras- extended through February 14, 199T
Embark on a musical and visual journey through stories sung in communities through Mexico and the US!
Corridos (ballads) highlight poignant scenes of love, war and strife.

For more info call (310) 825-4361 or visit the website at: www.fmch.ucla.edu

• • • • •••••••• • • • • • • • • •

Music Fair

World Music Eosemble

1:00-3PM — -:r^i_

Ian Popper at Schoenberg Hall
Free

Each of the 1 3 world music ensembles

will perform as a showcase to introduce

the groups to new UCLA students. The
ensembles are: Music of Bali, Balkan

Music arxj Dance, Music of China,

of West Africa, North Indian

Music of Japan, Music of )ava,

of Korea, Music of Mexico,

of the hieAt East, African

American Music, Afro-Cuban Music

arxi Angk) American MusiC;

Paul Robeson
Star of Stage and Screen

James Bridges Theater

Music
Tabia,

Music
Music

Star of stage and Screen was assembled
for the centennial of Robeson's birth

and is a full retrospective of his film

wofk. Highlights of the film series

include two of his definitive stage per-

formances in theatrical landmarks:

Brutus Jones in THE EMPEROR JONES
(1933) and Joe in SHOW BOAT (1936).

Other highlights irKlude the rare

BORDERLINE (U.K. 1930), an experi-

mental silent feature shot in

Switzerland: BODY AND SOUL (1925)

and MY SONG GOES FORTH (aka

AFRICA SINGS. U.K. 1937)
—

~

For addMonal info : 206-3033 For addHkmal Info : 206.FILM

WInrt Art Tlib Wock? ii yvMvweeyvflMe lo<

be mil 10 flsys prior to flhc wook wMcn you womM
CA9009S-1455,F«(:t2S-7ifi,V.«Mat25.5t77. Ux^

TMi

• ••••••••••••••
? Dee Dee Bridgewater

"Dear Ella"

Performance ,.

8 pm, Royce Hall
~

Tickets $30, 24, 19, SCA $J2

CenterStage discussion
7 pm, Haines 39
Performance Tickets Required

Additional Info: 206- 1144

The daughter of avid jazz lovers, this

Grammy award-winning jazz vocalist's

life-long appreciation of Ella Fitzgerald

pre-dates her ability to talk • or even
sing. After embarking on an illustrious

career, which included a Tony-r>omi-

nated role in The Wiz' and three

Grammy nominated alfourm. Dee Dee
pays tribute to her musical mentor.

For IklKf info : 025-2101

is spotworcd by several i

t). Pfcose send yovr i

Dee D(

/A

/

f/

Sat, Oct 3

8gm ^ Royce Hall

CENTBtSTACC DISCUSSION f |-
^

7pm \ %.
With Kenny BurreH^

Director^ UCI^ Jazz studies IVt^Sram '

C^ 20^1 1 44 for more hifo

.^•^^

««M««»t«»#t«*M<tilt«#l#l«*M>l$>

f^r ticket info;

Caa025'2tO1

s T u e I M r
COMMITTII
»0« THI Airs

s r u I N r
COMMITTII
»OB THI ARTS

UCLA Students can attend events listed in this box for less than
the price of a regular student ticket, and the seats are among the

best in the house. Present your current student ID at the Central

Ticket Office (CTO) and ask for SCA tickets.

For additional information on upcoming events or to receive a

brochure, call (310) 825-2101.

Limit 2 tickets per ID per ever^t. ID must tie presented it time of event.

DATE EVENT SCA RFC. ON
PRICE PRICE SALE

10/3 Dee Dee Bridgewater ''Dear Ella'' (R) $12 $30 now
10/9 Terry Riley (S)

1 0/9 Mark Morris Dance Group (R)

10/10 Mark Morris Dance Croup (R)

10/n Kronos Quartet (R)

10/16 lACOm
10/17 Karen Mason (S}

10/17 Whiriing Dervishes (R)

10/18 Whirifng Demshes (R)

10/18 Iroica Trio (5)

n/2^ Mary Black (R)

10/23 HeiperlonXXM

10/24 Josh KomlMhm
10/24 Wayangik^WSectric $hado%vs (R)

1(^9 Iv2m tins and CNticho Vald^ (R)

11/1 Trimly 1ri«h D^^tce Con^panyW
l1/i^DavM Sedaris (R)

11/7 Sydney SymphonyOrchcstra (R)

11/7 PeriaBatafla(5)

11/0 MidoriW
11/14 Ka^tfecn Battled

I1/1fpra»* Quartet (S)

11/20 Marisa Monte (R)

11/21 Nlgeriamnedy<R)

$9 $25 now
$12 $40 now
$12 $40 now
$12 m now
$ 8 $42 now
$8 $32 now
$12 $35 now
$12 $35 now
$10 $30 now
$10 $S0 now
$B m nm
ir m now
$» $Z5 now
$12 $30 now
112 mo now
$8 $2$ mw
$12 $40 oas
it m Oct 5

$15 $50 0<^.5

$ 8 $42 Oct. S

$15 $5$ omit
$9 $30 Oct/12

$10 $30 om,n
$12 $35 Od. 19

r

ADMIT ONE

Usllwiiani^htd sublect to space avrfifcWty. MHiifoii i

Ktbr c/o SCA> Cwyms Moll co^ 145503, W6 Hoyco Mrf, lot

.

.1
' >

->- • ^
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GETTY
From page 3

"A lot of the architecture opens up

to landscape in respect to views, " says

Richard Weinstein, UCLA professor

of architecture and urban design.

"The gallery is arranged so you arc

constantly aware of this view."

From the vistas visitors see Los

Angeles as a vast land of blocks. The

(jetty is a refreshing getaway, especial-

ly the gardens whose exotic plants and

running fountain welcortie peace.

"I think one of the most successful

(Getty designs) is the courtyard muse-

um," Weinstein says. "Every lime I've

been there its been full of people sit-

ting around talking, relax4ng or read-

ing a book."

A grueling process to develop the

Cietty's image found-architects and the

foundation working overtime, debat-

ing every detail lo reach near perlccl

designs.

"They spent a lot of time just pick-

ing the right stone." I'arrell says.

The (jetty's image is preserved in

its buildings, but also finding preserva-

tion is Meier's architectural touch.

whose signature style is accented with-

in the Getty's walls. Meier plays with

spaces using curves and sharp angles

which give each building its own per-

sonality.

'The Getty ... represents

an effort which takes

the humanities an(d arts

extremely seriously."

Richard Weinstein

UCLA professor

"There's always this inlerplay

between orthogonal rectilinear and

playfully x.*^xpresscd clcnients," Farrell

says. "You have a regular system that's

interrupted and emphasized by cheat-

ing shapes contrasting the grid back-

ground."

During every structure's designing

process, architects carefully consider

See GETTY, page 12

fnoto couftesy of I Paul Getty liuit

The J. Paul Getty museum attracts many visitors because of its beauty. Above isa night view from the

East building looking north.

Relieve Your Stress!
o m s e

new acoustic, music by:

^o^y k^f^ife^si^^^

live @ Tke Crooked Bir

Tues. Oct. 6th @ 8:45 p.m.

Free CD sampler to the 1st 20 people at the show!

located on the corner of Sunset & Laurel Canyon
(below the coconut teaser)

Care

PERFECT SKIN

Salon

UCIA STUDENT SPECIAL

[Click]

Treatment

Facials Reg. w/coupon
I

Waxing Reg. w/coupon

• Classic European ^ $40 j • FuU leg & Bikini $^ $25

t fliniral trfatmfnt $Ha $40 j

Tor acne

Cellulite Treatment

• Electro Muscle

Stimulation

43tp- |g $6

»•••«••!

V^ $18 i

— • - •

5 Tanning Sessions $23

•Underarm $^ $10

1739 Weifwood Blvd.

Free Parking at Ross' Lower Level (310)268-1203

all Los Ang(^les

Times ind New York

Times bestsellers

Welcome Bruins
fromtlie

^University Catholic Centen^^

V^oVl
t)«(

\ffi^
,S6S

840 Hilgard Ave, Los Angeles, CA 90024

'<i'MV}>f:Viff>»A-x-yyJ

^di

^*A«
^t^es

Welcome
Wednesday, October 7th - 7:00 PM iUCC MS

"'''-^B
*'"^^^.

Goto"*
iOitfW

SerAc« Fall Weekend Htr
Friday Evening, October 23rd - IHIday, Wlpber 25th

h
*5q,,

w^T-e.
90js

ym>

S
}

s
«-»4M

^

wvfvuni

Schedule of Services (For FaU Quiper 1998):

|[^

B*M***M*M

M^

10:30am at the UnivlrSty CathoUc Center

7:30pm and 9:30pm at t|| UnivgWj^ Chapel

(Strnhmorj?& <|ayley)

12: 10pm KerckyiliK) (on caiifipus)

12: 10pm Kewiililbo (on campas)ThvirPC.QmmM9f]in§^'^g^:
1 St Fridayil^^lililonPI^^ at the Onivcrsity Catholic Center

^err.ea&

4>^^'!-

For more information, please call the UCC at (310) 208-5015

0^0;vj*
H

The UCC is a member ofthe University Religious Conference at UCLA
^^e

^,\

t

UClABoofcZon* ^
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OPERA
From page 8 *'"

in the future who want to come to

opera."

So far, the efforts seem to be pay-

ing off. Students have already staked

out what they want to see from this

season's offerings, which include

popular favorites like "Don
Giovanni^" and "barmen," along-

side less familiar works such as

Massenet's "Werther" and Verdi's

"Falstaff."

. "As a student^ I think the upcom-

ing season is very well-suited to the

student taste, because there's popu-

lar things that students have heard

of, but haven't necessarily heard in

person," Foley says. "On one level,

it's a familiar repertoire - things like

'Carmen,' where everyone kind of

knows the music. You've heard it,

it's a familiar kind of thing, and so

it's cool to be able to go and see it

performed. But on the other hand,

there's also unfamiliar stuff that peo-

ple might not necessarily have heard

before, and so it's a way of exposing

a new generation to new operas."

OPERA: For L.A. Opera information,

call (2 13) 972-8001.

GETTY
FfonipagelO

its purpose. Meier's Getty designs

make each building's intention visible

in its appearance from the outside, fol-

lowing a theme in which the rounder

buildings tend to be the public places

while the more edgier and blunt build-

ings hold the organization's offices.

"As you enter the museum L to

your right there's ancurved shape that

defines the orientation theater,"

Farrell says. "And to your left, an angle

defines the office spaces, which are not

for the public and is a more personal

space.**

Concerns for earthquake survival,

prompted by the Northridge earth-

quake required designers to analyze

their art in a more practical sense.

"The fault lines had to be dealt

with," Farrell says. "The Northridge

earthquake stopped construction ... we
had to look at designs from an engi-

neering standpoint."

In the end, the Getty foundation

and Meier were not the center's only

influences. The Brentwood and Bel

Air communities' opinions on the

Getty's appearance called for some
compromises.

"The actual finish material was

going to be stainless steel panels

instead of the beige ones," Farrell says.

"The Brentwood neighbors nixed that.

They said it would be too glaring."

The Getty Center did not become a

glarihg, out of place structure and it

does not need to be to attract attention.

Many feel that crowds are larger than

expected for good reason.

"The Getty Center represents an

effort which takes the humanities and

arts extremely seriously," Weinstein

says. "I don't think there's a Sifigle

institution in the world that has

focused so much energy and financial

resources on what is essentially a cul-

tural endeavor."

f

iir Attention

Toyota -JL-

if Owners!^
HURRY IN! THESE
SPECIALS EXPIRE

10-31-98

*

Only 7 Miles

From NE Corner

of UCLA! .

PROUDLY SERVING THE UCLA COMMUNITY FOR 1 6 YEARS!

INTERMEDIATE SERVICE SPECIAL
Our Service Excellence Team Will...

engine

Replace oil filter w/ • Inspect belts & hoses

genuine Toyota oil filter •Road test

Lubricate chassis • Drain and refill transmission

• Qean & adjust brakes fluid

• Rotate tires

Replace air filter

tW?
Rccoincndcd cvcni hl.OOO

miles or 12 luonlhs.

wtiichever comesJust

land Cnitaer MOO wkHUoMl. Induda^ tMurdou* wmIc iee. •Whoii
when aopllcable. Whad tMrfMK* ft irfl^anenl ihould be <

SctvlwDepl. Not valid en prevtoiM chargM or I

IciBe 'WhtnmpfMeaiat».Btyt..tnftaUnumpkim^ft. VUvcadhMbMnI
done ptrknUealfy. but are not |Mrt oflMa MrvteT^Mld on^ In IheTafoUi of
ToyatMonly Muot pnmn t coupon wtwn ortor H mMUn. Ecptrw I0/3I/I

«hn. ^
01 TWNnnMKM
98.

INSPECT & BRING TO SPECIHCATION THE FOLLOWING
FLUID LEVELS:
• Battery, transmission, brake, clutch, master cylinder, differential & coolant

INSPECT & ASSESS CONDITION OF THE FOLLOWING
CRITICAL SAFETY COMPONENTS:
• Exhaust, steering & shock absorber system, belts & hoses

ADJUST &/OR VERIFY THE FOLLOWING:
• Tine condition, tire pressure & emei^ency brake

Service while you wait!

MINOR SERVICE SPECIAL
ivhulufl'cr 'onws llrsl

• Change engine oil

• Replace oil filter w/ genuine Toyota oil Tilter

• Lubricate chassis

• Clean A adjust brakes

• Rotate tires
ADJUST &yOR VERIFY THE FOLLOWING:
• Tire condition, tire pressure &. emergency brake

MINI-MINOR SERVICE

5
•7 0fF

'lull f J (Ct /_i; .v/.'jo nulrs m J inonlln^.

ivtnrlu'i%'rO'rn':s Oral

TAX
Rag. $79.95

INSPECT * BRING TO SPEOnCATIONS THE
FOLLOWING FlfUID LEVELS:
• Battery, transmission, brake, clutch,

master cylinder, differential A coolant

INSPECT <c ASSESS CONDITION OF THE
FOLLOWING CRITICAL SAFETY COMPONENTS:
• Exhaust, steering A shock tb%oiber systems

Laad CMter ]«in addMoMl.
vald on prevtaa daiaa or I

itmumkMtwmefet. VUtdoirfyiiitfKlbyinarHaaywpodMrvtoedn. Noi
IbyoiMONly. MiMipiaMoaapcMwtmaidBritwfMn. tafiim lO/iim.

17 R«g. $24.95

Includes
y^tkie Inspedk

• Change engine oil

• Replace oil filter w/ genuine

Toyota oil filter

• Lubricate chassis

• Inspect front & rear brakes

• Inspect belts A hoses

• Adjust tire pressure

• Inspect tire condition

• Inspect all lights

• Inspect windshield wiper blades

• Includes "U R THE if" license frame.

fflfWr"'^

INSPECT & BRING TO SPECinCATIONS
THE FOLLOWING FLUID LEVELS:
• Transmission, differential, coolant, clutch,

brake, power steering A battery

SERVICE WHILE YOU WAIT!

LMtd cnitnrM 00 addHionai
Indiidca hMaRlou* <wte fac. Virild only In the
ipifiMh. Toyotaa «nly. Muat pwwrt eoupon vlian

Wheel baluMX ft allaiment ahould be done periodically, but U
TOTOTA or HOIXYWOOD Service Dcpl No« vail

rlawiMlen. Bsptraa 10/31/96.

I paii of this aervtcc
lid on II prevtoua charges or

tlm:-li»si»i;cial ROIAn: «S: HALANCi: (;i;M1M: TOYOTA .MuHIci

• Check timing and ignition

system
• Set point dwell
• adjust fuel injection/carburetor

to idle specification, where
applicable.

• Road test

• Analysis of all other tune related needs

jSAVE *}^

(^%
iHp m* IWi Wf!

"

mReg $9 95

PMInum pluat. *6 cyl. A car* wtlhoul «i ctactronlc IgnWon
•ddl. Not vMd on p(«vtoua chafQM or apccMs. toyotaa omv.
MiMpraMrit coupon wtwn ordar it wrlttan. ExplTM 10/31/96.

Not valid on prtvkiut chir|e« or

tpeciali ToytMM only Muu prcteM
coupon when order Is wriiiea

Expires l(V3l/98.

INCLUDES FREE
BRAKE INSPECTION
• Balance four wheels
• rotate tires

• Inspect brakes

• Made expressly for your
Toyota

• Lifetime quarantce when
installed at Toyota of
Hollywood

129''

nUTKTINGVOUl

TOYOTA

Mm vilid on previous charges or specials Tt>yoias only Musi
pieacM coupon when order is written. Expire* KV.^I^H.

• Mairen • Sliocki • .Slnni Inicns

Toyota nivrreri. cihauii pipci.

itwclii k uruii. k arui cann|a it
Stnmwti lu llic on|intl purchaicr

r Ihc lire or the vehicle when
lauallcd by is (Mihorlud i»yo(i

deilr see «i ror r«ll ddtlU.

iih^*^r^n.

Hrnki' t'C (hitch Repair
Super Special

( OMIM.KTI.Al rOMATK
TR^VNSMlSSlOiN SERVICE

fswbifeoMriMi
lining replacements. Includes

machining or replacing drums
or rotors and overhauling

wheel cylinden. Includes

replacement of any clutch

assembly components. PiseoHnt

'*Kemovc transmission pan A tcrrtn
• inspect exposed areas of transmission pan
gasket A reinstall pan
• Refill with quality transmission fluid

• Advise on condition of transmission

^irpesfonnedbyiudr.

*ux
WWia^ HTVloe

Mom exieaded warrmMtci mtfSte
this aervice every 15.000 nlla or
IS mamtm lo tocp warwty viUd.

NaiJMiAt>friaAnil<
LMtf CmtMrA 4-RMMHr MhMi

youTKlf against aggravaiSii

Includes timing belt

• Replace timing belt

• Inspect A adjust drive belts

• Inspect A advise on condition

of idler bearings A associated

components

1 iiiiin^ licit Special

*t lll.< -»-w .

119 Includes Bell A Lahor

Reg $255

TECHNICALTIR Toyau noammcnds thai your
vcWck'ilMiiaHn. iiien. beki A aeak Ik
iiMpBrtcd AAor rafwifod al 60^000 miles. The pant
A acrvioe miuired may oral yat—iiwiaHy miMe.

N91 validM prcvioiM diaf|c* or ipedala. Ibyoiaa oihr. MuM
pitaeM coupcM wlieii onkr it wridoi. Bi^lica 100 l/W.

haiardouai
ori

I tw. V*< or<y In tw Toyota^ol hoiywood Syvto» t>apt Wot van on
|

ta. MuM piVMnl ooi^on wtwn oniar la wfMan. ExplfM 1Q/1(y98.
6 cyl. turtx> addllional. Not valid on pravios chargM or specials. Toyota*
only. Mutt praaant coupon whan ordar is vvrtttan. Expiraa 1Q/31/M.

The All New...

'J TOYOTA

HOLLYWOOD

8BRVICB HOURS:
Mon.-Prl. 7:00 a.m. - 6:30 p.m.

Ino appt. necessary)

Bat. 7:30 A.m. • 5:00 p.m.
(^ appoiniment onii^

TOYOTA OF HOLLYWOOD
^6000 Holiywtrad Blvd. 213/860-5575^

IT REMEMBER YOU ARE THE STAR! X
We Honor:

Free Local

Shuttle Service

\
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'Chorale gives me a wonderful release from the

torment of Kanji."

ARI ZOHAR KLINGMAN, East Asian Studies

"Chorale makes me smile."

ALISSA RIESNER, Theater Major
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"Singing again is the best single decision of my
university career."

ANDREW McLEAN, Grad Student, Sociology

UCLA Department of Music

DO YOU

DO YOU Singl9

Read Music? V

If the answer is

for the.

• CHORALE
M & W, 3:00 - 5:15 (2 units)

UNIVERSITY CHORUS
T&Th, 3:20 - 5:00 (2 units)

FEW THINGS ARE AS INVIGORATING TO THE
HUMAN SPIRIT AS GREAT SINGING!

YOU'VE GOT THE TIME - YOU DESERVE THE INVIGORATION!

Sign up now at Choral Music office, Room 241 9 Schoenberg Hall,

for a brief 5-mlnute audition. Wed., Sept. 30, Thur., Oct. 1, Fri., O^t. 2,

1325 Schoenberg Hall, 1 0:00 - 1 :00 and 2:00 - 5:00.

Information (310) 825-4036.

It's the most exhilarating thing I found on campus.'

CARLINA DeROBERTIS, English Major

"This is what being alive is ail about!"

JEFF STANGER, Communication Studies Major
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Acadiiiiic Success I hrouyh

IVcr C ounseliiiy

The success of one's journey here at UCLA
depends on us, as a people, and as a unified

collective. Determined to combat the prob-

lems of attrition facing Africans at UCLA, wc

will not be satisfied until graduation rates have

reached l(K)%.

• one-on-cme counselin}*

•focus groups

• workshop

• exam files

• workstuJyforms

• time management tactus

• study firoup lists

• stiddy techniques

• stress / time management w<trksh(>ps

Academic Resources Development

The Academic Resources Development

(ARD) component is responsible for or-

ganizing sludeiits around coiiwnon aca-

demic and professional interests. 'I'hese

experiences will help students become

academically successful, preparing them

to make meaningful contributions to (he

development of community and society

upK>n graduation.

Alrican American Business Council

African Americans in Comntunicalions

'•y-A

African rilm & Television Ass(H:iatit)n

African Psychology Students Association

Black Pre-Heallh Organization

Black Pre-Law Society

National St>ciety o( Black Lngineers

ICIA - African Student I nion

Academic Supports Program
ASUf Chairperson

Noluthando Williams

ASUf Access & Retention

La Keisha Coleman

Itika Oldvi'ine

Student Affairs Officer

Campus Retention Committee Advisor

Tim N^uheni

Director

Christine Maye

Assistant Director
^

Ani*ele Ralph

Academic Success / Peer Counseling

Rcnec M. Poole

Academic Resources Development

Michael States \

African Brothers &. Sisters

Cori Larkin

Counselors

Nia Andrews
" Cori Shepherd

Mia Watson

StaffAssistants

Diane Fields

Antonio Moore

203 Men's Gym
Los Angeles, California 90095

(310)825-9342

Rites of Passajie

The Rites of Passage is designed to help 1st Year

African students leam information that can be used

towards the development ofthe African community.

• academic adjustment
"""

• cultural development

• personal development

• academic development

r
• leadership development

•interaction development

• commu/iitv serxnce

African Brothers and Sisters

The African Brothers and Sisters component

(ABS) provides peer mentoring and devel-

ops a sense of family among African students.

• utilize resources

• gender relations

• mentorship

• socials

Internship "Holistic Service'

^he Internship comfH)nent provides students with the op-

portunity to gain a working knowledge of the history, struc-

ture, administrative and counseling asp>ects of the Academic

Supports Program. We provide a strong. foundation for op-

portunities on campus and post graduation.

-='^^=^^

•Leadership

•Communication

•Project Development

•Empowermen t

•Motivation

•Staff Mentors

•Stipend

Men's Gym 203
(Next to Toco Bell) *

310»206*6949
- Call or come by to arrange an
appointment v\/ith a peer counselor

Academic &

Personal peer

counseling

Academic

Workshops

One Step

Ahead

Mentorship

Exam Files

Study Halls

Career

Dinners

Incoming Students: Please Join SPEAR & Samahang
Pilipino at The Welcome Reception, Thursday,

October 1st @ 7 pm in Ackerman Grand Ballroom

^-**>^^^^

1^»"
A<»

.^et ' ^o v«'

Personal

Development

Workshops

Internship

^
Daily Bruin Arts It Entertainment September 28 -October 1,1998 IS

El Moviemiento Estudiantil Chicana y Chicano de Aztlan

The Chicana/o and Latina/o Academic Support Program

Congratulates the entering clasis on their acceptance and decision to

attend UCLA. We would also like to invite all UCLA students to utilize

MEChA Calmecac sen/ices

Tepochcalli Unit:

Student-friendly, holistic, peer and

academic counseling

component
.'MM

CalpuUi Component:

Pairs entering

students with junior and ^
seniors to promote networking

Centro Coatlicue:

Gender and sexuality specific counseling,

i-j^^0^" .^ programming, and

resources

<**(%,

Internship Program:

Receive training

I — and gain experience in the

daily functions of a retention program

* t Liil

Centro Estudiantil: —
Hosts study hall weeks 2-10 and helps students form study groups

Tues. 6 - 1 0pm @ Public Policy 2284

Wed. 6- 10pm @TBA
^

#fer

l^FrnMomuifonnation, Please Call the MEChA Calmecac Office^^JO) 206-5547 'j

'-^^^ or stop by the UCLA Student Retention Center located in the

Men 's Gym Building Room 203
^mj * *

-A M E R I C Ar* N "^t N D A S S O cS I A T I O N

One-on-one Coii
«

^ Peer counseling with

major
"^ PHoHty Enrollment

¥ Exam Files

Workshops

You are invited to join the

American Indian Community at UCLA
to welcome entering Native American students

October"?, Vm'
ll:00amto2:60pm
Campb^U Hall Pj^ttO

S.

^ Current Issues facing American Indians

^ Academic Success

# Financial Aid

^ Traditional Talking Circles

r

^ Mentorship program
Fosters interpersonal relationships

between undergraduate students

faculty, graduate students, and

community elders

^ Resources

Access to American Indian •

/ Scholarships, grants, and

internships

RAIN! is located in the Student Retention Center at 203 Men's Gym
Phone: (310) 206-8043

Fax: (310) 206-3175

-t

—

wr
-'-•-*' ——v^^'r

^ -^^.-^

sassABwM '^ '--- ¥<,
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NON-TRADITIONAL
From page 25

patronizing or non-existent.

But even before the practice has

truly taken hold, controversies have

revealed the theater to be anything

but blind to race. And as legislators

and college campuses quarrel over

affirmative action, the arguable artis-

tic equivalent fmds itself caught in'

the turmoil and continually evolving.

On one side, there's Bill Rauch's

theory: "1 feel really passionately

that any actor can play any role." His

Cornerstone Theater Company bold-

ly carries out this declaration, casting

across both race and gender lines. A
recent production saw an Asian

woman as Medea, an Indian man as

Macbeth and a white man as his wife.

Rauch points out that the direc-

tor's position as deity to the play

world allows him or her to make a

flood of subtle statements that the

audience often takes for granted.

"To do a play with an all-white

cast is an active choice," Rauch said.

"It's not like there's a default that's

'normal' and then you do other

things."

Not taking white leads as a given

seems to have made the most strides

in the realm of musicals. Cases in

Daily Bruin Arts & Entertainment

rnsiat

point include "Chicago's" Velma
Kelly, originated by a Latina actress

(Chita Rivera) and played recently

by both-Avhite (Bebe Neuwirth) and

African American (Jasmine Guy and

Khandi Alexander) performers;

Diahann Carroll diva-ed it up for

"Sunset Boulevard"; Filipina actress

Lea Solanga played the pining

French peasant Eponine in "Les
Miserables."

"When you're dealing with musi-

cals, you're dealing with an unrealis-

tic scenario to begin with because

Se« NON-TRAOinOMAL, page 37
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t^SfabiiM ,;
; '{,iAi'i^- New young stars take over

for the old stalwarts ... Disney has

a new challenger ...The Inside skinny

on "press junkets"

t

Warner Bros

Denzel Washington (above) and Kenneth Branagh (top left) were
cast as brothers in the film version ofMuch Ado About Nothing."

AUDIENCE
From page 8

"People who are only going to

things like 'Armageddon' are look-

crossover IS.

"In the mix of everything, if that's

the only thing that you, as a con-

sumer, are going to - the

'Armageddons' (and) 'Halloween

H20s' or those kinds of things - if

really want to stretch your imagina-

tion ..."

The discovery of theater by the

average, mainstream individual may
not only depend on the variety of

interests that it caters to. Murphy

is that arts in public schools for the

last 10 years has been on a decline,

and the arts are always the first to

go. I think that that's gradually

being corrected. Unfortunately, I

hope we don't lose an entire genera-

tered a passion for the art form' and
ultimately committed to it profes-

sionally.

Stein agrees with the importance

of exposure to theater in schools.

"We have to educate children

that are fairly external, but if I were

looking for people who went to

'Armageddon' to come into theater,

I really wouldn't be looking at

'Armageddon,'" Royce says. "I

would be looking at people who buy

bopks. That's where the biggest

cntrrtainment^ tha t' s how you gntgnaln yourfiflif, and St6lft in^tee Ihal li is di»hc61t to tion because ol luuding cutbacks in abuui ilieatei," S'tein says. It's not
there's probably not much that's

going to interest you in my theater,"

Royce continues. "However, if you

go to 'Armageddon,' and you also

read books, and you also get into

some pretty good discussions, and
you're a thinking person, (and) you

penetrate the scene without a head

start during youth.

"The problem that theater has is

that unless you grow up with theater

as part of your life, it's hard to dis-

cover it later on," Murphy says.

"And what happened over the years.

the '80s.

Although Murphy encourages
early exposure to the stage, his per-

sonal experience suggests that devel-

oping a love for theater later in Ijfe is

not out of the question. Not a fan of

plays until his mid-20s. Murphy' fos-

just something that just falls into

their lap. They have to be brought to

the theater until it becomes a tradi-

tion within their lives."

With reports by Ryan Fujitani, Daily

Bruin contributor.
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The classic car chase

is brought back to life

in 'Ronin/ Robert De Niro's

new film about a group

of men wandering the Earth

By Lonnie Harris

Daily Bruin Staff

The car crash is perhaps the action genre's most
^heloveii iraditioii. Sitice iIk' carlie^iljikiyij jjI llie mod-
ern action film? directors have used car chase
sequences as some ol" the most elaborate set pieces in

their movies, translating the generally mundane act

ol" drivmg into an operatic and chaotic demolition

derby. Unt'orlunately. filming a truly intense and orig-

inal car chase in the l^^Os has proven to be a task

most directors are simply not up to. Any possible

^>mhniat ion of !*hot;i und loetiHon M h/n prnK?tf>tv-

been used in some other generic action Hick.

Director John Frankenheimers fantastic new film

"Ronin" includes its fair share of car chases (more
than any other movie in recent -memory). Instead o'i

coming off as a tired and formulaic device simply

meant to provide a few gratuitous explosions,

Ronin" plays almost like an ode to the'concept of

the car chase, and features some o'i the best-filmed

and most visceral of these scenes ever put on film.

The movie deals with a group of gonin, a Japanese

word for warriors who have lost their master and are

left to wander the Earth looking for mercenary jobs.

Not much is known about these men without a coun-

try as the film opens, except that one is a know-it-all

American (Robert De Niro), one is a quiet

Robert De Niro stars as Sam, wfio joins a team fiired to recover a mysterious briefcase in "Ronin."

Photos cooflPsy of United Artists

After a bloody shootout Gregor, played by Stellan

Skarsgard, prepares to take the briefcase from its

guardian. "Ronin" opens in theaters on Oct. 2.

Frenchman (Jean Reno), one is a sly German (Stellan

Skarsgard), and one seems to be both amateurish and
Irish (Sean Bean). Though we slowly get more of a

•feel for these men and their histories, the film never

really delves into theif personalities or gives the audi-

ence a feel for who these men are. But, no one will

have the time to notice, because the film moves at

such a clip that all minor details are quickly ignored.

These Ronin are hired by a mysterious Irish

woman (Natascha McElhone) to retrieve a briefcase

currently being held by a group of about 10 men.
They will have to stage an elaborate heist to take the

briefcase and then' escape before the authorities

arrive at the scene. Of course, something during the

heist goes awry, and the surviving Renin must set out

on a cross country (in this case, France) search for

the missing item. •

As with any action movie, the plot details are inci-

dental. The enemies being used here, namely the

Irish Republican Army and the Russian Mafia,

aren't terribly original. In fact, "Rounders," current-

ly in release, also claims the Russian Mob as its

antagonist. This is becoming something of an epi-

demic. Despi?r*a few witticisms thrown in by co-

screenwriter David Mamet (under the pseudonym
J.D. Zeik), no one is here for the banter or the narra-

tive.

What really matters in "Ronin" are the action

scenes, and they come fast and furious.

Frankenheimer, a director with experience in this

type of action film, doesn't try to vary his technique

too much or play with the concept of the car chase.

Instead, he uses traditional camera angles, music and
movement to create a homage to the sequence. He
imbues some of the chases with moments from other

memorable car chase films, including "Bullit," sever-

al James Bond films, and even the director's own
"French Connection II."

This is not to say that the chases aren't exciting

beyond any sort of analysis. No one could deny that

there is just a sheer intensity of movement in

"Ronin," making these action sequences truly memo-
rable and fun. '

One in particular, a chase through a tunnel and

See RONIN, page 23

Risque summer films risk disaster, tasteless humor
COLUMN: Past months' trends include thankful end

to special effects movies, rise in raunch, aging actors

Well, summer '98 is over, and

as a film columnist, I feel it

is my duty to inform the

public of my personal opinion about

the many films

that were

released

between

Memorial Day
and Labor Day.

Don't bother to

thank me, I'm

just doing my
job.

First and

foremost, let mc
/|_Q||pjg

thank whichever ,

Hollywood Hams

executive out there decided to kill the

trend of "disaster movies," which after-r

three long years is finally winding

down. True, this summer had its fair

share of movies, in which New York

was mercilessly destroyed by reptiles

or storms or asteroids or whatever, but

a glimpse at the release schedule from

now on reveals that summer '98 sig-

nals the death knell of this repetitive,

boring, ludicrously formulaic genre.

It's not very hard to see why
Hollywood would tire of making these

movies. Not only are films incredibly

expensive to make ("Armageddon" is

rumored to have cost in the neighbor-

hood of SI 50 million), but any film-

maker who ever had the smallest

, 1, . i -Mt

desire to make an entertaining or

meaningful film would reject putting

something like "Godzilla" on cellu-

loid. Naturally, Roland Emmerich
had no problem with it.

—r^o summer '98 was our last chance

to get a look at some disaster movies,

and as much as I hate to admit it,

"Armageddon" is probably the l^st of

the whole lot. Bear in mind, that's not

saying much, as the average disaster

movie had about as much character

development and plot as amateur gay

porn. But at least "Armageddon" had

some cool special effects, a ton of

explosions and scene after scene of

"hunk du-jour" Ben "Look-At-My-

Muscles-ln-This-Wife-Beater" Affleck

making a total jerk out of himself.

"Armageddon" also has the tact not to

consider itself a real movie, a hurdle

which "Twister," "Deep Impact,^

"Volcano" and countless other disas-

ter films never quite cleared. But for-

tunately, their time has passed and

paved the way for whatever lame-

This summer was...

the most risky and

innovative summer
movie season in recent

memory.

brained Hollywood theme the execu-

tives are busy cranking out right now.

On a happier note, this summer
was without a doubt the most risky

and innovative summer movie season

in recent memory. Whereas studios

usually reserve anything brainy or

original for the fall and winter, this

year movies such as "The Truman
Show," "Saving Private Ryan" and

"Bulworth" were given a chance to

compete, and many of them did sur-

prisingly well. Studios also scored

more with comedies in 1998 than in

years past, with 20th Century Fox
benefiting from both "Dr. Dolittle"

and "There's Something About
Mary," two of the more profitable

films of the year.

Lately, however, it seems as if

Hollywood has been overrun by a

decidedly childish mentality. And
though accusing movies of being juve-

nile is certainly not the most original

argument voiced in America, 1998 has

SeellAIIIIIS,pa9c20
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Celebrities run gauntlet - er, junket - to promote films
MOVIES: Studios arrange press,

star confrontations to sweeten,

publicize upcoming releases

By Lonnic Harris

Daily Bruin Staff

The first moment a celebrity walks into a

crowded room filled with cynical journalists is

always the most uncomCortable. I:ven people

who have been famous for decades still have that

bizarre, vulnerably moment when they first real-

ize a barrage of strangers has shown up at this

one location early in the morning lor the sole pur-

pose of asking you questions.

Of course, these very same journalists place lit-

tle slock in your individual interview, fliis partic-

ular roundtable discussion is one of many for the

week. With three or four new studio films open-

ing in theaters every weekend, jourrfalisls have lit-

tle time to mull over the strange ceremony by

which they obtain their information and

research.

In order to conveniently and speedily give

journalists for medium-sized papers celebrity

inletviews, the Studio l*ublic Relations have

devised the press junket. Basically, about 50 jour-

nalists from major papers around the nation (and

sometimes C'anada) lly into Los Angeles (and

sometimes New York) to screen soon-to-bc-

released films and interview the principal cast

and perhaps the director. Press junkets are the

most common way for journalists who can't

always snag that Robin Williams one-on-one to

get quotes and information about whatever new
release their magazine or paper is covering.

Most of these journalists, then, are seasoned

jglci4ms>i'brniany, thk4i;^lhckprimaryjoh: fly.

*

How well do you think

your movie will do in tlie

box office?

I think I got some
extra key chains in

here . .

.

I'll take that as

'no comment*.

ing around the country seeing movies and then

interrogating the stars. For others, this is merely

a stepping stone on the way to an illustrious

career in entertainment journalism, where they

might one day be able to get a real interview with

the very same celebrities about to be whisked in

front of their face any second.

T\k bafcic forma t ii> r.*i rly siandard lzed fTom F lhdlly, fOOmfl ar6 uasigncd, and everyone pro- spare, and the conversations ai e genei al ly qu ite

movie to movie: Reporters arrive at whatever

posh Beverly Hills hotel has been chosen in order

to impress them into enjoying the trashy film they

have been forced to watch. Next, they are moved
into the banquet hall where they can enjoy fresh

pastries and breakfast items, which are being

used once again as a discreet form of bribery.

ceeds with tape recorder and notepad in-tow,

ready and willing to assail any nearby celebrities'

with a barrage of questions both astute and

iiisipid.

Celebrities are circulated throughout the

rooms ofjournalists and spend about 20 to 30

minutes per group. This leaves little time to

brisk. The four or five reporters in the room ran-

domly ask the celebrity du jour questions, both

about the new film he or she is there to hawk or

about their careeijin general. These questions are

sometimesjoumajislic (What was the budget for

SeeJUNKCT,page22
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FREDDY & LIANA'S
SIGAL GEVOJANYAN

P'(C «.( i\{". /iiff <:( n"if'( ".(tCouf.

ill '^ rr>r'r/(in(i^; ii\ l.lf';(iirrr( l,i^('n(j( .

Un

$10 20 ĉ
Discount

ON ALL BEAUTY SUPPLY
PRODUCT WITH THIS

COUPON

FREDDY & LIANA'S SIGAL GEVOJANYAN FREDDY & LIANA'S
1073 BROXTON AVE
(310) 208-3010

Mon-Fpi 10-10 • Sat 9-7 • Sm\ 10-7

1024 WEsrvvocjn Blvd
(310) 208-0101

MON Fri 10-8 • Sai 9-7. Si!\ 10-7

10913 Weyburn
(310) 208-8049

vlCAi-Fpi 9-10 • Sat 9-7 • Sij\ 10-7

Fi'c^o 1 hi- i)arkin<>' on Broxton in Parking Struct iirc

• r
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UCLA PERFORMING ARTS
Special Student Prices!
Act Now - Tickets go fast!
Prices range from $9 - S15 for all Shows!

OCTOBER
DEE DEE BRIDCEWATER
"DEAR ELLA"

Sat. Oct 3. 8 pm (R)

TERRY RILEY

Minimalist pianist Riley makes a rare

concert appearance with improvisational

work.

Fri, Oct 9, 8 pm (S)

AAARK MORRIS DANCE CROUP
Fri - Sat, Oct 9 • lo, 8 pm (R)

SYDNEY SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Sat, Nov 7. 8 pm (R)

PERLA BATALLA

Her intoxicating voice has led to

collaborations with Leonard Cohen
& k.d. lang.

Sat, Nov 7, 8 pm (S)

MIDORI
Sun, Nov 8, 4 pm (R)

KATHLEEN BAHLE
Sat, Nov 14, 8 pm (R)

AAARISA MONTE -

Brazil's best-selling female vocalist!

Fri, Nov 20, 8 pm (R)

KRONOS QUARTET
Sun, Oct II. 4 pm (R)

WHIRLINC DERVISHES

Sat - Sun, Oct 17 - 18

Sat at 8 pm; Sun at 7 pm (R)

AAARY BLACK
Thurs, Oct 22, 8 pm (R)

JOSH KORNBLUTH
One of the country's brightest up-and-

coming young comic talents,

iat, Oct 24, 8 pm (S)

SALIF KEITA

The golden voice of Mali returns!

TlHirs, Ftb H, 8 pm (K)

BAYOU TO BOURBON STREET
WfTN tEAUSOUIL AND MICHAEL DOUCET.
THE DIRTY DOZEN

Tues, Feb 16, 8 pm (R)

TERRY CROSS

Host of NPR's program "Fresh Air,"

Gross is one of America's most thought-

provoking interviewers.

Sun, Feb 21, 4 pm (R)

KEITH JARREH
GARY PEACOCK
)ACK DEJOHNETTE

"about as good as jazz gets!"

liu' Inii'MuilM'ii.il (li't,ilii liihurif

Thurs, Feb 25, 8 pm (R)

ALI AKBAR KHAN
WITH ZAKIR HUSSAIN
Sun, Feb 28. 7 pm (R)

DIANA KRALL
Sat, March 27, 8 pm (R)

BILL HARLEY
"LUNCHROOM TALES: A NATURAL
HISTORY OF THE CAFETORIUM"

This award-winning storyteller takes us

on a lively journey back to our

elementary school years.

Sat, AAarch 27, 2 pm £ 5 pm (S)

APRIL

MARCH MURRAY PERAHIA

.!!finfii)f the most gifted piQ|tisl&^

WAYANC LISTRIK/
ELECTRIC SHADOWS
Balinese shadow master Wayan Wija and
his group of puppeters fill a giant screen

with shadows of startling complexity.

Sat, Oct 24, 2 pm & 8 pm (R)

IVAN LINS 8 CHUCHO VALDES

Brazilian singer and keyboardist Ivan

Lins performs on a double bill with

Cuban pianist Chucho Valdes.

Thurs, Oct 29. 8 pm (R)

NOVEMBER

KENNEDY
BARTOK, BACH. HENDRIX

One of Britain's most popular violin

virtuosos!

Sat, Nov 21, 8 pm (R)
~

DECEMBER
SONOS HANDBELL ENSEMBLE
Sat, Dec 5, 2 pm £ 7 pm (S)

CANADIAN BRASS
Sun, Dec 6, 4 pm (R)

JANUARY
NEW YORK
PHILHARMONIC
Sat, Ian 9, 8 pm (R)

ALONZO KING'S LINES
CONTEMPORARY BALLET
Fri - Sat, |an 22 • 23, 8 pm (R)

his generation...'' i he ncw Y..rk Times

Thurs, April 8, 8 pm (R)

ORQUESTA SIN^ONICA
NACIONAL DE MEXICO
Sat, April 10, 8 pm (R)

ENSEMBLE INTERCONTEMPORAIN

Celebrated group of 3 1 world-class

contemporary music specialists.

Sun, April 11, 4 pm (S)

SYDNEY DANCE COMPANY
Fri • Sat. March 5 • 6, 8 pm (R)

SONNY ROLLINS
Thurs, March 11, 8 pm (R)

HELIOS DANCE T3HEATER
Sat, March 13, 8 pm (S)

ITZHAK PERLAAAN
Tues, Ian 26, 8 pm (R)

TRINITY IRISH DANCE COMPANY
Sun, Nov I, 2 pm £ 7 pm (R)

GYPSY CARAVAN '

. '

'.';

Tues, March 16, 8 pm (R)

SPIRIT OF IRELAND
FEATURING RTE IRISH NATIONAC*
RADIO OftCHESTU AND DANCERS

Wed, March 17, 8 pm (R)

RICHARD STOLTZAAAN 6 NEXUS
Fri, March 19, 8 pm (R)

DAVID SEDARIS

Fri, Nov 6, 8 pm (R)

KODO
"ONE EARTH TOUR"
Wed - Sun. |an 27 • 3r

Wed -Sat at 8 pm; Sun at 2 pm(R)

FEBRUARY
MERYL TANKARD
AUSTRALIAN DANCE THEATRE
Fri • Sat, Feb 5 * i. 8 pm (R)

SPALDING GRAY
"MORNING. NOON. AND NIGHT"
A WORK IN PROGRESS

Tues - Sun, April 13 - 18, 8 pm (S)

MERGE CUNNINGHAM
DANCE COMPANY

»

Fri - Sat, April 16 -
17, 8 pm (R)

ROBERT PINSKY 8 ROBERT HASS

The current and previous U.S. Poet

Laureates demonstrate the power of the

written word.

Thurs, April 22, 8 pm (R)

BEAUX ARTS TRIO
BEETHOVEN CYCLE
Fri • Sun, April 23 - 25, 8 pm (JK

AMERICA IN RHYTHM & TUNE:
THE EUINCTON CENTENNIAL FEATURING
THE LINCOLN CENTER lAU ORCHESTRA
WITH WYNTON MARSALIS

Sat, March 20, 8 pm (R)

MAY
DAVID ROUSSEVE/REALITY
Fri • Sat, May 7 - 8. 8 pm (R)

This is just a sample of our seasoni Stop by the UCLA Ticket office for a free brochure.
Purchase tickets in person at the Central Ticket Office located at the James West Alumni Center

•^ Slf Fi>mAii%'5a*s CnJBANKO' KCSN
KKGO

105.1 FM

UCLA CAMPUS VENUES: (R) ROYCE HALL
(F) FREUD PLAYHOUSE (S) SCHOENBERC HALL

WWW. performingarts. ucla.edu

/
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V^aU Ccle^ Sc Cms
f>H MOrilQUE
50% OFF

for 1st Time Customers .

I

2nd Floor

hBfc,1093 Broxton Wetwood CA 90024 (310) 20»-1 121 *^
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HARRIS
From page 1
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Gi-cKkuue Studies in Psychology

Paths tawardMeanm^l Careers

M.A. in Clinical Psychology

Meets educational requirements

for the MFCC license

M.A. in Psychology

To prepare for a human services

position or doctoral program

Psy.D. in Clinical Psychology

APA-accredited, M.A. required

The Graduate School of Education and

Psychology regularly holds program

information sessions at its centers in

Los Ange les, the ban rernando \f ŷr

and Orange County. Please call

(310) 568-5605 to find out the date

and time of the next meeting.

• highly respected, accomplished faculty,
'

who are also practicing professionals

• wide variety of theoretical orientations

• outstanding pass rates on past MFCC oral

exams

• small classes; accessible faculty

• flexible schedules; afternoon and evening

classes

hlUv^ d bbi btdnce In locating inte rn ship s

• dynamic career possibilities: clinical practice,

consulting, business, the courts, academia,

and human services

demonstrated a diflerent type of mass
immaturity than any other recent year

of cinema. Instead of attempting to

attract the all-important adolescent

male set with explosions and naked
women (although there is still more
than enough of this to go around).

Hollywood has recently developed a

penchant for potty humor.

This is not to say that raunchy com-
edy films are a new development.

Landmark ct)mcdics including "Some
Like It lh)t." Bla/mu Saddles" and
"A Fish Called Wanda" all relv in

st)me way or another on silly or outra-

geous gags- fof

big laughs. Yet. ——^—^-^—
1998 has thus far

brought us lllms

that joke about

masturbation,
kinky sex, male

rape, female

puberty, over-

sized male geni-

talia, bestiality

and anal intru-

sion. And this is

i
u s t r~

••BASi;kctbal!
"

No, actually, "BASfikelbair' is not

the year's lone offender. Other come-
dies this year that push the boundary
of good taste (and sometimes just

demolish it all together) include

"There's Something About Mary,"

"Slumsof Beverly Hill.v" •Sen.seless."

"Your Triends and Neiuhbor.s,"

"Mafia'." "LV LUimh

ly to mind). The filmmakers assume
that people are guaranteed to laugh

merely if the gross-out quotient is high

enough. To this end, they put in thou-

sands of random, unfunny toilet jokes

in the hopes that raunch canj;eplace

creativity. Guess what? It can't

While we're on the subject of dis-

turbing sources ofhumor, a few words
about "Your Friends and Neighbors."

This film took a lot of flak, much like

Neil La Bute's previous work "In the

.Company of Men." Yes, these films

include more misogynist banter than

Andrew Dice Clay and Howard Stern

having a conversation at a booth in a

toplesis bar during- a Militia

Conv;cntion. But. the film isnt about

hating women - it's really about what

bizarre, evil, sick—"—"""-^"^ bastards most

men are, and the

characters talk in

ways that many
guys think but

are either too

scared or unedu-

cated to verbal-

ize. Just because .

a film includes

characters who
are unsavory or

loathsome does-

n't mean the

movie is that way.

Whew. Glad to get that off m>
chest. So, the underlying point is that

Hollywood better be careful. A little

dirty humor goes a long way. and
unless the people making these nias-

tur-pieces are original, funn>. creative

and clever, their movies are going to

1998 has ...brought US

films that joke about

masturbation, kinky sex

...and anal intrusion.

And this is just

"BASEketball."

For applications or brochures:

(310) 568-5605
For program information:

(800) 888-4849

PEPPERDINE UNIVERSITY
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION AND PSYCHOLOGY

Discover and Become a Part of the...

Brain BeffegServiceAgsodation
II
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Come learn about this official UCLA philanthropic association dedicated to community
service and the promotion of women's leadership. Find out how you can become a

member and help such organizations as the LA Regional Foodbank, Meals on Wheels,
Special Olympics, and many more.

1998-1999 Informational Open Houses
Tucadav. Ortohpr 6

9ani-3pm, Viewpoint Lounge
Wednesday . Octoh^r 7

9ani-3pni, Viewpoint Lounge

Thursday. October R

9am-3pni, Viewppint Lounge

All one hour Open House sessions begin on the hour, with the last daytime Open House beginning at

^pm. Attendance at one Open House session is necessary in order to receive an appbcation for
membership. For more information , please call the Bruin Belles Service Association office at (310)

825-9174.

"V\rongriill> Accused.""

And just in case any ol you out

there think this is totally normal and
that any year held up to intense scruti-

ny will reveal "the same quotient pf

bavy^y humor, consider this dismay-

ing statistic: Three different films this

summer included jokes about large

objects being placed up animal's

butts.

Don't believe me? "Dr. Dolittle"

had an extended sequence in which an

inept veterinarian analyzed a dog's

rear end, only to loose his probe inside

the animal. "Mafia!" employed a plot

point in which a young Sicilian boy
hid from the Mob inside a donkey's

butt. Finally,

"Wrongfully
Accused" found

Leslie Nielsen

feeding 'a dog
treats but con-

fused the ani-

mal's head for its

butthole. This

does not even

begin to mention

the cruelty to one

specific dog in

"Something
About Mary."

Now. I men-
tion this more as

an interesting trend than something to

be terribly concerned about.

Sometimes, raunchy films are just

what the doctor ordered. It's often fun

to sit back and enjoy being shocked
and appalled, laughing at things w hich

you ordinarily would not find terribly

funny. Take "Mary." for instance. A
basic plot outline of the film reads

,
more like the Marquis de Sade's "to-

do" list than a synopsis of a major stu-

dio film: "Young attractive woman
with a penchant for sports and a

retarded brother is courted by several

stalkers, one ofwhom poses as a para-

plegic and another who is a compul-
sive masturbator and convicted
sodomite." Makes me laugh.

What made that movie funny was
the deft way the comedy was handled
- light enough so that it was obvious
no one was taking this story seriously,

least of all the filmmakers. That is the
lesson to be learned from the success
of "Mary": Anything can be funny, as
long as funny and talented people are
making it.

This also evidences why so many of
these disgusting films arc so miserable
to watch ("Mafia!" comes immcdiale-

and Mnk faster than » frown 1 i-.^njin^.

DiCaprio with a 2()-lon weight lied

around his ankles. .

As if gross-out humor wasn't trend

enough for summer '98, there also

was the latent "passing of the torch"

theme found in just about every action

release this year. Basically, 1998 has

been crammed full of movies in which
older actors, many of w horn were the

biggest bo.x office draws only a few

years ago, give way to the new crop of

action stars.

For example, in "The Mask of

Zorro," Anthony Hopkins (who only

a few years ago was the villainous

Hannibal Lecter) finds himselftoo old

and feeble to carry on his swashbuck-

ling duties,

That is the lesson to be

learned on the success

of"Something About
Mary": anything can be

funny, as long as funny

and talented people are

making it.

instead offering

the job to young,

virile Antonio

Banderas. Aswell,
"Armageddon"
saw aging Bruce

Willis give up his

daughter and his

leading-man sta-

tus to my
favorite young

actor and yours,

Ben "I'm-Much-

Prettier-Than-

Matt-Damon"
Affieck. "Avengers" managed to

transform Sean Connery from dash-

ing hero to lunatic mad scientist;

Michael Douglas gave up cheating on
his wife in "A Perfect Murder" and
instead started having his wife cheat

on him; "Lethal Weapon 4" found
Mel Gibson admitting finally that he
was "too old for this."

It's unclear exactly why this is hap-

pening all of a sudden. Logic would
dictate that each of these actors would
decide at different times when they

should turn in their testosterone in—
fiivor of Viagra, but instead most of
Hollywood's aging A-list chose this

year to bow gracefully out of the

action spotlight.

Gracefully - a word not often used
in reference to Hollywood. But, if

summer '98 has taught us anything,

it's that sometimes a littJe creativity

and wit is more successful than all of
the shrapnel and asteroids that $200
million can buy. Unless, of course,

your name happens to be James
Cameron.

Harris Is a third-year history student
and the A&E film editor for 1998-1999.
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The
HOT NEW PLACE for

el Air!

Full Bar

Excellent Food & Wine
Live Music Nightly

ROCCO
2930 Beverly Glen Circle

No Cover

(in the Glen Center off of Beverlyillen Blvd., just South of Mulholland)

475-9807 www.r6ccoinla.com

'powerfully Original Jazz Quintet*

JiiuUhoii^Ei HAPPY HOUR
2 fori Drinks

6PM-8PM
w/Student ID
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LA Darkroom
Rental Plus

"n^j. Studio Rental
25'x40', 16' ceiling

Computer Rental
Scanning / Fiery Output

^ Color Loser

Darkroom Rental
Color / B & W

UCLA Students

Save 10%
on rentals with this nd

323-933-3352
1119$. La Brea Ave., LA. CA 90019

Expires

11/30/98

Give Me Relief for FREE!*
Y Oriental Medicine Clinic

-^ ^W Emperor's College of Traditional Oriental Medicine

1807B. Wilshlre Blvd., Santa Monica [at 18th St]

Ptu 310.453.8383 www.emperors.edu
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UCLA Fall 98
eisk eUx>ut our Bruin discounti

'Free first visit. $25 regulcw visits
......................... .... . J

A reason to learn Italian?
Not one, but 2000 years of history and civilization

Istituto

Italiano

di Cultura

In collaboration with Fondazione Italia

1023 Hilgard Avenue, Los Angeles, Ca 90024

Classes Begin:

For information call:

or visit our website:

OCTOBERS. 1998

(310) 443-3250. ext. 115

http://www.licusa.org

Mention this ad for a $20.00 discount

Come to our Music Fair and Ice Cream Social

to get a taste of the ensembles!

"Tucsuay» September-J^9;::3:99S

I'^^pm Jan Popper Theater, Schoenberg Hall

World Music

Performance Ensembles
1998-99

UCLA's Department of Ethinomusicology

provides outstanding opportunities for

instruction in and performance of world music

In its ETHNOMU 91 two-unit-course series.

NO EXPERIENCE REQUIRED
ALL UCLA STUDENTS WELCOME

JUNKET
From page 18

the film?), abstract (What are your

career goals?), absurd (What is your

favorite Halloween costume?), and

stupefyingly stupid (What was it like-"

to work with giant bugs?). Bear in

mind, sample questions have not been

made up. Real people paid to write

journalisrn stories actually say these

things.

The reaction from the stars varies

immensely from junket to junket and

star to star. Some can be cordial, and

some can be down-right rude (horror

stories are often traded among
reporters a!> a worst interview). Some
can be fiercely intelligent, surprisingly

so, and sorrie can be every bit as air-

headed as that bimbo character she

played in her last movie.

Once ...the celebrities

have been dealt with,

the reporters are free to

enjoy their Journalism

Whore complimentary

buffet.

Most often, ji celebrity's fate is

determined in those first few moments

in the room. That's when they first get

a chance to eye their interrogators.

91 B Music of Bali

91C Music/Dance/Balkans Rice

Wenlen T 7- 10pm 1659 SH

M7-10pm 1846SH
p^i"—i-i^—"^

91 D Music of China Li (cnsem) T/Th 1822 SH
7: 30-9:30pm

91 E Music of Ghana

91 F Music of India

9 1 G(l ) Music of Japan

9IG(2)

91 H Music of Java

91J(1) Music of Korea

91J(2)

9 1 K Music of Mexico

Ladzekpo Th4-7pm 1659 SH

Kaushal M 3-6 1659 SH
T2-4 1659 SH

Yuge(enscm) T5-7pm 1842 SH
Yuge(indiv) TBA 1842 SH

Wenten T4-6pm 1659 SH

Kim(indiv) TBA 1842 SH
Kim(ensem) W 5-7pm 1842SH

Cano

9 1 N Music of the Near East Racy

M 7- 10pm 1345 SH

Th7-10pm 1659 SH

T^.

91 P Music/African Americans Roberson Th 3-6pm 1344SH

91Z(1) Afro-Cuban Music Aguabella W7-10pm 1659 SH

91Z(2) Anglo American Music Wooley T7-10pm 1846SH

For further information, please contact:

UCLA Department of Ethnomusicology

2539 Schoenberg Hall, Campus 165706

(310) 206-3033

Wan en Beatty cliose lu personally

shake each and every reporter's hand,

making sure to get their names right

in case he later decided that they need-

ed to be reprimanded. No, no, that's

just a joke. Im sure Beatty was just

being friendly ... Others just open with

a joke or, if they happen to be Robin

Williams, open, continue and close

with a joke. Yet, others choose to

remain nearly silent, answering each

question with a one-word response.

I'm talking to you, Mr. Depp.

Once the celebrities have been

dealt with, the reporters are free to

enjoy their Journalism Whore compli-

mentary buffet and take home their

fabulous present. Presents given by

studios to journalists have included T-

shirts, hats, mugs, sweatshirts, bottles

of wine, CDs, stuffed animals and

even large, brown boxes ofcondoms.

By the way, in case you happen to

be writing The Bruin a letter to ensure

that no A&E writers accept gifts, we
justify it in this way: As long as every-

one at the junket receives the same

gift, it's not a question of integrity, as

we are clearly not being bribed. That

and we're cheap college students in

need of all the free stuffwe can get.

But, more the first one ...

If this all sounds like a highly effi-

cient, well-oiled publicity machine, I

obviously have not done my job.

Perhaps it has not yet been made clear

that federal law prohibits junkets from

running anywhere near to the time

allotted for them. Basically, junket

time to actual time can be calculated

in the same method as Los Angeles to

New York time. Just add three hours

onto any figure. Therefore, a junket

scheduled to end at 1 p.m. would actu-

ally end at 6 p.m. This is because the

formula doesn't include the free

breakfast buffet, the free lunch buffet,

the twohour delay because Mr.

Swayze decided to sleep in this morn-

ing, and of course the gridlocked,

bumper-to-bumper, stop and go,

jammed up, SIG-alert causing LA.
traffic, responsible for hiore suicides

than Dr. Kevorkian with a dump
truck full of arsenic.

So, the Hollywood system may not

be the most conveniently or logistical-

ly sound. They still manage to pro-

duce some of the best films of our

times, each for the low, low price of

$200 million, plus publicity. And jun-

kets are their way of keeping the pub-

lic informed of whatever propaganda

they have designed for the coming

week.

\
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then on a highway into opposing traf-

fic, is not only impressive from a

technical standpoint, but is also

thrilling in the same way that

"Speed" was a few years ago: The
audience gets wrapped up in the

action and forgets that this is simply

a movie. Even jaded filmgoers will

have a hard time not getting totally

involved in this chase, rooting for the

good guys as their vehicle swerves

out-of-control and nearly reaches the

brink of total destruction.

For their part, the actors do a

commendable job, especially when
one considers that their role is basi-

cally to drive the car and maybe toss

aside a few sarcastic barbs at their

opponents. De Niro is quite good as

the brash, and yet also reserved,

Sam, and his performance (when

considered alongside his wonderful

turn in "Heat") begs the question:

Why isn't he offered more action-

type roles? Also of note is

Frenchman Jean Reno, seen in

America in films like "The

Professional" and this summer's

loathsome "Godzilla." Here, it is

apparent for perhaps the first time in

-an-Ameftean Tthrr^why this French

actor is quite so popular. He has a

world-weariness about him, but also

a fierce streak and a certaiii vicious-

ness that makes him ideal for action-

thrillers «uch as this one. His casting

is absolutely perfect.

Hnw irnnir that in 1998, with the

glut of expensive, computer-generat-

ed, special-effects-laden action

blockbusters ("Armageddon" and

"Godzilla" come immediately to

mind), that the year's best action tllni

to date makes use of perhaps the

most conventional type of sequence

still used in films. "Ronin" may not

set any box-office records, but it's 10

times as exciting as any lizard, aster-

oid or vampire hunter^

BUI
From page 2

coincidence ready to fall in my lap.

That night, Tori's voice inebriated

the audience with its childlike charm

and divine range. But it wasn't her

mesmerizing chirping that finally

snared that elusive reason 1 had been

searching for all summer. 1 found my
answer in the people's faces, as they

watched her sing. Women clasped

their hands together, eyes hypno-

tized by her mere image on stage,

waiting for that favorite song they all

knew word for word. The songs so

related to their pain that it became a

unifying force connecting them with

the singer. It was at that moment I

realized why this job was important.

Granted, the arts does not have

quite the same utilitarian benefits as

the sciences. I am sure Michael

Flatley won't stumble onto the cure

for cancer while Irish stepping. But

for what it lacks in the tangible, it

makes up for in the impalpable.

The arts makes living worthwhile.

It's the music, the visual imagery of

painted canvas or moving celluloid,

the animated arms and legs that fas-

cinate people. It turns fair-weather

admirers into passionate afficiona-

dos.

^Fhe arts has become such an

everyday fixture that we tend to fade

it into the background, but without

art, why find medicines to extend life

if there is nothing to live for?

People dismiss the arts as a luxury

reserved for when real work is done.

But the arts is more than the car

explosions; it gauges society's mpod,

whether it's her lethargic wallowing

or restless impudence. The arts

shake us into realizing what we are

or are becoming. It's the voice for

the masses, disguised under the surly

riot of the Clash's "London Calling,

"

or it speaks through a rebel without a

See BUI, page 27
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• 15% Off Hair Color, Facials,
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•$30 Cut & Blow Dry
•$20 Cut Only
• 15% Off All Products

For UCLA Students

Hair Color • Facials • Manicure • Pedicure

Open 7 Days
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Style

Fashion is affordable at

Buffalo Exchange...with

new treasures every day

for men & women.

Earth
Friendly
Fashion.

Buy. Sell. Trade.

Find your own
unique style from our

ever-changing inventory

of denim, designer,

vintage, jackets &
one-of-a-kind items.

Support reusing,

reducing and

recycling

for a better

planet.

.Xvvo^

131 North LaBrea / 938-8604

Between Beverly & 3rd

www.buffaloexchange.com
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TO BAKE,

th^t is the~
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Good for 1 Free Loaf

of wicked wheat or great white

offer good until 12.31.98

@ brentwood store / 1 per customer

See us Thursdays at the

Westwood Farmers' Market
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(Abov?) St. Mark's Bar

hosts two of the

hottest parties in

town, wjth Spaced on
Fridays and The Realm

on Sundays.

(Right) Government,

featuring a dazzling

visual circus every

Friday, shows the

'promise of becoming

even hotter.

Photos by GENEVIEVE LIANG

Mix it up at happenin' L.A. dubs

A

MUSIC: There's a different

scene every night; you just

need to know where to go

By Tommy Nguyen
Daily Bruin Contributor

Many UCLA students think it stinks

that we can't have dance clubs in

Westwood Village. But seriously, how long

would it take for a Westwood club to fea-

ture sloshed little girls up-chucking in the

parking lot, or some guy in a Hawaiian

shirt climbing on a table and gyrating to

"Gcttin' Jiggy Wit It?" You may not notice

it, but our little neighborhood's no-danc-

ing ordinance is a blessinjg - it saves

Westwood from further embarrassing

itself.

In any case, a change of scenery will do
us all some good especially if we want to

dance - and the move couldn't come at a

better time, considering the exciting

changes spreading across 6ur nightlife ter-

ritories. No more front-stage rockers

throwing sweat and beer bottles at your

face or mosh pits leaving you bloody and
bruised. Welcome to the moontribe of the

next century, where the respect and good
MfiW of community are mixed and remixed

attheDJ's turntable.

To help guide you a bit, here's a map of

the most happening dance spots in Los
Angeles for each day of the week. True, the

tunes and crowds described here won't be

for everyone - and indeed if our opening

scenario seems familiar to you as a good
ol' time, then we apologize for any hint of

ridicule. But for those of us who have been

attracted to or are already in today*s explo-

sively ecstatic, optimistic dance culture -

the first one we've seen after more than a

decade of punk and grunge rock jadedness
- then by all means stick with us. We'll

show you places.

How did we pick them? Well, electronic

music has jump-started this dance move-
ment forward; obviously it has a big pres-

ence in our choices, though surprisingly

not an exclusive one. Swing dancing's get-

ting attention these days, but we side-

stepped any club that required lessons or a

regulated dance move: We say use what

you got and let the rest rot. Disco is

ignored entirely - thank you "54." And
finally, all these clubs have a certain young,

informed, no.dress code, hideout or raved-

out vibe to them you'll find no Florentine

Gardens on our list.

Sunday

On Sunday nights, this city's moon defi-

nitely rises in thcwest, the Westside that is,

where two of the most rabid gatherings

challenge each others' midnight howling.

All the experiments in drum 'n' bass ^

the mixing, the fusfhg, the mind-bending

explosions get tested at a club called

Science, Los Angeles's best attempt to

catch some of that fever coming out of

New York's own Konkrete Jungle. Sure

the rinky-dink Pink (home laboratory of

Science) is no Wetlands. But the Pink's

lack of space, lighting and visuals does

have its own style of urban crawling. With

blue canvas moons looking down on the

hard, brick walls and unknown mass of

undulating bodies, the club feels almost

like a secret bash beneath a city bridge.

Science gets packed and sweaty quickly.

».

Sec outs, page 44
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From music

9f^^

to| the performing arts,

a wave of youngbloods
i

arid upstarts are changing

the way people see,

listen and move
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Dreamworks hopes to infiltrate animation maricet
FILM: Fledgling studio hopes

to p;et edp;e hy releasing 'Antz'

The competition between the two films and Warner- Bro.s.. respectively, Disney by

only scratches the surface of what's at far has the stronghold on the animation

>.taktf. C KP8ciallv for Dreamwork s . Tho market. Now. Dreumworks is positioning

before Disney's 'A Bug's Life'

By Sandy Yang
Daily Bruin Contributor

This fall, moviegoers who are anticipat-

ing this year's equivalent of "Toy Story"

will be seeing double. Well, make that a few

thousand tiny characters that will invade

the big screen in Dreamworks' "Antz" and

Disney's "A Bug's Life ' Both are comput-

er-generated and about cute insects, and

there's no question the coincidence is

uncanny. The big question, however, is

how each film will fare against the other.

ficdgling studio is going up against the very

well-estiiblishcd Disney in a battle for the

animation market. Disney has proved to be

the victor time and time again. Others have

tried, including Warner Bros., whose most

recent attempt at animation - "The Quest

for Camelot "
^ was quickly forgotten when

"Mulan" arrived in theaters this summer.

So far. no other studios have even come
close to matching the wildly lucrative suc-

cess Disney has enjoyed in the past 10

years with record-breaking blockbuster

hits such as "The Lion King" and

"Aladdin."

Even with fairly successful films such as

"Anastasia" and "Space Jam" from Pox

itself against Disney not once, but twice.

The second battle being Dreamworks' first

animated feature. "Prince of Egypt," open-

ing on Dec. 18.

Unlike the other studios, Dreamworks
can sport one of its founders, Jeffrey

Katzcnbcrg, as a crucial element in making

its animated features something to be reck-

oned with. Katzenbcrg, a former Disney

employee, was the driving force for "The

Little Mermaid. " "Beauty and the Beast"

and "The Lion King " With "Prince of

Egypt," Dreamworks makes its first sub-

mission into the traditional animation mar-

See DISNEY, page 26

Minority actors get big break with non-traditional roles

THEATER: Casting takes turn

for the multicultural as people

of color play Svhite' lead roles

By Cheryl Klein

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

When Luis Alfaro was growing up in Los

Angeles' Pico-Union district, he joined his

classmates in complaining about an enforced

dose of refinement via a nighttime field trip to

the Inner City Cultural Center.

But the tragic verse of William

Shakespeare's "Othello" quickly silenced him

as the teen saw parallels to his own life unfold-

ing on stage. Perhaps Alfaro alreacly pos-

sessed a strong, if dormant, theatrical apti-

tude; perhaps that evening's performance was

particularly vibrant. But undoubtedly, the fact

that the cast was African American also had a

hand in speaking to an adolescent who, like

many people of color, had thus far been taught

that white skin was a prerequisite for good

jobs and great literature.

"('Othello') was all about race, and it whs

all about class," Alfaro remembered. "My
introduction to theater was Shakespeare, and

it seemed like it was meant for me in some
ways."

Today Alfaro heads the Mark Taper

Eorum's Latino Theater Initiative and has

plenty to say about the phenomenon that

peaked his inner thespian. Known as "non-tra-

ditional casting," racial discrepancies between

actor and character began to stir in 1959 when
the Chorus Equity union issued a statement

on "Integration and Employment of Negro

Performers" but became commonplace on

stage during the late 1980s.

The movement serves several purposes: It

presents a fictional world that is either color-

blind or creative in its statements about race,

and it grants quality work to actors who find

"black roles," "Asian roles" or "Latino roles"

See NON-TRADITIONAL, page 16
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ket and also as Katzenberg's first ani-

mated project, a key film in establishing

Dreamworks as a major player in the

animation industry.

^ " Ifanyone's going to be able to do it.

it's going to be the architect of the

Disney animation renaissance who's at

Dreamworks now," says Daily News
film writer Bob Strauss. "You can cer-

tainly expect Disney to try lo counter-

program that

"

Yet. Dreamworks seems to be mak-

ing the first move. Originally scheduled

to open in March of 1999, "Antz" will

be the first animated bug movie out of

the chute and into theaters on Oct. 2,

-six months earlier than planned. The

conspicuous move would give "Ant/" a

six-week leeway ahead of "A Bug's

Life" (Nov. 20), a strategy Strauss says

is simply, "to be the first out with a sim-

ilar subject matter ... because generally

the first one out does better."

(Dreamworks declined to comment for

this story.)

Boxoffice Magazine Editor in Chief

Kim Williamson believes the move to

the earlier date for "Antz" is for noth-

ing less than mere survival^-

"I do think (the earlier date) gives

'Antz' a better shot than it would have

because it's a movie coming out from a

studio that's much, much, much
younger than Disney," Williamson

said. "With Disney, they aLso have a big

plus in that they can say 'John

Lasseter.' And because of Toy Story,' *

It's just, 'Vicre's an animated movie

about insects. ' So it probably was a

very good thing for 'Antz' that it

hopped o'jt first. If it happened the

other way around, I think it would be

really bad for 'Antz'"

Visiting associate professor in the

School ofTheater, Film and Television,

Jonathan Kuntz, docs not belicvl* the

timing of these films is necessarily one

studio trying to disembowel the success

of the other.

'They don't _«_,»«—_
like to go head-to-

head, which is my
guess." Kuntz

said. "But they

have lo get it out

when kids are

available. so

they're kind of

confined to those

time periods. So it

ends up that they

go head-to-head •

with one anoth-

er."

"I don't think they have much
choice," Strau.ss said. "It seems to be

when animated films are begun years in

advance before^ their release, they're

pretty work intensive. It takes a lot

longer to make this film than to make a

live action feature. There is a demand
for them, at least for the Disney stuff.

And Dreamworks is definitely hoping

to be the next Disney, and so when you

have them ready to go, you've got to go

with them."

Even though the idea of animating

(airly uniform bugs would seem easier

"Prince of Egypt" will

test whether parents

will take the little ones

to an animate(d feature

that is a departure from

the usual Disney fare.

into what "A Bug's*" Life" producers

Daria Anderson and Kevin Reher

describe as "the translucency and iri-

descence found in the insect world."

"A Bug's Life' was far more diffi-

cult to animate due to the complexity of

the characters," Anderson said. "On
'Toy Story,' Buzz and Woody were the

most complex, but on (A Bug's Life'

the most simple characters were to the

level of Buzz and Woody."

Hven with

_^^,^,„.„,^,^_ competition this

time against

Pixar's second

feature film.

Anderson and

Reher don't

believe "Antz"

will have an

impact on the

success of "A

Bug's Life."

"Our movies

are very different

in visual look,

tone and story," Anderson said.

IX'spite the years in production, the

time has never been spent in vain lor

Disney who is tentatively scheduled lo

release the second installment of "Toy

Story" in Christmas of 1999. in the past

10 years, Disney has not made many
false moves. Even though the past few

animated features such as "The

Hunchback of Notre Dame" and

"Hercules" had not done as well as

their most recent predecessors,

Disney's iron reputation as the ultimate

bearer of quality family entertainment

has always remained intact - another

difficult to replicate," Williamson said.

Its appeal has not only brought in a

loyal following and impressive rev-

enues, but a multitude of celebrities"

who have lent their voices to Disney's

colorful characters throughout the

years. Not only can Disney bring in the

big names, but in some cases, the match

between celebrity and character is

made so well that the casting is actually

well known, an added incentive that

brings the audience back lor more in

the case of sequels.

"You've got to give (Disney) credit

for making some very smart moves

with the voice actors and bringing in

certain celebrity talents like Robin

Williams specifically, which takes their

films to a whole new level," Kuntz said.

"Certainly the Disney name is going to

attract the top superstars of

Hollywood."

There is not a scarcity of big names

behind the little creatures in "Antz
"

and "A Bug's Life." "Antz" brings in

celebrities such as Woody Allen,

Sharon Stone and Sylvester Stallone

while- "A Bug's Life" includes Julia

Louis-Dreyfus, Kevin Spacey and

Dave Foley in its cast. But Williamson

stresses that the likability of the

Hollywood star is just as important to

the film's appeal, pointing to the suc-

cess of "Toy Story."

"You had this movie star that every-

one in the universe just loved, Tom
Hanks. And Tim Allen, a TV star who
everyone seems to like, and so there

was a great likability just for the voices

that people seem to like to hear,"

Williamson said. "And Woody Allen's

evei yuiie Knows (11 le l i liirs piuUuui) than u roomtui oi verimn ie toya, a reason why i t a 9o Kurd to take uwuy vo ice? Wel l . the last th ing ihm entries from a variety

who really love film be the audience

that shows up. What you want is mass

appeal."

For Dreamworks, '"Prince of

Egypt' will test whether parents will

take the little ones to an animated fea-

ture that is a departure from the usual

Disney fare about the early life of

Moses, or stick with renting a classic

Disney film The competing computer

bug movie notwithstanding.

(Dreamworks) do seem with 'Prince of

Egypt' lo be trying to ... do something

different enough from-the Disney for-

mula thai they could, well, click. I think

most other studios fail by slavishly

copying the Disney formula."

But with no other successful exam-

ples to look up to. the future is yet to be

seen if Dreamworks' attempt at doing

something different will pay off in the

end. Even with four scheduled animat-

ed films this season, including

"Rudolph, the Red-Nosed Reindeer:

The Movie" voiced by Whoopi
Goldberg and Paul McCartney, Kuntz

believes that if the films are good, they

will most likely reach an audience.

"I don't think that kidsjust are going

lo one film and that's it. Pve seen my
one film this year, I've go( to retire now.

If you have two really great films, kids

will go to two great films."

- "I think really, the question is is there

going to be enough room for all the ani-

mated films," Williamson said. "If you

have Warner Bros., Fox, Dreamworks

and Disney all making films, certainly

at the level that Dreamworks seems to

be eager to put out, probably not. But is

there room for Disney and certain

ftgffra vflfifttv or other piay^ffl?
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Something About Mary?"
I basically approached theater

with the wrong mindset. Sometime
during my life, I developed the

notion that theater was an academic
institution that could only be appre-

ciated by a true thinker. So as with

my bittersweet relationship with

books, I generally shied away from
any intellectual stimulation in favor

of gratuitous cheap thrills.

Who knew that theater could be a

cheap thrill of its own? God forbid

that it could actually be ... enterlain-

tfnidgedon through show afler^

show, not exactly knowing why but

convinced that

mydetermina- '

tion would lead

to some sort of

cultural payoff.

I continued to

test my ^eep
threshold, one

time lasting

until 20 minutes

from the end of

the show before

nodding off.-

With each new
theatrical expe-

rience, I began to foster a growing

interest in the elusive art form.

I must admit, however, that my
breakthrough did not come in the

form of a spiritual revelation or deep

cerebral insight. In fact, it was quite

Who knew that

theater could be a

cheap thrill of its

pyyn? God forbid that

it could actually be ...

entertaining.

a couple of mainstream classics.

I remember hearing about

"Grease" throughout my life and

remotely hearing the songs color the

backgrounds of my consciousness

without ever really knowing - or car-

ing - where ihey came from I was

never a fan of'musical theater,

viciously accosting my best friend

every time she broke into a medley

of her favorite showlunes.

I had a plethora of opportunities

to view "Grease" on television, with

countless tributes and marathons air-

ing on random cable networks such

as TNT, TBS and VH 1. But I had no
desire lo commit myself for two

hours to watch a bunch of over-lhe-

top actors harmonize their lines in

cheesy, forgettable songs. Why do
that when I could be watching The

Culture Club on

^
MTV?

I resisted the

und^r-whelming

temptation for

years. It soon

became my deci-

sive victory in "I

Never" games,

an astounding

Louise-trivia tid-

bit, my ultimate

protest to the
'

feeble genre.

When
"Grease" returjied to the big screen

last spring, my defense finally broke

down. Upon coercion and obligation

(thanks a bunches. Daily Bruin), I

was forced to ramma-lamma-ding-

dong with Danny and Sandy. And it

It was then that it hit me: Musicals

can be entertaining! Until then, I had

concluded that this genre was writ-

ten solely for a niche audience - a

niche that couldn't possibly include

me.

Despite my revelation, I thought

that its saving grace was that it was a

movie. I never had a problem with

film. I rolled in my seat for all three

and a half hours of "Forrest Gump,"
and I was plastered to the screen

throughout "Titanic." But how
would "Grease" match up live, with-

out the close-ups, without the seam-

lessness?

I continued my slumberous the-

atrical experiences until I saw

"Stomp," a unique dance and
"^

rhythm show, this past summer at

Royce Hall. At first it did not offer

much promise. No, my friends and I

did not get nosebleed seats; we got

the ones beyond the far right aisle
-

you know, the cluster of wooden
stumps between the men's rest room
and the fire exit.

To add to the adversity, I worked

all day and ran a marathon to get to

Royce on time. I sank comfortably

into my seat, ready for the inevitable

nap.

But the spectacle captivated me. I

was thrilled by the live energy. I

could feel the performers' hands

throb during their endless clap rou-

tines; I was exhilarated by their sta-

mina as they climbed and leaped all

over the stage; I was slightly disgust-

ed - but in*a good way - when sweat

droplets whipped off their tired

heads.

ftttsic (in keeping with my gratuitous was the must fun I 'U liaU at llie bane To my surprise, il was Its seamed ments

sity of an original performance with

its potential for the unknown was a

factotuhat filiil severely lacked. Yet

in all the shows I had seen previous-

ly, I had preconditioned myself,

based on theater's traditional stig-

mas; I went into each one, knowing

my reaction before there was any

action.

It may have been the awe-inspir-

ing performance that evening. It

may have been the bean burrilo I

bought from a mysterious gentleman

outside the venue. But whatever the

factors, I dispelled those stigmas that

.night.
'

OK, so "Grease" is a big-budget

movie, and "Stomp" is a theatrical

anomaly. After adequate theater

experience, I know that both are

hardly representative of the genre as

a whole.

But "Grease" simply introduced

me to the wonders of its composi-

tion. Originated on Broadway, il

proved that the writing behind the-

ater is capable of appealing to main-

stream tastes. "Stomp" facilitated

my dormant (excuse my pun) appre-

ciation of another aspect of theater -

the live aspect. The show taught me
to find charm in the excitement of

live performance.

Both put together, you get a new
theater fan.

With these startling realizations,

my narcolepsy was cured - well, I'm

still working on the finals thing.

Chu is awakfr and revved up for her

exciting s^im as the 1 ?98- 1 999 Theater

and Art edtor. Send questions, com-
genera l htmrttty

BUI
From page 23

cause, or it just simply places a

mirror in front of us so we can

see ourselves naked - stripped

from the protection of grandiose,

self-made illusions.

And maybe that is why the

arts is so easily dismissed, espe-

cially if it reveals all our Haws
and fractures because who really

wants to see their imperfections

expressed through the arts?

So, what's the remedy for my
pestering feeling?

, If all things work out accord-

ing to plan, you will never see my
mug grace the paper again. The
goal this year is to set an agenda

that encompasses an eclectic

variety of stories that shed light

on less recognizable forms of art

while keeping you on top of the

mainstream stuff. The point to

Arts & Entertainment - and

journalism in general - is to give

the reader a picture of the world.

Give the reader a mirror

image of what is happening in

life that would be important to

them. My responsibility for the

upcoming year is just make sure

I point that mirror in the right

direction.

We'll dig hard to find the fluff

in life.

Bui is biding his time here until he

wins the Super Lotto. The odds of

him getting fired currently star^
or

lychu@ucla.edu

tO" ai Jo-i.So place ySur bets. HelT
the new A&E big cheese.John Lasseter, so they're willing to go

see his next movie. Whereas the

Dreamworks folks, they can't say that.

Bug's Life" actually t(X)k the same four

years "Toy Story" had to prtxluce. ITiis

time, computer animation is delving

Disney's business.

"There's just a certain history

behind Disney that is going to be really

Dreamworks needs lo do or any studio

that's trying to compete with Disney in

terms of animation is lo have people

I think there is. There is plenty of audi-

ence out there as long as the films are

good."

cheap-thrill theme): I fell in love with of my winter quarter existence quality that drew me. The raw inten-
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On-Campus A look at what is ahead for students planning on get-

ting into the arts ...The return of Royce ...The best

Chinese chicken salad in West Los Angeles

Food for thought
ASUCLA provides

a variety of delectable - and

detestable - eating options

By Louise Chu
Daily Bruin Staff

A civil war of sorts has broken out

on the food courts of UCLA. North

vs. South, KerckhotT vs. Northern

Lights, Kikka vs. Jimmy ... Everyone

take cover in the Bombshelter!

The competition among the

Associated Students ot UCLA
(ASUCLA) restaurants is not one

for the big bucks - the money will all

eventually go to the same hole in the

wall. Rather, this is a battle for

honor, mtegrity and more work tor

the unfortunate employees of the

No. 1 pick; this is the battle for The
Best ASUCLA Restaurant on

Italian Food

The beloved Pasta Resistance jn the

demolished Treehouse is now just

another statistic. This leaves Coop
Pizza (Cooperage), Pizza Paparazzo

(North Campus Student Center) and

the shrewdly named Italian Cuisine

(Lu Valle Commons) to cater to stu-

dents' pepperoni pizza and spinach

lasagna cravings.

The crust unfresh and pasty, the

cheese ruhbery, the tomato sauce thin

and bland, ASUCLA pizza provides

an eerie reminder of why sack lunches

were requisite in high school cafete-

rias. As the best of the worst. Coop
Pizza manages to approach medioc-

Lampus. SeeEAnRIES,page33

ON-CAMPUS EATERIES
Got the munchies? This guide to the finest eats on campus will help calm your cravings.

CHARLES KUO

A tostada from Holy Mol^ and a two-Item combo with citrus chicken and Kung Rao chicken from Bruin

Wok are two choices for on-campus meals. Both restaurants are located in North Campus.

Bombshelter

Bombshelter Dell

'D Pacific Rice & Noodles Traders

Roadside Grill

Grab 'N Go —^

—

"

Outdoor Barbeque

Roadside Grill

Coop Pizza

Cafe Alfresco

^"c) Crunch Time

Pure Chicken Heaven

Lu Valle

Delitos

'Q Roadside Grill

Italian Cuisine^

Asian Cuisine

Sub Section

Z>

Coffeehouses

Kerckhoff Coffeehouse

Jimmy's

"9 Northern Lights

^# ASUCLA frandwseowner

DOfhASUOAaliaiated

"0 be)t(i»tat8»u in eatery

J^ becte«t(ty

'^ bestofaBrestdwants

Terrace Food Court

Panda Express

Rubio's

La Cuchina

Tropix

Wetzel's Pretzels

Columbo's Frozen Yogurt

North Campus Student Center

..^^ Holy Mole
,

Pizza Paparazzo

Flying Bagel Deli

"0 Best Burgers On Campus (BBOC)

Grab'NGo

Bruin Wok

Outdoor Barbeque

Campus Corner

Sub Section

'Om TacoBell

Sourer ASUCLA food SmK«n of S«pl U

Coming Soon

Cafe Synapse (Gonda Building)

Ciao Italiano (North Campus Student Center)

Tsunami (Ackerman A-Level)

X>HN SUEHIRO/Daily Bruin

Memories, history of Royce Hall remind us of our purpose
COLUMN: Through three generations, trademark

UCLA symbol houses more than mere performances

To commemorate her 10th birth-

day, my mother saw a movie. Through

sculpted arches in muted red hues, she

and 10 of her

frilJy, party-

dressed friends

scurried past

heavy doors,

past ushers, and

into the dark-

ened hall. Carol

Jean, Loma,
Nancy, Pamela,

and other young

nymphs of the

•50s were going

to watch fairy

Megan

Dickerson

J^e cartoons in Royce Hall.

My book-loving librarian of a

grandma had encountered the special

children's program on a bulletin board

at the L.A. County Library where she

worked. Always up for a little intellec-

tual enlightenment for her progeny,

she decided that a fairy tale theater

birthday at UCLA would beat out Pin

the Tail on the Donkey, any day. And
so, the prepubescent caravan of girls

made its merry way to campus in a '54

Chevy Bel-Air.
~

"I remember it was already dark in

the theater," says the woman who, for

my purposes, will be known only as

my mother. "Probably because we

were late, as usual. Probably because

Uncle Bill bumped into our car on the

way there."

OK, so maybe her memories don't

consist of the delicate, muted red and

green mosaics of the ceilings, or the

squirrely, pseudo-Saxon inscription on

the building's Romanesque facade. So

what ifmy mother, remembers only

the cartoons that graced the stage

when she was a precocious 10-year-

old, not the structure that at different

times housed Bertrand Russell, Albert

Einstein or Frank Sinatra, a trio that

probably shared no other playhouse.

So maybe all my mother remembers is

that it was dark, and as my grandma,

in mother hen mcxie, nudged the tidy

little girls into the reserved row, she

swept an unassuming student usher

along with them.

"Pretty soon, mother heard a little

voice saying, 'No no no no! I'm the

usher!'" my birth-giver says, attribut-

ing a cute, shrill tone to the usher's

response to grandma's enthusiasm

.

She pauses to purse her lips, and

inserts a curt disclaimer about the

usher, in loyal defense of her mother.

"She wasn't very tall, anyway."

When my grandmother's green,

squinting eyes adjusted to the light, she

realized that all the parents and chil-

dren in the expansive theater could

easily see her heave a poor, short usher

into the.row, lit^ a mother cat drag-

ging a kitten by the scruff. Thus, as

most semi-«mbarrassing moments do,

the Royce story entered my family's

folklore, punctuating a quiet moment
at grandma's house which peppered a

family reunion.

Forty-two years later, when I

stepped on campus as a UCLA fresh-

man, all I could see of Royce Hall

were construction tarps and the

plethora of promotional pictures

slapped on every piece ofUCLA pro-

paganda. There would be no usher

story for me, unless an other-worldly

force lifted the menacing dust. From
my brief neophytic experience with

Dykstra Hall and the De Neve Plaza

project, the other-wordly forces of

building rehabilitation took their sweet

time. I figured when I graduated in

four, five years, the adorned doors

would still remain closed.

"T~Much to my surprise, they opened

last spring. Checkered floors, like the

entryway in my childhood doU house,

Se€lMa(EIISOM,pa9€34
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Student-run arts board gives UCLA discounted tickets
ON-CAMPUS: Funded by

reg fees, committee cuts

prices, produces events

By Megan Dickerson

Daily Bruin Staff

It (nay be a student's best defense

against rising ticket prices.

livery .Monday night, a littie-knovMi

group of 20 ;ri»pinng hisloruuu.

chemisi.«>, musician>,. lawyers and

dancers meets U) decide how UCLA
Pertorniing Arts will reach the average

sludenl. They screen, bargain, and

bankroll - but perhaps the most impor-

tant ihinjg they do is cut.

Ilie Student Committee for the Arts

(SCA). an appointed group ol about

nine undergraduate and nine graduate

students, is, in its simplest form, a tick-

et bargain bin. Hach year, the commis-

sion, which is funded by student regis-

tration lees and sponsored by the

liCLA Center lor the Performing

Arts, stocks up Sl()(),()()() in tickets.

'Iliey then snip awa> with budgetars

.scissors, knocking at lea.sl SI off

already reduced .student tickets to

every show in the IVrtorming Arts' sca-^

son.

In the end, the Center' for the

Pertitrming Arts' largest single sub-

.scrlb^*r presents admission at the

Central Ticket Office lor up to half tiie

!K>rmal S2()-S.^() ticket cost.->.

SCA produces 30 to 40 events per year,

including last year's Jazz at the

Wadsworth Scries, billed by the

acronym JAWS. Some events pair

UCLA musician*) with world-class

entertainers, as when Herbie Hancock

played with the UCLA Jazz Ensemble

in 19%.

Other events will take a trendsetting

approach, concentrating on ways of

presentation vet to be accepted in

mainsireain arl«. management Since

the committee was instigated b\

Chancellor Murphy in 1962, SCA ha.s

been a li>rerunner in the promotion of

art forms like spoken uord. perfor-

mance art and even jaz/.

Student Committe for

the Arts puts UCLA
performers into arts

productions (by) ...

funding student acting

ensembles.

"When ra/7 started out, it was reall>

seen as an illegitimate art form, and

now it's being embraced by all the

major presenters," .sayN John llenson,

ad,\isor to SCA from I9S() to .Spring

199N.

'W >i like' ^OHJp inym rovor jie." ftuf.i SCA. \w .inyi . hegnw prmhu-'J M}.'; it i

Michael l}lachel\, director of the

Center for the PerlofniingArt.^.

Blachely ,says SCAs role as ticket

middleman for the often-expensive

Center gives students a once-in-a-life-

time chance t^Lget the best seats, up to

one month in advance.

On lop of reduced student prices^

ja// .series \ear.s before the C enter for"

the Performing Arts or other venues

put the genre into its regular season.

"(SCA) had a spoken word series

when that was kind of a new concept."

Henson .savs. "'niis wna in the mid-'80.s^.

- •-

See SCA, page 34

Phoio courtesy of Krooos Ooaftet

The Kronos Quartet will play Royce Hall on Oct. 1 1 .The Student Committee for the Arts will provide tick-

ets for the show at a discount.

College of Letters and Science, Counseling Service - A3 16 Murphy Hall

ATTENTION: 1ST YEAR STUDENTS

t I '.
mmm^-mmm^mmmtm •T—ii""^^"""P"

You have heen assigned a Counseling Assistant (CA) as your academic advisor for the coming year. CAs are

graduate students who are specially trained to advise new students like yourself. They will be an important

resource to you as you plan your classes and your major.

Your CA is waiting to meet you during Convocation Week.

To find out who your CA is and when to meet, check your notification^ on my.ucla or

come to our office at A3 16 Murphy Hall.
r^

Note: If you are not in the College of Letters and Science, if you are an Athlete, or if you are participating either in the Academic

Advancement Program (AAP) or in College Honors Prog/ams, you need to check directly with yoiir school/program

to find out about academic advising available to you. .

I*
I > •Uai>ip—>.*•

^
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Art students enticed by creative freedom
MAJOR: Curriculum

-eflers ability to oxplore-

ly, creating whatever their hearts

desire and all the while receiving sup-

different views, interests

By Laura Noguera
Daily Bruin Staff

They get down and dirty in their

tools - plaster, clay and paint. With

kindergarten memories of smocks
and finger painting, UCLA's art stu-

dents are making their nostalgia reali-

port and encouragement Irom
UCLA's art department.

This fall 58 freshmen begin their

four-year dedication to an art depart-

ment that plans to milk and explore

much of their creative juices without

placing any inhibiting guidelines.

"The classes aren't there to force

you into anything. They just help you

along," says John Kanell, a second-

year art student. "It's kind of like the

invisible hand guiding you."

The program takes artists through attainable vision but are

a_vanejyj)X_dMies-4iv wh«?h protest— unrcrrain of h?>wTo make it

into reality, they go to one ofsors applaud students mipressions

rather than their expertise when work-

ing with various mediums.

"The faculty is interested in the

strength of (the students') ideas." says

Caron Cronin, UCLA arts admis-

sions officer. "More so than their

mastery over a medium. That tends to

come with time."

Students are never i'estricted to

using only the materials they are

familiar with. When students have an

the art labs, finding help

from experienced teaching

assistants or lab technicians.

Art students are constant-

ly amused, engrossed in their

work and imagination. They
do not find loo much leisure

time to experience boredom.

That is, until they venture

into UCLA's other depart-

ments to satisfy the art

major's general education

requirements.

"During lectures I get so

bored. All other classes seem
kind of deadening," Kanell

says. "I've become sort of

spoiled."

However, art classes are

not easy A's, many requiring

major projects throughout the quar-

ter. Students s\ end long hours in the

art labs and sl-ulios putting their

mspiration into ihvir projects.

"I didn't realize mil the very end

olthe quarter that I wa, '^-orking like

a dog everyday," Kanell Sci\ "I did-

n't notice because it was st) '*'i}o\-

abte.^^ .- :
—

;

: '

.V
' ^

•.,"-

Art students do have gratifying

times, basking in their professors'

individual attention in their 15-stu-

dent average classes. And in the labs

and workshops, .socializing is as much
a priority as concentration.

"The department is ... a relatively
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DERRICK KUDO/Daily Brum

Second-year art student John Kanell

loves the freedom his major allows.

as UCLA. However, art students

everywhere share an even larger

uncertainty when deciding on
whether to enter an art program.

"I think the biggest concern on

everyone':^ mind, prospective, current

or graduate, is "What kind of a job

am I going to be able to gel?" says

Jenny Woo, an art department

director. "ThaTTs the^

.small, close envlmnmeni. Studehis

know each other and they know each

other's work," Cronin says. "It makes
for a very nice community."

The art department's family atmos-

phere is a comforting aspect to

prospective freshfrfen who have anxi-

eties about going to a school as large

recruiting

biggest thing."

Although many students prepare

during high school and before to get

into art programs like U(XA's, some
acted on their creativity when the art

program came to them. Kanell is one

student who never planned to go into

art. but decide4 to follow in his

father's artistic footsteps and apply to

UCLA's art department.

"1 kind of just fell into it acciden-

tally," Kanell says. "When I got the

letter asking for (slides of my work) I

See ART, page 35

1
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Student Jobs Available
Join the College Computer Systems Team,

home of ^

myjUGLA
i j'
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Center for Performing Arts

brings shows bad< to Royce
ON-CAMPUS: New season starts

with CenterStage Discussions;

noted acts to use renovated hall

By Megan Didierson

Daily Bruin3eiiior Staff

The pipe organ is coming back to Royce. The
little-known instrument on the first floor of

Royce Hall is 1/64 of the UCLA Center for the

Performing Arts' 1998-1999 program, the flrst

full season since the 1994 earthquake which

closed the structure. Autumn brings the ubiqui-

tous UCLA hafl a phoenix-like resurrection,

immersing it in such world-class performers as

soprano Kathleen Battle and the New York

Philharmonic. This rising from the ashes

includes, in small part, the large 6.600-pipe

Skinner organ, whose stems extend from the

stone masthead framing the stage.

Installed in 1930, UCLA once used the 104-

rank organ to provide ominous accompaniment

to Halloween films. This year's intercollegiate

Organ Trilogy, starting Nov. 7, will feature organ-

ists from UCLA, Yale and the University of

Michigan. Thomas Harmon, UCLA's university

organist, will present a lecture prior to the perfor-

mance, as w^ll many of the season's cast of per-

formers.

The CenterStage Discussions, held one hour

before the performance, consist of a three- to

four-minute presentation by the artist, followed

by an intensive Q&A session.

Qrgani/CTt; intend =tfag

lary of the dialogues to make them more attrac-

tive, changing the name from CenterStage

Lectures to CenterStage Discussions.

"Sometimes that kind of an educational* tinge

frightens the audience for fear that they're going

to be lectured to," says Linda Timmons, director

of community relations- for the Center for the

Performing Arts, "It's really more of an informal

conversation".

The center is also branching out to the UCLA
campus with interdepartmental programs. The
Department of World Arts and Cultures, in con-'

junction with UCL.A Performing Arts and

UCLA Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender

Studies, will host .spring panel discussions on

Wagner and David Rousseve.

in addition to the discussion series. Royce will

host a series of master classes open to all majors.

Tlie QtTicial list has not been released, but will

include the Mark Morris Dance Company atid

the violinist Midori.

All this comes four years after all perfor-

mances bowed to the Northridge earthquake,

and the venue's doors closed for seismic renova-

tion, it is not so much that the Center for the

Performing Arts has something to prove with its

1998-1999 reincarnation, but that it has to remind

theatergoers of its presence on campus.

"The prominence of Royce Hall and the posi-

tion that it has historically, I think, is just going to

roll forward," says Blachely.

"Certainly, the initial impact of having to come
back after four years is going to be significant."

After years of non-use, it woufd seem as

though, reopening fever notwithstanding, it

enlighten audiences beyond the background pro-

vided on the program.

"In some ways, it's moving into, in the broad-

est .sense, adult education," says Michael

Blachely, director of the Center for the

Performing Arts.

Even so, the Center played with the vocabu-

CenterStagc series; to would be hard to bring thcatLTgwri; back inuutae-

fold.

"We've been able to sustain the program over

the last four years using 14 different theaters

throughout Southern California," Blachely says.

"And we've been presenting fairly significant

See ROYCE, page 36

UCLA Gtnter for the Ppfforming Arts

The Handspring Puppet Company will perform at UCLA in September.

/ /
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Search for perfect Chinese cNcken salad over
FOOD: Delicious California

cuisine takes center stage at

^)ricier, fast-serviced bistro

By Ncrissa Pado
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The quest for the perfect Chinese chick-

en salad: an arduous journey of trial and

error. At times, the challenge involves a dis-

appointing encouriter with wilted leaves of

Romaine lettuce, or the shock of shameful-

ly shredded chicken. Other times, the jour-

ney ends at a roadblock of oozing, uniden-

tified dressing, masking flavors of any

.wJTiorsel threatening, to peak out from

beneath.

But California Chicken Cafe has ofll-

cially provided reason to end the trying

search.

While "the salad" usually stands quietly

by as the unmemorable precursor to the

main event at most eateries, this restaurant

assigns new meaning to the term "entree

-salad." And yet, this raucous feast of green-

ery seems to have mistakenly acquired an

undramatic, understated name there. That

is, the dish of perfectly ripe and tangy

Mandarin oranges, moist and delectable

chunks of all-white, lean chicken, crisp, juli-

enne carrots, springy spiral pasta, green

onions, crunchy baked Chinese noodles

and thinly sliced almonds, all tossed with

fresh Romame lettuce in a sweet and sour,

yet light, vinaigrette, is simply called -

Chinese Chicken Salad. But then again,

why dub a dish with a bumbling name

when its taste stands on its own?

Roasted chicken, as well as

the entree salads ...are the

best bets at this quick,

spic-and-span, refreshingly

pure and delicious cafe.

The seemingly paradoxical dish of such

simple presentation that combines perfect-

ly complex flavors and textures is no sur-

prise for this restaurant. Following in the

vein of the made-only-after-you-order fast

food and dine-in establishments a la (ultra

trendy) Poquito Mas, Baja Fresh and

KooKooRoo. the cafe uses only the softest

pitas to accompany the flame-broiled rotis-

serie chicken dishes, fresh butternut squash

(amongst other fruits and vegetables as

side orders), the steamiest soups and the

most si/./ling of sauteed red potatoes with

onions. ITie crisp-skinned, succulent roast-

ed chicken, as well as the entree salads.

ranging from traditional Caesar or garden

varieties to that with an Oriental flair are

the best bets at this quick, spic-and-span,

refreshingly pure and delicious cafe (which

rightly earns the title, "California cuisine").

However, the wraps stuffed with any-

thing from rice to veggies and cheese

remain only slightly above average in fla-

vor, and the mashed potatoes pine for a

heartier texture to accompany such lus-

cious, tender meat. On any given day or

evening, expect at least somewhat of a

crowd of all ages - from families to the

lunchtime yuppie crowd trickling in from

the Wilshire business strip. But the wait

won't be too long as servers quickly pre-

pare food in full view and deliver dishes

speedily to the table.

And while the prices might seem mon-

strous for those on the strict Taco Bell bud-

get of the average college spender, the

amount of cash customers pay pales in

comparison to the freshest of flavors expe-

rienced (about $2.25 to $7.00 for side dish-

es. $3,75 to $7.00 lor salads, and $4.25 to

$7.25 for chicken dishes). With a menu
available to cater to anyone's lowcr-cal

needs, boasting of flame-roasted chicken

and fruits and vegetables galore, a greasy

dripping burger joint this is. thankfully,

not!

Restaurant: California Chicken Cafe is locat-

ed at 2005 Westwood Blvd.

CHARLES KUO

Substitute teacher Stephanie Lewis, who frequents the

California Chicken Cafe, digs into her chicken salad.
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NEW CLASSES BEGIN
rJOV 8TH 12-3PM
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(2 units each):

• Choral Ensembles (UCLA Chorale and University Chorus):

Auditions Sept. 30. Oct. 1 & 2, 10:00am - 1 :00pm & 2:00 - 5:00pm.,

1325 Schoenbcrg Hall. Sign up out.side 2419 Schoenbcrg Hall.

• Chamber Ensembles: To be arranged. Call (310)825-4761

for information.

• Jazz Ensembles: Auditions Oct. 2, 5, & 6. Rhythm section will

meet as a group at 7:30 pm in the band room ( 1 345 Schoenbcrg

Hall) on Oct. 6. Sign up for an appointment on bulletin board

outside 2409 Schoenbcrg Hall.

• Musical Theater Workshop: Auditions Wednesday, Sept. 30, starting

at 3:00 pm. Prepare two songs: uptempo and one slow musical

number. Call (310) 825-4761 to schedule an audition. Production ^
plans for 1998-99 include Once Upon on a Mattress by Mary

Rodgers, and Carol Burnett Awards in Music Theater.

• Opera Workshop: Call (310) 825-4761 for information.

• Philharmonia Orchestra & Chamber Orchestra: Auditions for

STRINGS only, Sept. 28, 29 & 30. by appointment. Call Shana

at (310) 206-3033 to schedule an audition.

• Wind Ensemble: Auditions Oct. I & 2, 10:00 am - 2:00 pm, Oct. 5 &
6. starting at 9:00 am. Sign up on the band office bulletin board

outside 2421 Schoenberg Hall, or call (310) 825-3835 for an

appointment.

Music of Furcell, Handel ( "Lucrezia" Cantata). Haydn ( "Arianna'

Cantata) and Beethoven ( "Scottish and Irish Songs ").

General Admission: $7 • Student & Senior Citizens: $3

UCLA Philharmonia Orchestra

Jon Robertson, conductor

Nina Schumann, piano soloist

Tuesday, November 10, 8:00 pm Schoenberg Hall

Program includes "Elegyfor David" by UCLA faculty composer

Paul Chihara, "In Nature's Realm" by Dvorak, Piano Concerto No. 2

(Matisse Jazz ") byfaculty composer Paul Reale, with soloist Nina

Schumann (UCLA music dept. alumna) and Symphony No. 3 ( "Eroica ")

by Beethoven. The program is dedicated to the memory of David Cloud.

General Admission: $7 • Students <& Senior Citizens: $3

• Guitar Recital

Matthew Elgart

Saturday, November 14, 8:00 pm Jan Popper TTicater

UCLA alumnus Matthew Elgart will perform works by Villa-Lobos, J.S.

~Bach. Lauro. and Milan. —
,

' ««.;..

Music Theory Placement Ex^tn

Tuesday, Sept. 29, 9:00 am, Room 1200 Schoenberg Hall.

(note changefrom Schedule of Classes)

Mandatory for all new students who want to enroll in music

theory courses.

Music Department Concerts

For further information: (310) 825-476

1

To order tickets: (310)825-2101

(Programs are subject to change.)

Faculty RecHal

"Love and Madnen^
Juliana Gondek, soprano, Tom Beghin, harpsichord and fortepiano,

Elizabeth LeGuin, baroque cello

Wednesday, (October 28, 8:00 pm
Schoenberg Hall

General Admission: $7 • Students & Senior Citizens: $3

• UCLA Wind Ensemble

Thomas Lee, conductor

Wednesday, November 18, 8:00 pm Schoenberg Hall

Program includes the premiere of "Seeing Stars" by UCLA faculty

composer David Lefkowitz' Sousa's "Stars and Stripes Forever" will

be conducted by the winner of the 1998 essay contest. Other works to be

announced.

Admission isfree.

• ''Holiday Concert"

UCLA Chorale, Chamber Singers, University Chorus,

Philharmonia Orchestra, and Angeles Chorale

Donald Neuen, conductor

Wednesday, December 2. 8:00 pm Royce Hall

Program features the choral movementfrom Beethoven s Symphony No. 9,

as well as music of the season.

General Admission: $10 • Students & Senior Citizens: $5

• UCLA Jazz Ensembles — , ,; —-i..;:^—

John Clayton. Gamett Brown, & Gordon Henderson, directors

Friday, December 4. 8:00 pm Schoenberg Hall

Hear big band standards and exciting new arrangements performed by

UCLA 's award-winning studentjazz ensembles. Program to be announced.]

General Admission: $7 • Students & Senior Citizens: $3

**\ Percussion Holiday''

UCLA Percussion Ensemble ; ,.. .
- -

Mitchell Peters, Director

Monday, December 7, 8:00 pm Schoenberg Hall

Come celebrate the joy of the season as the UCLA Percussion Ensemble

performs traditional holidayfavorites...and more!

Admission isfree.
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rity the closest with sub-par "regular"

pizzas but appealing "extreme" ver-

sions, which have a HavQrful abun-

dance of toppings.

Pizza Paparazzo competes well

with its hearty portions oflasagna. bul

the glut of pasta and shortage of veg-

etable or meat filling keeps it a close

second to Italian Cuisine.

Asian Food

Ihe culinary cesspool of quality

Asian food that is Weslvvood Iwids its

roots in ASUCL A's teeble imitations

of Panda Fxpress. Despite their

shortcomings (and there are many),

rice bowls have become a staple ol

^ the school day - portable, inexpen-

sive and reasonably filling.

Bruin Wok (North Campus) and

Asian Cuisine (Lu Valle) are in a heat-

ed duel for the worst Asian food -

possibly even the worst food - on

campus. The victor would weigh

heavily on diners' greater disgust for

the water-thin sauces and sand-dry

chicken of Bruin Wok or the unset-

tling ajddition of fat-encrqsled chick-

en skin dangling off each chunk of

meat in rice bowls from Asian

Cuisine.

Bombshelter Deli's unnamed nook

maintains the most promising inter-

pretation of the while rice, vegetable

and chicken concoction by cleverly

avoiding the pitfalls of its competi-

tors. With chicken chunks equally as

dry as the othe^ two restaurants, the

South Campus fixture mashes its

chicken into shreds and drenches it in

the teriyaki-llavored sauce, providing

the tastiest rice bowl of the three.

The most intereslipg Asian culi-

nary option on campus also belongs

to the Bombshelter. In a cozy little

niche across from the rice bowls.

Pacific Rice & Noodle Traders offers

(Sub Station) compiles

attractive, generously

portione(J subs that

woul(d overwhelm any

hungrystu(dentona

meager bu(dget.

an eclectic selection of p.seudo-Asian

delights, including jerk chicken (since

when did Jamaica move to the

Pacific?) over udon noodles and

chicken marinara (whoa, geography

lesso^ns galore!). Those stranded on

campus will find relief here from the

banality of burgers and pizza.

Burgers

A beef patty, a bun sliced horizon-

tally in half, lettuce, tomatoes, a pick-

le chip or two ... The assembly of this

American classic seems simple

enough, yet it has been mastered by

few. ASUCLA restaurants present

strong efforts and manage to satisfy

midday In-N-Out appetites with a

burger joint for each corner of cam-

pus.

The Roadside Cirill mini franchise,

located in Lu Valle, Bombshelter and

Cooperage, offers a creative- menu
from the Chicken Club (grilled chick-

en breast, lettuce, tomatoes, onions.

Swiss cheese, bacon, sprouts) to the

San I'rancisco Burger (quarter-

pound beef patty. Swiss cheese,

leriyaki sauce, sauteod mushrooms),

each item sold a la carte or with spicy

or regular fries. Oninivores will

delight in the juicy, savory hamburg-

ers and chicken sandwiches, but dis-

appointment looms for the vegetari-

an.

Although llexibility in the menu
allows patrons to substitute any meat

with a vegetarian patty, the result is a

dry, overcooked, poorly seasoned

slab of grains and vegetable protein.

Best Burgers On Campus, concisely

labeled BBOC (North Campus), does

not necessarily live up to its name, but

it produces the tastiest version of the

veggie burger with a more tender and

flavorful patty

Mexican Food

Farewell. De Nuevo (Cooperage).

UCLA will miss your rancid gua-

camole and questionable enchiladas.

May your successor. Pure Chicken

Heaven, serve patrons with healthier,

more palatable dishes.

With the void left by De Nuevo's

demise. Holy Mole (North Campus)
must bear the entire burden of supply-

ing the campus' demands for burritos

and to.stada salads. It's a void that's

better left unfilled.

The sole ASUCLA Mexican food

option (aside from the national fran-

chi.se Taco Bell in Campus Corner)

serves a limited variety of dishes, high-

lighted by an adequate loslada salad. It

is difficult to ruin a simple salad, but

Holy Mole's stale, under-fried .shell

proves that there is a way.

Students who have an extended

lunch may enjoy a hot barbeque, semi-

Mexican style. Located in front of

North Campus Student Center and at

the back of Bombshelter, the outdoor

grills cook up a lip-smacking barbe-

qued chicken with a California-

Mexican flair. The generous portions

of tortilla chips and beans contribute

to a full belly by the end of the lunch .

hour.

Sandwiches

This popular American lunch staple

is featured in a whopping six restau-

rants, each incarnation taking differ-

ent twists and turns with the old bread-

turkey-mustard standby. By far thc_

most outstanding - and most expen-

sive - version is Grab 'N Go Gourmet,

located in both North Campus and

Bombshelter. Their panini-style sand-

wiches include the interesting addition

of such ingredients as aviKado. bacon

and pesto. But weight-watchers should

look elsewhere for lighter fare.

Bombshelter's deli and Delitos (Lu

Valle) olTer a competent array of sand-

wich components to fill anyone's

made-to-order needs. The result is

standard and forgettable. ASUCLA'^
other mini-franchise. Sub Section (Lu

Valle and Campus Corner), display

starkly dilTerent products in its two

locations. While stale bread and limp

lettuce grace the Lu Valle site. Campus
Corner's new addition compiles

attractive, generously portioned subs

that would overwhelm any hungry stu-

dent on a meager budget. Perhaps the

difference is because the fledgling

restaurant is just off to a flying start.

Either way, diners should milk it while

it lasts.

Soup and salad

. The delicate balance of broth,

chunks of vegetable or meat and spices

is a precarious one in a good bowl of

soup. Often this ideal lunch item is

tucked away in the corners of campus

~
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V The Twilight Brigade \
Aspiring Journalists. Webmasters. Entrepreneurs, and Humanitarians...

WEiVEEDFOC//
Together we can Make a Difference.

*^

C^^mpOAA^^ iK /4cU64t> is a young, but rapidly growing, national volunteer organization headquartered at the West LA VA
Medical Center dedicated to ensuring that no one need die alone.

We believe that the end of life is challenging enough without the angUish of isolation. The dying are deserving of respect and
entitled to the caring and compassion that will support them at this time of life.

We are In desperate need of dedicated, hardworking, compassionate Tolunteers to assist us in any of the following areas:

want to.. r\

write?

4-;—,

1 want 1 10 ' r\

design ?

• Administrative assistance in responding to calls and letters

• Assistance in managing and laying out our bi-monthly
newsletter

• Assistance in the maintenance and design modiflcaUon of

our website

(www.TwilightBrigade.org)

• Assistance in planning fund raisingevents with fund raising

professionals

• Preparing community education materials for conference
exhibits

• Tracking inventories & product sales, reordering products
when necessary

• Microsoft Access database development for tracking
recruitment and volunteer statisUcs as well as locating
hospices

• Bookkeeping assistance with Quickbooks
• Direct service to the dying

Our chairman of the Board is international best-selling author Dannion Brlnkley. Steven Seagal. Dr. Larry Dosaey. Steven Halpem. and Kenneth
Ring. PhD serve on our advtaory board. Our Board of Directors Includes published authors Ronnie Kaye and David Kessler. Marianne Wllllamaon
supports our efforU at her lectures. Our NaUonal Steering Committee includes representatives fnwn most of the major moUon pk:ture studios. We
believe tei this work. You can make a difference In our ablHty to help others. *
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PICKERSON
From page 28

gleamed, and the chandeliers outside the hall

glowed like home fires. But I wasn't ready to

accept Royce as the be all, end all UCLA land-

* mark. Just because its silhouette graces UCLA
stationary doesn't mean a free-thinking student

should automatically make Royce his or her pri-

mary campus vision.

But this year, Royce has seemingly become a

dilTercnt kind of symbol to more people than

ever before. The Proposition 209 protests that

led to the stoic building's takeover gave Royce a

role beyond a performance venue or a lecture

hall.

To some, though, Royce Hall will always be
the place where the Tommy Dorscy Band
played. To others, it will be the place a famous
designer spoke for a record six hours. And to a

select few, it will be a place that unites genera-

tions with shaky cells ofanimated fairy tales and
starched birthday party dresses. Yet the building

will also be a symbol ofanother age. a sign repre-

senting academic establishments that, while hos-

pitable to the arts, have appeared to some to be
closed to ethnic difference.

Last spring, I went to my first Royce perfor-

, mance. Before the premiere Israeli guitarist took

the stage, I stood in awe as hundreds in the audi-

ence sang the Israeli national anthem, the

dimmed stage lights airbrushing their faces. The
Jewish men and women, and even children, were
united by their history in a place with so much
history of its own.

After the concert, the audience took to the

quad for an Israeli dance party, bathed in light

from the Royce chandeliers and shadowed by the

College Library. As the dancers dipped and
weaved in circles to recorded Hebrew music, I

realized that, like the people who danced and
smiled in the courtyard, my own conception of

Royce Hall, shadowed by the building's historical

glory, would be molded by my own experience.

SCA

Royce becomes, for mar>y,

more than a portr^^it on a

flyer or fodder for mug art at

the UCLA store.

Royce is more than a portrait on a flyer or fod-

der for mug art at the UCLA store. It is not the

twin peak facade or the enveloping balconies that

makes the experience, but what should be very

obvious: the little memories one finds along th«

way. Without trying to sound dramatic or

preachy, that's what college is all about.

At a performance in the upcoming Royce sea-

son, see what stands out to you. Maybe you'll

remember the gray inscription above the stage.

Maybe you'll remember the way the seats squeak
or the way your heels click on the shiny wood
floor. Maybe all you'll remember is that it was
dark - which, in its own peculiar way, is a memo-
ry in itself

Dickerson is the 1998-1999 on-campus editor.

From page 29

and they were doing a lot of punk artists who
actually had a lot of provocative lyrics that were
getting missed in their live performances."

Performers like Kirk Kirkwood from the

Meat Puppets, Henry Rollins from Black Flag
and Drew Steele from the Surf Punks read song
lyrics in Kerckhofl" Cofleehouse, while Jane's

Addiction performed in the Cooperage.
The group also attempts to fill voids left by

lack of funding or experience availability. In its

patron-of-the-arts role, SCA puts UCLA per-

formers into arts productions, sponsoring eth-

nic group's cultural nights and funding student

acting ensembles. In 1988, the committee spear-

headed an acting showcase in response to stu-

dent complaints that there weren't enough pro-

duction parts in the theater department.

"Students in the theater department were
getting frustrated that they weren't ... getting

cast for the major production each quarter,"

says Henson. "They're actually students in the

department, and they weren't able to get into the

production. As well as a lot of the writers, and it

was even tougher for them to get their plays pro-

duced."

So, Henson says, the Committee created a stu-

dent drama showcase where student play-

wrights or student groups could produce their

own play. SCA put 12 groups into the

Neuropsychiatric Institute auditorium, which
seats about 250, and gave each group a stipend

for costumes and sets.

This outreach, however, is not the only goal

#Mf
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people does it

take to change

the world?

J I
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•mailusi circial

of SCA, says its new advisor, Charlene Kellet.

Rather, SCA's goal is two-pronged: to provide
cut ticket riites and arts involvement to the stu-

dent body, and to give committee members
experience in arts management. So, in a way,

some of the committee's primary beneficiaries

are the committee members themselves.

Involvement in Student

Committee for the Arts lets

students inside and outside

the UCLA School for the Arts

bulk up on entertainment

industry experience.

"What's really great about it is that you actu-

ally get to work with the performers, the artists,

the managers, the agents, the production crews
and the media," Kellet says.

Involvement in SCA lets students inside and
outside the UCLA School for the Arts bulk up
on entertainment industry experience. For the

incoming freshman who dabbled in oils one
summer but decided to major in biology, a
major outside the scope of the arts is no demerit
on the committee, which actively courts acade-
mic diversity to better represent the student

body.

Set SCA, page 35

iprtHNe.

310.825.2148 l ;E

wwvw.ucpducla.edu ucpd cso
cm.iil: cso ' ucpd.ucl3.cdu

A Community Service

Organization

JUST ONE!
We'll see you on Bruin Walk.

Come find out what we're all about!

MEETINGS EVERY WEDNESDAY
Sproul Entertainment Center

SCA

Y

From page 34

According to SCA OvChair Sally

Bogadashian. a third-year inlcrnalion-

al economics student, member's
majors run the gamut from engineer-

ing to world arts and cultures,

"You don't even have to major m
the arts if you're on this committee,"

Bogadashian says. "Wc have sucli

diversity in majors.We have chemistry

on this committee."

"Because there are so many parts,

we are really a kind of arts manage-

ment kind of program." says advisor

Kellet. "We have a budget director,

and it would be great to have someone
with an accounting background, or a

communications major as a marketing

director, or the arts education liaison

an education major."

Ilie committee recruits new mem-
bers every October, allowing l/eshmcn

and transfers to join. Any UC LA stu-

dent may apply, with applications avail-

able at the Central Ticket OlVice or in

almost any departmental olTice. Seven

undergraduate and seven graduate stu-

dents are chosen as voting members,

plus four non-voting members.

Returning members must also re-apply

each year, to keep the voting pool fresh.

SCA kK>ks for a broad representa-

tion of the campus in its selection

process, says former SCA advisor

Henson.

"In fact the majority of the students

are not in the school of the arts,"

Henson says. "We've had business stu-

dents, lav\ students, dental students,

computer science ... so we're really rep-

resenting the students, and it's not just

the arts students preaching to the

ch(^ir."

The committee's reduced price tick-

ets, which are available only at the

Central Ticket OtTice and not the

Royce Hall box olTice, go on sale four

weeks before a performance. SCA pro-

duces its own version of the Center for

the Performing Arts' season

brochures, which lis,ts ticket prices and

SCA events. Information is also posted

in SCA's "What's Art?" advertise-

ment, published every Iliursday in the

Daily Brum.- ,^

What baHles the advisors most is

that students do not always lake advan-

tage of the coininillcc's cheap tickets.

Despite the group's llyers and other

forms of advertisement, I Icn^jon says a

lot of students don't realize how good

they had it-w'ith SCA ticket prices until

they are alumnae.
^ "I mean there's just competition

with 20 movie theaters right, in

Weslwood Village, and the parties on

fraternity and sorority row," Henson

says. "So it's just letting people know

these things are going on right here.

Like 1 said, it's an ongoing awareness

campaign."

ART

I'hoto ( ouMt'sy of [ini ( .ipili)l

Ray Davies performed in a show produced by the Student

Committee for the Arts and the Center for Performing Arts.

From page 30

was really shocked. I had to go out

and buy all thesc^upplies."

As part of the admissions

process, the art department

requires that all applicants submit

five slidds of their best work.
.

Three-fourths of last year's high

school applicants were turned

away, making the students' sub-

mitted works an important criteri-

on for acceptance.

"I encourage students to put

what they feel most strongly about

in their portfolio." Cronin says.

"That tends to convey their inter-

ests best."

Many of the accepted students

have opportunities to attend other

prestigious universities. However, ,

students continue to enter

UCLA's nationally acclaimed art

department.

Art students know that they are

not the highest paid UCLA gradu-

ates and even have reason to

worry about unemployment. But

for now, they are doing what they

love during their college career-
and can taunt their peers major-

ing in chemistry.

"It's like. 'You have finals?' Ha
ha," Kanell says. "Art majors

have the last laugh."
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Dinner entrees starling at

$4.95

"A night at Jin Jiang proves that

there's no dining spree that

quite compares to a really fabulous Chinese dinner.**

by Michael Stein
The Outlook

11057 Santa Monica Blvd.

Los Angeles, CA 90025
(one block east of Sepulveda)

Tel:(310)444-7171
Fax:(310)478-4607
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HAIR & NAIL SALON

*5 OFF!
HAIR, SHAMPOO & CONDITIONING
AND OTHER DISCOUNTS ONLY vV THIS COUPOrj

Specializing in:

•Highlights-$35 and up

^Conditioning and Perm- —

-

Reg. $45 now $35 (Long hair

•Cellophanes- Reg. $45 now

•Color-$35 and up

•Relaxer-$35
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•Massage and Facials
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8
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8
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ROYCE
From page 31

an Indonesian celebration of shadow
puppetry. The South African

- -Handspring Puppet Company fin-

ished a three-day run, using film and
names and trying to keep the profile of animation to augment the traditional

the program high, so that when we
ime back into Royce Hall that there

would be a general feeling of the pro-

gram's quality already in place."

While the center will use the newly

renovated Royce

with a .

vengeance, it

will, of course,

continue its

Schoenberg Hall

and Freud

Playhouse use,

especially for

intimate groups

like the Prazak

Quartet and the

QuartetSine
Nominee. The
Eroica Trio, win-

ner of National

Public Radio's

Performance
Today award, returns to Schoenberg

with pieces by Shostakovich and
Brahms.

Surprisingly, the largest draw may
not be the violinists or vocalists, but

puppets. The Jim Henson Festival of

Puppet Theater presents three season

performances in association with

UCLA, including the upcoming
"Wayang Listrik/Elcctric Shadows,"

While the Center for

Performing Arts will

use the newly

renovated Royce with a

vengeance, it will, of

course, continue its

Schoenberg Hall and

freud Playhouse use.

puppets, as did the Teatro Hugo and
Ines' presentation of "Short Stories."

The Word of Mouth series is also new,

boasting author Spalding Gray and
humorist Josh Kornbluth, the latter

retelling his expe-^———— riences as a

Princeton under-

graduate. While

the spoken

"Word" series

signals a small

departure from

the Center for

the Performing

Arts' usual dance

and/ symphonic

fare, it and the

CenterStage
Discussion series

also bring Royce
—^——— back to its roots

as a UCLA lec-

ture hall, which once hosted the likes

ofJohn F. Kennedy and even Marilyn

Monroe.

In this, the 1998-1999 season, with

its celebrity presence and organ fan-

fare, promises, in terms of program-

ming, nothing essentially new. Instead,

the season looks to be a return to not

only a building, but a return to Royce
tradition.

Mathematician turned^drnedian JosFKomblith will perform at UC(.A in October.

DAVlO M.AlLtN
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ViaSat has been included in The INC 500 hsi

of fastest growing companies three titnes and wt
have been Usted as one of the 100 Best Small

Cotporations' b>' BusinessWeek aiKl as one of the

"200 Best Small Companies in Amenca" by Forbei.

As a pan of our team, you11 haxr access to today's

most ad\anced technology as well as a fluid emiron-

meni where ex-en the newest hires art encoui^ed to

coniribuie theirr ideas.*You will be irn'ohrd in the full

scope of a \-ariet>' of projects, and have exposure to

ViaSat's exceptional expenise in on-denund satellite

networking technology. You may even paitlcipate in

our latest tniKn'ation: a new family of conunerctal

DAMA sateUtte networks called StarWlre

VkM reward you with a great salary stock ownership
^

program, promotion from within based on merit -

not jusi kmgrx-ity and the opportunity to preseru your

woik to customrrs If you'd like to know nnoie about

spicadinc your pnfesskjnal wii^ wUh \^«S«. sec us

on campus Wr art iniervirwfng on campus
November 3rd with two schedules. For

comideration. please suhmtl your resume to the

Career Services Cettter no lairr than October

I5th. Please be sure to visit our booth at the

ENG/NEERfNC & TECHNICAL CAREER DAY
on October 23rd. You may also send your resume to

ViaSat Inc . 2290 Cosmos Court. Carlsbad. CA
92009-1585. Fax: (760) 438-8489 Phone: (760)

438-8099 E-mail: resume^lasat com

VuSat is an Equal Opponunity Employer. Minoiltks

air ertcouraged to apply U.S. Gtizenship required

^ for govtmnneitt projects^

ViaSat
www.vlasat.com

UCLA does have an

official yearboolc.

bruinlifeYEARBOOK
310.825.2640
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EATERIES
From page 33

eateries as a secondary thought. And it often
tastes like one.

Soup in Cafe Alfresco (Cooperage) and Lu
Valle are fine for those who revel in Campbell's
flair. But for those who crave a hearty bowl that is

worth passing up the burgers and sandwiches that

dominate the space. Kerckhoff Coffeehouse pro-

vides a delicious cream of broccoli, especially

when served in a bread boule. The thick, well-sea-

soned chicken cream envelopes each bite-size cut

of broccoli. The bread boule initially appears too

small for the $3-plus spent for the meal, but it

soon becomes clear that the size is perfect for dip-

ping. Any more would overkill the effects of the

creamy soup.

A great complement for soup would be a crisp

salad. Luckily, the best salad can be found in the

next building. The Salad Shuffle's (Cooperage)
90-item salad bar has virtually every imaginable

item to top a bare plate of lettuce, spinach or

mixed greens. Salad-lovers should flock to the

Coop's best vegan option. That is, unless a fly or

two on the bufTet would bother them. While the

salad bar is well-kept during peakhours, an unap-

petizing abundance of flies plague the unattended

area later in the day Lunchers, be sure to stop

here before you ascend to Kerckhoff.

\.Coffee, desserts and pastries

It's a debate that's been long posed by cotTee

gourmets. The lifeblood of late-nighL crammers?
_lhejumpstart for foolish 8 a.m. students, coffee is

at the center of a heated controversy Where can

you get the best cup o' jo?

Alas, the debate is in vain, as all coffee flows

from the same source ofbeans, but distinct differ-

ences among theJava houses allow a clear winner.

Jimmy's (Lu Valle) caters to a diverse range of
thirsts, from Thai iced coffee to ice-blended

mochas. Jimmy brews a smooth cup ofhouse cof-

fee, but the not-quite-right taste of the more com-
plicated drinks can only be explained by incom-
petent recipes. The ice-blended mochas taste like

a chalky carob shake, and Jimmy's Thai iced cof-

fee is not worthy of the culture's reputation for a
delicious iced drink.

Kerckhoff Coffeehouse is the campus land-

mark and ideal study lounge. Whatever its

appeal, its distinction does not lie in great coffee.

Often burnt or hours old, the quality of its brews
fluctuates from worker to worker. However.
KerckholT compensates for itscofl'ee mishaps by
having a moulh-watering variety of baked goods
and desserts, something the others lack. Here,

patrons can find cannolis, fruit tarts and cheese

bagels to quell hunger pangs until the next meal.

Of the three colTeehouses. Northern Lights

oflers the most limited selection, but perhaps con-

centration on the basics allows them to hone their

colTee skills in an aromatic house brew, a fresh

cappuccino and a digestible Cappuccino Royalc.

The Rest

These culinary misfits do not qualify in any

specific category, but don't be quick to ostracize

the labelly chalfcnged.

Crunch Time\ deep-fried smorgasbord treats

the taste buds to guilty - but finger-, fork- and
plate^ncking - pleasure.

Pure Chicken Heaven (PCH) rises to fill De

Nucvo's shoes, even bursting its stale scams.

Fried, roasted, baked, grilled - PCH is a heaven
of poultry delights, although not as much can be
said for actual taste or volume. Despite a well-

accompanying relish and mouth-watering spe-

cials, an unattractive, insipid Original Recipe
bird and unfulfiUing portions hinder the service

line from achieving the pinnacle of ASUCLA
honors.

The Best

Health nuts, beware. Amidst the stirring con-

troversy with the arrival of jyiother artery-clog-

ging fry hole. Crunch Time emerges as the best

ASUCLA restaurant. Although the deep-fried

goodies need better oil drainage, the menu's flex-

ibility, the mind-boggling options and the items'

fresh, crispy texture win Crunch Time the sought-

after title.

Rarely in a similar restaurant can diners com-
pletely assemble their own lunch combinations.

Chicken strips or chicken wings? Mozzarella or

zucchini sticks? Catalina Cocktail sauce or

Jalapeiio Cheddar? Or why not have it all with the

Mega-Munch Combo for only $4.60?

Subsequently, Crunch Time's culinary excel-

lence gives Cooperage an extra boost to snag the

final victory: The Best ASUCLA eatery

Ultimately, the real competition among ASU-
CLA restaurants is not defined by savory cuts of
meat or aromatic blends of coflee. The true test is

in how well diners can stomach their meal (or

whether they can at all).

The occasional gems show that the art of cui-

_sine is not dead in the hills of Weslwood. Crunch -

Time, Northern Lights, Coop Pizza, to the vic-

tors go the spoils ... (if it isn't spoiled already).

NON-TRADinONAL
From page 16

none of us have choruses or musicians fol-

lowing us around in our daily lives.'* said

Willie Boston, equal employment opportu-
nity business representative for Actors
Equity. This sense of altered reality, he
says, draws audiences into a metaphorical

If a two-minute love song

can replace months of

un-dramatic (dating, why
can't an African American

woman have a white son?

domain. If a two-minute love song can
replace months of un-dramatic dating, why
can't an African American woman have a

white son?

But 'most instances of non-traditional

casting have involved actors of color play-

ing white characters. This in itself is not

immune to criticism. In 1996. premiere
African American playwright August
Wilson scolded black actors for taking

classical parts at the expense of complex,
three-dimensional African American roles

See NON-TRADITIONAL, page 38
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Royal Persian Kabob & Chinese Cuisine
Glatt Kosher R.C.C.

4»»»»»
Party platters & catering for all occasions.
Shabbat takeout meals & High Holidays
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—

^
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FREE DELIVERY
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10% Off
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Coupon expires

1 2/26/98
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design?
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sell ads?

Lunch & Dinner
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Telephone: (310)234-9191
Fax: (310)441-1032

1422 Westwood Blvd. (Between Ohio & Wilshire Blvd)

We are the only Glatt Kosher Restaurant 5 minutes from the UCLA campus

We are looking for
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NON-TRADITIONAL
Prom page 37

like the ones he wrote.

Boston, however, points out, "I

think there are plenty of actors to go
around for both."

The subject gets touchier when, as

in I99rs "Miss Saigon," a white

actor plays a minority character.

When Jonathan Pryce took the stage

as the Vietnamese "engineer," mem-
bers of the Asian American commu-
nity balked. Implicit in the protests

that ensued was
that there was "^'""^^
hardly an abun-

dance of Asian

men being cast as

the Phantom or

Jean Valjean or

Juan Peron.

Rauch echoes

these frustrations

but cautions, "If

you start making
rules about who
can play what,

then you are on
~~"

dangerous
ground."

Tim Dang, artistic director ot Lds
Angeles* f-asi West Players, was one
o{ many who was dismayed, but the

years since have revealed a pc}i»iiive

altcrinath.

*'That was the first lime the Asian
Pacific political voice really spoke
out on thai matter,'*" Dang said.

"That was a real turning point for a

lot of Asian,Pacirics including myself

Caucasian actor, you never think of
that actor as specifically Swedish or

Irish or German."
And while the company, the brain-

child of eight actors disillusioned

with Hollywood's lack of faith in

Asian talent, started out with the

classics, the focus has shifted consid-

erably as more Asian American writ-

ers pen voices for their communities.

Originally, Dang said that the

founders rationalized, "We can do
Shakespeare, we can do Checkov ...

If we show Hollywood, if we show
the greater mainstream community

we can act.

"If we do a play that

has a Filipino theme,

we're not going to cast

just Filipinos."

Tim Dang
East West Players'

artistic director

there will be

more roles

available to

us."

The group

continues to

stage classic

western
works, such as

last year's

well-received

rendition of

Stephen
S o n d h e i m ' s

"Sweeney
Todd." but limits such exploits to one
per season so as not to crowd the

growing library of Asian Pacific

orks. _., .

Alfaro\s lab" also funds and
encourages original works, and he

laments. "We suffer, like every the-

ater, in a limited- belief in non-tradi-

tional casting. Our theater doesn't

practice it, and I wish they would."

Yet, Alfaro lakes an active role in

ni l r ,>nt WVsl r i. i> t.-i;> I I I ici um t)f (he movement, e n couraging utlier
really empowering yourself to say.

'Well, if the mainstream doesn't

want us to be a part of the main-
stream, we can run a parallel track

with them.' Without being ghet-

toized in terms of. This is "Asian

theater. •

With a recently expanded venue
and three decades of experience.

East West can readily claim main-
stream status. The company is also

leading the way in what is arguably

the next phase in non-traditional

casting. To begin with. East West
productions integrate the 65 Asian
nationalities that cluster in the city.

"If we do a play that has a Filipino

thCTne, we're not going to cast just

Filipinos," Dang said. "It's the same
way if you take film aiad there is a

artists at the Taper's mainstage and
five offshoots to think creatively

when casting shows. A few years
ago, the theater was on a mission to

find leads for I7th-cent.ury French
playwright Marivaux's "Changes of
Heart

'

"They were bringing in a certafrT"

kind of actor who they thought could
do classical theater. So we suggested
that they bring in these people of
color," Alfaro recalled. "It was a big

surprise to our casting director. I

don't think he was a racist or what-

ever - hejust didn't know these peo-

ple."

The show ended up starring an
African American and a Cuban

See NGN TRADITIONAL, page 41

Phoio courtny ol Lofi Dunn

Khandi Al«xand«r stars In "Chicago" as Velma Kelly, a role made
famous by Latina actress Chita Rivera.
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Music The price paid for music ...Women taking the helm ...And something

is brewing in the world of hip-hop

Tone-deaf Europe

makes American

music something

tol^eappreciated
COLUMN: Foreign idea of song,

dance jarringly clashes with

its breathtaking surroundings

A

price
Whether consumers are willing to shell out $1 5 for a CD -r-

or resort to pirating albums with a CD burner,

the ones who profit most are the manufacturers and retail stores

^S»!T

passionate, life-alTirming madness
surges through the cobblestone streets

.of Barcelona, pulses beyond the aching
blue shores of Mykenos and joTfs the icy fog

^
that hovers in the valleys just below the Swiss

Alps. This rich European

energy finds fuel in the red

wine of France, sharp

Schnapps shots of Austria

and hearty Weiss beer of

Prague. It tears through

the souls of travelers tour-

ing from afar, shredding

their very senses in such a

way that leaves many to

VOW never to return In

Vanessa

VanderZanden -

By Midielle Zubiate

Daily Bruin Staff

Here's the common scenario: All excited about the

new alburri release by your favorite artist, you rush

to the record store to buy a colorful CD for an exor-

bitant amount of money. You remain perfectly

satisfied - until you see it for a cheaper price in

every window and catalog in Los Angeles. Like

every other music-lover in America, you're frus-

trated.

What exactly are you paying for?

The recording industry remains one of

America's biggest and most competitive

industries. The manufacturing and sale of

compact discs has increased dramatically

over the years and continues to climb in sales

and price value. According to the Recording

Industry Association of America (RIAA),

I998's mid-year report shows that CD ship-

ping to the U.S. markets has risen 12 pcf-

cent from 331 million copies to 370.6 mil-

lion since last year. The dollar value of these

A sales has also risen 15.7 percent from $4.2

W billion to $4.9 billion.

TheCD has become an important part of

American music and, although cassette

tapes are still much valued, they are being

used less and less each year. Cassette sales

sufTered an 8.4 percent decline since last

year.

Unfortunately, the consumer wants to

r^'rr-^ know more than many people in the record-

ing industry are willing to give. The good
news? Narrow the equation down to the sum
of its parts, and you have shed light on all but

a few misplaced dollars.

Although with much research and patience,

you can find an album for a reasonable price,

the average retail CD costs $15 when weighed

with the hefty prices ofnew releiises, rare editions

and double CDs.

"CDs are so expensive," Colleen Ray, a UCLA
student and music consumer, says. "Most times I

have to wait until they go on sale to buy them or I wait

until I can find some other CDs to sell back in order to

buy new ones."

BREAKING ITDOWN" " ——I
I l>.H I HWW ,pWW|l|<»WigW M |l.l»»I. M

So, where does all that money90? For9

$ 1 S CD, the cost breakdownMb Into

four major categories.

The high cost of CDs on store shelves, however, can be
explained by examining the various expenses that get it there.

For example, the markup by record stores such as Lower
and Blockbuster can be estimated at about 25 percent;

roughly $4 ofthe price.

"There is a lot of pressure being put on the actual

record labels right now," Aaron Wiseman a{ Tower
Records in Westwood remarks. "Record companies
(such as Tower) are pressur-

ing them to lower their costs

so that we can lower ours."

This issue leads the con-

sumer to wonder who is

responsible for the high CD
costs.

Many would say the

artists themselves. In actual-

ity, according to many refer-

ence books on the music

industry, only about 10 to 20

percent (depending on the

star status of the artist) of

the retail price of the CD
goes to the actual music tal-

ent. Names such as Michael

Jackson or U2 will drive

royalties up.

"Unfortunately, a lot of

money does need to be

offered to the artist,"

Wiseman says. "If not, then

there would not be any

incentive for them to pursue

music and there would not

be any CDs at all to buy."

So far our original price

of $15 is down to $8 if we take away $4 from the

retail markup and $3 given to the artist through roy-

alties.

Manufacturing costs also figure into retail prices.

Depending on the manufacturer, the status of the

band and number of CDs to be distributed, the pack-
aging itself can cost anywhere from 50 cents to $1.50.

"The CD replication and manufacturing itself is quite

inexpensive," says Qaudia Hernandez, a sales representa

X)HN SUEHIRO/D«ity Bruin
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their native shores again.

Until they turn on the

radio.
'
If I have to hear "So

Horny; horny, horny, horny'* while dancing
next to some sweat-drenched Spanish guy twice

my age in pants three times as tight as my own
one more time, I will give birth to a heifer. Andj^
no, the conundrum, "What's it Gonna Take
For Me to Turn You On?" wasn't really cours-

ing through my mind as I nursed a Pilsner

alongside a red-nosed barkeep at an oak-fur-

nished dive in Prague.

But the cake-taking musical memory of my
entire dreamy overseas adventure came in

Greece. Here, at 4 o'clock in the morning, a

meaty Italian guy Voocd" me with the World
.Cup theme song, "Here We Go; Ole, Ole, Ole"
as I held onto his chest from the back of a

moped while attempting to locate my hotel

room.

Zipping up and down Grecian hills in the

warm morning air, he repeated the brash,

poppy chorus. Again and again. In his not-so-

romantic Italian accent that hacked the grating

melody in two.
~^

.•.; .
'

'
.. ,:• '

And, being a manly, open-white_-Iincn-shirted

stud, he felt the need to bounce upland down
on the motor bike, looking back at me for reas-

surance with a grin every time oncoming traffic

barreled down the hill toward us, warping his

unending World Cup serenade beyond all bear-

ability.

And again the chorus would be repeated.

"Here we go, 016, Ole, OI6" were to him the

most expressive words in the English language.

They apparently could be used to mean every-

thing from "hello" to "good morning" to

**would you like to have sex with me at Paradise

Beach and watch the sun rise since we can't

find your hotel room in the dark, silly drunken
lost American giri?"

Perhaps I'd heard "So Homy" one too many
times.

Moving on, I received more than my fair*'

share ofcow bell-playing, beer hall waitresses

dancing alongside German men in liederhosen

and Greek men in tights bellowing out "Hey!
Hey! Hey hey hey!" while jumping into each
others' arms, as the back-up band crammed
accordion music down my ear canals and
demanded that I join the congo line snaking

through the restaurant table aisles.

Though I must say, I sort ofdug the whole
thing. After six weeks, you get the abrasive

dance-party beats clogged in your racing blood-

stream alongside the traditional tunes (handed
down from one generation to the next solely to

milk visitors for foreign currency). This pot-

pourri of artistically lacking material lodges

itself so far into your inner consciousness and is

so a part of the overall mind-blowing experi-

ence - of viewing historical ruins, roaming the

SecVAMEREAMOtH9t 43
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Women make headway as executives in industry

4*
Daily Bruin Arts 8t Enterta<rMner»| September 28 -Ortober 1,1998 ? .

MUSiC: Female managers crash

once male-dominated profession

with vigor, success and power

By Brent Hopkins
Daily Bruin Contributor

Just as listeners enthusiastically embraced
British bands in the '60s. pop fans have taken a

liking to female musicians. Radio airwaves now
sound like a woman invasion of sorts. Once rele-

gated to back-up singing and dancing, or sac-

charin-sweet girl groups of the '60s. women have
now emerged as a powerful force in the record-

ing industry.

Female artists are gaining popularity like

never before, regardless of their style. Hip-hop
boasts La'uryn Hill as its latest shining^star.

country artist Shania Twain turns up regularly

on mainstream radio, and alternative favorites

Liz Phair. Courtney Love and Shirley Manson
of Garbage have generated much critical buzz

of late. The female-oriented Lillith Fair concert

tour, founded by Canadian singer/songwriter

Sarah McLachlan, grabbed headlines across the

country as it continued its successful trek across

the United States.

While the number of women performers con-

tinues to climb, the management side of the

music industry is often seen as bemg dominated
by men. A computer search of business journal

archives revealed more stories about women in

prison (18) than women executives in music

(one).

There is a wealth of informati<5^ about

women in other industries, but at fiipl glance.

women arc nxcludcd from ihls branclTffrtMiTe

Radio stations misrepresent hip-hop

Musical groups liKt? ilie Ddnce Hall Crashers, featuring f^ft\d\e artists, are becoming more common in recent years:

;. 10 B>.> >!>>*

MUSie MTV videos,

popular songs display

narrow view of genre

A good friend of mine and I

had an objective conversation

about various musical genres, and
at some point ^ asked what he

thought about hip-hop. He pro-

ceeded to sugar coat his answer
as best he

could and

ended up say-

ing some-

thing to the

effect of "it's

cool, but it

doesn't take

me to the

next level like

rock 'n' roll

does.

Upon
hearing this I

asked him
what artists he had heard material

from. He named a few commer-
cial, pop acts that are about as

much a true representation of hip-

hop as the Spice Girls are of rock

'n'roll.

Sadly, this conversation repre-

sents many people's misfounded

views on hip-hop music. As the

art form gains increasing accep-

Tenoch

Flores

t^ngg by Ihg sumg pop cu l tu re

creative examples that hip-hop

has to offer have all but been

choked out in favor of corny, .

watered-down commercial

garbage that misleads the public

as to the essence of the music. As
a gross example of this skew that

radio perpetuates. New York
City's Wu-Tang Clan receives

hardly any airplay on their home
station, the No. I -rated Hot 97.

This has led to well founded com-
plaints by various members of the

group. Most of the hip-hop that

Hot 97 and its counterparts

choose to play during the day is

dance music. Although this music
may appeal to the average radio

listener it can create a false image
of the art.

Recently, Puff Daddy has been

hailed by Rolling Stone as hip-

hop's new king. Ask the average

hip-hop head about that state-

ment and they'll either laugh or

shake their head in disgust.

Now, some would ask, what's

the problem with someone like a

Puff Daddy? After all, isn't it

good that he's attracting attention

to the music and reaching an

audience?

There is never anything wrong
with any artist selling millions of

records. The problem begins

when people associate that artist's

work with that of the entire genre.

Cnmmrrriil liiprliup Im nut

Like any other form of music,

hip-hop has its thinkers and
poets, although by listening to the

radio, you may never know it.

Groups like The Roots, Gang
Starr, Hieroglyphics, Mos Def

.

and Talib Kweli (a.k.a.

Blackstar), and emcees like

Common, Killah Priest and
Aceyalone are just a few of what
the other side of the genre has to

offer. Yet with so much quality

material available, it is unlikely

that these groups will ever get air-

play beyond a cut here and there.

And why?

Because they choose to make
original material often using sam-

ples that aren't immediately rec-

ognizable, or live instruments;

and most important of all they

don't have a chorus that allows

everyone to easily sing along.

The bottom line is that you will

not experience the best that hip-

hop has to offer by listening to

most daytime radio nor by accept-

ing what MTV shoves down your

throat.

If people continue to accept

this as their only window into the

hip-hop world, they will be cheat-

ing themselves out of an entire

wavelength in the infinite spec-

trum that is art.

But, hey. if you don't care

about thought-provoking music
then continue "ee tt l h* j iggy w i l'

NON-TRADITIONAL
From page 38

American actress, both classically

trained. But beyond merely plugging

people of color into Romeos and
Juliets, non-traditional casting seems
to be taking a turn for the multicul-

tural - reworking texts, combining
influences and teaming diverse

groups of artists.

Cases in point ————i*.

include last fall's

"Zulu Macbeth"
at the Wiltern

Theatre, nearly

everything
Cornerstone has

ever done, and
one of Alfaro's

recent writing

ventures per-

formed in

Chicago. Titled

"Straight as a

Line," the play

was set in

Britain, penned
by a Latino

author, directed

by a Jewish

woman and
———

—

starred African

American actors. It's the sort of
boundary-defying bear hug that not

only hints that we can indeed all just

get along but also tingles the skin

with theatrical possibilities for the

future.

Meanwhile, Hollywood appears

to be dawdling in the mHss-market,

Beyond merely

plugging people of

color into Romeos and
Juliets, non-traditional

casting seems to be

taking a turn for the

multicultural -

reworking texts,

combining influences

and teaming diverse

groups of artists.

the Chinese market because Chinese
martial artists are really big in Hong
Kong, so they specifically cast some-
one who was Chinese in that role."

But the global market has its

upside. If Hollywood ventures into

the non-traditional, far more people

will see it. And some movies, espe-

cially those with theatrical roots, arc

making tentative gestures in that

direction. "William Shakespeare's

Romeo and

_
Juliet" featured

a rainbow of

players duking it

out in Miami;

"Much Ado
About.Nothing"

saw Kenneth
Branagh and
D e n z e I

Washington as"

brothers; and
the recent TV
version of

Rodgers's and
Hammerstein's

"Cinderella"
had an African

American hero-

ine (Brandy) fall

in love with an

Asian heir

(Paolo
Montalban) to his white parents'

throne.

But look to Los Angeles - not

Hollywood, but Los Angeles - for

the next chapter in the increasingly

non-traditional, non-traditional

saga.

Wg havg the larges t populHtiow
sidelines, bogged down by financial of Mexicans outside of MexicoTthe

rr
ill

i
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tainment. The old-boy network may prevail in

some, instances, but according to Elyse Rogers,

lead singer in the ska band Dance Hall Crashers

(D.H.C.), that is often not the case.

"For the most part, it is not problematic," she

said, referring to the gender issue, in a phone
interview with the Daily Bruin. "You just have

to prove yourself as an individual."

Rogers is a bit of an oddity in the musical

world. She not only works on stage, but behind
the scenes as a band manager as well.

Beginning as a musician, she made the move
into management by somewhat of a default.

Back in her college days at Berkeley, she

a.ssumed the role of her band's manager simply

because no one else wanted to do it. Managers very rarely garner the fame that
Today, she continues the managerial work, their bands earn, but that is not from a lack of

notonly with D.H.C., but also with a subsidiary- hard work. Whether working with the artists
of the Los Angeles-based promotion company, themselves, dealing with agents, fueling interest
(Jolden Voice. With Golden Voice, Rogers han- through promotional work, scheduling touring
dies the affairs of bands such as No Use For A
Name and the up-and-coming Hepcat. See WOMEN, page 42"

that once so vehemently rejected

it, it is clear that what is seeping

through to the masses is a

grotesque caricature of what the

music represents.
—

'

With the help of daytime radio

and especially MTV. the most

without its merits of course; after

all. people need to dance. There is

nothing wrong with people liking

songs they can party to, but it is

important to know that there is

more out there than stuff you can

dance to.

It.
' Just remember the next time

you pass judgement on this form
of expression, you may not have

all the facts.

Flores is a fifth-year political sci-

ence student. -

Bruin OnLine Ciasses

Fall 1998
These classes are available to A\ current UCLA staff, faculty, and full-time students
All classes are drop-irl on a first-come, first-served basis. Seats are limited, so come
early. Be prepared to shov^ UCLA identification upon request.

Introduction to Bruin Online
This class is a basic introduction to the Bruin OnLine package of software. Use of Netscape (for browsing the web) and Eudora
(for email) IS discussed. Other applications are briefly described. xm a r^ . v. -x a .^^^.. .^
^ ^ .

^ Wed, October 14 10:00-11:30 4275 Boelter Hall

concerns, time limits and test audi-

ences.

And when production companies
are trying to sell a product, be it

movie tickets or toothpaste, audi-

ence is everything. Dang cites Jet

Lee ("Lethal Weapon 4"), saying,

"The producers know they can hit

largest population of Chinese out-

side of China, Koreans outside of
Korea," Alfaro pointed out. "We
should welcome that. All that stuff

butting up against one another - it's

only complicating things in the best

way that theater complicates peo-
ple's lives.** •

UCLA
LIBRARY

imiRS

Tue, September 29
Mon, October 5

2:00-3:30 4275 Boelter Hall
12:00-1:30 4275 Boelter Hall

Thu, October 29
Fri, November 13

11:00-12:30

1:00-2:30

4275 eoelter Hall

4275 Boelter Hall

Introduction to Eudora
The one and a half hour introductory class will explain the basic features of the Eudora program, concentrating on basic email
techniques and concepts. This class is recommended for those who are not yet familiar with Eudora.

Wed, September 30 10:00-11:30 4275 Boelter Hall
Tue, October 6

Mon, October 12
Thu, October 22

2:30-4:00 4275 Boelter Hall
12:00-1:30 4275 Boelter Hall
3:30-5:00 4275 Boelter Hall

Fri, November 6 11:00-12:30
Mon, November 16 1:30-3:00

Wed, December 2 9:00-10:30

4275 Roelter Hall

4275 Boelter Hall

4275 Boelter Hall

Advanced Eudora - Tips and Tectiniques
During this two hour class, advanced features of Eudora will be discussed, including managing mailboxes, signature files, filters,
checkmg email from multiple locations, and finding email addresses. This is not a beginner class.

Wed, October 7 1:00-3:00 4275 Boelter Hall I
Fri, October 23 10:00-12:00 4275 Boelter Hall

Tue, October 13 3:00-5:00 4275 Boelter Hall I Thu, November 12 12:00-2:00 4275 Boelter Hall

Arts Library

Tours (no registration required)

Oct. 1: 4 pm.
Oct. 6: 10 a.m.

Oct. 7: 10air> .

Bruin OnLine - Web Templates
This class covers the usage of web page templates and uploading them to the web server. iSSssiSbeginS
not cover HTML. ^^-^ —

:

-^-^—

—

'.

•
'

.'•' " •

. — ^

Thu, October 8
Wed, October 21

12:00-2:00 4275 Boelter Hall
10:00-12:00 4275 Boelter Hall

Tue, November 3
Fri, November 20

2:30-4:30

11:00-1:00

4275 Boelter Hall

4275 Boelter Hall

Instruction for classes by appointment:

please call 206-5426

Biomedical Library

All workshops are held in the library's media

classroom (42-081 M CHS, located off of Stack

Level 9). No registration is required.

Finding Articles in Health Sciences Journals: ,

Introduction to MELVYL MEDLINE® PLUS on

the World Wide Web
Oct. 12: 1 -2:30 p.m. ^

Oct. 20: 1 -2:30 pm
Oct. 26: 11 a.m.- 12:30p.m.

Oct. 28: 2- 3:30 p.m.

Nov. 5: 10- 11:30 a.m.

Finding Books and Other Materials in the

UCLA Library and Beyond

Oct. 15: 10- 11:30 am
Oct. 19: 1 -2:30 p.m.

Oct. 29: 11 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.

Internet for Beginners

.

Oct. 14: 1 -2:30 pm
Oct. 22: 2- 3:30 pm
Nov. 2: 11 am - 12:30pm

. Searching and Evaluating Internet Resources

Oct. 21: 2 -3:30 p.m.

Oct. 27: 11 am. - 12:30p.m.

Nov. 4: 2 - 3:30 pm

College Library

All classes will be held in College Library's 2nd floor

classroom (238 PoWell). Sign up for classes by filling

out the form on the College Library Web site at

<http://www. library. ucla.edu/libranes/college/

instruct/classtour/signupform.htm>.

Computer-Based Resources Demo & Tour (no

registration required)

Sept. 30: 1 - 2 p m
Oct. 1: 11 a.m. - 12 noon

.'. '. Oct. 2: 12 noon - 1 p.m. .
'"

Oct. 5: 10- 11 a.m.

Oct. 6: 2 - 3 p.m.

ORION Class

Oct. 8: 12 noon - 1 p.m.

Oct. 9: 12 noon - 1 p m
Oct. 12: 10-11 a.m.

College Library

ORION Class

Oct. 13: S -4 p.m.

Oct. 19: 2 - 3 p.m.

Oct. 20: 10- 11 am
Oct. 26: 1 1 a.m. - 1 2 noon

Oct. 27: 2 - 3 p m.

Nov. 2: 3 - 4 p.m.

Nov. 3: 9- 10 a.m.

Nov. 11:4-5 p.m.

Nov. 23: 1 1 am - 1 2 noon

Or by appointment: send e-mail requests

to college-ref^ljbrary.ucla.edu

MELVYL Web Class ^ ^

Oct. 30: 2 - 3 pm
Nov. 6: 2 - 3 p.m.

Nov. 13: 2 - 3 p.m.
,

Nov. 20: 2 - 3 p m.

Or by appointment: send e-mail requests

to college-ref<8>library.ucla edu

Basic Internet/Web Class

Oct. 27: 10 am - 12 noon

Nov. 12: 2 - 4 pm
Nov. 16: 2 - 4 p m. ,

Nov. 1 7: 1 a.m. - 1 2 noon

Web Search Tools/Listserv/Newsgroup Class

Nov. 23: 2 -4:30 pm.

East Asian Library

Tours/Demonstrations (no registration required)

Oct. 12: 10 a m. - 12 noon

Oct. 14: 10 a.m. - 12 noon
"*

Oct. 20: 10 am - 12 noon ;

'
'

.

Also by appointment: please call 825-4836

Management Library

Tours (no registration required)

Oct. 7: 1 2 noon

Oct. 8: 12 noon

Oct. 9: 1 2 noon

Maps fir Government Information Library

By Appointment: Please call 825-21 46

Music Library

Tours/Demonstrations (no registration required)

Sept. 29: 10 am.
Sept. 30: 1 p.m.

Oct. 1: 3 p.m.

Oct. 2: 10 a.m.

Oct. 5: 1 p m.

Oct. 6: 3 p.m.

Oct. 7:10 a.m. i.

Research Library

Finding Books in the UCLA Library and

Beyond (no registration required; meet in media

classroom, YRL 23167)

Oct. 2:" 12 noon - 1 p.m.

Oct. 5: 2 - 3 p m
Oct. 8: 11 a.m. - 12 noon
Oct. 14: 1 - 2 p m
Oct. 22: 2 3 p m
Oct. 27: 1 - 2 p m.

Nov.' 2: 11 a.m. - 12 noon

Finding Penodical Art«:les Online (no registration

required; meet in media classroom, YRL 23167)

Oct. 6: 3 -4 pm.
Oct. 9: 10-11 am

Oct. 12: 2- 3 pm
Oct. 15: 11 am. - 12 noon

Oct. 21: 1 -2 pm.
Oct. 26: 1 - 2 p.m.

Nov. 10: 2 3 p.m.

New Faculty and Graduate Student Orientation

(no registration required; meet in lobby)

Sept. 29: 1 - 2 p m.

Oct. 1:12 noon - 1 p.m.

Oct. 2: 10-11 a.m.

Research Library Seminars

Please consult the Reference Desk or the Web
at <http://www.library.ucla edu/libraries/url/

referenc/seminars.htm> for information about

additional classes open only to faculty and

graduate students.

Science fit Engineering Library (SEL)

SEL/Chemistry

By Appointment: Please call 825-01 90

SEL/Engineering fit Mathematical Sciences
Lunchtime Tours/Electronic Resources

Demonstrations (no registration required; meet
at Circulation Desk)

Oct, 1: 12 noon

Oct. 2: 1 2 noon

Oct. 5: 1 2 noon

Oct. 6: 1 2 noon

Oct. 7: 1 2 noon -

'

'' ' —^—r—
Oct. 8: 1 2 noon

Oct. 9: 12 noon

SEL/Ceology fit Geophysics
By Appointment; Please call 825-1055

SEL/Physics

By Appointment: Please call 825-2649

Faculty members may arrange for bibliographic lectures and class tours tailored to specific subjects; consult the Library Web page at

<http://www.library.ucla.edU/welcome/services/facta/classup.htm#contacts> to find the appropriate librarian for your discipline.

For information on all Library locations, holdings and services^ please consult the UCLA Library Web site at <http://www.llbrary.ucla.edu>

^'
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PRICE
From page 39

live for Alshire Manufacturers. "Small bands

can come to us, order about 1,000 CDs, and get

»hem for only about $1.50 a CD. What that

mcludes is the replication of the CD, the design

of the booklet, the print on the CD itselfand the

jewel case it all comes in."

But as Hernandez also mentions, the larger

the band and the order, the lower the cost per

CD. When an artist like Madonna comes along

with an order for millions of CDs, the figures

reduce to cents per album.

Advertising, marketing and studio costs rep-

resent just a few of the factors that go into the

cost of a compact disc. Combined with royal-

tics, production and retail markups, some of a

CD's $15 price still remains unaccounted for.

New devices such as recordable CDs and
Sony minidiscs allow us to duplicate music

from our friends' CDs without paying our

weight in publishing rights, advertising and all

the other miscellaneous factors that go into the

gray unexplained piece of the pie.

"CD-Rs are great," Charles Ku, UCLA's
Campus Events commissioner, says. "1 will def-

initely use them in the future. I can't wait until

they're cheap."

According to Loi Bui, a representative of
Sony electronics, right now the newCD burners

cost about $300 for the system and. depending
on the quality. $ I or $2 for the blank CD. The
system, still a little steep in price, is slowly but

surely catching on as a popular way to gel qual-

ity sound out of a recording.

Manufacturers, those who it directly aflects,

don't worry much about the technology's

impact.

"(Artists) will be losing out

on the royalties when
people can get their music

without the label's consent."

United Audio/Visual Group

representative

"For now, we're safe." remarks one repre-

sentative from United Audio/Visual Group.
"They are so expensive as it is now to buy the

CDs and all the equipment necessary to work it,

it won't hurt us at all for a while. Who it will

affect are the artists themselves because they

are the ones who will be losing out on the royal-

ties when people can get their music without the

label's consent and without the label throwing

in all those hidden costs
"

Many labels refuse to disclose the actual

costs. Adding more suspicion to the air. many
people who work for the industry talk of sneaky

deals and virtual "kickbacks" between labels

and^retail establishments.

"Calling it 'cooperative advertising.' labels

and distributors work together," one source in

the music industry says. "Distributors tell the

record store to leave their price at $ 1 5 no matter

how much it actually cost them to buy it and
then the distributor will compensate their trou-

bles by paying for the advertising of the album
and then some."

People in the risky business of entertain-

ment, however, don't try to be fair. Like many
other Americans, they remain in search of big

money and many rewards.

"We are willing to pay the price." one repre-

sentative for the United Audio/Visual Group
says. "It all comes down to supply and demand.
They take a big risk in their product so they

desire big profits. We know that when we buy
the record. It's never stopped us before, and it

never will in the future. That's how we remain
true capitalists."

WOMEN
Frompdg?40

dates, or making business decisions, the manag-
er wears many hats.

Thankfully, gender is generally not an issue.

When asked if it played a role in her dealings

with other music executives, Rogers answered
wilha wry laugh;

"They're more interested in what they can get

from you. whether you're a man or a woman,"
Rogers says.

Michele Anthony, executive vice president

for Sony Music, echoed this sentiment. In an

interview with Rolling Stone last year, she reject-

ed the notion that women were discriminated

against due to their gender.

"At Sony, it's been about equality from the

start,"Anthony stressed. "It's been more of a

meritocracy than most other companies; if

you're good, you succeed."
**

Anthony, frequently cited as one of the most
important players in the industry, began her

career working with her father, famed rock man-
ager Dee Anthony. Her success is clearly not

linked to nepotism, however. She has been
responsible for signing such major acts as Pearl

See WOMEN, page 43
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Hair Removal
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BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIAL

10% Off all services

with student I.D.

5 YEAR ~ ""

GUARANTEED
RESULTS!
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systems for tiair removal Our experienced
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skin types.
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VANDERZANDEN
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Jam. Alice In Chains and Aero&milh lo Sony's
rosier. '_.'_;: .i; : 1":. _;;....: •..•• .'v;' _^ ...

Polly .Anthony (no relation to Michele), now
the president of hpic and 550 Musie. also illus-

trates the ability of qualified individuals to rise

through the ranks, regardless of their gender.

She began her career as a secretary in the pro-

motions department for Sony, making phone
calls, trying to interest radio stations in Sony's
artists. As she proved her merits there, she was
promoted to the vice preiridency of Hpic.

Handling this task capably, she helped pri>

mote Celine Dion's album, "Falling Into You,"
until it sold more than nine million copies.

With that success under her belt, she was select-

ed to head both Epic and 550 Music.

Though it is difficult to quantify success, it

does seem that women are indeed making
remarkable progress as executives. Several

major labels, such as Elektra, Tommy Boy, and
the aforementioned Epic and 550 Music, now
boast women as presidents. Just as their coun-
terparts on stage have gone from back-up to

center stage, industry women have moved from
bringing coffee to boardrooms, to making deci-

sions in them.

I

From page 39 .

spectacular counlfyside and bonding with life-

.,

lusting individuals - that it can be ditVicult to

separate the physical and cultural impressive-

ness of Europe from its disappointing musical

homefront.

After all, how can one not love to hear the

bass line of a hollow electronica remix that

. samples the voice of David HasselholT, pound-
ing out of some stern-looking young
Austrian's car in Vienna'

Or the harshly vocali/ed lines to a lesser-

known German techno piece which goes -

(ahem). "I like to watch you dance, dance/

1

like the way you bounce, bounce/ 1 want to see

you move, groove/ Ya, va' Move, groove/ Ya,

ya." ......•;,.;

. "Whoa, dude, this," you tell yourself, "is

Germany. That's just how they do it here.

Let's lick dry a plate of pork knuckles."

Hey, I was singing along to the Spice Girls

by the end of the first week.

But on cold days in Switzerland 1 would
yearn to hear just one blistered track ofT

Radiohead's "OK Computer." And passing

through France, looking out the train window
after two sleepless, showerless nights, travel-

ling from the Czech Republic (o Spain, all 1

craved was the stead\ comfortingly lonely

voice of Bob Dylan to keep me rolling on
"Where are these crazy honkys' souls'" I

would demand, as though repressed by the

abundance of discoteques scattered through-

out Europe. "These people do not share the

genes of my ancestors. They're a mutant race

of prancing Homo sapiens who have driven

my forefathers from the homeland in order to

spread musical moronicness into the minds of
the easily controllable meat-and-cheese eating

masses!"

Well, except for the guy in Prague who
played me Neil Young's soundtrack to a Jim
Jarmusch movie. And the street guitarists in

Florence who broke my heart wailing by the

riverside. And the almost painfully stark

sounds of it female musician whose recorded
voice haunted a Viennese modern art muse-
um.

But because I thrive on scrawling, offensive

blanket statements, never mind all of these few
and far between moments of European musi-

cal magic.

The bottom line? Europe would do better if

they began importing American radio com-
mercial jingles. (You think it's a good song
and it turns out to be a Hyundai ad. Damn
those tricky corporate geniuses!)

Meanwhile, as I dreaded returning home to

bleach-brained LA shmucks who "hit the

beach." nibbling on tofu and getting carded
even when Fm with my mom, the one thing

pulling me back home from foreign soil wasn't

,
my two cats. Or my family up north. Or my
friends down here. (Though I missed them
all).

It was the promise of music that makes you
glad to be lonely.

So I guess that means in some strange way,

I came back for the Daily Bruin, to propagate
the melodic seeds of a healthy musical envi-

ronment throughout Los Angeles, and then,

the world.

Or it could be that \ had one year left to

graduate, an old man back home to front the

bill, and not one red cent to my name other-

wise.

"Why, hello Express Mart employees! May
I please show you a plastic card with my photo
and some numbers on it along with $3.99 in

exchange for 12 cans full of yellowish water
that will have me behaving very immaturely in

about an hour and a half? Why, thank you,

kind sirs, and have a fabulously sunny day!"

It's good to be home.

VanderZanden, a fourth-year English student and
this year's music editor, floats.
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Sale Ends:
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• SAVE $ 1 6.50 ON GEN. USE TICkETS
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The UCLA Mood Disorders Research Program is
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Research Studies.
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UCLA Mood Disorders Research Program
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and when it docs the thick, sweltering

jungle music (by Raymond Roker,

Jun and MC, along with famous
explorers Diesel Boy and Photek)

won't be forgiving. Only the machete

of your dance moves can get you
through the jungle - the sharper they

are, the more room you'll make for

yourself.

If you can't hang with the natives,

just a few blocks down at Venice's St.

Mark's Bar awaits a candy coated fan-

[{?

11*

r I GfNlVi£V[ nANO/Daily BfuiK

Revelers jam into the single dance room at Science for the high-

energy underground vibe on Sunday nights.

Pari VC^axino'
Body \A/axing for Men & Women
with 100% Natural Pari wax.

I

'

Women Full leg and Bikini

Underarm

Half leg

Bikini V'/ax

Lip or Chin Wax
Eyebrow Wax
Eyelash Tint

Facial

Arm Wax

$25
$8

S10
S10
$6

$10
$10
$40
$15

1435
,' Open
L^/

"Wo do Electrolysis"
Wcstwood Blvd., Wcstwood 473-0066 or 479-9325
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tasia called The Realm. "Be sure to

mention," said resident D) Ginger,

"that we were the first LA. club to go
all night long." Five o'clock, to be

exact, and thanks to the club's right-on

audacity, Los Angeles is now seeing a

handful of other clubs rolling past 2

a.m.

But it's all about knowing where it

all sprung up, and the roots run way
underground at ITie Realm, where

bar swingers and rave ringers alike

flip and fly through the club's wildly

psychedelic light tweaking. Hou.se

music (mostly progressive) is on the

payroll here, but expect some speed

garage and funked-up grooves being

sneaked out beneath the turntable,

courtesy of the always free-spirited DJ
rotation.

*

When it comes down to it, though,

there's no real competition between

the two clubs. We mean that literally
-

sharing the same neighborhood and

hard-core mission to cxlcnd the week-

end. Science and The Realm go more
hand-in-hand than head-tcvhead. Ihe

crafty thing to do is to drop out of

Science by 1:30 a.m. so you can beat

Tlie Realm's 2 a.m. pile-up. when the

IS-and-overs arc allowed in and ihe.

Science whizzes, still dreaming about

physics, scramble for a place to finish

solving their problems.

RECOMMENDED
Science @ the Pink

2810 Main St., Santa MoniG

21 -I-; closes 2 a.m.; $5-7

(323)960-1006,(310)392-1077

The Realm @ St. Mark's Bar

23 Winward Ave., Venice

18+ after 2 a.m.; closes 5 aim.

$5 before 11 p.m., $10 after

ft I ri> M il

.Monday

Sunday nights will take a lot out of

you, so come Monday you might want
to decelerate with \ he Move, located

al the venue llie Room. It's not quite a

dance club (it s actually a .dark. ,icen>

bar without a dancing license), but the

ultra-laid-back Room males - langing

from Los Feliz easy riders to the

Adidas crew - do have a habit of mak-
ing the most of the co/) tapping space

when the DJ starts spinning rare hip-

hop, funk, acid jazz and reggae

around midnight. Before then, resi-

dent Mark Farmer helps the libation

flow with his equally smooth '70s soul

and lava lounge selections.

As much as we would like to rec^

ommend The Move, we can't lie to

you and say that the Monday Social

doesn't e;iist. Because Monday nights

are so dead in Los Angeles, this place

sucks up all the energy running free in

the city until sometimes there's a

power surge - you can see the lifeless

exasperation on some people's faces

as they simply can't find a comfort-

.ible place to chill, let alone dance.

llie doorman needs to respect the

ro.om capacity at Louis XIV - the

trendy. hi>ity-ioity restaurant which

serves up the .Monday Social - and it'd

crackerjiTck if the waiters can get rid of

some of the the dining tables even

before midnight (the time when the

kitchen closes; you better call for

rcscr\ations if you want to eat).

But, we are vsnting about spots that

are happening, and undeniably this

place is, evert though what might hap-

See CLUBS, page 45

qWN V^'Of,

Irish Pub and
Import Shop

575-577 Si. Fairfax Ave.

(Jitt No. Of Wibbiro I Fairfax)

CLUBS
From page 44

'pen is a big pain in the neck. It's a
place to be seen, clean and lean - to

dance, however, is an even trickier

sort, since the dance room is an
upstairs attic no bigger than your
kitchen. The sounds vary, from old

skool hip-hop to anything that guests

such as Doc Martin and Alex Giflbrd

(Propellerheads) want to play.
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RECOMMENDED
The Monday Social @ Louis XIV

606 N. La Brea Ave., Hollywood

All ages restaurant; closes 2 a.m.

free before 10:30 p.m., $5 after

(818)594-7181,(323)934-5102

Tuesday

Living in Hollywood, of course we
understand your urges. So ifyou insist

on having some catwalk swank to go
with your Cakewalk sweat, at least wait

for Tuesday night when the club

LIVE
USIC

7 Nights a Week
$1.00 Off wiOi UCLA ID.

Full Bar—Guinatss & Harp on tap

DallyLiicliMoo-Fri.-11-2

TraJltlowal Ifis^Suaday BruacJi-

also

Direct from Ireland

—

The Finest Irish Imports
at

Molly Malone's Import Shop
(323) 930-4385

Molly Malone's Irish Pub (213) 935-1577

Datum can dissuade you from the

slithery, gaud-awful antics going down
at The Gate or The Century Club.

Now Datum has done the impossi-

ble in Los Angeles by joining posh

stylishness and great sounds at the hip.

Located at the beautiful Mamagaya
restaurant, Datum offers trip-hop.

down-tempo break beats, world beats

and soulful acid jazz for the mostly

upscale, upbeat, upper-20s hobnob-

bers. Sure, they can't dance all too

well, and the small contingent of
young, loose-fitted skaterdudes and.

dreadsters who can dance - and who
obviously came for the beats - are too

afraid of those who can't. (When
Datum was hosted by DJ Cam at the

Atlas, breakdancers took to the side-

walk and drummed up*a small party

outside.) Hey Datum, some advice:

Lose the lame slide show of those

smiling, cutesy, past Mamagaya
patrons. Prom night was over a long

time ago.

When you're through playing

dress-up, go to Atmosphere, where yet

another beast in the jungle rages dur-

ing the week. But why on earth would

anyone put up with the lines, crummy
Viper Room doormen, cramped lock-

er-room heal and outrageous covers

(sometimes $15)?

'It's the DJs, man, do you hear

me!" suggests 2.Vyear-old Marcela

Sores, an Atmosphere loyal, and she's

absolutely right. The frustrating truth

about gotxi music is that ifyou play it,

people will come, no matter what - the

promoters at Atmosphere have made
us their slaves by featuring no less than

Goldie. James Lavelle. Kemistry and

Storm, Carl Cox, Ed Rush, Optical

and Aphrodite within recent months,

with the superb DJ Carbo already

being the club's own spin doctor. We
are simply powerless.

RECOMMENDED
Atmosphere @ The Viper Room

8852 Sunset Blvd., W.Hollywood

21-i-;closes 2-2:30 a.m.;$10-15

(213)833-1583,(310)358-1880

Wednesday

Ilie club Release (at Deville's, for-

n^erly known as the Firehouse) lets

loose some of the most uplifting,

crowd-pleasing house music around;

DJ Mark Farina caused a big ruckus

here about a month ago. There's some
serious stepping going on the wicked,

rpomy dance floor, but feel free to

hang out with all the good-looking

people on the front porch or back

patio (the crowd looks mixed, but per-

haps they're just really hip-looking

straight people). Ask around for those

free Camel cigarettes.

But traditionally. Wednesdays have
always been about the spinning club

called Magic and, even though the

club's somewhat coming down to a

tired hiKus pocus, it can still sling a

few spells at you. With the World's

(the usual home ofi Magic) furious

optic barrage of laser beams and hot

flashes, heart-racing sonic blitzing

from the 7-foot speakers and vendors

peddling glow-in-the-dark swords and
medallions, the club still reigns as the

brave rave warrior's weekday
Valhalla. Loo bad a lot of them can't

alTord to fight these days (cover's $15
for the big acts), and it's a bigger

shame that they insist on hanging
around outside, forget themselves and
act like downright hoodlums.

But with resident DJ Iliee-O pro-

gramming the knuckling techno and

trance, and recent guests such as

Atomic Babies adding to the comput-
erized frenzy, you'll find most of the

people inside (Magic is all ages) mov-
ing the body electric. And boy are they

electric - the best dancers of Los
Angeles are all here to represent.

Magic has a second room too, some-
times even a third, usually with

R.A.W. orTrixie giving you a stern les-

son in all the drum 'n' bass-ics.

Magic (&> The World

7070 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood

(however, venue changes often)

All ages; closes 2 a.m., $10-15

(213)368-8188

Thursday

Jason Bentley may be the best thing

on the radio waves (KCRW's
Metropolis), but in the real world he's

just not enough to bring us consistent-

ly back to Life - the club that is

Beniley's (and Bruno Guez's) weekly

SeeaUBS,page46
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Website: http://www.mobydisc.com
Email:records®mobydisc.com

Every New &
Used CD

With this Coupon
$8.99 or More

(Excluding Sale Items)
Expires 10/15/98

Sept. 9, 15. 18.23. 1998

WERTHER
Massenet Joel: Vargas, Rasmussen

Oct. 28. Nov. 6. 8. 11. 1998

FALSTAFF
Verdi Ferro: Yurisich, Putnam, Orth, Brett

December 9, 15. 20. 22m*. 1998

FANTASTIC MR. FOX
Picker Ash: Finley. Guzman 'Matinee at 1pm

January 10. 13. 19. 26. 28. 1999

MADAMA BUTTERFLY
Puccini Guidarini: Watanabe, Leech, Atkins

April 14. 21, 27. 30. May 2. 1999

DON GIOVANNI
Mozart Pid6: Croft. Bernstein, Schade. Eaglen. Wolf

May 26. June 2. 8. 11. 13. 1999

LUCIA Dl LAMMERMOOR
Donizetti Bonynge: Jo. Lopardo, Quilico

Performance dates listed are available for advarice student series purchase at $22 per performance. $16 for
Fantastic Mr. Fox. Minimum 3 operas. Indicate number of tickets for each date you choose and mail your order,

payment, and copy of Student I.D. and driver's license to: L.A. Opera Box Office, P.O. Box 512237, Los Angeles,
CA 90051-0237.

Performances listed above available at student rates.

Feb. 14. 18, 21. 24, 27m. March 3. 6m, 1999

LA TRAVLATA No student Rates Available.

Tickets from $25 to $137: call (213) 972-8001 for

complete information.

SPECIAL STUDENT SUBSCRIPTIONS!
One series per student I.D. Same Alternate # of
number of tickets for each opera. Data Data Tkkate x Prka TOTAL

G Check enclosed, payable to L.A. Opera, or charge my

G American Express Q Visa G Mastercard

Card Number ._ ,
'- '

' '

Werther $22

Falstaff $22

Fantastic Mr. Fox $16

Madama Butterfly $22

Don Giovanni
-

$22
t

Lucia di Lammermoor $22

La travlata (Full price only)

$137, 118, 109,82, 79,49,25
TOTAL

MUSIC CENTER Handling Fee $5.00

^\/. DOROTHY CHANDLER

l# PAVILION GRAND TOTAL

Exp. Date Signature

Cardholder's Name

Card Billing Address

NAME

Address

City State Zip

Phone Day: Eve:

Or take a chancel Student rush tickets are Just $20. Cash only.
Rush tickets are subject to availability, to students with valid ID. and
proof of current enrollment, from one hour before curtain for most
performances. Call 21 3/ 972-8001 for complete list of performance dates,
and rush availability on day of performance. Only one rush ticket per
ID. Seating at the discretion of the Box Office. All sales final.

STUDENT SUBSCRIPTIONS

Minimum 3 operas. Only full-time,

currently enrolled college students
under age 30 qualify. One series per
I.D. Sanrte number of tickets for each
opera. Seating at the Opera's discretion.

student SubKribers may exchange
for another performance of the

SAine opera only, but will be required
to pay the full ccflullf price for the
performance into which they
exchange. All exchanges subject to
availability. Artists subject to change.

Evening performances at 7:30 pm.
For more information, please call

(213)972-8001.

1998-99 Season includes C*rmen.
Sorry, performances sold out.

-
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CALL THE PALACE HOTLIIUE! 323462-3000
SEE US (g> wwvif.hollyiiuooclpalace.com
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FEATURING
BFENIF MAN

BOUNTY KILLER
BUJU BANTON
AND MANY
MORE

FEATURING
BEENIE MAN
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AND MANY
MORE
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James Willis, 22, a frequent clubgoer at Thursday's Cafe Bleu, takes a
break from the dance floor in the outdoor patio lounge.

CLUBS
From page 45

stint at the Pink - where a bland

yuppy element postures with the

worst of them (the cell phones tend to

get out of control).

If you still want to continue with

. the electronica current, then you go
right ahead - but we actually found an
outlet we like better. Yes, Thursdays
should be the nights to take a break
from the breaks and scratch the

scratches and head for the red hot

C^fe Bleu, which has become the

weekly mania for lovers of Britpop,

'60s and '70s soul, mod and indie ever

way above anything else; certainly the

most attractive young women know
where to go. Promoter Freddie
Casiley says she doesn't want the long

lines and bad jitters which come with

club-land hype; she likes the snazzy

clientele she supports now. But with

all the rave word of mouth her
shindig's been receiving - along with

tlie club's gnarly hard and tech*house

DJs such as resident Slink-e of

Moonshine and guests like DJ Dan -

that's going to be hard to maintain. So
maintain, guys.

since Its piKttier s ister Shout ! , lowered
its volume to just a monthly calling at

the El Rey.

Spinning Pulp to James Brown, the

Who to Elastica, Small Faces' to the

Jackson Five, all the resident DJs
(Dia, Chris B. and Shalyce) know how
to send out the crystal-Bleu persua-

sions to the vividly groovy, Austin
Powered vamps and scamps (go-go

boots, shiny wigs, neck scarves) whose
hearts cry out, "More baby!"

"I've met some of my best friends

here," says James Willis, 22, and the

tight outdoor patio at the Tempest is

probably where he met them, where
eyes greet you with pussycat glitter or

Liam Gallagher faux-malaise. Live
bands around 10 p.m. are usually of
no irtimediate interest.

RECOMMENDED
Spaced @ St Mark's Bar

^i+; Closes at 4 a.m.

free before TO p,m.; $10 after

(310)296-9500
J

RECOMMENDEp
Cafe Bleu @ The Tempest

7323 Santa Monica Blvd.,

West Hollywood

18+; closes at 2 a.m.

$5, $7 under 21

(323)951-7079

Friday

ICU Production's club.

Government, has all the makings to

become the biggest night in Los
Angeles: the big Club Lingerie space;

the big, startling visual effects; the big-

name DJs (the one and only
Christopher Lawrence is the resident)

and a big running time - open until 4
a.m., 6 a.m. on special nights. For
now, it's too bad Government can't

seem to ,autlaw that remaining Club
Lingerie stench: mallosos in tacky
Armani shirts and their gals in stilettos ^
trying hard to imagine a Club MTV
camera looking up at them. That does-
n't really matter when you've got det-

onating guest DJs (like the Cream
tour's Paul Oakenfold and Dave
Seaman) to close your eyes and send
you some place else. And take note of
the growing population of glow-stick

throwers causing some anarchy at

Government - in time there might be
a new order around these parts, so do
keep up with the club's glossy flyers.

Until then, it's back to St. Mark's to

get a load of the club Spaced The peo-
ple here are a bit older and stiller than
Sunday's wild bunch, and they're

more defenseless against club sleazi-

ness too (oh, yes, people freak each
other outside the Roxbury). But by
L.A. weekend standards. Spaced is

Saturday

Have you ever gotten to a party

early and the DJ was spinning some
incredible stuff, crazy mixes he thinks

he can get away with since no one's

there to complain? Your small crowd
is totally digging the set, but then more
and more people start showing up, all

of them giving the DJ annoyed looks,

and before you know it the DJ has lost

his nerve - Adam F and Frankie
Bones have been replaced by
Smashmouth and Puff Daddy.
And that's why Saturday nights are

so awful in Los Angeles - since every-

body's out, all the dance clubs have to

appease the lowest common denomi-
nator or risk losing the business of the

city's extremely powerful mainstream
majority.

Not only that, it used to be thaf

Saturdays, in most major cities, were
the nights when the gay parts of town
showed us a completely wild and dar-

ing dance scene. That still may be true

in New York and London, but not in

this city. Sad, but for a community
that was once largely responsible for

the hottest dance and music crazes of
the two earlier decades, a clueless fac-

tion of that same community now
seems merely content to relive them.

And if they're not retro-active' in the

stale disco or '80s trash, then they're

waving their hands to top 40 dance
pop, usually ballyhooing some cheese-

stuffed diva yelling her lungs out. But
if you like that sort of stuff, then
Saturday's Axis is probably the best of
Los Angeles' sorry lot.

As of now, we refuse to recom-
"^

mend any dance club for Saturday
nights; perhaps you can rest up foi^_
Sunday or go home and visit your
mother. Or maybe you can get the

skinny on some cool after-hours (the

club Insomnia is well-established) or

an upcoming rave. But be wary of any.
rave advertised too heavily or not tak-

ing place in the desert or the moun-
tains, no matter how awesome the DJ
lineup may be (the Orange Show in

San Bernardino should be avoided '

altogether). And stay away from the

dumb drugs. Well, at least try.

RECOMMENDED
For upcoming raves, visit

www.ravelinl($.com.

mm^^ifrnm
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Pacific Bell

Pure Digital PCS ANYTHING IN STORE!
w/ UCLA Student ID onfy

mJmmmJBOSSJLJSmSm

RBtEE built in answering machine* & pager
all in one!

•FilEE roaming in our California &
N^do nefwork!

•FREE first minute on every incoming call!

FREE caller ID, call waiting, and call hold

*100% punEi digital clarity & security!

" AUttme charges apply for message retrieval

New Westwood Store

Nt^WOPEN!

WIN THIS AMAZING, ULTIMATE
COMMUN|6aTOR by NOKIA!

All in oiie^'^-

^Fax'"'^-';"

•GSM Phone
•E-maf[

•internet

•Oaity Schedule
•Address Book
•Note Pad
•Message Terminal

NOKUMMKI

It's simple... Just visit one of our ttiree convenient

locations and fill out an entry forrn.

DRAWING WILLTAKE PLACE ON OCTOBER ai**. 1998.

No purchase necessary.

Winner need not to t>e present for drawing.

Up to $250 in rebates cm PCS ptumes.

All offers are subject to change without notice.

Don't miss our

Grand Opening

October 1 0! <li<l<tO«WtWI<l>

1

w/ KIIS FM
Food & Drink

» 5

Refer a friend and get a « 4

$25^1 25% i 15%
Gift Certificate

tbwards any purchase in our

store.

valid wften a PCS service is

activated.

No cash value.

«Mi*MM% ExpIrM HMl/ge

OFF
when you purchase 2 or more
accessories at tt\9 same time.

mtHt^kntrtf. E)9lrM 1Qf31/M

OFF
All Ericsso^ 786. Noitia 6190
arxl Motorola 7000 & 8000

Accessories.

»fitmno>*/^Mfkm KVSI

Westwood Viilage-1145 Westwood Blvd.
2 Blocks North of

WIsNreBlvd. (310) 208-2082

2 Hours Free Parl<ing Available at p Westwood Merchant Locations Only With Purchase
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Welcome Back Bruins

DINER & PRESS CLUB
WESTWOOD

All this forjust $3.69to

All You Can Drink

Seasoned Curly Fries
mm^m^'^m^^^^rm^^i^^

1/4 pound Cheeseburger
./

Welcome to the world

of Daily Bruin
COLUMN: In-depth look

at the wondrous tasks

of hardworking staffers

I
would liken my job as Daily Bruin

sports editor to that of a WWF
referee.

At once authoritative and ineffec-

tive, I try to keep guys four times my
size (or at least with egos that big) pla-

cated. All I need is a blue short sleeve

shirt and a little black bow tie, and my
role is complete.

So as I introduce you to the section,

forgive me if I occasionally digress

into Daily Bruin (DB) war stories of

grizzled sports-

writers fighting

for the last sand-

wich in the press

room or jostling

for position

around the lock-

er of a 7-foot-taIl

naked man. The

sheer insanity of

the sports

department

sometimes

leaves one a lit-

tle Spreewell-

til

got to do it.

When most people come to work m
sports, their first thought is: "I'm

gonna get me some free stuff." They

think front row seats at basketball

games, a better view of the cheerlead-

ers, free luxury hotel suites while par-

tying with Cade McNown.
The truth of the matter is, free stuff

is only earned through hard and ardu-

ous journalism. You don't get your

hot little hands on press passes until

you've slaved your way through a beat

like judo or something.

Once you do get "free crap" status,

however - it's pretty easy to get

spoiled. Sitting close enough to Baron

Davis to have his sweat rain down on

you after that rim-crashing dunk, then

sauntering your way imo the locker

room afterwards for some free

Gatorade - you can get pretty used to

it, and then you refuse to sleep outside

like every other poor mere mortal for

basketball tickets. After all, you're a

journalist. ^^______

Daily Bruin Sports September 28- October 1J998 3

Promises

of fame

and fortune

Sorfietimes it gets taken a little far
-

besides airfare, lodging and trans-

portation, the writers have been lobby-

ing for a hooker stipend. (And I don't

mean hooker in the rugby sense.)

Actually, the reason we do this is

again, to make sure that we're giving

BREAKFAST SPECIALS!

2 Eggs+Bacon+Hash browns
+Ghoice ofToast ....$3.00 —

DINER & PRESS CLUB
WESTWOOD

10922 Kinross Ave . Westwood Village . 208-2424

esijue. ?

Our job here is simple - as the most

read section in the paper (don't try to

tell me you picked this paper up to

find out about the latest regents' meet-

ing or that new Fowler exhibit), we're

going to provide you with a compre-

hensive sports section that will enlight-

en as well as inform.

Yeah, that's the line of sports editor

B.S. that I'm supposed to feed you.

In all actuality, what we really do

around here is a lot more complicated

than that load of crap. I'm supposed

to give you a glimpse inside and to let

you know how what we do turns into

the sports section you all hold in your

iiot little hands every day. So, in the

interest of being honest, let's look at

what staffers in sports really do to put

out the best section possible:

I. We have fun.

Unadulterated

dirty jokes, ^^^^^—

i

wrestling match-

es, rubber band ^
wars, embarrass-

ing athlete stories

that would never

make it into print

- all part ofa

day's work at The

Bruin.

The sports

staff pretty much
gets paid to hang

out and talk about sports all day, then

go to games, sit in the press box, eat

and get drunk. Yep, that's it. (I might

add, however, that we seem to get

paid in pesos; the minimum-est wage

in the world must exist right here at

llSKerckholT.)

But all of this debauchery really

serves you, the reader. (Watch me jus-

tify our sick behavior by claiming a

journalistic purpose.)

Since we're all just average Bruins

around here, we try to put out a sec-

tion that the run-of-the-mill student

would enjoy. So feel free to stop by

and give us your input. Of course, if

you happen to bring in a 40 ounce of

Old-E in with you to add to our Wall

O' Beer, your opinion will be all that

more warmly received.

The point is, we all have fun, and in

turn, we want the reader to have fun

along with us.

2. We get free stuff.

Of course, this is^a perk that never

ever enters the mind of those who
work here. Traveling to Miami with

the football team, on the paper's pay-

roll? It's a dirty job, but somebody's

Anyway, all of this

rambling leads me to

a point - we want you

to know US, and we
want to know ybiT.

you guys the most complete UCLA
sports coverage possible. So if that

means vacationing in Puerto Rico

with the basketball team - we'll do it,

butjust foryou.

3. We make fun of the Daily

Trojan.

That's pretty self-explanatory. (This

item will prompt hate mail from about

adozenSUCers.)

4. We piss off sports information

directors (SI Ds).

Of course, we don't enjoy doing it,

and it's never done on purpose -

1

know that I've never done it. But I do

believe that DB Sports is a contribut-

ing factor to the premature aging of

SIDs.

I don't know how this happens, but

it always does. We're always asking

for press passe^tathis or a quote for

that, and I guess after a while, they

tend to get upset

^^^_^^__^^___ with us. I can't

imagine why.

, 5. On occa- -

sion, we write

things too.

This is the

serious part, the

part that's pub-

lic, the part we

share with

everybody out

there. We've got

a staff of great

writers around here, and they're

always ready to enlighten and enter-

tain (especially when they're wasted).

What we don't want is to have only

our voices represented. Since the sec-

tion is for you, we'd like you to

become as involved as possible. So

feel free to write us; tell us anything

you'd like to see in the Bruin Sports

section, let us know that you want

more women's golf coverage, whatev-

er. Write us hate mail, even, just keep

the death threats to a minimum.
• • •

Now that I've pretty much pulled

back the curtain and let you see the

sports section's modus operandi, it's

only fair that I introduce you to our

cast of characters, because without

them there would be no section.

Our writers are too numerous to

name one by one, but you'll get to

know them by their words. Or just

come by, as I said before, and get

them drunk, and you'll know them

even better than you want to.

There are the three assistant sports

Mi l - I . —
SeeMA(Xpage16

play no part

in the NCAA's

recruiting

regulations

^.

* V
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By Steve Kim
Dally Bruin Senior Staff

Mike Sondheimer is almost always bombarded with

phone calls. Whether he's a social butterfiy or not has

nothing to do with it. As UCLA associate athletic direc-

tor and head of recruiting, Sondheimer's mouth is

always on the move - from talking to coaches about

recruiting prospects to directing his staff about all the

organizing and paperwork that needs to be done.

He just got off the phone with some high school

seniors who wanted to know more about a home foot-

ball game to which they were invited as part of their

recruiting visit. F5otball and basketball games are big

factors in persuading high school athletes to attend

. UCLA.
The fall athletic season only recently started, but it's

a busy time for recruiting.

"The process really begins around ninth or tenth

grade," Sondheimer said. "We'll send out biography

sheets which they can send back for us to put in our

database."

Colleges can't actually send recruiting letters until

September of the eleventh grade. The NCAA allows

mail, fax and e-mail to be sent after that point, but pro-

hibits colleges from calling until July 1 of the student's

senior year.

Home visits are regulated according to sports. For

example, basketball coaches had twenty days in

September to make their visits.

High school students are allowed five all-expense

paid visits to colleges. Most colleges, like UCLA, invite

them in the fall, since November is one of the busiest

signing months.

To prepare for these recruiting trips, the recruiting

department makes sure student transcripts and test

scores are on file as mandated by the NCAA, and that

campus visits are<:c^ganizej to match students' inter-

ests.
'*~-

"Most students, about 80 percent, make up their

rnind by Thanksgiving." Sondheimer said. "Since foot-

ball's signing date is in February, they make up their

mind by Christmas."

The third signing date, in April, is mostly for last-

minute decision makers and athletes who need to raise

their academic standing, but the bulk of selling UCLA
to potential Bruin athletes occurs in the fall.

UCLA recruiters have several angles to convince

their prospects to become Bruins. One that takes care

of itself is the success record and popularity of various

sports. They can also emphasize the large number of

professional athletes and Olympians who have partici-

pated in their athletic program.

Another factor is UCLA's academic reputation. A
variety of renowned professional and graduate schools

as well ks the university's undergraduate program are

additional points of persuasion.

"We really believe no one can beat us when you com-

bine athletic, academic and social aspects,"

Sondheimer said.

* "And that's what we're trying to sell in bur program.

See RECRUITING, page 10
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Freshmen change pool into fountain of youth
PREVIEW: Swimming,

dive team stocked with

20 energetic newcomers

ByStffvtKim
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Yesterday's mature blooms have

disappeared - a new crop of fruit is

emerging from the branches of

UCLA women's swimming and div-

ing teams. This season's crop of

freshmen has arrived in volume, just

beginning its process of ripening.

The majority. of the time, fresh-

men are left out of the competitive

factor. But with

freshmen taking ____^_^
20 out of 35

places ' on the

swim team and

three out of six

diving positions,

they are going to

be a hard group

to ignore this

year. And since

swimming and
diving teams are

combined as one

entity under NCAA guidelines, the

two Bruin sports will demand every

team member's hard effort, fresh-

man or not.

Just how did the swimming team

end up w ith so many new fishes?

"Last year's team did a great job

of recruiting, and we recruited a lit-

tle more than usual because we had

eight swimmers graduating," said

head coach Cyndi Gallagher. "It'll

be great because the freshmen are a

big, positive group. There's power in

numbers." ———^ —

—

~

With a lot of communication and

With a fresh season

ahead, and a lot of

fresh faces, the Bruins

express optinnism for

the next few months.

some adjustments, Gallagher said

having such a big group can be used

for the tearii's advantage.

"It'll make everyone a little more

honest," she said. "For example, an

upperclassman is not going to be

sleeping in for morning practice

because there are plenty of freshmen

to take her spot."

Freshman Ana Swanson, who had

wanted to attend UCLA since sev-

enth grade, realized some things

were going to be different during her

first practice with the team. She

liked it nevertheless.

"I came from a really smalf swim-

ming club, so iCs cool to have a big

team and lots of really good swim-

mers to push

^^^^^^^^^^^,^^^^ you," Swanson
said. "You
know that you'll

improve."

Her fresh-

man teammate,

Jenn Noddle,

agreed.

"Being sur-

rounded by a lot

of talent,

there's a lot of

people to learn

from," said Noddle. "A lot of us are

learning things we've never even

heard of before, so it's pretty excit-

ing."

With so many freshmen present,

upperclassmen could fiave been tnr-

the defensive, but returning mem-
bers say there's no tension.

"The team's transformed because

there's less upperclass-mcn than

freshmen," said team co-captain

Emmanuclle Schick Garcia. "But

everything's been so easy to deal

with because they're all excited to be

here and willing to try new things."

'^*.
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This year, UCLA's swinnming and diving teams will be composed mainly of freshmen.

Daily Brum file photo

These
seats

Swimmers gradually get better as

they gain more experience in the

water. Occasionally, a newcomer
will turn heads with exceptional tal-

will lead in sprint freestyle events,

while junior Amber Wines replaces

former senior Lindsay Etter in the

breaststroke. Sophomore Beth

last' year."

The theme "new" spills over to the

diving team. Besides three freshmen,

the team has a new head coach, lorn

ent and pe r fo rmance. Gal l agh e r Goodwinsoa redin the l OOfly late in Stebb in ^;. Retu rning >;opho rno r i'i;

hopes several members from this

new group will break through and

come out as faster swimmers.

"You never know what a fresh-

man can do," she said. "There's a lot

of talent there and it's exciting to see

who's going to rise."

The team has its share of experi-

enced swimmers. Junior Keiko Price

the previous season and should keep

her intensity up this year.

"We have more events covered

than we did last year, like the 200 fly,

IM's, breaststrokes," Schick Garcia

said. "We had some fast swimmers

graduate, but we're having some
great replacements. So I think we're

going to win more dual meets than

Anne Baghramian and Delilah More
will provide a year's worth of experi-

ence, but Stebbins realizes the pro-

gram needs to resta^ from square

one.

"Everything was all kind of inher-

ited," Stebbins said of his young

See SWIMMING, page 26
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Westwood Student Federal Credit Union,

Built by UCLA Students for UCLA Students,

Has Everything You Need to Go Back with Class!

^

Westwood Student FCU is on campus,
making us the most convenient way to bank at UCLA!

The ONLY full-service branch on campus where you can do all of this:

Get cash Receive money orders Access ATMs on campus
Make deposits, withdrawals or transfer funds (from anywhere in the U.S.)!

- Visit us at 124 Kerckhoff Hall --

Seating rearrangements at the Rose Bowl spur

questions - and complaints - about ticketing

By Greg Lewis
Daily Bruin Staff

Getting a ticket to a UCLA
sporting event is a pretty simple

procedure: You go to the

Central Ticket Office (CTO).
give them your money and take

your ticket.

However, a lot more goes on

hehind the scenes, and many
important decisions go into the

process of deciding which seat

you get.

The UCLA Athletic

Department makes the ticket

arrangements hy committee.

The committee discusses the

seating plan before every athlet-

ic event and is composed i)f var-

ious interested parties - includ-

ing associate athletic director

Ken Weiner, representatives

from the CTO, the marketing

department, game management
and the athletic department.

In most cases, seating

arrangements are simple.

Students can get in free to any

regular season event with their

Bruin Card, and all others pay a

general admission fee, usually

close to five dollars, in most

A pises seating is first-come, first-'

serve.

However, for the "marquee"

become a more tenant-friendly

venue presented a unique protv

lem for the committee. The
Rose Bowl renovation added
restrooms, concession stands

and 650 handicapped seats, but

it also lowered the stadium's

capacity by about 8,000 seats.

The seat loss is due mainly to

the new type of seats that have

been installed everywhere

except the two end zones.

Instead of traditional bench-

es, there are now individual

seats complete with backs and

armrests. But this kind of seat

takes up more room per person

than the benches.

Associate athletic director

Weiner saw to it that UCLA
look an active role in deciding

which changes took place.

"We were not a silent tenant,

we made sure wc got what we
wanted," Weiner said.

formally the seating plan

from the previous year is used

with a few minor changes. This

year, however, every single sea-

son ticket had to be relocated.

There are over 7,000 more sea-

son ticket orders than there

were last year, upping the total

to 35,000, with the addition of

650 seats to the handicapped

section.

sports ot tootball and basket-

ball, things get a little more
complicated.

This summer's decision to

remodel the Rose Bowl to

Despite the hard work by the

ticketing committee, not every-

body was happy with the results.

See TICKETS, page 10
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CHECKING SAVINGS LOANS VISA ONLINE BANKING

r
Call (800)537-8491 for more information

or visit our website at www.fffcu.org

^

Internships available! (See manager)
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Westwood Student
Federal Credit Union

Serving UCLA Students & Alumni
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Bruin victory showcases the • Oltlt I, the bad and the ugly
FOOTBALL UCLA loses

Mitchell Coleman to

injury but beats Houston

ByJcfrXmiottk
Daily Bruin G)ntributor

There was some good, more bad

and a lot of ugly when the Bruins

clashed with the Cougars last week in

Houston.

Although third-ranked UCLA won
the game 42-24, it was nothing short

of a grueling day. The Bruins lost

Freddie Mitchell, their top playmak-

er, to a broken left femur in the open-

ing minutes. They also lost Kenyon

Coleman, their top defensive line-

man, to a sprained knee. They had to

battle torturous Texas humidity, a sta-

dium primarily used for high school

games, continual late hits and a

vengeful Houston team which tested

the limits of the Bruins.

"We won the football game, and

anytime you can win, particularly on

the road, it's a good win," said head

coach Bob Toledo.

But UCLA's school-record 12th

consecutive victory was one that most

Bruins would like to forget. Especially

Cado McNown, who was angered by

the overly aggressive Cougars.

"It wasn't a fun game. I felt hke

they played dirty. A lot ofcheap shots,

a lot of going for the knees and late

hits." -^*

It began with Houston driving the

field for 67 yards before settling for a

field goal. On the ensuing kickoff,

returner Mitchell exploded for a 47-

yard return, but after being tackled,

he landed awkwardly and snapped his

left femur. The team was visibly heart-

broken, and a portion of them gath-

ered on the sideline for a prayer.

UCLA played a hideous first quar^

ter in front of the 19,540 fans at tiny

Robertson Stadium. McNown failed

to complete a pass, and the offense

only mustered six yards, just a week

after totaling 584 yards against Texas.

The loss of Mitchell and the ardu-

ous conditions definitely took their

toll as Houston took an early 6-0 lead.

"I think we might have surprised

them," said Cougar quarterback

Jason McKinley.

But the Bruins stuck around and

grabbed the lead for good in the sec-

ond quarter when McNown hit Brian

Poli-Dixon for a 6 1 -yard touchdown

strike. UCLA's young defense, after

struggling in the opening quarter, also

made some big plays to assist the

offense.

Five snaps after the referees erro-

neously called back a UCLA inter-

ception. Tod McBride blocked a punt

to set up a Jermaine Lewis one-yard

TD run. Lewis, named, UCLA's
ofiensive player of the game, scored

on an eight-yard scamper later in the

quarter to give the Bruins a 21-6 lead.

The slippery tailback finished the

game with 67 yards and tied a school-

record with four TDs.

"Everything was wearing down on

us; the heat, the injuries," said Lewis.

"But none of us ever gave up."

The Bruins entered the half with a

'21-14 lead and an army of banged-up

bodies. Many players were forced to

get IVs from the medical staff. "A lot

of guys were missing from our half-

time meetings," said Toledo.

"The control of the game was very

poor," Toledo said. "It was like one of

those games when you were a kid

playing out in the street and you final-

ly say 'I've had enough, I'm taking my
ball and going home.'"

But that wasn't an option, and the

Bruins played on. Early in the third

quarter, a McKinley pass was tipped

off the hands of three players before

landing in the grasp of Santi Hall for a

Bruin interception, which UCLA
turned into seven points on another

Lewis touchdown surge.

Just 51 seconds later, Ryan RoqUes

See HOUSTON, page 18

Male coaches claim females get preferential treatment
NCAA: Universities often

pass over qualified men
to lead women's teams

ByWmdyPiflur
Cox News Service

ATLANTA - Paul Sanderford

doesn't remember the last time he sent

-out his resume. He never fellthcurge-

to leave what he considered a dream

job at Western Kentucky. After taking

the Lady Hilltoppers' basketball team

to three National Collegiate Athletic

Association (NCAA) Final Fours in

15 seasons, being paid what he thought

was a generous salary with perks that

included a coach's show and enjoying

the good life in a small southern town

that suited his personality, he was in no

particular hurry to go anywhere.

But in May 1997, when Sanderford

was offered the head coaching position

at Nebraska, with double the salary

and resources, he found out what

many of his male peers have known for

years: being the most qualified person

isn't always enough.

For nearly a week, the umveri

withheld announcing his appointment

while two state legislators publicly

threatened to withhold funding if

female candidates weren't considered.

Athletics director Bill Byrne went

on a scheduled fishing vacation in

Alaska, and upon returning ignored

"We had a tough time

getting women to

retum our phone calls."

Bill Byrne

Nebraska U. athletic director

ntics anuiurcu Sandcf

K

was unnerved by the p>olitical jostling.

"I nevefexpected that," Sanderford

said. "I knew there was an undercur-

rent (to push women into high-profile

jobs), but I was a little shocked at the

way this happened. Tm just fortunate I

had an athletics director who stuck his

neck out."

Gender relations among basketball

coacKes'Tias long been a touchy sub-

ject, but in this decade it has been boil-

ing over with animosity, as large, pub-

licly funded universities feel pressure

to hire women as coaches.

When women's sports were over-

seen by the Association of

Intercollegiate Athletics for Women
(AIAW), more than 90 percent of the

coaches werefemale. Smee-

the NCAA era began in 1981, that

number has declined sharply, and

other sports have seen a similar

decrease.

With salary and benefits packages

for top basketball jobs starting in six

figures, the clamor for those positions

has become in some ways more heated

than the competition on the court.

Byrne's insistence on hiring

Sanderford paid off quickly.

The Cornhuskers, who had been an

occasional NCAA Tournament partic-

ipant, drew crowds of 12,181 and

1 1,465, the best two in school history,

and reached the second round of the

NCAA Tournament with a 23-10

record.

But Christopher BetHtef. ft demofc.

ratic state senator who represents the

Lincoln area, said he was i^proached

by "constituents" who expressed con-

cern that women weren't being given

an ample chance to apply for women's

See GENDER, page 10
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Vintage Clothing
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of $10 or more
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Westwood Village

10967 Weyburn Ave.

(310)209-0889
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The "LEWY" tm CIGAR:
Officiol Presidentiol Aidcl

TK^miuL loved them and so will you.

5 great Dominican hand rolled cigars. With official seal /

commemorative date . Must be 18 or older to purchase .

Send $29.95 per order (5 cigars per order) •*- $4.00 S&hl
Check / Money Order: A&M Enterprises: PO BOX 31477

Tucson, Arizona 85751-1477 o

:^ Or credit card orders to our web : \1

^^ www.netmoneyin.com/lewycigars

dailybruin

iv^Avw.dailybruin.ucla.edu
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RIGHT HERE IN WESTWOOD VILLAGE - NO NEED TO DRIVE!
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Pacific Bell

PuTti Digital PCS'

Los Angeles PCS Rates:
•Digital Value PUin 30 $19.95
Includes 30 FREE minutes per nnonth

500 FREE weekend minutes
40c per minute

.yjgiigi^^
'

yig^,
100 :.$34.95
minutes per month

500 FREE weekend minutes
30c per minute

•Digital Value JPlap 250 $49.95
Includes 250 FREE minutes per month

500 FREE weekend minutes
25c per minute

•Digital Value JPlap 500 $74.95
Includes 500 FREE minutes per month

500 FREE weekend minutes
20c per minute "

•Digital Value Plan 800 $99.95
Includes 800 FREE minutes per month

500 FREE weekend minutes
20c per minute

MOTOROLA'S MOST POPULAR PHONE

Voicemail
l.llJlfW Greetings

pn|l|! Local TriState

^ux. ^^ij^ sra'^r

--, (-« i-rt • CELLULAll .
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Image Paging

& Cellular
(310)657- BEEP

2 3 3 7

9 9 Oz. Super speed Dial Easy Read 7 characters

color display MOTOROLA tele-TAC-2000
Cellular

$50 -$100 REBATES
ON PCS PHONES

AH plans Include These Valuable Features

»i '<•«• pAgw arv) .«r.vy«if<g machine ' alin-ofw-

• ( '(•• r.ilW-r 1(1, Frw C.1JI Wailing Call Holding an.]
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PRICE GUARANTEE

1006 Broxton Ave. Westwood Village

corner of Broxton and Weyburn
across from the Fox Movie Theater

'New activation required on Value Plans of 20 minutes or higher for phone &

S50 activation fee waiver Price without activation is higher

'Requires 1 year contact on value plans of 20 minutes Of higher.

Sates tax appicabie —

—

—r— h—
'Early termination tees applies Out the door cost of above is sales tax only

: ULTRA
• EXPRESS
: OR
: BRAVO FLX

• 16 Nomber Menx)ry
• 5 Changeable
Music AiertsA/ibratiQH^
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• Alarm Clcx:k
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S39.95

Nunaenc or Alpha Numeric
Free CCN. Nationwide Sports, News, &
Weather updates
Has Alarm, Phone Directory. Various Alerts.^ i

Quick Notes. Time & Date Stamp i
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:
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I

I •• 16 # memory
; 1 • Vib / Beep

Time / Stamp
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: ADVISOR GOLD FLEX I
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FREE PAGER

,• Flex for 4 months
I of battery life
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I character display
I • Up to 30,000 total
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BRING YOUR PAGER OR CELLULAR PHONE IN FOR FREE ACTIVATION • WE WILL MATCH OR BEAT ANY ADVERTISED PRICE
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PRICE OF ONE
OFFER VALID MONDAY AND TUESDAY NIGHTS ONLY. (After 5:30 pm)

No mediums and offer excludes Sicilians.

No half & half order please. Must mention ad.
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* Not valid on Sicilians or with any other offer. Must mention ad.

CLIP AND SAVE

Exp. 10/9/98

I
LARGE
PIZZA w/
Free Liter

208-8671

TWO TOPPINGS

TAX INCLUDED

Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon
per pizza.

*

Must present coupon.
Limit 3 pizzas per address.

Open until 1 am

- CLIP AND SAVE

Exp. 10/9/98

I
LARGE
PIZZA w/
Free Liter

TWO TOPPINGS

TAX INCLUDED

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon
per pizza.

*

Must present coupon.
Limit 3 pizzals per jaddress.

Open until 1 am
i riii\» Vrr

CLIP AND SAVE

Exp. 10/9/98

I
LARGE
PIZZA w/
Free Liter

TWO TOPPINGS

TAX INCLUDED

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon
per pizza.

*

Must present coupon.
Limit 3 pizzas per address.

Open until 1 am
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UCLA's Uuren
Emblem fights

for control of

the ball at a -

game against

Nebraska.
CHABIESKUO

Youthful Bruins ready to kick off play
PREVIEW: Team loaded

with fresh talent hopes

for another great season

By Greg Lewis
Daily Bruin Staff

mmm

WOMEN^S SOCCER SEASON AT AGLANCE
>t>^|"—

W

""M *>M '"<" #*—WWiMti^^-^i^

New year. New coach. New play-

ers. New enthusiasm.

Last year was undoubtedly the

most successful year ever for

women's soccer in Westwood. The
Bruins went undefeated in confer-

ence play, the first Pac-IO team ever

to achieve that feat. They also made
it further into the playoffs, reaching

the quarterfinals of the NCAA tour-

nament, than any of their predeces-

sors.

This is a new year, however.

Gone is last year's leading scorer,

team captain and All-Everything

Traci Arkenberg. Arkenbcrg, now
an assistant coach with the team,

assures that her scoring punch will

not be missed.

"Scoring will come easily," said

Arkenberg.

Forwards Larisa Kiremidjian,

Staci Duncan, Venus James and
Tracey Mflburn are out to prove

Arkenberg right.

Kiremidjian is the steadying

force of the team. As the oldest

member of the team, Kiremidjian

will use her experience at game time

and maturity during practice to

help make sure the Bruins run

smoothly. She can play either the

See W. SOCCBIr page 22

1^98 UCIA women's soccer schedule

mt OPPOHEHT SITE

$€^.30 UCifVim Ifvme

Oct.

3

HiwaitTottroey-VmifMkvt KiwaU
Oct.4 KawailTourfie^Hawiii Hnwulf

Oct;^ Utiiyi^rsjty ofWashington $«attl«, Wash.

Oct. 11 Washington State Pullman, Wash.

OtI.U Cal SpauldinafleM

Too returns

VililMmes, F, $opb.,$€cond leading scorer tan year

SOttiiiifHammottd;!!^ soph., Pac-10 Freshman of the Year

Bethliiotnpson, Mf, junior, second team Ali4eam Pac-10

Lindsay Colp, GR, Jonior, ail-time career wins leader

Skyilrlittle^D, junior

iartia Klremldkian, f, sentof

Impact recruits

Breana BdNf Mf, Top 25 honoree by Soccer America

ItacI Duncan,!^ leads team In goals so far

Vanessa Clarl,Mt AIKIF selection

Bethany Bogart, D

last yejr's finish

19-3;9^0PaM0; ranked sirth overall, defeated in NCAA

quarterfinal by Hotre Dame. 8-0

Projected starters

DATE

OctIB
Oct. 2 J

Oct. 25

Nov. 1

Nov. 6

Nov. 8

OPPONENT

Stanford

University of Oregon

Oregon State University

use

University of Arizona

SITE
----'

'-^r'

North Athletic Field

Spaulding Field

North Athletic Field

Los Angeles Coliseum

Tucson, Ariz.

Arizona State University Tempe, Ariz.

•

\Ki

•

if

•

THE. "REAL" NEW YORK
PIZZERIA

K

Key losses

Traci Arkenberg, F, First Team AH-AnM^ican
Rhiannon Tanaxa, DJhird Team AII^Aiberkan

Tiffany Brown, D

mmm
tiSC; the Trojans finished second to the Bruins in the Pac>*1

ttf^t season with a record of 7-2, and 16-3-1 overall.

X'factor

The Bruins are under the^ilHte of first-year coach Tod4
Saldafta, after Pac-10 Coach ofthe Year Joy Fawcett

resigned at the endof the 1W season.

No. 2, Larisa Karemtdljlan, F/Mf

No. 4, Bethany BogirtflJ

Mo. B, Breana Boling, liiif

No. 10, Sommer Hammoud/ Mf
No. 14, Karissa Hampton,

No. 15, Beth Thompson. Mf
No.lB, Vanessa Clark,lillf

No. 20, Lindsay Culp,GK

No. 23, Skylar Little, D

No.9,StacJDuncan,F

No. l%^toHi$iames, F : ^ i

MMMMMMMirittlMM*

XmZCHOHAMIyBnitn

^^t*»
X^ '6t.

®<>4r/i*a»*

No mediums &
offer excludes

Sicilians. No half

& half orders.

Mention ad. Give
coupon to driver.

(2 14-inch pizzas for the price of one)

Monday & Tuesday 11:30AM-1:30AM

FREE DELIVERY
11:30AM - 1:00AM

Our Large Pizza is 20 Indies!

We accept:

JCB, Visa,

Mastercard,

American Express,

Diners Club

Sorry, no checks.

HOURS
Mon-Fri 1 1:30 -2:00

Sat -Sun 12:00-1:00

//The Westside's Best HY Pizzal
//

WESTWOOD BREMTWOOD SAriTA MOniCA

•
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RECRUITING
From page 3

whether iVs through the media
guides, videos - anything we can

use to showcase UCLA in a positive

way.

"On ofTicial visits," Sondheimer

said, "we can 'wine and dine' them
for 48 hours. We can take them to a

nice restaurant, even to a hotel, but

most students stay in the dorms to

get a feci of dorm life."

This year several UCLA sports

teams brought in highly ranked

recruiting classes. Baseball,

women's gymnastics and men's vol-

leyball are among the top five in the

nation, while the women's water

polo and volleyball recruits are

ranked No. 2 nationally.

Four sports - women's track and

field, men's water polo, football and

men's basketball - are rated No. I in

recruits.

Recruiting success may breed

rumors of highly sought-after

recruits being lured to a university

with inducements such as cars and

money.

Actually, UCLA has maintained

a relatively clean record.

The school's most highly publi-

**cized recruiting violation in recent

years was that made by former

UCLA basketball coach Jim

Harrick, when he allowed an uneven

ratio of UCLA athletes to high

school prospects during a recruiting

dinner.

The violation itself was minor.

not becaute the coaches were trying

to get a competitive advantage, but

as a result of poor bookkeeping."

As compliance director,

Herczog's duty is to guide athletic

programs within the boundaries of

NCAA rules. A part of that is edu-

cating coaches, staff and athletes

about those rules and reporting vio-

lations.

Some recruiting violations made
by UCLA coaches include making
extraneous phone calls to prospects

and miscalculation of amount spent

during a recruiting visit. But

Herczog said there hasn't been a sit-

uation where a recruit was offered

any form of inducement.

This year several UCLA
sports teams brought

in highly ranked

recruiting classes.

To make sure a major violation

isn't made, such as a college athletic

program giving a car to one of its

athletes, Herczog said document:^

such as vehicle information and

parking permit applications are

cross checked for inconsistencies

And by regularly educating coaches

and athletes about what can and
what can't be done, compliance

directors attempt to prevent

mishaps.

but the fact that he den ied ii spurred "we are ftfler^d drtd givcrt i^stsio

and ears of media and fans, not to

mention layers of organizations and
administrators.

Even with such scrutiny, there is

no foolproof way of determining

whether a program is sneaking out

of guidelines.

So it all boils down to one's

morals.

"Coaches will be faced with diffi-

cult decisions," Lavin said, "and ulti-

mately it's their integrity and value

system that will determine whether

or not they make ethical choices."

As for UCLA, Lavin assures that

the basketball program is careful

about following NCAA guidelines

and signs its recruits through good
networking, not through induce-

ments.

"Our staff works very hard in

recruiting," Lavin said. "When
recruiting dates allow it, Michael

Holton, Jim Saia and myself are

constantly on the road, watching the

best players, talking to their coaches

and trying our best to convince

these great players that UCLA is the

perfect fit for them."

Recruiting is a game in itself,

learns are competing to get the best

athlete, the biggest prize. Fair play is

an etiquette that might have been

ignored by some programs, but it

ha.sn't hurt Lavin's team one bit to

honor it.

"We abided by the rules, and last

year we achieved the nation's No. 2

recruiting class," he said. "And this

season we took it a notch higher by

bringmg the No. 1 freshman contm-

gent.

TICKETS
From pages

Chants of "These seats suck"

spontaneously broke out on at

least two occasions before kick-

ofT.

"I ordered my season tickets

last April, arrived here at 10

a.m. for a 12:30 game, waited

by the gate, was the third stu-

dent let in. and I still got a bad

seat," said third-year student

Anoush Hakimi.

Hakimi was referring to the

new student section, which was
moved over an entire section

from last season.

Scott Mitchell, UCLA's
director of marketing, said that

everything was done to make
sure that the students got the

best seats possible, but that it

was just not feasible to make
everybody happy.

The people who pay more
money and buy season tickets

year after year are entitled not

to be moved too much either.

Mitchell stresses that every sin-

gle season seat was moved, not

just the students.

Part of the problem is that

student attendance is complete-

ly unpredictable.

UCLA has played 86 games
at the Rose Bowl, but three of

the nine worst attended games
occurred last year, despite the

on-field success of the team.

GENDER

a media frenzy and eventually led to

his termination.

"Almost every recruiting viola-

tion I've seen (at UCLA) is an inad-

vertent error," said Rich Herczog,

UCLA athletics director of compli-

ance.

—^You can generally determine it's

make sure we are up to date on the

NCAA rules," UCLA nfien's basket-

ball head coach Steve Lavin ;>aid.

"As staff, we are constantly getting

updates on new rules and regula-

tions."

High profile sports such as bas-

ketball are under the attentive eyes

iJclA nas tne ammy as an msti-

tution to attract the highest level of

achievers both academically and
athletically. It's our coaching staffs

job to present the university's

strengths in an informative, effec-

tive and creative manner. We sell

UCLA, abide by the rules, work
hard, and get results."

^"

The Oregon State gomL' on Oct

18 was played on a clear, sunny

day but drew only 916 students,

the single worst student

turnout in Rose Bowl history.

"We try everything to get the

students to come, but we still

come up .short. There are 7,000

From page 6

coaching jobs.

"This is a public institution,

and there are a number of policies

that ideally should be followed,"

Beutler said. "Equal opportunity

is one of them. It wasn't accorded

to women in this particular case."

Nebraska has one of the most

successful women's athletics pro-

grams. Last season, its volleyball,

soccer, softball and gymnastics

teams also were highly ranked

and qualified for NCAA postsea-

son competition. Only two have

female coaches.

When Angela Beck left the

basketball job for the American

Basketball League (ABL), Byrne

, brought two male and two female

candidates to campus for formal

interviews. Sanderford had the

best qualifications by far

Byrne defended his selection

by saying that Beck's departure

right before the summer recruit-

ing season left little time for an

extended search and that the pre-

mium on high-profile women
coaches makes it difficult to pry

them away.

"It wasn't for a lack of trying,"

Byrne said. "We ha^ a tough time

getting women to return our

phone calls. Great male coaches

are less expensive because of the

demand to hire women. We cer-

tainly go out and try to hire

women.

See TICKETS, page 20

Tom Collen was an assistant

for 16 years «t three major pro-

grams before he got the top job at

Colorado State University last

year.
"

. .

"I've been a big believer in the

system working on an equitable

See GENDER, page 39

NOW/ OPEN IN CALIFORNIA
Buy any large 2 toppir^ regglar priced pizza and
receive any one or our spedaHy salads FREE
Choice of Caesar, Greek, Antipasto or Tossed Salad

9pecialty

9alad FREE
VALUE
$6.60

Ptoose rr>«nfKX> thi» coupon Coupon ho* r>o rcrh
votue Not void wtm any othef oTfei Coupon lequksd Fxpwei 10/31/96

BEST
VALUE

MEDUIM THIN
CRUST PIZZA

Vy/ITH 2 TOPPINOS

LARGE THIN
CRUST PIZZA

WnTH 2 TOPPINGS

11
99
PtusTox

0«f^)dMMlum
ChMM Pizzs for 17.00

PleoM manMon tNi coupon Coupon haino com
value Nof void wMh any olhw offw Co(4)on laqiirad Expiret 10/31/96

Vev^'^'/ff^^ Ph.3io.9ee.5050
C/^<ee!:r^-<f^5;^

f^e.yt^

Chmm Ptaxa for •9.00

1 Large Thin Crust Cheese Pizza

$099,
Award ffl

Neopolifan Thin Crusf or

9icilian Deep Dish

PKjsTax

Reft. $11.95.

Please menton n-m coupon Coupon has no cos^
vmue Not voiKJ wtth pny Qthe* Qffei Coupon requifeo E/pwet IQ/Jl/'/S

Af^-^c^.'

Maroni $400 OFF Reg.

$18.75

cpi(r f^n"^^

rv^'v'i«*^';/\

)^ |] Special
Large thin crust combo pMZza. Cornes with Sweet Italian -

Sausage, Pepperoni, Roasted Oniorts, Canadian Bacon,
Green Peppers, Black Olives, Green Olives, Mushrooms
and Extra Cheese - The Moroni it our sigrKiture pizza!

PieoM mention the coupon Coupon hdt no coin
<g»je_Not^gldj«jmony omef offer Coupon requifed E«p<re» 10/31/96

11645 wilshire blvd. • brentwood • VALIDATED PARKING

C-i
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Marin^AquatiG Center

Student

Thursday

Sign up for an introductory

class in Sailing, Kayaking,

Windsurfing or Surfing, and

for the first time ever...

transportation to and from

the MAC is inrluded^

(3 10) 823-0048

"4<^

Enro]I for UCLA Student Thursday at the Marina Aquatic Center Fall Quarter

'98 and submit this coupon with your Registration forni to enter a drawing to

WIN A FREE INTERMEDIATE CLASS

Sailing Kayaking Windsurfing Surfing

Name _1

Phone( )

Drawing will be held 12/1/98

Enroll in any Recreation Class Fall Quarter '98 and submit this coupon with your

Registration form to enter a drawing to

WIN A FREE. CLASS
(up to tso v»iu<)

Arts Dance Fitness Swimming Tennis Sports Martial Arts

Outdoor Adventures Indoor/Outdoor Rock Climbing Adventure Trips

Name ^

Phone(. .).

Drawing will he held 1 2/1/98 (mmt U-a current UCLA Student «*r RecCard Menihcr ti> wm)

a

fea*M^i«iii«*a

Row Jump Play Serve Stretch Run Swing Swim Paddle Swish Play Grow

Think Step Sweat Lift Dance Play Sail Walk Score Catch Run Hike

J I I I'
.

I

I
-bMiriHMiaia

Swish Run Row Serve Stre

Swing Play Swim P

Serve Stretch R

Sweat Lift Dane

e Play Stretch Run

Sweat Lift Jump

Think Step Play

Run Hike Swish Run

Swing Swim Play Paddle Swish Grow Think Step Sweat Lift Play Dance

Play Sweat Lift Dance Sail Walk Score Catch Play Hike Swish Run

PICK UP CALL GO TO
a Recreation Quarterly 310.825.3701 www.saonet.ucla.edu
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Senior and co-captain Larisa Kiremidjian hopes to lead her team to the Final Four, a first for

the UCLA women's soccer team.

Senior Larisa Kiremidjian plans

^to guide the wiMfnen's soccer team

ByEvanLovett <• -^^

Daily Bruin Staff

Larisa Kiremidjian is the elder stateswoman on

this year's UCLA women's soccer team. Being one

of only three seniors, she is looked to for leadership,

which she willingly provides.

"We have a goal this year, and 1 will make sure

program has never accomplished.

First-year head coach Todd SaldaAa is hoping that

Kiremidjian's leadership and hard work will "rub

off'on the other players, as he anointed her as co-

captain at the beginning of summer practice.

"Larisa is a very good player and she works

extremely hard," said Saldana."She was a natural

choice for captain, because of the respect the other

to the NCAA Filial Four
that we do what it takes to reach that goal," said

Kiremidjian.

immmmmmmmmmm mm The goal that Kiremidjian speaks of is to reach the

Final Four, something that a UCLA women's soccer

players have lor her.

i, "She works so darn hard^ trains hard and is super

SeeiailEMiDUUN,age42

Your journalism career begins

^next Thursday nightT-
Find out how you can join the Daily Bruin or student magazines.

Sliidciil M«'diH IKILA offers opporlnnilios for sliuionts

inlereslcd in nearly every aspect ofjournalism—from re|M)rling

to husine.ss, from newsroom manag(»menl to Internet

journalism. We do it better than any journalism sehool because

we offer you the chance to do more than study. We offer real

experience. You're invited to come find out more about our

publications and pro^Tams tomorrow nij^'ht when we'll be

hosting' oinMjuarterly open house.

It doesn't matter what your major is or if you have any previous

experience in new.spapers or magazines. We'll train you to

n^porl, design., or sliool pictures in four weekc^nd wt)rksb()ps

taught by working journalists, and maybe you'll end up like

many who came before you—with a .solid start toward a car(!(!r

WANT TO GET INVOtVED? HERTS HOW...

If you'd like; to know more;, come to our Orienlalion and ()|)en

House Thursday, ()ct()b<T 8 at 0:00 p.m. in I he Viewpoint

Lounge on Ack(!rman Union's A-level. (iome hear what we have

to offer, visit our offices, and meet the students who work on the

Daily hruin and the student nuigjizines.

For more information, call us at 82r)-2787.

Thursday October 8, 6:00 p.m. in the Viewpoint Lounge, loc^^j on Aekermaji I Jnion s A-level

@ucja
Daily Bruin • ITie Slud(?nt Magazirwis • KIjA radio nows

.^

What!? You Have Not Bought

Your Student Sports Package
check Out What You Are Missing:

Broin football - Tickets to the best footiwll action in the

country. Don't miss these greet games: Washington State (1 0/3),

Oregon (10/17), Stanford (10/31 ), and USC (1 1/21).

Bruin Athletics - Admission To All Other UCLA Athletics

t Home Events (excluding Men's Basketball).

Him

You Can Have II All For

Just $39
Purchase your SSP on 0<t.1 in Westwood Plaza from

1 1:30am-1:30pm and get lunch for free!

Or Purchase Your SSP At Central Ticket Office.

Also hook For These Other Student Opportunities:

• Pep Rally - IFC, OCHC, Panhellenic, Rally Committee, USAC And The Athletic Department
Bring You The "Be A Part From The Start" Pep Rally, Thursday, October 1st At 6:00 Pm.
Kick Off The School Year By Being At The Sunset Village Plaza To Cheer On The Football

Team Along With The Cheerleaders, Band And A Whole Lot More!

• Free Student Busing To The Rose Bo^ - Free Round Trip Transportation For Ucia
Students From Campus To Each Football Game. Just Sign Up The Week Of Each Game At The
Central Ticket Office To Reserve Your Spot.

• Exclusive Student Tailgate Party - Free Access To The Student Tailgate Party Before Each
Football Game. Enjoy Food, Games, And Entertainment At The Rose Bowl In An Area
Exclusively Set Aside For Students In The Food Zone.

Call (310) UCU-WIN or stop by Central Ticket Office for more information.

Him

L

-•*?

* -» *•<

-i.

%
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Cl^OSS COUNTRY

UCLA boasts strong runners
PREVIEW: Senior Mark Hauser,

sophomore Julie Ott lead way for

Bruin teams in ^rebuilding' season

By Trad Made
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Consider this: in the time it takes you to read

this article, the 1998 UCLA cross country team

could probably run a mile and back.

Seeking to better their seventh place finish at

last year's Western Regionals, the Bruin long-dis-

tance corps, headed by Bob Larsen and Eric

Peterson, faces challenging competition on the

road to the Pac-IO peak.

Leading the way for the Bruins on the men's

squad will be senior Mark Hauser. who is coming

off of a highly successful 1997. The No. 2 runner

for the Bruins last year, Hauser barely missed qual-

ifying for the National Collegiate Athletic

Association (NCAA) Champion-ship with an

eighth-place finish at regionals. His llth-place

effort at the Pac-IO Championship and All-

American status at the 1998 NCAA Track Indoor

Championship further solidified his status as a

contender for the overall cross-country crown.

This season. Bruin fans can look for Hauser to be

running like water - just as consistent, and just as

smooth.

Also forces to be reckoned with - if you can

As a sophomore last year, Brecht ran in every

major meet, garnering a ^venth place finish at the

Texas Invite. He placed 46th overall at Western

Regionals and is expected to contribute heavily to

this year's squad.

Pitts was selected by his teammates as last

year's Most Improved Runner, rewarding his

incredible work ethic and enthusiasm, this year,

Pitts' continued trend of improvement should take

him far in the Pac-IO pack.

Although the men's team returns with three of

its of five runners from last year, the team's losses

are substantial. Mebrahtom Keflezghi, last year's

NCAA cross-country national champion, gradu-

ated in 1998 and went on to sign a contract with

Nike. Kefiezghi, who set school records in the

5,000-meter and 10,000-meter, also boasted three

NCAA distance titles to his name.

Devin Elizondo and Matt Olin are two runners

who will also be sorely missed this season.

Elizondo finished second in the Pac-IO steeple-

chase last year, and Olin placed .15th in the 1997

Pac-IO meet.

But the Bruins haven't been left helpless by the

loss of a few key runners. On the contrary, some
new additions will wear the blue and gold in place

of the dearly departed.

A trio of Bellarmine Prep stars found, their way

onto the cross-country roster. Omar Hart, Chris

Knapp and Andrew Wulf are at the forefront of a

recruiting class that should make rebuilding a

cinch for the Bruin squad.

.

Daily B<uin file pholo

Kelly Cohn and the women's cross country team hope to continue their win-

ning record this year, with six out of last year's seven top competitors returning.

catch up with tnem, that is - are reiurnmg runners

Will Bernaldo. Daniel Brecht and Matt Pitts. _^
Bernaldo, who joined UCLA in 1997 after

transferring from Cal State Northridge, was the

Bruins' No. 4 runner last year. Looking to

improve on his highest finish of last year - 13th at

the Texas Invite - Bernaldo should continue his

ascent to the heights of the NCAA distance run-

ning elite.

Joining the Bells as the future of UCLA dis-

tance running are freshrnen Martin Brix, out of

Irvine University High School, and Justin

Panlananan from Highland High in Palmdale.

The women, on the other hand, look to contin-

ue their winning ways in 1998 with six of their

seven top competitors returning for another run at

See CROSS COUNTRY, page 16
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f presents...

Best Burrito in Westwood

935Broxton

HouisiMon-Wed yam-lam,

Thurs-Fri 7am-2:30am,

Sat8am-2:30am,

Sun9am-1am

Sit Down and Relax because

WE DELIVER!

208-4992

Free Delivery • Valuable Coupons* specials Every Day

I BURRITO ATTACK!
I
'

I

I

I

Buy One Killer Burrito

And

GET-
I0% OFF

$18.00 PURCHASE

OPEN k DELIVERY UNTIL 2:30 AM |

($8 Min. Purchase)

DINE IN ONLY AFTER iaa PM
EXCLUDE THE NEW MONSTER J.B.'S

SALSA a CHIPS
DELIVERY

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
(PRICES DO NOT INCLUDE SALES TAX)

1
1.
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Men's waterpolo

c^

W>.^.V.£Al -k^

BAHMAN FARAHDtiyOaily Bruin

UCLA's Eric Heifer passes the ball<iuring the Southern California Tournament held in Newport Beach.

{(

Bruins storm waters with strong start

PREVIEW: More experienced team

builds confidence, NCAA hopes

with early season victories, talent

J ..;.p^'

N'S WATERPOLO SEASON AT A GLANCE i«»4«H» l<*« M IIIIIIIIIIH I " »M I MM >>M*|imM »H i

1998 UCLA men's water polo schedule

By Steve Kim
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

September has been good to the UCLA men's

water polo team. Several weeks ago, the Bruins beat

last" year's NCAA championship team from

Pepperdine, 11-7, in a scrimmage tournament. The

following weekend, they narrowly won over the No.

2 preseason ranked team, UC Irvine, 5-4.

With these early victories, this year's team is chal-

lenging the top teams for the No. 1 spot. Ironically,

it's been a while since the Bruins have been the ones

challenging instead of the ones being challenged.

Here's a three-year championship chronicle of

the UCLA men's water polo team: they won, they

won again and just when things couldn't get any bet-

ter, things didn't. They ended up in No. 6 overall in

1997, and they were definitely left dissatisfied.

Especially with the high expectations this team

had for itself, the sting of yesterday's blow still

Jingers.
***

"For lack of a better word, we struggled," head

coach Guy Baker said. "We had a young team

because the '96 championship team lost 10 out of 16

players. So almost everyone that played was in their

first year of competition."

As a result of inexperience, the '97 squad ended

up with a 14-12 season record, a far cry from the glo-

rious standings in the previous couple of years.

OATI

0#2
Oct.17-18

Oct, 24

Oct. 25

Oct. 31

Nov.1

Top teturns

OPPONENT

fepperdine

H<KIal Tournament

Berkeley

Stanford

Stanford

long Beach State

SITE
-^—

Sunset Rec Center

Stanford, Calif.

Berkeley, Calif.

Stanford

Rose Bowl Aquatic Ctr.

SonsetRec Center

NbvtS
Nov. 21

Nov. 27-29

Dec46

Key losses

PPPOHIKI

UCS»ft{H«tfO

UC Irvlw >

use

use

MPSF Tournament

SunsftRec Center

Sunsit I^ec Center

LosAfl<|etes

Rose Bowl Aquatic Ctr.

Newport Beach

NCAA Championship Corona Del Mar

No. II, Seanltern, two-meter man, sophomorl

No. 13, BlilWellen, defender, sophomore

No. 5, Adam Wright, playmaker, sophomore

No. 12, Sam Grayeli, attacker, senior

No. 8, Eric Heifer, defender, senior

No. 3, Neil Hueston, playmaker, junior

IfflMg
UCLA will face many tough opponents in the coming weeks,

. but use looks to be the biggest challenge. The Bruins have

already lost to the Trojans once this season but will seek

revenge during their next two meetings on Nov. 15 and 21.

Projected starters

Steve Covec, playmaker

Brett Stern, defender

UCLA claimed the championship In 1995 and 1996 but fell

short of » ti»ff*-pfat last season. Head coach Guy Baker

also headsWthree-tlme champs UCLA women's team as

well as the U.S. Women's National team.

last vedf'i finish

14-12, 6th NCAA

SeeW/lllllPOlO,page16

O O® ^ 0® ®

No. 1, Parsa Bonderson, goal keeper, junior

No. 3. Neil Hueston, playmaker, junior

No. 5, Adam Wright, playmaker, sophomore

No. 8, Eric Heifer, defender, senior

No. 11, Sean Kern, two-meter man, sophomore

No. 12, Sam Grayell, attacker, senior

No. 13, Blake Wellen, defender, sophomore

(X = other team member)

X)YCI CHON/0«ly Bniin

..i-L
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WATERPOLO
From page 15

This year, things are definitely

going to be different, especially with

the early season wins over

Pepperdine and VC Irvine. But last

year's ghosts are all but forgotten, as

this team sets on a mission to prove to

everyone that it is still a key player in

the collegiate circuit.

The same players who were so

inexperienced the year before are

now the players with more skill and

better team chemistry.

"We were always talented. We just

needed time to get used to playing our

opponents and playing with each

other," said senior team co-captain

SamGrayeli. ^

"During the off-season in winter

quarter we spoke to the team and

reminded them we couldn't just come
to practice for the sake of practice,"

Grayeli said. "We have to go out

there and compete and prove our-

selves every day, not just go out there

and show up."
- That attitude set the tone of moti-

vation for a team which subsequently

improved in more ways than one.

From the pool deck, assistant coach

Adam Krikorian has seen a notice-

able change for the better.

"How do I know they're getting

"We have a legitimate

shot in competing and

doing well against the

top teams."

Eric Heifer

Men's water polo co-captain

better?" Krikorian asked. "They've

been doing better in practice. They

did well in off-season competitions

over the summer and they improved

in every aspect - offense, defense,

power play, 6K)n-5, etc."

Nothing breeds confid&nce as well

as success, and the success they had

this summer is defmitely spreading its

genes,

"The games we won tell us we have

a legitimate shot in competing and

doing well against the top teams,"

said senior team co-captain Eric

Heifer. "And we know we're only

going to get better by the end of the

season. We're aiming for nothing less

than to go to the NCAAs."
The Bruins start two out of three

seniors, two juniors and three sopho-

mores. Two of the sophomores, Sean

Kern and Adam Wright, are Ali-

Americans.

For a team still considered young

by its coaches, it started its season

with a bang. Even more assuring for

the future is its capacity for improve-

ment.

"It's still a young team, so it'll

mature to its best in the next two

years," Baker anticipated. "It's going

to be a fun team to watch."

Fun team to watch, yes. But

NCAA champions? For a coach who
usually doesn't like to play fortune

teller. Baker makes an assertive fore-

cast.

"I'll give you a prediction. We'll do
better than last year," he joked. "We
have the talent. We can make a seri-

ous run at it."
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MACK
From page 2

'

editors 7 Greg, AJ and Evan. You know, I

must be living every girl's fantasy to have

two and a half gorgeous guys working

under me (I'm not going to tell who the half

is).

How to tell them apart - Greg is the resi-

dent UCLA basketball groupie who knows

anything and everything about all things

Bruin. He can quote Coach Lavin (and »

more amazingly, actually understand some

.£>f Lav's quotes) aod knows ail kinds of

annoying details about the team. You can

spot hinfi anywhere basketball players are

sighted or at any UCLA football game -

he'll be the only one talking about basketi

ball.

AJ's all the way from the ghettos of San

BuTI hired him anyway. He's also our token

South Campus major - pre-med, of course.

So obviously, AJ can be spotted in Powell

studying, or in Kerckhoff studying, or

studying somewhere.

Evan's really easy to fmd, 'cause he's

always driving around in Westwood in his

black Ford truck, bumping hip^op music.

The most amazing thing about Evan is that

he's one of the few sports writers who can

actually play sports. (All of them try, few of

them can play.) As for spotting Ev, it's pret-

ty simple, because he's always out some-

where.

Anyways, all of this rambling leads me to

a point - we want you to know v>s, and we
want to know you. ^
Now that I've introduced myself, the sec-

tion, and the staff, I guess my job of spew-

ing sports editor BS is done. Remember,

we're here for you.

__ It's not quite the mind-numbing, pride- •

swallowing siege that Jerry Maguire

described, but it's still pretty hectic, so for-

give us ifwe get carried away with ourselves

sometimes.

Overall, things are looking good this year

for UCLA athletics, and I hope you'll come
it all for

you.

So please stick around - it's going to be a

wild ride.

Mack is not th^ sharpest knife in the drawer,

but she's kind of cute, so we'll forgive her. She

is the 1 998- 1 999 Sports editor.

CROSS COUNTRY
From page 14

the national title.

Sophomore Julie Ott returns

to lead the squad, coming off a

stellar freshman year in which

she was UCLA's No. 2 runner.

Placing 20th at Pac-IOs and 24th

at the Western Regionals, Ott

followed up a successful cross-

country season with a even bet-

ter one in track, taking home
"fourth place in the 10,000-meter

at Pac-IOs and 12th at NCAAs.
Last year's No. 5 runner,

Melinda George's performance

in 1997 led many to consider her

the most improved distance run-

, ner in the Pac-10. Her drive and

fourth at Pac-IOs, racking up a

personal best in the 5,000-meter.

Kelly and Tracy Cohn, Kara
Barnard, and Katie Nuanes
round out the roster of returning

runners who should have break-

through seasons this year.

Both the men's and

women's squads are

facing rebuilding-^

years,aad the task

facing them is a

daunting one.

dedication, nidm tested when sBF
placed sixth in the 5,000-meter

and ninth in the 3,000-meter,

earned her the title of team cap-

tain for 1998.

Also a factor this season will

be junior Christina Bowen, who
surprised many by finishing

with a 3.91 GPA in applied math-

ematics,

Kim Mortenson, Track and

Field News' 1995 Female High

School Athlete of the Year, has

had to give up cross country for

health reasons that are undis-

closed.

Eight new faces seek to fill the

gap left by Kechris and

Mortenson's departures, most

notably Elaine Canchola. 0\\{ of

Nordhoff High School in Ojai,

Xanchola is a four-time^

California Interscholastic

Federation champion, two-time

individual State winner and two-

time national Foo t Locker quali-

fier.

Both the men's and women's

squads are facing rebuilding

The Bruins will need all the

help they can get, as two key run-

ners have been lost - one to grad-

uation and one to injury.

Academic and athletic standout

Katherina Kechris, the Bruins'

No. 1 runner, graduated last fall

years, and the task facing them is

a formidable oae - to attempt to^

rise above the tough competition

in the Pac-10.

No matter the outcome, the

cross-country squad members
will definitely be putting their

best foot forward this season.

L E K Alcar

-(—X-

THELEK/ALCAR
CONSULTING GROUP, LLC

LEK/Alcar is...
^

.

-
^

'^

^

,
.

.

.

--.
^^ ^ ^

^

.

-
..; .^.

• An international strategy consulting firm with over 350 professionals worldwide
• Dedicated to assisting its clients with an array of traditional strategic consulting services, including mergers

and acquisitions, value-based management, and new business development

•Experienced in a wide variety of industries, such as entertainment, healthcare, high-technology, and

telecommunications

If you are interested in gaining a comprehensive and sophisticated foundation in business decision-making in a

challenging, fast-paced environment, please consider applying for an Associate position with LEK/Alcar.

IMPORTANT DATES:

INFORMATION SESSION
November 4, 1998

Tennis Center Club - 6:00 PM

BRUINVIEW REGISTRATION DEADLINE
January 14, 1999

ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
January 29^1999 . ,^

For more company information, —
please visit our web site @ ielcalcar.com

SWC's ANNUAL
SCHOLARSHIP

SWC is giving away two
$500 scholarships and

they're non-academic based.
So. everyone is eligible!

Lx)ok for applications on our
website or at our office

[see bottom for tliat info)

or you can pick one up at any of
our sandwich boards on campus.

Deadline: Friday of 3rd week (Oct. 23rd).

WOMEN'S RAPE
PREVENTION
and PRACTICAL
STREET FIGHTING
TECHNIQUES

Vn^^

CONTfi
Help SWC design a

new logo and tjou'll win
a $S0 SIFT CERTmCATE

to the UCLA STORE
Our old Logo:

4^fb-Ir-Mcw Pesigns-to
404A Kerckhoff Hall or

E-Mail them to

usaswc@asucla.ucla.edu.

Deadline: Friday of 5th Week (Nov. 6th).

i>

•

II
I

II

CPR/SFA
WORKSHOPS
LEA-RN TO SAWLIVESI

8E TRAINED ANDCEKTiriET).
For workhop dates, contact SWC

(see information on the bottom of page).

These classes are jPREE
at John Wooden center
on Sundays 6-8 PM«

Contact SWC for more information.

Vf\HJi

You need to sign up on the bulletin board at 404A Kerckhoff Hall,

'and leave a $5 deposit check or money order in the mailbox.
Deposits are refundable upon class attendance w/ valid

undergrad. student ID. Make checks payable to "Cash,'* and
leave a separate check for each class. Cancel at least one day in

advance. Also contact us if you are interested in becoming an
instructor, no prior CPR training is required to apply.

II 11 1

a

-4-

Here are a couple of our UpcomiHg tymis:

WORLD
UCLA BLOOD DRIVE: 7th wkT

* ROLL-AIDS: 9th wk.
AIDS-WALK-UCLA: Spring 99— and many more!!! —

For more INFORMATION or if you're interested in joining SWC,
I I
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SAC

visit us at: http : //students . a^ucla . ucla . edu/SWC
or at 404A Kerckhoff Hall or call us at (310) 825-7586.
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SUPBKUTS^'EVERY TIM g' ^'

1650 Westwood Blvd. $^^
tweeen Santa Monica Blvd. and Wilshire I I
<31 a) 470-1558 IF .

M-F 8-9 -Sat. 8-7 -Sun 10-5 SKIWCUIS

WELCOME BACK BRUINS

MONDAY'S MADNESS IS HERE!

CALL US

lum
1-ltem

Not valid with any other offer. Offer valid Monday only 5:00-11:00 pm

PIZZAS* SOUPS* SALADS* HOT SANDWICHES* PIZZAS* SOUPS* SALADS* HOT SANDWICHES* ^

CO

CO

CO 1061 BROXTON AVE.
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

824-6375 trail <D^^ 8:

(o

•SI

CO

CO

to

PIZ2AS* SOUPS

iSOe 75« $1.00|

J

_ WnWfmi999990 H99i9999i 999 40fmMl

I
M«MMM,ff#

CO

CO

I
<V»» <MMfBW fwrf—ri HAMrtMl

HOT SANDWICHES^
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Countless courtroom struggles

can't dampen King Don's spirits

LAWSUIT: Famous boxing

promoter seems to have

found a new lease on life

ByJcffSdiultz

Cox News Service

ATLANTA — Even the man who
ran the numbers, who lives, breathes

and eats the numbers and who has

been widely accused of manipulating

the numbers couldn't calculate this

equation.

There had been too many arrests

during his days in the Cleveland ghet-

tos, too many indictments from the

government, too many lawsuits from

boxers and man-

agers and any-

body who might

have entered into

a fmancial agree-

ment with Don
King to speculate

as to how much
time of his 67

years on earth has

been spent in a

court room.

*i have no

idea," said the

promoter, bring-

ing up a loud

//I/

I'm not in competition

withEvander

(HolyfieId),rm

complementing him."

Don King

Boxing promoter

weight championship fight a few days

after you have just taken 60 F>eople,

including the 12 jurors (and spouses)

who acquitted you of bilking $350,000

from Lloyd's of London, to the

Bahamas on your dime. Life is sweet

when you beat the government - twice,

on the same charges.

"I told (the resort) don't tell me how
much it cost," King said. "I flew them

all in. They cpould eat and drink all they

wanted. Gave them an envelope with

something in it so they could buy their

souvenirs.

"I just wanted them to know 1

appreciated them making the judicial

system work. One of them said to me,

'You know, for four months (during

the trial), I really missed fishing.' I

said, 'Get that

man a boat! Get
""'"^~—'^~* him a yacht! Go

catch yourself a

marlin, a star

fish, whatever

you call it!' I

think he's still

out there."

By Saturday

evening, the fish-

ing juror and 1

1

others wilh be in

town for

E V a n d e r

Hnlyfidd
laugh from his belly as he sat in his

40th-noor suite in the downtown

'

Westin Peachtree.

"A lot. It's good that you can be

there, but you should not always be the

victim.

"Let me say this. The first act of

King Henry was that we would kill the

lawyers. I have to reject that. This is

King Don and the first act of King

Don is that we need the lawyers. I have

to repudiate King Henry."

Life is sweet these days as sport's

most famous circus barker. Life is

sweet when you can promote a heavy-

heavyweight title defense against

Vaughn Bean. The crowd in the

Georgia Dome is expected to hit

30,000 and, depending on llth-hour

giveaways to youths, could go higher.

Much of that can be attributed to

Holyfield's stature here and his script-

ed visibility in recent weeks.

It also somewhat can be attributed

to the relatively low profile King has

maintained in recent days. He is allow-

ing Holyfield to take the lead in the

promotion.

See KING, page 20

HOUSTON
From page 6

stepped into the flat to pick off anoth-

er McKinley toss. Roques trotted 17

yards into the checkered end zone to

give UCLA a commanding 35-14

advantage.

The Cougars scored the next 10

points to creep back into the game.

McNown, who threw for 315 yards,

converted the big plays when neces-

sary to stave off the Cougers.

"Obviously we've got to improve

defensively. We're a young football

team with a new scheme, and we just

have to continue to progress," Toledo

said. "We've got a lot of growing up
to do."

The defense allowed a whopping
443 yards to a team that had totaled

477 yards in its first two games. But

on the positive side, they held

Houston to a meager 3 of 18 on third-

down conversions.

"You can say we played poorly, but

we won," Toledo said.

A big win for the UCLA football

team, but a terrible loss for UCLA:
Coleman will be back in a couple of

weeks, but MitchcH is out for the year

The loss of Mitchell is huge for the

Bruins. He was the guy that could

make things happen. But as Freddie

Mitchell came tumbling down after a

kickoff return, so did his season.

It was a typical Freddie Mitchell

play, with an atypical result. After the

Cougars kicked a field goal on the

opening drive, they kicked off to an

eager Mitchell. He took the ball at the

8-yard line, cut through a hole and
sprinted 47 yards to the right sideline

before being tackled by Houston's

David Williams. But this time,

Mitchell didn't leap up to the delight

of his teammates This time, there

was no car-toear grin.

"I broke my leg," he yelled.

He lay in excruciating pain before

a stretcher arrived to rush him to

Methodist Hospital. In one fell

- swoop, Mitchell's femur was

snapped, and his season was ended.

"We prayed out loud for the Lord

to put his healing hand on Freddie,'

said Travor Turner, one of the many
Bruins who had gathered around

Mitchell in prayer.

The . redshirt freshman from

Lakeland, Fla., endured indescrib-

able pain for about 30 minutes,

before it was relieved at the hospital.

During a two hour operation later

that day, Mitchell had a rod and two

interlocking screws inserted into his

left femur.

UCLA team physician Gerald

Finerman said the surgery was suc-

cessful, and Mitchell should make a

full recovery and return to the Bruins

next season.

In UCLA's opener against Texas,

Mitchell's first game in 22 months, he

stole the spotlight from Heisman can-

didate McNown.
Mitchell's highlights form the

Texas game included four passes for

108 yards, touchdown pass for 34

yards, a touchdown run of 30 yards

and three kickoff returns for 78 yards

"We didn't lose one player, we lost

three," said Toledo, referring to

Mitchell's duties as receiver, kick*

returner and punj returner.

Before leaving the game against

Houston, Mitchell had accounted for

314 of the Bruins' 726 yards this sea-

son, a whopping 43.2 percent.

The Bruins will remember
Mitchell by holding up a No. 3 (his

Jersey number) every time they reach

the end zone.

BALDWIN HILLS
4330 Crenshaw Blvd.

BOYLE HEIGHTS
3456 E. 4th St.

CARSON
20310 S. Wilmington Ave.

COMPTON
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GARDENA
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LONG BEACH
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4936 Mc Connelt Ave.
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We are looking for a
few good men...

Headthy men between 19 and 34 years
needed to participate in anonymous
sperm donor program located in

Westwood. Help infertile couples while
receiving financial compensation up to

$600 per month and free
^comprehensive health screening.

Call California Cryobank at

I

review program
...continues to

set the standards
that others want

to follow!

The Berkeley Review Provides;

15 Weeks Of Review And Testing Of

Important MCAT Concepts

100 Hours Of Scheduled Lecture

Topics In The Classroom

300 Hours Of OfTice Hours To

Supplement The Lecture Topics

20 Hours Of Supplemental MCAT-Style

Problem Solving Sessions

y^j'-^

MCAT Special
Last fall this special was quite popular.

Space is limited.
^

Sicjn up by yourself before
October ISlh iuid receive:

Sign up with a friend before

October 1 5lh and receive:

p^

11 Full-Length Mock MCAT Exams""

During The Program

7 Scheduled Full-Length Mock MCAT

7 Exam Testing Dates

2800 Pages Of Review Notes Covering

Important MCAT Concepts

1300 MCAT-Style Passages With Clear

And Detailed Solutions

Exceptional Instructors For Each Of

The Six Topic Areas Of The MCAT

Excellent Review Materials That You

Get To Keep And Take Home

Application Assistance, Interview

Workshops, And Mock Interviews

ERKELEY
f< • r: • V • I • L • vv

I MCAT I'lrpji-jtion www.berkeley-review.com

KING
From page IS

"Other promoters don't have coop-

erative boxers/'said King. "I do. I'm

not in competition with Evander, I'm

complementing him."

King also has been preoccupied

with the recent Lloyd's case, contrac-

tual wars with Mike Tyson, Felix

Trinidad and Julio Cesar Chavez - all

ofwhom have signed with promotion-

al rivals - and weekend retreats. King

is not especially popular in Atlanta, or

anywhere else. That was illustrated at a

recent Atlanta Sports Council meeting

when someone asked Holyfield's

attorney, Jim Thomas, "Why did you

sign with Don King? That's the only

thing I don't like about Evarnier."

Holyfield gave King promotional

options in the fall of 1996 to get the

matchup with Tyson. T|ie heavyweight

title has been

King's lifeline. It

was he who rode

in a limo to an

arena in

Kingston,
Jamaica, with Joe

Frazier but left

with Foreman,

later boasting

after the two

fought, "I came
with the champi-

on, and I left with

the champion."

Yet King still is associated with

fighters who claimed to have been

"pped of! or with his days as a crime=

same weekend.
**What's really frightening is the guy

is talking to you and you can't under-

stand him," King said. **He's a robber.

He ain't got time to be no Unguist.**

King, who never met a mixed

metaphor he didn't like, says he is now
"in the Holyfield business," and that,

"I'm trying to help create the new
Holyfield, who will be marketable and

merchandiseable."

As to Tyson's claims that King
skimmed his purses, the promoter

said, "I have no quarrel with Tyson. I

wish him well. But he's been lied to (b/

new management). They've been able

to pour smoke and poison into his

veins and his brains."

King defends getting a 30 percent

cut ofTyson's purses: "This is the way
it's always been with pioneers and

trailblazers. What fighter in the history

of the game ever has gotten the kind of

money that Tyson has gotten? Look at

the picture from

the other side of
'"^"^~"^"'"~'"'

the well, man.

Tyson, when he

went to the peni-

tentiary, was

making $4 mil-

lion a fight. He
gets cpnvicted

of a heinous

crime, comes
out and I have a

r- deal in place

with him where

he makes $30 million for a fight. The
man got $73 million before he even

threw a punch. I made boxing into a

business."

Some close to him say

Don King seems

reborn, despite the fact

that Mike Tyson is suing

him for $100 million.

ridden youth, during which he killed

two men. One was ruled justifiable

homicide. King served four years on

the other after having a conviction on

second-degree murder reduced to

manslaughter.

Since then. King has been on the

winning side. In 1985, he was acquit-

ted of 23 counts ofincome tax evasion.

(He rewarded that jury with a trip to

England.) In 1995. a jury hung on nine

counts of insurance fraud. Three years

later in the retrial, he was acquitted

"America won that trial, not Don
King," he said.

Some close to him say he seems

reborn, despite the fact Tyson is suing

him for $100 million. King was in

Mexico City in March to promote a

fight when a robber held a gun to his

head and stole his $100,000 watch.

King suspected he might get shot, and

was relieved when the gunman fled.

He learned later that an Austin, Texas,

journalist was shot and paralyzed the

Showtime executive Jay Larkin,

whose cable network is carrying

Saturday's fight, called King "the most

complex individual I've ever met."

"The average human being would

say he's had enough by now," Larkin

said. "B\it if Don stopped this busi-

ness, he would die."

The kinder, gentler Don King says

he is now "taking the high road" on

criticism. Yes, he said that.

"You mature with age, like vintage

wine," King said. "I used to fall prey to

(the philosophy oQ divide and con-

quer. When you get older, you don't

have the vitality and youth to keep get-

ting into skirmishes."

Don King? Image problems?

"I was a numbers runner, man," he

said. "I'm one of the masses, not the

classes. I exemplify what Rudyard
Kipling says: You can walk with kings

but keep the common touch. I'm the

commoner and challenging the system

of elitists." .. -
. V

TICKETS
From page 10

student tickets available, and only

3,300 have been sold. Last year only

2,800 students bought tickets,"

Mitchell said.

In an effort to boost attendance

the UCLA Marketing Department
has planned several incentives for

the students to attend games. A
"Rooter Bus" now takes students

free of charge from the campus to

the Rose Bowl. "12th Bruin" towels

are sold right inside the Rose Bowl
entrance for only one dollar.

The towels allow students to take

something home from the game, to

have a connection to the afternoon

after they get home. The towels also

encourage students to become more
involved in the game, and therefore

have a better time.

This year, starting at the

Washington State game on Oct. 3,

there will be a tailgate party outside

of the Rose Bowl exclusively for stu-

dents.

"We want to make this a social

event, not just a football game. We
want the football games to be the

thmg to do on Saturday afternoon"

said marketing director Mitchell.

The marketing department also

works hard at keeping up interest in

sports other then football and bas-

ketball All students can always go

to any regular season UCLA home
game, free of charge.

And the marketing department

utilizes a variety of promotional

events. Free pizza giveaways are

common at volleyball games (aver-

age student attendance for men's

and women's matches is 189), and
soccer players (whose games' aver-

age attendance is 80) have been
known to throw T-shirts and towels

into the stands right before kickoff.

"Last year I went to a men's soc-

cer game at Spaulding Field, and I

actually made a profit," said fourth-

year student Robin Lewis. "I wrote

down the answer to a trivia question

and won a $25 gift certificate to Big

5 Sporting Goods."

Prizes at women's basketball

games (average attendance is 110)

can even be as valuable as a year-

long campus parking permit.

Despite negative response from
the students about the new seating

situation at the Rose Bowl, the mar-

keting department has made it clear

that they are trying to increase stu-

dent accessibility to UCLA home
games. With promotions, giveaways

and attempts to unify the students.

Bruin teams should benefit from the

increased fan support that is sure to

follow.
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See how we
blow the

rs off our
competition.
• ft

When it comes to cabinetry, it's hard to beat

^American Woodmarlc. Our unyielding commitment

to excellence is evident in all that we do — from

our first rate manufacturing processes to our

opportunities for employee growth and develop-

ment And we're looking for a few exceptional

individuals to help us continue our success...

Sales Representatives
We cunently have entry-level opportunities in our

dynamic sales force. And, this just may be the

ticket for you to turn your sales aptitude into a

jMCtoitful MJetcw. Right from the dart you'U-

help develop and implement sales plans for your

territory. You'll develop strong business rela-

tionships while servicing existing accounts. All

the while, youTl team valuable sales techniques

and territory management skills. Opportunities

are available throughout the country, so you nuist

be able to relocate. We even offer relocation

assistance to make the process easier for you.

To take on the challenge, youll need a degree in

Marketing, Business or a related field and a sales

background. But the most important thing you

can bring is a drive and a dedication to succeed.

At American Woodmark,
you'll not only get a jump
start on a tremendous career, youll be rewarded

with a competitive base salary with significant

bonus potential and outstanding benefits, includ-

ing a company car.

WE WILL BE CONDUCTING
ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEWS SOON.
PLEASE SIGN-UP AT YOUR CAREER

PLACEMENT OFHCE TODAY.

CHARLES KUO

ir you can't attend th« on-umpus intervtows and

still want to be considered, please send your

resume to: American Woodmark, Attn: Elaine

Lock*, P.a Box 1980, WIndiMtar, VA 22604.
FAX: (S40) 665-9176. To find out mort, visit

our wobtitt at: www.amer1canwoodmarfc.com.
Equal Opportunity Employer.

Alternative before there
was Alternative.

Vanessa Clark (right) and the women's soccer team face off against

Nebraska.The Bruins won by a final score of 5-1

.

W. SOCCER
From page 8

* ftSrward or midfieid spot, but look

for coach Todd Saldafta to use

I <M^ :
*^'- t**^ij> • • w*ifh-)^ "...intimate and heartfelt

...for those who loved

Bob Dylan's Time Out of Mind.

this is a good next purchase."

Robert Hilburn
Los Angeles Times

PETER CASE
FULL SERVICE NO WAITING

$13.99 CD
O/y - I

raul KrIIv

WOttOS
"One of my favorite singers and

songwriters, .his songs and

performances ar^ potent and
durable..."

Rolling Stone

i

VANGVARD
rtnrdi

PAUL KELLY
W0PD8 AND MUSIC

$11.99 CD

"'^4',

Listen to the newest music by Peter Case and Paul Kelly
(h) www tawerrecords com

SALE LNDS 10/4/98

'rsaffi'vrfmeuB' ;r,
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\
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tTQKE lOCtnOtlt • HOOKS •WMj

NO
MUSIC.
NO
UFE

(THE DIFFERENCE
IS SELECTION!

virNouwooo • wnniooo
PIMOOlk • TOMUNCI • lANTA MONICA

TNOOUM OMI • WOOOUMD MILS • TUSTM
HMMA Da MY • MEA • UWEVOOO • MANCW
NOtTMHOQI • MIMMN (MM • VDT COVINA

COITAKMm • IL TOM • MWniKY PMK
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Kiremidjian up Tront most of the

time. Her stats have climbed each

year, and this year should prove to

be a very productive senior year.

Staci Duncan is the perfect com-

plement to her good friend

Kiremidjian. Simply put, Duncan is

a scorer. Whether creating her own
shot, or taking feeds from other,

Staci's job is to put the ballin the

net. Duncan, the youngest member
of the team, looks to follow up mid-

fielder Sommer Hammoud as

UCLA's second consecutive Pac-10

Freshman of the Year.

"Duncan could be the freshman

that will transition best into colle-

giate soccer," Saldana said. "She

possesses speed, power and is an

opportunistic goal scorer who cre-

ates goals for herself and others."

Venus James is the only Bruin in

history other then Arkenberg to

take more then fifty shots in a sea-

son. James provides the spark off

the bench that every team needs.

The sophomore is the leading

returning scorer for the Bruins with

25 points on nine goals (including

three game winning goals) and
seven assists. Venus is also a mem-
ber of the U.S. Under-20 National

team.

The midfieid, the glue

that holds the team

together, is extremely

talented and deep this

year.

Tiacey Milburn joins the Bruins

with three years of eligibility

remaining from Pepperdine

University.

Milburn received West Coast

Conference honorable mention dis-

tinction as the second leading scorer

on the Wave squad, and she has

already proved to be a powerful

force with the ball in the center of

the field. Milburn's excellent play-

making and passing abilities pro-

vide UCLA with yet another scor-

ing threat.

Adding depth to the forward

positions are senior Liz Willemse, •
versatile freshman Courtney Cosso
and powerful freshman Sarah
Lazaro.

The midfieid, the glue that holds

the tftam together, is aUn e«tremgly

talented and deep this year.

"Our midfielders this season pos-

sess the playmaking abilities and

creativity to generate more goals

and assists for us," said SaldaAa.

Pac-10 Freshman of the Year

Sommer Hammoud leads the way
for the Bruins. Hammoud is a great

playmaker and exhibits poise that is

displayed by only the truly special

players.

With so much scoring

talent up front,

Lieberman should

have no problem

adding onto her UCLA
record 1 3 assists.

And Second-Team All Pac-10

selection Beth Thompson is a strong

defensive presence for the Bruins,

freeing up Hammoud to be aggres-

sive in pushing the ball up.

The Bruin freshmen will leave

their mark on the 1998 squad, per-

haps none more then Breana

Boling. Boling brings the entire

package to the soccer field. She can

pass and shoot just as proficiently as

she can shut down an opponent.

Breana, however, is only half of

the Bruin Boling contingent. Her
twin sister Krista plays right behind

her as a defender. Both players were

rated as top 25 prospects by Soccer

America magazine.

The stars of the midfieid may be

Hammoud and Thompson, but the

talent goes way beyond those two.

Junior Bree Edwards is a great

defensive stopper^at the midfieid

slot, and junior Rochelle Ouichi

looks to step up her offensive con-

tributions to the team.

The catalyst for the midfieid

could be the speedy Janine Altman.

The energetic Altman looks to inject

her quickness and deadly accurate

crosses onto the field whenever pos-

sible.

Senior Louise Lieberman has

used her knowledge of the game and

g^eat vision to grab more assists

then any other Bruiq. With so much
scoring talent up front, Lieberman

S«e«.SOailt|Mi9e24
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Sign up for cable now, get FREE installation,

*and the chance to party with these dudes.

Century is giving away lots of stuff when you sign up for cable now. First, there's free installation.

If you addHBV iCMjE^, or both, you'll get your second month free. And just for hooking

up, you'll get a chance to win an all-expense-paid trip to the UCLA-Stanford game October 31.

If you win, you can take a few friends along for company -29 of your closest buddies, to be

exact - free. You'll come back to a "cable party"* with lots of food and drink and classic episodes

of Comedy Central's South Park running on a big screen TV. We'll even clean the rug.

Call (800) 626-6299 and sign up for cable today.

CENTURY—

^

COMMUNICATIONS
Service guaranteed.

Special Student Offer!... Save on home delivery of the llOfi AuClClC^ Ci^imCO . Just S2.50 a week

for 7-day service. Share a subscription with your roommates and get the paper delivered to your door for just

pennies a day! Look for our reps on campus or call 1-800-LATIMES to subscribe at this special rate today.

'CaUf Parry includes: transportation to/from game, free soda. DJ. BBQ, $200 rug cleaning, and $500 credit at a local law firm to settle any tenant/landlord dispute that may arise from the party. Insttdlation and HBO/Cinemax offers appty in

cabled areas served by Century Communu:ations installattim offer applies to a maximum of three outlets No purchase necessary Current subscribers can enter by sending a postcard to Century Communicatums. 2939 Nebraska Ave, Santa

Monica, CA 90404 Winner must be 18 years or older Other restnctums may apply Offer expires 10/16/98. HBO, Cmemax. and MAX are registered sennce marks of Time Warner Entertainment Company, LP. 1 790
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BORDERS BOOKS & MUSIC WEST HOLLYWOOD PRESENTS

IINAKED PICTURES OF FAMOUS PEOPLE II

A NIGHT OF HUMOR AND SIGNING OF
THE NEW BOOK BY

JON STEWART
You met him on late night MTV, and you'll see him on TV
again soon as host of the Daily Show. Now come meet Jon

Stewart in person at Borders Books & Music in West

Hollywood, as he works his trademark wit and charm

r;eading from the new William Morrow & Co. book. Naked

Pictures ofFamous People. Come join us for an evening of

. humor and autographing!

TUESDAY • OCTOBER 6 • 8 PM

330 S. LA CIENEGA BOULEVARD, 310-659-4045

(1 BLOCK SOUTH OF THIRD STREET)

V

lOOIS, HISIC, VIIIO, AND A CAM.

AUTO INSURANCE BLUES?

TOP RATED COMPANY HAS LOWEST RATES
__ (310)208-3548

INWESTWOOD

•Young drivers licensed three years

•Big Savings for those under 24 with a ^B** average

•Young married couples

•Families with young drivers

Lie. #0497374

InsurAide Insurance Agency Inc.
1081 Wcstwood Blvd. #221 iGlcndale Federal BIdg.)

Anyone can sell you a

low priced computer...

...but when youre lookingfor quality systems at

competitive prices and service that's second to none, shop

1st Computer.

pomputer

'We proudly feature

computers from

Sinet 1983
w^/>N. 1 stconnputer.com

W. LA (310) 470-2501 • S.Bay (310) 371-1122'

1740 Westwood Blvd.

II !

COMPMl

TOSHIBALos Angeles CA 90024

Computer Systems • Upgrades • Service • Parts • Networking

L

W. SOCCER
From page 22

should have no problem adding

onto her UCLA record 13 assists.

Rookie and 1997 California

High School Player of the Lauren

Emblem has made a name for her-

self with her consistent hard work
and grit, and should see a fair

amount of minutes in the upcoming
season. Her versatility is a huge

asset off of the bench. Freshmen
Megan Quinn, Vanessa Clark and

Sarah Morgan provide even more
depth to the already strong mid-

field.

If everything goes as planned,

the Bruin defensive line should be

extremely tough to break. Leading

the way will be junior Skylar Little.

Little is one of the most savage

competitors Spaulding Field has

ever seen. Not afraid to sacrifice

anything in order to get the ball.

Little will most definitely be the

anchor on defense.

Providing an intimidating pres-

ence to go along with the relentless

Little is sophomore Karissa

Hampton. Hampton patrols the

middle and uses her dominating

physical presence and ball handling

skills more than effectively.

Krista Boling should see plenty

of playing time as the offensive

leader out of the backfield. Boling,

an extremely well-rounded player, is

just as capable at leading the offen-

sive charge out of the backfield as

she is at shutting down her oppo-

nent.
'

UCLA has the

ingredients for a run

just as successful, if

not more so, as last

year's team.

Junior Kerry Norris, known for

being a battler, and freshmen
Bethany Bogart and Courtney
Arrigo round out the rest of the

Bruin defensive line.

Lindsey Culp is the UCLA's last

line of defense. Culp, a junior who
has played almost every minute

since she arrived on campus, is

UCLA's career (28) and season

(17) leader in wins. She brings, as

Saldana put it, "a quiet intensity to-

the field."

Assistant coach Arkenberg says

that although Lindsey may not be

the most vocal goalkeeper, she will

always get the job done. Culp plays

the complete game at goalkeeper.

She is rarely out of position, and
dazzles the crowd with quick refiex-

es and aerial acrobatics on a regular

basis.

Playing behind Culp and com-
peting for playing time are sopho-

more Julie Kapcala and redshirt

freshman CiCi Peterson. Kapcala

has spent eight years on the

Olympic Developmental team and
has the aggressiveness, confidence

and one-on-one skills to prove it.

Peterson also shows good all-

around skills and should be fully

Recovered from a few nagging

injuries.

Saldafla ts~oiTty flic second"
UCLA women's head soccer coach

ever. Joy Fawcett moved on after

the conclusion of last season, but

SaldaAa, no stranger to Westwood,
instantly gained respect from his

players.

Of Saldafla, forward

Kiremidjian said, "He makes you
want to win. When you play for

him, you feel like you can't lose."

SaldaAa, an assistant in the men's

program for six years has been
around UCLA soccer on both the

men's and women's side for a while.

SeeW.SOCaitpa9e26
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WELCOME BACK UCLA

Hope you all had a
great summer!

Thai House is cclebratincj our

10 Ifear anniiJersarij in

IVesMood Vittacje.

IVe ii/outd (ike to saij, ''Thank

you" {or the support and {or

continued success.

From page 24

He even had a brief stint as interim

head coach when men's head coach

Sigi Schmid went to coach the U.S.

World Cup team in 1994. Saldafta

said that his team has what it takes.

"After a few early season tests,

our confidence is way up. This year

we have so much youth that people

might not see us coming. The rest of

the Pac-10 is very strong with teams

like Southern Cal and Stanford,

even the Arizona schools are look-

ing extremely strong. We should

sneak up on a few teams this year."

UCLA has the ingredients for a

run just as successful, if not more
so, as last year. There are, however

some question marks. The glaring

problem is, of course, the lack of

experience. There are only three

seniors and four juniors on the

entire squad.

Coach Todd Saldana

has instilled a defense

based on teamwork
that is executed

impeccably.

Kiremidjian is the only senior in

the regular starting line-up, and she

is known for leading by example.
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w ith winds. There is nobody
who has shown that they can fill in

the rot >f field general, guiding the

troops lurough pressure situation,

and making sure that nobody loses

focu».

On that same note, goalkeeper

coach David Vanole is working
hard with goalkeeper Culp to help

her become more aggressive.

Vanole helped Culp to an out-

standing 0.96 goals against average

last season, but Culp could help her

team even more by becoming more
outspoken on the field. Culp*s

yelling at the defensive corps and
fmng up the squad prove to benefit

thejteam immeasurably.

The UCLA women's team is in

good shape this year. Saldana has

instilled a defense based on team-

work that is executed impeccably.

When the defense is clicking,

passing lanes for the opponent are

non-existent, and it is only a matter

of time before the talented forwards

can fill the back of the net. The
offense is particularly hard to stop

because there is no focal point, any
one of the players can score.

The most conspicuous aspect of

the team is its fantastic enthusiasm.

Everybody on the bench wants to

get in the game, and everybody on
the field is going full-speed. The
confidence of the women's team is

obvious on and off the field

The Bruins will settle for nothing

less then a Pac-lO Championship,

and with an entire season of experi-

ence for the talented youngsters,

will be tough to beat come NCAA
tournament time.

SWIMMING
From page 4

J

team. "We're in a rebuilding phase

right now. We want to have fun but

we also want to succeed."

With a fresh season ahead, and a

lot of fresh faces, the Bruins express

optimism for the next few months.

One clear goal is for them to do bet-

ter in the NCAAs than last year's

13th place finish.

"We have high expectations of

ourselves," said co-captain Amanda
Hall. "We'll look toward the fresh-

men for their energy, and the return-

ing members for their experience.

Together, we're going to be a good
combination.*"
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Contenders,

pretenders in

Pac-10 gear

up for season

By Vytak MazcJka
Daily Bruin Seniur btaff

For those of you who have no idea about what's

going on in the Pacific 10 Conference, here is your

gnide to the 1998 football season. Now, from top to

bottom, here are the teamsv

UCLA Bruins.
• Outlook: An inexperienced defense is all that

stands in the way of a national championship. With

senior quarterback Cade McNown leading a shoot

and run offense with too many weapons to corral,

UCLA is guaranteed to put a lot of points on the

board every Saturday. —
/ • Key gahie: Washington (Nov. 14). This game will

likely decide if the Bruins will stay undefeated until at

jeast early January in the Fiesta Bowl.

• Key pdayer: McNown (senior quarterback). Any

time this Heisman candidate is off his game, UCLA
hgad wagji B<?b TotedQ will kwp his finggrs grossy-d in

bet* PAC-10, Page 34

*^-i...'m^,f^t4jt^ < <v*:.'^ •-'^

DEFENSE
Th« defem«wM provide a new 3-4

defensive scheme for the young defene,

wlw hopefiiNy on pkk up iwhere last jfCifS

team left off. The aggressh^and

unpredictable defense of last year fofced 40

turnovers and was second in the nation in

turnover margin.

Five starters return, although much is

uncertain since the youth of thisdefeRMWiR

definitely show.

Key pifiyprs

"> ^1

Top newcomers

'/ ..V .

^< -

OFFENSE
I lie offense will be the key in this

year's national tWe hopes. List year,

tfit Bruins racked up 477 points In 12

games and had the third most yards

per game in the NCAA.

All-Everything quartertMck Cade

McNown returns, but the losses of

bkip Hids and Jim McElroy will leave

UCLA scrambling to find capable

repiacements. Mcftown will be

k)oked to for leadership as the

inexperience of this unit as a whole

may lead to early season stniggles.

#,

Jon

James

MikieSaffti^

SPECIAL TEAMS
A definite Strength Stems from the rettim

of Ail-Anr>erican first teamer Chris Sailer,

M^ doubles as the kicker and the puirter.

lie was third in the nation In scoring last

year and second in the Pac-10 in punting,

rhe returning corps is deep and talented

^no could be a secret weapon for the Bruins

this year.

Key players

lopnewconuMs

>!P"-^*pii"«»*—i—^i"**i^»#-

•^>*,vv !.«
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K)CL^s notional title hopes rely

on more than just the Heisman

hoopla sur ounding Cade McNown

y
mk «I4^

Clockwift from Top Left;

UCLA's J«iiitlfMUwff breaks a Ucldc to score *touchck)wn ill the ^^^

Q(j»f\m ofthe game against Texas.

treiKlofi AyanlNMlefe ^dti% for his teamirurte, Freddie Mftdidl,who broke

his femur and will be out fdr the season.

Ayawfbedejp sacks Texas' iHchei^WaHow ^i\ir^ UCLA's game against the

Longhoms*

Senior tfghc end AMw OiMicanles the beN diirfng UCLA's 42^24 victory

overHouston*

By RociiyMmon
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The UCLA football team sent i message to the

world to open the season on Sep' 12: The Bruins

are not all about Heisman cmdidate Cade
McNown.

Even though the Bruin quarerback would
throw for 339 yards and three touclidowtis against

the Longhorns, McNown was onlv one factor in

UCLA's 49-31 shellacking of the University of

Texas.
~ '~ '"""'

^^ "

With questions aboutthe effects of the losses of
Skip Hicks and Jim McElroy. the departure of

defensive coordinator Rocky Long and the return

of only five players who played five games on

defense last year,yUCLA was ready to answer.

The Bruins would greet the 73,070 fans in

attendance at the Rose Bowl with an almost per-

fect first half.'Receiving the ball first, UCLA was

faced with a third down and eight at their own 46

when a new Bruin emerged from the shadows.

See FOOTBALL Pag« 33
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Football

Predictions bring joy to UCLA, tears to everyone else
COMMENTARY: Best case

scenario projects Bruins

as NCAA champions

Hello readers. If you are like

me, you are incredibly

relieved. No more emotion-

ally empty Saturday Mornings. An
intense, burning desire to book

plane tickets and hotel reservations

for the first

week of

January in

Tempc, Ariz.

Daily updates

on the top 10

contenders for

the Heisman

Trophy (and

no, it doesn't

go Cade, Cade,

Cade ...) Great

perturbation at

the mention

that Southern

^^BBWi yh^^BB

Greg

Lewis

Cal might have a good team this

year. And Kirk Herbstreet every

Saturday morning! College Football

season is fmally here.

To help out all you people who do

hot see the value of watching the

football team practice every dav of

almost as creative as our own cdacti

Bob Toledo, is gone. That means the

offense may be a little less intricate,

but it will probably still be able to

score in the neighborhood of 28

points a game.

Quarterback Ortege Jenkins will

give defensive linemen fits by show-

ing what I like to call "pocket igno-

rance." If Jenkins knows where the

pocket is, he sure fooled me. Look

for wide receiver and kick returner

Dennis Northcut to be a big play

m«jn. He averaged 23 yards per kick

return, became the first Wildcat to

score a touchdown on offense and

defense in^e same season in over

20 years and is the leading scorer

from last year's strong team. Head
coach Dick Tomey is chalked full of

experience and will probably have

his squad in third place at the end of

the season.

Arizona State: At the start of the

season, the Sun Devils were all

about the present. They thought,

_along with many others, that this

was to be their year. A less-then-stel-

lar performance to start the season

has made the Sun Devils re-assess

their January plans, and two early

season losses have knocked down
their Mythical National

_Championship hopes.

Kealy is experienced and talented

and is definitely in the upper eche-

lon of college quarterbacks. JR '

Redmond is the all-purpose yardage

man. He gets it done through the

air, on the ground, on returns, from

the tailback position, from the wide

receiver spot, heck, I'd bet he would

swim for the yardage if he could.

Good news:The Bears

will win 1 33 percent as

many games as they

did last year. Bad news:

That amounts to a

total of four wins.

"summer break, I will gFve you a pre-

view^ in alphabetical order (with the

exception of Southern Cal and

UCLA) ofhow I think our beloved

Pac-IO conference will end up.

Arizona: A team with loads and

loads of potential. A lot of young

athletic talent. Last year's offensive

coordinator Homer Smith, who is

In the first game Brock Huard
showed why he is the second-best

quarterback in the country, and in

the second week BYU unleashed a

weapon that Provo had oever seen

before: a running game. A good sea-

son, however, is still theirs for the

taking. Their offense is nothing less

then potent. Quarterback Ryan

Senior Lenzie Jackson is the

game-bKaker that will really make
the offense dangerous. ASU's main

strength, however, is its stingy

defense. Despite the departure to

the NFL of pit-bull linebacker Pat

Tillman, the deep and strong

Arizona State defense will be devil-

ishly tough to crack. Coach Snyder's

jquad will probably be the happiest

Tourth place team in the country.

Fourth place in the Pac-10 means a

Christmas trip to Hawaii for the

Aloha Bowl!

Cal: Nothing personal guys, but

once again, this is not your year in

football. Good news: the Bears will

win 133 percent as many games as

they did last year. Bad news: that

amounts to a total of four wins this

season. Bay Area fans will still like

Holmoe after he loses his job at thc"^

end of the season because he has

three Super Bowl rings with the

49ers and is a longtime associate of

Bill Walsh. I would be surprised if

the Bears finish higher then eighth,

and they are in serious danger of

being the second worst team in the

conference.

Oregon: Oregon looks to corhtin-

ue their solid finish from last season

with an equally strong '98 season.

During the 41-13 pummeling they

administered to Air Force at last

year's Las Vegas Bowl, they showed

a glimpse of what their team goals

for this season are: explosive outside

plays, speed at the running back

spot and an extremely aggressive

defense.

Peter Sirmon will be a Dick

Butkus-type animal at the inside

linebacker spot. He won the Pac-10

defensive player of the week on

jnore then one occasion for good

reason last season. Look for him to

be a finalist for the Butkus Award at

the end of the season.

And UCLA fans looking for a

"duck" need look no further then

freshman running back Herman
Ho-Ching. Ho-Ching, a heavily^

Herman, you do not weigh any-

where near 450 pounds. The Ducks

^may finish fifth, but I cannot see

such a strong team not being given a

berth in a bowl game.

Oregon State: their uniforms

resemble orange cones for a reason.

Oh wait, that was the last thirty

years. The Beavers have started the

season with a 2-0 start and, surprise,

have the mindset for a bowl game. If

onfy they had beaten USC; then I

tould have said something good

about them. Because of the Pac-IO's

spot as the premiere conference in

football this year (sorry SEC), OSU
is still mired near the bottom of the

standings. This doesn't mean they

are a bad team, it just means every-

body else is better

Stanford; Stanford's team lacks

serious star power and any real fia-

vor. It's just an average team. Troy

Walters is exceptional at the fianker

spot, and their linebacker core is

solid. Below that, the Cardinal is ^_
^nostly in trouble. Maybe last year*r^

quarterback, Chad Hutchinson,

knows something the rest of the

team didn't. He quit football to pur-

sue the relatively safe sport of base-

ball. I give head coach Tyrone

Willingham an "A" for effort, how-

_eyerj he doesn't have the talen t to

Daily Brain Sports September 28- October U998 31

recruited tailback from Long tieach, make Stanford a real contender!"

has made it known that his mission

is to infiict punishment on anybody

wearing a UCLA uniform. Herman,

for your sake, when you get in the

game against the Bruins, I suggest

runnirTg away from Kenyon
Coleman. The man is 6-fool-5, 285

and can bench press 450 pounds^

The upper half of the conference

will push Stanford down to eighth

or ninth.

On Oct. 19, Stanford reiterated to

the rest of the world that the Pac-10

really is the best when they dis-

-5ge tlWIS,pag€32

Your journalism career begins

^^next Thursday nights
Find out how you can join the Daily Bruin or student magazines.

Student Media UCLA offers opportunities for students

interested in nearly every aspect ofjournalism—from reporting

to business, from newsroom management to Internet

journalism. We do it better than any journalism school because

we offer you the chance to do more than study. We offer real

experience. You're invited to come find out more about our

publications and programs tomorrow night when we'll be

hosting our quarterly open house.

It doesn't matter what your major is or if you have any previous

experience in newspapers or magazines. We'll train you to

report, design, or shoot pictures in four weekend workshops

taught by working journalists, and maybe you'll end up like

many who came before you—with a solid start toward a careen

WAKTTO OET MmVED? HERTS HOW...

If you'd like to know more, come to our Orientation and Open

House Thursday, October 8 at 6:00 p.m. in the Viewpoint

Ijounge on Ackerman Union's A-level. Come hear what we have

to offer, visit our offices, and meet the students who work on the

Daily Bruin and the student magazines.

For more information, call us at 825-2787.

TTiursday October8, 6:00 p.m. in the Viewpoint Lounge, located on Ackerman Union's A-level

journalism@ucla
Daily Bruin • Tlie Stiid(»nt Magazines • KI^ radk) news
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Always 20% to 40% less than retail prices on over

2,000 brand name nutritional products including: Designer

Protein, EAS, GEN, Homeopathy, MET-Rx, Nature's Herbs,

Optimum Nutrition, Twinlab, and more.

GET BIGGER WITH US
Pro Sports Nytrition Depot is now hiring for all current locations plus new stores opening soon, please coll 323-467-2016 Monday-Friday, 9ani-5pni.

West Hollywood 8705 Santa Monica Boulevard 310-360-9426
~

Venice Beach 245 Main Street (Next To Koo Koo Roo) 310-396-5663

Costa IMesa 222 E 17tti Street 714-722-0247

Los Angeles 6252 Romaine Street (1 Block East Of Gold's Gym) 323-467-2016

NOW OPEN Sherman Oaks 15030 Ventura Boulevard, Space 23 818-784-9575
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LEWIS
From page 30

patched the ACC's second best

team. North Carolina using their

second string quarterback.

Washington: Washington will pre-

sent a hardy challenge for any team
that visits the unfriendly confines of

Husky Stadium. Brock Huard will

look to put up big numbers in his

Heisman campaign, but no way
does coach Jim Lambright let that

affect the team.

Washington lost two NFL caliber

linemen in Benji Olsen and Olin

Kreutz, but they are still stacked on
both sides of the ball. Rashan

Shehee is gone, but Maurice Shaw
ihowed he is more then capable of

fulfilling his duties at running back.

Lambright never lets his defense go

soft, so opponents will have to work
hard for every score they get. Speed

demon Ja'Warren Hooker can

cover any receiver in the country

and poses a dangerous threat as a

kick returner.

The Bruins will miss Damian
Allen, who left the team after the

first game to focus on track, _
because Hooker is undoubtedly the

fastest football player in the Pac-IO.

The Huskies have showed that they

are a serious team after beating the

Sun Devils in Tempe on a great

fourth quarter comeback, then

going on to shut down BYU the fol-

lowing game.

In any of the past seasons Udub
Idbe happy gatteTTyRote Bowt—

team was an aberration. And the

aberration's nanie was Ryan Leaf.

The Cougar's cupboard isn't bare,

but it's close to it.

The quarterback situation is unre-

solved, and even the best solution is

not that great. Washington State

looks to emphasize team speed and

athleticism. This is a euphemism for

'*we can run fast, but we're no{ real-

ly big enough to do anything."

The Cougars were picked to fin-,

ish seventh by the Pac-IO media (can

you believe I was not included in the

voting?) before the '97 season, as

well as before this season. Think

they wouldn't settle for the same

Worst case scenario:

Defensive coordinator

Nick Aliotti tries to

figure out what his

predecessor Rocky

Long did last year and

fails miserably.

prediction. However, this is the age

of the Mega Bowl Alliance. I, like

many of you, find it sacrilege to call

the Rose Bowl "second best," but

that is what it is this year.

Washington - sorry, you get "stuck"

going to the Rose Bowl after your

second place Pac-IO finish.^^.^

Washington State: Last year's

results as last year?

Southern Cal: Trojan fans always

love to think that their team is a lot

better then it really is, and this year

is no exception. I am forced to

admit that R. Jay Soward is one 6f

the better receivers in the country,

and Chris Clalborni is ong of ihft :

tougher and more athletic lineback-

ers around. However, there is not

much after that for Trojan fans. On
offense Mike VanRaaphorst can

only improve from last season at

quarterback, the running game is

still looking for somebody to step up
and the only solid player on the

offensive line is Travis Claridge.

On the other side of the ball, the

Trojans do not scare anybody. The
overly-touted Daylon McCutcheon
is the featured defensive backfield

star - and that is good news for the ^
likes of Huard, ICealy and McNown.

I can just picture Monday after-

noon practice: "Son, I told you last

week, use wears red and yellow."

Responds McCutcheon: "But

coach, I can't get the scorch marks

out of my uniform." The Trojans

may beat the lower tier teams in the

Pac-IO, but they will not be able to

handle the likes of Arizona, Oregon,

Washington, Arizona State. After

the Trojans fail for the eighth

straight year to the Mighty Bruins

they will hope to beat the Golden

Domers of Notre Dame so that they

may then proclaim there season a

success. Such is the mentality of a

Trojan fan.

UCLA^ Bruin fans may have

doubts as to whether we are serious

contenders due to recent campaigns

that didn't exactly dazzle fans.

However, I contend that last year

was no fluke. We are on the right

track. We have a good solid player

base at every position, and Coach
Toledo and staff have roped in the

best recruiting class in the country

last year. But this column is about

my prediction for this season, not

the future of Bruin Football. Here

are two possibilities for the upcom-
ing season.

Worst cast scenario. Defensive

coordinator Nick Aliotti tries to fig-

ure out what his predecessor Rocky
^eng dkl last year ami fails miser-

stand his defense, it just worked."

Basically what Long did was rede-

fine defensive football. We did not

have enough depth at the defensive

line, so he made up his own posi-

tions. The rest of the worst case sce-

nario on defense: Our smaill (except

for the aforementioned Coleman)
defensive line cannot hold its own
without the aggressiveness that

Jason Nevadomsky and Danjuan
Magee provided last year,and none
of the incoming defensive linemen

are up to the level ofNCAA foot-

ball. The linebacking corps provides

no spark on defense; no turnovers.

Best case scenario:

UCLA runs its winning

streak to an amazing 22

straight wins, and UCLA
students riot in

Westwood as the team

lays claim to its national

championship.

ably. This would be an incredibly

foolhardy move. Nobody could fig-

ure out what Long was doing last

year.

Coach Toledo told me a little bit

ago, "We had no idea what he was

doing, we just told Rocky 'Go get

the ball back for the offense' and he

did it. There was no way to under-

no sacks and no big plays.

Also, Butkus Award candidate

Brendan Ayenbedajo shys away
from the leadership role that the

defense needs him to take. Jason

Bell does not improve, and Damien
Allen shows coverage skills that do
not match his raw speed. Frcshma
Lovell Houston proves that he is not

quite ready to handle the likes of

Northcut, Jackson and Soward.

On oflense, even more could go
•wrong. Last year. Cade's strengths

were calmly evading defenders, cre-

ating something out of nothing and
good decision making. Not accurate

passing. If Cade does not improve

on his accuracy, the competition

may eventually figure out his deci-

sion making process and force him
to throw to the outside more often

then he would lik^

Last year things were made easy

by an awesome offensive line and a

truly great running back. This year

there are a few questions about the

offensive line, and many at the run-

ning back spot. If the Bruins use the

pass to set up the run like they did

last year, and then don't have the

strength to run, the ball is going to

be in the air the entire game, just

waiting to get picked off.

If the new starters on the offen-

sive line can't get it done, even tal-

ented veterans Kris Farris and

Andy Meyers will not be enough.

When the defense cuts off the pass-

ing lanes to our gifted tight ends, it

will be a long afternoon for the

Bruins, and Cade's Heisman will be

flushed down the drain. But even in

the worst case scenario, the Bruins

^till beat the Trojans handily and

finish with six wins, which will be

good enough for a bowl.

Best case scenario. I was all set

to talk at great lengths about how
good Freddie Mitchell was, how
much of an impact he was going to

make on this year's team. He was to

be our spark, a multi-talented speed-

ster with hands softer then pillows,

mind-boggling breakaway speed and

the mentality and strength to

unleash hits that belie his 5-foot- 10

frame.

Freddie Mitchell could catch abb
e dark whiic running back-

~~~
wards. Linemen run around the

practice field looking to lay a hit on
Freddie because he dishes out shots

as hard as any of them. In one prac-

tice Freddie caught a ball that was
practically behind his back, realized

his shorts were dropping, picked

SeeUwis~page33

Welcome back and welcome to all newcomers. Once again, its time to dig In to another semester of hard work. Helen's Cycles has
the perfect release for those long hours of studying and not getting enough time to exercise. Go ride a bike. Whether its a mountain
bike or a racing bike, or just a cmlser, Helen's has It all. We're called "Bicycle Heaven" for a reason. Come in and see for yourself.

Jet Stream

SALE $349»>

GT Palomar
Reg. 260«

SALE $199^

purchase (min. $199.99).

0n9 coupon pw person.
11-1-98

..«•» m.m

0% off

Imet
purchase (min. $199.99).
One coupon per person.

^

'er expiree 11-1-98

HELEN'S CYCLES
It's Bicycle Heaven®

WESTWOOD VIUAGE
1071 Gayley Ave.

(310) 20M988

SANTA MONICA
Brodway at 26th St.

(310) 829-1836

MARINA DEL REY MANHAHAN BEACH
2475 Lincoln Blvd. 1570C Rosecrans Ave.

(310) 306-7843 (310) 643-9140

Open every day. Taking good care of people and their bikes since 1 936.
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them up from his knees, and still

outraced his defender.

I like to call him "The
Testdriver" because he runs around
defensive backs like they're road

obstacles. Either that or he runs

over them. After Freddie's first

game at the Rose Bowl, which

included four catches for over a

hundred yards, a kickoff return for

43 yards, a 34 yard run, a 30 yard
~"

pass and Pac-IO player of the week
honors, I doubt anybody would
argue with me.

But the Cade-Mitchell combo
will never be seen again (at least at

this level of football). At the Oct.

1-9 game at Houston. Freddie sus-

tained a broken femur after a long

kickoff return and will miss the

entire 1998 National

Championship Season. As Freddie

laid in pain on the sidelines, our

hearts were with the young man
from Lakeland, Fla. Freddie, our

hearts are still with you, get well

soon.

Now, here's a rundown of the

rest of our season (keep in mind
the paper was published before the

Sept. 27th game at Miami). The
Bruins run the Pac-IO table includ-

ing a great win against the Huskies

in Washington. By this time Cade
has solidified his position as

Heisman front-runner and the

entire defense has forgotten who
that Rocky Lona auv was.

Brick wall Kenyon Coleman has

made all the schools that stopped

recruiting him after his high school
^

injury incredibly sorry. Opposing

teams have often confused

Ayenbedajo with their own tailback

because he spends just as much
time in their offensive backfield.

And offensive coordinator Al

Borges has teamed with Coach

Toledo to confuse every defense

that steps on the field against the

Bruins.

The large offensive line, led by

Farris, Meyers, Shaun Stuart and

325-pound Brian Pollack manhan-

dles defensive fronts and opens up

holes so huge that we could fit all

three running backs through them

M the same time. Coach Toledo

forgets all about which single run-

ning back will gain 1,000 yards

because all three do it.

But no season would be com-

plete without the annual whooping

of the Trojans. In the best case sce-

nario, we don't just beat Southern

Cal, we stomp them into submis-

sion. .--.—
Their pride and joy Soward is

held to one catch for minus two

yards, and Cade's only incomple-

tion is a pass thai nails the stupid

Trojan horse (anybody remember

the song "Old Gray Mare Ain't

What She Used to Be?") Travesty

right in the behind, forcing it to

buck itis rider clear into the fifth

row.

The conclusion to the best Bruin

season since the 1954 National

Championship team begins in

December with Cade winning the ^
Heisman Trophy. Then on Jan. 4 in

Tempe, UCLA runs its winning

streak to an amazing 22 straight

wins and UCLA students riot in

Westwood as the team lays claim to

its national championship.

I'm sure there are many of you

out there who are sure that the sea-

§on will and up Bomewhw*

FOOTBALL

between the two scenarios I have

presented. But keep in mind that if

you look at our schedule, we are

currently favored in every single

game.

If we entered the Fiesta Bowl

undefeated, it would be hard to

make us the underdog against any-

body. My prediction? The best case

scenario is ours.

From page 28

Out of the shotgun, McNown would hit freshman

flanker Freddie Mitchell for a 16-yard pick up and a

crucial first down.

Then, head coach Bob Toledo reached into his bag

of tricks, and let Mitchell be the star of the day.

McNown handed ofT to Jermaine Lewis, who handed
off to Mitchell on a reverse. Mitchell then threw the

ball 34 yards into the end zone, where split-end Brian

Poli-Dixon caught the pass for UCLA's first touch-

down of the year.

"Freddie Mitchell gives us a different dirfiension,"

Toledo said. "It was a designed play and we were going

to run it the first time we got past the 50-yard line.

Mitchell threw a great ball, and the wide receivers all

had an excellent first half." ^~—^.—^—~—
The wide receivers for UCLA stepped up big to

prove that the departure of game breaker McElroy can

be compensated by a great team receiving corps.

Each receiver would end up catching a touchdown
pass, including a 79-yard touchdown pass, from
McNown to Mitchell, that would close the doors on

any chance that the Longhorns had of catching up to

the Bruins.

Nejjt on the list of doubts to cancel off was the loss

of Skip Hicks.

Jermaine Lewis and DeShaun Foster would pick up
where Hicks left off. Lewis powered in two touch-

downs, and Foster sprinted in for another to help keep

Texas' Heisman threat, Ricky Williams, off the field. By
halftime, Lewis would have a 71 to 68-yard rushing

advantage over Williams.

But in the second half, Williams would prove why he

is a Heisman Trophy candidate, amassing 93 yards in

the second half and three touchdowns.

"Lewis had a great game and gave us another look,"

Toledo said. "He hit the holes quick and had a few big

runs.

**Im tlir fir^t half, wr iau l ike a wcll-oTlcd OTacfaiw

AARON TOUT

Freshman tailback DeShaun Foster had six car-

ries for a total of 30 yards. For related story see

page 6.

focus. If this was the Texas team of last year, things

might have been different, but by scoring on the first

three possessions in the first half, we had a nice lead."

The UCLA defense held Texas in check for the first

half. But in the second half the flood gates opened, as

two UCLA turnovers put the defease on the field

longer then they would have liked. The Bruin defense

appeared to be fatigued.

Since UCLA is such a young team, the Longhorns

exploited the mental mistakes, but it was too little too

but parts started coming off in the second half. We
started making mistakes, mentally and physically,"

Toledo said. v, -^-

At halftime, UCLA had a 35-3 lead, but would tire in

the fourth quarter as Texas ran for 21 points, led by

Williams.

*'In the second half we did not make plays as crisp

and had a lack of cITort," McNown said. - -. .^^

'I threw a pick I shouldn't have thrown. We just lost

iatc, as Ttxas dropped tort-l on the season, and UCtA"
accomplished its two goals.

"We had two accomplishments we were trying to

achieve entering the game,"said Toledo.

"One was to win the first opener in the years I have

been here, and two, to win our eleventh straight victory.

We did both, and the latter is quite amazing, and I take

pride in it. UCLA has been around for quite awhile and

has a great tradition, so beating the record is something

to be proud of."
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bestsellers?
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reading in no time!
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Minolta
Binoculars
Just in time for the UCLA football season, enjoy the game and the fans

across the way, with a pair of Minolta Binoculars. We have a limited

number available for a FREE Rental for the big game this weekend.

Sec UCLA's players, cheerleaders, or fans from any seat at the Rose

Bowl. FREE Rentals are available from Friday morning from 10AM

to3PM. Therewillbea$100depositrequired. All rentals must be

returned by Monday at 6:30 PM.

Ifyou prefer choosefrom BelAir Camera 's huge

inventory ofBinoculars at super low discountprices!

THE Binocular SUPERSTQKg
*M>.

Camera
10925 Kinross Avenue at Gayley Avenue

FREE PARKING in the lot next door on Kinross Avenue

in Westwood Village, iusl East of the 405 Freeway

MON-FRI 9-7; SAT 9:30-6; SUN 12-5 * 3 10-208-5150

SPECIAL OFFER-FIRM

12 YEAR WARRANTY

Twin set

Full set

Queen set

King Set
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SCHOOl

SAlf

$199 $129
$229 $159
$299 $199
$399 $249
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SAlf

Twin ea.pc. $99 $69
Fullea.pc. $179 $105
Queen Set $399 $250
King Set $599 $350

SEALY POSTUREPEDIC or

SIMMONS
BACKCARE PLUSH COMPARE

AT

BACK TO

SCHOOl

SAlf

Twin ea.pc. $229 $159
Fullea.pc. $299 $225
Queen Set $649 $469
King Set $849 $679

SEALY POSTURCPEMC PLUSH OR
FWM OR ShUNQAm
lACKSUfPORTER
PIUOWTOP COMI**

Twin set $569

liACK 10

SCHOOl

SAlf

$399
Full set $699 $569
Queen Set $799 $599
King Set $1099 $879
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hope of a victory.

Washington Huskies
• Outlook: A come-from-behind

victory against pre-season favorite

Arizona State has placed

Washington in contention for the

Pac-10 title. The problem is how the

Husky defense lacks a secondary

while the offense depends far too

much on the arm of junior Brock

Huard (who lost his two receivers,

tailback and tight end).

• Key game: Arizona State (Sept.

5). The Huskies already won this

game 42-38 behind last-second hero-

ics from Huard. The victory makes
the Bruins and the Huskies the two
favorites for the Pac-10 crown.

• Key player: Huard (junior quar-

terback). His talent is undeniable,

and the comparisons to McNown
will come as often as the parallels

between Ryan Leaf and Peyton

Manning. If Huard decides to come
back for his senior year, the Huskies

should run away with the Pac-10 in

1999.

Oregon Ducks
• Outlook: The huge surprise is

how good the offense has looked

early on, especially considering the

loss of a 1,000-yard rusher in Saladin

McCullough and split end Pat

Johnson. After two weeks, the team

ranked No. 7 nationally in total

offense at 533.5 ydrds per game. If

Washington and ASU. It would be

an understatement to say that this

stretch will make or break Oregon.
• Key player: Peter Sirmon

(junior inside linebacker). There is

still concern about a defense that

was burned for 440.5 yards per game
last season. If Sirmon can fill the

middle, the sky is the limit for the

Ducks in 1998.

Arizona Wildcats

• Outlook: The desert swarm is

gone, but the Wildcats don't seem
worried. Instead, they seem intent

on swarming opposing defenses with

an air attack that shuffles quarter-

backs Ortege Jenkins and Keith

Smith. Arizona is a solid team that

always finds a way to stay near the

top in the Pac-10 standings.

• Key game: At Washington (Oct.

3) and UCLA (Oct. 10). In back-to-

back weeks the Wildcats will take on

the class of the Pac-10. If Arizona

somehow comes away with two
wins, the conference is theirs for the

taking.

• Key player: Trung Canidate

(junior runningback). Canidate,

who averaged 100.5 yards per game
last season, returned to the offense

from a stress fracture for the second

game, and he solidifies another Pac-

10 high octane offense.

Arizona State Sun Devils

• Outlook: How the mighty have

fallen. ASU was the popular pick to

challenge UCLA for the Pac-10

crown before the season started, but

after back-to-back losses to start the

-tli€-eff§ftse keeps overuchiev i ng, season
,
not a smgle soul is behmcF

5). The 42-38 loss to the Huskies

killed what looked to be a promising

season. Since ASU won't play

UCLA for the second-straight year

and thus won't control their own
fate, all that ASU has left to play for

is pride.

• Key player: J.R. Redmond
(junior runningback). Consistency is

needed from the backfield if sopho-

more quarterback Ryan Kealy is to

perform up to expectations. A 26-6

loss early on to BYU does not bode

well for the Sun Devils or Redmond.

use Trojans

• Outlook: Paul Hackett, the only

new head coach in the Pac-10, comes
to Southern Cal with a mission to

change the program's woes around

in a hurry. He has a lot of talent

returning offensively and defensive-

ly but figures to struggle until the

offense " understands the new
schemes. Look for the Trojans to

start out slow and finish strong

against rivals UCLA and Notre
Dame.

• Key game: Florida State (Sept.

26) and UCLA (Nov. 21). The first

game will determine if the Trojans

are pretenders while the second

game will determine if the Bruins

can make it eight in row.

• Key player: R.Jay Soward
(junior wide receiver). After serving

a one game suspension for academic

purposes, Soward scored three

touch downs in his first game (two

through the air and one pn a^^nt
return). USC must settle ^t^Ul^^i-jp

terback soon to make sur^hereis
some chemistry in tlie ulTe iise.

ence on defense should be the reason

the Beavers will make a run at a bowl

game instead of the cellar in 1998.

• Key game: Oregon (Nov. 21).

With a few conference upsets, the

Beavers may end up close to six wins

and garner a bowl selection with a

victory over their hated rivals.

• Key player: Tim. Alexander
(senior wide receiver). It's about

time the Beavers gave up on
Alexander as a quarterback and per-

manently placed him at the wide-out

position. This should stabilize the

offense and give OSU capable and
consistent offensive production.

Stanford Cardinal

Outlook: Once Chad
Hutchinson decided to be a pitcher

with the Mark McGwire Cardinals

instead of a quarterback with the

Tyrone Willingham Cardinal, the

towel was thrown in. Expectations

are rather low for a team that returns •

only three defensive starters in the

offensively oriented Pac-10.

• Key game: Oregon State (Oct.

10). A loss to+>ottom-dwelling OSU
would not only eliminate any bowl

hopes, it coul 1 even send the

Cardinal to the ct.'lar in the Pac-10

standings.

• Key player: Tro. Walters

(senior wide receiver). Poini., will be

tough to come by for the Cardinal

and virtually impossible if Walters

does not have a productive season.

Washington St. Cougars
• Outlook: The Cougars quickly

jumped into the national spotlight

by stopping UCLA's Jermalnr
Lewis on fourth down for a dramatic

victory to begin last season. WSU
rode Ryan Leafs arm to the Rose
Bowl for the first time in 67 years,

but with Leaf gone to the Chargers

and only two starters returning on
offense, the Cougars join the two

Bay Area schools as the most inept

offensively.

• Key game:' At UCLA (Oct. 3)

and Washington (Nov. 21). The
Cougars have little chance for suc-

cess this season, but strange things

do happen all the time. That's the

exact reason why you can count on
the returning Pac-10 champions to

play the role of spoiler in 1998.

• Key player: anyone who came
back. Senior cornerback Dee
Moronkola may be the only player

of keeping scoring low when he

matches up against the top wide

receivers in the conference for the

entire season. Not even 1998

Heisman trophy winner Charles

Woodson (also a CB) would want to

be stuck with such a task.

California Golden Bears
• Outlook: One win for the Bears

in the Pac-10 would be shooting for

the high end of the spectrum. The
offense seems doomed to be anemic
(Cal scored only 17 points in its first

two games) while the defense will

spend far too much time on the field

to be effective in the fourth quarter.

-Blame Cal's woes on poor recruit-

ing the past several years, as the

Bears are one of the most experi-

enced teams in the Pac-10 with 16

returning starters, but won't stay

close against younger and more tal-

ented teams.

• Key game: Stanford (Nov. 21).

The season's final game for both

teams could very ^elF decide which

one will end up being known as the

worst Pac-10 team of 1998.
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Its not a starter position, but at'least it's 'sometNng'
PAC-10: ASU's Campbell

keeps a positive attitude

in his role as team leader

By Bob Cohn
The Arizona Republic

TEMPE, Ariz. - It has been quite

the journey for Steve Campbell, tak-

ing him along all sorts of pathways
and detours, leading him to a desti-

nation he never intended nor expect-

ed to reach.
.

Yet all things considered, he's

happy to be there. Sort of.

In only a year, the fifth-year

senior has gone from Arizona
State's starting quarterback con-

tender to backup to Sun Bowl starter

and winner to third-stringer to Hag

bearer to, of all things, special teams

as a designated kick blocker. Of all

things.

The same Steve Campbell who
filled in for an injured Ryan Kealy

and passed for 109 yards in ASU's
17-7 win over Iowa in the Sun Bowl

on Dec. 31, the same Steve Campbell

who did what even the legendary

Jake Plummer couldn't do - be the

quarterback of record in an ASU
bowl win - blocked Garrett

Courtney's .34-yard field goal

attempt for North Texas in the first

quarter at Sun Devil Stadium.

ASU won, 34-15, in a game that

proved nothing except that the man-

ner in which the Sun Devils defense

has been shredded so far is no fluke.

Campbell lost the quarterback

'They told me they

wanted to give (Chad)

Elliott playing time. I just

have to deal with ft."

Steve Campbell

ASU kick blocker

derby to Kealy last summer and then

fell to No. 3 behind Kealy and red-

shirt freshman Chad Elliott this sea-

son. At 6-foot-8, he is on the kick-

blocking unit because of his height

after telling assistant coach John

Pettas. "I want to do 'something.'"

The idea is to swat away anything

airborne, like King Kong on the

Empire State building. But

Campbell didn't leave his feet. In

fact, he wasn't even upright. With

Albrey Battle and Junior loane mov-

ing blockers aside, Campbell slanted

through the line - "got skinny." he

said - and got a hand on the kick.

"They do all the work, and I get

all the.glory." ha said.

This isn't the same type of glory

Campbell might have expected

when he began his ASU career in

1994, but he'll take it.

"This gives me something to look

forward to," he said. "That's the role

the team needs. They told me they

wanted to give Elliott playing time

and get ready for the future. I uiTdcr-

stand that. I just have to deal with it.

"My major role is to be a leader.

Maybe block a field goal and do
what the coach asks me to do. Do
what the team needs me to do. Be a

leader and do the best I can."

ASU coach Bruce Snyder so

appreciates Campbell's attitude and

willingness to pitch in that he

bestowed upon him the honor of

leading the Sun Devils onto the field

hoisting the school flag.

As another token of appreciation,

Snyder put Campbell in at quarter-

back for a series in the fourth quar-

ter with the Sun Devils comfortably

ahead, 34-15. He scrambled and got

knocked a little woozy, and Elliott

mopped up.

Snyder wasn't totally satisfied

with how his team played, but he has

See ASU, page 53

' Key player. Justm Vedder
(senior quarterback); Cal coach
Tom Holmoe hopes that Vedder can.

put at least some poijits on the

board. With the departure of wide

receiver Bobby Shaw and his 1,000

yards, chances are low that Vedder
will be capable of dping much.

San Francisco 49ers renew commitment to build stadium
PROJECT: Mayor Willie Brown, team president plan to

work together to get new facility built for $325 million

By Dennis Georgatos

The Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO - Suddenly,

the shaky stadium deal for the San

Francisco 49ers seems to be on

firmer, if not solid ground.

—Team president Larry ThrailkiU^

the San Francisco 49ers are commit-

ted to being in San Francisco,"

Thrailkill said. "We reported to the

mayor we're committed to building a

stadium for $325 million, and we're

committed to working with the city to

get it all done."—Thrailki l l said in the com ing weeks

"Anytalkofthe49ers

relocating is a waste

of time."

Paul Taglialbiue

NFL commissioner

alone were soaring to $500 million.

That was $175 million more than

the original projection, which Brown
helped sell to voters. The $100 mil-

lion stadium bond deal was narrowly

approved in a June 1997 election.

There were also fears that the city

might lose the 2003 Super Bowl,

which was awarded on the condiiion

a new stadium would be built, and

concern the that the 49ers, who have

project tor 5325 million that will

build you all a great stadium here for

us to play in.'

auid they won't play at aging SGom:

bling fraud investigation in

Louisiana. His sister and co-owner,

Denise DeBartolo York, is now over-

seeing club operations.

Tagliabue said the 49ers will be

staying put and added the league still

planned to hold the 2003 Super Bowl
in San Francisco as promised.

"The team is staying here,"

Tagliabue said. "Any talk of the 49ers

relocating is a waste of time."

The mayor aaid the team's

then the Ducks could turn this sea-

son into a Disney movie.
• Key game: Against UCLA (Oct.

17). Likely to be 5-0 when they step

into the Rose Bowl, the Ducks will

begin a five-week run in which they

will face UCLA, USC, Arizona,

the Sun Devils now. ASU even fell

from the top 25 in both polls after

starting near the top 10. If the Sun
Devils don't turn it around soon, all

that talent will go to waste in a bowl-

less season.

• Key game: Washington (Sept.

Oregon State Beavers

• Outlook: After going 0-8 in the

Pac-10 last year, OSU is due. The
team returns 18 out of 22 starters,

and look at what experience did for

the Huskies last year. The experi-

fR.eSH
MEXICAN -GRILL

Our salsas are made fl^H daily using only top quality produce.

We use only boneless, skinless, chicken lireast marinated and
charbroiied.

Our lean steak is trimmed and charbroiied.

Our special recipe beans are made fli&H daily using no lard.

Our fl^H chips are made in 100% cholesteroi-free canoia oil

EAT HERE OR TAKE OUT
Also Good at New
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720 Wilsliire Blvd.

(310) 393-9313
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MEDIUM
DRINK

WITH ANY
PURCHASE

TS>.

g^^gH
LIMIT ONE ORDER PER COUPON. LIMIT ONE CHOICE

PER CUSTOMER. NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER
OFFERS.

CASH VALUE IS 1/201. EXPIRES 10/31/98.
SORRY. NO SUBSTITUTIONS.

GOOD ONLY AT WESTWOOD VILLAGE.

WEST LA AND SANTA MONICA LOCATIONS.

WITH COUPON ONLY

RICE AND
BEANS

BLACK OR PINTO
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OF ANY ENTREE
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who had suggested the club might

back out because of mushrooming
costs, embraced the project once

again Friday after a closed-door

meeting with Mayor Willie Brown
and NFL commissioner Paul

Tagliabue.

"We reported to the mayor that

and months, he and Brown and their

staffs will review cost estimates and

crunch numbers to try to figure ways

to curb costs and keep the stadium

within their budget.

"We're not compromising the sta-

dium in any way to do this," Thrailkill

said. "1 think we'll come up with a

Doubts arose about the combined

$525 million stadium-and-shopping

mjill project when Thrailkill, citing

consultants' reports, said last week

that projected costs for the stadium

Park beyond their lease expiration in

2006, might seek to relocate to a city

more willing to supplement a new sta-

dium with public money.

The 49ers ownership picture has

been muddled since Eddie DeBartolo

withdrew as an active owner after he

.

became the target of a riverboat gam-.

renewed commitment to the stadium

was welcome news after a week of

uncertainty.

"I am confident that we will work

towards producing the stadium that

we promised the voters, period,"

.
SeeSTADIUMTpagMS
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Georgia
FOOTBALL Juniors Mike,

Miles, Dustin may be first

triplets to play Division I

threesome is Ljuclde, Ljuclde, Ljuclcie

ByMarfcSdilabadi

Cox News Service

ATHENS, Ga. ^ Three years ago,

they seemed like the perfect remedy for

a footbaU recruiting campaign going

bad at the University of Georgia. With

former Bulldogs Coach Ray Goff

under fire after a mediocre 64- 1 record

in 1994, the Luckie triplets ofClarkston

High were among the first players to

join the embattled coach's final recruit-

ing class.

Almost immediately, though, th^

How many Luckies does

it take to sign a letter of

intent? Three - one to

sign and two to hold

the pen, the joke went.

cynics questioned their collective

worth. How many Luckies does it take

to sign a letter of intent? Three - one to

sign and two to hold the pen, the old

joke went.

Now, after three years of maturation

in the Bulldogs' program, the Luckie

identical triplets -juniors Dustin, Mike

and Miles - are enjoying the last laugh.

Miles, the largest of the brothers at

6-1, 280 pounds, has solidified

Georgia's offensive line, replacing cen-

ter Brad Stafford. Dustin, the starting

strong-side linebacker, is second on the

team with 13 tackles. Mike, who left

spring drills as the No. 1 middle line-

backer, expects to return after missing

the first two games with a dislocated

right wrist.

It's believed that the Luckies are the

first triplets to play football for a

Division I program. The Detzi triplets

- offensive tackle Jeff, linebacker Joe

and defensive tackle John - played for

Division II East Stroudsburg

University in Pennsylvania 1975-78.

"I think our play on the field has

helped us step out of that spotlight of

When the trio grew

into nnajor-college

prospects ...there was

little doubt they would

remain together.

being triplets," Miles said. "When
we're on the field, we're individuals. I

think people are realizing that now. I

think we've surprised some people."

Then again, the trio has been exceed-

ing expectations since the beginning,

when Dustin was born at 8:06 p.m. on

Oct. 29, I976.''at South Fulton Hospital

in East Point. He was followed seven

minutes later by Miles and 13 minutes

later by Mike. Together they weighed

about 15 pounds.

"I thought it would be a big single-

ton," said the players' mother, Wendy
Luckie. "I was really shocked. So was

the doctor. We thought we'd had twins

that were unexpected, but then the doc-

tor came back later and said there was

another baby in there."

Wendy Luckie, a registered nurse,

raised her sons in a single-parent home
after ^ divorce from the boys' father.

There was help from an older son, Nick

McKriight, and daughter, Megan
McKnight, a recent graduate of Agnes

Scott College.

The triplets got their first taste of col-

See GEORGIA, page 53
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Olympian, UCLA alumna

Florence Griffith Joyner dies

TRAGEDY: Gold medalist

remembered for speed,

style and love for family

Trojan hopes soar with undefeated record, Na
FOOTBALL Generous opening schedule puts USC
in high spot, but team dreads playing Florida State

The Associated Press

Three weeks into Paul Hackett's

first season at USC and the Trojans are

undefeated and ranked No. 16 in the

nation.

USC is off to its best start in three

years (wasn't this supposed to be a

have been answered because ofthe gen-

erous opening schedule.

Expectations are probably already

too high following victories over

l^urdue and San Diego State, but that's

what happens after years of mediocrity.

USC remains a bit of a mystery, full

of encouraging signs that couldimme-

rebul ld ing year?) but few questions d iaie ly d isappea r i f the Trojans lose to a Tallahassee Fla"

quality opponent. Problem areas, such

as the offensive line, remain as

unproven ttxiay as they were before the

season. • v'."—
"I wish we had played Florida Stale

earlier," linebacker Chris Claiborne,

said. "Win or lose, at least you get to

see where you are."

Claiborne's not overlooking Oregon

State, but he's experienced enough to

realize the difference when you play a

marf]iiFP nppnnpnt. pspprially in

"We need to find out who the lead-

ers are and who's going to step up in the

big games," Claiborne said. "You get

to find out who's going to step up and

stand with you/'
. — —

In other words, USC's players will

be thrilled with a 3-0 start, but they real-

ize the first three games are not going to

signal a return to the glory days. •

"I don't feel like we've been truly

tested," offensive lineman Travis

riaridgp said "Wf! havp tn wait until

crowds are loud."

Don't think the Trojans are ignoring

Oregon State. It is the conference

opener, and with few exceptions, play-

ers are almost programmed by HacketL

to give comments that will not antago-

nize an opponent.

"I guess there are doubts every

game," Claridge said. "I pray to God
no one is looking past Oregon State."

It's a tough temptation not to ignore

By Trad Mack
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

On Sept. 21, the woman who
became so famous for beating the

clock inexplicably ran out of time.

The Bruin family lost one of our

own last Monday when Florence

Griffith Joyner, athlete, philan-

thropist, and mother, died of unde-

termined causes at the age of 38.

Her husband, Olympic gold

medalist Al Joyner, realized that his

_wife had ceased to breathe while she

was sleeping. He called the para-

medics; en route to the hospital,

however, the remarkable athlete

everyone knew simply as "FloJo"

was pronounced dead.

Surviving Griffith Joyner are her

husband and 7-year-old daughter

_Mary Lqil In a prepared statement^

FloJo's family expressed their grati-

tude for the sympathy they had
received, and expressed a wish for

privacy.

"We want to thank everyone

from around the U.S. and the world

for their niitpniiring nf Inve and

These offerings of condolences have

given us strength during this emo-

tional period," read the statement.

Added UCLA assistant track

coach Bob Kersee, Griffith Joyner's

brother-in-law, "Until we lay her to

rest, we'd like to have our privacy

respected."

Understandably, the loss of such

a luminous woman at such a young

age was a shock to everyone who
knew her \ _. . . ;

•
.

"I don't know if I accept

(Florence's death), but as a

Christian, I understand it,"

explained an emotional Kersee.

"Now, as one of the leaders of the

family, it's my responsibility to be

involved in sending her to her

Maker," he said. _.JU-
FloJo's death inspired expres-

sions of compassion from all who
she inspired as an athlete, friend and

human being.

"We lost one of the great track

and field athletes in history,"said

UCLA teammate Greg Foster.

Even PrcsideiU Clin ton, in—a^

WNBA player caught in custody battle

released statement, commented,
"We were dazzled by her speed,

humbled by her talent, and captivat-

ed by her style."

Early reports of the cause of

Griffith Joyner's death pointed to a

WNBA: Child turned

over to father as court

decides fate of McGee

By Justin Hyde :
..

'

;. -:/;''"

The Associated Press

DETROIT — There's a growing

list of firsts for women in sports,

but Pamela'McGee has an unusu-

al one: The first woman in the

Women's National Basketball

Association (WNBA) whose pro-

fessional career has become an

issue in a child custody case.

Under a court order, McGee
turned her 3-year-old daughter

over to her ex-husband Tuesday

while a court decides whether her

basketball career interferes too

much with her duties as a parent.

Legal experts and women's
advocates disagreed about how
much a mother's work scliedule

should matter in such cases.

Macomb County Chief Circuit

Judge Peter J. Maceroni ruled this

jveek that McGe.e'iex-husband»the

Rev. Kevin E. Stafford of Mount
Clemens, will have temporary cus-

tody of their daughter, Imani, while

a Friend of the Court investigation

is under way. That investigation

could take four to 12 weeks.

Stafford's attornev. Peter

porary custody since the beginning

of the year and that McGee has

seen Imani 14 days this year.

Lucido has said McGee's travel

schedule raises concerns. He said

Imani missed her first day of

preschool Tuesday because

McGee, a starting forward for the

Los Angeles Sparks, had delayed

returning her to her father.

"You need to make a

lot of sacrifices to be a

good parent.

"

Peter Lucido

Attorney
Iv-

Imani had been staying with her

mother at her grandmother's house

in Flint. McGee also has a 10-year-

old son.

.• "The whole problem is right

now, it'is her career," Lucido said.

'Jherc^are a lo t ^^^sacrifices you
need to make to be a good basket-

ball player. You need to make a lot

of sacrifices to be a good parent as

well.

"I'm not saying she can't be a

parent because she plays basket-

ball. But Imani needs her to he a

affection and moral upbringing."

McGee was not immediately

available for comment. Her moth-

er, Diane McGee of Flint, said

Stafford had asked for the tempo-

rary custody to keep Imani in the

state.

McGee "cried every time she

had to leave her baby," Diane

McGee saFd. "People seem to think

since she's playing for the WNBA
she's getting National Basketball

Association (NBA) money. She's

not. It hurts her financially to Hy

back here. He's here with Imani,

but her opportunities are back in

California."

Basketball is deeply ingrained

in the 35-year-old McGee's life.

She and her twin sister, Paula,

were standouts at the University

of Southern California (USC),

where they led the team to two

national titles. McGee was also a

member of the gold medal-winning

Olympic team in 1984.

She played in Europe and Brazil

for several years, but stopped after

marrying Stafford in 1995. In a

1997 interview witK The Detroit-

News, McGee said she stopped

playing because her husband had

asked her.to.

"When you have come to the

point where you have had personal

success - I tiave an Olympic gold

Lucido, said the father has had tern- guider, a teacher. She needs her See CUSTODY, page S2
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we're in a pressure cooker, when the See TROJANS, page 54
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ARK YOU NUTS?
Whoever heard of a purple hear. Joe & Josephine Bruin would not he happy! The only purple

^nimal Ls Barney!

Why would you accept prints from a One Hour Photo Lab (or any other one for that matter)

Jhat will not produce true and accurate colors?

At BKL AIR CAMERA we pledge to give you the best quality that you c^n get from
your camera. We can make your prints in one hour, but it might take a little longer

,

because each print in analyzed by a computer and a human. And if the picture is not

up to our high standards, it Ls redone, and the old one is shredded (to assure you of

privacy)

So, let the Bel Air experts make sure that your Vanilla Ice Cream Ls white,, that

Aunt Rose Ls not too red, and that the love ofyour life looks great!

The new SUPERSTORE
10925 Kinross Avenue at Gayley Avenue

FREE PARKING in lot next to store on Kinross I

in Westwood Village, iust East of the 405 Freeway
MON-FRl 9-7; SAT 9:30-6; SUN 12-5

310-208-5150

dailvbruin

Conveniently Located in WestwoodvillageAcross From Jerry's Famous Deli

Complete Professional

Eye Examination'
Regular Price $55 New patients only.

Contact lens exam additional.

CONTACT LENS
PACKAGE^

Includes eye exam,
fitting, 2 month follow-

up, and pair of daily

wear lenses.

$
99;

CONTACT LENS
PACKAGE*

Includes eye exam,
fitting, 2 month follow-l

up, and pair of Ocular
[

Science daily

wear lenses.

ENTIRE FRAME INVENTORY
BACK TO SCHOOL SALE
SUNGLASSES TOO!

20% - 50%
Eyes of

Westwood
can help you
see better,

and look
better, too.

comprehensive, computer

assisted eye exams

custom and disposable

contact lenses

wide selection of today's

most fashionable eyewear

Vision insurance plans

accepted

•M

EYES OF WESTWOOD
Dr. Patrick Doyle, O.D.

SALE SEPT. 28TH
THROUGH OCT. lOTH

10930 Weybum Ave. Westwood Village

(310)208-1384

>

affection during our time of grief. See FLOJO, page 48
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Bruins!

10968 LE CONTE AVENUE
(Between Gayley and Broxton)

(310)208-7171

WELCOME BACK
SPECIAL

$3.99
LG SEPI'S CHIPS &
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OKTOBERFEST
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Eat a SepVs and stay youngforever!

-$1 off
large Sepi's

Must present

coupon

500 off
small Sepi's
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Women's atNetics remains low priority despite Title IX
PROGRAMS: Men's sports

still receive more money,

attention in spite of law

ByMawFish
Cox News Service

ATLANTA — Female college stu-

dents have plenty of sports to play and

$180 million a year in scholarships to

split. Crowds are increasing rapidly,

and the women's basketball National

Collegiate Athletic Association

(NCAA) Final Four sells out.

But don't be fooled, say some dissat-

isfied movers and shakers in women's
sports. They foresee more hurdles to

clear and court battles to fight.

Between 80 and 90 percent of uni-

versities remain in violation ofTitle IX,

the federal legislation that outlaws gen-

der discrimination in educational insti-

tutions that receive federal funds,

according to Donna Lx)piano, execu-

tive director of the Women's Sports

Foundation.

The Department of Education's

Office of Civil Rights, responsible for

enforcing the law, has not followed up

on schools found in non-compliance,

Lopiano said, and instead has let them

off the hook, pending correction of the

problems.

Since 1993, at the urging of advo-

cates upset with the slow pace, the

NCAA has required each Division I

school to show progress in gender equi-

ty in order to gain certification. But the

NCAA has never rejected a school's

certification, and not all of the 305

Division I institutions have gone
through the process.

The Office of Civil Rights claims

that it doesn't have enough money or

time to track violations. So the last

resort has been lawsuits against schools

in violation.

Nancy Hogshead, a Jacksonville.

Fla., attorney who specializes in Title

IX cases, says she is preparing lawsuits,

involving four schools that she would

not identify. The cases involve either

coaches or athletes, said Hogshead, a

fojrpier Olympic gold-medal swimmer.
^ Brown University is just now set-

tling a six-year-old federal lawsuit that

led to sweeping changes in the way anti-

discrimination laws are applied in col-

lege athletics. The suit went to the U.S.

Supreme Court after Brown tried to

eliminate its women's volleyball and

gymnastics teams. As a result, school

officials will seak to have the percent-

age of women on athletic teams reflect

the student body.

But there is still concern that some
female coaches who speak out against

perceived inequities risk losing their

jobs. Lawyer Kristin Galles, who spe-

cializes in gender-e<quity cases, said 1

5

coaches fired since the end of last

school year have contacted her to dis-

cuss possible legal action.

"They start pushing for money,

more scholarships, field maintenance -

things men's programs already have

-and they run into trouble," Galles

said. "I have some cases where the

female coach gets too pushy on gender

equity, and (school officials) start say-

ing stuff like, 'Well, they must be gay'"

The conflict is even reaching high

schools.

The National Wornen's Law Center

filed suit this summer in U.S. District

Court, alleging discrimination by mem-
bers of the Michigan State High School

Athletic Association. Schools were^

cited for, among other things, requiring

girls to play their games during non-tra-

ditional and shortened seasons, at

inconvenient times and in inferior facil-

ities.

"While a lot ofattention has focused

on the college level, and deservedly so,

it's important to remember that Title

IX also applies to high school and

below," said Marcia Greenberger, co-

president of the National Women's
Law Center. "There are Still lots of

problems that young girls are facing ...

We've seen the same problems with

facilities and support and practice

times."

In the quarter-century since

President Nixon signed the landmark

Title IX legislation, the disparity in the

playing fields has lessened, although

the advantage still slants in the favor of

men's programs, according to the most

recent NCAA Gender-Equity Study in

1997. Among its findings were that:

• Seventy-five percent of funds

directed to athletic programs goes into

men's sports.

• The ratio of those operating

expenses has not budged, although the

percentage of women in organized

sports has jumped from 31 to 37 per-

cent in the last five years.

• Women, who comprise 53 percent

of enrollment, pocket 38 percent of

scholarship dollars.

• Women receive 27 percent of the

money spent to recruit new athletes.'

• Coaches of women's sports earn

less than half the pay of the men's team

coaches.

"It's common sense that you would

expect operating budgets to be relative-

ly similar in the same sports," Lopiano

said. "So with two basketball teams, the

expenses should be pretty much the

same. I don't see where men's basket-

ball uniforms cost any more or less

than women's uniforms."

A school generally has to pass a

three-part test to comply with Title IX:

• Female athletes should receive the

same treatment afforded men, includ-

ing quality of facilities, competition

schedules and budgets.

• Scholarships should be awarded to

women based on the percentage of

female athletes in the total program.

• The participation opportunities a

school affords female athletes should

be equal to men's. This factor has been

the most difficult to assess.

According to the National Women's
Law Center, college athletics deserve a

grade of C on gender equity. "Some
progress ... some barriers addressed,

but more improvement necessary," it

concluded.

"We have a lot ofcatching up to do,"

said tennis legend Billie Jean King,

founder of the Women's Sports

Foundation. "It's ridiculous. It's tax-

payer dollars ... I suspect it would take_

the threat of fines from the federal gov-

ernment. You need to hurt them where

it hurts the most, and that is money"

-i,-'
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• Minimum 3.5 GPA
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HOW TO APPLY
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basis for everyone, but I felt discrimi-

nated against for a long time." CoIIen

said.

Women's advocates who
bemoaned the loss of the administra-

tive control that women had during the

height of the Association . for

Intercollegiate Athletics for Women
(AIAW) in the late 1970s have a hard

time sympathizing.

"I think men are getting a fair

shake," said Vivian Acosta, a retired

Brooklyn College physical education

professor and coach who has been

tracking collegiate athletics gender

numbers for 20 years. "There are no
women being considered for men's

jobs. All they want is an opportunity."

With six male head coaches among
its 12 teams. Southeastern Conference

(SEC) basketball has the highest per-

centage of men in the country. It has

-paid off in making the SEC the

nation's dominant league. Although

Tennessee University, coached by Pat

Summitt, is the only SEC school to win

national championships, male coaches

have guided Final Four teams at

Georgia, Auburn, Vanderbilt,

Bahama and Arkansas:

Teams in the other five major col-

lege conferences - Atlantic Coast

Conference (ACC), Big East, Big 10,

i.[cllclc]
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Big 12 and Pac 10 - are almost over-

whelmingly coached by women, and

on some campuses male applicants

haven't been interviewed. The Ivy

League never has had a male coach on

any of its woman's basketball teams.

At the en^of the 1997-98 season,

men coaclpng the top-level Division I

teams niimbered 32.6 jjercent. While

men are coaching in greater numbers

in the lower divisions, they fear that

they are being squeezed out of a

chance at the premier jobs.

"It's better now than it was several

years ago," said Duquesne coach Dan
Durkin, a former Penn State assistant

who like CoIIen was passed over sever-

al times. "But the big issue with some
jf our Division I coaches still is, 'Can I

get a job?'"

When the NCAA replaced the

AIAW, many female coaches who
were full-time professors returned to

the classroom. Some did not want to

be part of the male sports structure.

Others thought that male athletics

directors would not favor women
coaches.

"The most common reason for that

was networking. The fellas have

always known how to do that," said

Acosta, a former coach of men's and

women's badminton.

Byrne believes that's an outdated

assumption. "That's a bale of used

hay," he said. "I have the only female

director of football operations in

Division I-A. I have one of three

female sports information directors in

Division 1. 1 hired them both because I

thought they were the best people for

the job."

Are women taking over coaching?

At the University ofGeorgia, where

three of the nine women's sports are

coached by women, athletics director

Vince Dooley echoes a similar refrain.

When he was searching for a volleyball

coach in 1989, only five of 105 appli-

cants were female. He hired former

Olympic assistant coach Jim lams,

who has five NCAA appearances.

"It was very disappointing to us that

there were so few (female) candi-

dates." Dooley said. "We have always

maintained, if all things are equal, we
want to find a woman if it's a women's
sport."

Sanderford is comfortable with his

position but sympathizes with the

opposition.

"I've put a lot into this game, and

that's what some of us have been per-

turbed about," Sanderford said.

"There are some people who are con-

cerned about getting more women into

coaching, and I understand that. If I

were an AD (Athletic Director), 1

would certainly try to hire a woman,
loo. But I'mjusttryingtodomyjob."

Some males concerned about the

trend point to how power in women's

college basketball is distributed. The
Lilburn-based Women's Basketball

Coaches Association, which repre-

sents 4,500 coaches from Division I

down to the youth ranks, has had just

one male, current Vanderbilt coach

Jim Foster, as president in its 17-year

history. High school. Amateur Athletic

Union (AAU) and youth coaches, a

large majority of them male, are not

granted full voting powers, thus per-

petuating exclusion, in their minds.

The Women's Basketball Coaches

Assdciation (WBCA) membership,

which is primarily from high school, is

roughly two-thirds female. In the past

few years, the number of male coaches

attending the WBCA convention has

fallen off drastically, even though the

organization created an advisory

group to deal with their concerns.

Some threatened to form their own
association four years ago.

"I understand why they are con-

cerned when they hear that some peo-

ple want to hire a female first." WBCA
executive director Beth Bass said. "But

I get frustrated when they don't come.

If I don't see them, if I don't hear them,

if I don't talk to them, then I can't help

them. We need them to be here, work-

ing with us."

A male has never been named to

lead the highly successful United

States women's national team and
only a few have been assistants. And
the NCAA Division I Women's
Basketball Committee has had just one

male member in the last six years.
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So, is there a glass ceiling for men?
"Yes,. and I. think it's going to stay

that way," Georgetown University

women's coach Patrick Knapp said. "I

don't think it will change."

Tom Collen had been a major archi-

tect oftwo Big 10 championship teams

at Purdue. When his fellow assistant,

Gail Goestenkoers, was hired at Duke
despite having less experience. CoIIen

looked for another route to a head

coaching job. He was the top^assistant

at Arkansas for three years under

Gary Blair, recruiting many of the

players on last season's Final Four

team, before being appointed at

Colorado State.

Duke has.had its best success under

Goestenkoers. Collen said he is happy

for her and applauds her success, but

he thinks that business-oriented athlet-

ics directors must look at other factors.

"As women's programs get better

supported, ADs (Athletic Directors)

are more inclined to get a better return

on their investment," Collen said.

"They're expecting results, and they

want us to start paying some of the

bills. If we want everything that the

men have, then we have to understand

that it all comes at a price."

Kent Stanley, the women's basket-

ball coach at National Association of

latercollegiate Athletics (NAIA)- affil-

iated Oklahoma City University,

See GENDER, page 54
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After sitting out for a year because of injury, star

midfielder Sasha Victorine leaps back into action Quick

Ail-American ^

kicker and punter

Chris SaUec^

career in football

began with his

love for soccer
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By Rocky Salmon
Daily Bruin Staff

He is the player who goes

unnoticed unless he does some-

thing wrong.

He is the player who can sin-

gtehandedly determine who wins

the game.

He is the player who stumbled

onto football thrdugh his love

for soccer.

Chris Sailer was a highly tout-

ed soccer player at Notre Dame
High in Sherman Oaks. Sailer

lettered three years in soccer

gaining such accolades as

League MVP, All-California

Interscholastic Federation,

State Player of the Year in 1994

and All-Amcrican.

He was courted by profes-

sional soccer clubs in Europe
and offered scholarships all

aqross the country \s> play soc^^

rr

cer.

In the end UCLA won out.

— But Sailer did not become a

Bruin soccer player. He now is

one of the premiere plactkickers

and punters in the nation.

Through a slight kick in life

Sailer was propelled towards

America's version of soccer.

His life was redirected in P.E.

class, during a game of football.
~ Jailer kicked the football and
one of the teachers happened to

be a coach on the Notre Dame
High squad and immediately

^^^^^•tm '^mw^ifm^im^.
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sweet
Victorine

By Moin Salahuddin
Daily Bruin Staff

You're going for a header over a defender, and as you seem-

ingly hang in the air, looking for the glory of scoring a goal, you

midtkniy real i/e that ynuVe nn n rnll i% inn course \yith the

CMARIFSKUO

UCLA's Sasha Victorine and Jesse Morgan struggle for control of the ball during a men's

soccer game against Fresno State.

ground below.

You extend your left leg till it's straight, and as you make con-

tact with the ground, your knee buckles and a sharp pain zooms
through your body.

What do you do?

Well, you'd like to get up and continue playing soccer. You
realize, however, that you can't because you have just suffered

an injury all too common to athletes - you've torn your ACL
(anterior cruciate ligament).

This situation is all too familiar to junior midfielder Sasha

Victorine. Last year, Victorine lore his ACL early in the season

against Presno State.

Yet, Victorine is no average player. Days before his injury, lie

was selected as one of 10 nominees for the Missouri Athletic

Club Player of the Year Award. He was one of the top freshmen

SeeViaORINE,pa9e43

Senior Cliris Sailer is the prime kicker for the Bruins and handles kick-offs, field goals and punts.

BAHMAN FARAHOEL/Daily Brum

told head coach, Kevin Rooney,

about the student in P.E. class

who boomed his first kick into

the end zone.

Rooney approached Sailer

after the football season and set

up a demonstration.

"Sailer actually played bas-

ketball his first year at Notre

Dame not soccer but became
highly touted," Sailer's former

-coachsaid.

"After his freshman year we
asked him to come out and kick

one foir us. His first time off the

tee he put it in the endzone.

"Wc'then had to arrange it so

he could kick for football and
soccer clubs. He would play

Friday nights then Saturday was
for soccer."

In his first year kicking Sailer

was an average five for twelve

with a 39.4 punting average. But

his determination and natural

ability would eventually rise to

the surface.

In his senior year, Sailer had a

break-out performance, helping

his team to a 14-0 record and a

Division III championship title.

That year Sailor would also

walk away with honors from
USA Today's first team. Blue

Chips Illustrated's first team
dream squad and Valley Player

of the Year by the Los Angeles

Daily News as he hit 22 field

goals setting a state mark, while-
nailing three over 50 yards.

"His last year was a wake-up

call to the nation," Rooney said.

"He just had the natural ability.

He never has really been
coached because we only knew
what we saw in film and read in

books, so we let him kick it any-,«i^

way he wanted to. What he does

is just natural ability, something

we could not teach."

This ability prompted many
colleges to court Sailer for both

See SAILER, page 44
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PUYMAKER: Ail-American

sophomore looks to rebound

after disappointing first year

By Steve Mm
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

^ Being named an All-American is a major

honor, especially as a freshman.

But how, in the sport of water polo, are Ail-

Americans decided?

"I have no clue," sophomore Adam
Wright said of the honor which he received

last year. "Maybe it's the coaches who vote on

that, but I'm not-sure. I was just happy to be

one'
Such nonchalance. There's a "whatever"

kind of attitude to him - laid back and easy-

going. „.
But that's surely not how this Seal Beach

native won his accolades in the sport he loves

so much.

The truth is, Wright devotes a lot of energy

and intensity to water polo. He's a different

person in the water, quick and alert. He dis

plays a lasting sharpness throughout the

game. Perhaps that's why he's so "whatever-

ish" out of the water - he'sjust too spent from

all that focusing in the water.

But, whatever, on with his water polo.

See HfiUGIIT, page 42
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CHAn.ES KUO

All-Afnerican sophonfiore Adam Wright wants to help the

men's water polo team recapture the NCAA title..
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KIBEMIDIIAN
'From page 12

academically. She sets a great exam-

ple for the rest of the team," Saldafla

said.

Kiremidjiaa, in turn, is counting

on SaldaAa to use his expertise and

lead the team to the promised land.

She praises his style of coaching,

which is different that of former

coach Joy Fawcett.

**Coach SaldaAa is more authori-

tative, more apt to have things done

his way. But he makes us work hard

and we love him. He's really a great

coach," Kiremidjian said.

SaldaAa's coaching seems to have

paid dividends thus far for the

Bruins, as they were ranked No. 15

nationally in the preseason poll and

have since moved up to No. 12 by

virtue of a tournament victory at

USF.

The success of the program cou-

pled with the mix of youth and expe-

rience has sparked a nice cama-

raderie within the team. Kiremidjian

says that the togetherness is a huge

benefit for the program.

"The freshmen are awesome as it

is, but it helps that they can feed off

of some of the veterans out here,"

she said.

Kiremidjian's career started wjth

a bang, as she scored a goal in her

first collegiate game against Colgate.

Since then, she has taken off, record-

ing career highs in points, goals and

assists last season.

The expectations for the upcom-

ing season are even higher. SaldaAa

had planned to use her as a midfield-

er due to her experience, but has

since moved her back to forward.

"She is just too valuable as a for-

ward. She creates a lot ofchances for

herself and for her teammates. She's

very fast and very powerful,"

SaldaAa said. '

SaldaAa also says that he expects

her to "double her figures from last

year," which would mean 12 goals

and 3Q points.

Kiremidjian expects to have more

WRIGHT
From page 41

Wright admits that, like many of

his teammates, he's a different person

in the pool.

"I'm competitive when it comes

down to sports," he said. "I butt heads

with a lot of people."

His competitive spirit has done a

lot of good for him. For one, he's a

starting playmaker for the UCLA
team. He also practices with the

senior national team when not com-

peting during the collegiate season.

Head coach Guy Baker finds him a

valuable asset.

"Adam should have a really good

season this year," Baker said. "We're

going to count on him to direct a lot of

our offense and defense."

His teammates describe him as a

versatile player who has an innate

knowledge of the way^and others

play. )
"Adam's a smart, aggressive play-

er," senior attacker Sam Grayeli said.

"He understands the gam? well and

can play basically any position."

Wright constantly looks around

during game situations to sec what's

going on in every position, to seek an

opportunity to "create," 3S water polo

players put it.

"Personally, I think he's the most

fun person to play with in the water,"

said senior defender Eric Heifer.

"Even though he's a sophomore,

he has a lot of experience under his

belt. He carries himself as (iO he was a

lot older.

"He hates losing more than any-

thing," Heifer said. "He expects a lot

out of his teammates, as we do of him.

That kind of thinking makes us a bet-

ter team."

Wright started playing water polo

in junior high. It was in his high school

years, undfer the 1996 Olympics coach

Ricardo Azevedo of Long Beach

High, when he showed a knack for the

game.

As a member of the U.S. junior

national team, Wright got a taste of

major victory as his team became

Junior Olympics champions. His high

school team won the 1994 California

Interscholastic Federation (CIF)

Division I championship, and Wright

went on to add more honors as the

ms CIF Division I player of the

year.

Wright has always seemed to be

part of a winning team; it was no dif-

ferent when he entered UCLA in the

fall of 1996, when the Bruins earned

the NCAA championship. But with so

many returning members on that

team, including his older brother

Randy, Wright redshirted his fresh-

man year while honing his skills for

the following season.

The 1997 campaign wasn't meant

to be for Wright and the rest of the

Bruins, however, as they dropped out
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points this year, but statistics are sec-

ondary to her team's performance;

"My career highlight was when we
went to the Elite Eight last year, and

this year we definitely have a shot at ^
the Final Four," she said. "I expect to

reach that goal."

If the rest of the team follows the

lead of Kiremidjian, UCLA will have

the hardest working team in the

NCAA. With Saldai^a at the helm

and Kiremidjian providing the exam-

ple, this year's Bruins should be fully

capable of reaching that goal.

of championship contention. The All-

American individual honor provided

some sweet compensation for an oth-

erwise bitter season.

After last year's dry spell, Wright's

desire to win burns hotter. He has

three more years of eligibility at

UCLA, and he expects the same num-

ber of successful years. And he

believes it's all within the team's

reach.

"I was definitely disappointed with

the season last year," he said. "But

everyone knows we can do it this year.

i would love to win the NCAA cham-

pionship here, more than once."

And suddenly, he who was once

this laid-back, if not passive sort of

guy isn't so nonchalant anymore.

=^ Check
out the

Daily

Bruin's

web
site for

info on

UCLA
sports

teams;

rosters,

• game
dates

and

Bruin

articles.
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ViaORINE
From page 41

-in the country and the state-player of

the year in high school.

Victorine has also played on U.S.

youth national teams (under-20 and
under-23 squads). This year, he has

been named a finalist for the Hermann
Trophy, which annually honors colle-

-^iate soccer's top player.

All of these accolades could have

stopped for Victorine if his injury had

proved to ^x career threatening. Yet

Victorine battled back and is now lead-

ing his Bruins back into the spotlight,

Jooking to repeat their NCAA
Championship of a year ago. But he

won't forget what happened last year.

"My second year started out all

right," Victorine said. "I started two

games and scored all my points during

those two games. The next game, I was
going up for a header, and as I was
coming down over a defender, 1 land-

ed on just my left leg without it bent,

and it just went both ways.

"I thought I sprained it. and I just

played on for a little while. But I could-

n't get to a full sprint. My left calf start-

ed tightening and my knee was pretty

swollen. 1 was trying to run around

and do as much as I could, but it just

didn't feel right. When I took a shot

with my left foot with four minutes left

in the first half, 1 knew I had to come

out. So the coaches checked out my
knee, and it appeared to be all right

"I had an MRl done the next morn-
ing, and the doctors said that 1 had a

second-degree ACL tear. It was devas-

tating at first because you don't know
if you can come back from it. It taites

so long to get back, and when people

hear about ACL, it sounds like such a

big injury There is an definite element

of being scared with that injury."

Victorine had been one of the top

players for UCLA, and without his

presence, it seemed as ifthe Bruins sea-

son might come to an abrupt halt.
"

UCLA, however, used his injury as

motivation for future opponents and

marched through the regular season

and into the NCAA Final Four. Yet, as

the Bruins marched forth on their sea-

son, Victorine was rehabilitating his

injury.

"I had surgery at 9:30 the next

morning, which was less than 48 hours

after the injury I sf)ent the night, and

my leg was hooked up to a CPM
(counts per minute) machine. That

kept my knee moving and sped up the

healing process.

"I then left the hospilal and went

back to my apartment where I had to

have my leg in the machine for 12

hours a day. I did it while sleeping,

watching TV or any other rime. It was

fairly hard, but after I got my stitches

out a week later, 1 started training with

my physical therapist. We set little

goals that I could keep on accomplish-

ing. I didn't push it so that I could

come back healthy They say that after

12 months, your knee should be back

to about 95 to 100 percent normal and

I'm II months into rehabilitation so

far."

The NCAA Final Four had arrived,

and Victorine did not want to be left

home watching his Bruins fight for a

national title.

"Our goal this seasorr

is to repeat ...winning

18 (NCAA) «

championship."

Sasha Victorine

Men's soccer midfielder

So, he decided to attempt to sup-

port the team in Richmond. Virginia.

"I traveled the day after they made
it to the Final Four and met the team

there," Victorine said, "lliere were

three of us who went: me, Peter

Vagenas and Kevin Coye, who were all

injured. We went out and bought bcxly

paint and painted ourselves blue and

put yellow letters on ... I think I was the

captain. We did this m the locker

room, and the team was excited to see

us. And I think they were more moti-

vated for the game (against the

Indiana Hoosiers in the NCAA
Semifinals)." '

:

'

:

As UCLA went on to beat the

Hoosiers and the Virginia Cavaliers in

the finals, Victorine thought about the

upcoming season and his return to the

lineup with the Bruins. But he needed

to prepare himself before the season^

began.

"My first game back from the

injury was fun." he said.

"I was just tired of sitting and
watching all the games. It was scary

playing, though, with a huge knee

brace on and I wasn't very mobile

either. But once that came off, I started

to play better. However, 1 still haven't

reached the point where I'll attack the

headers like I had done last season."

Victorine was not only successful in

the collegiate ranks. He has always

been superb at soccer from the outset.

"I was about four and a half years

old when 1 first started playing stKcer."

Victorine said. "I just kicked the ball

otTmy garage and played with the kids

in the neighborhocxl. I started club soc-

cer when I was 10. 1 always played a

year up, and wc were pretty successful.

We won the state cup on my under-IO

team and went to the finals a couple of

other years. We won the state cup
three times in a row when I was in high

school."

Victorine continued on into high

school where he was immediately play-

ing on the varsity squad. "I started my
freshman year on, but it was never

easy," Victorine said. "I had a great

time playing with my friends."

During his junior and senior sea-

sons at Rio Americano High School in

Corona, Calif., Victorine was noticed

by numerous Division I schools from

across the country.

"I was being heavily recruited by

most of the top schools in the nation,"

Victorine said. "I chose UCLA
because of their superb coaching,

great academics and the serene area. I

love the beach, and the weather is

great, too." --^- ^ ^^ .

While most players suffer from the

transition between high school and col-

lege, sports, Victorine excelled and
adjusted easily during his freshman

season.

"There's a big difference between

high school soccer and college soccer,"

Victorine said. "It's a lot more intense

at the college level. Everyone expects a

lot more of you and it is definitely

more physical. But 1 think 1 adjusted

fairiy well here.

"I played all right for my freshman

year." Victorine said. "We lost our first

^^iCAA tournament game so that put a

damper on our season. We wished we
went a little further than that. After

SeeVICt(NIINE,pa9e44
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ViaORINE
From page 43

that first year, wc all were trying to

improve on our finish in the NCAAs.
We just had to push a little harder in

each and every practice. We were 17-3

my freshman year so we had to dig

deep into ourselves to get home-field

advantage throughout the playofTs."

Victorine has almost completely

recovered from his injury anci is cur-

rently helping lead his Bruins both on
the field and in spirit back to the

championship.

"Our goal this season is to repeat,"

Victorine said. "We believe we have

the capability of winning the champi-

onship, and we all have more confi-

dence after winning last season. I con-

sider myself a leader on the team. I try

to get the game moving and help start

the attack for our forwards and other

players."

Naturally, Victorine is one who
loves the outdoors. Besides playing

soccer, he enjoys going hiking and

fishing - a simple life for such a talent-

ed person both off and on the field.

Victorine is one who has overcome

adversity to always succeed.

So the next time you turn on your

television and notice that the U.S.

World Cup team actually does well,

look for Sasha Victorine, because he~
shouldn't be too far behind.

SAILER
From page 40

his football and soccer abilities. But

his heart still hung onto soccer and

that is why he became a Bruin.

"The coaching staff said I could

play both," the senior communica-
tions student said.^~" ••- / :'--'."';:

"I had been playing soccer since

I was five and grew up with parents

from Germany who knew little

about football. They thought foot-

ball was people

running around ——^—i^^
hitting each

other but let me
play because I

told them that I

would not get

hurt. They were

not into it until

my second year ^ _^
of high school

ball.

"But I looked at the situation and

decided that I could not play both

soccer and football and since foot-

ball was paying for my degree I

stuck with football."
~-

The incredible stress that would

have been placed on Sailer from

playing two sports and Hying cross

country disappeared when he

accepted that he would be a kicker,

not a soccer player, at UCLA.

But Sailer would not start out as

the place kicker because of All-

American Bjorn Merten, rather, he

began as a punter. In his first year

punting Sailer averaged 42.2 yards

per kick, including an 81-yard kick

versus Washington State.

Two years later Sailer became
UCLA's prime kicker, handling

kick-offs, field goals and punts, the

first to do so since Frank Corral in

1977. But Sailer would x:ontinue

undaunted, as he was selected sec-

ond-team All American by the

Associated
'^"*" Press and was

a finalist for

the Lou
Groza place-

kicking
award.

Sailer
attributed his

^ ability to han-

dle all three

jobs on the

confidence he built up while punt-

ing for two years.

"Not place kicking the first two

years gave me confidence," he said.

"While punting I learned about the

pressure and the spotlight which

slowly built me up."

Sailer's first ever field goal

atlempt in college would be crucial

but would be a misfire against

Washington State last year. He

pushed a 46 yarder wide right, and
in the end UCLA would end up los-

ing by three as Jermaine Lewis was
stopped short of a touchdown with

the time winding down.

But Sailer is not one to relive the

past as the rest of the season he

would put together an amazing
streak of 15 consecutive field goals^ ahar^^hing to do. It takes a lot of

the end zone.

In a game where field position

almost dictates the scores, it is

Sailer who must step up and put the

UCLA offense in position to win.

"I do not feel under appreciat-

ed," Sailer said. "If anything I think

I'm over-appreciated but kicking is

It is Chris Sailer who
must step up and put

the UCLA offense in

position to win.

before faltering at Cal.

In a game where interceptions,

spin moves and diving touchdown
catches are what makes the high-

light reels,

Sailer realizes

thathisjobisto •

not push for

fame rather to

help the team.

Even his

own coach.

Bob Toledo,

said that he

hopes Sailer's

job is not

important,
echoing the _
words of Sailer.

Because if Sailer does not have to

kick field goals it means the offense

is scoring touchdowns.

But Sailer's job is much more
then field goals. Sailer is the one

"I think I'm over

appreciated but

kicking is a hard thing

to do."

Chris Sailer

UCLA kicker

practice. You can grab all the play-

ers on the field and probably 80 per-

cent can throw the football reason-

ably well, but if you tell them to kick

the ball only a

^^ handful could"~"^^~~^""^
kick it without

looking like a

child.

"If you do
one thing

wrong in kick-

ing then the

kick will not go

where you want

it to. I have to

kick three or

.. four days a

week year

round to keep sharp. It may look

easy but I encourage people to go
out and try it themselves then

judge."

If all things go according to plan

who is called on to play the field \ then Sailer may only be relegated to

position game. He has to punt the point-after attempts. But it would
ball and try to pin the ball inside the he sweet justice if, in-the season

10, he has to kick the ball off into Rafter the Wo|;ld Cup, a\^iimJ-out

-Mttt-
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Men's soccer

Bruins head race for

NCAA honors again
M.SOCCER: Tough midfield, skilled freshmen,

returning players should carry team to top

By Moin Salahuddin

Daily Bruin Contributor

A coveted National Collegiate Athletic Association

(NCAA) Championship finished off a dream season for

the 1997 UCLA men's soccer squad.

Now. the only thing the 1998 squad has to do is simply

duplicate that feat and bring home another title to

Westwood.

The 1998 Bruins are arguably a stronger and more tal-

ented team than the championship one of a year ago. With

all three of their top scorers returning and several promis-

ing newcomers, UCLA appears to be a clear favorite to

repeat as Mountain Pacific Sports Federation (MPSF)

and NCAA champions.

r-r--The team has improved from last year just because the-

young players have a lot more experience," head coach

Sigi Schmid said.

"They have the confidence of winning a national title.

The knowledge of knowing what it takes to win a title is

invaluable." ,.

The top-ranked team in the nation this year, the Bruins'

have many expectations to fulfill With a schedule that fea-

tures three top 10 teams and a host of others in the tob 25.

However, their strength in nearfy every position on the

field will undoubtedly prove to be too much for their oppo-

sition.

The midfield appears to be the greatest strength of this

year's squad, as the Bruins feature five players who have

played on various U.S. youth national teams. Among them

are national player of the year candidate Sasha Victorine,

senior Tom Poltl, junior Pete Vagenas and freshman sen-

sation Ryan Futagaki.

Victorine, a 6-foot-2 junior midfielder, suffered an ante-

rior cruciate ligament injury last year but has fully recov-

ered and is expected to be one of the key components of

\
SeeM.SOCaitpage46

Martin Bruno, the sec-

ond leading Bruin scor-

er, defends the ball

against Matt Blasdel of

the Gonzaga Bulldogs.

GENEVIEVE IIANG/Ddily Brum

iJENSSOCCER SEASON AT A GLANCE

SITE .;;.::;:::;,::-;

North AthleticViekl

${^auldift9 Field

North Athletic Field

Irvine, (8lli

Fuiierton, Calif.

Sacramento^ Catil

i5$$ UCI^ia^e's $ftt«»r $cl^ed:»l€

DATf OPPOHEKT

Oct, 4 im
Oct. 9 Stanford

Oct, 11 California

Oct, 16 UCIwiM
Oct, IB Cal State Ftfliertort

Oct. 24 Cal State Sacramento

Topfetttfns

Nt>, ^, Seth 6eofge,fbrwdrd, senior

Ho. 1%, McKWey Tennyson, Jr., forward, sophomore

No. Ur Sasha Victorine, midfielder, junior

No. 8, Tom Poltl, midfielder, jenlor

No. 20r Stew Shak, defender/janior

No,$, Carlos Bocane^ra, defender, sophomore

No. B Ryan Ft^l#l ntfdflelder^t^nder^lO National Team

member
No. 25 Sean Walker, defender,' NSCAA honorable mention

OATt OPPONENT

<kt. 36 UCLA Classic-St. Mary's

Ifov. 1 UCLA Tourney - Indiana

Nov. 6 UC Santa Barbara

Kpv. 8 Cat Poly, San luis Obispo

Nov. 13 Washington

Nov. 15 Oregon State

lt«y losses

Matt Rels, goalke^periliWtJr0lfeh$lveMVP, MIS third

round draftjJkk

Kevin Coye, defender, MIS third round draft pick

Josh Keller, MIS first ro^nd ^^H pick

SITE

Spaulding Field

North Athletic Field

Santa Barbara, Calif.

SanluisObispo,Calif.

Spauiding Field

North Athletic Field

last year's tnl$h

22-2, national champions

X'factor

Preseason No. ilndiaW; a rematch of the 1997 NCAA

semifinals between the Bruins and the Hooslers will take

place on the North Adiktic Field Nov. 1, UCLA won the last

meeting In sadden death overtime, 1-0

UCLA is the winnlngest men's soccer proi^am in the '904^

with a percentage of .834; Head coach Sigi Schmid is the

second winningest active men^i soccer coach and fifth all

time.

G Nid( Rimando

CarfosBocanegra

Sw/D Steve Shah

Mf/D Ryan lee

Mf Pete Vagenas

Mf Sasha Victorine

MfTomPoItt

Mf Ryan "Futo" futagaki

Mfl^ Martin Bnmo
.1

1

i m'

JUNE KIM/D««iy Bruin

-^
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M. SOCCER
From page 45

the team.

A Hermann Trophy candidate,

Victorine was also a nominee for the

1997 Nfissouri Athletic Qub Player of

the Year Award desf^te sitting out most

of the season.

He earned first-team, all-conference

and second-team, All-Far West honors

his freshmari season. *

Poltl, a 5-foot-6 honorable mention

All-American, has the most experience of

any midfielder on the squad. With his tal-

ent and knowledge, the Bruins will con-

trol the crucial midfield and giveUCLA
many more scoring chances. Poltl totaled

four goals and three assists last year.

Vagenas was selected as the team's

Most Valuable Player by his teammates

last season, as he earned first-team, all-

conference honors. Vagenas scored the

game-winning goal in the MPSF
Championship, a 1-0 victory over

Stanford. He also scored the game-tying

goal in the NCAA quarterfinals last year

against Clemson.

Futagaki, a 5-foot-6 striker from

Fountain Valley, is extremely quick and

agile.

A high school All-American, "Futo,"

as he is nicknamed, will provide the

Bruins with an instant boost whenever he

is inserted into the lineup.

Seniors Shaun Tsakiris and Junior

Gonzalez, along with sophomores Ryan

Lee and Caleb Westbay will fight for

playing time in the deepest and most

experienced position for UCLA.
At the forward position are two of the

Bruins* most talented players: senior

Seth George and sophomore McKinley

Tennyson, Jr.

Losing (Final Four

Defensive MVP) Matt Reis

to graduation, however,

has only let sophomores

Nick Rimando and Kevin

Perrault shine in the

spotlight.

George, a Player of the Year candi-

date and the Final Four Offensive MVP
from last year, is the Bruins' leading scor-

er from last year.

A 5-foot-9 striker from Mission Viejo,

George is known for his deft touch

around the goal and his brutal power. He
comes into this season needing only four

goals and eight assists to break into the

top 10 individually at UCLA for both

categories.

One goal, in essence, captured the tal-

ent of Tennyson last year. Tennyson

scored the game-winning goal in sudden-

death overtime in the NCAA semifinals,

utilizing all of his 6-foot-2 frame. The

two-time Indiana High School Player of

the Year, Tennyson tallied eight goals

and seven assists his first year.

Also at the forward position is junior

Martin Bruno, who was the second lead-

ing scorer behind George. Junior Shea

Travis and freshman: Sean Walker

should also contribute much for UCLA.
Defense is the key to winning champi-

onships, and the Bruins have to deal with

losing three key players from last year's

squad. While this may be the weakest

position for this team, sophomores

Carlos Bocanegra, Ryan Lee and junior

Steve Shak will fill in the gaps left by last

year's squad.

Bocanegra, a 5-foot- 1 1 defender,

earned first-team, all-conference honors

last year while also making it on the Final

Four All-Tournament team. He was

named a preseason All-American, along

with George and Victorine, by Soccer

America this season.

Ryan Lee, a 6-foot- 1 sophomore, will

also be an integral member of the Bruins'

defense. Lee started his final eight games

last year and assisted on the winning goal

in the NCAA semifinals.

Shak, a 6-foot- 1 defender and a

Hermann Trophy finalist, will be the key

player on defense for UCLA. Shak, a

Se«M.SdCaitpage47
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Midfielder Tom Poltl plays in a game against Gonzaga.
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Village
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VERMONT5 HNEST • ICE CREAM &> FROZEN YOGURT

ALL FLAVORS
of Ice Cream,

Yogurt and Sorbet
2/$5 <^cVt^'

No Limit

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi & Mountain Dew

AAA
I'lf70

2 Liter Bottles Limit 8

Coke, Diet Coke & Sprite

6 pack - 12 oz. caos Umite

/
» P SparWetts

\ /''
^

M. • MOUNTAIN SPRINA WATERMOUNTAIN SPRINQ WATER
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$2.99
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• Boston Lager
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M. SOCCER
From page 46

walk-on who did not play his fresh-

man year, has greatly improved his

skills and played recently on the U.S.

Under-23 National Tea^m.

Juniors Craig Hart and Adam
Cooper, and redshirt freshman

Brandon Kay will also see playif^g

time for UCLA.
Losing the Final Four Defensive

MVP might be considered to be fatal

to any soccer team. Losing Matt Reis

to graduation, however, has only let

sophomores Nick Rimando and

Kevin Perrault shine in the spotlight.

Rimando played seven games last

year while only allowing one goal in

485 minutes (0.19 GAA) and earned

honorable mention, all-conference

honors. He is expected to start the

majority of games this season.

Perrault. a 6-foot4 giant, is expect-

ed to back up Rimando. Perrault set

the California Interscholastic

Federation single-season record for

shutouts (24) at Peninsula High

School in 1996.

The defense of the Bruins account-

ed for their championship as they held

The defense of the

Bruins accounted for

their championship as

they held both Indiana

and Virginia scoreless.

both Indiana (in the NCAA semifi-

nals) and Virginia (in the NCAA
finals) scoreless. If Rimando can con-

tribute the way Reis did, UCLA will

undoubtedly have a very bright

future. . '> ,.
' •, ' "'s

While UCLA marched on to a 2-0

victory over Virginia in the champi-

onship game last year, Victorine and

Vagenas were unable to play because

of their injuries.

With them healthy this season and

several key additions, this year's

squad should better the 22-2-0 record

of last year.

The key match for the Bruins will

be on.Nov. 1 as they face the Hoosiers

of Indiana in a rematch of last year's

NCAA semifinals. UCLA won that

match 1-0 over Indiana in sudden-

Sttwembw 28 Octobw 1,1998 47

death overtime to secure a berth into

-Ihe championship game.

"The Indiana rematch of the

NCAA semifinals in 1994 and 1997 is

definitely something everyone should

be looking forward to," Schmid said.

"I know we are."
—^—

However, the goal of the season

lies farther down the road, during the

month of December when the NCAA
Championships will be held.

If history repeats itself, the Bruins

again will live up to all of their expec-

tations and claim the national title in

Richmond, Va., for the second year in

a row.

Perry T. Wong D.D.S.

General & Cosmetic Dentistry

Preventive Care •^
Emergencies - 7 days a week [^
Delta Dental & most maior insurances welcqmed '>*L--^Oi

Call for Specials (including teeth whitening) for

U.C.L.A. students, faculty, staff, & friends.

1990 Westwood Blvd., Ste. 238 • (310) 474-6802

FREE PARKING • ONLY 5 MINUTES FROM CAMPUS

Is itff
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STADIUM
From page 35

Brown said.

Brown also reiterated that the public investment

will remain capped at $100 million. And Thrailkill

denied that talk of construction overruns was part

of an effort to force more money out of the voters.

"That was never the intention," said Thrailkill,

the chief operating officer for the DeBartolo Corp.

who assumed the team presidency in July when
Carmen Policy resigned.

Thrailkill partially blamed himself for the uproar

about the stadium project's fate. Brown had conv

plained that Thrailkill failed to return telephone

calls and gave the cost estimates to reporters before

speaking with him.

"I have not done a good job of communicating,"

Thrailkill said.

To avoid future miscommunications, the mayor

and Thrailkill plan to meet twice a month to update

each other on the status of the project.

Brown said he hopes to have groundbreaking for

the stadium project as soon as the Giants baseball

team, who share 3Com Park with the 49ers, move
into their new stadium after next season.

The Giants are building a new ballpark on the

San Francisco waterfront that is expected to be

ready for Opening Day in 2000.

"The time they move will be the time we move on

the stadium," Brown said.

i FLOJO
From page 37

heart seizure; however, Kersee refutes

those claims.

"I spoke with the coroner, and in a

preliminary autopsy they couldn't find

the .cause of death," he said. "We're in

the process of having an extensive

autopsy, to help the family, to give us

information on how she passed away.

So, in terms of seizures or heart attacks,

none of that is true," Kersee said.

"It's just a mystery to us ... but right

now the family's job to give Florence the

proper send-off." Jje said. "We have no-

idea why Florence left us."

Bven more disheartening to the fami-

ly is the fact that rumors have begun to

resurface about the possibility of FloJo's

steroid use; there has been some specu-

lation that narcotics were involved in her

death. __._
Even though Griffith Joyner never

failed a drug test, she had been plagued

by accusations of performance-enhanc-

ing drugs since her gold medal winning,

world record performance at the 1988

Seoul Olympics.

See FLOJO, page 51

NEED EXTRA MONEY?
EARN $18,000 PARTTIME!

Sure, you could use the extra money-who couldn't?

The Army Reserve can help you earn more than

$18,000 during a standard enlistment, part time, plus

some great benefits, with opportunities to qualify for

"even more money to continue your education. YduTF

also be getting valuable handsK)n skill training that will

last you a lifetime.

Good extra money. Lots of opportunities. A place

to make new friends. Give the Army Reserve your
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1-800-USA-ARMY
www.goariny.com
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OCULARS
with this ad

8x20
COMPACT
BINOCULARS
Just in time for the UCLA football season, enjoy the game and the fans

across the way, with these very compact 8 power binoculars. So small

they fit in your (XKket or purse, yet powerful enough to see the action

Assorted Vivitar, Vanguard, or Promaster.

RetaU $99.95.

We sold them last year for $59.95. now
priced at $29.95

LIMITED QUANTITY CLOSE OUT.
10X25 COMPACT ^
BINOCULARS $39^95 with ad $29.95

tTHE BinocularSUPERSTORE

«9S

Camera
10925 Kinross Avenue at Gayley Avenue

FREE PARKING in the lot next door on Kinross Avenue
MON-FRI 9-7; SAT 9:30-6; SUN 12-5 3 10-208-5 1 50
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Women's volleyball
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Sophomore Michelle Quon digs the ball for the Bruins in a home game last season.

Bruin recruiting dass dives into new season

WOMEN'? V0U.EY6AU.5EA«W AT AaANCE >*>»*><*<»<

DATE opfcnm

Oct. 2 use

(kt, 9 Unlvmity of ArlEon»

(kt11 Arizona State

Od*14 UCS^nta Barbara

Oct. 16 Washington

Oct. 18 Washmgtofl State

Oct. 23 Oregon State

Oct. 25 Univ. of Oregon

Oct. 30 use

Tod returns

SITE

to$ Angeles

TtKson, Arir.

Tempe^ArlL

Pauley l^avition

Pauley favition

Pauley Pavilion

CorvalH$,Ort.

Eugene

Pauley Pavilion

OATH

Nov.6

Nov. 8 «

Nov. 13

Nov. 15

Nov.^0

Nov. 22

«ov.24

Dec. 3-5

Dec. 10-12

Dec. 17-19

Kev losses

OPPONENT

ArizonaState

University of Arizona

Washington State

Washington

Stanford

Cal

Pepperdine

NCAA First/Second Rbds.

NCAA Regionals

NCAA Semis & Finals

SITE

Pauley Pavilion

Wooden Center

Pullman, Wash.

Seattle, Wash

Pauley Pavilion

Pauley Pavilion

Pauley Pavilion

TBC

TBC

Madison. Wise.

No. 1, Elisabeth Sachman, middle blocker, sophomore, 6-3

No.6, Chaska Potter, outside hitter, senior, 6-1

No. 10, Tamlka Johnson, MB/OH, junior, 6-3

No.12, Celeste Peterson, OH, sophomore, 5-1

1

No. 15, Michelle Quon, OS, sophomore, 5-5

No. 17, Amy NIhipali, MB, sophomore, 6-1

Impact recruits

Angela Eckmier, MB, Fab 50 Honoree, No. 16, 6-1

Ashley Bowles, OH, prized recruit, no. 2, 6-0

Taylor Rodger, OH, prized recruit, no. 5, 5-8

Irika Selsor, DS, high school All American, no. 8, 5-6

Kara Milling, (m;AI(3fifnertCaft, U.S. National Team

Tanisha Larkin, OH, Pac^lO i|$|ora|le Mention

Kim Coleman, DS, Pac-10 HdllfabieMenllon

Toughest opponent

use (No. 3 USA Tiwiay/Coaches poll), atUSC Oct. 2, vs USC

Oct 30

last year's finish

1 7-1 3, unranked, (9-9, 6lh Pac-10)

X-factor

Hall of Fame head coach Any BanachowskI has headed up a

successful program at UCLA for 32 years.

Proj<»cted starters

Elisabeth Bachman. MB Amy NIhipali, MB Tamika Johnson, MB/OH Celeste Peterson, OH Michelle Quon, DS

Erika Selsor, DS

PREVIEW: Team hopes to

rebound, make NCAAs

after losing three seniors

By AJ. Cadman
Daily Bruin Staff

With the abundance of volleyball

(talent that has graced the floor of

UCLA's Pauley Pavilion and laid

the foundation for one of the great-

est collegiate volleyball programs in

the nation, this year's squad will

have their work cut out for them.

This fall, the 1998 UCLA
women's volleyball team will take

aim at a record seventh national

championship without the services

of an All-American and two Pac-lO

standouts. But, with a prized recruit-

ing class ranked second in the nation

this year, the Bruins hope to live up

to the standards of past and present

toward victory.

The 1998 Bruins were ranked No.

18 in the USA Today/Coaches poll

and No. 14 in the Volleyball

Magazine preseason polls. UCLA
has a power ranking of third in the

Pac-10 Conference. They fmished

1997 with a 17-13 record (9-9 Pac-10.

6th place) and earned a berth into

the NCAA tournament.

This year's squad will have to con-

tend with the replacement t)f three

AJNE KIM/0«ily Bruin

Se« W.VOUEVBALU pag« 50
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WO/tLpisAKE!

DESIGNER EYEWEAR SALE.

^=UP TO 50% OFF^=
IF WE CHARGEDANY

LESS WE'D BE A NON-PROFIT

ORGANIZATION.

With what we charse for desisner glasses, we're more like a charity than
. t,

a business. And our everyday low prices include

«

everything from single vision prescription lenses to tints to photograys.

So this season, give the gift of sight to a needy person.

You.

The store for people who can't see paying a lot for glasses.

iMaEYES Selected eyewear only No other discounts apply

WtttLos

Comprehantlve eye eiams available by Independent Doctors of Optometry.

i: 1927 Westwood Blvd. (310) 4740522 • West Hollywood: 8404 Beverly .Blvd. (213)651-0502

Evening A Sunday hours. Ihour service available.
:A''.

Tamika Johnson will

hope to create the kind

of havoc that

produced 33 solo

blocks last season.

position. True freshman who will be

called upon to make an impact

include Angela Eckmier, a

Volleyball Fab 50 honoree, and

JDanielle Ryba. will add depth to the

middle blocking for UCLA.
With the losses of Milling and

Larkin at outside hitter, a talented

cast of returnees will hope to quickly

step into the starting lineups f%
Banachowski and produce results.*^

Chaska Potter has the most com-

plete and well-rounded games of

anyone on the team and will provide

a leadership role for all of the incom-

ing freshman.

Celeste Peterson, a. returning

starter and Pac-10 All-Freshman

Honorable—^^. Mention, under-

went knee

surgery in the

offseason and

will have to fight

to return to her

spot in the start-

ing lineup, but

will be effective

when she

regains herform.
Freshman Ashley Bowles is consid-

ered by many, including her coach,

as one of the most complete players

in her class.- —
Kristee Porter, a phenomenal ath-

lete competing in track and field in

the spring as a dual-sport athlete,

will replace the leaping ability in the

lineup taken by Larkin. Sophomore

W.VOLLEYBALL
From page 49

talented seniors from last yeai^
team. 1997 All-American outside

hitter Kara Milling is currently

training with the U.S. national team

in Colorado. Sbe has inscribed her

name into the UCLA record books

in several categories including sin-

gle-season kills (623, third all-time)

and single-season attacks ( 1,343, sec-

ond all-time). 1997 Pac-10 Honor-

able Mention Kim Coleman
excelled at the setter position and

posted 3,400 career assists while at

UCLA (third all-time).

And finally,

1997^ Pac-10 ^—

—

Ho n o r a b I e

Mention
Tanisha Larkin

complemented
Milling at out-

side hitter with

378 kills last sea-

son and show-

cased a leaping

ability unparal-

leled in the

NCAAs.
Many players will have to step up

in order to achieve the high standard

of success that head coach Andy
Banachowski, returning to UCLA
for his 32nd season, expects. He has

accumulated more victories than

any other women's volleyball coach

in history and has sixth national

titles to his cre'dit. He has guided the Suzy Morris, and newcomers Taylor

Druins~Tcr29 postseason appear- Rodgcr^and-Lauren ftogan w ill add.

From page 48

_!*The only reason why anything is

is- X

surfacing is because it's been sensa-

tionalized by the media," said

Kersee. "There has never been any-

thing proved by anyone that

Florence ever used anything illegal

for performance."

"It's the fault of the media to con-

tinue to allow false rumors to

spread, write them as if they were
fact, and allow my niece who is

seven to read things about her moth-

er that are not true," Kersee said.

Famous for her flamboyant style

on and off the track as well as her

blazing speed, FloJo was a pioneer

of women's sports. To many, she

exemplified the sheer beauty of a

female competing.

"Florence brought a certain style

to track, something so different,

with her fashionable appearance
and her stunning speed," said

Patricia Rico, president of USA
Track and Field.

USA Track and Field chief execu-

tive officer Craig Masback said,

"Florence was a ground breaker,

setting new standards in athletic

achievement and fashion."
"—When asked what FloJo repre-

sented to women's sports, Kersee

replied, "(Female athletes) can be

glamorous, they can be mothers,

they can be entrepreneurs, they can

be teachers, doctors, and they don't

have to worry if someone is going to

Kersee also reminisced on how
Griffith Joyner's fashion sense coex-

isted with her desire to train.

"I gave the team Wednesday ofT

... so they could all get their hair and

nails done. I remember talking to

Florence in particular and saying,

'If you get your hair done, nails

done, whatever, Wednesday will be

the day," he said.

FloJo's UCLA career was fol-

lowed up by an astounding Olympic

run.

Almost 10 years ago to the day,

Griffith Joyner dominated the 1988

Olympics, winning the first of her

three gol(j medals in the 100 meters

with a wind-aided 10.54 seconds. In

the trials for those Olympics, she

posted an unheard-of 10.49 seconds

in the 100 meter, a world record that

has yet to be broken.

She also demolished the record in

the 200 meter in 1988, boasting a

21.34 second run in the event final,

winning another gold, and followed

that up with yet another gold in the

400 meter relay.

For her Bruin and Olympic
achievements, FloJo was to be

inducted into the UCLA Athletic

Department Hall of Fame on Oct. 3.

But Kersee maintains that while

her achievements were unsurpassed,

her legacy Ts far greater.
~~

"The track, the records, the gold

medals, that comes and goes.

Florence is no longer with us. Yes,

she's a world record holder. Yes,

she's a gold medalist. But that's not

important. Those are material

September 28- October U9« SI
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ances and has mentored many play- depth to the outside hitting position

ers to prominence on the AVP tour throughout the UCLA schedule this

and collegiate coaching ranks. " • season.
•--—-

UCLA's
strongest area will

be at the middle

blocker position.

Led by the return of

Elisabeth
Bachman, who red-

shirted the 1997

season due to a

wrist injury, her

training with the

Defense will be a key

point for UCLA to

concentrate on this

season.

To replace

Kim Coleman
at setter, UCLA
looks no further

than freshman

Erika Selsor. A
high school All-

American con-

sidered the best

at the setter

position last

f^

national team will prove to be a valu- year, Selsor's height of 5-foot-6, a

able experience in guiding a young stark contrast to many past Bruin

Bruin squad this season. __ -__ setters, will pose little or no daunting

FloJo's athletic prowess, pioneer-,

ing spirit and fashion sense had their

genesis right here in Southern

California.

Born in Watts, FloJo attended

Jordan High School, where her leg-

end began to grow.

"She had speed even back then,"

said high school teammate Will

Burnett. "She was very focused. I

used to race against her and she

smoked me."

After a short stint at Cal State

Northridge, FloJo attended UCLA,
where she was coached by Kersee on

her way to a distinguished Olympic

career.

things/'Kersee said.

One of the most versatile and

quickest hitters on this year's team,

Tamika Johnson will hope to create

the kind of havoc that produced 33

solo blocks last season. Amy
Nihipali, who registered 139 blocks

last season (20 solo) as a true fresh-

man, will continue to make a name

for herself as one of the nations

most experienced players at this

challenge for the freshman as she

hopes to have similar success to

another UCLA alumna who she mir-

rors: Holly McPeak.

Defensf will be a key point for

UCLA to concentrate on this sea-

son. Specialist Michelle Quon, a

1997 Pac-10 honorable mention, has

SeeW.V0LLEYBALL,pageS1
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Sophomore middle blocker Amy Nihipali leaps for the ball during

a game against Stanford last year.

UCLA) and talk about Florence

because of the nice times we' had

over the years here - from coaching

her, watching her become one of the

greatest track and field athletes of

all time, to seeing her become my
sister in law and have my niece - it's

been enjoyable," Kersee said.

"But I guess it's appropriate that

where I had some of my greatest vic-

tories, 1 might have my most dcva.s-

tating loss." he said.

But Kersee smiled and remem-

bered the good times he shared with

his future sister-in-law in the con-

fines of Drake Stadium.

"I'm an old-school coach, and

when it came to one leg in and one

leg out. it drove me crazy," he said,

referring to FloJo's famous track

outfits that featured one bare leg.

W.VOLLEYBALL
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the speed and quickness that UCLA
needs to create play.s. Returnee

"Maniii—Law^son, wha p|j

games last season, will use this expe-

rience to backup Quon and will be

heavily relied upon for a defensive

charge.

With nine conference champi-

onships and 21 Fmal Four appear-

ances, UCLA has a career record of

829-188 and 120-23 in the post.sca-

son. The Bruins won back-to-back

nationalliUes in 1990 and 1991.

_ Since 11 of UCLA's opponents

are ranked in the top 25 in the USA
Today/Coaches poll, the Bruins face

the likes of America's best, includ-

ing use (third, USA Today), and

1998 National Champion Stanford

(fourth, USA Today). And with five

'What's important is, she was a

good mother, she was a good sister,

she was a good wife, she was a car-

ing person ... she gave herself for the

United States. It wasn't for Florence
- she wore the U.S. uniform proud-

ly. And she wanted to use that so she

could give something back ... she

used her education here at UCLA
and her athleticism to do something

for others," he said.

UCLA women's track and field

coach Jeanette Bolden agreed that

FloJo will mean much more in the

minds of those who met her than just

a world record.

"She never wanted kids to say

they wanted to be like her. She

always told them, 'Don't say you

want to be just like me, say you want

to be better than me,'" Bolden said.

"She was very, very determined.

There was no impossibility to any-

thing. She really tried to live that,"

she added.

In the eyes of the world, Florence

(iritTith Joyner was at once a com-

munity leader, a trendsetter, and a

world-class runner. Unfortunately,

her life was all too similar to her

races - way too short, almost in a

blur, leaving everyone wishing for

just a little bit more.

Condolences on Florence Griffith

Joyner's passing can be sent to: The

Family of Florence Griffith Joyner,

27758 Margarita Pkwy, Unit 385,

Mission ViejcCA, 92691.

(
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Career Days Employment Expo
Tuesday, September 29, 1 998, 1 0:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.

Los Angeles Convenrion Center

Come to the Career Days Employment bqx> and you'll find recruiters from

a diverse group of industries. The most prestigious employers in Southern

California will be there with career opportunities in every field imaginable,

including computers, engineering, healthcare, sales and marketing and many

more. You'll also find helpful workshops, informative speakers, PIHRA

CAREER
workshops and a resume distribution center.

The Los Angeles Times, Soutliern California's unparalleled

link between employers and iob seekers, is proud to sponsor

Career Days as a service to ifs readers. Admission is free.

r Presented by~ ~^
flo0Anjieled QRmes

For Career Days Exhibitor information, call (213) 237-2544.
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out of the 10 conference teams

ranked in the Top 25 in the presea-

musi come in day4n4md

day out with their game faces on to

win a national championship.
• • •

The Bruins stumbled out of the

blocks m early season action. They

opened their schedule at the

Hawaiian Airlines Wahine Classic

by losing straight set matches to No.

14 Hawaii and No. 6 Florida before

losing a five-set heartbreaker to No.

1 3 Ohio State. .

They face top-ranked Penn State

and No. 9 Texas or Illinois at the

Chicago Tournament before travel-

ing to the Bay Area for three match-

es against Santa Clara. California

and Stanford.

"Dee Snider

has created

a horror icon

for the next
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UnhrersHy CredH Union

banking

- Checking

- /ATMs on Campus

- Computer Loans

- Banking on the Web

-And more!

UNIVERSITY CREDIT UNION

The Credit Uniohfor the L'CTA Community

W«b: www.ulu.org • Ptione: (310) 477-6628

Enjoy the famous traveling of Chabad,

conveniently located at the foot of

Bruin Walk Wed-Fri of the first week!

Win free stuff, eat free kosher food.

SUKAMOBU.
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SAUCONY

Mfzuno
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Running TV-ack & Field
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Galileo

RUNNING
GekKayano Wave Pfder Wave Lazer *

RACING
^ySennor-DC larther Nova
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^^--T.
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BRl sas"" isai $67''

Athlete Light ^yd Wave

$119 577^

riMli RUNNING

LightninQ RusLightninQ mus DQ Trainer (w/BK)

$43- $27 77

Next door to Headlines!
10920 KbinssAmaue LA., CA 90024

VUIAOe

ATHLETE GEAR

310-208-9554
LOS ANGELES
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CUSTODY
From page 37

medal, I have a degree from USC -

when you go places, people see the

goddess in you," she said. "The prob-

lem with some men is they see the

goddess, but they want to put her in a

little jar and put a lid on it. Then the

man can walk around and show peo-

ple. 'See my goddess?'"

After the couple divorced in 1996,

they agreed to share joint custody

while they negotiated permanent cus-

tody. McGee began playing again,

joining the Sacramento Monarchs

for the first WNBA season. During

that .season, Imani stayed with

Stafford's parents in California.

"(Pamela) cried every

time she had to leave

her baby."

Diane McGee
Mother ofWNBA player

Nine players in the WNBA have

children, and their professions have

never been issues in custody hear-

ings, said WNBA spokeswoman
Alice McGillion.

"If you were to just take a step

back and compare this situation to a

middle mnnager for qn accounting

firm that travels, it's vastly differ-

ent," she said.

For WNBA players, "the schedule

is known before you travel. It's three

months."

McGee's salary was not immedi-

ately known, but she was making an

estimated $40,000 during her first

season. .;.
;.•

Sparks officials said Imani had

never traveled with the team.

Child custody experts said the

court likely would look at several fac-

tors in deciding which parent should

have custody.

Debra A. Goldenberg, an attorney

specializing in family law, said the job

demands of parents - regardless of

gender - were often issues in custody.

"At some point, the child is going

to be to enrolled in school," she said.

"If dad is fit and doesn't have a job

that requires traveling, it's not fair

for the mother to take the child wher-

ever she's going.

\
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From page 36

lege football watching their older broth-

er play at Marshall. Nick Mcknight,

now a 3 1 -year-old private investigator,"

was a starting linebacker for the

Thundering Herd 1986-1988. He was a

college teammate of Georgia tight-

ends' coach Greg Adkins and graduat-

ed two years before Bulldogs coach Jim

Donnan's arrival at Marshall.

"That was pretty cheap entertain-

ment, taking them to see their older

brother play," Wendy Luckie said. "It

was kind of hard, because I was

divorced and was really the only wage-

earner.

"They didn't get a lot of the things

they wanted, but they never com-

plained."

"They always said,

'Mama, we just want

people to know we're

good football players

and not just freaks."

Wendy Luckie

Triplets' mother

When the trio grew into major-col-

lege prospects at Clarkston High, there

was little doubt they would remain

together, There,was early intprpsf in thp

"A woman who
pursues a career is

often challenged."

Elizabeth Toledo

Vice President of NOW

"Children need stability, they need

structure, they need to know a place

to call home."

But Elizabeth Toledo, a vice presi-

dent of the National Organization

for Women (NOW), said working

travel shouldn't automatically count

against a parent.

"It's not unusual for women to

face a double standard," she said.

triplets from Northwestern, Syracuse

and Virginia, but " Georgia and

Clemson were the only schools to olTer

all three scholarships.

After signing with the Bulldogs.

Mike and Dustin shared a dorm room

during their freshman year; Miles and

Dustin lived together as sophomores.

At the start, their Georgia teammates

struggled telling them apart, especially

Dustin and Mike, who are separated by

only one inch and five pounds.

"They're very close and you could

tell that dunng their freshman year,"

Bulldogs offensive tackle Matt

Stinchcomb said. "They're not really a

loud bunch of guys anyway. They're

very soft-spoken and don't say much. I

don't thinic it was a 'Luckie triplet fac-

tion' or an>thing. but now they're a lot

more open with the other teammates
"

This year, the Luckies, all three of

whom are majoring in speech commu-

nication, share an off-campus apart-

ment and only one car.

T'i really think they've matured,"

Donnan said. "When I first got here,

they weren't as open with everyone

else. They were kind of reserved.

They've done a good job of branching

out and meeting other people and not

just being around each other all the

time."

Wendy Luckie says her sons have

proved their point.

"They always said. 'Mama, we just

want people to know we're good Ibot-

ball players and not just freaks of

nature."" .she said. Donnan agrees.

"Some cuvs sav. Man. I'm lucky."*

he said. 'All 1 say is, 'I'm Luckie.

Luckie. Luckie
*"
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Z fill

BoimgCainyoa Pipes,

Papeis, Mnainiclhiy&ir

B.C. - The Hemp

^v ,

20% Off Hemp Vans

Hemp Qotlhes, T-SMrh»

BooH Magames
-rr*-

8Z60 Melrose Ave.
(323) 782 • 0760

•j,r

Cosmetic & General Dentistry

>.--^:r^os^

• GENERAL & PREVENTIVE

DENTISTRY
• COSMETIC DENTISTRY
• UP-TO-DATE INFECTION

CONTROL PROGRAM

fi^ aJ^ree Nevir BBflttO:

ULTRA Plaque Remover
with complete exam, x-rays and cleaning.

Aaron oHEIL I D.D.s

•New patients only

•Not good with any
ottter oiler

•txprtcs t(V3(V98

^S
©^^©g^^
sheily@DDS4U.com

Early Morning & Evening Appointments Available

1052 WILSHIRE BLVD., # 303 SANTA MONICA, CA 90403

, A.RC

^ember ADA
~ andODA

"A woman who pursues a career is

often challenged, whereas the norm

has been for generations and genera-

tions that men would have a career

outside the home, and they would

continue to be fit parents."

Attorney Carol A. Wilson said she

was bothered by the idea that McGee
was being challenged because of her

career.

"Where else as a female can you

get paid that much to play basket-

ball?" she said. "What other jobs are

available? One would think she might

be coach at some school or college,

and she might make more. But at

most colleges, she*d still be on the

road a lot."

/Csu
From page 35

no ambivalence aboul Qimpbell.

"1 told him at the beginning of the

season, and III say it now. He is^is

much a glue to this whole outfit as

anyone," Snyder said.

"1 told him 1 admire him. 1 trust

him. He's doing sdmelhing that's

harder than what guys like Jake or

Pat Tillman did, because they

played. It's really admirable. If I was

in private business. I'd hire him."

— Through it all. Campbell said he

has no regrets. Or very few, at least.

"I love it here," he said. "I love

the people I've come in contact

wit>i. Would I like to be the starting

quarterback? Of course. But not

everyone can be a starter."

vitM SAN w/oj
.' %

TM

20 % off for
UCLA students

with I.D.

10889 Lindbrook Ave

(310) 208-4416

^T)

.'K

Good all day, every day
'A

Lindbrook

Next to La Salsa
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REMOVE HAIR PERMANENTLY

WITH

ELECTROLYSIS
LISA SAPON, R.E.

EL

1081 Wcstwood Blvd., Ste. 224, Wcstwood, CA 90024

Day, Evening, and Saturday Appointments Available

'if 310.208.2045 ^
Jr

//J////////
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I fill -i mm •ii.^M>iii.,.,jii>../m^. \if

"bctU Sternlicb

Certified l^cna^ar 'Teacher

^o^a 4iouse in

I^en^ar Certified

teacher

Small Classes

-Vear njC£^

^bc^irtncrs anh

Contirtuirtai Stubcnts

CaU (3/0) ^hsess
for clasf schehule

Play IM Qbnrfg thic FAI

I

TEAM SPORTS ENTRY
FEES

MANAGER^S MTG SEASON DAYS/
TIMES

HOm BKTRY FEES mST BE PAID PRIOR TO SI6R-UP AT THE SALES S CAStHERUm OFFICE, 1ST FLOOR JWC.

FLAG FOOTBAU

October 6. 3pm; Blue Rm. JWCWomen's League

Men's League

Coed League

VOUEYBALL

Women^ League

Men^ League

. /

BASKETBAU

Coed League

3-on-3 Tournament

(Women's & Men's)

INDIVIDUAL/

DUAL SPORTS

TENNIS SINGLES

Women's & Men^

Tournament (New Fomiat)

$25/ofticiated

$25/officiated

$15/otficiated

$25/officJated

$25/officlated

$20/officiated

$15/unofficiated

ENTRY

Octot)er 6, 4pm; Blue Rm. JWC

OcXobei 13. 4pm; Games Lounge. JWC

Octol)er 6. 5pm; Blue Rm. JWC

Octol)er 6. 6pm: Blue Rm. JWC

October 13. 5pm; Games Lounge. JWC

'

Sign-up November 30-December 1

SIGN-UP

October 12-

November 24

October 12-

November 24

October 20-

November 24

October 12-

Novemt)ef 24

October 12-

November 24

October 13-

November 25

December 2-3

SEASON

TROJANS
From page 36

a lesser opponent, but if there is a silver

lining, the Trojans* confidence is as

high today as it's l^een in the past three

years.

"Honestly, as of right now, I don't

think anybody can beat us as long as

we do our job," wide receiver Billy

Miller said. "No matter who we play.

As long as we keep building, we might

have something special.

"I was never really thinking this was

a rebuilding year. We lost a couple

games last year by only seven points.

It's my senior year. I think when we
came into the season, we had nothing

less on our mind than a national cham-

pionship."

That's a slightly loftier goal than

Hackett ever mentioned. He usually

stops at going to the Rose Bowl. But all

along, Hackett has tried to slowly build

up the Trojans, realizing that Rorida

State awaits them.

"i thought it was important to get a

good start, which we've done,"

Hackett said. "And it's more impor-

tant to beat Oregon State because it's

in the conference. After (this week), we
go oii the road and go to Florida,

which will be something."

In an effort to avoid getting caught

up in the schedule, Hackett has

stressed to the Trojans that they should

worry only about themselves.

Especially when it comes to the polls.

"I wouldn't have thought we'd be

ranked this high at the beginning of the

M-Th, 3pm-8pm

Su. 1pm-5pm

M-Th, 3pm-8pm

Su. 1pm-5pm

M-Th. 3pm-8pm

Su. 1pm-5pm

M-Th. 6-1 Ipm

M-Th.6-11pm

M'-Th. 6-9pm

aeason. but a lot et temws have imi,"

linebacker David Gibson said. "We're

probably where we should be, but that

means nothing right now."

use's ascent in the national polls

has been so rapid that the Trojans may
not even drop out of the rankings if

they lose to Florida State. It's an ironic

thought considering USC was not

even ranked in the first preseason

polls.

"TTie way people are losing, we're

moving up the polls fast. But we've got

a lot to prove still," Claiborne said.

"This season, we're on the road for

respect."

The real danger for the Trojans

could be that they read too much fron»-

their Florida State encounter, win or"

lose.

"Playing a stronger opponent will

give you an edge, but it's not until the

end of the season when you know
you've arrived," Gibson said.

TABLE TENNIS

Women's & Men's

Tournament

RACQUETBAU
DOUBLES

Women's & Men's

Tournament

DOUBLES INDOOR

^OeCER TOURNEY

Women's & Men's

TournanDent

SKTOUCHDOyyNRUN

Women's & Men's

OFFICIALS CLINICS

$5/person

$5/person

$10/team

$10/team

$5/person

November 2-5

All participants receive a T-shirt

October 27-November 2

All participants receive a T-shirt

November 7-8

November 2-9

All participants receive a T-shirt

November 16. 6pm;

Games Lounge. JWC

November ^18

November 3-4

November 10-12

November 17-19

November 19

W-Th .
6-1 0pm

DAYS/
TIMES

Sa&Su

10am-9pm

Tu&W
6-9:45pm

Tu. W. Th

6-9:45pm

Tu. W. Th

6-9:45pm

Th. 3pm

f'.M

«-«

FLAG FOOTBAU •October 7. 3pm-6pm; Blue Room. JWC
and October 8, 3pm-6pm; IM Field

VOLLEYBALL •October 6. 7pm-9:30pm; Blue Room. JWC
and October 7. 6pm-9pm; Pauley Pavilion, JWC

*Re(umlng officials need to report by 3:30 (Football) or 7:30 (Volleyball)

GENDER
From page 39

undertook a survey of his own and

found that women are the majority of

all women's basketball coaches at

four-year schools - roughly 57 percent

- and they have larger numbers in

Divisions I, II and III. Men are the

majority only in NAIA, where the pay

and prestige are the lowest, and even

there they make up just 57 percent of

all coaches.

"Female coaches of women's bas-

ketball are not now, nor have they ever

been, a minority group," he said.

To Beutler, the Nebraska senator,

the bottom-line pressures ofa big-time

college athletic department shouldn't

supersede the obligations of a major

public educational institution. "It's

4M>t Huskers, Inc. It's the Umversityof^

Nebraska," he said. "Going to the

Final Four and having a great won-

loss record are not the only measures

of success. They don't seem to be

interested in following the same poli-

cies as the rest of the university."

A year after the turmoil over his

hiring, Sanderford doesn't care to

revisit the debate, which in his mind

took away from the sport. But he did

see a silver lining emerge from the

sparring.

"I didn't take it personally,"

Sanderford said. "There was more
conversation about \yomen*s basket-

ball than ever before at this school,

and that's good."
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How farMt You GO

to fedM?
(not that lir)

Coconut HcMiin

Maui Sunset

Tne Carinncan

Lanini Limon-Atic

Round Eye Martini

. iVTaui Margarita

Singapore Slin^

Taiwan Oh

Pn IMm4 ^M
JAAi C^iekcH

7c7i^Aki CAiekch

UUh4 V<$cf«(fc $f«> P^

<«H$c> Uah4 Hi

hl9 k* d Tt9pief(( P>iHki

Tne Sacred Pools
'

Snarl? Repellent

Maui Madness""

Lava Flow

^ttt90iAiCi

o^M-

mUe^i $AfN»H

All Day, Every Day -m-mmmmimm^mmmifm^mtlm

Westwood Village.

"AjiJ tlie I lawaiian tKing finally made it liack to Los Angeles in tlie person of Mako Segawa-Gonzales, longtime

^econJ^io^Roy "^Jf^fflagu^^v^wKose artful IJenJ of exotic i^i fie iislv ciassical technique and a gonzo Hawaiian -platfl-

lunch aesthetic - tea-smoked duel? potstickers in a wasabi cream, Asian pesto-grilled mahimaKi - makes his

Maui Beach Cafe one of the freshest places to open in the past few months."

Jonathan Gold, "Best Asian Cuisine " Los Angeles Magazine

ttA, J»i**k S« Hf(iii!"

1019 WestwooJ Blvd. • 310/209-0494 i

+
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We accept

Debit cards

ViSA
r ^ ^
MnstCfCofd

I If

Delivers

Until Sun-Thurs 1 :00 am
Fri-Sat 2:00am

1114^ayley Ave:

Satellite T.V

SPORTS

Baskin(/?)Robbins ice-cream vVestwood Village

NFW

Call to reserwe Shakey's
private party room

upstairs for your meetings,
fund raisers, etc...

FREE DRINK W/
ANY BUFFET
PURCHASE W/

UCLA STUDENT ID

SPECIAL
Any New Gourmet
Sandwiches with Salad
Bar & Mojo Potatoes

for only $4.99
~~

Gourmet sandwich includes: Philly

Cheeseslcak, Chicken Salad. spicy

Italian sausage and meatball

sandwiches Deli Sub.

Any New Gourmet
small pizza with Salad
Bar & Mojo Potatoes

for only ^^^ -^^-

Gourmcl Pi/./a includes: Phiilys

Cheese Sdack Pi//a, Margarita

Pi//a. Peslo Pi//a, or BBQ
(^hicken Pi//a.

-J -ti«fc<.

SHAKEY5
COMBINATION

^$1 3.
Any medium one topping pizza

plus mojo potatoes, and your

choice of:

4 pieces chicken or

New Gourmcl sandwich or

5 pieces of fish or

10 Buffalo wings or

Pasta & Salad

PIZZA SPECIALS
1MEOIUM

ONETOPPIN6PIZZA

Sunday, A/Ioncay. Tuesday

, ,ar1 Special'

BRUIN
MEAL DEAL

Buy any large Pizza at

regular price and
get the

2nd for Free

only

or 2Hnedium one topping pizzas t^ -j gQ

Any large 3 topping pizza or any
^"'^

^g gg
Specialty Pizza (save over $5)

• Specialties include Vegetarian, Shakey 's Special, Bruin Deluxe am^ BBQ Chicken

• Thin crust, hand tossed, or deep dish pan pizza at no extra cliarf^e

2 Slices' of Pizza and

1/2 order Mojo and Salad Bar,

with all you can drink

beverage bar

^» $4.25

all day

Dine-in or
carry out only

•
I , .
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Index
ANNOUNCEMENTS •

1100
1200
1300
1400
1500
1600
1700
1800
1900
2000
2050
2100
2200
2300
2400
2500
2600

Campus Happenings
Campus Organizations
Campus Recruitment
Campus Services
Birthdays
Legal notices
Lost & Found
Miscellaneous
Personal Messages
Personals
Pregnancy
Recreational Activities

Research Subjects
Sperm / Egg Donors
Tickets Offered
Tickets Wanted
Wanted

FOR SALE
2700
2800
2900
3000
3100
3200
3300
3400
3500
3600
3700
3800
3900

4100
4200
4300
4400
4500

Appliances
Art / Paintings
Bicycles / Skates
Books
Calling Cards
Cameras / Camcorders
Collectibles

Computers / Software
Furniture
Garage / Yard Sales
Health Products
Miscellaneous
Musical Instruments
zQtbcc Equipment
Pets
Rentals
Sports Equipment
Stereos / TVs / Radios
Table Sports

TRANSPORTATION •

4600
4700
4800
4900
5000
5100
5200
5300
5400
5500

Aut6 Accessories
Auto Insurance
Auto Repair —

—

Autos for Sale
Boats for Sale
Motorcycles for Sale
Parking
Scooter/ Cycle Repair
Scooters for Sale
Vehicles for Rent

TRAVEL
5600
5620
5640
5660
5680
5700
5720

Resorts / Hotels
Rides Offered ~,——

—

Rides Wanted
Taxi / Shuttle Service
Travel Destinations
Travel Tickets
Vacation Packages

5800
5900
6000
6100
6150
6200
6300
6400
6500
6600
6700
6800
6900
7000
7100
7200

7300

1-900 numbers
Financial Aid

^ _
Insurance
Computer / Internet

Foreign Languages
Health / Beauty Services
Legal Advice / Attorneys
Movers / Storage
Music Lessons
Personal Services
Professional Services
Resumes
Telecommunications
Tutoring Offered
Tutoring Wanted
Typing

Writing Help

EMPLOYMENT
7400 Business Opportunities
7500 Career Opportunities
7600 Child Care Offered
7700 Child Care Wanted
7800 Help Wanted
7900 Housesitting
8000 Internship
8100 Personal Assistance
8200 Temporary Employment
8300 Volunteer

HOUSINGh
8400
8500
8600
8700
8800
8900
9000
9100
,9200
9300
9400
9500
9600
9700
9800

Apartments for Rent
Apartments Furnished
Condo / Townhouse for Rent
Condo / Townhouse for Sale

Guesthouse for Rent .

House for Rent
House for sale

Houseboats for Rent / Sale

Housing Needed
Room for Help
Room for Rent
Roommates - Private Room
Roommates - Shared Room
Sublets
Vacation Rentals

Index

advertising Information

118 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles. CA 90024

INTERNET
E-Mail: classifieds@media.ucla.edu
Web: http://www.dailybruin.ucla.edu

PHQNE
Classified Line: (310) 825-2221
Classified Display: (310) 206-3060
Fax: (31 0) 206-0528 ^-^^^—^—

^

One issue, up to 20 words
...each additional word
Weekly, up to 20 words
...each additional word
Monthly, up to 20 words
...each additional word

For Classified Display ads,
please see our rate card

for variable rate information.

DEADLINES
$8.00 Classified Line Ads:
0.50 1 working day before printing,

27.00 at 1 2 noon.
1 .50 Classified Display Ads:

90.00 2 working days before printing,

5.00 at 1 2 noon.
There are no cancellations after

noon of the day before printing.

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Thu: 9:00am-4:00pm
Fri: 9am-2:30pm ^^

PAYMENT
Please make checks payable_lo_
"The UCLA Daily Bruin." We
accept Visa, MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards. Allow 5
working days for mail payments.

HOW TO WRITE
AN EFFECTIVE AD

'• Start your ad with the
merchandise you are selling.

This makes rt easier for readers to

quickly scan the ads and locate

your items.
• Always include the price of your
item. Many classified rvaders
simply do not respond to ads
without phces.
• Avoid abbreviations—make your
ad easy for readers to understarnl.
• Place yourself in the reader's

position, ask what you would like to

know about the merchandise, aruj

include that in the ad. Include such
information as brand names, colors

and other specific descnptions.

The ASUCLA Communications board tully supports the University ol California s poiicy on nondiscrimination No medium shall accppl advertisements which present persons of any origin, race. sex. or sexual orientation in

a demeaning way or imply that they are limited to positions, capabilities, roles, or status in society NeitWer the Daily Brum nor the ASUCLA Communications Board has investigated any of the services advertised or the

advertisements represented m this issue Any person believing that an advertisement in this issue violated the Board's policy on nondiscrimination stated herein should communicate complaints in writing to the Business

fvlanager Daily Brum 1 18 Kerckhoff Hall, 308 Westwood Ptaza, Los Angeles, CA 90024 For assistance with housing discrimination problems, call the UCLA Housing Office at (310) 825 4271 or call the Westside Fair Hous-

ing Office at (310) 475 9671 Classified ads also appear on line at http //wwm dailybrum ucia edu F»lacement on line is offered as a complimentary service for customers and is not guaranteed The Daly Brum is responsible

tor the first incorrect ad insertion only Minor typographical errors are not eligible for refunds For any refund, the Daily Brum Classified Department must be notified of an error on the first day of publication by noon

1100 1300
Cannpns Roci'iiibiNsiil

13O0
Cwnpus R€cnritiiMNit

Alcoholics Anonymous
I

Men, Discussion, Fri, Step Study, 3517 Ackermon
"^^ TnWfV vOOW JfUOy. v^ T r Atw^ffll^^h " ^^

M/T/W Rm. Dwitoi A3-<»9

Wed. Rm. A3- 029

Discussion, All times 12:10 1:00 pm

For tkoholKt or Irtdividuah who ha\f» a drmkng probltm

I is Life Getting You Down

1100
fr>iiiPii§ HmmmmiImm

BIG SWING DANCE
PARTY!

TRANSFER STUDENT ASSOCIATION at

UCLA welcomes all our new Bruins Mark

the date October 19, 4pm-Eleventh Annual

Reception and Resource Fair 8pm-The Big

Swing Dance Party—lessons and live band

in the Ackerman Grand Ballroom FREE!
email:transfer@ucla.edu 310-206-7865

LESSONS
TANGO: OCT. 5&1

2

SWING: OCT 19 ^

SWING/SALSA/TANGO/WALTZ/SAMBA
BALLROOM DANCE CLUB AT UCLA MON-
DAYS 7PM ACKERMAN 2ND FLOOR 310-

284-3636 ballroom® ucia edu Over 3.500

participants enjoyed our iree 6ance lessons

last year' Experience the romance!

htip //www studentgroups ucIa edu/ballroom

dance/ BECOME A MEMBER!

1200
t^itHPIIf llltHWillJltlfftIt

EXPERIENCE A 50+
YEAR TRADITION AT

UCLA
Learn romantic partner dances, lun circle

and line dances that are popular all over the

world International Folk Dance Club Mon-

days starting October 5th Ackerman 2nd

Floor Lounge 9 00pm 310^284-3636 int-

dance@ucla.edu Enjoy dancing to music

from Brazil-lsrael-Greece-Mexico-France-

Turkey-Egypt-ltaly Bulgana-Spain-Morocco

Armenia-lreland-Yemen-Lebanon-Europe-

NorthAmerica- Asia -Africa- SouthAmerica-

THE WORLD!!!! Co-programming with other

campus cultural organizations welcome.

MOZART-HAYDN-
BEETHOVEN

HISTORICAL BALLROOM DANCE CLUB at

UCLA invites the campus community to at-

tend our annual Victonan and English Re-

gency Historical Costume Balls. For informa-

tion call 310-284-3636 or email regen-

cy® ucIa edu

htW/www.lAIEIA/ISHGUIDE.com

Presents:
the answer to

What to do in

Los Angeles?
Come see the fully comprehensive
Internet GUIDE to LOS ANGELES

contains completely up to date information on:

Shopping

Call 818-828-2002 for

advertising or other
information, or

e-mail:

.sales@lajewishguide.com I

'f^i^m

Sometimes you may feel confused
about how to deal with your problems.
Talking to the right person can help.

9

Yvonne Thomas, Ph.D., licensed Psychologist,

(PSY 14489), offers affordable, quality therapy for:

Personal, Family, or

School Issues

Anxiety or Stress

Self-Esteem

Depression or Loss

Premarital Counseling

Divorce Recovery

Co-Dependency

Couples Conflicts or

Break-Ups

Life Transitions

Adult Children of Alcoholic

or Dmg-Using Parents .

Survivors of Hmotional,

Physical, or Sexual Abuse

Overeating

Body Image Issues

Foreign Students

Multicultural/Multiethnic

Issues

and other issues

Therapy can heal, educate, and inspire you.

Take that first step and call Dr. Yvonne Thomas

Free Consultation

(310)726-3944
Convenient Westside location and flexible hours

^r
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where you are. Isn't it time

to start seeing the results?

At PricewaterhouseCoopers,

you will.

PRicm^movs^PEfis i

the life

Assurance and Business Advisory Services

Financial Advisory Services

Tax & Legal Services

To learn more about career opportunities at the world's premier professional services

organization, join us for our:

^r^—mm^mm>^

Information Session

Thursday; October 8
, i— TT'"'""

7:00 pm-9;00 pm

V

Kerckhoff Hall^ Grand Salon

On-Campus Interviews

Tuesday^ October 27*

Career Center

Online Career Profile deadline: Thursday, October 15

Your first step to a rewarding career... our Online Career Profile.

Take that next step @:

WWW.pwcglobal .com

th

Just click on ''Careers'^i

PrlceyvaterhouseCoopers is an equal opportunity employer.

1 O 1998 PricewaterhouseCoopers UP. PricewaterhouseCoopers refers to the U.S*.^organization of PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP and other members of the worldwide PricewaterhouseCoopers organization. 1
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825-2221
Display
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prfi^' m

Bikes

Carpool

Parking info

k-^^i^
f^-i:'

tiAP

j^

Roads Scholar!
Learn Your

Come to the 1998 UCLA Transportation Fair

Thursday, October 8th

1t:00AM-3:00PM

Prize OrawTngs!!

Westwood PlazaWthe Bruin Bear
Free Soda!.'

f^ii^Popcorni.

Sponsored by UCLA Transportation Services

www.transportation.ucla.edu (310) 794-RIDE

1200
Campus Organliatioiis

SOMEWHERE IN TIME
HBDC&BDC ANNUAL FIELD TRIPS- Aut

umn English Regency Costume Ball Octob-

er 17th. Lessons provided at 10am and 2pm.
www regencyfriends org 213-384-6622. 10th

Annual Victorian Grand Costume Ball. Oct

31st. Join the Listserve laha ©pacbell.net

818-892-3454 or http //mem-
bers.aol.com/timeomind/sdi/sdi. html 310-

284-3636 to arrange carpooling.

STUDENTS/STAFF/
FACULTY/ALUMNI

SALSA-SWING-

1800
Mlsoeilaneoiis

ISRAELI DANCE
PERFORMING GROUP

at UCLA. Auditions starting October 12. Call

310-284-3636 or email rikudOucIa edu

Dance festivals in Mexico (March) and Israel

(July)

KECYCLE

TANGO LESSONS
ONLY THE FIRST 250-members are guar-

anteed entry to the Ballroom Dance Club

Fall98 Monday night meetings. Enjoy hun-

dreds of dollars of free lessons, new friends

and fun. 310-284-3636 Send your support-

ing $20 membership/donation to

BDC©UCLA 914 Westwood Blvd. #299 LA
90024.

ADVERTISE

206-3060

'" SSrn -

WIN SCHOLARSHIP MONEY
Contestants wanted for Miss Los Angeles County

Pageant 1999, an official preliminary to the Miss

America Pageant. NO ENTRY FEE. Entrants must

be female between 17 and 24 yrs. q[age,

single &
a U.S. citizen.

For info, please call (818) 763-1268 - John.

TALENT SCORE COUNTS FOR 40%

••••••••••••••••••••••
Astiir(iDll(iDg^

Readings By Lauren
'A^World Renowned
iV Psychic Readings

':6rTarot Card
>tReunites Lovers

iVAdvises on all Problems of life

iVSpecial Student Discount

Tel: (310) 858-1168

FRUSTRATED AND DISAPPOINTED with

UCLA? Check out http://universityse-

crets.com. Full text expose of research uni-

versities.

YOUR CREDIT UNION
Your on-campus&on-line financial services

source, for students, faculty&sldff. Visit us at

Ackerman A-Level, on-line at www.ucu.org
or call "1" 1^7-6628.

SWING SWING SWING
Authentic Lindy Hop Swing Video Perfor-

mances by the masters plus instruction. Only

$19. 1-800-925-6675.

SWM, blonde, blue. 155. 6". vgl, smooth*

healthy Enjoys movies, hikes, gym wishes to

meet vgl, smooth, clean guy n/s lor friend-

ship and passionate times tel:310-392-

4660.

ReMNMidi Sali|«Gts

EARN $10 DOLLARS in just 20-minutes
.

Faculty members at the Anderson Schiool of

Business, UCLA, regularly conduct research

on decision-making. The format of the stud-

ies usually consists of filling out a booklet

questionnaire in a classroom. The time is

usually about 20-minutes and payment is

about $10. We would like to compile an email

list of those students/staff members who are

interested in participating. If you are interest-

ed, please email

mstudies9anderson.ucla.edu

Notices will be sent via email as when and

where such studies will be held. Thanks.

FREE BIRTH CONTROL PILLS. UCLA re-

search study $50 per visit to clinic Smokers

ages 18-34 or non-smokewjiages 35-44 Call

Jessica 310-794-1884. '^-,...--v. '_J>

ANONYMOUS spemi uunuis needed. Help

infertile couples while receiving financial

compensation up to $600/month and free

health screening. Convenient hours, located

in Westwood Call Kim 310-824-9941

URGENT/DONOR
EGG DONOR Handsome compensation, all

expenses paid. Requirements: height 5'5 to

5'8, eyes-green/green-blue/blue, hair-

brown/brunette. Medium to slim build.

$2500 310-273-2463.

EGG DONORSi
WANTED

If you are a healthy
female between
the ages of 19 and
30 and have health

Insurance.

ComDensatlon
$3500.00

Call Mima Navas at

(310) 829-6782

EGG DONORS
NEEDED

If you are a woman between the ages
of 21 and 35, the many eges your

bodv disposes of each monoi can be
usea by an infertile woman to have a
baby. Help an infertile couple realize

their dreams, enter the gene pool and
help advance knowledge of Human

Reproduction! Financial

compensation, of course. Completely
confidential. For more information,

please call USC Reproductive
Endocrinology at (213) 97S-9990.

1800

Welcome Back Special

Rochie's
GREEK ROW

We speciaHza In custom Embroidery,

Sewn-on ft Irorvon Lettorinc

1 T-shirt -I-

1 Heavy Wt. Sweatshirt
•(max 3 sewn on letters)

(818)775-1622Major Credit

Cjrd^ccjptjd

9514 Reseda Blvd.

NorthHgg^
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We're looking for people who
look at this glass and say:

"There's gotta be other

glasses of water."

Andersen
Consulting

Wc need people capable of going

beyond half- full or half-empty

thinking. People who sec subtleties.

Who arc quite frankly bored by easy

answers and off-the-shelf solutions.

People who arc constantly

-^challenging their own thinking and

are thirsty for new ideas and

knowledge.

You'll have a degree from a top_^
school. Getting a job won't really be

an issue. The question is: which job?

Which industry?

You don't want to get locked into

one area and then discover three to

five years from now that you don't

like it. By then you've invested loo

much.

Andersen Consulting offers you the

chance to work on a variety of

projects - with clients in a wide range

of industries.

' We are the leader in helping

organizations align their essential

components - strategy, technology,

Because business and tech-nology

are ever-changing, we see training as

a continuing process. And our $123-

million Center for Professional

Education in St. Charles, Illinois, is

just one measure of our commitment.

Wc train you for a career - not just a

job.

Are you the kind of person we're

-talking about? The kind of person ;--

process and people - to achieve the

best business performance.

What makes that possible is the

quality of our people. And the quality

of our training. We're known for

both.

with an unquenchable desire for

challenge and professional growth?

If so, come talk to us. And find out

more about a career with Andersen

Consulting.

©1996 Andersen Consulling

For more information, please visit our website at http://www.ac.com

Andersen Consulting will be on campus this

Eall and Winter. FincLoutinore about us on

the Internet: htfp//www.ac-com. Check with

the career center for details on our campus

interviews. —^—
_...__j,_
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lM\l KSII\ ()l llDAISM

Looking for

a Graduate
School?

• Expert Faculty

• Outstanding Internship

Opportunities

• Small Classes

• Diverse Student Body

Contact: '].
.

The Universfty of Judaism

Graduate Admissions

1 5600 Mulholland Drive

Los Angeles. CA 90077-1 599
(310)476-9777. ext. 247

(888) Uj FORME 1853-6763]

FAX: (310)471-3657

admissions@uj.edu

www.uj.edu

Earn the

Master's Degree
that makes a
difference...

MBA in Nonprofit
Management

MA/MS in

Behavioral
Psychology

MAEd in Jewish
Education

BEcwcEs twmwmu%
=er It Witt end up in a pile in tfie=

corner of your room!
(Amf you riMd thai •!>•€• for your dirty ctothM!)

You're invited to attend a free ,

sample lavir class! Set in motion
}rour dream of becoming a lawer!

The SAN FERNANDO VALLEY LAW SCHOOL
ofThe University of La Verne

Information Seminar
and

Free Sample Law Class

on
Saturday, October 31, 1998

9:00 AM to 12:00 PM

Spring Classes BeginJanuary 18, 1999
Contact our Woodlantl Hills Campus (818) 883-0529 to obtain an information

packet or visit our campus 21300 (^xnard Street, Woodland Hills, CA 91367

PARALEGAL PROGRAMS ALSO OFFERED
Certificate; AS/BS Degrees

UrilVERSITY OF LA VEKliE,

The UnivxTsity of ki Verne C()llej;e of Law* is accrediled by the State Bar of California and by the Western
Ass(Kiate of Sch(H)ls and Collej^es

1400 1400 1400
Campus ServioM

1400
Campiis SorviOM

1400

UCLA DRUG ABUSE RESEARCH CONSORTIUM
NEUROPSYCHIATRIC INSTITUTE & HOSPITAL
THE RESEARCH CONSORTIUM

CONSISTS OF:

Drug /\busc Research Center (I)ARC'). M Doii^i^Ias .///.i://;;. /V/. /).

Center for the Study of Opioid Receptors & Drugs of.Abuse (CSORDA).
Chris FAuns. Ph.D.

Alcohol & Addiction Medicine Ser\ice (AAMS). lln/wr I iui:. MI)
Los Angeles rreatmenl & Research Center (l.AA I RC). ll'uhcr /.///,t:.

.\/D

Matrix Institute on Addictions (Ml.A). Richurd Rnuson. /'// /)

ProtolN pes Women's Center (PWC). I'lvinn Hrown. /V/ /)

RESEARCH AND CI INKALOPPORTl'NJiilS

Research Areas:
• Cocaine/Crack, Heroin

& Methamphetamine Use

• Drug Treatment Process &
Outcome Evaluation

• Criminal^Justice System Interventions

• Pharmacological Treatment Approaches:

Methadone, LAAM & Other

Clinical Facilities:

• Veterans Affairs Medical Center

• Community Programs:

Residential

Drug-free Outpatient

Methadone/LAAM Maintenance

• Neuroimaging

• Government Substance Abuse

PRE- & POSTDOCTORAL
FELLOWSHIPS

The fellowship is a two-year program that provides

comprehensive and intensive training experience through

substantive and methodological courses and supervised

research, with strong emphasis on research design,

_

Medications

• Street Ethnography

• Epidemiology of Drug Use

• Behavioral Treatment Approaches to

Alcohol, Tobacco & Stimulant Use

• Dual Diagnosis

• HIV/AIDS: Issues of Drug Use

• Drug Policy: Federal, State, Local

Regulatory Agencies

Thesis, Dissertations, Articles

The consortium has accumulated data in

each of these areas and solicits the

collaboration of students and faculty in

their analysis and publication.

methodology, and statistical analysis. NlDA-funded

fellowships provide stipends, tuition, and UCLA
health insurance.

For application information, contact Becky Beckham.

794-2788. ext. 238 or e-mail becky^cla.edu

UNDERGRADUTE & GRADUATE COURSES
Substantive Issues in Substance Abuse

(Psychiatry/Biobehav Sci 295ABC)

Substance Abuse Journal Club

(Ps/chiatry/Biobehav Sci 402ABC)

Drug Abuse Policy

(Policy 101, M. Kleiman-Prof.)

(offered Spring Quarter Only)

Independent Research course credit

(e.g., 194, 199,599)

Volunteer Internships

Contact Beverly Williams, 794-2788, ext. 249

or e-mail be\^ucla.edu

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
DARC's web page: http://www.medsch.ucla.edu/soni/npi/DARC/

PWC's web page: http://www.prototypes.org

MIA's web page: http://www.MatrrxLA.org

For employment opportunities, contact

B. Beckham, 794-2788, ext. 238

^M

^r

E8SESS1
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The Boston Consulting Groui

BCG is a premier management consultingfirm

specializing in strategy consulting

All graduating seniors interested in our
Associate Program should submit a cover letter,

resume, transcript and SAT/GRE scores by
December 4, 1998 to:

_A-

Chris Noll at the

UCLA Career Center
«

Presentation & Case Interview

Workshop: October 28, 1998
Resume Deadline: December 4, 1998

First Round Interviews: January 14, 1999
Second Round Interviews: January 22, 1999
Final Interviews: Date will vary per office

The Boston Consulting Group, inc.

The Worldwide Leader in Corporate StruU'Ky

BtDAPfJT
BcF.Mis Ami.'s

CHK'A<i<i

Dai IAS

DussfUKWi

FRA\KH'III

H^Mtl R(.

Hf I.SIVKI

HoMi Kov,
JaKARIA

KiaIaLi'MPIR
I INBON

LOMKIN
l.os AMir.ijis

MM>klU

MllJ<MR\K
Mil AS
MoMIRRFY
Mostim'
Ml MBAI

MlMill
NlwY«*K
(KID
Paris

Sa> Khaniisik

Sun I

SlIAMMIAI

Sim .API IN I

Skmxihiim
SVKNIV

ToRtlNId

Warsaw
WaSHI\<;ION IX'

ZURH1I

Are you
^ woman age 20-30?

Blue eyes? Blonde hair?

High IQ or SAT scores?

You sound like the

perfect egg donor for

a loving couple who
desperately want a child. Please help us.

Generous Compensation
^

For more information, please call Agnes
@ use Reproductive Endocrinology

(213) 975-9990 (mention ad #A1)

EGG DONORS
NEEDED

3400
tPonpHtMrt/SoflMiam

• • •

A

Civil Engineers

IN

CONSTRUCTION

the answer is
Deloitte &

Touche

©1998 Deloitte & Touche LLP and Deloitte & Touche Consulting Group LLC. Deloitte S Touche
refers to Deloitte S Touche LLP , Deloitte & Touche Consulting Group LLC and related entities.

1000 Wil shire
Deloitte fi Touche ——

-

Boulevard, Los Angeles,
. us . deloitte. com

CA 90017

-t^

;

•trjr-

^^ M.A. Mortenson Company Is an International
—

general contractor. We are expanding our

Southern California Operations and are we seeking

engineers who wish to enter the rewarding and
exciting field of construction.

We will be on cannpus on October 7. 1998 starting at 5 to 7

p.m. with an information session on our company.

We will also be on campus on October 21. 1998 conducting

Interviews.

You can check us out on our website after

September 30th at:

IF YOUAREA WOMAN'

* between the ages of 1 9-32

have no genetically linked

diseases in your

immediate family

» would like to know more
about how to become an

egg donor

Please CalL.

I GG IX )ri()k\S API
(( MPfMSAirD

cki:ativi

i()NCi:PTi()i

(949) 488-2868
must attend one education seminar

FAST COMPAQ computer (or sale. 75 mega-
hertz processor. 2 hardCTrlves. 1 .6 -gig. 32
mg-ram 15in monitor.

Win95&oHice978imuch more. All lor $489.
310-552-3449.

FOR SALE: HEWLETT PACKARD Pavilion.

1 99 tharv a year eW €D-f
Modem. Grig $2500. now$1500 obo. 310-

*

441-0477
' II I 111^ ..I, -^

IBM THINKPAD 701C 104TFT 8mram
550hdd Fax modem. Office95-^more. DX4-
75MHZ Docking station. Custom case. AN
original manual $600obo. Call(310)434-

1107.

IBM ThinkPad 760ED Multimedia Notebook.
Pentium 120. 32 MB. 1.12 GB harddrive.

12 r screen. CD-rom. fax/modem, case,

software $1.250obo 310-586-2522.

MAC WORKSTATION
Power computing 180 80meg-ram. Super-

Mac 17T. 12* Wamcom tablet. Microtext

scanner Software. $1200 310-230-0432.

MICROSOFT OFFICE 97 professional Full

version, urK)pened, unregistered. $75. 1-

800-416-3594.

'<i 4..0H<_.LUUb ITALIAN BLACK LEATHER
sofas $1200. 6 beautiful, matching, sleek,

Italian dining chairs $900 Call Lauren
(310)824-0319

BLACK BEDROOM SET Headboard, dress-

er w/mirror, 2 night stands. $500 obo.
Shawn 323-292-9699 ^-"

^-MjJttmm:

WE BUY CARS. New and old. Running or

not. Jeff 310-714-5808.

Matching couch+love seat Sleeper sofa.

Oak Irussel dining set w/6-chairs. Single bed
w/frame. Custom stereo-cabinet Microwave.

8by11 rug Microfndge. King/Queen bed-
frame Misc 310-440-1 740-eve.

MATTRESS BONANZA!!
SEALY. STEARNS & FOSTER. Also Ortho-

pedic twin-sets-$119 95. Fulls-$169.95,

Oueens-$189 95. Pillowtops-$299.95. So-
fas-$219. Delivery. Beacon Mattress. 1309
Westwood Blvd. 310-477-1466.

MATTRESS SETS!!!
Twin $79, Full $89, Queen $139. King $159.
Bunkbeds Deliveries. Phone Orders Accept-

ed 310 372-2337.

MATTRESSES, FUTON, DESK Bookshelf.

.

Dinette Sets T-Table Lamps. Deliveries 7-

days open King's Furniture. 11961 Santa
Monica Blvd 310-575-4243.

TWIN BED. Boxspring arxJ frame inclluded

$50obo. Voicenf>ail 998-9427.

1ittp://www.mortenson.co

T-SHIRTSm T-SHIRTSm Blade, Southpart<.

Kom. Grateful Dead, much more.

www.t-shirtking.com

tET
A., «r«) C<yy

^

LOSE POUNDS, GAIN ENERGY before the

holidays. Curbs appetite, increases energy.

Free information. Programs start at $35/nrK).

310-453-2630.

LOSE WEIGHT NOW
ASK ME HOW

All natural nutritk)nal health products. Call

310-202-6044

COMPUTERS
DESIGN YOUR OWN system. Used sys-

tems from $299. New 300 mhz system-$575.

Repairs and system upgrades. Di^gnostk:s

$25. 310-216-0336.
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PRICB^/AfERHOUS^PERS i
The biggest ndme in professioriiil stYv/ces is now, well, the biggest ndhie in professiomil services.

\

•I

i-Mf.

I ' r, >
-<-«-

You showed them whnt you were made of at UCLA. Now show the world.

- '.

———

—

FiNANCiAi Advisory

Services

GlOBAl

HR
Son JT IONS

Assurance

ANO Business

Advisory Services

Tax & Legal

' Services

MANACiEMtNI

cc)nsultinc»

Services

Business Process

Outsourcing

4

Visit (nil vvc/) *iiU' ,ind find out hmv you (.in s/),i^X' //)<• luturr

www.pwcg loba l .com

l*rici'vv,}ti'rh()usc'C()t>fx.'rs is dntt/t/.j/ opportunity employer.

Display
206-3060
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WAmrBD
HOME TESTANALTERNATE

CONVOM VEStQN

Do you hove Seasonal Allergies?

earn up
of a diff

<

1 00 by pattidpatifij

condom design ai

study

laterial

IF YOU DO.
you may qualify to participate

in a research study of an

Investigational medication

and receive:

Couples must be:

V Male partne^ipit l8-(- v Female pailpr age 18-45 V— r Willln^<<<p|e^ on 8 conj^lpiff uses V ^—
In a stable^i^|||tionship wl||iihe partner T
V Current us^ptBlrth CQ|(p)l Pills. lUD,

Norplant, \^Ki, or SiMization

cf For more Infoi

J (800)31

cT 9 ? ¥ c/ y ?

Ion, please call 9

[-1998 ^

¥
¥ cf 7 9 ¥-__$

FREE study related allergy testing, and
evaluation by Board Certified Allergist

FREE study medications during the study

FINANCIAL PAYMENT for participatiort—

nuiv brbinj

Ifyou are interested, please call:

Dr. Jonathan Corren, MD
A llergy=Reseafch Foundation Inc.

Lps Angeles, CA 90025

2300 2300
AtttOt fof S9I9

SpecialEgg DonorNeeded - $25,000

We are a loving, infertile couple hoping to find a compassionate

woman to help us have a baby. We're looking for a healthy, intelligent

college student or college graduate, age 21-33, with blue eyes and
blonde or light brown hair. Compensation S25, 000 plus expenses.

Your gift will bring boundless joy.

86 VW CABRIOLET CONV. Black on black
5sp Very low mileage New convertible top

$2400obo Please page Jay 310-775-8020

92' TOYOTA CAMRY XLE V6. Emerald sun
roof, CD/cassette. Great condition. $7500
CaH 818-906-2206 evenings

1992 MAZDA MX3 Automatic, power-steer-

ing, power-windows, power-doorlocks, A/C.

Hatchback. Carphone, security chip. Excel-

lent condition. Original owner, original paint.

Must sell. $5.000obo. 818-766-0587.

'V :!^

Please contact us through our

representative at 1-800-776-7680

PERFECT 4 STU-
DENT!!!

'91 FORD ESCORT, hatchback. 5-speed,
119K miles, white. A/C. stereo, tint, 4-wheel
alignment, timing belt, tires, clean&runs
great, original owner^$2695. 818-772-6420.

SEIZED CARS FROM $175. Porches, Cadil-

lacs. Chevys. BMWs. Corvettes. Also Jeeps.

4WD's. Your area. Toll Free 1-800-218-9000

Exi A-1650 lor current listings.

1993 MAZDA 323 Hatchback. Blue, A/C.

AM/FM cassette. Mint condition New tires.

Excellent engine. Clean interior Automatic.

$5500 Merho. 310-712-5685.

1994 DEL SOL VTEC. 21.5K miles, red, 5-

speed, power windows, alarm, A/C, AM/FM,
original owner. $1lKyobo. 310-826-6418
(evenings).

73 VOLKSWAGEN BUG,
condition, runs great.

$2500obo. 310-550-1003

yeltow, excellent

Fun little car.

4200
Rantals Ittntili

#700

HENT RENT DISCOUNT RENTUS lENT lENT

REFRIGERATORS
WASHERS & DRYERS

No Credit Needed

Barretts' Appliance Rentals
2723 Lincoln Boulevard, Santa Monica, CA 90405

ph: 310-392^1^ ^ax^Jl 0-392-954^

••••••••••
* Piano Rentals *
'^ Low Monthly Rates "If
•Hollywood Piano Rental Cpmpany^

213-462-2329 ^
••••••••••
mi
llgos for Sale

1984 MtHCUHY lOP/^- Automatic. 4-door,

stereo, cassette, 74K miles. $1300 obo 310-

208-2844.

Classifieds

825-2221

Autos lor Salt

1986 BUICK RIVIfcHA b-cylinder automatic,
full power, good transportation. $2150obo
213-822-0737.

AUTO
INSURANCE

"NO BULL"
Best Prices, Same Day

STUDENT DISCOUNTS

Motorcycles, SR22

'86 BMW 325es. Runs good. New tires, pow-
er windows, sunroof, A/C, AM/FM. stereo

w/cassette and looks great. $3800 Call

ChristinaO310-914-4090

'89 FORD PROBE New $2K paint job. Au-
tomatic, A/C. stereo/cassette $2900obo.
310-444-7377.

'90 Mercury Tracer. Great deal for student.

Silver 2-door hatchback Good condition.

$3000obo. Call Maya ©310-842-6110.

91 MIATA Convertible. Pampered, garage-

kept, excellent condition. 53K, stereo, alarm,

white/black. $6800obo. 310-209-2036.

'93 HONDA CIVIC DX Coupe. 5-speed, 2-

door, black. /V/C, stereo, 65,000miles Per-

fect corKlition Original owner. All service

records. $7250obo 310-268-8321.

'93 NISSAN 240 SX converlable, limited edi-

tion White, automatic, power everything,

cruise control, am/fm cassette, alarm, alumi-

nurn nms, super mileage, mint condition.

CycleTime Company (Since 1977i

' Mopad • Mo<or Scooter • Motorcycle

Sates • Pepairs • Insurance

• EXCHANGE AD FOR FREE PICK-UP
• OR PURCHASE DISCOUNT

1632S LaCtenega Blvd

Six Blocks South of Pico
Q (310)275-6734

SeootatB tar Sale

19oo iiUt-iiiA ^rf»LL .^ov- . .K. .fcid, runs

great, minimally used, lock included, $450

obo. Contact Sripha (310)208-6786.

1987 HONDA ELITE 150. First owner. 3,399

miles. $1500/obo. 310-842-4760.

Accidents, Tickets OK
CAUAA*IANOW
FOR FREE QUOTE

TOLL FREE
1 (800) 225-9000

$12,500obo.
I136eve.

310-206-4070day. 310-575-

I CycleTime Company iSin(o 1977)

Moped • Motor Scooter • Motorcycle

Sales * Repairs * Insurance

TWO WHEELED TRANSPORTATION
AT PRICES THAT'LL MOVE YAl

1632 S . JM Cieneqa Btvd.

«»
Six Blocks South of Pico • (310) 275-6734

1986 TOYOTA CAMRY. Power steenng,
A/C. automatic. AM/FM Mint condition.
Original owner. Excellent transportation
$2750.213-882-9566.

mMHSKT'^
t^fA'iitt. ;^:i^yof

''

1987 MERCURY SABLE Xcellent condition.
New brakes, pads, shoes, and new battery.

A/C, perlect body Very cle^n interior, runs
great $2200obo (213)303-0971.

AiMos for Sale

1988 JEEP WRANGLER LAREDO
Excellent condition $6450 310-472-9472

1989 FORD PROBE GL-lmmaculate
Newpaint |ob, tint, stereo, brakes, struts.

Large trunk-space, good gas. perlect for

school Runs&looks great. $3,750obo. 323-
913-2561.

»

1989 TOYOTA TERCEL 2 door sedan Au-
tomatic, air, AM/FM, 1 -owner. Clean.

$3350obo, 213-650-7420.

1992 ALFA ROMEO
Spider veloce. A/C, 5speed manual CD
playar. $11,000 R1chard031 0-859-0278.

7

;iaB^l^a^ha^k^ ^Um^ Ck^MHkA^WMSies iwFneiii

FROM$17.95/DAY
RENT-A-CAR Under 25 ok. Cash deposit

ok Free miles altowance. Open 7 days/wk

Major credit-cards accepted 1 -800-770-

0606.
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You're approaching graduation and on the hunt for concrete information aboat potential employers. And in

that search, you'll encounter mountains of information. Daunting amounts— from critical to trivial — that must

be considered.

Enter Arthur Andersen. We think you'll find our no-holds-barred, straight-answer approach a refreshing

change, whether you're interested in Business Consulting, Assurance and Business Advisory Services, Global

Corporate Finance or Tax and Business Advisory Services.

You're in search of the truth. Arthur Ai you'll find it. We U ward ^e^ you a t the

following events:

Arthur
Andersen

Tuesday, October 20th

AA Live

Business Consulting

Information Session

Covell Commons

Thursday, October 22nd

Business Consulting

Case Competition

For details, visit our website at

www.arthurandersen.com

Copywri^ht Arthur Andersen 1998. EOE. All rights reserved.

\ ^

Classifieds

825-2221
Display
206-3060
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Theta Chi (( )\)

663 Soyley

Phone: 824-2304

Rush Chair: Brenton 6r^r
First choptcr founded: In

1856 with the assistonce of

Princeton University's Chi Psi

chq)ter.

Sigma Alpha Epsilon (1 \l )

Address: No house

Phone: 1-800-233-1856

Rush Choir: Josh Cohen

First chopter fotmded: In

1856, and it was the only fra-

ternity first chapter founded

in the south before the Civil

War.

Delta Tau Delta (ATA)

Address: 649 Goyley

Phone: 208-9098

First chopter founded: In

1858.

Theta Xi ((-)Z)

Address: 629 GcyJey

Phone: 208-6119

Rush Choir: Matt Wilder

First choptfr founded: In

1864 for engineers only. Changed

to general sfpd fraternity in

1926.

Phi Kappa Psi (M>KM')

613 6(iy<ey

Phone: 208-8935/209-3405

Rush Choir: Gobe

Rothmon/Jeff Schroeder

First chapter founded: In 1852

by tvvo men who became friends

as they nursed fellow students

during a typhoid epidemic

Sigma Phi Epsilon (!<!>[)

Address: 611 Soyley ="

Phone: 824-1984

First chopter founded: In

1901 by twelve men who were

studying for the ministry,

after on unsuccessful attempt

to get a Chi Phi charter.

Sigma Chi (1\)

Addrtss: 459 6oyley

Phone: 208-5987

Rush Choir: Jeff

First chopter founded: In

1855, by six seven men. six of

whom hod resigned their n^em-

bership in the Delta Kappa ^ilon

chapter on their campus.

Delta Sigma Phi (AIM))

Address: 620 Undfair

Phone: 824-1246

Rush Choir: Tod Tydlaska

First chopter founded: In

1899, by students at three

different schools.

Zeta Beta Tau (/HI)

Address: 10924 Strathmore

Phone: 209-2699/824-7469

Rush Choir: Steve/Adam

First chapter founded: 1898,

OS Jewish fraternity.

Religious requirements were

dropped in the early 1950s.

Lambda Chi Alpha (\\ \)

Address: 10918 Strathmore

Phone: 208-9474

First choptcr founded: In

1909. originally as a fraterni-

ty for first generotion college

students who were often not

invited to join existing fra-

ternities.

Sigma Nu (1\)

Address: 601 6oyley

Phone: 824-0068

Rush Choir: Brian

Britton/Ted Fischer

First chopter founded:

1869.

In

-

-
-

!

i

Delta Kappa Epsilon ( \KI )

First chapter founded: In

1844 whejn 15 sophomores

were not ir|vited to join one,of

the junior

Yale.

class societies at

^ Alpha Sigma Pi (Mil)
"J

1
J"

Sigma Pi (111)
"J

Address: 612 Undfair

Phone: 2()9-5203

Rush Choii*: Dave

First chdpter founded: In

1897.

Phi Kappa Epsilon (<I>KI )

Triangle (^)

Address

Phone

Rush Choir

2C>8

519 Londfoir

-7793

: Patrick

Pi Kappa Phi

Address: 626 Landfair

Phone: 824-3815/266-3170

Rush Choir: Matt/Dean

First chopter founded: In

1904.

Beta Theta Pi (HOII)

Address: 581 6ayley

Phone: 824-7900

Rush Choir: Ryan Young-

Silver

First chapter founded: In

1839, becoming only the sec-

ond fraternity with a chapter

outside New England.

Pi Kappa Alpha (IIK \)

Address: 555 Goyley

Phone: 824-0477

Rush Choir: Brian Mochon

First chapter founded: In

1868; for the first 42 years

of its existence. Pi Kappa

Alpha hod chapters only in the

South.

Alpha Tau Omega ( Wil)

First chapter founded: In

1865 by 3 Confederate sol-

diers to restore the unity of

men from the north and south.

Alpha Gamma Onriega ( \l li)

515 landfair

Phone: 208-2631

Rush Choir: Tom
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UCLA Interfraternity Council
Fall 1998

Calendar of Recruitment Activities

September 28-October 9
'\.

Monday
Sept.28

12-3pm
IFC Pre-Recruitment Info Fair, BBQ, and

House Tours

Drake Stadium Concourse

Mon.-Fri.

Sept. 28-Oct.9

Thursday

October 1

See Fraternity

Schedules
Individual Fraternity Programs

8 pm IFC/AthletIc Dept. Football Rally

Covel Commons Plaza

^>

Fridav

October 2
11 am- 3 pm in westwoou Piaza

Saturday

October 3
11 am UCLA vs. UW @ Rose Bowl

All-Fraternity Tailgate

There will be a break in the Official Recruitment Period from Sept. 29 at 5 pm
to Sept. 30 at 6pm

For information on fraternity recruitment contact IFC at:

825-7878orifc@ucla.edu

Alpha Epsilon Pi (AEH)

Beta Theta Pi (BOn)

Delta Sigma Phi (AIO)

Lambda Chi Alpha (AXA)

Phi Kappa Psi (OKM^

Phi Kappa Sigma ((t>KI)

Pi Kappa Alpha (RKA)

Pi Kappa Phi (nKcD)

Sigma Alpha Epsilon (lAE)

1^

Sigma Chi (IX)

Sigma Nu (IN)

Sigma Phi Epsilon (lOE)

Sigma Pi (10)

Theta Chi (0X)

Theta Delta Chi (0AX)

Theta Xi (0E)

Triangle^
Zeta Beta Tau (ZBT)

Invite the men of UCLA to participate in

Fall Recruitment

1

' s\
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We asked IFC Director of Membership Peter Vasquez and Panhellenic President Jennifer Drane some of the more com-
mon questions that potential Greeks have qbout rushing and about fraternities in general. Here are their answers:

Advantages

What are the benefits of

going Greek?

PV: Being a member of a fraternity or

sorority gives you a smaller group to

belong to among the 30-plus thousand stu-

dents at UCLA. Greek-letter organizations

provide their members with academic sup-

port, opportunities for athletics and recre-

ation, and friendship

JD: Networking. Home away from home.

Not only do you get job experience, but

also interviewing experience. You can

open up a lot of doors for future employ-

ment. The fact that it's an experience of a

lifetime -- it's true. You gain a lot in the

sense of life's lessons - you're more active

on campus because of it. If your friends

are in clubs you're more likely to join

ing to individuals. It depends on how

active you want ot become in your chapter.

If you want to run in all the offices of your

chapter then you're more than welcome to.

At the same time, being in a fraternity or

sorority means balancing academics, com-

munity service, friendship, etc. Your dedi-

cation to your house varies - it varies for

everyone. - ;

The Belushi Factor

Is the cliched version of

Greek life offered in movies

such as Animal House a reali-

ty or just a stereotype?

Philanthropy

What role are Greeks playing

in promoting social responsi-

bility? What charitable

endeavors do Greek organiza-

tions participate in?

Is It for me?

Is there anyone for whom you

would recommend against

pledging?

JD: A stereotype. First of all, our campus

doesn't tolerate it. UCLA is a more acade-

mic school, so fraternity and sorority

members are held to certain responsibili-

ties - you have to maintain a certain GPA,

them and being in the Greek system you

tend to meet people that are in different

things.

Academics

Will participation \r\ a frater-

nity or sorority negatively

impact someone's academic

performance?

Luinpiy Willi ilieii IulL^^'as well a>. univeui-

JD: bach individual chapter on. campus^—
- 17 fraternities and 10 sororities - has

their national philanthropic organization

that they donate numerous hours of

con^munity service to. As far as the

internal management of alcohol, such as

underage drinking, there's an organiza--

tion called GAMMA (greeks advocating^,

the mature management of alcohol)

whose members dedicate their time edu-

cating students on campus about how to

drink responsibly, such as patrolling fra-

ternity parties and writing up citations.

Kind of likf. a ppe.r rf»vipu/

JD: No. I think that everyone should go

through the process and experience what

it's all about. If you're not ready to join

in the fall than go again in spring. It's

not for everyone - If you would have

told me my senior year in high school I

would be in a sorority I would ha^e s^id

'yeah, right', but now I'm the president

of all of them. You can't not do it until

you try4L

PV: UCLA's 18 fraternities are diverse

enough that everyone should be able to

find the fraternity that is right for him.

Brotherhood/Sisterhood

PV: On the contrary, being in a fraternity

or sorority will probably help your acade-

mics. Both the All-Hratemity and All-

Sorority average GPAs are above the all-

campus GPA.

Costs

What would you say to some-

one who is concerned about

the financial costs of going

Greek?

ty rules. Sororities aren't even allowed to

have alcohol in hou.ses and a lot of frater-

nities are going dry. Parties like in animal

house and hazings in those after school

specials just don't happen at our school.

PV: Of course Greeks have parties, but

there's more to fraternity life than that.

Animal House might have been an accu-

rate portrayal of fraternities in the 80s, but

times have changed and so have Greek-let-

ter organizations. Fratemities now try to

maintain a balance between academics,

philanthropy, recreation, and social life.

Alcohol

What would you say to some-

one concerned about the

assertion that fraternities

and sororities promote exces-

sive consumption of alcohol,

to the point of being danger-

ous?

The Future

What impact will going Greek

have on someone's future?

What does brotherhood/sis-

terhood mean to you?

PV: It does cost money to belong to a

Greek organization, but that should never

be a reason not to join. Most groups offer

payment plans,and living in the hou.se is

always cheaper than living in an apartment

or the dorms; all of your utilities and meals

are paid for out of your monthly rent.

JD: Your average cost for living in the

dorms or apartment is about 25%-35%
higher than living with a fratemity or

sorority.

What sort of time commit-

ment does joining the Greek

system entail? Will it leave

enough time for people who
have other commitments, to

family, a job, a religious

group, an athletic team, etc.?

PV: All college students have access to

alcohol, regardless of whether they

belong to a fraternity or sorority-it's just

part of the college environment. I think

Greeks are often more likely to be

responsible with their use of alcohol

because they have a greater liability.

Also, fraternity and sorority members

have responsibilities to one another; a

fraternity man is more likely to stop a

brother from drinking more if he's

already drunk, than encouraging him to

drink more.

Living at your House

:Wiwt^iPe-som€^^-tl^ bene-

fits of living in a fraternity

or sorority house?

PV: Being in a fraternity or sorority will

allow you to make friends that you will

keep for life. Greek organizations also

provide members with a great deal of

leadership opportunities which can pre-

pare you for life after college.

Fraternities and sororities are also great

sources of career . ;- ;

networking; fraternities and sororities

ai'e large national organizations, so

no matter where you go ii? the

country you can probxibly find

an alumnus member in any

career or field you are

interested in.

JD: When you go into

the business

world, over

80% of the

CKOs in the

country were

Greek. All

but four

presidents

were Greek.

When you;re

looking for a

job, it helps

you because

they see that

you've

been out-

going and
*

involved

on cam-

pus. It

PV: Brotherhood to me means that I can

count on the members of my fraternity

to not only be great friends, but to help

me ip any way they can whenever I need

it, and I would do the same. Although

our interests and life goals may be dif-

ferent, the common experience we share

in the fraternity and our dedication to

our organization will ensure that this

4aj»tj»^^ lifetime. —
JD: Lifelong friendships. Home away

from home. People that have your

back not matter what happens,

thick and thins, ups and

downs, trials and tribulations,

a bond that's hard to explain -

i4;s like a family but you've

taken the same vows and liv-_

ing by certain standards.

See Q&A O

PV: Being a member of a fraternity or

sorority does require a time commitment,

but most members find it very manage-

able. Many Greeks are on UCLA's athletic

teams, or have jobs, or partkipate in other

organizations and still have plenty of time

for their fraternity or sorority. Since your

fratemity or sorority is a group of your

friends, it's easy to make time for it.

JD: The time commitment varies accord-

PV: Living in a fraternity house is the

cheapest way to live in Westwood.

Your meals and utilities are included in

your monthly bill. You also don't have

a lot of the hassles tftat come with liv-

ing in an apartment. -—

^

JD: You can only live at school with

50 people under one roof once in a

lifetime. I don't know where to start -

it gives you more than you can put into

words.

definitely

gives you

a leg up

on some-

body

who
isn't.

;•
.,
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HISTORY
A look at the historical development of the fraternity system in the United States

The First Fraternif 3
The first secret fraternal societies.

7,000 years ago, were the ancient

Egyptian frats were for men only.

So, no mummies

Egyptian mystery cults, which worshiped

the moon and performed fertility rites.

Later, in Greek and Roman times, the

Eleusinian mysteries attracted such celebs

as Homer, Socrates, and Plato. The craft

guilds of the Middle Ages led to the

semisecret friendly societies of

eighteenth-century England, which,

among other social ventures such as

partying, invented the concept of group

health insurance. ___.«.__»_.>____^

c J

\

By 1776 several

chapters of the Social

and Benevolent Order

of iTcemasonry

(Masons), an

outgrowth of the

friendly societies,

had been formed on

i \ American shores. The
\ Masons included

among their

membership George

Washington, John

Adams, ahd James

Madison. Within

fifty years, chapters

George Washington,

fraternity brother

The Ancient Order of

Foresters, and the

Knights of Pythias,

among others,

would follow.

All had secret

rites of passage

(rituals and initiation ceremonies) for

their new members, a concept that goes

back to the tribal rites- of manhood in

primitive cultures.

America, under British rule, had first

chapter founded fifteen colleges by 1776.

The typical student's day went like this:

Julius Caesar,

who spoke

Latin

Up at 5:30, prayer,

recitation of Greek

and Latin for ten

hours, more prayer,

bed. This did not a

fralman maketh.

The faculty lived

and ate with the

students and watched

over them twenty-four

hours a day. One
writer described

school as "a dreary day

of fast days, early chapel, severe

punishments, and bad board." It was so

bad in fact that in 1776, 155 Harvard

students were expelled for missing

breakfast and eating in town, because,

they claimed, "The butler stinketh." The

one good thing about school was that

"small biere" (i.e., beer, half the proof of

today's brews) was served at lunch and

dinner. This would a fratman maketh.

The European Influence

nicknamed their body

the Mat Hal Club. Lor a

badge ihey created a

circular medal which

looked like a watch

fob. Althouiih it later

opened its membership

to faculty and helped

charliable causes,

Thomas Jefferson, an

early member, wrote

that "it had no useful purpoT^CT^ ^

Though the Flat Hat folded within

twenty years, other students began

another club called the P.D.A. Society.

Reflecting Southern plantation life, this

club was less literary and more social.

Members were prone to "social drinking,

gaming, and horseplay." Its secret

insignia was patterned after the Flat Hat's

even to its initials standing for the Latin

words of its motto (now lost).

Phi Beta Kappa

It is generally thought that the. P.D.A.

principles of literature, morality, and

friendship. In the center were the Greek

lettcfN Phi, Beta, and Kappa, which were

later revealed to stand for the group's

motto, some form of the phrase

"Philost)phy, the guide of life." (Different

chapters traslaled it differently - e.g..

"Philosophy |is| of life the governour.")

Within several years the fraternity would

he known by these three letters

exclusively.— Whnrmade PBK different from other

literary societies nvf its day and what

places it at the foundation of Greek

history, was a decision made three years

after it was founded to establish branch

chapters - to expand "to the wise and

virtuous. ..of whatever country" - a

decision possibly arising from a desire to

help unite the thirteen American States,

then at war with England. It was this that

allowed Phi Beta Kappa to survive the

wa'r, to spread Greekdom throughout the

country, and to continue to this day.

Concurrent with the growth of the

fraternity was the development of general

In France, Germany, and other parts

of Europe during this time, university

students formed philosophic clubs to talk

over the cultural issues of the day.

American students, following their

example, as'well as the natural inclination

of men to bond together in groups soon

led to the formation of social clubs in

America.

The first effort at student-run clubs

was made at Harvard in 1703 and 1716.

They were religious in nature and didn't

last long. Around 1720 two clubs. The

Mock Club and The Spy Club, were

formed at Harvard. Their purposes were

more literary and social than religious,

but they, too, soon folded. This was about

the state of student clubs when six men at

William and Mary decided on November

1 1, 1750, with the help of a few beeiJrto

' ,/^

'^

J^^'

George III, Henry VII, and Edv^ard

VII: Kings of England

try something new.

I'cd up with faculty control over their

lives and wanting to discuss nonschool

subjects in private by themselves, these

six students bonded together into a club

that would

>h^^^^M eventually lead to the

current Greek-letter

system. As any form

of secret group was

^' %^f>|DI considered

treasonous to the

folded before coming the coming of Phi

Beta Kappa, but no one is sure. One
theory is that a Greek buff, rejected from

the Latin-named PDA., went on to help

form a rival - named Phi Beta Kappa.

On December 5, 1776, six months

after the Declaration of Independence

was signed, John Heath and eight fellow

students of Williams and Mary gathered

together in the Apollo Room of

Williamsburg's Raleigh Tavern and took a

step that would affect the lives of six

million future college students. Over a

few brews and dinner, and under a motto

painted on the wall, which read Hilaritas

Spientae Et Bonae"^ Proles (roughly

translated, "Jollity, Wisdom, and a Long

Good Life"), they decided to form a

secret fellowship of "sincere frlend(s)"

and "unalienable Brothers" dedicated to

the freedom of discussion of any issue -

moral, political, or philosophical -

unrestrained hy the strict codes of the

college, and in an atmosphere of

conviviality and general good times (not

too good, however; there was a ten-

shilling fine for intoxication). For "a

fraternal prosperity, " they also decided to

"invoke the Deity" at every meeting in

some manner. j»

For the TOikc

of secrecy (and

fun), like

societies that

preceded them,

the me ni hers

developed an

oath of initiation, a motto, a member's

medal, and a secret handshake to bind

them together and to assure their

discussions would remain undisclosed.

On one side of the member's medal (a

college literary and debating societies.

Among the earliest were the Plain-

Dealing and Weil-Meaning clubs at

Princeton and the Calabogus and

Whitefield clubs at Harvard, all in th

I750's. The

American Whig
Cliosophic

Society,

established in

1765 at

Princeton, claims

to be the oldest

college literary

and debating

society in existence in the world.

Although secret symbols and

initiation rites were practiced by all, of

greater importance to the students were

the debates and readings of essays, which

allowed students to sharpen their

oratorical skills. Since aihielics were not

yet a p.irl ol collegiate iilc, the orator was

the college hero.

Usually each college' had two

societies and fhey rivaled each other for

the best orators, the most academically

honored students, and the biggest

libraries (some had more books than in

the college's library). When there was

only one society on campus, factions

would compete for power, aiul almost

always one would break away and start a

new society. The time of most hitter

rivalry was at the beginning of the year,

when treshmen decided which society to

join. Public meetings ("publics") would

be held, and orators from both sides

would boost their' own society while

hurling "contempt and ridicule" at the

other.

As fraternities developed after 1825,

^ \ V

English Crown, they

adopted a secret

constitution, ritual,

oath, and grip to

keep themselves

from getting caught.

Their motto, which

expressed. the

attributes of

"friendship, mirth,

conviviality, silence,

and charity" was in Latin. Taking the first

letters of the Latin motto's three most

important words, F, H, and C, they

Augustus Caesar,

who also spoke

Latin

square watch fob, later to evolve into a

"key" shape) was the founding date of the

brotherhood and the engraved letters SP,

probably standing for Societas

Phlosophae, which many historians think

was the name members first referred to

themselves by and which has been

translated either as the Philosophical

Society, the Society of Philosophers, or

the Science of Ph ilosophy, among other

things.

On the medal's reverse side was

pictured a hand pointing to three stars,

which symbolized the three guiding

they too sought control of the societies.

This, in itself, led to the birth of several

new fraternities, as students became more

involved with fraternities, their interest

waned in the larger literary societies,

whose importance remained only at the

new colleges of the South and West.

During its first four years at William

and Mary, PBK initiated about fifty

members. But in 1781 the Revolutionary

War caused both the college and the

fraternity to shut down. Fortunately, PBK

See History Q^
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BETA THETA PI
RUSH WW^

MONDAY (9-28)

1 pm IFC Barbeque

5 pm Rush Begins

7 pm Steak and Shrimp

Dinner and Slide Show

(not formal)

Social Hour to Follow

TUESDAY (9-29)

7 pm Surf trip to

Malibu

1 pm Lunch by

Baja Fresh

5 pm IPC Rush

Hiatus Begins

WEDNESDAY (9-30)

6 pm IFC Rush resumes

7 pm Steak and Shrimp

Dinner by Gladstone's

(formal)

8 pm Slide Show and

Alumni Speaker

V

Social Hour to Follow

THURSDAY (10-1)

9 am All-day trip to

Catalina

7 pm Light dinner

8 pm IFC Rally

Social Hour to Follow

FRIDAY (10-2)

3 pm BBQ and Friday

Afternoon Club

6 pm Privates Screening

at CBS Studios

10 pm Twilight fishing trip

Social Hour to Follow

^^•^

MONDAY (10-5)

5 pm Footb'xll Game

7 pm Dinner by Baja

Fresh

TUESDAY (10-6)

5 pm Full Court 4-4

B-Ball Tourney
7 pm Dinner by Don

Antonio's

WEDNESDAY ( 1CV7)

5 pm Paintball Extravagan/Ai

9 pm Late dinner by
Shakey's

THURSDAY ( 10-8)

7 pm Final dinner

(Formal)

Beginning of Fill 1

Pledge CJuarter

FKIDAY(l(>-9)

1 pm Rash Ends

',^-».

BETA THETA PI

581 GAYLEYAVE.
RYAN YOUNG-SILVER
FALL 1998 RUSH CHAIR

310-824-7900

(All Rush Events Are Dry)

Scholars

Leaders

Some take a lifetime to achieve greatness...

w v^ _^

Athletes

And above all Else. .

.

Gentleman
^^^"—•" W""™^"^

Come see what we've accomplished in just 8 years.

1998 Regional Chapter Excellence Award
1997 IFC Volleyball Semi-Finalist

1997 IM Volleyball Semi-Finalist

1996 IFC Volleyball Champions

1996 IM Volleyball Finalist

1996 Homecoming Best Overall Entry Award
1996 Regional Campus Involvement Award
1996 IM Soccer Semi-Finalist

1996 IFC Basketball Semi-Finalist

1996 IM Basketball Semi-Finalist

1995 Bruins at Bat Finalist

1995 Mardi Gras Sweepstakes Award
1995 Home Run Derby Champions

1995 IFC Softball Semi-Finalist

1995 IM Softball Semi-Finalist

1994 IFC Volleyball Semi-Finalist

1994 IM Volleyball Semi-Finalist

1994 IM Softball Champions

1994 Co-ed Volleyball Finalist

1994 National Scholarship Award .

1994 National Chapter Excellence

1993 National Scholarship Award
1993 Regional Community Service Award
1993 Spring Sing Sweepstake Award
1993 Bruins at Bat Champions

And the list goes on, and on, and on!!!

T?55{!5^53p!!^?!^<555f

WcAOji^ofHittti

Monday, September

28

6:00 Dinner

Meet the Brothers of

Pi Kappa Alpha

Pizza and Pasta from

Don Antonios

Tuesday, September 29

12:00 Lunch &
Basketball at the House

5:00 Rush "hiatus" for Yom
Kipur

WedneMgy, Septeiiiber3(L

6:00 Dinner

Steak & Shrimp (Coat and Tie

recommended)

Alumni Guest Speaker

Thursday, October 1

12:00 Lunch &
Basketball at the House

6:00 Dinner

Lasagna & the Pike Rush

Video '
'

'•"
'

'

Friday, October 2

12:00 Lunch &
Basketball at the House

6:00 Dinner

IN *N' OUT

Week Two of Rii«b

Monday, October 5

6:00 Dinner

Fried Chicken

Tuesday, October 6

6:00 Dinner

Baja Fresh & Guest Speaker

Wednesday, October 7

6:00 Dinner

SchlotskyVDell

Thursday, October 8

6:00 Dinner

Chicken Parmesan

Friday, October 9

5:00 Rush Ends

"—

n

THE PIKE HOUSE on 555 Gayley Ave.

Any ???, Call Brian Mochon (ai S24-0477, ALL RUSH EVENTS ARE DRY

^V

X
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O Q&A, continued Chokes

Some suggest that fraterni-

ties are elitist and have

excluded minorities. How do

you feel the UCLA Greek

community has addressed this

concern? What would you say

to minority students who are

interested in rushing?

Are all fraternities and

sororities the same, or are

there different types for

different people? If there

are different options, what

are they? What criteria

should be used to evaluate a

fraternity or sorority in

order to choose the best fit?

PV: UCLA has a zero tolerance policy

towards hazing. Any group found to

be hazing will most likely be immediately

suspended, i think the general attitude

about hazing is why would you go

out of your way to hurt or humiliate

someone who you consider your

brother?

The Future

What do you feel the future

will bring to Greek life at

UCLA?

PV: Men can get information on fraternities

by calling (310) 825-7878 or emailing

ifc@ucla.edu. or visit the web site at

www.studentgroups.ucla.edu/ifc. Women can

get information about sororities by calling

(310) 206-5449 or visiting the website at

www.studentgroupsMcla.edii/pcmheUenic.

Or anyone can come by the

Fraternity and Sorority Relations office in

118 Men's Gym.

JD: Well I'm a minority - I'm Mexican.

I think that that was a case in the past.

But with UCLA you can't really dis-

criminate because students that come

here are first rale students like myself

that have no idea what a

fraternity/sorority is and they automati-

cally stereotype the Greek system by

what they see on television or by other

groups on campus that have no clue.

It's just not the fact. The majority of

men and women on campus are minori-

ties and the Greek system reflects that.

There are African-American Greeks,

Asian Greeks, Mexican Greeks like

myself. Any racial group, religion,

socioeconomic, you'll find in the Greek

system. Lots of the people are in finan-

cial aid and they're Greek because it is a

cheaper way of living and offer better

scholarships.

PV; Qur RccriiitmenI prnr;e^^ hiu always

PV: The structure of all IFC fraternities is

very similar. There are other Greek-letter

organizations, such as the Asian Greek

Council, National Panhellenic Council, and

several independent groups that have nar-

rower target audiences. Of course, not

everyone will feel that they fit in at every

fraternity, which is what the recruitment

process iiUbr. Rush gives everyone the

opportunity to visit as many fraternities as

you like to find the one that you are most

comfortable with. During Rush most people

look for the organization whose members

have similar interests to theirs, and who

they want to be friends with

JI): The fraternities and sororities are basi-

cally the same, but what separates then are

the members and rituals. 1 here's- a sorority

or fraternity for everyone on caFiipus. New
rushees are infiuenced by the words of oth-

ers, stereotypes, or by what some men or

women have said about particular houses.

PV: Greek membership is on an upswing

right now. Hopefully, our membership will

continue to grow and we can add new

groups to UCLA. I also think Greek life is

becoming safer and more responsible while

still being as much fun.

JI): The greek system is definitely expand-

ing - in fact, another iVatemity is being

added this year. We're expecting more peo-

ple to rush than in the past 4 years. I .see a

lot more diversity, and that goes hand in

hand with the way the university is chang-

ing. I also see more support for cumpus

because a lot of limes the campus isn't sup-

port by the other groups at UCLA. I've

noticed a trend that peo()le are more accept-

ing of what we are trying to do. And I've

noticed the greeks making the effort of not

being so elitist and taking the steps to make

thtMn»;t'lv('N nndt'rsKMKl

The Big Picture

What \s the most importismt

impact that being Greek ha*

had on your life?

been open. We invite anyone interested

in joining a fraternity to participate in

Rush. UCLA is a diverse campus, and

fraternity membership reflects that. I

don't see elitism as a real problem in

UCLA's Greek system; all fraternities

are looking for any men who can make a

positive contribution to their group.

PV: Being in a fraternity has definitely been

the best part of college life for me. I've

made a lot of friends and had the opportuni-

ty to do things that I wouldn't have been

able to do if I weren't a Greek. It's been

an incredible learning experience and a lot

of fun.

JD: I am who i\m today because of it. it;s

added to my experience at UCLA in so

many ways I can't even begin to start. It's

given me the friends I have, led me in the

path I want to go in as far as jobs go and

given me connections for my future. I've

also met people not in the greek system .

through friends in the greek system.

Regrets

If you had it to do all over

Tigain, would you go Greek?^^

Hazing

Hazing has been a very contro-

versial subject at the UCLA

campus and campuses around

the country. What role does

hazing play at UCLA?

For more information

Where con people who have

questions about joining a fra-

ternity or sorority go to get

information?

PV: I would definitely go Greek, and I

wouldn't make the nniistake of waiting

until my sophomore year to join. My
only regret is that I didn't join as a fresh-

man.

JD: Yes I would. I would do it sooner.

^-^
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Join a fraternity that

hears the message
of the cross.

tme croBs is foolishness to those who are perishing,

but to those who are being saved it is the power of God.

-I 1:1«
iyM*fc*«

During our college years we will be blasted with

thousands of different messages. At Alpha Gamma
Omega Fraternity, we realize that the message of the

cross is the only one that matters - knowing Christ and

the power of His resurrection. Our motto, Fraternity

for Eternity, gives testament to this fact. Indeed,

AGO is a fraternity in every sense of the word - we
have formal events, go to football games, do philan-

thropy projects, and have bands play on our outdoor

stage. However, the fellowship we have at AGO is

based on Biblical Christian standards, accountability,

and brotherhood. The first purpose of membership in

AGO is to win others to a saving knowledge of Jesus

Christ. It is our goal as a fraternity to hear the

message of the cross within everything we do. If this

is your goal too, be sure to check out AGO!

Monday 9/28 at

5:30piii - Come hang

out at the house and

watch Monday Night

Football. We will also

have an AGO/LSM
slide show for you to

check out. A great op-

portunity to get to know

the AGO guys.

Tuesday 9/29 at

S:30piii - More free

food, of course! We'll

be hanging out at the

house again after dinner

and then going down to

campus to play some

basketball. Forget

about all the stress of

starting school.

Wednesday 9/30 at

5:30pni - Cruise with us

down to the beach to

play football and hang

out around a bonfire.

We will also be having

Bible study, so come
hear more about how
God has been working
at AGO.

Thursday 10/1 at

6:30pm - After some

free pizza we will be

having an awesome

praise concert on our

outdoor stage. Join us

for this great time of

worship and fellowship.

We'll even be playing

broomball afterward!

e

Tuesday 10/6 and

Wednesday 10/7 at

5:30pni - These days

will be an extended

guys rush, along with

Little Sister rush. AGO
Little Sisters is a group

of awesome Christian

women and an impor-

tantpartofAGO."
J Directions: From the dorms, go down Circle Drive and turn right on Strathmore. Then go past Gayley and make a right on Landfair. J

The AGO house is at the top of the hill on the left at 51 5 Landfair Avenue. Any questions? Call Tom at (310) 208-263 1 or (310) 208-635 1 .

^ Check out our website for more info! www.8tudentgroups.ucla.edu/ago ^
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Clockwise from Top Right

1. "4-way Exchanges" are a common way two
sororities and two fraternities get together to

socialize.

2. Actors Chris Farley and David Spade at Pi^

Kappa Alpha during the promoticffia t tou r for —
"Black Sheep"

3. Several members of Theta Chi work at a soup
kitchen. Such philanthropies are an important

part of Greek Life.

4. A member of Phi Psi assists a homeless man in

Westwood.

S.Themed parties are a popular type of

gathering. This one was entitled "Disco Fever'.'

6. World-famous rock band Def Leppard performs

a free concert at Zeta Beta Tau while promoting
their new album.

7. Holidays are a time for special get-together at

fraternities and sororities. The attendees at this

Halloween party wore a diverse array of

costumes.

rH>

^f7 /Tj r ',.\»immimtmmmmit

UCLA sorority women
hawe GPA's
€onsisienily abovo boih^

file aU'Women's and ^

f€ompvs awora^es ^

A

PhilttitfItroifV
UCLA sorority women d4
^ time and energy every

quarter to beneiit worth^
tauses like AIDS, thildren's

f shelters, underprivileged
fouths, homelessness

iwUi sorority women ore some ot
' ihe busiesi women on tumposi In

^addition to their memltersltip, titey

Jtan be seen partitipating in
^ eollegiate aMifeffcs, intramural
sports, eheerleading and dante

i team, as Daily Bruin writers and
statig in honors satieties and \

leamifus tlubs.

fflff

Bmlngi u part o§ the Onek
MYMtem, the ImwgBBt Biudent
group 0n cumpifs, bringB wl§h
it many opportunitiBM^

eeit chmerlnfgi Hbe Bruins on
1/t^iooiball gftfifias, marclting
Itomecoming pnrmdos,
Kif9 road trips (svcit as ffie

ull'-OrBoki slii trip}, and just

onfoying oachi othtor^s

company.

Frtendshii
ny othew pmupie

ian say that they left

College knowing 300
people that they love

Snncl €herish? Atter all,

these Mends are sisters
V tor lite*.**

1 998 MEMBERSHIP KECKUITMENT SCHEDULE
•

IThursday October 1: Welcome
reception O Sunset Rec 4-7pm (All UCLA ^
Women ore welcome)

Sunday^ October 4: 10 Events

Monday Octobers: 4 Events

t

9

Tuesday October 6: Events
|

Wednesday October 7: 4 Events

I

8^

Thursday October 6: 2 Events \

Friday October 9: did dayi
I
:t

-lX

^
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Q History, continued

had formed its first colonies (other

chapters) at Harvard and Yale in 1779

(which spawned another chapter at

Dartmouth in 1787), and these kept

Greekdom alive.

But the spirit of PBK changed. The

newer chapters admitted faculty and

graduates, and the students lost control.

Several chapters had no secrecy aspects,

and the students lost interest, seeing PBK
more as a literary society than a secret

brotherhood. By the early 1800s, when the

students of Union College, a small,

nondenominational college in upstate

New York requested a chapter, PBK had

set high standards for membership, and

the students at the young college were

denied a chapter. They didn't like that.

The president of Union, Reverend

Nott, was very aware of students' needs,

not like the administrators elsewhere. He

thought fraternities would be beneficial to

student growth outside the academic

arena. So, after PBK rejected charters in

1803 and 1813, he helped students found

Phi Beta Gamma, a local society. But this

fraternity, like Phi Beta Kappa, which

finally placed a cBapter at Union m 1817,

was soon (dominated by the faculty, too.

The students didn't like that either.

Modern fraternities were about to arrive.

During the early 1800s Greek-leltcf

literary groups had begun to appear on

seve ra l campuses. Bui, like PBK. they >^^°=»

whole set of secret grips, signs, mottoes,

and rituals. But they were4o differ in one

large respect: While PBK had'become a

faculty-controlled, literary honor society,

the KA's main goals were foremost social.

Their main concern was to stay a tight

brotherhood of friends who would meet

for good times. And they did.

Two years later, other Union students,

liking what they saw, formed their own
fraternities: Sigma Phi Society and Delta

Phi. Greek history now refers to these

fraternities as the Union Triad. What they

did at Union set the pattern for the growth

of fraternities all over the country. Every

time a fraternity popped up on a campus,

several more would pop up either to rival

it or to emulate it. Five years after its

founding at Union, Delta Chi set up a

chapter at nearby Hamilton College. Two
years later Alpha Delta Phi was founded

there to rival it. Fraternities were now off

and running.

America's earliest colleges were all-

Sororoties

male, college education for women was

generally discouraged. But times changed,

and in 1836 Georgfa^T^emale Col lege was

founded. Now called Georgia Wesleyan at

Macon, it is the oldest women's college in

the world. A year later, Oberlin was the

first college to go coed.

It at Georgia Wesleyan, in 1851 - 75

Iter-Phffiffttr Kappa. 2.^ vran aftcjL

Like men's frats, the two sisterhoods

each had rituals and mottoes and the like,

but unlike men's frats, they had no desire

to form sister chapters at other colleges.

(When each finally did decide to "go

national " 50 years later in the early 1900s,

they changed their names to Alpha Delta

Pi and Phi Mu, respectively.)

In 1867, 16 years after these two

sisterhoods were formed, a women's

society called the I.C. Sororis was

founded at Monmouth College in Illinois.

Patterning itself directly after men's

fraternities, its members chose to colonize

other chapters from the start, so many
consider^ this the first "women's

fraternity. (But it wasn't until. 21 years

later that it became a Greek-letter

organization - when it finally changed its

name to its founding motto, "Pi Beta

Phi.")

Meanwhile, in 1870 three years after

I.C. Sororis began, the first women's

fraternities with Greek-letter names were

formed. Kappa Alpha Theta was the first,

founded at DePauw in Illinois, and Kappa

Kappa Gamma canrie three months later at

Monmouth.

An interesting sidelight is that the

woman who was the force behiitd forming"

Kappa Alpha Theta was first offered token

membership in Fiji, which her brother

belonged to on campus. She demanded

•full membership, but instead gotsa silver

cake basket as a compromise. Her father,

who wat himspjf h Beta, thpn sii£;gost^<4-

Boom Times

The Morrill Land Act of 1862 caused

the curriculum of many universities to

become diversified, adding agriculture,

engineering, and the sciences to the

traditional classics, theology and liberal

arts. It also allowed for many additional

schools to be built, including the

University of Michigan and UC Berkeley.

The tremendous rise in total college

attendance that resulted necesarily

increased nationwide Greek membership.

This tendency was heightened by the fact

that many universities could no longer

manage to house and feed their entire

student body, thus necessitating the

devlopment of outside organizations to

shoulder some of the responsibility.

The politics of the Civil War also had

another significant impact on the

fraternity system. Many fraternities were

unwilling to restore their chapters in the

disloyal states after the war. So, several

fraternities were formed specifically to

expand in the south and capitalize on the

absence of chapters that were once

powerful. These fraternities often

_alliacted members wh& — desired

membership as a means of making a

political statement.'

The 20th century witnessed continued

expansion of the Greek system, as

traditional organizations remained strong,

and alternate fraternities Were founded to

were more literary than social. The "pure"

society ofJ)rqther& united for friendship^

foremost, which ahd begun with the Flat

Hat Club, was yet to make a comeback.

In 1825. eight years after PBK hit

Union, nine students got together and

formed the Kappa Alpha Society. Inspired

by PBK. they too adopted a Greek name,

had a square badge, and incorporated a

the Union Triad, and 15 years after the

college's founding - that women,

ToITowmg "IKe men's example, firsr

produced "secret sisterhoods." The first

was the Adelphian. founded by nineteen

women in 1851. The second was its rival,

the Philamathean, founded by three

women in 1852. Both were primarily

literary societies.

that she should start her own group. So

she did - the Thetas. The Fijis and the

Theias are n6w^consI(deredl;o be brother

and sister^ocieties on a nationwide basis.

The addition of the sorority system

contributed to the significant growth of

the Greek system that took place in the

years after the Civil War. However, other

factors also played a role.

caier lo specific ethnic, religious and

cultural groups. The 1940s and 1950s

we re in many-tvays a heydey for the Greelc

system, as it came to be a central part of

college life. The importance of fraternities

and soroties has declined in the past

several decades, but recent studies have

shown that membership is agairt on a

precipitous rise, suggesting the potential

for a new era of prosperity.

-i^
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FALL RUSH 1998
THETA XI FRATERNITY

629 QAYLEY AVE

WEEK 0:, SEPT 28-OCT. 2 WEEKI: OCT. 5-9

MONDAY

5:00 PM
RUSH
BEGINS.
COMJ BY IN

SMIKT&TIf lOK

A LOBSTt R &

STtTVKDINNfRI!!

••IVVHRUSII

vinro TO
fOLlOWHIM

TUESDAY
7:00 AM
SURFS UP!

12:00 PM
TOGOS
SANDWICHES
FOOTBAtl.

PRACTICE AT IM

nH D AI T t R

LUNCH
BBAll BY INK

POOL FOR
LVLRYONL LLSL

RUSH HIATUS

BEGINS

WEDNESDAY

6:(K)PM

RUSH
RESUMES. .

SO. COM! GRUB
SOME IN N OUT!

THURSDAY
7:00 AM
SURFS UP!

12:00PM

COME BY FOR BBQ
CHICKEN BY THE

l>OOI

HANG AROUND
FOR FOOTBALI
PRACTICE TO
fOLLOW.

12:00 PM
BAjAIRFSH

BURRITOS AND
CHIPS

FRIDAY

7 (K) AM
SURLS UP!

I I -3PM

MEET AT

WESTWOOD
PLA/A FOR

INLO LAIR

MONDAY
7 00 AM
SURFS UP!

S :00PM

SOCIAI TIME

6:00PM

FORMAL
DINNER SO
DRESS TO
IMPRESS

GUEST
SPEAKER

TUESDAY
7 00 AM
SURFS UP!

J :00PM

SWING BY THE

HOUSE FOR

FOO/BAll AND
B BAIL BEFORE

DINNER

5 JOPM

PANDA EXPRESS

CHINESE CUISINE

WEDNESDAY
7:00 AM
SURFS UP!

2:30PM

FOOTBALI PRACTICE

5 :30PM

BURGERS AND FRIES

FROM MCDONALD S

THURSDAY
7:00 AM
SURFS UP!

FiANG OUT
ALL AFTERNOON
IF YOU DUKE

5:30PM

ACAPULCOS
MEX FOOD

.
I

I i" ii
J

'

'

FRIDAY
7:00 AM
SURFS UP!

TFLANK-GOD ITS-

FRIDAY-KICK-

BACK-AND-

RELAX-DAY ALL

DAY..

All Rush Events are Dry.
For auestions and info contact Drew Kclley. President, or Malt Wilder.

Rush Chairman, at 3 1 0-208-6 1 1 9.

I )
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Valhalla

Monday. S eptember 28

6:00 Dinner by Gladstones

7:00 Phi Psi Notorious Slide Show
8:30 Pool and Foosball Tourney

Tuesday. September 29
12:00 Lunch catered by Togo's

3:00 Football and Volleyball practice

*Meet At the House

5:00 Rush ends, resumes Wed. @ 6:00pm

Taff!Husfi 1998
613Gcvley Ave.

Wednesdcay. September 30

6:00 Dinner by Baia Fresh

7:00 Social Hour

8:00 Hypnotist

Friday. October 2
1:00 Bacicyard BBQ - Basicetball.

aaaa Volleyball, Music, and Bikini Pool

aaaaaParty

Rush Continues Through

Friday Sept. 9 Details @ Phi

Psi

Annual Ski Trip at Tahoe

Ttiursckiy. October 1

12:00 Lunch by Lamonicas

2:00 Rock climbing trip to

Stony Point

6:00 Dinner catered by In-N-Out

Most IFC All Sports Trophies

Any Questions? Contact :

Gabe Rothman @208-8935

or

Jeff Schroeder @ 209-3405

"All Events Are Dry''

''Ifa man Has not

discoveredsometfiing

he is witting to die

—for, fie isn'tfit to =

Cive"

- "Dr. ^Martin Lutfier "KiTyJr,-

MONDAY riii:sDAY \vI:D^l•sl:>A^ iihi^sday rKii)A\'

5:00
Fall Rush Begins

5:30
Steak & Shrimp Dinner
(Shirt & Tie Preferred)

Special Alumni
Guest Speaker

7:30
Our Brand New

Video Slide Show

12:00
All Day BBQ begins

with

SIGMA CHFs
Annual 3-on-3

Basketball Tourney
Held by the Back-to-
Back-to-Back-to-Back
IFC Basketball Champs

^m
IN-N-OUT Burger Lunch by Togo's

6:00
Billiards Tourney

All rush events are dry

T2nH)

5:30
Sak's Teriyaki

Chicken Bowls

8:00
IPC Event

Football Rally

w/ Coach Toledo

1^:00
IFC Rush Info fair

@ Sunset

2:00
Football Practice with the

3-time defending IFC and
Intramural Champions

5:30
BAJA Fresh Burritos

-M
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Fraternity to build

National Monument
In a speech to the NAACP, Vice

President Al Gore announced that President

Chnton signed a measure allowing the con-

struction of a national monument to slain

civil rights leader Martin Luther King Jr.

Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, the nation's

oldest and largest black fraternity, will

secure the entire funding for the project. No

federal funds will be used to pay for the

memorial.

The monument will be constructed on

federal land in Washington DC between the

Washington Monument and the Capitol

Building. In 1996, the United States

Congress authori/.cd the memorial's cre-

ation on federal land, and the actual loca-

tion was recommended by ihc Interior

Department.

Alpha Phi Alpha, which was also

King's Iralcrnily. had hoped lo locale the

memorial near the site of King's 196^ I

Have a Dream" speech, the Lincoln

Memoria l • wcw »f tlif Wa^l ii i i y txin:

ity concerns and "return to founding princi-

ples," fraternity leaders at the University of

Iowa have agreed unanimously to ban alco-

hol from chapter events and public areas.

Campus officials have not required this

move, nor are they planning to force the

entire campus go dry.

The policy allows the chapters to spon-

soi parties with alcohol at off-campus loca-

tions, such as restaurants or bars.

Additionally, students of legal drinking age

are permitted to consume alcohol in their

private rooms as long as anyone else pre-

sent is also of age.

According to Mary Ellen Gillespie,

Assistant Director of Student Life at the

sch(K)l, said that the decision was made vol-

untarily by student members of the

Interlraternity Council. "The students did

an incredible amount of work as far as

background research," she said. "I'm so

confident they are going to make this

work."

The impact of this -decision has net

impacted Greek Rush. In fact, numbers

were reported up for both men and women

choosing to ioin the {jrcek sysicin. Chapter

life. "I am not in favor of our greek com-

munity going substance-free," Tenclinger

said.

"I don't know about an entire commu-
nity going dry at one time.""

MSU OAT Chapter

mired in controversy
Two East Lansing housing commis-

sioners are suing the city of East Lansing

and the city's housing director after

months of conflict over a controversial

decision involving an MSL^ fraternity .

The lawsuit, which is be.nc brought

by commissioners Bill Ramirez-Roberts

and Marilyn Fine, stems from t e city's

decision not lo forward a case ; ' the

Commission on Housing that invoK «'

the Phi Delta Theta fraternity house's

possible violations, to city restrictions.

The conmiissioners petitioned Friday lor

a court order that would allow the com-

mission to act on the case.

Howanl Asch, the official beinu

Monument and on the opposite end of the

Mall from the Capitol.

U. Iowa Greeks

Stun Officials

In a proactive measure to reduce liabil-

houses have now lociiscd on other ways ol

attracting new members including

improved physical structures and focus on

nonalcoholic actiyities.

Suprisingly. Brian Tenclinger. Greek

Affairs Coordinator, said he did not feel the

administration was fully prepared or sup-

portive of the decision because of the

impact to the rest of the campus and social

'.uL'i l . 'oiiil tin; iMluiiiMtiu ii uri tin.'

In October 1997, the commission

placed special restrictions on the house

because of excessive violations to tl\e

city's housing code. The restriction pro-

hibited the consumption of alcohol on the

premises, limited the number of people

that could attend parties and prohibited

loud music.

In December 1997, an East Lansing

police report stated that more than 100

containers of alcohol — some empty,

some full — were found littering the

inside of the house, located al 626

Cowley Ave.

The report was not given to the com-

mission, and as a result, five of nine

housing commissioners threatened to

resign in June. Soon after, the case was

given to the conmiission to discuss, but

not act upon. The commissioners never

.jsigned.

'There seems to be a' way that city

officials ... have treated fraterniiy houses

that were outside of the campus," said

Fine, who has lived near the house lor

more than a decade and has issued sever-

December police report wasn't complete

enough to"juslify bringing the case to the

commission.

"'It was nt)t a good, clear case and it

is not something we could handle," said

Asch, the city's director of housing and

code enlorcemenl and neighborhood con-

servation. "We had no documentation

that alcohol was consumed on the proper-

al complamts to police. "We want to

make sure the city imposes all of the

Same ordinances on everybody.'

But city officials argue they didn't

send the case lo the commission because,

al the time, there wasn't enough proof

that members of the fraternity consumed

See News ®
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Fall Rush 98

The Tradition Continues

Sigma Nu House

MONDAY, SEPT. 28
Dinner: (Coat & Tie)

Alumni Speakers

Sigma Nu Slide Show

5:30

TUESDAY, SEPT. 29
Lunch: logos 12:00

3 on 3 Hoops

WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 30
Dinner: "Big Wednesday"
Surprise

Sigma Nu
601 Gayley Avenue

RUSH SCHEDULE
THURSDAY, OCT. 1

Annual Basketball Tournament. ...5:00

Dinner: In'N' Out 6:00

FRIDAY, OCT. 2
Lunch: Sandbags
sandwiches 12:00

MONDAY, OCT. 5
^Bajal^resh 6:00

7997-2, 1992-3] 1993-4, 1994-5, 1995-6

IFC ALL SPORTS CHAMPIONS

White Rose Court 1998

TUESDAY, OCT. 6
Dinner: Chef Irvins Famous

Philly Cheesesteak.^ 6:00

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 7

Dinner: La Monica's Pizza. .6:00

THURSDAY, OCT. 8
No schedule, open house all day

FRIDAY, OCT. 9
-Rush^QfK) ludes

RUSH CHAIRMEN
Brian Britton • T6d Fischer

824-0068
White Rose Formal 1998 San Felipe 1997

Week Dne

Monday 28th - 6pm
^ormal Steak Dinner (shirt and tie)

and Slide Show by LI Productions

Tuesday 29th - 1 1 am
Football practice and Baja Fresh

Wednesday 30th - 6pm
Dinner by world famous

"Buck Fiddy" and
Volleyball Practice

Thursday 1st -6pm
Dinner by In-N-Out and Pool

Tournannent at Q's Billiards

Friday 2nd - 6pm
Dinner by Don Antonio's.

Trip to the "Speedzone" raceway

Saturday 3rd - 1 0am
UCLA vs Washington State

at the Rose Bowl

IgurmhV

Week Two

Monday 5th - 6pm
BBQ and 3-point shoot-out

connpeition. Prizes to all

participants

Tuesday 6th - 6pm
Dinner by El Polio Loco, then relive

UCLA winning the '95 NCAA
Basketball Channpionship,

before late night bowling

Wednesday 7th - 6pm
Dinner by Shakers Pizza, then

trip to the Batting Cages

Thursday 8th - 7pm
Fall Scholarship Presentation Dinner

catered by the Olive Garden.

Applications are still available

Friday 9th - 3pm
Final interviews at the House

RUSH officially ends at 5pm

r/je Pi Kapp House at^2

IFC Rush is dry. All events

begin at the House

For infonnation, contact

Matt (310) 624-3815
Dean (310) 266-3170
molough@ucla.edu

Share in the Time
Honored Ideals of

• Academic Excellence

Delta Sig consistently ranks in top 5 GPAs on Fraternity Row

• Lifelong Brotherhood

Make friends and memories that will last a lifetime

• Leadership Development
Delta Sig provides leadership skills and opportunities that will

help you get ahead in the classroom and after college

Delta Sigma Phi
Beta Gamma - 620 Landfair

The Brothers of Delta Sig

• Premier Social Calendar
Social events with sororities, date parties and traditional

parties such as our 70th annual Sailor's Ball

• Competitive Athletics

Delta Sig fields athletic teams for over 15 Intramural

sports

• Alumni Networking

2,500 active Delta Sig alumni in Southern California

• Community Service
Brothers participate in philanthropy events benefitting

the Surfrider Foundation and others

3
T3
O
O
CO

(0
3

o

I

^^4of>day^

Dinner vy/ith

Pepperdine

Sorority

Formal dinner by

Olive Garden

Guest speaker

from Dream

Works

Tuesday.

Surf session in

morning

Lunch with

the Bros

Dinner by Sepi's

and
renowned
Hypnotist Show

Wednesday.

Dinner and

basketball with

live music

Dinner by

Shakey's

3-on-3 B-ball

Tourney and

Broomball

Thursday

Can't Miss

Dinner with

Virgin Records

and Warner

Bros.

Entertainment

Friday Saturday

Shoot hoops

and pool at the

House BBQ

Dinner by

Acapulco's

Film & TV 22

Official IFC

Rush Ends

All Fraternity

event at UCLA
football game

* All lunch events

start at noon

* * All evening events

start at 6:00

All Rush Events are Dry Contact Todd Tydlaska with questions, 824-1246

V. 4 ^

~T~r T^ iy
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© News, continued

the alcohol themselves.

City Manager Ted Staton said the

city handled the situation properly and he

is confident about the city's defense.

"We are and were confident that the

judgment we made about the 626 case

was the correct one," Staton said. "We're

disappointed that the two housing com-

missioners would take this action, but it

is their right."

Ramirez-Roberts said the city made

the decision not to tell the commission in

an effort to protect the relationship

between city officials and students. The

incident occurred three months after the

Sept. 7, 1997 Gunson Street melee in

which 500 people gathered around a

burning couch, chanted and threw bottles

at police for about two hours.

"I think they were really concerned

with another big row with the students,"

Ramirez-Roberts said.

House president Ben Glime said the

members weren't responsible for the

alcohol containers found on the premises

in December. The fraternity, which hous-

es 23 people and has about 50 members,

voluntarily extended its restrictions after

the incident.

Police issued a violation to the fra-

ternity Friday after being called to the

house because of excessive noise.

"It was a single, isolated incident,"

Glime said. "We haven't had any viola-

tions since the terms and conditions

(were placed on the house.)"

Glime said the fraternity has mailed

letters to the city apologizing for the

noise violation. He also said ^11 chapters

of Phi Delta Theta will be alcohol-free by

the year 2000. "'v

The fraternity's Friday run-in with

police will be heard by the housing com-

mission, Staton said. It differs from the

December case because tickets were

issued and the fraternity admitted guilt,

he said.

Jim Ludwig, chair of the housing

commission, said he doesn't support the

commissioners' choice to sue the city.

"I am certainly not joining them in

this suit," Ludwig .said. "I think (626

Cowley) is an issue that has been

resolved to my satisfaction."

Ludwig said it is unlikely other com-

missioners will join Fine and Ramirez-

Roberts.

Pat Foley, spokesman for East

Lansing Citizens for Neighborhoods, said

he supports the actions of the two com-

missioners.

"The housing commission ought to ...

be able to act upon the information, if it

so warrants," he said. "The housing com-

missionprs should have the opportunity

to review the material."

Louisville frats claim

discrimination
——Twa University-of 4^(

ternities say the Department of Public

Safety has been too aggressive with its

patrols on Fraternity Row.

Patrick Kane, president of Tau

Kappa Epsilon, and Greg Schutte, pres-

ident of Phi Kappa Tau fraternity, both

say that -DPS visits their fraternities

regularly and without cause.

"They come into our living room

twice a night, four or five nights a

week, with no excuse," Kane said.

"These visits are on nights when we
don't have parties, and don't have

noise complaints. They don't give an

excuse. They walk around looking for

under-age drinking."

Schutte agreed.

"DPS has been in here (the Phi

Kappa Tau house) just about every

night," Schutte said. "They have their

own keys, and they don't give a reason.

I guess they are. looking for underage

drinkers. It's annoying, that someone

would come in every night assuming

that you were doing something wrong."

Both fraternities had students cited

for alcohol possession by a minor on

Aug. 22 and Bridgette Pregliasco,

assistant vice president for Student

Life, said the incidents may have led to

increased patrols.

Bnt Kane said the visits from DPS
have occurrecd since the first week of

school.

"I have never seen DPS come over

here this frequently," Kane said. "It's

almost like they're going out to find

something."

"It's never been like this, and I'm a

senior this year," Shutte said.

DPS Lt. Tom Fitzgerald said the

patrols are nothing out of the ordinary.

"We have what we call a flex pla-

toon. We've had it on or off for the last

four or five years," he said. "The pri-

mary emphasis is to be on or around all

student complexes during evening

hours. It depends on the manpower we
have availabfe."

Statistics show that 18 people were

See News ®

All recruitment events ore NON-ALCOHOLIC (DRY)

<%<.>

Recycle

This

Pape r'

'use it as a bookmark

WEEK1

Mondoy
12:00....IFCDDQ

6:00....MondQy Night Football ond Dinner

provided by Chort House

(Coot ond Tie requested)

6:00.... ^'Notorious'' Rush Video
Tuesdoy

12:00....DQy ot the Deoch (surfJng,

volleyboll, etc.)

Wednesdoy
6:00 CqsuqI Dinner from Dojo Fresh

7:00 Alumni Guest Speaker Cobi Jones

oftA Galaxy ondtlS^ccerT^^om
6:00 A Tradition Continued: 'The Slide

Show"
Thursdoy

12:00....Lunch from Sandbag's

2:00 Dockyard hoopsA^olleyball

Tournament

6:00 Casual Dinner from Olive Garden

6:00 IFC/Footboll Roily
.^^^,^_

Friday

11:00....lnformation Fair in Westwood
PlozQ

6:00 Casual Dinner from In 'N Out

6:00 Social Hour and Pool Tournament

^$^'^y.

v̂f fr

WEEK 2

Monday
0:OO...Golfing all day
6:00...CQSual Dinner from W%
7:00....Dodger Gome Televised

Tuesday
0:00...ManhattQn Deoch Trip

with Crescent Court

(Volleyball G Surfing)

6:00....Dinner by Don
Antonio's

7:00....Surprise Live

Entertainment 1

Wednesday
6:00....Casual Dinner by

Shoke/s
6:00....Social Hour

Thursdoy

4:00....Pool Tournament
6:00....Dinner by Maui Deoch

Cafe
7:00....Surprise Liv^»

Entertainment II

Fridoy—0:00 End of Rush iHIQ

5 ^'^4 r
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-The Worlds Largest College Fraternity

Is Coming This Fall To Your Campus!
*For more information on Sigma Alpha Epsilon and wliat it can offer you, please call Josh

Cohen at 1-800-233-1856, extension 229, or by E-Mail at tttjjj@msn.com

SIGMA PHI^PSILON
Week of September 28 - October 2

monday tuesday Wednesday thursday friday
12-3 Pre-Recruitment 12

BBQ & tours of

the houses 5

5 Rush Begins

7 Dinner By Sak's

followed by video

of house activities

Week of October 5 - October 8

Dinners ever>' night at the house,

provided by Marta's Kitchen

Lunch by

Shakey's

Rush Break

Begins

Rush Break

Ends
6:30 Luau

12

e

logos delivers

lunch

In-NOut
Followed

by basketball

on our new
court

12 BBQ on the

Deck
6 Baja Fresh for

Dinner

accompanied by
fooseball and pool

611 Gayley

FALL RUSH 1 998

r*v

All Rush Events Arc Dry

If there are any questions please call Pete at 208-2201 or 824-1984

fSHfn ^f
v^. ,
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m.^
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ACROSS
1 Seizes
5 "Vamoose!"
10 Every
14 Cousin of PDQ
15 Writer Walker
16 Singer Guthne
1

7

Coolidge or

Gam
18 Emulate Christie

Brinkley

19 Not fake

20 Took a short

snooze
22 Aircraft

23 Zip

24 — Paulo. Brazil

25 Decreases
29 Bossy's

"necklace"

33 Battery part

34 Freshens
36 Fencing sword
37 Balin of films

38 Sound

*4-

39 Eggs
40 Sumptuous
42 Swindle
43 Chops into

cubes
45 Place
47 Lincoln s was

"The Great
' Emancipator"
49 Monk's title

50 Legendary bird

51 Musical symbols
54 Inexperienced

person

DOWN
1

2

3

5

6
7

8

9
10

60 Spy Mata —
61 Dreads
62 Frosted
63 Summit
64 Gold bar

65 Sicilian volcano
66 Beloved
67 Artist's

plaster

68 Chess
piece

Undercover cop
Tibet s location

Piece of ____
insulation

Extended
across
Taste
Hoofbeat
Go on
horseback,
Made an A"
Director Brooks
Place for a
laoop

ACROSS
1 Actress

Martinelli

5 Saw
10 Barge
14 Muddy the

waters
15 Chicago airport

16 Book unit

17 Rock and —
18 Sharp-sighted
20 Light parody
22 Ajar

, poat ically

40 Des Moines*
locale

41 Turkish official

42 Young kangaroo
43 Less at ease
45 Lethargy
47 Color of some

Boston terriers

48 Actress Sothern
49 Rope
50 Not together

53 A little bit

1

1

Territory

12 Scottish group
13 Excavation
21 —de-camp
22 Furry foot

24 Mediocre
25 Banisters
26 Boredom
27 Shore
28 Pasta topping
29 "— and

Punishment"
30 Noteworthy

DOWN
1 Goofs
2 Noose
3 Barn's neighbor
4 Rationed
5 Yuletide drink

6 Columbus
native

7 Packs downs
8 Wnter —

Stanley
Gardner

9 Poor mark

penod
31 River

embankment
32 Fewest
35 Actress Lupino
38 Movie dog
41 Touchier
43 Singer

Celine —
44 More restless

46 Alphabet letters

48 Conjurer's word
51 Large African

lake

-52 Fasten (a

shoe)
53 Columnist

Bombeck
54 CntiC Siskel

55 Scraps of cloth

56 Cupid
57 Prefix meaning

"eight"

58 Nevada city

59 Sask.s
neighbor

61 Sticky

fruit

30 Hair knot
31 Stay away from
32 Staircase post
33 Gaze
35 Green —

Packers
39 "— Ahbi"

40 Unknowing
42 Certain post-

revolution

rulers

44 Phonograph
record

23 Votes rrrtavor

24 Band
instruments

26 Offer—
27 Victorian servant
30 Trees of India

34 Sajak and
Trebek

.

35 Village —

-

36 Old soldier

37 Actress
Donna —

38 Part of the lower-

leg

ACROSS
1 Too
5 Get smart with

9 Wanes
13 Cargo vehicles

14 Hotel
accommodation

15 Actress Albnght

16 Iridescent gem
17 Passion
18 Bread unit

19 Spouse
20 Cold storage

22 Outshine
24 Beneath
25 Baseball great

Mel —
26 Youngster
28 Seaweeds
32 Retreat

37 Thoroughfare
38 Fancies
40 "Nothin" doin'!"

10 ^Qnt

62

63
64

baby
58 Slangy shout
61 Designer Gucci

Sheltered, on a
ship

Bikini, e.g. .

Roman's IX

65 Ran. as dye ^
66 Stringed

instruments

67 Side

41 Many
43 Oak nut

44 Hawaiian
instrument

45 Health resort

47 Boxer's
weapons

51 Made fizzy

55 Like The Hulk?
58 Scott Hamilton

maneuver
60 Actress Adams
61 Avoid adroitly

.

62 Suggestive
63 The — of the

party

64 Buffalo

65 Bluephnt
66 Speakers

platform

67 Abound
68 River of Greek

myth

DOWN
1 Declare openly

"TTIow-lying
islands

12 S-shaped
molding

13 Marries
19 Binding
21 Smoke
25 Woodwind
26 Carnival -

workers
27 Wild
28 Greek letter

29 Dolphin's
home

i^fcBffissficfc

ACROSS
1 Ballet skirt

5 Picnic pests

9 Fundamentals
1

3

God of love

14 Air-show
maneuver

15 Fish with a net

17 Water, in Mexico

18 Hawaiian feast

19 Dashboard item

20 Barrel

21 Some charity

events

23 Wrestlers'

. moves
25 Steal cattle

26 Singer Francis

28 Bad, as fruit

30 Atlantic or Indian

31 Verdi opera

32 Apples,
sometimes:
abbr.

35 "— in the bag!"

36 Airplane
kitchens

39 Water, in

Quebec
40 Negative

2 — lazuli

3 Foul-up -

4 Canadian
doctor

5 Most confident
6 Staffers

7 Halt

8 Feudal stave
9 Actress Barkin
10 Showed

displeasure
11 Fire

12 Less hazardous
14 Former

president of

Egypt
21 Impolite

23 "The Gold Bug"
author

26 Actress
Basinger

27 Psyche parts
28 Prince Valiant's

son
29 Mary — Retton
30 Group of

whales

65 Director

Preminger

DOWN
1 Salad-bowl
wood

2 Persuade

47 Yak
49 Work
50 Moby Dicks

foe

51 Haul
52 Busy as —
53 Responsibility

55 Wnter Wiesel
56 PoetMillay —
57 Sonnet, e.g.

59 Actor
Holbrook

60 Pacino and
Unser

31 Fruit dnnk
32 Not hers
33 Mandela's org
34 Court
35 Showery mo.
36 Japanese

money

votes
41 Pistols: slang

42 Expire

44 Angry
46 Fell open
47 William Tell, e.g.

50 Geographical
feature

51 Humorist's
sketches

54 Greek letter

57 Dodge adroitly

58 Musical
composition

59 "Once — a time"

60 Lucky number
61 Change (text)

62 Yard part

63 For fear that

64 Close
relatives

3~5trengTR
4 Dos Passes

trilogy

Refer (to)

Names of

things

Warty critter

Goad
Courtyard

10 Like a tuba

1

1

West Point

student

12 Eddy

38 Stir-fry pan
39 Color
42 Tnck
43 Battery size
45 Almost never
46 Primp
47 Meadow
48 Type of ink

49 Bookstore
section

50 Forest units

51 Mistreat

52 Canvas covers
53 Raise in

status
54 Rot
56 Mortgage, e.g.

57 Tennis pro
Nastase

59 Wildcat

"eight"

28 Droops
29 Lyric poems
31 Sorrowful

exclamation

32 Spicy soup
33 Detective's

5
6

7
8
9

16 Fail to win

21 Highland
dance

22 Orderly
arrangement

24 — roll: winning

26 Nickel or dime
27 Prefix meaning

34 Took to court

37 Greek
marketplace

38 Thin wood
strips

43 Appropriate

44 Repnmands
45 New
46 Visitors

47 High cards
48 "Bolero"

composer
49 Hunger for

50 Boston hockey
player

52 Foot parts

53 Hairstyle

55 Owl's utterance

56 Glom — : seize

59 E.T.'s transport
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TUESDAY
SEPTEMBER 89

iwi Surf Trip

(MMlalhouw)

cartoon Lunch:

aao FoottMi Pradic*

(M0^ Bt housv)

Tt v%u%

500 Ru*HMjiB«g|n

^.^J i.-'

9QQ

^Ok

THURSDAY
OCTOBER 1

>n Surf Trip

a3D Football PractiM

(MMlalhouM)

bm Dinrwr

wm
ftJD

¥»

SATURDAY
0CT0BCT3

IFC Ev«nt;

UCLA Football

vs.

VVMNngtonSt

fiaiSSMW

612 LAIMDFAIR AVE
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

DAVE (rush chair): (310) 209-5203
BRIAN (preaidenc): (310) 209-2555

-*Noca - Ail Ruah Eventa Ara Dry

Triangle Fraternity

The Fraternity of.Engineers,

^ Architects and Scientists

'\ ur\

Zero Week Events
Monday Sept 28 - Steak Dinner
Meet some new friends and see the Triangle House with an

informal steak dinner

Wednesday Sept. 30 - Casino Night -

Dinner by: Olive Garden

A tradition at the Triangle House, come enjoy a night of cards

~and other Vegas^annes for prizes!
~

Thursday Oct. I - Hot Tub
Dinner by: Acaputco

Come relax in our hot tub after your fir^t day of classes and

enjoy an ice cream social

Friday Oct 2 - BBQ
Celebrate the end of your first week here at UCLA with some

food and movies.

Saturday Oct 3 - UCLA Football oodoJcfrDrZSrs1rwe.h.„
Join the house as we go to the rose bowl and watch the Bruins gg ^p j^jf ^ JjIq^j^ ^nd make a right on Landfair.

destroy Washington St.

First Week Events
Monday Oct. 5 - Bowling
Dinner by: In and Out

Tuesday Oct. 6 - Basketball Night
Dinner by: Baja Fresh

Team up with the brothers as we have a night of hoops on

our own court.

Wednesday Oct 7 - Game Night
Dinner by: Panda Cave

Challenge yourself to an array of board games

l^ursday Oct 8 - Pool Tournament
Dinilr by: Sack's Teriyaki

^ Sho#^your skills with a cue on our pool table and

ii^^ new pool cues and cases.

Friday Oct 9 - Broomball
Dinner by: Boston Market

,

Come finish off rush with broomball

All events begin at 5:30 with dinner at the house

5 1 9 Landfair Ave.

For more information please contact Patrick a| 208-7793 Ail ruth events are Dry^
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© News, continued

arrested last year for alcohol-relat-

ed infractions, when the "flex pla-

toon" was not in effect, Fitzgerald

said. Already this year, over 15

students have been cited for alco-

hol incidents.

TKE said it has taken its com-
plaints to Pregliasco and represen-

tatives from Housing. Pregliosco

_s a [d ih e^JYa Le rniiy^ s^ j: Q|Tij> ' '4 in l s^

must pass through a grievance

process.

"There are a a couple of things

they can do. Any student organiza-

tion has the opportunity to speak

with the acting director. Dr. Wayne
Hall. If he finds the concerns to be

legitimate, he would address them.

"If they feel that the issues

haven't been addressed, they can

talk to Larry Owsley (the vice

president for finance and admin-

istration) and, after that, an indi-

vidual student can file a griev-

ance. •
'

Kane said the DPS visits are an

invasion of privacy.

"DPS told us if we see you it's

fair game, so I told everyone to

keep their doors shut,"He said.

"Apparently, they are allowed in

the living room. How can they do

that if we pay rent? Can police just

randomly come into anyone's

house, anyone's living room every

night?"

Fitzgerald said he can't com-

ment on any individual incident

^without speaking to the ^officers

involved, but that "DPS has the

right to go in any common area"

and that "snatch and grab thefts are

common even in dormitories."

Because of this, Fitzgerald said,

DPS may "check to see if a room is

attended if the door is open."

Kane said he believes the ran-

dom patrols may lead to other

problemsw'ith drinking.

"If they want to find people

drinking, they should wait out in

the parking lot," he said.

"Realistically, people are going to

drink. If they don't have a place,

they are going to go to apartments

and houses off campus and be on a

road. This could en^d up being a

danger to the community."

fritercste mmg ayy Asftaf) Grggfe^
^The Chi Alpha Delta sorority and Omega Sigma Tau fraternity represent two Asian-American Greek groups

here at UCLA belonging to a larger Asian Greek Council representing over 25 groups. While Asian Greeks are

not part of the traditional IFC and Panhellenic organizations, Asian Greeks pursue similar goals of lifelong

friendship and service through an Asian-American emphasis. Rush events are open to all those interested in

~
, • finding out more about Asian-American Greeks at UCLA.

.n

ABOUT CHI ALPHA DELTA

Founded in 1928, Chi Alpha Delta is the
first Asian-American sorority in the United
States. With over 400 alumni and a calendar
filled with various social and service
events throughout Southern California, Chi
Alpha Delta promises fun, memories, and
lifelong sisterhood.

For more information call Kelly Nakazono at

310.820.0234
Visit Chi's on the web:

www. geoci ties . com/Col legePark/Classroom/ 3 697

XAA Rush Calendar
Info Night

Sunday, Sept. 27, 6-9:30pm at

WLA United Methodist Church

Dinner Sodal

Tuesday, Sept. 29, 6pm- lam
Dinner at the Takiguchi residence

Dancing at the Olympic Collection

Luau

Thursday, Oct. 1 , 6-9:30pm at WL^
United Methodist Church

Garden Party

Saturday, Oct. 3, 1 1 :30am-3pm at

Miss Elizabeth Chu's residence

OIT Rush Calendar
Info Night

Sunday, Sept. 27, 6pm

Chi Alpha Delta Social

Tuesday, Sept. 29, 6pm

Omega Night

Thursday Oct. 1, 6-9;30pm
*

Theta Kappa Phi Sodal

Friday, Oct. 2 6pm

Post Rush Party

Saturday, Oct. 3, 6pm

All Omega events are free and meet

at the Bruin Bear. Rides Provided.

All (^hi events ore free. Call for

rides.
ABOUT OMEGA SIGMA TAU

Omega Sigma Tau was founded in 1966 and
is the largest Asian-American fraternity
chapter in the United States. With over
1000 alumni and adherence to the values
of Brotherhood, Class, Diversity and
Excellence, Omega Sigma .Tau gives UCLA
Students a chance to find close
friendship and brotherhood in an often
impersonal university.

For info, call Dan Tung at 310.266.7710
Visit the Omegas on the web:
www.geocities.com/~omegas

RECYCLE
RECYCLE
RECYCLE
RECYCLE
RECYCLE
RECYCLE
RECYCLE
RECYCLE
RECYCLE
RECYCLE
RECYCLE
RECYCLE
RECYCLE
RECYCLE
RECYCLE
RECYCLE
RECYCLE
RECYCLE

' ' '
I ,

!
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Original Qourmet Flavors...

Every Spoonful

Created wiHi

Homemade.

Care

For the Best Yogurt in LA

• 8 Sumptuous Flavors

• SMul Tiwings

• Fresh FruitI^
•YbgurtShalces, Fresh

Juices& Smoothies

• Fat& Sugar Free

lUhiffbisandCooldes

• Bi^ Modias

10850 OLYMPIC BLVD

(comer Weslwood Blvd)

West Los Angeles

(310) 44MQ70

.Ik
.liSfij

The Best Drink Specials in Westwood!

EVERYDAY!

only af

NEIGHBORHOOD GRILL NEIGHBORHOOD GRILL

X.
-••

MONDAY

TUE9DAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

WEEKENDS

2 FOR 1 DRINKS

ALLMIGHTY PINT NIGHT

$1.99 JACK 8r COKES

COLLEGE PARTY NIGHT

DRINK SPECIALS

1037 BROXTON AVE. • LOS ANGELES, CA 90024^

(310)824-6250 • FAX: (310)824-6254

1 >
Daily Bruin Classified September 28-October 1,1 998 11

l-MONomlm^

HOT CYBER SECRETS!
Find Oul What You Want Online! 1-900-740-

1113 ext 2098 2.99/min and 18+ ServeU
619-645-8434

IkuvBl DtitllMiUoiit ^

AFRICA SAFARI- Interested in visitmy Atri-

ca. Free and detailed information on best

rates, seasons, places of interest Call

Brighlon@2 13-381 -3323.

nMndalAM

FREE CASH GRANTS
COLLEGE. SCHOLARSHIPS. Business

fvledical Bills. Never repay. Toll Free 1-800-

218-9000 Ext G 1650.

STUDENT LOANS
GET YOUR Stafford Student Loan from Uni-

versity Credit Union (Lender Code 832123)

Also receive low-cost financial services 310-

477-6628, www ucu org

Europe
$239 (each way plus taxes)

HAWAII - $1 I9 0/W
Many other destinations!
CALL 310-394-0550
http://wwW.airhitch.orq

CST 202863840

SOUTH AMERICA
SPECIALISTS

PACKAG E TOURS:

roundtrip air, hotel, meals and sightseeing

Cuzco & Machu Picchu ..$840
Archeological digs in Northern -

Peru Mord of Sipon' $995

ROUND TRIP AIRFARES:
Lima $375 , Sanfiogo $639
Cuzco $475.1 Buenos Aires $715

For reservations call

i3VO>e52-ee2V {800>28d-054a:

PROFESSIONAL TRAVEL SERVICE
•Airport foxes not included cst » i o 1 7039 1

-^ STUDENT SPECIAL
Health Insurance S 5 9 / month

Blue Cross of (A Authorized .\|>l.

• I'PO no dciiuclihlc • hrce vision &. denial

Call: ( KOn ) 6% - 4422
wvn^ I M lici li li inMirance com

8700
llnnfol Itekiis

AQUA TRAVEL INC

WORLD WIDE LOWEST AIRFARES

MAKE YOUR OWN-AIR, CAR, HOTEL RESERVATION AT

http://www.prismaweb. com/aquatravel

24 HOURS A DAY

Lowest Domestic and

Internatonal Airfares

Tour Packages

Eurallpass

Hotel Accomodations

Car Rentals

•Asifl^Africa'AustTfliki'Europe'South America*

*ln(lia*Cano(la*MexJco*Hawaii*

Pticas or« subiect to crxjnge without noiica Abatitxlity moy m
limited ond some restrictions moy oppt> Pius Tones

PHONE (310) 441-3680
10850 Wilshire. Suite 434, Westwood CA 90024

/illstate
YouVe in good hands.

Insurance Company
(310)312-0204

1 28 1 W«st\/\/oo<J Btvc:!
<;2 tjiks So of WltsMlro>

61011
ConipiitBf/liitMiMt

BRUIN INTERNET ACCESS! Netwood
Communications offers an excellent service

for UCLA students, faculty, and staff. Need a

homepage? (310)442-1530 (www Net-

wood, net)

HeaKb Senrioes

IXIIIIIIIIXIIIITglXTITTITIg;

FLY CHEAP!!
• ROUND TRIP COURIER AIRFARES •
London $385 Seoul $300 Hong Kong $389
China $285 Sydney $720 Bangkok 9370

a0%-80% OFF ALL FARES
AIR COURIER INTERNATIONAL

1-800-892-7216 24 hrs.

Contempo Nails
Manicures Pedicures

Fills & Silks

Sculptured Nails

Wax
& MORE!

333 Robertson Blvd. Beverly Hills

(btwn. Gregory Way & Olympic Blvd
)

Mon-Sat 9-7 pm. Sun 1(>5 pm.
Free Parking

No Appt. Necessary

Call (310) 855-8879

Welcome back...

voiv ^o Au/Ay/
M ^i

London S509
Pms^

S509
^39fh

Sydney $964
New York $189
Hong Kong $571

Eariil pisses issued on the saot!

Contiki Europe Tears from $585.
f«*u an lomio 'II'. 00 m iwiuoi mi'.

•itiaiinoin tmt. w«Mi> 1(1 iittu

Council
riEK: Council on Intrrnational

Educational Kxrlianer

10904 Lindbrook Dr.

Los Angeles mfptud^n^

(310) 208-3551
www.coundUravel.com

Classifieds

825-2221

HmHIi Sorvfcas « ,yj\ I

IkMllii / BMUty SmtvIgiM

^

INSURANCE WAR!
WELL BEAT ANYONE'S price or don't want

your business. All drivers. Newly licensed

Student/staff/faculty discounts. Request the

"Brum Plan." 310-777-8817 or 818-222-

5595.

CycleTime Company (Since 197

• Motorcycle • Motor Scooter • Moped
' Liability insurance is NOW the law g

It's less than you think!

No Kiddingi

_ . Call fof a tree quote'

(310)275-6734 g
* Exchange ad lor minimum $10 00 _
g ^ discount with insurance purchase '

BRACES
TR

FOR ADUL1S & CHILDREN
For a complimentary consultation or second opinion, please call

(310)447-5790
One year orthodontic

treatment including all initial

diagnostic records (X-rays,

models, pictures), and

retainers.

down payment

$74.00/month''
2 year orthodontic tn-atmenl incIudinR records and retainers, $108* a month. *9.9% APR OAC for 42

months includes a 10% student & faculty discount. No interest payment plans available (call for details)

- Ceramic or clear braces - Retainers (removable appliances)
- Straightening; of teeth and bites - Tooth Whiteninn
- Space closure - Preventive ortluxlontics for children

- Cosmetic recontourinj*

11645 Wilshire Blvd.. Suite 1060, 5 blocks from UCIA
MAURICE FIROUZ, DPS.. Member American Assonation of

Orthodontists MimhvrAAO. PCSO. CSSO. WIADS. CDA. AI>A. UCIA
Graduate 19S7. UCIA Lecturer 1990-9:1 Over 300() treated satisfied

. patients.

MBA, LAW, MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS!
Frustrated developing your all important per-

sonal statements? Get professional help

Irom well-known author/consultant 310-82B-
4445.

www.winningpersonstatement.con^

STRESS,
SELF-ESTEEM,
RELATIONSHIPS:

Dr Abbey Kesden- licensed, clinical pychol-

ogist able to help through individual psycho-

therapy in warm, supportive

enviroment 310-786-3102

A FREE SESSION
Psychotherapy/Counseling for depression,

anxiety, obsessions, post-traumatic stress.

,etc. Couples/Individuals Student rates

Crime victims may be eligible lor free treat-

ment Call Liz Gould (MFC#32388)d310-
578-5957 to schedule your free consultation.

CARPENTER Free estimate Reasonable
price Call Pedram 310-838-5187

For Unwanted Hair

ELECTROLYSIS
Peimaiu-m. S.ite. Attorcl.U)ie

LuCIa Electrolysis

(310) 208-8193
1951 Weslwood Blvd.

Tired of high prices? Call

LAyU's ElECTRolysis

& SkiN Care

20% off with this coupon-

above $20 purchase

• (K-rmaiicnt h.iir rcmov.il (or men K
wonu'n

• jX'rmancnt make-up
• Facials, waxing, Ixxly treatments, ear

picrcinj^

• Physician referred certified, disi)osahle

probes & sterilization

• Free consultation I S minutes

• Gender friendly

• West LA.

(510) 475-8979

650to
Myiiiriaisoiis

FRENCH HORN TEACHER needed for 9th

grade female beginner Eleanor-3 10-390

1761 ext-1

GUITAR INSTRUCTION 15 years exp all

levels and styles Patient and organized

Guitars available Sam 310-826-9117.

GUITAR LESSONS by professional near

UCLA All levels, guitars avail Call Jean at

310-476^154 wwwJWGScom

ATTN SINGLES! HOW
TO FIND A DATE

For info call 310-533-2307. 24hrs.

6700
Pfiifeiifcwial Senrtoai

m-
n m*mi»^t<^smmmtn

SIGN LANGUAGE
Set your hands free by learning to experi-

ence a language of beauty through visual ex-

pression Class starts beginning of October.

For info call Locisea © (310) 275-3809

EAGLE EYED EDITOR
PROOFREADS THESIS, publications; tutors

English, study skills, trains time manage-
ment, stress reduction. Nadia Lawrence Ph-

D 310-393-1951.
- '

- —

GET BETTER GRADES without studying

more' Inside secrets from college profes-

sors These really work! Send $5 to I Got an
A" Productions, Dept. 3, 159 N LeDoux,
Beverly Hills, CA 90211.

OUTREACH COUNSELING SERVICES.
Fee based on ability to pay. Insurance&Med-
icare accepted. Encino: 818-819-6145.
L.A.:21 3-850-0204.

FREE PROFESSIONAL HAIRCUT Talented

junior hairstylist at Lukaro Salon. Beverly

Hills, looking for models interested in receiv-

ing a modem, at>ove shoulder haircut at no

charge. For appointment call Mollie@310-

286-0211.

LOOSE WEIGHT FAST on the amazing

Chocolate Chip Cookie Diet 310-203-1440.

GREEN CARD LOTTERY (DV-2000) appli

cations now being accepted This may be the

last Lottery Call 310-453-6238 for more info

Deadline— TO/arr

HONEST MAN W/I4tt truck and dollies,

small |0bs. short notice ok. Student discount

Ask about 10% discount. 310-285-8688 Go
Bruins!

HdnfIff' LJMitofti

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedicated pro-

fessional. At your home or WLA studk). 1st-

lesson free. No drum set necessary.

Neii;2 13-654-8226

YOUR PHYSICAL AND MENTAL STATE

through an Integral Training at

Grandmaster Hee II Cho's
Tae Kwon Do Center
(Accepting mimbirs from aye 4 V2 to 199)

Be Uni€|ue,
and

Be Elite!
Show yoar itndant/faculty ID or bring thii Ad. fir thi

Special Umversity Rate

C310) S31-3SSO
11755 Wilshire Blvd., Ste. #40, W.L.A.
(iesliriirnqtniitlMMrtliflditflMrtn/lEriBlamii^

Display
206-3060

I null '1
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ANGEL VISA CENTER"
liDmigfani ui Nun Iniinigiani Vim Scrvicct # Ciii/cnthip # Travel Ptrmiis

DV 2000 GREEN CARD LOTTERY INFO
IS NOW AVAILABLE!

Green Cards Work Permits Investor Visas

Travel Permits 4 Visa Extensions ^
Citizenship Processing ^ Company Start-ups

\

At ANGEL VISA CENTER, you only pay for

what you need:

* Attorney Representation

* Paralegal Forms Preparation

Call for Free Initial Consultation.
Discounts A vailahle For Students.

TOTAL CONFIDENTIALITY GUARANTEED.

11601 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 500
Los Angeles, CA 90025-1741

TEL; 3r0-478.2899 FAX: 310477-6833
angelctr@worldnet.att.net

PRIVATELY OWNED AND OPERATED.

Needa Prepaid Calling Card?

ONLY 15.9 cents per minute^ anytime

,

anyy^fhere in USA.
Intl. rates available.

Send SASE to: Eagle Communications,

820 Ridgehavcm Dr., La Habra, CA 90631, for~~

card w/ instructions.

Deluxe Web Publishing

Web Site Designing

Web Site Hosting

Domain Registration

Search Engine Listings

(310)470-4999

susan@deluxeweb com
http://\A^ww deluxeweb com

7000
IMorittQ OffoiMl

ENGLISH TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford University

graduate Help with wnting--for students of

all ages/levels $l7/hr 310-472-8240 or

:n0440ft^85

ENGLISH TUTOR
Term paper/ESL problerr^s'' English tutor-

Four years experience, published author

Call Jessica 310 474 0650

AU-PURPOSE WRITING & EDITING
Help ui uiiy stage with any tt)pic.

Pers«)nal Slaleincnis. Courses. Theses,

Dissertations^ Manuscripts

by PhD from VC
International .Students Welcome

(323)665-8145

Math/Physics/Slatlstics/English/Hebrew

Computerized statistical analysis avail-

able Tutoring service Free consultation

Reasonable rates, call anytime llan (800)90-

TUTOR www my-tutor com

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

All subjects, Theses/Dissertations

Persofwl Statements, Proposals and Books.

International students welcome.

SINCE 1985
Sharon Bear, Ph.D. (310) 470-6662

Relationship Specialist

Effective Supportive Confeirence Counseling

Individuals and Couples
Carcle Chaain. M.A., M.F.C.C.

(310) 28f(310)289-4643

MATURE
ENGLISH TUTOR

ESL
Help with papers.

accent attenuation,
reasonable rates

CALL Bob Jarsky
I

(310) 477-5203

"^aity Brum Classified

ifm
IMpring onered

SAT TUTORS
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY
PAY START® S16HR.
MUST HAVE OWN
TRANSPORTATION G
GOOD SCORES ON
EITHER MATH OR
VERBAL. FOR NATION'S
FASTEST GROWING
TEST PREP CO.

_ CALL 210-612-7785
3 ASK FOR RAJ

7100
nitorlng Itfantad

DRIVER/TUTOR needed after school for girl

age 11 Must have car and like kids Pacific

.Palisades Call Gail 310-201-6159.

ENGLISH TUTOR needed Must be female,

fluent in Thai Flexible hours and salary Late
afternoons, earlyevenings 310-203-4602

FRENCH/ENGLISH TUTOR need for 7&6
y/o to work with them at home References
needed 213 852-9565 Car phone 310-
766-3171

HELP WANTED. Tutor for 9th &11th grader,

^approx 10 hrs/wk (evening), 4 days a week,
$15/hr Call: 310-471-4473 or fax your re-

sume 310-471^2910

Arthur Ashe Student Health & Wellness Center present5:

Grandma LIVE!

at the ORL F

MATH & SCIENCE
TUTOR GREAT KID 9th grade Excellent

pay steady work. Eleanor 310-390-176. ext-

1

*^EED A FEMALE TUTOR to help 5th grader
with teaching and correction. of homework
Some evenings SM 310-828-2343.

RELIABLE STUDENT WANTED to help high

school lunior with homework in various sub-
jects 6-10 hrs./wk flexible $10-12/hr
(310)556-4610ex.1

SPANISH TUTOR wanted wijl pay $20/hr
-twice a week Please call 310-915-3611

TUTOR FOR 5TH Gr. in Pacific Palisades
area Flexible hours M-Th. Approx 7 00-

9 30pm Wages flexible Call:310-459-0182
Fax 310-459-6972.

TUTOR
Student to tutor Harvard Westlake 9th grad-

er for 2-2 5 hrs/4 nights/wk&2 hrs on
Sun @$25/hr Must have B average Would
come to home m BH area Speak French
pref. but not nee. 310-385-5007

TUTOR to help w/afterschol HW for elemen-
tary school child 3 days/wk 310-573-9812

TUTOR/DRIVER for 7th grader Pick up 3 30
Julor until 7pm. WLA area. $10/hr. 310-475-
3788

ACROSS
1 Wax-coated
cheese

"5 Toronto — Leafs
10 Murry

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

7200

10+YRS EXPERIENCE
Word Processing. Transcription. Resumes,
Application Typing. Editing. Notary & More!
Legal/Medical-Mac/IBM Student Discount
818-380-0347

HATE TO TYPE"? Let me do it for you
Fast+accurate. Professional screen plays
excepted $2/pg Call-ins 310-839-3101 or

page 310-915-2255

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-

es, dissertations, transcnption. resumes, fli-

ers, brochures, mailing lists, reports Santa
Monica, 310-828-6939 Hollywood. 213-466-
2888

7300

WORD PROCESSING. Typing, proofing,

editing, rewnting, research, resumes, tutor-

ing, etc Fax, email, bring work to me Rush-
es Student discount. 818-830-1546

PRIZE-WINNING
ESSAYIST AND FORMER PROFESSOR
w/two Ph Ds can help you produce winning

prose Theses, papers, personal statements
David 805 646-6933. 805 646 44'^'^

7000
ralOriB0 OffWMl

^TUTORING*
"In fTome. one-on-one tulorir>g (or most sub-

jects. English. Chemistry. Math. Physics.

Biology, Spanish. French, etc. $15/hr. 310-

289-3292.

Classifieds

825-2221

^ MATH & UNGUAGES it
1 FAST a FUN JL

t
j FREE CONSULTATION Y

5 CALL NOW iW (310)569-8233 W

Experienced tutor

All levels

AdvERTJSE
classified display

206-3060
^

classified line

825-2221

1 4 Gray wolf

15 Heeds
16 Isaac s son
1

7

Harvest or

crescent —
18 Nap
19 Thick wool
20 Rumrunner, eg
22 Disturbs

24 Shad's eggs
25 Withered
26 Brook
29 Quarantine
33 Brandish
34 Delivery trucks

36 Coffee holder
37 Limb
38 Part of VCR
39 Small amount
40 Luau garland
41 Afresh
42 — Island

44 Certain water
passage

47 Provided with

living quarters
48 Finger part

49 — and downs
50 Teahouse

hostess
53 Absorbed
58 Cathedral part

59 Kind of force

61 "Jane—"
62 On the briny

63 Part of a jacket

64 Novelist

Murdoch
65 Type of pilot

66 Manicurist's

board
67 Garment part
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DOWN
1 Shade trees

2 Fate
3 — Ben Adhem
4 Cur
5 Mosque

frequenter var
6 Qualified

^ 7 Equal
8 Caustic

solution

9 Strong coffee

10 Make a pit stop
1

1

Exploits .

12 Seasonirig
13 Shacks
21 Prod
23 Gold: Sp
25 Strength
26 Low-lying land
27 Wearies
28 Send as

payment
30 Cars

w

31 Barter

32 Finished
34 Upholstery

material

35 Summer
cooler

38 Inconstant
42 Lariat

43 Jordan's king

45 Beat an
incumbent

46 Ooh and —
47 Enormously
,50 Tiny fly

'51 Alleviate

52 Curner and —
53 Trick

54 Roman road
55 Ancient

Phoenician city

56 Commentator
Sevareid

57 Wnting table

60 Male sheep

Please Recycle

Display
206-3060
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Yourjournalism

career begins next

Thursday ni

.^^

Find out how you can join the Daily Bruin or student magazines.

Sludcnt MiMJia FCLA olTcis oiiporhuiilit's for students

iiiliMcslcd ill nearly ('v<'r} jtsprcl ofjoiirniilisni—from repuiliuj,'

t() business, from newsroom maruigemenl to Interne!

journalism. We do it belter than any journalism scliool because

we offer vou the ehance to do more than studv. We offer real

experieneo. You're invited to come find out more about our

publiealions and pro-ams tomorrow night when we'll be

liosting our quarterly o|)en house.

It doesn't matter what your major is or if you have any previous

experienee in newspapers or m.igazines. W(!'ll train you to

report, design, or shool pictures in four weekend workshops

taught by working journali.sts. and maybe ytHi'll end up like

many wh<» came before vou—with a .solid start toward a career.

WANTTO GET INVOiyED? HERTS HOW...
If you'd like to know mote, come to out Orientation and Open
llou.se Thursday October at 0:00 p.m. in the V'iewpoint Lounge
on Ackerman I Anion's A-lev(H. dome hear what we jiave to ofl'er,

visit our ofllces, and meet the students who work on the Daily

liruiti and the .student m;igazine.s, .

•;
.
..'y .-

For more information, call us at Ht^)-ilHl.

Tliuisday Odober 8, 6:00 p.m. in the View]>jinl Louiigt' loc^ilal on Ackcrniiin Union's A-IevcJ

@ucla
Daily Hniin • The Mudent Magazines • KliA nulk)newsMEDUUm

7400 ^ 7400
BoslMts OppoitunltiBi

BlISllMMMI OppOtJMBttiftff

$2000 IMMEDIATELY
BILLION DOLLAR COMPANY seeks outgo-

ing, motivated people to help with Int'l expan-

^sion. P/T. Extremely lucrative 1-800-371-

6526, 24 hours.

M«A«C seeks dependable fashion focused

pa rt-time (20 h rs/wk) Japanese speaking
Retail Staff for our new team in Beverly Hills.

Make-up experience is an asset.

We offer full benefits and competitive salary.

Fax resume to Dina at 905-470-7659.

ADVERTISEADVERTISEADVERTISE

BiHrfiim Opportplties

HOMEWORKERS NEEDED Weekly pay

checks Send long, self-addressedslamped-

envelope: National Homeworkers Assoc.

7500
Career Opportunities

HIRING NOW!
NEW GRADUATES FOR MEDICAL OFFICE
and Pharmacy MP and Pharmacist. Please

EARN BIG $$$ with more free time. 310-

712-6348.

;
IMPACT CASTING

;

• Film. Tclpvision, Music Video •

• C.ill Tofl.iy work tomorrow •

• Union/ nofiiinion. •

• (213)466-8466 '

GET PAID TO DRIVE
YOUR DREAM CAR

STUDENTS CALL NOW to hear about an
exciting new business opportunity. Learn
how you can earn unlimited income while

showing off your new car to friends. 1-877-

20LEASE.

2461 Santa Monica Blvd. Suite 119.

Monica. CA 90404.

Opportunity: Industry veteran starting record

label based in Seattle seeking inves-

tor/partner Exceptional talent secured.

Great opportunity to step into recording in-

dustry. Contact Mogul Music9 206-340-

0202.

START WITH A $1000 BONUS ..and create

thousands monthlyl Lifetime Financial
Income Opportunityl Details: 1-888-333-

8353. ID-5293

Santa call Kimberly Manning. 213-393-7458.

WE HAVE FULLY LOADED 400 MHz Com-
puters/ 233 MHz Laptops for $350. We need
distributors. Earn $1500 weekly Call 323-

298-8506.

BARTENDING
Student Discount for UCLA Students

with ID - Lowest Tuition

• Earn $100-$200 Daily

• Learn how to become

a certified tuirtender In

iust2weeks

• It's not a job -it's a PARTY!!!

•Job placement assistance— National
Bartenders School

1 (800) 646^* MIXX
Classifieds

825-2221
Display
206-3060

-r-«-

/
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^YOU NEED A BREAK.
WE NEED INTERNS.
LEFS DO LUNCH.

Ai ihfCBS Television Nciwork. we're looking f<»r interns cnmmiHed lo

careers in liroudcjsl Progrummint: and Manugeiiieiil to work in our West

Coasi Research Departmeiil. Here you'll help gather and disseminate a lot

ol really neat iniornialion that a hunch ol executives use to make important

decisions regarding the future of our network. We'll pay you ei^ht bucks

and hour, 20 hours per week, and you'll learn a lot. Cireat writing skills,

an inquisitive nature and a passion for the TV business arc definite

positives, and we'll give preference to those who are willing to make

longer-term commitments to the positjon Were serious about fostering

diversity in our workplace

Sond us a Itilcr idling us why yim'd bf pcrlccl lor one ol Ihi-sf posiiionN In

Internships

CKS TV Research

7K(N) Beverly Koulevard #232

I.OS Angeles, Cahrornia *MMM6

Mqual Opportunity Kmpioyer

BABYSITTER. ENTHUSIASTIC and (un sit-

ter wanted for 2-great kids ages 7+10 Lau-
rel Canyon area References required Flexi-

ble hours 2-3 evening/week Call Laune 213-
654-4893

BABYSITTER. Now til 5/99 Late afternoons

approximately 15hrs/week. $8/hr. 2 kids

11&12 Need good car, driving record, and
references 310-470-8595

BABYSITTER. 3-7weekdays for 2 very ener-

getic boys ages-5+10. Must drive, have ac-

cess to car. arKi prepare simple meals
$10/hr. 323-938-6628.

LOOKING FOR STUDENT to pick up 5yr old

from school Mondaysp m and some flexible

weekernJs Must have CDL, car, insurance,

and references. (310)203-9432

BABYSITTER. ChiW development student
pref House near UCLA. Experience pref

Some evenings/weekends Experience with

special need children 310-471-1335.

BABYSITTER Drive, help with homework 2
girls ages 1U8. T. Th afternoons WLA. 310-
390-2938

BABYSITTER Regular Saturday night fe-

male babysilte' wanted Additional hours
possible Experience and references neces-
sary 310-470-4662

BABYSITTER/DRIVER in Beverly Hills lor

sweet 9y/o girl MWF 3:15-530, CA drivers

license and insurance required, past exp
preferred $8 25/hr Call Robin for inter-

view©310-659 1141

BABYSITTERS NEEDED Flexible hours
Beveriy Hills home w/pool and view 3-Small
kids ages-6, 4, AlOmos Fax resume 310-
550-7092.

LOVELY PROFESSIONAL FAf^lLY Desire
sympathetic caretaker for children ages 3&5
hours 4-8pm M-F $6/hr Interested applic-

ants please call Renee: 310-558-8050

LOVING BABYSITTER NEEDED- Play with

cheerlul 4-yr-old daughter for single dad
fi^ust have car Call Chuck 310-203-1592

MOTHER'S HELPER
$8/HR To p/u 8 year old giri 3-5days from
school and take to activities 3 30-7 30pm
Must be txjrxJable. have reliable transporta-

tion, and good DMV record Fax resumes
w/references 818-906-7141 or caH wk 818-
981-7368 ext 11. hm 310-276-6316

NEED SITTER/TUTOR l-chiW $7/hr Bever-
ly Hills Area Guaranteed salary Call Tues-
Sat eve, 818-906-0495 between l0-5pm
Mon -Fri

P/T DRIVER/HELPER
14YR-0LD GIRL Approx 3-6pm, 3-5 days
per/week Must have car, license, insur-

ance, and relert n(,ps Cheviot Hills 310-

287-1'.7G-evenings

P/T PERSON to ca > for 10+8y/o 2-5 alter-

noons/week Must 'ive and have car
Gayle@ 310-289-52 11 fvi ' 9-5.

®CBS
CARETAKER w/car to trani,prjrl and tutor

10+1 3y/o in Brentwood: MW and allernateT
from 3:30-6.30 $10/hr 310-395-0623

r ^

V .

Intern/Runner
PrcstiLMous Film Production (^ompanv

""• Hourly Salary

• Reliable car a must

PICK-UP 6-yr-old twins from Scf r i and help
nrK>m a t +»ome for » fewtiours P; vor piano"
skills $7-$10/hr 310-476-5265.

PT AFTERNOON CHILDCARE Some dnv-
ing, hw help Boy- 13. giri 10. Sherman Oaks
by Beverly Glen 818-501-5188

PT CHILDCARE
CHILD CARE WANTED for one 12 year old ^'QR VERY ^^^^'^'- ^'^^^^ Q^D G'RL

'SPECIAL
OPPORTUNITY!

$10/HR-i-BONUSES!
Full-time Hard-worker to help company find

new business locations m Southern Califor-

nia area Must have car, be assertive Leave
message: 310-476-9059 or fax resume: 310-
476-4305 No calls returned until 10/01.

ADMIN ASSIST to RE investor in Bel Air

WP, Excel, phones, must have car $l0/hr,

P/T, flexible, fax resume: 310-471-4885.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT fast grow-
ing company in SM-Must be computer liter-

ate (Quick Books essential, Access a+) Est

10-15hrs/wk Fax resume: 310-315-0607.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASST/OFFICE ASSIST
M-F F/T or P/T in Down town LA Start ASAP
$8-10/hr depending on experience Need
smart, self motivated, detail onentated indi-

vidual Req's= advanced computer skills, ms
office, internet. Some research and phones
involved. Fax resume 213-617-2325 AttnHR

AFTER SCHOOL CARE. Responsible caring

person M, W, Th, F 2:45-5:45pm. Car and
insurance needed $i0/hr Santa Monica
310-348-2326

AIDE WANTED FOR 11 year old boy Daily

living skills &education help. Expenence pre-

ferred Nights&weekends. 310-542-4146

ARE YOU FUN, BRIGHT

CHILD CARE wanted for giri 3 1/2. Experi-

enced, 3-7pm. MonFri, Santa Monica. Ref-

erences required. Driver N/b Call. 310-452-

5760, fax:310-452-5780

girt . Weeknight s/evenings. Mu&t havB tjd t in>cfna>iona l or bilingua l bacKg i ound .—car

AND RELIABLE?
BABYSITTER/PERSONAL ASST Require-
ments: child development background/child

care experience Car, good driving

records references $10/hr, 3 after-

noons/evenings/wk 310-264-4217.—p^
ASSISTANT for business office. For more
dotoiio piQQM ^flii PIP e7Q e75Q w fax re=:

k

• Part-Time

• West Los Angeles

I^cavo Message @:

(213) 243^9000

Unlimited Casting, Inc

Movie extras needed, some principal

work for TV, Features, Commercials.
All types, no experience necessary.

Must be 18 years of age.

For Appointment: 31 .659 .1707

RECEPTIONIST/ SECRETARY Starling sal

ary $9/hr. Excellent growth opportunity at

real estate investment firm Experience pre-

ferred. Fax resunra: 310-278-6801.

7700

BARTENDER TRAINEES
EARN $100 - $200 DAILY

2 week class
Job Placenr>ent Service

80(V952-2553^
PROFESSIONAL

BARTENDERS SCHOOL
Dtooour* wW) StudfH ID

AFTERSCHOOL DRIVER lor 2boys (12+15)

and help w/homework plus errands. $10/hr.

Must be insureds hiave clean record. SM
area. 310-828-3363.

BABYSITTER

and references 310-777-0074

CHILDCARE, 12&13 yr-old boys Pick-up
WLA schools, supervise/assist homework,
prepare some meals Mon-Wed-Thurs, 3pm-
7pm BelAir $7- 10/hr Car/ins required 310-

4750611 (day), 310-476-5T77iBve )

CHILDCARE/I^ENTOR for highly gifted&ac-

tive 5y/o twins Engage in stMnulating activi-

ties M F 2pm 7pm Bel Air. Driver s license

needed Psychology or education majors
preferred Undergrads $10/hr;graduate stud-

ent $12/hr Fax resume 213-549-5160.

COLLEGE STUDENT for 2 CHILDREN,
AGES 9S 10, beginOct 1 Pick-up from BH
school, supervise homework Must have
car&insurance Afternoons—3 30 5 30pm
$8/hr 213-237-7306

COMPANION/DRIVER
For ISyo-girl Afterschool Approx 3 00-

Bprn M-F Driving(ouf car) Borne ligfit

cooking Culver City Call after 7pm or wee-
kends $8/hf 310-737-9125

DEPENDABLE, MATURE student w/car
wanted for afternoons and early evening
childcare in BH area. Must have references.

Call Janet 323-874-4073

DRIVE CHILDREN to school in inurning from

Pacific Palisades to West Hollywood Mubt
have car and insurance 310-454-7525

DRIVE from West Hollywood to Pacific Pal-

isades and tutor lOyr okJ in afternoons Must
have car and insurance 310-454-7525

DRIVER Pick up engaging l5y/o boy from
school. M-F 3-6pm Top rate, Bel-Air loca-

tion, near UCLA Reliable car, references
310-234-0177

DRIVER/TUTOR needed after school for girl

age 11 Must have car and like kids Pacific

Palisades Call Gail 310-201-6159

EVENING HOMEWORK HELPER/ BABY-
SITTER wanted- Flexible hours $7/hr Ages
3, 6, and 9 Encino area 818-501-8099

EXPERIENCED BABYSITTER needed M
Th from 2:30-7PM for 845 y/o in SM.
Possibly more hrs Call Ha at 310-829-2588

EXPERIENCED BABYSITTER- $10/hr Re-
sponsible, cheerlul. happy disposition Must
have \*ell developed verbal skills to commu-
nicate w/active and inquisitive 3y/o MWSat.
5-7pm Must dnve Brentwood area 310-
472-2783 -

FEMALE BABYSITTER

references required Grand Piano Beverly-

wood adjacent. Laird 310-287-1677

RESPONSIBLE PERSON needed to drive 2-

children to afterschool activities Approx
3:30pm-6pm, Monday-Thursday Great kids

Your car Excellent Pay Eleanor:310-390-
1761 exl-l

RESPONSIBLE, CARING PERSON to care
for 10-^7-y/o girls. P/T: 10-20 hrs/wk. Car, in-

surance, references Child Development
background a-plus $8/hr. WLA. 310-276-
3474

ROOM AND BOARD
Father w/two sons seeking student to help:

drive kids/homework/grocery shopping, and
some babysitting. Non-smoking/excellent

driving record Offer own locked room
w/ba|hroom&small meal-allowance. Refer-

ences a must Westwood area Begin im-

mediately 310-476-5516.

TUTOR/DRIVER .for 12y/o girt Hrs vary

Pickup Westside school w/own car between
3-5PM ends approximately 7 30PM Help
with homework/ligtif tMrands/'assist easy din-

ner Wages negotiable Deborah 310-312-

3128

WESTSIDE FAMILY seeks p/t nunny Expen-
once necessary Hours flexible Call 310-

i:f30 0826 •

BIG SISTER" to care for 10-yr/old girl after

school&during vacations Fun Job Home-
work, dhve carpool, art projects Susan 8iB-
995-8388.

sume 310-278-0038

ASSISTANT for real estate. Must be comput-
er literate/office skills Hours flexible min.

12hrs/wk Afternoons Salary negotiable.

213-849-4905.

ASSISTANT OFFICE MANAGER-RECEP-
TIONIST F/T. M-F. 9-6pm Computer knowl-
edge. Small busy office Excellent salary and
benefits 310-476-4205

AV TECH NEEDED. PfT for Library near
campus Dependable, good w/equip-

ment&peopie. Call Marya or Debbie®310-
474-1518. ext 3217 or 3218.

BABYSITTER WANTED for 11 /yr-old boy
every Fri-fSat night Salary guaranteed, pos-
sibility of more hours Must drive Beverly'

Hills area. Call 818-906-0495 9am-5pm.
Mon-Fn.

7800

$8/hr.
AID SEMI-INVALID PT&irregular hours.

2hrs MTWTF mornings and other times by
mutual agreement Must have car and good
English. 310-552-2930. 213-747-6896 only

after 7pm

ADMINISTRATOR/PROJECT ASSISTANT,
(internship possibility) Computer literate,

IBM-Windows/Internet plus. Senior/graduate

w/strong whting/oral communication No
dress code/reception duties. $7-$9,

17hrs/wk Serious inquiries Fax 310-395-

0509

BABYSITTER P/T/FLEXIBLE hours Long
term 3/yr-old Non-smoking/references/Bun-

dy-Santa Monica area Call Bill and Debbie
310-577-5376

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED Earn
$150-$250/night. Work P/T whHe going to

school. Day/eve classes. l-2week classes,

800-974-7974 International Bartender's
school HUNDREDS Of JOBS'

BEHAVIOR THERAPIST Female students

with some behavior modification experience
to work with autistic client in her home 10-

15hrs/wk, including evenings, Saturdays,
and Sundays. $9.'hr Please call: 310-454-

6789

BOOKKEEPER for Properly Management
Company. Must know Quicklxjoks. Excel.

Mac Salary open Fax resumes to 310-391-

6088.;

CASTING
EXTRAS needed for feature films, commer-
cials, and rhusic videos. Earn up to $240 per

day! No experience needed. Work guar-

anteed" Call today 213 851-6103.

CITY BEAN COFFEE in Westwood is look-

ing for coffee lovers full-time/part-time.

Please call Alan at 310-208-0108

ACTIVE&RESPONSIBLE AUPAIR for 7y/o

boy. MorKlays(3:30pm-9pm). Saturday baby-

sitting also needed. Must drive Salary nego-

tiable. Klollywood Hills Needed ASAP Mela-

niQ021 3-850-8242.

ADORABLE TWINS
CARING RESPONSIBLE BABYSITTER.
Help out working mom. Pick up 10-y/o-twins

after school. Help w/homework Own
car/drivers Ik:en8e/lnsurance/references.

310-284-8974.

Classifieds

825-2221

Babysit 8 y/o girl 3-7 M-F Must dnve own
car. insurance, English, references. Valley

location. $8.50/hr. 818-901-7717.

BABYSITTER for nk:e kids 6*8 Westwood
area. Approx 3-6 PM. 2-3 times/week Need
car. Experience preferred. 310-839-4228
(day). 310-475-7600 (eve).

BABYSITTER
LOOKING for occask}nal energetic babysit-

ter for a fun 3-yr/okl girl. Must drive, have
car. and speak English. Paula: 213-876-
8137.

BABYSITTER occastonal evening/weekend
sitter for 8y/o boy. Read, board games and
piano/violin. Near UCLA. 310-476-7125
evenir>ge.

wanted lor afterschoot lor 2 sweet girts 5A9
in Universal Studios area. M-F. 3-7;30PM.
Call 818-985-1878.

FEMALE GRAD STUDENT needed to child-

sit 7yo. drive to lessons on Saturdays, occa-
sional weekdays. Prefer from School of Educ
or P^ych. 818-064-7154 9am.6:30pm.

FUN RELIABLE BABYSITTER- 2 daysMk
12-5pm for wonderful family w/two great kids

in WLA. Must drive Call Chnstine: 310-842-
9333.

HUMOROUS, ARTICULATE, BOOKISH 4 5-

yr-old tx>y seeks erwrgetk: coa>panion 3 af-

ternoons a week. 3pm-7pm for creative play
and museum visits Preference for individual

w/interests in visual arts, music or theater

Car essential Call Rebecca Rickman 310-
440-0725.

^1000'S^
POSSIBLE TYPING

P/T At home Toll free (1) 800-218-9000. Ext

T- 1650 for listings.

$20/HR PT/FT
PROCESSING MAIL! Free supplies,

postage! BonusesI Rush SASE to

CMA/UCLA Po Box 567443, Atlanta GA,
3t156
signupO info.infomachirie.com

$7.5/HR4^BONUS. Advertising consulting

firm seeking person(s) to set appointments

by phone, for our consultants. Minimum 2-

years college. Telephone or outskle sales

experience a plus. Immediate openings.

PT/FT in our Westside offrce. Call: Norman
Becker. Ad Max Consulting Group. 310-441-

7676.

THE IMoractbe Interoshii

Work with NBC.com producers on exciting

new weinite games, online si)ows, feature

stories and community tNiHding.

Hands-on experience in web productkm,

interactive writing, project management
and tNJSiness development!

To apply:

Fax tmurmto

(818) 840-4233
o< •-mail lo

entertainmentQntx: com
(no pTtona caM ptaaaa)

IwlamaWpt ara localad ai

NBC Studtaa. BuftMok CA and
US ¥Wb Shjitot. CuNw Oty CA

Dispid'

206-
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bamains
tplace of student-tD-student deals C3

I'veiy Wednesday and I-riday, the Daily Hriiiii Chissifieds provides Bruin Bargains, a place wliere sludeiiLs ai^ able to adve

tise ahsoliiiely rKi:i:* some of the k'si deals in Westwtxxl (;ht\:k weekly lor Ujxiates so you don't miss out on great savings! 5
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The Annual Fund is

currently hiring both
students and non-
students to start
immediately.

Now that summer is over,

— It is time to get a job!

Start the school year off with

$ in your pocket!

Apply Work
Study.

- Our Convenient Scheduling

WiH Not Interfere With Your

School Schedule!

Sun. - Thurs. Cvenings and2 shifts

on Sat. & Sun. Afternoons

Contact Elena Vasquez
at (310)794-0277 Per Hour

Plus Bonus:

1 083 Gayley Avenue,

4th floor Westwood

We are an equal opportunity employer.

Paid Training!
Excellent Resume BuilderI
Join An Exciting Team!

Classifieds

825-2221 Display

206-3060

/
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CLERICAL. Parl-lime. 20hrs/wk Filing, an-

swering phone, We typing, data entry and
other duties for fast paced sales office. Must
have transportation Start immediately. $7/hr

and up depending on qualifications Send re-

sume 310-471-2910 or call; 310-471-4473

CLERICAL/CUSTOMER SERVICE Full-

time permanent f^^-F Good phone and Eng-
lish skills, »ype 50WPM. detail-onented,' reli-

able. WLA, $8-$8 50/hr 310-826-3759

COMPANION- For 90y/o retired pharmacist.

6hrs/week at $9/hr. Tu, Th Car required. Call

Della®310-277-7818.

COMPUTEFVTELECOM
CUSTOMER SERVICE REP Fast growing

internet co. located in Westwood seeking
PT/FT customer service reps w/excellent

- Windows95/PC skills to work midnight-

8 30AM. 5AM-8AM. 4PM- 11PM Fluency in

German&French a plus Fax resume J Ash-
craft 310-507-0292

CUSTOMER
SERVICE/FUNITURE
SHOWRM ASST

at Pacific Design center General office

duties, computer literate FT Fax 310-652-

8083

DATA ENTRY- PT 15-20hrs/wk Medisoft

program. Will tram. Science or math major.

310-476-4205.

DATA ENTRY-ORDER DEPT-Weil known
document delivery company in Westwood
P/T&F/T. Familiarity w/bibliographic citations

impt. Type-45wpm Library background and
experience w/Windows a plus 20-30hrs/wk.

P/T $12/hr 40hrs/wk F/T, $25.000+DOE
Fax resume 310-208-5971 Atten order

dept.

DRIVER WANTED
Excellent drivel record and own car required

for afternoon children's carpool m Beverly

Hills area I5hrs/wk M-F. $100/wk Interest-

ed parties please caH 310-855-3302. _____

EARN $530/WKLY
DISTRIBUTER. Distributing phone cards

FT/PT No experience nee Call 1-800-831-

6717.

Seorching for Models
Men and Women for commercials.

catalog & maga/me ads. brochures, and
catwalk •Speciaiuing in petites •

$150 to $250 per hour
* Beverly Hills *

*No Fee * No Experience

(310)273-2566

DOMESTIC HELP Beverly Hills Home, 8
hours/wk. $8/hour, tasks include housework
and bookwork, pleasant environment. 310-

275-7975. Convenient bus location.

TEACH ENGLISH IN

IJAPAN!
AEON, one of the Urjctt EnslHh

convcTMtlofl Khools In i«pM It

recruiting cntlunUttic IncNvMiuli on an

on-9ok>9 b«$lt to tc*ch Cnsllth In one of

our 150 branch schools toortcd

throughout Japaa lA/BS decree

required. These positions are salaried

and offer benefits and housing

asslttarKC. ror considcratk>n please

scrtd resume and one page essay stating

why you want to live af>d woik In Japan.

AEOH Corporation

9301 Wltshlre Itvd. nOi,

WWW.aconct.com

FEMALE MODELS wanted for various pro-

lects Print, videos. Whites and Asians No
expenence necessary. Seeks also talent-

scout Michael 310-478-4734 \

FIERCELY INDEPENDENT record l3bel

seeks dynamic individual to assist with multi-

ple projects. Expenence with production and
publishing helpful. Must be Internet and Mac
proficient-esp Filemaker Pro Strong organi-

zational skills, follow-through/self-starter and
mind- reader/juggler Mail resume by. 10/5/98

to Record Label; PO Box 6010-721, Sher-

rrian Oaks, Ca 91413 Atten Jim

FILE CLERK
MEDICAL BILLING/COLLECTION company
located on the UCLA campus seeks P/T file

clerk for daily clerical duties. Good organiza-

tional skills and references required. 310-

208-8600

FILE/OFFICE CLERKS
LAW FIRM has PT positions to fill at

$6.50/hr. Minimum of 20hrs/wk. Interest in

law preferred. Fax resume&proposed avail-

able hours to 310-274-2798 or mail to Lur-

le&Zepeda, 9107 Wilshire Blvd. Suite #800
Beverly Hills, CA 90210, attention James
Walker.

READY TO START YOUR CAREER?

ENJOY A FUN WORK OFFICE?

If so, then we have the

opportunity you have

been waiting for.

L(H.al Wcst.side companies

need your professionalism.

No specific work experience

FILM PRODUCTION. Talent Management,

'and internships available Call Creative

Talent Management, 800-401-0545

MODELS NEEDED NOW
No experience required

Catalog, Prmtwork. Magazines, Movies,

Video & TV Commercials

Men and Women of all Ages
Free Consultation

CALL NOW! 310-659-7000

FRONT DESK ADMINISTRATORS for Santa
Monica exercise studio Computer skills,

people skills, service onented&teamwOfRT
Upbeat attitude Fax resume: 310-264-1628.

FRONT DESK/RECEPTIONIST for health

club. Outgoing persoriality required,

$6.50/hr+free membership, mornings and
evenings Holiday hours required Contact
Tim 310-659-5002

GENERAL OFFICE
Part-time general office person Dependable
and excellent phone and customer service

skills Computer literate $10/hr 310-859-
1322: fax 310-859-1906

GRAD OR BEYOND: PART-TIME Wnter's
asst. 3-4hrs. 2x/week. Car necessary Typ-
ing. MAC WP&Final Draft/Screepiay format
proficiency -^oquired Research, phones, cor--

respondence. errands Brentwood 'Refer-

ences, hourly, flexible. Fax resume to 310-
319-9946

s

* * * * New Faces/Models/lnterns * * * *
WANTED

by Westwood's #1 Talent CastingCo. Earn Top $$ in Movies, Television, Commercials, and Modeling

(petite, glamour, and fashion models). Sizes 1/14, teens/twenties, blondes/reds/brunettes, 5' to 6'!

No expenence necessary. Students O.K.

Free consultation.

MICHAEL (310) 209-5052

required, but looking for

typing of 30 wpm and

computer friendly people.

Room for growth with

salary DOE.

Barrington Staffing Services

453-4289

GREAT OPPORTUNITY!
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT- p/t in Real
Estate Development office in Brentwood
Must be computer literate. 12/hr Fax resume
310-476-7284.

GREAT WORKPLACE!
TELEMARKETJNG for international educa-
tion agency Nice clients, great-workplace in

SM. Hourly+commission. Sales experi-

onoo&UnQwIodQO of >owi?w languaga imytrtrt^

ant 310-395-9393

HANA SUSHI
HOSTESS/CASHIER/WAITRESS needed
Attractive, energetic. Restaurant caters to

entertainment industry P/T positions Brent-

wood 310-477-9796.

HELP DESK CONSULTANT. $9 80 flexible

hours Telephone, lab, e-mail consultation,

documentation. Call Mary 310-825-5774.

HELP SERVE DINNER Monday nights from
4pm-8pm. Wages-fmeals. 310-208-3281.

HELP WANTEDTOP PAY. We need people
''who are bilingual. International nutntion com-
pany featured in Business Weekly Expand-
ing into areaLocal. National, and Internation-

al position. PT/FT from your home or office.

For info, call (213)650-6911.

HOME TYPISTS
PC USERS NEEDED. $45,000 income po-
tential. Call; 1-800-513-4343 Ext.B-10105

HOMEWORK/HELPER, dhver. companion
for 13-yr old boy. Mon-Fri 4-7pm. Should be
athletic Santa Moncia. Days 310-458-7949.

Eve 310-453-2825.

INITIATIVE & INTEGRI-
TY

UCLA COMMUNITY SERVICE OFFICERS
Now hiring Explore law,

communications&public relations Attend an
info session in

Ackerman! 10/1: 2-3PM (RM 2408): 10/6: 1-

2PM (RM 2412), 10/7 2-3PM (RM 3517);
10/8 4-5PM (RM, 2412); 10/9: 3-4PM (RM
3517), 10/12: 12-1PM (RM 2408). WEB
www.ucpd.ucla edu/ucpd/cso/ EMAIL
cso@ucpd ucla.edu. Phone: 310-825-2148.

INTL IMPORTING, Marketing and PR firm

seeks highly motivated, organized individual

w/excellent communication skills to work in

fast paced office. Facets of position include

Advertising. Coordinating Special Events.

Copywriting Must be fluent in Italian. F/T

GROWING INTERNATIONAL INTERNET
CO seeking candidate for immediate posi-

tion. Wanted-marketing/administrative assis-

tant w/good communication, comput-
er&email skills a must. P/T w/room for ad-
vancement. Email resume to admin@club-
global.com or phone:3 10-777-8377.

1768 Attn:John Patterson, VP

INTL IMPORTING. Marketing, and PR firm

seeks organized detail orientated adminis-
trative assistant to perform such functions as
data entry, faxing, photocopying, phones.
Must be fluent in Italian. P/T, flexible hours.

$8/hr Fax resume:21 3-653-1 768. Attn:John

Pattersofej^ VP

Top 10 Reasons to Work at

UCLA DINING SERVICES
10. Rent is due

9. STILL have to buy books for this quarter

8. Flexible schedule around your classes

7. Christmas is around the comer

6. Not enough Financial Aid

5 . Need to pay offEmergency Loan

4. Need to buy more Top Ramen
3. Job is REALLY, REALLY close to the dorms

2. Need money to party

1. YOUR PARENTS ARE TIRED OF y6u ASKING THEM FOR
MONEY

Ifyou agree with any of this, then give us a call at UCLA Dining Services.

We can helo. We have oositions ooen in all of our deoartments:

Hedrick Dining 825-0311 Puzzles 206-7687

Rieber Dining 805-0838 Bradley Caf^ 206-1018

Sunset Dining 206-7688 UCLA Catering 825-8770

Meeting Room Crew 206-2842—
Classifieds

825-2221
Display
206-3060
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JAPANESE SPEAKING GIRLS wanted at

exclusive social club in WLA. No alcohol.

Flexible hours Earn top $$$. 310-477-9871.

LAW FIRM
FILE CLERK/PARALEGAL P/T. Beverly Hills

Law Firm seeks organized, reliable person
Assist w/filing. phones, copying, and other
projects. WordPerfect and car helpful. $10/hr
Fax resumes to Mark Share at Lipofsky and
Ruben 213-653-6228.

LE BEACH CLUB
AMERICAS FAVORITE TANNING resort is

expanding&has limited#of FT openings for

motivated, ou"tgoir>g, tanning/sales consult-

ants. Hourly+commission $9-18/hr. Positions

are limited so call now&join LE BEACH
CLUB, the Very Best. Call Carol 310-820-

4067 or fax resume:310-791-0155.

LOBBY AMBASSADOR-Part time $7.50/hr.

Prestigious high nse-Westwood. Fri & Sal
Graveyard Perm guard Required. Call Kelly

562-490-3310. Langner Security.

LOOKING for energetic .people to answer
phones, greet customers, etc. Some com-
puter expenence helpful, 310-395-7368

LOOKING FOR energetic person to answer
phones, greet customers, etc. Some com-'

puter expenence helpful. 310-395-73Q8.

MALE MODELS
Pnntwork. UB under 25. Lean, any tace,

leave rianfie, number&physical stats Free
interview Beginners welcome. 213-960-
1066. 24hrs.

MARKET RSRCH ASST
CLIENT LIAISON &FOCUS group assistant

Must be professional in appearance&detail
oriented. Customer service or general office

experience a plus. F/T-P/T-$8/hr to start. Fax
Resumeof cover tetter- 3tO-440-1*S

NATIONAL PARK
EMPLOYMENT

Find the ideal job in America's National

Partes. Forests&WikJIife Preserves. All skill

levels. Competitive wages+benefits. Ask us

how! 517-336-4298 ext. N59341.

ND HLP INSTALLING
COMPUTER SFTWR

Hands-on computer help installing sott-

ware&setling up programs PT/flexible

hrs/need car. Excel, Powerpoint, Ac-
cess&potential Access programming oppor-

tunities. Genevive Fabius 213-487-6977.

NEED TELEMARKETER for a clothing com-
pany PT/FT. Call (310)723-6024

OFFICE ASSISTANTS needed for the direc-

tor's officer of the University Elementary

School. $8.81/hr Approx 10-15hrs/wk Must

be detail oriented and have good ptxjne

manner, proofreading ability and organiza-

tional skills. Office experlerKe preferred. Ap-

ply at UES. room 1088E: 310-825-2623.

OFFICE CLERK Santa Monica law firm

seeks PT office clerks. Phor>es, filing, faxir^g,

photocopying, and filing court documents.

Must have auto+insurance. Francis Che
310-453-6711

P/T DRIVER: Weekday afterrwons, general-

ly between 2-6pm: times variable Run er-

rands and take children to activities. Respon-

sible driver w/clean driving record. $10/hr.

Bob or Judy: 310-556-3288.

OFFICE. CLERICAL. SECRETARIAL work.

Need to be bilingual in English and Arabic.

F/T and P/T more than 1 -person. 310-575-

1991

WANTED: OUTGOING, ENERGETIC. FUN

AND HARD WORKING STREET TEAM

MEMBERS AND INTERNS. KIIS-

FM/XTRA AM 1150 NOW ACCEPTING

APPLICATIONS. FAX RESUME TO

(818) 845-6397. EOE

P/T FILE CLERK-medk:al oftk:e. $8/hr. Fax

resume: 310-395-2063.

PAID INTERN needed by Translation com-
pany in SM. To assist wAelephones, admin-

istration, project management, n^arketing.

Motivation, versatHity, detail-mindedness a

must. vertMl and written fluency in a major

foreign language a plus. Excellent opportun-

ity to learn and earn! Fax resume: 310-260-

7705 or call 310-358-6160.

PAID PAT INTERN
Smith Barriey Financial Consultant P/T in-

tern. Help with various duties. EOE employ-

er. M/F/D/V. 310-312-3430.

PART TIME ASSISTANT to Brentwood Art

Dealer: Computer skills (mail-merge, Word,
Excel), organizational skills, personable.

Hours flexible, M F 10am-5pm. 310-395-

1465

MATH GRADER
CALtULUS, differential equations, com-
plex vanables. 3-15HR/WK Good salary.

Deveriy Hills area. 310-858-1122

MEDICAL ASST/CNA- Phlebotomy injec-

tions. FT/PT needed for front&back office. 1 -

yr commitment minimum. Internal medi-
cine/cardiology. Fax 310-274-0616

MEDICAL RECEPTIONIST-Dermalology.
Beveriy Hills. Phones, filing, appointments,

light typing. Outgoing+lun person.

M,T,Th,+Fri-mornings. Interesting at-

mosphere-nice people. 310-274-5969.-

MEDICAL/CLERICAL ASSISTANT P/T.

Windows 95, Word, and helpful. Excellent

phone/organizational skills. Fax resume:
310-208-2158.

MODELS WANTED by professional photo-

studio for upcoming assignment Male/Fe-

male Pro/Non-Pro. Fashion/Commer-
cial/Theatrical. Call for appointment 818-

986-7933

MODELS Professional studio: Interviewing

FEMALES. 18+. Petite/tall. Experienced/in-

experienced. Paid/assignment. FREE photo-

test. Fantasy/glamour/arl/calendar/posters.

DRAMA/DANCE/ART HELPFUL. La-
tin/Asian needed but ALL welcome. 310-453-

5000.

Gambit Entertainment, Inc.

Dba Gambit America, Talent Agency

ASIANS NEEDED
-

.
Actors, singers, models and dancers. All ages.

Movies, television, commercials and videos.

"For U.S: and Asia. No Fees. No experience required.

^end us your resume and 2 photos.
We are a talent agency licensed by the State of California,

specializing in Asian talent.

_808 Wilshire Blvd. Suite 100 Santa Monica, CA 90401~
(310)576-2000 (310) 576-6759 fax

^^

MOMS HELPER
10/yr-old girt needs pick-up form school,

some driving to activities, help w/homework,
etc. approx. 10-12/hrs week $8/hr, 31 0-208-

3348

MOVIE EXTRA WORK* Revolutionary new
program* Start immediately* All types- 18+!*

Fun/Easy* No crazy lees* Program (or free

medical* Call-24/hrs 213-850-4417.

NANNY. PT $8/hr. Aprrox. 15hrs/wk bet-

ween 2-7PM Afterschool care (or bright girl.

10. Cook easy dinner, tidy up, errands. Need
cheerlul. intelligent, responsible student,

good driver (our car). 310-472-1818.

looo
111181inMops

8100
PanoMl

CAMPUS PR
Growing company
seeking energetic

individuals for PT help

with public relations

campaign. Flexible

hours, work on campus^^
potential for growth.

Contact Steve at

(310) 475-4542,

or fax resume to

(310) 475-5228.

^r The Twilight Brigade

Aspiring Journalists, Webmasters. Entrepreneurs, and Humanttarlans...

Together we can Make a Difference.

C^mfui444/9K itt /4cU6K is a young, but rapidly growing, national volunteer

organizaUon headquartered at the West LA VA Medical Center dedicated to

ensuring that no one need die alone.

We believe that the end of life Is challenging enough without the anguish of

isolaUon. The dying are deserving of respect and enUtled to the caring and
compassion that will support them at this time of life.

We are in desperate need of dedicated, hardworking, compos^nate
olunteera to aatitt us in any of tlie following areas:

• Administrative assistance in responding

to calls and letters

• Assistance in managing and laying out

our bi-monthly newsletter
• Assistance in the maintenance and design

modincatlon or our website

(www.TWilightBrlgade.org)
• Assistance In planning fund raising

events with fund raising professionals

• Preparing community educaUon
materials for conference exhibits

• Tracking inventories & product sales,

reordering products when necessary
• Microsoft Access database development

for tracRTng fccrultmenl ahd^voTunfcer

staUsUcs as well as locating hospices
• Bookkeeping assistance with Quickbooks
• Direct service to the dying

Our chairman or the Board Is International best-selling author Dannlon Brlnkley. Steven
Seagal. Dr. Larry Dossey. Steven Halpern, and Kennetli Ring. PhD serve on our advisory
board. Our Board of Directors Includes published authors Ronnie Kaye and David Kessler.

Marianne Williamson supports our enbrts at her lectures. Our Natlonxil Steering Committee
Includes representatives from most of the major motion picture studios. We believe in this
Work. You can make a dlfTerence In our ability to help others.

Please caU (323) 931-7315

P.O. 8V« r40IS ^*» ,4mfU*. e*iti»%HU 90C73 V (323) 931-7315 m44m (323) f3t-25t4^
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Job Opportunity
• Flexible Hours • Great Benefits

The Coffee Bean
445 N. Beverly Drive, Beverly Hills

Apply in person only!

PERSONAL ASSIST to professor Must
have car arwJ insurance. Dependable, able to

commit to 1-year Computer literate Spanish
speaking helpful 10fhrs/wk, 3-5 afternoons

M-F 3:30? Begin ASAP Call.213 951 7050

PT and FT DRIVERS lor lunch and dinner
shifts $104/hr. Must speak English Contact
Dining In 310-274-0123 H18 986 32«7

PT RECEPTIONIST
Fast pace real eslale co in bH seckb f' I lu

ceptionist for phones&filing&general rjffice

help $8/hr Fax resume-31 0-551-1 780

RECALL PERSON P/T afternoons Enttiu

siastic person for making appointments
GoorJ ptione skills and organized Call Judy,
no calls on Wednesday 310-553-7070

RECEPTIONIST-P/T-Century City Law Firm
Front office, phones, light typing, varirjus du-

ties $8/hr Fax resume and cover letter to

Office Coordinator 310-226-7461

RESEARCH ASSISTANT NEEDED for best
selling author and psychologist Errands,

some typing, familiar w/macinlosh Must
have own car w/insurance Approx
15hrs/week M-F flexible $8/hr 310-205
0226.

RETAIL SALES F/T- BH Candy/Gift shop
Dependable, articulate People person Call

June®310-275-0341- 11am-6pm

RETAIL SALES
SflRking rnyinnahlM. niilqoinq indiwidualwiot-

part and full time sales positions in an
upscale, attractive, Century City retail store.

Must enjoy workir>g with children Call Lynn
at Petit Jardin Children's Shoes 310-476-

0805.

SALES/ADVERTISING TELEPHONE PT
Some work from liome. Adverlising/pnnt ex-

perience $9/hr+commission 310 917-1120
Fax 310-477-3213.

SALESPERSON
Energetic W/expenence in electron-

ics&computer 310 659-0050

SALESPERSON WANTED for Century City

firm specializing in liquor licenses Requires
strong oral and writing skills, computer
knowledge a must, degree preferred Call

our offices today for details 310 553 6363
ext 43 or fax resume to 310-553-3996 attn

Cindy

SECRETARY WANTED
for Century City firm specializing in liquor in

dustry. Applicant must have accurate typing,

computer literate, organizalion&custom^r re-

lation skills. Salary negotiable Fax resume
310 553-3996

SECRETARY/BKKEEPR
PT. Must be computer literate&know basic

bookkeeping Work daily 10AM-3PM Fax re-

sume and salary requirement 310-451-0446

SPORTS CELEBRITY NETWORK, an Inter-

net sports company, is seeking students for

internship positions We are looking to add to

our online sports production ar)d marketing
staffs If you would like practical experience
in either online sports production or market-
ing, please contact Tim Townsend at 310
754-4091 or by email at <ttownsend«attile-
tedailycom>

SHANE'S JEWELRY

Westwood Village. Two
openings F/T or P/T.

Clerical and sales,

assist manager, learn-

ing to buy, advertising.

Looking for outgoing,

friendly, service-ori-

ented people with

people skills. Sales

experience and mini-

mal knowledge of fine

jewelry helpful. Will

train.

Call Stan

_310-208-84q£^— from 12-6.
~~^

Daity Bruin Classified

SR CLERK, UCLA MBA Office 40hrs/week
Reception, multi-line phones, genreal office

and clerical. Computer experierK:e required.

Francien©3 10-825 6944

SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNSELOR Even-
ir)gs. some days. Part-time 2years experi-

ence. Spanisfi/English fluency $10 25/hr

Contact Marilyn 310-479 8353.

TEACHERS/DIRECTORS needed for after

school enrichment program 12 ece units or

units in a related field needed Expenence
with K-5 Flexible-hours, great pay Fax re-

sume;310-445 5628

PART-TIME
CHILDCARC

Slu'rinim (^;iks for 4-ycnr'()lcl hny
M-F 5:00-7:00 Ik-Moxible
Fax Letter or Resume

818.501.7535

Classifieds

825-2221

TELEMARKETING/SALESPEOPLE NEED-
ED Huge commissions paid Clean environ-

ment Flexible hours Excellent for student

Call between 9am- 12pma3 10-659-0943

TELEPHONE SALESPERSON that is

young+energistic for hip, growing hemp fab-

ric company Approx 15hrs/week-mornings
Call Hemp Traders©310-914-9557.

TRANSPORTATION FOR 2 SCHOOL BOYS
(12 + 14) from Culver City to Bel Air Own
carfvalid license+insurance Pick up at 3pm
310-825-5235

TUTOR WANTED for 3rd year CS&EE
major Senior or graduate students only

6hrs/week 3days/week. Good pay, E-rnail

qualifications to kyen@dnai com

TUTORS- For grades 2-12 Experience
w/children required Strong math, english.

science, and language skills needed Soph-
mores folder preferred $15/hr References
310-655-4693

VIDEOCAM/DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRA-
PHY Experience prelerred in TV or film You
will get credit as director 310-842-6110.

WAITRESS/WAITER Expenence required

P/T, weeknights/or a few lunch shifts Estab-

lished/busy Westwood restaurant Call David
310-473-5045.

WEB DESIGNER needed to create and
maintain PICA/IDEO intensive sights Data-

base/shopping programming important.

Hours-flexible. Start now E-mail sam-
ples/contact info

alec ©neworleansstudios com

WERE SEEKING INDIVIDUALS to provide

support to the developmentally disabled Call

Dwight Istanbuhan at 818-361-6400 ext 129.

THE
^am
Magazines

ONLINE COMMERCE
OPPORTUNITIES

eToys com, a leading online

retailer based in Santa Monica,

IS seeking to add talented

individuals to its Technology

staff.

FroKramniers/Software

Kngineers

(I'KRL, C cxp. required)

System Administrutors

(IJnux exp. preferred)

All compensation packages

include incentive,stock options.

Will consider part-time, flex-

time for outstanding candidates.

Please submit resumes by fax or

email. No phone calls please.

Fax: 310/ 664 8101

attn Kimberly Leibowitz •

Email: kimberly@etoys.com

V

WORK AROUND YOUR SCHEDULE 18-

year-old nutrition, weightloss, and skincare

CO in 37 countries needs help' $499-

7999/mo PT/FT Complete training

Howard©310-475-7446.
""

WRITERS/RESEARCHER Freelance Le-

gal/stock market background/interest
Shfiuld have web connection $li/hr or per"

manuscript 310-917-1120. Fax 310-477-

3213 Email clock@interworld.net

ZEN ZOO TEA
MODERN TEAHOUSE now hinng for coun-

ter/cashier/kitchen Cotlee experience help-

ful. Apply in person. Oct 1. 2, 3. from 2-4pm.

13050 San Vicente #114.

95 CABRIO CONV White w/beige Leather
int., tinted windows. CD changer, power eve-
rything. Auto. Perfect for Caliform.i

$16,000obo 310-383-1936 Jason

.corn

INTERNS NEEDED
INTERNS wanted at non-prolit health agen-

cy to learn skills in public awareoess/market-

ing, fundraising&newsletter&proposal writ-

ing Non-paid, hands-on opportunity Call

Sharon Ogbor® 31 0-470-3888.

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL INTERNSHIP-
University Elementary School. Fall Quarter-

Minimum Junior standing, 3 GPA. Orienta-

tion: Wed. 09/30/98 5pm&Wed 10/07/98

10:30am. UES Conference Room. lnlo:825-

2623

FILM INTERNS WANTED! "Assistant to pro-

ducer/director" and script reading internships

available for established production compa-
ny School credit. 323-954-8200

FREE ARTS FOR ABUSED CHILDREN is

seeking unpaid interns. Please contact Mark
at310-313-4ART.

PAID INTERNSHIP

ApartRMMits for Root

LAW l-tHM- f-texrbtc l iuu t s.

Learn a lot. $7.50-f. Good typing skills, com-
puter literate, excel experience preferred.

Call 310-475-0481. Resumes preferred:

310-446-9962.

8400
AinrtiMnls for HaM

NeecLa Place to Live?
Visit the UCLA Community Housing Office:

• Roommate Listings

• Apartments for Rent

• General Rental Information

East Patio of Sproul Hall

Yourjournalism career begins
next Thursday night.

SliKJcnl Media UdLA olTcrs (p|Hnlimili(\s lor sliidciils

inlcicslcd in iicaily cvcrv aNpccl orjoiinialisiii—IVom icpoilin^'

jo l)iisinc.s.s, I'lom iicwsioom maiia^^MiuMil lo liilcnici

.i
oin iia li.s in We do il I h' II«m

-

I han a ny jom iialism schoo l JK'can.sc

wv oiler yon I he chaiicc lo do moic Ihan sliidy. We oUcr teal

cNjUTicncc. Voiric invilcd lo come llnd onl inoi'c ahoiil our
pnhlic'alions and pio^Mams lomoi low nighl when we'll he
hoslin^M)!!! (|nailej|y open house.

WANT TO GET INVOiyED? HERTS HOW...
irvou'd like lo know more, come lo onr Oiieiilalion and Open
llonse Thursday. Ocloher al ():()0 p.m. in Ihe Viewpoint Loiin^n'

on Ackerman Anions A-level. Come hear wlial we have to olfei

visit onr olTices. and meet Ihe sliidenis who work on Ihe Daily

Hruin and Ihe sindeni ma<;a/,ines.

For more inlbrmalioii, calJ us al 8:25-!2787.

Thureday Odx)ber 8, 0:00 p.m. in the Vlewfwinl Ijoungr, lociUed on Menn;in Union's A-level

i@ucla
-l>iily ]]niin • Tlw SliMk'til Miig;i/jiM« • KL\ nulk) lM^v^; IMEDIAUCLA

.f

f

fnternshlps

INTERNS WANTED Busy Westwood casting
office seeks interns to assist with feature film

projects No pay but you will receive film

credit can Mark (310)575-0157

WORK WITH FISH-
BONE, K'S CHOICE,
&MANY MORE

Looking lor smart, self -starling, prblessional

interns interested in learning \he music
industry Call Sfiarpe Entertainment
Services©31 0-230-2 100 ask lor Wil

^rnoll home-based

Brentwood Entefldnment PR Firm.

Needs HOT writer/ intern for

exciting assignments

Possible credit or pay.

Contact Ralph:

(310)364-4313
J

iioo
taHNiid Atilstanoe

PERSONAL ASSISTANT to owner of up
scale Beverly Hills custom stationary design
firm Knowledge of social etiquette and com
puter design experience helpful 5 days, in-

cluding Saturday 10-5. 310-278-5620 Ask
for Bill

PHYSICAL ASSISTANT NEEDED For disa

bled male sopfiomore living m Reiber fiall

Hinng for morning and/or evening sfiift Ap-
prox: 1/2HR-1HR per each shift $10/HR N
eitpenenee necessa ry €aft-Atex- *J4t^ 'Jb'*

9871

8200
fDffiliofiury EmploynMiit

DO YOU KNOW SOMEONb who isn t telling

the truth? If so. please call the production of-

fices of "TRUSTER," a highly accurate truth

detecting device, being featured on a new
television pilot. Get $$ lor participating. Call

Now!! 310-202-8581/8516

PERSONAL ASSIST/SECRETARY- MWF
8:45-5:45 $120/week 2 months' Close to

UCLA. 310-271-0101

^

Needed Sales Manasement Trainee

$6 00-$10.00/hour

Potential for promotion

10-30 hrs per week during school

Full tinne during vacations

Training provided
come by and apply in person

1065 Qayley Ave.
Westwood Village

I

*•• J"'

$875 SPACIOUS IBDRM.pnme location

Close to UCLA and transportation Bnght
upper unit. 1 car parking, stove, refngerator.

carpets, vertical blinds, ceiling fan, great

clu&et spyer Available Out i 3hown by ap
pointment only (310) 207-7209

1BDRMAPT
WLA 1 mile to Westwood $825/rTX) Pool

1235 Federal Ave. 310-477-7237

2+2 $850
NEAR SHERMAN OAKS GALLERIA. Huge
apt Ideal far roommates. Garden courtyard,

pool, A/C, phone-entry Minutes to campus
818-997-7312.

APT NEAR CAMPUS
WESTWOQD Spacious 2bdmV2ba Close

No UCLA
for Fred.
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BEVERLY HILLS ADJ 2-BEDROOM $895
$1195 TWO VERY LARGE
UPPER/LOWER .UNUSUAL CHARM
SOME W/HARDWOOD FLOORS ONLY 1/2

BLOCK TO PICO BUS 310-839-6294

BEVERLY HILLS Upper 2-bdrm/l Path

$1450 Near Roxbury Park Stove, relrigera

tor 310-276-1671

BRENTWOOD 2+15 Luxury apt. parking,

$1395 310-395-1284 Low agent lee

www westsidererentals com

BRENTWOOD SINGLE FOR RENT 11645
Montana Ave $850/month Furnished, se-
cured parking laundry, kitchen Bob 310-
546-2557

INTERNATIONAL
STUDENTS

SANTA MONICA
SUBLETS

NORTH OF WILSHIRE Near beach itxirm

$733 2odrnV2bath $922 and $992 Will sub
let 2-^2 rnonths lo students with non-renew-
able visas and exit expiration date of less

than lyr -318-761 1168

LOOKING FOR A PLACE to live on the

Westside'^ Call Weslside Rental Connection
310- 195-1284 Low agent fee www.westsid-
erentais.com

LOOKING FOR A PLACE to live on the west-

sidQ'^ Call Westside Rental Connection 310-

395-1284 Low agent lee

www westsiderentals com

MALCOLM in WLA 1 -bdrm—$825/m and 2-

txlrm townhome-$l250/m Avail now Hard-
wood tloors. stove, refngerator parking,

laundry, and pool 818-995-8866. Ext 313

SANTA MONICA 1 + 1 apt, great location,

$874 31 0-395- 1 284 Low agent fee

www westsiderentals com

(1400
Apartmeiits for Rant

WESTWOOD 1 + 1 condo. pool lacuzzi.

parking. $1150 310-395-1284 Low Agent

Fee wv^rw westsiderentals com

WLA $825-$850 2bdrm/l.5ba Dishwasher

AC. carpet, drapes built-in. Extra large

fenced patio 310-670-5119 "

WLA 1507 Beloit(Santa Momca+Ohio)
Charming single $550 Stove, relngerator

upper, parking 310-276-1671.

WLA 1537 Connth Ave Single m 1932

Spanish Mission Building Hardwood floors

high ceilings, separate kitchen $625/mo i

year-lease Also large single with separate

dining room/bdrm. Separate kitchen Hard-

wood floors, high ceilings $750/mo 1-year

lease Close to UCLA 310-479-8646

WLA 2bdrmy2b^ Fireplace, dishwasher
central heat&air. tile entry, new carpet, W/D
in each unit Balcony Covered, secured
parking $1050+$500 security 310-478-

7147

WLA NATIONALA/ENICE 2-bdrm/1-bath

$650 15-min trom UCLA View A/C dish

washer, laundry, secured Call 310-559-

7375 626-282-4738

1BDRM GUESTHOUSE for rent in BH
Kitchenette $850/mo Call Elizabeth 310-

205-0072

NORTHRIDGE Guesthouse on i acre
gated One person, no smoking or pets

$700/mo. includes utilities Karen 818-343-

9366

WESTWOOD 1-bdrm Private detached,
new guesthouse in beautiful home Pool and
spa use and free cable $975/mo including

utilities. 310-474-2708

Room fof Rnrt

BRENTWOOD Above Sunset miles
UCLA Spacious room large home °rivate

entrance, pool/garden, toast/bake mi-

crowave, parking Utilities, cable Grad stud-

ent $500 310-476-1786

ENCINO HILLS-Rooms in private nome
Panoramic view, 24-hour neighborhood pa-
trol 15-minules to campus $400&$425
Please call 818-905-0508

LA ROOM w/shared bath 20 mm to JCLA.
1 busline $375 utilities mouded
Kay 0(323) -85 1-6 130

LANIA MON ICA 1 4- 1 COHdO, NOHH Of
Wilshire. pet OK, near beach, $1400 310-

395-1284 Low agent fee

wv>rw westsiderentals com

SANTA MONICA 1 + 1 Guesthouse $975
310-395-1284. Low Agent Fee
www, westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA 1 + 1 Guesthouse Pet ok,

yard, parking, $1200 310-395-1284 Low
Agent Fee. www.westsiderentals.com

SANt4JmONICA 2+1 apt. north of Wilshire.

parking>W283 310-395-1284 Low agent
fee wwwwestsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA 2+2 apt. near Wilshire,

parking $1297 310-395-1284 Low agent
fee. www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA 2+2 apt. North of Wilshire.

parking. $1060 310-395-1284. Low agent
fee, www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA 2+2 5 townhouse. A/C.

par1<ing. $1850 310-395-1284 Low agent
fee. www westsiderentals.com

Santa Monica Canyon Single apt. 1/2 block

to beach, parking $675 310-395-1284 Low
Agent Fee wwwwestsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA single apt, near Prome-
nade, $750 310-395-1284 Low Agent Fee
www, westsiderentals com

SANTA MONICA 2+2 apt. near Wilshire,

parking $1297, 310-395 1284 Low agent

lee, wwwwestsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA Single apt. hardwood
floors, yard $515. 310-395-1284 Low agent
fee

www.westsiderentals com

VENICE 2+1 apt. 1 -block to beach, parking

$950 310-395-1284 Low agent lee,

www westsiderentals com

VENICE 2+15 apt. pet ok. parking, $850
310-395-1284 Low agent lee www westsid

erentals.com

WEST LA. $650. single Sunny, spacious up
per. Kitchen, stove/refrigerator Walk-in clos

et Greenery-view, Quiet older 4-plex

Bike/bus/campus Year lease Federal/Ohio

310-837-7894.

A|i3ttnoiite Furalsiiod

ESCAPE-TO-THE-SEA
Live-at)oard furnished boats m Manna-del
Rey Safe and serene Large boat. $850/mo
Small boat, $375/mo Utilities included 310
827-0497. 310-820-8247 (message)

MAR VISTA, $525&up/month Ask about
move in special Attractive, furnished 1-

.
txlrm Large, pool, patio. t>art}ecue area
Quiet-building 3748 Inglewood Blvd 310-

398-8579

WLA-$590/mo Ask about move in special.

VTtfactive ruf iiifthed-Mngte«> Neci r IJCLA/Vff

GOVT FORECLOSED
HOMES FROM PENNIES ON $1 Delin

quent Tax, Repo's REOs Your area Toll

free M)800-2 18-9000 Ext. H- 1650 for current

listings

WESTWOOD 4bdrm/2ba+secluded guest

house 2800 square leet trees&shaded
yard Gated, flower garden Bright and airy

$650,000 310-474-7391 2134 Manning
Ave

9300
Room tar Ita^

GUEST APT w/private entrance ava in

exchange for housekeeping, errands, etc

Female pref Manhattan Beach 310-546-

7794

GUESTHOUSE room/bath m exchange for

limited babysitting 1-girl 7+i/2yo Private

bedroom w/frencti doors Dana 310-276

8480

ITALIAN GIRL. 26. graduate student, needs
room at walking/riding distance Irom UCLA
Willing to watch children, elderly, good cook
310-235-1014

LAUREL CYN Seperate bachelor unit&sal-

arv in exchange for l5-2Qhrs/wk clen-

MAR VISTA 2-slory house Swimming pool,
kitchen -privileges, near bus 3 rooms avail-

able 1 -furnished. 2-unfumished Must be
extremely clean $550/mo 310-390-4329.

MASTER BEDROOM+ Private bath m pleas-
ant house in West LA Share w/2 grad stud-
ents Pets okay $700/mo (310)575-4412

SANTA MONICA Rooms for rent m nouse
$430-utilities included 4-miles from UCLA,
Quiet, clean share 2-baths/kitchen/mi
crowave/relrigerator Leave clear message
310-828-6796

SHERMAN OAKS Avail 9/1 Large sunny
room Furnished/unfurnished wit" bath,,
kitchen and garage $800/mo Just -.outh of

Mulholland. 1 -block west of Suouiveda,
Close 10 405/101 818-789-5678

VERY SMALL FURNISHED, private ieper-
ate rm with bath Separate-entry separate
phone-line Some Kitchen pnveieges
School close Utilities included $385/month
310-286-2133

WESTCHESTER- Furnished room Easy
commute to UCLA Pnvate entrance/bath
Own microwave+fndge Kitchen and laundry
pnvileges $450(includes utilities) 310-410-
1967 After 5pm

WESTWOOD $475
WALK TO UCLA. Beautifully furnished one
pnvate t>edroom/pnvate entrance Kitchen,

iaunrtty, Pariting MAL£-STUD6f4T Pi^e^

Ideal for students. Suitable for two Definite

must see' 1525 Sawtnlln Bl 310 477 4832

uiii&i;u!ii(Xliai wk Mussi nave car&ne ucla—Available 10-21 -98 310-473-5769
student 213-650-4404

Condo/TMrnihoiise for Rent

WLA $1450 2bdrm/2bath condo secunty

bidg
, fxxjl. new appliances, granite coun-

ters, south balcony, hardwood floors Avail-

able Nov. 1. (310)281-3056

ftedo/Townhouse tor Sale

RM/BRD EXCH HELP Female UCLA stud-

ent needed lor l5-20hrs/wk child care/dnv-

ing References required Walking distance

UCLA 310-470-4662

9400
Room tor Rant

2-BDRM APT for rent to shar j v ^u-i un-
smoking female. Security-apt $440/mo.
1st+last+utilities+$100deposit (Culver City).

Near Cheviot Hills. Merns:31 0-836- 1915 or
310-839-2957

BEVERLi vvOwU nuuMi lui lent Yard +

kitchen pnvileges. own entry $500/mo 310-

391-1557

4miles from UCLA- $425 furnished own
room+bath m 3t>drm apt Secured parking,

laundry facilities available 9mo-1yr lease
Female only Pamela ©310-398-5204

969 HILGARD #308. $229,000 Bnght com-^
er 2+1 unit in full service bIdg New carpet &
appliances Laundry in unit Hean of the vil

lage. move in condition Secunty Martin

Feinberg Coldwell Banker 447-8500X291

IMAGINE OWNING WILSHIRE Corndor/Hi-

Rise 1-bdrm/bath lor under $100,000 Walk
to UCLA/Village, City Lights/View, 24hr/se-

cunty Open house Saturday II-1 30pm Oct
3+10 at 10501 Wilshire Blvd Call Bob, Brok-

er, 310-478-1835ext 109

WALK TO CAMPUS
2 spacious units w/pool, spa and parking

Call Karen Medved for more info 310-266-

4236

Fall HousinQ
Rooms from

M 334/quarter,
including meals M-F

Women students only

824 Hilgard

(310)208-0906

APT TO SHARE
BRENTWOOD- 2bdrm/1bath. $490+1/2 utili-

ties Female only Non-smoking No pets
310-440-9504

Hoohi fof Haul

ASIAN/QUIET/CLEAN
WLA—Asian lady needs quiet roommate.
Nicely furnished Bus in of front house West-
wood/Pico No-smoking/pets Pnvate
bed/bath $550/month+utililies 310-475-
8787

BEVERLY HILLS- Quiet non-smoking female
professional/grad student preferred to live in

furnished Ibdrm/lbath. $600+utilities Park-
ing 310-659-4460

MAR VISTA SOUTH. Centinela+Culver Blvd.

East of Marina Del Rey $430/mo Female
N/S House 310-391-1563

With parking 310-444 1478 Ask

Ik

' * PALMS *
2BD, 2BA,

TOWNHOMES, FIREPLACE,

GATED GARAGE, ALARM

* MAR VISTA *
2BD, 2BA,

TOWNHOMES, FIREPLACE, .

GATED GARAGE, AURM,
FIREPLACE

• 11748 Courtieigh Or. $1195

• 12630 Mitchell Ave $1245

• 12741 Mitchell Ave $1245

(310)391-1076

Open House Mon. - Sat., 10 - 5

4BD. 4BA. 3 STORIES i

Looking for a place to live in

Westwood?

Visit the Westwood Bayit! A Jewish Coop
where you can live with fellow students in an

interactive and meaningful environment.

We Prov ide :
—

• a newly renovated Kosher Kitchen

• Single or Double rooms
• TV with cable

• A newly renovated pool and baclcyard patio

• Educational and Community Service related

activities

Come visit us at 619 Landfair Ave. or call:

Avi Davis (310) 856-3059 (Bayit President)

Miriam Oximberg (310) 209-3021 (current resident and representative)

Pl-AYA DEL REY Own room/bath in an
apartment Close to freeway, very nice area,
low rent No-deposit required $500 310-
305-0268.

ROOMMATE NEEDED Graduate student of

physical therapy seeks 1 or 2 roommates to

share a 3 bedroom house Plenty of room,
backyard space, garage. Immediately avail.

Please call 818-787-9290

WESTWOOD. Apartment to share, separate
entrance/key Kitchen&bathroom to share.
No central living area. 6-months lease Park-
ing avail N/S $475/mo 310-470-4298(mes-
sage)

WLA-SPACIOUS NEW-YORK-STYLE
LOFT, male preferred, 1 bedroom available,

minutes from UCLA, great location, all amen-
ities $400/mo Call after 6pm. 310-575-
4945

loommatas-Sbarad Rogm

^^REATROOMMIES

—

WESTWOOD- Bright & spacious
2bdrm/2bath security apt w/3 cool girts

Great view/location, pool, jacuzzi, fitness

center. Call 818-347-0319 Natalie.

WESTWOOD-hardwood floors, fully-fur-

r>i8hed. newly carpeted bedrooms, large
courtyard Share large bdrm w/male student,
for $393.75/mo+security deposit. Contact
JustinO 3 10-443-1 989 or 310-845-0311.

Classifieds

825-2221

WEST HOLLYWOOD SUBLET- October 1st
through January 1st Fully furnished luxury
condo 2bdrnV34>ath $2.000/mo+ utilities

References. 310-276-7788

Display
206-3060

• » \. . 1
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a Gift for You!

The Ashe Center.

Free Health Care for all Registered

_JJCLA Students.

Web Appointments.

wiuw.saonetMcla,edu/health.htm

Licensed & Board Certified Physicians

& Nurse Practicioners.

Gateway to the World Renowned

UCLA Medical Center.

On Campus, Adjacent to Wooden Center.

Fall Hours: M-F, 8-6; Tue. 9-6

For Information (310) 825-4073

Fine^rint
Register to win a $100 ASUCLA Gift Certificate. Just fill out and return

this coupon (before Monday October 5) to the box at our display inside

the 1st floor entrance of the Ashe Center.

Eligibility for the prize drawing is limited to currently enrolled students.

rr

Arthur Ashe Student Health & Wellness Center

Not Your Grandma's Medicine

And God said, ''Let there be
overcrowding/' —See page 31

ARTS & ENTERTAIN MENT
A celebration of late actor's work in

film and politics —See page 35

INSIDE TODAY

Bruin Lore, page 3

World & Nation, page 5

State & Local, page 6

DAILY BRUIN
79th year Circulation 20,000 FRIDAY,OaOBER2,1998

www.dailybruin.ucla.edu

Tft UC administrators receive pay raise
REGENTS: Salaries stffl—

below national average,

but increase closes gap

By Edina Lekovic

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

As of. Oct 1, regent approved

salary increases for senior administra-

tors went into effect in an attempt to

bring UC pay to levels deemed com-

petitive with other major research

institutions.

~ Approved in open session at the

last UC Board of Regents' meeting on

Sept. 18, UC administrators who are

eligible will receive an average 3.5 per-

cent increase.

As a result, UC President Richard

Atkinson will receive a $47,000 annu-

al pay increase. Up 18 percent, his is

the most significant of all approved

raises.

This salary increase comes largely

because of an independent reporl

completed by William M. Mercer,

Inc., which indicates that UC chancel-

lors earn 32.5 percent less on average

than their peers at other U.S. feseafch

universities.

The Board supported this move as

an "effort to keep the University of

California competitive in attracting

top leadership," said UC spokesper-

son Brad Hayward.

Other officials receiving pay

increases include not only the UC
^chancellors but also various faculty

members.

Among these officials are UCLA
Chancellor Albert Carnesale and UC
Berkeley Chancellor Robert Berdahl,

who received similar pay increases

(from $230,000 to $27!.400r~^
^

The compensation report also stat-

ed that UC chancellors.earn an aver-

age annual salary of $2l4,456 - those

in the comparison group make an

average $284,1 16.

Approved by all regents except for

two, Antonio Villaraigosa and Max
Espinoza, this salary increase is the

first stepiin a three-year plan designed

to bring UC salaries up to the compa-

rable levels of other universities.

The report compared UC schools

to 26 public and private research uni-

versities across the nation, including

Harvard University, the University of

Michigan, Stanford University and

Yale University.

And with this recent salary

increase, the disparity between

salaries at UC and these institutions in

comparison will drop to 12.2 percent.

In addition to Atkinson and all nine

UC chancellors, other UC officials

and faculty also received merit

increases.—All positions with annual salaries of

$160,000 or higher, including vice

See SAURIES, page 27

JAMIE SCANLON JACOeS/Oaily Brum

Los Angeles Parking Enforcement cracks down on Illegal parking on Veteran Avenue by towing

a total of seven cars on Thursday that were parked in a "No Stopping" zone. The cost to each of

the owners of the cars is upwards of $ 1 1 8.

Officers tow seven cars on Veteran

in policy with walkout
PROTEST: Event attempts

to teach diversity issues,

revive afTirmative action

PARKING: Observers say

that *No Stopping' zone

not adequately marked

By Lawrence Ferdiaw

Dally Bruin Staff ^

officer, the zone is necessary

because the street narrows. A num-

ber of signs continue to mark the

zone as it continues to Wilshire

Boulevard.

"Maybe (the car owners) didn't

see the sign, or they thought they

could gamb le trnd take u chance,"

much to let the students know,"

said Jacqueline Orozco.

Because the signs are too high

for drivers to see, according to

Orozco, she .said she would like to

post signs on the fence of the ceme-

tery or put some red on the side-.

walk.

Ray Trinibad looked out his

office window at the Taper Center

Thursday morning to see what he

said was a regular occurrence: cars

parked on Veteran Avenue being

towed.

Los Angeles City Parking

Enforcement officers ticketed and

then toVved seven cars parked in a

no stopping zone on the west side of

Veteran just north of Weyburn

Avenue.

"They should put a red line ... it's

deceiving," Trinibad said.

Currently, a sign on a lamppost

marks the beginning of the no park-

ing zone. According to Richard

Anderson, a parking enforcement

Anderson said.

The citation will cost drivers $60,

and the towing fee begins at $118

for the towing and the first hour of

storage and then $16.50 for every

day afterwards.

When towing cars, tow truck dri-

vers must forcibly open the doors to

release the parking brake or put the

car in neutral. Parking enforcement

officers note what is in the car and

any previous damage to the car to

protect the owner and the tow truck

driver.

One employee at the Taper

Center said she and her colleagues

often warn drivers who are aCout to

park in the no parking zone.

"I don't think they're doing

"I'm willing to buy some spray

paint," Orozco said.

By Thursday afternoon a few dri-

vers had picked up their cars from

Rheuban Motors, according to the

manager, Ron Price.

When drivers return to see their

cars gone they rfften call the police

reporting them stolen, said to Price.

The police then tell the driver

that the car was towed and where it

can be picked up.

Employees at stores across the

street from the no parking zone

said they sympathize with the dri-

vers.

"Who has that kind ofmoney (to

pay for the citation and towing

costs)?" asked Orozco.

By Andy Shah
Daily Bruin Contributor

Professors UC-wide are planning

to walk out of their classes on Oct. 21

and 22 in. defense of affirmative

action.

The demonstration calls for pro-

fessors to leave classes to protest the

decline in the number of underrepre-

sented minorities admitted to the

UCs, a result of the passage of

Proposition 209, the statewide anti-

affirmative action initiative; and the

UC Board of Regents' decisions SP-

I and SP-2, which eliminated affir-

mative action from the UCs.

"This is a kick-off event in defense

of affirmative action," said Rafael

Perez-Torres, professor of English lit-

erature and a walkout organizer.

"We want to draw attention to (the

effects oO the Regents' actions and

Proposition 209."

Most of the professors who have

already made it known that they will

participate have come from UC
Berkeley and UC Santa Cruz,

though there are still many from

UCLA.
Professors involved in the protest

are planning to walk out of their

classes and hold "teach-ins" outside,

where they w ill di scuss issues such

Although he hasn't taken any action.

Pefez-Torres said some protesters

are ready to defend ethnic studies

before anything happens.

Students and staff members are

expected to lend their support to the

walkout participants, Perez-Torres

said.

Professors emphasize that the

walkouts are not intended to be two

days without classes.

"We're not asking anyone to

forego their education," said M.
Belinda Tucker, professor of psychi-

atry and biobehavioral sciences.

"We're going to provide an alterna-

tive source of education."

Perez-Torres said the teach-ins will,

attempt to educate others on how
diversity is related to every field,

even ones such as biology and engi-

neering.

But he said some non-tenured pro-

fessors, whose positions at the uni-

versity are not secure, are anxious

about not sticking to their syllabi for

See WALKOUT, page 26

WALKOUTS
A quick look at the protests sdieduled for

Oa 21 and 22.

Who

i«»-

diversity, race and ethnicity.

Speakers, workshops and a mass

rally will complement the professors'

actions.

The university's administration

has no official position on the event,

according to Raymund Paredes,

associate vice chancellor of academ-

ic development. He said that it is

' too early to tell" how the adminis-

tration will view the walkout.

"I don't think we know very much

about the event," Paredes said. "The

people who are promoting the event

are trying to make it constructive."

Also, the status of ethnic studies

will be addressed. This year, UC
Regent Ward Connerly said he was

"questioning" the role of ethnic stud-

ies and graduations in the. UCs.

Faculty, staffand students

What

Walkouts will occur on both days to

draw attention to the issue of diversity

in education. Some profe^brswili

voluntarily conduct "teach-ins*during

their class hours, whkh will educate

students on diversity issues and how

they relate to educatk)n and different

academic fiekls. A rally, speakers and

woricshops are scheduled for both days.

0ct.21and22

Where

Campus-wide

To kick off a series of events that will

address the issue of diversity, ethnic

studies, effects of PropositkMl 209, etc

"f
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Researchers' union

protests at Murphy
Last week, 20 UCLA research professionals

rallied outside of Murphy Hall in an efTort to

end a stall in contract negotiations with the

University of California.

The University Professional and Technical

Employees (UPTE), the union representing the

protesters, is requesting the complete distribu-

tion of state and federal granted salary increase

moneys, more career opportunities in place of

merit-based pay and "casual" employment sta-

tus, protection against long work hours and

open bargaining relations with the university.

"We are asking for the administration of

labor relations to stop playing around with us

and finish a contract," said Qiflr Fried, a UPTE
representative working in the Jonsson

Comprehensive Cancer Center.

Although $4.1 billion is provided

each year for research, top UC
administrators are not turning the full

amount over to research professionals, said

union officials.

As a result, researchers are leaving the UCs
for better opportunities at other institutions and
private businesses, creating an annual turnover

rate of 33 percent for all UCs.

This, according to UPTE representatives, is

detrimental to the quality of research because of

the losses in talent and time spent training newly

hired researchers.

"I'm really frustrated that the university is

refusing to distribute all retained for salary

increases," said Jennifer Felix, a representative

from the Department of Neurobiology.

"(Increases) are necessary to retain hard-

working researchers," she added.

The average time spent working in the lab is

JO to 60 hours

'The chancellor can't negotiate our contract,

but he should go to the president up north and

get the people going. He needs to make use ofhis

bully pulpit like Chancellor Young did."

UPTE oflTicials argue that they arc not getting

due recognition and compensation for both

their time and hard work.

"We're not asking for the moon," Fried said.

"we're asking to be treated like

human beings."

Minority numbers
Increase at med school

While the number of first-year UC medical

students has remained relatively unchanged
compared to last year's enrollment numbers, a
slight system-wide increase was recorded among
under-represented minority students.

Between 1997 and 1998, first-year Mexican

American/Chicano students increased by six,

while Asian American/Pacific Islanders

increased by 13 and Latino/other Hispanic stu-

dents increased by four.

However, there was also a decline among
Caucasian, African American, American
Indian and Puerto Rican (mainland) students.

First-year Caucasian students declined by 24,

and African Americans dropped by three while

the number of American Indian and Puerto

Rican students both dropped by one.

According to the American Association of

Medical Colleges, the total number of under-

represented medical students increased from 71

in 1997 to 72 in 1998.

Student association

chair, vice chair elected
The University of California Student

Association (UCSA) recently elected a new
chair and vice chair to their Board of Directors.

Kami (Thisolm, a third-year graduate student

at UC Santa Cruz, was elected chair, and Haady
Lashkari, a fourth-year undergraduate at UC
Santa Barbara, was elected vice chair.

Both Chisolm and Lashkari will spend the

upcoming year trying to build UCSA's presence

on all UC campuses.

The association is a coalition of undergradu-

ate, graduate, and professional student associa-

tions from all nine UC campuses. UCSA puts

expanding the accessibility of higher education

at the top of its priorities.

Compiled from Dally Bruin staff and wire reports.

WHAT'S BREWIN'

—Saturday 10/17
Institute of Archaeology -
"Ancient Maya Rulers and Their

Power"

Lenart Auditorium - UCLA
Fowler Museum • 825-8064

For information: Angela Benson
450-0222

Thursday 10/28
Academy of Motion Picture Arts

and Soienoes —
Form Zero Architectural Gallery

1960's Utopian French-
Architecture and Urbanism

Exhibition

Form Zero Gallery is located at

2433 Main Street, Santa Monica,

CA 90405.

Third International

Documentary Congress j^
AMPAS headquarters in Beverly

Hills • 284-8422, ext. 69

What's Brewin'can be reached via e-mail

at whatsbrewin^medta.ucia.edu

ChfckEi>«tickBug Face byj^wbda*
REMINDER

LAST DAY:

To pay reg fees or classes are

dropped.

LESSTHAN TWO WEEKS LEFT:

To drop impacted courses

(L&S undergraduate students).

To change Study List (add.

drop courses) without fee through

URSA Telephone.

To check waiting lists for cours-

es through URSA Telephone.

To enroll in courses for credit

without $50 late Study List fee

through URSA Telephone.

To file advancement to candi-

dacy petition for master's degree
with major department.

To file graduate leaves of

absence w ith Graduate D ivision,

1255 Murphy Hall.

Jonathan Livingston Caterpillar

^ file undergraduate request

for educational fee reduction with

college or school.

For full refund on textbooks

with UCLA Store receipt (exception

made with proof of drpp or with-

drawal up to 8th week). ^m^m

The OaUy Bfuin (ISSN lOtO-SOM) is published and copyrighted by the ASUCLA Communications Bo*fd All rlohts are reserved Reorintina of >nw m<»*ri^ in »Kic »..hiL-^>»» ..j.*^- m^ ^ . .
ASOCLA CommuoKations Board fully supports the University of cZ.forn.a s policy on nondiscrimination TheTtu^^Tr^X^se,^^ T^ wrttt«, permission of the Communications Board is strictly prohlblt^l. The
disabil.ty..ge, ,e« or ...U.I od«,t«k>n.Tht ASIKLA Commi,ic.tlons Board"^..'. mediaX"~^
inserts that ar. print^J in the Daily Bruin are independ^ paid puWications and do not^flect the^iews of the E^^iaTL^^t J!^ ttT

P'^-t'O"* ^or a copy of the complete proc«Ju,e, contact the puWicMion. office « IIB Kecckhoff Mall. All

" "- naKerckhoffHall.JOBWestwoodfMaza.LosAnflelevCA 90024,(310) B2S-»WB,http://www.dallybnjin ucla.edu. faw (310) 206-0906

Campus

I^ruinore
From secret tunnels to spinning buildings

and misguided flying squirrels, UCLA has

a wealth of legends of dubious origins

and even more questionable credibility

By Michelle Navarro

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The Janss brothers couldn't agree.

Since UCLA was built on the land the two

brothers sold for only $2,000 an acre, a mon-
ument was to be constructed in their honor.

But what was it going to be? Harold Janss,

the older brother, envisioned an impressive

set ot steps, escalating toward the main arcr

ofcampus (now Royce Quad).

Edwin Janss didn't agree.

Nevertheless, Harold Janss had the upper

hand in their company, and thus gave $50,000

during the 1930s to make his wish come true.

There was still one problem, however -

Harold Janss was ill.

The elder brother was Sblly aware of his

condition and took precautions to keep his

sibling frorp changing his plans lest he die

before the steps were completed.

Harold stipulated in his will that he be

buried somewhere beneath the 87 steps

should this untimely death occur.

And as the story goes, Harold did die and
was buried under the sixth step, ensuring the

future of the sweeping red bricks at UCLA.
Not only did hjs grave hold the steps in

place, it also brought a curse to any student

who stepped on it - a curse that would keep

that unlucky Bruin on campus over four

years.

Is this bit of history fact or fiction?

Just looking at the number of students stay-

ing here five or more years, it seems to be

true. And wouldn't it be nice to use a curse as

an e.xcuse for becoming a seasoned student?

Unfortunately, it isn't true. It's just one

grain in the mound of tall-tales circulating

around campus.

Passed down from the many-years to the

first-years, they are the legends of UCLA, the

superstitions that keep students rubbing the

right hind paw of the Bruin for luck - and the

giant whoppers about buildings like Royce

and Bunche halls.

Several may seem too far-fetched to

believe, but don't write them all off yet. There

may be a little truth in

a few.

You be the judge.

Was '
the

Bombshelter original-

ly built to provide pro-

tection during the

war? Are the lights in

the Sculpture Garden

there to help imported

flying squirrels find

their way in the dark? ^

There is no proof to

support any of those

stories, but that does-

n't stop students from believing them. Quite

often, one can spot a student carefully skip-

ping the sixth step, just as the legend dictates.

Most students get their first history lesson

on the legends ofUCLA at freshman orienta-

tion. All summer counselors take their groups

of unsuspecting first-years on guided tours,

where they tell the anecdotes of Medical

Center marathons and sinking gardens in

Dickson Plaza.

"The stories are much more interesting

than just telling the names of buildings," said

Michael Chandler, an administrator for the

Orientation Program.

™*They also give the students a common
bond of knowledge," he said, "But we make
sure students don't leave believing most of the

stories." <

Even so, the tates arent the ot\ly thing slu-

dents share after hearing them, as many also

share the shame of being duped so easily.

"They're not true?" asked Floridia

Cheung, a fifth-year history and East Asian

studies student, in disbelief.

Why shouldn't one believe that the invert-

ed fountain was modeled after a toilet bowl?

After all, with a little imagination, the foun-

tain (combined with Franz Hall) could pass

for a giant toilet.

And maybe there was a crane enormous
enough to turn Bunche Hall around so the

reflection from the windows wouldn't blind

drivers on the San Diego freeway. Go figure.

HtNRY YANG

One of the many UCLA legends involves the dedication

of the main flag pole in Royce Quad to a fish.

According to Chandler, a few USC stu-

dents were so convinced that Harold Janss

laid beneath the steps that they actually came
one year and tried to dig up the grave. The
chipped brick is there to prove it.

Apparently, most of these stories were sim-

ply created in the minds of students and sev-

eral came from orientation counselors. Ones
about the Janss steps or Royce Hall* however,

are so old that no one knows where they come
from.

The folklore of Royce Hall claims a green

ribbon is hidden on one of the towers.

It is said that Josiah Royce gave the hall as

a gift to the university with the condition, as

ordered in the will, that a ribbon be eternally

left on Royce Hall.

Royce's reasoning was that all gifts have

Tibbons, and since the building was a gift it

should have its proper ornamentation. If the

ribbon was untied, the ownership was to

return to the Royce family.

Archive sources indicate that municipal

bond issues in Los Angeles, Venice, Santa

Monica and Beverly Hills provided the land

on which Royce Hall and the rest of the cam-

pus rests. The building was paid for by the

state at a cost of over one million dollars.

The legends that are actually true are few,

but interesting, nonetheless.

See STORIES, page 22

Lingerie thief continues to pilfer from apartments

Artv&Entprtainmcnt. 825-2538, Nevvs:W5^2795; SpoiIs:825-9851, Viewpoint; 825-22 6, t disititcl Line: 825-2221; (lassified 0ispLiv:206-3060. 5,ilcs:825-2161

residences to steal underwear,

women's personal belongings

ByAimHawkty
Daily Bruin Contributor

Since January 1997, and most recently last

week, Los Angeles police officers have respond-

ed to a pattern of several unusual burglary calls

in Westwood, with each victim complaining ofa

similar rare offense.

In each of these cases, the burglary suspect

enters the apartment, searches the victims'

belongings and steals lingerie and other person-

al items, leaving no mess and little evidence of

his entry.

Missing underwear may initially sound like a

mistake, or even a silly prank, but these burglar-

ies have caught the attention of LAPP
tives for over a year.

The suspect, who takes only a few items from

each apartment, is described as a 28- to 30-year-

old white male, approximately six feet tall and

165 pounds with green eyes and a thin build.

"He seems to like Victoria's Secret, but he is

not linuted to that," said Detective Charles

Dempsey of the West Los Angeles Division of

the LAPD.
"He has also taken a cocktail dress; he 'has

taken phone numbers and called the apartment;

he takes personal items. I think he's trying to

reach out to them," Dempsey said.

The suspect concentrates on the area bound-

ed by Ophir Drive, Glenrock Avenue,

Strathmore Drive and Midvale Avenue, and tar-

gets older apartment buildings without security

Systems or new locks.

The more recent cases of this nature are all

being attributed to the same suspect who may

apartments sincehave broken i

December 1997.

"We have probably had more incidents that

are not being reported," Dempsey said. "Maybe
some girls think the pieces got lost in the dryer,

and some are just too embarrassed to report it."

The suspect, who is also reported to be a

peeping tom, most likely watches the victims

until they leave the apartment, then enters

through an unlocked door, open window or

door without a deadbolt, Dempsey said.

Residents are advised to lock their doors and

windows, especially on the first floor, and close

their blinds and drapes where their windows are

in view.

Outdoor lights, especially near the parking

lot, as well as leaving on indoor night lights or

the radio can also help deter potential burglars,

said Nancy Greenstein, director of the commu-

COLLEGE BRIEFS

Endowments
fall for

Princeton
PRINCETON, N.J. -

Even Princeton, perched atop its ivory tower,

feels tremors ofthe recent economic crisis, The
Daily Princetonian reports.

The University's endowment, which cur-

rently totals $5.5 billion, fell 6.5 percent, about

$357 million, during the first two months of the

1999 fiscal year. President of the Princeton

University Investment Company (PRINCO)
Andrew Golden said.

"As financial markets have gone down, (the

endowment) has gone down slightly W^liave
not been immune to the turbulence," Golden
said. , ,

The recertt stock crashes, addinglip to a 15

percent loss on the market, made the month of

August "the second worst month in the past 50

years," Golden said.

Though the environment is unstable,

PRINCO's long-term investment policy has

not changed. "The policy was formed with

rough times in mind," Golden said. "A strength

of our plan is the ability to do relatively well in

times of crisis."

Economics professor Burton Malkiel said

the recent negative dips are "not terribly signif-

icant." Since the stock market has been "going

up in a straight line" for the past three years, it

is not unexpected for the economy to correct

itselfby falling a little, he said.

^jfqlnia^askgtbaH staf-

arrested for firing gun
BLACKSBURG, Va. - The Virginia Tech

police arrested a Tech basketball player

Saturday morning for firing a weapon outside

Cassell Coliseum, The Collegiate Times report-

ed.

Kenny Harrell, a second-year communica-

tion studies student, faces charges of posses-

sion ofa concealed weappn, firing ofa weapon,

removing a serial number from a weapon and

intent to endanger life, limb or property.

"(This is) a damn serious crime," said Larry

Hinker, associate vice president for university

relations. "Horsing around is one thing, having

a .38 caliber and firing it in the air is something

else. I hope people will wake up and realize this

is dangerous and doesn't belong on a campus."

Sergeant Jack Ridinger, of the Tech police,

arrested the 6-foot-2-inch guard at 12:42 a.m.

Saturday on Washington Street in front of

Cassell Coliseum. Harrell pointed the gun into

the air and fired a shot, said Mike Jones^ chief

of Tech police. Along with legal charges,

Harrell faces an indefinite suspension from

school. Harrell was suspended for violating

rules applying to all Tech students, not just ath-

letes, Hinker said.

"The policy (about firearms) is that you

can't have one," Hinker said. "It is in the stu-

dent life policy - you can't even have large

weapons."

Boston University

paper loses lawsuit

BOSTON, Mass. - A Suffolk County
Superior Court jury yesterday ordered The
Daily Free Press to pay a former employee

nearly $163,000, saying the paper was discrim-

inatory when firing her in 1994.

After deliberating for about six hours, jurors

ruled that part of the reason office manager
Karen M iranda was fired was because she had

cervical cancer.

Miranda hugged her lawyer after hearing

the verdict, saying, "Thank you for every-

thing."

Miranda was awarded $53,900 in wage
compensation and $109,000 for emotional dis-

tress. If the jury finds the Free Press' actions

"outrageous," it could punish the paper further

by awarding Miranda more damages today.

The Free Press will not stop printing as a

result of the judgement, said editor Gene
Johnson, a College of Communication senior.

Depending on Miranda's final award, the

Free Press may have to consider declaring

bankruptcy. The company has about $|40,000

in cash.

Compiled from University Wire reports.
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Gty blamed for Chinatown's poor housing conditions
BUILDINGS: Concerned residents

pressure officials, inspectors to

enforce safety, sanitation codes

By Julie Chao
The San Francisco Examiner

SAN FRANCISCO - Behind the facade of

Chinatown's red lanterns, roast ducks and

herb shops is the real Chinatown - the one

where residents hve with filth, squalor and

constant neglect.

While unresponsive landlords must take

som»^ the blame, tenant advocates in San

Francisco say the city is just as much at fault

for the substandard conditions.

Gordon Mar, executive director of the

Chinese Progressive Association, said that if

the Department of Building Inspections "is

here to enforce the housing code, they're not

doing a good job."

Residents on Wednesday delivered a list of

more than 100 code violations to the depart-

ment in an effort to ensure that problems such

as cockroaches, rats, peeling paint and leaky

ceilings are handled properly.

The effort was coordinated by the Chinese

Progressive Association, which conducted a

housing survey in Chinatown last summer. It

found that 85.6 percent of the 208 randomly

selected residents reported at least one prob-

lem in their buildings. More than 60 percent

reported at least two.

The most common problems were insect or

rodent infestation, peeling paint, lack of heat,

no stove or a broken stove, and leaking or bro-

ken toilets.

While Mar did not charge the inspection

department with negligence in any specific

cases, he said the department was not doing

enough in Chinatown and other low-income

neighborhoods to ensure safe living condi-

tions.

The department "is not being very aggres-

sive or effective about enforcing the code, so

there's not a lot of motivation for landlords to

cooperate with tenants," Mar said.

David Serrano Sewell, a spokesman for the

Department of Building Inspections, said all

complaints are taken seriously.

"We are not ignoring Chinatown," he said.

"Any complaint is responded to within one to

three days."

The department has one building inspector

for each of the 17 districts in the city. Besides

responding to complaints, the department

inspects all buildings on a regular basis, Sewell

said.

The department gets about 4,000 com-

plaints a year. So farthis year, 62 have come

from Chinatown - no higher or lower than

other neighborhoods, Sewell said.

Although the department is n6t responsible

for resolving problems with vermin, broken

stoves or lack of heat, a building inspector

would have to note such violations and refer

them to the appropriate city department, he

said.

Chinatown is one of the most densely popu-

lated neighborhoods in the country and

among the oldest in San Francisco. Sixty per-

cent of the housing consists of residential

Tiotels, Mar said. Chinatown residents are

largely elderly and low-income.

"Given the broader housing crisis in San

Francisco now, where it is extremely difficult

for people to find affordable housing, the land-

lords do have a lot of power," Mar said.

Cash remains u •II •

CAMPUS: Cal students

protest sharing school

with murder witness

By Michelle Lodce

The Associated Press

BERKELEY - Preston Taylor

The spotlight on Cash, a 19-year-

old nuclear engineering student,

grew brighter in August after two

radio show hosts from Los Angeles

chartered a bus to bring a group of

demonstrators to Berkeley.

Protesters were irate over some

of the things Cash had told inter-

viewers, for instance that he didn't

know the victim so could feel

doesn
'

t wan! lo snare a campus

with David Cash Jr.

The University of California,

Berkeley, senior is disgusted that

Cash didn't try to stop his friend

Jeremy Strohmeyjr from killing 7-

year-old Sherrice Iverson in a

Nevada casino - and disturbed that

officials say there's nothing lo be

done about it.

"It's an embarrassment that the

university isn't doing anything,"

Taylor said.

Seventeen months after the

killing, Nevada prosecutors and

UC Berkeley administrators have

made it clear they won't move
against Cash, who they say has bro-

ken no laws.

But some students are furious

that Cash is taking up a slot at high-

ly competitive Berkeley. They are

carrying out a disciplinary action of

their own - a campaign of public

denunciation and private snubs

they hope wilh shame Cash from

campus.

"I am totally giving him the

silent treatment. I don't even want

to have contact with him at all,"

said Candice Blagmon, a freshman

who lives in the same dormitory

complex as Cash.

"He should just leave," agreed

Blagmon's roommate, Kanee, who
refused to give her last name. "It's

really uncomfortable."

ttwidne 6niy for stfonmeyer

.

"You do not need this guy in

your school," Sherrice's mother,

Yolanda Manuel, told the ralliers.

"You do not need him sitting next

to you in class."

Since then, scores of people have

sent angry letters to Berkeley

administrators and a 24-year-old

man spat in Cash's face as he

shopped at a convenience store

near campus.

An undercover campus police-

man who was with Cash at the time

- part of an overall effort to ensure

his safety - said the student "took it

in stride. He didn't fight back or

yell or say anything."

Cash's troubles began May 25,

1997, the night he and Strohmeyer,

also 19, went to a Nevada casino.

Cash told investigators he saw

Strohmeyer follow Sherrice into a

women's restroom and tried to get

him to leave her alone. He said he

left before the assault took place,

although two friends say Cash told

them he watched Strohmeyer sexu-

ally assault the girl.

Later that night, Strohmeyer

told Cash he had killed the girl, but

Cash kept silent.

The two eventually were turned

in by other classmates who recog-

nized them from surveillance video-

tapes released to the media.

Cash, a key witness for prosecu-

liar at UC Berkeley
tors, was not charged. Clark

County Disfrict Attorney Stewart

Bell said prosecutors don't have a

case because it is not illegal to wit-

ness a critne.

Strohmeyer pleaded guilty Sept.

8 to charges of kidnapping, sexual

assault and murder. He is to be sen-

tenced Oct. 14 to life in prison with-

out the possibility of parole.

cash, meanwhile, came back i6

his second year at Berkeley*

Not everyone on campus wants

Cash out.

On Wednesday night, the stu-

dent government voted for the sec-

ond time in favor of a resolution

asking Cash to leave. But Irami

Osei-Frimpong, president of the

Associated Students at the

University of California, again

stopped the symbolic censure with

a veto.

'i do not believe it's the organi-

zation's right to cast moral judg-

ments ... without benefits of due

process," Osei-Frimpong said.

The votes outraged several black

students who want Cash to pay for

his inaction in the African

American girl's murder, according

to a report in today's San Francisco

Chronicle.

"What did we elect you for?" stu-

dent Brandi Barnes yelled at one of

the student senators. And student

Kelechi , Uwaezuoke said,

"Basically, you guys are synony-

mous with David Cash."

The case has spurred public

interest in Nevada and elsewhere in

laws that require bystanders to call

police if they witness a violent

crime. It also has prompted federal

legislation. U.S. Rep. Nick

SeenUIIAN,page29

New finding reveals abrupt

warming in Earth's climate
STUDY: Scientists say

temperature shift caused

quick demise of ice age

By Paul Recer

The Associated Press

about climate change at that time."

White said researchers need to

look more closely at how the Earth's

climate slipped from an ice age that

ended about 12,500 years ago and

shifted into the current, more temper-

ate climate.

The findings, he said, also increas-

the urgency for researchers-e& lo.

WASHINGTON - The Earth's

climate abruptly warmed by 20

degrees or more to end an ice age

12,500 years ago^ according to

researchers whose findings may force

a re-evaluation of the history of dra-

matic swings in the planet'sclimate.

James White, a climatologist at the

University of Colorado, Boulder, said

that an analysis of new ice cores from

Antarctica show that the south polar

area went through a rapid tempera-

ture increase at the same time that the

north poUr region was also warming.

White, co-author of a study pub-

lished Friday in the journal Science,

said that the Antarctica ice cores

show a temperature increaseof about

20 degrees Fahrenheit within a very

short time.

Ice cores from Greenland, near the

Arctic, show that at the same time

there was a temperature increase of

almost 59 degrees in the north polar

regioh within a 50-year period. White

said.

"What we see in Antarctica looks

very, very similar to what we see in

Greenland," said White. "We used to

susp|ect that some of these big

chanjges that occurred naturally in the

past were only local. Since we see the

same \thing at opposite ends of the

£arth,lit does imply that the warming

was a global phenomena."

He sdid the findings "throw a mon-

key wrench into paleo-climate

research and rearrange our thinking

understand climate shifts because it

appears they could be abrupt and

happen all over the Earth at the

roughly the same time.

"The challenge is to determine if a

climate change will be a nice and

gradual thing that we can adapt to or

will it be a mode shift that happens

suddenly," said White.

The warming 12,500 years ago

came within a typical human lifetime.

Such rapid shifts in the climate on a

global basis would make it very diffi-

cult for humans to adjust, he said.

Climate affects agriculture, energy

use, transportation and population

shifts, and rapid changes would make

adjustment in these things more diffi-

cult.

White said the Antarctica ice cores

also showed that there was a sudden

rise in methane, a major greenhouse

gas. Methane, carbon dioxide and

some other gases can accumulate in

the atmosphere and trap heat from

the sun, causing a general warming.

Many scientists now believe that

the Earth's climate may be warming

because the burning of fossil fuels and

other human processes have

increased the amount of greenhouse

gases in the atmosphere.

White said that global warming

caused by man-made greenhouse

gases may be very similar to warming

that may occur naturally.

SeeaiMATE,pa9e27

5lx2 uevenu hills Acne Okin Care Cli nic

Iv5 \ean of Lxperipncc

uU ndlo, my name is Jennifer Lee. I'm going to t)C a

senior at Covma High School this September
Ever since I was in the Sth grade I've had acne all

over my face It looked so ugly that I hated going to

school and meeting new people. I even haled going

out with my own mends. I guess I was afraid that the

people would see my skin before they saw n)e Then
about 2 months ago I met Mary and started receiving

acne treatment from her. 1 can't believe the dramatic

results! My skin has never been so clear in seven

years. It only look two months for this miracle to

occur Now I don't have lo hid( my face with my
long hair when I'm surrounded by people because I

look just normal as everybody else This is definitely

the most wonderful thing that has happened to ine in

years Now I can't wait to go back to school and

meet new people I know Tlf make tons of friends I

have my new clear skin to back me up thanks to

Beverly Hills Acne Skin Care!!!

Sincerely,

A 4 T .LI Jennifer Lcc.
Acne-A I rentable

Upamalic results in 1 Month
920S.PoUr»M>«BU #6

(( Jfi|mf« \ P<i|iM4tan)

(310) 289-1763 .
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• West Los Angeles

Leave Message @:
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Radio?
KliA, UCLA's only student-
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and much more.

Gome help KLA take over the

world. Attend our fall

quarter orientation meeting
on Tuesday, October 6th,at

0:80 pm in Ackerman Grand
Ballroom.
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WORLD & NATION Dow Jones Industrials
down: 210.09

close: 7,632.53

Nasdaq Index

down:81.51

close: 1612.33

Dollar

Yen:13S.82

Mark: 1.6490

The Associated Press

Mexican army troops escort arrested demonstrators In Mexico City, Oct. 3, 1 968,

after a night of violence between the army and protesters.

Mexicans commemorate

deaths of peaceful activists

REMEMBRANCE: Massacre of-

protesters by military in 1968

recognized by government

By Michelle Ray Otriz

The Associated Press

MEXICO CITY - Nacha Rodriguez steps

slowly onto the broad plaza, short of breath.

Led by her daughter, she sits at the base of the

monument commemorating the night she

bolted from the place.

Thirty years ago, as a young law student,

Rodriguez and thousands of other Mexicans
- students, workers, mothers and children -

fled terrified from TIateloIco Plaza, stumbling

over ancient Aztec ruins to escape a spray of

military and police gunfire.

The stone monument here today names a

score of people who died the night of Oct. 2,

1968, and the "other comrades whose true

names we do not know" - perhaps as many as

300 more.

The truth behind the stunning assault on a

peaceful democracy protest remains largely

hidden by government and military secrecy.

Today, Mexicans are looking back to

TIateloIco Plaza to again demand answers,

and to measure the steps they have made.

Reliving the night oftiateloico is not easy.

'it causes me great pain - a sense of loss, of

frustration which I cannot allow to live inside

me without doing something," Rodriguez

says.

This anniversary, unlike any before, is sur-

rounded by dialogue - the result of newly

opened records and last year's political shake-

up that put opposition parties in control of the

congressional House.

For the first time, Mexico City officials

declared the anniversary a day of mourning

and ordered flags lowered to half-staff Friday

An evening march from the city's main

Zocalo Plaza to the massacre site was expect-

ed to draw tens of thousands of people.

Public knowledge of the massacre is grow-

ing thanks to information found in archives in

Washington and Mexican ministries,

researcher Sergio Aguayo explained.

They show the existence of a government

plan to end the student protests; President

Gustavo Diaz Ordaz's belief that foreign

communists were leading the movement; and

his determination to enforce security ahead of

the 1968 Olympic Games.

"It was a paranoid regime," says Aguayo,

whose book, "Archives of Violence," is one of

several new studies of the killings.

See MEXICO, page 20

Cash-strapped HMOs imperiled

by cut in Medicare fund increase
BENEFITS: As many as 300,000

patients will lose coverage if

health plans cannot raise prices

ByAlkeLove
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - The government's

Medicare chief told health plans Thursday it was

too late to renegotiate medical benefits or out-of-

pocket fees for senior citizens next year.

"We see no reason at this time to consider

allowing virtually all HMOs to increase costs

and decrease benefits for their Medicare

enrollees," Medicare administrator Nancy-Ann

DeParle wrote the American Association of

Health Plans.

Association officials predicted the decision

would force more plans to close in areas where

money is tight, ultimately dropping as many as

300,000 Medicare patients nationwide.

"It is not worth their while to participate in

this program in certain areas," said Karen

Ignagni, the association president.

Medicare beneficiaries affected by any clos-

iny would haw to bt-flotified in November

abled Medicare beneficiaries to join HMOs.
"I am urging you to do everything in your

power so that we do not experience preventable

losses in the availability of health plans," Senate

Finance Committee Chairman William Roth,

R-Del., told Medicare officials in a Sept. 23 let-

ter.

In the House, the Commerce Committee

scheduled a hearing Friday - the deadline for

health plans to let Medicare know if they want to

cut or expand services areas in 1999.

About six million Medicare beneficiaries now
are enrolled in private health plans - known as

health maintenance organizations, or HMOs -

that accept a fixed monthly fee, based on local

medical prices, from the government.

The plans generally control costs by limiting

patients' choice of doctors and requiring per-

mission for some treatment. But most also offer

extra perks, such as prescription drug and dental

benefits not normally available through

Medicare.

Last year, congressional budget-balancers

agreed to cut the annual raises that health plans

were expecting from Medicare, to 2 percent

from pas( increases as high as 10 percent. As a

result, some HMOs quickly announced they

wouUUxit^maf

k

etem cut back onperkfr;

They could switch to another plan - if there is

one where they live - or return to regular

Medicare coverage, sending their medical bills

directly to the government.

But the threat of uph^val has upset lawmak-

ers who believe the key to keeping the cash-poor

Medicare program on its feet may be convincing

more of the country's 38 million elderly and dis-

For example, Medicare's largest HMO, run

by PacifiCare Health Systems, said it would stop

doing business in all of Utah by 1999.

More plans balked when Medicare this sum-

mer provided details about the payment

changes, plus new consumer protection rules
-

SeeMEMCME,pa9e22

U.S. seeks extradition of man thought

to be player in plot to attack military site

SUSPECT: German government Prosecutors in Manhattan have said they
^

will seek Salim's extradition from Germany.

holding associate of bin Laden a spokesman for Mary Jo'White, the U.S.

1 r» • . *• -4 attorney in Manhattan, declined to comment
on charges of terrorist activity Wednesday night on the conspiracy charge,

which appears to bolster the government case

that bin Laden and his associates committed

acts of terrorism other than the embassy"

bombings in Nairobi, Kenya, and Dar cs

Salaam, Tanzania, in August.

More than 250 people died and hundreds

were injured in the almost simultaneous

bombings at the two African embassies.

In their amended complaint, prosecutors

added the count of conspiring to attack U.S.

military sites and a charge of conspiring to

transport explosives.

Salim had been charged with conspiracy to

murder and conspiracy to use weapons of

By Benjamin Weiser

The New York Times

NEW YORK - Federal prosecutors have

charged an associate of Osama bin Laden, the

Saudi exile suspected in the embassy bomb-

ings in Africa, with taking part in a conspiracy

to attack U.S. military sites abroad.

The charge was filed without announce-

ment Tuesday against Mamdouh Mahmud
Salim, who has been described as a senior

deputy to bin Laden.

He was arrested last month in Munich,

Germany, after he had traveled there from

Sudan.

See TERRORIST, page 22

WORLD & NATION BRIEFS

Cuba's drought over,

but hunger remains

Leaves on withering banana plants finally are

green after Hurricane Georges' rains ended

months ofdrought in Cuba. But now the ripen-

ing fruit lies rotting in the mud.

Cuba's worst drought since Fidel Castro

seized power almost 40 years ago is over. Its

food supply problem, however, is not.

"The primary problem remains: food," said

Mayor Migdalia Leon, surveying the damage

wrought when Hurricane Georges whipped

through the eastern banana-producing com-

munity of San Antonio del Vallelast week. She

sighed, tugging on her orange hair net.

Nearby, several hundred workers organized

by the local Communist Party gathered bunch-

es of bananas torn loose by Georges. They

saved the best for human consumption; the

rest were for the farm animals.

While Georges' rains ended the months-

long drought, "the emergency prob-

ably won't be over until January or

February," said Rolando Rodriguez,

vice president of Guantanamo

Hebron, dozens of Palestinian teen-

agers took turns lighting firebombs

and hurling them Thursday at Israeli

soldiers, who fired stun grenades and

rubbe r bullets—m— response—Two^

Chancellor-elect visits

Paris In first trip abroad

crops with shorter cycles and see how the har-

vests go."

San Antonio del Valle and other agricultur-

al towns in Guantanamo, a province of

500,000 people, were among the hardest hit by

Hurricane Georges. They also were the worst

affected by the drought, blamed on the weath-

er phenomenon El Nino.

Middle East talks inch

forward despite violence

HEBRON, West Bank - Israeli and

Palestinian leaders said Thursday that this

week's top-l«vel talks in Washington have

moved them closer to a West Bank troop pull-

back. Still, the threat of violence loomed large.

In the tensely divided West Bank city of

Palestinians were injured. Palestinian police-

men patrolling nearby mostly watched, mak-

ing only halfhearted efforts to stop the youths.

Meanwhile, the leader of the militant

Palestinian group Hamas, Sheik Ahmed
Yassin, warned his group would make good on

threats to attack Israelis in retaliation for the

killing of two Hamas fugitives by Israeli sol-

diers last month.

Palestinian intelligence said Thursday they

had arrested a Hamas activist and former

chemistry student accused of stashing nearly a

ton of explosives in his home next to

Palestinian police headquarters on the out-

skirts of Hebron. The announcement of the

arrest came three days after an explosives-

laden car, apparently being prepared for a sui-

cide attack by Hamas, prematurely blew up in

the Palestinian city of Ramallah.

—BERLIN - Seeking lo allay French fears

that the new German government will form

closer links with Britain at the expense of

France, chancellor-elect Gerhard Schroeder is

scheduled to visit Paris Wednesday in his first

trip abroad since he unseated Helmut Kohl

Sunday

Schroeder's aides acknowledged the trip -to

Paris was, in part, meant to reassure the

French that the new chancellor did not value

the Franco-German special relationship any

less than his predecessor.

In previous statements, Schroeder, who is

more ideologically similar to British Prime

Minister Tony Blair than to the more legist

French premier Lionel Jospin, made it clear he

wanted to form closer ties with Britain. But

Schroeder has stressed that he wants to devel-

op a triangular relationship between the

German, French and British governments.

^^
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STATE & LOCAL
Alatorre agrees to enter

drug rehabilitation program

The AsMxiaied Press

Cleanup crews sift through the sand looking for oil clump^long San Gregorio State Beach.

POLLUTION: Dozens of birds dead or injured in

Pacific waters; officials worry about other wildUfe

By James 0. Clifford

The Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO - The hunt

for the source of an oil spill off eco-

logically sensitive Northern

California narrowed Thursday as

the toll of dead birds grew.

Prelimirtary tests showed the

pollution IS crude oil, the kind

hauled by tankers, according to

Coast Guard Lt. Richard Teubner.

The Spill is relatively small at

"2,500 gallons, and the death toll

remained limited on Thursday, but

wildlife officials worried that a

change in weather could slime

many more animals that feed and

live in Northern California's

coastal waters.

So far, 35 birds have been killed

while 40 oil-covered birds were

taken to the department's wildlife

care center in Santa Cruz to recov-

er. Crews have picked up about

1,500 bags of tar balls and other oily

debris from beaches south of Half

Moon Bay.

Authorities are still trying to

determine who caused the 10-mile

slick, first spotted just 10 miles out-

side San Francisco Bay. They're

using shipping logs and for the first

time, photographs from a commer-

cial satellite under contract with the

, See OIL, page 24

ALLEGATIONS: Surprise

test reveals cocaine use

by L.A. city councilman

Byl^ckMcGreevy
los Angeles Daily NeWs

Despite failing a recent lest for

cocaine use, embattled Los Angeles

Councilman Richard Alatorre has

denied he has a drug problem but said

he is prepared to enter a rehabilitation

program if that is the price of regaining

custody of his niece.

Alatorre, who has been under siege

from an ugly custody fight and con-

flict-of-interest allegations, refused to

answer directly about when he last

used cocaine. He recently testified in

the custody case that he has not used

the drug for nine years.

Widely regarded as the council's

most influential member, Alatorre has

seen his political reputation soiled in

recent months, and it has been widely

speculated that he will not seek rc-eleo.

impropcr,"charging there is evidence

that the testing lab's address is that ot

an apartment complex.

Around City Hall, friends and col-

leagues privately voiced disappoint-

ment at disclosuK of the failed drug

test, and some suggested that Alatorre

resign.

"It's been pretty shocking and sad,'

said one close friend. "Hcjias to go

into rehab, but he's still in denial."

. A council member added, "I think

it's tough to hold public office under

those kinds of circumstances."

The council member, who request-

ed anonymity, worried about the dam
age to City Hall's reputation coming

on top of Councilman Mike

Hernandez's arrest for cocaine posses-

sion.

"How could you not be concerned

about how it makes the council look?"

the council member said. .•••: .:

""

Alatorre has told friends he is pre-

pared to enter a drug rehabilitation

program as soon as he recovers from

hernia surgery scheduled for Friday, if

SuperiorCourt Judge Henry Shatford

tion n^t year.

But in a brief interview Wednesday,

Alatorre insisted he will run again and

that he will do whatever^s needed to

g|t custody of the 10-year-old girl,

Melinda, who has been living with the

councilman and his wife since her

mother, Belinda Nykoluk, died of can-

cer two years ago.

"I'm going to do everything human-

ly possible to get my little girl back,"

Alatorre said. "Of course, if the judge

says that (rehab) is what it takes, that's

what I'll do."

Alatorre said he first will pursue a

legal challenge of the results of the

drug testing as being "flawed and

requires him to do so.

Shatford ruled Tuesday that

•Alatorre could no longer serve as

guardian for his niece and is prohibited

from visiting the girl at her grandmoth-

er's house until he completes a drug

program.

Thejudge issued the ruling based on

a surprise drug test two weeks ago that

indicated Alatorre had used cocaine.

"Richard Alatorre's credibility has

been totally shredded as to his pro

found declaration he has been clean

from the use of cocaine," Shatford

wrote. "Court-ordered testing ha-

See ALATORRE, page 29

to UCLA football live on 91-9 FM KLA
as the fourth-ranked Bruins open up Pac-10 play against

the defending conference champion Washington State

at the Rose Bowl. Pre-game show starts at

12:00 pm and kickoff is at 12:30 pm.
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Qinton orders end to illegal software use in agencies
COMPUTERS: Garejirges

U.S., foreign governments

to declare Svar on piracy'

ByTtdBiMb ^!

~"

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - The White

House ordered government agencies

Thursday to crack down on their

own software piracy, and it directed

the nation's top trade ofTicial to press

foreign governments to do the same.

The executive order signed by

President Clinton is the latest move
by the administration to please

America's high-tech industry, which

is growing in importance as a politi-

cal force in Washington.

Under the new order, federal

agencies must make sure that only

paid-for software is used, prepare an

inventory of software on their com-

puters and maintain record-keeping

system.s.

> The new policy is designed to pre-

vent government workers from mak-

ing cdpies of office software for their

personal use and prevent them from

installing personal copies of their

home software in the office.

The U.S. government is easily the

world's largest purchaser of comput-

ers and related equipment, buying

more than $20 billion worth each

year. But there are no good esti-

mates, other than anecdotes, about

how rampant piracy runs among
government offices.

"We are declaring war of| soft-

ware piracy," Vice President Al

Gore said in a statement. "The mes-

sage is clear: Don't copy that floppy.

At home or abroad, intellectual

property must be protected."

The Business Software Alliance

routinely audits large corporations

suspected of using pirated programs,

but it's never audited a federal

agency. It said those checks are

sometimes performed by each

agency's office of inspector general.

"We clearly know that in any

organization, there can be software

piracy problems if there are not

broad piracy programs in place,"

BSA President Robert Holleyman
said. He called Clinton's order '"very

"We can't stop

genocide in Yugoslavia,

and now we're going to

send the Marines into

Hong Kong to attack

software pirates?"

JeffTarter

Softietter magazine publisher

significant" and "a great initiative."

In the past weeks alone, the White

House has relaxed some export limits

on powerful data-scrambling tools,

and Clinton indicated his support for

legislation to nearly double the num-

ber of high<-skilled immigrants

allowed into America.

Both were important issues for the

nation's computer industry, which

wants fewer rules against selling its

encryption products overseas and
wants to hire more engineers and

programmers from other countries.

Since January 1997, the high-tech

industry has given $5.4 million to

political action groups, candidates

and parties, according to the

Washington-based Center for

Responsive Politics. That's slightly

less money than given out by the

tobacco industry, among the top

political contributors.

Jeff Tarter, publisher of the

Softietter industry magazine, charac-

terized Clinton's latest order as

"probably meaningless."

"Government agencies have been

probably the single worst software

pirates in the U.S., and an executive

order is not going to change that,"

Tarter said.

Clinton also directed the U.S.

trade representative, Charlene

Barshefsky, to encourage other gov-

ernments to ensure that their own
employees also are using only autho-

rized copies of software.

The industry also supports legisla-

tion that could be passed as early as

this week that would implement two

copyright treaties adopted in 1996 by

the U.N. World Intellectual Property

Organization. Executives say the bill

would strengthen laws against illegal-

ly copying software even in countries

without such tough prohibitions.

"I'm not sure this is a meaningful

gesture," said Tarter of Thursday's

order. "To say now we're going to

stop other countries to stop pirating

- we can't stop genocide in

Yugoslavia, and now we're going to

send the Marines into Hong Kong to

attack software pirates?"

The BSA contends that use of ille-

gal software costs more than $11.4

billion annually, including $2.7 bil-

lion in the United States. Those fig-

ures include losses from counterfeit-

ing rings that produce massive num-
bers of illegal copies.

Renovated Grand Central station unveiled to bedazzled audience
NEWYORK: Restored landmark

showcases celestial decor dulled

in decades since 1915 oRening

homeless people.

The grime and most of the clutter have been

removed, and the homeless are routinely taken

to shelters as part of the effort to restore Grand

tricity, plumbing - were antiquated. Our
famous sky ceiling had darkened to a perma-
nent dark night," said E. Virgil Conway, chair-

man of the Metropolitan Transportation
grandeur during the gold- Authority, whitli uve i sees the stat ion.

The battle to save Grand Central went all the

way to the U.S. Supreme Court, which in 1978

declared that cities n^ay preserve historic build-

ings even if that means limiting property own-

By Beth J. Harpaz
The Associated Press

NEW YORK - Grand Central station was

rededicated Thursday after a 10-year, $200 mil-

lion renovation that has made it, once more, a

secular cathedral of marble stairways,

sparkling chandeliers, classical sculpture and a

twinkling ceiling resembling the night sky.

The 1913 station is considered one of the

finest examples of Beaux Arts architecture in

the United States. But by the time the renova-

tion began, the cathedral-like windows were

dark with grime, the concourse was cluttered

with advertising and the halls were filled with

en years of railroading

Jeanne Sondheim, who lives 10 blocks away
and brought her 4-year-old son to witness the

event, had tears in her eyes as she surveyed the

majestic main concourse.

"It's a beautiful building, and they've done

the most exquisite job," she said.

The ceiling, which bears gold-leafslTefcheTdP

the constellations and twinkling star-like lights,

is a centerpiece of the renovation. The light-

bulbs in the stars were replaced with fiber

optics, and layers of dirt were removed to

reveal the ceiling's original sea green color.

One spot of brown grime was left as a

reminder of how bad things used to be.

"The roof leaked, the basic systems - elec-

"We wanted to make it cleaner, beautify it,

bring it back to its original grandeur and to

make it a destination in its own right - a place

where people could eat and shop," he said.

Some 5,000 people gathered for the ceremo-''

ny, which included trapeze artists, a laser light

show and an orchestra featuring real train con-

ductors blowing whistles.
~

It also included a tribute to Jacqueline

Kennedy Onassis, who fought to save the land-

mark station when its owners threatened to

build an office tower above it in the 1970s. A
plaque honoring the former first lady was
unveiled by her son, John F. Kennedy Jr.

"My mother would be very happy today," he

said.

ers* ability w profli from rherti. The decision

inspired preservation efforts around the

nation.

Once, before trains were eclipsed by cars

and planes, departing on a long-distance trip

from the glamorous Grand Central was the

equivalent of taking the Concorde.

Thursday, long-distance trains no longer

serve the station, but commuter trains and sub-

ways do, and a half-million people still pass

through it each day. The station takes up three

blocks of midtown Manhattan, and is connect-

ed by corridors, walkways and exits to office

buildings, stores and hotels.

Gary Gianotii took off from work and trav-

eled 250 miles from Utica to attend the party.

"I just love this building," he said.

Robin Cuba ._.

.

Williams CooDiNg ]k. Sciorra
This Friday, The End Is Just The Beginning.
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Interested in being^
ontheRado?
KLA, ICLA's only sludonl-run radio station needs you!

KLA offers positions in D.J.'inj?, sports, news, website design, pro-
motions, and much more.

Come help KU lake over the world. Attend our fall (luarter orienta-
tion meeting on Tuesday, October 6th,at (kM) pm in AckcTman

firand Ballroom.
«
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YOU NEED MONEY
WE NEED TO EXPAND OUR MARKET SHARE

After

Life

There Is

More.
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FIND OUT HOW YOU CAN
POSITION YOURSELF TO EARN

PASSIVE RESIDUAL INCOME
BY HELPING PEOPLE SAVE MONEY

ON TLELCOMMUNICATIONS AND UTILITY SERVICES
THEY'RE ALREADY USING— FIND OUT HOW YOO CAN EARN

FREE INTERNET ACCESS Ahjp PAGING SERVIQE
EVERY MONTH FOR

\
IFF

LEARN HOW TO BECOME SUCCESSFUL
IN A BUSINESS OF YOUR OWN

CALL NOW FOR MORE INFORMATION

MARK LAWRENCE PEAY
A.C.N. INDEPENDENT REPRESENTATIVE

888-998-2083
WWW. ACN INC.COM

P E A Y D A Y A C N I N C NET
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If
you think Quark is a television charac-

ter or the subatomic particle proposed as

the building block of all matter, you're

right. But Quark is* also the international

deader in electronic publishing software ( ever

hear of QuarkXPress?) with a strong and

growing presence in the area of client/server

technologies. And weVe based in Denver.

\\: IV \1 \^^ \« Ml M , ^ 1
\
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Colorado, beneath a sky that for more than

300 days a year is blue and sunny.

If you'd like to put your Computer Science or

Engineering degree to use as a developer right

now, and if you have experience with Windows

and/or Macintosh API, we'd like to hear from

you. If you have a strong knowledge of user

interface design, networking, or publishing,

we'd LOVE to hear from you.

>V f""
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Send your r^um^ «•:

Software development

internships available, too!

;: *-*i fiMi<;M

QuaHi,Inc

Attn: Dcft Beautiful Life

1800 Giant Street

Denver, CO 80203

Ymi may email your r^m^ to:

employment^fuaHLCom

Or you may fax your r^m^ to:

303.814.3049

Abo, dMcfc out our website at

iitt^//«v«m4KU>HLcom
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^itosal spray flu vaccine test results promising

INNOCULATION: New method

shows high success rate in

protecting young children

ByDaiiiclQ.Hancy

The Associated Press

SAN DIEGO - Hate the flu? Hate the flu

shot even more?

Crybabies large and small, this news is for

you: Soon there should be a flu vaccine that's

sprayed painlessly up the nose, and it seems to

work even better than the kind that comes via a

needle.

The nasal spray vaccine has been in the

works for several years, but testing last winter

produced some surprising results. The ordi-

nary flu shot was a bust, but the spray variety

worked very well.

Doctors who released the flndings Sunday

said they believe the spray vaccine will have an

important place in preventing the flu, especial-

ly for children or anyone else who is phobic

about shots.

The flu virus is constantly mutating. So each

year, government health agencies choose the

three strains of the virus that appear most like-

ly to be problems during the upcoming flu sea-

son. These are then used to create the flu shot,

which is made of killed viruses.

Going into last winter, the agencies chose

wrong. They picked strains called A/Shenzhen,

A/Wuhan and B/Harbin-like. But the culprit

turned out to be a variety of flu called

A/Sydney.

Dr. Nancy Cox, a flu expert at the National

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention in

Atlanta, said the flu shot offered only marginal

protection against this strain.

But the nasal spray variety did much better,

even though it contained the same three flu

strains. Testing on 1,358 children last winter

showed that it was 86 percent protective

against A/Sydney.

"What happened last year with A/Sydney is

very exciting. This was a true test, and the vac-

cine passed with flying f lors. Right now, it

looks like the spray has kd\antages," said Dr.

Dominick lacuzio of tht National Institutes of

Health.

The NIH cosponsorcd the test of the spray

vaccine, called FluMist, with its developer,

Aviron of Mountain View, Calif. Dr. Robert

Belshe of Saint Louis University described the

results at an infectious disease meeting spon-

sored by the American Society for

Microbiology.

In the study, 917 children received the spray

vaccine, while 441 got dummy sprays. Two per-

cent ofthe vaccinated children got the flu, com-

pared with 13 percent in the comparison

group.

Doctors believe the spray works better

because it is made with a weakened virus rather

than a dead one. When sprayed up the nose, the

virus causes a harmless infection and produces

new copies of itself.

"We believe the live vaccine induces a fuller

See FLU, page 28
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Student groups sue over access, allocatipn of funds
fEES: Several higher-learning

institutions have gone to court

with religious, political groups

^fUtuiMiMti

lenge the constitutionality of the school's poli-

cies on allocating student activity fees.

The lawsuit - filed against the University of

Miami's president, vice president of student

affairs, and dean of students - claims that the

university's practice of refusing to allow

Christian student organizations access to stu-

Members of Wright State University's College

Republicans group stirred controversy in

February 1997 in a letter to the student newspa-

per challenging the spending of university

money on specialized student groups.

The controversy culminated in a spirited 90-

minute debate and public forum attended by

The New York Times

-^ Should universities be allowed to provide

operating money to student organizations

geared toward a single racial or sexual orienta-

tion while denying Christian student organiza-

-tions or political groups similar funding?
—

^

The question lies at the heart ofa federal law-

suit filed recently in U.S. District Court in

Cincinnati in which four Christian organiza-

tions and 1 1 students at Miami University chal-

HcnPactivities money used to subsidize dozens—150 Students featuring members of the

of other student groups violates the Christian

organizations' free-speech rights.

The suit seeks unspecified monetary dam-

ages and a court order barring Miami from

using its current funding system.

^^ About $34 per student is collected annually

to support more than 120 campus organiza-

tions.

The issues have raged on other college cam-

puses, and in other courtrooms as well.

Republican group, WSU's Black Student

Union, and a gay and lesbian student group.

WSU's funding policies are similar to

Miami's: student groups that are religious or

political in nature may apply for one-time

grants to pay for special events, but generally

do not receive operating subsidies, as do many

other student organizations.

See FUNDING, page 28

New England town

deeply immersed in

of equality,

homosexual rights

TOLERANCE: Peaceful resort

town shaken by strong debate,

possible recall of local leader

By Thomas Farraghcr

The Boston Globe

OGUNQUIT, Maine - Rustled by brisk,

.early autumn winds, the colorful flags fly from

the porch of a quaint roadside inn - bright sym-

bols of tolerance that have become banners of

division.

In this seaside tourist resort, acclaimed for its

shimmering seashore and phenomenal foliage,

a storm is gathering. One official already has

resigned his post in protest. Another could be

forced out in November.

In a town where gays and lesbians have lived

in harmony with the straight community for

decades, a raw debate about a local bid to out-

law discrimination based on sexual orientation

threatens to dislodge Ogunquit's live-and-let-

live philosophy - an easygoing rhythm in tempo

with a place that proclaims itself the "beautiful

place by the sea."

"It's gotten all very complicated for an issue

that stftftcd with a flag," aaid Alhert Deiht

Russo, a member of the Planning Board.

"Ogunquit has always been a very tolerant com-

munity. There have always been a lot ofgay peo-

ple and gay businessmen here. Until this hap-

pened, everybody was friends.

"Now, this is forcing people to sort of take

sides on homosexuality. It's been very divisive

to this place."

See DIVISION, page 26
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Fri43y Night Live!

Check oui U\cnic<\ artists from the l/CLA student

community an4 the gi-eatei- Los Angeles a^e^.

r^ Octobet- 2, 1998

9pm to Mi4night

at Bradley International Hall International Room

Chiysjlis Ban4/ T^iko Pm.mmers
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RAKl/GO
J3p3 nese Sit-4owr) Come4y!

CPerformin^ In English)

KAKl/CO is Japanese comic story telling with 400 years of history.

It reflects Japanese culture and society In the 18th century.

Thursclay, October 8, 1998

7prr) to 10pm

Touring from Japan!

at the International R.oom

Bradley International Hall

This free show is for the Noo-^/apanesc audience

to get to know this traditional performing art, popular (row Japan.
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Sponsor-e4 by the International Perspectives Committee

CA committc by Pashcw international Student Center and Ofificc of Residential Life to bring UCLA international and US. students together)

For more inform^iiot), call C310) 267-1981

PRICE OF ONE
OFFER VALID MONDAY AND TUESDAY NIGHTS ONLY. (Atter 5:30 pm)

~ No mediums and offer excludes Sicilians. ^--^

No half & half order please. Must mention ad.

Me<^

* ?t\c«!,

>0^'}^fte^^^^^^^^^$%^>
Not valid on Sicilians or with any other offer. Must mention ad.

CUP AND SAVE

Exp. 10/9/98

I
LARGE
PIZZA w/
Free Liter

TWO TOPPINGS

TAX INCLUDED

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon
per pizza.

*

• Must present coupon.
Limit 3 pizzas per address.

Open until 1 am

CUP AND SAVE

Exp. 10/9/98

iim
LARGE
PIZZA w/
Free Liter

TWO TOPPINGS

TAX INCLUDED

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon

per pizza.
*

Must present coupon.

Umit 3 pizzas per address.

Open until 1 am

CLIP AND SAVE

Exp. 10/9/98

I
LARGE
PIZZA w/
Free Liter

TWO TOPPINGS

TAX INCLUDED

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon

per pizza.
*

Must present coupon.

Limit 3 pizzas per address.

Open until 1 ^m
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Giina irons its wrinlded Red flag

COMMUNISM: Party

lauds socialist ideals to

revitalize National Day

By Joseph Albright and Marda
Kunstd
Cox News Service

BEIJING - In one of China's

most stridently nationalistic inter-

ludes in a decade, the nation's

rulers are pulling out the stops to

glorify the once pallid President

Jiai)^ Zemin and proclaim the dom-

inance of Communist Party rule.

With a single-mindedness that

would have heartened the late

leader Mao Tse-tung, Communist

Party propagandists recast

Thursday's National Day to praise

Jiang for his brilliance in directing a

"people's war" to vanquish this

summer's heavy floods.

The campaign's most visible

symbof is a 20-foot-long photo

montage featuring Jiang with a

megaphone inspiring legions of

flood-fighting troops as they stand

shouldcr-lo-shoulder proleclmg

sand-bagged river dikes.

Thousands of Chinese holiday-

makers viewed the giant Jiang

poster Thursday as they trooped

into ihB MuBauMi olilm Revolution,

just off Beijing's Tiananmen

Square, to sec an urgently arranged

exhibition of flood-fighting pho-

tographs.

The campaign, which seems to

be playing very well with the people

of China, is also .symbolized by the

lavishncss oJ' the party's daily self-

congratulatory rhetoric on radio

and television. The tone barkens

back to the heady years not long

after Mao declared the founding of

a "new" nation - the People's

Republic of China - on Oct. I,

m%
"History has eloquently proved

that the Communist Party of China

is a great, glorious and correct

party," Premier Zhu Rongji told

1,000 party leaders and foreign dig-

nitaries Wednesday at a banquet on

the eve of National Day.

"The socialist system

has incomparable

superiority."

Zhu Rongji

Premier of China

Zhu, who has enjoyed an over-

seas reputation as a non-ideological

pragmatist. has emerged in recent

weeks as' one of the Communist

Party's chief drum-beaters in the

propaganda campaign to celebrate

what is repeatedly referred to as

China's "flood-fighting spirit."

"The socialist system has incom-

other party luminaries, led by Jiang

himself. .

"The anti-flood campaign

proves that the Chinese

Communist Party is a great, glori-

ous and correct party," the presi-

dent said last month in a visit to the

flood-damaged town of Jiujiang in

eastern China. "The socialist sys-

tem has great superiority. The army

is trustworthy. The Chinese people

are industrious and courageous."

Two days ago, Jiang rose to new

heights of rhetoric when he likened

China's victory over the floods to

its conquest of pro-democracy pro-

testers in Tiananmen Square in

1989.

"In the late 1980s and early

1990s, we stood up to the interna-

tional and domestic political distur-

bances to defend the great under-

taking of building socialism with

Chinese characteristics and suc-

cessfully withstood a severe test of

political risk," Jiang said. "This

time, we conquered the assaults of

the extraordinarily serious flooding

... and withstood a severe tesl of

natural disaster."

It remains a mystery just why the

Communist party hierarchs chose

this year's Qoods as a pretext for

such an extended barrage of patri-

otic and pro-paity propaganda.

puruble aupenonty and vnaltty^

Zhu said Wednesday in his first

National Day speech since becom-

ing premier in March. "Our people

will be able to advance the great

cause of building socialism with

Chinese characteristics -in all

areas."

The stat^ media have been laden

with almost identical slogans from

one theory i s that lollowtSf^

President Bill Clinton's mid-sum-

mer trip to China, the ruling party

leaders were worried about a stir-

ring of support for ending the

Communist Party's political

monopoly through the creation of a

legal opposition party.

See COMMUNIST, page 28

Business cards get new life

with computerized system
TECHNOLOGY: Scanner

may bring old business

practice into the future

By Simson Garfinkle

The Boston Globe

Go to a conference, an afternoon

seminar, or even a high-powered din-

ner party, and you're likely to come
home with a fist full of business cards.

A quaint holdover from the 19th cen-

tury, business cards are actually one

of the primary techniques for circu-

lating names, addresses and contact

information in the modern world.

Business cards are incredibly flexi-

ble and decidedly low-tech. You can

be really simple and just put your

name, address and phone number on

a card. Or you can get fancy and pop-

ulate your little piece of real estate

with a logo, two addresses, a compa-

ny slogan and more. Today's business

cards increasingly are filled with

Internet-related information, such as

e-mail addresses and web sites.

But while business cards are a

great way to transmit information,

they're not terribly practical for infor-

mation storage - they're easy to mis-

place. and it's hard to search through

which makes it easy to drop some-

body an e-mail or to address an enve-

lope to them.

Another way to manage your busi-

ness cards is to scan them into your

computer directly, then manage the

information using CardScan, a nifty

product by Corex Technologies

Stripped-down versions of CardScan

ship with some scanners, such as

Visioneer's PaperPort. Corex jusi

shipped Version 4 of its full-strength

application, priced at roughly $80.

CardScan is actually two products

in one. The first is a Windows 95 con-

tact-management program which is

specially optimized for managing

scanned business cards. The second

part of the CardScan equation is the

CardScan 300 business card scanner

This $270 device connects to a

Windows-based computer through

the parallel port and lets you scan

cards directly into the CardScan

applicatioh.

The CardScan application pro-

gram is a pleasufe4o use. The addres^

book creates a little database'with ilk-

fields for' each of the pieces of infor

mation (name, title, etc.) that goes on

a business card. Although many pre

fer free-format address books to those

based on fields, CardScan is flexible

epoMgh \Q stprg many diffgrgnt kind-

a stack ot cards to tmd somebody m
particular.

One approach that I have used in

the past for dealing with business

cards is to photocopy a dozen or io

cards onto a big page, punch holes in

the paper, and keep everything in a

three-ring binder. The cards that I

refer to again and again got typed into

my computerized address book.

ot addresses.

For each business card , CardScai

stores an image in its database. Thi

program then analyzes the card, look-

ing for the person's name, address

phone and other information, riic

program automatically recognizc>

words such as "Fax" and "Pager.

SeeG(RDS,page27

NOW OPEN IN CALIFORNIA
Buy any large 2 topping regular priced pizza and
receive any one ot our specially salacis FREE
Choice of Caesar, Greek, Antipasto or Tossed Salad

Qpecialfu

fealad FREE
VALUE
$6.60

Pi«a>« menfton thn coupon Coupon hos rx) cosh
vohm Not volKi with ony othe' ortei Coupon lequired Fxpues 10/3W98

VALUE

MEDUIM THIN
CRU9T PIZZA

WITH 2 TOPPINGS

$1199
I I Plus Tax

LAROE THIN
CRU9T PIZZA

WITH 2 TOPPINGS

$
lO PlusPlus Tax

ChMM Ptaa for t9.00

Pleat* m«n»ion fh« coupon Coupon ha no co«h
voKjb Not void wtm ooy o»h» oWe* Coupon requded Expire* 10/31/98

ChMM Ptan (or (7.00

Vc5^Ves^- Ph.3io.966.5050
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1 Lai;ge Thin Cmsf Cheese Pizza

voir
01^ PlusTax

Reg. (11.95.

\\

Neopoiifan Thin Crusi or

dicilian Deep Dish

Pteoie rT>entton thi* coupon Coupon txM no cosn
Jgt>g_t«oL>gjgj«g^lony_ottwoff«« Coupon requifecl t)T*ei 10/31/98
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fiourmef 9auces Maroni
Reg.

$18.75

C^"? rr^'es^

t'Jl special

$400 OFF
Large thin crust combo pizza. Comes witti Sweet Italian

Sausage/ Pepperoni, Roasted Onions, Canadian Bacon,
Green Peppers, Black Olives. Green Olives, Mushrooms
and Extra Cheese - The Maroni is our sigr)ature pizza!

Pieoie rr^entioo th« coupon Coupon ho» no cosh
_,^_^j;q["g_No»_vold¥ghany^ttwoff Coupon reqiifeO Expire* 10/31/98
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What!? You Have Not Bought

Studenl Sperto Package
Check Out What You Are Missing;
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country. Don't miss these great games: Washington State (10/3),

Oregon (1 0/1 7), Stanford (10/31 ), and USC (1 1/21 ).
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Bruin Athletics - Admission To All Other UOA Athleti^—

^

Home Events (excluding Men's Basketball).

YOM Cm Have II All Fer

Just $39
Purchase Your SSP At Central Ticket Office.

Also Look For These Other Student Opportunities:

• Free Student Busing To The Rose Bowl - Free Round Trip Transportation For Ucia

Students From Campus To Each Football Game. Just Sign Up I he Week Of Each Game At The

Central Ticket Office To Reserve Your Spot.

• Exclusive Student Toilgote Party - Free Access To The Student Tailgate Party Before Each

Football Game. Enjoy Food, Games, And Entertainment At The Rose Bowl In An Area

Exclusively Set Aside For Students In The Food Zone.

Call (310) UCLA-WIN or stop by Central Ticket Office for more information.
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Excessive potato consumption alarms cancer researdiers
MET: Institute's jouraal argues

starch-laden spud should be

stripped of vegetable designation

ByLttCondon
Los Angdes Daily News

Americans are eating more fruits and vegeta-

bles than they did 25 years ago but the increase is

mostly in potatoes - fried potatoes^according to

a national study.

And that is a problem, because a fried potato

a day won't / keep the doctor away, the

researchers said in the study released

Wednesday.

**l count french fries as a vegetable," said Dr.

Susan M. Krebs-Smith, author of the report that

appeared Thursday in the American Cancer

Society's journal, Cancer. "Some people laugh

at that, but we fry a lot of vegetables."

Too many, the study found.

Potatoes account for half of all vegetables

Americans are eating, and half of the potatoes

end up being eaten as french fries, Krebs-Smith

said. She said it shows just hpw fast-food depen-

dent the nation has become.

Tomatoes are the second most popular veg-

etable and, especially when cooked, are valuable

in preventing prostate cancer in men.

While frying vegetables doesn't necessarily

diminish nutritional benefits, it adds grease to

diets that already are too laden with fat, she said.

What's more, the potato is not the best veg-

etable in terms of nutrition or cancer prevention.

In fact, Krebs-Smith said the American Institute

of Cancer Research has even suggested that the

potato lose its designation as a vegetable because

it contains so much starch. ^

Ron Rosalez, who works for Disney in nearby

Glendale, said he'd like to lose weight but fre-

quently fmds himself eating fast food.

"This is quick and easy, especially when you

only have half an hour for lunch," said Rosalez.

"Fruits and vegetables just aren't as accessible as

french fries. On most people's work schedules, I

think the government's goals are hard to meet."

In fact, Americans are barely meeting govern-

ment recommendations for eating fruits and
vegetables daily, the study found.

"We've made some progress, but we're cer-

tainly not there yet," said Gloria Stables, direc-

tor of the Five a Day For Better Health program
sponsored by the National Cancer Institute.

Researchers found that between 1970 and
1995, Americans consumed 19 percent more
vegetables, 22 percent more fruit and 47 percent

more grain products.

Government guidelines call for at lea$t three

to five servings of vegetables a day and two to

four servings of fruit. The study said that in 1994
- the latest year for which figures are available -

Americans averaged 3.6 servings of vegetables

and 1.5 servings of fruit a day.

Krebs-Smith, a researcher for the National

Cancer Institute, notes that these are minimum
recommendations for reducing cancer risk.

She said the recommendation to eat five serv-

ings of fruits and vegetables daily is for people

who consume only small quantities of food on

low-calorie diets.

"For most people, the recommendations

would be higher than that," Krebs-Smith said,

noting that most people should be eating seven

or eight servings ofvegetables and fruits a day to

reduce the risk for colon, rectal, breast and
prostate cancer.

While fruit and vegetable consumption may
be up nationwide, the state's Department of

Health Services reported that it has slipped

among adults in California - back to 1989 levels.

"Wc think people arc buying fruits and veg-

etables, but they're not eating them," said

Jennifer Gregson, a senior research associate for

the department's Research and Nutrition

Sec fOWIOES, page 29

Move over El Nino, La Nina ready to warm up Southwest region
WEATHER: Dry climate

could hurt farm^ops;

scientists look for trend

ByDickStantey

The New York Times

AUSTIN, Texas - Thanks to

September's heavy rains, grass is

greener these days in the Austin area

than it's been since April. But it could

turn brown again and stay that way

until late spring, if dueling are^of
cold and warm water in the eastel'n

equatorial Pacific Ocean reach a cold

conclusion.

The winner will influence the glob-

al climate for months, affecting rain-

fall, temperature and wind patterns

across Texas and everywhere else.

The National Weather Service

expects a strengthening La Nifta

effect (the cold water) to be victori-

ous, extending into the winter and

spring, which for the Southwest gen-

erally means mild and dry weather. In

nlhpr wnrds, the region should expeij.-

ence the opposite of the cool and wet

El Niiio (the warm water) conditions

that Texas saw last winter and early

spring.

Central Texas farmers lost millions

of dollars this year when last winter's

EI Nii^o rains perversely stopped in

April and unusually dry conditions

settled in for the late spring and sum-

mer. Farmers could see the same trou-

bles happen all over again if La Nifta

prevails in the Pacific and stifles the

normal rains of winter and spring.

Last summer's potential for wildfires,

"qiiashed by this montliVHeavy^rains,

also might return.

But for months now, the areas of

cold and warm water in the equatorial

Pacific that represent a strengthening

-La Nina and a waning Fi Nin<> havg

been alternating, keeping scientists

guessing as to which one will be domi-

nant in the long run.

El Niiio, Spanish for the Christ

child, got its name centuries ago when
Peruvian fishermen noticed that the

recurring cycles of warm water that

disrupted fishing were most apparent

around Christmastime. Scientists in

this century gave the name La Nina to

the opposite effect of colder-than-nor-

mal water there.

Things seemed much clearer for

climate prediction in June when
University of Texas (UT) space

researchers monitoring satellite sen-

sor data on the Pacific saw the sea

level of the eastern Pacific dropping

below normal, a situation that rough-

ly wrrglotM with coldef iimtef iemr
peratures. This observation allowed

them to predict a coming La Nina

period, although one of uncertain

duration.

"You can be pretty sure there's

going to be some La Nifta," Don
Chambers, an aerospace engineer at

UT's Center for Space Research, said

in June. Chambers monitors sea level

data from an American-French radar

satellite called TOPEX/Poseidon,

which the weather service uses for

long-range climate predictions.

But by late August, after the weath-

er service had confirmed UT
researchers' June observations and

predicted a coming La Nina winter

and spring, the phenomena shifted.

Chambers then said the satellite

-WMfccording a return to ncarmmuaL
sea level in the eastern Pacific, while

an area of cold water in the central

ocean that had been moving eastward

seemed to be holding stationary.

In recent weeks, however, the cold

water has begun moving eastward

again, meaning La NiAa is regaining

her supremacy. -'—--——-^

"However, we can't estimate how

SeeNINitpa9e28
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career fair

Thursday, Oct. 8

11:00 AM -4:00 PM
PAULEY PAVILION

RECEPTION

THURSDAY, OCT. 8

6:00 - 9:00 PM
WESTWOOD BREWING CO

WE WANTED TO GET A HEAD START
ON INTRODUCING OURSELVES AT
THE CAREER FAIR.

Founded by five college students in 1989, the company has grown to

more than 500 employees by hiring graduates from the best schools in

the country. We're revolutionizing the way products are bought and

sold for Fortune 500 companies such as Hewlett-Packard, Chrysler,

Boeing, AT&T and Ernest and Julio Gallo.

We are looking for top candidates from around the country to join our

re-engineering ^evolution. Candidates should be extremely aggressive

and creative. Strong communication and presentation skills are

required along with the desire for continuous development. We are look-

ing for bright and talented people from varied backgrounds. Only the

best need apply. For more information, check out our website at

www.trilogy.com.

Meet us at the Career Fair and learn more about Trilogy at the

Reception at Westwood Brewing Co. For more information, contact

courtney.dreyer@trilogy.com.

TRILOGY
60)4 Wtit Courtyaid Drivt

Austin. Teiu 78730 USA

t 512.425.3400

/ 512.685 3960
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Number of LA homicides continues to decline

RATES: With fewer murders

-^committed in area, detectives

have time to solve more cases

By Patrick McGrecvy
Los Angeles Daily News

LOS ANGELES - With Los Angeles'

homicide rate dropping to a level not seen

since 1970, detectives have lighter caseloads,

are solving more murders and getting more
time to crack years-old cases, police said

Wednesday.

Police Chief Bernard Parks said this week
that Los Angeles has logged 307 homicides so

far this year, putting the city on a record pace

toward fewer than 400 murders by the year's

end, since more occur in the summer.

In 1993, there were 1,077 homicides in Los

Angeles and detectives solved, or "cleared" in

police terms, 60.8 percent of the cases. By
comparison, last year there were 569 homi-

cides.^nd the clearance rate was 70.7 percent.

j!'_With lower caseloads, detectives have

more time to work on cases so they should

have a higher clearance rate," said Capt. Jim

Tatreau, commanding officer of the LAPD's
Robbery-Homicide Division, which handles

many of the most complex and high-profile

homicides. "We are seeing a higher clearance

rate."

Earlier this year. Parks issued a report that

attributed the decline in the rate of serious

crimes to a variety of factors, chiefiy: the

"three strikes, you're out" sentencing law;

more police on the streets; and demographics
- the decline in the number of young males

who, statistically, are most likely to be

involved in crime.

LAPD officials are so encouraged by the

trend that they have ordered police divisions

to audit unsolved cases going back five years

and to send promising cases to the Robbery-

Homicide Division for fresh looks.

Los Angeles still does not have as high a

clearance rate as other major cities.

New York City, which has twice the popu-

lation and thr^e times as many officers, had

767 homicides last year with a clearance rate

of 88.8 percent, said Lt. Stephen Biegel.

LAPD officials also say that clearance

rates must be viewed with caution because

they count all homicides solved in a year,

including crimes committed in previous years,

against the number of homicides committed
that year. As a result, some divisions, includ-

ing the LAPD's West Valley Division, have
had clearance rates abov* 100 percent in

recent years.

AlsQ, the actual number of homicides
solved can drop even with higher clearance

rates.

Even so, LAPD officials say the drop in

homicides this year has given them a signifi-

cant chance to spend more time on each case,

allowing for higher success rates in putting

killers behind bars.

Nowhere in the city is that more apparent

than in the South Bureau, which has tradition-

ally had the largest number of homicides of

any area of the city.

See MURDERS, page 24

Agriculture Department ignores African American stance

Wilson rejects

bill for statewide

reports on AIDS

DEPARTMENT: Governor argues

that proposal, which would

exclude patient names, is flawed

By Robert Salladay

San Francisco Examiner

SACRAMENTO - Gov. Pete Wilson late

Wednesday vetoed legislation to create a

statewide system for reporting HIV statistics, a

move health officials and AIDS activists said was

a blow to public health.

Wilson said the measure was flawed because

the HIV-infected person's name would not be

reported to the databank, and that "concerns over

confidentiality and discrimination should not be

used to justify an inadequate reporting system."

RIGHTS: Task force erected to

handle discrimination claims of

farmers against administration

deal with the problem.

The civil rights office is "making little attempt

to correct ^he mistakes of the past," said the

report by Inspector General Roger Viadero,

which was released on Thursday.

Agriculture Secretary Dan G l ickman has Ki*it^

In some instances, civil rights staff members
with little training were put in charge of serious

complaints, the report said. Many of the adjudi-

cators, who must determine whether discrimina-

tion occurred, were actually student interns, it

By lanellc Carter

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON ^=^—The Agriculture

Department's civil rights office is "in disarray"

and making no significant progress in clearing

up a backlog of discrimination complaints by

African American farmers, the department's

inspector general says.

He recommended stripping the office of its

jurisdiction and creating an outside task force to

acknowledged that current and past administra-

tions have discriminated against African

American farmers.

As of Sept. II, there were 6l6backlogged

complaints. Many have been ignored for years.

The report also found an '\mreliable reposito-

ry of information" and "case files too slovenly to

ensure the availability of critical documents." A
picture accompanying the report shows stack

upon stack of files, many uncovered and left

open.

"The problems we noted before ... continue,"

Viadero wrote, noting that Thursday's report on

the civil rights office was the fifth in just over a

year.

Glickman said he was "deeply disappointed"

by the problems identified by the report. "I am
ready to act on it today," he said.

White House spokesman Mike McCurry said

President Clinton has seen the report but was

See AGRICULTURE, page 24

California is one of nine states that does not

report statistics on the human immunodeficiency

_¥irus into a databank used to track the epidemic;

which has killed 65,000 people in the state.

Wilson, a Republican, said he would have pre-

ferred a bill allowing names to be recorded and

notification of the infected person's sex partners.

AIDS activists and public health workers

expressed dismay at the veto Pat Christen, execu^

tive director of the San Francisco AIDS
Foundation, said it was "harmful and short-sight-

ed and ... squanders a unique opportunity to

implement an HIV-reporting system."

Wilson's veto came before a midnight deadline

to act on legislation from the 1997-98 session.

AIDS is an affliction in which HIV weakens the

immune system, subjecting the body to serious

infection. AIDS is most often spread through sex-

ual contact, sharing contaminated needles and

See HIV, page 22

Auto Care
Service Center

15% Discount
with...

UCLA Student,

House Staff,

an^Faculty I.D.

Free Pick Up And Delivery
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Get 100 FREE minutes.

Then call anywhere in the U.S. for only 10^ a nninute.

\

Live off campus? Sign up for an AT&T One Rate® plan and your first 100 nninutes are FREE * lUMW
Whatever your calling needs are AT&T has a One Rate plan that's right for you.

^

AT&T One Rate* Phis: I0< a minute— one low rate all the time on state-to-state calls you dial from

home. Whoever. Whenever. Wherever you call in the U.S. And just a $4.95 monthly fee.

AT&TOne Rate* Off Peak: 10^ a minute on your state-to-state, direct dialed calls from home, from

7pm -7am and all weekend long; 25^ a minute all other times. And there's no monthly fee.

Sign up with ATftT and get 100 minutes FREE.

Call I 800 654-0471
and mention offer code 59917

or visit www.att.com/college/np.htnnil

r^ :

lt*s all within your reach.' ART
Terms and ccoditions apply Free minutes promoKOn applies to first full rnonthly biH Unused
minutes cannot be earned over Offer expires 10/15/98 Offer based on choice of AT4T One
late Plus or ATAT One Ratt Off Peak Plan Plans subject to billing availability In state rates vary

$3 moothly minimum usage applies to One Rate Off Peak Plan Call for details CI998 ATAT
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Upper dass growing in California

COUNTY: Los Angeles

ranked sixth in yearly

incomes over $100,000

By Enri^ut Rhrtro

Los Angeles Daily News

More Californians are joining

the ranks of the rich, according to a

study released Wednesday, includ-

ing in Los Angeles and Ventura

counties where the percentage of

six-figure households is among the

highest in California.

More than 915,000 households

in the state have annual incomes of

$100,000 or more, an increase of

21.9 percent since 1990, according

to the report from Acxiom Corp., a

Conway, Ark.,-based data analysis

service. And by decade's end, the

number is expected to swell to more
than one million households.

" In Los Angeles County, 9.5 per-

cent ofhouseholds were at or above

the $100,000 mark, compared with

7.8 percent in 1990. Ventura

County's six-figure households^re

at 10.4 percent, up from 9.3 per-

cent.

The study shows that there's a

significant segment of the popula-

-tien whose income if^owjng more
rapidly than others - specifically,

those who are already wealthy and

whosd pay includes equity in the

companies that employ them, said

John Karevoll, an analyst in

Acxiom's La Jolla office.

"In other words, they get stock

ot>tions; they get a piece of the

action," he said.

Nearly 9 percent of the state's

households are at or above

$100,000, compared with 6 percent

for the nation as a whole, the study

said. That's up for the state from

1990's 7 percent, when the nation-

wide average was 4.4 percent that

year. „ .

Northern CaliforniaThad four of

the top 10 counties, with three head-

ing the list: Marin (18.4 percent),

north of San Francisco; Santa

Clara (13.6 percent), home of the

Silicon Valley; and San Mateo (13.5

percent), which is wedged between

San Francisco and the Silicon

Valley.

Orange (13 percent) and

Northern California's Contra

Costa (12.1 percent) counties sepa-

rated Los Angeles and Ventura

frpm the top five.

Los Angeles' ranking didn't sur-

prise Jack Kyser, chief economist

for the Los Angeles Economic
Development Corp., who said the

county did "very well" when com-

pared with the disproportionately

represented Silicon Valley counties,

where jobs tend to be more lucra-

tive - and where compensation is

largely in the form of stock options.

"That's what's going on in the

Silicon Valley, that is one of the

major currencies in that whole tech-

nology sector there," he aa id "You

have to say Orange County (also)

has a major technology sector."

But the recent stock market tur-

moil that has sent share prices spi-

raling downward in recent months

could change that. "The air has

gone out of that bubble a Uttle bit,"

Jiesaid.———— ——

^

In Los Angeles, people in the six-

figure income group are likely to be

in the entertainment, technology

and financial services industries, as

well as in more "mundane" sectors

like the apparel industry, he said.

"There has been a lot of discus-

sion about the shrinking middle

class in terms of upper income

households," he said. "We have a

lot of industries that could yield a

lot of newcomers to that (upper

income) rosier."

Also, it might be better to con-

sider absolute numbers rather than

percentages.

For example, Marin County's

population of 246,000 is barely a

dot compared with Los Angeles's

9.5 million - a number that would

give the county the nation's ninth-

largest population were it a sepa-

rate state.

"Relatively speaking, you have

to keep in mind the size of the uni-

verse you're dealing with," Kyser

said. "For a large county, I'd say

Los Angeles is doing very well." -

As for the rate of growth within

that six-figure income segment of

the population, Los Angeles is

somewhere in the middle - a result

of the recession of the early 1990s,

which hit the county particularly

hard, Karevoll said.

"The most current data indicates

ihttt the growthratciicatching xjp^

California passes legislation

to curb paparazzi's activity

he said. "We expect household

income and job generation to grow

at a faster rate, only because Los

Angeles was coming up from a

worse situation and (had) more of a

recovery to do."

The county lost about 200,000

aerospace jobs, all of them high

See RKH, page 29

LAW: Some contend bill

limits rights, others say

it doesn't go far enough

ByLMaOtutsdi
The Associated Press

California has passed a law that

tries to put a lens cap on paparazzi

and their raw, high-priced and widely

circulated photos of celebrities in pri-

vate moments.

Next year, it will be illegal to take

the now infamous pictures of Brad

Pitt in the buff on a private beach or

to shoot Madonna's 1985 wedding to

Sean Penn from one of the army of

helicopters that swirled above her

Malibu mansion.

Gov. Pete Wilson signed the bill

into law Wednesday, saying it would

give celebrities, crime victims and

others grounds for lawsuits when
they feel their privacy has been vio-

lated by photographers or reporters.

It becomes law on Jan. 1.

"Under this bill, the so-called

*stalkerazzi' will be deterred from dri-

ving their human prey to distraction

- or even death," Wilson said.

The bill was introduced after

t'nnc^ss Diana was killed last yeai in ul pi Ivaty.'

the biggest names in show business -

Madonna, Tom Cruise, Arnold

Schwarzenegger, Sylvester Stallone

and Elizabeth Taylor. "I think the bill

does very little, but what it does is

good," said University of Southern

California law professor Erwin

Chemerinsky, one of few First

Amendment advocates favoring the

bill.

It was opposed by newspaper and

broadcast groups which sawnt as an

infringement on the right to gather

news.

But Screen Actors Guild

President Richard Masur insisted

Thursday the bill does not target

paparazzi or apply exclusively to

movie and TV stars.

"It targets a particular kind of

behavior," Masur said. "It applies to

what, in other circumstances, would

be considered voyeuristic behavior."

For instance, he said, photograph-

ing a star's private life at home when
they are unaware that a long lens

camera is peering at them is a clear

intrusion. ^
The new law forbids "constructive

trespass," the use of technologically

advanced devices to watch or eaves-

drop on someone in a situation where

they have "a reasonable expectation

a Paris car crash following a high-

speed night from paparazzi, or

celebrity photographers. However,

the paparazzi who chased Diana
would not have been covered by

California's law because her activi-

ties were in a public place and there

was no expectation of privacy.

Outrage at the paparazzi follow-

ing Diana's death came from some of

The bill defines invasion .of priva-

cy as trespassing with the intent tO

capture audio or video images of a

celebrity or crime victim engaging in

a personal or family activity.

It extends trespassing to electronic

devices. It also allows the celebrity or

crime victim to recover damages
from the paparazzi and people whc

employ them.
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Nubira CDX
4-door Sedan

Introducing the Daewoo Leganza, the Daewoo Nubira

and the Daewoo Lanos. Nice new cars, complete

with new car handling. New car reliability.

New car smell. For not much more than

you'd pay.for a used car.

With coverage so inclusive, your first three

years (or 36,000 miles) of scheduled

maintenance are taken care of.

Used books.
Used furniture.

Used Jeans

Even oil and wiper blades.

To learn more about Daewoo

("Day-woo") and our special college

financing plan, check out

www.daewoous.com,

or stop by a

Daewoo Store.

We'll make sure

you don t feel used anymore.

Paeimoo. A neiRr car.

A neiHf experience

Ready for something n^iir?
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4-door Sedan

Daewoo ofVan Nuys
6001 Van Nuys Blvd.
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Daewoo of Ontario

1251 Auto Center Drive
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Goverriment takes aim at mail scams
CAMPAIGN: Commission

attempts to put an end

to fraudulent operations

By Kal|Mina Srinivasan

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - The envelope

bears your name in bold letters

across the top and promises thou-

sands of dollars in winnings for a

small fee.

The government has two words

for you: Toss it.

The Federal Trade Commission

announced a nationwide campaign

Thursday to alert consumers to

common mail scams and crack

down on operations that con them

out of money through the mail.

More than 120 million households

will receive a crime prevention

warning from the U.S. Postal

Inspection Service, as part of the

effort to reach every household in

the nation.

"Crooks who use the mail seek to.

take advantage of the trust

Americans have in the Postal

Service as a safe, secure and reliable

means of communications," said

Chief Postal Inspector Kenneth J.

Hunter. "We ... arc determined to

prevent unscrupulous promoters

from undermining that trust."

their promotions legitimacy, Some
advertise free vacation getaways

and entice people to call telemar-

keters who then inform them of the

catch: They must join a travel club

for hundreds of dollars.

"Consumers are conned out of

millions of dollars each year by

direct mail scams. Bogus sweep-

stakes, travel scams, chain letters,

illegal foreign fotteries, sham prize

offers - the list is endless," said

Jodie Bernstein, director of the

FTC's Bureau of Consumer
Protection.

Such scams often target older

Americans, who may spend thou-

sands of dollars on products such as

unwanted magazine subscriptions,

hoping to improve their chances of

winning a prize.

In some cases, a family member's

keen eye is the only thing that stops

the deceptive practice.

"The fact that these folks have

your name, that they personalize

this stuff, it gives you a sense that

Jhey are reaching out to you, that

you are special," said Greg
Marchildon, a spokesman for the

American Association of Retired

Persons. He added that some people

become repeat victims, when opera-

tions sell lists of "easy targets" to

other companies.

To fight such scams, the FTC
plans to expand a database it dcvel-

Pages plan to run ads tipping cus-

tomers off to another common mail

trick: phony bills. Some operations

send bills to people, mimicking the

business logos of legitimate compa-

nies. Customers who don't look

carefully at their statements may
pay for services they never bought.

State and federal officials have

taken some steps to address the

problem. State attorneys general

have brought hundreds of cases

against direct mail organizations.

American Family Publishers, which

sponsors a sweepstakes endorsed by

celebrities Ed McMahon and Dick

Clark, reached a $1.25 million settle-

ment in March with 32 states and

the District of Columbia.

The company agreed to stop

telling consumers they are winners

or have already won a prize unless

that actually happens, and agreed to

say no purchase isneeded to enter.

Sen. Ben Nighthorse Campbell,

R-Colo., has sponsored a bill that

would require sweepstakes sponsors

to proniinently display warning

labels on their envelopes and on pro-

motional material inside.

The Federal Trade Commission

recommends that consumers toss

any solicitation:

•That asks for payment for a

"free" gift.

•That doesn't clearly identify the

company and its street address and

MEXICO

The latest campaign is meant to

address a host of gimmicks that

bombard, Americans' mailboxes,

including sweepstakes and prize

promotions that require consumers

to pay a fee or buy something to

receive their rewards.

Other operations use govern-

ment look-alike mail, playing off the

names of federal agencies to give

oped last year to keep track ot com-

plaints related to mass mail fraud.

Information from the database has

led federal and state officials to take

law enforcement action against

more than 200 companies.

Some Better Business Bureau

chapters will report their complaints

to be included in the database.

The groups that publish Yellow

"pHonenumber

•That looks like a government

document and suggests contest win-"

nings or unclaimed assets are yours

for a small fee.

•That offers a "prepaid" or "spe-

cial" deal and asks for a nominal

monthly "processing fee" or that

asks for your bank account or credit

card account number.

From page 5

Still, key files and military records

remain sealed, leaving many lingering

questions: How many people really

died? Who ordered a security battalion

put together for the Olympics to fire

on the unarmed crowd?

Luis Echeverria, who (as interior

minister) oversaw security matters,

says he was kept uninformed because

Diaz Ordaz didn't trust him. Yet the

president, who would die in 1979,

tapped Echeverria as his successor.

Rodriguez believes that even if the

records are opened, they will only

show the government line - that stu-

dent protesters fired first-.

'The revolutionary

flag is in the hands

of the youth."

Luis Sosa

Railroad worker

"It was a tremendous massacre and

now they want to clean it up and say, as

they have been for 30 years, that we
had snipers," she says. "The snipers

were from the Olympic Battalion, and

they were among us."

It is more important for Mexico to

focus on ensuring younger generations

"ftgnefit from lessons M ihe massacre .
«P

The next decade saw guerrilla

groups rise in the mountains and

opposition parties strengthen.

The event itself shaped the ideology

of that era's youth; President Ernesto

Zedillo says \/b% marked the begin-

ning of his political awareness. Photos

published just last month show a 16-

year-old Zedillo being roughed up by

soldiers in street turmoil before the

massacre.

The new generation is growing up

skeptical of the Institutional

Revolutionary Party that has gov-

erned the nation since 1929.

In the July 1997 vote, Mexico City's

first mayoral election gave a landslide

decision to leftist leader Cuauhtemoc

Cardenas. More than half his support

came from voters younger than 30.

Luis Sosa, a railroad worker )yho

participated in the 1968 .movement,

says Cardenas' victory was long-await-

ed fruit of the democracy protests.

"The old guard, as in my case, can

die peacefully because the historical

continuity has been passed. For me,

the revolutionary flag is in the hands of

the youth, as it always should be," said

Sosa, 61.

Today, however, there is no mass

7outh movement in Mexfco. Now,^
young people worry about their future

in a global economy and feel disen-

franchised from the political structure,

says Rafael Estrada, the 24-year-old

leader of an umbrella group, the

National Youth Council.

Rodriguez's daughter, Aleida

Habana Campos, grew up listening to

^smrie&of 4968 but she is not pdilki^
she says.

- The impact of the slaughter was

sweeping: an end to mass protests; the

arrests of thousands of students,

including Rodriguez; the death of the

nation's faith in its government.

"Tlatelolco was the beginning ofthe

breakdown of consensus surrounding

the Mexican political system," Aguayo
says.

active. The 20-year-old aspiring actress

nevertheless appreciates the gains that

came from the sacrifice.

"If so many died who were our age,

who had the same dreams we have

today, another '68 can never be

allowed," Campos says. "We have the

course open before us now and we
must run it. Not walk it - we must

run.

TijQkets to die for.
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The Biggest and

Scariest Halloween Party

in the World!

OCT. 2, 3, 9, 10, 16, 17, 18, 22, 23,

24, 25, 28, 29, 30, 31 & NOV. 1

Blood-chilling. Wicked. It's the most

terrifying Haunt ever! Get your tickets

before it sells out. Knott's Berry
f

Farnn's 26th Annual Halloween

Haunt® has unearthed a casket- of

evil and horrifying spectacles.

You'll experience ten chilling nnazes

and re-thenned rides including

all-new Alien Attack. Horrorwood Hotel and Dead

Man's Wharf. Plus seven sinister stage shows. And

more than 1,200 live monsters, ghouls and goblins

lurking in the fpg. So

take a walk on the dark

side. "Get your tickets

from Ticketmaster. Hurry!

They're tickets to die for. 26 TEARS OP PEARS.

8039 Beach Blvd , Buena Park, CA (714) 220-5200 www halloweenhaunt com

CLvilVv

UViRA : HAUNUD

HOUSt PARTY

(21l)Mft-MM*(714^7n-tU8 Only Halloween Haunt tickets accepted for this event.

(M) MMTN • (111) nt-TIXS Sofry no costumes Event no< recommended for younj children or wimps
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Enter contest, win contest. Buy this cor. Record album. Pierce tongue ~ again. Ploy some big

festival. Stage dive. Wear neck brace for 3 months. Marry 4th wife. Buy on Island. Pilgrimage to

see Dalai Lama. Eat only pinto beans. Change name to one word. Divorce 4th wife. Enter

pinto bean rehab center. Gain 120 lbs. Sell Island to pay for wedding to 5th wife. Do a solo

country album - get head examined. Comeback reunion tour. 14 platinum albums. Save Peruvian

woodpecker. Direct Nike commercials. Run for prime minister of 3rd-world country. Divorce 5th wife.

Remove tattoo of 5th wife. Hove 25th b-doy bosh.

October iLv^A and 3rd iiAperience Freai. Previe,; Nights For Onl^ S26!
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HIV
Ff0fnpage16

infected blood products.

Although the state does keep track

of AIDS cases, many health officials

wanted a statewide system for HIV
cases since many new drug treat-^

ments are keeping people from show-

ing symptoms ofAIDS longer.

Democratic Assemblywoman
Carole Migden, who sponsored the

bill Wilson vetoed, rejected a report-

ing system 'that included the infected*

person's name so as not to scare peo-

ple away from getting tested in the

first place.

"Our main

concern U that
'——

it would deter

people who are

at the highest

risk of HIV
from testing

and medical

care,** said Fred

Dillon, state

policy director

for the San

FranciscoAIDS
4^oundation. —~ —

—

**Wc need to do

everything we can to avoid those

kinds of barriers."

**This bill would have enabled

California to modernize its AIDS
case reporting system ... without dri-

ving individuals away from HIV test-

ing and medical care," said Dr.

Mitchell Katz, the director of public

"This bill would have

enabled California to

modernize its AIDS

case reporting system."

Dr. Mitchell Katz

San Francisco public health

director

30 states report names to a central

databank.

"Existing law ensures confidential-

ity and protects those with HIV or

AIDS from discrimination," Wilson

said. "Any further concerns over pri-

vacy and discrimination do not war-

rant designing a reporting system

that does not adequately provide for

partner notification. Irrational con-

cerns over privacy should not inter-

fere with what must be our highest

priority, interrupting the chain of

HIV transmission."

Wilson signed into law:

' A bill mandating prison time for

people convict-

ed of having
""'^'"~^'""'^"

unprotected
sex with the

intention of

infecting some-

one with HIV.

The t^U calls

for up to three,

five or eight

years in prison,

and allows for

public > disclo-

sure of the per-

son's HIV sta-

-tus if they are

under investi-

gation for this crime.

The measure does not cover peo-

ple who have unprotected sex even

when they know they areJlIV-posi-

tive. Instead, a prosecutor must work

under a tougher legal standard -

proving the person willfully intended

to infect the partner •

health in San Francisco. "(The bill)

represented a sound public health

approach to HIV reporting, and

deserved the governor's support."

In his veto message, Wilson

acknowMged that public health offi-

cials are divided on the best way to

report HIV infections. Six other

states have anonymous systems like

Migden envisioned, but Wilson said

* A measure requiring emergency

regulations to protect health care

workers from unsafe needles that

may contain HIV or hepatitis B and

C. Every year, 1 million U.S. health

care workers are injured by being

accidentally poked with a needle.The
measure forces state worker-safety

agencies to act on the new regulations

byJan. 15, 1999.

STORIES
From page 3

For example, the rumors of under-

ground tunnels are true. There are

concrete tunnels beneath the ground

which span the entire campus, and

according to Dennis Bitterlich of the

University Archives, and they are

wide enough and tall enough to walk

through.

However, they were made for car-

rying the steam, water, gas, telephone

and electrical lines of the campus and

allow for easy access when mainte-

nance is needed.

During the rainy seasons in the

1930s and '40s they were used in the

registration process. Students would

fill out their cards and take their pic-

tures in the Women's Gymnasium

and then travel by the tunnels to the

Men's Gymnasium to pay their fpes.

In 1967, George Lincoln

Rockwell, the American Nazi leader,

used the tunnels to escape an await-

ing crowd of angry students after giv-

ing a controversial speech at Royce
Hall.

Nowadays, it isn't recommended
that students break into the tunnels,

which can become hot and danger-

ous.

Chandler said the orientation pro-

gram and campus tour guides have

stopped telling students about the

tunnels because too many students

have been hurt trying to invade them.

Another legend, less dangerous

than the former, involves a fish and

UCLA's main flagpole. The 100-foot

steel flagpole was a gift from Jake

Gimbel, a Bruin supporter and mem-

ber of the Gimbel department store

family.

At the foot of the flagpole is a

plaque bearing a picture of a South

American fish. It was placed there by

Gimbel in tribute to a discovery made

by a Gimbel-funded scjence expedi-

tion in South America.

A native legend asserted that an

electric fish roamed the waters. It

wasn't taken seriously until Gimbel's

group actually found the fish, which

was nanncd porotergus gimbeli as writ-

ten on the plaque below the flagpole.

So although other ancient institu-

tions like Harvard and Yale may have

towers of history to brag about,

UCLA Bruins can stand tall and

proudly proclaim that they have a

flagpole dedicated to a fish.

MEDICARE
From page 5

such as a $50 limit on patient fees for

emergency rodm care.

Some HMOi say they now want to

revise the 1999 plans they gave

Medicare officials in May.

Being allowed to charge people an

extra $1 or $2 for prescriptiotis, for

example, "means the difference

between plans being able to stay in the

market at all," Ignagni said.

Some argue,, however, that the

health plans actually are overpaid.

After reviewing HMO financial

records, the Health and Human
Services inspector general, June

Gibbs Brown, concluded that

Medicare far ovefcompensates health

plans for their administrative costs.

Noting that Medicare also has

received 20 requests from health

plans to expand service areas in 1999

and 45 applications from new plans,

DeParle said, *i have no doubt that

what we're paying them is adequate."

TERRORIST
From page 5

mass destruction.

The new charge does not specify

whether a military site was

attacked; it does allege that the

conspiracy began between 1992

and the present.
~

But papers filed when Salim was

first charged suggest that the new
charge may be referring to state-

ments from bin Laden to his top

aides that encouraged attacks on

installations occupied by U.S
forces in Saudi Arabia, Somalia

and Yemen.

In other filings the govemmeni
has said it is investigating bin

4.aden's role in attacks on U.S.

forces in Somalia in 1993 and early

1994.

Beyond those incidents the new
charge could suggest that investi-

gators have developed new leads in

two other unsolved attacks on U.S.

forces in Saudi Arabia.

In November 1995 in Riyadh,

seven people were killed in a

bombing at an American-run mili-

tary building.

In June 1996, 19 American air-

men were killed in the bombing of

Khobar Towers apartment com-

plex in Dhahran.

Bin Laden is said to have been

charged in an indictment this year.

The indictment, not released

publicly, accuses him of acts of ter-

ror that predate the embassy

bombings.

The new charges may also be an

attempt by prosecutors to solidify

the extradition case against Salim

TirOcnnany.

When prosecutors went before

a magistrate last week in

Manhattan to unseal the original

charges filed with the courts

against Salim, they said the

German authorities wanted to

obtain a copy of the charges "to

permit them to begin the extradi-

tion process."
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woRld's Foremost memory expert
DAvid MARkoff is RECoqNized as/tIhe woRld's [oremost AuikoRiiy on memory

iMpRovEMENT. EvEN T^E coMic book ANd upcoMiNq RIm MEMORYMAN® is bASEd

ON DAVid MARkoff S WOrW RENOWNEd MEMORY iMpROVEMENT WORk.

MillioNs who hAVE viEWEd t^e NAiiONAl TElEvisioN show MEMORYMAN® Ihave

SEEN DAvid MtMORizii^q A 5D-'diqTf NUMibER foRWARds ANd bAckwARds AS QuicklY AS

Ue hEARS iT ANd REMEMbERiNq tIhE NAMES of AN ENliRE AudiENCE.

His foRMulATiON of T^E CREAiivE AbiliTY System©, which is uNdER fEdERAl

copYRlqhi ANd ihEREfoRE TAuqhi iN NO oihER COURSE, is NECESSARY foR reaI memory

iMpROVEMENT. It aIIoWS ANYONE TO pOSSES AN EXCeHeNT MEMORY ^Nd ThE REWARds ThAT

qo wiTh iT.

ENTiRE school SYSTEMS hAVE iNCORpORATEd ThE CREATiVE AbiliTY SySTEM© iNTO ThEiR

CURRiCulA ANd hiS MEMORY TRAiNiNq COURSE hAS bEEN pRESENTEd AT OVER 25 CollEqES

_ANd 4^NivE^TiEs, iNcludiNqSTANfoRd, ColuMbJA, NYJi^-SMU, TJie UCSD Law
^School, ANd U.C.L.A.

There are war)\^ memory; experts...

There is onl\; or\e MEMORYMAN®
ar}d he is DAVID MARKOFF

CYBERMARKETERS
Make thousands of dollars a month

without ever leaving your computer. Go
to our website

www .memorvman .com
and see the cybermarketers section. By

promoting memory improvement you

insure your own success at recall and,

thus, achieve at least a 3.25 GPA.

Build ijour sales force all around the

countr\;,and the world.

Bui; J^othing'' Invest Nothing

Spend Nothing

WEB DESIGNERS &
PROGRAMMERS

We at MembryMan are developing

software that is changing the world and

making it a better place. If you have

skills in web design or computer

programiming and can workon a

commission basis only call

1-800-MEMORY GO

SIGN THIS CONTRACT
I hereby promise to achieve at least a 3.25 GPA this

quarter and thus make my family proud pf me. I will

improve iny ine inoiy in o rde r to accomplibli tliis goal so I

can recall on tests.

Name:

Signature:

G.P.A. Goal:

i i I

I

Are you ready? Aristotle said, "All knowledge is

recollection." The best way to recall is through

an improved memory.

* Get A*s in school
* Remeber peoples names

* Excel in school
* Expand your vocabulary •

* Perfect for all college exams
* Study in half the time

You insure excellent recall by purchasing (the

audio, video, or both) MemoryMan Course.

Memorize this formula: Ordering the

MemoryMan Course = 3.25 or better GPA
ft

See our website ,

www.memoryman.com or

www.memorywoman.com

A Triple your visual memory FREE in less than .^^ 10 minutes on www.memoryman.coniv ^

Audio:

$99.00

Video:

$79.00
Both:

$149.00

Your G.P.A. will be determined by your ability to recall the

concepts (problem solve) and facts out of your memory and

put them on a test paper. With the MemoryMan System

YOU'LL SUCCEED!

Call 1-800-MEMORY GO to order

or order on www.memoryman.com
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MURDERS
From page 16

The bureau, Avhkh covers an area

from the harbor to South Central

Los Angeles, had 428 homicides in

1993 - nearly half of all killings in the

city - which meant each detective

handled 12 to 20 new cases that year,

according to Lt. John Dunkin, who
heads the homicide unit in South

Bureau.

This year, with 106 homicides so

far, detectives are handling about

five cases each, Dunkin said.

The result: The clearance rate in

South Bureau has risen from 55 per-

cent in 1993 to 90 percent today, the

lieutenant said.

"Clearly, one of the significant

factors is that detectives have more
time to work their cases, to chase

down leads," Dunkin said.

Police in the San Fernando Valley

are also being freed up to chase old

cases and boost clearance rates.

While some valley divisions are

bettering the citywide clearance rate.

North Hollywood and others are not

seeing dips in the number of homi-

cides and thus have had lower clear-

ance rates.

In North Hollywood, the clear-

ance rate is 62 percent this year,

down from 70 percent last year and

94 percent the year before.

The valleywide rate so far this

year is 68 percent, while in 1995, the

earliest year available, the rate was

81 percent.

The Van Nuys Division has a

clearance rate of 87 percent this year

- higher than the citywide rate.

Of the 1 1 homicides this year, nine

have been cleared.

Only one of the 15 homicides last

year in Van Nuys Division remains

unsoIved,.Fisk said.

LINGERIE
From page 3

nity services division of the university

police department.

"People also need^to know that if

they see anybody suspicious lingering

around, they should call the police^

Greenstein said. "A lot of people

assume that someone else called or

they don't want to bother the police.

We'd rather have them call."

Residents have come home to find

the suspect iri their apartments on two^

occasions, and at these limes the si

pect said he was looking for a female

friend .

dent," Dempsey said.

Because the suspect may not be a

student, and because the incidents took

place ofT campus, university adminis-

trators have not yet taken any action in

Ihecjise.

"We may have some difficulty if

-these incidents took place offcampus^

The suspect was last seen wearing a

brown jacket, a teal and cream colored

plaid shirt, khaki pants, a baseball cap

and a green backpack.

"He acts like a student and he dress-

es like a student, but all of these people

are saying he looks too old to be a stu-

said Robert Naples, assistant vice

chancellor of student and campus life.

"However, ifthe alleged perpetrator

would be determined to be a student,

we would then look at the evidence

available and determine what action to

J," Naples ot3:

Since the burglaries began to be

Tcported, the LAPD has increased

patrol of the area, and detectives have

investigated the registered sex ofTend-

ers in he area, but the case has not yield-

ed any strong leads yet.

Ifanyone has information regarding

the case. Detective Dempsey can be

reached at (310) 575-8441.

AGRICULTURE
From page 16

"confident that Secretary Glickman is

addressing the issue vigorously and

effectively."

The report comes at a time when

the department is already under fire

because of a S3 billion federal lawsuit

by more than 600 African American

farmers alleging discrimination after

being denied farm loans and other

benefits. A trial is scheduled before

U.S. District Judge Paul Friedman in

February.

"What I've been saying for a

whole year is true," said John Boyd,

president of the National Black

Farmers Association. "It is dysfunc-

tional."

Viadero recommended that the

task force be composed of civil rights

personnel from other federal agencies

along with senior USDA personnel.

Under the leadership of an executive

director, the task force would have

full authority to review and resolve

complaints.

Creation of ihe task force would

give the civil rights office "the oppor-

tunity to focus on its own structure

and implement the reforms it needs to

function efficiently," the report said.

"The problems we
noted before ...

continue."

Roger Viadero
Inspector General

The report also recommends creat-

ing a post ofassistant secretary of civil

rights.

Glickman, while saying he would

make a recommendation to Congress

for the new assistant secretary's post

next year, rejected the recommenda-

tion for a completely independent

task force.

Instead, employees from within

the civil rights office along with other

USDA employees will make up a task

force. All recommendations of the

group must go through Rosalind

Gray, who started two months ago as

director of the civil rights office.

"We think we have bettej; people

or people we can get ahold of right off

the bat right here within USDA,"
said Glickman spokesman Tom
Amontree.

Sam Taylor, spokesman for the

African American farmers in the law-

suit, called the proposed task force

"reprehensible" and said Glickman

has promised for over a year to cor-

rect problems in the civil rights office.

"It's time to stop talking a good

game," Taylor said.

OIL
From page 6

state, to determine which tankers

were in the area.

"We have the ability to have satel-

lite photos on a fairly regular basis

for us for that area," said Pete

Bonadelli, director of the state's Oil

Spill Prevention and Response

office. "We don't develop them

unless we have an incident."

Oil has unique chemical charac-

the state Fish and Game
Department.

Tests from a state laboratory in

the Sacramento area did not rule out

the possibility of bunkej^oil, which is

used as fuel, and Tuebner said that

Oil has unique

chemical

characteristics that

The spilled oil - an estimated 60

barrels worth - formed a slick sheen

about 10 miles long around a smaller

ribbon of heavy dark tar balls when

it was first spotted by a passing ves-

sel about 15 miles from the Farallon

"islands.^ ^~

These spires of rock 25 miles off-

shore of San Francisco are a nation-

al marine sanctuary and one of the

most productive seabird rookeries,

or breeding grounds, in the eastern

Pacific.

teristics that give it "fingerprinTs^

that can be traced, a method that has

found the culprits of previous spills,

officials said.

"Oil from Texas, Indonesia or

California all differ," Tuebner said.

Investigators have already deter-

mined this spill "doesn't match

Alaska North Slope crude," said

Dana Michaels, spokeswoman for

give it "fingerprints"

:hat can be traced^

"there's always the possibility it did-

n't come from a ship and might be

from natural seepage" from oil on

the bottom of the ocean:

Smce Saturday, wmds and cur-

rents have driven the oil slick away

Jrom the Farallones, toward the San

Mateo County coast, and tens of

thousands of seabirds, common
murres and endangered marbled

murrelets could be in harm's way
The dead and injured birds are

mostly common murres,^ said

^fttchaels^

r
You can reach more

people by

advertising in the

Whatever your

congregation

or spiritual

group, wtiettier

you are...

/Wo^OfT^l^^^^^^^^
Lutheran •^ -ovega-L^ong'

runs every Friday in

the Daily Bruin. '^^^i.Wim Methodist jgWJshim
to place an ad

call 825-2221
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Pure Digital PCS"

Los Angeles PCS Rates:

IncI minutes per month
500 FREE weekend minutes

40$ per minute

rnPjgifeL^giyii^, 100 $34.95
minutes per month

500 FREE weekend minutes
30$ per minute

Indudes 2bd FRth rninui
$49.95

inutes per month
500 FREE weekend minutes

25$ per minute

•DlaiiaLYil 500 $74.95
Includes 5oo hRtfc minutes per month

500 FREE weekend minutes
20$ per minute

'Digital yaijtfftfliip 800 $0005
Includes 800 FREE minutes per month

500 FREE weekend minutes
20$ per minute
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1006 Broxton Ave. Westwood Village

corner of Broxton and Weyburn
across from the Fox Movie Theater

•New activation requTOd on Value Ptaf^ of 20 rnirxjtes Of higher tor phone &
$50 adM/alion lee >MaiN^. Price vvllhout activation s higher.

•Requires 1 year contact on value plans o« 20 minutes or hig^.
Sales tax appiicabte.

•Early tef?TiinatJon fees apples. Out the door cost of above is sales tax of^.

'!• Flex for 4 months
1 1 of battery life

• |» 4 line 80
I character display

• Up to 30,000 total

characters/ SJCail

BRING YOUR PAGER OR CELLULAR PHONE IN FOR FREE ACTIVATION • WE WILL MATCH OR BEAT ANY ADVERTISED PRICE
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ASUCLA Board ofDirectors Interaction Fund/
^^- —USAC Programming Fund

^ Information/Applications available at 31 2B KerckhoffHall and atthe CS.P. office, 1 05
KerckoffHall. Organizations must be an officially recognized undergraduate student
organization, registered witti the CenterforStudent Programming, to be eligible.

Programs must also be cultural and educational to receive funding.

^ Proposals are due no laterthan 4300 on the due date. Please return them to Kercldioff

Hall 31 2B or to mailbox#24, 3rd floor Kerckhoff.

^ Each organization requesting programming fiinds must sign up for hearing timewhen
they turn in their proposals. Sign-up sheet will be posted on the door ofroom 31 2B
KerckhoffHall.

If you have any questions, please call Johnny Nguyen at

206-2422 or e-mail nguyen@ucla.eclu
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DIVISION
From page 10

This town, where neon is banned

in favor of hand-crafted wooden
signs and the bed-and-breakfast inns

serve coffee from sterling silver ser-

vice, is an improbable backdrop for

division.

But after Maine voters decicled

narrowly last February to strip civil

rights protections from gays and les-

bians, leaving the state the only one in

New England without such a law,

Ogunquit's tranquillity began to dis-

solve.

The town had overwhelmingly

opposed the Feb. 10 ref'*rendum

rescinding Maine's gay-rights law.

Four months later, local officials

decided to adopt a proclamation,

making it plain that Ogunquit abhors

discrimination.

Before a standing-room-onjy pub-

lic meeting, the Board of Selectmen

embraced the proclamation. It car-

ries no force of law, but officials

believed that it signaled that

Ogunquit's view of gay rights differs

from the new statewide policy.

V But for David Mills, who with his

"partner Garry John purchased the

red-shingled Admiral's Inn on Route

1 three years ago, that didn't go far

enough. And when he asked why the

town did not enact a strong anti-dis-

crimination ordinance instead of a

toothless proclamation, he apparent-

ly drew the ire of John Miller, the 72-

year-old chairman of the Board of

and demanded that we take down the

flag," Mills said.

The inn's rainbow flag, a welcom-

ing symbol for gays and lesbians, had
flown for three years without any

complaint that it violated Ogunquit's

ban on decorative flags, an ordinance

intended to stomp out tackiness. ^
"I asked him who he was, and I

asked what the problem was, and he

said, 'That flag's illegal, and it has to

be taken down.' He was in a rage,"

Mills said.

The consequences of that scene

(The) scuffle is forcing

an ...examination

of Ogunquit's

commitment

to equality.

unfolded quickly and, some say, irra.-

tionally.

The Planning Board quickly

dubbed the rainbow flags political

statements protected by free speech^

But the slate attorney general's office

ruled that Miller had not violated the

innkeepers' civil rights when he told

them to take down the Hag. The
innkeepers nailed a sign to their

porch, accusing the town of discrimi-

nation, and demanded Miller's resig-

nation.

selectman, Robert G. Brown,

resigned, and within weeks local offi-

cials had placed a measure to recall

Miller on the same Nov 3 ballot that

will carry a local ordinance that

would bar discrimination based on
sexual orientation in housing, credit

and public accommodations.

"The little bumps in the road

become earthquakes in a small

town," said Paul Hagen, a 66-year-

old retiree who chairs the Planning

Board.
,

"John Miller is very pigheaded

and argumentative, and because of

his actions he's brought this to a

head," Hagen said. "And the people

he had the conflict with are exactly

the same - argumentative and aggres-

sive. They've fought back, and
they've gone too far. I don't think the

gay community supports them any

longer."

While many agree that Miller and
the innkeepers are on the extreme

margins of an issue that is more com-

plex and nuanced, their high-volume

public scuflle is forcing an open and

sometimes uncomfortable examina-

tion of Ogunquit's commitment to

equality.^ :y" ":'''': '""~^~T'

"It used tcTbe OK to be gay in

Ogunquit if you kept your mouth
shut," said Hal Feldberg, a leading

"oust-Miller" activist who runs a

dance bar called The Club. "That's

not true anymore, and it's not going

to be true. Miller cannot do what he

wants to do. In my opinion, he's

treating the gay community as sec-

SelcLtmen, wliu is uiiacfusiumed to lus&mg dtteleia i ii un an al i eaUy- ond-class c i t izens. We conirlbuig^

stire to protect a minority group that

traces its connection here to early

1900s arts studios.

"It's too bad it's gotten to this

point because Ogunquit has always

had a gay community and it was pret-

ty much, 'You don't bother us, we
won't bother you.' And now people

will have to say what they're for and
what they're against," said Kathy
King, a 45-year-old cashier who grew
up here. "And some people may not

have the strength to stand up to their

convictions."

Miller, stripped of his chairman-

ship earlier this month, would not be

interviewed for this story. His wife

said he has been badly hurt by the

publicity. Working at the ice cream
shop he runs with his family, he

politely waved a reporter away one

afternoon last week. "I bear you no ill

will," he said. "I just don't want to be

apart of your story."

Many residents said Miller has

been overtaken by times that demand
tolerance, and predicted that Miller

will be recalled on Nov. 3.

Charles Littletleld Seaman, a 68-

year-old amateur historian who
traces his family's roots here to 1643,

said Miller should be allowed to serve

the rest of his term and retire in April.

"John Miller is his own worst

enemy," Seaman said. "I've never

agreed with evefything John has said;

but I don't think he should be

recalled. Some of these new people

commg into town, like those guys at

the Admiral's Inn, seem to want to

WALKOUT

challenge.

Three days later, as Mills sat in the

inn's office, poring over paperwork,

he heard a commotion outside - a

rumpus the innkeeper said he first

tried to ignore.

"There was this elderly gentleman

m a vehicle, screaming and yelling

and waving his fist. And when I went

outside. Miller continued in this rage

ragmg firestorm, Miller said he was

not about to be pushed out of office,

telling the Portland Press Herald:"!

can't accept homosexuality. But

that's a political opinion. And you

can't remove a chairman for his polit-

ical views."
.

Saying the uproar was causing him

constant headaches and stomach
pains, the town's only openly gay

tremendous amount of tax dollars to

the town of Ogunquit. and we
deserve equal treatment."

Few, at least publicly, are disputing

thai. There is no organized opposi-

tion to the gay rights measure. But

some residents say voters may feel

they must choose between a veteran

official, who by all accounts has

worked hard for his town, and a mea-

cause trouble.

Not true, said Mills, who has

added four more rainbow flags to theT

porch of the inn

"I feel sorry for the poor old man.

I really do." said Mills. "It's too bad

that he can't adjust. 1 hate to see any-

one put through this. He has worked
for the town for a number of years

and has done a good job. But he's

overstepped his bounds."

From page 1

two days.

"There are different ways of

participating," he said. "They can

simply hold class outside. Just

their physical presence indicates

their support."

Perez-Torres said this protest is

unique because of the widespread

faculty support. Although last

year's affirmative action protests

included faculty members, they

were primarily student-run.

"The response has been very

positive," he said. "Although the

commitment is difficult, it is nec-

essary."

Liz Geyer, Undergraduate

Students Association Council

(USAC) external vice president,

said coordinating the protest with

other campuses has been fruitful.

But she said she doesn't know
why there aren't as many UCLA
professors signed on to protest as

there are at other schools, such as

UC Berkeley and UC Santa

Cruz.

^ Geyer said that the issue of

ethnic studies is being raised now
because when Connerly said he

was questioning affirmative

action, that eventually led to the

abolishment of affirmative

action. She said that in the case

that the same thing might happen

to ethnic studies, activists will be

better
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Perez-Tol:res said the protest is

pro-active because the main
theme is education and aware-

ness.

"We're asking, 'What can we
do now after Proposition 209 has

been passed? What are possible

ways to increase outreach (to

underrepresented minorities)

and to overturn Proposition
209?'"

From page 1

presidents, medical center directors,

vice chancellors and deans, were eligi-

ble for the increase.

However, chancellorial compensa-

tion was the main goal of this motion,

bringing UC salaries up to at least the

median salaries of other institutions

surveyed in the report, according to

the California Post-secondary

Education Commission.

"There is a very limited pool of

qualified senior > managers in

American higher education, and the

growing compensation gap has made
it more difficult for the UC to remain

competitive in recruiting new leader-

ship," said Judith Boyette, UC associ-

ate vice president for human
resources and benefits.

The salary increases were provided

by the 1998-99 California State bud-

get, signed into law by Governor Pete

Wilson in August.

SALARY INCREASES X
<urrci^, UC ChdiKelk>rs malKjq^fmMately 32Jpe^
This satoyinaeasewiii bring this d<fl»HN»dow ;

will mai^e only \12 pefcent k»$ thw theirpm$. On average, UC Chanceitors earn $214,456 while

those in the com(»n«>n ^roup^ omsistiiig 0^26 labileand private reseat

nation, make an average of $284,116. fvi ^^

;^
Richard Atkinson

Before After Oct. 1,1998

$263,500 $310,900

.,,x-*—*HWCH5J^ai»y Bruin

CARDS
From page 12 .

assigning the information to fields

with these labels.

Once a cafd is scanned into a

database, you can go back and

proofread the information. As you

correct it, CardScan will automati-

cally display the particular part of

the card from where the information

was scanned. That's good attention

to usability on the part of Corex.

CardScan has a great

"QuickSearch" feature that lets you

quickly find the entry for a person by

just typing a few letters of his name.

For example, type "h" and all of the

entries in your address book that

begin with "h" in either the first or

last name appear. Type an "o" and all

of the names that begin "Ho" will

appear.

By default, the QuickSearch

screen displays the person's name,

company and phone, although you

can customize this. To see the per-

son's full record, just click on his

name. You can also click on a little

icon of a telephone to.dial his phone

number or click on an envelope to

send them email. " -—-r'r^~"

There are a few rough edges here

and there. The CardScan program

crashed on me frequently; I never

lost information, but programs

CLIMATE
From page 4

shouldn't crash. The program does-

n't let me click on URLs and auto-

matically open them in web
browsers, and it sends e-mail using

Microsoft's MAPI system, rather

than just using the ''mailto:^' system

that Internet Explorer and Netscape

use.
,

But my biggest gripe is not with

the handling of e-mail, but with

paper envelopes. It would be nice if I

could just click a button and have an

envelope come off my printer with

the address, bar code and return

address. You can do this with

CardScan, but it's difficult.

Despite that the CardScan scan-

ner has been on the market for a

number of years, I never took it very

seriously. After all, I had a full-size

scanner. Why spend $270 on a sec-

ond scanner that just scans business

cards? The reason, I've recently dis-

covered, is quality.

Although CardScan's software

can work with conventional scan-

ners, the optical character recogni-

tion does a much better job when it

used with the company's special-pur-

pose scanner. Cards that I've

scanned with my Visioneer

PaperPort routinely have scanning

errors that need to be corrected.

Card images that I scanned with my
PaperPort and transferred to the

CardScan application also have a

way of occasionally making the

application program crash. This

must be due to some disagreement

betwegi Visioneer and Corex on the

file format. Whatever the reason, it

is most annoying.

Cards that I scan with the

CardScan 300 scanner, on the other

hand, normally scan with no errors

whatsoever. The scanning process is

smooth and simple. And unlike

other scanning applications that I've

used, you can do all ofyour scanning

at once, then leave your computer

alone while it does the optrcal char-

acter recognition in the background.

The new 4.-0 version of the

CardScan application allows you to

transfer your scanned cards into

more than 40 different applications,

including ACTj!j_ Day-Timer

Organizer, Lotus Organizer, and

Microsoft Outlook. You can also

synchronize the CardScan applica-

tion directly with a 3Com Palm

Pilot.

Overall, I'm quite pleased with

CardScan. The -application is a great

address book, and the scanner does a

great job with OCR. I think that the

company actually does itself a disser-

vice by bundling its software with

scanners made by other vendors: by

doing a bad job with scanners like

PaperPort, Corex gives its core tech-

nology a black eye.

could change the climate in the

future.

Thomas F. Stockgr of the Phvwcs-

White's ice core and a comparison

with ice cores obtained elsewhere ift

Antarc t ica "are required to get a_

"What humans are doing is in a

way no different than what natural

systems do," he said. "Humans add

methane to the atmosphere. So does

nature. We are simply doing it

faster."

For this reason, said White, study-

ing natural climate change of the

past may give a fundamental under-

standing of how human actions

Institute at the University of Bern,

Switzerland, said the research

reported by White and his colleagues

is surprising. Stocker wrote in

Science that the study suggests that

warming in Antarctica "may be syn-

chronous with the well-documented

abrupt warming 12,500 years ago in

the northern hemisphere."

Stocker said more analysis of

clearer picture" of the South Polar

climate change. _
White said that the warming trend

detected in his ice core taken from a

seaside drill site was not found in ice

cores taken from Antarctica drill

sites that were farther inland.

The differences, said White, are

"perplexing", but may be related to

the proximity of the ocean.
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Your journalism
career begins next

Find out how you Cxin join

the Daily Bruin or student magazines.

Sludrnl Mcdiit VAWA olTcrs ()p|M)rlunili«'s lor .sludcnl.s

irilric.sl*^! in nrarly rvt'ry asiMfl orjouin^li.sm—from

n*|M)rlin^' to business, from n«'wsr<M)m man.ij,'('m('nt to

Inlcrncl journalism. W' do it iM'lIrr than any journalism

school IxH-ausc we offer you the chanw to do niore than

study. Wp offer real experience. You're invited to come

Hnd out more about our public^itions and prop-ams next

Thursday nijjh! when wi!'ll be hoslinpour quarterly ofwii

hou.se.

II doesn't matter what your mjyor is or if you have any

pM'vious exiH'rience in new.spa|)ers or m.'i},'a7.ines. WW
train you to reprt. desijfn. or shoot pictures in four

weekend workshops lau(,'hl by working journalists, and

maylM' you'll end up like many who came InTore you—with

a .solid si art toward a career

WAKT TO GET MVOiyEDT HOirS HOW...

If you'd like to know more. c6me to our Orientation and

Open Hous<? Thursday. October H at 0:00 p.m. in the

Vi(?wpoinl l..oun}?e on Ackerman Union's A-level. dome

hear what we have to offer visit our offices, and me<»l the

students who work on the Daily Hruin and the student

maga7.in(>s.

Kor more information, c^ll us at Hlfi-iTST.

Thursday Odoter 8, 6:00 p.m. in the Viewpoint Lounge,

located on Ackerman Union's A-ievel

UnIMMM aid ttw Nly aniln

Invite yoi and a guest to9M

RONIN
At any AMC Theatre in Los Angles County playing the film for the mn of this engagement.

Valid Moday through Thursday only (excluding holidays). Tickets can be picked up at 118

Kerckhoff Hall and are limited & on a first-come, first-served basis. One pass per person.

journalism@ucla
Daily Bruin 'llie student Ma^zines'KLA radio news

now avalabla at 118 Ksreklioff Hal.
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iMac features include:

• 233MHz PowerPC G3 processor

backside level 2 5 12K cacRe

—

32M6 EDO SDRAM (txpandjbU to 128MB)

66Mhz system bus speed

4 GB IDE Hard Msk drive

24X (maximum) CD-ROM drive

Built-in 15" high resolution display
(13.8" dlagoiul vftwabU Imagt slu)

2MB SGRAM (txpandabU to 6MB)

Built-in 10/100 BASE-TX Ethernet

Built-in 56K modem (supports V.90
and K56nex)

Ports: Two 12Mbps Universal Serial
Bus (USB), One 4Mbps Infrared
technology (IrOA)

Built-in stereo speakers writh SRS 3D
surround sound

Mac OS 8.1, Apple USB Keyboardr-^
Apple USB Mouse
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including

USB compatible removable
storage and printers. .

.

Epson Stylus Color 740 Sony Imation SuperDisk

fi>r only £19
« U40 X 720 dpH, Fourwcolor

(CMYK) Micro Ptezo technology

• 6 ppm iiaclc, $ ppm color

« Mm^Qdowi compatible:

panlltl, serial, & USB connectlvlly
• Cables i0lit separately

USB Drtv0

for only 159
• USB Interim connecto to the IMic
• RMdf and writes 120MB SuperiMsk

diskettes

• Reads and writM( standard HO 3.5**

diskettes

• Hot swappahle* No need to' shut

down before connecting peripheiaU

Belkin USB to Parallel

! Adapter

Sony Imation SuperDisk

for onl}^m iOPadc)broii/y*1UU

Restrktioos and Piyment Policies: Hardware is avaiUMe only to UCLA students,

seWcted UCIA Ejrtension students. UOA faculty. UCU sUff and UCLA departments.

Extension students should inquire at the Computer Store regarding eligibility. UCLA
Computer Store price requires payment by currency, cashier's checii, or University

Ciwttt Union Withdravral Qiec' mad: payable U> The UCLA Store. VISA. MasterCard, and

Mtcovw are also Kctpted. Pmonal chcds ait accepted up to $1,000. Money orders

art not accepted. Sales tax wiU be added to listed prkts.

• For information about
Apple Computer Loans, call

1 -800-959-2775

® CompulGr Store
.n0.8?b.69S2

open d.iily! www. ucldstoie.ucla.edu

FLU
From page 10

complement of immune responses,"

said Belshe. This gives the body an
edge even against strains of the flu

virus that are not included in the vac-

cine. .

While the vaccine is likely to be
aimed initially at children, Belshe said

it probably will make sense for

healthy adults as well. Researchers

suspect that for the elderly, who are

especially prone to serious flu infec-

tions, vaccination with both the spray

and the shot may be better than either

alone.

Aviron applied to the U.S. Food
and Drug Administration for a

license to sell RuMist in June, hoping

to get the vaccine on the market by

the 1999-2000 flu season. However,

the FDA sent back the application

last month, saying it needed more
information on manufacturing issues.

J. Leighton Read, Aviron's chair-

man, said Sunday the company now
hopes to sell the vaccine for the 2000-

2001 flu season. He said the company
has not decided how much to charge

for the spray, although it is likely to be

more expensive than the flu shot.

"**" ill
'

FUNDING
From page 10

However, unlike Miami. WSU
does not collect student-activity fees

separately from general fees, WSU
oftlcials said Wednesday.

Earlier this month, a U.S. Court of

Appeals ruled that the University of

Wisconsin at Madison could not force

students to finance campus groups

that engage in political and religious

activities. For nov^, the ruling applies

only to campuses in Tllinois,

Wisconsin and Indiana.

Three university students had sued

the Madison college in 1996. In

February 1998, five students at the

University of Minnesota filed a simi-

lar lawsuit against their school.

The issue has not affected private

colleges as much as it has public uni-

^^f^ms^.

support religion," Miami spokesman
Richard Little said.

Miami otTicials say they know they

have students from many diverse reli-

gions on campus and don't believe it's

fair to use student activity money to

support a particular religious group.

Even academic honorary organiza-

tions, which exclude most students,

are not eligible for operating subsidies

from student activity fees, they said.

Campus-based religious and politi-

cal organizations may apply to stu-

dent government for funding for spe-

cific events and are eligible for office

space. But because the First

Amendment prohibits public funding

for reJigious and political activities,

the groups are not eligible for operat-

ing subsidies from the university,

Miami officials said.

But Randy Blankenship. an attor-

UD ofllcials said student organiza-

tions raise their own operating money
but can apply for grants, to pay for

seminars, speakers, newsletters and
similar activities.

Miami officials indicated they

would vigorously defend their posi-

tion, pointing out two of the student

religious groups suing - a group called

For the Love of God, and Sigma
Theta Epsilon (a Christian fraternity)

- received student fee money last year.

The Christian Council and the

Christian Coalition are also listed as

plaintiffs in the suit.

"This is not about access to fund-

ing. It's about using mandatory fees to

ney who tiled the lawsuit on bclialFBF
the student organizations and stu-

dents, said funding should be open 1o

all student groups, regardless of ideo-

logical advocacy. Blankenship said

some of the students he represents

have attempted for years to change

Miami's policy, "but they basically

were just getting stonewalled by the

university."

Miami ofllcials said Blankenship's

clients were asked to participate in a

review of the school's funding meth-

ods for religious and political organi-

zations.

"They chose litigation over work-

ing within the system," said Richard

Nauk, Miami's dean of students.

COMMUNIST
From page 1

2

The "flood-fighting spirit" cam-
paign also arose at a time when the

image of the People's Liberation

Army Jeadership

was tattered by

reports of corrup-

tion. Meanwhile,

the party was

grappling with

how to explain

the slowing of

China's econo-

my, . following

two-decades of

near double-digit

annual economic

growth credited

to Jiang's predecessor, the late Deng
Xiaoping.

Whatever political calculations lay

behind the anti-flood campaign, the

offensive is no doubt striking a chord

with millions of ever-patriotic

Chinese.

"People of my generation are

deeply moved by this," said accoun-

tant Luo Si, 21, from Nanjirtg, who
wept as she toured the heroic flood-

fighting scenes of the photo exhibit.

"Under the

___,_^__^^__^^__ leadership of

the Central

Committee of

the party, all the

systems and

regulations
have been deep-

ened through

solid and stable

steps."

China's
floods this year

killed an esti-

mated 3,004 peopte along the

Yangtze, Nenjiang and Songhua
rivers. Flood losses vrer^ the worst

since 1954, but far less serious than

the monstrous Yangtze floods of 1931

in which 140,000 people drowned,

"People of my
generation (youths) are

deeply moved by this."

Luo Si

AccQuntant

NINA
From page 14

large (the cold effect) will be or how
long it will last," Chambers said last

week. "And the (climate) computer

model* all disagree on the size and
duration as well." -,^-

The situation has perplexed some
climate researchers, who once
thought their discovery of the El Nifio

and La Nifia phenomena had given

them a key to global forecasting.

Richard Peterson, a meteorology

researcher at Texas Tech University

in Lubbock, said even if the La Nina

conditions continue to prevail, there's

no guarantee the Southwest will get a

dry winter and spring.

A La Nina winter followed the

major El Nifio winter of 1982-83, and
that La Nifia period, in 1983-84, was
supposed to make Texas mild and
dry. Instead, West Texas had a record

cold and snowy winter.

"Like a lot of these things,"

Peterson said, "there's average condi-

tions, but each one has many local

variations and idiosyncrasies. A sin-

gle event, like Tropical Storm Charlie

settling over Del Rio (in August),

completely alters what looked like a

horrible drought. We'll just have to

wait and see what happens."
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PARIAH
From page 4

Lampson, EXTexas, has introduced

the "Sherrice Iverson Act" that

would require states to enact criminal

penalties against witnesses who don't

report sexual crimes against children.

Taylor said students have been left

with few options.

"A lot of students are trying to find

ways to express their concerns but

there really are none," he said. "What
I hear is a lot of people stare at him,

give him mean looks, don't talk to

him."

Blagmon said she understands that

the university can't expel Cash, but

she hopes the scorn of his peers will

take a toll.

Her roommate, Kanee, said she

recently found herself looking across

the dining table at Cash.

"I didn't speak to him," she said.

Cash did not respond to an e-mail

request from The Associated Press

for an interview.

He told the CBS' "60 Minutes"

program in late September that he

has no intention of leaving.

Given the chance, would he do

things differently?

"I don't feel there is much I could

have done differently," he said.

POTATOES
From page 1

4

Section.

Maybe they don't have time.

"We're definitely a fast-food soci-

ety," said Ummat Muhammad, 22,

who was dining at McDonald's in

Glendale.

Muhammad said he and his family

have tried to eat more fruits, vegeta-

-bles and grains since his father,

although a nonsmoker, died of lung

cancer seven years ago at the age of

40.

"The doctors said it had a lot to do

with his eating habits," Muhammad
said.

Muhammad eats most of his fruits

and vegetables at dinner and usually

avoids eating meat. Still he says there

is definitely room for improvement -

as at lunch.

"I'm cheating right now,"

MiLhammad said as he ate the last of

his french fries.

ALATORRE
From page 6

proved to the contrary.

"The fact that Mr. Alatorre has

with the city.

"Actually, if Alatorre could have

remained clean and did not have ques-

tionable conflict of interest financial^

|dealings as a (councilman), the

been unable to cuie liis cucaiue use is arfangcmcnt to have the Alatorre^-

indeed a tragedy."

In his 1 1-page ruling, the judge indi-

cated he was ready to let the Alatorres

retain custody. But after the positive

test for cocaine, he said he had no

choice except to terminate their

guardianship.

"It is terribly

unfortunate the
^^^^^—

^

very fine family

situation provid-

ed by the

Alatorres has

been destroyed

by the acts and

conduct of Mr.

Alatorre,"
Shatford wrote.

The judge

denied custody to _________^^___
the girl's father.

East Los Angeles

political activist and Alatorre rival

Henry Lozano, who sought custody

although he never married the girl's

mother or supported the child.

Shatford granted temporary cus-

tody of the girl to her maternal grand-

mother and ruled that she can only visit

Alatorre's wife, Angie, when the coun-

cilman is at least 200 yards from the

house.

He said he would not consider mod-

ifying the order until a doctor deter-

mines 'that Alatorre has successfully

completed a detoxification program.

The Los Angeles Times called for

Alatorre's resignation in an editorial

yesterday, saying that now is the prop-

er time for such an action.

The judge also noted accusations

made by Lozano's lawyers during the

custody dispute that Alatorre had

financial ties to people doing business

"The fact that ... Alatorre

has been unable to cure

his cocaine use is

indeed a tragedy."

Henry Shatford

Superior Court judge

care for Melinda would have been an

excellent one," Shatford wrote.

While some City Hall officials pri-

vately questioned Alatorre's political

viability, most public statements were

supportive,

Mayor Richard Riordan, who had

called for—-"^^" Hernandez to

resign over his

drug charges,

said he is con-

cerned for the

well-being of the

Alatorres and

their niece.

"While the

matter is

reviewed by the

courts, I believe

it would be

improper and

premature for me to cast judgment,"

Riordan said. "I hope the Alatorres

receive the help and support they need

to get through this difficult time."

However, one source close to the

mayor said Riordan's support could

change depending on the outcome of

the court challenge filed by Alatorre to

the drug test and the results of any

future tests.

City Council President John

Ferraro also withheld judgment.

"I am disappointed at this turn of

events in the Alatorre custody case,"

Ferraro said. "This is a tragic situation

and my heart goes out to that sweet lit-

tle girl, who clearly is being used as a

political pawn.

"I've known Richard a long time,

and he has been a good personal friend

over the years. I hope he can come

through this and worl^everything out."

Come out to see the

de-claw the

Washington State

Cougars teQDQ®^^®^^

*.!•*»

5St2^
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grey football

t-shirt by
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$19
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paying, as a result of the recession,

said Rajeev Dhawan, director of

econometric forecasting in The

Anderson School at UCLA.
Since then, the coumy ha*-

regained only 80,000 to 100,000 jobs,

though very few are high-paying, he

said. Among the industries that filled

the gap was the entertainment indus-

try.

"The problem with entertainment

is that very few people make the top

dollar," Dhawan said. "The rest of

the people are working for survival

wagts."

The county has pockets of high-

tech jobs, most of them in the western

part of the San Fernando Valley, and

a number of the health maintenance

organizations in the Valley pay higher

wages as well, he said.

"But you still haven't made it up in

terms of high paying jobs," he said.

Overall, the engine of California's

economic growth has been in

Northern California, which is filled

with what Dhawan called "fancy

growth" industries that are now get-

ting hit by the stock market turmoil.

Given the roiling market, Los

Angeles in a sense could count itself

fortunate for having less of that. "The

good side of not having a lot of fancy

growth is that we don't suffer too

much when it goes away," he said.
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Much ado about nothing
LIFE: People follow safe route,

toiling toward happiness but-

should take risks, live a little

individual, and it is out of this pragmatism

that I realize how pointless life can seem.

Think about it. When you're 2, you're

Hi
ave you ever thought about life? 1

mean really thought about it? No, not

.about birth or marriage - I'm talking

about the important stuff, such as how we
spend the majority of our time.

I have no doubt in my
mind that this will sound

pessimistic, cynical and

altogether misanthropic,

but it troubles me to no

end how every chapter

in our lives is spent furi-

ously preparing for the

next. And ultimately, the

only thing we're really

preparing for is death.

Now, before you

write me ofT as just

another one of those '

dark people who spend

their time writing apocalyptic poetry and run-

ning around warning others, "The end is

near!," realize that in many ways I am just

your ordinary Joe and that I am usually a fair-

ly optimistic and idealistic individual.

Unfortunately, I am also a fairly practical ^.

Silver is a secpnd-year communications studies

student who loves nothing-more than imposing

her views on others. She can be reached (if you

dare) at silver79@ucla.edu.

walking, garbling phrases and eating solid

foods. But nobody's heralding these achieve-

ments or givingyou a "You are special" cer-

tificate. It's all about how you're going into

preschool this fall and how by next year you'll

be able to count to 10.

When you're in high school, life revolves

around SAT classes, AP tests and GPAs,

those infamous acronyms that will make or

break your future because it's all about getting

into college.

Once you're in college, new acronyms such

as GREs and LSATs and MCATs threaten

your already unstable existence as you labori-

ously toil toward graduate school on too little

sleep and too much Starbucks.

All in all, a good deal of us spend the first

quarter of our lives, from age zero to about

25, in the educational system just to be ade-

quately prepared for the "real world."

Once we're jn the real world, though,

everything centers around money.

It's all about who's got it, what you need to

do to. get it and how you can get as much of it

as possible. After all, to a certain extent

money is power, and power is the ability to at

least live comfortably and provide for your

famlfy

Hey, ifwe plan on sending our kids to

UCLA, we had better start a savings account

when we get our first job.

By the time we've acquired the education,

the money and the descendants to carry on

the family name, we're basically decrepit, old

farts.

The trips to Europe we said we'd take, the

fancy items we said we'd splurge on - both-ef-

these phrases have one thing in common:
They were both said with the addition of "one

diiy" at the en^. But by the time that day

comes, we can barely sit up in bed, let alone

pack up some bags and fly ofT to some extrav-

agant, exotic vacation.

What about the education we worked our

butts off to acquire? Hopefully, you con-

tributed something to the world during your

9-to-5 grind all those years.

And what of all that money? Well, 75 per-

cent of it goes toward maintaining your with-

ering body with machinery for the last quarter

of your life. And as for the other 25 percent,

well, let's just hope your kids will love you a

little more after you're gone. Makes you

yearn for one of those puffy clouds in your

afterlife, doesn't it?

But enough with my morbid, drawn-out

thoughts. My purpose is not to make you go

out today and buy a burial plot. I merely wish

to make you ponder how ridiculously we

spend our lives working toward what we'll

never really get. And if this is the case, per-

haps we need to re-evaluate our take on life.

Of course, I am not advocating that every-

one go out and blow their life savings on the

jet skis they always wanted or despairingly

quit their jobs and live off the government

cheese.

TTiere is such a thing as being $mart with

Overcrowding

result of high

demand for

more housing

DORMS: Officials resort

to creating more triples,

converting study lounges

"By Frank Montana ^r~^ *"

With over 2,400 returning resi-

dents already signed up to live on

campus for fall 1998, this summer
the UCLA Housing Assignment

Office faced the unenviable task of

trying to accommodate the 4,.^87

freshmen who applied for housing.

With orilv 3.338 spaces available

alter room sign-ups were held last

spring for current residents, very few

options were available.

The challenge was to create addi-

tional spaces quickly in order to make
assignment offers to all the freshmen

applicants who applied by the May I

deadline and were, therefore, guaran-

teed on-campus housing. By early

May, there was an indication that the

number of housing applications

With a projected

shortfall of over 400

spaces, the residence

hall ... representatives

recommended creating

more triples.

our resources - savipg money so that our kids

See SILVER, page 34

received from new freshmen was

going to surpass the number received

in 1997. Eventually, this resulted in an

increase of over 12.5 percent, or 487

housing applications. With a project-

ed shortfall of over 400 spaces, the

residence hall student government

was asked for their input. The two

choices were either to creat? more

triple spaces or house students in res-

idence hall Hoor lounges. The hall

government representatives recom-

mended creating more triples.

' With the endorsement from stu-

dent leaders, the housing department

was fortunate to locate two furniture

suppliers who could provide the addi-

tional furniture required to make the

room conversions. It seems this unex-

pected increase in new freshmen was

not only a regional but national

trend, and furniture was in demand
from other schools such as UC Sari

Die^o, UC Berkeley, Oregon State.

University of Maryland, Texas

A&M, University of North Carolina

at Charlotte, and Rutgers, to name a

few.

An order was placed for 480.sets

-xjf furniture consisting of a loft bed,

desk, chair, portable wardrobe closet

and a pull-out drawer unit. The deliv-

ery date was set for Sept. 21, five days

before the scheduled opening of the

residence halls. Extra furniture was

ordered to accommodate higher

See MONTANA, page 35

Montana is the manager of the Housing

Assignment Office.
~~"—P ^ j-»-
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"iff The Forum
The Forum, an in-depth look at a particular issue, appears every Friday. If you have any topics^or suggestions for the Forum,

please bring them to our office, 118 Kerckhoff Hall, or e-mail them to viewpoint@media.ucla.edu.

TODAY'S TOPIC: Dorm

residents are feeling tHe crunch of

overcrowded residence halls this

year. There are more triple-capacity

rooms than ever before - in fact,

53^ percent of alloh-w^^ dorm

rooms are now triples. Today's

Forum focuses on overcrowding in

the residence halls, life in a triple

and the plights facing the UCLA

Housing Assignment Office.

UCLA defies laws of universe
CROWDING: More Bruins,

fewer rooms do not add

up in on-campus plans

By Julianne Sohn

In the beginning, some supreme

being said, "Let there be light."

There was light, and it was good.

Much later (the exact date is still

unknown) someone or some group

said, "Let's convert a residence hall

Sohn Is hitchhiking through the

galaxy. You can reach her at

jsohn@ucla.edu. -

- Mira Hershey Hall - into some

office space and still accept more

students for housing."

And this happened. The green

construction fences gradually

appeared around Hershey Hall, and

about 500 more students than last

year will be crammed into the resi-

dence halls. Things aren't as good as

they used to be.

Never disappointing me,

UC(Hell)A plans to increase the

number ol triple-capacity rooms to

accommodate this infiux of students.

Originally, the rooms in the high-rise

residence halls were made for two

students. Let's just ignore this minor

detail and imagine a worse fate.

Last year, 22 students weren't

even assigned to rooms. Oddly

enough, the residence halls were

overbooked. So these lucky people

lived in study lounges with about six

people to each lounge.

The math seems a bit off in this

entire equation. Subtract rooms and

add hundreds more students. (Is this

what people call creative math?)

This year, 6,200 students will fill the

residence halls to beyond capacity.

Out of that number, 3,850 are first-

year students. Seventy percent of

these freshmen will be sentenced to

triples.

See SOHN, page 34

Cramped quarters can be bearable
1

DORMS: Squeezing into a triple will

test your sanity, roommate relations

By Jinny Joung

Move-in day at the dorms is simply insane. Not only are

there hundreds of freshmen frantically runniiig around

without a clue as to where they are going, the average con-

fused student comes with three boxes, two bags and two

equally confused parents following closely behind them.

Joung is a third-year English student

Such was my first day: I hadn't the faintest clue where to

park, where to sign-in, jor which side of the hall was desig-

nated "North," and which one "South."

So, when the perky person at the front desk handed me

my key and told me that I was on the floor "Two North," I

smiled, thanked her, walked 2 feet away from the desk and

stood in utter confusion, not knowing exactly which direc-

tion I should go.

When I finally did find my floor (and also discovered that

my room was at the end of the hall and at the furthest point

from the girl's bathroom) there was chaos there as well.

". SecJOUN<l|M9c33

Speaks Out
This year, 70 percent of on-campus residents live in triple-

capacity rooms, 12 study lounges have been converted into

rooms housing six residents each, and many double rooms

are being used as triples instead. Students, however, were

given the opportunity to cancel their housing contracts

without having to pay the mandatory fee. How should stu-

dents be compensated? What else should the housing office

do to alleviate the situation? What should students do to

ease their own situation in overcrowded quarters?

Erica Bose

Graduate student

Law

JackyChoi

Third-year

Blok)gy

TtHinlc"

the environ-

ment that

you're Jiving

in has a huge

impact on

atudi

and if you're

living in a

lounge or

something, that's going to create

a significant impairment on your

ability to get things done. If

they're admitting this many stu-

dents, they should be building

more accommodations for them,

and in the future they should be

accounting for this many students

and just not allow housing to so

many. Students can always go to

the community housing office;

they always have heaps of signs

up for roommates."

TdonT
think there

really is a

way to com-

pensate witt^

the numbers

ofstudents

—

Janet Lalabekyan

First-year

Physiological sciences

"I think if

somebody

paid for a

triple, they

should get a

triple, not a

double trans-

formed into

a triple. If

they adver-

tise a triple room, then they

should either give the students

what they signed up for or build a

new facility"

MasaUno

First-year

Undeclared

"I think it

would be

cool if the

school rent-

ed the apart-

ments and

charged the

same fees as

they would

for the resi-

dence halls. I don't have too

much trouble with my triple,

though; I guess it just depends on

your roommates."

commg in,

maybe the

university

should build another residence

hall somewhere. For some it

might be kind of difficult, but I

lived in a triple one year, and I

didn't think it was that bad. A
triple is a livable situation, maybe

a little cramped, but it's not that

big of a deal. Just deal with it."

Grace Un

Second-year

Electrical engineering

"I don't

really think

there is a

way to com-

pensate stu-

dents. It's

just one of

the down-

falls of pub-

lic school.

Maybe the university should just

let less people in. Last year, the

dorms were really crowded, but it

was fun and social. You can

always look on the bright side: the

more, the merrier."

Daniel Callender

Graduate student

Law

"Some
people who
were sup-

posed to live

in doubles

but now are

in triples are

living in situ-

ations that

they had no

expectations that they would be

in, and that's really unfair. For a

short-term solution, UCLA
should provide some housing,

rent some spaces, take over a

building, use some of their money

to alleviate the problem."
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LETTERS

What's love

got to do

t-

with It?

I find that Stacy Lee's claim of"

"love" in the arlicl'e •All UCLA
needs is love of education,

life"! Viewpoint, Sept. 28-Ocl. 1,

1998) to be fully ironic. Quite the

contrary to this little outburst are

the actions of herself and of groups

that she voluntarily both associates

with and helps to lead.

The first irony is what she calls

"the praxis of love," calling Praxis

"reflection and action." A more

appropriate definition of Praxis,

the way she truly uses it, is "delu-

sion and distraction."

Praxis was the slate that Lee

headed at the last student elections.

During the election night returns,

her group of hate-mongers gave

voice to racism and hatred.

She also denounced Chancellor

Camesale for wanting to uphold

the law (i e. Proposition 209), and

she wrote that he is upholding

represston and elitism, when alTthe^

chancellor was doing was fighting

for justice and equality by support-

ing the legality of a law which pro-

hibits discrimination and prefer-

ences.

At the chancellor's inauguration,

she andtwr cohorts protes tedi -—>-

half Filipino) was ver-

bal I \ attacked by

being called a "sell-

out," and I was physically attacked

(though the attacker was

restrained). I was also spit upon,

while others tried to hide us from

the students passing by. .

She and her cohorts also invited

racists to speak for them, who then

called my friend and others

"coconuts" and "oreos" (brown on

the outside, white on the inside).

Her various cohorts shouted other

equally vile, racist remarks.

She condemns Ward Connerly
"

as a sellout in her article because he

does not think the way she believes

he should and because he doesn't

adhere to the stereotype supported

by Praxis.

Connerly is a person who
believes that we should be judged

as individuals and not racial classifi-

cations. He also believes that we
should be uniting people in our

commonalities (after all, America is

a land of all races) while fighting

against the divisiveness upon which

Lee thrives. Lee's band of cohorts

( Praxis, AITirmatlveActroh
"~~

Coalition and others) has always

stood for divisiveness, hatred and

continual attacks on intellectual

diversity. It is quite ofiensive for her

to proclaim love while fighting for

institutionalized injustice.

Myselfand a friend stood against

the protesters by doing nothing ^
more then holding up an Americair

flag (as a sign of unity over their

divisiveness). My friend (who is

Third-year

—.. , -^- ... Pre-politkaJ sdence

~ ^"tegob a member ofYoung

Amerkans for Freedom and is also

Seoetary of the Bniin Republicans

Political leaders persecute

president for personal gain

CLINTON: Americans

more concerned with

public, not private affairs

By Solomon Matsas

John Strelow's article "Clinton's

evasion of scandal breaches public

trust" (Viewpoint, Sept. 28-Oct. 1,

1998) takes a simplistic measurement

of how the American people judge

the very important issue of character

in leadership.

So where are we aH now, a few

weeks after our country's leader has

admitted to lying about an illicit

affair? The truth cannot be glossed

over, not with diabolical politics, sin-

gle-minded per-

spectives or mis-

placed senti-

ment.

The president

did owe every-

one an apology,

at the very least,

and particularly

to those who
steadfastly held

out the unlikely

possibility that

he was to be

taken for his word.

Therefore, as anyone who recog-

nizes the complexity of this national

soap opera and media mega-event, I

have felt many different feelings

about each aspect of this mutual

dfebacle, including deep disappoint-

ment in Ginton regarding his per-

sonal judgment and conduct.

But I do accept his apology. I

understand why he lied. And I do
feel that he is sincerely, excruciating-

ly remorseful for all that his actions

have caused, even though it was oth-

ers who chose, for their own sinister

'

Matsas is a Student Affairs staff member.
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reasons, to make his private matters

public.

Yet, in stating the painfully obvi-

ous, it is perhaps less obvious to

some that people who cast their

stones at this point do so with self-

damning aim. Many in Congress are

now casting the "hypocrite's stone"

—

in this sad affair, as the fundamental

ly evil politics of the accusers, I sub-

mit, remain far more malevolent

than the "crime" of the accused.

As an added twist of lurid logic,

and as politically incorrect as it may
be to mention, the president's tireless

right-wing attacker^ and critics are

largely Christian by stated faith. It is

easy to do the simple math of

hypocrisy from this fact alone. These

strident Clinton critics are vocal fol-

lowers of Jesus,

__^^^^^^^^^ so they must

believe in the

teachings of the

Gospel, teach-

ings which

require, as the

wise prophet

from Bethlehem

often reminded

his followers,

forgiveness -———^
born of faith in

our Creator's

judgement.

-To witness these bloodthirsty

Clinton-haters now lapping up the

ruinous carnage of their incessant

scavenger hunting strikes me as the

most repulsive of all this traveMy's

—

ironies.

I would also submit that these

politically inspired acts of voyeuristic

violation and boorish intrusion into

consenting adults' private actions are

all far greater "sins" than the presi-

dent's lapses of discretion and his

own destructive personal vanity.

iTi addition to predictably over-

See MAT$AS, page 35
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From page 31

As I inched toward niy room, I was

greeted with a variety of welcomes

from my new floormates: from down-

right excited introductions, to shy "I-

don't-know-you-but-1-should-be-nice-

because-we'Il-be-seeing-a-lot-of-each-

other" smiles.

1 myself was a jumble of emotions

but tried to be friendly with those that

I did meet. These were people whom I

would be seeing regularly; in this

atmosphere of virtual strangers, first

impressions would be very important.

My first reaction upon

seeing my dorm room

was/Tou're kidding

me, right?" How much
was I paying to live

here again?

—^My^first reaction upon weing^ my
dorm room was, "You're kidding me,

right?" How much was I paying to live

here again? How in the world did

someone expect three people to live in

here?

First of all, not only did the furni-

ture resemble whijl I suspected the

prisoners at San Quentin enjoyed, but

thf.rr wii.n,simply ton much i:i f it in ti.»,i t?l lru.'<trat i»n. Thi.'t w:m why I hnri

as other personal items that would dis-

guise the sometimes inescapable feel-

ing that we each had from time to time

- the feeling that we were living in

some sort of sanitarium.

The other little nuisances that we

faced, such as the distance from our

room in the boonies to the girls' bath-

room on the other side of the hall, and

the lack of social activity as the last

room in the hall, were easily solved or

resolved themselves.

We discovered that the guys on the

floor really didn't care if we used their

bathroom, and as the year progressed

we eventually met more people on our

floor or just visited friends on other

floors.

I was fortunate enough to be

blessed with two really great room-

mates. Rather than thanking UCLA
Housing for this, I say that I was lucky

to have personally chosen my room-

mates.

I don't believe that they use those

roommate questionnaires as anything

more than to demonstrate some sort

of alternative to the random matching

everyone fears.

In support of this theory, many stu-

dents who left the identity of their

roommates to be determined by

UCLA Housing regretted it because

they either had nothing in common
with their roommates or were simply

unable to get along with them.

While rhy roommates and I had a

lot in common, we were different

enough to be able to live in such close

quarters and not kill one another out

fru.'<trat i»n. Th!

small a space.

..^^Also, the walls were painted this

depressing, institutional gray color,

and whether it was because the room
had been freshly painted (doubtful), or

because the furniture was old and

stinky (bingo!), the room reeked of

some odd chemical funk. u—

-

As if this wasn't enough, I was the

last roommate to arrive. Now, if

you're a stranger to community living

and not familiar with what this means,

the last one to arrive has last pick ... of

everything. So I was given the top"

bunk, two drawers (as opposed to the

five that the others got), and a pathet-

ic-looking wooden object that 1 was

told was a closet.

I was concerned about the situa-

tion, but because it was my first day

and because I am usually an optimistic

person, I tried to ignore all of the neg-

-ative- lh4>ughts that we re -radng-

through my head.

When I first sat down and started to

write this piece, 1 decided that this was

going to be a positive outlook on life in

a triple room in the dorms. Based on

what was written above, you probably

think that somewhere between now
and then I changed my mind, but I did-

n't.

When it comes down to it, 1 loved

life in the dorms - even if there were

several disadvantages to living in a

three-person cubicle, and living in the

dorms in general.

For one, the "gourmet" food that is

served frequently fluctuates from "Oh
my God. that was so good!" to "Oh
my God, what the hell did I just eat?"

The unfriendly and bizarre people

"on your floor make it seem a little too

close for comfort sometimes. Trust

me, soak in the friendliness while it

lasts because pretty soon everyone's

true colors become very apparent.

The cramped conditions that you

and your roommates must live in on a

daily basis can get really agitating.

These were all problems that I

faced, but they were not unique to my
experience, and like everybody else, I

just had to deal with them.

My .roommates and I quickly dis-

covered and took advantage of all the

little tricks there were to Snaking life in

a triple dorm room not only more

comfortable but simply better.

For example, we moved our furni-

ture around to give us the maximum
amount of space possible, and when

we. were finished, we actually had a

nice, big patch of floor in the middle.

We also broyght lots ofpictures and,

posters to hide the dreary walls, as well

opted not to live with close friends in

the first place. -____-^_

We decided early on that we were

going to try to work together to make
the living arrangement as fair and,

comfortable for everyone as possible.

We switched beds quarterly, notified

each other \x\ advance regarding

overnight visitors, listened to the

stereo with headphones when some-

one was reading or studying in the

room, and learned slich trick^s as get-^

ting dressed and ready for school in

the mornings with as little light and as

little noise as possible.

All these things, as minor and

If you take away all of

the minor frustrations,

_what youVe really got

is a great opportunity

to meet a lot of

interesting people.

insignificant as they may seem individ-

ually, contributed as a whole to mak-

ing our experience in a triple as posi-

tive as I believe it could have been. If

you're not so lucky in the roommate

department, branch out of the room

and meet some of the other 900 or so

people in your building - it shouldn't

be that hard.

Remember, no matter how small or

crowded your room or floor may be,

UCLA itself is huge, and there are

always several other places you can be

other than where you are.

My advice, since this piece feels

more and more like it is evolving into

some sort of advice column for first-

time triple or dorm residents, is to just

relax and not take everything so seri-

ously.

If you take away all of the minor

frustrations, what you've really got is a

great opportunity to meet a lot of

interesting people and to have one of

the most memorable experiences of

your college career. Enjoy the free-

dom that you have, and talce advan-

tage of the fun that will present itself to

you in those dimly lit halls.

Whether you love or hate your

dorm experience at UCLA, remem-

ber that it's usually only a one-time

thing, so try to take from it whatever

you can.
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SILVER
From page 30

can go to college, motivating our-

selves to work hard in school for the

intrinsic value of learning.

When I speak of re-evaluation. '

simply becoming conscious of this

"enigma that is life" is the first step in

the right direction.

We must come to terms with

knowing thai life is designed so that

we err on the secure side; in a world

that presents us with constant risk-

taking, we learn to be practical and

rational so that

we mmimize our

risks - even

tho'ugh we may
never maximize

our gains.

Why do you

think insurance

companies are

some of the most

corrupt yet

lucrative busi-

nesses in exis-

tence? Because

they play off of

and exploit these (justifiable) fears of - 7- In light of this puzzle, we need to

Tisk the outside to sustain the inside.

We need to risk the

outside to sustain the

inside, which means
taking the occasional

risks that allow us to

really live.

We may stay in a secure job we

despise and never pursue our dream

career only because; that job might

fall through.

While these safety nets may pre-

serve our bodies. I wonder how go6d

they are for our minds and our hearts.

You see, in evaluating ourselves

and our lives, the intangible aspects

must be contemplated.

In an age where preservation of

the exterior is paramount, where

health food and going to the gym are

signs of "really living," we become

too caught up in sustaining our vital

parts, when the

. most vital parts

of all afe really

what lies within.

1 offer thifr

not as another

motivationul

speaker's

monotonous

mantra of "It's

what's on the

inside that

counts," but as a

sincere answer

to life's puzzle.

ours: that our house might burn down
or that we could die early.

Ifwe don't protect ourselves and

others in the unlikely event that some-

thing awful happens, we'll have noth-

ing at all.

Not just confined to the corporate

world, we utilize self-insurance in

everyday interactions, building imagi-

which means taking the occasional

risks that allow us to really live. Hang
glide now for the challenge and the

exhilaration, take that vacation in

Rome while we can still see the art,

and perhaps - dare I say it - remove

ourselves from the pressure and exer-

tion of the academic realm to experi-

nary safety nets.

When we go on vacation, we may
never try some incredible sports such

as bungee-jumping or hang gliding

only because something awful might

happen.

encc ilia.

I know we all have GPAs to keep

up and resumes to write, but when we
look back on our lives, the most

impressive resume of all won't be on

paper.
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From page 31

Being the former occupant of a

triple, I'm alarmed at this figure: If

things go accordingly, more than 50

percent of the incoming residents

must live in cramped, cave-like quar-

ters. ( Even alter serving a sometimes

harrowing tour of duty as a Resident

Assistant (RA) one year, I still sym-

pathize with "first years" except

when some are too drunk to find'

their room.)

Perhaps this is merely a test to see

how many students can be stuffed

into a room. Or perhaps we are in

part of some strange arrangement to

figure out the "Ultimate Question of

Life, the

Universe and ——i—^—

—

Everything."

Maybe we are

pawns in a

scheme to see if

it is true that

nothing in our

world makes
sense. (Douglas

•

_^
Adams' book

"The Restaurant

at the End of the Universe" outlines

our dire situation.) If, as Adams
said, "nothing that ever happened on

the Earth could possibly make the

slightest bit of sense," then it's OK
to admit more students into housing

when there aren't more rooms.

(How did Adams get a hold of such

information? This explains absolute-

ly everything.)

This incredible knowledge reveals

why the good old Bruin Bear in

Westwood Plaza still doesn't have a

plaque inscribed with a poem by

Emma Lazarus:

Perhaps this is merely

a test to see how
many stu(dents can be

stuffed into a room.

"Give me your tired, your poor,

Your huddled masses yearning to

breathe free, \
-

The wretched refuse ofyour teem-

ing shore.

Send these, the homeless, tempes-

tuous to me.*

.

I lift my lamp beside the golden

door!"

(A torch would be a nice touch.

The bear could carry it in his

mouth.)

What could possibly be more wel-

coming than that big green copper

'statue on some island off the East

Coast? The only catch in this deal is

that you will have to live in a small

room with two other people. But

look at some of the positive aspects

of living in a triple dorm room:

10. You don't have to live in a

study lounge.

9. You have a lovely view of the

De Neve Plaza construction site,

depending on where you live.

8. You get to have two roommates

instead of just one. "

7. The food.

6. If you stick around another

year, you might get to live in the new

residence hall.

^^—^— 5. The help-

ful residence

hall staff mem-
bers.

4. You have

the privilege of

getting to know
a lot of people.

3. You can

play pool 24

hours a day.

2. The bathrooms.

1. The cool RAs and Program
Assistants (PAs).

Negative aspects? What negative

aspects? Isn't it obvious that things

are much better now that there are

more people crammed into the resi-

dence halls, now that construction

work never seems to cease? In light

of all these minor inconveniences,

things look pretty darn good.

In a couple of years that new resi-

dence hall De Neve Plaza is sup-

posed to be completed. This addi-

tion will house 1,250 students. For

now, it is taking shape slowly, due in

part to El Nino.

There's not much that can be

done in a situation like this. Make
the best of your living arrangement

before the Universe disappears.

(This would only happen ifwe found

the ultimate question to the ultimate

answers.)

Try to stay sane in this senseless

world.

Daily Bruin Vitwpolm

MONTANA
From page 30

numbers if early projections fell

short.

In all, 414 double rooms were des-

ignated to become triples, spread

throughout the residence halls, resi-

dential suites and Sunset Village. This

resulted in 53 percent of the on-cam-

pus housing spaces becoming triple

accommodations. When assignments

were made, over 70 percent of the

freshmen were assigned to some type

of triple accom-

modation, an

assignment man-
^^——«—

ager's night-

mare. Over

3,000 telephone

calls were made

t|0 the assign-

ment office the

first two days

after freshmen

housing assign-

ments were

mailed.

To make matters worse, it was

determined in early September that

the number of additional triple spaces

created was not going to meef the

demand of another housing assign-

ment challenge. The Housing

Assignment Review Board had

approved an unusually high number

of over 60 students who had appealed

the cat^ellation of their original hous-

ing assignment. In the past, housing

cancellations received from students

Ttffgiighout^ttiFTommer would noN

Over 70 percent of the

freshnnen were

assigned to some type

of triple

accommodation.

triples could be created, and those

that were resulted in some students

having their assignment changed

from a double to a triple room only

days before thcil" scheduled arrival.

Finally, with no other options

available to accommodate the

remaining students on the wait list, 12

floor lounges had to be set up as sleep-

ing rooms, each accommodating up

to six studeAts for a total of 72 spaces.

Although only a temporary alterna-

tive, all the lounges had the same fea-

tures and furniture as any other resi-

' j^" dence hall

room, including^"""""^ lockable doors,

computer hook

ups, basic tele-

phone service

and a compli-

m e n t a r y

microfridge urfit

to make their

temporary stay

a little more

comfortable.

ft is our goal

to move stu-

dents from the floor lounges to per-

manent room assignmems as space

becomes available throughout the

quarter. Some students, however,

may remain in a lounge for the entire

fall quarter.

There were times during the last

few months when I really didn't know

how or when we were going to meet

the university's guarantee to house all

new eligible students. I was confident

-thnti^, after: facing similar
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mally be used to assign the handful of lenges in the past, that the housing

students who usually would be staff would be able to pool its

approved through the appeal process, resources, talents and creativity to

At this point, very few additional make it all come together.

MATSAS
From page 32

playing their hand, Clinton's ene-

mies, wielding their largely political

crusade as a clumsy, blindly right-

eous club, have also been quizzically

duplicitous in their efforts.

Throughout this crass spectacle,

they have openly attacked this presi-

dent with undisguised vengeance, yet

all the while claiming virtuous love of

constitutional principle or the sancti-

ty of law as their driving standards.

Most of the thinking public do not

seem to believe these professed high-

er motives, just as they don't believe

the stated motives of many of this

bad B-movie's bit players, particular-

ly the disingenuous "self-protection"

assertions by

America's ^^^^^^^^^^^
favorite friend,

Linda Tripp.

This is precise-

ly and thankfully

why most

Americans of all

perspectives and

backgrounds,

representing the

saving grace of

common wisdom

in these hopeless-

ly soiled matters,

seem to have put

this chapter of

cheap aspirations in perspective.

They have done this in one major

way: by readily atecepting the presi-

dent's contrition as offered. As all

the polls inarguably show, most

Americans just want Clinton to

return to the issues that involve the

job he was hired to perform.

Most Americans, the Pat

- Robertson clan aside, do have gen-

uine mercy and understanding in

their hearts and minds, and do

believe that we all somehow fall short

of perfection in the broader sense.

Most people, perhaps not even con-

sciously, maintain inwardly some

sense of humility based on that stan-

dard of human fallibility.

William Jefferson Clinton has

erred on many fronts, both as a

human and president, as the facts

now support. Yet his self-centered

" indulgence seems a narrower person-

al failure. Compare Clinton's failure

to the collectively failed motive of

coldly partisan vindictiveness orches-

trated as an obscenely expensive,

four-year tag team campaign of

hatred and visceral assault.

The various conservative leaders,

who too often are Republicans

before they are Americans, continue

their transparent effort to soundly

exploit a low blow advantage that is

unprecedented even in the broken

glass back alleys of American politi-

cal hatchet jobs.

These ignoble ideals of

sweet Watergate

revenge have kept

Clinton's enemies

gleefully busy these

past few horrible

months.

These ignoble ideals of sweet

Watergate revenge have kept

Clinton's enemies gleefully busy

these past few horrible months, even

as he apparently

has, by his own

imprudent

actions, facili-

tated their

amoral skull-

duggery.

Nevertheless,

do Clinton's

myopic enemies

really think his

total annihila-

tion is a higher,

priority than the

president's

unhampered

ability to lead a

nation confronted with the critical

global issues of the day?

The Clinton-haters apparently do

think so, and will not rest now that

some accountability of events has

been offered from the White House.

While our country's scandal-weary

populous looks to mend and recover

from this political migraine, the pres-

ident's rivals will only be embold- •

ened by their sense of imagined tri-

umph. This is an insane result to

most of us who continue to wonder

why both sides in this unholy war

brought us all along for the nauseat-

ing ride.

Ultimately, we are all losers, now

and in the future, as a result of the

self-serving zeal of a determined few.

Welcome to your victory, Judge

Starr.
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ARTS
In a dream
Robin Williams stars in "What Dreams

May Come/ a new surreal movie about

death and love. In Monday's issue.

1^
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UCLA arcNve series honors

versatile, little-known actor
--^

FILM: Paul Robeson pushed

for African Americans' rights

on and offscreen in 1930s

ByAshStefiy

Daily Bruin Contributor

He was one of the quintessential geniuses

in U.S. history. Accomplished in theater,

sports, music and civil rights activism, he also

had an impressive and unique film career in

the 1930s and 1940s. But most people have

probably never heard of him, and if they

have, his name is only vaguely familiar.

Paul Robeson, the focus of the UCLA
Film and Television Archive's current film

series "Paul Robeson: Star of Stage and

Screen," which runs from Oct. I to Oct. 1 1,

defied overwhelming odds. He maintained

his dignity in a film industry which tradition-

didn't necessarily control his image - to com-

pletely have avoided stereotyping would have

resulted in him being out of work."

As a result, his movie career was a mixed

success. Robeson starred in 1 1 films between

1925 and 1942. The films were often prob-

lematic, as in Robeson's critically praised

performance as a black man who rises to

power in Eugene O'Neill's play, "The.

Emperor Jones." The film rampantly stereo-

typed the minor black characters.

Two years after "Jones," Robeson agreed

to appear in "Sanders on the River," thinking

it would be a critique of British Imperialism.

He played Bosambo, a quick-witted escaped

convict who becomes the head of a tribe in

the British colony ofWest Africa. Toward the

end of shooting, however, producers re-

worked the script into a pro-British depiction

and left the underlying racism intact. Though
Robeson completed the picture, he was

deeply upset by the experience and publicly

denounced thg film .

4)n-Campus

Abi
The history of the original

horseless carriage is on display

at the Fowler Museum

.built
Forview

UCLA Film and Tel^ision Archive

The UCLA Film and Television Archive celebrates the life

of actor Paul Robinson (left) shown here in "The Proud

Valley" with Edward Chapman.

ally stereotyped African Americans during

the 1930s and '40s and eventually used his

superstar status to fight vehemently for

worldwide civil rights.

Yet why is there this gross omission from

the present-day American students' educa-

tion? Perhaps it is because Robeson traveled

in Europe knowing that racial progress was

faster there than in the United States. In addi-

tion, Robeson's communist friendships and

outspoken leftism got him blacklisted by the

House Committee on Un-American
Activities.

Paul Von Blum, professor of African

American studies and communication stud-

ies at UCLA, theorized that these factors

combined to create the prevailing ignorance

of Robeson's achievements in America.

"One, Americans generally are ignorant

about history," Von Blum said. "Two, the lin-

gering historical consequences of

McCarthyism still keep his name out of text-

books. Finally, white Americans can't deal

with the fact that a black man excelled in so

many fields."

Even though Robeson had a varied and

distinguished career, the archive's series high-

lights Robeson's accomplishments in film.

Robeson fought hard to play strong black

roles, and in doing so, he paved the way for

future African American film stars. Sidney

Poitier, during his recent acceptance of an

American Film Institute award, acknowl-

edged the profound impact of Robeson on
his own career.

But, as the films in this series demonstrate,

Robeson couldn't completely overcome the

limitations of his era.

"'He fought hard to make strong black

roles," said Ed Guerrero, a cinema studies

professor at New York University. "But he

In 1937, Robeson

had the misfortune

to star in another

imperialistic adven-

ture film, "King

Solomon's Mines."

"Mines" brought to

life H. Rider

Haggard's story of a

legendary diamond

mine in Africa. The

movie benefited

from the fast-paced

direction of Robert

Stevenson (later.

Oscar-nominated
for "Mary
Poppins"), as well as

strong performances

by Robeson and

Anna Lee. Lee will

appear in person on

Oct. 4 to introduce

. ^ '

.
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'
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the film she starred in

61 years ago.

In addition to these and more films, the

archive will screen a rare newsreel from 1949

documenting Robeson's political activism

showing Robeson visiting Welsh mines and

singing to the workers.

In the United States, however, his pro-left-

ist sympathies caused him trouble.

Robeson's outspokenness eventually led

to the U.S. government banning him from

foreign travel. This kept him from perform-

ing live for his biggest fans in Britain and the

Eastern Block.

(Robeson's) versatility

shows up in the eclectic

body of work he amassed.

By Megan Didcerson

Daily Bruin Staff

Computers and bicycles may not seiem

like kindred spirits in the product world, but

Pryor Dodge, guest curator of "Bicycles:

History, Beauty, Fantasy," a traveling exhib-

it opening at the Fowler Museum on

Sunday, begs to differ.

history and art of the bicycTe from" the l8l7 about the ambiance and the aura a bicycle

wooden hobbyhorse to the revolutionary

circa- 1900s Safety Bike. The museum
placed a smattering of the posters under-

neath the bicycles they once promoted, con-

veying a sense of historical place to the set-

up. ^
Sharon Trahan, a museum preparator

who has worked on the exhibit from start to

represents, Dodge said - that's what sent the

bikes Hying out of the shops.

For Dodge, who began collecting antique

velocipedes nearly 30 years ago, the bicycle

holds a special mystique.

The New York native didn't remember
the brand of his childhood bicycle, but he

dickemember what sparked his interest in

*Tlieie'i a mad rm>h today, as there was finish, apprcdatedthrwaythc^pgstg rt; com- co llMtlng. After watching the rtl6vle

But Robeson refused to be typecast. His

versatility shows up in the eclectic body of

work he ainassed, from London-produced

adventures and avant-garde documentaries,

to Hollywood comedi^ and serious message

films. (

Still, Europeans admired the scope of

Robeson's achievements through his work in

film.

"He starred in so many different types of

films," "said Charles Musser, professor of

American studies and film studies at Yale

University. "He had the ability to try, fail and

yet still persist."

FILM: "Paul Robeson: Star of Stage and
Screen/runs from Oct 1 through Oct. 1 1 at the

Janf>es Bridges Theater. For nf>ore information,

call (310) 206-8013.

with bicycles in the 1800s, to improve the

technobgy of computers," said Dodge, who
owns one of the largest antique bicycle and

bicycle paraphernalia collections in the

United States. "Manufacturers wanted to

make it more efficient, more practical, more

universal."

"

"* This progression makes sense for the two-

wheeled vehicle, billed as the world's first

democratic form of transportation. Once an

expensive diversion for the leisure class, the

original "horseless carriage" boasts a color-

ful history that culminates in the American

dream: a bicycle for every man and a tricy-

cle for every child.

Which, Dodge said, is much like the low-

price computer evolution of today.

The tall, understated Dodge spoke quiet-

ly, conveying a unique passion for the vehi-

cles many know simply as pre-driver's

license transport^ion. The bicycles of

Dodjge's all-consuming hobby are not the

Schwinns and handbell-festooned bikes of

the baby boomer generation, nor are they

titanium made-for-speed machines. They
are sturdy masterpieces, some softened with

carved animal heads and graceful spirals,

others lightened with touches of bamboo.

But "overlooked" is the primary way
Dodge might have described the bicycle.

"You can go to a science and technology

museum and see a couple bicycles, but

they're usually hidden in the back," Dodge
said, towering over the turn-of-the-century

bicycles on display "The public generally

does not consider the bicycle to be as impor-

tant."

In books in which Henry Ford seemingly

spearheads the only vehicular revolution,

historians often ignore the fact that the bicy-

cle was the first to go by the term.

"The New York Times did an anniver-

sary special on the automobile, and not once

was the word bicycle mentioned," Dodge
said. ^

Betsy Quick, the Fowler Museum's direc-

tor of education, said that the exhibit also

makes visitors think about the bicycle's

often-shelved history in a car-driving society.

"It is an extremely important and
provocative exhibit, especially for residents

of Los Angeles, where we rely so heavily on
the automobile," Quick said.

The Fowler presentation does the little

vehicle justice. Thirty-three rare bicycles

and their precursors line the tan walls, shad-

owed lightly from the back.

The two-room showing is brightened by

detailed, full-color ad posters, following the

pliment the bikes.

'1 like the saturation of color and the

eon
"Arolr

imagery," Trahan said, pointing out a but-

terfly-enhanced art-nouveau picture on a

muted wall.

"But I think I like the bicycles themselves

best, the curvfcs of the design." she said with

a smile.
~

Going beyond the common well-placed-

specimen-with-a-dash-of-history formula.

"The public generally does

not consider the bicycle to

be as important."

Pryor Dodge
Exhibit curator

Dodge stocked traditional glass museum
cases with knicknacks of the bicycle era,

ranging from an 18th century, speedometer-

shaped Dance Card, to an erotic cigarette

case with busty, Rubenesque ladies strad-
,

dling a bicycle. i

There is also a good dose ofhumor in the

exhibit. In a section with what Dodge calls

"an accident theme," porcelain plates por-

tray unlucky riders tumbling over the front

wheels of their velocipedes, while postcards

tell wordless stories of cycle mishaps.

"

Dodge actually fashioned some of the

exhibit's most mtercsting elements himself

Working from antique examples. Dodge
created a photoviewer for more than eight

stereoscopic images, all featuring bicycle

riders. Visitors see the pictures, which turn-

of-the-century artists originally made with

two similar photos, through telescope-like

eyeholes in large wooden boxes.

Dodge created a zoetrope-like device that

chronicles a few seconds in the life of an ani-

mated bicycler. The original animation

strips and wheels, like the stereoscope

images, line the wall above the reproduc-

tions.

The posters, however, are perhaps the

most integratable subjects in the exhibit.

Posters by Mucha, the famed art-nou-

veau poster artist, represent not only the

bicycles but an important artistic period. In

fact, most of the early 1900s posters feature

only inklings of the bicycle they advertise;

like a taunting bike strip show, they reveal

only a spoke here, a handbar there. It's more

ind the Worid in 80 Days," he fell in

lo\e with the graceful curves of a featured

velocipede, the two-wheeler with the over-

sized front wheel. -^—-^—n———

—

FhirtN or so velocipedes later, he has suc-

ceeded in amassing a collection that repre-

sents almost every phase in the bicycle's

early development.

The collection exhibited in "Bicycle:

History, Beauty, Fantasy" stops at the

192()i where Dodge says the bicycle was

already "perfect."

To the viewer who sees a bicycle as simply

a secondary driving machine with streamers

on the handlebars and chrome on the

wjieels. this makes the history all the more
important.

MUSEUMS: "Bicycles: History, Beauty,

Fantasy " opens at the Fowler Museum on
Sunday. The exhibit is on view Wednesdays
through Sundays, noon to 5 p.m., and
Thursdays until 8 p.m. Admission is free

through December 1 998. For information, call

(310)825-4361.

Photos by BAHMAN fARAHDHA)dily Bfuin

(Above) The Velociple

Tricycle, made in France in

1868, features the carved

head of a griffin.

(Left) The bicycle exhibit at

the UCLA Fowler Museum of

Cultural History is the per-

sonal collection of Pryor

Dodge, which he has com-

piled over the past 26 years.

Society OKs

violence in

Titanic' but

blushes at

nudity in film

COLUMN: Society should

confront sexual phobia,

not glamorize deaths

4 4 ^T^itanic" thus far has man-

I
aged to gross over $1.2

A^ billion at the box office,

and that's not even counting the

massive profits from videos, books,

T-shirts and any Other assorted crap

upon which you can affix Leonardo
i:)iCapriQ's now-famoiix fare The

Lonnieu

Harris

whole world

seems mesmer-

ized by this
"^

entertaining yet

conventional,

piece of story-

telling, and the

small town of

American Fork,

Utah is no dif-

ferent. Their

local video

store. Sunrise

Family Video, is

selling4hc

"Titanic" video just like every other

video store around the country.

But if you buy your copy of

"Titanic" in American Fork you will

receive quiti* a peculiar ofVer: the

slorcwill, for a $5 fee, edit your copy

of the video for content before sell-

ing it to you. What does this mean?
It means that your copy of "Titanic"

will no longer include two scenes

that the manager of Sunrise Family

Video found inappropriate for chil-

dren.

Which scenes were these? Was it

the intense scene in which a suicidal

Kate Winslet almost plummets to

her doom ofi'the side of the ocean-

liner? Was it the gruesome sequence

in which people are violently thrown

down the ship's deck, now standing

almost vertically in the water, while

the people below drown in the freez-

ing North Atlantic? Was it the har-

rowing finale, in which a frigid

DiCaprio sinks to the depths of the

ocean while his lady friend,

hypothermia and all, paddles help-

lessly toward a rescue vessel? No.

The scenes omitted were (
I ) Kate

Winslet posing topless for one of

DiCaprio's sketches and (2) a taste-

ful love scene in the back seat of a

car aboard the ship.

First, I'd like to stress that there is

nothing wrong with this service that

the video store is providing. People

have the right to edit their own per-

sonal copies of "Titanic" any way
they see fit, as long as their doing so

doesn't prevent anyone else from

seeing the movie the way it was

meant to be seen. ~—

_

Paramount debated filing suit

against the store for violating direc-

tor James Cameron's artistic integri-

ty and butchering the original copy

of the film, but I have no ethical

problem with people who want to

modify their own videotapes of the

film. I say, take out whatever you

$celMIIIIIS,fM9e44
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SEPTEMBER CONCERT REVIEWS

Crystal Method
Shrine Auditorium

Sept. 26, 1998

The spinning rainbow of lights

gradually cooled down to an eerie

blue and white flicker in the sky,

and then the Crystal Method surt-

ed playing this even stranger inter-

lude: creepy acoustoelectric mur-

murs lurching up and down the

ears. A group of spaced-out goof-

GENEVIEVt LIANG/Daity B»uin

Scott Kirkland of Crystal Method DJ's on a set

of turntables at a concert in the Shrine -

Auditorium.

balls started to look up and soon,

spreading like a brush fire, every-

body gazed to the heavens until the

whole place seemed as if a space-

craft was about to land right in the

center of the Shrine Expo Hall. It

=Wfi9toeeQfil:

have replaced a generation of burn-

ing lighters.

The raving kooks waited for

some time - something must have

been up there - and then all of a

suddeiT the Crystal Method

snapped the thunderclap. A few sec-

onds later they were hosing down

the crowd with their signature style

hard-water beats and blasts. The

crowd smiled and started to cheer.

Ah, Crystal Method, you were just

joshing with us.

There's no space-

craft in the sky.

Made you look.

That's the kind

of showman fun

you can't really

get at most local

raves these days

because they

rarely feature big-

beat personalities

like the Crystal

Method in their

line-up (perhaps it

has to do with

snobbery from

underground

purists or perhaps

big-beat DJs, who comprise most of

electronic dance music's main-

stream success, don't need raves).

But it is this fun-loving, gut-

inspired sound that creates

k

moments like this one - it's not gun-

—oing-afler a cerebral awe, it just —
Sometimes the lights went com- wants to convince you that moving

pletely out, and it is interesting
- your feet is a darn good time. Sure,

and oddly stirring - how glow sticks the Crystal Method's brand of big-

beat isn't as far-out or musically

incorporating as Fatboy Slim's or

DJ Punk Roc's, but the Vegas-

based duo definitely have a techno

backbone, and they're not afraid to

pour out the rock *n' roll licks and

blatantly pandering dance anthems

to get their fans going and growing.

The Crystal Method stepped up

to do turntable duty around 12:30 at

the Nitris Oxide event last Saturday

- housed at the super-dope, double-

stacked Shrine (burn the

Palladium!) - which also featured

Josh Wink, Doc Martin, Simply

Jeff, Lunatic Calm and Taylor. It

wasn't a packed house, but there

were enough people to breed pande-

monium, and that's what happened

when ears started to recognize the

beginning riffs of CM's most prized

possession.

And when the command was

finally announced - "Get Busy

Child" (spun with punchier breaks

than usual, a good call) - well, all

you can do is stand back, let the

kids do what they want do and hope

you raised them right. Jhe smart

tikes were the ones who avoided thi

dense, bouncing sea near the stage

and made their own fantasy island

pie of guys messing with a bunch of

vinyls and pushing levers up and

down?

Actually, though, it was sort of a

treat watching the Crystal Method

twiddle and tweak their way up to a

high - brilliant meisters of the elec-

tronic crescendo. In performance

they're not nearly as fist-waving ani-

mated as their British big-beat coun-

terparts, the Chemical Brothers;

instead they give off a cool dude

vibe that tells us every thing is

under control: let us do our stuff so

you can do yours.

In all, it was a solid, reliable party

from the tag-team Method as they

rewed-up most of the tracks from

their otherwise ho-hum album

""Vegas." And the show was

improved by some lighting techni-

cians who really know their stuff

-

the dizzying, stark white-against-

black strobe flashes were so intense

that Rod Serling's head threatened

to pop at any time. But who would

have guessed that Doc Martin, that

doughboy-lovable DJ you see just

about everywhere, was the one who
really got the place groovin' with his

funkiest set in a long time.

Tommy Nguyen

Dulce Daniels

The Mint

Sept. 24,1998

Donning a baggy black suit and a

release performance. The heartfelt

lyrics streaming forth from the

throaty-voiced front man of the

local blues rock quintet, Duke
Daniels, had the packed house of

friends and followers swaying from

one side of the slick lounge club to

the next.

Although opening tunes tended

to have more gut-wrenching emo-

tion and original flavor than the lat-

ter fare, which simmered to some-

thing similar to a standard Dave

Matthews rumble, Duke Daniels

maintained their thick, meaty sound

consistency without falter.

The band's debut album, "Help -

Is On the Way," has>attracted much

attention from fellow musicians,

with rumors of Beck and Jakob

Dylan having been in attendance at

ihe intimate venued affair.

Definitely a band whose sound

comes full force through speakersin

live performance, their much antici-

pated album gets across only a

small portion of the energy Duke

Daniels musters on stage.

Vanessa VanderZanden

Liz Phair

Montezuma HalU^^
Sept. 24,1 998

It's been three years since Liz

Phair last took the stage on a con-

cert tour, but it has been worth the

wait. In her Sept. 24 concert at San_

near the back speakers or on the

second floor balcony, because

what's so fun about watching a cou-

tough-guy smile, lead singer Uan
Clark owned The Mint earlier this

Septefhber fdf his band's record

Liiego State's Montezuma Hall, she

SeeCONainrS,^9e41
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Paramount Pictures

Chris Kattan (left) plays Doug Butabi and

Will Ferrell plays his brother Steve in the

comedy "A Night at the Roxbury."

"What Dreams May Come"
Directed by Vincent Ward
Starring Robin Williams and Annabelia
Sciorra

Perhaps the year's most ambitious film,

"What Dreams May Come" ultimately comes

apart because it is too idealistic. The creation of

a modern film with well-known performers

which contains a spiritual, life-affirming mes-

sage is indeed a high concept for a Hollywood

studio, and the decision to back the film is a tes-

tament to the bravery of Polygram

Entertainment. However, the film is so insistent

on being moving and deep that it forgets that it

must also entertain during its too-long, two

hours-plus running time.

Robin Wittiams , in his most dreary=gn^

humorless performance to date, portrays Chris

Nielson, a pediatrician whose.children died

four years earlier in a freak car accident. One

day, while trying to help the wounded after a

different car accident, he is killed by oncoming

traffic. His wife (Annabelia Sciorra) kills her-

self from the grief, and sets the plot into

motion. Because suicides are relegated to

"Hell," Nielson must travel from his own per-

sonal Heaven down to Hell to rescue his lost

love. . ,

This story undoubtedly contains a lot of

morbidity and rightfully focuses on death.

However, the movie is constantly maudlin with-

out even a touch of levity or relief (surprising

considering that Williams is one of our funniest

performers). More than two hours of retrospec-

tion on the nature of love and death is fine, but

"What Dreams May Come" is so content to

wallow in human misery that it is likely to bore

the audience into submission.

Even the dazzling visual efi'ects sequences in

which Nielson envisions his Heaven as a paint-

ed landscape are dulled by the ceaseless self-

pity and depression that runs throughout the

film from opening credits to denouement.

Director Vincent Ward and screenwriter

Ron Bass would have been better served to give

even passing attention to the adventure ele-

ments of the story <how cafrajourney through

the entire afterlife seem so slow and boring?)

and to allow Williams to occasionally let his

good humor shine through all the darkness.

Lonnie Harris

"A Night at the Roxbury"
^Directed by John Fortent>«rF^

Live" memory. The goofy duo, brought to life

by "comedians in name only" Will Ferrell and

Chris Kattan, are recognized by their techno-

pop soundtrack (mainly Hadaway's "What Is

Love"), their ceaseless head-bopping and their

merciful lack of dialogue.

The skit is somewhat funny for the two min-

utes it lasts on the weekly variety program,

mainly because of the guest hosts (including

Jim Carrey, Tom Hanks and Jack Nicholson)

and their takes on the characters. The notion

that this silly trifle was enough to sustain a 90-

minute movie was perhaps the most misguided

idea producer Lome Michaels ever had, and

that is saying a lotiwhen one considers his past

credits ("Coneheads," "Blues Brothers 2000"

and "It's Pat").

The resulting film, "A Night at the

Roxbury," is not merely the least funny film of

the year - it is bordering on tragedy. People will

leave the theater (early in many cases) without

so much as a chuckle or even a cracked smile.

The plot, really an excuse for a variety of idi-

otic set pieces and unfunnj' running jokes, con-

cerns the Butabi brothers, well-to-do but horri-

bly stupid twenty-somethings who try to no

avitil tamak^4t on the L.A. 4)ightdub seer

They are rejected because of their total lack of

fashion sense, their inability to deal with the

opposite sex and their ridiculous excuse for

dancing (the aforementioned headbutting), and

rightfully so. And while the plot demands that

these two characters be charming and sympa-

movie doomed to failure. Ferrell and Kattan

are simply not funny enough to pull off a fea-

ture film, end of story. These two prove

through their repetitive and lackluster script

that they lack basic skills of comedy writing,

and prove through their performances that they

are incapable of anything even resembling

physical comedy.

"A Night at the Roxbury" is not just a bad

movie. It is an insult to the intelligence of audi-

ences everywhere. Always ready and willing to

stoop to any level of stupidity for a laugh that

never comes, it is perhaps the worst in a long

line of bad SNL spin-off fikns.

Lonnie Harils

"Antz"

Directed by Eric Darnell and Tim
Johnson
Starring Woody Allen and Sharon Stone

Whereas the typical animated feature

(Disney or no) eventually relies on slapstick

comedy and formulaic "fairy tale" storytelling,

"Antz" is a real story with real characters, who
just happen to be computer generated talking

bugs.

fihn follows Z^ voiced by Woody Allcnr

thailCi Pflrrall and Kauan naver makfl^hgig

Starring Will Ferrell and Chris Kattan

The Butabi Brothers have become one of the

most popular skits in recent "Saturday Night

anything but grating and obnoxious.

This, however, is only one minor part of

"Roxbury's" downfall. In essence, it was a

a worker ant who has grown tired of the endless

monotony that his station in life provides. He
wants to care about the colony, but he yearns to

be an individual, and he lusts after tHe beautiful

daughter of the Queen Ant, Princess Bala

(Sharon Stone). A series of mix-ups and a bit of

luck finds Z and Bala irappwl ouiaidg of Uifl

colony together, and they must rely on one

See SCREEN, page 46
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Killing My Lobster aawls to LA.
COMEDY: Troupe hopes

to lure in West Coast fans

with original sketches

By Louise Chu
Daily Bruin Staff

It grabs the attention of the skim-

ming reader. It demands repetition for

the casual listener. It confuses the hell

outofpassers^y.

The unusual appellation of San

Francisco sketch comedy group Killing

My Lobster stirs an undeniable interest

in those that come across them and

offers an appropriate introduction to

their bold comedic style.

"Basically wc were all playing this

game at a party called Celebrities," said

Marc Vogl, co-founder of Killing My
Lobster. "One thing lead to another,

and somebody started talking about

Lauryn Hill andThe Fugees. Then Paul

just ycUcd out, 'Killing my lobster!' We

think he meant something else."

Paul Charney, another cofounder

and inspiration for the curious name,

said, "Every lime someone did some-

thing to bum you out, you're just like.

'Oh, dude, you're killing my lobster.'

And we're all from the East Coast, so it

was nice that we invented our own
West Coast lingo."

Originally formed in" Brown
University out of an amateur xromedy

troupe called Out of Bounds, the five

original cast members migrated to San

Francisco, where they threw them-

selves into the fertile comedy scene.

After booking their first gig on

Valentine's Day in 1997, the fledgling

performers - without a name or a defi-

nite plan - settled on using their per-

sonal catch phrase to represent them-

selves.

"It just stuck," Vogl said. "But it

wasn't a premeditated, what's-going-to-

hook-in-alkhe-seafood-lovers kind of

thing."

The collective has .since grown con-

siderably adding three new cast mem-
bers, with a total of 10 people collabo

rating on each show. They have played

throughout San Francisco and parts of

the Northwest and built a cult following

that hopes to expand into Los Angeles,

where they will perform for the first

time this weekend at the The Flight

Theater.

"Some of the people that you'll see

in LA., ifll be their first time doing a

show with our group," Vogl said. "But

one of the nice things about it is that

every show is different, even in terms of

who's on stage."

There is also an unpredictable mix of

show themes, as well as actors. Past

Lobster shows have, focused on topics

including communication and dysfunc-

tional families. Their latest, "Killing

My Lobster Gets Some Action," cen-

ters around the timeless subject of sex.

"Everybody's donejokes on it, so we
wanted to challenge ourselves to find

out if there was anything remotely orig-

inal we could do," Vogl said

Juliet Gray

Killing My Lobster, a comedy group from San Francisco, will be vis-

iting Los Angeles from Oct. 2-4 at The Flight Theater.

This constant evolution reflects their

quick-paced brand of humor. It also

creates a diversity in the material that

keeps their act fresh and lively, some-

thing they feel is lacking in other sketch

comedy shows out there.
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d

"The thing that I get really frustrated

about with 'Saturday Night Live' is that

they're predictable," Vogl said.

"Sometimes they come up with stuff,

where I'm just blown away, and it is

See LOBSTER, page 46

Recording History
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cast aside whatever demons have

plagued her past performances and

turned out a salisfymg show.

Phair and her six-piece band luoi>>

the stage foriy-five minutes laic, but

the siandmg-room audience didni

inmd. enthusiastically cheering as

thc\ look iheir places behind a back-

lil curtain The drums j>calmg in lo a

steady thump. Phair fingered her

licavil) Hanged guilar and v\orkcd

her wa> through the low-kc\

"Hxplain It !(.) Mc.

"

She didnl keep this sedate per-

sona forK)ng. however, switching

gears lo the harder-edged "6' 1."

Attacking her six-strings with vigor.

Phair looked animated throughout

the song. Ihis mix of frenetic energy

and laid-back jamming continued

throughout the evening, making for a

well-balanced and enjoyable concert

.

) The show had ils uneven

moinciUs, where live inu.sic couldn't

match the precision of the studio. i)n

"While ('hocolale Space hgg." Pliair

and the band seemed out of synch,

with an uneven rhythm and sub-par

vocals.

• "Never Said" offered excellent

singing, though, with Phair reaching

to the upper end of her register and

holding it easily, but the song never

seemed lo completely jell. Instead of

being collaborations, these songs

seemed like the band was working in

opposition lo itself.

lorlunalely. for the majorilN of

the concert, everything came togeth-

er nicel> Whether trying out new

maierial like "Uncle Alvarez" and

Johniu Keelgood' or older num-
bers such as "Supernova." "Divorce

Song and "Support System," Phair

and company were locked in togeth-

er, sounding much more polished.

"Polyester Bride" was helped by new
lead licks by the guitarist, Buddy
Judge, and "C.'inco De Mayo" sound-

ed stronger than ils original album

form.

Phair also encouraged the audi-

ence lo lend a hand with the back-up

singing lo her obscepe classic

"I Tower." Most vocals were

drowned out by the punishing,

Hendrix-like feedback spilling forth

from the guilar amps, but consider-

ing the racy words the crowd was

Ml( MAil HOS'.WAI Hl/l),iily biuii.

Liz Phair delivers an energized

set at the Mayan Theatre.

singing, that wasn't entirely a bad

thing.

Although the concert was disap-

pointingly short, clocking in at slight-

ly over an hour, it finished strongly.

After exiting the stage brielly, Phair

strapped on her guitar once more for

a powerful twasong encore.

Opening it with an amped-up ver-

sion of "Perfect World," she turned

an understated, spare tune into a

commanding, hard-driven number,

far more impressive than its original

form. Once finished, Phair smiled

slyly, acknowledging the crowd.

"So what do you guys really want

to hear?" she asked, bringing forth a

torrent of shouted suggestions.

When she found one to her liking,

she and the band tuned and lit up the

stage with an ama/ing rendition of

"luck and Run." One of her most

heartfelt and intimate songs, it look

on an edgier, more expressive feel as

Phair threw her full effort into the

wrenching vocals of abandonment

and solitude.

With her rich, throaty growl

demanding attention, the twin gui-

tars drove the concert liiuiie. It was a

fitting end to the night, a combina-

tion of sharp musicianship and pow-

erful lyrics.

1.1/ Phair may not be the best live

performer in the business, but with a

bit of effort, she can put on a fine

show.

Brent Hopkins

CiNtVKVl IIAN(j/tX)ilyBiiiin

Tori Amos sings at the Anaheim

Pond during a concert held in

mid-September.

Tori Amos
Anaheim Pond
Sept. 18, 1998

Tori Amos' Anaheim appearance

brought together fulfilling, polished

See CONCERTS, page 42
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renditions and a wayward experi-

mentation too alien to appreciate

musically. Over the years, Amos'

sound has been under quite a transr

formation. It went from piano-based,

soft and smooth pacing to electroni-

ca influenced layering and difficult

structure.

However, her lyrics remain beauti-

ful, searching the depth of human

anguish and personal grief that are

universally familiar themes. She

turns the ugliest of personal memo-

ries into meUxlious reflections.

Choosing a set list reminiscent of

the past and introducing an electro

future, her performance pulled songs

that captivate and perplex, "(iod"

brought the crowd together.and the

live version captured the rousing ele-

gance found in the lyrics. But she

opted to leave out "Crucify" and

"Silent All These Years" two hits

from her debut album. "Spark," a cut

from her latest disc, hearkened back

to earlier recordings.and Amos'

piano work on the song infused the

raw dark emotions with refined

exquisite melodies.
"~

Throwing in dash of electronic

beat and ambience, Amos turned

into techno siren for "Raspberry

Swirl," a compelling dance-along.

Amos' viKals outshone any sampled

piece of work the Chemical Brothers

might piece together.

For all of Amos' lelching musing

and piano playing, there were

moments in the show in which the

music moved tiH> far iiilo lunacy.

Melodies and noise ran into each

other while the lyrics wandered

freely, confusing and boring a majori-

ty of the crowd. Bui lor ihc loyal

Amos follower, the show mix of old-

school tunes with electronic sheen

was enough to overcome any lull.

Trinh Bui

Lenny Kravitz

The Greek Theater

Sept.16J998

—^There's something lo be said for

the retro movement in pop music.

There's also something to be said for

making a career out of it.

Lenny Kravitzs nearly-sold out

funk-fest at the Cireek on Sept. 16

displayed the best and the worst ol'

the '70s rock style his music is intlu-

enced by. At limes, the rhythms and

guitar licks reminiscent of the era

which the Parliament hunkadeiic and

Sly Stone ruled allowed a rather

sleepy audience lo gel lost in ihc

music and move within the seals.

Mowever, Kravitzs extended jaiiis

often lasted too long and, wilh his

material almost always borrowing

from the funk back catalog, seemed

too numerous for such a "modern

rock " artist. The entire show seemed

too reliant on these older styles, and

at times bordered on monotony.

What's even more frustrating is

thai on his recent release, "5.' he

played wilh diflereni, fresher styles

than on the standout, electronic-

based "Black Velveteen," but chose

to feature such rehashed soul and

funk standards like "Live" and

"Super Soul Kighier" in the show

instead.

Now. this isn't to discredit

Kravitzs live performance. His ener-

getic and revivalist per>ona (seeming-

ly unfazed by an illness that post-

poned the show a dav ) docs not com-

promise his guitar plaving oi \ocal

concentration.

During his hit. "It Ami Over (
111'

It's Over)," he displa>cd a soulful vcl

soaring .singing slvlc ihal laiclv is

expressed among rock acts.

Yet, thai didni seem enough a^

Kravitz frequently had to wake up

ihe usual mdilTereni L..\. crowd -

indilTereni. that is, until he played the

current all-rock hii. "Fly Away"

(from his recent album, "5"). and his

signature anthem. Are You Gonna

Go My Way .'

" during the last iwo

encores.

He even entered the audience

when playing his 1990 hit. "Let Lo\e

Rule.j

But even ;iir these three momeni!>

and a few others proved why Kraviiz

embodies the spirit and the spunk o(

a rock ii' roll star, he needs lo appic-

ciate a musical development and

diversity that makes for a great aiiisl

catalog and, coiKsequenlly, a greai sei

list.

Mike Prevatt

SeeCONaRTS,page43
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12 Rounds and Vast

The Troubadour
Sept.14,1998

Despite the blase reaction the

dark, distant-sounding industrial

riffed band 12 Rounds met with

from an audience full of record

industry yuppies in jeans and white-

collared shirts - who would undoubt-

edly rather throw back bottles of

Rolling Rock or shmooze with each

other with Cosmopolitans placed

cleverly in hand than pay attention to

the gritty screeches coming from

punk-haired, face-painted lead

singer, Gaudia Sarne - 12 Rounds
boldly tore through their set list at a

show earlier this September at the

Troubadour.

Comprised of songs from their

newly released untitled debut album,

the performance allowed the up and

coming group to showcase in person

the haunting tunes that bridge the

gap between Portis Head's smooth-

paced, slinky lounge groove and

Marilyn Manson's macabre, death-

toll ambience.

However, the following band,

Vast, held the chatty crowd's atten-

tion longer, creating a more unified

environment. Scenes of bleak, gray

Los Angeles streets provided a dis-

mal background for songs of alien-

ation and jadedness.

At other times, a rapid-fire explo^

sion of natural shots, from flowers to

animals, added a decadent visual

ingredient to lyrics concerned with

o;^r-stimulation and the emptiness it

invokes.

Though neither band appeared

well suited for the tight-roomed

venue at hand or the detached crowd
before them, 12 Rounds and Vast

admirably survived a rough Monday
night.

Vanessa VanderZanden

Grooverider

The Viper Room
Sept. 8J 998

It's been said that Grooverider

(aka Codename John) has lightened

up a bit, that his infamously dark,

startling brand of U.K. jungle has

been taking a walk on the mild side

lately.

You ask people who've listened to

his newest project, "The Mysteries of

Funk" (due out here on Oct. 20) and

they'll te)l you much of the same
thing.

Hell, the album even has a bit of

Got The Daily Bruin?
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to UCLA football live
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as the fourth-ranked Bruins
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house in it, a welcome mal for those

wanting to wipe off some of that jun-

gle mud.

But for those uiiacquainted'Wilh

the legend that is Grooverider or

those who just came to Atmosphere
a few weeks ago to bounce a bit, they

all have a question: "What are you

talking about?"

With his ghoulish bassline rever-

berations, chronically ill-tempered

breakbeats and rinsing that invites

the same kind of soothing as watch-

ing earth's final tidal wave rise from

the ocean, this "godfather of drum 'n

bass" is still just a mean old man -

'

not a rider on a groove, rather one

on horseback with a sword in his-

mouth.

Toward the end of the night he

started to give us some hope with

some of the better mysteries of his

new album slowly being revealed.

But in the beginning of his set no
one at the well over-capacity Viper

Room knew what to make of the

noise: can't really move to it, can't

really trip on it, mostly because of

Grooverider's stinginess when it

comes to any jazz or ambient layer-

ing.

Respect to the king who started it

all in drum n bass, but one thing

Grooverider has to understand

about playing for a young American
audience is that we can really give a

fig about royalty, ancestors or histo-

ry-
.

If you want help the d-n-b move-
ment in the States, you're going to

have to start from scratch - and
scratch, mind you, with just a little

less claws.

Tommy Nguyen

See CONCERTS, page 44
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Dr. Nader Dayani
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Member American Association of Orthodontists
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Teeth Whitening
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rtxxjel ar»d $175.00 for formal consultation.

expiration date 10-31-98
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Matchbox 20
Universal Amphitheater
Aug. 28, 1998

One night at the Universal Amphitheater

proves that a band carried only by nostalgic

memories ofgrunge-filled bliss cannot outshine

the darlc charm of a fresh band riding on the

wave of poppy hits.

On Aug. 28, Soul Asylum joined Matchbox

20 for an expected combination of veteran

passion and mediocre-Top Forty beats.

Surprisingly, Matchbox 20 gave a boost of

fresh life to their ho-hum melodies while Soul

Asylum faded into the slump of rock has-

beens. Soul Asylum started their set off with a

balk of unrestrained energy. Unfortunately,

the following ten songs became more tiresome

and less interesting with every electric chord.

The true highlights of their performance

included, of course, a sing-along old favorite

"Runaway Train" and the professional instru-

mental solos delivered by each member of the

band. Sadly, awkward dancing and uninspir-

ing melodies weighed the performance down

beyond forgiveness.

Matchbox 20, however, gave the fans their

money's worth by creating an entertaining set

filled with energized melodies and trippy visu-

al effects.

The crowd jumped immediately to their

feet the instant the huge red curtain lifted and

the first chords hit their ears. The band made

songs such as "Girl Like That," "Real World"

and "3 a.m." a beat or two faster and a deci-

mal louder, giving the performance the elec-

tricity lacked on their album, "Yourself or

Someone Like You."

In front, a stark, strange video backdrop

lead singer Rob Thomas delivered almost his

entire album without monotony, as well as a

few covers such as Sinead O'Connor's

"Nothing Compares To You."

This slow, sweet acoustic number delivered

during the band's much-appreciated encore

was but one example of the talent of a seem-

ingly dull and overly mainstream act.

. Michelle Zubiate

HARRIS
From page 37

want. In fact, why not go the distance and not

even bother watching "Titanic" at all?

But, I digress. I only bring up this current

event because I find it so telling about the

morality of our American society. As a culture,

we are more offended by the sight of a woman
with no shirt on than we are by the deaths of

thousands of people. I want to repeat this

because that is really the message these

Utahites are sending to the rest of the country.

It's OK for their children to watch the grue-

some, painful, incredibly realistic deaths of

See HARRIS, page 45
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HARRIS
From page

thousands of passengers (men,

women and children) but it*s not OK
for them to see a part of the body

possessed by over 50 percent of the

population.

This scene in which Kate Winslet

revealed her breasts isn't even sexual

in nature. Of course, you could argue

that the scene was placed there both

to titillate the audience and to imply

an erotic undercurrent to the rela-

tionship between the two characters,

but the scene has nothing to do with

sex or even sexuality. It is merely an

image of someone drawing a sketch

and someone else posing for it. It is

an examination of the human form.

Why does this upset us so?

What is it about American culture

that makes nudity, just nudity, so

taboo? I can understand if parents

wanted to shield their children from

watching characters have sex in a

movie, and again let me stress that

parents are allowed to shield their

children from anything they want,

but I don't understand why anyone

would care if their child saw a

woman's breasts.

Even more troubling than this

realization is that violence is so per-

vasive in film everywhere. Vm not

one to argue for censorship, and I

think a filmmaker should be allowed

to put anything they want in a movie,

and it's up to the viewer to decide

what they do and do not want to see.

Yet, it disturbs me that violence has

become so accepted and nudity so

rejected.

To illustrate my point, CBS recent-

ly featured the network television

premiere of Martin Scorcese's

"GoodFellas," which, I might add, is

one of my all-time favorite films.

Though the violence in "GoodFellas"

was toned down significantly for tele-

vision, it was still seen throughout the

film, including a scene with Ray
Liotta smashing someone's head in

with the butt of a gun and another

shot of Joe Pesci and Robert Dc
Niro burying and then digging up a

corpse. I ask you, which scene do you
think is going to warp a young mind
niore: the burying of murdered

corpses or drawing Kate Winslet's

breasts? I think the answer should be

obvious. Unfortunately, I think the

average American might give a dif-

ferent answer than me.

This really is just an observation.

It is the decision of all consumers to

censor what they view and how they

view it, and it is up to parents to dic-

tate what programming their kids

should see and which would best be

left on the rental shelf. I just think

that we might want to lighten up as a

nation and stop being quite so

uptight at the very mention of the

word "sex" or the sight of a bare

bosom.

Look, half of the population has

breasts, and the other half has proba-

bly seen them in some form or anoth-

er. There's nothing mysterious, dirty,

naughty or inappropriate about

them. And they're certainly less

obscene an image than a man dying

of a gunshot wound or a passenger

drowning on a doomed oceanliner.

[Click]
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LOBSTER
From page 40

great A lot of the time, I'm actually

getting kind of bored, watching their

showt. And the thing we work really

hard at is we just will not let our audi-

ence get borMl for a second."

The result is a variety ofsketches in

the tradition of"Saturday Night Live"

but with a more experimental style

and greater artistic freedom that

thrives in Killing My Lx>bster*s inde-

pendent nature. The group handles all

aspects of their shows, from the writ-

ing to the publicity. While a lack of for-

mal representation can hurt entertain-

ers, they have found a "nurturing

atmosphere" in their adopted home-

town ofSan Francisco.

**The (San Francisco) audience

wants tojust try and see stuff that they

haven't seen before." Qiamey said.

"And that's what's great about San

Francisco: it has a history about it
-

very liberal, creatively as well as politi-

caDy."

Their latest show, "Killing My
Lobster Gets Some Action" enjoyed a

successful run at the San Francisco

Fringe Festival. As they bring the

show to Los Angeles, VogI and

Charney are wary of the "L.A. cyni-

cism" that is stereotypical of the

Hollywood audience.

"I'm really excited to take it down
to L.A. and see because there's certain

stigmas and reputations about L.A.,"

VogI said. "I know there's a lot ofpeo-

ple who are in the industry, but there

are also people who are trying to do

their own thing, like independent film-

makers and people who've got their

own theater company and production

stuff. So I'm keen to see if we can tap

into that side of L.A."

Comedy. Killing My Lobster appears at

The Flight Theater on Oa 2-4. Tickets

are $8. For more information, log on to

httpy/www.kiJIingmylobster.com,

SCREEN
From page 39

another to navigate the terrifying

atmosphere ofNew York's Qentral

Park.

All of this plot aside, "Antz" is

really a character-based comedy,

relying heavily on clever gags com-

paring human life on Earth to the

daily existence of an ant within a

colony.

The script is quite witty, opting to

fmd humor in dialogue, rather than

outlandish visuals or physical come-

dy. This is no easy task when one

considers that the field of animation

has been thought of as an exclusively

visual medium.
~ "Antz," though it contains noth-

ing terribly inappropriate, is not a

film designed for children. Jeffrey

Katzenberg and DreamWorks have

made a new type of animated film -

one that is often better-written and

more observant than most live-action

films.

Most of the humor, however, will

only be appreciated by teenagers and

above, and children are likely to have

problems following the complex sto-

ryline and understanding the charac-

ters elevated and verbose dialogue.

Lonnle Harris

Perry T. Wong D.D.S.
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position, ask wtMt you wouM Hka to
krxm atMut tha marchandisa, and
includa that in ttta ad. Includa such
informatk)n as brand names, cotors

arKi othar spacifk: dascrlptions.

Th« ASUCLA Communtcations board fuity supports th« Univ«rsity of CaHfomia's policy on r>ondiscrimirvtion. No medium shaH accept advertisements w^iich praaant parsons o( any origin, race, sex. or saxuai orientation In

a demeaning way or imply that they are limited to positions, capabilities, roles, or status in society. Neither the DaMy Bruin nor the ASUClACommunications Bovd has investigated any of the services advertised a the
advertisements represented in this issue. Any person believing tnm. an advertisement in this issue violated the Board's policy on nondiscrimination stated herein should communicate complaints in writing to ttte Busir«sas
MwMoar. DaMv Bnin. 1 18 Kerckhoff Hall. 30d Westwood Plaza. Los Anoates. CA 90024. Rtr assistance with housing discnmination problems, cal the UCLA Housing Office at (310) 825-4271 or cMH the Wsctaide F^ Hous-
ing Omce at (310) 475-9671 . Classified ads also appear orvbne at http://www.dailybruin.ucla.edu Placement on-line is offered as a complimentary service for customers aiKl is rwt guaranteed. The DaMy Bruin is raaponai)le
for the first incorrect ad insertion or>ly. Mirxx typographical errors are not eligible for refur>da. For any refurvl. the Daily Brxjin Classified Department must be notified of an error on the first day of publication l}y noon.

1100 ^

TANGO: OCT. 5&12
SWING: OCT 19

SWING/SALSA/TANGO/WALTZ/SAMBA.
BALLROOM DANCE CLUB AT UCLA. MON-
DAYS 7PM-ACKERMAN 2ND FLOOR 310-

284-3636. ballroomOucla.edu Over 3,500

participants enjoyed our free dance lessons

last year! Experience the romance!

http://www.studentgroups.ucla.eduA>allroom

dance/ BECOME A MEMBER!

i2dci
. __::_^_

CSBlDHtt uPBflfllZflilOIIS

SOMEWHERE IN TIME
HBDC&BDC ANNUAL FIELD TRIPS- Aut-

umn English Regency Costume Ball Octob-

er 17th. Lessons provided at 10am and 2pm.

www.regencyfriends.org 213-384-6622. 10th

Annual Victorian Grand Costume Ball. Oct.

31st Join the Listserve lahaOpact>ell.net

818-892-3454 or http://mem-

bers.aol.com/timeomind/sdi/sdi.html 310-

284-3636 to arrange carpooiing

Expert Faculty

Outstanding Internship

Opportunities

Small Classes

Diverse Student Body

CoDtflcL —
The Universfty of Judaism

Graduate Admissions -,-^^

1 5600 Mulholland Drive

FREE PHONE CARD- One per household.

Minimum $25 activation. Send S.A.S.E.

D/DB. POB:83461 . LA, 90083 Great gift any

occasion. 310-558-8910.
I I

*
I I I —n-^ \

—

YOUR CREDIT UNION
Your on-campusAon-line fir»ancial services

source, for students, faculty&staff . Visit us at

Ackerman A-Level, on-line at www.ucu.org

or call 310-477-6628.

• Earn the

Master's Degree
that makes a
difference...

MBA in Nonprofit
Management

MA/MS in

Behavioral
Psychology

MAEd in Jewish
Education

1800
UlicoBinooiii

•••••••••••••••••••••••

Readings By Lauren
'A'World Renowned
M Psychic Readings

^RTarot Card
M'Reunites Lovers

T^Advises on all Problems of life

'tVSpecial Student Discount

Tel: (310) 858-1168

Los Angeles. CA 90077-1 599

(310)476-9777. ext. 247

(888) U) FOR ME [853-67631

FAX: (310)471-3657

admissions@uj.edu

www.uj.edu

SWING SWING SWING
Authentic Lindy Hop Swing Video. Perfor-

mances by the masters plus instruction. Only

$19 1-800-925-6675

i2200
RMiitll Subiedti

EARN $10 DOLLARS in just 20-minutes.

Faculty members at the Anderson School of

Business, UCLA, regularly conduct research

on decision-makir>g. The format of the stud-

ies usually consists of filling out a booklet

questionruiire in a classroom. The time is

usually about 20-minutes and payment is

about $10. We would like to compile an email

list of those students/staff members who are

interested in partk^ipatlng. Ifyou are interest-

ed, please email

m8tudi6sOarKlerson.ucla.edu

Noticas wi be sent via email as when and
where such studies wiN be held. Thanks.

2100 2100
^

EGG DONORS
NEEDED
IF YOUAREA WOMAN

• between the ages of 19-32

• have no genetically linked

diseases in your

immediate family

• would like to know more

about how to become an

egg donor

*Please Call...

fGG DOMORS APE
COMPEMSATED

... $3000 lo $3500

( KI.ATIX'I

«()N( riMlOi

(949) 488-2868
must attend one education senninar

BRAINS ARE BACK
TEST TOURS ON

100%
THE NEWEST. SMARTEST GAME SHOW.

IF YOURE FUN. OUTGOING AND OVER 18. WE WANT YOU.

WIN CASH & PRIZES

CALL (818)973-2310 AND ASK FOR SANDY
M-F 10^5

(SAG & AFTRA OK)

FREE BIRTH CONTRQC PILLS. UCLA re-

search study. $50 per Visit to clink:. Smokers
ages 18-34 or non-SsfTwkers ages 35-44. Call

Jessk^a 310-794-1884.

RESEARCH PARnCIPAffTS needed for pa-

tient experiencing hayfever/allergk: rtiinitis.

Requires four visits, 6-hours total. Over 7-

lOdieiys. Will pay up to $100 at conclusk)n of

study. Contact Dr Dia Sanchez or Dr. Sax-
on at 310-825-9376.

UCLA RISK PERCEPTION STUDY Receive

$10 for completing 3 questkxinaires. Mexi-

can-Amehcan or Taiwanese-American only.

Cal 310-825-9542.
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the answer is
Deloitte &

Touche

01998 Deloitte t Touche LLP and Deloitte & Touche Consulting Group LLC. Deloitte 8 Touche

refers to Deloitte t Touche LLP , Deloitte t Touche Consulting Group LLC and related entitles.

Deloitte fi Touche
1000 Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles,

. us. deloitte. CO
CA 90017

You*re inviteil to attend a free

sample law^ class! Set in motion
your dream of becoming a lavirer!

The SAN FERNANDO VALLEY LAW SCHOOL
of The University of La Verne

Information Seminar
and

Free Sample Law Class

on
Saturday, October 31, 1998

9:00 AM to 12:00 PM

Spring Classes BeginJanuary 18y 1999

Contact our Woodland Hills Campus (818) 883-0529 to obtain an information

packet or visit our campus 21300 Oxnard Street, WoodlancJ Hills, CA 91367

PARALEGAL PROGRAMS ALSO OFFERED
Certificate; AS/BS Degrees

<-^oOyPEP ĝ^

UMIVKRSny or LA VBRME ==
The University of La Verne College of Law is accredited by the State Bar of California and by the Western

AsscKiale of vSch(X)ls and Colleges
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ACROSS
1 Applaud
5 Two-wheeler
9 Tear in little

pieces
14 Ship part

15 Dec lare —
16 Inclined to weep
17 Isaac's son
18 Fibt)er

19 Firearm
20 Sewing-kit iterfi

22 Moved
24 Trudges
26 First lady?
27 Cheerful

30 Strong curreni—-^

35 Prickle

36 Goody-goody
37 Rice wine
38 As well

39 Smokestack
42 Easy as —
43 Sicilian volcano
45 Aunt Bee's

nephew
46 Correct (a

manuscript)
48 Gift adornments
50 Stained
51 Actress — Dawn

Chong
52 Chemical

compound
54 Signs up
58 Bat)oons ,

'

62 Ruckus ^

63 Curls and
ringlets

65 Modern Persia

66 Actor Bean

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

QSBDnDS QDQmS
DSa QQQBISCiDQQim CIQOSEa I1D0

QSDO QDQSS anCQD

67 She, on the Riv-

iera

68 Actress
Thompson

69 Small fish

70 Imitated

71 File

DOWN
1 Guitahst

Atkins

2 Sumptuous
3 Jai —
4 Fatter .

5 Vote
6 Vine-covered
7 Large green

parrot

8 Miscalculates

9 Try hard
10 Youngtibws
11 Huck Finn's

transport

12 Writer —
Stanley
Gardner

1

3

Changed the

color of

21 Mont —
23 Livinc) fence

25 Imagine
27 Complete
28 Snap^ot
29 Favors
31 Roman's IX

32 Recorded
33 Approving,

slangily

34 Like an
overgrown
lawn

36 — dream
40 Inn

41 Middle Eastern
country

44 Type of

container
47 More obscure
49 Natural gift

50 Used the attic,

perhaps
53 Say "cheese!"

54 Adam's
grandson

55 "Cheers-
regular

56 Increase
57 Mets'

stadium
59 Columnist

Bombeck
60 Sweet

potatoes
61 Cinch
64 Matterhorn, for

one

^ 3"

1

5 g- ar r- nr vr TT TT

f4 T5" 16

17 W 15"

W w
i

55" w
55"

5r 55^ - 50" sr 33 34

55- ^ «

P^'3S 39 40 -"P
w

3T- w
i

45

i
46

W w ST

Ptrsr sr i^
60 61

gr

1

BT BT

1

B5

gr B7 W^
55^

^^^

70 _ TT
^_ .^ .1.
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Is Life Getting You Down?

it

u

I

Talking to the ri^iperson can help.

Yvonne Thomas, Ph.D., licensed Psychologist,

(PSY 14489), offers affordable, quality therapy for:

• Personal, Family, Work,

or School Issues

• Anxiety or Stress

• Self-Esteem

• Depression or Loss

• Premarital Counseling

• Divorce Recovery

• Co-Dependency

• Couples Conflicts or

Break-Ups

• Life Transitions

• Adult Children of Alcoholic

or Drug-Using Parents

* • Survivors of Emotional,

Physical, or Sexual Abuse

• Overeating

• Body Image Issues

• Foreign Students

• Multicultural/Muhiethnic

Issues

• and other issues

Therapy can heal, educate, and inspire you.

Take that first step and call Dr. Yvonne Thomas

In Tokyo

Morgan means more
• •

career opportunities
*

J. p. Morgan is inviting applications from University of California at

Los Angeles graduate students and graduating seniors for full-time posi-

tions in Tokyo for the following areas:

Investment Banking^
Markets

Credit Research

Technology

Consulting Groub

Financial

We are looking for intelligent, highly motivated people who have an ana-

lytical and quantitative aptitude, strong interpersonal and communication

skills, ability to work as port of a team, and an interest in our global finan-

cial businesses. Candidates must be fluent in both English and Japanese.

Interested candidates should submit a cover letter and resume by

October 10, 1998 to "recruitjapon^pmorgan.com" by e-mail

and are encouraged to meet our Tokyo representatives at the following

career fair:

iNikkei fiostorr

on October 23 (Fri), 24 (Sat), and 25 (Sun)

at the Boston World Trade Center

JPMorgan
wv^w. jpmorgan.com

J. P. Morgan is on equal opportunity employer.

'• \!' )\ /\( , Ki I r 1 1 \k\i\i

(310)726-3944 Free Consultation

Convenient Westside location and flexible hours

Where you work should be

a place that inspires the mind.

Imagine that.

Visit www.EDS'ImaginelT.com

and ask yourself,

yns^pirej

A more productive way of working
hiJS

EOSA ihc FI>S k>Ho arc rtniMcrcd marks <>f Ekxinmic Daia Systems Corporarion

EDS »» an equal upponuniiy rmpkiycr. m/f/v/d 0199H Electronic Daca Systems Corpoftuion All rights reserved

As the fastest growing, most innovative professional services firm

in the world, Ernst & Young LLP is on the nxjve and leading the

way. If you're ready to shift into the fast lane, chart new territories,

and explore new technology horizons... Ernst & Young is the place

to be.

As a top-ranked college graduate, you have what it takes to be a

leader. And with Ernst & Young, you'll have what you need to gain

professional momentum. In direct partnership with over 3,500

health care organizations nationwide, Ernst & Young is the premier

professional services firm serving the health care industry. Our

world class Consultants make a direct impact every day by offering expertise, implementing changes and integrating technology.

As an integral member of this.dynamic team, your responsibilities will grow alohg with your skills, performance and interest.

As we continue to set the pace in the changing world of health care, we are seeking goal-oriented graduates who

are driven to make an impact.

K \ N
I \ ^

UCLA
Presentation - Undergraduate

Tuesday, October 6

Westwood Marquis

Hotel and Gardens, Ventana Room
6:00pm - 8:00pm

Please RSVP, incltiding name of the school, to: joaniuujose^ey.coin to reserve your place at the presentation.

Walk-ins ate welcome!
EY Careers, Dept. 10182, 1 1 3 Terrace Hall Avenue, Burlingfon,-MA 01803; Fax Toll Free to Dept. 10182: 1 -877-4EY-JOBS; or

E-mail: dep«.10182©eycar*ers.com. Please be sure to indicate the department number on your cover letter and resunrie

for/outing purposes. ^.^ J

SSErnst&Young llp

Classifieds
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Start at the top and

work upwards.

McKinsey only wants the best. So, if you're a

graduating UCLA Ph.D. or Postdoc student - in any

discipline - McKinsey is your chance to start at the top

and keep excelling.

As a management consultant with McKinsey. you'll t>e

confronted with a succession of varied and contrasting

challenges. We are one of the world's leading

intemational management consulting firms and a

career with us means working closely with the most

senior people in major corporations to help their

businesses perform better.

It is an exceptionally stimulating and intellectually

The rewards are high - not least in terms of job satisfaction.

If you'd like to hear more about what a career with

McKinsey offers, come to our presentation on

Wednesday, October 7th, 6:00 p.m., at The Westwood

Marquis Hotel, Marquis Room, 930 Hilgard Avenue.

A reception will follow.

Dress - informal. Atmosphere - relaxed. You are welcome

to either bring your resume or C.V. with you or submit it at

a later date.

For additional information, please contact

Patricia Fitzsimons at 415-981-5101

.

demanding role. You'll work with highly talented and

supportive colleagues in an environment capable of

stretching even the brightest minds.

McKinsey is an equal opportunity employer committed

to diversity in the workplace.

McKinsey&Company

SpecialEgg DonorNeeded - $25,000

We are a loving, infertile couple hoping to find a compassionate

woman to help us have a baby. We're looking for a healthy, intelligent

college student or college graduate, age 21-33, with blue eyes and

blonde or light brown hair. Compeasation $25,000 plus expenses.

Your gift will bring boundless joy.

'V ;:^

•please contact us through our

representauVe at 1-800-776-7680

^A

2400

ANONYMOUS sperm donors needed. Help

infertile couples while receiving financial

compensation up to $600/rTK)ntfi and free

health screening. Convenient hours, located

In Westwood. Call Kim 310-824-9941

EGG DONOR WANTED Generous fee plus

medical expenses paid. Childless couple

who would love to have children need viable

egg Mexican or Latina background 18-29,

5"2"-57* Slight to medium build. College ed-

ucation, athletic, ready to begin immediate-*

ly. Please call SusieO our doctor's office.

81 8-881 -9800. Tell her you are responding to

this ad tor Mary&Michael

FREE TICKETS
ABC SUMMER HIT "Whose Line is it Any-

way?' staring Drew Carey. Call 818-753-

3470-ext 946. 10/9. 10/10. 10/17. 10/18.

11/14. 11/15, 11/21, 11/22

WE BUY CARS. New and old. Running or

not. Jeff 310-714-5808.

COMPUTERS
DESIGN YOUR OWN system. Used sys-

tems from $299. New 300 mhz sy8tem-$575.

Repairs artd system upgrades. DIagrvjstics

$25. 310-216-0336.

FOR SALE: HEWLETT PACKARD Pavilion,

less than a year old. CD-ROM. Windows,

Modem. Orig $2500, now$1500 obo. 310-

441-0477.

IBM THINKPAD 701C. 10.4TFT 8mram
550hdd. Fax rrxxlem. Office954^more. DX4-

75MHZ. Docking statk>n. Custom case. All

original manual. $600obo. Call(3 10)434-

1107.

IBM ThinkPad 760ED Multimedia Notebook.

Pentium 120. 32 MB. 1.12 GB harddrlve,

12.r screen. CD-rom. fax/modem, case,

software. $1,250obo. 310-586-2522.

K6 200 MMX. 65MB. 3.2 Gig hard drive. 56K
modem. 32X CD-Rom. Win '98. Offtee 97,

17" nfK)nitor. $800. 310-571-0950.

LIKE NEW. MAC Quadra 610. PWR MAC
upgradeable. Fax/modem. 14inch-screen.

HP-desk writer, MS word, final draft &much
more. $650obo. 213-954-0293.

MAC WORKSTATION
Power computing 180. 80meg-ram. Super-

Mac 17T. 12" Wamcom tablet. Microtext

scanner. Software. $1200. 310-230-0432.

MICROSOFT OFFICE 97 professional. Full

version, unopened, ' unregistered. $75. 1-

800-416-3594.

BRENTWOOD. TV/stereo entertainment

center-t-student desk. ET center fits up to

27inch TV. Paid $1000, asking $350. Desk-

$475. Call after-5pm. 310-472-2316.

r
URGENT/DONOR

EGG DONOR. Handsome compensation, all

expenses paid. Requirements; height 5'5 to

5'8, eyes-green/green-blue/blue, hair-

brown/brunette. Medium to slim build.

$2500. 310-273-2463.

Classifieds
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Al-Taiib
UCLA'S Muslim Student

Newsmagazine

\ 3300

jj

PERSONALIZED, custom-made See our

Website at www.chok^emall.com/somfine/

T-SHIRTS!!! T-SHIRTS!!! Blade. Southpark.

Kom, Grateful Dead, much more.

www.t-sNrtkir>g.com

2 GORGEOUS ITALIAN BLACK LEATHER
sofas.$1200. 6 beautiful, matching, sleek,

Italian dining chairs. $900. Call Lauren

(310)824-0319

The UQLA
Magazines

DINING ROOM SET. Table/4-chairB. oak.

Cost $1,100 dollars, asking $495. ExceNent

conditkxi. Private party. WLA. 310-477-8750

GREAT DEAL !!!

WHITE WrcKER BEDROOM SET. ExceNent

Condltton. Queen Headboard, one night

stand, and armoire. $250.00 obo. An-

nieO323-658-5058.

IKEA TWIN SIZE bunk bed. Can be used as

2-b6ds. Great conditk>n. used for 1-year.

$150. Free delivery-»-assembly. Heather
310-443-1440.

Matching couch-t-k)ve seat. Sleeper sofa.

Oak trussel dining set w/6-chairs. Single bed
w/lrame. Custom stereo-cabinet. Microwave.

8by11 mg. Microtridge. King/Queen bed-

frame. Misc. 31 0-440-1 740-eve.

MATTRESS BONANZA!!
SEALY. STEARNS & FOSTER. Also Ortho-

pedic twin-sets-$1 19.95, Fulls-$1 69.95,

Oueens-$lA.95. Pilk}wtops-$299.95. So-

fas-$2l9. Delivery. Beacon Mattress. 1309

Westwood Blvd. 310-477-1466.

MATTRESS SETS!!!
Twin $79. Full $89. Queen $139. King $159.

Bunkbeds. Deliveries, Phone Orders Accept-

ed. 310-372-2337.

MATTRESSES. FUTON. DESK. Bookshelf.

C.iiette Sets. T-Table. Lamps. Deliveries. 7-

days open. King's Furniture. 11961 Santa

Montea Blvd 310-575-4243.

TWIN BED. Boxspring and framo Indluded.

$50obo. Vok;en>ail 998-9427.

LOSE POUNDS. GAIN ENERGY before ttie

holkJays. Curbs appetite. incraasM an«gy.

Free infoonatton. Programs start al laSAno.

310-453-2630.

Display
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Do you hove Seasonal Allergies?

IFYOU DO,
yoL| may qualify to participate

in a research study of an

investigational medication

and receive:

r

• FREE study related allergy testing, and

evaluation by Board Certified Allergist

» FREE study medications during the study

» FINANCIAL PAYMENT for participation

Ifyou are interestedf please call:

Dr. Jonathan Corren, MD
fundation Inc. '

Allergy Hi

Los Angeles, CA 90025

(310) 477-1734 Ext. 312

LOSE WEIGHT NOW
ASK ME HOW

M natural nutritional health products

310-202-6044

CaN

BRUINS, SAVE MONEY
BUY USED BOOKS
FOR FALL QTR 98

BOOKS INCLUDING Econ: 130. Lots of

Sociology books Including: Sociology: 2, 126

(Soc of Norms). 132 (Soc. Psy). M150 (Soc

of Againg) & Ml 62 (Soc of gender). Art

Nstory 56 (reader only). Sold at cheaper

price than the UCLA txx)l(8tore. CaM 310-

836-1023 for Michele after 6PM.

FILM STUDENTS. 16mm flatt)ed for sale at

low cost. Includes everything you need to get

your film made quicidy. 310-207-0616.

mo -^

1964 KARMANN 6HIA. New motor, new
clutch. Cool fun car. No smog needed. Must

sell leaving the country. $2300.00 310-559-

2729. ,

c
1984 MERCURY TOPAZ- Automatic. 4-door.

stereo, cassette, 74K miles. $1300 otx) 310-

208-2844.

1987 325 BMW- Silver. b\ack interior, 4door,

full. Excellent condition. $5500 obo. 310-

206-8252.

1987 MERCURY SABLE XceHent condition.

New t)rakes. pads, shoes, new battery. A/C,

perfect body. Very clean interior, mr^-great

$2200obO. (213)303-0971.

1989 FORD PROBE GL-lmnwculate.

New:paint job, tint, stereo. brai(es. struts.

Large trunk-space, good gas. perfect for

school. Runs&kx)ks great. $3.750obo. 323-

913-2561.

1989 HONDA PRELUDE- Red w/black interi-

or. Sunroof, cassette., cruise, loaded. 5

speed. Looks and runs beautifully 11 IK

miles. $4700. 310-444-9040.

1992 ALFA ROMEO
Spkler vetoce. A/C, 5speed manual. CD
player. $11,000. RtehardO310-859-0278.

1992 CELICA GT CONVERTIBLE- Automat-

k:, white. 45K miles, a/c. great condittoni

$12,500. 310-573-4052.

1992 MAZDA MX3 Automatk:, power-steer-

ing, power-windows, power-doorkxks. A/C.

Hatchback. Carphone, security chip. Excel-

lent conditk)n. Original owner, original paint.

Must sell. $5.000obo. 818-766-0587.

1993 FORD RANGER SUPER CAB. Bright

blue. Excellent conditk}n. 5 speed. 60,500

miles. $7,000 obo. 310-391-1236.

^ Piano Rentals ^
"^ Low Monthly Rates if
•Hollywood Piano Rental Company^

213-462-2329 » ^ 7••••••••••

Equlpmont ^ gg
SPINNER JONNY Q. PRO- $500 obo. Al-

nfK>st new. 310-470-4735.

classified display

to UCLA football live on 91-9 FM KLA

as the fourth-ranked Bruins open up Pac-10 play

against the defending conference champion

' Washington State at the Rose Bowl.

Pre-game show starts at 13:00 pm

and kickoff is at 12:30 pm.

Gl.issiliocis

825-2221

86 VW CABRKXET CONV. Black on black. .

5-ip. Vary tow mileage. New oonvertM>le top.

$2400obo Please page Jay 310-775-8020.

89' BMW CONVERTIBLE 3251. 5-8p. air. CD
rack, heated seat. Bronze. Tan leather.

$7900Qbo. 310-391-6311. Evenings-310-

571-1579.

92' TOYOTA CAMRY XLE V6. EmeraW. sun-

roof, CD/cassette. Great oonditkm. $7500.

Cal 818-906-2206 evenings.

SEIZED CARS FROM $175. Porches, CadM-

lact. Chevys, BMWs, Con/ettes. Also Jeeps,

4WD^. Your area. Ton Free. 1-800-218-9000

Ext A-1650 for current listings.

'86 BMW 325es. Runs good. New tires, pow-

er windows, sunroof. A/C. AM/FM. stereo

w/cassette and kx>ks great. $3800. Call

Christina031 0-91 4-4090.

'88 HONDA ACCORD LXI. Maroon. 2-door

hatchback, k>aded, runs great. $3000. 310-

455-1467. ^^^^
89 FORD PROBE. New $2K paint job. Au-

tomatk:. MC. stereo/cassette." $2900obo.

310-444-7377.

'89 HONDA CRX automatic,low mileage,

great erigine, top condition, original owner.

$5.200obo. (310)796-1328.

'89 HONDA PRELUDE SI. Automatic,

black/tan. a/c. moonroof. am/fm cassette.

Great conditton, 1 owner, $5800 obo.

(310)641-7641.

'89 Mazda 929. 4-door, 63K. leather, sun-

roof, k)aded. Excellent conditk)n. One owner

$5,500. 310-398-7353. Evenings.

'90 Mercury Tracer Great deal for student.

Silver 2-door hatchback. Good conditkK).

$2000obo. CaN Maya 0310-842-6110.

'91 INTEGRALS. 2-door, 71K, 5-speed, sun-

roof, AC. AM/FM cassette. $6900. 310-826-

1873.

'91 MIATA CutiveniWe . Pampered . -garage-

kept, excellent conditk)n. 53K. stereo, alarm,

white/black. $6800obo. 310-209-2036.

for$ak

82 SUZUKI GS650E black $850. 310-452-

2638.

91 KawdiaKi ^20 MGO. Headlight custom

made. Blue&white. New brake/new tires.

Used on TV series. 310-289-4595.

SGOOinrS lOr mdo

l&bo rtUNUA oHHth oocc. 1 /K, leci. runs

great, minimally used. k>ck included, $450

obo. Contact Sripha (310)208-6786.

1987 HONDA ELITE SCOOTER- Does not

mn. Needs clutch. $200.00. What a deal! Mr.

Staggs 310-559-2729.

87* HONDA ELITE 150. First owner. 300+

miles. 1500 OBO 310-842-4760

WSBb
IWHCIOSTIir IfOllI

FROM $17.95/DAY
RENT-A-CAR. Under 25 ok. Cash deposit

ok. Free miles alk>wance. Open 7 days/wk.

Major credit-cards accepted. 1-800-770-

0606.

AmmlM
Koiiiul I rip .\iif.tir

( ii/to

s.tMti.»m)

Sdo I'.iulo / Ki'j

Gu.iy.i(|uil / Quito

C iitf'o fl(i<'/iif I'ivi'liu

$790
For K IS nu •> >J "ssj I ,

siiu jsM ()-)4''

^Mlith .\lT\i II .1(1 ~|ifi l.ih-I .

Welcome back...

voiv ^o AivAy/

^>'_X;^

London S509
Paris $398
Sydney $964
Hew York $189
Hong Kong $571

[iriilusses issieia fte ail!

Cum Eirm furs Irtm SitS.
(mi *M Muw tnr oo mi imiuoi uiiv
MsmcntM AffiT. wftNd m ixifu

CodiK li iTravel
CIEE: Covncil m International

E4«icatioiial Eidiante

10904 Lindbrook Dr.

Los Ang^tcs mirtndtng

(310) 208-3551
www.coundltravel.com

FLY CHEAP!!
• ROUND TRIP COURIER AIRFARES •

I i386 Seoul ttOO Heng KoiMJp8906 Sydney fi^BSSphokWOChlnai

aO , -OO".. OFF ALL FARES
AIR COURIER INTERNATIONAL

1-r800-a02-7216 24 hrs.

NttMlMMrs

HOT CYBER SECRETS!
Find Out What You Want On-line! 1 -900-740-

1113 ext. 2098. 2.99/min and 18+ Serve-U

619-645-8434

,, : I I

FhuuidalAM *

FREE CASH GRANTS
COLLEGE. SCHOLARSHIPS. Business.

Medical Bills. Never repay Toll Free 1-800-

218-9000 Ext G 1650.

STUDENT LOANS
GET YOUR Stafford Student Loan from Uni-

versity Credit Unkxi (Lender Code 832123).

Also receive k)w-cost financial sen/k:es. 310-

477-6628; www.ucu.org.

AFRICA SAFARI- Interested in visiting Afri-

ca. Free and detailed informatk)n on best

rates, seasons, places of interest. Call

BrightonO 2 1 3-386-8008.

INSURANCE WAR!
WE'LL BEAT ANYONE'S price or don't want

your business. All drivers. Newiy licensed.

Student/staff/facutty discounts. Request the

"Bnjin Plan." 310-777-8817 or 818-222-

5595.

Europe
$239 (each way plus taxes)

HAWAII -$l 19 o/w
Many other destinations!

CALL 3 1 0-394-0550
http://www.airhltch.org

GST 202863840

^/iiistate
YouVe^ good hands.

Insurance Corr^pany
(310)312-0204

1281 Wostw/oocJ Blvd.
(2 biks So of WHst->>re>
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(310) 824-1574
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920 Westwood Boulevard

BOOK YOUR TICKETS ON LINE: WW W . S t 3 t T 3 V G I . C fTI

MOIL
;:it>»!>!J>» •<*•:

^PPO + FREE DENTAL
No decuctible. Rx card, Vision, Check up

Pap & Mamography, Chiro, Well baby

Pregnant OK. Call (800) 096-4422

For Rates: www. 1sthealthinsurance.com

Blue Cross of CA authorized Agent^

6100 '

BRUIN INTERNET ACCESS! Netwood
Communications offers an excellent sen/ice

for UCLA students, faculty, and staff. Need a

homepage? (310)442-1530 (www.Net-
wood.net)

6200
HMllli7BMiitrSar«teM

JERRYS MOVING&DELIVERY. The careful

movers. Exper1erx:ed, reliable, same-day de-

livery. Pacidng, boxes available. Also, pick-

up donations for American Cancer Society.

JerryO310-391-5657.

«•
H

Contempo Nails
Manicures Pedicures

Fills & Silks

Sculptured Nails

Wax
& MORE!

333 Robertson Blvd, Beverly Hills

(btwn. Gregory Way & Olympic Blvd.)

Mon-Sat 9-7 pm. Sun 10-5 pm.
Free Partying

No Appt. Necessary

Call (310) 858-8879

Miiile Imsoqs

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedicated pro-

fessional. At your home or WLA studio. 1st-

lesson free. No drum set necessary.
Neil:2 13-654-8226.

FRENCH HORN TEACHER needed for 9th

grade female beginner Eleanor-3 10-390-

1761 ext-1

GUITAR INSTRUCTION, 15 years exp. all

levels and styles. Patient and organized
Guitars available. Sam 310-826-9117.

GUITAR LESSONS by professional near
UCLA. All levels, guitars avail Call Jean at

310-476-4154. www.JWGS.com

Ff)r Unwrintffl H,ih

ELECTROLYSIS
Pf?rnianonr. Safe, Affordable

LuCia Electrolysis

(310) 208-8193
1'^'1 W»-tv\oo(l B^.d.

6300

GREEN CARD LOTTERY (DV-2000) appli-

cations now being accepted. This may be the

last Lottery. Call 310-453-6238 for more info.

Deadline—10/31.

GREEN CARDS NOW!
FILE YOUR GREEN CARD LOTTERY;
Starting 10-1-98 through 10-26-98. Call at-

torney Doreen021 3-251 -9588.

M^pBii/SlonHi^

BEST MOVERS. Licensed, insured Lowest

rates. Fast, courteous-K^areful. Many stud-

ents moved for $98. Lte.-T-163844. NO JOB
TOO SMALL! 1 -800-2-GO-BEST

HONEST MAN W/14tt tmck and dollies,

small jobs, shod notice ok. Student discount.

Ask about 10% discount. 310-285-8688. Go
BruinsI

Classifieds

825-2221

Parsonal Services

ATTN SINGLES! HOW
TO FIND A DATE

For info call 310-533-2307. 24hrs.

HOUSE KEEPER/nanny/elderly care

Speaks English well, is lookirig for live-

in/live-out position. 310-493-2833.

INTERNET web page designer Will assist in

opening Internet website gift shops. Liquor

shop, perfume, gift shop, etc. $50/per shop.

310-493-2833

6700.

MBA, LAW, MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS!
Frustrated developing your critical personal

statements? Get professional help from well-

known author/consultant. 310-826-4445.

www.winningpersonstatement.com

STRESS,
SELF-ESTEEM,
RELATIONSHIPS:

Dr Abbey Kesden- licensed, clinical pychol-

ogist able to help through individual psycho-

therapy in warm, supportive

enviroment 310-786-3102

A FREE SESSION
Psychotherapy/Counseling for depression,

at^xiety obsesskxis, post-traumatk: stress,

etc. Couples/Individuals. Student rates.

Crime viciims may be eligible for free treat-

ment. Call Liz GouM (MFC«32388)O310-
578-5957 to schedule your free consultation

CARPENTER. Free estimate. Reasonable

price. Call Pedram 310-838-5187.

6700 6700 6700
«»

EAGLE EYED EDITOR
PROOFREADS THESIS. puWkations; tutors

English, study skills; trains time manage-
ment, stress reductkK). Nadia Lawrence Ph-

D 310-393-1951.

GREEN CARD LOTTERY 50,000 Visas
awarded by US GOV. $35 for attorney pre-

pared applicatkxi. John Manley Esq. 12304
Santa Monica Blvd #300 LA. CA 90025.
310-820-7553. Deadline to apply: 10/28

JAPANESE CONVERSATION CLASS. San-
ta Monk:a College. Business and travel.

Starting 10-31-98 through 12-12-98. Six Sat-

urdays. 9am- 12pm. $75. Partrcipatton en-

couraged. 310-452-9214.

OUTREACH COUNSELING SERVICES
Fee based on ability to pay. Insurance&Med-
icare accepted. Encino: 818-819-6145,

LA. :21 3-850-0204.

PRIZE-WINNING
ESSAYIST AND FORMER PROFESSOR
wAwo Ph.Ds can help you produce winning

prose. Theses, papers, personal statements.

David <daveditOpacbell.net> 805-646-

4455.

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

Al subiscls. TheMtA)iBnrtaiona.

Personal Statemens, Proposals and Books.

imematonai siudeniB welcome.

SINCE 1965
Sharon Bear. PhJ). (310) 470-6662

Counseling and Psychotherapy
...to examine life concerns/issues in

privacy and respect. Individuals,

couples, families. Stress, anxiety,

depression, self-esteem, relationships.

Lorraine M. Yamamura, Ph.D. Clinical

Psycholojfist PSY 1 1067 (310)392-5209

rkoHssiowj \\Riii\(,\i:i)iii\(,

M,^) r»r»5-si45

ADVERTISING?

THE NEWVBRUIN BARGAINS
OFFERS

FREE ADVERTISING FOR
ANY ITEM WORTH

the

$100 OR LESSI!!*

For IVIore Info
Call<310) 82S-2221

or come by
Tlie Dally Bruin at
118 K^rckliofff Hall

For items between
$101-$500. $2 extra

of radio

Interested in hein^ on thfiJladio!

^FIEAT SAVINGS! FREE 19 cents/min. Zero
Based Phonecard Call anytime, anywhere
in the US, day/night. Minimum charge re-

quired for only $25. Get one today Send
S AS E. to PO box 5003, Gardena. CA
90249

7000 ^
Ikitoiluo Offsrad

ENGLISH TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford University

graduate. Help with writing—for students of

all ages/levels. $ri7/hr. 310-472-8240 or

310-440-0285. '
—

KLA, UCLA's only student-run radio station needs you!

KliA offers positions in D.J.'ing, sports, news, website

desif^m, promotions, and much more.

Comeliolp KLA take over the world. Attend our fall

quarter orientation meetin^M)n 'hiesday, October 6th,

at iSM pm in Ackerman (irand Ballroom.

No experience necessary.

7100
lUtorinfl Wanted

•TUTOR FOR 5TH Gr in Pacific Palisades

area. Flexible hours M-Th. Approx 7:00-

9;30pm. Wages flexible Call:310-459-0182.

Fax 310-459-6972.

TUTOR

ENGLISH TUTOR
Term paper/ESL problems? English tutor-

Four years experience, published author.

Call Jessica 310-474-0650. ^

FRENCH GRADUATE gives tutoring in

French, all levels. Teaching experierKe, rea-

sonable rates, and flexible times. Call Didier

today 213-391-9810.

Math/Physics/Statislics/English/Hebrew.

Computerized statistical analysis avail-

able.Tutonng service. Free consultation.

Reasonable rates, call anytime. Han (800)90-

TUTOR. www.my-tutor.com

THE WRITING COACH
Experienced teacher. PhD offers tutoring,

term paper assistance, English, Social Sci-

ence, History. Foreign Students Welcome.

Call: 310-452-2865.

UCLA ENGLISH ALUMNI, pro-writer, young,

supert) papers guaranteed. High school and
below welcome. Jeff 213-653-2240.

WHITE TIGER TUTORING. English, math,

French. Page Nathalie flio-?ifl-?fl70

Student to tutor Han/ard Westlake 9th grad-

er for 2-2.5 hrs/4 nights/wk&2 hrs on
Sun.Q$25/hr. Must have B average. Would
come to home in BH area. Speak French

pref, but not nee. 310-385-5007.

TUTOR to help w/afterschol HW for elemen-
tary school child. 3 days/wk. 310-573-9812,

TUTOR/DRIVER for 7th grader. Pick up 3:30
tutor until 7pm. WLA area, $10/hr. 310-475-

3788.

UCLA STUDENT needed to tutor 6th grader
in all subjects. About lOhrs/wk. $8/hr. Call af-

ter 8pm. 310-475-4822.

•"igs:

'*«"
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7400
Buslnets Opportumiles

$2000 IMMEDIATELY
BILLION DOLLAR COMPANY seeks outgo-
ing, nx)tivated people to help with Int'l expan-
sion. P/T. Extremely lucrative. 1-800-371-

6526, 24 hours.

$500/DAY. Nude modeling-women 18+ all

types. No experience necessary. Safe, pro-
fessional environment. Refer a friend and
earn $50! 310-358-3865.

rgnmMMMMIA^

ENGLISH TUTOR needed. Must be female,

fluent In Thai. Flexible hours and salary. Late

afternoons, earfy avertings. 310-203-4602.

FRENCH/ENGLISH TUTOR need for 746
y/o to work with them at fXKne. References

needed. 213-852-9565. Car phone: 310-

766-3171.

LOOKING for a private Spanish tutor, prefer-

ably from Chile Hours flexible, pay nego-

tiable. Please call 310-281-9693.

MATH & SCIENCE
TUTOR GREAT KID. 9th grade Excellent

pay, steady work. Eleanor 310-390-176, ext-

1.

10-i-YRS EXPERIENCE
Word Processing, Transcription, Resumes,
Application Typing, E(Mting, Notary & Morel

Legal/Medical-Mac/IBM. Student Discount.

818-380-0347.

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-

es, dlssertatkxw, transcription, resumes, fli-

ers, brochures, mailirig lists, reports. Santa

Monica, 310-828-6939. Hollywood, 213-466-

2888.

DRIVE YOUR DREAM FOR FREE. Any
niake, model, or price. No down payment.
No security deposit. Great Income potential
888-891-8890

GET PAID TO DRIVE
YOUR DREAM CAR

STUDENTS CALL NOW to hear about an
exciting new business opportunity. Learn
how you can earn unlimited income while
showing off your new car to friends. 1-877-

20-LEASE.

WlrMiftiMp

WORD PROCESSING. Typing, proofing,

editing, rewriting, research, resumes, tutor-

ing, etc. Fax, email, bring wort< to me. Rush-
es. Student discount. 818-830-1546.

WRITING CONSULTATfONS Typing; proof-
reading; editing Personal statements,
school essays, ivy league graduate. Rebec-
ca 626-576-5929.

Opportunity: Industry veteran starting record
label based in Seattle seeking Inves-
tor/partner. Exceptional talent secured.
Great opportunity to step into recording in-

dustry. Contact Mogul Musk)0206-340-
0202.

START WITH A $1000 BONUS.and create
thousands monthly! Lifetime Financial
Income Opportunity! Details: 1-888-333-
8353, ID-5293.

WE HAVE FULLY LOADED 400 MHz Com-
puters/ 233 MHz Uptops for $350 We need
distributors. Earn $1500 weekly. Call 323-
298-8506.

Display
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IMPACT CASTING
Film. Television, Music Video

r,ill Tudny. ivork lontorroiv

Union/ non-union.

(213) 400-8466

y t

I

HIRING NOW!
NEW GRADUATES FOR MEDICAL OFFICE
and Pharmacy. MD arxl Pharmacist. Please

cay Klmberty Manr^lng. 213-393-7458.

RECEPTIONIST/ SECRETARY- Starting sal-

ary $0/hr. Exceller)t growth opportunity at

real estate investment firm. Experience pre-

ferred. Fax resume: 310-278-6801.

ACTIVE&RESPONSIBLE AUPAIR for 7y/o

boy Mor>days(3:30pm-9pm) Saturday t>aby-

sitting also needed. Must drive. Salary nego-

tiable. Hollywood Hills Needed ASAP. Meia-

nie021 3-850-8242. ^^
ADORABLE TWINS

CARING RESPONSIBLE BABYSITTER.
Help out woridng mom. Pick up 10-y/o-twins

after school. Help w/homework. Own
car/drivers license/insurance/references.

310-284-8974.

AFTERSCHOOL DRIVER for 2boys (12+15)

ar)d help w/homemxk plus errands. $lQ/hr.

Must be insureds have clean record. SM
area. 310-828-3363.

BABYSITTER for nk:e kkls 6&8. WesMvood
area. Approx 3-6 PM, 2-3 times/week. Need
car. Experience preferred. 310-839-4228

(day). 310-475-7600 (eve).

BABYSITTER
LOOKING tor occaskx^l energetic babysit-

ter tor a fun 3-yr/okl giri. Must drive, have

car, and speak English. Paula: 213-876-

8137.

BABYSITTER NEEDED tor 9 y/o girt. M-F
2:30-6:30. Must have own car and irv

surance. Salary or room and board. 310-

236-3047.

BABYSITTER occasional evening/weekend

sitter for 8y/o boy Read, board games and

piano/violin. Near UCLA. 310-476-7125

evenings.

BABYSITTER WANTED
CREATIVE AND FUN for two kkte ages

10&5. Saturday nights, Hollywood Hills,

good references. Salary negotiable. 213-

850-7074.

BABYSITTER. ENTHUSIASTIC and fun sH-

ter wanted for 2-great kkls ages 7-t-IO. Lau-

rel Canyon area. References required. Rext-

ble hours 2-3 evertin^week. Call Laurie 213-

654-4893.

BABYSITTER. 3-7weekdays for 2 very ener-

getk: boys ages-5+10. Must drive, have ac-

cess to car, arxj prepare simple nwals.

$ia/hr. 323-938-6628.

BABYSHTER. CNkJ development student

pref. House near UCLA. Experience pref.

Some evenings/weekends. Experience with

special need chikJren. 310-471-1335.

BABYSITTER. Drive, help with hon>ework. 2

girts ages II48. T, Th afterTK>ons. WLA. 310-

390-2938.

BABYSITTER. Regular Saturday night fe-

noale babysitter wanted. Addittorul hours

possible. Experience artd references neces-

sary. 310-470-4662.

BABYSITTER/DRIVER in Beverty Hills for

sweet 9y/o girt. MWF 3:15-5:30, CA drivers

Ucense and ir>surance required, past exp

preferred. $8.25/hr. Call Robin for inter-

viewO310-659-1141.

BABYSITTERS NEEDED. Rexible hours.

Beverty Hills home w/pool and view 3-Smali

kkls ages-6, 4, &10mos. Fax resume 310-

550-7092.

BBYSTTR/COMPANION
for woTKlertuI 9y/o girt. Must have car. Hrs

approx 2:30-5:30PM. References required.

310-470-2862.

CAREGIVER. Evenings&weekends. Looking

for intelligent&energetic young won^n
w/knowledge of earty chiklhood devetop-

ment&car to care for our 1&4 y/o chiklren.

Reskle in Brentwood. References required.

Call before 4PM weekdays 310-471-4414.

CM0r Opportunities

m ^t^wtfwlf TiOO
Curoor flwnmliMMiftf

MORGANSTANLEYDEAN WITTER ASIA

:• HZ

invites the Class of 1999 interested in Full-Tinie Asia career opportunities in

Investment Banking

to fax a cover letter and resume to

Asia Recruiting Manager

011-852-2524-4356
"^^^""^^

no later than October 22, 1998

www.ms.com

Morgan Stanley Dean Witter is an Equal Opportunity Employer

r i'-
'-'''

^^m!fm^^^mm^K^m

(iREAT $$ MAKING
OPPORTUNITIES

Part-time - flexible hours

Lucrative health oriented business

opening up in Pacific-Rim countries,

Looking for Australian, Pilipine, Taiwanese and

Japanese students with e-mail capabilities.

Contact earthl@spiynet.com

Leslee (310) 589-5164

LOOKING FOR SPIRITUALLY NOURISHING, RNANCtAUY SOUND PART-TIME WORK?

Temple IsraeJ of HollywixKl, a vibrani Reform Jewish congregation in the hcan of l-A. needs creauvc Jewuh

people who love children and Judai.'un lo serve as pan-iime Religious Sch<H)l teachers, grades K-7. in the

areas of Hebrew language and Jewish studies We offer great working conditions, a supportive community,

compeiiiive wa|et. and opportunities for personal Jewish growth EXPERIENCED SONGLEADER ALSO
NEEDED Please send resume and cover letter lo Laura Bramsun, Religious SchiMil Pnncipal,

Temple Israel of Hollyw(x)d. 7.VX) HollywcHnl Blvd. L.A, CA«*(K)46

Or call (.^23) 876-8330. x226. Make a difference in a Jewish child's life'

BARTENDING
Student Discount for UCLA Students

.vith ID - Loivt.'St Tuition

•Ean)|10O-l200(Mhf

* Lflvn how to b6ConM

1 CtrVIMO IMnBiNni Nl

Ji«t2

• irinola)ob4ftaPMnYf!l

*Job pIsotnMnt iiiiiUmco

National

Bartenders SdKKrf

1 (800) 646 • MIXX

BARTENDER TRAINEES
EARN $100 -$200 DAILY

2 week class
Job Placement Service

800/952-2553
PROFESSIONAL

BARTENDERS SCHOOL
Di«oounl wt» §lud»nt ID

Classifieds

825-2221

7700

CARETAKER w/car lo transport and tutor,

10+13y/o in Brentwood. MW and alternate F

from-3:30-€:30. SKVhr. 310-395-0623.

CHILD CARE wanted for girl 3 1/2. Experi-

enced, 3-7pm. Mon-Fri. Santa Monica. Ref-

erences required. Driver. N/S. Caii:31 0-452-

5760, fax:310-452-5780.

CHILD CARE WANTED for one 12 year old

girl. Weeknights/evenings. Must have car

and references. 310-777-0074.

CHILD CARE/DRIVER Thurs. only. 4:15pm

to 5:45pm. Westskle area. OMer Mds. ^k}n-

smoker. Have car. good driving rec'd.

IKVhr. 310-628-5144

CHILD-SITTER Westwood. M-f plus ooca*

stonal Sat. 3-7pm. Pk:k up bright. artk:ulata

12-yr.-okJ boy after school and supervise

horpework. Must have car, valW drivers H-

cense/lrwurance. Interest in math/scierx:e a

plus. $1(Vhr..Fax resume to Gail: 213-938-

4131.

Display
206-3060
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CHILDCARE for 8y/o. P/T. Car, references

needed. IM/S. Must be responsible and k)v-

Ing. Afternoons 2-3 days/week. Call Ms.
PfiugO310-551-0199.

CHILDCARE- Pick up 11 y/o boy from school

in S.M. Assist w/homework. M, T, W, F 2:30-

6pm. Call 310-553-2224-<laytime. 310-829-

9020-evenir)gs.

CHILDCARE- Pk^ up, play and feed 5y/o

boy. W&Tb 2:30-7:30pm. Must drive. S.M.

area. 310-828-2624.

CHILDCARE/MENTOR for highly gifted&ac-

tive 5y/o twins. Engage in stimulating activi-

ties M-F 2pm-7pm. Bel Air. Driver's hcer^e

needed. Psychok)gy or educatkxi majors

preferred. Undergrads $10/hr;graduate stud-

ent $12/hr. Fax resume:2 13-549-5160.

COMPANION/DRIVER
For 15yo-glr1. Afterschool. Approx 3:00-

6pm. M-F. Driving(our car). Some light

cooking. Culver City. Call after 7pm or wee-

kends. $8/hr. 310-737-9125.

DEPENDABLE. MATURE student w/car

wanted for afternoons and early evening

chikJcare in BH area. Must have references.

Call Janet 323-874-4073.

DRIVE CHILDREN to school in nromlng from

Pacific Palisades to West Hollywood. Must

have car and insurance. 310-454-7525.

DRIVE from West Hollywood to Pacifk; Pal-

isades and tutor lOyr okj in afternoons. Must

have car and insurance. 310-454-7525.

DRIVER, Pick up engagir>g 15y/o boy from

school. M-F 3-6pm. Top rate. Bel-Air loca-

tion, near UCLA. Reliable car, references.

310-234-0177.

DRIVER/BABYSITTER available afternoons

M-F. Experience, references, own car

required. WLA. UCLA student. 310-470-

4393.

JiRlVER/HOMEWORK TUTOR Pick-UP-
"cRTkJren ages 10 and 12 from school, drive to

activities, help with math. M-F 2:30-5:30.

$10/hr. Santa Monica. Call or fax: 310-451-

4145.

EVENING HOMEWORK HELPER/ BABY-
SITTER wanted- Flexible hours. $7/hr. Ages

3, 6. and 9. Encino area. 816-501-8099.

EXPERIENCED BABYSITTER needed for

family living in house near Westwood. Flexi-

ble schedule, $8/hr. References required.

Please call 310-204-0457.

EXPERIENCED BABYSITTER needed M-

Th from 2:30-7PM for 8&5 y/o in SM.

Possibly more hrs. Call lla at 310-829-2588.

EXPERIENCED BABYSITTER- $10/hr. Re-

sponsible, cheerful, happy disposition. Must

have well devek>ped vert)al skills to commu-
nicate w/active and inquisitive 3y/o. MWSat.
5-7pm Must drive. Brentwood area. 310-

472-2783.

FEMALE BABYSITTER
wanted for afterschool for 2 sweet girls 5&9
in Universal Studios area M-F. 3-7:30PM

Call 818-985-1878.

FEMALE GRAD STUDENT needed to child-

sit 7yo, drive to lessons on Saturdays, occa-

sional weekdays. Prefer from School of Educ

or Psych. 818-954-7154. 9am-6:30pm.

FEMALE NEEDED ASAP to assist 3rd grad-

er w/HW and babysit 2 girls. M. W. TH. 4-

7PM. Some flexibility needed. Salary DOE.
310-454-5796.

FRENCH-SPEAKING person to pick up 5

year-old girl from sChool. Some homework
help. 8-10hrs/wk. Afternoons M-F. Own car,

references. 310^42-4787.

HUMOROUS. ARTICULATE. BOOKISH 4 5-

yr-old boy seeks energetic companion 3 af-

terrroons a week. 3pm-7pm for creative play

and museum visits. Preference for individual

w/interests in visual arts, music or theater

Car essential. Call Rebecca Rickman 310-

440-0725.

LOOKING FOR SOMEONE to pick-up 9-yr-

old boy from scfxwi. Westwood. light cook-

ing. Th-F. 2:30-6PM. $8/hr. Must have car. in-

surance, excellent references. Call after

7PM or weekends 310-477-9462.

LOVELY- PROFESSIONAL FAMILY Desire

sympathette caretaker for chiklren ages 345

hours 4-8pm. M-F $6/hr Interested applic-

ants please call Renee: 310-558-8050.

LOVING BABYSITTER NEEDED- Play with

cheerful 4-yr-old daughter for single dad

Must have car. Call Chuck 310-203-1592.

MOM LOOKING FOR FEMALE to drive kkJs

from 8chool-hon>e and supen^ise hw. M-F

2:45pm-6pm. Call: Evenings: 310-450-2724

Day8:310-393-8e71 ext 233

MOMS HELPER
10/yr-oW gin needs pk:k-up form school,

some driving to activities, help w/hoiDework,

etc. approx. 10-12/hrs week. $8/hr. 310-208-

3348.
^^

MOTHERS HELPER FOR great 8y/o boy In

SM. 2-3 days/week after 2:30pm. Days flexi-

ble and one night on weekends. Good drtv-

ing record, reliable car+references. Bar-

baraO 3 1 0-458-3837

.

Classifieds

825-2221

MOTHER'S HELPER wanted for VEGETAR-
IAN FAMILY. M-F. 2:30-6:30PM for 2 chikl-

ren. Reliable, responsble. prompt. CPR cer-

tified. Own car&insurance. References. Nan-

cy:31 0-44-4934.

MOTHERS HELPER. P/T driving chlWren

from school ar>d activities. Afterrxrans M-Th.

WLA. Need car. CA DLC. insurance, refer-

ences. 310^71-6541.

NANNY. WESTWOOD PT $a/hr. Approx.

I5hrs/wk between 2-7PM. Afterschool care

for bright girl. 10. Cook easy dinner, tkly up.

errands. Need cheerful, intelligent, responsi-

t>le student. Good driver (our car). 310-472-

1818.

NEED SITTER/TUTOR. 1 -child $7/hr. Bever-

ly Hills Area. Guaranteed salary. Call Tues-

Sat eve, 818-906-0495 between 10-5pm
Mon.-Fri.

P/T CHILDCARE- Need fun, kind babysitter

for 7y/o girl afterschool 3-8pm T-Th. Car+
references a must. 310-573-7527.

PfT DRIVER/HELPER
14YR-0LD GIRL. Approx. 3-6pm, 3-5 days

per/week. Must have car. license, insur-

ance, and references. Cheviot Hills . 310-

287-1 470-evenings.

P/T for Wed, Thurs. -fFri aftempon hours.

Requires some driving, drivers license, refer-

ences. 9-yr old-giri. $7/hr. 310-284-8166.

P/T PERSON to care for 10+8y/o 2-5 after-

noons/week. Must drive and have car.

GayleO310-450-4109(evenings)

PICK-UP 6-yr-okl twins from school and he\p

movn at home for a few hours. Prefer piano

skills. $7-$10/hr. 310-476-5265.

PT AFTERNOON CHILDCARE. Some driv-

ing, hw help. Boy-13. gir1-l0. Sherman Oaks
by Beverly Glen. 818-501-5188.

PT CHILDCARE
-FOR VERY SPECtAL 4-YEAR OLf
International or bilingual background, car.

references required. Grand Piano. Beverly-

wood adjacent. Laird-310-287-1677.

RESPONSIBLE PERSON needed to drive 2-

children to afterschool activities. Approx.

3:30pm-6pm. Monday-Thursday. Great kids.

Your car. Excellent Pay. Eleanor310-390^

1761 ext-1.

ROOM AND BOARD
Father w/two sons seeking student to help:

drive kids/homework/grocery shopping, and

some babysitting. Non-smoking/excellent

driving record. Offer own locked room

w/bathroom&small meal-allowance. Refer-

ences a must. Westwood area. Begin im-

mediately. 310-476-5516.

Seeking female tutor/babysitter w/car for 4th

grader to help w/reading and math. WLA
location M. W. Th. 2:45-5:45PM. $8/hr. 310-

474-4732.

SPUNKY AND CHEERY person to babysit

10&12 year-old girls and help w/homework in

Pacific Palisades. Evenings. Must have own
car. references. 310-459-5069.

TUTOR/DRIVER for 12y/o girt. Hrs vary

-Pickup Westside school w/own car between

3-5PM ends approximately 7 30PM. Help

with homework/light errands/assist easy din-

ner. Wages negotiable. Deborah 310-312-

3128.

$20/HR PT/FT
PROCESSING MAIL! Free supplies,

postage! Bonuses! Rush SASE to

CMA/UCLA Po Box 567443. Atlanta GA.
31156
signupOinfo.infomachine.com

'SPECIAL
OPPORTUNITY!

$10/HR^BONUSES!
Full-time. Hard-worker to help company find

new business kx:atk>ns in Southern Califor-

nia area. Must have car, be assertive. Leave

message: 310-476-9059 or fak resume: 310-

476-4305. No calls returned until 10^1.

ADIMIN. ASST. PT Approx. 20hrs/wk. M-F.

8:30-5:30pm. Word, Excel. Filenfwker. Fax
resume and salary history 310-477-5432

ext116

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSTTOFFICE ASSIST-
M-F F/T or P/T in Down town LA. Start

ASAP. $8-10/hr depending on experierx^e.

Need smart, self motivated, detail orientated

indivklual. Req's= advanced con^puter skills,

ms otfice. internet. Some research and

phor>es involved. Fax resume:213-6l 7-2325

Attn.-HR

ADMINISTRATIVE-GREAT opportunity in

import/distributk>n company for energetic,

assertive, hands-on person for a challenge.

Must be organized/detail oriented/able to

take the initiative, possess management
skills. Send resume w/sal req to: Ms. Crystal.

17258 S. Main St. Gardena, CA 90248 or

fax: 310-515-7766.

ADVERTISING/SALES on an internet web-

site. Will train to sell on Lacities.com $25/hr

CommiS8k>n is easy, p/t or f/t 310-277-7326.

cleejO hotnfuiil.com

AFTER SCHOOL CARE. Responsible caring

person. M. W. Th. F. 2:45-5:45pm. Car and

insurance needed $10/hr. Santa Monicj.

JtO-348-2326

AIDE WANTED FOR 11 -year old boy Daily

living skills &educatk}n help. Expenence pre-

ferred. Nights&weekends. 310-542-4146.

ARE YOU FUN, BRIGHT
^AND

WARM RESPONSIBLE STUDENT needed

to watch adorable 5y/o girl Some evenings.

Must drive. Beverly Glen area References

needed. 310-470-5986.

WESTSIDE FAMILY seeks p/t nanny Experi-

ence necessary Hours flexible. Call 310-

230-0826.

"BIG SISTER" to care for 10-yr/old girl after

school&during vacations. Fun Job. Honw-
work. drive carpool, art projects. Susan 818

995-8388

Help winiea

ADMINISTRATOR/PROJECT ASSISTANT
(internship possibility). Computer literate.

IBM-Windows/Internet plus. Senior/graduate

w/strong writing/oral communication. No
dress code/reception duties. $7-$9.

17hrs/wk. Serious inquiries:Fax:310-395-

0509.

RESTAURANT
Needs counter help I1a.m.-3p.m. Waitress

7a.m. -2:30p.m. Mon.-Fri. Exp. preferred.

Call (310)558-3287 before 12/after 2p.m.

$10008
^

POSSIBLE TYPING
P/r At home Toil free (1) 800-218-9000. Ext

T- 1650 for listings.

$20/HOUR+TIPS
Female nude figure models needed. Profes-

8k>nal studk). Absolutaly no sex. dmgs. akx)-

hol, smoking, or touching. Work your own
hours. Must have a great body and a pretty

face Asian models especially needed. Mari-

na Studk>s. Downtown LA: 323-222^6044.

BABYSITTER/PERSONAL ASST Require-

ments: child developnrwnt background/child-

care experience. Car. good driving

record&references. $10/hr, 3 after-

noons/evenings/wk 310-264-4217.

ASSISTANT
Marketing research. PT/FT. Artteulate. good
telephone&organizational skills Interesting

work. Exposure to many industries. Flexible

hours. 9am-9pm, Mrs. Rost. 310-444-9199.

ASSISTANT for business office. For more
details please call 310-278-2750 or fax re-

sume 310-278-0038.

ASSISTANT OFFICE MANAGER-RfcCEP-
TIONIST F/T. M-F. 9-6pm. Computer knowl-

edge. Small busy office. Excellent salary and
benefits. 310-476-4205.

ASSISTANTO a film distribution co. in cen-

tury City. Entry level wort< 2-3hrs/day. 2-

3days/wk, 2-3wks(or longer). $7/hr+pari<ing.

Japanese language a plus, film school stud-

ent a plus. E-mail at ykitoQlargoent.com

AV TECH NEEDED. P/T for Library near

campus. Dependable, good w/equip-

ment&people. Call Marya or Debbie@3 10-

474-1518. ext. 3217 or 3218

BABYSITTER WANTED for 11/yr-old boy

every Fri+Sat night Salary guaranteed, pos-

sibility of more hours Must drive Beverty

Hills area Call 818-906-0495 9am-5pm
Mon-Fri.

BABYSITTER. P/T/FLEXIBLE hours. Long

term. 3/yr-old. Non-smoking/references/Bun-

dy-Santa Monica area Call Bill and Debbie

310-577-5376

BARISTA Enthusiastic person needed for

Culver City espresso bar. Prepare coffee

drinks, deliveries. Will train. 310-204-3646.

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED. Earn

$150-$250/night. Wortt P/T while going to

school. Day/eve classes. l-2week classes,

800-974-7974 International Bartender's

school. HUNDREDS OF JOBSI

BEVERLY HILLS SALON k)Oking for profes-

sional receptionist for PT positk>n. Computer
skills a must. (310)273-3155.

BIG BROTHER/COACH
to play sports w/my 2 boys-8&6 after-

schools&Saturdays 2-3 times/wk. Must have

own car&valkl CDO&insurance. WLA area.

310-470-7019.

BOOKKEEPER for Property Management
Company. Must know Ouk:kbooks. Excel.

Mac. Salary open. Fax resumes to 310-391-

6086.;

BOOKKEEPER/LITE ACCOUNTING Must
have experience In Wlndows95. Quick*'

books, ADP payroll, workers comp. report,

sales tax report. Good organizatk)nal skilto a

must. Fax resume to 310-264-1628.

BUSY FASHION PR. FIRM seeks mtem/PT
help. General offtoe duties: xeroxing.

phones, filir>g FrierxHy environment. $e/hr

15+hrs/wk. Orsi PutMic Relations: 323-874-

4073. Ask for Dyann or Greg.

CASTING
EXTRAS needed for feature Mmt. oommer-
dait, arvl musk: vkleos. Ean>up to $240 per

dayl No experierKe needed. Work guar-

anteed! Can today 213-851-6103.

CITY BEAN COFFEE in Westwood is k)ok-

ing for coffee k)vers full-time/part-time.

Please call Alan at 310-208-0108.

CITY OF BEVERLY Hills parking attendants

needed. WeekerKls only/$8.76/hr. Morning

and Evening shifts available. Dept. of Trans-

portatkxi. 455 N. Rexford Dr.. Room 130. Ap-

ply in person.

CLERICAL/CUSTOMER SERVICE. Full-

time penfTuineni. M-F. Good phor>e and Eng-

Msh skills, type 50WPM. detail-oriented, reli-

able. WLA, $8-$8.S0/hr. 310-826-3759.

CLERK. 15-20h^s^vk. 3 days. $7/hr. Real

Estate devek>pment management co. Work
schedule to cover kjrx:h hrs. Typing, phone
skills, computer literate. 310-478-8757-Tom.

COMPANION- For 90y/o retired pharmacist.

6hrs/week at $9/hr. Tu. Th. Car required. Call

DeNa031 0-277-781 8.

COMPUTERH'ELECOM
CUSTOMER SERVICE REP Fast growing

internet co. k)cated in Westwood seeking

PT/FT customer servk^e reps w/excellent

Windows95/PC skills to work midnight-

8:30AM, 5AM-8AM, 4PM-11PM. Ruency in

German&French a plus. Fax resume J. Ash-

craft 310-507-0292.
.

CSO OFFICE ASST
Apply now for an offrce assistant position at

the CSO Programs&Westwood Village Sub-

statkKi. Starting rate $7.25/hr. UCLA stud-

ents w/at least one yr remaining. Publk: rela-

tions&basic clerical duties. For details call

310-825-9800.

CUSTOMER
^RVICE/FOWTORF
SHOWRM ASST

at Pacific Design center. General office

duties, computer literate. FT. Fax 310-652-

8083.

DATA ENTRY- PT 1 5-20hrs/virt(. Medisott

program. Will train. Science or math major.

310-476-4205.

DATA ENTRY-ORDER DEPT-Well known
document delivery company in Westwood.
P/T&F/T. Familiarity w/bibliographic citations

impt. Type-45wpm. Library background and
experience w/Windows a plus. 20-30hrs/wk.

P/T $12/hr. 40hrs/wk F/T. $25.000-^DQE.

Fax resume 310-208-5971. Atten: ortJer

dept.

DELIVERY PERSOf^CLERK. Part-time de-

livery, stockwortt. Eariy afternoon. Need car

w/valid insurance. $8/hr. Herbert's Pharma-

cy. 310-859-3887.

DIRECTOR/OWNER for Israel Archaeologi-

cal Society, a travel company. Can be run

P/T from home prior years' earnings to

$60,000. 310-476-8478.

DOG WALKING- P/T. 3-5 momings/week.
Perfect for student and dog love rs. Must

have own car. Call Chris©31 0-471 -2771.

DOMESTIC HELP Beverty Hills Home. 8

hours/wk. $8/hour. tasks include housework

and bookwork. pleasant environment. 310-

275-7975. Convenient bus location.

DRIVER WANTED
Excellent driver record and own car required

for afternoon children's carpool in Beveriy

Hills area. 15hrs/wk. M-F $100/wk Interest-

ed parties please call 310-855-3302.

DRIVER- HOMEWORK HELPER: 20-

30hrs/week 3 fun. active kids. CDL. in-

surance. Car. Leave messaged 3 10-752-

8270.

DRIVER/COMPANION/rUTOR wanted for

9y/o girt. Hours:3-7pm M-F. Must have car.

valkl D.L. Call MargaretO310-281-0100.

EARN $530/WKLY
DISTRIBUTER. Distributing phone cards.

FT/PT No experience nee. Call 1-800-831-

6717.

EXPERIENCED HOSTESS/Food and cock-

tail servers needed for a new Greek restau-

rant nightclub in Studio City. Fun wori< envi-

ronment. Good tips. Brian081 8-769-9073.

9am-3pm.

F/T RECEPTIONIST for small WLA lawflmfi.

Must have wordprocessing skills and be a

self-starter. Fax resunie to 310-312-1034.

F/T TELEMARKETING/Assistant Broker.

Westwood Brokerage Firm seeks telemar-

keter/asst. to broker Will thiin and sponsor

the right person to become comnnxlities bro-

ker. Contact RtokO310-475-9977.

FEMALE COUNTRY WESTERN ARTIST
with experience. 310-440-0787.

RLE CLERK
NEEDED P/T for busy Beverty Hills RE. of-

fk;e. Good computer skills, flexible, after-

noons preferable M-F Fax resume:310-284-
7817Ann:D.Mitchell

HLE/OFRCE CLERKS
LAW FIRM has PT positions to fill at

$6.50i/hr Mininrxjm of 20hr8^vk. Interest in

law preferred. Fax resumeAproposed avail-

able hours to 310-274-2798 or mail to Lur-

ie&Zepeda. 9107 Wllshire Blvd. Suite f800.

Beverty HNls. CA 902ia. attentk)n James
waiter.

FILM PRODUCTION. Talent Management,
and Internships available. Call Creative

Talent Managenf>ent. 800-401-0545.

FRONT DESK/RECEPTIONIST lor health

dub. Outgoing personality required.

$6.50/hr-ffree membership, mornings and
evenings. Hdklay hours required. Contact

Tim. 310-659-5002.

GIRLS wanted at exclusive social dub in

WLA. Conversatkx) only. No akx)hol. Flexi-

ble hours. Eam top $$$. 310-477-9671.

GRAD OR BEYOND: PART-TIME Wrtter's

asst. 3-4hrs. 2x/week. Car necessary. Typ-

ing, MAC WP&Rnal Draft/Screeplay forn>at

proficiency required. Research, phones, cor-

respondence, errands. Brentwood. Refer-

er>ces, houriy, flexible. Fax resume to 310-

319-9946.

GRAPHICS
DESIGNER/WRITER

$1 bllNon R.E. invest, firm in Glendale seek-

ing PT corrputer graphics designer/writer to

help create new marketing materials. Must

be profk:ient in Windows graphk^s&present

program. Responsible for creating new mar-

ket&present portfoik}s for new dients. Send
resume/salary req. to SLI, Pres. via

fax081 8-545-8460/700 N. Brand Blvd., Ste

300, Glendale, CA 91203.

GREAT OPPORTUNITY!
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT- p/t in Real

Estate Development office in Brentwood.

Jdust be computer literate. 1 2/hr. Fax resuiDft.

3T0-476-7284.

'^4

GREAT WORKPLACE!
TELEMARKETING for international educa-

tk)n agency. Nice dients, great-wortcplace in

SM. Hourty-fcommission. Sales experi-

ence&knowledge of foreign language import-

ant. 310-395-9393.

GROWING INTERNATIONAL INTERNET
CO. seeking candidate for immediate posi-

tion. Wanted-mart(eting/administrative assis-

tant, w/good communication, comput-

er&emall skills a must. P/T w/^oom for ad-

vancement. Email resume to admin Oclub-
global.com or pfX)ne:310-777-8377.

HANA SUSHI
HOSTESS/CASHIER/WAITRESS needed.

Attradive, energetic. Restaurant caters to

entertainment industry. P/T positions. Brent-

wood. 310-477-9796.

HELP SERVE DINNER Part or Full-time

Monday-Friday from 4pm-8pm. Wag-
es-fmeals. Males preferred. 310-208-3281.

HOME TYPISTS
PC USERS NEEDED. $45,000 income po-

tential. Call: 1-800-513-4343 Ext.B-10105

HOMEWORK/HELPER, driver, companion
for 13-yr old boy. Mon-Fri 4-7pm. Shoukl be
athletic. Santa Moncia. Days 310-458-7949.

Eve 310-453-2825.

HOUSEHOLD HELPER Busy entertainment

executive seeks fiousehold helper. West-

wood area. M-F. lOhrs/wk. flexible times. Er-

rands, laundry, etc. Must be reliable and
have own car. $100/wk. Call Sharma0323-
692-99990x110.

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
CUSTOMER SERVICE SALES. 15-

25Hrs/WK. $6-8/HR. Flexible schedule. Tux-

edo Warehouse. 10546 W. Pico. Call Ann
0310-559-4889.

INTERVIEW POSITION- No telemartteting

involved. On-campus. FlexitMe hours. Will

train. English and fluent in Spanish. Viet-

namese. Mandarin, or Russian preferred.

$9-1 2/hr. 12-30 hours/week. Call 310-825-

3658.

INTL IMPORTING, Mari<eting and PR fimi

seeks highly motivated, organized individual

w/excellent communication skills to wortt in

fast paced offk:e. Facets of positton indude
Advertising. Coordinating Special Events.

Copywhting. Must be fluent in Italian. F/T

$1800/mo-»benefits. Fax re8ume:2 13-653-
1768. Attn:John Patterson, VP

INTL IMPORTING. Martteting, and PR flmi

seeks organized detail orientated adminis-

trative assistant to pertorm such functkxis as
data er)try, faxing^ photocopying, phorYes.

Must be fluent In Italian. P/T, flexible hours.

$8/hr. Fax resume:2 13-653- 1768. Attn:John
Patterson. VP.

MBthMi^ororequK/gtentvwyTted
fornurrbercnjnchkig. Musthavs

crllkailthhMngg^aB. strong

QusntttaitK^ abWss flfxl bo
craattve. FT or PT/berwflts b^.
Faxreoume Attn. MktiaM
818.464.7301 Studo Oty

Display
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Apply Work
Study.

Our C:onvenient Scheduling

Will Not Interfere With Your

School Schedule!

Sun. - Thurs. Evenings and2 shifts

on Sat Si: Sun. Afternoons

Contact Elena Vasquez

(310)794-0277

1 083 Gayley Avenue^
4th floor Westw<•nil

Per Houir

Plus Bonus:

Paid Training!
Excellent Resume Builder!

Join An Exciting Team!
We are an equal opportunity employer.

i

euHt»H7 o

Writer soticmng women's dreams of

encounters (sexual and other) wKh our

President tor a book on women and power.

Potential contrlllutors please send dreams
and contact Information to:

Dreamers

15237 Sunset Bhfd., SuKe 87
Pacific Palisades, CA 90272

n CMMMITION IN SONS MNO OflNCe

Be a part of tha world pramiara of FOSSE
WANTED

MERCHANDISE SELLERS ^S/hr
ARE YOU: Cutionmr aanrlca orhnt^dT - En^rgmth? - Cnathmf

DO YOU: Enloy fliaafraf • Enlof 9Ml99f

If ao, Join ua for intarvlawa at:

Ahmanaon Thaatar 1 35 North Grand Ava.

(Lobby Main Laval) Bring Raauma
Monday, Octobar 5 (4-7PM)

NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

MAKE A DIFFERENCE
THERAPIST. Student interested in behavtor

therapy willing to work e-12hrs/wk w/4 y/o

boy with autism. Training provided. Experi-

ence pref. 310-539^100ext219.

MALE MODELS

NEIV FACES U/ANTED
International Talent Croup in now

looking^ fur new face* A new talent for
Television, Film, ComoM^rciaU, Muhic

\^leoii. Print A Mmlelinf

.

All agea, all ty]»ea.

NOKXPRKIKNCKNg
AUDITIONING NOW (818) 379-70tO

Seorching for Models
Man and \M3nian for oonvrwcialit

catalog A maoazkia ad«, t)rochurM, and*
catwalk •Specializing in patttas •

$150 to $250 par hour
«Ba\MVtyHitoA

^No Faa« No Expartanca

O10»273-2Sea

vVANiED OUIGOIflG LNERoHICFUN
ANOHAHD^^ORKINGSIRtET TEAM

MfMBfRSANDIMERfJS KIIS-

FM/XTRAAM 1150 NOW ACCEPIINfi

APPLICATIONS FAX RESUME TO

(818)845 153^7 EOE

Models Needed Mow
No experisnce required

For catalog, prlntwork, magazines, movies

video and tv commercials

Men and Women of al ages
^ Free Coneultation

CAU MOOa DIVISION
310.659.4855

^/^)0 stnoo
A DAY

INVENTOR Looking for assistant w/com-
petence to write patent appUcatkxi and to

help realize inver)tk>n. Must krKJw Russian,

working part-time. Details by telephorie.

310-274-3202.

LAW FIRM
FILE CLERK/PARALEGAL PfJ. Beverly Hills

Law Firm seeks orgar^ized, relable person.

Assist w/filing, phones, copyir^, and other

protects. WordPerfect and car helpful. $10/hr

Fax resumes to Mark Share at L^fsky and
Ruben 213-653-6228. >. «

LEARNING DISABILITY THERAPIST PT
$2S/hr. West Loe Angeles Area. Prevkxis Ex-

perience Required. Fax 626-445-3821.

emaM: clink:testOaol.com.

LOBBY AMBASSADOR-Part tinw. $7.5Ci/hr.

Prestigk>us high rIse-Westwood. Fri & Sat

Graveyard. Perm guard Required. Call Kelly

562-490-3310. Langner Security.

LOOKING for energetk: people to answer
phor>es, greet cu8ton>ers, etc. Some com-
puter experience helpful. 310-395-7368.

Printwort(. UB under 25. Lean, any race,

leave name, number&physk»l stats. Free

interview. Eieginners wetoome. 213-960-

1066. 24hrs.

MANAGEMENT-refer to ad under ADMINIS-
TRATIVE. Fax to Ms. Crystal at 310-515-

7766.

MARKET RSRCH ASST
CLIENT LIAISON &FOCUS group assistant.

Must be professtonal in appeaiance&detail

oriented. Customer servloe or general office

experience a plus. F/T-P/T-$8/hr to start. Fax

Resume or cover letter. 310-440-2348.

MARKETING ASST
$1 biaon R.E. invest, firm in Glendale seek-

ing FT/PT marfteting support person respon-

sible for creating dient database&martteting

materials. Adept in composing&writing mar-

keting lettersApresentatkm materials. Must
be a self-starter w/good org. skiis&profteient

in use of Windows based program. Send
resume/salary req. to SLI, Pres. via

fax081 8-545-8460 or 700 N. Brand Blvd.,

Ste. 300. Glendale. CA fligoa

Cl.issifiods

MATH GRADER
CALCULUS, differential equatkxis, com-
plex variables. 3-15HR/WK. Good salary.

Beverly Hills area. 310-858-1122.

MEDICAL ASST/CNA- Phiebotomy Injec-

tkjns. FT/PT needed for front&back office. 1-

yr commitment mininnjm. Interr>al medi-

cine/cardk)k)gy. Fax 310-274-0616

MEDICAL PfT. Aften'XXHis-t-Saturday mom-
ir)gs. Seekir)g enthusiastic/responsible indi-

vMuaL Great people, and phone skHls for

tHJsy WestsMe Chiropractic Offtoe. Fax re-

sume 310-473-4400.

MEDICAL/CLERICAL ASSISTANT P/T.

Windows 95, Word, and helpful. Excellent

phone/organizational skills. Fax resume:

310-206-2158.

Display
206-3060

Daily Bruin Gassified

TEPWR m 2ND STOT
Santa Monica's Premiere

House of Horror

IS looking for:

Actors

Make-up Artists

Event staff

& Volunteers for evening &
weekend shows

•No Experience Necessary

call (310)458-6203 or apply in

person at 1042 2nd St Santa Monica
from l2-7pm • Pussycat Theatre

THEl

ucla
Magazines

r
Af-Talib
UCU's Muslim Student

Newsmagazine

/^

FEM
UCLA'S Feminist Student

Newsmagazine

*<.

Ha'Am
UCU'S Jewish Student

Newsmagazine

V.

la Gente
UCLA's Chicana/o & Latlna/o

Student Newsmagazine

r
NOMMO
UCU'S African Student

Newsmagazine

A

V
A

i^i^C"

Pacific Ties
UCU'S Asian/Pacific Islander

Student Newsmagazine
825-1004

Ten Percent
UCU'S Queer Student
* Newsmagazine

WRITE
r

EDIT
r A

/̂"

v.

Over 30 years

of alternative

media at UCLA

Classifieds

825-2221

MODELS WANTED by professkxial pholo-

studio for upcomir^g asstgnoient. Male/Fe-

male Pro/Non-Pro. Fashion/Commer-
cial/Theathcal Call for appointment 618-

986-7933.

MOVIE EXTRA WORK* Revolutionary new
program* Start immediately* All types- 18+!*

Fun/Easy* No crazy fees* Program for free

medical* Call-24/hrs 213-850-4417.

I^ULHOLLAND PT
Pleasant, professional home business seeks

asst. 35-40hrs/mo. Excellent phone skills.

Strong work ethics&intermediate computer
knowledge req. 818-377-5071.

NATIONAL PARK
EMPLOYI\iENT

Find the ideal job in America's National

Parks, Forests&Wildttte Preserves. All skill

levels. Competitive wages-«-t>enefits. Ask us
how! 517-336-4298 ext. N59341.

ND HLP INSTALLING
COMPUTER SFTWR

Hands-on computer help ihstalling soft-

ware&setting up programs. PT/flexible

hrs/need car. Excel, Powerpoint, Ac-

cess&potential Access programming oppor-

tunities. Genevive Fabius 213-487-6977.

NOW HiRING
Pier One Imports is looking for PT/FT sales

associates. Combined shifts, flexible hours.

Apply in person at: Pier One Imports, 10984
Santa Monica Blvd . LA. 90025. Comer of

Veteran and Santa Monica Blvd.

OFFICE ASSISTANT Busy tutoring agency
in Pacific Palisades seeks office help 1:30-

6:30, M-Th. $10/hr. Must be reliable/profes-

sional. Tutoring abilities a plus. 310-459-

4125

OFFICE ASSISTANT/SECRETARY- An-
swering phones, greeting patients, filing in

small physical therapy office in reskjence.

Mornings 9am- 1pm. 5days/week. Salary ne-

gotiable. 310-446-6668.

OFRCE ASST
The UCLA Center for Prehospital Care is

currently seeking a motivated individual to

provide clerical support to faculty and staff in

emergency medical education program.s
Duties include answering telephones, staff-

ing reception area, assisting in enrollment

and special projects as assigned. This PT
position requires excellent communication
skills and the ability to work on multiple pro-

jects simultaneously The kleal candidate

possesses a working krx>wledge of Wirxlows
'97 for PC-is able to type 45 wpm and must
be ava Mon and Tue 1PM-5:30PM and Fri

8:30AM-1 2:00PM. 15-20 hrs/wk. Interested

parties should fax a cover letter and resume
to 310-794-8796, attention Catherine. No
phone calls please.

OFFICE. CLERICAL, SECRETARIAL work.

Need to be bilingual in English and Arabic.

F/T and P/T more than 1 -person. 310-575-

1991

P/TF/T

DIVINE PASTA CO.
SM-BH-LA

ENTHUSIASTIC SALES PEOPLE-needed

for gourmet pasta shop/pasta bars. Love of

food and sales a must. $7/hour. Call Shawn

323-939-1148.

P/T FILE CLERK-medcal office. $8/hr. Fax
resume: 310-395-2063.

P/T HR POSITION. Part-time work available

in HR department. Performing Arts Fundrais-

Ing Company Work includes general admin-

istratk)n. filing. WP on Word+Excel. veriftea-

tion, and other projects. We need 20-25/hrs-

week Mon-Frl. Great kx^ation w/dedk:ated

fun environment and great people. Please

send resume to SDNA HR 1728 Abbot Kin-

ney Blvd, Venk^e Ca 90291, or fax 310-301-

9779 or e-mail to jninrx}y Osdatel.com

PAID INTERN needed by Translation com-
pany in SM. Tb assist w/telephones. admin-

istratk>n, project managenr>ent, marketing.

Motivatk)n. versatility. detail-mindedr>ess a

must, vertMil arKl written fluerxry in a major

foreign language a plus. Excellent opportun-

ity to learn and eami Fax resume: 310-260-

7705 or caH 310-358-6160.

-PAID P/T INTERN
Smith Barney Financial Consultant. P/T in-

tem. Help with vartous duties. EOE empk)y-

er. M/F/D/V. 310-312-3430.

PART TIME ASSISTANT to Brentwood Art

Dealer Computer skills (mail-merge. Word,
Excel), organizational skills, personable.

Hours flexible. M-F 10am-5pm. 310-395-

1465.

PART-TIME LAW STUDENT 20 hoursMk
Flexible. CoNectk>ns. small claims court, co-

ordinating with attorney on uniawfuls. $9/hr.

310-629-1700. fax 310-829-2630.

PERSONAL ASSIST to professor. Must
have car and insurance. Dependable, able to

commit to 1-year. Computer literate. Spanish

speaking helpful. lO+hrs/wk. 3-5 afternoons

M-F 3:30-? Begin ASAP Call:2 13-951 -7050.

PHOTO LAB pA assist photo printer or com-
puter imaging. Beveriy Hills 310-274-3445.

PRESCHOOL kx)king for Teacher's Assis-

tant for Fall 1998 school year. Candklates

should have experience in chiM care. Wage
negotiable. Days: M,W,F/1-5pm. Beverly

Glen Play Group. 310-470-0992.

PT and FT DRIVERS for lunch and dinner

shifts. $10+/hr. Must speak English Contact

Dining In: 310-274-0123. 818-986-3287.

PT POSITION
OFFICE ASST w/txx>kkeeping experience.

Hrs flexible. Salary negotiable. Call Nk:ole

310-652-6311.

PT RECEPTIONIST
Fast pace real estate co in BH seeks PT re-

ceptKxxst for ptx^nes&filing&general office

help. $8/hr. Fax resume-310-551-1780.

PUBLISHED WRITER SEEKS illustrator/

coliaboratoc to assist on next prdject. Fax
your resume and number to Ingrid 310-312-

8805.
I

RECALL PERSON- P/T afternoons. Enthu-

siastic person for making appointments.

Good phone skills and organized. Call Judy;

no calls on Wednesday: 310-553-7070.

RECEPTIONIST-P/T-Century City Law Firm.

Front office, phones, light typing, various du-

ties $8/hr Fax resume and cover letter to:

Office Coordinator 310-226-7461.

RECEPTIONIST Culver City doctors office.

People skills a must. Fax resume 310-390-

1874 or call 310-391-6311.

RESEARCH ASSISTANT NEEDED for best-

selling author ar)d psychoiogist. Errarxl&,

some typing, familiar w/macintosh. Must
have own car w/insurance. Approx.

15hrs/week M-F flexible. $8/hr. 310-205-

0226.

RETAIL SALES F/T- BH Candy/Gift Shop.

Dependable, articulate. People person. Call

June©310-275-0341- 11am-6pm.

RETAIL SALES
Seeking responsit)le, outgoing indivkluals for

part and full time sales positk)ns in an

upscale, attractive. Century City retail store.

Must enjoy working with children. Call Lynn

at Petit Jardin Children's Shoes 310-476-

0805.

SALES PEOPLE needed for busy sales of-

fice in Santa Monica. Looking for motivated

and friendly people. Starting pay $8/hr. 310-

395-7368.

SALES PERSON- Labels and tags. Excel-

lent salary+commission Flexible hours. No
cold calling. Full support. No experience nec-

essary. $30K+ 213-748-7480.

SALES/ADVERTISING TELEPHONE. PT
Some work from home. Advertising/print ex-

perience. $9/hr+commisston. 310-917-1120.

Fax 310-477-3213.

SALESPERSON
Energetic. W/experience in electron-

ics&computer. 310-659-0050.

SALESPERSON WANTED for Century City

firm specializing In Ik^uor licenses. Requires

strong oral and writing skills, computer

knowledge a must, degree preferred. Call

our offk^s today for details 310-553-6363

ext 43 or fax resunte to 310-553-3996 attn

Cindy.

SECRETARY WANTED
for Century City firm specializing in Ik^uor in-

dustry. Applk:ant nKist have accurate typing,

computer literate, organizatkx>&custoa)er re-

latk)n skills. Salary negotiable. Fax resume
310-553-3096.

SECRETARY/BKKEEPR
PT Must t>e computer literate&know bask:

bookkeeping Work daily 10AM-3PM. Fax re-

sume and salary requirement 310-451-0446.

SOFTWARE SALES
P/T help needed for software store in West-
wood. Flexible hours. 10am-6pm. Sales ex-

perience helpful. Call Sean. 310-443-5494.

SPORTS CELEBRITY NETWORK, an Inter-

net sports company, is seeking students for

internship positkx)S. We are kx)king to add to

our online sports productkxi and marketing

staffs. If you woukl Hke practk:al experience

in either online sports productk>n or market-

ing, please contact Tim Townsend at 310-

754-4091 or by email at <ttownsendOathle-

tedaily.com>

SR CLERK. UCLA MBA Offk^ 20hr8^veek.

ReceptkKi, murti-iine phones, genreal offk^e

and clerical. Computer experierx^e required.

FrandenO 3 1 0-625-6944.

SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNSELOR. Even-
ings, some days. Part-time. 2-year8 experi-

ence. Spanish/English fluer>cy. $10-25/hr.

Contact Marilyn: 310-479^353.

Ffiday.October2.1998 57

TEACHERS/DIRECTORS needed tor after

scfx>OI enrichnwnt program 12 «ce units or

units in a related fiekj needed. Experience

with K-5. Flexible-hours, great pay. Fax re-

sume:3 10-445-5628.

TELEMARKETING/SALESPEOPLE NEED-
ED. Huge commissk>ns paid. Clean environ-

ment. Flexible- hours. Excellent for student.

Call between 9am-12pmO310-659-0943.

TELEPHONE SALESPERSON that is

young+energetic for hip. growk>g hemp fab-

ric company. Approx 1 5hrs/week-momings.

Call Hemp TradersO310-914-9557.

TRANSPORTATION FOR 2 SCHOOL BOYS
(12-»^14) from Culver City to Bel Air. Own
car^^valkl lk:ense^insurance. Pick up at 3pm.
310-825-5235.

TUTOR WANTED for 3rd year CS&EE
major. Senk>r or graduate students only.

6hrs/week 3days/week. Good pay. E-mail

qualifk:»tk>ns to kyenOdnai.com

TUTORS NEEDED
Math/Science/Spanish/French tutors for

WLA offk:e. UrKlergraduate degree required.

$13 at-center. $20 in-home. 310-475-5330.

TUTORS- For grades 2-12. Experience

w/chiWren required. Strong math, english,

science, and language skills needed. Soph-
mores+older preferred. $15/hr. References.

310-655-4693.

WAITRESS/WAITER Experience required.

P/T weekday-lunch shifts. Established/busy

Westwood restaurant. Call David 310-473-

5045.

WEB DESIGNER needed to create and
maintain PIC/VIDEO intensive sights. Data-

base/shopping programming important.

Hours-flexible. Start now. E-mail sam-
ples/contact info

alecOneworieansstudios.com

WE'RE SEEKING INDIVIDUALS to provide

support to the devetopmentatty dtsabfed. Gait

Dwight Istanbulian at 818-361-6400 ext 129.

WORK AROUND YOUR SCHEDULE 16-

year-okl nutritk>n. weightk)ss. arxJ skincare

CO. in 37 countries needs help! $499-

7999/mo. PT/FT. Complete training.

HowardO310-475-7446.

WRITERS/RESEARCHER. Freelance. Le-

gal/stock market background/interest.

Shoukf have web connectk>n. $11/hr or per

manuscript. 310-917-1120. Fax 310-477-

3213. Email: clockOinterworid. net.

ZEN ZOO TEA
MODERN TEAHOUSE now Wring for coun-

ter/cashier/kitchen. Coffee experience help-

ful. Apply in person. Oct 1, 2, 3, from 2-4pm.

13050 San Vicente #114.

'95 CABRIO CONV. White w/beige Leather

int., tinted windows, CD changer, power eve-

rything. Auto. Perfect for California.

$16,000obo. 310-383-1936 Jason.

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL INTERNSHIP-
University Elementary School. Fall Quarter-
Minimum Junior standing, 3.0 GPA. Orienta-

' tion:Wed. 09/30/98 5pmAWed 10/07/98
10:30am, UES Conference Room. lnfo:825-

2623.

Entertainment PR Firm kx)king for intern.

Hardworking. stror)g writer wtx) wants to

learn more about publk: relatk)ns. 310-843-
0898

INTERNS WANTED Busy Westwood casting
offk:e seeks interns to assist with feature film

projects. No pay but you will receive film

,
credit. Can Mari< (310)575-0157.

INTERNS WANTED: FT/PT positkKis ava for

students at prestigious entertainment PR
firm. Must be enthusiastk:. enthusiastk:. Off-

ers college credit, hands-on experience&fu-

ture film&television career contacts. Contact
Amanda at 310-550-7776.

INTERNSHIP OPPORTUNITY with Sports

Attorney: Juntor, Senk^r interested in sports

management. Position is non-paid, credit

okay Hours are flexible. Fax resume and
cover letter to (310)394-3551.

LOOKING FOR HARDWORKING interns.

Productk>n company with bng term deal with

major studk). Looking for smart/dedk^ated in-

terns who want to learn Entertainment Busi-

ness. Call TerDil 0310-656-9122 for nfX}re

info.

PAID INTERN needed for film Industry com-
pany. Must have sfx)wbiz knowledge, com-
puter skills and marketing ability. 310-657-

2005.

PAID INTERNSHIP
WESTWOOD LAW FIRM- Flexible hours.

Leemak)t. $7.50^. Good typing sWNs, com-
puter literate, excel expederKe preferred.

Call 310-475-0481. Resumes prefenwl:

310-446-9962.

PAID INTERNSHIP wNh pubNshing cohipa-

ny Lookir>g for energetk:, computer Merate
intern. Flexible schedule, ctose to UCLA. Fax
resume to JulieO310-266-7604.

TALENT AND LITERARY Agency. Learning

all facets of an agerx:y involving talent, liter-

ary, (production crews). Credit for scfKX)!

avail. 323-782-1854.

TV NETWORKS internship available in cast-

ing. Good experience but no pay Fax re-

sume 310-575-7007.

WESTWOOD STUDENT Federal Credit

Unk)n offers internships in Banking, Account-
ing, Mari(eting, Hunuin resources. Opera-
tions No experience necessaryl Applk:atk}ns

available at 124 Kerckhoff.

WORK WITH FiSHr

BONE, K'S CHOICE,
&MANY MORE

Looking for smart, self-starting, professional

interns interested in learning the music
industry. Call Sharpe Entertainment
Servk:es03l0-230-?100 a.sk for Wil

VHH

DOCTOR'S OFRCE p/t $iamr. Need re-

sponsit>le person. Duties:filir)g, some basic

computer. Fax resume:310-553-8408.
Phone:310-553-6445.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT to owner of up-

scale Beveriy Hills custom statkxiary design

firm. Knowledge of social etkquette and com-
puter design experience helpful. 5 days, in-

cluding Saturday 10-5. Starting $7/hr. 310-

278-5620. Ask for Bill.

PHYSICAL ASSISTANT NEEDED For disa-

bled male sophomore living in Reit>er hall.

Hiring for morning and/or evening shift. Ap-
prox: 1/2HR-1HR per each shift. $10/HR. No
experience necessary. Call Alex: 949-369-

9671.

PERSONAL ASSIST/SECRETARY- MWF
6:45-5:45. $120/week. 2 months. Ck)se to

UCLA. 310-271-0101.

HEALTHY PfcMALt VULUNIttHla (1/-

35yrs.) wanted for a study involving small

amounts of radk)activity at UCLA. $25/hr.

Call 310-625-1118 or 310-825-2871.

LOOKING for 20-40 yr okls whos parents di-

vorced before they were 18. to fill out confi-

dential survey for t>ook on long term effects

of parental divorce. For details, leave mes-
sage at 212-726-3875 or e-mail

staphO interport.net

$565 ELEGANTLY
REMODELED Ibdrm. Air. parking. Great

Van Nuys kxiatkm. Minutes to Sherman
Oaks shopping. Near library/busses/free-

ways. 9miles UCLA. 616-399-9610

$700/MONTHLY
1-bdrm fully furnished for visiting prof/stud-

ent. Brand new. 15-minutes to campus.
Short-term preferred. View. Available 10/10.

310-391-8646.
*

1-BDRM $650/

2-BDRM $85Q
NEAR SHERMAN OAKS GALLERIA Huge
apt. Ideal for roommates. Garden courtyard,

pool, A/C, phone-entry. Minutes to campus.
618-997-7312.

APT NEAR CAMPUS
WESTWOOD. Spackxjs 2bdrm/2ba. Ck)se
to UCLA. With parking. 310-444-1476. Ask
for Fred.

BEVERLY HiaS ADJ. 2-BEOROOM $950-

$1195. LARGE. UPPERA.OWER. UNU-
SUAL CHARM. SOME W/HARDWOOO
FLOORS. OfiLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
310639-6294.

BRENTWOOD U1 Apt. cat ok, a/c, pool.

walk to Brentwood village. $610. 310-385-

1284. Low aoam fee.

Display

206-3060

. c!
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QREHJyNOOD SINGLE FOR RENT. 11645
Montana Ava. $85(Vmonth. Furnished, sa-

curad parking, laundry, Idtchan. Bob 310-

546-2557.

BRENTWOOD 2-»^2apt Nortt) of Montana.
AC. pool, parking. $1395. 310-395-1284.

Lx>w Agani faa. www.wastsidarental8.com.

INTERNATIONAL
STUDENTS

SANTA MONICA
SUBLETS

NORTH OF WILSHIRE. Near t>each. 1t)drm

$733. 2txJmV2t>ath $922 and $992. Will 8ut>-

let 2-12 months to studertts with non-renew-

able visas and exit expiration date ol less

than lyr. 818-761-1168.

LOOKING FOR A place to live on the West-

side? CaH Westskle Rental Connection. .310-

395-1284. Low agent fee.

www.westskJerentals.com.

LOVELY SI«4ALL VENICE STUDIO in private

garden. Must k>va kids, be reponsible.

$400/rno.-f util.-Kxxask>nal child care. Call

310-396-8262

MALCOLM in WLA. 1-bdnn—$825^ and 2-

bdrm townhoma-$l25C/m. AvaH now. Hard-

wood noon, ttova, relrigerator, parking,

laundry, and pool. 818-995-8866. Ext 313.

MID WILSHIRE. Miracle mile. Own bdrm/ba.

$550. Gated parking. N/P. Pool. Tennis court.

5 miles from campus. CaN Betty 213-658-

4137.
^ - — I

PALMS $835/MO. 2bdm>71.5ba. walk to #12

blue bus, upper, gated, new paint, stove,

frklge. carpets, and blinds. (310)398-3572.

PALMS. Single apt from $495. 1 -bdrm, $595.

Stove. $600deposit for single and
$900deposit for 1-bdrm. 1-year lease. 310-

837-1502 leave massage.

-SANTA MONICA Ht Apt. neftf 6MC$775r
310-395-1284. Low agent fee.

www.westsklerentals.com

SANTA (MONICA 2^1 apt. ck>8e to freeway,

parking. $1325. 310-395-1284. Low agent

fee. www.west8klerentals.com.

SANTA MONICA 2-»^1 Apt, garage, good to-

catkin, $1195. 310-395-1284. Low agent fee.

www.we8tsklerentals.com

SANTA MONICA 2^1 Apt, parking, good k>-

catkKi, $980. 310-395-1284. Low agent fee.

www.west8klerentals.com

SANTA MONICA 3^2 1/2 Townhouse, a/c

fireplace, parking, $1975. 310-395-1284.

Low agent fee. www.westsklerentals.com

SANTA MONICA. 2->-2.5 apt. Pet ok, parking.

$1275. 310-395-1284. Low agent fee.

www.westskJerentals.com.

S^. HUGE 3bdrm/2.5ba. 3000 sq. ft. Jacuz-

z\ in bakx)ny, spa tub, fireplace, parking,

dishwasher, wasf>er/dryer hookup. 310-787-

7051.

WALKING DISTANCE TO UCLA- Ibdnn
w/parking in a luxurious txjiklirig. Available

for $110C/mo starting October 1998. 310-

206-8252.

WESTWOOD 1bdrm/1-bath condo, 1-bk>ck

from UCLA, fireplace, patk), wetbar. 1 unider-

ground parking-space. $1200/mo. fumistied.

310-209-0090.

WESTWOOD BACHELOR Apt. hardwood
floors, yard. $600. 310-395-1284. Low agent

fee.

www.we8tsiderental8.com

WESTWOOD. U1 apt, A/C, elevator, top

fk)or, parking. $1175. 310-395-1284. Low
agent fee. www.westsklerentals.com.

• • PALMS • •«

2BD 2BA

TOWNHOMES. FIREPLACE, GATED
GARAGE, AURM

• 3614 PARIS DR. $1095

(310) 837-0906

4BD,3BA

• 3670 MIDVALE AVE. $1895
(310)391-1076

* MAR VISTA *
280. 26A,

TOWNHOMES. GATED GARAGE.
ALARM. RREPLACE

• 11931 Avon Way $1025

• 12714 MNehHAva. $1025

380. aOA
• 12630 MHchsl Ave. $1396

i^ 12741 MNchalAva. $1396

480. 4BA.. 3 STORIES
• 3964 Basthovan St $1196

(310)391-1076
Open HouM Mon. - Sal.. 10 5 .S

WESTWOOD. 2+2 apt a;u *niij>. 310-

395-1284. Low agent fee. www.west-
sklerentals.com.

WESTWOOD. Comer of Wastwood&SM.
2bdnTV2ba. Lrg living rm. Lrg kik:hen. W/D
inside. Please call 310-416-6131 or 310-

474-4644.

WESTWOOD. Walk to UCLA. Extra large

apt. 3bdrm. Hardwood floors. Frklge. Stove.

Beautiful dassk; style apt. Parking. $1650.

Al. 310-476-8090.

WLA. $825-$850. 2bdmyi.5ba. Qishwasher

AC, carpet, drapes built-in. Extra large

fenced patk). 310-670-51 1 9.

WLA. $850/month. Large 1 -bdmVl bath.

Pool. bakx)ny. Built in stove and oven. Tele-

phorie entry. Large ck>sets. Quiet, private.

1831 Federal Ave. 310-478-7150

WLA. 1537 Coflnth Ave. Single in 1932

Spanish Misskm Buikling. Hardwood fkx>rs,

high ceilings, separate kitchen. $625/mo. 1-

year-lease. Also large single with separate

dining room^xlmr). Separate kitchen . Hard-

wood fkxxs, high ceilings. $750/mo. 1-year

lease. Ctosa to (X^LA. 310-479-8646.

WLA. 2bdmV2ba. Fireplace, dishwasher,

central heat&air, tile entry, new carpet. W/D
in each unit. Bakx)ny. Covered, secured

parking. $1050+$500 security. 310-478-

7147.

WLA. NATIOfQAiyVENICE. 2-bdmV1-bath.

$650. 15-min from UCLA. View, A/C, dish-

washer, laundry, secured. Call 310-559-

7375. 626-282-4738

MAR VISTA/MARINA. Guosihoub^ Unfur-

nished. No kitchen. Frklge/microwave. Sun-
ny, ciear)Acomfortable. Safe neighborhood,

convenient, near bike path. Street parking 1 •

year lease. $410/mo. Utilities included.

Showkig property Sun- 10/4 10AM-12PM.
12722 Greene Ave LA 90066. 310-390-

9396.

GOVT FORECLOSED
HOMES FROM PENNIES ON $1. Delin-

quent Tax, Repo's. REO's. Your area. Toll

free (1)800-218-9060 Ext. H-1650 for current

listkigs.

1-MIN. TO UCLA
SINGLE- $750/mo. Includes gas, water,

electhcity. Furnished, lyr lease. Clean,

secure, gated, intercom entry, laundry, pool.

310^4-1 830.

Encino. Room+tx>ard in exchange for driv-

ing-fhorr^work help. Easy going 9/yr-okl t}oy.

Beautiful home, 8-miles from campus. Male
student pref. 618-986^4659.

GUEST APT w/private entrarve ava. in

exchange for housekeeping, errands, etc.

Female pref. Manhattan Beach. 310-546-

7794.

GUESTHOUSE room/bath in exchange for

limited babysitting. 1-gir1 7+1/2yo. Private

bedroom w/trench doors. Dana 310-276-

8480.

ITALIAN GIRL, 26, graduate student, needs
room at waiking/rkling distance from UCLA.
Willing to watch chiklren, eklerty, good cook.

310-235-1014.

LAUREL CYN. Seperate bachek>r unit&sal-

ary in exchange for l5-20hrs/wk cleri-

cal&custodial wk. Must have car&be UCLA
student. '213-650-4404.

PRIVATE GUESTHOUSE (Wilshira/Fairlax)

in exchartge for 15hr8/week of tutoring/chikl-

MW tof bright 15y/a giil vw/phystoal .haiKli-

MAR VISTA. $525&up/month. Ask about

move in special. Attractive, furnished 1-

bdrm. Large, pool, patk), barbecue area.

Quiet-buikling. 3748 Inglewood Blvd. 310-

398^79.

WLA-$590/mo. Ask about move In special.

Attractive furnished-singles. Near UCLAA/A.
Ideal for students. Suitable for two. Definite

must see! 1525 Sawtelle Bl. 310-477-4832.

cap. Must be able to assist w/chemistry-fad-

vanced algebra. 213-933-1406.

RM/BRD EXCH. HELP Female UCLA stud-

ent needed for l5-20hrs/wk chikl care/driv-

ing. References required. Walking distance

UCLA. 310-470-4662.

WLA. 4-min from UCLA. Room w/great view

in exchange for tutorlng&drfving kkls age
12&10. Car required. UCLA student only.

Females preferred. 310-271-7575.

BRENTWOOD- Ibdmfi condo. Ctose to res-

taurants and stores. 10 min to UCLA.
$850/mo. Call Liz031 0-390-2876.

VAN NUYS $850/mo. 2bdrm 2bth. unfur-

nished, walk-In ck)set, security buikling, easy

405 access, fireplace, dishwasher, pool, spa.

garage. 818-988-7705.

WLA 2 large bdrm townhouse. 2.5bth.

$1200/month. Gated entry, laundry, parking,

stv., ref., dishwasher, AC, fireplace. 1826

Bundy Drive. 310-450-8414.

RENTERS. Kiss your landlord goodbye.

Own for thie cost of renting. Buikl-equity.

Stop wasting money 0>m\ your future. Call.

/\9ent:310-e27-1013

VAN NUYS: SHRMN WYO405, E-Z comm-
ute. Lite, brite, pristine 2bdrm/2ba condo.

2gar, WB-FP, fiJC, in-unit WD, frig, lrg mstr,

hi-cigs, sec, pool, spa. $79,900. Bkr-mek)dy.

818-363-6116x206.

WALK TO CAMPUS
2 spacious units w/pool, spa and parking.

Call Karen Medved for more info. 310-266-

4236.

1BDRM GUESTHOUSE for rent in BH.

Kitchenette. $850/mo. Call Elizabeth 310-

205-0072.

NORTHRIDGE. Guesthouse on 1 acre,

gated. One person, no srTK)kir>g or pets.

$700/mo. includes utilities. Karen 818-343-

9366.

WESTWOOD 1-bdnn Private detached,

new guesthouse in beautiful hon>e. Pool and

spa use and free cable. $975/mo including

utilities. 310-474-2708.

WLA adorable guesthouse. Completely fur-

nished. Garden view. Studk) w/k)ft. $800.

Utilities included. Ideal for 1 person. Call

Ronda 310-470-9112.

1.5 MILES TO UCLA
WLA- Bus, parking, laufKlry. Share w/2 re-

cent grads. Nice yard. N/S. $600-t-utilities.

Laid bacl<. 1 1 727 Texas Ave. 310-477-9321

.

BEVERLYWOOD. Room for rent. Yard *

kitchen privileges, own entry. $500/mo. 310-

391-1557.

BRENTWQPD-Above Sunset, 3-miles

UCLA. Spacious room, large home. Private

entrance, pool/garden, toast/bake mi-

crowave, parking. Utilities, cable. Grad stud-

ent. $500,310-476-1786.

CULVER CITY. Ibdrm for rent. Spacious

townhouse. Parking. Washer/dryer. Shared

balhrni. Rent $375. Contact Cheryl 310-839-

5034.

ENCINO ADJ. Private room in 4-bdrm/2-bath

house. A/C $400/rTX)(includes utilities). N/S.

562-985-8697(day) 818-706-9389(eve).

ENCINO HILLS-Rooms in private home.
Parwramk: view. 24-hour neigfitx)rhood pa-

trol. 15-minutes to campus. $400&$425.
Please call 818-905-0506.

LA ROOM w/shared bath.20 min to UCLA.
1 busline. $375 utilities included.

KayO(323)-851-6130.

MASTER BEDROOM+ Private bath in pleas-

ant house in West LA. Share w/2 grad stud-

ents. Pets okay $700/mo. (310)575-4412

NEAR UCLA. Rm for rent. Private ba. Split

utilities. Off-street parking. Kitchen privileg-

es. Laundry rm. $495/mo. 800-404-6202.

NEAR WESTWOOD. Furnished 1-bdrm/1-

bath. security building. Until December.
$300/mo. Evenings 510-428-2020.

PRIME WLA
Large condo. 1 bik S. of Wilshire near Bar-

rington. Lrg bdrm+ba. Bklg w/poolAjacuzzl.

Female&references pref. $600/mo. 310-444-

9780.

^*-V ""^ »•«

Fall Housins

: v.M . I

House for Rant 1
APTS&HSES 4 RENT

11282 W. Washington Blvd. Suite 205. Culv-

er City CA 90230. Superlative Realty Broker
310-391-1557. Apts-$525&up. Houses-
$1800.

'''i Rooms from

1 334/quarter,
includins meals t^-f^^

Women students orflP

jm 824 Hilgard i^i i^

(310) 208-8931

Classifiocls

825-2221

Looking for a place to live in

Westwood?

Visit the Westwood Bayit! A Jewish Coop
where you can live with fellow students in an
interactive and meaningful environment.

We Provide:

• a newly renovated Kosher Kitchen

• Single or Double rooms
• TV with cable

• A newly renovated pool and backyard patio

• Educational and Community Service related

activities

Come visit us at 619 Landfair Ave. or call:

AvI Davis (310) 858-3059 (Bayit President)

Miriam Oximberg (310) 209-3021 (current resident and representative)

SANTA MONICA Roonr>s (or rent in house.

$430-utilities included. 4-miles from UCLA.
Quiet, clean, share 2-balhs/kifchen/m

crowave/refrlgerator. Leave clear message
310-828-6796
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"Weo
Debit

iccept

cards

Master Cord

Delivers

Satellite T.V.

SPORTS

Baskin(^Robbins ice-cream

Until Sun-Thurs 1:00 am
Fri-Sat 2:00am

824-4111
1114 Gayley Ave.
Westwood Village

VENICE. Changing house, hardwood floors,

6biocks from beach. Patk), garden, adjacent

to Santa Monica. Laundry facility. $550/nx).

Can Anyes: 310-392-9613

WESTWOOD $475
WALKTOUCUK. BeauttfuRy furnished one
private t}edroom/private entrance. Kitchen,

laundry. Parking. MALE STUDENT PREF.
Availal)le 10-21-98. 310-473-6769.

WESTWOOD, furnished room w/half bath in

family home. $500 utilities included, parking,

househokj privileges, pet ok, female pre-

ferred. 310-250-0866. 310-470-6421.

WLA ROOM FOR RENT Students weteome.

House nearby Westwood area. Convenient

to local transportatk)n. $450. Leave mes-
sage 310-559-8946.

649 GAYLEY- Feniale roommate wanted to

share room In 2bdrrTV2t>ath across from

campus. Parking/laundry/air conditk)ning.

$425/mo. Available ASAP MelissaO310-
824-3996. ^
WESTWOOD. Roommale needed.

$375/mo. Parking included. 1400 sq. ft. §49-

854-1930.

WEST HOLLYWOOD SUBLET- October 1st

through January 1st. Fully furnished luxury

condo. 2bdrm/3bath. $2,000/mo-f utilities.

References. 310-276-7788.

WESTWOOD. Sublet very large 1.5 bdrms,
perfect for 2. Free laundry facilities in unit.

$800/mo. Available immediately 310-477-

6661 , Tycho.

2-BDRM APT for rent to share w/quiet non-

smoking female. Security-apt $440/mo.

1st+last+utilities+$100deposJt. (Culver City).

Near Cheviot Hills. Merns:310-836-1915 or

310-839-2957.

4miles from UCLA- $425 furnished own
room^bath in 3bdrm apt. Secured parking,

laundry facilities available. 9mo-1yr lease.

Female only PamelaO310-398-5204.

679 GAYLEY- Ibdrm (own/share) in 2+2 w/2

girls. Private bathroom+phone. 2spaces in

security parking. $825/mo Females pre-

fen-ed. Leave message 310-556-5909.

ASIAN/QUIET/CLEAN
WLA—Asian lady needs quiet roommate.

Nk:ely furnished. Bus in of front house, West-
wood/Pico. No-smoking/pets Private

bed/bath. $550/month+utilities. 310-475-

8787.

MAR VISTA SOUTH. Centinela+Culver Blvd.

East of Marina Del Rey $430/mo. Female
N/S. House 310-391-1563.

NATI0NAL4SAWTELLE. Next to UCLA res-

klential, UCLA bus, convenient convenierK-

est New, sunny, quiet, cute. Smoke okay
Ck)sed garage. Susanrui 0310-31 3-0934

PLAYA DEL REY Own roonVbath in an
apartment. Close to freeway, very ntoe area,

k)w rent. No-deposit required. $500. 310-

305-0268.

ROOMMATE NEEDED. Graduate student of

physk:al therapy seeks 1 or 2 roommates to

share a 3 bedroom house. Plenty of room,

t)ackyard space, garage. Immediately avail.

Please call 818-787-9290.

SANTA h^ONICA on Promenade 2bd/2bth.

duplex. Washer/dryer, balconies, parking,

fireplace, dishwasher, $)000/mo. Call Sarah

(310)704-7265.

WESTWOOD. Lig 2bdrm/2ba. partially fur-

nished, to share. Less ttian 1ml from LJCLA.

Gated parking. $725+1/2 util. Call&leave

message 310-475-1082.

I4fy^

Call to reserve Shakey's

Drivate party room
upstairs for your meetings,

fund raisers, etc...

FREE DRINK W/
ANY BUFFET
PURCHASE W/

UCLA STUDENT ID

SPECIAL
Any New Gourmet
Sandwiches with Saiad
Bar & IMojo Potatoes ^_^

for only $4.99
Gourmet sandwich includes: Philly

Cheesesteak, Chicken Salad,spicy

Italian sauSage and meatball

sandwiches Deli Sub.

$AVE$
Any New Gourmet
smail pizza with Saiad
Bar & IMojo Potatoes

- for only $4.99
Gourmet Pizza includes: Phillys

Cheese Strack Pizza, Margarita

Pizza, Pesto Pizza, or BBQ
Chicken Pizza.

Display

206-3060

SHAKErS
COMBINATION

#$13.85
Any medium one topping pizza

plus mojo potatoes, and your

clioice of:

• 4 pieces chicken or

•New Gourmet sandwich or>

•5p(!feccsoffishor

• 10 Buffalo wings or

• Pasta & Salad

PIZZA SPECIALS
1 MEDIUM

ONE TOPPINC PIZZA

BUY1CET1
FREE

Sunday, Monday, Tuesday

2 for 1 Special*

onlv

or 2 medium one topping pizzas t\
] ^QQ

Any iarge 3 topping pizza or any °^
$QQ8

Specialty Pizza (save over $5)
*^'^

Specialties include Vegetarian, Siiakey's Special, Bruin Deluxe and BBQ Chicken

Thin crust, hand tossed, or deep dishpm pizza atno extra cfkirge

BRUIN
MEAL DEAL

Buy any large Pizza at

regular price and
get the

2nd for Free

2 Slices of Pizza and

1/2 order Mojo and Salad Bar,

with all you can drink

beverage bar

* good

all day

Dine-in or
cmryouPenly
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BREAKFAST

Up at the crack of dawn? So are we—preparing break-

fast all over campus. You can always get

a light bite at any of our Campus

Coffee Houses, Kerckhoff Coffee

House, Jlrnm/s and Northern ^

iliri Lights. Along with fresh-brewed

: coffees and espresso drinks you'll

find bagels, muffins, scones and

more - all baked fresh daily. If

you're looking for a hot

breakfast, try The Great

American Roadside GrIU

in the Cooperage, at Lu

Valle Commons and at the

Bombshelter. You can also get ^^|

a hot American or Mexican breakfast

=at'th&4ior^ Campus Student Center. Ifi^oe=^aven't

(plus Snocks t (oflee)

i

:*4

t

^ot time to sit down and eat, how about a portable

breakhist smoothie from Troplx in the Terrace Food

Court, made with Hansen's fresh juices.

LUNCH

If you're going to be on campus for lunch - you're in

luck. With over a dozen new eating experiences this

all you're guaranteed to find a delicious lunch at a

good price anywhere on campus. North Campus

Student Center offers hot Italian sub sandwiches,

deep dish pizza, and baked Italian spe-, :$.• ^^ ""w

cialties at Clao! Italia. Have a deli

sandwich and soup at the Flying

Bagel Dtli or a Tostada or Taco

Salad (Cooperage style) at Holy

MoU. Lu Valle Comroonft,serve(y

features burgers and chicken sand-

wiches at the Great American

Roadside GriU, gnlled

chicken over rice or noo-

dles at the Padfk Rkt

and NoodU TMtfs and

dell sandwiches.

The ftrraci Food Court (formerly the

Treehouse) on 1st Floor Ackerman fea-

tures RuUo's Ba|a GrIU - Home o^

the Fish 1k»*, FiMida Express

and PCH-Pun Oiicken Heaven

express. Downstairs in the

Coopomge you'll find an expand-

ed KH-Rure CMdcen Heaven as

well as Coop Pizza, Crunch Tlme^

11 IfP^^ ^^^ American

n Roadside Grill and the

biggest salad bar on campus.

Outside on Bruin Walk at

Campus Comer yoult find some of the best values at

tkeo BiH bprass and SubSoctionl wheie you can get

any S"* sub for only $1J5!

If you're ki^^utb campus check out thiJtoMiMl^^

extra thldrvAuMches at the Undarpoynd DaH

orlliid ddtlM atThe llidfk Mto aiii Hoodh IMan

and burgers at The Great American Roadside GrilL The

Patio Barbeque features themed days like Rajun Cajun

BBQ, Sizzlin' Sausages and more.

DINNER

When staying late on campus yoii can always find din-

ner. Many of our restaurants are open until 9pm and our

coffee houses are open even later and offer a variety of

meals including soups,

sandwiches and sushi.

For something really

special try Tsunami

on A-Level

Ackerman for

some fresh

sushi, a bowl

of hot sobrorqdori noodles and-a-

mm

seaweed salad! With a group? Get an extreme pizza in

the Cooperage made with a parmesan

garlic crust; try our new Spicy Thai

or Mexican Fiesta varieties.

SNACKS &

COFFEE

Whether the minor nibbles

or the major munchies - your

snack attack never need slow

you down. WMzel's Pretzels

and Colombo Yogurt in the.

Terrace Food Court on 1st Roor

Ackemian make a good sweet/salty

snacking duo. Across the lobby, youll

find RX Candy Coated Cures where

you can pick and choose from over

100 types of candy by the ounce.

If your idea of a pick-me-up is a

stiff shot of espresso go to

Kerckhoff Coffee House in

Kerckhoff Halt J1mm/s at Lu

VaUe Commons or Northern

Lights at the North Campus Student Center.

All three are fuU-serve coffee houses - Northern Lights

& Kerckhoff Coffee House are also Baskin-Robbins ice-

cream parlors and make blended ice-cream/coffee con-

coctions. Pick up a ceramic refill mug at any of the

three and get brewed refills for 50( for the entin|||

school year.

' ^y^-

J*^
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W.VOLLEYBALL
From page 72

Freshman Kristee Porter has

turned heads with her amazing leap-

ing ability and powerful putaways

and kills so early in her Bruin

career. Comparisons to Tanisha

Larkin, a 1997 Pac-10 Honorable

Mention, are an understatement to

the potential that Porter has and

what she may become with the

always apparent devotion and work
ethic she brings to the court every

match.

With Coach Banachowski mixing

lineups at the beginning of the sea-

son that were able to establish a

tempo early in matches that would

give UCLA momentum, the Bruins

faced many obstacles and struggles

in^the Santa Clara match.

The problems looked to be all but

solved when conference play began

against the California Golden Bears

two days later.

The underdog Broncos found out

early that they could take advantage

of the young Bruin lineup and

defeated UCLA 15-11,. 15-6, 10-15,

15-13. ^=^.^.^;..^

On Sept. 18, UCLA took its act

up to Berkeley to take on Cal and to

open the Pac-10 schedule. The
Bruins began the first game with the

intensity and momentum they sore-

ly needed in their previous six

matches. They jumped ahead early

and took the first game before

falling in game two to the Bears.

ihe capacity crowd at tlic

Recreational Sports Facility wit-

nessed the transformation of

UCLA - from a group of under-

classmen trying to establish an iden-

tity to a well-polished unit that easi-

ly cruised to the following two-game

victories. The match gave them
their first victory of the season and

first place in Pac-10 play.

__ On Sunday afternoon, the Bruins

completed the trio of Bay Area

matches with a trip to Maples

Pavilion in Palo Alto to take on the

No. 9 ranked Stanford Cardinal.
*

Playing against the unmatched

talent of perennial All-Americans

Lisa Sharpley and Kerri Walsh
under the direction of head coach

Don Shaw, the Bruins would have

to dig deep to beat the Cardinal.

UCLA almost came up the type of

game that would beat most teams

on any day, except the Cardinal.

Led by the powerful outside hi^
ting of Kristee Porter, the Bruins

surprised Stanford in the first game
15-13 and shocked the crowd at

Maples, making them think about a

possible upset.

But Stanford answered back.

With the emergence of freshman

Ashley Bowles in the second game
of the match, the Bruins gave the

Cardinal a response that proved

that the first game was no fluke.

With UCLA down 13-4, Kristee

Porter completed a long and excited

volley, finishing with a rain of kills

that eventually proved to be too Jit-

tle, too late as UCLA dropped the

second game to Stanford 15-10.

The third game proved to be the

turning point of the match as the

Big Three of Bachman, Bowles and

Porter showed a ncver-say-die atti-

tude that gave the Cardinal yet

another scare, as Stanford and

UCLA traded points back and

forth.

Sara Chambers and Walsh took

charge for the Cardinal, escaping

with a 18-16 victory. They would go

on to survive a late rally in the

fourth game led by Ashley Bowles

to win 15-11 and capture the match

three games to one. _
With a new sense of confidence,"

the Bruins returned to Westwood to

open up their home schedule at

Pauley Pavilion Friday against the

Oregon Ducks. With two strong

showings in Pac-10 play, the Bruins

felt prepared and lifted at taking on

Oregoh.
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The first game showed a returned

sense of miscommunication and
bad* reads by the UCLA defense,

which led to errors, net violations

and change in the score.

All-American Madeline Ernst
showed a flair for powerful attacks

on the humbled UCLA defense.

Bruin service errors and a lack of
cohesion, despite the consistent

play of Porter jind Bowles, led to

Oregon claiming victory in game
one, 15-9. .

Game two showed a looser and
more relaxed Bruin squad that had
not been noticed for much of the

season. The jump serving style of

Ashley Bowles added a noticeable

smile to the face of Kristee Porter,

who claimed the game with a strong

kill, ending the match at 15-8.

The satisfaction that Coach
Banachowski gave to his players

between games was not apparent in

game three.

UCLA lost momentum early to

the Ducks as Porter continued to

show a sense of consistency while

Selsor's quick decision-making may
have caused more problems for the

Bruins.

Ernst's two straight ace serves

and Antoinette Polk's three touch

kills took 'the game at 15-8 over

UCLA.
The Bruins kept their composure

as Bowles and Porter stepped up the

giimt^ nn both t'nds and Rurhmim
provided three 'key blocks before

capturing, the victory and the

match, 15-7.

On Sunday. UCLA hosted then

Pac-10 leader Oregon Stale in hopes

of nolchmg its 26th consecutive \ic-

lory ugamst the Beavers.

_^ With Porter providing a ghmpsc
of All-American potential and the

emergence of freshman Lauren

Hogan. UCLA stormed to an early

lead in the game with the blocking

services of Bachman at the net.

With many spikes going into the

net for the Bruins, Porter provided

the finishing touches for the game
and helped the Bruins claim game
one, 15-11.

Ciame two saw junior Tamika
Johnson come in and take over for

the Bruins as a ^park plug.

Alongside Porter on the outside hit-

ting position, UCLA captured the

second game, 15-9.

-—Game three saw Bowles do prac-

tically ever) thing for the Bruins

offensively.

Unfortunately, this proved not to

be enough as UCLA lost game
three 15-13 in a heart-stopper to the

Beavers. The Big Three provided a

strong fourth game and notched the

thrrd match \ictor\ of the season

for the Bruins. 15-9.

The Bruins are currently 3-7

overall and 3-1 in conference play.

Their next match is today at 6 p.m.

against arch-rival Southern

California at North Gym.
Trojan Pac-10 star Jennifer

Kessy and Jasmina Marinkovic

should prove to be a challenge for

the Bruins, who are on a two-match

winning streak.

LEWIS
From page 72

yards and scored six touchdowns

over the first two games, putting him

ahead of Skip Hicks' last year's

record of touchdowns scored.

Listed at 5 feet, 7 inches, but stand-

ing a few inches shorter, Lewis is not

"your prototypicar back. Through

what Toledo calls Lewis' "little man

complex," Lewis won the starting

position away from Keith Brown in

practices and has maintained his

starting position, even though fresh-

man sensation DeShaun Foster aver-

aged 5.7 yards every time he touched

, See LEWIS, page 62i-
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Your journalism career,

begins next Thursday night.
• Find out how you can join the Daily Bruin or student magazines.

Thursday October 8, 6:00 pm in the Viewpoint Lounge,

located onAckerman Union's A-ievel
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Guess who got caught?

llf!
'"h

^ ^ 9°^«7["«"' caught Guess?, Inc. using sweatshops in Los Angeles. Guess contractors were

3 1 ons b!!^"^.^^" ""^^
K
^'"^ """^""""^ *" '^ ^"<^ '^'- G"««^ c°'^<^ have cleaned up itsTct and made con-ditions better for the workers who produced their expensive designer jeans. But it didn't.

Guess Who ran away to Mexico?
Guess ran away, moving production to Tehuacan, Mexico-1 ,700 miles from Los Angeles-where abuses ofworkers are more easily hidden from public view.

wnere aouses ot

Guess Who cam Mde?

nfp«9"?!!.^^^'^^f
°"
'T '"^ ^^ ''®"' *° ^^^^° '^ .nvestigate conditions in factories producing clothing for

Sof" WpITh'^'"^'?
"!'' '""""' '^^''' ''°'^^'' '" 'h««« 'T^aquiladoras endure '"forced and unpaSertime " "childlabor, poverty and substandard living conditions," and "repression and fear."
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EsTAblishEcJ 19 78 FOR Mt'N 4 WOMEW WHcoMf UCLA stucJems!

. ./•10\OFF ALL HAIR & NAIL SALON ^/coupon REGSIS.OO

« ««i.

,

HAIR & NAIL SALON

*5 OFF!
HAIR, SHAMPOO & CONDITIONING
AND OTHER DISCOUNTS ONLY W/THIS COUPOrJ

Specializing in:

•Highlights-$35 and up

•Conditionirfg and Perm-

Reg.$45 now $35 (Long hair

•Cellophanes- Reg. $45 now

•Color-$35 and up

•Rebxer $35

•Waxing-{price varies)

•Massage and Facials

extra)

$35

Nails (w/coupon)

Acrylic Nail:

•Full Set-$22 now $18

•Fill-was$13 now $12

•Manicure-$7 now $6

•Pedicure-$13 now $12

•Manicure & Pedicure $18

FREE CONSULTATION
We do up-dos for all occasions

We also offer color cDrrections

Open 7 Days M-Sa 10-8:30, Su 1 1-7*1035 Westwood Blvd.(Next to Ann Taylor in Westwoo
208-7996*Vi$a, Mastercard, ATM accented

visufiL/DioiTiZfD fnif^iflirfnfiii d oitifp siuff

lew name in town formerly 20/20 video

f we rent & sell

video movies

DVD Videos

4 video gomes

over 12,000

general movies
3 days rental for

$1.50

4 japonimotion
(largest selection in Westwood)

4 mature adult entertainment

4 hardware rental

(DVD/PSX/N64/VCR)

hard to find

vintage movies

"'^^-

membership
with picture ID

-^ and viaHd credit >».

card

1 035 Gayley ave.

Los Angeles, CA 90024

(310)209-2020

•« 9fLj^.0m.»f. .i*^*-^ -C* ^ Jt^ .T,V- .«c^ r T -t o .•: T rr o f^ w^i r* k t.t /• rv r t :«. f» « .c ,f /•.*.'(^ • ;r r» .^^ ^ •• *«-r j ^ u /.- .t

LEWIS
From page 61

the ball.

V Using his "little man complex,"

Lewis has learned from Aug. 30 1997,

and now uses his size and his offen-

sive line to his advantage to score,

even on the same play he was stuffed

on last year.

"Coach Skipper has taught me a

lot of new things in order to be a bet-

ter back," Lewis said. 'Now I use my
height to stay low and to hide behind

my line. Because of the extra practice,

I can read my reads better and know
when to turn up field to go north and

south and how to put a little power

behind my hit to get me the extra few

yards."

• Also leading Lewis' improvement

have been the extra coaches on the

field - the other running backs.

"There is a great camaraderie

between the tailbacks and the full-

backs," Lewis said. "We all critique

each other, and it helps out a lot

because the other backs can pick up

what you are doing wrong."

No. 23 has used all of the advice he

has gained from his fellow teammates

and coaches ti) improve. For Lewis,

the beginning o{ the Pac-10 season

against Washington State will be the

beginning of his starting Pac-10 tail-

back career.

This Saturday will be a chance for

him to prove that little men can play

in a big man's game. You would think

revenge would be on his mind, but

Lewifl has other worries and a difffgf-

ent philosophy.

"Revenge is an emotional factor,

but after a few minutes, it's going to

change to business. It's the opening

game of the Pac-10 for us and the

Cougars just lost against Cal so they

will come out hard.

"As for me thinking about

revenge, sometimes things don't go

the way you planned them. Things are

not always what you want. That's

what last year's game taught me, and

hopefully I can use that this year."

Instead of the hostile confines of

Pullman, the Bruins will battle neme-

sis Washington State at the Rose

Bowl. Instead of last year's Heisman

candidate, Ryan Leaf, quarterback-

ing against UCLA's Heisman hope-

ful will give way to this year's starter,

Steve Birnbaum. And instead of Skip

Hicks in the backfield, UCLA will

with the man who left the field -

last year against Washington State.

Jermaine Lewis.

Hopefully, Lewis can use what he

learned last year after being stopped a

yard short and prove to the Cougars

that even the smallest man can make
a big difference.

INDUaiON
From page 72

wanted to make sure that the ones

who played at UCLA in the '50s, '40s

and '30s weren't completely forgot-

ten."

Starting this year, 12 members will

be inducted annually instead of the

previous groups of eight. This year's

inductees and gues.ts are invited to a

brunch where they can be presented

to family and friends and get a chance

to say a few words.

Then it's off to the Rose Bowl

where they will be publicly presented

during the halftime of the UCLA vs.

Washington State football game.

Eight of the 12 inductees are able

to attend tomorrow's ceremony.

Norton, a linebacker for the 49ers,

has a game against Buffalo on

Sunday while Ramsey has a Fox

Sports 2 broadcasting assignment in

Seattle. Basset has out-of-state family

engagements to attend.

The sudden death of Griffith

Joyner on Sept. 21 has left many sur-

prised and saddened. Despite her

unfortunate absence, her husband Al

SeelNDUaiON,pa9e63
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will be there to represent her.

. "Along with her world-class athlet-

ic abilities, Florence was a loving and

caring daughter, sister, wife and

mother," said Griffith Joyner's fami-

ly in a statement. "We want to thank

everyone from around the world for

their outpouring of love and affection

during our time of grief."

With still-standing world records

in the 100- and 200-meter sprint,

Griffith Joyner was undeniably the

fastest woman in the world. Her ath-

letic talent, combined with her glam-

orous looks, got her and her sport

much media coverage, especially in

the 1988 Seoul Olympics.

"What FHorence brought to track

was a flash and fiair that we didn't

have, which was probably good for

the sport and got attention for us,"

Olympic gold medalist and UCLA
Hall of Famer Evelyn Ashford said.

Griffith Joyner's coach at UCLA
and brother-in-law. Bob Kersee, not

only saw her as a caring, giving team

player, but also as a ground breaker

in more ways than one.

"In 1988, people weren't ready for

female athletics," Kersee said. "The

media never took female athletics

seriously 10 years ago.

"They can be glamorous, they can

be mothers, they can be entrepre-

neurs, they can be teachers, doctors

as well as athletes."

In memory of Griffith Joyner.

there will be a moment of silence dur-

ing the halftime ceremony.

For the eight former Binins^who

will be at the ceremony tomorrow, it

promises to be a memorable day Ann
Meyers-Drysdale recalls the cerenio-

ny in 1988, when she became the first

woman to be inducted in to the Hall.

"It was a lot different from today,"

Meyers-Drysdale said. "We had ours

at the Alumni Center, and there were

fewer people inducted. But all the

athletes knew each other so it was

really a special evening with family

and friends."

Meyers-Drysdale, who can be seen

as a NBC/ESPN broadcaster, was

highly qualified as a Hall of Famer.

She excelled in various sports and

took part as a Bruin high jumper and

volleyball player. But hw forte as a

four-time All-American (1975-78)

basketball player led her to play in the

1976 Olympics and be the only

woman to try out in the NBA. ^
Now 43 and a mother of three,

Meyers-Drysdale considers it an

incredible honor to be included in the

company of basketball greats like

Coach Wooden, her brother David

Meyers and Marques Johnson, who
took her under their wings and guid-

ed her as a Bruin athlete.

Although she believes there are

about half a dozen female athletes
m

who also deserve such recognition,

she is grateful for hers.

"UCLA was a very big part of my
life and career, so it meant a lot to

me," she said. "I think it's important

for young athletes to see what col-

leges do for their alumni and what the

alumni do for them. It's an important

tradition UCLA needs to keep up

because it has unbelievable names of

athletes who's been here."

M.WATERPOLO
From page 71

their desire to win. It's a pride thing.

"We're anticipating a good-sized

crowd," Baker said. "We have a

good team and so does Pepperdine,

so it Should be a real exciting home

game.

And it couldn't have come at a

more appropriate time than the first

days of school.

"Since I've been here I can't ever

remember school starting in

October," Baker said. "Coming in

this morning, it was hard to find

parking. Things are back to nor-

mal."

Yourjournalism career

begins next Thursday night.
Find out how you can join the Daily Bruin or student magazines.

Sludcnl Media WWA olTtTs opporlunilios lor sludcnls

inlorcsUMi in nearly every asjM'el ofjournalism—from

re[)orlinj,' to business, from newsroom manaj,'emenl lo

Internet journalism. We do il bcUler Ihan any

journalism school because we olTeryou Ihe chance lo

do more than study. W oiler riral ex|MTienc4\ You're

invited lo come find out more aboul our publicalions

and proj(rams nexl Thursday nij^hl when we'll b<'

hosling our quarterly o|hmi house.

il doesn'l mailer whal your major is or if you have any

previous (^x|KTienc(» in news|w|HTs or ma^'azines. We'l

irain you lo re|M)il. desi^Mi, or shool picliin^s in four

weekend workshops laiighl by working' journalists, and

maybe you'll (muI up lik(^ many who came belbn* you

—

wilh a solid slarl toward a carcHT.

WANT TO GET MVOiyED? HERFS HOW...

If you'd like lo know more, come lo our Orienlalion and

Open House Thursday, Oclob<»r 8 al 0:00 p.m. in Ihe

Viewpoint U)unge on Ackerman Union's A-level. Come

h(^ar whal we Wasv lo offer, visit our offices, and meet

Ihe students who work on Ihe Daily Bruin and the

student magazines.

For more informal ion, call us at 825-2787.

Thursday October 8, 6:00 p.m. in the Viewpoint Lounge,

located on Ackerman Union's A-level

journalism@ucla
I iHily Hmin • Th(^ Stink'nl Ma^a/JiK« • KIjA radk) fk^ws

UCLA Department of Music

Auditions for

PerformiTig Ensembles

(2 units each):

• Choral Ensembles (UCLA Chorale and University Chorus):

Auditions Sept. 30, Oct. 1 & 2. 10:00am - 1:00pm & 2:00 - 5:00pm.,

1325 Schoenberg Hall. Sign up outside 2419 Schoenberg Hall.

• Chamber Ensembles: To be arranged. Call (310)825-4761

for information.

• Jazz Ensembles: Auditions Oct. 2. 5, & 6. Rhythm section will

meet as a group at 7:30 pm in the band room (1345 Schoenberg

Hall) on Oct. 6. Sign up for an appointment on bulletin board

outside 2409 Schoenberg Hall. ^ .

'[' . '
. :'

; . ; •

• Musical Theater Workshop: Auditions Wednesday, Sept. 30, starting

at 3:00 pm. Prepare two songs: uptempo and one slow musical

number. Call (310)825-4761 to schedule an audition. Production

plans for 1998-99 include Once Upon on a Mattress by Mary

Rodgers, and Carol Burnett Awards in Music Theater.

• Opera Workshop: Call (310) 825-4761 for information.

• Philharmonia Orchestra & Chamber Orchestra: Auditions for

STRINGS only, Sept. 28, 29 & 30, by appointment. Call Shana

at (3 1 0) 206-3033 to schedule an audition.

• Wind Ensemble: Auditions Oct. 1 & 2. 10:00 am - 2:00 pm. Oct. 5 &
6, starting at 9:00 am. Sign up on the band ofTice bulletin board

outside 2421 Schoenberg Hall, or call (310) 825-3835 for an

appointment.

Music of Purcell, Handel ("Lucrezia" Cantata), Haydn ("Arianna*^ •

Cantata) and Beethoven ( "Scottish and Irish Songs ").

General Admission: $7 • Student &. Senior Citizens:- $3

• UCLA Philharmonia Orchestra

Jon Robertson, conductor

Nina Schumann, piano soloist

Tuesday, November 10, 8:00 pm Schoenberg Hall

Program includes "Elegyfor David" by UCLA faculty composer

Paul Chihara, "In Nature's Realm" by Dvorak, Piano Concerto No. 2

(Matisse Jazz") byfaculty composer Paul Reale, with soloist Nina

Schumann (UCLA music dept. alumna) and Symphony No. 3 ( "Eroica ")

by Beethoven. The program is dedicated to the memory ofDavid Cloud.

General Admission: $7 • Students A. Senior Citizens: $3

^Guitar Redtal v' •

'

-.
.

.

*
,

'\;
"' " '-^ '.''"

-' .
'"'

Matthew Elgart

Saturday, November 14, 8:00 pm Jan Popper Theater

UCLA alumnus Matthew Elgart will perform works by Villa-Lobos, J.S.

Bach, Lauro, and Milan. ^

General Admission: $7 • Students A Senior Citizens: $3

• UCLA Wind Ensemble

Thomas Lee, conductor

Wednesday, November 18, 8:(X) pm Schoenberg Hall

Program includes the premiere of "Seeing Stars" by UCLA faculty

composer David Lefkowitz. Sousa 's "Stars and Stripes Forever" will

be conducted by the winner of the 1998 essay contest. Other works to be

announced.

Admission isfree.

<ii »»»

Music Theory Placement Exam

Tuesday, Sept 29, 9:00 am, Room 1200 Schoenberg Hall.

(note changefrom Schedule of Classes)

Mandatory for all new students who want to enroll in music

theory courses.

Music Department Concerts

,
For further information: (310)825-4761

To order tickets: (310)825-2101

(Programs are subject to change.)

Faculty Redtal

**Love and Madness**

Juliana Gondek, soprano, Tom Beghin', harpsichord and fortepiano,

Elizabeth LeGuin, baroque cello

Wednesday. October 28, 8:00 pm
Schoenberg Hall

'Holiday Concert*

UCLA Chorale, Chamber Singers, University Chorus,

Philharmonia Orchestra, and Angeles Chorale

Donald Neuen, conductor

Wednesday, December 2, 8:00 pm Royce Hall

Program features the choral movementfrom Beethoven 's Symphony No. 9,

as well as music of the season.

General Amission: $10 • Students <t Senior Citizens: $5

• UCLA Jazz Ensembles

John Clayton, Gamett Brown, & Gordon Henderson, directors

Friday, December 4, 8:00 pm Schoenberg Hall

Hear big band standards and exciting new arrangements performed by

UCLA 's award-winning studentjazz ensembles. Program to be announced.]

General Admission: $7 • Students A Senior Citizens: $3 »

• "A Percussion Holiday**

UCLA Percussion Ensemble

Mitchell Peters, Director

Monday. December 7, 8:00 pm . Schoenberg Hall

Come celebrate thejoy ofthe season as the UCLA Percussion Ensemble

performs traditional holidayfavorites. ..and more!

Admission isfree.

-t.--.--
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FOOTBALL
From page 70

pass efficiency defense (79.4 rating).

If the defense doesn't make some big

plays against UCLA, the Cougars

will have no chance to keep the ganie

close.

Offensively, the Cougars will be

guided by quarterback Steve

Birnbaum, who has tossed five

touchdowns and five interceptions

this year. Nian Taylor, their most

explosive receiver, is questionable

for the UCLA game with a strained

calf muscle. If he can't go, redshirt

freshman Adam Davis will fill his

shoes as the starting flanker.

UCLA's spotty defense shouldn't

have a very difficult time with Ihe

depleted offensive attack of

Washington State. In addition, the

off week gave many banged up play-

ers time to heal. Pete Holland and

Ken Kocher both had sprained

ankles, but with the added rest they

will be ready for the game.

Oscar Cabrera also sprained an

ankle and is questionable for tomor-

row's game. If Cabrera doesn't play,

junior transfer James Ghezzi will get

the nod. Kenyon Coleman, their lop

defensive lineman, is still out and

will not play due to a sprained knee.

The Bruins are large

favorites, and they'll be

playing with something

to prove.While vying for

their 1 3th straight

victory, they will be

trying to redeem their

37-34 loss of a year ago.
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However, UCLA's ofT week also

came with some negatives.

"When you don't play games, you

get a little rusty. You lose all that

rhythm you've built up," said

Toledo.

"1 still don't have a really good

grasp of our football team. We need

to execute better, we need to be

more consistent. That's something

we've worked on. I do think we've

gotten better in the last week just

from watching them practice."

The Bruins are large favorites,

and IheyMI be playing with some-

thing to prove. While vying for their

13th straight victory, they will be try-

ing to red$em~4heir 37-34 loss of a

year ago. \

How much will the revenge factor

t:ontribute to the game? Not very

much in Toledo's opinion.

"People talk about all those

things, but for those of us who play

the game, after the first couple of

minutes you forget about the

revenge and just play football, so

that only lasts so long."

The Bruins will have plenty of

incentive throughout the game.

They are eager and ready to erase

the memory of last year's game.

Toledo may have said it best:

"May the best team win - us."
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M. SOCCER
From page 68 ""

ninth alkime. He leads the team with 16 points this

season and is averaging 2.3 points per game.

Sophomore midfielder Tsakiris has had two
game-winning goals in the last three games, scor-

ing the first goal in UCLA's 2-0 win over San
Diego. He ranks third on the team in scoring with

eight points.

In every facet of the game, the Bruins are on
fire. UCLA has shut out 1 1 of its last 13 opponents

and have scored 23 goals this season, an MPSF-
leading average of 3.29 per game.

If the Bruins can maintain this pace, the Lions

will suffer through another loss.

W. SOCCER
1 •

From page 66

to score on the Bruins, however. The

Anteaters took 12 shots on goal, forc-

ingjunior goalkeeper Lindsay Culp to

make seven saves. One ball that Culp

didn't get her hands on, though, was

the Anteaters' greatest scoring

chance. UCI sophomore forward

-Stephanie Rigamat took a shot in the

12th minute that banked off the post

and deflected wide - as did the

Anteater hopes.

Sophomore Karissa Hampton
summed up the whole experience the

game provided. **Every team comes

out to play their best against us,"

Hampton said, "because we're

UCLA. And while we didn't play our

best, we needed to beat this team.

There was extra motivation for us

since they had been undefeated, but

we've been down a lot lately, and we
needed to pick it up."

Saldar^a put a different spin on

wjiat the victory meant. "These last

few games (including UCI) have been

a reality check for us," Saldana said.

"There will be no easy games so we're

pretty happy to get out of here with a

win."

1

www.bruinnews.ucla.eclu

UCLA's latest web source for inform.ition sruclents can use
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both in the lineup. Kariya scored 79 goals and Selanne 75

in those games.

"I know exactly what he's doing, and he knows what my
next move is going to be," Selanne said. "That way we can

be one step ahead ofeveryl)ody else. That's our role."

As a rookie, Kariya was extremely shy. He's still a quiet,

serious person, while Selanne's engaging smile and play-

fulness loosen up everyone he meets.

"Our agent always said if I can be more sharp and more
serious and Paul can be more loose, we'll be a perfect cou-

ple on the ice and off," Selanne said. "Paul has changed a

lot. He's really starting to enjoy life and do the things tiiat

he likes to do. That's the only way to survive."
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Bruins kick Anteaters back into reality with resounding win
WRAP-UP: Unbeaten UCI

couldn't overcome powerful

UCLA attack, solid defense^

By A. CinQiM Oirttr

Daily Bruin Contributor

They knew it would be a test. Last sea-

son's matchup had been a tough one for

both teams. They also knew that their

opponents had the momentum of a 14-

game unbeaten streak. Two double over-

time close calls in which they earned a vic-

tory and a tie had seen them drop from

No. 9 to No; 18 in the NSCAA poll. And
finally, they knew that they were the most

anticipated team on the other school's

schedule.

And with all that in mind, the UCLA
women's soccer team scratched and

scraped their way to a non-conference vic-

tory over UC Irvine (8-1-1 ).

The Bruins, whose record improved to

that same mark, scored only once in their

1-0 victory but dominated the pace and

flow of the game throughout.

Sophomore forward Venus James

explained the Bruin mindset heading into

the game in which the Anteaters set a

home attendance record of 660 at

Anteater Field. "We knew UCI was ready

to come out and play hard," James said.

"They have a reputation for being phys-

ical and they were undefeated. This was

their championship game because we are

the toughest opponent on their flohBdwter-

masterful pass.

Duncan then powered her way toward

the goal and placed a shot just I inch too

wide. The shot was so close that Bruin

fans and teammates began to celebrate,

thinking that the ball had gone into the

net. But once the announcer explained

that there had been no goal scored, the

Anteater faithfuls cheered loudest of all.

"It was an awesome ball (from

Milburn)," Duncan said. "It was a great

pass. I had the shot and I just missed it. I

will get it next lime."
* '

Added Bruin head coach Todd
Saldand, "(Milburn's pass) was a great

pass to Staci. She was being so unselfish

on that play. (Anteater goalkeeper

Kirsten) Roy gave (Duncan) a little bit of

trouble on that one, but she'll usually

make those."

Coming out of halftime, with the game

still scoreless, Saldaiia inserted James and

junior midfielder Bree Edwards into the

game. James mentioned that Edwards,

with her "offensive-mindedness," gives

the Bruins an offensive edge. But it wound

up being James that provided the spark

for UCLA. Just over two minutes into the

second half (47:35), James weaved in and

out of defenders and created a scoring

opportunity for herself.

She was able to get a successful shot

past Roy just before colliding with three

other players.

"I don't even remember (the colli-

sion)," James said. "But as for the goal, I

saw that there was only one- defender to

beat. And 1 knew that she wouldn't he able

We couldn't let their adrenaline control

us," said sophomore forward Tracey

Milburn. "It was hard. It was a physical

game. They (UCI) wanted it bad but we
wanted to give them their first loss, and we

did."

Milburn, in the final minute of a score-

less first half, set up freshman forward

Staci Duncan for a shot on goal with a

to stop me, so I just used my speed and slid

it in."

Saldana agreed that James' quickness

was key. "Venus' speed is just a force to be

reckoned with," Saldafia said. "That goal

was sheer second-effort on her part."

Irvine did not go without their chances

SeeW.SOCaitpageeS

BAHMAN FARAHD£L/Oaily Brum

Forward starter Venus James passes the ball during a garrie against Baylor University earlier

this season.
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UCLA, Miami at standstill

with pending jury decision

RESCHEDULING: Debate

to replay match must

heed conflict with finals

ByJeffKmlotek

Daily Bruin Staff

A week ago the Bruins were sup-

posed to battle the Hurricanes of

Miami, but instead a hurricane

brewin' nearby battled them.

And now just one question looms.

Will the UCLA-Miami game be

replayed?

The jury is still out on that deci-

sion. Actually, the jury is still in, and

that's causing the answer to be

delayed.

UCLA athletic director Pete Dalis

tried to contact Miami athletic direc-

tor Paul Dee to discuss the situation,

but "he's on jury duty."

So in the meantime, the Bruins can

only speculate. The lack of this game
may pose serious problems for the

Bruins down the road, should they

fmish undefeated along with at least

two other teams. It may also afTect

the Pac-10 race if there is a three-way

iiL

But replaying the game also comes

with many problems. The game
would most likely be played on Dec.

5, a week after Miami's final game
and two weeks following the UCLA-
USC finale.

Although UCLA head coach Bob
Toledo would love to play the

Hurricanes, he has many concerns

for rescheduling the game.

• UCLA would have to play after

the use game, and the players and

alumni aren't used to that and don't

like post-USC games.

• Their season would be extended

two extra weeks, which would result

' in bowl game practice beginning on

Dec. 7. That would confiicl with

finals, "which puts our players in a

real bind."

• Some of the coaches are sched-

uled to go out and recruit on Dec. 1,

and on Dec. 5, they normally have a

big recruiting weekend. "And we've

already got kids scheduled to visit

Dec. 5, and when you set up a visit it's

hard for them to rearrange it and you

may be left out in the cold," Toledo

said.

• Their team banquet is Dec. 1, and

it'd be difficult to reschedule a hotel.

• Many players have plans to go

home and visi.t their families for

Thanksgiving.

Toledo also made clear that he was

completely supportive of the decision

to cancel the game and he has no

regrets, considering Hurricane

Georges passed through Miami and

.the game could have been played.

"Fm rfspfin^ihlf for 70 of those

young men that were going to travel,

and I feel we did the right thing. It's

just a game," he said.

The final decision on whether to

play the game or not will be made by

the schools' administration.

"Whatever the decision is, myself

and the staff and the players will do

whatever they ask," Toledo said.

Kariya is on ice, but tNs time to play

HOCKEY: After months

of nursing head injury,

Mighty Duck returns

By Betti Harris

Associated Press

The headaches are gone, and his

dark eyes are clear Paul Kariya can

recall what he did yesterday, last

week and a lew months ago.

The concussion that ended his

season 28 games early and forced

him to miss the Nagano Olympics is

just a memory, one he's eager to

replace with the type of play that

made him the Anaheim Mighty

Ducks' career scoring leader in his

first four NHL seasons.

He's grateful to have his health

back and appreciates the expression

that if you've got your health, you

have everything.

"It was a cliche before, but now I

realize what it means," he said.

Kariya was off the ice for seven

months after being cross-checked in

the head by Gary Suter in a game
against Chicago on Feb. I. In the

weeks that followed, his head pound-

ed, his eyes glassed over, and he had

trouble remembering.

"It was scary. It was like he wasn't

really there," teammate and close

rr iend Teemu Selannc said. "I t was

the last five or six years, and I want

that to continue for a long time."

Soon after his injury, Kariya

spoke to Pat LaFontaine,. who
retired from the New York Rangers

last summer after his sixth concus-

sion. -LaFontaine had battled the

same symptoms - headaches,

fatigue, depression, sleepless nights.

He reassured Kariya that a come-

back was possible.

, Philadelphia's Eric Lindros rec-

ommended acupuncture, which

helped his brother, Brett, recover

from post-concussion syndrome.

"To ...come back and

play the game is a

great feeling."

Paul Kariya

Mighty Ducks player

"I tried that, and it really helped

clear the symptoms up," Kariya

said.

By May, the headaches were gone

and his memory was back. In

August, doctors cleared Kariya to

return to hockey.

runs from the back of his head and

under his chin. The strap will be

pulled tight, instead of flapping

under the chin the way many players
*

prefer it. He'll wear a mouthguard

with extra cushioning for his back

teeth to protect him from a jaw-rat-

tling check.

Suter, who now plays for San

Jose, was suspended four games and

fined $1,000 for the cross-check.

Kariya says the NHL should severe-

ly punish players who go after an

opponent's head.

"If the league starts handing out

longer suspensions and bigger fines,

maybe that type of hit will be out of "•

the game," he said.

Kariya, who turns 24 this month,

said he took some shots on his head

in exhibition games and felt fine. "I

don't have any fear at all," he said.

His numbers can only increase

from the career-low 17 goals and 14

assists he had in 22 games last sea- ^,

son. Anaheim fans didn't see much
of Kariya even before the injury

because he missed the first 32 games

in a contract holdout.

Kariya's absence put pressure on

Selanne, who became the fourth

player in NHL history to score at

least 25 percent ofhis team's goals in

a season. Opponents keyed their

defense on Selanne, knowing he

couldn't pass to Kariya.

really tough to watch him. I tried to

help him and make him feel better."

Kariya's family didn't care if he

ever played hockey again. During

the darkest days, he wondered if it

would be possible.

"There were times when I

thought about doing something

else," he said. "I don't know what I

would've done. It's been my life for

^^^ team from everything mat ^Tl was a lot ofload I had. It was
happens in life. It's not like it was a

total disaster," he said. "To be able to

come back and play the game is a

great feeling."

Kariya has changed some of his

equipment since the concussion.

\yhen the Ducks open the season

Oct. It) in Washington, the foam

padding in his helmet will be 25 per-

cent thicker and have a strap that

challenging and I made it through. ^
so that makes me feel good, but I still

don't want to go through that

again," Selanne said.

Kariya and Selanne became
teammates in February 1996. The

Ducks have a record of 57-41-17 in

the 115 games they've played with

See HOCKEY, page 65
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Lewis, team to retaliate against

last year's decisive loss to WSU
FOOTBALL With two victories

behind them, newly assured

Bruins to confront Cougars

ByVytasMazeika
Daily Bruin Staff

To see UCLA tailback Skip Hicks explode

for a 92-yard touchdown run on the second

play from scrimmage was surprising. Hicks*

190-yard rushing set the stage for a dramatic

end, but to most Bruin fans' discontent. Hicks

was in the sidelines for the now infamous

fourth-and-one.

When back-up tailback Jermaine Lewis was

stopped less than a yard from the goal line in

UCLA's last play from scrimmage, second

guessing could be heard everywhere.

Should UCLA head coach Bob Toledo have

called a time-out to get his exhausted star tail-

back in the game? Did UCLA get into the end

zone the play before when Cade McNown's
pass forced a diving catch and a questionable

call gave the Bruins the ball at the 1-yard line?

Why did Toledo go for a two-point conversion

late in the third quarter when that extra point

would've allowed UCLA to kick a Held goal

for the win in the fmal minutes?

The fmal score was Washington State 37,

UCLA 34. That was the only Pac-10 loss for

the Bruins in 1997, and in the end it turned out

to be the reason why the Bruins did not

advance to the Rose Bowl.

scheduled to be played late in the year. What if

the UCLA team that was on its way to a 10-

game winning streak had played the Cougars

on Nov. 8 as originally planned? Instead, what

became the most important conference game
of the 1997 season was played on Aug. 30 and

became the first game of the year for the

Bruins - a vast contrast to Saturday's match-

up.

"We're kind of glad that n^ have two games

under our belt for a lot of reasons," senior

strong safety Larry Atkins said. "We've

worked out some of the problems we've had in

the first two games coming into this league

game and feel better."

Cougar quarterback Ryan Leaf has gone to

the National Football League, and the

Heisman candidate now belongs to UCLA in

the presence of McNown. The Bruins feel

more comfortable while a loss to lowly

California last week has Washington State

against the ropes.

Talk before the game will be on last year's

thrilling season opener at Pullman, but the

script should be vastly different in 1998 at

Pasadena.

After the game, questions about redemp-

tion and revenge will fill the locker room. One
player, though, won't be saying much off the

field. After being hounded for the whole week

by reporters wanting to know only one thing,

Lewis has already put last year's game behind

him and expects others to do the same thing

"It was terrible," junior Hanker Danny
Farmer, who caught a touchdown pass^in the

third quarter to make the score 37-27, said.

"We were down early at half\ime, and at one

point I think we were down 30-14 and we came
back only to come up short. Down 37-34 with

the ball at the 1-yard line and didn't score. It

was really tough and something I don't really

want to look back to."

The irony is that this game was originally

^cr Saturday's game.

"Every reporter this week has asked me the

same question about the Washington State

game and if I have any emotions coming in

because I got stopped on fourth-and-one,"

Lewis said. "I know it's kind of depressing ...

but I'm going to let my performance on the

field do the talking.". •

Lewis and the Bruins have niore important

things to worry about than a tough loss in 1997

- like a national championship in 1998.

Brilliant defense, strong offense

should carry UCLA soccer squad
PREVIEW: Impressive goalie,

attacking forwards may help

Bruins capture another title

By Moin Salahuddin

Daily Bruin Contributor

Defense is the key to winning champi-

onships.

If that statement is true, the UCLA men's

soccer team should have their second straight

national title already.

The Bruins (6-1 overall) are ranked No. 2

in the nation by Soccer

America and are cur-

rently one of the hottest

teams in the nation.

Led by sophomore

goalkeeper Nick

Rimando, UCLA has

shut out their last five

opponents. The Bruins

have only allowed one

team to score this year

in seven matches, los-

ing to the No 8 South

Carolina Gamecocks 2-1 earlier this season.

UCLA will host Loyola Marymount (3-5)

on Sunday at UCLA's North Athletic Field at

.2:00 p.m. The Lions have a lackluster oflense.

MEN'S SOCC

having only scored just five goals this season,

compared to 23 by the Bruins. Sophomore

forward Robert F^ikuca leads LMU with

two goals. UCLA is coming off a 2-0 victory

over San Diego on Friday, and has never lost

to LMU in 16 games. The Bruins won the last

contest, a 3-1 comeback at home last season.

Former UCLA standout and assistant

coach Paul Krumpe returns to lead his Loyola

Marymount squad against his former team.

Krumpe, an assistant under UCLA head

coach Sigi Schmid from 1995 to 1997, is in his

first season as head coach, of the Lions.

Another former Bruin player, Brian Irvin

(1993-96), is a member of Krumpe's staff at

Loyola.

Coming into their match with the Lions,

the Bruins will try to add on to their home
winning streak, which is the longest active

streak in the NCAA. Their 22 consecutive

regular season home victories (26 overall)

ranks them fifth all-time, tying with Saint

Louis (1968-1972) and Notre Dame (1977-

1978). Tulsa (1988-92) holds the record with

39 consecutive home
wins. The Bruins have

not dropped a home
contest since Sept. 22,

1996, when they lost 2-

1 in overtime to

California.

The three hottest

Bruins currently are

Rimando defensively,

and Seth George and

Shaun Tsakiris offen-

sively.

Rimando currently sports a shutout steak

of an amazing 445 minutes while the squad

overall has a streak of 481 consecutive min-

UifiL^ Replacing last year's Final Foul.

MNASACKSAJaity Bruin

Defensive MVP Matt Reis, Rimando haT
been impressive in every outing while having

a near perfect goals-allowed average of 0.32.

George has a point scoring streak of 8

games, which is the fourth best in UCLA his-

tory. With the goal Friday versus San Diego,

George has 40 for his career, ranking him
''''-'-- •
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Bruins seek pre-Pac-1 boost
PREVIEW: UCLA hopes to better

play before beginning difficult

schedule against conference foes

By A. CinQue Carter

Daily Bruin Contributor

The trek to the women's soccer Final Four is

a road that the UCLA
Bruins (8-1-1) have yet to

complete. Last season, the

Bruins began down that

road and reached the Elite

Eight before falling short

against Notre Dame to

end their campaign.

This season, UCLA -

under new head coach

Todd Saldafia - plans to

make even more waves

than they did last season.

They do not fee! that another Pac-iO champi-

onship is enough. Last season's post-season fin-

ish was a Bruin best, but this year's squad plans

to accomplish even more. An^ these Bruins feel

that everything needs to

fall into place now before ^^—
Pac-10 competition

begins.

This weekend, the

Bruins travel to Hawaii to

take on Villanova (4-4-2)

and Hawaii (6-1-0) in the

The Bruins understand

what they need to do to

attain their goals. Now
^all thatjs rgmaininy

ry at UC Irvine. "Hopefully we'll pick things

up. We haven't been playing too well, so it'll be

good to get back into our groove going into Pac-

10."

Though they are on a nine-game unbeaten

streak, the Bruins have outscored their oppo-

nents by only two goals in their last three games
- 2-1 vs. CSU Fullerton, 2-2 vs. University of

San Diego and 1-0 vs. Irvine.

"It's gelling hard now," Saldafia said. "It's

getting very difficult to

come and get a (positive)

result. We're facing some

really good local competi-

tion. We squeaked

through against Fullerton

and then we had the tie

(against USD), but we'll

be OK.
The Bruins lead the all-

time series with Hawaii 2-

and have never played

Villanova. A road sweep

in the Rainbow State would suit the Bruins just

fine. In addition, winning both games would put

UCLA back in good favor with the rankings.

Following the tie with USD, the Bruins dropped

from ninth in the NSCAA
J^ ^_l^_ poll to No, 18. Despite the

fall in the national soccer

poll, UCLA retained its

No. 5 West Regional

ranking.

The beginning of the

rest of the season is now.

NINA SACKS/Daily Brum

UCLA ready to sprint for win

after lagging in past meet

is the execution.

Outrigger—Hotels—S

—

Resorts No Ka Oi

Tournament

Those will be the final

two warm-ups before con-

ference play begins next Friday with a road trip

against the Washington schools.

"We've been in a slump," Bruin forward

Staci Duncan said following Wednesday's victo- ters.'

• and the brums undcr-

stand what they need to

do to attain their goals.

Now all that is remainijig

is the execution.

"We will be successful if we play like we know
we can play." sophomore midfielder Sommer^
Hammoud said. "In essence, that's all that mat-

RECAP; Week-long workouts

buoy teams' hopes to burn

out weekend competition

By Donald Morrison

Daily Bruin Contributor

After competing in the one of the

nation's most prestigious meets last week-

end, the men's and women's cross country

teams will slay in

Southern California ^-^-i^—^^_
on Saturday.

The men's team

will send its "B" team

to the Biola

Invitational in La

Mirada and the No.

20 women's squad

"will send its lop run-

ners to the same meet.

Last weekend, at

the Roy Griak

Invitational in

Minneapolis, Minn,^
the women's team

lied for fourth place,

and the men's team

finished 14lh.

"Our workouts have

been going so well.We
feel vye can beat some
ofthe higher ranked

teams we face."

Bob Larsen

Men's cross country head

coach —-

freshman Elaine Canchola placed 34th in

18:15.

UCLA's women's squad tied with

Minnesota for fourth place with 148

points. Pac-10 foe, Oregon, placed third.

On the men's side, senior Mark Hauser
placed 23rd on the 8,000 meter course in

25:22. Paul Muite placed 53rd in 25:58,

and Will Bernaldo finished right behind

Muite in 26:02.

"I think we ran OkI, but I didn't think

we ran great," UCLA men's cross country

coach Bob Larsen
- said. "A number of

factors came into play.

A couple guys were

under the weather.

Muite did a great job

moving up during the

race to get 53rd."

The Bruins hope

that their solid work-

outs this past week will

help them at Biota.

The men will send

Scott Abbot, l(yan

-Larson, Justin

Patananan, Malt Pitts,

Adrian Ramirez and

Andrew Wulf.

Muite, Bernaldo and DanHauser,

The Roy Griak Invite is where some of Brecht, members of UCLA's top seven,

^he nation's top teams compete every year will npt compete this weekend as they pre-

on the men's and women's sides.

The Providence team, ranked third in

the nation on the women's side and sixth

on the men's side, captured victory in both

races.

Kelly Cohn led the way for the Bruins,

placing I3lh out ofthe 150 runners with a

lime of 17 minules, 48 seconds in the 5,000

meter race.

Julie Oil finished 20lh in 18:01 while

pare tor the Murray Keating Invitational

in Maine.. '
<

"Our workouts have been going so

well," Larsen said. "We feel we can beat

some ofthe higher ranked teams we face."

The women hope to prove that they

belong in the top 20 by carrying through a

strong performance at Biola this weekend
without the help of lop runner Kelly Cohn,
who will train through the v^eekend.

www.dailybruin.ucla.edu

Catholic
St. Paul the Apostle

10750 Ohio Ave.

Los Angeles, 90024.

310-474-1527

M-F, 6:30a.m., 8a.m.,

12:05p.m., 5:30p.m.: Sat.

8a.m., 9a.'m., 5:30p.m.;

Sunday: 6:30a.m., 8a.m.,

9:30a.m., 11:30a.m., 5:30p.m.;

Times of Confession: M-F
4:45-5:15p.m.; Sat. 4:30-

5p.m.. Weekly Bible Study

taught by UCLA Professor Bill

Creasy, Mon. 7a.m. and 7p.m.

in the Upper Social Hall. •

Christian
Chinese Bible Church
1637 Butler Ave., LA

310-478-8971

Chinese Sunday Worship:

Sunday 11am In Sanctuary

English Sunday Worship:

Sunday 2pm In Walker Hall.

Looking for a Bible-based

church close to campus?
We're only minutes away from

UCLA, come and check us

outi

Joshua House
2948 Colorad Ave., Santa Monica.

310-581-9924.

Sunday Evenings, 6:30p.m.

A new weekly gathering of

music, message, and ministry

for a new generation (ages

18-32); where the reality of life

and the reality of God meet in

a relaxed and relational

atmosphere. For those who
wonder if there's more to

life... It's a place to come. (An

extension of the Vineyard

Christian Fellowship)

Congregational

Westwood Hills Congregational

Church

1989 Westwood Blvd. (& La Grange),

LA 310-474-7327

[WHCChurch9aol.com] or call toll

tree 868-WHCHURCH
Pastor Olaf Hoeckmann-
Percival. 10am worship. Open
and affirming of all. Christ cen-

tered, spirit-filled worship.

Conversational sermons.

Music to lift your spirit!

Children's church, retreats,

Bible studies, and lots of

God's Lov^.

http://members.aol.com/whc-

church .

Methodist
Westwood UIMC/Wesley

Foundation

10497 Wilshire Blvd. (at the comer of

Warner Ave.)

310-208-6869 or 310^74-4511

httpJ/home.eaithlink.net/-mimc

Sundays: 10:30a.m.&5:30p.m.

Traditional Worship: 10:30a.m.

In Sanctuary; Grace Land
Contemporary Worship:

5:30p.m.*in Helms Hall;

Wesley Fellowship, Pray-Play-

Eat Wednesdays, 6:15p.m. in

URC Lounge, 900 Hllgard

Ave. (at LeConte Ave.)

2:30-3:40pm.
•

Presbyterian

Brentwood Presbyterian

Church

12000 San Vicente Blvd., Los

Angeles, 90049

310-826-5656

College Age Fellowship: Sundays

11a.m.-1 2:30p.m. Worship

Services: Sundays 8a.m., *..

9:15a.m., 11a.m.,&6p.m. BPC Is

an active, warm, and compas-

sionate church. Come worship

with us or check out our College

Age Fellowship. Shuttle service

available from "Sproul Hall turn-

around" at 10:40a.m. for C.A.F

Westwood Presbyterian Church

10822 Wilshire Blvd., Los

Angeles. 310-474-4535.

Worship times: 9a.m. and
11a.m. Excellent music. Bible

and theological classes led by
university faculty.

Opportunities for spiritual

growth, fellowship and service

in hands-on ministries dead-

ling with hunber, homeless,

child-abuse, affordable hous-

ing need$. Next to AVCO the-

aters.

The Religious Services
Directory is printed every

Friday.

For advertising information con-
tact Beckie Dibble at 3J 0-825-

2221.

_'%.
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Astros 5,

Padres 4

I
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-^ The Houston AstroJlftowttl they are more
thanjust the Killer B's.

Yes, the trio of Jeff Bagwell, Craig Biggio

.and Derek Bill finally had playoff perfor-

,mances living up to the nickname. Bill Spiers

and Ricky Gutierrez had some impact, too,

and that's why the Astros are headed to San

Diego with a split in their NL division series.

After Houston blew the lead in the ninth

inning, Spien' RBI single with one out lifted

the Astros to a wild 5-4 win over the Padres on
Thursday, tying the series 1-all.

**The team is a lot more than the B's," man-
ager Larry Dierker said. "We have to have

other last names do something, too, like Billy

Spiers.'*

The Astros took a 4-2 lead into the ninth

thanks to the B's, but Billy Wagner allowed a

twoout, two-run homer to pinch-hitter Jim

Leyritz, -

Opening the ninth off loser Dan Miceli,

Gutierrez beat out an infield single to short-

'

stop. Brad Ausmus sacrificed, Trevor

Hoffman relieved and Gutierrez stunned the

Padres by stealing third base uncontested.

"I knew with Hoffman's big leg kick it

would be tough to throw mc out," said

Gutierrez, one of 12 players involved in the

big trade between the clubs in December
1994. "So I took off. I guess they didn't think

I would steal."

He was right.

"Ricky, I think, surprised everyone," Tony
Gwynn said. "It was a great move by him but

it put us in a tough situation.
'^

Hoffman said he should have kept

Gptierrez on second. "In that situation, giv-

ing him third base was a big mistake," said

Hoffman, a leading candidate for the NL Cy
Young Award.

Hoffman threw four of his bedeviling

changeups to Spiers, who singled to right on a

1-2 count.

"It was a pretty good pitch, I felt like, after

seeing the replay," Spiers said. "I was pretty

lucky to get enough of the bat on it. My
approach didn't look too good the first two
swings."

Spiers went 3-for-5 with two doubles and
scored once.

Wagner, who got the win, was shaky down
the stretch, blowing consecutive save chances

against the Mets last month by allowing

homers to Brian McRae and Mike Piazza.

Wagner allowed Ken Caminiti's onfrout

single, then retired Greg Vaughn. He threw

eight straight fastballs to Leyritz, who fouled

offseveral before sending a 98 mph pitch over

the right-field fence.

While with the New York Yankees in 1996,

Leyritz hit a dramatic three-run, eighth-inning

homer against Atlanta's Mark Wohlcrs to tie

Game 4 of the World Series at 6. The Yankees

went on to win in 10 innings and defeated the

Braves in six games.

The previous year, his 15th-inning home
run off Tim Belcher won Game 2 of the

Yankees' first-round series against Seattle.

It was the Astros' 28th victory in their last

at-bat. It was also the seventh one-run game
the teams have played this year, including San

Diego's 2-1 victory in the series opener

Tuesday.

"It takes an awful lot of pressure off,"

Dierker said.

The series shifts to San Diego's Qualconim

Stadium for games Saturday night and
Sunday Left-handers Mike Hampton (11-7)

of Houston and Sterling Hitchcock (9^7) of

San Diego are scheduled to start Game 3.

The Padf« btew the momentum

Bruins face off against Cougars

in heated Pac-TO season opener
PREVIEW: Rested players hope

to avenge prior loss with attack

against Washington State team

from Kevin Brown's 16-strikeout perfor-

mance in Game 1.

"I guess it's good to get the split, but it's dis-

heartening, too, that we couldn't take this

game," said Padres manager Bruce Bochy,

who added that he'll consider bringing Brown
back for Game 3.

ByJcffKiniotek

Daily Bruin Staff

It will be a time for redemption. A time for

revenge. But most of all, it will be a time to

finally play some football.

After playing only two games in the open-
ing month of the season, the Bruins will be

feasting on the Washington

State Cougars tomorrow at

the Rose Bowl.

The fourth-ranked Bruins

are well-rested and anxious

to get back on the field after

Hurricane Georges caused

the cancellation of last

week's Miami game.

"Last week was actually a

great opportunity for us to

get better," said head coach

Bob Toledo. "It was better

than a bye. We were looking

forward to a game."

Tomorrow's contest will

begin the^Pac-10 season for

the Bruins. The last time the

Cougars played in

Pasadena, they represented

ic Pac-iOmth&Rosc Bo
Now they're a completely

different football team, as

their Ryan Leaf has fallen

from the tree. The Cougars

are 3-1, but those wins have

come against the likes of

Boise State, Idaho and
Illinois. Last week
Washington State

defeated by California, 24-14, but their

defense did not allow a touchdown. The
Golden Bears scored on two interception

returns and a fumble recovery. . ..

"Defensively, they have a lot Of speed with

a lot ofathleticism," said Toledo.

Cade McNown will have his hands full with

free safety Ldmont Thompson, who is second
in the nation with four interceptions.

"He's a heck of a defensive back. You can't

pick on him too many times," said Toledo.

The Cougars rank fourth in the nation in

SceRWTBALtpageM
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Free safety Eric Whitfield keeps an eye out for the ball in a

lineup at a recent game against the University ofTexas.

Any large Pizza, your choice of toppings and crtist, for $9.99

824-41 1

1

11 14 Gayley Ave.

Westwood Village

Medium 1 topping Pizza

for S5.95

Fast, ¥f^B D^livBrv

until 1 a.m. Suiklay»TlHir«day

until 2 a.m. Friday & Saturday

M.Uiir l»'.»(ju«' U.is< ti.ill PustsiMsun

At A Cil.iiuc

iLiMn
MWMm viaMm

New)lbrk2,1exasO

Atbnu at Chiogcv 4:07 pim. or 7:37 pim.. if

necHsafy(ESmorKX)

MtMi|tOctiS

Chicago at AdaiMc&07 pna. if Mttssary

(FOO ,

WKhington 4 .000 6413S Florida 12 2 4 12 14

New tbrfc XTeas 1.New Hbric leads serin 2-

New\brMCone 20-7) allto (SHe 19-11).

S:07pLnL(NBC)

SMwiqt(kt3
New \brk (Hernandez 12-4) atIcus

(Burton 9-13), 1:07 pini. if necessary

(ESPN)

SM%(kL4
leus at New VDr(;.7J7 pini, if necessary

(FOK)

Qivitand vs. Boston

TiMidmtSopt29

Boston ll.Clevebnd 3

Clevetand 9, Boston 5, series tiedM

San Diego 2, Houston 1

IhwstfmOctl

Houston S.San Diegoiseries tied 1-1

SM«%0cL3
Houston (Hampton 1 1-7) at San Diego

(Hitchcod 9-7). 11«7pLm. (ESPN)

S«tfqb0ct4

Houston at San Diegc^4X)7pini or 737

|xnL.(ESPNorFa)0

MondqtOctS
San Diego at Houstoa 4.-07 pim. or &07

pirn., if necessary (ESPN or KDO

N.ition.il Footb.ill l*'.i(iu«'

At AGI.itu»>

AMERICAN aMFOBKE
East

Centiii

Green Bay

Mmncsoa

OetiDlt

—

Tampa Bay

Chicago

West

NewOdeans 3 1.000 62 44

SanFrancisco 3 1.000112 60

4 1.000111 70

4 1.000129 72

1 3 iSO 55 96

4 .000 78 99

WESTBWCDNFEIieKE

Central Division

W
4

OetroU
"1

Chicago 2

Nashvtte 1 3 2

L T Pts GF GA

2 8 21 22

4 1 5 21 26

4 4 24 25

4 19 23

AtlanU

St Louis

Caioina

2 1

1 3

3

.667 56 57

J50 99115

.000 58 75

Northwest Division

Colorado 5 2 10 31 23

Edmonton 3 5 1 7 24 23

Vancouver 3 3 6 19 16

Boston vs. N.Y. RangeR at HartfiontConn., 5

pirn.

Washington at N.YIsianden. 7 pirn.

New Jersey at Phiadelphia, 7 pim.

Chicago at Ibiontft 7:30 pirn.

Vlmcowwr vs. Los Angeles at BakersflHit

Cai(.8pm.

Hole /pHms in tlM Sfortsl«(M
EST

Tr.wn.ulions

(heddng-Hom-behind against Chicago In a

Sept 27 game. Suspended Calgary Flames

IW Dave Roche indefinitHy pending a hear-

ing fiorafighting incident inaSept 30 game

against VSmouvec

ToM6
aeveiind(Nagy 15-10) at Boston

(Saberhagen15-«).4«7pim.{ESPN) *

Oewiand (Colon 14-9) at Boston (Schourek

1-3),4-07pLm.(F0K}

SM%0(t4
Boston at ClevrtMMl 1:07 pimor 737 pim. If

necaiily(ESPNorF(]Q

NHMdUMn

SipiM
7.driaoe1

1

Miami

New England

N.Y.Jet$

Buffalo

Indianapolis

Central

Jacfcsonvle

Pittsburgh

Baltimore

Qndnnati

lennessec

wiwef

Seaide

KamasOty

W L

SanOhgo

4

3 1

2 2

1 3

1 3

4

3 1

3 1

2 2

2 2

AiMtoiariofo 1. 10Mi9;AdMli

AiiHi(MiddMlH)atOtoyt737

PM.99Q

EM

/Mona

UTaMb

W L

2 2

2 2

2 2

4

T Pa PF PA

1.000 58 22

.667 77 49

J33 84 66

.000 54 63

.000 40116

1.000 96 71

.750 SO S6

iOO 78 78

iSO 78 95

J50 88 81

1.000141 77

.7S0105 41

.750 91 57

iOO 58 91

iOO 52 71

ta PFM
JOO 6191

i001O4 72

500 89 91

MO 36 91

S«%0ct4
Caraina at Atlanta, 1:01pm.

OilasatWKhington,1:01pni

Oetioit at Chicago 1:01pm.

Miami at New\M Jets, 1:01 p.m

New England at New Orteans, 1 :01 pm.

San Diego at Indianapois^ 1.01 pm
San Francisco at Bufbkt 101 pim

OaUand at Arizona,405 pm
New Vorlt Giants at Tampa Bay. 4:15 pm.

Philadelphia at Denver, 4:15 pm.

Seattle at Kansas City, 8:20pm
OI$N:Baltimoie,Cindnnati,Jadaonville,

Pittsburgh, St Louis,Tennessee

MondqtOctS
Minnesota at Green Baji8J0 |im.

N.ition.il Huckt'v lp.«qu(>

f'rfsiMvDn At A fil.inf<>

Calgary

Pacific Division

Los Angeles

Phoenn

Dalas

San Jose

Anaheim

2 5 1 5 16 24

W L TPts GF GA

4 2 1 9 26 20

3 2 1 7 14 16

2 2 1 5 15 10

2 3

1 5

4 13 18

2 21 32

N.Y. Rangers 5, Montreal 4, or

Ottawa 5, Chicago 2

Philadelphia 4, Detroit 2

Carolina 2, Florida 1,0T

Washington 4, Nashville 3

Edmonton 4, Calgary 1

SEAniEMARMERS—Acquired LHP John
Hafama finm the Houston Astros to complete

die Jidy31 trade for LHP Randy Jolmsoa

AfdZDNA DIAMONOeACKS—Puchasedthe

contact ofOF Derek Kopaa fiom Sioux Qty

of the Northem League.

ONONNAn RB)S-Claimed LHP Eddie

Priest offwaivers flan the Geveiand Indians.

FUMDA MARLMS—Announced the resig-

nation ofJim Iqftandt managet

Adantic Division

W L TPts GF GA

Phladelphia 4 1 1 9 24 10

Pittsburgh 3 2 2 8 17 IS

N.Y.Ran9efs 3 3 1 7 16 17

Newleiyy 1113 6 6

N.YIsianden 2 5 8

W L TPts GF GA

Ibtoflto 5 1 11 24 12

Ottawa S 2 10 26 15

Montreal 3 5 6 25 31

Boston 2 4 1 5 19 18

Bufbfo 5 7 20

SoidtoistOMsion

W L TPts GF GA

CMfcii 4 2 I 18 15

WMlMton 4 2 8 17 19

Ttmkf 3 1 6 13 U

Nashvie vs. Anaheim at Gndnnati, 7:30

pm
Carolinaw Toronto at Hamilton, Ontaria

7J0p.m

Florida wTampa B^ at Jadoonville. Fla..

730 pim

Colorado at Ptttsbuigh, 7:30 pm.

Phladelphia at New Jersey, 730 pm
Phoenix at Oaia!;830pm
Calgary at Edmontotv 9 pirn '

San Jose atVmcouvet 10pm

QUAOCrTYTHUNDER—SignedC Barry

Sumpter to a one-year contract

WOMtm NlWIiai BaflMBM
AoetMon
WNBA—Named Don Rutledge supervisor of

officials.

0etrol(atPMadelpM43pLni

N.¥ Rangers at 6odoiv7 pmi

Ftoidiat1ampaBqi7pja

Ptosbugh VICofondo at Hefshe% Pi., 7

PLin.

(MiiiatlHDniaTJOpjn.

liAI»«OltM^730pja

HZbbmmsXNewJmji730 pinL

BUFFALOBUS—Signed FB Kantroy Barber

tothepractioes<)uad.

ONONNAn BENGAI5—Placed IB Ibm
Tumultyon injured reserve. Signed LB Jimmy

Sprolte and CB Roosevek Btadonon.Waived

CBRicMartiiaL

JACXSONVlilJAGUARS—PUced DE Jabbar

Threats on injured reserve. Signed DC

LamraerWMintt ftom the pociioe sguad

Signed OE Reggie Lowf to the pradioe

SQuad

MMMI DOIPHMS—SignedWR Home
Copetand to atwfdrflBaMcUideMd
wnttbro^OK "^

—

^
SANFIMIIQSa)49ei^SignedS1bny

Bkvinsand DT Angel Rubioi

StlMbatCMB^Bpjii

SanJoaeviLos/yifilHat Sal LAe ai)l9

pua

NnL^"-jw^ivnNHiMBer^nHDOnw
SCM IMaBMVfortfMMpRSMMgnKS
«diiidliii$1.0B0ferwMlMibia

I r jjpHiHOHR fertwo

IfMMSandiMdMn $1jOOO for

BOSTON BRUmS-SignedCJasonAisonto

a twoiiear contract and UW Ted Donato to a

one-yearcomoct

CHKAGOBIACXHMKS—Signed D Dimitri

Toiunov to a multiyear contract Retumed C

MaricBeltohisjuniorteam.

DETROfT REDWWGS-Traded F Mfte

' KnubletotheNew)M(Rangersfora2000

third-round draft pick.

EDMONTON OLERS-Traded G Eric Rchaud

D Drake Berehowsky and D Greg De Vhes to

the Nashvie Predators for F Jim Dowd and G

Mikhai Shtalenkov.Signed D Marty M6odey

to a one-year contract

FlORIOAPANTHERS-AssignedCViacheslav

ButsayevtoFortWayne of the IHL

NEW JERSEY DEVILS—Assigned RW Steve

BndetoAfcanyoftheAHL

ST. LOUIS BLUES—Assigned F Lubos

Bartecka F Jochen Hecht and F Reed Low to

Worcester of the AHL

TORONTO MAPLE LEAFS—Assigned D Jeff

Ware, Marek Posmyk and RW Jason

PodoUan to St John's of the AHL Assigned

LW Scott Pearson to Chicago ofdw ML

COUffiE

NORTHEAST-IOCONFERENCE—Named

DavU Bnvik commissioner.

BUFFALO STATE—Named Sandra Holander

assistant atftletiGdirectoc

CALPQUr-POMONA-HaroedSaivlyKrieal

viterim men^ and women!s tetviis coach.

FRANKUN & MARSHAU—Named Kalhryn

Kroupasoftbal coach.

SPRMGFEi^-Nvned Me Bnaca men^

assistant basketbil coach.

TE)(AS-SAN ANIOMO-Named Stephaiie

DeFeoaaristwtsolbdcoadL

Trivi.tOuostions

1.Mng his 56^ame hitting streaihow

many timesdU loe OMaggto sbie Oil?

2.Who is the on^ piidMf to hire teed

RogerMatK Sanvny Sosa and Mark

Mrawirer

3.BbMb pltdier^ who is lire oldest person

tohave appoiredlnaWbrid Series Game?
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Bruins battle Waves in

year's first home game
PREVIEW: Team trains

hard despite previous

win against Pepperdine

By Steve Kim
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The UCLA men's water polo

team invites the ciefending NCAA
champion Pepperdine Waves to

the Sunset Canyon Recreation

Center this afternoon at 4 p.m.The
Pepperdine

Waves
return

MEN'SWA

vs.

Pepperdine

numerous
players from

their cham-

pionship sea-

son, includ-

ing Ail-

Americans
Jeremy Pope and goalie Merrill

Moses. However, being the team

to beat has gotten the Waves stuck

in low tide.

With Pepperdine's season

record of 2-3 thus far and a previ-

ous 4-7 loss to UCLA in the

gives them an extra boost coming

into this afternoon's match.

"Pepperdine has a lot riding on

this game because they're kind of

struggling right now," UCLA co-

captain Sam Grayeii said. "If we

go out there and play the way

we're capable, we should win."

In effort to better assure a win,

the Bruins have been improving a

little here and a little there,

according to UCLA head coach

Guy Baker. One of those

improvements is in defense.

"They
only scored

four goals

last time, but

I still think

they missed

some easy

shots,"
Baker said.

"We've been

working on

our counter attacks, and they're

doing that better in practice."

Winning is always nice, but

winning this game would also help

in another way, explained team

co-captain Eric Heifer.

"Since this is another confer-

IKXTpm.

Sunset Rec Pool

NINA SACKS/Daily Bruin

Southern Californ ia loufnamcnt, cnee game, ' "TTcTTcl^a id, "we

the Waves have a lot of ground to

make up and are not likely to take

this game too lightly.

The Bruins don't plan to cut

them some slack either. They are

riding high with a 2-0 conference

and 6-1 overall record. And beat-

ing the Waves several weeks ago

want to go undefeated into the

Northern California Tournament

in two weeks so we can get a good

seeding there."

That this is the Bruins' first

home game of the season adds to

SeeM.WATERPOLO. page 63

Past UCLA athletes still in

CHAMPIONS: Track stars

work for charity; Daley

switches schools again

By David /UnoM
Daily'Bruin Contributor

Last Monday the old 12-foot jump

circle used by the championship teams

of the Wooden years came out of

retirement to serve UCLA once more.

Formerly graced by the footprints

of Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, Bill Walton,

Jamaal Wilkes and other former

Bruins, the jump circle will now boast

the signatures of those same athletes

in order to raise money for the UCLA
Eureka Endowment.

This new program seeks to raise

money to attract the best

graduate students to

UCLA's biomedical

departments.

As Chancellor Albert

Carnesale explained to the

.

assembled guests, scholar-

ships and endowments are

becoming increasingly

important in retaining the

best graduate students

and faculty.

The backers of the

Eureka Endowment hope

that by establishing more

•4>choUf&hips for futurg

former jump circle. Then, at an event

to be named later, the signed jump cir-

cle will be auctioned off, with the pro-

ceeds going towards the Eureka

Endowment.
• • •

Sophomore forward Kevin Daley

transferred to Azusa Pacific

While at UCLA, Kevin

Daley appeared in 1

1

games, averaging 3.8

minutes and 1.5

points per game.

University last month. He will be eligi-

ble to compete during the 1998-1999

season.

Daley, who is 6 feet 6 inches tall and

185 pounds, made his second college

transfer; ni& first was from University

of Nevada at Reno to UCLA, after

which he had to forfeit his eligibility

for the •96-'97 season.

While at UCLA, Kevin Daley

appeared in 1 1 games, averaging 3.8

minutes and 1.5 points per game.

"It's important to me to be able to

increase my playing time and contin-

ue my education," said Daley.

Head coach Steve Lavin said of

Daley's decision, "It's been nice to^

have Kevin in our program the last

two years. I understand his decision

and wish him the best of luck at

Azusa."

biomedical researchers,

UCLA can begin to

attract the best faculty to

teach those top students.

In the next year the

Eureka Endowment
hopes to gain the signa-

tures of as many of the

players who played on the

G£NfVICVt LIANG/D*ty BfUKi

Jody Spillane (left), who helped gather the UCLA champions who played under

Coach John Wooden for the sighing, talks with the coach before the ceremony.
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SPORTS
Bruin update

Wednesday's results

Baseball: UCLA14,UCSB1

Men's water polo: UCLA 10, USC

Softball: UCLA 2, CS Fullerton

A little

redemotion
Feature

Though small in size,

Jermaine Lewis can still

play with the big guys

By lUKky Salmon
Daily Bruin Staff

Jermaine Lewis, UCLA's 1998

starting tailback, may have Aug. 30,

1997 hang above his head forever.

It was a game of many firsts for

the UCLA football team; the first

game of the year, the first time place-

kicking for Chris Sailer and the first

time Jermaine Lewis would run the

ball in a UCLA game.

As the seconds ticked off of the

game clock, Lewis was given the ball

to run ofl^tackle on fourth down and

goal 10 go 10 deierffllne the game
The loser would fall one place in the

race for the Pac-10 lead and a shot at

the Rose Bov^\.

Lewis was immediately smoth-

ered by a pouncing Cougar defense,

securing UCLA's loss as Lewis and

the Bruins fell one yard and three

points shy of a win, 37-34.

Little did Lewis or head coach

Bob Toledo know but that loss

would keep UCLA from playing in

the Rose Bowl and from competing

for a National Championship.

As it turned out, Lewis was not

supposed to be the tailback in the

waning moments of the game, but

star rusher Skip Hicks was exhaust-

ed from carrying Ihe workload.

Lewis* inexperience would be the

difference as he drove to the goal

line without waiting for his holes to

open.

"Lewis made an anxious run,"

Toledo said a year later. **He tried to

turn it up too quick and didn't wait

for his holes to open, but he has

learned greatly."

CHARLES KUO

Jermaine Lewis has put last year's infamous fourth-down play behind him by getting past the goal

line six times in the Bruins' first two games this year.
'-

:

For many, having that play hang

above their heads would drive them

crazy. Like Bill Buckner letting a

baseball dribble through his legs in

the World Scries or Chris Webber

calling a ^non-existent time-out

agairst Duke in the championship

game of the Final Four, Lewis will be

remembered in Westwood for the

run that fell short. That is unless

Lewis can erase the memory of that

run with a brilliant 1998 year, in

which he will have to replace Skip

Hicks and his touchdowns.
—^0 say that Lewis was not affected

by the Washington State game
would be undermining human
nature.

"I|t took Lewis a few games to get

out of the hole," Toledo said. "But

he has moved past last year and

wants to prove what he can do. He is

more concerned about the here and

now."

Amassing 282 yards and a 5.0

yard per run average in 1997, Lewis

briefly showed that he was a good

back waiting in the wings. Instead of

letting that one yard scar his life for-

ever, it just provided more incentive

to improve and become a better run-

ning back.

"It was my first game, but I'm in

college football and I am a college

tailback and should be able to make

that play," Lewis said. "After that

game I took it upon myself to better

prepare myself for each game.

"I have said that being young and

inexperienced is no excuse. I just

have to prepare harder."

Lewis has used laist year's

Washington State game as a step-

ping stone and a learning tool. He
may have been stopped short by a

yard but has improved over the year

by leaps and bounds, setting up an

exciting rematch with a Cougar

defense that shut him down last year.

With a good off-season program

and the introduction ofnew running

backs coach Kelfy Skipper from

Fresno State, Lewis has gained 173

See LEWIS, page 61

Young Bruins play lilce old friends
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RECAP: Volleyball squad

excels in early matches

when players connect

By AJ. Cadman
Daily Bruin Staff

._ With their first five volleyball

matches of the year against five of

the top 15 female volleyball pro-

grams in the

nation and

without the ser-

vices of recent

graduates Kara

Milling, Kim
Coleman and

T a n i s h a

Larkin,

would

head

A

WOMEN'S VOLLEYBAJL

/?aI
liciA

v$.

%
USC

n

you

think

coach

d y

Banachowski
would be slightly concerned. But

the man with the most victories in

NCAA women's volleyball history,

who is entering his 32nd year in

Westwood, took it all in^stride.

With a team composed of two

seniors, one junior and the remain-

der underclassmen, the UCLA
Bruins have begun to gel as a unit.

They have found a sense of team

chemistry that has proven success-

ful as of late.

On Sept. 16, the Bruins traveled

to the Bay Area to take on the Santa

Clara Broncos in a non-conference

match at Toso Pavilion. UCLA con-

tinued to show a lack of continuity,

and most of the

young starters

were carrying

their adapta-

tioato the chal-

lenging colle-

giate level.

Freshman
setter Erica

Selsor showed

glimpses of

1997 Pacific 10

assist leader

Kim Coleman and proved to be a

valuable addition to the second-

best recruiting class for 1998.

Sophomore Elisabeth Bachman,

who redshirted last season due to a

NINA SACKS/Osily Bruin

BAHMAN FARAHOCiyOMty Brum

Oregon's Julie Gerlidi, left, makes a spike, but Amy Nihipall (No. 1 7)

blocks it at the game against the Ducks in Pauley Pavilion last Friday.

wrist injury and practiced with the

U.S. National Team in the offsea-

son, began to establish herself from

the beginning as the team captain

and leader, serving as a source for

wisdom and advice for the young

Bruin squad.

Sce«.W0LlfVBALl,pa9e60

Twelve atNetes

to be inducted

into UQM
Hall of Fame
LEGAGT: Annual honor

to publicly acknowledge

the chosen at Rose Bowl

By Steve Kim
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Step inside the UCLA Hall of

Fame at the Morgan Collegiate

Athletics Center. Superficially, the

gallery is quite* modest. It's certainly

not the Getty, per se, nor is it trying to

be.

The first things to catch your eye

are dozens of shiny trophies, newspa-

per headlines and color magazine

photos.

Then you notice names .such as

Jackie Robinson, Kareem Abdul

Jabaar, Jackie Joyner Kersee and

John Wooden - all former Bruins

who were inducted to the Hall of

Fame - hanging on the walls quietly.

Mere words, these names are, yet

they fill the hail with volumes of lega-

cy.

This year, 12 more names will be

added to the existing 121 in the Hall of

Fame. The inductees will be publicly

honored in front of the Rose Bowl

crowd tomorrow.

The honorees include NBA star

Reggie Miller, Dodgers first baseman

Eric Karros, former tennis coach

Glenn Bassett, softball gold medalist

Sheila Cornell, swimming gold

medalist Tom Jager, football Ail-

Americans Randy Cross, Gaston

Green, Ken Norton Jr and Tom
Ramsey, former baseball coach Art

Reichle, 1956 Olympic javelin cham-

pion Cy Young and the late track and

field star Florence Griffith Joyner.

The UCLA Hall of Fame, estab-

lished in 1984, recognizes athletic

achievements made by former Bruins

during and after their college years.

To be inducted, one must have last

competed for UCLA 10 or more

years ago or have coached a UCLA
sports team.

Qualified nominees are then

reviewed, and inductees are chosen

by about 20 alumni volunteers and

athletic directors.

"It's hard to get in with all the great

athletes UCLA has had over the

years," said Rick Purdy, associate

director of athletics in charge of

development and public affairs,

including the Hall of Fame ceremony.

"Former football coach Terry

Donahue is on the alumni committee,

and after his first year of voting, he

said he didn't realize how truly diffi-

cult it was."

Having participated as a Bruin 40

or more years ago, Reichle and

Young will be inducted as pioneer.

Art Reichle was not only a Bruin

baseball coach for 29 years, he also

participated as a student athlete on

the UCLA football, rugby and base-

ball teams. On his road to winning the

1952 Olympic gold medal in the

javelin, he broke the sport's long

dominance by Finland and set ^
Olympic record.

"The committee decided to have

the pioneer category because many
people only remember athletes from

recent times," Purdy said. "So we

See MOIICnONrfage 62
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Greeks look to move forward
GREEK SYSTEM: Leaders

aim for image makeover,

increased membership

By Andy Shah
Daily Bruin Contributor

Compared to the 1980s, there

are fewer people joining fraterni-

ties and sororities now.

The Greek system's numbers

have dwindled down to under

2,000 members, according to the

Greek Weekly, a fraternity and

sorority newspaper independent of

The interfr^tefrtHy CoiiS€a=

aK" she said. "Also, people are dis-

covering that there is a life outside

of the Greek system."

But the numbers are on the

upswing, said Vasquez.

"{The past two years) have

showed an increase over previous

years." he said.

Vasquez said that Greeks have

made huge efforts in trying to dispel

stereotypes about the Greek sys-

tem, such as ones propagated by

movies such as "Animal House."
"1 think this is responsible for the

increase in numbers recently." he

said.

He estimates that there are about

See RUSH, page 10

and the Panhellenic Council.

"Ten years ago, there were more

fraternities on campus and

undoubtedly more men participat-

ing in rush." said Peter Vasquez,

director of membership for IFC.

In the 1987-1988 school year,

there were 24 fraternities on cam-

pus averaging 73 members, accord-

ing to the Greek Weekly.

In the last school year, there

were 16 fraternities averaging 58

members.

The trend is the same for sorori-

ties.

From 10 years ago, the number

of sororities has dropped from 16

to 10. and average membership has

dropped from 130 to 90.

Carey Chesterton, rush chair for

the Panhellenic Council, said the

altitude of entering students has

affected membership.

"People are more apathetic and

less gung-ho about school in gener-

PATll AHMtNIAN/DdilyBfuiti

Students at this Sig Epsilon rush enjoy refreshments and a chance to meet others. According to the

Greek Weekly, membership in fraternities and sororities have declined since 10 years ago.

L.A. Legend Tom Bradley dies

OBITUARY: UCLA alum, wiio served

as mayor for 20 years, was first

African-American to lead the city

By Lawrence Ferchaw

Daily Bruin Staff

In the late 1930s, Tom Bradley walked on the

UCLA campus as a student and an athlete. Just

last May, he stood by the chancellor to dedicate a

building in his name after serving as a police offi-

cer, city council member and mayor of Los

Angeles.

Bradley died of a heart attack last Tuesday; he

was 80 years old. He is survived by his wife Ethel

and daughters Lorraine and Phyllis.

As the first African American to lead the city,

Bradley served as mayor for 20 years - a period

which saw changes not only in the city's size and

skyline but also the city's stature in the world.

The son of Texas sharecroppers, Bradley came

to California with his family in 1924. He attended

UCLA on a track and field scholarship and was a

member of the Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity.

Bradley joined the LAPD after graduating

from UCLA in 1940. Just a year later he married

Ethf I Arnold.

Bradleyjoincd a police force with very lew posi-

tions for African .Americans and could not even

ride in the same patrol car with a while officer.

"For any minority, it was a biased department,"

said Talmage Cobs, a retired police officer who
worked with Bradley in the 1950s.

"It was segregated, limited, but it was still a

great opportunity for minorities if you had the

courage to stay," he continued.

When Bradley left the department in 1961, he

had reached the rank of lieutenant, the highest

rank held by an African American at that time.

Working as an officer by day, Bradley took

classes at night at Southwestern Law School,

where he earned his law degree in 1956. He started

a law practice upon leaving the LAPD.
Just two years later, Bradley was elected to the

city council, the first African American to win a

seat. He served three terms on the council.

Bradley first ran for mayor in 1969 but lost to

incumbent Sam Yorty in a racially charged elec-

tion. Just four years later, he defeated Yorty to

become one of the first African Americans to lead

a large city.

"For my generation it was an inspiration and a

reminder of the nature of society," said Larry

Gower, director of the Office for International

Students and Scholars. "If you had enough tough-

ness and intelligence, you could move forward."

Bradley's election would mark a turning point

in Los Angeles, as his programs changed the city

into an internationally recognized trade center.

When asked about Bradley, many *Angelenos

first remember his inclusiveness. The City Hail

Bradley walked into in 1973 was dominated by

Oaity Bruin file photo

Former MayorTom Bradley, left, and

Chancellor Carnesale at the dedication

of the Tom Bradley Center last May.

whites. Many of Bradley's appointments changed-

that, and by the time he left office in 1993, the eth-

j\\c makeup of officials in the city had changed to

match the general population.

"He did a lot for not only blacks but whites and

Hispanics also," said Willie Hood, a resident of

Belinower Who came to the Los Angeles

See BRADLEY, page 20

Shortage

hampers

UCLA Med
tA,

BLOOD: University lacks

adequate supplies but

still better off than most

By Kathryn Combs
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

While Southern California is in

the midst of a blood shortage, offi^

cials say the UCLA hospital is better

off than mmt
According to Kevin Clark, coordi-

nator for blood and donor resources,

the UCLA Blood and Platelet

Center has made this difference.

"The blood that we draw here on

campus stays here on campus and

goes directly to our patients,"-Clark

said. :
————

Only half of the blood supply

needed by the UCLA Medical

Center and Hospital is provided by

its on-site donation center, however.

The other half is supplied by the

American Red Cross.

As of last Friday, the Southern

California Region of the American

Red Cross was still low on type O-

positive and O-negative. Specifically,

O positive supplies were at 5 percent

of the desired inventory while O neg-

ative was at S percent.

Type O blood is the single most

valuable blood type for blood banks.

It is the. only universal blood type,

which mCans that it can be given to

all individuals with a compatible Rh.

However, it is generally given only to

individuals whose type is O, as they

cannot accept any other blood type.

According to Marc Jackson,

spokesperson for the Americfts Red
Cross Blood Services, Southern

California Region, the shortage in

Southern California is causing the

Red Cross to release blood only on

an emergency basis.

"This is unusual," Jackson said.

"Usually it's around the holidays

that we get a shortage. It's just a

fluke."

"What we are learning is that peo-

ple are ort short supply all over the

place," he added.

In addition, Jackson added that

the American Red Cross is increas-

ing its tele-recruiting efforts.

Dr. Doug Blackall, Associate

Medical Director of the UCLA
Blood Bank, says that this blood

shortage has not hindered UCLA
from supporting its normal medical

operations.

"It hasn't affected our ability to

support the clinics that are the pri-

mary users of our services," he said.

"We have a donor center and we
"can increase the number of donors

that we have."

Blackall said that UCLA has not

cancelled any surgeries dsi a result of

this shortage, adding that this short-

age may be more critical to hospitals

See SHORTAGE, page 18
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COMMUNITY BRIEFS

First Century Society

honors donors
Saturday UCLA's First Century Society

honored alumni, friends and staff who have

planned to donate money to the University

through planned gifts such as wills and living

trusts.
;. ..

In addition to a two and a half hour tea,

members of the First Century Society were

able to sit-in on Dee Dee Bridgewater's sound

check before her evening performance hono^

ing Ella Fitzgerald. ,

New leadership at the

UCLA Foundation
The UCLA Foundation, the organization

which, along with the UC Board of Regents,

administers donations to UCLA, recently

elected a new president and members to its

leadership boards.

Leon Wentz succeeds Roy Aaron as presi-

dent of the foundation. Wentz in a

1960 graduate of UCLA who has

worked in fund raising at UCLA for

the past 16 years. His two-year term ends

in June 2000.

Aaron has been involved in the foundation

since 1986. He will continue as co-chair of

UCLA's $1.2 billion fund raising effort which

is now past the half-way mark with less than

four years left to reach its goal.

Nine new members will join the Board of

Governors and 19 will join the Board of

Concillors. Most members come from the

business community as well as some members

of the university's senior administration.

Wentz said he hopes to expand the mem-
bership and offer opportunities for new grad-

uates to get involved.

In a statement. Chancellor Albert

Carnesale underlined the importance of the

foundation with state funds decreasing.

"The assistance of such dedicated volun-

teers as Leon Wentz and Roy Aaron to

enhance support from the private sector is

more critical to UCLA's future than ever,"

Carnesale said.

Research break-

throughs reported
Four UCLA scientific breakthroughs,

ranging from the discovery of embryonic

planetary systems to anti-AIDS therapy to

engineering advances in computers to nuclear

safety, are featured in the Science Coalition's

annual report to Congress. The report high-

lights scientific achievements realized by fed-

erally funded projects at universities and col-

leges.

"UCLA is delighted to see some of the

breakthroughs made by our faculty, students

and staff included in this roster of great scien-

tific achievements made at American universi-

ties," said Chancellor Albert Carnesale in a

statement.

The federal government funded a signifi-

cant portion of UCLA's research and training

through grants. UCLA's portion totaled more

than $243 million in the 1996-97 fiscal year,

placing UCLA within the ranks of America's

top 10 research universities.

Bruin News debuts

today on web
The UCLA community has another source

for information, thanks to University

Communications and the Office of Student

Affairs.

The website (www.bruinnews.ucla.edu) will

display news and features of interest to the stu-

dent population, and links to other campus

internet sites.

Bruin News Online will publish three new

editions per quarter and- monthly over the

summer. Material will be written by students

and staff members and will include a cartoon

feature.

The editorial board will be composed of

representatives from Student Affairs and

University Communications;

Compiled from Daily Bruin staff reports.

off the mark t)y Mark Parisi
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REMINDER

LESS THAN ONE WEEK LEFT:

To drop impacted courses (L&S

undergraduate students)

To change Study List (add, drop

courses) without fee through URSA
Telephone

To check wait lists for courses

through URSA Telephone

To enroll in courses for credit

without $50 late Study List fee

through URSA Telephone

To file advancement to candidacy

petition for master's degree with

major department

To file graduate leaves of absence

with Graduate Division, 1255

Murphy Hail

To file undergraduate request for

educational fee reduction with col-

lege or school

For Nursing undergraduates to

add/drop without school approval

To declare bachelor's degree can-

didacy for current term (with fee

depending on units completed - see

"Degree Policies" in the "Academic

Policies* section for details)

For full refund on textbooks with

UCLA Store receipt (exception made

with proof of drop or withdrawal up

to 8th week)

Yourjournalism

career begins this

Student Media UCLA offers opportunities for studenl.s

interested in nearly every aspect ofjournalism—from

rcporling to business, from newsroom management lo

internet journalism. We do it bettei; tlian anyjournalism

department because we

offer.yon I he chance lo do

more I ban sludy. We offer

real experience. You're

invited to come find out

more about our

publicalions and programs

Thursday night when we'll

be boslingonr (juarlcrly

open bouse.

It doesn't mailer wlial your

major is or if you have any

previous experience in

newspai)ers or magazines.

We'll I rain you lo report,

design, or shoot piclures in"

All Daily Bruin interns

are required to complete

our workshops and

admission is competitive,

so pick up an application

today at the Daily Bruin

inllSKerckhoffHall.

They're due this Friday at

noon. Workshop rosters

will be posted by 5 p.m.

the same day.

four weekend workshops

taught by working journalists, and maybe you'll end up lik(!

many who came bclbre you—with a solid start toward a

career.

WANT TO GET INVOLVED? HERTS HOW. .

.

li you'd like to kno'v more, come lo our Orientation and

(iocn House Thurs lay, October 8 al 0:00 p.m. in the

Viewpoint I^ounge (»n Ackcrman Union's A-levcl. Coni'i hear

what we have lo ofler, visit our offices, and meet the

students who work on the Daily Bruin and llic student

mitgazincs.

For more information, call us at 855-5787.

The Student Media Orientation and Open House

Thursday October 8, 6:00 p.ni. in Oic Viewpoinl Lounge,

located onMerman Union's A-level

REDUUm

journalism@ucla
Diily Bniui • The SIikIcmI Mag^oincs • ¥\A nulio iicnns
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Textbooks

Book lines disappear with

one cliclc

UJjth tons of iiiebsites

to choose from, more

students^ are buying their

teKtbooks on the Internet

and sauing money at

the same time

By Pauline Vu
Daily Bruin Contributor

There is just one place to buy textbooks for

many students: the UCLA Store.

And there's just one way to do it: wait in one

long line at the book check, wander aimlessly

-»!*?

aiuunu sections in seemingly aiphaDe tiLji their cf^dli cafd 40 percent

6

fihe original price. Jacques Freydont, me direcior Of academic
'

support for ASUCLA, said that any discount

students receive from buying online would be

otTset by the delivery charge.

Bates claimed the exact opposite. Although

delivery charges for Bigwords depends upon

how many books a student orders and their

weight, he cited $10 for four books as an exam-

ple of a delivery charge.

Students might also be concerned with the

quality of used textbooks bought on the

Internet. Although Bates noted that Bigwords

works with used book distributors and only sells

used books in good condition, this still might

not satisfy most people.

"Textbooks are best sold in a big, self-service

atmosphere, like a warehouse. Students like to

look through used textbooks to get the best,"

Freydont said.

Carolyn Van Wingerden, a second-year

English student, worried also about returning

books.

"What if I drop a class or I'm wait-listed and

I don't get in the class?" she wondered.-

'Ordering by phone and mail is always a has-

"

sle," she added.

She has another concern: the UCLA Store is

selling her science textbook, a paperback pub-

lished in 1997, for $72.

Van Wingerden looked at Bigwords and was

presented with four different editions of the

same book. The prices ranged from $15 to $56.

Also, none of the International Standard

Book Numbers (ISBN) matched the one to the

book her professor has assigned.

Van Wingerden still doesn't know what to

do.

"I'm not sure which book would be the right

one for class," she said.

Another visible trend in the two to three

years that textbook companies have formatted

on the Internet is that fhese companies often die

out fast.

"Most people drop out when they see how

difficult it is. Textbook selling isn't a money-

making business - it's a service," Freydont said.

"The entrepreneurs are people who general-

ly know more about the Internet than text-

books," he added.

Textbooksonline.com, which advertised

order, then wait in another long line for the

cashier to lift his hand and call out, "Next!"

Students now have another option, as both

new and used textbooks are being sold online -

presumably at cheaper prices - with companies

like bigwords.com and burningbooks.com.

The wait times students endure served as the

inspiration for Bigwords, according to John

Bates, director of marketing. An alumnus.

Bates has specific memories of the textbook

store.

"The wait was the thing I hated most. I

always thought, 'what a drag,'" he said 'in a

heavy voice.

Although there have been other online text-

book buying sites in the past, sites today have

much more to offer.

Burningbooks, for example, is a site especial-

ly for UCLA students. Classes are organized by

department, and students need only to click on

their classes. If Burningbooks has the required

textbooks, a list of those books will appear. If it

does not have the books for a class, however, or

"if it only has half of the books for the class, it

does not mention the missing books.

Students also have the option to rent their

books, instead of purchasing them and then try-

ing to sell them back. The book rental is what

Bates calls "a guaranteed buyback."
^

When a student rents a book, a pre-paid

postage box comes along with it and the student

is charged the full price for the book. When the

book is returned, the student is credited back to

In the past, buying textbooks online has

worked with other companies, such as text-

booksonline.com. Second-year business-eco-

nomics student Eva Tang used

bestbookbuys.com last quarter to compare

prices of books from different companies. She

bought a math book for $80 which was selling

for about $100 at the UCLA Store.

"I think it's cheaper if you can do it ahead of

time," she said, whose only concern was that it

it takes longer to receive the books bought

online.

Different companies, however, determine

the shipping periods. Bigwords guarantees that

their books are delivered in three to five days.

The wait for UCLA students who order from

Bigwords could be even shorter, since the com-

pany is based in Santa Monica.

Julie Deng, a second-year physiological sci-

ence student, recalled that the life science book

she purchased online last quarter only took 24

hours to be shipped to her.

"I was really surprised," she said. "I didn't

think they could actually do it, but they did. It

was a good deal, too." The book was at least $ 10

cheaper than at the UCLA Store.

Not everyone, though, agrees that online

textbook buying is necessarily better than buy-

ing books from a store.

"I went and checked on Amazon for one of

my books and it was actually a couple dollars

more," said Christina Lin, a second-year unde-

clared student.
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Online a)llege applications available

(

TECHNOUXjY: Internet

lets students submit

material electronically

By Kathcrinc Boas

Brown Daily Herald

PROVIDENCE. R.I. - As more

college applicants become familiar

with the World Wide Web, several

universities have caught onto the

trend and have posted their admis-

sions applications online.

Unlike Brown University,

schools such as Cornell University,

Massachusetts Institute of

Technology (MIT), Yale University,

and the University of Pennsylvania

offer at least some of their applica-

tions on the Internet.

"The students were asking for

it," said Margaret Porigow, director

ofoperations for Penn's undergrad-

uate admissions.

In this first year of offering appli-

cations electronically, students can

only submit their first sections via

the Web. The essay, recommenda-

tions and transcript must still be

filled out on paper and mailed to the

admissions office.

"The students like it," Porigow

said. "The initial reaction seems

_ very pro.

Porigow said that while the

reception to the online applications

has been warm, there has been

some hesitance on the part of stu-

dents to rely exclusively on the Web.

To date, only about 100 of the

600 applications started online have

been submitted, he said.

The application has been avail-

able for only two weeks.

"There's a lot of playing going

on," she said. Many students have

been utilizing the online application

to practice the application process

but have preferred to send in their

actual submissions via standard

mail.

While Porigow said that the

online application has been

embraced, she was hesitant to pre-

dict that the Web would one day

make paper applications obsolete.

"There are so many secondary

schools in the world that I don't

know when everyone will have

access to the Web," she said.

Porigow said that she expected

international students in particular

to take advantage of Internet avail-

ability, because overseas mail can

be unpredictable.

"It will be beneficial to our inter-

national constituency," she said.

The response thus far, however,

has been just the opposite - the

majority of online applications

received have been domestic.

Yale decided to enter the online

scene in order to ease the applica-

tion process.

Valff plans to have the biographi-

cal data form of its application

online within two weeks, said

Margit Dahl, Yale's director of

undergraduate admissions.

Yet like at Penn, the rest of the

application must be mailed this year

to the admissions fTfice, although it

can be downloaded and printed

from the Internet.

"It just seemed like the way to

go." Dahl said.

Students are not the only ones

who benefit from the convenience

of online applications - admissions

officers are grateful f(5r the technol-

ogy loo.

The new online application is

being integrated with the Yale conv

puter system, thus feeding all infor-

mation sent through the Internet

directly into the computer data-

base.

Although processing tasks are

not completely eliminated through

this system, as a staff member still

has to ensure that all files are trans-

ferred accurately, the online appli-

cation makes data input a lot faster.

Dahl pointed out that about half

of the Yale applications are

received within a week of the Dec.

31 deadline, which causes a three-

week backup period for inputting

data. The online applications can

move to the "head of the line"

because they do not need to be

retyped into the computer, she said.

"This is the wave of the future,"

she added.

Yale, however, has yet to reap the

financial dividends of moving.

online. Putting the applications

online is a "hugely expensive"

process, Dahl said.

S«eAPfUGmONS,pa9e16

Police apprehend two murder suspects
USC: South Central chase

follows alleged robbery

of TVojari Grounds store

By Christine Frcy

Daily Trojan

University Wire

Two men who allegedly robbed

Trojan Grounds, a University of

Southern California store, of about

$4,300 at gunpoint early Thursday

were arrested and booked on

charges of attempted murder of a

police officer after leading police

through a two-hour-long pursuit in

South Central Los Angeles, a Los

Angeles Police Department

(LAPD) official said.

The suspects allegedly fired shots

at Department of Public Safety

(DPS) Lt. Hugh Mears, who was

involved in their pursuit, police said.

A possible third suspect is still at

large.

Dante Richardson, 21, of Los

Angeles and Claude Harper, 32, of

Kansas City, Mo., are being held at

the 77th Street Jail on $1 millioil bail

each, said LAPD Det. Matt

Mahoney.

Both men are allegedly gang

members and one of the suspects

was recently released from prison,

said DPS Deputy Chief Bob Taylor.

The two men were arrested at an

inn located on the 6100 block of

Broadway after a pursuit involving

nearly 100 officers including

LAPD's SWAT team and canine

units. No one was injured.

The two suspects entered Trojan

Grounds at 12:55 a.m. Thursday,

five minutes before it was to close,

Taylor said.

Brian Bezonsky, a first-year busi-

ness student who was buying coffee

at the store, said he immediately

noticed the suspect's clothing.

Bezonsky, who was near the store

entrance, said he saw one of the men
holding a small gun.

He immediately left the store and

informed DPS student officers of

the incident.

"I was freaked out - 1 was scared

when I saw the gun," he said.

After entering the store, the sus-

pects displayed their guns and

demanded money, Taylor said.

Alii Siezers, a first-year communi-

cations student who was in line at

the store register, said one of the sus-

pects pushed her aside, jumped over

the counter, grabbed a store employ-

ee by the neck and took him into the

back room.

The other suspect guarded the

store entrance and ordered the 10 to

20 people inside to lie down on the

fioor, Siezers said.

See MNERY, page 21

Teaching girls
L^
• II AIDS

is goal of new program

AIDS: Targeting of other

groups has caused some

females to be complacent

By Alexis Chiu

The Associated Press

BOSTON - Adolescent girls have

a lot to worry about: Grades.

Friends. Pimples. Parents.

A new program is hoping to add

another item to the list: HIV.

Young women - particularly

minorities and those^ from low-

income families - are being infected

with the deadly disease at higher

rates than ever, many from unpro-

tected heterosexual sex.

That's why Girls in Charge, which

focuses on everything from self-

esteem to sexual decision making,

has a target audience of girls ages 13

to 16.
'

"(Young girls) don't

realize they're at risk."

Dr. Cynthia Gomez
^^^ Assistant professoi

Center for AIDS Prevention

"When girls have unprotected sex,

they're more worried about getting

pregnant than about getting HIV,"

said Tricia Murray, 19, who helped

run a Girls in Charge seminar in the

city's South Boston section this sum-

mer. "They still don't see it as some-

thing that teenagers like them can't

get."

The lO-session program, to be

expanded this month to include two

more Boston communities, Allston-

Brighton and East Boston, was

inspired by the growing numbers of

girls contracting the disease and the

lack of prevention efforts focused

exclusively on females.

"Most of the programs out there

were invented to address other popu-

lations like adults, homosexual

males, IV drug users," said Girls in

Charge coordinator Judah-Abijah

Dorrington.

Teenage girls face unique chal-

lenges, including peer pressure and,

sometimes, naivete about such issues

as buying contraceptives, she said.

Waiting until the girls are older to

teach them about HIV prevention

just doesn't make sense, she said.

"More cases are being revealed of

women who became infected as

teenagers or younger," Dorrington

said. "You need to start dealing with

these things before they start having

sex."

Girls in Charge seminars - funded

by Boston's Public Health

Commission and the Boston

Foundation - include such activities

as role-playing, question-and-answer

sessions and discussions about per^-

sonal experiences. Though all

teenage girls are welcome at ihe ses-

sions, the program focuses on lower-

income minorities.

Statistics show that disadvantaged

women, especially blacks, are being

infected with HIV at younger ages

and at higher rates than their male

counterparts, according to the

Centers for Disease Control and

Prevention.

Between 1990 and 1995, AIDS
cases increased 103 percent for

women and just 27 percent for men,

according to a CDC study. Last year,

females accounted for 49 percent of

AIDS cases reported among people^

ages 13 to 19, she said.

"It suggests younger women are

now as apt to acquire HIV as young

men," said Dr. Cynthia Gomez, an

assistant professor at the Center for

AIDS Prevention at the University of

Calitornia, San Irancisco . "iliat's a

major shift in the trend."

Of roughly 350,000 people ages 16

to 21 tested in a CDC study between

1990 and 1996, about two out of

1,000 were HIV positive, with rates

among black women exceeding 5 per

1,000, according to a report pub-

lished last month. The CDC also

reports a sharp increase since 1991 in

women infected through heterosexu-

al sex.

Only 25 states report HIV cases,

althougl\all states must report AIDS
diagnosesSQ^sedjeoJ^IV prevalence

estimates, there are'^a minimum of

60.000 to 115,000 HIV-positive

women in the country who haven't

yet been diagnosed with AIDS.

"(Young women) really are being

viewed as the population with the

largest number of new infections,"

Gomez said.

"They don't realize they're at risk,

partly because we've so much empha-

sized certain groups, rather than

behaviors. And HIV doesn't discrim-

inate," he said.

Girls in Charge head Dorrington

said while her teenage participants

often come to the program knowing

some medical facts about HIV and

AIDS transmission, they often don't

know how to translate that knowl-

edge into action.

"Any girl who doesn't have this

information is at risk," she said.
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Irate • !• • ulace in upheavalover regime
MALAYSIA: Government

retaliates with arrests,

spraying demonstrators

By Ranjun Roy
The Associated Press

KUALA LUMPUR, Malaysia -

Septembtr was quite a month in

Malaysia: The deputy prime minister

was fired over sordid sex allegations,

arrested, then showed up in court

with a black eye.

Battered and bruised, Anwar
Ibrahim has struck a chord. His case

has prompted Malaysians to publicly

criticize their government in a nation

where state authority always went

unquestioned.

People shouted in the streets for

Prime Minister Mahathir Mohamad
to resign (after 17 years in power).

Even the main opposition party

always had stopped short ofdemand-

ing his dismissal.

Mahathir fired Anwar on Sept. 2,

saying he was morally unfit for office.

Thfl two had oiMhad over wonomlo

banned.

"It is not a blip on the screen," said

Abdul Razak Baginda, executive

director of the Malaysian Strategic

Research Center, a private think

tank. "We have this thing toward the

government - respect or fear of the

state apparatus. But now, a lot of us

are angered by what has happened."

The law requires police permits

for public gatherings of more than

four people. Anwar, however, would

show up and throngs would gather,

exhilarated to shout out their feelings

while police looked on.

"Our movement has aroused

something very latent in the minds of

Malaysians^" Anwar's wife, Azizah

Ismail, said Sunday. Ordinary folks,

she said, had begun fighting a "cor-

rupt and debilitating system that acts

on the whims of one power-hungry

man."

See STRUGGLE, page 10

policy and Anwar has said Mahathir

considered him a threat to his rule.

Since then, Malaysia has seen four

weeks of fiery speeches, mammoth
rallies starring Anwar (until his

arrest), posters, leaflets, tear gas and

water cannons. AJl this in a country

where political protest is virtually

-A?«x-iated Pre^^

—

Supporters of ousted Malaysian Deputy Prime Minister Anwar Ibrahim wave posters bearing his image

and the words "People for Reform" stage an anti-government protest after midday prayers.

Senate not ready

to proceed with

impeachment

CONGRESS: Proceedings

limited to Starr report;

case may be expanded

By Jim Abrams
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - On the eve of

House Judiciary hearings into possi-

ble impeachment proceedings

against President Clinton,

Chairman Henry Hyde said Sunday
the Senate so far does not have the

two-thirds majority necessary to

remove the president from office.

Hyde also said that he hopes to

finish his impeachment inquiry by'

year's end but won't accept

Democratic demands for limits on

the investigation.

"You know how New Year's reso-

lutions sometimes get broken, but

it's my hope and prayer that wfe

fl6Uld nttlAh by New Year's," the

Illinois Republican said.

Hyde's committee riieets today to

take up a GOP resolution recom-

mending an open-ended inquiry into

whether Clinton's behavior merits

impeachment. The Democrats wilL

offer a separate version that would

put a deadline on the inquiry and

See IMPEACHMENT, page 20

Milosevic, Russian leaders conferem^

discuss possUlity of NATO air strikes
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MEETING: Moscow upset that UN
not consulted, considers siding

with Yugoslavia in event of attack

the rebellious Serb province should be governed.

Russian Foreign Minister Igor Ivanov and

Defense Minister Igor Sergeyev met with

Milosevic and Milan Milutinovic, president of

Serbia, the dominant Yugoslav republic that con-

trols Kosovo.——-

—

^—

-

ByMishaSavk
The Associated Press

«

BELGRADE, Yugoslavia - Sharply opposed

to NATO airstrikes on Yugoslavia, Russia sent

its foreign and defense ministers Sunday to call

on President Slobodan Milosevic, whose gener-

als were preparing to defend the country against

an assault.

NATO is threatening attacks to end seven

months of bloodshed in Kosovo - despite signs

Serbs may be ready for a compromise on how

There was no official confirmation of the

meeting and nb word of its substance. But news

photographers captured the meeting on film,

and Russia's ITAR-Tass news agency said it had

learned from "confidential sources" that the two

ministers were in Belgrade.

Russia is Serbia's main ally, sharingJ>onds of

religion and Slavic roots.

Serbian police and the Yugoslav army have

routed separatist Kosovo Albanian rebels during

the seven-month crackdown. The conflict has

SeeVUGOSUIVM,pa9e12
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Yugoslav President Slobodan Milosevic (right) talks with Russian Defense Minister

Igor Strgcyev (left) and Foreign Minister Igor Ivanov (second left).
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Italian police crack

down on mafia crime
NAPLES - Hundreds of police reinforce-

ments poured into Naples on Sunday after a

car bombing and a bazooka attack raised fears

of escalating warfare among feuding crime

clans.

No one was injured when a bazooka was

fired Saturday at the gate ofa villa owned by a

suspected boss of the Camorra crime syndi-

cate. On Friday, a car bomb blew up in a

crowded quarter ofthe city, injuring 13 people.

On Saturday night, Italy's state police chief

Fernando Masone ordered 365 officers from

the state police and from the paramilitary

Carabiniere unit to take up several posts in

Naples. ~

For years now, the Camorra's clans have

been waging turfwars for control of illegal bet-

ting rackets, extortion rings, drug and arms

smuggling and prostitution.

Israeji^Palestine

hope for accord
HEBRON. West Bank - With new

clashes breaking out Sunday in the West Bank,

Israel and the Palestinians both said that

reaching an accord on an Israeli troop pull-

back was up to the other side.

Security was tight in advance of a Jewish

holiday beginning at sundown Sunday, and the

Palestinian lands remained sealed off.

Secretary of State Madeleine Albright is

due to arrive Tuesday for talks in advance of a

hoped-for summit in Washington later this

month, and both sides have been busy staking

out positions in advance of her visit.

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu, who
has repeatedly accused the Palestinians of not

doing enough to crack down on Islamic mili-

tants, said Israel's security was his paramount

concern.

Philippine Airlines

reopens
MANILA, Philippines - Philippine

Airlines announced Sunday it was reopening

aAer forging a no-strike deal with its largest

union, though militant workers vowed to con-

tinue opposing the deal.

In several paid newspaper advertisements,

the airiine said it would offer 14 round-trip

domestic flights from Manila starting

Wednesday and apologized to the public for

problems caused by its shutdown last month.

"Your national flag carrier is back," PAL
said.

The debt-ridden airline, Asia's oldest,

closed Sept. 23 after failing to persuade its

ground crew union to accept a management-

proposed recovery plan that would suspend

the right to strike and negotiate a collective

bargaining agreement for 10 years.

Its closure left much of the Philippine arch-

ipelago without air service.

Pope seeks to heal

Croatia's warwouod^
SPLIT, Croatia - On a seaside beach

packed with pilgrims. Pope John Paul II

sought Sunday to heal the wounds lefl by war

and totalitarian rule in Croatia, and urged the

international community to provide "timely

help" to end the Kosovo conflict

Hundreds of thousands of Roman
Catholics jammed a beach outside this

Adriatic coastal city for the flnal Mass of John ^

Paul's three-day trip to Croatia. Scores of fish-

ing and pleasure boats anchored offshore

sounded their sirens when the pope arrived

from the capital, Zagreb.

Adding to the estimated 500,000 people in

attendance were Croat pilgrims from neigh-

boring Montenegro, the smaller remaining

Yugoslav republic, who streamed in when the

border crossing was opened Saturday night for

the first time since war ended in 1995, state-run

Croatian television reported.
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Wrongfully accused man Is freed
TRIAL Kevin Green served

16 years bef6re authorities

acknowledged their error

By Larry Gerber

The Associated Press

SANTA ANA - Gerald Parker

goes on trial this week for six mur-

ders, and the innocent man who
spent 16 years in prison for one

killing may be there.

Kevin Green said he might sit in

on opening statements, although he

*didn't sound enthusiastic about it.

There are questions I have that I

hope will be answered. There arc

questions all these other families have

that I hope will be answered." he said.

Parker, 43. is accused of killing

five Orange County women and

attacking Green's pregnant wife,

killing her unborn child, in a series of

sexual assaults and bludgeonings

from I97S-1979.

A jury of nine women and three

men was lo hear opening statements

today in a trial that could last three

pen to you. And it can happen lo you

like it happened to me; like a ton of

bricks," he said.

At age 22, Green was sentenced to

1 5 years to life in prison by a jury con-

vinced that he attacked his now ex-

-wife, Dianne D'Aiello, and killed-

their unborn daughter.

She testified against him in 1980,

even though Green's attorney ques-

tioned whether the beating had

affected her memory. She had suf-

fered shock and was temporarily

comatose.

Police contend that after Grfeen

left her apartment, Parker broke in,'

knocked out the woman with a board

and sexually assaulted her. Oxygen

stopped (lowing to her 9-month-old

fetus, which was stillborn.

Green had said he wasn't home at

the time, but he wasn't believed.

NVhen he came up for parole, author-

ities refused because he wouldn't

"own up" to the murder.

In 1996 Parker, a convicted rapist,

was await ifig release from prison

when DNA tests linked him to the

Green murder and five others.

During mterviews and grand jury tes-

der," he said.

If Parker was drugged or drunk

during the attacks, he should be con-

victed of second-degree murder or

another non-capital offense, the

attorney reasoned.

—Case law in the late 1970s allowed

more leeway for defendants with

"impaired consciousness" than it

does now and those criteria apply to

Parker, Zimmerman said.

"You can still try that," prosecutor

Michael Jacobs agreed although he

planned to argue for first-degree mur-

der and the death penalty

Green's ex-wife was not expected

to testify Green was subpoenaed as a

witness for the penalty phase of the

trial but that hearing would take

place only if Parker is convicted of

first-degree murder.

"This guy is going to get a whole

lot belter defense than 1 had," Green

said of Parker. "This is part of.the sys-

tem lo protect the guy if he's inncv

cent. That's cool."

G^en believes the death penalty is

warranted in certain cases, mavbe

Parker's.

"Should he be convicted," Green
months.

Green knows the justice system

isn't always just, but he doesn't like to

talk about getting revenge. He likes

to talk about getting it right.

"I just hope my story helps people

pay attention." Green said in a recent

phone interview from Jefferson City, <^

Mo., where he lives near his parents.
^

"If you give up your- responsibility

to monitor, to be aware,' it can hap-

tnnony, Parker eon lcssed.

"We've conceded that the DNA
tests prove he was there," said David

Zimmerman, Parker's attorney.

"We've conceded that fingerprints

and a confession statement prove he

was there. It's not a whodunit."

^ "The question is his stale of mind

atthe time of the crimes and whether

he was capable of formulating the

intenl to commit firsl-d<^ree mur-

added. "You have to say, 'should' he

be convicted.' Here I am making the

same assumption that other people

did about me."

In his two years of freedom. Green

has moved from job to job. mostly in

Utah and Missouri: bingo caller,

apartment manager and bundier ^'s'i

bills for a phone company.

-r--— See IMPRISONMENT, page 18

Bored judges in favor of

doing time on golf course

COURT: Justices take

time ofTto play, claim

shortage of new cases

The Associated Press

SAN JOSE - The Santa Clara

County Hall of Justice is a virtual

ghost town on most Friday after-

noons, as judges leave early to run

errands or play golf.

The judges insist there's simply

not enough work to keep them in

the courthouse on Fridays. But an

investigation by the San Jose

Mercury News has found that the

courts are burdened with one o{

the biggest backlogs of felony

cases awaiting trial in the county's

history.

According to a recent audit.

Santa Clara County has the least

efficient criminal justice system of

California's 17 largest counties.

Inmates ai e waiting lu iigf i for ti laF

in the overcrowded jail - at taxpay-

ers' expense.

Court insiders said judges plan

all week for Fridays, known as

"kick-back" days. The judges who
leave early argued that they get all

their work done and blame" the

backlog on a lack of resources." If

1 have nothing a.ssigned to me ...

and I have no cases under submis-

sion, there is no requirement to the

electorate to be here to look at the

wall" said veteran Superior Court

Judge Thomas Hastings, who reg-

ularly plays golf on Fridays.

"In fact, I think the electorate

would be better servW knowing

that for my emotional stability and

physical stability, I'm getting exer-

cise," he added;

The newspaper said it inter-

viewed about 75 prosecutors,

defense lawyers, court officials

and other judges, who revealed a

system that often operates for the

personal convenience of a handful

ofjudges.

"Work is not valued; efficiency

is not valued," said one Superior

Court judge who has presided over

criminal cases in the past. Like

most of the newspaper's inter-

viewi> for the story, the judge insist-

ed on anonymity.

For the past decade it has been

ah 6pett ^Wfel Ihal the criminal

courts close early on FricfaysTno*

matter how many cases are await-

ing trial. One veteran defense

attorney said that many of the golf-

ing judges even show up to work

on Fridays wearing sporting slacks

and golf shirts.

See FRIDAYS, page 14

USAC Welcome Week Dance
L^^^^Ji!^s

vs^ith

thurs. oct. 8, 9- lam
ackerman qrand ballroom

free w/student id

Stephen Baldwin • chris penn • gina gershon

tues. Oct. 6/ 8pm
ackerman grand ballroom
pick up tix at CTO on tues.

XZIBIT&DFFAKI
periofinino

USAC Welcome Week
Community Orgonixcfion

SrUDlNt AND CULTURAL
PeRfORMANCeS
USAC Welcome Week
Students Group's Day

mon. oct. 5, noon
westwood plaza

free

for coming out week:
I

I

Billy's HollyvN^ood

Screen Kiss

OLD NAVY

tues. oct. 6, noon
westwood plaza

free

LAUNDRY-A-THON
^get clean clothes for free ^

fri. oct. 9, noon-8
sunset quod

free w/ laundry ba>
uiidry boo

^ diitrOfution
jmiifi. oct, S, 10<*]

funsol qjiiod

DiRiearoii,

TOMMY O'MAVOI,
WIU SPCAK AftCR

scncmiifc

fri. oct. 9, 8pm
L*L€>CSlitlI*HM«lrf»l*T*MiTnilrf^»T»1iil

two dollars

^' _

Get a complete system for ^928
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COMPAQ

PRESARIO 2256 '849

MV400 14"

MONITOR '

AMD-K6 Processor w/MMX, Running at

SOOMhz, 48MB RAM, 4.0 GB hard disk,

32X CD-ROM
• Integrated K56flex 56K modem
• 1-year Limited Warranty i

Rebate:

Net Price:

-MOO

FREE Compaq

IJ200 Printer

COIW^Mi

• ••••• O Cju^ More Compaq Savings on Minitowers!

PRESARIO 5020 M049 I

'

^^' «•• -'C-**-:

CQftnW]kMtii»*m>

I i Compaq Hul

Intel Celeron Processor, Running at ioOMhz,

64MB RAM, 8.0 GB hard disk, 32X CD-ROM
• Integrated K56flex 56K modem
• ATI 3D Rage LT Pro Graphics; 2X AGP w/

Accelerated 30 Graphics; MPEG2

• 2 MB SyncGraphics Video memory

• 1-year Limited Warranty

Includes FREE Compaq 13200 Printer (a $129 value)]

Monitor not included

Need a Monitor?

Comfiaq HuWmoilia MonMoii

MV500 15" Monitor $299
MV700 1 7" Monitor $449

Both nrK>nitors have )BL speakers and

Digital controls

PRESARIO 5030 M299I
Intel Pentium II Processor, Running at SOOMhz,

64MB RAM, 8.0 GB hard disk,

32X CD-ROM, Iomega Zip Drive

• Integrated K56flex 56K modem
• ATI 3D Rage LT Pro Graphics; 2X AGP :';• ,.

"

-

w/ Accelerated 3D Graphics; MPEG2

• 2 MB SyncGraphics Video memory

• 1-year Limited Warranty

Includes FREE Compaq 13200 Printer (a $129 value)

Monitor not included

'^jWW^MM PRESARIO 5610 1 799-

Buy a Compaq, get FREE software from now until October 31, 1998,

Choose five of these great titles: Compton's Complete Reference Collection, Printmaster

Gold Publishing Suite, Pacifica Professional Resume, What Color is your Parachute, Kaplan

Higher Score Guaranteed GMAT-GRE-LSAT 99 Edition, Day-Timer Organizer, and More

Also FREE: ''Bring it On" CD by Gomez, courtesy of Virgin Records

Intel Pentium II Processor, Running at 350Mhz,

64MB RAM, 8.0 GB hard disk,

32X DVD-ROM, Iomega Zip Drive

• Integrated K56flex 56K modem
• ATI 3D Rage LT Pro Graphic; 2X AGP

w/ Accelerated 3D Graphics; MPEG2

• 4 MB SyncGraphics Video memory

• 1-year Limited Warranty

Includes FREE Compaq 13200 Printer (a $129 value)\

Monitor not included

*$100 Rebate from Compaq with signup for

50 hours free trial of Compaq Internet Access

@ Computer Store

open daily • 310.825.6952

">

n

WWW. uclastore.ucla.edu

paid for by USAC
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CAMPUS: Part ofHigher

Education Act, law vaay

change internal matters

By Msfc J* AnHNndcf
The Harvard Crimson

UnivefsityWire

CAMBRIDGE. Mass. -

President Ginton is expected on

Monday to sign into law a slate of

reforms that will transform the way

colleges and universities deal with

crime on campus.

The revisions, part ofthe renewal

of the Higher Education Act. have

the potential to affect nearly every

aspect ofstudent lives, from internal

disciplinary procedures, to fmancial

aid, to private student records.

They include:

'Permission for colleges to

inform parents if a student is disci-

plined for alcohol or drug viola-

tions;

*A requirement that colleges

ttpoTt all alcohol and drug-related

disciplinary actions each year to the

Department of Education (DOE);

•Tough new penalties on schools

that misreport campus crime;

•The expansion of what consti-

tutes a "hate crime*" on campus;

•Possible withdrawal of federal

fmancial aid for students convicted

ofdrug offenses;

•A mandate that schools report

crimes that happen in the immedi-

ate vicinity of the campus, not just

on the institution's property;

But perhaps the most important

reform for which victims* rights

organizations lobbied - opening up

closed-door campus disciplinary

proceedings, such as Harvard's

Administrative Board - did not

come to pass.

"When (disciplinary proceed-

ings) involve criminal activity, they

should be opeii," said S. Daniel

Carter, vice president of Security on

Campus, a leading voice for campus

crime reform.

**For academic matters, there

may be an argument for (privacy),

but that's not ideal. Common sense

dictates that (the proceedings)

should be open," he said.

Harvard officials who sit on the

Ad Board declined to comment yes-

terday. But University officials in

Holyoke Center and Mass. Hall,

who began this week to filter

through the nearly 700 pages of the

Higher Education Act, said they are

cautiously pleased with most of

what the new laws will require.

**It's a much better document

than anything that we've seen pro-

posed," said Harvard lobbyist

Kevin Casey, "(but) it's not perfect

by any means."

'There are things that are going

to be more administratively diffi-

cult," said Robert luliano, the

University attorney who will super-

vise compliance with the crime pro-

visions.

"Tthat we are now going to have

to report crimes dealing with off-

campus people (means) we'll have

to work harder," he said.

When an earlier version of the

crime reforms surfaced last year as

part of the Accuracy in Campus
Crime Reporting Act (ACCRA),
Harvard officials criticized several

ofACCRA'S provisions, saying they

could have a dubious effect on stu-

dent privacy and even discourage

some students from reporting

crimes.

SceCldME,pa9e21

Longtime sheriff prepares for

showdown in LA. county race

ELECTIONS: Incumbent

Block faces his toughest

challenge yet in Lee Baca

By Amanda Covamibias
The Associated Press

After 16 years without any seri-

ous challenge, the powerful, folksy

sheriff of Los Angeles County is

fighting for his political life against a

buttoned-down cop with a doctorate

in public management.

Sherman Block, the first incum-

bent in more than a century to be

forc!fed into a runoff, faces former

sheriffs chief Lee Baca, a 32-year

veteran of the department who
retired in June to campaign full

time.

Baca, a Mexican American who
grew up in East Los Angeles, is chal-

lenging Block at a time when the

city's growing Hispanic community
is emerging as a political force in

Los Angeles and California.

The 74-year-old Block, who
moved to Los Angeles from Chicago

in the 1950s, worked his way up

department ranks like Baca, build-

ing up an influential group of sup-

porters along the way.

Despite .^investigations over the

years into corruption and brutality

in his department. Block enjoys the

backing of several hundred local

elected officials, including Mayor
Richard Riordan, and more than a

dozen law enforcement associa-

tions.

He recently won crucial endorse-

ments from the two labor unions

that represent the rank-and-file and

the officers.

Though the office is overshad-

owed by the chief of the Los Angeles

Police Department, the L.A. County
sheriff is the nation's highest-paid

elected official, earning $234,016 a

year - more than the president's

$200,000-a-year annual salary.

The sheriff supervises 21,200

employees, including 8,000

deputies, and is responsible for

policing 2.5 millipn people in the

unincorporated parts of Los

Angeles County and 40 cities in the

county that contract for their ser-

SeeSNBIIFF,pa9e21
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Sweet & Juicy

BARTLETT PEARS

Reg. 990/lb.

Your
Village

Grocer
Where's the Coke?

Not at Thrifty^P

$-139
6 pack - 12 oz. cans

f•

^ 1 II ir^l

^HPK

1

Tropicana
Season's Best Orange Juice

• Regular
• Homestyle
• wA!alcium

64 oz.

Keebler Soft Batch
•Chocolate Chip •Oatmeal Ralshi

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi & IVItn. Dew

2 Uter Bottle^

$1.88
6pk-12oz. cans pint No Limit

Louis Rich
Carving Board Baked Chicken Breast

$-139

Miller Genuine Draft

IBj;^ 12 oz. Bottles Reg. $11.99

^^e&md^ RAISIN

20 oc mll4 rag. $3.39

• Crisp Hard Cider
• Apple Cranberry Cider

6 pk - 12 OZ. bottles Reg. $6.99

Open 'til IVlldnight at 1057 Gayiey Ave. 209-1111 MasterCard
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Buy USED textbooks
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USED comparedjo

NEW text piices
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USED

USED textbooks are

available on the shelves

alongside new textbooks.

Look for the YELLOW sticker

that indicates ifs USED and

check out the savings.

I
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Buy NOW while still available! ^

Textbooks no206.u79i
A -Level Atkerman

Lu Udlle Commons 310.825.7238 open d.iily
|
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RUSH
From page 1

400 men rushing this fall, which is an

increase over previous years. But

since registration is not mandatory,

there are no exact numbers.

In addition, according to Greek

Weekly, two fraternities are re-char-

tering this year - Sigma Alpha

Epsilon, which went inactive in

1993, and Lambda Chi Alpha.

Chesterton said that there are "a

lot more" women rushing this year -

about 500, she said, which would be

up from about 470 last year.

But despite this recent increase,

the system has suffered a general

decrease in membership from the

1980s.

Dan Romero, last year's editor in

chief of the Greek Weekly, wrote an

article titled "The Demise of the

Greek System," where he gave his

opinions on the decrease in Greek

membership.

Some reasons he cited include the

greater diversity of the campus,

fewer Division- 1 athlete's joining,

people looking to join only the "top"

houses and houses being "ultra-

selective" in admission.

In an interview, Romero said that

he received mostly positive reactions

to his article.

"Most people agreed that some-

thing had to be done," he said.

'

' Romero said that UCLA's ethnic

diversity has contributed to the

decrease in membership.

"There are pockets of individuals

who just don't come dtit to rush

because they feel that they don't

relate with the Greek system," he

said. "The Greek system has histori-

cally been tagged as being white-

based"

Romero said that from his experi-

ences with his own fraternity, this

notion is false.

"It's the character of the individ-

ual that counts, rather than skin

color," he said.

Vasquez said that many entering

students may be pegged on the nega-

tive stereotypes of fraternities.

"The traditional stereotype has

been that fraternity life is not con-

ducive to academic success." he

said. "The fact that the all-fraternity

average (iPA is higher than the all-

men's and all-campus GPAs dis-

proves this."

Chesterton said that- the

Panhellenic Council has tried to

emphasize that "social activities are

not the main focus of sorority life."

"Sure, some members of sorori-

ties drink, but that's not the only

thing we do. We encourage our girls

to go out ancj succeed academically

And philanthropy is another main

focus," she said.

Vasquez said he agrees.

DECREASE IN GREEK MEMBERSHIP
The number of people mshing and pledging fraternities and sororities has decreased

19871961 . 1997-1998

Mvpiiwfoffiittniitfes

Largest finteniities

24

97

16

108

^owf (ifwtWwOffcwHWI

"Many students are only aware of

the social aspects of belonging to a

fraternity," he said.

Some members of the general

population turn to ethnic-specific

fraternities or sororities, such as

those in the Asian Greek Council.

According to one member, the

number of people joining groups

affiliated with the Asian Greek

Council has naturally increased

because of the -increase in. the num-

ber of Asian students at UCLA.
"There's been an increase from

the '80s because there are a lot more

Asian girls on caftipus," said

Cathery Yeh, a member of the Chi

Alpha Delta sorority, which was the

first Asian sorority in the United

States.

Yeh said that the two Asian .soror-

ities hold events on alternating

K)HN SUEHIRO/Datly Bfuin

nights so there isn't much competi-

tion for members. She said that the

number of women rushing has

remained consistent.

She estimates that about 50 to 60

women show up for each event.

"But we're still less known
because the regular Greek system is

more established," she said.

Naomi Takahashi, president of

Chi Alpha Delta, said that her soror-

ity sends out information packets to

all entering Asian women.

"We send them personal letters,

because we want to increase publici-

ty," she said.

She said that she doesn't think the

Asian Greek system has to compete

with the regular sororities.

"We're really not affected by

that," she said. "We have a totally

different rushing schedule."

STRUGGLE
From page 5

There were 35,000 people in Kuala

Lumpur's Merdeka Square on Sept.

20, chanting "Reform!" and carrying

Anwar on their shoulders just a few

hours before his arrest.

Some marched toward the prime

minister's residence and trashed the

lobby of the ruling party headquar-

ters. Then, the police acted.

Day after day, they charged pro-

testers, soaking them with stingingjets

of water, beating and arresting them

as government opponents were

scooped up into detention. At least

300 people were arrested.

Yet many who remained free spoke

out more strongly than ever.

Lim Kit Siang, head of the opposi-

tion Democratic Action Party, for the

first time said Mahathir, 72, had been

in power too long and took him on

face-to-face in a Parliament debate

over Anwar's detention.

"It's not that people are pro-

Anwar, but the people are concerned

with what the government is doing. It

has full control," said Zainal Rohizan,

a university employee who rushed to

court last week for a glimpse of An">yar

after reading about his injuries.

Police forced two peaceful protests

to disperse Sunday. About 300 peo-

See STRUGGLE, page 16

for people on the move...
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One Pager. No Borden.**
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Numeric pager
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• Message timestamping
• Digital clock

Motorola Bravo FLX
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• Vibration and 5 tone alerts

• Message timestamping
• Digital clock with date
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Numeric pager
• Vibration and 7 tone alerts

• Message timestamping
• Digital clock with date

STUDENT SPECIAL
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Campus Communications and
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Motorola Pronto FLX
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• Vibration and tone alerts

• Message timestamping
• Digital clock
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YUGOSLAVIA
From pages

killed hundreds - most of them

Albanian civilians - and driven hun-

dreds of thousands of villagers from

their homes.

On Sunday, Human Rights Watch

said in a report that both Milosevic's

government and Albanian rebels

have committed atrocities since the

conflict began.

In MoscowJTAR-Tass

carried a government

statement reiterating its

opposition to any NATO

intervention in Kosovo.

But the New York-based human

rights organization said (he govern-

ment's abuses were on a much greater

scale and blamed the international

community for failing to take serious

action to stop the killing of ethnic

Albanians.

The report attributes to Milosevic

"the primary responsibility for gross

government abuses." It says at least

2^0,000 thousand people have been

displaced, many ofthem women and

children now living without shelter in

the mountains and forests.

In Moscow, ITAR-Tass carried a

government statement reiterating its

opposition to any NATO interven-

tion in Kosovo without approval

from the U.N. Security Council,

where Russia wields veto power.

"Military interference ... would

aggravate many times the confronta-

tion in Kosovo and undermine diplo-

matic efforts" to re-establish peace

and dialogue, the statement said.

Preparing for an attack, Yugoslav

generals put the nation's air defense

on high alert, even as Serbs indicated

they were ready for compromise by

installing an interim government

Saturday in Kosovo.

A Western diplomat also said that

up to 120 Yugoslav armored vehicles,

including tanks, have been pulled out

of Kosovo so far. But the West appar-

ently remained unmoved.

Speaking in Denmark, German

Foreign Minister Klaus Kinkel said

Friday the NATO intervention clock

"is at one minute to 12." Although

Kinkel stressed that "no ultimatum,

no date has been set," he added, "Mr.

Milosevic must know that we are seri-

refused to confirm or deny the report

but repeated Britain was ready to par-

ticipate in a NATO attack.

Prime Minister Tony Blair's

Cabinet meets Monday to formally

approve the use of force unless

Milosevic backs down.

Preparing for an

attacl<, Yugoslav

generals put the

nation's air defense

on high alert.

ous
»»

London's Sunday Times reported

that Britain was preparing ground

troops and armored units for

Kosovo. The Defense Ministry

Ethnic Albanian political leaders

rejected the new interim government,

drawn up without their participation.

The council is composed of Seven

Serbs, five ethnic Albanians and the

rest Turks and Muslims. It was part of

a last-ditch effort to show that Serbs

intend to end the conflict.

On Monday, U.N. Secretary-

General Kofi Annan was to deliver

his own assessment to the Security

Council on whether Belgrade is com-

plying with U.N. demands to halt its

assault on ethnic Albanians.

If not, Washington has indicated

that NATO air attacks will come with-

in two weeks. ^-^^^-t-^-^—

TEXTBOOKS
FrompageB

heavily on campus last year, is one

example of this. Its website now

announces that it has been forced to

close due to supply problems.

"Our suppliers have been unable

to fulfill their delivery promises,

and hence, we have been unable to

fulfill ours," it says.

Bates assured that Bigwords

could never close for this reason.

"We worked for over a year

before we opened to be prepared

for this. We also have a huge ware-

house in Fremont. A lot of compa-

nies try and work out of their base-

ments," he said.

In its short lifespan, Bigwords

has been a huge success. By its sec-

ond day it went international and

had much of its sales along the East

Coast, where it did not market at all.

It has already fulfilled orders at over

60 schools, from UCLA to Boston

University.

"We received much more vol-

ume than we thought we would and

have greatly exceeded our expecta-

tions," Bates reported.

In the end, is buying books

online much better than buying

them in person at a textbook store?

Bates said that the founders of

Bigwords graduated from college

recently themselves and care about

the plight of college students, from

the long wait times for textbooks to

the high prices found at bookstores.

"We think it's a good thing for

the whole college textbook industry,

and we're committed to taking it to

the 21 St century," he said. He added

that Bigwords would like to work

with college bookstoress-i-

The online textbook industry

hasn't made a dent in ASUCLA
textbook sales in the past, and

Freydont said that it is too soon to

tell if it has done so this quarter.

However, ASUCLA is closely

following the online textbook indus-

try.

"We tried selling textbooks

online before, and it didn't take. But

the minute we think this is a good

thing to do, we're going to do it,"

Freydont said.

Whether or not buying textbooks

online is better than buying them at

textbook stores, it is still a new busi-

ness, and students are obviously still

used to buying books^t the text-

book store.

Deng, who was pleased with the

service she received last quarter,

still bought all her books this year

from the UCLA Store.

"I just got lazy, I guess," she said,

laughing.

"But I still have my receipt, so

maybe I'll return them and buy

them online,^ she added.

sras Are YouKr^
'The Best Sports Clubs*

*Best Exercise Classes*

1998 Winner - Pasadena Star

1998 Winner - San Gabriel Valley Tribune—
1998 Winner - WbittierDaify News

rL Best Health Club

t^mnner- Daily Bulietm

II

f^Awbles Png„„M

Less than 7 per week.
With a one-time registration fee of M49.

Westwood
Corner of Westwood & Wilshire

(310) 209-5002

Hlf/7A/£SSr
SPORTS CLUBS

Anterka's PremierPUness Centers

inr/ry rr <\Cfj]m\ I'^^tw-f rrmfnhcT'^.l'iijr. rrvi\/ tyi^ prpr,fYi!tx1

Recording History

One Year at a Time.

bniinlifeYEARBOOK
310.825.2640
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ATHLETIC

UCLA and Russell Athletic

Choose from a large

selection of UCLA

Russell Athletic

merchandise including

T-shirt s , sv;eat s

,

shorts, tanks, caps

and more! Check out

the ^ew selection of

BearWear Por Her

Cd
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FRIDAYS
hrom page 6

"It's a bunch of boys, a fraternity

engaged in that kind of stuff," the

attorney said. "In the back hallways

they brag about their games, and

someone will have a driver or putter

and show it off."

To document its findings, the

Mercury News focused on 14 of 15

Superior Court judges who hear the

most serious criminal cases. The

remaining judge has a largely admin-

istrative and supervisory role.

From mid-April to- mid-August,

reporters checked the courtrooms

twice every day to see if they were

open or closed. The judges' parking

lot was monitored to detertnine ifcars

were gone the same time a courtroom

was locked. Judges also were followed

when they left early on Fridays.

Among the findings;

• On Fridays, several judges left

before noon. By 2:30 p.m.. on average

half the courtrooms were closed. Oh
many days, nearly all the courtrooms

were shut

• Four judges! played golf or went

home nearly every Friday afternoon,

and some played on other weekdays.

* A group of criminal judges took

the same days off for vacation several

times during the year. Eight judges

took off the first week of June, seven

for an annual golfing retreat near

Donner Pass.

• The judges, who earn $110,612 a

year, came and went as they pleased

under a vacation policy that is by all

accounts an honor system.

"The only person who tracks a

judge's vacation in the Superior

Court is the judge," Hastings said.

"Some years, a judge might take 10

days; next year they might take 40

d^s. That's up to the individual

judge."

Other judges who play golf regular-

ly said they are taking legitimate vaca-

tion time when they head out early on

Fridays. Judge Robert Foley, for

example, said he compensates for tak-

ing Friday afternoons ofi" by review-

ing legal documents every weekend.

"There have been years in the past

where I have not taken any vacation,"

Foley said.

"You can't believe how relaxing

golf is. I get to see some green grass,

breathe some fresh air, watch the little

animals run around, and just forget

about all this legal stuff," he said.

Members of the legal community

credit Foley with an extraordinary

work ethic and Hastings as one of the

country's best criminal trial judges.

But many judges and lawyers are out-

raged that these judges abandon their

work early for a round of golf, regard-

less of the justification.

"When the judges leave, that

means there is a bailiff, clerk and

court reporter doing nothing," one

prosecutor said., "Meanwhile, our

jails are overcrowded with people

who should be sentenced and on their

way to prison. It is cheating the tax-

payers."
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WORld's foREMOST MEMORy EXpERT

There are moni; rr\emory experts...

There is onl\^ one MEMORYMAIM®
and he is DAVID MARKOFF

DAvid MAkkolf is RECoqNizEd as ihe world's Ioremost AuihoRiry on memory

IMPROVEMENT EvEN tIhe coMJc book ANd upcoMiNq [jIm MEMORYMAN® is bASEd

ON DAVid MARkofl's WORld RENOWNEd MEMORy iMpROVEM£NT WORk.

MillioNs who IjAVE viEWEd tIhe NAiioNAl TElEvisiON sIhow MEMORYMAN® Ihave

SEEN DAvid MEMORiziNq A 50'diqiT NUMbER foRWARds ANd bAckwARds AS Quickly AS

hi hEARS iT ANd REMEMbERiNq tIhE NAMES of AN ENliRE AudiENCE.

His fORMulATiON of tIhE CREATiVE Abiliiy SySTEM©, which is UNdER fEdERAl

.COpyRiqhl ANd. ihEREfoRE lAUqhT iN no OlhER COURSE, iS^ NECESSARy (or REaI MEMORy

Improvement h aHows ANyoNE to possEs an exceHent memory ^^^ ^hE REWARds tIjat

qo wiTh iT.

ENTiRE school SySTEMS hAVE iNCORpORATEd ThE CrEATIvE AbiliTy SySTEM© iNTO ThEiR

CURRiCulA ANd hiS MEMORy TRAiNiNq COURSE hAS bEEN pRESENTEd AT OVER 25 CollEqES

ANd uNivERsiTiEs, iNcludiNq STANfoRd, ColuMbiA, NYU, SMU; ThE UCSD Law

School, ANd UCLA.

SIGN THIS CONTRACT
I hereby promise to achieve at least a 3.25 GPA this

quarter and thus make my faitiily proud of me. I will

improve my memory in order to accomplish this goal so 1

CYBERMARKETERS^
-^ Make thousands of dollars a month

without ever leaving your computer. Go
to our website

www^memorvmanxom
and see the cybermarketers section. By

promoting memory improvement you

insure your own success at recall and,

: thus, achieve at least a 3.25 GPA. .„

Build i;our sales force all around the

countri; and the world.

Buy; Nothing - Invest Nothing

Spend Nothing

WEB DESIGNERS &
PROGRAMMERS

We at MemoryMan are developing

software that is changing the world and

making it a better place. If you have

skills in web design or computer

programming and can work on a

commission basis only call

1-800-MEMORY GO

can recall on tests.

Name:

Signature:

G.P.A. Goal:

*

Are you ready? Aristotle said, "All knowledge is

recollection." The best way to recall is through

an improved memory.

• Get A's in school
* Remeber peoples names

* Excel in school
* Expand your vocabulary

• Perfect for all college exams
* Study in half the time

You insure excellent recall by purchasing (the

audio, video, or both) MemoryMan Course. ^

Memorize this formula: Ordering the

MemoryMan Course = 3.25 or better GPA

See our website

www.memoryman.com or

www.memorywoman.com

Triple your visual nnemory FREE in less than

10 minutes on www.memoryinan.com.

i>i lit

*
Audio:

$99.00

Video:

$79.00
Both:

$149.00

Your GPA. will be determined by your ability to recall the

concepts (problem solve) and facts out of your memory and

put them on a test paper. With the MemoryMan System— YOU'LLSUCCEEDt "r~-~-

7

Call 1-800-MEMORY GO to order

or order on www.memoryman.com

; •
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APPLICATIONS
From page 4

The money saved in postage is cur-

rently being invested in putting the

apphcations on the Web.

Cornell is another member of the

Ivy League that initiated online appli-

cations this fall. The University

received about 20 applications elec-

tronically in the first week the applica-

tion was available.

"I'm optimistic, although I read a

recent report that students still prefer

the paper application," said Deb

Durnam, the associate director of

undergraduate admissions at Cornell.

Durnam said that students have

expressed concerns about the security

of information on the Internet.

"Students still like to have a paper

copy in hand," she added.

Although they may save time,

applications transmitted electronical-

ly are not looked at more favorably at

Cornell than those submitted through

the U.S. Postal Service.

"An application sent electronically

has no advantage over a handwritten

application, and we tell students

that," Durnam said.

• While this is a pilot year for online

applications at Cornell, Yale and

Penn, MIT is in its third year of

accepting online applications for

undergraduate admissions.

"Everyone seems to have access to

the web these days," said Erika

Jonietz, an admissions counselor,

"It's easier for them (students) to

access the application online."

Jonietz said that the reason that

MIT did not receive niore applica-

tions electronically in years jjl^ast is

that the application was not available

online until later in the year.

This year, however, MITs online

application was available Sept. 1, thus

contributing to the increased

response.

STRUGGLE
From page 10

pie, mainly women, sang patriotic

songs near the king's palace until riot

police trucks and a water cannon

arrived; about 100 people rallied

briefly at the capital's central

Merdeka Square.

7 "Anwar, 51, said he was hand-

cuffed and blindfolded, then clob-

bered by policemen on the night of

his arrest, Sept. 20. During his

arraignment on 10 counts ofsodomy

and corruption nine days later, the

man who for five years has been in

Jine to succeed Mahathir said police

stopped beating him only when he

fell unconscious. Anwar maintains

he is innocent.

A court gave permission for a

check-up at a government-owned

hospital after Anwar complained of

neck and back pain, and he spent

Saturday night there. He was

whisked away Sunday in the back of

a jeep; his lawyers said they did not

know where he was taken.

Anwar was arrested under the

Internal Security Act, which allows

indefinite detention without charge

and gives police the power to prohib-

it prisoners from seeing their lawyers

or families.

LUNCH SPECIAL DINNER SPECIAL

S4.99 S5.99

• RICE *SAUU)* SOUP •RICE •SALAD •SOUP

• CHICKEN TERIYAKI or • CHICKEN TERIYAKI Of

•RREBEEF •FIRE BEEF

• VEGETABLE TEMPURA •VEGETABLE TEMPURA

2 PCS. CALIFORNIA ROLLS •3 PCS. CALIFORNIA ROLLS
J V J

W^ B
?1 ] BROXTON AVE / IfCONTl
WESTWOOO VILLAGE

310 208 7781 •iv^^
JAfANESf FOOD
KOMAN FOOD
SAikE »OM8S

Off

Valid w/ Student I.D.
One Coupon per person

ADVERTISE

206-3060

i:.,;i^sii<*

^'''r^vDALY DOSE Fall \m
T—r-

Brought to you by your (ampus Coffee Connection • Kerckhoff (offee Hou^e • Horthern Lights • Jimmy's

New Brew Review!

Check out our

new brews!

We've

Show your mug

I

thf qvillty

and freshness of

our blends so

come 9ft a cup and taste the

difference!

We've also Itwertdl tur

prices on brewed house coffee

and espresso sop ()et more bpz

for yoi!r 'luck. Fick up a (tramk

<offee bouse refill iwif for $4.99

(includes your fint refill) and save

even more all year.

JIJAMY'S

and get

- Refills for 50<!

wirn a fresh.

MA bagel,

HssanK^e, muffin

\ All goodllh|i^rs. And

aiwtloB^ at your &n|us (offee

r^^lVe a huge assortment

of^slilRed goodies waiting for

pm every morning. Selections

Mfiry weeldy!

•SUPPLY*

ARMY NAVY
STORES

[it ;94*)

* JUNGLE BOOTS *

REG
$29^

•# 100T>

AlWIIVIO

CAL6
OTHER
SIZES

AVAILABLE CAL

3!L^4^:

?L^5 98
*

SLEEPING BAG «

ARMY REISSUE *

Holtyflll

Light weight
Carrying Case
Cover ifKluoed

$16lOecll^F

.95:

oifcr aooo i«ems
0.50% Ofsp
in our Sale Sect*ion
Burbank Store Only

U^« stock €»« .S|9^

! Security Badges^ :

G.I. ALUMIN
fCHBOX

With heavy duty Clasps, ideal for

^ earthquake survival equipment storage.
^

1 5rirti-20" wt Approx i4 ibs. *

*/^W_ 7- DMDiAMrrm A *

wSWrprvOff"
TALL *

GOVT issm

!l20 $19
.95
EA

RBISSUB
$

From 6
RUSSIAN GAS MASK*
was It" *

now 0*93*
ilSSOnED GENUINE

GOn ISSUE lACS
TEN DIFFERENT SIZES *

*
$

froin 3.95
BURBANK

SOS Nortli Victory Blvd.
<OlO) Oa5-9433

HOLLYWOOD
666a Hollywood Blvd.

(213) a63-a730

SANTA MONICA
lasi Lincoln Blvd.

<3iO) a58-ai66

> ' %
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Sign up for cable now, get FREE installation,

and the cliance to party witli tliese dudes.

Century is giving away lots of stuff when you sign up for cdfle now. First, there's jhee installation.

If you add|B0 ,dnBfh^, or both, you'll get your second month free. And just for hooking

up, you'll get a chance to win an all-expense-paid trip to the UCLA-Stanford game October 31.

If you win. you can take a few friends along for company -29 of your closest buddies, to be

exact - »^ »ij'll come badclD^lcatte party"* vyith lots of food and drink and classic episodes

of Comedy Central's South Park running on a big screen TV. We'll even clean the rug.

Call (666) 626--6299 and sigh' ut for cable today.

cIlNTURY
COMMUNICATIONS

Service guaranteed.

'

Special Student Offer!... Save on home delivery of the OOO AnftClCfi SimC6 . Just $2.50 a week

for 7-day service. Share a subscription with your roommates and get the paper delivered to your door for just

pennies a day! Look for our reps on campus or call 1-800-LATIMES to subscribe at this special rate today.

'CtMe Parry mciudes transportation to/from game, free soda. DJ, BBQ, $200 rug cleaning, and $^00 credit at a local law firm to settle any tenant/tandbrd dispute that may arise from the partv Installation and HBO/Cinemax offers appty in

cabled artas served hy Century Communicatitms InstalLtiim offer applies to a maximum of three outlets. No purchase necesuiry Current suhsmbers can ent^ hy <:mdmg n postcard to Century C.<mtmunu:atvms. 2939 Nel^raska Afe ,
Santa

Monica, CA 90404 Winner must be 1 8 yean or <^der. Other restrictums may apply Offer expires 10/16/98. HBO, Ctnemax, and MAX are registered smict' marks of Time Warner Entertainment Company, LP 1 790

/i- •

fi
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SHORTAGE
From page 1

dependent on the American Red
Cross as their only source of blood.

**\Ct not a good position to be in,

and it is important that we not only

have an adequate blood supply but

that we have an emergency blood

supply where we can meet all our

needs.**

**If there are problems, we are

going to get more patients. We don't

want a minimal inventory."

He also noted, however, that the

number ofdonors goes down during

the summer months.

"During the summer it can be dif-

ficult because people who are regu-

lar donors go on vacation. Also,

they may be less inclined (to donate)

because they're busy with other per-

sonal issues," Blackail said.

**People are just not as aware of

the continuing blood product needs

throughout the year," he added.

Clark also cited the lack of aware-

ness as a possible explanation.

"We do have a blood shortage,"

he said. "But the reason is lack of

community response. We have a

participatory problem."

According to Clark, if UCLA

students and staff donated blood

there would be no shortage.

"If everybody on campus donat-

ed blood, we could export blood and

there wouldn't be a blood short-

age."

"We can solve the rest of the

world's problems as soon as we take

care of home base," he added.

The next blood drive is scheduled

for Nov. 9 through Nov. 12 and is

being sponsored by the Student

Welfare Commission.

For further information on donating

blood, call the UCLA Blood and

Platelet Center at (310) 825-0888.

IMPRISONMENT
From page6

California law allows compensa-

tion up to $10,000 for victims of mis-

carried justice, and Green hopes

eventually to collect something

\ besides the $200 travel money he got

upon release.

"But I'm not complaining about

it," he said.

' He earned an associate of arts

degree in prison and now gets invita-

tions to speak to criminaFjustice

classes at universities. He talks to

police associations and prosecutors

about evidence collection and report

writing.

He tells prospective lawyers, cops

and judges to make stories fit the

facts, not the other way around. He
warns them of pressure from the

press, the public and "law-and-order"

politicians.

If anything makes Green mad, it's

hearing about prosecutors who keep

score of convictions and put winning

ahead ofjustice, or about how prison

inmates are denied education and job

training.

"Yeah, there are problems with the

system," Green said. "But instead of

taking that fact and running around

... I'd like to bring about a solution."

UCLA's Feminist Magazine

General
Meeting

October 6 "SPM 206.6168

everyone is welcome.

Recording History

One Year at a Time.

bruinlifeYEARBOOK
310.825.2640

CONTACTS
Di^DOsables

Clear, splwes. wtdy or bkMf.
•I major brandi

Soft Daily or

ExL wear
Clear, splieres. B & L.

Soft Astigmatic or

Hard Gas Penii.
B & L, Boston.

For Glasses
(Inc. glaucoma test)

ForContacts
(lnc.2nio.felow-up)

129

EXAMS

ARMANI, CALVIN KLEIN,
SAKI, MODO, GUCCI,

MO^SIMO, ALAIN MIKLI,
POLO. J.R GAULTIER.

VERSACE, DKNY, PERSOL,
DIOR, POLICE, YOJI

YAMAMOTO, HUGO BOSS
and many niore!

^ GOITTMnS IN STOCK

15 Years of Experience
Hi'Tech Instruments

We accept most insurance.

GLASSES
30 OFF

25 OFF

All Designer

Frames

All Ultra

Thin Lenses

PACKAGES
Biia

., OD
3116 Wilshire Blvd. Santa Monica
(5 blocks west of Bundy, across from Big 5)

(310) 828-2010
Fne Parking

Exam & Contacts or

Exam & Glasses*
'Contacts; Clear, Spheres, B&L. Daily or Ext. Wear or 2 Boxes

of Clear. Splieres iveeMy Disp. All Major Brands

'Glasses: From our special selection. Single vision CR 39

Does your Resume need a Supercharge?
. Join the

V6 like to

hi^you,
butyoijr

resume
really

stinks!

Fight for Truth, Justice and the Arr\erican Way!

Help your fellow students.
'

Sain valuable experience.

Network with Career Professionals.

Applications due October 23! Pick up an application and information sheet at the

Career Center now!

€̂fThe UCLA Career Center
N
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If
you think Quark is a television charac-

.

ter or the subatomic particle proposed as

the building block of all matter, you're

right. But Quark is also the international

leader in electronic publishing software ( ever

hear of QuarkXPress?) with a strong and

growing presence in the area of client/server

technologies. And we're based in Denver.
I « '

—
Colorado, beneath a sky that for more than

300 days a year is blue and sunny.

If you'd like to put your Computer Science or

Engineering degree to use as a developer right

now, and if you have experience with Windows

and/or Macintosh API, we'd like to hear from

you. If you have a strong knowledge of user

interface design, networking, or publishing,

we'd LOVE to hear from you.
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Send your r^um^ to: Quarii, Inc

Attn: Dept Beautiful Life

1800 Grant Street

Denver, €0 80203

Software development

internships available, toolt

You may email your r^m^ to:

emplo3fment^^|uaHLCom

Or you may fax your riiumi to:

303.894.1649

Abo, dwell out our vvebsite at

littpe//fifi»wr.^triLcow

r ^Ci

^n,

''h-^^:
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Calculate the SAVINGS

available on

m ^
EWLETT*

PACKARD

HP 48GX

Has all standard trigonomic functions,

T^^quatiofv solver, matrix

operations, symbolic calculations, built in

equation and constant library.

UCLA Store Price $lo9«95

Business

Computes loan and amortization, cash

flow, internal rate of return, and net present

value. Can also do bond calculations.

UCLA Store Price $o9«95

(Cfhigefk ®(iiift

GREAT REBATES on
other HP Calculators

$10
REBATE

MODEL

HP 19BII

HP 486

HP32Sn

HPIOB

HP20S

STORE
PRICE

I139.9S

$99.95

SSMS

%HM
S32.9S

MAIL-IN
REBATE

less $10

UsillO

lm$10

Um»$S

ititis

NET COST

$129.95

$89.95

$46.95

$31.95

$27.95

Mail-In rtbattf must ba postmarkad

by 10/30/98.

Financial \

HP 12C

Calculates internal rate of return,

depreciation, statistics, mean,

standard deviation, bond
j

yield to maturity and more.

UCLA Stor« Price $09«95 i

5€i§ct9d Itrnm also available at Lu ¥aUe Commons and the Health Sciences Store.

® Compiilnr Storg
n(^?06.0P;8

open daily
|
wvvvv.iicUislore.utl.Kedu

BRADLEY
From page 1 I

Convention Center Sunday for the'

public viewing of Bradley's body.

At one of the highest points of his

political career, Bradley came within

60,000 votes of fhe" governorship in

1982, losmg out to Republican

George Deukmejian. He ran again in

1986, losing this time by a greater

margin.

At the same time that he increased

diversity in the city, he made Los

Angeles a city recognized interna-

tionally for entertainment and trade,

most notably through the 1984

Olympic Games.

(Tom) Bradley ... _
enabled Los Angeles to

serve as a trade center.

Sen. Diannc Feinstcin remem-
bered the Olympics as Bradley's

greatest achievement , y

"When we think of Carl Lewis win-

ning his four gt)ld medals, or Mary
J-ou Retton vaulting4^f way i n to the

country's heart, we have Mayor
Bradley to thank." Feinstcin said in a

statement.

The games brought $}.} billion to

the local econcMiiy and created 68.000

jobs. UCLA served as a venue for

Rodney King.

He left officejn 1993 after 20 years

as the city's leader - 20 years which

many remember with fondness.

"He would have 'no business days'

and open the office to the public so

visitors could come in," said Cobs,

who described Bradley as a mentor

and always available for him to talk

to.

In 1 996, Bradley had a heart attack

and then a stroke. He spent much of

his last two years out of the public

spotlight.

Cobs was one of many who lined

up outside the convention center to

pay respects to the mayor. Some were

too young to remember much of what

the mayor did.

"From what I hear and know, he

was a special man," said Chiquita

Duplessis, 13.

Bradley will be remembered at

OCLA for many years with the build-

ing named in his honor.

Bradley Hall houses the interna-

tional student center as well as the

archives fro^m the mayor's years in

office.

Gower, who runs the center,

remembered working with Bradley

over twi) years putting the center

together.

Hi s passi ng stopped me %r u

" III

some o\ the events and hou.sed the

Olympic Village where the athletes

stayed.

Bradley also enabled Los Angeles

to serve as a trade cente r by funding
the growth of the city, including the

airport, sea ports and downtown sky-

"I will remember him for loving

Los Angeles and for making Los

Angeles a world-class city," Mayor
Richard Riordan said in a statement.

Bradley's final years in office were

marred by the 1^92 riol.s which came
in response to the acquittal of four

police officers accused o\' beating

moment,"Gower said.

Thancellor Albert Carnesale was

one of many officials to release a

statement on the mayor's passing.

"Bradley's devotion to UCjLA
continued throu^hout his life, and he

never tired ol crediting the university

for providing him with 'a first class

education that opened new worlds for

me.*" Carnesale said.

Before the UCLA football game

IMPEACHMENT
Prom page 5

limit it to the Monica Lewinsky

affair, but it is likely to be defeated.

On Sunday Hyde again rejected

the Democratic demands. He even

said he might, if neces.sary, be will-

ing to expand the inquiry beyond

Independent Counsel Kenneth
Starr's report to Congress on the

president's relationship with

Monica Lewinsky, a White House

intern.

The JudiciaFyT'ommittee antici-

pates no more material from Starr.

Hyde said, and "we are not seeking

that. We're not oiit trolling for addi-

tional issues. But if they come to our

attention we will deal with them."

Hyde, who appeared on NBC's
"Meet the Press" and "Fox News
Sunday," added, "We don't feel

bound by Ken Starr."

Hyde mentioned as possible

extensions Whitewater, Filegate,

Travelgate and Clinton's relation-

ship with former White House vol-

unteer Kathleen Willey and said his

committee will look at a report

being put out this week by a differ-

ent House committee on alleged

White House campaign fund-raising

violations. "We don't want to shut

our eyes or use tunnel vision," he

said.

At the same time, Hyde admitted

that if the House votes to impeach or

indict the president, the 67 votes

required in the Senate to remove
him from office are not there. "They
won't do that unti) the American
people move, and they have to move
from where they apparently arc if

the polls are true," Hyde said.

The ranking Democrat on the

Judiciary Committee, John Conycrs
of Michigan, said on NBC the

Saturday, spectators observed a

moment of silence for Bradley.

Carnesale, former Chancellor

Charles Young and Vice Chancellor

of Student Affairs Winston Doby are

expected to attend the memorial ser-

vice for Bradley lixlay at the First

A.ML. Church.

Young, CJov, Pete Wilson and Vice

President Al (Jore are to be among
the speakers,

Democrats want a Thanksgiving

deadlirie on the probe, but he was

receptive to Hyde's year-end pro-

posal. "We may be able to work that

out, " Conycrs said.

Democrats generally were strcpti-

cal the inquiry could end this year so

long as Republicans can introduce

additional issues damaging to the

president.

"If all you do is Lewinsky, you

can'l^make that last more than a cou-

ple of months," said Rep. Barney

Frank, D-Mass., a committee mem-
ber. "What I am afraid we are going —^^
to get is an impeachment in search

of a high crime."

House Democratic leader Dick

Gephardt of Missouri indicated he

will v(^te against the GOP inquiry

resolution when it gets to the floor

this week.

"I don't want to authorize a two-

year, open-ended fishing expedition

into everything under the sun,"

Gephardt said.

Lawmakers generally discounted

the proposal former President Ford

made Sunday in The New York
Times that the Clinton scandal could

be ended by having the president

appear on the House floor to be pub-

licly rebuked for his behavior.

"You don't want to come up with

,

a punishment that may not be ade-

quate for the action that may have

happened," Senate Majority Leader

Trent Lott. R-Miss., said on ABC.
"^""

"I can't see the president stand-

ing in the well taking the arrows of

disaffected congressmen," Hyde —
said.

Hyde said it is possible that after

the House ends its investigation the

Senate could move to end the matter

by censuring the president.

"Everything is possible," he said. "I

wouldn't rule anything out."
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ROBBERY
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Everyone complied and remained

calm, she said.

—The first suspect then came out

from the back room, and the two

suspects left the store, Siezers said.

The entire incident took five to 10

minutes.

"It was really. scary," she said. "I

saw my life flashing in front of me."

DPS student officers and a stu-

dent who saw the robbery taking

"It was really scary."

'Alii Siezers

First-year student

place from outside Trojan Grounds

notified DPS of the robbery, Taylor

said.

A report of the incident was

promptly dispatched to DPS and

LAPD units.

Two DPS units located near 28th

and Figueroa streets responded to

the dispatch.
^

______
As they were heading toward

campus, two vehicles, described as a

station wagon and an Oldsmobile,

exited from Gate 3, Taylor said.

DPS officers noticed that the

headlights on the suspects' vehicles

Vernon Avenue and then drove

southbound on Figueroa Street at

80 mph, Taylor said.

At Slauson Avenue, one LAPD
unit joined three DPS units in the

cliase.

At this point, the suspects' two

vehicles split up.

The police cars chased the two

suspects in the Oldsmobile west on

Slauson Avenue, Taylor said. The

other suspect driving the station

wagon fled east on Slauson.

The suspects stopped the vehicle

at 61 St and Flower streets, and while

exiting the vehicle, fired a shot

through their own windshield.

Taylor said.

After stopping his vehicle, Mears

withdrew his weapon and exited his

vehicle.
~' The suspects fired at Mears, then

ran westbound through a nearby

pedestrian tunnel toward Broadway,

Taylor said.

DPS officers, including Mears,

pursued them on foot.

The canine unit tracked the two

suspects to The Classic Motor Inn at

6101 Broadway, where they had

forced entry into a room occupied

by two people.

After rescuing the two people, the

SWAT team searched the room and

apprehended the two suspects

around 3 a.m., police said.

Police officers recovered two

guns and approximately $4,300,

which is believed to be what was

wc i r nut uu. he sai± hikon from TroJMn C^ftMrntk^

As the DPS units followed the

two vehicles southbound on

Figueroa Street, a third DPS unit

joined the pursuit.

—Tlrc-vchicles then headed east-

t - '
,

onto Exposition Boulevard and

entered the southbound Harbor

Freeway where they traveled up to

100 mph.

They exited the freeway on

CRIME
From page 8

Those proposals - including one

that would have made public the

names of witnesses to violent crime -

are not in the bill Clinton is expected

to sign next week.

Carter, whose organization was a

leading force behind the new laws,

_says he is pleased with the outcome.

"The most significant effect (will be

to) crack the seal of FERPA (the

Family Educational Rights and

Privacy Act)," he said.

FERPA is 1974 law that guarantees

the privacy of student records.

Under FERPA regulations, col-

leges would often fail to disclose that

their students committed violent

crimes. Carter asserts.

But the reforms, said Carter, have

closed this loophole.

He said that the final results of a

disciplinary proceeding for acts of vio-

SHERIFF
From page 8

vices.

The department also operates the

nation's largest urban jail system,

with 19,000 inmates.

The four-term incumbent has

guided the department through

earthquakes, fires, floods and the

riots after *the acquittals of police

officers in the Rodhey King beating,

as well as a host of internal troubles.

In 1992, investigators appointed

by the county Board of Supervisors

issued a scathing account of the

department's brutal style of policing

in black and Hispanic neighbor-

hoods.

Last year. The Justice Department

cited the department for civil rights

violations in its treatment of mental-

ly ill prisoners.

This year, the department has

been rocked by allegations of

l^ribery Tft the $20 million food-ser-

vices division of the downtown jail

Mahoney said. One of the suspects

was wearing a bullet-proof vest,

Taylor said.

Additional charges, including

-robbery, could be brought against

the two suspects by the Los Angeles

district attorney, Mahoney said.

Thursday's robbery was odd

since the store is frequented by DPS
and LAPD officers, Taylor said.

lence or non-forcible sex offenses -

including the name of the accused stu-

dents - can be disclosed to the public

without the written consent of the

accused student.

Peggy McNamara, information

systems administrator for the

Harvard University Police

Department (HUPD), will now be

required to send the DOE a compre-

hensive accounting of crime at

Harvard each year.

Previously, McNamara was only

required to release statistics upon the

DOE'S request, although HUPD has

publicly released Harvard crime sta-

tistics for years.

"We know it's coming,"

McNamara said of the new provi-

sions. "It's a little premature to make

a comment."

McNamara said she plans meet

with HUPD Chief Francis D. "Bud"

Riley to work through the details of

the bill.

I.lcfe

BiilRNCARD

Bob
Schsrmsrhoni

SAA President

^(^ :^^

Let Them Eat Cake.
stop by UCLA's Birthday Celebration today from 11 a.m.

to 1 p.m. in front of Kerckhoff Hall. Sigri the gigantic card,

grab some free cake, and have some fun.

Free Stuff. ., ..,,,..,;,,#:

They're all you'll ever need in a water Bottle: they hold

water and squirt. And, they're free to SAA members who
pick them up at the Alumni Center this week. First come,

first served 'til they run out.

Career Workshops. __^^_
""Get a competitive advantage. Attend weekly career work-

shops at the Alumni Center. See this ad, weekly, to find out

, what's new. Workshops start week two.

and alleged inmate beatings by the

deputies.

The contrast between the two

candidates' personalities couldn't

be starker.

Baca. 56, earned a doctorate in

public administration from the

University of Southern California as

he worked his way up the ranks to

oversee field operations for one of

the de*partment'? five regions.

He appears to feel more comfort-

able explaining his views on strate-

gic planriing than making stump

speeches, and advocates the use of

technology and computers for solv-

ing crime,

Block shows flashes of the come-

dian.

He called a news conference to

talk about neighborhood policing

the day before the Jewish holiday of

Yom Kippur, and prefaced his

remarks by telling reporters,

"Tomorrow is the holiest day of the

year in my religion, .so I'll be praying

for all of you."

Want Some Money?
There are $2,500 awards available for continuing under-

graduates with a minimum 3.5 GPA, minimum of 36 UCLA
regular-session quarter units and minimum sophomore sta-

tus. Applications are available now at the Alumni Center.

SAA.
If you're not already a member, join today! Check your

BruinCard; It should^y "SAA" and the expiration date ot
your membership in the blue. Stop by the BruinCard

Office or visit one of the informational tables in Ackerman
to join or renew your membership.

It's Your Big Chance.
SAA members plan some of UCLA's largest events and

most cherished traditions To find out how you can

participate, attend one of two information nieetings.

Meetings will be held on Tuesday Oct 6 and

Wednesday. Oct 7 at 7 p m in the Alumni Center

UCLA Student Alumni Association

The Alumni Center

Los Angeles, CA 90095-1397

For Event & Volunteer information:

(310)UCLA-SAAor

Fax: (310) 825-8678

E-mail: saa@suppprt.ucla.edu

UCLA Alumni Association

The Alumni Center

Los Angeles, CA 90095-1397

For Membership Infonnation:

(310) UCLALUM

Fax:(310)825-8678
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VIEWPOINT
viewpotnt^media.uda.edu

Tomonrow
^an 'Generation X*

manage to defend

itself against the

corporation-media

complex?

Goloriess green ideas sleep furiously
After leaving home for

first time, everyone seems to

be speaking another language

Think about this: **Colorless green ideas

sleep furiously/' How about that? This

convoluted phrase is most pften tied to

Noam Chomsky, which could begin an interest-

ing philosophical discussion regarding the

nature of language in relation to the develop-

ment of meaning, but that's not what this col-,

umn is about.

But still, I rather like

the headline. It's agood
collection of words, but if

you don't like it, write

another one. That's right.

You write the headline. In

fact, do it now.

Come on, why not?

Why should the copy edi-

tors and I have all the fun?

This is yuurchance, i)ut gp6nCCt
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before I go any further,

this column is not a frost-

ed-over, take-the-road-less-

traveled bundle of fluff. I'm not going to spew

cliches about how to start oil thc^year by torg-

ing your path for the search for truth today - as

though that's something that you can do on a

Monday afternoon.

'^-This is not an infomcrcial for the applied

philosophy department. This is school. This is

life. How about that? Surprises me too.

And a special hello to all the freshmen.

Although everything is fresh, things change

(sorry about the cliches, I'll stop). This is your

chance. Today is the day: Monday, Week One.

I'm sure that you may be saying, "But what

about Week Zero? Doesn't Week Zero count?"

Well, no.

Follow me on this: "zero" is nothing. Zero

stands for nothing; zero can't hold a cold soda,

won't nil your wallet and it doesn't make for

much of a relationship.

So, is this what you're paying your tuition

for?

Yes, but at least you're getting something for

free. I'm always in favor of getting something*

for free, but the problem is I've never heard of

a company or a school giving something worth

having unless you have something to give them.

But 1 do think that the whole "zero" concept

may be worth something. Think if wc had "date

Hill is a fourth-year communications studies

student. E-mail comments to srhill@ucla.edu.

zeros.

You could go out, cut through the nervous-

ness and just date because the date wouldn't

count. That would be great, but perhaps I

should come back to reality. Besides, who
would ever say "yes" to an invitation to go out

on a "zero-eth" date? Nk) one, because you

wouldn't get credit for the date on your dating

resume. I suppose Week Zero really isn't worth

anything after all.

Nevertheless, welcome to Week One.

Hopefully, your Week One will get off to a

good start. I'm sure you're settling into your •

new room whether you're in the dorms, in an

apartments, in a home or in a condo (ifl've left

anything out. I'm sorry - I'm trying to be polit-

ically correct here).

And, moving is a lot like school. You forget

a lot of things: the lunch bags that you were

supposed to bring, or maybe you forgot to

bring a sauce pan for the apartment's kitchen,

or your cool all-leather hiking boots. There is

See HILL, page 25

Media, society perpetuate

stereotypical view of Islam
MYTHS: Tying Muslims

to terrorism, repression

shows lacli of knowledge

ByAhmtdShama

What's the first thing we think of

when we imagine a Muslim? Does the

word "terrorist" ring a bell? Do we

imagine countries without wonien's

rights? Do we think of Louis

Shama Is a fourth-year computer sci-

ence student and the president of the

Muslim Students Association. Salar Rizvi,

who also contributed to this submis-

sion, is a third-year business economics

student and the vice president of the

Muslim Students Assodatk>n.

Farrakhan? Do we only see a man
roaming the desert aimlessly? If these

are the images that immediately come

to mind, then we have already fallen

prey to the misrepresentations of

Islam and'Muslims.
' We live in a time when all of our

information comes from five minute

sound bites and word-of-mouth. It

seems that we have come to accept

anything that sounds "almost believ-

able" and have used these bits of news

to shape our world view.

It's similar to accepting the stereo-

type that all African American youths

are gangsters or that all Latinos are

illegal aliens. Wc simply take an excep-

tion as the rule and base our judge-

ments upon that.

These generalizations often run so

deep that they influence our behavior

toward each other before any dialogue

is exchanged. We already harbor pre-

conceived notions about people

before they even open their mouths.

In recent events, we have witnessed

the bombings of U.S. embassies in

Kenya and Tanzania. As a result of

our ingrained misconception, we
automatically relate the word "bomb-

ings" to Muslims. Without any evi-

dence or eyewitness accounts, the

U.S. government, the media and the

majority of the world have ah^eady

tried and convicted Muslims as the

perpetrators of these crimes.

The gravest aspect of this rush to

judgment is that our accusations rest

entirely on generalizations and stereo-

types. In light of this, let us try to clear

up a few of the misconceptions about

Islam and Muslims.

SccSIMMA,pi9e25

This week's

This Friday, Viewpoint will examine the

current state of the media. In light of the

ongoing investigation of President Clinton,

how do you feeUhe media have handled

themselves? Is the media's coverage

responsible and pertinent, or have

journalists overstepped their bounds?

Bring your submissions to 1 1 8 Kerckhoff

Hall or e-mail them to viewpoint

@media.ucla.edu.

If Ginton cared, hetl step down
RESIGNATION: President's

insistence on continuing

rule hurts country, party

By Martin Chippas

Imagine this hypothetical, if you

would. A man works in an office some*

where. He's a salesman, the best sales-

man his company has. While he has

run the sales department, it has experi-

enced its most successful in years ever.

Then, one day, one of his former

employees files a sexual harassment

suit against him. His company stands

behind him and he continues to work.

Then rumors spread that he may be

having a sexual relationship with a

subordinate employee, this time a

young intern. He's asked about

it on trial under oath, he says it

isn't true. His boss asks him

if it is true, he wags his fin-

ger at him and says he

did not have a sexual

relationship with

that woman.

His friends

and colleagues

ask him if it is

true, he tells

them it is not.

They publically

defend him. Then

Q tapa lyrns up

of the United States instead ofan aver-

age citizen should that make any dif-

ference?

For the last nine months, the nation

has been overwhelmed with the ques-

tion of Bill Clinton's presidency. The

media has been consumed by the story

of the president's actions and especial-

ly by the sexual details of his "inappro-

priate" relationship with Monica

Lewinsky.

The public seems to be split between

those who have always supported

Clinton, those who have never su]>

ported him and those who wish the

whole thing would go away. The ques-

tion of whether or not President

Clinton will be impeached will ulti-

mately be answered not by the public.

but by Congress. Chances are the polit-

ical will won't exist to put the country

through an impeachment process

beyond the early stages, especially

when the president continues to enjoy

high approval ratings.

And of course 'there remains the

question of whether or not the crimes

Clinton is alleged to have committed

are sufficient to remove him from

office. Congress really only has two

choices within their constitutionally

defined powers, impeach or do noth-

ing - there really is no middle ground.

It seems that the Clinton presidency is

destined to be like a bad case of food

poisoning - the only way to get rid of it

will be to wait and let it pass.

SeeCHIPFAS,pa9e26

Lighten up, dabbling with

drugs never hurt anyone

showing him engag-

ing in sex with the

employee in ques-

tion. Evidence also

rns^up^lhat he may-

have influenced others

to lie and that he may

have tried to suppress

evidence that showed he

lied.

Does his boss decide

not to fire him because

he has been such a suc-

cessful salesman?

Does he retain his

credibility? Can

he effectively

continue his

job? If this man
were president

Chippas, a fourth-

year political sci-

ence student, is

chairman of the

Bruin Republicans.
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Convocation

sullied by speech
Admittedly, Academic

Convocation is not the subject of

much controversy. But apparently.

Undergraduate Student

Association Council (USAC)

President Stacy Lee wants to

change all of that! Although the

program before her ascent to the

podium was fairly de rigueur. it^as

not exactly unassuming. One could

o expect to hear a few words from the

chancellor, faculty and the like.

The mood of the event metamor-

phasized starkly as Lee began her

speech. Where did she think she

was - at a Vietnam protest? Lee

deliberately and with incendiary

Hair announced her views of the

world and how we have much

responsibility to the troubles of the

planet. I would like her to attempt

this at graduation! President Lee

spared no topic, no person from

shame.

Chancellor Carnesale, the

University of California Regents,

and all of us loafing students were

her targets regarding hunger, envi-

ronmentalism. women's rights and,

of course, affirmative action.

Listening to politicians (which

includes President Lee) use events

or situations as sounding boards is

common. However, may I ask what

convocation has to do with any-

thing political? May I ask why

President Lee, who 1 do not think

will be allowed to run again, tried to

push her "victim ideology"? Lee is

a fifth-year senior, which means she

should concentrate more on gradu-

ating in time than assailing a chan-

cellor who presided over the first

registration cost rollback in recent

memory.

Now, President Lee, who is affili-

ated with the Praxis slate, could

have been advancing party lines.

This would have made sense, at

least, but at no point did she explain

any part of that! She valued histri-

onics over history, and she con-

fused and disgusted me in one

speech.

Personally, 1 believe that apoliti-

cal events, namely convocation,

commencement, homecoming, etc.

should stay that way. President Lee

should recognize that more than

one first-year student feels alienated

and betrayed by her public policy.

Thomas Sotero$-M<Nainara

Tirst-ytar

Pre-polhkal sdencc

AID: Congress musn't

snuff out best parts of

college life with bill

By Sara Cagno
The Pin News

^
University Wire i

PITTSBURGH - College is just

another word for four or more

years of irresponsibility and unac-

countability. With no boss or

parental unit to answer to, students

are free to eijpress themselves how-

ever they choose. Some get pierced

and tattooed, some dye their hair

blue and green, some give in to the

urge to try cross-dressing and most

of us at least skip morning classes to

write papers due at 5:45 that

evening.

Yes, and this atmosphere of free-

dom also gives us the ability to

experiment with drugs of every

form.

Experimenting with

drugs is something

^Uege

away from students who are con-

victed of selling or possessing drugs

because he believes that these peo-

ple have "drug abuse problems" and

do not deserve the government's

help. While reading about the bill, I

began to wonder if Souder ever

smoked up while in school but then

later was forced to publicly

denounce drug use in order to run

on the Republican platform. It hap-

pens to the best of us, I'm afraid.

If college were any different than

it is right now, it would be the real

world. I can't think of a more fright-

ening thought. Most of us count the

days until graduation while prepar-

ing for midterms during junior year

- but we sing a different tune when

we realize that graduation is only a

few months away. Some consider

working on double or triple majors

just to delay graduation. We revel in

our freedom to party till 5 a.m. and

sleep till noon.

I agree with the old saying that

college is the best four years of life.

Teenagers here become adults by

trying on different identities <until

one finally fits comfortably. Call

me radical, but I believe that exper-

imenting with drugs is something

college students should have' an

—opportunity to dO i
—

should have an

opportunity to do.

Aside from the whole legaliza-

tion debate, I see how many people

are actually helping to discover

themselves by using drugs responsi-

bly every onee^in a whiles

College students have never been

the archetype of social, responsible

members of society. To employers,

we're the most undependable work-

ers imaginable. To professors, we're

beings who pay thousands of dollars

to attend classes ... that we decide to

sleep through instead.

In light of all this, the honorable

U.S. Rep. Mark Souder (R-Ind.)

wants to change the course of histo-

ry with his "pull-the-college-aid-

away-from-the-druggies" bill. But

why fix what isn't broken?

Souder wants to pull funding

Cagno wonders if Souder ever

inhaled.

Aside from Souder wanting col-

lege students to become model citi-

zens (read: "responsible"), he also

wants us to answer to the govern-

ment at every turn.

"Any time you go into the public

treasury," he was quoted as saying,

"the public has a right to hold you

accountable."

Is anyone else as afraid of this

idea as I am? It's one thing to try to

help students who have genuine

drug problems, but it's quite anoth-

er to make each federally funded

college student answer to the public

(read: the public elected into

Congress) at every turn. Excuse me

SeeMU6S,pa9e24

BORN AND RAISED
By Reuben Corona and Gus Campos

"o.k. we'll wait here while
champion presses the button."
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Impeachment of Qinton

would bring back values
MORALS: Congress must

review timeless truths

found in Constitution

By Matt Nagel

Daily Utah Chronicle (U. Utah)

University Wire

* SALT LAKE CITY - I read a

bumper sticlcer that said, "If you're

not outraged, you're not paying

attention."

Judging by the weathered appear-

ance of the sticker and the Datsun it

was sticking to, it must have been in

reference to the cancellation of

"MASH "

But its message is poignantly rele-

vant today.

Anyone not outraged with the

1998 World Series of political

dodgeball happening in

Washington, DC, must have their

television locked on ESPN (as if the

next home run will look any differ-

ent from the last one).

Why is there any

controversy at all

n't really lying. Does a fib count as

perjury? Is that a high enough crime

or misdemeanor?

Does a three-legged beetle swim

in a circle?

Of course, Clinton must resign or

be impeached. If not, we should call

his workplace "the Oral Office,"

replace the eagle on the president's

seal with a rabbit and change the

country's name to "the United

States of Moral Apathy. '*"=

If the approval polls are accurate

(did anyone ever call and ask you?),

then over 60 percent of Americans

would have no problem with that.

If that's actually the case, then

over 60 percent of Americans

(including Hollywood, TV and radio

- all of which have sub-zero stan-

dards) deserve a portion of the

blame for Clinton's crime.

In other words, Clinton's monkey

business was made possible by a

society of voters who didn't think his

character would ever affect his ser-'

vice.

(Anyone who thinks he had any

character to begin with needs to

watch less ESPN).

What worries me is that Congress

is releasing all the evidence to these

same people, trying to see their reac-
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SHAMA
From page 22

Islam, in meaning and translation,

means "submission to one God."

Muslims, ihc followers of Islam, num-

her about 1.6 billion people worldwid^-

and can be found in everv corner ot

the Earth

The prophet o^ Islam

Islam con(demns

ran(dom acts of violence

against innocent

people.These acts are ...

vigilantism and anarchy.

^mifh

regarding the future

of Bill Clinton?

Either that, or they're just as

immoral as the dodgeball all-star

himself, William Jefferson Clinton.

And if so, my labeling them as such

is as catalytic as calling a cat lazy. At

best, it will go somewhere else to

sleep.

So while everyone else is sad-

dened by the defamation of the

country's most sacred office, dis-

gusted at the inclusion of every

greasy detail in Starr's report and

Congress' Jkicko or iui&ious for a.

conclusion - be it impeachment, res-

ignation or censure - so they can

hurry up and hear what the press has

to dig up on Al Gore's creative cam-

paign financing practices, L feel

something altogether different.

I am puzzled.

Why is there any controversy at

all regarding the future of Bill

Clinton?

If America had not fallen so far

from the principles it was founded

upon, the only questions left for

journalists to ask the president's

lawyers would be about which tie

he's going to wear to his next job

interview.

How is it that all the lawyers in

Congress, with their prestigious cre-

dentials and enough charisma to be

voted in term after term, can't apply

a constitutional law to a known
criminal?

Instead, they continue debating:

it's about invading a man's private

life.

No, it's about perjury. Well, she

never inhaled, so technically it was-

li6n ft6r6ir6 6fffr4ft^

With a few exceptions. Congress

is passing the judgment buck to peo-

ple less familiar with the constitu-

tional stipu lations that should die-

DRUGS
From page 23

Rcprcsentafivc, 1 forgot to tell you

about the awesome acid trip 1 had last

weekend.

I can see the government in the

future taking away funding from

female students who have had abor-

tions or pulling money from students

who participate in anarchist demon-

strations.

Anything the government of the

day doesn't agree with could become

a reason to pull out its funding, send-

ing us the message that we don't real-

ly deserve a college education. 1 can

tate the judgement.

But I don't want to believe the

polls. I want to believe that America

is as solid as its constitution. I want"

to believe that living according to

some ethical standard is important

to enough of us to manifest itself in

election results.

I want to believe that freedom has

allowed us to choose leaders who
will lead us forward - to the hard to

believe all that right now, isn't it?

I believe the answer to America's

jBoraLmalacJies is found in, believe it

or not, pop-culture's latest trends.

People are so obsessed with

everything retro - music from The

Cherry Poppin' Daddies ('40s), bell-

bottomed and corduroy pants

('60s), "That '70s Show" (could they

be any more obvious) and "The

Wedding Singer" ('80s). But they

have failed to retro-activate some-

thing trendy from the '50s.

How about the moral conduct

that stabilized families prior to the

sexual revolution?

Hopefully the House of

Representatives will initiate this

trendy new morality by sending the

president to the Senate, where a two-

thirds majority will solidify the re-

direction of American values.

Or, if he wanted to finally get

some positive press coverage and

widespread admiration (since the

sixth grade, these are the only self-

serving reasons he has wanted the

presidency anyway). Bill Clinton

could humbly step down, for once

leading the nation towards a more

perfect union.

see a future where the colleges and

universities will become empty'

except for the privileged few who can

afford college without assistance.

Do we really have to answer to the

government about absolutely every-

thing we do? Will we need to fill out

monthly questionnaires to confirm

that we haven't dropped, bumped,

smoked or popped anything we

shouldn't have? (And would anyone

actually tell the truth?)

Stop the insanity! Lei^I^e aHverv"
. I

«

.. 'J.,

turous experiment with their drugs,

and let the lazy sleep through class

for weeks on end. If no one gets hurt,

what's the problem?

Viuhanunad (peace and blessings

w\)o\\ hmi) - \vas the last in a chain o\'

prophets that included Adam. Noah.

Abraham. Moses and Jesus (amongst

man> others). They each came vsith

the message of belief in one Ciod and

promoted righteousness and justice

among their followers. These eternal

concepts are the very cornerstone ot

Islamic beliel.

A common misconception that

runs rampant about Muslims in the

liietlia and societs todav is TliaT

Muslims are violent terrorists who
have a blatant disregard for innocent

lives. The truth of the matter is Islam

condemns random acts ofMolencc

been grappling with for decades.

It gave women the right to their,

own money, which their husbands

could not touch. On the (lip side, the

husband's money was used to su, port

the family.

Islam gave women a status of high

inlelleclual and moral status (that

uritilihis day) has not been ivoi

matched. Women iire seen as the

backbone of .societs and are entrusted

with the responsibilils o{ raising the

next gener^rtion and >haping human

li\es. It is said thai u hen vouha\e edu-

cated a man, you have taught an indi-

vidual. But uhen you have educated a

mother, you have taught a nation.

.All of these changes took place in a

pre-lslamic society that treated

women like mere sex objects that can

be traded or bought at a mans free

will

A piirallel can be drawn trom the

pre-lslamic society to the way the\ arc

treated in our sociel^v todav. Women
are only to be seen and not heard.

Tliev are used to advertise everything

from Cokes to cars and thought of as

mere decoration pieces lor guys to

gawk at. .\ woman is given her status

in societv. not by the vvav she thinks,

but by the way she looks. In tbe

attempt to free themselves from men
bv throwing olT modest dress, many

women have in reality become mere

sex objects.

TtiereTiTe manv misconceptions

against innocent people, inese acts

arc equated to vigilantism and anar,-

chv.

JNlam. however. doe> recognize a

K'upic s rir.hi lo nisiiic aiht trci^doin

One cou ld v^r ite ent i re

peupit

trom oppression. Theiet ore. when an

I i-year old child vn arches his mother

beaicn mc!clk^^ly by an ;trmed Israch

xiitliei he lias the full right let defend

himscli and his familv. H" he hurls a

r^H,k ailhe soldier, is he a terrorist.' Or

IS ihe soldier.' ,^,

When images arc spoonted to us b>

Islam gave women
. a status of high

intellectual and moral

status that (until this

day) has not been not

matched.

books about the

misconceptions that

are propagated aga i nst

Islam and Muslims.

ilK meoia. ail ue .see is a violent >(Hiih

' aiutckng all unkiiovMi iibject vvilii

Kick.s Whai \Nc uon i see i-s the cii-

' cunisiiiiiccs dial icu lo .-.uch behavioi.

Wc ui>n I leci ihe oppression that he is

Linucigoing. Wf condemn him \v\

ihrowing locks, and \vedi>n I ask whv.

Another common misconception as

that Isiam mistreats and oppresses

women. W hat we don I realize is that

1.400 vears ago Islam gave rights to

women that are still being tought for

in todav s society. It gave women the

right to hold property and participate

in their self-determination, something

that the .Amft-ican experiment has

<_j iii
'

HILL
From page 22

something to be saicMor having the

opportunity to burn your own water,

but independence has its down side.

After leaving home for the first time,

gone is the familiar feel of the carpet

beneath your feet and in its place a

chilling sense of what psychologists

could classify as "adjustment."

Don't get me wrong (be careful of

people who start a sentence with

;;don't get me wrong,"), change

requires adjustment - don't worry,

I'll work through the cliche. Follow

me on this. It's like when you move*

mto your apartment and you're

iiM) liiM) liiM) liyiii) imi 'M' l^ IMI to'

litHJJI

UKIVIIM

$20'

m
m^^ lie liuiun Ko)) [Co»(ca

'^ DRIVING & TRAFFIC SCHOOL

m\ Ml IMI IMI ^^\ W^ IM.I i^J^lii IMI IM IMI liLiyiiw

Special Student and Staff Discount j.-y..-j|

Traffic School on Weekdays & Saturdays 'iSwl.

1 093 Broxton Ave #218(310) 208-3333 jSS
In Westwood Villc^ge. above the Wherehouse Hlfli

thai run lainpant in ihe inedia and in

oui minds lodav. WhiU ut helieve is
j

what we have been loTd. and most o\

that ha.s been lies

Issues such as terrorism and

women are not the only topics that

require explanation One could write

entire books about the misconcep-

tions thai are propagated against

Islam and Muslims today

Interestingly enough, in Islam,

siereotvpes abi>ut a societv or |X'ople

are torbidden. and it is incumbent

upon us 10 think the best ot each other

as uell as lo givVVacK ofhcl Hie beiuT

I'll i'i the doubl. Isia'ii leaehes jjs lo

iZive Ciul. olhei ~(> cveuse.s betoie

passing judgemcni on a pel si i.. vsho

lKisc(.>mnmied a wiongaciAtr.

Whal 11 all ci-nies down io .s iha

ilie'iicM inVil vsc heai ,• blaiike. ^laie

nieni \\\ ihc media about .mv walti.K

oi people. It IS iiiiporlani u> distm-

^ulsh between what is liu . and v- hai

.

mere hvpe .We cannot simplv take

eveiv thing al lace value, and :t is mir

dutv to seek the truth

As students here at UCLA, we

have come to an institution of higher

learning lo beciMiic educated. If we

are >incere in this endeavor, then we

will do. our utmost to educate our-

selves about each other and the world

around us.

afraid to buy an air freshener for the

bathroom, because you're afraid

that you'll offend your roommate,

because he'll think that you're react-

ing to his B.O. when he doesn't have

any. Besides. I know that you're into

potpourri and your bathroom is a

hallowed hall of cleanliness, and yoii

sacrifice Tidy Bowl Drop-Ins to Mr.

Geanr~ ~
~~~^

Always account for difference,

because some people's idea of fun is

not watching "Happy Days" reruns

on a Friday night.

And. while many college stuJehts

are spll trying to forget the days of

wearing a retainer and hope to be

See mu, page 26

MINOR IN

EDUCATION STUDIES
MESP

Second section of the course:

Perspectives on the American College

#183-244-201
(no PTE# needed)
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• / 1727 W. Olympic Boulevard (inside Ralphs)
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~ Save up to

$120 off
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PLUS up to
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Beanwear*
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September 28 - October 16
UCLA Store Ackerman Union
Campus Photo/Graduation Etc
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North Campus Student Center

^Certificate may be redeemd for BearWear merchandise only.

HILL
From page 25

put on retainer and stand in line at

gourmet markeU - it's a matter of

style.

You've got to take a hard look at

things and decide what looks good,

which may be a problem if you aren't

used to it. This isn't much of a prob-

lem for me, because mirrors fill my
apartment walls. Apparently the

original owners thought, "Hey, we
can't usually afford to build large

apartments. Let's just put a lot of

mirrors around the place so it looks

as though they have a lot of space.

They'll never know - or at least

they'll have signed the lease by then

and then \ve have them."

In many people's minds perhaps

Blue Blockers are style, but they defi-

nitely are not the way to build your

unique independence style - after all

this is your day. And I'm sure that

there will be surprises along the way.
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CHIPPAS
From page 26

about how his family felt, he would

have resigned long before this affair

continued to the point it has.

I know that you're

into potpourri and

your bathroom is

a hallowed hall

of cleanliness.

You can either fill

your apartment

with garbage or

deal with the trash

monkeys (rats).

Now what does that have to do

with "style?" Well I could say that

you need a mirror to have style

because otherwise you wouldn't

know what you look like. Or I could

say that style always f^uiree a little

What kind of surprises? How
about our friends who live in the

garbage duitipsters - you know, the

trash monkeys. But you don't discov-

er these monkeys until you toss your

trash into the dumpster, turn your

back, and you hear something move
behind you; by then you've met.

But you have to take out the trash,

or do you? You can either fill your

apartment with garbage or deal with

the trash monkeys (rats).

Nonetheless, you should under-

stand that you'll have to deal with

the trash monkeys and all other

catch-22s. Imagine you're sitting in

the living room and the room is a lit-

tle hot - a little spicy - and you've

got to deal with the classic apartment

catch.22: open the door to qoqH

bit of deception.

But remember there will always be

people who just feel pretty in lime

green and think that buying Blue

sophisticated upgrade -Blue

Blockers only as seen on television.

Quite a marketing line, don't you

think? I don't know why that makes

them more enticing.

After leaving home
for the first time,

gone is the familiar

feel of the carpet

beneath your feet.

things off, but have to listen to the

passing cars or shut out the noise

and deal with a simmering room.

Such is life. (Sorry, I promised no

cliches.i
But still, I suppose that you may

think that I'm full of hot air. It's pos-

sible. And the thing about hot air is it

rises. I know I live on the third Hoor

of a three-fioor apartment building.

And as hot air rises, the hot air gets

closer to God, because that's where

God lives. He has the ultimate pent-

house apartment and He - from

what I understand - owns the place.

Now I'm not saying that people

who are full of hot air speak the only

words that reach God (even though

it may sound that way). I'm just say-

ing that people who are full of "hot

air" think that they're closer to God.

Anyway, I hope that by now
you've thought up your headline,

because I'm not going to do it foc^

Maybe it's because celebrity

appeal sells. And, of course in their

minds anyone who has been on tele-

vision is a celebrity, so why can't any-

thing seen on television be a celebrity

too?

you. Maybe if you can't come up

with any ideas, just steal one off a

bumper sticker, because I'm sure

you've Xeroxed the rest of your life,

but remember, copies are never as

good as the original.

CHIPPAS
From page 23

Whatever one thinks about the

validity of impeaching the president,

there can be no doubt that Clinton's

actions constitute an amazing lack of

judgement and ethics that have seri-

ously damaged his credibility^and his

ability to act as president.

Clinton didn't just lie to the public,

or the grand jury, or even just his fami-

ly - he lied to close friends and col-

leagues who put their reputations on

the line in defending him. How can he

expect them ever to do that again?

How can he effectively deal with

Congress with his support seriously

eroded? How can he act as a president

with this scandal looming over the

remainder of his term?

There are those defenders, of

course, who still maintain that this is

only about sex, that other presidents

have done it and that it has nothing to

do with his job.

Certainly the interest in the subject

is augmented by the details. It would

not be nearly as interesting to many if

this were about his finances or cam-

paign contributions. And yes, other

presidents have had affairs. But those

affairs were not with subordinate

employees and not in the Oval Office.

This has nothing to do with adul-

tery. If Clinton were unmarried, lying

under oath would still be illegal and

having sexual relationships with

employees and trying to cover it up

would still be unethical. As Sam
Donaldson of ABC News has fre-

quently stated, "There is nothing in the

law that says lying under oath is per-

jury unless it's about sex."

If President Clinton

really cared about

getting the business

ofthe country done

he would step aside.

S

The idea that Clinton's actions are

K because anyone would lie under

he same circumstances simply doesn't

wash. If Clinton really wanted to pro-

tect bis family and reputation, he

wouldn't have engaged in such irre-

sponsible behavior. If he really cared

See CHIPPAS, page 27

Sometimes what is best

for the country as a

whole is more

important than one's

own political interests.

Maybe what Clinton did isn't

impeachable, maybe it is. But what

should really be asked is why everyone

seems to think that Clinton is so criti-

cal to the continuing existence of our

republic. Docs anyone really believe

that Al Gore could not do at least as

adequate a job as president?

If President Clinton really cared

about getting the business ofthe coun-

try done he would step aside and let

Gore do it Not only would this benefit

the country by putting this ordeal to an

end. it would benefit Clinton's own

party by giving them a better chance at

enacting their own political goals and

giving them a huge advantage in the

2000 presidential elections.

But it seems that Clinton cares

more about his job than his country or

his parly. This article is written by a

Republican - one who has no interest

in seeing the Democratic party

strengthened or seeing a more liberal

politician become president. But

sometimes what is best for the country

as a whole is more important than

one's own political interests.

It's time for'Clinlon to realize this.

Only he can prevent this mess from

going any further. When it is clear that

a president may have violated the law.

Congress has no choice but to begin

hearings on the matter.

This isn't just going to go away.

Saying he's sorry is too little too late;

it's time for President Clinton to

resign.
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ARTS ENTERTAINMENT
In a dream
Robin Williams stars in "What Dreams

May Come," a new surreal movie about

death and love. In Monday's Issue.

Improvisational troupe

can still pull off winner
COMEDY: Despite certain

skits dragging on, actors

work to pack in humor

By Cheryl Klein

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Groundling Roy Jenkins on dis-

posable chopsticks: "it's like base-

ball cards. No one thought they were

worth anything until everyone else

threw them away."

— He and co-comedian JohrrtrraiTC

proceed to value the Panda Express

remnants at between $250,000 and

$6 million.

Oh, those Groundlings. The

above comes after Director Karen

Maruyama calls on audience mem-"

opening evening of their newest

.shoyfi^ !Ximimdlin^s Hoisl &_

Casino," we understand. The

sketch-and-improv blend has noth-

ing to do with hotels or casinos,

unless you count a cake frosted to

look like dice and offered to the

audience after a show, which at least

ended on several very funny notes.

"Hotel" wisely opens with

improv, endearing itself to both

recent converts via 'Whose Line is

it Anyway?" and those of us who

recall playing "Freeze" in high

schoofdrama dass and are painfully

aware of how not-funny on-the-spot

acting can be. On-the-spot singing,

when performed by Jenkins and

Mary Jo Smith and centering

around the seedy side of canning

fruit, is amusingly reminiscent- of

beis wit iiqunky atLessonestocome t h at u resden Koom auo ifom"

onstage and par-

•ticipate in an

improvisational

spoof of PBS'

road

-7

When the audience
antiques

show. The above

also comes after

several lacklus-

ter sketches

^-—-involving spar-,

ring husbands,

wives and bud-

dies.

T he
Groundlings - whose Melrose walls

are plastered with 8-by- 10-inch

glossies of "Saturday Night Live"

^—stars WiUFcrrell, Chris Kattah and

Cheri Oleri and "Mad TV" star Phil

LaMarr - for years have played

proud parents to a daunting string

of comedic progeny.

So yes, they have a lot to live up

to. If' they play it sate early in the

shouts out ...additions;

the show turns from

passive annusement to

... sort of awe-inspiring.

"Swingers".

And it hints

at enough talent

to make us

"patienlTy chucTc-

le through the

next four sit-

com^ sketched:

a best friend

who's too per-

fect to endure, a

wife who chal-

lenges her hus-

band to an arm-

wrestling match ... You get the idea.

Scene 5 starts off much the same:

Jenkins sends Holly Mandel a glass

of v^ine and makes goo-goo eyes

across the restaurant. She sends him

a martini. But when he sends her a

statue of a naked man and she

responds with a big, sloppy. French

See GROUNDUNGS, page 37
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Max Von Sydow plays the Tracker, Chrisl^ielson's guide In Hell, in "What

Dreams May Come."

Photos COuriPsy or roiyrjrani rums

Robin Williams, left and Anabella Sclorra star as Chris and Annie Nielsen In "What dreams May Come," a film about a man's search for his

wife in the afterlife.

Innovative concepts, uplifiting messages inspire actors and

Director Stephen Simon to make "What Dreams May Come"

SHAWN BISHOP

John Crane and ftoy Jenkins appear in "Tower Records," a sketch

in the Groundlings company's "Groundlings+lotel and Casino'.'

By Lonnie Harris

Daily Bruin Staff

After he died in a horrible car wreck,

Chris Nielson expected to find the Heaven"

dictated by convention - a lilting cloud-

scape filled with angels strumming harps,

robed souls sporting halos and massive.'

pearly gates welcoming all those who have

lead a good life on Earth. Instead. Chris"

Heaven more closely resembles the work

of the German Impressionist painters atid

is actually composed of oil paint.

This is but one of the many landscapes

included in Vincent Ward's "What

Dreams May Come" that divergtfrom the

traditional view of.the Afterlife.

Over the course of the film, Nielson.

portrayed by Robin Williams, wanders

through his own personal Heaven, the

Heavens of his recently deceasec^children.

and even the Hell created by hiiwife after

she kills herself.
'

None of these locales is quitewhal-the

average. Judeo-Christian individual

vvtnild imagine.

indeed, the .story of "What Dreams

May Come" could not be describee as typ-

ically Judeo-Christian. It follows Chris

Nielson, a caring man very much in love

wilh his wife Annie and their two children.

1 1 IS kids die in a car crash, and he dies four

years later in an unrelated car crash.

Annie kills herself out o\' grief. In the

A'torlife, then, Chris must venture into

iliV depths of Hell to retri'eve his lost love.

ll was this unique view of humanity and

tlic Afterlife that mitially drew producer

Stephen Simon to the work of novelist

RiclKird-Matheson, who wrote the novef

See DREAMS, page 36

yx

Cuba Gooding Jr. plays Albert, Chris Nielsen's guide through Heaven.
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Caffe Paradiso

authenticates

home-style

Italian cuisine

FOOD: Personable family

ambiance enhances taste

of Mediterranean dining

By Laura Noguera ^
Daily Bruin Contributor

It's not a happening, loud environ-

ment and it does not have as many
tables as the Cheers restaurant. - -

Tucked into its own corner off San

Vicente Boulevard, it's even slightly

difficult to find. But once inside, CalTe

Paradiso somehow becomes a place

where everyhtniy knows ytMir n?<mi'

In the style of a European, family-

owned cafe, the four-table interior

convinces visitors that the owner and

his family live right upstairs.

Cireetings and services are friendly as

well as personal, as waitresses find

more to discuss than the menu and

drinks.

Customers' eyes will pause on the

large, protruding deli case packed

with panini and an impressive selec-

tion of Italian drinks. Aranciata and

limonata, and orange and lemon

sodas are always favorite drinks in

Italian restaurants, but Cafie Paradiso

claims the latest trend in Italy is

chinotto, a tangy soda in which the

tastes of egg nog and Coca-Cola inter-

Twine.

CatTe Paradiso's cuisine doe!> not

only consist of Italian food. In the

cafe's Tunisi vja Roma style, chefs

bridge the tastes of the

Mediterranean, providing on alternat-

ing week nights special dishes from

each of the countries touching the

Mediterranean Sea. From Spain,

Caffe Paradiso brings paella, and,

from Italy, polenta.

Sometimes the specials are slightly

more unpredictable, such as the

lemon chicken from Morocco, in

which chicken and olives are sea-

soned, then topped with a fresh

lemon. The cafe serves the end result

next to a heap ofalmond rice and both

eggplant and tomato pastes.

Selections from the regular menu

include both Italian and Tunisian cui-

sine, both rigatoni and falafel, ranging

from $6 to $12. Some dishes, such as

the chouchouka and bread - a veg-

etable stew served with buttered slices

of pita - may be too spicy for those

with. sensitive mouths but perfect for

those who crave extrernc spice.

While the food is cooking, the

sounds of the kitchen mix with the

piped-in voice of Italian singer

Andrea Bocelli, while a large poster of

Roman apartments sparks memories

and discussions about past European

visits.

In a true Italian eating experience,

customers may eat inside (over an

orange checkered tile floor) or outside

(where even each table's napkin hold-

ers are Italian imports).

Desserts such as the Southern

Hospitality Chocolate and Red Velvet

Cakes are specially made for CafTe

Paradiso's chocoholics.

Customers can also take the taste

of Caffe Paradiso home to their own

kitchens in large jars of homemade

SeeMRAOISCpageSS
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RIALTO

"Rialto"

Rialto/Rialto" (China Records)
Just by looking at the glammcd

up pretty boys on the album cover,

you could easily get the impression

that Rialto is another in a long line

of bland British bands trying to

milk off the success of such influen-

tial stalwarts as Pulp and Suede.

But stick that round little disc into

your stereo, and you realize right

off the bat that you are dead wrong.

Unlike some of their yawn-induc-

ing cohorts, Rialto demonstrates

the canny ability to meld intelligent

lyrics with catchy melodies, steering

away from formula. From the lush

theatrics of "Monday Morning
5.19" to the achingly beautiful

"Milk of Amnesia" (as singer and

songwriter Louis Eliot croons over

a sample of the Johnnyr^arrow and

Marty Stymes oldie "I Have but

One Heart'XEiailfl jKoyuJes eiidL

pet to create an abundant amount

of toe-tapping hooks.

Most remarkable about the

* album is how former Kinky ^

Machine band members Eliot, and

producer and lead guitarist Johnny

Bull are able to create vivid images

and short stories within each song a

la Pulp. The Morrisey-ish track

"Underdogs," for example, includes

the lyrics, "The Underdogs keep

running after shining motorbikes/

Trying to keep up while they look

back and laugh."

Though Rialto's sound is mostly

upbeat, a closer inspection reveals

something more pessimistic and

cynical at heart. Many songs deal

with hopelessness and despair, such

as the UK hit "Untouchable" which

has Eliot moaning, ''Untouchable if

I'm not fit/ To even crawl, *if I'm too

sick/ I'll soak my skin in alcohol/

Until I feel untouchable."

While their act may not be as au

courant as the more electronically

driven bands receiving all the atten-

tion these days, Rialto proves that

good, old-fashioned song writing

can be just as exciting.

Tristan Thai

A Tribe Called Quest/'Thfi :

song with its own identfty. The slv Love Movement" (Jive)

calling it quits. And so ends another

era in hip-hop, no more Tribe.

Blessing music lovers with four

albums, the group's fifth album,

"The Love Movement," will be

their last. With three classic albums

(including the flawless "Low End
Theory") to their name, the group

has the burden of achieving musical

greatness every time they step in the

studio. Unfortunately, much like

their ill-received fourth effort, they

fall short once again. That's not to

say that "The Love Movement" is a

bad album; it isn't, but the burden

of strict scrutiny mAist be applied to

the Tribe.

One of the best songs on the

album is the first single, "Find A
Way." which features a beautiful

melody and opens up with Q-Tip's

all loo familiar voice. The song is

about a female who creates confu-

sion in the group's life, and while

some have suggested that it's actual-

ly a well-disguised ode to hip-hop,

only time will tell. As the bass

comes in, (>Tip's lyrics take over:

"Messin' me up, my whole head/

Teasin' nk just like Tisha did

Martin/ Now look at what you .

startin'/ School-boy crush and it

ain't on thp hush/ The whole world

ancient chant/ Got me like a dog as

i payj&P and pant." This song

exhibits the chemistry that made A
Tribe Called Quest a success time

after time.

Another impressive track is

"Rock Rock Y'all," featuring

Punchline, Wordsworth, Jane Doe
and Mos Def. This song stands out

(and has some of the best lyricists)

because the beat picks up as com-
pared to the rest of the tracks on the

album. The production comple-

ments the lyrics especially when
Punchline and Wordsworth rhyme.

However, the mediocre moments
throughout the album match the

highlights. Several tracks through-

out the album can easily be infer-

preted as boring. Songs such as

"Pen and Pad" just don't go any-

where. Even "Steppin' It Up" man-
ages to somehow bore the listener

despite that two of the hippest

emcees (Redman and Busta

Rhymes) are on the track.

. Tracks that can be categorized as

decent are "Against The World",

"Common Ground" and "Like It

Like That." These are good songs

overall, but they just aren't great

songs that exemplifies the album as

a whole

piece outfit uses two drummers,

keyboards and the occasional trum-

After 10 years of making music

as a group, A Tribe Called Quest is

see It, but you can't/ My peoples

they complain sit and rave and rant/

Your name is out my mouth like an

The album also includes ^ix

bonus tracks at the end of the

album. While most Tribe fans prob-

ably afready have half of these pre-

viously released songs, it's conve-

nient to have them in one place.

Among the highlights in the bonus
tracks are "Scenario (Remix),"

"Jazz (We've Got) Remix" and
"Hot Sex" (unfortunately, there's

no "Bonita Applebum" remix with

the Isley Brothers beat).

"The Love Movement" overall is

a decent album; it just doesn't com-
pare with what A Tribe Called

Quest did at their very best. The
main problem with "The Love
Movement" is that it has one fiaw:

it isn't perfect - thus, it does not

live up to A Tribe Called Quest

standards.

Tenoch Flores

Chris Isaak/'Speak of the
Devil" (Reprise)

Chris Isaak is cool. Chris Isaak is

very cool. Chris Isaak could proba-

bly record an album with goats as

musicians and it would still be cool.

So while his latest effort is not his

best work, it's still not too bad.

Blending his familiar themes of

loneliness and true love with

smooth musicianship, "Speak of the

Devil" is cut from the same cloth as

h is ear lier albumj^ut lacks the

visionary feel of "San Francisco

See SOUND, page 33
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Massive Attack subdues,

satiates ravenous audience
MUSIC: Lackluster dj openers

make it easy for trip-hop band

to thrill crowd at Palladium

By Louise Chu
Daily Bruin Staff

The masters of trip-hop graced the sold-

out Palladium with a rare appearance on

Sept. 27 - but not without pushing fans to

the peak of anticipation.

For iwo-and-a-half hours, the elusive trio

tossed out a half-hearted dj to occupy the'

hungry crowd. Subjected to a bland mix of

tracks at elevator-music volume, they

appropriately booed. DJ Lewis Parker off

the stage as the 6:30 p.m. show hit the 9

p.m. mark. While the heightened impa-

tience could have presented a rabid audi-

ence to the premiere performers, the excru-

ciating wait induced a lethargic stupor that

took several Attack classics to cure.

But once 3D (Robert Del Naja),

Mushroom (Andrew Vowles), Daddy G
(Grant Marshall) and their entourage of

guest performers took the stage, the throng

of 4,000-plus were quick to forgive their

tardiness.

Opening with the mystical "Angel" off

their latest album "Mezzanine." the group

'f

into full force with a brain-thumping bass^^

and a deep, heavy-handed pulse.

Unaffected by the maniacal beat. Daddy
G and 3D walked the stage with an apa-

thetic coolness, their poetically unintelligi-

ble murmurs underlining each song.

Reggae singer Horace Andy, who start-

ed the show with "Angel," lent his voice to

several other pieces. An unofficial Massive

Attack-er, Andy has contributed to a cou-

ple albums, including "Mezzanine" and

1994's "Protection." His presence added

an older and mellower flavor in contrast to

the chaos of the rest of the show, but Andy
was embraced by hard-core fans who rec-

ognized his trademark sound.

The centerpiece of the show, however,

was the lone woman on the crowded stage.

Deborah Miller's feminine flourishes sliced

through the thick air, soothing fans with her

mezzo-soprano sweetness. She quickly

proved an incredible performer and out-

standing replacement for the absent female

vocalists from "Mezzanine," Elizabeth

Frazer and Sara Jav.

Miller's rich voice enveloped each

breath of the hollow "Teardrop" and enter-

tained with her ethereal stage presence

even when not offering her voice.

Massive Attack's low-key recorded work

belies the jarring intensity of their live

show. Their mind-melting trip-hop morphs

stirred the crowd, who was gratetui to hear mto a mmd-crushing industrial sound that

I
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review program
...continues to

set the standards
that others want

to follow!

MCAT Special
'

Last fall this special was quite popular.

'

Space is limited.

Si<in up by yourself before

October 15th and receive:

f r\^:

Siyn up ivilh a IriencI before

October 1 5th and receive:

^^1
' JTicW ^j

i\^ B ERKELEY
K-l>V-l-E-W

Sptri.ili/in,L; in MCAT I'afi.iiMtinn

The Berkeley Review Provides;

15 Weeks Of Review And Testing Of

Important MCAT Concepts

100 Hours Of Scheduled Lecture

Topics In The Classroom

300 Hours Of Office Hours To

Supplement The Lecture Topics

20 Hours Of Supplemental MCAT-Style

Problem Solving Sessions

11 Full-Length Mock MCAT Exams

During The Program

7 Scheduled Full-Length Mock MCAT

Exam Testing Dates

2800 Pages Of Review Notes Covering

Important MCAT Concepts

1300 MCAT-Style Passages With Clear

And Detailed Solutions

Exceptional Instructors For Each Of

The Six Topic Areas Of The MCAT

Excellent Review Materials That You

Get To Keep And Take Home

Application Assistance, Interview

Workshops, And Mock Interviews

imnm
www.berkeley-review.com

SUPBICUTSEVERY TIME
1 650 Westwood Blvd. $^^

betweeen Santa Monica Blvd. and Wilshire I I
(310)470-1558
M-F 8-9 • Sat. 8-7 • Sun 1 0-5 Haircuts

VKgm Records

(Left to right) Andrew Vowles, Robert del Naja and Grant Marshall make up the trip-hop

band Massive Attack who finished up their North American tour in Los Angeles on Sept. 27.

anything with a good beat. It wasn't until

3D and Daddy G approached the mics for

"Risingson" that Massive Attack launched

still found an avid ear in unsuspecting tick-

l-
See ATTAOC page 35
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A BRUIN ALUM
Dear UCLA Students and Staff:

It has been a pleasure servingyour vision care needs

for over 25 yean in the village. Pliase take advantage

ofthese great offers listed below.

.

.

C/VCLA Graduate 1967

$99 CONTACT LENSES & EXAM "SPECIAL"

Includes eye exam, fitting, follow-up, and two pair of

Bausch & Lomb daily or extended wear soft contacts.

$99 EYEGUISSES & EXAM "SPECIAL"

Includes lenses and frames from our special selection

(most Rxs) and eye exam.

IF YOU HAVE UCUV VISION CARE INSURANCE:
• We gladly accept your insurance

• We get the forms for you - just call us.

• Same day appointments 0vailat)le. ,

• We are experts in showing you how to maximize your

t>enefits

• Tgtrifk: eyewear and contact lens selectkxi

IF YOU D0N7 HAVE VISION CARE INSURANCE:
Take advantage of the specials, or we'll still give you 10%
off on any non-advertised items.

^^^^^^^=z Village Eyes Optometi^

! a professcnai corporaton

310 208-3011
(grodhd floor of Monty's BuWIog - across from Westwood Brewery)

•'
Validated parking • Se habia EspaAd
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THE BRUIN

MANN

Westwood
VILUtGE
961Broxton

208-5576

BRUIN
948 Broxton

239UANN

•*^ . Rush HouitPG-13)
Dolby Digital

Mon-Th (12:15 245 515)7:4510:15

MANN

Santa Monica

CRITERION 3 A Night at the Roxbury (PG-13)

laUOMi ^i. Dolby OigiUl - THX U;>:{> No Pioei.
Pinr.mnii' Mon - Thu (12 00 ?v, iib] 7 30 9 45
395-1599

LAEMMLE
www.laemmle.com

West Hollywood

8000 Sunset (at Crescent HeigMs) Free Pirting

SUNSET 1 John Water's Ptckir

(213) 848-3500 Daily (1 00) 3:10 5:30 7.50 10.10

UNITED ARTISTS

Westwood
UA WESTWOOD

. 10889 Wellworth

4759441

Urfean Ltotad (R)

SDDS Digital THX
Mon -Tti 3:00 5:30 8:00 10:30

GENERAL

BeverlyHllls

Btvarty Connection Presented in THX Digital Sound
On 2 Screens UrkanltotMl (PG-13)

"-". '

.

'' 12:15 2:50 5 20 6:15 8 00 8 4510 M

Antz (PG)

THX - Dolby Digital

Mon-Tti (11 45 2:15 4 45)7:15 9 45

NATIONAL ANigMatlheR0KburY(PG-13)
10925 Lindbrook THX - Dolby SR - Sorry no passe,

208-4366 Mon-Thu (12:15 2:30 5:00) 7:30 10:00 12:15

FESTIVAL
10887 Lindbrook

208-4575

Wilhovt Limits (PG-13)

THX - Dolby SR
Mon-Thu (1:00 4:00) 7<X) 9 45

CRITERION I

CRITERION 5

CRITERION 6

Rush Hour (R)

THX rrsDigif^i'

MonThu(l2 00: '' ""
7 3010 00

Rush Hour (R)

THX - DTS Digital

Mon -Thu (12:30 3 00 5:30)8:0010 30

Without Limits (PG-13)

TMX SDJS Digital

Mi)ri-ThM 15 4 IS, / 15 10.30

SUNSET 2 A Merchant Ivory film

A Soldier's Daughter Never Cries

,;1213J 848-3500 Daily (1 20) 4.10 7.00 9:50.

SUNSET 3 Neil(/n the Company of Men) LaButes
< 21 1)848-3500 Your Friends A Naiohkors

Daily (12 00) 2.25 4:50 7 20 9 50

UA WESTWOOD
10889 Wullwonh
475-9441

UA WESTWOOD
10889 Wellworth

475-9441

Uitan Legend (RJ
Dolby SR

Mon. Wed 2 30 4:45 7:15 9:45

Beverly Connection Presented in Digital Sound
Romden (R)

12:15 3:00

Wkl'erl

Dolby Stereo - THX
Mon-Thu 3:1S;3:15 7:45 10:00

Beverly Connection Presented in Digital Sound
There's SomeUiIng Alo«rt Mary (R)

11:302:15 5:00 7:4510:30

SUNSET 4 Stanley Tuccrs Inwofltrs
i2i:)i 848-3500 Daily (12.00) 2 30 5:00 7 30 10 00

Sbadrach (PG-13JREGENT
1045 Broxton Dolby SF

208-3259 Mon • Thu (12 45 3 00 5 15) 7 30 9:45

PLAZA SinngofMdm)
i067Glendon Dolby SR
208-3097 Mon - Thu (1:00 3 15 5 30) 7.45 10:00

PACIFIC

Westwood

SUNSET 5 Ben Stiller/Eli/abeth Hurely

Permanent Midnight

'213, 848 3500 Daily (12 00) 2:25 4.50 7 15 9 40

SUNSET
(213,848-3500

WESTWOOD 1

1050 Gayley

206-7664

Saving Private Ryan (R)

Dolby Digital

Mon-Th (12:15 4:15) 8:00

WESTWOOD 2 RMmdtn(R)
lOSOGayley Stereo

208-7664 Mofl -Thu (12:00 2:30 5:00) 7:40 10:10

CREST
1262 Westwood Blvd

(S orWiUfwr*)

474-7866 or

777-FILM(W25)

Simon Birch (PG)

THX DiVby Digital

Mon Thu(1.30 4 15) 7 00 945

Weenentf ShowK

Fri Sat-Sun After Hours

Please Call For Skow Times

Sal-Sun 10.00 am

Please Call For Skow Times

GENERAL

Westwood
AVCO CINEMA
10840 Witshirt Blvd 1 BNi E OlWntWOOd
475^71

1

What DraaMs May Come (fG-13)

Presented in Digital Sound
11:15 1:45 4 30 7 1510:00

AVCO CINEMA Presented m THX Digital Sound
Rosin (R)

11:15 2:004:50 7:4510:4$

VINE
Vino Thtilwi Snakn Eytt (R)

Show rinws [2 1 3) 463-681

9

Dolby Stereo

2 movies for i5 2 00 6:05

One Free Popcorn & Diet Coke with this Ad

VInn Theaters

Show Times (213) 463-6819
Blade (R)

Dolby Stereo

3:55 7:55

LAEMMLE AVCOCMOIA

WESTWOOD 3 Chicago Cab (R)

1050Gayley Stereo

208-7664 Mon - Thu (12:15 2:40 5:05) 7 30 10 00
taemmle.com

WESTWOOD 4

lOSOGayley
208-7664

The Mask of Zorro (PG-13)

Stereo

Mon -Thu (100)6 45

Ever After (PG-13)

Stereo

Mon-Th (4:00) 9:50

WLA/Beverly Hills

lliT»nn«M(lfw«I TMlHM

Santa Monica

MONICA 1 Bill Kalmenson s Sonler Owostte
1322 2nd Street Daily (2 00) 4 30 7:00 930
394-9741

Presented in Digital Sound
Dm TnM TMna (R)

12:4S 4:15 7:3010:30

Santa Monica

ROYAL
l1523SM.Bh^
477-5581

Francois Trutlaut's

DayForNigM
Mon-Thu (4 45) 7:209:55

imiSIC HALL1
9036 Wilshire -

274-6869

Sandra Bemhard
m- SonewMfo HI dM CHy
Mon -Thu (5:20) 7:309^^40

CMTEMONI
1313 3rd St

Promertade

^1599

What Dreams May Come (PG-13)

THX - Dolby 0ig«al - Sorry No Passes

Mofl- Thu (1:15 4:15) 7:15 10 15

CnTDOONI Ant7(PG)

1313 3rd St Promenade Dolby Digilal-Sorry No Passes

395-1699 Mon-Thu (11 45 2004 30)7 W9 30

MUSIC HALL2 Francois Ozen s See the Sea with

9036 Wilshire A Summer Dren
274 6869 Mon • Thu (6 00) 7 40 920

Sep Adt9 SlrdMig at the Broken flacas
..^ —

.
...... —-.

^ ~- Mon- Th (5«))

MONICA 2 A Comedy tor incurable romantics

Ned Stop Waiiaflaad
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French comic book causes uproar
BOOKS: Making cartoons

out of classics isn't novel

but remains controVjC^jal

B> Alan Riding

N.Y. Times Newsservice

PARIS 1 1 has already happened

la Yiclor Hugo. Dumas, .Balzac.

Flaubert and other I'rench lilerarv

greats, so why shouldn't Marcel

l*roust also hyve his masterpiece.

"Remembrance of Things Past,"

turned into a comic strip?

Alter all. argues its adapter and

illustrator, Stephane Heuet, Proust

ma) be considered a giant ol modern

French letters, but who actually reads

his immense, semi-autobiographical

novel these days?

"loday. when you say 'Madeleine,

people will say Proust, and they're

proud ol" It," Heuet said, referring to

the famous little cake that set off

Proust's flood of memories and rellec-

tions that would eventually fill 12 vol-

umes. "But that's all the Proust they

know. Proust has been kept in a ghet-

to of snobs as a sort of precious gold

_and diamond object. For me, any

effort to democrati/.e Prbust is valid."

So. after^ several years of research

and preparation. Heuet. a 4 1 -year-old

advertising, executive, has published

"C'ombray" (Editions Delcourl), the

first of what he hopes will be a dozen

or so 7()-page comic strip volumes of

"A la Recherche uu Temps Perdu." as

Prousls most famous work is known

in french. The first printing of 12.000

A Culture Ministry poll

in 1997 (estimated) that

every French person

reads an average of 1

4

comic books per year.

copies of the $15 large-si/e. hard-

cover comic book sold out in three

weeks - a further S.OOO copies are

now being printed.

Yel, if Heuet sounds a tad defen-

sive about his enterprise, it is because

the critical response to the book has

been mixed and when it has been

negative, it has been very negative.

"It IS Marcel who is assassinated"

was the headline on a review in the

conservative daily Le Figaro by

Herve de Saint-Hilaire. who went on

to describe the book with a lexicon of

epithets including '.prodigiously

inane." "cruel." "catastrophic." "blas-

phemous" and quite simpiv "horri-

ble."

Saint-Hilaire's complaints ranged

from Heuets drawings of ^uch leg-

endary characters, as the maid

Francoise. the intirflidatingly elegant

Madame de (iucrpantes and the

author as a child ("a formless little bo>

vMth idiotic eyes") to his selection of

Proust's text and the dialogue he

adapts to include with the illustra-

tions, notably the newly famous

phrase that Proust never wrote:

"Tiens! line madeleme?" Ihe review-

er also became obsessed about the

ding, ding" of the dinner bell and the

"'dong. dong" of the church bells,

although they arc m fact the only

sound effects provided.

Le Monde, which might be expect-

ed to Lssue the ultimate intellectual

verdict on "Combray," has not yet

spoken, although the left-of-center

daily Liberation sounded less indig-

nant than patronizing when it spoke

-- ^:',. See COMIC, page 34

Van Gogh sells out at

National Gallery exhibit

FINE ART: Thousands

of show tickets bought

as souvenir sales soar

By Mary Leonard

The Boston Globe

WASHINCiiON Move over,

Monet. The really big guy has

arrived.

For a city that talces kings and

queens, prime ministers, presidents

and even an occasional Hollywood

star in stride. Wa.shington is simpl\

agog over Vincent Van (iogh. On
Sunday, a stunning exhibit of 72

works by the enormously popular

Dutch painter - sometimes called

the Elvis of the art world - opens at

the National Gallery of Art for a

three-month run.

in the breathless world of block-

buster shows - a huge exhibit of

( laude Monet's 20th-century work

opened recently at Boston's

Museum of Fine Arts "Van Gogh's

Van (ioghs" is considered the

crown jewel, the event of the year.

Not for 25 years have so many Van

Goghs been brought together in

one North American exhibit, and it

may never happen again.

Scalpers. are demanding more

than ^100 each for a few precious

tickets to the free show. Chefs are

creating spef+altj^Vrrfcent. dishes,

hotels are otfering Van (iogh week-

ends, and the National Gallery, for

once IS bending its no-kit.sch rules to

allow the sale of Van (iogh mag-

nets, mugs and S$9 watches.

"Van (jt)gh would have been

truly amazed by the media and

touristic attention to this exhibit."

said Pl\ilip Conisbee. the gallery's

senior curator of European paint-

ings.

"This is, after all, an arti.st who
sold only one work of art in his life-

time."

Now, people can't seem to get

See VAN GOGH, page 3S

I ONE FREE

! WASH & DRY
Valid on any top load washer.

Ont coupon per customer ner week.
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Drop off Laundry I

Special 70<:
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with this coupon

(re>?. 7.5C - nun. $7.00)
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.SAMK DAY .SKRVICE AVAIUBLE |
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Sparkling Coin Laundry
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West Los Angeles West Hollywood

11927 W.Pico Blvd.

hf tvM'en Harrin^Jton and Huruiyf

^310) .312-8831

8961 Santa Monica Blvd.

(Corner of Santa Moinca

andRohtrt-son)
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MONDAY MADNESS IS HERE!
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1'ltem

only

$5.99
+ tax

CALL US

824-5000
Now accepting Visa & MasterCard

Not valid with any other offer.

Offer valid mondays only 6:00-11 :00 pm

Cosmetic & General Dentistry
for the entire family

I % I

Get a Free New brHur

ULTRA Plaque Remover
with complete exam, x-rays and cleaning.

*• A

• GENERAL & PREVENTIVE

DENTISTRY
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• UP-TO-DATE INFECTION

CONTROL PROGRAM

""Aaron

•New patients only
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•Expires 10/30/98
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Days"or "Baja Sessions."

The album begins well, with the

foreboding "Please," another tale of

those heartbreaking women who
seem to be perpetually screwing

him over. "Please," as well as most

of the album's 14 tracks, fmd Isaak

in fine vocal form, switching

between impassioned wails and soft

croons.

Another highlight is sharp guitar

work from both Isaak and Hershel

Yatovitz, adding a bluesy bite to

"l,ike The Way She Moves" and

beautiful rhythm to "Walk Slow."

After a strong start, the album lags

a bit, with bland tunes such as

"Don't Get So Down On Yourself"

and the corny "Talkin' Bout A
Home." Isaak wraps things up with

a bang, however, closing with the

Link Wray-esque "Super Magic
2000," a reverb-heavy guitar attack.

All in all, "Speak Of The Devil"

is a musical sandwich: it's satisfy-

ing, but you probably won't remem-

ber it forever.

Brent Hopkins

The Goo Goo Dolls, "Dizzy Up
The Girl" (Warner Brothers)

If you've turned on the radio in

the last six months, there's a good

chance you've heard "Iris." It's

inescapable; everywhere you look,

it seems like "Iris" is there. On
"Dizzy Up The Girl," you will

indeed find "Iris," but it's only a

small piece of an ensemble. The

Goo Goo Dolls prove that they're

not a one-trick pony; they can write

more than one good song per

album. The sixth release in the Goo
Goo Dolls' 1 1 years, "Dizzy Up
The Girl" gives the listener 45 min-

utes of edgy rock with a tender side.

And the songs aren't carbon

copies of one another, either. The

bolls try their hand at a range of

different sounds with generally

pleasing results. Whether employ-

ing dramatic orchestrated melodies,

such as "Acoustic ^3" and the wist-

ful "Black Balloon," or punkish

fury, in "Dizzy" and "Amigone,"

the Dolls show that they know their

stuff. They sound most comfortable

with straight-up rock, shining most

notably in "Bullet Proof," a darkly

protective love song.

The album's only stumbling point

are the tracks in which bassist

Robby Takac takes over as lead i

vocalist for John Rzeznick.

Although Takac writes excellent

music," his abilities as a <»inger place

him somewhere on par with Dee
Dee Ramone hacking out "Wart

Hog." When Rzeznick takes the

mic, however, the Goo Goo Dolls

sound the way they should, emo-

tional and honest, which is what

makes "Dizzy Up The Girl" plea-

surable to listen to.

Brent Hopkins

Platiscene/Seeing Stars"

(MOJO Records)

One drop of Cast, a splash of

Bowie, a pinch of The Beatles and a

hint of Blur are the ingredients nec-

essary to make Plastiscene's debut

album, "Seeing Stars" successful

with both KROQ listeners and

"Seeing Stars" is an

amazing combination

of today's trendy radio

sound with indie-

influenced melodies

and vocals

underground brilpop fans alike.

"Seeing Stars" is an amazing combi-

nation of today's trendy radio

soXind with indie-influenced

melodies and vocals sounding a lot

like popular frontmen, John

Lennon and Billy Corgan.

The album kicks off with

"Sundial," one of the more

American-influenced tunes w.itji a

Weczer-esque guitar riff to appeal

to an alternative crowd. Flowing

into Track three, "Big Wheel," the

)%0s pop influence is obvious. But

wait, just when you think the

melody sampling is over, "It All

Comes Down" starts, and the

Beatles' "Strawberry Fields" calls

out through the speakers before

Plastiscene's original melody takes

over for the rest of the tune. Even
though the band doesn't shy away
from using other melodies, there

still remains a strong sound that

maintains Plastiscene's uniqueness.

The mixing and production on this

album places Plastiscene as one of

the few bands who are successful in

combining the '60s Phil Spectrum

wall of sound with the simpler

mixes of the '90s.

"Lemon Yellow." which is fea-

tured on the "Baseketball" sound-

track, has a propelling, syncopated

drumbeat and a section with distort-

ed vocals that flows into a gripping

chorus. Later on the album, ballads

such as "She Goes On" and

"Picture in My Mind" offer sweet

melodies and simple, yet inspiring,

lyrics such as "you made me happy

when you smiled," as well as some
Beatle-esque vocal enhancements

that would have made John Lennon
proud.

The '60s British guitar-pop feel

mixed Wtfh modern American alter-

native drum beats take from the

strong points of both musical gen- -

res. Though many of the melodies

are borrowed from other bands,

Plastiscene pulls it off with an

amazing vocal and guitar marriage.

As a debut album, the band has

found a way to appeal to a large

spectrum of musical tastes. Hope -

prevails that the band's next album
will have a few more original

melodies.

Plastiscene has the ability to

emulate some of the greatest pop
sounds from the past, yet keep their

album unique and appealing to

their audience in the present.

Danielle Myer

Jerry Selnfeld/'I'm Telling You
For the Last Time" (Universal

Records)

George, Llaine and Kramer are

gone (for now), but Jerry is alive

and well, dispensing his notorious

waitings and wisdoms for the n'er-

to-let-go.

Surprisingly, it is Seinfeld's first

comedy album. Following in the tra-

dition of Bill Cosby and Richard

Pryor, he communicates his humor
without a visual medium.

Recorded live at the Broadhurst

Theatre in New York City, Seinfeld

revives his classic comedic style, as

See SOUND, page 34~
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EARN $18,000 PARTTIME!
Siire, yc ^^xtrajnoney^who couldn't?

The Army Reserve can fielp you earn more than

$18,(XX) during a standard enlistment, part time, plus

some great benefits, mih opportunities to qualify for

even more money to continue your education. You'll

also be getting valuable hands-on skill training that will

last you a lifetime. . ,^;:

Good extra money. Lots of opportunities. A place

to make new friends. Give the Army Reserve your

serious consideration.

Think about it Then think about us. Then call:

1-800-USA-ARMY
www.goarmy.com

BEAU YOU CAN BL-

ARMY RESERVE

few good men...

Healthy men between 19 and 34 years

needed to participate in anonymous sperm
donor program located in Westwood. Help

infertile couples while receiving financial

compensation up to $600 per month and
free comprehensive health screening.

Call California Cryobank at~^^~
(310) 824-9941

"W^^'^T"^'"

Recording History

One Year at a Time.

YEARBOOK
310.825.2640
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Dr. Nader Dayani
ORTHODONTIST

SINCE 1980
UCU FACULTY MEMBKR

h... - c « «l« V

Member American Association of Orthodontists

Specializing in braces for adults & children

• Cosmetic Porcelain

• Surgical Orthodontics

• Invisible

• European

• Removable
• Traditional

20% DISCOUNT TO STUDENTS AND FACULTY WITH VALID I.D.

(310)826-7494
11645 Wilshire Blvd. #802

Los Angeles, CA 90025

(949) 552 - 5890

18124 Culver Dr., #A

Irvine, CA 92715

Teeth Whitening
upper or tower

$8500
each

(Rrg. $200.00)

*The treatmefit will be as follows $1 OCX) 00 plus

$10000 fof each month of treatment rendefed
for mefal braces. $906 00 plus S 100 00 for each
month of treatment rendered for removable
braces and S 1 700 00 plus S 1 25.00 per month for

ceramic braces, $20000 for diagnostic study

model and $ 1 75 00 for formal consultation

expiration date 10-31-98
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The Best Alaskan
King Crab is in
Santa Monica
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Monday and Tuesday yy
Evenings ^-=:0^

Treat yourself to a pound
of Alaska's sweetest, most
tender King crab legs.

They're mesquite broiled

and served in the shell

with plenty of

drawn butter.

Your meal comes
with soup, salad

SANTA MONICA

or cole slaw, potatoes

Romano or rice pilaf, fresh

vegetables and freshly

baked sourdough bread.

Come savor the best thaV
Alaska has to offer.

4pm to 10pm
Monday and

Tuesday evenings.
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174 Kinney St. (off of Main) Santa^onica, (310) 392-8366
Limited reservations available.
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42nd Annual School ofMedicine
Lecture

RICHARD AXEL, M.D.

Higgins Professor of Biochemistry &
Molecular Biophysics

HHMI Investigator '2"

Professor of Pathology, Columbia University

f Mm C^C^^^

4:00 p.m.

NPI Auditorium^ CSasa
The Molecular Logic of
Olfactory Perception

Reception willfoii(tnu
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SOUND
From page 33

he poke« fun at the minutiae of

everyday life. His impeccable comic

timing and amazing eye into the

back of everyone's minds thrives in

this houf-long collection.

From the Olympics to supermar-

kets, "I'm Telling You For the Lait

Time" acts as a concise package of

Seinfeld's nine years as the defining

voice of '90s pop culture. Listeners

will visualize Jerry in the back of a

cab, commenting on the driver's

body odor or in a Chinese restau-

rant, perplexed by the Existence of

chopsticks.

All listeners need is Newman
knocking at the door to complete

the picture.

But without his unforgettable

cast, Seinfeld proves a comic

genius, standing on his own.

Louise Chu

The Warren Brothers "...Cold

Cruel World" (BMG)
Sometimes, when you wake up

with the techno beats from the pre-

vious night's dance club still ringing

in your ear, or the half-queasy feel-

ing of the alcohol consumed bar

side still sloshing in your empty
belly, or after goingior Thai food

with some guy you picked up at a

bar a week ago because be won't

stop calling and hey, he's buying,

and you feel wicked and half-con-

scious and too full of a good time to

enjoy most of it, you don't mind the

sound of country music.

It sort of settles your brain and

calms your liver and makes you

want to be the "red-haired girl with

pony tails" that The Warren

Brothers lonesomely croon over in

their track, "Greyhound Bus."

And, yeah, it's full of simple

chords and dispassionate twangy

guitar riffs supporting repetitive

choruses, but there are many
moments that transcend the banali-

ty.

The line, "I think I'm in tune

when I'm out of touch," from the

song "The Enemy" hits the nail on

the head and "It's a beautiful day in

the cold cruel world" from the title

track, "Cold Cruel World" sums up

the heart of this world's mad daily

contradictions.

And there's that sort of sense

that life-suck.s-and-that's-what-

makes-it-worth-living that always

reveals itself in the sad under-riding

notes of any good country album.

So there you go. "Cold Cruel

World" may not knock your socks

off, but it will keep them cozy,

warm and firmly in place.

Vanessa VanderZanden

€eMte ± aix yean ago, he wan immrdiately-
<"'^ _ . struck by the book's visual content

From page 32 ^nd its comic strip potential. "Proust

of the author's "disarming inno- was almost an Impressionist painter,"

cence." It urged readers to choose he said. "He thought and wrote in

Proust's i?riginal bu t conceded that—imagey.-^Remembrance
'

is an extraor=^

this was an acceptable comic strip, dinary fresco of high society in
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Meet

representatives

from many of

the nation's

leading

graduate

schools,

including:

All U.C Campuses

Boston University

Columbia

Duke

Dartmouth

Harvard

New York Univ.

Northwestern

Oregon State

Stanford

JUniv. of Chicago

Univ. ofMichigan

Univ. ofOregon

Univ. ofPenn

use

George

Washington

.. m. w

GRA
PROFESSIONAL
INFORMATIONDAY

Friday; October 23, 1998
10:00 am to 2:00 pm

at Westwood Plaza
'^ by the Bruin Bear

Sponsored by
^

rraduate ^^^ more information contact Sally Evans

livision {3%m 825-3953, gdivision@gdnetucla^edu

Workshops to Mc^lp You Prepare for Giaduale School

Should you go now or later? Which programs are best suited to your talents,

interests and ambitions? Get tips on selecting a graduate school and

guidelincf for submitting an effective application package.

WORKSHOPS:
October 12:

October 13:

October 14:

October 15:

October 19:

October 20:

October 21:

November 3:

November 5:

November 11:

November 19:

2-3 pm
5 -6 pm
10 • 11 am
10 • 11 am
10 - 11 am
5-6 pm
2-3 pm
11 am - Noon
2-3 pm
10 - 11 am
Noon - 1 pm

NO REGISTRATION
REQUIRED, BUT PLEASE
BE PROMPT FOR THE
WORKSHOPS. .

VVorUsh<>|)s will Ih« lu-ld

M Ihr UCLA C areer CcMilcr.

The Career Center is open 9 am
to 5 pm, Monday through Friday

(Tuesdays until 7 pm)
(310) 206-1944

albeit likely to have less impact on the

history of comic strips than Proust

did on literature.

As it happens, Proust's own
impact was slow in being felt. Born

into a wealthy Parisian family in 1871,

he suffered frequent ill health as a

child and, after a busy social life as a

young man, he spent the last 15 years

of his life, before his death in 1922, in

relative seclusion. In 1913, he had to

pay Editions Grasset to publish

"Swann's Way," the first of the vol-

umes of "Remembrance of Things

Past," and few copies were sold. Six

years later, the next volume, "Within

a Budding Grove," won the coveted

Goncourt Prize, but it also sold poor-

ly. Several other volumes were pub-

lished after his death.

Still, it was not -^ 1~

until the 1950s ——

—

that Proust was

suddenly trans-

formed into a lit-

erary icon with

the publication

of his complete

works in the

prestigious
Pleiade collec-

tion of Editions

Gallimard in

1954. Since then,

millions of copies of different vol-

umes of the .series have been sold,

with "Swann's Way" at the top of the

list. Today, however, only about

15,000 copies of "Swann's Way" are

sold in France each year, and Heuet's

comic strip may well exceed that num-

ber in the coming weeks.

The choice of a comic strip format

is not that surprising. France is the

home of perhaps the most successful

comic strip character ever, Asterix,

whose 30 books of stories have sold

close to 300 million copies worldwide.

Last year, sales of comic books in

France exceeded $50 million, with a

Culture Ministry poll in 1997 estimat-

ing that every French person reads an

average of 14 comic books per year.

And, interestingly, a third of sales are

to adults. Indeed, everything from

Hugo*s great novel "Les Miserables"

to Dumas' "Count of Monte Cristo"

has appeared as comic strips.

Heuet said that when he first read

"Remembrance of Things Past" just

With the exception

• of surprisingly few

"balloons" of dialogue,

Proust's own words are

used throughout.

France during the Belle Epoque, and

a comic strip permits the rcconstitu-

tion of this past without resort to a

Hollywood budget." *

Before starting work on the illus-

trations, he said, he re-read the entire

book 14 times, gradually identifying

passages that would preserve its sense

of narrative. He researched extensive-

ly, collecting photographs and spend-

ing time in Proust's childhood home
at Illiers outside Paris (which is called

Combray in the book). He even won
backing for the project from the

Society of Friends of Marcel Proust

and from Nathalie Mauriac, Proust's

great-grandniece, who is the heir to

the author's literary rights.

With the exception of surprisingly

few "balloons" of^dialogue, Proust's

own words are

—^i^^*—>—• used through-

out, which

means there are

far more long

sentences in

"Combray"
than in most

comic strips.

The absence of

dialogue and

action even rais-

es the question

whether the

book is little more than an illustrated

summary of "Remembrance of

Things Past."

But Heuet responded that action

works better in film while his illustra-

tions support the text. "My only crime

is not to have, shown what Proust

wanted us to imagine, but what he saw

and described," he added.

Heuet said that "Combray" (the

name of the first part included in

"Swann's Way") is aimed primarily at

people who have not read Proust, but

he believes that people who read his

work as students can also profit since

they frequently retain little beyond

vague sentiments and impressions.

"Everyone says Proust is a genius,

that his every word counts," Heuet

went on, "but in practice they mix

everything up. I don't say read my
book instead of Proust, but it is a way

into Proust. I hope people go on to

read Proust thanks to the comic strip.

In fact, it's more than a hope. It's an

order!"

'-*—i^

AHACK
From page 31

etholders. Fans were visually treated

to a packed stage blazing with a rain-

bow of light beams. The pounding
drums and an overpowering bass

left little room in the head to

breathe, let alone think. But the

audience drank in every earth-shak-

ing moment. '

Only performing for a short but

unforgettable hour and a half, they

graciously concluded their North

American tour with a grandiose

double-encore, exuding as much
energy and excitement as in earlier

acts. \ .

The band closed with a climactic

guitar and drum set, in which the

instruments built to a crescendo of

musical brilliance that seeped into

every pore of the room and left the

crowd craving the next Attack.

VAN GOGH
From page 32

enough of Van Gogh, the tormented

legend whose-work not only fetches

stratospheric sums but who also l^as

inspired more films, books, scholarly

papers, poetry, popular songs, Web
sites, tacky souvenirs ("Degas makes

da Van Gogh," reads one T-shirt), art

thefts and forgeries than Monet,

Manet, and Millet put together. Like

Leonardo and Rembrandt, the world's

on a first-name basis with Vincent.

"It's Van Gogh! I had to come,"

swooned Edney Silverstre, a corre-

spondent for GloboTV Brazil, who
traveled from New York with a camera

crew for a sneak media preview of the

4;xhibit. "He's the rock star of art, so he

guarantees high ratings for me."

From wherever they watch (the

Japanese are known to have a special

affection for Vincent), the public will

^5ee in this ^how son^e of Van GogHT
greatest works, including "The Potato

Eater" (1885)" "Self-Portrait with a

Felt Hat" ('87), "The Bedroom"

(1888), "Wheatfields with

~Cf6ws (1890) - paintings thai ref

sent the tremendous range and brilliant

expression of Van Gogh's short but

prolific career.

Some may be disappointed that this

priceless collection - on loan during

the renovation and expansion of

Amsterdam's Van Gogh Museum -

doesn't include any of the painter's

well-known golden sunflowers (the

inspiration for, among many other

consumer goods, a Barbie doll cos-

tume). Nor will they see the alluring

"Starry Night," which not only was

popularized in Don McLean's 1972 hit

song, "Vincent" but also once provid-

ed the bright, blue background for a

commercial for TV's Conan O'Brien.

There's no doubt that the public

likes to look at Van Goghs. Bui that's

not all there is to it.

"I think people see a lot of them-

selves in Vincent." said David Brooks,

a Toronto banker who designed the

most comprehensive Van Gogh Web
site (wwvv.vangoghgalIcry.com). "He

worked hard, he was good and decent,

he was lonely and insecure, and he was

never sure whether the work he was

doingivasrworthwhtle ... You can't help

but like the man."

Certainly, his was a life which bal-

anced genius with tragedy. The son ofa

minister, Vincent Van Gogh drifted

from job to job before becoming a

painter supported throughout his life

by his brother, Theo. He was institu-

tionalized for mental illness, drank too

much, and suffered from seizures. He
never married but lived with a prosti-

tute.

He went after artist Paul Gauguin

with a razor but turned the blade on

himself, cutting off his own ear lobe. In

1890, at age 37 and just as his talent

was being discovered. Van Gogh
walked into a French wheatfield and

fired a pistol into his chest. He died two

days later.

"If Van Gogh had been a happy

man, he attlLwotiid have been a great

artist, but he might not have been the

romantic genius or had quite the emo-

tional appeal that the culture adores

today," Conisbee said.

Hc l ing-Van-Gogh i^ the

painter's niece and part of the family

foundation in the Netherlands that

painstakingly, and at considerable

financial sacrifice, has maintained a

large portfolio of Van Gogh's paint-

ings and writings for the public. She

said she tries to be patient when the

focus is put on her uncle's life instead

of his art.

"People will come up to me and say,

'Are you a relative of that crazy person

who cut off his ear?'" Heling-Van

Gogh said. "1 say, 'Well, he only cut off

part of his ear, and he wasn't crazy.' He
was complicated. He was a person of

ups and downs. And he made wonder-

ful paintings."

But whether it's Van Gogh in

Washington. Monet in Boston, or

Cezanne in Philadeipiiia. the hot shows

make cash registers jingle and draw

thousands o\' tourists to town. In

Boston, 200,000 advance tickets

already have been sold for the Monet

exhibit, which la.sts until Dec. 27.

• " DAVID HILL

Caff^ Paradise patrons enjoy Italian cuisine in a cozy atmosphere.

y

PARADISO
From page 29 -

marinara sauce - an original, smooth

sauce with an extra buttery kick.

While on most evenings Caffe

Paradiso is a secluded and quiet place,

sometimes it's the hippest restaurant

on its block. Every month, Caffe

Paradiso hires live entertainment in

the form of small bands that play well

past midnight. On those nights, the

restaurant provides only a trio of spe-

cial, multi<ourse meals, which come
in meat, chicken and vegetarian incar-

nations.

With much room to fill at the fami-

ly table, Caffe Paradiso welcomes stu-

dents' tastes and requests, in hope that

they will Hock more often to their little

Mediterranean alley.
'

FOOD: Caff^ Paradiso is located in the

Brentwood Country Mart at the comer

of 26th St. and San Vicente in

Brentwood. For more infonnation, call

(310)394-7873.

Student radio is on tv ciiaiiiiel 29 in t!ie ddrins. Great miisic i \m stuff tw.

»

^Ifie Tfepartment ofT.tfmomusicoCogy at ZlCJUi presents:

'"TT*

BULGARIAN FOLK ENSEMBLE
QEORQI OOICHEV. gtlda • QEORQI ANDflEEV. gadulka • DMMTCR LAVCMEV. gadulka and ttfmn
QEORGI ZEUAZOV. kava/md slngar • RA0O8TINA KANEVA, tingtr • ANTON TSAMBOV. tambun

"Airmu8lcl«n« ar« members or fomier members of the Bulgerien National Ensemble
and tMve perlormed and recorded for Bulgarian rational Radio.

Thursday, October 8. 1998
8 pm

Shoenberg Hall. UCLA

1

I

I

Admission $7 and $S students - Call (310) 206-S035 for Info

Call

LESS

1-800-818-9000
China 65 «

Hong Kong 34^

Japan 25'^

Philippines 45*^

Taiwan 39^

CPi'c-paid Phone Cards^^

L ^ Dial 1 Long Distance

(^ IIOLRS A DAY)

7 Days A Wook

Visit Our Website at: www.netinternet.net
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From page 28

upon which the film is based. Simon

formed Metafilmics, a production

company designed to create films

with a spiritual or humanitarian

point of view. Simon cites "Field of

Dreams" and other optimistic, spiri-

tual fare as the inspiration for

Metafilmics.

"Metafilmics is about making
those kinds of movies that empower
and inspire and often ask the ques-

tion: what if?," Simon said. "What if

everybody functioned at their very

best? What would the world look

like in 10 or 20 yijars? That to us is

the recipe for a visionary film about

utopiim futures.'

Making a film with such a differ-

ent view of traditional religious

dogma was a challenge for the actors

as well. Cuba Gooding Jr., who
plays Robin Williams' guide

through the Afterlife, had to deal

with the issues raised by the film and

integrate them into his own
Christianity.

"From my standpoint, I saw the

positive message that was coming

from the movie," Gooding said^

"No matter wharyour religion, you

are going to see your loved ones_

again. I do believe there's a Heaven,

1 do believe there's a Hell, and a

movie making that statement is

something that was very important

to mg ."

Gooding's co-star Williams, how-

ever, views Heaven somewhat differ-

ently, and brings his insight about

what Eternal Bliss could be to the

Mrt^f^
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project.

"There are some places on Earth

that I've visited that are so wonder-

ful, if they're not Heaven, they're

certainly pretty close," Williams

said. "We were shooting in

Montana, and the power of that

place really affects my soul.

Despite the specific view of

Heaven, it was certainly far from

Director Vincent Ward's

vision of Heaven was a

place that each hunnan

creates for himself.

GROUNDLINGS
From page 28

kiss - also delivered by the waiter -

we breathe a guffaw of relief and
know that the evening has finally

taken a turn for the bizarre.

Mandel. whose slightly crazed

eyes and wide, ironic mouth recall

former "Saturday Night Live" cast

' member Jan Hooks, further reveals

her way with the weird in her self-

penned monologue.^:' Blind Date."

Her 40-something character cites

wood as her favorite material,

writes in "Alfred E. Newman"
every time she votes ("Not only is it

funny, but it sends a message") and

warns that she talks during sex.—7'he actress then teafns¥p^nir
Chase Winton to-play bourgeois

housewives trying on gold lame in

the basement of Loehmann's. The
two throw away inhibition, as they

throw oif their clothes and parade

around in nylons and. industrial-

strength bras.

By far the' funniest of the

evening*!^ie skit does what sketch

comedy does at its most innovative:

it presents over-the-top versions of

characters common toeverxday lili^

"&uT^aT~oryei unseen on stage or

screen.
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—H' everyone had^a little^ Sptirtait;-

cheerleader in them in high school,

they will also readily recognize- that

cheerleader's mom and her gossip-

dishmg. Yanni-loving friend.

AUTO INSURANCE BLUES?
CALLUS!

TOP RATED COMPANY HAS LOWEST RATES
(310) 208 - 3548
INWESTWOOD

•Young drivers licensed three years

•Big Savings for those under 24 with a "B" average

•Young married couples

•Families with young drivers

Lie. #0497374

InsurAide Insurance Agency Inc.
1081 Westwood Blvd. #221 (Glendale Federal Bldg.)

T^*-
!..
—nrrr

But uhen the audieiiue sliouts

out its own absurd additions, the

show turns from passive amuse-

ment to a sort of awe-inspiring riot.

Maruyama is wise, then, to close

the show with a string of improv

segments. When she asks for the

title of a new WB or I P_N sitcom,

someone "fabricates "The Circle

Game." Audience members then

gel to create slock characters; thc^

r
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Bacon Swiss

Combo $4.95
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easy to create it and put it on a movie

screen. Director Vincent Ward's

vision of Heaven was a place that

each human creates for himself.

Williams' character, because his

wife is a painter, sees his paradise as

one of his wife's paintings, so the

actor spends a good deal of the film

traipsing around a Heaven made of

oil paint. While the effect on screen

is original and innovative, it was not

easy to create. The actors were shot

on a set built in Montana, amidst a

sea of bright orange balls. The film

was then placed into a computer,

were the balls were digitally replaced

with the painted scenery that was

already animated. The final image

then looks like Robin Williams run-

ning through a landscape that never

really existed. This unique use for

computer technology was one of the

main attractions for Williams to sign

on to the project.

"What drew me in was that they

were using technology to create

something other than an explosion

or a dinosaur," Williams said.

What attracted Simon, however,

has much less to do with special

effects. He is committed to makings

movies that enrich humanity

through positive messages and sto-

ries of spiritual enrichment.

"There is a market out there for

uplifting, spiritual films," Simon

said.

"The only problem is that they

only come out once every five years.

Hollywood seems to reject these

films, and I don't know why."

precocious 8-year-oId (a squirmy

Winton), the angry Vietnam Vet (a

craggy Crane) and their gun-collccl-

ing pal (Mike LoPrclc).

After a silly theme song and a few

moments of wacky dialogue,

Maruyama mused, "I'm gonna

pitch thai." Think about it - at some

pomt in history, someone had to

pitch "Charlie's Angels."

The cast that sings

together brings in

audiences together.

The cast concludes with an

improvised musical, a la the

Impromplones (though not quite as

involved as that foursome's rock

operas). Jenkins, Crane and Smith

perform "Put Back the.Stars," not-

ing that someone has stolen the

stars Trom Hollywood Boulevard's

walk of fame and bursting into song

about it. Jenkins belts observantly,

"This place used to be lops. Now
it's all tawdry gift shops."

The cast that sings together

brings in audiences together.

Jenkins' iwitchy facial expr-cssions.

Crane's versatile depravity,

LoPrete's alternate straight-man

and energetic physicalily. Smith

and Winton's showy diva capabili-

ties and Mandel's loony creativity

blend and bounce off each other.

The Groundlings may be current-

ly less than groundbreaking, but

"Hotel & Casino" won't be playing

vinyL-coveted Vegas lounges any-

time soon.

The show's verve and wit make it

quite at home in one of comedy's

favorite breeding grounds.

COMEDY: "Groundlings Hotel &

Casino' is currently running at the

Groundling Theatre at 7307 Melrose

Ave. in West Hollywood. Tickets are

$17.50. For more information, call

(213)934-9700.

Vincent Shih

Senior-History

Senior Student Supervisor

Restaurant Management

North Campus Student Center

rp^
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Working for UCLA Restaurants

Cjn teach you job skills that

translate to any career.

UCLA Restaurant jobs can lead to fast

advancement, which means supervisory

responsibility. And that's a great thing <

to put on a resume. Many of our

supervisors are quickly hired in their

field of study after graduation because

of the management training they've

received working with us.
•Tt

You already know that working on

campus is a great way to make friends,

meet new people and have some fun.

We can offer you flexible hours in a

variety of jobs working alongside

professionals in their field. Convenient

too-right here on campus. You'll also

receive a generous meal allowance.

Why procrastinate? Stop by ASUCLA

Human Resources and check our job

listings today!

^^^Hm
I^ART

Human Resourcos
open daily • 310.82S.70b5 Hi HtSlflURHNlS
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CLASSIFIED
Looking for

inexpensive stuff?

Check out Bruin

Bargains on

Wednesday and Friday!

Index advertising information
ANNOUNCEMENTS •

1100 Campus Happenings
1200 Campus Organizations
1300 Campus Recaiitment
1400 Campus Services
1500 Birthdays
1600 Legal notices
1700 Lost & Found
1800 Miscellaneous
1900 Personal Messages
2000 Personals
2050 Pregnancy
2100 Recreational Activities

2200 Research Sut>jects

2300 Sperm / Egg Donors
2400 Tickets Offered
2500 Tickets Wanted
2600 Wanted

FOR SALE
2700
2800
2900
3000
3100
3200
3300
3400
3500
3600
3700
3800
3900
4000
< 1 r\r\

4200
4300
4400
4500

Appliances
Art / Paintings
Bicycles / Skates
Books
Calling Cards
CarT>eras / Camcorders
Collectibles

Computers / Software-
Furniture

Garage / Yard Sales
Health Products
Miscellaneous
Musical Instruments
Office Equipment

Rentals
Sports Equipment
Stereos / TVs / Radios
Table Sports

ADDRESS
118 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles, CA 90024

^E-Mail: classifiedsdmedia.ucla.edu
Web: http://www.dailybruin.ucla.edu

^UQNE
.ClaMifiml Line: (310) 825-2221
^Classified Display: (31t)) 206-3060
Fax:(310)206-0528

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Thu: 9:00anv-4:00pm
Fri: 9afn-2:30pm

One issue, up to 20 words $8.00
...each additional word 0.50

Weekly, up to 20 words 27.00
...each additional word t.50

Monthly, up to 20 words 90.00
...each additional word 5.00

For Classified Display ads,

please see our rate card
for variable rate information.

^S VISA

DEADLINES
Classified Line Ads:
1 working day before printing,

at 1 2 noon.
Classified Display Ads:
2 working days before printing,

at 1 2 noon.
There are no cancellations after

noon of the day before printing.

PAYMENT
Please make checks payable to

"The UCLA Daily Bruin." We
accept Visa, MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards. Allow 5
working days for mail payments.

HOW TO WRITE
AN EFFECTIVE AD

• start your ad with the

merchandise you are selling.

This makes it easier for readers to

quickly scan the ads and locate

your items.
• Always include the price of your
(tern. Many classified readers
simply do not respond to ads
without prices.

• Avoid abbreviations—make your

ad easy for readers to understand.
• Place yourself in the reader's

position, ask what you wouM like to

know about the merchandise, and
include that in the ad. Include such
inforrnatk}n as brar>d names, colors

and other specifk: descriptions.

Th« ASUCLA CommunJcations board fully supports the University of Califofna's policy on nondiscnmmatton No medium shall accept advertisements which present persons of any ongin. race, sex, or sexual orientation in

• demeaning way or imply that they are limited to positions, capatxhties. roles, or status m society Neither the Daily Brum nor the ASUCLA CommumcatKXis Board has investigated any of the services advertised or the

advrti»>m«nls represented in this issue Any person believing &iaX an advertisement m this issue violated the Board's policy on rx>rxJiscnmination stated herein should communicate complaints in wnting to the Business

Manager, OaHy Brum. 1 18 Kerckhoff Hall, 308 Westwood Plaza. Los Angeles, CA 90024 For assistance with txxising discnmmation problems, call the UCLA Housing Office at (310) 825-4271 or call tf>e Westside Fair Hous-

ng Omce at (310) 475 9671 Classified ads also appear on-line at hnp ^www dailytxuin ucia edu Placement on-line is offered as a complimentary service for customers and is not guaranteed The Daly Bruin ts responsible

for the first incorrect ad insertion only. Minor typographical errors are not eligible for refunds For any refund, the Daily Bruin Classified Department must be notified of an error on the first day of publication by noon.
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4600
4700
4800
4000
5000
5100
5200
5300
5400
5500

Auto Accessories
Auto Insurance
Auto Repair
Autos for Sale
Boats for Sale
Motorcycles for Sale
Parking
Scooter / Cycle Repair
Scooters for Sale
Vehicles for Rent

1100
ftuwpiif Hippoiiiny

LESSONS
TANGO: OCT. 5&12
SWING: Tt9

1200
CmipM> OmaiitaMtiows

SOMEWHERE IN TIME
HBDC&BDC ANNUAL FIELD TRIPS- Aut-

umn English Regency Costume Ball. Octob-

er 17lh. Lessons provided al 10am and 2pm.

1800

FRUSTRATED AND DISAPPOINTED with

UCLA? Check out http://universityse-

crets com. Full text expose of research uni-

versities, -i

www. ragoncytr>er¥i6.or9 21 3'384.6Sa2 . 1 Qth Vf^ f tR f^QPrVJT t IMIOM
BALLROOM DANCE CLUB AT UCLA. MON-
DAYS 7PM-ACKERMAN 2ND FLOOR 310-

284-3636 ballroom ©ucla.edu Over 3,500

participants enjoyed our free dance lessons

last year! Experience the romance!

htip:77www.studentgroups.ucla.edu/billroom~

dance/ BECOME A MEMBER!

TENNIS TRY-OUTS
MALE STUDENTS wishing to enter the walk-

on tournament for men's team. Mandatory

meetlngOLATC. Court 1 on 10-13-98©3pm.

QuestionsiSI 0-206-3675.

Annual Victorian Grand Costume Ball. Oct

31st. Join the Listserve laha@pacbell.net

818-892-3454 or http;//mem-

bers.aol.com/timeomind/sdi/sdi.html 310-

284-3636 to arrange carpooling.

Your on-campus&on-line financial services

source, for students, faculty&staff . Visit us at

Ackerman A-Level, on-line at www.ucu.org

or cell 310-477-6628.

1800 200&

FREE PHONE CARD- One per household.

Minimum $25 activation. Send S.A.S.E.

D/DB. POB:83461 . LA. 90083. Great gift any

occasion. 310-558-8910.

TRAVEL

1300
wMUPIIS WNflruNRMIIl

5620
5640
5660
5680
5700
5720

Resorts / Hotels
Rides Offered
Rides Wanted
Taxi / Shuttle Service
Travel Destinations
Travel Tickets

Vacation Packages

5B00
5900
GOOO
r.100

b150
6200
6300
6400
6500
6600
6700
6300
6000

1 -900 numl>ers
Financial Aid
Insurance
Computer / Internet

Foreign Languages
Health / Beauty Services
Legal Advtee / Attorneys
Movers / Storage
Music Lessons
Personal Services
Professiorud Services
Resumes
Telecommunications
T\jtorir>g Offered
Tutoring Wanted
Typing ,

.
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EMPLOYMENT

SWING SWING SWING
Authentic LirxJy Hop Swing Video. Perfor-

marKes by the masters plus instruction. Only

$19. 1-800-925-6675.

2100
RmMBonat Aetlvltios

PARAGLIDING LESSONS Begin October

17/18 $250.00. Sign up for Hawaii trip in De-

cember. 808-968-8685. paraglideOmailexc-

ile.com

http://www.freeyellow.com/members/hage-

mann2yusc,ucla,ucsb.html

Also: Campus Rep wanted

7-JOO Butirtess Opportunities
7.'-.00 Career Opportunities
?• '^0 ChUd Cart OfTered

Cttild Can Wanted
1 L(6 Help Wanted
- .'in HouMSltling

IntimeMp
Personal Assistance
Temporwy Employment
Volunt*er

HOUSING
H400
8500
8» 00

.-^HOO

o900
)000
•)100

'1200

"»:}00

•1500

^)r,00

07o0
^800

Apartnwnts for Rent
Apartments Furnished
Condo / Townhouse for Rent
Condo / Townhouse for Sale
Gufsthouse for Rent
House for Rent
House for sale

Houseboats for Rent / Sale

Housing Needed
Room for Help *

Room for Rent
Roommates - Private Room
Roommates - Shared Room
8ut>lets

Vacation Rentals

index

As the fastest growing, nx»t innovative professional services firm

in the world, Ernst & Vbung LLP is on the nwve and leading the

way. If you're ready to shift into the fast lane, chart new territories,

and explore new technology horizons... Ernst & Young is the place

to be.

As a top-ranl(ed college graduate, you have what it takes to be a

leader. And with Ernst & Young, you'll have what you need to gain

professional nxKnentum. In direct partnership with over 3,500

health care organizations nationwide, Ernst & Vbung is the premier

professional services firm serving the health care industry. Our

world class Consultants make a direct impact evety day by ofienr>g expertise, implementing changes and integrating technology

As an integral nDember o( this dynamic team, your responsibilities will grow abng with your skills, perfomrwnce and interest.

As we continue to set th? pace in the changing worid of health care, we are seeking goal-onented graduates who

are driven to make an impact.

UCLA
., Presentation - Undergraduate

Tuesday, October 6

Westwood Marquis

Hotel iMid Gardens, Ventana Room
6:00pm - 8:00pm

PIcate RSVP, including name of the sdiool, to: ioannjLJoie^Pcy.coni to reserve your place at the pRMntation.

Walk'ins are welcome!
EY Careers, Dept. 10182, 1 13 Terrace Hall A(venue„ Burlington, MA 01 80^1 Fax Toll Free to Dept. 10182: 1 -877-4EY-JOBS; or

E-mail: dept.10I82Oeycareers.com. Please be sure to indicate the department number on your cover letter and resume

for routing purposes.

iMI«>

SIErnst&Younc llp
|llf m vifHi n^itwuy i iiyliiim. vaktrt <i»iiBHi M t» aak karr and ihr knoMtr^lir rili— fmuftr

Raseutli Subieelft

EARN $20 FOR 1-HR of your time. Female
20-25 who has been diagnosed w/bullimia.

and are married or in a long term relation-

ship. Please call Karen08i8-545-9551.

FREE BIRTH CONTROL PILLS. UCLA re-

search study. $50 per visit to clinic. Smokers
ages 18-34 or non-smokers ages 35-44. Call

Jessica 310-794-1884.

RESEARCH PARTICIPANTS needed for pa-

tient experiencing hayfever/allergic rhinitis.

Requires four visits, 6-hours total. Over 7-

lOdays. Will pay up to $100 at cortclusk>n of

study. Contact Dr. Dia Sanchez or Dr. Sax-

on at 310-825-9376.

UCLA RISK PERCEPTION STUDY. Receive

$10 for completing 3 questionnaires. Mexi-

can-American or Taiwanese-Amedcan only.

Cal 310-825-6542.

ANONYMOUS sperm donors needed. Help

infertHe couples wtvle rec8ivir)g firtarKial

compensation up to $600/nfK)nth and free

health screening. Convenient hours, kx^ated

in Westwood Call Kim 310-824-9941

EGG DONORS!
WANTED

If you are a healthy
female between
the ages of 19 and
30 and have health

Insurance.

Compensation
$3500.00

Call Mima Navas at

(310) 829-6782

if
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HOME TESTANALTEtJMATh

EQQ DONOR WANTED. Generous fee plus

medical expenses paid. ChUdless couple
\MtK> mxikJ love to have children need viable

egg. Mexican or Latina background. 18-29,
5'2'-57' Sight to medhjm build. College ed-

ucation, athletic, ready to begin immediate-
ly. Please call SusieOour doctor's office.

818-881-9800. Tell her you are responding to

this ad for Mary&Michael

URGENT/DONOR
EGG DOhK)R. Handsome cofTY)en8ation. all

expenses paid. Requirements, height 5*5 to

5'8, eyes-green/green-blue/blue, hair-

browrVbmnette. Medium to elim build.

$2500.310-273-2463. ^^

earn up'

ofadtfA

CONDOM VEStQN

100 by

cdndom design

study

terial

Couples must be:

Male partfiei^^184- V Female

V WMn^Buort on 8

In a staMeV^onshlp
Current usSLBirth
Norplant U^, or

age 18^5 V
usesv
partners

Pils,iua

itlonv

For more InfonHion, please call

(800)3S-1998

c

(

SpecidlEgg Donot Needed ' $25,000

We are a loving, infertile couple hoping to find a

compassionate woman to help us have a baby.

We're looking for a healthy, intelligent college

student or college graduate, age 21-33, with blue

eyes and blonde or light brown hair.

Compensation ^25,0(^ plus expenses. Your gift

will bring boundless joy.

Please contact us through our

representative at 1^800-776-76801

SIT ON MY FACE
FLOOR PILLOWS
PERSONALIZED, custom-made. See our
Web-sHe at www.choicemaii.conV8omflne/

T-SHIRTSItl T-SHIRTSIII Blade, SouthparK.

Kom, Grateful Dead, much more.

www.t-8hinfcing.com

O W« C7 O

• • • t-.

BiCWCii f0BMPn
Or it will end up In a pile In the.

corifer^aLkour room!
(ArtdyounMd

EGG DONORS
NEEDED

If you are a woman between the ages
of 21 and 35, the many eggs your

bodv disposes of each monfli can be
used by an ii\fertiie woman to have a
baby. Help an infertile couple realize

their dreams, enter the gene pool aiKi

help advance knowledge of Human
Reproduction! Financial

compensation, of course. Completely
confidential. For more information,

please call USC Reproductive

.

Endocrinology at UIS) 975-9990.

FREE TICKETS
ABC SUMMER HIT "Whose Line is It Any-
wayT staring Drew Carey. Call 818-753-
3470-ext 946. 10/9. 10/10. 10/17, 10/18.

11/14. 11/15. 11/21, 11/22.

COMPUTERS
DESIGN YOUR OWN system. Used sys-

tems from $299. New 300 mhz system-$575.

Repairs and system upgrades. Diagnostica

$25. 310-216-0336.

FOR SALE: HEWLETT PACKARD Pavilion.
*

less than a year old. CD-ROM, Windows.
Ik^odem. Ofig $2500, now$1S00 obo. 310-
441-0477.

GATEWAY P133 for sale. 1.6gb harddisk,

32mb RAM, 56Kmoden^, 4x cdrom, 15' mon-
ttor, Windows98 and Offk»97. $550obo.
310-470-1484. —— ^—"

'

\.-V' —

WE BUY CARS. New and okj. Running or
not. Jeff 310-714-5808.

Classifieds

825-2221
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206-3060
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IBM THINKPAD 701 C. 10.4TFT 8mram
550hdd. Fax modem. Offk:e95>more. DX4-
75MHZ. Docking statkx) Custom case. All

original manual. $600obo. Call(310)434-

iior.
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MANAGEMENT CONSULTING OPPORTUNITIES

I'ifiri iiii
"»

MEET WITH ERNST & YOUNG
ON CAMPUS

They're in touch, in transit

and in demand . . . on-site,

4>ii-lirnj and uM-th<j-tMov(j . .-r-

improvmg businesses.

University of€alifoiTiia-4.os Angeles

1 0/8: - Jobs for Bruins Job Fair—

—

gies and driving change . . .

"-thinking outside the box,

designing solutions and deliv-

ering value to custortners.

They're Ernst & Young

management consultants, and

they're going places— making a global impact in one of the most dynamic fields of the 90's and beyond.

As an Ernst & Young management consultant, you'll help companies from Fortune 1 ,000 giants to Silicon

Valley start-ups explore new strategies, methods, markets and technologies—? long before others are even

10/13 - Engineering Information Sessjpn

10/14 - General Information Session

10/22 - First Round Interviews

envisioning future technolo-

V

aware they exist.

Of equal importance, while you're learning and achieving, we'll put all the strength of our industry-

leading organization behind your ov^n career development. With 13,000 consultants delivering

ideas and solutions from 89 offices worldwide, we provide an unparalleled world of resources and

the opportunity to grow and learn with a proven leader in today's business.

See the Career Opportunity Center for an appointment to practice interview with an Ernst & Young

recruiter. Please forward your resume to: EY Careers, Dept. 1 0438, 113 Terrace Hall Avenue, Burlington,

MA 01 803; Fax Toll Free to Dept. 10438: 1 -877-4EY-JOBS; or E-mail: dept.10438@eycareers.com. Please

be sure to indicate the departinent number on your cover letter and resume for routing purposes. Please

visit our web site at: http://vw^/w.ey.com. No phone calls please. y

/

s!lErnst&YOUNG llp
Ernst & YoiingLLP, an equal opportunicy eriiployer, values the diversity of our work force and the knoM'ledge of our people.

CmpQi RicnritnMiit
mr^Slf.^iiiiteail'i.!t>iij'<n»,!.

1300 ;"'_

Ctiwpiii Bici '

Milmwil

Start at the top and
v^ork upwards

.

McKinsey only wants the best. So, if you're a

graduating UCLA Ph.D. or Postdoc student - in any

discipline - McKinsey is your chance to start at the top

and keep excelling.

As a management consultant ^ith McKinsey, you'll be

confronted with a succession of varied and contrasting,

challenges. We are one of the world's leading

International management consulting fimis and a

career with us means working closely with the most

senior people in major corporations to help their

businesses perform better.

It is an exceptionally stimulating and intellectually

The rewards are high - not least in temns of job satisfaction.

If you'd like to hear more about what a career with

McKinsey offers, come to our presentation on

Wednesday, October 7th, 6:00 p.m., at The Westwood
Marquis Hotel, Marquis Room, 930 Hilgard Avenue.

A reception will follow.

Dress - infomial. Atmosphere - relaxed. You are welcome

to either bring your resume or C.V. with you or submit it at

a later date.

For additional information, please contact

Patricia Fitzsimons at 415-981-5101.

"demanding role. You'll work with highly talentedlRia"

supportive colleagues in an environment capable of

stretching even the brightest minds.

McKinsey is an equal opportunity employer committed

to diversity in the workplace.

T

i

II I I

2300
Spann/Egg Doaon

2300
Sparm/Egg Domm

3500
FomHure
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A loving couple seeks the help of a kind-

hearted woman age 20-30 who is willing to

be an egg donor. We seek a good physical

match (blue eyes & blonde hair) and strong

academic ability. Generous compensation.

forman information, please caU^ignes

^VSC^KfpoductiveTndocfinoCogy

(213)9759990 (mention ad4^2)

L&

IBM ThinkPad 760EO Muttimedia Notebook,

Pentium 120. 32 MB. 1.12 GB hankJrive.

12.1' screen, CO-rom. fax/nxxlem, case,

software. $1 ,250ot)O. 310-586-2522.

K6 200 MMX. 65MB, 3.2 Gig hard drive. 56K
modem. 32X CD-Rom, Win '98, Offk:e 97,

ir monrtor. $800. 310-571-0950.

LIKE NEW, MAC Quadra 610. PWR MAC
upgradeabie. Fax/modem, 14inch-screen,

HP-desk writer. MS word, final draft &much
more. $650obo. 213-954-0293.

MAC WORKSTATION
Power computing 180. 80meg-ram. Super-

Mac 17T. 12" Wamcom tablet. Mk:rotext

I

scanner. Software. $1200. 310-230-0432.

MICROSOfn' OFFICE 97 professk>nal. FuH

version, unoperted. unregistered. $75. 1-

800-416-3594.

2 GORGEOUS ITALIAN BLACK LEATHER
sofas.$1200. 6 beautiful, matching, sleek,

Italian dining chairs. $900. Call Lauren

(310)824-0319

"BRENTWOOD. TV/Stereo enlerlainment

center-fstudent desk. ET center fits up to

27inch TV. Paid $1000, asking $350. Desk-

$475. Call after-5pm. 310-472-2316.

DINING ROOM SET. Tabie/4-chairs, oak.

Cost $1,100 dollars, asking $495. Excellent

condition. Private party WLA. 310-477-8750

IKEA TWIN SIZE bunk bed. Can be used as

2-bed$. Great conditton, used for 1-year.

$150. Free delivery-t-assembly. Heather
310-443-1440.

Matching couch-fk)ve seat. Sleeper sofa.

Oak trussel dining set w/6-cf)airs. Single bed
w/franf)e. Custom stereo-cabinet. Mk:rowave.

6by11 rug. Mk:rofridge. King/Queen bed-

frame. Misc. 310-440-1740-eve.

MATTRESS BONANZA!!
SEALY, STEARNS & FOSTER. Also Ortho-

pedk: twin-8ets$1 19.95. Fulls-$ 169.95.

Queens-$189 95. Pilk)wtops-$299.95. So-

fas-$219. Delivery Beacon Mattress. 1309

Westwood Blvd. 310-477-1466.

MATTRESS SETS!!!
Twin $79, Fun $89, Queen $139, King $159,

Bunkbeds. Deliveries, Phone Orders Accept-

ed. 310-372-2337.

MATTRESSES. FUTON. DESK Bookshelf

Dinette Sets. T-Tabie. Lamps. Deliveries. 7-

days open. King's Furniture. 11961 Santa

Monk:a Blvd. 310-575-4243.

TWIN BED. Boxspring and fran>e indluded.

$50bbo. Vok:emall 998-9427.

3700
HmWi Producti

LOSE WEIGHT NOW
ASK ME HOW

All natural nutritional health products. Call

310-202-6044 r^

4900
Autos tar Sale

NEED A CAR!!!
Cars $100-$500. Seized and sold locally.

Must sell. 1-800-589-6562x4312.

BRUINS, SAVE MONEY
BUY USED BOOKS
FOR FALL QTR 98

BOOKS INCLUDING Econ: 130 Lots of

Sociok}gy books including; Sock)logy: 2, 126

(Soc of Nomns), 132 (Soc. Psy.), Ml 50 (Soc
of Ageing) & M162 (Soc of gender). Art

history 56 (reader only). Sokj at cheaper

price than ttie UCLA bookstore. CaN 310-

836-1023 for Mk:hele after 6PM.

FILM STUDENTS. 16mm flatbed for sale at

low cost. Inchides everytNng you need to get

your film made qutekly. 310-207-0616.

^ Piano Rentals ^
"If Low Monthly Rates ^
•Ndtywood Piano Rental Company^

2 1 3-462-2329 ^

rtOflUCIS
*1

H^B«Ha*iM«Ma«M

KECyCLE
LOSE POUNDS, GAIN ENERGY before the

hoNdays. Cuit>s appetite, increases energy

Free information. Programs start at $3S/mo.

310-453-2630.

1964 KARMANN GHIA. New motor, new
clutch. Cool fun car. No smog needed. Must
sell leaving the country. $2300.00 310-559-

2729.

1984 MERCURY TOPAZ- Automatic. 4-door,

stereo, cassette, 74K miles. $1300 obo 310-

208-2844.

1987 325 BMW- Silver, black interior, 4door,

full. Excellent condition. $5500 obo. 310-

206-8252.

1987 MERCURY SABLE Xcellent conditkKi.

New brakes, pads, shoes, new battery. A/C,

perfect body. Very clean interior, runs-great

$2200obo. (213)X3-0971.

1988 TOYOTA MR2- Red, T-Tops. power
windows/kx:k8, a/c, radk>/cassette, 5 speed,

great corxlMon, njns well. $3900.00 obo.

310-578-2445.

1989 HONOAPRELUDE- Red w/black interi-

or. Sunroof, cassette, cruise, k>aded. 5

speed. Looks and runs beautifully. 11 IK
mMes. $4700. 310-444-9040.

1992 ALFA ROMEO
Spider vek)c«. A/C. Sspaed manual. CD

^player. $11.000. RtehardO310-859-0278.

1992 CELICA GT CONVERTIBLE- Automat-

te, white, 45K nf)iles, a/c, great conditkxii

$12,500. 310-573-4052.

1993 FORD RANGER SUPER CAB. Bright

blue. Excellent conditk)n. 5 speed. 60,500
miles. $7,000 obo. 310-391-1236.

86 VW CABRIOLET CONV. Black on black.

5-8p. Very km mileage. New convertible top.

$2400obo. Please page Jay 310-775-6020.

89' BMW CONVERTIBLE 3251 5-8p, air, CD
rack, heated seat. Bronze. Tan leather.

$7900obo. 310-391-6311. Evenings-310-
^71-1579.

92 TOYOTA CAMRY LE, auto, a/c, pw, pdl,

cd stereo, 83K miles, great shape, $7500. \

Charies

sage

Classifieds
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92' TOYOTA CAMRY XLE V6. Emerard. sun-

roof, CD/cassette. Great corxjition. $7500.

Call 818-906-2206 evenir>gs.

95' MIATA. Mint! Loaded. Black/black leath-

er. A/T w/hardtop. Low miles. 6 cd'casselte.

$13,500. 323-660-6533.

'86 BMW 325es. Runs good. New tires, pow-

er windows, sunroof. A/C. AM/FM, stereo

w/cassette and looks great. $3800. Call

ChristinaO310-914-4090.

'88 HONDA ACCORD LXI Maroon, 2-door

hatchback, loaded, runs great. $3000. 310-

455-1467.

'89 FORD PROBE New $2K paint job. Au-

tomatic. A/C, stereo/cassette. $2900obo
310-444^7377.

'

'89 MONDA CRX automatic.low mileage,

great er>gine. top condition, original owner,

$5,200obO. (310)796-1328.

'89 HONDA PRELUDE SI. Automatic,

black/tan, a/c, moonroof. am/fm cassette.

Great condition, 1 owner, $5800 obo.

(310)641-7641.

'89 Mazda 929. 4-door, 63K. leather, sun-

roof, loaded. Excellent condition. One owner.

$5,500. 310-398-7353. Evenings.

'91 INTEGRALS. 2-door. 71 K, 5-speed. sun-

roof. AC. AM/FM cassene. $6900. 310-«26-

1873

'91 MIATA Convertible Pampered, garage-

kept, excellent condition 53K. stereo, alarm,

white/black $6800obo 310-209-2036.

Classifiecis

825-2221

5100
MoioitBfciM fof Site

82 SUZUKI GS650E black $850. 310-452-

2638.

Soootar/Cydt Repair

91 Kawasaki 220 MGO. Headlight custom
made. Blue&white. New brake/new tires.

Used on TV series. 310-289-4595.

SOMlifSiOf

RMtiWMMl
SAN FRANCISCO BAY area Driving any
weekend this year? I will pay expenses and

more. Call Nehara. 310-824-7715.

1986 HONDA SPREE 50cc. 1.7K, red, runs

great, minimally used, kxk included, $450

obo. Contact Sripha (310)208-6786.

1987 HONDA ELITE SCCXDTER- Does not

run. Needs clutch. $200.00. What a deal! Mr.

Staggs 310-559-2729.

87' HONDA ELITE 150. First owner. 300+
miles. 1500 OBO. 310-842-4760.

HaMil DtilmtiiMM

AFRICA SAFARI- Interested in visiting Afri-

ca. Free and detailed information on best

rates, seasons, places of interest. Call

BrightonO213-386-8008.

SEMESTER AROUND THE WORLD.
Travel to Greece. Spain. Costa Rica, or Aus-

tralia and earn college credits. Call toll free

1 -877-333-SATW(7289).

'Mti/4imeniM

FROM $17.95/DAY
RENT-A-CAR. Under 25 ok Cash deposit

ok. Free miles alk>wance Open 7 days/wk. f

Major credit-cards accepted. 1-800-770- ^

0606. .

Kound trip Airfares

Lima S375

Quixo S450

Santiai^o $598

Sao l»aul() / Rio S598

Guaya(]iiil / C^uilo S635

Hucnos Aires S698

Vuivn VlfM'fiif f*i4*«'/iif

$790
H ii.-i s (.,iv Sii.ntsfPini;

.iisii |).icW,ij;i>. ti) G.V.H>,ii;<)<t

For Rrs ;U0 (>52 8821/HOO 2H9 0549
I'HdH SSIONM. TRWn SKHVHK

South \inrh< .tn Spot ulist* ( -I ioi ,'iii'» id

AdvERTJSE

classified display
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AQUA TRAVEL INC
WORLD WIDE LOWEST AIRFARES

MAKE YOUR0^AR CAR NOTE
RES»VATK)NAT

htrp://www.prismaweb.com/aquotravol

24HajRSADAY
Lowest Domestic and

Intematlonal Airfares

Tour Packages

Eurailposs

Hotel Accommodations

Car Rentals

*Asia*AMca*Austialia*Eiiope*Soutti

Amefta*lndia*Canada*Mexlco*Hawai*

SpAciol domestic & Intemotionol Airfores Available

Prices cue luOjeci to change wiffxsut ixatice

Ava4abiitiY may be Kmrted and tome festrctiont may
apply PKjj Taxes

PHONE(310)441-3680
10850 Wilshire, Suite 434, Weslwood CA 90024

MMHpttS RflCrallBMIll

7000
HrfwlBg OffeiMl

{n Tokyo

Welcome back...

voiv ^o Au/Ay/

V/ '.'

London $509
Paris $398
Sydney $964
Hew York $189
Hong Kong $571

Eunilussis issuid on ih$

CoBtiii [trope Totrs from So85.
rau AM aouilo iii^ do noi imiuoi uns

lUTUCnoM tft'. WVId 10 (HilM,l

Council Travel

CIEE: Council on Inlcrnationai

Educatioint Excliange

10904 Lindbrook Dr.

Los Angeles cistf»«..,

(310)208-3551
www.coundltravel.com

I

)igaii nieans iilore

career opportunities

J. p. Morgan is inviting applications from University of California at

Los Angeles graduate students and graduating seniors for full-time posi-

tions in Tokyo for the follov^ing areas:

Gbi DC I I en (jHADfcS wittxjut siuoying

morel Inside secrets from coUege profes-

sors. These really >MOtM Send $5 to I Got an
A! Productions. Dept 3. 159 N. LeDoux,
Beverly Hills. CA 90211.

GREEN CARD LOTTERY 50.900 Visas
awarded by US GOV. $35 for attorney pre-

pared application. John Manley, Esq. 12304
Santa Monica Blvd. #300 LA. CA 90025.
310-820-7553. Deadline to apply: 10/28

Investment Banking

Markets

Credit Research

Technology

Consulting Group

Financial

We ore looking for intelligent, highly motivated people who have an ana-

lytical and quantitative aptitude, strong interpersonal and communication

skills, ability to work as port of a team, and an interest in our global finan-

cial businesses. Candidates must be fluent in both English and Japanese.

Interested candidates should submit a cover letter and resume by

October 10, 1998 fo "recruitJapan^pmorgan.com" by e-mail

and ore encouraged to meet our Tokyo representatives at the following

career fair:

Nikkei Boston Career Forum ^

on October 23 (Fri), 24 (Sot), and 25 (Sun)

qt the boston World T rade Ce iile i

PROIIXSIOW.WR ll\(,\ 11)11 IM,

IMpMMQf tmtl^ WWl My topic.

rimitillMn t Mwicilpti
byf1i>ftMiUC

iM.^) r>f>5-SI45

TUIORtnglish. French. ESL. ISEE/SAT
preparation. Emphasis on reading compre-
hension/writlng/study skills Elementary, sec-

ondaiy, college. Qualified teacher, l5-year5
experience. $45/hr. Stephanie: 310-395-
4688.

UCLA ENGLISH ALUMNI, pro-writer, young,
supert papers guaranteed. High school and
below welcome. Jeff 213-653-2240.

WHITE TIGER TUTORING. English, math.
French Page Nathalie 818-218-2870.

DRIVER/TUTOR needed attar school for girl

age 11. Must have car and like kkls. Pacific

Palisades Call Gail 310-201-6159.

/

JPMorgan
www.ipnnorgan.com

J. P. Morgan is an equal opportunity employer.

JAPANESE CONVERSATION CLASS. San-
ta Monica College. Business and travel.

Starting 10-31-98 through 12-12-98. Six Sat-

urdays. 9am- 12pm. $75. Parttelpatkxi en-
couraged. 3^0-452-9214.

OUTREACH COUNSELING SERVICES.
Fee based on ability to pay. Insurance&Med-
icare accepted. Encino: 818-819-6145,
L.A.:213-850-0204.

PRIZE-WINNING
ESSAYIST AND FORMER PROFESSOR
w/two Ph.Ds can help you produce winning

prose. Theses, papers, personal statements.

David <daveditOpacbell.net> 805-646-
4455.

Counseling and Psychotherapy
...to examine life concerns/issues in

privacy and respect. Individuals,

couples, families. Stress, anxiety,

depression, self-esteem, relationships.

L<»rraine M. Yamamura, Ph.D. Ciir>«cal

Psycholof{ist PSY 11067 (310)392-5209

PUBLISH YOUR OWN
BOOK, NEWSLETTER
OR REPORT SUCCESS-

FULUtt
For details send legal self addressed
stamped envelope to: AD. 10736 Jefferson

Blvd. #225. Culver City, CA 90230.

ENGLISH TUTOR needed. Must be female,

fluent in Thai. Flexible hours and salary Late
afternoons, early evenings. 310-203-4602.

FRENCH/ENGLISH TUTOR need for 746
y/o to wort( with them at home. References
needed. 213-852-9565. Car phone: 310-
766-3171.

LOOKING for a private Spanish tutor, prefer-

ably from Chile. Hours flexible, pay nego-
tiable. Please call 310-281-9693.

MATH & SCIENCE
TUTOR GREAT KID. 9th grade. Excellent

pay, steady work. Eleanor 310-390-176, ext-

1.

RELIABLE STUDENT WANTED to help high

school Junior with homework in various sub-

jects. 6-10 hrs,/wk. flexible. $10-12/hr.

(31 0)556-461 Oex.1

-TUTOR FOR 5TH Gr. in Pacific Palisades

area. Flexible hours M-Th. Approx 7:00-

9:30pm. Wages flexible. Call:31 0-459-01 82.

Fax 310-459-6972.

TUTOR
Student to tutor Harvard Westlake 9th grad-

-Bt Jot Z-2:A tasfi nlgms/»*&2 tW5 isr:

Sun.O$25/hr. Must have B average. Would
come to home In BH area. Speak French
pref, but not nee. 310-385-5007.

TUTOR to help w/afterschd HW for elemen-
tary school chfkJ. 3 daysAvk. 310-573-9812.

TUTOR/DRIVER for 7th grader. Pick up 3:30
tutor until 7pm. WLA area. $10/hr. 310-475-

3788.

0100
Cooiputo/lnliiiMl

1-600 Nmnbers

HOT CYBER SECRETS!
Find Out What You Want On-line! 1 -900-740-

1113 ext, 2098. 2.99/min and 18+ Sen/e-U

619-645-8434

nnandilAid

FREE CASH GRANTS
COLLEGE. SCHOLARSHIPS. Business.

Medical Bills Never repay. Toll Free 1-800-

218-9000 Ext G 1650.

STUDENT LOANS
GET YOUR Stafford Student Loan from Uni-

versity Credit Union (Lender Code 832123).

Also receive low-cost financial sen/ices. 310-

477-6628; www.ucu.org.

BRUIN INTERNET ACCESS! Netwood
Communk:atk>ns offers an excellent serviqe

for UCLA students, faculty, and staff. Need a
homepage? (310)442-1530 (www.Net-
wood.net)

6200
MMHh / BMBty SmlCM

For Utivvantcci Hair

ELECTROLYSIS
PoriiKi'ifnt. Sn*e. Aftordal

LuCia Electrolysis

(310) 208-8193
1951 Westwood Blvd.»

Contempo Nails
Manicures Pedicures

Fills & Silks

Sculptured Nails

Wax
& MORE!

333 Robertson Blvd. Beveriy Hills

(btwn. Gregory Way & Olympic Blvd.)

MorvSat 9^7 pm. Sun 10-5 pm.
Free Parking

No Appt. Necessary

Call (310) 855-8879

NmNIi / iaantr StrvMi

Tired of high prices? Call

IxyWs ElECTRolysis

& SkJN Care

20% off with thisxQupon-

above $20 purchase

• permanent hair removal for men &
women

• permanent make-up

• Facials, waxing, body treatments, ear

piercing

• Physician referred certified, disposable

probes & sterilization

• Free consultation 15 minutes

• Gender Friendly

• West L.A.

6400
Movan/Slorago

INSURANCE WAR!
WE'LL BEAT ANYONE'S price or don't want

your business. All drivers. Newly licensed.

Student/staff/faculty discounts. Request the

-Bruin Plan." 310-777-8817 or 818-222-

5595.

/Illstate
YouVe in good hands.

Insurar^ce Compar^y
(310)31270204

1281 Wostwood Blvd.
(2 biks So. of Wllshilre)

Display
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6300
Legal Advlce/Atlonieyt

GREEN CARD LOTTERY (DV-2000) appli-

cations now being accepted. This may be the

last Lottery. Call 310-453-6238 for more info.

Deadline— 10/31.

GREEN CARDS NOW!
FILE YOUR GREEN CARD LOTTERY.
Starting 10-1-98 through 10-26-98. Call at-

torney Doreen©213-251-9588.

6400
Moveri/Stoniga

BEST MOVERS. Licensed, insured. Lowest

rates. Fast, courteous+careful. Many stud-

ents moved for $98. Lic.-T-163844. NO JOB
TOO SMALL! 1-800-2-GO-BEST

HONEST MAN W/14ft tmck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok. Student discount.

Ask about 10% discount. 310-285-8688 Go
Bruins!

JERRY'S MOVING&DFLIVERY The careful

movers Experienced, reliable, same-day de-

livery. Packing, boxes available. Also, pick-

up donations for American Cancer Society.

Jerry©310-391-5657.

6500
Music Lessons

DRUM LESlTONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedicated pro-

fessional. At your home or WLA studio. 1st-

lesson free. No drum set necessary.

Neil:21 3-654-8226.

FRENCH HORN TEACHER needed for 9th

grade female beginner. Eleanor-310-390-

1761 ext-1

Pononil Senlois

ATTN SINGLES! HOW
TO FIND A DATE

For info call 310-533-2307, 24hrs.

6700
PnrfBWInml Hoinkoi

SIGN LANGUAGE '

Set your hands free by learning to experi-

ence a language of beauty through visual ex-

pression. Class starts beginning of October.

For info, call Louisea @ (310) 275-3809

MBA, LAW, MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS!
Frustrated developing your critical personal

statements? Get professional help from well-

known author/consultant. 310-826-4445.

www.winningpersonstatemenl.com

STRESS,
SELF-ESTEEM,
RELATIONSHIPS:

Dr. Abbey Kesden- licensed, clinical pychol-

ogist able to help through individual psycho-

therapy in warm, supportive

enviroment 310-786-3102

BEARS RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

AS subjects. Theses/Dissertations.

Personal Statements, Proposals and Books
Intematicnal students welcome.

SINCE 1965 ^

Sharon Bear, Ph.D. (310) 470-6662

GREAT SAVINGS! FREE 19cents/min. Zero
Based Phonecard. Call anytime, anywhere
in the US, day/night. Minimum charge re-

quired for only $25. Get one today. Send
S AS E to PO box 5003, Gardena. CA
90249.

lO+YRS EXPERIENCE
Word Processing, Transcription. Resumes,
Application Typing. Editing, Notary & More!
Legal/Medical-Mac/IBM. Student Discount.

818-380-0347.

HATE TO TYPE? Let me do it for you.

Fast-t-accurate. Professional screen plays

excepted. $2/pg. Call-Iris 310-839-3101 or

page 310-915-2255.

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-

es, dissertations, transcription, resumes, fli-

ers, brochures, mailing lists, reports. Santa
Monica. 310-828-6939. Hollywood. 213-466-

2888.

7000 7300
WHflngHaiii

A FREE SESSION
Psychotherapy/Counseling for depression,

anxiety, obsessions, post-traumatic ^stress,

etc. Couples/Individuals Student rates.

Crime vknims may be eligible for free treat-

ment Call Liz Gould (MFC«32388)O310-
578-5957 to schedule your free consultation.

CARPENTER, free estimate. Reasonable
price. Call Pedram 310-838-5187.

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years exp. all

levels and styles Patient and organized.

Guitars available. Sam 310-826-9117.
•u
GUITAR LESSONS by professional near
UCLA. All levels, guitars avail. Call Jean at

310-476-4154. www.JWGS.com

EAGLE EYED EDITOR
PROOFREADS THESIS, puWicatkjns; tutors

English, study skills; trains time manage-
ment, stress reduction. Nadia Lawrence Ph-
D 310-393-1951.

ENGLISH TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford University

graduate. Help with writing—for students of

all ages/levels. $17/hr 310-472-8240 or

310-440-0285.

ENGLISH TUTOR
Term paper/ESL problems? English tutor-

Four years experience, published author.

Call Jessica 310-474-0650.

ENGLISH TUTOR. UCLA graduate/former

College Tutonals tutor. All levels and ages.
Grammar, structure, style. Call 213-651-

5811.

FRENCH GRADUATE gives tutonng in

French, all levels Teaching experience, rea-

sonable rates, and flexible times. Call Didier

today 213-391-9810.

FRENCH TUTORING
Or grade improvement for all levels. Highly

experienced teacher. Also translation. Call

Evelyne: 310-395-5953.

Math/Physics/Statistics/English/Hebrew.

Computerized statistical analysis avail-

able. Tutoring service. Free consultation.

Reasonable rates, call anytime. Ilan (800)90-

TUTOR. www.my-tutor.com

PRIVATE TUTORING
SECONDARY PRIMARY LEVELS. All sub-

jects. Affordable rates. One on one. At your

home. Call ADMIRAL TUTORING: 310-477-

9665.

THE WRITING COACH
Experienced teacher, Ph.D offers tutoring,

term paper assistance, English, Social Sci-

ence, History. Foreign Students Welcome.
Call: 310-452-2865. •

^"~

WORD PROCESSING. Typing, proofing,

editing, rewriting, research, resumes, tutor-

ing, etc. Fax, email, bring work to me. Rush-
es. Student discount. 818-830-1546.

WRITING CONSULTATIONS. Typing; proof-

reading; editing. Personal statements,
school essays. Ivy league graduate. Rebec-
ca 626-576-5929.

rl Classifieds

825-2221

7400
Business Opportunities

$2000 IMMEDIATELY
BILLION DOLLAR COMPANY seeks outgo-

ing, motivated people to help with Int'l expan-
sion. P/T. Extremely lucrative. 1-800-371-

6526, 24 hours.

$600/DAY. Nude modeling-women 18-f all

types. No experience necessary. Safe, pro-

fessional environment. Refer a friend and
earn $501 310-358-3865.

DRIVE YOUR DREAM FOR FREE. Any
make, model, or price. No down paynr>ent.

No security deposit. Great income potential.

888-891-8890

Display

206-3060
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GET PAID TO DRIVE
YOUR DREAM CAR

STUDENTS CAa NOW lo hear about an
exciting new business opportunity. Learn
how you can earn uniin>tted income while

showing off your new car to frterxls. 1*877-

20-LEASE.

MULTIPLE STREAMS oMncome from a per-

feet part-time rwme business. 1977 "Peo-

ple's Choice Award* winner. Recently fea-

tured in Investor's Business Daily'-f"Suc-

cess" magazine. 24hour message 1-888-

572-4846.

Opportunity: IrxJustry veteran starting record

label based ir\ Seattle seeking inves-

tor/partner. Exceptional talent secured.

Great opportunity to step into recording in-

dustry. Contact Mogul Music 0206-340-

0202.

START WITH A $1000 BONUS...and create

thousands nr>onthlyt Lifetime Financial

Income Opportunity! Details: 1-888-333-
—«353. fD-5293

WE HAVE FULLY LOADED 400 MHz Com-
puters/ 233 MHz Laptops for $350. We need
distributors. Earn $1500 weeldy. Call 323-

-298-8506

7500
Cmmt Oppoftunlttos

HIRING NOW!
NEW GRADUATES FOR MEDICAL OFFICE
and Phannacy. MD and PhafHitcist. Please

call Kimberty Manning. 213-3i3*7458.

RECEPTIONIST/ SECRETApV- Starting sal-

-ary $9/hf. Excelient growth fppOftuntty at

real estate investment fIrm.jBperience pre-

ferred Fax resume: 31O-27|^i01.

ACTIVE4RESP0NSIBLE AU^AIR for 7y/o

boy. MofKJays^3;30pm-8pa4. Saturday baby-
sitting also needed. Must drive. Salary nego-

tiable. Hollywood Hills. Needed ASAP Mela-

nie02 13-850-8242.
. 1.

ADORABLE TWINS
_CARING RESPONSIBLE BABYSITTER.
Help out working mom. Pick up 10-y/o-twins

after school. Help w/homework. Own
car/drivers license/insurance/references.

310-284-8974.

AFTERSCHOOL DRIVER for 2boys (12+15)

and help w/homework plus errands. $10/hr.

Must be insured-f have clean record. SM
area. 310-828-3363.

BABYSITTER for nice kids 6&8. Westwood
area Approx 3-6 PM, 2-3 times/week. Need
car. Experience preferred. 310-839-4228

(day). 310-475-7600 (eve).

BABYSITTER
LOOKING for occasional energetic babysit-

ter for a fun 3-yr/old girt. Must drive, have
car, and speak English. Paula: 213-876-

8137

BABYSITTER NEEDED for 9 y/o girt ^-F
2:30-6:30 Must have own car and in-

surance. Salary-or room and tx)ard 310-

236-3047.

BABYSITTER occasional evening/weekend
sitter lor 8y/o boy Read, board games and
piano/violin. Near UCLA. 310-476-7125
evenings.

BABYSITTER WANTED
CREATIVE AND FUN for two kids ages
10&5. Saturday nights, Hollywood Hills,

good references. Salary negotiable. 213-

850-7074.

BABYSITTER. ENTHUSIASTIC and fun sit-

ter wanted for 2-great kids ages 7-t-IO. Lau-

rel Canyon area. References required. Flexi-

ble hours 2-3 evening/week. Call Laurie 213-

654-4893.

BABYSITTER. 3-7weekdays for 2 very ener-

getic boys ages-5>10. Must drive, have ac-

cess to car, and prepare simple meals.

$10/hr. 323-938-6628.

BABYSITTER. Drive, help with homework. 2
girts ages 11+8. T. Th afternoons. WLA. 310-

390-2938.

BABYSITTER. Regular Saturday night fe-

male babysitter wanted. Additional hours

possible. Experience and referer^es neces-

sary. 310-470-4662.

BABYSITTER/DRIVER in Beverty Hills for

sweet 9y/o girt. MWF 3:15-5:30. CA drivers

Ircense and insurance required, past exp
preferred. $8.25/hr. Call Robin for inter-

viewO310-659-1141.

BABYSITTERS NEEDED Flexible hours.

Beverty Hills home w/pool and view. 3-Small

kkis ages-6, 4. &10n:x)s. Fax resume 310-

556-7092.—
.
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BBYSTTR/COMPANION
for wonderful 9y/o girt, Must have car. Hrs

approx 2:30-S:30PM. References required.

310-470-2862.

Classifieds

825-2221

BIG BROTHER/SISTER
wanted to care for 12-yr-oW boy. P/T. Needs
to drive, heip with homework. Rdsponsi-

bte/fun. References required. 310-472-0260

CARETAKER w/car to transport and tutor

10+13y/o in Brentwood MW and alternate F
from 3:30-6:30. $10/hr. 310-395-0623

CHILD CARE wanted for girt 3 1/2. Expert-

erx:ed. 3-7pm, Mon-Fri, Santa Monica. Ref-

erences required. Driver. I^S. Call:310-452-

5760. fax:310-452-5780.

CHILD CARE WANTED for one 12 year old

girt. Weeknights/evenings. Must have car

and references. 310-777-0074.

CHILD CARE/DRIVER Thurs. only- 4:15pm
to 5:45pm. Westside area. Older kids, f^n-

smoker. Have car, good driving reed.

$10/hr. 310-826-5144

\ \>oy. MuCHILDCARE for lly/o boy Rlust be intelli-

gent&energetic. M-F 3pm-7pm. Must have

car. M/F. Some cookingAerrands. Santa Mo-
nica. $150/week. 310-550-4183.

CHILDCARE for 8y/o. P/T. Car. references

needed. r^S. Must be responsible and k)v-

ing. Afternoons 2-3 days/week. Call Ms.

Pflug©310-551-0199.

CHILDCARE- Pick up 11 y/o boy from school

in S.M. Assist w/homework. M. T. W, F 2:30-

6pm. Call 310-553-2224-daytime. 310-829-

9020-even(ngs.

CHILDCARE- Pick up. play and feed 5y/o

boy WSTh 2:30-7:30pm. Must drive. S.M.

area. 310-828-2624.

CHILDCARE/MENTOR for highly glfledAac-

tive 5y/o twins. Engage in stimulating activi-

ties M-F 2pm-7pm. Bel Air. Driver's license

needed. Psychok)gy or educatkxi majors

preferred. Undergrads $10/hr;graduate stud-

ent $12/hr. Fax resume:213-549-5160.

COLLEGfe STUDENT for 2 CHILDREN,
AGES:9410, beginOct. 1. Pick-up from BH
school, supen/ise homework Must have
cariinsurance. Afternoons—3:30-5:3QonL-
SWhf. 213-237-7306.

COMPANION/DRIVER
For 15yo-girt. Afterschool. Approx 3:00-

6pm; M-F. Driving(our car). Some light

CQoliino. Cubmr City. Call afleLjpmOr-wee=
kends $8/hr. 310-737-9125.

DEPENDABLE, MATURE student w/car

wanted for afternoons and earty evening

chitdcare in BH area Must have references

Call Janet 323-874-4073.

DRIVE CHILDREN to school in morning from

Pacific Palisades to West Hollywood Must
have car and insurance. 310-454-7525.

DRIVE from West Hollywood to Pacific Pal-

isades and tutor lOyr old in afternoons. Must
have car and insurance. 310-454-7525.

DRIVER. Pick up engaging 15y/o boy from

school. M-F 3-6pm Top rate. Bel-Air loca-

tion, near UCLA. Reliable car. references.

310-234-0177.

DRiVER/BABYSITTER available afternoons

M-F. Experience, references, own car

required. WLA. UCLA student. 310-470-

4393.

DRIVER/HOMEWORK TUTOR Pick up
children ages 10 and 12 from school, drive to

activities, help with math. M-F 2:30-530
$10/hr. Santa Monica. Call or fax: 310-451-

4145. , .

CaraMtaoM
HUMOROUS. ARTICULATE. BOOKISH 4.5-

yr-okj boy seeks energetk; companion 3 af-

tfrrK>ons a week. 3pm-7pm for creative play

and museum visits. Preferer>ce for ir>dividual

w/interests in visual arts, music or theater

Car essential. Call Rebecca Rickrr^n 310-

440-0725.

LOOKING FOR SOMEONE to pick-up 9-yr-

ok) boy from school. Westwood, light cook-

ing, Th-F. 2:30-6PM, $8/hr Must have car, in-

surance, excellent references Call after

7PM or weekends 310-477-9462.

LOVELY PROFESSIONAL FAMILY Desire

sympathetk: caretaker for chiklren ages 3A5
hours 4-8pm M-F $6/hr Interested applk:-

ants please call Renee: 310-558-8050.

LOVING BABYSITTER NEEDED- Play with

cheertui 4-yr-ok1 daughter for single dad.

Must h^ve car. Call Chuck 310-203-1592.

MOM LOOKING FOR FEMALE to drive kids

from school-home and supervise hw. M-F
2;45pm-6pm. Call: Evenings: 310-450-2724

Days:3 10-393-8871 6xr233

MOMS HELPER
10/yr-old girt needs pick-up form school,

some driving to activities, help w/homewori(,

etc. approx. 10-1 2/hrs week. $8/hr. 310-208-

3348.

MOTHERS HELPER FOR great 8y/o boy in

SM 2-3 days/week after 2 30pm Days flexi-

ble and one night on weekerids. Good driv-

ing record, reliable car+references. Bar-

bara© 3 1 0-458-3837.

MOTHERS HELPER wanted for VEGETAR-
tAfr FAMILY. M-F*3D-6:30PM for 2 chikl-

ren. Reliable, respontible, prompt, CPR cer-

tified. Own carftinturance. References. Nan-

cy:31 0-44-4934.

MOTHER'S HELPER. P/T driving chikjren

from school and tcttvMes. Afternoons M-Th.

WLA. Need car. CA DLC. insurance, refer-

ences. 310-471-6541.

NANNY WESTWOOD PT $8/hr. Approx.
MKf*A«4r>>«t«M»en 2-7PM. Afterschool cacpz
for bright girt. 10. Cook easy dinner, tidy up.

errands. Need cheertui. intelligent, responsi-

ble student. Good driver (our car). 310-472-

1818.

NEED SITTER/TUTOR. 1 -child $7/hr Beven^
ly Hills^ear Guaranteed salary.~CairTues-

Sat eve. 818-906-0495 between 10-5pm
Mon-Fri.

P/T CHILDCARE- Need fun. kind babysitter

for 7y/o giri afterschool 3-8pm T-Th. Car+
references a must. 310-573-7527.

P/r DRIVER/HELPER
14YR-0LD GIRL. Approx 3-6pm, 3-5 days

per/week. Must have car, license, insur-

ance, and references. Cheviot Hills . 310-

287-1470-evenings

P/T for Wed, Thurs. +Fri afternoon hours.

Requires some driving, dnvers license, refer-

ences. 9-yr old-girt. $7/hr 310-284-8166.

P/T PERSON to care for 10+8y/o 2-5 after-

noons/week. Must drive and have car
Gayle® 31 0-450-4 109(evenings)

EVENING HOMEWORK HELPER/ BABY-
SITTER wanted- Flexible hours. $7/hr. Ages
3. 6. and 9. Encino area. 818-501-8099.

EXPERIENCED BABYSITTER needed lor

family living in house near Westwood. Flexi-

ble schedule. $8/hr. References required

Please call 310-204-0457.

EXPERIENCED BABYSITTER needed M
Th from 2:30-7PM Jor 8&5 y/o in SM
Possibly more hrs. Call lla at 310-829-2588

EXPERIENCED BABYSITTER- $10/hr. Re
sponsible, cheertui, happy disposition. Musi

have well developed verbal skills to commu
nicate w/active and inquisitive 3y/o MWSat
5-7pm. Must drive. Brentwood area. 310
472-2783.

FEMALE BABYSITTER
wanted for afterschool for 2 sweet girts 5&9
in Universal Studios area. M-F 3-7:30PM.

Call 818-985-1878.

FEMALE GRAD STUDENT needed to child-

sit 7yo. drive to lessons on Saturdays, occa-

sional weekdays Prefer from School of Educ
or Psych. 818-954-7154. 9am-6:30pm.

FEMALE NEEDED ASAP to assist 3rd grad-

er w/HW and babysit 2 girts. M, W. TH. 4;

7PM. Some flexibility needed. Salary DOE*
310-454-&796.

FEMALE STUDENT needed to pick-up child

at Seeds UES on UCLA campus between
2:30 and 3:00. Call 323-290-0561.

FRENCH-SPEAKING person to pick up 5-

year-old girt from school. Some homewori<
help. 8-10hrs/wk. Afterrwons M-F. Own car.

references. 310-442-4787.

HOMEWORK HELPER/DRIVER One girt:

age 13, Mon/Wed/Fri. 4pm-7pm. Must have
own car. $10/hr/$15 for homewort( hours.

Extra hours available. (310)398-0830.

PICK-UP 6-yr-old twins^rom school and help

mom at home for a lew hours. Prefer piano

skills. $7-$10/hr. 310-476-5265.

PT AFTERNOON CHILDCARE Some driv-

ing, hw help. Boy- 13. girt- 10. Sherman Oaks
by Beverty Glen. 818-501-5188.

PT CHILDCARE
FOR VERY SPECIAL 4-YEAR OLD GIRL.

International or bilingual background, car,

references required. Grand Piano. Beverty-

wood adjacent. Laird-310-287-1677.

RESPONSIBLE PERSON needed to drive 2-

children to afterschool activities. Approx.

3:30pm-6pm. Monday-Thursday Great kids.

Your car. Excellent Pay Eleanor:3 10-390-

1761 ext-1.

ROOM AND BOARD
Father w/two sons seeking student to help:

drive kids/homework/grocery shopping, and

some babysitting. Non-smoking/excellent

driving record. Offer own locked room
w/bathroom&small meal-allowarKe. Refer-

ences a must. Westwood area. Begin im-

mediately 310-476-5516.

Seeking female tutor/babysitter w/car for 4th

grader to help w/readiftg and math WLA
location. M. W. Th. 2:45-5:45PM. $8/hr. 310-

474-4732.

SPUNKY AND CHEERY person to babysit

10& 12 year-old girts and help w/homewori< in

Pacific Palisades. Evenings. Must have own
car. references. 310-459-5069.

TUTOR/DRIVER for 12y/o girt Hrs vary

Pickup Westskle school w/own car between
3-5PM ends approximately 7:30PM. Help

with homewori</light errands/assist easy din-

ner. Wages negotiable. Deborah 310-312-

3128.

WARM RESPONSIBLE STUDENT needed
to watch adorable 5y/o giri. Some evenings.

Must drive. Beverty Glen area. References

needed. 310-470-5986.

WESTSIDE FAMILY seeks pA nanny. Expert-

ence necessary. Hours flexible. Call 310-

230-0826.

7700 ^
"BIG SISTER' ro care for 10-yr/okl girt after

school&dunrig vacatk)ns. Fun Job. Home-
work, dnve carpool, art projects Susan 818-

995-8388.
„

7800

ADMINISTRATOR/PROJECT ASSISTANT
(internship possibility). Computer literate,

IBM-Windows/Internet plus. Senior/graduate

w/strong writing/oral communication. No
dress code/reception duties. $7-$9.

17hrs/wk. Serious inquiries:Fax:31 0-395-

0509.

RESTAURANT
Needs counter help 11a.m. -3p.m. Waitress

7a.m.-2:30p.m. Mon-Fri. Exp. preferred.

Call (310)558-3287 before 12/after 2p.m,.

$1000'S WEEKLY!!
STUFF ENVELOPES at home for $2.00
each plus bonuses. F/T. P/T. Make $800+
weekly, guaranteed! Free supplies. For de-

tails, send one stamp to: N-33. 12021
Wilshire Blvd.. Suite 552. Los Angeles, CA
90025. o

$20/HOUR+TIPS
Female nude figure models needed. Profes-

sional studio. Absolutely no sex, drugs, alco-

hol, smoking, or touching. Wort< your own
hours. Must have a great body and a pretty

face. Asian models especially needed. Mari-

na Studios, Downtown LA: 323-222-8044.

.f -,

CLA Annual Fun
$8. 18/HIL KlfS BONUS

PAID TRAINING • COWrMBa SCHEDUUNG
QMon. -Tnun. onSflLAStm.

ConlMlBMwVteqtMC

310*794-0277
10B3 QaytwAmhw. Mifcqr,WMNnod

$20/Hft PT/FT
PROCESSING MAIL! Free supplies.

postage! Bonuses! Rush SASE to

CMA/UCLA Po Box 567443. Atlanta GA.
31156

signupOinfo.infomachine.com

ASSISTANT OFFKJE MANAGER-RECEP-
TIONIST F/T. M-F. 9-6pm. Computer knowl-

. edge. Small busy office. Excellent salary and
benefits. 310-476-4205.

ASSISTANTOa film distnbution co. in cen-

tury City. Entry level work. 2-3hrs/day 2-

3days/wk. 2-3wks(or longer) $7/hr+part(ing.

Japanese language a plus, film ftcrK>ol stud-

ent a plus. E-mail at ykitoOlargoent.com.

AV TECH NEEDED. P/T for Library near

campus. Dependable, good w/equip-

ment&people. Call Marya or DebbieO310-
474-1518. ext. 3217 or 3218.

BABYSITTER WANTED for 11/yr-old boy
every Fri+Sat night. Salary guaranteed, pos-

sibility of more hours. Must drive Beverty

Hills area. Call 818-906-0495 9am-5pm.
Mon-Fri.

BABYSITTER. P/T/FLEXIBLE hours. Long
term. 3/yr-old. Non-smoking/references/Bun-

dy-Santa Monica area. Call Bill and Debbie.

310-577-5376

BARISTA Enthusiastic person needed for

Culver City espresso bar. Prepare coffee

drinks, deliveries. Will train. 310-204-3646.

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED. Earn
$150-$250/night. Wori< P/T while going to

school. Day/eve classes, 1-2week classes,

800-974-7974. International Bartenders
school. HUNDREDS OF JOBS!

BEVERLY HILLS SALON looking foi profes-

sional receptionist for PT position. Computer
skills a must. (310)273-3155.

BIG BROTHER/COACH
to play sports w/my 2 boys-8&6 after-

schools&Saturdays 2-3 times/wk. Must have
own car&valid CDO&insurance. WLA area.

310-470-7019.

BOOKKEEPER for Property Management
Company Must know Quickbooks. Excel,

Mac. Salary open. Fax resumes to 310-391-

6088.;

BOOKKEEPER/LITE ACCOUNTING. Must_
have »xpert«ftce m Wirwiov^a^. Qutck—
books. ADP payroll, wort(ers comp. report,

sales tax report. Good organizational skills a

must. Fax resume to 310-264-1628.

BUSY FASHION PR. FIRM seeks intem/PT

JlfilfL Qfiiierai. oifice jduties: xeroxing^

^SPECIAL
OPPORTUNITY!

$10/HR-i-BONUSES!
Full-time. Hard-worker to help company find

new business tocations in Southern Califor-

nia area. Must have car. be assertive. Leave
message: 310-476-9059 or fax resume: 310-

476-4305. No calls returned until 10/01.

ADMIN. ASST. PT Approx. 20hrs/wk. M-F
8:30-5:30pm. Word; Excel, Filemaker. Fax
resume and salary history 310-477-5432

ext116

ADMINISTRATIVE ASST/OFFICE ASSIST-
M-F F/T or P/T in Down town LA. Start ASAP.
$8-10/hr depending on experience. Need
smart, self motivated, detail orientated indi-

vidual. Req's= advanced computer skills, ms
office, internet. Some research and phones
involved Fax resume 213-617-2325 Attn:HR

ADVERTISING/SALES on an internet web-
site. Will train lo sell on Lacities com $25/hr

Commission is easy p/t or f/t 310-277-7326.

clee_l@holmail.com

AFTER SCHOOL CARE. Responsible caring

person. M, W. Th. F 2:45-5:45pm. Car and
insurance needed. $l0/hr. Santa Monica
310-348-2326

AIDE WANTED FOR 11 -year old boy Daily

living skills &educalion help. Experience pre-

ferred. Nights&weekends. 310-542-4146.

Needed Sates Managemern Tranee • t* 00-tlO O0*xxjf
l*oJenti«l for pror^dton • 1 0-30 hrs per wee* dirrs school

full time duog vacations

TraMng provtdcd
come by ancfapply In pcreon

1065 Oaytcy Ave.
Wettwood VWagc

AMBITIOUS INDIVIDUALS WANTED for fi-

nancial planner trainee positions. Will train.

No experience necessary. All majors wel-

come. Fax Gerald O 323-266-3800.

ARE YOU FUN, BRIGHT
AND RELIABLE?

BABYSITTER/PERSONAL ASST Require-

ments: chil(i development background/chikj-

care experience. Car, good driving

record&references. $10/hr, 3 after-

noons/evenings/wk 310-264-4217.

ASSISTANT
Marketing research. PT/FT. Artidulate, good
telephone&organizational skills. Interesting

wort(. Exposure to many industries. Flexit)le

hours. 9am-9pm. Mrs. Rost, 310-444-9199.

ASSISTANT for business office. For more
details please call 310-278-2750 or fax re-

sume 310-278-0038.

ASSISTANT for real estate/entertainment.

Must be computer literate/office skills.

40hrs/wk. Salary negotiable 213-849-4905.

phones, filing. Friendly environment. $6/hr.

15-»-hrs/wk. Orsi Put^llc Relations: 323-874-

4073. Ask for Dyann or Greg.

CASTING .
EXTRAS needed for feature films, commer-'
cials, and music videos. Earn up lo $240 per

day! No experience needed. Wort< guar-

anteed! Call today 213-851-6103.

CENTURY CITY ARCHITECT/DESIGN firm

seeks p/t, f/t administrative assistant to mn
busy office. Experienced professional, MS
Office savvy Paid parking+benefits. No
phone calls. Fax resume tap: J.T. Nakaoka
Associates Architects. Attn: Mr. James T. Na-

kaoka 310-286-2301.

CITY BEAN COFFEE in Westwood is look-

ing for coffee lovers full-time/part-time.

Please call Alan at 310-208-0108.

CITY OF BEVERLY Hills pari<ing attendants

needed. Weekends only/$8.76/hr. Morning

and Evening shifts available. Dept. of Trans-

portation. 455 N, Rexford Dr.. Room 130. /\p-

ply in person.

. Clerical, General Office. F/T and P/T.

Flexible hours. $8/hr. Close to UCLA. Fax
Resume (310)889-1893.

CLERICAUCUSTOMER SERVICE. Full-

time pemnanent. M-F. Good phone and Eng-
lish skills, type 50WPM, detail-oriented, reli-

able. WLA, $8-$8.50/hr. 310-826-3759.

CLERK. 15-20hrs/wk. 3 days. $7/hr. Real

Estate development management co. Wort<

schedule to cover lunch hrs. Typing, phone
skills, computer literate. 310-478-8757-Tom.

COACHES NEEDED.
MIDDLE SCHOOL. Soccer and girt's basket-

ball. Paid positions. Call Gail for basketball

ext. 248. Keith for soccer, ext 247. 310-391-

7127.

COMPANION- For 90y/o retired pharmacist.

6hrs/week at $9/hr. Tu, Th. Car required. "Call

Della@310-277-7818.

COMPUTER/TELECOM
CUSTOMER SERVICE REP Fast growing

internet co. located in Westwood seeking

PT/FT customer sen/ice reps w/excellent

Windows95/PC skills to work midnight-

8:30AM. 5AM-8AM, 4PM- 11PM Fluency in

GerrT>an&French a plus. Fax resume J. Ash-

craft 310-507-0292.

CREW LEADERS and installers tor season-

al lighting business. Focused/on-the-
ball/creative people need apply. Octot>er-

December. w/van or tmck helpful. PT/FT.

310-281-2870. Brad.

CSO OFFICE ASST
Apply now for an office assistant position at

the CSO ProgramsAWestwood Village Sub-
station. Starting rate $7.25/hr. UCLA stud-

ents w/at least one yr remaining. Public rela-

tions&basic clerical duties. For details call

310-825-9800.*

Display
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fl CeLeBRflTlON IN SONG RND ORNCC

Be a part of the world premiere of FOSSE
WANTED

MERCHANDISE SELLERS $8/hr
ARE YOU: Cuttomer service oriented? - Energetic? - Creative?

DO YOU: Enjoy theatre? • Enjoy Males?

If so, join us for interviews at:
Ahmanson Theater 135 North Grand Ave.

(Lobby Main Level) Bring Resume
Monday, October 5 (4 -7PM)

NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

CUSTOMER
SERVICE/FUNITURE
SHOWRM ASST

at Pacific Design center. General . office

duties, computer literate. FT. Fax 310-652-

8063.

DATA ENTRY- PT 15-20hrs^v1(. Medisoft'

program. Will train. Science or matfi major.

310-476-4205.

DATA ENTRY-ORDER DEPT -Well known
docunf)ent delivery company in Westwood.
P/TAF/T. Familiarity w/bibliograpbic citations

impt. Type-45wpm. Ubrary bacitground and
experience w/Windrjws a plus. 20-30hirs/wk,

P/T $12/hr. 40hrs/wk F/T, $25,000+DOE.
Fax resume 310-208-5971. Atten: order

dept.

JJEUVERY PERSON/CLERK. Part-UmeJel

FRONT DESK/RECEPTIONIST for health

club. Outgoing personality required,

$6.50/hr+free membership, mornings and
evenings. Holiday hours required. Contact
Tim. 310-659-5002.

GENERAL OFFICE PEftSON pt. time. Ex-

cellent phone and office sitills. Computer lit-

erate. $10/hr 310-417-3160 Call anytime 9 to

5.

GIRLS wanted at exclusive social dub in

WLA. Conversation only. No alcohol. Rexi-

ble hours. Earn top $$$. 310-477-9871.

GRAD OR BEYOND: PART-TIME Writer's

asst. 3-4hrs. 2x/week. Car necessary. Typ-
ing, MAC WP&Flnal Draft/Screeplay format

proficiency required. Research, phones, cor-

respondence, enands. Brentwood. Refer-

ences, houriy, flexible. Fax resume to 310-

319-9946.

INITIATIVE & INTEGRI-
TY

UCLA COMMUNITY SERVICE OFFICERS.
Now Nring. Explore law,

communications&public relations. WEB:
www.ucpd.ucla.edu/ucpd/cso/ EMAIL:
csoeucpd.ucia.edu. Phone: 310-825-2148.

INTERVIEW POSITION- No telemarttetlng

Involved. On-campus. Rexible hours. Will

train. English and fluent in Spanish, Viet-

namese, Mandarin, or Russian preferred.

$9-12/hr. 12-30 hours/week. Call 310-825-

3658.

INTL IMPORTING, Martteting and PR fimi

seeks highly motivated, organized individual

w/excellent communication skills to wori( in

fast paced office. Facets of positk>n include

Advertising, Coordinating Special Events,

Copywriting. Must be fluent in Italian. F/T

$1800/mo^'benelits. Fax resume 2 13-653-

1768. Attn:John Patterson. VP

INTL IMPORTING, Martteting. and PR firm

seeks organized detail orientated adminis-

trative assistant to perform such functions as
data entry, faxing, photocopying, phones.

Must be fluent in Italian. P/T, flexible hours.

$8/hr Fax resume 213-653-1768. AttniJohn

Patterson. VP.

INVENTOR Looking for assistant w/com-
petence to write patent applk;atk>n and to

help realize inventk)n. Must know Russian.

Wpricing part-time. Details by telephone.

310-274-3202.

LAW FIRM
FILE CLERK/PARALEGAL P/T. Beverty Hills

Law Firm seeks organized, reliable person.

Assist w/Wing. phor>es, copying, and other

projects. WordPerfect and car helpful. $l0^r
Fax resumes to Mart( Share at Upofsky and
Ruben 213-653-6228.

livery, stockworV. Early afternoon. Need car

w/valid insurance. $8/hr. Herbert's Pharma-
cy. 310-859-3887.

DIRECTOR/OWNER for Israel Archaeologi-

cal Society, a travel corr^pany. Can be run

-P/T from home prior years' earnings to

$60,000. 310-476-8478.

DOG WALKING- P,T. 3-5 mornings/week.

Perfect for student and dog k>vers. Must
have own car. Call Chris©3l0-471-2771.

DOMESTIC HEI^P. Beverty Hills Home. 8
hours/wk, $8/hour. tasks include houseworit

arxl tx}okwOri(. pleasant environment. 310-

275-7975. Convenient bus location.

Job Opportunity
• Flexible Hours • Great Benefits

The Coffee Bean
445 N. Beverly Drive, Beverly Hills

Apply in person only!

GRAPHICS
DESIGNER/WRITER

$1 billion R.E. invest, firm in Glendale seek-
ing PT computer graphfcs designer/writer to

help create new maikating nmteriais. Must

Matti Mqfor or equivalent wanted
fbriXfTiber crunching. Must have

snosst vwwvfQ stuB. strono
quantitative aksittes and t^e

creative. FT or PT/benefits Ind.

Roc resume Attn. Michael
818.464.7301 StudtoOty

DRIVER WANTED
Excellent driver record and own car required

for afternoon children's carpool in Beverty

Hills area. 15hrs/wk. M-F. $l00/wk Interest-

ed parties please call 310-855-3302.

DRIVER- HOMEWORK HELPER: 20-

30hrs/week. 3 fun. active kids. CDL. in-

surance. Car. Leave message93 10-752-

8270.

DRIVER/COMPANION/TUTOR wanted for

9y/o giri. Hours:3-7pm M-F. Must have car.

valid D.L. Call MargaretO310-281-0100.

EXPERIENCED HOSTESS/Food and cock-

tail sen/ers needed for a new Greek restau-

rant nightclub in Studio City. Fun wori< envi-

ronment. Good tips. Brian ©81 8-769-9073.

9am-3pm.
'

• • i> I

F/T RECEPTIONIST for small WLA lawfirm.

Must have wordprocessing skills and t>e a

self-starter. Fax resume to 310-312-1034.

F/T TELEMARKETING/Assistant Broker.

Westwood Brokerage Firm seeks telemar-

keter/asst. to broker. Will train and sponsor

the right person to Ijecome commodities bro-

ker. Contact RickO310-475-9977

FEMALE COUNTRY WESTERN ARTIST
with experience. 310-440-0787.

FILE CLERK
NEEDED P/T for busy Beverty Hills RE. of-

fk:e. Good computer skills flexible, after-

noons preferable. M-F Fax r^ iume:31 0-284-

7817Attn:D.Mitchell

FILE/OFFICE CLERKS
LAW FIRM has PT positions to fill at

$6.50/hr. Minimum of 20hrs/wk. Interest in

law preferred. Fax resume&proposed avail-

able hours to 310-274-2798 or mail to Lur-

ie&Zepeda, 9107 Wilshire Blvd. Suite «800.

Beverty Hills, CA 90210; attentk)n James

Walker. __^____
FILM PRODUCTION, Talent Management,

and Internships available. Call Creative

Talent Management. 800-401-0545.

Classifieds

825-2221

be proficient in Windows graphk^s&present
program. Respor^fele for creating new mar-

ket&present portfotos for new clients. Send
resume/salary req. to SLi, Pres. via

fax©818-545-8460/700 N„Brand Blvd.. Ste

300. Glendale. CA 91203.

GREAT OPPORTUNITY!
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT- p/t in Real

Estate Development office in Brentwood
Must be computer literate. 12/tir. Fax resume
310-476-7284.

GREAT WORKPLACE!
TELEMARKETING for international educa-

tk)n agency. Nice clients, great-workplace in

SM. Houriy+commission Sales experi-

ence&krx>wledge of foreign language import-

am. 310-395-9393.

GROWING INTERNATIONAL INTERNET
CO. seeking candidate tor immediate posi-

tk)n. Wanted-marketing/administrative assis-

tant, w/good communication, comput-
er&email skills a must PT w/room for ad-

var>cement. Email resume to admin ©club-
global.com or phone;310 7V7-8377.

GYMNASTICS INSTRUCTOR-Wanted lor

beginning boys and girls classes. $8-12/hr

depending on experience. 213-465-2314.

HANA SUSHI
HOSTESS/CASHIER.'WAITRESS needed.

Attrartive, energetic Restaurant caters to

entertainment industry P/T ^yo^itions. Brent-

wood. 310-477-9796.

HELP DESK CONSULTANT $980. On cam-
pus. Telephone, lab. e-maii consultation,

documentation. Call Mary 310-825-5774.

HELP SERVE DINNER Part or Full-time

Monday-Friday from 4pm -8pm Wag-
es+meals. Males prefened 310-208-3281.

HOME TYPISTS
PC USERS NEEDED. $45,000 income po-

tential. Call: 1-800-513-4343 Ext.B-10105

HOMEWORK/HELPER, driver, companion
for 13-yr old boy. Mon-Fri 4-7pm. Should be
athletic. Santa Moncia. Days 310-458-7949,

Eve 310-453-2825.

HOUSEHOLD HELPER Busy entertainment

executive seeks household helper. West-

wood area. M-F. 10hrs/wk. flexible times. Er-

rands, laundry, etc. Must be reliable and

have own car. $100/wk. Call Sharma0323-
692-9999ext10.

HOUSEKEEPER/HOME-OFFICE ASSIS-

TANT for busy doctor. Weekends. Laun-

dry/deaning. assist w/cooking. etc. No skills

required. Great Payl Flexible schedule.

Leave message. 310-826-9811.

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
CUSTOMER SERVICE SALES. 15-

25Hr8/WK. $6-8/HR. Flexible sctwdule. Tux-

edo Warehouse. 10546 W. Pkx). CaN Ann
•310-559-4889.

LE BEACH CLUB
AMERICAS FAVORITE TANNING resort is

expanding&has limitedtof FT openings for

motivated, outgoing, tanning/sales consult-

ants. Hourty+commisskx) $9-18/hr. Positions

are limited so call now&join LE BEACH
CLUB, the Very Best. CaH Carol 310-820-

4067 or fax resume:310-791-0155.

LEARNING DISABILITY THERAPIST PT
$25/hr. West Los Angeles Area. Previous Ex-

perience Required. Fax 626-445-3821.

email: clinictestOaoi.com.

LOBBY AMBASSADOR-Part time. $7.50/hr.

Prestigious high rise-Westwood Fri & Sat

Graveyard. Perm guard Required Call Kelly

562-490-3310. Langner Security

LOOKING for energetic people to answer
phones, greet customers, etc. Some com-
puter experience helpful. 310-395-7368.

MAILERS WANTED!
GOOD WEEKLY INCOME PROCESSING
OUR MAIL! GENUINE OPPORTUNITY'
Rush SASE UNIQUE IMAGES. PO. Box
15552. Beveriy Hills. CA90209.

MAKE A DIFFERENCE
THERAPIST Student interested in behavior

therapy willing to wort( 8-t2hrs/wk w/4 y/o

boy with autism. Training provided. Experi-

ence pre! 3 1 0-539-4 100ext2 19.
t

MALE MODELS
Printwortt. UB under 25. Lean, any race,

leave name, number&physical stats. Free

interview. Beginners welcome. 213-960-

1066. 24hrs.

Models IVeeded Mow
No experience required

For catak)g, printwortc. magazines, movies
video and tv commercials

Men and Women of all ages
^ Free Consultation

CALLMOOa DIVISION
310.659.4855

EARN
S200S1000
A DAY

MARKET RSRCH ASST
CLIENT LIAISON AFOCUS group assistant.

Must be professloruil in appearanceAdetail

orierrted. Customer servk:e or general office

experience a plus. F/T-P/T-$8/hr to start. Fax
Resume or cover letter 310-440-2348.

MARKETING ASST
$1 billkxi RE. invest, firm In Glendale seek-

ing FT/PT nuirtceting support person respor)-

sible for creating client database&martteting

materials. Adept in composing&wrttir)g mar-

keting lettersApresentatkxi nuitertals. Must
be a self-starter w/good org. skitlsAprofk:ient

In use of Windows based program. Send
resume/salary req. to SLI. Pres. via

faxO818-545-84e0 or 700 N. Brand Blvd..

Ste. 300. Glendale, CA 91203.

MATH GRADER
CALCULUS, dtfferential equatkxtt. com-

plex variables. 3-15HR/WK. Good salary

Beverty HINt area. 310-858-1122.

"V

BARGAINS
wed. and fri.!

s^
MEDICAL ASST/CNA- Phlebotomy Injec-

t»ns. FT/PT needed for front&back office. 1 -

yr commitn>ent minimum. Internal medi-
ctrw/tatdlDtogy. Fax 3to-274-06ll>

MEDICAL P/T. Aftenwons-fSaturday morn-
ings. Seeking entfHJsiastk:/respor«ible indi-

vkJual. Great people, and phor>e skills for

busy WestskJe Chiropractk: Offk:e. Fax re-

sume 310-473-4400.

OFFICE ASSISTANT/SECRETARY- An-
swering phones, greeting patients, filing in

smaH physk:al therapy offk;e in residence.

Mornings 9am-ipm. SdaysAnfOCK . Salary ne-

gotiable. 310-446-6668.

OFFICE. CLERICAL. SECRETARIAL worti.

Need to be bilingual in English and Arabic.

F/T and P/T more than 1 -person. 310-575-

lfl9J

MEDICAL/CLERICAL ASSISTANT. P/T.

Windows 95. Word, and helpful. Excellent

phone/organlzatk)nal skills. Fax resume:
310-208-2158.

MESSENGER
STRONG BRUIN SUPPORTER&well estab-

lished Westwood law firm seeks one part-

time messenger to worit Mon.. Weds., and
Friday from 9:30am-6:30pm in our office

servk;es department Must have reliable car.

insurance&good driving record. Additk}nal

duties include mail, photocopying, faxing,

etc. Prefer Bmin students wfK> are also re-

sponsible&detail-oriented. Please call Robin
Bames 310-478-2541.

MODELS WANTED by professional photo-

studk) for upcoming assignment. Male/Fe-

male Pro/Non-Pro Fashion/Commer-
cial/Theatrical. Call for appointment 818-

986-7933.

MOVIE EXTRA WORK* Revolutionary new
program* Start immediately* All types- 18+

1*

Fun/Easy* No crazy fees* Program for free

medical* Call-24/lirs 213-850-4417.

MULHOLLAND PT
Pleasant. professk>nal home business seeks

asst. 35-40hrs/mo Excellent phone skills.

Strong wort< ethics&intermediate computer

knowledge req. 818-377-5071.

NATIONAL PARK
EMPLOYMENT

Find the kleal job in America's Natk)nal

Partes. Forests&Wikflife Presenres. All skill

levels. Competitive wages+benefits. Ask us

howl 517-336-4298 ext. N59341.

ND HLP INSTALLING
COMPUTER SFTWR

Hands-on computer help Installing soft-

ware&setting up programs. PT/flexIble

hrs/need car. Excel. Powerpolnt. Ac-

cess&potential Access programming oppor-

tunities. Genevive Fabius 213-487-6977.

NEED TELEMARKETER/OFFICE ASST for

a ctothing company PT/FT. CaH (310)723-

6024.

NOW HIRING
Pier One Infiports is kxiking for PT/FT sales

associates. Combined shifts, flexible hours.

Apply in person at: Pier One Imports. 10984

Santa Monk:a Blvd.. LA. 90025. Comer of

Veteran and Santa Monk:a Blvd.

OFFICE ASSISTANT needed M&WOWest-
wood graphk: design company Light dertcal

duties&professional phone manrter. Car
needed for errands. Fax resume 310-208-

5635.

OFFICE ASSISTANT. Busy tutoring agency
in Pacific Palisades seeks office help 1:30-

6:30. M-Th. $10/hr. Must be reliable/profes-

sk>nal. Tutoring abilities a plus. 310-459-

4125.

ON-CALL INVESTIGATOR. Westside Fair

Housing Council Is recmlting people to help

investigate discrimination Receive stipend

between $25-$50 per site visit. Training pro-

vkjed. Tara:3 10-474- 1667.

p/TF/r
DIVINE PASTA CO.

SM-BH-LA
ENTHUSIASTIC SALES PEOPLE-needed
tor gourmet pasta shop/pasta t>ars. Love of

food and sales a must. $7/hour. Call Shawn
323-939-1148.

P/T FILE CLERK-medical office $8/hr Fax
resume: 310-395-2063.

P/T HR POSITION. Part-time work available

in HR department Performing Arts Fundrais-

ing Company. VJotV. includes general admin-

istration, filing, WP on Word+Excel, verifica-

tkjn. and other projects. We need 20-25/hrs-

week Mon-Fri. Great location w/dedicated

fun environment and great people Please

send resume to SDNA HR 1728 Abbot Kin-

ney Blvd. Venice Ca 90291. or fax 310-301-

9779 or e-mail to jnimoy® sdalel.com

PAID INTERN needed by Translation com-
pany in SM. To assist wAelephones, admin-

istration, project management. mari<eting.

Motivation, versatility, detail-mindedness a
must. vert}al and written fluency in a major

foreign language a plus. Excellent opportun-

ity to learn and earn! Fax resume: 310-260-

7705 or call 310-358-6160.

PAID P/T INTERN
Smith Barney Financial Consultant. P/T irv

tern. Help with various duties. EOE empk)y-

er. M/F/D/V. 310-312-3430.

PART TIME ASSISTANT to Brentwood Art

Dealer: Computer skills (mail-merge, Word.

Excel), organizational skills, personable.

Hours flexible, M-F 10anv5pm. 310r395-
1465.

Display
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English Tutor Wanted

Looking for a native English speaker

majoring in English or Chinese to

tutor a SMC Chinese student in

pronunciation, speaking, and

literature. Good pay $15.00

per hbur, flexible hours.

Call John at (31 0) 288-0666

(After 3:00pm).

PART-TIME LAW STUDENT 20 hd^rs/wk

Flexible Collections, small claims court, co-

offiinating with attorney on unlawfuls $9/hr

'0 829-1700. fax 310-829-2630.

PART/TIME Appt Setting. 5:30-9pm

$iO/hr+bonus for a Beverly Hills firm.

Telemarketing experience preferred Ask for

Gale (310)724-7260.

PARTICIPANTS WANT-
ED

(Ages 18-75) We need residents of Los An-

geles County to participate in a one and a

half day decision making study to be field in

Los Angeles on Sat Oct 17tfi, and Sun Oct

I8th Need only to t)e a registered voter or

have a valid CA drivers license or state ID

At)ie to read and wnte>. English, Reward
$i25-$200 and an interesting expenence
(j Hli .IPD nOg - IQQS Bf 1 OOP G05 Q17C bet

RETAIL SALES
Seeking responsible, outgoing irxlividuals for

part and full time sales positions in an

upscale, attractive. Century City retail store

Must en|oy working with children Call Lynn

at Petit Jardin Children's Shoes 310-476-

0805.

SALES PEOPLE needed for busy sales of-

fk:e in Santa Monica. Looking for motivated

and friendly people Starting pay $8/hr 310-

395-7368

SALES PERSON- Labels and tags Excel-

lent saiary+commission Flexible hours. No
cold calling Full support No experience nec-

essary $30K+ 213-748-7480

SALES/ADVERTISING TELEPHONE. PT
Some work from home Advertising/print ex-

perience $9/hr+commission. 310-917-1120

Fa»:^in-d77-:^?n

ween 12 noon and 7pm on either Mon Oct

4df) or Tues Oct 5th Ask for Ms. Allen or

M' Randall Calls will only be taken during

iru riours and dates listed above

PtPSONAL ASSIST to professor. Must
tiave car ana insurance Dependa'Ble" aT)Te76"

commit to 1-year Computer literate Spanish

sreaking helpful lO-fhrs/wk, 3-5 afternoons

MF J 3C Begin ASAP Call:213-951-7050

SALESPERSON
Energetic W/expenence in electron-

ics&computer 310-659-0050

SALESP^SON WANTED for Century City

TEACHERS/DIRECTORS needed for after

school enrichment program 12 ece units or

units in a related field needed Experience

with K-5. Flexible-fMjurs, great pay. Fax re-

Sume:310-445-5628

TELEMARKETING/SALESPEOPLE NEED-
ED. Huge commissions paid Ctean environ-

ment. Flexible hours. Excellent for student

Call between 9am- 1 2pm031 0-659-0943

TELEPHONE SALESPERSON that is

young+energetic for hip, growing hemp fab-

ric company. Approx 1 5hrs/week-mornlngs

Call Hemp TradersO3l0-9l4-9557

TRANSPORTATION FOR 2 SCHOOL BOYS
(12+14) from Culver City to Bel Air. Own
car+valid license+insurance Pick up at 3pm.

310-825-5235.

TUTOR WANTED for 3rd year CS&EE
major Senior or graduate students only.

6hrs/week 3days/week. Good pay E-mail

qualifications to kyen@dnai com

TUTORS NEEDED
Math/Science/Spanish/Frencn tutors for

WLA office. Undergraduate degree requirea

$13 at-center, $20 in-home 310-475-5330

TUTORS- For grades 2-12 Expenence
w/children required Strong math, english,

science, and language skills needed Soph-

mores-folder preferred $15/hr References,

310-655-4693

WEB DESIGNER needed to create and

maintain PICA/IDEO intensive sights Data-

base/shoppir>g programming important

Hours-flexible, Start now E-mail sam-

ples/contact info

alec ©neworleansstudios com

WERE SEEKING INDIVIDUALS to provide

support to the developmentally disabled Call

Dwight Istanbulian at 818^1-6400 ext 129

WORK AROUND YOUR SCHEDULE 18-

year-old nutrition, weightloss and $kincare

co^ in 37 countries needs help! $499-

SPORTS MARKETING. Events. & Promo-

tions Internship Opportunity at Makai Events

in Manhattan Beach Call Amy ©'310-546-

9585 (www makaievents com]-

TALENT AND LITERACY Agency. Leamir^g

all facets of an agency involving talent, liter-

ary, (production crews) Credit for school

avail 323-782-1854,

TV NETWORKS internship available in cast-

ing Good expenerKe but no pay Fax re-

sume 310-575-7007.

WESTWOOD STUDENT Federal Credit

Union offers internships in Banking. Account-

ing, Marketing, Human resources. Opera-

tions No experience necessary! Applications

available at 124 Kerckhoff

WORK WITH FISH-

BONE, K'S CHOICE,
&MANY MORE

Looking for smart! self-starting, professional

interns interested in learning the music

industry Call Sharpe Entertainment

Services© 310-230-2 100 ask for Wil

8100
Personal Assteiance

DOCTOR'S OFFICE p/t $10/hr Need re-

sponsible person. Dutiesfiling, some basic

computer Fax resume:310-553-8408

Phone;310-553-6445

PERSONAL ASSISTANT to owner of up-

scale Beverly Hills custom stationary design

firm Knowledge of social etiquette and com-

puter design experience helpful. 5 days, in-

cluding Saturday 10-5 Starting $7/hr 310-

278-5620 Ask for Bill.

PHYSICAL ASSISTANT NEEDED For disa-

bled male sophomore living in Reiber hall.

Hinng tor morning and/or evening shift. Ap-

prox: 1/2HR 1HR per each shift $10/HR No
expenence necessary Call Alex; 949-369-

9871.

* PALMS *
^ 2BD. 2BA.

"TOWNHOMES, FIREPLACE.

GATED GARAGE.

ALARM

• 3614 PARIS DR. $1145
(310)837-0906

2BD, 2BA

* MAR VISTA *
2BD. 2BA..

TOWNHOf^ES.
GATED GARAGE,

ALARfVl. FIREPLACE

• 11931 Avon Way $1025

• 12714 Mitchell Ave $1075

4BD, 4BA, 3 STORIES
• 3954 Beethoven St. $1895

(310)391-1076
gOpen House Mon. - Sat., 10 < 5,

Bottoms Up!

Howard©310-475-7446

BRENTWOOD. 2-»-2apt North of Montana.

AC, pool, parking. $1395. 310-395-1284

Low Agent fee www.westsiderentals.com.

INTERNATIONAL
STUDENTS

SANTA MONICA
SUBLETS

NORTH OF WILSHIRE Near beach Ibdrm

$793 3bdrm/gbolh $033 and (002 W ill sub

WRITERS/RESEARCHER Freelance Le-

gal/stock market background/interest

Should have web connection, $l1/hr or per

manuscript 310-917-1120 Fax :n0-477-

PERSONAL ASST/SECRETARY work in a

pieasant home office in B.H. F/T or P/T filing,

typing, organizing, etc M-F $6 25-$7 50

Computer skills needed Casual dress-t-envi-

roomeni Close to bus. Asians welcome
Pieas6 fax your resume or personal mforma-

tiori to Todd Silver0lax; 310-858-8901

Tel 310-858-8900

PHOTO LAB p/t assist photo pnnter or com-

puter imaging Beverly HiHs 310-274-3445,

PRESCHOOL looking for Teacher's Assis-

tant for Fail 1998 school year Candidates

stiould have experience in child care. Wage
noqotiable Days M.W,F/1-5pm Beverly

Gien Play Group 310 470-0992

PROMOTION- PART TIME. Dog training

company Weekends and car a must Dog
lover only 800-449-6 101-

PT and FT DRIVERS for lunch and dinner

sfiiits $iO-f/hr, Must speak English, Contact

Dinmg In -310-274-0123 818-986-3287

PT RECEPTIONIST
FaSt pace leai estate co in BH seeks PT re

ceplionist for phones&filing&general office

heip $8/hr Fax resume-310-551-1780

PUBLISHED WRITER SEEKS illustrator/

collaborator to assist on next project Fax

your resume and number to Ingrid 310-312-

8H05,

RECALL PERSON- P/T afternoons. Enthu-

siastic person for making appointments

Good phone skills and organized. Call Judy;

no calls on Wednesday 310-553-7070

RECEPTION./ASSIST
Full-time Santa Monica Tuesday-Saturday

No experience required. Eye-doctor's office.

Ask for Dr Somers or Allison. 310-319-

9999, Leave message 24-hrs/day

RECEPTIONIST-P/T-Century City Law Firm.

Front office, phones, light typing, various du-

ties $8/hr Fax resume and cover letter to:

Office Coordinator 3:0-226-7461.

RECEPTIONIST Culver City doctor's office

People skills a must Fax resume 310-390-

1874 or'call 310-391-6311.

RESEARCH ASSISTANT NEEDED for best-

selling author and psychologist. Errands,

some typing, familiar w/macintosh. Must
have own car w/insurance. Approx

15hrs/week M-F flexible. $8/hr. 310-205-

0226

RETAIL SALES F/T- BH Candy/Gift shop.

Dependable, articulate. People person. Call

T)un««310-275-0341- 11am-6pm. - •

CLASSIFIEr^o^t^^
ADVERTISIiViu

firm specializing in liquor licenses. Requires

strong oral ana writing skills, computer

knowledge a must, degree preferred. Call

our offices toaay lot details 310-553-6363

ext 43 or fax resunir to 310-553-3996 attn

Cindy

SECRETARY WANTED
lor Century City firm specializing in liquor in-

dustry Applicant must have accurate typing,

computer literate, orgamzation&customer re-

lation skills Salary negotiable Fax resume
310-553-3996.

Work Study

Students Needed!!!

for UCLA Mail

and Document
Services *

Work Hours;

Monday Friday

8 a rr '2 (or) 1 p.m. -5

For more information

call 825-3826

3213* Email clock ©interworla net

'95 CABRIO CONV White w/beige Leather

int , tinted windows, CD changer, power eve-

rything. Auto. Perfect for Caiilornia.

$16,000obo. 310-383-1936 Jason.

Temporary Employnient

PERSONAL ASSIST/SECRETARY- MWF
8:45-5:45. $120/week. '2 months Close to

UCLA, 3 10-271 -0101
'

liitemslilp$

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL INTERNSHIP-
University Elementary School Fall Quarter-

Minimum Junior standing, 3 GPA, Onenta-

tionWed 09/30/98 5pm&Wed 10/07/98

10 30am. UES Conference Room Info 825-

2623

8300
Volunteer

HEALTHY FEMALE VOLUNTEERS (17-

35yrs ) wanted for a study involving small

amounts of radioactivity at UCLA $25/hr

Call 310-825-1118 or 310-825-2871,

LOOKING for 20-40 yr olds whos parents di-

vorced before they were 18, to fill out confi-

dential survey for book on long term effects

of parental divorce For details, leave mes-

sage at 212-726-3875 or e-mail

steph@interpoil net

Entertainmei PR Firm looking for intern.

Hardworking, . "ong writer who wants to

learn more atx)ut pi hlic relations. 310-843-

0898

SECRETARY/BKKEEPR
PT Must be computer literalraKnow basic

bookkeeping. Work daily 10AM-3PM. Fax re-

sume and salary requirement 310-451-0446.

SOFTWARE SALES
P/T help needed for software store in West-

wood. Flexible fwurs, 10am-6pm. Sales ex-

perience helpful Call Sean, 310-443-5494

SPORTS CELEBRITY NETWORK, an Inter-

net sports company is seeking students for

internship positions. We are looking to add to

our online sports production and marketing

staffs. If you would like practical expenence

in either online sports production or market-

ing, please contact- Tim Townsend at 310-

754-4091 or by email at <ttownsendOathle-

teclailycom>

SR CLERK. UCLA MBA Office 20hrs/week.

Reception, multi-line phones, genreal office

and clehcal. Computer experience required.

FrancienO 3 1 0-825-6944

.

Student Sales Rep Wanted. Sell hot new
sports apparel line to students, teams, and

stores. Flexible hours. Great commission.

(310)393-4981.

SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNSELOR Even-

ings, some days Part-time. 2-years experi-

ence Spanish/English fluency $10-25/hr

Contact MarUyn: 310-479-8353.

FILM PRODUCTION cdpany at Para-

mount Pics seeks motivateo "-mart & reliable

interns to assist in research, scipt reading &
other duties for Fall/Winter Chr.«< 323-956-

2110.

-INTERN NEEDED
COPYWRITER English/)Ournalism major to

assist w/wnting proposals, articles, press re-

leases, and more, Exciting-»-creative oppor

tuni'ty w/a fast-growing co Involves food&fit-

ness Call 3 10-66 1-7761 /fax 310-398-5898

INTERNS WANTED Busy Westwood casting

Office seeks interns to assist with feature film,

projects. No pay but you will receive film

credit Call Mark (310)575-015"

INTERNS WANTED: FT/PT positions ava for

students at prestigious entertainment PR
firm. Must be enthusiastic, enthusiastic Off-

ers college credit, hands-on expenence&fu-

ture fllm&television career contacts Contact

Amanda at 310-550-7776

ÎNTERNSHIP OPPORTUNITY with Sports

Attorney: Junior. Senior interested in sports

management. Position is non-paid, credit

okay Hours are flexible Fax resume and

cover letter to (310)394-3551,

LOOKING FOR HARDWORKING interns.

Production company with long term deal with

major studio. Looking for smait/dedicated in-

terns who want to learn Entertainment Busi-

ness. Call Temil ©310-656-9122 for more
info.

PAID INTERN needed for film industry com-

pany Must have showbiz knowledge, com-

puter skills and n^rketing ability. 310-657-

2005.

PAID INTERNSHIP
WESTWOOD LAW FIRM- Flexible hours.

Learn a lot. $7.50-^. Good typing skills, com-

puter literate, excel experience preferred.

Call 310-475-0481. Resumes preferred:

310-446-9962.

PAID INTERNSHIP with publishing compa-

ny Looking for energetic, cctnputer literate

intern Flexible schedule, close to UCl-A. Fax

resume to JulieO310-268-7604.

8400
Apartments for Rent

$565 ELEGANTLY
REMODELED Ibdrm. Air, pari<ing Great

Van Nuys location Minutes to Sherman
Oaks shopping. Near library/busses/free-

ways 9miles UCLA. 818-399-9610

$700/MONTHLY
1 -bdrm fully furnished for visiting prof/stud-

ent. Brand new. 15-minutes to campus.

Short-term preferred. View. Available 10/10.

310-391-8646

1-BDRM $650/

2-BDRM $850
NEAR SHERMAN OAKS GALLERIA. Huge
apt. Ideal for roommates Garden courtyard,

pool. A/C. phone-entry. Minutes to campus.
818-997-7312.

APT NEAR CAMPUS
WESTWOOD. Spacious 2bdmV2ba. Close

to UCLA. With parking. 310-444-1478. Ask
for Fred.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 2-BEDROOM $950-

$1195. LARGE. UPPER/LOWER UNU-
SUAL CHARM. SOME W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
310-839-6294.

BRENTWOOD U1 Apt. cat ok. a/c, pool,

walk to Brentwood vill;..., $610. 310-395-

1284 Low agent fee

www.westsiderentals com

let 2-12 months to students with non-renew-

able visas and exit expiration date of less

than lyr 818-761-1168

LOOKING FOR A place to live on the West-

sidf' Call Westside Rental Connection, 310-

yjl "JHA Lowager^tle6
~~

www westsioerentalscom,

LOVELY SMALL VENICE STUDIO in private

qarcjeri. Musi love kids, be reponsibie.

$40()/mo.-»- util -t-occasional child care. Call

biU-396-8262

MID WILSHIRE. Miracle mile Own bdrm/ba.

$550 Gated parking, N/P. Pool Tennis court.

5 miles from campus. Call Betty 213-658-

4137
'

NEAR UCLA, Large furnished bachelors, re-

modeled $475-$500/mo. Utilities provided.

Locked entry, near buslines/shops Call for

appointment at 310-575-8987.

PALMS Single apt from $495, 1-bdrm, $595.

Stove. $600deposit for single and
$900deposit for l^drm. 1-year lease. 310-

837-1502 leave message,

SANTA MONICA U1 Apt, near SMC $775.

310-395-1284. Low agent fee.

www.westsiderentals com

SANTA MONICA 2+1 apt, close to freeway

parking $1325. 310-395-1284 Low agent

fee. www westsiderentals.com.

SANTA MONICA 2-t-l Apt, garage, good lo-

cation, $1195. 310-395-1284 Low agent fee.

www weslsiderentals com

SANTA MONICA 2^1 Apt, parking, good lo-

cation. $980 310-395-1284 Low agent lee.

www westsiderentals.com
111 I

1 1 ^1 -.- .

SANTA MONICA 3-f2 1/2^Townhouse. a/c

fireplace, parking, $1975. 310-395-1284

Low agent fee www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA. 2+2 5 apt. Pet ok. parking.

$1275 310-395-1284. Low agent fee.

www westsiderentals.com

SM. HUGE 3bdrm/2 5ba. 3000 sq ft. Jacuz-

zi in balcony, spa tub, fireplace, parking,

dishwasher, wa'Sher/dryer hookfjp 310-787-

7051.

WALKING DISTANCE TO UCLA- Ibdrm
w/pari(ir)g in a luxurious building. Available

for $1100/mo starting October 1998. 310-

206-8252

WEST LA, $660. single Spacious lower

Kitchen, stove/refrigerator. Pnvate, gated,

charming patio/garden. Quiet older 4-plex.

Bike/bus/campus. Year lease. Federal/Ohio.

310-837-7894.

WESTWOOD 1bdrm/1-bath condo, 1-btock

from UCLA, fireplace, patio, wettwr, 1 under-

ground pariiiing-space. $1200/nrx). furnished.

310-209-0090.

WESTWOOD BACHELOR Apt. hardwood
fkx)rs, yard, $600. 310-395-1284. Low agent

fee.

www.westsiderentals com

WESTWOOD. U1 apt. A/C. elevator, top

WooT, parking. $1175. 310-395-1284. Low
agent fee. www.westsklerentals.com.

WESTWOOD. 2-f2 apt. A/C $1195. 310-

395-1284. Low agent fee. www.west-
siderentals com.
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WESTWOOD. Brand new. U1 i«Mitment. 2
miles to campus. PrWne locatkxi. Private

entry. AvaMabte now. $850.Female preferred
' (310)475-9145.

WESTWOOD. Comer of Westwood&SM.
2txlrrTV2t)a. Lrg living rm. Lrg kitchen. W/D
inside. Please call 310-416-6131 or 310-

474-4644.

WESTWOOD. Walk to UCLA Extra large

apt, 3bdrni. Hardwood floors. Fridge. Stove.

Beautiful classic style apt Parking. $1650.
Al. 310-476-8090.

WLA ADJACENT- Spackius 2t)drm/2bath

Prime kx:atkxi. Private patio. Carpets, verti-

cals. Newly remodeled kitchen. Parking.

$1275-$1395. 310-207-7209.

WLA. $825-$850. 2bdrTTV1 Sba. Dishwasher.

AC, carpet. drapes built-in. Extra large

fenced patio. 310-670-5119.

WLA. 1537 Corinth Ave. Single in 1932
Spanish Mission Building. Hardwood floors,

higfi ceilings, separate kitchen $625/nrx). 1-

year-lease. Also large single with separate

dining roonVt>drm. Separate kitchen . Hard-

wood floors, higti ceilings. $750/mo. 1-year

lease. Ctose to UCLA. 310-479-8646.

WLA. 2tx1mT/2ba. Fireplace, dishwasher,
central heat&air. tile entry, new carpet. W/D
in each unit. Bakx>ny Covered, secured
partting. $1050+$500 security 310-478-
7147.

WLA. NATIONALA/ENICE. 2-bdrm/1-t)ath.

$650. 15-min from UCLA. View, A/C, dish-

washer, laundry, secured. Call 310-559-

7375. 626-282-4738

:^1i I

A|iartiii0iili FuniiKlMNl

1-MIN. TO UCLA
SINGLE- $750/mo. Includes gas. water,

electricity. Furnished, lyr lease. Clean,
secure, gated, intercom entry, laundry, pool.

310 83 4 1 930. '

APTS&HSES 4 RENT
11282 W. Washington Blvd. SuHe 205. Cuiv-
•f Cfty CA 90230. Superlative Realty Broker
310-391-1557. Apls-$525&up. Houses
$1800.

.

BRENTV^ouu ^ DdmV2-t)ath. pool. $725K:
Westwood: 3-l)drTn/2bath. $749K; Santa iwlo-

jn»ca: 3-bdrm/2-bath. $895K. BRK: 310-259-
1981.323-653-2017.

WEST LA: 5-bdrm/3-bath. $550K: Beverty-

wood; 3-bdrrTV2-balh, $599K; MW-WilsNre:
2+2 condo, $79K. BRK: 310-259-1981, 323-
653-2017.

RlNMII toIMB
Encino. Room+t)oard in exchange for dnv-
ing+fx)mewori< fielp. Easy going 9/yr-old boy
Beautiful home, 8-miles from campus. Male
student pref. 818-986-4659.

GUEST APT w/private entrance ava. in

exchange for housekeeping, errands, etc.

Female pref. Manhattan Beach. 310-546-
7794.

GUESTHOUSE roorrVbath in exchange for

limited babysitting, l-girt 7-»-1/2yo. Private

bedroom w/french doors. Dana 310-276-

8480.

LAUREL CYN. Seperate bachelor unit&sal-

ary In exchange for 15-20hrs/wk cleri-

cal&custodial wk. Must have car&be UCLA
student. 213-650-4404.

PRIVATE GUESTHOUSE (Wilshire/Fairfax)

in exchange for 15hrs/week of tutoring/child-

care for bright 15y/o girl w/physical handi-

cap. Must be able to assist w/chemistry-t-ad-

vanced algebra. 213-933-1406.

RM/BRD EXCH. HELP Female UCLA stud-

ent needed for 15-20hrs/wk child care/dnv-

-ipg^-Re fererKies required. Walking d«staoe»

MAR VISTA. $525&up/month. Ask about
move in special. Attractive, fumished 1-

bdrm. Large, pool, patio. bart)ecue area
Quiet-building. 3748 Inglewood Blvd. 310-

398-8579.

UCLA. 310-470-4662.
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Wl^. 4-min from UCLA. Room w/great view
in exchange for tutoring&driving kids age
12&10. Car required. UCLA student only
Females preferred. 310-271-7575.

BRENTWOOD-Above Sunset. 3-m«es
UCLA. Spackxjs room, large home. Private

entrance, pool/garden, toast/bake mi-
crowave, parking. Utilities, cable. Qrad stud-

em. $500,310-476-1786

CULVER CITY. Ibdrm for rent. Spackxjs
townhouse. Parking. Washer/dryer. Shared
bathrm. Rent $375. Contact Cheryl 310-839-
5034.

ENCINO ADJ. Private room In 4-bdmV2-bath
house. A/C $400/mo(includes utilities). N/S.

562985-8697(day) ei8-708-9389(eve).

ENCINO HILLS-Rooms in private home.
Panoramk: view. 24-hour nelghbortKxxl pa-
trol. 15-minules to campus. $400&$425.
Please call 818-905-0508.

LA ROOM w/shared bath.20 min to UCLA.
1 busline. $375 utilities included.
Kay©(323)-851-6130.

MAR VISTA. 2-story house. Swimpning pool,

kitchen-privileges, near bus. 3 rooms avail-

able. 1 -fumished, 2-unfumished Must be
extremely clean. $550/nrx). 310-390-4329.

MASTER BEDROOM^ Private bath in pleas-
ant house in West L.A. Share w/2 grad stud-

ents. Pets okay $700/mo. (310)575-4412

NEAR UCLA. Rm for rent. Private ba Split

utilities. Off-street part<ing. Kitchen privileg-

es, laundry rm. $495/mo. 800-404-6202.

NEAR WESTWOOD. Fumished 1-bdmi/1-

bath, security building. Until December.
$300/mo. Evenings 510-428-2020.

PACIFIC PALISADES. $350 monthly+depos-
it. Private rm&ba for rent. Separate entrance.

Quiet, pleasant, facing garden. No kitchen

privileges. Students only 310-454-7631.

PRIME WLA
Large condo. 1 bik S. of Wilshire near Bar-

rington. Lrg bdrm^ba. BIdg w/pool&jacu2zi.

Female&references pref. $600/mo. 310-444-

9780.

SANTA MONICA Rooms for rent in fiouse^
-

'~
$43g 'uMHtwe indud«*. 4TTitfes from UCLAr-
Quiet, clean, share 2-baths/kitchen/mi-

crowave/refrigerator. Leave clear message
310-828-6796

WESTWOOD. 705 GAYLEY. walk to cam-
pus*Westwood Village. 1 -bachelor $575.
Prefer mature, quiet adufts. 310-208-7864.

VENICE. Chamiing house, hardwood floors,

Sbiocks Ifom laeacfa^ Patio, garden, adjacent

WLA-$590/mo, Ask alx)ut move in special.

Attractive furnished-singles. Near UCLA/VA.
Ideaffor students. Suitable for two. Definite

must seel 1525 Sawtelle Bl. 310-477-4832.
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BRENTWOOD- Ibdrm condo. Close to res-

taurants and stores. 10 min to UCLA.
$850/mo. Call Liz03 10-390-2676.

VAN NUYS $850/mo. 2bdrm 2bth, unfur-

nished, walk-in ck)set, security buikling, easy
405 access, fireplace, dishwasher, pool, spa,

garage. 818-988-7705.

WLA 2 large bdrm townhouse, 2.5bth,

$1200/month. Gated entry, laundry, parking,

stv., ref.. dishwasher, AC, fireplace. 1826
Bundy Drive. 310-450-8414.

1.5IUIILEST0UCLA
WLA- Bus, parking, laundry. Share w/2 re-

cent grads. Nk:e yard. N/S. $600-t-utilities.

LakJ back. 11727 Texas Ave. 310-477-9321.

BEVERLYWOOD. Room for rent. Yard +
kitchen privileges, own entry. $500/mo.-310-
391-1557.

t-,j

IMAGINE OWNING WILSHIRE Corridor/Hi-

Rise 1-bdmVbath for under $100,000. Walk
to UCLA/Village. 24 fir/security. Open house
Saturday 11 -1:30pm 10/10 at 10501 Wilshire

Blvd. Agent-Bob. 310-478-1835ext 109.

RENTERS. Kiss your landlord goodbye.
Own for the cost of renting. Build-equity

Stop wasting money. Own your future Call.

Agent: 3 10-827-101

3

VAN NUYS: SHRMN WYO405, E-Z comm-
ute. Lite, brite. pristine 2bdrnV2ba condo.

2gar. WB-FP A/C. in-unit WD. frig, lrg mstr.

hi-cigs, sec. pool. spa. $79,900. Bkr-melody.

818-363-6116x206

WALK TO CAMPUS
2 spacious units w/pool. spa and parking.

Call Karen Medved for more info. 310-266-

4236.

Fall Housins
Rooms from

h 334/quartcr,
inciudins meals M-F

Women students only

824Hil3ard ,
.

(310)208-8931

to Santa Monica. Laundry facility. $550/mo.
CallAnyes: 310-392-9613

WESTWOOD $475
WALK TO UCLA. Beautifully fumished one
private bedroom/private entrance. Kitchen,

laundry. Partying. MALE STUDENT PREF.
Available 10-21-98. 31 0-473-J769.

WESTWOOD, fumished room w/half bath in

family horrte. $500 utilities included, paridng,

househokj privileges, pet ok. female pre-

ferred. 310-250-0866, 310-470-6421.

WLA ROOM FOR RENT Students welcome.

House neait}y Westwood area. Convenient
to k)cal transportation. $450. Leave mes-
sage 310-559-8946.

Room
4nfiiles from UCLA $425 furnished own
room-t-bath in 3bdrm apt. Secured parking,

laundry facilities availat>le. 9mo-1yr lease.

Female only PamelaO310-398-5204.

679 GAYLEY- Ibdrm (own/share) in 2-f2 w/2
giris. Private t)athroom>phone. 2spaces in

security parking. $825/mo Females pre-

fen^ed. Leave message 310-556-5909.

Giiotliioiise for Rent

1BDRM GlJeSTHOUSE for rent in BH.
Kitchenette.^ $850/mo. Call Elizabeth 310-

205-0072,

NORTHRIDGE, Guesthouse on 1 acre,

gated. One person, no smoking or pets.

$700/mo, includes utilities Karen 818-343-

9366.

WESTWOOD. walk to UCLA Bright, private

unit in cute garden. A/C. Kitchen area with

fridge. Microwave. Hot-plate, and toaster-

oven Utilities, cable irK^Juded Ample park-

ing. $685 310-475-5468.

WESTWOOD 1-bdmi Private detached,

new guesthouse in beautiful home. Pool and
spa use and free cable. $975/mo including

utilities. 310-474-2708.

WLA adorable guesthouse. Completely fur-

nished. Garden view. Studio w/loft. $800.

Utilities included Ideal for 1 personJCall

Ronda 310-470-9112. ^

Looking for a place to live in

Westwood?

.

Visit the Westwood BayitI A Jewish Coop
where you can live with fellow students in an
interactive and meaningful environment.

"?.

We Provide:
7

• a newly renovated Kosher Kitchen

• Single or Double rooms
• TV with cable

• A newly renovated pool and backyard patio

• Educational and Community Service related

activities

Come visit us at 61 9 Landfair Ave or call:

Avi Davis (3 1 0) 858-3059 (Bayit President)

Miriam Oximberg (310) 209-3021 (current resWentand representative)

—V —
'^•iu =2^

-!/=;_
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HUGE APT
BRENTWOOD. 1-block from vMage. 1-Mrm
w^flvata t>am in 34)drm. Fumithad. Pool.

Gated. Gym. Protossionai pralerred. David

310^9^76.

NATIONAUiSAWrELLE: Next to UCLA res-

idential, UCLA bus, convenient convenienc-

es! New, sunny, quiet, cute. Smoke okay.

Ck>8ed garage. Susanna03 10-31 3-0934

PACIFIC PALISADES $725 for master

txlrm-t-bath-fbakxxry in 3bdrm unit. 5min to

beach&village. Prefer professk>nal/grad

student. Avail 10-1-98. 310-824-3395.

PLAYA DEL REY. Own room/bath in an
apartment. Ck>se to freeway, very nk:e area,

k>w rent. No-deposit required. $500. 310-

305^)268.

ROOMMATE NEEDED. Graduate student of

pfiysk:al therapy seeks 1 or 2 roommates to

share a 3 bedroom house. Plenty of room,

t>ackyard space, garage. Immediately avail.

Please call 818-787-9290.
-I I

I
! ! »» I » I MIM

SANTA MONICA on Promenade 2bd/2bth.

duplex. Washer/dryer, bak:onies, parking,

fireplace, dishwasher, $1000/mo. Call Sarah

(310)704-7265.

WESTWOOD. Lrg 2bdrm/2ba, partially fur-

nished, to share. Less tfuin 1mi from UCLA.
Gated parking. $725-»-1/2 util. Call&leave

message 310-475-1082.

649 QAYLEY- Femalt roonwnate wanted to-

shaiv iDom in 2bdrnV2bath across from

campus. Parking/laundry/air conditk>ning.

$42S/mo. Available ASAP. Melis8aO3l0-

824-3996.
-

WESTWOOD. Roommate needed.

$37S/mo. Parking Included. 1400 sq. fl. 949-

854-1930.

WEbi nwuuTWwuU aUbLcl- October 1st

through January 1st. Fully furnished luxury

condo. 2bdmV3bath. $2,000/nrKH utilities.

References. 310-276-7788.

WESTWOOD. Sublet very large 1.5 bdmis,

perfect for 2. Free laundry facilities in urWt.

$800/mo. Available immediately. 310-477-

6661,Tycho.

YOU NEED MONEY
WE NEED TO EXPAND OUR MARKET SHARE

Vmrtto Rtnliit

IDYLLWILD BEAUTIFUL MTN. CABIN San

Bernardino Nafl Forest. Fully equipped. Hot

tub, fireplaces. Views. Sleep 4+. $250/wee-

kend. 310-794-5515 310-391-6808

http://www.dailybruin.ucla.e(lu

RND OUT HOW YOU CAN
POSITION YOURSELF TO EARN

PASSIVE RESIDUAL INCOME
BY HELPING PEOPLE SAVE MONEY

ON TLELCOMMUNICATIONS AND UTILITY SERVICES

THEY'RE ALREADY USING

FIND OUT HOW YOU CAN EARN
FREE INTERNET ACCESS AND PAGING SERVICE

EVERY MONTH FOR LIFE

LEARN HOW TO BECOME SUCCESSFUL
IN A BUSINESS OF YOUR OWN

CALL NOW FOR MORE INFORMATION

MARK LAWRENCE PEAY /^
A.C.N. INDEPENDENT REPRESENTATIVE

888-998-2083
WWW. ACN INC.COM

P E A Y D A Y A C N I N C NET

y

Dont miss your chance

to leave your mark!

And save $34!

SctMcUt your portrait sitting during tlw porlods

Istad ImIoiv. and racoive tlieso Innnisos:

• A set of proofs to Iceep ($6 value)

• An extra set of proofs sent to parents ($6 value)

• 10% off any portrait paclcage (up to $10 value,

depending on paclcage)

• 10% off on our popular graduation frame ($4.95 value)

• 50% off tlie sitting fee ($7.50 value)

PLUS If you purchase your Brulnllfe Yearboolc at tlie

time of your portrait sitting, you'll also get $8 off tlie

price of the yearboolc.

liist names begbming with

A, B, C, D, E

F, G, H, I, 3, K, L

" v7v

Will be photographed

Sept. 29 through Oct. 10

Oct. 13 through Oct. 24

M, N, 0,P,Q, R Oct. 27 through Nov. 7

S, T, U, V, W, X, Y, Z Nov. 10 through Nov. 21

To make your poitnlt appokrimeiit. stop by Campus Photo Studio/ Graduation Etc locatad

on A-LewlMnnmn Union or cat310-206-8433 (oxL 68433 on campus).

Campus Photo/Grddudtion Etc
310.206.8433

open daily
|

www.uclastore.ucla.edu

W.POLO
From page 56

Crucial to UCLA's defensive per-

formance was the play of go^keeper

Parsa Bonderson, who had 10 saves.

In addition, a couple of key steals by

Brian Brown, Sean Kern, and

Grayeli throughout the match halted

several Peppcrdine attacks.

The Bruinsjumped onto the score-

board first with a goal by sophomore

Dave Parker. With fewer than two

minutes left in the first quarter, the

Waves responded with a goal by

freshman Greg Lonzo.

After less than a minute into the

second quarter, Pepperdine took a 2-

1 lead off a goal by Todd King.

UCLA, however, answered with

three consecutive goals to take a 4-2

lead. Sophomore Adam Wright

began the run on a breakaway that

ended in a short lob shot over the

hands of Pepperdine goalkeeper

Merrill Moses.

"At first, 1 thought he was going to

come out and scramble and try to get

the ball," Wright said. "Once ne

came out (of the cage), I figured I

-^uld try to throw it and lob it in

over his head."

The Bruins' next goal was by Brian

Brown, who was assisted by Andy
Bailey.

After his assist, Bailey would score

UCLA's third goal of the quarter as

he sprinted ahead of the pack on

another breakaway.

Despite four blocks by

Bonderson, the Waves would pull to

within one by another goal from

King. ucLA, on the^thcr hand,"was-

held scoreless during the third quar-

ter, and in the fourth quarter

Pepperdine tied up the match with a

goal by Pete Joseph.

It seemed as though the match

would be heading into overtime until

Grayeli broke a 4-4 tie late in the

fourth quarter. Grayeli stole the ball

and scored on a six-on-five power

play to give UCLA a lead it would

not relinquish.

"It was a good game. Both teams

played well," Pepperdine head coach

Terry Schroeder said. "I think there's

a lot of teams that are very close this

year. UCLA won it in the last quarter

and that's where (the game was

decided).".

With the loss, Pepperdine drops to

2-4 while UCLA maintained its

unblemished record in conference

play.

UCLA head coach Guy Baker

likes the position the Bruins are in as

they prepare for the Northern

California Tournament in two weeks.

"I'm happy with the outcome of

this type of game, to come through

and get a win at home," Baker said.

"In the long run, it's going to be good

for us to go through that.

"And now, we have two weeks to

get ready for Nor Cal (Northern

California Tournament). We don't

have anything next weekend so we
can get back and really get some real-

ly good work. We're in great shape all

over. We should be seeded high in the

tournament. I like the position we're

in. We focused on this after the So.

Cal tournament."

M. SOCCER
From page 54

it. I didn't think we played as well as

we could. I think we can play much
better, and that's something we have

to work on now."

However, the Bruins kept the

pressure on and despite many ques-

tionable calls, scored the winning

goal 8:52 into the second overtime.

Senior Junior Gonzalez, who was

substituted in for the second over-

time, fed George, who launched a

kick deep into the far post.

Not playing George during the

initial overtime proved to be one of

the crucial decisions for the Bruins.

SeeM.SOCaR,page49

i
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M. SOCCER
From page 48

George's second goal of the game
finalized the scoring at 2-1, only min-

utes before a possible tie.

"We're trying to save his legs for

the second overtime if we were to go
into one," Schmid said. "Plus, we
thought Sean Walker and McKinley
Tennyson, Jr. were fresh so we want-

ed them to come in."

UCLA's victory was due in large

part to adjustments in both their line-

up and their mental approach to the

game.

"Sigi told us the whole theory

from last week was being able to

refocus," George said. "And that's

what our theory was for today. A
perfect example was missing all of

those chances and just getting back

into our game and refocusing. We
missed so many easy chances today."

George and the rest of the Bruins

proved Coach Sigi right on Sunday.

SIDEBAR
From page 56

Such crucial mistakes can be

afforded against the lower echelon

teams in the Pac-10, but against

Arizona the Bruins will have to

erase the penalties caused by inexpe-

rience and emotion.

"We had two false starts today on

offense, which was less than

Houston but more than what we
should have," said offensive coordi-

nator A! Borges. "We didn't have as

many as 'first down and long situa-

tions,' but we need more discipline.

I n the end i t hurts us. i t hurts our

offense, our play-calling and our

team."

Discipline is what the Bruins

seem to be lacking, as youthfulness

and aggression has led to unneces-

sary penalties.

One UCLA player who was

flagged twice during the game for

pass interference, including the last

penally, was Jason Bell.

"Wc came out a little excited, it

being the Washington State game,"

the cornerback said. "We get excit-

ed to show that our defense can play,

and when wc make a big play like

the sack with the penalty wc just get

a little too emotional. But that is

what football is about."

But this game was more than

showing Washington St. that they

needed to respect the Bruins. It was

about showing the nation that

UCLA could play physical and

could pl.iy smash mouth ball

, "We heard some comments by

the Houston coach and the Texas

running hack hut vkc jusl play hard."

Bob Toledo said. "Wc played a iilllc

disappointing with all the penalties

but as long as my guys arc playing

up to their potential and fuii ability I

can't get mad at them."

But in the game versus

Washington Slate, the players still

remembered that it was the Cougars

who knocked them from the Rose

Bowl, so blood boiled.

Even on the field both teams con-

tinued to push and shove after the

whistle - but in the end UCLA
cooled down.

"We realized that we shouldn't let

our emotions gel too much of us,"

Marques Anderson said. "Penalties

create bad field position which posi-

tions the opponent in a scoring

opportunity. Sure we made mis-

lakes, but we are still learning."

Unfortunately for the Bruins,

that learning curve will hit an abrupt

end when the Bruins square off

against Arizona this Saturday.

In a battle for Pac-10 supremacy,

the Bruins will have to keep the yel-

low fiags off the ground if they are

hoping for a victory against an

Arizona team that capitalizes on the

opponent's mistakes.

As for last Saturday, the Rose

Bowl turned a hazy yellow from the

hue of the penalty fiags.
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^ NOTICE ^
BEL-AIR SHELL^ Auto Care 0^
Service Center

15% Discount
with...

UCLA Student, House Staff,

and Faculty I.D.

Free Pick Up And Delivery

(1 mile from UCLA)

N

0)

in
o

Moraga
Exit

Wilshire

Bel Air

1 Shell

UCLA

i
$

Hours of Operation:

8:00 AM - 5:00 PM
Monday - Saturday

800 North Sepulveda Blvd.

At Moraga
Los Angeles. California 90049

Bel Air Shell
Tim Hansen

(310) 476-1979 Fax:(310) 476-7644

dGSI your competitors

with thC Ia remont

a

h custtM, ( II V< ij

aavantage

CGU graduates are prepared to
wcuk. Our Drucker School of

Management graduates are
ready to manage. Our
graduate teachers can
teach—now. Historians,

psychologists.
philosophers, economists,
artists, political scientists,

mathematicians. IS
managers—all educated the

Claremont way, with the
workplace in sight. Check us

out at www.cgu.edu, then call

or e-mail for admissions info.

A Clareinont

: Gi.uhi.it" Univi isit^ • ; /(J t.ist l« iitfi Sti. i t • lIh.
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OCTOeiR 8, ffAM-4PM

20th Century Insu rance Company
Abacus Staffing for Accounting

Abercrombie & Fitch

"Aeon Corporation

Aerotek

Alliance Funding Corporation

American Airlines

Americorps

Arnica Mutual Insurance Company

Andersen Consulting

Arthur Andersen ^
Avalon Bay Communities ^ #
Barra, Inc.

^
C.B. Richard Ellis. Inc.

Cadence Design Systems, Inc.

California Dept of Water

Cambridge Technology Partners

Camden Property Trust

Capital One Services, Inc.

Central Intelligence Agency e

Charles Dunn Company

Cigna HealthCare

City of Long Beach - Civil Service Dept.

City of Portland - Bureau^f Police

Cohen Financial

Community Development Commission

Compaq Computer Corporation

Consolidated Graphics

CRS (Collegiate Recruiting Service)

Culver Personnel ^ ^
Deloitte Consulting ^A^
Delta Air Lines ^
DeRoyal

Dream Works

Eli Lilly and Company ^^ %
Enterprise Rent-A-Car A#

•s

•

'•
Ernst & Young LLP

Explorer Insurance Company

Farmers Insurance Group

FBI

Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

Ferguson Enterprises, Inc.

Fireman's Fund Insurance Co

Firstplus Financial Inc.

Fisher Investments, Inc, _
Foodtemps

Gallo Wine Company

Great-West Employee Benefits

GTE Internetworking

Guess? Inc.

Halger Bailly

Household Credit Services

Indy Mac

Ingram Micro e^k
Intel Corporation

Internal & External Communication

International Rectifier

J.D. Power and Associates

John Hancock Mutual Life Insurance

John Wayne Cancer Society . •

Jules and Associates. Inc.

Justice Technology Corporation

KCAL-TV

Knowledge Adventure

KPMG Peat Manvick LLP

L. A. Label

Lab Support

Legal Rus/Perfect Plus

LEK/Alcar Consulting Group, LLC

Lexmark International, Inc.

Long Beach Mortgage Company

Los Angeles Police Department

Los Angeles Unified School District

Macy's West

Mark's CPA Review

Media One

Media Services % ^ %

Mervyn's California e^
Millsport

Multicultural Alliance

Mutual of New York

Naval Career Management Site

Navy Officer Program

Neiman Marcus e

NET-tel Corporation ^^
Ncrrell Services, Inc.

Nofwest Financial

OLOE Discount Corporation

Pacific Bell

Pacific Investment Management Co.

Pacific Lodge Youth Servfces

Pali Camp

Parke-Davis

Peace Corps ,—

^

Pencom Systems

People Soft

Phenoinenex

^f Sponsored by UCLA Career Center

Check out participating employers at

www.9son0t.ucla.9du/career

•S

Prestige stations Inc.

PricewaterhouseCoopers

PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP •

Procter & Gamble

Progressive Insurance

Prudential Preferred Financial Services

Rain Bird Sprinkler Mfg.

Robert Charles Lesser & Co.

Robinsons May

RPS, Inc. »tt^

Salomon Smith Barney

Sands Brothers

Sapient Corporation # e
Savin Company *

Scholastic Recruits, Inc.

SCORE!

Sears, Roebuck and Company —
Securities & Exchange Commission

Sherwin-Williams Company

Siegel & Gale

Southern California Gas Company

Stanford Telecom

State Board of Equilization

Sun Microsystems, Inc.

Talus

Teach for America

The Boston Consulting Company

The Capital Group Companies, Inc.

The Clorox Company

The Princeton Review

The Republic Group

The Sun^imit Group

Transamerica

Triage Consulting Group

Trilogy

U. S. Army Recruiting

U.S. Customs Service

U.S. Department of State

U.S. Marine Corps

Union Bank of California

Universal Studios. Inc.

University Credit Union

Viking Offk:e Products

Walgreens

Waste Managenf>ent —-r

Wells Fargo

William M. Mercer, Inc.

Wilshire State Bank

Wilsonart International

'•'

•%•

TV
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lal otter u dC!.:; offer
Conveniently Located in Westwood Village Across From Jerrys Famous Deli

2-LITER SODAS
Complete Professional ^^z

Eye Examination'
Contact lens exam

adifbonaL

I?! offe'

• <

:^ia! offer

Special
offer

CONTACT LENS
PACKAGE*

Includes eye exam,
(ininc. 2 month follcnv-

up. and pav of Ocular

Science daily

wear lenset.

EYEGLASS
PACKAGE*

inciudM aye nam.
frame, artd tmcie
visnn presaiption

tenses.

•• sr:?c-'/ orer

WiW^^S^s^smm
Also 4v4il.«bi>- at

Hill Top Shop Noith (a in pus Shop
y.ii.. r immotis Hejith Scii-nfc, Storp

I
<^eg. price Sl.49

t
offer good thru

JO/18

UCLfhionr
www.uclastore.ucla.edu

ENTIRE FRAME INVENTORY
ANNUAL BACK TO SCHOOL SALE

SUNGLASSES TOO!

20% - 50% OFF
*SALE SEPT. 28TH

THROUGH OCT. lOTH

Eyes of

Westwood
can help you see
better, and look

better, too.

EYES OF WESXWOOP
Dr. Ratrlck Doyle, O.D.

• comprehensive, computer

assisted eye exams
• custom and disposable

contact lenses

• wide selection of today's

most fashionable eyewear
• Vision insurance plans

accepted

10930 Weybum Ave.

Westvvood Vlage

(310)208-1384
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Lecwreitf
...because you can't keep it ALL in your head!
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The Lecture Notes
K Advantage -^

/ Lecture Notes are a great supplement

to your own notes

/ Quality notetakers provide accurate,

organized and well-written accounts of

your professors' lecture

/ Full attention can be given to your

lecture, allowing you to listen more

attentively and analytically

/ Available anytime during the quarier

/ Conveniently located on A Level,

Ackerman Union

LectureNotes
310. ?06. 0882 • A-Level Ackerman

1
open daily

|
www.uclastore.ucla.edu
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SALMON

1

From page 56

was all about teamwork.

At UCLA, sports such as lacrosse

fall from ihc fabric of Bruin society.

Club teams are deemed less impor-

tant, but these club players represent

all that is holy about sports.

Their Bible is playing the sport for

fun and to play to the top of their

game. Rather than play for the finan-

cial rewards that athletes may reap in

the future, most players realize that

they will never again play the orga-

nized sport once they graduate.

Hell, the crew members get up at

four in the morning and drive to the

Marina Aquatic Center to practice

and return before any of us have

woken uprThc cycling team must

pay for traveling, and UCLA has

had the national champion in colle-

giate cycJing the last two years.

The ultimate frisbee team must

contend with gaining respect and

paying for travel as well.

True, each club team receives a

small amount of money from the

Wooden Center, but for lengthy trav-

el the money ends up coming deep

from the players' pockets. The

lacrosse and rugby teams travel from

San Diego to San Francisco to com-

pete, and it puts a dent in the pocket-

book.

However, no complaints arise

from the club teams as the players

play for their own personal gratifica-

tion, not for status.

The intramural field

is the hidden gem
of Bruin lore.

~

This is what sports should b2_
about, professionally and at the col-

lege level.

This is what the Home Run Race,

Kerry Woods, David Wells' perfect

game and the postseason has

brought back to ba.scball. No team

has bought their way to the front,

like the Florida Marlins. Rather,

each team has paid their dues and

have won the old-fashioned way:

pitching and clutch hitting.

For this same reason, the NBA
may lose a big batch of their fans.

Why wait for a sport where the play-

ers do not play because of a mone- "

tary difTerence? Where the average

salaries are in the six figures, the love

for the sport should drive the profes-

sional athlete to continue.

If varsity sports are the brains and

money of UCLA, then club is the

heart and soul.

The intramural field is the hidden

gem of Bruin lore. It's where a

passerby can see frisbees fluttering

about, where scrums abound, and

where laughs and passion go hand in

hand.

These club teams are very well put

together, ai evidenced by the UCLA
ice hockey team. They, as many club

teams, have hired a full-time coach to

improve their skills. Before the

Bruins were a laughing stock, but

now they can draw even with the big

boys from up north.

This is what UCLA clubs are

about. This is who you see late in the

evenings running around on the IM
field.

Th^se players know that only their

relatives and friends will be standing

up with them during the national

anthem because there is no publicity.

But they still stand tall with pride.

I just thought I would reintroduce

the UCLA ciimpus to .some of the

real sports stars, who get forgotten.

The athletes who make sports what

they should ideally be: sports.

- - _

Rocky Salmon is a football beat writer

who is buying his Padres World Series

tickets now so he can watch them beat

the Indians. Email him at

rsalmon@ucla.edu

BASEBALL
From page 52

left-field wall. Lopez was mobbed by

his teammates when he reached the

dugout as the Braves knew they were
only six outs from advancing.

Chicago rallied in the eighth inning

with two runs, starting the surge with

three consecutive singles that loaded

the bases and chased Maddux from

the game. But reliever l<Lerry

Ligtenberg escaped the jam with mini-

mal damage. Mickey Morandini's sac-

rifice fly scored Hernandez, but

Ligtenberg got a huge strikeout

against Sammy Sosa. A run-scoring

single by Mark Grace scored Sandy

Martinez, but Rodriguez flew out to

left field to end the threat.

Maddux got the victory, pitching

seven innings with four strikeouts and

no walks, while yielding seven hits.

Chicago's Kerry Wood took the loss.

The Cubs entered the series with

high hopes, riding momentum and
making their first postseason appear-

ance since 1989. But it turned out to be

almost a cameo. The Cubs had no

answer for Atlanta's pitching, scoring

ju.sl four runs in the scries, and looked

like a team that had used loo much
x'nergyjusl to make the postseason

Daily Bruin Sports

RECOVERY
From page 53 •

would be a likely explanation for the

ahJgnma l wramp i nn Strawborrv

University Credit Union

banking

- Checking

-
7 ATMs on Campus

- Computer Loans

-Banking on the Web

-And more!

£?9».

On Campus

rroan Union, A-Level

UNIVERSITY CREDIT UNION

The Credit Inionforthe it'IA ( ommitnitv

Web: www.ucu.org • Phone: (310) 477-6628

ANNOUNCING
had experienced in recent weeks.

Abdominal pain is not a usual symp-

icTm of an early colon cancer^.

The operation went smoothly, the

-U^jctai:^—>umi,—and^

—

afterward

(

Strawberry was resting comfortably

with his familv at his side.

Tlie cancer was located in the area

of the large intestine known as the

descending colon. After removing a

16-inch portion of bowel containing

the cancer and the segment of nor-

mal colon to either side of it, the sur-

geons sewed the severed ends o\ the

colon together.

During the next week, patholo-

gists will add fi.xatives and chemical

dyes to the removed cancer and tis-

sues to make it easier to.i^eiamine

under a microscope. By looking

through a microscope, the patholo-

gists can detect cancerous cells that

would not be visible to the naked

-eye.

As expected, the surgeons did not

need to create a new opening

through the abdomen, known as a

colostomy, to eliminate wastes from

the bowel. An ultra.sound test per-

formed during the operation showed
no evidence of spread of the cancer

to the liver, the doctors said.

distinguished

Scholar
r

FOOTBALL
From page 55

the first and second half must be a

concern for the coaching staff.

It's true that the Bruins didn't

want to be accused of running up the

score and therefore ran more con-

ventional plays in the second half

But UCLA isn't about excuses, and

therefore the contrast in the two 30

minute spans will be addressed in

practices this week.

The Bruins did accomplish their

goal of playing power football while

being aggressive on defense. A few

missed tackles could be accounted

for by the layoffbetween games while

the II penalties for 118 yards could

be a testament to the emotional game

in which the Bruins searched for

redemption. Again, the players and

coaches will not make any excuses.

"The mistakes we're making and

the penalties are just killing us,"

Lewis said. "We're playing hard, but

we're just shooting ourselves in the

foot."

Imagine what will happen once

the Bruins play up to their standards.

c2war^s_
ELI GIBILITY

• Minimum 3.5 GPA
• Minimum sophomore status

• Minimum 36 UCLA^regular session quarter units

• May be an undergraduate from any major

May not be a previous recipient of a DSA scholarship

HOW TO APPLY
Undergraduates may nominate themselves, but must obtain a

faculty sponsor in the department of their major. A faculty

sponsor may nominate no more than two students. Two letters

of recommendation from UCLA faculty members are required.

Applications are available beginning Oct. 1, 1998, at the Alumni

Center reception desk and Alumni Scholarship office.

DEADLINE
All materials must be RECEIVED by the

Alumni Scholarship office by Friday, Oct 23, 1998.

AWARDS
Scholarships are in the amount of $2,500.

For more information, please contact the UCLA Alumni

Association Scholarship Office at 206-0622.

mrUCLAIumni
A s s o c I .1
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SlnniiafLecture - 1998

THE
. ROBERT]. STOLLER

FOUNDATION
Troudhf 'Presents

ALLEN JOHNSON, Ph.D
PROFESSOR OF ANTHROPOLOGY AND PSYCHIATRY, CHAIR

LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES PROGRAM, UCLA
Dr. John«©n will present a lecture of interest to those in the Humanities
Social Sciences and Psychoanalytic community. His extensive research
among Brazilian tenant farmers and native Amazonians of the Peruvian
rainforest, in addition to his psychoanalytic training and PhD in
psychoanalysis from the Southern California Psychoanalytic Institute will
all contribute to making this an outstanding lecture.

I rinnipli mul linniilimion in
lini/iliiin I (tlktiilcs:

Rcjli'i tions (ill Stitllii's

oHsikviNci iHi: i:Rc)rK: iMxciiNAnoN

Friday, October 16
7:30 PM

MM AUDITORIUM - UCLA
tor iiiforinatioti on the SAAtollcr Foundation please visit our wehsili- wmvstolliT-loiinJatioii (ur

1\\^ Sammy Yu-Kuan lee

-l^t4irp .scrips on rhimxio-

Archaeology dnd Art,

Number 11

"^»'^^?wr-' ^_<*7 -

Extraordinary Luxuries

in Gold and Jadc— ^

The Impact of Western Asia

and the Steppe Area on the

Imperial Court of the Han
Period (206 BC—AD 200)

Dr. Jessica Rawson
. The Warden, Merton College, Oxford

At/mor of Chinosv Jadv: From thv Ni'olithic to the Q/ng

Saturday, October 10, 1998
3:00 to 4:30 pm, Lenart Auditorium
Fowler Museum of Cultural History

Art objects from the Steppe and borderlands'

became popular in the Han dynasty Court.

These were widely believed to originate in

the spirit wodd, which was supposed to lie

beyond the border regions. Dr. Rawson will

discuss how these gold and jade artifacts

Came to be linked with Chinese ideas about the

spirits.

Reception to follow

Sponsored by the

UCLA Center for Pacific Rim Studies

For more information, call 3 1 0-206-8984
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Atlanta Braves advance to National League Championship Series

Daity Bruin Sports Monday, October 5,1998 S3

Yankee player DarryI Strawberry undergoes Isurgery to remove cancer

BASJEBALL Power hitting,

pitching lift team past

Chicago Cubs again, 6-2

ByOtftonBrewn
The New York Times

CHICAGO-Ejrst. Greg Maddux
silenped—dnSSgas bats for seven

iiji^gs. Then a grand slam in the

ighth inning by Eduardo Perez

silenced the fans at Wrigley Field.

By the time Saturday night's game

ended, the loudest noise at the ball park

came from the visiting clubhouse as the

Atlanta Braves celebrated making the

National League Championship Series

for the fourth consecutive year with a 6-

2 victory over the Cubs.

Using their great starting pitching

and getting timely power hitting, the

Braves completed a three-game sweep

Saturday night' before 39,597, most of

them Cubs fans who watched another

season end in disappointment. The
Braves will open the NLC^ four:of-

seven-game series Wednesday night at

Turner Field against the winner of the

Houston-San Diego series. The Cubs,

who have not been to a World Series

since 1945 and have not won one since

1908, must wait at least another year.

Atlanta took a commanding 6-0 lead

with a five-run eighth inning, capped by

Perez's grand slam to left field against

Cubs closer Rod Beck, who entered the

game in the eighth inning. It was Beck's

first appearance ofthe series, and it was

a disaster. Beck had not pitched since

Monday's one-game tie breaker

against San Francisco, but he was

worked too hard during Chicago's

drive to the postseason, and the Cubs

paid the price Saturday night.

Keith Lockhart started the eighth

inning with a leadoff single off Terry

Mulholland, who then walked Chipper

Jones. At that point. Beck entered the

game and' retired the next batter,

Andres Galarraga, on a fly ball to cen-

ter field. But Gerald Williams hit a hard

liner to left field that was misjudged by

Henry Rodriguez, who leaped but

watched the ball sail over his head for a

base hit. Lockhart scored as shortstop

Jose Hernandez made a bad relay

throw that allowed Jones to move to

third base, and Williams to second.

After Andruw Jones was walked

intentionally to load the bases, Perez

unloaded them with a blast over the

See BASEBALL, page 51

RECOVERY: Medical team

removed section of colon,

awaiting pathological test

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

WHOSE LINE IS IT

ANYWAY?
fiM Summer Hit!!

—-Hosted by

—

Prcw Carey

FREE TICKETS
l?ate$: OctoNr 10 and 1 1 17 and IS

NoveiHber Hand IS Z1 ahd22

% 1 8/75^-^470 ext. 946
wwwrfvtlcketsiioiM -

—

• • • • • • • • • •

4fa^»^ Ijf^ HmAa^

Help spread the abstinence message t6

today's youth by becoming a speaker for

Sex, Love & Choices.

For more information about our

program, call us at (626) 398-6106.

SL&C
S K X I. () \ K & C H () I C K S

1028 N. Lake Avenue, Suite 104, Pasadena, CA 91 104

By Lawrence K. Altman
N.Y.TImes News Service

NEW YORK - Darryl

Strawberry, the 36-year-oId Yankees

outfielder, underwent what doctors

said was a successful and uncompli-

cated three-hour operation to remove

a cancer of his colon Saturday.

The surgical tean^at Columbia-

Presbyterian Medical Center in

Manhattan, headed by Dr. George J.

Todd, said it removed a cancerous

tumor that measured 2.4 inches in

length and that nearly blocked his

intestine. There was no visible evi-

dence during the operation that the

cancer had spread beyond that area

of the bowel, the doctors said in a

(Strawberry) was

expected to stay in the

hospital for one week.
1

^ '

statement issued Saturday night.

But it will be about a week before

the results of the key pathology tests

are available. The findings will deter-

mine what anti-cancer therapy the

doctors will recommend for

Strawberry after he recuperates from

surgery. He was expected to stay in

the hospital for one week.

The pathology findings will pro-

vide the doctors with information

they need to stage, or classify, the

severity of Strawberry's cancer and

provide a statistical base for a.long-

term prognosis. Although

Strawberry's wife, Charisse, had said

the cancer was a favorable stage A or

B. cancer experts said in interviews

that there was no way to know the

stage of the cancer until the final

pathology tests were available.

The results of the pathologist's

examination of the cancerous tumor
and the other tissues removed are

generally considered more important

than the size of the cancer.

The doctors' statement that the

tumor nearly obstructed the intestine

See RECOVERY, page 51

Baseball's TOOTH & Nail Scores:

Dental BRAVES: 10

Dentist DODGERS:

^PPT^IAI • tsO Examination. 6 X-Rays & Teeth

^* i-*^*^^* 4^^"" Cleaning Expires 9/30/98

COSMETIC and
GENERAL
DENTISTRY

•TOOTH BONDING, BLEACHINO
•Nitrou* Oxid* (Laughing Oas)
•Hypnosis • Electronic Anosthosia
•OpMi Lata Hours, Fraa / Vaiidatad Parking
•Chocks, Cradit Cards <k Insurance Forms Wolcoma
•18 Voars in Privata Practice in Westwood

Dr. LARRY FRIEDMAN, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1762 Westwood Blvd. #460 (between Wilshire & Santa Monica Bl.)

For Appointment Call: (310) 474-3765
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CALENIUII

tivel
The most comprehensive online

guide to Sovthern California

www.caUndarlivt.com
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BORDERS COME inside:

BOOKS, MUSIC, VIDEO, AND A CAFE.
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Steph
scusses arKJ signs

Drama Queeni: Wild Women of the

Silver Screen

Monday, OaoBER 5 at 7:00 pm

w
discusses and signs

Gelfing To Commitment: Overcoming

the 8 Greatest Obstacles To Lxisting

Connection

TtJESOAY, OCTOtCR 6 AT 7:30 PM

etter
discusses and signs

Anatomy ofa Scandal: An Investigation

Into the Campaign ^ Undermine the

Clinton Presidency

WE0e4$0AY, OCOKR 7 AT 7:30 PM

discussios and signs

Precious Jewels of Tibet: A Journey

to the Roof of the Wodd
IfkjRSOAY, October 8 at 7:30 pm

Bofxlers" Every ^unday Night at 7;30IWJomedy

Westvrood Blvd.

•
3 1 0.475.3444

1. [Click]

Tired of mainstream

bestsellers? '

'

BookZone's

fEDUCATED CHOICESl

section contains

dozens of interesting

and unusual books

hand picked by the

sUff. The list is

updated reguUrty,

plus the titles are
'

I

I

VI

ft

30%oH

2.

^...J

Order onllrte and havcf

the book delivered rioht

to your door. Youll be

reading in no time!

•u».

* GET IN THE GAME
i^n<?yr^gdqg Adventure, r.lie t:rH/n.t.irg aTTd~aiscrlbueoye ar
the Blaster series, JumpStart Learning System, Dr.
Brain and much mbre, has become internationally
renovmed for its award-winning multimedia educational
software. With one of the largest R&D staffs in the
world, our innovators are challenged daily to produce
exhilarating software that expands"~bur consumers f

minds. It's extra gratifying to know that along the
way, we keep pushing each other's minds and raising
the level of success.

ASSOCIATE PRODUCERS
Get in on the excitement of developing children's •

educational software products. You will assist
Producers in all phases of the product development
cycle. Creating high-quality work and profitable
products, you will manage scheduling and ensure
fulfillment of shipping deadlines.

Requires a knowledge of the retail software market,
game/ interface design, video/sound production and
budgetary activities. A self -motivated, enthusiastic
individual with excellent communication skills and the
ability to take initiative and thrive in a deadline-
oriented environment is essential. A bachelor's degree
is highly preferred. We would like to speak with
students majoring in Cognitive Science.

Plea«« stop by our booth at th« Jobs for Bruina Caraer
Fail, Octobar 8th, llan-ipn, Paulay Pavilion

Or send resume to: HR/UCLA/AP, 19840 Pioneer Ave
Torrance, Ca 90503. FAX (310) 793-0601. E-mail
carrers@education.com. EOE.

KNOWLEDGE ADVENTURE
www. knowledgeadventure . com

THE BEST DEAL
TOWN!

PRESENTS)

For Delivery,

Take-out.

Dine-I

BRING IT ON!!!
$4 of¥ any Giant 18** Pizza
$3 off any Large 1 6** Pizza
$2 off any Medium 14** Pizza

Spaghetti Dinner $2.99
Exp. 10/23/98

1 136 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA 90024

OR CALL (3 10) 209-1422
FOR FREE DELIVERY TIL 3:00 AM.

GEN

wannowrite?
edit?wanna October 6 @5PM 206.6168

wannadesign??

wannaseUa
UCLA's Feminist Magazine

YourjoumaMn
career begins this

Thursday iMit.
' Find out howyou canjoin the

Daify Bruin and student magazines.

student Media UCLA offers

opportunities for students interested in

nearly every aspect ofjournalism—from

reporting to business, from newsroom
management to internet journalism. We
do it better than

you to report, design, or shoot pictures

in four weekend workshops taught by

working journaHsts, and maybe you'll

end up like many who came before you-

with a solid start toward a career.

any journalism

department

because we offer

you the chanciB to

do more than

study. We offer real

experience. You're

invited to come
find out more
about our

publications and

programs Thursday

night when we'll be

hosting our

quarterly open house.

Al Daibr Brain inttnism
iwiuirad to complcto our

woi1csiio|is and idniission is

conpotRivOy to picic up an

applortion today at tiio IMhr

Brain in 118 Kerddioff HaH.

They're duo tlib Friday at noon.

Woricsliop restore wH bo posted

by 5 p.ni. tlie same day.

W/IHTTOGET

It doesn't matter what your major is or if

you have any previous experience in

newspapers or magazines. We'll train

If you'd like to know
more, come to our

Orientation and Open
House Thursday,

October 8 at 6:00 p.m.

in the Viewpoint

Lounge on Ackerman
Union's A-level. Come
hear what we have to

offer, visit our offices,

and meet the students

who work on the Daily Bruin and the

,student magazines.

For more information, call us at 825-

2787.

The Student Media Orientation and Open House
Tliursday Oclober 8, 6fl0 p.m. in the Viewpoint I/mnge, located on Ackcrman Union'sA-hd

ME^UUCIA
journalism@ucla
Daily Bniin'TlieStiKlont Magazines •KLA radio news
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CALIFORNIA SPORTS

Padres 6,

Astros 1

Champagne dripped off Jim Leyritz's

shaved head, his reward for an astounding

run of clutch home runs.

Leyritz is a playoff hero once again, and
the San Diego Padres are going back to the

NL championship series after a 14-year

absence, their tense division series against

Randy Johnson and the Houston Astros

secured with a 6-1 win Sunday night.

"I'm numb right now," said Leyritz,

who led the Padres to a 3-1 series win by

homering in the final three games. "I can't

believe all that's gone on. I don't even want

to think about it. Let it just keep rolling,

man!"

Leyritz was one of the New York

Yankees' heroes in 1996, hitting a dramatic

three-run homer in the eighth inning of

Game 4 at Atlanta, and now he's got the

Padres headed for a showdown for the NL
pennant with the Braves starting

Wednesday night at Turner Field.

He set the tone Sunday with a 422-foot

drive to left center off Johnson leading off

the second as twilight settled over

Qualcomm Stadium. After he crossed the

plate, Leyritz lightly bumped heads with

Game 1 hero Kevin Brown.

"He's just got a history of being big in

the postseason, and this series Nyas no dif-

ferent," said winning pitcher Sterling

Hitchcock, who used a devastating split-fin-

gered fastball to strike out 1 1 in six innings.

Johnson, the Big Unit, is not going to

make it to the World Series as

Bills 26,

49ers 21

Steve Young and San Francisco's offense

were finally shut down - by the most unlike-

ly opponent, the lowly Bufl'alo Bills.

Rob Johnson overshadowed his counter-

part, completing 19 of 27 passes for 254

yards and one touchdown to lead the Bills to

a 26-21 victory Sunday.

The 49ers (3-1) entered the game ranked

first in the NFL in rushing, passing and total

offense, but were held to just 56 yards pass-

ing and 105 total yards in the first half

Raiders 23,

Cardinals 20
Donald Hollas has seen more practice

squads than glory. On Sunday, he look his

turn in the limelight.

Hollas, whose last previous NFL action

came in 1994 when he was with Cincinnati,

replaced an injured Jeff George with 50 sec-

onds left in the first quarter and the Raiders

trailing 7-3. He was 12-of-22 for 104 yards

and scored on a 1-yard run as Oakland

defeated the Arizona Cardinals 23-20.

^ Colts 1 7,

Chargers 1

2

They came to see Peyton Manning and

Ryan Leaf, the rookie quarterbacks, picked 1-

2 in the NFL draft.

thought. He lost his fifth straight decision

in the postseason, tying a major league

record.

"I didn't have my best stuff, but you give

three earned runs in 1 4 inn ings (in two

many They got Elijah Alexander and Ken Dilaer,

starts), you don't feel like you're going to

lose too many ballgames," said Johnson.

the stars of Manning's first win as a pro, a 17

12 victory over Leaf and the San Diego

Chargers (2-3).

Alexander intercepted a pass by Leaf to set

'. touchdown and recovered a fumbleup one touchdown and recovered a tumble to

set up another, as Leaf'demonstrated that he

is not only a crybaby but also overrated.

Bruins finally scare off Lions in

suspenseful double overtime
M. SOCCER: Stalwart goaltending

by Loyola Marymount, dubious

refereeing keeps UCLA on toes

By Moin Salahuddin

Daily Bruin Contributor

Confidence is one of the virtues that one

attains after being successful.

Winning the NCAA title last year gave the

UCLA men's soccer team an abundance of

confidence, and it has showed early this season.

The second-ranked Bruins sported a 6-1

record going into play Sunday against the

struggling Lions of Loyola Marymount. While

a victory over the 3-6 Lions was merely an after-

thought, UCLA found itself in a position it has-

n't seen since their NCAA semifinal victory

over Indiana.

The game started with an explosion as both

teams used their offenses to subdue the other's

defense. The Bruins, who had stifled their last

five opponents with shutouts in each game,

were in the midst of a 481 consecutive minutes

without allowing a goal. But that quickly ended

as LMU scored in the' third minute, only 2:38

into the game.

LMU midfielder Brad Myrand received.

a

lob from defender Nick Resich and blew it past

UCLA's goalkeeper Nick Pimando. That shot

ended a streak of nearly 450 minutes for

Rimandn vprsiis the opposition.

However, the Bruins responded as national

caliber squads do. Less than half a minute later,

Seth George scored to even the match 1-1.

The explosion of offense was quickly exliri-

guished, and the defenses of both sides stepped

team comes into play.

"I knew we were going to win," senior strik-

er Seth George said. "I mean it's just like

sophomore year when me and Martin Bruno
did that same thing every game. We would go in

when the score was 1-1. We would have to score

a big goal and in the end, we always did.

"We're totaljy confident even though the

clock was winding down, we knew we were

going to do it. It was a routine for us."

The match headed into the first sudden

death overtime. Both teams exchanged shots,

with the Lions nearly taking the victory in the

lOth minute. But the overtime ended with the

teams in a dead heat and when play began to be

more physical, several yellow cards were hand-

ed out.

"I think the referee let a lot of things go

today," head coach Sigi Schmid said. "So it was

a little more physical that way. But that's noth-

ing we shouldn't expect. USD played us very

physically with like 31 fouls. So that is some-

thing the teams and players are going to do. I

just think we didn't play as well today."

The Bruins huddled up during the two-

minute intermission between overtimes and

went over strategy.

"Basically we wanted to more pressure on

their backs in overtime," Schmid said. "Not
allow them to serve as many balls forward. We
tried to stay a little bit fresher up front by play-

ing different pairs of forwards."

So UCLA picked up the tempo and nearly

scored in the second minut»t but LMU goal

up dramatically. At the end of regulation, both

squads remained in a 1-1 tie despite UCLA out-

shooting the Lions 18-3.

This is where the maturity of a national title

keeper Jerad Bailey stopped the scormg
chance. Bailey, a sophomore, finished the game
with an incredible 13 saves, which established a

new school record for LMU.—"I thought we created chance s, but we d id-

—

n't finish most of them," Schmid said. "But

their goalkeeper played well and kept them in

See M. SOCCER, page 48

FOOTBALL
From page 56

victory. "The first two teams we
played said that UCLA wasn't really

physical any more, and we wanted to

go out there and show that we were
still a physical team."

Lewis and the Bruins pushed WSU
around, and then retribution came for

the now-forgotten play of 1997 six

plays into the game when Lewis
plunged into the end zone at the 4:04

mark. Lewis, who after the game
admitted he personally wanted to

destroy this team, finished with 94 of

UCLA's 256 rushing yards and two
touchdowns. Revenge is a dish best

served cold.

"(UCLA) can outrun you, and I

think that's what happened today,"

WSU head coach Mike Price said. "It

was like a track meet, and they just

outran us."

Borges and UCLA head coach

Bob Toledo must have been flipping a

coin between plays to decide which

tail back will run in which play. Lewis

had 15 carries, Foster had 12 carries

for 77 yards and Brown had 10 carries

for 31 yards and two touchdowns.

Apparently the departure of 1,000

yard rusher Skip Hicks to the

National Football League hasn't had

as big of an impact as originally

feared.

"Who says one guy has got to rush

for 1,200 yards?" Borges said. "Why
can't three guys rush for 1,200 or

AME BALL

1,400 yards or whatever. There is no

law.Mt looks better when you have a

1,000 yard rusher, but the truth is it's

probably better if three guys do it

because there's no wearing down."

McNown was probably the happi-

est person to see the rushing attack

fueled up. In a game where the key

player on the Bruin team had a rather

average day, the rest of the team

stepped it up. McNown finished with

one touchdown and one interception

plus 205 yards on the air. His deep

ball was off, and it looked as if every

pass he threw in the first half was

underthrown.

Yet McNown did not go quietly

into the night. Like his offensive

counterparts, McNown made an

impact with his legs rather than his

arm. On the third drive of the day,

McNown ran a boot leg to the left.

Both receivers were covered and in

Ihe progression of the play McNown
himself was the third option.

Then, in what.looked to be reminis->

cent of John Elway in the most recent

Super Bowl and Randall

Cunningham in the late *80s,

McNown took to the air with an acrcv

batic leap which created a highlight

that East Coast Heisman voters will

not soon forget.

McNown jumped over two

Cougar defenders in what he called an

"overpass into the endzone" rather

than a lane. In the air McNown was

sent into a pirouette before landing on

his back. The score was now 21-0 and
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THE FINAL SCORE

Washington State o

[>UaA 21

»mmii0im

10

14 7

7

7

17
49

1st QMdrty STATlSTia

2nd

UQA - LewH S-yafd TD run (Sailcf kidO

UCLA - K Brown 10-yard TD run (Sailer kidO

UCU > Mdiown 6-yard TD run (Sailer kid)

Quarter

Team

UCLA - Lewis S-yard TD run (Sailer kidc)

Washington State - K. Brown 19-yard TOm (Linded kidO

UCU - K. Brown 2-yaid TD run (Sailer kkk)

Washington State - Lindetl 34ryard Ki

First downs

Rushes-yards

Passing yards

PiKCKflMMlklmBOUJIII|JI6l

fumbles lost

PenaMes-yMth

Time of possession

INDiVIDUAl LEADERS

^^fasWnqton State UOA
17 23

m 221

3-3 3 1

29:47 3013

3rd
Quarter RUSHING:

UCLA - Dixon 7-yard TD pass from McNown (Sailer kid)

4th
Quarter

UCLA - Hakes 12-yard TD pass from Bennen (Sailer kid)

Washington State - A Davis 6B-yard TD pass from Bimbaum
(Lindellkid)

Washington State-IC6row(i21'mQlmoRH4:Mwdte2-4{
Thielbahr 2- 1; 6inibauni7-<mimB 37)

UCLA - lewis 15-94;Foster 12-77;ICBw« 1(^.31;Seinley 1-29;

Reynosa 2'n;W8lendy 1-S;Md<own H.%tl 1-0

PASSING: Washington State - BJmbaum 13-29^221; Mende (^J-l-O

UCLA - McNown 14-27-1-205; Bennett 2-2-0-18

REttlVIMG: Washington Slate -A Davis 2-71; ICBrown 2-42;Thomjwa» 2-34;

Roguemore 2-26;Hadett2-12;Whlte 1-7;6ilmore 1-7

UCLA - Fanner 5-100; Poli-Dixon 3-40;NeufeW 2-26;Fo$ter 2-14;

Price 2-31;Dubravac1-6;Wilkin$ 1-6

Sounf UCLA Spom lnfofm<lion

the scoreboard indicated it was still

the first quarter.

"Cade McNown is a fierce com-

petitor, and you can't tell him how to

run," said Toledo.

"When you get in those situations

everything is instinctive. He's not

looking for a place to hide, and he's

not one to run out of bounds very

often. When he sees the end zone he

wants to get in and that's power foot-

Lewis redeenned himself In a '•^OiMrWhen Cade McNown mad« a

major way. fueling the Bruins to Heisman flip into the ertd2or>e to give

victory. He took his first carry for 1 5 the Bruins an early 2 1 -0 lead. On the

yards and scored UCl^'s first Washington Stated-yard tine,

J)all. Hopefully he continues to

remain healthy doing those kind of

things."

But McNown probably didn't

jump higher than junior flanker

Danny Farmer (who is also a middle

blocker for the volleyball team) when
he made his 51 -yard reception in the

second quarter. Farmer came back

and leaped up high lo snatch an

underthrown deep ball to prevent

McNown from throwing his second

inlffrggplionQfthcgame.

touchdowM. Lewis finished with 94

yards on 1 5 carries and 2 touchdowns.

read the defense, ran to the left

sideline and leaped over a couple

defenders, landing on his back for six

points.

As in fivt rushing

toudKkwvm.

Cade McNown
>jmedtoctedflyj»ssinc> but the

running game nruKJe up for itJ^maine
Lewis and Keith Brown each ran for a

pair of T0$, and McNown rushed for

another.

Ilie way m which the Bruins domi-

nated the ground was very reminis-

cent of last year's game against

Houston. In that game McNown had

297 yards
^
ind four touchdown passes

JOHN SUEH)RO/Daily Bruin

pass, WSU did exactly the opposite

by leaving themselves vulnerable to

the run, and while effectively limiting

McNown, WSU could not stop

UCLA as a team.

"You take what they give you,"

McNown said. "It's like last year

when we played. Houston here. They
basically brought eight or nine guys

up to the line and we roasted them up

top. If a team is going to say 'We're

going to slop the pass' then they're

prqhahly going in dn it
'1

JOHN SUEHIRO/Dady Bruin

by halftime - the reason being how
committed those Cougars were to

stopping the run. .

•

. . •

Just as Houston stopped the run by

making themselves vulnerable to the

With improvements still needed,

it's surprising how the coaches and

players realize that a 49-17 victory

doesn't mean it's time to celebrate.—With a halftime score of 35 - 10, a

letdown in the second half was immi-

nent. But with a game at Arizona (5-0,

2-0) next week, the contrast betweea

SeeFOOTBiOUpageSI
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The UCLA Undergraduate Business Society

iixer

I, 7:00 PM

frioos Grand Horizon Rnfi

October 8th,

James West Alumni

it. 13 Price Waterhouse

L 14 An^rsen Consulting

MBA Workshop

1 5 Consulting Fair

[.19 Intel Financial

CS First Boston

J^^0 Arthur Andersen Consulting

Eli Lilly Pharaiaceutiads

Consulting Investment Banking Fair

Bain & Company Nc>V.\l

Procter & Gamble Oct\2^

Deloitte & louche Solutions Oci. 218

Boston Consulting Group

Ernst & Young Consulting 0(

Clorox Co.

Deloitte & Touche Consulting

MBA Day

Are YOU Doing This Quarter??

,

Any large Pizza, your choice of toppings and crust, for $9.99

824-4111 "^^'^^y'®^**®
Westwood Village

Medium 1 topping Pizza

for $5.95

Fasf. Free Delivery

until 1 a.m. Sunday-Thursday
until 2 a.m. Friday & Saturday

Major League Baseball

Postseason At A Glance

DIVISION SERIES

New York vs. Texas

Tuesday, Sept. 29

New York 2, Texas

Wednesday, Sept. 30<P>

New York 3, Texas 1

.
Friday, Oct. 2

New York 4, Texas 0, New York wins

series 3-0

Cleveland vs. Boston .

Tuesday, Sept. 29

Boston 11, Cleveland 3

Wednesday, Sept. 30

Cleveland 9, Boston S

Friday, Oct. 2

Cleveland 4, Boston 3

Saturday, Oct. 3

Cleveland 2, Boston 1. Cleveland wins

series 3-1

Atlaiita vs. CMcafo

Wednesday, Sept 30

Atlanta 7. Chicago 1

Thursday, Oct.1

Atlanta 2, Chicago 1,10 innings

Saturday, Oct. 3

Atlanta 6, Chicago 2, Atlanta wins series

3-0

Houston vs. San Diof*

Tuesday, Sept. 29

San Diego 2, Houston 1

Thursday, Oct.1

Houston S, San Diego 4

Saturday, Oct. 3

San Diego 2, Houston 1

Sunday, Oct. 4

San Diego 6, Houston 1, San Diego wins

series 31

LEAGUE CHAMPIONSHIP SERIES

Tuesday, Oct. 6 -——*—'

—

Cleveland at New York (Wells 18-4),

8:07 p.m.

Wednesday, Oct. 7

Cleveland at New York (Cone 20-7), 4:07

p.m.

Friday, Oct. 9

New Yori( (Pettitte 16-1 1) at Cleveland,

8:07 p.m.

Saturday, Oct. 10

New York (Hernandez 12-4) at

Cleveland, 7:07 p.m.

Sunday, Oct. 11

New York at Cleveland, 4:07 p.m., if nec-

essary

Tuesday, Oct. 13

Cleveland at New York, 8:07 p.m., if nec-

essary

Wednesday, Oct. 14

Cleveland at New Vbrk. 8:07 pim., if nec-

essary

Wednesday, Oct. 7

San Diego at Atlanta, 8:15 p.m.

Thursday, Oct. 8

San Diego at Atlanta, 8: IS p.m.

Saturday, Oct. 10

Atlanta at San Oiegot 4:1S p.m.

Sunday, Oct. 11

Atlanta at San Diega 7:45 p.m.

Monday, Oct. 12

Atlanta at San Diego, 8:10 p.m., if nec-

essary

Wednesday, Oct. 14

San Diego at Atlanu, 4:20 p.m.. If nec-

essary

Thursday, Oct. 15

San Diego at Atlanta, 8: 1 5 p.m., if nee -

essary

APTop2S
College Football Teams

The Top Twenty Five teams in The

Associated Press college football poll,

with first-place votes in parentheses,

records through Oct. 3, total points

based on 25 points for a first place vote

through one point for a 25th place vote

and ranking in previous poll:

Record Pts Pv

1.0hioSt.(66) 4-0 1.746 1

2.Nebraska(1) 5-0 1,640 2

3.UCU(1) 3-0 1,575 4

4. Tennessee 4-0 1,541 3

5 KansasSt.(2) ^ 1,519 5

6 Florida 4-1 1,326 8

7.6eor9ia 4-0 1,313 12

B.noridaSt. 4-1 1,235 9

9.Vir|inia 5-0 1,219 10

10. Arizona S-0 1.043 14

11.LSU 3-1 1,010 6

12.Wisconsin 5-0 937 13

13.PeflnSt. 3-1 894 7

U.Colorado 5-0 755 15

15. Oregon 4-0 747 17

16.WestVirginia 3-1 728 16

17.VirginiaTech 4-0 637 19

IB.TexasA&M 4-1 594 18

19SouthemCal 4-1 462 21

20.Ari(ansas 4-0 404 22

21. Missouri 3-1 288 23

22.NotreDame 3-1 274 23

23 N.CarolinaSt. 3-1 262 —
24. Syracuse 2-2 169 11

25.Tulane 4-0 114 —

Others receiving votes: Te«as Tech 103,

Michigan 76, Washington 70. Miami 20,

Mississippi St. 12. MarshaN 11, Kentucky

7. Georgia Tech 6, Air Force 4. Purdue 4.

Oklahoma St 3. Wyoming 2.

N.itinn.il f ooth.ill Lerfqu(>

At A CLintP

AMERKANCONFERENa

East

Miami

New.England

NY Jets

Buffalo

Indianapolis

Central

Jacksonville

Pittsburgh

Baltimore

Cincinnati

Tennessee

West

Denver

Seattle

Kansas City

Oakland

San Diego

W
3

3

2

1

1

4

3

3

2

2

TPct. PF

0.750 67

7S0107

0,500104

0.250 80

PA

42

76

75

84

0.200 57128

01.00096 71

0750 50 56

0.500 78 78

0.250 78 95

0.250 68 81

01.000141 77

0.750105 41

0.750 91 57

0.500 58 91

0.400 64 95

NATIONAlCONFERENa

East

Dallas

Arizona

NY Giants

Philadelphia 4

W L TPcl. Pf PA

3 2 0.600135 82

2 2 0.500 61 91

2 2 0.500 89 91

0.000 36 96

Washington 5 0.000 74169

Central

Green Bay

Minnesota

Tampa Bay

Chicago

Detroit

4

4

1

1

1

West

Atlanta 3

New Orleans 3

San Francisco 3

St. Louis 1

Carolina

01.000111 70

01.000129 72

0.250 55 96

0.200109126

0.200107138

0.750107 80

0.750 89 74

0.750133 86

0.250 99115

0.000 81126

Late Games Not Included

Atlanta 5 I.Carolina 23

Dallas 31, Washington 10

Chicago 31, Detroit 27

New York Jets 20, Miami 9

New England 30, New Orleans 27

Indianapolis 17, San Diego 12

Buffalo 26, San Francisco 21

Oakland at Arizona

New York Giants at Tampa Bay

Philadelphia at Denver

Kansas City 17, Seattle 6

OPEN: Baltimore.TIncinnatT;

Jacksonville, Pittsburgh, St. Louis,

Tennessee

Monday's Game

Minnesota at Green Bay, 8:20 p.m.

S«nday,0<t.11

Buffalo at Indianapolis. 1:01 p.m.

Carolina at Dallas. 1:01 p.m.

Kansas City at New England. 1:01 p.m.

Pittsburgh at Cincinnati, 1:01 p.m.

San Francisco at New Orteans, 1:01 p.m.

Tennessee at Baltimore, 1:01 p.m.

Washington at Philadelphia, 1:01 p.m.

Chicago at Arizona, 4:05 p.m.

Denver at Seattle. 4:15 p.m.

New York Jets at St. Louis, 4:15 p.m.

San Diego at Oakland, 4:15 p.m.

Atlanta at New Vbrk Giants, 8:20 p.m.

OPEN: Detroit. Green Bay. Minnesota!

Tampa Bay

Monday, Oct 12

Miami at Jacksonville, 8:20 p.m.

Nttt: All TiflMs in tiM Sports Im ift

EOT

I r .< n % .» f 1 1 o n s

NatiMial Nodny iMfM
CALGARY FLAMES—Assigned F Chris

Dingman. i Hnat Domenichelli, and F
'

Travis Brigley to Saint John of the AHL.

DALLAS STARS—Assigned F Mel

An9eKta<t F Greg Leeb, D Petr Buzek,

Rkhaid Jackman, and Brad Lukowkh

to Michigan of the IHL.

PHOENIX COYOTES—Assigned C Tavis

Hansen, Brad THey. D Radoslav Suchy.

LW Barry Nieckar, and F Joe Dziedzic to

Springfield of the AHL. Assigned F J.F.

Jomphe to Las Vegas of the IHL.

TORONTO MAPLE LEAFS— Assigned D

Nathan Dempsey to St. John's of the

AHL Released F Steven Rice and F

Nikolai Borschevsky.

VANCOUVER CANUCKS— Assigned C

Josh Holden, LW Peter Schaefer, Bret

Sopel, and G Mike Valley to Syracuse of

the AHL. Sent D Brad ference to ^__
Spokane of the WHL. Reassigned LW

Richard Irwin and RW Stewart Bodtker

from Syracuse to Augusta of the ECHL.

Steve Brule to Albany of the AHL.

ST. LOUIS BLUES—Assigned F Lubos

Bartecko, F Jochen Hecht and F Reed

Low to Worcester of the AHL.

TORONTO MAPLE LEAFS— Assigned D

Jeff Ware, Marek Posmyk and RW

Jason Podollan to St. John's of the AHL.

Assigned LW Scott Pearson to Chicago

of the IHL.

COUKE
NORTHEAST-10 CONFERENCE—Named

David Brunk commissioner

BUFFALO STATE—Named Sandra

Hollander assistant athletics director.

CAL POLY-POMONA—Named Sandy

Kriezel interim men's and women's ten-

nis coach.

FRANKLIN 8i MARSHALL—Named

Kathryn Kroupa softiull coach.

SPRINGFIELD-Named Pete Broaca

men's assistant basketball coach.

TEXAS-SAN ANTONK)—Named

Stephanie DeFeo assistant softball

coach.

Trivn Qufstions

l.Whc holds the NFL record for most

fumbles in a season?

2. .Who is the only NFL quarterback to

throw 40 or more TO passes in one sea-

son?

3, What school has produced the most

number-one overall selectionsjn the

NFL draft?
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SPORTS
Bruins Ride the Waves

UCLA outplayed defending national

champions Pepperdine in a heated

water polo match Friday at Sunset

Canyon Recreational Center.

UCLA uses running game to beat WSU
RECAP: With Cougars committed

to stopping McNown, Bruins use

three rushers to grind out yardage

By Vytas Mazeika
Daily Bruin Staff

Sooner or later the UCLA football team will hit

all cylinders. Until then, 49-17 victories will have to

do.

After a spirited and vengeful performance

against Washington State on Saturday, the Nc 4

—BrutnH^ overall, 1-0 in the Pac-10) kept men-
tioning how improvements needed to be made -

like better executing the passing attack and cutting

out pointless penalties that proved to be harmless

on Saturday.

The Cougars (3-2, 0-2) helped to make sure

none of the Bruins' mistakes would come back to

haunt UCLA. In three of;their first four posses-

sions WSU turned the ball over. A putrid offense

could not get the air attack going while the running

game had negative 10 yards on 12 carries late in

the first half. By the end of the game the UCLA
rirfrn,« had ai iiasscd-fbnrturnovers tthrce fum- :

bles, one interception) and blocked two punts.

"1 thought the defense was awesome," UCLA
offensive' coordinator Al Borges said. "They
forced some turnovers, gave us a short field to play

o>(Tense and blocked^a^coiTple of punts. It's fun to

call offense when you dbn't have to drive 80 yards

every time."

— On avcragrftftc Bruins started tlie ir drivestwtr
yards away from midfield. In contrast to the

Cougars' turnover-plagued start, UCLA was able

Jo score early and often with drives of 42 yards, 48

yards and 54 yards before nine minutes were gone
from the clock.

One would expect UCLA quarterback Cade
McNown to have done all of the work, considering

that he's a leading Heisman trophy candidate. But

instead, Borges decided to call a game where

smash-mouth football dominated.

With a rotation of thr^e running backs (sopho-

more Jermaine Lewis, junior Keith Brown and
freshman DeShaun Foster) the idea was to pound
the bail down the gut of the Cougar defense.

"They played power football and we did too,"

said Lewis, who a year ago against WSU was

slopped on fourth-and-one to seal a 37-34 Cougar

See FOOTBALL, page 5S

SIDEBAR: Penalty flags

flew too* often Saturday as

Bruins played on emotion

By Rocky Salmon
Daily Bruin Staff

With one minute left to play,

Washington State quarterback Steve

Birnbaum looked down the left yard

line and heaved a pass which was not

traveling to his receiver . The corner-

back immediately clapped his hands

as the ball harmlessly fell to the

ground. But as the yellow Hag fol-

lowed the ball to the ground like a

snowfiake, the UCLA player

screamed, "What?" a sentiment

which echoed through out the side-

line.

It would be the eleventh and final

penalty last Saturday as the Bruins

would be penalized for their win.

Eleven times for 118 vards to be

U.S. military bases threaten

Asian lands. See page 17

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
An up-and-coming band lends an inside look at

the less-glamorous side to music. See page 20

% IHSIDE TODAY

Fly in a plane! page 3

World & Nation, page 5

State & Local, page 6
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Number of parking citations decreases

Gf NEVIEVE LIANG/Ddily Brum

Danny Fanner leaves Washington State's Sean DeCambra behind as the Bruins grab a victory.

Most dedicated Bruin athletes

aren't football, basketball stars

COLUMN: Club team participants must deal with difficult task

of gaining respect for sport, in addition to staying competitive

exact.

Instead of the Bruins stalking

their prey, it appeared to be the

other way around, as the officials

-rang up UCLAJbr ^plethora of

penalties ranging from pass interfer-

ence to false starts. Continuing a

path of destruction which started

two weeks ago in Houston, UCLA
has consistently collected numerous

penalties.

Luckily, against both teams the

penalties were only costly in that

UCLA was not able to win by a larg-

er margin.

The Bruins were aiming to cut

back on the penalties, but in a Pac-10

opener, where the opponent was the

team that tied for co-champion last

year, UCLA appeared to be playing

off pure emotion.

Maybe too much emotion, as

players started before the snap on

offense or celebrated excessively on

defense - like Tod McBride after his

sack in the first quarter.

«See SIDEBAR, page 49
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TICKETS: Improved road

signs help lower violation

statistics over past year

By Andy Shah
Daily Bruin Contributor

The number of parking citations

issued during the 1997-98 school year

decreased when compared to the pre-

vious year, parking enforcement offi-

cials said.

. About 91,000 citations were issued

last year, as opposed to 95,000 hand-

ed ii\i{ duripg the 1996-97 schnnl

year, said Stephen Rand, manager of

enforcement for traffic and adjudica-

tion.

But citations issued by the univer-

sity police have increased from 17

bers to more and better parking signs

warning drivers of citation hazards,

and a more effective enforcement

team.

"We re-worked the wo^rding (of

the signs), and we added more signs

to help people avoid citations,"

Rand said.

For example, the words, "to avoid

"citation" were added to some signs to

inform drivers of specific violations.

More signs were also posted to

increase visibility. Rand said.

"This especially helps visitors to

UCLA, who are unfamiliar with our

campus," he said.

In addition, parkiJFig and rnm-
muter services employees went

through a "quality assurance" period

in hopes of improving service.

"It was really a re-engineering of

that parking workers clearly attached

permits to cars so that they were visi-

ble to parking enforcement officials.

Rand said that >te is not sure

whether the number of tickets issued

this year will stay consistent.

"I can only hope that anybody try-

ing to comply with the rules is given

the proper information, and anybody

trying to get around the rules is

caught,"^e said.

Rand said the highest number of

parking violations occurred in the

mid-1980s, with about 120,000 cita-

tions issued.

According to the UCPD crime

statistics website, however, Parking

Services wrote over 200,000 tickets

in 1997.

The UCPD website states that in

1996, 110,000 citations were issued

tfl-

Mens water polo team wins

tight game with Pepperdine

1996 to 671 in 1997, according to the

University Police Department

(UCPD) web page.
^

'

-— '

^—system," Rand said.—^We—by park ing serv ice s. That number
shots up to 214,000 for 1997.

Although Rand has only estimated

improved the clarity of our informa-

tion, observed workers and gave sur

veys to customers." —

—

Rand attributes the lower num- For example, evaluators ensured See PARKING, page 12

DECREASE IN PARKING CITATIONS"
I I I I !— M»»mBf»m»mmt^^tmmatt»mmmi^^m

The number of citations Issued by UCLA Parking Services decreased between 1996-

97 and 1997-98.

"*">'*» ii*<Mimi>^w^i

UCLA Parking Services

lOCOOOr

UCPD

800r

Sount Sifphd) iUnd. F«riMn9 tn6 (.tmmimkmm m6 UCPD Wfbptqr

X)HN SUEHIRO/Daily Bruin

TWO years ago, on a muddy intramural

field in the middle of February, I met

the most dedicated UCLA athletes I

have come across.

No, it was not the

football or soccer

teams (even though

both squads practice

and play at the highest

level of competition)^

These players on the

IM field exemplified

something about sports

which is sometimes for-

gotten in the profes-

sional ranks.

Rocky

Salmon
These "players play ^—^^^—

for no glory.

These players play for the feel of victory

and camaraderie.

They play for the sacredness of the indi-

vidual sport.

They play to retain the uiiegniy of the

athlete's heart.

These players were on the lacrosse team.

I had just received the cliib beat for the

Daily Bruin and thought I had been sen-

tenced to another level of Dante's Inferno,

but I (tarried out my assignment and it took

me to the IM field.

Rain was slowly falling from the heavens

and there they were, hustling, running,

smashing into each other.'

Blood slowly dripped from the corner of

one player's eye, but he paid no mind as he

continued to bash, and when practice ended

he gave the person who caused the blood to

pour a high five.

— Rain was no problem as the sweat from

each player created more moisture than the

darkened clouds.

After practice each player was more than

willing to talk about lacrosse, but none

talked about any individual achievement. It

SeeSALMdN^^ageSO

RECAP: Tied until last minutes, UCLA maintains perfect record

in conference by tightening up defense, making big offensive play

Uhh, about your car ...

AARONIOLII

The Bruins defeated "national champions

Pepperdine 5-4 at the Sunset Rec Center.

By Grace Wen
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

It wasn't a tidal wave of offense that over-

whelmed Pepperdine, but a begrudging

defense that shut down the defending national-

champion Waves.

The UCLA men's water polo team tri-

umphed 5-4 over Pepperdine in a close match

on Friday afternoon at the Sunset Canyon

Recreation Center. The Bruins handed

Pepperdine its fourth loss of the season and

improved their record to 7-1 overall and 3-0 in

conference play. It was UCLA's second win

over Pepperdine this season.

"Pepperdine came out really fired up,"

senior co-captain Sam Grayeli said.

"It was a really big game for them, but

towards the end we showed a lot ofcomposure.

We ended up sneaking it out. We didn't have

the best offensive game, but we still won it with

our defense which is very important."

"^
See W. POLO, page 48

BAMMAN fAHADH/Ddily Brum

David Ziring (far left), a medical student from Chicago visiting UCLA, watches LA. firefighters douse a fire in the car he had
borrowed from his friend on his last day in Los Angeles last Friday.

Scouring the Net will be faster, easier
COMPUTERS: Search engine

created by Bruins undergoes

multimedia improvements

.ij-

By Dennis Lim
^

;: y
.

•

Daily Bruin Contributor

Computer users looking for audio and video

on the Internet can now do so faster and more

effttiently, if five UCLA students have it their

way.

Next week at the Internet World Conference

in New York, Scour.net, an Internet search

engine created by five UCLA computer science

students, will unveil improvements to its web-

site to increase its efilciency.

Scour.net specializes in looking for audio,

video images andanimation on the Internet but

has experienced problems since its creation in

December 1997.

Problems such as inactive web pages, or

dead sites, have prevented Scour.net visitors

from downloading music and images from the

Internet.

"We do have some enhancements that will

pretty much take care of the problem of dead

sites on Scour," said Dan Rodrigues, president

and CEO of Scour, Inc.

According to Rodrigues, increasing the fre-

quency that Scour.nct checks the web for sites

that offer music will eliminate the problem with

dead sites.

Currently, Scour. net automatically checks

the Internet only once a day for sites that offer

songs or images on the Internet. Many of the

websites that Scour.net retrieves audio files

from, however, are on servers that exist on indi-

vidual computers. And many of these servers

house personal home pages, which usuaUy stay

on-line for only part of the day.

When the individual servers go off-line
-

which they periodically do as people turn off

their computers - their websites become inac-

cessible, making a search done by Scour early in

the day obsolete as the day goes on.

These improvements would increase the

number of times that Scour.nct checks the web

12

Organizations

turn to coundl

for funding
USAC: Activities, good planning

bygfblip a^^ allocated

By Barbara Ortutay

Daily Bruin Staff

A dollar out of each student's pocket, plus

some money allocated by the chancellor, make
up the $140,000 provided by student govern-

ment for programming each year.

Each quarter, groups apply for a substantial

amount of money to finance cultural activities^..

educational events and other programs through

the Undergraduate Students Association

Council (USAC) Programming Fund and
A.ssociated Students of UCLA (ASUCLA)
Board of Directors Interaction Fund.

"Some people ask for exorbitant amounts of

money," said USAC budget review director

Johnny Nguyen, who administers programming
funds.

He added that groups have a tendency to

request large amounts of money, hoping that

they will receive more funding that way
"As long as they meet the criteria of being cul-

tural or educational, programs are eligible for

fujiding," Nguyen said.

"However, we look at the historical presence

of the program; how successful it has been in the

past."

For the Gay and Lesbian Association

(GALA), an umbrella organization serving les-

bian, gay, bisexual and transgender students,

this proved to be a difficult hurdle recently

Like most groups which apply, it didn't get all

the money it asked for.

"We're, trying to revamp the organization,

and we applied for $22,000 to fund office

plies and Coming Out Week activities,'

GALA president Tamar Tokat.

Of that request, GALA received $1,800 from
the programming and interaction funds, accord-
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First Century Society

honors donors
Saturday UCLA's First Century Society

honored alumni, friends and staff who have

planned to donate money to the University

through planned gifts such as wills and living

trusts.

In addition to a two and a half hour tea,

members of the First Century Society were

able to sit-in on Dee Dee Bridgewater's sound

check before her evening performance honor-

ing Ella Fitzgerald.

New leadei'shlp at

the UCLA Foundation
The UCLA Foundation, the organization

which, along with the UC Board of Regents,

administers donations to UCLA, recently

elcQttd a new president and members tp its

leadership boards. /
Leon Wentz succeeds Roy Aaron as prcsi-;

dent of the foundation. Wentz in a

1960 graduate of UCLA who ha^s
worked in fund raising at UCLA for

the past 16 years. His two-year term ends

in June 2000.

Aaron has been involved in the foundation

since 1986. He will continue as co-chair of

UCLA's $1.2 billion fund raising effort which

is now past the half-way mark with less than

four years left to reach its goal.

Nine new members will join the Board of

Governors and 19 will join the Board of

Concillors. Most members come from the

business community as well as some members

of the university's senior administration.

Wentz said he hopes to expand the mem-
bership and offer opportunities for new grad-

uates to get involved.

In a statement. Chancellor Albert

Carnesale underlined the importance of the

foundation with state funds decreasing.

"The assistance of such dedicated volun-

teers as Leon Wentz and Roy Aaron to

enhance support from the private sector is

more critical to UCLA's future than ever,"

Carnesale said.

Research break-

throughs reported
Four UCLA scientific breakthroughs,

ranging from the discovery of embryonic

planetary systems to anti-AIDS therapy to

engineering advances in computers to nuclear

safety, are featured in the Science Coalition's

annual report to Congress. The report high-

lights scientific achievements realized by fed-

erally funded projects at universities and col-

leges.

"UCLA is delighted to see some of the

breakthroughs made by our faculty, students

and staff included in this roster of great scien-

tific achievements made at American universi-

ties," said Chancellor Albert Carnesale in a

statement.

The federal government funded a signifi-

cant portion of UCLA's research and training

through grants. UCLA's portion totaled more

than $243 million in the 1996-97 fiscal year,

-placing UCLA within the ranks of America's

top 10 research universities.

Bruin News debuts

today on web
The UCLA community has another source

for information, thanks to University

Communications and the Office of Student

Affairs.

The website (www.bruinnews.ucla.edu) will

display news and features of interest to the stu-

dent population, and links to other campus

internet sites.

Bruin News Online will publish three new

editions per quarter and monthly over the

summer. Material will be written by students

and staff members and will include a cartoon

feature.

The editorial board will be composed of

representatives from Student Affairs and

University Communications.

Compiled from Daily Bruin staff reports.

\
off the mark by Mark Parisi

www.oftthemarK.com Atlantic feature ®i9»8 mark parisi
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LESS THAN ONE WEEK LEFT:

To drop impacted courses (L&S

undergraduate students)

To change Study List (add, drop

courses) without fee through URSA
Telephone

To check wait lists for courses

through URSA Telephone

To enrol! in courses for credit

without $50 late Study List fee

through URSA Telephone

To file advancement to candidacy

petition for master's degree with

major department

To file graduate leaves of absence

with Graduate Division) 1255

Murphy Hall

To file undergraduate request for

educational fee reduction with col-

lege or school

For Nursing undergraduates to

add/drop without school approval

To declare bachelor's degree can-

didacy for current term (with fee

depending on units completed - sec

"Degree Policies" in the "Academic

Policies" section for details)

For full refund on textbooks with

UCLA Store receipt (exception made

with proof of drop or withdrawal up

to 8th week)

Yourjournalism

(m'eer b^ns this

Thursday ni^t.

Student Media UCLA offers opporlunili(;s for students

interested in nearly every aspect ofjournalism—from

j*cporling to business, from newsroom management to

internet journalism. We do it better than any journalism

department because we

offer you the chance lo do

more I ban si ud v. We offer

real experience. You're

invited lo come find out

more about our

|)ul)lications and programs

Thursday night when we'll

be hosting our quart(Tly

open hou.se.

it doesn't matl(T what your

major is or if you have any

previous experience in

newspapers or magazines.

JAbJl train you t o report.

All Daily Bruin interns

are required to complete

our workshops and

admission is competitive,

so pick up an application

today at the Daily Bruin

inllSKerckhoffHalL

They're due this Friday at

noon. Workshop rosters

will be posted by 5 p.m.

the same day.

design, or shoot pictures in

lour we(!ken(l workshops

tiuighl by working iouiualisls, and maybe yiMi'JI end up like

many who came hcloic you

—

with a .solid slai I toward a

career.

WAKT TO GET INVOLVED? HERTS HOW. .

.

II you'd like to kno'v more, come to our Orientation and

(incn House Thurs lay, October 8 id ();()0 |).in. in the

Vewpoint Lounge on Ackerman Union's A-Ievel. Com-) hear

what we have lo ofi'T, visit our offices, and meet the

students who work on the Dailv Bruin and the student

mjigazines.

For more information, call us at H^2r)>2787.

Tlie Sludonl McxJia Oiientation and Ofx^n House

Tliursilay October 8, 6:00 p.m. in Uie Vie\v]X)int Ijoimgc,

locatal on Ackcrinaii Union's A-level

STUDENT
MEDIAUOA
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devotion

pressure

religious groups often

target:stiidents for

recruitment

By Michelle Navarro

Daily Bmin Senior Staff

For Calvin Kwan, joining a religious orga-

nization seemed innocent enough.

"I thought that it couldn't hurt to meet new

people," he said.

"I thought to myself, 'These people are so

nice, and they are really interested in my lif^.'

Tliey were able to con-

vince me that I really

hadn't done all ofwhat

Jesus had commanded

of me."

But then Kwan
started to doubt the

integrity of the organi-

zation that manipulat-

ed his mind.—
"I stiU lelt like my

questions were not

answered; instead, my
loyalty was ques-

tioned," he said

If you're concemed about the religious

group you currently belong to, ask yourself

these five simple questions:

tRl>y^ the ^mty ones savedT

firOoes this group constantly put

—

HIGH PRESSURE GROUPS

on the surface," said Kwan, who is now an

official representative for REVEAL
(Research, Examine, Verify, Educate, Assist,

Liberate), a global support group for former

and current cult members and their families.

"Most cults will not come straight out and

tell you some of their beliefs. Some of the true

hidden beliefs and practices are only reserved

for the more mature members," Kwan said.

Naturally a group

will not identify itself

as a "cult," so

researchers have

several

activities without letting you know that the

purpose of the event is to try to recruit you

into their church," Kwan said.

"All of a sudden people you hardly know
will want to spend enormous amounts oftime

with you. People you hardly know will tell you

they 'love you.' They will call you all the time

and compliment you every chance they get."

he said.

.Being loved usually isn't dangerous, but it

can be when it is transformed into a strategy

for obtaining new recruits.

Kwan said "loye^mbing" may not bcsin-

former cult member and current representa-

tive for REVEAL.
Once committed to the group, there are

several conditions or rules that members are

expected to adhere to achieve salvation.

A few of the most common ones include

subniitting to a leader or "discipler" who
keeps surveillaDce over that member

V

actions, heavy recruitment of new members,

giving 10 percent ofone's gross income to the

group, only dating members of the church,

confessing all sins to the leaders - which are

not kept confidential and may even be used^

SoaRf:KVEAl

As the fall settles in

and students holler

from all sides along

Bruin Walk for others

to join their organiza-

tions, there is one type

of club that will make

these words your own.

It is the kind of

group found on almost

every campus in the nation that manipulates,

controls and asks for the utmost devotion

from students.

And despite the amount of literature warn-

ing people about cults, the number of students

joining them continues to grow.

Kwan's testimony refers to his four-year

experience as a member ofa cult while attend-

ing Long Beach Community College and Cal

State Long BeacL

down Other churches?

3) Dotheyexpeclyoytoreciiiltiiew

membeis soon afteryou joined?

4) Do they expect and even tell you

that you must give a certain amount

of money to the group?
-^—

S) Do theyinduceafeeingof guilt

and fear in order to getyou tojoin?

determined

typical cult character-

istics.

The American

Family Foundation, a

non-profit research

cere and it works offof the insecurities of new

students and ones with problems.

Once someone has shown interest in the

group, a special meeting or Bible study occurs

where members proceed to convince the new

member that they are weak in their faith and

JEFF CHEN/Oaily Bruin

For years, campuses across the nation have

held workshops, seminars and handed out

brochures by the droves in attempts to pre-

vent students from joining cults.

Sadly, many students like Kwan still get

taken in and end up trapped in the grip of

these high-pressur^eligious groups.

One reason students still continue to naive-

ly submit to these groups is because they are

unable to initially identify a group as a cult.

"Most cults are not suicidal or violent in

any way. Most cults are very normal looking

exhibiting great or

excessive devotion to

some person, idea or

thing, and employing

unethical manipula-

tive or coercive tech-

niques of persuasion

and control with the

design to advance

goals of the group's

leaders."

And that's just the basics. The whole

process a new member goes through is

another story. It begins with

being recruited.

Members often

approach students

on campus who
are alone or

4ippear vulnew-

ble and lost. It is

there where they

will begin to

employ what

Kwan considers

their most dan-

gerous lactic,

"love bomb-

ing."

"They will

often invite

you to fun

center that studies wui not be saved spiritually unless they tollow

high-control cultic

groups, generally

defines a cult as "a

group or movement

the group's beliefs.

"In the discipleship study, they told me that

I was not saved because I was not a 'disciple'

according to the scri

against victims later.

The expectations and demands run high,

and to not meet them is a blow to that mem-
ber, who would then be considered weak or

bad at heart, Kwan said.

And it was under such extreme pressure

that Kwan tried to recruit over 500 students

and gave more than $ 10,000 to the group.

The power of control mostly stems from

the use of the Bible, which frightens members
inp thp mips

"They used scriptures to tell me
that I was to submit to my leaders

and obey diem," Kim said. "Since

1 was new in the church and didn't

know the scriptures well enough to

respond to them, I quickly shut up

and did what they told me."

See GROUPS, page 14

Consolidating loans helps students breathe easier
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LEGISLATION: Bill lets

borrowers combine debts,

gives more lime to repay

By Hannah Miller

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

For UCLA students who gradu-

ate with thousands of dollars in stu-

dent loans cfragging along behind

them, consolidation may lighten

their load.

Consolidating loans means com-

bining several loans into one, allow-

ing students to extend and simplify

their payments. And thanks to the

Higher Education Act, which

should be signed into law by

President Clinton next week, the

next two months may be the most

opportune time to do it.

"Consolidation allows students to

make the payments somcthmg they

can live with," said Salwa Oyoub,

manager of the Financial Aid

Collections Office. "It's hard, espc;

cially when you're just getting start-

ed."

It's a fairly simple process, with

both pros and cons, Although stu-

dents pay more interest in the long

run, consolidation allows them

longer periods Of time to repay their

loans.

Consolidation takes advantage of

government regulations designed to

give new graduates breathing room.

For all student loans under $10,000,

the repayment period is 10 years; but

if several loans are combined, bor-

rowers are allowed more time to

repay.

For example, two loans of $5,000

each, when consolidated into a

$10,000 loan, give a borrower five

more years to repay their debt.

For the 30 percent of student bor-

rowers who have Perkins (or

"direct") loans, consolidation offers

another advantage. If students (or

their parents) have federal loans,

they can consolidate them now at the

low rate of 7.46 percent - possibly

lower than the rate at which they

took out their loans.

But students can't wait too long

since that rate would only be man-

dated to last until the end of the year.

"Student indebtedness is rising

and rising and rising," said Jamie

Pueschel, of the United Stites

Students Association. "This would

allow them to pay less interest. With

a loan of about $20,000, they can

save $1,000."

Although student lobbyists fought

to apply that low rate to private

lenders as well, banks argued suc-

cessfully that such low interest rates

would make lending to students

financially impossible.

Now the consolidation rate for

private industry loans stands at 8.25

percent.

Students can consolidate their

loans any time after graduation, and

they can consolidate loans taken out

from different institutions as well as

from schools.

Stafford loans must be consolidat-

ed through the private lender, such

as Citibank; if students have Perkins

loans, they must consolidate them

through UCLA's Student Loan

office. Both types of loans can be

combined into a consolidated loan.

Even if borrowers have only

taken out one loan, they are eligible

to apply for a consolidated loan,

which would allow them to extend

their payments.

Although Sallie Mae, one of the

biggest lenders, has temporarily sus-

pended consolidations, many other

lenders are still offering them.

To consolidate your direct loans con-

tact the Department of Education

Loan Origination Center at 1 (800)

4FED-AID (1-800-433-3243). or Direct

Loan Consolidation at 1 (800) 557-

7392. Or you can check out their web
slteatwww.ed.gov.

y
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Crime—Watch
I

Disturbing the Peace-^;

Students bade a loud U
siunmer during the past two

with university police and

responding to disturbing th(

calls all over Westwood and

the dorms.

Gayley Avenue alone had

visits from UCPD, and in juj

call, LAPD officers br(

parties on Landfair^

Also on Lan(

pie subject

drunken]

Coj

medtcaTc^mteno'

lients.

le annoying or

me calls, while two

jxposed themselves

jother committed

In's rest room in

jved two

Star in

nsBmn^Hcustomer
landed chang^^HT purchase

le a day earlier, anchn the Center

Health Sciences, a customer

;d to pay for his meal in the

grand theft auto and five car bur-

glaries, including three stolen park*

ing permits.

Bicyclists fared little better with

six bike trafQ(

Forgery
'

u
take a

them in jaT

James

other un]

detainee

mi
Traffic

Assault

)m-

itsof

well as

reputani^^^^^^^^^^ivers.
Two of thesfll^^^Hm>lved a

university vehicle

Not even parked cars were safe,

with three incidents of misde-

meanor hit and run, two cases of

utidraliy, in the medical

"plaza, a suspect bou^t $135 worth

of merchandise with a check that

was later cancelled.

mmmmmmimmmmmimmti0immm$0mm$imtm n i^

CbrT$lted"fn>m IXPO media

by Ann Hawkey,

Contributor.

in decided to

ip that landed

ison, 32, and two

uified meii were

[acy's security after

redeem gift certifi-

with a stolen credit

re later picked up by
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WORLD & NATION Dow Jones Industrials
down: 58.45

close: 7,726.24

Nasdaq Indei

down: 78.27

ck)se: 1,536.69

OoNar

Yen: 134.32

Mark: 1.6320

Brazilian president wins re-election

-V^UXlJ./

>> p

m^ M trdo some radio?^Mm

kkrinaii Grand BallriHiiii.

lie ^ free stuff like CDs all week lun^

We cicce/Dt
Debit cards

Matter Cord

L ^ J

y54/^ J 1
^[^V

Until Sun-Thurs
Fri-Sat

1:00 am
2:OOam

Satellite T.V,

SPORTS

NEW
SPECIAL
Any New Gourmet
Sandwiches with Salad Bar
^& l\/|ojo Potatoes

for only $4.99
Gourmet sandwich includes: Philly

Cheescsteak. Chicken Salad, spicy Italian

sausage and meatball sandwiches Deli Sub.

^ 4 Gayley Ave:
Westwood Village

Call to reserve Shakey's
private party room

upstairs for your meetings,
fund raisers, etc...

^^4Tn

FREE DRINK W/
ANY BUFFET
PURCHASE W/

UCLA STUDENT ID

t
I

"X\

BRUINMEAL DEAL

4t^$4.25
2 Slices of Pizza and

1/2 order Mojo and Salad Bar,——with all you can drink

beverage bar

PIZZA SPECIALS
1 MEDIUM

ONE TOPPINC PIZZA'^ $5.95Dine-in or
carry outy. - ^^ .
oniv-^^ or 2 medium one topping pizzas oniy $11.90

*Any large 3 topping pizza or any
Specialty Pizza (save over $5)

• Specialties include Vegetarian, Shakey's Special, Bruin Deluxe and BBQ Chicken
• uiin crust, hand tossed, or deep dish pan pizza at no extra charge

only $9.98

SHAKEY'S
COMBINATION

BUY1CET1
FREE

Sunday, i\/ionday, Tuesday
2 for 1 Special*

Buy any large Pizza at

regular price and —
get the

^ $13.85
2nd for Free

* good
all day

^ • 4 pieces chicken or

Any medium one topping pizza plus mOJO • New Gourmet sandwich or

potatoes, and your choice of: • 5 pieces of fish or

1 • 10 Buffalo wings or

• Pasta & Salad

ECONOMY: Voters hope

Cardoso can lead nation

out of fiscal downturn

By Stan Lehman
The Associated Press

SAO PAULO, Brazil - The first

Brazilian president to ever win re-

election, Fernando Henrique

Cardoso must now put his populari-

ty through an even tougher test
-

harsh austerity measures needed to

break Brazil's economic meltdown.

Cardoso inched closer Monday to

a first-ballot victory as returns came

in from the interior, where the gov-

ernment historically does well.

Cardoso must win more than half

the vote in Sunday's election to

avoid a second-round runoff - a feat

he is expected to easily accomplish.

But a tougher task lies ahead: to

rein jn the international financial

crisis that began in Asia and now
threatens his country, the newly re-

elected Cardoso is expected to slash

government spending and may
ififiease taxes.

With 61 percent of the ballots

counted Monday, Cardoso was lead-

ing with 51 percent. His closest rival.

Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva of the left-

ist Workers Party, had 34.2 percent,

while Ciro Gomes of the Popular

Socialist Party had 11 percent. Nine

other candidates shared the rest.

A Cardoso victory was no sur-

prise to the 106 million Brazilians

who voted for president, 27 gover-

nors, all 513 federal deputies, one-

third of the 81-seat Senate and 1,405

state legislators. Cardoso had been

the front-runner for the entire cam-

paign.

To most observers, Cardoso has

received a clear mandate not only to

run Latin America's largest nation

for the next four years, but also to

protect its economy from the finan-

cial turmoil rocking emerging coun-

tries, including Brazil.

"In re-electing Cardoso, voters

clearly demonstrated their confi-

dence in his political leadership and

his ability to steer Brazil through the

world financial crisis," said Carlos

Esteban Martins, a political scientist

at the University of Sao Paulo.

"Voters showed they were unwill-

ing to rock the boat with a change in

leadership," Martins added

and this was a message voters want-

ed to hear," hessaid.

Cardoso's popularity is largely

the result of the success of the "Real

Plan" - the economic stabilization

plan he helped put together in 1994

when he was finance minister. It

dropped infiation from around

2,400 percent a year to near zero

now.

Since its introduction, the Real

Plan has been shored up by high

interest rates and an overvalued

real, the Brazilian currency.

Together, they guaranteed price sta-

bility, but caused recession, unem-

ployment and public and trade

deficits.^
And now, like other emerging

markets, Brazil is suffering from a

loss of investor confidence and a

strong outflow of capital. The coun-

try's foreign reserves have fallen

below $50 billion from the $70 bil-

lion posted at the end of July.

To prevent a collapse of the real,

and stem capital Hight, interest rates

were hiked to 50 percent a year.

On the eve of the elections,

Cardoso promised to tackle the

Cardoso has shown during his economy's main Achilles' heel -~Tr

four years in office that he knows

exactly where he wants to go and

that he is unwilling to change course.

budget deficit equal to 7.3 percent of

gross domestic product - and hinted

that taxes would be increased.

Associated Press

Ana Isabel Ferreira and her daughter Juliana are seen through a hole in a Brazilian flag as she casts her

vote in the city of Osasco, Brazil, on the outskirts of Sao Paulo on Sunday.

Judiciary committee votes

for impeachment inquiry

CONGRESS: House

votes to expand search

past-.Lewinski matter

By David Espo

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - In a his-

toric step taken strictly along

party lines, the House Judiciary

Committee voted Monday night

for an open-ended impeachment

Inquiry of President Clinton.

Lawmakers were somber and

partisan by turns, as the top

Republican lawyer cited "sub-

stantial and credible evidence" of

15 possible grounds for impeach-

ment.

The roll call for a formal

inquiry under Watergate-style

rules was 21-16, with all the

panel's Republicans in favor and

all Democrats opposed. The full

to investigate not only

Independent Counsel Kenneth

Starr's evidence relating to

Clinton's relationship with

Monica Lewinsky, but other mat-

ters as well. The committee

would have power to subpoena

witnesses andx:onduct hearings.

In an hour-long presentation

to the panel, the Republicans'

le^d investigator, David

Schippers, broadened the counts

set out by Independent Counsel

Kenneth Starr to raise the possi-

bility that Clinton took part iri a"

broad conspiracy to cover up Ifis

actions.

He also addressed the issue of

Lewinsky's truthfulness, a key

point since her testimony about

some key details differs from the

president's. "For the limited pur-

pose of this report, we suggest

that Monica Lewinsky's testimo-

ny is both substantial and credit

ble," the attorney said.

Mouse i& expected to dgi ee to the Ihc Dcmocrms' top lawyer;

inquiry later this week, thus mak-

ing Clinton only the third presi-

dent in American history to be

subjected to the threat of formal

Abbe Lowell, said the

Republican staff had simply

"subdivided" Starr's 11 charges

without adding significant new

impeachment proceedings.

"Do we have a duty to look

further, or to look away?"

Chairman Henry Hyde, R-Ill.,

asked at mid-morning as he

gtfveled the committee to order

in the same cavernous room
where Richard Nixon's fate was

debated a quarter-century ago.

"This is not about Watergate,"

retorted Rep. John Conyers of,

Michigan, the panel's senior

Democrat. "It's an extramarital

affair."

Democrats tried twice to cur-

tail the .scope and duration of the

inquiry, and argued that even if

proven, some of the allegations

against Clinton do not rise to the

level of an impeachable^ offense.

Both times they were turned

away on party-line votes, includ-

ing on one proposal to limit the

inquiry to Clinton's relationship

with former White House intern

Monica Lewinsky and force the

case to be wrapped up by Nov.

25.

Under the rules adopted at the

Republicans' insistence.

Congress would be empowered

allegations.

The committee acted as fresh

polling evidence suggested the

proceedings could help shape the

outcome of mid-term elections a

month away.

GOP sources, speaking on

condition of anonymity, said a

new survey taken for the

Republican National Committee

indicated that bedrock

Democratic voters have begun

expressing greater interest in the

election than they did only tvyo

weeks ago, but still not as much
as Republican voters. The find-

ing comes after a period in which

Democratic officials have*1>een

accusing the GOP v>f being too

partisan on the impeachment

issue.

Clinton himself did not men-

tion the proceedings unfolding

16 blocks away when he

appeared briefiy before reporters

on the White House grounds.

Said his spokesman, Joe

Lockhart: "We don't believe

there's anything here that reach-

es the level of an impeachable

offense."

WORLD & NATION BRIEFS

Ethnic violence flares

up in western Pakistan

KARACHI, Pakistan - Two Pakistani

political leaders were shot and killed today in

this troubled port city where 600 people have

died this year in ethnic violence.

Gunmen opened fire on a car carrying

senior members of the Muttiheda Qami
Movement, or the United People's

Movement. The group represents Indian

Muslims who settled in Pakistan in 1947 after

the subcontinent gained independence from

Britain.

There was no immediate claim of responsi-

bility for the shootings, but they were believed

to stem from an bngoing feud between rival

factions of the movement. Both groups are

fighting for control of various Karachi neigh-

borhoods.

Killed were Aamir Zaki, 30, and his com-

panion, Abdul Qadir. Two other people in the

vehicle and two passers-by were also injured,

police said.

The two men who died belonged

to the largest faction of the move-

ment, led by Altaf Hussein, who has

been living in self-imposed exile in Britain

for more than five years.

The Hussein faction is a member of a coali-

tion government that rules the southern

province of Sindh. It is allied to Prime

Minister Nawaz Sharifs Pakistan Muslim

League.

The movement has threatened to withdraw

from the coalition government in recent

weeks, demanding Sharifs government put an

end to the ongoing violence in Karachi.

"We must guarantee that, in case

of any unforeseen incident, we have

a strong nuclear shield that would

ensure our security and be capable of

infiicting irreparable damage to the

enemy," Yuri Maslyukov said in a television

interview Sunday night.

Maslyukov said he supports ratification of

the START II arms reduction agreement with

the United States, which has been repeatedly

delayed by the Russian parliament.

He added that ratification must hinge on

further arms cuts and speeding up production

of the new Russian-made Topol-M ballistic

missiles to replace aging weapons.

Russia reinforces old Swissair breakdown

nuclear arsenals Investigation continues
MOSCOW - The Russian government

must update its aging nuclear arsenal in addi-

tion to dealing with its tattered economy,

Russia's first deputy prime minister said.

TORONTO - Weeks after recovering the

flight data recorder, investigators are still

struggling to determine whether the black box

from Swissair Flight I II has information that

will help them determine the cause of the

crash.

Not only are the last six minutes missing

from the flight and voice recorders but the

data recorder was plagued with anomalies

before that, The Globe and Mail newspaper of

Toronto reported today.

Investigators insist they will eventually

determine the cause of the crash that killed 229

people off the coast of Nova Scotia. But the

digital record of the critical minutes when the

problems developed is so garbled that it may
offer little more than a pointer to the compo-

nents or wiring bundles where the problems

began, the paper said.—-**We are trying to ascertain what it is telling

us," Vic Gerdcn, the Transport Safety Board's

lead investigator, said Sunday.

Gerden says investigators have not been

able to narrow their focus on the cause of the

crash beyond the theory that something elec-

trical was amiss and that probably triggered

the sequence of problems that ended with the

crash.
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STATE & LOCAL
Monterey case to set precedent
COURT: Ruling to dictate

if land-use decisions

put before judge or jury

The Associated Press

MONTEREY - A Monterey case

to be heard this week by the U.S.

Supreme Court is expected to affect

how courts review land-use decisions

nationwide, legal experts said.

The nation's high court was sched-

uled Wednesday to hear a case

against the city of Monterey, accused

by a developer of unconstitutionally

"taking" a 37-acre stretch of sand

dunes by refusing to allow the con-

struction of condominiums.

Two years ago, a jury ordered the

city to pay Del Monte Dunes at

Monterey Ltd. $1.45 million in com-

pensation for loss of property value.

But the city appealed, saying suits

over land-use decisions should go

before a judge, not a jury.

If the Supreme Court upholds the

1996 ruling, "zoning as it is known in

America is dead." Montgrey City

closely watching the case.

"Juries would be more likely to be

sympathetic to plaintiffs.and the city

would feel that a judge, who's after all

a. lawyer, would have a better under-

standing of the theory (of regulatory

taking) than a lay juror," he said.

The case stretches back 1986,

when Monterey rejected the develop-

ers' proposal for condominiums on

land south of the Monterey Beach

Hotel.

Two years earlier, the

City Council had

approved a 190-unit

development on the

site, enraging

environmentalists (of

the) endangered

Smith's blue butterfly.

Attorney William Conners said.

Thirty-one states, 200 cities and

the U.S. Solicitor General's Office

have filed briefs supporting

Monterey,

"This case is extremely important

and may have implications for land-

use and environmental regulation,"

said Daniel Mandclker. a law profes-

sor at Washington University who is

Two years earlier, the City Council

had approved a 190-unit develop-

ment on the site, enraging environ-

mentalists who said the prominent

of land was hab i tat for the

access.

The developer, which has since

sold the property for $4.5 million for

use as a park, said that the city's

action unfairly impaired the value of

the land, and sued in 1994.

"The city singled us out to provide

a butterfly zoo," said Fred Jacobsen,

an attorney for the developer.

"We asked for equal protection.

Everyone up and down the beach had

been allowed to develop and destroy

the butterfly habitat," he said.

The federal jury said the city had

violated a property owner's equal-

protection rights and that its land-use

restrictions amounted to a "taking"

of property without the "just com-

pensation" required by the

Constitution's Fifth Amendment.

The 9th U.S. Circuit Court of

Appeals upheld the ruling and the

award in late 1996.

The federal appeals court ruled

that a lawsuit over what attorneys call

"inverse condemnation" is entitled to

a jury trial even though jury trials are

not allowed when someone sues over

a local government's outright buying

of private property under uuthor ity-

called eminent domain.

Conners called that judge's choice

to put the decision before jury

"bizarre."

piece 01 land was

endangered Smith's blue butterfly.

The city repealed its approval, say-

mg the proposal failed to provide

enough grading and sand relocation,

habitat relocation and vehicular

—"H i.stor ically, the issue of whethe r

a 'taking' has occurred is a question

handled by a judge." the district attor-

ney said. "The legitimate challenge to

a zoning issue is to file a suit asking

the court to set aside a decision."

Approval rating rises

for smoke-free taverns
BUSINESS: Poll finds 65

percent of bar patrons

satisfied with state ban

The Associated Press

SACRAMENTO-
Californians who frequent bars like

the 9-month-old ban on smoking,

according to a new poll.

A firm hired by, the state

Department of Health Services

found that 65 percent of bar

patrons surveyed approve of the

law prohibiting smoking in bars

and taverns.

That was up from 59 percent in

a similar poll conducted in

February and March, the depart-

ment said.

The percentage of patrons who
said they visit bars once or week or

more and who support the law

Ostrander. owner of the Almond
Tree Lounge. "I don't know where

they polled this." ' ;

He said 90 percent of his

patrons and all of his help smoke.

"You come in here and you see

all the people out on the patio

smoking. My bar is empty," he

said.

A Placer County judge last

March convicted Ostrander of two

infractions and fined him $300.

State health ofllcials said the poll

shows a growing majoriTy bl

Californians like the law after living

with smoke-free bars for months.

"Despite repeated attempts by

special interest groups to overturn

this important public health mea-

sure, the law remains in place," said

state Health Director Kim Belshe.

"What's more, contrary to

doomsday predictions from tobac-

co industry front groups,

Californians are still patronizing

mcfcased t rom ^fr percent laat win- the J^uuu rcMau rant-bars and

ter to 59 percent in the new survey.

However, a Roseville bar owner

who was fined last spring in one of

the first tests of the new law says he

wonders where the pollsters found

those bar patrons.

"All mine are not (supportive)

and every otfier bar owner I know

has the same idea 1 have." said Bill

stand-alone bars in our state," she

said.

The poll found that 87 percent

of those asked said they were more

likely to visit a smoke-free bar or it

made no difference. Sixty-eight

percent said it was very or some-

what important to have a smoke-

free environment.

ir Discount

Save up to

$120 off

ALL Rings

PLUS up to

$120 off

Beaiwear*

UoGsiD gawomp up to $240

Septemiier 28 - October 16

UCLA Store Actcerman Union

Campus Photg/Graduatlon Etc

October 5 - October 16

North Campus Student Center

^Certificate may be redeemd for BearWear merchandise only.

Yourjournalism

career b^ins this

Thursdayn^t~
Find out howyou canjoin the

Daily Bruin and student magazines.

Student .Media IJOLA offers

opportunities for students

int(*n\sle(l in nearlv every

aspect ofjournahsm—from

reporting' to husin<'ss. from

newsroom niana^^ement to

internet journalism.

It doesn't mailer wlial your

major is or if you have any

previous experience in

newspapers or mjigazines.

We'll train you to report,

desi^. or shoot pictures in

four weekend workshops

tau^hl hy working?

journalists, and-mayhe

you'll end up lik<' many who
c^ime heforeyou—with a

solid start toward a career

WAKTTOGETINVOiyED?
HERFSHOW...
If yi)ird like to know more,

come to our Orientation

and Open lIou.se Thursday,

October 8 at 0:00 p.m. in

the Viewpoint Lounge on

Ackerman Union's A-level.

Come hear what we have to

offer, visit our offices, and

meet the students who work

on the Dailv Mruin and the

student magazines.

For more iijformalion. call

us at Hi:)-ilH7.

All Daily Bniln interns

are required to complete

our workshops and

admission is competitive,

so pick up an application

today at the Daily Bniin

inllSKerckhoffHall.

They're due this Friday at

noon. Workshop rosters

will be posted by 5 p.m.__

the same day.

ioumalism@ucla
Daily Bruin • TTie Student Magazines • KL\ nuiio iicms
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©Textbooks
A-l pvpI ArkprrriAn

310.206.0791
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This Fall, when you buy a textbool( with

our Buyback Guaranteed symbol, we

guarantee we'll buy it back from you at

the end of the quarter for 50% of the

purchase price. You'll find stacks of text-

books for dozens of classes that qualify

for Buyback Guaranteed.

Just look for the signs on the textbook shelves.

Your textbook must be in usable condition when you sell it back. Only

specific titles are selected for Buyback Guaranteed, because we're

reasonably sure they will be required next quarter. But a guarantee^ is

a guarantee, so even if we guess wrong, we buy your book back.

open dfiily
j
www.uflastore.ucla.edu
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FUNDS
From page 1

ing to Tokat. -^

—

"They said we applied for too.

many social activities," Tokat said.

While historically successful pro-

grams are often funded substantial-

ly, programs that are new or have

not been active for a while may have

a harder time receiving financial

support.

"Programs
that have been ^^_^«^_«.^_
around for a

number of

years are likely

to get more
money,"
Nguyen said.

Another fac-

tor in whether

a program will

get funding is

simply presen-

tation.

_ "The pro-

posal is an indi-

cator of the ^- "^ ^"
'

program," Nguyen said.

"A well-written proposal is a good

sign that the program will be well-

organized."

All organizations registered with

the Center for Student

Programming - of v>hich there arc

"A well-written

(budget) proposal is a

good sign that the

program will be well

organized."

Johnny Nguyen

USAC budget review director

hundreds - are eligible to apply for

programming funds.

Applications for programming

funds are available at the Budget

Review Committee office in 31 2B
KerckhoffHall.

Application deadlines are strictly

enforced each quarter, Nguyen said.

Fall 1998 proposals are due Oct. 15.

"We have a full page ad in the

Daily Bruin to inform students of

the USAC programming fund,"

Nguyen said.

Each quarter,

the Budget

Review
Committee holds

hearings to

decide which pro-

grams will receive

funds.

The committee

consists of two

USAC members,

two students

appointed by

USAC president

Stacy Lee and a

student represent
~^

•

'"
tative from the

ASUCLA Board of Directors.

While the committee claims they

don't give preference to any organi-

zations over others, groups that arc

more active, and ones that have been

around longer, tend to get more

money, according to Nguyen.

About half of the money
($69,000) for programming funds

comes from student fees.

According to the application, SI

of the $7 USAC membership fee

paid by each student goes to the

USAC Programming Fund.

The other half of the money

(about $60,000 to $70,000) is sup-

posed to come from ASUCLA.
"But Since ASUCLA has (had

financial problems) for the past few

years, the chancellor has been subsi-

dizing the rest of the money,"
Nguyen said..

USAC is not the only organiza-

tion distributing programming

money. Student groups can also

apply for funding through the

Campus Programs Committee

(CPC). -^—
"CPC gave us a lot of money,"

Tokat said. "We can't complain

about that."

MONEY MATTERS
Student groups un apply financial support for cultural and educationai programming through the BudgetReviewComMee.

Mm
Pkk up a contiiigenqr re<|piest forni

fnm the BtidgitReview Committee

offkeatSUBKerdioff

O Sigiiupforaheaftog

time with the Hnance

Committee

Sourcf USA Budqfl Rfvif* (ommittw

AsNmgas^

proposed program

b cultural,

e<fafC3tionalaiid

free, ItwMI most

f receive

fumfing

• ]umiA<»o

^eyaltiatkmofthe

'progmm within two

weeks of comptetion

JOHN SUEHIRO/Daily Brum

Keep YoiPiiirloiicI

featuring

OmniRoam " Numeric
Roaming Service from PageMart!

OmniRoam Numeric service aiiows you to

take your local coverage with you when

you travel.

One Pager. No Borders.*

PageMart Numeric poger

• Record your own alert

• Message timestamping

• Digital clock

Motorola Bravo FLX

Numeric pager

• Vibration and 5 tone alerts

• Message timestamping

• Digital clock with date

Motorola Express Xtra FLX

Numeric pager

• Vibration and 7 tone alerts

• Message timestamping

• Digital clock with date

Motorola Pronto FLX

Numeric pager

• Vibration and tone alerts

• Message timestamping

• Digital clock

STUDENT SPECIAL

Sign up for paging services at

Campus Communications and

receive 3 months of

OmniRoam Numeric

Roaming Servkw from PageMart

Come check out our selection of cellular phones, pagers and
accessories at our convenient on-campus location!

@ Campus Communicdtions
310.825.0881

open dailylwvvw.ucldStore.iicla.edu
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Get a complete system for ^928
roc r w

COMPAa

PRESARI0 2256 '849

MV400 1
4"

MONITOR '

300Mhz, 48MB RAM, 4.0 GB hard disk,

32X CD-ROM
• Integrated K56flex 56K modem
• 1-year Limited Warranty

Rebate:

Net Price:

-MOO

FREExompaq

^ IJ200 Printer

COMPAa

...JM O CTP hA^tra ^rM/y%v\t^rt Cr*%»%v%0^^ ^*« Ail««««x^.

PRESARIO 5020 ^1040

;:^;,-.*«;»«^ ^^'-m^^^i^^

V^ Compaq MulitimedtCompaq Mulitimedia Monitors

MV500 1 5" Monitor $299
MV700 1 7" Monitor $449

Both monitors have )BL speakers and

Digital controls

Intel Celeron Processor, Running at 300Mhz,

64MB RAM, 8.0 GB hard disk, 32X CD-ROM
• Integrated K56flex 56K modem
• ATI 3D Rage LT Pro Graphics; 2X AGP w/

Accelerated 3D Graphics; MPEG2
• 2 MB SyncGraphics Video memory
• 1-year Limited Warranty

^""^ ^

Includes FREE Compaq 13200 Printer (a $129 value)

Monitor not included

PRESARIO 5030

Intel Pentium II Processor, Running at 300Mhz,

64MB RAM, 8.0 GB hard disk,

32X CD-ROM, lomJ^a Zip Drive
• Integrated K56flex 56K modem
• ATI 3D Rage LT Pro Graphics; 2X AGP

w/ Accelerated 3D Graphics; MPEG2
• 2 MB SyncGraphics Video memory
• 1-year Limited Warranty

Includes FREE Compaq 13200 Printer (a $129 value)

Monitor not included

t PRESARIO 5610 1799

Buy a Compaq, get FREE software from now until October 31, 1998,

Choose five of these great titles: Compton's Complete Reference Collection, Printmas.

Gold Publishing Suite, Pacifica Professional Resume, What Color is your Parachute, Kaplan

Higher Score Guaranteed GMAT-GRE-LSAT 99 Edition, Day-Timer Organizer, and More

Also FREE: ''Bring it On'' CD by Gomez, courtesy of Virgin Records

Re-itr.ctions ^nd Payment Policies: Ha'dAare is available only to UCIA students, selected UCLA {.tension students UCLA faculty, UCLA staff and UCLA depait-

ments [«teii'.ion studf't', should inquire at tl»e Computei Store leqaidinq eligibility. UCLA Computer Store price requires payment by currency, cashier's

check, or Unueis^ty Cteiit Union Withdrawal Check made payable to Ihe UCLA S^ore._V[SA. MasterCard, and Discover are also accepted. Personal checks are

accepted up to SI. 000. Money orders m not accepted. Sales ta« //ill be added to listed pncev

Intel Pentium II Processor, Running at 350Mhz,

64MB RAM, 8.0 GB hard disk,

32X DVD-ROM, Iomega Zip Drive
• Integrated K56flex 56K modem
• Ml 3D Rage LT Pro Graphic; 2X AGP

w/ Accelerated 3D Graphics; MPEG2
• 4 MB SyncGraphics Video memory
• 1-year Limited Warranty

Includes FREE Compaq 13200 Printer (a $129 value)

Monitor not included

*$100 Rebate from Compaq with signup for

50 hours free trial of Compaq Internet Access

@ Computer Store

open ddily • 310.825.6952 m
vvww.uclastore.ucla.edu
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• Deco-Magnetics, includes hooks,

dips & baskets, $1.99 to $6.99

.43 Ounce Tumblers, 39C

-• 18 Ounce Tumblers, 49C

• 20 Ounce Bowls, 35C !!!!!!«
Qaaii

• Assorted Storage Items, 35C to 99(1

• Flip Top Storage Boxes, $1.19 to $1.89

-•-Stofa^^-^f^i Organization Containare. VM to SlOtOO-

«MMiMM*MMlMM*l*M*MMMl*MMMMMMMM

automatic clutter savers

• Soap Dishes, 99(

• Tooth Brush Holders, 795

• Nu-Wave Suction, included soap trays, mirrors, organizers,

mini-baskets, shower baskets, razor holders

• M^Uo Bottles, assorted sizes and styles, $1.99 to $8.39

m it ^ ^ ^ M >

ON SALE
• ft

>(»X>$»«^^M4««y.V(v.->
•*

• Totes, $6.29 to il3.QQ -
• Waste Baskets, $7.49 to $8.49

• Baskets & Totes, reg. $6.29 to $6.99, SALE $4.99

• Travel Needs, includes soap boxes, travel sets and toothbrush cases, $1.49 to $4.49

providing both form and function

Assorted Hangers,

10 pack,

reg. $1.39,

SALE 99 (

ON SALE

Storage Boxes, $1.49 to $5.99

• 3 Shelf Cube Storage Cabinet, reg. $15.25, SALE $12.99

• Assorted Storage Crates, reg. $5.19, SAL^ $3.99-
• Small Storage Crates, $1.79

• Junior Storage Crates, $2.19

• Metro Mesh bags, assorted sizes, $3.99 to $10.99

n... :::::rs!=ii::ii:mf^'^m*mmsm^r^mimisim(

Salt pricts good thrtugh Octobtr 10th, Umltad to stock on hand. Stltcttd merchandlst also avallabit at

H1U Top Shop, Lu VaUt Commons, North Campus Shop and Htalth Sdancas Store.

(§) Market
3 10 206. 08?.-'

open dii ily
I
wvvvv. iJclcistore.ucla.edu
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utions for School
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cool tools for $xiiMl

• 2 Pack of 4-color Pens, special purchase $1.99

• 3 Pack of 54 Minute Audio Tapes, special purchase $2.59

• 3 Pack of Zebra J-Roller Pens, special purchase $2.39

• 2 Pack of Sony AA Batteries, reg. $1.49, SALE 99i

• Floppy Disk Case, assorted colors, 89< to $1.95

2 Pack HO Floppy Disks with Case, assorted colors $2.99
^

• Sharp EL233 Basic CalcuUtor, $2.95

• Deco Magazine File, reg. $4.75, SALE $3.29

• 5 Subject Spiral Notebook, special purchase $5.99

• 10 Pack Sony Floppy Disks, $6.95 leis $3 gift check

/{TAf-V

• 3 Pack 120 Minute Video Tapes, reg. $8.95, SALE $7.99

• Kodak Flash One Use Camera, spedal purchase $9.99

• Sharp EL531 Scientific CalcuUtor, $9.95

• Case Logic CDW24/12 CD Storage Case, $9.95

Special Purchase

Salt pricos good through October lOth, Umltad to stock on hand. Stlecttd mtrchandlst also avallabU at Hill Top

Sho^f Lu y|Ut Commons, North Campus Shop and Htalth Sdtncts Store.

O [ssentidls @ CompulGf SuppiiGS
310.206.0820 310.825.6952

1 1 1

-
<

1J i^ ^ LHEEIH <

open dailylvvvvvv.uclastore.ucla.edu
<

<

.

'^ ^
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PARKING
From page t ^.-^

on the number of tickets issued, he

said that statistics provided on the

UCPD web page are incorrect.

Nancy Greenstein, director of

community service for UCPD, said

that these numbers are most likely

incorrect and there might have been

a mistake in their input.

"There might have been an error

in entering the information," she

said.

The webmaster for UCPD could

not be reached for comment because

he was out of the office.

The parking fines are set by state

law, Rand said. He added that they

must be consistent with other park-

ing ehTorc^ment agencies in the

county.

These fines are deemed according

to the violation. For example, some-

one with an expired meter will be

fined S30, compared to a SlOO for a

fake permit.

Those wishing to contest their

fines can do so within 21 days of the

violation. Rand said.

If they are not satisfied with that

ruling, they must pay the fine but can

contest the violation to Rand. If they

win, their money is refunded.

Some students said that parking

enfbrcement officials should be more

lenient in issuing citations.

Jim DeGuzman, a fourth-year

psychology student, said that he was

cited two times for being "a minute

late to the meter." . .:.
.

"They should have given me more
leeway because I only have one class

on Friday and use the meters, and

sometimes class runs over," he said.

He contested the $30 fines twice

and lost both times, he said.

"They were all blase about it and

basically said that I had to pay all of

it," he said.

But others said that the fines are

fair.

"I got one ticket for forgetting to

^display my permit, but I thought it

was fair," said Ed Hui, a second-year

medical student. "I just went in and

paid."

An area on campus with many vio-

lations is Dickson Court, with its

high percentage of parking spaces

for disabled persons.

There is a $500 fine for wrongly

parking in one of these spaces, the

highest of any fines.

SCOUR
Prom page 1

for audio and video sites to about once

an hour.

Students who frequently use the

website to find songs on the Internet to

download say that the website needs

improvement.

"They should find a way to automat-

ically lake thedead sites olT of their list-

ing, ' said Andre Campo, a second-year

business and economics student and

frequent Scour.net user.

"When I look for songs on

Scour.net, it lists a lot of dead sites

along with the active ones. I feel like

I'm wasting my time whenever I use it,"

he said.

Campo and other computer users

feel, however, that they have no choice

but to use the website, as it is one of

only a few sites of its kind.

Other websites and networks either

do not provide the same ability to

search the Internet that Scour does, or

provide only a short list of songs to

choose from instead of looking for the

actual songs.

"We've received some complaints

about the music and the dead sites, but

they have been. relatively small com-

pared to our growth, so there can't be

that much discontent with our web

site," said Jason Droege, director of

marketing for Scour.

Within the la.st year, Scour.net has

become a pt)pular destination for web

users, said Scour oflkials.

While the website regularly receives

more than 15 million visitors a month.

Droege said revenues have grown

20,000 to 30.000 percent since last

January.

He added, however, that Scour. net's

real strength lies in its ability to look for

images on the Internet.

"The music and the dead sites are

just a small part of our web site," he

said.

"The real backbone of our website

has been the images and videos that we
provide through Our site. We have two

major additions that we plan to show

next week that will put us on top,"

Droege said.

Not only will repairs be made to the

site to increase etTiciency, Scour.net

will be adding new programs to allow

the site to do more.

Scour will make an image compari-

son program that will iillow* users to

search for images by comparing them

to other pictures. Even without a name
users could look for other images to

retrieve.- -^ „— .^..-_— ..

The second addition will give users

—^ See SCOUR, page 14

FREE MOVIE POSTERS

Tuesday October 6

8:00 PM
Ackerman Grand Ballroom

Pick Up Free Passes at

Central Ticket Office Day of Show

^Q

MMMtf

FREE WASH & DRY

ONE FREE
WASH & DRY

I

Valid on any top load washer.

' One coupon per customer per week.

KXPIRKS ll/:{()/98

1 1 Drop off Laundry
i

II

II

II

II

II

Special 70C
fh'r fXiund

with this coupon

tretJ. TfiC -mm. 57.001

SAMK DAY SKkVICK AVAILMiLK

I

r--AnKhMi/.M,/v«
. J, |.:xi'iKi;.sii-:5()/w i^"^^ ^^^ ^"^^ ^^^ flHH^ ^^^ m^^ ^^^ ^HMM ^1^^ mmm^ ma^m ^^^ %m^ a^v* ^h^ ^^^ ^^^ ^h«» ^^^ m^^ ^m^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^<m ^^J

Sparkling Coin Laundry
24o€at40ns —

West Los Angeles West Hollywood

11927 W.Pico Blvd.

Ik'tween Fiarrington and Bundyl

(310)312-8831

8961 Santa Monica Blvd.

(Corner ot Santa Monica

and Robertson)

(310)274-1395

Comwtic Surgery
FREE C0N5ULTATI0N

Laser Surgery^ Computer Imaging Available

• Nose '%.;-

• Acne Scars

• Lip Enhancement
• Face Lift/Eyelid Surgery
• Hair Flap/Scalp Reduction
• Chemical Peels

• Chin & Cheek Implants
• Liposuction

•. Ear Reshaping
• Snoring
• Tonsils

• Hair Removal

Steven Bupres, M.D.
PAACS, AAPPS, AAdHNS, lACMA, CMA,

ACADEMYOFFACIAL PLASTICANDRECOm
SURGERY

Board Certified

(310)385-05?

46S North Roxbuiy Dr., Beverijfl

1119 Second St| Manliattan

Affordable prices

Financing Avail24)ie and Most Insurance Accepted

RmlU may iwy. Risk, Mkrnatk^s, andOmpkOim Discusseda Cmu^
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Ire you city
;4J«':y»T...

Christina uses

POWDER lor carrying

her biology books,

it has< organizer

pockets and bungee

cord ior large items.

$30 asst. colors.

or weekend

V,

Manyee uses the large capacity oi

FISSURE to stow all his UCLA gear.

It has rel'lective bands which keep

those pesty cars irom interfering

in his journey home.

"$^"«S5t . coitnrs-i

Brian stashes all

his hiking gear in

leather bottomed

HAUL , which has

organizer pockets ^.

(great ior those

granola bars).

$30 asst. colors.
Monika is carrying

MECHANIC a large

capacity backpack

with leather bottom.

$63 asst. colors.

Students

in Fast Track

lunberiand
a backpack for you

has

® Fast Track
310.206.0816

open daily
|
www.uclastore.ucla.edu
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GROUPS
From page 3

Kim said she eventually studied the

scriptures herself and realized there

was something wrong.

"I discovered that they had strange

practices that I was not used to," said

Kim, who grew up in a Baptist church.

"When I questioned these practices

with the members, 1 was rebuked:

They told me that I needed to obey the

leaders and not criticize them," Kim
said.

Kwan also became suspicbus when

he observed how many people had left

the organization, for reasons like fail-

ing grades or not having enough

money to buy groceries

Typically, cults isolate members

from their families and former friends.

The cult is seen as the only family.

For Kim, this effect took its ulti-

mate form when her mother disowned

her for her involvement in the cult.

Both Kwan and Kim decided to do

research and read up on critiques of

their groups that led them to break

away. ,, . ..
,

.. .- ;.
. ... ...

.
.

'.... ..

Questioning is something which

RHVLiAL, as well as Janja Lalich, edu-

cation director for Community

Resourcesi)n Influence andConlrol in

Alameda, California, recommends

students do when doubting the prac-

tices of their group.

"The most important thing is for

people to tfy to check out all the infor-

mation they can about the group -

both pro and con," Lalich said. "It's

helpful to speak to critics and former

members. Remember, group represen-

tatives will always give you 'the party

line' in response to your questions."

"Also depending on the group, tak-

ing precautions for your safety might

be necessary, and make sure you have

a safe place to go to when you leave."

Lalich said.

Always ask questions and always

get background information on the

;
religious group in question appears to

be the best advice.

Although enduring an experience-

similar to that of Kwan's and Kim's

may be traumatizing and damaging,

there i^ another problem that Kwan
says isjust as worse.

"The most disturbing thing for me
is that I truly believe most of the mem-
bers are searching for a relationship

with God," he said. "Unfortunately

their good-heartedness has been used

and misled. Some might be so emo-

tionally and psychologically scarred

that they would, need counseling for

years," Kwan said.

SCOUR
From page 1

2

the ability to see a smaller picture of an

image before they download it, allow-

ing users to discriminate between,pic-

tures they like and do not like before

downloading them.

These add-ons come as a result of

Scour's partnership with NEC
(Nippon Electric Company), a com-

puter manufacturer. ...
.

"Our growth ha.s been through the

stratosphere since we opened up,"

Droege said. "These enhancements-

will make our website even stronger."

»

\i:k.J- ^ }. ., Ji,^^HLM^iJJ^
il'

AOVETRTISING COUNCIL
SENATOR FEINSrrrN

THE White HOUSE

Dept. Of state
^

CSIS

CBS

^\HGToaj
U.S Baltic FoufiOATioN

VOK-.E or AMERICA

^^*^ SENATOR BOXER

WFAA-TV

U.S. AID

•

ABC

CNN
{^iTc:R^»C!

NICHTUME

DFPT. of Er>UCATTON

INFO MEETINGS

Twt.?.'.(Mv (

Ihiiisclcjv '

silnv

^^A^G f999

SMmisofjiArj

Supreme Court

Dept. Of justice

Dept. Of Commerce

..and much more! i!

,j,, Meetings are

held at EXPO,

room 109
^""

Kerckhoff Hall,

'
,

I r

DEADLINE:
Friday. Oct. 23, 1998, 5pm

Applications

and info about

the Washington

D.C. program
will be given out

at the meetings.

Here's your chance to investigate your

career options and earn experience as a
full-time entry level professional for 10

v^eeks! Just apply for a UCLA National
Internship!

Housing, UC President's Scholarship

Stipend Program, and a loan program are

available. There Is also a $3000 stipend

student director position available.

Housing is arranged at Randolph! Towers in

Arlington, VA.

Kludy Abraad Swat
UCLA Carter Ctnlar

EXPO
Rm. 109

Kerckhoff Hall

310.825.0&31

3^iZ^

Would you come back to

church if we promised not to

throw the book at you?

In the Episcopal/Anglican church we
believe in a loving and forgiving God.

Come and join us this Tuesday when we
open the Good Book in worship.

Canterbury Westwood Foundation is

an Episcopal/Anglican ministry for

UCLA students, faculty, and staff. We
join together for worship and fellowship on

Tuesday evenings at 5:00 p.m. at St. Alban's

Church, 58 Hilgard (the corner of Hilgard and
^Westholme)

Call Fr. Giles Asbury at 310-208-4830 for more
information. We are proud members of the University

Religious Conference at UCLA. ^

"*

Your journalism
career begins this

Jliursday night.
Find out how you can join th(v Daily Bruin

or sludenl inagHzines.

Tliuinlay OcMxm* 8, 6:()0 p.m. in tlie Vie\v]K)inl Loungi^

localcd on Ackernimi Union's A-lov(i

joumalism@ucla
UiilvHriiin •Tlic Sludenl MaiiazirK's • KLA radio news

We are looking for a
few good men...

Healthy men between 19 and 34 years

needed to participate in anonymous sperm
donor program located in Westwood. Help

infertile couples while receiving financial

compensation up to $600 per month and
free comprehensive health screening.

Call California Cryobank at

(310) 824-9941

UCLA
ASIAM PACIFIC
HEALTH CORPS

A Community Health Service Project

GOAL:

f\

WHO

Provtde preventive heoftfi care services to
urxterserved Asian arid Pacific Islander connmunmes
• Hyperterelon screenlrjg
• Hyperglycerraa arxj body corr»posmon evaluation
• Counsellr^
• Referral Services
• Nutritional counsellr>g

We also pxovlde Training and offer Exp«rfonce to
rriennbers

. WanrtBoctoswIlhcrHoartformoCommunlfyan
al¥^ay9 Welcome

lAIUCpCa We serve tt^ conrvTHjntty by going to needy sites
WW I lkl%b« such as Cultural heolttTfalrsw churches. terr^Dtea

corrvTHjntty centers... #*

WHENi Our1lnig9n0KMm0oilnal»<M

5-6pm October 7, Wednesday
3508 Ackerman

Ois1Mtikxx3pnmjretratW\g9esskjnty/n^R0dCrc3S&liat

2-4pm October IQ Serturdcry

2408 Ackerman
/<yQcfcf»fcy>ci<ihtomxinbf>p«9CBeoontocycryc^

Pe*efC3t3\0-20^761.pchamOuck3.BCkj
RJGonK3loat3iaS39-7eA7.ckumalOucta.adu
flan Ta foetenOuctaedu

r
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woRld's Foremost memory expert
DavicJ 'MAukoll IS RtcoqiNiztd as tIil world's Iorlmosi AUihoRiry on memory

Improvement Even tIhe comic book ANd upcoiviiNC, fjlM MEMORYMAN® Is bAsed

ON DAVid MARkoff's WOR|d RENOWNEd MEMORY JMpROVEMENT WORk.

MillioNS who hAVE vJEWid iliE natIonaI teIevIsion sliow MEMORYMAN® hAVE

SEEN DAvid MEMORiziNq A 50'diqir NUMbER (oRWARds ANd bAckwARds as QuicklY AS

Ne NeARS JT ANd REMEMbERJNq T^E NAMES ot AN ENTJRE AudJENCE.

His IormuIatIon oI t^e Creative AblllTY System©, which Is UNdER fEdERAl

copYRiqliT ANd ihEREfoRE TAuqhT In no OThER course, Is necessary foR reaI memory
Improvement, h aHows Anyone to possES an exceIIent memory ^^^ ^'^f REWARds ihAT

^ qo wiih It

Entire school s:YSTEMs.hAVEiM:oRpoRATEd ihE CremIve AbillTySYsiEivi© i^fo tIte^r--

CLT^rIcuIa ANd his memory IKAlNlNq COURSE llAS bEEN pRESENTtd AT OVER-25 ColkqES

VNd u'MvriHmEO^Ttu^^^ Law
Scliool, ANd UCLA.

There are many memor]^ experts...

There is or)l\^ one MEMORYMAN®
and he is DAVID MARKOFF

CYBERMARKETERS^
"~Make-thousands of dollars a month

without ever leaving your computer. Go
to our website

WWW .memorvman .com
and see the cybermarketers section. By

promoting memory improvement you

insure your own success at recall and,

thus, achieve at least a 3.25 GPA.

Build \;our sales force all around the

countri; and the world.

Bui; Nothing - Invest Nothing

Spend Nothing

WEB DESIGNERS &
PROGRAMMERS

We at MemoryMan are developing

software that is changing the world and

making it a better place. If you have

skills in web design or computer

programming and can work on a

commission basis only call -^

1-800-MEMORY GO

SIGN THIS CONTRACT
I hereby promise to achieve at feast a 3.25 GPA this

quarter and thus make my family proud of me. I will

Improve my memory in order to accomplish this goal so I

can recall on tests.

Name:

_Signature:

G.P.A. Goal:

Are~you ready? Aristotle said, "All knowledge is

recollection." The best way to recall is through

an improved memory.

• Get A's in school f
• Rcmcbcr peoples names

• Excel in school
• Expand your vocabulary

• Perfect for all college exams
• Study in half the time

You insure excellent recall by purchasing (the

audio, video, or both) MemoryMan Course!^

Memorize this formula: Ordering the

MemoryMan Course = 3.25 or better GPA

See our website

www.memoryman.com or

www.memorywoman.com

,^ Triple your visual mennory FREE in less than .^
^ 10 minutes on www.memoryman.com. ^

Audio:

$99,00

Video:

$79.00
Both:

$149.00

Your G.P.A. will be determined by your ability to recall the

concepts (problem solve) and facts out of your memory and
put them on a test paper. With the MemoryMan System

YOU'LL SUCCEED!

Call 1-800-MEMORY GO to order
or order on www.memoryman.coin

..
\'
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Recognizing your biases

is sometimes the only

way out of homophobia

viewpoint@media.ucla.edu

\#^

%m^
"StalkerazzI"

bill Imperils

free press
r"iL": Thumbs down lo

.1^ , Pete Wilson, who
signed legislation

last Wednesday that allows

celebrities or crime victims

to recover damages and sue

members of the media who
invade their privacy by

"trespass(ing) with the

intent to capture images of

a celebrity engaging in a

Bongwater

beer banned
Thumbs down lo

ttrc~fedcral bureau

of Alcohol, Tobacco

and Firearms (ATF) for

banning Oldc Bongwater

Hemp l*orter, made by the

Kcttlehousc micro-brew-

ery.

The ATF said that

Kettlehouse owner Tim
O'Leary cannot make the

beer because the name
might send the wrong mes-

pcratMtuI or Inmily activi- siigc tu yuung paipic, atui :

"A

ty.'

Besides the law's

infringement on First

Amendment free press

rights, the new definition of

invasion of privacy gives

celebrities special privi-

leges even though public

figures relinquish certain

privacy rights when they

choose to go public. Laws

already exist which protect

all people, not just celebri-

ties, from an invasion of

privacy.

Religion

curtailed

could associate tb^ beer

with marijuana.

The ATF should not be

allowed to -unilaterally

restrict messages just

because youth "might" mis-

interpret them. If ATFj^
area of expertise is in alco-

hol, tobacco and fir«^arms,

they should stand clear of

legislating and controlling

messages.

Act increases

student

safety

in jails

Thumbs down to

Pete Wilson for veto-

ing the Religious

Freedom Protection Act.

which would rcduce.reslric-

tions on religious practices

made by prisons and other

state agencies. Wilson's

belief that prisoners and

criminal defendants would

abuse the measure, creating

unnecessary lawsuits by

claiming religious freedom,

cannot be paramount to the

prisoners' unalienable

rights.

Prisoners who practice

the Islamic and Sihk faiths,

as well as some Christians^

have been forced lo com-

promise their beliefs while

incarcerated, unable to

pray five times daily or

keep hair unshorn and in a

turban.

The constitution guaran-

tees religious freedom;

Governor Wilson shouldn't

stand in its way.

rhumbs up lo

the 1 998 Higher

Fducalion Act

which may improve cam-

pus .security ^
Measures in the bill

include: greater public

access to police logs and

student disciplinary

records in cases of criminal

offenses. University

requirements lo report sta-

tistics of crimes that occur

on-campus and in nearby

areas, and grants lo reduce

binge-drinking, drug

offenses and violence

against women on campus.

By increasing accessibili-

ty to information, such as

near-campus crime, univer-

sities can shift their empha-

sis away from image-con-

sciousness towards student

safety.

Thumbs Up/Thumbs Down
represents a majority opin-

ion of the Daily Bruin

Editorial Board. Please

send comments or

suggestions to view-

point@mecRa.ucla.edu.

Editorial Board

Adam Yamaguchi

Eftttor-iiKhief

Stefan ie Wong
Managing Editor

Andrea Perera

Viewpoint Editor

Mason Stocl(still

News Editor
«

Jamie Scanlon-Jacobs

> Stiff Representative

Cyrus Zargar

Staff Representative

ANARCHY: Our generation

must reject status quo to

—

achieve lasting freedom

Conformity abounds in the United

Slates. Today more money and

lime is spent lo understand you

than at any other imie in modern histo-

ry. Market analysis of personality and

behavioral patterns arc being compiled

lo predict and influ-

ence your behavior.

You are being

dermed and neatl>: _

categorized for

advertisement

Alex Dong

Ko

malcrial. More and

more information

is compiled that

explains what prod-

ucts our generation

wants and needs.

From all this

information, the
>

corporate media

and industry have created a homoge-

nous label for our generation,

"Generation X."

"Generation X" represents a uniform

way of life and a predictable mode of

self-expression. "Generation X" is the

nexus of consumerism and conformity.

Youth Is Anarchy - The youth rebel-

lions of the '60s and '70s showed the

dominant culture the inherent anarchist

nature in youth. Through the mass

media, the convention-breaking exploits

of the hippies and the punks were shown

lo the "silent majority" in America.

Many people, mired in ignorant notions

concerning human expression, were

truly frightened by what these kids of

chaos represented - change and free-

dom. The social change and upheaval of

this era were directly tied to a rebellious

youth subculture. The youth subculture

reached an apex of self-expression, and

it ignited like a bomb. The social pendu-

lum swung and the balance between

order and chaos began to shift.

In the aftermath, many in the domi-

nant culture were frightened and upset

-by the change. The sheltered and igno-

—

rant "silent majority" saw no need to

change; indeed it feared change. The

social architects, the power brokers and

bureaucrats, were also frightened. The

balance of power was being challenged.

Upsetting talk of freedom of expression

Ko is awaiting the codapse of the space and

tinoe bkMtructure that occurs^ in the year

201 2. Say hdio at alexk^uda^u.

and choice echoed through the once

staid halls of industry and governmenl.

— +f only the youth could be made to
—

^

channel its self expression into pre-

dictable, profitable avenues, then not

only would we be tamed, but wc would •

also be good contributing cogs in the

(jreat Societal Machinery. Conlrolling

the youth subculture became the key to

controlling the greater society.

Making the youth into good little con-

sumers was the way to continue the

nightmare of conformity and con-

sumerism. Thus, a concerted effort was

made to cater lo the youth and directly

affect ils behavior. The battle lo contin-

ue conformity and consumerism bccan

with gusto, ijnd market research and

media blitzes were unleashed on the

rebellious vouth. We would be assimilat-

ed.

"Talking About My Generation" -
__

The corporate media constructs the con-

text of the popular discourse, and it pro-

vides the subject matter for popular dis-

cussion (read Marshall McCluhan or

Noam Chomsky if you disagree) By

shaping the popular di.scourse in this

country, the corporate media has

become the vox populi.

What is needed now is

the courage to break free

from ... society's values

and labels, and to return

to a life centered on

truthful self-expression,

personal discovery and

social responsibility.

Thus, the labeling and defining of the

youth subculture is no small matter. The
term "Generation X" was born in the

media, and the term eventually permeat-

ed the popular mind and dominated the

public's perceptions of our generation.

- "Generation X" began as an ad-cam-

paign directed towards adolescents and
people in their early 20s (our genera-

tion) and it eventually became a reflec-

tion of our behavior and preferences.

The youth subculture bought into it.

"Generation X" grew beyond being a

mere ad campaign. It became a legiti-

mate social category that was often ref-

erenced on the news and in popular lit-

erature. In this way, the corporationi—

media complex created a social category

that was accepted by many in the youth

^subculture. Our generation was created;"

from the commercial, and our identity

and existence is directly tied to con-

sumerism. The youth subculture had

been turned into good consumers.

The army of young people clothed in

Calvin Klein® and Nike®, and their total

allegiance to these brands, represent the

corporate and fear-based society's suc-

cess in conlrolling us and making us pre-

dictable. By following a predictable

mode of self-expression, the youth sub-

culture neutralizes ils chaotic effects on

the stagnant status quo. When we arc

good consumers, we conform and place

the dominant culture in a position of

authority and power. "Cjencration X".'.

represents nothing less than a rebellion

pacified. The counterculture became the

_"over-the-counter" culture. _
"Screw You! I won't do what you tell

me!" r We, the youth, are the most pow-

erful political force in America. When
we get loud and uncontrollable, a true

fear creeps upon those in power and

tho.se who clutch the status quo.

Youth has the power of anarchy on its

side. We instinctively gravitate towards

those things that frighten our parents,

and we upset the rigid structures in soci-

ety. We are the vital force of societal

growth and redefinition. Unfortunately,

many of us have forgotten the power at

our disposal; consumptiqn and confor-

mity have replaced power and growth.

Most of the cynicism and irony that

pervades our generation is a natural

reaction to our attempts at conforming

to the dominant society's values. We are

being told to become "Generation X".

The adventurous search for self-expres-

.

sion ferments into cynicism and irony

when the possibility for true self-expres-

sion is not available. The dominant soci-

ety only wants those who will efilciently

consume and produce; no other values

are important. What is needed now is

the courage to break free from the con-

fines of society's values and labels, and

to return to a life centered on truthful

self-expression, personal discovery and

social responsibility. Reject the identity

of the good consumer; that path leads to

stagnation and oppression. The more

dollars you pour into PepsiCo* and

Nike*, the more you support the forces

of order and oppression. A conscious-

ness concerning the detrimental effects

of irresponsible consumerism must be

awakened. Consumerikm is conformity.

More important is a return to a life

. Sccntpi9Cl9
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Okinawans fight for end to US occupation
ASIA: Philippine Senate pushes

for American military bases on

once-independent Pacific islands

By Ryan Yokota

These are troubling times in which the news is

a buzz with talk about the economic crises rum-

bling through Asia, South Korea, Japan,

Indonesia and Russia. Yet as the news focuses

on these events, there is little talk about how the

United Slatei^ and its corporate interests are tak-

ing advantage of these instabilities to further

penetrate Asian markets through bail-outs pro-

posed by the International Monetary Fund

(IMF) and the World Bank

Alongside of this economic push, however, the

United States is also tying up its military stran-

gleholds in Asia and is trying to establish even

more of a military presence in fhese countries.

The main issue that has developed in recent

months has been the push within the American-

controlled Philippine Senate to re-establish U,S.

•"SS.
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military bases in their lands through a new
Visiting Forces Agreement (VFA). What this

would do, in effect, is turn the Philippines into

one huge military base for the United States. Yet

as activists are urging the rejection of the VFA,

we can look at the situation in Okinawa, Japan,

to see just how terribly U.S. military forces can

affect the peoples ^ithin a specific country.

To begin with, Okinawa currently is the name
given to the group of islands to the south of

Japan. Just as the Philippines had to deal with

the direct U.S. military presence in their lands

if
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nation previous to their colonization and incor-

poration into Japan in the 1880s, much as

Hawaii was an independent island kingdom

before the United States overtook it. Previous to

formal annexatiori and colonization by the

Japanese, Okinawa and the islands surrounding

it were collectively known as the Ryukyu

Kingdom.

The Okinawan people have always referred to

ing ground of the Pacific War during the Battle

of Okinawa. In that battle, Japan made an explic-

it move to conduct the mass of its fighting in

Okinawa, so as not to have a full scale inv^ision

on "Japanese" soil.

Additionally, in the atrocities of that battle,

many Uchinanchu were forced lo commit mass

"suicides" by the Japanese military as their "duty

to the Japanese emperor." These incidents and

be l o i e 1992 and a i l' now having tu deal with till' tliemselvesas Uc ln i iancliu. a te iin wlilcli llte i ally many ot i ieis linger in the minds of ti imry
VF'A, the people of Okinawa are still under the

control of the U.S.' military. Yet in a greater twist,

the people of Okinawa, like many other nations

in Asia, a re faced with imperialism and colonial-

ism from two imperialist nations: from not only

the United States but also Japan.

To understand the complexity of this situa-

tion, it is important to know a little history. In^
way, the story of Okinawa and its relationship to

Japan is similar to the situation between Hawaii

and the United States.

The Okinawan people were an independent

refers to "the people."

In the period after Japanese occupation, the

Japanese forcibly erased much of the traditional

Ryukyu language, customs and culture jn the

same way that Japanese colonization impacted

other nations in Asia, such as Taiwan, Korea or

China. In fact, Okinawa and her people were

always considered as an expendable appendage

of Japan, despite official language naming

Okinawa as a part jt)f Japan.

F.ven in the fifial days of the second World

War, Okinawa was used as thy last military stag-

Uchinanchu who still have bitter memories of

their treatment at the hands of the Japanese mili-

tary.

This all chyog^'d^ however, in 1945 when
Japan was defeated by the United Slates at the

endofWorldWarll.

But it didn't change for the better.

As part of the peace treaty signed with the

United Slates, Japan agreed lo cede the islands

ot' Okinawa lo the United States in exchange for

See YOKOTA, page 19
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This Friday, Viewpoint will examine the current state of the media. In light of the ongoing

investigation of President Clinton, how do you feel the media have handled themselves? Is the

media's coverage responsible and pertinent, or have joumalists overstepped their bounds?

Bring your submissions to 118 Kerckhoff Hall or e-mail them to viewpoint @media.ucla.edu.

Ginton shoukL

be treated like

normal citizen,

sent to prison

RESPECT: Adulterer, .

liar cannot be trusted

with ofTice any longer

By David Miller

My girlfriend and I havn.* an

agreement: if 1 cheat on her. 1 get

neutered.

It's an agreement that seems

pretty one-sided, but I'm good with

it because I understand how impor-

tant trust is. I understand how
important it is to protect and not

hurt the ones you love.

I also understand that intimate

relationships, even as intimate as

, marriage, don't confine people.

And I know that in my relationship,

I at least owe it to her to let her

know when I'm being tempted by

the fruit of another.

It seems horrible enough to take

action to hurt a friend, or even just

an acquaintance, but I think it real-

ly takes a special guy to deliberately

hurt the woman he loves.

This brings me to Bill Clinton,

our fine nation's leader, and a ques-

tion I've been asking myself quite

often lately. If Clinton cares so little

for Hillary that he would violate her

trust, dignity, ego and respect for

him, then what would it lake for

him lo do the same lo a bunch of

strangers like the American peo-

ple?

lliink of this: would you rather

slab your wife or your boss in the

back? IfClinton is so quick lo screw

over Hillary, then I can't think of

anything that would stop me from

thinking he would screw me over

just as quickly to get what he wants.

This is a major aspect of the cri-

sis that no one seems to notice. If

Clinton doesn't have the good

judgement to treat ii Mary with

respect, then why should he respect

SeeMIUER,page18

Miller is a second-year English stu-

dent. He can be leached at

dmillr@ucla.edu.

DEHNISTRATED
By Ivan Minsloff& Alex Weil

•^•"•trs^a-B Why y»m «VeM l*\i^tr
A^yMoM. My $u3vstl*w IS *L.^

DAILY BRUIN
118 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza

Los Angeles, CA 90024
(310)825-9898

http://www.dailybruin.ucla.edu

Unsigned editorials represent a majority

opinion of the Daily Brum Editorial Board.

All other colurr^ns, letters and artwork

represent the opinions of their authors.

All submitted material must bear the

author's name, address, telephone num-
ber, registration number or affiliation

with UCLA. Names will not be withheld

except in extreme cases.

.The Bruin complies with the.

Communication Board's policy pro-

hibiting the publication of articles that

perpetuate derogatory cultural or eth-

nic stereotypes.

When multiple authors submit

material, some names may be kept on

file rather than published with the

material. The Bruin reserves the right to

edit submitted material and to deter-

mine its placement irr the paper. Ail

submissions become the property of

The Bruin. The Communications Board

has a media grievance procedure for

resolving complaints against any of its

publications. For a copy of the com-
plete procedure, contact the

Publications office at 118 Kerckhoff

Hall.
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Color at an

Affordable Price

Printers

EPSON

• 1440 X720 dpi. Four-color (CMYK) Micro Pitio t^hnotogy
• 5 ppm Black, 3*5 ppm color

^ Windows compatible: parallel connectivity

Featuring new USB connectivity

Epson Stylus Color 740
*«M(>Jk|«^4^'

• U40 X 720 dpi, Four<olor (CMYK) Micro Piezo twhnology
• 6 ppm Black, S ppm color

• Mac/Windows compatiblei parallil SMipl, ft US» conwctlvi^

Also While Supplies Last

ww«»?wws»

?229n
8 ppm monochrome, 7 ppm multi-color printing

1440 X 720 dpi, with fast drying, smudge resistant ink

Optional support for Ethernet or Localtalk

Simultaneous connection to parallel and serial ports, 2-year warranty

$QRQ
Epson's fastest inkjet printer!! 20% faster than the Epson Stylus 800
1440 X 720 dpi, with Micro Peizo technology, and fast drying, smudge resistant ink

Optional support for Ethernet or Localtalk ^

Simultaneous connection to parallel and serial ports, 2-year warranty

Restrictions and Payment Polides: Printers are avaiUbie only to UCl> students, selected UCm Extension students, UCIA faculty, UCLA sUff and UCLA
departmwits. Exttnsion students should inquire at the Computer Store refarding eligibility. UCLA Computer Store price requires payment by currency, cashier's

chedi, or University Credit Union Withdrawal Checii made payable to The UCLA Store. VISA, MasterCard, and Discover are also accepted. Personal checks are

Kcepted up to Sl.OOO. Money orders are not accepted. Sales Ux will be added to listed prices.

® CompulGr Storg
310. 82S. 6952

opei) f1<iily|wwvv.iicl.istoie.uclcredu
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me, a lowly student with no breasts or

Washington internship hopes?

What upsets me is that people get

caught up in trying to defend him

because it's a good challenge to try and

twist the law and Qinton's words - but

they don't realize that Qinton is really

not worth defending. So, in rebuttal:

To those who say "He never actual-

ly lied": in the civil case versus Paula

Jones, "sexual relations" was under-

stood by Qinton to include the touch-

ing of genitals or bare breasts. In that

trial, under penalty of perjury, Clinton

said he never had "sexual relations"

with Monica Lewinsky.

No matter how technical you get,

even if you didn't smoke marijuana if

you didn^l inhale, Clinton still had "sex-

ual relations" with Monica - even ifshe

didn't exhale. The man who says that

he didn't have sex with Lewinsky and

never smoked pot is the same man that

doesn't have the balls to say that bomb-

ing a small pharmacy in Afghanistan is

war. He is the same man that goes

above the Congress and the

Constitution and goes to war without

the appropriate declaration.

To those who say this happens alT

the time in Southern Europe, and they

laugh at us because we care so much
that a president commits adultery: just

because other countries can accept

decrepit leaders does not mean that we
-can afford to tolerale feadets fikc Bill

Qinton. Italy just celebrated a record

705 straight days of public service

under a single government, a record

that took 30 years to break. And how
long has the latest French constitution

lasted?.

To those who say that Clinton

should not be impeached: I agree, for

now. First, he should go to jail. Under

penalty of perjury, Clinton said that he

never had "sexual relations" with Ms.

Lewinsky, nor did he ever ask anyone

to lie. Wc all know that Bill had an

"inappropriate relationship" with

Lewinsky.

To anyone who says thai this was

not a "sexual relationship": the sane

portions of the world endorse a giant

"Oh, please^" Several other parties

have also come forward claiming that

Bill asked them to lie.

For any other citizen of the Unitecf

States, what Clinton did would be per-

jury, and it certainly fits the bill for

"high crimes and misdemeanors"; but

if Congress doesn't think so, I suppose

Bill could run the office of the chief

executive from a posh jail cell.

If I did what Clinton has done under

oath, I would be put in jail. I don't care

if what he lied about didn't have to do

with the presidency. That's the beauty

ofour justice system, when under oath,

you must divulge only the truth to

every question that is asked of you

without a sustained objection. Does

Clinton's office put him above the law?

No, he is a citizen, not a monarch.

On that note, to those who say that

Clinton's private life does and should

not interfere with his job as president:

"That's just nat true," as Clinton him-

self would say.

The reason that we don't have a

prime minister and a queen is because

we combine both jobs into one office.

The president is not only our political

leader, but also our moral figurehead.

Sadly enough, Bill Clinton is currently

the nation's chief human symbol of

America.

Clinton had a lapS^ of judgement

not once, but at least 10 times, and it

wasn't as though he just had a bad

judgement week - that would be under-

standable. I mean, who doesn't have a

week when they forget who belongs in

their pants? But Qinton had badjudge-

ment over a period spanning several

months, then it seemed as though his

judgement was regained, only to be lost

again seven months later.

Americans deserve more than a

president with judgement like that.

This from is the same man that makes

important policy decisions every day,

and I don't want him to have lapses of

judgement while deciding if the

American people consists mostly of

"cat people" or "dog people/^

(Personally, I think he had another

lapse of judgement, as I would like to

see more of Socks in the public eye.)

To those who say that Lewinsky was

out to get him: there are thousands of

people "out to get" the president.

1 hat's why we have federal employecT"

whose sole work is to protect the presi-

dent. If tax payers have to foot the bill

for a personal protection army for the

president, why can't he have the will to

keep a young White House intern from

destroying his office?

The president was in control of the

entire situation. Bill was never sexually

harassed. He pursued her as much, if

not more than she pursued him. There

are a thousand Monicas in the world -

women who would like nothing more

than to become intimate with the presi-

dent. Ifshe didn't step up and save a lit-

tle forensic evidence, then the next

Paula or Linda would have.

Clinton only fessed up because he^

was caught - for seven months he tried

to deceive all his employers. That tells

me there is a good chance that Clinton

did inhale (which I think is better than

taking a joint and pretending to inhale

so that you can be gnarly in front of

your friends) and then lied about it.

The same can be said about White-

water, Linda, Paula, Asian campaign

donations and who knows what else.

Clinton seems to me like the kind of

guy who doesn't want to drink, but

doesn't have the balls to be sober when
everyone wants him to drink, so he just

holds a beer and acts buzzed (to put it

in Bruin terms).

This guy is a farce, and so is his pres-

SeeMIUiR,page19
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idency. The reason that public opinion

is high right now is because people still

have jobs. What people don't realize is

that they should be thanking Alan

Greenspan and Adam Smith, not

Will(less) Clinton. Clinton has less to

do with the economy than the Asian

Student Union selling Thai food on

Bruin Walk.
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their own version of a Japanese

"Marshall Plan." In essence, Japan

gave Okinawa to the United States

to use as a military base, and in

return the United States helped

Japan to rebuild its economy and be

its crony in Asia.

This was the beginning of the U.S.

occupation of Okinawa which lasted

for 27 years, from 1945 to 1972.

In a situation analogous to places

like Guam, American Samoa and

Puerto Rico, Okinawa was forcibly

annexed to the United States and

-had to deaf with the corweqtiences of

foreign domination by the United

States. This was also the beginning

of the Uchinanchu's direct problems

with the U.S. military and the begin-

ning of a long record of insults and

ii^urieg. which have included rapc-

theft and murder of the Uchinanchu.

This is not to mention the contin-

ued use of Okinawa as a rest and

relaxation facility by the U.S. mili-

tary in both the Korean and Vietnam

Wars, and the vice and prostitution

which that "R&R" brought to the

islands.
"" "" —----—
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As part of the occupation process,

the Okinawan people's lands were

taken without compensation, politi-

cal processes were controlled, and

basic rights to self-determination

were negated. Even today, U.S. mili-

tary bases cover 20 percent of

Okinawa's total land area, or 40 per-

cent of the island's iiriiblesaifx

Of all the U.S. military forces sta-

tioned in Japan, 75 percent of these

forces are in the islands of Okinawa.

In 1972. after Okinawa reverted

to Japanese control, its problems

with the U.S. military did not cease,

as reversion to Japan did nothing to

change the complete domination of

Okinawan affairs by the U.S: mili-

tary bases. Numerous incidents,

including rapes of women and chil-

dren and killings by U.S. servicemen

continued to be documented by the

people of Okinawa during this time.

Following the 1995 rape of a 12-

year-old Okinawan giri by three U.S.

servicemen, massive anti-base

protest activities were organized by

the Women's and Peace Movements

in Okinawa.

Voicing longstanding resentment

at the U.S. military presence, the

p^ple in Okinawa held continuous

demonstrations, culminating in a

huge anti-base rally of 85,000 people

which represented roughly 10 per-

As long as people have money in

their wallets, they'll like anyone in the

White House, so let's do the legal,

moral and sound thing to do in this sit-

uation - get Gore in the Oval Office

(even though he scares myself and fel-

low Republicans more than Clinton

does).

Most people must find a hotel' that

rents by the hour for the perks that

Clinton got; Clinton gets to have tax

payers pay the bill for his brothel

(office).

cent of the total population of the

islands. Holding a non-binding

plebiscite, a majority of the

Okinawan people voted for the

removal of the U.S. military bases.

Even now the protests and work

are continuing, and on Oct. 7, a dele-

gation ofwomen from the Okinawan
Peace Movement will be coming
through UCLA to raise the issues of

the Okinawan peoples. These issues

include issues of violence against

women, military toxins and environ-

mental issues, American Asian chil-

dren and the Status of Forces

Agreement (SOFA).

But most of all, these Okinawan
women wish to build greater links

between at! peoples aroul^d the

issues of the U.S. military in order

for us all to fight back against the

monster which is the U.S. imperialist

system of military domination.

Undoubtedly, those of us on the

aide of ju.'<tice .^tand firmly in mvp^
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port of the struggle against ihe VFA
and against the ongoing push by the

U.S. military to place their bases in

our lands. No longer will we abide by

the U.S. military staying in our lands

and denying the people their rights

to self-determination.

This issue has special signrficance

to all conscious peoples everywhere

who support peace and the right to

self-determination.

Those of us who are American cit-

izens should realize that our tax dol-

lars support this military presence in

Asia. Our own military forces could

better be applied at home, providing

jf^n4 clothing to thou-

sands of impoverished families. Or

these .same funds that support the

military could be applied toward

making our educational system

more affordable and accessible to

all.

All in all, wc need to stand up for

the rights of indigenous peoples

everywhere and against the U.S. mil-

itary when it attempts to infringe on

native people's liberties. As people

dedicated to liberty and genuine

democracy everywhere, that is our

promise and our duty.

In Hogen, the indigenous lan-

guage of the Uchinanchu, there is a

phrase that we use that I hope that

you will remember. Just as many
years ago, the Zapatistas in Chiapas

asked that a small piece of your heart

be Zapatista, I now ask that a small

piece of your heart be Uchinanchu.

"Okinawa Kaiho" means "Liberate

Okinawa." In the spirit of peace and

freedom, I ask that you remember

this and keep it close to your heart.

,. . .» _ -r:
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and identity that is archetypal. You

are not meant to be a good con-

sumer. You came into this life to be a

shaman, a healer, a pKJet or a god-

dess. The dominant culture provides

lives that have been stripped of mys-

tery and adventure.

In contrast, the archetypal path is

shrouded in the unknown and it pro-

vokes fear in many people; it takes

far more courage to become a poet

than a stockbroker or lawyer.

Discovering your true self, your

archetype, is a task that is uniquely

individualist; only you can work on it

and achieve it. ^ ^

^If-discovery is the aiftiihesis of

the conformity that plagues the dom-

inant culture.

The difficult task is facing the fear

that blackens the edges of our hopes

and dreams - the terrible anxiety that

you are not good enough or that it

will not work. However, only by

returning to a life that is true to your

individual self can you expect to expe-

rience life in its fullness. If you can

have the courage to take this path,

then you will, by course, inspire oth-

ers to do the same; the dominoes will

begin to fall and the confining walls

of society will come crashing down.

Traveling the archetypal path,

being true to your dreams, is the

most anarchic and revolutionary

action that anyone can take. Not all

revolutionaries carry guns. Anarchy

now!

Gil Cardon

Senior-Sociology

Senior Student Supervisor

Kerckhoff Coffeehouse

Jay-Anthony Duldulao

Senior-Asian-Amehcan Studies

Customer Service

X-cape Gameroom
^Jorge Olmos Jr.

Senior-Psychology

Customer Service

UCLA Store Lu Valle Commons

Nancy SoUman

Senior-Economics/Poli Sci

Management Assistant

Human Resources
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Verl Chavaiin

Junior-Theater

Customer Service

UCLA Store/BookZone

Kalemberg Og^lvy Davila

Sophomore-Electncal Engineering

Student Supervisor

Treehouse/Coop

Brick Rucker

Senior-Design

Coordinator

Student Operations

Lisa Quon

Junior-Communications

Customer Service

UCLA Store/Clinique
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Associated Students offers jobs on campus.

EverybriFRhows ttlat. But doyou

know that working on campus is a

great way to make friends, meet

new people and have some fun? We

can offer you flexible hours in a

variety of jobs working alongside

professionals in their field.

Convenient too-right here on

campus. Why procrastinate? Stop by

ASUCLA Human Resources and check
.

our job listings today!

Apply at Human Resources, 3rd floor Ackerman Union.
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Humdn Resources
310.825.7055 check us out online • wvvw.asutU.ucld.edu



Film & Television

Music

On<ampus

Theater & Fine Art

Daily Bruin

ARTS
Open-air theater

The Rivals, a new comedy by Demeter

Theater, performs live behind Powell

Library this Thursday and Friday. See

Wednesday's issue for the story.
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Rrancesca Block's

unique prose

captures hearts
AUTHOR: Fairies, punks, happy endings

endear series to teenagers, adults alike

By Cheryl Klein

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

She found a dog at a gas station and named him

"Vincent Van (lO-Cio Boots. She threw a party and book-

signing at a club called the Garage, which, in addition to

a table displaying her newest novel, featured flickery

-lights dancing behind stained glass religious icons orT

the wall, a Fellini movie silently spilling Italian subtitles,

and a groovin' polyester-clad DJ. What she wore: black

dress, black knee-high boots and fairy wings.

That's fairy wings - white ballerina netting, stretched

delicately and dusted with silver sparkle-in-the-dark glit-

ter.

And anyone who s read any o l t
- rancescu L t u block 'j

eight books knows that that's totally iri character for the

creator of some of adolescent lit's coolest characters.

J-or the non-initiated, this includes Weetzie Bat, a

spiky-haired California girl whose wishes have a habit

of coming true; Witch Baby, a soulful adventurer with

curly toes and a purple eye for photography; and, most

recently. Mab, a pinky-sized real-life fairy who gets kids

to speak out (and she plays matchmaker in her spare

time).

Think of them as fairy tales with bolder heromes,

shiny classic Cadillacs instead of white stallions, more

fast food, more punk rock, more neon andj)alm trees

and graffiti art. ~

There arc still fabulous-fantastical creatures, though,

and powerful "queens" (Block's are usually the West

JioUywooil brand, however) and -This is the important

part - happy.endings.
,

And Block reigns over it all as supreme creative

jchica. She sends a message of self-expression and she

sets the appropriate example, like tomorrow night,

when she and friend and collaborator Hillary Carlip

sign "Zine Scene: The Do-lt-Yourself Guide to Zines" at

Book Soup. '• —
"What fascinates tnc about zines is anyone can do

them." Block said. "People of all ages, backgrounds,

interests."
' —-—

This ranges from survivors of sexual abuse who find

See BIOCK, page 23
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HirpctCoMns

Francesca Block introduces even more colorful char-

acters ir^ her latest novel, 'I Was a Teenage Fairy." ^

R&B group Reel Tighi

straggles for success

and fame, which often

includes hearing the

lesser-known aspects of

hoing a band -tedious

video and photo shoots

Outside the studio, the nnembers of Reel Tight practice their routine before going in front ofthe camera to film their first music video

By Tenodi Flores

Daily Bruin Contributor .

^

A sunny da>' in Los Angeles is very typi-

xal and monotonous at times. But to a

group ot four young men from

Chatanooga. Tcnn.. it's anvlhing but typi-

cal.

Danny Johnson. Bobby Kane. Reggie

Long and Bobby Rice are a long way from

home; they arc also the firsi R&B acl

signed to multi-platinum producer Warren

G's label G-l"unk Music. Collectively

known as Reel Tight, the group is aiming

for recognition and success like an\ other

group, but first, they have to go through

the seldom mentioned initiation process

that every new group experiences - i.e.

video shoots that drag on for hours as

crews prepare sets, catching numerous

red-eye flights and being nice to reporters,

just to name a few.

Sony Pictures was the setting of the

video shoot for the group's first single

"(Do You) Wanna Ride?" scheduled for

release this month. A brightly lit set was

the focus of everyone's attention as cam-

eras rolled and the members of the group

acted their respective parts. Johnson pre-

tended to talk on the phone while the rest

ofthe group menTbers leered at him suspi-

ciously. Warren Cj look advantage of the

distracted camera and nodded off. The

video director called for a cut, and the

group headed off to get some lunch.

A crowded dressing room eventually

MICHAEL ROSS WACHT/Daily Brum

Shooting a music video takes a lot of energy, and after lunch Bobby Rice

takes a five-minute nap.

became littered witii generic pizza boxes

(no Dominos or Pi//a Hut here) and nap-

kins as the group devoured its meal. In the

middle of the room. Warren G was

involved in a game of Madden '99 on the

Sony Playstation. In between bites of his

bland-looking slice ol pizza. Kane

described the chani;: *'t atmosphere that

transpired when Rec: light came to Los

Angeles.

"It's very different " Kane said. "Down
there in ChatanooLui it's a small town.

When we came to I A it was like 'wow'

because in our hometown everyone knows

each other."

Kane proudly explained that they hailed

from the same tovMi as Reggie White,

Samuel L. Jackson and chart-topping

R&B sensation Usher Although the group

enjoys national exposure, that success did

not come overnight Reel Tight had been

performing at talent shows, assemblies

and church functions for years before

there was even talk ol a record deal.

"Back then, we \u're playing in talent

shows for the girls \oiJ know ... at some

point we (thought) *e could really do

something for ourselves with this," Kane

said.

A product of the HOs, Reel Tight had

been performing tor years. Johnson

recounted how as a sixth grader he would

perform in clubs, sometimes being too

tired to go to school the next morning,

which prompted his mother to put an end

to his late-night sessions.

Although ranging m age from 19 to 23,

they grew up on groups such as the

Temptations; Delphonics and the

Stylistics due to their parents' influence.

MiCHAf L ROSS WACHT/Oatly Brum

Before the photo shoot for the new album cover, Bobby Kane (left) autographs a poster while Danny

Johnson gets made up.

See KEa, page 24

Slash Records

Soul Coughing delivered a mix of funk,

jazz and samples at the Palace on Friday.

Innovative style

highlights show

rocks the Palace

MUSIC: Multimedia techniques

idd excitement to lively concert

from group that defies genre

By Lonnie Harris

Daily Bruin Staff

Soul Coughing failed to book an opening

band for its show at the Palace on Monday, and

it's not very hard to see why. Soul Coughing's

music is such a strange, eclectic mixture of tastes

and formats - no band could possibly open for

Jhem and satisfy all the concert-goers.

This fact was reflected in the crowd that

assembled hours before the show began. Faces

ranging from young punk rockers to middle-

aged classic-rock fans and everyone in between

were visible in the crowded venue. Perhaps

because Soul Cioughing so successfully bridges

the gap between traditional rock, funk, hip-hop

and punk music, they have unwittingly placed

themselves in a musical category all their own.

The songs themselves more

closely resemble tone poems

than real rock songs, infusing

hip-hop beats ...to (Soul

Coughing's) surreal rhythms.

Their performance on Monday, which includ-

ed a great deal of material from their newCD "El

Oso," expertly demonstrated the band's musical

aptitude and lead singer and songwriter M-
Dougherty's stage presence. But a Soul

Coughing show isn't just a musical performance.

It's a feast for the senses.

Dougherty ran and paced across the stage like

rude-boy Michael Stipe, chanting and screaming

the lyrics to various Soul Coughing songs from

the new CD as well as "Ruby Vroom" and

"Irresistible Bliss," the band's two previous

works. The songs themselves more closely

resemble tone poems than traditional rock songs,

infusing hip-hop beats and jazzy instrumentals to

Dougherty's surreal rhythms and rants. The

singer's voice perfectly compliments these other-

worldly tunes, sounding not quite human as he

screams about white girls and sugar-free jazz.

Especially in this surreal vein was the opening

number, **Screenwriter's Blues,** an existential

blank verse about life in Los Angeles written

while Dougherty was contemplating starting a

Sec 23
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uCuKEUN Calls

Paul Gre«n and Michael Laun co-star in,

Falsettos.

"Falsettos"

Through Nov. 8

St. Genesius Theatre

1049 Havenhurst Dr., West Hollywood

Tickets: $20

(323) 660-TKTS
Faisettoland is a self-proclaimed quirky little

place. Actually, it proclaims itself as "outra-

geous," but the concept of a man who leaves his

wife for another man only to have his wife fall for

his psychratrist isn't as earth-shattering as it may

have been in 1981. That's when William Finn and

James Lapine penned the second addition to a

trilogy of musicals about the argumentative

Marvin's search for love.

Performing both "March of the Falsettos"

and its 1990 Dne-aci sequel, "Faisettoland," One

Step P roductions neverthdcss niainta ins a time*

less sense of family with its ensemble cast. If any-

thing, the seven earnest if neurotic characters

seem at odds with the enjoyably absurd sets

(checkered floor, giant chess pieces and no less

than seven rotating d(X)rs, splashed with pink

and green) and unconventional format (at one

point, the four male cast members don glowing

orange jock straps and tippy toe across a black lit

stage while singing in - you guessed it - falsetto).

Director David Galligan pulls it off for much

of the lengthy, sung-through show. The pacing is

pleasant; the vocals are strong. As ex-wife Trina,

Kimberly Lewis elicits sympathy while still com-

manding laughs, especially when she pan-

tomimes her sexual desires with a carrot and a

few leafy greens during her solo, "I'm Breaking

Down." Bret Shefter lends more charisma to

Mendel than the script alone allows the slightly

nerdy psychiatrist. And UCLA alum Paul Green

spars feistily as prettyboy boyfriend Whizzer.

His big brother-ish relationship with Marvin's

son Jason (Alex Mandelberg) is especially touch-

ing.

The second act, which, confusingly, is set in

the early '80s despite the fact that nine years

elapsed in real time, opens encouragingly.

Marvin, his new neighbors (who announce

themselves 4s "the lesbians from next door"),

Trina and Mendel, watch "Jewish boys/ Who
almost read Latin/ Up battin'/ And battin' bad."

The energetic number centralizes the eclectic

group's one unifying drive: their love for the con-

fused almost- 1 3-year-old who repeatedly gets lost

in the shuffle.

But somewhere between bar mitzvahs and the

onset of AIDS, voices get tired and characters

get muddled. Green's aitcmptu at anger and kw^-

ter, and actor Michael Laun never gives us

enough insight to make his eccentricities like-

able. Thus, otherwise heartfelt songs, such as the

poetic "Days Like This," seem isolated and

empty.

AIDS never completely loses its sublime hor-

ror as an artistic force, but if the show closes on a

tearful note, it's because of a musically savvy

director, a strong supporting cast and the audi-

ence's own associations with the disease. Marvin

himself is tough to hang a trilogy on.

Cheryl Klein

"Bad Sex With Bud Kemp"
Through Nov. 1

5

Tiffany Theatre

8532 Sunset Blvd.

West Hollywood
Tickets: $20-25

(310)289-2999

To say that Sandra Tsing Loh is a firecracker

onstage would be incorrect. Rather, she is like a

chain of firecrackers, one exploding as soon as

the last fizzles out. In her one-woman show, "Bad

Sex With Bud Kemp," she explodes for 75 min-

utes without end and takes the audience with her.

"Bad Sex With Bud Kemp" features a woman
named Sandra, who, as she gets older, finds it

more and more difficult to find a decent rela-

tionship. Sandra's goals are not high. She does

not expect the perfect relationship, but she

expects a relationship free of humiliation.

The show, which premiered at Second Stage

New York, tia^ been alteicd UiRlittyttrfiti-Tas=IR

row are overacted and unnatural. And while

very much an ensemble show, we can't ignore the

fact that Marvin is supposedly the main charac-

Angeles by Loh who is a Southland native.

Stories involving Century City and Shermari

Oaks make the show more familiar, but it is Loh

who truly reels the aydience in. -^
Loh is a master of glances much like Jack

Benny. Also like Benny, she delivers silent punch-

lines effortlessly but skillfully. For her, a pause

and a glance is as funny as the wittiest one-liner.

That expressiveness takes the audience into

something deeper than the stories of dating hell

that Loh tells. She endears herself to the audi-

ence with every glance that reveals paragraphs of

character.

Loh's energy also runs similarly to Carol

Burnett's, bursting with likability and charm.

When she goes wild, relishing in her single status,

banging mercilessly on a piano and sporting a

red scarf that eventually becomes a headband,

she achieves a childish glee this is quintessential-

ly liberating.

It's Loh's unique insight on love and dating

that cannot be compared to anything else. Her

subject matter is common, but her willingness to

look bad (at times pathetic) connects her with

her audience. This incites the audience to ride

along with her on her tumultuous journey

towards love.

Her imitations of herself are hugely unfiatter-

ing, and they underscore the awful realization

that one is making a fool of oneself, something

most normal people endure at one time or anoth-

er. From her dutiful role as the once-a-week girl-

friend to her desperate attempts to impress the

perfect man to her devious pleasure in being a

younger man's "ho" to her inept fantasies of

being a lesbian, the audience at once empathizes,

prctatcs-barmost importrmtiy. hnish?> thrr

whole way through.

SeeTNEAnR,page2S
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review program

...continues to

set the standards
that others want

to follow!

The Berkeley Review Provides!

15 Weeks Of Review And Testing Of

Important MCAT Concepts

100 Hours Of Scheduled Lecture

Topics In The Classroom

300 Hours Of Office Hours T(^

Supplement The Lecture Topics

raCAT Special
Last fall this special was quite popular.

Space is limited.

sign up by yourself before

October I 5th and receive:

Siqn up with d friend before

October 1 5lh and receive:

SIOO ollttie

ERKELEY
/^ _

i< • i: • V • I -T: • vv

III MCAT I'lriMr,;

20 Hours Of Supplemental MCAT-Style

Problem Solving Sessions

11 Full-Length Mock MCAT Exams

During The Program

7 Scheduled Full-Length Mock MCAT

Exam Testing Dates

2800 Pages Of Review Notes Covering

Important MCAT Concepts

1300 MCAT-Style Passages With Clear

And Detailed Solutions

Exceptional Instructors For Each Of

The Six Topic Areas OfThe MCAT

Excellent Review Materials That You

Get To Keep And Take Home

Application Assistance, Interview

Workshops, And Mock Interviews

\-wmm
www.berkeley-review.com

Pari W^axinp
Body Waxing for Men & Women
with 100% Natural Pari wax.
Women Fullleg and Bikini $25
Underarm $8
Half leg $10
Bikini Wax $10
Lip or Chin Wax $6

Eyebrow Wax $10
Eyelash Tint $10
Facial $40

Arm Wax $15

'We do Electrolysis'
1435 Westwood Blvd., Westwood 473-0066 or 479-9325
Open Sundays Walk-ins Welcome

Dr. Nader Dayani
ORTHODONTIST

SINCE 1980
UCLA FACULTY MEMBER

Member American Association of Orthodontists

Specializing in braces for adults & children

• Invisible

• European

• Removable
• Traditional

• Cosmetic Porcelain

• Surgical Orthodontics

20% DISCOUNT TO STUDENTS AND FACULTY WITH VALID I.D.

(310)826-7494
11645 Wilshire Blvd. #802

Los Angeles, CA 90025

(949) 552 - 5890

18124 Culver Dr., #A

Imne, CA 92715

Teeth Whitening
upper or lower

$85'*^
(Rcf. $200.00)

•The treatment w« be as foBows; SI 000 00 plus

$100.00 fof eocti montti of treatment rendered
tor metal broces. $900.00 plus $100.00 for eochi

rTKXitti of treatment rerxjered for removable
braces and $1 700.00 plus $12500 p>er rT>ontt> for

ceronnlc braces, $200.00 for dkigrxMtic study

model and $175.00 for formot cor>su(tatton.

expJrotlbn dote 10-31-98

BLOCK
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therapy venting on unedited pages

to people who collect those little

Chiquita or Dole stickers that come
on bananas. The title tale in Block's

short story collection, "Girl

Goddess #9," centers around two

star-struck teens who devote zine

after zine to their favorite singer,

unwittingly letting his poetry bring

out their own inner poet-goddesses.

Like many of Block's characters,

the girls are writers and artists who
find unlikely muses. So maybe Block

didn't have an androgynous blue

creature who emerged from her clos-

et and told her to put pen to paper

(as is the case in another short story,

but that's another story). But she

knows about being born a writer -

about having things inside you that

must ooze out or explode out or sing

out.

"Writing for me, as in 'Blue,' is

the thing that's made me feel con-

nected to the world and whole^hd
healed," Block said.

-—She began writing poems at age

six, always encouraged by her film-

maker and artist father, whose death

eventually underscored the faith in

cosmic connection that surges

through her novel "Missing Angel

Juan," and her mother, who still

peruses each new work before it hits

the presses. —
Though Block paid her dues at a

-ctothmg store and art

in college.

"People kind of witnessed me
growing up in my writing because I

was published when 1 was pretty

young," Block said. "Sometimes it's,

a little strange to look back and I

feel a little exposed in that way. On
the other hand, I've been really

lucky because I've gotten to grow

with the support of an audience and

to learn about myself in my writing,

be out in the world. Which is good

for a writer who's isolated most of

the time."

Block first entered the

ranks of the published

in the late '80s.

If a stream of confessional fan let-

ters means anything. Block's books

are doing her audience quite a sym-

biotic service as well. Envelopes

burst witli sketches and stickers and

slowly healing scars-from sexual

abuse, homophobia and early

deaths.

"One girl wrote to me after her

boyfriend had died. She'd been read-

ing 'Missing Angel Juan' and she felt

like it totally guided her and helped

her through that experience. Things

I could never imagine," said the very

imaginative Block, both awed and

honored.

galler y bef ore "I just sit tlieie and c r y a lot uf

she became a real live published

author, her first book, "Weetzie

Bat," took shape while she was still

times. (Getting letters) is really the

best part of what I do."

Third-year pre-psychology stu-

dent Jennifer Kellar remembers
stumbling across the Weetzie Bat

series when she was a freshman in

high school.

"At.the time. I read it like a fairy

tale. I liked the books because they

were fast moving, had different

characters and that magical feel that

kids enjoy," Kellar said. "A couple

of years ago I re-read 'Weetzie Bat'

and 'Cherokee Bat and the Goat

Guys' and I realized a lot more was

being said. That th?re was social

commentary there."

When Block first entered the

ranks of the published in the late

'80s, her subject matter teetered on

the brink of controversy. She wrote

about AIDS, drugs and sexual pref-

erences among kids who supposedly

weren't old enough to think about

sex at all.

But then again, she didn't invent

Weetzie and friends with an age

group in mind.

"I was really surprised they want-

ed to publish it for kids," Block said,

recalling a librarian who responded

to a positive New York Times review

saying, "How could you give a good

review to this book about pathologi-

cal neurotics?"

The criticism does seem a little

hard on the cast of hopeful-hearted

Bohemian Angelenos.

And a decade later this so-called

pathological-ness is in very high

demand.

"It's almost the reverse. If you

don't have something that's a little BOOK: Francesca Lia Block and Hillary

cha llengmg topically, they don't Caritp sign Vine Scene: The Oo-tt^

want to publish it," Block said. Yourself Guide to Zines" Wednesday

Could it be that, as much as Block at 7 p.m. at Book Soup. 881 8 Sunset

praises her personal editor and pub- Blvd. Call(3 1 0)659-3 1 1 0.

lisher, she has a teeny beef with the

business side of the biz?

Like: "I think there's a marketing

strategy to separate adults and kids,

but I think in reality there aren't

such defined lines."

And (on why she hasn't indulged

her love of poetry recently): "I've

tried to keep in touch with the initial

reason I started writing and the deep

reason, but I have to say it is my job

too, and there's some pressure in

that to write a certain kind of thing."

And: "I just wrote these erotic

stories, and I was thinking that if

anyone publishes them, will I have to

put a pseudonym or something?"

But she says this last one with a lit-

tle laugh. So you know she's having

fun, loving Los Angeles and her dog

and her funky muses in a way that

maybe everyone else does but just

hasn't found the words for yet.

And that's what she's here for.

Because if someone hadn't found a

place on the big metaphorical book-

shelf for rock star groupie teens and

grandmotherly ghosts and Cadillacs^

named Jerry, "I would never ever

have found those people who say

they relate to my world if I hadn't

put out these books that express who
I am.

"Because when I'm walking down
the street, no one knows that I'm

carrying inside of me all these

images and feelings. But we all are

and this is the way to connect.'.'

COUGHING
From page 21

career in the dubious profession

many years ago.

"Circles," the band's newest sin-

gle (currently getting airplay

around the clock on KROQ), per-

haps typified the band's attitude

during the performance. The song

itself bears more similarity to typi-

cal pop-rock than the average Soul

Coughing song, but was set apart

by the eerie but strangely hypnotic

voice of Dougherty and the

bizarre, word-association-based

lyrics.

Highlighting some ...

tunes was a video

presentation.

Highlighting some of these

jTiore ethereal and psychedelic

Junes was a video presentation, fea-

turing staccato clips from the workl

of animation, ranging from the

Warner Brothers and Disney stan-

dards to the spastic shorts of Tex

Avery.

The showstopper proved to be

"Is Chicago, Is Not Chicago,"

from the band's debut CD "Ruby

Vroom." The song is a perfect

example of the way simple beats

and nonsense lyrics can be maicfe,
"

through the right delivery, into a

new and original sounding song.
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2 movies (oris 2 00 6 05

One Free Popcorn & Diet Coke with this Ad

Vina Tktatars

Show Times (213) 463-6819
Blade (R)

Dolby Stereo

3:55 7 55

AVCO CINEMA

ROYAL
1 1523 SM Blvd

477-5581

Francois Trudaut's

DayForNigM
Mon-Thu (4 45) 7:20 9 55

Santa Monica

MONICA 1 Bill Kalmenson's Soalor Oaaosita

1322 2nd Street Daily (2 00) 4 30 7 00 9 30

394 9741

MONICA 2 A Comedy lor incurable romantics

Nart Slot Wonderland

Daily (12 55) 3 15 5 35 8 00 10 20

Presented in Digital Sound
One Traa Tking (R)

12:45 4 15 7:3010:30

Santa Monica MUSIC HALL1
9036 Witshire-

274-6869

Sandra Bemhard
~ Somtwlwra In the City

Mon - Thu (5:20) 7.30 9 4C

MONICAS Ben StiUer/Eluabeth Hurley

Permanent MidnigM
Daily(1 00)3 10 5 20 7:35 9:50

CRITERION 1

1313 3rd St

Promenade
395-1599

Wkat Dreams May Coma (PG-13)

THX Dolby Digit;ii Sorry No Passes

Mon - Thu (1 15 4 15)7:1510:15

CRITERION 2 A»6 (W)
1313 3rd SI Promenade Dolby Digital-Soriy No Passes

395-1599 Mon-Thu (11:45 2:004 30)7:00930

MUSIC HALL2 Francois Ozen's Sea tka Sea with

9036 Wilshire A Sammer Dress

274-6869 Mon - Thu (6 00) 7 40 9 ?0

Sep Adm Strong at tiM Broken Places

Mon- Th (5:00)

AVCO CINEMA Presented in THX Digital Sound
TiMre's Somatklng Akoal Msry (R)

1004007(>0945

Beverly Hills

Bevorty Connection

La Cienaqa at Beverly Blvd

Free 2 1/2 hour validated parking 659-591

1

Btvaity Connoction Presented in THX Digital Sound
Night at the Roifearv (PG-13)

11.45 2 204:507:15 9 45

MONICA 4 John Waters' Packer

Daily (130) 3 35 5 40 7:50 10 00

Beverly Connection

MONICA

MUSIC HALLS

9036 Wilshire

Alan Arkin/Marsa Tomei

ShNHSolBoveftv Hills

Tue -Thu (SOO) 7:30 10:00

Mofl - (500) 10:00

WMiead Snows

Sal- Sun 11 .00 a.m.

Please Call For Straw Times

Presented in Digital Sound
SUangaland (R)

1:003195:15 7:401000

If you would

like to

advertise in

the Bruin

Movie Guide,

please

contact

Robert Isaacs

at 825-2161

visit our website: www.lNMiile.ctni

•eveft«CoBoacti'« P^eser <d in THX Digital Sound
659-5911 WliaiDrf.MMiyC«iM(P6-1S)

11^1:454:30 7:3010:10

.^

h
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f

Order the Wells Fargo -^

Student Banking Combo!

Student ATM Checking

Student MasterCard

Online Banking

'l^y^k

deles

ENTER TO WIN
4Hf

$5,000!
QUICK AND EASY SIGN-UP

either on campus or below:

• / 1727 W. Olympic Boulevard (inside Ralphs)

* 10920 Wilshire Boulevard

' 1 1750 Wllshire Boulmrd (ImldePMm)

' *Onp T vhirl ppr cuslompr whilp supplies last Must open i Wells fdrgo account to recrivp free T shirt

"for complelf sweepstakes rules visit the nearest WensTargolocanon Wpurchase hecMsaryTo

enter sweepstakes Ends lO/Jl/98

Member f Dl(

WELLS
FARGO

MCAT

What MCAT course
did people who
got into medical

<—IF

•"-»-

sch
All Others

• I I I take?

en»®**
toefo»«

nth
save

$100'.

Call today to enroll!

KAPLAN
l-SOO-KAP-TEST
www.kaplan.com

ti998 "ij-zey 'vf mfedicat v:^ool students by BrusKin-Goidrin^j researc^ f ' rm -e df is ct f^e survey checK Dut..ouf wetisite at www Kaplan com/meat
Sarr^pie first-toufih year students a< U S schools who looK a commercrai test course
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Grammy winner enjoys

herself at lackluster show
MUSIC: Lucinda Williams

puts heart into popular

songs despite difficulties

By Fred Schuster

Los Angeles Daily News

Lucinda Williams is an artisl, bul

sometimes she must look back.

She didn't especially want to Friday

at the Wiltern Theatre when, after a

false start and a few smirks, she acqui-

esced to play "Passionate Kisses," the

simple pop-country tune which won

her a songwriter's Grammy via Mary

Chapin Carpenter's passionless cover

version.

But the

crowd, as crowds „„„„„,,,„„.,^„„„^

are known to do,

demanded the

hit. And
Williams played

it.

Ilie rest of the

evening was

plainly more

enjoyable for the

celebrated
Nashville singer-

spngwriter.

Whilemany of her

songs are about

concrete places,

Williams covers

emotional terrain with

a sharp eye for detail.

ignores Williams, just as it does her

next-door neighbor, Emmylou Harris,

with whom this soulful honky-tont \
angel shares more than just

Neighborhood Watch meetings. ^

At the Wiltern, Williams, dressed

head to toe in black, was best on such

world-weary songs as the sensual

"Right in Time," the opening track on

her long-awaited "Car Wheels on a

Gravel Road" album, arguably the

best record of 1998.

Another standout from the same

disc Friday was the mournful but

humorous "Lake Charles," about a

late friend who was actually born in

East Texas but inexplicably liked to tell

people he was from Lake Charles, La.

Before counting off the sweet

"Little Angel,

_^^,^^^,^__ Little Brother,"

Williams joking-

ly protested that

not everything

she writes has to

do with death.

While many
of her songs are

about concrete

places, Williams

covers emotional

terrain with a

sharp eye fat.

Here's looking at new
sequel to 'Casablanca'
BOOK: Novel explores mysteries that surround

pasts, futures of classic war film's characters,, plot

Fronting a siur-

dy six-piece band

that included two electric guitars and

two acoustics, Williams eventually

overcame iiJ3iid sound jnix^ thai

stranded her vocals in near-distortion

for the first quarter of the 90-minute

set.
--

Williams' songs live in a place

where categories blur. A tune like

"Still I Long for Your Kiss," for exam-

ple, straddles the line between R&B
and ^country while "Metal

Firecracker" could fit in comfortably

on a straight-ahead rock station.

Naturally, commercial radio

detail. A menKv
rable moment in

concert was the aching "Side of the

Road," among the most perfect love

songs ever written, •

Equally good was Williams' read-

ing of the ballad "Something About

What Happens When We Talk" and

the gorgeous title track of her 1992

disc! "Swetn Old World."

Williams' band, which included

solo artist Jim Lauderdale on harmo-

ny vocals and acoustic guitar, did its

job well, particularly the subtle slide

work of John Jackson, who spent six

years on the road with Bob Dylan.

REEL
From page 20

•

Besides Michael Jackson as an

obvipus generational influence,

Kane said, "The group that we came

up on was New Edition." When
asked to describe their own style,

Kane offered a seemingly well-

rehearsed answer: "modern-day old

school with a little twist of hip-hop."

Long jokingly said, "Did you get

that? 'Modern-day old school with a

little twist of hip-hop.'"

Reel Tight's album is a collage of

the aforementioned styles, with ^con-

temporary sounding songs such as

the first single "(Do You) Wanna
Ride?" and the remake of Earth,

Wind and Fire's "Reasons," pro-

duced by member Larry Dunn.

Working with a member of one of

R&B's most renowned groups

proved a valuable experience for the

band.

"It was good 'cause he made us*

work," Reggie said of Larry Dunn.

"We sang that from (start to finish);

no samples like they use nowadays.

He made us do it the old school way."

Before anyone knew it, it was time

for the group to get back on the set

for another five hours of waiting

around. Sometimes the camera was

on, but most of the time it wasn't.

After all this, one would expect a

night of partying, righf^ Not with a

photo shtnU at 10 a.m. the next day.

The location changed from Sony
Pictures to the Hollywood Hills, but

the job description remained the

same; lots and lots of waiting around.

Overlooking Los Angeles (so high

above that La Cienega appears tran-

quil), the photo shoot didn't g&t start-

ed until the photographer arrived at

11 a.m. After each member got

prepped by the makeup artisl, the

shoot was ready to begin. Sort of.

— This particular photo shoot was^

for publicity shots, but mostly to find

an album cover. It was the fourth one

for this purpose. Apparently the label

wasn't satisfied with the previous

three shoots.

Amazingly, the photo shoot man-

aged less excitement than the video

shoot.

Long asked the group's manager

for coffee as he attempted to sup-

press a huge yawn. When the shoot

began, no detail was left unattended,

but everything seemed to matter -

from the creases in the shirts to

whether or not the cuffs of the shirts

should show. In a word, it was very

tedious.

By the end of the day

after umpteen rolls of

film had been shot ...the

group's patience had

been tested to the limit.

By the end of the day, after

umpteen rolls of film had been shot

and the group's patience had been

tested to the limit, Kane broke into

his best rendition of the movie. "The

Shining." After the photographer

asked what must have seemed likc-

the millionth request. Kane jumped

up screaming. "Redrum. redrum.

rcdrum," much to the amusement of

the other members of the group as

well as the photography crew.

So there you have it. Two "glam-

orous" days in the life of an up and

coming R&B group.

Somehow, it always looks belter

on TV.

By Bob Dart

Cox News Service

WASHINGTON - 'The Lisbon

plane soared away from the dense,

swirling fog of Casablanca, up and into

the night. ..."

And so begins what author Michael

Walsh jokingly calls his "literary sui-

cide mission" - a novel that surrounds

the events of the 1942 classic film,

"Casablanca."

The book entitled "As Times Goes

By" (Warner Books, $25) is both a

sequel and a prequel to the film - telling

the story of what happened both after

and before the falefQl three days when

Tlick and Ilsa are so dramatically

reunited and so sadly 'parted on the

edge of World War 11. It will be pub-

lished Wednesday.

Walsh, who was music critic for

Time Magazine from 1981 through

1997, knows he now fences lough critics

among the millions <5frtiOvie bulls who
know by heart the film starring

Humphrey Bogarl and Ingrid

Bergman.

"Everybody knows 'Casablanca.'

"Casablanca" involves the film's unan-

swered questions: What are the lies

between Rick, the tough saloon keeper,

and Sam, his enigmatic piano player?

Does Ilsa love Victor LaszIo, her hus-

band and a Czech patriot dedicated to

freeing his homeland from Nazi occu-

pation? And, do Rick and Ilsa ever see

each other again after the plane disap-

pears into the foggy nighl, leaving^Rick

on the runway in Casablanca?

In his book. Walsh has decided that

Rick is a wanted former gangster from

East Harlem w hose real name is Yitzik

Baline. Tlie East Harlem background

explains why Sam. his best friend, is a

black man and the gangster past sug-

gests why Rick can't return to New
York. Bogarl played a lot of gangsters

in other movies, of course.

And Laszlo's mission must be the

assassination of Nazi Reinhard

Hydrich in Prague, the most significant

act of the Czech resistance during

World War II. And who better than a

streetwise gangster to help plan a

major "hit?" So naturally all the film's

major characters must be reunited in

this dramatic conspiracy.
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Eveiybody luves 'Casablanca,'" 5>aid After being approached to wrlie ihe

Walsh. So withering comparative

reviews "are a chance you lake when

you gel involved in a project like this. I

expect my former colleagues to be fair

and accurate. You obviously take a

chance with a shared cultural myth like

this. I hope the book speaks for itself."

Walsh, who leaches journalism at

Boston University, was recruited to

write the novel by Maureen Egen, the

president of W^trner Books, which

owns the rights to the film characters

and to any subsequent film to be made

from "As Time .Goes By." Walsh said

Egen saw something in his earlier

novel, "Exchange Alley," that "made

her think I could do this."

Asked whether his book is destined

io be a movie that will inspire even

,

more comparisons, the author said.

"That's not my problem."

"It's a much harder row to hoe to

make a movie 55 years later" with the

"Original characters still so set in the

audience's mind, said Walsh. "I had

the easier job."

Much of the lingering intrigue of

THEATER
From4>«ige 22

Sam Toussi

"Lost In Yonkers"

Through Nov. 1

Colony Studio Theatre

1944 Riverside Dr.

Silver Lake

Tickets: $10

(323) 665-301

1

The charm and eloquence of Neil

Simon's plays can draw an audience

on content alone. And that is often the

saving grace of the Colony Studio

Theatre's production of "Lost in

Yonkers."

The fertile story of teenage broth-

ers Jay (J. Michael Wright) and Arty

(Brendan Parent) sent to live with

their cold grandmother and child-like

liunt during World War II is loaded

with potential for amazing drama and

comedy. The actors fill their roles ade-

quately but sometimes lack the punch

and delivery that define Simon das-

sics.

Wright and Parent lead the cast as

the obedient boys, who agree to live

with their estranged Grandma

Kumitz (Sandra Kinder) and Aunt

Bella (Francesca Casale), as their

father (Al D*Andrea) travels the coun-

try in the business of selling scrap

book, Walsh said his initial reaction

was: "What do 1 have to bring to the

party?"

He began to spin out ideas from the

period and setting - World War II,

Europe, New York.

"I didn't have an 'Oh-my-Cjod' reac-

tion. 1 had a 'Can I do this?' reaction,"

he said.

"I was never a 'Casablanca' cultist,"

he said. So he rented the movie and

decided there was enough material

pointing in both directions to do the

book.

Having the main characters already

established made the writing harder,

Walsh .said. "When you invent your

own characters, ... you have an initial

rapport with them. Taking other char-

acters, especially from a movie where

their physical appearance was deter-

mined by actors rather than imagined

by the author, was a real challenge.

You're not only taking Rick and Ilsa

but also Bogart and Bergman and

incorporating them into characters on

the page."

metal. While both present their char-

acters with spirit and enthusiasm, they

occasionally fall into overacting.

When Arty agonizes over having to

relocate or squirms over Grandma's

mustard soup, the play takes on the

vague feeling of a high school produc-

tion.

Casale shines as the love-starved

Bella, playing her mental immaturity

with a delightful yet unpredictable

sweetness. She provides a nice con-

trast to Kinder's inhibited, world-

worn character. Kinder performs

beautifully with a dead-on, hard-nosed

strength that makes Grandma
Kurnitz.

But despite individual high points,

the cast lacks the cohesive chemistry

necessary to round out the show.

Together, they do not have an effec-

tive presence and fail to draw the audi-

ence in to truly emote over the charac-

ters. :':-:^T"\
—

^

''"77

The only one to break the barriers

is Gil Bernardy, who plays gangster-

with-a-heart-of-gold Uncle Louie.

Bernardy infuses his limited role into

every scene in which he appears,

sparlcing the ensemble with a likable

slickness and wit.

In all, the prcxluct is average and

forgettable. The charm and eloquence

that captures audiences worldwide is

not reflected in this production.

Louise Chu

P
STUFF

BRUIN
BARGAIN

wed. and fri.!

FREE CONSULTATION
Dr. Nader Dayani

Member Arnerican Association of Orttyxjontists

SpecializinQ in braces for adults and children
;

• Invisible • Removable • Cosmetic Porcelain
• European • Traditional • Surgical Orthodontics

law munhfyiujfnmilplmiMvtMabk atnonml§nmo$ charge

(310) 826-7494
11645 WHshve Ovd •SOe. Los Angetos. CA9002S

(714)
18124 Culver Or. tA Irvine

562 5800
CA 92715

Teeth Whitening
upper or tower

$8500 each
(Reg. $200 00)

Th« trsatmsnt will be as follows: $1000 00
plus SIOO.OO for Mich month of traatmant
randarad (or matal bracas, $000.00 plus
$100.00 for aach month of Iraatmant
rarxlarad for ramovabia bracas and
$1700.00 plus $125 00 par month for
caramk: bracas. $200 00 for diagrx>stio
study modal and $17S OO for formal
consulation.

1^: ;\ij

www.bruinnews.ucla.eclu

UCLA's latest web source for information students can use.

12 major issues each year plus ongoing breaking news coverage
>^-...'.: ' V ..; o. jasj>- -v....;y^V

up-^the-minute event listings^

student and faculty profiles

'M--^ " ;» .*>i.J»».*'- ?« U

campus life and campus views

acqessto important campus web sites

A seivice to UCLA students - and the entire UCLA community -

provided by the Offices of Student Affairs and University Communications

Octobers, 1998

University Catholic Center

Welcome Picnic

A New Year's Party

Sunsst

^Owtm)

<f
v>

I

LsConts

f

Happy New Academic Year

Free Food, Music & Dancing

Tomorrow
Wednesday, October 7th, 6:30 - 10:00 PM

at the University Catholic Center

840 HUgard Ave

ManrvnQ

|ucc

n
University Catholic Center Sunday Mass Schedule

10:30 AM - UCC
7:30 & 9:30 PM - Lutheran Chapel

(10915 Strathmore, comer of Strathmore & Gayley)

The UCC is a member ofthe University Religious Conference at UCLA
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Campus recruitment

Autos for sale

Legal advice/attorneys

Interships

Tuesday, October 6J998

index

Announcements
1100 Campus Happminos
1200 Campus Orpanizauont
1300 Campus Racruitmant

1400 Campus Sarvices

1500 Birthdays

1600 LagaliMticas

1700 Lost & Found
1800 MIsoallanaous

1900 Parsonal Massages
2000 Parsonals

20S0 Pregnancy
2100 Racraational Activttias

2200 Rasaarch Subjects

2300 Sparm / Egg donors
2400 Tickets Offarod

2500 Ti^eU Wantad
2600 Wantad

For Sale
2700 Appliances

2800 Art /Paintings

2900 Bicycles / Skatas

3000 Books
3100 Calling Cards

3200 Cameras / Camcordors

3300 Collectibles

3400 Computors / Software

3500 Fumhuro
3600 Clinge/ Yard Sales

3700 Haalth Products

38110 Miscellaneous

3900 Musicalinstrumants

4000 Office Equipment

4100 Pats ^^
4200 Rentals

4300 Sports Equipment
4400 Stereos /TVs /Radios

4500 Table Sporte

"ftansportation

4600 Auto Accessories

4700 Auto Insurance

4800 Auto Repair

4900 Autos for Sale

5000 Boats for Sale

5100 Motorcycles for Sale

5200 Parking

5300 Scooter / Cycle Repair

5400 Scooters for Sale

5500 Vehicles for Rent

Travel
5600 Resorts /Hotels

5620 Rides Offered

5640 Rides Wanted
5660 Taxi / Shuttle Service

5680 Travel Destinations

5700 Travel Tickets

5720 Vacation Packages

Services
5800 1-900 numbers
5900 Financial Aid

6000 insurance
6100 Computer / Internet

6150 Foreign Languages
6200 Health / Beauty Services

6300 Legal Advice / Attorneys

6400 Movers / Storage

6500 Music Lessons
6600 Personal Services -

6700 Professkmal Services

6800 Resumes
6900 Telecommunications
7000 Tutoring Offered

7100 Tutoring Wanted
7200 Typing

7300 WrWng Help

Employment
7400 Business Opportuntties

7500 Career Opportunities

7600 Child Care Offered

7700 ChUd Care Wanted
7800 Help Wanted
7900 Housesming
8000 Internship

8100 Personal Assistance

8200 Temporary Employment
8300 Volunteer

Daily Bruin

Do you want to place an

ad but don't have time to

call us during the day?

Place you ad online at

;

www.dailybfuin.ucla.edu

Daily Bruin Classified

1300 1300
Ctnipus RocfuRnMnt

Housing

8700

8400 Apartments for Rent

8500 Afiartmeiits Furnished

Condo / Townhouse fdrHeirt

Condo / Townhoose for Sale

fiuesthouse for Rent

House for Rent
House for sale

Houseboats for Rent / Sale

9200 Housing Needed
9300 Rooml^Help

Reeiii for Rent

Roommatio- Private Room
Roommates • Shared Room

9700 SuMels
MOv lanauen nemais

9100

advertising information

Address
118KerckhoffHall

308 Westwood Plaza

Los Angeles. CA 90024

Internet
E-Mail: classifieds@media.ucla.edu

Web: http7/www.dailybruin.ucla.edu

Phone
Classified Une: (31 0)825-2221

Classified Display: (310) 206-3060

IFax: (310) 206-0528

Office Hours
Mon-Thu: 9:00am-4:00pm

—

^

Rates
Daily, up to 20 words $8.00

...each additional word 0.50

Weekly, up to 20 words 27.00

...each additional word 1 .50

Monthly, up to 20 words 90.00

...each additional word 5.00

For Classified Display ads, please see

our rate card for variable rate

information.

{MastRrCmm
DI/C#VER" ysMiTT^ 1

L . 1

Fri: 9:00am-2:30ptn

Deadlines
Classified Line Ads:

1 working day before printing,

at 1 2 noon.

Classified Display Ads:

2 working days before printing,

at 12 noon.

There are no cancellations after noon

of the day before printing.

Payment
Please make checks payable to "The

UCLA Daily Bruin." We accept Visa,

_ MasterCard, and Discover credit cards^

Allow 5 working days for mail payments.

How to Write

an Effective Ad
• start your ad with the merchandise you

are selling. This makes it easier for readers

to quickly scan the ads and locate your

items.

• Always include the price of your item.

Many classified readers simply do not

respond to ads without prices.

• Avoid abbreviations—make your ad easy

for readers to understand.

• Place yourself in the reader's position,

ask what you would like to know about

the merchandise, and include that in the

ad. Include such information as brand

names, colors and other specific

ttescriptions.

Ttte ASUCLA Comfnuncatkxn board fuNy supports the University of California's policy on ncrvJecrtmination No medium shall accept advvtisements wrtiich present persons of any origin, race, sex. or sexual onentation in a demeaning way or imply ttiat they

are limited to positions, capabilities, roles, or status in society. Neither the Dally Bruin nor the ASUCLA Communications Board nas investigated any of the services advertised or the advertisements represented in this issue. Any person believing that an

advertisement In this issue violated the Board's (wlicy on nondiscrimination stated herein should communicate complaints m wnting to the Business Manager, Daily Bruin. 118 KercKhoff Hall. 308 Westvirood Pla^a. Los Angeles. CA 90024 For assistance

Jng Office at (310) 825-4271 or call the Westside Fair Housing Office at (310) 475-%71 Classified ads also appear on-line at httpy/www.daiiybruin ucia edu Placement on-line is offered as a

complimentary service for customers and is not guaranteed The Daily Bruin a responsible for the first incorrect ad insertion only Minor typographical errors are not eligible for refunds. For any refund, the Daily Bruin Classified Department must be notified

with housing diicnmination problems, call the UCLA Housin

complimentary service for customers and is not gi

of an error on the first day of publication by noon

Campus RacnilliiMnt

1300
Campus Recniitment

2400
Tickets Offereil

FREE TICKETS
ABC SUMMER HIT "Whose Line is it Any-

way?" stofirig Drevv Ca rey . Can n i i- ibA-^

3470-6x1 946. 10/9, 10/10, 10/17, 10/18.

11/14, 11/15. 11/21, 11/22.

1100
Genipiis Hsppenkifi'

TENNIS TRY-OUTS
MALE STUDENTS wishing to enter the walk-

on tournament (or men's team. Mandatory

meeting©LATC, Court 1 on 10-13-98©3pm.

Questions;31 0-206-3675.

1800
MIscellaneoiis

FREE PHONE CARD- One per household.

Minimum $25 activation. Send S A.S.E.

D/DB, POB:83461, LA, 90083. Great gift any

occasion. 310-558-8910.

YOUR CREDIT UNION
Your on-campus&on-line financial services

source, for students, faculty&staff. Visit us at

Ackerman A-Level, on-line at www.ucu org

or call 31 0-477-6628

il I I

SWING SWING SWING
Authentic Lindy Hop Swing Video. Perfor-

mances by the masters plus Instruction. Only

$19. 1-800-925-6675.

2100
iieGiwiiiofuii Acuviuet

PARAGLIDING LESSONS Begin October

17/18 $250.00. Sign up for Hawaii trip in De-

cember. 808-968-8685. paraglideOmaiiexc-

ite.com

http://www.freeyellow.com/members/hage-

mann2/usc,ucla,ucsb.html

Also: Campus Rep wanted

Call or Stop by for a list of available classes

ASAP. Bring your DPR or transcript and

a sample of your own notes.

GREAT PAY!
Get paid as much as $480
per quarter for each class.

Benefits include UCLA Store discounts

PARKING NEEDED! Desperately seeking

parking spot on Glenrock or in vicinity. Will

pay top dollar. 323-549-9486-Brad.

WE BUY CARS. New and old. Running or

not. Jeff 310-714-5808.

ROBINSONS-MAY
You work hard to succeed, and even harder

to prepare for your future.

RL^HNSONSMAY offers o wide array of

career choices in the areas of

merchandising, finance and MIS. We are a

member of Ihe May Department Stores

Gxnpany, one of the most successful retail

operations in he country, with total sales

reaching $1 2 billion in 1 997. In fad, for the

last 23 years we have posted record sales

and eamings per share. It is important to us

tfiot you get a solid feel for tf»e company

before you nrxake your carjeer choice.'We

also believe in giving you a seconekchance

to moke a first impression. Therefore, v/e

guarantee two interviews with members of

our senior management team. The more we

talk, the better we get to know each other.

We look forward to meeting V4th you!

l-l- 1,

Call ttie Lecture Notes office at

310.825.8016

LectureNoteS Located on A-Level Ackerman Union

2300
S1MN111/E99 SkNion

2300
Spwiii/E||9 Donofs

ANONYMOUS sperm donors needed. Help

infertile couples while receiving financial

compensation up to $600/month and free

health screening. Convenient hours, located

in Westwood. Call Kim 310-824-9941

EGG DONOR WANTED. Generous fee plus

medical expenses paid. Childless couple

who would love to have children need viable

egg. Mexican or Latina background. 18-29,

5'2"-57" Slight to medium build. College ed-

ucation, athletic, ready to begin immediate-

ly. Please call SusieOour doctor's office.

818-881-9800. Tell her you are responding to

this ad for Mary&Mlchael

URGENT/DONOR
EGG DONOR. Handsome compensation, all

expenses paid. Requirements: height 5*5 to

5'8, eyes-green/green-blue/blue, hair-

brown/brunette. Medium to slim build.

$2500. 310-273-2463.

• • •

EGG DONORS
WANTED

If you are a healthy
female between
the ages of 19 and
30 and have health

Insurance.

Compensation
$3500.00

Call Mirna Navas at

(310) 829-6782

If you have the drive, desire &
skill set to succeed in the world

of business, we would like to

talk to you.
• Nationally recognized Executive Training Program ranked as one of

the top ten across all industries by Business Week.

• Ranked 1 03 on Fortune 500.

EARN $20 FOR 1-HR of your time FamalG

20-25 wfK) has been diagnosed w/bullimia

and are married or In a long term relation-

ship. Please call Karen08 18-545-9551.
a_

FREE BIRTH CONTROL PILLS. UCLA re-

search study. $50 p«r visit to clinic. Snwkers

ages 18-34 or non-snwkers ages 35-44. Call

Jessica 310-794-1884.

NORMAL HEALTHY CHILDREN and adol-

escents 8-16yrs needed lor UCLA research

study. Receive $25 (or lab experiment and

developmental evaluation, and get a scientif-

ic learning experience. Call 310-825-0392.

RESEARCH PARTICIPANTS needed (or pa-

tient experiencing haytever/allergic rtiinHie.

Requires (our visits, 6-tx>urs total. Over 7-

lOdays. Will pay up to $100 at conclusion o(

study. Contact Dr. Did Sanchez or Or. Sax-

on at 310-825-9376. r .
"

SpecialEgg DonotNeeded '$25,000

We are a loving, infertile couple hoping to find a

compassionate woman to help us have a baby.

We're looking for a healthy, intelligent college

student or college graduate, age 21-33, with blue

eyes and blonde or light,brown hair. ——.—^—

—

Compensation 525, 6XX? plus expenses. Your gift

will bring boundless joy.

Please cxxitact us iJirough oiir

representative at 1-800-776-7680]

3300
IMtoetlilw

SIT ON MY FACE
FLOOR PILLOWS
PERSONALIZED, custom-made See our

Web-site a\ www.choicemall.com/somfine/

T-SHIRTS!!! T-SHIRTS!!! Blade. Soulhparl<,

Korn. Grateful Dead, much more.

wwwt-shirtking.com

3400
Comfrnteis/Soflwara

APPLE QUADRA 630 with 36mb ram.

$495.00 Call:3 10-207-4806.

FOR SALE: HEWLETT PACKARD Pavilion,

less than a year old. CD-ROM, Windows.

Modem. Orig $2500. now$1500 obo. 310-

441-0477.

GATEWAY P133 for sale. 1.6gb harddisk.

32mb RAM. 56Kmodem. 4x cdrom. 15" mon-
itor. Windows98 and Office97. $550obo.
310-470-.1484.

IBM THINKPAD 70lC. 10.4TFT 8mraar
550hdd. Fax nxKlem Office95+more. DX4-
75MHZ. Docking station. Custom case. All

original manual. $600obo. Call(3l0)434-

1107.

IBM ThinkPad 760ED Multimedia Notebook.

Pentium 120. 32 MB. 1.12 GB harddrive,

12.1' screen, CD-rom, fax/modem, case,

software. $l,250obo. 310-586-2522.

K6 200 MMX. 65MB. 3.2 Gig hard drive, 56K
rTKxJem. 32X CD-Rom. Win '98, Offtee 97.
17" monitor $800. 310-571-0950.

MAC WORKSTATION
Power computing 180. 80meg-ram. Super-
Mac 17T. 12" Wamcom tablet. Microtext

scanner Software. $1200. 310-230-0432.

MICROSOFT OFFICE 97 professional. Full

version, unopened, unregistered. $75. 1-

800-416-3594.

• Rated one of the top 20 best first jobVin terms of connpensation,

corporate culture and quality of training by Career Vision magazine.

Career opportunities in Los Angeles. ——^

—

• Summer internships also available.

For more information, please contact:

Caprice Willard, Manager College Relations and Recruiting

6160 Laurel Canyon Blvd.

North Hollyv/ood, CA 91606

Phone: 1-800348045

Fax:818-509-4102

E-mail: Recruiting@RobinsonsMay.com

* Visit our web site at www.maycompany.com

Equal

Opportunity

Employer THE BUSINESS OF RETAILING

'•^'••'•*i»*-

-You can help if you ...

• Are a woman age 20-30

• Have blue eyes and blonde hair

• Are highly intelligent (e.g., high SATs)

• Are vyilling to be an egg donor

For more information, please call Agnes

@ use Reproductive Endocrinology

(21 3) 975-9990 (mention ad #A3)

Classifieds

825-2221

Airnfture

^ (jOHobOUS ITALIAN BLACK LEATHER
sofas.$1200. 6 beautiful, matching, sleek,

Kalian dining ctiairs. $900. Call Lauren

(310)824-0319

BEAUTIFUL WOOD Draftir>g table. Excellent

corxlition. $100obo. 2 adjustable swivel

chairs/stools. $25obo. 310-474-8688.

BRENTWOOD. TV/stereo entertainment

center+student desk. ET center fits up to

27inch TV. PakJ $1000, asking $350. Desk-

$475. Call after-5pm. 310-472-2316.

DINING ROOM SET. Table/4-chairs. oak.

Cost $1,100 dollars, asking $495. Excellent

V condltton. Private party WLA. 310-477-8750

MatcNng coucfHtove seat. Sleeper sofa.

Oak tmssel dining set w/6-chairs. Single bed

w/frame. Custom stereo-cabinet. Microwave.

8bylt rug. Mk:rofridge. King/Queen bed-

frame. Misc. 310-440-1 740-eve.

MATTRESS BONANZA!!
SEALY. STEARNS & FOSTER. Also Ortho-

pedic twin-set8-$119.95. Fulls-$1 69.95,

Oueens-$ 189.95. Pilk)wtops-$299.95. So-

fas-$219. Delivery. Beacon Mattress. 1309

Westwood Blvd. 3 1 0-477- 1 466.

MATTRESS SETS!!!
Twin $79, Full $89, Queen $139, King $159,

Bur^kbeds. Deliveries, Phone Orders Accept-

ed. 310-372-2337.

Tuesday.0ctobfr6.1998 27

MATTRESSES. FUTON. DESK. Bookshelf.

Dinette Sets. T-TaWe Lamps Deliveries. 7-

days open. King's Furniture. 11961 Santa

Monica Blvd. 310-575-4243.

TWIN BED. Boxspring and frame inclluded.

$50obo. Voicemail 998-9427.

3700
HcHdlti Products

LOSE POUNDS, GAIN ENERGY before the

holidays. Curbs appetite, increases energy

Free information. Programs start at $35/mo.

310-453-2630.

LOSE WEIpHT NOW
ASK ME HOW

All natural nutritional health products. Call

310-202-6044

3800
MIscellaneoiis

BRUINS, SAVE MONEY
BUY USED BOOKS
FOR FALL QTR 98

BOOKS INCLUDING Econ^130. Lots of
__

Sociology books rncTudTngTSociology: 2. T26

(Socol Norms), 132 (See. Psy). M150 (Soc

of Ageing) & M162 (Soc of gender). Art

history 56 (reader only). Sold at cheaper •

price than the UCLA bookstore. Call 310-

836-1023 for Michele alter 6PM.

FEMALE UCLA GRAD STUDENT needs

rides Wed.'s from LA. to reach UCSB by

4 30p.m. Leave UCSB Thurs. after 6:30p.m.

310-475-3720.

FILM STUDENTS. 16mm flatbed lor sale at

low cost. Includes everything you need to get

your film made quicKiy 310-207-0616.

:wfcUU-

Rentais

* Piano Rentals *
j^ Low Monthly Rates ^
•Hollywood Piano Rental Company^

213-462-2329 ^
••••••**••

4900
Autos

IKtA TWIN SIZE bunk bed Can be used as

2-beds. Great conditton. used for 1-year

$150. Free delivery-fassembly Heather

310-443-1440.

Silo

NEED A CAR!!!
Cars $100-$500. Seized and sold locally.

Must sell. 1-800-589-6562x4312.

1964 KARMANN GHIA. New motor, new
Clutch. Cool fun car No smog needed. Must
sell leaving the country. $2300.00 310-559-

2729.

1984 MERCURY TOPAZ- Automatic. 4-door.

stereo, cassette, 74K miles. $1300 obo 310-

208-2844.

1987 325 BMW- Silver, black interior. 4door,

full. Excellent condition. $5500 obo. 310-

206-8252.

1987 MERCURY SABLE Xcellent conditk}n.

New brakes, pads, shoes, new battery. A/C,

perfect body. Very dean interior, runs-great

$2200ob0. (213)303-0971.

1988 TOYOTA MR2- Red. T-Tops, power
windows/locks, a/c, radio/cassette, 5 speed,

great condition, runs well. $3900.00 obo.

310-578-2445.

1989 HONDA PRELUDE- Red\v/black interi-

or Sunroof, cassette, cruise, loaded. 5
speed. Looks and runs beautifully. 11 IK
miles. $4700. 310-444-9040.

1992 ALFA ROMEO
Spider vekx:e. A/C, Sspeed manual. CO
player $11,000. RtehardO310-859-p278.

1992 CELICA GT CONVERTIBLE- Automat-
k:. white. 45K miles, a/c. great conditkxil

$12,500,310-573-4052.

1993 DODGE CARAVAN LE- V6 a.wd-
a.b.s- Alrbag. k>aded. 7passenger (4quads)
phorie. new tires. All power, a/c. 64K miles.

One owner Looks/runs great. Low pdce for

quk:k sale. $8900 obo. 310-476-9195.

1993 FORD RANGER SUPER CAB. Bdght

blue. Excellent condHk>n. 5 speed. 60,500
nrtiles. $7,000 obo. 310-391-1236.

Display

206-3060

#'-.

(?
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,1988 TOYOTA SUPRA, black, targa, tinted

windows, alarm, automatic, detachable ster-

eo, perfect condition. Gorgeous, must sell

$4600. 818-754-4478

86 VW CABRIOLET CONV. Black on black.

5-sp. Very low mileage New convertible lop.

$2400obo Please page Jay 310-775-8020.

89' BMW CONVERTIBLE 325i. 5-sp. air. CD
rack, heated seat. Bronze. Tan leather.

$7900obo. 310-391-6311. Evenings-310-

571-1579.

92 TOYOTA CAMRY LE. auto, a/c, pw,.pdl,

cd stereo, 83K miles, great shape, $7500
Charles: 310-209-0204. Please leave mes-
sage.

92' TOYOTA CAMRY XLE V6. Emerald sun-

roof, CD/cassette. Great condition. $7500.

Call 818-906-2206 evenings.

95' MIATA. Mint! Loaded. Black/black leath-

er. A/T w/hardtop. Low miles. 6 cd/cassette

$13,500. 323-660-6533.

'86 BMW 325es. Runs good New tires, pow-

er windows, sunroof, A/C, AM/FM, stereo

w/cassette and looks great $3800 Call

Christina ©310-91 4-4090.

•87 CHEVROLET SPECTRUM Very clean.

_runs good, A/C, stereo, 4 doors, low miles,

srriog check completed. $1800. Call 310-

443-9808

^88 HONDA ACCORD LXI. Maroon, 2-door

hatchback, loaded, runs great. $3000. 310-

455-1467

'89 FORD PROBE. New $2K paint job. Au-

tomatic, A/C, stereo/cassette. $2900obo.
310-444-7377.

'89 HONDA CRX automatic.low mileage,

great engine, top condition, original owner,

$5,200obo. (310)796-1328.

'89 HONDA PRELUDE SI. Automatic,

black/tan, a/c, moonroof, am/fm cassette.

Great ooodttion, 1 owne r, $5800 eiBor^

(310)641-7641.

'89 Mazda 929. 4-door, 63K, leather, sun-

roof, loaded. Excellent condition. One owner.

$5,500, 310-398-7353 Evenings.

-*91 INTEGRALS. 2door, 71K, 5-speed, sun-

roof, AC, AM/FM cassette. $6900. 310-826-

1873.

:.'9l MIATA Convertible. Pampered." garage-

kept, excellent condition. 53K. stereo, alarm,

white/black. $6800obo. 310-209-2036.

5100
MOIOiifyCMS lOf S«6S
82 SUZUKI GS650E black $850. 310-452-

2638.

for Sale

1986 HONDA SPREE 50cc. 1.7K, red. runs

great, minimally used, lock included, $450
obo. Contact Shpha (310)208-6786.

1987 HONDA ELITE SCOOTER- Does not

run. Needs clutch. $200.00. What a deal! Mr.

Staggs 310-559-2729.

87' HONDA ELITE 150. First owner 300+
miles. 1500 OBO. 310-842-4760

IkvvBl Desthmioiis

SEMESTER AROUND THE WORLD.
Travel to Greece, Spain, Costa Rica, or Aus-
tralia and earn college credits. Call toll free

1-877-333-SATW(7289).

1*900 NmlMfi

HOT CYBER SECRETS!
Find Out What You Want On-Hnel 1 -900-740-

1113 ext. 2098. 2.99/min and 18-»^ Serve-U
619-645-8434

STUDENT LOANS
GET YOUR Stafford Student Loan from Uni-

versity Credit Union (Lender Code 832123).

Also receive low-cost financial servrces. 310-

477-6628; www.ucuorg.

Welcome back...

voiv ^o AivAyf
A* fc

London S509
Paris $398
Sydney $364
Hew York $183
HongKdng $571

Eunil pisses issued on the snot!

Contiki [trope fours from $585.
fun <n •uuND m>, m wm i<n- ui itf.

Coiinci Travel

JERRY'S MOVING&DELIVERY The careful

movers. Experienced, reliable, sarrte-day de-

livery. Packing, boxes available. Also, pk:k-

up ddnatkxis for Amencan Cancer Society

JerryO310-391-5657

Uttslo Lwtftm

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedicated pro-

fessional At your home or WLA studio. 1st-

lesson free. No drum set necessary.

Neil:2 13-654-8226.

FRENCH HORN TEACHER needed for 9th

grade female beginner. Eleanor-3 10-390-

1761 ext-1

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years exp. all

levels and styles. Patient and organized.

Guitars available. Sam 310-826-9117.

GUITAR LESSONS by professional near

UCLA. All levels, guitars avail Call Jean at

310-476-4154. www.JWGS.com

(ILL: Council on ln(rrnation»l

tducational KxcMnct •

10904 Lindbrook Dr.

Los Angeles cT&f.ndmrT

(310) 208-3551
www.counciltraveLcom

Porsonal Services

ATTN SINGLES! HOW
TO FIND A DATE

For info call 310-533-2307. 24hrs.

6700
Professkmal Services

SIGN LANGUAGE
Set your hands free by learning to experi-

ence a language of beauty through visual ex-

pression. Class starts beginning of October.

For info, call Louisea @ (310) 275-3809

bisurance

INSURANCE WAR!
WE'LL BEAT ANYONE'S price or don't want
your business. All drivers. Newly licensed

Student/staff/faculty discounts. Request the

"Bruin Plan." 310-777-8817 or 818-222-

5595.

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

M subjects, Theses/Dissertations.

Personal Statements. Proposals and Books.

International students welcome.

SINCE 1985

Sharon Bear, Ph.D. (310) 470-6662

/lllstatGr
\buVe in good hands.

Insurance Gompariy
(310)312-0204

1281 Wostw/ood BIvcJ:
C2 bjiks So or Wlls^^iro)

CycleTime Company iS rve 1977)

Motorcycle • Motor Scooter • Moped i
Liability insurance is NOW the taw ,

It's l«M than you think!

No Kidding!

Call for a free quote!

(310)27S-6734 g
Exchange ad lor mtnimum $10 00 _

^ diKount with insurance purchase '

6100 _
Conipiitii/liilii imI

BRUIN INTERNET ACCESS! Netwood
Communications offers an excellent service

for UCLA students, faculty, and staff Need a

homepage? (310)442-1530 (www.Net-
wood net)

MACINTOSH EXPERT
Install hardware, software, memory. Trouble-

shooting. Software training. Superior Desk-
top Publishing/Design of Brochures, menus,
newsletters. Reasonable rates. Pager 310-

572-0509.

WEBSITE GURU part time. Brentwood.
Marilyn Pink 310-395-1465.

UgalAMM/Attomtyt
GREEN CARD LOTTERY (DV-2000) appli-

catk>ns now being accepted. This may be the

last Lottery. Call 310-453-6238 for more info.

Deadline— 10/31.

GREEN CARDS NOW!
FILE YOUR GREEN CARD LOTTERY
Starting 10-1-98 through 10-26-98. Call at-

torney Doreen0213 251-9588

BEST MOVERS. Licensed, insured. Lowest
rates. Fast, courteous-H^areful. Many stud-

ents moved for $98. Lic.-T- 163844. NO JOB
TOO SMALL! 1-800-2-GO-BEST

HONEST MAN W/14ft truck and doHies,

small jobs, short notice ok. Student discount.

Ask about 10% discount. 310-285-6688. Go
Bruins!

MBA, LAW, MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS!
Frustrated developing your critical personal

statements? Get professional help frbm well-

known author/consultant. 310-826-4445.

www.winningpersonstatement.com

A FREE SESSION
Psychotherapy/Counseling for depression,

anxiety, obsessions, post-traumatic stress,

etc. Couples/Individuals. Student rates.

Crime victims may be eligible for free treat-

ment. Call Liz Gould (MFC#32388)®310-
578-5957 to schedule your free consultation

CARPENTER. Free estimate. Reasonable

price Call Pedrart^J3 10-838-5 187.

EAGLE EYED EDITOR
PROOFREADS THESIS, publications; tutors

English, study skills; trains time manage-

ment, stress reduction. Nadia Lawrence Ph-

D 310-393-1951.

GET BETTER GRADES without studying

more! Inside secrets from college profes-

sors. These really work! Send $5 to I Got an
A! Productions. Dept. 3, 159 N. LeDoux.

Beverty Hills. CA 90211.

GREEN CARD LOTTERY 50.000 Visa^

awarded by US GOV. $35 for attorney pre-

pared application. John Manley, Esq. 12304

Santa Monica Blvd. #300 LA. CA 90025.

310-820-7553. Deadline to apply: 10/28

OUTREACH COUNSELING SERVICES
Fee based oh ability to pay Insurance&Med-

icare accepted. Encino: 818-819-6145.
L.A.:21 3-850-0204.

PRIZE-WINNING
ESSAYIST AND FORMER PROFESSOR
wAwo Ph.Ds can help you produce winning

prose. Theses, papers, personal statements.

David <daveditOpacbell.net> 805-646-

4455.

PUBLISH YOUR OWN
BOOK, NEWSLETTER
OR REPORT SUCCESS-

FULLY!
For details send legal self addressed
stamped envelope to: AD, 10736 Jefferson

Blvd. #225, Culver City. CA 90230.

ACROSS
1 Varnish

ingredient

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

d B lack and wnitfl

animal

9 TV extra-

terrestrial

12 Roman's IV

13 Oak nut

14 Sculpt

16 NonA/egian city

17 Metalworker's
pin

1

8

Flu symptom
19 Sequoia
21 Charming
23 Toy-airplane

matenal
25 Kissed ^ '-

26 Martial art

29 Genetic copy
31 Mindful

32 Obey
33 Uses a shovel
37 Weight unit

38 Sle^p
41 Finder's —
42 Wapitis

44 Seaweed '
.''

product

45 "Robinson
Crusoe" author

47 Romantic
appointment

49 Some plastics

50 Turns green?
53 Sends out

55 Purple shades
57 Helps out t

61 Egress
62 Not together
64 Way of walking
65 Part in a play

66 Eyelashes
67 Softball team
68 Character actor

Beatty

69 Leg joints

70 Tricky

DOWN
1 Forfeit

2 — lang syne—3 Lever
4 Conditional

release

5 Sour
substances

6 Autumn mo.
7 Made a picture

8 Germ-fighter

9 Accumulated
'10 Company

emblems
11 Water chute
12 In favor of

15 Legal document
20 "Them" author
22 Mother Teresa,

eg
24 Synthetic textile

26 Model Moss
27 MPs quarry

28 — and file

30 Lascivious

look

32 Embraces
34 Up in the air

35 Earth sci.

36 Goes out with

39 Rural sight

40 Changes (a

text)-

43 Stiff

46 Naval officers

48 Female
sandpiper

49 Views
50 Always
51 President

Richard —
52 Sheer fabric

54 An Osmond
56 Rotate
58 Put to sea
59 Little

60 Fr. holy woman
63 Tavern dnnk
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GREAT SAVINGS! FREE 19 cents/mki. Zero
Based Phonecard. Cal anytime, anywhere
in the US, day/n»ghl Minimum charge re-

quired for only $25. Get one today Send
S.A.S.E. to PO box 5003. Gardena. CA
90249.

ENGLISH TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford University

graduate. Help with writing—for students of

all ages/levels. $17/hr. 310-472-8240 or

310-440-0285.

ENGLISH TUTOR
Temn paper/ESL problems? English tutor-

Four years experience, published author.

Call Jessica 310-474-0650.

ENGLISH TUTOR. UCLA graduate/former

College Tutorials tutor All levels and ages.

Grammar, structure, style. Call 213-651-

5811.

FRENCH GRADUATE gives tutoring in

French, all levels. Teaching experience, rea-

sonable rates, and flexible times. Call Didier

today 213-391-9810.

Math/Physics/Statistics/English/Hebrew.

Computenzed statistical analysis avail-

able.Tutoring service. Free consultation.

Reasonable rates, call anytime. Han (800)90-

TUTOR. www.my-tutor.com

PRIVATE TUTORING
SECONDARY. PRIMARY LEVELS. All sub-

jects. Affordable rates. One on one. At your

home. Call ADMIRAL TUTORING: 310-477-

9685.

JME WRITING COACtL.
Experienced teacher, PfvD offers luionng,

term paper assistance, English, Social Sci-

ence. History. Foreign Students Welcome.

Call: 310-452-2865.

TUTOR^English. French, ESL, ISEE/SAT
preparation. Emphasis on reading compre-

hension/writing/study skills. Elementary, sec-

ondary, college. Qualified teacher, 15-years

experience. $45/hr. Stephanie: 310-395-

4688.

UCLA ENGLISH ALUMNI, pro-writer, young,

supertj papers guaranteed. High school and
below welcome. Jeff 213-653-2240.

WHITE TIGER TUTORING. English, math,

French. Page Nathalie 818-218-2870.

7100
Ikrtorlng Wanted

ENGLISH TUTOR needed. Must be female,

fluent in Thai. Flexible hours and salary. Late

alternoons, early Evenings. 310-203-4602.

FRENCH TUTOR WANTED 9^4 grader

Must be grad student or French major Fee
negotiable. Call Wendy (818)788-8319.

FRENCH/ENGLISH TUTOR need for 7&6

y/o to work with them at home. References

needed. 213-852-9565. Car phone: 310-

766-3171.

LOOKING for a private Spanish tutor, prefer-

ably Irom Ch.le. Hours flexible, pay nego-

tiable. Please call 310-281-9693.

MATH & SCIENCE
TUTOR GREAT KID. 9th grade. Excellent

pay. steady work. Eleanor 310-390-176, ext-

1.

RELIABLE STUDENT WANTED to help high

school junior with homewori< in various sub-

jects. 6-10 hrs,/wk. flexible. $10-12/hr.

(310)556-4610ex.1

TUTOR FOR 5TH Gr. in Pacific Palisades

area. Flexible hours M-Th. Approx 7:00-

9:30pm. Wages flexible. Call:310-459-0182.

Fax 310-459-6972.

TUTOR
Student to tutor Harvard Westlake 9th grad-

er for 2-2.5 hrs/4 nights/wk&2 hrs on

Sun.©$25/hr. Must have B average. Would

come to home in BH area. Speak French

pref. but not nee. 310-385-5007.

TUTOR to help w/afterschol HW for elemen-

tary school child. 3 days/wk. 310-573-9812.

TUTOR/DRIVER for 7th grader. Pick up 3:30

tutor until 7pm. WLA area. $10/hr. 310-475-

3788.

10+YRS EXPERIENCE
Word Processing, Transcription. Resumes,

Applk:atk5n Typing. Editing. Notary & More!

Legal/Medk:al-Mac/1BM. Student Discount.

816-380-0347.

HATE TO TYPE? Let me do It for you.

Fast+accurate. Professional screen plays

excepted. $2/pg. Call-ins 310-839-3101 or

page 310-915-2255.

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-

es, dissertations, transcription, resumes, fli-

ers, brochures, mailing lists, reports. Santa

Monica, 310-828-6939. Holfywood, 213-466-

2888.

Classifieds

825-2221

WORD PROCESSING. TypJng. proofir>g.

editk^g, rewfttif>g, research, re8unf>es. tutor*

ing. etc Fax. email, bring work to me. Rush-
es. Student discount. 818-830-1546.

WRITING CONSULTATIONS. Typing; proof-

reading: editing. Personal statements,
school essays. Ivy league graduate. Rebec-
ca 626-576-5929.

7400

$500/DAY. Nude modeling-women 18+ all

types. No experience necessary. Safe, pro-

fessional environment. Refer a friend and
earn $50! 310-358-3865.

DRIVE YOUR DREAM FOR FREE. Any
make, model, or price. No down payment.

No security deposit. Great income potential.

888-891-8890

GET PAID TO DRIVE
. YOUR DREAM CAR
STUDENTS CALL NOW to hear about an
exciting new business opportunity. Learn

fiuw yuu can aam uniimiiBcrincoTna wniio

showing off your new car to friends. 1-877-

20-LEASE.

Men-Women ages 18-24 for nude modeling

for magazines and fine art. Call 310-289-

8941 days for information.

Opportunity: Industry veteran starting record

label based in Seattle seeking inves-

tor/partner Exceptional talent secured._

Great opportunity to step into recordir>g irv-

dustry. Contact Mogul Music@206-340-

0202.

START WITH A $1000 BONUS. and create

thousands monthly! Lifetime Financial

Income Opportunity! Details: 1-888-333-

8353, ID-5293.

WE HAVE FULLY LOADED 400 MHz Com-
puters/ 233 MHz Laptops for $350 We need
distributors. Earn $1500 weekly Call 323-

298-8506

7500
Career Opportunities

HIRINdl NOW!
NEW GRADUATES FOR MEDICAL OFFICE
and Pharmacy. MD and Pharmacist. Please

call Kimberiy Manning 213-393-7458

Student Discount for UCLA Students

with ID - Lowest Tuition

• Earn $100-$200 Daily

• Learn how to become

a certified bartender in

just 2 weeks

• It's not a job -it's a PARTY!!!

•Job placement assistance

National

Bartenders School

1 (800) 646 • MIXX

Be a Roads

Scholar!
Learn About ALL

Your Transportation

Optfons

CnnriR tn tha.

BABYSITTERS NEEDED. FlexlU* hours.

Beverly HIHs noma w/pool an) view. 3-S>nall

kids ages-6, 4, &10mos. Fax resume 310-

550-7092.

BBYSTTR/COMPANION
for wonderful 9y/o girl. Must have car Hrs
approx 2:30-5:30PM. References required.

310-470-2662.

BIG BROTHER/SISTER
wanted to care for 12-yr-old txjy. P/T. Needs
to drive, help with homework. Responsi-

ble/fun. References required. 310-472-0260

CARETAKER w/car to transport and tutor

10+13y/o in Brentwood. MW and alternate F
from 3:30-6:30. $10/hr. 310-395-0623.

CHILD CARE wanted for girt 3 1/2. Experi-

enced. 3-7pm. Mon-Fri. Santa Monica. Ref-

erences required. Driver N/S. Call:31 0-452-

5760. fax:310-452-5780.

CHILD CARE WANTED for one 12 year old

girl. Weeknights/evenings. Must have car

and references. 310-777-0074.

CHILD CARE/DRIVER Thurs. only. 4:15pm
to 5:45pm. Westside area. Older kids. Non-
smoker Have car. good driving rec'd.

$10/hr. 310-828-5144

1998 UCLA

J'ransportation Fair

Thursday, October 8th:

1 1 :00 AM-3:00 PM

Westwood Plaza

at the Bruin Bear

Prize
0raw'«9*"-

Free Soda!!

Free Popcof"^-

Sponsored by UCLA Transpoiiation Services

www.transportation.ucla.edu (310) 794-RIDE

CHILDCARE for 11 y/o t)oy. Must be intelli-

genl&energelic. M-F 3pm-7pm. Must have
car M/F. Some cooking^aands. Santa Mo-
nica. $150/week. 310-550-4183.

CHILDCARE lor 8y/o. P/T. Car. references

needed. N/S. Must be responsible and lov-

ing. Afternoons 2-3 days/week. Call Ms.

Pflug© 31 0-551 -0199.

CHILDCARE- Pick up 11 y/o boy from school

in S.M. Assist w/homewori^. M. T. W. F 2:30-

6pm. Call 310-553-2224-daytime. 310-829-

9020'evenings.

CHILDCARE- Pick up. play and feed 5y/0

My. \Nk \ T\ a:30-;:^0pft1 MuGt driv6. \>Mt-

area. 310-828-2624.

r

7700
Olid Cara Wanted

ACTIVE&RESPONSIBLE AUPAIR for 7y/o

boy. Mondays(3 30pm-9pm). Saturday baby-

sitting also needed. Must drive. Salary nego-

tiable. Hollywood Hills. Needed ASAP Mela-

nie©213-850-8242.

ADORABLE TWINS
CARING RESPONSIBLE BABYSITTER.
Help out working mom. Pick up 10-y/o-twins

after school. Help w/homework. Own
car/drivers license/insurance/references.

310-284-8974.

AFTERSCHOOL DRIVER for 2boys (12+15)

and help w/tiomework plus errands. $10/hr.

Must be insureds have clean record. SM
area. 310-828-3363.

AIDE WANTED FOR 11 -year old boy. Daily

living skills &education help. Experience pre-

ferred. Nights&weekends. 310-542-4146.

BABYSITTER for nice kids 648. Westwood
area. Approx 3-6 PM, 2-3 times/week Need
car. Experience preferred. 310-839-4228
(day). 310-475-7600 (eve).

LOOKING FOR SPIRITUALLY NOURISHING, RNANCIAUY SOUND PART-TIME WORK?

^

Temple Israel of HollywwKl, a vibrant Reform Jcwi.sh congrrpaiion m ihc hcari of I.A. ncedt creative Jewi.sh
people who love children and Judaism to serve a.s part iimc Religious SchimI teachers, grade.' K-7. in the
areas of Hebrew language and Jewish siudie.s We offer great working conditions, a supportive community.
compciilivc wages, and opportunities for personal Jewish growth EXPF.RIENCI-r) .SONGLhADF.R ALSO

NEEDKD Please send resume and cover letter to Uura Bramson. Religious Schtxil Pnncipal.
Temple Israel of HollywiXMJ. IM*) Holly w(HHi Blvd. LA. CA9<KWft.

Or call (32.1) 876 83.V). »226 Make a dillerence in a Jewish child's life!

^

s
7700
GHMGaralMMlMi

BABYSITTER
LOOKING for occasional energetic babysit-

ter for a fun 3-yr/old giri. Must drive, have

car, and speak English. Paula; 213-876-

8137.

BABYSITTER NEEDED for 9 y/o girl. M-F
2:30-6:30. Must have own car and in-

surance. Salary or room and board. 310-

236-3047.

BABYSITTER occask)nal evening/weekend

sitter for 8y/o boy. Read, board games and
piano/violin. Near UCLA. 310-476-7125

overlings.

BABYSITTER WANTED
CREATIVE AND FUN for two kkls ages

10&5. Saturday nights, Hollywood Hills,

good references. Salary negotiable. 213-

850-7074.

BABYSITTER WANTED for 11 and 8 yr. old.

Fridays 3-6pm Off of Westwood Blvd. Must

have own car, non-smoker. 310-470-4142.

T700

BABYSITTER, ENTHUSIASTIC and fun sit-

ter wanted for 2-great kids ages 7+10. Lau-
rel Canyon area. References required Flexi-

ble hours 2-3 evening/week. Call Laurie 213-
654-4893.

BABYSITTER. 3-7weekdays for 2 very ener-

getk: boys ages-5+10. Must drive, have ac-

cess to car, and prepare simple meals.

$10/hr. 323-936-6628.

BABYSITTER. Drive, help with homework. 2

girts ages 1 1 +8. T, Th afternoons. WLA. 310-

390-2938.

BABYSITTER Regular Saturday night fe-

male babysitter wanted. Additional hours

possible. ExperlerKe and refererKes neces-

sary. 310-470^662.

BABYSITTER/DRIVER in Beverty Hills for

sweet 9y/o gIri. MWF 3:15-5:30. CA drivers

license arxl insarance required, past exp
preferred. $8.25/hr. Call Robin for inter-

viewC310-659-1141.

CHILDCARE/MENTOR for highly gifted&ac-

live 5y/o twins. Engage in stimulating activi-

ties M-F 2pm-7pm. Bel Air. Driver's license

needed. Psychology or education majors

preferred. Undergrads $10/hr;graduate stud-

ent $12/hr. Fax resume:213-549-5160.

: COMPANION/DRIVER
For 15yo-girt. Afferschool. Approx 3:00-

6pm. M-F. Dnving(our car). Some light

cooking. Culver City Call after 7pm or wee-
kends. $8/hr. 310-737-9125.

DEPENDABLE, MATURE student w/car
wanted for aftemoons and eariy evening
chlldcare in BH area. Must have references.

Call Janet 323-874-4073

DRIVE CHILDREN to school in morning from
Pacilic Palisades to Wesi Hollywood Must
have car and insurance. 310-454-7525.

DRIVE from West Hollywood to Pacific Pal-

isades and tutor lOyr old in afternoons Must
have car and insurance 310-454-7525.

DRIVER. Pick up engaging 15y/o boy from

school. M-F 3-6pm. Top rate. Bel-Air loca-

tion, near UCLA. Reliable car, references,

310-234-0177.

DRIVER/HOMEWORK TUTOR Pick up
children ages 10 and 12 from school, drive to

activities, help with math. M-F 2:30-5:30.

$10/hr. Santa Monica. Call or fax: 310451-
4145.

EVENING HOMEWORK HELPER/ BABY-
SITTER wanted- Flexible hours. $7/hr. Ages
3, 6. and 9. Encino area. 818-501-8099.

EXPERIENCED BABYSITTER needed for

family living in house near Westwood. Flexi-

ble schedule. $8/hr References required.

Please call 310-204-0457.

EXPERIENCED BABYSITTER needed M-
Th from 2:30-7PM for 8&5 y/o in SM.
Possiblv more hrs. Call lla at 310-829-2588.

EXPERIENCED BABYSITTER- $10/hr. Re-
sponsible, cheerful, happy disposition. Must
have well developed verbal skills to commu-
nicate w/active and inquisitive 3y/o. MWSat
5-7pm. Must drive. Brentwood area. 310-

472-2783.

FEMALE BABYSITTER
wanted for afterschool for 2 sweet girts 5&9
in Universal Studios area. M-F 3-7:30PM.

Call 818-985-1878.

FEMALE GRAD STUDENT needed to child-

sit 7yo. drive to lessons on Saturdays, occa-

sional weekdays. Prefer from School of Educ
or Psych. 810-954-7154. 9am-6:30pm.

FEMALE STUDENT ne6ded to pick-up chiW

at Seeds UES on UCLA camptJTs between
2:30 and 3:00. Call 323-290-0561.

FRENCH-SPEAKING person to pick up 5-

year-okl girt from school. Some homework
help. 8-10hr8/wk. Aftemoons M-F. Own car,

references. 310^42-4787 .

HOMEWORK HELPER/DRIVER One girt:

age 13. Mon/Wed/Frt. 4pm-7pm. Must have
own car. $10/hr/$15 for homewortc hours.

Extra hours available. (310)398-0830.

HUMOROUS. ARTICULATE. BOOKISH 4.5-

yr-okj boy seeks energetic companion 3 af-

temoons a week. 3pm-7pm for creative play
and museum visits. Preference for indivWual

w/interests in visual arts, music or theater.

Car essential. Call Rebecca Rtekman 310-
440-0725.

Display

206-3060
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tOOKING FOR STUDENT to ptek up Syr. oW
from school Morxjaysp.m. arxJ some flexible

weekends. Must have COL, car, insurancis,

and references. (310)203-9432.

PRIVATE RM/BA4B0ARD for babysitting. Pr

Light duties Walk to UCLA, Call Cindy 310-

226-6868-Days. 310-472-4723-Evenings.

LOOKING FOR SOMEONE to pick-up 9-yr-

okJ boy from school. Westwood, light cook-

ing. Th-F, 2:30-6PM. $8/hr. Must have car. in-

surance, excellent references. Call after

7PM or weekends 310-477-9462.

LOVELY PROFESSIONAL FAMILY Desire

sympathetic caretaker for children ages 3&5
hours 4-8pm. M-F $6/hr Interested applic-

ants please call Renee: 310-558-8050.

LOVING BABYSITTER NEEDED- Play with

cheerful 4-yr-old daughter for single dad.

Must have car Call Chuck 310-203-1592.

MOM LOOKING FOR FEMALE to drive kids

from school-home and supervise hw. M-F
2:45pm-6pm Call: Evenings: 310-450-2724

Days:310-393-8871 ext233

MOMS HELPER
10/yr-old girl needs pick-up form school,

some driving to activities, help w/homework,

etc. approx. 10-12;hrs week. $8/hr. 310-208-

3348. T^-^rr -

.

,

'

'

.

-

MOTHERS HELPER FOR great 8y/o boy in

SM. 2-3 days/week after 2:30pm. Days flexi-

ble and one night on weekends Good driv-

ing record, reliable car-freferences. Bar-

bara 031 0-458-3837.

MOTHERS HELPER wanted for VEGETAR-
IAN FAMILY M-F 2:30-6:30PM for 2 child-

ren. Reliable, responsible, prompt, CPR cer-

tified. Own car&insurance. References. Nan-

cy:31 0-44-4934.

MOTHER'S HELPER. P/T driving children

from school and activities Afternoons M-Th.

WLA. Need car, CA DLC, insurance, refer-

>-^71-6S4r

—

"BIG SISTER" to care for 10-yr/oW girt after

school&during vacations. Fun Job. Hom^
work, drive carpool, art projects. Susan 81^
995-8388

7800
IMpiVWIliO
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NANNY. WESTWOOD PT $8/hr Approx.

15hrs/wk between 2-7PM. Afterschool care

for bright girl, 10.. Cook easy dinner, tidy up.

errands. Need cheerful, intelligent, responsi-

ble student. Good driver (our car). 310-472-

1818.

NEED SITTER/TUTOR. 1-chikJ $7/hr Bever-

ly Hills Area. Guaranteed salary Call Tues-

Sal eve. 818-906-0495 between 10-5pm
Mon.-Fri.

PfT CHILDCARE- Need fun. kind babysitter

for 7y/o girl afterschool 3-8pm T-Th. Car+
references a must. 310-573-7527.

P/T DRIVER/HELPER
14YR-0LD GIRL. Approx. 3-6pm. 3-5 days

per/week. Must have car, license, insur-

ance, and references. Cheviot Hills .310-

287-1 470-evenings.

P/T for Wed. Thurs, +Fri afternoon hours.

Requires some driving, drivers license, refer-

ences. 9-yr old-girl. $7/hr. 310-284-8166.

P/T PERSON to care for 10+8y/o 2-5 after-

noons/week. Must drive and have car

Gayle@ 3 1 0-450-4 1 09{evenings)

PICK-UP 6-yr-old twins from school and help

mom at home lor a few hours. Prefer piano

skills. $7-$10/hr. 310-476-5265.

PT AFTERNOON CHILDCARE. Some driv-

ing, hw help. Boy-13, girl-10. Sherman Oaks
by Beverly Glen. 818-501-5188.

RESPONSIBLE PERSON needed to drive 2-

children to afterschool activities. Approx.

3:30pm-6pm, Monday-Thursday Great kids.

Your car. Excellent Pay Eleanor:310-390-

1761 ext-1.

ROOM AND BOARD
Father w/two sons seeking student to help:

drive kids/homework/grocery shopping, and

some babysitting. Non-smoking/excellent

driving record. Offer own locked room

w/bathroom&small meal-allowance. Refer-

ences a must. Westwood area Begin im-

mediately 310-476-5516.

Seeking female tutor/babyailier w/car for 4th

grader to help w/reading and math. WLA
location. M, V;, Th. 2:45-5:45PM. $8/hr. 310-

474-4732.

SPUNKY AND CHEERY person to babysit

10&12 year-o!d giris and help w/homework in

Pacific Palisr.des. Evenings. Must have own
car, references. 310-459-5069.

STUDENT WANTED to care for 8-year-old-

boy in SM. 2-3 days/week after

2:30p.m.&evenings. Availability desired.

Good driving record/reliable car&references.

$8-9/hr. 310-458-3837.

TUTOR/DRIVER for 12y/o gifl. Hrs vary

Pk:kup Westsido scnool w/c;vn car between
3-5PM ends approximately 7:30PM. Help

with homework/light errands/assist easy din-

ner. Wages negotiable. Deborah 310-312-

3128.
*

WARM RESPONSIBLE STUDENT needed
to watch adorabio Sy/o git I. Some evenings.

Must drive. Bevariv Glen area. References

needed. 310-470-0986.

WESTSIDE FAMILY seeks p/t nanny Experi-

er)ce necessary Hours flexible. Call 310-

230-0826.

Classifieds
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JOIN OUR FAMILY
Bv at -4
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lA/si
NEEDED SALES

MANAGEMENT TRAINEE
$6.00-$10.00/hour

Potential For Promotion

10-30 Hrs Per Week
During School

Full Time During Vacations

Training Priovidtd

Coni« By And

Apply in Ptrson

1065 GayUy Ave.

Westwood Village

English Tutor Wanted

Looking for a native English speaker

majoring in English or Chinese to

tutor a SMC Chinese student in

pronunciation, speaking, and

literature. Good pay $15.00

per hour, flexible hours.

Call John at (310) 288-0666

(After 3:00pm).

Models Meedcd Mow
No experience required

For catalog, printwork, magazines, movies

video arKJ tv commercials

Men and Women of all ages
^ ^ Free Consultalion

CALL MODEL DIVISION
.3 l.a. 6 5 9 . 4855

EARN
S200-S1000
A DAY

NEW FACES WANTED
Int(*rnati<)nal Tulcnt Group is now

'looking for nt*w furcH & nfw talent for
T»-lrvi»ion, Film, Coinnn*n-iaIs, Musir

Vi<l«*o.s, Print & Motlt-ling.

AU agfH, all typed.

NO EXr'KKIF.NCK NKCKSSARY NO FF.F.S

AUDmoNiNG NOW (8 18) 379-7070

CLA Annual Fun
ZAOMW^STRATOWPROJECT ASStSiattrt:

(internship possibility). Computer literate,

IBM-Windows/Internet plus. Senior/graduate

w/strong writing/oral communication. No

dress code/reception duties. $7-$9.

17hrs/wk. Serious inquiries:Fax:3 10-395-

0509.

RESTAURANT
Needs counter help 11a.m. -3p.m. Waitress

7a m.-2:30p.m. Mon.-Fri. Exp. preferred

Call (310)558-3287 before 12/atter 2pm.

$1 COG'S WEEKLY!!
STUFF ENVELOPES at home for $2.00

each plus bonuses. F/T. P/T. Make $800+

weekly, guaranteed! Free supplies. For de-

tails, send one stamp to: N-33. 12021

Wilshire Blvd . Suite 552, Los Angeles, CA
90025.

$1500 weekly potential mailing or circulars.

No experience req Free information packet.

Call 202-466-1639.

$20/HOUR+TIPS
Female nude figure models needed. Profes-

sional studio Absolutely no sex. drugs, alco-

hol, smoking, or touching. Work your own

hours Must have a great body and a pretty

face. Asian models especially needed. Mari-

na Studios, Downtown LA: 323-222-8044.

$20/HR PT/FT
PROCESSING MAIL! Free supplies,

postage! Bonuses! Rush SASE to

CMA/UCLA Po Box 567443, AlSnta GA,

31156

signup@info.infomachine.com

~ 'SPECIAL
OPPORTUNITY!

$10/HR-i-BONUSES!
Full-time. Hard-worker to help company find

new business locations in Southern Califor-

nia area. Must have car, be assertive. Leave

message: 310-476-9059 or fax resume: 310-

476-4305. No calls returned until 10/01.

ADMIN. ASST. PT. Approx. 20hrs/wk. M-F.

8:30-5:30pm. Word. Excel, Filemaker. Fax

resume and salary history 310-477-5432

ext116

ADMINISTRATIVE ASST/OFFICE ASSIST-

M-F F/T or P/T in Down town LA. Start ASAP
$8-10/hr depending on expejience. Need
smart, self motivated, detail orientated indi-

vidual. Req's= advanced computer skills, ms
office, internet. Some research and phones

involved. Fax resume:213-617-2325 Attn:HR

ADVERTISING/SALES on an internet web-

site. Will train to sell on l^cities.com $25/hr

• Commission is easy p/t or t/t 310-277-7326.

clee_IOhotmail.com

AFTER SCHOOL CARE. Responsible caring

person. M. W. Th. F. 2:45-5:45pm. Car and
insurance needed. $10/hr. Santa Montea

310-348-2326

ARE YOU FUN, BRIGHT
AND RELIABLE?

BABYSITTER/PERSONAL ASST4 Require-

ments: chikj development background/child-

care experience. Car. good dnving

records references. $10/hr. 3 after-

nopns/evenings/wk 310-264-4217.

jBAB/VULwutt Botnts:
PAID TRAINING • CONVENIENT SCHEDUUNG

(Moft -TYhwb. •vtnlny'^ ^ shMi on Sflt A Stfi.

ConlKl Etona >^MquK

310-794-0277
1083 QMtoy Amtxj*. 4tt>ftnr. WMhMOod

Work Study

Students Needed!!!

for UCLA Mail

and Document
Services

Work Hours:

Mon(Jay-Friday

.8a.m.-iZ(or) ^ p .m.^

For more information

call 826-3826

ASSISTANT
Mar1<eting research. PT/FT. Articulate, good
telephone&organizational skills. Interesting

work. Exposure to many industries. Flexible

hours. 9am-9pm, Mrs. Rost. 310-444-9199.—
ASSISTANT for business office. For more
details please call 310-278-2750 or fax re-

sume 310-278-0038.

ASSISTANT OFFICE MANAGER-RECEP-
TIONIST. F/T. M-F. 9-6pm. Computer knowl-

edge. Small busy office. Excellent salary and
benefits. 310-476-4205.

ASSISTANTda film distribution co. in cen-

tury City Entry level work. 2-3hrs/day, 2-

3days/wk, 2-3wks(or longer). $7/hr+parking.

Japanese language a plus, film school stud-

ent a plus E-mail at ykUo@iargoent.com.

AV TECH NEEDED. P/T for Library near

campus. Dependable, good w/equip-

ment&people. Call Marya or Debbie@3l0-
474-1518, ext 3217 or 3218.

BABYSITTER WANTED tor il/yr-old boy
every Fn+Sat night. Salary guaranteed, pos-

sibility of more hours. Must dnve Beveriy

Hills area Call 818-906-0495 9am-5pm
Mon-Fri.

BABYSITTER, P/T/FL'EXIBLE hours Long
term. 3/yr-old. Non-smoking/references/Bun-

dy-Santa Monica area. Call Bill and Debbie
310-577-5376

BARISTA Enthusiastic person needed for

Culver City espresso bar. Prepare coffee

drinks, deliveries. Will train. 310-204-3646.

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED. Earn
$150-$250/night "Work P/T while going to

school. Day/eve classes, 1-2week classes,

800-974-7974. International Bartender's

school. HUNDREDS OF JOBS!

BEVERLY HILLS SALON looking for profes-

sional receptionist for PT position. Computer
skills a musL (310)273-3155.

BIG BROTHER/COACH
to play sports w/my 2 boys-8&6 after-

sch'ools&Saturdays 2-3 times/wk. Must have
own car&valld CDO&insurance. WLA area.

310-470-7019.

BJ'S PIZZA AND GRILL accepting applica-

tions for all positions. Inquire within 939
Broxton Ave.

BOOKKEEPER (or Property Management
Company. Must know Quickttooks, Excel.

Mac. Salary open. Fax resumes to 310-391-

6088.;

BOOKKEEPER/LITE ACCOUNTING. Must
have experience in Windows95, Quick-
tx)oks. ADP payroll. worVers comp report,

sal^s tax report. Good organizatk)nal skiHs a

must. Fax resume to 310-264-1628.

BUSY FASHION PR FIRM seeks intem/PT
help. General office duties: xeroxing,

phones, filing. Friendly environment $6/hr.

15^hrs/wk. Orsi Public Relations: 323-874-

4073. Ask for Dyann or Greg.

CAIUIPUS JOBS
CENTRAL CAMPUS JOBS. Part-time jobs

available ©the Food Sen/ice Warehouse.

We work w/your class schedule. Half-off

meals. Great wori<ing environment. 310-206-

0885.

CAMPUS JOBS
NORTH CAMPUS JOBS. Part-time jobs

available© North Campus Student Center.

We wori< w/your class schedule. Supervisory

opportunities. Half-off meals. 310-206-0720.

CAMPUS JOBS
SOUTH CAMPUS JOBS. Part-time jobs

available@the Bombshelter. We work w/your

class schedule. Supervisory opportunities.

Half-off meals. 310-206-3218.

CASTING
EXTRAS needed for feature films, commer-

cials, and music videos. Earn up to $240 per

day! No experience needed. Work guar-

anteed! Call today 213-851-6103.
~~

CITY BEAN COFFEE in Westwood is look-

ing for coffee lovers full-time/part-tir^je.

Please call Alan at 310-208-0108 '

CITY OF BEVERLY Hills parking attendants

needed. Weekends only/$8.76/hr. Morning

and Evening shifts available. Dept. of Trans-

portation. 455 N. Rexford Dr , Room 130. Ap-

ply in person.

Clerical, General Office. F/T and P/T

Flexible hours $8/hr Close to UCLA. Fax

Resume (310)889-1893.

CLERICAUCUSTOMER SERVICE. Full-

time permanent. M-F. Good phone and Eng-

lish skills, type 50WPM. detail-oriented, reli-

able. WLA, $8-$8.50/hr. 310-826-3759.

CLERK. 15-20hrs/wk 3 days. $7/hr. Real

Estate development management co. Work
schedule to cover lunch hrs. Typing, phone
skills, computer literate. 310-478-8757-Tom.

COACHES NEEDED.
MIDDLE SCHOOL Soccer and girts basket-

ball. Paid positions. Call Gail for basketball

ext. 248. Keith for soccer, ext 247. 310-391-

7127.

COMPANION- For 90y/o retired phamiacist.

6hrs/week at $9/hr. Tu, Th. Car required. Call

Della©310-277-7818.

COMPUTER TECH. Troubleshooting, strong

computer skills important. Pays good. P/T
Call 213-607-0874 or fax resume:213-365-

4376.

COMPUTER/TELECOM
CUSTOMER SERVICE REP Fast growing
internet co. located in Westwood seeking
PT/FT customer sen/rce reps w/excellent

Windows95/PC skills to wort< midnight-

8:30AM, 5AM-8AM, 4PMi11PM Fluency in

German&French a plus Fax resunfie J. Ash-
craft 310-507-0292.

.« •/

CSO OFFICE ASSf
Apply now for an office assistant position at

the CSO ProgramsAWestwood Village Sub-

station. Starting rate $7.25/hr. UCLA stud-

ents w/at least one yr remaining Public rela-

tions&basic clerical duties. For details call

310-825-9800.

CUSTOMER
SERVICePUNITURE
SHOWRM ASST

at Pacific Design center. General office

duties, computer literate. FT. Fax 310-652-

8083.

DATA ENTRY- PT 15-20hrs/wk. Medisoft

program. Will train. Science or math major.

310-476-4205.

DATA ENTRY-ORDER DEPT-Well known
document delivery company in Westwood.

P/T&F/T. Familiarity w/bibliographic citations

impt. Type-45wpm. Library background and

experience w/Windows a plus. 20-30hrs/wk.

P/T $12/hr. 40hrs/wk F/T, $25,000+DOE.

Fax resuiT)e 310-208-5971. Atten: order

dept.

DELIVERY PERSON/CLERK. Part-time de-

livery, stockworit. Eariy afternoon. Need car

w/valid insurance. $8/hr. Hert>ert's Pharma-

cy. 310-859-3887. ' ,,,.
'

,

!

DIRECTOR/OWNER for Israel Archaeologi-

cal Society, a travel company Can be run

P/T from home prior years' earnings to

$60,000. 310-476-8478.

DOG WALKING- P/T, 3-5 mornings/week.

Perfect for student and dog lovers. Must

have own car. Call Chris@310-471-2771

.

DOMESTIC HELP Beverly Hills Home. 8

hours/wk, $8/hour, tasks include housework

and bookwork, pleasant environment. 310-

275-7975. Convenient bus location.

DRIVER WANTED
Excellent driver record and own car recjuireo

for afternoon children's carpool in Beveriy

Hills area. 15hrs/wk. M-F. $100/wk Interest-

ed parties please call 310-855-3302.

DRIVER- HOMEWORK HELPER. 20-

30hrs/week. 3 fun, active kids. CDL. in-

surance, Car. Leave message©31 0-752-

8270.

DRIVER/COMPANION/TUTOR wanted for

8y/o girl. Hours:3-7pm M-F. Must have car.

valid D.L. Call Margarel©3l0-281-0100.

EXPERIENCED HOSTESS/Food and cock-

tail servers needed for a new Greek restau-

rant nightclub in Studio City Fun worit envi-

ronment. Good tips. Brian©81 8-769-9073.

9am-3pm.

F/T RECEPTIONIST for small WLA lawfirm.

Must have wordprocessing skills and be a

self-starter. Fax resume to 310-312-1034.

F/T TELfMARKETING/Assistant Broker.

Westwood Brokerage Firm seeks telemar-

keter/asst. to broker. Will train and sponsor

the right person to become commodities bro-

ker. Contact Rick©310-475-9977.

FEMALE COUNTRY WESTERN ARTIST
with experience. 310-440-0787.

FILE CLe)^K
NEEDED P/T for busy Beverly Hills RE. of-

fice. Good computer skills, flexible, after-

noons preferable. M-F Fax resume:3lO-284-

7817 Attn: D.Mitchell

FILE/OFFICE CLERKS
LAW FIRM has PT positions to fill at

$6.50/hr. Minimum of 20hrs/wk. Interest in

law preferred. Fax resume&proposed avail-

able hours to 310-274-2798 or mail to Lur-

ie&Zepeda, 9107 Wilshire Blvd. Suite #800.

Beveriy Hills, CA 90210; attention James
Walker.

FRONT DESK/RECEPTIONIST for health

club. Outgoing personality required,

$6.50/hr+free membership, mornings and
evenings. Holiday hours required. Contact

Tim. 310-659-5002.

GENERAL OFFICE PERSON pt. time. Ex-

cellent phone and office skills. Computer lit-

erate. $10/hr 310-417-3160 Call anytime 9 to

5.

GIRLS wanted at exclusive social club in

WLA. Conversation only No ateohol. Flexi-

ble hours. Earn top $$$. 310-477-9871.

GRAD OR BEYOND: PART-TIME Writer's

asst. 3-4hrs. 2x/week. Car necessary. Typ-

ing. MAC WP&Final Draft/Screeplay format

proficiency required. Research, phones, cor-

respondence, errands Brentwood Refer-

ences, hourty. flexible. Fax resume to 310-

319-9946.

GRAPHICS
DESIGNER/WRITER

$1 billion RE. invest, firm try Gler>dale seek-

ing PT computer graphics designer/writer to

help create new marketir)g materials. Must

be proficient in Windows graphk:s&present

program. Responsible for creating new mar-

ket&present portfolios for new clients. Send
resume/salary req. to SLI. ' Pres. via

faxO818-545-8460/700 N. Brand Blvd.. Ste

300. Glendale.CA 91203.

Oispld'

.-^
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mr
* * * New Faces/Models/Interns * * *

WANTED . I

by Westwood's #1 Talent CastlngCo. Earn Top $$ in Movies,

Television, Commercials, and Modeling (petite, glamour, and
fashion models). Sizes 1 /1 4, teens/twenties,

blondes/reds/brunettes, 5' to 6'!

No experience necessary. Students O.K.

Free consultation.

MICHAEL (310) 209-5052

t^j^
IP

You bET?

AdvERiisE. It's a sure ihiNCp^"

DAILY BRUIN
Classified 805-2221 • Display 206-3060

GREAT OPPORTUNITY!
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT- p/t In Real

Estate Development office in Brentwood.

Must be computer literate. 12/hr. Fax resume
310-476-7284.

GREAT WORKPLACE!
TELEMARKETING for intemational educa-

tion agency Nice clients, great-workplace in

SM Hourly+commission. Sales experi-

ence&knowiedge of foreign language import-

ant. 310-395-93^3. •. -„V- .' •
.

GROWING INTERNATIONAL INTERNET

CO. seeking candidate for immediate po?i-

tion WanteJ-marketing/adminlstrative assis-

tant w/good communication, compul-

er&email skiIis a must. P/T w/room tor ad-

vancement. Email resume \o aaminSci ;'

giobai.com or phone. 31 0-777-8377.
•',. w

[

—
'".;;.. ':

GV.^^NASTICS INSTRUCTOR-Wanted for

beginning tx)ys and girls classes. $8- 12/hr

depending on experience. 213-465-2314.

HAIR MODELS
(All nationalities) our models have worked lor

• Sebastian, Aveda, Paul Mitchell, Redken,
Toni&Guy Beginner's ok! Most ages ok! All

heights ok! Great pay! Call '1ree" now! otto

(24-hours) 1-800-959-9301. .

MSkF CONSULTANT $980. On cam-

pus. Telephone, lab. e-mail consultation,

documentation. Call Mary 310-825-5774.

HELP SERVE DINNER Part or Full-time

Monday-Friday from 4pm-8pm. Wag-
es-i-meals. Males preferred. 310-208-3281.

HOLIDAY $$$
FOR Swan s Holiday Store. Westside Pavi-

lion. October-Jan. Flexible hours. Must be
fnendly w/good customer service skills. 310-

234-0123.

. HOME TYPISTS
PC USERS NEEDED. $45,000 income po-

tential. Call: 1-800-513-4343 Ext.B-10105 •
.

HOMEWORK/HELPER, driver, companion
lor 13-yr old boy Mon-Fii 4-7pm Should be
athletic. Santa Moncia Days 310-458-7949,

Eve 310-453-2825.

HOUSEHOLD HELPER Bu^y enteitawunen!

executive seeks household helper. West-

wood area. M-F. lOhrs/wk, flexible times, Er-

rands, laundry, etc. Must be reliable and

have own car. $100/wk. Call Sharma0323-
692-9999ext10

-

HOUSEKEEPER/HOME-OFFICE ASSIS-

TANT for busy doctor. Weekends. Laun-

dry/cleaning, assist w/cooking. etc. No skills

required Great Pay! Flexible schedule

=Leave message 310-826-9811.

HANA SUSHI
HOSTESS/CASHIERAVAITR^SS needed.

Attractive, energetic. Restaurant caters to

entertainment industry. P/T positions. Brent-

wood. 310-477-9796.

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
CUSTOMER SERVICE SALES. 15-

25HrsA/VK $6-8/HR. Flexible schedule Tux-

edo Warehouse. 10546 W. Pico. Call Ann

©310-559-4889.

INITIATIVE & INTEGRI-

TY
UCLA COMMUNITY SERVICE OFFICERS.
Now hiring. Explore law,

communications&public relations. WEB:
www.ucpducla.edu/ucpd/cso/ EMAIL:

csoducpd.ucla.edu Phone: 310-825-2148.

INTERVIEW POSITION- No telemarketing

involved On-campus. Flexible hours Will

tram. English and fluent in Spanish. Viet-

namese. Mandarin, or Russian preferred

$9-12/hr. 12-30 nours/week Call 310-825-

3658.

^NT'L IMPORTING, Marketing and PR tirm

seeks highly motivated, organized individual

w'excellent communication skills to work m
last paced oft.ce. Facets of position include

Advertising, Coordinating Special Events,

Copywriting Must be fluent in Italian. F/T

$l800/mo-t-benefils. Fax resume:2l 3-653-

1768. Attn:John Patterson, VP

INT'L IMPORTING, Marketing, and PR firm

seeks organized detail orientated adminis-

trative assistant to perform such functions as
data entry, faxing, photocopying, phones.

Must be fluent in Italian, P/T. flexible hours
$8/hr. Fax resume:21 3-653-1 768. AttnJohn
Patterson, VP

INVENTOR Looking for assistant w/com-
petence to wnte patent application and to

help realize invention. Must know Russian.

Working part-time. Details by telephone.
310-274-3202.
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11

13

25

Newsin; CBS News NewsS: Ent.

Tonight

Hollywood
Squares

Major League Baseball Playoffs: American League Championship Series Game
1 " Teams to Be Announced. (In Stereo Live)' IE

Sister,

Sister s:

Sister.

Sister K
Charlie Rose (In Stereo)

Newsl£

Love
Connection

I Love Lucy

Change of

Heart

Roseanne
"Home-Ec"

RIckl Lake

Primer Impacto

Fresh
Prince

Nanny (In

Stereo) a:

Newshour With Jim
Lehrer K
News 3]

Jud^ Judy
(In hereto)

Married..

With

Frasier (In

Stereo) fe

Noticias 'S.

ABC WId
News

Real TV (In

Stereo) ±
Simpsons
(In Stereo)

Mad About
YouS]

Noticlero

UnMsion

Friends (In

Stereo) :t

Life and
Times

Jeopardy!

Hard Copy

Home
Improve.

Frasier (In

Stereo) K

SeinfeldJIn

Stereo) &
Huell

Howser

Wheel of

Fortune K
LARD: Life

on the Beat

Sirnpsons
(In Stereo)

News

BASIC CABLE STATIONS

44

33

54

39

43

57

75

38

26

19

16

27

12

14

42

32

C29

dsa

JMhl

ii5a?i

I2I2I

Cigi

56

58

12

65

76

26

44

42

39

41

40

64

71

38

Biography: Mayfbwer-
Sydney Biddle Barrows

Inside Story "Red-Light

Districts" (Pan 2 of 2)

it** "Master of the lVor/d"(1961, Fantasy) A scientist

lakes to the skies in a monstrous war macnme

Profiles "Entertaining

Emotions"

World Today S:

4 GO)** "History of the

br/d Part/" (1981)

Cochran & Company
(Live)

Mi Pequena Traviesa

"Deceived by Flight"

(1988) John Thaw

JAG "Innocence" (In

Stereo) E
Extra (In

Stereo) [ff

Access
Hollywood

Buffy the Vampire Slayer

"Dead Man's Party" 3L

Nova "Lost at Sea The
Search lor Longitude" iS

Home
Improve.

NewsS:

King of the

HillS

Moesha 'S,

Hughleys
(In Stereo)

NewsIC

Costeilqjin

Stereo) E
Clueless "Si

Sabu

Vivo por Elena

Law ft Order "Savkx" \E

little Girl Fly Away ' (^906) Mare Winningham. A
mentally unbalanced woman is her own tormentor. 3E

** "The Cowboy IVay" (1994) Two cowtwys nde into

Manhattan to find a missing compadre. (In Stereo) S
Felicity "The Last Stand"

(In Stereo) .1:

Frontline "Washington's

Other Scandal" (In Stereo)

Spin City

(In Stereo)

NewsS

Sports
Night [g

Newsi;

Guinness World
Records: Primetime H
Mercy Point "New
Arrivals" ffi

Desencuentro

Biography: Mayflower-

Sydney Biddle Barrows

News (In Stereo) S

Chiapas

Power of Belief (In

Stereo) i;

Newsi: Final

Quarter s:

News3£

News

Primer Impacto: Edicion

Nocturna

Inside Story "Red-Light

News IS

NewsIS;

FrIendsOn
Stereo) ffi

Late Show (In Stereo) IS

Tonight Show (In Stereo)

Fresh
Prince

Charlie Rose (In Stereo)

Newsi: Nightline 1]

Jerry Springer [g]

Married.,

With

Newsradio
"The Cane"

Noticias S]

M'A'S'H E

Mad About
YoudD

Noticiero

Univitlon

Cheers 1:

Life and
Times

Politically

Incorrect X
Change of

Heart

Living

Singled

Late Late Show Actress

Faith Ford. (In Stereo) ffi

Late Night (In Stereo) S]

Nanny "The
Strike E
Psychology

News (R) m

Love
Connection

Copt (In

Stereo) X
Star Trek: The Next
Generation (In Stereo) I

News(R)[B:

Later

Stereo'

fin

))i:

News (R) (In Stereo) E

Instructional

Programming

Entertain-

ers

"Scott of the

Antarctic"

Maury Women who have

been brutally attacked. S
Cops (In

Stereo] IE

Paid
Program

Al Ritmo de la Noche Sonora

Santanera, Joe Luciano, Luis de Alba.

H«ppy
Da)

Paid

Program

El Gordo
laFlaca i![|

tory H
'(R)(PDistricts" (R) (Part 2 of 2)

"Deceived by Flight"

(1988) John Thaw.

"Arabiar) Nights" (^9^2. Adventure)

Jon Hall, Maria Monlez. E* "Ava/on" (1990, Drama) Armm Mueller-Stahl, Aidan Quinn, Elizabeth

Perkins A family of immigrants pursues the American dream. 'PG'

Larry King Live 'K

Premium
Blend E

Make Me

I
Laugh

Prime Time Justice

Wortd Today E

Daily Show
(R)

Trial Story

Steiii

;

Money

Prime Time Public Affairs

Wild Discovery "Wild

Dogs" (R)

Mysteries ft

Scandals

Superbouts

3 Friends,

Jerry

Golden
Girts E
Cut (In

Stereo)

Catdog

Board Wild

Model TV
(R)

New Detectives

Hunters" (R)

Mind

Talk Soup

Billiards WPBA Classic

Tour Semifinal.

Pee-wee's
Playhouse

Golden
Girts E

Outra-

geousl

Ellen (In

Stereo)

E

Fashion
Emergency

FBI Files "Human Prey"

News Daily Mysteries ft

Scandals

WondertuI Wortd of Golf Fred Couples

and Ernie Els.

I Can't

Believe

Jams Countdown (In Stereo)

Ellen "Kiss

My Bum" .E

Rocko's
Modern Life

Football

Wkly

Lois ft Clark-Superman

Saved by
Bell

USA High
(In Stereo)

Figure It

Out

Last Word

Secret of

Alex

FOX Sports

News

Babytoo 5 "Mind War" 1

Stereo) E
Hercules: The
Legendary Journeys E

Show Me
the Funny

Show Me
the Funny

Party of Five

"Benefactors" (In Stereo)

Fanatic (In

Stereo)

Doug (In

Stereo) E
Sports
News

Beavis and
Butt-head

Rugrats (In

Stereo) E
NHC Cool
Shots (R)

ER "Love Among the

Ruins" (In Stereo) E
Xena: Warrior Princess

"Been There, Done That

"

* "7'fad/ngiP/aces"(1983, Comedy) Eddie Murphy, Jamie Lee

Curtis Two men's lives are altered by a bel made between tycoons66

PREMIUM CABLE STATIONS

Sports
Tonight E

Moneyline
(R)E

Profiles "Entertaining

Emotions" (R)

*** "/ Walk A/one" (1947, Drama) Lizabeth Scott. A
bootlegger learns his old partner is a nightclub kingpin

Larry King Live (R) E

* • "History of the World: Parf /"
( 1 98 1 , Comedy) The

foibles of civilized man are satirized by Mel Brooks.

Trial Story (R) Prime Time Justice (R)

* "Avalon" (1990, Drama) Armm Mue 1

Perkins. A family of immigrants pursues the American dream. 'PG'

Law ft Order "Savwr" E

*'/, "Ftes/J and Fury" (1952, Drama)
Tony Curtis, Jan Sterling.

ler-Stahl, Aidan Quinn, Elizabeth

Newsstand; Time (R) E

Viva Variety

(Ri

Pulp
Comics VII

Cochran ft Company (R)

Prime Time Public Affairs (R)

Justice Files "Under the

Inlluence" (R)

True Hollywood Story

"Bob Crane" (R)

Sportscenter E

Oh Nol Mr.

Bill

Ufe,

Camera

Chicago Hope "Heart;

and Minds ' (In Stereo) E

1^0 (Ra
ThoAiber-

rjrt

Say What?
(In Stereo)

Cousin
SkeeterE

Hardcore Football

Wild Discovery "Wild

Dogs" (R)

Wild on the Strip (R)

Baseball

Tonight

New Detectives "Mind

Hunters" (R)

Talk Soup
(R)

Superbouts Hagler's

Knockouts (R)

Night Stand

NBAs
Great

"This Child Is M(ne" (1985) Lindsay Wagner. A
mother sues her chikf"s adoptive parents lor custody.

Any Day Now "Please

Don'l T^l MyMother ' E
Total RedOkit Lh^e (R)

(In Stereo)

Brady
Buncn

Goin' Deep (R)

Wonder
Years E

**Vj "Rumble in the Bronx" (1995) A martial artist

from Hong Kong lakes on thugs and thieves

Walker, Texas Ranoer
""Tribe" (In Stereo) E

Maggie (In

Stereo) E
Real Wortd
(In Stereo)

Happy
Days

FOX Sports News

Oh BabyjIn
Stereo) E
Biorhythrtii

(In Stereo)

Laverne ft

Shirtey

Sports

Tonight E
Daily Show

Moneyline
(R)E

Stein's

Money

Trial Story (R)

Showbiz
Today

E

Crossfire

(f^)E

Saturday Night Uve
Chris Evert, Eurythmics.

Prime Time Justice (R)

"The Ebb-Tide" {m7)
Robbie Coltrane

*#Vj "I've Lived Before"

(1956) Jock Mahoney

** "Green Grow the

ffus/)es"( 1951)

Interna-

tional

Viva Variety

Paid
Program

Newsroom
E
Daily Show

Paid
Program

Public Policy Conference

FBI Files ""Human Prey"

a
Howard
Stem

Howard
Stem (R)

Sportscenter E

700 Club

New
AttttudetE

Cut (R) (In

Stereo)

I Love Lucy
E
FOX Sports News

Golden
Girts E

Paid

Program
Paid

Program

Melrose Place "Screams
From a Marriage"

Up Close

Oh No! Mr.

Bill

Golden
Girts E

Loveiine Actress Elisa

Donovan. (R) (In Stereo)

B^itched
"Super Car"

*Vj "Rumble in the Bronx"[]9%) A martial artist

from Hong Kong takes on thugs and thieves.

* "Above the flim'" (1994, Drama) Duane Martin

Turmoil ck)uds the life of a talented young athlete.

'/, "Fried Green Tomafoes" (1991, Comedy-Drama) Kathy Bates, Jessica

Tandy. Fannie Flagg's tale of friendship between Alabama women. (In Stereo) E
|**Vi "ODwnfOwn"(1990, Comedy) AnthonyEdwards, Forest

Whitaker. A suburban cop is transferred to Philadelphia's ghettos.

Mary Tyler

Moore E
Last Word
(R)

Paid
Program

Talk Soup
(R)

Paid
Program

Night Stand

PGA Golf: Buick Challenge - Final

Round. From Pme Mountain, Ga. (R)

LMe.

Camera
Paid
Pro>gri

iieiUnsolved Mysteries (In

Stereo)

ttom
Ufe

SiflftONy
(In Stereo)

Taxi "Mama
Gravas " E
Football

WMy

video (1^ )

NewhartE

Paid
Program

NDmidlde:

After Hours
(In Stereo)

Dick Van
Dyke

Hardcore Football (R)

t "Winners A Sinners" (\976) Jackie Chan. Reformed

petty thieves encounter a counterfeiting ring.

New York Undercovec
"Private Enemy No 1"E

Silk StalUngs "I Love the

Nightlife" (In Stereo) E
vj "Dwosfown"( 1992, Comedy) James Woods. A
retired fioriTer re-enters the nng to con a racketeer.

99

31

20

15

17

34

33

35

4:30) *#V, "Protocol"

1984)GokJieHawn. 'PG'

Off the Wall IMadUbsE

4:00) t'/j "House Arrest"

19%) Jamie Lee Curtis.

2:00) *'/, "Hamlet"

19%) Kenneth Branagh

(4:00) •"W(nd"( 1992)

Matthew Modine. "PG-IJ]

*** "Ferris Bueller's Day Off" (1986) A brash teen

and his friends have an adventure in Chicago 'PG- 13'

Growing
Pains E

Brolherty

LoveE
**Vj "Angels in the Endzone" (^9Q7

,

Comedy) Christopher Ltoyc

••"} "Mars Attacks!" {\996) Malevolent Marti* s

wage an all-out war on ihe human race. 'PG-IS* E
"Downhill kV////e"(1997) Keith Coogan A dimwitted

skier steps in to save his buddy's business. "PG-13'

•'/> "Summer Heaf"( 1987, Drama)

Lori Singer. Anthony EcMards. "R'

* 'The Ghost and the Darkness" (^9%)J>m)
hunters stalk a pair of lethal African lions 'H' g)

"Escape to Whch Mounfa/n" (1995,

E Adventure) Erik von Detten. [g

* "Ti)e Peacemaker" {}9Q7) George Ck)oney. A
scientist and a soklier seek stolen nuclear weapons.

"Escape Ctei;s«"(1996) An insurance

executive is caught in a deadly game

"Demolition Hwrt"(19%
Corey Haim. Alan Thicki

... Drama
(In Stereo) 'R'

Breasts: 22 Woman on
41 Breasts (In Stereo) M
Dinosaurs

X
Dinoeaurs
X

***^ "Sudden /mpacT (1983, Drama) Clihi Eastwood

Detective Harry Callahan searches for a serial killer.

** The Maanificent

"Shot Through the Heart" (1998;

Yugoslavian Iriends find themse

Reber'{\%

I'Ivi

\gnmc

Linus Roache. Two
es enemies in war.

* V; 'Double Take" ( 1 998) A writer helps

send gmurderer's took-alike to jail. "R'# "My Best Fnencfs Weddma" I'Lovefs L«ap"(1995, Adult) Carne

(1997, Comedy) Julia Roberts ^0-13' [Westcott, Moe Justini. (In Stereo) 'R'

Zorro (In

Stereo) X
Practical

Magic: nrst

•**--- Mjcrocosmos" (19%,
Documentary) (In Stereo) "G' X

Emman-
urtle

•/i "PerrT

it'^re
Exposure"

1957) 'G'X
MomaClub
TiW^fheDevSTAdvocaie" { 1 997.

Horror) Keanu Reeves. (In Stereo) 'R' X
Compro-
mising

Hot Springs

HotilVR)

* "Joynde " ( 997) Friends out for kk:ks

steal a sultry asttssin's car. 'R' X

"Sex-Ofher

Man'

"The .

AssaulT

Classifieds

825-2221

Display

206-3060
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LAW FIRM
FILE CLERK/PARALEGAL PfT. Beverty Hills

Law'Firm seeks organized, reliable person

Assist w/filing, phones, copyir>g, and other

projects. Wordperlect and car helpful. $10/hr

Fax resumes to Mark Share at Lipofsky and

Ruben 213-653-6228.

LEARNING DISABILITY THERAPIST. PT
$25/hr West Los Ar)geles Area Previous Ex-

perience Required. Fax 626-445-3821

email; clinictestOaol com.

LOBBY AMBASSADOR-Pan time. $7 50/hr

Prestigious high rise-Westwood Fri & Sat

Graveyard Perm guard Required. Call Kelly

562-490-3310. Langner Security.

LOOKING for energetk: people to answer

phones, greet customers, etc. Some com-

puter experience helpful. 310-395-7368.

MAILERS WANTED!
GOOD WEEKLY INCOME PROCESSING
OUR MAIL! GENUINE OPPORTUNITY!
Rush SASE UNIQUE IMAGES. PO. Box

15552, Beverly Hills, CA90209.

MAKE A DIFFERENCE
THERAPIST. Student interested in behavior

therapy willing to work 8-12hrs/wk w/4 y/o

boy with autism. Training provided. Experi-

ence prel. 310-539-4100ex1219.

MALE MODELS
Printwork. UB under 25. Lean, any race,

leave name, number&physical stats Free

interview Beginners welcome. 213-960-

1066 24hrs

MARKET RSRCH ASST
CLIENT LIAISON &FOCUS group assistant

Must be professional in appearance&detail

oriented Customfif sp.rvir.e nr gBneral nftir.e

GET IN THE GAME
Knowledge Adventure, the creators and distributors of

the Blaster series, JumpStart Learning System, Dr.

Brain and much more, has become internationally
renowned for its award-winning multimedia educational
software. With one of the largest R&D staffs in the *

world, our innovators are challenged daily to produce
exhilarating software that expands our consumers'
minds. It's extra gratifying -to know that along the

way, we Jceep pushing each other's minds and raising
the level of success.

ASSOCIATE PRODUCERS
*

Get in on the excitement of developing children's
educational software products. You will assist
Producers in all phases of the product development
'cycle. Creating high-quality work and profitable
products, you will manage scheduling and ensure
fulfillment of shipping deadlines.

Requires a knowledge of the retail software market,
game/ interface design, video/sound production and
budgetary activities. A self -mot ivated, enthusiastic
individual with excellent communication skills and the

ability to take initiative and thrive in a deadline-
oriented- environment is essential. A bachelor's degree
is highly preferred. We would like to speak with
students major-ing in Cognitive Science.
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Plaaae atop by our booth at th« Joba for Brulna Career
Fail, October 8th, llam-4pin, Pauley Pavilion.

Or send resume to: HR/UCLA/AP, 19840 Pioneer Ave
Torrance, Ca 90503. FAX (310) 793r0601. E-mail
carrerslieducation.cbm. EOE. *

,

KNOWLEDGE ADVENTURE
www. knowledgeadventure. com

experience a plus. F/T-Prr-$8/hr to start. Fax

Resume or cover letter: 310-440-2348.

MARKETING ASST
$1 bHIion R.E. invest, firm in Glendale seek-

ing FT/PT nnarketing support person respon-

sible for creating client database&marketing

materials. Adept in composing&wriling mar-

keting letters&presentation materials. Must

be a self-starter w/good org. skills&proficient

in use of Windows based program Send
resume/salary req. to SLI. Pres. via

faxO818-545-8460 or 700 N. Brand Blvd..

Ste. 300, Glendale, CA 91 203

MATH GRADER
CALCULUS, differential equations, com-
plex variables. 3-15HRyWK. Good salary.

Beverly Hills area. 310-858-1122.

MEDICAL ASST/CNA- Phlebotomy injec-

tions. FT/PT needed for front&back office. 1
-

yr commitment minimum. Internal medi-

cine/cardiology. Fax 310-274-0616

MEDICAL P/T. Aftemoons+Saturday morn-

ings. Seeking enthusiastic/responsible indi*

vidual. Great people, and phone skills for

busy Westside Chiropractic Office. Fax re-

sume 310-473-4400.

MEDICAUCLERICAL ASSISTANT PfJ.

Windows 95, Word, and helpful. Excellent

phone/organizational skills. Fax resume:

310-208-2158.

MESSENGER
STRONG BRUIN SUPPORTER&well estab-

lished Westwood law firm seeks one pan-

time messenger to work Mon., Weds., and

Friday from 9:30am-6:30pm in our oNice

sen/ices department. Must have reliable car,

insurance&good driving record. Additior^al

duties include mail, photocopying, faxing,

etc. Prefer Bruin students who are also re-

sponsible&detail-oriented. Please call Robin

Barnes 310-478-2541.

MODELS WANTED by professional photo-

studio for upcoming assignment. Male/Fe-

male Pro/Non-Pro. Fashion/Commer-
cial/Theatrical. Call for appointment 818-

986-7933.

MOVIE EXTRA WORK* Revolutionary new
program* Start immediately* All types- 18>l*

FurVEasy* No crazy fees* Program for free

medical* Call-24/hrs 213-850-4417. •

MULHOLLAND PT
Pleasant, professional home business seeks

asst, 35-40hrs/mo. Excellent phone skills.

Strong work ethk:s&intermediate computer

knowledge req. 818-377-5071.

NEED TELEMARKETER/OFFICE ASST for

Q o loth inq oompony PT/FT Co ll (310)733

PATO INTERN needed by Translation com-
Donv in 8M. To apeial w/toloohonoe. admm-

PT. TIME ASST. Post-grad institute. Some
evenings. 1 yr+. office, con^puter exp. Inde-

pendent, responsible, organized, outgoing,

car. Fax resume 310-477-5968

PUBLISHED WRITER SEEKS illustrator/

collaborator to assist on next project. Fax

your resume and number to Ingrid 310-312-

8805.

RECALL PERSON- P/T afternoons. Enthu-

siastic person for making appointments.

Good phone skills and organized. Call Judy:

no calls on Wednesday: 310-553-7070.

RECEPTION./ASSIST
Full-time. Santa Monica. Tuesday-Saturday.

No experience required. Eye-doctor's office.

Ask for Dr. Somers or Allison. 310-319-

9999, Leave message 24-hrs/day.

RECEPTIONIST-P/T-Century City Law Firm.

Front office, phones, light typing, various du-

ties. $8/hr. Fax resume and cover letter to;

Office Coordinator 310-226-7461.

RECEPTIONIST Culver City doctor's office.

People skills a must. Fax resume 310-390-

1874 or call 310-391-6311.

RECREATION ASSISTANT Westwood Re-

creation Complex. Will train. Office woric, an-

swer phones, resen/ations. $8.87/hr. Week-
nights 4:30-10:30pm and weekends. Call

Steve 3 10-473-36 10

RESEARCH ASSISTANT NEEDED for best^

'

selling author and psychologist. Errands,

some typing, familiar w/macintosh. Must
have own car w/insurance. Approx.

15hrs/week M-F flexible. $8/hr. 310-205-

0226.

RETAIL SALES F/T- BH Candy/Gift shop.

Dependable, articulate. People person. Call

June©310-275-0341- 11am 6pm.

RETAIL SALES
Seeking responsible, outgoing individuals for

TeAchERS/OIRECFORS neuoed for after

school enrichment program. 12 ece units or

units in a related fiekJ needed. Experience

with K-5. Flexible-hours, great pay Fax re-

sume:310-445-5628.

TELEMARKETING/SALESPEOPLE NEED-
ED. Huge commissions paid. Clean environ-

ment. Flexible hours. Excellent for student.

CaH between 9am-12pmO310-659-0943.

TELEPHONE SALESPERSON that is

young^energetjc for hip, growing hemp fab-

ric company. Approx 15hrs/week-mornings.

Call Hemp Traders©310-914-9557.

TRANSPORTATION FOR 2 SCHOOL BOYS
(12+14) from Culver City to Bel Air. Own
car+valid license-t-insurance. Pick up at 3pm.
310-825-5235.

TUTOR WANTED for 3rd year CS&EE
major. Senior or graduate students only.

6hrs/week 3days/week. Good pay. E-mail

qualifications to kyenQdnai.com

TUTORS NEEDED
Math/Science/Spanish/French tutors for

WLA office. Undergraduate degree required.

$13 at-center, $20 in-home. 310-475-5330.

TUTORS- For grades 2-12. Experience
w/children required. Strong math, english,

science, and language skills needed. Soph-
-mores+older preferred. $15/hr. References.

310-655-4693.

WEB DESIGNER needed to create and
maintain PICA/IDEO intensive sights. Data-

base/shopping programming important.

Hours-flexible. Start now. E-mail sam-
ples/contact info

alec@neworleansstudios.com

WE'RE SEEKING INDIVIDUALS to provide

support to the developmentally disabled Call

Dwight Istanbulian at 818-361-6400 ext 129.

6024.

NOW HIRING
Pier One Imports is looking lor PT/FT sales

associates Combined shifts, flexible hours.

Apply in person at: Pier One Imports, 10984

Santa Monica Blvd , LA, 90025. Corner of

Veteran and Santa Monica Blvd.

OFFICE ASSISTANT needed M&W©West-
wood graphic design company. Light clerical

duties&professional phone manner. Car
needed for errands. Fax resume 310-208-

5635.

OFFICE ASSISTANT Busy tutoring agency

in Pacific Palisades seeks office help 1:30-

6:30, M-Th. $10/hr. Must be reliable/profes-

sional. Tutoring abilities a plus. 310-459-

4125.

OFFICE ASSISTANT/SECRETARY- An-

swering phones, greeting patients, filing in

small physical therapy office in residence.

Mornings 9am- 1pm. 5days/week. Salary ne-

gotiable. 310-446-6668.

OFFICE. CLERICAL, SECRETARIAL work.

Need to be bilingual in English and Arabic.

F/T and P/T more than 1 -person. 310-575-

1991

istration, project management, mari<eting.

Motivation, versatility, detail-mindedness a

must, verbal and written fluency in a major

foreign language a plus. Excellent opportun-

ity to learn and earn! Fax resume: 310-260-

7705 or call 310-358-6160.

PAID P/T INTERN
Smith Barney Financial Consultant. P/T in-

tern. Help with various duties. EOE employ-

er. M/F/D/V. 310-312-3430

PART TIME ASSISTANT to Brentwood Art

Dealer: Computer skills (mail-merge. Word,

Excel), organizational skills, personable.

Hours flexible, M-F 10am-5pm. 310-395-

1465.

PART-TIME LAW STUDENT 20 hours/wk

Flexible. Collections, small claims court, co-

ordinating with attorney on unlawfuls. $9/hr.

310-829-1700, fax 310-829-2630.

PARTrriME Appt. Setting. 5:30-9pm.

$10/hr+bonus for a Beveriy Hills firm.

Telemart<eting experience preferred. Ask for

Gale. (310)724-7260.

PARTICIPANTS WANT-
ED

UCLA EMS
NOW HIRING

EMT'S
Applications Due Oct 19*

Call (310) 206-8885 for info

NATIONAL PARK

'

EMPLOYMENT

!

Find the ideal job in America's National

Parks, Forests&Wildlife Preserves. All skill

levels. Competitive wages^^benefits. Ask us
how! 517-336-4298 ext. N59341.

- ND HLP INSTALLING
COMPUTER SFTWR

Hands-on computer help Installing soft-

ware&setting up programs. PT/flehible

hrs/need car. Excel, Powerpoint, Ac-

cessApotential Access programming oppor-

tunities. Genevive Fabius 213-487-6977.

Classifieds

825-2221

ON-CALL INVESTIGATOR. Westside Fair

Housing Courx:il is recruiting people to help

investigate discrimination. Receive stipend

between $25-$50 per site visit. Training pro-

vided. Tara:310-474-1667.

P/T F/T

DIVINE PASTA CO.
SM-BH-LA

ENTHUSIASTIC SALES PEOPLE-needed

fof gourmet pasta shofVpasla bars. Love ol

food and sales a must. $7/hour. Call Sh6wn

323-939-1148.

P/T FILE CLERK-medteal office $8/hr. Fax
resume: 310-395-2063.

P/T HR POSITION. Part-time wort< available

in HR department. Perlorming Arts Fundrais-

lr)g Company. Worit includes general admin-

istration, filing, WP on Word-»-Excel, verifica-

tion, and other projects. We need 20-25/hrs-

week Mon-Fri. Great kxation w/dedicated

fun environment and great people. Please

send resume to SDNA HR 1728 Abbot Kin-

ney Blvd, Venice Ca 90291, or fax 310-301-

9779 or e-mail to jriimoyOsdatel.com

(Ages 18-75) We need reskJehts qfJLos An-

geles County to participate ir^ a one and a

half day decision making study to be held in'

Los Angeles on Sat. Oct. 1 7th, and Sun. Oct.

18th. Need only to be a registered voter or

have a valid CA drivers license or state ID.

Able to read and write English. Reward
$125-$200 and an interesting experience.

Call 323-662-1099 or 1-888-505-9176 bet-

ween 12 noon and 7pm on either Mon. Oct

4rth or Tues. Oct. 5th. Ask for Ms. Allen or

Mr. Randall. Calls will only be taken during

the hours and dates listed above.

PERSONAL ASSIST to professor. Must
have car and insurance. Dependable, able to

commit to 1 -year. Computer literate. Spanish

speaking helpful. lO^-hrs/wk, 3-5 afternoons

M-F 3.30-? Begin ASAP. Call:213-951-7050.

PERSONAL ASST/SECRETARY. work in a
pleasant home office in BH. F/T or P/T filing,

typing, organizing, etc. M-F $6.25-$7.50

Computer skills needed. Casual dress-t^envi-

ronment. Close to bus. Asians weteome.
Please fax your resume or personal informa-

tion to Todd SilverOfax: 310-858-8901.

Tel:31 0-858-8900.

PHOTO LAB p/t assist photo printer or com-
puter inf)aging. Beverly Hills 310-274-3445.

PRESCHOOL looking for Teacher's Assis-

tant tor Fall 1998 school year. Candidates

should have experience in chikj care. Wage
negotiable. Days: M,W,F/1-5pm. Beverly

Glen Play Group. 310-470-0992.

PROMOTION- PART TIME. Dog training

company Weekends and car a must. Dog
k)ver only. 800-449-6101

.

PT and FT DRIVERS for lunch and dinner

shifts. $10-»^/hr. Must speak English. Contact

Dining In: 310-274-0123. 818-986-3287.

PT RECEPTIONIST
Fast pace real estate co in BH seeks PT re-

ceptionist for phonesAfiling&general office

help. $8/hr. Fax resume-31 0-551 -1780.

pan and full time sales positions in an

upscale, attractive. Century City retail store.

Must enjoy working with children. Call Lynn

at Petit Jardin Children's Shoes 310-476-

0805.

SALES PEOPLE needed for busy sales of-

fice in Santa Monica. Looking for motivated

and friendly people. Starting pay $8/hr. 310-

395-7368.

SALES PERSON- Labels and tags. Excel-

lent salary-«-commission. Flexible hours. No
cold calling. Full support. No experience nec-

essary. $30K-f 213-748-7480.

SALES/ADVERTISING TELEPHONE. PT
Some wori< from home^dvertising/print ex-

perience. $9/hr-fCommission. 310-917-1120.

Fax 310-477-3213.

SALESPEOPLE (5) wanted $600/mo car al-

lowarx:e, 4K/mo. expense allowance, profit

sharing if qualified. Call 323-254-8956.

SALESPERSON
Energetic. W/experience in electron-

ics&computer. 310-659-0050.

SALESPERSON WANTED for Century City

firm specializing in liquor licenses. Requires

strong oral and writing skills, computer
knowledge a must, degree preferred. Call

our offices today for details 310-553-6363

ext 43 or fax resume to 310-553-3996 attn

Cindy.

SECRETARY WANTED
for Century City finn specializing in liquor in-

dustry. Applicant must have accurate typing,

computer literate, organization&customer re-

lation skills. Salary negotiable. Fax resume
310-553-3996.

SECRETARY/BKKEEPR
PT Must be computer literate&know basic

bookkeeping. Wori( daily 10AM-3PM. Fax re-

sume and salary requirement 310-451-0446.

SOFTWARE SALES
P/T help needed for software store in West-

wood. Rexible hours, 10am-6pm. Sales ex-

perience helpful. Call Sean, 310-443-5494.

SPORTS CELEBRITY NETWORK, an Inter-

net sports company, is seeking students for

internship positk)ns. We are kioking to add to

our online sports production and martceting

staffs. If you would like practical experience

in either online sports productk>n or market-

ing, please contact Tim Townsend at 310-

754-4091 or by email at <ttownsendOathle-

tedaily.com>

SR CLERK, UCLA MBA Office. 20hrs/week.

Reception, multi-line phones, genreal office

and clerical. Computer experierK:e required.

FrancienO 3 1 0-825-6944

START TODAY
National Mariteting Co. needs people ASAP
for data entry. $lO/hr to start. FT/PT wee-
kends, very flexit)le. Culver City kx^tion.

Fax resume to 310-398-3550

Student Sales Rep. Wanted. Sell hot new
sports apparel line to students, teams, and
stores. Flexible hours. Great commission.

(310)393-4981.

SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNSELOR Even-

ings, some days. Part-time. 2-years experi-

ence. Spanish/English fluency. $10-25/hr.

Comacl MarMyn: 310-479-8353.

WORK AnOUTtfD YOtm SCHEDULE 18.

year-old nutrition, weightless, and skincare

CO. in 37 countries needs help! $499-

7999/mo. PT/FT. Complete training.

Howard@31 0-475-7446.

WRITERS/RESEARCHER. Freelance. Le-

gal/stock market background/interest.

Should have web connection. $11/hr ot per

manuscript. 310-917-1120. Fax 3T0-477-

3213. Email: clock©interworld.net.

'95 CABRIO CONV. White w/beige. Leather

int., tinted wirxJows, CD changer, power eve-

rything. Auto. Perfect for California.

$16,000obo. 310-383-1936 Jason.

ELEMEMTARY SCHOOL INTERNSHIP-
University Elementary School. Fall Quarter-

Minimum Junior standing, 3.0 GPA. Orienta-

tion:Wed. 09/30/98 5pm&Wed 10/07/98

10:30am. UES Conference Room. lnfo:825-

2623.

Entertainment PR Firm looking for intern.

Hardwori<ing, strong writer who wants to

learn more atx)ut public relations. 310-843-

0898 •
;

-
'

'"

FILM PRODUCTION company at Para-

mount Pics seeks nx)tivated, smari & reliable

interns to assist in research, script reading &
other duties for Fall/Winter. Chris 323-956-

2110. III .11 II
I I it^^M^^M^

INTERN NEEDED
EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT. Needs to be effi-

cient at typir^g. dictation, rewriting, comput-
ers. Prefer English major. Exciting-^creative

opportunity w/fast-growing co. Involves food

&fitness. Call 310-661-7761/fax 310-398-

5898.

INTERNS WANTED Busy Westwood casting

office seeks interns to assist with feature film

projects. No pay but you will receive film

credit. Call Mark (310)575-0157.

INTERNS WANTED: FT/PT positions ava for

students at prestigious entertainment PR
firm. Must be enthusiastic, enthusiasts. Off-

ers college credit, hands-on experience&fu-

ture film&television career contacts. Contact

Amanda at 310-550-7776.

INTERNSHIP OPPORTUNITY with Sports

Attorney: Junior, Senior interested in sports

management. Position is rwn-pakJ, credit

okay Hours are flexible. Fax resu/ne and
cover letter to (310)394-3551.

LOOKING FOR HARDWORKING interns.

Production company with long term deal with

major studk). Lookirig for smart/dedk:ated in-

terns who v/ant to learn Entertainmeo) Busi-

ness. Call TAnil ©310-656-9122 t^^re
info.

PAID INTERN needed for film industry com-
pany. Must have showbiz knowledge, com-
puter skills and marketing ability. 310-657-

2005.

PAID INTERNSHIP
WESTWOOD LAW FIRM- Flexible hours

Learn a lot. $7.50+. Good typing skills, com-
puter literate, excel experience preferred.

Call 310-475-0481. Resumes preferred:

310-446-9962.
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PAID INTERNSHIP with publishing compa-
ny Looking for energetic, computer literate

intern. Flexible schedule, ctose to UCLA. Fax
resume to Julie031 0-268-7604.

POLITICAL INTRNSHP
Get involved in the electionl season.
Campaign experience and much more. Call

California Young Republicans Brentwood
oflice 310-442-5911.

SPORTS MARKETING, Events, & Promo-
tions Internship Opportunity at Makai Events

in Manhattan Beach. Call Amy © 310-546-

9585. (www.makaievents.coml

TALENT AND LITERARY Agency Learning

all facets of an agency involving talent, liter-

ary, (production crews). Credit lor school

avail. 323-782-1854.

TV NETWORKS internship available in cast-

ing. Good experience but no pay Fax re-

sume 310-575-7007.

WESTWOOD STUDENT Federal Credit

Union offers internships in Banking, Account-

ing, Mart<eting, Human resources. Opera-

tions. No expenence necessary! Applications

available at 124 Kerckhoft.

BRENTWOOD. 2^2apt. North of Montana.

AC, pool, parting. $1395 310-395-1284.

Low Agent fee. www.westsiderentals.com.

INTERNATIONAL
STUDENTS

SANTA MONICA
SUBLETS

NORTH OF WILSHIRE. Near beach. Ibdrm
$733. 2bdrm/2bath $922 and $992. Will sub-

let 2-12 months to students with non-renew-
able visas and exit expiration date of less

than lyr. 818-761-1168.

LOOKING FOR A place to live on the West-

side? Call Westside Rental Connection. 310-

395-1284. Low agent fee.

v^rww.westsiderentais.com.

LOVELY SMALL VENICE STUDIO in pnvate

garden Must love kids, be reponsible.

$400/mo.-»- util.+occasional child care. Call

310-396-8262

8100
Personal Assistance

DOCTOR'S OFFICE p/t $10/hr. Need re-

sponsible person. Duties:filing, some basic

computer Fax resume:310-553-8408.

Phone:310-553-6445.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT to owner of up-

scale Beverly Hills custom stationary design

firm. Knowledge ol social etiquette and com-

puter design experience helpful. 5 days, in-

cluding Saturday 10-5. Starting $7/hr. 310-

278-5620. Ask for Bill.

PHYSICAL ASSISTANT NEEDED For disa-

bled male sophomore living in Reiber hall

Hiring for morning and/or evening shift. Ap-

prox: 1/2HR-1HR per each shift $10/HR. No
oxparmniju iiui;y^s;a[v~CaTr mirr-Sa:

9871.

Temporary Emptoyment

PERSONAL ASSIST/SECRETARY- MWF
8:45-5:45. $120/week. 2 months. Close to

UCLA. 310-271-0101.

8300 -^

Volunteer

HEALTHY FEMALE VOLUNTEERS (17-

35yrs.) wanted for a study involving small

amounts of radioactivity at UCLA. $25/hr.

Call 310-825-1118 or 310-825-2871.
——^ —

[

LOOKING for 20-40 yrolds \^hos parents di-

vorced before they were 18. to fill out confi-

dential survey for t)Ook on long term effects

of parental divorce. For details, leave mes-

sage at 212-726-3875 or e-mail

steph@interport.net

* PALMS *
2BD,2BA,

TOWNHOMES. FIREPLACE.

GATED GARAGE,

.,1—

-

ALARM .====

• 3614 PARIS DR. $1145
(310)837-0906

. 2BD,2BA

* MAR VISTA •
2BD. 2BA.,

TOWNHOMES,
GATED GARAGE,
:ARM.,ftR£PLAQr

,

• 11931 Avon Way $1025

• 12714 Mitchell Ave. $1075

4BD, 4BA., 3 STORIES
• 3954 Beethoven St. $1895

(310)391-1076
. Open House Mon. - Sat, 10 - 5

,

WESTWOOD. Comer ol Westwood&SM.
2bdrm/2ba. Lrg living rm. Lrg kitchen. W/0
inside. Please call 310-416-6131 or 310-

474-4644

WESTWOOD. Walk to UCLA. Extra large

apt, 3bdrm. Hardwood floors. Fridge. Stove.

Beautiful classic style apt. Parking. $1650.

Al. 310-476-8090.

WLA ADJACENT- Spacious 2bdma/2bath.

Prime location. Private patio. Carpets, verti-

cals. Newly remodeled kitchen. Parking.

$1275-$1395. 310-207-7209.

WLA. $825-$850. 2bdmV1 .5ba. Dishwasher.

AC, carpet, drapes built-in. Extra large

fenced patio. 310-670-5119.

WLA. 1537 Corinth Ave. Single in 1932

Spanish Mission Building. Hardwood floors,

high ceilings, separate kitchen. $625/mo. 1-

year-lease Also large single with separate

dining room/bdrm. Separate kitchen . Hard-

wood floors, high ceilings. $750/mo. 1-year

lease. Close to UCLA. 310-479-8646.

WLA. 2bdrm/2ba. Fireplace, dishwasher,

central heat&air, tile entry, new carpet, W/D
in each unit. Balcony Covered, secured

parking. $1050+$500 security 310-478-

7147. '

WLA. NATIONAL/VENICE. 2-bdrm/1 -bath

$650. 15-min from UCLA. View. A/C, dish-

washer, laundry, secured. Call 310-559-

7375. 626-282-4738

IBDRM GUESTHOUSE (or rent in BH
Kitchenette. $850/mo. Call Elizabeth 310-

205-0072.

NORTHRIDGE. Guesthouse on 1 acre,

gated. One person, no smoking or pets.

$700/nK>. includes utilities. Karen 818-343-

9366.

WESTWOOD, walk to UCLA. Bright, private

'unit in cute garden. A/C. Kitchen area with

fridge. Microwave. Hot-plate, and toaster-

oven. Utilities, cable included. Ample party-

ing. $685. 310-475-5468

WESTWOOD. 1-bdrm Private detached,
new guesthouse in beautiful home. Pool and
spa use and free cable. $975/mo including

utilities. 310-474-2708.

House for Rant

APTS&HSES 4 RENT
11282 W. Washington Blvd. Suite 205. Culv-

er Cjty CA 90230. Supertative Realty Broker

310-391-1557. Apts-$525&up. Houses-

$1800

PICO/BARRINGTON- Quiet, charming, hard

_^wood floors, fireplace. Large master' bdrm
w/large bath 2private decks Stain glass.

Must see! $1350/mo. 310-477-5365.

MID WILSHIRE Miracle mile. Own bdrm/ba

$550. Gated parking. N/P. Pool. Tennis court

5 miles from campus. Call Betty 213-658-

4 137.

NEAR UCLA Large furnished bachelors, re-

modeled $475-$500/mo. Utilities provided

Locked entry, near buslines/shops. Call for

appointment at 310-575-8987.

PALMS. Single apt from $495. 1-bdrm, $595.

Stove. $600deposit for single and

$900deposit for 1-bdrm 1-year lease. 310-

837-1502 leave message.
^

SANTA MONICA 1 + 1 Ap*^ near SMC $7/5.

310-395-1284. Low agent fee.

www westsiderentals com

Still looking

for a place to live?

Lat ue help.

• Roommate Listinge

• Apartmants for Kent

• General Rental

Information

'^UCLACoiniiiunitvHousinoOtlice

|Efl»t Patio of Sproul Hall.52&-4491

www.cho.ucla.edu

House IMr Sale

BRENTWOOD: 3-bdrm/2-bath, pool, $725K;

Westwood: 3-bdrm/2bath, $749K; Santa Mo-

nica: 3-bdrm/2-bath. $895K. BRK; 310-259-

1981,323-653-2017-

WEST LA: 5-bdrm/3-bath, $550K; Beveriy-

wood: 3-bdrm/2-bath, $599K: Mid-Wilshire:

2+2 condo, $79K. BRK: 310-259-1981, 323-

653-2017,

PRIME WLA
Large condo. 1 Mk S. of Wilshire near Bar-

rington. Lrg bdrm-fba. Bklg w/pool&Jacuzzi.

Female&references pref . $600/mo. 310-444*

9780.

ROOM in a house for rent. $4254Utillties.'

Walk to the market. Ck}se to the beach. Pre-

fer N/S and no-pets. Sonia-31 0-71 9-0572

SANTA MONICA Rooms for rent in house.

$430-utilities included. 4-miles from UCLA.
Quiet, clean, share 2-baths/kitchen/mi-

crowave/refrigerator. Leave clear message
310-828-6796

TWO UNFURNISHED ROOMS FOR RENT
in a house 15minutes from UCLA. Large

backyard, garage, close to bus stop. $350

(818)386-2878.

westwood: $475
WALK TO UCLA Beautifull^ furnished one

private bedroom/pnvate entrance. Kitchen,

laundry. Parking. MALE STUDENT PREF
Available 10-21-98. 310-473-5769.

WESTWOOD, fumished room w/half bath in

family home. $500 utilities included, partdng,

household privileges, pet ok, female pre-

ferred. 310-250-0866, 310-470-6421.

WLA Living room to rent. $350/mo. Close to

UCLA. 2nd floor, pool, gym, tennis, utilities

included. Female preferred. 310-445-9412.

WLA ROOM FOR RENT Students welcome.

House nearby Wastwood area. Convenient

to local transportation. $450. Leave mes-

sage's 10-559-8946.

Roommates-Pflvate Room

4miles from UCLA- $425 fumished own
room+bath in 3bdrm apt. Secured partying,

laundry facilities available. 9mo-lyr lease.

Female only Pamela ©310-398-5204.

SANTA MONICA 2+1 ipt, close to freeway

parting. $1325. 310-395-1284. Low agent

fee. www.westsiderentals.com.

SANTA MONICA 2+1 Apt. garage, good lo-

cation, $1195. 310-395-1284. Low agent fee.

www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA 2+1 Apt, parking, good lo-

cation, $980. 310-395-1284. Low agent fee.

www.westsiderentals.com

Apartments tor Rent

$565 ELEGANTLY
REMODELED Ibdrm. Air, parking. Great

Van Nuys location. Minutes to Sherman
Oaks shopping. Near library/busses/free-

ways. 9miles UCLA. 818-399-9610

$700/MONTHLY
1-t)drm fully fumished for visiting prof/stud-

ent. Brand new. 15-mihutes to campus.

Short-term preferred View. Available 10/10

310-391-8646.

1-BDRM $650
NEAR SHERMAN OAKS GALlERIA. Huge

apt. Ideal for roommates. Garden courtyard,

pool, A/C, phone-entry. Minutes to campus
818-997-7312.

APT NEAR CAMPUS
WESTWOOD. Spacious 2bdmV2ba. Close

to UCLA. With parking. 310-444-1478. Ask

for Fred.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 2-BEDROOM $950-

$1195. LARGE. UPPER/LOWER. UNU-

SUAL CHARM. SOME W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.

310-839-6294.

SANTA MONICA 3+2 1/2 Townhouse, a/c

fireplace, parking, $1975. 310-395-1284.

Low agent fee. www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA. 2+2.5 apt. Pet ok, partying

$1275. 310-395-1284. Low agent fee.

www.westsiderentals.com.

SM. HUGE 3bdrm/2.5ba. 3000 sq. ft.$2300

Jacuzzi in balcony spa tub, fireplace, pari<-

ing, dishwasher, washer/dryer hookup. 310-

787-7051. •

WALKING DISTANCE TO UCLA- Ibdrm

w/pari<ing ih a luxurious building. Availably

for $1100/mo starting October 1998. 310-

206-8252.

^A/VESTWOOD IbdrrrVI-bath condo, 1 -block

from UCLA, fireplace, patio, wetljar. 1 under-

ground part(ing-space. $1200/mo. fumished.

310-209-0090.

WESTWOOD BACHELOR Apt, hardwood

floors, yard, $600. 310-395-1284. Low agent

fee.

www.westsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD. 1+1 apt, A/C. elevator, top

floor, parting. $1175 310-395-1284. Low
agent fee. www.westsiderentals.com.

WESTWOOD. 2+2 apt. A/C. $1195. 310-

395-1284. bow agent fee. www.west-
siderentals.com.

8500
Apartments Furalslied

1-MIN.TOUCLA
SINGLE- $750/mo. Includes gas. water,

electricity. Furnished, lyr lease. Clean,

secure, gated, intercom entry, laundry, pool.

310-824-1830.

MAR VISTA, $535&up/month. Ask about

move in special. Attractive, furnished 1-

bdrm. Large, pool, patio, barbecue area

Quiel-building. 3748 Inglewood Blvd. 310-

398-8579

WESTWOOD 705 GAYLEY walk to cam-

pus*Westwood Village. 1 -bachelor $575.

Prefer mature, quiet adults 310-208-7864

"9300
Room for Help

CHILD CARE wanted in exchange for Guest-

house Experience, strong references, car

required Flexible hours Walk to campus
I UCLA students only 310-470-4393.

Encino, Room+board in exchange for driv-

ing+homework help. Easy going 9/yr-old boy

Beautiful home, 8-miles from campus. Male

student pref. 818-986-4659

GUEST APT w/private entrance ava in

exchange for housekeeping, errands, etc.

Female prel Manhattan Beach. 310-546-

7794.

GUESTHOUSE room/bath in exchange for

limited babysitting. 1-giri 7+1/2yo. Private

bedroom w/french doors. Dana 310-276-

8480.

LAUREL CYN. Seperate bachelor unit&sal-

ary in exchange for 15-20hrs/wk cleri-

cal&custodtal wk. Must have car&be UCLA
student. 213-650-4404.

PRIVATE GUESTHOUSE (Wilshire/Fairtax)

in exchange for 15hrs/week of tutoring/child

-

care for bright 15y/o girt w/physical handi-

cap. Must be .able to assist w/chemistry+ad-

vanced algebra 213-933-1406.

RM/BRD EXCH. HELP Female UCLA stud-

ent needed for 15-20hrs/wk child care/driv-

ing. References required Walking distance

UCLA. 310-470-4662.

WLA. 4-min from UCLA. Room w/great view

in exchange for tutoring&dnvin^ kids age

12&10 Car required. UCLA student only

Females preferred. 310-271-7575.

•«7tftAYL£'i^1fadTm4agn^stiamXm2T2nrf^-

Ikmdo/niwnlioiise for Rent

BRENTWOOD- Ibdrm condo. Close to res-

taurants and stores. 10 min to UCLA.

$850/mo. Call LlzO310-390-2876.

VAN NUYS $850/mo. 2bdrm 2bth, unfur-

nished, walk-in closet, security building, easy

405 access, fireplace, dishwasher, pool, spa,

garage. 818-988-7705.

WLA 2 large bdrm townhouse, 2.5bth,

$1200/month. Gated entry, laundry, parking,

stv., ref., dishwasher. AC. fireplace. 1826

Bundy Drive 310-450-8414

8700
Sale

BRENTWOOD 1+1 Apt. cat ok, a/c, pool,

walk to Brentwood village, $810. 310-395-

1284. Low agent fee.

www.westsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD. Brand new. 1+1 apartment. 2

miles to campus. Prime tocation. Private

entry Available now. $850.Female prefen^ed.

(310)475-9145.

RENTERS. Kiss your landlord goodbye.

Own for the cost of renting. Build-equity.

Stop wasting money Own your future. Call.

Agent:310-827-1013

VAN NUYS: SHRMN WYO405, E-Z comm-

ute. Lite, brite. pristine 2bdrnfV2ba condo.

2gar, WB-FP. A/C. in-unil WD. frig, lrg mstr.

hi-cigs. sec, pool, spa. $79,900. Bkr-melody.

818-363-6116x206.

WALK TO CAMPUS
2 spacious units w/pool, spa and parking.

Call Karen Medved lor more info. 310-266-

4236.

Room for Rent

BEVERLYWOOD Room for rent. Yard +

kitchen pnvileges, own entry. $500/mo. 310-

391-1557. ^

BRENTWOOD-Above Sunset, 3-miles

UCLA. Spacious room, large home. Private

entrance, pool/garden, toast/bake mi-

crowave, parking. Utilities, cable. Grad stud-

ent. $500,310-476-1786.

CULVER CITY. Ibdrm for rent. Spacious

townhouse. Parking. Washer/dryer. Shared

t^thrm, Rent $375. Contact Cheryl 310-839-

5034.

ENCINO ADJ. Private room in 4-bdrm/2-bath

house. AJC $400/rTX)(includes utilities). N/S.

562-985-8697(day)818-708-9389(eve).

ENCINO HILLS-Rooms in private home.

Panoramic view. 24-hour neighbortiood pa-

trol. 15-minut9S to campus. $400&$425.

Please call 818-905-0508.

L.A ROOM w/shared bath.20 min to UCLA.

1 busline. $375 utilities included.

KayO(323)-851-6130.
<

MASTER BEDROOM+ Private bath in pleas-

ant house in West LA. Share w/2 grad stud-

ents. Pets okay $700/mo. (310)575-4412

NEAR UCLA. Rm for rent. Private ba. Split

utilities. Off-street parking. Kitchen privileg-

es. Laundry rm. $495/mo. 800-404-6202.

NEAR WESTWOOD. Fumished l-bdrm/l-

bath, security building. Until December.

$300/mo. Evenings 510-428-2020.'

girts. Private bathroom+phone. 2spaces in

security parting $825/mo Females pre-

ferred. Leave message 310-556-5909.

HUGE APT
BRENTWOOD. 1-j3lock from village. 1-bdrm

w/private bath in 3-t)dnn. Fumished. Pool.

Gated Gym. $595/mo. David 310-889-0076.

NATIONAL&SAWTELLE. Next to UCLA res-

idential, UCLA bus, convenient convenienc-

es! New, sunny quiet, cute. Smoke okay.

Closed garage. Susanna 031 0-3 13-0934

PACIFIC PALISADES $725 for master

t>drm+bath+balcony in 3bdrm unit. 5min to

beach&village. Prefer- professional/grad

student. Avail 10-1-98. 310-824-3395.

PLAYA DEL REY Own room/bath in an

apartment. Close to freeway, very nice area,

low rent. No-deposit required. $500* 310-

305-0268.

ROOMMATE NEEDED. Graduate student of

physical therapy seeks 1 or 2 roommates to

share a 3 bedroom house. Plenty of room,

backyard space, garage. Immediately avail.

Please call 8 18-787-9290

SANTA MONICA on Promenade 2bd/2bth.

duplex. Washor/dryer, balconies, parking,

fireplace, dishwasher, $l000/mo. Call Sarah

(310)704-7265.

WEST LA. $550/mo+. 10-min/UCLA. Master

suite in secured building, pool, spa, A/C,

weight room, fireplace. Courtyard, gated'

partying, laundry. 310-383-2819.

WESTWOOD. Lrg 2bdrm/2ba, partially fur-

nished, to share. Less than Imi from UCLA.

Gated parting. $725+-1/2 util. Call&leave

message 310-475-1082.

Roommates-Siiareil Room

649 GAYLEY- Female roommate wanted to

share room in 2bdrm/2bath across from

campus. Part(ing/laundry/air conditioning.

$425/mo. Available ASAP Melissa ©310-

824-3996.

WESTWOOD-One roommate needed to

share a room in a 2bdrm apt or Kelton.

$350/mo. Pool, parttingirec. rm. Ask for

Manny/Ku:31 0-443-9726.

WESTWOOD. Roommate needed.

$375/mo. Parting included. 1400 sq. ft. 949-

854-1930.

Stiblels

WEST HOLLYWOOD SUBLET- October Isl

through January 1st. Fully fumished luxury

condo. 2bdrm/3bath. $2,000/mo+ utilities.

References. 310-276-7788.

WESTWOOD. Sublet very large 1 .5 bdmfis,

perfect for 2. Free laundry facilities in unit.

$800/nx). Available immediately. 310-477-

6661 . Tycho

9800

IDYLLWILD BEAUTIFUL MTN. CABIN San

Bernardino NafI Forest Fully equipped. Hot

tub, fireplaces. Views. Sleep 4+. $250/wee-

kend. 310-794-5515 310-391-6808

^,..... -4
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banking

Checking

/ ATMs on Campus

Computer Loans

Banking on the Web

-And more!

UNIVERSITY CREDIT UNION

The Credit L'nion for the LCIA Community

Web: www.ocu.org • Phone: (310) 477-6628

LOVEH
From page 40

- and without the help of one true

superstar.

The Yankees also had two of the

most remarkable stories in the base-

ball world, in the form o^ David Wells

and Darryl Strawberry.

Wells, the proverbial \vorking<lass

hero.' pitched a perfect game in May,

only the 13th time in baseball history

that the feat has been accomplished.

Making the perfect game even more

special was the fact thai Wells is a

beer-drinking, overweight. Babe Ruth

look-alike.

Strawberry, on the other hand, was

slated lo be a role player in the Yankee

outfield. Once the kingpin of tljc base-

ball fraternity, the Straw straightened

out his act to lead the Yankees in

hom^ runs and earned the role of cap-

tain.

In addition to Mac's 70 home runs

and Sosa taking the alternate Route

66, there were two other sluggers to

reach the magical 50 plateau. Greg

Vaughn of the San Diego Padres hit

his 50th on the season's final day, and

Ken Grifl'ey Jr. Feceived the least—=^=^

attention of his career, though he

blasted 56. This was the first time that

more than two hitlers reached 50

home runs in the same season.

Though McGwire's 70 home runs

may be the number receiving all oTlTie*'

hoopla, perhaps 2,632 should be the

number on everyone's mind. Those

were the number of days Cal Ripken

l-ici Llecitri lieei

ii:i4mivev4=fei£lieiiit

Add franch frf^ cMps or cole
slaw and a mediuiii dtipensed
beverago to any 5" or 10" sub

for onV$1,60

J r . sl iuwfd up fo r wo rk, con}>ecut ivcty"

The new 'Iron Man,' Ripken rede-

fined the way his position should be

played, and did so without ever saying

a word or missing a da>LThis_recor(l

will never be broken.

Alex Rodriguez provided America

with another reason that baseball will

be in the forefront for the next genera-

lion. At only 23 years of age, A-Rod
achieved what had only been done

twice previously, hitting 40 home runs

and stealing 40 bases in the same sea-

son. Rodriguez will be the man lo take

baseball on his back, and may become

the next Michael Jordan.

Barry Bonds, however, look A-

Rod's mark lo the next level. Bonds—
became the first player in the game's

storied past lo hit 400 home runs and

steal 400 bases in his career. Though-

Bonds may be portrayed as a self-

righteous egomaniac by the media, _
there is a reason. He backs it up.

And how about Kerry Wood? """^

Coming out of the same neck of the '

woods as Nolan Ryan, this rookie '

phenom exploded on the scene with a

fastball wicked enough to fan 20 bat-

ters in one game, matching theTecord

. held by Roger Clemens. Wood will

win the National League rookie of the

year award and may be on the scene

for quite a few years.

Speaking of Roger Clemens, the

man seems lo be a lock for his

unprecedented fifth Cy Young award.

"The Rocket" led the American

League in strikeouts and ERA, and

did not lose a start from May until the

end of the season.

Juan Gonzalez made a mn at Hack

Wilson's seemingly unbreakable 190

RBIs in a season, finishing with 157-

but Sammy Sosa did him onp better,

ending up with 158, the most in a sea-

son since 1949. These clutch produc-

ers will each be their respective •

leagues' most valuable players.

Incredible. The 1998 baseball sea-

son could not be described any other

way. the hitting was tremendous, the

pitching was awesome, and the fan

support and participation was what

the game needed to get back on track.

Prom Mark McGwire and Sammy
Sosa to the New York Yankees and ^
Chicago Cubs, 1998 was truly what

baseball is all about.
I

Evan Lovett is a fourth-year sociology

student with a business minor.. He is

assistant sports editor for the Bruin and
would gladly accept any comnfients on

this colunvi or girls' phone numbers at

elovett@media.ucla.edu.
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If
you think Quark is a television charae-

ter or the subatomic particle proposed as

__ the building block of all matter, you're

right. But Quark is Siso the international

leader in electronic publishing software ( ever

hear of QuarkXPress?) with a strong and

growing presence in the area of client/server

technologies. And we're based in Denver,

K^-*^*''

VS

,Mm

Colorado, beneath a sky that for more than

300 days a year is blue and sunny.

If you'd like to put your Computer Science or

Engineering degree to use as a developer nght

now. and if you have experierice with Windows

and/or Macintosh API. we'd like to hear from

you. If you have a strong knowledge of user

interface design, networking, or publishing.

m*"

<W*

.4 . ->'*

we'd LOVE to hear from you. iM.

Send your rfsum^ to: Quark, Inc

;:.•:;,-,. . Attn: Dept Beautiful Life

1800 Grant Street

,

". .
'.

' ...
'

.

'

V,. . Denver, CO 80203 T

rtr^

Software development

i/iternships available, too!

^. .<->>t:Vf :)f.^

You may email your r^um^ to

employment^quariLcom

Or you may fax your r^m^ to

303.894.3649

Also, check out our website it

http://i^fMfW.quark.com
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W.SOCCER
From page 40

"The first and foremost con-

cern coming into the year was the

defense," Saldafia said. "We knew

we would have to use some young

players back there with the gradu-

ation of Tanaka and Brown. But I

think getting the shutouts early in

the season really gave them the

confidence that they can play with

these teams."

The defense shut out Navy and

Cal Poly, 3-0 and 1-0 respectively,

to open the season.

"I would say we are pleasantly

surprised about the defense,"

goalkeeper Lindsay Gulp said.

"The young players we have put in

there have really stepped up for

us."

Saldafla*s defense is made up of

junior Little at sweeper, sopho-

more Karissa Hampton and true

freshmen Krista Boling at the

other two defender spots, and

Gulp at goalie.

It has proved to be a good com-

bination, as the four have helped

the Bruin defense roll to seven

shutouts in 12 matches, the sev-

enth coming this past Saturday

against Villanova.

After freshman phenom Staci

Duncan scored her sixth goal and

17th point of the year just 4:50

into the Villanova match, the

defense was forced to hold off the

Wildcat offense as the Bruins

weren't able to put Villanova

away.

"The defense has allowed us to

win a lot of games this year

because they give us the time to

get goals we need like they did

against Villanova," SaldaAa said.

"That game was kind of a scary

situation because we weren't able

to get that second goal."

The Bruins were able to get the

second goal and then some against

Hawaii on Sunday.

UGLA sophomore striker

Tracy Milburn opened up the

scoring jost. nine minutes into the

match when she netted a ball from

the top of the penalty box. Hawaii,

who came into the match riding a

six-game home winning streak,

answered when striker Tricia

Nishikawa placed her penalty kick

past Gulp at the 26:10 mark of the

first half.

The defense held the Hawaii

offense at bay the rest of the way,

giving the Bruin offense some
time to get some goals.

Freshman midfielder Breana

Boling then scored twice, in the

first half to give the Bruins a 3-1

lead at the half. The first goal

came at the 30:20 mark after a

pass from Bree Edwards. Boling's

second goal came on a cross from

Hampton at 44:45.

Duncan would add another

goal at the 85:50 mark of the sec-

ond half, giving her a team-leading

seven goals and 19 points oh the

year.

All told, the defense gave up

just nine shots over the two games.

The Bruins held Villanova to just

two shots over ninety minutes,

and goaltender Gulp only needed,

to make one save. In the Hawaii

game, the Bruins held the

Rainbow Wahine to just seven

shots, and Gulp needed only three

saves. Gulp's goals against aver-

age through 12 games is now an

impressive 0.50.

The junior already has 6.5

shutouts on the year, jiist 2 from

the school record (8.5 shutouts)

she set in 1997.

Although the offense scored

five times over the weekend, the

story was the defense as it turned

in another solid performance.

Saldana felt it was right that the

tournament MVP went to a defen-

sive player. Little, and not to an

offensive player.

"It makes sense that Skylar was

voted the tournament MVP
because the defense is a big reason

why we have done so well so far

this year," Saldana said:

TICKETS
From page 40

her currenL UGLA Bruin Picture

Card at th« trme in order to get the

game ticket

5. Students who did not obtain sea-

son tickets but still desire to purchase

USG football tickets may obtain a pri-

ority number now at the Gentral

Ticket Office.

6. The best seats in the student sec-

lion will be sold first.

Distribution of these seats, as well

as the other seats, will be made equal-

ly among all ticket sellers.

One student may purchase two

tickets together providing he or she

brings two priority numbers and two

current Bruin Gards and arrives at the

latest time designated on the priority

numbers.

If more than two persons wish to sit

together, then, on the day of the sale,

they should arrive at the latest time

designation on the priority numbers

they hold.

==-^^They then will be issued tickets

together by standing in line behind the

same ticket seller^

Since the assignment of priority

numbers was done randomly, stu-

dents who desire seals together will

have to decide whether they wish to

pass up the lower priority number in

order to sit together.

7. Students should report to Gate 3,

Pauley Pavilion at the time designated

on their priority number ticket.

As the priority numbers are called,

the students must show their number
to the gate attendant and are admitted

to the area where the tickets are pur-,

chased.

8. When the student is at the win-

dow, he or she must present all of the

following:

a. Priority numbered ticket, which

is retained by the ticket seller.

b. Gurrent UGLA Bruin Picture

Gard, which is validated by the ticket

seller and must also be presented at

the game.

c. Amount of cash required to pur-

chase game ticket ($21.00 per ticket).

No checks will be accepted.

Gash only.

Payment is not required for those

who prepaid for their USG ticket

through the Student Sport Package.
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9. Those students who are not pre-

sent at the time their priority number
is called should report to Gate 3,

Pauley Pavilion. This should be done

at their earliest convenience after

their priority number time. They must

then get in hne with the current time

priority numbers.

From page 38

vserves. she would just stand back there

(when serving) and wail them." This extra

weapon in her game helped the Trojans

slow any I'GLA momentum during the

match.

Kessy said after the game that her "hit-

ting was fine", but she wanted to "improve
on her passing and setting." Even if Kessy

was overconfident, she was good enough to

wreak havoc all night long for the Bruins.

The first set was all USG, as they played

their way to an early 14-5 lead. Goach
Banachowski rotated players on Q^ffense

and defense in an attempt to find the right

combination against the Trojans, but noth-

ing worked well. UGLA could not put^o
points together, and two timeouts by

Banachowski did not slow the Trojans'

momentum. But at 14-5, UGLA disrupted

USG coach Lisa Lov(;^jhappy ship, as they

Tan off four straight points to force Love to

use a timeout and prolong the set. USG fin-

ished the first set at 15-9, but the Bruins

showed they could string points together

and make a run at the Trojans;

before the Trojans took a timeout, and

extended their lead to 14-6 behind a Bowles

kill and a net violation on USG.

USG was able to squeeze out two more

points and a yellow card on Banachowski

(due to a disputed rotation) to force a

UCLA timeout at 14-8. But UGLA turned

to its leaders and they delivered. Bowles

came up with a clutch kill to earn a sideout,

and Porter finished the set with a tap kill

over the out-stretched fingers of USG's mid-

dle blockers.

The Bruins knew that

they would have to

deal with the taunts

of the use crowd.

UGLA took charge in the second set as

JCrjstee Porter hit nine of her 19 kills to lead

the charge. UGLA worked its way to 5-4

and 7-5 leads early in the set, and then they

caught. fire. An Amy Nihipali kill, followed

by a Porter kill, and an ace by defensive spe-

cialist Michelle Quon propelled the Bruins

to a 10-6 lead. UCLA ran its lead to 12-6

After two sets the match was shaping up

to be a battle between the present star.

Kessy. and the future star. Bowles. Kessy

had 15 kills for an astounding .519 kill per-

centage, and Bowles had 12 kills without

any errors, equating to a .545 kill percenl-

age .
,
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I'SC shattered those visions in the third

set with a momentum-breaking 15-0 run.

after UCLA had taken an early 3-0 lead.

Bruin errors, superb serving from Jasmina

Marinkovic and Kessy's heavy hitting

paced the Trojans in the run. Not even two

timeouts by UGLA. at 3-3 and 3-7, could

slow the tide. The key to this set was

Marinkovic's serves. They were deep and to

the middle of the UCLA defense, which

caused confusion among the Bruins and led

to 10 oftheir 25 errors.

Banachowski said those serves "were a

tough ball coming from deep" because, "the

ball has lots of time to move around." ,

Once these deep serves were retrieved

and controlled, the Bruin defenders were

caught out of position. This led to wide-

open holes in UCLA's defense which USG
capitalized on.

In the fourth set UCLA gave a valiant

effort to try to stay with the Trojans. The
teams traded side-outs and points to 3-5,

when Bowles powered a kill over the net.

Elisabeth Bachman of the Bruins then went

right after Kessy and spiked the ball off of

her body, giving the Bruins a tie at five.

But at 5-6. UCLA served, and after two

key saves by Bowles and Selsor, were

turned away by a speedy Trojan defense

which forced a USG sideout. UCLA
seemed to lose some of the wind in their

sails at that point, and Kessy took over with

three kills and led the I'rojans to a 12-5 lead.

The Trojan?extended their lead to 14-6.

and had one match point turned away by a

Bowles kill, but were able to finish the

match on an error by UCLA and win 1 5-6 in

the fourth.

UCLA will now turn its sights on the

Arizona schools, as they face an ll-l

Arizona Wildcat team next Friday in

Tucson.

{
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Freshman outside hitter Kristee LaBell Porter hits

against Oregon.
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20th Century Insurance Company

Abacus Staffing for Accounting

Abercrombie & Fitch

Aeon Corporation

Aerotek

Alliance Funding Corporation

American Airlines

Americorps

Arnica Mutual Insurance Company

Andersen Consulting

Arthur Andersen

Avalon Bay Communities

Barra, Inc.

C.B. Richard Ellis. Inc.

Cadence Design Systems, Ino

California Dept of Water

Guess? Inc.

Halger Bailly

Household Credit Services

Indy Mac

Ingram Micro j^
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Cambridge Technology Partners

Camden Property Trust f
Capital One Services, Inc.

Central Intelligence Agency

Charles Dunn Company

Cigna HealthCare

City of Long Beach - Civil Sen/ice Dept.

City of Portland - Bureau of Police

Cohen Financial

Community Development Commission

Compaq Computer Corporation

Consolidated Graphics

CRS (Collegiate Recmiting Sen^ice)

Culver Personnel ^ ^
Deloitte Consulting ^A ^

Delta Air Lines ^
DeRoyal

Dream Works

Eli Lilly and Company

Enterprise Rent-A-Car

Ernst & Young LLP

Explorer Insurance Company

Farmers Insurance Group

FBI

Federal Deposit Insurance Corp

Ferguson Enterprises, Inc.

Fireman's Fund'insurance Co

Firstplus Financial Infc
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Fisher Investments, Inc.

Foodtemps

Gallo Wine Conr>pany

Great-West Employee Benefits

GTE Jntarnatworkirtg
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Intel Corporation

Internal & External Communication

international Rectifier

J.D. Power and Associates

John Hancock Mutual Life Insurance

John Wayne Cancer Society

Jules and Associates, Inc.

Justice Technology Corporation

KCAL-TV

Knowledge Adventure

-KPMG Peat Manwick LLP ^ —-^

L. A. Label

Lab Support

Legal Plus/Perfec>iPlus

LEK/Alcar Consulting Group, LLC

Lexmark International, Inc.

Long Beach Mortgage Company

Los Angeles Police Department

Los Angeles Unified School District

Macy's West

Mark's CPA Review

Media One

Media Services

Mervyn's California

Millsport

Multicultural Alliance

Mutual of New York

Naval Career Management Site

Navy Officer Program

Neiman Marcus

NET-tel Corporation

Ncrrcll Sen^lccs, Inc.

Norwest Financial

OLDE Discount Corporation

Pacific Bell

Pacific Investment Management Co.

Pacific Lodge Youth Sendees

Pali Canr^

Part(e-Davis
~
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Peace Corps

Pencom Systen^

People Soft

Phenoiii«nex

Mjf Sponsond by UCLA Career Center

Check out pertidpeting emphyers at:

www.9MoiwtuelM.9du/caner

Prestige Stations Inc.

- PricewaterhouseCoopers

PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP

Procter & Ganrible

Progressive Insurance

Prudential Preferred Financial Services

Rain Bird Sprinkler Mfg.

Robert Charies Lesser & Co.

Robinsons May

RPS, Inc.

Salomon Smith Barney

Sands Brothers

Sapient Corporation

Savin Company

Scholastic Recruits, Inc
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Sears, Roebuck and Company

Securities & Exchange Commission

Sherwin-Williams Company

Siegel & Gale-—

-

Southern California Gas Company

Stanford Telecom

State Board of Equilization

Sun Microsystems, Inc.

Talus

Teach for America

The Boston Consulting Company

The Capital Group Companies, Inc.

The ClorOx Company

The Princeton Review

The Republic Group

The Summit Group

Transamerica

Triage Consulting Group

Trilogy

U. S. Army Recruiting

U.S. Customs Service
'

U.S. Department of State

U.S. Marine Corps

Union Bank of California

Universal Studios, Inc.

University Credit Union

Viking Office Products

Walgreent

Waste Management

Wells Fargo

WiHiam M. Mercer. Inc.

Wilshire State Bank

Wilsonart International

FREE SECURE CASH.

Fight for Truth, Justice and the American Way!

Help your fellow students. —^-r^

Sain valuable experience.

Network with Career Professionals.

Applications due October 23! Pick up an application and information sheet at the

Career Center now!

jr The UCLA Career Center

Recording History

One Year at a Time.

bniinlifeYEARBOOK
310.825.2640
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Team preferred to

defer ball In toss
Coach Bob Toledo challenged the

struggling defense by promising to defer

the ball ifUCLA won the toss.

The Bruins did win the flip and

Toledo kept his word, letting the defense

take the field first.

The unit responded, holding the

Cougars scoreless through the first

quarter and giving the Bruins good field

position.

"I wanted to see what they were

gonna do. They responded to the chal-

lenge really well," said Toledo.

Bruin defense safe

but not sorry

The Bruins blocked two punts, and

they were both designed plays to exploit

the weakness of Cougar punter Kareem
Anderson.

, ^

UCLA defensive coordinator Nick

Aliotti noticed Anderson was slow with

his punt when the defense wasn't charg-

ing.

So the punt team lined up in a "safe

look," and when Anderson eased up,

the Bruins jumped in and covered.

Duval Hicks blocked the first punt,

which resulted in a UCLA touchdown.

Ali Azziz blocked the second punt,

hilt the Bniins failed tn convert it infn a

score.

"I don't want to gloat, but it worked

out'for us well," said Aliotti. "We've had

three blocked punts (in two games). I

like that.

farmer reaches

100-yard mark

For the second consecutive game,

wide receiver Danny Farmer had exact-

ly 100 yards receiving. ^ Against

Houston, he reached the mark with four

receptions and vs. Washington State he

did it with five.

Life begins at 40
UCLA has scored over 40 points in

all three games this year, averaging 46.7

points per game. They are now 10-0

when going over 40 points under Coach

Bob Toledo.

McNown's streak

matches numbers
Cade McNown completed 14 of 27

passes for 205 yards. It was the 1 8th con-

secutive game in which McNown,
whose jersey number is 18, has sur-

passed 200 yards passing. UCLA is 15-3

in those games.

The last time McNown failed to get

200 yards was against Stanford in 1996

when he threw for 1 56 yards.

Lewis skips ahead

of Hicks' pace
Jermaine Lewis scored two touch-

downs on Saturday and now has a total

of eight this season in just three games,

putting him ahead the pace of Skip

Hicks a year ago.

^ Hicks, who scored seven times in the

Tirst three games^ tied a Pac-10 regular-

season record of 22 touchdowns.

UCLA lauds players

of the game
Each week, UCLA honors its top

offensive, defensive and special teams

players.

Against Washington State, offensive

tackle Kris Farris was named offensive

player of the game for his great block-

ing.

Ryan Roques was the defensive play-

er of the game with his second intercep-

tion in two games.

The special teams player of the week

was not given to just one player, but to

the entire punt return team for their

tremendous job blocking two punts.

Players afflicted

with injury bug
Kenyon Coleman is still out after he

sprained his knee during the Houston

game. He will not play this week against

Arizona. Pete Holland and Oscar

Cabrera, who each had sprained ankles,

played sparingly against Washington

State and are headed in the right direc-

tion. Jason Bell mildly sprained his

ankle on Saturday but is expected to be

OK. Michael Wiley sprained his ankle

during pre-game warmups and missed

Saturday's game. Finally, Ramogi
Huma strained his right hip and his sta-

tus is uncertain.

Bruins bounce back

up to No. 3 ranking
UCLA is ranked 3rd in both the AP

poll and the USA Today/ESPN poll.

The Bruins have not been ranked higher

since Oct. 23, 1988, when they were No.

1 prior to losing to Washington State.

Home court helps

use outplay UCU
REOVP: Bruins fall to Trojans' superior speed

in spile of fighting hard to win four-set match

By Nicfc Taylor

Daily Bruin Contributor

Ashley Bowles* 20 kills and Kristee Porter's aggressive play were

not enough Frida)', as USC wore down the Bruins (3-8, 3-2 in Pao-

10) in four sets: 15-9,9-15, 15-3, 15-6.

The eighth-ranked Trojans (8-3, 3-1 Pac-10) turned a tied match
into a runaway win, with a heavy dose of Jennifer Kessy and a suf-

focating home crowd. But don't be fooled by the numbers. The
Bruins played well and gave USC everythingth«y could handle.

After the game, Kessy said, "(UCLA) really gave us a run for our

money."

The Bruins not only had to overcome what coach Andy
Banachowski described as "superior speed," but also had to deal

with a packed house of 1,079 fans in attendance, the USC band and
the heat of the small gym^which overwhelmed them later in ihfr

match.

With USC rally members sporting signs such as "Women of

Troy, can I be your waterboy?" and "#15, Will U marry nie Jenny?",

.

the Bruins knew that they would have to deal with the taunts of the

USC crowd.

But as in any UCLA vs. USC battle, the Bruins stepped up to the

challenge. Bowles finished with 20 kills and only three errors, for a

.472 attack percentage.

Kristee Porter just missed her fifth straight match with 20+ kills,

finishing with 19, and Elisabeth Bachman added 10 kills.

In Friday's match, however, the bottom line was Kessy. She led

:;tfi players with 27 kills , a .51 1 attack percentage , and 15 digs as sHe"
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was dominant in the game - and the Trojans fed off of her prowess

to outplay the Bruins in the victory. She commanded two defenders

every time she leapt to make a kill, and was a threat from anywhere

on the floor.

Coach Banachowski had "tried to plan to block her a particular

way," but Kessy was still able to use "her favorite shot," the cross-

court spike. When she was not on the attack, her long serves front-

deep behind the baseline gave the Bruins trouble. Kessy said that"

since she, "had trouble herself with (defending) those kinds of

~~
SeeW.VOUiYBAU^page}?

Junior defender Skylar Little

vyas voted the Outrigger Hotel

and Resorts No Ka Oi Most
Valuable Player on Sunday, after

helping the Bruins allow only one

goal in 180 minutes of tourna-

ment play.

• • •

Striker Venys James, just 12

games into her sophomore cam-

paign, has placed herself second

on the Bruin all-time scoring list

with 34 points.

James entered this season in

fourth place on the list with 25

points, behind Shannon Thomas
and Sonja Munevar, who were

b6l\\ tied for second with 32

points each.

James, with three game-win-

ning goals this season and six

overall, has moved into second-

place all-time in that category.

• • •

Senior striker Larisa

Kiremidjian has now elevated

herself to fourth place, where

James once stood. Kiremidjian,

with seven points this season on

three goals and one assist, has 30

career points.

t • •

Sophomore transfer forward

Tracey Milburn, out of

Pepperdine, and James were the

second-leading scorers on their

respective squads last season.

Duncan is the hottest Bruin of all

right now with 19 points.

At this pace, Duncan should

easily crack the top-five all-time

scoring list by the end of the sea-

son.

Duncan and James both lead

the team with three game-win-

ning goals this season
• • •

Freshman forward Breana

Boling scored two goals in the

Bruins' 4-1 victory Sunday at

Hawaii.

Boling's 12 points rank her

second behind Duncan in Bruin

season scoring.'

• • •

Junior goalkeeper Lindsay

Culp, with 40 career wins, is 10-1-

1 this season in 12 starts. With

nine regular season games

remaining, Culp could break her

own club record for wins in a sea-

son (17).

seaso

ly.

n^oT

Through 12 games, head

coach Todd Saldana now holds

the distinction of coaching the

Bruins to their best start ever.

Under Joy Fawcett, the Bruins

posted a 9-1-2 record in 1995.

• • • •

Sophomore midfwlders

Karissa Hampton and Sommer
Hammoud, freshman midfielder

Vanessa Clark, Little, Culp and

Bu lli ig have eail i sta i ted al1-f^

the Bruins respective- games this season for the Bruins.
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Has moved and Expanded!

Visit the New
Undergraduate Research Centers

For Research in Humanities and Social Sciences - 1201 Campbell Hall

For Research in Life and Physical Sciences - 2121 Life Science Bldg.

-. (beg. 10/12)

They a rt' th ird and fou rth this

FreshjTian forward Slaci

Notes compiled by A. CinQue

Carter, Daily Bruin contributor.

±

Student Research Program Orientation Workshops:
Deadline for Fall '98 contracts: October 16

URC- Humanities and Social Sciences 2211 Campbell Hall

Mon. Oct. 5 11:00 a.m. - 12:00 noon
~~

Tues. Oct.15~T0:IX) - 1 1:00 a.m7~^~

Weds, and Thurs. Oct. 7 & 8 2:00 - 3:00 p.m.

Mon. Oct 12 3:00 - 4:00 p.m.

Tues. Oct. 1 3 4:00 - 5:00 p.m.

Weds, and Thurs. Oct. 14 & 15 10:00- 11:00 a.m.

URC - Life and Physical Sciences 5301 Life Science Bldg.

Mon. Oct. 5 4:00 - 5:00 p.m.

Tues. Oct. 6 3:00 - 4:00 p.m.

Weds, and Thurs. Oct. 7 «& 8 10:00 - 1 1 :00 a.m.
'.

Mon.Qci.l2 5:00 - ()iK) p.m.

Tues. Oct. 13 10:00- 11:00 a.m.

Weds, and Thurs. Oct. 14 & 15 4:00 -5:00 p.m.

Pizza, your choice of toppings and crust, for $9t99

-4111 1114 Gayley Ave.

Westwood Village

Medium 1 topping Pizza

for S5.95

Fast Free Delivery

until 1 a.m. Sunday-Thursday
until 2 a.m. Friday & Saturday
-Ik

Major League Baseball

Postseason At A Glance

DIVISION SERIES

N«wVBHivt.T<us

Tu«day>pt.29

NewYof1(2,TexasO

Wfdn«day,Sept.30<P>

N«w York 3. Texas 1

Friday, Oct. 2

New York 4, Texas 0, Mew Yorli wire series 3-

Clcvciand vs. Boston

Tuesday, Sept 29

Boston 11, Cleveland 3

Wednesday, Sept. 30

Cleveland 9, Boston S ;.

Frida^Oct.2

Cleveland 4, Boston 3 .

Saturday, Oct. 3

Cleveland 2, Boston 1, Cleveland wins series

3-1
: ..

Atlanta vs. Chicago

Wednesday, Sept. 30

Atlanta 7, Chicago 1

Thursday, Oct. 1

Atlanta 2, Chicago 1, 10 innings

Saturday, Oct. 3

Atlanta 6, Chicago 2, Atlanta wins senes 3

Houston vs. San Diego

Tuesday, Sept. 29

San Diego 2, Houston!

Tuesday, Oct 6

Cleveland at New Yorii (Wells IM), 8 07

pm.

Wednesday, Oct 7

Cleveland at New York (Cone 20 7), 4:07

pm.

Fnday,0ct.9

New York (Pettrtte 16-1 1) at Cleveland, 8:07

pim.

Saturday, Oct 10

New York (Hernandez 12-4) at Cleveland.

7:07 pm.

Sunday, Oct 11

New York at Cleveland, 4:07 pm., if neces

siiy

Tuesday, Oct. 13

Cleveland at New York, 8:07 pm., if neces-

sary

Wednesday Oct 14

Cleveland at New York, 8:07 p.m., if neces-

sary

Wednesday Oct 7

San Diego at Atlanta, 8: IS pm.

Thursday, Oct. 8

San Diegoat Atlanta, 8 15 pm.

Saturday, Oct 10

Atlanta at San Diego, 4: 15 pm.

SundayOct.il

Atlanta at San Diego, 7:45 pm.

Monday, Oct. 12

Atlanta at San Diego, 8: 10 pm, if necessary

W L TPct PF PA

Miami 3 1 0750 67 42

New England 3 1 0:750107 76f-

NY Jets

Buffalo

Indianapolis

Central

Jacksonville

Pittsburgh

Baltimore

Cincinnati

Tennessee

West

Denver

Kansas City

Oakland

Seattle

San Diego

2 2 500 104 75

1
3* 0.250 80 84

1 4 0.200 57 128

New York Giants at Tampa Bay

Philadelphia at Denver

Kansas City 17, Seattle6.^^

01000% 71

0.750 50 56

0.500 78 78

0.250 78 95

0.250 68 81

5 01.000182 93

4 1 0,800 108 63

3 2 0.600 81 111

3 2 0600 in 58

2 3, 0400 64 95

NATIONAL CONFERENa

East

Dallas

Arizona

NY Giants

Philadelphia

Washington

Central

Minnesota

Green Bay

Tampa Bay

Chicago

Detroit

West

Atlanta

New Orleans

San Francisco

St. Louis

Carolina

W
3

2

2

TPrt. PF PA

0.600 135 82

0.400 81 114

400 92111

000 52137

0.000 74169

5 01.000166 %
4 1 0.800 135 107

2 3 0400 75 99

1 4 200 109 126

1 4 200 107 138

750 107 80

0750 89 74

750 133 86

0.250 99115

0.000 81 126

Thursday, Oct. 1

Houston5,SanDie9o4

Saturday, Oct. 3

San Diego 2, Houston!

Sunday, Oct 4

San Diego 6, Hou^tor« 1, San Die^o wins

series 30

LEAGUE OiAMfNMSNir SERIES

Wednesday, Oct 14

San Diegoat Atlanta,4 20 pm., if necessary

Thursday, Oct 15

San Diego at Atlanta, 8: 15 p.m., if necessary

N.ttional Football I eaque

At A Glance

AMERICAN CONFERENCE

East

Sunday^ 6am#i

Late Games Not Included

Atlanta 5 I.Carolina 23

Dallas 31, Washington 10

Chicago 31, Detroit 27

New York Jets 20, Miami 9

New England 30, New Or1eansJ7

Indianapolis 17, San Diego 12

Buffak) 26, San Francisco 21

Oakland at Arizona

OPEN: Bahimore, Cincinnati, Jacksonville,

Pittsburgh, St. Louis, Tennessee

Monday's Gam*

Minnesota 37,Green Bay 24

SwNiay,0ct11

Buffalo at Indianapolis, 1:01 pm.

Carolina at Dallas, 1:01pm.

Kansas City at New England, 1:01 pm.

Pittsburgh at Cincinnati, 1:01 p m.

San Francisco at New Orleans, 1 01 p.m.

Tennessee at Baltinwre, 1:01 p.m.

Washington at Philadelphia, 1:01 p.m.

ChKago at Arizona, 4:05 p.m.

Denver at Seattle, 4: 15 pm.

New York Jets at St. Louis, 4: 15 pm.

San Diego at Oakland, 4: 15 pm.

Atlanta at New York Giants, 8:20 p.m.

OPEN: Detroit. Green Bay, Minnesota, Tampa

Bay

Monday, Oct 12

Miami at Jacksonville, 8:20 pm

Major League Soccer

Playoffs At A Glance

CONFERENCE SEMIFINALS

(Bestof-3)

D.C. vs. Miami

Wednesday, Sept. 30

DC. United 2, Miami 1

Sunday, Oct. 4

DC United 1, Miami 0,50 (3-2), DC United

wins series 2

ColMnbus vs. New Yorii-Ncw Jersey

Wednesday, Sept. 30

Columbus 5, NY-NJ 3

Saturday, Oct. 3

• Columbus 2, NY-NJ 1,50 (3-2), Columbus

wire series 2-0

Coloradow Chicago

Thursday, Oct. 1

Chicago 2, Colorado 1, SO (3-2)

Monday, Oct 5

Chicago 1, Cotorado 0, Chicago wire seri^

2-0

Dalas vs. Los Angeles

Thursday, Oct. 1

Los Angeles 6, Dallas 1 >

Sunday, Oct. 4

Los Angeles 3, Dallas 2, Los Angeles wins

series 2-0

CONFERENa FINALS

(Best-of-3)

Satunlay.Oct.lO

Chicago at Los Angeles, 10:30 p.m.

Sunday, Oct. 11

Columbus at DC, 4 pm.

Friday, Oct. 16

Los Angeles at Chicago^ 8:30 p.m. •

Sunday, Oct. 18

D.C. at Columbus, TBA

Wednesday, Oct. 21

Columbus at DC, 8 pm., if necessaiy"

ChKago at Los Angeles, 10 p.m., if neces-

sary

CHAMPIONSHIP

At Pasadena, Calif

Sunday, Oct. 25

East Champion vs West Champion, 3:30

p.m.

Note: All fmes in the Sports Boi arc

EOT

Transactions

Major League Basehal

HOUSTON ASTIWS—Announced an affilia-

tion agreement with Michigan of the

JMidwpst League.

MILWAUKEE BREWERS—Agreed to terrre

with Sal Bando, general manager, on a

three-year contract extension through

2001.

National Football League

NEW YORK GIANTS— Signed DT Nate

Hobgood-Chittick to the practice squad.

Released DT Hunter Adams from the prac-

tice squad.

National Hodrey League

BUFFALO SABRES—Assigned F Randy

Cunneyworth, F Scott Nichol and Jean-

Luc Grand-Pierre to Rochester of the AHL

CAROLINA HURRICANES—Assigned F Scon

Levins, F Shane Willis, D Marek Malik. F

Craig MacDonald and F Byron Ritchie to

New Haven of the AHL. DALLAS

STARS—Signed F Jamie Langenbrunner to

a two-year contract.

NEW JERSEY DEVILS—Assigned DVIastimil

Kroupa, D Sergei Vyshedkevich and D Colin

White to Albany of the AHL. Returned G

Jean-Francois Damphousse to Moncton of

theOMJHL.^

PHILADELPHIA FLYERS— Acquired LW

Valeri Zelepukin from the Edmonton Oilers

for C Daniel lacroix.

PinSBURGH PENGUINS— Released F

Alexander Semak. Assigned D Chris Joseph

to Cincinnati of the IHL.

ST LOUIS BLUES—Assigned RW Chris

Kenady C Teny Yake and D Libor Zabransky

to Worcester of the AHL.

TORONTO MAPLE LEAFS—Assigned F

Kavyn Adams, F Mark Deyell and F Ladislav

Koh(i to St. John's of the AHL. Loaned F

Niklas Andersson to Chicago of the IHL.

STILLMAN—Named Donald F Staffo inter-

im athletic director, Jimmy Roshell baseball

coach and Godwin Ihejeto soccer coach.

Trivia Questions

1

.

Who are the only three players to have

driven m 140 or more nins in 3 consecutive

seasons?

2.Who led the major leagues in 1916 with

a 1.75 ERA?

3.Who has the career record for games

relieved in the World Series?

Answers
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SPORTS
Getting their feet wet
Answering doubts about lost defend-

ers, the UCLA women's

water polo team put on a great

display and proved they are still

on the top of their game

Hardworking defense
W. SOCCER: Impressive

pack of players fill void,

lead team4o recent wins

By Chris Umpicrrc
Daily Bruin Contributor

It's official.

The question mark that hovered

over the heads of tlte~lJCLA

women's soccer team in the begin-

ning of the season has been

answered.

After losing arguably two of the

best defenders to ever play for

UCLA (Rhi Tanaka and Tiffany

Brown) to graduation last season,

UCLA women's soccer head coach

Todd Saldana said in the beginning

of the year that defense was the

biggest question mark coming into

the year. -—

But after this weekend Saldafta

teels the question mark has been

answered.

His defense, led by tournament

MVP Skylar Little, allowed just one

goal in 180 tournament minutes in

two games over the weekend as his

No. 18 UCLA Bruins (10-M)
defeated both Villanova (4-6-2), 1-0,

and Hawaii (7-2), 4-1, in the

Outrigger Hotels & Resorts No Ka
Oi Women's soccer tournament in

Hawaii.

SeeW.S0€CEItpa9e36
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Sophomore Venus James has moved into second .place on UCLA's career scoring list with 34 points. Here, she dribbles the ball past a
Baylor defender.

Runners display right stuff foLthe A' team.
RECAP: Inexperienced members on men's, women's

teams perform surprisingly well at Biola Invitational

By Donald Morrison

Daily Bruin Contributor

The UCLA men's and women's
cross-country teams gave an oppor-

tunity to some of their runners this

weekend to prove that they belong

on the "A" team.

With the results of the Biola

Invitational in La Mirada, CA,
UCLA may have to shuffle its top

seven lineup next weekend.

UCLA sent a majority of "B"
team runners to the meet last

Saturday. Members of the "B"
teams are runners that are not in the

team's top seven.

However, the Bruin runners

cruised successfully as the men's

team won the meet and the women
finished third.

"I'm pleased they won the race,**

men's head coach Bob Larsen said.

"They ran solid. It was good experi-

ence for them. The team showed

strength and determination."

The men won their race with a

combined team score of 60 points,

24 points ahead of second-place fin-

isher Biola.

Matt Pitts placed sixth for

UCLA in 26 minutes, 40 seconds

over the 8,000-meter course.

With his performance over the

most difficult course the team has

run on this year, Pitts may jump
into team's top seven for next week-

end's race in Maine.

"(Pitts) ran better and stronger

this week than he did last week,"

Larsen said. "He may run in Maine,

but we'll see."

Ryan Larson finished llth in

27:13 and Adrian Ramirez finished

just behind Larson in^ 12th place

with a time of 27:14. Freshman
Justin Pantananan finished 22nd in

27:40, while Scott Abbot placed

23rd in 27:44.

Redshirt freshman Andrew
Wul^f, running in his first collegiate

cross-country race, placed 47th in

27:44.

Larsen said that the high grass

and steep roUing hills on the course

made the times slower than on Hal

courses.

Freshman Elaine Canchola, who
is currently the No. 3 runner,

wrapped up the first collegiate vic-

tory of her career as she dominated

the field at the Biola Invite.

Canchola covered the hilly 5,000

meter course in 18:51. She con-

trolled the race and took the lead

for good after the half-mile mark.

"(Canchola) has been a huge

addition to our team," women's
head coach Eric Peterson said.

"She did a great job. She won it and-

she was very pleased.'^

Melinda George finished sixth in

19:12. George is the team's No. 7

runner but Peterson believes she'll

improve later in the season.

"We B^d (George) to step up

later in theSeason and I think she'll

do that," Peterson said.

Another freshman, Kelly

Grimes, placed 10th in 19:28.

Meanwhile, Nicole Luque placed

I6th in 19:51 and Jessica Matthews

placed 21st in 20:30.

The women, ranked No. 20 in the

country, placed third with 53 points

while Concordia University in

Irvine won the race with a total

score of 44 points.

"It was good experience for the

kids," Peterson said. "They're try-

ing to grow and develop and make
the top seven."

Player's strike

Please read these instructions care-

fully:

1. Student tickets for the UCLA-
USC football game will be distributed

in accordance with the procedures out-

lined below.

The game will be played on Saturday,

Nov. 21, 1998, at the Rose Bowl.

Student tickets are priced at $21.00

each and all are reserved seats.
•"'^^"^

2. The student tickets for the UCLA-
USC football game will be sold on the

basis of the prepaid, randomly generat-

ed priority numbers issued with each

students' Student Sport Package and

the additional priority numbers issued

at the Central Ticket Office.

3. The priority numbers will serve as

the method of admission to the area

where the ticket windows are located.

Each priority number issued speci-

fies the time and date when the holder

of that priority number is to report to

Pauley Pavilion to obtain the actual

admission ticket to the game.

Students are urged to report to

Pauley Pavilion only at the time speci-

fied on their priority numbered ticket.

4. Each student with one priority

number will be allowed to purchase one
use student ticket.

The student must also present his or

SccfKIIIV|M9c36
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baseball aftef

great season
COLUMN: Broken records,

likeable veterans, young

stars give fans great year

The 1998 Major League Baseball

season was the best ever, hands

down.

While Mac and Sammy were bat-

tling for the most prestigious record in

sports, the world

was watching in

awe. Fan inter-

est was at an all-

time high and

the players'

strike of 1994

was nothing but

a speck of dust

in a distant uni-

verse.

But Mark

McGwire and

Sammy Sosa

were not the

only reason that baseball reclaimed its

rightful place as America's national

pastime. " -
--

The New York Yankees rebounded

from an 0-3 start to win 1 14 games,

the most in the Major Leagues since

the 1906 Cubs. The 1998 Yankees

established themselves as not only one

of the best teams in the history of

baseball, but did it with class and style '
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America must accept sahne-

sex marriages. See page 16
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
A drama of trial and error plays out in the

shadow of the College Library. See page 21

INSIDE TODAY

Fly in a plane, page 3

World & Nation, page 5

State & Local, page 6
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UC reaches out to Indian gaming raises questions

worst high schools
REGENTS: 5-year plan

$55 million set aside to

target the disadvanVcT^ed

By Edina Lekovic

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The VC Regenl.s arc hanking on

the ability of $55 million to bring a

larger number of "educationally dis-

advantaged*' students to UC campus-

ing students from all backgrounds for

ITC admission, according to universF

ty spokesman Brad Hayward.

"""The boarcf s 1995 decision to elimi-

nate altlrmative action, coupled with

Proposition 209, resulted in the

statewide repeal of the consideration

of race or gender in public education

and hiring. UCLA and UC Berkeley

have witnessed the most dramatic

drop of all UC schools in underrepre-

sented minority enrollment.

'|he repeal, which took effect with

TFT

Last month. I'C onicials unveiled

an expansive t'lve-year plan targeting

students who attend the state's worst

high schools.

With an additional $3.\5 million in

state Itinds and $5 million from the

4=IC. outreach programs will receivc-a

yTK 5 milluWi annual increase- in limd-

mg.

However, the university must raise

S3 1 million in matching funds m order

to access the state money, which will

bring spending on IK^ outreach up to

appro.ximately $1.35 million during

I99X-99. '

'''"""'

This increase will more than dou-

ble the $65 million spent last year by

, the university.

-'This is^a-Jiiajor boost for pro-

grams that are a very high priority for

the Board of Regents and for this

administration," said UC President

Richard Atkinson.
"

"We are pleased that the governor

(has given his) endorsement to the

goals and implementation strategies

outlined by the Outreach Task

Force," he continued.

Guided by the Outreach Task

Force, the university will intensify its

efforts to address, inequities in K-12

education as a means of better prepar-

th i .^ t al l ^ ineommg tre.'<hman an tl

transfers, has result^ in a 9.5 percent

drop .systemwide in the enrollment of

African Americans. Latinos and

American Indians - the three groups

the UC considers underreprcsented.

rhe decline at UCLA was much

sharper, with enrollment of African-

Americans dropping by 40 percent

and Latinos dropping by 42 percent.

However. Regent Ward Connerly.

who spearheaded the repeal of affir-

mative action, was quick to point out

that newly expanded outreach pr(v

graitis have nothing to do with that

decision.

"As we lay this groundwork for this

bold and exciting future ... we remind

ourselves we are doing this for those

who are disadvantaged,' said

Connerly. "We're not doing this as a

surrogate for race and ethnicity.

'

Karl Pister, senior associate to the

^es1(dem, presented the result of the

outreach committee's investigation.

He said that the overlap of students

who qualify as ethnic minorities and

"educationally disadvanlagcil" was a

coincidence.

"It just happens to be that if you

focus on the educationally disadvan-^

See OUTREACH, page 14

REACHING OUT
The UC Board of Regents recently Inoeascd the amountoffwWey ^tocated to ouwc^cu

programs by $38i million annuaNy over the next five yeari A bittakdown:

$0.5 million

Professional Schools Outreach

$1 million

Total UC Outreach budget

$3.5 million

Community

College Outreach

$1 million

Central Valley

high schools

$13 million

Research and Evaluation ofotmeach efforts
III —»MM— II m ill II n il

$1miUion

tnfbfmatkm Outreach

$15 million

UC/K-12 partnerships

Source: UC Board of Reqenu

$15 million

Academk

Oevek)pmcnt

Programs

{EAORMESA, |

Puente,etc)

NINA SACKS/Daily Bruir

INITIATIVE: Supporters say tribes benellt financially

but opponents claim casinos could avoid regulations

By Brian Fishman
Daily Bruin Contributor

' I'CLA law professor who recently

appeared in a Proposition 5 televi-

, sion ad. is on the leading side of the

The vicious debate over debate.

Proposition 5. the Indian Ciamihg Polls show that 6."^ percent o\' vot-

Ini'tiative, has hit UCLA. ers plan to support the initiativiT

Carole Ambrose (ioldberg, a "Claming has wound up dramati-

cally improving the lives of people

on reservations," CJoldberg said.

Proposition 5 will make electron-

ic gambling machines legal on

Indian reservations, quashing the

debate as to whether or not they

should be allowed in California casi-

nos.

In I987.^lndian gaming was legal-

See GAMING, page 12

Time for practice

DANIELA DECCA

Seibo Shen, a fifth-year Asian American studies student, and Jatk Harvey practice Capoeira, a

500-year-old form of martial arts that was brought to Brazil by African slaves.

University endowments take big losses

mmmmtm

STOCKS: Summer market

downturn shrinks Tunds

of colleges across nation

By Edward Sherwin

Daily Pennsylvanian

University Wire

PHIl.ADF.LPMIA. Penn. Penn

is far from the only school singing

the stock-market blues.

When the University found about

$300 million wiped- out from its

endowment in the recent dov^turn.

officials could at least take solace in

the fact that other universities experi-

enced still-greater investment losses

in recent months.

And Penn is also fortunate that its

losses will likely not affect planned

spending in the coming year, unlike

the situation at some other major

universities.

Schools from Stanford University

in the west to Emory University in

the south found hundreds of miflions

of dollars missing from their coffeVs

in the wake of this summer's market

losses.

Due to instability in the emerging

v^

MMMlAi

markets of East Asia, Latin America

and Russia, U.S. stocks lost more

than $2 trillion between July 17 -

when most market indices hit their

all-time highs - and the end of

August.

Over that period, the major

barometers, including the Dow
Jones Industrial Average, Standartl

& Poor's 500 and technology-laden

NASDAQ index, each lost between

19 percent and 26 percent of their

values.

Universities' endowments are

important as a source of funding for

annual budgets and long-term prt>

jects, and schools commonly invest

hefty portions of their,endowments

in the stock market.

Officials at many schools, howev-

er, downplayed the losses as a tem-

porary setback and reafllrmed the

financial health of their institutions.

according to published reports.

. Penn officials confirmed last

month that the school's endowment,

which peaked at slightly more than

$3 billion at the end of June, fell $300

million to about $2.7 billion by

August 31 - the day the Dow fell

more than 512 points.

Harvard University led all U.S.

schools in total investment losses

after its $13 billion endowment - the

nation's largest - was reduced by

$1.3 billion, otllcials at the company

that runs the fund announced

September 24.

Several other schools joined Penn

and Harvard in reporting matching

losses of about \Q percent. Stanford

lost $500 million of its $5 billion

endowment, while the University of

Virginia and Swarthmore College

each lost $100 million of their $1 bil-

lion and $900 million endowments,

respectively, student newspapers at

the three schools reported.

"All (schools') portfolios, includ-

ing (Virginia's), are very sensitive to

market fluctuations," Virginia

Treasurer Alice Handy told Ihe

Daily Cavalier. "This is not an unan-

ticipated event."

Princeton University was one of

the few schools to sneak into the

range of single-digit losses. At $357

million, the New Jersey school's loss-

es totaled jufst 6.1 percent of its near-

ly $5.9 billion investment fund. The

Daily Princetonian reported.

"This is small potatoes compared

ScfM0NiV,|»a9e13
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COMMUNITY BRIEFS

TrafFic signal

still not operational
The newly installed traffic signal at the cor-

ner of Stralhmore and Westwood Boulevard,

which was scheduled to be operational Aug.

31, is still flashing red.

After a test period where transportation

officials observed cars near the intersection,

they found that cars traveling east on

Strathmore ignored the stop sign 50 feet

before the traffic signal, focusing only on the

light ahead.

The signal has been tested and is fully func-

tional, but was turned to a flashing red signal

to protect pedestrians using the crosswalk at

the stop sign, according to Stephen Rand,

maiVager of traffic enforcement and adjudica-

tioiisj*rlRH>A

To make the stop signs more visible. Rand

ordered flashing red lights to be placed on top

of the stop signs to alert drivers to stop. The

lights should be in place in about two weeks.
"My desire is as quick as possible to get

(the traffic signal) to regular func-

tioning," Rand said.

The crosswalk is necessary to pro-

vide access to Lot 8 and Transportation

Services offices while the Westwood Pjaza

Office Building is under construction.

Once the red lights are installed, trans-

portation officials will observe drivers at the

stop sign and traffic light to ensure safety.

UC program achieves

high transfer rate

A University of California preparatory

program at state community colleges has pro-

duced 90 percent of transfers from 1 1 com-

munity colleges to four-year institutions.

The program. Mathematics, Engineering,

Science Achievement California Community

College Program (MESA CCCP) produced

544 of the 613 undcrrepresented students

transferring into science, engineering or

math programs at four-year colleges.

In 1992-93, MESA CCCP's transfers to

UC comprised 1 1 percent of all

UC transfers of undcrrepresent-

ed students from the 1 1 campuses

participating in the program. By 1996-

97, that number had risenlto'JS percent.

"These numbers reveal the need for pro-

grams like MESA to expand into more of

California's 108 community colleges," said

MESA Executive Director Michael Aldaco.
"* "Our country is facing a critical shortage

of math, engineering and science-based pro-

fessionals," he added. "We believe that com-

munity college students represent a vast pool

of largely untapped talent who can meet this

need if they receive the proper assistance."

Students plan

ballot initiative

Students across the state of California are
*

launching a state-wide petition drive to put an

initiative on the year 2000 ballot which would

allow for consideration of racial and ethnic

background in the state's institutions of high-

er education. • *

Students from community colleges,

California Slate Universities and the

Universities of California are collaborating

in order to provide the organizational frame-

work for this broad-based coalition. - ,

' '•,.

'

"Students have a moral obligation not to

allow diversity to die silently in the night,"

said UC Berkeley's undergraduate president

Irami Osei-Frimpong.

The initiative, called the California

Associated Students Education (CASE)

Initiative, would allow public colleges in

California to consider gender, race, and eth-

nicity in making admissions decisions. The

initiative resembles the Equal Educational

Opportunity Initiative, which was also spear-

headed by California students last year, and

which fell short of the required votes to get on

this year's ballot.

Joint press conferences will be held today

on the Berkeley, UC Santa Barbara and UC
Riverside campuses.

Complied from Daily Bruin wire reports
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REMINDER

LESS THAN TWO WEEKS LEFT:
To drop impacted courses (L&S

undergraduate students)

To change Study List (add, drop

courses) without fee through URSA
Telephone

To check wait lists for courses

through URSA Telephone

To enroll in courses for credit with-

out $50 late §tudy List fee through

URSA Telephone

Jo file advancement to candidacy

petition for master's degree with

major department

To file graduate leaves of absence

with Graduate Division, 1255

Murphy Hall

To file undergraduate request for

educational fee reduction with col-

lege or school

For Nursing undergraduates to

add/drop without school approval

To declare bachelor's degree can-

didacy for current term (with fee

depending on units completed - see

"Degree Policies" in the "Academic

Policies*' section for details)

For full refund on textbooks with

UCLA Store receipt (exception made

with proofofdrop or withdrawal up

to 8th week)

WHArS BREWIN'
Today Noon

University Catholic Center

Catholic Mass (12:10)

Kerckhoff400

Informational open house

Sessions last one hour and begin

every hour, on the hour.

Viewpoint Lounge (A-level

Ackerman)- 825-9174

1p.m,
Project Wild

Orientation session

Ackerman Union 2408 • 8254724

Microsoft Office 2000 Preview

Microsoft Demos Office 2000'

Refreshments Served (1:30)

-#aiiies WesLAiumniCenler

10 a.m.
Project WILD
Orientation session

Ackerman Union 2408

8254724
;*-•-• '••'» .

3 p.m.
Kid's Korner

Volunteer orientation

Ackerman 0408 • 825-2600

4 p.m.
America Reads Tutoring Program

Hiring non-work study students

Noon
University Catholic Center

Communion service (12:10)

Kerckhoff400

2 p.m.
Kid's Korner

Volunteer orientation
jt

Ackerman Union 2408 • 825-2600

Men's Gym 105(4:30)

5 p.m. -
Asian Pacific Health Corps

FiVst general meeting and

orientation

e-mail at aphc(a^ucla.cdu

3508 Ackerman

Regents Scholar Society

I St general meeting (5:30)

Career Center Lobby

6 p.m.
Pacific Rim Business Association"

First general meeting

Royce 190

Wesley Christian Fellowship

Pray-Play-Eat university religious

conference

Free Admission (6:15)

900 Hilgard Avenue at Le Conte

_3 p.m.
UCLA Information Studies

Seminar

The design of knowledge-rich

browsing interfaces for retrieval in

digital libraries

GSE&IS Building, Room 1 1

1

4 p.m. -^

Spartacus Youth Club

Video: "Fight to Free Death Row
Political Prisoner Mumia Abu-

Jamal! Abolish the Racist Death

Penalty!" (4:30)

Ackerman Union 2410

-(213)380-8239

7 p.m.
Bruin Libertarians

•First meeting of the year!

Treehouse (Ackerman level 1

)

712-5762

University Catholic Center

Welcome picnic
i

840 Hilgard Ave.

Thursday 9 a.m.
Bruin Belles Service Association

6 p.m.
Latino Business Student

Association

I St general meeting

Career Center -(213)752-5039

African Graduation Committee

Committee Meeting

Ackerman Union 3508 • 8244513

7 p.m.
Ultimate Frisbee Team
Introductory Meeting

Chancellor's Room at Pauley

Pavillion by Gate 15 • 312-0634

What^ Bfvwin' can bt reached via e-fpail

at whatsbrewtn9media.ucla.edu

Flying into the past
A reporter and a

photographer from

the Daily Bruin got;

the thrill of their

lives as they soared,

through the air in a

rare 1930s biplane.

Squadron.

Squadron pilots clock in with at least 20 years of flying

experience. They tour more than 200 U.S. cities, executing

precision aerobatics in air shows whose proceeds are donat-

ed to charity.

Alternately, pilots may showcase their biplanes for free

in various cities to the general public.

Instead of rfierely studying the biplanes and asking the

pilots questions, however, Genevieve and 1 were fortunate

W...U. b,mm^ LIA>Jf„Pa.t> B>u.. ^Q HQ fo*" * "^* '" <^Q ^'P'''"^^ preserved, not as museum.

These Stearman model A-75 biplanes were originally built to train Army and Navy pilots during World War II.

Now, many of these vintage craft perform acrobatic wonders In air shows across the country.

By Trina Enriquez —

-

-

Daily Bruin Contributor

It was an opportunity that dropped out of the sky.

The last place on earth 1 imagined myself on a grey Friday

morning was on a biplane.

Yet there I was, waiting at the Corona Airport with pho-

tographer Genevieve Liang for our turn to experience some

old-fashioned barnstorming. .,

1 eyed the foggy, overcast skies suspiciously. Something

would prevent us from going up. I just knew it.

"Do you remember Snoopy?" Genevieve said. "We'd be

like.."
j,

-—"Snoopy a^Hhe Work! Waf441yinQ ace evad ing the Red

Baron?" 1 finished, laughing.

As we stood there on the sidelines, awaiting our turn, we

watched the pilots escort an elderly couple from the

biplanes.

"The visibility is pretty low - only about a mile or two,"

said pilot Steve Elm as he approached us. "We'll only be able

-to take you for a hip around?^

Crestfallen, I looked at CJenevieve.

"We might as well (lly the lap) - at least we'll be able to go

up," 1 said.

Next thing I knew. 1 was climbing into the front open-air

cockpit of an antique biplane.

These Stearman model A-75s were 'created by aircraft

designer Lloyd Stearman as primary trainers for U.S. Army

and Navy pilots, who would later fly faster, more advanced

aircraft in combat.

Though first manufactured by the Stearman Aircraft

Company in the late 1930s, the Boeing Aircraft Company
assumed production of the biplanes in the 1940s in order to

meet wartime demand.

After the war, many of the estimated 10.500 biplanes built

were u.scd as crop dusters, while others were purchased tor

private use.

tied around our necks to billow out in the wind behind us.

"Sorry this looks kind of dorky," he said, grinning.

I just shook my head and grinned back, counting the sec-

onds before lift-off. Giddy excitement was already bubbling

through me.

We taxied down the runway and I reveled in the Ci-forces

pushing me back in my seat as we accelerated. A moment
passed before I realized we were airborne.

,

We soared over groves and buildings, but it quickly

became evident that the fog was hindering our Hight.

Patrick's voice came over the intercom. "See what we

meant about the fog?" he asked. "It's like skim milk."

r smiled rueti>Uy in response, but soon became engrossed

au-lhe view 1 could seei)eyond4he shfouding mii^ts. —
We fiew low over the land when compared to the heights

achieved by modern airplanes. Our relative proximity

allowed me to see the

city of Corona as a

model train set, com-

plete with moving cars

-^>n the roadways and

trains on the tracks.

1 could hardly keep

from grinning as I

looked over my shoulder

at Genevieve, who was

snapping photographs

in the other biplane fly-

ing just yards away from

mine.-

1 strained against my
shoulder harness for a

better view as we tlew

over Corona's mdustnal

complexes, which admit-

tedly isn't the most

romantic scenery in the^

artifacts, but as functional ones.

Our flight was shot, though, by the mist shrouding the

cityscape.

Patrick cut a hard left back to the small airport, ending

any hope that he might execute stunts like barrel rolls or

Cuban Eights before landing.

As wfrapproached the runway, my stomach dropped and

ltiyeafs7)6ppedas the btplane swiftly descended, then came^
to a halt at the waiting area.

I shook my head to clear the lightheadness, unlocking the

shoulder harness and relinquishing the "dorky" helmet and

goggles to Patrick, who was already standing on the plane's

wing beside me. Then 1 scrambled out of the open-air cock-

pit and juntped off the plane's wing, grinning with exhilara-

tion.

I met (ienevieve, and Patrick offered to take one last pho^

tograph of us posing with this piece of aviation history. And
as we headed back to the parkingl^ot, I marveled at tlie

chance we'd been given to taste the barnstorming that had

. thrilled communities of a bygone era.

H

As the decades passed, however, biplanes became rare as

aircraft became modernized.

During the last twenty years, the Red Baron Frozen Pizza

company slowly acquired^ several of the antique planes,

which presently comprise the Red Baron Stearman

Squadron.

After strapping me in, pilot Patrick Rediker affixed an

old-fashioned leather helmet - complete with intercom - and

a pair of huge goggles on my head.

All we needed to complete the nostalgic image was a scarf

world.

Yet as we began to cir-

cle smoothly over build-

ings and ponds, my
mind wandered briefly,

first to the plane's days

as a primary trainer in

the 1940s, and then to its

current use by the Red

Baron Stearman
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Red Baron squadron pilot Steve Elm performs routine maintenance on his biplane

while on tour with the vintage planes at the Corona Airport.
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Schools choose to ignore

standardized test scores

Americans applaud diversity on campus

TESTS: Study encourages

universities to make SAT,

ACT due to inherent bias

By Robintstrin

The Associated Press
#

BOSTON - As educators continue

to debate the merits of standardized

tests for university admission, more

and more colleges are choosing to

make SAT and ACT scores optional,

a report to be released Wednesday

shows.

More than 280 campuses now
admit some or all of their applicants

without regard to the tests. And many
of them say the system has improved

the academic quality - and the diver-

sity - of their students.

Produced by the Cambridge-based

National Center for Fair & Open
Testing, or FairTest, the report focus-

es on five schools that have de-cmpha-

sized test scores: Bates College in

Lewiston, Maine; Muhlenberg

College in Allentown, Penn.;

Franklin & Marshall College in

Lancaster, Penn; and the public uni-

versity systems in Texas and

California.
'

Test scores are optional for stu-

Ueiits applying

—

tu Bates and

Muhlenberg. The other institutions

do not consider the Scholastic

Assessment Test or American College

Testing exam results from students

who meet either grade point average

or class rank criteria.

_ At the University of Texas, for

"example, all in-state students from the

top 10 percent of their high school

classes are automatically accepted -

no matter what their test scores.

The idea behind the report, titled

"Test scores do n6t equal merit," is to

show other universities that they, too,

can prosper without relying on the

ubiquitous entrance exams, said

Charles Rooney, the lead author of

the study.

FairTest wants the tests to be

optional at all colleges and universi-

ties.

Critics say the standardized tests

do not adequately measure a stu-

dent's intelligence or ability to per-

form in the classroom. Moreover,

they argue, minority students don't

score as well as white males.

FairTest has been tracking SAT
admission policies for several years,

and has found a small, but steady

increase in the number of campuses

that have diminished the importance

of the scores.

This is the first time the organiza-

tion has analyzed how individual

schools have fared without the tests.

Researchers interviewed admissions

officials and examined internal docu-

ments from the schools that

revamped their standardized test poli-

cies.

The schools with optional score

SURVEY: 71% of respon-

dents said variety helps

academic standard

By Robin Estrin

The Associated Press
^

BOSTON - For more than a

decade, "diversity" has been one of

the buzz words on college campuses.

It has also been a source of intense

academic debate.

At a time when university affirma-

tive-action programs continue to'

come under question, a new poll

released Tuesday shows that most

Americans support efforts to bring

different perspectives to campus.

The nonprofit Ford Foundation

Campus Diversity Initiative sur-

veyed 2,011 registered voters this

summer in what is billed as the first

natronal poll on diversity in higher

education.

Two-thirds of respondents said it

is very important for colleges and

universities to prepare students to

function in a diverse society.

Fifty-five percent said college stu-

dents should have to study the clas-

sics of Western Civilization in order

to graduate. Fifty-five percent also

said college students should be

required to study different cultures

to graduate.

By a margin of more than 3-to-l,

Americans said diversity programs

on campus elevate - rather than

lower - academic standards.

- And while 58 percent said the

country is growing apart, 71 percent

said that diversity education on col-

lege campuses is bringing

Americans together.

The survey, whiph included sepa-

rate results for Arizona, California,

Georgia, Massachusetts.

Pennsylvania and Tennessee, had a

margin of error of plus or minus 2.2

percent. Similar statewide polls were

released in Florida in April and in

Washington state last year.

Since its launch eight years ago,

See DIVERSITY, page 12

Gaming, tourism slow in northern Nevada

ECONOMY: Las Vegas'

continued growth will

compensate for losses

The Associated Press

RENO, Nev. — Local govern-

ments could face tax shortfalls

soon if the gambling and tourism

industries continue to lag behind

adjusted for inflation, the study by

Comstock Bank said.

The report projects continued

expansion ,> of southern Nevada's

economy.

The current expansion of north-

ern Nevada has been dominated

by three sectors - construction,

total trade and government - all

considered "support industries,"

the report said.

"These support industries are

Bancorp.

The study warns that the "lax

squeeze on local governments is

real. Their revenues are insuffi-

cient to provide basic ^services and

it will only get worse," he said.

"The sector which has histori-

cally produced the largest positive

imp'act on the local economy -

gaming stopped growing in terms

of real, inflation-adjusted gaming
win 14 years ago." the report said.
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WORLD & NATION Dow Jones Industrials

up: 16.74

ck)se: 7.742.98

Nasdaq Index

down:2S.80

dose: 1.510.89

DolUr

Yen: 129.97

Mark: 1.6302

Dangerous cargo from old crash responsible for illnesses

DISPUTE: Israelis admit

six-year-old wreck was

carrying chemical agents

By Jenifer Chao
The Associated Press

AMSTtRDAM, Netherlands In

the shadow of towering'^aJDartmcnt

buildings, a living monument to vic-

tims of the worst Dutch air disaster

bears this inscription: "The Tree Thai

Saw Everything."

Six years later, investigators are

struggling to uncover what no one can

see - the cau.se of chronic illnesses

that have plagued the neighborhood

and its rescuers since the crash of an

Israeli cargo jet.

, New disclosures that the plane was

currying a chemical that can be used

to produce the deadly nerve gas sarin

hav(i rcignited demands for the truth

- and renewed speculation over what

the Israelis intended to do with the

material.

"Once aiul for all, we mu,s^l put an

end to the disaster. The suffering has

lasted loo long," Hannah Bclliot, wht)

ht'iuk Ihf ntMt;hh()rh(MKl LOLinLJl said

engines and smashed into a 12-slory

apartment block shortly after takeoff

from Amsterdam's Schiphol Airport.

While the cause of the crash was

determined to be a design flaw, its

cargo has been a nagging mystery to

the sc6res of residents and rescue

workers suffering from chronic

health problems.

Last week, the Israeli government

confirmed what many had suspected

after years of official denials: The

plane was carrying dangerous cargo.

Up to 50 gallons of dimethyl

methylphosphonale, an ingredient

used in sarin, many pesticides and in

anti-retardants were destined for the

Israel Institute for Biological

Research in suburban Tel Aviv, the

Israelis disclosed.

Recent reports have said Israel was

making chemical and biological

weapons at the institute. The Israeli

government has not commented on

those claims. The Dutch government,

meanwhile, has promised a fresh par-

liamentary probe.

Those suffering froirfhealth prob-

lems say knowing exactly what was in

the belly of the jet is their only hope

for recovery.
. ,.

.

—"I can'i Htft it out of my mind." ^aid

• !•

S

Ihe Associdted Press

Workers inspect the wreckage of the plane that crashed into this Amsterdam apartment complex in 1992.

Investigators are trying to uncover the cause of the illnesses that have since plagued the neighborhood.
puliuies said, uveiall. llial Uii^pmg
tests resulted in a more diverse class

of students. The schools reported see-

ing a larger proportion of minorities,

more low-income students, and more

children of parents who had never

attended college.

See SAT, page 14

other sectors oT northern

Nevada's economy, a new report

warns.

Gambling and tourism con-

tribute $1 billion annually to the

local economy but those sectors

stopped growing in northern

Nevada about 14 years ago when

ultimately dependent on employ-

ment creation in more basic indus-

tries, such as gaming, tourism and

manufacturing, where growth has

been significantly slower or even

negative," said Robert Barone,

cshairman and chief executive offi-

cer of the Reno-based Comstock^

"We have been living ofT the

largesse ever since." '

ICen Adams, a local gaming
industry consultant, said he agrees

with the bank's report:

"I would characterize the Reno

4ee GAMBLING, page 14^

Sunday in a memorial service near

trees that survived the inferno.

Korty-threc people were killed on

Oct. 4, 1992, when rhe Israel-bound

-Boeing 747 c^rgo jet 4tw44t?Uw(v right

ambulance driver Henk Post. 48, a

paramedic dispatched to the crash

.>ite in the low-incomc. heavily immi-

grant Bijlmer neighborhood,

ij^t arrived within nimutes of the—

early evening crash and worked until problems, including chronic fatigue 22-year-old daughter, Bianca. "He's

the next mornmg all while wcarmg and muscle aches. He also weeps easi- different. He's not my father any-

no special protective gear, fhree ly and suffers bouts of depression.

y<jar^4aterT4ie began suO'cring heaUh "He's so emotionaL".said Post's . .

See CARGO, pageJi
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United States scolded

for human rights abuses
CAMPAIGN: Amnesty

International aceuses

America of hypocrisy

By Kalpana Srinivasan

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON Amnesty

International has launched a year-

long campaign taking the United

States to task for human rights vio-

lations and calling on the country,

to set up independent bodies to

monitor allegations of police bru-

tality and other abuses.

In a report on human rights in

the United States, the London-

based group accuses the United

Stales oi' maintaining a double

standard: decrying other coun-

tries while not abiding by interna-

tional treaties and principles of

human rights itself

Amnesty cites cases like that o\

Anthony Baez. who died in a 1994

struggle with a police officer, as

evidence that such problems exist

within U.S. borders. I'he officer

placed Baez in a chokehold after

becoming enraged when a football

hit a squad car.

"Whenthe U.S. house is not in

order, it makes it far harder for the

U.S. to take the kind of leadership

role in international human rights

that many of us in Amnesty would

See AMNESTY, page 10

World leaders strive to contain economic crisis

WASHINGTON: Clinton

urge^s global cooperation

as means to fiscal health

By Martin Crutsinger

The Associated Press

WASHINCiTON President

Clinton urged world economic pow-

ers Tuesday to take "urgent steps" to

limit the turhioil that has roiled global

markets. He said the violence of

boom-and-bust cycles must be con-

tained.

Addressing financial officials from

182 countries at the International

Monetary Fund's annual meetings,

Clinton used his strongest language

yet to describe the need for all coun-

tries to cooperate to calm an econom-

ic crisis that has sent U.S. stock prices

plummeting and pushed one-third of

the world into recession.

"Today the world faces perhaps its

most serious financial crisis in half a

century," Clinton said.

. "Wc must take urgent steps to help

those who have been hurt by it, to

limit the reach of it and to restore

growth and confidence." he said.

Behind the s.Cenes, Clinton admin-

istration officials worked feverishly

ori a number of fronts. Ihe White

House confirmed that preliminary

discussions were under way on an

emergen^;y economic summit in

London next month, suggested by

British Prime Minister Tony Blair

Meanwhile, Treasury officials

worked to put together an emergency

rescue package of around $30 billion

for Brazil, hoping to keep Latin

America's largest economy from

being the next to fall victim to panicky

investors.

Argentine President Carlos

Menem said negotiations on the loans

for Brazil could be completed by next

week and suggested the emergency

lines of credit could be expanded to

help other Latin American countries

facing difficulty.

The Clinton administration also

relea.sed a study showing the state-by-

state impact that economic problems

already have had on American manu-

facturers and farmers, hoping to

increase pressure on Congress to

approve $18 billion for the IMF
before lawmakers go home.

But Republican t>pponents in the

House insi.sted the IMF support will

not be approved unless the adminis-

tration accepts restrictions - which it

so far has rejected - that would tie the

increased money to a major overhaul

of the agency.

Critics say the IMF' badly bungled

the Asian crisis by imposing too much
austerity and pushing fragile

economies into recession.

Clinton, in his remarks, renewed

See CRISIS, page 13
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UCLA students— do your laundry for

tm»-!nm

Pick up a laundry bag
Thursday, October 8th,

at Sunset Quad
from 10 a,m. to 2 p.m.
(while supplies last)

Fill your new bag and
wash your laundry for free

at Sunset Quad
~~"~

Friday, October 9th,

noon to 8 p.m.

Shopping /• fuit agmin- UH^A
1-S00-OU>HAVY

Office of Residential Life
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Bill to topple Hussein

moving in Congress
WASHINGTON - A bill to channel up to

$97 million to Iraqi organizations .seeking to

topple Saddam Hussein is advancing speedily

in Congress. The Clinton administration says

it shares the legislation's goal, but has ques-

tions about how to carry it out.

On a 360-38 vote late Monday, the House

voted to allow the president to direct the

Pentagon to provide the assistance to rebel

groups that could replace Saddam's regime

with a Democratic government.

"Saddayn is the problem, and there will be

no permanent solution so long as his regime

remains," said the bill's sponsor. Rep.

Benjamin Oilman (R-N.Y.), chairman of the.

House International Relations Committee

and sponsor of the legislation.

Senate Majority Leader Trent Lott, R-

Miss., has introduced a companion bill in the

Senate.

The bill would also give $2 mil-

lion to Radio Iree Iraq, set up

under earlier legislation.

It had wide bipartisan support.

"Almost all of us oppose Saddam
Hussein and would like to see him out of

power," said Rep. Lee Hamilton. D-lnd.

Hamilton, senior Democrat on the

International Relations Committee, said he

had many concerns about the practicality of

the measure. "No one should underc^imate

the ditTiculty of unifying the Iraqi opposition,"

Hamilton said. He said there are as many as 70

rebel and opposition groups.

Japan's economy
still worsening —
TOKYO - Japan^s prime minister ordered

his Cabinet today to speed up measures to

stimulate the economy and consider addition-

al steps after forecasters warned the economy

will likely shrink" for a second straight year.

Prime Minister Kei/o Obuchi

wants Parliament to pass a S52 bil-

lion tax cut and approve $74 billion

in new public spending by the end of

this year, government spokesman

Hiromu Nonaka said.

Press reports .said the package could win

approval as early as mid-October.

Obuchi also called on his ministers to come

up with more tax cuts and spending proposals

to boost the stimulus package, which he' pro-

posed in August just after taking office.

Tokyo is under intense international pres-

sure to do more to both resuscitate its reces-

sion-bound economy and ease the Asian finan-

cial crisis.

"The world economy is facing a crisis that

can't be ignored," Obuchi said today in

Parliament, where lawmakers were debating

bills to clean up Japan's biggest economic

headache, its teetering banking system.

"Reviving the economy is our biggest task."

Earlier today, the Economic Planning

Agency said it now believes the world's sec-

ond-largest economy will contract by 1.8 per-

cent this year, revising a previous forecast of

1.9 percent growth.

Autobahns to remain

free of speed limits

BONN, (Jermany - Rallying behind

German carmakers. Chancellor-elect Cierhard

Schroeder has put the brakes on demands by

his future coalition partner, the Greens, for

speed limits on the autobahn and higher gaso-

line prices.

"I can only warn people against attacking

the auto industry," Schroeder was quoted

Monday as telling the nation's most-read

newspaper, Bild. "Industry growth isn't what

it has been, and we are not going to endanger

jobs. We have entirely different worries."

Schroeder's comments came as both sides

haggled over policies for a government to

replace Chancellor Helmut Kohl's outgoing*

administration.
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STATE & LOCAL
Board to review new science standards Cases of domestic violence

jump for same-sex couplesEDUCATION: Experts in

field disagree on benefits

of proposed methodology

By Jennifer Kerr

The Associated Press

PALO ALTO - Four children in

Lucinda Surber's science class were

hovering around a desk, offering the-

ories about what would happen

when a vial of hot water dyed red was

lowered into a jar of cooler water.

"I think it's going to go up,

because heat rises and it will splatter

on the top," Anthony Saviano said.

Moments later, his prediction came

true. "Oh, it's floating on the top,"

Kiyoshi Kawano said. "Anthony,

you were right!"

There wasn't a textbook in sight

last month as the 22 students in

Surber's fourth-grade class at Barron

Park Elementary School used this

hands-on approach to learn about

the relative density of hot and cold

Students watch a water density experiment by theirteacher.

water.

But that approach could go the

way of the dinosaurs if the state

Board of Education votes this week.

as expected, to adopt a new set of

standards for the public schools' sci-

SeeSaiNcTpageTs

STUDY: More services,

awareness help victims

address, report problem

The Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO - Citmg
increased awareness in the gay and

lesbian community, a study said

reports of domestic violence among
same-sex couples were up 41 per-

cent nationwide last year.

In California, reports ofdomesli«

violence rose 252 percent in Los

j\njeles, 13 percent in San Diego

and 67 percent in San Fr^incisco,

according to the report released

Tuesday but the National Coalition

of Anti-Viqjence Programs.

,
"While>people may discriminate,

domestic -violence does not," said

Susan Holt, coordinator of domes-

tic violence programs at the Los

Angeles Gay and Lesbian Center.

Nationally, the report documents

3,327 cases last year, compared with

2,352 in 1996.

"Increased awareness of the

problem and increased direct ser-

vices available to victims have

reduced the reluctance of peotple to

come forward and get help," said

Greg Merrill, a co-author of the

report who serves as director of

client and advocacy services at San

Francisco's Community United

Against Violence.
" In SanTFrancisco, there were 891

domestic violence cases reported in

1997, up from 533 in 1996; in Los

Angeles, 903 cases wtjre reported,

up from 253 in 1996; and in San

Diego, there were 403 cases last

year, up from 358 the previous year.

But the report also warns that the

problem remains vastly under-

See VIOLENCE, page 15

Great sk in starts

with^ree giftT

At
Clinique is your total reference for skin care, nnakeup

and groonning gear for men and women. If it goes on

your skin, vye've got it. Plus all the answers to any

questions. And a FREE gift for just stopping by: Your

-3-piece Start-Up Set (Sample size). For men and ---

women. One each^while they last. While you're at the

counter, check out Quickliner For Eves . Clinique's new

long-wearing automatic eye pencil.
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Study hard.

Have fun.

Look good.

www.clinique.com

CLINIQUE
Allergy Tested.
100% Fragrance Free.
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oped dciily wwvv.ucldstore. ucla.edu
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career fair

Thursday, Oct. 8

11:00 AM -4:00 PM
PAULEY PAVILION

t V ' RECEPTION

THURSDAY, OCT. 8

6:00 - 9:00 PM
WESTWOOD BREWING CO

-^WH^i^B^bM«««U.^MHBiM

WE WANTED TO GET'XHEAD START
ON INTRODUCING OURSELVES AT
THE CAREER FAIR.

Founded by five college students in 1989', the company has grown to

more than 500 employees by hiring graduates from the best schools in

the country. We're revolutionizing the way products are bought and

sold for Fortune 500 companies such as Hewlett-Packard, Chrysler,

Boeing, AT&T and Ernest and Julio Gallo.

We are looking for top candidates from around the country to join our

re-engineering revolution. Candidates should be extremely aggressive

and creative. Strong communication and presentation skills are

required along with the desire for continuous development.^ We are look-

ing for bright and talented people from varied backgrounds. Only the

best need apply. For more information, check out our website at

www.trilogy.com. .

Meet us at the Career Fair and learn more about Trilogy at the

Reception at Westwood Brewing Co. For more information, contact

courtney.dreyer@trilogy.com.

TRILOGY
60U Wrtt Courtyard Drive

Austin, Tmu 78730 USA

t 512.425.3400

/51?.6«5.i<)60

-» r«CTu>tiri9(^tntoqy com

r.trilo^y.com/recruitinq

Trilogy is an equal opportunity employer

^^^

.:;iL.l^
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Campus conservation yields big pay-off

FINANCE: Universities

save natural resources,

money by cutting waste

By Andrew Fuller
,

Daily Utah Chronicle

SALT LAKE CITY, Utah -
Thanks to conservation projects on

college campuses, $16.8 million is

being saved across the nation.

Green Investment, Green Return,

a new report released recently by the

National Wildlife Federation

(NWF), shows savings of $16.8 mil-

lion were achieved through two cost-

cutting conservation programs at 15

post-secondary institutions across

the nation.

Savings per project ranged from

$1,000 to $9 million, which works out

to an average of $728,500 per cam-

pus.

"^Possibilities for savings would be"

even more impressive if the 3,700

-higher education institutions in the

country began projects of a similar

nature, according to the report.

In a press release, the NWF stated,

"Because college campuses are

microcosms of society, they possess

incredible potential for making a sub-

stantial impact on the environment

and the economy."

The University of Utah, for exam-

ple, has approximately 25,000 people

on campus at any given time.

According to Orfo Costrencich, a

financial analyst at Utah, students,

faculty and staff consume 180 million

cubic feet of water annually, along

with 235 thousand kilowatt-hours of

electricity at a combined yearly cost

of nearly $9 million.

Cutting usage by any

amount could lead to

massive savings when
multiplied across such

a large community.

According to the report, cutting

usage by any amount could lead to

massive savings when multiplied

across such a large community.

"This study proves that you don't

have to choose between a Ijealthy

environment and a healthy bottonr

line," NWF President Mark Van

Puiten said.

Columbia University saved

$235,000 and thousands of cubic feet

of water by removing wasteful water

fixtures and installing low-consump-

tion versions.

The report says the monetary

gains are only the beginning. The
conservation efforts also reduced

,

pollution and overall waste at the

schools-

Examples of these projects cited in

the Te)phf^
•CQinejj^ University's automobile

emissions would have been increased

by over 6.7 million pounds of carbon

dioxide had their efforts to "get stu-

dents out of the car" not succeeded.

•The State University of>>Jew

York at Buffalo saved over $9 million

on a project which reduced energy

usage, and also reduced toxic emis-

sions by 64 millioi|4)ounds.

"^- ^A project at Brevard Community
College in Florida produced over $2

million i^n savings iind drastically

reduced energy usage.

Several conservation projects are

in place at Utah as well.

See ENVIRONMENT, page 10

Website urges speedy end

to coverage of sex scandal

POLITICS: CiUzens

plan to voice disap-

proval to Congress

By Kim Curtis

The Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO - Fed up

with the Clinton sex scandal? Just

point and click.

You can sign a petition, volun-

teer or contact legislators through

an Ititernet campaign called

Censure and Move On. The grass-

roots effort started with a few dozen

e-mails and grew to include

responses from 175,000 concerned

citizens from Alaska to New York.

"it's about people having more

direct access to voicing their opin-

ions," said 42-year-old .Berkeley

native Joan Blades.

Blades and her husband, Wes
Boyd, formed Censure and Move
On in late September with the sole

purpose of rallying for a speedy res-

olution of the president's affair with

former White House intern Monica

Lewinsky.

"People are sick of it," Blades

"'"said. "It's worse than the O.J.

Simpson trial, and no one thought

that could happen."

The website was launched Sept.

22 and collected 506 names during

its first 24 hours. Blades said. By

this week, that numl)pr had grown

to more than 160,000^

Copies of the petitions were

hand-delivered Monday to mem-
bers of the House Judiciary

Committee, which later voted 21-16

along strict party lines to launch

impeachment hearings against

Clinton. The group planned to

deliver petitions to the entire House

by the end of this week when a final

vote is expected.
r-ry—

"The vast majority of the

American public understands that a

continuing obsession with this scan-

dal will do great damage to our

See WEB, page 10

That Keep^ou in ToucB
r:.^ik %,

featuring

OmnlRoam " Numeric
Roaming Service from PageMart!
OmniRoam Numeric service allows you t^o

take your local coverage with you when

you travel.

One Pager, No Borders.'

Wlrele9M

*

Motorola Bravo FLX
Numeric pager

• Vibration and 5 tone alerts

• Message timestamping

• Digital clock with date

Numeric pager

• Record your own alert

• Message timestamping

• Dijgital clock

Motorola Express Xtra FLX

Numeric pager

• Vibration and 7 tone alerts

• Message timestamping
• Digital clock with date

Motorola Pronto FLX

Numeric pager

• Vibration and tone alerts

• Message timestamping

• Digital clock

STUDENT SPECIAL

Sign up for paging services at

Campus Communications and

receive 3 months of

OmniRoam Numeric
'

Roaming Servk:e from PageMart

Come check out our selection of cellular phones, pagers and
' accessories at our convenient on<ampus location!

® Campus Communicalions
310. 82b.0881

open d.iily lwww.ucl.istore.utla.edu

. »! i«» i
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f you think Quark is a television charac-

I'er or the subatomic particle proposed as

the building block of all matter, you're^

rtght. But Quark is also the mternatfonal

leader in electronic publishing software ( ever

hear of QuarkXPress?) with a strong and

growing presence in the area of client/server

technologies. And we're based in Denver.

Colorado, beneath a sky that for more than

\\|)^. \1 \NS\( III Nl I I
N l\

S'l*'

300 days a year is blue and sunny.

TTyou'd like to put your Computer Science or

Engineering degree to use as a developer right

now, and if you have exfDerience with Windows

and/or Macintosh API, we d like to hear from

you. If you have a strong knowledge of user

interface design, networking, or publishing,

we'd LOVE to hear from you.

Send your r^um^ to:

:f^-

A|j|A-e

J

Quark, Inc

Attn: Dept Beautiful Life

1800 Grant Street

Denver, CO 80203

Sofiyyare deyeTopment

internships available, toolf

You may email your r^um^ to:

employment^quariccom

Or you may fax your r^m^ to:

303.894.3649

Abo, check out oiir website at

http://¥f¥mJi'u»rk.tom

V^3^.

Jki
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WEB
From page 8

institutions, our economy and our

power and prestigc'jin the world," says

the website. Petitioners are asked for

their names, e-mail addresses and

home zip codes, and are given room
for a onc4ine comment.

"A number of years ago e-mail was

looked at as a lesser form ofcommuni-

cation, but I think that's changing,"

Blades said. "It is kind of a ground-

breaking, new way to communicate

with the representatives."

The campaign is not afTiliated with

any political group. Blades and Boyd

spent $89.95 to start up the site and

have since added some of their own
money - "not huge money," Blades

said - to get organizational advice.

While both Blades and her husband

voted for <[^[i|lt9n, they don't call them-

selves strong supporters and they say

frustration with the scandal crosses

party lines, at least among voters.

"I have spoken to Democrats,

Republicans, Libertarians,

Independents," Blades said. "'I"he cen-

ter has lost power somehow in this

polarization. They've lost their voice,

they're not being heard. This is an

attempt to see that we're heard."

AMNESTY
From page 5

like to see it take," said William

Schulz, executive director of the

American chapter.

Amnesty, a longtime vocal oppo-

nent of capital punishment, admon-

ished the United States for its contin-

ued use of the death penalty. The

country should move to abolish the

system, which is t "racist, arbitrary

and unfair," the group said.

U.S. authorities have executed

more than 350 prisoners since 1990,

and another 3,300 prisoners await

execution on death row, the report

noted, and some states execute juve-

niles and persons with mental retar-

dation.

International standards dictate

that law enforcement officers should

use force only as a last resort and in

proportion to the threat they

encounter. But the report accuses

police of frequently disregarding

these standards, pointing to the 1997

case of Abner Louima, a Haitian

immigrant allegedly tortured by

New York City police.

The report also criticizes officers

who use stun guns - a handheld

device with two metal prongs that

emits an electric shot - or who
"hogtie" suspects by binding their

wrists and ankles together.

Stun guns, like any tool, can be

misused, said a spokesman for the

National Association of Chiefs of

Police. But "it's actually one of the

better devices, if used properly," said

Gerald Arenberg.

Arenberg als6 acknowledged that

police cart benefit from oversight,

urging those who believe they have

been victimized to contact such

authorities as the FBI or state attor-

ney.

"I think we do need someone
watching over our shoulders,"

Arenberg said.

Prison facilities arc another site of

frequent human rights violations, the

report alleges, saying inmates fall

victim to excessive force by guards,

sexual abuse by fellow inmates and

cruel use of restraints, such as leg-

irons and restraint chairs.

Some prisoners are forced to wear

remote control stun belts, which emit

a shock when activated by guards.

The stun belts, used by the U.S.

Bureau of Prisons, 100 county agen-

cies and at least 16 state correctional

facilities, cause severe pain and inca-

pacitation, says the report.

The Justice Department plans to

review concerns raised by the group.

said department spokeswoman

Christine DiBartolo, adding that

some of the cases cited in the report

already are under investigation.

While the United States prides

itself as a haven for the persecuted,

asylum seekers often end up thrown

in jail, detained indefinitely and

treated as criminals, says the report.

Immigration and Naturalization

Service officials stressed that people

are not detained simply for seeking

asylum, and denied that these people

are detained for prolonged periods.

"The seeking of asylum is not

what gets you in detention," said

INS spokesman Andrew LIuberes.

Those who enter the country without

proper documents or who falsify

their identity can be placed in the

expedited removal process, but can

be granted asylum by an immigra-

tion judge, he said.

ENVIRONMENT
From page 8

'VV ^-

The website

www.moveon.org.

-address IS

The Properly Redistribution

Office, which resells used equip-

ment from the different colleges,

nets over $200,000 annually, a per-

centage of which goes directly back

Jo the donating college

The grounds ^efjyi^^JiJfcnt at Utah

currently runs the recycling pro-

gram, which reduced Utah's dona-

lion~to landfills by 99 tons in the first

halfoi:i998."

Terra Firma, an environmental

activist group on campus, is work-

ing 0^1 putting into place a campus-

wide recycling project.

The current project only repre-

sents a^ portion of what could be

saved, as the current program is not

campus-wide, according to former

Terra Kirma president Chris

Wightman.

Coslrencich said thai Utah is

looking into programs similar to

those in the report - such as retro-

fitting the older buildings on cam-

pus to ensure energy efficiency.

"The fact is, the actions being

taken on these campuses are actual-

ly improving the environment and

the financial condition of the institu-

tion, often in very dramatic ways,"

Van Putlen said.
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WORld's foREMOST MEMORy EXpERT
DaVkI MAwkoll IS KKOC,iM/ul \S lilt WOkIcI's loRKVlOST AllllOUJiy Oi\ MtiVIOky

i\i()KoviMiMi EviM iht COMIC book A^cl ijpcoMi'\(, (ilM MEMORYMAN® is bAsid

Q.fv DavjcI MaiAoII's wokIcI ut ncav \tdjvi£MORy iMpuovt^^t^[I wouk.

Millions wliQ liAvi vjfwkI ihi naiio^aI TrlpvisloiN sIhow MEMORVMAN® Iiav.i

siLN DavkJ MFM()Ri/l^JC^ A 50'cli(,i] >ji;MbtR [oKWAkds ANd bAckwARds ASQi'icklv AS

III lilAkS JT A^d RLVIHVlbf Rll\q lllf NAMIS ot AN FMikl AudiCNCV.

His. IormuIaiiom ot ihi CRtAiivi Abiliiy SysiLM©, which is i,\diu ItdiRAl

(opyRlqlii A\d ihi RiloRF TAUc^ln In M) oiIiir coursi, is NTctssARy Ior rlaI MEivioRy

IMpROVfMlNI ll Allows ANytXMl lO [X)SSl S AN EXdIllNI Ml MORV ANcI llil RlWARCJs lIlAf

.
(,o Willi ii. -. .

i

ENiiRL school sysiLMs liAve iNcoRpoRAiid lilt Criaiiv l A bi liiy SysrbM© into ihfciR

( IRRitulA ANcI Ilis MfMORV ^RAINInc, ( OURSl ImS bl t N pRfSINTfd AT OVER 25 CoIIfC,FS

ANcI tNJvERsntis: tN(li'di\(< SianIorcI, ColuMbiA, NYU, SMU, rhE UCSD Law

School. ANd UCLA.

There are man\^ memor\; experts...

There \s onl\; one MEMORYMAN®^
and he is DAVID MARKOFF

GYBERMARKETERS
Make thousands of dollars a month

without ever leaving your, computer. Go
to our website

wWw .memorvman .com
and see the cybermarketers section. By

promoting memory improvement you

insure your own success at recall and,

thus, achieve at least a 3.25 GPA.

Build \;our sales force all around the

^countri; and the world.

Bu}^ Nothing - Invest Nothing

Spend Nothing ="='

^WEB DESIGNERS &^

SIGN THIS CONTRACT
I hereby promise to achieve at least a 3.25 GPA this

quarter and thus make my farhily proud of me. I will

jmprQve my m^mQry in Qfdgr tQ accomplish this goal soj:

can recall on tests.

Name:
Signature:i__

G.RA. Goal:

^fe you ready? Aristotle $aid, "All knowledge is^-

recd|lection." The best way to recall is through

. an improved memory. i

* Get A*s in school
* Remeber peoples names -

* Excel in school
* Expand your vocabulary

-^ • Perfect for all college exams
* Study in half the time

You insure excellent recall by purchasing (the

audio, video, or both) MemoryMan Course.

Memorize this formula: Ordering the

MemoryMan Course = 3.25 or better GPA

See our website

.- www.memoryman.com or

www.memorywoman.com

A Triple your visual memory FREE in less than A

^ 10 minutes on www.memoryman.com. ^

PROGRAMMERS
We at MemoryMan are developing

software that is changing the world and

nnaking it a better place. If you have

skills in web design or computer

progrlhiming and can work on a

commission basis only call

1-800-MEMORY GO

Audio:

$99.0(r

Video:

$79.00
Both:

$149.00
«-« •'• <

Your G.P.A. will be determined by your ability to recall the

concepts (problem solve) and facts out of your memory and

put them on a test paper. With the MemoryMan System

YOU'LL SUCCEED!

Call 1-800-MEMORY GO to order
or order on www.memoryman.coin

9.
. t-.

^'
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Iomega
® KNTiega

Drives
lyor/fs like a floppy drive

but with the speed of a

hard disk. Each zip disk

holds 100MB of info-that's

a gig full of portable,

flexible storage.

lOOMB SCSI

Internal PC/Mac

The high performance of

SCSI in an internal drive.— Ill III ! I [II ! I !» 11 I II I

Includes Zip Zoom SCSI

adapter for PCs (SCSI is

standard on Madntosh.)

ONLY$109
D®[M]©p Plus

100MB Parallel External PC

Great for portability between

PCs. Connects directly to the

parallel port.

ONLY$119
®[IJQ©P 2q[P

lOOMB External PC/Mac

Connects to either parallel or SCSI

ports. Has a universal global

power supply and on/off switch.

ONLY$169
D(DOuQ©g]g]

lOOMB SCSI External PC/Mac 100MB ATAPI (IDE) PC/Mac

Higher performance

connection. SCSI port is

standard on Madntosh but

requires a SCSI card on

most PCs.

ONLY$119

Connects internally through

an IDE/ATAPI interface. Fits

3.5" or 5.25" standard bays,

uses internal power supply.

ONLY$99

..Si^ ^ Alii.

Restrictions and Payment Polides: Iomega hardware is available only to UCLA students, selected UCLA Extension students, UCLA faculty, UCLA staff and UCLA

departments. Extension students should in<)uire at the Computer Store regarding eligibility. UCLA Computer Store price requires payment by currency, cashier's check,

or University Credit Union Withdrawal Check made payable to The UCLA Store. VISA, MasterCanl, and Discover are also accepted. Personal checks are accepted up

to $1,000. Money orden are not accepted. 'Selts tax wttl be added to listed prices.
|

©Computer Store
ilU. 825. 6952

open d.ijly

I

vvww.uclastofe.ucl.i.edu

DIVERSITY
From page 4

the camjius diversity project has allo-

cated $20 million in grants to pro-

mote better representation on college

campuses.

The goal isn't just to bring niore

minorities to campu^. project orga-

nizers said, it's It)

bring a broader '

perspective of

race, sexual orien-

tation, religion,

ethnicity and gen-

der. It means, for

example, includ-

ing .Alrican

American and

Hispanic authors

ni literature class-

es.

The goal is to bring a

broader perspective

of race, sexual

orientation, religion,

ethnicity and gender.

"One o\' the things we want to say

to the higher education community is

that voters in the U.S. think the work

you're doing is good work.'" said

Hdgar Beckham, the initiative's coor-

conservative than liberal."

Seventy-five percent of the respon-

dents identified themselves as white,

10 percent as black, 4 percent as

Hispanic, 3 percent as Native-

American and 1 percent as Asian -

the rest didn't answer or defined

themselves as "other."

Younger respondents were more

likely to have favorable views of cam-

pus diversity prtv
""""~^^~~'

grams, but older

r e s p o n d e r s

approved of tne

diversity push as

well, said

Beckham, a for-

mer dean at

W c s I e y a n

University.

Critics, howev-

er, see campus
diversity pro-

grams as political correctness run

amok.

The National Association of

Scholars, wWch represents some

^5,000 academics, fears that diversity

dinator. "You should keep it up and' in higher education has translated ' -

you shouW nt)t be misled by sugges- into looser academic standards and
liom^hat people are against diversF 1(>st academic rreedomT"'

'-^—

ty." • "We think it ju.st really isn't diver-

Kifty-one percent of those polled sity at all," said Glenn Ricketts, an

defined themselves as either "very association spokesman. "It's very

conservative" politicalK or "more bureaucratic, very managed."

MONEY
Prom page 1

to 19S7 uhen the market dropped 20

percent in one da>." Princeton
Economics Profes.sor Burton .\1alkicl

told the ne\^^pape^ " This endou-
ment lo>mg if). I percent) i.s a relalnc-

!y *mall adiuslment.

.And uhile most ct>llcgcv aitcnipi

to disersUy their stock portfolios lo

reduce risk in volatile markets.

Emory'jumvestment in hometown
Coca-Cola Co. yielded disastrous

rejulls during the recent market
drop.

The school took a S.M)5.2 million

one-day loss on .August M on its

Coca-Cola holdings iilone when the

stock dove S7.62 a share to close at

S65.I.V In total, limory lost about SI

billion, the bi-weekly Emory Wheel
reported, vsith Coca-Cola stock novs

accounting for 57 percent of the

schools now-S4 billion endowment.
"If the stock market stays at this

level, Emory might have to change
the pace of plans, maybe delay a pro-

.posed building a veur or so,—-l^m^vry

Executive Vice President John
lenfiple told the paper. ;

reported.

Though exact figures on losses to

the N(^u Ha\en, Conn., schools S6.5

billion endimment vvere not^ avail-

able. Deputy Provost Charles Lang
said the .school could have SIC mil-

iu>n less to spend than planned.

M'^st colleges, including Penn.
emplo\ formulas that allow the

school tt) spend onl> ij small percent-

age of the total enditument - usually

around .^ percent - while averaging

several years" returns to mmimi/e the

"effects oi market Huctuations. Penn
vvill only spend S^*=l million o\' its

endow menl. or less than 2 percent o{

Its total investments, in the 19^9 fis-

cal year.

Penn Vice President for Einance
Kalhy Engebretson said she did not

expect the Huctuations to affect

Penn's spending to any significant

degree.

While Penn's endowment was the

12th largest in the country at the end
of the 1997 fiscal year, it only ranked

65th on a per-student basis.

University President Judith Rodin
has said that endow ment fund raising

for undergradu a t e fin an crai Ttid^ i^^
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Power Macintosh

Start the school year with the

fastest personal computer Apple's ever built

Yale University will also have to

cut spending because of the market
problems, the Yale Dailv News

among the University's highest prior-

4lies„i&J*enn tries to compete with

recent financial aid initiatives at bet-

ter-endowed schools like Harvard.

Princeton and Stanlbrd.

S1503Power Mac G3/266 MHz
32MB RAM, 4 GB IDE HD, 24X CD-ROM,

512K L2 Cache, lOBT Ethernet

S1879Power Mac G3/300 MHz
64MB RAM, 6 GB IDE HD, 24X CD-ROM,

1MB L2 Cache, Iomega Zip Drive, lOBT Ethernet

CRISIS

GAM ING Natal i i' Sfitt'^, pirs i tlt'nt i^f thi-

From page 1

ized in states with other types of gam-

bling. With the passage of the Indian

Ciamirig Regulatory Act one year

later, each state vvajr required to sign

compacts with tribal casinos.

However, the .State of California

refuses to sign compacts with tribes

using electronic gambling machines,

on the premi.se th;tt they are too much
like-slot machines, which are illegal in

California.

Many Indian tribes contend that

such machines are based on a lottery

and are therefore legal. Many tribal

casinos have been operating such

machijies despite the state's attempts

to shut them down.

Those against Proposition 5 claim

the proposition will allow tribes to

open and operat.e virtually unregulat-

ed gambling operations throughout

the state.

"The tribes don't want you to have

the right to vote ort gaming in your

community," said Cheryl Schmit,

director of Stand Up for California, a

group against Indian gaming.

Of the 107 federally recognized

tribes in California, 40 have negotiat-

ed with the federal government in

order to purchase land and extend

their reservations. This land would be

available for Indian gaming, said

Schmit.

Currently, tribes must present

plans to surrounding communities

before building on such sites.

Schmit's group, which has defeat-

ed seven such plans in the past, said

community groups will lose the ability

to oppose the operation of tribal casi-

nos if Proposition 5 is passed. '

Proposition 5 would require that

tribes proposing to build casinos on
non-tribal land obtain only the signa-

tures of both the secretary of the inte-

riot; and the governor of California to

do so.

While Schmit sees these restric-

tions as insubstantial, Goldberg said

that getting both signatures is "nearly

impossible."

But Goldberg pointed to the posi-

tive economic effects as a reason to

support Proposition 5.

"The worse off a tribe begins eco-

nomically, the more drastic their eco-

nomic gains are (after gaining a casi-

no)," Goldberg said.

Economic development through

gambling and its ability to help

Indians achieve self-sufficiency are

the key issues in this debate, said

American Indian Student

Association (AISA) at UCl,A.

"As sovereign nations, they should

be able to determine how they are

going to develop economically,"

Stites said.

Dan Nelson, a spokesman for NO
—em 5, agreed that self-sufficiency

should be the ultimate goal, \)u{ thrft

gambling is not the means to that end.

"Our campaign is not against their

right to self-sufficiency, it's against

Prop. 5 and unregulated gaming,"

Nelson said.
V

Indian tribes have said that resis-

tanc*c to Proposition 5-by-grtHips^ like

Nelson's has been bankrolled by

Nevada casinos hoping to stifle com-

petition.

Goldberg accused Nevada casinos

of hiding behind "front" organiza-

tions.

"It wouldn't be very convincing

for Nevada gambling interests to

mount a campaign against gam-
bling," (ioldberg said.

Schmit disagreed.

"Tribes try to .say the evil Nevada
money comes in, but it's been the citi-

zens that have helped stop this thing,"

Schmit .said, adding that her group is

a citizen-based organization.

Taxation has also become an issue,

as Proposition 5 detractors say gam-

bling money spent in tribal casinos

will essentially leave the state,

because income on reservations is

untaxable.

Schmit said that money spent in

Nevada casinos is actually better for

the California economy ,because^

many Nevada casinos are owned or

managed by California companies.

"For every dollar ^pent in a

Nevada casino, 75 cents comes back

to California," Schmit said, 'Vhereas

(it's) only 25 cents for Indian gam-
ing.

Goldberg said that Indian gaming

cannot be taxed, but she pointed out

employees who do not live on the

reservation may be taxed.

The economic benefits for commu-
nities surrounding tribal casinos will

be substantial, Goldberg said, citing

Palm Springs as an example of how a

tribal casino can invigorate local

economies.

Surprisingly, some tribes have

con?e out against Proposition 5,

though Stites asserts tjiat 95 percent

of California Indians support it.

"When you're dealing with tribes,

you have to remember you're dealing

with different ethnic groups with dif-

ferent political views," Stites said.

I rom pagg 5
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his call for Congress to approve ihc

IMU money, saying, rhcre is no
excu.se for refusiiij} lo .suppiv the fire

deparlinenl with water while the fire

is burning
"

" *

:__ He called for finance officials lo

Tontinue worVilig on proposals

endorsed Monday by ;i special 22-

nalion conference ihat are aimed at

stabilizing the vast llovv.s of interna-

tional mone>.

'We must address not only a run

on a bank or firm, but also a run on
nations." Clinton said. "We simply

must find a way to i;ontain the pat-

tern of boom-bust on an inlernifiiion-

al scale."

And he called on Japan to invigo-

rate its economy, something his

administration believes is essential

for lifiing oltier Asian nations.

In Tokyo, Japanese Prime
.Hinister Keizo Obuchi annt)unced

plans \oT a bigger economic stinuilus

package afier officials said the coun-

try, already in its worst recession in

50 years, was facing deepening prob-

lems.

Bt>th IMI- Managing Director

Michel C amdessus and world I5ank

President James Wolfensohn
pledged luesdav lo undertake maior
changes in iheir agencies because o\'

ihe seventy of current threats. ^
"It would be perhaps too dVamatic'^

vet lo talk of global recession, but the

evidence of the risks calls for invme-

diate action," Camdessus .said.

He welcomed a U.S. proposal to

provide a new IMP credit line for

nations in distress that would speed

loans lo a coufltry before panicked

investors bailed out. But it is unlikely

this week's meetings, scheduled to

end Thursday, will produce final

agreement on the U.S. proposal.

Wolfensohn spoke of the human
pain o{' the market turmoil: millions

o\' people throw n out of work, small

and middle-sized businesses going

bust, and children in Asia dropping

out school to support faniilies.

"We must go beyond financial sta-

bilization We must focus on social

issues." Wolfensohn said. "If we do
iu>t have greater equitv and ijocial jus-

^

tice. there will be no political

slabiiitv.""
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$2255Power Mac G3/300 MHz "

,64MB RAM, 8 GB IDE HD, 24X CD-ROM,

1MB L2 Cache, Iomega Zip Drive, 6MB SGRAM,
24-bit video input/output, lOBT Ethernet

Power Mac G3/333 MHz
128MB RAM, 9 GB 7200 RPM Ultrawide SCSI HD,

24X CD-ROM, iMfrt^:€a€tTO, laiiiuga Zip Drive,

S2819

6MB SGRAM, lOBT Ethernet

W E R B

52631PowerBook G3/233 MHz
32MB RAM, 2 GB HD, 14.1" TFT display,

20X CD-ROM, 56K Modem, (No Floppy Drive)

PowerBook G3/266 MHz BFiaSl
64MB RAM, 4 GB HD, 14.1" TFT display,

20X CD-ROM, 56K Modem, (No Floppy Drive)

S4699PowerBook G3/300 MHz
64MB RAM, 8 GB HD, l.SxDVD CD-ROM, Ethernet,

14.1" TFT displ^, 56K Modem, (No Floppy Drive)

CARGO
From page 5

more."

Post said dt>etors are at a loss over

how to treat him.

Hc^"ii nuliilone. Dacu>r^4 n Bi ilmcf

say some 300 people have siitfered

health problems smee the crash,

including nervousness, stress, chron-

ic fatigue, pain and drowsiness.

"Ms whole body is a mess. There

are all kinds ol' weird things going

on/' said l:d Steur. 4S, an auto

mechanic who helped evacuiiie the

area and now suffers from bronchial

problems and mu.scle pains "so bad

that I cant do anything anymore?"

Steur is angry at the Israeli and

Dutch governments for keeping the

plane's cargo a secret. Over the

years, officials have said the plane

carried a small amount of military

equipment; one newspaper report

said it was carrying Sidewinder mis-

siles.

-

Earlier this year, Israel's ambas-

sador to the Netherlands. Yossi Gal.

told reporters the plane carried "no

dangerous goods ... nothing secret."

I Dutch officials bristle at allega-

tions of a coverup.

"l don't believe .. that something

uas uittinglv and knowingly with-

held," Transport Vlinisier Tineke

Netelenbos told the daily De
Telegraaf. "What iN important is that

we establish quickly which materials

^we4^ burned , a^^ what temperature,

and wh.it consequences they have on
public health."

There have been contlicting

reports on whether tl>e chemical by

itself is poisonous. But in any case,

experts vi\ long-term exposure to a
|

mucii higher do>e ol the chemical
|

than was aboard the plane would be

necessary to produce illnesses.

"People think since it can be used

for sarin, it must have the same toxic-

ity as sarin. That's notjsense, " said

Hendrik Benshcop, head of chemical

toxicology at the Netherlands

Organization for Applied Science

Research.

If so, the mystery just deepens for

Everdina Douwes, who was diag-

nosed with lung cancer three years

jffter the crash.

'T don't expect any (compensa-

tion) money from the government,"

she said. "It's the truth that needs to

come out."

THLSMART START
for a limitecl time only

Buy a Power Macintosh G3
(Minitower, Desktop or Powerbook)

and receive a mail-in coupon which can be
redeemed for one of three options:

I Plus
32MB

Additional

Memory

Virtual PC 2.0

with

Windows '95

Display Rebate
Get H SlOO rebate on

.» qualifying 1 7 inch

or 20 inch Apple

colorsync display

HiiKli.fc. mii.t i,<' 11. hie li.'tv.i'iMi ) il^ /, 1<»'»« fl,, I (). t>.|j,.| ,•'/. I'i'iH (

and mi,iiIh(] /.itli ,1 ,M|iv lit yoiii ii.'iiii.vd ,inil <\\\i;\ piout of (mh. Ii.v..-

.ilo.M) .'.ith llu. UK (,)<!.'•. f-om tlu' .jLMlifvm.) p-cdiu I Ixui-s Sin.tit Sl.nt . M,,^,on

an extra

year of

AppleCare
service

(M.llldl t MM l,l( 'lulllln'ls)

111' (n> .tiTi,)il..'(l t)y N(;,pmb'

• For information about
Apple Computer Loans, call

1-800-959-2775

Restrictions and Payment Policies: Apple hardware is available only to UCLA
students, selected UCL> Extension students, UCLA faculty, UCLA staff and UCLA
departments. Extension students should inquire at the Computer Store regarding

eligibility. UCLA Computer Store price requires payment by currency, cashier's check,

or University Credit Union Withdrawal Check made payable to The UCLA Store. VISa!

MasterCard, and Discover are also accepted. Personal checks are accepted up to

$1,000. Honey orders are not accepted. Sales tax will be added to listed pncts.

@ Compufgr StorG
310. 82S. 6952

open d.uly

I

www.ucldstore.uc la. t'du
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Gil Cardon

Senior ''>ociology

Senior Student Supervisor

Kerckhoff Coffeehouse

Jay-Anthony Quldulao

Senior -Aiian-Aniencan Studies

Customer S|ervice

X-Cfjpe Gameroom
Jorge Olmos Jr.

Senior-Psychology

Customer Service

UCLA Store Lu Valle Commons

Nancy Soliman

Senior-Economics/Poli So

Management Assistant

Human Resources
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Verl Chavarin

Junior- Theater '

:

'

Customer Service

UCLA Store/BookZone

Kalemberg Ogalvy DavUa

Sophomore-Electircat Engineering

Student Supervisor

Treehouse/Coop

Brick Rucker

Senior-Design

Coordinator
'

Student Operations
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Lisa Quon

Junior-Communications

Customer Service

UCLA Store/Clinique.

Associated Students offers jobs on campus.

Everyone knows that. But cio you

know that working on campus is a

great way to make friends, meet

new people and have some fun? We

can offer you flexible hours in a—

—

variety of jobs working alongside

professionals in their field.

Convenient too-right here on

campus. Why procrastinate? Stop by

ASUCLA Human Resources and check

our job listings today!

Apply at Human Resources, 3rd floor Ackerman Union.

flSSOCIflTFD STUDENTS

Human ResourcGS
310.825.7055 check us out online • www.asucld.ucla.edu

GAMBLING
From page 4

market'~as~l^eThg flal with little

growth," he told the Reno Cia/ette-

Journal. "It we don't strengthen our
^product ... we're going to be strug-

.gling."

That concern is shared " by
Richard Wells, president of Wells

(iaming Research in Reno, which
tracks player traffic in local casinos.

Southern Nevada, in contrast,

continues to experience growth.

With the opening of Bellagio,

Mandalay Bay, Paris-Las Vegas and

the Venetian, Las Vegas will add

more than 12,000 rooms over the

next five quarters.

"These new resorts and the inten-

sified markelmg and business devel-

oper way in southern Nevada will

offset the negative impacts of

spreading worldwide economic tur-

moil," Barone said.

'*•
. i"
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OUTREACH
From page 1

laged. that (ethnic minorities) are the

disadvantaged." said former VC
Santa C'ru/ chancellor Pister. 'We're

talking 'about educationally disad-

vantaged students, and they happen
to be African American, C hicano

and Native American."

Though UC officials" maintain

thai tlie_^al of these efforts is to

- increase the number of "educational-

ly disadvantaged" students, it would

appear from the statements of vari-

—oit^of-fiods that re-establishing the

diversity that U(' schools were once

known for is also an unspoken goal.

Pister acknowledged that "elimi-

nating.race and sex (in admissions)

created a challenge" for the LIC"s.oft-

staled commitment to a diverse stu-

dent body.

"If all sill-

dents were

afforded the

same pre-colle-

giate opportu-

iiilics* ^iL oii—

^

much less like-

ly that the term

'educationally

disadvantaged'

would have to

be utilized,"

Pister told the regents during his'pre-

sentation.

Pister and- his fellow committee

members emphasized the program's

goals i^f ensuring that the eligibility

pool reflects the state's population

more accurately and more students

meet UC eligibility.

By extending cooperative relation-

ships between UC campuses and the

state's worst high schools, school-

campus partnerships are expected to

double the number of UC-eligible

students from partner high schools

within five years.

"Engagement with K-12 can only

be accomplished by moving outreach

closer to the core of the mission of

the UC," said Piiter.

Most of the 23S partner schools

are near-one of the nine UC campus-
es, with \he ^eatest density in the

Los Angeles and Bay areas. Made up
of roughly 70,000 of the state's 5.5

million students, the schools hold

predominantly minority students

who fall into the lowest-scoring SAT
group.

, $2.5 million of the outreach funds

will be earmarked Cor UCLA alone,

because the majority of disadvan-

taged students live in the Los Angeles

area and one-fourth of all UC stu-

dents come from the, Los Angeles

area.

"We want to focus on resources

w here we can get the most payoff for

the money we spend and not ^pend

12 cents per child in California,"

UCLA Chancellor Albert Carnesale

told the regents.

Aimec Dorr, faculty representa-

tive to the regents, agreed that the

board's goals must be focused in

order to beefTective.

"We have to have reasonable

goals - lighting a candle in the dark

rather than raging against the dark-

ness," Dorr said.—^^^ —

-

Emphasizing the scope of the

problem in Los Angeles-area schools

-

alone. Regent John Hotchkis point-

ed to a recent study which says that

sixth-grade students have about a 12

percent chance of -Feading at an

eighth-grade level by the time they're

Despite the gravity of the situa-

tion, Hotchkis said the uhiversity's

hands are already full.

"I want to

SCIENCE
From page 6

It would appear

that re-establishing

diversity is also an

unspoken goal.

remind us all

that, as much as

we have a need

to work with K-— 12. that is not the

primary respon-

sibility of the

UC," Hotchkis

told the board.

However,
despite the

added "burden" to the UC's crealed

by the outreach efforts, UC
Riverside Chancellor Raymond
Orbach was optimistic about the pro-

gram. ,

—

"The excitement on campuses is

phenomenal," he said. "I think

you're going to see an explosion of

activity on the campuses."

Student Regent Max Espinoza
called on the regents to engage them-

selves in outreach efforts, as Regent
Ralph Ochoa pointed out his own
connection to California's communi-
ty colleges.

'T grew up in one of those areas

where the opportunity for education

is the community college," Ochoa
said.

^

"The band-aid, quick answers are

not going to do it. (The problem of

diversity) is not new, but we have to

understand how drastic it is," he said.

Like her peers. Regent Meredith

Khachigian supports the new efforts

and increased spending but is wary
of the short-term efTects.

"I regret that there will be a lag of

students who will be caught in the

transition," Khachigian said. "I'm
very mindful of that. I don't think

any of us have the answer for that."

Will the additional funding and
expansive plans be enough to re-

establish diversity in the UC's?
"Only time will tell,*' Pister said.

enee curriculum •

The board is scheduled to meet in

Sacramento for three days starting

Wednesday.

The 36-page science standards

proposal, drafted by a committee

led by Nobel laureate and physicist

Glenn T. Seaborg. emphasizes using

textbooks to teach children scientif-

ic facts and concepts.

Under their proposal, for

instance, third-graders would be

introduced to the periodic table of

elements. Seaborg and other scien-

tists who favor the plan believe that

the hands-on approach to learning is

simply watered-down science.

Critics, including the National

Academy of Sciences, the American

Association for the Advancement of

Science, the-American Chemical

Society and others, say the new stan-

dards focus too much on learning

facts by rote, stifie children's natural

curiosity and don't provide the con-

ceptual understanding gained

"through hands-

on learning. —?

—

-
- -

"Children
^^^^""

will cease being

the wonderful

scientists they

are in their earli-

est years and

will learn to dis-

like science.

Because of hav-

SAT
From page 4

"There is a pretty sizable slice of
our applicant pool and our enrolled

student body for whom the tests are

simply not accurate predictors." said

William Hiss, vice president lor

administrative services at Bates,

which switched to an optional SAT
policy in 1984.

Between one-quarter and one-

third of Bales applicants - and at

least half of all black and Hispanic

applicants - do not submit any test

scores, he said.

The SATa have been around, in

one form or another, since the early

part of this century. The ACTs were
developed in the 1950s.

While more schools are choosing

to eliminate the tpsts, the bulk of the

nation's 1.600 jchools still use the

scores to determine which students

will be accepted.

Ing too many
facts to learn,

children will

have much less time to discover, to

learn how to satisfy their curiosity in

more and more subtle ways," said a

critique written by the American

Physical Society.

Six scientists, including former

astronaut Sally Rid^.*, a space science

professor at University of California

at San Diego, offered last month to

rewrite the standards. The board

rejected Iheir offer.

Board President Yvonne Larson

said the proposed standards are a

compromise between two rival

groups, one led by Seaborg. the

other by such illustrious scientists as

Ride and Bruce Alberts, president

of the National Academy of Science

and a cell biologist at the University

of California, San Erancisco. .

"We had to try to come up with

Jhe best thinking of the two groups,"

she said. "There is a question how
many times we can write and rew rite

them."

The new science standards are

part of a two-year effort by the

board, acting on orders of the

Legislature, to improve the state's

declining public schools.

After the standards are adopted,

local school districts must set their

own standards that are at least as

rigorous as the state's, and adminis-

ter assessment tests to students in

grades 2 through 1 1 each spring.

Last year, the board approved

new standards for mathematics and

Taiiguage arts. The final Two pieces -

sciejice and history-social science -

will be decided this week.

The history-social science stan-

"Children will cease

being the wonderful

scientists they are in

their earliest years."

American Physical Soglety

dards aren't as controversial as <he

science proposal but also have come
under fire, mostly from minorities'

and women who want to malfe sure

future textbooks give sufficient

attention to their accomplishments.

.Ml o\' the new; standards will be

used by book publishers to write

new textbooks. And because

California, with its 5.5 million pub-

lic school children, is by far the

nation's biggest textbook market,

the standards and textbooks are like-

ly to be adopted around the countr>

Earlier this year, researchers with

the Third International

Mathematics and Science Study

found that American high school

students scored below students from

18 other countries in those subjects,

outperforming only students from

Cyprus and South Africa.

That study found that American

math and science curriculum was "a

mile wide and an inch deep," said

Jan Hustler, a longtime teacher with

the Palo Alto Unified School

District.

"We're concerned the standards

and assessiTients that follow may
cause districts

"' to change what

they're doing

and move back

to a textbook-

based program

that teaches

more subjects

in less depth.

We feel that

turns ofT stu-
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not engage

them," she said.

The need for .scientists is particu-

larly critical,' here in Uhe Silicon

Valley, whose business leaders have

lobbied the federal government to

increase the number of visas for for-

eign cnjKjneers and scieritists

because of a shortage of skilled

workers. •

High-tech manufacturer Hewlett-

Packard C(l has given money to the

Palo Alto district tojiltvelop a sci-

ence curriculum like Siirber's. based

on scienfe kits rather than text-

biioks.

Last year, IIP got together with

eight -school districts in the area and

woiOi $5.6 million, five-year grant

from the National Science

Eoundation to further train teachers

in using the kits.

At Barron Park. Surber relies

entirely on the kits full of equipment

like test-tubes and vials to teach the

three major sciences to her class of

fourth-graders.

"I hate to see things drawn down
into too many little-bitty facts," said

Surber, who has taught for 14 years.

"Just a simple concept like this, den-

sity, I could spend a couple of weeks

on it. It's more than learning facts.

It's more exploring a topic."

The kids in her classroom all nod

vigorously when asked if they like

science.

Why?
"I like to explore things," Devin

McDaniel said.

"I want to be smart," Hycin Sol

said.

"Cause it's fun," said Galina

Romanovskaya.

VIOLENCE
From page 6

reported, and appropriate services

are not widely available.

"Domestic violence protective

orders are perhaps the most signifi-

cant legal remedy available to vic-

tims," said co-author Toni Broaddus.

But not all states make restraining

orders available to gays and lesbians

as well as heterosexual victims, the

report noted.

Only four states - Hawaii, Illinois,

Kentucky and Ohio-- specifically

make protective orders available to

gay and lesbian domestic violence

victims.
>

In California and 35 other states,

plus the District of Columbia, the lan-

guage governing protective orders is

gender-neutral, and in 10 more states,

the laws eithfr specifically apply only

to heterosexuals or are likely to be

interpreted that way.

The National Coalition of Anti-

Violence Programs is a coalition of

25 fesbian. gay, bisexual and trans-

gender victim advocacy and docu-

mentation programs throughout the

United States.
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11727 W. Olympic Boulevard (inside Ralphs)

10920 Wilshire Boulevard
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Network Event Theater® presents:

The College Premiere Screening of

Words make sense out of a worfd that won*t.

Tuesday, October 13th
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TRIMARK
PICTURES

6:00piii @ Freud nayhoiise in Macgowan Hal
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Hal and at die James Bridges Theater. LoMw, McMiiilz Hal

Passes required. Seating is limited

and not guaranteed. Please arrive early.
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Government interests

should leave smokers

alone ...and let them
light up.
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EDITORIAL

Journalists

Ibse sight

of real duty
CLINTON: Scandal-hungry reporters

exercise poor judgement, fail public

The past nfne mottths have provided a daunting

—

Admitting bias first step to curing phobia

cha'lcnge for members of the journalism Held.

.Mewsrooms are driven less by ethics and more by
profit and competition. Amidst an atmosphere of

capitalistic obsession and reckless reporting.Jour-

nalisjf^ have chosen to ignore the principl«?s of their

trade. Rather, "journalist.s" have evolved into mer-

chants selling their wares. In the rush to get the

story, media members have failed to remain

informed, credible and responsible.

-

ITie media have blanketed the public with near-

sensational accounts of President Clinton's sexual

tfncoum«rh w i th forme r Wh i te Hou 'te i ntorn

REVELATION: Theology,

society prevent people from

recognizing gay stereotypes

>

Homophobia, according to my cute,

red Webster dictionary, is an

"unreasonable aversion to hi>nuv

sexuals and homosexuality."

Before I delve into this topic, let me con-

' fer with good, old philosopher Friedrich

Nietzche. He once said, "He who fights

with monsters should look to it that he him-

self does not become a

monster. And wlien

you ga/e long into an

abyss, the abyss alstv

gazes into you."

It was a queer, cool

winter day at

UC(Hell)A-more
queer than my tw isted

brain could have imag-

ined. There I sat in a

classroom in the frigid

bowels of the Fowler

Monica Lewinsky. When the public wondered,
"What's the story here?" the media's answer..on

almost every front page and lead story on broad-

cast reports, was this: Sex is the issue, stupid

Although journalists had the decision-making

ability m cover the news they found pertinent, they

ignored these factors. Perjury and a president's

possible impeachment became secondary details.

The story wasn't about the consequences of the

president's actions. The story was about the details

of what had happened within dark recesses of the

Oval Office between the president and a (then) 21-

year-old woman.
Every explicit, sexual detail became available to

the public - whether it be on Internet sites or in

unedited publications of the Starr report. And on
Sept. 22, the TV airwaves showed the public the

accused president in full view. In respon.se to aim-
petitive pressure from five cable channels, CBS,
ABC and NBC decided to follow up and air

Clinton's testimony - uninterrupted.

The scandal that u.sed to consist of Whitewater,

Iravelgate and Vince Foster's untimely death

became a lurid, trashy and televised dime-store

novel. The media could have spared the public the

unnecessary details but chose to abandon their

ethics instead.

The reason behind such behavior - the almighty

dollar, book and newspaper sales, and Nielson rat-

ings. Ihese motivations have left the public con-

fused about what jourrtatfsts do and what news real-

ly is. It .seems that members of the public - the read-

ers, the viewers - aren't the only ones confused.

Our duty as journalists is to provide an accurate

account of events and issues, treating tho.se we
report on with professional and personal integrity,

respect and good taste. We must follow the same
code of ethics and standards to which we hold oth-

ers.

Our motivation should be to inform, not to

entertain.
'"^^'^—
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bu ilding. Staring anhe

JulJanne

Sobn

way ticket to hell. The message is fairly

clear from Christians in general - "Hate
the sin and love the sinner. " .So there is still

time to save one's soul.

(By the age of 9. I knew that I would be

cast down into the lake of fire with all the

other sinners because 1 was beginning to

believe that (iod did c^ist. but he wasn't lis-

tening. Hell sure sounds more interesting

than trying to get the attention of an

omnipotent being who is staring off into

space. Where el.se can you hang out with

lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender

(LGBI) people, various insane people and
athcistj)hilosQpher types?) ______

AfTer leaving the church. I had more
time to escape reality, not that church isn't

an escape from reality. I soon learned the

stereotypes of what entails sure signs of

"gayness" by watching movies and shows
from the in.sane idiot box. Fven with this

newfound knowledge, I never really put

much thought into trying to figure out if

someone was gay or not. I'm usually the

last person to know because I obviously

have defective "gay-dar." Actually. I'm just

a blatant heterosexist and naturally assume

to ever make me "student of the month")
I was perplexed. These exchanges were

happening more frequently. I was begin-

ning to wonder why certain people always

brought up the topic of homo.sexuality with

me for my opinions. Even while I was still a

cadet in Army ROl C, I had a totally "out

"

lesbian say that I was a "hella dyke." Was
there something these people knew that I

didn't?

My reaction to all this was to ignore

these incidents. (Or at least try to ignore

them.) So, .somehow I found myself in a

homosexuality class last winter quarter. I

reluctantly signedup for it so that I could

take a class with a friend. (And it did fulfill

a requirement.)

Although I didn't learn much from tTie^
~

class by choice, it did .serve as an odd cata-

lyst for .some .serious introspection as to the

root of my homophobia. So I spent the fol-

lowing quarter researching Christianity and
the LGBT community in Japan. I attended

some fellowship meetings, and I also mus-
tered up the energy to go to the LCJBT
Resource Center in Kinsey Hall.

What I learned from all that research

During the media's coverage of the ongoing

Clinton investigation, a lack ofjudgement pervad-

ed an unusually scandal-hungry press core, result-

ing in the creation of a misinformed and weary
public.

Some argue the media is simply catering to the

'public interest. But as journalists ,we are obligated

to do more than sell a product; we should be com-
mitted to disseminating newsworthy, relevant infor-

mation.

The state ofjournalism is unfortunate indeed.

overhead projection

of two naked women kissing in bed.

I squirmed in my chair and thought,

"Howfdoes that work? Things don't quite

fit together there. Don't those get in the

way."

Something dark and unpleasant oozed
up into my consciousness during those ini-

tial moments in my Anthropology class on
homo.sexuality, but as usual I let my eyes

glaze over and pushed the.se thoughts out

of my mind.

After 10 grueling weeks of ditching class

and procrastinating. I managed to pass the

class taking with me only the knowl-

edge that I was homophobic. I

guess I wasn't completely

immune from the Briiinwash-

ing that occurs to .some pecv

pie rai.sed in conservative

Orange County.

In the dusty files
f

of my past, I reciUI

several seeming

ly innocent

moments when
I learned that

bein^ga honuv

sexual was

something that

one shouldn't
1,

aspire to be. I ^ v

played quite a

few games of

"smear the

queer," and my
older brother

Richard always

made it a point

to ask me, "Are

t h at peop le are stiaigl i t. (Not iliai I'm say- was that before I can ObJCCIIve ly iiludy a

ing that being gay is crooked.)

I had an interesting conversation in a

political science class with a friend a few

years ago. I was explaining how I was start-

ing to date this guy and my friend just

stared at me in disbelief After I finished

group or culture, I must identify my bias. I

finally admitted to harboring homophobic
feelings. This helped me overcome the

roadblocks that I had built for myself while

taking the homosexuality course.

Our society has quite a ways to go in

terms of acceptance of certain groups. It's

not that one must agree with a group's

agenda or even like them, but merely •^

accept that these g^roups exist and

have a right to exist with-
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you a homosex-~

uaU)r a Homo
sapien?"

For some rea-

son. I always chose

the label that would

make my brother bust up
laughing. Boy. those two words

sound the same. (This is probably

because homosexuals are in fact Ho/no
sapiens. The .sad truth is that this may be

news to some people out there.) Crowing
up in a predominately Republican neigh-

borhood. I learned that gays and lesbians

belonged in the "them" category, and I

should always make it a point not to be one
of "them."

While forced to go to the earthly purga-

tory of church. I learned that homosexuali-

ty was indeed a sin. To engage in such

unnatural acts may earn a person a one-

Sohn is busy trying to get out of a bell jar.

She can be reached at Jsohn@A.icla.edu.

telling him my story, he said. "I'm sorry if

this offends you, but I just thought that you
were, you know ... I mean, a lot of people

have thought that I was gay. too. because of

the^way I talk and act."

My friend and I then discussed various

stereotypes of gays and lesbians.

For iiTstance. there seems to be a vague

correlation between effeminate guys and
show tunes, and gayness. And it seems that

most Physical Education teachers arc les-

bians. (My P.E. teacher was not only a les-

bian, but in early June of my senior year in

high school, she shot fcer ex-lover and

anothe|-jyoman She was the only teacher

/

out chronic harassment.

In last week's issue of "The Advocate,"-

the national gay and lesbian newsmagazine,
the main story dealt with college students

and their perspective of being "out" at

school. (That couldn't be UCLA on the

cover ... could it?) A story called "The
Christian Closet," by Ted Gideonse. partic-

ularly caught my interest. Gideonse'

describes a gay college student named
Dave who was attending a religious college.

A fellow student handed Dave a note that

read, "Faggot: you're going to hell." Dave

SeeS0HN,page19
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Same-sex couples should have equal recognition
MARRIAGE: Society must

move past irrational fear

of homosexual relations

By Hiyas Magilligan

Why do certain people feel that

same-sex marriage should remain

unrecognized.*

What harm do thev ihink recoimi/-

ing same-sex marriage would brin'g to

their way of life? What threat do they

think our love would pose to them'.' .All

reialionNhips between consenting

adults should be conferred the same

legal respect.

Ii\er\ indiMdua! should ha\e the

right to lo\c the person she or he choos-

es to love regardless of race, gender or

sexual orientation. We are eiilitled to

the right to marry and lhereb\ benefit

from the same laws that are granted to

Magilligan is a fourth-year American

literature '^ttudewt. Tania Mohammad,
who also contributed to the column, is

a third-year English student.

heterosexual couples. If Senator Pete

Knight's California Defense i4

Marriage Act succeeds in denying

recognition of homosexual marriage,

our civil rights (without which we are

no more than second-class citizens in a

so-called democratic nation) would be

abridged.

Why is there opposition to same-sex

marriage' One of the most ob\ ious rea-

sons is economics. If a typical hetercv

sexual couple were to get married, the

state would bless their marriage gener-

t)usly. They would be able to file a ii>int

tax return and hence pay lower taxes.

ITiey would be allovved various govern-

ment benefits as uell under Social

Security inheritance and subpoena

laus. Also, a foreign spouse could

attain residency m the L'nited States

through marriage to an American citi-

zen Why then should we give gay cou-

ples a share in all of these goodies'

Perhaps becau.se gay people pay

taxes, too. Our taxes support these ben-

efits for hetcrosexuid married couples.

Denying gay couples the right to marry

prevents us from enjoying the many
advantages that should be at our dis-

Q|||noi^/>i»paf/:i J(
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Health benefits and insurance that

companies provide for their employees

x*s well as their spouses is* another

aspect which affects the issue of legaliz-

ing same-sex marriages. For instance, a

person is granted paid leave in the

event of a spouse's or distant relative's

death. Vet, if the employer discovered

that the deceased was tha-emplayee's

lover, she or he would have the option

to refuse this allowance.

Gertrude and Alice, a lesbian cou-

ple, had been together for 13 years.

Alice passed away, but Gertrude's

employer refused to grant her paid

bereavement because Alice was not a

legally recognized family member. But

if Bob, Ciertrude's uncle, whom she'd

only had the opportunity to visit five

times in the past decade, were to have

passed away, she would have every

right to be given the paid bereavement

Who has the right to determine the

validity of a relationship between two

. individuals? If same-sex marriage is

not legalized; this unjust situation will

perpetuate.

* The family structure in the United

States has long been associated with

the patriarchy that exists in most of the

world today. Gay marriage threatens

to disrupt this nuxiel (which has long

SeeMAGILUGAN,page18

LETTERS

Project will kill Village

With all due respect to able Brum (writer)

draw n to the Village's aesthetic

architecture and its untrendy and

uncrowded reputation The key to

CAMOM Slop and ask, "Is the cost of doing

business in the Village too high?"

The answer is yes. l)ie answer is

Tr i ha F-nrique/.Tlie Bruin ImuU questioning i t\s l aliililv was prnpciuiuna l aunuiiu -a.k.a. le^u, nut munr.

sh^iwn in the job performance polls, and that

we should just drop the whole thing. If this were

: just about sex and nothing else, Matsas may

the wisdom of the developers who claim to

know what will rev ive Weslwood. As one who
remembers when the Village was a thriv ing

-

albeit more boring - enterprise. I find it ]i\>nic

to note that the very medicine these johnny-

cimie-lalely developers prescribe - more

upscale stores, nK^re high-piiced restaurants,

more theatres, more this, more that. more,

more, more - is precisely what caused the

Village to llail .to begin with

ITie Village used to be just that - a village. It

rolled the sidewalks up at night, save for a few

movie theatres, a couple of restaurants and a

bookstore or two. It existed on student and

neighborhot>d traffic. ^

During the day. longtime businesses catered

to itJimited but faithful area clientele who were

village economy.

Sometime in the '7()s. developers hatched

the idea that the Village despite that it had a

dearth of parking ^ could be made int(^ a "hap-

pening place," riiey bid up the property,

incurred huge debts and opened trendy busi-

nesses that could not be financially sustained.

Square footage costs in Westvvood w^re olT

the real estate map ITie disco mentality of the

decade transformed the staid, but affordable

Village into a burned out hull of glitterizcd.

overpriced and. ultimately, itinerant business

failures. In that, it was a perfect metaphor for

that sorry decade.

I"he Village economy is so screwed up that

even McDonalds failed! When McDonald's

fails, any'developer worth his or her .salt should

MarcMayerson

Assistant dean of sodalsdences ^

College of Letters and Sdence

'Sorry ' is not enough
It is interesting, though all too common it

seems, to see someone completely ignore the

important points of the Clinton crises and scan-

dals. (Solomon Mastas' article "Political lead-

ers persecute for personal gain." from

Viewpoint. Oct. 2, 1998).

First. Mastas forgets that the first article of

impeachment against President Nixon was that "

he lied and deceived the public (something

which Clinton continues to do).

It is suggested that the people forgive him, as

twvc An arguing point.

' But it is not just about sex. Clinton's accused

of committing serious felonies - crimes for

which people have gone to jail for long periods

of time. True, sex is not a crime, but perjury is
-

even if it is in a civil court ca.se. especially if it is

to a criminal grand jury.

ITie otVenses outlined by Independent

("ounsel Ken Starr are serious and (below trca-

.son and bribery) are the most serious and

impeachable olTenses possible (e.g. perjury, wit-

ness tampering, obstruction ofjustice and ^
abuse of power). A crime can not be taken

back, and punishment cannot be avoided sim-

ply by saying "I'm sorry. " Anyone else would

be in jail now.

See LETTERS, page 18
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From page 17

been held as the ideal) by replacing the

iradilionai "husband and wife" roles.

For people who deem same-sex

marriage as a blasphemy against orga-

nized religion, let them reconsider

their initial stance in judging love for

another human being, regardless of

sex or gender, asa sin. If religion advo-

cates peace, love and acceptance for

all human beings, this tolerance should

be extended. to same-sex couples as

well.

Essentially, marriage is a sacred

union between two people who love

each other. By denying same-sex cou-

ples the right to marry one another,

these relationships are stripped of the

dignity and value that is associated

implicitly with a heterosexual relation-

ship.

Who has the right to

determine the vahdityL

of a relationship?

This is by no means an attempt to

influence or convince anyone to

believe that marriage is necessary in

recognizing a relationship. Merely, we
are stressing that marriage should be

an option to any couple who feels that

matrimony is the ultimate expression

of ihc i r commiimeni and ded ication to

one another.

People need to investigate their

own motives behind their fear of allow-

ing homosexuals to~ marry.

Internalized homophobia could very

much be the prime factor responsible

for the oppression of gay people.

With all the issues confronting the

world today, it's a pity that some peo-

ple are still hung up on allowing gay^

the right to get married, wher\ we
should all be ifrunison, striving toward

a better future.

LEHERS
7rom pa'ge 17

llic president is not above the law.

He should face the same punishment

as anyone else if found guilty, and he

lacks the necessary credence required

trom a president.

-

Also, this is about hypocrisy on the

part of so-called feminist organiza-

tions. If Clinton were a corporate

C'liO or a conservative, the National

Organization for Women (NOW) and
a plethora of other organizations

would be howling for his removal, and

ihey would be persecuting him. Yet

they do not do it here.

llie reason is obvious - they don't

care about women, only about getting

political table scraps from the presi-

dent.

Even Barbara Boxer was both late

and tepid in her response to Clinton,

and Stjll campaigns with him for the

sake of money. When it was a conserv-

ative, she attacked, even before the

tacts were in. (Does Clarence Thomas
ring a bell?)

The excuses being made, such as

that Clinton is a victim of Monica
Lewinsky, who preyed upon the loneli-

ness of his ofllce, do nothing but

smash everything that feminist organi-

zations have attempted to achieve.

It must illso be jioted that conserva-

tives such as Helen Chenoworth,

Henry Hyde and Dan Burton have

been far more honest about their sexu-

al past.

The ditTerence between them and
-Clinton is clear: they told the truth,

which Clinton committed crime after

a crime to cover up.

Daniel B.Rego

Third yearj>re-politkal sdence student

Member of Youn9 Americans for Freedom

and Secretary of ttie Bruin RepuMicans
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Gore, Newt not

better than Bill

This letter is in response to the

(articles) by Martin Chippas and

Malt Nagel (Viewpoint, Oct. 5,

1998).

First, I would like to commend
you on your active participation in

our political society. Your editorials

run along the lines of many of our fel-

low citizens' beliefs. Although I agree

with your assessment of what Clinton

has done during his scandal-filled

administration, I do not agree with

the punishments you have suggested,

namely resignation or impeachment.

The people of the United States

have enough embarrassment to bare,

not to mention the bill from the inves-

tigation. We do not need to add the

problems the impeachment process

will bring. We elected two liars not

once, but twice (Bill and Ai). By

altowing Clinton arid Gore to fmish

their terms of embarrassment, it will

give us a better opportunity to learn

from our mistakes. Hopefully, we will

become more selective of our repre-

sentation in our future local, state

and national elections.

Also, for those of you who are

unfamiliar with the presidential line

of succession, I suggest you become

knowledgeable on the subject.

According to our glorious

•ConstUution, "If, by reason of dea;fa;

resignation, removal from office,

inability, or failure to qualify, there is

neither a President nor Vice

Tresident to discharge the powers

and duties of the office of President,

then the Speaker of the House of

Representatives shall, upon his resig-

nation as Speaker and as

Representative in Congress, act as

President." I am sure that if AI

became president, the investigation

currently under way would,become

more vigorous as well as expensive.

Also, please let me remind you, our

current Speaker of the House of

Representatives, Newt Gingrich, is

far from scandal free.

I again applaud you for living up

to your civic obligation and becom-

ing politically aware. If America had

more people like you and your fellow

writers, we may have never been put

into this situation in the first place,

_bul wc are, so. let us move forward as

a nation and begin to elect better rep-

resentation.

Christopher M. Green

Second-year history student

SOHN
From page 1

6

\Tbld 4 professor, who replied, *'Tf you

are a faggot, then you deserve that

treatment."

Institutionalized injustices such as

the "don't ask, don't tell" policies in

the m ilitary is hard evidenceJhat

there is a need for a change in atti-

tude. (Not that this is going to hap-

pen for quite a long time.)

What matters is who
we love regardless of

gender, age, ethnicity

and (religion).

In the end, what matters is who we

love regardless of gender, age, ethnic-

ity and religious preference. My
dear, insane philosopher-friend

Nietzche once wrote, "That which is

done out of love always takes place

beyond good and evil." What a crazy,

man! Can love really transcend good

and evil? I think so.

SeeLfTTEIIS,pa9e19
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Ring. PhD serve on QULodvlsory board. Our Board of Directors Includes published authors Ronnie Kaye and David Kessler. Marianne WUliamson
supports our efforts at her lectures. Our National Steering Committee includes represent£||fives from most of the major motion picture studios. We
believe in this work. You can make a difference in our ability to help others.

Please call (323) 931-7315
7>.0. Sw i40t3 y ^94. /4m^eUA. e4U*4»'uu^ 90075 V (SB3}95/-73/5 p*u* (323) 93/-SS/4^
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HQ\je the fright of your

life as you're trapped

in terror, surrounded

by zombies, rocked by

wicked bands and

shocking shows.

Don't be caught dead

without tickets!

4 NEW HORRIFYING HAUNTED
MAZES INCLUDING CLIVE
BARKERS FREAKZ MAZE
FROM THE MIND THAT

BROUGHT YOU HELLRAISER

ROCK AND ROLL ALL NIGHT
WITH THE ULTIMATE
TRIBUTE TO KISS

TIE THE KNOT IN CHUCKY'S
WEDDING CHAPEL

DARE TO RIDE THE FINALE OF
JURASSIC PARK IN THE DARK

PARTY BEYOND YOUR
WILDEST SCREAMS AND
MUCH. MUCH MORE!

Save $io with advance purchase
Get your tickets at the Universal Studios Ticket Booths, selected Spencer Gifts

locations and ru^crf^^snu^ ['2.^Z) 252-TIXS.
GO TO CARL S JR. RESTAURANTS OR BUY PEPSI FOR A SPECIAL DISCOUNT ON TICKETS.
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Hjp Hop artist Ras Kass discusses

his long awaited new album, which

hits stores this month.
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The hauntingly

mellifluous sounds

of Bulgarian folk

music reverberate

in Shoenberg Hall

EAST
By Megan pidcerson

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

-T--V.>:!v'ri»

<^ .- ,t

Photos by DERRICK KUDO/Daily Bruin

Leading Bulgarian singer Radostina Kaneva is accompanied by gadulka player Georgi Andreev during the Balkan music master class.

Exccp! lor the limited English of leader Georgi Doichev, the

six members o{ the folk music troupe Bulgari linger behind a

restrictive language barrier. Ask them a question in English, and

these highly educated, classically trained musicians, who play

SchoenhcTg Hall at 8:00 p.m. Thursday, shrug their shoulders,

forwarding the petitioner to the paternaJLPcychey for translation.

But deposit the five men and one woman in a room brimming

with eager UCLA ethnomusicology students and members of the

music coiiiniunity, and watch the walls fall down.

All oriumaily hailing from Bulgaria (a relatively small, Balkan

country ) the troupe will soon see the end ofan American tour that

started a: the dawn of September.

At 8:()<' p.m. the ensemble settled into a hemisphere of red-

cushiorK\l chairs at a Schoenberg master's class.

;Ti In a iili'Wing intrcxiuction, ethnomusicology chair Tim Rice

said hc\ lirateful that "perhaps the finest musicians in Bulgaria"

could appi ar at the first meeting of what will be a weekly event, a

free, ad\ i.nised ethnomusicology master's class taught by the best

in the fiei.;

This pirtieuiar class goes hand in hand with the work of the

UCLA Balkan Ensemble, which Rice has spearheaded ofTand

on during liis 1 1-yaar tenure at the university.

Georgi Doichev, leader of the music group Bulgari,

plays the gajda during a rehearsal.

Rice, a sftxialist in Balkan folk music, possessed an edge in

bringing the famous Bulgari to the halls ofSchoenberg. A veteran'

of fieldwork in the rich Bulgarian music community. Rice met

group leader Doichev in Bulgaria in 1979. In 1991, this Los

Angeles contact led Doichev to a two-year ethnomusicology lec-

tureship at UCLA. Two years later, Doichev organized Bulgari,

which, in translation, simply means "the Bulgarians."

The group represents the best performers in each instrumental

area, with Doichev harvesting outstanding musicians from.

Bulgaria's National Ensemble of Folk Song and Dance.

According to Rice, the demise of the communist government,

which was hospitable to folk music as a symbol of national identi-

ty, led to financial instability for the members of large ensembles.

So joining a small touring group turns out to be not only a means

to see the world, but a matter ofeconomic need.

At the evening's master's class, Doichev soon took to the cen-

ter of the group to conclude Rice's brief introduction.

"I apologize for my English," Doichev said. "Lef us play for

you a couple of tunes. And then if you have any questions ..."

Doichev receded to his red chair. A couple beats of the gudul-

ka, a bowed fiddle, a few strums of the tambura, a plucked lute

and the group was ready. Doichev nonchalantly tunneled air into

his bagpipes and the room filled with sound.

See MUSIC page 24

Production's outdoor scenery can't rival talent of actors
THEATER: Demeter troupe presents

(Irst-ever play, a love stoi7 written by

revolutionary writer Robert Sheridar

By Kate Herold

Daily Bruin Contributor

^-^ The roller coaster ride of emotions some like to

call love is not a new topic to the average playwright.

Yet presenting this popular topic in a way that makes
the audience think and laugh at the same time is.

This intertwincment of humotaud anger, present-

ed in what can often-be considered controversial lan-

guage, is the basis behind *Thc Rivals." which the

Los Angeles-based Demeter Theater will perform on

1 hursday and Friday for free be'hind Powell Library.

The revolutionary Robert Sheridan wrote "The
Rivals," which centers around the trials of love expe-

rienced by two different couples in 1775.

The adaptation being performed at UCLA, how-

ever, will be produced in a modern setting, with few

props and no set. ''

This interpretation, which will fill the grassy aVea

behind Powell, was the brainchild of director

Jennifer Epps, who stated that it is important the

actors be able to express themselves without any out-

side influences.

"I wanted the actors to stand on Ihcir own and not

have to compete with a fancy set or period costumes

that move in a certain way," said Epps, who recently

moved to -the United States from Canada.

"All of the costumes are modern but still represent

each of the characters."

In addition, Epps explained that each of the actors

chose his or her own costume, depending on how
they wanted "to represent their particular character.

Patrick Hancock, who plays the part of, Captain

Absolute, explained that "The Rivals" adapted par-

ticularly well to an outdoor .setting because of the

time period in which it was written.

"Classical work being performed outdoors is pret-

ty much how it should be," said Hancock.

"The space at UCLA is a perfect background.

Hopefully people will walk by and happen upon it

and stop to watch."

Gary Collier, also a performer in the show;

explained that the outdoor settmg can also challenge

one as an actor.

"You have to be so much bigger," said ColKcr.

"There's a lot of intricate things that get lost when'
you're outside. But there is enough in the show that

the message will transcend to the audience."

"The Rivals" was the first major play written by

Sheridan. Sheridan was known for speaking openly
within his plays about the Haws in society, as well as

writing about flawed characters rather than present-

ing characters that are too perfect to be human.
The Hancock's c|iaracter of Captain Absolute rep-

resents one of these conflicted characters. Captain
Absolute was born into a rich family but attempts to

impress an idealistic girl by pretending to be poor. He
is left struggling with whether or not to continue his

charade or to reveal the truth once he has gained her

love.

Collier, who plays the part of Sir Anthony (an

angry, chauvinistic father), said that he enjoys play-

ing these type of flawed characters - but that they can
often be difficult to interpret.

"We tried to make the character like a real per-

son," said Collier, "but it is difficult not to fall into

playing all the cliches."

The production of "It Rivals" is especially sig-

nificant because it is the ti; production for Demeter
Theater, an acting compa' that takes its name from

the ('ireek goddess of agru iture.

According to Epps, the irpose of the troupe is to

"present plays which ask ugh questions and chal-

lenge the audience into

selves and society."

Hancock said that it i^

thq,characters that allow l

.^itL^.i-'t

''eluily examining them-

iiese complexities within

play to stand on its own,

transcending the gap bel\v n the IKih century, when
it was written, and the pre - nt da>.

"The complexities of l!:^ relationships is the one

thing that has made thrs-p.-:y]ast as long as it has."

said Hancock.

Epps said that she gr lates toward characters

such as these, which mak/ Sheridan's play such a

perfect piece for the Denv'icr Theater.

"That's what makes 'iw character interesting,

when they have both got i and bad in them," said

Epps. "People have monunts when they shine, even

when they are a villain."

Sheridan's criticism oi controversial aspects of

society, such as the treatment of women in the 18th

century, appealed to the revolutionary minds of

young people.

One of his best know quotes, which is actually part

of "The Rivals," urges young people to not look to

the p^st. but to instead aim all of their retrospection

toward the future.

The Demeter Theater plans to perform the works

of others but also hopes to begin work on a written

work of their own.

Next year, to coincide with their tfteme of "apoca-

lypse" they will be working on an original play about

Kurt Gcrstein, a German officer who worked to

warn the Allies about the Nazis.

That production, along with "The Rivals," repre-

sents the important ideas behind the Demeter

Theater company.

"You need to put on plays that say something,"

said Epps, "that speak to people, that change their

lives a little bit."

Thcattr: "The Rivals" will be showing Thursday and

Friday, Oct. 8 and 9, behind Powell Library at 2 p.m.

Admission is free.
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Qassic rock aids

souls of those born

under a bad sign

COLUMN: 'Blues' album by Jimi Hendrix

showcases extraordinary guitar work,

makes emotional connection to listeners

X al

ere are tons upon tons of music journals. Go down
to your local newsstand - you'll see loads of ihemr~~'
about the latest albums, songs, bands, artists, gossip,

jwhatever. You've got to look pretty hard, however, to find ^
articles devoted to older music.-You might find references

about the latest geeks from Britain who are "the next

Beatles." but you don't see too much about the original

art ists and their work

.

Well, that's lame. It's cool to find out about what's new
and exciting, but do you ever wonder about the other albums
in the racks at the record store.' Ones that you haven't read a

review for because they came out more
than a month ago? Albums that the

oritiL\s tJidw'f \W\ thi- nt-rH tn trip nvrr-

Brent

Hopkins

Ometef Theater

The Demeter Theater troupe preforms

"The Rivals" behind Powell on tbursday.

themselves to review? Well. I think that

some of those deserve some recc>gni-

tion. And where better to start than

with one of this o^fltury's most talented

artists? .
- -— .

It doesn't matter if you're going

away to Tahiti, living the high life, sit-

ting at home or going to die tomorrow,

the one album whith you should make
sure you have is Jimi Hendrix's

"Blues." If you own it, congratulate

yourself If your collection lacks it,

drop what you're doing, go buy it. I

don't care if you've got to give up eating for a week, miss a

rent payment or fail to pay your tuition because you spent

the money on this CD. Trust me, it'll be money well spent.

Hendrix wasn't known primarily as a bluesman - his

thing was always psychedelic rock. The sounds he could get

out of that guitar were amazing. He produced things no one
could make before he burst flamboyantly onto the scene.

There have been a lot of imitators since, but no one's been
able to match him.

Simply put, the man was the greatest guitar player ever.

Sure, lots of people will argue, but there's really no one even
in his league. Hendrix was an amazing innovator, bringing

sound effects and feedback into rock music in a way they'd

never been Used 'jj/eviously. It wasn't just that, though - he
could genuinely play in the purest sense.

Although never classically trained, he could play '"por- ^

mally" just as well as anyone who ever strapped on a six-

string. Listen to his covers of other artists, like Bob Dylan's

"All Along The Watchtower," and you can hear him playing

straightforward rock just as any modern group would.

Hendrix broke into the music world playing as a sideman
in groups for Little Richard and the Isley Brothers, so he had
to be able to play the standards before he could venture off

and do his own thing. Even if you don't like his music, you
have to acknowledge him as a virtuoso.

But enough on Hendrix himself what I want to talk about
is this particular album. "Blues" is not famous when com-
pared with some of his other elVorts. but it's certainly on par
with them. Released in 1994. it compiles 1 1 of Hendrix's

blues numbers. A few songs can be found on other albums
but most are new releases. But most of the time, it's not

pleasant music to listen to. It's not supposed to be. Instead,

it's an intensely fascinating 72 minutes of playing.

Rattling, uneven, discordant at times, ''Blues" would have
never sent any singles to the top of the charts. This isn't for-

mulaic, energetic pop: they're masterfully crafted emotions
set to a musical background. Whether it's with his wailing

guitar or in his raspy vocals, Jimi will make you feel his pain

before the album crescendos, then crashes to a halt with the

ramblingjam of "Hear My Train A Comin'". The album's

power does not stem from its lyric content or even its instru-

mental offerings, but from the emotion that it can evoke
from a careful listener.

Blues music is cool because if you're feeling depressed, it

reminds you that it could be worse. Sure, you just flunked

that chem midterm, your roommate dropped his 40 on your
stereo and you just can't seem to find any good orange

chicken anywhere in town, but it's not the end of the world.

You aren't working in the fields, you're eating something at

least and your baby didn't leave you for your best friend.

Supposing that maybe one of those is true, then hey, you

SecN0fiaNS,pa9e22
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HOPKINS
From page 21

know that someone else is in the same

boat. Whenever life is kicking me
around, I grab for my blues discs to

help me forget what's bugging me.

Think of it as a cheap alternative to

getting drunk. You're also far less like-

ly to throw up on yourself.

"Blues" is such an amazing album

because it can change your emotional

state completely. It's not so much
what Hendrix is saying, it's the way he

phrases it. When you compare the

lyrics with classic blues recordings, it

doesn't measure up so well. Hendrix

was never known as an amazing lyri-

cist, but the emotion he throws into

the music is stunning. He cries out

with the best qf them, sounding like a

man who's befen done wrong.

Compared with a lot of the old

masters, Hendrix actually had a pretty

cushy life, so it's not completely

authentic, but who cares? The man
could fake the hard life for the sake of

art, I guess.

Singing is a small part of the appeal

of "Blues." It's that famous Fender

Stratoca.stcr guitar that brings it home.

I lendrix was able to evoke emotion

with his axe even more easily than he

could with his voice, and he does it

with a vengeance here.

Whether it's picking out sparse

melodies like "Here My Train A
Comirl*" in its acoustic form or

"Bleeding Heart" or grinding out

churning aural assaults on "Electric

Church Red House" and "Mannish

Boy," Hendrix can always make you

feel something. Maybe you don't

share in the emotion, but you can defi-

nitely tell what he's talking about.

The album's strongest cut is an

instrumental, the Albert King stan-

dard "Born Under A Bad Sign". It

begins simply, with a slow, repetitive

bass line and subdued drums before

Hendrix cuts in with a slow, tortured

solo. The sound of the guitar's scream

mimics a beaten animal, crying out in

pain. We all feel like that at times, I

think.

It keeps on this way for almost

eight minutes, iJ>lumbing the depths of

depression. Hendrix is smart, too. He
doesn't use the laid back rhythm sec-

tion as a means ta showboat and go

overboard with guitar theatrics.

Instead of snatching the spotlight,

every now and then, he'll drop back

and let the bass do all the work. Or

have the drums carry the song. This

subtle approach to jamming makes

. the song much more interesting and

substantial, since it's not buried

behind an eight minute solo.

I could go on, but you're probably

already skimming through this, wait-

ing to get to the crossword puzzle.

That's OK, I understand. Just remem-

ber, next time you're feeling like

you've been run over by a Mack truck

being driven by your ex with your life

science professor riding shotgun,

"Blues" can be the way out. It proba-

bly won't be on sale, but buy it any-

way. It's an investment.

Hopkins has never worked in the fields

or had a 40 dropped on his stereo.

Yell at him at afropic@hotmail.com

University Catholic Center

Welcome Picnic

A New Year's Party

'Jn. Wctooex!

Happy New Academic Year

Free Food, Music & Dancing

Toniffht
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Dr. Nader Dayani
ORTHODONTIST

SINCE 1980
UCLA FACULTY MEMBER

Member American Association of Orthodontists

Specializing in braces for adults & cinildren
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MARYLN MANSON
" Mechanical Animals"

Marilyn Manson, "Mechanical

Animals" (Nothin}* Records)

Iwi) lines Ironi Marilvn Maiison's

newest hit "Dope Show" baNically sum
up the Manson plight: ' lliey love you

when youre on all the covers/ When
you're not then they love another " No
need to worry for the time being. The

spectacle and the truly creative sound

ol" Man!) n Manson (boih the man and

the group) will continue to keep audi-

ences guessing and entertained lor the

^tme+>eittgr

world a dillerent side ol Manson.
I nder the "death rock," the frightening

images and the- confusion lies a true

musician capable of crossing over into

the mainstream \sorld of rock.

I he newest album keeps the old

Manson traditit^n o{ dark charm but

adds a dimension ol gripping melodies,

intense guitar and synthetic hooks.

The new album contains a little oi

everything, from intoxicating drums in

Rock is Dead" (which lend the same

chiirm as they last did with the song

"Beautiful People") to the slower,

methodical melodies k>{

"Disassociative" and "Speed K.-^'i Pain."

Both songs show striking similarities to

techniques used by NIN and

Radiohead.

A lew of the best songs of the album,

"I Don't Like the Drugs (But the

Drugs Ijike Me)" and "Mechanical

you. (""Shoot myseU' to love you If I

loved myself I'd be shooting you.")

The softer, poppier Manson may
have had a makeover, but this glo\e tits

to create one of the year's best records

to date.

Michelle Zuhiate

Henrv Rollins, "Ihink Tank."

(DreamWorks)

Henr\ Rollins, late k^\ Black I lag

aiwJ the Rollins Band, has got to be one

of the most unusual entertainers in the

music industry. I le's spent nearly twen-

ty years hopping around stages,

screaming at the top oi his lungs, flex-

ing his muscles. Hashing hiv.gruesome

looking tattoos, and making st>me thor-

oughly angry music. Lately, he's been

branching out, tr\ing his hand at act-

jng, and now. with " Iliink Lank." ct>m-

edv as well. Surprisingly enough, he's

Thougli his e\er-i.hanging appear-

iinces and ax'entric;illy freakish

demeanor grab the hCiidlines and recur

in our nightmares, Manson holds a

musical talent not to be taken for grant-

ed because of his devilish antics.

A little bit of Nine Inch Nails;

Radiohead and the powers of evil,

Marilyn Manson's newest album

"Mechanical Animals" shows the

-Antmahr'^not^irriyrontam thccsscntmL—nrtrrallypi etty goodhrthc double discr

hard rock elements but also hold antic-

ipated choruses and melodies that stick

in your head.

The vocals involve more than just

loud yelling and chanting, but they are

not perfect. Humorous experiments

include the soft, lounge-style melodies

of songs such as "I'undamentally

Loathsome" that make you gasp when

you realize what the vocals are telling

recorded live in Chicago and Australia,

Rollins switches between intentionallv

funny stand-up material and insightful

experiences as a touring musician.

Hie Chicago disc is the funnier o'i

the two, wi|j] Rollins unloading on

everything from airport waiting delays

to weathermen to- characters ow

"Iriends ' Obscene, yes, but wickedly

funny and cuts right to the point.

While he lacks the bite o^ Chris

Rock or the everyday accessibility ^-^i

Jerry Seinfeld. Rollins, dcK*s possess a

simple honesty, combined with com-

manding oration that makes his mater-

ial hard to ignore. Hie Australian disc

has a much nu>re laid-back feel, with

Rollins trading his bitter tirades for sto-

nes \^'i the road. It can actually be

liHiching at times, to hear this maniacal

ranter talk about his experiences with a

terminallv ill leukemia patient. He ma>
not match the high-iKtane fury o'i his

music on ""'niink Tank." but he is enter-

taining nonetheless.

Brent 1 lopkins

Outkast, " VqueminI" (LaF^ce)

Since then debut m 1V94. Andre and

Big Boi. commonly known as Outkast.

have managed to consislently make
good music, gaining a stronger fan base

with every atbimr. LhcHr third atbimi.

".Aqucmini." continues^ the pattern.

Representing tiic iusioii of ihc'jjuu^

personalities through then Zodiac sym-

bols, ".Aquemini" is one o^ those

albums that must be listened to from

start to finish.

Irom the first song, "Return of the

Ci," it is apparent that the group con-

tinues to grow both artistically and

emotionally, lliere is an abundance of

qualitv material to experience o\\

"Aqucmini,"- like the rhythmic "Rosa

Parks," which utilizes a harmonica at

the end of the song, or '"Skew It on the

Bar-B " (featuring Raekwon of the Wu-
lang Clan). Two of the best tracks on

the album don'reven feature lyrics, like

"Liberation." with Cee-Lo of Goodie

Mob, and "SpottieOttieDopaliscious,"

which finds .Andre and Big Boi talking

over a relaxing beat describing an

evening at a club.

Probably the best track on the

album is the title track. "Aquemini".

Both Andre and Big Boi flow over a

beat that sounds iis though it was meant

for them and long after the song

appears to be ov er, the beat comes back

m out y.^'i nowhere. The final song,

"Chonkyfire." inspires the listener to'

experience the album again and leaves

them anticipating the next eflbrt from

the Atlanta duo: ~ —'~~

Fiven more expenmental (and emo-

Uuual) than their Uisl album,

"ArLiens", Outakst deserves praise for

not being afraid to go out on a limb and

achieving success. ""Aqucmini" should

at the very least be given a chance by

anyone who considers themselves a

connoisseur of good music. Easily one

ofthe best albums ofl 998.

Tenoch Flores
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SunMt

Wednesday, October 7th, 6:30 - 10:0Q PM
at the University Catholic Center

840 Hilgard Ave

• Invisible

• European

• Removable
• Traditional

• Cosmetic Porcelain

• Surgical Orthodontics

20% DISCOUNT TO STUDENTS AND FACULTY WITH VALID I.D.

(310) 826 - 7494

11645 Wilshire Blvd. #802

Los Angeles, CA 90025

(949) 552 - 5890
18124 Culver Dr., #A

Irvine, CA 92715

jLtConte

University Catholic Center Sunday Mass Schedule

10:30 AM -UCC
7:30 ^ 9:30 PM - Lutheran Chapel

(1 09 1 5 Strathmore, comer of Strathmore & Gayley)

llie UCC is a member ofthe University Religious Conference at UCIA

Teeth Whitening
upper or lower

$85«« each

(Reg. $200.00)

The treatmerrt will be as follows; S 1000 00 plus

S 100 00 for each month of treatment rendered

for metal braces. $900.00 plus $100.00 for each
month of treatment rendered for removable
bfoces arid $ 1 70000 plus S 1 25 00 per month tor

ceramic traces. $20000 for diagnostic study

model and $ 1 75.00 for formal consultation.

expiration date 10-31-98
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to feel Good?
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"Drinks at Maui Reacli Cafe resemble sunsets, Hawaiian flowers and otiier tropical delikjhts.
"

Chris -Rubin. Los Ani^eles Times
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VILLAGE
%1BrO)(ton
208-5576

MANN

Westwood

RushHour(PG-13)
Dolby Digital

MoiiTfi (12:15 2 45 5 15) 7-45 1015

MANN

Santa Monica

CRITERION 3 A Night at (lie Roxbury (PG13)
13i3 3f(JSl Dolby Digital THX Sorry No Passes
Promenade Mon Tt>u (12 00 2 15 4 45) 7 30 9 45
395-1599

LAEMMLE
www.laemmle.com

West Hollywood

8000 Sunset (at Crescent Heiglits) Free Parting

UNITED ARTISTS

Westwood

BRUIN Anl7 (PG)
948 Bro«ton THX Dolby Digital

239-MANN Mom Th (11 45 2 15445) 7 15945

NATIONAL A Niahl at the Roibury (PC 13)

10925 LinilbrlTok • THX Dolby SR Soiry iiu passt-s

208-4366 Mon Thu (12 15 2 30 5 00) 7 30 10 00 12 15

FiSTIVAL
1C387lin(Jbrook

208-4575

Willioul Limits (PG 13)

THX Dolby SR
Mon-TIHJ(1.00 4 00)7GG9 45

REGENT
1045BfO)rton Dolby SF
208 3259 Mon • Thu (12 45 3 00 5 15) 7 30 9 45

Shadrach(PG 13)

PLAZA Sirangeland (R)

1067Glen(Jon Dolby SR
208-3097 Mon • Thu (1.00 3 15 5 30) 7 45 10.00

WESTWOOD 1

1050 Gayley

206-7664

Saving Private Ryan (R)

Dolby Digital

Mon-Th(12 15 4 15)800

^ \\\ nil pii iNion iioii.iMi n ^) W). '/>•)•)

Tickets nlso on .snie al the hox office all Ticketrndster outlets or

online www licketiiiaster coin • Ask for J ty|je ticket

ORCHESTRA IFVtL SEATING ruts WFD & THURS EVES
I mill ^ tickets |)et v.ilid I D Siit)|ecl In iivjilnhililv

Nut vnlifl Willi .iny otlujt oMer ut DrHvioiisly solfl tickets

Visit ;vwi'. tlUM)!i. it com

I^OW NOV tfith • PANTAGfS THEATRE h;^5 H.iiv.voon Biv.i

WESTWOOD 2 ItOMtfen (R)

1050 Gayley Stereo

208-7664 Mon Thu (12 00 2 30 5 00) 7 40 10:10

WESTWOOD 3 Chicago Cab (R)

1050 Gayley Stereo

208-7664 Mon - Thu (12 15 2 40 5 05) 7 30 10 00

WESTWOOD 4

1050 Gayley

208-7664

The Mask olZorro(PG-13)
Stereo

Mon- Thu (1 00)6 45

EvarAfttr(PG-13)
Stereo

Mon - Th (4:00) 9 50

CRfTERION 1
•

Rush Hour (R)

THX DTSDigildf

Mon Thu (12 00 2 30 5 00) 7 30 10 00

CRITERION 5 RmhHour(R)
THX DTSDigilHl

Mon Thu (12 30 3 00 5 30)800 10 30

CRITERION 6 Without Limits (PG 13)

THX SDDS DigiUI

Mon Th(1 154 15)7 15 1030

PACIFIC

Westwood
CREST Simon Birch (PG)

1262 Westwood Blvd THX Dolby Digital

(S oiWiishiie) MonThu(1 30 4 15) 7 00 9 45
474-7866 or

777-FILM(#025)

LAEMMLE
www.laemmle.com

WLA/Beverly Hills

SUNSET 1

(213)848 3500

SUNSET 2

(213)848 3500

John Water s Pecker
Daily (100) 3 10 5 30 7 50 10 10

A Merchant Iviiry tiliii

A Soldier's Daughter Never Cries

Daily (120)4 10 7 00 9 50

UA WESTWOOD
10«89Wtllwu(tti

475 9441

UA WESTWOOD
"^0889 Wellwonff

475 9441

Urban Legend (R)

SDDS Dioilal-THX

Mon Th 3 00 5 30 8 00 10 30

Urfean Legend (R)
DolhySfl

GENERAL

Beverly Hills

Beverly Connection Presented in THX Digital Sound
On 2 Screens Urban Legend (PG-13

145102012 15 2 50 5 20 6 15 8 00 8

Beverty Connection

SUNSET 3 Neil(//) the Compuny ot Men) LaBute's

(213) 848 3500 Your Friends & Neighbors
Daily (12 00>,2 2^450720950

SUNSET 4 Stanley Tucci s Impostors
(213(848 3500 Oa»ly (12 00)2 3O.5 0O.7 30 10 00

UA WESTWOOD
10889 Wellworlh

475 9441

Mon Wed 2 30 4 45 7.15 9:45

Pecker (R)

Dolby Stereo • THX
Mon -Thu 3 15 5 15 7 45 10 00

sentert in Digital Sound
Rounders (R)

12:15300

Beverly Connection Presented in Digital Sound
There's Something About Mary (R)

11 30 2 15 5.00 7.45 10 30

SUNSET 5

(213)848 3500

SUNSET
(213)848 3500

Ben Stillcr/Eli/HhrlhHuiely

Permanent Midnight
Daily (12 00) 2 25 4.50 7 15 9 40

Weekend Shows:

FriSat Sun After Hours

Please Call For Show Times

Please Call For Show Times

GENERAL

Westwood
AVCO CINEMA
l0840WilsriifeBlv() t Bih \ olWesiwutxl

475 0711 What Dreams May Come (PG-13)
Presented in Digital Sound
11 15 1 454.307 15 1000

VINE
Vine Theiltrt Snake Eyes (R)
Show Times (213) 463-6819 Dolby Stereo
2 movies lor »5 2:006:05
One Free Popcorn & Diet Col(e with this Ad

Vine Theaters
Show Times (213) 463-6819

Blade (R)

Dolby Stereo

3 55 7 55

Santa Monica

AVCO CINEMA

AVCO CINEMA

AVCO CINEMA

Presented in THX Digital Sound
Ronin (R)

11 15 2 00 4:50 7:45 1045

BlIBlliLSiiC

ROYAL
11523SM Blvd

477-5581

Francois Trultaufs

Day For Night

Mon-Th^(4 45) 7 20 955

Santa Monica
CRITERION 1

i:it3 3rdSt
Proa)enade

395 1599

What Dreamt Mav Come (PG-13)

THX - Dolby Digital Sorry No Passes

Mon-Thu(1 15 4 15)7:15 10,15

MUSIC HALL1
9036 Wilshire

274-6869

MUSIC HALL2
9036 Wilshire

274 6869

Sandra Bernhard

Sotnewhere in the City

Mon • Thu (5:20) 7:30 9:40

CRIYERION 2 Ant2 (PG)
•1313 3rd Si Promenade Dolby Digital-Sorry No Passes

395 1599 Mon-Thu (1145 2:00 4 30)7 00 9 30

Francois O/en's See IN Sea with

A Summer Dress
Mon - Thu (6 00) 7 40 9 20

Sep Adm Strong at the Broken PiKes
Mon- Th (5.00)

MONICA 1

1322 2nd Street

394 9741

MONICA 2

MONICA 3

MONICA 4

Bill Kairrienson's Souler Opposite
Daily (2 00) 4 30 7 00 9 30

A Comedy (or incurable romantics

Next Slop Wonderland
Daify (12:55) 3.15 5.35 8 00 10 20

Presented m Digital Sound
One True Thing (R)

12 45 4 15 7 30fO:30

. Presented in THX Digital Sound
There's Something About M^ry (R)

100 4.00 /.CO 9.45

Beverly Hills
«

Beverly Connection

La Cienaga at Beverly Blvd

Free 2 1/2 hour validated parking 659-591

1

MONICA

MUSIC HALL3

9036 Wilshire

Alan Arkin/Marisa Tomei
Slums ol Beverly Hills

Tue -Thu (5 00) 7 30 10 00
Mon - (^00) 10:00

Ben Sliller/Fli/abeth Hurley

Permanent Midnight
Daily (100) 3 10 5 20 7 35 9 50

John Waters' Ptcktr
Oaity (t-30) 335 5:4O7-5e-t0W

Weekend Shows
Sat- Sun 11 00 am

Please Call For Show Times

Beverly Connecltoii Prp:.t'nied in THX Digital Sound
Night at the Roibury (PG-13)

- 1594511452204507:

^MMi

Beverly Cot<nea(ion Presented in Digital Sound
Strangtiaiid (R)

1,00 3 10 5:15 7:40-10 00

If you would

like to

advertise in

the Bruin

Movie Guide,

please

contact

Robert Isaacs

at 825-2161

visit our website www.laemmle.com

Beverly ConMCtion Presented in THX Digital Sound
659 5911 What Dreams May Come (PG-13)

11:00145430 7:3010:10

,1 '»

(=•

T
J :-
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MUSIC
From page 20

The music that burst from Bulgari's

instruments is recognizable, but only

vaguely. To the uninitiated, the quick,

nasal bagpipes and muted drum
echoed the tonality of Indian sitars, and

drew visions of Sgt. Pepper's Lonely

Hearts Club Band and Maharishis.

But, aside from some instrumental sim-

ilarities, the playful melody was unique

- like the Turkish music masquerading

as Bedouin song in "The English

Patient," it took on a mysterious, float-

ing sound, as if it belongs corked in the

souls of the Bulgarian people.

The sound was, indeed, vei;y tradi-

tional, preserved from century to cen-

tury by the lack of industrialization in

Bulgaria before World War II. It spoke

a language of sm^l villages ihat culti-

vated very unique musical styles due to

mountainous separations.

"I don't think there's anything in the

world quite like it," said linguistics

graduate student Angela Rodel. who

spent a year in, Bulgaria. "I like the

Middle-Eastern sort of sound, the

mixed meters. I mean, it's such unusual

music for such a small country - there's

such variety."

This heterogeneity was reinforced

when the petite Radostina Kaneva qui-

etly stepped to the forefront. One
expected her sound to be soprano and

subdued. The notes that sprung from

her mouth, though, were deep and

feathery, while her gestures were sub-

tle.

She finished a solo, and the music

joined her with greater volume, mirror-

ing the fluttery quality of her voice. She

barely moved her lips, but the deep-felt

tone that left her lips emanated from

her diaphragm, she later explained.

In a question-and-answer peritxi fol-

lowing the class, a student asked to feel

the vibrations of her abdomen as she

sung. She complied, laughing, as Rice

translated the request for her.

The master class continued with the

audience participation that makes this

evening a mUsicai dialbgue. not a con-

cert. Kaneva and Doichev passed out

copies of "Trugna Zhelka," a song

about a boy hedgehog who trips and

kisses a girl turtle. When the turtle com-

plains to a judge, he replies. "A bache-

lor can do (whatever he wa>rt«l You're

a girl - stay home." \
"It's not exactly a women's lib\ext,

"

Rice said, in response to several feir^le

groans of disapproval. \
The class of twenty-five wildly vary-

ing students of Balkan art forms sung

along with Kaneva. Soon. Kaneva

brought in a harmony that added depth

to the piece, and a few minutes later,

the instruments joined the newly-

formed chorus. Although most of the

students were speaking a language

somewhat foreign to their Southern

California tongues, the easy harmonies

,

coalesced in a melodic drone, uniting

the natives of Bulgaria and their pupils.

As the clock neared 10 p.m., the

members of Bulgari were ready to

show the class just how unique

Bulgarian music, the music of the hills,

the music of the people, really is.

"In America, you call this Take

five.'" Doichev says, with a smile. "In

Bulgarian, it's Take eleven.'"

if your last name
begins wWh trie letter

.^A-E, you MUST take

your senidr portrait

before October lOtli!

call 2O0.Ba33 for
an appobttm&nt

i

Are you a woman age 20-30?
Blue eyes? Blonde hair?
High IQ or SAT scores?

A Gift .^"-^r^^rom YOU can bring so muci\
liappiness to an
infertile couple.

Please be our
egg donor.

For more
information,

call Agnes @ USC
Reproductive

Endocrinology

(213) 975-9990

(mention ad #A4)
OOOOOOOOOOOOOl

Your ioumalism career

Generous Compensation

begins this Thursday ni^t
_Find out howyou can join the Daify Bruin and student magazines.

student Media UCLA olTers opportunities for design, or shoot pictures in four weekend

students interested in nearly every jispect of worksliops taught l)y working journahsts, and

journahsm—from

reporting to business,

from newsroom
management to internet

journahsm. We do it

better than any

journahsm department

iu'CJinw w<) ()ff(»r vu» tfa^

All Daily Bruin interns are

required to complete our

woHcshops and admission is

competitive, so pick up an

chance to do more than

study We offer real

(experience. You're

invited to come find out

more about our

public^itions and

programs Thursday night

when we'll be hosting our quarterly open

house.

application today at tfie Daily

maybe you'll end up like

many who came before

you—with a solid start

toward a career.

WANrTOGETINVCHVED?
HERTS HOW...

Ifvou'd like in know inorr,

Bruin in 118 Kerokhoff Hall.

They're due this Friday at noon.

Workshop rosters will be posted

by 5 p.m. the same day.

come to our Orientation

and Open Mouse

Thursday October 8 at

():()() p.m. in the Viewpoint

Lounge on Ackerman

Union's A-level. Come

It doesn't matter what your major is or if you

have any previous experience in newspapers

or magazines. We'll train you to report,

hear what we have to offer,

•^vlsil our ofTrces, and meet the students who

work on the Daily Bruin and the student

nicigazines.

For more information, call us at 825-2787.

The Stucient Meclk (Mentation ancl te
Thursday Ot'iofxT 8, 6:0() p.m. in the Viewpoint Lounge, located on Ackennan Union's A-lcvel

Has moved and Expanded!
Visif the New

Undergraduate Research Centers
i.

For Research in Humanities and Social Sciences - 1201 Campbell Hall

For Research in Life and Physical Sciences - 2121 Life Science Bldg.

(t)eg. 10/12)

Student Research Program Orientation Workshops:
Deadline for Fall '98 contracts: October 16

URC - Hui^anities and Social Sciences 2211 Campbell Hall

Mon. Oct. 5 11:00 a.m. - 12:00 noon

Tues. Oct. 6 10:00 - 11:00 a.m.

Weds, and Thurs. Oct. 7 & 8 2:00 - 3:00 p.m.

Mon. Oct. 12 3:00 - 4:00 p.m.

Tues. Oct. 13 4:00 - 5:00 p.m.

Weds, and Thurs. Oct. 14 & 15 10:00 - 1 1 :00 a.m.

URC - Life and Physical Sciences^ 5301 Life Science Bldg.

Mon. Oct. 5 4:G()- 5:00 p.m.

Tues. Oct. 6 3:00 -4:00 p.m.

Weds, and Thurs. Oct. 7 «fe 8 1 0:00 - 11 :00 a.m.

Mon. Oct. 12 5:00 - 6:00 p.m.

Tties. Oct. 1 3 1 0:00 - 1 1 :00 a.m.

Weds, and Thurs. Oct. 14 & 15 4:00 -5:00 p.m.

Dally Bruin

Looking to buy small

appliances for your

new apartment? Check

out the Bruin Bargains

section on page 34 for

great buys.

CLASSIFIED
Campus Happenings

Research Subjects

Travel Tickets
..»\

'Professional Services

Wednesday,0ctober7J998

Announcements
1100 Campus Nappeninas
1200 Campus Organizations
1300 Campus Recruitment
1400 Campus Services
1500 Birthdays
1600 Legal notices
1700 Lost & Found
1800 Miscellaneous
1900 Personal Messages
2000 Personals
2050 Pregnancy
2100 Recreatlonai Activities

2200 Research Subjects
2300 Sperm / Egg Donors
2400 Tickets Offered
2500 Tickets Wanted
2600 Wanted

For Sale
2700 Appliances
2800 Art /Paintings
2900 Bteycles / Skates
3000 Books
3100 Calling Cards
3200 Cameras / Camcorders
3300 Collectibles

3400 Computers / Software
3500 Furniture

3600 Garage /Yard Sales
3700 Health Products
"3800 Mlicellineoos *

'

3900 Musicalinstruments
4000 Office Equipment
4100 Pets

4200 Rentals

4300 Sports Equipment
4400 Stereos /TVs /Radios
4500 Table Sports

Thinspoilation
4600 Auto Accessories
4700 Auto Insurance
4800 Auto Repair
4900 Autos forSale
5000 Boats for Sale
5100 Motorcycles for Sale

5200 Parking
5300 Scooter / Cyde Repair
5400 Scooters for Sale
5500 Vehteles for Rent

Ttiavel

5600 Resorts / Hotels

5620 Rides Offered

5640 Rides Wanted
5660 Taxi /Shuttle Service

5680 Ttavel Destlnatkms
5700 Tt^velTk:keto

5720 Vacatton Packages

Services
5800 1-900 numbers
5900 Financial Aid
6000 insurance
6100 Cpmputer / internet

6150 Foreign Languages-
6200 Heafth/ Beauty Services
6300 Legal Advtee/ Attorneys
6400 Movers /Storage
6500 Musk: Lessons
6600 Personal Services
6700 ProfetshMiai Services
6800 Resumes
6900 TeleoommunicatkHis
7000 Tutoring Offered
7100 Tutoring Wanted"^^
7300 gHelp

Employment
7400 Business Opportunities

7500 Career Opportunitjes

7600 Chnd C«e Offered

7700 ChUd Care Wanted
7800 Help^Wanted
7900 HousesHtino
8000 Internship

8100 Personal Assistance
8200 Temporary Emptoyment
8300 Volunteer

Housing

8700

9100
9200

9700

Apartments for Rent
Apartments Furnished

Condo / Townhouse for Rent

Condo / Townhouse for Sale

Ouetlhouse for Rent
House for Rent
House for sale

Houseboats for Rent / Sale

Houskig Needed
Room for Help
Room for Rewt^
Roommates - Private Room
Roommatei - Shared Room
Sublets
VMatlon Rentals

Hr«-*t>

f^f--.:l«»i:'^ advertising information

Address
118 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza

Los Angeles, CA 90024

internet
E-Mail: classjfjeds@media.utla.edu

Web: http://www.dailybruin.ucla.edu

Phone
Classified Line: (310) 825-2221
Classified Display: (310) 206-3060

Wb(:t31 0)206-0528

Office Hours
Mon-Thu: 9:00am-4:00pm!

Fri: 9:00am-2:30pm*

Rates
Daily, up to 20 words

...each additional word
Weekly, up to 20 words

...each additional word
Monthly, up to 20 words

...each additional word

$8.00

0.50

27.00

1.50

90.00

5.00

For Classified Display ads. please see

our rate card for variable rate

information.

DI/COVER

Deadlines
Classified Line Ads:

1 working day before printing,

at 1 2 noon.

Classified Display Ads:

2 working days before printing,

at 12 noon.

There are no cancellations after noon
of the day before printing.

Payment
Please make checks payable to "The
UCLA Daily Bruin." We accept Visa,

MasterCard, and Discover credit cards.

• Allow 5 working days for mail payments.

How to Write
an Effective Ad
• start your ad witti ttie merchandise you

are selling This makes it easier for readers

to quickly scan the ads and locate your

items.

• Always include the price of your Item.

Many classified readers simply do not

respond to ads without prices.

• Avoid abbreviations—make your ad easy
for readers to understand.

• Place yourself in the reader's position,

ask what you would like to know alxxjt

the merchandise, and include that in the

ad. Include such information as brand
names, colors and other specific

descriptions.

ISKISI^^S^^ !!iIlL"Iffillt%2M£^^ "^

^g^yy '*»"^ *?" *S^ adwtbaments kvWcI. pr«sam persons of iny origin, noe. sex. or sexual ohentaUon m a denieanlng *«y or Imply mat tfwy

ingOl
complnwntary servlcs for customers and is not guaranteed. The
ofanefToronIhe firstdayot publication bf noon.

DtUfBrutn Is responsible tor the fWst incorract ad Insertion only. Minor typographical errors art not eligibie tar refunds. For any refund, the (telly Bruin Classified Department must be notified

TENNIS TRY-OUTS
MALE STUDENTS wishing to enter the walk-

on tournament for men's team. Mandatory

meetingOLATC, Court 1 on 10-13-98O3pm.
Questlons:3 10-206-3675.

1800

YOUR CREDIT UNION
Your on-campus&on-line financial sen/ices
source, for students, faculty&staff . Visit us at

Ackennan A-Level. on-line at www.ucu.org
or call 310-477-6628.

bolir s»Mli h till

FREE PHONE CARD- One per household.

Minimum $25 activation. Send S.A.S.E.

D/DB, POB:83461 . LA. 90083 Great gift any

occasion. 310-558-8910.
Recycle

iil.K I- v^ln'lt I

kind inst

\f ( Ii.iil;*' «iiv>'

Sc.lts to l»V ll.Mt (1

•Vfl S'MI ^. .1

•IM' nil*' 111 ,1

•Miiiirf .' r 111(1 I

i.ii»*fi oiii'iirtniiitit-s v*i1li StMis

.it .III IllfdllM.ltlon S<-SM<ill.

Dedicatedto Excellence

Parking & Commuter Services
is looking for friendly, courteous people

to assist our customers with their

parking and information needs.

$7.25'$8,30 Per Hour
Previous customer service and cash

handling experience required.

For more information, stop by the
Parking & Commuter Services office at
555 Westwood Plaza (in Structure 8) for

an appfication or call (310) 825-1386

Must be a currently registered UCLA
student and be available to work early shifts,

nights, weekends, holiday$, and throughout the summer.

College Ri'Jtionii

DvDl 707-9. Biap E^ 113B
3J.33 BtM'rU RihiO

Cptitet. .;' kA wvt sciifs CO!

Seins. Roebuck nnd Co.

fandnals

SWING SWING SWING
Authentic LIndy Hop Swing Video. Perfor-

mances by tfie masters plus instruction. Only

$19. 1-800-925-6675.

• • •

Recraitioiial AcUviUii

PARAGLIDING LESSONS Begin October

17/18 $250.00. Sign up for Hawaii trip in De-

cember. 808-968-8685. paraglideOmallexc-

ite.com

http://www.freeyellow.com/members/hage-

mann2/usc,ucla,ucsb html

Also Campus Rep wanted

EARN $20 FOR 1-HR of your time. Female

20-25 who has been diagnosed w/bulllmia

and are married or in a long term relation-

ship. Please call Karen0818-545-9551.

FREE BIRTH CONTROL PILLS. UCLA re-

search study. $50 per visit to clinic. Smokers

ages 18-34 or non-smokers ages 35-44. Call

Jesstea 310-794-1884.

NORI^AL HEALTHY CHILDREN and adol-

escents 8-16yrs needed for UCLA research

study. Receive $25 for lab experiment and

devek>pmental evaluatkxi, and get a scientif-

ic learning experience. Call 310-825-0392.

RESEARCH PARTICIPANTS needed for pa-

tient experiencing hayfever/allergk: rhinitis.

Requires four visits. 6-hours total. Over 7-

lOdays. Will pay up to $100 at conclusion of

study. Contact Dr Dia Sanchez or Dr. Sax-

on at 310-825-9376.

EGG DONORSI
WANTED

If you are a healthy
female between
the ages of 19 and
30 and have health

Insurance.

Compensation
Sssoo.oo

Call MIrna Navas at

(310) 829-6782

ANONYMOUS sperm dorK>rs needed. Help
infertile couples while receiving finar>cial

compensation up to $600/month and free

health screening. Convenient hours, kxated
in Westwood. Call Kim 310-824-9941

EGG DONOR WANTED. Generous fee plus

medk»l expenses pakj. CNldless couple
who woukj k)ve to have children need viable

egg. Mexk:an or Latina background. 18-29,

5'2'-5'r SHght to medkim build. Coisge ed-

ucatkKi, athletk:, ready to begin immediate-
ly. Please call SusieO our doctor's offk».

81 8-88 1 -9800. TeN her you are responding to

this ad for Mary&Mk:hael

I
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CiwuiOT RecruftiiMiit

Start at the top and
work upwards

.

Talk .ihuiit your fancy footwork'
Recent studies show/ fVJOST UCLA stiuients ilnnk no inori' tf>nn 4 wFen thuy ^uir^y

So wfi.it

'

So. students who drink 4 or less have fietter love lives.

and SCORE hitjh in their studies. sj)orts. and otfier pursuits

McKinsey only wants the best. So, if you're a

graduating UCLA Ph.D. or Postdoc student - in any

discipline - McKinsey is your chance to start at the top

and keep excelling.

As a management consultant with McKinsey, you'll be

confronted with a succession of varied and contrasting

challenges. We are one of the worlcj's leading

international management consulting firms and a

career with us means working closely with the most

senior people in major corporations to help their

businesses perform better.

It is an exceptionally stimulating and intellectually

The rewards are high - not least in terms of job satisfaction.

If you'd like to hear nnore about what a career with

McKinsey offers, come to our presentation on

Wednesday, October 7th, 6:00 p.m., at The Westwood

Marquis Hotel, Marquis Room, 930 Hilgard Avenue.

A reception will follow. — '^ ^-" :-. -''••-: : \
'-•"

,.

.

demanding role . Vou* il work with ^ittghlytalerHed-af^

supportive colleagues in an environment capable of

stretching even the brightest minds.

Dress - informal. Atnnosphere - relaxed. You are welcome

to either bring your resume or C.V. with you or submit it at

a later date.

For additional information, please contact

Patricia Fitzsimons at 415-981-5101.

McKinsey is an equal opportunity employer committed

to diversity in the workplace.

McKinsey&Company
•^Trrjj

Civil Engineers

2300
Spwpi/Egg PoBora

URGENT/DONOR
EGG DONOR. Handsome compensation, all

expenses paid. Requirements; height 5'5 to

5'8. eyes-green/green-blue/blue, hair-

brown/brunette Medium to slim build.

$2500. 3ia273-2463., -
.

' —.

2600
WMliQfl

IN

CONSTRUCTION
M.A. Mortenson Company is an international

general contractor. We are expanding our

Southern California Operations and are we seeking

engineers who wish to enter the rewarding and

exciting field of construction.

' We will be on campus on October 7. 1998 starting at 5 to 7
" p.m. with an information session on our company.

We will also be on campus on October 21-. 1998 conducting

interviews.

You can check us out on our website after

Septeniber 30th at:

http://www.mortenson.co

We arebooking for a
few good men/..

Healthy men between 19 and 34 years

needed to participate in anonymous sperm
donor program located in Westwood. Help
infertile couples while receiving financial

compensation up to $600 per month and
free comprehensive health screening.

Call California Cryobank at—

T

(310) 824-9941

2400
Holwlt 0ff6r8d

FREE TICKETS
ABC SUMMER HIT "Whose Line is it Any-

way?" staring Drew Carey. Call 818-753-

3470-ext 946. 10/9, 10/10, 10/17. 10/18.

11/14. 11/15, 11/21. 11/22.

Classifieds

825-2221

WMioa
PARKING NEEDED! Desperately seeking

parHir>g spot oh Glenrock or in vicinity. Will

pay top dollar. 323-549-9486Brad.

,WE BUY CARS New and old. Running or

hot. Jeff 310-714-580^.

Display
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How
about

this for

a case

of

attilete's

feet'

After a

quicl(

game

at

ACROSS
1 Acting group
5 Roamed about
10 Blow gently

14 Hawaiian city

15 Superior
16 Cleveland's lake

17 Edervdweller

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

footsies

during

study

hall,

these

sure-

footed

soul

mates

have

jumped

feet

first

into

some

foot-

loose

soul

search

ing

Talk

about

your

toe

lam!

He

ain't

no

heel

She

thinks

he IS

some
kind of

JMFh
angel

He

would

probabiy

toe

dance

a two-

step to

win her

soul

kiss

Like

any

good

foot

soldier,

he

knows

that if

he tips

back

too

many,

he

might

lose

his

footing

and

have a

problem

step

ping up

to the

plate

And

that

would

make it

quite

difficult

to tip

toe

through

her

tulips.

10 Giant
19 Teen's woe
20 Snappy

comeback
22 Pale-faced
23 Stable staples

24 Qualified

26 "Full — ahead!"
29 Forest creatures

33 Animals'
stomachs

34 Celebrity's bit

part

35 f^il. rank

36 Chance
37 Cooped up
38 (Manufacture

39 Rocky Mountain
native

40 Took a chance
41 Reason
42 Was certain

44 Inactive

45 Bullfight cheers
46 River blockers

48 Alpine heroine
51 Socked in

55 Play part

56 Showy lily

58 Mayberry boy
59 "— There Were

Three"
60 Use a broom
61 Not any
62 A few
63 Fluff, as hair

64 Cinch

DOWN
1 Blacken

OQS QQGOBES QIIB
QSfflB SSQBfl DQSHS
o s uoR 1 ME III

Tin
AG U E

R E D VN^ S OIMIEI

UJLSUl^LS lill!il*l^t^'i22

K A RAT eH C L onIe^^H
A W ARE H E E D Q

S
1 G S

T O N

¥
H U T E Y F E E

E L K A G A R D E F O E
T R Y S T V 1 N Y L S

E N V 1 E S 1 T S
V 1 O L E T @ A s s 1 S T S
E X 1 T A P A R T G A 1 T
R O L E C 1 L 1 A N 1 N E

N E D K N E E S S L Y
__.,.

2 Staffer

3 Whack
4 Axe
5 Tattered

6 Drama awards
7 Cast a ballot

8 Spacewalk, to

NASA
9 Cozy room
10 Ferret

11 Curved
structure

12 Excellent

13 Adolescent
21 St. Louis

players

22 Actor — Ray
24 Intended
25 Ran, as dye
26 Rub clean
27 Stale

28 Artist's stand
29 Carried on (a

campaign)
30 Likeness

leg

31 Dervish
32 Throw out
34 Responsibilities

37 Grotto

38 Rainy
seasons

40 Food shop
41 An arm or a
43 Antiseptic

46 Allots

47 Wide open
48 Caps
49 Mountain

sound
50 Piece of news
51 Type of

market
52 Once — a

time ...

53 Colunribus'

ship

54 Profound
56 MO time

57 Impress
greatly

alone

score a

home

'f\
[This footnote brought to you by Student Health Education)

Classifieds

825-2221

l^pofmAE(NI DontMTS

SpecialEgg DonorNeeded ' $25,000

We are a loving, intertile couple hoping to find a

compassionate woman to help us have a baby.

We're looking for ahealtliy, intelligent college

student or college graduate, age 21-33, with blue

eyes and blonde or light brown hair.

Compensation 525, 6>C^ plus expenses. Your gift

will bring boundless joy.

Please amtacl us tlirxxigli our

'V ^ rt^prvsenuitive at l-80()-776-76«0l

NEED A CAR!!!
Cars $l00-$500. Seized and sold locally.

Must sell. 1-800-589-6562x4312.

1964 KARMANN GH.'A. Nev.' motor, new
clutcti. Cool fun car. Mo smog needed. Must

sell leaving ttie country. $2300.00 310-559-

2729.

1984 MERCDRY TOPAZ- Automatic. 4-door,

stereo, cassette, 74K n'.iies. $1300 obo 310-

208-2844.

1987 325 BMW- Silver, black interior, 4door.

full. Exc:»llept ccriditlor). $5500 otx>. 310-

206-8252.

19C7 'SUZ'J TROOPER 4WS. 5spd. 2 door.

Good CorKjitidn, Stereo w/Cassette, 116K

miles, Original Owner, $3500obo, 310-206-

5803day. 3 1 0-398-260 1 eve

3300
GoBactMn

you're

out!

Too bad

Even

Doc

Scholl

would

have a

.... hard

time

with

that

foot

fault

She

might
*

|ust hcV.

this

pussy
" foot

with her

steel toe

toot-

wear'

Or •

MartHi

could

soon

become
his arch

enemy
In case

you

didn't

- know,

most

UCLA
students

drink

, four or

less

when
they

party

Some
don't

drink at

all So If

you

.don't

want to

lose

your

foot

hold,

and

you'd

like to

stay on

your

toes,

leave a

little

heel tap,

click

your

heels

three

times

and

repeat

after me,

there's

no

place

like

No, not

that,

how
about;

"When
you've

done

four,

you're

dona"

FLOOR PILLOWS
PERSONALIZED, custom-made. See our

Web-site at www.ctioicemall.com/somfine/

T-SHIRTS!!! T-SHIRTS!!! Blade, Souttipark,

Korn. Grateful Dead, mucti more,

www.t-shirtking com

3400
Compiitiii/Soflwaiti

APPLE QUADRA 630 witti 36mb ram.

$495.00 Call:310'207-4806.

FOR SALE: HEWLETT PACKARD Pavilion,

less tfian a year old. CD-ROM, Windows,
Modem. Orig $2500. now$1500 obo. 310-

441-0477.

GATEWAY P133 for sale. 1.6gb tiarddisk,

32mb RAM, 56Kmodem, 4x cdrom, 15" mon-
itor, Windows98 and Office97. $550obo.
310-470-1484.

IBM THINKPAD 701C. 10.4TFT 8mram
550tidd. Fax modem. Office95^more. DX4-

75MHZ. Docking station. Custom case. All

original manual. $600obo. CaH(3 10)434

-

1107.

IBM ThinkPad 760ED Multimedia Notebook,

Pentium 120. 32 MB. 1.12 GB harddrive.

12.1" screen, CD-rom, fax/modem, case,

software. $1.250obo. 310-586-2522.

K6 200 MMX. 65MB, 3.2 Gig tiard drive, 56K

modem, 32X CD-Rom, Win '98, Office 97,

17" monitor. $800. 310-571-0950.

MAC WORKSTATION
Power computing 180. 80meg-ram. Super-

Mac 17T. 12" Wamcom tablet. Microtext

scanner. Software. $1200. 310-230-0432.

MICROSOFT OFFICE 97 professional. Full

version, unopened, unregistered. $75. 1-

800-416-3594.

Furoltiire

2 GORGEOUS ITALIAN BLACK LEATHER
sofas.$1200. 6 beautiful, matctiing. sleek,

Italian dining cfiairs. $900 Call Lauren

(310)824-0319
I

BEAUTIFUL WOOD Drafting table Excellent

condition. $100obo. 2 adjustable swivel

Ctiairs/stools. $25obo. 310-474-8688.

BRENTWOOD. TV/stereo entertainment

center-fstudent desk. ET center fits up to

27inch TV. Paid $1000, asking $350. Desk-

$475. Call after-5pm. 310-472-2316.

DINING ROOM SET Table/4 chairs, oak.

Cost $1,100 dollars, asking $495. Excellent

condition. Private party. WLA. 310-477-8750

Futon and frame like new, $125; 50's dinette

set., $95. 40's offk:e chairs. $40/pair. 310-

206-1773 (office) or 8 18-609-8041 (home).

IK€A TWIN SIZE bunk bed. Can be used as
2-beds. Great corKlitk}n, used for 1-year.

$150. Free delivery-t-assembly. Heather
310-443-1440.

Matching couch fluve beat. Sleepei sola.

Oak trussel dining set w/6-chairs. Single bed
w/frame. Custom stereo-cabinet. Microwave.
8byT1 rug. Microfridge. King/Queen bed-
frame. Misc. 310-440-1 74CL-eve -;

MATTRESS BONANZA!!
SEALY, STEARNS & FOSTER. Also Orttio-

pedic twin-sets$1 19.95, Fulls-$169.95,

Queens-$189.95. Pillowtops-$299.95. So-

fas-$219. Delivery. Beacon Mattress. 1309

Westwood Blvd. 310-477-1466.

MATTRESS SETS!!!
Twin $79, Full $89, Queen $139, King $159,
Bunkbeds. Deliveries, Phone Orders Accept-

ed 310-372-2337.

1988 TOYOTA SUPRA, black, targa. tinted
windows, alarm, automatic, detachable ster-

eo, perfect condition. Gorgeous, must sell

$4600. 818-754-4478.

1987 MERCURY SABLE Xcellent condition.

New brakes, pads, shoes, new battery. A/C.

perlecl body. Very clean interior, runs-great

$2200obo. (213)303-0971.

1988 TOYOTA MR2- Red, T-Tops, power
windows/locks, a/c. radio/cassette, 5 speed,

great condition, runs well. $3900.00 obo^
310-578-2445.

1989 FORD PROBE GL-lmmaculale
Newpaint job, tint, stereo, brakes, struts.

Large trunk-space, good gas, perfect for

school. Runs&looks great. $3,500obo. 323-

913-2561.

1989 HONDA PRELUDE- Red w/black interi-

or. Sunroof, cassette, cruise, loaded. 5

speed. Looks and runs beautifully. 11 IK
miles. $4700 310-444-9040.

1989 NISSAN SENTRA- 2 door silver sedan.

Automatic, a/c. Runs great. Tags until July

1999. $2,400. 213-936 a058.

MATTRESSES. FUTON. DESK. Bookshelf.
Dinette Sets T-Table. Lamps. Deliveries. 7-

days open. King's Furniture. 11961 Santa
Monica Blvd. 310-575-4243.

TWIN BED. Boxspring and frame inclluded.

$50obo. Voicemail 998-9427; ""^ V

ISa^ ALFA ROMEO
Spider veloce A/C, Sspeed manual. CD
player. $11,000. Richard@310-859-0278.

1992 CELICA GT CONVERTIBLE- Automat-

ic, white. 45K miles, a/c, great condition!

$12,500,310-573-4052.

3700
Health Produets

LOSE POUNDS. GAIN ENERGY before the

holidays. Curbs appetite, increases energy.

Free information. Programs start at $35/mo.

310-453-2630.

LOSE WEIGHT NOW
ASK ME HOW

All natural nutritional health products. Call

310-202-6044

3800
MIsoeHaneous

BRUINS, SAVE MONEY
BUY USED BOOKS
FOR FALL QTR 98

BOOKS INCLUDING Econ: 130. Lots of

Sociotogy books including: Sociology: 2, 126

(Soc of Norms), 132 (Soc. Psy ), Ml 50 (Soc

of Againg) A M162 (Soc of gender). Art

history 56 (reader only). Sold at cheaper

prk:e than the UCLA bookstore. Call 310-

836-1023 for Michele after 6PM.

FEMALE UCLA GRAD STUDENT needs

rides Wed.**^ from L.A. to reach UCSB by

4:30p.m Leave UCSB Thurs. after 6:30pm
310-475-3720.

FILM STUDENTS. 16mm flatbed for sale at

low cost. Includes everythir^ you need to get

your film made quickly 310-207-0616.

1993 DODGE CARAVAN LE- V6 a w.d-

.a.b.s- Airtoag, loaded 7passenger (4quads)

ptione, new tires. All power, a/c. 64K miles.

One owner. Looks/runs great. Low price for

quick sale. $8900 obo. 310-476-9195.

1993 FORD RANGER SUPER CAB. Bright

blue. Excellent condition. 5 speed 60,500
miles. $7,000 obo. 310-391-1236.

86 VW CABRIOLET CONV Black on black.

5-sp. Very low mileage. New convertible top.

$2400obo. Please page Jay 310-775-8020.

89' BMW CONVERTIBLE 325i 5-sp, air, CD
•rack, heated seat. Bronze. Tan leather.

$7900obo. 310-391-6311. Evenings-310-
571-1579.

92 TOYOTA CAMRY LE, auto, a/c, pw, pdl.

cd stereo, 83K miles, great shape, $7500.

Charies: 310-209-0204. Please leave mes-
sage.

92" TOYOTA CAMRY XLE V6 Emerald, sun-

roof. CD/cassette. Great condition. $7500.

Call 818-906-2206 evenings. —

r

Ranialt

* Piano Rentals *
y( Low Monthly Rates jf
•Hollywood Piano Rental Company^

213-^462-^2329 ^
••••••••••

ITRANSPORTATIONI

95' MIATA. Mint! Loaded. Black/black leath-

er. A/T w/hardtop. Low miles. 6 cd/cassette.

$13,500,323-660-6533.

SEIZED CARS FROM $175. Porches. Cadil-

lacs. Chevys, BMW's. Con/ettes. Also Jeeps,

4WD's. Your area. Toll Free. 1-800-218-9000

Ext A-1650 for current listings.

'<36 eImW 325es Runs good. New tires, pow-
er windows, sunroof, A/C. AM/FM, Stereo

w/cassette and looks great. $3800. Call

Chnstina ©3 10-91 4-4090.

87 CHEVROLET SPECTRUM Very clean,

runs good, A/C, stereo, 4 doors, low miles,

smog check completed. $1800. Call 310-'

443-9808

'88 HONDA ACCORD LXI. Maroon. 2-door

hatchback, loaded, runs great. $3000. 310-

455-1467

'88 Jeep Cherokee Limited. Loaded. 4X4.

black, gray leather seats, sunroof. 121K.

Great car. $5500obo. 310-471-3231.

'89 FORD PROBE. New $2K paint job. Au-

tomatic, A/C. stereo/cassette. $2900obo.
310-444-7377.

'89 HONDA CRX automatic,low mileage,

great engine, top corxtition, original owner.

$5.200obo. (310)796-1328.

'89 HONDA PRELUDE SI Automatic,

black/tan. a/c, moonroof. am/fm cassette.

Great condition, 1 owner, $5800 obo.

(310)641-7641.

'89 Mazda 929. 4-door, 63K, leather, sun-

roof, loaded. Excellent conditwn. One owner. >
$5,500. 310-398-7353. Evenings.

'91 INTEGRA LS. 2-door. 71 K, Sspeed, sun-

roof. AC. AM/FM cassette. $6900 310-826- ""'"'^^

1873.

^4e0?^500^
'91 MIATA Convertible. Pampered, garage-
kept, excellent corxjition 53K, stereo, alarm, -5 v.

whWa/black. $6800obo 310-209-2036

Display
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8100
MotoreydM iof Ssto

82 SUZUKI GS650E bJack $850. 310-452-

2638

Soootars for Sale

1986 HONDA SPREE 50cc. 1 7K. red. runs

great, mminnally used, lock included. $450
Obo Contact Sripha (310)208-6786

1987 HONDA ELITE SCOOTER- Does not

-.jn Needs clutch. $200.00 What a deal! Mr.

Staggs 310-559-2729.

87' HONDA ELITE 150. First owner. 300-.-

miles. 1500 OBO. 310-842-4760.

Uttsic Lessons

FRENCH HORN TEACHER needed for 9th

grade female beginner. Eleanor-310-390-

1761 e)ft-1

GUITAR INSTRUCTION 15 years exp. all

levels and styles. Patient and organized.

Guitars available. Sam 310-826-9117

GUITAR LESSONS by professional near

UCLA. All levels, guitars avail. Call Jean at

310-476-4154 www.JWGS com

1-900 Numbers

ARE YOU LOOKING
FOR LOVE?
1-900-896-2323ext6466.

Must be 18yrs $2.99/minute

Serve you 619-645-8434.

HOT CYBER SECRETS!
Find Out What You Want On-line! 1-900-740-

1113 ext. 2098 2.99/mirrand 18+ Serve-U
619-645-8434

Ihivel DesdnatkNis

AFRICA SAFARI- Interested in visiting Afn-

ca Free and detailed information on best

rates, seasons, places of interest Call

Brighton®2 13-386-8008.

SEMESTER AROUND THE WORLD.
Travel to Greece, Spam, Costa Rica, or Aus-
tralia and earn college credits. Call toll free

1-877-333-SATW(7289).

FhuMidal Aid

FREE CASH GRANTS
COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIPS Business

Medical Bills. Never repay Toll Free 1-800-

218-9000 Ext G 1650.

- STUDENT LOANS
GET YOUR Stafford Student Loan from Uni-

versity Credit Union (Lender Code 832123)
Also receive low-cost financial services. 310-

477-6628: www ucu org.

Psrsoiial Services

ATTN SINGLES! HOW
TO FIND A DATE

For info call 310-533-2307. 24hrs.

6700
Protesskmal SarviCM

SIGN LANGUAGE
Set your hands free by learning to experi-

ence a lar>guage of beauty through visual ex-

pression. Class starts beginning of October.

For info, call Louisea © (310) 275-3809

MBA, LAW, MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS!
Fnjstrated developing your cntical personal

statements? Get professional help from well-

known author/consultant. 310-826-4445.

j^ww.winningpersonstatement.com ._

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

AH subjects, Theses/Dissertations.

Personal Statements. Proposals and Books.

Intematonal students welcome.

SINCE 1985 ^

Sharon Bear, Ph.D. (310) 470-6662

A FREE SESSION
Hlviei Ikiciceis

~^' ^

2-ROUND TRIP tickets leaving LA to Balti-

more $200/each Call 916-615-2846.

-^sychotherapy/Counseitfig for dept eaaion

Welcome back...

voiv ^o AivAy/

INSURANCE WAR!
WELL BEAT ANYONE'S price or don't want

your business. All dnvers. Newly licensed.

Studeni/staff/faculty discounts. Request the

"Bruin Plan" 310-777-8817 or 818-222-

5595

London S509
Paris $398
Sydney $964
Hew York $189
Hong Kong $571

[unilpisses issued on the spot!

Coatiki Europe Tours from $S85.'"
' lSJ ''» t.'i M

Travet'

/llistate
You're in good hands.

Insurar^ce Company
(3 1 0) 3 1 2-0204

128 1 WestVA/ood Blvd.
C2 biks. So of Wllsr-iirw)

Council
CIKK: ( uumil on Intrriutiiiiijl

Kducilional Kxrhancr

10904 Undbrook Dr.

Los Angeles crstr.nd.n,

(310) 208-3551
www.coundltravel.com

AQUA TRAVEL INC
WORLD WIDE LOWEST AIRFARES

MAKE YOUR OWNAR CAR HOTE
RESERVATION AT

hnp://www. prismaweb.com/aquatravel

24HCXJRSADAY
Lowest Domestic and

' Intemotional Alrtores

Tour Packages

Eurailpass

Hotel Accommodations

Car Rentals

•Asia*Afiica*AustTalia*Europe*Soutti

Amenca*lndia*Canada*Mexico*Howaii*

Speciol domestic li inttrnotionai Airtoris Available

Pricei o'e ^'j&jwct to cfvanqe wittxiut notice

AvoKXiiitiy may &• lifTi(t«d otmI some rejt'tctionj may
apply Piui Taxes

PHONE (310)441^3680

10850 Wilstiire, Suite 434, Westoood CA 90024

6100
Computof/lntsmot

BRUIN INTERNET ACCESS! Netwood
Communications offers an excellent service

for UCLA students, faculty, and staff. Need a

homepage? (310)442*1530 (www Net-

wood.net)

MACINTOSH EXPERT
Install hardware, software, memory Trouble-

shooting. Software training. Supenor Desk-

Top Publishing/Design of Brochures, menus,
newsletters Reasonable rates. Imager 310-

572-0509

WEBSITE GURU part time. Brentwood
IVIarilyn Pink 310-395-1465 -

6300
Legal Advtoe/Attorneys

GREEN CARD LOTTERY (DV-2000) appli-

cations now being accepted. This may be the

last Lottery. Call 310-453-6238 for more info.

Deadline— 10/31

GREEN CARDS NOW!
FILE YOUR GREEN CARD LOTTERY
Starting 10-1-98 through 10-26-98. Call at-

torney Doreen®213-251-9588.

anxiety, obsessions, post-traumatic stress

etc. Couples/Individuals. Student rates

Crime victims may be eligible for free treat

ment. Call Liz Gould (f^FC#32388)@310
578-5957 to schedule your free consultation

CARPENTER. Free estimate Reasonable

price. Call Pedram 310-838-5187,

EAGLE EYED EDITOR
PROOFREADS THESIS, publications; tutors

English, study skills: trains time manage-
ment, stress reduction Nadia Lawrence Ph-

D 310-393-1951.

GET BETTER GRADES without studying

more! Inside secrets from college profes-

sors. These really work! Send $5 to I Got an
A! Productions, Dept. 3, 159 N. LeDoux,
Beverly Hills, CA 90211.

Sf^eedv ResearcH
Reports: SA.(N) p«r pace. Over 54).<NM» topics.

MaleriaK for researrn auislanre use only!

6946 HOLLYWOOD Blvd. ?>nd floor.
Rm 209 LA. CA 90026

Hours MonFii 10:30am 6pm
C'uMom SalurUayv llpm-4pm VIsa/MC/
Researchers r^iiT^^^i Ame«/
available

Call Today!
I'800-3S6-900I Fax

6400
Movm/Storago

BEST MOVERS Licensed, insured Lowest
rates Fast, courteous+carefui Many stud-

ents moved for $98 Lic.-T-163844 NO JOB
TOO SMALL' 1-800-2-GO-BEST

HONEST MAN W/14ft truck ancf dollies,

small |0bs. short notice ok Stuaent discount

Ask about 10% discount. 310-285-8688. Go
Bruinst

GREEN CARD LOTTERY 50,000 Visas

awarded by US GOV $35 tor attorney pre-

pared application. John Manley, Esq. 12304

Santa Monica Blvd #300 LA, CA 90025.

310-820-7553. Deadline to apply: 10/28

OUTREACH COUNSELING SERVICE^,
Fee based on ability to pay. Insurance&Med-

icare accepted. Encino; 818-819-6145.

L.A.:213-850-0204,

PRIZE-WINNING
ESSAYIST AND FORMER PROFESSOR
w/two Ph.Ds can help you produce winning

prose Theses, papers, personal statements.

David <davedit@pacbell net> 805-646'-

4455.
' — M^M^—^M^^^P—^—

I

! 11^
PUBLISH YOUR OWN
BOOK, NEWSLETTER
OR REPORT SUCCESS-

FULLY!
For details send legal self addressed
stamped envelope to AD. 10736 Jefferson

Blvd #225. Culver City. CA 90230

JERRY'S MOVINGADELIVERY The cawful

movers. Experienced, reliable, same-day de-

livery. Packjr>g. boxes available. Also, pick-

up donations for American Cancer Society.

JerryO310-391-5657.

*_rT. y

l-800.4-\IRTIMI<

/^

V
faMagazines

A

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedicated pro-

fessional. At your home or WLA studio. 1st-

lesson free. No drum set necessary.

Neil:2 13-654-8226.

TolacoiHiiainlc ilfciin

GREAT SAVINGS! FREE 19 cents/mtn Zero

Based Phonecard. Call anytime, anywhere
in the US. day/night. Minimum charge re-

quired for only $25. Get one today. Send
S.A S E. to PC box 5003. Gardena. CA
90249.

7000
Ibtortofi Oftarad

Classifieds

825-2221

<t-

ENGLISH TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford University

graduate. Help with writing—for students ol

all ages/levels. $l7/hr. 310-472-8240 oi

310-440-0285.

ENGLISH TUTOR
Term paper/ESL problems^ English tutor-

Four years experience, published author

Call Jessica 310-474-0650.

ENGLISH TUTOR UCLA graduate/former

College Tutorials tutor All levels and ages.

Grammar, structure, style. Call 213-651-

5811.

FRENCH GRADUATE gives tutoring in

French, all levels. Teaching experience, rea-

sonable rates, and flexible times. Call Didier

today 213-391-9810.

Math/Physics/Statistics/English/Hebrew.

Computerized statistical analysis avail-

able.Tutoring service. Free consultation.

Reasonable rates, call anytime. Man (800)90-

TUTOR. www.my-tutor.com

PRIVATE TUTORING
SECONDARY. PRIMARY LEVELS. All sub-

jects. Affordable rates. One on one. At your

home. Call ADMIRAL TUTORING: 310-477-

9685.

-THE WRITING COACH
Expenenced teacher, Ph.D offers tutoring,

term paper assistance. English, Social Sci-

ence, History. Foreign Students Welcome.

Call: 310-452-2865.

TUTOREnglish, French, ESL. ISEE/SAT
preparation. Emphasis on reading compre-
hehsion/wnting/study skills. Elementary, sec-

ondary, college. Qualified teacher. l5-years

expenence. $45/hr. Stephanie: 310-395-

4688.

UCLA ENGLISH ALUMNI, pro-writer, youn^.

(uperG papers guaranteed. Hfgh scnoot an(j

below welcome. Jeff 213-653-2240.

WHITE TIGER TUTORING. English, math,

French. Page Nathalie 818-218-2870.

7100
Itotorlng Wanted

ENGLISH TUTOR needed. Must be female,

fluent in Thai. Flexible hours and salary. Late

afternoons, early evenings. 310-203-4602.

FRENCH TUTOR WANTED 9th grader.

Must be grad student or French major. Fee

negotiable. Call Wendy (818)788-8319.

FRENCH/ENGLISH TUTOR need for 7&6
y/o to work with them at horne. References

needed. 213-852-9565. Car phone: 310-

766-3f71.

LOOKING for a private Spanish tutor, pffifer-

ably from Chile. Hours flexible, pay negp-

tiable. Please call 310-281-9693.

MATH MAJOR TUTOR in statistics for Valley

resident in Woodland Hills. Please contact

Diane at 818-888-0132.

RELIABLE STUDENT WANTED to help high

school junior with homework in various sub-

jects. 6-10 hrs./wk. flexible. $10-12/hr.

(310)556-4610ex.1

TUTOR FOR 5TH Gr. in Pacific Palisades

area. Flexible hours M-Th. Approx 7:00-

9:30pm. Wages flexible. Call:310-459-0182.

Fax 310-459-6972.

TUTOR
Student to tutor Harvard Wesflake 9th grad-

er for 2-2.5 hrs/4 nights/wk&2 hrs on
Sun.@$25/hr. Must havQ B average. Would
come to home in BH area. Speak French

pref. but not nee. 310-385-5007

TUTOR to help w/afterschol HW for elemen-

tary school child. 3 days/wk. 310-573-9812

TUTOR/DRIVER for 7th grader Pick up 3:30

tutor until 7pm. WLA area. $10/hr. 310-475-

3788.

7200
Typing

10+YRS EXPERIENCE
Word Processing, Transcription, Resumes.
Application Typing. Editing. Notary & More!

Legal/Medical-Mac/IBM. Student Discount.

818-380-0347.

HATE TO TYPE'' Let me do it for you.

Fast-t-acCurate. Professional screen plays

excepted $2/pg. Call-lris 310-839-3101 or

page 310-915-2255.

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-

es, dissertations, transcription, resumes, fli-

ers, brochures, mailing lists, reports. Santa
Monica, 310-828-6939. Hollywood. 213-466-

2888

7300
iffiiuuy noip

WORD PROCESSING. Typing, proofirtg,

editing, rewnting. research, resumes, tutor-

ing, etc. Fax, email, bring work to me Rush-
es. Student discount. 818-830-1546.

7300
wnong nmp

WRITING CONSULTATIONS. Typing; proof-

reading; editing. Personal statements,

school essays. Ivy league graduate. Rebec-

ca 626-576-5929.

7400
Businass Opportunftlas

$500/DAY. Nude modeling-women Ifi-f *all

types. Ho experience necessary. Safe, pro-

fessional environment. Refer a friend and

earn $50! 310-358-3865.

DRIVE YOUR DREAM FOR FREE. Any
make, model, or price. No down payment.

No security deposit. Great income potential.

888-891-8890

GET PAID TO DRIVE
YOUR DREAM CAR

STUDENTS CALL NOW to hear abeut ar

exciting new business opportunity. Learr

how you can earn unlimited income while

showing off your new car to friends. 1-877-

20-LEASE. ^

Men-Women ages 18-24 for nude modeling

for magazines and fine art. Call 310-289-

8941 days for information.

"Opportunity: tndustry veteran sta rt ing recoftf-

label based in Seattle seeking inves-

tor/partner. Exceptional talent secured.

Great opportunity to step into recording in-

dustry. Contact Mogul Music@206-340-
0202.

START WITH A $1000 BONUS. and create

thousands monthly! Lifetime Financial

Income Ot^portumty! Details: 1-888-333-

8353. ID-5293.

WE HAVE FULLY LOADED 400 MHz Can)-

puters/ 233 MHz Laptops for $350. We need
distnbutors. Earn $1500 weekly. Call 323-

298-8506. ^-™.-

7900

HIRING NOW!
NEW GRADUATES FOR MEDICAL OFFICE
and Pharmacy. MD and Pharmacist. Please

call Kimberly Manning. 213-393-7458.

7700
CMM Care Vltaiilad

ACTIVE&RESPONSIBLE AUPAIR for 7y/o

boy. Mondays(3:30pm-9pm). Saturday baby-

sitting also needed. Must dnve. Salary negor.
tiable. Hollywood Hills. Needed ASAP Mela-

nie®21 3-850-8242.

ADORABLE TWINS
CARING RESPONSIBLE BABYSITTER.
Help out working mom Pick up 10-y/o-lwins

after school. Help w/homework. Own
car/drivers license/insurance/references.

310-284-8974.

AFTERSCHOOL DRIVER for 2boys (12-t-15)

and help w/homework plus errands. $lO/hr.

Must be insured-t- have clean record. SM
area. 310-828-3363.

AIDE WANTED FOR 11 -year old boy Daily

living skills Aeducation help. Experience pre-

ferred. Nights&weekenOS. 310-542'4t46.

BABYSITTER for nice kids 6&8. Westwood
area Approx 3-6 PM, 2-3 times/week. Need
car. Experience preferred. 310-839-4228
(day), 310-475-7600 (eve).

BABYSITTER
LOOKING for occasional energetic babysit-

ter lor a fun 3-yr/oid giri. Must dnve. have

car. and speak English Paula: 213-876-

8137

BABYSITTER NEEDED for 9 y/o girl. M-F.

2:30-6:30. Must have own car and in-

surance. Salary or room apd board. 310-

236-3047.

BABYSITTER occasional evening/weekend
sitter for 8y/o boy. Read, board games and
piano/violin. Near UCLA. 310-476-7125
evenings.

BABYSITTER WANTED
CREATIVES^ND fun for two kids ages
10&5. SaWtay nights. Hollywood Hills,

good references. Salary negotiable. 213-

850-7074.

BABYSITTER WANTED for 11 and 8 yr, old.

Fridays 3-6pm. Off of Westwood Blvd. Must
have own car. non-3.Toker. 310-470-4142.
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UCLA www.transportation.ucla.edu

Transportation Fair!
Thurs., October 8, 11am-3pm
Westwood Plaza at the Bear

(310) 794-RIDE

ANV
W/N

Ca//f,
*'"'P for

o/Ta dest

4
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"CU t;^'^-- tron,
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WIN A 1999 Palomar

From

HELEN'S CYCLES
Ifc Rinycle Heaven®

«• < «' \
• T E D

UCLA Parking & Commuter Services

UCLA Fleet & Transit Services

»*•

Free:
Bicycle safety checks

Motorcycle/scooter
1 safety information

Free Popcornl.
B . .^ Free Soda"
P'^ize Drawings!!

UCLA Office for Students with Disabilities
(OSD)

UCLA Community Service Officers

UCLA Travel Center

Culver City Bus
V

LA County Metropolitan Transportation
Authority (MTA)

I

Santa Monica's Big Blue Bus
...And more!

sponsored by UCLA Transportation Services

LOOKING FOR SPIRITUALLY NOURISHING, RNANCIALLY SOUND PART-TIME WORK?~^

ht

Temple Lsrael of HollywiHHl. a vihrant Rcrorm Jewish congrctjalion m ihe hcari ol [.A. needs treaiive Jewish
people who Kivc children and Judaism lo serve a.s pan-limc Religious SchiH)l ie.K.hers prade.s K-7 in ihe
areas ol Hebrew language and Jewish studies. We ofler grcal working condiiions. a supportive communiiy
compeiilivc wages, and oppornjniiics lor personal Jewish growth EXPRRIHNCED SONGI.EADf-R Al SONEEDtD Please .send resume and cover letter to Uura Bramson. Religious .Schi>ol Principal.

Temple Israel of Hollyw(K)d.7.1()()HollywtHHl Blvd LA. CA 90046
Or call (3:3) R7fi-81W. x226 Make a diflercncc in a Jewish childs lit ^

7700
CMMI Cara Wanlad

LOOKING FOR STUDENT to pick up Syr old

from school Mondaysp.m. and some flexible

weekends. Must have CDL. car, insurance,

and references. (310)203-9432.

PRIVATE RM/BA&BOARD for babysitting. Pr

Light duties. Walk to UCLA. Call Cindy 310-

226-6868-Days. 310-472-4723-Evenings

BABYSITTER. ENTHUSIASTIC and fun sit-

ter wanted for 2-great kids ages 7+10 Lau-
rel Canyon area. References required. Flexi-

ble hours 2-3 evening/week. Call Laurie 213-

654-4893

BABYSITTER. 3 7weekdays for 2 very ener-

getic boys ages-5+ia Must drive, have ac-

cess to car, and prepare simple meals.

$10/hr 323-938-6628.

BABYSITTER. Drive, fielp with homework. '2

girls ages 11+0. T, Th afternoons. WLA. 310-
390-2938.

BABYSITTER. Rooular Saturday night fe-

male babysitter wanted. Additional ;x>urs

possible. Experience and references neces-
sary. 310-470-4662.

BABYSITTER/DRIVER in Beverly Hills for

sweet 9y/o girl. MWF 3:15-5:30. CA drivers

license arxJ insurance required, past exp
preferred. $8.25/hr Call Robin for inter-

viewC310-659-1141.

BABYSITTERS NEEDED Flexible hours.

Beverly Hills frome w/pool and view. 3-Small
kids ages-6. 4. AlOmos. Fax resume 310-

550-7092.

BBYSTTR/COIUIPANION
for wonderlul 9y/o girl. Must have car Hrs
approx 2:30-5:30PM. References required.

310-470-2862.

7700
Gii|liiCar«1flteiM

BIG BROTHER/SISTER
wanted to care for 12-yr-old boy P/T. Needs
to dnve, help with homework. Responsi-
ble/fun. References required. 310-472-0260

CARETAKER w/car to transport and tutor

10+13y/o in Brentwood. MW and alternate F

from 3:30-6:30. $10/hr 310-395-0623.

CHILD CARE wanted for girl 3 1/2, Experi-

'enced, 3-7pm, Mon-Fri, Santa Monica. Ref-

erences required. Driver N/S. Call:310-452-

5760. fax:310-452-5780.

CHILD CARE WANTED for one 12 year old

girl. Weeknights/evenings. Must have car

and references. 310-777-0074.

CHILD CARE/DRIVER Thurs. only. 4:15pm
to 5:45pm. Westside area. Older kids. Non-
smoker Have car, good dhving rec'd.

$10/hr 310-828-5144

CHILDCARE for 11 y/o boy. Must be intelli-

gent&energetic. M-F 3pm-7pm. Must have
car M/F. Some cooking&errands. Santa Mo-
nica. $150/week. 310-550-4183.

CHILDCARE for 8y/o. P/T. Car. references

needed N/S. Must be responsible and lov-

ing. Afternoons 2-3 days/week. Call Ms.

Pflug©310-551-0199.

CHILDCARE- Pick up 11 y/o boy from school

in SM. Assist w/homeworK. M, T. W. F 2:30-

6pm. Call 310-553-2224-daytime. 310-829-

9020-evenings.

CHILDCARE- PteK up. play and feed 5y/o

boy. W&Th 2:30-7:30pm Must drive. S.M.

area. 310-828-2624.

7700
OMCaraWtantoil
CHILDCARE/MENTOR for highly gifted&ac-

ttve 5y/o twins Engage in stimulating activi-

ties M-F 2pm-7pm. Bel Air. Driver's licer)se

needed. Psychology or education majors

preferred. Undergrads $10/hr;graduate stud-

ent $12/hr Fax resume:21 3-549-5160

COMPANION/DRIVER
For 15yo-gir1 Afterschool. Approx 3:00-

6pm. M-F Driving(our car). Some light

cooking Culver City. Call after 7pm or wee-
kends. $8/hr. 310-737-9125.^

DEPENDABLE. MATURE student w/car

wanted for afternoofis and early evening

childcare in BH area. Must have references

Call Janet 323-874-4073.

DRIVE CHILDREN to school in morning from

Pacific Palisades to West Hollywood Must
have car and insurance. 310-454-7525

DRIVE from West Hollywood to Pacific Pal-

isades and tutor lOyr old in afternoons Must
have car and insurance. 310-454-7525.

DRIVER. Pick up engaging 15y/o boy from

school. M-F 3-6pm. Top rale. Bel-Air loca-

tion, near UCI^. Reliable car. references. .

310-234-0177.

DRIVER/HOMEWORK TUTOR Pick up
children ages 10 and 12 from school, drive to

activities, help with math. M-F 2:30-5:30.

$10/hr Santa Monica. Call or fax: 310-451-

4145.

EVENING HOMEWORK HELPER/ BABY-
SITTER wanted- Flexible hours. $7/hr Ages
3. 6. and 9. Encino area. 818-501-8099.

EXPERIENCED BABYSITTER needed for

family living in house near Westwood. Flexi-

ble scf>edule, $8/hr References required.

Please call 310-204-0457.

EXPERIENCED BABYSITTER needed M-
Th from 2:30-7PM lor 8&5 y/o In SM.
Possibly more hrs. Caff tta at 310-829-2588.'

EXPERIENCED BABYSITTER- $10/hr Re-
sponsit)le, cheerful, happy disposition Must
have well developed verbal skills to commu-
nicate w/active and inquisitive 3y/o. MWSat.
5-7pm Must drive. Brentwood area, 310-

472-2783.

7700
CUMCaraWMwi

FEMALE BABYSITTER
wanted for afterschool for 2 sweet giris 58i9

in Universal Studios area. MF. 3-7:30PM
Call 818 985-1878.

FEMALE GRAD STUDENT needed to child-

sit 7yo, drive to lessons on Saturdays, occa
sional weekdays. Prefer from School of Educ
or Psych. 818-954-7154. 9am-6:30pm.

FEMALE STUDENT needed to pick-up child

at Seeds UES on UCLA campus between
2:30 and 3:00. Call 323-290-0561. ..-^__.

7700
CMM Cam KWantod

MOMS HELPER
10/yr-old girt needs pick-up form school,

some driving to activities, help w/homework,
etc. approx. 10-12/hrs week. $8/hr 3 10-208-

3348. \

MOTHER'S HELPER
$8/HR. To pick-up 8 year old girt 3-5days
from school and take to activities. 3:30-

7:30pm. Must be reliable w/references. 310-
276-6316

J

FRENCH-SPEAKING person to pick up 5-

year-old girt from school. Some homework
help 8-10hrs/wk. Afternoons M-F. Own car,

references. 310-442-4787.

HOMEWORK HELPER/DRIVER One girt

age 13, Mon-Fri, 4pm-7pm._^du*HTave own
car $10/hr/$15 for homework hours. Extra

hours available. (310)398-0830.

HUMOROUS, ARTICULATE. BOOKISH 4 5-

yr-old txjy seeks energetic companion 3 af-

ternoons a week. 3pm-7pm for creative play

and museum visits. Prefererx:e for individual

w/interests in visual arts, music or theater

Car essential. Call Rebecca Rickman 310-

440-0725.

LOOKING FOR SOMEONE to pick-up 9-yr-

old boy from scfx>ol. Westwood. light cook-

ing. Th-F. 2:30-6PM. $8/hr Must have car, in-

surance, excellent references. Call after

7PM or weekends 310-477-9462.

LOVELY PROFESSIONAL FAMILY Desire

sympathetic caretaker for children ages 3&5
fX)urs 4-8pm. M-F $6/hr Interested applic-'

ants please call Renee: 310-558-8050.

LOVING BABYSITTER NEEDED- Play with

cheerful 4-yr-old daughter for single dad.

Must have car Call Chuck 310-203-1592.

MOM LOOKING FOR FEMALE to drive kids

from school-home and supen^ise hw. M-F
2:45pm-6pm. Call: Evenings: 310-450-2724

Days:3 10-393-8871 ext 233

MOTHER'S HELPER FOR great 8y/o boy in

SM. 2-3 days/week after 2:30pm. Days flexi-

ble and one night on weekends. Good driv-

ing record, reliable car+references. Bar-

bara ©310-458-3837.

MOTHER'S HELPER wanted for VEGETAR-
IAN FAMILY. M-F 2:30-6:30PM for 2 child-

ren. Reliable, responsible, prompt. CPR cer-

tified Own car&insurance. RefererKes. Nan-
cy:310-44-4934.

MOTHER'S HELPER. P/T driving children

from school and activities. Afternoons M-Th.

Wl-A. Need car, CA DLC, insurarice, refer-

ences. 310-471-6541.

NANNY. WESTWOOD PT $8/hr Approx.

15hrs/wk between 2-7PM. Afterschool care

for bright giri, 10. Cook easy dinner, tidy up,

errands. Need cheerful, intelligent, responsi-

ble student. Good driver (our car). 310-472-

1818.

NEED SITTER/TUTOR. 1-chiW $7/hr Bever-

ly Hills Area. Guaranteed salary. Call Tues-

Sat eve, 818-906-0495 between 10-5pm
Mon-Fri.

P/T CHILDCARE- Need fun. kind babysitter

for 7y/o giri afterschool 3-8pm T-Th. Car+
references a must. 310-573-7527.

P/T DRIVER/HELPER
14YR-0LD GIRL. Approx. 3-6pm, 3^ days
per/week. Must have car, lk:ense, insur-

ance, and refererKes. Cheviot Hills . 310-

287-1470-evenings.

P/T for Wed, Thurs, +Fri afternoon hours.

Requires some drivir)g, drivers lk:ense, refer-

ences. 9-yr old-girl. $7/hr. 310-284-8166.
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7700

P/T PERSON to care for I0+8y/o 2-5 after-

noor)s/weeK Must drive and have car

Gayle031 0-450-4 109(evenings)~~* ^

PICK-UP 6-yrold twins from school and help

mom at home for a few hours. Prefer piano

skills. $7-$10/hr 310-476-5265

PT AFTERNOON CHILDCARE Some driv-

ing, hw help Boy-13. g»rt-lO Sherman Oaks
by Beverly Glen. 818-501-5188

RESPONSIBLE PERSON needed to dnve 2-

chikjren to afterschool activities. Approx.

3 30pm-6pm. Monday-Thursday Great kids

Your car. Excellent Pay. Eleanor; 3 10-390-

1761 ext-1.

ROOM AND BOARD
Father w/two sons seeking student lo help

drive kids/homework/grocery shopping, and

some babysitting. Non-smoking/exceilent

driving record. Oiler own locked room
w/bathroom&small meal-allowance Refer-

ences a must Westwood area Begin im-

mediately. 310-476-5516.

Seekir>g female tutor/babysitter w/car for 4th

grader to help w/reading and math. WLA
location. M, W. Th. 2 45-5:45PM $8/hr. 310-

474-4732.

SPUNKY AND CHEERY person to babysit

10& 12 year-old girls and help w/homework in

Pacific Palisades Evenings, Must have own
car. references 310-459-5069.

STUDENT WANTED to care for 8-year-old-

boy in SM. 2-3 days/week • after

2:30pm.&evenings. Availability desired

Good driving record/reliable car&references

$8-9/hr. 310-458-3837.

TUTOR/DRIVER for 12y/o girl. Hrs vary

Pickup Westside school w/own car between

5-5PM ends approximately 7:30PM Help

with homeworWIight errands/assist easy din-

ner. Wages negotiable Deborah 310-312-

3128.

WANTED babysitter who wants reguiar

schedule after school w min of 20/hrs week

Call 310-471-1859. Experience* English re-

quired

WARM RESPONSIBLE STUDENT needed
to watch adorable 5y/o girl. Some evenings

Must drive. Beverly Glen area References

needed. 310-470-5986.
'

WESTSIDE FAMILY seeks pA nanny. Experi-

ence necessary. Hours flexible. Call 310-

230-0826. . -

"BIG SISTER" to care for 10-yr/old girl after

school&durir)g vacations. .Fun Job. Home-
work, drive carpool. art projects. Susan 818-

995-8388. •

7800-— m,, —a,, Jiwp waniop

ADMINISTRATOR/PROJECT ASSISTANT.
(internship possibility). Computer literate,

IBM-Windows/Internet plus Senior/graduate

w/strong writing/oral communication. No
dress code/reception duties. $7-$9,

17hrs/wk. Serious inquiries:Fax:310-395-

0509.

RESTAURANT
Needs counter help 11a.m.-3p.m. Waitress

7a.m. -2:30p.m. Mon.-Fri. Exp. preferred.

Can (310)558-^287 before 12/atter 2p.m.

$1000'S
POSSIBLE TYPING

P/T At home. Toll free (1) 800-218-9000. Ext

T- 1650 for listings.

$1000'S WEEKLY!!
STUFF ENVELOPES at home for $2 00
each plus bonuses. F/T, P/T. Make $800+
weekly, guaranteed! Free supplies. For de'

tails, send one stamp to: N-33, 12021

Wilshire Blvd., Suite 552, Los Angeles, CA
90025

$1500 weel^ potential mailing or circulars

No experience req, Free information packet
Call 202-466-1639.

$20/HOUR+TIPS
Female nude figure nx)dels needed. Profes-

sional studio. Absolutely no sex, drugs, alco-

hol, smoking, or touching Work your own
hours. Must have a great body and a pretty

face. Asian models especially needed Man-
na Studios. Downtown LA: 323-222-8044.

$20/HR PT/FT
PROCESSING MAIL! Free supplies,

postage! Bonuses! Rush SASE to

CMAAJCLA Po Box 567443, Atlanta GA.
31156
signupOinf6.infomachine.com

'SPECIAL
—OPPORTUNITY! ^
$10/HR+BONUSESf
Full-time. Hard-wor1(er to help company find

new business kx^atior^ in Southern Califor-

nia area. Must have car, be assertive, Leave
mMsage: 310-476-9059 or fax resu/ne: 310-

476-4305 No calls returned until 10/01.

Classifieds

825-2221

Conversation Partner

An SMC Chinese student looking for

a native English speaker for

conversation practice.

Good pay $15.00 per hour,

flexible hours.

Call John at (310) 288-0666
(after 3:00 pm).

ADMIN. ASST PT Approx. 20hrs/wk. MF
8 30-5:30pm Word. Excel, Filemaker Fax
resume and salary history 310-477-5432
exll16

ADMINISTRATIVE ASST/OFFICE ASSIST
M-F F/T or P/T in Down town LA Start ASAP
$8-10/hr depending on expenence Need
smart, sell motivated, detail orientated indi-

vidual Req's= advanced computer skills, ms
office, internet. Some research and phones
involved Fax resume:213-617 2325 Attn HR

ADVANCED ACCOUNTING ASSISTANT
needed w/QuickBooks experience Fax re-

sume to 310-453-1108. P/T. 10-12 hrs/wk

$9/hr. to start.

ADVERTISING/SALES on an internet web-
site Will train to sell on Lacities.com $25/hr

Commission is easy, p/t or f/t 310-277-7326.

dee l©tTotmail com

BEVERLY HILLS SALON looking for profes-

sional receptionist for PT position Computer
skills a must. (310)273-3155.

BIG BROTHER/COACH
to play sports w/my 2 boys-8&6 atter-

schools&Saturdays 2-3 times/wk. Must have

own car&valid CDO&insurance WLA area.

310-470-7019

BJ'S PIZZA AND GRILL accepting applica-

tions for all positions. Inquire within 939
Broxton Ave.

BOOKKEEPER for Property Management
Company, Must know Quickbooks, Excel,

Mac. Salary open. Fax resumes to 310-391-

6088.;

BOOKKEEPER. Approx lOhrs/wk. Expen-

enceffeq. Doctors office. SM Fax resume to

3 10-451 -0446.

AIHTR SCHOOL CARE Rt-bpcnSiDISCanf^g

person. M, W. Th. F. 2:45-5:45pm. Car and
insurance needed. $10/hr. Santa Monica
310-348-2326

ARE YOU FUN, BRIGHT
AND RELIABLE?

BABYSITTER/PERSONAL ASST Require-

ments: child development background/child-

care experience. Car, good driving

record& references. $10/hr, 3 after-

noons/evenings/wk 310-264-4217.

Work Study

Students Needed!!!

for UCLA Mail
and Document

Services
*-—— Worl< Hours:

Monday-Friday
8a.m.-12{or) 1 p.m.'-5

For more information
call 825-3826

ASSISTANT
Marketing research. PT/FT. Articulate, good
telephone&organizational skills Interesting

work. Exposure to many industcies. Flexible

hours. 9am-9pm, Mrs Rost, 310-^*4^91 9J

ASSISTANT for business office. For more
details please call 310-278-2750 or tax re-

sume 310-278-0038.

ASSISTANT OFFICE MANAGER-RECEP-
TIONIST. F/T. MF, 9-6pm. Computer knowl-

edge. Smalt busy office. Excellent salary and
benefits. 310-476-4205. '

ASSISTANT®a filni distribution co. in cen-

tury City. Entry level work. 2-3hrs/day, 2-

3days/wk, 2-3wks{or longer). $7/hr-f parking

Japanese language a plus, film school stud-

ent a plus. E-mail ^t ykito0largoeni com.

AV TECH NEEDED. P/T for Library near
campus Dependable, good w/equip-
ment&people. Call Marya or Debbie©3l0-
474-1518, ext. 3217 or 3218.

BABYSITTER WANTED for 11/yr-old boy
every Fri-fSat night. Salary guaranteed, pos-

sibility of more hours Must drive Beverly

Hills area. Call 818-906-0495 9am-5pm.
Mon-Fri.

-BARISTA Enthusiastk: person needed for

Culver City espresso bar. Prepare coffee

drinks. deMveries. WiH train. 310-204-3646.

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED Earn

$150-$250/night. Work P/T while going to

school. Day/eve classes. l-2week classes,

800-974-7974. International Bartender's

school. HUNDREDS OF JOBS!

BOOKKEEPER/LITE ACCOUNTING Must

have experience in Windows95. Quick-

books, ADP payroll, workers comp. report,

sales tax report. Good organizational skills a

must. Fax resume to 310-264-1628.

BUSY FASHION PR FIRM seeks intem/PT

help. General office duties: xeroxing,

phones, filing. Friendly environment. $6/hr.

15+hrs/wk. Orsi Public Relations: 323-874-

4073. Ask for Dyann or Greg.

CAMPUS JOBS
CENTRAL CAMPUS. JOBS. Part-time jobs

availableOthe Food Service Warehouse
We wori< w/your class schedule. Half-ofl

meals. Great worthing environment 310-206-

0885.

CAMPUS JOBS
NORTH CAMPUS JOBS. Part-time jobs

available® North Campus Student Center.

We wort< w/your class schedule. Supervisory

opportunities. Half-off meals. 310-206-0720.

CAMPUS JOBS
SOUTH CAMPUS JOBS. Part-time jobs

availabledthe Bombshelter. We work w/your

class schedule. Supen/isory opportunities.

Half-off meals 310-206-3218.

CASTING
EXTRAS needed for feature films, commer-
cials, and music videos. Earn up to $240 per

day! No experience needed. Worit guar-

anteed! Call today 213-851-6103.

CITY BEAN COFFEE in Westwood is look-

ing for coffee lovers full-time/part-time.

Please call Alan at 310-208-0108.

CITY OF BEVERLY Hills parking attendants

needed. Weekends only/$8.76/hr Morning

and Evening shifts available. Dept. of Trans-

portation. 455 N. Rexford Dr., Room 130 Ap-
}ly in person.

Clerical, General Office. F/T and P/T.

Flexible hours $8/hr. Close to UCLA. Fax
Resume (310)889-1893.

CLERICAL/CUSTOMER SERVICE. Full-

time permanent. M-F. Good phone and Eng-
lish skills, type 50WPM, detail-oriented, reli-

able. WLA. $8-$8 50/hr 310-826-3759

CLERICA17SALES. Prr or Frr. excellent op-

portunity. Love of jewelry Call between 12-

6pm. Shanes Jewelry We have 3 openings
immediately 310-208-8404

CLERK. 15-20hrs/wk. 3 days. $7/hr Real

Estate development management co Work
schedule to cover lunch hrs. Typing, phone
skills, computer literate. 310-478-8757-Tom.

COACH KIDS' SPORTS
LET NIKE tram you. give you free stuff, and
$500. Contact jason Krause 310-209-0454,

jkrauseOucla.edu

COACHES NEEDED.
MIDDLE SCHOOL. Soccer and girts basket-

ball. Paid positions. Call Gail for basketball

ext. 248. Kemvlof soccer, ext 247 310-391-

7127. - - - - -^

COACHES NEEDED: J.H. soccer and H.S
Softball. SFV private school. Experience pre-

ferred. Hours&salary negotiable. Send re-

sume: PO Box:4036 North Hollywood. CA
01617.

7800

COMPANION- For 90y/o retired pharmacist
6hrs/week at $9/hr Tu. Th. Car required Call

Della®310-277-78l6 7^""

COMPUTER TECH. Troubleshooting, strong

computer skills important Pays good P/T.

Call 213-607-0874 or fax resume:21 3-365-

4376 •

COMPUTER/TELECOM
CUSTOMER SERVICE REP Fast growing

internet co. located m Westwood seeking

PT/FT customer service reps w/excellent

Windows95/PC skills to work midnight-

8:30AM, 5AM-8AM, 4PM-11PM. Fluency m
German&French a plus Fax resume J Ash-

craft 310-507-0292.

CSO OFFICE ASST
Apply now for an office assistant position at

the CSO Programs&Westwood Village Sub-

station. Starting rate $7 25/hr. UCLA stud-

ents w/at least one yr remaining. Public rela-

tions&basic clerical duties. For details call

310-825-9800

CUSTOMER
SERVICE/FUNITURE
SHOWRM ASST

at Pacific Design center. Gene/al office

duties, computer literate. FT. Fax '^10-652-

8083.

DATA ENTRY-ORDER DEPT -Well known
document delivery company in Westwood^
P/T&F/T Familiarity w/bibliographic citations

impt. Type-45wpm. Library background and
experience w/Windows a plus, 20-30hrs/wk,

P/T $12/hr 40hrs/wk F/T, $25.000+DOE.
Fax resume 310-208-5971 Atten order

dept.

>|^(\irs fU

DELIVERY PERSON/CLERK. Part-time de-

livery, stockwork. Eariy afternoon. Need car

w/vahd insurance. $8/hr. Herbert's Pharma-
cy. 310-859-3887

DENTAL OFFICE needs office help. P/T-F/T.

flexible. Experianca pralerrad. 310.

m—^^
DIRECTOR/OWNER for Israel Archaeologi-

cal Society, a travel company. Can be run

P/T from home prior years' darnings to

$60,000. 310-476-8478.
i--...^ l^__ I I I ...

DOG WALKING- P/T, 3-5 momings/week.
Perfect for student and dog lovers. Must
have own car Call Chris®3l0-471-2771.

DOG-WALKER NEEDED. Mon-Fri, after-

noons in exchange for parking privileges.

Home- walking distance from campus. Bon-
nie: 310-474-9969.

DOMESTIC HELP Beveriy Hills Home. 8

hours/wk, $8/hour, tasks include housework
and bookwork, pleasant environment. 310-

275-7975. Convenient bus location.

DRIVER WANTED
Excellent driver record and own car required

for afterrK)on children's carpool in Beverty

Hills area. 15hrs/wk. M-F. $100/wk Interest-

ed parties please call 310-855-3302. .

DRIVER WANTED w/car to pick up student

between 3:30-5:00pm daily. 310-476-4205.

DRIVER- HOMEWORK HELPER: 20-

30hrs/week. 3 fun, active kids. CDL, in-

surance. Car. Leave message ©310-752-
8270.

DRIVER/COMPANION/TUTOR wanted for

9y/o girt. Hours:3-7pm M-F. Must have car,

valid D.L Call Margaret©310-281-0100.

EXPERIENCED HOSTESS/Food and cock-

tail servers needed for a new Greek restau-

rant nightclub in Studio City. Fun wori< envi-

ronment. Good tips. Brian©818-769-9073.
9am-3pm.

F/T BECEPTlONfST for small WLA lawfirm.

Must have wordprocessing skills and be a

self-starter. Fax resume to 310-312-1034.

F/T TELEMARKETING/Assistant Broker.

Westwood Brokerage Firm seeks telemaf-

keter/asst. to broker. Will train and sponsor

the right person to become commodities bro-

ker. Contact Rick©3 10-475-9977

FEMALE COUNTRY WESTERN ARTIST
with experience. 310-440-0787.

FILE CLERK
NEEDED P/T for busy Beverty Hills RE. of-

fice. Good computer skills, flexible, after-

noons preferable. M-F Fax resume:310-284-

7817Attn:D.Mitchell

FILE/OFFICE CLERKS
LAW FIRM has PT positions to fill at

$6. 50/hr. Minimum of 20hrs/wk Interest in

law preferred. Fax resume&propcsed avail-

able hours to 310-274-2798 or mail to Lur-

le&Zepeda. 9107 Wilshire Blvd. Suite #800

Beverty Hills. CA 90210; attention James
Walker.

FILM PRODUCTION. Talent Management,
and internships available. Call Creative

Talent Management, 800-401-0545.

FRONT DESK/RECEPTIONIST for health

club Outgoing personality required,

$6.50/hr-i-free membership, mornings and
evenings. Holiday hours required. Contact

Tim. 310-659-5002.

GENERAL OFFICE PERSON pt time. Ex-

cellent phone and office skills. Computer lit-

erate $10/hr 310-417-3460 Call anytime 9 to

5.

GIRLS wanted at exclusive social club in

WLA. Conversation only. No alcohol. Flexi-

ble hours. Earn top $$$ 310-477-9871.

GRAD OR BEYOND: PART-TIME Writer's

asst. 3-4hrs. 2x/week. Car necessary. Typ-

ing, MAC WP&Final Draft/Screeplay format

proficiency required Research, phones, cor-

respondence, errands Brentwood. Refer-

ences, hourty, flexible Fax resume to 310-

319-9946.

GRAPHICS
-^

DESIGNER/WRITER
$1 billion RE. invest, firm in Glendale seek-

ing PT computer graphics designer/writer to

help create new marketing materials. Must

be proficient in Windows graphics&present

program. Responsible for creating new mar-

ket&present portfolios for new clients. Send
resume/salary req. to SLI. Pres. via

fax©818-545-8460/700 N. Brand Blvd.. Ste

300, Glendale. CA 91203.

^glftAT OPPORTUNITYf
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT- p/t in Real

Estate Development office in Brentwood.

Must be computer literate. 12/hr. Fax resume
310-476-7284.

GREAT PEOPLE
GOOD PAYJU

POSITION AVAILABLE as therapy assistant

in modern chiropractic office, close to cam-

pus. This is a great experience. Prefer pre-

med/kinesiology majors. MWF 9 a.m.-l p.m.

Starts at $9.bo/hour. Contact Jill at 310-475-

3488.

GREAT WORKPLACE!
TELEMARKETING for international educa-
tion agency. Nice clients, great-workplace in

SM. Hourly-i-commission. Sales experi-

ence&knowledge of foreign language import-

ant. 310-395-9393.

GROWING INTERNATIONAL INTERNET
CO. seeking candidate for immediate posi-

tion. Wanted-marketing/administrative assis-

tant, w/good communication, comput-
er&eirnail skills a must. P/T w/room for ad-

vancement. Email resume to admin©club-
global.com or phone:3 10-777-8377.

GYMNASTICS INSTRUCTOR-Wanted for

beginning boys and girts classes. $8-12/hr

depending on experience. 213-465-2314.

HAIR MODELS
(All nationalities) our models have worthed for

Sebastian, Aveda, Paul Mitchell, Redkeh.

Toni&Guy. Beginner's ok! Most ages ok! All

heights ok! Great pay! Call Iree" now! otto

(24-hours) 1-800-959-9301. -

HANA SUSHI
HOSTESS/CASHIER/WAITRESS needed.
Attractive, energetic. Restaurant caters to

^entertainment industry. P/T positions. Brent-

wood. 310-477-9796.

HELP DESK CONSULTANT, $9 80. On cam-
pus. Telephone, lab, e-mail consultation,

documentation. Call Mary 310-825-5774.

HELP SERVE DINNER Part or Full-time

Monday-Friday from 4pm-8pm. Wag-
es+meals. Males preferred. 310-208-3281.

HOLIDAY $$$
FOR Swan's Holiday Store. Westside Pavi-

lion. October;Jan. Flexible hours. Must be
fnendly w/good customer service skills. 310-

234-0123.

* * * New Faces/Models/lnterns * * *

WANTED
by Westwood's #1 Talent CastlngCo. Earn Top $$ in Movies,

Television, Commercials, and Modeling (petite, glamour, and

fashion models). Sizes 1/14, teens/twenties,—
* blondes/reds/brunettes, 5' to 6'! ~

No experience necessary. Students O.K.

Free consultation.

MICHAEL (310) 209-5052

Display
206-3060
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HOME TYPISTS
PC USERS NEEDED. $45,000 income po-
tential Call: 1-800-513-4343 Ext.B-10105

HOMEWORK/HELPER, driver, companion
for 13-yr okj boy Mon-Fri 4-7pm. Should be
athletic. Santa Moncia. Days 310-458-7949.
Eve 310-453-2825.

HOUSEHOLD HELPER Busy entertainment

executive seeks household helper West-
wood area M-F. lOhrs/wk. Ilexible times. Er-

rands, laundry, etc Must be reliable and
have own car. $100/wk Call Sharma©323-
692-9999ext10.

Models McediHl IMow
No experience required

For catakig. pnntwork, magazines, movies
video and tv commercials^

Men and Women of all ages
Free Consultatkjn

CALL MODEL DIVISION
310.659.4855

EARN
S200-S1000
A DAY

\-X-^
UCLA EMS
NOW HIRING

EMT'S
Applications Due Oct 19*

Call (310) 206-8885 for info

HOUSEKEEPER/HOME-OFFICE ASSIS-
TA-NT^for busy doctor. Weekends taun^

MALE MODELS
Pnntwork US under 25. Lean, any race,

leave name, number&physical stats Free

interview. Beginners welcome 213-960-

1066. 24hrs.

MARKET RSRCH ASST
CLIENT LIAISON &FOCUS group assistant.

Must be professional in appearat^ce&detail

oriented Customer service or general oftice

experience a plus. F/T-P/T-$8/hr to start Fax
Resume or cover letter: 310-440-2348.

MARKETING ASST
$1 billion R.E. invest, firm in Glendale seek-
ing FT/PT marketing support person respon-

sible for creating client database&mart<eting

materials. Adept in composmg&writing mar-

keting letters&presentation nr^aterials. Must
be a self-starter w/good org. skills&proficient

in use of Windows based program. Send
resume/salary req. to SLI. Pres via

tax@818-545-8460 or 700 N. Brand Blvd
,

Ste. 300. Glendale. CA91203

dry/cleaning, assist w/cookmg, etc No skills

required. Great Pay! Flexible schedule

Leave message. 310-826-9811.

IMMEDIATE OPENfNGS
CUSTOMER SERVICE SALES 15-

25HrsWK $6-8/HR. Flexible scnedule Tux-

edo Warehouse. 10546 W. Pico. Call Ann
«310-559-4889

INITIATIVE & INTEGRI-
^FF

MATH GRADER —
CALCULUS, differential equations, com-
plex variables 3-15HRAA^K Good salary

Beveriy Hills area. 310-858-1122.

MEDICAL ASST/CNA- Phlebotomy injec-

tions. FT/PT needed for front&back office 1-

yr commitment minimum. Internal medi-

cine/cardiology. Fax 310-274-0616

MEDICAL P/T Alternoons+Saturday morn-

ings Seeking enthusiastic/responsible indi-

vidual Great people, and phone skills for

huey WoGto ido Ch troproot to Qfl too Fox re

UCLA COMMUNITY SERVICE OFFICERS
Now hiring Explore law, communications,

public relations Starts $7.25/hr WEB
www ucpd ucia edu/ucpd/cso/ EMAIL
cso@ucpd.ucla.edu. Phone: 310-825-214B

INTERVIEW POSITION- No telemarketing

involved On-campus Flexible hours Will

tram English and fluent in Spanish. Viet-

namese. Mandarin, or Russian preferred.

S9-12/hr "12-30 hours/week Call 310-825-

3658

INTL IMPORTING, Marketing and PR firm

seeks highly motivated, organized individual

w/excelient communication skills to work m
fast paced office Facets of position include

Advertising, Coordinating Special Events.

Copywriting Musi be fluent m Italian F,T

Si800/mo-^benefits Fax resume:2 13-653-

1768 Attn.John Patterson. VP

INTL IMPORTING, Marketing, and PR firm

seeks organized detail orientated adminis-

trative assistant to perform such functions as

data entry, faxing, photocopying, phones
Must be fluent in Italian. P/T, flexible hours

.

S8/hr Fax resume:21 3-653- 1768 Attn John
Patterson. VP

sume 310-473-4400.

OFFICE ASSISTANT Busy tutoring agency

in Pacific Palisades seeks office help 1:30-

6:30, M-Th. $10/hr. Must be reliable/profes-

sional. Tutoring abilities a plus. 310-459-

4125.

OFFICE ASSISTANT/SECRETARY- An-

swerir>^ phones, greeting patients, filing in

small physical therapy office in residerKe

Mornings 9am- 1pm 5days/week Salary ne-

gotiable, 310-446-6668.

OFFICE. CLERICAL. SECRETARIAL work

Need to be bilingual in English and Arabic

F/T and P/T more than 1 -person. 310-575-

1991

ON CAMPUS JOB OPPORTUNITV
$7.25/hr. approx. 15-20 hrs/wk M-F pref. 12-

4. Requires excellent receptionist skills, gen-

eral office and computer skills. Fax resume
to: 310-794-9565 Attn. Ingrid

ON-CALL INVESTIGATOR. Westside Fair

Kousing Council is recruiting people to help

investigate discrimination. Receive stipend

between $25-$50 per site visit. Training pro-

vided. Tara:31 0-474-1 667.

PfTf/T
DIVINE PASTA CO.

SM-BH-LA
ENTHUSIASTIC SALES PEOPLE-needed

4or gourmet pasta shop/pasta bars Love of

food and sales a must. $7/hour. Call Shawn

323-939-1148.

P/T FILE CLERK-medical office $8/hr Fax

resume: 310-395-2063.

P/T HR POSITION Part-time worit available

in HR department Perlornw>giArts Fundrais-

ing Company Work includes general admin-

istration, filing, WP on Word^Excel. verifica-

tion, and other projects We need 20-25/Urs-

wook Mon Fr i Gfool looot ion <»w^dodioalod

INVENTOR L09
petence to ^y
Metp realfze*- iriL

yi/prking paM
310-274-3202.

for assistant w/com-
t application and to

t^ust know Russian

etails by telephone"

Training t>ra*\(ir<i

com* by arxf apply m p«r»on
ld65 Gayley Ave
Wettwood viiiaq*

LAW FIRM
FILE CLERK/PARALEGAL P/T Beveriy Hills

Law Firm seeks organized, reliable person

Assist w/filing. phones, copying, and other

projects WordPerfect and car helpful $10/hr

Fax resumes to Mari< Share at Lipofsky and

Ruben 213-653-6228

LEARNING DISABILITY THERAPIST PT
S25/hr West Los Angeles Area Previous Ex-

perience Required Fax 626-445-3821

omail clinictest9aol com

LOBBY AMBASSADORPart time $7 50/hr

Prestigious high nse-Westwood Fn & Sat

Graveyard Perm guard Required Call Kelly

562-490-3310 Langner Security.

LOOKING for energetic people to answer
phones, greet customers, etc Some com-
puter experience helpful. 310-395-7368

MAILERS WANTED!
GOOD WEEKLY INCOME PROCESSING
OUR MAIL' GENUINE OPPORTUNITY'
Rush SASE UNIQUE IMAGES PO Box

15552. Beveriy Hills. CA90209.

MAKE A DIFFERENCE
THERAPIST Student interested in behavior

therapy willing to wof1< 8r12hrs/wk w/4 y/o

boy With autism Training provided Experi-

ence pref. 3 1 0-539-4 100ext2 19

MEDICAL/CLERICAL ASSISTANT P/T

Windows 95, Word, and helpful. Excellent

phone/organizational skills. Fax resume
310-208-2158.

MESSENGER
STRONG BRUIN SUPPORTER&well estab-

lished Westwood law firm seeks one part-

time messenger to work Mon , Weds . and
Friday from 9 30am-6 30pm in our office

services department. Must have reliable car.

insurance&good driving record. Additional

duties include mail, photocppying. faxing,

etc Prefer Brum students who are also re-

sponsible&detail-oriented Please call Robin

Barnes 310-478-2541.

MODELS WANTED by professional photo-

studio for upcoming assignment. Male/Fe-

male Pro/Non-Pro. Fashion/Commer-
cial/Theatrical Call for appointment 818-

986-7933

MOVIE EXTRA WORK
• Revolutionary new program* Start immedi-

ately* All types- 18+'* Fun/Easy* No crazy

fees* Program for free medical* Call-24/hrs

213-850-4417

MULHOLLAND PT
Pleasant, professional home business seeks

asst. 35-4Qhrs/mo. Excellent phone skills

Strong work ethics&mtermediate computer

knowledge req 818-377-5071

NATIONAL PARK
EMPLOYMENT

Find the ideal job in Americas National

Parks, Forests&Wildlife Preserves All skill

levels Competitive wages+benefits. Ask us

how! 517-336-4298 ext. N59341.

ND HLP INSTALLING
COMPUTER SFTWR

Hands-on computer help installing soft-

ware&setting up programs. PT/flexible

hrs/need car Excel, Powerpoint, Ac-

cess&potential Access programming oppor-

tunities Genevive Fabius 213-487-6977

NEED TELEMARKETER/OFFICE ASST for

a clothing company PT/FT. Call (310)723-

6024.

NOW HIRING
Pier One Imports is looking for PT/FT sales

associates Combined shifts, flexible hours

Apply in person at Pier One Imports. 10984

Santa Monica Blvd., LA, 90025 Corner of

Veteran and Santa Monica Blvd

NUDE MODELS WANT-
ED ESP COLLEGE

GIRLS AND LATINAS
CASH PAID-Still photos for internet Solo

wort< (naughty, not nasty) Age 18-26-AII

types. Call 818-562-3318

OFFICE ASSISTANT needed M4W©West
wood graphic design company Light clerical

dutiesAprofessional phone manner Car
needed for errands. Fax resume 310-208-

5635.

fun environment and gfearnsSopTeT^PTgSlse

send resume to 6DNA HR 1728 Abbot Kin-

ney Blvd. Venice Ca.9029l, or fax 310-301-

9779 or e-mail to inimoy@sdatel.com

PAID INTERN needed by Translation com-
pany in SM. To assist w/telephones, admin-

istration, project-management, marketing

Motivation, versatility, detail-mmdedness a

must, verbal and written fluency in a ma)or

foreign lar)guage a plus ExcellerM opportun-

ity to learn and earn! Fax resume: 310-260-

7705 or call 310-358-6160

PAID P/T INTERN
Smith Barney Financial Consultant P/T in-

tern. Help with vanous duties EOE employ-

er. M/F/D/V 310-312-3430

PART TIME ASSISTANT to Brentwood Art

Dealer: Computer skills (mail-merge. Word.j

Excel), organizational skills, personable

Hours flexible. M-F I0am-5pm. 310-395-."

1465

PART-TIME LAW STUDENT 20 hours/wk

Flexible. Collections, small claims court, co-

ordinating with attorney on unlawluls $9/hr

310-829-1700. fax 310-829-2630

PART/TIME Appt. Setting 5.30-epm.

$10/hr-»-bonus for a Beveriy Hills firm. •

Telemarketing expenence preferred Ask for

Gale. (310)724-7260.

PERSONAL ASSIST to professor. Must

h^ve car and insurance Dependable, able to

commit to 1-year Computer literate Spanish

speaking helpful. 10+hrs/wk, 3-5 afternoons

MF 3 30-'> Begin ASAP Call 213-951-7050

PERSONAL ASST/SECRETARY. work in a

pleasant home office in B H F/T or P/T filing,

typing, organizing, etc. MF $6.25-$7.50

Computer skills needed. Casual dress+envi-

ronment Close to bus. Asians welcome
Please fax your resume or personal informa-

tion to Todd Silver@fax: 310-858-8901

Tel:31 0-858-8900

PHOTO LAB p/t assist photo pnnter or com-

puter imaging. Beveriy Hills 310-274-3445.

PRESCHOOL looking for Teacher's Assis-

tant for Fall 1998 school year. Candidates

should have experience in child care Wage
negotiable Days: M.W.F/1-5pm Beveriy

Glen Play Group 310-4700992

PROMOTION- PART TIME Dog training

company Weekends and car a must. Dog
lover only 800-449-6101

PT and FT DRIVERS for lunch and dinner

shifts $10+/hr Must speak English. Contact

Dining In: 310-274-0123. 818-986-3287

PT RECEPTIONIST
Fast pace real estate co in BH seeks PT re-

ceptionist for phones&filing&general office

help $8/hr. Fax resume-310-551-1780

PT TIME ASST Post-grad institute Some
evenings 1 yr+, office, computer exp Inde-

pendent, responsible, organized, outgoing,

car Fax resume 310 477-5968

PUBLISHED WRITER SEEKS illustrator/

collat)orator to assist on next project Fax

your resume and number to Ingrid 310-312-

8805

RECALL PERSON P/T afternoons Enthu-

siastic person for making appointments

Good phone skills and organized. Call Judy;

RECEPTI0N7ASSIST
Full-time Santa Monica. Tuesday-Saturday.

No experience required. Eye-doctor's office.

Ask for Dr. Somers or Allison, 310-319-

9999, Leave message 24-hrs/day.

RECEPTIONIST WANTED M-F 9-4 and/or

4-10. Please call Liana at 310-208-0101

RECEPTIONIST-PH'-Century City Law Firm.

Front office, phones, light typing, various du-

ties. $8/hr. Fax resume and cover letter to:

Office Coordinator 310-226-7461

.

RECEPTIONIST Culver City doctor's office.

People skills a must. Fax resume 310-390-

1874 or call 310-391-6311.

RECREATION ASSISTANT Westwood Re-

creation Complex. Will train. Office work, an-

swer phones, reservations. $8.87/hr. Week-
nights 4:30-10:30pm and weekends. Call

Steve 310-473-3610.

RESEARCH ASSISTANT NEEDED for best-

selling author and psychologist. Errands,

some typing, familiar w/macintosh. Must
have own car w/insurance. Approx.

15hrs/week M-F flexible. $8/hr. 310-205-

0226.

RETAIL SALES F/T- BH Candy/Gift shop
Dependable, articulate People person Call

June©310-275-0341- 11am-6pm.

RETAIL SALES
Seeking responsible, outgoing individuals for

part and full time sales positions in an

upscale, attractive. Century City retail store

Must enjoy working with children. Call Lynn

at Petit Jardin Children's Shoes 310-476-

0805

SALES PEOPLE needed for busy sales of

fice in Santa Monica Looking for motivated

and fnendly people Starting pay $8/hr 310-

395-7368.

SALES PERSON- Labels and tags Excel-

lent salary-fcommtssion Flexible hours. No
cold calling. Full support. No.expenence nee

OOOO PV taOK* 213 746 74 00.

SUBSTAiN^c ABUSE COUNSELOR. Even-

ings, some days. Part-time 2-years experi-

ence. Spanish/English fluency. $10-25/hr

Contact Marilyn: 310-479-8353.

TEACHERS/DIRECTORS needed for after

school enrichmern program. 12 ece units or

units in a related field needed. Expenence

with K-5. Flexible-hours, great pay. Fax re-

sume:31 0-445-5628.

TELEMARKETER WANTED 10-12

hrs./week, evening calls, good salesmanship
skills. $6.60/hr. -« commissions. Call Admiral

Tutonng: 310-477-9685 or fax resume: 310-

477-2409.

TELEMARKETERS AND SALESPEOPLE
wanted. Business communrcations company
provides networ1<ing, phone systems* Nep-

tel service. Fast-paced and professional en-

vironment. Flexible hours 9-5 M-F. Salary

and commission. Jeanette 0310-391-7199.

TELEMARKETING/SALESPEOPLE NEED-
ED. Huge commissions paid. Clean environ-

ment. Flexible hours. Excellent for student.

Call between 9am-12pm© 31 0-659-0943.

TELEPHONE SALESPERSON that is

young-fenergetic for hip, growing hemp fab-

ric company Approx 1 5hrs/week-momings
Call Hemp Traders©3l0-914-9557.

TRAINER to drill free style wrestling tech-

niques. Also need intern for worit on urban
planfjing projects 310-456-8857.

TRANSPORTATION FOR 2 SCHOOL BOYS
(12-^14) from Culver City to Bel Air. Own
car^valid license-i-insurance. Pick up at 3pm
310-825-5235.

TUTOR WANTED for 3rd year CS&EE
major. Senior or graduate students only

6hrs/week 3days/week. Good pay. E-mail

qualificationstokyen@dnai.com

TUTORS NEEDED
Math/Science/Spanish/French tutors fbi

_WLA otf tG»^U«d«»^radua te dag roa raquirod,

SALES&CLERICAL. P/T or F/T, excellent

opportunity. Love of jewelry Call between
12 6pm. Shane's Jewelry. 310-208-8404

SALES/ADVERTISING TELEPHONE PT
Some wori< from home. Advertising/pnnt ex-

penence $9/hr-»-commission. 310-917-1120,

Fax 310-477-3213

SALESPEOPLE (5) wanted $600/mo car al-

lowance. 4K/mo. expense allowance, profit

shanng if qualified Call 323-254-8956

SALESPERSON
• Energetic W/expenence in electron

ics&computer. 310-659-0050.

SALESPERSON WANTED for Century City

firm specializing in liquor licenses. Requires

strong oral and writing skills, computer
knowledge a must, degree prefei'red. Call

our offices today for details 310-553-6363

ext 43 or fax resume to 310-553-3996 attn

Cindy

SECRETARY WANTED
for Century City firm specializing in liquor in-

dustry Applicant must have accurate typing,

computer literate, organization&customer re-

lation skills. Salary negotiable. Fax resume
310-553-3996

SECRETARY 20hrs/wk Doctor's office

Need good computer and typing skills Also

good command of English. Immediate open-

ing Fax resume to 310-451-0446

$13 at-center. $20 in-home. 310-475-5330.

TUTORS- For grades 2-12 Experience

w/children required. Strong math, english.

science, and language skills needed. Soph-

mores-t-older preferred. $15/hr References

310-655-4693.

WEB DESIGNER needed to create and
maintain PIC/VIDEO intensive sights. Data-

base/shopping programming important.

Hours-flexible Start now. E-mail sam-
ples/contact info

alec© neworieansstudios.com

WE'RE SEEKING INDIVIDUALS to provide

support to the developmentally disabled. Call

Dwight Istanbulian at 818-361-6400 ext 129

WORK AROUND YOUR SCHEDULE 18-

year-Qld nutntion, weightless, and skincare

CO in 37 countries needs help! $499-

7999/mo PT/FT. Complete training.

Howard©310-475-7446.

WRITERS/RESEARCHER. Freelance. Le-

gal/stock market background/interest.
Should have web connection, $11/hr or per
manuscript 310-917-1120. Fax 310-477-

3213. Email: clock©intenworld. net.

95 CABRIO CONV White w/beige. Leather^
int., tinted windows. CD changer, power eve-
rything. Auto. Perfect for California.

$16.000obo 310-383-1936 Jason.

SECRETARY/BKKEEPR biteraslUps
PT. Must be computer literatc&know basic

bookkeeping. Wort< daily 10AM-3PM. Fax re-

sume and salary requirement 310-451 -0446

SECRETARY/EXECUTIVE with advanced
computer know-how. excellent oral/written

communications skills sought by Complete
Access. We sell and rent adapted vehicles

and equipment for the disabled. Independ-

ent, self-starter to work full-time in a dyna-

mic, entrepreneurial environment Health-

care industry experience a plus Fax resume
with salary history: 310-575-1505

SOFTWARE SALES
P/T help needed for software store in West-

wood. Flexible hours. 10am-6pm Sales ex-

perience helpful. Call Sean. 310-443-5494

SPORTS CELEBRITY NETWORK, an Inter-

net sports company, is seeking students for

internship positions We are looking to add to

our online sports production and mari<eting

staffs If you would like practical experience

in either online sports production or maritet

ir>g. please contact Tim Townsend at 310-

754-4091 or by email at <tfownsend©athle-

tedailycom>

SR CLERK. UCLA MBA Office 20hrs/week

Reception, multi-line phones, genreal office

and clerical Computer experience required

Francien©310-825-6944

START TODAY
National Mari^etirig Co needs people ASAP
for data entry, $10/hr to start FT/PT wee
kends, very flexible Culver City location

Fax resume to 310-398-3550

Student Sales Rep Wanted. Sell hot new
sports apparel Une to students, teams, artd

stores. Flexible fK}urs. Great commission

(310)393-4981.

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL INTERNSHIP-
University Elementary School. Fall Quarter-

Minimum Junior standing, 3.0 GPA. Orienta-

tion:Wed. 09/30/98 5pm&Wed 10/07/98

10:30am. UES Conference Room. lnfo:825-

2623 '

Entertainment PR Firm looking for intern.

Hardwori<ing, strong writer who wants to

learn more about public relations. 310-843-

0898

FILM PRODUCTION company at Para-

mount Pics seeks motivated, smart & reliable

interns to assist in research, script reading &
other duties for Fall/Winter Chris 323-956-

2110.

INTERN NEEDED
EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT Needs to be effi-

cient at typing, dictation, rewnting. comput-

ers Prefer English major. Exciting+creative

opportunity w/fast-growing co. Invblves food

Alitness Call 310-661-7761/fax 310-398-

5898

INTERN WANTED- Part-time with expenses

Prestigious entertainment agency offering

comprehensive industry knowledge, harxls-

on experience, and future film and television

career contacts. Fax Darin; 310'652-8772

INTERNS WANTED Busy Westwood casting

office seeks interns to assist with feature film

projects No pay but you will receive film

credit Call MarV (310)575-0157

INTERNS WANTED FT/PT positions ava for

students at prestigious entertainment PR
firm. Must be enthusiastic, enthusiastic. Off-

ers college credit, harKls-on experience&fu-

lure film&television career contacts. Contact

Amanda at 310-550 7776

Classifieds
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^W The Twilight Brigade v:'

Aspiring Journalists, Webmasters, Entrepreneurs, and Humanitarians..

Together we can Make a Difference.

^>0#M^!<t4<k:!9^ (H /4cU^K is a young, but rapidly growing, national volunteer

organization headquartered at the West L\ VA Medical Center dedicated to

ensuring that no one need die alone.

We believe that the end of life is challenging enough without the anguish of

isolation. The dying are deserving of respect and entitled to the caring and

compassion that will support them at this time of life.

We are in desperate need of dedicated, hardworking, compossionate
volunteers to assist us in any of the following areas:

• Administrative assistance in responding

to calls and letters

• Assistance in managing and laying out

our bi-monthly newsletter

• Assistance in the maintenance and design

modification of our website

(www.TwilightBrigade.org)
• Assistance in planning fund raising

events with fund raising professionals

• Preparing community education

materials for conference exhibits

• Tracking inventories & product $ales, ^

reordering products when necessary^

"•IVlicrosoft Access database deveTopment
for tracking recruitment and volunteer

statistics as well as locating hospices
• Bookkeeping assistance with Quickbooks
• Direct service to the dying

Our chairman of tiie Board is intri national best-sellirifi author Dannion Brinklcy. Steven
Seaf^al. Dr. Larry Dossey. Steven Ualpern. and Kenneth l^ln^. PhD sei've on our advisoiy
board. Our Board 6f Directors inrhides published authors Ronnie Kitye and David Krssler.

Marianne Williamson supports oui efforts at lier lectures. Our National Steering Committee
iweludea Pffpwwgf^tMHvi'H ffwm m» .) nf <hp i»r^|iii' motion pieturr >^<nt<i»'< We believe- m >hi^

work. Yon can make a difference in pur ability to'help others

Please call (323) 931-7315

P.O. SW g40l3 y u5« ,4H<f€i,A. e-U^'tmi^ 90073 V (323) 93/73/5 i>^U€ (323) 93/-2S/4^

INTERNSHIP OPPORTUNITY with Sports

Attorney: Junior, Senior interested in sports

management. Position is non-paid, credit

ol^ay. Hours are flexible. Fax resume and
cover letter to (310)394-3551

.

LOOKING FOR HARDWORKING interns

Production confipany with long term deal with

rna)or studio. Looking (or smart/dedicated in-

terns who want to learn Entertainment Busi-

ness. Call Temil ©310-656-9122 for more
info.

PAID INTERN needed for film industry com-
pany. Must have showbiz knowledge, com-
puter skills and marketing ability 310-657-

2005.

8100
Personal Asslslaiice

DOCTORS OFFICE p/t $10/hr Need re-

sponsible person Duties filing, some basic

computer. Fax resume:310-.553-8408.

Phone:310-553-6445.

PHYSICAL ASSISTANT NEEDED For disa-

bled male sophomore living in Reiber hall

Hiring for morning and/or evenir>g shift Ap-

prox: 1/2HR-1HR per each shift $10/HR No
experience necessary Call Alex 949-369-

9871.

PAID INTERNSHIP
WESTWOOD LAW FIRM- Flexible hours
Learn a lot. $7.50+. Good typing skills, com-
puter literate, excel expenence preferred
Call 310-475-0481. Resumes preferred:

310-446-9962.

PAID INTERNSHIP with publishing compa-
ny. Looking for Energetic, computer literate

intern. Flexible schedule, close to UCLA. Fax
resume to JulieO310-268-7604.

POLITICAL INTRNSHP
Get involved in the election season.
Campaign experience and much more. Call

California Young Republtcaf>& Brentw/ftod

oHice 310-442-5911.

SPORTS MARKETING, Events. & ProcDo-

tions Internship Opportunity at Makai Events
in Manhattan Beach. Call Amy @ 310-546-

9585. (www.makaievents.com]

TALENT AND LITERARY Agency Learning
all facets of an agency involving talent, liter-

ary, (production crews). Credit fot school
avail. 323-782-1854.

Temporary Employmeiit

PERSONAL ASSIST/SECRETARY MWF
8:45-5:45. $120/week. 2 months Close to

UCLA. 310-271-0101.

Voluntoor

HEALTHY FEMALE VOLUNTEERS (17-

35yrs.) wanted for a study involving small

amounts of radioactivity at UCLA $25/hr.

Call 310-825-1118 or 310-825-2871.

LOOKING for 20-40 yr olds whos parents di-

vorced t)elore they were 18, to fill out confi-

dential survey for book on long term effects

"of parental divorce. For defails, leavelfTes-

sage at 212-726-3875 or e-mail

steph@interporl.net

TV NETWORKS internship available in cast-
ing. Good experience but no pay Fax re-

sume 310-575-7007.

WESTWOOD STUDENT Federal Credit
Union offers internships in Banking, Account-
ing, Marketing. Human resources. Opera-
tions. No experience necessary! Applications
available at 124 Kerckhoff.

8100
Ponoml iUsltlanM

CONVERSATION
PARTNER —

An SMC Chinese student lookirig tor a native

English speaker for conversation practice.

Good pay $15/hr, flexible hours. John 310-

288 0666 after-3pm.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT to owner of up-

scale Beverly Hills custom stationary design

firm. KrK)wledge of social etiquette arxl com-
puter design experierKe helpful. 5 days, in-

cluding Saturday 10-5. Slar1ir>g $7/hr. 310-

278-5620 Ask for Bill

Classifieds

825-2221

8400
Apartmonts lor Rent

- $565 ELEGANTLY
REMODELED Ibdrm. Air, parking Great
Van Nuys location. Minutes to Sherman
Oaks shopping. Near library/busses/free-

ways. 9miles UCLA 818-399-9610

$700/MONTHLY
1-bdrm fully furr>lshed for visitirig prof/stud-

ent. Brand new. 15-minutes to campus
Short-term preferred. View. Availat>le 10/10.

310-391-8646.

Apartmonts for Real

1-BDRM $650
NEAR, SHERMAN OAKS GALLERIA Huge
apt. Ideal for roommates Garden courtyard,

pool, A/C. phone-entry Minutes to campus.
818-997-7312.

APT NEAR CAMPUS
WESTWOOD Spacious 2bdrm/2ba. Close
to UCLA. With parking 310-444-1478. Ask
for Fred.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ 2-BEDROOM $950-

$1195 LARGE. UPPER/LOWER UNU-
SUAL CHARM. SOME W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS
310-839-6294

BRENTWOOD 1 + 1 Apt. cat ok, a/c. pool,

walk to Brentwood village, $810. 310-395-
1284 Low agent fee. /
wwwwestsiderentals.com

BRENTWOOD. 2+2apt. North of Montana.
AC. pool, parking. $1395 310-395-1284
Low Agent fee. www.westsiderentals.com.

INTERNATIONAL
STUDENTS

SANTA MONICA —
SUBLETS

NORTH OF WILSHIRE. Near beach Ibdrm
$733. 2bdrm/2bath $922 and $992. Will sub-
let 2-12 months to students with non-renew-
able visas and exit expiration date of less

than lyr. 818-761-1168. »

LOOKING FOR A place to live on the West-
side? Call Westside Rental Connection 310-

395-1284. Low agent fee.

www.westsideipntals.com.

LOVELY SMALL VENICE STUDIO in phvafe
garden Must love kids, be reponsible.

$400/mo.+ util.+occasional child care. Call

310-396-8262

MID WILSHIRE. Miracle mile. Own bdrm/ba
$550 Gated parking, N/P, Pool. Tennis court.

5 miles from campus. Call Betty 213-658-
4137

NEAR UCLA. Large furnished bachelors, re-

modeled $475-$500/mo Utilities provided
Locked entry, near buslines/shops Call for

appointment at 310-575-8987

PALMS. Single apt from $495 1-bdrm, $595
Stove. $600deposit for single and
$900deposit for 1-bdrm 1-year lease. 310-

837-1502 leave message

AiHitimMili fiM HiMil

SANTA MONICA Ut Apt. near SMC $775.

31 0-395- 1284., Low agent fee

www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA 2+1 apt. close to freeway

parking $1325 310-395-1284. Low agent

fee. w^Dw.westskierentals.com.

••f
. /.

SANTA MONICA 2+1 Apt. garage, good lo-

cation, $1195. 310-395-1284. Low agent lee.

www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA 2+1 Apt. parking, good lo

cation, $980. 310-395-1284 Low agent fee

www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA 3+2 1/2 Townhouse, a/c

fireplace, parking. $1975. 310-395-1284

Low agent fee www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA. 2+2.5 apt. Pet ok. parking.

$1275. 310-395-1284 Low agent fee

wwwwestsiderentals.com.

* PALMS *
2BD, 2BA,

TOWNHOMES. FIREPLACE,

GATED GARAGE.

ALARM

• 3614 PARIS OR. $1145
(310)837-0906

2BD, 2BA

* MAR VISTA *
2BD. 2BA..

TOWNHOMES.
GATED GARAGE.

ALARM. FIREPLACE
* 11931 Avon Way $1025

• 12714 Mitchell Ave. $1075

4BD. 4BA.. 3 STORIES
• 3954 Beethoven St. $1895

(310)391-1076
a Open Mouse Mon. - Sat., 10 - 5

.

Sf^. HUGE 3t)clrm/2,5ba. 3000 sq. ft.$2300

Jacuzzi in balcony, spa tub. fireplace, park-

ing, dishwasher, washer/dryer hookup. 310-

787-7051.

WALKING DISTANCE TO UCLA- Ibdrm
w/parking in a luxurious building. Available

for $1100/mo starling October 1998 310-

206-8252.

WESTWOOD Ibdrm/lbath condo.'l -block

from UCLA, fireplace, patio, wetbar. 1 under-

ground parking-space. $1200/mo. fumished.

310-209-0090.

WESTWOOD BACHELOR Apt. hardwood
floors, yard. $600. 310-395-1284. Low agent
fee.

www.westsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD U1 apt, A/C. elevator, top

floor, parking. $1175. 310-395-1284. Low
agent fee. www.westsiderentals.com.

WESTWOOD- 2+2 apt A/C. $1195. 310-

395-1284 Low agent fee. www.west-
siderentals.com.

WESTWOOD Bachelors available from

$475-$525. Utilities included. Walking dis-

tance to campus. Call Tom 310-824-9754.

WESTWOOD Brand new. 1 + 1 apartment 2

miles to campus. Pnme tocation. Private

entry Available now $850 Female preferred.

(310)475-9145.

WESTWOOD. Corner of Westwood&SM
2bdrm/2ba Lrg living rm. Lrg kitchen. W/D
inside Please call 310-416-6131 or 310-

474-4644.

WESTWOOD Walk lo UCLA Extra large

apt. 3bdrm Hardwood floors. Fridge. Stove.

Beautiful classic style apt. Parking. $1650.

Al. 310-476-8090.

WLA $825-$850 2bdrm/1.5ba Dishwasher,
AC. carpet. drapes built-in. Extra large

fenced patio 310-670-5119.

WLA. 2bdrm/2ba. Fireplace, dishwasher,
central heatAair. tile entry, new carpet. W/D
in each unit. Balcony. Covered, secured
parking. $1050+$500 security. ai 0-478-
7147.

WLA ADJACENT- Spacious 2bdrm/2balh

Prime location. Private patio. Carpets, verti-

cals. Newly remodeled kitchen. Parking.

$1275-$1395. 310-207-7209. ..
, /

WLA 1537 Corinth Ave. Single in 1932
Spanish Mission Building Hardwood floors,

high ceilings, separate kitchen. $625/mo. 1-

year-lease. Also large single with separate

dining room/bdrm Separate kitchen . Hard-

wood floors, high ceilings $750/mo. 1-year

lease. Close to UCLA. 310-479-8646 •

WLA. NATIONAL/VENICE. 2-bdrm/1-balh.

$650. 15-min from UCLA View. /V/C. dish-

washer, laundry, secured Call 310-559-

7375. 626-282-4738

ApaitmMits FuiiIsInmI

1-IUIIN. TO UCLA
SINGLE- $750/mo. Includes gas. water,

electricity. Furnished, lyr lease. Clean,

secure, gated, intercom entry, laundry, pool.

310-824-1830.

f^AR VISTA. i$539*ap/mohth. Ask about
move in special. Attractive, furnished 1-

txjrm. Large, pool, patio, bartoecue area.

Quiet-building. 3748 Inglewood Blvd. 310-

398-8579.

WESTWOOD. 705 GAYLEY. walk Jo cam-
pus&Westwood Village. 1 -bachelor $575.
Prefer mature, quiet adults. 310-208-7864.

Condo/ToMmlioiise for Rent

BRENTWOOD- Ibdrm condo. Close to res-

taurants and stores 10 min to UCLA.
$850/mo. Call Llz©310-390-2876.

VAN NUYS $850/mo. 2bdrm 2blh, unfur-

nished, walk-in closet, security building, easy
405 access, fireplace, dishwasher, pool, spa,

garage. 818-988-7705.

WLA 2 large bdrm townhous e. 2.5bth.

$ fgOO/month : ^ated^ entry. laundryr^Hilwg .

stv.. ref.. dishwasher. AC. fireplace. 1826
Bundy Drive. 310-450-8414.

8700
IkMMlO/llMllllllOIISe f^
RENTERS. Kiss your landlord goodbye.
Own for the cost of renting. Build-equity

Stop wasting money. Own your future. Call

Agent:310-827-1013

VAN NUYS: SHRI^N WY@405. E-Z comm-
ute Lite, brite, pristine 2bdrm/2ba condo.

2gar. WB-FP. A/C. in-unit WD. frig, lrg mstr.

hi-cigs, sec. pool. spa. $79,900. Bkr-melody
818-363-6116x206.

WALK TO CAMPUS
2 spacious units w/pool. spa and parking.

Call Karen Medved for more info. 310-266-

4236.

Gueftliouse for Rant

IBDRM GUESTHOUSE for rent in BH.
Kitchenette $850/mo. Call Elizabeth 310-

205-0072.

NORTHRIDGE. Guesthouse on 1 acre,

gated. One person, no smoking or pets.

$700/mo. includes utilities. Karen 818-343-

9366.

WESTWOOD. walk to UCLA. Bright, private

unit in cute garden. A/C Kitchen area with

fridge. Microwave. Hotplate, and toaster-

oven. Utilities, cable included. Ample padd-

ing. $685. 310-475-5469.

WESTWOOD. 1-bdrm Private detached,

new guesthouse in beautiful home. Pool and
spa use and free cable. $975/mo including

utilities. 310-474-2708.

M . I I

noiis8 Tor mni

APTS&HSES 4 RENT
11282 W. Washington Blvd Suite 205 Culv-

er City CA 90230. Superiative Realty Broker

310-391-1557. Apts-$525&up. Houses-
$1800.

PICO/BARRINGTON- Quiet, charming, hard

wood floors, fireplace. Large master bdrm
w/large bath. 2private decks. Stain glass

Must see! $1350/mo. 310-477-5365.

HouM for Sate

BRENTWOOD: 3-bdmi/2-bath. pool. $725K;

Westwood: 3-bdmV2bath. $749K; Santa Mo-
nica: 3-bdrm/2-bath, $895K. BRK: 310-259-

1981.323-653-2017.

GOVT FORECLOSED
HOMES FROM PENNIES ON $1. Delin-

quent Tax. Repos. REO's Your area. Toll

free (1)800-218-9000 Ext. H-1650 for current

listings

WEST LA: 5-bdrm/3-bath. $550K; Beverty-

wood: 3-bdrnV2bath. $599K; Mfd-Wilshire:

2+2 condo. $79K BRK: 310-2^8^1981, 323-

653-2017.

Displa'
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Room for Hal|i

CHILD CARE wanted in exchange for Guest-
house. Expenence, strong references.- car
required. Flexible hours. Walk to campus.
UCLA students only 310-470-4393.

Encino. Room+board in exchange for dnv-
ing+homework help. Easy going 9/yr-old boy.

Beaotiful home. 8-miles from campus. Male
student pref. 818-986-4659.

GUEST APT w/private entrance ava. in

exchar>ge for housekeeping, errands, etc.

/emale pref. Manhattan Beach. 310-546-

7794.

GUESTHOUSE roonri/bath in exchange for

limited babysitting. 1-girt 7+1/2yO; Private

bedroom w/french doors. Dana 310-276-

8480.

LAUREL CYN. Seperate bachelor unit&sal-

ary in exchange for 15-20hrs/wk cleri-

cal&custodial wk. Must have car&be UCLA
student. 213-650-4404.

PRIVATE GUESTHOUSE (Wilshire/Fairtax)

in exchange for 15hrs/week of tutoring/child-

care for bright 15y/o giri w/physical handi-

cap. Must be able to assist w/chemistry+ad-

vanced algebra. 213-933-1406.

RM/BRD EXCH. HELP Female UCLA stud-

enl needed for 15-20hrs/wk child care/driv-

ing. References required. Walking distance

UCLA. 310-470-4662.

WLA. 4-min from UCLA. Room w/great view

in exchange for tutoring&drivlng kids age
12&10. Car required. UCLA student only.

Females preferred. 310-271-7575.-'—^—e-i—

BEVERLYWOOD. Room for rent. Yard +

kitchen privileges, own entry. $500/mo. 310-

391-1557. .

BRENTWOOD-Above Sunset. 3-miles

UCLA. Spacious room, large home. Private

entrance, pool/garden, toast/bake mi-

crowave, parking. Utilities, cable. Grad stud-

ent. $500,310-476-1786.

CULVER CITY. Ibdrm for rent. Spac'ous

townhouse. Pariting. Washer/dryer Shared

bathrm. Rent $375. Contact Cheryl 310-839-

5034.

ENCINO ADJ. Private room in 4-bdrm/2-balh

house. A/C $400/nx>(includes utilities). N/S.

562-985-8697(day) 818-708-9389{eve).

LA .ROOM w/shared bath.20 min to UCLA.
1 busline. $375 utilities included.

Kay©(323)-851-6130.

MASTER BEDaQpM+ Private bath in pleas-

ant house in West CArSRare W/2"grat:t-3tt»d--

ents. Pets okay $700/mo. (310)575-4412

NEAR UCLA. Rm for rent. Private ba. Split

utilities. Off-street partying. Kitchen privileg-

es. Laundry rm. $495/mo. 800-404-6202.

NEAR WESTWOOD. Fumished I'bdrm/I-

bath, security building. Until December.

$300/mo. Evenings 510-428-2020.

PRIME WLA
Large condo. 1 bik S. of Wilshire near Bar-

rington. Lrg bdrm+ba. Blda..\^f(ppol&iacuzzi.

Female&references pref. $66o/mo. 310-444-

9780.

Room far Rani

ROOM in a house for rent. $450+utilities.

Walk to Ibe market. Close to the beach Pre-

fer N/S and no-pets. Sonia-31 0-71 9-0572

SANTA MONICA Rooms for rent in house.

$430-utilities included. 4-miles from UCLA.
Quiet, clean, share 2-baths/kitchen/mi-

crowave/refrigerator. Leave clear message
310-828-6796

TWO UNFURNISHED ROOMS FOR RENT
in a house 15minutes from L^CLA. I^rge

backyard, garage. ck>se to bus stop. $350.

(818)386-2878.

WESTWOOD $475
WALK TO UCLA. Beautifully fumished one

private bedroom/private entrance. Kitchen,

laundry. Parking. MALE STUDENT PREF.

Available 10-21-98. 310-473-5769.

WESTWOOD. fumished room w/half bath in

family home. $500 utilities included, partying,

household privileges, pet ok, female pre-

ferred. 310-250-0866. 310-470-6421.

WLA Living room to rent. $350/mo. Close to

UCLA. 2nd floor, pool, gym. tennis, utilities

included. Female preferred. 310-445-9412.

WLA ROOM FOR RENT Students welcome.

House nearty Westwood area. Convenient

to local transportation.- $450. Leave mes-

sage 310-559-8946.

•i.^^ag^S-j^^*

adveRTISEADVERtiseadveRTISE

Rooniniafot^P|ltfalo Room
4miles from UCLA- $425 fumished own
room+bath in 3bdrm apt. Secured parting,

laundry facilities available. 9mo-1yr lease.

Female only. Pamela 031 0-398-5204

679 GAYLEY- Ibdrm (own/share) in 2+2 w/2

girts. Private bathroom+phone. 2spaces in

security partying. $825/mo Females pre-

ferred. Leave message 310-556-5909.

MAR VISTA SOUTH. Centinela+Culver Blvd.

East of Marina Del Rey $430/mo. Female

I^S. House 310-391-1563.

NATIONAL&SAV\rrELLE. Next to IX^LA res-

idential, UCLA bus. convenient convenienc-

es! New, sunny, quiet, cute. Snf>oke okay

Closed garage. SusannaO310-31 3-0934 '

PACIFIC PALISADES $725 for master

bdrm+bath+bateony in 3bdrm unit. 5min to

beach&village. Prefer professional/grad

student. Avail 10-1-98. 310-824-3395.

PLAYA DEL REY. Own room/bath in an

apartment. Close to freeway, very nice area,

low rent. No-deposIt required. $500. 310-

305-0268.

ROOMMATE NEEDED. Graduate student of

physical therapy seeks 1 or 2 roommates to

share a 3 bedroom house. Plenty of room,

t}ackyard space, garage. Immediately avail.

Please call 818-787-9290.

SANTA MONICA on Promenade 2bd/2bth.

duplex. Washer/dryer, balconies, parking.

fireplace, dishwasher. $lOOO/mo. Call Sarah

(310)704-7265.

WEST LA. $550/mo+. 10-min/UCLA. Master

suite in secured building, pool, spa, A/C.

weight room, fireplace. Courtyard, gated

_part<ing, laundry. 310-383-2819.

WESTWOOD. Lrg 2bdrm/2ba. partially fur-

nished, to share. Less than Imi from UCLA
Gated parking. $725+1/2 util. Call&leave

649 GAYLEY- Female roommate wanted to

share room in 2bdmV2bath across from

campus. Parking/laundry/air corxlitioning.

$425/mo. Available ASAP. MelissaO310-
824-3996.

WESTWOOD 501 Gayley Female N/S.

Large 1-bdrm/1-bath. $360/mo+utilities.

Must like aninuils. Cable, kitchen&parking.

Clean. Fully-furnished. Start late Nov. Ange-

la. 310-209-5226.

WESTWOOD-One roommate needed to

share a room in a 2bdrm apt or Kelton.

$350/nx). Pool. parkingArec.'

Manny/Ku:31 0-443-9726.
rm. Ask for

WESTWOOD. Roommate needed.
$375/mo. Parking included. 1400 sq. ft. 949-
854-1930.

WEST HOLLYWOOD SUBLET- October 1st

through January 1st. Fully fumished luxury

condo. 2bdrTT\/3bath. $2,000/mo+ utilities.

References. 310-276-7788.

WESTWOOD. Sublet very large 1 .5 bdrms,

perfect for 2. Free laundry facilities In unit.

$800/nrio. Available immediately 310-477*

6661,Tycho.

:siij

momPT ? -475-1082.

IDYLLWILD BEAUTIFUL MTN. CABIN San
Bernardino Nat'l Forest. Fully equipped. Hot

tub. fireplaces. Views. Sleep 4+. $250/wee-

kend. 310-794-5515 310-391-6808

r
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Marke^lace of student-to-student deals
Even' Wednesday and Friday, the Daily Bruin Classifieds provides Bruin Bargains, a place where students are able to advertise

absolutely FREE* some of the best deals in Westux)od. Check weekly for updates so you don't miss out on great savings!
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Arc VOU CfltholiC? ^^^ university Catholic Center Invites you to stop by

our table onBrulnWalk between 11:00am and 1:00pm
The University Catholic Center i^on, - Fni^ack weekday until 10/16 to become

840 Hilgard Ave

lx)s Angeles, CA 9002f|
510-208-5015 phone

'

310-208-6077 fax

ucathctr@ucla.edu

www.uccla.org

^acquainted i^^j^^^f^pmrmMf^, ^^^ ^^ services we

offerJbrStudei^^i^ty,&
~^ Wb also offer {

•::•:•>:•::•

das»«ift:|k;i||^ are ihterBstedT

in learning nrK)||f;|bout ||^ Ca^^ on Tuesdays

from 7:00|p(pfi:00|m -istarting on October 27, 1996

The UCC is a Mcm^ (tikelln^^ Religious CoinlifSef^^

ADVERTISE IN THE

aigain
825-2221

Does your Resume need a Supercharge?
jotrrttj^

HOSPITAL
From page 40

joined in.

. "Three or four weeks ago, the

owner of Maui Beach Cafe. JelT

Knight, said that he wanted to get

the football players involved as-well

and if there was some kind of way to

combine the two events," Burgess

said.

The event meant a lot not only to

the children, but to the football play-

ers as well.

"1 love coming out here and

putting a smile on their faces,"

Farmer said.

"! think it puts a smile on my face

more than it puts it on theirs."

After the noontime stnoothie

fest, the players visited some of the

children who were bedridden and

unfortunately not able to show up

for the party.

Though this was a first-time visit

to the children's hospital for the

football players, it certainly ^won't

be their last.

"I'll try and get up here again and

visit these kids and see how they're

progressing," McNownsaid. "^
:

TROJANS
From page 38

game so far, but both appear to be

making progress for the 19th-

rankfid Trnjans (4-1. 7-0 Par-IO)

Daily Bruin Sports Wednesday. October 7. 1998 3S

"Mike has improved, and so has

Carson," Hackett said. "I think it's

a marvelous situation to be in."

Van Raaphorst, who started two

games last fall before being

injured, is 48-of-I06 for 648 yards,

with four touchdowns and three

inTerceptibns this year. He com-
pleted II of 23 for a career-high

191 yards and one touchdown and
ran 8 yards for another score in last

weekend's 35-24 win over Arizona

Slate.

"1 thought he threw the ball the

best that he has. He ran for a touch-

down - made a nifty move," said

Hackett, who also mentioned a

couple of on-the-money passes Van
Raaphorst threw.

Palmer, one of the nation's more
highly regarded high school quar-

terbacks a year ago, is 15-of-3& for

222 yards ft)r the Trojans, withtwo
TDs and one interception. He
came in late in the third quarter

and threw a 20-yard touchdown
pass to R. Jay Soward as he led a

fourth-quarter rally for the second

time this season.

Asked if he thought Palmer
might play more, Hackett replied:

le^omewherc down, the line.

~ "~~ Fight for Truth, Justice and the American Way! .

Help your fellow students.

Gain valuable experience.
'

'''^ '•
"

: Network with Career Profesisionals^
"^ ^

"

' Applications due October 23! Pick up an application and information sheet at the

Career Center now!
;

.

#^The UCLA Career Center

).^ '

He continues to improve and to

have a better grasp of what we're

doing. But he continues to be a

freshman. As he improves, he

might get more playing time."

Some of the Trojans have com-
mented that Palmer gives the team
a lift when he comes into the game,

and Hackett agreed with that view?

"Carson raises the enthusiasm."

the coach said. "I think he's an

exciting guy, an exciting personali-

ty. You never know what's going to

happen.

"Against ASU, on the two-point

play, we had the wrong formation,

the wrong this and the wrong that,

and he still goes and makes the

play. He's a playmaker. I'm

delighted with his progress, but I

stJIl think the leadership and how
we run the offense are in the hands
of Mike Van Raaphorst.

"I'm going to continue to use

both of them. When I feel there's a

time to make a change, I'll make a

change. But at this point, I don't

have that feeling at all."

Even when USC fans at the

Coliseum start chanting for

Palmer.
'*! would like to take a poll (of

See TROJANS, page 37

CADMAN
From page 40

of the Bruins, who tore the

Washington State Cougars to shreds

49-17.

• I am going to make a plea to all

my readers: to express your discontent

at the nature of professional athletes

and owners, avoid watching anything

associated with the NBA. Let's lock

them out of our lives.

• The Miami Dolphins are making

one last splash tor Dan Marino in

hopes of letting him leave pro football

with a championship ring.

• McGwire's 70th home run ball is

going to the St. Louis Cardinal Hall of

Fame. Next door to this hallowed

Missouri version of Cooperstown: the

Bowling Hall of Fame.

• Elvis returns. Kansas City's ver-

sion of the King will return to action

this week for the Chiefs. But they're 4-

I. so what's the need for the quarter-
.

back change? Great googly moogly
• 1 formally apologize for still being

distraught over the Angels falling

apart against the Rangers at the end

of the season and costing Anaheim a

divisioFHitleanda tfi|) to the playoffs.

But at least they gave their fans some-

thing to cheer about, unlike that other

Los Angeles baseball franchise.

• My personal opinion: Cade

McNown's rushing touchdown

against Washington State should autcv

matically earn him the Heisman.

• 1 wish I could throw pas.ses like

Kordell Stewart does in that Nike

i>i^ d^ \j^ lii^ 1^;!^ IliHl (i^ llifi^ il^ UiMI m^ ULMI (li^

(ta

^ DRIVING & TRAFFIC SCHOOL
special Student and Staff Discount

_ L'omm y
'rcial. Correction: i wigh Cade

could do that. Correction agalTi: Cade

could do that.

• And ds a former track runner, I

can only say thank you to FTo Jo for

the countless memories and the style

she brought to the sport. You will for-

ever live in UCLA athletic history

Cadman is a sfecond-year assistant,

sports editor for the Daily Bruin. He is

saddened that the Giants came one

game short of the playoffs and now can

only hope that the 49ers will earn

redemption for the Bay Area. Send com-

ments, responses or dirty jokes to ajc-

bell@ucla.edu.

FOOTBALL
From page 38

game on television.

The third-ranked Bruins (3-1, 1-0

Pac-10) will take a school-record

13-game winning streak into

Arizona Stadium. No. .10 Arizona

(5-0, 2-0), meanwhile, has equaled a

school record by winning nine in a

row.

"The one that loses will be

behind the eight -ball a li ttte bit ,

"

-ft"*
't

Toledo said. "The one that wins

will have a good shot."

Toledo said that he felt before

the season this game would be the

first big one of major significance

for his team.

"I felt Arizona would have a

good team. They were one of the

teams I picked to compete for the

conference championship. They're

capable of winning every game,

just like we are.

"In the past, they've always

played really good defense. I think

they've got a very good offense

right now. They're really playing

well in all three phases of the

game."

Arizona ranks third in the Pac-

10 with^ 31.8-point scoring aver-

age. No. I5 Oregon, which is also

unbeaten, leads with a 50.5 aver-

age, and UCLA is next with a 46.7

average.

;

Of the spectacular run by

Jenkins, Toledo said, "It showed

me he wanted to win very badly and

was going to do whatever it took to

get the ball across that white strip'e'.

I was impressed."

Arizona's win over Washington

$20* Traffic School on Weekdays & Saturdays M
1 093 Broxton Ave #218(310) 208-3333

liyyj) ^ ^ '^ Westwood Village, above the Wherehouse

iMi iiiiU^ imi tmi imi u^

Are Your Teeth

Snow White or

the 7 Dwarves?

Cleaning Expires 4/30/99

COSMETIC and
GENERAL
DENTISTRY

•TOOTH BONDING, BLEACHING
•Nitrous Oxid« (Laughing Gas)
•Hypnosis • Eloctronic Anosthosia
•Opon Lata Hours. Froo / Vaiidatod Parking
•Phocks, Crodit Cards A Insurance Forms Wolcomo
•18 Voars in Privato Practico in Wostwood

Dr. LARRY FRIEDMAN, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1762 Westwood Blvd. #460 (between WilshTT^ & Santa Monica Bl.)

For Appointment Call: (310) 474-3765

FREE WASH & DRY

r'

ONE FREE
WASH & DRY
Valid on any top load washer.

One coupon per customer per week

EXPIRES 11/30/98

II

II

II

II

II

II

JL

Drop off Laundry
Special 70^

per pound

with thii coupon

(reg, 75C - min. $7.00)

SAME DAY SERVICE AVAIlJ\BLE

J2^PIRKS n^o^s _|

Sparkling Coin Laundry
2 locations

West Los Angeles West Hollywood

11927 W.Pico Blvd.

(Between Harrington and Bundy)

(310)312-8831

8961 SanU Monica Blvd.

(Corner of Santa Monica

and Robertson)

(310)274-1395

U06S fOf^ BRt/f^S f998
OCT0e€R

See FOOTBALL, page 36

20th Century Insurance Company

Abacus Staffing for Accounting

Abercrombie & Fitch

Aeon Corporation

Aerotek

Alliance Funding Corporation

American Airlines

Americorps

Amica Mutual Insurance Company

Andersen Consulting

Arthur Andersen %
Avalon Bay Communities ^ #

Barra, Inc.

C.B. Richard Ellis, Inc.

Cadence Design Systems. Inc.

California Dept of Water
~

Cambridge Technology Partners

Camden Property Trust

Capital One Services, Inc. ^

Central Intelligence Agency

Charles Dunn Company

Cigna HealthCare

City of Long Beach - Civil Service Dept.

City of Portland - Bureau of Police

-Cohere Financial '•

- k

•%•

PAVUyPA^tUOM
Guess? Inc.

Halger Bailly

Household Credit Services

Indy Mac

Ingram Micro %

Intel Corporation

Internal & External Communication

International Rectifier

J.D. Power and Associates

John Hancock Mutual Life Insurance

John Wayne Cancer Society

Jules and Associates, Inc.

Justice Technology Corporation

KCAL-TV

Knowledge Adventure

KPMG Peat Man^^ick LLP- . - ^
L. A. Label

Lab Support

Prestige Stations Inc.

PricewaterhouseCoopers

PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP

Procter & Gamble __________
Progressive Insurance

Prudential Preferred Financial Services

Rain Bird Sprinkler Mfg.

Robert Charles Lesser & Co.

Robinsons May

RPS, Inc.

Salomon Smith Barney

Sands Brothers

Sapient Corporation

Savin Company

Schola^c Recruits. Inc.

SCOREI
————

%\%

•'

'$

Legal Rus/Perfect Plus

LEK/Alcar Consulting Group. LLC

Lexmark International. Inc.

Long Beach Mortgage Company

Los Angeles Poik;e Department

Los Angeles Unified School District

Macy's West

•••

Community Development Commission

Compaq Computer Corporation

Consolidated Graphics

CRS (Collegiate Recmiting Service)

Culver Personnel

Deloitte Consulting

Delta Air Lines

DeRoyal

Dream Works

Eli Lilly and Company

Enterprise Rent-A-Car

Ernst & Young LLP

Explorer Insurance Company

Farmers Insurance Group

FBI

Federal Deposit lnsuraru:e Corp.

Ferguson Enterprises. Inc.

Fireman's Fund Insurance Co

Firstplus FinarKial Inc.

Fisher Investments, Inc.

Foodtemps

Gallo Wine Company

Great-West Employee Benefits

GTE Internetworking

• ••

:%'

Mark's CPA Review

Media One

Media Services

Mervyn's California

Millsport

Multicultural Alliance

Mutual of New York

Naval Career Management Site

Navy Officer Program

Neiman Marcus

NET-tel Corporation

Ncrrcll Services, Inc.

Norwest Financial

OLDE Discount Corporation

Pacifk: Bell

Pacific Investment Management Co.

Pacific Lodge Youth Services

Pali Camp
Parke-Davis

Peace Corps

Pencom Systems

People Soft
::".•,/

. V '

'

Phenoiiioiie^

^jW Sponsored by UCLA Career Cerjter

^^ Check out participating employers at:

www.aaonet. ucla.edu/career

Sears, Roebuck and Company

Securities & Exchange Commission
Sherwin-Williams Company

Siege! & Gale

Southern California Gas Company

Stanford Telecom

State Board of Equilization

Sun Microsystems, Inc.

Talus

Teach for Amerk:a

The Boston Consulting Company

The Capital Group Companies, Inc.

The Clorox Company

The Princeton Review

The Republk: Group

The Summit Group

Transamerica

Triage Consulting Group

Trilogy

U. S. Army Recruiting

U.S. Customs Servk:e

U.S. Department of State • •^

U.S. Marine Corps ^^
Union Bank of California

Universal Studios, Inc.

Unh/ersity Credit Union

Viking Office Products

Walgreens

Waste Management

Wells Fargo

William M. Mercer, Inc. ' ""

Wilshire State Bank

Wilsonart International

•'
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Yourjoumalism career

begins ihis Thursday n^it
Find out howyou can join the Daily Bruin and student magazines.

Stiidpnt Media VA)\m\ oflcrs

opportunities for students interested in

nearly every aspect ofjournalism

—

from reporting' to business, from

newsroom manaf^'ement to internet

journalism. It doesn't matter what

your major is or if you have any

previous experienee in newspapers or

ma^nizines. We'll train you to report,

desij,'n, or shoot pictiucs in four

weekend w()rkshops lau^dit hy working'

journalists, and mayhe you'll end up

like many who came before you—with a

solid start toward a career.

WAKT TO GET INVOiVED? HERTS
HOW..*
If you'd like lo know more. com<' to our

Orientation and Open House Thursday.

October 8 at ('):()() p.m. in the Viewpoint

Lounj,'e on Ackerman I 'Uion's A-level.

dome liear what we have to olfer, visit

our ofllces, and meet the students who

work on the Dailv hruin and th(>

student ma^^azines.

For more information, call us at H'in-

All Daily Bruin interns are

required to complete our

workshops and admission is

competitive, so pick up an

application today at the Daily

Bniin in 118 Kerckhoff Hall.

They're due this Friday at noon.

Workshop rosters will be posted

by 5 p.m. the same day.

The Student Media Orientation and Open House -

liui*s(kiy rVloUr S, ():()() p.m. in Ihc Vlcwjxmil liuiip', Vr^M on ;V'k(Tni;ui I Anions A-I("\rl

^i..

K
j \

[J

STUDENTS!

Looking to be involved in student government? Join tiie

office staff of General Representative #2, Kei Nagao^

Develop and work on projects in the areas of:

•Cultural and alternative art forms

•Gender and sexuality

•Connecting students with community based organizations and issues

Call (310) 825-2759, or e-mail usarep2@asucla.ucla.edu or stop by our office In 311 Kerckhoff Hall,

Okinawa Women Act Against lUlilitarism!

Public events on the impact of militarism on women and children

Wednesday, October 7 on the UCLA Campus

2:00-4:00

Teach-in and
Statements of

Solidarity

In front oiPom&W Library

5:00-7:00

Panel Presentation

and Discussion
Kerckhoff Art Gallery

Refreshments Served

Organized by the Los Angeles-Okinawa Peace Network^

Supporters include the Concerned Asian Pacific Islander Students for Action (CAPSA),

USAC General Representative #2's Office, Gabriela-LA, Asian Pacific Coalition (APC),

Samahang Pilipino, Sangam, Nikkei Student Union (NSU) and the School of Public Policy

and social Research.

FOOTBALL
From page 35

was its first in Seattle since 1988.

UCLA hasn't won at Arizona

Stadium since that same year. The

Wildcats have outscored the Bruins

131-51 in winning four straight

games at Arizona Stadium.

"It's been a long time coming,

this is going to be a very difficult

game. ' Tol,edo said. "That's always

been a tough place to play. 1 don't

know what the reason is."

"When I was (an assistant

coach) at Oregon, we struggled

there. They've been a very good

home team and struggled on the

road."

UCLA quarterback Cade
McNown also saw Jenkins' big run,

and also was impressed.

"He got it done when he needed

lo get it done," McNown said.

McNown said he believed the

Bruins had lo improve to compete

wiih the elite teams in the country,

"Il's good to be able to say that

when you're 3-0, still putting points

up" he said. "Our defense played

better (against Washington Statei.

We really haven't gotten into a

groove offensively. Our toughest

games are coming up."

UCLA athletic director Peter

Dal is said 1ie hopes a decision on

whether the Bruins and Miami will

reschedule their game will be made
this week. '

The teams were supposed to play

in Sniilh I lorida on St'pt ?,(), hiil

the game was called off due to the

threat of Hurricane (Jeorges. Dalis

said the only date the game could

be played is Dec. 5.

There will be a game Saturday,

however, and a win at Arizona

would give UCLA a 2-0 record in

the Pac-1^ for the first time since^

1990.

LEWIS
From page 40

.js.teps into the main courtyard, and

the fight continued.

Lewis, listed at 5-foot-7, 180

pounds, allegedly proceeded to

take control of the fight.
^

The fight was broken up by

bystanders, but the brawl later

escalated on the sidewalk and into

the street. Responding to reports

of a loud party, U(TD arrived at

the scene, and the fight ended. No
report was filed by either combat-

ant immediately following the inci-

dent.

Lewis could not be reached for

tr ^

"(Lewis) felt he didn't

initiate the fight ... I'm

not going to tolerate

those things."

Bob Toledo

UCLA football head coach

comment on the allegations

against him.

"Supposedly, (the fight) wasn't

his fault," said Ifead football coach

Bob Toledo.

"When it gets to the point where

there's a police report, something

has to be done.

"(Lewis) felt he didn't initiate

the fight. The police will investi-

gate; I'm not going to tolerate

those things." _^
Toledo also reported that Lewis

suffered a small scrape beneath his

left eye and that his opponent "had

to have stitches." •

The leading rusher and scorer

for the Bruins this year, Lewis will

SeeUEWIS,|M9e37

LEWIS
From page 36

definitely miss Saturday's game at

the University of Arizona. His
future eligibility status will be
determined after further review of
the incident.

According to Toledo, when
Lewis was informed of the suspen-
sion, "He cried. He felt bad. He's
sorry it happened."

When approached regarding
their teammate's part in the alter-

cation. Lewis' teammates were
supportive of him and said that the

incident was blown out of propor-
tion.

"If (the incident) was anything
serious, it should have been report-

ed Saturday night," said quarter-

back Cade McNown.
"Why would it be reported the

next day? The person all of a sud-

den got his wits about them? Is that

"(Lewis is) kind of

down about it. He's

not a fighter."

Keith Brown
UCLA football player

how il goes?"

"Why shouldn't J^rmaine file

f<,>r Ui?i?uult?" auid tHfL'n.iivi; ^Mwak
Andy Meyers.

Although the incident is still

under investigation by school offi-

cials, Lewis will remain under sus-

pension indefinitely until more
information regarding his part in

the fight can be obtaineiL

Through the first three games of

the season. Lewis had 270 yards on

53 carries, including eight touch-

downs. His average of 5.1 yards

per carry earned him a spot as one
of the nation's top rushers, filling

the void left by the departure of

Skip Hicks.

Junior Keith Brown, who also

scored two touchdowns against

WSU, will step into the role of

starting tailback, and freshnuin

DcShaun l-oster will take over the

backup duties.

— Brown said that Lewis told hini

alter the parly that he had "gotten

jn a scuflle" and Lewis acted "in

self-defense."

"He's kind of down about it.

He's not a fighter," Brown said.

Of taking over the starting role

from Lewis, Brown said. "I didn't

want il-^tOx^)me down lo ihis; I'd

r;rt+fer just mhi|iiim out.

"But I have to>tep i n and do the

job. and we slill have ^i game li)

play. Ineed io help the teaTh.

"There's kind o\' a concern

whether we can get the job done."

Brown said, referring to himself

and loster. "Of course 1 think we
can. I don't think this puts us in the

underdog role."

Toledo said the team realizes

that this is like an injury, and the

players have to accept it as that.

"One person doesn't make a

game," Toledo said.

TROJANS
From page 34

•
I » ii^mM I

those fans) for how many years

they've coached quarterbacks and

how many years I've coached quar-

terbacks. It's about 29 (for him)

now, and I would like to ask them

to have patience," Hackett said.

"And trust me."

The Trojans, who play

California at the L.A. Coliseum on

Satutday. will be without tackle

Marc Matock. He broke an ankle

in the Arizona State game and will

miss the rest of the regular season.
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and the

WINNER
COULD BE YOU!

'Vour

Picture
• Here

OU! 9
>

Each month during the scho9l year. SARAH LEONARD JEWELERS
will give away a Baume & Mercier Swiss made whstwatch valued at $1000
in a random drawing from the ballots cast for that month's Sarah Leonard
Jewelers/UCLA Athletes of the Month. You can enter the drawing for

October by completing the Official Entry/Ballot below and delivering it to

SARAH LEONARD JEWELERS in the Village. New ballots will be available

each month in the Daily Bruin, at SARAH LEONARD JEWELERS, the UCLA
Athletic Hall of Fame, and at selected UCLA Athletic Events. Don't miss your

change to win a fabulousBAUME & Mercier Swiss made timepiece. ; .

•

WIN A $1000 Baume & Mercier watch

if your

name
ins

with the
letter A-E,

you
MUST

VOTE FOR THir
SPONSORED BY

ATHLETES
OF THE MONTH

your

portrait

fine jewelers*
Our family serving the community since 1946

FORMERLY r*

crescent-westwood jewelers

HOW TO ENTER ^'"'^

Mail or bring a completed Official Ballot/Entry (or photocopy) to Sarah Leonard
Jewelers, or drop in an on-campus ballot box. A new drawing each month.

You may enter only once each month.

X >•••'• >'' • • • I

Official Ballot/Entry
Here are my choices for the October Sarah Leonard Jewelers/UCLA Athletes of the Month.

Please enter me in this month's drawing for a free $1000 Baume & Mercier wristwatch.
(Odds of winning depend on number of ball9li received.)

Name Address

lOth!
caU 206.Ba33
for appointment

Daytime Phone. Home Phone

Male Athlete: Female Athlete:

Sarah Leonard Fine Jewelers. 1055 Westwood Blvd.. Westwood Vllloge. L.A. 90024 (310) 20a-3131

t.j .

'-f —^^ " V'"** y^

#^
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Toledo gets his wish
FOOTBALL With Arizona,

UCLA head coach gets

the challenge he wanted

By John Nadcl
The Associated Press

For one game, anyway, UCLA
coach Bob Toledo was an Arizona

fan. He won't be this weekend.

Toledo admitted Monday he was

pulling for the Wildcats to beat

Washington so Saturday night's

UCLA-Arizona showdown in

Tucson, Ariz., would match a pair

of highly-ranked, unbeaten teams.

He got his wish, as quarterback

Ortege Jenkins somersaulted over

three delenders into the end zone

with four seconds remaining to

complete a 9-yard scoring run and

give the Wildcats a 31-28 victory

over the Huskies.

"I was kind of hoping Arizona

would win. Toledo said. "I enjoy

big games - that's why I coach. I

dont think it gets much bigger

right now. That's why I was rooting

for them.

"This is a monumental game.

Obviously, it's a great challenge for

us."

UCLA beat Washington State

49-17 Saturday afternoon, giving

Toledo a chance to watch the end tf

that night's Arizona-Washington

See FOOTBALL, page 35

Discover and Become a Part of the...

Bruin 6e((es Service Association
Come learn about this official UCLA philanthropic associafton dedicated to community

service and the promotion of women's leadership. Find out how you can become a

member and help such organizations as the LA Regional Foodbank, Meals on Wheels,

Special Olympics, and many more.

New starting QB for 'SC
QUARTERBACK: Inab i I i

ty—
J_*^'^^^^^.ii'?:::^^

to pick starter hasn't hurt

the 4-1 Trojans loo much

we're 4-1, we wouldn't have any-

thing to talk about.

'Actually. John \o\ is moving

back over and he'll start this week,"

Hackett said, drawing laughter

from reporters luesday at his

weekly news conference.

Fox, who started nine games at

quarterback last season, switchctJ

bac k h as been i n con Kiti tent . The to t ight end th i s fa ll after sl iding-

By Ken Peters

The Associated Press

The use Trojans' No. I quarter-

1998~1999 Informational Open Houses
Tu<'sdav. October (l

^
,,. ,-,,

_
,„ -,

, ....^ ,, ,, ,

^

,-, Wednes«lav. October 7 —
9am-.'ipm. Viewpoint Lounge 9ani-3|>m. Viewpoint Lounge

Thiirs<lay, October 8

9am-3pm, Viewpoint Lounge
7 pni- 8 pm. Canyon Point A-8 Lounge

(Sunset Village) ^

All one hour Open House sessions begin on the hour, with tbe last ilaytinie Open House beginning at
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PAC10 FOOTBALL NOTEBOOK
No. 15 Oregon (4-0) Cal(3-1)

Washington (3-2)

Oregon: Starting off the season

with a win over rankeci Michigan

Slate, the Ducks have surprised

the nation with an undefeated

record. They are led by a potent

offense by the national leader in

passing efllciehcy with a mark of

193.1, Akili Smith, and the No. 6

rusher in the nation, Reuben

Droughns, who averaged 145

yards per game. Last week vs.

Stanford, Smith had 358 total

ofTensive yards to make Oregon

the lead in Pac-lO scoring

offense at 50.5 points a game.

Players to watch: Akili Smith,

QB; Reuben Droughns, RB

use (4-1)

Cal: The Golden Bears look to

be in big trouble as they pulled

off miraculous win in 1 996 (22-.,.

1 5). This year, the Bears are last

in total offense, which bodes

well for the energetic Trojan

offense. But the Bears' defense

is en fuego, leading the league

with a +7 turnover margin. Key
defenders are Dellha O'Neal

and Matt Beck who have the

second best scoring defense in

thePac-IO.

Player to watch: Dcltha

ONcal, KR

Washington State: Lntering their

game vs. UCLA, the Cougars

had the No. 1 ranked defense in

the Pac-10. Bui the Bruins reeled

off 49 points, dropping the

Cougars to third. Although they

have only nnc loss in Ihc^ P;un I (J

TiSC: Pulling off a 22-0 run in

the fourth quarter against ASU
last weekend, the Trojans

stayed in contention for a Rose

Bowl berth. With a controversy

at quarterback between redshirt

sophomore Mike Van

Raaphorsl and freshman

phcnom Carson Palmer, xtac

Oregon State (3-2)

at

Stanford (1-4)

Oregon Slate: Even though the

Beavers have a winning record,

they have collected victories

over Nevada, Baylor and a 20-

1 6 squeaker over Utah State.

Both OSU and Stanford are

near ihe bottpm in every

category except for Tim
Alexander who is eighthin the

nation in kick return yards, at

31.2 per return.

Players to Watch: Tim
Alexander, WR

Stanford: A far cry fron/being

ranked last year, the Cardinal

has hit the bottom of the barreir

Stanford has one great victory

under its belt - a 37-34 win over

North Carolina. The Cardinal

has a 45-1 7-3 overall record

againsl the Beavers.

Player to watch: Todd Husak,

xm

No. 22 Notre Dame (3-1) Utah State (1-4)

ASU (2-3)

Notre Dame: The Fighting

Irish have roared back from a

Purdue defeat and will meet the

Sun Devils for the first time.

Player to watch: Jarius

Jackson, QB

Arizona State: JR. Redmond.

No other player needs to be

mentioned as this Heisman

hopeful almost single-handedly

gave use its first Pac-10 loss of

the season last weekend. With

207 all-purpose yards a game,

he leads the league and must be

stopped by the Irish if they want

to keep winning. The Sun

Devils were supposed to battle

for a national championship

but have struggled, losing a few

close games against^—»—
Washington, BYU and use.

Player to watch: JR.
Rodmnnd RB

Washington (2-2)

Utah State: This will be their

second Pac-10 game as they lost

a close one to OSU.
Unfortunately, Washington is

coming off aiough loss and will

be looking for a team to

destroy.

Players to watch: Aggies (the

Mascott) - no one can stop the

Huskies, but a farmer's in this

one. . -

Washington:With Brock Huard

returning to quarterback., the ^

H uskies were shooting for a i-

national and Pac-10

championship, but they ran into

Nebraska and Arizona. The
loss last Saturday against

Arizona came on one of

season's greatest plays as

Wildcat Ortege Jenkins leapt

for the endzone with seconds

ticking off the clock,

uinifiKaulting into the cnd7ong=3pm. Attendanee at one Open House session is necessary in order to reeeive an application tor

membership. For more information , please call the Bruin Belles Service Association office at (310)

825-9174.

freshman backup has provided

spark off the bench. Last year's

starter is returning.

While all the ingredients for

cooking up a quarterback contro-

versy seem to be there, USC Paul

Hackett likes the mix. „

"If we didn't have that to talk

about, what wo\jld wc talk about?"

down the depth chart. But Hackett

was being serious when he said that

Fox was returning to quarterback

as the third-stringer behind Mike
Van Raaphorst and Carson Palmer.

Neither Van Raaphorst, the

sophomore starter, nor freshman

Palmer has had a real breakout

See TROJANS, page 34

The UCLA
Communications Board
Publishers of the Da ill/ Bruin, BruinLif(% Al-Talihy

Feniy Ila-am, La Genie, Nommo, Pacific Ties,

TenPercenI, and KLA

_Fall Minting

Wednesday, October 7,

6:30 p.m.

ii ii i

'

I

Please call 8'25-'2787 for aj^'enda delails.

I
review program

...continues to

set the standards
that others want

to follow!

YOUNG
ENTREPRENEURS

Plan on being one?
Or working with one as professional?

THE SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA ENTREPRENEURSHIP ACADEMY
is looking for a limited number of high potential students of any major, to

(Mrticipate in an outstanding program that will include:

• MEETINGS WITH SUCCESFUL LOCAL ENTREPRENEURS
• HANDS-ON EXPERIENCE & NETWORKING OPPORTUNITIES

• INSIDE LOOKS AT LOCAL INDUSTRIES. (START UP. MID SIZE
A PUBLIC COMPANIES)

INTERESTED?
CALL NOW! Program starts this Saturday Oct. 10

Attendance and professional demeanor required. SCEA offers a
highly rewarding experience to 35 ambitious top-notch aspiring

' entrepreneurs!

The Entrepreneurship Academy is a npn-profit organization founded

and administered by over 35 Los Angeles and Orange County
community leaders.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL: MAUREEN FORD AT (310) 544-4959

f I f t f I » > »

raCAT Special
' Last fall this special was quite popular.

'

Space is limited.

sign up by yourself before

October 15th and receive:

ilililiHIini
Sign up with a friend before

October 1 5th and receive:

The Berkeley Review Provides;

15 Weeks Of Review And Testing Of

Important MCAT Concepts

'"r

100 Hours Of Scheduled Lecture

Topics In The Classroom

300 Hours Of Office Hours To

Supplement The Lecture Topics

20 Hours Of Supplemental MCAT-Style

Problem Solving Sessions -^

11 Full-Length Mock MCAT Exams

During The Program

[JulI-LeiigtkMiiclLMCAT

Exam Testing Dates

^

and own a 35-1 7-7 all time record

againsl Oregon, Ihey may fallcr

againsl Ihe Ducks' high Hying

offense.

I*layer lo walch: Lamonl

Thompson, CH •

alhlcles R. Jay Soward and

Chad Morion have slcppcd up

lo nil the void created by Van

Raaphorsl.

Player to watch: Chris

;;;:^'laibornc, Lli

Prediction: Stanford 28, OSU
17

Prediction: Arizona Slate 21,

Notre Dame 17

2800 Pages Of Review Notes Covering

Important MCAT Concepts

1300 MCAT-Style Passages With Clear

And Detailed Solutions

Exceptional Instructors For Each Of

The Six Topic Areas Of The MCAT

Excellent Review Materials That You

Get To Keep And Take Home

Application Assistance, Interview

Workshops, And Mock Interviews

ERKELEY
R • E • V • I • E • W

Spi'cicili/ing m MCAT Prrpoiatiiin www.berkeley-review.com
T

Prediction: Oregon 55, WSU 24 Prediction: USC 34, Cal 1

7

sccurmga wm.

Player to walch: Brock Huard,

QB

Prediction: They met in 1904

with UW winning 45-0. This
^"^

year will be no different.

I

Any large Pizza, your choicejoHoppingsjind crust, fqr$9^^^

824-4111
1114 Gayley Ave.

Westwood Village

Medium 1 topping Pizza

for $5.95

Fast, Free Delivery

until 1 a.m. Sunday-Thursday
until 2 a.m. Friday & Saturday

Major League Baseball

Postseason At A Glance

LEAGUE CHAMPIONSHIP SERIES

American League

(NBO

Tuesday, Oct. 6

New Yofi 7, Cleveland 2, New York leads

series 1-0

Today's Game
Cleveland (Naqy 15 10) at New York (Cone

20-7), 4:08 p.m.

San Oiego at Atlanta, 4:20 p.m., if ne(essary DC. at Columbus, TBA

Thursday, Oct. IS

San Diego at Atlanta, 8: 1 5 p.m., if necessary

Major League Soccer

Postseason At A Glance

CONFERENCE SEMIFINALS

(Be$t-«f-3)

EASTERN CONFERENa

D.C. vs. Miami

Wednesday, Sept. 30

-Df.itnitprf 2, M id nii 1

Wednesday, Oct 21

Columbus at DC, 8 p.m., if necessary

Chicago at Los Angeles, 1 p.m., if neces-

sary

National Hockey League

Preseason At A Glance

EASTERN CONFERENCE

Atlantic Division

Chicago 5, Montreal S, tie

Washington 4, Detroit

Dallas 7, Tampa Bay 2

Tuesday's Games ^
N.Y Islanders 1, New Jersey

Florida 3, Buffalo

Nashville 3, St. Louis 3, tie

Phoenix 6, Anaheim

International Hockey League

At A Glance

Friday, Oct. 9

New York (Pettitte 16-1 1) at Cleveland

(Colon 14-9), 8:08 p.m.^^

Saturday, Oct 10

New York (Hernandez 12 4) at Cleveland

(Gooden 8-6), 7:38 p.m.

Sunday,0cL11

New York at Cleveland, 4:08 p.m., if neces-

sary

Tuesday, Oct 13

CleveUr>d at New York, 8.08 p.m., if neces-

sary

Wednesday, Oct 14

Cleveland at New York. 8:08 p.m., if neces-

sary

Sunday, Oct 4

DC. United 1, MiamiOSO (i-2). D.C. United

wins series 2-0 ^"^

(KK)

San 0ie90 (Ashby 1 7-9) at Atfanta (Smoto

17-3).8:15pLm.

TlMniiHOctt
San Oiego (Brown 18-7) at Atlanta (Giavine

20^),8:1SpLm.

Atlanta (Maddux 18-9) at San Oiego

(Hitchcock 9-7) 4:1 Spim.

SundijbOctll

Atlanu at San Oiego, 7:4S pim.

Mondays Oct 12

Atlanta at San Diega 8:10 p.m., if necessary

JMMidmtOcLU .

Columbus vs. New Yorfc-New Jersey

Wednesday, Sept. 30

Columbus 5, NY NJ 3

Saturday, Oct 3

Columbus 2, NY-NJ 1, SO (3-2), Columbus

wins series 2-0

WESTERN CONFERENa

Colorado vt Chicago

Thursday, Oct 1

Chicago 2,Colorado1, SO (3-2)

MMMSy, Oct 9

Chicago 1, Colorado 0, Chicago wins series

2-0

DiImwLm Anfdcs
Ttand^bOctl

Los Angeles 6, Dallas 1

SmdMf,0(t4

Los Angeles 3, OaNas 2. Los Angeles wins

series 2-0

OMfBOKEnNAlS
(BMt-if-3)

SahwiqtOctlO

Chicago at Los Angeles, 10:30 pjn.

Sunday Octll

Columbus at D.C., 4 p.m.

Frid^,0ct16

Los Angeles at Chicago, 8:30 pm. •

SundiyiOd.18

W L

6 1

- Philadelphia 6 '2

Pittsburgh 4 2

NY Rangers 4 4

New Jersey 2 3

NY Islanders 1 3

Northeast Division

Toronto

Ottawa 5 3

Boston 3 5

Montreal 3 S

Buffalo 1 6

Southeast Division

W L

Washington 6 2

Carolina 5 3

Tampa Bay 4 3

Florida • 3 3

WESTERN CONfERENa

Central Division

T

2

1

1

T

2

PtsGF GA

11 23 22

9 21 21

6 12 14

3 10 14

PtsGF GA

14 31 17

10 27 17

7 23 23

7 30 36

2 10 24

PtsGF GA

12 26 25

10 21 20

8 22 26

8 22 22

ICONffRENCf-

Northeast Division

Cincinnati

Detroit

Grand Rapids

Orlando

Central Division

Cleveland

Fort Wayne

Indianapolis

Michigan

W LSOlPtsGFGA

W LSOLPtsGFGA

WESHRN CONFERENa

Midwest Division

St. Louis

Nashville

Chicago

Detroit

Northwest Division

Colorado

EdnKNTton _j^

Vancouver

Calgary

Pacific Division

Los Angeles

Dallas

Phoenix

San Jose

Anaheim

WL T PtsGF GA

4 3 1 9 26 30

2 4 3 7 24 30

2 4 2 6 31 32

2 6 1 5 26 33

S 3 1 11 3S 29

1 $ 1 9 29 26

4 4 8 26 23

2 6 1 S 19 29

Chicago

Kansas Oty

Manitoba

MiNvaukee

Southwest Division

Houston

Las Vegas

Long Bead)

Utah

W LSOLPtsGFGA

W LSaPtsGFGA

00
00

Kansas City at Michigan, 7:30 p.m.

Detroit at Cincinnati, 7:30 p.m.

Grand Rapids at Chicago, 8 p.m.

Cleveland at Milwaukee, 8; 30 p.m.

long Beach at Utah, 9 p.m.

Houston at las Vegas, 10 p.m.

Tuesday's Games

Houston at las Vegas, 10 p.m.

Utah at Long Beach, 10:30 p.m.

All times in the Sports Box are EST.

Transactions

M^ LeagueBascbaN

ANAHEIM ANGELS—Named Marcel

Lachemann minor league field coordinator

BAITIMORE ORIOLES—Signed Terry

Crowley, fiitting coach, to a two year con-

tract.

FLORIDA MARLINS—Activated Alex

Fernandez, RHP Joe Fontenot, 2B Craig

Counsell and INF Kevin Millar from the 60-

day emergency disabled list.

LOS ANGELES DODGERS—Claimed RHP

Doug Bochtler off waivers from the Detroit

Tigers. Designated C Henry Blanco for

assignment.

MILWAUKEE BREWERS—Released C Jesse

Levis, C Marcus Jensen and P Joe Hudson.

Optioned P Bronswell Patrick, P Rod

Henderson, P Mike Pasqualicchio and INF

Antone Williamson to Louisville of the

International League.

Wl
6 2

5

4

2

2

T

1

1

1

PtsGF GA

13 32 24

11 32 16

9 22 21

4 17 24

4 2S 40

NOTE:Two points are awarded for a victory;

one for a shootout loss.

Md^f^toiMi

ManitDba at Orlando^ 7 pjn.

Kansas City at Grand Rapids, 7:30 pm.

Michigan at Cleveland, 7:30 pm.

Cincinnati at Milwaukee, 8:30 prn.

Houston at Long Beach, 10:30 pm.

Saturday^ Games

Indianapolis at Fort Wayne, 6:30 p.in.'

Manitoba at Orlando^ 7 pm.
-^~"'

PITTSBURGH STEELERS—R^activated OT

Paul Wtggim Released FB Carlos id^

Released D6 John Jenkins from the practice

sguad

SAN FRANCISCO 49ERS—Waived OT Gary

Brown.

WASHINGTON REDSKINS—Signed FB Jim

Kins.

CHICAGO BIACKHAWKS- Reassigned G

Marc Lamothe, D Rob Mara and RW Ryan

Vandenbussche to Indianapolis of the IHL.

DALLAS STARS—Assigned F David Roberts

and F Jon Sim to Michigan of the IHL.

DETROIT RED WINGS—Assigned G Ryan

Bach to Utah of the IHL.

MONTREAL CANADIENS—Sent D Sylvain

6kxiin,D Francis Bouillon and F Jonathan

Deslisle to Fredericton of the AHL.

NASHVILLE PREDATORS—Traded G

Dominic Roussel to the Anaheim Mighty

Ducks for D Marc Moro and G Chris Mason.

NEW YORK ISLANDERS—Signed C Trevor^

Linden to a one-year contract.

NEW YORK RANGERS -Assigned IW Bill

Berg, RW Stefan Cherneski, IW Bob Errey, D

Jeff Finley and Zarley Zaiapski to Hartford

of the AHL. Recalled C Harry York from

Hartford.

OHAWA SENATORS—Re-signed D Stan

Neckar.

PinSBURGH PENGUINS—Assigned 0" j^

Andrew Ference to Portland of the WHL
ST LOUIS BLUES—Assigned D Jan Horacek

to Worcester of the AHL.

TAMPA BAY LIGHTNING—Re-assigned C

Jason Bonsignore,C Daymond Langkow, LW

Brent Peterson, and D Mike McBain to

Cleveland of the IHL. Announced that G

Corey Schwab will be loaned to a not-yet-

determined minor league team. Re-

assigned D Paul Mara to Plymouth of the

OHL.

TORONTO MAPLE LEAFS—Agreed to terms

with D Glen Featherstone and F Garry Valk.

Named Richard Peddie president and CEO

of Maple Leaf Sports and Entertainment.

COUJECE

SOUTHWESTERN ATHLETK CONFERENCE—

Withdrew its suspensions of the Prairie

View A&M athletic department, pending a

review.

UCLA—Suspended TB Jennaine LewK

indefinitely for being involved in an

unspecified altercation last Satunlay night

WRIGHT STATE—Announced G Brandon

Pardon has left the men^ basketbal team

Trivi.i Ouc'.tions

I.What pitcher holds the Giants' team

record for wins?

2.What player hit over JOO for 23 season;

arecord?

3. Babe Ruth has hit the most career home-

nms in the Al.who K second?

fln%w»'rs

AMjqanauouueHt

uosAuqieyyAjstMOi

i
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SPORTS
Bruin update

PAC-10 showdowns: The

toughest conference in the

nation gets even tougher this

weekend as many top teams

face off. See page 39

Lewis suspended from football team

Unsportsmanlike conduct will cost

Jermaine Lewis nnore than 1 5 yards

REPORT: Player involved

in fight at parly, will

miss Saturday's contest

By Jeff Kmiotek and Evan Lovett

Daily Bruin Staff

UCLA sophomore tailback

Jermaine Lewis has been sus-

pended indefinitely from the foot-

ball team for his role in an alter-

cation early Sunday morning.

The incident, which occurred

Yt n7(rirnT^^,^aFrepdrtedlb Fhe

UCLA Police Department at 1:51

p.m. Monday by the alleged vic-

tim, whose name was not identi-

fied in the police report.

Witnesses believe the alleged vic-

tim is a UCLA student.

Thirty six hours after the conclu- downstairs." Kab said,

sion of the fight, the student filed a Kao also said that there was

battery report against Lewis with alcohol present at the party, which

UCPD. The
report states that

Lewis struck the

victim multiple

times, between

I:.10 and 2 a.m. at

525 1/2 Landfair

Ave.

F o u r t h - y e a r

psychology stu-

dent Jenny Kao,

who lives in the
'

co rn pie X where
the scuffle

occurred, witnessed the incident

from her balcony.

"There .were two guys fighting,

and one ended up on the ground.

There were at least "50 people

was a birth-

day celebra-

tion.

Sources
who wit-

nessed the

incident gave

a detailed

account oi'

how events

transpired.

_______________ Lewis___
^^tfendecl" the

party with

five to 10 teammates after scoring

two touchdowns and racking up 94

yards \)n 15 carries vs. Washington

State earlier that afternoon. He
was reportedly first involved with

"There were two guys

fighting, and one ended

up on the ground."

Jenny Kao
UCLA student witness

the other student during a verbal

disagreement concerning an

unidentified woman.
Witnesses said that, in response

to being confronted by the student.

Lewis said, "Slow your roll," slang

for "back off."

The student was allegedly per-

turbed by the comment 'and

approached Lewis, who was sitting

on a ledge outside, five minutes

later.

Witnesses stated the combatant

said, "What about 'slow your

roll?'" and struck Lewis under the

left eye. ':'•
.

"

Lewis reportedly retaliated by

standmg up and tackling his oppo-

nent. They tumbled down four

See LEWIS, page 36

^•Illl • • •w
cannot begin to

describe past week
COLUMN: Far stronger words

needed to explain how Klvis

lives, Cowboys top NFC Fast

Consider the following observations as a

public service announcement from a

sports writer who cares.

• After Monday night's debacle at

Lambeau Field, the Packers' Brett Favre

will be at children's

parks throughout

Wisconsin trying to

gain his confidence

back. Either that or

admiring his stellar

performance in

"There's Something

About Mary."
• The San Diego

Padres' only prayer

against the Braves is if

Kerry Lightenberg

transforms intb Mark.

Brum players team up wren kkis in nospitai

Wohlers in the ninth

inning for every game of the seriljs.

• I still cannot believe the Bills peat the

Niners. Oh well, their records in the Super

Bowl are quite dissimilar.

• All I got to say about the Yankees: win it

all foi* the Straw.

• At the current rate, the Denver Broncos'

John Elway may have to delay retirement to

go after an unprecedented back-to-back-to-

back Super Bowl championship.

• Score after one meaningless confronta-

tion: Peyton Manning I, Ryan Lcaf-1; this is

after the San Diego quarterback lashed out at

a member of the media, something I take very

personally.

• Even with the terrible season that they are

having, the Dallas Cowboys (3-2) are atop the

NFC East. I think it's safe to say that is the

NFL's weakest division. The NFC West's bur-

den has been lifted.

• There will never He another Jerry Rice.

But Randy Moss just might be the second

coming.

• With a guy like Barry Sanders, iu's any-

one's guess why the Detroit Lions are last in

the NFC Central with a 1 -4 record.

• Did anyone notice that the Major League

ScKcer playofTs arc going on?

The polls tend to discriminate against

UCLA. After Nebraska squeezed out a 24-17

victory against Oklahoma State, they still

remain ranked second in the country, ahead

""^ ^~~^
S«cCAWNMI,pa9e35

CHARITY: Football stars visit

young patients in sick ward for

day of smoothies, hanging out

By Marisa Yamane
Daily Bruin Contributor

Eleven-year old Curtis Smith, a big fan of

UCLA football, woke up extra early Tuesday

morning, excited that he was'about to meet

his favorite players.

"I wanted to come here bad early this

morning. I woke up at nine, ready to come,"

said a bright-eyed Smith.

Five members of the Bruin's starting line-

up, including Heisman Trophy candidate

quarterback Cade McNown, paid a special

visit to the UCLA Children's Hospital, hop-

ing to cheer up the patients in the pediatric

ward.

"It's great to see smiles on kids' faces.

They just light up a room," McNown said.

Other team members present included

wide-receiver Danny Farmer, cornerbacks

Ryan Roques and Tod McBride, and offen-

sive lineman Andv Mevers.

The players signed autographs and took

pictures with the children while chefs from

Maui Beach Cafe in Westwood whipped up

refreshing fruit smoothies.

"1 love coming out here and

putting a smile on (the

children's) faces."

Danny Farmer

UCLA football player

"It's really rewarding because you know
that you're helping, even in a very small

way," McNown siiid.

For many of the children, a visit from the

UCLA football players gave them something

to look forward to and w^^s enough motiva-

tion to get out of their rooms.

'We've, got a couple of kids who have

never gotten up and out of bed. and they

walked down here to see the players."

Michael Burgess, the director of child life at

the children's hospital, said.

Watching Bruin football on television

adds a little spice to many of the children's

lives. "

"There's not a lot of other things for the

kids to do all the time-in the hospital, though

we try to keep thern busy, and the television

is certainly something that they get involved

with," Burgess said.

The smoothie party hosted by Maui Beach

Cafe has been an ongoing event at the chil-

dren's hospital for the past year, though this

is the first time the football team members

See HOSPITAL, page 34

VIEWPOINT

Apathy for the environment

makes life easy. S«« pag« 10
r .
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Bruin football players, including Tod McBride (left) and Danny Fymtr, visited young patients at the UCLA Children's Hospital
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riety in old fraternity house
REHABILITATION: Site

of apartment complex

raises safety concerns

By Ann Hawkey
Daily Bruin Contributor

Since a former Landfair

Avenue fraternity house

became a home for recovering

drug and alcohol abusers, neigh-

bors have increased complaints

and worries about the area's

safety.

remain alcohol- and drug-free;

no .violence or threat of vio-

lence; no sexual activity and pay

the rent on time," she said.

Despite these basic regula-

tions, some neighbors remain

"wafy of the house. •;.

:
;

•

"We have heard from con-

stituents in the area who have

complained that residents there

urinate in public, drink in public

and beg in Westwood," said

Daniel Hinerfeld, deputy to Los

Angeles City Councilman Mike

Feuer.

Some tenants of Westwood
wiic ii Sigma Alpha Mu t ra- Sober Living Apartment^; havr

ternity left the UCLA campus

13 months ago. Westwood

.Sober Living Apartments

moved in. providing recovering

addicts with independent hous-

ing units.

The l6-unit apartment com-

plex at 522 Landfair Ave. now

offers in-house. 12-slep meet-

ings and job preparation assis-

tance to its tenants, in lieu of the*

rush parlies and stressed stu-

dents once tilling the halls.

Ihis is not a treatment cen-

ter. It IS an independent, sober-

living facility." said Denisc

llinton. administrator for the

complex. "The first require-

ment is that you have to be will-

ing and have a desire to stay

sober."

The house does not provide

counseling or medical services,

and tenants arc referred to the

complex through other pro-

grams and help lines after com-

pleting a detox and rehabilita-

tion program. Residents must

comply with some fundamental

house rules to avoid eviction,

according to Hinton.

been diagnosed with mental ill-

ness and take medication regu-

larly. Hinton said.

"If they don't take their med-

ication, that's whgtc you run

into some problems with people

roaming the streets, but they're

basically harmless." Hinton

said.

Although police regularly

check on the house, no arrests

have been made there. Hinton

said.

Ihe only recorded visit that

Liniversiiy police officers* have

made to the hou.se since it was'

taken over by Westwood Sober

Living Apartments was to.serve

a warrant earlier this year, said

UC PD Director of Community

Services Nancy Grecnstein.

The specifics of the warrant

were unavailable.

Despite the low occurrence

of formal police complaints,

Hinton said she feels the house

receives an undue amount of

attention from the police.

"If anything happens in the

area with someone trying to

!IL.

lAMIt SCANIONJACOBS/Daily Bruin

The fornrjer Sigma Alpha Mu house has been privately purchased and

converted Into a halfway house for recovering drug and alcohol addicts.

"The cardinal rules are to See HOUSE, page 6

• IINew t

replacement

enables patient

to walk again

-RESlbwCH: UGLA doctor

uses surgical advances to

remove cancerous tumor

By Brian Fishman

Daily Bruin Contributor

Sitting up never felt so good for

Donntt Brownlee. who spent seven

months on her back in the hospital.

Last month UCLA surgeon

Jeffrey Eckardt replaced Brownlee's

sacrum - commonly known as the

lailbone - which connects the spine

to the pelvis.

In the summer of 1997, Brownlee

was diagnosed with a cancerous

tumor in her sacrum. By March, she

had lost the ability to wafk and could

not sit up without excruciating pain.

"I was Hat on my back for

months, even while I was eating,"

she said. "It's hard when you/ tray is

at eye level."

A mother of three and a nurse her-

self, Brownlee said she was more

upset over the time spent in the ho.s-

pital than the life-threatening

predicament she was going through.

"It has been frustrating eVen

though my children are all grown. I

had one going off to college, and I

missed that," Brownlee said. __
According to Eckardt, this proce-

dure represents a major advance in

the treatment of sacral cancer, and

without it, Brownlee may never have

gotten out of bed again.

"We never had a good way of

locking the spine to the pelvis, so

we'd turn down cases where we had

First female chief of vascular surgery takes helm
PROFILE: Freischla^

directs disease center,

operates, does research

By Teresa Jun

Daily Bruin Contributor

UCLA has witnes.sed another first

in its annals of medical history.

Dr. Julie Ann Freischlag became

the first female chief of vascular

surgery at UCLA - and one of the

first in the nation - when she was

appointed to the position last year at

the UCXA School of Medicine.

Because there are few females

among the high ranks of the medical

profession, Freischlag's appoint-

ment is a significant one, but not a

surprise to her colleagues.

"I feel extremely proud of her,"

said Dr. Ronald Busuttil, chief of the

division of liver and pancreas trans-

plantation at UCLA-
"It feels good that an individual

PAIII ARMfNIAN

Dr. Julie Ann Freischlag is the newly appointed chief of vascular

surgery at the UCLA School of Medicine.

like her, who has done so much, has

been duly recognized," said Busuttil,

who worked closely with Freischlag

during her residency at UCLA%in
1980;

As the new chief of vascular

surgefy, Freischlag is responsible not

only for coordinating educational

programs and conducting research,

but also for coordinating patient care

and performing operations at the

UCLA Medical Center as well as at

other local hospitals.

Frei.schlag also directs the CJonda-

Goldschmeid Vascular Disease

Center (Gonda Center) as part of her

new responsibilities as chief oFjJjijjCU-

lar surgery.

"There are new doctors, and it's

totally revitiilized," she said of the

recently revamped Gonda Onter,

which was originally established in

the Medical Plaza in 1996.

This clinic provides a variety of

specialists all in one location, so

"patients won't have to travel around

to see every kind of specialist" for

their condition, Freischlag said.

While Freischlag has held this

position for the past six months, she

said her new responsibilities have so

far proved to be "exciting and a chal-

lenge."

"Its more work than I thought,"

she said. "But this is sort of what I've

SeeFIIEISaiU6,|»ge4

to remove the sacrum," Eckardt

said. .

Before this treatment, the only

way to replace the sacrum was to

lock the spine to the pelvis using a

complex set of rods and screws. But

this treatment requires a lengthy

rehabilitation period and often

leaves the patient in pain.

The new device, created by the

German company Howmedica, was

designed to secure the spine to the

pelvis more efficiently - thereby

shortening the rehabilitation period.

"We tried to come up with some-

thing that would lock it in and make
her stable immediately," Eckardt

said.

Stability is important because of

the extreme pain Brownlee was in

before surgery. Just rolling over was

debilitating.

The pain and inability to move
were caused because of a locally

aggressive bone tumor in her

sacrum, one of the worst areas of the

body to contract bone cancer,

Eckardt said.

"In cancer, location is like real

estate," Eckardt said, explaining that

the sacrum is a muscle holdfast that

connects to many other bones, mak-

SecmLB0NE,pa9e4
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COMMUNITY BRIEFS

Transportation fair

held to educate masses
UCLA Transportation Services hosted the

1998 Transportation Fair Wednesday in

Westwood Plaza.

"'Be a Roads Scholar - Leam your trans-

portation options" was the theme of this year's

event, which was designed to educate and pro-

vide complete transportation information to the

UCLA population.

Alternative transportation and ridesharing

were emphasized, since both options can help

reduce traffic congestion and air pollution in

West Los Angeles.

Alternative forms of transportation show-

cased at the fair included both electric and

Compressed Natural Gas vehicles. UCLA's
current fleet of buses, which was introduced in

January, run on compressed natural gas.

Local transportation agencies and public

transit operators - including the Culver City

Municipal Bus Lines, the Santa Monica Big

Blue Bus, the Metropolitan Transportation

Agency and the Los Angeles

Department of Transportation -

joined UCLA programs such as Fleet

& Transit Services, Commuter Assisted-

Ridesharing and the Office for Students with

Disabilities provided booths and exhibits, and

activities included a free drawing, bicycle safety

checks and bicycle registration. The event coin-

cided with California Rideshare Week.

Brain mapping center

dedicates new location

The Ahmanson-Lovelace Brain Mapping

Center at UCLA opened its doors Thursday,

after moving to its new location near the comer

of Charles E. Young Drive and Westwood

Boulevard.

At a cost of $5 million, the center will house

an additional $10 million worth of equipment

that will be used to further update a database to

develop a comprehensive map of the brain and

its functions.

"We now have an extensive databasejhat can

be used to generate a structural

brain map of individuals based on

their age, race, sex, educational

background, genetic composition and

other distinguishing characteristics," said Dr.

John Mazziotta, director of the brain mapping

center.

Over the next five years center officials aim to

expand this database to include all individuals

from the ages of40 through 90 years of age.

Fundraising website

attracts contributions

Campaign UCLA, the university's primary

fundraising program, has found its Internet site

to be a lucrative source of new donations.

Aiming to raise $1.2 billion of private gifts and

and grants to UCLA, Campaign UCLA has

generated $207 million in this year alone, and

has totaled over $650 million since the campaign

began in 1996.

"The Internet is one of many tools the

Campaign uses to reach out," said Todd Weber,

Webmaster for the Office of Development. The

site contains two donation forms, as well as links

to various UCLA programs.

"It doesn't take the place ofpersonal contact.

The online contribution forms, still rare among

universities, were included as a convenience to

donors," he added.

So far, about $8,000 has been donated

through the site, including one contribution of

$1,000 from a person who had no previous rela-

tionship with UCLA. This year marked the third

-straight year in which UCLA has led all nine

UC campuses in fund-raising, and the second in

which its own gif\ total has topped $200 million.

UCLA received 70,345 individual gifts in

1997-98 - another campus and UC record, up

1,473 from 1996-97. The year also saw a signifi-

cant increase in alumni participation, with a

record 14.6 percent ofUCLA graduates making

donations to their alma mater.

Another goal ofCampaign UCLA is to boost

alumni participation from the pre-Campaign

level of J 1.5 percent to at least 18 percent.

Compiled from Daily Brtiin staff reports.

off the mark * by Mark Parisi

www.otfthemark.com '^^

LESSTHAN TWO WEEKS LEFT:

To drop impacted courses (L&S

undergraduate students)

To change Study List (add, drop

courses) without fee through URSA
Telephone
-^ ~To check wail lists for courses

through URSA Telephone ^
To enroll in courses for credit witHJ

out $50 late Study List fee through

URS^ Telephone

To file advancement to candidacy

petition for master's degree with

major department

To file graduate leaves of absence

with Graduate Division, 1255

Murphy Hall

To file undergraduate request for

educational fee reduction with college

or school

For Nursing undergraduates to

add/drop without school approval

To declare bachelor's degree candi-

dacy for current term (with fee

depending on units completed - see

"Degree Policies" in the "Academic

Policies" section for details)

For full refund on textbooks with

UCLA Store receipt (exception made
with proof of drop or withdrawal up

to 8th week)

WHArSBREWIN'

Today Noon
Project WILD
Orientation session

Ackerman Union 3508

For more information: 8254724

Mark Burgin (UCLA)
AGSMC-50F =

Welcoming, orientation for new

Philipino transfer students

131 Kerckhoff Hall

(310)825-2727

Back to School party

".Smooth ir Saturday Nite"

(310)825-4144

1 p.m.
The Jacob Marschak

Interdisciplinary Colloquium

"Information and Human
Behavior" by Mark Burgin

AGSM C-301

(310)8254144

Muslim Union

Friday prayer

Behind KerckholT
,

Hoda Shawky

(310)206-7877

2 p.m.
Cultural Studies In The African

Diaspora Project

Rhapsodies In Blax: The Harlem

Renaissance And The Blacks'

Exploitation Movement From
The 1920s to 1990s. ^____

At the California Tea House &
Juice Bar

10874 Kinross Ave.

Westwood Village • 824-4284

Charles E. Young Grand Salon,

KerckhoffHall

Free admission

(310)206-5500

3 p.m.
Project Literacy

Saturday 8 a.m.
Cultural Studies In The African

Diaspora Project

Rhapsodies In Blax: The Harlem

Renaissance And The Blacks'

Exploitation Movement From

1920s to 1990s (8:30)

Charles E. Young Grand Salon,

KerckhoffHall

.J^ree admission 206-5500

4 p.m.

Spartacist League

Forum: Imperialism and Class

Struggle in Asia for Workers

Revolution for a Socialist Asia!

Hollywood United Methodist

Church
"^6817 Franklin Ave.

(213)380-8239

7p.m.
Ballroom Dance Club

Special Class with Rueben

Terbaica of Tango, U. of Buenos

Orientation session

Kirisey400

4 p.m.
AATP
Mandatory training session

Ackerman Union 2408

Call Cheules (310) 825-5418

5 p.m.
Samahang Pilipino

First general meeting

Sproul entertainment lounge

X52727

6 p.m.
Chinese Students Association

Moon Festival Social

University Catholic Center

(310)443-1157

Philipino Transfer Student

Partnership

Ai res (7:30)

Learn Tango, Milango, Vals

Cruzado

1941 Westwood Blvd.

(818)244-2136

9 p.m.

Gay and Lesbian Association

(Gala)

Club Fabulous Dance

Bradley International Ballroom

(310)825-8053

Sunday 10 a.m.

Ballroom Dance Club

Special fieldtrip:

Tango and Milonga workshop

and visual presentation

1941 Westwood Blvd.

(815)244-2136

What's Brewjn'can be reached via e-mail

at whatsbrewin@media.ucla.ed
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(Above) Sororities prepare for Rush Week by decorating their houses thematlcally. (Left) Two sisters fronfv a

sorority await the arrival of their rush recruits.

As rush week draws to aldose, fraternities and

sororities across campus celebrate the initiation of

new pledges into the Greek way of life

'=°''9£limal house
"~V.

By Meghan Ward
Daily Bruin Contributor

For most students, today is just anoth-

er Friday, t)ut "for the 900 students who
rushed fraternities and sororities this

week, it's the end of a harrowing week

and the beginning of life as members of

the nationwide Greek community.

Rush, a week of activities that tradi-

tionally marks the induction of new
pledges into fraternities and sororities,

ends tonight at midnight.

On Wednesday evening, though, ner-

vous ene rgy buzzed along so ro ri ty row as

day, until they cast their bid for the one

sorority they like best.

Heather Case, a first-year world arts

and cultures student, noticed the support

exhibited by the active members of the

sororities towards the rushees.

"It's really exhausting, and by the end

of the day you have this permanent smile

on your face, but all the girls are so cute

and nice and really do your best to make

you feel comfortable," Case said.

The rush process differs for fraterni-

ties - it's much more casual and unstruc-

tured than in the sororities.

Stevens explained the bidding process:

"You go to the houses and if the guys

decide to give you a bid they take you into

a room and tell you, Sve like you and you

seem Jike you like us, so if you want to

join, that's cool.' It's totally, kick back,"

he said . .

In contrast, sorority members must

select their favorite houses each night,

and Panhellenic counselors use a comput-

er software program to match their selec-

tions with the choices the sorority houses

made.

Despite the stereotype that fraternity

over 400 women gathered in front of the

10 houses that make up UCLA's
Panhellenic Council.

Dressed to impress, the women
applied lipstick and checked their hair

while awaiting entry into the first of the

four houses they visited on "four night".

Inside the houses, active members
were as jumpy as rushees outside.

In black skirts and white tops, the

Kappa Alpha Theta sisters rushed

around beneath a ceiling lined with black

and white balloons while preparing for

the fourth night of rush.

Next door, at the Alpha Phi house,

active members rehearsed their spirited

cries as a slide show of sorority events

played on three large viewing screens.

Chi Omega sisters prepared to give

house tours and decorated each bedroom
in themes from the "formal" room to the

"philanthropy" room.

The whole process began last Sunday,

whfcn the women met their "rho chi" -

rush counselors - who explained the rush

process before escorting them to the first

of the 10 houses they visited throughout

the day.

Through a process of mutual selection,

the rushees' choices were narrowed each

Aside from a couple formal d in ne rs,
—

and soror ity membe rs place pa rtying

women at UCLA.
Scott Carter, fraternity advisor at the

Center for Student Programming, attrib-

uted the academic prowess of Greek stu-

dents to discipline and positive peer pres-

sure.

"Greeks feel they are One of the most

Tegulated entities on campus. They are'

subject to the regulations of the universi-

ty as well as of their organizations and

their councils," ffc explained.

Carter also believes that they encour-

age each other not to skip classes and to

maintain high standards of academic per-

formancc .

fraternity rushees

can wear T-shirts

and tennis shoes to

most events.

Steven Stevens,

who rushed this

week, was offered

a bid by Delta

Sigma Phi.

"They have

pool and ping-

pong 'tables.

Sometimes they

have basketball or

they'll have a big-screen TV and the guys

will be watching a game and just kicking

it," Stevens explained.

While some sororities sing and per-

form dance and theater routines, others

show slides of parties and community set-

vice events and give house tours.

But unlike sorority rush, during which

active members are only allowed to serve

water, fraternity rGsh is largely centered

around meals.

"They cater from all different kinds of

restaurants. They have really good food,

and they feed you a lot," Stevens said.

The selection process, too, is much less

formal in fraternities than in sororities.

The rush process (differs

for fraternities - it's much
more casual and

unstructured than in the

sororities.

above academics,

a recent study con-

ducted by the

University of

Missouri indicates

the contrary.

According to

the study, students

involved in the

Greek system are

more likely to stay

in school and sup-

port their alma

maters after grad-

uation than non-Greek students.

They are also more likely to contribute

to other non-profit organizations later on

in life.

Nationwide, Greek alumni reported

higher satisfaction with their social devel-

opment and lower satisfaction with their

academic performance than their non-

Greek counterparts.

Statistics, however, prove that Greeks

at UCLA have no need to be dissatisfied

with their academic performance.

The average grade point average

(GPA) for fraternity men and sorority

women is consistently higher than the

average GPA for non-Greek men and

Although most chapters require a min-

imum 2.0 or 2.5 GPA, the average GPA
last quarter was 3.2 for sorority sisters

and 2.99 for fraternity brothers.

Tobin Lippert, former president of the

Delta Tau Delta house at UC Santa

Barbara, said because the students in his

house maintained very high GPAs, they

were able evade the consequences of their

raucous behavior more than other houses

on campus.

"We knew we had to keep our grades

up because people didn't like us, and we

needed to be on the side of the angels,"

Lippert said.

So why do fraternities and sororities

get so much bad press?

Kristin McCann, a fifth-year art histo-

ry student, said she feels Greek students

are belittling to non-Greeks.

"I used to live on Hilgard where the

sorority houses are located. We were sur-

rounded by sorority girls, and it was like

them vs. the outside world," she said.

McCann aJso dislikes the Greek sys-

tem because of her impression that

Greeks have a tendency to abuse alco-

hol.

S«« CREEKS, page 6
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TAILBONE
From page 1

ing replacement more difTicult

than replacing other bones.

At the junction ofthe abdomen

and the legs, the sacrum is a key

area of the body, both structurally

and neurally.

Before treatments like the one

pioneered by Eckardt, removing

the sacrum meant that the patient

would lose control over mai)y

bodily functions.

.Lucky for Brownlee, Eckardt

attended an orthopedic confer-

ence in the Netherlands where he

caught wind of treatments similar

to Brownlee's.

While this procedure sounds

simple on the surface, Eckardt

said otherwise.

The sacrum is completely

removed and replaced by a metal

implant that attaches to the spine

and then securely to the pelvis.

There are difficulties, however,

in implementing a procedure like

this one.

The first challenge is building

an implant that matches the

patient's body. This was done by

giving Brownlee a CAT scan that

produced a model of Brownlee's

sacrum, lower spine and pelvis.

Then Eckardt literally drew

lines on the model that indicated

where he would cut in order to

create a flat surface for attaching

the pfostbe$tfe

representative who
worked with Eckardt.

Once the prosthe-

sis arrived, Eckardt,

heeding advice from

European surgeons,

devised a plan for

implantation.

"The European

surgeons made this a

two-day process,"

Beshaw said.

"Eckardt took only

one day."

According to

Eckardt, the surgery

was not withouti;.its

risks. Large blood

vessels running near

the sacrum makes

operating there diffi-

cult.

In his 18 years as a

surgeon and his over

450 implant opera-

tions, Eckardt said

this was the first time

he actually warned a

patient there was a

significant possibility

he or she could bleed

to death on the oper-

ating table.

Brownlee consid-

ered that a risk she

had to take and credit-

ed her confidence in

Eckardt as one reason

she went forward with

the operation.

Since the surgery

FIRST EVER TAILBONE IMPLANT
The first ever prosthetic tailbone, recently implanted by UCLA doao5,

allows the patient's pelvis and lower spine to be reconnected.

Shown here is a replica of the

patient s diseased tailbone, which

was destroyed by a tumor

.

^^^S|

\ Here, a replica of the prosthesis as implanted. Custom designed by

Howmedica, Inc., this device made out of Vitallium bridges the right and left

sides of the pelvis while connecting them to the lumbar, or lower, spine.

This model was then sent to the

Howmedica, which molded the

prosthesis.

The implant was made of

Vitallium, a substance originally

used in dental plates, and sent

back to UCLA to be put into

Brownlee's back, explained

Debbie Beshaw, the Howmedica

Brownlee's recovery

has been remarkably

quick.

"After the surgery, I was able

to sit up almost immediately. I

hadn't been able to do that since

March," Brownlee said.

JEFF CHEN/D«ily Bruin

tive.and take a few steps with the help

of an assistant. "You have to take advantage

Brownlee will go through of the time you have and health

rehab for months with leg and hip that you have. Of course," she

Only 16 days after the surgery, braces supporting her movement, said, "I have to try to take advan-

Brownlee was able to stand up Despite this, she remains posi- tageofthisto6."

SAVE $2.00
on (Duick CARE
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FREISCHLAG
From page 1

always wanted to do."

Her post at the Gonda Center has kept her

busy "bringing a new discipline of doctors into

the clinic" and constantly "assessing how to bet-

ter serve the patients (through the multidiscipli-

nary approach)," Freischlag said.

Freischlag's new role at UCLA is not her first

professional experience on the campus.

In 1987 she completed her residency and fel-

lowship at the UCLA School of Medicine

before she began practicing at the Medical

College of Wisconsin, where she served as chief

of surgery.

When Freischlag was appointed to the posi-

tion, she was very excited.

"I didn't think I would ever come back (to

UCLA)," she said.

But members of the selection committee were

hoping she would.
''-

"We knew her from previous experiences,"

said Dr. E. Carmack Holmes, chair of the

department of surgery at the UCLA School of

Medicine, referring to her early training at

UCLA.
"We knew she was extremely gifted and tal-

ented, the kind of person we wanted. She has

tremendous administrative skills, and she's emi-

nently qualified," said Holmes, who was one of

five faculty members on the selection commit-

tee.

"If she would not have become chief (of vas-

cular surgery) at UCLA, she would have

become chief somewhere else," he said.

Last year. Dr. Wesley Moore stepped down

from his post as chief of vascular surgery after

having served for 18 years.

*rm very proud that my successor was one of

my trainees," Moore said.

The eight-month selection process to fill

Moore's position was a rigorous one. A pool of

almost 30 initial applicants was narrowed to

about five finalists. The decision was based on

qualifications such as research contribution,

administrative and leadership skills, and a

strong reputation in vascular surgery.

SeeFREISCNUUi^pageS
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WORLD & NATION
Congress faces off

in Ginton scandal

Dow Jones Industrials

down: 9.78

close: 7,731.91

Nasdaq Indti

down: 43.49

dose: 1,419.12

Odlar

Yw: 119.25

Mark: 1.6400

INQUIRY: Democrats,

GOP, Clinton urge

for non-partisanship

By David Espo ^

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON -The House

triggered an open-ended impeach-

ment inquiry _against President

Clinton on Thursday in a momen-

tous vote cast in the shadow of

mid-term elections. Thirty-one

Democrats joined majority

Republicans in increasing the peril

for an embattled chief executive.

Clinton, only the third presi-

dent to face serious impeachment

prospects, said at the White

House: "It is in the hands of

Congress and the people of this

country - ultimately in the hands

of God."

The 258-176 vote opened the

w«y f.^r nat iona l ly teltfvi?»ed uet nitfetinw

and other controversies into their

investigation, argued in vain for an

inquiry limited to Starr's evidence

to be wrapped up by Dec. 31. The

proposal was rejected. 236-198.

"We're all profoundly hurl by

what the president has done.' said

Democratic leader Richard

Gephardt of Missouri. "But this

investigation must be ended fairly

and quickly, it has hurt our nation,

and it's hurl our children. We must

not compound the hurl."

"Tlie visitors gallery was packed

as the historic debate unfolded.

Underscoring the gravity .of ihe

rnoipenl, Speaker Newt Gingrich

presided throughout. And when'

one Democrat, Rep. David Obey

of Wisconsin, scanned the House

chamber and saw many empty

seals, he grabbed the microphone

to urge that absent lawmakers

drop whatever they were doing

and "get their tails here."

Facing reporters before a bud-

C linU)n >iaid th ai w ith

Giving her piece for peace

impeachment hearings later this

year, with possible witnesses rang-

ing from Independent Counsel

Kenneth Starr to Monica

Lewinsky, Linda Tripp and other

central characters in the sex-and-

^over-up drama that has com-

manded the nation's attention, for-

nine months.

The House action came 24

years after Richard Nixon

resigned rather than face impeach-

ment 'OwrAVatergate. The only

president impeached by the House

was Andrew Johnson in 1868. He

remained in office after the Senate

fell one vote shy of forcing his

removal.

"I do not think that we want to

settle for less than the whole

truth," said Rep. Henry Hyde, R-

III., the man at the controls of the

inquiry, as he made the case for an

investigation unlimited in time or.

scope. ——

^

;

_
To the nation watching on tele-

vision - as well as to openly skepti-

cal Democrats sitting across the

aisle in the House chamber - he

pledged fairness in the mortths

ahead.

"Too much hangs in the bal-

ance for us not to rise above parti-

san politics," said the Judiciary

Committee chairman.

House Democrats, fearing that

Republicans will fold Whitewater

the vote completed, "I hope that

we can now move forward with

this process in a way that is fair,

that is constitutional and that is

timely. ITie American people have

been through a lot on this, and I

think that everyone deserves that."—
"1 trust the American people.-

They almost always get it right

now for 220 years. And I'm work-

ing in a way that I hope w ill restore

their trust in me by working for

things that our country needs.

These things we're going to discuss

at this budget meeting. That's

what I can have some impact on,

and that's what I intend to do."

There was plenty of partisan-

ship on display in a House debate

that ran for more than three hours.

When Rep. William Delahunt,

D-Mass., complained that the

committee had released thousands

of pages of Starr's material that^

"none of us had read," Hyde

pounced.

He said Republican members

of the Judiciary Committee had

spent 1 14 hours reviewing the evi-

dence in the heavily secured room

where the documents had been

brought. Democrats, he said, had

spent less than 22 hours - and only

six of the panel's 16 members had

ever entered the room.

SeeOINTON^pageS
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Iha Yuka, a college student involved with the Okinawa Women's Second America Peace Caravan, talks

to students in the Royce Hall quad amidst protest posters about past U.S. military crimes against

Okirtdwari women.

Military clash between Iran, Taliban reported

CONFLICT; Rival groups

combat after months of

verbal attacks, 8 killings

By Douglas Jehl

The New York Times

CAIRO, Egypt - Iran said Thursday

that its troops had clashed with Taliban

forces along the Afghan border and

inflicted heavy casuahies in a skirmish

between neighbors who have been in a

tense standoff.

The reported fighting, which fol-

lowed more than two months of belli-

cose statements from bpth^ides, would

be the first between Iran and the

Taliban, whose rival interpretations of

Islam have contributed to open hostility.

A Taliban spokesman. Wakil

Ahmed, denied to an Afghan news ser-

vice that any conflict had taken place,

and that Taliban forces near the border

had not responded to what he said had

been three days of Iranian artillery fircr

Ahmed said the report of a military

clash was "propaganda against the

Taliban."

Iran, led by a Shiite Muslim govern-

ment, has massed some 270.000 troops

along the Afghan border after recent

victories by the Sunni Muslim Taliban,

the militant Islamic movement that has

gained near-total control of

Afghanistan.

The main fla.shpoint in the crisis has

been the killing m August of at least

eight Iranian diplomats based in

Afghanistan.

• The Taliban, who have acknowl-

edged that their forces carried out the

slayings, have vowed to prosecute those

responsible, but the Iran has warned of

possible military retaliation. Iranian

President Mohammed Khatami has

said Iran will work through diplomatic

channels to settle its difl'erences with the

Taliban but is prepared to use force if

diplomacy fails.

Hours before Thursday's reported

clash, Iranian Foreign Minister Kamal

Kharrazi said: "We do not discount

using military force to fulfill our

demands. There is a certain limit to our

restraint with the Taliban."

Thursday's clash, reported by the

official Iranian press, was the first

described by either side since the stand-

offbegan with the Aug. 8 killings, and it

raised the specter of broader fighting

between the two sides.

The Iranian account, broadcast on

television and repeated by the official

government press agency, said three

Taliban border posts had been "com-

pletely destroyed" during three hours of

fighting that took place about 1 10 miles

southeast of the Iranian city of

Ma.shaad.

It quoted Brig. Gen. Azizollah

Jaafari, commander of the ground

forces of Iran's elite Islamic

Revolutionary Guards, as saying that

his force stood ready to respond to any

further "provocations" by the Taliban,

who he said had opened fire Thursday

morning with mortars and automatic

weapons. «
Jaafari said that the Taliban had been

"forced to retreat" and that the situa-

tion along the border was "currently

calm."

Brig. Gen. Abdolali Pourshasb, the

commander of Iran's ground forces,

said in an Iranian television report

Thursday that the large Iranian force

along the border was near ly ready to

begin major maneuvers for which

preparations have been underway for

See RAN, page 9

WORLD & NATION BRIEFS

Japan, South Korea to

move beyond past

TOKYO - Pledging to move beyond the

past. Japan offered its fullest apology yet for

its 35-year colonization of South Korea in a

pact Thursday heralding a "new partnership"

between the two countries. '
'•

The agreement, signed by Japanese Prime

Minister Keizo Obuchi and South Korean

President Kim Dae Jung, outlined new areas

of cooperation, from the Asian financial crisis

to stability in North Korea.

"It is my conviction that this joint declara-

tion will be a new start," Obuchi told reporters

after a morning meeting and signing ceremony

with Kim. ,,,,,-^._.

.

Before looking to the future, Japan and

South Korea addressed some of their unpleas-

ant past: Japan's harsh 1910-1945 rule over the

Korean Peninsula - a period still deeply

resented in South Korea.

The apology offered Thursday differed little

in wording from past Japanese

statements of remorse, which South

Koreans have felt were lacking in sin-

cerity.

The difference this time, however, was

that phrasing of the apology was negotiated

between the two sides, written in a document

and signed, putting down Japan's recognition

of past misdeeds in black and white.

"I feel acute remorse and offer an apology

from my heart." Obuchi said. He added later:

"I have made our country's position clear."

Kim said he was satisfied with the sincerity

of the Japanese statement, adding that the

"form and feeling" of the apology was differ-

ent from in the past. -— —

Belgrade to try again to persuade

Yugoslav President Slobodan

Milosevic to remove all Serbian

troops from the province of Kosovo.

Only some of the troops have been

pulled back from a confrontation with ethnic

Albanians, who are trying to gain self-rule, and

Albright will urge NATO foreign ministers to

"go to the next stage" in planning an air attack

on the Serbs, State Department spokesman

James Rubin said.

"Secretary Albright remains extremely con-

cerned about the situation," Rubin said after

Albright met separately with Holbrooke and

with Gen. Wesley Clark, supreme commander

of the U.S.-led alliance. _—_.

U.S. asks Yugoslavia to

remove troops

BRUSSELS, Belgium - Secretary of State

Madeleine Albright Thurday directed U.S.

mediator Richard Holbrooke to return to

"Milosevic has not complied with the

requirements of the international communi-

ty," Rubin said. "She is not satisfied with his

willingness to comply."

After a meeting with NATO Secretary-

General Javier Solana. Albright planned to fly

to Lon(|on for talks with the foreign ministers

of six nations that oversee the Balkans.

Death toll of embassy

bombing revised

NAIROBI, Kenya - The death toll in the

Aug. 7 bombing of the U.S. Embassy has been

revised downward to 213 because some of the

bodies were accidentally counted twice, the

head of a relief fund for victims said Thursday.

The new tally brings the number of dead in

Kenya and a simultaneous embassy bombing

in Tanzania to 224 people, including 12

Americans.

Erastus Mwongera, an official with the

Kenyan relief fund, said after the blast in

.downtown Nairobi, all bodies were initially

taken to the mortuary run by the city.

"But families with means then found the

bodies of their relatives and took them to

other, private mortuaries where they were

counted again," said Mwongera, head of the

Bomb Blast National Funeral Committee.

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports.
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"Fvc seen so many of them go home drink-

ing and throwing up all over the street, and it's

just not attractive." she said.

Carter agreed that the Greek system has its

flaws.

"We have issues surrounding alcohol man-

agement and abuse, but there is a movement

by some national organizations to have dry

facilities by the year 2000," Carter said.

In efforts to educate Greek students in

everything from alcohol abuse prevention to

eating disorders and nutrition, workshops are

held two to three times per quarter in both

sorority and fraternity houses.

Pam Vielc« director of health education at

the Arthur Ashe Center for Student Health

and Wellness, said there is a higher rate of

alcohol use among Qreek students than

among non-Greek students.

A 1996 issue of Sex Roles, a monthly

research journal, gave one explanation for this

discrepancy.

By identifying with the Greek system, in

which everyone is considered a "brother" or

"sister", students may develop a false sense of

security, causing them to consume more alco-

hol than they would in a public setting.

Ashely Anderson, a fourth-year English stu-

dent, disagreed. ^
A member of Alpha Phi since 1995,

Anderson said that before events they pick

"sober sisters" who are designated to look out

for the other women and to make sure they do

not do anything to endanger themselves or

anyone else.

In addition, the women of Alpha Phi are

presented awards if they keep their GPA
higher than 3.S during any given quarter and

are encouraged not to skip class by putting

their names in a "skippy bucket" upon com-

pletion of a week without skipping any class-

es.

"At the end of the quarter they draw a name

out of the bucket and that person wins a big

prize," Anderson said.

The Greek system, however, is not for

everyone.

Kristin Stansick, spokeswoman for Alpha

Phi, admitted that "not everyone wants to live

with a hundred girls in a house."

"But one of the great things about fmding a

diverse house is that you can always find some-

one for you - and you never have to live in a

sorority house," she added.

Though living in a fraternity or sorority

house is optional, it's an option that many stu-

dents choose, mainly because of the monetary

advantage.

A typical house includes a kitchen where

meals are prepared by a cook or a caterer, one

or two large living rooms, a library and sever-

al bedrooms, each equipped with two to eight

beds. __„
Fees for sorority members average $1,800

per year, excluding living expenses. These fees

are divided between the local chapter and the

national headquarters of the organization and

cover the cost of all events.

According to Peter Vasquez, director of

membership of the Interfraternity Council, it

is less expensive to live in a fraternity or soror-

ity house than it is to live in a dorm or univer-

sity apartment.

Beside the social advantages that fraternity

and sorority life offer, there are professional

advantages as well.

Being a member of a nationwide organiza-

tion with decades of history can offer major

networking opportunities - a big incentive for

many ambitious career men and women to

join a Greek organization.

Lippert added that networking is also a

common practice among Greek alumni, even

several years after graduation.

"I know guys who keep in very close con-

tact, and they refer business to each other," he

said.

Germaine Gawel, a former Delta Zeta who

graduated from Michigan Tech University,

took advantage of her sorority's alumni club

when she began to move from state to state.

"When I first moved to North Carolina, I

called the alumni club and met a lot of people

there," Gawel said.

Although Gawel never intended to join a

sorority when she arrived at MTU, she soon

discovered that there were very few women in

her engineering classes.

"It was a chance to meet gids. It gives you a

sense of camaraderie -you have a lot qf^

friends that you share a lot of experiences

with," Gawel explained.

Anderson, too, loves the sisterhood of her

sorority.

"The bonds that you form with everyone

there are really nice when you are far away

from home," she said.

HOUSE
From page 1

break in someplace or a girl being molest-

ed, which happens on college campuses,

(the police) come here first, which I consid-

er prejudiced," she said.

"We're just trying to live a quiet life,"

she said.

For some neighboring residents, the ten-

ants at Westwood Sober Living

Apartments have been a disturbance.

"We've only lived here a few weeks, and

already we've seen two men get in a shout-

ing argument," said Maniya Gatmaitan, a

second-year psychology student who lives

next door.

"One was accusing the other of stealing

something. People from the house were in a

circle watching, and even people across the

way were watching," she said.

Hinton and her husband, Willie, also run

two other similar complexes, both in West

Los Angeles, but said they do not plan on

moving from the Westwood site,

Hinton^s enthusiasm for the location is

not echoed by the neighbors, however.

"This is a good cause, but to place the

house in the middle of a college atmos-

phere is inappropriate," Gatmaitan said.

"I don't think it would be productive for

them because of all the parties we have and

how loud we are," she said. "And then

there's the worry of (women) like me walk-

ing home at night and walking past a

halfway house."
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It must have been something I ate"

is often the explanation for what

many people call the "stomach flu."

Scientists however, have a diflferent

name for this problem. They call it

foodboFiie illness and estimate that

each year, between 6.5 million and 33

million people suffer from its conse-

quences.

But you don't have to be one of the

unlucky ones. Most cases of food-

i)ornc illness can be prevented —
through some simple food handling

and storage steps. All it takes is a litde

know-how and such everyday

weapons as soap and water, a refriger-

ator and a food thermometer to

check the temperature.
*

WHAT IS A
FOODBORNE

ILLNESS?

Foodborne illness is the sickness that

results from eating foods that are con-

taminated with harmful bacteria and

other microorganisms. Although you

may not see, smell or taste these

"bugs," under the right conditions,

they may be present on the foods

when they are purchased or get into

food during preparation, cooking,

serving or storage.

Common symptoms of foodborne ill-

ness include diarrhea, abdominal

cramps, fever, headache and vomiting.

These symptoms may come on as

early as a half hour after eating conta-

minated food or may not develop for

up to two weeks. They usually last

only a day or two, but in some cases

can persists weekjor moreJor most

healthy people, foodborne illnesses are

neither long-lasting nor life-threaten-

ing. However, the consequences can

be severe and may require hospitaliza-

tion and even lead to death in the

very young, the very old and those

with weakened immune systems.

!SLi4

''^n;**^

and especially after preparing meat,

poultry, eggs or seafood to protect

adequately against bacteria. Using a

disinfectant cleaner or a mixture of

bleach and water on surfaces and

antibacterial soap on hands can pro-

vide some added protection.

Separate — Keep raw meat,

poultry, eggs and seafood and their

juices away from ready-to-eat foods;

never place cooked food on an

unwashed plate that previously held

raw meat, poultry, eggs or seafood.

• Cook — Cook food to the prop-

er internal temperatures (this varies

for difl^erent cuts and types of meat

and poultry) and check for done-

ness with a food thermometer.

Cook eggs until both the yolk and
r

white are firm. -tT—

TM

HOW TO KEEP
FOODS SAFE

Because bacteria can survive on raw

foods despite aggressive controls at

the processing and retail levels, food

safet>' experts urge consumers to

think about food safety at each step in

the food handling process — from

shopping or bringing takeout foods

home to storing leftovers. This means

consumers should always follow these

four simple steps: ——

• Chill — Refrigerate or freeze per-

ishables, prepared food and leftovers

within two hours and make sure

the refrigerator is set at no higher

than 40 F and that the freezer unit

is set at OF

YOU CAN
FI6HT BACr'^

Bacteria are invisible enemies. But

you have four powerful weapons to

n^ht BACP"^ So, be a BAC Fighter

and make the meals and snacks you

serve the safest possible.
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Daewoo Store.
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• Clean — Wash hands, utensils and

surfaces with hot soapy water

before and after food preparation.
UCLA Office of Environment. Health & Safety
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FREISCHLAG
From page 4

"(Freischlag's) appointment was an

excellent one both for the division of

vascular surgery and the entire medical

enterprise," Busuttil said.

"With her charisma and her leader-

ship, the Gonda Center and the entire

institute of vascular surgery should

flourish," he said.

Freischlag brings to UCLA her

expertise in a specific area of research.

Her research focus is on injuries affect-

ing the lining of the blood vessels, also

known as endothelial injuries.

As for the outlook of women in the

medical profession, Freischlag

remains hopeful.

"There certainly aren't that many

women (in the medical field),"

Freischlag noted, adding that although

medical schools have a 30 to 40 percent

female student body, there are not

many women yet in surgery.

And in vascular surgery, the num-

bers are even smaller, she added.

As a member of both the

Association of Women Surgeons and

the American Medical Wonien's

Association, Freischlag teaches and

mentors female medical students

across the country.

And as one of the nation's first

female vascular surgical chiefs,

Freischlag is optimistic about what lies

ahead in the future.

"Women do things differently," she

said, referring to management skills.

"The diversity is nice, (and) it's a posi-

tive thing. It will be good to see women

do this stufl"."

In Freischlag's case, her colleagues

couldn't agree more.

"She makes complex vascular pro-

cedures look routine," Busuttil said.

"She's an exceptional surgeon, an

outstanding clinician, a terrific human '

being, and one of the future leaders in

surgery."

CLINTON
From page 5

Rep. , John Conyers of

Michigan, the senior Democrat on

the committee, was quickly on his

feet. "That really contributes to the

comity of this body," he said with

sarcasm. "And I'm sure it's an

interesting statistic that everybody

ought to know about."

But not all the speeches fell

along partisan lines.

Rep. Paul McHale, a

Pennsylvania Democrat who has

called for Clinton to resign,

declared that in testimony in the

Paula Jones lawsuit the president

"attempted to cover up a sordid

and irresponsible relationship by

repeated deceit under oath."

Thursday's outcome was a fore-

gone conclusion, with only the level

of Democratic support in doubt.

The White House had mounted a

vigorous effort to hold down the

number of defections as it pursued

a strategy of attacking theGOP for

conducting a partisan campaign

against Ginton.

White House aides circulated
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CLINTON
From page 8

polls among the rank-and-file in

recent days that indicated the nation

was tired of the Clinton-Lewinsky

melodrama and wanted it lo end

swiftly. The correct political vote,

they argued, was to make it a parti-

san issue heading into the election,

thereby casting Republicans as defy-

ing public sentiment.

But the turmoil vithin the

Democratic caucus was t' ident as

Gephardt struggled lo craft an alter-

native that the party's lawmakers

could rally behind. In the final hours

before the vole, moderate lawmak-

ers concerned about their political

futures appealed unsuccessfully to

the White House lo drop its opposi-

tion to the GOP proposal.

Their fear, they said, was that by

voting with the Republicaris they

would olTend the core Democratic

voters whose support is essential to

any victory. By voting against the

GOP resolution, though, they risked

alienating the independent voters

whose support is also essential to re-

election in swing districts.

IRAN
From page 5

nearly a month.

Iran, a key backer of the Taliban's

military opponents in Afghanistan, has

looked with misgivings on developv

ments inside that country ever since

the militant Islamic militia took con-

trol of the capital. Kabul. Faithful to

Islam's minority Shiile wing, it has

accused the Taliban, who follow what

they say is a purist version of the domi-

_nant Sunni faith, of being embarrass-

ments to Islam.

Like the United States and the

United Nations, Iran still recognizes

the deposed government of President

Burhanuddin Rabbani as

Afghanistan's legitimate leadership.

As the price for a possible settle-

ment with the Taliban, Iran has

demanded a formal apology for the

killing of the diplomats and the release

of some 40 Iranians still being

detained. It has also demanded that the

Taliban surrender to international

authorities those responsible for the

killings, and that it return to Iran the

bodies ofthe two diplomats not among
those flown to Tehran last month.

But the Taliban has insisted on pros-

ecuting the killers itself, and it has said

that any further goodwill gestures must

be the product of international media-

tion.

The United Nations' special envoy

on Afghanistan, Lakhdar Brahimi, an

Algerian diplomat, is in the region in

an effort to resolve the crisis. Brahimi

spent four days in Iran this week, and is

now in Pakistan for meetings with

Pakistani and Taliban officials. He said

before leaving Iran that the killing of

the Iranian diplomats had created seri-

ous tensions and dangers for the entire

region.
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VIEWPOINT
Monday

Many Europeans fear

that America wants to

take over the world.

viewpoint@media.uda.edu

Idealism requires just too much energy
ENVIRONMENT: It's easier

to exploit world than save

it, so don't bother trying

While entangled in an intel-

lectual discourse with my
cousins, I finally stumbled

upon the ultimate truth - enlighten-

ment, if you will. My years of closet-

socialist caterwauling and soft-

hearted whining about the evils of

Capitalism and Colonialism were

brought to an

abrupt, refresh-

ing end. So

now here I am
- to champion

the fruits of

selling out,

because it real-

ly, really does

feel good. I

have finally

fl^mc 16mm Catig

with the truth SnowBailard
wearelivmgon

a floating rock,

that's right, a floating rock in space

- so what are we all getting so

worked up about?

Seriously, idealism just takes too

"Tmich damn energy. So let's con-

sume, exploit, indulge and party

like it's 1999. 1 am only alive once,

as far as I know, so I am going to

enjoy my brief flight of fancy. If I

don't indulge, someone else will.

That beautiful fiber which our

species was endowed - which has

begun a snowball even the green-

house effect - can't stop; I'm talk-

ing about our irrepressible need to

conquer. Let's be honest with our-

selves - since the beginning, our

species has had an incredible gift to

destroy, an inherent talent to

oppress and an insatiable appetite

to indulge until we spoil ourselves

rotten.

So why should I waste my time

on this planet purging and com-

plaining? Let's stop fooling our-

selves and put all that we have into

engineering a world that will exist

Bailard is a third-year communications

studies student, with a minor in Native

American studies.

entirely for the enjoyment of

mankind. We're halfway there

already, so let's not let those irritat-

ing tree-huggers impede our

progress any longer.

We must finish paving the road

to total material indulgence that

was begun by our forefathers.

Am I being dramatic? You'll

have to excuse me, but I have finally

had a huge burden lifted from my

shoulders. Until recently, I had been

living under the oppressive convic-

tion that the human race needed

saving and that I was obliged to

play a role in its salvation. You
know the whole spiel - "The Earth

is not ours; we are merely borrow-

ing it from our children and grand-

children." But you know what I

have finally realized? Humanity

may be on a downward spiral that

will inevitably end in the dark

recesses of genocide - but the far-

ther we fall, the more fun it gets on

this floating rock.

Yeah sure, maybe every once in a

while, when I happen to catch a

glimpse of the starless night sky

through my sunroof, I may notice a

slight sense that something is amiss.

But that feeling will quickly aban-

don me once I pop in my "Abba's

;•
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Greatest Hits" CD. And perhaps at

a contrary stoplight, which isn't

aware of the fact that I am an

ihiportant person, with important

things to do and important places to

go (the mall), I may actually be

stalled long enough to wonder what

exactly is accomplished by rushing

through a world of pavement and

billboards day after day. But hey,

those are leather seats I'll be sitting

on (imitation at least), and not only

do they feel and look good, but they

are actually products of Mother

Nature herself- kind of.

—*i am finally ready to stop behav^^

ing like a vegetarian wearing

Kerragamo shoes.

Take those minks out of hiberna-

tion and join me in my quest

towards perfection. I have finally

grown tired of trying to swim

upstream. The truth is, no one

wants to hear anyone scolding

them. I remember the retort I once

got trom my mothe r, spa rked by my
incessant bellyaching over the evils

of the modern world: "Well then,

should we all go back to urinating in

bushes?".

And the answer to that is simple

- we shouldn't.

We no longer have to work four-

leen-hoiir days in factories under

sub-human conditions just to scrape

together enough to feed our families

and keep a roof over our lice-infest-

ed heads.

Now we are free to gorge our-

seTves and loaf through our days on

aptly named recliners watching one

of the multiple programs manufac-

tured purely for our tacit enjoy-

ment. And I have never had to slink

through the bushes on my way to

my grandmother's house in order to

avoid hungry wolves - or ravenous

lions, tigers or bears for that matter.

Now all I have to avoid are killers,

rapists and wackos - Oh my!

I am a lucky girl. In fact, we are

all lucky girls and boys. Paved

roads, cable TV, luxury cars, fast

food, indoor plumbing and labor

laws - the list goes on. We all live

like fat seventeenth-century French

aristocrats. Yeah sure, maybe every-

one doesn't reap exactly the same

See BAILARD, page 12

Anderson mismanages resources
COMPUTERS: Decision to

charge workers per hour

in lab poorly thought-out

By D.Gregg Doyle

I certainly wish there was better

management in the Anderson School

of Management. Coincidentally, in the

School of Public Policy and Social

Research (SPPSR), the policy is pretty

un-researched.

Last week, as a surprise to most new

and returning students, -the

Administration - namely the

Computer Committee without its stu-

dent representatives - announced that

students would be charged $3 per hour

Doyle Is a doctoral student and

researcher for the Anderson School of

Management's School of Public Policy

and Social Research. .

when using the SPPSR computer lab.

Up until now, these fees have been

included in registration fees and

tuition.

Here are a few issues which the

powers-that-be should have considered

before setting their creativity to this

clever policy.

First, lest anyone think I am a rabid

anti-privatization advocate (not very

popular in hire - oops -
I mean to say

higher education these days), let us

look at what I will ciill the generative

issues around the SPPSR computer

lab. It seems that the facility is what

our friends at Anderson would call a

"cost center." That is, it does not sup-

port itself through its revenues. Thus,

the Anderson School' has decided to

sort of **privatize" it, so that users pay

ttie full freight of its costs.

But this cannot be done halfway.

"Sort-of privatize" is like "sort-of preg-

nant" - it doesn't really work. And the

logic of SPPSR's new pricing policy is

backward. As an illustration, let us

assume that I was going to start selling

pizzas to students for lunch for six

months. After I bought my $13,000

oven, paid rent for $1500, bought sup-

plies for $ 1500, and paid labor costs oi

$10,000 - for a total of $26,000 -
I

would sit down to figure out how much

to charge. If I figure that 1 will sell

about 100 individual pies a week, I

could count on 2600 over the six-

month period. Okay, then, I'll charge

$10 each for my individual pizzas,

assuming I run a "non-profit" business

such as UCLA.
Great, right? So would you buy my

pizza? I doubt it. See, you could buy

the same pie at LuValle or North

Campus for $4. I don't get to set my
price based on the cost of my inputs;

the price is set by what people will pay

for it in, yes, the market. That this sim-

ple lesson could be lost on the adminis-

See DOYLE, page 13

Next week's

Despite their on-campus publicity cam-

paign, the numbers of rushees for Greek

fraternities and sororities have fallen in

comparison to the 1980s. Next Friday's

Forum will concentrate on the Greek sys-

tem - who wants to be a part of it and

why. Drop off submissions at 1 18
—

—

Kerckhoff Hall or e-mail them to view-

point@media.ucla.edu. Submissions are

due Wednesday, Oct. 14th, at 10 a.m.
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The Forum
|M.' — - ...l-- ;•..

Today's topic:

The Clinton investigation

has brought up questions

about the media -and

who and what it reports oh.

The Forum, an in-depth look at a particular issue, appears every Friday. If you have ^ny topics or suggestions for the

Forum, please bring it to our office, 118 Kerckhoff Hall, or e-mail it to viewpoim@media.ucla.edu.

Lewinsky affair not reason

enough for impeachment

Q&A

Media offer

liquick answer

to complex

questions of

morality, law

QftA: Tno oHpn news.

oversimplines evcMits

in quest to get ratings

By Andrea Perera

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Karen KaulTman is a professor

in the political science depart-

ment. Her area of study includes

public opinion and voting behav-

ior. This is her first year teaching

at UCLA.

\low do you ihink tlw members

of the media have handled them-

selves eoverin^ the issues wlated to

the Clinton investigation?

Well. I think the media has han-

dled this particular political scan-

dal consistent with the way they

handle most political issues. It

certainly doesn't seem any differ-

ent from what we've come to

expect.

What issues do iv^w feel the

media are concentratinf^ nn.^

Well, at this moment I think

that the media is focusing on the

partisan-gamesmanship aspect of

the Congressional vote, of the

inquiry, of the^possible impeach-

ment.

That to me is a particular con-

cern because it gives people the

impression that every time one of

these votes are taken that there

• are people that are winners and

that there are losers when clearly

this issue has much more serious

implications for the country than

that.

D(f you feel these are pertinent

issues? I guess I would say, perti-

nent to the media as opposed to the

public?

it's not that who the winners

and losers are isn't important. It's

just that sometimes the magni-

tude of the decisions that are

See KAUFMAN, page 12

PRESIDENT: Resignation

of Clinton would harm

country, prove nothing

By Mark Jacobs

I am disgusted by the recent abuse

our president hjis taken in the Daily

Bruin. I am shocked by some of the

iliitements that were made,.J_ feel

obligated to say, and I want to make it

clear, that President Clinton should

not resign nor should he be

impeached.

There is no doubt that Clinton's

behavior is indefensible and com-

pictcl) uiiolhical. He commillcd adul-

tery and perjury. Ihese are very bad

J acob s i>. «k th i rd -
y<aa r undec la rad-

things. We know this. The one ques-

tion that remains is should the presi-

dent willingly or unwillingly leave his

office for lying about having an extra-

nvirital affair?

First, let it be known that the presi-

dent cannot be compared to the aver-

age citizen. The average citizen would

have. inevitably lost his job and possi-

bly his family. The president of the

United States, however, is not your

avera^\citizen, and people whojhink

he should be treated just as you and I

are treated need to reexamine the

Constitution along with their own

heads.

Second, I want to ask everybody

who wants to see him gone, one way

ox another, to slop pretending you are

so offended by his actions. As wrong

as thev are. in a societv where affairs

student. See JACOBS, page 12

LETTERS

Journalists

transgress

their bounds
Lately, all the newspapers have

been dominated by the Lewinsky

scandal.

While it is the media's job to let

the public know of what happens

in our government, in this circum-

.stance. they have gone loo far. A
person's private affairs should not

be exposed. And while there are

many dedicated and just journal-

ists t)ut there, many are ju.st out to

report on sex and scandal. What

we are missing are the investiga-

tive journalists of the early 20th

century - the Muckrakcrs.

These group of

investigative

reporters sought td

find the truth and expose all of the

corrupt dealings between govern-

ment and big business. Upton

Sinclair even went so far as to

publish a novel that led to a Food

Act that sought safer food stan-

dards. And who can forget

Woodward and Bernstein?

Iliis pair of reporters^ncov-

ered the Watergate scandal, a

scandal that involved the misuse

of government power and

resources.

Clearly, the media is out of

control.

Jonah Lalas

First-year

Political science

Speaks Out
The media have come under public scrutiny for

their coverage of the recent presidential scandal.

What issues, besides the Clinton investigation,

should the media be reporting on? To which

issues do you feel the media have given too much

coverage? Which issues have been ignored?

Daniel Chu

First-year

Biology

"These

days, there is

such a cor-

ruption in

society, the

moral values

are all

Katheryn Manlore

Thiitl-year

English

and some-

times the

media kind of contributes to that.

As the media, their job is to

inform us. I think it would be nice

having the media contributing to

a moral factor. Inhere should be

more ethics involved."
~~^

"I feel

that the

newsworthy

issues are

the issues

that affect

individuals

latl ie i th.ctr

Jeff Mayes

Fourth-year

Political science

"I feel

that the

media

should

report on

anything

that the pub-

lic likes
-

whatever is

good for the

public at the time: war, poverty,

human interest. I think the

media's doing a pretty good job

right now. They should try to

answer the public's views and

also try to bring in new views

that maybe the public doesn't

know about and spark public

interest in those areas."

Issis Macias

Fourth-year

Political science

"I feel

that the

media

should focus

more on

education

and trying to

improve

everyone's

education."

scandals and

media

hyped-up issues. I think we

should give more publicity to

local issues such as local races for

political offices and dilTerent

campus issues that affect students

and their interests."

Kristina Caberto

Fourth-year

Communication studies

"The

media

should

report on

issues affect-

ing the most

wide-ranged

group of

people - pol-

itics and

local government. They should

report more on the lower com-

munities of Los Angeles, like the

poor and the children. They

spend too much time on crime,

which isn't as big of a factor as

the media makes it oiit to be."

Gavin Fields
'"

' , ''.-

Fourth-year

Philosophy

"I think

the media

should

report more

on racial

issues

between dif-

ferent cul-

tures because

i think it's a

problem, it's gotten kind of ridicu-

lous. 1 think the truth would

emerge and we'd all benefit from

the investigataion between prob-

lems between races, because race

is everything in America."
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BAILARD
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benefits, but we've all got at lea$t

one hand in capitalism's cookie jar.

Think about it, we are the busiest

people to ever grace this planet,

with absolutely the least to do. My
ancestors were farmers, and sure

they had to build their own house,

grow their own food, maybe even

make their own clothes, but they

could never keep up in today's fast-

paced world of networks, sateHites

and freeways. We have more free

time than any culture has ever had

before, so why not use it to float

through life in a state of perma-

amused, constantly distracted, fran-

tic indulgence?

Sure, we've had to sacrifice some

things along the way: fresh air, a

few thousand plant and animal

species, our connection to Mother

Earth and Father Sky. But who real-

ly has time to count? And maybe

not every change our society has

undergone has been ideal: the lack

of community, the loss of integrity,

the increased rates of crime and

addiction, the breakdown of the

family unit, blah, blah. But you

know what I have conveniently

decided? Those elements have

always been present in human soci-

eties to some degree. The only dif-

ference is that now we hear about it

every time we turn on the TV.

Now we know what evils are

committed a few towns away,

across the state and everywhere

else. So now when we refuse to con-

front humanity's swelling flaws, we

employ excuses such as apathy, or

lethargy, maybe greed, or simply

that we are too busy to care about

our neighbors' hardships.

I can no longer take the heart-

break that comes with attempting

to deny that simple fact. I can no

longer stand idly by, hypocritically

moaning about a society whose sins

I partake in. No longer can I

beguile myself into hoping that

maybe one day soon our generation

will wake up and make a conscious

decision to reverse humanity's ill-

fated crash course.

I'm taking the easy way out.

What else can I do? It's not my
fault I wasn't taught integrity and

responsibility. So why stop now?

Live fast, and if you can't do it

yourself, live fast vicariously

through the hyperbolized encoun-

ters of the twondimensional people

who are within your fingertips'

reach any time day or night.

The conscious decision has been

made to destroy this world in order

to enjoy it, much like any good

party will inevitably leave the house

it was thrown at in shambles.

So if you can, party like a rock

star, imbibe, enjoy, indulge and

exploit.

Inhale a pack a day if you want,

if we are still on this floating rock

by the time any of us develop can-

cer they'll probably be growing

. replacement lungs on the backs of

—Itamas (as long as Uamas aren't

already extinct).

KAUFMAN
From page 1
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being made and what the long-term

effects on the country and on the

world are gets lost when the coverage

is only focusing on the very narrow,

partisan competition that is taking

place.

What do you believe motivates

reporters when they deal with what can

only he termed a scandal?

The news media tend to cover

events they think people are interest-

ed in and as a result, scandals, espe-

cially sex scandals get an awful lot of

coverage. Sex scandals that involve

the president of the United States

have to be considered, from the stand-

point of most reporters, fairly intrigu-

ing television or newspaper reading.

What should he the media's focus?

What do you see as the public's inter-

est?

*•
I guess I'll tell you what I dorjl'l

think should be the focus. I think that

the kind of media coverage that I've

seen is doing the American public a

disservice because it's emphasizing

the partisan conflict and it's not

emphasizing the facts at hand, the

process at hand and the ramifications

of the process at hand.

Nothing good happens when this

JACOBS
From page 1
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and lies are so commonly accepted

(and "Jerry Springer" is the "nation's

favorite talk show), I am surprised

when people express deep concern or

anger at the thought of such immoral

conduct.

Don't get mc wrong, I don't appre-

ciate being lied to. If somebody told

me there was a fat guy named Santa

Claus, and ijt turned out there wasn't,

you can bet I'd be angry. But if some-

body told me that their favorite color

was blue and it turned out to be hot

pink, I honestly wouldn't give a you-

know-what.

third, I think we should all be very

concerned when we hear people say

process turns into a partisan shouting

match.

^^_^The type of coverage that we are

"teeing now, when we are always see-

ing winners and losers, where we are

creating a set of expectations about

what would be a good outcome and

what would be a bad outcome and

always tallying it as though it's a big

contest (between Democrats and

Republicans) to see who wins really

doesn't capture the gravity of the cir-

cumstances and, I think, focuses tht

American public on the less impor

tant aspects.

How strong an effect do you think

that the media 's coverage is having on

public opinion? Polls say that, despite

what the media is covering in the scan-

dal, support for the president is high.

Do you think that the media really

does have a strong effect on public

opinion?

You know, the media has the great-

est influence on an issue when the

issue is new. Over time, people tend

to, especially if they think about the

issue, develop more crystallized

views. At this point, most Americans

know how they fee! about this. Tlie

nature of the media coverage may

engage them, it may turn them off,

but I don't know how much it is likely

to change their opinions at this point.

Most of the facts are out and most

people seem to have a fairly good idea

about where they feel on this issue.

that his resignation would be for the

good of the country People seem to

think that if he stepped aside all of this

would simply disappear, and A-l

Gore could simply take over where

Clinton left otT.

The truth is that the political, eco-

nomic, social and psychological con-

sequences of any president's depar-

ture from office would be detrimental

not only for our country, but for the

entire world.

I've heard that the one positive out-

come would be that we would set an

example for our children. This theory

seems to state that if the president

resigned, or was impeached, children

would learn that having affairs and

lying is unacceptable behavior and

Se« JACOBS, page 13
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would grow up to be monogamous,

honest citizens.

Sorry, but I just don't buy it. At

first, I did feel bad for the parents who
had to explairi the president's situa-

tion (and the frequently heard sexual

DOYLE
From page 10

tration of a school full of economists is

amazing.

What already has been happening is

that the consumers - students and

researchers in the school - are running

to other options. This means staying

home to work on private machines,

buying a laptop, writing assignments

by hand, or just doing less computing.

This does not seem like the intended

consequence o{ a school in whose

name (Policy) is followed by

"Resesirch."' - •*
..

Then what should we do - oppose

any user-fee based 'system? Au con-

traire, the issues which the new policy

was intended to address are real: con-

gestion during the day, minimal rev-

enues, a "structural deficit" in the

school (which, as nobody mentions in

public, stems from protligate spending

to create the "Kennedy School of

Government of the West Coast").

Actually, real privatization - that is.

allowing multiple private computer

references) to their sons and daugh-

ters - but then I realized that these are

the same parents who have to explain

why Dennis Rodman wears women's

clothing. My point is that with all of

the weird, sexual and violent people

and events that children are exposed

to via the media, let's not pretend this

controversy is bringing up a new

topic at the dinner table.

one is on the "network meter" that

oversees JPPSR machines. In any

case, neither the quality nor quantity

of work in SPPSR are likely to rise.

The folly of the current pricing poli-

cy also overlooks the transaction costs

involved. Put simply, to nickel-and-

dime everyone each time they print an

outline or check e-mail is not cost-

effective, and acts as a disincentive to

learning and productivity.

It would be more productive to

charge a set fee per quarter - not

unlike America OnLine or other inter-

net service providers - and perhaps set

a (high) upper limit on use. say 150

hours per quarter. Most n^unicipal

waleror power departments have fig-

ured out how to curb overuse by levy-

ing higher charges on the few users

that consume far more than their

share. There is no reason that the

SPPSR. with its many economists and

computers, couldn't figure out how to

charge $50 for 150 hours per quarter,

and a slightly higher hourly fee above

that. Assuming one could monitor

one's own usage le\el, there would be

an incentive to economize on use w ith-

and-iiimed.

What about the intangible benefits

of having a shared computer lab for

SPPSR .^ It may sound a bit too touchy-

feely, but the school does have both

I don't get to set my
price based on the cost

of my inputs ...(but) by

what people will pay in,

yes, the market.

firms 10 compete for our business - out being pa raniMd nr llTl ii ig iiickel-

could solve these problems and more.

First, firms would have an incentive

to attract our patronage through com-

petitive pricing and quality service,

rather than the '*there".s-nothing-you-

can-do" attitude o{ the current

"provider
' — .:. .^-^^

Second, this incentive would load

firms to hire and train lab assistants

who are more often able to - well
-

assist, rather than just be nice (but

unhelpful).

. Tliird. other forjiis o\ innovation -

such as more open hours and new ser-

vices - could be introduced at any

time. Say it with me. economists: mar-

ginal revenue is greater than marginal

cost! Who knows, maybe they'd come

up with something worth $3 an hour.

Let us talk now about the distribu-

tive issues involved. First and fore-

most, every student (and, I might add,

researcher) in this school entered into

an unwritten contract that there would

be computers available for their acade-

mic work. InstruG4ors assign work that

must be done on a computer.

Commuters come to campus for an

entire day (behavior encouraged by

UCLA's parking prices, of course)

and expect to be able to accomplish

some work between classes. Graduate

Student Researchers go back and

forth between classes and research

every day For the poorest students,

which SPPSR has tried hard to attract,

the computer lab may represent their

only access to a crucial tool for career

preparation.

For others, the new policy means

merely that those three hours between

classes on Tuesdays and Thursdays are

wasted time. .

Now, according to the School's own

estimates, each student can expect to

spend an extra $900 or more per year

on something that was previously

offered as part of registration fees and

tuition. At the very least, the school

should "grandfather" students and

research grants which are already

here. To be completely fair, when

implementing such a policy in the

future, the school should reduce fees

by $300 per quarter, and then charge

users for their use.

What about productivity issues? As

I have said, many in the school are

already not doing their work in the

Public Policy Building. This means

either wasted time "commutirvg to

compute" back at home, doing less

academic work on the machines

intended for that purpose, and/or

developing a paranoia about how long

"Public" and "Social" in its name. At

the current rate, this lab will soon not

exist, and students will be in other labs

around campus, or isolated at home in

front of their own screens. Perhaps

this is not unintended? One of the few

places, indeed things, that currently

brings the fledgling school together is

the computer lab where master's and

doctoral students - in policy studies,

social welfare and urban planning
-

come together to discuss the issues of

the day I would submit that the esprit

du corps that arises from this environ-

ment (in addition to allowing the large-

scale student organizing that this issue

has precipitattd) brings students a

sense of belonging to the young school

(no. that's not the Young School -

aren't the URL and all the roads

enough?).

To make this mushy idea more

appealing to the Administration, let

me put it this way: happy alumni make

generous donors. Students who feel

they were misled and nickel-and-

dimed don't make happy alumni.

. In sum. any number of solution to

the computing problem must resolve

funding issues with one eye on real

participation by the consumers, and

the other eye on maintaining a level of

greatness befitting UCLA and "the

Kennedy School of the West Coast."

The current policy won't even maxi-

mize revenues, as there is no ofT-peak

discounting and both students and

researchers are abandoning the build-

ing for computers.

I doubt that the Schools of Law,

Management, or even Arts and

Architecture would do very well /with-

out a common computer lab or studio

space. That is exactly where the new

SPPSR computing policy is pointing

the school.
|
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The Armand Hammer Museum

delves into the vast valley of

Los Angeles art, filling in the gaps

between sunshine and noir

By Cheryl Klein

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

On one side, there's the sunshine: Ken

Price's radiant ceramic "Bubbles." a sort of

gilded lava flow, is the size of a small poodle and

gleams like the glitziest day in Los Angeles.

Then there's the noir: Chris Burden's

"L.A.P.D. Uniform" evokes all the connota-

tions those four letters are infampus for. A row

of uninhabited uniforms, sewn 10 percent larg-

ar than life size, form an unblinking bacriradp,

Nittve.

The Armand Hammer neither denies such

inherent weaknesses nor passively presents a

sketchy exhibit. Instead, the museum called on

over 30 local galleries to fill in the gaps. This

sort of innovation seems like quintessential Los

Angeles - in a city whose diversity is patched

together by the 405 and the 10 freeways, and in

an exhibit whDSQ.logo imitates a freeway sign, a

little drive time may be the best road to a true

portrait.

Art pnthiisia«;t>t ran akn take an interactive

"Walter Hopps Hopps Hopps'by Ed Kienholz,

one of the artists featured in "Sunshine & Noir.'

complete with guns and night sticks, and void

of compassion.

"They sort of loom over the viewers in a very

powerful way to express that idea of an over-

powering force within the city," UCLA
Armand Hammer co-curator Mary Kay

Lombino says.

These two pieces exemplify the polarized

image of Los Angeles held by many non-

Angelenos. It's not surprising to learn, then,

that the Armand Hammer Museum's newest

exhibit is the brainchild of Danish curators Lars

Nittve and Helle Crenzien. Originating at

Denmark's Louisiana Museum of Modern Art,

"Sunshine 8l Noir: Art in LA. 1960-1997" has

made acclaimed stops in Germany and Italy as

well.

But needless to say, enthusiasm abroad can't

compensate for the inevitable scrutiny of home-

town viewers who have strong opinions about

favorite local artists and a keen awareness that

there is a vast gray area between glittering

movie premieres and smoldering riots.

"This exhibit could have been three to four

times larger," confesses Russell Ferguson, who

contributed an essay to "Sunshine & Noir's"

237-page catalog. "Instead, it's sort of a smor-

gasbord," he says with a nod to an amused Lars

approach, thanks to three symposia of artists

and gallery personnel at the Geffen Playhouse.

Lombinb predicts opinions and questions

that may arise once fans and collaborators start

talking.

"Artists feel very strongly about this exhibi-

tion: that it is not the complete picture, but if

(we had tried to form) a complete picture,

where do you draw the line? What parameters

could we have possibly set that would make a

more perfect show? And in that discussion,

you'll realize it would have been impossible."

Which is not to say that the exhibition is with-

out significance, or even without a story to tell

about its hometown. To begin with, it solidifies

an art scene that has historically taken a back

seat to New York and been dismissed as

"regional" rather than noted for its universal

themes.

"The term 'regional art' often takes into con-

sideration things like climate and the sort of feel

of this area, but these artists have dealt with

issues outside their own community," Lombino

says. "They don't make art just about Los
Angeles."

While Dennis Hopper's black-and-white

photos have the glamorous look of frozen film

frames, and David Hockney's "Beverly Hills

"Beverly Hills Housewife" by David Hockney will be on display in the "Sunshine & Noir" exhibit at the Arnoand Hammer Museum.
Photos couffMy of UCLA Armand Hammer Museum of Art and Cultural Center

Housewife" captures the isolation of elegance

with its stark, controlled pinks, greens and

zebra stripes, many works aren't nearly as

Angelic.

Take Jenniler Pastor's "Bridal Cave," a

tower or"Alicn "-esque mucus spewing from a

plastic wedding cake. Or Laura Aguilar's

"Clothed/Unclothed" series of portraits, as dis-

tinctive in their everyday serenity as Hopper's

are in their movie star-allure.

But Los Angeles, the tip of the Western fron-

tier, has alwav^ been about experimentation. So

perhaps it's appropriate that "Sunshine &
Noir" is nearly uncategorizable in terms ofboth

subject matter and media. Ranging from more

traditional painting and sculpture to Doug
Wheeler's walk-in chamber of neon light, the

exhibit offers that art can neither be contained

nor defined

Consistent with this approach are two "sam-

plers" of work from video artists going as far

back as the 1970s - work that has been repeat-

edly omitted from other exhibits and even one

stop on "Sunshine & Noir's" itinerary.

"The medium of video comes with a lot of

baggage," Lombino explains. "You need the

equipment, which is often expensive and you

need the time and you need patience on the

viewer's part because often they take a long

time to watch. So a lot of the artists who are

included in these video samplers arq artists

who've been woirking just as long and just as

creatively in Los Angeles as th€ other artists in

the show. But very few have the same kind of

recognition."

Ultimately, the show may prove as eye-open-

ing for locals as it did for Europeans, given its

breadth and the lack of attention paid to many

of the exhibitors in the past.

"It was purely out of personal reasons that I

began my research," Nittve says. "I found out

that a lot of the artists I was interested in were

from L.A. so I checked libraries for informa-

tion on them, but there wasn't much written on

the subject. I thought, 'Maybe thg initiative has

to come from the outside.'"

It did, and with luck Angelenos will board

their own bandwagon, even if the form it takes

is criticism. But in a town where one of the

biggest sculptures is nine white letters jutting

shamelessly from the side of the Hollywood

Hills, the exhibit's collaboratprs caution not to

take the artwork too seriously.

"This isn't something someone should find

some end-all meaning in," Lombino says.

"Viewing the art itself is probably the best expe-

rience you'll get out of it."

Following that vein of fun, sponsor Absolut

created two drinks for the show: the Sunshine

(involving Citron vodka and triple sec) and the

Noir (a vodka martini with a black olive). And

even Nittve admits an ulterior motive in orga-

nizing the show.

"It was great flying here in the winter from

Denmark," he laughs.

ART: "Sunshine & Noir: Art in LA. 1960- 1997" is on

display at the UCLA Armand Hammer Museum
through Jan. 3. Admission is $4.50 for adults, $1 for

UCLA students and free for everyone on

Thursdays, 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. For more information,

call (310) 443-7000.

MTV's popular 'Real World' series in search of cast in Westwood

^-vJ

TELEVISION: Those chosen will

Hve in Hawaii, have every move

scrutinized by world audiences

By Laura Noguera
Daily Bruin Contributor

Picture the life o'i a goldfish, the world

watching from all sides, with only a scrawny

plant to hide behind. Now imagine living that

goldfish's life - and having it all on tape.

On Saturday from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. at

Madison's Bar and Grill, the casting directors

of MTV's "Real World" and "Road Rules"

will be looking for next season's c^st members

jrindividuals who are willing to live inside the

glass bowl.

"You get busted on everything - the walls

are bugged," says Jason Cornwell, a partici-

pant on "Real World's" Boston season and

current associate casting director. "They

know everything that's going on."

Despite the invasion of privacy, many peo-

ple find the idea of appearing on MTV's pro-

grams undeniably exciting. Especially attrac-

tive is next season's "Road Rules" adventure,

in which the cast will receive university credit

from the Institute for Shipboard Education's

Semester at Sea program. Just as appealing is

the "Real World" Hawaiian location where

they will be housed and

fed. and even given a cafe

ownership.

"A lot of people are

like, 'What do you mean

it's difficult? You get your

rent paid for free,"'

Cornwell says. "Big ...

deal - rent is $500 a

month, and you have end-

less amounts of freedom

and seclusion."

It takes a special per-

son to adjust to the 'Real

World' lifestyle and camera. A shy nature can-

not prevail in any prospective applicants.

Of course, everyone maintains apprehen-

sions about their habits, hoping they will not

embarrass themselves on national television.

"I didn't want to get caught picking my
nose or masturbating or doing something

that's completely private." Cornwell says. "I

was like 'OK, if I'm gOing to masturbate in the

house, it's going to have to be in the bathroom
- no masturbating in the bed."

Cast members inevitably deal with personal

conflicts on the shows. Recently, the shows'

executives deal with other conflicts, such as

accusations of racial

preferences and stereo-

types present in their

casting requirements (as

printed in UC Berkeley's

Daily Californian).

Casting directors deny

the existence of any such

racism and assert their

desire for a diverse cast.

One reason for the

controversy may be

because there has never

before been an Asian

male character on either the 'Real World' or

'Road Rules', sparking rumors that an Asian

man is a desirable find for the coming seasons.

There is some truth to the rumors, in that

casting directors would like the shows to

reveal a perspective viewers have never seen.

"We would like to have more (Asians)

come," Cornwell says. "We've never had any-

one like that on the show before."

Although Asian males seeiirco^eted, other

UCLA students should not be discouraged

from trying. Says MTV's casting department,

every prospective cast member is on an even

keel. The most successful tryouts will be those

in which people commu-
nicate their true selves.

"Just be yourself.

Don't come with an agen-

da," Cornwell says.

"Don't say 'I'm going to

be the hip-hop kid.' Don't

be a "Character, just be

yourself."

During open calls, cast-

ing directors pick groups

of the applicants to

answer both general and

personal questions for

five to 10 minutes.

"Some of the lighter questions are: 'What is

your favorite smell in the world?'" says Omid
Kahangi, MTV associate casting director.

"Some of the deeper questions are: 'How
would you raise your kids in light of the way
your parents raised you?'"

With these questions, casting directors

weed out those who do not feel comfortable in

Ironi of the camera and those whose personal-

ises are not strong enough to be efi"ective on

!tie show.

"What I like to do is just let the kids talk

(bout whatever they want to talk about."

Kahangi says. "We're all

around the same age and

we're all sitting around a

table - if there's no topic

of conversation, then

they're not good for the

show."

Coordinators, however,

also want to clarify that

show participants may
undergo mUny ordeals.

Sometimes the surveil-

lance participants under-

go is intolerable, with the

^lldden loss of privacy.

"It is so intrusive into your life. There's no

down time. It's six months of observation,"

( ornwell says. "It's kind of like the .Vietnam

War. It's an experience nobody understands."

For Cornwell, the cameras were there con-

stantly, even at the worse times. All of

America heard his poctryrecttations as well as

the brutal words he and his girlfriend shared.

"That (relationship) was actually the hard-

est part for me," Cornwell says. "The minute

your life is exposed to the world - your rela-

tionship goes to shit."

Following all the televised struggles,

Cornwell and his girlfriend separated, with

regrets that the relationship's downward spi-

ral is "Real World" fans" entertainment.

Now that Cornwell and his roommates'

lives are not aired weekly, he is happy with his

decision to be on the show. Other than

Cornwell's career advancements, he has made

a family within the 'Real World' and 'Road

Rules' casts, keeping in touch and occasional-

ly visiting with the other Boston housemates.

Cornwell's jump to the other side of the

casting spectrum makes him a mentor for oth-

ers desiring a spot on the MTV shows.

"I've got mad love for (the shows' future

casts). I understand what they're going

through," Cornwell says. "If it comes up, I'll

say, 'Listen. I've done the show before, if you

have any questions about the stress or the

strain'... they can ask me."

TELEVISION: Auditions for MTV's 'Real World'

and 'Road Rules' are on Saturday, Oct. 10, frc/m 8

a.m to 5 p.m. at Madison's Bar and Grill.

Coming soon:

MTV will host

'Real Vyorld'

VanderZanden
COLUMN: Forget Hawaii,

show could be Tilmed in

Vanessa's apartment

This weekend, many people will

try out for MTV's "The Real

World" at Madison's in

Westwood. Those who make the final

cut will enjoy themselves in a fabu-

lous Hawaiian bungalow. Sadly, some

say this could be MTV's last "Real"

adventure, as all of the trendy, excit-

ing locations have already been used

as backdrops for the show.

Which is where I come in.

I think the

nex t season

Vanessa

VanderZanden

should be shot in

my filthy, one

bedroom
Landfair apart-

ment and

renamed, "The

Unreal World."

Located two

doors down

from the newly

converted half-

way house for

drug addicts,

show members could call out "crack-

whore!" at passers-by from our spa-

cious third-floor balcony without fear

of being sued for slander. They could

drop bottles from said balcony as they

drunkenly attempt to recycle them in

the street-side dumpster.

"Oops! Missed!" Oh look. Silly

Tom smashed another one on the

sidewalk. That rascal!

And, oh my, let's take a walk up the

avenue to where Nate, Ivan, Alex and

Joey have successfully managed to

engulf a couch in flames! (People

should know better than to leave their

furniture on the street.) Looks like the

firemen have managed to put it out

and leave the stop sign intact. Phooey!

But good thing our heroes have run

in«;ide.

Photo coortMy o( MTV Netwofks

Jason Cornwell is one of the Boston cast members

from Season 6 ofThe Real World."

Wliat to do now, hmm ... That's it!

We'll sort through our porno mags

with our good neighbors, Jen and

Vanessa.

• "Have you seen 'October '97?'

Why, that's a classic!" Joey seems to

know quality when he sees it.

Ugh. No more whiskey, and the

stores have stopped selling beer.

Looks like it's time to get silent and

listen to recordings of ourselves and

friends playing music on eight tracks.

Shut up and feel the words ...

Later that week, back at the pad...

Rrrrnng...

"What are you doing?" asks

Ruben at 2 a.m.

"I'm drunk and bored. Come over

- the bars have closed!" answers

Vanessa.

Three minutes later...

Rrrrnng...

"Hello?"

"Hey, have you seen Ruben? He-

just walked out the door without say-

ing a word. Is he over there?" Tom
inquires.

"No, but he's on his jvay. Come
over! Come over! I'm bored and

drunk!" Vanessa replies.

"Sure, I am, too!" Tom responds.

See VANDEIOANDEN, page 17
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Kronos Quartet brings Grammy winning sound to UCUV
MUSIC: Harmonious

group's playing emanates

with diverse repertoire

ByStaqfSart

Daily Bruin Contributor

When violinist David Harrington

opened the morning newspaper yester-

day, he was struck by a picture of a

young Albanian boy.

"I was just thinking, I wonder if

there's any music in this child's life,"

Harrington says. "When you think

about the kind of devastation that hap-

pens in war, in any kind of really violent

human situation, music usually does

not exist in that setting."

Harrington believes that there are a

lot .of civilized qualities that are neces-

sary for music to exist. "Musicians rely

on there being places of peace so that

people can listen to music."

The Kronos Quartet, a San

Francisco-based Grammy Award-win-

ning string quartet, will celebrate with a

25th-anniversary performance in

Royce Hall this Sunday.

The quartet features founder

Harrington (violin), John Sherba (vio-

lin), Hank Dutt (viola) and Joan

Jeanrenaud (cello) and will be joined

by guest pianist Margaret Kampmeier

for the Royce Hall performance. The

able to appear in Royce Hall as part of

their anniversary tour.

"We've considered UCLA our L.A.

home. We really appreciate the support

of both the students and all the people

at UCLA for allowing us the opportu-

nity to perform there so many times,"

Cowpcrthwaite says. "It's really a spe-

cial occasion for us, and we look for-

ward to it."

Harrington explains that many peo-

ple don't know that UCLA is one ofthe

music capitals. "It's an amazing place

for artistic events," says Harrington.

"Acoustically, Royce Hall is one of the

really special places in the country."

Kronos's relationship with the uni-

versity isn't limited to performance

concerts. The quartet is also associated

with UCLA's department ofethnomu-

sicology. Harrington shared the diversi-

fied experience he had at UCLA in the

spring of 1995 when they played with a

Gamelon orchestra, a Ugandan drum-

mer, a group from China and a Middle

Eastern music group.

"We were (at UCLA) for a whole

week," Harrington says. "We did con-

certs and all kinds of rehearsals with

musicians from various parts of the

world. It was a fantastic experience."

H-arrington discussed the rare

opportunity that he had at UCLA that

other string musicians don't get to take

part in. "In one concert, we've been

touching areas of the world that the

developing innovation in the quartet's

music.

"We've tried out all kinds of new

things there, and for us to have a con-

cert there, we're really celebrating

doing this kind of thing," Harrington

explains. "It's very special for us to

come back there . We feel we have an

audience there that is really interested

in our music."

Harrington's love for music is noth-

ing new. He began playing the violin

when he was 9 years old. By age 12, the

young musician started his first quartet

playing compositions by, Beethoven

and Mozart, among others.

He explains why he believes music is

a "clean and pure substance."

"Music by it's nature is one of the

most environmentally pure human sub-

stances there is," Harrington says.

"Because music evaporates, it dissolves

into thin air.^

"It resides in the memory of people

who have heard it. In that sense, there's

no baggage or garbage left over from

music."

It's difficult to fit Kronos' sound

into a musical category.

Cowpcrthwaite admits that she always

had a hard time describing the music or

putting a label on it because it's very

wide-reaching.

"It's been influenced by all kinds of

different things - from classical music

to pop music to world music to jazz,"

appropriate to classify the music in any

one of those ways."

On Sunday, the ensemble will per-

form specially arranged works by

Carlos Paredas, Phillip Glass and

Harry Partch, among other musical

compositions. The final piece of the

repertoire features Kronos's own ver-

sion of Russian folk composer, Igor

Stravinsky's "Rite of Spring."

Harrington and the members of the

Kronos Quartet are excited to play the

composition because it's the first time

the group has performed it.

The diversity and unpredictable feel

of Stravinsky's piece seems an appro-

priate match for a style that the group

calls, "lean, mean and very direct."

"That's the kind of music I want:

music that's really direct," Harrington

says. "There's no mistaking where it's

coming from and where it's going.

Mellow is just fine for someone else.

However, some of the music we play is

incredibly gentle, and there's a sweet-

ness to it."

CONCERT:The Kronos Quartet performs

at Royce Hall on Oct. 1 1. For more infor-

mation, call CTO at (310) 825-2101.
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quartet's history with UCLA goes back—siring quartet hid rtivef fcally experl-—COWpenhwalie Says
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"

"All thr-^sp infliiprto the early 1980s. Janet

Cowpcrthwaite, the managing director

of Kronos, says that it's a pleasure to be

enced. It was a terrific week."

He says his relationship with UCLA
has played an instrumental role in

"All those influences come into the

music that Kronos plays," she contin-

ues^ "But it wouldn't necessarily be

Photo coufiesy of UCLA Performing Arts

The Kronos Quartet will be performing this Sunday at Royce Hall.
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274-6869

Santa Monica

CRITERION 1

1313 3rd St

Promenade
395-1599

Holy Maa (PG)

THX - Dolby Digital - Stadium Seating

Fri -Thu (12 00 3:15) 7 00 10 00

Sandra Bemhard
SoMoartWfthilhoaiy

Fri& Mon -Thu (5:20) 7:30 9:40

Sat - Sun (1 :00) 3:10 526 7:30 9:40

Sep. Adm. Tka ParaaMis
Fri A Men -Th 4:20

Sat-Stifl12noon

MU;!IC HALL2 Based on a novel by Jim Thompson

90:26 WilsfNra Nit Ma
274-68C9 Fri & Mon • Thu (4:50) 7:30 10:10

S«-$un (11 JO) 2:104:50 7:30 1010
I Sep. Adm Home

, , i ^--- Tu-Th (3:30 4:10)

Santa Monica
MONICA 1 Bill Katmenson's Tka

1322 2nd Street Soalar OHoaita:A Ronuntic Mockery

394-9741 Daily ]2 15) 4 45 7:15 9.45

Sep. Adm Oraams Soafeoa Hoia
Daily (1:00)

MONICA 2 A comedy lor incurable rcfnantics

NaitSlofWoirfariaiid

Daily (12:55) 3:15 5:35 8:00 10:20

MONICAS Ben Siiller/Efoabeth Hurley

Parmaaaiil Midaigkl

Daily (1:00) 3:10 5:20 7:35 9:50

AVCO ONEMA Presented in THX Digital Sound

Tkara's Somatklaa Akoot Maiy (Rj

1-004:007:009:45

Beverly Hills

Nvarty Coaaactiot

La Cienaga at Beverly Blvd

Free 2 1/2 hour validated parking 659-591

1

Bavarty Coaaactioa Presented in THX Digital Sound

11:151

Tka Miglity (PG-13)

45 4:15 7 00 9:45

MUt!C!:ALLS

CRITERION 2 Wkat Oraams Mav Coma (PG-13)

1313 3fd THX Dclby Dicitak Sor^ No Passes

St.Promenade Fri - llu (12304 00) 7 30 1O30
395-1599

9036Witshire

• \' <

Jonathan Kaufor's

Bad Maaaari

Fri & Tue -Tho (5 40) 7:45 9:50

Sat -Sun ( 1:30) 3 35 5.4() 7:45 9 50

Sep Adm II Too Livti Kara Yoi'tN Nooaa

Fri & MOD - Th 3:45

Sat 11:45am Sun10:30am

.litmmle.com

Fri -Sat Ute 12:15

M0MCA4

MONICA

John Waters' Packer

Daily (1:30) 3:35 5:40 7:50 10:00

Waakaad SkowT
Sal- Sun 1^00^-

Last Week La MMlaaa
Gaastart Galora: e Maa

Saltmaa of Tikat

Bavarty Conaaclioii Presented in Digital Sound

Nigkt at tka Roifeary (PG-13]

11452204507:15945
Fri- Sat UI8 12:15

If you would

like to

advertise in

the Bruin

Movie Guide,

please

contact

Robert Isaacs

at 825-21 61

Bavarty Cooaactioa

659-5911

visit our website: iMmmlt.ctm

Presented in Digital Sound

SlfaBtalati (RJ

1.«) 3:10 5:15 7:4010:00

Fri -Sat Late 12:00
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Minutes later, the two arrive.

"Let's put on Morissey and hold

ourselves dancing as we weep!" mum-
bles sloshed Ruben, rolling around

half-<:onsciously on the carpet.

"Yes, let's!" says Sleazy Tom as he

begins to fondle Vanessa on the make-

shift dance floor.

"I thirik he's passed out; let's move
to the couch!" Vanessa gestures.

As Ruben rises from his mid-slum-

ber, he hears smooching noises from

the other side of the room.

"Good God, man almighty! People

may be having sex soon!" Ruben

thinks. "How to get out of this one.

Hmm ... I know!"

So with his finely-tuned skills of

social maneuvering, Ruben begins

break-dancing in place.

"Now, if I can just turn a 120

degrees Jive Hook a little closer to the

front door, c'mon, c'mon, yes! That's

it!"

^~He reaches for the door handle and .

is out! Another disappearing act clev-

erly engineered by the man who calls^

himself "The Rich Rockstar Who
Drives All the Little Girls Crazy."

Way to go, Ruben!

Two mornings later ...

It's time to play "Count the rent-

free roomies!" That's right, how many
bodies can you find crashed out in Jen

and Vanessa's apartment? Well, let's

see, Ruben and Jen are in Jen's bed,

on the couch.

"Well, that's not so bad," says

Vanessa. "Remember last week, when

we had Jessie, his girlfriend and her

friend free-loading here along with

whoever happened to walk through

the door?"

"Yeah, we have to remember not to

give that guy any more speed. Could

he talk forever or what?" recalls Jen.

"Twelve hours straight, to be exact,

but who's counting?" Vanessa moans.

"Man, getting people hooked on

uppers for a few days was just plain

dumb. When no one sleeps, it just

makes them hang out lojiger. But I

love our family! Hug! Let's barbe-

cue!" Vanessa cries emotionally. "I'll

make potato salad ..."

"".7. and I'll throw together my arti-

choke dip!" Jen concurs. "Now all we
need is meat, beer and men!"

"Let's call the boys!" they sing

together.

After an evening of pot. Cocoa

Puffs and too many cans of Asahi, the

two whine, "We need a vacation.

Everyone out! School starts tomorrow
- let's get some E. We deserve relaxing

time before the heavy strain of class."

^"T'Later that night ...
''. •

"Do you think anyone might find it

weird that we're in our swim suits in a

bath tub filled wi]h wild berry punch

Kool-Aid. listening exclusively to Pink

Floyd by candlelight together with our

hair tied up in scarves like '50s star-

lets?" asks Jen.

"Probably - ooh! Let me get a plum

from the kitchen and ice! We could

Ricky's lying in the 3-P fuain puzzle rub the stuff all over each oiher!
" " before could."

on the noddle of the bedroom floor ...

and in the living room, we have Tom

oh wow, I have a loofah! Hurry up so 1

can exfoliate your legs!" Jen spazzes.

"Then vye can draw all over each other

with markers!" Jen gushes.

"Aaah! I'm running to get the

plums as you speak!" Vanessa flips.

The next day ...

"I'm exhausted, hate everyone and

have an overwhelming feeling of

numbness. I can connect to nothing

and no one and wish to never do any-

thing again." states Vanessa from

behind cold, blank eyes. "Too many

people on campus ..."

"There's just no coping," Jen

agrees. "I'm never moving again. I

will stay attached to this balcony for-

ever so that 1 may know suffering

always. Or until 1 run out of ciga-

rettes."

"I give you half an hour. That

pack's running low," concludes

Vanessa.

Rrrnng...

"That was Ruben. There's a kegger

at their old place in half an hour! Let's

go!" Vanessa suggests.

"I am in desperate need of beer,"

Jen ponders.

"And it's free ..." Vanessa tempts.

"... I'm there," Jen decides.
^

Later that evening, back at the pad

"What are we going to do with this

gross, smelly cardboard computer box

we just picked up in the middle of the

street gutter?" asks naive Stac^.

"Make a fort! Here, it'll lead us

from the living room to the hallway,"

answers Ricky, "in ways it never

Stacy proclaims.

Vanessa soon goes to bed and

Ruben arrives. He climbs into the box.

"I'm in the box!" he slurs. "I'm in

the box!"

"Yes, Ruben, we know you're in

the box," Jen evenly states

"I'm in the box!" he continues.

Meanwhile, Ricky attempts to fin-

gerpaint with Jen's foot.

"Stop it!" she wails, and hops off to

the kitchen sink for a rinse.

"I feel sick," Ruben complains,

holding his belly.

"You need to hurl. Here, I'll show

you how," helpful Ricky says, taking

Ruben's hand. He leads him to the

bathroom toilet where the two hold

their heads over the porcelain bowl,

flailing themselves from side to side,

shrieking "bleh, bleh" like bearded

Shakespearian witches.

"Keep it down! You'll wake up

Vanessa!" Stacy and Jen giggle, not

realizing that even a gaggle of mutant

saber-toothed pterodactyls flying

Hari-Kari style couldn't jostle the pil-

low-drooling lush.

A momentary hiatus occurs where-

in Jen and Vanessa leave their apart-

ment for the weekend.

But, hmm ... Max looks a bit dilTer-

ent ... why, he's got nearly no whiskers

left and his eyelashes appear to be

missing! That's mysterious ...

"Oh, yeah," Tom explains, "I was

spitting a fireball with my can of

butane and he got in the way."

"Oh, tee-hee, Wacky Tom!"

Vanessa chuckles.

guess you'll know for next time."

Later that evening...

"Hey, Vanessa!" Tom whispers

devilishly, as though holding a big

secret in his pea-brained head.

But before Vanessa can turn to face

him, "Swoosh," a fireball explodes

from his mouth onto the side of her

face.

"Screw you, Tom!" Vanessa

screams, running to the bathroom, the

putrid odor of scorched hair trailing

close by.

"Ooops!" Tom squeals, making for

the porch like a naughty eight-year-old

child.

Oh no! The drama! Will the group

be split forever over this tragic event,

or will amends be made?

Her hair partially singed, her eye-

lashes burnt to a blondish red and her

facial fuzz shaved crisply off, Vanessa

allows Tom back into her trashed

apartment.

"You owe me a line of coke,"

Vanessa glares. "At least that. More
even."

"I know, I owe you big," Tom
agrees. "But your hair looked cool

glowing like that!" he giggles, pointing

baboon-like at her cropped head.

"You should have seen it!"

We can only await the next fiendish-

ly foul episode of "The Unreal World"

to see what events shall ensue. Will

anyone claim their clothing from the

lost and found closet? Will anyone

bother to purchase shelves to house

the five boxes of CDs, tapes and

records that lie jumbled against the
'

You silly goose. Max, don
'

t you fYoni-entrance'vatt?

answers Vanessa.

"Eee! That's gonn^feel great! And,

"Get blankets!" cries Tom.

"I'll finger paint in the mean time,"

know to stay away from insane peo-

ple?'' playfully scolds Jen. "Well, I

Until next time, these and more

enigmas will go unsolved ...

Pregnant?

Panicked?

Call1-800-R-HERE-4-U

for the Pregnancy Care

Center nearest you.

Free tests. Confidential.

caring assistance.

We helped 24,000 people' last

year and we can help you.

The Right to Life League

of Southern California

We are looking for s^

few good men...

if your

name

Free H. pylori testing

Do you have gnawing burning or cramp-like pain in

the upper stomach?? You may have an ulcer.

CURE Clinic (on the VA Campus BIdg 115 Room
212) is offering free testing for an infection (H.

pylori) that is responsible for certain kinds of ulcers.

Testing involves a simple finger stick blood test and

results are available in four minutes.

If you would like more information or you
would like to make an appointment, please call

(310) 312-9283 (On campus call 29283)

wfith the

letter A-E,

you MUST
take your

Healthy men betwee^ 19 and 34 years

needed to participate in anonymous sperm
donor program located in Westwood. Help

infertile couples while receiving financial

compensation up to $600 per month and
free comprehensive health screening.

Call California Cryobank at

(310) 824-9941

portrait

16th!

Cosmetic & General Dentistry
for the entire family Get a Free New brRur

-•^.sr^ -

• GENERAL & PREVENTIVE

DENTISTRY

• COSMETIC DENTISTRY

• UP-TO-DATE INFECTION

CONTROL PROGRAM

ULTRA Plaque Remover
with complete exam, x-rays and cleaning.

Aaron
VISA

•New patients only

•Not good wjtfi any
other oiter

•Expires 10/30/98

oHEIL/Yd.d.^.f /\.r .v>i

^ i)^m^^
sheily€ODS4U.cxxn

Early Morning & Evening Appointmi nts A^ ailable

1052 WILSHIRE BLVD., n 303 SANTA MONICA, CA 90403

Member ADA
andCOA

a



Searching for a

religious organization

in Westwood? Go to

page 22 for our

Religious Services

Directory.
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For the best deals on

campus, turn to page

23 for Bruin Bargains.
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advertising information

Rates
Daily, up to 20 words

...each additional word

Weekly, up to 20 words

...each additional word

Monthly, up to 20 words

...each additional word

$8.00

0.50

27.00

1.50

90.00

5.00

Address
IIBKerckhoffHall

308 Westwood Plaza

Los Angeles, CA 90024

Internet
E-Mail: classifieds@media.ucia.edu

Web: http://www.daitytxuin.ucla.edu

Phone
aassifled Une: (310) 825-2221

Ciasaifled Display: (310) 206-3060

Fax:(310)206-0528

Office Hours
Mon-Thu: 9:00am-4:00pm

FrI: 9:00am-2:30pm
The ASUCIA Communlcattons board fully wpporti the IMversrty of California's polcy on nondiscrimination. No medium Shan accept advertisements wtiicfi present persons of any origin, race, sex, or sexual orientation in a demeaning way or Imply that ttiey

are Hmlled to positions, capabilities, roles, or status In society. Neither tfie Daily Bruin nor the ASUCLA Communications Board has investigated any of ttie services advertised or the advertisements represented in this Issue. Any person believing that an
advertisement in this issue violated the Board's policy on nondbcrlmination stated herein should communicate complaints m writing to the Business Manaoer, Dally Bruin, 118 Kerckhoff Hall. 308 Westwood Pta;a, Los Angeles. CA 90024. For assistance

with housing diacnminahon problems, call the UCLA Housing Office at (310) 825-4271 or call the Westside Fair Housing Office at (310) 475-%71 . dassined ads also appear on-line at httpy/vnvw.daiiybruin uda.edu. Ptacenunt on-line is offered as a
complbnantary service for customers and is not guaranteed. The Daify Bruin Is responsible for the hrst incorrect ad Insertion only Minor typographical errors are not eligible for rehjnds. For any rehjnd, the Daily Bruin Classified Department must be notified

ot an error on the fimdayo<puMcat>onbynoon. -

For Classified Display ads, please see

our rate card for variable rate

information.

Deadlines
Classified Line Ads:

1 working day before printing,

at12noor).

Classified Display Ads:

2 working days before printing,

at 12 noon.

There are no cancellations after noon

of ttte day before printing.

Payment
Please make checks payable to "The

UCLA Daily Bruin." We accept Visa.

MasterCard, and Discover credit cards.

Allow 5 working days for mail payments.

How to Write

an Effective Ad
• start your ad with the merchandise you

are selling. This makes it easier for readers

to quickly scan the ads and locate your

items.

• Always include the price of your item.

Many classified readers simply do not

respond to ads without prices.

• Avoid abbreviations—make your ad ea^
for readers to understand.

• Place yourself in the reader's position,

ask what you would like to know about

the merchandise, and include that in the

ad. Include such information as t)rand

names, colors and other specific

descripfions.

Hoofvstloiial AcUvHIei

PARAGLIDING LESSONS Begin October

l7/lfi_$25aOQ. Sign up for Hawaii trip in Dft-_

. e mtjer: 8UB-ybB-8b«b. pafagii(360fY\aii6xC-

ite.com

http://wwwfreeyellow.com/members/hage-

mann2/usc,ucla,ucsb.html

Also;' Campus Rep wanted

yj^
' i I

Spiim/EBji Pcpory Honors

/ ;r

^i\\\

Rsiwnft Sulijects

TENNIS TRY-OUTS
MALE STUDENTS wishing to enter the walk-

on tournament for men's team. Mandatory

meeting©LATC. Court 1 on 10-13-98©3pm.

Questions:31 0-206-3675.

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. DniiitMOii, Fri. Slip Study. 3517 Ackarmon

Inwi. Book StOdy, 35 T7 AoHnmn
MA/WRiii.DMitaiA3-029

Wod. Rm. A3- dJft

DiKtmion. Al limH 12:10- IKWpm

^or jJmAoMo OfMdMMMit who Aowi j dhnkln^ pnbitni.

EARN $20 FOR 1-HR of your time. Female

20-25 who has been diagnosed w/bullimia

and are married or in a long term relation-

ship. Please call Karen©818-545-9551.

FREE BIRTH CONTROL PILLS. UCLA re-

search>Btudy. $50 per visit to clinic. Smokers
ages 18-34 or non-smokers ages 35-44. Call

Jessica 310-794-1884.

NORMAL HEALTHY CHILDREN and adol-

escents 8-16yrs needed for UCLA research

study Receive $25 for lab experiment and

developmental evaluation, and get a scientif-

ic teaming experience. Call 310-825-0392.

RESEARCH PARTICIPANTS needed for pa-

tient experiencing hayfever/allergic rhinitis.

Requires four visits, 6-hours total. Over 7-

lOdays. Will pay up to $100 at conclusion of

study. Contact Dr. Dia Sanchez or Dr. Sax-

on at 310-825-9376.
••

We are a loving, infertile couple hoping to find a

compassionate woman to help us have a baby.

We're looking for a healthy, intelligent college

student or college graduate, age 21-33, with blue

eyes and blonde or light brown hair.

Compensation ^25, 0(%^ plus expenses. Your gift

will bringlboundless joy.

Please contact as ihnMJgli our

fV ^ iTeprcsentalive at 1-800-776-76801

ANONYMOUS sperm donors needed. Help
infertile couples while receiving financial

compensation up to $600/month and free

health screening. Convenient hours, located

in Westwood. Call Kim 310-824-9941

izoo
4 'jM'M'^^^^^K^^s.

ftiiHpiif ftrjamJmffcwf

I proudly presents it's 1998-99 ^ger 91edge qglass

8800
8900
9000
9100

5U>oie %hang

<K§tberiBe ce^teo

9amela cQbeog

5ludrey ^bon

5Uigela cehou

J^.fr(ggrt^<gg)i

1800
MnQOnnMOUS

FREE PHONE CARD- One per household.

Minimum $25 activation. Send S.A.S.E

D/DB, POB;83461 , LA, 90083. Great gift any

occasion. 310-558-8910.

THE GREATEST SECRET of all time, who is

Shakesphere? www.sirtoacon.org
I

—'—'

—

1^—^~-

YOUR CREDIT UNION
Your on-campus&on-line financial services

source, for students, faculty&staff . Visit us at

Ackerman A-Level. on-line al www.ucu.org

or call 310-477-6628.

9farie cebuog

^becca Oer

Wo»-^^ lau

9amme lim

7racy gbiao

cebristioe Sbui

^rene 7opacio

MEET NEW PEOPLE
the fun way! Call 1-900-776-4549 x2357.

$2.99/min. Must be 18 yrs. Serv-U 619-645-

8434.

EGG DONORS
WANTED

if you are a healthy
female between
the ages of 19 and
30 and have health

Insurance.

Compensation
$3500.00

^Call Mima Navas at

(310) 829-6782

^Carolyn ^ergel de Dies

^Virginia Wong

cebristina <Wu

^stin <Yata ^
71ora Yee ^
£renda ^en

2300
Spifiii/E99HonofS

PLEASE HELP AN INFERTILE Ja-

panese/Brazilian couple realize their dream.

We seek a compassionate young Japanese
woman as an egg donor All medical exams
& procedure paid. Monetary compensation

included 562-927-5150.

2400
flolNils Offnrod

tiJiW Ittiiiiii

SIT ON MY FACE
FLOOR PILLOWS
PERSONALIZED, custom-made. See our

Web-site at www.choicemall.com/somfine/

APPLE f'uvVLHL-iwuK :.— lOOMHZ Ex-

cellent condition. Tons of software. Former

UCLA MBA student. 310-837-9509.

APPLE QUADRA 630 with 36mb ram.

$495.00 Call:310-267-4806.

GATEWAY PI 33 for sale 1 6gb harddisk,

32mb RAM. 56Kmodem, 4x cdrom, 15" mon-
itor, Windows98 and Office97. $550obo
310-470-1484.

4 football tickets ava 30 yrd line. Please call

between 12 noon-4PM. 520-743-014.

MICROSOFT OFFICE 97 professional Full

version, unopened, unregistered. $75. 1-

800-416-3594.

TCwRIBQ

PARKING NEEDEDI Desperately seeking

parking spot on Glenrock or in vicirtity. Will

pay top dollar. 323-549-9486-Brad.

WE BUY CARS. New and oM. Running or

not. Jeff 310-714-5808.

BEAUTIFUL WOOD Drafting table. Excellent

condition $100obo. 2 adjustable swivel

chairs/stods. $25obo. 310-474-8688.

Futon and frame like new, $125: 50's dinette

set.. $95. 40's offtee chairs, $40/pair. 310-

206-1773 (oHtee) or 81 8-609-8041 (home).

i
fcanDBslBecraWiiiMt

1300

-—

—

Dedicated to Excellence

Parking & Commuter Services

is looking for friendly, courteous people

to assist our customers with their

parking and information needs.

$7.25'$8.30 Per Hour
Previous customer service and cash

handling experience required.

For more information, stop by the

Parking & Commuter Services office at

555 Westwood Plaza (in Structure 8) for

an application or call (310) 825-1386

Must be a currently registered UCLA
student and be available to work early shifts,

nights, weekends, holidays, and throughout the summer.

MATTRESS BONANZA!!
SEALY. STEARNS & FOSTER Also Ortho-

pedic twin-sets-$119.95. Fulls-$169 95.

Queens-$189 95. Pillowtops-$299.95. So-

fas-$2i9 Delivery. Beacon f^attress 1309

Westwood Blvd. 310-477-1466

MATTRESS SETS!!!
Twin $79, Full $89, Queen $139, King $159,

Bunkbeds. Delivenes, Phone Orders Accept-

ed. 310-372-2337.

I^ATTRESSES, FUTON, DESK Bookshelf

Dinette Sets. T-Table. Lamps Deliveries. 7-

days open King's Furniture 11961 Santa

l^onica Blvd. 310-575-4243.

SOLID BLEACHED MAHOGANY TABLE. 3

leaf, 6 chairs, buffet, breakfront, mint condi-

tion, $2500 310-398-8399

SPACE SAVING wood bunk beds, 8 draw-

ers, ladder, easy assembly $220 o/bo Wood

desk, 5 drawers, 3' x 5', glass surface $100

o/bo. Bookcase 6' x 3', 6 shglves $50 o/bo

White dresser, 6 drawers 1-1/2' x 2-1/2' x 5-

1/4' $100 o/bo 310-553-8943

4900

NEED A CAR!!!
Cars $100-$500. Seized and sold locally

Must sell 1-800-589-6562x4312.

1987 325 BMW- Silver, black interior, 4door,

full Excellent condition $5000 obo 310-

206-8252, 310-473-2114.

Healtli ftiMluds

^ LOSE WEIGHT NOW
ASK ME HOW

All natural nutritional health products Call

310-202-6044

3800
msceRaneous

BRUINS, SAVE MONEY
BUY USED BOOKS
FOR FALL QTR 98

BCOKS INCLUDING Econ 130 Lots of

Sociology books including: Sociology 2, 126

(Soc of Norms), 132 (Soc. Psy). Ml 50 (Soc

of Againgi & M162 (Soc of gender) Art

history 56 (reader only) Sold at cheaper

price than the UCLA bookstore Call 310-

836-1023 for Michele after 6PM

FEMALE UCLA GRAD STUDENT needs

rides Wed s from LA to reach UCSB by

4:30pm Leave UCSB Thurs. alter 6.30p.m.

310-475-3720.

4200
il6ntal$

1987 ISUZU TROOPER 4WS, 5spd, 2 door.

Good Condition, Stereo w/Cassette, 116K

miles. Original Owner, $3500obo, 310-206-

5803day 3 10-398-2601 eve

Aiilot for Sato

1988 TOYOTA SUPRA, black, targa. tinted

I
windows, alarm, automatic, detachable ster-

'

eo, perfect condition. Gorgeous, must sell.

$4600 818-754-4478.

'86 BMW 325es. Runs good New tires, pow-

er windows, sunroof, A/C, AM'FM, stereo

w/cassette and looks great. $3800. Call

Christif>a®310-914-4090.

'88 Jeep Cherokee Limited Loaded. 4X4,

black, gray leather seats, sunroof, 121K.

Great car. $5500obo. 310-471-3231

'88 JEEP WRANGLER- Loredo package,

89K Full soft top Excellent condition. $6299

310-472-9472

1988 TOYOTA MR2- Red, T-Tops, power

windows/locks, a/c, radio/cassette , 5 speed

great condition, runs well $3900 00 obo

310-578-2445

1989 f'ORD PROBE GL-lmmaculate

New paint |ob, tint, stereo, brakes, struts

Large trunk-space, good gas, perleci lor

school Runs&looks great. $3.500obo

913-2561.

323-

92 TOYOTA CAMRY LE, auto, a/c, pw, pdi.

cd stereo, 83K miles, great shape, $7500

Charles 310-209-0204 Please leave mes-

sage

92' MITSUBISHI ECLIPSE, red, 5-sp, 55K,

new detachable face stereo, clutch, brakes

Excellent condition Must sell. $5500obo

310-262-9203.

* Piano Rentals *
^ Low Monthly Rates W
•Hollywood Piano Rental Company^;

213-462-2329 7•••*•••*••
Classifieds

825-2221

Soooters for Satoi

HONDA ELITE 150. 5600mi. Great condi-

tion. $1100. Lock&helmet included. Call

Mark 626-568-3456

5500
Mitetot for Rent

FROM $17.95/0AY
RENT-A-CAR. Under 25 ok. Cash deposit

ok. Free miles allowance. Open 7 days/wk.

Major credit-cards accepted. 1-800-770-

0606.

1993 DODGE CARAVAN LE- V6 awd-
a b.s- Airbag, loaded 7passenger (4quads)

phone, new tires All power, a'c. 64K miles

One owner. Looks/runs great Low price for

quick sale $8900 obo 310-476-9195

91 JEEP WRANGLER
Black, 6 cyl, 5 speed, 76Kmi CD/soundbar

Alarm" Immaculate In/out Running boards

Must see $7495 Adam 310-876-7375

95' MIATA Mint! Loaded Black/black leath-

er A/T w/hardtop Low miles. 6 cd/cassette

$13,500. 323-660-6533.

SEIZED CARS FROM $175 Porches, Cadil-

lacs, Chevys. BMW's, Con/ettes. Also Jeeps,

4WDs. Your area. Toll Free. 1-800-218-9000

Ext A- 1650 for current listings.

IhivBl Destliiatloiis

AFRICA SAFARI- Interested in visiting Afn-

ca. Free and detailed information on best

rates, seasons, places of interest Call

Brighton@2 13-386-8008.

SEMESTER AROUND THE WORLD.
Travel to Greece, Spam, Costa Rica, or Aus-

tralia and earn college credits. Call toll free

1-877-333-SATW(7289)

I S(MdAMtmM
Round Trip Airfares

Lima $375

Cuzco S495

Santiago S689

Sao Paulo / Rio $598

Guayaquil / Quito $G35

Buenos Aires S698

i'UZVO }luvllit l*M*<*/lll
R T Air r.irf 4 D.i>s 3 Nii;ms Hotfl A Cit) Si|;t)lM>«-.nK

VO^W Plust.nt*

•ikii |i.itW,u;t s II Cil.ni.ii;"''

For Res: 310 652 8821/800 289 0549
PROFKSSIONAl. TRAVH SKRVK E

South Ainrriran SpccialM.^ i --l • li>l70J'» lo

STODT
Ihraal Tlcicals

ii-ROUND TRIP tickets, leaving LA lo Balti-

more $200/each Call 916-615-2846.

Welcome back..

J

<

London S509
Paris $398
Sydney $964
Hew York $189
Hong Kong $571

[tiriilp3sses isstei on the spaV.

Contiki imte lours trem SiS5.
••11. «»1 »'• Sli III' llT' O'^' l»l W l«ll ,

H1I»IC'H»<% «'»1», WUIll ii ("UK.I

Counci
Cli'.V.: founcil on Infrrnational

Educational Kurhancc

10904 lindbrook Dr.

Los Angeles osiPtodtn^

(310) 208-3551
www.coundltraveUcom

Life ofthe Party!

Party on Ralph

Actually the party now IS on Ralph! -^

Thanks tor the memories Ralph!

MOST UCLA students dnnk no more ttian

4 when they party So what'

So, students who drink 4 or less have

better love lives, are happier with their

relationships, and don't become the

"Life of the Party"

\owliiis

R,ii|iii

IV.IS

H'lTlOllS!

Mtiiig

his

iincinny

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

unionM

When
Rjl0h

tinallv

<1i(1 shiii

up

tactually

hf

Imallv

WVH tV ' "

m;ike J

total ass

ot

iiiitiselt

SuHj lie

was tii'^

lOf

awhile

The

Lite 1)1

the

P:Ktv

IJUt I'U'li

Ralph

st.inori

poiincliiig

down
the

brtiwskis

like :i

!)OMR (1'V

sea

sponq«

It was
down
the

hatch

and

damn

.the

torpedoes

'Ralph

had a

one way
ticket to

partyiand

inri hv

he

.. .r.i

going to

live a

little He

babbled

on and

on about

some

qiiy

named
Dirk.

who had

a good

head

and

loved to

social

</e

This

Dick tiad

heard

mat me
party'

lint.' was

long, nut

if hp

could

adhere

10 "i"

M'l

•oiln ne

rtuild

Viiner

about

disguised

as a

social

butterfly

Hi; d

fight

class

struggle

.
wo'ld

wide

and hold

the

partying

back

until

spring

break,

(Whwi

he

would

party

Jiardy.

without

winding

down
'bottoms

up m the

student

UUJJtJ

ACROSS
1 Contour
6 Corn parts

10 Wood strip

14 Perk up
15 Melville novel

16 Sound in body
17 Manifest

18 Toupee's
cousins

19 —of Man
20 Sprout

22 Twig broom
23 Astensk

24 Ages, as
newspaper

26 Also

29 Tops
31 "Get — of that

•junk!"

32 Shade tree

33 Fashion
magazine

34 Talk

38 Writer James —
40 Word of assent

42 Valley

43 Spoil

46 Isinglass, e.g.

49 Alcoholtc

beverage
50 Gunk
51 Pronounce

indistinctly

52 — rally

53 Spnng and fall

57 Units of energy

59 Stingy

60 Bee product

65 Advantage
66 Animal's skin

67 Weaker, as an
excuse

68 Astronaut

Armstrong
69 Creek
70 Wipe out

71 Pitcher

Hcrshiser

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

s L E E D ES R K S

B

Y A M 8
C A P R TBd N A E L 1 E

C E Am L A 1 R L 1 R A

w Y E iClHlA N T 1 X E E R

iSIQISn QSlSl!]
A B S ENITH D R 1 E D^^H
R A N

QCS
SO U N D TIAIWI

N A T U L R EISIOIUIRICIEI

SDS QDBIISIS QDI^DS
^aIbIeItIs B E AIMIEIDI

miaQm S E L L

F E R Rl S WH E E L P 1 E

1g M Q N E R 1 C A
r R g sa Es R L R Al E S
E A R ISBV E E R Y E A tl] T

6 1397

72 All right

73 Jack — could

eat no fat

J3QWN _ - .-
1 Trudge
2 Busy place •

- 3 State

confidently
^

4 Salon
treatments

5 Give a name to

6 Like a certain

lion

7 Overlook
8 Golf score

9 Urgent
summons

10 Protected

1

1

Cowboy's rope

12 Permit

13 Swarms (with)

21 Finger part

22 Ob)ect on radar

25 Sounds of

hesitation

26 Pair of horses

© 1997, United Feature Syndicate

27 Gymnast
Korbut

28 Portent

30 Appears
35 Wyatt —
36 Detective's

need
37 Rope fiber—
39 Off-white

41 Quietly

44 Stolen goods
45 Eternity

47 Heal
48 Sporty socks
53 Shorthand
54 Sea duck
55 Playing

marble
56 Harem head
58 Cliff

61 Earthenware
jar

62 General
Bradley

63 Plateau

64 Author Harte
Paid athlete

(For a good tvne call Student H«8ltfi Education

nut.

thank

God I he

once

again

became
the lite

of the

party

He

tielped a

bteratuie

ma|or

polish

upon
her

prose

with a

pretty

per-

manent

pen

When
Ralph

didnt

quite

make it

to the

little •

boy's

room, a

photo

loumaksm

student

was
there to

bravely

capture

hi&tittia -

accident.

and a

pre med
princess

got a

chance

to try out

her new
"wont

rub ott

"

lipstick

on

Ralph*

What a

etnimp -

Hey

Ralph'

Most

UCLA
students

drink

tour or

less

when
they

patty

Some
don't

drink at

all

Ralph

drinks

too

much
He

should

drink

less He

should

talk less

too He

should

bathe

more

tool Not

to

mention

his

breath

It syoui

life, so

party or

Ratpti*

Just

remem
ber

When
you've

done 4

you're

done

Display

206-3060
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7700

f^\-Mmantav I
ARE YOU LOOKING

FOR LOVE?
1-900-896-23238x1.6466. Must be 18yrs

$2.99/minute

Serve you 619-645-8434.

ASK AWESOME PSYCHICS, questions

about love, money, health. 24hrs/day!!! Call

now!!! 1-900-370-3734 x2558. $3.99/min.

Must be ISyears old. Serv-U 619-645-8434.

GIRLS!! LIVE !! 24hrs/day!! Talk one on one.

Call Now!! 1-900-825-2100 x1294

$3.99/min. Must be18 years old. Serv-U 619-

645-8434.

FREE CASH GRANTS
COLLEGE. SCHOLARSHIPS. Business

Medical Bills. Never repay. Toll Free 1-800-

218-9000 Ext G 1650.

STUDENT LOANS
GET YOUR Stafford Student Loan from Uni-

versity Credit Union (Lender Code 832123).

AlBO racalw tow-cott nnanclal mivIc«&, 3to^
477-6628; www.ucu.org.

COMPUTER INSURANCE. Protection from

accidents, burglary, power surges, water and

fire losses. Ed Gariel 818-816-5953,

Lic#OB55989.

INSURANCE WAR!
WE'LL BEAT ANYONE'S price or don't want

your business. All drivers. Newly licensed.

Student/staff/faculty discounts Request the

"Bruin Plan." 310-777-8817 or 818-222-

5595.

/Illslate
YouVe in good hands.

Insurance Corr>pany
(310)312-0204

1 28 1 NA/ost\A/ooci Blvd.
(2 folks So. of WHshtlfO)

IMipiitiit'/lntoiiMit

MACINTOSH EXPERT
Install hardware, software, memory Trouble-

shooting. Software training Superior Desk-

top Publishing/Design of Brochures, menu*,

newsletters. Reasonable rates Pager 310-

572-0509

WEBSITE GURU part time Brentwood.

Manlyn.Pink 310-395-1465.

6300

GREEN CARDS NOW!
FILE YOUR GREEN CARD LOTTERY
Starling 10-1-98 through 10-26-98. Call at-

torney DoreenO 2 13-251 -9588.

BEST MOVERS. Licensed, insured. Lowest

rates. Fast, courteous+careful. Many stud-

ents moved for $98. Lie -T- 163844 NO JOB
TOO SMALLI 1-800-2-GO-BEST

HONEST MAN W/14ft truck and dollies,

small jobs, short r)otice ok. Student discount.

Ask about 10% discount. 310-285-8688. Go
Bruins!

JERRYS MOVING&DELIVERY. The careful

movers. Experienced, reliable, same-day de-

livery. Packing, boxes available Also, pick-

up donatk)ns tor American Cancer Society.

Jerry©310-391 -5657.

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedteated pro-

fessional. At your home or WLA studk). 1st-

lesson free No drum set necessary.

Neil:213-654-8226.

Classifieris

825-2221

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years exp all

levels and styles. Patient and organized

Guitars available. Sam 310-826-9117.

GUITAR LESSONS by professional near

UCLA. All levels, guitars avail. Call Jean at

310-476-4154 www.JWGS.com

SIGN LANGUAGE
Set your hands free by learning to expen-

ence a language of beauty through visual ex-

pression. Class starts beginning of October.

For info, call Louisea O (310) 275-3809

MBA, LAW, MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS!
Frustrated developing your critical personal

statements? Get professional help from well-

known author/consultant. 310-826-4445.

www.winningpersonstatement com

A FREE SESSION
Psychotherapy/Counseling for depression,

anxiety, obsessions, post-traumatic stress,

etc. Couples/Individuals Student rates

Crime victims may be eligible for free treat-

ment. Call Liz Gould (MFC«32388)O310-
578-5957 to schedule your free consultation

CARPENTER. Free estimate. Reasonable

price. Call Pedram 310-838-5187.

EAGLE EYED EDITOR
PROOFREADS THESES, publications; tu-

tors English, study skills; trains tin>e man-

agement, stress reduction. Nadia Lawrence

PhD 310-393-1951.

Relationship Specialist
Efftctivf , Supportive, Confidential

-Co4m—Un^
individuals and Couples

Carole Chasin, M.A., M.F.C.C.

(310)289-4643

GREEN CARD LOTTERY *50,000 Visas

awarded by US GOV. $35 for attorney pre-

pared application. John Manley, Esq. 12304

Santa Monica Blvd #300 LA, CA 90025
310-820-7553 Deadline to apply: 10/28

OUTREACH COUNSELING SERVICES
Fee based on ability to pay. Insurance&Med-

icare accepted. Encino: 818-819-6145.

L.A.:21 3-850-0204.

PRIZE-WINNING
ESSAYIST AND FORMER PROFESSOR
w/two Ph.Ds can help you produce winning

prose. Theses, papers, personal statements

David <davedit@pacbell.net> 805-646-

4455.

PUBLISH YOUR OWN
BOOK, NEWSLETTER
OR REPORT SUCCESS-

FULLY!
For details send legal self addressed

stamped envelope to: AD. 10736 Jefferson

Blvd #225, Culver City, CA 90230

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

All sut>jects, TheseaDissertations

Personal Statements. Proposals and Books.

International students welcome.

SINCE 1985

Sharon Bear, Ph.D. (310) 470-6662

1

SOON TO BE
GRADS/GRADUATES
The Resume Experts Guide can help you get

the job and salary you desire. From the

cover letter to the interview we can help

Only $15.95 Make Check or Money Order

payable to Knabitic Enterprises 3230 E

Flamingo Rd. Ste. #565 Las vegas. NV
8912'

ENGLISH TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford University

graduate. Help with writing—for students of

all ages/levels. $17/hr. 310-472-8240 or

310-440-0285.

ENGLISH TUTOR. UCLA graduate/former

College Tutorials tutor. All levels and agies.

Grammar, structure, style. Call 213-651-

5811. —
'

'
^——-"^^

Math/Physics/Statistics/English/Hebrew.

Computerized statistical analysis avail-

able Tutoring service Free consultation

Reasonable rates, call anytime. Man (600)90-

TUTOR. www.my-tutor.com

PRIVATE TUTORING
SECONDARY PRIMARY LEVELS. All sub-

jects Affordable rates One on one. At your

home. Call ADMIRAL TUTORING: 310-477-

9685.

THE WRITING COACH
Expenenced teacher, PhD offers tutonng,

term paper assistar)ce, English, Social Sci-

ence, History. Foreign Students Welcome.

Call: 310-452-2865.

TUTOR English, French, ESL, ISEE/SAT
preparation. Emphasis on reading compre-

hension/wnting/study skills. Elementary, sec-

ondary, college. Qualified teacher, 15-years

experience. $45/hr. Stephanie: 310-395-

4688

UCLA ENGLISH ALUMNI, pro-wnter, young,

supert papers guaranteed. High school and

below welcome. Jeff 213-653-2240.

DIRECTOR/OWNER for Israel Archaeologi-

cal Society, a travel company Can be run

P/T from honf>e prior years' earnings to

$60,000 310-476-8478

Opportunity: Industry veteran starting record

label based in Seattle seeking inves-

tor/partner Exceptional talent secured.

Great opportunity to step into recording in-

dustry. Contact Mogul MusicO 206-340-

0202.

RESPONSIBLE, CARING PERSON to care

for 10+7-y/o g«rts. P/T: 10-20 hrs/wk. Car, in-

surance, references. Child Development
background a-plus. $8-10/hr Westwood-
area. 310-276-3474.

SINGLE MOM needs help w/2 boys (lO-t-13)

School pick-up, help w/homework, take to

soccer 10-12 hrs/week. Safe car, good driv-

ing record Kathy©310-399-1987

^MMMMMjl^

r

fiod
iMoitiiQ!MMM

LOOKING FOR SPIRITUALLY NOURISHING, RNANCIALLY SOUND PART-TIME WORK?

ak

Temple tsraci of Hollywood, a vibnini Reform Jewish congtrgntion m ihc heart of LA. needs creative Jewish
people who love children and Judaism to serve a.s part-lime Religious Schtnti teachers, grades K-7. in ifc
areas of Hebrew language and Jewish studies. We offer grcai working conditions, a supportive community,
competitive wages, and opporiuniiics for personal Jewish growth EXPERIENCED .SONGLEADER ALSO

NEEDED. Please send resume and cover letter lo Laura Bram.son. Religious School Principal.

Temple Israel of HoUywood, 73()0 Hollywwid Blvd LA. CA »J<K)46.

Or call (323) 876-833<), x226 MaJtc a difference in a Jewish child's life!

^

=s
FRENCH TUTOR WANItU Jiii yidOer

Must be grad student or French major. Fee

negotiable Call Wendy (818)788-8319.

HOMEWORK BUDDY Undergrad/graduate

who likes kids to help 10-year-old boy and 6-

year-old twins w/homework. Some driving

and afterschool sports. M-Th/4-8pm, 3-

4days/wk. 310-459-8025.

MATH MAJOR TUTOR in statistics for Valleyi

resident in Woodland Hills. Please contact

Diane at 818-888-0132.

RELIABLE STUDENT WANTED to help high

school junior with homework in various sub-

jects. 6-10 hrs,/wk. flexible. $10-12/hr.

(310)556-4610ex.1

liBIMi bSB IIMIM

AFTERSCHOOL CARE Wednesday and
occasional other days. Must have own car,

good references. 310-558-8285.

AIDE WANTED FOR 11 -year old boy. Daily

living skills Aeducation help. Experience pre-

ferred. Nights&weekends. 310-542-4146.

BABYSITTER WANTED
CREATIVE AND FUN for two ktds ages
10&5. Saturday nights. Hollywood Hills,

good references. Salary negotiable. 213-

850-7074.

7700
ChMGaraWMiod

"TD+Yffi
Word Processing, Transcription, Resumes,

Application Typing, Editing, Notary & More!

Legal/Medical-Mac/IBM. Student Discount.

818-380-0347

HATE TO TYPE? Let me do it for you.

Fast+accurate. Professional screen plays

excepted $2/pg Call-lris 310-839-3101 or

page 310-91 5-2255. •"•';."

NO TIfWIE TO TYPE?
CALL PICTURE PERFECT Word Process-

ing and bring/fax your papers to me! 24hr

service, delivery available, laser prints Stud-

ent discount. 310-915-2224

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-

es, dissertations, transcription, resumes, fli-

ers, brochures, mailing lists, reports. Santa

Monica. 310-828-6939 Hollywood, 213-466-

2888.

BABYSITTER WANTED for 11 and 8 yr old.

Fridays 3-6pm Off of Westwood Blvd. Must

hawe own ca r, non-smoker aiO-4 70 -4 1 4a .

SPUNKY AND CHEERY person to babysit

10& 12 year-old girls and help w/homework in

Pacific Palisades. Evenings. Must have own
car, references. 310-459-5069.

STUDENT WANTED to care for 8-year-old-

boy in SM 2-3 days/week after

2:30p.m. &evenings. Availability desired.

Good driving record/reliable car&references.

$8-9/hr. 310-458-3837,

STUDENT with child development courses

to care for 18 month old in our home. Prefer-

ably 9am-3pm, days negotiable. Call 310-

575-0747.

WANTED babysitter who wants regular

schedule after school w min of 20/hrs-week.*

Call 310-471-1859. Experience+English re-

IjU ltUU,

niiiHijI iwp
WOHU PHOLbbblNCj. Typing, proofing,

editing, rewriting, research, resumes, tutor-

ing, etc. Fax, email, bring work to me Rush-

es Student discount. 818-830-1546.

WORD PROCESSING Typing, proofing,

editing, rewriting, research, resumes,

tutoring etc Fax, eq;iail, bring work to me
Rushes Student discount 818-830-1546.

$500/DAY. Nude modeling-women 18+ all

types No experience necessary. Safe, pro-

fessional environment. Refer a friend and

earn $50! 310-358-3865.

ARE YOU SUFFERING from an income

shortage? Earn $1500+monthly offering new

400 MHz computers or 233 MHz laptop ava

to distributors for $350. Free details.

www.newmillennium.tech.com/webb.htm or

call 323-298-8506.

DIRECTOR/OWNER for Israel Archaeologi-

cal Society, a travel company. Can be run

P/T from home prior years' earnings to

$60,000. 310-476-8478.

DRIVE YOUR DREAM FOR FREE Any

make, model, or price. No down payment.

No security deposit Great income potential.

888-891-8890

Men-Women ages 18-24 for nude modeling

for magazines and fine art. Call 310-289-

8941 days for information.

BABYSITTER/DRIVER in Beveriy Hills for

sweet 9y/o girt. MWF 3:15-5:30, CA drivers

license and insurance required, past exp

preferred. $8.25/hr. Call Robin for inter-

view©310-659-1141.

BABYSITTERS NEEDED Flexible hours.

Beveriy Hills home w/pool and view. 3-Small

kids ages-6. 4, &10mos. Fax resume 310-

550-7092.

BIG BROTHER/SISTER
wanted to care for 12-yr-old boy. P/T. Needs
to drive, help with homework Responsi-

ble/fun. References required. 310-472-0260

CHILDCARE for lly/o boy. Must be intelli-

gent&energetic M-F 3pm-7pm. Must have

car. M/F Some cooking&errands. .Santa Mo-

nica. $150/week. 310-550-4183.

CHILDCARE- DUTIES: Pk:k-up, supen/ise

hw. Ages 7&11. Santa Monica area Must

drive. $10/hr. Afternoons 3:30-6:00pm. M-F

Evenings:310-391-6424Days:310-825-1359

DEPENDABLE,' MATURE student w/car

wanted lor aftemoons+eariy evening child-

care in BH area. $7.50/hr+gas. 10-12/hrs-

week. Must have/references. Call Janet 323-

874-4073.

DRtVER/HOMEWORK TUTOR Pick up'

children ages 10 and 12 from school, drive to

activities, help with math. M-F 2:30 5 30.

$10/hr Sania Monica Call or fax^^-310-454—

4145.

FEMALE STUDENT needed to pick-up child

at Seeds UES on UCLA campus between

2:30 and 3 00 Call 323-290-0561

FUN/CARING
BABYSITTER. Responsible. lun individual

needed for picking up and'caring for lOyr old

boy and 7yr old gin Must have car and be a

good driver. 2-5days/wk 2:30-6pm Call

Gayle: 310-450-4109(evenings)

HOMEWORK HELPER/DRIVER One giri:

age 13, Mon-Fn, 4pm-7pm. Must have own
car. $10/hr/$15 for homework hours. Extra

hours available. (310)398-0830

LIVE-IN FEMALE BABYSITTER 20-25

hrs/wk
,
$125/wk., help w/ homework, driv-

ing, outdoor play. Room/boarding, parking,

private bath, 1 block from UCLA. 310-470-

0021.

MOMS HELPER
10/yr-old giri needs after-school care, some
driving to activities, help w/homework. etc.

Approx. 10-12/hrs week $8/hr. 310-208-

3348.

MOTHER'S HELPER
$8/HR. To pick-up 8 year old girt 3-5days

from school and take to activities. 3:30-

7:30pm. Must be reliable w/references. 310-

276-6316

MOTHERS HELPER wanted for VEGETAR-
IAN FAMILY. M-F 2:30-6:30PM for 2 child-

ren. Reliable, responsible, prompt, CPR cer^

titled. Own car&insurance References. Nan-

cy:310-444-4934.

NANNY/HOUSEKEEPER M-F 12-8:30pm

and 2- 10:30pm (alternating). Experience

w/newbom, own car, and reference a must.

Fluent English. Salary negotiable. 310-470-

8390

WESTSIDE FAMILY seeks p/t nanny. Experi-

ence necessary. Hours flexible. Call 310-

230-0826.

Hiihl WttirihMl

A PERFECT STUDENT JOB

Do you need a job in the

afternoons during school (M-F)?

All day Saturday, too! Full time

during Quarter Breaks and
Summer Vacations! Work

experience not necessary. Apply
today at

Westwood Sporting Goods.
1065 Gayley Ave,
Westwood Village,

310-208-6215.

ADMINISTRATOR/PROJECT ASSISTANT,
(Ihte/nship possibility) Computer literate,

TBM-Wlndows/Internet plus Senior/graduate

w/sirong writing/oral communication. No
dress code/reception duties. $7-$9,

^7hrs/wk Sertous inquiries:Fax 310-395-

0509.

$1000'S

POSSIBLE TYPING
PH" At home Toll free (1) 800-218-9000 Ext

T- 1650 for listings.

7800
iNipinHnN

&800

Work Study

Students Needed!!!

for UCLA Mail

and Document
Services

Work Hours:

Monday-Friday

8 a.m.-12 (or) 1 p.m.-5

For more information

call 825-3826

$1000'S WEEKLY!!
STUFF ENVELOPES at home for $2.00

each plus bonuses. F/T. PfT. Make $800-f

weekly, guaranteed! Free supplies. For de-

tails, send one stamp to: N-33, 12021

Wilshire Blvd.. Suite 552, Los Angeles, CA
90025.

$1500 weekly potential mailing or circulars.

No experience req. Free information packet.

Call 202-466-1639.

Display

206-3060

Conversation Partner

An SMC Chinese student looking for

a native English speaker for

conversation practice.

Good pay $15.00 per hour,

flexible hours.

Call John at (310) 288-0666
(after 3:00 pm).

$20/HOUR-i-TIPS
Female nude figure models needed Proles-

sional studio Absolutely no sex, drugs, alco-

hol, smoking, br touching. Work your own
hours Must have a great body and a pretty

face Asian models especially needed Man-

na Studios, Downtown LA 323-222-8044

$20/HR PT/FT
PROCESSING MAIL! Free supplies.

postage! Bonuses! Rush SASE to

CMA/UCLA Po Box 567443, Atlanta GA,

31156

signup@ info.infomachine com

ADMIN ASST PT Approx 20hrs/wk M-F
8:30-5:30pm. Word, Excel, Filemaker Fax

resume and salary history 310-477-2476

ADMIN I STRATIVE AS&J40ff\GE
M-F F/T or P/T in Down town LA. Start ASAP.
$8-10/hr depending on experience Need
sman, self motivated, detail onentated indi-

vidual Req's= advanced computer skills, ms
office, internet. Some research and phones

involved Fax resume:21 3-61 7-2325 AnnHR

ADVANCED ACCOUNTING ASSISTANT
needed w/QuickBooks experience. Fax re-

sume to 310-453-1108. P/T, 10-12 hrs/wk.

$9/hr to start.

ADVERTISING/SALES on an internet web-

site. Will train to sell on Lacities com $25/hr

Commission is easy, p/t or f/t 310-277-7326.

clee_l@hotmail.com

APT MANAGER
50 units in Palms area. Flexible hrs Good
location. Fax 310-394-1528.

ASSISTANT@a film distribution co. in cen-

tury City. Entry level work. 2-3hrs/day, 2-

3days/wk, 2-3wks(or longer). $7/hr-fparking

Japanese language a plus, film school stud-

ent a plus E-mail at ykitoOlargoent com

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED Earn

$150-$250/night Work P/T while going to

"school Day/eve classes. l-2week classes,

800-974-7974 International Bartender's

school HUNDREDS 0F JOBS!

BEVERLY HILLS SALON Ipoking for profes-

sional receptionist for PT position. Computer

skills a must (310)273-3155

BJ'S PIZZA AND GRILL accepting applica-

tions for all positions Inquire within 939

Broxton Ave

BOOKKEEPER. Approx lOhrs/wk. Expen-

ence req Doctor's office. SM. Fax resume to

310-451-0446

BOOKKEEPER/LITE ACCOUNTING Must

have experience in Windows95, Quick-

books, ADP payroll, workers comp repon,

sales tax repon. Good organizational skills a

must. Fax resume to 310-264-1628

Brentwood Bread Company has all positions

Bvailat>te w/good pay Hirtng ASAP. Flexible

hours. No expereince required. 310-826-

9400

CAMPUS JOBS
CENTRAL CAMPUS JOBS. Part-time jobs

availableOthe Food Service Warehouse
We work w/your class schedule. Half-otf

meals. Great working environment. 310-206-

0885

CAMPUS JOBS
NORTH CAMPUS JOBS Part-time jobs

availableO North Campus Student Center.

We work w/your class schedule Supen/isory

opportunities. Half-oft meals. 310-206-0720.

CAMPUS JOBS
SOUTH CAMPUS JOBS. Part-time jobs

availableOthe Bombshelter We work w/your

class schedule. Supervisory opportunities.

Half-off meals 310-206-3218.

CASTING
EXTRAS needed for feature films, commer-

cials, and music videos. Earn up to $240 per

day! No experience needed Work guar-

anteed! Call today ^l3-dSi-6l03

Classifieds

825-2221

..jT

CITY OF BEVERLY Hills parking attendants

needed Weekends only/$8.76/hr Morning

and Evening shifts available Dept of Trans-

portation. 455 N Rexford Dr.. Room 130. Ap-

ply in person 310-285-2552

Qlerical, General Office. F/T and P/T

Flexible hours. $8/hr. Close to UCLA Fax

Resume (310)889-1893

CLERICAUSALES. P/T or F/T, excellent op-

portunity. Love of jewelry Call between 12-

6pm. Shane's Jewelry. We have 3 openings

immediately 310-208-8404.

COACH KIDS' SPORTS
LET NIKE tram you, give you free stuff, and

$500. Contact lason Krause 310-209-0454,

|krause@uda edu

^ACHES=NEeD&
MIDDLE -SCHOOL. Soccer and girl s basket-

ball. Paid positions. Call Gail for basketball

ext 248. Keith for soccer, ext 247. 310-391-

7127.

IHodels Mended I^ow
No experience required

For catalog, printwork, magazines, movies

video and W commercials

Men and Women of all ages
^ Free Consultation

CALL MODEL DIVISION
310.659.4855

COACHES NEEDED: J.H. soccer and H.S

Softball. SFV private school. Experience pre-

ferred. Hours&salary ncH^otiable. Send re-

sume: PO Box:4036 fiorth Hollywood. CA
91617.

COMPUTER TECH. Troubleshooting, strong

computer skills important. Pays good P/T

Call 213-607-0874 or fax resume:21 3-365-

4376.

COMPUTER/TELECOM
CUSTOMER SERVICE REP Fast growing

internet co. located in Westwood seeking

PT/FT customer service reps w/excellent

Windows95/PC skills to work midnight-

8 30AM, 5AM-8AM, 4PM-11PM Fluency in

German&French a plus Fax resume J. Ash-

craft 310-507-0292.

DENTAL OFFICE needs office help P/T-F/T

Hours flexible E;<perience preferred. 310-

451-5404.

DOG WALKING- P/T, 3-5 mornings/week.

Pertect for student and dog lovers Must

have own car. Call Chris©310-471-2771

DOG-WALKER NEEDED. Mon-Fn, after-

noons in exchange for parking pnvileges

Home- walking distance from campus. Bon-

nie: 310-474-9969

DOMESTIC HELP Beverly Hills Home, 8

hours/wk. $8/hour, tasks include housework

and bookwork, pleasant environment 310-

275-7975 Convenient bus location

DRIVER WANTED w/car to pick up student

between 3:X-5:00pm daily. 310-476-4205.

F/T ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT- Com-
puter skills, general office, and run errands.

Century City area. Fax: 310-785-9165-

Stephanie.

F/T TELEMARKETING/Assistant Broker.

Westwood Brokerage Firm seeks telemar-

keter/asst to broker. Will train and sponsor

the right person to become commodities bro-

ker. Contact Ricke310-475-9977.

FILE/OFFICE CLERKS
LAW FIRM has PT positions to fill at

$6.50/hr. Minir]Aum of 20hrs/wk. Interest in

law preferred. Fax resume&proposed avail-

able hours to 310-274-2798 or mail to Lur-

ie&Zepeda, 9107 Wilshire Blvd Suite «800.

Beverly Hills, CA 90210; attention James
Walker

GENERAL OFFICE PERSON pt time. Ex-

cellent phone and office skills. Computer lit-

erate $10/hr 310-417-3460 Call anytime 9 to

5.

GIRLS wanted at exclusive social club in

WLA Conversation only. No ateohol. Flexi-

ble hours. Eam top $$$. 310-477-9671

.

GREAT PEOPLE
GOOD PAY!!!

POSITION AVAILABLE as therapy assistant

in modern chiropractic office, close to cam-

pus This IS a great experience. Prefer pre-

med/kinesiology majors. MWF 9 a.m.-l p.m.

Starts at $9 00/hour Contact Jilt at 310-475-

3488

GREAT WORKPLACE!
TELEMARKETING for international educa-

tion agency. Nice clients, great-workplace in

SM. Hourly+commission. Sales expen-

ence&knowledge of foreign language import-

ant. 310-395-9393

GROWING INTERNATIONAL INTERNET
CO. seeking candidate tor immediate posi-

tion Wanted-marketing/administrative assis-

tant, w/good communication, comput-

er&email skills a must. P/T w/room for ad-

vancement. Email resume to admin®club-

global.com or phone:310-777-8377.

GYMNASTICS INSTRUCTOR-Wanted for

beginning boys and girls classes $8-12/hr

depending on experience. 213-465-2314

HAIR MODELS
(All nationalities) our models have worked for

Sebastian, Aveda, Paul Mitchell, Redken,

Toni&Guy. Beginner's ok! Most ages ok! All

heights ok! Gfeat pay! Call '1ree' now! otto

(24-hours) 1-800-959-9301.

HELP DESK CONSULTANT $9 80 On cam-

pus. Telephone, lab, e-mail consultation,

documentation Call Mary 310-825-5774.

HOLIDAY $$$
FOR Swan's Holiday Store, Westside Pavi-

lion. October-Jan. Flexible hours. Must be

friendly w/good customer service skills. 310-

234-0123

HOME TYPISTS
PC USERS NEEDED $45,000 income po-

neat. CaraJBOfr tsta 43^ £xt.QJQtfla=

HOUSEKEEPER/HOME-OFFICE ASSIS
TANT for busy doctor. Weekends Laun-

dry/cleaning, assist w/cooking, etc.. No skills

required Great Pay! Flexible schedule

Leave message. 310-826-9811

INITIATIVE & INTEGRI-

TY
UCLA COMMUI^TY SERVICE OFFICERS
Now hiring. Explore law. communications,

public relations. Starts $7.25/hr WEB
www.ucpd.ucla.edu/ucpd/cso/ EMAIL:

cso0ucpd.ucla.edu. Phone: 310-825-2148

INTERVIEW POSITION- No telemarketing

involved On-campus. Flexible hours. Will

tram. English and fluent in Spanish. Viet-

namese. Mandarin, or Russian preferred.

$9-12/hr. 12-30 hours/week. Call 310-825-

3658.

KIDS MARTIAL ARTS CLASS ASSI.STANT-

M-F. P/T. 4-6pm. Santa Monica Martial arts

studio. Black belt preferred Good pay 3l5-

829-'2643.

LOOKING for energetic people to answer

phones, greet customers, etc Some com-

puter experience helpful. 310-395-7368.

" MAILERS WANTED!
GOOD WEEKLY INCOME PROCESSING
OUR MAIL! GENUINE OPPORTUNITY!
Rush SASE UNIQUE IMAGES. PO. Box

15552. Beveriy Hills, CA90209

MAILROOM CLERK Document retneval

company in Westwood seeks responsible,

energetic&relaible person for order-filling,

document matching&mailing. general office

duties. M-F, 9am-6pm $8/hr Start ASAP
Fax resume/application to Luis© 3 10-208-

5971.

MALE MODELS
Pnntwork UB under 25 Lean, any race,

leave name, number&physical stats. Free

interview. Beginners welcome. 213-960-

1066. 24hrs.

MARKET RSRCH ASST
CLIENT LIAISON &FOCUS group assistant.

Must be professional in appearance&detail

oriented. Customer servkie or general office

experience a plus. F/T-P/T-$8/hr to start. Fax

Resume or cover letter: 310-440-2348.

MESSENGER
STRONG BRUIN SUPPORTERAwell estab-

lished Westwood law firm seeks one part-

time messer)ger to work Mon.. Weds., and

Friday from 9:30am-6:30pm in our office

servk:ei* department. Must have reliable car,

insurance&good driving record. AdditioQal

duties include mail, p^iotocopying, faxing,

etc Prefer Bruin students who are also re-

sponsible&detail-oriented Please call Robin

Barnes 310-478-2541.

MODELS WANTED by professional photo-

studio for upcoming assignment. Male/Fe-

male Pro/Non-Pro Fashion/Commer-
cial/Theatrical. Call for appointment 816-

986-7933.

MOVIE EXTRA WORK
* Revolutionary new program* Start immedi-

ately* All types-18-*-!* Fun/Easy* No crazy

fees* Program for free medical* Call-24/hrs

213-850-4417.

NATIONAL PARK
EMPLOYMENT

Find the ideal job in America's National

Parks, Forests&Wildlife Preserves All skill

levels. Competitive wages-fbenefits Ask

how! 517-336-4298 ext N59341

ND HLP INSTALLING
COMPUTER SFTWR

Hands-on computer help installing soft-

ware&setting up programs. PT/flexible

hrs/need car Excel, Powerpoint, Ac-

cess&potential Access programming oppor-

tunities Genevive Fabius 213-487-6977.

NEED TELEMARKETER/OFFICE ASST for

a clothing company PT/FT Call 310-473-

7454

NOW HIRING
Pier One Imports is looking for PT/FT sales

associates. Combined shifts, flexible hours

Apply in person at: Pier One Imports, 10984

Santa Monica Blvd , LA, 90025 Corner of

Veteran and Santa Monica Blvd

NUDE MODELS WANT-
ED ESP COLLEGE

GIRLS AND LATINAS
CASH PAID-Still photos for internet. Solo

work (naughty, not nasty). Age 18-26-AII

types. Call 818-562-33.18

OFFICE ASSISTANT needed M&W ©West-
wood graphic design company. Light clerical

duties&professional phone manner. Car
needed for errands Fax resume 31Q-2QB-

PERSONAL ASST/SECRETARY. work in a

pleasant home office in BH. F/T or P/T filing,

typing, organizing, etc. M-F $6 25-$7.50

Computer skills needed. Casual dress-t^envi-

ronment. Close to bus. Asians welcome.

Please fax your resume or personal informa-

tion to Todd SilverOfax: 310-858-8901.

Tel:310-858-8900.

PHOTO LAB p/l assist photo pnnter or com-

puter imaging. Beveriy Hills 310-274-3445.

PRESCHOOL looking for Teacher's Assis-

tant for Fall 1998 school year. Candidates

should have experier>ce in child care. Wage
negotiable. Days: M,W.F/1-5pm. Beveriy

Glen Play Group. 310-470-0992

PROMOTION- PART TIME. Dog training

company Weekends aixj car a must. Dog
lover only. 800-449-6101.

PT. TIME ASST. Post-grad institute. Some
evenings 1 yr-f, office, computer exp. Inde-

pendent, responsible, organized, outgoing,

car Fax resume 310-477-5968

RECALL PERSON- P/T afternoons. Enthu-

siastic person for making appointments.

Good phone skills and organized. Call Judy;

no calls on Wednesday: 310-553-7070.

RECEPTION./ASSIST _
Full-time. Santa Monica. Tuesday-Saturday.

No expenence required. Eye-doctor's office.

Ask for Dr. Somers or Allison, 310-319-

9999, Leave message 24-hrs/day.

RECEPTIONIST WANTED M-F 9-4 and/or

4-10 Please call Liana at 3t0-208-0101

RECEPTIONIST-P/T-Century City Law Firm.

Front office, phones, light typing, various du-

ties. $8/hr. Fax resume arid cover letter to:

Office Coordinator 310-226-7461.

RECEPTIONIST. Semore, INC seeks recep-

tionist w/excellent communication skills, wrtt-

ten&vertoal, PC literate&preferably w/some

experience in the apparel industry. Please

submit resume to 213-746-2426^

5535-

OFFICE ASSISTANT Busy tutoring agency

in Pacific Palisades seeks office help 1:30-

6:30, M-Th. $10/hr. Must be reliable/profes-

sional. Tutonng abilities a plus 310-459-

4125

OFFICE ASSISTANT/SECRETARY- An
swenng phones, greeting patients, filing in

small physical therapy office in residence.

Mornings 9am-1pm 5days/week Salary ne-

gotiable. 310-446-6668

OFFICE ASSISTANT M-F P/T. 4 hours/day

Santa Monica Martial arts studio Smart, or-

ganized, responsible Good pay Will train.

310-829-2643.

OFFICE. CLERICAL, SECRETARIAL work

Need to be bilingual in English and Arabic

F/T and P/T more than 1 -person. 310-575-

1991

ON CAMPUS JOB OPPORTUNITY
$7.25/hr. approx. 15-20 hrs/wk. M-F pref. 12

4. Requires excellent receptionist skills, gen

eral office and computer skills Fax resume

to: 310-794-9565 Attn. Ingrid

ON-CALL INVESTIGATOR. Westside Fair

Housing Council is recruiting people to help

investigate discnmination. Receive stipend

between $25-$50 per site visit. Training pro-

vided Tara:31 0-474- 1667.

Sprino Break 'SO

21

tfiirwMi
Take"?

Now Mirino Raps!

2FrMTr1pson—
inly 15 Sales $499

1400-426-7nO

OPTOMETRIC ASSISTANT Assisting w/pa-

tient eye care Utilitizing diagnostic instnj-

mentation. Dispensing glasses&contact

lenses. Excellent communication skills.&in-

dependently rrrotivated. Call 213-653-2020.

OUTGOING TELEMARKETERS for Match-

making Company. Fun job. evening hours

We set appointments for singles to visit Call

Adam©310-777-6900

P/T HR POSITION Part-time wortt available

in HR department. Performing Arts Fundrais

ing Company. Work includes general admin-

istration, filing, WP on Word+Excel, verifica-

tion, and other projects. We need 20-25/hrs-

week Mon-Fri. Great locatk>n w/dedicated

fun environment and great people Please

send resume to SDNA HR 1728 Abbot Kin-

ney Blvd. Venice Ca 90291. or fax 310-301-

9779 or e-mail to jnimoy© sdatel.com

PART TIME ASSISTANT tOgfirentwood Art

Dealer: Computer skills (mail-merge. Word,

Excel), organizational skills, personable.

Hours flexible, M-F 10am-5pm. 310-395-

1465

PART/TIME Appt. Setting. 5:30-9pm.

$lO/hr+bonus for a Beveriy Hills firm.

Telemarketing experience preferred. Ask for

Gale. (310)724-7260.

PERSONAL ASSIST, to professor Must

have car and insurance. Dependable, able to

comnr>it to 1-year. Computer literate Spanish

speaking helpful. 10+hrs/wk. 3-5 afternoons

M-F 3:30-7 Begin ASAP Call:213-951-7050.

RECREATION ASSISTANT Westwood Re-

creation Complex. Will train. Office wori<, an-

swer phones, reseo/ations $8 87/hr. Week-

nights 4:30- 10:30pm and weekends. Call

Steve 310-473-3610.

SALES people needed for busy office in

Santa Monica Looking for motivated, friend-

ly people, computer knowledge helpful.

Starting pay $8/hr 310-395-7368.

SALES&CLERICAL. P/T or F/T. excellent

opportunity. Love of jewelry. Call between

12-6pm. Shane's Jewelry. 310-208-8404.

SALESPEOPLE (5) wanted. $600/mo car al-

lowance, 4K/mo. expense allowance, profit

sharing if qualified. Call 323-254-8956.

SECRETARY. 20hrs/wk. Doctor's office.

Need good computer and typing skills. Also

good command of English. Immediate open-

ing. Fax resume to 310-451-0446.

SECRETARY/EXECUTIVE with advanced

computer know-how, excellent oral/written

communications skills sought by Complete

Access. We sell and rent adapted vehicles

and equipment for the disabled. Independ-

ent, self-starter to wort< full-time in a dyna-

mic, entrepreneurial environment. Health-

care industry experience a plus. F^x resume

with salary history: 310-575-1505.

START TODAY 1
National Mari<eting Co. needs people ASAP
for data entry, $10/hr to start. FT/PT wee-

kends, very flexible. Culver City location.

Fax resume to 310-398-3550

Student Sales Rep. Wanted. Sell hot new

sports apparel line to students, teams, and

stores. Flexible hours Great commission.

(3 1 0)393-498^

STUDENTS WANTED ^

and sports minded individuals PROMO-
TIONS. $15 to start. Hiring for flex hrs. 15-

25hrs/wk Cash daily. 310-374-4993.

SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNSELOR. Even-

ings, some days Part-time. 2-years experi-

ence. Spanish/English fluency. $10-25/hr.

Contact Marilyn: 310-479-8353.

TELEMARKETER WANTED 10-12

hrs/week, evening calls, good salesn^nship

skills. $6.60/hr. -f commissions. Call Admiral

Tutoring: 310-477-9^85 or fax resume: 310-

477-2409.

TELEMARKETERS AND SALESPEOPLE
wanted Business communk:ations company
provkjes networking, ptxxie systems-f Nep-

tel servk:e. Fast-paced and professior^l en-

vironment. Flexible hours 9-5 M-F. Salary

and commisskxi. Jeanette 0310-391-7199.

TELEMARKETING/SALESPEOPLE NEED-
ED. Huge commissk)ns pakl. Clean environ-

ment. Flexible hours. Excellent for student.

Call between 9am-12pm©3 10-659-0943.

TRAINER tb drifllree style wrestling tech-

niques Also need intern for woric on urt}an

planning project. 310-456-8657.

TRANSLATION COMPANY In Santa Monkai^

has two openings First, ofttee help (F/T).

Second. Pakl Intern (P/T). Applicants need

to be detail-minded, versatile, organized,

w/excellent language skills (English and at

least one major language), and extensive PC
expertise. Fax resume: 310-260-7705 or call

310-260-7700.

Display

206-3060
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TUTOR WANTED for 3rd year CSAEE
ma|or. Senior or graduate students only.

6hrs/week 3daysAveek. Good pay. E-mail

qualifications to IcyenOdnaJ.oom

TUTORS NEEDED
Math/Science/Spanlsh/French tutors for

WLA office. Undergraduate degree required.

$13 at-center. $20 in-home. 310-475-5330.

VOLUNTEER USHERS
FOR GEFFEN P1>YH0USE production of

The Crtppie of Inishmaan' Starts Oct 20.

Sign-up&see it for free: 310-208-6500

ext.115.

WE'RE SEEKING INDIVIDUALS to provide

support to the devetopmentally disat>ied. Call

Dwight IstantHJiian at 818-361-6400 ext 129.

PAID INTERNSHIP
WESTWOOD LAW FIRM- FleidUe holirs

Learn a lot. $7.50^. Good typing skills, com-

puter literate, excel experience preferred.

CaN 310-475-0481. Resumes preferred;

310-446-9962.

TALENT XND UTERARY Agency. Learning

all facets of an agerx^ lnvoivir>g talent, liter-

ary, (productioh crews). Credit tor school

avail. 323-782-1854.

HEALTHY FEMALE VOLUNTEERS (17-

35yr8.) wanted for a study involving small

amounts of radkMCtivity at UCLA. $25/hr.

Cal 310-825-1118 or 310-825-2871.

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
INTERNSHIP

University Elementary School. Fall qtr-mini-

mum Junior standing, 3.0 GPA. Final orienta-

tion: today,\10/9 1PM, UES conference rm.

Info: 310^257623.

FILM PRODUCTION company at Para-

mount Pics seeks motivated, smart & reliable

interns to assist In research, script reading &
other duties tor Fall/Winter. Chris 323-956-

2110.

INTERN WANTED- Part-time with expenses.

Prestigious entertainment agency offering

comprehensive irxJustry icnowtedge, hands-

on experience, and future film and television

career contacts Fax Darin: 310-652-8772.

INTERNS WANTED: FT/PT positions avail-

able for students at prestigious entertain-

ment PR finn. Must be enthusiastic&detail-

oriented. Offers college credit, harnls-on ex-

periencgftfuture fittnAtBlflvmon earaar eoft—

LEARN ABOUT
CORPORATE AMERICA
PAfD ADMINISTRATIVE internship for exec-
utive search firm. Westwood. Must be bright,

have professional attitude. Fax resume:'ln-

tem-©31 0-474-0255.

POLITICAL INTRNSHP
Get involved in the election season.

Campaign experience and much more. Call

California Young Republicans Brentwood

office 310-442-5911.

PUBLISHING COMPANY: Intemis wanted for

Public Relations, Marketing, Editorial depart-

ments, Jr/Sr eligibility; call 323-939-1840

ext-31 or fax 323-939-1855.

SPORTS MARKETING. Events.. & Promo^
tions Internship Opportunity at Makai Events

in Manhattan Beach Call Amy 0, 310-546-

9585. [www.makaievents com]

TALENT AGENCY kwking for p/t intern. Pos-

sit>le pay Great learning experience. Fax re-

sume to attention Julie 310-659-3344.

WESTWOOD STUDENT Federal Credit

Unk)n offers internships in Banking. Account-

ing, Mari<eting, Human resources, Opera-

tions. No experience necessary! Applications

available at 124 Kerckhoff.

INTERNATIONAL
STUDENTS

SANTA MONICA
SUBLETS

NORTH OF WILSHIRE. Near beach Ibdmi
$733 2bdnn/2bath $922 and $992. Will sub-

let 2-12 months to students with non-renew-

able visas and exit expiratk>n date of less

than lyr. 818-761-1168.

SANTA MONICA U1 apt, pet ok. parking,

month-to-month. $975. Westside Rental
Connection. 310-395-1284. Low agent fee.

www.westsiderentals.com.

SANTA MONICA single bungak)w, on the
beach near bike path, w/c pet. parking. $850.
WestskJe Rental Connectton. 310-395-1284.
Low agent lee. www.westsiderentals.com.

SANTA MONICA. 1+1 apt. near Santa
Monica College, pool, laundry, parking.

$750. Westside Rental Connection. 310-
395-1284. Low agent fee. www.west-
sklerentals.com.

SANTA MONICA 1+1 apt, washerAdryer.
good location, $1098. Westside Rental
Connection. 310-395-1284. Low agent fee.

www.Connection.com.

-mc '"^^^ '>•. ij^mm *:< "^r r^ao^.^i"^'

1-BDRM $650
NEAR SHERMAN OAKS GALLERIA. Huge
apt. ktoal for roommates. Garden courtyard,

pool, A/C. phone-entry. Minutes to campus.
818-997-7312.

APT NEAR CAMPUS
WESTWOOD. Spacious bachetor Close to

UCLA 310-444-1478 Ask for Fred

APT NEAR CAMPUS
WESTWOOD. Spacious bachelor. Close to

UCLA. 310-444-1478. Ask for Fred

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 2 BEDROOM $950-

$1195. LARGE. UPPER/LOWER. UNU-
SUAL CHArfM. SOME W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS
310-839-6294

tacts. Contact Amanda at 310-550-7776.

INTERNSHIP. Small film production compa-

ny at ParanfKHjnt Pknures seeks self-motivat-

ed, intelligent and reliable interns to assist in

research, script reading&general offk;e du-

ties.' Please call Nick or Amy at 323-956-

8150.

CONVERSATION ^
PARTNER

An SMC Chinese student looking for a native

English speaker for conversation practrce.

Good pay $15/hr. flexible hours. John 310-

288-0666 after-3pm.

-NEAR UCLA Large lurrMshedbachelorSr re-

modeled. $475-$500/mo. Utilities provided.

Locked entry, near buslines/shops., Call for

appointment at 310-575-8987.

PALMS. Single apt from $495. l-bdnn, $595.

Stove. $600deposit for single and
$900deposit tor 1-bdrm. 1-year lease. 310-

.

837-1502 leave message.

* PALMS *
2BD, 2BA,

TOWNHOMES, FIREPLACE,

GATED GARAGE,

ALARM

• 3614 PARIS DR. $1145
(310)837-0906

2BD. 2BA

* MAR VISTA *
2BD. 2BA..

TOWNHOMES.
GATED GARAGE.

ALARM. FIREPLACE

• 11931 Avon Way $1025

• 12714 Mitchell Ave. $1075

4BD , 4BA.. 3 STOR IES
• 3954 Beethoven St $1895

(310)391-1076
a Open House Mon. - Sat, 10 - 5

,

SHERMAN OAKS. House to share. 3 story

contemporary. 15 miriutes to campus, fur-

nished or unfurnished. Laundry. Jacuzzi.

$700/mo. 818-766-9922

SM. HUGE 3bdmfV2.5ba. 3000 sq ft $2300
Jacuzzi in balcony, spa tub, fireplace, park-

ing, dishwasher, washer/dryer hookup. 310-

787-7051.

UNIQUE BUILDING
WLA/PALMS. Urge single $650. Clean,

large pool, convenient to shopping and

UCLA. Stove, refrigerator, and pets consid-

ered. 310-204-4332.

VENICE single apt. cozy unit, good area,

parking, utilities paid. $435. Westside Rental

Connection. 310-395-1284. Low agent fee.

www.westsiderentals.com.

WESTSIDE. Looking (or a place to live on

the Westside? Call Westside Rental Connec-

tion. 310-395-1284. Low agent fee.

www.westsiderentals.com.

WESTWOOD 1+1 apt. hardwood floors, gar-

den surrounding, garage, $795. Westside

Rental Connection. 310-395-1284. Low
agent fee. www.westsiderentals.com.

WESTWOOD bachelor apt. hardwood floors,

yard, $600. Westside Rental Connection.

310-395-1284. Low agent fee www.west-

siderentals.com.

WESTWOOD. Bachelors available from

$475-$525. Utilities included. Walking dis-

tance to campus. Call Tom 310-824-9754.

WESTWOOD. Brandiiaw^^^apaAmaaL^
miles to campus. Prime location. Private

entry. Available now. $850.Female preferred.

(310)475-9145.

WESTWOOD. Large single/lull bath, full

kitcheri. walk-in closet, minutes to UCLA,
free laundry, 2 paricing spaces, quiet build-

ing. Jim031 0-209-3057. $725.

lof RmI

WLA2-f1 apt, huge landscaped yard, carport

parking. $595 Westside Rental connection.

310-395-1284. Low agent fee. wwwwest-
siderentals.com

WLA ADJACENT- Spacious 2bdmT/2bath.

Prime location Pnvale patio. Carpets, verti-

cals. Newly remodeled kitchen. Parking.

$1275-$1395. 310-207-7209.

WLA $825-$850. 2bdrmyi.5ba. Dishwasher,

AC, carpet. drapes built-in. Extra large

fenced patio. 310-670-5119.

WLA. '1537 Corinth Ave Single in 1932
Spanish Mission Building. Hardwood floors,

high ceilings, separate kitchen $625/mo 1-

year-lease. Also large single with separate

dining room/bdrm. Separate kitchen . Hard-

wood floors, high ceilings. $750/mo 1-year

lease. Close to UCLA. 310-479-8646.

r

APTS&HSES 4 RENT
11282 W Washington Blvd Suite 205. Culv-

er City CA 90230. Superlative Realty Broker

310-391-1557. Apts-$525&up. Houses-

$1800.

PICO/BARRINGTON- Quiet, charming, hard

wood floors, fireplace. Large master bdrm

w/large bath. 2private decks. Stain glass

Must see! $1350/mo. 310-477-5365.

MAR VISTA. $535&up/month. Ask about
move in special. Attractive, furnished 1-

bdrm. Large, pool, patio, bartecue area

Quiet-building. 3748 Inglewood Blvd. 310-

398-8579.

WESTWOOD, 705 GAYLEY. walk to cam-
pus*Westwood Village. 1 -bachelor $575
Prefer mature, quiet adults. 310-208-7864.

1700
Ikm^Moimkimm fl^ Sate

HoaM lor Site

Westwood; 3-bdmV2bath, $749K; Santa Mo-

nica: 3-bdrm/2-bath, $8,95K. BRK: 310-259-

1981.323-653-2017.

GOVT FORECLOSED
HOMES FROM PENNIES ON $1. Delin-

quent Tax, Repo's. REO's. Your area. Toll

free (1)800-218-9000 Ext. H- 1650 for current

listings.

WEST LA: 5-bdmV3-bath, $550K; Beveriy-

wood: 3-bdrnrV2-bath. $599K; MkJ-Wilshire:

2+2 condo, $79K. BRK: 310-259-1981. 323-

653-2017.

NICE, TRUSTWORTHY temale UCLA stud-

ent looking for room/apartment/ guesthouse.

Will pay $400 for place in Westwood. Brent-

wood. Palisades. Malibu. 760-746-1731.

9300
Room for itolp

MAR VISTA. 2-$tory house. Swimming pool,

kitchen-privileges, near bus 3 rooms avail-

able. 1 -furnished, 2-unfumished Must be

extremely clean. $550/mo. 310-390-4329.

PANORAMIC VIEW. Large house, 2-rooms

for rent in 4-bdrrTV3-bath. Kitchen privileges

Encino bordertine to Brentwood. 15 min-

UCLA. $400. 310-395-0944.

ROOM in a house for rent. $450+utilities.

Walk to thejnarket Close to the beach. Pre-

fer N/S and no-pets. Sonia-310-719-0572

11-^- •

SHERMAN OAKS. Avail 9/1. Larige sunny

room. Furnished/unfurnished with bath,

kitchen, and garage. $800/mo. Just south of

Mulholland. 1 -block west of Supulveda.

Close to 405/101. 818-789-5678.

TWO UNFURNISHED ROOMS FOR RENT
in a house 15minutes from UCLA. Large

backyard, garage, close to bus stop. $350
(818)386-2678.

WESTCHESTER 7-minutes to UCLA. 5-min-

utes to beach. Lovely room in quiet home
Private bathroom. Utilities included $400
Light cooking. 310-342-0423.

WLA 1 bdrm with private bath and entrance,

non-smoker, $365/mo. including utilities.

Available Nov. 5. 310-287-1449..

WLA Living room to rent. $350/mo. Close to

UCLA. 2nd floor, pool, gym, tennis, utilities

included. Female preferred. 310-445-9412.

BEVERLY HILLS. Luxury 2-bdmf>/2-bath apt.

Security-building, pool, secured parking,

central air/heat, furnished. All utilities paid(in-

cludes maidsen/ice). No pets. $700/mo.
310-556-1041.

BRENTWOOD. Private rm&ba in spacious

2bdrm apt Kitchen, den, bateony. parking,

laundry, pool, fun area. $750/mo. Call

Rebecca 818-704-5681.

LIVE NEAR UCLA!!
BRENTWOOD: Roomnuite needed. I^rge

apt w/easy access to UCLA. Your own
bdrnVbath, pool, gym, gated parking.

$715/mo. Includes utilities!! Susan/Vanessa
310-440-3081.

PACIFIC PALISADES $725 for master

bdrm+bath+balcony in 3t)drm unit. 5min to

beach&village. Prefer professional/grad

student. Avail 10-1-98 310-824-3395.

PALMS Responsible, tidy, male roommate
wanted to have own room, share bath in 3-

bdrm/2-bath $300/mo. 310-280-0625 or 310-

839-5735.

VENICE. Own room in 2bdrnV1bth. Near
beach&buslines. Laundry on premises.

$475>utilities. N/S. Must like dogs. 310-301-

2588.

WEST LA. $550/mo-»-. 10-minAJCLA. Master

suite in secured building, pool, spa, A/C,

weight room, fireplace. Courtyard, gated

pari<ing, laundry. 310-383-2819.

Al-Talib
UCLA'S Muslim Student

Newsmagazine

UCLA's Feminist Student

Newsmagazine

Ha'Am
UCLA's Jewish Student

Newsmagazine

La Gente
UCLA's Chicana/o & Ldtina/o

Student Newsmagazine

A

i*'K''KC9vnmm

VAN NUYS SHRMN WY©405. E-Z comm-
ute. Lite, brite. pristine 2bdrrTV2ba condo.

2gar, WB-FP, A/C. in-unit WD. frig, Irg mstr,

hi-cigs, sec, pool. spa. $79,900. Bkr-melody

818-363-6116x206.

CHILD CARE wanted in tJxLiidiiyt; lui Guebl-

house. Expenence, strong references, car

required. Flexible hours. Walk to campus.

UCLA students only 310-470-4393.

ENCINO. Room-i-board in exchange for driv-

ing-i-homewort< help. Easy going 9/yr-old boy

:flBautitul home. 8-mttes from camptis.

WESTWOOD best area, attached private

quarters, bathroom, microwave, fridge, table,

paricing, utilities included, available Nov 1,

female. $560/mo. Evenings 310-474-8631

-WESTWOOD. walk to UCLA. Bnght, private

"unit in cute garden, A/C. Kitchen area with

fridge. Microwave. Hot-plate, and toaster-

oven. Utilities, cable included. Ample part<-

ing. $685. 310-475-5468.

student pref. 818-986-4659.

mo
Rooni hM* Root

BRENTWOOD- Student preferred lor room

w/pnvate entranC§"li\|d terrace in private

home. Laundry privileg^ included. 310-476-

3169.

ENCINO HILLS-Rooms in private home.

Panoramic view. 24-hour neighborhood pa-

trol. 15-minutes to campus. $400&$425.

Please call 818-905-0508.

rdii Housinq
Rooms from

M 334/quarter,
Includins meals M-F

Women students only

824 Hilgard

WESTWOOD 501 Gayley. Female N/S.

Large 1 -bdrm/1 -bath. $360/mo+utilities.

Must like animals. Cable, kitchen&pariong.

Clean. Fully-furnished. Start late Nov. Ange-
la. 310-209-5226.

WESTWOOD-One roommate needed to

=^fil>afe a foorrv «> a 2bdrm apt or KeHenrr

$350/mo. Pool, parking&rec. rm. Ask for

Manny/Ku.31 0-443-9726.

NOMMO
UCU's African Student

Newsmagazine

UCLA's Asian/Pacific islander

Student Newsmagazine
82S-1004

IsU I

tfa^T fiHflii i||Mitiile IH Ten Percent^^i UCLA's Queer Student

(310)208-8931
IDYLLWILD BEAUTIFUL MTN. CABIN San
Bernardino Nat'l Forest. Fully equipped Hot

tub, fireplaces Views. Sleep 4+. $250/wee-

kend. 310-794-5515 310-391-6808

UCLA'S Queer Student

Newsmagazine

Catholic
St. Paul the Apostle

10750 Ohio Ave.

Los Angeles, 90024

310-474-1527

M-F, 6:30am, Sam, 12:05pm,

5:30pm; Sat. 8am, 9am,

5:30pm; Sunday: 6:30am,

Sam, 9:30am, 11:30am,

5:30pm; Times-of Confession:

M-F 4:45-5: 15pm; Sat. 4:30-

5pm. Weel^ly Bible Study

taught by UCLA Professor Bill

Creasy, Mon. 7am and 7pm in

the Upper Social t-iall.

Christian
Chinese Bible Church
1637 Butler Ave., LA

310-478-8971

Chinese Sunday Worship:

Sunday 11am in Sanctuary.

English Sunday Worship:

Sunday 2pm in Walker Hall.

Looking for a Bible-based

church close to campus?

We're only minutes away from

UCLA, conrie and check us

out!

Joshua House
2948 Colorado Ave., Santa Monica

310-581-9924.

Sunday Evenings, 6:30pm.

A new weekly gathering of

music, message, and ministry

for a Rew generation (ages

18-32); where the reality of life

and the reality of God meet in

a relaxed and relational

atmosphere. For those who
wonder if there's more to

life... it's a place to come. (An

extension of the Vineyard

Christian Fellowship)

Christian/Evangelical

Westside Oikos Community

Church

1989 Westwood Blvd (by LaGrange)

310-441-2125

Sunday 1pm, 3:30pm. Rides

provided at Sproul Turnaround

at 12:30pm and 3pm. Oikos

Christan Fellowship on

Campus, 1178 Franz Hall,

Thursday at 6:30pm. Start the

year fresh with God! He has

wonderful blessings in store

for your life. Join us for one of

our worship sen^ices where

you will experience powerful

worship, life-changing mes-

sages, and awesome fellow-

ship.

Congregational
Westwood Hills Congregational

Church

1989 Westv\/ood Blvd. (& La Grange),

LA 310-474-7327

[WHCChurch@aol.com] or call toll

free 888-WHCHURCH

Pastor Olaf Hoeckmann-

Percival. 10am worship. Open
and affirming of all. Christ cen-

tered, spirit-filled worship.-

Conversational sermons.

Music to lift your spirit!

Children's church, retreats,

Bible studies, and lots of

God's Love.

http://members.aol.com/whc-

church

Lutheran
University Lutheran Chapel

10915 Strathmore Dr. (at Gayley),

Westwood

310-208-4579 ^
Sundays: Liturgical Worship

10:30am. Bible Study: 12:15pm.

Contemporary Worship: 4:30pm.

Wednesdays: Soup Supper: 6pm.

Undergraduate Bible Study: 7pm.

Last Wednesday of month,

Vespers Service, 7pm.

Retreat from the edge! In love,

we emphasize the grace of God

while sharing the light of Christ!

Rev. Tim Seals, Pastor; Rev Paul

Drake, Campus Ministry

Administrator.

Methodist
Westwood UMC/Wesley

Foundation

10497 Wilshire Blvd. (at the comer of

WamerAve.)

310-208-6869 or 310-474-4511

http://home.eanhlink.net/-wumc
'

Sundays: 10:30am&5:30pm.

Traditional Worship: 10:30am

in Sanctuary; Grace Land

Contemporary Worship:

5:30pm in Helms Hall; Wesley

Fellowship, Pray-Play-Eat

Wednesdays, 6:15pm in URC
Lounge, 900 Hilgard Ave. (at

LeConte Ave.).

Presbyterian

Brentwood Presbyterian

Church

12000 San Vicente Blvd., Los

Angeles, 90049

310-826-5656

College Age Fellowship: Sundays

11am-12:30pm. Worship

Sen/ices: Sundays Bam, 9:15am,

11am,&6pm. BPC is an active,

warm, and compassionate

church. Come worship with us or

check out our College Age

Fellowship. Shuttle sen/ice avail-

able from "Sproul Hall turn-

around" at 10:40am for C.A.R

Westwood Presbyterian Church

10822 Wilshire Blvd., Los

Angeles. 310-474-4535.

Worship times: 9a.m. and

11a.m. Excellent music. Bible

and theological classes led by

university faculty.

Opportunities for spiritual

growth, fellowship and service

in hands-on ministries dealing

with hunger, homeless, child-

abuse, affordable housing

needs. Next to AVCO the-

aters.
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Student deals \J

Every Wednesday and Friday, the Daily Bruin Classifieds provides Bmin Bargains, a place where students are able to advertise

absolutely FREE* some of the best deals in Westwood. Check weekly for updates so you don't miss out on great savings! -
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acorn athertink III

.$15.

JED-

.310-267-3914

JU0ba24:5994

SQUIHWESLAia. .tfaa ticket i/l JiSL. ain.CTft-ia37

EXERCISE BIKE_
FINS CHURCHIU

Qfoat Inr rtnimt JOL airvAda-.Tfifid

SIABJrREK.
TANDY PC7

4a OOBaLcond/cieao. JUL
si/fl mflriMim J2S.

jjio-a24^74aa

310-314-2204

TMC UFniA r,AMF

vidao SBL vol l:fi-

ralndalnf

JML
J1£L anv47a.g7P6

IQflCHlERBE.

an«iiVahafa(aiithfif) JSL ai(V^7?.7a71

FOOTBAll TIX ?«;tiirtftnttiit«tlantofd JSbb- ,'g3-<m-.iffp

FOOTBALLIIX.
FOOTBAIL TIX

2studaolJuL .waatLSL-
u^rirttpnn ttantrtfrt

323-9313882

J10-729fi^4

TV r^AMF MATTFI I

TV/IN RFn

htark tajngen

1 gQamnmnrt tosAarrPfSa

J2CL jm^2M:3432
_$Z5_ ai(v«aui92

TYPEWRITER.
MlUmfH -$BQ.

FOOTRAllTinKFTf;

FRIDGEZ5CU
rtai/««lantftrri1fVai J2&. 618-725-2645

UQ A FOOTBALL
w/rartrWipn riM
itid N/S Oregon 10/1 7

JKL
ai(VIP4-9B4fl

.ayvoaa-awp

.
31Q-20frflSia

FUTON
WilrBezer-vefY nice

ptoan and mra
-$Bl„
JiOL

.310^841:5825
iiCl A FOOTBALL Itkt vs.vtanlQrdlQ/31.

31^824-8778

FUTON pmiitrvyl tffMMmM

FUTON MAHRESS.
EUIQN50£ABEQ_

julLuzfi-

JBL.
jao-

31Q-2flMa61

310:443-3664

UNUSED MODEM .

vFNrriAfj Ri iNn

.56k.i)cniaa caoL JiOL
aifV3n(U»iH

.^10207-^230

lynghthnoxar -$tL aifV«>4^13

nauiilcaalftrfai JlOn. rxxtnx'VPO

i«»wtlfam*qrt conA .11t>-?n7-3B?S
yiDED--COLOR. $15 310«»-?«533

QEDIGLTAI CI OCKS Jlarr HrwWam/lrn«ttafan JSL. JJ10:4Z90^3 bOQECHIQLQa. 1000010000- JQS. JiM0^2Sa

GUCa PURSES.
HP-41CX

? fBfll hmr^fn**'" j$ate_

_Calaitl£L. JSD-

.310-2a&€6Q9
aifV473-970S

YinFOT/HQR JUL
YinFfHyinfl

IRONIfjn ROAfln* wnn1fit)'^'**^'*y J3D_ aifv»Q.i«ii« vtncfMVM na
I—pjftnryy^am J1&.
,^mtir»fmrtir»im JDL JSUyBtk2SD

JACKETS SZ4

LS 3 TEXTBOOK mrmttooniStaon ISO

142204
310^2100948

x/iMTAnc npp«t^gp«; J12iL '^ty'M^jmto

wwntiCMHj Qwncjt lrwm.l.><U>1/g JL mtvCTMm?
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%fch too much TV?
Instead of watching "Boy Meets World,'' why don't you get off your lazy butt and make an appointment at the Campus

Photo Studio to g(^t your senior portrait taken? Time to put the remote down and pick up the phone.

iCyou arv a senior, you must make an ap|)oinlm('nl al the (lampus I'holo Studio to gtl your senior jH)itrait taken.

If your Ja^sl name Ik^ws with thc^ letter A-K, you MUST lake your photo M'orv. OetoIxT 10.

'lb make an ap[K)intment, call 20().84^ii

••». ...
.

.

•

—

^

FRIDAY EVENING

BROADCAST STATIONS

A = Century Cable B- Channel Name C = Bruin Cablevision OCT. 9, 1998

9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 1:00 1:30

6

9

11

13

34

d)

TTT

qIqI

'S
JST

28

IDT
11f

Q^0

13

IS CBSNmra OD

3

Slitiri

SitttrSl ISItyM
Charlit Rom (In Stereo)

(B

Lovt
ConiMction

I Lovt Lucy

Rickl Lake

Change of

HMTt

Roeaanne
(In Stefeo)

25
Primar Impado

Nawthour
LahrarSl

-[FS
jst<

mi

!)«)'

EnL
Tonight

Hollywood
Squaraa

Major League Baaaball Playoffs: A/nerWn League Championship ^ries Game
• Teams to Be-Announceo. (In Stereo LWi)

'"

Fraah |Nanny(ln
Princa iSlereo)BlStereo)]

Jim

Judge Judy
(In stereo)

Marriad.

WHh
rr8alar(ln

Stereo) m
NoticlaaSl

ABCWId

Real TV (In

Stereo) BB

Simpaont
(In Stereo)

Mad About
YouD
Noticiaro

Univiaion

BASIC CABLE STATIONS

FriandaOn
Stereo) I

LHaand
Tlmaa

Jeopardy!
(B

Hard Copy
(B

Home
wiprova.

Fraaiar(ln

Stereo) IB

Mi Paquana Travieaa

Sainfald(ln

Stereo) M
Huall

Howaar

Wheal of

FoftunaOE

LAPD: Ufa
onthaBaat

Simpaona
(In Stereo)

Kida-

Damdaat

Extra

Stereo'

(In

>)[B

Candid
Camaral]

Accaaa
Hollywood

Buddy Faro "Tpu^ied by |Naah Bridgae "HotI by
an Amnesiac" (In Stereo) |Prowlef" (In Stereo) IB

"Han to Han: Secrets of the Harr" (1995. Mystery) A
caterer and his aunt claim to be Jonathan's relatives.

*itVi "Teenage Mutant Ninja 7"urttes"( 1990) Judith

Hoag. Four marlial-anist turtles clean up New York, [gHoag. Four

WaaMn^
ton Weak

Two of a
KlndlB

[B

Uvingin
i^appviiy m
Legacy "Pilot

Wal Street

Weakm
BoyMatts
World IB

K

Getting

ParaonaltB

" (Series

Premiere) (In Stereo) Bl

Vivo por Elena

Into the Future (R) (In

Stereo) [B

Sabrina-

WHch

[B

Millennium

Brother's

KaaparB)

m

Exegesis" Bl

Love Boat: The Next
Wave "All Aboard" X
Desencuentro

(In Stereo) (B

Foto-

NovaiaaSl
Folo-

NoveiasB]

20/20 [B

[B Rnal
Quarter IB

IB

MariaPun-
teria

OertMzen
Cuando

ih

[B

Frianda (In

Stereo)t

Lata Show (In Stereo) [B

Tonight Show (In Stereo)

[B

Late Night (lr\ Stereo) [B

Fresh
Prince

Charlie Roaa (In Stereo)

IB

NewalB MghtUnaK

Jerry Springer [B

Married.

With

Newsradio
(In Stereo)

NoticiaalB

M'A'S'H
"Payday" Bl

Mad About
YouB]

Noticiero

Univiaion

Cheers B]

Ufa and
Tlmaa

Politically

Incorrect B]

Change of

Heart

Late Late Show (In

Stereo) 'S,

Nanny (In

Stereo) Bl

i(R)B]

Friday

Night

News (R) (In Stereo) (B

Austin City Umits "The
Allman Brothers Band"

(R)B1

Love
Connection

Living

Single B:

Cops I

Stereo) Bl

Motown Live

I (In

o)B

Claaaic

Arta

Entartainars Eddie
Murphy. Oprah Winfrey.

Maury Domineering men.
Bl

CopsBl

Paid

Program

Al Ritmo da ia Noche Lorena Herrera,

Ramon Ayala, Pompin III. (R)

H«ppy
Pays

Paid

Program

El Gordo y
laFlaca(r^)

44

33

54

39

43

56

58

57

75

38

26

8

19

16

12

'Tim Allen:

ods" (R]_

L.A. Datecthraa (R)

**•* "A Letter to Three Wives" {)9A9) A letter

advises three women that a husband is unfaithful

ProfUaa "One Night

Stand-Up"

65

76

26

44

42

39

27

12

14

42

32

66

41

World Today Bl

4:00) *** "Beetlejuice"

19efl) Michael Keaton.

Cochran A Company

Prima Time Public Affairs

Silent Witness "Divided Law A Order
Loyalties" (Pari 1 of 2) |

"Prescription for Death" Bl

Remember
WENNBl

• * Vj "Night Passaas" ( 1 957.

Adventure) James Stewart. Dan Duryea.

•'/i "Bra//r( 1985. Satire) Jonathan Pryce. Kim Greist. A man rebels against
the system in a totalitarian society. 'R' (AduH language, adult situations, violence)

Larry King Live Bl

OnaNlght
Stand Laugh

Prima Time Justice

Cold War "Iron Curtain"

(R)B1

Daily Show

a
Trial Story

Staln'a

Money

SporU
Tonight Bl

IMonaylina
|(R)i

Wild Discovery: "In

South African Waters" (R)

MyttarlaaA
Scandals

Coming
Attradiona

Discovery
News
Talk Soup

Storm
WamlngI

Mystery of the Crop
CirdesJR}

News Weekend

(4:30) NHL Hockey: Philadelphia Flyers al New York Rangers
From Madison Square Garden. (Live) Bl

3 Frianda,

Jerry

40

64

71

38

Goldan
GIritIB

Cut (In

Stereo)

Caldog

Shred Betty

iShots (R)

Lois A darfc-Suparman

Playhouaa

iSoiden

Girts U

Outra-

gaousl

Ellen (In

Stereo) Bl

I Can't

Believe

Ellen "HeUo.

Dalai" Bl

Jama Countdown (In Stereo)

Rocko'a
Modern LHe

NHL Cod

Saved by
Ball

Dinner-

Movie

USA High
(In Stereo)

Figure It

Out

Word"

Secret of

Alex

FOX Sports

lln

5 "Deathwalker"

tereo) B)

Hercules: Ttie

Legendary Journeys Bl

Show Me
the Funny

Stanley

Cup

Show Me
tfia Funny

Party of FKw "Before and
After' (In Stereo) Bl

Fanatic (In

Stereo)

Doug (In

Stereo) Bl

Sporta
News

Stereo!

In

Rugratsjn
Stereo) IB

Biography 'Tim Allen:

Prince of Tools" (R)

L.A. Detectives (R)

*Vi "City Beneath the Sea"(1953.
Adventure) Robert Ryan, Mala Powers

''OneProfHas "One Nig^t

Stand-Up" (R)

Remember
WENNQE

Silent Witnaaa ""Divided Law A Order {t-k'/i 'They Made Me a
Loyalties" (R) (Part 1 of 2) | "Prescription for Death" [B|Cnm)na/"( 1939)• 'The Pa/e/ace"( 1948, Comedy)
Bob Hope, Jane Russell. Bl

Larry King Uve(R)Bl CoM W«- "Iron Curtain"

(R)[B

Paula Poundstone: Cats, I*** "throw Momma From the Train" (1987) A timid

Copa and Stuff (R) man ptots to do away with h» overbearytg mother.

Trial Story (R) Prkna Time Juatica (R)
|Cochran A Company (R)

Prime Time Public Affairs (R)

**•'/! "Braiir (^965, Satire) Jonathan Pryce. Kim Greist. A man rebels against

the system in a totalitarian society. 'R' (Adult language, adult situations, vwtence)

*** "/.owsa" (1950) An ekJerly^oman
draws the attentions of her son s boss.

Justice Files "Cops Gone
Barf' (R))arf'(

ioai

Sportscenter Bl

Oh Not Mr.

Bill

LHe,

Camera

Chicago Hope (In Stereo)

Bl

5S^
KablamI
Stereo)

(In

Say What?
(In Stereo)

Animorphs
'"Aximili'^Bl

Wild Discovery: "In

South African Waters" (R)

Soap Opera Hall of Fame

Baaaball

Tortigfit

INFL

I
Matchup

Discovery
Naws(R)

Talk Soup (R)

Storm
WamlngI

Sports
Tonight Bl

Ight

Trial Story (R)

«« 11—
Moneynne
(R)B1

Comedy
Showcaaa

Showbiz
Today Bl

Crossfire

BE.
Saturday MghtUve
Robert Wagner. Bl

Prime Time Justice (R)

Public Policy Conference

•••"PraoT' (1991) Hugo
Weaving. 'R'

Interna-

tional

Dream On

Choicaa-
Conaaq

Diplomatic

Ucanae

Dally Show

151
Paid
Program

Mystery of the Crop
Cirdaa (f

SupertKMits: Leonard vs.

Heams

"Dog's Best Friend" (\997) Richard Mulligan. A boy
discovers he can communicate with animals. Bl

*'/i Xhanges" (^99), Drama) Cheryl Ladd. A top TV
spondent falls in kive witn a heartcone

Total

(In Stereo

Brady
Bunch

Reouaat
>reo)

falls in tove with a heart surgeon

Lhre(R)

ER "Wek^ome Back.

Carter" (In Stereo) Bl

XerM: Warrior Princess
"Gabrielle's Hope" Bl

Women's College VoHeylMll: Oregon at Washington

iyvel

* "The Protector" {ms. Drama) Jackie Chan. A

Wonder
Years Bl

FOX Sports

high-kicking lawman and his partner hunt a dmg tofd.

* "Raiders of the Los/ Artir"( 1981. Adventure) Harrison Ford. Karen AHen
Paul Freeman. An archaeotogtst races Nazis to find a powerful relic

Walker, Texaa Ranger
"Saving Graoe" Bl

To Be Announced

Happy
Days

FOX Sports

LavemeA
SNriey

Howard
Stem

a
Sportscenter B)

Howard
Stam(R)

700 Club

AttiludasBl

Cut (R) (In

Stereo)

t Love Lucy
Bl

FOX Sporto News

LPGA
Highlights

Paid'

Program
Paid
Program

Melroae Place "'Last Exit

to Ohio" (In Stereo)

kisidathe

PGA Tour

Oh Nol Mr.

Bill

Goldan
Girts Bl

Loveline "'Sokiier of

Fortune. Inc." cast. (R)

Bewitched Mary Tyler

MooraBl

* "Regarding Henry" l\99^. Drama) An attacker's

bullet leaves a ruthless lawyer with amnesia. 30

'/^ "Wheels on Meals" {\96A. Comedy) Jackie Chan.
Hung. Fast-food workers come to (he aio of a tovely pk:kpocket.

Last Word

Ŝammo

* "Jaws" (1975. Horror) Roy SchekJer. Robert Shaw. Rnhard
Dreyfuss. A great white shari( terrorizes a New England resort town.

PREMIUM CABLE STATIONS

PSd
Program

Talk Soup (R)

IPald

Jproy*^

NHL Hockey: Philadelphia Flyers at

ngers. (R)B!New Yort( Rangers. (R)

Ufe.

Camera

Golden
GirtaBl

SHI A Oily

(In Stereo)

Taxi b:

InaideOak
Tree

Program

Unsolved
Mysteries

video (KR
NewhartBl

Racing

PSd
Program

Homicide-
LHe

Yol(h
Stereo)

Dick Van
Dyke

Shred Betty

!^
* "Winners i Sinners" {)97B.

Adventure) Jackie Chan. Sammo Hung.• "Sea 0/ Love" (1969, Drama) Al Pacioo, Ellen Barkm. A
detective becomes invoived with a murder suspect. (In Stereo) 3E

'/^ "Fandango" (^%5, Comedy) Kevin Costner.

Five prospective draftees go on one final flii

CHIPS "Sick

'Sihni

Canvash'

eave

99

31

20

15

17

34

33

35

(4:30)* "Code Name:
Wohrenne"(]9Qe)

,

Off tfw WaM
Bl

Mad Ubs Bl

Vi "Trf There Was You" ( 1 997) The meetingof two
fated tovers is continually prevented. 'PG- 1 3' IB

Growing
PainaBj

(4:45) **Vi "Wars Affac/cs'" (1996,

Conwdy) Jack Nicholson 'PG-13' Bl

(4:00)

^Larger

(4:00) *%

Brotftarty

LoveBl

Making-
Star Tk

••'', "The Mirror Has Ttw faces" (1996 Barbra Streisand. A plain

professor undergoes a dramatic Iransfonnatkxi. "PG-13' Bl

t* "Blank Check" (}994. Comedy)
Bnan Bonsall. (In Stereo) 'PG' Bl

'The Assigrvnenf" (1997) AkJan Ouinn. A naval
officer is recruited to set a trap for a terrorist. 'R' Bl

lnaklatheNFL(R)(ln
Stereo) Bl

'-6 "American Sfrays" (1996. Comedy)
Luke Perry. (In Stereo) T^' Bl

"Air SucT' (1997) A kxiely boy discovers

a dog with a nose for basketoaH 'F^' Bl* "Star Trek: First Contact

prevent a space pkyeer's historic fli

(19%)

'ligfi

The Borg try to

it. PG-lfK

* Conspiracy Theory" (1997) Mel Gibson. A
paranoid cabbie's rant»gs make him a CIA target. R'

Dinosaurs
Bl

Goofy-
Fraaway

*** "Beyond the Car (1996. Drama) A housewife

puts her marriage at risk to help an ow flame. 'R'

* Vj "Jerry Megu/re" (1996. Comedy-Drama) Tom Cojis^. A crisis

of conscience costs a sports agent his job. (In stereo) 'R* Bl

Walt Disney Presents
"Your Host. Donakj Duck"

Tactical Assault" (1998) An Air Force IChris l^ock

pitot is slafced by a psycnotc friend. 'R' |(ln Stereo)

** "Bastard out of CaroHna" 1)9%.
Drama) Jennifer Jason Leigh. 'R'

Stargata

SG-fl
Dead Man's Gun 'The
Mimsers" (In Stereo) Bl

*'/i "Baby Face Nelson" {\9X,
Suspense) C. Thomas Howell. 'R'

Emman-
uella

Zorro (In

Stereo) Bl

Mr.StKMf-

Bob

Outer
UmltaBl

* "BAirw Hoe [km)" (1997. Comedy)
Griffin Drew (In Stereo) 'NR'

Mickey
Mouse Club

Mr.Show-
Bob

*Vj "Treasure Island"

(1950) Bobby Dfiscoll. G'

Mr. Show
Bob

Mr.Show^
Bob

'/^ "Hoodfum" (1997. Drama)
Laurence Fishburne (In Stereo) 'R' Bl

*Vi "Hidden Assassin" {)995.[)mna)
Dolph Lundgren. (In Stereo) 'R' Bl

"NigN-

Dead"

Classifieds

825-2221
Display

206-3060

FOOTBALL
From page 28

playing UCLA down here."

The Arizona team is quick, athlet-

ic and aggressive, unaware of the ner-

vous pressure of a big game because

they are so young.

So how can the Bruins go into the

hostile environment and come away

with a victory?

The answer is: behind the running

of the two running backs. Following

the suspension of Jermaine Lewis,

junior Keith Brown and freshman

Deshaun Foster are ready to step up.

To keep the bail out of the Desert

Storm's hands, the running backs

will have to open up the field and

give Cade McNown room to maneu-

ver. _.__ _
"They play a flex defense, which

limits the plays that we can run,"

Toledo said. "We have to be able to

run the football to stay out of long

yardage situations."

With Lewis gone, the bulk of the

load falls upon the shoulders of

Brown and Foster.

"Foster and 1 have to step it up

and get the job done," Brown said.

"We have to treat it like an injury, so

the next person has to step up and

William Chen M.D., FACS
Asian
Eyelid „^

Surgery
^

www.a$iaiieyelid.(Oin

Call for free brochure, 1-800-beauty I

center

=tooking for a place to l ive in

Westwood?

Visit the Westwood Bayit! A Jewish Coop
where you can live with fellow students in an

Interactive and (neanlngful environment.

We Provide: '

• a newly renovated Kosher Kitchen

• Single or Double rooms
• TV with cable

• A newly renovated pool and backyard patio

• Educational and Community Service related

activities •

Come visit us at 619 Landfair Ave. or call:

Avi Davis (310) 858-3059 (Bayit President)

Randy Barnes (310) 443-5733 (current resident and representative)

Email: randallbQloop.com

>J^

^^5^^^^
^^^^^'^

Dr. Nader Dayani
ORTHODONTIST

SINCE 1980

UCLA FACULTY MEMBER

Member American Association of Orthodontists

Specializing in braces for adults & children

• Cosmetic Porcelain

"

• Surgical Orthodontics
• Invisible

• European

• Removable
• Traditional

20% DISCOUNT TO STUDENTS AND FACULTY WITH VALID I.D.

(310)826-7494

11645 Wilshire Blvd. #802

Los Angeles, CA 90025

(949) 552 - 5890

18124 Culver Dr., #A

Irvine, CA 92715

Dally Bruin Sports Ffiday.October9J998 25

"(Arizona) play(s) a

flex defense ...We

have to 6e able to run

the football to stay

out of long yardage

: situations."

Bob Toledo

UCLA football head coach

play to their potential, which will

hopefully be enough to come away

with a win."

If the two backs get shut down,

McNown will be left to fend for him-

self against a deadly physical defense.

With All-Pac-10 cornerback Chris

McAlister and linebacking superstar

Marcus Bell patrolling the passing

lanes, McNown will need the run to

buy him time to spot his wide

receivers.

"We have to get after them and not

let them create momentum changes,"

McNown said. "We haven't gotten

into the offensive groove yet. We are

young at receiver, and sometimes

they don't read the defenses like a

veteran would.

"We have to keep the ball to keep

their offense off the field because the

crowd is loud when they come on."

This will be the first big test for

both teams - and the Bruins it will be

the first win in a string of four must-

win Pac- 10 games.

After all is said and done, the win-

ner of this game may not have a

Golden Road leading to the Rose

Bowl. More importantly, the winner

will be in prime position to travel a

few miles up the cactus strewn road

to Tempe for the Fiesta Bowl and a

shot at the national championship.

Teeth Whitening
upper or lower

$85«' each

(Reg. $200.00)

The treatnnent will be as follows: S 1000 00 plus

S ) 00 00 for each month of treatment rendefed

for metol txaces, S900 00 plus S 100 00 for eoch

month of treatment rendered for removable

bfoces and S) 700 00 plus $12500 per month for

ceramic braces, S20000 for diagnostic study

model and $1 75 00 for formoTcor^sultation.

expiration date 10-31-98
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Daily Bnjin Sports

Maine meet key to UCLA!;

championship aspirations

W.CROSSCOUNTRY: Team

hopes to gain experience

against East Coast rivals

By Donald Morrison

Daily Bruin Contributor

The No. 22 UCLA women's cross

country team wants to accomplish two

things this Saturday at the Seventh-

Annual Murray Keating Invitational in

Orono, Maine. Number one: expose the

team to competition outside of the west-

ern region. Number two: finish high in

the meet. -—,—-—,

—

While the goals for the meet seem sim-

ple, there is a deeper reason for them - to

boost the team's strength to impress the

NCAA selection committee. The com-

mittee will meet in November and

choose 13 at-large teams, along with 18

automatic qualifiers, to compete at the

NCAA Championships, at Kansas

University. UCLA hopes that an impres-

sive outing at Murray Keating will help

the Bruins qualify for the

Championships.

"It's an important meet," UCLA head

women's cross-country coach Eric

.Peterson said.

"Hopefully, we will have some wins

against teams outside our region who
have automatically qualified or placed

high in their region. What that does is put

us in front of them during the selection

process.**

Boston College will give the Bruins the

biggest challenge. The Golden Eagles,

who finished ninth at last year's NCAA
Championships, are not ranked in the

Top 25, but return Angela Graham and

Shannon Smith, who finished third and

17th respectively at the NCAA
Championships last year.

Other New England foes that UCLA
will take on include the host school,

Maine, along with Holy Cross, New
Hampshire, Central Connecticut and

Vermont.

OCLA looks to become the thirddPac-

10 school to win the invite. Arizona won
in 1993 and Stanford won in 1996. To win

the meet, the Bruins will look to sopho-

more Kelly Cohn to lead the way. Cohn,

after being voted the most improved

cross-country runner in 1997, established

herself as the team's No. 1 runner this

year, despite suffering a stress fracture in

her leg last December that prevented her

from running for six months.

"(Cohn) has provided some consisten-

cy up front for us when we really needed

it," Peterson said. "She's one of our most

dedicated athletes." Cohn will try to,

improve on her season-best time of 17

minutes, 48 seconds over 3.1 miles.

Julie Ott, Christina Bowen and fresh-

man Elaine Canchola will battle for the

team's No. 2 spot. Bowen and Ott have

taken turns finishing in the No. 2 position

this year. Ott finished second on the team

at the Roy Griak Invite in Minnesota in

.September. ______________^

THE MATCHUP

POSITION COMMENTS ADVANTAGE

Arizona has a two-man rotation of Keith Smith and Ortege Jenkins, who

Quarterback ^^ *^*^ ^^^'^9 arms «nd can move around in the pocket. Cade McNown
has stnjggled over the past two qame% uncMhrowIng his wide receh^ers,

bift no one has his poise in the pocket.IHBHIi
With Jermaine Lewis suspended for the Bruins, Freshman DeShaun Foster (6

yds per carry) and Keith Brown will have to step up. Wildcats running back,

Trung Canidate, is fourth in the Pac-10 in average yards per carry (5.18).

The Bruins have deep threat Brian PoH-Dlxon and reliable clutch recent
Danny Farmer. However, the wide recehdng corp Is young and sometinnes

rum the wrong patterns leading to a stop-and-go offense. Arizona has

Dennis ^k^rthcutt who Is third In the league In receptions (31 for 550 yrds).

Across Northcutt Is deadly Jeremy Mcdanlel (26 catches; 375 yrds).

Running

back

Wide

receivers <

Offensive

line

Defensive

line

Linebacker

Defensive

backs

Young. That characterizes the 0-line for Arizona, which could be easily

shaken under tfte UCLA blitz packages. The Bruins, on the other hand, are

well balanced with Kris Farris and Shawn Stuart.

The Wildcats lead the league In fewest points allowed and are third in the

league In rushing yards allowed, 1093. They are quick and aggressive, The
Bruins' line is InexperlencerfaiKl slightly banged up.

One player needs to be rnentfcned: Marcus Bell. Not recruited out of high

school. Bell has become a teVor out on the field leading the league in

tackles. UCLA's linebackers have^been inconsistent, but las| week Ryan Nece
played like a madman filling up the whole field.

Each tfeam has a stellar performer with Inconsistent players surrounding him.

Arizona has All-Pac-IO Chris McAllster (CB). who stands at 6T, a perfect

height to match up against the taller Bruin receivers. UCLA has AIMmerican
Lany Atkins (SS). but besides him the secondary has been shaky widi Ryan
Roques showing signs of Improvement

tV-l^^^'v'i

21C&

4k.
x^im*K'r

MwWfcxft.

T»*^>^>«)V»T

Draw

Freshman Elaine (Danchola is current-

ly the team's No. 3 runner and is quickly

improving. She won the Biola Invite last

Saturday in 18:51. She ran 18:15 at the

Roy Griak Invite. Peterson is impressed

with her and says she is one of the most

competitive athletes on the team.

"This is the strongest team nationally

we've had since I've been here," Peterson

said. "The valuable experience that these

athletes have had is paying off."

Spedal

teams

Northcutt handles the return duties for the Wildcats and has Deion Sanders'

return ability. DeShaun Foster has moved in as primary returner and has

performed admirably. However, the Bruins get the advantage In the kicking

game w ith Chris Saileri who has boon CfuctaMn^the field posttton game=

2fc/a^

Coaching

UCIAhas Bob Toledo. Arizona has Dick Tdmey. Both have moyi|pm
teams Into the upper echelon of the nation, but Tom^ has surprisedli Dr3

W

na^iciloj^

Overall

The third- ranked Bruins may not have won at Arizona in ten years but this

should be the year the Killer B's take care of the Desert Swarm. The Bruins

have not ran on all engines this year, but in big games their big players like

McNown shine.

UCLA 38. Arizona 28

X)YCECHON/DailyBfuin

Any large Pizza, your choice of toppings and crust, for $9«99

824-4111 "^^^^''®'*''®
Westwood Village

Medium 1 topping Pizza

for S5.95

Fast Free Delivery

until 1 a.m. Sunday-Thursday
until 2 a.m. Friday & Saturday

'
[
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Poitso.ison At A Gl.inco

ARwrkan Uaguc
Ntw Tint vs. Ttias

TiMs4ay,Sc^.29

New York 2, Texas

Wednesday, Sept. 30
New York 3, Texas 1

Wednesday, Oct. 7

Cleveland 4, New York 1, 12 innings,

series tied M

Friday, Oct. 2

New York 4, Texas 0, New York wins

series 3-0

Oeveland vs. Ooston

Tuesday, Se^. 29
Boston 11, Cleveland 3

Wednesday, Sept. 30

Cleveland 9, Boston 5

Friday, Oct. 2

Cleveland 4, Boston 3

Saturday, Oct. 3

Cleveland 2, Boston 1, Cleveland wins

series 3-1

Natbnal League

Atlanta vs. Ciikago

Wednesday, Sept. 30

Atlanta 7, Chicago 1

Thursday, Oct. 1

Atlanta 2, Chicago 1, 10 innings

Saturday, Oct 3

Atlanta 6, Chicago 2, Atlanta wins series

3-0

Houston vs. San Diege

Tuesday, Sept. 29

San Diego 2, Houston 1

Thursday, Oct 1

Houston S, San Diego 4

Saturday, Oct 3

San Diego 2, Houston 1

Sunday, Oct 4
San Diego 6, Houston 1, San Diego wins

series 3-1

UMUf OUMflONSNIf SIMES

(Ntq

New rOn 7,QevMnd 2

Friday,0ct9

New York (Pettitte 16-11) at Oeveland

(Colon 14-9), 8:08 p.m.

Saturday, Oct 10

New York (Hernandez 12-4) at ClevHand

(Gooden 8-6), 7:38 p.m.

Sunday, Oct. 11

New York at Cleveland, 4:08 p.m.

-1^iesday,0ct.13

-Oeveland at New York, 8 :08 fr.m ., if nee-

essary

Wednesday, Oct. 14

Cleveland at New York, 8:08 p.m., if nec-

essary

Nattonal League

(FOX)

Wednesday, Oct. 7

San Diego 3, Atlanta 2, 10 innings

Thursday, Oct. 8

San Diego 3, Atlanta 0, San Diego leads

series 2-0

Saturday, Oct. 10

Atlanta (Maddux 18-9) at San Diego

(Hitchcock 9-7), 4:1 5 p.m.

Sunday, Oct. 11

Atlanta (Neagle 16-11) at San Diego

(Hamilton 13- 13), 7:45 p.m.

Monday, Oct. 12

Atlanta at San Diego, 8: 10 p.m., if neces-

sary

Wednesday, Oct. 14

San Diego at Atlanta, 4:20 p.m., if neces-

sary

Thursday, Oct. 15

San Diego at Atlanta, 8:15 p.m., if neces-

sary

WOULD SiMES
(FOl)

SalwdM0ct17
Atianu-San Diego winner at New Ybrk-

Qcviund winnei^ 8 pini.

II

Atlanta-San Diego winner at New York-

Cleveland winner, 7:55 p.m.

Tuesday, Oct. 20
^ New York-Cleveland winner at Atlanta-

San Diego winner, 8:20 p.m.

Wednesday, Oct. 21

New York-Cleveland winner at Atlanta-

San Diego winner, 8:20 p.m.

Thursday, Oct 22

New York-Cleveland winner at Atlanta-

San Diego winner, 8:20 p.m., if neces-

sary

Saturday, Oct. 24

Aiianiaoan uiego wmner atltew totk-

Cleveland winner, 8 p.m., if necessary

Sunday, Oct. 25

Atlanta-San Diego winner at New York-

Cleveland winner, 7:55 p.m., if necessary

National Hockev Lpaaue
Preseason At A Glance

EASnRN CONFERENCE

Atlantic Division

iN

Northwest Division

Calgary

Colorado

Edmonton

Vancouver

Padfic Division

Anaheim

Dallas

Los Angeles

Phoenix

San Jose

New Jersey

N.Y Islanders

NY Rangers

Philadelphia

Pittsburgh

Northeast Division

Boston

Buffalo

Montreal

Ottawa

Toronto

Southeast Division

L TPtsGFGA

W L TPtsGFGA

Carolina

Florida

Tampa Bay

Washington

W TPtsGFGA

WESnRNCONFERENa
Central Division

W
ChicMO

Detroit

Nashville

StLoids

L TPuGfGA

Friday's Games
Philadelphia at N.Y Rangers, 7:30 p.m.

Tampa Bay at Florida, 7:30 p.m.

San Jose vs. Calgary at Tokyo, 1 1 p.m.

Saturday's Games
St. Louis at Boston, 7 p.m.

Detroit at Toronto, 7 p.m.

N.Y Rangers at Montreal, 7 p.m.

Pittsburgh at N.Y Islanders, 7 pm.
Anaheim at Washington, 7 p.m.

Tampa Bay at Carolina, 7 p.m.

New Jersey at Chicago, 8 p.m.

Florida at Nashville, 8 p.m.

Buffalo at Dallas, 8 p.m.

Ottawa at Colorado, 9 pm.
Los Angeles at Edmonton, 10 pm.
Calgary vs. San Jose at Tokyo, 1 1 pm.

Sunday's Games
Anaheim at Philadelphia, 7 p.m.

Ottawa at Phoenix, 10 p.m.

Transactions

BASEBALL

DETROIT TIGERS—Announced that RHP

A.J. Sager and C Joe Siddall cleared

waivers and were assigned to Toledo of

the International League. Reached a

two-year agreement with Oneonta of

the New York-Penn League.

MINNESOTA TWINS—Announced the

resignation of Terry Crowley, hitting

coach, to take the same position with

the Baltimore Orioles.

OAKLAND ATHLETICS—btended the

contract of Art Howe, manager, through

the 1999 season with a club option for

2000. Agreed to terms with LHP Mark

Mulder.

TAAIM BAY OEVR RAYS—Claimed RHP
Cflfy Lidte offwahws from the Arizona

Diamondbacks.

MILWAUKEE BREWERS—Announced the

W L TPtsGFGA resignation of Larry Hisle, minor-league

hitting coordinator. Assigned OF Todd

Dunn to Louisville of the International

League.

NEW YORK METS—Activated RHP Jason

Isringhausen, C Vance Wilson, RHP Brad

Clontz, LHP Hector Mercado and INF

W L TPtsGFGA Craig Paquetle from the 60-day disabled

list. Sent Clontz, Mercado, Paquette, RHP
Josias Manzanillo and INF Todd Haney

outright to Norfolk of the International

League.

PHILADELPHIA PHILLIES—Announced

the contracts of Bing Devine and Fred

Manrique, scouts, will not be renevyed.

National Basketball Association

LOS ANGELES LAKERS—Named Jim Buss

assistant general manager.

SACRAMENTO KINGS—Named John

Wetzel, Pete Carril, Byron Scott and

Steve Fisher assistant coaches.

National Football League

NFL—Fined Minnesota Vikings CB Corey

Fuller $20,000 for his hit on Green Bay

Packers OB Doug Pederson on Oct, 5.

CINCINNATI BENGALS— Released DE

Ramondo Stallings.

DENVER BRONCOS— Released OT Duane

Ashman from the practice squad. Signed

K Scott Bentley to the practice squad.

INDIANAPOLIS COLTS— Placed DE Dan

Footman on injured reserve. Claimed DB

Ric Mathias off waivers from the

Cincinnati Bengals.

MIAMI DOLPHINS—Signed OB Todd

Doxzon to the practice squad.

OAKLAND RAIDERS-Activated QB Pat

Barnes from the practice squad. Signed

LB Jon Hesse to the practice squad.

PHILADELPHIA EAGLES—Announced RB

Darnell Autry quit the practice squad.

Signed FB Mike Reed from the practice

squad. Signed RB James Bostic to the

practice squad.

SAN FRANCISCO 49ERS—Waived OT

Gary Brown. Signed S Tony Blevins from

the practice squad. Signed OT Eric

Bateman to the practice squad.

National Hockey League

ANAHEIM MIGHTY DUCKS—Assigned
RW Frank Banham, D Mike Crowley and

D Den Trebil and LW Jeremy Stevenson

to Cincinnati of the AHL. Assigned G
Patricfc LaNme to Kansas City of the IHL

BUFFALO SABRES-Signed James

Patrick. \

CHICAGO BLACKHAWKS—Assigned D

James Black to Chicago of the IHL.

DETROIT RED WINGS— Placed F Brent

Gilchrist on the injured reserved list
Assigned F Darryl Laplante and D Maxim
Kuznetsov to Adirondack of the AHL.

EDMONTON OILERS—Assigned LW Joe

Hulbig and RW Georges Laraque to

Hamilton of the AHL. Designated C Mark

Lamb for assignment.

FLORIDA PANTHERS— Reassigned F

Marcus Nilson, D Peter Ratchuk and D

Filip Kuba to New Haven of the AHL.

Designated F Dave Nemirovsky for

assignment.

LOS ANGELES KINGS—Assigned D Mark

Visheau and D Jaroslav Modry to Long

Beach of the IHL.

NEW JERSEY DEVILS—Assigned G

Richard Shulmistra, D Geordie Kinnear, D

Ken Sutton and LW Eric Bertrand to

Albany of the AHL. Sent C Scott Gomez

toTri-CityoftheWHL.

NEW YORK ISLANDERS—Assigned C

Mike Kennedy and Zdeno Chara to

Lowell of the AHL.

NEW YORK RANGERS—Signed C Manny

Malhotra to a three-year contract.

PHILADELPHIA FLYERS-Signed RW
Jody Hull to a two-year contract.

Assigned Jeff Lank to Philadelphia of

the AHL. Loaned D Chris Joseph to

Cincinnati of the IHL.

PHOENIX COYOTES—Waived LW Louie

OeBrusk. Assigned D Bryan Helmer to

Las Vegas of the IHL.

ST. LOUIS BLUES—Claimed DRory

Fitzpatrick off waivers from the Boston

Bruins.

TAMPA BAY LIGHTNING—Signed C

Vincent Lecavalier to a three-year con-

tract.

Trivia Questions

I.What NFL team has the longest cur-

rent streak without a winning season?

2.What was Running Beattie Feathers

the first professional football player to

accomplish?

3.What college did Isaac Bruce anend?

Answprs
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Prestigious meet includes

Bruin teams for first time

M.CROSS<OUNTRYj With

top-caliber competition,

UCLA needs to step up

By DonaM Morrison

Daily Bruin Contributor

The UCLA men's cross-country

team will travel along with the

women's squad all the way across the

country this Saturday to gain nation-

al exposure. The Bruins will be com«-

peting at the Seventh-Annual

Murray Keating Invitational in

Orono, Maine for the first time and

hope to finish high in this prestigious

invite.

"It's a pretty big meet," UCLA
head coach Bob Larsen said. "It has

a good reputation and is a major

invitational."

The Bruins will be led by senior

Marie Hauser. Hauser, who compet-

ed in the 5,000 meters (3.1 miles) last

spring at the NCAA Track and Field

Championships, is coming off of a

good week of practice and is ready to

run the 8,000 meter (5.2 mile)

course.

Hauser hopes to qualify for the

NCAA Championships in

mnnei^.

Mauser's last finish, at the Roy
Griak Invite in Minnesota in

September, was 23rd in 25 minutes,

22 seconds over 8,000 meters.

Hauser will have to watch out for

two-time defending Murray-Keating

Invite champion, John Mortimer of

Michigan. Mortimer finished 1 1th at

the NCAA cross-country champi-

onships last year. Todd Snyder of

Michigan and Iowa's Chad
Schwitters are also expected to be

among the race's leaders.

Michigan, ranked No. 7 in the

nation, is the favorite to win its sec-

ond consecutive invite title. Iowa

and Boston College will provide

tough competition for UCLA, as all

three schools are ranked 42nd in the

country.

"Quite a few schools in New
England take cross-country pretty

seriously," Larsen said. "There are

some strong traditions back there.

We'll see some good teams."

Paul Muite and Will Bernaldo

had a solid week of practice and

expect to perform well. Muite has

been the team's No. 2 runner so far

this season, and finished only 36 sec-

onds behind Hauser at the Roy
Griak Invite. Bernaldo was only four

Nuvei iiber as an ind iv idua l , but seconds behind Muite ai their lasr

more so as part of the team. Larsen

said he's starting to get into much
better shape than he was in earlier in

the season.

"(Hauser's) really coming

around." Larsen said. "His work-

outs are really getting strong. He had

one of his best workouts on Monday
He's running pretty high mileage

right now. Hell be up among the top

race as he finished in 26:02 'in

Minnesota.

The team is excited to be traveling

to Maine for the first time and is

looking to forward to running the

course and against teams that it is

unfamiliar with.

W.SOCCER
From pagers

Bruins, at lO-l-l, sit atop the Pac-10

standings. Washington and

Washington State, which UCLA will

be playing this weekend, are 4-5-1 and

2-6-2 respectively.

Nationally, UCLA is ranked ninth

in the ScKcer America poll and 18th in

theNSCAApoU.
"The good thing (for our team) is

the Pac-10 is something to look for-

ward to," Saldaiia added. "With the

Pac-10, there's a big buildup to it. We
want to be peeking when we get there.

And while we know that it won't be

easy, we also know that there's an

automatic (NCAA Tournament)

berth there.

"The Pac-10 will truly judge where

we are on a national scale. We know
that playing well in the Pac-10 will

help us get further into the tourna-

ment (than we did last season)."

Part of the formula that will help

UCLA advance is its defense.

Through 12 games, the Bruins have

allowed only six goals, which sets

them atop the conference with a 0.48

goals-against average (GAA).
Lindsay Culp, the Bruins' goalkeeper,

leads the conference in GAA at 0.50.

For the fifth consecutive week, Culp is

listed as the top keeper in the Pac-10.

In addition, Culp is ranked eighth-

nationally in goalkeeping (through

games of September 27) and the

Bruins are sixth nationally in team

With the two wins in Hawaii, the

Bruins have extended their unbeaten

streak to nine games and have become
the only team in the Pac-10 team to go

undefeated away from home (60).

Aside from the fact that UCLA
swept conference play last season and

is doing the best so far this season, the

Huskies and Cougars can find extra

motivation in the fact that two top

players got away, so to ?peak.

The Bruins boast two key players

who completed their prep careers in

the state of Washington.

defense.

"It's a long trip," Larsen said.

"Right now. everyone's looking for-

ward to it."

Another ingredient of the Bruin

defense is junior defender Skylar

Little. Little's play, in fact, recently

earned her the Outrigger No Ka Oi

Most Valuable Player award, after she

helped the Bruin defense limit

Villanova and the University of

Hawaii to two and seven shots respec-

tively in the Bruins' two victories over

the weekend.

"Pac-10 or not, the

team still feels that we
have a long way to go."

Todd SaldaAa

Women's soccer head coach

Junior midfielder Bree Edwards

hails from Newport High School in

Bellevue. Sophomore defender

Karissa Hampton, who has started

every game this season and has been

an integral part of the Bruin back line,

played her high school ball at Stadium

High School in Tacoma.

A few that remained at home for

the Bruins are the freshman trio from

San Jose; forward Staci Duncan and

twins Breana (midfielder) and Krista

Uoling (de le iidc iy. T^uiitaii leaU^thr-

her own of late, having started the last

three contests for the Bruins - all

Wim.

On tap Friday night for the Bruins

will be Washington. The Huskies

come into this contest 2-0-1 in their

last three and were able to propel

sophomore forward Tami Bennett to

the Pac-10 Player of the Week.

Bennett currently ranks 17th in the

conference in scoring with 8 points (2

goals, 4 assists) and leads the team in

that respect. UW is currently 43

points behind the Bruins' conference-

leading point total of 73, placing them
in a ninth-place tie with Oregon. Also

contributing to the Husky effort is

freshman Caroline Putz. who has

recorded six points in her last five

games (2 goals, 2 assists). The Bruins

will be the fourth Top 10 opponent for

the Huskies this season. They are 0^3

in such games so far.

Following Friday's matchup will

be a clash with the Cougars of

Washington State. Cougar sopho-

more forward Deka Dewitt leads the

Pac-10 in scoring, with ^0 points (10

goals, assists). Jier presence and

contributions, however, 1iave not

stopped the Cougars from dropping

four straight going in to Friday's con-

test versus USC. WSU is currently

third in conference points with 63.

With an undefeated conference

mark from last season fresh in their

minds, a nine-game unbeaten streak

and a ranking of ninth in the Soccer

America poll, one might think that the

Bruins would become complacent

team in points scored (19), goals (7)

and assists (5).

Duncan, after scoring two goals in

the Hawaii Tournament, is currently

second in the Pac-10 in assists, tied for

second in points and third in goals

scored. Breana is second on the team

in'scoring with 12 points (5 goals. 2

assists) after scoring two goals in the

Hawaii game. Krista has come into

and luse their competitive edge. Nor
so, says Saldana.

"Pac-10 or not, the team still feels

that we have a long way to go,"

Saldana mused. "They (the Bruins)

have been anticipating this from day

one. I'm confident about our chances

even though we've had minor set-

backs.

"And we still feel we have some-

thing to prove."

GALAAPPLES^ Sweet & Juicy

BARTLETT PEARS

Reg. $1.19/lb.
Reg. 990/lb.

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi & IVItn. Dew

nuia &t.-a(^

VERMONTS FINEST* ICE CREAM S> FROZEN YOGURT-.

$1.88
6pk-12oz. cans pint No Limit

Sam Adams
Octoberfest • Boston Lager

Wliere's the Coke?
Not at Thrifty^

$-139

6 pacl< - 12 oz. cans

Tropicana
Season's Best Orange Juice

•Regular

•Homestyle

^^ • w/Calcium

64 oz. Limit 4 Reg. $2.89

Sparkletts
m. • MOUNTAIN SPRING WATERMOUNTAIN SPRING WATER

• CRYSTAL FRESH DRINKING WATER

Louis Rich
Caiving Board Baked Chicken Breast

59
1 Gallon

Miller Genuine Draft

iSpk
12 oz. Bottles Reg. $11.99

Keebler Soft Batcli
•Chocolate Chip •Oatmeal Raisin

2/S5
Reg.

• Gritp Hard Cider
• Apple Cranberry Cider

VISA Open 'til Midnight

5.5 oz Reg. $2.6g| ^I^H^p^ ^e oz $3.79 each | 6 pk - 12 OZ. botties Reg. $6.99

at 1057 Gayley Ave. 209-1111 Mo'itcrCard

L ^ J

\i^
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SPORTS
Monday

Find out how the Bruins runners

finish in the Murray Keating

Invitational Saturday in Maine.

New, improved Wildcats await Bruins
FOOTBALL: Running]

backs face Arizona's

experienced defense

By Rocky Salmon
Daily Bruin Staff

The road to the Rose Bowl

begins this Saturday in a desert

bloom

For the No. 3 UCLA football

team, however, Arizona Stadium

has not bloomed in 10 years. No. 9

Arizona holds a 6-5 advantage in

the 58,703 capacity stadium.

The Wildcats stand at 4-0 after a

thrilling Pac-IO win over

Washington in Husky Stadium last

perform, as last weekend the quar-

terbacks combined for 257 yards

passing and one game-winning

scramble with less than a second

left. Running back Trung Canidate

rushed for 87 yards and Dennis

Northcutt caught eight passes for

92 yards.

"The defense has to contain the

quarterbacks and prevent the big

plays," cornerback Ryan Roques

said. "We have to execute the D
perfectly this year. No lapses, we
can't afford that. This is a big game
for both, and it's a clean slate."

This is definitely not the same

team UCLA faced last year in their

40-27 win at the Rose Bowl. The

offense has changed and the

defense is one year older.

"Ten games ago we were down
on ourselves after being thumped

by Washington," Arizona head

coach Dick Tomey said. "But we
finished up strong, giving us high

hopes this year. We only started

four (of our current) players last

year, so these guys don't remember

SeeFOOIBiOtpageZS

NINA SACKS/Uatly Bruin

jafuFdayr^ ~ ' *'

Led by the once-famous." Desert

Swarm" defense, the Wildcats have

added a new weapon to compliment

their defensive arsenal - an offense,

in the past, if you scored three

touchdowns you had a good chance-

to win," head coach Bob Toledo

said. "But now things have

changed. Now they have a good

offense led by two good quarter-

backs that can beat you with their

arms or legs."

The Wildcats proved how deadly

their new Desert Storm offense can

DERRICK KUOO/Daily Brum

Tailback DeShaun Foster will be one of the players stepping up to fill the running back position

left by the suspended Jermaine Lewis.The Bruins will take on the University of Arizona on Saturday.

Heading into

Pcic-1 play,

UCLA on top

of standings

PREVIEW: Team hopes to

match last year's success,

create powerful dynasty

ByA.OnQiieCarter

Daily Bruin Contributor

What is it called when a team total-

ly dominates its conference competi-

tion? What is it called when they play

so well that absolutely none of their

conference foes break through and

defeat them? It's called a dynasty. (See

Stanford, women's hoops.)

WOMEN'S

Washington U.

NINA SACKS/Oaily Brum

By no means is the UCLA
women's soccer team considered a

Pac-10 dynasty, but by the looks of last

season's 9-0 conference record,

they've definitely made a good start.

"You have the teams you know you

play every year," head coach Todd

Saldafia said, "and you don't want to

let them get one up on you."

Heading into conference play, the

SecW.SOCail,|M9e27

UPDATE

Lewis submits

report to UCPD
"^ UCLA sophomore tailback

Jermaine Lewis has filed a

police report regarding his

involvement in an altercation

on Saturday night.

Lewis filed the report with

the UCPD Tuesday at 4:01

p.m. The report was made in

response to a complaint filed

the previous day in which

Lewis was accused of battery.

Lewis described the suspect

as a 5-foot- 10, 182-pound male.

The suspect has been identified

as Elonza Malone III of

Victorvillc, Calif. Malone, not

a UCLA student, was visiting

friends the night the altercation

occurred. Lewis stated in his

report that Malone struck him

at 1 a.m. at 529 Landfair Ave.

Malone said in his report

that Lewis struck him multiple

times. An investigation into tiie

incident has begun.

Lewis, who claimed he was

acting in self-defense, was sus-

pended indefinitely by coach

Bob Toledo.

Lewis will miss Saturday's

game at the University of

Arizona, and his future status

is pending.

TeartLaims to extend impressive winning streak

PREVIEW: UCLA hasn't

lost at home since 19M;

now faces Stanford, Cal

ByMoinSalahiKMin

Daily Bmin Contributor

The UCLA men's soccer team

opens the defense of their Mountain

Pacific Sports Federation (MPSF) title

today versus Stanford. On Sunday

they face California.

NINA SACKS/Daiiy Bruin

The second-ranked Bruins (7-1, 0^
MPSF) will host the No. 8 Cardinal

squad (7-2, (M) MPSF) at Spaulding

Field at 7:30 p.m. UCLA will then play

the Golden Bears (3-5 overall) at the

North Athletic Field at 2 p.m. Sunday.

UCLA is coming off a 2-1 sudden-

death overtime victory over Loyola

Marymount. The Bruins have been on

a tear as of late, winning their last

six matches. UCLA had held the

opposition scoreless for a five-

game stretch that came to an

abrupt end during their match ver-

sus LMU.
Despite ending their streak of

scoreless opposition, the Bruins are

continuing another impressive

streak. UCLA has won its last 23

consecutive regular season home
games (27 overall), which is cur-

rently the longest streak in the

NCAA. The Bruins rank second

all-time, tied with Virginia (twice,

1983-84 and 1987-88) and

Philadelphia Textile (1968-72).

Tulsa (1988-92) holds the record

with 39 consecutive home wins.

The Bruins have not lost a home
match since Sept. 22, 1996 - when

they lost 2-1 in overtime to

California.

Stanford has a talented soccer

team that may give UCLA a hard-

fought battle. The Cardinal,

coached by Bobby Clarke, has

proven to be one of the best defensive

teams in the nation the past two sea-

sons. In 1998, Stanford has allowed

just four goals and has shut out seven

opponents. Sophomore goalkeeper

Adam Zapala holds a goals-against

average of 0.45, third-best among
MPSF starters, behind Oregon State's

Bryan Hill (0.29) and UCLA's Nick

DfRRiCK KUOO/Oaity B»uin

Junior forward Martin Bruno runs

past the Fresno State defense.

Rimando (0.40). Offensively, the

Cardinal are led by Simon Elliott and

A.J. Sauer.

UCLA owns the overall scries lead

(22-1-3) and has won the last three

matches in a row.

The Bruins defeated Stanford 1-0

last season in the MPSF
Championship game at Spaulding

Field behind a penalty kick goal by

Pete Vagenas. Stanford's last win in

the series came in 1987 by a score of 1-

at home.

Cal is a struggling squad, due to

inexperience and an overabundance

of youth. Coached by Mark Mallon,

the Golden Bears have been tested

early and will once again be pushed to

the limits in their contest with the

Bruins.

UCLA leads the overall series

against Cal (20-5-3) and won the last

meeting 4-0 in the MPSF
Championship game in 1996.

However, Cal did defeat the Bruins at

UCLA earlier in 1996, the last time

the Bruins have lost at home.

So far this season, only two teams

have scored on the Bruins - South

Carolina and Loyola Marymount.

The Bruins have shut out six oppo-

nents this season and, dating back ie-

last season, 1 1 of their last 14. The

Bruins have allowed just three goals all

season, giving UCLA an MPSF-lead-
' ingteam goals-against average of 0.36.

Meanwhile, the Bruin offense has

scored 25 goals, an MPSF-leading

average of 3.13 per game. With the

potent ofTense and formidable defense

that UCLA displays as a lethal one-two

combination, the Bruins hope to claim

a sweep of the Bay Area schools here

in Westwood. ,
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SAGE threatens administration with strike
DEMANDS: Union claims

collective bargaining key

to ending long stalemate

By Ann Hawkey
Daily Bruin Contributjor

The Student Association o(

Graduate Employees and the United

Auto Workers (SACJE/UAW) began

another year of" struggling for univer-

sity recognition Oct I. wuh a idler

threatening a fall quarter strike if

Chancellor Albert Carnesale does not

meet their request to open talks.

In a vote spanning eight UC cam-

puses last spring, 87 percent of

SAGE/UAW members approved a

fail quarter strike of teaching assis""

tants, readers and other academic stu-

dent employees represented by the

organization if the union is not recog-

nized by the university.

The last time academic student

employees went on strike was during

the 1996-97 school year.
"
If the administration does not

'value undergraduate education

enough to begin talks, then they're

really backing us into a corner and we
will strike," said SAGE/UAW
spokesperson Connie Razza.

The administration has refused to

recognize the union in the past, claim-

ing that academic student employees

are primarily students, not employ-

ees.

"The university position has been,

and continues to be, that our graduate

students are here to be students," said

Robin Fisher, associate dean of the

graduate division.

"Consequently, they're not

employees in the traditional sense, or

under the laws of California," he said.

"That makes them ineligible for col-

lective bargaining rights."

Past strikes have not convinced the

administration to sway from their

position on the matter, and the chan-

cellor has not yet announced any

plans to meet with union leaders.

S.ACjE/UAW members, however,

said they continue to work toward the

initiation of talks with the administra-

tion.

"We're really trying to open talks

because we would love to avert the

strike," Razza said. "The strike is not

something we're taking lightly, and

we hope the administration will not

take it lightly either."

Union leaders have billed the

upcoming strike as more powerful

than previous strikes, due in large

part to the high percentage of

statewide approval during the strike

vote.

Graduate students at UCLA also

showed support for SAGE/UAW
during the Graduate Student

See SAGE, page 22

larger debts from

credit cards obtained

at on-campus tables

STUDY: Solicitors claim to target

responsible applicants; others

urge to shop around for best rates

By Andy Shah
Daily Bruin Contributor

_ Students who obtain credit cards fromjin-

campus tables carry larger debts and pay off

their balances later than those who do not,

according to the results o( a national survey of
' cottage students by the Public Interest Research

Group (PIRG).

The survey, conducted in the spring on 15

campuses, including UCLA, found that students

who got cards from campus tables had more

cards than those who did not and had higher

unpaid balances than those who had not.

"Students, especially those who fill out credit

card applications at campus tables in return for

trinkets and candy, run the risk of falling into the

campus credit card trap," said Sujatha

Jahagirdar, campaign coordinator for

CALPIRG. the California PIRG chapter.

See aiPIRC, page 24

Pumped up to win

AARON TOUl

(Left to right) Brian Poli-Dixon, DeShaun Foster and Mike Grieb celebrate Poll-Dixon's touchdown in the first quarter of the

gahrt^ vs. Arizona and hold up three fingers in tribute to the injured Freddie Mitchell. UCLA beat the University of Arizona 52-28.

Decline in voting rate for youths worries groups

DavKJ Hill

First-year economics student Khuc Pham
applies for a credit card at a booth.

ELEQIONS: Busy schedules,

apathy, confusing registration

may explain lack of activism

By Catherine Turner

Daily Bruin Contributor

A determined Holly Hogan stood in front

of Rieber Hall Monday night, attempting to

get as many students as possible to register to

vote before the deadline that evening..

"People our age are portrayed negatively,

and by not voting we keep feeding that

image," said Hogan, a volunteer for Voter

Registration Week and first-year political sci-

ence student. /

"We're trying to get people to register to

vote to create a positive image," she said.

Voter turnout for Americans between age

18 and 29 has been decreasing since the 1960s,

and programs like

Voter Registration

Week are working to

reverse this trend.

Volunteers working

for Voter Registration

Week successfully reg-

istered over 1,000

UCLA students.

The program made

registration materials

available to students,

who otherwise would

have had to fill out

absentee ballots sent to their permanent

homes.

It also provided an accessible place where

they could ask questions. ^

"Maybe the reason that stats say that the

youth doesn't vote is because we have moved
away to college and all have a change of

address," Hogan said.

Programs such,. as Voter Registration

Week, sponsored by Secretary of State Bill

Jones, and MTV's Rock the Vote try to stop

the decline in youth voting through encour-

agement and education.

"A lot of young people think that voting

isn't important, that it doesn't affect their

lives," said Jaime Uzeta, field coordinator for

Rock the Vote.

"They don't see the connection between

voting and the issues that they care about, and

that's our challenge."

Polls collected by the Field Institute during

the 1988 presidential election showed that 20

SeeV0'TIIMrpa9e2S
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Bruin Woods resort

to hold holiday events

The Bruin Woods Family Resort has

announced that the resort will host five family

vacation holidays this year.

The resort, located at the UCLA Lake

Arrowhead Conference Center in Lake

Arrowhead, offers vacation opportunities for

for alumni, staff and faculty families.

The conference center also serves the meet-

ing needs of all kinds of groups from Labor

Day until mid-June, when the resort is active.

The conference center has meeting rooms

available during the school year.

The five holiday vacations scheduled for

this school year are Thanksgiving, Christmas,

New Year's, Presidents' day and Spring

Break. The holiday packages are four to five

days long, and cost roughly $300 per adult,

$150 per child.

The resort offers such activities as hiking.

Bingo and shuffleboard. Meals are included in

the cost of attending.

Los Alamos site

wins award
Los Alamos national Laboratory's electronic

website has been named one of Popular

Science's "50 Best of the Web" for 1998.

The lab's website is primarily produced by a

team of members from three Los Alamos

groups: Corpmunications Arts and Sciences,

Customer Service and Distributed Computing.

"For the past three years* Popular Science

has published a list of internet sites that impress

our editors in our monthly Web Watch column,"

said Cecilia Wessner, executive editor of the'^

magazine.

"Recognizing the best of these sites with an

annual award seemed like a natural extension of

our editorial coverage," she said.

The lab's . home page, located at

http://www.lanl.gov, is five years old, and was

redesigned last year.

Los Alamos National Laboratory is operated

by the University of California for the U.S.

Department of Energy.

Anderson wins

MBA award
Four UCLA students defeated academic

peers from the nation's top business schools

and won first place in the National Black

MBA Association Inc. (NBMBA) seventh

annual case competition held in September in

Detroit.

Anderson students Nigel Gopaul,

Stephanie WoodrutT, Dana Hill and David

Williams decided to participate in the competi-

tion in August despite living in different cities

and communicating via phone.

With Anderson faculty serving as advisers,

the team members identified possible mergers

in the automotive industry. With just one

month's preparation time, the team decided

the most likely merger candidates would be

Volkswagen and Honda.

To uphold their ideas, they preffared two

presentations - first, preparing their case as to

why two companies would merge and, second,

creating a blueprint of recommendations on

procedures.

The students prepared a professional pre-

sentation complete with a strategic plan and

categories such as marketing, finance and

operations.

"The victory shows how the curriculum and

students of The Anderson School have sharp

analytical and presentation skills where they

can effectively compete with other MBA stu-

dents anywhere in the world," said faculty

adviser David Lewin.

Sponsored by Chrysler, The Anderson

School team surpassed some 36 leading

schools, among them cross-town rival USC.

Preparations for the two-round competition

included developing a business merger presen-

tation for the judges and company of choice.

Teams were evaluated based on business sum-

mary, finance structure and presentation abili-

ties.

"When it was over we didn't care if we won

or not," said Nigel Gopaul. "We were happy

because we knew we did a fantastic job."

Complied by Daily Bruin wire reports

/ WHAT'S BREWIN'TODAY

Today 11 a.m.
Project WILD L
Orientation Session

Ackerman Union 2410 • 825-

4724

Noon

•^^ mfmmmm^immi^

off the mark by Mark Parisi

REMINDER

LESS THAN ONE WEEK LEFT:

To drop impacted courses

(L&S undergraduate students).

To change Study List (add,

drop courses) without fee through

URSA Telephone.

To check waiting lists for

courses through URSA
Telephone.

To enroll in courses for credit

without $50 late Study List fee

through URSA Telephone.

To file advancement to candi-

dacy petition for master's degree

with major department.

To file graduate leaves of

absence with Graduate Division.

CORRECTIONS

On Oct. 9, the Daily Bruin ran an

article titled "Anderson mismanages

resources" that contained an error. The

submission incorrectly said that

Anderson School and the School of

Public Policy are aHlliated. They are

not. The Daily Bruin regrets the error.

KiUsKuine i

"

Volunteer Orientation

Ackerman Union 2408

825-2600

GALA
National Coming Out Day Rally

Westwood Plaza - 825-8053

Department of History

"Collaborating with the Enemy
in the Age of the Apocalypse:

The Rise and Fall of Yiguandao

in North Chma, 1924-1954"

Von Ciruncbaum Library

10.^83 Bunchc Hall

4 p.m.

Quarter in Washington Program

Information Meeting (4: 15)

203 Covel Commons • 206-3109

Covel Commons -Grand

Horizons room

UCLA Business Association

Second Fall Quarter Social

Mixer

Covel Commons Grand

Horizons Room

5 p.m.

Psychology Department

Industrial and Organizational

Psychology Society's First

Meeting

Open to All Students Interested

In I/O Psychology

Franz Hall 3461

Amigosde UCLA
General MectingL

Kerckhoff41l -825-2217

Project Literacy

Orientation Session

Kinsey400

7 p.m.

Ballroom Tango Lessons

Tango Lessons

Ackerman 2nd Floor Lounge

284-3636

CiALA
Women's Rap

KcrckholT 400 -825-8053

Business Association

hall Social Mixer- Meet

executives of over 20 different

firms. Refreshments provided.

Free Admission

GALA
Men's Rap (7:30)

Kerckhoff 133 -825-8053

9 p.m.

International Folk Dance Club

Learn famous partner dances

(Swing, Lindy Hop) (9:30)

Ackerman 2nd Floor • 284-3636

Tuesday Noon
GALA
Brown Bag Lunch

Royce Fountain • 825-8053

Wesley Christian Iv'.lowship

, Bible Study 101

Kerckhoff Patio -208-6869

University Catholic Center

Catholic Mass ( 12: !()) -
- Kerckhoff 400 '

y
' -

3 p.m.
Kid's Korner

Volunteer Training

Ackerman 2412

4 p.m.

Project Literacy

Orientation Session

Kinsey400

Project BR. l.TE.

Orientation Meeting

Ackerman Union 3508

825-2333

5 p.m.
Forensic Sciences ( Psychology

Department)

First Club Meeting

Open ix^ Students interested In:

Psychology and Law,

Behavioral Sciences, and

Forensic Medicine

Franz Hall 3461

What's Brewin'can be reached via e mail

at whatsbrewin^media.ucla.edu
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ByAimeePhan
Daily Bruin Contributor

When Zoraida Rossi was applyiog to transfer

from Mount San Antonio College to UCLA last

year, she needed to ask one of her professors to

write her a letter of recommendation. While this

was a standard part of the application process,

Rossi admitted she

was worried about

approaching her

teacher.

"It was intimidat-

ing," the third-year

sociology student

said. "I really wasn't

sure what she was

going to put in the

letter."

But Rossi's anxi-

ety was all for noth-

ing. Her professor

wrote her an out-

standing letter that

exceeded her expec-

tations.

"I was amazed

with what she

wrote," Rossi said.

"I was very glad I

asked her."

Rossi's apprehen-

sion m asking for a

' '' '': "

reference letter is not

uncommon among
her peers. Most college students face the intimi-

dating task of approaching their esteemed profes-

sors to ask for a letter of recommendation, now a

Asking a professor

for a recommendation

can be one of the

toughest parts of the

transfer or grad

school admissions

* process, but they can

be just as valuable as

good grades.

requirement for most internships, scholarships

and graduate schools they might be applying to.

While asking for a reference may seem like one

of the faster sections of an application to conv

plete - compared to raising that GPA, studying

for standardized tests and building resumes - it

can sometimes be one of the most difficult and

frustrating obstacles to hurdle.

Many questions can arise when it comes to get-

ting a reference letter: Who to ask? And when?
What if he or she says no? Will it be a good letter?

Will my professor remember who I am? How
important is a recommendation letter?

Sharif Sawires, the coordinator of the Pre-

Professional Advising Office in the College of

Letters & Science, encounters these questions

and many more as he and other advisors counsel,

students about the difficult application process of

professional schools.

According to Sawires, the recommendation

letter is an incredibly integral part of the applica-

tion and has the potential to distinguish a student

from a pool of candidates.

"In an applicant pool, the vast majority (of

applicants) have the same academic profile with

similar grades and test scores," Sawires said.

"But the letter of recommendation distinguishes

the student's maturity and thinking. It communi-

cates the skills that the admissions officer can't

readily see and detect in the application."

One of the most troubling questions for stu-

dents regarding recommendation letters is figur-

ing out who to ask. According to Sawires, the best

professors to approach are the ones students

have already developed relationships with.

"Just getting an A in a professor's class is not

See LETTERS, page 19

HOW TO GETWHAT
YOU WANT OUT OF A
RECOMMENDATION

LETTER

1 Invest in professor relationships. If

you find someone you like, take other

dasses with him or her to build that

relationship.

2 Make yourself Itnown. Speak in class

discussions and go to office hours so

professors will remember your face.

3 Choose wisely. Don't ask for a letter

from a professor who doesn't like you.

4 Ask early. Most professors agree that a

month is an adequate amount of

time.

5 Bring all the necessary materials that

the professor will need to write your

letter, such as resumes, personal

statements, stamped envelopes,

Degree Progress Reports, etc.

6 Be patient for letter returns. There Is a

fine line between being an assertive

student with good intentions and

harassing a faculty member.

Sow(f Pre Profwvon<< A<^n^m<^ Officf
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Construction completed on

UCLA's new Gonda center

BUILDING: Neuroscience labs,

ofTice space, research facilities

provided by $45 million grant

By Dennis Lim

Daily Bruin Contributor

UCLA will soon have a new building, a

new field of study and 55,000 square feet of

extra laboratory and office space, thanks to a

donation from Leslie and Susan Gonda.

The Gondas, who donated $45 million to

the building of the CJonda (Goldschmeid)

Neuroscience and Genetics Research

Center, saw the end result of the two-year

effort on Oct. I, when construction ended on

the medical facility.

The research center will house laboratory

and office space for a new genetics depart-

ment and extra space

for the neuroscience ^——

—

department.

"The project is

done," said Dr. Gerald

Levey, dean of the

UCLA School of the

Medicine.

"It was done on bud-

get and on time, it is

Construction on

the facility began

two years ago.

extension of another department, a vivarium

- a hold for animals used in research - and 33

lab units," said Cieorge Conde, the project

manager for the Gonda facility.

According to Levey, the (iondas' $45 mil-

lion contribution constitutes the largest pri-

vate charitable gift ever contributed by a sin-

gle donor in the history of the University of

California.

The Gondas, who both survived the

Holocaust, moved to Venezuela after Woi-|d

War II, where they found success in various

fields such as banking, real estate and manu-

facturing. The two eventually moved to, the

United States in l%3.

Construction on the facility began two

years ago, in August of 19%. At first, it was

known that funding for the project had come

from a private source, but the identity of the

donor or donors was kept secret. It was only

later revealed that the Gondas had made the

large contribution nec-—^——— essary to begin con-

struction on the build-

ing.

The CJondas could

not be reached for com-

ment on the finishing of

the facility.

— Students looking at

the new building

starting to be occupied now. Faculty ^ind responded enthusiastically to the construc-

staffhave already begun to move their equip- tion of the new facility.

w

ment mto the new facility, Levey said.

However, minor improvements - such as

the finishing of the cafeteria and the adjust-

ment of the handrails - have yet to be fin-

ished Levey said that he hopes to have those

changes finished ^y December.

ASUCLA has plans to open a cafe in the

building, to better serve the needs of the doc-

tors and researchers who work there.

The Gonda facility, which cost $48 million

to construct, only cost the university $3 mil-

lion because of the contribution the Gondas

made.

"The building will be used to hold over

300 laboratories, a new field of studyran

""1 his is a fsally great accomplishment for

the university," said Daniel Martinez, a pre-

med student. "To build something that will

do so much for our medical and research

abilities for such a small price is just incredi-

ble."

"There are a lot of people dying and hurt-

ing in this world because they have cancer or

some other disease and research like the type

that will come out of this building helps to

solve that problem," Martinez said.

The official opening of the building will

come either in mid-December 1998 or in

April of 1999, depending on the availability

of the Gondas' presence at the ceremony.

PATH ARMENIAN

The Gonda (Goldschmeid) Neuroscience and Genetics Research Center will open in January.

Passage of Prop. 10 would raise funds through increased smoking tax

LAW: Supporters say cash

.will help kids; opponents

call plan big bureaucracy

ByMarisaYamane
Daily Bruin Contributor

Smokers in California will have to

pay 50 cents more for each pack of

cigarettes—il^ Proposition 10—is-

approved by voters in the upcoming

November election.

The revenues collected from this

additional tax would be placed into a

new fund called the California

Children and Tamilies First Trust

Fund, which would subsidize the

costs of early childhood development

and smoking prevention programs, as

well as ^reast-cancer research.

' When added to the current excise

tax of 37 cents - a tax added on top of

sales tax - smokers will end up paying

a total of 87 cents per pack of ciga-

rettes in taxes

alone.

The mea-

sure would

also increase

the excise tax

by $1 on all

other tobacco

products
including
chewing and

pipe tobacco,

cigars and

snuff.

Proponents of the measure said

that the early childhood years of life

are the most critical for brain growth

and development.

"How children function from the

preschool years all the way through

adolescence, and even adulthood,

hinges in large part on thefr experi-

ences before the age of three," con-

cludes a report by the Carnegie

Corporation of New York, a policy

research institution.

If passed. Proposition 10 will gen-

erate funds for programs such as

immunizations, nutrition services

and health care treatments, all aimed

at the development of pre-school chil-

dren, according to the proposal.

A study conducted by the Families

and Work Institute claims that every

dollar spent on early childhood prcv

grams can save taxpayers up to $7 in

remedial education, welfare and juve-

nile crime.

Government officials expect to col-

lect $750 million in new tax money in

the first year, if the proposition pass-

es.

The funds would also provide for

PROPOSITION 10

Proposition 10 creates state and (ounty commissions to establish early childhood development and smoking

prevention programs. It also Imposes additional taxes on cigarettes and tobacco products. -v'"'^

PROS

^Provides child immunizations, health

care, nutrition sen^ices, domestic violence

treatment for pre-school children.

^Doubles dollars available for anti-

smoking education,

yFunds Breast Cancer research.

SooKf LA (ounty Votfr Rfqisifjtion tAtKuii

CONS

yOpposed by California education

officials and taxpayer advocates.

^ Amends Constitution to keep funds

from California schools.

^Duplicates existing programs for

children and families.

NINA SACKS/Daily Brum

the administrative costs of creating

the new state and county commis-

sions.

Opponents of Proposition 10 said

that they feel that the initiative is noth-

ing more than a bureaucratic pro

gram in favor ofgovernment officials.

"Proposition 10 is a big govern-

ment initiative that would create a

new stale bureaucracy ... and it has a

vague oversight for childcare pro-

grams," said Matt Taggert, the

~~
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As Kosovo talks falter, U.S. planes take position
CONFLIQ: Yugoslav

president defies NATO
threats to launch strikes

By Katarlna Kratovac

The Associated Press

BELGRADE, Yugoslavia - U.S.

bombers moved into position for

possible NATO airstrikes on

Yugoslavia and a U.S. envoy accel-

erated talks with President Slobodan

Milosevic on Sunday after reporting

no change in the leader's tough

stand on Kosovo.

Richard Holbrooke and

Milosevic met into the night Sunday,

meeting for the sixth time in seven

days in talks that signaled U.S.

determination to search for a peace-

ful way out of the deadlock.

Holbrooke said early Sunday that

he would "continue an intense effort

to find a peaceful, acceptable, fully

verifiable compliance system as an

alternative to the other choice" -

meaning the use of force.

But he also said NATO wouW
meet Monday to authorize action if

his mediation effort fails.

In Washington, national security

adviser Sandy Berger told CNN that

Milosevic "is not in compliance as of

this point."

"He can come into compliance or

he can face military action by

NATO" at any time, Berger said.

The Americans and Europeans

• are demanding that Milosevic halt

the crackdown he launched Feb. 28

against the separatist Kosovo

Liberation Army.

The major obstacle apptars to be

Holbrooke's demand that Milosevic

agree to an expanded international

monitoring mission to verify compli-

ance w'i|h demands of the U.N.

Secqrity Council.

Those demands include an imme-

diate cease-fire, a withdrawal of spe-

cial troops in the province, allowing

refugees to return home and begin-

ning talks with ethnic Albanians on

Kosovo's future.

Kosovo is a province of Serbia,

the main republic of Yugoslavia.

About 90 percent of its 2 million

people are ethnic Albanian, and

most of them want independence or

substantial self-rule.

Washington, meanwhile, is con-

tinuing military preparations in case

Holbrooke's mission fails. Six US.
B-52 bombers arrived in Britain on

Sunday and a contingent of A-10

anti-tank planes (lew from Germany
to Italy.

In Bucharest, the Romanian gov-

ernment agreed to allow NATO to

use its airspace in "emergency and

See TALKS, page 20

Pope names nun first Jewish saint

MARTYR: John Paul

sets day for Catholics

to remember Holocaust

By Ellen Knickmeyer
The Associated Press

Chancellor Helmut Kohl.

-—Stein is thought to be the first

Jewish-born saint since the

Apostles.

Incomplete records and the

prevalence of conversions, volun-

tary and forced, make it impossi-

ble to say for certain.

She was born into an Orthodox

' Her sister, who had followed

her into Catholicism, also was

among the converts deported. At

Auschwitz, they are thought to

have been taken almost directly

from the trains to the gas cham-

bers.

"We remember all of them

today with profound respect,"

VATICAN CITY - Urtder Jewish German family on Yom said John Paul, whose voice

towering marble figures of the

Jews who founded Christianity,

Pope John Paul II on Sunday

decreed the first Jewish-born saint

of the modern era: Edith Stein, a

nun killed in the gas chambers of

Auschwitz.

From now on, the pope said.

Catholics should commemorate
all the Holocaust's murdered

Jews each year when they mark

the day Stein died - Aug. 9.

"In the martyr Sister Teresa

Benedicta of the Cross so many
differences meet and are resolved

in peace," John Paul, using the

name Stein chose in the church,

told the thousands filling St.

Peter's Square.

"The value of her testimony is

to render ever stronger the bridge

of mutual understanding between

Christians and Jews," he said,

calling Stein an "eminent daugh-

ter of Israel and a faithful daugh-

ter of the church."

It was a day filled with remark-

able gestures of reconciliation:

The Roman Catholic Church put

all its ceremony, pomp and

grandeur into a tribute to a

woman of Jewish heritage.

Relatives of Holocaust victims -

Stein's family - shared a dais with

the leader of Germany,

Kippur, the Jewish Day of

Atonement, in 1891.

An atheist, she joined the

Roman Catholic Church in 1922

and later becahie a Carmelite

nun.

^In 1942, Adolf Hitler's regime

ordered all the converts in the

Netherlands shipped to

Auschwitz to punish the Dutch

bishops for speaking out against

"We remember all of

them (Holocaust

victims) today with

profound respect."

Pope John Paul II

him.

Stein was offered a chance to

escape deportation, the pope said,

but turned it down.

"Why should I be excluded?"

he quoted her as saying. "If I can-

not share the fate of my brothers

and sisters, my life is, in a certain

way, destroyed."

Stein was in a chapel praying

with nuns of her order when the

Nazis came to arrest her.

stayed strong throughout the 2

1/2-hour ceremony.

"From now on, in celebrating

the memory of our new saint, we
also cannot forget the Shoah,

which slowly worked at the elimi-

nation of a people, costing the

lives of millions of Jewish broth-

ers and sisters," he declared,

using the Hebrew word for the

Holocaust.

In naming Stein a saint, the

church credits her with interced-

ing almost half a century after her

death to save a toddler's life.

.

More than a decade ago, at age

2 1/2, Teresia Benedicta

McCarthy of Brockton,. Mass.,

swallowed an overdose of Tylenol

and suffered such severe liver

damage that she was put on a pri-

ority list for a transplant.

Then, overnight, she got better.

Her liver was fine. Benedicta's

doctor called the recovery mirac-

ulous, and the church agreed -

saying the only explanation was

the prayers that the McCarthys

and their friends offered to Stein.

Despite the church's gestures,

there were no indications that the

pontiff planned a fuller account-

ing of the church's actions during

the Holocaust, as Jewish groups

have asked.

White House says Congress

lacks impeachable offenses

PRESIDENT: Clinton's lawyers prepare defense, claim

proceedings hurt office, lower bar for future leaders

By Pete Yost

The Associated Press

Craig said, "It does not rise to the level

of impeachable offense standard that

we have used throughout history, and

WASHING lUN - Accusations

against President Clinton in the

Monica Lewinsky affair fall so far

short of being impeachable offenses

that impeachment would endanger

future presidents, the White House

said Sunday.

ITie comments came as word sur-

faced of discussions among congres-

sional Republicans and Democrats on

ways to punish the president short of

impeachment. A Democratic senator

said two actions Clinton should take

first are to "correct" his testimony to

prosecutor Kenneth Starr's grand jury

and to settle the Paula Jones sexual

harassment case now on appeal.

Greg Craig, the White House's new

"It does not rise to the

level of impeachable

offense standard."

Greg Craig

White House counsel

special counsel, said the House

Judiciary Committee has legitimate

reason to call Starr to testify in its

impeachment inquiry.

Whatever Starr's report to the com-

mittee accuses Clinton of having done.

we lower that standard at our peril.'

"It would do grave damage to the

presidency and to future presidents if

the bar were lowered," Craig said on

CBS's "Face the Nation."

The House Republican staff has

outlined evidence of IS possible

grounds for impeachment, including

conspiracy, false testimony, obstruc-

tion ofjustice and witness tampering.

Craig said there are "serious ques-

tions about the way" Starr conducted

his investigation, and the White House

view is that committee members "may

well have a number of questions to ask

Mr. Starr."

Clinton supporters suggest that

Starr's office colluded with conserva-

tive operatives to initiate the Lewinsky

probe, an accusation |he prosecutor

denies.

Craig did not specifically suggest

that Starr should be summoned and

said it is "premature" to say whether

Clinton should be a witness in the

House inquiry, as some members of

Congress have suggested.

"We've got to first determine what

the rules and the processes are and

what the intention of this committee is

as it goes forward," Craig said. "Is it

going to be a repeat of the unfair and

partisan party line kind of stuff that we

saw during the first month? Or are we"

going to achieve some success in ele-

See IMPEACHMENT, page 23
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Mass grave found

in Bosnia
TUZLA, Bosnia-Herzegovina — Forensic

experts Sunday began exhuming more than 240

bodies from the largest mass grave discovered in

Bosnia.

.The government-run Commission for

Missing Persons and the Boston-based

Physicians for Human Rights found the miLss

grave five days ago in village of Donja Cjlumina,

about 20 miles east ofTuzia in an area controlled

by Bosnian Serbs.

The bodies were believed to be those of

Bosnian Muslims killed al the beginning of the_

1992-95 Bosnian war. The grave was found with

the help of witnesses who claimed they saw

Yugoslav army troops bury the remains.

The bodies were transported to TuzIa, where

experts will try to identify them'

Since 1996. about 1,800 b(xiies have b^ri

'

recovered from various mass graves in this Jnca.

but only a few of them have been >dentrft«d— *-

Officials say most of the bodies

recovered from graves in the eastern

Bosnia region are believed to have

been residents of the town of

Srebrenica, overrun by the Serbs in July

1995.

Unrest develops

before peace summit
JERUSALEM - Only days before a peace

summit in Washington, Prime Minister

Benjamin Netanyahu's Cabinet is reportedly

balking at a U.S.-authored plan for an Israeli

fullback in the West Bank.

The ministers are poised to oppose an

American initiative for Israeli troops to with-

draw from 13 percent of the West Bank, an

Israeli newspaper reported Sunday.

Such a declaration just before talks in

Washington between Netanyahu, President

Clinton and Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat

i)*H*W <k*mp«fl4»opg§Jpr breaking a 19-month-

old Israeli-Palestinian deadlock.

Netanyahu's Cabinet, which is

dominated by hard-liners who oppose

land-for-peace deals with the

Palestinians, is scheduled to meet Tuesday

to discuss the deal, a day before the prime minis-

ter leaves for Wa.shington.

The Yedio; Ahronot newspaper reported that

the Cabinet will oppose a withdrawal now from

13 percent of the West Bank and a proposed

future withdrawal from an additional I percent.

In addition, the Cabinet will inform

Netanyahu that they will only authorize imple-

menting any deal after the Palestinians fulfill a

series of demands designed to bring pCace to the

region, the report said.

The prime minister has come under heavy

pressure from far-right members of his coalition

government who have threatened to topple him

if he goes ahead with another pullback.

In recent days, Netanyahu has been taking

steps seen as meant to placate hard-liners in his

camp On Friday, he named hawkish former

genera] Ariel Sharon as his^orcign minister.

Carter could have won
Nobel Peace Prize

OSLO, Norway - Former President Carter,

who seems a perennial Nobel Peace Prize also-

ran, could have won the coveted honor in 1978

had it not been for strict deadline rules for nom-

inations.

That prize was shared by Egyptian President

Anwar Sadat and Israeli Prime Minister

Menachem Begin for signing the Camp David

peace accords.

"The Nobel committee wanted to give the

prize to all three," Geif Lundestad, the current

committee's nonvoting secretary, said Sunday.

"But Carter had not been nominated when the

deadline ran out."

Nominations postmarked by Feb. I are

accepted for that year's prize. The committee

can add its own nominations at its first meeting

of the year, usually m early March.

Complied from Daily Bruin wire reports
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Bilingual education still aKve in state
INSTRUCTION: Districts,

parents use waivers to

avoid immersion classes

By Michelle Locke

The Associated Press

SAN JOSE - With a dark blue

marker on a shiny white board,

first-grade teacher Sandra

Villarreal draws a crescent moon
surrounded by stars.

"Ahhh, la luna," chorus her

attentive pupils.

Such talk was banished from

California classrooms in June. By

passing Proposition 227, voters

decreed children must be taught in

English and no longer assisted with

instruction in their native tongues.

But last month, parents of the

children in Ms. Villarreal's class at

Sherman Oaks Elementary cast a

vote of their own - exercising their

right to request waivers putting

their children back in bilingual edu-

calion i
—

keeping bilingual education alive.

They did this by interpreting

Proposition 227's mandate that

classes be taught "nearly all" in

English to mean that as much as 40

percent of instruction could be in a

second language.

It's becoming increasingly clear

that the voters' "No" to bilingual

education was not the final word on

this divisive teaching method.

"There are no districts right now
in compliance with Proposition

227," declares

Alice
Callaghan, a

^^^^^"~"~"

leading 227

proponent.
"It's going to

take the

Cal ifor n ia

Supreme
Court to make
school districts

in California

comply."

Proposition

227, which passed with 61 percent

of the vote, ordered children who

Bilingual education

supporters say

children learn best

when they start in

their own language.

says waiver decisions are up to dis-

tricts and indications are that many
are interpreting "special needs"

broadly.

Callaghan says the exception

was meant only for extraordinary

cases and is being abused.

"We did not intend to let school

districts throughout California

drive their whole old bilingual pro-

gram right through that waiver,"

she says.

It is difficult to gauge the

statewide
scope of waiv-

^^^~^^"^~"
er requests

because many
schools
haven't been in

session 30 days

yet. Some dis-

tricts report

few requests,

while others

have rates of

50 percent and

higher.

Yet to be fully assessed is Los

Angeles, the biggest dittrirt .and.

as a de facto victory for Hispanics,

who voted 2-1 against 227 but were

overwhelmed by the largely while

electorate.

"It's the old case of people vot-

ing with their feet and in this case

they're voting with their waivers,"

says Harry Patron, director of the

Tomas Rivera Policy Institute, a

Southern California think tank.

But proposition proponents

assert that parents are being pres-

sured with scare tactics and say

they'll sue to stop the wholesale

granting of waivers.

They point to the Los Angeles

school district, where according to

a story in the Los Angeles Times on

Friday, officials are refusing read-

ing lessons to children until their

English is fluent, which could take

two years.

And they provide a program

description from another southern

California district, Oxnard. It says

kindergartners in English immer-

sion will get no reading/writing

readiness preparation but kids in

-bilingual education will get daily_

College student

dashes with

sodal services

on care of child

FOSTER: Young woman

rears abandoned toddler

without aid from county

, The Associated Press

OAKLAND - Necole Prosser

was chatting with a friend on a

Richmond street corner last month

when a gaunt, disheveled woman
got out of a car and handed her a

young boy in a torn shirt and dirty

oversized shoes.

"She told me, 'I need to get rid of

him. I need to get him out of my
hair. My boyfriend doesn't want

kids right now,'" the San Francisco

State student recalled.

What followed has been a murky

course of events in which social

workers have encouraged Prosser to

"It's better," says parent Oliva

Roias. "When the basics are

explained in your own language,

you understand.more."

Rojas is among thousands of

California parents requesting

waivers, but even before they acted

- after a mandated 30-day waiting

period - many schools had been

don't speak English to be placed in

a one-year English immersion pro-

gram. But a subsection allowed

parents to request a child be taken

out of English, immersion after 30

calendar days if the student is over

10, already speaks English or has

"special needs." ——

—

The state Board of Education

home to 100,000 students who
don't speak English. The district

reports waiver requests for 1,400 of

22,000 limited-English speakers

who began year-round classes Aug.

3, but has yet to report the waiver

response from schools that started

in September.

instruction until they are "fluent in

English speaking, reading and writ-

ing."

Oxnard interim Superintendent

Richard Duarte denies officials are

trying to steer parents toward

waivers.

Some view the waiver requests See CLASSROOMS, page 20

Male instruction scarce at elementary school level

TEACHERS: General parental fears

of classroom molestation leave

men more ostracized on job

The Associated Press

SANTA ANA - For Ed Colvillo, being a first-

grade teacher is dangerous. He makes sure he is

never alone with a student in the classroom. He

doesn't give comforting hugs to crying kids.

"You have got to watch what you're doing,"

said Colvillo, who works at Edison Elementary

School here. "Always protect yourself."

Men generally arc a minority among elemen-

tary school teachers, and fewer still teach the very

young. Some believe they are viewed with suspi-

cion, especially when colleagues make headlines.

Recently, a Laguna NigucI man was accu.sed

of molesting six of his former third-grade std-

dents at Ncwiand Elementary School in

Huntington Beach. He denied wrongdoing.

Gary Baldasarian studied child development

at California State University, Eullerton. Before

graduating in June, he worked as an intern and

volunteer in kindergarten and first-grade classes

at schools in Buena Park and Westminster.

"Sometimes the kids would say 'Hi, Mr. B' to

me and their parents would freak out,"

Baldasarian said. "It's because 1 was a male and^

(parents) think 1 must be strange because I'm

working with children."

Men earn about 10 percent of the elementary

school teaching credentials in California. In

Orange County, they comprise fewer than 10 per-

cent of the elementary school teachers.

Some schools may have concerns that men

could pose a danger to young children, said coun-

ty school Superintendent John Dean.
'~^~^

"It's got to lurk back there some place." said

Dean, a former elementary teacher and princi-

pal. "But 1 don't think it's a big factor in hiring."

Recently, the U.S. Justice Department deter-

mined that a San Di6go County school district

discriminated against a San Juan Capistrano

teaching applicant because he was a man.

The district "hired 68 lesser-qualified female

applicants," the department's Equal

Employment Opportunity Commission conclud-

ed.

However, pi*HicipaIs and administrators say it

is hard to find men to fill the jobs. Three of the six

elementary schools in the Los Alamitos Unified

School District have no male teachers.

"We don't have many male applicants at the

elementary level," said Dave Hatton, assistant

superintendent for personnel. "That's been true

as long as I've been in education, since 1974."

Colvillo said he wanted to teach sixth grade

but found jobs were easier to get in first grade."

He stayed because, to his surprise, he found it

rewarding.

"Sixth-graders don't want to be in .school,"

Colvillo said. "You can do more fun things with

first-graders. And you can really sec them grow."

care tor year'Old l errence Love

at her own expense.

Although she is neither a licensed

foster parent nor the boy's legaf

guardian, she said shnt has had the

child for nearly a month with no

financial support.

Prosser originally did not think

"sHe could care for Terrence - an

alert boy with piercing brown eyes

and close-cropped hair - but social

service agencies have had her care

for him for so long that the two have

bonded.

After Terrence was left with her.

Prosser immediately called police,

who had her get in touch with

Contra Costa County children's ser-

vices. She said she called for more

than a week before a social worker

came to check on Terrence.

The social worker urged the col-

lege student to continue caring for

the boy because every foster home
was filled, and that he would be bet-

ter off with her.

"I did not feel like I had any

choice," Prosser said. "I was saying

I needed someone to come out and

help me and she kept saying how

bad it would be in foster homes."

Terrence was abandoned in

Contra Costa County but Prosser

lives in Alameda County, an issue

that led to further confusions over

which county's social service

See CHILD page 23
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Budget bickering stalls Capitol Hill

SCHOOLS: Legislators

ponder everything from

education to terrorism

By Alan Fram
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON ~ Against a

backdrop of a rare Saturday work-

day for Congress, Republican bud-

get bargainers expressed a willing-

ness to give President Clinton some

of the money he is demanding lor

schools, but on their own terms.

Both the House and Senate were

open for business by lawmakers

hoping for a budget agreement to let

them complete the year's legislative

work this week and go home for

their re-election campaigns.

The heaviest lifting was being

done in closed-door meetings

between administration officials

and lawmakers. Sen. Vrank

Lautenberg, D-N.J., said they

agreed to $609 million for Amtrak,

the federally subsidized passenger

railroad, $54 million more than the

Senate initially approved.

They still bicjcered i)ver how to

pay for demands by the administra-

tion and lawmakers for billions in

additional spending and over issues

like procedures for the 2000 census,

1.1 S support for thp International

allowed to use it to reduce class sizes

any way they want, such as by

adding classrooms.

White House chief of staff

Erskine Bowles met twice with GOP
leaders, emergmg in the early

evening to give an upbeat assess-

ment to reporters.

"They clearly heard what we're

saying on education, and I'm opti-

mistic on that regard." he said.

House Majority Leader Dick

Armey. R-Texas, also expressed

optimism but said ihe dispute was

"not at all settled.'"

Clinton arranged to meet Sunday

afternoon with his budget team and

top Democrats from the House and

Senate to go over the status of nego-

tiations.

mmmmmim

In his weekly radio

address, Clinton also

emphasized his

education initiatives.

The president also cleared his

schedule for most of the day

Monday to be available for budget

talks, delaying his departure on' a

fund-raising trip tn New York

Monetary Fund and immigration

laws.

Aides from both sides said the

Clinton administration was

demanding about $3 billion in addi-

tional spending, mostly for educa-

tion and foreign aid.

Republicans were expressing a

willingness to provide the $ I.I billion

Clinton wants to help communities

hire 100,000 elementary school

teachers, participants said. But the

GOP was insisting that savings be

found to pay for it, and that states be

s^

a ckar. simple thefne that they can

use for the Nov. 3 elections.

Republicans are also using it to con-

trast themselves with their

Democratic opponents.

"There are serious, legitimate

objections on both ^ sides." said

House Speaker Newt Gingrich, R-

Ga. "We're more conservative,

want less Washington spending. My
hope is that we will be able, today

and tomorrow, to reach a resolu-

tion."

Senate Majority Leader Trent

Lotl, R-Miss.. said Clinton wanl^

"tons more money controlled by his

type of folk.s." He added, "We full\

expect him to demagogue thi^ issue,

and that's all it is. pure and simple."

One (lOP aide familiar with the

talks said that Saturday, a day after

Clinton tlrst made the education ini-

tiatives his top priority.-was the first

time White House bargainers raised

it as an issue in budget talks that

have lasted days.

Another GOP aide said

Republican leaders agreed with

White House drug policy director

Barry McCafTrey on an anti-drug

package, but administration bar-

gainers balked at accepting it.

As the budget bargainers

labored,

•Senate Finance Committee

Chairman William Roth, R-Del.,

introduced his 10-year. $8.4 hillitlinn

until late afternoon.

In his weekly radio address,

Clinton also emphasized his educa-

tion initiatives. They include a plan

to help communities leverage bonds

for school construction.

"Congress has an opportunity

and an obligation to renew and

strengthen our schools," Clinton

said. "There is no more important

task before us."

By making school programs his

paramount budget demand. Clinton

has given congressional Democrats

package extending expiring business

tax credits and providing relief for

farmers and the self-employed. A
competing $9.2 billion House ver-

sion was ready for easy passage

there, but efforts were under way to

shape a compromise with the Senate

and White House. ,

,

•The Senate met for four hours

but considered no legislation.

Senators gave speeches on subjects

ranging from education to the retire-

See BUDGET, page 20

Attack prompts call for

tougher hdte-crime laws

CRIME: Beating of gay college student caused by

negative propaganda, miseducation, activists say

ByE.M.Smlth

The Associated Press

LARAMIE, Wyo. - Politicians,

including President Clinton, joined

activists Saturday in urging tougher

hate-crime laws following a vicious

beating that left a gay college student

near death. , ,^,, ^
Matthew Shepard, k !f2-yciir-old

University of Wyommg student, was

found beaten, burned and tied to a

wooden fence last week. He was in crit-

ical condition Saturday at a Fort

C ollins, Colo., hospital.

'I'his heinous crime deserves the

condemnation of all Americans."

Hou.se Minority Leader Richard

Cjephardt, D-Mo., said of the attack.

The alleged assailants, .Russell

Arthur Henderson, 21, and Aaron

James McKinney, 22, were charged

Friday with attempted first-degree

murder, kidnapping and aggravated

robbery. Chastity Vera Pasley, 20, was

charged with being an accessory to the

crime.

Kristen Leann Price, 18, was arrest-

ed for investigation of being an acces-

sory but had not been charged.

Police and hospital officials on

Authorities said the two men made

anti-gay remarks to the two women.

Gay-rights activists said the attack

shows the need for tougher hate-crime

legislation, and reveals a growing

national level of intolerence.

"There is a climate right now of

intolerance that we believe is being fos-

tered by religious political organiza-

tions such as the Family Research

Council, Fqcus on the Family and the

Christian Coalition." said Kim L Mills

o\' the Human Rights Campaign, the

largest national gay and lesbian politi-

cal group.

She said the groups began an adver-
^

tising campaign Thursday "with a mes-

sage that basically says there's some-

thing wrong with being gay and that

you should and can change your sexual

orientation." she said.

"They hear these messages and say,

'I am going to>^o out and beat up a fag

because they are bad."'

President Clinton called the attack

"horrifying." He and Gephardt

likened the beating to last summer's

racial killing of James Byrd in Texas,

and urged Congress to pass pending

hate-crimes legislation.

The Family Research Council, a

Saturday said that McKinney was hos- ^ conservative Christian group in

pitalized with a fractured skull about

the same time as Shepard. Laramie

Police Detective Ben Fritzen said the

injury was unrelated to the attack, but

would not elaborate. Police arrested

McKinney at the hospital.
^

Police said the two men lured

Shepard from a campus bar late

Tuesday or early Wednesday by telling

him they were gay.

The three allegedly drove off in

McKinney's truck. Where Shepard was

beaten. Later, the assailants tied him to

a fence and beat him again, police said.

The victim also was pistol-whipped.

Washington that has lobbied Congress

to reject gay-rights legislation, also con-

demned the attack.

"Violently attacking a person is

unconscionable, whatever the reason,"

said Robert H. Knight, the group's

director of cultural studies.

But Knight said some gay rights

activists are exploiting the attack to

promote hate-crime legislation.

"Every crime is a *hate' crime,"

Knight said. "Brutalizing a person is a

reprehensible act, regardless of the

motivation or the group affiliation of

the victim."
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Congress tries to reverse college drinking attitude
WASHINGTON: Bill will

enforce responsible, legal

consumption of alcohol

By Joy Heselton

The Lantern

University Wire

COLUMBUS. Ohio - Drinicing

and partying may be synonymous
with college hfe to many students,

but that is an attitude that lawmakers
'in Washington want to change.

With six recommendations,
Congress members urged institu-

tions of higher education to "change

the culture of aldohol consumption
on college campuses" as part of the

Higher Education Amendments of

1998, which President Clinton

jigned into law Wednesday.

The bill is expansive in nature,

with topics ranging from federal stu-

dent loan, grant and work-study pro-

gram funding to guidelines for cam-
pus security to grants to fight vio-

lence against women on campus.
Sen. Mike DeWine, R-Ohio, was one
of the co-sponsors of the bill.

Section 1 19 of the bill, titled the

"Collegiate Initiative To Reduce
Binge Drinking and Illegal Alcohol

Consumption," calls on colleges and
universities to appoint a task force

made up of administrators, faculty,

students, and greek system represen-

tatives to work toward reducing

alcohol problems on campuses.

Other recommendations include

the enforcement of a zero-tolerance

policy for underage consumption of

alcohol and the provision of oppor-

tunities for students to participate in

alcohol-free activities.

Many of the recommendations of

section 1 19 are already being carried

out at Ohio State. For the past three

years, a 60-member coalition involv-

ing administrators, students, faculty

and the surrounding community has

worked to address alcohol-related

problems on OSU's campus by

developing a multi-faceted preven-

tion plan, said Connie Boehm, act-

ing director for the Student Wellness

Center.

"It's the entire culture that we
have on all campuses - college is a

place where you know you can
drink," Boehm said. "We need to

look at the whole culture and change
the attitude from 'drinking is cool' to

'drinking is not cool.'"

The coalition's goal is to

encourage responsible

drinking behavior.

The prevention plan formed by
the coalition has eight components,
ranging from educating the universi-

ty community about risks associated

with heavy drinking to working with

bar owners to discourage advertising

that promotes such behavior, Boehm
said. The coalition's goal is to

encourage responsible drinking

behavior, she said.

Heavy drinking - as defined in a

1997 study - is widespread on col-

lege campuses.

In its study, Harvard's School of
Public Health defined binge drink-
ing as "the consumption of at least

five drinks in a row for men or four
drinks in a row for women during
the two weeks before the students

completed the questionnaire." The
study of 130 schools found that two
out of five students - about 40 per-

cent - were binge drinkers, while

one in five students did not drink at

all.

To combat such heavy drinking

OSU is also in the process of hiring

an alcohol and drug therapist to

assist students who have substance

abuse problems. Boehm said.

On-campus underage drinking
violations and alcohol-related prob-

lems are handled on a case-by-case

basis, said Steve Kremer, director of
Residence Life.

"Ultimately, students have to

make personal decisions (about alco-

hol). Good decisions don't make it

to the news. Our goal is to communi-
cate to students that not everyone is

drinking," Kremer said.

Kremer serves on a recently-

formed alcohol policy committee
chaired by Ted Grace, the director of

the Student Health Center. This

committee is in the process of

reviewing OSU's alcohol policies

and programs, he said.

"I don't know what the legislation

(enacted Wednesday) will do,"

Kremer said. "We will have to see,

although clearly, getting leadership

Trom Congress in this area is help-

fui." ;.
'

The language in Wednesday's leg-'

islation about binge drinking states

that the resolution is a "sense of

Congress." This means institutions

of higher education are under no
obligation to follow the recommen-
dations, said Charles Boesel,

spokesman for Sen. Mike DeWine.
"Congress is saying, 'we know this

is a problem, we reinforce that it is a

problem,'" Boesel said.

Opponents claim Prop. 227 hinders learning of non-English spealters
SCHOOLS: Teachers say '?t!T^I^T"^^ '''^!'^^!'^^^ .nts t, keep thar rh. ldrrn .n h.lm^n H l «iv.n»ho...k . ll. mEnol.nh.mm.H .ntn ,

100,000 Students will be

behind due to new rules

The Associated Press

In a controversial consequence of

ihe state's new anti-bilingual education

law, Los Angeles students who can't yet

speak English are being prohibited

from getting formal reading lessons.

Proposition 227, which voters

approved in June, bans schools from
teaching children who can't speak

English to read in their native lan-

guage. And the Los Angeles Unified

School District's (LAUSD) policy for

delays tormal reading instiuctiui i in

English until children become fluent in

spoken English - a process that could

take two or more years.

Teachers and district education offi-

cials disagree on the policy, with some
saying the 100,000 non-English speak-

ing students are going to be at a dan-

gerous disadvantage without reading

lessons while others say it doesn't make
sense to teach children to read words

they don't understand.

"While a kid's learning English we
can also be teaching the child the

English sound system, sight words,

consonants and even phonics drills,"

said District Superintendent Ruben
Zacarias, who said delaying formal

His opinion appears to be in direct

conflict with directions the district is

giving teachers. One memo said "for-

mal language arts instruction" should

be given 'Nvhen students demonstrate

readiness" on the basis of their fluency

in English.

"You don't teach a baby to read

before they have learned how to talk,

and the same natural development of

language has to occur" with students

who don't speak English, said Toni

Marsnik, who is in charge of designing

the district's response to Proposition

227.

Ron Unz, the author of Proposition

227, said the district's no-reading policy

is "blackmail" because it will force par-

classes m order for them to learn to

read.

"I think that's absolutely outra-

geous," Unz said.

How the issue is decided is particu-

larly important in Los Angeles, which

has more non-English speaking stu-

dents than any other district in the

country, according to today's Los
Angeles Times. Some 1.4 million of the

state's 5.5 million schoolchildren don't

speak English.

Diane Solomon, who has taught

kindergarten for 17 years, said the new
policy worries her.

"If they're going to compete with

children across the United States who
are English speakers, they need to be

ly." said Solomon.

In Sacramento on Thursday, the

state Board of Education adopted new
Proposition 227 rules that make it easi-

er for school districts to decide for

themselves what rules to use in imple-

menting the proposition.

The board rejected a staff-written

plan that would have spelled out what
each district was expected to do. One of

the rules in the rejected plan, for

instance, specified that all books, work-

sheets and homework assignments

should be in English.

"We wanted it as short and flexible

as possible," said board President

Yvonne Larsen. "This is geared to

allow the most flexibility."

^ii^-

We'll Pay Ibu
To Have Exciting

Weekends.

TheArmy Reserve will give you weekend excitement like

you've never had before, and you can earn more than $18,000

while you're enjoying yourselfduring a standard enlistment

Think about it On a part-time basis, usually one weekend
a month plus two weeks' Annual Training, you could earn
good pay, have a good time, make good friends and even be
entitled to good benefits and opportunities to get money
for education.

You1l also be getting hands-on training in a skill that will

last you a lifetime.

Army Reserve knowshow to make weekends interesting.

Are you interested?

Think about it Then think about us. Then caU:

1 .800-USA-ARMY
www.goarmy.com
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ARMYRESERVE
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The Best Alaskan
King Crab is in
Santa Monica

Monday and Tuesday
Evenings

Treat yourself to a pound or cole slaw, potatoes
of Alaska's sweetest, most Romano or'rice pilaf, fresh

tender King crab legs. vegetables and freshly

They're mesquite broiled baked sourdough bread,
"and served in the shell Come savor the best that

•

;y*^P'f!yof.
|
, ,,.,,

^

Alaska has tQ offer.

drawn butter. U. ^. p-n 4pm to lOprti

Your meal comes \s\WjJo Monday and
with soup, salad v'^EXy Tuesday evenings.

174 Kinney St. foff of Main) Santa Monica, (310) 392-8366
Limited reservations available. ' '
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— Andri Gide

We are your fellow students, alumni/ae, professors, coworkers, roommates, friends and family,..And we are out & proud.

We are just a few of ttie strong and creative lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgendered individuals or

allies of LGBT individuals who are part of ttie diverse UCLA community. We invite you to join us in celebrating

the tentti annual National Coming Out Day on October nth, 1998.

Brandon Abraham, Undergraduate Student,

English • Andrew Ahlquist, Undergraduate

Student, Music • Ernesto A. Alfaro, Alumnus,

1996; Staff. Anderson School • Pat Alford-Keating,

Staff. Student Psychological Services • Loretta C.

Amaro, Alunana 1988; Staff. Women's Resource

Center • Marlys Amundson. Staff. SEAS

Development Office • David A. Anderson,

Graduate Student, English • Michelle Anderson,

Alumna 1989; Staff, College of Letters and

Sciences • Albert E. Aubin, Staff, Career Center •

Elena Aviles, Graduate Student, Spanish • David

Bain, Undergraduate Student, Music; Staff, ORL •

Teresa Barnett, Staff, Library/Oral History Program

• Courtney Bates, Graduate Student. History •

3cott Baxter. Staff. Facilities Management •

Kristin Beals. Graduate Student. Psychology •

Timothy Beck. Undergraduate Student. History •

Stevi Benton. Undergraduate Student. Psychology

• Michael A. Bermudez, Undergraduate Student,

Art History/Anthropology • Talia Bettcher.

Graduate Student. Philosophy • Vincent M. Bidez,

Undergraduate Student. SEAS • Dawn Bond. Staff,

ORL • Andrea Brewer, Alumna 1991; Staff, English

• Joseph Bristow, Faculty, English • Karen Brodkin,

Faculty, Anthropology • Shawn-Eric Brooks,- -

—

Graduate Student, Education; Staff, ORL • Leston

Buell, Graduate Student, Linguistics • Desiree

Buford, Undergraduate Student, Theater • Beth

Burkhart, Graduate Student, Anderson School

of Management • Katy Burkhart, Alumna 1997 •

Sarah Buxton, Staff, NPI • Thomas Callahan, Staff.

Pharmacology • Paul Camp. Staff. Science and

Engineering Library • Ivano Caponigro. Graduate

Student. Linguistics • David Chase. Graduate

Student. English • Mark ). Chekal. MPH. Graduate

Student. Public Health • Tim Christian. Staff,

Design/Art • Carolyn Clark. Staff. English • )oshua

Cloner, Alumnus 1988 • Matthew Cody. Alumnus

1996. 1998 • Marcus Connaghan. Staff. GSE&IS •

Heather Corliss, Graduate Student, Public Health

-• Mariana Zavala Corzo, Alumna 1995; Staff,

International Student Center • Susan Croteau,

Graduate Student, Art History • Etienne Daignault,

Graduate Student, Philosophy • Charles Anthony

DeLano, Staff, GSE&IS • Peter Dell, Alumnus 1996,

Staff, UCPD • Terri de la Pena, Staff, Provost and

Dean's Office, Letters and Science • Homero E. del

^ino. Graduate Student, Philosophy • Devon M.

Deming, Staff, Institute of the Environment •

Allison Diamant, Faculty, Medicine • Daryl Eggers,

Post-Doc, Chemistry and Biochemistry • Trish

Eichar, Undergraduate Student. Computer Science

"• David Finger, Graduate Student, Chemistry and

Biochemistry • Daniel Fogg, Staff. Undergraduate

Admissions • Robert B. Freel. Alumnus 1986;

Staff. Library • )odi Friedman. Faculty, Internal

Medicine • Sandra L. Frith, Alumna 1972; Staff,

Busmess and Finance • Lowell Gallagher. Faculty,

English • Charles Garcia. Graduate Student,

Applied Math • David Gibbs, Alumnus • Douglas

Gerow, Staff, Office for Students with Disabilities

• Kariann Goldschmitt, Undergraduate Student •

Cristina Gonzalez, Undergraduate Student,

Women's Studies. Sociology • Gardenia Gonzalez.

Undergraduate Student. Women's Resource

Center • Maria Guerrero. Undergraduate Student,

Psychology, Women's Studies • Paula Gunn Allen,

Faculty, English • Kim Hackett, Undergraduate

Student, Civil Engineering • Megan Hall, Graduate

Student, Microbiology and Molecular Genetics •

Peter B. Hammond, Faculty, Anthropology • Heidi

Hanzi, Alumna 1996; Graduate Student, GSE&IS;

Staff, ORL * Charles Harless, Graduate Student.

Computer Science • Sandra Harding. Faculty,

GSE&IS • Alfred Herrera, Staff, Undergraduate

Admissions • John Hirning, Undergraduate Student,

Computer Science • Kim Ho, Undergraduate

Student, American Literature • Judy Hornaday,

Alumna 1966 • Philip Hoskins, Alumnus; UCLA

Lambda Alumni • Daniel Hurewitz, Graduate

Student, History • Robert Huweiler, Alumnus 1995

• Yvonne Ivory, Graduate Student, Germanic

Languages • Brenton Louis Jaimes, Undergraduate

Student, Linguistics • Mary Kay Jenkins, Student,

Film and Television • Richard D. Johnson-Fasse,

Undergraduate Student, Sociology • Chad Jones.

Staff. GSE&IS • Norman Jones. Graduate Student.

English • Taylor Jordan. Undergraduate Student.

Music • Jesus Jornacion. Staff, UCLA Extension •

Jennifer Judkins, Faculty, Music • Bobby Kalaf,

Undergraduate Student, Physics and Astrophysics

• Robert Kilgore, Alumnus 1989; Staff, College

Information Services • Daniel Kimball, Graduate

Student, Psychology • Maciek Kolodziejczak,

Alumnus 1986; Staff, Policy Studies • Kolve,

Faculty, English • Bill Korstick, Staff, UCLA Guest

House • Michael Krumme, Alumnus 1987 •

William Kwan, Alumnus 1994 • Kris Langabeer,

Staff, NPI Center for Community Health • James

Kyung-Jin Lee, Graduate Student, English •

Sandy Lee. Alumna 1995 • Stacy Hae Lim Lee,

Undergraduate Student, Geography, Asian-American

Studies • Steven Leider, Alumnus 1998; Graduate

Student, GSE&IS • Lois Leveen, Graduate Student,

English • Erez Levon, Undergraduate Student,

Linguistics and French • Tom Lifka, Staff, Student

Academic Services • Jodie Lind, Undergraduate

Student, History • Arthur L. Little, Jr.. Faculty.

English • Christine A. Littleton. Faculty. Law •

Mark S. Litwin. M.D.. MPH. Faculty. Medicine and

Public Health • Steven Llanusa, Alumnus 1995 •

Emilia Lombardi. Drug Abuse Research Center •

Michae( A. Lopez. Undergraduate Student. ^~~"

Woman's Studies • Severino Lozano. Undergraduate

Student. Biology • Dan Luckenbill. Staff. Library •

Meredith Lyon. Alumna 1977. Staff. Chicano

Library • Renee McBride. Staff, Young Research

Library • Joshua M. McClellan. Graduate Student,

Psychology. Math • Robin McDonald. Staff.

Women's Resource Center • Patricia M. McDonugh,

Faculty. GSE&IS • Jeffrey McMahan, Staff, UCLA

Extension • Hiyas Magilligan, Undergraduate

Student, American Literature • Rose Maly, M.D.,

Faculty, Family Medicine • Lukas Mandrake,

Graduate Student, Physics and Astronomy • Gina

Masequesmay, Graduate Student, Sociology •

Lance Menthe, Graduate Student, Physics and

Astronomy • Henry Messenheimer, Staff, NPI •

Dee Michel, Alumna, 1992 • Tony Miller, Staff,

College of Letters and Sciences • Antone Minard.

Graduate Student. Folklore and Mythology •

Tania Mohammad, Undergraduate Student,

English • Marlon Morales, Undergraduate Student,

Anthropology • Rosemary Morales, Undergraduate

Student, Psychology • Rhonda Murotake, Staff,^^

Life Sciences • Rev. David Myler, Staff, Pastoral

Care, CHS • Elton Naswood, Graduate Student,

American Indian Studies • Daniel Neri, Staff,

Special Events and Protocol • Christopher Nguyen,

Alumnus 1995 • Nima Nikkhou, Undergraduate

Student, Psychology • Rob Noga, Alumnus 1991;

Staff, Mathematics • Robert Nowland. Staff, UCLA

Extension • Carolyn O'Keefe, Alumna 1991, 1996;

Staff. Music • Bruce D. Olsen. Graduate Student,

OBEE • Dan Ortiz, Graduate Student. Social—

—

*—

Psychology • Barbara Ortutay, Undergraduate

Student, LS • Charles Outcalt, Graduate Student,

GSE&IS • Rachelle Padilla. Biology • Stan Patrick.

Staff. Library • Matt Pearson, Graduate Student.

Linguistics • Rafael Perez-Torres, Faculty. English

• Justin Peteris, Undergraduate Student. Theater •

Grant Peterson, Undergraduate Student, Theater •

John Pipan. Graduate Student. Computer Science

• Cheri Plavnick. Staff, Clinical Social Work • Charles

A. Powell, use Faculty • Said Pulido-Aranda.

Undergraduate Student. Political Science •

Shane S. Que Hee. Faculty. Environmental Health

Sciences • Daniel Quick. Alumnus 1998 • David

Ramer. Staff. Anderson School Admissions •

Marjorie Rauen, Graduate Student. Information

Studies • Dan Reeder, Graduate Student, Theater

• Chris H. Reintges, Visiting Faculty, Near Eastern

Languages and Cultures • Yolanda Retter.

Alumna 1983,1987 • Vernon Rosario, Faculty,

Neuropsychiatric Institute • William Rubenstein,

Faculty, Law • Alessandro Rugge. Graduate

Student. Chemistry and Biochemistry • Alan Sako.

Undergraduate Student. Physics • Ronni Sanlo.

Staff. LGBTCRC • Geneva Sapp. Undergraduate

Student. English • Janet Sarbanes. Faculty.

English • Andrew Saxon. Undergraduate Student.

Political Science • James A. Schultz. Faculty, '

Lesbian. Gay. Bisexual and Transgender Studies •

Jason Seifer. Undergraduate Student. Economics.

Public Policy • Suzanne Seplow, Graduate Student.

GSE&IS; Staff, ORL • Ric Shaffran. Staff. UCLA

Extension • Curtis F Shepard. Alumnus 1989 •

Rae Lee Siporin, Staff. Undergraduate Admissions

• Jeffrey Smallwood, Alumnus 1996 • Heather

Smith. Alumna 199/1 * ^^^ Margaret Smith,

Alumna 1990, 1996: Staff, Student Affairs • Patricia

Juliana Smith, Faculty, English • Joe Smoke.

Alumnus 1992 • Don Spring. Alumnus 1973; Staff.

Career Center • Peter Stamatov. Graduate Student.

Sociology • Rita Stumps. Staff. Library • Christine

Sufrin, Staff, UCLA Center for Student Programming

• Ginny Tal, Undergraduate Student, Women's

Studies/Sociology • Jeff Thomas, Graduate Student,

OBEE • Gary Thompson, Staff, Library • Ryan

Thomson, Undergraduate Student, Biology • Tamar

Tokat, Undergraduate Student, Women's Studies/

Political Science • JeanHuy Tran, Undergraduate

Student. Psychology/Sociology • Judith Twentyman.

Alumna 1969 • Sebastian Uijtdehaage, Staff,

"^^edlcine • Rose Veniegas. Graduate Student.
"*^

Psychology --Demetria Villnueva. Undergraduate

Student. Anthropology • Martin Volwerk. Postdoc.

IGPP • Walt Cat Walker. Alumnus 1990 • Simone

Wallace, Alumna 1966 • Doug Walters, Alumnus

1988 • Rick Wan, Staff, ORL • Shamino Wang,

Graduate Student, Physics and Astronomy • Dawn

Waring, Staff, UCLA Center for the Study of

Women • Brett Wheeler, Staff, Women's Resource

Center • Eric Wilks, Alumnus 1991 • Bryon

Williams, Undergraduate Student, Astrophysics •

David Williams, Undergraduate Student • Thomas

Wortham, Faculty, English • Rev. Frank D. Wulf,

Staff, University Religious Conference • Clayton K.

Yeung, Staff, UCLA Alumni Association • Jie Zhang,

Graduate Student. Linguistics • Meredith Neuman,

Graduate student, English • Philip Nickel, Graduate

student. Philosophy • and many more...

For a calendar of National

Coming Out Week activities,

please call the UCLA LGBT Campus

Resource Center at

(310) 206-3628
or visit 220 Kinsey Hall.

UCLA.

This ad was supported by the generous donations

of many individuals on this list. 7
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Court ruling restricts campaign contributions
REGULATIONS: Only hard

money foreign donations

may be acknowledged

By David Johnston

The New York Times

WASHINGTON - In a decision

that CQuld seriously undercut the

Justice Department's campaign

finance prosecutions, a federal judge

has ruled that the department misin-

terpreted election laws that restrict

contributions by foreign nationals.

The ruling, issued Friday by Judge

Paul Friedman of U.S. District

Court, appeared to threaten the

department's effort to investigate

fund-raisers. Democratic Party offi-

cials and White House aides for their

role in soliciting millions of dollars

from overseas contributors in the

1996 election campaign.

Friedman's order came as part of

the pretrial' skirmishing in the case of

Yah Lin THie, a former Little Rock

restaurateur and longtime friend of

President Clinton who became an

important Democratic fund-raiser

and brought in hundreds of thousand

of dollars, much of it, congressional

investigators say, from his business

contacts in Asia.

In hisrulingr Friedman found that

• the law, which bars foreign natioij»als

from contributing to federal elec-

tions, applies only to hard money
contributions. These are regulated by

federal election law and can be used

to finance campaign activities that

directly benefit candidates for feder-

al office.

The judge found that the contribu-

tion law permits foreign nationals to

make donations known as soft

money, which is money that cannot

be spent on behalf of candidates like

hard money, but may be spent on

generic party activities, like paying

for state party efforts or advertise-

ments focused on issues.

Friedman wrote that the govern-

ment argued that the federal limit on

foreign contributions "applies to soft

money donations as well as, to hard

money contributions." But tfee judge

added, "The court disagrees" He
(Concluded that "the statute does not

on its face therefore proscribe soft

money donations by foreign nation-

als or anyone else."

The judge did not dismiss any

counts related to soft money, but said

that the government would be

required to prove in Trie's trial,

scheduled to begin on Feb. I, that

overseas contributions were deposit-

ed into hard money accounts. His

decision suggested that prosecutors

would also be forced to prove that

fund-raisers who solicited the contri-

butions knew that the donations

would be divided between soft and
hard accounts, a potentially insur-

mountable hurdle.

partjiit

jat law

sidering an appeal of the decision,

which was first reported Saturday by

The Washington Post.

Friedman's order was the second

ruling in a month to attack the gov-

ernment's approach. Earlier,

Friedman dismissed five of six counts

against another Democratic fund-

raiser, Maria Hsia, accusing the gov--

A Justice Department spokesman
said Saturday that lawyers were con-

ernment of an "Alice in

Wonderland" interpretation of the

law because of an indictment charg-

ing her with causing campaign com-

mittees to make false statements.

Friedman also dismissed three simi-

lar counts against Trie.

Taken together, Friedman's rul-

ings in the Trie and Hsia cases repre-

sent a potentially serious judicial set-

back for the Justice Department. The

judge's order could affect other

pending cases like one against

Pauline Kanchanalak, a Thai entre-

preneur who has been accused of

bringing in nearly $700,000 in possi-

bly suspect donations to the

Democrats.

More broadly, the rulings under-

score the difficulty confronting pros-

] SeeFINANa,pa9e21

US. expects pipeline proposal to fail House speaker Gingrich

relieved of ethics chargesEXPORTS: Big companies

have different plans for

transporting Caspian oil

The Associated Press

been trying to get the companies to

choose a route that would run from

Baku, the capital of oil-rich

Azerbaijan, through Turkey to its

Mediterranean port of Ceyhan.

rhe administration favored the

Baku-Ceyhan route because it

w<^"ld hflp hind Ayt'rhHJJHn,

Sea coast, or an enlarged pipeline

along the same route.

From Georgia, the oil would be

loaded into tankers and shipped

across the Black Sea toward

Europe.

The decision is expected to be

Hnnminced on Oct ?9

CONGRESS: Committee concludes investigation

about violations during service as minority whip

NEW YORK - The Clinton

administration's two-year effort to

convince major oil companies that

they should build a multi-billion

dollar pipeline to export oil from

the Caspian Sea appears to be fail-

ing. The New York Times reported

Sunday. m <';

Companies from the United

States and seven other nations are

to make a decision later this month

about how to begin transportmg

the vast amounts of oil believed to

lie under and around the Caspian

Sea.

The Clinton administration has

Georgia and Turkey closer to the

West, and it would not pass

through either Russia or Iran,

which have proposed routes of

their own.

Administration officials, con-

gressional aides and oil executives

told the newspaper the companies

will probably decide the American-

backed pipeline is too expensive to

build.

The -companicii are expected to

announce ihal they will rely on a

much shorter pipeline already

being built from Azerbaijan to the

port of Supsa, on Cieorgia's Black

A senior executive of the oil con-

sortium, Robin Branagan, said that

"at the moment all options are still

open."

Officials in WashingU)n,Jiowev-

er, expect that the American-

backed route will not be chosen.

"It's a' disappointment, bul I—

wouldn't call it a defeat," said Sen.

Sam Brownback, R-Kan. "Half a

loaf is better than nothing. The oil

is going to come out on an east-west

axis, rather than south through Iran

or north through Russia. And
Baku-Ceyhan may still happen

down the road."

-ByUUitonMitcball.
The New York Times

WASHINGTON - The House

ethics committee dismissed on

Saturday the three remaining ethics

charges against Speaker Newt
Gingrich, although it found that he

repeatedly violated a rule against^

using outside consultants to conducf

official House business when he was

the Republican minority whip nearly

a decade ago.

The action, announced in the clos-

ing days of the 105th Congress, con-

cluded an investigation that peaked in

January 1997 when Gingrich was rep-

rimanded by the House and fined

$300,000. The House had found that

lie used tax-exunipt inoticy to pnF
mote Republican goals and then gave

the committee untrue information for

its inquiry.

"It ends a chapter," Gingrich said

Saturday. "Let's get onto other

things."

-_ The dismissal of the remaining

charges came just days after Gingrich

presided over the House of

Representatives as it voted to open an

impeachment inquiry into President

Clinton, setting off a new round of

parti.san recriminations.

Gingrich's press secretary.

SeeCINGRICH,page21
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subscription today,
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Dr. Nader Dayani
ORTHODONTIST

SINCE 1980
UCLA FACULTY MEMBER

Member American Association of Orthodontists

Specializing in braces for adultsrSTchildren

invisible

'

European
• Removable
• Traditionai

• Cosmetic Porcelain
• Surgical Orthodontics

20% DISCOUNT TO STUDENTS AND FACULTY WITH VALID I.D.

(310)826-7494
11645 Wilshire Blvd. #802

Los Angeles, CA 90025
~

(949) 552 - 5890
18124 Culver Dr., #A
'

Irvine, CA 92715

Teeth Whitening
upper or lowfer

i-y
$8500

(Ked S200 00)

•The treatment will be as follows SICXXIOO p»us
$10000 fo» eoch month of trootmont fgnetefoO
foe metal broces. S900 00 pkjs S 100 00 fof eoch
month of treatment rendefod fof removable
braces and S 1 700 00 plus S 1 25 00 per month for

cefomic broces S20000 for dKjgnostic study
model and $ 1 75 00 tor formal consuWotKXi

exptrotlon date 10-31-98

f
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f you think Quark is a television charac-

ter orlhe subatomic particle proposed as

the building block of all matter you're

right. But Quark is also the international

leader in electronic publishing software ( ever

hear of QuarkXPress?) with a strong and

growing presence in the area of client/server

technologies. And we're based in Denver,
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lolorado. beneath a sky that for more than

300 days a year is blue and sunny.

If you'd like to put your Computer Science or

Engineering degree to use as a developer righf

now, and if you have experience with Windows

and/or Macintosh API. we'd like to hear from

you. If you have a strong knowledge of user

interface design, networking, or publishing,

wed LOVE to hear from you.
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Send your r^um^ to: Quark, Inc

Attn: Dept. Beautiful Life

ISOO Grant Street

Denver, CO 80203 ^..-.

Software development

internships available, too!

You may Mnail your r^um^ to:

employment^quaHLCom

Or you may fax your r^m^ to:

303.894.3649

Also, check out our vrthiiit at

http://vvww.quark.com
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Modernization promises not met
RUSSIA: Banks don't

repair aging factories;

local economies hurt

By Timothy L. O'Brien

The New York Times

VOSKRESENSK, Russja -

Slender birch trees, their leaves

turning gold and orange in the early

autumn air, line roads leading to

this humble, fraying town about 50

miles southeast of Moscow.

But closer to Voskresensk, the

fresh country air turns acrid with

the noxious odor of fumes belched

from smokestacks atop one of

Russia's largest fertilizer plants.

Menatep, a Moscow bank that is

now insolvent, bought the decrepit

plant in 1995 and was supposed to

modernize it, bringing it into the

vanguard of Russia's "march into

modern capitalism. But little has

changed.

"I've worked here a long time,

and it's never gotten bettei*, no mat-

ter who owns it," said Vasily

Yevdokimov, 70, a machinist who
has worked at the plant, now
known as Voskresenskiye Joint

Stock Co., for 50 years. "They

haven't spent anything renovating

this fttfltorv."

Herculean task. Many factories arc

too outmoded and have long since

passed the point of4>€coming prof-

itable. And decades of state subsi-

dies for workers and their families'

in factory towns cannot be undone

without creating wrenching social

problems.

Even so, Russian banks accept-

ed these chaUenges when they

began buying the factories, and

Voskresensk, a town of about

150,000, is one example of the

human impact of this squandered

opportunity. j

"Sometimes I visit my friends

working there, and it's gotten much
worse since I left," said Alexander

Devyatkin, who worked at the fer-

tilizer plant from 1994 to 1996 and

is now a fireman. "The air was very

polluted and it was very hard to

breathe. Acid was everywhere. I

think you make a lot of money if

you own the factory but not if you

work Ihere."

Menatep, and Mikhail

Khodorkovsky, chairman of

Rosprom, the holding company
that Controls the bank, declined

repeated requests for an interview.

The management of the fertilizer

plant refused requests for a tour.

Voskresensk is a well-known

hockey town, and residents proudly

rtm ind visitors tha t l aor Lar ionov

promising, residents said, to spend

more money on it.

"This is the only thing in town

that we take pride in," said

Vladimir Vasilyev, the hockey

team's coach. "There is nothing to

be proud of about the chemical

plant. The most important thing in

Russia now is to be paid, and the

plarit is hardly paying people any-

thing."

Yevdokimov, the machinist, said

that the average salary at the fertil-

izer factory is the equivalent of

about $100 a month, although he

said he is paid about $47 a month.

Or at least that was what he was

once paid. Yevdokimov said his

wages are now a month overdue.

He also said that about 50 per-

cent of the plant's 5,000 workers

had been laid off since Russia's eco-

nomic crisis began in mid-August, a

much larger number than the

town's elders acknowledge.

Yevgeny Simonov,

Voskrcsensk's mayor, said that only

about 100 people had been laid off

from the plant. "People are wor-

ried, but at the same time I'm an

optimist," he said brightly.

Simonov enthusiastically distrib-

utes a brochure published by the

fertilizer pla-nt. The leaflet shares

the mayor's rosy outlook, noting

that the factory houses "remark -

Farmworkers association

pushes for health insurance

INSURANCE: Employers

want to offer medical

coverage, preventive care

There are legions of workers

across Russia who can make the

same claim. ^
When Russia began a vast selloff

of formerly state-owned companies

three years ago, Russian banks

were among the biggest buyers.

Today, there is little evidence to sug-

gest that banks did anything other

than use the factories to fill their

own coffers. Indeed, malny in

Russia suspect that more money
was taken out of the companies

than was ever put in.

Modernizing Russia's antiquat-

ed industrial base is in fact a

left here to become a star center for

the Detroit Red Wings. When
Menatep bought the fertilizer plant,

it also got the title to Khimik, the

local hockey team. An outwardly

impressive hockey stadium domi-

nates the center of town and resi-

dents' social calendars.

But Khimik is struggling from a

lack of funds. Inside the hockey sta-

dium, above large, colorful murals

depicting the team in action, tiles

are peeling away from the ceiling

and pockmarks are visible in parts

of the roof. A regional governor

recently took over, the team,

able imported equipment and stale;

of-thcrart technologies." '

Yet while Simonov notes that a

French company took over a near-

by concrete factory and made great

strides modernizing it, he is hard

pressed to otTer comparable exam-

ples of how the Voskresenskiye

plant has been upgraded. Indeed,

Simonov eventually became
angered by repeated requests for a

tour of the plant and hustled visi-

tors out of his otTice.

But walks around the outside of

See FAQORIES, page 20

The Associated Press

SANTA ANA - Farmworkers
who toil for long hours under the

harsh sun in California's vegetable

and fruit fields - where they often are

exposed to pesticides - may soon

have health insurance for the first

time.

The newly formed Orange County

Agricultural Association is negotiat-

ing to provide basic health insurance

to 3,000 to 4,000 fieldworkers by

Jan. I.

Growers say they hope to cover

prevefntive care such as cancer

screenings, simple prescriptions and

dentistry, health education and

checkups and vaccines for the work-

ers' children.

Workers, who average $9,828 a

year, can suffer from painful back-

aches from hours of stooping, ill

effects from exposure tff'chemicals

and chronic health problems that

come with poverty.

Next to maids, fieldworkers have

the lowest health-insurance-coverage

rate in the state - 60 percent.

Faced with the possibility of los-

ing workers in a good economy to

other industries - particularly mini-

mum-wage jobs offering insurance

to workers and their families -

See WORKERS, page 21

Qinton, Democrats seek

more money for education

CONGRESS: Bill inspires

partisan debate hinged

which party was best serving the edu-

cational needs of the country.

Prfisidpnt riintnn and rnngrpfi-

oh funding, hiring issues

By Jim Abrams
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - The House of

Representatives adopted and sent to

the White House on Saturday legisla-

tion that authorizes up to $ IOO.mil-'

lion a year over the next Cwe years for

the planning and expansion of high-

qujilUy charter schools.

The 369-50 vote to approve the leg-

islation came against the backdrop of

a fierce political battle between

Republicans and Democrats over

sional Democrats are demanding that

Republicans agree to more money in

the 1999 budget for such administra-

tion policies as the hiring of 100,000

new teachers, new school construc-

tion and a reading program for young

children.
''

"We asked for one day to discuss

education on this floor. They won't

give it to JUS," said House Democratic

Whip David Bonior of Michigan.

"On program after program that

deals with the education of our young

people in this country today, we have

been shut out."

See CHARHRS, page 22

Asian
Eyelid

Surgery

William Chen M.D., FACS

v
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center

www.a$ianeyelid,(Oin

Call for free brochure, 1-800-beauty I

AMIGOS de UCLA

You Can Learn From A Child

Amigos de UCLA is a lulonai and mentoring project that has betn assisting I.os

Angeles elementary school children for over 30 years We target mulitcultural schools that

are predommantfy Chicano/l^tino. and we provide academic assistance, an after sth«M)l

arts-n-crafu program, and a field tnp to UCLA Our goal is to educate and motivsne these

children to recognize their academic potential, envision a collegiate career, and develop

an appreciation of their own cultural heratige as well as that of others

Amigos de UCLA volunteers tutor on either Wednesday or Thursday afternoons from

1 06 - 4 30 pm during the third through ninth week of each quarter Amigos tutors at Pio

Pico Elementary sch(Mil in L A on Wednesdays and Selma Avenue Elementary in

Hollywood on Thursdays Transportatioii is provided, and knowledge of Spanish is

helpful, but NOT required

To find out more information please call us at 825-2217 or stop by our ofTice in 41

1

Kerckhoff Hall It you enjoy working with kids and would like to help underpnvileUgcd

commumtjes of lx)« Angeles consider beconung one of the Amigot de UCL^!

» Fall OrienUtion

Wed. Oct 14 & Thurs. Oct 15, 1:00 • 3:00piii

Kcrckliofr411
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Westwood Village.

'VViiJ tlie Hawaiian thing finally made it nack to Los Angeles in tne person of Mako Segawa-Gonzales, longtime

second to Roy Yamagucni, wnose artful mend of exotic Pacific fisn, classical tecnnique a|id a gonzo Hawaiian-plate

luncn aesthetic - tea-smoked duck potstickers in a wasaoi cream, Asian pesto-grilled manimani - makes his

Maui Beach Cafe one of tne freshest places to open in the past tew months.

Jonathan Gold, ''Best Asian Cuisine'' Los Angeles Magazine
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Protest condemns racist searches
AIRLINES: Many minorities

singled out for luggage checks,

traumatized from humiliation

By Vktoiia Marker

The Arizona Republic

Manuel Gray entereci Sky Harbor

International Airport's Terminal 4 in a suit and

tic and a crisply pressed white shirt, holding a

designer garment bag and matching carry-on.

A social worker who stands 6-foot-4 and has

impeccable posture and a shaved head, Gray

passed smoothly through the airport's X-ray

checkpoint.

He's also an African American.

And he says that's the main reason a

Southwest Airlines employee pulled him and a

friend, also Africa American, out of line at the

boarding gate and announced that she needed

to search their luggage.

Right there. On the counter top. In front of

all the other passengers in the terminal.

"She pulled out all my underwear and toi-

letries," said Gray, a father of three who
coaches YMCA youth leagues and volunteers

at his daughters' school.

"I've never been so humiliated," he said of

the February 1997 incident. "I'm the ultimate

cleaiTJcut guy."

Afterward, he watched dozens of people get

boarding passes. No one else was searched, he

.smI

ist bombings and the TWA Flight 800 crash,

minorities are feeling the squeeze at the air-

port, according to news reports in such media

outlets as "USA Today" and "CNN".
Last year, Laurence Boze, an African

American lawyer and past president of the

National Bar Association, complained when
his luggage was searched in front of other trav-

elers at Baltimore/Washington International

Airport.

A US Airways gate agent reportedly told

him he was detained because he fit a profile

designed to increase security at airports.

Civil liberties groups have reported a rise in

complaints from Arab American and African

American passengers saying they were target-

ed for airport luggage searches, news reports

say.

When members of President Clinton's race

"They should be pulling over

people who look like

Timothy McVeigh."

Manuel Gray

Airport protester

Gray claims he is a victim of "racial profil-

ing," in which minorities are said to be targeted

because of the color of their skin.

Saturday, Gray took his protest back to the

scene of his embarrassment, picketing with

three others outside Terminal 4 with signs

sporting such messages as "Southwest Airlines

supports consumer racism." , ,

He also has a lawsuit pending against the air-

line in U.S. District Court in Phoenix seeking

$15 million in damages for emotional distress,

discrimination, harassment and other related

claims.

«His is part of a growing wave of complaints

about the so-called profiling practice.

With airline security tightening amid terror-

panel discussed racial profiling by law enforce-

ment officials, moderator and Harvard Law
Ogktffie Jr. to ld nfc

"She basically told us we paid in cash, we
looked suspicious, and we were African

American," said Gray, 39.

Southwest Airline officials could not be
reached for comment Saturday at their corpo-

rate office in Dallas. Other airline and airport

employees, however, said race is not a criterion

used to determine whether to search a passen-

ger.

Airline employees are prohibited from dis-

closing the criteria. But employees and news
reports point to several red flags: paying with

cash, buying a one-way ticket, purchasing a

ticket within 48 hours of a departure time and
booking a flight with no connections.

Usually, a targeted individual fits at least

two of the criteria in order for a search, '5ne air-

port employee said.

Gray said he paid for his $39 ticket with

cash, although he booked the round-trip flight

two weeks in advance.

If people are going to be targeted based on
the profile of a terrorist bomber, then African

Americans should be left alone. Gray said.

"If anything, they should be pulling over

people who look like Timothy McVeigh," he

said, referring to the man sentenced to die for

the Oklahoma City bombing.

But two white passengers said that they or

friends had been pulled out of lines in the past

year to be searched. They said they had pur-

chased last-minute tickets or had paid in cash.

Gray felt his treatment went beyond mere
security measures.

•A-Jt b*A*«^ ^&«4fc«l«f«i.«J

his experience traveling the world as an

African American man.

He said he had been stopped numerous

times by airport drug enforcement officers

who suspected him of drug trafficking.

Courts have said that race can be among the

factors used in determining whether a suspect

should be questioned, but several panelists sug-

gested that can result in discrimination.

After Gray was searched last year at Sky

Harbor, he demanded to know why he was

searched. Through his questioning of the

female airline employee, he learned that he fit a

profile set by the Federal Aviation

Administration, he said.

A fnrmrr pri^nn ;inri ji i vcn i lc Lu i icctiong:

detention officer. Gray said the incident left

him depressed and withdrawn.

"Nothing like this had ever happened to me
before," he said. "So when this happened to

me, it shook my confidence in this country to

the foundation."

• After the incident, he spent months just

"going to work and coming straight back

home" because he felt so humiliated, he said.

He stopped socializing, withdrew from his

children and vyife and started drinking more
alcohol.

Finally, he said, he pulled himself out of his

depression and decided to start protesting at

the airport to educate others.

Berkeley chancellor

doesn't condemn

or condone faculty

involved in walkout

PROTEST: Comments during

ethnic studies class elicit

tepid response from students

By Joshua Bloomekatz
The Daily Californian

University Wire

BERKELEY - Responding to stu-

dents' questions regarding a proposed fac-

ulty walkout, UC Berkeley Chancellor

Robert Berdahl ^pld an ethnic-studies class

yesterday that although he cannot support

canceling classes, he does support the right

of professors to express their opinions.

"The faculty who are critical of

Proposition 209 are trying to raise con-

sciousness, about affirmative action,"

Berdahl said. "I cannot condone there not

being classes. They have every right as fac-

ulty, however, to express their concern."

Berdahl spoke to approximately 100 stu-

dents as a guest lecturer in Professor Ling-

Chi Wang's introductory ethnic studies

class yesterday morning. During the class,

he addressed a variety of topics ranging

from the ngcessity of adm ission txams to-
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his stance on the affirmative action walk-

out.

Wang told students that it was very hard

for Berdahl to give an opinion about a

political issue because of his position as

head of the university.

"He is bound by law; none of us should

have any doubt about his commitment (to

affirmative action)," Wang said. "He can-

not be overtly associated with any political

institution. He cannot lobby for or against

a law because he is an officer of the state."

The chancellor said that, because it was

law, he could not and would not disobey

Proposition 209, the 1996 statewide voter-

See POUTIG, page 19
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accepted

COSMETIC CHOICES:
• Mini Metal Braces

• Clear Braces

• Braces Concealed behind the Teeth

ari W^axin^
Body Waxing for Men & Women
with 100% Natural Pari wax.
Women Full leg and Bikini $25
Underarm $8
Half leg $io
Bikini Wax $io
Lip or Chin Wax $6
Eyebrow Wax $10
Eyelash Tint $10
Facial $40
Arm Wax $15

"We do Electrolysis"
1435 Westwood Blvd., Westwood 473-0066 or 479-9325

> Open Sundays Walk-ins Welcome

We are looking for a
few good men...

Our offices are located in:

BEVERLY HILLS

LARCHMONT VILLAGE
SANTA MpNICA
* No Down Payment

(310) 550-1533

Dr.
SCOTT

NIWIIART

Healthy men between 19 and 34 years
needed to participate in anonymous sperm
donor program located in Westwood. Help
infertile couples while receiving financial

compensation up to $600 per month and ,

, free comprehensive health screening.

Call California Cryobank at

(310)824-9M1

u

ESBIAN SSOCIATION

would like to thank all

LESBIAN, GAY, BISEXUAL
& TRANSGENDER

people on campusfor

WEARING THEIR JEANS
TODAY

in honor of

NATIONAL COMING
OUT DAY Ak'

Coming Out
Week

Activities

GUEST SPEAKER:

CANDACE GINGRICH

MUSICAL PERFORMANCE:

CORDAY & THE CURIOUS
'i-^

V

MONOM. OaOSCQ 1 2TU

12:00 m.
©WESTWOOD PLAZA

12th
National Cofriing Out Day Rally 1 2:00pm

@ Westwood Plaza (Guest speaker

Candace Gingrich . . .)

Women's rap 7:00pm-9:00pm

@ Kerckhoff 400

Men's rap 7:30pm-9:30pm @ Kerckhoff

133

13th
GALA brown bag lunch 1 2:00pnri-

2:00pm @ Royce fountain

gala's 1 st general meeting of the year!

7:00pm-9:00pm @ Kinsey 355

14th
GALA brown bag lunch 1 2:00pm-

2:00pm @ Royce fountain

15th
GALA brown bag lunch 1 2:00pm-

2:00pm @ Royce fountain

Lesbian/Gay/Bi Faculty & staff panel

7:00pm-9:00pm @ Kinsey 355 (co-

hosted by the LGBT mentoring

program)

16th
GALA brown bag lunch 1 2:00pm'

2:00pm @ Royce fountain

Film screening: High Art 7:00pm

Northwest Campus Auditorium

The gay and lesbian association is

ucla's lesbian, gay, bisexual student

advocacy group. It exists primarily to

meet the social, educational, political,

and community awareness needs of

the massive lesbian, gay, and bisexual

population on campus.

CALL GALA @
(310.825.8053) OR EMAIL

GAU@UCLA.EDU

n

Co-sponsored by the Campus
Programs Committee of the

Program Activities Board.

Office of Residential Life, and
the LGBT Campus Resource

Center.

"»: _^ i.~i
C ,' ^
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Complaints over insurance grow
HEALTH: Grievances

stem from conflicts in

denial, delay of coverage

By Peter T.Kilbom

The New York Times

WASHINGTON - State health

insurance regulators are reporting

surging numbers of formal com-

plaints from patients and doctors

against their health insurers, pri-

marily health maintenance organi-

zations.

They say they doubt that the rise

implies a deterioration in care.

They tie much of it to greater pub-

lic readiness to fight HMOs and to

the insurance commissioners'

efforts to encourage people to file

complaints. "We are beating the

bushes," said Neil Levin, New
York state's insurance superinten-

dent.
"^

What troubles the commission-

ers more than the volume of com-

plaints is a broad shift in their

nature. Disputes with insurers have

changed from conflicts over who
should pay for care, usually after it

has been provided, to conflicts

over denials and delay of care and

over medication and forms of treat-

ment.

"Before, it was about who
pays," said Patricia Butler of

Boulder, Colo., a consultant to

Complaints had grown

at least 50 percent ...

faster than the growth

of enrollment in

managed care plans.

insurance commissioners. "Now
it's about whether you get the ser-

vice at all. You might have your

health hanging in the balance, so

it's a little more frightening."

Commissioners say the formal

complaints represent possible vio-

lations of law and health-plan pro-

visions, and are culled from many
more trivial and unsupportable

claims. Depending on the state. 40

percent to 80 percent of the com-

plaints are resolved in favor of the

patient or the physician.

In interviews with 12 insurance

departments of mostly populous

states with dense concentrations of

managed care, those of New York,

Connecticut, Illinois, Texas, Ohio

and Maryland said complaints had

grown at least 50 percent over the

last one to three years, far faster

than the growth of enrollment in

managed care plans.

Insurance industry executives

say that in spite of the rise, inde-

pendent surveys regularly show

that 80 percent to 90 percent of

managed care organizations'

enrollees are satisfied with their

care, a figure that has changed little

over the last decade.

Charles Kahn, of the Health

Insurance Association of America,

said that 35,000 complaints a year

from the 77 million enrollees

whose insurance is subjccti to state

regulation was not a large number.

City council to tighten

moonlighting restrictions

LAPD: Working multiple

jobs spurs complaints

on conflicts of interest

By Beth Barrett

Los Angeles Daily News

Thousands of Los Angeles city

workers find time and energy to

moonlight on second jobs after hours

or weekends, according to records

obtained by the Daily News.

The practice of moonlighting has

expanded since the City Council

eased rules for employees six years

ago at the same time elected officials

were being barred from earning out-

side money.
- City employees spend their off

hours in private law practices; in engi-

neering, planning and architectural

consulting businesses; and in real

estate. They teach, do other people's

taxes and work in medical offices.

They deal rare books, and run pho-

tography studios and boutiques.

Some even get extra cash selling tick-

ets or ushering at Dodger games.

Unlike other major cities, there is

no central oversight of moonlighting

in Los Angeles.

Potentially haphazard supervision

and record-keeping does little to

ensure the city is protected from con-

flicts of interest or that outside work

does not interfere with city employ-

ment.

"It's virtually impossible to imag-

ine how people can spend a large

amount of time on a second job and

efficiently do their first job," said

Tim Lynch, administrative deputy in

the City Controller's Office.

"There's no way people can work

full time, live a normal life and do

this. If it's more than a few hours a

week, people are going to be com-

pletely distracted from their city func-

tions. It has to encroach."

Fully 14.7 percent of workers in

surveyed city departments moon-

light, according to a review of the

two-thirds of the general city work

force for which records Could be

See MOONLIGHTING, page 23
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LEHERS
From page 3

going to gel you a good recommenda-

tion letter," he said. "You need to

interact with the professor closely and

nurture the relationship early on."

But because of the large size of

most classes, many students and pro

fessors find it difficult to develop the

kind of relationships ideal for recom-

mendation letters. Students may be

apprehensive about asking professors

who they aren't close to, and profes-

sors in turn might be reluctant to

endorse students they don't even

remember.

Some professors will decline a let-

ter request if they feel they do not

know the student well enough to rec-

ommend them.

Brian Walker, assistant professor

in the political science department,

only agrees to write letters for stu-

dents he can wholeheartedly stand

behind.

" "If a student gets a low grade in the

class, I can't say all that much positive

about them," Walker said. "And if I

have no idea who they are, then I can't

do it. I have to be honest and rigorous-

ly straightforward when I write these

letters."

Others, however, are more open to

writing letters for students they are

unfamiliar witR, pointing out the diffi-

culty of getting to know their students

when their class enrcMlment can bal-

loon up to 500.

Roger Bohman, a lecturer in the

molecular, cell and developmental

biology department, honors almost all

of his requests. He says he knows that

if his students had somewhere else to

go, they would. In order to help him

write the letters, he usually asks for a

copy of their personal statements that

usually go along with their applica-

tions.

"It's dilVicult because I have no real

intimate contact with the vast majori-

ty of them,' Bohman said. "I hardly

know them and it's hard to take time

to get to know them."

But there are students who are

determined to acquaint themselves

with their professors, no matter how

large the class.

Rossi made an elTort to dilTerenti-

ate herself from her classmates by

staying after class, inquiring about

any research projects her professors

were involved in. and then asking if

she could participate as well.

"You have to stand out from the

crowd and find out what their inter-

ests are," Rossi .said. "Then they can

get to know who you are and what

potential you could have."

° Sam Sayani, a fourth-year psy-

chobiology major, followed the same

approach, which helped him

immensely when asking for letters for

medical school. Not only did his pro

fessors know what he was like inside

the classroom, but they also got to

know him as a person.

"I tried to give them a sense of who

I was outside of school," Sayani said.

"But 1 also tried to convey my rea-

sons for going into medicine. It lets

them know who you really are."

While some students may feel hurt

or offended if a professor declines to

write them a recommendation letter
-

in most cases, the student is better o\'['

finding someone else.

"They're probably doing you a

favor." Walker said. "You don't want

a professor who's going to write you a

letter that will stab you in the back."

Bohman recalled a student of his .

who nearly ran into just that kind oi'

problem.

"One student was arguing with me
about a grade I had given him and we

got into a verbal assault." he said.

"Ten minutes later, the student came

back asking for a letter of recommen-

dation."

According to Sawires, the trick is

finding a professor who will not only

say yes, but will write a letter that will

accomplish the goal of highlighting a

student's qualifications and potential.

"Most professors realize the impor-

tance of these letters," he said. "When

approached by a sincere student they

know, the vast majority are more than

willing to do it."

POLITICS
From page 16

approved measure eliminating

affirmative action in public institu-

tions.

"We will and must conform to

.Prop. 209," Berdahl said. "The

"only alternative that we have is to

invest substantial resources to

make sure that students coming out

of high school are more prepared."

Many students said they believe

Berdahl's administration lacked

initiative in helping to fecruit

minority students after Prop. 209.

Berdahl responded by pointing

:_lo an outreach program called the

Academic Talent Development

Program, which sends campus rep-

resentatives into inner-city schools

and helps to prepare high school

students for the university's admis-

sion process.

According to Berdahl, the UC
system has increased funding for

the outreach committee by more

than $38 million over last year's

budget.

Some students said, however,

that they were dissatisfied with

what they claim is the chancellor's

-lack of effort in promoting diversi-

ty at the university.

"It takes much more than out-

reach," said sophomore Roberto

Hernandez, a member of the ethnic

studies class.

But Berdahl said that "it i? ulti-

mately not the university's purpose

to solve the problems of the (high)

schools," and that "38 million dol-

lars is just a drop in the bucket to

help fix the inequalities in the

school system."

""tl^CTkdey) as a university and a

research institution has a very pow-

erful interest in maintaining diver-

sity," he added.

Even though Berdahl said he

favors affirmative action, some stu-

dents expressed concern that

Berdalil is not in full support of the

measure.

"(BerdaW) mentions the validity

of diversity, especially African

Americans, but he failed to talk

about other minorities," said

sophomore Luisa Ortega, a student

in the class. "He doesn't see that

they are doing anything for diversi-

On th6v -Other-hand, some stu-

dents said they disagreed with

Berdahl's analysis of affirmative

action.

"I do not support affirmative

action," said freshman Maria

Morelli, a student in the class.

"Somebody who is different in race

should not get- preference.

However, it adds a lot to have many

different races (at Berkeley)."
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CLASSROOMS
From page 6

'There's a cerlain level of fluency

that's required before you learn to

read," he says, "it's not ^i matier of

-scaring anyone. It's a matter ot'mak-

ing an informed choice."

At Sherman Oaks, part of the

7,800-pupil Campbell Union district

just south of San Jose, the waiver

process began one hot September

afternoon when two dozen parents

sat on orange plastic chairs and lis-

tened to their options, regular class-

es, English'inimersion for limited-

English speakers or English-Spanish

dual immersion. '' '
•

White forms wei'e provided to

those interested in waivers. Some
began Tilling in the forms on the

spot.

Three weeks later, bilingual edu-

cation resumed for Villarreal's

BUDGET
From page 8

ment of Sen. Dale Bumpers, D-Ark.

•The House rushed through a stack

of bills, mostly uncontroversial mea-

sures on parks and veterans' benefits.

It voted by voice to condemn terror-

ism in Sierra Leone and to mark the

65th anniversary of the Ukranian

famine. By 219-204, it rejected a

motion by Rep. Pete Visclosky, D-

pupils as they plunged into the mys-

teries of "las silabas" - syllables.

A month before, Villarreal had

struggled to hold the children's

attention as she labored through an

English book about a boy in frontier

days. Now, hands shoot up from the

youngsters sitting cross-legged on

the carpeted floor.

Six-year-old Edwin, who had

hugged hi^kinny knees in silence

through the first few days of mostly

English instruction, was called up to

the board to write the first syllable

for the moon, la luna. He painstak-

ingly prints the letters "1-u," pushing

on the marker so hard it squeaks.

Bilingual education supporters

say children like Edwin learn best

when they start in their own lan-

guage. Those on the other side say

educational theorists are wasting

children's time, holding them back

while their English-schooled coun-

terparts move forward.

he was fighting for language to block

the Transportation Department from

barring airlines from serving peanuts

near passengers allergic to the food.

He was also seeking $100 million for

Alabama road projects that he said his

state should have received but did not

under the highway bill enacted earlier

'this year.""

After Saturday's sessions, the

Senate quit until Monday afternoon.

The House recessed late Saturday and

was to reconvene Sunday for pro

r\
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liiU., tliat said the House's integrity forma session Itt WMeh bills were not
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was impugned because the adminis-

tration was not enforcing anti-dump-

ing trade laws in the wake oTa surge of

cheap foreign steel imports into U.S.

markets.

As negotiators focused on major

disputes, many lawmakers continued

trying to push pet measures into the

giant spending bill that bargainers will

eventually produce.

Sen. Richard Shelby, R-Ala., said

FAQORJES
From page 1

4

the sprawling factory, and interviews

with residents of Voskrcsensk, indi-

cate that there is very little that is state

of the art about the plant. Large parts

of its superstructure are rusting and

some heavy —
equipment visi-

ble through the

gates looks as if it

has been idle for

a long time.

"Things are

very hard

because of the

ruble's collapse,

and now less peo-

ple are working at the factory," said

Yevgeny Ovsyankin, another fireman

who knows workers at the plant. "It is

not an up-to-dato factory. It has lots

of problems."

Now, with most o\' the country's

TALKS
From page 5

unpredictable situations" if the

alliance launches airstrikes against

Yugoslavia.

The positioning of more U.S.

planes within range and preparing

them for attacks were clearly

designed to convince Milosevic of

Washington's resolve to force com-

pliance with U.N. demands.

After a late-night session with

Milosevic, an exhausted-looking

Holbrooke insisted earlySunday-

"nothing has changed" in the

Yugoslav leader "s stand Holbrooke

called the situation "very seri6us"

and said he was looking for "peace-

ful, acceptable" allern;itivc*lo the

use of force

A statement from Milosevic s

to be passed. Like the Senate, the

House returns Monday afternoon for

another working session.

Both chambers are likely to

approve yet another bill Monday tem-

porarily keeping agencies open as

spending bills are negotiated. It would

be the third emergency budget mea-

sure since fiscal 1999 began Oct. 1.

The current one expires Monday
night.

largest banks insolvent and the over-

all economy in tatters, it is unlikely

that Russia will have the resources it

needs to do anything with its sagging

factories and the towns they anchor.

Russians have a well-known ability

to endure both disappointment and

hardship, and few of them seem sur-

prised that the country's factories

were poorly

Modernizing Russia's

antiquated industrial

base is a Herculean task.

served by the

banks that still

own them. After

all, many
Russians note,

there is very lit-

tle they can do

about it anyway.
" M e n a t e p

was supposed to

invest money in the plant, but they

took money out of it," said Vladimir

Petrov, who sells construction materi-

als in Voskresensk. "But what can we
do? We can't force them to give the

money back."

office, issued after the talks and dis-

tributed by the governments
Tanjug news agency, said all U.N.

conditions have been met for a polit-

ical settlement.

But Milosevic seemed to be sepa-

rating jJ.N. demands from the U.S.

insistence on veiification.

Serb s'ources, speaking on condi-

tion of anonymity, said Milosevic

has refused to budge on a monitor-

ing force.

Washington is pressing for that

because Milosevic has broken
promises in the past.

A source close to Milosevic indi-

cated that' he was ready to comply
with other conditions.

Bui the latest reports on military

preparations, including the move-
ment of the bombers and anti-tank

planes, suggested time was runiimj:

out

«<-*>
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ecutors in trying to bring criminal

cases using election laws that the

judge has said were intentionally

engineered by Congress to be weak

and permit the kind of excesses at the

heart of the campaign finance case.

Justice Department officials said

they were feeling trapped between

Friedman and Republicans in

Congress, who have assailed

Attorney General Janet Reno, not

for bringing legally flawed cases, but

for failing to aggressively prosecute

cases involving higher-ups at the

Democratic Party and the White

House and for her refusal to ask an

independent prosecutor to take over

the inquiry.

Trie seemed to typify the kind of

fund-raiser that Republicans said

corrupted Democratic fund-raising.

When questions about the source of

his contributions surfaced after the

election, the Democratic National

Committee returned $645,000 that

Trie raised, concluding that the

money came from questionable or

possibly illegal overseas sources.

Clinton's legal defense fund also

returned $640,000 contributed by

Trie.

In January, Justice Department

prosecutors obtained a l4-count

indictment against Trie, accusing

him of illegally making contributions

reimbursed by wealthy overseas

donors, setting up fictitious donors

who made contributions financed by

overseas nationals and conspiring to

conceal the identities of donors.
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GINGRICH
From page 1
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Christina Martin, said in a written

statement that after four years of

investigations, "83 of the 84 charges

filed by partisan Democrats have

been dismissed."

In a pointed reference to the presi-

dent's own troubles, Ms. Martin

added, "It should be noted that dur-

ing the review process, Newt

Gingrich waived attprney-clienl privi-

lege, personally testified, instructed

staff to testify, and voluntarily turned

million nagps nf matpria<s "

—

over a pagp^

Complaints ...were filed

against Gingrich by six

Democrats in

" January 1996.

The three

complaints
under review by

the Committee

on Standards of

Official
Conduct, as the

ethics commit-

tee is formally

known, were

filed against

Gingrich by six

Democrats in January 1996, a year

after he became speaker.

The complaints concerned accusa-

tions that Gingrich, R-Ga., had vio-

lated a House rule that prohibits the

use of unofficial resources for official

purposes. The committee also exam-

ined whether Gopac, a Republican

political action committee that

Gingrich once ran, had improperly

subsidized Gingrich's 1990 congres-

^sional campaign, y. - ^.^j^., - \:^

In a letter released Saturday by

Rep. James Hansen, R-Utah, head of

the ethics committee, and Rep.

Howard Berman of California, the

ranking Democrat, the panel found

that in 1990 and 1991, Gingrich "com-

mitted repeated violations" of House

rules by using consultants whose

salaries were paid by^ Gopac in the

operation of the minority whip's

office.

In particular, the panel noted that

Jeffrey Eisenach, while serving as a

paid consultant to Gopac, "provided

a wide array of services pertaining to

the development and implementation

of your legislative agenda and that he

did so at your request."

As speaker, Gingrich has received

letters of admonition for the same

oftinse concerning Joe Gaylord, a

WORKERS
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employers banded together to catch

up to competitors, Ihe'i Orange

County Register reported Sunday.

"My guys are out there working

in lOO-degree weather," said A.(j.

Kawamura, co-owner of Orange

County Produce in Irvine and presi-

dent of the growers association

"pj3 they deserve more than

$5.80 an hour'' Of course Do they

deserve health insurance' Of course

Any grower would give them those

things if we could do it without going

out of business

'

Observers sav despite health

I

Gingrich political strategist, and

Donald Jones, a telecommunications

entrepreneur who worked as a volun-

teer on Gingrich's staff when the

House was drafting major legislation

affecting the telecommunications

industry.

But the committee said it had

decided to dismiss the complaints

from 1990 and 1991 because the vio-

lations "occurred so long ago" and

because there was "no evidence" that

such practices persisted in his office.

On another charge, the committee

found no evidence for the accusation

that Gingrich had received income,

and thprffore should have rppnrtpd it

r CARD

Bob
SchomiArhorn

SAA PrMldent

for federal tax

purposes, from

money that

Gopac allocated

for travel and

consultant fees

in a "Newt

Support" fund.

The commit-

tee also accepted

a federal court

ruling that dis-

missed charges by the Federal

Election Commission that Gopac had

improperly subsidized Gingrich's

1990 congressional campaign by pay-

ing consultant salaries, directing

Gopac's donors to contribute to his

campaign aiiid calling his re-election a

Gopac priority.

The committee said that while the

election commission complaint had

been filed against the political action

committee and not against Gingrich

personally, "it appears to us that to

the extent that Gopac was exonerated

by the court, you are by implication

exonerated as well."

The quiet dismissal of these last

charges against Gingrich seemed

almost a footnote to the partisan tur-

moil in the House when Gingrich was

reprimanded in 1997.

Democrats had particular animos-

ity toward Gingrich because in 1987

he brought ethics charges against Jim

Wright, D-Texas, the speaker who

was prompted to resign from

Congress in 1989. But Republicans

saw the case against Gingrich as an

assault on the man who. more than

any other, had engineered the

Republican takeover of the House,

after nearly half a century in the

minority.

problems, most agriculture workers

never see a doctor, even for a check-

up. There is a strong distrust of doc-

tors and a tendency to ignore any ill-

ness that threatens to keep them

from the work that supports their

families.

"They have priorities," said Dr.

Arthur Nuval, who treats field work-

ers in a van. "The biggest is to feed

their families. Someone I treated last

year had pneumonia and they kept

working Their ailments come last"

"I only go to the doctor when Im
really sick." said Marbclla Navarro

as she picked green beans in a field

next to the South (oast Plaza

"If they give me health insurance,

yes. of course I'll go for checkups
"

Free Stuff.

Stop by the Alumni Center membership desk this

week to enter to win a UCLA fitness bog and hot.

Weekly Career Workshop,
Attend Career Options for MBAs on Wednesday,

Oct. 1 4, at 7 p.m. in the Alumni Center Conference

Room. For more information, call (310) 206-6062.

SMA Exeiutive Commiftee applUafions are

pe TODAY AT NOON of flie Alumni Center.

Won't forget to sign up for interviews wlien

fou turn in your applitation.

Attention all student groups!

Come fo the Homecoming information meeting on

Wednesday, Oct. 14, at 5 p.m. or Thursday, Oct.

1 5, at 6:30 p.m. at the Alumni Center to find out

how your group con be a part of the Homecoming

1998 Bruinfest Carnival. For more information,

call (310) UCLA-SAA.

UCLA Shxient Alumni Association

The Alumni Cenlw

Los Angeles, CA 90095-1397

For Event & Volunteer Information:

(310)UaASAAor

Fox: (310) 825-8678

E-mail: tea6 support.ucla.edu

UCLA Alumni Association

The Alumni Center

Los Angeles, CA 90095-1397
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INITIATIVE
From page 4

spokesperson for the Committee
Against Unfair Taxes.

The measure v\;ould create 59 new
government agencies, as well as 58

commissions in e^ach of California's

counties.

Opponents say that Proposition

10 could lead to the hirir/g of over

8,000 new state employee^ and that

there are no guarantees, that the

money will end up in the communi-
ties.

The proposition also allows the

political appointees to audit them-

selves without any independent over-

sight, opponents say.

"Proposition 10 would continue a

disturbing trend in California by fur-

ther reducing the public's ability to

influence the expenditure of tax rev-

enues," said William Hamm, former

California legislative analyst, in his

written comments on Proposition 10.

Opponents feel that it is not neces-

sary to create a another tax for a new
fund, because there already exists a

wide array of child development ser-

vices such as the Headstart Program,

the Slate Preschool Program and the

Early Mental Health Initiative.

'They should build on the existing

ones rather than create redundant

delivery mechanisms," Hamm said.

Many UCLA students were more
concerned about the effect of the

proposition on their pocketbooks

rather than on the specifics of the ini-

tiative.

"Raising (the price) by 50 cents

isn't going to stop people from smok-

ing cigarettes," said fourth-year stu-

dent Sang Lee, who sides with the

opponents of Proposition 10.

"Even if it goes up to $5 a pack,

people are still going to smoke," Lee

said.

Some UCLA students, however,

support the proposition because they

believe that the extra tax will help

them or others to quit smoking.

"Maybe it'll help me to stop smok-

ing too, because it'll lake more of my
money," said Stevi Benton, a second-

year student. "I'll have to save 50

more cents just to get my pack of cig-

arettes,"

"Some people smoke two packs a

day, 'and that's a dollar a day, and

seven bucks a week," said Kendall

Chow, a second-year student.

Students also said they feel that

the raised cost per pack of cigarettes

may deter youngsters from even

starting.

"It'll help the younger smokers

because if they want to start smoking,

they're going to have to pay more

than i did when I started smoking,"

Benton said.

Still, opponents maintain that the

proposition is misleading.

"It's a badly written law ... that's

very poorly and loosely crafted,"

Taggert said.

CHARTERS
From page 14

But Hou'sif Education and the

Workforce Committee Chairman
William Goodling, R-Pa.. said the

GOP-led Congress had passed 21

education and job training bills and

that, the Democrats wanted to spend

money Congress doesn't have to

extend federal controls over educ-

tion.

"We asked for one day

to discuss education ...

They won't give it to us."

David Bonior

House Democratic whip

"As long as I am in charge of that

committee, we're not going to have

any legislation that allows the federal

government to take over elementary-

secondary education. But that's what

it's all about," he said.

He said the charter school bill

would "give states new resources to

develop scho.ols with innovative solu-

tions to fit the needs of local students,

teachers and parents."

Tfie bill is H.R. 2616.

The House, in its final days before

adjourning for the year, also passed

several dozen other bills. They includ-

ed:^,

• A bill, passed 412-2, that solves a

payment problem for home health

care and expands health care options

for up to 100,000 veterans. Under the

legislation, more than 70 percent of

all home health agencies will see an

increase in their Medicare payments.

"Many families across America

depend on home health care agencies

to take care of their loved ones,"

House Commerce Committee
Chairman Tom Bliley, R-Va., said.

"The House bill will help millions of

America's seniors." The bill is H.R.

4567.

• A bill, passed 423-0, gives a cost-of-

living increase to veterans receiving

disability compensation. It also pro-

vides for studies to identify medical

conditions which are more prevalent

in Gulf War veterans. "We must find

the best way to treat their symptoms
and to compensate them for their dis-

abling health problems," said Rep.

Lane Evans of Illinois, ranking

Democrat on the Veterans Affairs

Committee. The bill is H.R. 41 10.

• A Senate-passed bill, adopted by

271-133, that requires the

Transportation secretary to establish

nationally uniform definitions and

procedures for titling, registering and

transferring salvage, rebuilt and non-

repairable vehicles. The bill is S. 852.

SAGE
From^age 1

Association (GSA) elections last

spring.

"Last year when GSA's members
were polled as to their feelings toward

SAGE, a strong majority indicated

that they support them," said (JSA

president Joanna Brooks.

However, this number is only

indicative o( how voting graduate stu-

dents i'cc] loward S^\GE'U.AW.-

Though percent of voters

approved of SAGE U.AW represen-

latKm^tei«t4i>tHY-4^) pcrv'ent o\ gradu-

ate students actually voted last .>pring.

Althougi: CjS,*\ will not take an

official stance on the strike. Brook.s

said the CJSA leadership is.supporuvc

of the union

"It's not our business to encourage

or discourage," Brooks said. "It is a

very serious decision people need to

make for themselves."

"I hope that our members will have

the courage to stand up for them-

selves, because they play a large paFt

in the educational mission of the uni-

versity," she said.

Academic student employees who
do choose to strike may face serious

consequences from the university,

accordmg to Fisher.

"Tlii:. is not a recognized union,

and we're not in the process of collec-

tive bargaining at this lime," Fisher

said "If they do not complete the

duties of tn^ir coniraci. the universii>

policv i> ihai ihev do not receive pay

"The\ made a contraclual commii-
meni when they accepted their posi-

IMPEACHMENT
From page 5

vating the debate?"

On "Fox News Sunday," Majority

Whip Tom DeLay tried to quell talk of

a punishment for Clinton less than

impeachment and instead focused on

the possibility of expanding the House

inquiry.

The framers of the Constitution

"gave us a procedure ... to either

impeach or not impeach," DeLay

said. "That is the only decision that the

House has," and anything else "is

unconstitution-

al." «___
An alternative

to impeachment

is among topics a

small group of

House
Republicans and

Democrats dis-

cussed at a break-

fast meeting

Saturday.

DeLay said

he's convinced

that Starr's ofllce

will send other

referrals to the House.

Noting that congressional panels

are looking into allegedly illegal cam-

paign donations and technology trans-

fers to China approved by the Clinton

administration, DeLay said, "They

should be referred to the Judiciary

Committee, if they are offenses that

An alternative to

' impeachnrrent is

among topics a smal

.group of ... Republicans

and Dennocrats

discussed.

ularly their pattern of conduct," said

DeLay.

In response. Rep. Jim Moran, D-

Va., predicted on "Fox News Sunday"

that if Republicans expand the

inquiry, "I do think there will be a

backlash, and I think they are too

smart to do that."

Newsweek magazine said first lady

Hillary Rodham Clinton recently

spoke to Moran, a moderate

Democrat who for six years has been

closely ajlied with Clinton's political

agenda, to argue against" the

Republicans' open-ended impeach-

ment inquiry.

Despite his

_,____^,^ past |upport,

Moran suggest-

ed last month

that the presi-

dent consider

resigning.
Newsweek
reported that

when Moran

spoke to Mrs.

Clinton, he tore

into her hu^-

band, saying he

was a philander-

'

er and worse and that if Moran had

been Mrs. Clinton's older brother, he

would have taken C'linton behind the

house and broken his nose.

Another Democrat, Sen. Robert

Torricelli of New Jersey, said on

NBC's "Meet the Press" that Clinton

should "correct" his grand jury testi-

mony, in which he denied having had a

couid t)c impcaehablc.

'

"We want to get to the tinth to see

what this administration has done,

what Bill Clinton has done and partic-

iidmoA reluUontihip with M^i.

Lewinsky, and settle the Paula Jones

case as a prelude to any deal in the

Lewinsky matter.

See SAGE, page 25

MOONLIGHTING
From page 18

obtained.

That's more than double the 5.9

percent rate at which all employed

Americans moonlighted during 1997,

according to U.S. Department of

Labor statistics.

Nearly 3,000 of the 20,000 work-

ers in the surveyed L.A. city depart-

ments - police. City Attorney's

Office, general services, information

technology agency, and engineering

and sanitation bureaus - have per-

^mission to moonlight. ,' •

;'
,; .

•'',

The number could be even higher

because each department sets its own

CHILD
From page 6

agency should intervene.

Danna Fabella of the Conlra

Costa County Social Services

Department would not discuss

specifics of the case, but she said it

had been transferred to Alameda'

County. She said if Prosser took the

boy- 10 her home in Oakland,

Alameda County would be responsi-

ble.

Meanwhile, while she waited for

a case worker to visit, Prosser went*

to her college classes and work. She

got baby-sitting help from a friend at

church and her 15-year-old sister,

April, who is on vacation from year-

round school in Stockton.

A caseworker eventually came to

investigate earlier this month, but

Prosser said she had grown so close

to Terrence and was so distrustful of

the system that she wanted to try to

keep him.

But the caseworker told her she

would receive only $365 a month as

a foster parent. Prosser said that

would not cover expenses or day

care, and that she would have to

move to a larger apartment.

Becoming Terrencc's legal

guardian would allow her to keep

the child but not entitle her to sup-

port money.

rules and records often are not kept

at a central point.

The city's 3.000 firefighters, who

have the most flexibility in their city

schedules to moonlight, aren't kept

tabs on through a master list, for

instance, fire officials said.

The figures also exclude the

Library, Recreation and Parks,

Utilities, Airports and Harbor

departments.

Nearly one-fourth of the Los

Angeles Police Department's 12,600

sworn officers and civilian employees

find a way to make money on the

side, records show. That's a rate more

than double the national average for

similar "protective service" jobs,

according to federal labor statistics.

"I'm working and putting myself

through school - and he's too young

to go to school, so I don't know

what I will do," she said.

Like Contra Costa County, the

Alameda County Social Services

Department would not comment on

Terrence's case. But spokeswoman^

Luann DeWitt said it is better if a

child can remain in place, which

may explain why Prosser wi|s seem-

ingly encouraged to • care for

Terrence.

"We don't want to move children

unless we absolutefy have to because

you are dealing with a child's life,"

DeWitt said.

Terrence's mother frequently

abandoned him and has a long histo-

ry of drug abuse and arrests for

prostitution, according to a recent

letter from the Alameda County

Social Services Agency. The letter

also said Terrence has been physi-

cally abused and neglected.

Prosser said she can't understand

why, if Terrence's mother has such a

long history of abandoning him, he

wasn't placed in foster care long

ago. Meanwhile, she said she is run-

ning out of options.

"I will take care of him on my

own, if it comes down to that,"

Prosser said, fighting back tears. "I

really do love this baby. He's more

important to mc as a human being

than saying I don't have the money."
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Don't miss your opportunity to own
this dramiifticaUy new Macintosh at this

dramatically low price

'^>i^. Introductory

1229
until October 1 7 onlv

I MA i

Everything Is built In-the monitor,

surround sound stereo speakers,

CD-ROM drive, modem and more.

Nothing to hook up or hassle with.

With Its PowerPC G3 processor, IMac can run even

faster than Pentium II computers.

ffll HnKflr S

a

II lllil
Ready access to a suite of general productlvl^

and entertainment software.

Your choice of leading web browsers.

"c

Upworoj
Aw, ...w\*.ICli

tranc^
Say goodbye to the plain beige box.

• 233MH2 PowtrfC €3 proctssor

• BackfMt ievtl 2 512K cache

• 32MB EDO SDRAM («9M<l«bto to i2tNI)

• 66Mhz system bus speed
• 4 GB IDE Hard Disk drive

• 2a (RMxImum) CD-ROM drive

• BiHlt-ln IS'' high rasoUitlon display

• 2MB SGRAM (wpiiKibH to 6Mt)

It-ln 10/100 BASE-TX Ethernet

• BiiHt-ln S6K modem (supports V.90
andKSenex)

• PiMts: IWo 12Mbps Universal Serial
Bus (USB), One 4Mbps Infrared
techndoi^ (IrDA)

• Built-in sterM) speakers with SRS 3D
surround sound

• Mac OS B.1, Apple USB Keyboard,
Apple USB Mouse

Restrictions and Payment Mkies: Apple hardwaie is avaiUMe only to UOA students,

selected UCIA Extension students. UCLA (acuity. UOA staff and UCLA departiMnts.

Extension students should imiuire at the Computer Stofc mgaiding cliglbilityi UCU
Computer Stort price requiKs payment by cuntncyt cashier's check, or University

Credit Union Withdrawal Check made payable to The UCU Store. VISA, MasterCard, and

Discover are also accepted. Bmonal checks are Kcepted up to $1,000. Money onlers

m not accepted. Sales tax wiU be added to Ustcd prices.

® ConipulGr Slorg
310.825.6952

For information about

AppleComputer Loans, call

1-800-959-2775

M
open daUylwww.uclastore.ucla.edu
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A recent study released by the National hiWic imerest Research (koupsl^
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• Held more
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Jahagirdar said that students are

primary targets of credit card com-
panies.

"Students are targeted because

they have great earning potential,"

she said.

But most students did not find

credit card education material pro-

vided by the card companies to be

resourceful, according to the survey.

Forty-one percent of students sur-

veyed found credit card education

matpriaU ^helpfu l

"
or rtomcwhat wastooeroat.

JENNIFER M. ALLEN/Daily Brum

But company representatives said

they are egalitarian in their targeting

efforts.

"We offer gifts to adults too, like

sports tickets," Martinez said.

The survey noted that while 79

percent of all students reported

using credit cards for purposes such

as buying books or clothes, only 13

percent said tney used credit cards

solely in emergencies.

Ahmar Qasim, a third-year cyber-

netics student, said he initially signed

up for a credit card at a campus table

only to buy gas. But he said the temp-

tation to use it for other expenses

helpful." Over one-quarter of stu-

dents surveyed found introductory

"teaser rates" misleading.

"Credit card companies are some-

times targeting low-income students,

who are financially independent for

the first time and not aware of credit

cards," said Undergraduate

Students Association Council presi-

dent Stacy Lee, who spoke at a press

conference last Friday announcing

the survey's results.

The survey also found that stu-

dents whose

credit card bills

are paid by their
—^^^—

parents or oth-

ers are less likely

to have unpaid

balances than

those who are

responsible for

their own cards,

obtained at cam-

pus tables.

"We're not here to

baby-sit students. No
one is forcing them to

sign up.'
//

Outstanding

credit card bal-

ances, in addi-

tion to other

financial liabilities, may lead to

future problems, said Ivan

Frishberg, director of PIRG's
Higher Education Project.

"With credit card debt stacked on
top of student loan debt, these results

would be alarming for students, par-

ents and educators," he said.

But credit card company repre-

sentatives said that responsible stu-

dents can benefit by having a credit

card.

"We are performing a service for

serious students," said Steve

Martinez, a marketing representa-

tive for MBNA Bank, which offers

the UCLA Student Alumni Visa and
had a table out on Bruin Walk last

week.

Martinez added that his company
was asked by the administration to

come to the school because the Visa

card is associated with the UCLA
Alumni Association.

Jahagirdar said that credit card

companies are specifically targeting

students by offering them free gifts if

they sign up.
—

-

"(Students) shouldn't apply for a

credit card just to obtain a Frisbee or

bottle of soda at a campus table," she

said. "A Frisbee may be worth $5,

but you may end up with a debt of

$1,000."

Jahagirdar added that only col-

lege students are able to obtain cred-

it cards without a job or income.

Steve Martinez

Marketing representative

'I was in Vegas once and ended

up putting $400 on the card," he

said.

He said he was unaware that the

company would charge an extra 10

percent on cash advances.

"It was in the fine print, but I'm

sure they putit there on purpose," he

said.

Jahagirdar said that the campus
tables may spur spontaneous deci-

sions by students to sign up for cred-

it cards, which may lead to unin-

formed deci-

sions.

. "Students
who desire cred-

it cards should

obtain them

'

when they can

afford them and

should get them

based on the

best interest

rate terms," she

said.

Lee said that

if students sign

up for credit

cards, their names might be given to

other companies for solicitation.

She also added that the adminis-

tration should curtail the number of

tables on campus.

"Although we're not recommend-
ing that they remove the tables, the

administration should limit the num-
ber there are," she said.

But Martinez said that limiting

the number of tables on campus
wouldn't solve the problem.

"We're not here to baby-sit stu-

dents. No one is forcing them to sign

up," he said. "And someone who
signs up for the card for only a stupid

gift will be in trouble."

Martinez said that other compa-
nies come to campus uninvited.

"Some just crash the school, and
sometimes they put up false informa-

tion," he said.

He added that students who han-

dle their card properly can reap the

benefits of having good credit.

"If you're a responsible student,

this is a good way to establish your
^Credit for the future. You can't do
anything without a credit card, like

buy a house," he said.

Jahagirdar offered the following

tips to students who are interested in

obtaining a credit card: get only one
card; pay off the full balance each
month, pay on time; and shop
around for the best interest rates aiid

deals.

jhui.

^....j-....„;,...j..„
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SAGE/UAW has also

been pursuing the

case within the legal

system.

SAGE
From page 22

tions. Our expectation and our "hope

is that they meet that commiimenl,'

he continued.

Because the administration has not

yet voluntarily changed their position

on academic

student employ- "''" '"'
•'" "'••

ees' right to

unionization,

SAGE/UAW
has also been

pursuing the

case within the

legal system.

T h e

California
Public
Employment Relations Board

(PERB) ruled last April that certain

academic student employees at UC
San Diego are eligible for collective

bargaining rights, rejecting claims to

the contrary by UCSD administra-

VOTING
From page 1

percent of California's voters were

between 18 and 29. In 1992, that

group made up 19 percent of voters,

and in 1996, they made up only 17

percent.

Declining voter participation is not

new to America, and not lim i lcd to

tors.

SAGE/UAW members hope to

receive a similar ruling in the case

now pending regarding UCLA's situ-

ation.

The case at UCLA, however, cov-

ers different teaching titles than those

at UCSD. and despite the ruling, the

UCSD administration still has not

recognized the

^.i^^BMl^L^aM^ union.

UCLA admin-

istrators are also

anticipating the

PERB court rul-

ing.

"The adminis-

tration's stance

and the policy of

the university is

that the case is

still being litigated in front of the

California Public Employment

Relations Board." Fisher said.

"The chancellor continues to seek

resolution of the matter by legal

means."

FINAL WEEK!
Thru October 1 8

extreme political activism.

"Policy issues aren't directed

toward students. Many students don't

realize the future impacts of decisions

made now, so they don't participate,"

Shabatz said.

Many students coinplain that their

votes cannot possibly make a differ-

ence and use that as an excuse not to

vote.

Hotfan, however , offered an .in . ii i,^

youth.

"It is a trend that seems associated

with lack of confidence iind trust in

government in general." Naid William

\l. Mason, professor of sociology.

There are many different specula-

gy which she said shows the power o\'

one vote.

"When you gel on a freeway and

one person stalls, it could block traffic

for hour," she said.

The most obvious reasons that pctv

** • ^'.'^•^«^#

^^*.-.«^^«.^vs''*^ w^M.%^*^
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tions that attempt to explain the

trend, some of which are historical, he

said.

"Some things thai people have

pointed to is the deception that was

involved in the Vietnarn War," Mason

said.

"At the same time, the Civil Rights

Movement was also gaining steam. It

"spill the population and the losing end

took the defeat seriously."

Mason said

that whenever

there is a strong
"^^^^~"

division in the

population ,

where there are

two or more con-

fiicting sides,

students will be

more active.

The Clinton

controversy will

not contribute to

the declining

voter participation unless it is pushed

farther, he predicted.

"It doesn't really have the ring of

real crime yet, but if it is pushed, it

might produce another major politi-

cal crisis'. Then we'll see some

activism," Mason said.

"Periods of activism come and go.

There is not a natural level of student

involvement," he said.

Egal Shabatz, a third-year sociolo-

gy student, said that current political

issues have not resulted in any

Volunteers working for

Voter Registration

Week successfully

registered over 1,000

UCLA students.

pie do not vote, though, are because

they feel they are loo busy, are incon-

venienced by the methods of registra-

tion and voting procedures, or simply

do not understand how.

Measures such as the "Motor-

Voter Act," which allows citizens to

register to vote when they apply for

their driver's license, respond to these

complaints and are aimed at making

voting easier - but Hogan and others

. -still feel that

more needs to be
'~—^"~"~'~~'

done.

"With the

youth in general,

they don't know

that they have to

register thirty

days in advance,

or about absen-

tee ballots.

"The process— needs to be sim-

plified or at least

explained." Hogan said. "They need

to present the material so it doesn't

look impossible. Tiny things the

administration could do would make

a big difference."

Mason said that America needs to

make voting easier by keeping the

polls opened longer and on holidays

or Sundays.

"We need to change ways in which

campaigns are run, but change in

political culture is not easy to bring

about," he said.
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VIEWPOINT
Tomorrow

Mark Dittmer wrote a

column while in a

drunken stupor ...

see how it turned out.

viewpoint@media.ucla.edu

Eurft^an vision of America not pretty
ATTITUDES: Other countries see

U.S. as land of easy schooling,

bumbling obesity, pop culture

Three days after my last final in June,

while you were rubbing sunlan lotion on

your friend's back, I was permanently

damaging mine under the weight of a traveler's

backpack while cavorting around Europe.

Now, 12 countries and 29 cities later, one of the

most memorable aspects of my Euro-adventure

was my own reputation, or the reputation of my
country, your country -

the good ol' U.S. of A.

Many ofus trust that

the American legacy will

take us where we need to

go. We're proud to be

Americans, patriotic,

nationalistic and smug.

And perhaps we have rea-

son to be. This is a pretty

cool place, despite our his-

rf staveiy, ^Stephdttt^

Americans really think they're going to take

over the world?"

I was stunned. ''Um, isn't Canada like totally

almost the same thing as America?" What fol-

lowed was a healthy repartee about our coun-

tries, our culture, our influence. It was the first

of many.

Almost six weeks later, as I was standing in

line at the Fringe Festival box office in

Edinburgh, Scotland, three twentysomethings

in front of me unabashedly expressed their love

for our country. "Americans think they rule the

world. That's how stupid they are." (Of course

they had no idea that we, the very rulers to

whom they referred,, were sitting atop our

thrones eight inches behind them.)

Coincidence? Hardly. The American reputa-

tion is not what politicians would like us to

believe or what patriotic movies portray. In

fact, while we pat ourselves on the back for

being the supreme world power, an Edinburgh

street performer lumps our country into the

same category as Germany, comparing our

blunders with their notorious historical mis-

takes. The crowd goes wild. Embarrassed, I

stranger blurted out in Salzburg, Austria.

And what's life like for a "typical

American," anyway? For one thing. "The

schools suck." At least that's what Anne-Marie
told me, a 17-year-oId Luxembourgese flunkie

who thinks she runs the Luxembourg night life.

We were sitting in Scott's Pub in Luxembourg
City, Luxembourg (Did I mention we were in

Luxembourg?), when Anne-Marie said that

after she failed out of the local high school her

friends advised her to go to America, where she

would excel because the schools are so easy.

This theme arose once again when I

visited Torsten, a friend's former

exchange student, in

Cologne, Germany.

Torsten, a well-mean-

ing man who
smokes more pot

than anyone I

know, gave me

the lowdown on American education after a

few beers on die langste theke der welt, "the

longest bar in the world," (which is not really

one long bar but a huge strip of bars). After

insisting that American students have no

respect for their teachers, he praised our high

standards and challenging curriculum with

"School was so easy that I went to class after

SeePFEFFER,page29
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Pfeffer
tion, ignorance, racism,

poverty, corruption,

homelessness and injus-

tice. Still, we are fortunate to be alive and well.

Most of us have at least Top Ramen on the

table and a crappy Westwood roof over our

heads. We relish in our economic boom as

Russia collapses, we thank our lucky stars that

terrorists attack us on foreign soil, we devour

our entertainment industry as American pop

culture infiltrates other indigenous life. Things

are going smoothly, as far as we're concerned.

But what do the other 4.5 billion earth|ings

think? According to Europeans, it ain't pretty.

As someone who likes to pretend she's an

aware and semi-educated individual, 1 was

shocked to hear the comments Europeans

made about Americans. In every city, through

conversations, intellectual debates and even

eavesdropping, I heard our collective name
mentioned too many times. Americans were a

common topic. And quite a sour one.

- I knew I was in trouble when my new

-Canadian acquaintance confronted me after I

had been in Europe for all of 36 hours. We were

sitting in a Parisian sidewalk cafe enjoying a $6

cup of cafe au lait, and my new traveling buddy,

Monika, straightened up in her chair and

looked me in the eye.

"Tell me the truth, Stephanie ... Do

Pfeffer would like to thank the Europeans for

letting her use their real identities. E-mail her at

spfeffer@ucla.edu.

ard, and hence, a "typical American," as one

State prioritizes prisons over education
JUSTICE: Students must

push for more funding

for schooling, iiot jails

J I ' '
I

-"sr^

vy €ofi SiMphcra .

•

In 1970, there were fewer than

300,000 Americans behind bars; today,

there are more than 1.6 million, giving

the United States a rate of incarcera-

tion higher than South Africa under

apartheid and five to 10 times that of

other industrialized nations. Wnat
does thi^ terrifying statistic mean for

you and me as students at UCLA? -^^^

Odcn it is difficult for those of us

who have never been to a county jail or

state prison to understand what is hap-

pening in our criminal "justice" sys-

tem. It is hard to understand when the

media and the government constantly

Shepherd is a member of the African

Student Union.

paint a picture telling us that stronger

sentencing, such as the "three strikes"

law, is needed to do away with the ris-

ing number of

"criminals" out

there. And since
"""""^^

Jhere are more
people suppos-

edly committing

crimes, then

there must be

more prisons

built to lock them

all up.

Surprisingly,

this "lock 'em up

4ind throw away

Rather than reducing

crime, prison expansion

ha$ diverted public

attention and resources

from the ... problem.

the key" strategy has had little or no

effect on crime rates - which have

remained relatively stable over the past

30 years. Rather than reducing crime,

prison expansion has diverted public

attention and resources from the roots

of the problem - unemployment, illit-

eracy, drug addiction, inadequate

housing, etc.

Education, particularly higher edu-

cation, is the institution that is being

severely hurt by the rapid prison expan-

sion that states

such as New York^^^^^^""
and California

have seen over

the past 20 years.

In New York,

where the state

has quietly shifted

$600,000 miifion

in annual spend-

ing, from public

higher education

' to the prison sys-

tem, there are*

now more African American men in

prison than attend the New York State

University. In California, 21 prisons

and only one University of California

campus have been built since 1980.

The State seems to be sending a mes-

sage to its citizens that incarceration is

H
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Despite their on-campus publicity cam-

paign, the numbers of pledges for Greek

fraternities and sororities have fallen in

comparison to the 1980s. This Friday's

Forum will concentrate on the Greek sys-

tem - who wants to be a part of it and

why. Drop off submissions at 1 18 r.""-'

Kerckhoff Hall or e-mail them to view-

point@media.uda.edu. Submissions are

due Wednesday, Oct. 14 at 10 a.m.
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Keep light

flashing

on Strathmpre
In "Traffic signal still not oper-

ational" (News, Oct. 7). I read

thai Stephen Rand, UCLA's iraf-

fic manager, wants to convert the

llashing-red light at Westwood

and Strathmore "as quick as pos-

sible ... to regular functioning."

Whv'.>

E.xcept at peak traffic limes,

there is no long line of cars wail-

ing to gel through the light.

Therefore, everyone gels through

faster by proceeding after a slop

and not having to wail for the

green.

This poses a particular toll on

pedestrians, who will have lost

their last way lo cross Wcslwopd

without waiting for a signal;

those traveling north on

Westwood Boulevard have

already had lo wail through ihe

unreasonably long green arrow at

Westwood and Circle Drive

(turning from southbound

Westwood lo easlbound Circle).

My proposal: Except at peak

limes, Westwood and Strathmore

should remain flashing red. The

green arrow at Westwood and

Circle should come on onlv when

and it is too easy, to

blame our govern-

ment for imposing

new regulations regarding where

and when people may smoke.

It is unfortunate that there are

so many actual parallels between

the Prohibition Act and new gov-

ernmental regulations on smok-

ing and smokers rights, but they

are most definitely not the same

issues! I do agree that the govern-

ment has no right to govern our

bodies in any manner, however.

Unlike drinking alcohol, smoking

immediately affects everyone in

the vicinity of a smoker, thus

removing choice.

So, in this aspect. I applaud

the government and their regula-

tions. Why do smokers deserve

the right to rob me of choice and

shorten my life span as well as

their own?

If you know any statistics —
about Californians. only about 20

. percent of ihem smoke. So why

should these people be accomnuv

dated when I go out lo a club or

restaurant? If smoking was not a

habit that affected other people

so drastically, then I could see

. how this point would be valid.

But. it is not ... oh yeah, regard- .

ing the cynicism a^out the

Reagan tactic to "stamp" out

drugs, try thinking about the

^umcane i s wa i t i ng, tn turn irtit itn i il. ".nv.irrnr^s " You f.mnttt

(the magnetic pickups to accom-

plish this are already there) and

should not remain on as long,

again excepting peak limes such

as immediately after a baskelhai!

game at Pauley Pavilion.

Mike Oliver

Graduate student

Mathematics

Your 'fire'

smokes out

your neighbors
As a fellow non-smoker.

Mallhcw Gever appalls me for

his article "We didn't start fire

(government did)" (Vievs point,

Oct. 8) in which he supports the

rights of smokers. It is a mistake.

solve a problem if you don't real-

ize you have one. Progress is the

key, not perfection ...just ask any

senior at l-CLA.

Patti Waggoner

Fourth-year

Sodology

New Rose Bowl

seating unfit

The nc\s sealing in liic Rose

Bowl is appalling! While the seals

ihemselvcs are comfortable

enough, there is remarkably

insufficient leg space! I have sea-

son seals for UCLA foolball and

have had a long history of allcn-

See LETTERS, page 28

BORN AND RAISED
By Reuben Corona and Gus Campos

bornandraised@hotmail.com

"aw c'mon sid, i wasn't finished

reading the classifieds!" '^
—

-

Be true to self, open with others

HOLIDAY: Coniiii^^ Oiil

Day marks milestone Tor

^a\ reeo^nition in sotMely

By Steven Leider

As gay holidays go. National

Commg ()ul Day (NCOD) on Oct.

1 1 at first glance doesn't seem very

imporlanl. That title goes lo the (iay

Pride week activities thai lake place

every June, which commemorate the

1969 Stonewall riots in New York

S\\y - considered by most to be the

birth of the modern gay civil rights

movement.

Leider is a first-year graduate student in

the Division of Higher Education and

Organizational Change in the Graduate

School of Education and Information

Studies. Visit the UCLA Lesbian, Gay,

Bisexual, and Transgender Campus

Resource Center at 220 Kinsey Hall. The

Center is open to all UCLA faculty, staff

and students.

Nor is National Coming Out Day
the mosl fun or glamorous o\' gay

holidays. Those distinctions are

reserved for Halloween, a holiday

that for many members of the

l.esbian. (Jay, Bisexual, and

Transgender (L(iB'T) community is

the equivalent of New Year's Eve,

Mardi (iras and St. Patrick's Day all

rolled into one and tied up with a

feather boa. Nevertheless, I believe

NCOD is still the mosl important

date on the gay calendar.

Originally founded in 1988 by gay

activists Rob Hichberg, Jean

O'Leary and others, NCOD was

I
conceived as a commemoration of

the First (Jay and Lesbian March on

Washington in 1987. Kichberg, co-

founder of The I:,\perience, a gay

and lesbian empowerment seminar,

and author of "Coming Out: An Act

of Love" (1991 ), envismned a world

where, by the year 2000, it would be

perfectly acceptable in American

.society to be openly gay or lesbian.

F.ventually, the Human Rights

Campaign, a gay and lesbian lobby-

ing group based m Washington,

D.C., took NCOD under its wing

and expanded its scope. Today

National Coming Out Day is cele-

brated throughout the lesbian, gay.

bisexual and transgender communi-

ties. However, its primarily locus is

now on American college campuses.

On many college campuses,

NCOD extends into NCOW
(National Coming Out Week), with

functions, celebrations and related

activities taking place over several

days. This is the case at UCLA
where this year's activities include,

among other events, a welcoming^

reception for LCjBT graduate stu-

dents; a presentation by openly gay

scholar and artist, Luis Alfaro, win-

ner of the 1997 MacArthur "genius"

award; and the first UCLA LCJBI

dance in recent memory. The (S\uh

Fabulous Dance will be held at the

Bradley International Center and

will be jointly hosted by UCLA's
Ciay and Lesbian Association

See LEIDER, page 30

Fighting to end conflict justified
KOSOVO: Be aware of U.S. foreign policy, advocate

military intervention to exchange genocide for peace

By Nathan Saunders

Michigan State University State News

University Wire

EAST LANSING, Mich. It

seems to me that a lot of Americans

have not noticed the growing crisis

developing in Europe.

Grim reports of ethnic massacres

^ .

Saunders can be reached at

saunde2 1 @pilot.msu.edu.

and murders of innocent civilians

convince me that the people of this

confiict have much more to worry

about than the citizens^ of East

Lansing.

Although the issues are complex

because of the multiple parties

involved and because of

Yugoshivia's recent fragmentation,

the essential question is the same

one that has been faced by many
leaders of the modern world.

~

Is it right to attempt to avert a

genpcide by intervening into a for-

eign military situation aad risking

the lives of Americans not initially

involved in the conflict?

By conjuring up images of Worlch

War II and the horrible atrocities

that occurred during the Holocaust

and other areas of political, ethical

and social oppression, one quickly

justifies the Allied invasion, despite

that it cost thousands of lives of

many nationalities.

Surely the current atrocities in

See SAUNDERS, page 3r
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SHEPHERD
From page 26 /

more important, and more needed,

than education. If more money is

being taken from higher education -

which of course leads to increases in

our student fees and decreases in

grants available to students - then

those of us who can no jonger afford a

college education will likely end up in

the criminal "justice" system.

And new laws such as Proposition

209, which are rapidly closing off

opportunities for young people to get

an education, seem to be helpful

toward filling these new prisons with

young people ofcolor and women who
did not get the opportunity to go to col-

lege. For example, in 1995, construc-

tion funds for higher education

dropped by'^954 million, while prison

construction funds increased $926 mil-

lion.

Many people around the country

are starting to see the correlations

between these complex issues as 3,000

people attended the "Critical

Resistance: Beyond the Prison

Industrial Complex Conference" at

UC Berkeley from Sept. 25 to Sept. 27.

The conference was sponsored by stu-

dents, professors, community
activists, ex-prisoners, etc.

At one of the plenaries, Professor

Angela Davis charged that our "resis-

tance is critical, and we must critically

resist" the expansion of prisons and

the incarceration of millions of people

in this country.

But it will not be Davis alone who
brings this issue to the forefront -

rather it will be the millions of students

like yourself whose education is deteri-

orating for -the sake of the prison

industrial complex.

It's our responsibility to become
more aware of this issue and spread

the word about the future of our edu-

cational system to others.

We as students must be responsible

for our own education and actively

support others who are involved in the

struggle already, such as student orga-

nizations like Free the Mind or Prison

Coalition here on campus.

LEHERS
From page 27

dance at the Rose Bowl for various

events, i find that this supposedly

"new and improved" seating to be -

completely unacceptable. The past

|:EATURIN<i TASTY SAUCES

\

Jjof a (Pacific ^iaUeK

and get a §^9t££ iwtge

^£iiAed Stetwiage!
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game with Washington State was the

first home game my boyfriend and I

were able to attend. We were so

uncomfortable during the game that

we left at halftime so our legs and

feet could recover from being

cramped. Jl was physically impossi-

ble for either one of us to even sit

with our knees and/or feet in front

of us.

We both had to sit with our knees

splayed and feet tucked under the

scat, and since we sat next to each

other there was not even sufficient

space for that. Neither one of us is

extremely tall; he is 6 feet tall and I

am 5-foot-7, so it is incomprehensi-

ble to me why the seats were

"improved" so that we cannot sit in

a common, if not normal, position

in them.

I urge you to reconsider this new*~
seating arrangement and take action

to truly improve the seating. I can-

not imagine that the general public

would want to waste money paying

for Rose Bowl events when they dis-

cover the seating to be so terribly

uncomfortable.

At this time, I am reconsidering

my option of renewing my season

scats in the future. After -15 years of"
faithfully supporting the UCLA
football team, this saddens me great-

ly, especially since it was spawned
only from a lack of good judgement
on what is considered an "improve-

ment" in the-ftose Bowl.

Kathy Cheever

Staff

Department of Epidemiology

J

PFEFFER
From page 26

taking hashish, and 1 could still

answer questions." You mean you

can't do that in German schools?

OK, so we're not so hot when it

comes to hitting the books, but cut us

some slack. Brains aren't everything.

What about looks? With Hollywood

in our backyard, we have the most

beautiful population around. We're

hip, we're glam, we're easy to spot

from a mile away. How do

Europeans know when an American

has come to town? Besides our ever-

present "baseball caps," Frans, from

Haarlem, Holland devised a clever

trick. For a non-native English

speaker such as he, it is difficult to

distinguish between American

English and British English - all

English sounds the same. So, he told

me, when he hears English he looks

at "how fat the people are. If they're

fat, they're American. If not, they're

English."

We have Stuff to be

proud of.We have

"Baywatch, with the big

boobs/'as an Italian

told me on the train.

^r^

Sian from Luxembourg uses a

similar technique: she identifies

Americans by their "fat bellies, like

golfers."

Doesn't that seem a bit harsh?

Only half of the adult population is

officially overweight.

Well, we've always got our culture

to fall back upon, right? We might be

a young country, but we have a good

200 years of fan-zines, Internet

pornography and television! Hey,

that's at least 105 million minutes

worth of culture! Not too shabby!

Fortunately, Europeans have

acknowledged our cultural contribu-

tions. "From the country that has

brought you McDonalds. Jerry

Springer and racial harmony ..."

read one ad for an American perfor-

mance froupe at the Edmburgh arts

festival. (I don't think I visited one

-city without \ omiling at the sight of

the golden arches. And that was

before I ate the bloody cow-burgers.)

See? We have stuff to be proud of.

We have "Baywatch, with the big

boobs," as an Italian told me on the

train to Venice. And our originality:

"Everyone here is named Bob and

Linda," said Andy from Warwick.

England, while visiting me here last

month. And don't forget our sophis-

ticated language: "Americans always

use words like 'cute' and 'cool' to

describe everything," a companion

noted. A British boy scooping home-

made ice cream in York quoted us as

the people who think everything

"sucks."'

Our reputation does suck. How
much of it stems from stereotype and

how much from truth? And don't

stereotypes themselves evolve from

some grain of truth? Am I even

-telling the truth? Sadly, yes. For two^
months I copied down these com-

ments verbatim with the intent of

making youjnore aware of how

many Europeans perceive us.

So now what? Do we boycott fast

food? Move to Europe? Issue a ma.s-

sive apology? Try to convince the

world that gee, we're not so bad after

all? I'm not sure' Despite the editori-

al rule that one should not criticize

without offering some better solution

to the problem, I haven't an answer.

Maybe you do. Give it some thought.

Have your people call my people if

you come up with anything. In the

meantime, at least be humbled.

You don't even want to know

what they said about the Clinton

thing.
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((lALA) and USC's Gay, Lesbian,

Bisexual Association (CiLAB).

NCOD's importance, however, is

not in the activities that surround it.

Rather, its importance lies in action;

the act of coming out of the closet as

a gay man, a lesbian, a bisexual or a

iransgender person are what lie at

the heart of these observances.

Everyone remembers that old

Sally lield line, now a cliche.

When she won her second

Academy Award. Field told the

Academy Awards audience, "You
like me, you really like me!"

Everyone wants to be loved for who
they really are, and everyone's deep-

est fear is that, if others knew who
they really are, they would cease to

be loved.

That sometimes the people we
care about reject u-s when we come
out to them is what makes coming

out so potentially frightening.

Living in the shadow of that fear is a

tremendous burden -^
it takes an

enormous psychic toll in self-doubt,

self-loathing and self-denial. Energy

that could be channeled into other-

wise positive activities is instead

wasted in often futile attempts to

hide who we really are from others -

others who frequently bear little rel-

evance to our life, love or happiness.

Worse, we deny the people clos-

est to us - our families, co-workers,

fellQW .sludenlh. profe.s!>ors and

TAFITNESS
SPORTS CLUBS

America's Premier Fitness Centers

many others - the opportunity to

know who we really are. By leaving

unstated this important fact about

our.selves, many LGBT people feed

their own insecurity, forever ques-

tioning whether they are truly loved.

When we fail to reveal ourselves to

others, we steal from ihem the

chance to know who we truly are.

Sometimes, but "with decreasing

frequency, our worst fears are real-

ized - we are rejected because of

who we are, who we love. At times it

becomes necessary to remind our-

selves that, because they are contin-

gent on our heterosexuality, the love

and relationships we most fear los-

ing may not be worth keeping at all.

Conditional love is rarely worth

what it takes to acquire or keep it.

Sometimes the people we come
out to have to go through a sort of

jx)ming out process of their own. :

Few, if any, of us come to accept our

own sexual identity overnight. Of
necessity, we are forced to sort out

ourfeeTings and assimilate new facts

about ourselves. It takes time to

integrate them into our sense of who
we are. What may initially appear to

be rejection slowly becomes accep-

tance. In many cases, our relation-

ships with others become deeper

and stronger as a result of our com-

ing out.

I here are both physical and psy-

chological benefits to coming out as

well. Many people report feeling as

if a great weight had been lifted

from them. Some express a sense of

enormous relief, as if a giant hurdle

had been overcome.

Others report having sudden and

inordinate levels of energy. Energy

that had once been squandered on

hiding is now available for more
productive aclivaie*. Nearly all

experience coming out as a liberat-

ing experience, lending truth to the

old parable that the truth shall set

you free.

We celebrate National Coming
Out Day becau.se of the hope each of

us expresses when we come out.

in coming out, we hope that we
w'ill find h\'Q, that we will continue

4a be loved, and that, ultimately, we
will find that special someone with

whom to .share our love. . ,

fhis IS the importance of

National Coming Out Day.

If you or someone you care about

IS dealing with coming out issues,

there are many clubs, groups, orga-

nizations and programs at UCLA to

serve your needs.

• .'-.•i*^^*
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Kosovo are not of the same scale,

but their existence is nonetheless

unexcusable.

But imagine if Michigan was

dominated by a military force so

obsessed with ethical and social

haired that no one could be safe,

regardless of their involvement in

the actual fighting or political views.

The people of Kosovo and the

surrounding areas may only dream

of a society where the only thing to

fear is a parking ticket on your car

or the reduction o\' your rignts to

drink alcohol.

Surely we would seek liberation

from our oppression.

And it is clear to me that some

form of intervention is required in

order to save lives in Kosovo - it

should be just as clear to others as

well.

It seems, however, that this is not

the case.

Perhaps some people are con-

fused by the terminology used. That

military involvement o\' any form

can be deemed a "peacekeeping

mission" is an oxymoron that is

unrelentingly perplexing.

But as long as NATO forces are

committed only to ending the con-

flict and not supporting one side or

the other - as has occurred in other

U.S. foreign policy disasters, the

troops are justified in enforcing a

U'auB'fi i c in whut lia^ liccii a gri i r-

some tale of violence and destruc-

tion.

Most Americans are unfamiliar

with, where Kosovo is, who

Albanians are and where they are

from, and what they are doing in

Kosovo anyway.

By examining the history of the

region, it becomes clear why the fac-

tions and parties involved have

behaved the way they do.

In this situation, it is unjust to

oppose NATO involvement (and

therefore American involvement) in

Kosovo without doing our home-

work on the issue.

A peaceful agreement of some

sort should be reached in order to

stop the bloodshed.

Of course, this is easier said than

done, but the notion still deserves

consideration. After all, the Dayton

accords were at least somewhat suc-

cessful in curtailing the war in

Bosnia.

Proponents of this approach

must question the actions of

Yugoslav president Slobodon

Milosevic, who with one hand holds

the peaceful continuation o\' the

Dayton accords. With his other

hand, Milosevic tries to rebuild the

many war-lorn regions o\' his coun-

try, all the while teetering on a bal-

ance of political and military

. approval.

With many o\' his proponents

openly supporting the repression of

Kosovo (but generally not the mas-

sacres), Milosevic seems an unlikely

character to produce a compromise

and a subsequent cease-fire.

Also, the fragmentation of

Yugoslavia suggests that Milosevic

may be concerned about the exis-

tence of the country he is leading

and less about the people he is gov-

erning.
"^

Knowing of the atrocities and the

apparent inability to reach a peace-

ful resolution lo the agreement, it is

clear that Americans must unwaver-

ingly support NATO involvement.

If we are to turn our back on the

oppressed in this situation]! it will

only prove to be disastrous in our

time of need.

By mandating a policy of peace

* through military involvement.

NATO could halt the escalation of

the violence into something worse

than it already is.

If it costs a few lives to save a few

thousand, that is tragic - but these

brave lives would truly be the most

honorable soldiers. v.
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The UCLA Film Archives is the first institute

in the nation to receive independent films

for preservation.
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Often compared to

masters like Cezanne and

Degas, Martin Ludner shows that

methods of creating are as important as art

nself as he attempts to redefine the world

BAHMAN FARAMDfl/Daily Brum

"Squeeze," a painting by Martin Lubner, is on display along with other works at First Independent Gallery.
i*-*-

ByTrinhBui

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

On tiic assembly line of a laiiip-

makiiig factory, a young man with

poetic aspirations labored in piecing

together lamp parts.

Martin Lubner worked in the fac-

tory for simple financial reasons.

While hts hands fidgeted with the tiny

screws and wires that make lamps

work, his mind wandered in a painted

canvas where his thoughts became

thick acrylic paint. The menial job

turned out to be a defining moment

in his life; that was when the painter

emerged.

"Originally I wanted to be a poet,

but at an early age in my teens, 1 real-

ized I wasn't a very good poet and I

_A!tiis alwiiys inieresied in trying paint-

ing. 1 was obsessed by images."

Lubner says. "When I was working

in the factory, I realized this was not

how I intend to spend my life. And
while 1 was putting lamps together or

being a shipping clerk, I was always

thinking o\' images. Those thtnights

kind of set the direction.""

Kinally arriving at his destination,

tlw Los Angeles painter is showcuiu.

ing his latest works, "l*aintings." ,n

the Lirsi Independent (iallery (LICi)

through October. Lorty years in the

paint, Lubner "s style and approach to

his art raises comparisons to classical

masters Cezanne and Degas. His lat-

est effort displays his knowledge of

the different styles in painting.

"I would call his work impression-

ist an<i in this particular kind of work.

theie is a formal quality to them,"

says Jeff Ciambill, director o\' LIG.

'The works are baMcally figurative,

so people coming can, if nothing else,

recognize what is going on in the

painting. Tliey are friendly in that

sense. (His) latest works depict

.scenes from his studio. Not quite still-

life because they are on a large scale

but views of the studio and the vari-

ous objects lying around."

Some paintings on display, includ-

ing "Nails on a Palette" and "Studio

Aj>p Ie s
. "

' represen t s Ljlibner " s cu r i i>s i
-

ly for the mundane objects in life. I le

tells the story o\' his life through the

little things that surround him; tools

that he uses on an everyday basis

become the characters- narrating his

preciptfTn^ments. The apples talk

about his diabetes, while the baseball

bat or catching mitt recalls time spent

with his son playing baseball.

;,

"What 1 paint (is) personal to my
physical surroundings," Lubner says.

"In a sense, I am trying to find some

kind oi' mystery behind the bapalii>

in my immediate life and surround-

ings. They represent a departure

point of shape and volume that gives

me a challenge to give them form yet

not just make them just ordinary per-

ceptual objects. I am very preoccu-

pied with painting the physicality of

form so that you can feel it and grab

hold of it.""

In his effort to redefine the tangi-

ble properties of items into an

abstract image, Lubner's approach

. to the canvas is just as important as

what he paints. His technique varies

with the expressions that he wants to

capture. To give depth and a sense of

heaviness to a subject, Lubner would

squeeze the paint onto the canvas for

the given effect. Little added devices

in his paintings and an occasional

jheiny-li a n d

e

d stroke o f piime n t_

transfer the delicacy from concept to

reality.

"In a lot o\' these works, he has

stacked the objects he is painting in

front of each other or on top of each

other, so it makes the spatial portray-

al very difficult and in some cases

ambiguous," (iambill says. "There

are big-scale shifts, and sometimes

cau'i tell if lie ii painimg a leal

object or not. His paint application is

See LUBNER, page 43
f'AHVAfi )/M-/' <i 'i ' /(Mily B"iif\

i
"Eyeglasses and Pencil" is another work by Martin Lubner that showcases his unique perception.
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Ecstatic fans join the Suicide Machines' lead singer Dan Lukacinsky at the Palace.

Punk band exdtes audience,

shows what rock is all about
MUSIC: Suicide Machines turn

up volume, play down lyrics

-1 .
,

By Michelle Zublate

Daily Bruin Staff

The recipe to a successful punk-rock show

includes three key ingredients. Ihe first two

involve both uncontrollable yelling and frequent,

spontaneous crowd-surfing (both by the band as

well as the crowd). 'Hie final ingredient demands

that while in the audience, fans must cH)ntinue

movements which include, but are not limited to,

dancing, running and throwing their bodies

around violently while flowing with others in a

centripetal nature (a.k.a. mosh pits galore).

Incorporating these elements throughout the

show, Suicide MachiiKs and their opening act,

Avail, gave the f^alace hell last Friday night with

their unruly antics and real punk spirit.

While The Suicide Machines' performance

lent a wild and crii/y atmosphere to the crowd, the

iivtual music itself lacked a lot of the pure sounds

and coherent language of their latest ("I), "Battle

Hvmns."

Ilie Detroit band holds two albums under their

belt since their first, "Destruction By Definition,"

in 1996. Hiey've toured with other bands of ska-

punk nature, including The Mighty Mighty
Bo.sstones and Buck-O-Nine, having now
matured to doing their own shows, their own way.

"Battle HymiLs"' reflects the band's growth, not

only through poppier and more passionate tracks,

but through their newfound social con.sciousness

as well. Hie album title itself refers to their battle

against ignorance and racism. Songs from the

evening's set demonstrated the political theme,

including "Black and White World" and

"Independence Parade."

The band played for an ideal crowd. An
unaware, younger audience of mostly teenagers

both embodied the youthful vision and had

enough energy to make the show worthwhile.

Whether they were actually there for the bands

or for the KROQ dance party that followed, the-

crowd took full advantage of what each set had to

ofl'er by screaming along and entertaining them-

selves by dancing in mosh pits and throwing

things.

See MACHINE, page 42

'Holy Man' wholly unwatchable
FILM: Kvcn Murphy

can't sell ouUialed

slorv lo audience

By Lonnie Harris

Daily Bruin Staff

^ "Holy Man
'

is a satire with

some new, exciting revelations.

(lel ready, because this is some

controversial stuff

Iirst, It turns out that home-

shopping TV channels are

cheesy, worthless outfits, sell-

ing useless junk to the gullible

ma.sseS. As well, "Holy Man"
introduces the concept that

some "New Age" selfimprove-

- nwnt gurus arc Tcally just full

of hot air. Oh, yes, let's not for-

get that American capitalism

requires everyone who works

within the system to "sell out"

their beliefs in order to make a

profit.

If some of these concepts

seem a little familiar, perhaps

it's because "Holy Man",

which arrived in theaters

I'riday, did so about 10 ycars-

too late. It desperately wants to

be a thoughtful send-up of var-

ious aspects of our consumer

culture, but instead it plays like

a skit from an old "Saturday

^ight Live." It was never real-

ly funny, and still isn't, but now

it also seems dated, in addition

to being dull.

The Holy Man in question»

TOIXHSTONI PK rUHl'

Eddie Murphy (with KeHy Preston and Jeff Goldblum)

plays a prophet for profit in the new nr>Ovie"Holy ^an."

the mysterious G. (Kddie

Murphy), a wanderer who
comes to the aid of acgrfplc oY'^

aggressive executives (Jeff

Goldblum and Kelly Preston).

G. possesses quite a unique

personality, simultaneously

See HOLY, page 43 .

<^
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Ending 'Seinfeld' let NBC increase offer to keep 'ER'

Moe.

"Tin Cans and Car Tires"

Various Artists, **A Night at the

Roxbury Soundtrack" (Dreamworks)

Chocolate, Barbies, Marilyn

Manson... and now the new sound-

track to "A Night at the Roxbury""

joins the list of guilty pleasures. You

know it's cheesy and you know it's

disco-pop music overkill, but you

can't help bopping your head along

with all the club dance mixes that you

hear all over the place and stick in

your head for days. So why live in

denial?

"A Night at the Roxbury" might

not be the blockbuster Paramount

hoped for, but can Hadaway's "What

Is Love?" ever be ignored? Alongside

those visions of "Saturday Night

Live's" Will Ferrell and Chris Kattan,

Euro-dance hits, which have infected

dance floors for years, allow listeners

to sit back, laugh and enjoy.

The soundtrack holds all the hits

(Ocean Drive Mix)." If you need

mood music to entertain \hc hot lady

in your corvette while cruising down

PCH, this album screams your name.

For parties, you have all the nostal-

gic hits with a new twist, including 3rd

Party's "Pop Musik" and Cyndi

Lauper performing "Disco Inferno."

What corny film would be complete

without "Da Ya Think I'm Sexy?"

OK, so maybe you might buy it as

a gag gift or simply as the ultimate

aerobic mix, but whatever your rea-

sons, "A Night at the Roxbury"

remains a comedic reminder of the

club scene's embarrassingly fun

tastes.

Michelle Zubiate

Cracker, "Gentleman's Blues"

(Virgin)

- Cracker seems to have three mu.si-

cal themes: good, bad and kind of a

lukewarm blend of the two.

"Gentleman's Blues," their fourth

album after the morphing of Camper

Van Beethoven into Cracker, has a bit

of each.

When they're on a good music tan-

gent, grinding out angrily countrified

rock, it makes you wonder why

they've never outlived the CVB shad-

ow.

bad band, really, but their^ musical

mood swings are wild ones.

The album's opener. "The Good

Life" has Cracker at its best. With its

driving beat, thinly angry vocals and

stinging slide guitar, this illustrates

the sort of music the band should

stick to.

And stick to it they do, subsequent-

ly turning out "Seven Days," and

"Star," which find good rock grooves

and stick to them. Cracker can handle

slower material, too. such as the

vaguely reggae-ish "Been Around

The World," and "Lullabye."

Sometimes, though, they miss the

mark, and it's painful listening from

there on in. "James River" offers off-

key vocals from frontman David

Lowery, hesitant instrumental work,

and really not loo much else. "I Want

Out Of The Circus," is an interesting

experiment with its psychotic cal-

liope, but it becomes obnoxiously

repetitive after only a few bars.

"Hallelujah" has its rftments, with

great keyboard work from guest

Benmonl Tench and beautiful,

gospel-infiected background vocals

from Kristin Asbury.

Lowery's lyrics and vocal work,

however, are both half-hearted and

disappointing. "Gentlemen's Blues,"

Dr. John, "^Anutha Zone" (Virgin)

With the pluck of a banjo and a blow

of the saxophone, Dr. John takes the

listener to the crowded streets of New
Orleans and the lazy days spent drift-

ing on the Mississippi River. After a

few minutes of zipping through

"Anutha Zone," it's quite possible

that one might begin to dream that

they are actually sitting in the middle

of a swampy bayou, cravin' spicy

shrimp gumbo and a side of Mama's

cajunjumbilaya.

Blending together the sounds of

jazz, blues and a touch of the

Caribbean, the good "doctor" offers a

veritable smorgasbord of pleasure to

the ears. By using a wide range of

instruments from conga drums to

harmonicas, and singing in his own

raspy, Southern drawl, Dr. John

induces an almost trance-like ambi-

ence.

The most enticing track on the

album is "I Don't Wanna Know
About Evil." which deals with an indi-

vidual choosing to only love his coun-

terpart and listening to nothing more.

In his mind, evil is something unjusti-

fied and to be simply ignored. But

what makes this song noteworthy is

its ability to avoid sounding laugh-

able, despite its use of extremely basic

When they're stuck in the depilis as an album, is much the same - undeonvoniional lyrics, h 1b u iwna

about finding lifelong relationships.

While the lyrics in "Anutha Zone"

can be initially somewhat hard to

understand, it is truly a treat to any-

one who feels like taking a chance on

a relatively unknown artist. It's a

throwback to the old days of when

jazz and bluegrass ruled the club

scene, and from which present-day

rock and R&B would spring. Not

since Credence Clearwater's "Born

On The Bayou," has blues-rock

sounded oh-so-good.

Teron Hide

Dance Hall Crashers, "Blue Plate

Special" (MCA Records)

Upbeat, cheery and as tooth-

achingly sweet as Bubble Yum,

Dance Hall Crashers (DHC) put

together another mjx of catchy tunes

to keep your head bopping until delir-

ium. "Blue Plate Special," their most

recent album since "Honey, I'm

Homely," sticks to the same infec-

tious beats and rhythms that made

their last album a must-have for the

ADD at heart. "Lady Luck," DHC's

surf-inspired contribution to the

"Meet the Deedles" soundtrack,

remains the perfect example of how

singers Elyse Rogers and Karina

Denike blend terrific harmonies

while deviating vury litilt: frum ilitj

TELEVISION: Negotiations to hold

top drama could have impact oil

Tutu re deals tor networks, shows

By Bill Carter

New York Times Magazine

On Christmas Eve in Aspen. Colo.. Don

Ohimeyer got a telephone call that realigned all

the planets in his professional world. Ilic head ol

NBC's enlerlainmenl division, in Burbank. Calif..

Ohimeyer had presided over one of the great runs

in television history.

For five straight years. NBC had swallowed up

virtually all the profit to be made in the network

television business. For that >ear. the count for

NBC's network side of the business alone

approached S500 million.

At the center of that success was lliursday

niglu. "Must-See TV." From a low point in 199.^.

NBC under Ohimeyer and Warren Liltlefield. the

president o\' NBC Entertainment, had rebuilt

lliursday into a murderer's row of "Frientts,"

'Seinfeld" and "E.R."

In the weeks before to the holidays. Ohlnicvcr.

a lincbacker-si/e man with a leadership style to

match, had taken steps to address one potential

falling-rock /one: the status oi' "li.R.." the top-

rated show in tele\ ision.

N BC was coining to the end of a standard four-

year deal with Warner Brothers for the show. In

that time NBC. which was paying only about $2

million an episode, had made, by one NBC execu-

tive's reckoning, "pots of money" on "E.R." Now
Ohimeyer knew Wariwr Brothers would be look-

ing to be cut in.

Ohimeyer had not missed how CBS and ABC
had put out the word that thcN would be w illing to

pay almost anything to take "E.R." otT NBCs
hands. And he was aware that ABC's corporate

parent, the Wall Disney Co., might develop a spe-

cial incentive to come after "E.R."

NBC had a scheme to steal "Monday Night

I'ootb.ill" from ABC in the upcoming NFL negiv

tiations. and Ohimeyer did not want "E.R." avail-

able to Disney's Michael Eisner, who would sure-

1\ ha\e fire in his e\e and a lot of unspent football

money on his hands.

NBC's exclusive negotiating period with

Warner Brothers was to begin in I'ebruary. But in

mid-December Ohimeyer called Bob Daly. c«.v

chairman o\' Warner Brothers, and a.sked if he

would mind starting the "E.R." negotiation soon-

er, right after the holidays.

Daly agreed, and he also consented to keep the

talks completely private - only three or four

Warner executives would know the "E.R." negoti-

ation had begun. Nobixiy involved with the show-

would be clued in. not even any of the executive

pnxiucers: John Wells. Michael Crichton and

Steven Spielberg.

Despite figures already in the press that CBS or

ABC would be willing to pay as much as $10 mil-*

lion an episode for the 22-<;pisode future seasons

of "E.R. "Ohimeyer wiis confident he could get a

reasonable negotiation going with Bob Daly.

Surely Daly didn't seriously want to move
"i:.R." off NBC's Thursday night - that would be

like looking to reliKate from Shangri-La. For the

right price - a fair price - Ohimeyer concluded

that NBC would be able to keep "E.R."

All o\' this was neatly in place by the time

See ER, page 38

Philanthropist dedicates L.A. building for instruction of music
ART: Multi-millionaire tlnances the IJolburn School mstrumems to become a middling the Los Angeleslviusic center and

to rival other national perlbrmin^^ arts institutions

By Todd S. Purdum
N.Y.Times News Service

Eighty years ago, when Richard

C\)lburn was grow ing up on a farm in

what was then still the sleepy seaside

town of San Diego, his mother sur-

prised him on his seventh birthday

with a vio li n niAna a nd a how and look

guitar, mandolin' and something

else."

"Insofar as I know and remember.

1 never expressed any interest in tak-

ing music lessons at all. let alone the

violin." Colburn recalled the other

day. eyes twinkling from between the

pink crinkles of his cheery face. "But

>hi; thoimhl evi/rv nrrson should hr

amateur violisl. who still lakes a

month each year to play chamber

music, sometimes in the company o\'

the world's best artists. He also

became a demi-billionaire business-

man who for the last 18 years has

been the principal patron of a respect-

ed music education program for

young people here.

Now Colburn's lifelong passion

has taken on far grander proportions.

across the street from the future

home of the Wall Disney Concert

Hall. Since midsummer, the new
building has been used by nearly

1.000 after-school and summertime

students from age 2 1/2 to adults,

mostly in music but also in dance and

drama.

The building, designed by the New
York and Los Angeles firm of Hardy

Hol/man Pfeiffer Associates, has a

Snnri. i y thr in'w S?H millinn \wmv i7f f.uMiif nf Rom.in hrii-k tirTminateri hy

are putting the final touches on a plan

to use $150 million o\' Colburn's

money to expand it by adding a four-

year, tuition-free college-level conser-

vatory for 120 to 140 students. The

project is aimed at rounding out a

local "cultural corridor" and rivaling

established national institutions such

as the Juilliard School in New York

and the Curtis Institute of Music in

Philadelphia.

"It is one of the primary pre-col-

\v^,v t'xprrirnrr.s in Cal i fnrn i a fnr
we love and hate mcludmg La

Bouche's "Be My Lover (Club Mix),"

Amber's "This is Your Night" and

No Mercy's "Where Do You Go

^^^^-^^

of suckhood, however, you're more

apt to wonder how they keep getting

recording contracts. Cracker's not a

unbalanced but with flashes of great-

ness.

Brent Hopkins

mpnt to the singer to be able to pre-

vent himself from pounding like many

others who have moaned and whined

formula of almost all their other tunes

See SOUND BITES, page 41

him to have his first lesson. It was

given by a neighbor who advertised

"instruction in violin, piano, banjo.

exposed to music."

Mrs. Colburn's insistence paid o\\\

and not just because her son .«>w itched

the Colburn School of Performing

Arts, which he financed, will be offi-

cially dedicated on a site a block from

the giant sloping /inc-shingled roof of

the 416-.seat concert hall. But even as

its new home opens, school ofiicials

music." said Juilliard president

See ART, page 37
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review program
...continues to

set the standards
that others want

to follow!

I I f I I » » » •

raCAT Special
'

Last fall this special was quite popular.

Space is limited.

sign up by yourself before

October I5lh and receive:

ilHBniui
Sign up with a friend before

October 15th and receive:

mii

m ERKELEY
R-ti.V-l-E-W

SiHvi.ili/iiig in MCAT PropdiMtion

The Berkeley Revienf Provides;

15 Weeks Of Review And Testing Of

Important MCAT Concepts

100 Hours Of Scheduled Lecture

Topics In The Classroom

300 Hours Of Office Hours To

Supplement The Lecture Topics

20 Hours Of Supplemental MCAT-Style

Problem Solving Sessions

11 Full-Length Mock MCAT Exams

During The Program

1 Scheduled Full-Length Mock MCAT

Exam Testing Dates

2800 Pages Of Review Notes Covering

Important MCAT Concepts

1300 MCAT-Style Passages With Clear

And Detailed Solutions

Exceptional Instruct()rs For Each Of

The Six Topic Areas Of The MCAT

Excellent Review Materials That You

Get To Keep And Take Home

Application Assistance, Interview

Workshops, And Mock Interviews
^^

umiuw
www.berkeley-review.com

'i!;»!Ji) liu^l (JiySiAl li^ to<

|jiyiltiliii#i)<i
•Ml DRIVING & TRAFFIC SCHpOL

m
m$20'

m
mspecial Student and Staff Discount

Traffic School on Weekdays & Saturdays

1093 EroxtonAve. #218 (310) 208-3333 ,- -.

In Westwood Village, above the Wherehouse ^i^

\m\\^^B3^B3^B3^B3^B3^B3 'iLliJ IM) IM) \SM ^M]

r o HAPPINESS IS BEING o

JUL CALIFORNIA TcA97i\^^

A BRUIN ALUM
Dear UCLA Students and Staff:

It has been a pleasure servingyour vision care needs

for over 25 years in the village. Pliase take advantage

ofthese great offers listed below. .

.

UuClA Graduate 1967

$99 CONTACT LENSES & EXAM "SPECIAL"

Includes eye exam, fitting, follow-up, and two pair of

Bausch & Lomb daily or extended wear soft contacts.

$99 EYEGUISSES & EXAM "SPECIAL"

Includes lenses and frames from our special selection

(most Rxs) and eye exam. -'
: ,

;•,*•

IF YOU HAVE UCU VISION CARE INSURANCE:
• We gladly accept your insurance

• We get the forms for you - just call us.

• Same day appointments available.

• We are experts in showing you how to maximize your

benefits

• T^fic eyewear and contact lens selection

IF YOU DON'T HAVE VISION CARE INSURANCE:
Take advantage of the specials, or we'll still give you 10%
off on any non-advertised items.

•^^^^^^^=1 Village Eyes Optometry
==- :==^

"==. Jon P,Vbgel, 0.0*
•«• a professoTai corporaton

>

I ''WT'^0^

i

To adverUse, call 310.825.2161

MANN

Westwood

MANN

VILLAGE
961Bro)(1on

208-5576 -
Rush Hour(PG-13)

OolOy OigiUI

Tu-Th(1215 2 45 5 15)7 45 10 15

Santa Monica
CRITERION 3 Antz (PC)

1313 3rd St Dolby Digital • THX Sorry No Passes

Promenade ., Mon-Thu(12 0O2OO2 30 5 00)

395-1599 T"*"^"^" •— 7 15 7 45 10 15

LAEMMLE
West Hollywood

8000 Sunset (at Crescent Heights) Free Paiting

SUNSET 1

(213)848 3500

John Water's Pecker

Daily (100) 3 15 5 30 7 50 10.10

UNITED ARTISTS

Westwood
UA WESTWOOD The Miahty (PG-13)

10889 Wellworth SDDS Digitdl THX- No ViPs until 10/19_

475 9441 HAonTh2 45 5 20 7 5010 30

GENERAL

Beverly Hills

Beverly Connection Presented in THX Digital Sound
What Dreams May Come (PG-13)

. 11:001:45 4 30 7 30 1010

BRUIN
948Brox1oii

239-MANN

NATIONAL
10925 Lindbrook

208-4366

FESTIVAL
10887 LmdbrooK
208-4575

Antz (PG)

T^X - Dolby Digital

Tu-Th(11:452:l5 4 45)7 15 9 45

A Night at the Roxbury (PG-13)

THX - Dolby SR
MonThu (1:30 4:15) 7.30 10 15

Without Limits (PG-13)

THX - Dolby SR
Mon -Thud 00 3 45) 7 00 9 45

CRITERION 4 A Night al Ihe Roxbury (PG-13)

THX • Dolby Digital Sotry No Passes

Mon- Thu (12 45 3 00 5 30) 8 00 10 30

CRITERION 5 Rush Hour (PG-13)

On 2 Screens THX DTS Digital

Mon- Thu (11 45 12 30 2 45 4 30 5 15)

7 45 945 10. 1<5

SUNSET 2 AMercfianlivorvtilin

A Soldier's Daughter Never Cries

(213)848-3500 Daily (2 15) 4 55 7 35

Sep Adm Your Friends & Neighbors

,
Daily (12 00) 10 15

Beverly Connection

UA WESTWOOD Ont Tottgh COB (R)

10889 Wellwonh SDDS DigitalTHX No VIPs until 0/19

4759441 Mon- Th 3.1,5 5:30 8:00 TO 15

Urban Legend (PG-13)

12 15 2 50 [,20 8 0(3 10 20

Beveriy Connection

SUNSET 3

(213)848 3500

REGENT Shadraeh (PG-13)

1045B'Oinon Dolby SR

208-3259 Mon - Thu (12 45 3 00 5 15) 7:30 9 45

PLAZA Clay Pigeons (R)

1067Glen(1op Dolby DiQUai

208-3097 Mon • Thu ' 1200 2 30 5 00) 7 30 1(j 1

5

WESTWOOD 1

1050Gayiey
208-7664 ,

Stereo

Mon -Tht 1:00 4.00) 7 00 9:50

WESTWOOD 2

1050&ayiey
208-7664

Simon Birch (PG)

Stereo

Mon-Thu(12 45 3 45)6 45 9 40

PACIFIC

Westwood
CREST Holy Man (PG)

1 262 Westwood Blvd THX Dolby Dimtal

I-. ofWiisn.-e: , Mon-Thu'1 30 4 20) 7 151(300

474-7866 or

777-FILM(#025)

LAEMMLE
www.laemmle.com

WLA/Beverly Hills

Jargain Shows ( > For All Theatres -

DereK Jacobi is Francis Bacon

Love is the Devil

Daily (12 45) 3 00 5 15 7 30 9 45

UA WESTWOOD
108a')Wellwunh

475 9441

Urban Legend (R)

Dolby oU'ii'A)

Mon -Thu 3 005107401000

Presented m Digital Sound
There's Something About Mary (R)

11 30 2 15 5 0<D; 45 10 30

Opens 10/16 Practical Magic (PG-13

Beloved (R

Bride ol Chucky (R

SUNSET 4
"

Stanley Tucci s Impostors

(?1 3.1 848-3500 ,, Daily (12 00) 2 30 5 00 7 30 10 00

SUNSET 5 Ben Stiller/Eli/abeth Hiirely

Permanent Midnight

(213) 848-3500 Daily (12 00) 2 25 4 50 7 15 9 40

SUNSET
(213)848-3500

Weekend Shows:

Fri-Sat-Sun Alter Hours

Call For Showtimes

Sat Sun Morning Shows

Call For Showtimes

WESTWOOD 3 Rounders (R)

lOSO&avley Stereo

208-7664 Mon • Thu (12 00 2 30 5 00) 7 30 10 00

WESTWOOD 4

lOSOGayley
208-7664

Saving Private Ryan (R)

Dolby Oigita!

Mon- Thu (12 30 4 15)8 00

ROYAL
11523 SM Blvd

477 5581

MUSIC HALL1
9036Wilshire

274-6869

Francois Trutfaut ',

Day For Night

MonThu (4:45) 7 20 9 55

Sandra Bernhard

Somewhere In the City

Mon -Thu (5 20) 7 30 9 4(5

Sep Adm. Ike Personals

Mon - Th 4 20

310 208-3011
(grCHlbd ftoor of Monty's BoikJing • across from Westwood Brewery)

Validated parldng • Se hatiia EspaM

Santa Monica MUSIC HALL2 Based on a novel by Jim Thompson
90iCWil'.hire Hit Me
274-6869 Mon • Thu (4 50) 7:30 10 10

Santa Monica
MONICA 1 Bill Kalmenson's The

1322 2nd Street Souler OppositeiA Romantic Mockery

394-9741 Daily (2 15)4 45 7 15 9 45

Sep Adm Dreams Spoken Here
baity (1:00)

MONICA 2 A comedy tor incurable romantics

Neit Slop Wonderland

Daily (12.55) 3.15 5.35 8.00 10.20

GENERAL

Westwood
AVCO CINEMA
10840 WilShireBlvfl ' Blk f ot WKTwOOO

475 0711 What Dreams May Come (PG-13)

f'le'.i.'Mted in Digital Sound

t1 15145 4 30 7:15 10 00

AVCO CINEMA Presented in THX Digital Sound
Ronin (R)

11 15 2.004 50 7 45 10 45

AVCO CINEMA Presented in Digital Sound
One TrM Thing (R)

12.45 4.15 7:3010 30

VINE
Vine Theaters Snake Eyes (R)

Show Times (213) 463-6819 Dolby Stereo

2 movies lor $5 2 00 6:05

One Free Popcorn & Diet Coke with this Ad

Vine Theaters

Show Times (213) 463 6819
Blade (R)

Dolby Stereo

3 55 7:55'

AVCO CINEMA Presented m THX Digital Sound
There's Something About Mary (R)

1 (X) 4 00 7,00 9 45

Beverly Hills

Beveriy Connection

La Cienaga at Beverly Blvd

Free 2 1/2 hour validated parking 659-591

1

CRITERtON 1

1313 3rd St

Promenade
395-1599

— —-— Holy Man (PG)

THX Dolby Digital - Stadium Seating

Mon -Thu (12 00 3.15) 7 00 10 00

CRITERION 2 What Ortaim May Cofflt (PG-13)

1313 3rd THX - Dolby Digital - Sorry No Passes

St Promenade Mon- Thu (12 30 4 00)7 30 10 30

395-1599

MUSIC HALL3

9036 Wilshire

Seg Adm Home
Tu-Th(3 30 4:10)

Jonathan Kaufor's

Bad Manners

Tue-Thu (5 40i 7 45 9 50

Sep Adm If Vou Livtd Hero You'd Be Home
Mon Th3 45

www.laemmle.com

MONICA 3

MONICA 4

MONICA

Ben Stiller/Eli/abeth Hurley

Pirmantnl Midnight

Daily (1:00) 3 10 5 20 7 35 9 50

John Wafers' Pecker

Daily (1 30)3355407501000

Weekend Shows
Sat-Sun11.QQa.pi. .

'resented in TH/UiglTarSouM"
The Mighty (PG-13)

11:151:45 4:15 7.009.45

Beveriy Connection Presented in Digital Sound
Night at the Roibury (PG-13)

1145 2 204 507 15 9 45

TO ADVERTISE IN THE

BRUIN
MOVIEGUIDE
OR SPONSOR THE HEADER

Call For Showtimes

visit our website www.laemmle.com

Beveriy Connection

659-5911

Presented m Digital Sound
StraMelaNd (R)

100310515 7:40 100()

CALL ROB AT (310) 206-090>-
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Americans have love-hate

relationsNp with television
MEDIA: Networks lose

hold as more people

start affair with cable

By Frank Rich

New York Times Magazine

A year ago, ABC, the most des-

perate of the frantic TV networks

formerly known as the Big Three,

invited (and received) ridicule

when it began promoting its prime-

time season with a high-concept

campaign defending, however iron-

ically, the goodness of television.

_„^BC's ratings remain in the eel-

Jar, but the campaign is still with us

on the air and on bright yellow bill-

boards - with such additional slo-

gans as "Without a TV, how would

you know where to put the sofa?"

"If TV's so bad for you, why is

there one in every hospital room?"

and, of course, "We love TV."

Give ABC credit for summariz-

ing in a few haikus the debate that

has raged, with much noise but no

resolution, for the better part ofour

nium on the verge of its biggest

upheaval since its invention. Our

love affair with the medium is

poised to enter a new and tumul-

tuous phase. The question of

whether TV is good - or can be bet-

ter - may not only be more pressing

than before but may have to be

entirely recalibrated. The very defi-

nition of that appliance we call the

box is changing.

That we love IV is not in ques-

tion, no matter how routinely we

deplore it in public, clamoring for

V-chips, a rating system and the

head of Jerry Springer. (Love of

television may truly be the last love

in America that dares not- speak its

name.)

Television is the medium from

which most of us receive our news,

sports, entertainment, cues for

civic discourse and, most of all, our

marching orders as consumers. TV
is what brings us together to share

real-life tragedy (Oklahoma City),

marathon titillation (Monica) and

grief (Diana or Mother Teresa,

according to your conscience).

The revocation of TV-watching

century. We love I v, and yet we priv ileges is widely con6lder«4

inflicted on the nation's prison pop-

ulation - or on any adolescent in a

middle-class home.

TV is also, perhaps, our one

steady, loyal, reliable companion;

many Americans keep it flickering

even when they're not watching.

(Surveys show that as many as a

fifth of American sets play to empty

rooms.) Long before the nation's

children can identify specific pro-

grams - or the products those pro-

grams want to sell them - they

know TV as that other presence in

the home, a baby sitter beaming

light and warm sound, making the

world a little less lonely and forbid-

ding when parents are away.

For the elderly and the isolated

and insomniacs, TV serves much

the same purpose. The box is a

hearth with a laugh track - "the cool

fire," as the TV producer Bob

Shanks once dubbed it.

Though there's someone in

every crowd who brags about not

watching television, it's not clear

just how large this population of

TV resisters really is. Surely the

most shocking revelation in Joyce

Maynard's new iiMUal i nieHioa=

Orchestra administrator

conducts business as usual

MUSIC: New manager of L.A. Philharmonic brings

creativity, finesse, fund-raising experience to team

Janet Jackson gives great concert, despite awkwardness

By Reed Johnson

Los Angeles Daily News

The man who runs the Los

Angeles Philharmonic is scowling.

Scratching his chin. Giving an

Oscar-worthy portrayal of utter con-

fusion.

In his hands, Willem Wijnbergen

clutches an oversize, color-coded

chart jiuU-4tToks like the Periodic

Table of Elements, only with the

words "Haydn," "Beethoven" and

"Bartok" substituting for

"Hydrogen," "Zinc" and

"Potassium."

It's a copy of the orchestra's

1998-99 season schedule, and

Wijnbergen makes no secret what

he thinks of the brochure's compli-

cated design and the confusing mes-

sage it sends to "consumers."

"My first question was, when I

saw this, I said, 'Gee, I have to go

back to business school to learn how

to figure this out,'" Wijnbergen says

in his impeccable Dutch-accented

English. "This is the orchestra world

gone berserk. And this is how all

medium as its message.

Or, as the former Procter &
Gamble executive might put it, sell-

ing classical music these days is as

much a matter of "packaging" as

"product
"^

It's been»almost exactly one year

since Willem Wijnbergen, a 40-year-

old Amsterdam native, was named

to the L.A. Phil's top administrative

post, succeeding the legendary

Ernest Fleischmann.

For 28 years, the colorful, contro-

versial Fleischmann ran the orches

tra with a tough, top-down manage-

ment style. Yet few questioned his

energy or exacting artistic vision

During his regime, the

Philharmonic launched its "Green

Umbrella" new-music series, creat-

ed the Hollywood Bowl Orchestra,

hosted world premieres and recitals

by the cream of international per-

formers, and rose to the stature of

one of the nation's top half-dozen

symphonic entities.

So where does the L.A. Phil go

from here? And what kind of boss

does- this 6-foot-5-inch Dutchman

MUSIC Though slightly

forced, show manages

stay on energetic high

By Ben Ratliff

N.Y.Times News Service

We might think wc know her; after

all, she kept telling us Tuesday night at

the Continental Airlines Arena in Fast

Rutherford, N.J., that she loved us.

But mostly all we know of Jand

Jackson is the family photos, and the

love for childreil and animals.

And the numbers: No. 2 in most

Top 10 hits of all female artists; No. 7

in most Top 10 hits of all artists; most

gold singles by a female artist. The sta-

tistics go on and on.

There's too much index, not

enough text. We don't really know

her, we can't feel her anxieties. So she

has adopted a theme of revelation to

prove to everybody — but most of all

ART
From page 35

Joseph Polisi, referring to the existing

program. The expansion will have a

substantial national impact, he

added.

to herself - that she has secrets worth

telling.

Usually a nobody balloons into a

pop icon and then hits a period of

maturation and withdrawal, con-

structing a more delicate and guarded

personality. Ms. Jackson, conversely,

has upon turning 30 taken to making

interview pronouncements like. "You

have to let go in order to truly be in

control." She has a wrist tattoo of a

South .African symbol that represents

the wisdom in learning from the past,

whereas most pop stars would prefer

to focus on the future.

As she struggles to get over her

fame, there's a diffuse grandiosity

about her. and a result is that the

deluxe, multipartite dimensions of the

"Velvet Rope" tour look a little awk-

ward. Her personality is small, coy

and secretive; would anyone's be

great enough to sustain the three-ring

circus of self-analysis that this tour

presents?

The tour, which began in March

try," said Polisi, who years ago as a

student bassoonist at Yale played in a

chamber concert at Colburn's house

in Beverly Hills. "Sure, there's com-

petition for the very best talent. But

even more important, if we can get

institutions of high quality, that's a

plus for everybody."

and is to run through January,

includes spectacular costumes and

dance sequences, from zoot-suited

chorus lines to Alice-in-Wonderland

playgrounds of inflatable moons and

clocks. (It continues Sunday and

(Jackson) physically

inhabited each song,

glared stonily in the

angry ones, smiled

beatifically in the

ballads.

Monday at Madison Square Garden

in Manhattan, and will be shown live

on HBO on Sunday night at 9.) But in

its act-b^-act progression it feels a little

bit like a short story writer's disjointed

attempt at a novel. It would be uni'eal-

istic to expect thematic cohesion in a

massive pop show; one just watched

the flashpots explode and let the con-

necting theme be Janet Jackson. But

who was she?

As ever, she was her songs: the furi-

ous, betrayed lover in "What About."

the drama-queen seductress toying

with a trussed-up audience member in

'"Rope Burn," a dance-tloor .sensualist

in "Throb," a soft-focus nostalgist

screening her baby pictures in

"Special," a pillar o\' empathy in

"Together Again."

She physically inhabited each song,

glared stonily in the angry ones,

smiled beatitlcally in the ballads. And
she blended into her touring company.

Ms. Jackson's Tinkerbell voice wove

in and out of her backup singers'

strong projection; judging when and

whether she was lip-synching became

the evening's fascinating game.

Surrounded by 10 danceffS'^ whom

she took longer to introduce than her

band - Ms. Jackson integrated her

own dancing and singing into a larger

phalanx of action. Her identity was

subsumed by the production. There

was Quite a bit of Ms. Jackson - her

stamina and professionalism in a long,

intensely physical concert were

remarkable - but an awful lot of show.

As opposed to the range of intents

on Ms. Jackson's palette. Usher, who

opened the concert, is monochrome: a

one-man erotic arrow aimed at teen-

age girls. Bejeweled from collar to

sneakers, he sang bubble-gum R&B;

in each song, to the crowd's huge

delight, he promised relief and satis-

faction.

There was a weird disjunction

between the cooing kid-stufl" sheen of

his songs and his undiluted sexual pos-

turing onstage, which included, most

memorably, pouring a bottle of water

down his midriffand pumping his hips

so that the water splashed forth

toward the audience.

only one other - the Harid

Conservatory in Boca Raton, Fla.
-

that has been founded in the last 50

years. They are well aware of the chal-

lenge.

"The idea is not to reinvent the

wheel, but to learn from the mistakes

of the past and incorporate the best,"

i

kind of education, because it's all

one-to-one instruction. And you

don't get many research grants."

Ernest Fleischmann, who retired

this spring after 29 years as managing

director of the Los Angeles

Philharmonic, said that, along with

Gordon Getty, Colburn was "proba-

'Quite hon^atly, dfly Institution Historically, Polls! noted, contiBr- said ia^sph Thayer, a Fienclulium bly the single gicatcst bcncf.u:tnr of

conservatory "an absolutely essential

undertaking" and added, "It is what

this part of the world has lacked for

all these many years."

For Colburn, it is all just the logical

outgrowth of his own early experi-

ence with inadequate teaching that

led him to abandon a potential musi-

r.il rarrrr in favnr of acrnnntrng-«nd-

-I

(orchestras) do It!"

Well, maybe not all.. Wijnbergen

intends for at least one orchestra -

his - to pay as much attention to its

With the Cheshire-cat grin, artfully^

SeeWUNBER6EN,page42

fear it is not good.

Now TV approaches the millen-

after the electric chair, the most

severe punishment that cah be See TV, page 38

that plans to do what Colburn says he

wants to do will be great for the seri-

ous music environment in this coun-

vatories like Juilliard and Curtis have

been started by wealthy individuals,

but Colburn ofTicials could point to

player who has been the dean of the

65-member Colburn faculty dean

since 1983. "It's the most expensive

music and musicians in California"

and an "iconoclast and individualist."

Fleischmann called the planned

eventually investments in foundries.

See ART, page 38
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61k was tired. Tired of the countless people who told

me that the acne would disappear instantly, tired of

the harsh treatments that just made my face more

oily and red, tired of all the topical medications that

dried out my skin until it felt like sandpaper.

I came to Beverly Hills Acne Skin Care Clinic

only because my parents insisted I try it. Mary at the

Acne clinic seemed to understand my skepticism and

would confidently explain what she was doing and

how it was going to clear up my face. However, both

Mary and 1 knew that the only way that I would be

convinced was to actually see results and I did. I felt

and saw the redness leave my face and the best part

is that it was only getting better.

Most people don't understand how hard it is to

have bad skin or how great it feels to have it cured.

Sincerely,

Amy Lee.
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mining and construction equipment

rentals. Colburn was chairman of

U.S. Rentals, a Modesto, Calif.-

based concern in which he owned

two-thirds of the shares, until its $1

billion acquisition this summer by a

rival. United Rentals Inc. of

Greenwich, Conn. He has been list-

ed as among the 30 richest people in

Los Angeles, with a fortune estimat-

ed at $700 million.

"I was the victim of poor training

myself and still have not overcome

the bad habits of early teaching," he

said in an interview in an elegant

office bungalow on the grounds of his

sprawling Beverly Hills estate. The

Colburn faculty includes master

teachers like Ronald Leonard, princi-

pal cellist of the Los Angeles

Philharmonic.

ER
From page 35

Ohimcyer arrived in Aspen. Then the

phone rang. Jerry Seinfeld was calling.

The message was short, but not

exactly sweet. Jerry had decided to shut

down production on "Seinfeld" at the

end of the season. Ohlmeyer thanked

Jerry for all the success he had brought

NBC. Then he hung up the phone and

"Eastern schools have come out

here and robbed us of o\jr most

promising students, even before

they've finished their training at the

Colburn School," he said.

(Colburn is) well

known ...for paying

top-quality players to

join him in annateur

quartets.

FT-^-

"There was a time when Vienna

was the world headquarters of med-

ical studies. I hope the day will come

that you don't have to say you went to

Juilliard to establish your pedigree,

that you can say you went to

Despite the A-plus show-business

pedigree of Steven Spielberg and

Michael Crichton, "E.R." did not glide

onto network television. Everyone who

read Crichton's original script realized

it was, as it's known in the trade, a

"trunk job" - a script an established

writer digs out of his trunk when he's a

hot commodity.

This was all too apparent from a

scene in which the doctors, working at

a hospital in Boston (the setting was

Colburn."

What is new for Colburn is the

publicity that comes with philan-

thropy on such a scale. Well known in

the music world for his collection of

72 vintage-quality instruments, which

he has lent to aspiring musicians

around the world for the last 50

years, and for paying top-quality

players to join him in amateur quar-

tets, Colburn has remained, by

choice, little known to the public.

"My father told me as a little boy,

'Fools' names and fools' faces often

appear in public places,'" said

Colburn, who answers innocuous

questions such as "What did your

parents do?" with impish but unre-

vealing answers like "They raised

three lovely boys." Asked how he

acquired his fortune, Colburn replied

with a stream of cryptic Ben

Franklinisms: "A penny saved is a

penny earned; waste not, want not.

You've heard some of those?"

Warren Littlefield didn't see how NBC
could go wrohg^by ordering a two-hour

movie from the makers of "Jurassic

Park."

That offer did not thrill Leslie

Moonves, who was in charge of televi-

sion for Warner Brothers, one of the

studios that produces shows for differ-

ent networks. (He was later to become

Ohlmeyer's friendly rival as head of

CBS Entertainment.) Moonves was

upset because NBC had reneged on a

TV
From page 36

about her affair with' J. D. Salinger is

of the great man's infatuation with

the '60s sitcom "The Andy Griffith

Show." Couldn't he have had the

taste to pick "Hallmark Hall of

Fame" over the likes of Gomer
Pyle?

But he opted for schlock, and in

this he is like so many of us. If most

of TV has never been "Kraft

Television Theater" (initially creat-

ed to introduce the product Cheez

Whiz) or "Masterpiece Theater"

(which helped burnish the image of

Mobil Oil on allegedly commercial-

free public television), it may be

because we love its badness as much

as its goodness and always have.

It was Jim Aubrey, the CBS pres-

ident during the era of "Andy

Griffith" and "The Beverly

network considered moving its drama

"Homicide" to Thursday, relegating

"E.R." to Fridays. Moonves countered

with research showing how strong

"E.R." would play with women. NBC
finally ofTered up Thursday at 10, the

spot that for more than a decade had

been occupied by television's best

drama, first "Hill Street Blues," then

"LA. Law"
At Warner Brothers, the 1994-95

season was an endless party. "E.R."

Hillbillies," who succinctly charac-

terized the sure-fire TV formula as

"bosoms, broads and fun" - and this

was when CBS still at least nominal-

ly aspired to be the Tiffany network.

Even in the earliest history of the

networks, the patently clownish

wrestling of Gorgeous George - a

Dennis Rodman eons before

Dennis Rodman was cool - proved

a far bigger draw than recitals by

singers from the Met. (And nothing

has changed today if you compare

the booming cable audiences for

wrestling vs., say, those for Bravo.)

In 1953, setting another audience

pattern that still persists, the num-

ber of viewers who watched the

stork (and in those days, it was the

stork) deliver Little Ricky to Lucy

and Ricky was more than 50 per-

cent larger than the higher-minded

crowd that tuned in to watch Ike's

See TV, page 39

decided to take "Friends" into the syn-

dication market - where repeats of

shows are sold to TV stations for prices

that often reach hundreds of millions
-

aftei* Year 1, earlier than any previous

show. He suggested to Daly that they

press NBC to extend the four-year deal

for "Friends" right away to guarantee

that it would pass the 100-episode

mark, crucial to syndication sales.

Meyer offered NBC two proposals:

one, to increase the licensing fee on

thought! Merry Christmas. So much later moved to Ch icago to avo id uum- guaiantee l ui an additionJl six episodes had stormed to the top ot the ratings, "i -riendsm exchange lor an extension

TV
From page 38

inauguration as president the next

day.

That same year brought the first
-

but hardly the last - congressional

hearings on the presumed link

between TV and violence. By then.

Variety had long since taken to calling

TV "the monster," such was the speed

and avidity with which it devoured

and sometimes extinguished other

forms of show business.

The trade paper had also by that

point coined the term "video widows"

to describe the wives of TV-sports

fanatics, and it chronicled how "par-

ents became frantic over the problem

ophow to tear Junior from the tele set,

in time to get him to do his homework

or go to bed."

It could be argued that the basic

equation of TV entertainment

remains unchanged since those heady

days of its emergence as a mass medi-

um. The improvised early-'50s pot-

pourri of sitcoms, game shows, dra-

mas, movies, ball games, kiddie TV
(with must-have merchandise tie-ins)

and hit-parade-plugging music-and-

dance videos remains intact.

There were rigged shows in the

golden age ("Twenty-One") and now

("Jerry Springer"); there were occa-

sionally outstanding dramas then

("Playhouse 90") and now ("E.R.");

there was sly product placement then

(Westinghouse appliances in Ozzie

and Harriet's kitchen) and now (Nike

. ents

libel crossfire involving the smearing

of a federal official as far back as 1950;

NBC's "Today" and "Tonight"

shows, with theii inviolate formulas,

dale back nearly as far. Throughout

TV history, making money always

came ahead of art, let alone public ser-

vice. Weather and crime always

trumped the rest of the news.

While these fixed points on the TV
spectrum may never change, they are

rapidly being joined by others and

could soon be scrambled beyond

recognition. We are at long last enter-

ing the post-CBS-ABC-NBC televi-

sion universe.

For the first time, more

people watched basic

cable channels during

prime time than they

did the four networks.

This summer The Wall Street

Journal described the network-TV

business as being in "its worst slump

in 50 years."

In June, for the first time, more

people watched basic cable channels

during prime lime than they did the

four networks combined. This doesn't

mean that the media giants owning

the networks are suffering at the bot-

tom line - a young male viewer who
deserts ABC for ESPN is still a cus-

licized, buzz-creating hit like "Ally

McBeal" is only watched regularly by

barely 10 percent of the country's 100

million or so TV households. Early

research suggests that the networks,

with their increasingly narrow focus

on the prized 18- to 49-year-old age

group, are losing not just other demo-

graphics to cable channels but are

finally starling to lose some of these

viewers to the Internet as well.

Meanwhile, the technological revtv

lution that will merge old electronic

media with the new is reaching warp

speed. After ail the loose talk of a still-

unatlained 500-channel cable box. the

convergence of television, computer

and phone technologies into one new

TV box is really on its way - in three to

10 years, depending on whom you talk

to and where you live.

When that happens, the TV viewer

who once might have been watching

"Seinfeld" while flipping through a

magazine and talking on a phone may
be just flipping among more channels.

Or, in an alternative scenario, he may
be using the video compartments of a

single screen to watch the umpteenth

"Seinfeld" rerun while browsing the

Web pages of a magazine or partici-

pating in an electronic chat room or

dispatching E-mail.

The implications of this new, splin-

tered TV era are already partly evi-

dent. Instead of relying on the Big

Daddy of a network for its diet of

news, entertainment and sports, the

audience is seeking out whatever

niche programming it wants, whether

it be all-news or all-financial-news

channel (basic or premium) that

offers a specific kind of movie or chil-

dren's TV diet or music or religion or

sexual kick or (who knows?) high cul-

ture.

The basic forms of programming

may be unchanged since the '50s but

instead of three purveyors dictating

the menu items and their scheduling,

you can have any flavor you want as

often as you want in helpings as large

as you want - and. with the aid of a

VCR and staggered repeat program-

ming, on almost any schedule you

choose.
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cable (perhaps augmented by the

same brand's Web site) or all-sports

cable (and its Web site) or the cable

Diversity of American

voices on TV could...

enhance the medium's

role in unifying (a)

varied population.

For a country that seems less cohe-

sive culturally and even linguistically

than ever, this dilution of the one com-

mon bond we did share, the Nielsen

prime-time Top 10, would seem to be

yet another route to Balkanization.

When "Seinfeld" ended this year,

pundits noted that even it, the signa-

ture TV smash hit of the decade, was

hardly a common experience among
TV watchers: Its ratings would have

placed it at the bottom of the Top 20

we now seem to be incapable of reach-

ing a consensus over a faux paterfa-

milias as well.

We can no longer unite behind a

Robert Young or a Bill Cosby any

more than we can behind a Bush or a

Clinton.

Jeff Bewkes, the CEO of HBO, the

pay cable service that has offered its

subscribers everything from high-end

entertainment in the network-sitcom

format ("The Larry Sanders Show")

to scruffy low-budget documentaries

that PBS would never touch ("Real

Sex"), argues the contrary - that the

fractionalization of the audience is

potentially a democratization.

Disdaining nostalgia for the

homogenous *\inity" enforced by the

three networks in the "Father Knows
Best" '50s, he asks rhetorically, "Is it

important for the nation that we share

a pop culture that was created for

commercial purposes?"

He points out that with the end of

the dominance of the networks and a

few major production companies, the

variety of TV programming, and not

just its quantity, will increase.

In this brave new world, a TV show

no longer has to carry the huge over-

head, please the huge audience and

sell the mass Tide-and-Coke products

of a broadcast network - with all the

dumbed-down conformity that

requires - but it can be made for

peanuts, be profitable and still have

nationwide reach on a low-overhead

cable channel.

The cost of entry for would-be TV
artists and entrRprenfiiirs alike has

> <

for a reasonable negotiation for "E.R."

The biggest deal in television history

was about to go down - and NBC was

going to get skewered.

parisons to "St. Elsewhere"), take a

break to listen to a game between the

Celtics and the Knicks - and Bill

Bradley is taking a shot. Nevertheless,

of"E.R."

When the pilot was delivered,'

Moonves was ecstatic; NBC. however,

was still lukewarm. At one point the

and its new comedy, "Friends," was

generating almost as much heat.

Sensing a big opportunity, Barry

Meyer,' the chief operating officer,

through Year 6; and two, a similar deal

for "E.R."

See ER, page 40

logos in Ltibs Winter Olympics cov-

erage).

"Meet the Press" was caught in a

tomer ot Disney, which owns both.

But the result is .a TV audience so

fractionalized that even the most pub-

as recently as the '70s. At a time when
most Americans don't bother to vote

and only pluralities elect presidents.

been dropping as fast as the cost of

See TV, page 41
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ARE YOUNUTS?
Who ever heard of a purple bear? Joe& Josephine Bruin

would not be happy! The only purple animal is Barney!

Why would you accept prints from a One Hour
Photo Lab (or any otlier one for that matter)

that will not produce true and accurate colors?

At BEL AIRCAMERA we pledge to give you
the best quality that you can get from your
camera. We can malce your prints in one hour, _
but it might take a little longer because each

print in analyzed by a computer and a human.
And if the picture is not up to our high

standards, it is redone, and the old one is shredded (to assure you of

privacy)

So, let the Bel Air experts make sure that your Vanilla Ice Cream is

white,, that Aunt Rose is not too red, and that the love ofyour life (Joe

or Josephine) looks great, not purple!
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Camera
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"E.R." was being produced at a

deficit, about $400,000 an episode.

Meyer's strategy: Pay us enough to

cover our production costs right away,

increase our licensing fees in the later

years of the deal and we'll extend

NBC's exclusive rights to "E.R."

through a sixth year. Of the two pro

posals, Warner Brothers was far more

eager to close on "Friends," because of

the pressure to make a syndicated deal

fast. NBC made a similar calculation.

The network knew that comedies

held up far better tlj^an dramas. Even

though "E.R." looked like a one-of-a-

kind, maybe even last-of-its-kind,

breakout hit, there was some reason to

question whether the series would be

roaring along when it reached the end

ofits four-year deal.

When Meyer heard back, the mes-

sage was mixed. NBC agreed to the

"Friends" deal, paying an average of

about $2 million an episode through a

sixth year. But the network was going

to pass on a new deal for "E.R."

The following year, Meyer decided

to start monitoring how much money

NBC was making on "E.R." Warner

Brothers realized that the true value of

"E.R." included the -ancillary revenues

NBC was accruing: the huge boost to

NBC's local newscasts after "E.R.";

the growing strength of the "Tonight"

show, which began with a surge on

Thursday night; the way NBC pack-

to assess NBC's level of interest, but

nothing stirred any movement toward

a new deal. By 1996, the overtures

stopped. Daly was openly angry with

NBC for what he felt was shoddy treat-

ment of a Warner Brothers comedy

called "Hope and Gloria," which NBC
had put on in the spring of 1995.

It had started off well, then NBC
moved it around the schedule. Daly

believed NBC was damaging a studio

asset. Daly asked Littletlcld to give the

show back so the studio could sell it to

another network. Lilllefield declined,

saying NBC still loved the show.

NBC would pay Warner

Brothers $13 million an

episode for"E.R/'- $286

million a year, or more

than twice what NBC

had totaled in profits

the previous year.

T

Daly was angry enough that he blast-

ed NBC to a few of his friends in

Hollywood; he told them NBC was'

going to lose "E.R."

The word, as Daly knew it would,

quickly circulated. Moonves, now at

CBS, was all over Daly, pushing the net-

work's interest. Both Michael Eisner,

both Iger and Moonves concluded

NBC could not risk losing the show.

When the formal negotiation for

"E.R." began in^arly January of this

year, Daly had three ground rules:

First, he wanted a three-year deal - a

surprise, since it had been widely

expected that Warner Brothers would

ask for only two; second, that the show

stay on Thursday night at 10 - that

would prevent NBC from moving the

show to 9 to replace "Seinfeld"; third,

without mentioning specific dollars, he

wanted the highest possible licensing

fee NBC could put on the table.

The deal would have no other

encumbrances, nothing like commit-

ments for other series on NBC. Daly

wanted to assure the show's partners -*

notably Crichton, Spielberg and Wells

- that the studio would get nothing they

did not have a share in. "I want a very

simple, clean deal," Daly told Meyer.

The process went quickly.

At the next meeting NBC accepted

the three-year stipulation and the guar-

antee of Thursday at 10. It made a

financial offer that Warner countered

at a subsequent meeting. After just one

more meeting, the price was set. NBC
would pay Warner Brothers $13 mil-

lion an episode for "E.R." - $286 mil-

lion a year, or more than twice what

NBC had totaled in profits the previous

year.

For Ohlmeyer. it came down to the

stars: After the "Seinfeld" news, the

stars aligned against NBC. With anoth-

er year of "Seinfeld" or a deal for

"Monday Night Football,'' NBC might

Going in to a new advertising sea-

son, the network needed "E.R." to

guarantee premium prices for its

shows. To protect its "Must-See"-

Thursday-night lineup, NBC moved its

multiple-Emmy-Award-winning come-

dy "Frasier" from Tuesday to the spot

"Seinfeld" vacated.

Ohlmeyer wanted to emerge from

the so-called up-front season in June -

when advertisers commit up to 80 per-

cent of their budgets to the new net-

work prime-time schedules - able to say

NBC had increased its take, exen after

losing "Seinfeld." When Ohlmeyer

One television

producer of many
hit shows called the

(ER) deal "the half-a-

billion-dollar blunder."

brought in $2.15 billion, he had

achieved that goal.

But the "E.R." bill had not yet

arrived. One television producer of

many hit shows called the deal "the

half-a'billion-dollar blunder." His

math: For Years 5 and 6, NBC might

have paid only $3 million an episode.

Now it must pay $10 million more an

episode.

At 22 episodes a year, that is a $440

million surcharge over two years. Even

over three years. NBC executives dis-

pute those figures, noting .that the

"Friends" deal, which seemed extrava-

gant at the time, now looks like a bar-

gain that might help offset the cost of

"ER."

But $286 million a year takes a lot of

ofl'setting. NBC has already instituted a

company-wide austerity program.

Everyone has been told to cut costs,

even at highly successful shows such as

"Today" and "Late Night With Conan

O'Brien." ^
One unhappy NBC executive in

New York says: "We can't have bottled

water anymore. It makes you sick to

think of all the money that's being

spent on E.R.'"

Meanwhile, over at Warners,

Anthony Edwards, who plays Dr.

Mark Greene, has signed a new con-

tract, upping his salary to more than

$350,000 an episode. Noah Wyle (Dr.

John Carter) did almost as well at

$275,000.

Clearly, the deal will have an impact

on tlie television business like no other.

One network executive (not at NBC)
said that no network would ever again

go down to the wire in working out a

renewal for the No. I show. But some at

NBC argued it is just as likely that stu-

dios with clout like Warners will try to

put offany extension, looking for a sim-

ilar payolT.

NBC's executives came away from

the deal feeling they stepped up and

paid the price - because they had to.

But they do worry about one thing.

What happens to "E.R." between now
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ageU lis sales su aUvjeiilseis had tu buy ilie Disney chiuf, and his top ext'cutive have been able to tell Daly ii would puss ifWaiiie i B i ui l ie i sgotabigpr lceboo}>i and the end of the $858 million deal?

lesser shows to get a position in "E.R."

In both Year 2 and Year 3 of the

series. Meyer made informal overtures

at ABC, Bob Iger, urged Daly not to

assume ABC would not be a player if

"E.R." went on the open market. Still,

on "E.R." Without either, Ohlmeyer

knew Daly was going to get what he

wanted.

for Year 7, it surely would not have

been $13 million. That's how the extra

hit on NBC can reach $500 million

The show created a magic connection

with viewers that network television sel-

dom saw before - and hasn't seen since.

Never underestimate the

importance of people.

Take any environment, from the most

simplistic to the most advanced, and

-you'll notice one common thread.—

People. They're the key to success,

discovery, to the future itself.

At Hewitt, we've been putting people

first for decades. Of course, that's our

business. We're a global consulting

firm specializing in human resource

solutions. We've become an industry

leader by creating a culture that

encourages teamwork, innovative

thinking and personal growth.

What does it mean for you? Imagine

reaching your potential. You can do it

at Hewitt. Majors that have traditionally

been successful in our organization:

Accounting, Actuarial Science,

Computer Science, Economics,

Finance, Math, MIS or Statistics.

For more information, including

upcoming campus events, visit our

website at www.hewitt.com or send

your resume to: Hewitt Associates LLC,

100 Half Day Road, Lincolnshire, IL

60069. Fax: 847-29S-0679. E-mail:

careers(a hewitt.com. As a strategy

for out continued success and our

yision>tbr continuing to foster an

inckuive environment, we seek

individuals who will provide a

diverse range of talent, perspectives,

experience, and backgrounds. Hewitt

is an equal opportunity employer.

In every field of competition,
tite outcome is determined

by tlie players.

SOUND BITES
From page 34

such as "She's Trying."

If all else fails, the energy of the

album stays true to the loyal fans of

the Berkeley band. The only new

sound added to their resume includes

a new remix of "All Mine," a track

from "Honey, I'm Homely." Slower,

darker and a little more sultry, the

new version has added electronic

_background and piano to give the

tune a different, appealing feel.

Although the* album only contains

six songs, each one remains packed

with the traditional DHC spunk,

vitality and humor.

This includes their humorous track

"I Did It For The Toys." An amusing

Christmas tune, it jokes about kissing

Santa Claus in order to get some

rewards.

For DHC fans, the album adds to

the growing collection of successful

tunes which, though lacking crealivi-

^
ty at times, reflect what DHC do best.

Michelle Zubiate

TV
From page 39

manufacturing a microchip. Let a

thousand independent filmmakers -

or cutting-edge comics or specialized

news channels - bloom.

Joni Mitchell, ^'Taming the Tiger*"

(Sony)

Don't come looking for a "Big

Yellow Taxi" or a "Chelsea Morning"

on Joni Mitchell's new album.

Known for her haunting, complex

melodies, penetrating, scale-defying

soprano and poetic, provoking lyrics,

Mitchell has secured her status as a

musical folk icon. Yet, "Taming the

Tiger," a follow up to I994's critically

acclaimed "Turbulent Indigo,"

comes across as flat, uninspired and

tired.

Mitchell has gone through several

transformations since her classic

early albums from the late '60s, such

as "Ladies of the Canyon" and

"Blue." She his experimented with

disco, jazz and heavier rock in subse-

quent albums.

Mitchell has frequently expressed

her desire to expand from the con-

ventional folk musician mode. It only

makes sense that after 30 years an

artist might be tired of the old playlist.

But when it's classic, why mess with a

good thing?

All the songs are heavily instru-

mentalized with layers of sax. bass

law of human averages, tells us that

mediocrity will continue to rule. Nor

is the independence of television's

many new grass-roots contenders

ensured.

If a few of our large media con-

glomerates end up owning virtually all

the new channels, as they already

and guitar orchestra. It all sounds

vaguely new-agey, fused with cool

jazz. The simple folk sound of past

albums has all but disappeared and

has been replaced by a sound with no

tangible core.

Over the years, Mitchell's lithe and

mercurial soprano has descended

into a husky, weary alto. Her voice,

always full of vibrant potency, still

arrests the listener but does not seem

to convey the same gentle urgency of

her younger soprano. Instead, her

new voice and phrasing try too hard

to convey emotions that the songs

simply do not hold.

Mitchell's lyrics focus oh all her

usual suspects.

Jessica Holt

Moe. (CQ), **Tin Cans and Car

Tires" (550 Records)

It's hard to categorize Moe. into a

particular genre. Their sound varies

from country blues to jazz-laced rock,

with a bit of funk tossed in every now
and then. "Tin Cans and Car Tires"

explores all of the group's various

depths with abandon.

It all sounds like a freewheeling

jam session, with the band members

sounding relaxed and at peace with

their instruments. It's a good album.

It's also nothing new.

Moe. has put together a catchy col-

lection, but it lacks in originality.

Their melodies are pleasant, the liner

notes are amusing and there's a cool

picture of a dog on the back of the

jewel box, but they really don't cover

any new territory, musically.

They come olT as Dave Matthews

Band-lite, with the same laid-back

feel, but lacking in the DMB's biting

charisma and deeper-edged musical

experimentation. Sonie songs avoid

this trap - most notably "Happy
Hour Hero."

On this bar-life anthem, Moe. is far

from the Matthews-Phish-Grateful

Dead sound the rest of the album is

minted from, cruising along easily

over a strong bassline and piano

vamp. Staying in this vein would do

them well.

"Tin Cans and Car Tires" is not a

bad album by any stretch of the imag-

ination, but it's not the place to look

for anything different.

Brent Hopkins
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Which i .^ not tn lay thaf n greater threaten in rin. w i l l they effectively

or a desire to pander to advertisers or

to the lowest common audience

denominator? Will they keep risky,

alternative visions off the air on

dozens of channels as they once did

on only three?

If so, the illusion of countless choic-

es will be simply that, an illusion - the

rnmc old name old, resl iccd andj

distraction."

What we must hope is that the opti-

mistic Bewkes view is right. A true

diversity of American voices on TV
could actually enhance the medium's

role in unifying an infinitely varied

population whose many different con-

stituencies, whether separated by

raphy or race or cla.si nr ethntn"-

duce Americans to one another, much
of the record is shameful.

Should there be the future of the

medium, TV will be no more or less

good than it ever was, just more plen-

tiful. Either way, at least one predic-

tion can be made with absolute cer-

tainty. Americans, no matter how
wtifc nevert*i«i<«iai*tt««'aBttr««iB*i»<«ii*ir<ii«

number of entrants into the TV race

means a greater percentage of quality

programs. History, not to mention the

function as gatekeepers just as the old

networks did? Will they neuter every

show, whether out of political caution

Television will remain more often

than not what the writer Larry

Gelbart has called a "weapon of mass

ty. are too often ignorant of too many
others. Though TV has sometimes ful-

filled its potential of helping to intro-

exercise the one power they have, and

have always had, over television - the

inalienable right to turn it off.
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MACHINE
From page 33

While they generally blasted tradi-

tional punk songs noisily and without

much creativity, Suicide Machines

appeared to be giving the set all they

had to offer. Dancing thropgh loud

and chaotic electric guitar hooks, only

once in a while could one really feel a

melody breaking through.

By far the best song of the night and

the best song Suicide Machines holds

remains "Break The Glass," a pick not

included in their latest record but

which can be found on the "American

Werewolf in Paris" soundtrack. It con-

tains an almost unforgivably catchy

chorus, hard-hitting beats and driving

rhythms. Although one wouldn't

know it from Friday's performance,

the song also provides true sing-along

lyrics. Much of its quality, however,

became lost in the excitement and

screaming of the band.

One of the two opening bands.

Avail, played a part in warming up the

crowd for their headliners. Avail pos-

sessed its own type of spunk. But what

they lacked in stage presence, they

made up for in sheer effort and with an

amusing goat-boy kx)king vocalist.

They worked hard on stage to

prompt the mosh pits and enliven the

crowd, and in between, they showed

the glint of real promise in songs that

ranged from metal-punk to a pop-

punk style.

Sure, the night's events could be

considered old, and ihey might stand

as a played-out genre. But if it's still fun

and rockin', what difference does it

make?

WIJNBERGEN
From page 36

unkempt hair and business degree

from Southern Methodist University

intend to be?

Chatting last week in his minimally

furnished office at the Dorothy

Chandler Pavilion. Wijnbergen

acknowledged that his staff is still

adjusting to him.

Though he's been on the job since

March, the new season that opens

Thursday night will mark his first full

year at the orchestra's helm.

"I'm sure that the staff has its diffi-

culties with me because I'm a very

impatient, pushy guy," he says mat-

tcr-of-factly.

"And so they have to get used to

that. Ernest was tough too, but differ-

ent. So I don't know which is better.

You should ask them; you would bet-

ter get the answers there,"

Wijnbergen continued. "But I have a

different style of managing, which

seems to be rather informal, but then

again when I want results, I want

results. And I think that's the only

way to do it."

Fxirthright and opinionated, with a

dryly playful sense of humor,

Wijnbergen has a reputation as a

take-charge problem-solver.

In his previous job, as managing

director of. Amsterdam's distin-

guished Royal Concertgebouw

Orchestra, he brought fiscal stability

to an institution that had run up a $3

millibri <l6n6il dftflf lOfling hairuB

MICHAEL ROSS WACHT/Daily Brum

Delivering a higli-energy set, singer Dan Lukacinsky of

Suicide Machines moves to the music.

ernment subsidy.

Drawing on his graduate studies in

business and arts administration at

SMU in Dallas (he's also a concert-

level pianist and former assistant con-

ductor with the Rotterdam

Philharmonic Orchestra),

Wijnbergen set up new fund-raising

and marketing programs at the

Concertgebouw.

While weaning the orchestra ofT

the public trough, he was able to build

up its endowment, increase subscrip-

tions and expand its bookings.

That track record, plus

Wijnbergen's creative stamina,

impressed the L.A: Phil's board of

directors.

"His style is very hands-on, as was

his predecessor's', and very imagina-

tive," says board president Barry

Sanders. "Of course, he's a relatively

young man for this kind of role, and

I'd say the most important thing is his

fresh approach."

Like Fleischmann, a native

(ierman who has lived in South

Africa and England, Wijnbergen also

is an outsider with a large, expansive

personality.

"1 think L.A. is a place that likes

stars. Ernest was one, and I think that

Willem may be one too," observes

Peter Pastreich, executive director of

the San Francisco Symphony.

Wijnbergen says that "I had no

gameplan, quite frankly" at the time

when the L.A. Phil approached him.

Up to that point, his career had

been a series of intense, five- to seven-

year intervals: from the Music

Conservatory of the City of

Groningen, where he earned degrees

in piano pflrformanca and conduci=
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ing; to the Rotterdam Philharmonic;

SeeWUNBERGEN,page43
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HOLY
From page 33

child-like and deep, goofy and grave.

The executives, who work for a fledg-

ling home-shopping network, see his

potential as a salesmen - and, of

course, race to put him on the air to

sell their worthless crap.

It might be possible to come up

with some creative or fresh jabs at the

world of home shopping, but the con-

cept has been around so long and has

been mocked so frequently that

another satire about the subject seems

totally unnecessary. Couple this with

an excessive two-hour length and

director Stephen Herek's tendency to

underplay situations, and the film

becomes almost as unbearable to

watch as the infomercials it so gleeful-

ly jibes.

The one bright spot in this grand

mess is Murphy, who gives a surpris-

ing amount of life and personality to

his thinly-drawn saint. G., in fact, is

often so vaguely portrayed that he

becomes more of a plot detail than an

actual character. But whenever

Murphy is on-screen, he lightens the

movie a little and even occasionally

manages to insert an actual joke into

the proceedings. ^

The same cannot be said for the

other actors trapped in this debacle.

Kelly Preston, usually so vibrant a

screen presence, is provided with nary

a single funny moment, so she mind-

lessly walks through the film, almost

I Infnrtimat

LUBNER
From page 32

Touchstone f'lCtun's

A market analyst (Kelly Preston) and a network executive (Jeff

Goldblum) beconne allies to save a home shopping network.

transpiirpaL Uely,

at G.'s every bizarre antic.

Here's a question: Since G. is obvi-

ously such a strange guy with such an

unpredictable nature, why is

Goldblum's character constantly sur-

prised each time G. acts out or stravs

takes this into consideration.

Even if it had been released when

its topic still had some sort of cultural

relevancy, "Holy Man" would still

feel a little fiat. However, coming

now, when more parodies of infomer-

Goldblum refuses to go quietly into

that good night and spends the entire

film in "neurotic" mode - pacing,

complaining and whining incessantly

from his planned course ot action?

Wouldn't it seem obvious to anyone

that G. is not going to follow the rules

and take orders? The script never

cials play on IV than mtomercials

themselves, "Holy Man" seems more

than just antiquated - it seems

absolutely unwatchable.

really heavy, which makes it difficult

to manipulate."

Lubner adds that the style of the

painter ultimately defines the pic-

ture. For Lubner, it is the act of

painting the object that conveys

more importance than the object

itself

"Anyone can paint apples, but it

is the way Cezanne paints apples

that is more important than the

apple." says Lubner. "The subject

matter itself is not necessarily the

true subject. The true subject of

painting can have nothing to do with

the object."

Through his paintbrushes,

Lubner 's use of color and method of

putting the image on canvas led

WIJNBERGEN
From page 42

to SMU, where he was recruited

by Procter & Gamble to serve as a^

brand manager in its Rotterdam

office; to the Concertgebouw.

"I had just made a commitment
to my wife where I said, 'Let's not

change anything for a couple of

years, let's just go on,'" he recalls.

"And I said that at a point where

the real work of the

Cor\certgebouw Orchestra really

many critics to put him in the same

category as impressionist Phillip

Guston. Guston's work usually

hung the dark recesses of the human
condition. But Lubner is quick to

point out that he strives to go

beyond categories and lets his paint-

ings speak for themselves.

"I've been called an impression-

ist, a realist, a son of a bitch. I've

been called many things," Lubner.

says. "I am one of those painters

who feel that they shouldn't be cate-

gorized. I like to paint things person-

al to me. I am very fascinated by the

structure. It is a painter's job to

expand space and that is what

besieges me."

ART: "Paintings," by Martin Lubner,

will run through Oct. 31 at the First

Independent Gallery in Santa Monica.

For information, call (310) 829-0345.

young to sit there and be the boss,

which I don't care about."

The audience Wijnbergen has

inherited is less ethnically and eco-

nomically homogenous than the

one that greeted Fleischmann in

the late 1960s, though not neces-

sarily as sophisticated.

"It was basically only the old

supporters, the establishment

audience from Hancock Park and

Pasadena when I arrived, and now
it's an audience from every-

where," Fleischmann says..

Though its tastes in new and con-

had been done and I was ready for temporary music are^broaderrne^
some new challenges. Because I

started in this business pretty

young, and I still felt that I was too

audiences often are not as familiar

with the standard classical reper-

toire, he adds.
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•DR. ROSS J. SOMERS, OPTOMETRIST, (UCLA Alumni) allow us to CARE for you

CONTAa LENSES
(Includes)

• Complete eye exam • Core kit

Computerized contact lens fitting • 6 months follow-up core

RAT ISCH * ^^'^^'^^ agreement (like insurance)

COMPIHYE CARE^ ^^ WlheBld SonoMoni o

MTSn

^s(corner of 1 6th Street, across from Jaguar Showroom)

Vision pi'ans & Medi-cal wetcome/Appointments made 24 hours a day! w

We're Lookim for You
WriUi sloi'ies, gain sales (^x[)(^ri(^nas make friends, and join Biuinlile Yearbook this Thursday.

YEARBOOK

1

Wfrc lookiiii^' lor (Tcativc. ctKT^Tctic. IriftHlly people to join our .staff*. H yoii an*

inicrcskHi in Joining Bruinlilc Vi'arltook, pliuse come to our Oricntalion Mceliiiii litis

Thiirsdav. IJrini,^ vonrsclf. idoas. and a smile to Kcrckhoff' Hall, room IIS at ():*]().
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Daily Bruin

Bruin Bargains

Housing

Cars for sale

Jobs CLASSIFIED
Monday,0ctober12,1998

Gampas RacraHnMiit

HRF
Campus RecraitDMiit Campus Racrattmeiit

"»,* ^

Announcements
1100 Campus Happaninos
1200 Campus Oroanizauoni
1300 Campus Racniltmant
1400 Campus Sarvices
1500 Birthdays
1600 Lagalm»ticas
1700 LostAFeund
1800 Miscallanaous
1900 Parsonal Messagas
2000 Parionals
2050 Pragnanqf
2100 RacraatiomilActivitlas

2200 Rasaarch Subiacts
2300 Sparm / Egg Donors
2400 Tidtals OfKrad
2500 Tickals Wantad
2600 Wantad

For Sale
2700 Appliahoas
2800 Art /Paintings

2900 Bicyclas/Slurtas

3000 Books
3100 Calling Cards
3200 Camaras / Camcorders
3300 Collactiblas

3400 Computars / Software

MHin Fymltiifml
3600 U8r8i|«/Tird Sales
3700 Health ProducU
3800 Miscallanaous
3900 Musical Instruments
4000 Office Equipment
4100 Pats

4200 Rentals

4300 Sports Equipment
4400 Stereos /TVs /Radios
4500 Table Sports

Ttansportation
4600 Auto Aooassorias
4700 Auto Insurance

4800 Auto Repair

4900 Autos for Sale

5000 Boato for Sale

5100 Motorcycles for Sale

5200 Parking

5300 Scooter / Cycle Repair
5400 Scooters for Sale
5500 Vehkies for Rent

Ikavel
5600 Resorts /Hotels
5620 Rides Offered

5640 Rides Wanted
5660 Taxi /Shuttle Service
5680 Thivel Destinations

5700 Travel Ttokets

5720 Vacatton Packages

Services
5800 1-900 numbers
5900 Financial Aid
6000 Insurance
6100 Computer / Internet

6150 Foreign Languages
6200 HeattR / Beauty Services
6300 Legal Advice / Attorneys
6400 Movers / Storage
6500 Music Lessons
6600 Personal Services
6700 Professional Services
6800 Resumes
6900 Telecommunications
7000 TMoring Offered
7100 Tutoring Wanted
7200 Typing
7300 Writing Help

Employment
7400 Business Opportunities

7500 Career Opportunities

7600 Child Care Offered

7700 Child Care Wanted
7800 Help Wanted
7900 Housesitting

8000 Internship

8100 Personal Assistance
8200 Temporary Employment
8300 Volunteer

Housing
8400 Apartments for Rent
8500 Apartments Furnished
8600 Condo / Townhouse for Rent
8700 Condo / Townhouse for Sale
8800 Guesthouse for Rent

. 8900 House for Rent
9000 House for sale

9100 Houseboato for Rent /Sale
9200 Housing Needed
9300 Room for Help

9400 Room for Rent
9500 Roommates - Private Room
9600 Roommates - Shared Room
9700 Sublets

9800 Vacatton Rawtala

advertising information -t^I '
"'. II

Rates
Daily, up to 20 words

...each additional word
Weekly, up to 20 words

...each additional word
Monthly, up to 20 words

...each additional word

$8.00

0.50

27.00

1.50

90.00

5.00

For Classified Display ads, please see
our rate card for variable rate

information.

« ^^_,l DI/C#VER"
MasterCantM

Deadlines
Classified Line Ads:

1 working day before printing,

at 12 noon.

Classified Display Ads:

2 working days before printing,

at 12 noon.

There are no cancellatwns after noon
of the day before printing.

Payment
Please make checks payable to "The
UCLA Daily Bruin." We accept Visa,

MasterCard, and Discover credit cards.

Allow 5 viwking days for mail payments.

Address
118 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza

Los Angeles, CA 90024

internet
E-Mail: classifieds@media.ucla.edu

Web: httpy/www.dailybruin.ucla.edu

Piione
Classified Line: (310) 825-2221

Classified Oisplay: (310) 206-3060
Rue (310) 206-0528

Office Hours
Mon-Thu: 9:00am-4:00pm

Fri: 9:00am-2:30pm
^

How to Write

an Effective Ad
• Start your ad with the merchandise you
are selling. This makes it easier for readers

to quickly scan the ads and locate your

items.

• Always include the price of your item.

Many classified readers simply do not

respond to ads without prices.

• Avoid abbreviations—make your ad easy
for readers to understand.

• Place yourself in the reader's position,

ask what you would like to know about
the merchandise, and include that in the

ad. Include such informatk)n as brand

names, colors and other specific

descriptHNis.

."l^A?R'??:*?:I.* ^i''***^ ^»f .**«*M> Offlc« «! P10M75-9671. OMsWed ads also apfiear on-ime at httpy/www.dailybniJn.uda.edu. Placement on-line is offered as a

with housing disalminatlon proMeme. caN the im ^

conipllmentary service for cuslomere and Is not guaranteed
(rfaneoofonthe firatdayofputilcafcnbynoon.

nrnuy «nWU m«nnn«»u« fc^ihl fcirt i««J«JJ^^^ itillll' ^. ".
»'~^'"~» "»" •vv'' wi-iRio ai impv/www.aaiiyDfuin.uaa.eau. nacemem on- me ts offered as aOii^ fti* b responaWe for the first incorrect ad hjertton only Mirw typographkal ennOT

lANNOUNCEMENTSi P^
CMHpttS

1300
Canvas Recnrftment

1100 ^^^
LESSONS 7&8:30PM
TANGO: 0CT.12
SWING: OCT. 19

SWING/SALSA/TANGO/WALTZ/SAMBA.
BALLROOM DANCE CLUB AT UCLA. MON-
DAYS 7PM-ACKERMAN 2ND FLOOR 310-

284-3636. ballroom®ucla.edu Over 3.500

participants enjoyed our free dance lessons

last year! Experience the romance!

http://www.studentgroups.ucla.edu/ballroom

dance/ BECOME A MEMBER!

1200 __,^
CaiHDBS OrflttOOQHIOIIS

SOMEWHERE IN TJME
HBDC&BDC ANNUAL FIELD TRIPS- Aut-

umn English Regency Costume Ball Octob-

er 17th. Lessons provided at 10am and 2pm.

www.regencyfriends.org 213-384-6622. 10th

Annual Victorian Grand Costume Ball. Oct.

31st. Join the Listserve lahaOpacbell.net

818-892-3454 or http://mem-

bers.aol.com/timeomind/sdi/sdi.html 310-

284-3636 to an-ange carpooling.

ill
uallipilS HOGIIIIIIMIII

Business

Arthur
Andersen
Consulting

Case Competition

Thursday,

October 22nd

\txjngljfe

is looking for volunteer leaders to

work in outreach Chnstian

ministry with high school &
middle school students on the

wcstside and downtown.

Please call 3 IO.397-34IM

for an interview.

for details

visit our

website at

www.orthurandersen.

com/careers/offices/

losongeles.asp

18Q0
HHSGOUflMOUS Psftonais PiUWMilf

1400
Cimpfis Sonrlcss

FRUSTRATED AND DISAPPOINTED with

UCLA? Check out http://universityse-

crets.com. Full text expose of research uni-

versities.

THE GREATEST SECRET ol all time, who is

Shakesphere? www.sirbacon.org

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. Discvuion, Fri. Sttp Snnfy, 3517 Acktrmon

TWi. Book Study, 3517 Ackormon

M/T/W Rm. Dontol A3-029

W«d. Rm. A3- 029

Discussion, AI tknos 12:10- IKX)pm

Pof akohoHe* or Individual* wholttv* a drinking probhm.

VOUR CREDIT .UNION
Your on-campus&on-line financial services

source, for students, faculty&staff. Visit us at

Ackerman A-Level, on-line at www.ucu.org
Of call 310-477-6628.- —

. ; . . '
1

1600
Legal NottoM

FILE NO. 98 1595237. James Kohn and Ja-

son DeVries are doing business as Keep-

TheChange. filed 09/04/98. I

Pvraoiuiis

MEET NEW PEOPLE
the fun way! Call 1-900-776-4549 x2357.

$2 99/min. Must be 18 yrs. Serv-U 619-645-

8434.

SINGLE UCLA Grad. Looking for friendship,

racquetball partner, chatting on-line, and oth-

er general social entertainment. Interested?

email: sweelguy900hotmail.com

CONGRRTULRTIONS TO THE
<98-'99THETRKRPPRPHI
ROCKET PLEDGE CLRSS

DIANA BORIBOON
IRENE DIEP

JILL HSIAO
CHRISTINE KIM
r^EELAI KIM
JEAN KUAN

JAMAY LEE
KATE LEE
WENDY LIN

KATHY NGO
LAN NGUYEN
MIMI PARK

HATRAN
VIVIAN TRAN
CHANIGA VORASARUN
DENISE WONG
LANG YAM
PORTIA YEE

SEE VOU RT PIZZR NITE TONITE!
F, V.T,

We're looking for people who
look at this glass and say:

"There's gotta be other

glasses of water."

Andersen
Consulting

C2,

We need people capable of going

beyond half-full or half-empty thinking.

People who see subtleties. Who are

quite frankly bored by easy answers and

off-the-shelf solutions.

People who are constantly

challenging their own thinking and are

thirsty for new ideas and knowledge.

five years from now that you don't like

it. By then you've invested too much.

Andersen Consulting offers you the

chance to work on a variety of projects -

with client5i in a wide range of industries.

We are the leader in helping

organizations align their essential

components - strategy, technology.

Because business and technology are

ever-changing, we see training as a

continuing process. And our $123-

million Center for Professional

Education in St. Charles. Illinois, is just

one measure of our commitment. We
train you for a career - not just a job.

Are you the kind of person we're

Tou'll have a di'yrcc ftuin a lup

school. Getting a job wont really be an

issue. The question is: which job?

Which industry?

You don't want to get locked into

one area and then discover three to

pruin^ und paipli: iii .ii.l i i»;m.' i l i i' lu.'M i. i lkii iij .iliniii^ Ti i i' k i ii i l iif iinsiii i w ii l i

business perfomiance.

What makes that possible is the

quality of our people. And the quality of

our training. We're known for both.

an unquenchable desire for challenge

and professional growth?

If so, come talk to us. And find out

more about a career with Andersen

Consvilting.

I 1996 Andersen Consulting

For more mformation. please visit our website at http://www.ae.lom

Andersen Consulting will be on campus for the

October 12: Business Association

Social Mixer

7:00 p.m. -9:30 p.m.

Covel Commons
Grand Horizon Ballroom

(For more information: contact the Business Association)

following events:

October 19: Engineering/Technology Night

5:00 p.m. -8:00 p.m.

Kerckhoff Grand Salon

(For more information: contact the UCLA Career Center)

October 14: UBS Information Session

7:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.

Covel Commons
South Bay Room

(For more information: contact the Undergraduate

Business Society)

October 20: Business Association: Business Case

Workshop

6:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. -

Bradley International Student Center

Salon 6

(For more information: contact the Business Association)

October 15: UBS Consulting Fair

7:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.

Covel Commons
Grand Horizon Ballroom

(For more information: contact the Undergraduate

Business Society)

Application Due Date: October 26, 1998

October 23: Engineering and Technical Job Fair

10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

(For more information: contact the UCLA Career Center)

d M i 11 d W a n t

Where you work should be

a place that inspires the mind.

Imagine that.

Visit www.EDS'Imagine-ILcom

and ask yourself,

3,
lla.ll

rtspireJ
EDS

A more productive way of working

HOS A ihc FDS l<)Ki> arr riKJMcrfd markN of Kkcintnic Daia SyMc nv. Corporaiion

KDN JN an equal opponunHv cmpli>vtT. m/f/v/d OlWH llit tronk Data Ss^ims c:«)rp<)ra(i«)n All riKhls rtMrmil

Call or Stop by for a list of available classes

ASAP, Bring your DPR or transcript and

a sample of your own notes.

GREAT PAY!
Get paid as much as $480
per quarter for each class.

Benefits include UCLA Store dib>counts

Call the Lecture Notes office at

310.825.8016

LectureNoteS Located on A-Level Ackerman Union

<^f
THE ACTIVES OF 0KO

Classifieds

825-2221

2200

FREE BIRTH CONTROL PILL?. UCLA re-

search study $50 per visit to clipic. Smokers

ages 18-34 or non-smoker* agete 35-44. Call

Jessica 310-794-1884.

MALE TWINS NEEDED! For .UCLA Be-

search Project. Ages 18-40. $20 for 1 hour.

Please call 310-825-9006.

NORMAL HEALTHY CHILDREN and adol-

escents 8-16yrs needed for UCLA research

study. Receive $25 for lab experiment and

developmental evaluation, and get a scientif-

ic learning experience. Call 310-825-0392.

RESEARCH PARTICIPANTS needed for pa-

tient experiencing hayfever/ailergic rhinitis.

Requires four visits. 6-hours total. Over 7-

lOdays. Will pay up to $100 at conclusion of

study. Contact Dr. Dia Sanchez or Dr. Sax-

on at 310-825-9376.

2300
Simhiii/Em DoQort

ANONYMOUS sperm donors needed. Help

infertile couples while receiving financial

compensation up to $600/month and free

health screening. Convenient hours, located

in Westwood. Call Kim 310-824-9941

PLEASE HELP AN INFERTILE Ja-

panese/Brazilian couple realize their dream.

We saak^ compassionate young Japanese

woman as an egg donor. All medical exams

& procedure paid. Monetary compensation

included. 562-927-5150.

EGG DONORSi
WANTED

if you are a healthy
female between
the ages of 19 and
30 and have health

insurance _.

Compensation
$3500.00

call MIrna Navas at

(310) 829-6782

EGG DONORS
NEEDED

If you are a woman between the ages

of 21 and 35, the many eggs your
body disposes of each montn can be

usee! by an infertile woman to have a

baby. Help an infertile couple realize

their dreams, enter the gene pcx>l and
help advance knowledge of Human

Reproduction! Financial

compensation, of course. Completely
confidenhal. For more information,

please call USC Reproductive
Endocrinology at (213) 975-9990.

2400
TIcfcBts Oftarad

FREE TICKETS
ABC SUMMER HIT "Whose Line is it Any-

way?" staring Drew Carey Call 818-753-

3470-ext 946. 10/9. 10/10. 10/17. 10/18.

11/14. 11/15. 11/21, 11/22.

PARKING NEEDED! Desperately seeking

parking spot on Glenrock or in vicinity. Will

pay top dollar. 323-549-9486-Brad.

WE BUY CARS. New and old. Running or

not. Jeff 310-714-5808.

SIT ON MY FACE
FLOOR PILLOWS
PERSONALIZED, custom-made. See our

Web-site at www.chok:emall.com/somfine/

Display

206-3060

.T.-
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Dedicated to Excellence

Parking & Commuter Services
is looking for friendly, courteous people

to assist our customers with their

parking and information needs.

$7.25-$8.30 Per Hour
Previous customer service and cash

handling experience required.

For more information, stop by the
Parking & Commuter Services office al
555 Westwood Plaza (in Structure 8) for

an application or call (310) 825-1386

Must bft a cui'^nffyrej

student and be available to work early shifts,

nights, weekends, holidays, and throughout the summer."

ll0SMIISi| SiMlOt

T 9 7 d- ¥

9

9

2200
ll6SMii6li Stwies

9 7

WAtfTEP

9 c/ ¥

9

¥

9
0"

¥

9

¥

9
?

¥

9
?

HOME TESTANALTEHNATn
CONDOM VESIQN

eamup
ofadiffi

1 00 by partldpatin]

It condom design ai

study

laterial

Couples must be:

V Male partne^l|f!l 18-f v Female P9(|$il^r age 18-45 v
T WUIIn£p(|||eport on 8 CDnJ|^ uses V
In a stableinHonship witft:||ine partner v
T Current usWlBirth Copm Pills. lUO,

Norplant, cSo. or Sim^lzation

¥
$

9

¥

9

¥

9

cf For more inforrbpion, please call $

1 (800)3^-1998 ^

? ¥<f9?¥cf9?¥o"99¥9
3400
Compiiters/Softiivare

APPLE P0WER800K $500. 100MHZ Ex-

cellent condilJoo. Tons of software. Former
UCLA MBA student. 310-837-9509.

APPLE QUADRA 630 with 36mb ram.

$495.00 Call:3 10-207-4806.

I^ICROSOFT OFFICE 97 professional. Full

version, unopened, unregistered. $75. 1-

800-416-3594

3500
Furniture

BEAUTIFUL WOOD Drafting table. Excellent

condition. $100obo. 2 adjustable swivel

chairs/stools $25obo. 310-474-8688.

t^ATCHING S0FA>10VE SEAT Slate blue.

V.G. condition $300. Fimfi. Contact Steve

800-24 1-9585pg or e-mail; steveo40ix.net-

com.com. Jpeg photo available. ^

Classifieds

825-2221

RuiiRivo

MATTRESS BONANZA!!
SEALY, STEARNS & FOSTER. Also Ortho-

pedic twin-sets-$119.95. Fulls-$169.95,

Queens-$1 89.95. Pillowlops-$299.95. So-
fas$219. Delivery Beacon Mattress. .1309

Westwood Blvd. 310-477-1466.

MATTRESS SETS!!!
Twin $79, Full $89, Queen $139, King $159,

Bunkbeds. Deliveries, Phone Orders Accept-

ed. 310-372-2337.

MATTRESSES. FUTON. DESK. Bookshelf.

Dinette Sets. T-Table. Lamps. Deliveries. 7-

days open. King's Furniture. 11961 Santa

Monica Blvd. 310-575-4243.

SOLID BLEACHED MAHOGANY TABLE. 3

leaf. 6 chairs, buffet, breakfront, mint condi-

tion. $2500. 310-398-8399

S|N)iiii/E98 Douofi Sponn/I^ Donors

4700
1^ JUitokisuraiice

SpecialEgg DonorNeeded -$25,000

We are a loving, infertile couple hoping to find a

cxjmpassionate woman to help lis have a baby.

We're looking for a healthy, intelligent college

student or college graduate, age 21-33, with blue

eyes and blonde or light brown hair.

Compensation i'25,6Wplus expeases. Your gift

will bring lx)undless joy.

Fk-a.se a)ntact as tlirougli our

'V -^ repre-senlaliveai 14S00-776-76H0J

AUTO
INSURANCE

''NO BULL"
Best Prices, Same Day

STUDENT DISCOUNTS

Motorcycles, SR22
Accidents, Tickets OK
CALL AAHA NOW
FOR FREE QUOTE

TOLL FREE
1 (800) 225-9000

SPACE SAVING wood bunk beds. 8 draw-

ers, ladder, easy assembly $220 o/bo Wood
desk. 5 drawers. 3' x 5'. glass surlace $100

o/bo. Bookcase 6' x 3". 6 shelves $50 o/bo.

White dresser. 6 drawers 1-1/2" x 2-1/2' x 5-

1/4' $100 o/bo. 310-553-8943.

3700
HaaNh Praduds

LOSE WEIGHT NOW
ASK ME HOW

All natural nutntional health products. Call

310-202-6044

4200
.^Kontslt

* Piano Rentals *
It Low Monthly Rates "^^
^Hollywoocl Piano Rental Companyi

7 ^ 213-462-2329 ^
••••••••••

MIsoeBanoQus

BRUINS, SAVE MONEY
BUY USED BOOKS
FOR FALL QTR 98

BOOKS INCLUDING Econ: 130. Lots of

Sociology books including: Sociology: 2, 126

(Soc of Norms). 132 (Soc. Psy.). t^150 (Soc

of Againg) & 1^162 (Soc of gender). Art

history 56 (reader only). Sold al cheaper

price than the UCLA bookstore. Call 310-

836-1023 for f^ichele after 6P(^

FEMALE UCLA GRAD STUDENT needs

rides Wed.'s from LA. to reach UCSB by

4:30pm. Leave UCSB Thurs. after 6 30p.m
310-475-3720

SILVER JEWELRY made in Taxco, -f^exico.

For Sale, call me for information. 213-460-

6258

Autos for Sale

1989 FORD PROBE GL-lmmaculate.
Newpaint job. tint, stereo, brakes, struts.

Large trunk-space, good gas. perfect for

school. Runs&looks grea». i3,500obo. 323-

913-2561.

91 JEEP WRANGLER
Black. 6 cyl. 5 speed. 76Kmi. CD/soundbar.
Alarm. Immaculate. In/out. Running boards.

fVlust see. $7495. Adam 310-876-7375.

92' (MITSUBISHI ECLIPSE, red. 5-sp. 55K.
new detachable face stereo, clutch, brakes.

Excellent condition. Must sell. $5500obo.
310-262-9203.

95 VW CABRIO conv. Low mileage. 6-CD
Leathe r sea ts . Auto, powe r evefy-

thing. Jason 310-372-9167.

4900
Autos for Sato

1987 325 BMW- Silver, black intehor, 4door,
full. Excellent condition. $5000 obo. 310-

206-8252.310-473-2114.

1993 DODGE CARAVAN LE- V6 a w.d-
a.b.s- Airbag. ioaciod. 7passenger (4quads)
phone, new tires. All power, a/c. 64K miles.

One owner. Looks/runs great. Low price for

quick sale. $8900 obo. 310-476-9195.

89 Honda Accord LXi, auto, loaded, new
tires, supor clean, 87K mi., xint cond.,
tiel/beige. $5950. 310-376-7648.

ADVERTISE

1987 ISUZU TROOPER 4WS. 5spd, 2 door.

Good Condition. Stereo w/Cassette. 116K
miles, Original Owner, $3500obo, 310-206-
5803day. 3 10-398-2601 eve
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BEST Universities

in the West

Composed of More TJian

35,000 Individuals,

Eager to PuHicipate,

Searching for Their

Place on Campus

Advertise
^ Your Events

Call Internal Display

206-7562

I I

Display

206-3060
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If you know IT is f^CEM^/^Ot/S^ICOPFRS @
where you want to

be, but you thought

high tech was

the last place your

higher
education was

going to take you...

MANAGEMENT CONSULTING SERVICES

To learn more about IT Careers, join us for our:

\

. 1 I ' .
1

1

World Tour
Not just your average boring Information Session!

Date: Tuesday, October 1 3% 1 998

Time: 6:30 pm - 8:30 pm

Place: Covel Commons, Grand Horizon Room

Attire: Business Casual

Food, fun and prizes!

All majors from Liberal Arts to Engineering welcome!

Your first step to a rewarding career is to complete our Online Career Profile @

www.pwcglobal.com
~

lust dick on "Careers" "^

PricewaterhouseCoopers is an equal opportunity employer.

n. I
1 1 <I ]

I I I I
I

C 1998 f'ricewatorhouscCoofx^i LLP. Pricrw^tcrhouscCoofXfs rvfors IoiIh' U.S. firm of Pricewah^houieCoopcrs LLF^hd afhtrfncinbers ofOie
worldwide Priccw.itorhouseCcx)p(^s orf^jni/alioi}^

'

'^_J___^^-i_j_l_ •*-«•
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ACROSS
1 Clothing

5 Wedding-vow
site

10 Sandwich
cookie

14 Woodwind
15 Hollow stone

16 Dozes
17 Imagined
19 Asian nurse

20 Jockeys attire

21 — verite

23 Flowers

25 Body of water

26 Batterv posts

27 Breakfast food

30 Wearing nothing

31 Go hastily

33 Title

35 Cravat

36 Western
alliance: abbr.

37 Flop

38 Sicilian volcano
40 Oregon capital

42 Manicunst's tool

43 Walks
45 Soprano Farrell

47 Wildebeests
48 Newest
49 S A animal

52 Facilitated

53 Indonesian
island

54 Certain thief

59 Has— : former

star

60 Input data

61 Brontes
governess

62 Sleep like —
63 Climb
64 Fender-bender

result

DOWN
. 1 Zeus or Apollo

2 Middle Eastern

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

S H A P E C B S S L A T

L 1 V E N M H A L E

V E R T w 1 G S 1 S L E

Q E R M 1 N A T E B E S M
S T A R Ea E L L W S

T L 1 D s R 1 D^HE L M E L L E S P E
A G E E DSS [EDIiS
M A N G L E M 1 C A R U MpepG S L U R
S E A S N sp E R G S
T 1 G H T H N E Y C M B
E D G E P E L T L A M e R
N E 1 L R 1 L L E R A S E

R E L oj K A Y S P R A T

garment
3 Cowboy star

Rogers
4 — manner
5 Immortal.^

6 Plumbing

'

problems
7 Male turkeys

8 Summer
beverage

9 Bntish soldier,

once
10 Continuously
11 Where Caesar

lived

12 Mild cheese
13 Workers'

protection

agcy.
'18 Stand up
22 Lodge
23 Some Arctic

natives

24 Mouse or rat

25 Everyday
language

26 Poker stake

27 Aims
28 Women
29 Magic charm
32 Embers
34 Utopia
39 Having a spat

40 Miners' troughs

41 Use a ruler

42 Supplied (an

arrow) with

feathers

44 Toronto's prov.

46 Centurion's

highway
48 Tag
49 "Fernando"

group
50 Celt

51 Toast topper

52 — Kett of the

comics
55 Mandela's org.

56 Caustic
ingredient

57 Pnnce Valiant's

son
58 Soak, as flax
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4900

1988 TOYOTA SUPRA, black, targa. tinted

windows, alarm, automatic, detachable ster-

eo, perfect condition. Gorgeous, must sell.

$4600. 818-754-4478.

'82 DODGE CONVERTIBLE- 400.

140.000miles. Original owner. Well-main-

tained Leather, power window & lock.

$2,000 310-MaMasha: 451-1147

'86 BMW 325es Runs good. New tires, pow-

er windows, sunroof. A/C. AM/FM. stereo

w/cassette and looks great. $3800. Call

Christina ©31 0-91 4-4090.

'88 Jeep Cherokee Limited. Loaded. 4X4,

black, gray leather seats, sunroof. 121K.

Great car. $5500obo. 310-471-3231.

'88 JEEP WRANGLER- Loredo package,

89K Full soft top. Excellent condition. $6299
310-472-9472.

5400
Scooters for Sale

87' HONDA ELITE 150 First owner. 300+
miles. 1500 OBO. 310-842-4760.

HONDA ELITE 150. 5600mi. Great condi-

tion. $1100. Lock&heimet included. Call

f^ark 626-568-3456.

Ihnrol Deotbiaflons

SEMESTER AROUND THE WORLD.
Travel to Greece, Spain, Costa Rica, or Aus-
tralia and earn college credits. Call toll free

1-877-333-SATW(7289).

'wd/itmniM
Round Trip Airfares

Lima S375

Cuzco $495

Santiago $689

Sao Paulo / Rio $598

Guayaquil / Quito $635

Buenos Aires $698

iHzvo }titvhu l^ivi'h tt

R, T Air F.iie J D.iys 3 Nii;hts Motel & City Sifihtseeint;

VO^^ PIUSt.UP4

.ilsci ()ncl«.if;es to G.il.HiaRo^

For Res: 310 652 8821/800 289 0549
PHOFKSSIONAl. TRAVEL SERVICE

South Amrriran SpfCuUsts i nt • ioi7ai'no

5700
Ihiifol TIckels

2-POUND TRIP tickets leaving LA to Balti-

more. $200/each. Call 916-615-2846.

1-900 Numberi

ARE YOU LOOKING
FOR LOVE?

1 -900-896-2323ext.6466. Must be 18yrs.

$2.99/minute

Serve you 61 9-645-8434.

ASK AWESOME PSYCHICS. ..questions

about love, money, healtti. 24hrs/day!!! Call

now!!! 1-900-370-3734 x2558. $3.99/min.

Must be 18years old. Sen/-U 619-645-8434.

GIRLS!! LIVE !! 24hrs/day!! Talk one on one.

Call • Now!! 1-900-825-2100 x1294

$3.99/min. Must be18 years old. Sen/-U 619-

' 645-8434.— -

Best Dateline Ever

Time to find someone who cares.

Call now.

1-900-933-1818 ext. 6040

$2 99/min. 18+

Jierv-U 619-645-8434

5900
FfeianciaiMd

»-»'f^<»^.V

FREE CASH GRANTS
COLLEGE. SCHOLARSHIPS. Business
Medical Bills. Never repay Toll Free 1-800-

218-9000 Ext G 1650.

STUDENT LOANS
GET YOUR Stafford Student Loan from Uni-

versity Credit Union (Lender Code 832123).

Also receive low-cost financial services 310-

477-6628; wwwucu.org.

insurance

COMPUTER INSURANCE. Protection from

accidents, burglary, power surges, water and

lire losses. Ed Gariel 818-816-5953,

Lic#OB55989.

INSURANCE WAR!
WE'LL BEAT ANYONE'S price or don't want

your business. All drivers. Newly licensed.

Student/staff/faculty discounts. Request the

"Bruin Plan." 310-777-8817 or 818-222-

5595.

6100
Computor/Momot

MACINTOSH EXPERT
Install hardware, software, memory. Trouble-

shooting Software training. Supenor Desk-

top Publishing/Design of Brochures, menus,
newsletters Reasonable rates. Pager aiO-

572-0509.

WEBSITE GURU part time' Brentwood.

Manlyn Pink 310-395-1465.

WORLD WIDE WEB
SECRETS

Dowload Up To $100K In Software For
FREE! 1-900-288-7888 Ext 5360 $2 99/min.
Must Be 18f. Serv U 1 G19-645-84J4

MerrillLynch
'.a

ai>vc
IN CLASS

^!TTT^
DISPLAY

206- 3060
-$- STUDENT SPECIAL
Health Insurance $59/ month

Blue (toss of CA Aulhon/ed .\|!>t.

fl PPO no dcdiiclihic • Free vi>iion & denial

(all: (800) 696 -4422

« \A'v^A;k.lstheal(hinsurajice.cum
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Tired oi high prices? Call

LAyJA's ElECTRolysis

& SkJN Care
20% off with this coupon-

above $20 purchase

• permdiu-nt hair reinovjl tor men &
women

• [K'rm.inent make-up

• Fai lals, waxing, body treatments, ear

piercing

• I'hysician referred certitied, disposable

probes cS. sterilization

• Free consultation 15 minutes

• Gender Friendly

• West L.A.

(510)475-8979

IT'S 9:42 A.M., AND YOU'VE
ALREADY BEEN TO BOSTON,
BEIJING AND BERLIN.

I

\

^iisiaw
You're in good hands.

Insurance Company
(310) 312-0204

1281 Westwood Blvd.
C2 t>lk.s So of WilsMIre)

Delinltely rVrmanenl

HAIR REMOVAL
L.As lorcmosi Hlcclrolotiisl

LuCia (310) 208-8193
lf);)l WVsiwooti [Mvd.

YotJ're •an Analyst at Merrill Lynch, one of the world's

truly global financial services companies. From the

very beginning of your career, you gain exposure

to every facet of global finance. You have the

opportunity to work with senior managers

and professionals at all levels. And

through our global training

program, you really get to

know the world of finance from

Cfin't figure out the answer JL for 7 down?

' a different perspective.

Experience the environment at Merrill

Lynch. It's like no other. Friendly.

Personable. Cooperative. For such a large

organization, we offer an atmosphere of

camaraderie and teamwork that's truly unique.

If you're an undergrad or have a bachelor's degree,

we invite you to discover all the exceptional

opportunities we have for Analysts. You'll exchange

ideas with the best and the brightest. And talk about

a future that promises to be as exciting as our past.

Merrill Lynch is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
wtmmmtmim^ltm

Time to put down your pencil

and pick up the ptione^

If you are a senior, you must make an appointment at the

Campus Photo Studio to get your senior portrait taken.

If your last name be^ns with the letter A-E, you MUST lake

your photo Ix^fore October 16.

To make an appointment, call 206.8433.

For UCLA students:

MERRILL LYNCH will be on campus

for a corporate presentation on

Tuesday, October 13, 1998 at 6:00 PM

in the Bradley International Center-

International Room

Visit us on the web:

w w w . m I com

• Investnient Banking Debt Markets

• Equity Markets • Asset Management Group

Display

206-3060
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New Management

SUBS & SALADS

u«

We're famous for quality meats and cheeses on

cold or hot sub sandwiches. We

also feature low calorie pita

pocket sandwiches and crisp

garden salads. Try a fresh

new way of eating out

at BLIMPIE«

(310)209-1070
FAX: (310) 209-5562

951 Westwood Blvd.
Westwood VIHage (comer of Weyburn)

Catering, Delivery & Piclcup

good at: 951 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood Village

*Not valid with Value Menu items. Please present this coupon before ordering.

Not valid rf altered or duplicated. One order per coupon. One coupon per

customer per visit. Customer must pay any sales tax due. Not good in

combination with any other offer Cash value 1/1 00 of 1 c. Redeemable at

participating restaurants.

I
OFFER EXPIRES 11/15/98

HM^W

r

Buy any ice

cream, smoothie,
or shaice and get

one FREE!
(equal or lesser value)

suss « SALAOS
^t'^ <t ieoMtl^ul C^Uh^.

any 6" Sub
Sandwich*

suas « uxADi
0('<t « ieattU^ut tAiHf,

good at: 951 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood Village

•Not valid with Value Menu items. Please present this coupon before ordering

Not valid if altered or duplicated. One order per coupon. One coupon per

customer per visit. Customer must pay any sales tax due. Not good in

combination with any other offer. Cash value 1/100 of 1c. Redeemable at

participating restaurants.

OFFER EXPIRES 11/15/98

Buy a regular 6" Blimpie Sub
Sandwich, Med. Drink and
Chips and Receive One

6"Sub Sandwich of Equal or

Lesser Value FREE*

good at: 951 Westwood Blvd

Westwood Village

*Ncjt vaW with Value Menu Items. Please present this coupon before ordering.

Not vsyid if altered or duplicated. Or>e order per coupon. Or>e coupon per

customer per visit. Customer must pay any sales tdx due. Notgisodn
combinalion with any other offer. Cash value 1/100 of U. Redeemable at

participating restaurants.

OFFER EXPIRES 11/15^

Monday,0ctob(f12,1998 SI

fr7-«r^
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^'re LooMnff for You
\\ril<' .sl(irK«. ;rain sales f.\|«THtMr, riwkc frmKls. a/kl jrtin ^-^ Hruinlifc \m\mk Hits TliiiiMlav.

Hsilih / B#iiity Sjiiftai i

W8P
ProfesskNial Services

"1

hrifelife
Y -E A R B K

We're l(H)kin^' lor crealive, ener^elic, Iricndly iM'ople to join our .slall. 11"

you are inleresled in joining' liruinlile YearlxMjk, pleasi- come lo our

()rienlalion Meelin^' Ihis Thursday. Mrin^' voursell" ideas, and a smile lo

Kerekholl llalir(M)m liSal(»::{().

lu)l)^ i:ssi:\ii\Ls

2S7o OFF facial, waxing,

elecfrolysis. ear piercing,

eyelash finf, preify

hands and feef.

Henna Body Art.

(310) 393-3621

1^

Graduating? 7000
IMofing Offored

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years exp. alt

levels ar>d styles. Patient and organized.

Guitars available. Sam 310-826-9117.

GUITAR LESSONS by professional near

UCLA. All levels, guitars avail. Call Jean at

310-476-4154. www.JWGS.com

VOICE. PIANO LESSONS by professional

singer/pianist, Juilliard School. MM'. All levels

welcome, 310-544-1240.

6700
^
Professional Serwlces

MBA, LAW, MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS!
Frustrated developing your critical personal

statements? Get professional help from well-

known author/consultant. 310-826-4445.

www.winningpersonstatemenl com

7000
lUtorlng Offered

PROFESSIONAL wnting and editing help at

any stage with your personal statement by a

qualified top notch writer. 310-936-2463.

RELATIONSHIP SPECIALIST- Effective,

supportive, confidential counseling. Individu-

als and couples. Carole Chasin, MA,
M.F.C.C. 310-289-4643

6800
Resimws

SOON TO BE
GRADS/GRADUATES
The Resume Experts Guide can help you get

the job and salary you desire. From the

cover letter to the interview we can help.

Only $15.95 Make Check or Money Order

payable to : Knabitic Enterprises 3230 E.

Flamingo Rd. Ste. #565 Las vegas. NV
89121

7000
1tatoriii9 Offered

A Unique Plaee

Physics
Writing Help

Biology Chemistry Math
EngUsh Spanish ESL
College implications

ACT TOKFT.
Our experienced tutors meet all tutoring needs

Afi;er-Hour§sMTntormjg(
and Internalioiial €af« ^7

I

TeL 310.446.4814
310.589.3931

http://www.After-Hours.com

Study, Tutoring, & Test prep
2277 Westwood Blvd.

6200
Health Services

;xxxuzzzzzzzzzzzzzuzzzzro

"^ wP^^^^epe w w^v^w^WwW i^^wi wiw^p^p Healili / BiMity Servtoet

^
BRACES

FOR ADULTS & CHILDREN
For a complimentary consultation or second opinion, please call

(310)447-5790
One year orthodontic

-treatment including all initial

diagnostic records (X-rays,

models, pictures), and

retainers.

down payment

$74.00/month!'
2 year orthodontic treatment including records and retainers. $108* a month. *9.9* APR OAC for 42

months includes a 10% student & faculty discount. No interest payment plans available (call for details).

- Ceramic or clear braces - Retainers (removable appliances)
• Straii^tenint; of teeth and bites - Tooth Whitening

• Space closure - Preventive orthodontics for children

• Cosmetic recontouring
;; ^

11645 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 1060, 5 blocks from UCLA

K
MAURICE FIROUZ, DPS.. Member American Association of

Orthodontists Member AAO. PCSO. CSSO. WLADS. CDA. ADA. VCIA
Graduate 1987. UCLA Lecturer 1990-'93. Over 3000 treated satisfied

patients.

H

H

Contemoo Nails
Manicures Pedicures

Fills & Silks

Sculptured Nails

Wax
& MORE!

333 Robertson Blvd. Beverly Hills

(btwn. Gregory Way & Olympic Blvd.)

MorvSat 9-7 pm, Sun 10-5 pm.
Free Parking

No Appt. Necessary

Call (310) 855^879
Izzzzzxzzzzzzzxzxxxxxzzrzx?

6700
Prafessioiuil Servkes

A FREE SESSION
Psychotherapy/Counseling for depression,
anxiety, obsessions, post-traumatic stress,

etc. Couples/Individuals. Student rates.

Crime victims may be eligible for free treat-

ment. Call Liz Gould (MFC#32388)@310-
578-5957 to schedule your free consultation.

CARPENTER. Free estimate. Reasonable
price. Call Pedram 310-838-5187.

3 EAGLE EYED EDITOR
PROOFREADS THESES, publications; tu-

tors English, study skills; trains time man-
agement, stress reduction. Nadia Lawrence
PhD 310-393-1951.

Lsgal Alivioi/Atloiiioys

GREEN CARDS NOW!
FILE YOUR GREEN CARD LOTTERY.
Starting 10-1-98 through 10-26-98. Call at-

torney Doreen021 3-251 -9588.

MovBH/StonHlls

j^

BEST MOVERS. Licensed, insured. Lowest
rates. Fast, courteous-fcareful. Many stud-

ents moved for $98 Lie. -T- 163844. NO JOB
TOO SMALL! 1 -800-2-GO-BEST

HONEST MAN W/14ft truck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok. Student discount.

Ask about 10% discount. 310-285-8688. Go
Bruins!

JERRYS MOVING&DELIVERY The careful

movers. Experienced, reliable, same-day de-

livery. Packing, boxes available. Also, pick-

up donations for American Cancer Society.

Jerry031 0-391 -5657.

6500

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedicated pro-

fessional. At your home or WLA studio. 1st-

lesson free. No drum set necessary.

Neil:213-654-8226.

GREEN CARD LOTTERY 50.000 Visas
awarded by US GOV. $35 for attorney pre-

pared application. John Manley. Esq. 12304
Santa Monica Blvd. #300 LA. CA 90025.
310-820-7553. Deadline lo apply: 10/28

JAPANESE CONVERSATION CLASS. San-
ta Monica College. Business and travel.

Starting 10-31-98 through 12-12-98. Six Sat-

urdays. 9am-12pm. $75. Participatwn en-

couraged. 310-452-9214.

OUTREACH COUNSELING SERVICES.
Fee based on ability to pay. Insurance&Med-
icare accepted. Encino: 818-819-6145.

L.A.:213-850-0204.

PRIZE-WINNING
ESSAYIST AND FORMER PROFESSOR
w/two Ph.Ds can help you produce winning

prose. Theses, papers, personal statements.

David <davedit@pacbell.net> 805-646-

4455.

Counseling and Psychotherapy
...to examine lift- c«)nccrns/issiics in

privacy and rcspix't. Individuals,

cmipicN. families. Stress, anxiety.

depression, self-esteem, relationships.

Ivorraine M. Yam;imur^. Ph.D. C:iinieal

Psychologist PS"^! 1067 (,1I0).^y2 S209

ENGLISH TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford University

graduate. Help with writing—for students of

all ages/levels Sl7/hr. 310-472-8240 or

310-440-0285.

EXPERIENCED TUTOR IN chemistry & bio-

chemistry from high school to graduate
courses. Flexible hours. Competitive rates.

Please call 310-573-2284.

FRENCH TUTORING
Or grade irpprovement for all levels. Highly

experienced teacher. Also translation. Call

Evelyne: 310-395-5953.

Math/Physics/Statistics/English/Hebrew.

Computerized statistical analysis avail-

able. Tutoring sen/ice. Free consultation.

Reasonable rates, call anytime. Han (800)90-

TUTOR. www.my-tutor.com

PRIVATE TUTORING
SECONDARY PRIMARY LEVELS. All sub-

jects. Affordable rates. One on one. At your

home. Call ADMIRAL TUTORING: 310-477-

9685.

THE WRITING COACH
Experienced teacher. PhD offers tutoring,

term paper assistance. English. Social Sci-

ence. History. Foreign Students Welcome.
Call: 310-452-2865.

TUTOR:English. French, ESL. ISEE/^AT
preparation. Emphasis on reading compre-
hension/writing/study skills. Elementary, sec-

ondary, college. Qualified teacher, 15-years

experience. $45/hr. Stephanie: 310-395-

4688.

UCLA ENGLISH ALUMNI, pro-writer, young,

superb papers guaranteed. High school and
below welcome. Jeff 213-653-2240.

7100
Ikitoring Wanted

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

Al subjects, Theses/Dissertations.

Personal Statements. Proposals and Books
Internationa] students welcome.

SINCE 1985
Sharon Baf . Ph.D. (310) 470-6662

FRENCH TUTOR WANTED 9th grader.

Must be grad student or French major. Fee
negotiable. Call Wendy (818)788-8319.

HOMEWORK BUDDY Undergrad/graduafe
who likes kids to help 10-year-old boy and 6-

year-old twins w/homework. Some driving

and afterschool sports. M-Th/4-8pm. 3-

4days/wk. 310-459-8025.

MATH MAJOR TUTOR in statistics for Valley

resident in Woodland Hills. Please contact

Diane at 818-888-0132.

Classifieds

825-2221
Display

206-3060
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RELIABLE STUDENT WANTED to heip high

school junior with homeworic in various sub-

jects. 6-10 hrs,/wk. flexible. $10-12/hr.

J31 0)556-46 IOex.1

TUTORS WANTED $15/hr. Santa Monica.

Brentwood, BH. Math, chemistry, physkis.

SAT prep, spanish/frerrch. Experienced, reli-

able, must have own car. 310-679-2133.

7200
lypint

Pmc
3!BSS!rT3B!3S!

lO+YRS EXPERIENCE
Word Processing. Transcriptkxi. Resumes.
Application Typing, Editing, Notary & More!

Legal/Medical-Mac/IBM. Student Discount.

818-380-0347.

HATE TO TYPE? Let me do it for you.

Fast-t-accurate. Professional screen plays

excepted. $2/pg. Call-Iris 310-839-3101 or

page 310-915-2255.

NO TIME TO TYPE?
CALL PICTURE PERFECT Word Process-

ing and bring/fax your papers to me! 24hr

sendee, delivery available, laser prints. Stud-

ent discount. 310-915-2224.

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-

es, dissertations, transcription, resumes, fli-

ers, brochures, mailing lists, reports. Santa

Monica, 310-828-6939. Hollywood. 213-466-

2888.

^^^..v....;,. iaUustry vc;^:^.. _:u.;.:.a -'--^ifi

label based in Seattle seeking inves-

tor/partner. Exceptional talent secured.

Great opportunity to step into recording in-

dustry. Contact Mogul Music ©206-340-

0202.

7500

DREAM JOB
IS HERE. The one w/tots of income potential

ar>d freedom to do what you want. Call 1-

800-462-5714

7300
Wfrithiiiilelp

WORD PROCESSING. Typing, proofing

editing, rewriting, research, resumes, tutor

ing. etc. Fax, email, bring work to me. Rush

es. Student discount. 818-830-1546.

7400
ilufinfftf OpiMwIwwWiftff

$500/DAY. Nude modeling-women 18+ all

types. No experience necessary. Safe, pro-

fessional environment. Refer a friend and
earn $50! 310-358-3865.

ARE YOU SUFFERING from an income
shortage? Earn $1500+monthly offering new
400 MHz computers or 233 MHz laptop ava

to distributors for $350. Free details.

www.newmillennium.tech.com/webb.htm or

call 323-298-8506.

DRIVE YOUR DREAM FOR FREE. Any
make, nxxlel, or price. No down payment.

^ No security deposit. Great income potential.

888-891-8890

Men-Women ages 18-24 for nude modeling

for magazines and fine art. Call 310-289-

8941 days for information.

MULTIPLE STREAMS of Income from a per-

fect part-time home business. 1977 "Peo-

ple's Choice Award' winner. Recently fea-

tured in "Investor's Business Daily""Suc-
cess' magazine. 24hour message 1-888-

572-4846.

AIDE WANTED FOR 11 -year old boy Daily

living skills &educatk)n help. Experience pre-

ferred. NIghts&weekends. 310-542-4146.

ATTENTION: a loving, mature, N/S, female

to babysit 4yr/old girt during week. 30-40/hrs.

Transportation needed. Exp a-plus. Refer-

ences-. $d7hr. 812-949-1653.

BABYSITTER WANTED
CREATIVE AND FUN for two kids ages

10&5. Saturday nights, Hollywood Hills,

good references" Salary negotiable. 213-

850-7074.

BABYSITTER WANTED for 11 and 8 yr. old.

Fridays 3-6pm. Off of Westvirood Blvd. Must

have own car. non-smoker. 310-470-4142.

BABYSITTER
Westwood mom looking for warm outgoing

babysitter for 5-yr-old boy Prefer afternoon

and evening availat)ility. Experience and car

preferred, but not required. References re-

quired. 310-472-9364.

i»8r6 IffSimNI

Beverly Hills honte w/pod and view. 3-Small

kids ages-6, 4. &10mos. Fax resume 310-

550-7092.

CHILDCARE- DUTIES: Ptek-up, supen/ise

hw. Ages 7&11. Santa Monica area. Must

drive. $10/t)r. Aftemoons 3:30-6:00pm. M-F
Evenings:310-391 -6424 Days:3J 0-825-1 359

DEPENDABLE, MATURE student w/car

wanted for aftemoons+earty evening child-

care in BH area. $7.50/hr+gas. 10-12/hrs-

week. Must have/references. Call Janet 323-

874-4073.

FUN/CARING
BABYSITTER. Responsible, fun individual

needed for picking up and caring for lOyr old

boy and 7yr okj girt. Must have car and be a

good driver. 2-5days/wk. 2:30-6pm. Call

Gayte: 31 0-450-4 109(evenings)

LIVE-IN FEMALE BABYSITTER 20-25

hrs/wk., $125/wk.. help w/ homeworit. driv-

ing, outdoor play. Room/t)oarding, parking,

private bath, 1 block from UCLA. 310-470-

0021.

MOMS HELPER
10/yr-old girt needs after-school care, some
driving to activities, help w/homewort(, etc.

Approx. 10-12/hrs week. $8/hr. 310-208-

3348.

MOTHER'S HELPER
$8/HR. To pick-up 8 year old girt 3-5days

from school and take to activities. 3:30-

7:30pm. Must be reliable w/references. 310-

276-6316

NANNY/HOUSEKEEPER M-F, 12-8:30pm

and 2-10:30pm (alternating). Experience

w/newt}om, own car. and reference a must.

Fluent English. Salary negotiable. 310-470-

8390.

&nL
,1
T CHILDCARE

FOR VERY SPECIAL 4-YEAR OLD GIRL.

International or biNngual background, car,

references required. Grand Piano. Beverty-

wood adjacent. Laird-310-287-1677.

RESPONSIBLE. CARING PERSON to care

for 10-^7-y/o girts. P/T: 10-20 hrs/wk. Car. in-

surance, references. Child Development
background a-plus. $8-10/hr. Westwood-
area. 310-276-3474.

Seeking female tutor/babysitter w/car for 4th

grader to fielp w/reading and math. WLA
tocatton. M, W, Th. 2:45-5:45PM. $8/hr. 310-

474-4732.

SEEKING providers for night/weekend child-

care. Must have college background and
CPR card. Hours flexible $7-10/hr. Must
have ref. Call: 310-545-5181.

SINGLE MOM needs help w/2 boys (10+13)

School pk:k-up, help w/homewort(, take to

soccer. 10-12 hrs/week. Safe car, good driv-

ing record. KathyO310-399-1987.

SPUNKY AND CHEERY person to babysit

10&12 year-old girts and help w/homewortc in

Pacific Palisades. Evenings. Must have own
car, references. 310^59-5069.

STUDENT WANTED to care for 8-year-old-

boy in. SM. 2-3 days/week after

2:30p.m.'&evenings. Availability desired.

Good driving record/reliable car&references.

$8-9/hr. 310-458-3837.

STUDENT with child development courses

to care for 18 month old in our home. Prefer-

ably 9am-3pm, days negotiable. Call 310-

575-0747.

TUTOR for 2nd&4rth graders; Must pick up
from school, assist with homewortc and din-

ner; 3:30-7PM, M-Th; Driver's License re-

quired. Salary negotiable; Hollywood Hills lo-

cation reply to 310-789-2054

MONDAY EVENING

BROADCAST STATIONS

A - Century Cable B = Channel Name C - Bruin Cablevision OCT. 12, 1998

11

13

34

CiT

TTT

28

nr

197

,11)

IW

28

9

11

13

25

NewsSC CBS News

NewsiE:

Sister,

Sister S,

Sister.

Sister 'K

Charlie Rose (In Stereo)

Newsli:

News K

Fresh
Prince

NBC News

Nanny (In

Stereo) iC

Newshour With Jim
Lehrer K

Ent.

Tonight

Extra (In

Stereo) E
Friendslln

Stereo) ±

Hdiywood
Squares

Access
Hollywood

SeinfeldJIn

Stereo) K
Life and Times Tonight

Locltyer vs. Stirling. S

Cosby (In

Stereo) E
Suddenly
Susans:

King of

Queens [E:

Conrad
Blooms

7th Heaven 'The Legacy"
(In Stereo) K
Legendary Lighthouses
(In Stereo) (Part 2 ol 6) JE

NFL Football: M4ami Dolphins at Jacksonville Jaguars. From Alltel Stadium. (In Stereo Live) E

Love
Connection

Change of

Hearts
Judge Judy
(In Stereo)

Real TV (In

Stereo) t
Hard Copy LAPD: Ufe

on the Beat

Major League Baseball Playoffs: National League Championship Series Game 5

- Atlanta Braves al San Diego Padres (In Stereo Live) S
Ricki Lake

Primer Impacto

Frasler (In

Stereo) fe

Noticias 'm

Mad About
You 31

Noticiero

Univislon

Frasler (In

Stereo) S
News

BASIC CABLE STATIONS

44

33

54

39

43

57

75

38

26

19

16

27

12

14

42

32

66

tMM

Q2I

CWk

56

58

12

65

76

26

44

42

39

41

40

64

71

38

Biography; Jacqueline

Kennedy Onassis: Class

Investigative Reports (R)

1!

•• Tihe He/ress "(1949, Drama) A fortune hunter

pursues an unattractive but wealthy woman.

Profiles "Steve Martin"

Comic-actor Steve Martin

World Today K

(4:00) ••' J "Heaven Help

lys"(1985)

Cochran & Company
(Live)

Mi Pequena Traviesa

Poirot "Problem at Sea"

News jr.

HefHs'S.

Guys Like

Us3E

Monday
Night Live

News:E

Simpsons
(In Stereo)

OIRestafln

Stereo) t
Vivo por Elena

Law k Order "Bad Faith"

Everybody-
Raymond

Caroline in

the Crty K

Brian

Benben :«:

Will&
Grace 3C

Hyperion Bay "Family

Business" (In Stereo) B;

L.A. Doctors "Fear of

Flying" (In Stereo) 3C

Dateline (In Stereo) 1£.

News (In Stereo) X

Margaret Sanger (In Stereo) 3L Know-
Alive?

*''? "Groundhog Day" (\993. Comedy) Bill Murray.

A TV weatherman is trapped in a Feb. 2 lime warp

NewsS:

Home
Improve.

Desmond
Pfeiffer

NewsJi:

Simpsons
(In Stereo)

Malcolm ft

Eddie i:

** "Phfffir (^9b^) A once-married

couple decide their divorce was unwise

••• "Fahrenheit 45r'(1967. Science Fiction) Julie Christie, Oskar

Werner Ray Bradbury's tale of a society where books are banned.

Larry King Live JT

Gallagher:

Overboard
Make Me
[Laugh

Prime Time Justice

Newsstand: Time (R) 3:

Daily Show
(R)

Trial Story

Stein's

Money

Prime Time Public Affairs

Secrets of the

Humpback Whale

Behind the

Scenes (R)

Fashion
File (R)

Resurrecting the

Mammoth
Talk Soup

Figure Skating Skater's Tribute to Broadway.

Philadelphia

Fashion
Emergency

3 Friends.

Jerry

Golden
Girts X
Cut (In

Stereo)

Catdog

Crank

Pee-wee's
Playhouse

Golden
Girls .fl

Outra-

geous!

Ellen (In

Stereo) S.

I Can't

Believe

Ellen (In

Stereo) S
Jams Countdown (In Stereo)

All That (In

Stereo)

Ultimate

Fan League

Lois ft Clark-Superman

Saved by
Bell

USA High
(In Stereo)

Figure It

Out

Last Word

Secret of

Alex

FOX Sports

News

Babylon 5 Believers"

Stereo) .TT

(In

Hercules: The
Legendary Journeys S

Treasures of the Earth

(R)

News Daily

Cheerlead-
ing: All-Slar

Show Me
the Funny

Mysteries ft

Scandals

Cheerlead-

in£^

Show Me
the Funny

Party of Five "Altered

Stales" (In Slereo) K

Sports
Tonight b:

Desencuentro

Biographj^: Jacqueline

News IT Final

Quarter K
News£

News

Cristina: Edicion

Especial

News 3]

NewsS:

Friends (In

Stereo) :t

Late Show (R) (In Stereo)

Tonight Show (In Stereo)

Fresh
Prince

Chariie Rose (In Stereo)

s:

Newsi: Nightline i:

Jerry Springer :S,

Married.

WHh
Newsradio
(In Stereo)

Noticias 'S.

M*A*S*H K

Mad About
YouE
Noticiero

Univislon

Cheers i:

Disaster

Politically

Incorrect 3C

Change of

Hearts:

Living

Singles

Late Late Show Actress

Delia Reese. (In Stereo)

Late Night (R) (In Stereo)

Nanny (In

Stereo) S
Earth

Revealed M.

News (R) S

Love
Connection

Cops (In

Stereo) ffi

Star Tr^: The Next
Generation (In Stereo) S:

aphv:

gdyOrKennedy Onassis: Class
I
Investigative Reports (R) jPoirot "Problem at Sea"

•V, "The Grass Is Greener" (:960) A millionaire

duels for the hand ol a married Englishwoman.

Brooklyn
Bridge

Moneyline
(R)3i:

Profiles "Steve Martin""

Comic-actor Steve Martin.

LarryJCingUve(R)i:

•* "Throw Momma From the Tram" (1987) A timid

man ptots lo do away with his overbeanng mother

Cochran ft Company (R) Prime Time Justice (R)

*** "My Favorite lV//e""(1940,

Comedy) Gary Grant, Irene Dunne.

Al Ritmo de la Noche

Law ft Order "Bad Faith

"

News (R) JC

Later (R) (In

Stereo) S
News (R) (In Stereo) E

Instructional

Programming

Entertain-

ers

Movie

Maury Teen accused of

murder. E
Cops (In

Stereo) "S.

Paid

Program

El Blablazo

Happy
Days

Paid

Program

El Gordoy
la Flacam

*'; "Annabel Takes a

four" (1938) .ucille Ball

** "Fahrenheit 45/"(1967, Science Fiction) Julie Christie, Oskar

Werner Ray Bradbury"s tale ol a society where books are banned.

Newsstand: Time (R) 'S.

Dr.Katz,

Therapist

Trial Story (R)

Bob and
Margaret

Prime Time Public Affairs (R)

Justice Files Sentencing

and rehabilitaling rapists

Secrets of the

Humpback Whale (R)

True Hollywood Story Actor Michael Landon ("Little

House on the Prairie ") dies ol cancer. (R)

Baseball
Tonight

Oh No! Mr.

Bill

Sportscenter "S.

Ufe.

Camera

Chicago Hope "Sweet

Surrender" (In Stereo) IS.

Baseball

Tonight

Resurrecting the

Mammoth (R)

Talk Soup
(R)

ESPNews

Night Stand

NFL's
Greatest

**'j "National Lampoon's Vacation" (\963, Comedy)
A vacationing family delours mto screwball side trips

"Life of the Party The Pamela Harnman Story" 1)998.

Drama) AnnMargret, David Dukes Premiere, a
Your Favorite Stars, TTteir Favorite Videos (R) (In Stereo)

Doug (In

Stereo) K
NHL Cool
Shots (R)

RugratsJIn
Slereo) S
Football

Wkly

Efl "Summer Run" (In

Stereo) S:

"An Officer and a Gentleman" {\962. Drama) Richard Gere,

Debra Winger A hardened loser enlists in the Naval Aviation Cor

Xena: Warrior Princess

"The King ol Assassins"'

Hey Arnold!

(In Slereo)

Allen

Strange

Drag Racing: NHRA
Autolite Challenge

All in the

Family

All in the

Family

Cycle World Supercross.

(R)

All in the

Family

FOX Sports News

All in the

Family

WCW Monday Nitro (In Stereo Live) i:

Walker, Texas Ranger
Everyday Heroes"' jfc

WWF Raw (In Stereo) i: WWF War Zone (In

Stereo) K

Sports
Tonight i:

Animals on
TV

Moneyline
(R)3;

stein's

Money

Cochran ft Company (R)

Showbiz
Todays:

Brooklyn
Bridge

Crossfire

(R)s:

Saturday Night Live

Andie MacDowell. E
Prime Time Justice (R)

Ivanhoe (Part 1 of 3) S

*** "The Navigator"

(1924) Buster Keaton* "A Private Function"

(1984) Michael Palm. 'R'

Interna-

tional

Bob and
Margaret

Paid
Program

Newsroom
b:

Animals on
TV

Paid
Program

Public Policy Conference

Treasures of the Earth

(R)

Howard
Stern

Howard
Stern (R)

Sportscenter B

700 Club

Intimate Portrait "Pamela

Harnman" (In Slereo) S
Cut (R) (In

Stereo)

All in the

Family

FOX Sports News

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

Melrose Place "The Dead
Wives Club" In Stereo)

Up Close
(R)

Oh No! Mr.

Bill

Golden
Girls :K

Loveline Joey Lawrence.

(R) (In Slereo)

All in the

Family

Mortal Kombat:
Conquest i:

New York Undercover
"You Gel No Respect"' :K

**"2 "7'r?bes"(1970, Drama) Darren McGavin. A
ace-k)ving hippie creates problems lor his serg

|**Vr "The Ballad of Cable Hogue"
(
1 970, Comec

A prostitute joins a kxier in his search for the

y) Jason Robards.

rfife.

All in the

Family

Last Word
(R)

Pild"

Program

Talk Soup
(R)

Paid
Program

Night Stand

Auto Racing NASCAR Winston Cup -

Winston Select 500. (R)

Life,

Camera

Golden
Girls 3r.

Sifl ft Oily

(In Stereo)

All in the

Family

Ultimate

Fan League

Paid
Program

Unsolved
Mysteries

Eye Spy
Video (R(R)

Newhart 'K

Crank

Paid
Program

Homicide:
Ufa

After Hours
(In Stereo)

Dick Van
Dyke

Racing

*•", "Rumble in the Bronx" (1995) A maryal artist

from Hong Kong takes on thugs and thieves

Silk Stalkings Ladies

Man" (R) (In Slereo) :??:

Perry Mason "The Case
o4 the Crooked Candle"

Highlander: The Series

^^nhunf" (In Slereo) 'K

PREMIUM CABLE STATIONS

99

31^

20

15

17

34

33

35

4:35) *'j "Protocol"'

1984)GoldieHawn. PG

Off the Wall Mad Libs M

*** "Ferns Bueller's Day 0/f"(1986) A brash teen

and his friends have an adventure in Chicago 'PG-13'

Growing
Pains 3:

Brotheriy

LoveK

* 'Vo/cano" (1997) Tommy Lee Jones The heat is

on as lava oozes through downtown Los Angeles, i:

* "Back to the Beach'" (1987) Frankie Avalon Two

•'6 "The Jungle Book
Adventure) Votcas of Phil Harris. 'G" IL

*** "The Prince of r/des"(1991, Drama) Nick Nolle

Streisand directed this tale of a dysfunctional lamily.

1967,

Inventors' Specials (R)

(In Slereo) S
(4:30) "Shadi

Undead Ex,

Zone: The

ss" (1996) former beachniks return to their okJ California haunts

(3 55) |**'j "Gunfighter's Moon" {}996,

invisible" I Western) Lance Hennksen. "PG-U

"Femgully... the Last

FtainforesfV^92)'GJL

*V, "Mars A/fac/cs.'"( 1996) Malevolent

wage an all-out war on the human race. 'PG-13' K

• "Hostile /nfenf"(1997, Suspense)

Rob Lowe (In Stereo) 'R" X
** "Homeward Bound The Incredible

Journey" (m3) Robert Hays. "G' S
Walt Disney Presents:

Donakj Duck

I
"Forbidden Passions "

( 1 996, Adult)

iDebra Beatty (In Stereo) 'NR'

Zorro (In

Slereo IR

Martians

** "Extreme Measures" (1996) Hugh Grant. An ER
doctor investigates a homeless man s strange death

#*Vj "Caught" (1996) Edward James Olmos A drifter

awakens desire in a merchant's neglected wife. "R"

'j "The De"il's Advocate" (1997, Horror) Keanu Reeves An

attorney goes lo work al a law firm run by Salan. (In Slereo) 'R' K
* "Mars'"(1996) A veteran lawman
travels to Mars to fight crime. "NR"

V, "rrave/ter'"( 1997) A con arlisl

takes a young protege under his wmcj

Compro-
mising

Love Street

i5i
Vj "Exit m Red"[)9%. Suspense) Mickey Rourke A

psychiatrist's workj heats up after he finds a diary. R'

Mickey
Mouse Club

Perry Mason "The Case
of the Neqiigent Nymt

Breasts: 22 Women on
41 Breasts (In Stereo) i:

* "Condorman" {)%])
Michael Crawrford "PC

Autopsy 5: Dead Men Do
Tell Tales (In Stereo) T

* "Gang
Related"l\'

'j "Nightmare on Elm Street 5 The

Dream Cnikf {)969) Robert Englund

"Goin' South " (1978) A spinster saves a

shiftless outlaw from the gallows 'PG'

Classifieds

825-2221

Display

206-3060
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WANTED babysitter who wants regular

schedule after school w min of 20/hrs-week

Call 310-471-1859. Experience+English re-

quired.

WESTSIDE FAMILY seeks pA nanny Experi-

ence necessary. Hours flexible. Call 310-

230-0826.

7800
.WSi«Ckx«

A PERFECT STUDENT JOB

Do you need a job in the

afternoons during school (M-F)?

All day Saturday, too! Full time

during Quarter Breaks and
Summer Vacations! Work

experience not necessary. Apply
today at

Westwood Sporting Goods.
1065 Gayley Ave,

Westwood Village,

310-208-6215.

ADMINISTRATOR/PROJECT ASSISTANT,
(internship possibility). Computer literate,

IBM-Windows/Internet plus. Senior/graduate

w/strong writing/oral communication. No
dress code/reception duties. $7-$9,

17hrs/wk Serious inquiries:Fax;310-395-

0509.

$1000'S

POSSIBLE TYPING
P/T At home. Toll free (1) 800-218-9000. Ext

T- 1650 for listings.

$1500 weekly potential mailing or circulars.

No experience req. Free information packet.

Call 202-466-1639.

$20/HOUR+TIPS
Female nude figure models needed. Profes-

sional studio. Absolutely no sex, drugs, alco-

hol, smoking, or touching. Work your own
hours. Must have a great body and a pretty

face. Asian models especially needed Mari-

na Studios. Downtown LA: 323-222-8044.

$20/HR PT/FT
PROCESSING MAIL! Free supplies.

postage! BonusesI Rush SASE to

CMAAJCLA Po Box 567443. Atlanta GA.
31156

Signup9 info.infomachine.com

$7.25/hr and up!
DO YOU have initiative? Become a UCLA
Community Sen/ice Officer and explore law

and public relations. Great Pay Flexible

hours. Student-oriented. Web;
www.ucpd.ucla.edu/ucpd/cso, Email:

csoOucpd.ucla.edu. Phone: 310-825-2148.

ADMIN. ASST. PT Approx. 20hrs/wk. M-F.

8:30-5:30pm. Word. Excel. Filemaker. Fax
resume and salary history 310-477-2476

NEW FACES WANTED
International Talent (^roup in now

looking for new faees & new talent for
Television, Film, CommercialH, IVIuHic

Videos, Frml & Modeling.
All ages, all types.

n6 experience neces.sary N(» fees
AUDITIONING NOW (8 18) 379-7070

Math Major or equivaJent wanted
for number crunching. Must have

critical thinking skils, strong
quantitative abiities and be

creative. FT or PT/benefits incl.

Fax resume Attn. Michael
818.464.7301 StudbClty

ADMINISTRATIVE ASST/OFFICE ASSIST-
M-F F/T or P/T in Down town LA. Start ASAP.
$8-10/hr depending on experience. Need
smart, self motivated, detail orientated indi-

vidual. Req's= advanced computer skills, ms
office, internet. Some research and phones
involved. Fax resume:21 3-61 7-2325 Attn:HR

ADVANCED ACCOUNTING ASSISTANT
needed w/QuickBooks experience. Fax re-

sume to 310-453-1108. P/T. 10-12 hrs/wk.

$9/hr. to start.

ADVERTISING/SALES on an internet web-
site. Will train to sell on Lacities.com $25/hr

Commission is easy, p/t or f/t 310-277-7326.

clee_IOhotmail.com

ANNOUNCERS, no experience necessary
Host music/talk-shows for our radio stations.

P/T. $10-15/hr. $200+per/show. plus fantas-

tic benefits. 213-468-0080-24-hours.

APT MANAGER
^auTitts in Palms area. Flexible hrs. Good

—

location. Fax 3 1 0-394- 1 528.

ASSISTANT TO DIRECTOR OF OPERA-
TIONS. Assistant needed for various hours.

Friday-Sunday to assist in Motion Picture re-

search office. Computer&telephone skills a

must. Must have a flexible schedule Please
fax resume to Dawn031 0-840-5809.

Classifieds

825-2221

ASSISTANTOa film distrikHition co. in cen-

tury City. Entry level work 2-3hrs/day, 2-

3days/wk, 2-3wks(or longer). $7/hr+parkir)g.

Japanese language a plus, film school stud-

ent a plus. E-mail at ykitoOlargoent.com.

ATHLETIC MINDED
LOOKING for competitive leaders who want

to achieve an above average lifestyle Call

now 310-657-4376.

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED Earn

$150-$250/night. Wort< P/T while going to

school. Day/eve classes, 1-2week classes,

800-974-7974. International Bartender's

school. HUNDREDS OF JOBS!

BEVERLY HILLS SALON looking for profes-

sional receptionist for PT position. Computer
skills a must. (310)273-3155.

BJ'S PIZZA AND GRILL accepting applica-

tions for all positions. Inquire within 939
Broxton Ave.

BOOKKEEPER Approx lOhrs/wk. Experi-

ence req Doctor's office. SM Fax resume to

310-451-0446.

BOOKKEEPER/LITE ACCOUNTING Must
have experience in Windows95, Quick-

books, ADP payroll. wort<ers comp. report,

sales tax report. Good organizational skills a

must. Fax resume to 310-264-1628

Brentwood Bread Company has all positions

available w/good pay Hiring ASAP. Flexible

hours. No_ expereince required. 310-826-

9400.

CASTING
EXlTRAS needed for feature films, commer-
cials, and music videos. Eam up to $240 per

day! No experience needed. Wori< guar-

anteed! Call today 213-851-6103.

*New Faces/Models*
Wanted by Westwood's #1 Talent CastingCo

Earn Top S$ in Movies, Television,

Cemfnerctaw , and wroneitnfl (petite ,"top, ^twr

fashion models). No exp. nee.

Free consultation.

Michael (310) 209-5052

CENTRAL CAMPUS
CENTRAL CAMPUS JOBS. Part-time jobs

available w/UCLA Concessions. We work
w/your class schedule. Supen/isory opportu-

nities. Half-off meals. 310-206-0736.

CENTRAL CAMPUS
CENTRAL CAMPUS JOBS. Part-time jobs

available ©the Cooperage. We work w/your

class schedule. Supervisory opportunities.

Half-off meals. 310-206-0740.

CITY OF BEVERLY Hills parking attendants

needed. Weekends only/$8.76/hr. Morning

and Evening shifts available. Dept. of Trans-

portation. 455 N. Rexford Dr., Room 130. Ap-

ply in person. 310-285-2552.

Clerical. General Office. F/T and P/T.

Flexible hours. $8/hr. Close to UCLA. Fax
Resume (310)889-1893.

CLERICAL/SALES. P/T or F/T. excellent op-

portunity. Love of jewelry. Call between 12-

6pm. Shane's Jewelry. We have 3 openings
immediately. 310-208-8404. ________

COACH KIDS' SPORTS
•LET NIKE train you. give you free stuff, and
$500. Contact jason Krause 310-209-0454,
jkrauseOucla.edu

COACHES NEEDED.
MIDDLE SCHOOL. Soccer and giri's basket-

ball. Paid positions. Call Gail for basketball

exl. 248. Keith for soccer, ext 247. 310-391-

7127.

COACHES NEEDED: J.H soccer and H S.

Softball. SFV private school. Experience pre-

ferred. Hours&salary negotiable. Send re-

sume: PO Box:4036 North Hollywood. CA
91617.

COMPUTER TECH. Troubleshooting, strong

computer skills important Pays good. P/T.

Call 213-607-0874 or fax resume:2 13-365-

4376.

COMPUTER/TELECOM
CUSTOMER SERVICE REP Fast growing
internet co. located in Westwood seeking
PT/FT customer service reps w/excellent

Windows95/PC skillss to wort< midnight-

8:30AM, 5AM-8AM. 4PM-11PM. Fluency in

German&French a plus. Fax resume J. Ash-
craft 310-507-0292.

CREW LEADERS and installers for season-
al lighting business. Focused/orvthe-
ball/creative people need apply. October-

December, w/van or tnjck helpful. PT/FT.

310-281-2870. Brad

DENTAL OFFICE needs oHice help. P/T-P/T.

Hours flexible. Experience preferred. 310-

451-5404.

DOG-WALKER NEEDED. Mon-Fri. after-

noons in exchange for pari<ir>g privileges.

Home- walking distance from campus. Bon-
nie: 310-474-9969.

DOMESTIC HELP. Beverty Hills Home. 8
hours/wk. $8/hour, tasks include housework
and bookwork, pleasant environment. 310-

275-7975. Convenient bus kx:ation.

7800

DRIVER WANTED w/car to pick up student

between 3:30-5:00pm daily. 310-476-4205

ELECTRONICS PRODUCTIONS ASST PT

WLAarea. Call for details. 310-478-0591.

ENERGETIC OFFICE CLERK needed . Exp.

book keeper. Good English. Approx.

15hrs/week. Flexible hours. West Hollywood.

Day 1-213-650-1789 eve/weekends 390-

393-1582

F/T ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT- Com-
puter skills, general office, and run errands

Century City area. Fax; 310-785-9165-

Stephahie.

F/T TELEMARKETING/Assistant Broker

Westwood Brokerage Firm seeks telemar-

keter/asst. to broker. Will train and sponsor

the right person to become commodities bro-

ker. Contact RickO 3 10-475-9977.

FILE/OFFICE CLERKS
LAW FIRM has PT positions to fill at

$6.50/hr. Minimum of 20hrs/wk. Interest in

law preferred. Fax resume&proposed avail-

able hours to 310-274-2798 or mail to Lur-

ie&Zepeda, 9107 Wilshire Blvd. Suite #800.

Beverty Hills, CA 90210; attention James
Walker.

FILM PRODUCTION, Talent Management,
and internships available. Call Creative

Talent Management, 800-401-0545.

FREE FOOD
SERVERS AND DISHWASHERS needed
weekdays 5-8pm. Flexible hours and free

food. Sorority house. Please call 310-208-

4919.

GENERAL OFFICE PERSON pt. time. Ex-

cellent phone and office skills. Computer lit-

erate. $10/hr 310-417-3460 Call anytime 9 to

5.

GIRLS wanted at exclusive social club in

WLA. Conversation only. No alcohol. Flexi-

ble hours. Eam top $$$. 310-477-9871.

KID'S MARTIAL ARTS CLASS ASSISTANT-
M-F. P/T. 4-6pm. Santa Monica. Martial arts

studio. Black belt preferred. Good pay. 310-
829-2643.

LE BEACH CLUB
AMERICA'S FAVORITE TANNING resort is

expanding&has limiled#of FT openir>gs for

motivated, outgoing, tanning/sales consult-

ants. Houriy+commission $9-18/hr. Positions

are limited so call now&join LE BEACH
Club, the very Best. Call Carol 310-820-

4067 or fax resume:3l0-791-0155.

LOOKING for energetic people to answer
phones, greet customers, etc. Some com-
puter experience helpful. 310-395-7368.

MAILROOM CLERK. Document retrieval

company in Westwood seeks responsible,

energetic&relaible person for order-filling,

document matching&mailing, general office

duties. M-F. 9am-6pm. $8/hr. Start ASAP.
Fax resume/application to Luis©310-208-
5971.

MALE MODELS
Printwork. UB under 25. Lean, any race,

leave name, number&physical stats. Free
interview. Beginners welcome. 213-960-
1066. 24hrs.

MANAGEMENT TRAINEE. FT/PT Baskin
Robbins. Apply T-F, 10-5pm. 1227 Wilshire.

SM. 310-236-2171. Ask for Scott.

MARKET RSRCH ASST
CLIENT LIAISON &FOCUS group assistant.

Must be professional in appearance&detail
oriented. Customer sen/ice or general office

experience a plus. F/T-P/T-$8/hr to start. Fax
Resume or cover letter: 310-440-2348.

MODELS WANTED by professional photo-

studio for upcoming assignment. Male/Fe-
male Pro/Non-Pro. Fashion/Commer-
cial/Theatrical. Call for appointment 818-

986-7933.

=QmLS! MOV IE EXTRA^/yomt
Needed for nr^assage. Evenings only. In WLA
area. Nudity required. $120/hr. 310-996-

1010.

Job Opportunity
• Flexible Hours • Great Benefits

The Coffee Bean
445 N. Beverly Drive, Beverly Hills

Apply in person only!

MAAMMMMWMMtf

Sprino Break 'OO
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Jamil Take"?
NowNMnillapsI
IffMlrlpsoii—
•Riy 15 Sales

Frtm

$499
tiHispMtMiri.cMi 1-800-426-7710

GREAT PEOPLE
GOOD PAY!!!

POSITION AVAILABLE as therapy assistant

in nx)dem chiropractic office, close to cam-
pus. This is a great experience. Prefer pre-

med/kinesiology majors. MWF 9 a.m.-l p.m.

Starts at $9 00/hour. Contact Jill at 310-475-

3488.

GREAT WORKPLACE!
TELEMARKETING for intemational educa-
tion agency. Nice clients, great-workplace in

SM. Houriy+commission. Sales experi-

ence&knowledge of foreign language import-

ant. 310-395-9393.

GROWING INTERNATIONAL INTERNET
CO. seeking candidate for immediate posi-

tion Wanted-marketing/administrative assis-

tant, w/good communication, comput-
er&email skills a must. P/T w/room for ad-

vancement. Email resume to admin Oclub-
global.com or phone:31 0-777-8377.

HAIR MODELS
(All nationalities) our models have wort<ed for

^Seti^gflan. Aveda. Paul Mitchell. Redken.
Toni&Guy. Beginner's ok! Most ages ok! All

heights ok! Great pay! Call "free" now! otto

(24-hours) 1-800-959-9301.

HOLIDAY $$$
FOR Swan's Holiday Store. Westside Pavi-

lion. October-Jan. Flexible hours. Must be
friendly w/good customer service skills. 310-

234-0123.

HOME TYPISTS
PC USERS NEEDED. $45,000 income po-

tential. Call: 1-800-513-4343 Ext.B-10105

INTERVIEW POSITION- No telemariveting

involved. On-campus. Flexible hours. Will

train. English and fluent in Spanish. Viet-

namese, Mandarin, or Russian preferred.

$9-12/hr. 12-30 hours/week. Call 310fl25-

3658.

I'M SWAMPED
RAPIDLY EXPANDING Promotion company
opening new office in BH seeks atx)ve aver-

age individuals for P/T/F/T positions. 310-

652-9749.

* Revolutionary new program* Start immedi-
ately* All types- 18+!* Fun/Easy* No crazy

fees* Program for free medical* Call-24/hrs

213-850-4417.

NATIONAL PARK
EMPLOYMENT

Find the ideal job in America's National

Part<s. Forests&Wildlife Presen/es. All skill

levels. Competitive wages+benefits. Ask us
how! 517-336-4298 ext. N59341.

ND HLP INSTALLING
COMPUTER SFTWR

Hands-on computer help installing soft-

ware&setting up programs. PT/flexible

,

hrs/need car. Excel. Powerpoint. Ac-
. cess&potential Access programming oppor-
tunities. Genevive Fabius 213-487-6977.

NEED TELEMARKETER/OFFICE ASST for

a clothing company PT/FT. Call 310-473-

7454.

NORTH CAMPUS
NORTH CAMPUS JOBS. Part-time jobs
available at the LuValle Commons. We worit

w/your class schedule. Supervisory opportu-
nities. Half-off meals. 310-825-1177.

Hlodcl^i Mcedoil Mow
No experience required

For catalog, printwork, magazines, movies
video and K' commercials

Men and Women of all ages
^ ^ Free Consultation

CALL MODEL DIVISION
310.659.4855

EARN
S200-S1000
A DAY

Restaurant / Bakery

UFroyeBKPalissene
Counter Sefvice PT Fast Friendly

Call Of Apply in person

La Provence Patisserie
8950 West Olympic Blvd., Beverly Hills

(310)888-8833,

Part Time
Holiday Woric

volet attendants &
cashiers

Century City

Shopping Center

Call Mon-Th 9am-Ipm

^(310)553-6133^

NOW HIRING
Pier One Imports is looking for PT/FT sales

associates. Combined shifts, flexible hours.

Apply in person at; Pier One Imports. 10984
Santa Monica Blvd , LA, 90025. Comer of

Veteran and Santa Monica Blvd.

78Q»>

NUDE MODELS WANT-
ED ESP COLLEGE

GIRLS AND LATINAS
CASH PAID-Still photps for internet. Solo
worit (naughty, not nasty). Age 18-26-AII

types. Call 818-562-3318.

OFFICE ASSISTANT needed M&W©West-
wood graphic design company. $7.50/hr.

Light clerical duties&professional phone
manner. Car needed for errands. Fax re-

sume 310-208-5635

OFFICE ASSISTANT Busy tutoring agency
in Pacific Palisades seeks office help 1 30-

6:30, M-Th. $10/hr. Must be reliable/profes-

sional. Tutoring abilities a plus. 310-459-

4125.

OFFICE ASSISTANT/SECRETARY- An-
swering phones, greeting patients, filing in

small physical therapy office in residence.

Mornings 9am-1pm. Sdays/week. Salary ne-

gotiable. 310-446-6668.

OFFICE ASSISTANT M-F P/T. 4 hours/day.

Santa Monica. Martial arts studio. Smart, or-

ganized, responsible. Good pay. Will train.

310-829-2643.

OFFICE. CLERICAL, SECRETARIAL work.

Need to be bilingual in English and Arabic.

F/T and P/T more than 1 -person. 310-575-

1991

ON CAMPUS JOB OPPORTUNITY
$7.25/hr. approx. 15-20 hrs/wk. M-F pref. 12-

4. Requires excellent receptionist skills, gen-
eral office and computer skills. Fax Resume
to: 310-794-9565 Attn. Ingrid.

OPTOMETRIC ASSISTANT Assisting w/pa-

tient eye care. Utilitizing diagnostic instru-

mentation. Dispensing glasses&conlact

lenses. Excellent communication skills,&in-

dependently motivated. Call 213-653-2020.

OUTGOING TELEMARKETERS for Match-
making Company. Fun job, evening hours.
We se t appomtfnents for smgtes to vtsrt. CaH

Adam©310-777-6900.

PfTFfT
DIVINE PASTA CO.

SM-BH-LA
ENTHUSIASTIC SALES PEOPLE-needed
for gourmet pasta shop/pasta bars. Love of

food and sales a must. $7/hour. Call Shawn
323-939-1148.

P/T HR POSITION. Part-time wort( available

in HRdepartment. Performing Arts Fundrais-

ing Company. Work includes general admin-
istration, filing, WP on Word+Excel, verifica-

tion, and other projects. We need 20-25/hrs-

week Mon-Fri. Great location w/dedicated

fun environment and great people. Please
send resume to SDNA HR 1728 Abbot Kin-

ney Blvd. Venice Ca 90^91, or fax 310-301-

9779 or e-mail to jnimoy@sdatel.com

P/T TEACHER toddler program. Tues-
days&Thursdays. Canyon Cooperative Pre-

school. Please mail resume to 1820 N. Las
Palmas, LA, CA 90028.

PART TIME ASSISTANT to Brentwood Art

Dealer: Computer skills (mail-merge. Word,
Excel), organizational skills, personable.

Hours flexible, M-F 10am-5pm. 310-395-

1465.

PARTICIPANTS WANT-
ED

(Ages 18-75) We need residents of Los An-
geles County to participate in a one day de-

cision making study to be held in Los An-
geles on Sat. Oct. 24th. Need only to be a
registered voter or have a valid CA drivers li-

cense or state ID. Able to read and write

English. Reward $160 and an interesting ex-

perience. Call 323-662-1099 or 1-888-505-

9176 between 12 noon and 7pm on either

Mon. Oct. 12rth or Tues. Oct. 13th. Ask for

Ms. Allen or Mr. Randall. Calls will only be
taken during the hours and dates listed

above.

PERSONAL ASSIST to professor. Must
have car and insurance Dependable, able to

commit to 1-year. Computer literate. Spanish
speaking helpful. 10+hrs/wk, 3-5 aftemoons
M-F 3:30-? Begin ASAP Call:213-951-7050.

PHOTO LAB p/t assist photo printer or com-
puter imaging. Beverty Hills 310-274-3445.

PRESCHOOL looking for Teacher's Assis-

tant for Fall 1998 school year. Candidates
should have experience in child care. Wage
negotiable. Days: M,W,F/1-5pm. Beverly

Glen Play Group. 310-470-0992.

PT and FT DRIVERS for lunch and dinner

shifts. $10+/hr. Must speak English. Contact
Dining In: 310-274-0123. 818-986-3287.

PT TIME ASST Post-grad institute. Some ^

evenings. 1 yr+, office, computer exp. Inde-

pendent, responsible, organized, outgoing,

car. Fax resume 310-477-5968

RECEPTIONIST for WESTSIDE ad agency.

Homewori< is okay. Light duties/phones,
$6/hr. Fax resume: 310-442-3003.

RECEPTIONIST P/T M-F+Sat. Salary nego-
tiable. Flexible schedule. Start, ASAP. Good
communication skills, people orientated.

Cosmetic Laser Centers of BH. 310-247-

1400.

Display

206-3060

7800
impiiiiiiM

How to use
e-mail to make
easy money.
It's as easy as sending e-mail.

Internet company seeks independant

reps to pronx>te its new online service.

All you need is e-mail access.

For info, just go to

www.c0rtifl«d«mall.c(Hn/
•asynMNMy

certifiedmail.com^'^

SKIERS
SUREFOOT

-

Ski Boot Specialist

1998 Utah Entrepreneur of the

Year Winner

Fast Growing Company
needs people for the future.

Full/Pt Available Now
1426 Montana Ave. Santa

Monica (310) 393-3331
«=

RECEPTIONIST WANTED M-F 9-4 and/or

4-10. Please call Liana at 310-208-0101
,

RECEPTIONIST-P/T-Century City Uw Fimi.

Front office, phones, light typing^ various du-

ties. $8/hr. Fax resume and cover letter to:

Office Coordinator 310-226-7461

.

RECEPTIONIST Semore, INC seeks recep-

liewiat w/eneellent commun ication skttfs, wnt-

ten&vertal, PC literate&preferably w/some
experience in the apparel . industry. Please
submit resume to 213-746-2426.

RECREATION ASSISTANT Westwood Re-
creation Complex. Will train. Office wort(, an-

swer phones, resen/ations. $8.87/hr. Week-
nights 4:30-10:30pm and weekends. Call

Steve 310-473-3610.

SALES
ANIMATION ART. Become a professional

Animation Art Consultant for a successful

Brentwood gallery. Must have excellent com-
munication skills, telemart(eting and sales

experience a plus. Draw against commis-
sion. Call J. Cart 310-447-6490.

SALES people needed for busy office in

Santa Monica. Looking for motivated, friend-

ly people, computer knowledge helpful.

Starting pay $8/hr. 310-395-7368.

SALES&CLERICAL. P/T or F/T, excellent

opportunity. Love of jewelry. Call t>etween

12-6pm. Shane's Jewelry. 310-208-8404.

SALESPEOPLE (5) wanted. $600/mo car al-

lowance, 4K/mo. expense allowance, profit

sharing if qualified. Call 323-254-8956.

SECRETARY. 20hrs/wk. Doctor's office.

Need good computer and typing skills. Also

good command of English. Immediate open-

ing. Fax resume to 310-451-0446.

SECRETARY/EXECUTIVE with advanced
computer know-how, excellent oral/written

communications skills sought by Complete
Access. We sell and rent adapted vehicles

and equipment for the disabled. IrnJepend-

ent, self-starter to wort< full-time in a dyna-

mic, entrepreneurial eiivironment. Healt i-

care industry experience a plus. Fax resume
with salary history: 3 10-575-1505.

AX
ARMANI EXCHANGE
opportunity.

.\|X Armani Exchange. Giorgio Armani's

collection of casual sportswear for men and

women, hai> potiitiontt available for enthusiastic,

self- motivated individuals to join our Beverly

Center and South Coast Plaia teams. We are

currently hiring for the following full-time and

part-time positions:

STORE 4.\D VISl AL IIA.\ACEIIS, SALES

ASSOCIATES AND STOCK ASSOCIATES.

To qualify, you must have a minimum of one

year experience in a fast paced fashion retail

environment. To learn ntore about these

opportunitiei, join us at our

opoii houto.

October 20th & 21st. 8;00un to B:00pm. at

the Hotel Sofitel located at 8555 Beverly

Boulevard, in room Opus 1. TTiose unable to

attend please fax a resume to 310.659.0240.

An Equal OppommK? Cmptor*'

Classifieds

^25-2221

7800
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START TODA^ ,
National Marl'x3t:ng Co. needs people AS/

for data entry, $i0/hr lo start. FT/PT wee-

kends, very li«xihle Culver City location.

Fax resume to 310-398-3550

STUDENT DRIVER
For 2 children. Needs car/insurance, clean
record. For carpool & homeworit. From 2pm,
3 days/week. 310-475-4221

STUDENTS WANTED
and sports minded individuals. PROMO-
TIONS. $15 lo start. Hiring for flex hrs. 15-

25hrs/wk. Cash daily. 310-374-4993.

SUBSTANCE .rBUSE COUNSELOR. Even-
ings, some days. Part-time. 2-years experi-

ence. Spanish/English fluency. $10-25/hr.

Contact Marilyn: 310-479-8353.

TELEMARKETER WANTED 10-12

hrs./week, evening calls, good salesmanship

skills, $6.60/hr. + commissions. Call Admiral

Tutoring: 310-477-9685 or fax resume: 310-

477-2409.

TELEMARKETERS AND SALESPEOPLE
wanted. Business communications company
provides networi<ing, phone systems+ Nep-

tel service. Fast-paced and professional en-

vironment. Flexible hours 9-5 M-F. Salary

and commission. Jeanette ©310-391-7199.

TELEMAf^KETING/SALESPEOPLE NEED-
ED. Huge commissions paid. Clean environ-

ment. Flexible hours. Excellent for student.

Call between 9am-12pm9310-659-0943.

TRAINER to drill free style wrestling tech-

niques. Also need intern for wort< on urban

planning project. 310-456-8857.

TRANSLATION COMPANY in Santa Monica

has two openings. First, office help (F/T).

Second. Paid Intern (P/T). Applicants need
to be detail-minded, versatile, organized,

w/excellent language skills (English and at

least one major language), and extensive PC
expertise. Fax resume: 310-260-7705 or call

310-260-7700.

TUTOR WANTED for 3rd year CS&EE
major. Senior or graduate students only.

6hrs/week 3days/week. Good pay. E-mail

qualifications to kyenOdnai.com

TUTORS NEEDED
Math/Science/Spanish/French tutors for

WLA office. Undergraduate degree required.

$13 at-center, $20 in-home. 310-475-5330.

VOLUNTEER USHERS
FOR GEFFEN PLAYHOUSE production of

The Cripple of Inishmaan" Starts Oct 20.

Sign-up&see it for free: 310-208-6500

ext.115.

WE'RE SEEKING INDIVIDUALS to provide

support to the developmentally disabled. Call

Dv«nght Istanbulian at 818-361-6400 ext 129.

WRITERS/EDITORS who are involved in

some subculture (i.e. Punk/Hip Hop/Elec-

tronic/Gothic) wanted lor new publication.

Call 805-284-0611.

:^i I I

ART GALLERY INTERN
2 biks from campus. Seeks volunteer interns.

Flexible PT positions. Call Tim 310-208-

1896, 10-6

EXCELLENT INTERNSHIP OPP for web
page designer at Makai Events in Manhattan

Beach. Experience, references AContacts!

Call Amy O 310-546-9585

FILM PRODUCTION company at Para-

mount Pics seeks motivated, smart & reliable

interns to assist in research, script reading &

other duties for Fall/Winter. Please fax cov-

ertetter&resume attn:Chris 323-862-1110.

I

INTERN WANTED- Part-time with expenses.

{ Prestigk>us entertainment agency offering

i comprehensive irxJustry knowledge, fuinds-

on experience, and future film and television

career contacts. Fax Darin: 310-652-8772.

INTERNS WANTED: FT/PT positwns avail-

able for students at prestigkxis entertain-

ment PR firm. Must be enthusiastk:Adetail-

odented. Offers college credit, harxls-on ex-

perier>c«&future fiimAtefeviston career con-

tacts. Contact AnuirKla at 310-550-7776.

INTERNSHIP Sn^ll film productk>n compa-
ny at Paramount Pictures seeks se(f-nfx)tivat-

' ed, intelligent and reliable interns to assist in

. research, script reading&general offk:e du-

ties. Please caH Nk:k or Amy at 323-956-

•8150.

LEARN ABOUT
CORPORATE AMERICA
PAID ADMINISTRATIVE internship for exec-

'

utive search firm. Westwood. Must be bright,

have pro(essk)nal attitude. Fax resume:'ln-

tem"O310-474-0255.

PAID INTERNSHIP
WESTWOOD LAW FIRM- Flexible hours.

Learn a lot. $7,504-. Good typir>g skHls, com-

puter literate, excel experier)ce preferred.

Call 310-475-0481. Resumes preferred:

310-446-9962.

Daily Bruin Cbssified Monday. October 12, 1998 SS

Iftt6niships 1
POLITICAL INTRNSHP

^el involved in the election season,
iign experience .nd much more. Call

California-- YQung Republicans Brentwood
office 310-442^^^1.

PUBLISHING COMPANV^eri^wanted for

Public Relations, Marketing, Editollad depart-

ments, Jr/Sr eligihiiny; call 323-939-1840

ext-31 or fax 323-939-1855.

SPORTS AGENCY
INTERN NEEDED. Flexible hours. Unpakl
job offers comprehensive industry experi-

ence. Must bo reliable. Spanish speaking
preferred. Fax JonO310-478-4709.

TALENT AGENCY looking for p/t intem. Pos-
sible pay. Great learning experience. Fax re-

sume to attention Julie 310-659-3344.

TALENT AND LITERARY Agency. Learning

all facets of an agency involving talent, liter-

ary, (production crews). Credit for school

avail. 323-782-1854.

WESTWOOD STUDENT Federal Credit

Union offers internships in Banking, Account-
ing, Marketing, Human resources, Opera-
tions. No experience necessary! /Applications

available at 1 24 Kerckhoff

.

CONVERSATION
PARTNER

An SMC Chinese student looking for a native

English speaker for conversation practice.

Good pay $15/hr, flexible hours. John 310-

288-0666 after-3pm.

iJHi I* »*ii

HEALTHY FEMALE VOLUNTEERS (17-

35yrs.) wanted for a study involving small

amounts of radioactivity at UCLA $25/hr.

Call 310-825-1118 or 310-825-2871.

8400 ;„ s.
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1 -BLOCK TO CAMPUS. 2-bdrm, hardwood.

$1250. Walk to village and campus 10966
Roet)ling Ave. KnewJy remodeled. 310-208-

4253. 310-824-2595.

APT NEAR CAMPUS
WESTWOOD. Spacious bachelor. Close to

UCLA. 310-444-1478. Ask for Fred.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 2-BEDROOM $950-

$1195. LARGE. UPPER/LOWER. UNU-
SUAL CHARM. SOME W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
310-839-6294.

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT- Bright Spacious

upper 2t>drTn/2bath. Partdng. Fireplace, bal-

cony. $1179/rTK). Call 310-473-8057.

t

* PALMS *
2BD, 2BA,

TOWNHOMES, FIREPLACE,

GATED GARAGE.

ALARM

• 3614 PARIS DR. $1145
(310)837-0906

2BD, 2BA

* MAR VISTA *
280. 2BA..

TOWNHOMES.
GATED GARAGE.

ALARM. FIREPLACE

• 11931 Avon Way $1025

• 12714 Mitchell Ave. $1075

4BD,4BA.. 3 STORIES
• 3954 Beethoven St $1895

(310)391-1076
.Open House Mon. • Sat, 10 • 5.

fofltaiit

INTERNATIONAL
STUDENTS

"-^SANTA MONICA
SUBLETS

NORTH OF WILSHIRE. Near beach. Ibdnm
$733. 2bdnTV2bath $922 and $992. Will sub-

let 2-12 nwnths to students with non-renew-

able visas and exit expiration date ol less

than 1yr. 818-761-1168.
..

- '"
•

PALMS. Single apt from $495. 1-bdnm, $595.

Stove. $600deposit for single and
$900deposit for l-bdrm. 1-year lease. 310-

837-1502 leave message.

SANTA MONICA 1+1 apt, pet ok, parking,

month-to-month, $975. Westside Rental

Connection. 310-395-1284. Low agent fee.

www.westsiderentals.com.

SANTA MONICA 1 + 1 apt, washer&dryer,

good location, $1098. Westside Rental

Connection. 310-395-1284. Low agent fee.

www.Connection.com.

SANTA MONICA single bungalow, on the

t)each near bike path, w/c pet, parking, $850.

Westside Rental Connectioh. 310-395-1284.

Low agent fee. www.westsiderentals.com.

SANTA MONICA. 1 + 1 apt, near Santa
Monica College, pool, laundry, parking,

$750. Westside Rental Connection. 310-

395-1284. Low agent fee. www.west-
siderentals.com.

SHERMAN OAKS. House to share. 3 story

contemporary. 15 minutes to campus, fur-

nished or unfumished. Laundry, Jacuzzi.

$700/mo. 818-766-9922.

SM. HUGE 3bdrni/2.5ba. 3000 sq. ft.$2300

Jacuzzi in balcony, spa tub, fireplace, park-

ing, dishwasher, washer/dryer hookup. 310-

787-7051.

. UNIQUE BUILDING
WLA/PALMS. Urge &tn9la $650. Clean,

NICE, TRUSTWORTHY lema.o UCLA Stud-

ent kwking for room/apartment/ guestt>ouse.

Will pay $400 tor place in Westwood, Brent-

wood, Palisades. Malibu 760-746-1731.

large pool, convenient to shopping and

UCLA. Stove, refrigerator, arxJ pets consid-

ered. 310-204-4332.

VENICE single apt, cozy unit, good area,

parking, utilities paid. $435. Westside Rental

Connection. 310-395-1284. Low agent fee.

www.westsiderentals.com. ^

WESTSIDE. Looking for a place to live on
the Westside? Call Westside Rental Connec-
tion. 310-395-1284. Low agent fee.

www.westsiderentals.com.

WESTWOOD 1+1 apt, hardwood floors, gar-

den surrounding, garage, $795. Westside

Rental Connection. 310-395-1284. Low
agent fee. www.westsiderentals.com.

WESTWOOD bachelor apt, hardwood floors,

yard, $600. Westside Rental Connection.

310-395-1284. Low agent fee. wviw.wesl-

siderentals.com.

WESTWOOD. Bachelors available from

$475-$525. Utilities included. Walking dis-

tance to campus. Call Tom 310-824-9754.

WESTWOOD. Large single/full bath, full

kitchen, walk-in closet, minutes to UCLA,
free laundry, 2 parking spaces, quiet buikl-

ing. JimO310-209-3057. $725.

WLA 2+1 apt, huge landscaped yard, carport

parking, $595. Westside Rental connection.

310-395-1284. Low agent fee. www.west-
siderentals.com.

WLA- Spacious 2bdan/2bath. Prime loca-

tion. Patio. Near UCLA, transportation,

Wilshire. Newly remodeled Parking $1275-

$1395. Great area, wont last. 310-207-7209.

WLA. $825-$850. 2bdmn/1 .5ba. Dishwasher,

AC, carpet, drapes built-in. Extra large

fenced patio. 310-670-5119.

WLA. 1537 Corinth Ave. Single In 1932

Spanish Mission Building. Hardwood fkx)rs,

high ceilings, separate kitchen. $625/nrK}. 1
-

year-lease. Also large single with separate

dining room/txJmi. Separate kitchen . Hard-

wood floors, high ceilings. $750/mo. 1-year

lease Clo<;*» tn i in A -110-479-8846

MAR VISTA. $5:3 > p iionth. Ask about

move in special. Attractive, furnished 1-

bdrm. Large, pool, patk}, barbecue area.

Quiet-buikling. 3748 Inglewood Blvd. 310-

398-8579.

VAN NUYS: SHRMN WYO405. E-Z comm-
ute. Lite, brite. pristine 2bdmfV2ba corxlo.

2gar, WB-FP. A/C. in-unit WD. frig. Irg msU.

N-dgs. sec. pod. spa. $79,900. Bkr-melody.

818-363^116 x206.

APTS&HSES 4 RENT
11282 W. Washirtgton Blvd. Sutte 205. Culv-

er City CA 90230. Superlathre Realty Broker

310-391-1557. Apts-$525&up. Houses-

$1800.

PICO/BARRINGTON- Quiet, charming, hard

wood (kx>r8, fireplace. Large master bdrm
w/large bath. 2pr1vate decks. Staki glass.

Must seel $1350/mo. 310-477-5365.

BEAUTIFUL WLA ROOM with great view, 4-

min from UCLA in exchange for tutoring kids

ages 12&10. Female UCLA students only.

310-271-7575.

CHILD CARE wanted in exchange for Guest-

house. Expenence, strong references, car

reqiJired. Flexible hours. Walk to campus.
UCLA students only. 310-470-4393.

ENCINO. Room+board in exchange for driv-

ing+homework help Easy going 9/yr-okJ boy.

Beautiful home, 8-miles from campus. Male
student pref. 818-986-4659.

RooQi for Root

BRENTWOOD- Student preferred for room
w/private entrance and ten^ace in private

home. Laundry privileges included. 310-476-

3169.

PANORAMIC VIEW. Large house, 2-rooms
for rent in 4-bdmV3-bath. Kitchen privileges.

Encino tx>rderiine to Brentwood. 15 min-

UCLA. $400. 310-395-0944.

ROOM in a house for rent. $450+utilities.

Walk to the mari<et. Close to the beach. Pre-

fer N/S and no-pets. Sonia-31 0-71 9-0572

SHERMAN OAKS. Avail 9/1. Large sunny
room. Furnished/unfurnished with bath,

kitchen, and garage. $800/mo. Just south of

Mulholland, 1 -block west of Supulveda.

Close to 405/101 . 818-789-5678.

TWO UNFURNISHED ROOMS FOR RENT
in a house 15minutes from UCLA. Large

backyard, garage, close to bus stop. $350.

4818)386:2878

WESTCHESTER 7-minutes to UCLA. 5-min-

utes to beach. Lovely room in quiet home.
Private bathroom. Utilities included $400.

Light cooking, 310-342-0423.

WLA 1 bdrm with private bath and entrance,

non-smoker, $365/mo. including utilities.

Available Nov 5. 310-287-1449.

WLA Living room to rent. $350/mo. Close to

UCLA. 2nd floor, pool, gym, tennis, utilities

included. Female preferred. 310-445-9412.

WOO
Boooinuitiii PilvAlt Room
BEVERLY HILLS. Luxury 2-bdrm/2-bath apt.

Security-building, pool, secured parking,

central air/heat, furnished. All utilities paid(in-

eludes maid-sen^ice). No pets. $700/mo.
310-556-1041.

BRENTWOOD. Private mfi&ba in spacious

2t}drm apt. Kitchen, den, balcony, parking,

laundry, pool, fun area. $750/mo. Call

Rebecca 818-704-5681.

BRENTWOOD. Spacious and sunny 2+2 to

share w/one other. Balcony, laundry, paridng.

Grad student/professional preferred.

$625/mo. Denise 310-454-4424.

Ck>se to MDR/Culver City. 405/90fv)/y. (10-

ISmin). 2 rooms- $450/$350. Great pkg.

Washer/dryer- No Drugs. (Ist/last/Dep.)

Must love dogs. Charming house. 310-313-

0611.

LIVE NEAR UCLA!!
BRENTWOOD: Roommate needed. Large

apt w/easy access to UCLA. Your own
bdrm/bath, pool, gym, gated parking.

$715/mo. Includes utilities!! Susan/Vanessa
310-440-3081.

PALMS Responsible, tkJy, male roommate
wanted to have own room, share bath in 3-

bdrm/2-bath $300/mo. 310-280-0625 or 310-

839-5735.

VENICE. Own room in 2bdrm/1bth. Near

beach&buslines. Laundry on premises.

$475+utilities. N/S. Must like dogs. 310-301-

2586.

WESTU. $550/nKH. 10-mlnAJCLA. Master

suite in secured building, podi, spa, A/C,

weight room, fireplace. Courtyard, gated

parking, laundry. 310-383-2819.

WESTWOOD: Share with UCLA graduate.

2x2 duplex, 1.5baths. Ck>setoUCLA. A/C.

laurKlry facilities, bakx)ny. No smoking/pets.

$62S/mo. Mark 310-479-0789

HianNi Room

WESTWOOD 501 Gayley. Female N/S.

Large 1-b<«aD/l^th. $360/mo+utilitie8.

Must like animals. Cable, kitchenAparking.

Clean. Fully-furnished. Start late Nov. Ange-

la, 310-209-5226.

WESTWOOD-One roomnuite needed to

share a room In a 2bdrm apt or Kelton.

$35(Vrno. Pool, parMng&rec. rm. Ask lor

Manny/Ku:310^43-9726.

IDYLLWILD BEAUTIFUL MTN. CABIN San
Bernardino Natl Forest FuNy equipped. Hot

tub. fireplaces. Views. Sleep 4+. $25(ywee-

kend. 310-794-5515 310-391-6806

Display

206-3060

/
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FREE WASH & DRY

ONE FREE
WASH & DRY
Valid on any top load washer.

One coupon per customer per week.

I EXPIRES 11/30/98 ji

Drop off Laundry
Special 70<:

per pound

with this coupon

(reg. 75« - min. $7.00)

SAME DAY SERVICE AVAIUBLE
EXPIRES n^jV98

I

Sparkling Coin Laundry
2 locations

West Los Angeles West Hollywood

11927 W.Pico Blvd.

(Between Harrington and Bundy)

(310) 312-8831

8961 Santa Monica Blvd.

(Corner of Santa Monica

and Robertson)

(310)274-1395

i

SALMON
From page 64 .

chimed in as he prepared his mask.

"They were throwing rocks a<id bot-

tles. It's enough to make me want to

go back and spend my time on the

405 durmL' iralTic hour."

Then it was lime to turn m at the

Marriot to prepare for the huge

game in Arizona Stadium.

The next day, Arizona tans were

awake and pumped for wha. the

Daily Wildcat said was Arizona's

biggest game of the year and possi-

bly of all time.

The Red Siege came out in

droves to fill up the parking lots

and tailgate.

There was so much red that if

Senator McCarthy saw the lot he

would have believed that

Communism had finally won over

the United States.

In the middle of the bloodied

parking lot sat a group of UCLA
fans, all whom seemed like they had

gravitated toward the blue and gold

balloons and the Spirit Squad.

Helping to fire up the crowd of

Bruin faithful were Sigma Chi mem-
bers who were talking more trash

than Deion Sanders.

"Football is the only sport they

have out here,"one member said

while donning his Sigma Chi shirt.

"I don't think I've seen an under-

graduate student out here, only •

older folk. Did you see them having

Arizona basketball try-outs onHthal

rubber rim?" (

Sigma Chi was playing a great

game of trash talking-talking down
any .Arizonafan that stepped within

a few vards of the Brum Club tent.

Every college student

shoulc!... (travel) in a

tightly packed car with

a bunch of friends for

over eight hours to go

into a metaphorical hell.

Then it was one hour before the

game started. _
Time for the mask to make an

appearance.

One Sigma Chi member pulled

out a black mask to wear whenever

UCLA scored a touchdown.

"The black mask is a sign of dis-

respect to Arizona."

Like a grim reaper being aided

by vultures, Sigma Chi and their

masks walked into Arizona Stadium

pulling for a Bruin wallop so their

trash-talking could be backed up.

"We want to be able to look up

on that scoreboard and see UCLA
has won," Pennington said.

"We will feel like we helped

UCLA pull out that win. We want

to be able to tell Arizona to slow

their roll."

All in all the trip was a time for

camaraderie and a lime to experi-

ence the total college package: the

famous national championship-

implications road trip.

No matter where that road trip

IS, every college student should

have the feeling of traveling in a

tightly packed car with a bunch of

friends for over eight hours to go

into a metaphorical hell and watch

a battle of giants.

That's what being a sports fan is

ail about.

That is what being a college fan

is about.

Being road warriors is what fans

like Sigma Chi are, understanding

the indescribable euphoria of

attending NCAA sports.

Salmon is the football beat writer

who gives shout-outs to the Padres,

the Killer Bs (the UCLA 'Backs) and all

those who ventured down into Hell

to watch UCLA win (sorry Alpha Chi

ladies, we tried). If you want Rocky to

slow his roll (thanks Jeff) email him at

rsalmon@ucla.edu.
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Tells you when your term paper is due.

(Now if you could only find the time to do it.)

Come Join Us
Write stories, gain sales experience, make friends, and join

Bruinlife Yearbook this Thursday.
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The Palm lir connected organizer keeps

track of what's due and

other important stuff, like

your cute lab partner's phone

number and Saturday's parties

Touch the HotSync*^ button to exchange and back up

info with your PC (even download e-mail' you haven't

read yet) About the only thing it can't do to make

your life easier is vvriie that paper Organizers

from Palm Computing start as low as $299*

For an authorized Palm III retailer or campus

computer store, call 1-800-242-9005 or

visit www palmcampus com.

Palm III
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GOLF
From page 62

finished the first round in first place

with only 13-over-par.

The Bruins' low score resulted in a

two-and-a-half hour discussion

between Coach Jackie Tobian-

Steinmann and the team.

"The first day showed us where we
needed to work," Tobian-Steinmann

said.

"We had to regroup and see what

we could do the next day."

Whatever they discussed helped a

little. The next day the Bruins moved

up one place to 17th place. However,

with a second-round team-total of

316, they posted the second largest

improvement between the two

rounds, shaving eight strokes off the

previous day's strokes, while teams

BOWLES
From page 58

third in the Pac-10 among duos, with

8.65 kills per game.

She is tied with Michelle Quon in

service aces with 10 so far this season.

While these numbers are impressive,

Bowles thinks she can definitely

improve in many areas, such as her

like Duke took an additional 12

strokes to complete the round.

Although in the overall tourna-

ment UCLA only beat one team, in

the second round alone UCLA beat

five teams.

Although the Bruins placed low in

the tournament, Tobian-Steinmann

insisted there is a positive side.

"You can learn from every experi-

ence, and when you learn, you will

improve next time," she said.

Gaining experience will be key

this year for the Bruins. The team has

no seniors, two juniors, and a quartet

of returning sophomores. The
Bruins' best player last year.

Amandine Vincent, was lost to grad-

uation.

However, Amanda Moltke-Leth.

an All-American and a transfer from

the University o\ Memphis, stepped

up and led the Bruins with a 35th

place nnlsh an^^C^ore of ,56. 14-

over-par.

"Amanda is new to the team. She's

a definite asset, and a good player

with a great attitude," Tobian-

Steinmann said.

Alexandra Gassar shot 160 to

come in 60th. Laura Moffet shot 161

and tied for 64th place, Leilani

Bagby scored 163 for 71st place and

Julie Oh rounded out the fivesome

with a score of 167 and 80th place.

Tobian-Steinmann is not discour-

aged by the pbor showings of the

Bama Fall Preview, nor the fact the

once ranked Bruins (No. 23) were

dropped otT the rankings.

"Right now. 1 don't think we're

much better," she said, referring to

the ranking, "but this team has a

bunch of good players. 1 have high

hopes and great expectations for the

team bv the end of the vear"

passing and blocking.

Her coaches, she says with a smile,

have told her she needs to bring her

arms in straight when passing and

blocking, instead of swinging them to

hit the ball.

Bowles, while leading by her play,

says she does not feel like the team

leader on the court. She says the team

definitely looks up to the seniors,

Mandi Lawson and Chaska Potter, as

their leaders. She added that she

doesn't feel afraid to speak out,

though.

When asked if there is any more

she could do on the volleyball lloor,

she replied happily, "I don't know.

We will see."

After what Bruin fans have seen so

far, it's anyone guess to what more

she has in store for UCLA volleyball

in the years to come.

Immmm...
Starbuck's

Tuesday, Oct. 13, Uam-Zprn
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Hill Top Shop, North Campus Shop

Lu Valle Commons. Health Sciences Store open dailv|www.ucla$tore. ucla.edu
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Don't miss your chance
tA lAOlffA IfAlir IMOrl#lto leave your mark!

And save $34!

Schedule your portrait sitting during the periods

listed below, and receive these bonuses:

• A set of proofs to keep ($6 value)

• An extra set of proofs sent to parents ($6 value)

• 10% off any portrait package (up to $10 value,

depending on package)

• 10% off on our popular graduation frame ($4.95 value)

• 50% off the sitting fee ($7.50 value)

PLUS if you purchase your Bruinlife Yearbook at the

time of your portrait sitting, you'll also get $8 off the

price of the yearbook.

m^^^mmmm^^^^mmm

Last names beginning with

A, B, C, D, E

F, G, H, I, J, K, L

Will 1)6 pii

Oct. 5 through Oct. 16

Oct. 19 through Oct. 30

M, N, 0, P, Q, R Nov. 2 through Nov. 13

S, T, U, V, W, X, Y, Z Nov. 16 through Dec. 4

To make your portrait appointment, stop by Campus Photo Studio/ Graduation Etc. kx^ted

on A-Level Ackennan Unkm or call 310-206-8433 (ext 68433 on campus).

Campus Photo/Graduation Etc
310.206.8A33

open daily
|
wvvvv.ucUistore.ucLi.edu

• •SSNK'k* • • * • . t »»(• « • •«••••
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BOWLES
From page 63

handle on top of the numerous
other activities she has gotten her-

self involved with.

When on the court, BoAvles' all-

around play has earned her the

starting outside hitter spot. Coming
out of high school, she could consis-

tently set, pass, and block well, but

said she loved the hitter position

most. She also utilizes ajump serve,

which puts lots of pressure on

opponents and is a unique offensive

weapon that has proved useful to

the Bruins this year.

Ashley developed the jump serve

in her senior year of high school,

and says she loves it. But should she

find that the serve isn't working for

her, she said she is not hesitant to

use the normal floater serve

instead.

While UCLA has stumbled out

of the blocks this year, they have

been playing well of late, and

Ashley is pleased with their

progress.

"I'm definitely happy with our

progress; we are gradually improv=~

ing in practice," she said. "It feels

like we are coming together."

Bowles, along with outside hitter

and fellow freshman Kristee

Porter, has led the Bruins in their

resurgence. Her 97 digs lead the

team, along with her 2.37 digs per

game average. Her 165 kills are sec-

ond on the team to Porter, and she

ranks second on the team and sev-

enth in the Pac-10 with 4.02 kills per

game. Ashley and Kristee also are

SeeMWLES^pageS?

SIDEBAR
From page 64

throw open receivers.

At halftime he would stand at 5-16

for 74 yards, not big numbers for a big

player in a big game. For the^

Heisman candidate thTs^as the time^

to shme and step up like DeShaun
Foster did with 1 18 yards rushing and

Keith Brown did with two touch-

downs.

What made the first half stats more
puzzling was that Arizona's Desert

Swarm defense rarely got into the

backfield to put pressure on

McNown.
"They were guessing right as far as

whether we were going to roll out, if

we were going to drop bacK and if we
were going to play action. They were

sending a lot of guys and guessing

They were ...guessing

right but you can't

guess right the whole

,/;,_ .- game.

Cade McNown
Quarterback

nght," McNown said. "But you can't

guess right the whole game."

And that is exactly what happened.

Even though McNown would com-
plete five more passes in the second

half he showed something to UCLA
fans that had disappeared for awhile:

his running ability.

"They were sending a lot of

blitzes," running back coach Kelly

Skipper said. "So we had him move
around the pocket more to spring him
loose."

The game plan worked brilliantly

as the Arizona Desert Swarm defense

faded off into the dehydrated red sea

of Arizona fans.

Using quarterback sneaks and
options, the safeties began to move in

and bite on play action passes. Thir
opened the door for the turning point

of the game.

On a fake quarterback option,

McNown pulled the ball back and

threw it to a wide open Danny
Farmer for a 64-yard touchdown
which put a dagger in the Wildcat's

heart.

- "Cade did not hit his passes in the

beginning," Bob Toledo said. "But he

is a big play guy and- makes the big

plays."

Project MAC
aRe yOu INtErEsTeD IN wOrKINg WITh ChilDrEn?^^

—

dO yOu WaNt To MaKe A dlfPeReNcE iN a ChilD's LiFe?

iF sO flnO out MoRe AbOuT pRoJeCt MaC...

dAtEs:
Tuesday. Oct. 1

3

Wednesday. Oct. 14

1 2pm- 1 pm Ackerman 24 1 2 1 2pm- 1 pm Ackerman 24 1

2

5pm-6pm Ackerman 2412 5pm-6pm Ackerman 3517

lET YOUR BUSINESS iHi^
Dally Bruin Advertising 825-2161
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xtra Lara* Sunfivai Box
with heavy duty clasps ideal for

earthquake survival equipment storage.
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SESSION:

October 19, 7-8:30 pm
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INTERVIEWS:
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RUSSIAN CAS MASK*

now

Ferguson has doubled in size every five years since our beginning in 1953.

• Today we're the largest U.S. distributor of plumbing products and we're still

growing. That growth offers the kind of opportunity that dreams are made of.

^^w%f^m M^g\Wii We ericoufagie business *and liberal arts majors to apply.

^ LFJSsyKSlsL.^ .^.^/ih Contact the Career Center for more

ENTERPRISES,INCf information

P.O. Box 2778, Newport News, VA 23609-0778 • (757) 874-7795 • www.ferglnc.com

ASSORED GENUINE*

conissuEMcs

:

TEN DIFFERENT SIZES *

from

BURBANK
503 North Victory Blvd.

(818) 8a5-9ass

HOLLYWOOD
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quickly at the lower left goal post,

but right into the hands of Rimando.
"They came a lot," said

Bocanegra. "We kind of just

bunkered in and tried to clear every-

thing out. Nick saved us a couple

times, but we got the breaks."

"We just tried to box out and play

a little defense," Rimando added.

"We tried to adjust (to Stanford's

momentum)," Bruin coach Sigi

Schmid said. "But it hurt us losing

Tommy Poltl. He's somebody who's

very good for us at winning balls

back at mid-freld and that's where

we lost a little bit of (the) mid-field

when we weren't able to win those

balls back."

Poltl was injured in the second

half on a tackle when his leg was

stepped on.

Stanford's luck finally turned in

the seventy-third minute, when a

Hood of Stanford players in the

goalie's box managed to sneak a goal

past Rimando. But the referee ruled

a hand ball by the Cardinal in the

box and waved off the score.

Rimando would be tested twice

more and again conserve the Bruin

lead.

"It's always a very tough game,"

Schmid said afterwards. "Stanford

is a very good team. They're very

disciplined and don't make many
mistakes."

Stanford coach Bobby Clarke was

equally impressed with the play of

the Bruins.

"I thought we played a very

strong game. We certainly had our

share of chances," the Cardinal

coach noted. "You have to compli-

ment their goalkeeper; he was

tremendous. UCLA is a very good

team; very well-organized. I thought

we deserved a little more out of it,

but that's the way it goes some-

times."

UCLA has defeated the Cardinal

three-straight times and has domi-

nated the series overall 22-1-3,

although recently the victories have

been anything but easy.

Last year, the Bruins defeated

Stanford 1-0 in the MPSF
Championship game.

The two teams hope to meet later

this season - in the NCAA Final

Four.

The game was very physical and

the referees let many borderline

fouls go unchecked, issuing only one

yellow card to Tsakiris at 38:42.

"It was pretty rough," Bocanegra

said. "Stanford goes after the ball

and they get pretty rough in the box.

They're tall and physical and a good

team."

"Stanford is a hard team,"

Schmid added.

"They play very physical, proba-

bly more physical than we usually

do.

"We've had this referee before

and he tends to let things go. We had

to step up to that level in the second

half and we did."

"If we do everything properly, I

think we are going to have a chance

at UCLA somewhere along the

line," said Coach Clarke.

The Cardinals may have had

revenge on their mind with the

recent defeats to UCLA.
"Teams are always goin^ to be up

for us," Schmid noted.

"They're coming onto our field.

it's the league opener and we beat

them last year, so they had a little

more motivation."

That motivation may have been

replaced by frustration after the daz-

zling saves by Rimando in the first

10 minutes.

"It's always a great boost when
your goalkeeper, Nick Rimando,
comes up with a big save like he

did," said Schmid. "He's one of the

best goalkeepers in the country.

What's great about Nick is that he

always makes saves when the game
is on the line."

Added Bocanegra. "He's awe-

some. I was scared (on the break-

away) but we have a lot of confi-

dence in him, that he can stop any-

thing."

With seven shutouts in nine,

games, Rimando has Bruin fans and

opponents saying the same thing.

OR NO GAP?
estioiL

If you are graduating this year, one of the most

important decisions you'll have to make is whether

or not you want to wear a cap in your senior

portniit. Campus Photo Studio offers you a

solution-taking proofs with hoth poses. However,

before you make this ground-breaking decision,

you must make an appointment.

JUST A REMINDER: If your last name begins

with the letter A-E, you MUST take your senior

porlrail before Octol)er 10. To make an

appointment, please call 'iOO.Si'iS

We're Lookim for You
Write stories, gain sales experience, make friends, and join Bruinlife Yeaibook this Thursday.

YEARBOOK
\^'re looking for creative, energetic, friendly people to join our staff. Ifyou are

interested in joining Bruinlife Yearbook, please come to our Orientation Meeting this

Thursday. Bring yourself, ideas, and a smile to KerckhofT Hall, room 1 18 at 6:30.

I
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FOOTBALL
From page 64

scored later on a one-yard stroll and

ended with 122 yards on 20 carries.

"I was really impressed," said quar-

"terback Cade McNown. "He ran the^

ball tremendously. He kept his feet

moving, kept breaking tackles. It was

huge."

McNown, on the other hand, strug-

gled in the first half before settling in

after intermission. He completed just

two of his first 10 passes, visibly ner-

vous playing in front of the fourth-

largest crowd in Arizona history. He
threw for just 171 yards, snapping a

streak of 18 straight games with over

200 passing yards.

But he made the big plays and

helped extend a more important string

"It was a special play for

the game, and it was

called at the right time.

It really put the nail in

the coffin."

Bob Toledo

UCLA football head coach

- UCLA's 14-game winning streak,

the longest current roll in the nation.

"In the first half we got in some bad

situations, but that's alright," said

McNown. "You just bite the bullet

and know that eventually the best

team will surface and show itself."

McNown also had a hand in the

play that proved to be the knockout

punch.

Up 31-28 early in the fourth quar-

ter, offensive coordinator Al Borges

dug deep into the playbook and pulled

out a gem. Cade McNown faked an

option, stepped back and fired over

the middle to a wide-open Danny
Farmer, who grabbed it in stride for a

64-yard TD and a commanding 38-28

lead.

"The whole secondary came up for

the pass and I was wide open," said

Farmer. "It was a perfect pass."

"Wc ran some options early and

saw their safeties were attacking real

fast. It was a special play for the game,

and it was called at the right time. It

really put the nail in the coffin," said

head coach Bob Toledo.

The touchdown was McNown's

50th at UCLA, tying him with Tom
Ramsey for the school record. It

silenced the raging red crowd and put

an end to any noise the Wildcats

would be making.

The Bruins scored on their next two

offensive plays, both long touchdown

runs by Brown. Brown, who finished

with 91 yards on nine carries, sprinted

in for a 54-yarder and followed it up

with a 20-yard surge. As a unit, the

tailback committee scampered for

297 yards on 44 carries, a staggering

6.8 yards per carry.

"We were knocking them off the

line of scrimmage and running hard,"

said Toledo.

The offense made few mistakes but

had a difficult time advancing the ball

early in the game. Their first three dri-

See RXJTBALL, page 61

THE FINAL SCORE

OUCLA
Arizona

mtmatimmatmtmAfmmmMmmmmmmmtfmmtmmmmm

7

14

14

7

10

7

21 52
28

1st JtaifiL STATISTICS

Arizona - Eafon 1 -yard TD run (Md}onald icidi)

UCLA - Foster 37-yard TO run (Saltef kick)

Arizona - Lafon 4-yard TD run (McDonald kkk)

Team UOA

2nd
Quarter

UCLA - Poli-Oixon 14-yard TO pass from McNown (Sailer kkk)

Arizona - McDaniel 1 S-yard TD pass from Smith (McDonald kick)

UCLA - Foster 1 -yard TD run (Sailer kick)

3rd
Quarter

First downs 19

Rushes-yards 44-25T'

Passing yards 171

Fassescompleied^ttemfXed-MeRepied lO-^S^

Fumbles lost 0-0

PenaMes-yards 9-60

Time of possession 22:22

INDIVIDUAL LEADERS

Arizona

20

4(^90

368

22-41-2

1-1

8-55

31:38

UOA -Sailer 41 -yard F6

^ataoi - McOBn<d2t^yartIO paK from iinkint (McOonaM kkUT

RUSHING: lNlA>F(Mcr20-118;K8mmH1;iteyiw»5*n;MdlMM}4l{

4th

UCLA - McNown 3-yard TD run (Sailer kick)

Quarter

UCLA - Famer 64-yard TO pass from McNown (Sailer kid()

UCLA - K Brown S4-yard TD run (Sailer kick)

UCLA - K Brown 20-yard TD run (Sailer kick)

SouK» UCLA SpornMomum

Arizona - Jenkins ^26; Eifon »-22;Ca(len ^18;CMiditf 13-U;

Smith 2-4; McAlister 1-4;Manumaleuna 1-0

PASSING: UCU -McNown 10-24-<^171;6ennett0-1-0^

Arizona - Jenkins 14-30-1-260; Smith 7-12-1-73; Sjwite 1-H-IS

RECEIVING: UCLA -Famw 2-87; Poli^)i«n 4-51; NeuMd 2-17;PrkK 1-1(k

WaiendyU

Ari2ona-NQrihcutt8-1O3;M(0ancl7>126;Caradatt2-85;A

Brawn 1-35;6rennan1-21;Jenkim1-9;McAlistcr1-minu$};

Manumaleuna1-mlnus8

JOHN SUEHIRO/Oaily Bruin

AARON TOUT/DaityBfuin

Quarterback C9de McNown hands off to tailback Keith Brown.

McNown completed 1 of 24 attempts and had two touchdowns, and
Brown had two touchdowns and 91 rushing yards against the Wildcats.

QiLET YOUR BUSINESS SHINE-Q:
_^ Dally Bruin Advertising* Display 825-2161 • Classified 825-2221

Call

for LESS

Filler-n.- 1 .) Anything used to fill an empty

I

space. 2.) Classic song by punk rock legends

Minor Threat. 3.) An opportunity to spread

this friendly public sen/ice announcennent

from your friends at the Daily Bruin:

Recycle!

1-800-818-9000

Ne/u4a^

E nAoHced

China 65 "^

Hong Kong 34*^

Japan 25*^

Philippines 45*^

Taiwan 39"^
^

—

'

s

^re-paid Phone CardsJ>

^Diai 1 Long Distance

THE BEST DEAL
IN TOWN!

PRESENTS:

1 ^ v.'.^^-

For Delivery,

Take-out, Or
Dine-In. • •

24 HOURS A DA

7 Days A Wee

BRING IT ON!!!
$4 off any Giant 1

8** Pizza
$3 off any Large 1

6** Pizza
j

$2 off any Medium 1 4" Pizza '

Spaghetti Dinner $2.99 I

Exp. 1 0/23/98

1 136 Westwood Blvd.

Wcstwood, CA 90024

Visit Our Website at: www.netinternet.net
OR CALL (3 10) 209-1422

FOR FREE DELIVERY TIL 3K)0 AM.
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UCLA's win over Arizona
-»"' i'i»i

catapults Bruins to No. 2
FOOTBALL: Nebraska falls

to No. 8 while Tennessee,

short 25 points, gets No. 3

By Richard Rosenblatt

The Associated Press

Nebraska's loss turned into UCLA's
gain.

After Texas A&M ended Nebraska's

19-game winning streak with a 28-21

upset, the Cornhuskers tumbled from

No. 2 to No. 8 Sunday in The

Associated Press' Top 25 college foot-

ball poll - their lowest ranking in more

than five years.

The Bruins (4-0) beat Arizona 52-28

on Saturday night and moved up to No.

2 in balloting by the 70 sportswriters

and broadcasters on the AP panel. It

marks UCLA's highest ranking since

the Bruins were No. I on Oct. 24, 1988.

Ohio State (5-0) defeated Illinois 41-

and remained No. I with 64 first-

place votes and 1,744 points - two first-

place votes less than last week.

UCLA (4-0) edged Tennessee for the

No. 2 ranking. The Bruins, owners of a

national-best 14 game winning streak,

received one first-place vote and 1,647

points, while the Volunteers were No. 3

with three first-place votes and 1,622

2(>-l4, was No. 6, followed by No. 7

Virginia, No. 8 Nebraska, No. 9

Wisconsin and No. 10 Texas A&M.
The last time Nebraska (5-1) was

ranked lower than No. 8 was Sept. 5,

1993.

Wisconsin (6-0), a 31-24 winner over

Purdue, has its highest ranking since

winning the Rose Bowl and finishing

No. 6 in the final 1993 poll. The Aggies

(5-1 ) returned to the Top 10 for the first

time since 1995.

Oregon, which beat Washington

State 51-29, moved up four notches to

No. 1 1, followed by No. 12 Penn State,

No. 13 Cieorgia, No. 14 Virginia Tech,

No. 15 West Virginia, No. 16 Arizona,

No. 17 Arkansas, No. 18 Notre Dame,

No. 19 CcMorado and No. 20 Missouri.

LSU (3-2) fell 10 spots to No. 21

after its second straight loss, followed

by No. 22 Texas Tech, No. 23 Syracuse,

No. 24 Tulane and No. 25 Georgia

Tech.

In the USA Today/ESPN coaches'

poll, the top five were Ohio State,

UCLA, Kansas State, Tennessee and

Florida. Nebraska was No. 8 in the

coaches' poll.

Like Nebraska, Arizona (5-1) and*

Georgia (4-1) each dropped six places

in this week's rankings after losing for

the first time, while Colorado (5-1 ) fell

fwc places.

SOCCER
From page 64

after it."

The capacity crowd on hand

roared its approval afterward**,

and the save seemed to light a fire

under the Bruins' offense.

For the next four minutes

UCLA attacked the Stanford

goal, barely missing twice, before

Carlos Bocanegra scored on a

header from Shaun Tsakiris at

13:31.

"We've been workvng on that in

practice before, where Shaun

(Tsakiris) will curl the ball in, and

1 just came in from behind and it

was right there for my head," said

Bocanegra. "We were really

hyped up for this game. It was our

first big test, so we were all

pumped up."

Stanford has proven to be one

oi the nation's toughest defensive

teams this year, giving up only

four goals and shutting out seven

opponents. But with precision

passing and ball control in the

Stanford zone, the Bruins man-

aged to create scoring opportuni-

ties for themselves throughout the

game, including Bocanegra's

header.

From there it was up to

Rimando, who registered his sev-

enth shutout of the season. The

Cardinal's offensive intensity

picked up after Bocanegra's

score, continually attacking the

Bruin net.

Thirty-four minutes into the

game, Rimando made yet another

spectacular save, leaping in the air

to defiect a Stanford free kick.

And at the sixty-minute mark, the

Bruin goalkeeper was tested once

more by the Woolfolk who fired

See SOCaR, page S9

FOOTBALL
From page 60

ves resulted in 3-and-outs, and they

fell behind 7-0 after an Arizona

trick play worked to perfection.

On fourth down at the Wildcat

47-yard line. Arizona punter Ryan

Springston dropped back and loft-

ed a pass to a streaking A.J. Brown,

who caught it at the one-yard line,

setting up an easy Kelvin Fafon

touchdown run. -^-y.

It was a seesaw battle in the first

half, knotted at 21 as the teams

headed into the locker room,

Considering' McNown was just

five-of-16 for 74 yards at that point,

it was a score the Bruins were satis-

fied with.

"When we came into halftime,

we knew we could win this game

and win it big," said McNown. "We
knew as an offensive unit we were a

lot better than their defensive unit."

"We had them right where we

wanted them. We were tied up, and

we were wearing them down," said

Toledo.

The win marked the first time

since 1988 that UCLA entered the

Red Siege and won.

It was also the first time since

1991 that two Top 10 Pac-IO teams

clashed.

And while Arizona was hyping it

as possibly the biggest game in

school history, the Bruiils played it

like any other.

"It hurls bad. I d^n't like the way

it feels at all. I can't stand it," said

Arizona defensive tackle Daniel

Greer.

As the sea of red Hooded into the

parking lot, just a blue and gold

strip of elated fans remained to

share the euphoria of victory.

And as Toledo hugged

Chancellor Albert Carnesale after

the game, there was a^ feeling

swirling through the desert air that

this may not be the last time UCLA
invades Arizona this season.

points. The Vols (»*0) be at Ueo rgia ii " lexas leeh (6-0) heat uklaho tna

State 24-17 and moved into the poll for

the first time since 1995. Georgia Tech.

a 47-24 winner over North Carolina

State, was also a newcomer to the Top

25.

Southern California, which suffered

a 32-31 loss to Cal on their home turf,

and N.C. State fell out of the Top 25.
~

3.

Kansas State, 5-0 after a 16-9 win

over Colorado, improved one place to

No. 4 with two first-place votes and

1,554 points, with Florida (5-1) - a 22-

10 winner over LSU - moving up to

No. 5.

Florida State, which defeated Miami

it
AME BALL

/ Deshaun Foster. Against

Arizona Foster was a human
pinball breaking tackles for 118 yards

rushing and two touchdowns. When
things were looking bad for the Bruins

in the first half Foster kept them in It

with hard-fought, breathtaking runs.

URNING POINT KEY STAT

Danny Fanner's 64-yard

touchdown reception. With the score

31-28, Arizona missed a 49-yard field

goal with 1 2K}9 remaining in the

fourth quarter. On a fake option run,

McNown would hit a wide-open,

streaking Farmer to make the score 38-

28 and put the game out of reach.

2min,10sec
Tra»ttngArl»rg=!
28-24 in the third

quarter, UCLA

would run off 28 consecutive points In

that time span. Game over. Checkmate.

JOHN SUEHIRO/Daily Bruin

ReacIh youR TARqET AudiENCE. AdvERTisE. *-^ DAILY BRUIN
Classified 825''2221 • Display 206-3060

Graduatin ShAfp your academic, personal,

and social experiences with

visiting students,

and make a positive impact in a student^s life!

Join the....
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Student Recruiter Volunteers:

• Host Campus Tours for Elementary, Junior High,

and High School Students.

• Host Scholars Day / Overnight Program
• Attend local College Fairs & Schools

• and much, much, more . .

.

•The goal of the program is to promote higher

education to young students, and vye *Te loolcing

for some committed people to help us do that.

•Pick up an application at 1147 Murphy Hall and sign

up for an interview today Applications will be

accepted October 5-13.

•|f you have any questions, please call and leave a

message for Seema Railcer at (310) 206.7776.

UCLA Student Recruiters is sponsored by ttie Office of Undergraduate Admissions and Relations with SctKWis.
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CALIFORNIA SPORTS

(Q&
49ers31,

Saints

Saints coach Mike Ditka started talking

about the 49ers gami^ rast January. Now all

he wants to do is forgeli as quickly as possi-

ble.

The game he labeled "his obsession"

turned into his nightmare, quickly erasing

thoughts of New Orleans' fast start and

showing that San Francisco is still the class

ofthe NFC West.

"They're the best football team I've seen

in this league," Ditka said. "
I don't care who

else there is, what their records are.

Certainly the best against me when I coach, I

know thai."

Steve Young had his fifth straight 300-

yard passing game and became the 20th

player in NFL history to throw for 30,000

yards in a 31-0 rout.

Chris Doleman's four sacks moved him

into fifth place on the career list, and the

49ers (4-1) won by their second largest mar-

gin against the Saints.

"Records are grtiat, but I think it's about

performing and keeping steady throughout

the year," Young said. "We have a standard

and we want to keep it. It seems kind of trite,

but that is the key."

Young, who left after one series in the

fourth quarter, completed 21 of40 passes for

309 yards and three touchdowns. He is now
tied with Joe Montana for most consecutive

300-yardjjassing games.

The Saints (3-2) showed no signs of the

scrappy play that helped them open with

^ Raiders 1,

^^ Chargers 6
The San Diego Chargers started strug-

gling rookie Ryan Leaf. The Oakland

Raiders countered with a backup quarter-

back making his first start since 1992. The

results were all too predictable.

In a contest of ofi"ensive ineptitude that

included 27 punts and five interceptions,

third-string quarterback Wade Wilson gave

the Raiders an unlikely 7-6 victory with a 68-

yard scoring pass to a wide-open James Jett

with 1:28 left.

The scoring pass was the only first down
ofthe second half for the Raiders. It also was

the only completion in seven attempts for

Wilson, who replaced Donald Hollas early in

the fourth period.

Wilson, 39, had not taken a snap since last

October.

"When you get back in the pocket, what

you've done for the last 16 or 17 years comes

out," he said. "I do recall in training camp
there were questions about my arm strength.

But you get the adrenalin going and you get

in a game situation, and you tend to throw

the ball a little farther."

Raiders coach Jon Gruden joked that

Wilson "earned his pension plan today."

Oakland's Leo Araguz had 16 punts, one

short of the NFL record. Darren Bennett

tied a Chargers record with 1 1 punts. The

teams combined for just 354 yards and only

15 first downs.

The Chargers drove into Oakland territo-

ry in the final minute. But on a fourth-and-7

Men's team wins Northwest,

women finish 1 7th at Bama

three s l uight v ictories .nid .ta k e the New at tiie RuiJeu 38, Nut i unc Meun^ caught a

England Patriots to the wire last week.

Against the lowest-ranked defense in the

NFL, New Orleans gained only 167 yards

and made only 10 first downs — just two in

the first three quarters, when it was held to

46 total yards. The Saints were just I-for-1

1

on third downs.

screen pass and was stopped inches short of

the first down.

"We saved the best for last today,"

Gruden said. "It was frustrating, obviously,

on the offensive side. We were fortunate to

come up with a big play and that was a great

way to go."

1^

TOURNAMENTS: Weather delay,

sudden-death playoff makes odd

weekend, rounds for golf squads

By Pauline Vu
Daily Bruin Contributor

They weren't going to share the title.

UCLA, Oregon and Washington may have

all tied for first place at thie Northwest Classic

with team totals of 856 (tying the tournament

record), but none of them were going to leave

their victory at that - a mere tie.

So the Bruins, Ducks and Huskies stepped

out to the 16th hole to settle the matter with a

sudden death playoff.

And when Jeff McGraw sunk a 12-foot

birdie putt to help the UCLA fivesome play

the hole 1-under par, llth-ranked UCLA
came out on top.

Although officially all three teams receive a

first place finish in the eyes of the NCAA,
playing to determine the tournament champi-

on was simply a matter of pride.

"You don't go to a tournament to tie," said

men's coach Brad Sherfy.

The Bruins had individual highlights as

well. B.J. Schlagenhauf led the field with an 8-

under-par 208, one shot off the tournament

record, to claim the individual title.

Schlagenhauf posted remarkable scores of

69 and 67 in the first and second round.

respectively, and held onto the lead with a par-

72 in the last round, edging out Rob Rashell of

Washington by two strokes.

Rashell, however, had the most spectacular

play of the tournament with a hole-in-one on

the 177-yard seventh hole.

Jason Semelsberger put in a strong perfor-

mance with scores of 70, 68 and 73 to tie for

third with a 5-under-par score of 21 1.

*'The play or Schlagenhauf and

Semelsberger was outstanding, and Parker

McLachlin showed good stuff after red-shirt-

ing last year," Sherfy said.

Jeff McGraw shot only 2-over-par to tie for

26th place, Parker McLachlin shot 4-over-par

to tie for 33rd, and Ross Fulgentis shot 10-

over-par to finish 65th.

"There's a lot of depth on this team. Our
future looks bright," Sherfy said.

Interestingly enough, having a sudden-

death playoff at all was up to the Bruins, who
had a flight to catch immediately after the

tournament.

"The team discussed it over and decided

they'd rather play now and catch another

flight later," Sherfy said.

Obviously, they chose well.

The Bruins participated in the Northwest

Classic exactly a year ago at the same golf

course and placed ninth. Schlagenhauf led the

Bruins then as well, placing fourth in the tour-

nament. ,

*"

• • •

The women's golf team entered the Bama
Fall Preview this week ranked 23rd nationally

and eager to challenge the elite of the colle-

giate women's golf world, when something big

rained on their parade.

Something like the Bama Fall Preview.

The Bruins placed 1 7th in one ofthe tough-

est tournaments in the country, with 15 out of

the 18 teams ranked in the top 25 of the

Mastercard rankings, including top-ranked
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Bowles Nts stride at UCLA
PROFILE: Freshman volleyball

phenom kills opponents, makes

iidjustments to college life, play

,_.!

Duke, Arizona (No. 2) and Arizona State (No.

3)-

Although the first day was rained out, the

clouds still didn't lift for the Bruins when play

began on Tuesday.

That day the Bruins posted a team total of

324, 40-over-par, to finish in last place. Duke

See GOLF, page 57

Any large Pizza, your choice of toppings and crust, for $9.99

824-41 1

1

1114 Gayley Ave.

Westwood Village

Medium 1 topping Pizza

for $5.95

Fast Free Delivery

until 1 a.m. Sunday-Thursday
until 2 a.m. Friday & Saturday

M,i|or Le.tqiip B.ispb.ill

Postseason At A Glance

DIVISION SBUES

RMV rati vl« MiBS

TimimkS«pt29

New)IM2JeusO

MMntidnLSMLJO
NewYori(3,1c)us1

FiMiy,0cL2

N«w York 4, Texas 0, New York wins series 3-

Otvttand vs. Boston

Tiitsdiy,S«|pt29

Boston ll.OeveUnd 3

WtdMsday,Scpt.30

Cleveland 9, Boston S

Friday, Oct2

Cleveland 4, Boston 3

Saturday, Oct 3

QeveUnd 2, Boston 1, Cleveland wins series

3-1

National LoasM
Atlanta vs. Chicago

WMkMsday, Sopt. 30

idanta 7,Chka90

1

Thunday,0ct1

Atlanta 2, Chicago 1, 10 innings

Saturday, Oct 3

Atlanta 6, Chicago 2, Atlanta wins series 3-0

Houston vs. San Ditgo

Tutsday,S«pt.29

San Oiego 2, Houston 1

*

Thursday, Oct 1

Houston S, San Oiego 4 «

Saturday, Oct 3

San Oiego 2, Houston 1

Sunday, 0ct4

San Oiego 6, Houston 1, San Oiego wins

series 3-1

LiMUE CHAMPIONSHIP SEMES

(NBQ

TiMsday,0ct6

New York 7, Cleveland 2

Wtdntsday,0ct7

Qeveland 4, New York 1 , 1 2 innings

Friday,Octf

Cleveland 6, New York 1

Saturday, Oct 10

NewYbrl(4,CleveUndO

Sunday, Oct 11

New York S, Cleveland 3, New York leads

series 3-2

Tuesday, Oct 13

Cleveland (Nagy 15-10) at New York (Cone

20-7), 8:08 p.m.

Wednesday, Oct 14

Cleveland at New York, 8:08 p.m., if neces-

sary

National Lcagut

(FOX)

Wednesday, Oct 7

San Oiego 3, Atlanta 2, 10 innings

Thursday, Oct 8

San Oiego 3, Atlanta

Saturday, Oct 10

San Oiego 4, Atlanta 1

Sunday, Oct 11

Atlanta 8, San Oiego 3, San Oiego leads

series 3-1.

Monday, Oct. 12

Atlanta (Smoltz 1 7-3) at San Oiego (Ashby

17-9), 8:10 pim.

Wednesday, Oct 14

San Oiego at Atlanta, 4:20 p.m., if necessary

Thursday, Oct IS

San Diego at Atlanta, 8: 1 5 p.m., if necessary

WORLD SERIES

(fOX)

Saturday, Oct 17

Atlanta-San Oiego winner at New York-

Geveiand winner, 8 p.m.

Sunday,0ct1S

Atlanta-San Diego winner at New Vorti-

Cleveland winner, 7:55 p.m.

Tuesday, Oct 20

New Yoit-Oevetand winner at Atlanta-San

Oiego winner, 8:20 pim.

Oct21 —

"

New York-Cleveland winner at Atlanta-San

Diego vwmer, 8:20 p.m.

Thunda)kOct22

New York-Cleveland winner at ABanta-San

Oiego winner, 8:20 p.m., if necessary

Saturday, Oct 24

Atlanta-San Oiego winner at New York-

Cleveland winner, 8 p.m., if necessary

Sunday,0ct25

Atlanta-San Oiego winner at New York-

Cleveland winner, 755 p.m. EST, if neces-

sary

National Footbal Lpaque

At A Glance

Central

Minnesota

Green Bay

Tampa Bay

Detroit

Chicago

West

Adanu

San Francisco

New Orleans

Si Louis

Carolina

5 1.000 166 96

4 1 .800 135 107

2 3 .400 75 99

1 4 .200 107 138

1 5 .167 116 146

4 1

4 1

3 20
2 30

5

.800 141 100

.800164 86

.600 89 105

.400 129 125

.000 101 153

AMERICAN CONFERENQ

East

New England

Miami

Buffalo

NY Jets

Indianapolis

W L T Pet. Pf PA

4 10 .800 147 86

3 10 .750 67 42

2 3 .400111 108

2 3 .400 114 105

1 5 .167 86 159

Central

Jacksonville

Pittsburgh

Baltimore

Cincinnati

Tennessee

West

Denver

Kansas City

Oakland

Seattle

San Oiego

400 1.000 96 71

3 2 .600 70 81

2 3 .400 86 90

2 3 .400 103 115

2 3 .400 80 89

6 1.000 203 109

4 2 .667 118 103

4 2 .667 88 117

3 3 .500 127 79

2 4 .333 70 102

NATIONAL CONFERENa

East

Dallas

Arizona

N.Y Giants

Philadelphia

Washington

W L T Pet. PF PA

4 2 .667 162 102

3 3 .500 101 121

2 4 .333 112 145

1 5 .167 69 149

060 .000 86186

Sundaylt Games

Bufbk) 31, Indianapolis 24

Dallas 27, Carolina 20

New England 40, Kansas City 10

Gndnnati 25, Pittsburgh 20

San Francisco 31, New Orleans

Tennessee 12, Baltimore 8

Philadelphia 17, Washington 12

Arizona 20, Chicago 7

Denver 21, Seattle 16

St. Louis 30, New York Jets 10

Oakland 7, San Diego 6

Atlanta 34, New York Giants 20

OPEN: Detroit Green Bay, Minnesota, Tampa

Bay

Monday^ Game
Miami at Jacksonville, 8:20 p.m.

ThundayiOctIS

Green Bay at Detroit, 8:20 p.m.

Sunday, Oct 18

Arirona at New York Giants, 1:01 p.m.

Baltimore at Pittsburgh, 1 :01 p.m.

Carolina at Tampa Bay, 1:01 p.m.

Cinannati at Tennessee, 1:01 p.m.

Jacksonville at Buffalo, 1:01 pm.

New Orieans at Atlanta, 1 K)1 p.m.

Washington at Minnesota, 1:01 p.m.

Indianapolis at San Francisco, 4:05 p.m.

Philadelphia at San Oiega 4: 1 5 p.m.

St. Louis at Miami, 4: 15 p.m.

Dallas at Chicago, 4: 15 p.m.

OPEN: Denver, Kansas City, Oakland, Seattle

Monday, Oct 19

New York Jets at New England, 8:20 p.m.

National Hotkey Leaqup

At A Glanfp

Atlantic Division

Philadelphia

Pittsburgh

New Jersey

N.Y Islanders

N.Y. Rangers

Northeast Division

Montreal

Toronto

Ottawa

Boston^

Buffalo

Southeast Division

Florida

Washington

Carolina

Tampa Bay

W
1

1

W
1

1

1

W
2

1

L TPtsGFGA

2 10
2 4 3

1 2

3 4

1 8

1

1

2

Calgary 5, San Jose 3

SundajntMmcs
Anaheim at Philadelphia, 7 pLm.

Ottawa at Phoenix, 10 p.m.

L TPtsGFGA

2 7 1

2 2 1

2 4 3

113 3

14

WESTERN CONFERENa

Central Division

Chicago

St. Louis

Detroit

Nashville

Northwest Division

Calgary

Vancouver

Colorado

Edmonton

Pacific Division

Dallas

Los Angeles

San Jose

Phoenix

Anaheim

W
1

W
1

W
1

1

L TPtsGFGA

4 5 1

2 10
114 4

1115 8

L TPtsGFGA

2 2 1

113 3

10 12
10 1

L TPtsGFGA

13 8 6

10 3 4

10 12

L TPtsGFGA

1 1

1

2 4 1

2 2 1

1 6

EASTERN CONFERENa

Saturday^ Games

Pittsburgh 4, NY Islanders 3

Montreal 7, N.Y. Rangers 1

Toronto 2, Detroit 1

St. Louis 3, Boston 3, tie

Tampa Bay 4, Carolina 4, tie

Washington I.Anaheim

Dallas 4, Buffalo 1

Chicago 2. New Jersey 1

Florida 1, Nashville

Ottawa 4, Colorado 3

Los Angeles 2, Edmonton 1

N.Y Islanders at Boston, 1 :30 pim.

Los Angeles at Vancouvei; 5 p.m.

SL Louis at NY Rangers, 7:30 pim.

Bufblo at Colorado, 9 pim.

Tuesday^ Games

Anaheim at Montreal, 7 p.m.

Detroit at Washington, 7:30 pim.

Carolina at Nashville, 8 p.m.

Chicago at Dallas, 8:30 p.m.

Toronto at Edmonton, 9 p.m.

Transactions

Major League BasebaN

American Leaoue

CLEVELAND INDIANS—Purchased the con-

tract of INF jblbert Cabrera from Buffalo of

the International League.

National LMgnc
MONTREAL EXPOS—Signed Felipe Alou,

manager, to a three-year contract exten-

sion, through 2001.

National Hockey League

ANAHEIM MIGHTY DIKKS—RecalM D

Mike Crowley from Cincinnati of the AHL

Trivia Questions

1 .Who is the only NHL player to average

more than two points per ganie?

2. Who was the first pitcher in history to

strike out 3,000 baners?

3. Which NFL team has had the most con-

secutive seasons leading the league in

interceptions?

Answers

•aw| pet| aAWj s^aiiO Ajo »««)( *m £

uosugofjaiiiM;

xnamtaiouf)i«|-i

By Nick Taylor

Daily Bruin Contributor

While freshman Ashley Bowies gets used {o

college life and making "the transition", her

outstanding play paces the Bruins. She has

scored double figures in kills in the last seven

matches, never notching fewer than nine kills

in any match for UCLA this season.

You might think 18-year-old Ashley Bowles

has gained a high level o( confidence, due to

her success with a top-

notch program in the

Division I ranks. But, this —^—
is far from an accurate

way to describe this fresh-

man's attitude toward

life, school and the team.

Ashley credits her

coach, teammates, and

her preparation and work

ethic as reasons for her

success.

Ashley's biggest con-

tribution to the team's

game so far has been her

high number of kills.

Ashley plays down her statistics, though, giv-

ing most ofthe credit to her teammates.

"It just depends on all sorts of things. If

Erika's (Selsor) passing is on, she can gel the

Coming out of high

school; (Bowles) could

consistently set; pass

and block well; but said

she loved the hitter

position most.

putaway ball. Erika had a great setting night,

so 1 bad a lot of chances."

Before playing and starring in NCAA vol-

leyball, Ashley came to UCLA from

Manhattan Beitch (Mira Costa High) because

she wanted to go to a big football school. Her

love for the game on the gridiron comes from

following the Bruins the last couple of years.

She expressed how important family is in

her life and her decision to becoming a Bruin.

"I'm likely to sit with my dad and watch the _

games on Sundays," she said. She also took an

unofficial trip la.st spring to visit UCLA, and

said, "I just had a great time, so I knew 1 want-

ed to come here."

Since UCLA is so close to home, Bowles

says it has made the transition from high

school to college much
'

easier for her.
^"~^~'"""'"""

"I've already been

home a couple of times,

and spent time with

friends, so that has made

it (the transition) easier

for me," she said.

But she says it is still

hard getting adjusted to

all of the volleyball she

must play. With double

days of practices,

weightlifting, team meet-

ings and film sessions,

the difference between

high school and college volleyball was over-

whelming, but Bowles says that she has now

gotten used to it.

While she intends to major in history.

Bruins stay undefeated in MPSF

with shutout against California

M.SOCCER; Defending national

offense rolling. 1 hen, if Erika can set the out- Bowles is taking three other classes in an

side ... Ashley said. "We like to use the dow-n-

the-line spike because most people don't

expect it."

In last Friday's game against USC, Bowles

used her favorite shot en route to claiming 20

kills, along with seven digs and only three

errors. When asked if she was in what many

athletes refer to as "the zone" she said,

"Somewhat; I waited to get a good set, a good

eiiort to gel acquainted with UlLA and all it

has to offer.

With her busy athletic schedule this fall.

Bowles outside activities have beer^sx)mewhat

limited, but that didn't stop her from going

through a day of sorority rush. But she decid-

ed that pledging might be too much for her to

See BOWLES, page 58

champs UCLA continue longest

home winning-streak in nation

By Moin Salahuddin

Daily Bruin Contributor

The second-ranked Bruins have dominated

their competition the past two seasons with an

explosive offense and an impenetrable defense.

As they have dismantled the opposition.

UCLA has gained national recognition for their

program, especially after their immensely suc-

cessful season last year.

As the Bruins scored three times in a span of

less than six minutes, UCLA proved their status

as one of the top teams in the nation is well

deserved.

Is this the talented football team coached by

Bob Toledo or the defending national champion

soccer team led by Sigi Schmid?

While the football team ascends the ranks of

the elite, the soccer team has already proven its

worth.

Heading into Sunday's contest versus the

California Golden Bears, the Bruins were 8-1

overall this season. UCLA has been shutting

down opponents, allowing only two teams to

score on them all year. Sunday's match was no

different for the Bruins.

UCLA demolished the Bears 5-0 at home to

extend their regular season home-winning

streak to an amazing 24 games (28 overall).

With Sunday
'

s defeat of Cai, the last home loss

was effectively avenged. Both Martin Bruno

and Shea Travis contributed two goals while

senior Seth George assisted on three goals.

"I'm pretty satisfied," Bruno said. "It was

good coming off a tough game against Stanford

and then beating the crap out of Cal. We needed

this win to go up 2-0 in league. I'm pretty happy

about it."

"I wish I could have gotten three," Bruno

said. "I didn't get that lucky."
—-^—

The Bruins opened up scoring in the 27th

minute when the Cal goalie missed, a routine

ball. Bruno got the deflection and kicked it into

an empty net.

Two minutes later, UCLA's offense went

back to work. George and Sasha Victorine set

up Travis, who fired a bullet to the top left cor-

ner to extend the lead to 2-0.

"I'm definitely satisfied with my play today,"

Travis said. "Two years ago, they (Cal) upset us

here. But later that season we beat them 4-0. I'm

glad to bring them here on our new field, and

show them what UCLA soccer is all about."

Another two minutes later, Carlos

Bocanegra and George fed a ball to Bruno, who
headed the ball over the helpless Bear goalkeep-

er. Bruno scored and UCLA headed into half-

time with a 3-0 lead.

In.the 63rd minute, McKinley Tennyson, Jr.

outmaneuvered a Cal defender and passed the

ball to Travis. Travis blasted another shot and

gave the Bruins a 4-0 lead.

Sophomore Caleb Westbay and George fed a

ball to senior Junior Gonzalez in the 78th

minute. Gonzalez rified his own shot into the

top right corner, just out of the reach of the

Bears' keeper to round out the scoring 5-0.

Sophomore goalkeepers Nick Rimando and

Kevin Perrault combined for the shutout,

thwarting every attack launched by the Bears.

The Bruins (9-1 overall, 2-0 MPSF) complet-

ed a sweep of the Bay Area schools, after post-

inga 1-0 victory over Stanford on Friday.

"It was* one of our best games ofthe season,"

head coach Schmid said. "We substituted a lot

and many played well today, especially Shea

Travis."

"We got a big win Friday and a very convinc-

ing win today," Schmid said. "Hopefully, we've

sent a message to ourselves that we're ready to

defend our conference title and a message to the

rest of the league."
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ommission

JI*|W|V blOFLO
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 16

12 NOON @ WESTWOOD PLAZA
FREE ADMISSION!

This Rap Concert Accorppanies

Community Servic

ecruitment Fair

Tuesday, October 13

12 Noon @ Westwood Plaza

Free Admission

WALT DISNEY'S

MOILAN

-U-

ON THURSDAY, OCTOBER 15, 7-11pm

carter.peace.mission

jon.cougar.concen-

tratlon.camp

parking.lot.kids

agent.51

OCTOBER 15 & 16,

BOTH DAYS
@ 7PM & 9:30PM f^i

ACKERMAN GRAND
BALLROOM

$2 ADMISSION

JtmCAuffM

ASSOCIATION

ICOUNCII

CAMPUS EVENTS COMMISSION
1.310.825.1958

http://students.asucla.ucla.edu/cGc/

cecinfo@asucla.ucla.edu
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SPORTS
Golf

Men's and women's golf were in aaion

this past weekend, the women at the

Bama Fall Preview and the men at the

Northwest Classic.

See how they did inside.

Big second-half gives Bruins win
RECAP: Second-ranked

UCLA burns Arizona

52-28 in late scoring run

ByJeffKmiotek

Daily Bruin Staff

What do you get when you lose

your starting tailback, your quarter-

back completes just 10 of 24 passes

and you're playing the lOth-best

team in the nation on their home
turf?

ir you're the UCLA Bruins, a

convincing 52-28 victory. The sec-

ond-ranked Bruins (4-0, 2-0 in Pac-

10) blew up in the fourth quarter,

parting the red sea of Arizona fans

with three touchdowns on three con-

secutive offensive plays to turn a

clo^e game into a demolition.

Even with Jermaine Lewis out, it

wn.-^ !hr ta ilhackis wfao led the wny.

Freshman DeShaun Foster

stepped up and kept the Bruins close

in the first half, while Keith Brown

put the game away with two straight

TD runs in the fourth quarter.

"(Foster) ran the ball

tremendously. He kept

his feet moving, kept

breaking tackles.

It was huge."

CadeMcNown
Quarterback

AARON TOUT/Ddily Brum

DeShaun Foster carries the ball as Brad Melsby clears the way, Foster scored two touchdowns

and ran for 1 18 yards to lead the Bruins in rushing against the University of Arizona.

«

UCLA wins despite McNone
SIDEBAR: Quarterback's

play has been weak for

several games in a row

"Keith and I didn't want to be the

letdown of the team," said Foster. "1

knew I could run hard, and I just

wanted to show what I could do."

Foster's first run was his most

impressive, a 37-yard effort in which

he bounced off defenders like a mad
pinball before reaching paydirt for

UCLA's opening score. Foster

See FOOTBALL, page 60

By Rocky Salmon
Daily Bruin Staff

UCLA tallied 52 points on

Saturday, and only two touch-

downs came on a Cade McNown
touchdown pass.

When the horn finally sounded

and UCLA walked off victorious,

McNown had had a terrible game,

completing ten of 24 passes for

only 171 yards.

These are not what you would

call Heisman numbers.

In fact, since the Texas A&M
game in the Cotton Bowl last year.

No. 18 has not put up stellar num-

bers against anyone.

Versus the Aggies he hit 16 of 29

with one pick. Against Texas he

overthrew many of his receivers.

Against Houston he was only 1 7-32

and one touchdown. ' Versus

Washington State he was only 14-

27 for 205 yards.

The accumulation of the string

of bad games continues, as evi-

denced by Saturday's numbers.

Luckily McNown had DeShaun

Foster and Keith Brown to shoul-

der the load.

"At the beginning, the crowd

kind of rattled the whole offense,"

wide receiver Brian Poli-Dixon

said. "Before the game we were all

a little nervous but Cade has not

struggled in practice."

In the game against Arizona,

McNown would become McNone.

On the first possession of the

game, it was third and ten,

McNown overthrew Danny
Farmer. The next possession, he

would hit Craig Walendy for a six-

yard pick up - but on the next five

attempts McNown would under-

See SIDEBAR, page 58

Goalkeeper blocks Stanford from win
REVIEW: Intense game

against northern rivals

results in UCLA j^ictory

By Scott street

Paily Bruin Contributor
» •

In Brazil, there is a love affair

between fans and their soccer play-

ers, so much so that many of them

are referred to by only one name.

At UCLA, a similar respect is grow-

ing. The name: Rimando.

_ Spurred once again by thc'sensa-

tional play of goaltender Nick

Rimando, defending national

champion UCLA defeated No. 8

Stanford 1-0 Friday night in the

Mountain Pacific Sports

Federation (MPSF) opener before

1,184 at Spaulding Field.

The win moved the second-

ranked Bruins to 8-1 overall (1-0

MPSF) and extended their home
winning streak to 28 games, the

longest current streak in the

NCAA.
The game began with both teams

eager to continue what has become
an annual battle of the West

Coast's two best teams.

Stanford threatened first at the

five-minute mark, with sophomore

Corey Woolfolk firing a shot at the

lower left-hand corner - which

Rimando saved. A little more than

-four minutes lafter, Rimando
worked his magic again. The
Bruins turned the ball over at mid-

field, and with Woolfoljc streaking

alone towards the Bruin goal,

Rimando raced back to net. He
then slipped trying to get position,

but managed to scramble, regain

his balance, and defiect Woolfolk's

shot wide right.

**I got caught out,** Rimando
said. "He (Woolfolk) read it pretty

fVMRiCK LAM

Garrett Jansma fails to steal the ball from Bruin Sasha Victorlne

during the UCLA 1-0 win over Stanford.

well and I was going to come out

and get it but then I thought it was

50-50 that he would get there before

me. I tried to get back, slipped, and

thought he was going to beat me so

I got up as quick as I could and went

Set SOCCER, page 61

Hardcore fans

make voyage to

tell Arizona fans

to slow their roll

COLUMN: Frat brothers

intimidate Wildcats with

eight-clap, sheer pride

Arizona Stadium looked like

the Red Sea, filled to thft

brim with 58,7.18 screaming"

Wildcats fans.

Amidst the red tide, a section of

Blue and Gold stood doing the

eight-clap - even though the

University of Arizona fans

drowned out

the Bruin

chants.

But still they

stood, cheering

a9 loudly g»

Rocky

Salmon

they possibly

could, heckled

by catcalls

from sections

surrounding

them.

As one

Sigma Qhi stu-

dent, Mark
Anderson, put it, "It's like going to

the South from the North during

Civil War time and chanting

'North, North.' Arizona can't hold

a candle up to UCLA."
And that is where the story ends.

The story begins in Westwood,

Friday at 1 :30 p.m. For some it is

time to face traffic, but for two

traveling vans of Sigma Chi fan-

atics it is time to get fired up for the

UCLA-Arizona game.

"More UCLA fans have

to make the trips so

they can help us party."

James Pennington

Sigma Chi member

Twelve guys, five in one van and

seven in the other, were cramped in

two cars for eight and a half hours,

starting in rush hour and ending in

a hostile environment.

"The road trip is half of the fun,"

Sigma Chi student James

Pennington said while his frat

brothers got in a debate with three

Arizona fans. "More UCLA fans

have to make the trips so they can

help us party when UCLA kicks

ass."

Part of that fun was a traffic stop

and one van running out of gas

before they reached Tucson.

In Tucson, Sigma Chi truly

showed their Bruin Pride by deck-

ing themselves in blue and gold and

waltzing into the middle of the

hang out joints by U of A. Like

twelve gunslingers out of a "Young

Guns" movie, they pulled out their

eight-claps and told the Arizona

fans to "slow their roll."

"We went out to Maloney's and"

a few other places to represent

.

UCLA and were immediately

harassed/' one Sigma Chi member .

"
SeeSAlM0ll,|Mgc56
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Ward Connery's programs

foster racism. See page 19

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Animal House anniversary video adds to the

legend with new interviews. See page 23
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Professor wins Nobel Prize In medicine

UtlA Public Infofnidtioii

Louis Ignarro, professor of pharmacology,

received the Nobel Prize.
'^ "~

Ombuds staff

willing, waiting

to end conflict

CAMPUS: Relatively unknown

eanipus office assists university

'community in resolving disputes

By Lawrence Ferchaw

Daily Bruin Staff

Even though thousands of people pass by it

each year, the Ombuds ortlcc enjoys relative

anonymity in its ortlcc next to the Career Center.

"The what?" asked Kimberii Pollock, a sec-

ond-year art history student.

The Ombuds Office assists students, faculty

and stalTin resolving problems and disputes that

occur on campus, issues handled by the office

can range from grade disputes and sexual harass-

ment to problems with a roommate.

llie head of the office said he wasn't surprised

to hear that some students don't know about the

office.

"We always run into students who don't know
what the office is," said Howard Gadlin, univer-

sity ombudsperson. "Often they don't know
about us until they need us, and thenJJiey find us

very quickly"

The ofTice handles 1,200 to 1,300 cases per

year. Each case can take as little as 30 minutes or

as much as 100 hours to resolve.

"We function as a neutral third party mi

between disputing parties," Gadlin said

Gadlin is one of three full-time employees at

the office who works wjth people to resolve dis-

putes or help them with other problems related to

the university.

When fully staffed, about eight people work in

the office, including a former faculty member^
who volunteers at the office, along with one to

two interns interested in getting involved in the

field.

The Ombuds Office is not the place to goto file

formal charges, however. Individuals interested

io resolving their conflicts through formal chan-

Sct OMMIK^pagt 14

MEDICINE: Ignarro becomes fifth

UCLA researcher to win award,

sharing with two other people

By Kathryn Combs and Michael Weiner
Daily Bmin Senior Staff

Louis Ignarro, a UCLA professor in the

department of molecular and medical pharma-

cology, was awarded the Nobel Prize for medi-

cine on Oct. 12, one of three U.S. scientists chiv

sen for the honor.

Ignarro, 57, was recognized for his discover-

ies regarding nitric oxide, a substance used in

treating cardiovascular disease, impotence.

at the University of Texas Medical School for

their work with nitric oxide. The three will split

the $978,000 prize.

"Now, finally, this discovery can be put to use

in treatment of numerous pathologies," Ignarro

said from Naples, Italy, where he is participating

in a lecture.

While Ignarro is the fifth UCLA professor to

receive the Nobel Prize, he is the first from the

UCLA School of Medicine.

This is the second year in a row that a UCLA
professor has received a Nobel Prize. Last year,

chemistry professor Paul D. Boyer received the

award for chemistry.

"( Ignarro's) brilliant work, conducted on this

campus, is enabling further discoveries that will

save and enhance countless lives," said

shock and po!;}{lbly caniiF
"He's a great scientist and a great teacher,"

said Gerald Levey, dean of the School of

Medicine. "In some ways, it's not too surprising

that a great teacher and a great scientist go hand

in hand."

Also honored were Robert Furchgott, at the

State University of New York and Ferid Murad,

Chanee l lor Albe rt Carne&alc.

Nitric oxide, not be confused with nitrous

oxide - laughing gas - is a substance responsible

for the transmission of signals from one part of

the body to another. In essence, it relaxes blood

vessels, allowing them to widen.

Formed when nitrogen burns, nitric oxide is

an unstable molecule also found in car exhaust

and is toxic in high doses.

"It's a friend and a foe," said Russ Byrns, a

research associate in Ignarro's lab.

"It can do very good things and very bad
things."

Levey emphasized the importance of the

award.

"Now that we have a Nobel laureate, it estab-

lishes our research program with a special

degree of credibility,"Levey said.

"This is very special for any school of medi-

cine (and) it is particularly special for ours

because we are a research-based institution," he

added.

Ignarro's research, while applicable in many
fields, led to the development of the anti-impo-

tence drug Viagra.

"All the basic research on Viagra was started
1 1 1 11 ll l l' li. l" U-

ill this lab," said Anjay Rastogi, one of Ignarro
'

s

'

research associates.

"(But) that's only one of the very narrow

implications," Levey added.

Nitric oxide is also used in the treatment of

disorders of the nervous, immune and circulato-

ry systems.

SeeWMORROpagel?

Speak and be heard

DAVID HIIL

Candice Gingrich, chairwoman of the Human Rights Campaign's National Coming Out Day, gives a speech encouraging the gay,

lesbian, bisexual and transgender corrimunity at UCLA to keep fighting for acceptance and their rights.

Prift 9 may decrease energy costs
By Hannah Miller

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Energy deregulation, trumpeted by

state legislators two years ago in a pro-

competition frenzy worthy of Adam
Smith, may not have worked as well as

expected.

In theory, the legislation passed in

1996 should have lowered prices by

allowing competition in the energy-

production (narket.

But consumer advocates - including

the grandfather of consumer protec-

tion, Ralph Nader - say that deregula-

tion didn't accomplish that goal at all.

"We're not better off," said Doug
Heller of the Californians Against

Utility Taxes (C(!jT). "Deregulation

has worked for big business, but small

businesses and consumers are still pay-

ing rates at 40 to 50 percent higher

than the national average."

Such is the thought behind

Proposition 9, which would cut utility

rates 20 percent, prevent utilities from

passing off the costs of expensive

nuclear power, and - most controver-

sially - force the state to buy back $6

billion in bonds.

It's this last provision about bonds

that has set off alarms.

The L.A. County Board of

Supervisors, police unions, and school

^
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Local police center

holds open house
A dozen Westwood Village merchants and

restaurant owners have banded together to

sponsor the neighborhood's Police

Community Center open house on Oct. 24.

The event, which will be from 1 1 a.m. to 3

p.m., is being held in conjunction with

National Crime Prevention Month.

*'We are extremely gratified that these

merchants have made such a generous com-

mitment to sponsor these events," said Bob
Walsh, executive director of the Westwood
Village Community Alliance. "It is this kind

of support which helps make the Village a

very special community with participation

from all sectors."

The merchants are also sponsoring a

weekly series of hour-long crime prevention

seminars, to be held every Friday throughout

October at the community police center at 9

a.m. and noon.

The free seminars will examine office

security, loss and shoplifting pre-

vention, personal safety, and sexu-

al assault and rape prevention.

— The open house will feature gift bags

for children containing safety-related items,

bicycle registration materials and free

refreshments.

UC Irvine building has

Nobel winner's name
F. Sherwood Rowland, an atmospheric

chemist at UC Irvine whose work on ozone

depletion earned him a Nobel Prize in 1995,

was honored at a ceremony Friday at which

the Physical Sciences building was renamed

in his honor.

The building stands next to UCrs Reines

Hall, which was renamed last year after the

late Nobel Laureate Frederick Reines, also a

member of the university's faculty before his

death.

"Sherry Rowland's research has made a

very large impact on the world," said UCI

Chancellor Ralph Cicerone.

"His scientific ideas and data

have caused chemical companies,

governments and individual people all

around the world to change their behaviors

and to work together."

Rowland is best known for his work on

ChloroHuorocarbons (CFCs). More than

two decades ago, Rowland and his Nobel

Prize-winning partner, Mario Molina, deter-

mined that chlorinated chemicals used in

aerosol sprays and air conditioners were

opening a hole in the stratospheric ozone

shield that protects the Earth from the sun's

ultraviolet rays.

Their persistent research led to a ban on

CFCs and greater awareness of the effects of

chemicals on the atmosphere.

UCSD biologists find

important plant gene
Biologists at UC San Diego have made a

discovery that could help create plants that

can better withstand adverse condition

brought on by drought.

In an article in the journal Science, UC
San Diego biologists Julian Schroeder and

Zhen-Min Pei found that controlling a par-

ticular gene in. the plant Arabidopsis caused

the plants to survive in drought conditions,

where control plants withered and died.

"This information might be good for

plants that experience transitory periods of

drought," Schroeder said.

Plants lose water to evaporation through

tiny holes in their leaves, called stomatal

pores. A plant hormone, called abscisis acid,

helps reduce this water loss by triggering clo-

sure of the stomatal pores during drought

periods.

The better a plant achieves stomatal clo-

sure during a drought, the more water it con-

serves.

Peter McCourt, of the University of

Toronto, co-authored the report.

Compiled from Daily Bruin staff reports.
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off the mark by Mark Parisi LESSTHAN TWO WEEKS LEFT:

To drop Impacted courses

(L&S undergraduate students).

To change Study List (add.

drop courses) without fee through

URSA Telephone.

To check waiting lists for

courses through URSA
Telephone.

To enroll in courses for credit

without $50 late Study List fee

through URSA Telephone.

To file advancement to candi-

dacy petition for master's degree

with major department.

To file graduate leaves of

absence with Graduate Division.

i^M-

CORRECTIONS

On Oct. 12, the Daily Bruin ran a

photo titled "Goalkeeper blocks

Stanford from win" that contained an

error. The photo published was from a

UCLA game vs. UC Berkeley instead

of the match vs. Stanford. The Daily

Bruin regrets the error.

WHArS BREWIN'TODAY

Today Noon
GALA
Brown Bag Lunch

Royce Fountain • 825-8053

Weslev Christian Fellowship

CSA
General Meeting

Ackerman 3508

Come and find out about

upcoming events!

Bible Study 101

Kerckhoff Patio 208-6869

University Catholic Center

Catholic Mass (12: 10)

Kerckhoff 400

1 p.m.
MEChA Calmecac

Parent Circle

Student Retention Center-M6

203 • 206-5547

3 p.m.
Kid's Korner

Volunteer Training

Ackerman 2412

4 p.m.
Project Literacy

Orientation Session

Kerckhoff 400

Project B.R.I TE.
^

Orientation Meeting

Ackerman Union 3508

825-2333

Project Literacy

Orientation Training Session

KH400

Information Meeting

4355D Public Policy

Free Admission • 206-3109

Pilipinos For Community
Health

General Meeting

Sproul Entertainment Center

825-2415

Environmental Coalition

Orientation Meeting- Interested

in helping the fighfagainst the

degredation of the rainforests,

environmental injustice or social

justice?

Kerckhoff 310

Music Club

Meeting

Kerckhoff t52

For More Information, Email

Helen Parish at:

hparish@ucla.edu T'T^

UCLA Student Business Union

2nd General Meeting Featuring

Trilogy Software

AU 2408

5 p.m.
UCLA Students Against Drunk
Driving (SADD)
Sign- up and General

Information Meeting

Franz 1178 -236-3821

Forensic Sciences (Psychology

Department)

First Club Meeting

Open to Students Interested In:

Psychology and Law,

Behavioral Sciences, and

Forensic Medicine

Franz Hall 3461

UCLA Shooting Class

Orientation and First Safety

Class - Please visit our web site

for info

www.ben2.ucla.edu/~shooting

Men's Gym 122

6 p.m.
Campus Crusade for Christ

The Weekly Meeting (6:30)

5440 Boelter Hall

7 p.m.
GALA
1st General Meeting of the

Year!

Kinsey 355 -825-8053

UCLA Ski and Snowboard
Team
First Meeting

Ackerman Union Grand
Ballroom -207-6166

What's Brewin' can be reached via e-

mail at whatsbrewin@media.ucla.edu

I

High
As technology a(dvances, palm

pilots, pagers an(d cell

phones are getting smaller,

and as prices fall, their
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popularity with 5tudefFEg=

continues to grow

By Pauline Vu

Daily Bruin Contributor

Once upon a linic. a linic long ago. there was the beeper.

A few months later someoi^e created "digital display" for phone

numbers, and that little beeper beeame a pager.

Next, the pager companies created something called "voice mail,"

an oxymoron as good as any there ever was.

And then "text messaging" came into existence, and c«>mmercials

showed that asking M)meone to marry you through the pager could

indeed be a glorious thing.

Now technology has brought another breakthrough in the form ^^S

"voice paging."

C'onexs new "I'ocketalk," also known as the "portable answering

machine. ' will let you hear exactly how angry your boss is when she's

paging you.

If the existence ol" evolution is still in doubt, «.)nejias only to wan-

jkr through t he 1(1.

A

Computer Store and take a good look

around. >

Technology is bt>mbarding today's consumers with gadgets that

are faster, better and much more important than ever before.

"A cell phone is alnK>st a necessity in life." said Roger Kirnos. a

third-year international economics student.

"I use it to call ahead when I'm running late to save time. You

don't have to stop at a pay phone or anything," he added.

Cell phones, pagers and electronic organizers have been around

since the early 1980s, and were initially most popular with profes-

sionals, such as doctors.

In the last few years, however, their use has taken off. They have

become a common commodity for consumers, including college stu-

dents.

When the computer store on campus opened in 1986. it sold only

hardware, software and other computer-related items.

However, three years ago, as the technogadgets grew more popu-

lar, the store also jumped on the bandwagon and began selling

pagers, cell phones and other electronic items.

The most obvious reason for the popularity of these products is

that their prices have fallen drastically since the early days of the

techno-gadgets. • '

"Today it literally can cost you $7 a month to use a pager. In the

late 70s, it might have cost around $50 a month," said Robert Cortes,

manager for campus communications.

Kirnos said that with the various deals and rebates he got with his

c^il phone, it is almost free.

Over the past year, Cortes added, the general price of such gad-

See nCNNOlOVS, page 15
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tech
toys

Photo illustrdtion by CHARLES KUO

Featured here are the 3Com Palm Pilot, a Motorola StarTAC cell phone and a

Motorola Flex pager.

T
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Crime Natch

Burglary

Burglars had easy

week with three on-camp

puter burglaries that left no

forced entry.

The stolen merchandise i

incidents alone totaled $7,61

The week was not so fruitfi

car thieves, though, who made
one attempt at grand thefj

which proved unsucc^

end. The suspect d]

away with ste^

rotlerblad

totallin

attery were

ek, with one report

as far away as

Four

boardi

Healt

sport

Wedn
pedestr"

Admin
UCPD ofTi

with their

dents had some fun throwing water

balloons from the roof of their

building, but their fun ended
abrupty when neighbors called in

UCPD
spects skate-

Center for

make their

iting last

sing nearby

rates

his parking cl

Broxton.

Sunday, several Westwood resi-

also asked

to keep the peace'

ence while 21 work-

off in the UCLA
uesday

ofthe week, how-

en UCPD officers

p of seven use stu-

g cans of spray paint,

udffts were spotted run-

mg eastbound on Westwood
Avenue.

Luckily, the students were
stopped before they could cause

any damage.

Sometimes history remembers what doesn't get done
LEGISLATURE: Democrats

point to 105th Congress'

lack of accomplishments

By Donald M. Rothberg

The Associated Press

WASHlNCiTON Hvcry

Congress leaves its mark, measured m
laws that have an impact on American

life. The 105th Congress may be

remembered as much for the high-

profile legislation it could not pa.ss.

In lis tmal days, C ongrcss has given

up plans to enact an $80 billion lax

cut, to deal with widespread public

unhappiness with managed health

care, to rewrite banking and bank-

ruptcy laws, and to raise the federal

minimum wage.

Bipartisan proposals to cut teen-

age smoking and lo rewrite campaign

iinance laws died earlier in the ses-

sion.

Al this stage in the session, only

three weeks from lilection Day, words

speak louder than actions. Claims are

made, fingers are pointed. Democrats

refer to the "dtvnothing Republican

Congress." (iOP leaders are using the

closing days of the session lo. list

accomplishments in education and

the environment and blame the

Democratic president lor blocking

further progress.

The torrent of words is aimed at the»

voters in an election in which

Democrats are trying to portray

themselves as protectors of Social

Security and acfvocates of belter

health care and education.

The Democrats want

the electorate to think

of their agenda

rather than sex

in the White House.

Republicans want the voters lo ihitik

otthem as the parly of lower taxes and

smaller governnicnl.

The Democrats w;iiit (Ik- electorate

to think of their agenda rather than

se.x in the While Mouse. Bui the

Republicans controileJ the highesl-

-p^olilc vole of llie 105lh C ongrcss,

the oni: that authorized an impeach-

ment iiKiuiry against President

Clinton.

Clinton used his weekly radio

ackiress Saturday to press Congress

lo enact his education program in the

closing hours o^ .the- session

""Congress has an opportunit\ and an

obligation \o renew and strengthen

our sclu>oIs. There is no nu>re inipor-

lanl task belore us." he argued.

Senalc Majority Leader Trent

Loll,. R-Miss.. responded that he wa's

a product of public schools, the son ot

a teacher and therefore was better

qualiried (o help the nation's schools

than "pampered people who went to

private schools."

Loll told a news conference that

"the piesidenl and the vice president

never spent a day in public schools in

their lives."

When reporters pointed oui that

Clinton attended public schools in

Arkansas, l.otl said he was thinking

o{ the fad the president uent to col-

lege at Cie(^rgetown and law school at

^ale.

'

Clinton also chided Congress lor

tailing lo act on his proposal to enact

legislation that would expand oppor-

tunilies for people to challenge deci-

sit)ns made by managed-care organi-

zations, his so-called patients bill ol

. ^ *

See 105, page 16
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WORLD & NATION Dow Jones Industrials
up: 101.95

close: 8,001.47

Nasdaq Indci

up: 53.59

dose: 1,546.08
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Questions of health

plague Boris Yeltsin

RUSSIA: Latest illness

causes reevaluation of

leader's ability to go on

By Alexander Zemlianichenko

The Associated Press

ALMATY, Kazakhstan -

Russian President Boris Yeltsin cut

short a trip to Central Asia on

Monday due to a respiratory infec-

tion, reviving questions about his

health and ability to lead a country

faced with economic crisis and

NATO threats against its Yugoslav

allies.

Russia has been leading a cam-

paign to forestall airstrikes in

Kosovo. Moscow's NTV station

said it was a crucial time for Russia,

when "presidential decisions" are

needed.

There was no indication that

back in Moscow late Monday night

from Almaty, Kazakhstan, a day

earlier than planned.

"The president has a cold and a

cough. You're supposed to stay in

bed when you have a cold," said

Yeltsin's spokesman Dmitry

Yakushkin.

Yeltsin's last reported illness was

in March, when he had acute laryn-

gitis that resulted in a bad cough, a

hoarse voice and a reduced work-

load.

Yeltsin has never immersed him-

self in the day-to-day work of gov-

ernment, but has been even more

distant than usual during the coun-

try's recent economic crisis - the

most serious since the Soviet

Union collapsed.

He has ofl'ered only a few, brief

remarks on the turmoil and has not

announced any plan for dealing

with the crisis, leaving the job to the

new government headed by Prime

Ydt^iin'.i ill riL'^^i wtni ld lidflititi him Min intrr Yrvgrny i^ i nviktiv

for any length of time, and aides

said the president would maintain

his schedule for the rest of the

week.

(Yeltsin's) foreign trips

have been prone to

misadventure;

either because

of health issues

or unpredictable

remarks.

But after a series of health prob-

lems in recent years, including

heart bypass surgery in 1996, every

new ailment unleashes a llurr.y.Df.,

speculation about the 67-year-oId

president's ability to function. The

president insist^ he has no major

health problems and will serve out

the remaining two years of his

term.

Yeltsin's aides said the president

was taking antibiotics to ward off a

bout of bronchitis and a mild 99.3-

degree fever. There were no plans

to hospitalize Yeltsin, who arrived

In a typical week, the president

spends most of his lime at his coun-

try home outside Moscow, ventur-

ing into the Krcmliri on perhaps

two or three days and usually for

only several hours.

Yeltsin's public appearatlces

consist mostly of televised footage

showing him greeting officials in

his office. The footage rarely lasts

as long as a minute, and regularly

shows Yeltsin and his guest engag-

ing in small talk for the benefit of

the cameras.

Yeltsin's opponents have long

charged that his overall condition

has deteriorated to the point thai

he can no longer work full-lime.

Communist leader Gennady
Zyuganov renewed the call

Monday for the president's resig-

nation.

"Yeltsin is unable lo work more

than two or three hours a day," he

said at a Moscow news conference.

"He is even unable lo review honor

guards."

The president's foreign trips

have been prone to mi.sadventure,

either because of health issues or

unpredictable remarks from

Yeltsin.

The trip to Central Asia,

See YELTSIN, page 15

Democrats hopeful as elections near
WASHINGTON: New poll

shows Americans prefer

Clinton to Republicans

By Will Lester

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Three weeks

before midterm elections, Americans

disapprove by almost a 2-to-l margin

of the way Republicans are investigat-

ing President Clinton's conduct,

according to a poll released Monday..

And a growing number say they trust

Clinton more than the Republicans to

deal with the nation's problems.

Democratic politicians, sensing a

shift in public sentiment after two

gloomy months, say they have

renewed hopes about the Nov. 3 con-

gressional elections.

One Democratic challenger in the

state of Washington, former Rep. Jay

Inslee, has even tar-

geted Republican

incumbent Rep.

Rick White for his

vote in favor of an

impiuchment

about the (investigation's) details, the

more likely they are to vote

Republican," said Rep. John Linder

of Georgia, chairman of the

Republican National Congressional

Committee.

Democrats have

also taken a slight

edge among likely

voters in the last

two weeks.

And Republican press secretaries

on Capitol Hill got a memo Monday
from Ways and Means Committee

Chairman Bill Archer's spokesman

Ari Fleischer that said: "Media polls

have a notoriously bad track record,

they always understate GOP perfor-

mance."

The Washington Post poll released

Monday indicates more than half of

registered voters, 51 percent, say they

would vote for a Democrat in

November's congressional elections

and 42 percent say they would sup-

port a Republican.

The race among likely voters

remains close, according to the poll,

but Post pollster Richard Morin says

Democrats have also taken a slight

edge among likely voters in the last

two weeks. Political campaigns take

special note of likely voters in a

midterm election, when voter turnout

is often lighter.,

Republicans have had an advan-

tage among likely voters in polls over

recent months, and a Newsweek poll

released over the weekend indicated

GOP candidates have kept that edge.

See IMPEACHMENT, page 17

inquiry, focusing on

it in a television

advertisement.

'Thanks lo the

Republicans, it's a

K>l easier being a

Democratic candi-

date now than it was

a month ago,'" said

Democratic pollster

Cieoff (larin, con-

tending
^ the

impeachment inves-

tigation has been

perceived as parti-

san.

But Republican

politicians say they

are content with

their current

approach: steadily

pressing ahead with

ihe impeachment

inquiry, which

appeals to their con-

servative voter

base, while candi-

dates appeal to

swing voters in each

district by talking

about issues, not

impeachment.

"My sen.se of the

polling data is that

the more knowl-

edgeable people are

The Associated Press'

President Clinton, shown here after winning his second term as president,

has apparently survived the threat to his presidency.

WORLD & NATION BRIEFS

Philippine Airlines halts

international flights

MANILA, Philippines — Philippine

Airlines announced today it was indefinitely

suspending a plan to resume international

nights at the request of potential investors.

The debt-laden airline resumed domestic

flights last Wednesday after a 13-day shutdown

caused by disagreements with its largest labor

union over a management recovery plan.

The flag-carrier was scheduled to resume

flights to Hong Kong, Tokyo, Los Angeles and

San Francisco on Thursday and gradually add

flights to seven other destinations in Asia and

the Middle East.

The airline said in a statement the plan to

resume international flights was being post-

poned indefinitely at the request of potential

investors, who have been studying the airline's

records the past week. It did not elaborate.

The airline's chief financial officer, Jimmy

Bautista, said at least three investors were

involved in the talks: Hong Kong's

Cathay Pacific Airways, Northwest

Airlines and Singapore Airlines.

The airline, which has been unable

to make payments on $2.1 billion in debt,

was devastated by a pilots' strike in June and

by the region's currency crisis, which reduced

passenger numbers and inflated costs.

Land mine erupts

in India, Icilling five

JAMMU, India — A land mine blew up an

Indian army jeep in a mountainous area of

Kashmir on Monday, killing five soldiers. The

blast occurred near a gunbattle where three

soldiers and two militants died, police said.

The police said they suspected militants

placed the land mine on the road about 140

miles northeast of the state's winter capital of

Jammu. In addition to those killed, the mine

injured five soldiers.

During the firefight in a forest outside the

A

nearby village of Pasarkot, four sol-

diers also were wounded, ofllcials

said.

Palestinians say summit

hinges on Netanyahu
JERUSALEM - A senior Palestinian nego-

tiator says the success of a peace summit this

week near Washington depends on a clear-cut

"yes" from Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin

Netanyahu to an American initiative .

"It is time to deliver," Saeb Erekat told

reporters Sunday night after a meeting of the

Palestinian Cabinet.

Palestinians also were expressing growing

unease over the naming of hawkish foMner

Israeli general Ariel Sharon as Netanyahu's

foreign minister.

Sharon, whose appointment last week was

widely seen as a bid to keep far-right allies

from toppling Netanyahu's government, has

been quoted as saying he would refuse to shake

Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat's hand.

"It's worrisome," Erekat said. Previously,

the Palestinian leadership had said the

appointment was an internal Israeli affair.

Monday was a Jewish holiday and there was

no immediate Israeli comment on summit

prospects. However, the Israeli newspaper

Yediot Aharonot said over the weekend that

Netanyahu's hard-line Cabinet, due to meet

Tuesday, was balking at agreeing to an

American-authored plan for an Israeli pull-

back in the West Bank.

Erekat said the Palestinians hope the four-

day summit, set to begin Thursday outside the

U.S. capital, will mark the end of a long round

of meetings and the start of implementation of

accords.

"It depends on Mr. Netanyahu. If he says

*yes' to the American initiative and stops

attempts to change the references Qf the inter-

im agreement, we will reach an agreement in

no time," Erekat said.

Compiled from Daily Bruiri wire reports.
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STATE & LOCAL
ways to handle sewage

WASTE: San Diego faces

difTicult task of cleaning

trash from area beaches

The Associated Press

SAN DIEGO The best way

to keep raw Mexican sewage off

San Diego County beaches is to

treat it and dump it a'few miles off-

shore, federal and local officials

say.

The problem, environmental-

ists argue, is that a new $100 mil-

lion facility inadequately treats the

waste-water, and dumping it could

harm fish and potentially even

swimmers.

Residents of southwestern San

Diego County have had to put up

with raw sewage flowing north from

Mexico and onto their beaches for

six decades.

Over , the summer, Mexican

sewage was responsible for closing

beaches from Coronado to Imperial

Beach. Business owners say they

lost tgns of thousands of dolla r ti

because tourists stayed away.

The contamination is currently so

persistent that next week San Diego

and Imperial- Beach will send crews

to Tijuana to unclog sewer pipes

responsible for some of the over-

flows.

The U.S. government

wants to begin

discharging 25 million

gallons a day of

effluent into the ocean.

The South Bay International

Wastewater Treatment Plant was

built - almost entirely with U.S.

funds - last year to clean up the

sewage. But in laboratory tests, the

plant has produced eflluent so toxic

that it kills marine life.

"The real choice here is, do we

diapoac of trcutcd acwugc 3.5 m ilea

out to sea ... or do we continue to

allow raw sewage to flow into the

United Slates from Mexico, soiling

the Tijuana River Valley and South

Bay beaches?" said Art Letter, gen-

eral manager of the Tia Juana Valley

County Water District.

The U.S. government wants to

begin discharging 25 million gallons

a day of effluent into the ocean,

starting next month.

The effluent would travel

through a nearly completed $160

million undersea tunnel that extends

3.5 miles off Imperial Beach, which

is located just north of the border.

In lab tests, minnows or water

fleas were immersed in effluent, and

scientists counted how many died.

Some experts have questioned

the signiflcance of the tests, since

wastewater discharged into the

ocean would become diluted.

The U.S. Environmental

Protection Agency supports the

plan to dump the wastes at sea, on

the theory it will do less environ-

mental damage than raw sewage.

"It's difficult to assess what the

impacta of the wuatcwutcr will be on

the ocean," said Liz Borowiec, an

EPA project manager.

Added David Schlesinger, direc-

tor of San Diego's Metropolitan

Wastewater Department: "The fact

that we're getting the raw sewage

out of the valley and off the beach

greatly outweighs putting this stufl"

into the ocean."

The plan has alarmed some envi-

ronmentalists.

"This sewage is still not treated to

a standard that's safe," said Lori

Saldana of the Sierra Club. "It's a

threat to marine life and a potential

threat over time to anyone who is

surfing, fishing, swimming or diving

around the outfall."

The issues will be considered

Wednesday by the state Regional

Water Quality Control Board.

No one is sure why the border

treatment plant has failed .water-

quality tests for "acute toxicity."

Foaming agents in Mexico's house-

hold laundry and dishwashing deter-

gents are suspected culprits.

Acute toxicity is a standard used

to gauge whether treated water is so

toxic thut it will kill murine lifo —

Conservationists

look to protect

beautiful costal

agricultural area

ENVIRONMENT: Owners

of land encouraged to aid

trust'sjperservation effort

Tfie Assbfwted Press

SANTA ROSA, Calif. - The
34,000 coastal acres between the

Russian River and Bodega Bay

remain unforgettable in their beauty,

thanks in part to the 900 landowners

who help care for them.

However, the Sonoma Land Trust

worries about the area's future and

hopes to enlist landowners for the

first time in an areawide planning

effort to find ways to protect parcels

that are especially beautiful, rich in

natural resources or valuable for agri-

culture.

Medical subcontractor's bankruptcy causes turmoil

BILLS: Doctors attempt

to recover money owed

by failed company

The Associate Press

Scores of doctors have been stuck

with their own bills after a medical

management company went bank-

rupt without reimbursing them for

treating patients.

FPA Medical Management Inc.

of San Diego was a subcontractor for

health plans such as PacifiCare,

. Prudential and HealthNct. Typically,

it received fixed payments from the

big HMOs in exchange for providing

all medical services to plan members.

In recent years the company had

expanded to handle 8,000 doctors

and nearly 1.4 million health plan

members across the country

The company filed for bankruptcy

on July 19, reporting $345.5 million

in debt and assets of $46.3 million. It

was unclear exactly how many physi-

cians were owed money, but by some

estimates, $60 million is owed to

California health care providers

alone.

One doctor said he has yet to be

paid for patients he treated five years

ago.

"I must have the record," said

Torrance allergist Allan Singer.

"They said. 'Just keep seeing the

patients. ' ITiey kept putting us off

and putting us off. All of a sudden,

we found out they were going

broke."

There is only a slight chance the

doctors can recoup their losses

through the bankruptcy process.

Ciary Krieger, speaker of the house

of delegates of the—California

Medical Association, said the doc-

tors are looking into other ways of

getting their money back.

The company does

not intend to

reimburse doctors

that FPA failed

to compensate.

Krieger himself is owed about

$2,000.

He said the CMA is asking the

health plans and insurance compa-

nies to pay the doctors for their

work. The association also is trying

to get the state Department of

Corporations, which regulates health

maintenance organizations, to hold

the HMOs responsible for the FPA
debts.

"You try to take care of people

who are sick and you can't say your

insurance isn't paying, so we can't

see ypu," Singer said.

PacifiCare spokeswoman Cheryl

Brady said it paid FPA to handle

about 100,000 of its California mem-
bers. The company does not intend

to remiburse doctors that FPA failed

to compensate because that would

amount to paying twice, she said.

FPA. wjhich has relocated to

Miami, filid a reorganization plan in

court last Iveek that said it plans to

start o\yr i\s a smaller company by

Jan. 1.-

(The survey) will list

parcels the trust

thinks should have

preservation priority.

"Everyone has an opinion of what

should happen to the Sonoma Coast,

and a lot of the opinions don't

match," said Thomas Baginski, who
manages the project for the Santa

Rosa-based land trust. "We're trying

to do the planning that a lot of people

have talked about but never actually

done."

The study covers most of the lands

west of Monte Rio, Occidental and

Bodega and could have a far-reach-

ing impact as a logistical guidebook

for groups involved in land preserva-

tion.

When completed, possibly by

year's end, it will list parcels the trust

thinks should have preservation pri-

See LAND, page 17
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fTABlE OF CONTENTS

feature lets you browse

the table of contents of

over 140,000 titles. Makes

comparison shopping a

whole lot easier!

- Checking

- 7 ATMs on Campus

- Computer Loans

- Banking on the Web

-And more!

UNIVERSITY CREDIT UNION

The Credit Union for the UCLA Community

Wib: www.iKu.org • PfwfM: (310) 477-6628

FREE WASH & DRY

I ONE FREE
I WASH & DRY

Valid on any top load washer.

' One coupon per customer per week.

EXPIRES 11/30/98

II

II

II

II

II

II

JL

Drop off Laundry
Special 70C

per pound

with this coupon

(reg. 75« - min. $7.00)

SAME DAY SERVICE AVAILABLE
' EXPIRES 11/30/98

Sparkling Coin Laundry
2 locations

West Los Angeles West Hollywood

11927 W.Pico Blvd.

(Between Barrington and Bundy)

(310) 312-8831

8961 Santa Monica Blvd.

(Corner of Santa Monica

and Robertson)

(310)274-1395
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Get a complete system for 9^b

COMPAQ

PRESARI0 2256 '849

MV40D 14"

MONITOR '179

AMD-K6 Processor w/MMX, Running at

300Mhz, 48MB RAM, 4.0 GB hard disk,

32X CD-ROM.^
^^

• Integrated K56flex 56K modem
• 1-year Limited Warranty , -

Rebate: 100

Net Price:

FREE Compaq

13200 Printer
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More Compaq Savings on Minitowers!

PRESARIO 5020
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) 1 Compaq Muytimedi

Intel Celeron Processor, Running at 300Mhz,

64MB RAM, 8.0 GB hard disk, 32X CD-ROM
• Integrated K56flex 56K modem
• ATI 3D Rage LT Pro Graphics; 2X AGP w/

Accelerated 3D Graphics; MPEG2
• 2 MB SyncGraphics Video memory
• 1-year Limited Warranty

Includes FREE Compaq 13200 Printer (a $129 value)

Monitor not included
*

Compaq Mulitimedia Monitors

MV500 1
5" Monitor $299

MV700 1 7" Monitor $449

Both nnonitors have JBL speakers and

Digital controls

PRESARIO 5030

P

Intel Pentium II Processor, Running at 300Mhz,

64MB RAM, 8.0 GB hard disk,

32X CD-ROM, Iomega Zip Drive

• Integrated K56flex 56K modem
• Ml 3D Rage LT Pro Graphics; 2X AGP

w/ Accelerated 3D Graphics; MPEG2
• 2 MB SyncGraphics Video memory
• 1-year Limited Warranty

Includes FREE Compaq IJ200 Printer (a $129 value)

Monitor not included

.j^^} PRESARIO 5610
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Buy a Compaq, get FREE software from now until October 31, 1998,

Choose five of these great titles: Compton's Complete Reference Collection, Printmaster

Gold Publishing Suite, Pacifica Professional Resume, What Color is your Parachute, Kaplan

Higher Score Guaranteed GMAT-GRE-LSAT 99 Edition, Day-Timer Organizer, and More ***^

Also FREE: "Bring it On" CO by Gomez, courtesy of Virgin Records
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Intel Pentium II Processor, Running at 350Mhz,

64MB RAM, 8.0 GB hard disk,

32X DVD-ROM, Iomega Zip Drive

• Integrated K56flex 56K modem
• ATI 30 Rage LT Pro Graphic; 2X AGP

w/ Accelerated 3D Graphics; MPEG2
• 4 MB SyncGraphics Video memory
• 1-year Limited Warranty

Includes FREE Compaq 13200 Printer (a $129 value)

Monitor not included

*$100 Rebate from Compaq with signup for

50 hours free trial of Compaq Internet Access

@ Computer Store

open daily • 310.825.6952
www.uclastore.ucla.edu
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Labs test for effectiveness of herbs
MEDICINE: Americans

starling to doubt powers

of old, natural remedies

By Lauran Ncergaard

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON -The herb indus-

try is attempting to counter growing

complaints about dietary supple-

ments* quality and effectiveness by

turning to science: A fledgling move-

ment uses pharmaceutical-style testing

to ensure consumers get what they pay

for.

It might even turn some popular

herbs into prescription drugs.

"We're trying to give people some

rational basis" for choosing to take a

particular herb, said Bernie Landes,

chief executive of Paracelsian Inc.,

which hunts the active ingredients that

make herbs work.

"We want to be the Underwriters

Laboratory for herbals,*' said Elliot

Friedman, who heads competitor

PharmaPrint Inc., which just

announced its testing had discovered

that five ingredients may help St.

John's wort ease depression - not the

lone ingredient advertised by most

herbal brands.

Americans are expected to spend

$4.3 billion this year on herbal supple-

ments such as saw palmetto, ginseng

and others that promise tQ do every-

thing from lifting depression and

shrinking men's swollen prostates to

fighting colds and easing stress.

Such careful studies

are new for the U.S.

supplement industry,

which has run largely

on folklore.

So far, there's little scientific proof

behind many of the claims of better

health.

And if an herb does help, con-

sumers would need a "standardized"

brand that carries a consistent dose of

the ingredients that make it work. Just

as wine varies from vineyard to vine-

yard, and melons from one field are

sweet while those from another are

tasteless, an herb's dozens of mysteri-

ous ingredients vary depending on

rainfall and other growing conditions.

"How do you know, what to buy

now?" Friedman asked. "I'm pretty

knowledgeable and 1 get confused."

• St. John's wort, for exampje, recent-

ly made headlines when laboratory

testing found competing brands often

don't contain levels of the active ingre-

dient hypericin promised on the bottle.

No brand advertises all four additional

ingredients that PharmaPrint claims

consumers also need.

Testing is "a step in the right direc-

tion," said Dr. H.B. Matthews of the

National Institutes of Health (NIH),

which organized a meeting last month

where scientists demanded better qual-

ity from the booming industry.

Matthews cautioned that the com-

panies haven't yet proved their meth-

ods work.

"It's interesting, it's alluring,"

See HERBAL, page 12

Ljos Angeles teachers rally for larger raise

ai iiir HON: Union says

money available to grant

increase, others not sure

The New York Times

When teachers were given a 6 per-

cent pay raise last year, with the

promise of a total of 10 percent over

three years. United Teachers of Los

Angeles (UTLA) pledged it would

implement an accountability clause in

the contract. That has not happened.

The union plans to stage a rally at

4:30 p.m. Tuesday outside district

headquarters at 450 N. Grand Ave. to

push for reopening the contract.

"We deserve a raise," said Janett

Humphries, president ot Local W ot

the Service Employees International

Union, which represents 32,000 classi-

fied employees, including bus drivers,

cafeteria workers and teaching assis-

tants.

"We stood by the LAUSD when

limes were tough, and we took a 10 per-

cent pay cut," Humphries said. "We
believe the budget contains enough for

ii^creased compensation and expanded

programs."

Teachers and other employees

believe they should share in the dis-

trict's windfall of state funding the

superintendent intended to use to help

ease a textbook shortage and improve

the quality of educational programs.

But Superintendent Ruben Zacarias

has raised concerns that important pro-

grams might have to be cut.

"The board is in the position oflook-

ing at increased employee compensa-

tion against programmatic enhance-

ments," said district spokesman Brad

Sales. "You take $54 million for pay

raises at 2 percent and you have a dol-

lop left over."

Raises might cut into 2^carias' list

of $54 million in school-related priori-

ties, including library books, staff

development and expansion of tutor-

ing and summer-school programs.

Sales has said there is about $60 mil-

lion in unrestricted money - not

enough for a 4 percent pay raise and

educational programs. It would cost

the district about $100 million to grant

See TEACHERS, page 12

Future of social security

remains hotly contested

POLITICS: Republicans,

Democrats give blame

for failure to fix system

By Julia Malone
The New York Times

WASHINGTON - James

Gorham has heard it all before,

and it always makes him uneasy.

Retired at age 68, he depends

on Social Security payments to

make ends meet, especially so he

can afford the $210 each month for

his wife's medications. And when-

ever the politicians talk about "sav-

ing" the program, Gorham wor-

ries that any change might mean a

cut in benefits.

"It looks like one of those situa-

tions where Republicans and

Democrats are using it for a foot-

ball," said the former city worker,

who supplements his income by

working part-time at Washington's

Friendship Terrace Apartments.

As Gorham spoke last week-

end, the airwaves were already

crackling across the country with

congressional campaign ads that

Clinton was doing almost the same

thing himself. Rep. John Linder t)r

Georgia, chairman of the National

Republican Campaign

Committee, charged that the

White House was "demanding we

spend as much as $20 billion out of

the Social Security surplus on new

government spending."

Both parties have credibility

questions on the super-sensitive

topic, however. Although they tout

the federal "surplus," the $71 bil-

lion in extra revenue from the fis-

cal year that ended Sept. 30 comes

from Social Security payroll taxes

that were used to finance deficit

spending in the rest of the federal

government.

Moreover, the first overall fed-

eral surplus in 30 years is only a

tiny drop in the big bucket of the

$5.5 trillion federal debt accumu-

lated over decades of deficits. At

the Congressional Budgat Office,

spokesman Hank Cox said, "We
get occasional indignant letters

asking, 'Why are you saying you're

in surplus?'"

Earlier this year, both parties

agreed to put off a major overhaul

until 1999, partly so that partisan

suggest boc ia l Security could be in posturing wouldn i foreclose

jeopardy. President Clinton,

recovering from his downcast

demeanor after the House voted

for an impeachment inquiry, has

come back sounding feisty to raise

doubts about whether

Republicans can be trusted with

Social Security.

"The American people will

have to decide if they believe that

Social Security should be saved,

before this surplus is spent for

other things." he said Sunday, the

latest in a string of almost daily

accusations that House

Republicans were trying to "raid"

the federal budget surplus to pro-

vide tax cuts.

Republicans fired back that

reform options.

Even " so, scandal-weary

Democrats are using the Social

Security issue in many of their

House and Senate races this fall.

"Hopefully, it's going to get a

lot of attention," said Olivia

Morgan, spokesperson for the

Democratic Congressional

Campaign Committee.

"Democrats have always been the

protector of the Social Security

system. When Social Security is

the issue at hand, we have the

home-field advantage."

In Cincinnati, Mayor Roxanne

Quails used the subject to help

See POLITICS, page 12
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Evolution still ahead in some areas

ANIMALS: Technology

can't beat performance

of bat sonar, study says

By Randolph E. Schmid
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON Bat sonar is

so much better than anything

devised by human technology that

the little creatures seem to enjoy

rubbing it in.

"The bats were essentially turn-

ing to us and thumbing their

noses," researcher James
Simmons of Brown University

said of tests aimed at challenging

bats' sonar ability.

Simmons experiments, report-

ed in Monday's issue of

Proceedings of the National

Academy of Science, are aimed at

improving the Navy's sonar to

help detect mines under water.

(Researchers are) still

trying to determine

why bats are so

much better than

human technology.

Sonar systems send out a sound

and then listen for the echo to

bounce back. The time it takes to

return tells how far away some-

thing is and in which direction. A
major factor is the ability to differ-

entiate between two echoes that

arrive at almost the same time.

At the wavelengths under

study, electronic sonar can differ-

entiate between echoes about 12

millionths of a second apart. With

a lot of work, that can be cut to six

millionths to eight millionths of a

second, Simmons said.

"Bats do two to three (mil-

lionths of a second) relatively eas-

ily," Simmons said. "Thai's the

part that's little distressing."

Being able to separate such

sounds means the bats could tell

the difference between objects

just three-tenths of a millimeter

apart - about the width of a pen'

See BATS, page 13

System leaves girls behind

in technology, report says

Experimental spacecraft based in Palmdale

TECHNOLOGY: UUlizing

new methods, futuristic

"X" planes aim for space

ByJimSkMn
=T^ los Angeles Dally ti^w^

the air will include technology

demonstrators for a space station

"lifeboat" and a new .spaceship, and

the forerunner of a military space

plane.

"X-vehicles are what is going to

turn us into a space transportation

space plane that will launch next

summer to test technology needed

for a reusable spaceship. Lockheed

Martin's Skunk Works facility is

building the X-33 in Palmdale,

approximately 50 miles north of Los

Angeles, and expects to fly the air-

8KC8ll8noe oountrv;' Jess Sponable. oruft in July from Edwards Air

The United States is about to

embafk on a revival of experimental

aircraft and Southern California's

Antelope Valley will play key roles in

that effort.

Experimental aircraft taking to

former Air Force program manager

of DC-X, which investigated vertical

takeoff and landing spacecraft, told

-.jm~audience at the weekend Space

L Frontier Conference in Los Angeles.

The most visible "X" program in

the Antelope Valley is the X-33, a

Force Base.

In addition to proving technolo-

gies, including the "aerospike" rock-

et engine, heat protection and design

concepts, a major goal of the X-33

See AIRCRAFT, page 13

GENDER: Though science,

math approaches parity,

computer use lags behind

By Scott Shepard

The New York Times

WASHINGTON Technology has

become the new "boys' club" in

America's public schools, says a study

that recommends renewed elTorts to

provide girls with an equal education.

The, study released Wednesday, a

sequel to the landmark 1992 report

"How Schools Shortchange Girls,"

noted that gaps in math and science

achievement have narrowed for girls in

the past six years, only to be replaced

by an emerging gap in the use of com-

puter technology.

The study found that 29 percent of

boys took computer-science courses in

1994, compared to 24 percent of girls.

The boys were more likely to learn

computer applications while the girls

were concentrated in data-entry cours-

es - "the 1990s version of typing," said

Janice Weinman, executive director of

the American Association of

University Women (AAUW).
"Technology is now the new boys'

club in our nation's public schools."

for computer technology since 1992, "a

discouraging new gap is emerging,"

threatening to make women
"bystanders in the technological 21st

century," the report said.

Not only do girls make up a smaller

percentage of students in computer sci-

ence courses, but they also use comput-

ers less often outside of school, it said.

The report wanted more research to

develop technology programs that are

"challenging and equitable and ...

encourage both girls and boys to see

themselves as imaginative and collabo-

rative 'power users' of technology."

It also recommended that schools

do more to encourage girls to take sci-

ence and math courses, even to the

point of making some of them manda-

tory for all students.

The report also found evidence that

school-to-work programs, launched by

some school districts since 1992 to give

students a taste of "real world" careers,

have had "limited success" in steering

girls into non-traditionally female occu-

pations. Such career preparation pro-

grams "often fail to live up to their

promise," it said.

Nevertheless, the new report found

that girls have made significant

progress in academic achievement

since 1992 and "probably receive a fair-

er education today than in 1992."

added Wemman, whose organization's

educational foundation commissioned

both the new study, "Gender Gaps:

Where .Schools Still Fail Our
Children," and the 1992 report.

With school districts having invest-

ed millions of dollars in wiring schools

'We have made some significant

strides in leveling the learjiing and play-

ing fields for girls," said Maggie Ford,

president of the AAUW Educational

Foundation.

For example, the gender gap in

SeenCHN0L0GY,page13
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shift the discussion away from the

president's conduct in her tight race

against Rep. Steve Chabot, a mem-
ber of the House Judiciary

Committee that will conduct the

Clinton impeachment inquiry.

Last month, when many
Democrats were distancing them-

selves from Qinton, Quails greeted

the president and led him on a tour

as he visited her city for Democratic

fund-raising. Since then, Quails has

been running a campaign ad stress-

ing her concern about Social

Security, a message reinforced by an

AFL-CIO ad raising questions

about Chabot's commitment to the

program.

In Michigan, Democratic chal-

lenger Jim Berryman mounted a

fierce attack on Republican Rep.

Nick Smith for proposing overhaul-

ing Social Security to permit more

private investments. Smith with-

drew the plan after he was named
chairman of a bipartisan congrcsy-

sional Social Security task force.

In an unusual move. Democratic

Rep. Charles Stenholm ofTexas has

jumped to Smith's defense. "No
matter where one stands on these

ideas, we must begin to talk honestly

about them in a forthright manner.

without resorting to partisan attacks

and demagoguery during this elec-

tion year," S^nholm said in a letter.

Almost any such discussions trig-

ger concerns among Social Security

recipients, who are caught in the

political crossfire of lawmakers

whose own government pensions

are far more generous than those

offered in private enterprise.

When the policy-makers begin

suggesting that the program needs

an overhaul and that benefits must

be re-examined, recipients often

have a quick retort, recipients at the

Friendship apartments had a quick

retort.

"My husband and I both paid

into it," said Elizabeth Tichenor, a

retired secretary whose husband

worked until his death at age 70 and

never collected from the Social

Security system he had paid into for

decadesi-

"We Worked hard, so that we
would have something to live on

when we got old," she said as she sat

in the dining room at the Friendship

retirement apartment. "And thank

heavens, becau.sc how would -we

live?"

Echoed Sheldon Martin, a retired

insurance agent, "Don't forget that

when we were working, wc put into

it." He added of Clinton's promises

to protect Social Security: "I just

hope that he says what he means.

HERBAL
From page 8

agreed Mark Blumenthal of the non-

profit American Botanical Council.

"But the proof is going to come in

the clinical trials," in which the com-

panies scientifically test their brands'

true health effect and whether

they're any better than regular herbal

brands.

The two companies are running

herbs through the same lab tests that

prescription medicines must pass -

called bioassays - to uncover just

what biologically active ingredients

they contain.

For example, certain test-tube

experiments hunt whether chemicals

interact with brain pathways

involved in depression. If the experi-

ments measure a response, that

chemical is biologically active.

Then the companies contract with

herb manufacturers to guarantee

certain brands carry high levels of

the most biologically active ingredi-

ents. American Home Products next

month begins selling six

PharmaPrint-tcstcd herbs under its

popular Centrum supplement brand:

Echinacea, garlic, ginkgo, ginseng,

saw palmetti) and St John's wort.

Paraceisian promises competing

brands early next year.

The companies i\\so plan to seek

Food and Drug Administration

approval to sell the most effective

herbs as prescription drugs, so doc-

tors wary of the largely unregulated

supplements could choose, for a little

higher price, a fully tested medicine

version.

PharmaPrint has begun clinical

trials of its first drug candidate, saw

palmetto, to measure whether men
taking the herbal pills have their

enlarged prostates shrink more than

men who get a dummy pill.

Company testing shows saw palmet-

to is biologically active; the question

is whether the effect is big enough to

help.

There already is some scientific

data from Europe, where Germany
sells herbs as drugs, that some herbs

have healthful effects. That data

prompted the NIH to finance a study

starting this winter comparing St.

John's wort to the prescription anti-

depressant Zoloft, to see which bet-

ter helps moderately depressed

Americans.

Such careful studies are new for

the U.S. supplement industry: which

has run largely on folklore.

But "to assume something the

Seminole Indians used for maintain-

ing the health ol their prostate 500

years ago is identical to .st)inelhing in

a bottle today - it really begs the

whole issue of .science," said

Paracelsian's Lancfcs.

British & US National Merit Scholarships
For applications & more information on these scholarships,

contact Honors Programs A-3M Murphy Hall, (310) 825-1553

The Winston Churchhill Foundation ofthe United States Scholarships
For Graduate Study in Engineering, Mathematics & Science

at Churchill College, Cambridge University, England

Approximately ten awards for one year of graduate study leading to a certificate, diploma or Master of Philosophy degree. This
scholarship covers all tuition & fees, $7,200-$9,000 living allowance, $500 travel allowance & allowance for spouse.

ELIGIBILITY .

citizens of the United States, between the ages of 19 and 26

enrolled in one of the institutions participating in the Churchill Scholarship program
bachelor's degree from a U.S. institution by the beginning of the academic year for which the Scholarship is awarded

SELECTION CRITERIA:

capacity for original independei\t work & academic record & CiRl- scores,

character, breadth of interests, adaptability & good health

demonstrated concern for the critical problems of society

mtrnt^mmmim

Application Deadline: Friday, November 6, 1998

Harry S. Truman Scholarship Foundation
Outstanding UCLA juniors interested in a career in government or public service

are invited to apply for the 1999 Truman Scholarship. "-->-

As many as 84 merit-based educational scholarships will be awarded to college juniors throughout the United States. A Truman
Scholarship provides up to $30,000 ($3,000 for the senior year of undergraduate education and up to $27,000 for graduate studies).
The award covers eligible expenses including tuition, fees, books & room &. board.

ELIGIBILITY :

• Be a junior pursuing a Bachelor's Degree during the 1998-99 academic year who plans to continue full-time undergraduate
study & receive the Bachelor's degree between December 1 999 & August 2000.

• Have outstanding leadership potential, be committed to a career in government or elsewhere in public service and plan to
attend graduate school to prepare for a public service career.

• Be a U.S. citizen or a U.S. national & rank in the upper quarter of your class with a approximately a 3.6 GPA or better

Application Deadline: Friday, November 13, 1998

1999 Barry M. Goldwater Scholarships
Outstanding UCLA Sophomores & juniors who intend to pursue careers in mathematics, natural sciences or engineering

are invited to apply for a 1999 Goldwater Scholarship

The Barry M. Goldwater Scholarship and Excellence in Education Foundation will award up to 300 merit-based educational
scholarships to college sophomores and juniors throughout the United States. Each scholarship will cover eligible expenses for ^
tuition, fees, books and room & board up to $7,500 annually. Sophomore level nominees will be eligible for two years of support and
Junior level nominees for one year of support.

V

i

ELIGIBILITY :

^~—
• Be a sophomore or junior pursuing a bachelor's degree on a ftill-time basis and plan to continue full-time undergraduate

study and to receive the bachelor's degree between December 2000 & August 2001 (for "sophomores") or between
December 1 999 & August 2000 (for "juniors").

• Be enrolled in an undergraduate field of study that will lead to a career in mathematics, the natural sciences or engineering
(except applied engineering).

• Be a U.S. citizen, rewksl alien, or U.S. national & have a GPA of at least 3.0 & rank in the upper fourth ofyour class.

Application Deadline: Monday, November 23, 1998
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TEACHERS
From page 8

4 percent raises.

During a rally last week at district

headquarters, UTLA President Day
Higuchi said the district has received a

10 percent increase in state funding

that would provide enough for books,

programs and better pay.

"Teachers recognize the need for

books, classroom materials and small-

er classrooms," Higuchi said. "We
haven't asked for the bulk of the

money. It's either restricted or comes

with strings. We're making a reason-

able guess about what is otherwise

available without touching those prtv

grams. We're asking for the right to

negotiate for that money."

Higuchi said the district needs to

increase pay to attract teachers who
now opt for better working conditions

in smaller suburban school districts.

According to Higuchi, about 25

percent of the 3,000 teachers hired this

year were fully crcdcntialed. About 20

percent of the school district's estimat-

ed 40.000 teachers arc uncrcdcntialcd,

district oHlcials said.

laced with intense pressure. from

various unions, school board mem-
bers, who receive a majority ol their

campaign funds IVoni those groups,

.irc falling into place in support ofaddi-

tional pay raises, sources said.

"1. 'I ^
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118 Kerckhoff Hall
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Al-Tallb
UCLA'S Muslim Student

Newsmagazine

V.

FEM
UCLA'S Feminist Student
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Ha'Am
UCLA's Jewish Student
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La Gente
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UCLA'S African Student

Newsmagazine
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>i
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V.
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AIRCRAFT
From page 10
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program will be to use "aircraft-like"

operations.

One of the requirements is to pre-

pare the craft for a flight in two days

with less than 50 people, said Gene
Austin, NASA's X-33 program man-

ager.
.

Lockheed Martin expects to take

the technology from the program

and use it on the VentureStar

reusable spaceship the company
hopes to fly in 2004.

Another program with a major

Antelope Valley connection is X-38,

aimed at developing a lifeboat for

use in an emergency by the crew of

the international space station. Four

X-38 vehicles will be tested.

The flrst X-38 made a successful

inaugural flight March 12, but its

parafoil - a steerable, rectangular

parachute with the surface area of a

Boeing 747 wing - twisted and

ripped during its deployment.

Engineers believe they have

solved the twisting problem and

expect to conduct two additional

flights in December.

Plans call for testing an X-38 from

space in November 2000. A fully

functional crew return vehicle is

needed for the space station in 2003,

said John Hopper, the Johnson

Space Center's deputy X-38 pro-

gram manager.

One X program that might come
to the Antelope Valley is the X-40A,

an effort to develop a spaceship for

the military. The Air Force conduct-

ed a successful test flight of the vehi-

cle in August, dropping it from a

helicopter at 9,000 feet over

Holloman Air Force Base in New
Mexico.

The Air Force warits to conduct a

series of 10 to 20 flights beginning in

July using a B-52. The Air Force is

considering Edwards Air Force Base

for those tests, said program manag-

er Maj. Ken Verderame.

The Air Force has issued two $4

million contracts to Boeing and

Lockheed Martin to develop tHe mil-

itary space plane concept. Skunk
Works is looking at the possibility of

basing the military space plane on

the X-33.

Another X program that will

come to the Antelope Valley is the X-

43A, an effort to develop jet propul-

sion systems that will function at

extremely high speeds.

Plans call for attaching the vehicle

to a Pegasus space booster that

would be launched at 24,000 feet

from a Lockheed L-1011 airliner.

Program officials are shooting for a

first flight in January 2000.

BATS
From page 10

line on paper.

In the experiment, the bats were

sitting on a platform in a familiar

situation, he noted.

They probably don't do as well at

night, chasing insects through the

trees.

"They seem to be fat and happy

all the time, which means they are

intercepting their targets," though,

Simmons observed.

ihe thmgs they do arc shock-

ing."

To succeed in such chases, bats

need to be able to differentiate

sounds 10 millionths of a second

apart, Simmons explained. "We'd

have to do a lot of work to match

'what they're doing so easily."

While they're still trying to deter-

mine why bats are so much better

than human technology,

researchers have begun experi-

ments to record ba'ts' brain cell

activity as they process bounds.

And Simmons is working on

tweaking naval sonars, both in lis-

tenmg to r retui n sounds anU in p i u-

cessing that information, to make
them a bit more like bats.

Dolphins also use sonar, and

some have been trained by the Navy
to help find mines. Simmons said it

isn't practical to do experiments on

dolphins. Working with bats, he

hopes to learn ways to improve

both underwater sonar and air-

borne radar.

In Simmons' experiments, the

bats are trained to differentiate

sounds with large gaps between

them, getting a reward of meal--

worms for each correct decision.

llien the tinn i ig {}\ ilie suu iids~is-

shorlened to test the bats' response.

"They cooperate in these experi-

ments. ... They perform very fast,"

Simmons said.

In an experiment, the bat makes
its decision about the sound and

then runs forward to get the meal-

worm.

"They don't fly o\^\ they just sit

there and go right to it," Simmons
said.

Working with Simmons on the

project were Michael I'erragamo,

now at (lustavus Adolphus College,

and Cynthia Moss, now at the

Un ive rsity of Muiy land.
^^

TECHNOLOGY
From page 10

physics has narrowed dramatically. In

1990, 27 percent of boys took physics,

compared to 17 percent of girls. In

1994, it was 28 percent of boys and 22

percent of girls.

But while girls outnumber boys in

most advanced placement classes,

especially in English and foreign lan-

guages, they continue to trail in such

courses as chemistry and calculus,

major predictors of success in college.

Noting the profound demographic

changes under way in the country, the

report also alerted policy-makers to

the prospect ofmore pronounced gaps

in the future ba.sed on racial, ethnic,

economic and regional dilTerences.

The Hispanic population, projected

to reach 59 million by 2030, poses a

special dilemma because of its unusual-

ly high dropout rate, which has hovered

at about 30 percent. Although

llispanics value education, the report

noted, they value family even more and

are willing to forgo an education in

order to help their family economiciilly

Hie report recommended govern-

ment etforts to discourage Hispanic

girls from dropping out ofschool. "It is

crucial that girls in this population

receive an education that dtK\sn't limit

them to unskilled, subsistence and sea-

4HIHII or coMhn^vnt jnh< "
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OMBUDS
From page 1

nels are referred to campus depart-

ments which handle those specific

cases.

An ombudsperson can also provide

guidance for individuals who want to

handle a situation on their own.

After learning of the office. Pollock

said that she would use their services.

"(We) advocate for

fairness rather than

for a person."

Howard Gadtin

University ombudsperson

Another student, who hu.d not_

heard of the ofUce, said he does not sec

himself using the office.

"I solve my own problems.' said

P.ddy Thai, a third-year biology stu-

dent.

Advice includes rephrasing letters

and practicing what the student wants

to say through role play.

"If they're angry, they nught not be

as tactful as they want to be," Ciadhn

.said.

Additionally, a student or anyone

who uses the Ombuds Olllce could ask

'an ombudsperson to serve as an inter-

mediary between the two disputing

parties to bring them together.

A student who goes to the office for

help with a grade dispute can ask an

ombudsperson to talk to the professor

in place of the student.

Often, students go to the office

when the si/e of the university makes it

difficult for an individual to solve their

own problem.

'People come here a lot to cut

through red tape," (Jadlin said.

He indicated that administrators

are often more likely to take a call from

an ombudsperson than a student.

'Most people on campus are most

cooperative with us." (ladlin said.

Students who have problems with

the registrar may fiiui il hclplui lo have

_iiiLoinbudsperson call m their plate U)

resolve the problem. acct)rding lo

—Cm^IIiii.

I ie noted that iii the case of a giade

dispute, a professor cannot be ciMn-

pelled by the Ombuds office to change

<i grade.

In cases ol alleged sexual harass-

Mienl. (iadlin said he sometimes rec-

ommends tlu)se who feel harassed to

write a letter to the person they believe

lo be harassing them, idenlilying the

bchavK^r .md asking thai person to

slop

Ihis .ipproach can sometimes be

Dafly Brain News Tunday,October13,1998 IS

The Campus Ombuds Office, located in the Career Center building, assists students, staff and faculty

in resolving campus related disputes- from grade changes to charges of sexual harassrhent.

enough to stop the olTendingbeha\ior, advice, an ombudsperson can nuike Ciadiin .said.

(iadiinsaid. recommen'dations. While lu)Iding no olfici.il pv>ucr,

l"i>r individuals who want to nuike "We let them kno\s the entire array .
.

. [

tbrnial CDinplamls or seek further i)ti)plions both on and off campus." See OMBUDS, page 17
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official yearbook.
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open daily
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YEARBOOK
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TECHNOTOYS
From page 3

gets have fallen an average of 10 per-

cent as more companies entered the

business.

Price is just one reason for the

breakthrough popularity of these

instruments. Another reason is that

gadgets have so much more to offer

today than ever before.

"A ceirpFione is almost

a necessity in life."

Roger Kirnos

Third-year international

economics student.

The Nokia 9000i, which Cortes

called "the most advanced wireless

phone," is not only what it appears to

be.

In addition to being a cell phone, it

is also a personal organizer and fax

with e-riiail Internet access in the

guise and size of the average cell

phone. It cc^sts about $650.

Just last week Kirnos bought a

Palm PilcM, an extremely advanced

kind of electronic organizer

Including the portable modem he

bought with it, the total package cost

him about $300. However, he says the

price has been worth the convenience.

"It's easier than carrying around a

DayRunner," he said. "You can just

delete files instead of scratching them

out."

He also said the Palm Pilot is easily

updatable and compatible with any

computer.

"Realistically, I can write a paper

on it and transfer it to a computer,

and totally eliminate typing." Kirnos

said.

Another fancy feature of the Palm

Pilot is that it can read its owner's

handwriting.

"It takes a few days, but you can

train it to learn your handwriting,"

said Jan Grinwach, director of the

UCLA Store supply division.

"Then you can write sljprt notes on

it and they'll come back typed," she

said.

Obviously, cell phones and orga-

nizers didn't start out so advanced.

Cortes estimated that a new prod-

uct or new application to a product is

invented every day, and about every

three months there is a significant

breakthrough in the industry.

Is all this just a little redundant?

Sometimes, the "significant break-

throughs" might be nothing moVe
than a certain fancy cell phone made

in an even smaller model.

Even people who buy technotoys

wouldn't go so far as to pick up every

single new device.

"I don't need a new organiser

every single year," Krinos said. "I'll

buy a new one only when mine gets

too outdated." * — —
Despite all the new electronic fea-

tures today, not everyone plans to

rush out and buy the hottest techno-

gadgets there are.

"Electronic organizers

are a little dumb."

Amy Wang
Second-year physiological

science student.

"Electronic organizers are a little

dumb. Learning all the shortcuts

wastes just as much time as you save,"

said Amy Wang, a second-year physi-

ological science student.

Kirnos admitted that he was at first

intimidated by the instruction manual

for the Palm Pilot.

"It took me a few days, but I'm

starting to get the hang of it," he said.

Grinwach said that although

pagers and cell phones are certainly

more student-oriented, electronic

organizers are still used more by pro-

fessional businesses.

"Our opinion of electronic orga-

nizers is that they're not really in the

student market," she said.

The price of an electronic organiz-

er might seem a little high when it is,
-

after all, still just an organizer.

However, Grinwach argued that

the price is "reasonable for what they

do."

"But they still do not satisfy the stu-

dents' needs," she reiterated.

Although she possesses no techno

logical knick-knacks herself, Wang
said most of her friends have cell

phones and pagers.

"It depends on what kind of

lifestyle you lead, whether you're real-

ly social or really busy. Then techno-

logical advances are really good," she

said.

Grinwach agreed that there is a

definite convenience factor.

"Students are never in one place

for very long. These things permit

them to be mobile and stay in touch

with whoever's trying to reach them,"

she said.

Most users predict that as the price

^'i these techno-gadgets fall ever

lower, their popularity will just keep

rising.

"Life is about convenience, and

these things make life convenient,"

Kirnos said.

YELTSIN
From page 5

Yeltsin's first outside Russia since

a visit to Britain in May, got off to a

bad start immediately.

- The president appeared stiff

and stumbled when he arrived

Sunday in Uzbekistan's capital of

Tashkent. He had to be supported

by Uzbek President Islam

Karimov and canceled his other

public events, saying he wasn't feel-

ing well.
;

..

On Monday, Yeltsin turned up

more than an hour late for talks

with Uzbek officials and abruptly

cut short a news conference.

Yeltsin read his brief statement

in a strong voice, rarely raising his

eyes from the text. He walked away

unaided, but was closely flanked by

bodyguards.

Shortly after Yeltsin arrived in

neighboring Kazakhstan, his aides

announced he would be heading

home a day earlier than originally

scheduled.

Yakushkin, Yeltsin's

spokesman, said that based on his

own observations, the president

had begun to fall ill at the end of

last week. Yeltsin was against cur-

tailing the trip, but "the doctors

insisted it was necessary to return

to Moscow," Yakushkin said.

Chances

are, if you

vradkup

these

steps you

read

the
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PROP 9
From page 1 ^

employees are all scared that legisla-

tors would make up for that S6 billion

by carving it out of education and

public-services spending.

"The state would incur a $5 billion

debt, and that would all fall on the

state in one year," said Peter Persey

of the University of California

Students' Association (UCSA).

"Higher education could get some

major cuts."

Although state law prevents

Sacramento from dipping into K-12

funding beyond a certain level, there

are no equivalent protections for

higher education - which are always

more vulnerable post-election

That won't happen, argue the

proposition's supporters. The mea-

sure specifically makes tha utility

companies responsible f#r paying

back that $6 billion. (The bonds were

sold to cover the cost of a 10 percent

rate cut delivered with the original

deregulation.)

In addition, utility companies are

against the proposition because it

would not allow them to pass their

debts on to consumers, something

that unregulated corporations are

free to do.

For local governments, another

fear is the loss of utility taxes. Utility

taxes have become increasingly

important after the massive cut in

property taxes mandated by

Proposition 13 in 1972, and the state

legislative analyst estimates losses to

state and local governments in the

tens of millions.

Supporters of the measure say that

won't happen at all. With lower utility

rates, they argue, consumers will have

more money to spend, and will make

up for the difference through retail

taxes.

But all this haggling is largely over

logistics. In fact, opponents of the

issue have failed to take on the main

question posed by the proposition:

did deregulation work?

The logic of competition, argue the

consumer groups, has been betrayed

by a legislature that was more inter-

ested in preserving the system as is.

"The legislature cut a dirty deal

with big business and the utilities,"

said Heller, of CUT.
When legislators were debating

deregulation, they agreed to a utility

request that protected the companies

from the dangers of the 'free market.'

For the first three deregulated

years, utilities could pass on their loss-^

es to customers as 'transition costs.'

"The companies got a $28 billion

bailout," Heller said. "We called it the

Great Utility Heist of 1996."

Whereas larger corporations can

contract with an independent suppli-

er for lower power rates, consumers

and small businesses usually don't

have that choice.

If passed on November 3.

Proposition 9 will most likely be chal-

lenged in the courts by the Big Iliree:

Southern California Eidison, Pacific

(ias & Electric, and San Diego (Jas &
HIectric.

WATCHING THE ELECTRIC COMPANIES
Both sides of the debate on Proposition 9, for the November balk)t.

PROS I CONS

mmmmmtmmmm^^

yf Will reduce utility bills by 20 percent

>l Will prevent utilities from passing on

costs of inefficient nuclear power plants

^ Strips govemment subsidies from the

three major utilities

SouKf (iMornu V«(m ll(9Htiition Guidr

Estate will retract $6 billion in bonds

y losses in local and state revenue in

utility taxes

yt Expected to be challenged in court by

the utility companies

X)HN SUEHIRO/Odily Brum

105
From page 4

rights.
"*

Senate Democratic Leader Tom
Daschle of South Dakota tried to

get Senate action on that bill Friday.

Or did he?

Daschle conceded that prospects

for action were "not good." But he

pledged to keep the issue alive.

Lott immediately labeled the

effort "a planned PR effort." He
said he had otTered repeatedly to let

the Democrats pit their bill against a

(lOP alternative if the minority

party would agree. to a limit on

debate. The Democrats said Lott

was unwilling to give them enough

time for a true airing of the issues.

Instead, the bill is dead until next

year.

The ll^e-year, $80 billion tax cut

passed by the House died quietly in

the Senate without a vote.

Democrats solidly backed President

Clinton's vow to veto the bill

because it would have spent pari of

the projected $1.6 trillion budget

surplus before ensuring Social

Security is solvent for the future.

That forced Republicans to fall

back to a package of up to $9.2 bil-

lion over 10 years that extends a

series of expiring business tax cred-

its as well as modest relief for farm-

ers and the self-employed.

Legislation overhauling bank-

ruptcy laws and making it tougher

for people to sweep away their debts

garnered strong support in the

House and Senate. But the two ver-

sions were sharply different, and a

new bill reconciling the two was

considered too stringent by the

While House and Senate

Democrats. It passed the House on

Friday, but the Senate did not vote

as it neared adjournment for the

year.

Congress has given

up plans to enact an

$80 billion tax cut.

Legislation to lift Depression-era

barriers between the banking, secu-

rities and insurance industries

squeaked through the House in May
by a 214-213 vote and was approved

recently by the Senate Banking

Committee. But it died in the Senate

when GOP senators, notably Sen.

Phil Gramm of Texas, objected to

requirements that fmancial institu-

tions lend to the poor and minorities

in their neighborhoods.
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receive a generous meal allowance.
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Human Resources and check our job

listings today!
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IMPEACHMENT
From page 5

Clinton's standing in the polls has

improved since early September with

the release of a report from

Independent Counsel Kenneth Starr.

Two-thirds of those polled by the

Post. 67 percent, said they approve of

the job the president is doing, up from

59 percent in early September.

An increasing number

of people trust the

president more than

they do Republicans to

cope with problems

faced by the country.

And an increasing number of peo-

ple trust the president more than they

do Republicans to cope with prob-

lems faced by the country. The mar-

gin was 52-34.

In early September, 4.^ percent

expressed more trust in Clinton to

deal with the nation's problems, com-

pared with 37 percent who trusted

Republicans more.

The Post poll of 802 adults taken

Thursday through Saturday had a

margin of error of plus or minus 3

percentage points.

The Newsweek poll of 752 adults

taken Thursday and Friday had a

margin of error of plus or minus 4

percentage points.

In Washington state, Inslee is run-

ning in the 1st District that stretches

from the Seattle suburbs across Pugel

Sound.

He said Monday that he decided to

use the ad focusing on White's

impeachment inquiry vote after hear-

ing repeated comments from scandal-

fatigued voters.

"Let them make a choice between

months and years of muck and mire."

Inslee said. "If that's the direction

you want the country to go. you can

vote Republican. But if you want to

get the Congress to buckle down and

work on real issues, you can vote

Democratic."

While said the impeachment probe

"is the last issue in the world we ought

to be playing politics with."

Democratic New York gubernato-

rial candidate Peter Vallone. who is

trailing Republican Ciov. CJeorge

Pataki in the polls and in raising

money, embraced Clinton in his

newest campaign advertisements. His

message: Acknowledge Clinton's mis-

take, forgive him and then "move

on."

OMBUDS
From page 14

Gadlin said the office derives

power from its position as a

neutral party willing to listen to

both sides.

"(We) advocate for fairness

rather than for a person."

Gadlin added. ^

Ombudspersons come from

a variety of fields, including

law. human resources, psychol-

ogy and counseling. Once they

obtain a position in the Held,

they get more training in medi-

ation and conflict resolution

which, according to Ciadlin.

All cases handled by the

office are held in strict confi-

dence, and Ombudspersons

cannot even disclose whether

or not an individual has gone to

the office. ITie oi'Wcc location,

and the fact that it has its own

separate entrance and exit

helps to ensure the confidential-

ity.

"fhat's why were not in

Murphy Hall." Ciadlin said.

The Ombuds office is located in

the Career Center building. Their

office hours are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

on weekdays, and the office

phone number is 825-7627.

LAND
From page 6

ority. It also will estimate costs

and suggest ways to get money to

protect them from development.
~^

The jury is still out on the level

of landowner interest and involve-

ment, although some ranchers

said they see value in being able to

sell development rights while con-

tinuing to farm, raise sheep and

cattle or maintain dairy opera-

tions.

When a landowner sells or

donates a conservation easement
- usually to a public agency or pri-

\ate nonprofit agency, such as the

land trust the landowner keeps

the land but agrees to protect its

natural resources.

In return, landowners receive

money, ofien 30 percent or more

of the market yajue of the land, or,

in the ca.se o\' a donation, can

receive income ta.x and estate lax

benefits. Ofien. they continue to

use the land lor purposes such as

agriculture.

Ihe SoiUMiui land Trust pro-

ject IS being funded by $74,0()() in

taxpayer money raised through

Proposition 70. the California

Wildlife. Coastal and i»arkland

Conservation Act passed by vot-

ers in 19X«.

».--- i

IGNARRO
From page 1

Ignarro is one of 33 Nobel laure-

ates in the history of the University of

California.

Earning his B.A. in Pharmacy
from Columbia University in 1962

and his Ph.D. in Pharmacology from

the University of Minnesota in 1966,

Ignarro came to UCLA in 1985

where he became a professor. Since,

he has received 10 golden apple

awards, in recognition of his teaching

abilities.

"He's a great scientist

and a great teacher."

Gerald Levey

__ Dean of the School

of Medicine.

The work of Professor Ignarro

and his ci>lleagues has opened fields

o\' inquiry that have impiM tant impli-

cations for improving health and sav-

ing lives arinind the wi>rld," said iK'

President Richard Atkin.son.

With reports from the Associated Press.
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VIEWPOINT
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.

Stop blaming the

white man and take

responsibility for your

own circumstances!

viewpoint@media.uda.edu

^msi.

91 1 used for

assistance,

not dates

t'

Thumbs down
toaF"iorida9ll

operator for ask-

ing crime victims out on

dates when they call in.

Steve Toncheff used

sheriffs equipment to

help him locate dates and

office computers to dis-

cover the names, address-

es, phone numbers, birth-

dates and other personal

information about

UA promises

kids free ^^
tuition

I"humbsupto

Ul Iniversity of

Arizona l^rcsidcnl

Peter Likins. who
promised 101 third-

graders free tuitii)n to

attend the University of

Arizona if they graduate

high school and meet the

regular admission require-

ments.

This promise is a posi-

tjvg invg»tmynMVnhg
women who called m to

report emergencies.

Toncheff also used the

official 91 1 emergency

lines to make personal

phone calls.

Not only is Toncheff

tying up the phone lines

for callers with emergen-

cies more pressing than

an uneventful social life,

but his actions also

amount to an invasion of

privacy and take advan-

tage of women in an obvi-

ously vulnerable state.

Nutrition

bill good
news for

children

x^s Thumbs up to

^1 legislation which

expands after-

school programs to give

snacks to children up to

the age of 18 and pro-

vides breakfast to more

children. The current

program only serves chil-

dren up to the age of 13

and provides breakfast to

poor-children.

Kids need to be well-

nourished to pay greater

attention in school, and

the after-school program

will hopefully keep unsu-

pervised adolescents out

of trouble.

Furthermore, by

extending the breakfast

program to include all

children, the stigma

attached to the current

breakfast program can be

alleviated so that all chil-

dren feel comfortable to

participate.
A'.!

future, keepmg both chil-

dren and families focused

on a concrete goal. Likins'

proposal goes beyond

"outreach" eflorts; it prtv

vides a definite solution

(free tuition) to motivate

students who may never

have thought of pursuing a

college education after

high schiwl.

Harvard Law
babies grad

students

I
Thumbs down

' * .1

4 "it* [ ^^ Harvard Law
">' School's tightened

enforcement of their atten-

dance policy. Professors

can now drop students

who do not attend a cer-

tain number of cla.sses

without informing ihcm

beforehand.

Not only does ihc new

policy fail to address why

the students are not

attending class (i.e. profes-

sors with poor teaching

skills), but it treats law stu-

dents like they are inca-

pable of making their own
decisions. If students pay

for their education, they

deserve the freedom to

decide when to go to class.

Students who don't go to

class miss out on lecture '

information an4 should

have the right to inflict

their own form of punish-

ment upon themselves.

Thumbs up/Thumbs down
represents the majority

opinion of the Daily Bruin

Editorial Board. Send com-

ments and suggestions to

viewpoint^media.ucla.edu.
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Musings from an inebriated state
ALCOHOL: VVritiii^^ while

intoxicated provides clearer

perception of pertinent issues

I
just got to a bar. and I want to write as

much as I can before I sober up. I've

been thinking about it lor a little, and

:I think I could write much belter after

smoking pot. Hut after drinking. I just

feel kind of out of it, and I don't know
how well I can write. Then again, I'm not

even sure if I'm drunk right now; I'm

gonna need another drink or two to make
sure.

I wish I could

write so last thai I

could record every

thought thai crosses

my mind. Like when

I was kind of disgust-

ed a minute ago

when the guy stand-

ing next to me said

ihtit some girl inTH'ts

Then he stole my notepad to draw a pic-

lure of me. and all the while 1 was sober-

ing up. I'm nol sober now. bul I niighl be

more sober than I was before. And that's

kind of a bummer.

Bul hey! Let's keep our spirits up. My
other friend damn 1 need some alcohol

before 1 gel sober. My friend just recom'-'

mended a Long Island ice lea. He said

that after one of those I'll be set for the

night. My other friend keeps making tun

of me by pretending that I am an alien

from another planet. He uses this funny

voice and says, "Interesting these earth-

lings use alcohol to entertain themselves."

So just now I asked him to make the

luimy voice some more, and he refused

And he said he's suing me for libel, since I

misquoted him.

, Anyway. I'm going to get a Long

Island ice tea and then I'm going to try lo

get an opinion into this. Hell, this is a

Viewpoint column.

So 1 started drinking one, and I'm

inside Maloney's. and "Stayin' Alive" is

Mark

Dittmer

the bar would be

worth screwing.

Whatever. I have

mixed feelings about

writing here in the middle of Madison's.

On the one hand. I'm feeling pretty origi-

nal, or unique. 'Cause no one else in here

is writing. I'm also thinking that this

might be a good way lo meet people,

since people might be curious aboul what

I'm writing.

There are some negatives, too. though.

I'm worried aboul my ability to write

transitional phrases at the beginning of

each paragraph. More specifically, I'm

worried that I've completely lost ihal

ability.

So now we're walking from Madison's

to Maloney's, and nol only am I writing

drunk but I'm also writing while walking

and I almost just walked into a tree.

But I'm OK.
My friend just said ihal this

(Maloney's) is definitely an improvement

from Madison's, although we are in the

parking lot right now.

Hold up. My friend just read this and

asked me, "What is the opinion .'" Wail,

he isn't liking this rendition of ihe facts.

Now he's being a punk and complaining

that I wasn't listening lo him.

Whatever. He was pointing out that I

should put an opinion in here, and you

know he's right. I should note here that

my friend is being a punk again; he want-

ed me lo put an inside joke in here and I

refused 'cause I care aboul the readers.

Dittmer is a fourth-year geography, environ-

mental studies and economics student. Send

feedback to dmittmer@ucla.edu. That's

"dmittmer," not "mdittmer."

p lay ing rea l ly Inuti it'n a rt'm i tral:

to my friend, and I veiled at the top of m\

voice about two incho \\on\ hi> eardrum

and he barely heiird me. liarlier at

Madison's 1 asked him to marry me, bul I

was just kidding. He's really cool; il'sjusl

that he's a guy.

Bummer.

So my opinion is iharClinlon should

slay president. I just showed my friend

my opinion, and he asked me why Bill—

—

Clinton started playing saxophone. He
said he didn't know, and I didn'l know.

Well, the answer is that he can't play his

hor-monica anymore.

Ha ha. So I'm going lo slop writing

soon, since I just showed this to another

drunk person, and they said it was just

about perfect.

I dunno though. Right now I'm stand-

ing one foot away from a big IV screen

that's showing (larlh Brooks in concert

singing. "I've got friends in lonely

places." I'd feel bad aboul blocking the

TV, bul there are about 15 TVs in here, all

on the same channel, and they're just on
fur fhi- niinii- —

"Slayin' Alive " I'm not suppo.sed lo be

pounding my Long Island icv' tea. bul sui

prisingly, it actually tastes good.

It is so loud in here. I just tried lo talk

(lod, it is .so loud.

I'm high on alcohol right now. which is

See DITTMER, page 20

This week's

Despite their on-campus publidty campaign, the number of pledges to

Greek fratyrMSlfra^soforities has fallenm cbmparisonTo the 1980s.This

Friday's Forum will concentrate on the Greek system - who wants to be a

part of it and why. Drop off submissions at 11 8 Kerckhoff Hall or e-mail

them to viewpoint@media.uda.edu. Submissions are due Wednesday, Oct.

14 at 10 a.m.
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Blame aimed at power structure, not individuals
CONNERLY: Historic bias

inherent in system; fault

lies in racist institutions

By Raymond Ribaya

In last week's issue of Viewpoint

(Oct. 8, 199&) it was interesting lo

read Justin Berardino's letter to the

Daily Bruin which was poignantly

titled "Don't blame the white man."

His deep sincerity and Ward
Connerly's recent Viewpoint col-

umn on ethnic studies has prompted

this letter as a response.

As members ol Concerned Asian

Pacitlc-lslander Students for Action

(CAPSA), a UCLA-based Asian

American organization, we felt it

necessary to address the growing

perception that when people of

color begin to demand basic human
rights, particularly rights to educa-

tion, they are automatically labeled

paranoid of the "white" conspiracy

to, as he stales in his scenario, "keep

'people of color' out of UCLA while

continuing lo repress their progress

in modern society."

We do not want lo attack beauti-

fully humane individuals like

Berardino who may or may not

think as Chancellor- Carnesale does

that education is a privilege and not

r
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a right.

What we want to get across to the

Daily Bruin readership is that our

mission is to honestly offend and

attack the present political power-

structure that happens lo be estab-

lished along racial lines - which has

placed "whiteness," but not neces-

sarily white individuals, on top of

this hierarchy.

We apologize to those while men
who we may offend in our attack of

"whiteness," because our goal is not

lo make you feel bad about some-

thing that happened a long time ago

with all that Slavery-Chinese

Exclusion Act and Indian

Appropriations Act-nonsense. How
could you prevent something that

Ribaya, a fourth-year English student, is

writing on behalf of Concerned Asian

Pacific-Islander Students for Action

(CAPSA).

happened centuries upon centuries

ago?

As students of color, we under-

stand that it takes more than a White

Supremacy meeting on Bruin Walk

to end programs like affirmative

action or to call a review of ethnic

studies. It takes a power structure

historically built on the "whiteness"

of skin color or the acceptance of

"white" conservative ideals which

allows individuals to destroy the

opportunities for peoples asking for

not only civil but human rights.

It was onlv at the turn of the cen-

tury that this acceptance of "white-

ness" was extended to our Jewish,

Irish and Italian brothers while

white women and people of color

(both men and women) were still left

out of the circle of power. Therefore,

for Berardino's sake, we hope this

doesn't sound loo far-fetched or in

his own words "ridiculous."

As students, we do not attack the

white individual male but the

"white" power structure that has

built its strength on the slave labor of

Africans and the exploitation of

third-world labor, again creating a

system of racial hierarchy that

allows "whiteness" to dominate,

Connerly's intents are

not so benign as they

are made to sound.

In our world today, this delmition

of "whiteness" is blurred by the use

of token le^iders like Connerly,

which allows misguided individuals

to view the struggle of people of

color as paranoid. We all know that

Berardino or any other individual

without power could not have

prompted Connerly's attack on peo-

ple of color through education.

Recently, Connerly has moved
from an attack on affirmative action

to a review of ethnic-based studies in

order to de-racialize an understand-

ing of a world that is historically still

being controlled along racial lines -

where "whiteness" is keeping Native

Americans, Chicanas/os and

Latinas/os, African American and

Asian Pacific Islanders out of the

circle of power.

These issues of "whiteness" are

not born out of a vacuum of conspir-

acy - they have a historical legacy

that is being written by the "losers"

of that history through ethnic stud-

ies.

Aside from questioning the "edu-

cational value" of ethnic studies,

Connerly has criticized such pro-

grams tor making students "more

frustrated and more race-con-

scious." But is this necessarily a bad

thing? If we are becoming more
race-conscious perhaps it is because

of the racial climate of this nation

which is becoming increasingly

racist and intolerant.

One needs only to look at recent

California Propositions 187, 209 and

227 to see the ongoing trend of legis-

lation targeting peoples of color.

Given these circumstances, is it so

surprising that students are becom-

ing more frustrated and race-con-

scious? Should we hold ethnic stud-

ies accountable for educating stu-

dents on issues which are relevant to

all, but are not being taught in other

classes?

As we all know, we are living in a

diverse nation divided by gender.

See RIBAYA, page 20

LETTERS

'lip service'' isn't

enough
'
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It astounds me that that after reading

my letter to Viewpoint, David Yagol

decided lo be Undergraduate Student

Association Council (USAC) President

Stacy Lee's advocate. I say this because

he and I actually agree on most things.

First, as Yagol mentions, there is a

desire to distance oneself from the past.

Such an event indicates growth and

hope, for most people who live in the

same town all their lives fall into a com-

placent funk. Cade McNown once made
such a comment about his own town o\'

birth. Hollister. Calif.

Secondly, as an Eagle Scout I fully

recognize the importance of community

involvement. By isolating ourselves, we

diminish the strength of society. I doubt

though, that Lee had such an agenda.

She spoke of issues that remain "hot-

topics," but do not affect UCLA.
Westwood, or even Los Angeles.

Case in point: although it's correct

that many women do not have the right

to vote the world over, that is not the

case here! She did bemoan the disap-

pearance of affirmation action, but how

is that relevant? I find many people take

up the affirmative action cross not real-

izing that its effect on its intended recip-

ients is more harm than good.

Next, after consulting colleagues who
are of second- and third-year standing, I

learned that, believably, this is old hat.

Every year, I am led lo think, a new

USAC president proclaims to a new

class the same old message.

Therefore, in Yogel's critical assess-

ment, I think he too mis.sed the entire

point. I hope that he is willing lo under-

stand that I am as committed as he, and

that I simply refuse to accept

Machiavelli's axiom: "The end justifies

the means."

In truth, I saw President Lee's dis-

course to be a sanctimonious bit of "lip

service," designed to feign the existence

of her involvement in issues that matter.

Unfortunately, that is not how "things

should be," but are.

I apologize to my first-years, con-

densed into overcrowded living arrange-

I. nts on campus. I know that most peo-

ple do not live in an original triple, like

myself. Notice though, that Lee is not

hounding the Housing Office about this

shortage, at least visibly I apologize to

David Yagol as well, because obviously

President Lee is quite indifferent to this

matter, which he considers important. I

close by saying that even if Lee does not

feel my assessment to be valid, her

silence would be the uniform political

method of consent.

Thomas Soteros-McNamara

First-year

Political Science

Iranian government

at odds with Baha'is

This letter is in regifrds to the recent

incidents involving the Baha'is in Iran.

The Baha'i Faith is a worldwide inde-

See liTTERS, page 21
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ALL

ALL
BRUSHES

PAINT MEDIUMS

ALL
ART PADS

ALL
PAINTS

SALE LIMITED TO STOCK ON HAKO. No other disconts apply

iiii>lRTBOX
at LuValU- Common*

310.825.7238
open daily

I

www.uclastore.uc ld.edu

BORDERS
COME inside;-

BOOKS, MUSIC,
IVIDEO, AND A CAFE

I I I •><

STEPHEN SCHIFF
Screenwriter

$fct/e#%^

Scbiff
discusses and signs

his script of the Adrian Lyne
\\\mixA\K.

Tuesday. >:<TOKR 13 at
4:00 pm.

discusses and signs

from A.A. Milne's classic

Winnie-the-Pooh collections.

Wednesday. Ogober 14 at

7:30 PM.

The International Dyslexia

Association and Borders Books
& Music host two discussions

entitled,

VA\Q^ /$ Dyilexia.

Tuesday, Ocober 13 at 7:30 pm
Tuesday. OaosER 27 at 7:30 pm

Ghdzal
performs Persion & Indian

Improvisations of

Borders' Concert In The Round

Thursday, Ogoser 15 at 7:30 pm.

Holzar
discusses and signs

Relire Rich: Ihe Baby Boomer's

Guidt to a Secure Future.

Tt<URSDAY. OaOBER 1 5 AT 7:30 PM.

,!**"Coniedy Borders" every

'

' Sunday Night at 7:30 PM,

1360 Westwood Blvd.
'.

310475-3444
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weird, considering that it's a depres-

sant. I'm spinning around in circles

on this stool that spins while writing,

and I bet people are looking at me
weird. They'd better be. Especially

the girls. I want to meet a girl to be

with forever. I wonder how many
couples meet in bars, while they're

drunk.

But how the hell do you meet peo-

ple in a bar? The music is way too

loud. There are two girls - check

that, there are four - sitting right in

front of where I'm standing, and I'd

approach them, but I'd have to yell

at the top of my lungs.

Well, that was 10 minutes ago,

right before a Tom Petty song pos-

sessed me and made me dance like a

madman. Then it made me do 20

push-ups. Weird how a Tom Petty

song can have that effect on me.

I don't even know how to wrap

this up. I don't even know if it's time

to wrap it up yet. Usually I'm typing

on a computer and I have word-

count, which tells me if I'm near the

end of my article or not. But I've got

nothing like that right now. I'm writ-

ing in really messy cursive.

Meanwhile, I don't know where

the hell all my fr^endWent.

"I'm right here," my friend just

said. Then he left.

So now I'm thinking, why the hell

would this be interesting to any-

body? I don't know. But I still think

ti w ill

b

e intereating to people. I jtgtr:

can't explain why right now.

Damn. I've got to stop writing so

I can enjoy this atmosphere. People

are dancin'. Flirting. Drinking. My
friend is pretending I'm a martian. I

keep wanting to dance, since the

music is so loud. So I hope I have

successfully argued my opinion -

that Clinton should stay president.

I'm gonna go dance. Pence and love.

• • •

I knew I couldn't stop writing that

early in the evening. Well, maybe I

can slop writing. Tm kind of tired of

writing. But I haven't sobered up at

all. My friend just told me that a

Long Island ice lea has four to five

shots of liquor in it. This article

could go on forever. But that'd suck

for you the reader. I'll just pretend

that you just said mercy. I'll spare

you. You won't hear any more from

me. So for the last time (I think),

peace. .^__
•

RIBAYA
From page 19

class, race, ethnicity, sexual orienta-

tion and culture, but we are also a

nation united by common struggle.

In the '60s ethnic studies were

established through the united voice

of students of different colors

demanding relevant education -

one which was not being provided in

their classes.

Ethnic studies gives a voice to the

so-called "losers" in history, the

exploited people (who have histori-

cally tended to be people of color).

Through ethnic studies our histo-

ries become known and validated

rather than era.sed by an oppressive

structure. Ethnic studies provide a

relevant view of America's society

and institutions which have histori-

cally been and continue to be racist.

Yet at the same time, elhnic studies

connect the struggles of all people -

crossing racial, gender, class, cultur-

al-ethnic and sexual lines so that stu-

dents realize that the fight for equal-

ity and justice is a common one to

be fought in solidarity.

In his Viewpoint article.

Connerly asserts that he is merely

"reviewing these programs, not dis-

mantling them."

Later in the article, however, he

~
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RIBAYA
From page 20

asks, "What will someone do with a

degree in African American stud-

ies," and goes on to questior> if such

a degree is "obsolete."

Yet, if ethnic studies programs

indeed provide an "obsolete" educa-

tion, is it not his job to dismantle, or

at least cut funding, for such pro-

grams?

His efforts to de-racialize UC
campuses only serve to narrow our

educational experience. Make no

mistake, Connerly's intents are not

so benign as they are made to sound.

Connerly's efforts are not to

"review" but to dismantle, and his

history with Proposition 209 as well

as his pursuit to eliminate all race-

based programs within the UC sys-

tem proves as much.

—As Connerly calls on a review of

ethnic-based studies and programs

it is important lo realize the distinc-

tion between Berardino's senti-

ments oi' the white individual and

our view of "whiteness" as the

racially distinct power-structure

that is alive and well today.

If Connerly is successful in his

current agenda lo de-racialize the

UC campuses through his review of

ethnic studies, students like

Berardino will only see events like

the Civil Rights Movement and our

campaign for equal education

through affirmative action as an

jttaek on white individual i ty and

not as a struggle to gain basic

human rights ... from a structure

that is based on racial hierarchies.

LEHERS
From page 19

pendent religion which originated in

Iran and is built upon the main prin-

ciples of the oneness of God, one-

ness of humanity and strives

towards unity and peace. Recently,

however, we have received some dis-

turbing news which I feel obliged to

share.

After having endured years of ,

religious persecution and torture,

the deprivation of human rights for

the Baha'is has continued up until

the present date. The Iranian gov-

ernment has executed over 200

Baha'is, ihey have been dismissed

from their jobs, monthly pensions

have bee/i denied, properties have

been confiscated and Baha'i univer-

sity students have been expelled.

Two weeks ago. arrests were car-

ried out by officers of the Iranian

government intelligence agency, the

Ministry of Information, and

attacks were made on some 500

hoines in all parts of the country,

ordering the people lo close their

home universities and prohibiting

Baha'i youth from studying past the

high school level.

The wave of arrests and harass-

ment bears the marks of a centrally

orchestrated campaign intended to

lend impetus lo the declared policy

of the Iranian government to nullify

the Baha'i comnumity and force its

members to convert lo Islam. At

least .Vi faculty members of ihe

Baha'i Institute of Higher

Education were arrested between

Sept. 29 and Oct. 3 in cities across

Iran, and two death sentences

against Baha'is. in addition to the

persecutions that have already taken

place, have just recently been con-

firmed. These various incidents have

become a cause of great sorrow and

concern among Baha'i communities

throughout the world and we hope

that by exposing these horrid forms

of injustice and deprivation of baiiic

human rights we will be able to

awaken the consciousness of the

world

Shireen Enayati

Third-year

Pre-mcd

UCLAIahaiCkib

TtNGOArgentine

_ _ Teachers

S '^\ YOLANDA ROSSI & MICHAEL ESPINOZA
Master classes in performance and social tango-^^_

Basic Class 10 most important steps for social dancing - Privates -

Intermediate Class for skilled dancers -Home based Studio in Westwood

Call for a free brochure (818) 244 2136 see us at hup://Istpage.coin/l/dancec

LUNCH SPECIAL I DINNER SPECIAL

S4.99 I $5.99

• RICE *SAUD* SOUP

• CHICKEN TERIYAKl or

• FIRE BEEF

• VEGETABLE TEMPURA

•2 PCS. CALIFORNIA ROLLS

• RICE •SALAD •SOUP

• CHICKEN TERIYAKI or

•FIRE BEEF

•VEGETABLE TEMPURA

•3 PCS. CALIFORNIA ROLLS

Off
AUrOU

91 1 BROXTON AVE / LECONTE
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

310 208 7781

JAPANESE FOOO
KORIANFOOD
SAKE BOMBS Valid w/ Student I.D.

One Coupon per person

Faculty and Staff Tailgate 'Q8

Saturday, October 17, 1QQ8

10:30 d.m. to 12:30 p.m.

Join us for THILGHTE 'Q8 ujhen UCLH hosts

Unluerslty of Oregon

UClfl flthletic Department and Campus Human Resource

inuites all Faculty and Staff members to Tailgate '98.

RESERUEO TICKETS TO THE GRHE ARE ONLY »
Faculty and Staff members may purchase a maKimum

of four reserued tickets for the game. The reserued

tickets may be purchased at the Central Ticket Office

or by mail. Faculty and Staff members must send

the application or present the application to the CTO

uiith their Faculty/Staff ID. Tickets must be purchased

byPSSTSTT^ and are subject to auailabillty.

FREE!

FREE!

FREE!

Admission to the tailgate is FREF and open to all faculty, staff and their families

Hake sure you bring your Faculty/Staff ID and ticket to gain admission to the tailgat?

The tailgate tuill be held at the rose BoujI in the Food Zone area BLUE 4,5, and 6.

FREF FOOD - There ujIU be FREE food and beuerages for all faculty, staff

and their families prouided by loue's!

For mor^informatioir regarding indluidual or season tickets call (310) UCLRUIIH.

For tailgate Information please call (310) 206-7Q16

Hame Department Campus EKtension:

Campus Hddress or Hail Code:

Number of Tickets (maximum of 4):
^j^3c^ifflnQ|Bj]p

Tickets must be purchased by Oct. 16, 1QQB. Hake checks payable to UCLR Football.

For ticket information call (310) UClRmiH Send application and check to CTO Ulest

niumni Center 140307
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Tomon'ow

Hip-hop group Black Eye Peas sits down

to discuss diversity in their genre and

how they fit into it all.

Tuesday,0ctober13,1998 Tuesday,0rtober13,1998

Film

Of the

While ''Animal House" stereotyped

Greek life forever, its 20th birthday

is being celebrated with a vengeance

Tim Matheson

_ stars as Eric

Stratton, the

good-looking

skirt chaser in

charge of new
pledges at the

Delta fraternity.
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(Above) "Animal House," the outrageous, raunchy adven :ure that follows the happenings of a fraternity, returns to videocassette and DVD on Oct. 1 3. (Below)

John Belushi stars as the guitar-bashing, beer-can smashing, garbage-eating Delta Chi Fraternity member, John "Bluto" Blutarsky.

By AJ. Harwin
Daily Bruin Contributor^

Twenty years ago "National

Lampoon's Animal House" forever set

the stereotypes of Greek life, replacing

the ambrosia of the ancient Greek gods

with beer, more beer and even more

beer.

To help celebrate the anniversary.

Universal Studios Home Video kicked

off the release of a new special edition

video - on sale Tuesday - with a special

screening and cast reunion at the

Mann's Plaza Theater last Tuesday

night.

In the packed theater, a group of

audience members, presumably frater-

nity brothers, sang along to every word

of "Louie, Louie" and "Hey Paula,"

and repeatedly yelled out, clapped and

threw popcorn when different charac-

ters appeared on the screen. It seemed

impressive that this group of men knew

so much about the movie, until the lights

turned on and the rest of the audience

saw balding men in their mid to late-for-

ties with popcorn in their hair, reliving

their youth.

But the actions of the those coming

to see the re-release were probably the

result of the influence that the movie,

starring John Belushi, had on their col-

lege lives in the late '70s.

After the movie, chairs were set up

for a question and answer period where

fans had the change to speak with those

involved with the ntovie. It also gave the

stars a forum to reminisce about old

times.

Made for under S2.5 million, the

movie has grossed over $141 millin in

the United States alone. "AnimaK

House" follows the exploits of tiiree

freshman going through the Greek i ush

and pledge period. Kevin Bi» on

receives a bid from the classy nd

upper-class house, while the two o icr

freshman are relegated to the class *ss

Delta Chi, known only for their fi ihy

living quarters, poor grades and I ard

partying ways. Under the threa' ol

"double secret probation," the members

of the Delta house are in a constant )at-

tlc to preserve their way of life.

Writer Chris Miller admitted thai he

originally wrote "Animal House" dur-

ing a time of creative writer's block.

"I couldn't come up with anything I

could make-up. So I said, 'Why don't I

tell some of the stuff that happened in

my fraternity?'" Miller said. "ThM's

where the story came from. And win n

people talk to me about 'Anini ,1

House,* they say 'Come on, you gi s

didn't really do all that.' If you knew i c

real things we did you'd have night-

mares. I can possibly imagine taking a

girl home in a supermarket basket, and

I can imagine even a horse in a dean's

office - but picking up those girls at

Emily Dickinson's? Let me tell you*

about that day the scenes were shot. It

must have been 40 takes that had to be

done, because every time that scene was

read every guy in the crew cracked up

and fell on the floor."

Whether or not "Animal House" rep-

;rescnts or influences current fraternity

life cmild be debated by those in atten-
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Blue Hawaiians' concert

showcases smooth sound
MUSIC: Experienced, little-known group takes crowd

on ti'ip to tropical paradise at Los Angeles nightclub

By Vanessa VanderZanden
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Is that the subtle call of a tropica^

breeze wafting this way? Or is it the

lingering explosion of white caps col-

liding with the tender surH No, it's

the sounds of a unique Hollywood

club and its rare Sunday night enter-

tainment.

Located in a strip mall next to a

liquor store, the Lava Lounge

remains one of the most hiddcn-away

venues in all of

Los Angeles.

Because o\' their
'~^^^^""~'''"

chicly obscure

status, however,

the club can

iihiwv'oaw jiinall-

tinic talent that

entertains on a

large-scale level.

Sunday night

regulars the

Blue Hawaiians

stand_as tesUii;

mcnl to this tradition

Playing in sync with the sni.ill tiki

lounge's decor, the Blue Hawaiians

served up an array of surf tunes span-

ning from the '5()s on. As though

hand-crafted lor the locale, the

Hawaiians provided guitar-spinning

riffs and crooning ocean-side lyrics to

Not a body could

help hut sniiignip

complete the island-esque scene. Mai-

tais and pina coladas in tall glasses

glowed in the red tiki-torch lights,

which stretched the length of the

small two roomed club. Shimmering

silver strips flapped from the walls

like disctvhula skirts, reflecting the

movements of the shimmying crowd

packed on the miniature dance floor

below. Not a body could help but

squiggle to the melodic tunes surging

forth from the Blue Hawaiians,

whose corner-room stage space

began just inches

from the dance~^^^^^^~"
floor.

The intimate

event had the feel

ofan older brolh-

to the melodic tunes

surging forth from

the Blue Hawaiians.

IT'S garage-band

debut in one's

own backyard,

only-wrth a bit

more class and a

greater amount

oi musical exper-

. tise. After all, it^

was the band's "5()th anniversary," as

the youngi.sh members like to remind

audiences every Sunday night.

Decked out in classic black appar-

el, the performers held the packed

crowd captivated for each of their

See HAWAIIAN, page 27

'Real World' auditions sum up

personality in just 1 minutes

COLUMN: 1^:nterlaining'

aspects of human nature

surface in brief interview

By Jeff Gold

Daily Bruin Staff

Auditions for "Ilie Real World"

were, well, unreal.

1 suppose some people want to be

on television so much that they are

willing to try even being themselves, a

practice most people haven't even

mastered in the real world, much less

the "Real

World." That is

where MTV
comes in - giv-

ing the everyday

schmoe a

chance to do

everyday things

in an exotic loca-

tion. I admit a

slight amount of

trepidation - the

concept of

putting a funda-

mentally boring

person like me on television seems

alien at best.

In fact, as someone who has never

watched more than an hour of MTV
in my life, much less an MTV situa-

tion-connedy, I don't really know why I

WIS there. Perhaps it was the opportu-

nity to beconie a pvt of Americana,

or the chance to 1 dChow #er briefly)

ttached io IIk mific and wonder of

Or perhaps I wanted a free trip to

Hawaii.

The road to the land of pineapples

and sunshine began in front of

Madison's Restaurant and snaked

down the street and through the door.

In consisted of aline of people (which

neither grew nor diminished in two

hours) waiting patiently in the hot sun,

filling out applications and wondering

if there were free bagels. This may not

have been the most glamorous crowd

of potential stars ever collected, but it

may have been the most representa-

tive of the general population.

Ranging from tall to small, and Asian

to white, the assembled multitude rep-

resented almost every facet of Los

Angeles.

As a short, white guy, I felt right at

home. So did my companions - join-

ing'me irr my quest for stardom (and a

free tan) were Jamie, Adam, Stefanie

and Genevieve. We all agreed to do

this because - and I don't say this

lightly - we had nothing better to do.

What we did have to do was fill out

a questionnaire - and a bizarre one at

that. It was hardly the list I would have

made to interview potential room-

mates. "List one thing about yourself

no one in the world knows" and

"Whal is your most embarrassing

moment" joined "Where do you

work" and "Where do you sec your-

self in five years** at screening ques-

tions. Before you can share your life

with the worid, I gues you have to

share your secrets with Bill the
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Milk represents pinnacle of commercialism
BOOK: Once-bland drink

gets celebrity status with

top ^mustache campaign'

By Megan Dkkenon
Daily Bruin Staff

In this decade's tendency to glorify

advertising campaigns, the indufgent

granddaddy is the Absolut vodka cam-

paign, which molds the short-necked,

frosted bottles into corseted women or

even the abstract "Absolut Picasso."

But how very American, how very fit-

ting with Yankee ingenuity, that in

1994 an even more-celebrated

onslaught of propaganda lipped its

way into pop culture, purveying a sta-

ple of the solid, cow-dotted heartland.

While it isn't hard to press an

already eager consumer to "Drink

your vodka," the campaign that

sucked in celebrities and other media

darlings claimed the dilTicult challenge

of giving a glittering facade to what

mothers press on their progeny from

birth; Drink your milk.

And now, folks, the dream is all in

one place.

In one of the most audacious cele-

brations ever of the American adver-

tising machine, the National I'luid

Milk PrMW&Qr Prom<>liQn Bwird ptib

the one-page ads, which feature a

model, actor or other eye-catching

creature in a post-miIk<onsumption

state.

But can the white stuff that lines the

upper lips of the rich-and-famous like

an organic John Waters pencil-mus-

tache make for an entire book, albeit a

quirky coffee table one?

As self-indulgent and flashy as "The

Milk Mustache Book" makes itself, it

spins a story that becomes a monu-

ment to commercial creativity

In 16 behind-the-scenes pages,

author Jay Schulberg of Bozell

Worldwide, the ad-machine responsi-

ble for the campaign, takes the reader

from the beverage's "30-year decline"

to the point when "Where's your mus-

tache?" became the board's "rallying

cry."

Dozens of Annie

Leibovitz photographs

later, the milk mustache

entered the collective

consciousness of the

American consumer.

Consumers know in their guts that

celebrities who can afford to bathe in

champagne don't use grocery-aisle

products like Clairol hair dye or shop

Rite-Aid.

But milk? The generic calcium-

builder is pretty hard to escape.

And so, dozens of Annie Leibovitz

-photographs later, the milk mustache

entered the collective consciousness of

the American consumer.

"The Milk Mustache Book," like

the campaign itself, tries to enforce the

idea that milk is good for you, whether

you're an osteoporosis-prone woman,

growing boy or perfectly normal

human being.

That, and the idea that celebrities

are fun to look at. .

,','•.:'''•",• ''.':
^

For the inner-paparazzi in every-

one, the milk-ad Bible hands over

Conan O'Brien in pseudo-Leprechaun

mode, Tyra Banks in a T-shirt (and a

string bikini). Dennis Rodman (in

three shades of hair), Bart and Lisa

Simpson, and James Cameron.

While the milk players may not be

jewels in everyone's crown (and the

book includes only a fraction of the

myriad celebrities once featured), the

stars definitely have target groups,

those few that wish for nothing else but

a portrait of that-special-someone after

a hearty swig o' milk.

The book, howovcr solf touting of
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Russian ballet school displays old, fresh talent

lished this month a glossy, full-color,

153-page manifesto on the wonder that

is the Milk Mustache campaign. Sure,

there was (and is) a lot of hype about

At first, Schulberg rebuked the

whole celebrity-model idea, calling it

"the last refuge of tired brains."

IM oooK. nowovcr son louimtf oi

its own genius, successfully takes glow-

ing stars and injects them into an inlbr-

DANCE: World-famous troupe

previews United States debut

Tvith performance in New York

By Anna Kiss«lgoff

The New York Times

There is'more to ballet in Russia than its best-

Jcnown companies, the Bolshoi and the Kirov.

The second major troupe in Moscow, after the

Bolshoi, is the Stanislavsky and Nemirovich-

Danchenko Ballet, to make its U.S. debut on

Dec. 19 at the John I'. Kennedy Center for the

Performing Arts in Washington.

There was a glimpse of the Stanislavsky's lead-

ing dancers in the New York area, thanks to a

presentation of the Russian Ballet School in Sea

Cliff, N.Y., on Thursday night. Natalya

Ledovskaya, a strong, beautifully schooled balle-

rina who exudes a feminine perfume, and

Vladimir Kirillov, a superb partner with

Romantic good looks, appeared as guests in a

showcase at the school.

Konstantin Uralsky, a former dancer in the

Bolshoi who was artistic director of Ballet Iowa

in Des Moines from 1991 to 1997, and his wife,

Irina Vassileni-Uralsky, also once in the Bolshoi,

invited Russian-trained dancers who lived either

in the United States or in Russia for this official

opening of their school. Uralsky also announced

plans for a professional chamber ballet troupe

and introduced Olga Lepeshinskaya, whose

career at the Bolshoi from 1933 to 1963 made her

one of Soviet ballet's best-known stars.

Lepeshinskaya, 86, came from Moscow as

president of the Russian Dance Association to

declare the Uralsky School accredited.

It is up to Americans to decide whether cer-

tificates make a ditTerence. But the dancers on

view made a case for Russian training.

Ekaterina Shelkanova, formerly with the

Kirov and now a soloist in American Ballet

Theater, danced the adagio from "Le Corsaire"

w ith Alexander Kedrov. formerly of the Bolshoi

and the Boston Ballet (he also performed a solo

from Uralsky's "Petrouchka"). Anatoly Barzov,

dean of the dance division of the New University

of Humanities in Moscow presented three fresh

and impeccably drilled 13-year-<Mds identified as

Mariya, Yuliya and Andrei, in excerpts. One was

the pas de trois from Vassily Vainonen's

"Nutcracker," in which Ledovskaya is to star.

At this showing, she was seen in contempo-

rary choreography, including a duet from "The

Phantom Ball" set to Chopin. Dmitri Briantsev,

the Stanislavsky's artistic director, is not strong

on transitions or organic flow. But Ledovskaya

and Kirillov looked perfectly at ease in this mix

of the romantic and the acrobatic. Partings and

embraces, full of twists, were serenely rendered

by the dancers. At heart, they were dramatically

intense and they made something out of the lifts

and slides, recalling skating images, in "On the

Edge," choreographed by Alex Ursuliak of the

Stuttgart Ballet Academy, to music from the film

"Titanic."

Ballantioe Books

The Milk Mustache Book
See MILK, page 29

FREE CONSULTATION
Dr. Nader Dayani

Memb)er American Association of Orthodontists
Specializing in braces for adults and children
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• Europeao • Traditional • Surgical Orthodontic
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review program
...continues to

set the standards
that others want

to follow!
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MCAT Special
Last fall this special was quite popular. \

Space is limited.
/

Sign up by yourself before
October 1 5th and receive:

in HinHiiM

Sign up with a friend before

October 15th and receive:
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The Berkeley Review Provides;

15 Weeks Of Review And Testing Of

Important MCAT Concepts

100 Hours Of Sclieduled Lecture

Topics In The Classroom

300 Hours Of Office Hours To

Supplement Tlie Lecture Topics

20 Hours Of Supplemental MCAT-Style

Problem Solving Sessions

11 Full-Length Mock MCAT Exams

During The Program

7 Scheduled Full-Length Mock MCAT
Exam Testing Dates

2800 Pages Of Review Notes Covering

Important MCAT Concepts

1300 MCAT-Style Passages With Clear

And Detailed Solutions

Exceptional Instructors For Each Of

The Six Topic Areas Of The MCAT

Excellent Review Materials That You

Get To Keep And Take Home

Application Assistance, Interview

Workshops, And Mock Interviews

Oedipus tries tojneet his fate, messes up every time
THEATER: New play based on classic tale falls short,

drags on while only managing a few small laughs

By Ben Brantley

The New York Times

NEW YORK "You simpleton!

You missed the point."

That's telling him. The man at

whom these words are yelled, in the

latest play from the Blue Light

Theater Company, is named

Oedipus, and no one, of course, is

more famous lor missing the p^^inl

Misreading auguries, refusing to

look for answers inside himself, dele-

gating blame like the paranoid head

o( a Fortune 500 company: the

unfortunate habits that character-

ized Sophocles' mother-loving

monarch ar^ to some degree shared

by the title character of Dare Clubb's

"Oedipus," a serio-comic meditation

on destiny and its discontents.

But this younger, callower varia-

unlil it's way too late to do anythmg

about it.

tion on the man whose name has

been immortalized as a Freudian

complex gets things ^rong in ways

that would make his classical proto-

type blush. Unlike the Sophocles

character, who worked overtime to

escape his predicted fate, this

Oedipus is so eager to embrace his

that he rushes to commit crimes that

could be classified under the rubric

"Sorry, wrong mother." Yes, the

poor doofus kills the wrong man and

beds the wrong woman: they're his

adoptive parents, not his biological

ones.

There's a certain collegiate glee in

this antic scrambling of mythiriifpra-

ously talented movie stars Frances

McDormand and Billy Crudup and

is directed by Clubb, brings undeni-

able zest to the interpretation of it.

But don't go to the Classic Stage

Company, where the work is being

performed, expecting just fractured

theogony tales. Clubb's play is as

earnest as it is irreverent.

Oedipus' road to self-knowledge

has never been so long and winding,

an itinerary that takes more than

four hours and includes many
detours through a world that is

hlfak, hrutal and unt.ontrnllahly

ture, and the company of actors in

"Oedipus," which features the seri-

talky. In tone and structure, the play

aspires more to Voltaire than to

Sophocles. Indeed, Crudup's

Oedipus is first cousin to Candida:

innocent, literal-minded and disas-

trously harnessed to a philosophy

that the world around him keeps

refuting. Or, as one character says

late in the third and final act: "The

gods don't frighten me. Men frighten

me. Men with concepts."

Actually, another character says

much the same thing in the first act.

Despite its narrative sprawl,

"Oedipus" is essentially a one-idea

play, a series of riffs on ^single mor-

alizing theme. Clubb crcales-a lineup

SeeOEDIPUS,page28
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New Age movie deserves

credit for stunning effects
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FILM: Reviewers criticize

plot, miss innovative use

of famous artistic works

ByRkhardNilsen

The Arizona Republic

Imagine walking around inside a

painting and you have the visual

premise for the new film "What

Dreams May Come,"

In that New Age flick, Robin

Williams plays a doctor who dies and

discovers that his personal heaven

looks just like his wife's paintings. He
finds himself among drooping wisteria

trees and enough royal-blue flow^s to

fill out the background for all the ani-

mated Strawberry Shortcake cartoons

ever made.

Critics have roundly trounced the

movie as preachy, silly, tedious, sappy

and pretentious. It is all those things.

But they have generally missed the

movie's visual sources, the art-histori-

cal references being made. Most of

them call Williams' computer-generat-

ed paradise a "Renoir come to life" or

a "Maxfield Parrish vision."

However, although there are a few

Parrishesque lushnesscs, its central

20th-century magazine illustrators.

No, the film draws more than any-

thing on early 19th-century Romantic

painters and their Victorian progeny.

It is interesting to see them show up

on the screen because among serious

critics it is a period of art history that

doesn't get much respect. Critics can

talk about Eugene Delacroix without

sputtering and Joseph Mallord

William Turner without condescen-

sion, although both are admired main-

ly as precursors to the later

Impressionists; but critics tend to

become more than a little patronizing

when discussing such painters as

Thomas Cole, Frederic Church,

Caspar David Friedrich, Gustave^

Dore and - worst of all - John Martin.

These are painters who, in the aggre-

gate, made Cecil B. DeMille possible.

They gave us grandiose visions of gar-

gantuan exbticisms. Their subjects

were the Deluge, the Plagues of Egypt,

the Day of Wrath, the Destruction of

Sodom and Gomorrah and - my per-

sonal favorite - Sadak in Search of the

Waters of Oblivion. Human figures are

dwarfed not only by vast landscapes,

but also by immense architecture.

Martin once painted a Balshazzar's

Feast as taking place in a building that

was projected to be a mile long.

Mt N; v^i vi liAN'.i, i~lj'ly Hfum

iifiisuc vislott comes noi from me
Impressionists and certainly nor from See FILM, page 29

Stefanie Wong and Jeff Gold wait to be called for their "Real World"

interview downstairs in Madison's.

GOLD
^rompage23

Interview (Juy.

After standing in line for two

hours, we eventually made it to the

bottom of Madison's stairwell. We
had to wait behind a velvet rope

(which seemed to fit too well into

Madison's faux-dive atmosphere) to

gain admittance. The wait wasn't bad,

considering the popularity of this

show. Killing a few hours standing in

line is always fun - just ask anyone

who's ever been to Disney World.

could suddcnl) become mtcresting

people if we tried).

We sat for a lO-minulc interview

with a guy who would do thousands o\

other lO-mmule interviews. It was

hard to pay attention, what with the

group at the table next door laughing

hysterically at every possible moment

in an attempt to sound like Naturally

Fun People.

Interviewee: My dog was killed

when I was four-years-old.

Group: Ha-Ha!

We were much more subdued,

answering questions about our life,

our dreams, our philosophies and our

backgrounds with restrained enthusi-

asm. On the whole, it was a wonderful

exercise In iriti'OiipaoUon, ftUl an Odd

HOUSE
From page 22

dance, including present fraternity

members.

"We couldn't get away with some-

thing like that," said Nate Murphy, a

member of UCLA's Sigma Pi and

also a winner of a ticket to the

"Animal House" after-party for his

movie-themed attire. "It would be a

huge liability, and our liability insur-

ance companies would never allow

for anything like that. It's a fun

movie, it's fiction, it gives a very

Hollywood image of fraternities. It

would be fun if it existed, but there

would also be a lot of people that

could get hurt." __
Animal House director, John

Landis, who has also directed

Michael Jackson's "Thriller" and

"Three Amigos!", responded to the

same question difl'erently.

"The '60s pretty much killed the

Greek system," Landis said. "It was

dying and dead. When we made
'Animal House,' which was a period

picture, it brought it back with a

vengeance. So I think it had a terrific

influence."

In the theater, audience

members yelled out,

clapped and threw

popcorn at the screen.

"I was a new actor, and I said 'I'm

a new actor, and do I read all the

parts, or do I read my part.' He
turned to his assistant and said 'Oh-

my god, that's Flounder.'"

The cast also took time to pay

homage to the late Belushi, and (he

camaraderie that he brought to the

set.

"(John Belushi) was so

delightful and so

funny. I adored himJ
miss him everyday."

John Landis_,^

Director

Regardless of the possibility of a

real life "Animal House," members of

the cast were happy just to be work-

ing, which for many of the actors pre-

sent were their most memorable

roles.

"We made good friends fast, and

got to go to work everyday." said

Bruce "D-Day" McGill. "In those

days, I wasn't jaded, I don't think any-

one was jaded at all It was so exciting

to be picked. And then to have it be

really funny, and have it click with just

not kids but with 50 yearH>lds. ex-frat

guys, presidential candidates"

"I remember going into the very

first audition, with the castmg direc-

tor." said Stephen "Flounder" Furst

"I loved John. In 'Animal House'

John was clean and sober," Landis

said. "We had trouble on 'The Blues

Brothers.' The cocaine got pretty bad.

But on 'Animal House' John was just

at his peak. He was so delightful and

so funny. I adored him, I miss him

everyday."

Throughout the rest of the ques-

tion and answer session fans thanked

those involved for making the movie.

One man even claimed the movie

repeatedly saved his marriage.

"In this weird way, my wife and I,

believe or not, keep 'Animal House'

on our VCR all the time," the audi-

ence member said. "It just keeps

going. So whenever we fight, we're.,

tapping out and just kind of look (at

the TV.) and say 'Hey, Otis Day is on.'

It saves money in insurance fees and

everything else."

That fan and others will aJso be

able to pick up "Animal House"

including bonus interviews and

behind the scenes footage on video-

cassette in both Pan & Scan and

Widescreen versions with THX
sound The special DVD Collectors

Edition will contain an original docu-

mentary on the making of the film

and extensive interviews with Landis.

writers Miller and Harold Ramis and

cast members Bacon. Tom Hulce.

Tim Matheson, Peter Riegerl and

Karen Allen The DVD also includes

behind-the-scenes fooUge and pro-

duction photos.
~

On the wholejt was a

wonderful exercise in

introspection, but an

odd way to get on a

television show.

While we waited, Jamie signed up

for Love Connection - keep your eyes

open, ladies.

The wonderful thing about waiting

is that eventually you don't have to do

it anymore. Once through the velvet

rope, we thought perhaps our wait

would be over.

We were fools to think such a thing.

In the television business, being at the

front of the physical line doesn't mean

you are at the front o{ the actual line.

We sat at a table for another half-hour,

watching group after group of our fel-

low line-standers go ahead of us.

These MTV people had the hurry-

up-and-wait philosophy down to a sci-

ence.

Eventually our turn came, and it

was time to be ourselves (as if we

way to get on a television show. (To

the best of my knowledge, television

has nothing to do with intellectual

development.)

In retrospect, we were pretty bor-

ing. Our interviewer must have been

thinking, "I'm sorry the try-outs for

'Boring World' are right down the

street." He was very cordial, though,

and managed not to yawn directly in

our faces.

Leaving Madison's was like step-

ping away from a long, strange dream
- the kind where you aren't sure what

the meaning was, but you're fairly

positive it wasn't good.

Looking back, I think I learned a

little about myself and almost nothing

about Hollywood. I had fun and I'm

glad I did it, but now it's over and I

won't do it again. Tomorrow I will go

back to being a normal, everyday, run-

of-the-mill Bruin; I will rejoin the real

world. I don't think, however. I will be

a.sked to join the "Real World". It is

just too strange for me.

Gold is a second-year neuroscience

student. Insults, compliments and sug-

gestions are welcome at

jeffgold@ucla.edu

HAWAIIAN
From page 23

two-hour long sets, and they even had

one dancing patron "sweating like a

fat bitch in church." Slinging key-

board jam over

drum solo ^^^^
beside noises

from a peculiar

Hawaiian pluck-

ing instrument

under the lead

singer's swoon-

inducing voice,

the Blue

H a w a i i a n s

shredded into

the night. They

took the wide

variety of fans right along with them,

from white-collared, crew-cut squares

to trendy leather-jacketed, side-

burned hipsters and everything in

between

At one point, the Hauaiuins even

brought the Elvis look-alike bar-

tender up on the stage to sing an

explosive rendition of "Viva Las

Vegas" Including many genres and

Though the Lava

Lounge scene may be a

small market ...the Blue

Hawaiians have marked

out their territory well.

well-known artists' hits in their set,

another treat came in their swingy

cover ofTom Waits' dark, sultry tune,

"Come Away" Beyond dabbling in

both well-known classics and lesser-

known favorites, however, the

Hawaiians grooved immeasurably

with tunes of

their own."""""—"^
By the end of

the evening,! the

grinning, beer-

swilling perform-

ers left the stage

proud after one

crowd-drooling

encore. Though

the Lava Lounge

scene may be a

— small market to

corner, the Blue

Hawaiians have marked out their ter-

ritory well One of the best kept Los

Angeles secrets, the group has man-'

aged to garner a sizeable fan base

which is destined only to expand m
the future

The Blue Hawaiians play every Sunday

at the Lava Lounge. 1533 North La Brea

Ave Hollywood. 2 1 and over. $5 cover.
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Hats For

**^.:
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Building a great BearWear
Collection doesn't have to

drain your wallet. Check out

these coot^ap styles^^-each

for $15 or under.

Sideline royal cap

adjustable $13

[t>. ' rf

Tube design

royal cap

adjustable $13

; Oval Image
* charcoal cap

: with navy brim

: adjustable $13

Oval Tv;ill

grey cap

adjustable $13

m.

mm

Bar Design

navy cap, also in white

adjustable $13

Open Letter

khaki cap

also in navy

adjustable $13

/,

6

Beanie

navy knit also in grey

one siee $13*30

(§) BgarlUgar
310.206.0810

open daily
|
www.ucljstore.ucla.edu
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immm...
Starbuck's

Tuesday, Oct. 13, Uam-2pm

^'^-f^-^m*

mt^A "'^

Special

offer

''^9- price Si.4g
offer good thru

10/18

'.'('ff>

«*nl S*^:^

Double size frame 'in honey oak
or black. Available in double &
queen sizes.

^FOfonShop
>m Naturally Made Better 1^

Call 1-800-44FUT0N For The Best Futons!

Also available at:

Hill Top Shop, North Campus Shop.

Lu Valle Commons, Health Sciences Store open daily
{
www.uclastore.ucla.edu

LOS ANGELES
633 N. U Brea Ave

1/2 bik S.of Melrose

(213) 932-1700

WEST LOS ANGELES
10669 W. Pico Blvd

@ Overiand

(310) 474-5595

Introducing
• 24oz. BIG Smoothies
• New Flavors

• Smoothie Additions like

Power Punch
Over 50 vitamins, minerals
and amino acids

Immunity Boost
Echinacea, Vitamin C and Zinc

Energy Blast
Ginseng and Bee Pollen

And
ALWAYS I free smoothie
addition in your 24oz
smoothie, shake or twist!

OEDIPUS
From page 25

of terminally self-involved creatures,

out of touch with natural human
feelings and paralyzed by a mindless

devotion to theology and ideology.

They range from Oedipus' adop-

tive mother, Merope
(McDormand), whose more than

maternal emotions inspire her to

Byzantine, Phaedra-like speeches of

self-disgust, to a manic-depressive^

woodsman (Jon De Vries), eternally

brooding over an oracle's pro-

nouncement that he has no fate of

his own. The play's central

metaphor for all this circular, sterile

thought is found in a scene in which

the wandering Oedipus and his best

friend, Tciresias (Jeffrey Donovan),

find only saltwater to quench their

thirst but drink it anyway.

C!ubb 1ias come up with^ome
appealingly goofy; deadpan jokes

that play off the work's tragic

antecedents. ("We'll suffer for this,

probably," says Merope, after mak-

ing love to young Oedipus, "but so

what?") The script also-reaches dan-

gerously for real pt^etry, to an elo-

quence that tries to rival classical

eloquence even as it parodies it, a lit-

tle in the manner of T.S. Eliot, whose

"Prufrock" poem is alluded to here.

So we get high-flown lines like "Even

the afternoon silences in your light-

filled rooms have the shape of

music, ' and "If there's no single

t i uth, only a million versions ufTtir

truth, then what is beauty?" Now
imagine lines like this multiplied to

fill four hours.

The poor doofus kills

the wrong man and

beds the wrong

woman: they're his

adoptive parents, not

his biological ones.

n1
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In the lerracR food Court. 1st Floor flckerman Union

UCbfli^RPESTflUBflHTS

The actors have been directed to

pace the stage as they voice their

characters' convoluted thoughts,

which may be symbolically appropri-

ate but is wearying to watch. There

arc some isolated, ingeniously"

staged touches, as when two anony-

mous figures in raincoats point out a

raving madman with voyeuristic

hisses and when a troop of blood-

thirsty mercenary soldiers emerges

from beneath the stage, but the pro
duction needs many more.

It is daunting to imagine what sit-

ting through "Oedipus" would be

like without the exceptional cast

with which Clubb has been blessed.

McDormand, the Oscar-winning

star of "Fargo," brings a hypnotic

intensity to Merope, even if the

monologues finally get the better of

her, and her brief, incisive appear-

ance as the riddling Sphinx, in the

show's wittiest scene, is delicious.

And while passive, Candide-like fig-

ures are seldom rewaVding to actors,

Crudup, the fine-featured star of the

movie "Without Limits," winningly

walks the line between spoof and

solemnity, finding astonishingly var-

ied line readings in his one-note

character.

All the actors, including such gift-

ed young New York stage regulars as

Camilia Sanes, Johanna Day and

Alan Tudyk, give off a charming air

of being glad to be doing what

they're doing here, shifting through .

multiple roles and giving diverse life

to an elaborate story.

They certainly provide the best

argument lor staying awake during

this epic-lenglh "Oedipus." They
even, from time to time, make you

forget that although their characters

cover many miles, the play in which

they 4ppcar remain'^ firmly lodged in

one place
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MILK
From page 24

mative soup of pop^rulture relercnces,

creamed lips and cocktail parly con-

versation-starters (i.e.. Wha t m usic

did Hanson ask to listen to at their

photo shoot?).

And though the photos came via

"Rolling Stones" Leibovilz. "Milk."

like the ad industry itself, is well-pack-

aged, vitamin-infused Huff.

Thankfully, the hefty ad accessory

doesn't take itself too scrtously
~

.And llanson'> fun-filled l'>^)7 nius-

fache shoot, the bk)nde-bombshcll

triple threat listened to Elvis Presley.

Yeah, "fhc Milk Mustache Bocik"

covers the important stuff

FILM
From page 26

So, there they are, all those impossi-

bly high mountains, painfully distant

horizons, the longing of those water-

falls and the nostalgia t)f those weeping

trees.

It is the stulT our own century has

made camp out of. It has become

translated to painted dinner plates sold

in magazine olTers. a landscape popu-

lated with Hummel figurines. It is the

mawkish frontispiece of illustrated

Sunday school texts.

What tho.se painters were trying to

dep ict. luHv^vurt wa ^in't a tiuhurhan

vision of a hereafter - one movie critic

called the current film version of heav-

en a "McDonald's in the Mall o\'

America" but a vision of transcen-

dence, a sense that the world is larger,

more beautilul and nu>re electric than

we allow ourselves to notice in our

everyday lives.

It is unfortunate that such an ana-

gogic sense has turned so bourgeois.

What once was dangcn)us and radical

has become sedate, complacent and

conservative.

It is the fatal Haw of New Age think-

ing that it is as comfortable as an eas>

chair and an old pair o\' slippers. So

"What Dreams May Come" turns into

a retelling ol the Orpheus myth with a

happy ending tacked on. New Age phi-

losophy allows (inly for happy endings

RCiil philosophy is not a warm
sudsy bath; life as we live it tells us it has

harder edges iiiid less narcissistic con-

cerns. -- v_—
Hut it is luit the fairy-weight thought

that we take awa\ liom the movie, but

the sense ol w.iiulenng anniiKl inside a

paintiMii.

vSo Williams climbs the infinite stair-

case iVom John Martin's manic

engra\ed illustratiiins to Milton's

"Paradise Lost" among the llo.iting

aneels o\' Philipp Otto Kiiiige. When

he descends to helh he boats thri>ueli

waters with lli>ating nudes straight out

of DelacriMx's" Barque of Dante. 'and

his ultimate resting point is under the

naked winter tree o\' Caspar David

I'nedrich's "Man and Woman
Contemplating the Moon."

One after another, paintings from

the early 19th century lloat by and we

enter and cruise through them.

Walking through art is not a new

idea.

And even in film, there is an earlier

and much better attempt.

It is in "Akira Kurosawa's

Dreams." an anthology film by the

Japanese director from 1990. In one

segment, ealled "Oows." a young

amateur painter, with his paint box on

his back, visits southern France look-

ing for Van Gogh's landscapes. He

comes across the ma.ster himself,

played by Martin Scorsese, and fol-

lows htm through the countryside,

which miraculously turns into a living

Van (logh painting as they walk

through It.

It captures the sense that the current

film misses, that it is the eyes of the

artist, ever more awake and aware

than wc can be. that see the world - in

William Blake s words - "as ii is. infi-

nite

EVERY TIME
1650 Westwood Blvd. $^^

betweeen Santa Monica Blvd. and Wilshire . II
(310)470-1558 „ l" "
M-F 8-9 • Sat. 8-7 • Sun 10-5 iiCWrtaW

Conveniently Located in Westwood Village Across from Jerry's Famous Deli

Untimed (^llsto:

Hong Kong
Australia

NewZealand

$4,95

$4,95

$7,95 per call

i!

• Speak as long as you like and the
price is fixed

• No need to switch phone company
• Same rate 7 days 24 hours

call 1 -SSS-UNTIMED E"^"^*^ Mandann Cantonese

868463 3

WWW northgate.com.au

Complete Professional

Eye Examination'

*Mew pabenls anty.

Contact lens exam

addtonal

CONTACT LENS
PACKAGE*

tnciudet eye oam.
tittir^. 2 month follow

uo. and pair of Ocular

Sc«rKe daily

«»ca> lenses.

^'Uimami aSR9

EYEGLASS
PACKAGE*

Includes eye t*.»n\

fiame. and single

vison prescription

lenses.

ENTIRE FRAME INVENTORY
ANNUAL BACK TO SCHOOL SALE

SUNGLASSES TOO!

20% - 50% OFF
*SALE SEPT. 28TH

THROUGH OCT. lOTH

Eyes of

Westwood
can help you see
better, and look

better, too.

EYES OF WESXWOOD
Dr. RatrlcR Doyle, O.D.

comprehensive, computer

assisted eye exams
custom and disposable

contact lenses

wide selection of today's

most fashionable eyewear

Vision insurance plans

accepted/-"

—

-

10930 WeybumAv*.
WwKvood VloQ*

(310) 208-1384

ncs

STUDENT GKeUPS

if you wish to participant in Homscoming I998,
you must attsnd on9 of ths following mandatory
msstings:

Homecoming 1998
Informational Meetings
at the Alumni Center

Oct. 14 from 5-6 p. in.

-or-

UCLAIumni

Oct. 15 from 6i30-7i30 p.m.

for mor^ info

3J0-825-2722

SAA
^flr
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CLASSIFIED
Do you want to place an

ad but don't have time to

call us during the day?

Place you ad online at

www.dailybruin.ucla.edu

index
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1100 Campus Happminos
1200 Campus OrganizatKNis
1300 Campus Recruitment
1400 Campus Services
1500 Birthdays
1000 Legal notices

Lost tt Found
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Research Subjects
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2400 Tickets Offered

2500 Tidiets Wanted
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7100 TMoring Wanted
7200 IVping
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7400 Business OpportunRies

7500 Career OpportunKies

7600 Child Care Offered

7700 ChHdCare4liranted

7800 Help Wanted
7900 Housesitting

8000 Internship

8100 Personal Assistance

8200 Temporary Employment
8300 Volunteer
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/
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Address Rates
One issue, up to 20 words

...each additional word
Four issues, up to 20 words

...each additional word

$8.00

0.50

28.00

1.60

For Classified Display ads. please see

our rate card for variable rate

infomiation.

118KerckhoffHall

308 Westwood Plaza

Los Angeles. CA 90024

Internet
E-Mail: classifieds@medla.ucia.edu

Web: httpy/www.dailybruin.ucla.edu

Phone
Classified Une: (310) 825-2221
Classified Display: (310) 206-3060
Fax:(310)206-0528

Office Hours
Men: CLOSED
Tues-Frl:10:00am-2:30pm (Classified)

Tues-Fri:10:00am-4:00pm (Display)

TtMASUCUCommunlMttora board fully supports m«Un^6fs«yo<CaMa™^^^
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Deadlines

Classified Line Ads:

1 working day before pflnting.

at 12 noon.

Classified Display Ads:
2 working days before printing,

at 12 noon.

There are no cancellations after noon
of the day before printing.

Payment
Please niake checks payable to "The
UCLA Daily Bruin." We accept Visa,

MasterCard, and Discover credit cards.

Altow 5 working days for mail paynwnts.

How to Write

an Effective Ad
• start your ad Witfi ttie merchandise you
are selling. This makes it easier for readers

to quickly scan the ads and locate your

items.

• Always include the price of your item.

Many classified readers simply do not

respond to ads wittiout prices.

• Avoid abbreviations—make your ad easy
for readers to understand.

• Place yourself in the reader's position,

ask what you would like to know about

the merchandise, and include that in the

ad. Include such information as brand

names, colors and other specific

descriptions.

jANNOUNCEMENTSl i1300

1100
Campus Happenings

EXPLORE MEDIATION &the Spiritual life. 4-

part series, taught by students of Sri Chin-

moy. Tuesdayn"hursday Oct-13&15 (7-9pm).

Math ScierKes, room-5117. Free.

#
\bungLife

is looking for volunteer leaders lo

work in outreach Christian

ministry with high school &
middle school students on the

wcstside and downtown.

Please call 310-397-3484

for an interview.

1800

YOUR CREDIT UNION
Your on-campus&on-line financial services
source, for ^tudflflts. fflf^ulty&staft. VisitOi&aL.

-+

1800

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. DtKussiofl, Fri. Step Shidy, 3517 Ackennan

Thurs. Book Study, 3517 Ackermon

M/T/W Rm. Dontol A3-029

Wid. Rm. A3- 029

Discussion, All times 12:10 1 :0b pm

fot akohoUet or tndivkluali mho ha\f»a drinking probhm

DRUG TEST YOURSELF at home. Accurate

and simple to use test strips. THC, Cocaine,

others. $15 or 4 for $40. 1-800-395-

1694.Visa/nfx: accepted, www.3wave.com/irl

THE GREATEST SECRET Of All Time: Who
Is ShakespearB? www.sirtwcon.org

1300
rCampus RscfiilbiNNil

1300
Campus RecraltnMBRt

Dedicated to Excellence

Parking & Commuter Services
is looking for friendly, courteous people

to assist our customers with their

parking and information needs.

$Z25'$8.30 Per Hour
Previous customer service and cash

handling experience required.

For more information, stop by the
Parking & Commuter Services office at

555 Westwood Plaza (in Structure 8) for

an application or call (310) 825-1386

Must be a currently registered UCLA
student and be available to work early shifts,

nights, weekends, holklays, and throughout the summer.

Ackerman A-tevei, on-line at www ucu.org
or call 310-477-6628.

2000 as
Parsonais

MEET NEW PEOPLE
the fun way! Call 1-900-776-4549 x2357.

$2 99/min. Must be 18 yrs. Serv-U 619-645-

8434.

SINGLE UCLA Grad. Looking for friendship,

racquetball partner, chatting on-line, and oth-

er general social entertainmenl. Interested?

email: sweetguy90®hotmail com

2200
Research Subsets

FREE BIRTH CONTROL PILLS. UCLA re-

search study. $50 per visit to clinic. Smokers
ages 18-34 or non-smokers ages 35-44. Call

Jessica 310-794-1884.

f^ALE TWINS NEEDED! For UCLA Re-
search Project. Ages 18-40. $20 for 1 hour.

Please call 310-825-9006.

NORMAL HEALTHY CHILDREN and adol-

escents 8-16yrs needed for UCLA research

study. Receive $25 for lab experiment and
developmental evaluation, and get a scientif-

ic learning experience. Call 310-825-0392.

RESEARCH PARTICIPANTS needed for pa-

tient experiencing hayfever/ailergic rhinitis.

Requires four visits, 6-hours total. Over 7-

lOdays. Will pay up to $100 at conclusion of

study. Contact Dr. Dia Sanchez or Dr, Sax
on at 310-825-9376.

UCLA RISK PERCEPTION STUDY. Receive

$10 for completing 3 questionr^ires. Mexi-

can-Arnerican or Taiwanese-American only.

OaM 9 i»eg»e9»t. -

2300
^^|"W» Wi^pjp WMNNMTw

ANONYMOUS sperm donors needed. Help
infertile couples while receiving financial

compensation up to $600/month and free

health screening. Convenient hours, located

in Westwood. Call Kim 310-824-9941 ^.

PLEASE HELP AN INFERTILE Ja-
panese/Brazilian couple realize their dream.
We seek a compassionate young Japanese
woman as an egg donor. All medical exams
& procedure paid. Monetary compensation
included. 562-927-5150.

EGG DONORS!
WANTED

If you are a healthy
female between
the ages of 19 and
30 and have health

insurance.—

^

Compensation
$3500.00

Call MIrna Navas at

(310) 829-6782
• • •

FrCO Birth

Control Pilb
4

UCLA Research Study.

$50 Per Visit To Clinic.

Smokers Ages 1 8-34 or

Non-Smokers Ages 35-44.

Call Jatslca

310-794-1884
T^"
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2300
Sperai/Egg Donora

2300

SpecialEgg Donorlbeded'$Z,m

We are a loving, infertile couple hoping to find a

compassionate woman to help us have a baby.

We're looking for a healthy, intelligent college

5)tuclent or college graduate, age 21-33, witli blue

eyes and blonde or light brown hair.

Compensation 525,00(9 plus expenses. Your gift

will bring Ixxindless joy.

IMca.sc' amtact us thrxHi^h our

V -^ roprescnuuivo at 1 -«00-776-76H0

1

2600
Wanted

4200
Rontais

WE BUY CARS New and old. Running or

not Jeff 310-714-5808.

* Piano Rentals *
Low Monthly Rates

• Hollywood Piano Rental Company a

213-462-2329 ^
••••••••••

SIT ON MY FACE
FLOOR PILLOWS
PERSONALIZED, custom-made. See our

Web-site at www.cfioicemall.com/somfine/

3400
Compiitnrs/Soltware

APPLE POWERBOOK $500 lOOI^HZ Ex-

cellent condition. Tons of software. Former
UCLA I^BA student. 310-837-9509.

f^lCROSOFT OFFICE 97 professional. Full

version, unopened, unregistered. $75. 1-

800-416-3594

4000
Autos fof Sslo

3500
FinUtura

MATTRESS BONANZA!! „ 7^ PORCHE 911 SC

1987 325 BMW- Silver, black interior. 4door,

full. Excellent condition. $5000 obo. 310-

206-8252.310-473-2114

1987 ISUZU TROOPER 4WS. 5spd. 2 door,

Good Condition. Stereo w/Cassette. 116K

miles. Original Owner. $3500obo, 310-206-

5803day. 31 0-398-2601 eve

1989 FORD PflOBE GL-lmmaculate.

New;painl job. tint, stereo, brakes, struts.

Large trunk-space, good gas. perfect for

scfiool. Runs&looks great $3.500obo. 323-

913-2561.

SEALY. STEARNS & FOSTER. Also OrlfX)-

pedic twjn-sets-$119.95. Fulls-$169 95.

Queens-$1B9.95. Pillowtops-$299.95. So-

fas-$219. Delivery. Beacon Mattress. 1309

Westwood Blvd. 310-477-1466.

MATTRESS SETS!!!
Twin $79. Full $89 Queen $139, King $159.

Bunkbeds. Deliveries. Pfione Orders Accept-

ed. 310-372-2337.

MATTRESSES, FUTON. DESK. Bookshelf.

Dinette Sets. T-Table. Lamps. Deliveries. 7-

days open. King's Furniture. 11961 Santa

Monica Blvd. 310-575-4243.

SOLID BLEACHED MAHOGANY TABLE 3

leaf. 6 cfiairs. buffet, breakfront, mint condi-

tion. $2500. 310-398-8399

SPACE SAVING wood bunk beds. 8 draw-

ers, ladder, easy assembly $220 o/bo Wood
desk. 5 drawers. 3' x 5'. glass surlace $100

o/bo. Bookcase 6' x 3'. 6 shelves $50 o/bo.

White dresser. 6 drawers 1-1/2' x 2-1/2" x 5-

1/4*$100oA)O 310-553-894^

LOSE WEIGHT NOW
ASK ME HOW

An rwtural nutrittonal health pfoducts. CaN
310-202-6044

X v! I t

i >m i iij

Wjk

KfMBl£ PIANO UPHK3HT. 0«k cokx Very

good condWon $1200. Evenings 818-643-

6178.
•

Plwor oiittfton

f2S422f

Red. sunroof, phone, alarm, clean.

$11,500obo. 310-559-7206.

89 HONDA ACCORD LXi, auto, loaded, new
tires, super clean. 87K mi., xint cond.,

tiel/beige, $5950. 310-376-7648.

92' MITSUBISHI ECLIPSE, red. 5-sp. 55K.

new detachable face stereo, clutch, brakes.

Excellent condition. Must sell. $5500obo.

310-262-9203.

95 VW CABRIO conv Low mileage. 6-CD
changer. Leather seats. Auto, power every-

thing. Jason 310-372-9167.

'82 DODGE CONVERTIBLE- 400.

140.000miles. Original owner. Well-main-

tained. Leather, power window & lock.

$2,000. 310-Mariasha: 451-1147.

'86 BMW 325es. Runs good. New tires, pow-

er windows, sunroof, A/C. AM/FM. stereo

w/cassette and looks great. $3600. Call

ChristinaO 31 0-914-4090.

'86 Jeep Cherokee Limited. Loaded. 4X4,
black, gray leather seats, sunroof, 121K.

Great car. $5500obO. 310-471-3231.

"66 JEEP WRANGLER- Loredo package.
89K FuN soft top. Exceflent conditk)n. $6299
310-472-9472.

"91 HONDA CIVIC OX Halchbaok-red. 2-

doof, auto, A/C, stereo, great oorwJMon, one

omm. e9K. S5195obo. Kathy-310-39S-

0607.

1h|iv0l Dostliiatloiii

SEMESTER AROUND THE WORLD
Travel to Greece, Spain, Costa Rica, or Aus-

tralia and earn college credits. Call toll free

1-877-333-SATW(7289).

Soui^f4immM
Round Trip Airfares

Lima $375

Cuzco S495

Santiago $689

Sao Paulo / Rio——— $598

Guayaquil / Quito — $635

Buenos Aires $698

C'ii:<*o VffK'liii VIvvUh
'MgTTl jiffl 3 Nn;hn Motel & Cit) Sii;htseping

$840
.ilso pac»i,in»s to G.nl.ipaKo*

For Res; 310 652 8821/800 289 0549
PROFESSIONAL TRAVtL SERVICE

South American SprcUll&ts > m • ioi7u.i<»i()

5700
ThnwITlckett.

AQUA TRAVEL INC

WORLD WIDE LOWEST AIRFARES

MAKE YOUR OfN ffi, C«R HOTfI RESERW Al

hnp://www.prlsmaweb. com/aquatravel

24 HOURS A DAY

Lowest Domestic and

Internatonol Airfares

Tour Paclcages

Eurailpass

Hotel Accomodations

Cor Rentals

'Asi€*Afri€Q*Australia'Europ6'Soutti America*

*ln(liQ*CanQda*Mexico*HawQil*

Pnc«s o(e sut)|«c) to chooge vmttoui nohc« AboiitMiity muy t»

limited onO vtmt rasStcbons iixiy oppty Pius Tnifts

PHONE (310) 441-3680
10850 Wilshire, Suite 434, Wesfwood CA 90024i

MM
1-MNI

ARE YOU LOOKING
FOR LOVE?

1-900-896-2323ext.6466. Must be ISyrs.

$2.99/minute. Serve-U 619-645-8434.

ASK AWESOME PSYCHICS...questk>ns

about love, money, health. 24hr8/(taytll Call

nowlll 1-900-370-3734 x2556. $3.90/mln.

Must be IByears oM. Serv-U 619-645-6434.

FREE SOFTWARE
Amazing website shovvs how to download

over 250.000 shareware programs free. 1-

900-288-7888 ext 1619. $2.99/min, 18-f

sen^-you 619-645-6434.

87' HONDA EUTE 150^ First owner 3000-*^

miles. $1200 060 310-842-4760.

HONDA ELITE 150 5600mi Qrwt oondi

lion $1100. Lookfthelmet included Call

Mark 626-568 3456

GIRLSI! UVE t! 24hrs/day1l Talk one on one.

CaH Nowll 1-900-825-2100 x1294
$3.99/min Must bel 8 years old Serv-U 619-

645-6434.

KECYCLE

Classifieds

825-2221

RnandaliUd

STUDENT LOANS
GET YOUR Stafford Student Loan from Uni-

versity Credit Union (Lender Code 832123).

Also receive low-cost linancial services. 310-

477-6628; www.ucu.org.

Profetsioiuil Servloes

InsunincB ^^
COMPUTER INSURANCE. Protection from

accidents, burglary, power surges, water and
(ire losses. Ed Gariel 818-816-5953,

Lic#OB55989.

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

Al subjects. Theses/Dissertations.

Personal Statements. Proposals and Books.

intemationaJ students welcome.

SINCE 1985
Sharon Bear, Ph.D. (310) 470-6662

><lllstate
\buVe in good hands.

Insurance Company
(310)312-0204

1281 Wostw/ood Blvd.
(2 t:>lk.s So. of WilsMIro')

INSURANCE WAR!
WE'LL BEAT ANYONE'S price or don't want
your business All dnvers. Newly licensed.

Student/statf/faculty discounts. Request the

"Bruin Plan" 310-777-8817 or 818-222-

5595. •

« &
CycleTime Company (Since 1977)

Motorcycle • Motor Scooter • Moped g
Liability insurance is NOW the law _

It s Itst than you think'

No KiddingI

Call for a free quote! I
(310)275-«734 g

E xchangs ad dw minimum $ 1 00 _
ti disoounl wnlh insurance purchase '

EAGLE EYED EDITOR
PROOFREADS THESES, publications; tu-

tors English, study skills; trains time man-
agement, stress reduction. Nadia Lawrence
PhD 310-393-1951.

GREEN CARD LOTTERY 50.000 Visas
awarded by US GOV. $35 for attorney pre-

pared application. John Manley. Esq. 12304
Santa Monica Blvd. #300 LA. CA 90025.
31 0-82Q-7553. Deadline to apply: 1 0/28

OUTREACH COUNSELING SERVICES.
Fee based on ability to pay. Insurance&Medv
icare accepted Encino: 818-819-6145,
L.A.:21 3-850-0204

PRIZE-WINNING
ESSAYIST AND FORMER PROFESSOR
w/two Ph.ps can help you produce winning

prose. Theses, papers, personal statements

David <daveditOpacbell net> 805-646-

4455.

PROFESSIONAL writing and editing help at

any stage withi your personal statement by a

qualified top notch writer. 310-936-2463.

RELATIONSHIP SPECIALIST- EHective.

supportive, confidential counseling. Individu-

als and couples. Carole Chasm, M.A,
M.F.C.C. 310-289-4643.

6100

2-ROUND TRIP tickets leaving LA to Balti-

more $200/each. Call 916-615-2846. WORLD WIDE WEB
SECRETS

Dowload Up To $100K In Software For
FREE' 1-900-288-7888 Ext.5360 $2.99/min.

Must Be 18+. Serv U 1-619-645-8434

6200
Health Servloes

ACNE SCARS?
OR CHICKENPOX scars? Patented laser-

assisted method. Proven success, rebuild

your own collagen. Call for details 310-385-

0590.

6300
Legal Advlce/Atloiiieyi

GREEN CARDS NOW!
FILE YOUR GREEN CARD LOTTERY.
Starting 10-1-98 through 10-26-98. Call at-

torney Doreen©213-251-9588.

6400
Moveri/Storage

BEST MOVERS. Licensed, insured. Lowest
rates. Fast, courteous+careful. Many stud-

ents moved for $98. Lie. -T- 163844. NO JOB
TOO SMALL! 1-800-2-GO-BEST

HONEST MAN W/14ft truck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok. Student discount.

Ask about 10% discount. 310-285-8688. Go
Bruins!

JERRYS MOVING&DELIVERY. The carelul

movers. Experienced, reliable, same-day de-

livery Packing, boxes available. Also, pick-

up donations for American Cancer Society.

Jerry©31 0-391 -5657

6500
Muslo Lessens

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedicated pro-

fessional. At your home or WLA studio. 1st-

lesson free. No drum set necessary.
Nell:2 13-654-8226.

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years exp. all

levels and styles. Patient and organized.

Guitars available. Sam 310-826-9117.

GUITAR LESSONS by professional near

UCLA. All levels, guitars avaN. Calf Jean at

31(M76-4154. wwwJWQS.com

SOON TO BE
GRADS/GRADUATES
The Resume Experts Guide can help you get

the job and salary you desire From the

cover letter to the interview we can help.

Only $15 95 Make Check or Money Order
payable to : Knabitic Enterprises 3230 E.

Flamingo Rd. Ste. #565 Las vegas, NV
89121

7000
Itatoring Offend

ENGLISH TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford University

graduate. Help with writing—for students of

all ages/levels. $17/hr. 310-472-8240 or

310-440-0285.

Math/Physics/Statistics/English/Hebrew.

Computerized statistical analysis avail-

able.Tutoring service. Free consultation.

Reasonable rates, call anytime. Ilan (800)90-

TUTOR. www.my-tutor.com ,. ..

PRIVATE TUTORING
SECONDARY PRIMARY LEVELS. All sub-

jects. Affordable rates. One on one. At your

home. Call ADMIRAL TUTORING: 310-477-

9685.

THE WRITING COACH .

Experienced teacher. PhD offers tutoring,

term paper assistance, English, Social Sci-

ence, History. Foreign Students Welcome.

Call; 310-452-2865.

TUTOR:English. French, ESL, ISEE/SAT

preparation. Emphasis on reading compre-

hension/writing/study skills. Elementary, sec-

ondary, college. Qualified teacher, 15-years

experience. $45/hr. Stepfianie; 310-395-

4688.

UCLA ENGLISH ALUMNI, pro-writer, young,

superb papers guaranteed. High school and
below welcome. Jeff 213-653-2240.

MBA, LAW, MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPUCANTS!
Fnistrated developing your critical personal

statements? Get professional help from well-

known author/consultant. 310426-4445.
www.wlnnlngpersonstatemert.com ^-^

luionns wameo

ADVANCED FORTRAN
PROGRAMMER

Needed to tutor student $2CVhr. Call 310-
226-2915 and leave a message.

GERiy^AN TUTOR NEEDED. 'P/T. Mrs Hex|.

ble. 310-289-1404.

HOfylEWORK BUDDY. Undeigrad/graduate
who Mces kWs to help 10-year-old boy and ••

year-Old hwins wiffx)mework. Some driving

and afterschod sports. MI-Th/4-apm, 3-

4day8/wfL 3104S94025.

MATH lidAJOR TUTOR In statistics for Valay
fMManl in Woodtand His. Please contact

Olane at 810-888-0132.

A FREE SESSION
Psychotherapy^Counsalng for depression,

arwiely. obiiMlons, post-traumatic stress.

etc. Couples/lndlvkluals Student rales.

Crime victims may be eligible for free treat-

ment Call Liz Qouid (MFC«32388)O310-
578-5957 to schedule your free consultation

CARPENTER Free eattfnate

Qrtoa. Can Pedram 310-836-5187

REUABLE STUDEffT WANTED 10 help high

achool Junior rtm\ fwnaworfc in various sub-

)ecto. 6-10 hrs/wk. flexible. SlO-12/hr.

(310)5S6-4610ax.1

TUTOR WANTED
Mead a tutor tor Chem 153 A and Physics

60. 110^. Comact Joon at (310)208 1512

or e-mail Jooabugeuda.edu E-mail pre-

farrad

Display

206-3060
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^Social Butterfly

Insect

kingdom

. IS dS It

should

be

Well

almost

This

COlOftdl

SOCIill

biitterflv

ipnrli

jllthe

miss I.

a close

relfltivt;

of the

Dancer

Moth

islhikv

I'

I

booli

oiisl

has

flown

into

real

llOllblt!

And to

think

that

' only a

couple

hoiifs

earlier

every

\htng

was

the

bee s

knees

After a

couple

mixed

nectars,

she

was

really

•Mm
After

two

more

she

was

really

flyinq'

But the

sweet

thing

kept

. ilktfoing,

and the

next

thing

she

knew,

' she

was

ACROSS "7

1 McEntire of

country music
5 Computer-image

bit

10 Hairstyle

14 Assert
15 Lift

16 One of the tides

17 Yell insults

18 Shelved for now
19 Cabbagelike

vegetable
20 Phase
22 Circled the sun
24 Scare away a fly

26 Pitcher Nolan —
27 Like major

purchases
31 Take as one's

own
35 Self

36 Gallup
product

37 Large-eyed
monkey

-38 Glided
——*—

40 Beer
43 Not often seen
44 — up:

strengthened
46' Gossip-column

tidbit

48 Wedding-
announcement
word . •

49 Damp
50 Pizza extras

52 Relax
54 Greek goddess
55 Scope
58 Free-for-alls

62 — lang syne __
63 Kingdom
66 Neutral color

67 Tennis pro
Nastase

68 Writer Dillard

69 Slim
70 Guide

IGIAIRIBBAILITIAIRBOIRIEIOI
g3SB][i ssgiss m^mm
^My D R E A M A H

S 1 L K ^ C 1 N EM A
1 R 1 S E S P O N D

A N D E S G R A N L A
N U D E sic O T N A M E
T 1 Li Bias [H U D
E T N A S A L F 1 L E
S T R L L S E 1 L E E N

G N U 8 L A T E S T
A G o U T 1 E A S E D
B A L 1 c A T B U R G L A R
B E E N E N T E R

1
E Y R E

A L [QJ[G S C A L E D E N T

71 Walked in

water
72 Footwear

DOWN
1 Pnnce of India

2 Nights before
3 Electronic

reminder
4 Citizen's —
5 1984Goldie
Hawn movie

6 Wnter Fleming
7 Roman dozen
8 Accompany
9 Suspicious
10 Meaner
1

1

— moss
12 Wide valley

13 Newspaper
columnists'

page
21 Dip companion
23 Idol

25 Sooner St.

27 Defeats
28 Ice house

29 Leaving
30 Basketball star

Baylor _
" 32 Muscat native

33 Thick soup
34 Shade givers

39 Corrupted
41 Engrave
42 Changed the

length of

45—in-the-wool
47 The —

the merher
50 Goddess of

wisdom
51 Attendants
53 Sipper's aid

55 — out: help
56 Reign
57 Director Kazan
59 Repeating

sound
60 — the Red
61 Submerged
64 Plus

65 Stretch the
truth

lAnoiwr bug •! your Mr by Shirtw* Hm» Educatoal

feelers

aren t

feeling

too

good

right

about

now

What a

waste

of a

larva

Some

days

you

|USt

wish

you

stayed

m your

cocoon

Not

meaning

to

pester

you,

but

It

really

bugs

us

when

such a

beautiful

and

mieres

ting

speci-

men IS

Yester

day's

noble

nymph

IS

tomor

row s

squee-^

gee

scum

Old you

know

that

most

UCLA

animals

drink 4

or less

when

they

fly

Some

don t

drink at

all So

don t

be a

pest If

you re

going

to

catch

a

buj/,

make

sure

you

don't

gel

When-

you ve

done 4.

you re

done

Siiidio \{) ir(
• sdiior

('liins with IIk^ h'lld' A-I*^. voii ]
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between 7 pm and midnight. •

,.erv winner wUio^alHy for a nightly drawing for a pair of GAP

^m^iiiD^

Ilie K,U iii(iniiii(iim wiili lil llarriiiiitoii

Khak..wnen our DJs announce the contest. !UU be LI.

. ... .1 . I -«« r

^m̂rc-

m
awavte,uut„a, —
tampiiii rt'^iauranb ii/ luckv callerji.

^^,., ,u, ,,,. song played. You'U_win a CD ot youj
- ...,.

,
. v

,

..^. y
- calliFtoWmify the las- song p

^^^^r^.^ ^ new drawing every night.

cnoice and maybe a pa. of Khakis, courtesv of GAP.
^

^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^

«,P"11 be eiving away lunch at your tavonte campus reslauran.

^nH PVPry morning, we U be giving y
^ ;..., .

show for game details.

,„m fnr <;nme ereat give-aways.

You can now hear KLA on i.v. ^<

ListeB today k

I) iiiaKc .'III ap •2(H).Si:!:!.

there will be one. as well
as some free kosher
mexican food, at the
Ha-am release party.

come to Dickson Plaza
(next to Schoenberg)

Wednesday, October 14,
from 1 2-2 and hit it

with a stick.^ —

ia-am
fudenf magazine
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pla\ iiiil lliat KUw all da)'^[iJU|W
jesus & mary chain

eWot smith '

''

'

'•

monissey
loloW

tridcy

screechkigiMioasel

WK-'lMMMy

sachinmehta
chrisneal

seanheckmun
chrisbrennan

golden smog

black eyed peas

shudder to think

bdteA setiairtian jiaasstefive

jMUtttiy iiay wwi rtate

M H

imijBiiiiM K(D
H N N

KLA is on iv. diannel 29 in llie dorms. Ilie contest/reijiiesl line: 5-9999 from tlie dorms.

V
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7200 *^
Typing

10+YRS EXPERIENCE
Word Processing. Transcription. Resumes,
Appticalion Typing. Editing. Notary & More!
Legal/Medical-Mac/IBM Student Discount
818-380-0347.

ACCURATE. DEPENDABLE and SPEEDY
typing service. Close to campus. Call Laune:
310-478-6230.

NO TIME TO TYPE?
CALL PICTURE PERFECT Word Process-

ing and Mnqnax your papers to me! 24hr

sen/ice, delivery available, laser prints. Stud-

ent discount. 310-915-2224.

7200
lypfeig GMMCmMhHibd

wwsw??mz^.

IW^IilllllMI

HATE TO TYPE? Let me do it (or you
Fast+accurate. Professional screen plays
excepted. $2/pg. Call-lris 310-839-3101 or
page 310-915-2255.

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-

es, dissertations, transcription, resumes, fli-

ers, brocfiures. mailing lists, reports. Santa
Monica. 310-828-6939 Hollywood. 213-466-
2888.

7300
Wiillliiy ik^p

Turn

CASH!

Classifieds

825-2221

WORD PROCESSING Typing, proofing,

editing, rewriting, researcfi, resumes, tutor-

ing, etc. Fax. email, bnng work to me. Rustl-

es Student discount 818-830-1546.

7400
BiniaMt 0|i|MrfinlliM

$500/DAY. Nude modeling-women 18+ all

types. No experience necessary. Safe, pro-

fessional environment. Refer a friend and
eam $50! 310-358-3865.

ARE YOU SUFFERING from an income
shortage? Eam $1500+monthly offering new
^00 MHz cotnputBis or 233 Miz tapiop
available to distributors for $350. Free de-
tails.

www.newmillenniumtech.conr^webb.htm or
call 323-298-8506.

DRIVE YOUR DREAM FOR FREE. Any
maKe, model, or price. No down payment.
No security deposit. Great income potential.

888-891-8890

Men-Women ages 18-24 for nude modeling
for magazines and fine art. Call 310-289-
8941 days for Information.

0()portunity: Industry veteran starling record

label based in Seattle seeking inves-

tor/partner. Exceptional talent secured.
Great opportunity to step Into recording in-

dustry. Contact Mogul Music ©206-340-
0202

Career OpportunltlM

DREAM JOB
IS HERE. The one w/lots of income potential

and freedom to do what you want. Call 1-

800-462-5714.

AIDE WANTED FOR 11 -year okJ boy. Daily

living skills &educatk>n help. Experience pre-

ferred. NightsAweekends. 310-542-4146.

ATTENTION: a loving, mature. N/S. female
to babysit 4yr/oW girt during week. 30-40/hrs.
Transportation needed. Exp a-plus. Refer-
ences. $8/hr. 812-949-1653.

BABYSITTER WANTED
CREATIVE AND FUN for two kkls ages
10&5. Saturday nights. Hollywood Hills,

good references. Salary negotiable. 213-

850-7074.

BABYSITTERS NEEDED. Flexible hours.
Beverty Hills home w/pool and view. 3-Small
kids ages-6, 4. AlOmos. Fax resume 310-
550-7092.

LIVE-IN FEMALE GABYSITrER 20-25
hrs/wk.. $125/wk., help w/ homework, driv-

ing, outdoor picy RoonVboerding. paridng.

private bati., 1 block from UCLA. 310-470-
0021.

MOM LOOKING FOR FEMALE to drive kids
from school-homo and supervise hw M-F
2:45pm-6pm. Call: Evenings: 310-450-2724
D<iys:31 0-393-88/1 bxt 233

MOMS HELPER
10/yr-okJ girt needs after-school care, some
driving to activities, help w/homewort(, etc.

Approx. 10-12/hrs week. $8/hr. 310-208-
3348.

MOTHER'S HELPER
$8/HR. To ptek-up 8 year okl girl 3-5days
from school and take to activities. 3:30-

7:30pm. Must be reliable w/references. 310-
276-6316

NANNY/HOUSEKEEPER M-F. 12-8:30pm
and 2- 10:30pm (alternating). Experience
w/newbom. own car. and reference a must.
Fluent English. Salary negotiable. 310-470-
8390.

CHILDCARE- DUTIES: Pk:k-up. supervise
hw. Ages 7&11. Santa Monica area Must
dnve. $10/hr. Afternoons 3:30-6 OOpm. M-F
Evenings:3 10-391 -6424 Days:3 10-625- 1359

CREATIVE. SMART, resourceful PfT after-

noon nanny for 2-boys ages 445 Referenc-
es required Call Priscilla at 310-399-5686.

DEPENDABLE, MATURE student w/car
wanted for aftemoons+eariy evening child-

care in BH area. $7.50/hr+gas. 10-12/hrs-
week. Must have/references. Call Janet 323-
874-4073

$20/HOUR+TIPS
Female nude figure models needed Profes-

sional studio. Absolutely no sex. drugs, alco-

hol, smoking, or touching. Worit your own
hours. Must have a great body and a pretty

face Asian models especially needed. Mari-

na Studios, Downtown LA: 323-222-8044.

COACHES NEEDED: J.H. soccer and H.S.
softtwil. SFV pnvate school Experience pre-
ferred. Hours&salary negotiable Send re-

sume; PO Box:4036 North Hollywood, CA
91617.

DRIVE and homeworit help for 10-yr-old in

afternoons. Must have car and insurance
310-454-7525.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASST70FFICE ASSIST-
M-F F/T or PfT in Down town LA Start ASAP
$8-10/hr depending on experience. Need
smart, self motivated, detail onentated indi-

vidual. Req's= advanced computer skills, ms
office, internet. Some research and phones
involved Fax resume 213-617-2325 Attn HR

COMPUTER/TELECOM
CUSTOMER SERVICE REP Fast growing
internet co located in Westwood seeking
PT/FT customer service reps w/excellent
Windows95/PC skills to work midnight-
8:30AM. 5AM-8AM. 4PM-11PM Fluency in

German&French a plus. Fax resume J. Ash-
craft 310-507-0292.

FUN/CARING
BABYSITTER. Responsible, fun individual

needed for picking up and caring for lOyr old
boy and 7yr old girt. Must have car and be a
good dnver. 2-5days/wk. 2:30-6pm. Call

Gayle: 310-450-4109(evenings)

RESPONSIBLE. CARING PERSON to care
for 10+7-y/o girts. P/T:10-20 hrs/wk. Car, in-

surance, references. Child Development
background a-plus. $8-i0/hr. Westwood-
area. 310-276-3474.

Seeking female tutor/babysitter w/car for 4th

grader to help w/reading and math. WLA
location. M. W. Th. 2:45-5:45PM. $8/hr. 310-

474-4732.

SINGLE MOM needs help w/2 boys (10-^13)

School pk:k-up. help w/homewort<. take to

soccer. 10-12 hrs/week. Safe car. good driv-

ing record. Kathy©310-399-1987.

SPUNKY AND CHEERY person to babysit

10&12 year-oM giris and help w/homewori( in

Pacific Palisades Evenings. Must have own
car. references. 310-459-5069.

STUDENT WANTED to care for 8-year-old-

boy in SM. 2-3 days/week after

2;3QpJIL&fly«*ninos Auailahility rti^siied—

ADVANCED ACCOUNTING ASSISTANT
needed w/QuickBooks experience. Fax re-

sume to 310-453-1108. P/T, 10-12 hrs/wk
$9/hr. to start.

DENTAL OFFICE needs office help. P/T-FH".

Hours flexible. Experience preferred. 310-
451 5404.

ADVERTISING/SALES on ah internet web-
site. Will train to sell on Lacities.com $25/hr
Commission is easy, p/t or f/t 310-277-7326.
cleeJdhotmail.com

DOG DAY CARE TRAINERS- Must have ex-
perience worthing w/dogs (Vetennanan of-

fice, kennels, or pet silting) Office skills. 213-
217-8249 Fax resume:323-650-5839

AMBITIOUS INDIVIDUALS WANTED for fi-

nancial planner trainee positions. Will train.

No experience necessary. All majors wel-
come. Call Gerald Q 323-266-6800.

DOG-WALKER NEEDED. Mon-Fh, after-

noons in exchange for partdng pnvileges.

Home- walking distance from campus Bon-
nie: 310-474-9969.

ANNOUNCERS, no experience necessary.
Host music/talk-shows for our radio stations.

P/T. $10-1 5/hr. $200 fper/show, plus fantas-
tic benefits. 213-468-0080 24-hours.

APT MANAGER
50 units in Palms area. Flexible hrs. Good
location. Fax 310-394-1528.

DOMESTIC HELP. Beverty Hills Home. 8
hours/wk. $8/hour. tasks include housewori<
and bookwork. pleasant environment. 310-
275-7975. Convenient bus location.

ASSISTANT TO DIRECTOR OF OPERA-
TIONS. Assistant needed for various hours.

Friday-Sunday to assist in Motion Picture re-

search office. Computer&telephone skills a
must..Must have a flexible schedule. Please
fax resume to DawnO310-840-5809.

DRIVER WANTED w/car to pick up student
between 3:30-5:00pm daily. 310-476-4205.

DYNAMIC. PRESENTABLE. ENERGETIC
mari<eting needed for sports medicine prac-

tice. Office wori<, billing, patient interaction.

Fax Resume 310-335-1543 or call 310-640-
3771.
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Helpltairtad

7800
Ite^ Wantod

INTERVIEW POSITION- No telemart^eting

involved On-campus Flexible hours Will

train, English and fluent in Spanish, Viet-

namese, Mandarin, or Russian preferred
$9-12/hr. 12-30 hours/week. Call 310-825-
3658 .

—

—

OFFICE ASSISTANT busy tutonng agency
in Pacific Palisades seeks office help 1:30-

6 30, M-Th $10/hf Must be reliable/profes-

sional Tutoring abilities a plus 310-459-

4125

Good driving record/reliable car&references.

$8-9/hr. 310-458-3837.

STUDENT with child development courses

to care for 18 month old in our home Prefer-

ably 9am-3pm. days negotiable. Call 310-

575-0747.

TUTOR for 2nd&4rth graders; Must pk:k up
from school, assist with homewortt and din-

ner, 3:30-7PM, M-Th; Driver's License re-

quired. Salary negotiable; Hollywood Hills k)-

cation reply to 310-789-2054

WANTED babysitter who wants regular

schedule after school w min of 20/hrs-week.

Call 310-471-1859. Experience-^English re-

quired.

WESTSIDE FAMILY seeks p/l nanny. Experi-

ence necessary. Hours flexible. Call 310-

230-0826.

ASSISTANTda film distribution co. in cen-

tUfY City. Entiy tevBl wnrk. 2-3hrs/claw, 2^_ , Jay _
3days/wk, i;-awks(or longer). $7/hr+parfeing^

Japanese language a plus, film school stud-

ent a plus. E-nf>ail at ykito© largoent.com.

ELECTRONICS PRODUCTIONS ASST. PT.

WLA area. Call for details. 310-478-0591.

ENERGETIC OFFICE CLERK needed . Exp.
book keeper. Good English. Approx.
1 5hrs/week. Flexible hours West Hollywood.

Day 1-213-650-1789 eve/weekends 390-
393.1 5B2

ATHLETIC MINDED
LOOKING for competitive leaders who want
to achieve an above average lifestyle. Call

now 310-657-4376.

STUDENT DRIVER
For 2 children. Needs car/insurance, clean
record. For carpool & homewortt. From 2pm.
3 days/week. 310-475-4221

7800
IIOipnMlBO

A PERFECT STUDENT JOB

Do you need a job in tlie

afternoons during school (M-F)?
All day Saturday, too! Full time
during Quarter Breaks and
Summer Vacations! Work

experience not necessary. Apply
today at

Westwood Sporting Goods.
1065 Gayley Ave,
Westwood Village,

310-208-6215.

ADMINISTRATOR/PROJECT ASSISTANT,
(internship possibility). Computer literate,

IBM-Windows/lntemet plus. Senk>r/graduate

w/strong writing/oral communication. No
dress code/reception duties. $7-$9.

17hrs/wk. Serious inquiries:Fax:310-395-

0509.
~

$1500 weekly potential mailing or circulars.

No experience req. Free infomfutk>n packet.

Call 202-466-1639.

$20/HR PT/FT
PROCESSING MAILI Free supplies,

postage! BonusesI Rush SASE to

CMAAX^LA Po Box 567443, Atlanta GA.
31156

signupOinfo.infomachine.com

$7.25/hr and up!
DO YOU have initiative? Become a UCLA
Community Service Offk:er and explore law

and public relatk>ns. Great Pay. Flexible

hours. Studont-ohented. Web:
www.ucpd.ucla.edu/ucpd/cso, Email:

csoOucpd.ucla.edu, Phone: 310-825-2148.

ADMIN. ASST. PT. Approx. 20hrs/wk. I^-F.

8:30-5;30pm. Word, Excel, Fllemaker Fax
resume and salary history 310-477-2476

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED. Earn
$150-$250/n»ght. Work P/T while going to

school. Day/eve classes, 1-2week classes,

800-974-7974. International Bartender's
school. HUNDREDS OF JOBS!

BEVERLY HILLS SALON kx)king for profes-

sional receptionist for PT position. Computer
skills a must. (310)273-3155.

BOOKKEEPER. Approx lOhrs/wk. Experi-

ence req. Doctor's office SM. Fax resume to

310-451-0446.

BOOKKEEPERA.ITE ACCOUNTING. Must
have experience in Windows95, Quick-
books, ADP payroll, workers comp. report,

sales tax report. Good organizatk>nal skills a
must. Fax resunf>e to 310-264-1628.

Brentwood Bread Company has all positions

available w/good pay. Hiring ASAP. Flexible

hours. No expereince required. 3 10-626-
9400.

-'— ==3,^.^ ^-.y

CASTING
EXTRAS needed for feature films, commer-
cials, and musk: videos. Eam up to $240 per

day! No experience needed. Worit guar-

anteed! Call today 213-851-6103.

CENTRAL CAMPUS
CENTRAL CAMPUS JOBS. Part-time jobs

availableOthe Cooperage We work w/your
class schedule. Supen^isory opportunities.

Half-off meals. 310-206-0740.

CENTRAL CAMPUS
CENTRAL CAMPUS JOBS. Part-time jobS

available w/UCLA Concessk)ns. We worit

w/your class schedule. Supen/isory opportu-

nities. Half-off nteals. 310-206-0736.

CITY OF BEVERLY Hills partdng attendants

needed. Weekends only/$8.76/hr. Morning
and Evening shifts available. Dept. of Trans-

portation. 455 N. Rexford Dr, Room 130. Ap-
ply in person. 310-285-2552.

Clerical. General Office. F/T and PfT.

Flexible hours. $a/hr Ctose to UCLA. Fax
Resume (310)889-1893.

CLERICAL/SALES. PfT or F/T. excellent op-

portunity. Love of jewelry. Call between 12-

6pm. Shane's Jewelry. We have 3 openings
imnf>ediately 310-208-8404.

CLERK. 24hrs/wk. 3 days. $7/hr Real Estate

devek>pment management co. Work sched-

ule to cover lunch hrs. Typing, phone skills,

computer literate. 310-478-8757-Ashlynne.

COACH KIDS' SPORTS
LET NIKE train you, give you free stuff, and
$500. Contact jason Krause 310-209-0454.

jkrauseOuda.edu

COACHES NEEDED.
MIDDLE SCHOOL. Soccer and girt's basket-

ball. PakJ positk>ns. Call Gail for basketball

ext. 248. KeHh for soccer, ext 247. 310-391-

7127.

F/T ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT- Com-
puter skills, general offfce, and rtin errands.

Century City area. Fax: 310-785-9165-
Stephanie.

-/T TELEMARKETING/Assistant broker
Westwood Brokerage Firm seeks telemar-
keter/asst. to broker. Will train and sponsor
the right person to become commodities bro-
ker Contact Rick©3 10-475-9977.

I'M SWAMPED
RAPIDLY EXPANDING Promotion company
opening new office in BH seeks above aver-

age indivjduals for P/T/F/T positions 310-

652-9749.

KID S MARTIAL ARTS CLASS ASSISTANT-
M-F P/T. 4-6pm Santa Monica. Martial arts

studio. Black belt prelerred. Good pay 310-

829-2643.

LOOKING lor energetic people to answer
phones, greet customers, etc. Some com-
puter experience helpful. 310-395-7368.

MAILROOM CLERK. Document retneval

"Company in Westwood seeks responsible,

energelic&relaible person for order-tilling,

document matctiing&maiimg, general office

duties. M-F, 9am-6pm. $8/hr. Start ASAP
Fax resume/application to Luis@310-208-
5971.

MALE MODELS
Printwork. UB under 25. Lean, any race,

leave name, number&physical stats.- Free

interview. Beginners welcome. 213-960-

1066. 24hrs.

MANAGEMENT TRAINEE. FT/PT Bashin

Robbins. Apply T-F. 10-5pm ' 1227 Wilshire,

SM. 310-236-2171. Ask for Scott

MARKET RSRCH ASST
CLIENT LIAISON &FOCUS group assistant

Must be professional in appearance&detail

oriented. Customer service or general olfice

experience a plus. F/T-P/T-$8/hr to start Fax
Resume or cover letter: 310-440-2348

MESSENGER
STRnNfi BRUIN SI IPPORTFRAwpll psiah.

OFFICE ASSISTANT/SECRETARY- An-
swenng phones, greeting patients, filing in

small physical therapy office in residence

Mornings 9am- 1pm. Sdays/week Salary ne-

gotiable 310-446-6668

OFFICE ASSISTANT M-F P/T. 4 hours/day
Santa Monica Martial arts studlO^ Smart, or-

ganized, responsible. Good pay Will tram.

310-829-2643. .^^^..-.^k

OFFICE, CLERICAL, SECRETARIAL work
Need to be bilingual m English and Arabic

F/T and P/T more than 1 -person 310-575-

1991

ON CAMPUS JOB OPPORTUNITY
$7 25/hr. approx. 15-20 hrs/wk M-Fpref. 12-

4 Requires excellent receptionist skills, gen-

eral office and computer skills. Fax resume
to: 310-794-9565 Attn Ingrid

OPTOMETRIC ASSISTANT Assisting w/pa-
tient eye care. Utilit<zing dli^gnostic instru-

mentation. Dispensing glasses&contact
lenses. Excellent communication skills, &in-

dependently motivated. Call 213-653-2020.

OUTGOING TELEMARKETERS for Match-
making Company Fun job, evening hours
We set appointments tor singles to visit. Call

Adam®310-777-6900

7800
Holp Wsfltod

RECEPTIONIST Semore, INC seeks recep-
tionist w/excellent communication skills, writ-

ten&verbal, PC literate&prelerably w/some
experience in the apparel industry Please
submit resume to 213-746-2426.

RETAIL SALES
Seeking responsible, outgoing individuals lor

part and full time sales positions in an ups-

cale, attractive, Century City retail store.

Must enjoy working with children Call Lynn

at Petit Jardin Children's Shoes 310-476-

0805.

SALES
ANIMATION ART. Become a professional

Animation Art Consultant for a successful

Brentwood gallery Must have excellent com-
munication skills, telemart^eting and sales

experience a plus Draw against commis-
sion, Call J. Carl 310-447-6490.

SALES people needed for busy olfice in

Santa Monica Looking for motivated, friend-

ly people, computer knowledge helpful

Starting pay $8/hr. 310-395-7368.

SALES&CLERICAL P/T or F/T. excellent

opportunity Love of jewelry Call between
12-6pm. Shane's Jewelry 310-208-8404.

SECRETARY 20hrs/wk. Doctor's office.

Need good computer and typing skills Also

good command of English Immediate open-
ing Fax resume to 310-451-0446.

7800
Help Wanted

UCLA E!*IS

nowmnoEMTS
^i4-"x Applications

/^|» Due May f

Call 206-8885

for info

8300
VMimteer

HEALTHY FEMALE VOLUNTEERS (17-

35yrs ) wanted for a study involving small

amounts of radioactivity at UCLA $25/hr.

Call 310-825-1118 or 310-825-2871.

VOLUNTEER USHERS
FOR GEFFEN PLAYHOUSE production ol

"The Cnpple of Inishmaan" Starts Oct 20
Sign-up&see it for free: 310-208-6500

ext 115

WERE SEEKING INDIVIDUALS to provide

support to the developmontally disabled. Call

Dwight Istanbulian at 818-361-6400 ext 129

WRITERS/EDITORS who are involved in

some subculture (i e Punk/Hip Hop/Elec-

tronic/Gothic) wanted for new publication.

Call 805-284-0611

P/T HR POSITION. Pan-time work available
in HR department Performing Arts Fundrais-
ing Company Work includes general admin-
istration, filing. WP on Word+ Excel, venfjca-

tion, and other proiects We need 20-25/hrs-
wcek MonFn. Great location w/dedicated
lun environment and great people Please
send resume to SDNA HR 1728 Abbot Kin-

ney Blvd, Venice Ca 90291, or lax 310-301-
9779 or e-mail to |nimoy@sdatel com

illodols IMot^doil IMou
No experience required

For catalog, printwork, magazines, movies
video and tv commercials
Men and Women of all ages

Free Consultation

CALL MODEL DIVISION
EARN

$200-$ 1000
A DAY no. (. S 9.48 ."> '.

Intonishlps

FILE/OFFICE CLERKS
LAW FIRM has PT positions to fill at

$6.50/hr. Minimum of 20hrs/wk. Interest in

law preferred. Fax resume&proposed avail-

able hours to 310-274-2798 or mail to Lur-

ie&Zepeda. 9107 Wilshire Blvd. Suite #800.

Beverly Hills. CA 90210; attention James
Walker.

FREE FOOD
SERVERS AND DISHWASHERS needed
weekdays 5-8pm. Flexible hours and free

food. Sorority house. Please call 310-208-

4919.

GENERAL OFFICE PERSON pt. time. Ex-^
cellent phone and office skills. Computer lit-"

erate. $10/hr 310-417-3460 Call anytime 9 to

6.

GIRLS wanted at exclusive social club in

WLA. Conversation only. No ateohol. Flexi-

ble hours. Eam top $$$. 310-477-9871.

GREAT PEOPLE
GOOD PAY!!!

POSITION AVAILABLE as therapy assistant

in modem chiropractk: offk:e. close to cam-
pus. This is a great experience. Prefer pre-

med/kinesk)logy majors. MWF 9 a.m.-l p.m.
Starts at $9.00/hour. Contact Jill at 310-475-

3488.

GREAT WORKPLACE!
TELEMARKETING for international educa-
tion agency. Nk:e clients, great-wori<place in

SM. Houriy-fcommission. Sales experi-

er>ce&krK)wtedge of foreign language import-

ant 310-395-9393.

GROWING INTERNATIONAL INTERNET
CO. seeking candklate for inrtmediate posi-

lk)n. Wanted-marketirig/administrative assis-

tant, w/good communication, comput-
er&email skills a must. P/T w/room for ad-

vancement. Email resume to admin Oclub-
global.com or phone:31 0-777-8377.

HAIR MODELS
(All nationalities) our models have worked for

Sebastian, Aveda, Paul Mitchell, Redken,
Toni&Guy. Beginner's okl Most ages okl All

heights okl Great payl Call "free' nowl otto

(24-hours) 1-800-959-9301.

HELP SERVE DINGER Part or FuH-time

Monday-Friday from 4pm-8pm. Wag-
es-Hfneals. Males preferred. 310-208-3281.

HOLIDAY $$$
FOR Swan's HolkJay Store. Westskle Pavi-

Ikxi. October-Jan. Flexible hours. Must be
friendly w/good customer servk:e skills. 310-

234-0123.

HOME TYPISTS
PC USERS NEEDED. $45,000 income po-

tential. Call: 1-800-513-4343 Ext.B-10105

lished Westwood law firm seeks one pan-
time messenger to work Mon . Weds , and
Friday from 9:30am-6 30pm in our office

services department. Must have reliable car,

insurance&good driving record Additional

duties include mail, photocopying, faxing,

etc. Preler Brum students who are also re-

sponsible&detall-orientcd Please call Robin
Barnes 310-478-2541.

MODELS WANTED by professional pholo-

studio for upcoming assignment. Male/Fe-

male Pro/Non-Pro Fashion/Commer-
cial/Theatrical. Call for appointment 818-

986-7933.

MODELS WANTED Cute girls, 18-24. need-

ed for fun glamour photography No experi-

ence necessary. $350/ four hour session

Call A Surt Company at 310-281-5999.

MOVIE EXTRA WORK
• Revolutionary new program* Start immedi-

ately* All types-18-t-!* Fun/Easy* No cra?y

fees* Program (or free medical* Call-24/hrs

213-850-4417,

NATIONAL PARK
EMPLOYMENT

Find the ideal |0b in America's National

Parks. Forests&Wildlife Preserves All skill

levels. Competitive wages+benefits Ask us
how! 517-336-4298 ext. N59341.

t '/ i iLAC tl Lfl toddle r p i uy i d i n Tuus-
days&Thursdays. Canyon Cooperative Pre-

school. Please mall resume to 1820 N Las
Palmas, LA. CA 90028.

PAR-T TIME ASSISTANT to Brentwood Art

Dealer: Computer skills (mail-merge. Word,
Excel), organizational skills, personable
Hours flexible, M-F 10am-5pm 310-395-
1465.

PARTICIPANTS WANT-
ED

(Ages 18-75) We need residents of Los An-
geles County to participate in a one day de-
cision making study to be held in Los An-
geles on Sat Oct 24th. Need only to be a
registered voter or have a valid CA dnvers li-

cense or state ID. Able to read and write

English Reward $160 and an interesting ex-

penence. Call 323-662-1099 or 1-888-505-

9176 between 12 noon and 7pm on either

Mon. Oct. 12rlh or Tues. Oct. 13th. Ask (or

Ms. Allen or Mr. Randall Calls will only be
taken dunng the hours and dates listed

above.

How to use
e-mail to make

DOWNTOWN STORE needs intern to help

select art^ antiques, toys, gifts for inventory;

establish prices; design displays Set own
schedule Possible commissions; no salary

310-473-9912.

EXCELLENT INTERNSHIP OPP for web
page designer at Makai Events In Manhattan

Beach Experience, references &Contacts!

Call Amy @ 310-546-9585

FILM PRODUCTION company at Para-

mount Pics seeks motivated, smart A reliahlR

Spring Break 'OO
'V^^Wk^^<M^H^VV<

Display

206-3060
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ND HLP INSTALLING
COMPUTER SFTWR

Hands-on computer help installing soft-

ware&setting up programs. PT/(lexible

hrs/need car Excel, Powerpoint, Ac-

cess&potential Access programming oppor-

tunities. Genevive Fabius 213-487-6977.

NEED TELEMARKETER/OFFICE ASST for

a clothing company PT/FT Call 310-473-

7454.

NICOTINE CHEMISTS
needed PT (or theoretical/practical studies

Please call Edward Vandegrift at 310-820-

3937.

NORTH CAMPUS
NORTH CAMPUS JOBS Parl-time |Obs

available at the LuValle Commons We work
w/your class schedule Supervisory opportu-

nities Half-off meals. 310-825-1177.

NOW HIRING
Pier One Imports is looking for PT/FT sales

associates. Combined shifts, flexible hours

Apply in person at: Pier One Imports, 10984

v.Santa Monica Blvd , LA, 90025 Corner of

Veteran and Santa Monica Blvd.

NUDE MODELS WANT-
ED ESP COLLEGE
GIRLS&LATINAS

CASH PAID-Still photos lor internet Solo

work (naughty not nasty). Age 18-26-AII

types dall 818-562-3318. *^"*"'

OFFICE ASSISTANT needed M&W@West-
wood graphic design company. $7.50/hr.

Light clerical duties&prolessional phone

manner Car needed for errands. Fax re-

sume 310-208-5635.

Jamaica
FrttPaniM

2iiiHtftFrMl

iMlMmNMLlI

^^B^ww^B^^^'^

Tafce-r
NMllrlBiMpsl
IHMTrtps*!-
•My 15 Sales

Fram

sunsplislitMrs.coiii 1-800-426-7710

CLA Annual Fun
$ 8. 18/HR. PLUS BONUS

PAID TRAINING • CONVENIENT SCHEDULING
(Mon Thwrt ayMMngt 2 ihrht on Sol ohwnoonO

310-794-b277
1083 Gayley Avenue 4lh tlooi. y^estwooa

we are able to ofler work study

PERSONAL ASSIST.^,to professor. Must

have car and Insurance. Dependable, able to

commit to 1-year Computer literate. Spanish

speaking helpful 10+hrs/wk, 3-5 afternoons

M-F 3:30-'' Begin ASAP Call;213-951-7050.

PHOTO LAB p/t assist photo printer or com-

puter imaging Beverly Hills 310-274-3445

PRESCHOOL looking for Teacher's Assis-

tant for Fall 1998 school year. Candidates

should have experience In child care Wage
negotiable Days: M,W,F/1-5pm Beverly

Glen Play Group 310-4700992

PT and FT DRIVERS for lunch and dinner

shifts $lO+/hr. Must speak English Contact

Dining In 310-274-0123 818-986-3287

RECEPTIONIST for WESTSIDE ad agency

Homework Is okay. Light duties/phones

$6/hr. Fax resume: 310-442-3003.

RECEPTIONIST P/T M-F+Sat. Salary nego-

tiable Flexible schedule Start ASAP Good
communication skills, people orientated

Cosmetic Laser Centers of B H. 310-247-

1400.

RECEPTIONIST WANTED M-F 9-4 and/or

4-10 Please call Liana at 310-208-0101

RECEPTIONIST-P/T-Century City Law Finn.

Front office, phones, light typing, various du-

ties $8/hr Fax resume and cover letter to:

Office Coordinator 310-226-7461.

easy money.
It's as easy as sending e-mail.

internet company seeks independant

reps to promote its new online service.

All you need is e-mail access

For info, just go to

www.certiriedemail.com/
easymoney

certifiedmail.com^'^

SECRETARY/EXECUTIVE with advanced
computer know-how. excellent oral/written

communications skills sought by Complete
Access. We sell and rent adapted vehicles

and equipment for the disabled. Independ-

ent, self starler to work full-time In a dyna-

mic, entrepreneunal environment Health-

care industry experience a plus Fax resume
with salary history: 310-575-1505.

STAFF ASSISTANT/reception. SM-area
$10/hr Bright, selfstarler. hardworking ener-

getic indlvual needed for busy real es-

tate/media office 20-30/hrs-week Computer
literate Good phone/organizational skills.

Fax: 310-576-6643

Marlalutes@aol.com

START TODAY
National Marketing Co needs people ASAP
for data entry, $10/hr to start. f^T/PT wee-

kends, very flexible. Culver City location.

Fax resume to 310-398-3550

SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNSELOR Even-

ings, some days. Part-time. 2-years experi-

ence Spanish/English fluency $10-25/hr.

Contact Marilyn: 310-479-8353

TELEMARKETER WANTED 10-12

hrs/week. evening calls, good salesmanship

skills, $6 60/hr. + commissions. Call Admiral

Tutoring 310-477-9685 or fax resume: 310-

477-2409

TELEMARKETERS AND SALESPEOPLE
wanted Business communications company
provides networking, phone systems* Nep-
tel service Fast-paced and professional en-

vironment. Flexible hours 9-5 MF Salary

and commission. Jeanette ©310-391-7199.

TELEMARKETING/SALESPEOPLE NEED-
ED. Huge commissions paid Clean environ-

ment Flexible hours. Excellent for student.

Call between 9am-12pm®310-6590943.

TRAINER to drill free style wrestling tech-

niques. Also need intern for work on urban

planning project. 310-456-8857.

TRANSLATION COMPANY in Santa Monica

has two openings. First, olfice help (F/T).

Second. Paid Intern (P/T) Applicants need
to be detail-minded. versatile, organized,

w/excellent language skills (English and at

least one major language), and extensive PC
expertise. Fax resume: 310-260-7705 or call

310-260-7700.

TUTOR WANTED for 3rd year CS&€E
major. Senior or graduate students only.

6hrs/week 3days/week. Good pay. E-mail

qualifications to kyen@dnai.com

TUTORS NEEDED
Math/Sclence/Spanlsh/French tutors for

WLA office. Undergraduate degree required.

$13 at-conter. $20 in-home. 310-475-5330.

"

interns to assisi in rssearcn, sc^pj (-eaaing &

other duties lor Fall/Winter Please fax cov-

erletter&resume attn Chris 323-862-1110

INTERN WANTED- Parl-time with expenses.

Prestigious entertainment agency offering

comprehensive industry knowledge, hands-

ofHijiper^ggce, and future film and television

career contacts. Fax Darin: 310-652-8772.

INTERNS WANTED: FT/PT positions avail-

able for students at prestigious entertain-

ment PR lirm Must be enthuslastic&detail-

oriented. Offers college credit, hands-on ex-

penence&future film&televlsion career con-

tacts Contact Amanda at 310-550-7776.

INTERNSHIP. Small film production compa-
ny at Paramount Pictures seeks self-motivat-

ed, intelligent and reliable interns to assist In

research, scnpt readlng&general office du-

ties Please call Nick or Amy at 323-956-

8150

LEARN ABOUT
CORPORATE AMERICA
PAID ADMINISTRATIVE internship for exec-

utive search firm Westwood. Must be bright,

have professional attitude. Fax rosumei-fn-

tem"@310-474-0255. -^—'

PAID INTERNSHIP
WESTWOOD LAW FIRM- Flexible hours

Learn a lot $7.50+. Goodtypingskllls.com-

ppler literate, excel experience preferred

Call 310-475-0481. Resumes preferred:

310-446-9962

PUBLISHING COMPANY Interns wanted for

Public Relations. Marketing, Editorial depart-

ments, Jr/Sr eligibility; call 323-939-1840

ext-3^ or fax 323-939-1855

SPORTS AGENCY
INTERN NEEDED. Flexible hours Unpaid

job offers comprehensive industry expen-

once. Must be rcl'2l?ie Spanish speaking

preferred Fax Jon(^310-478-4709.

TALENT AGENCY looking for p/t intern. Pos-

sible pay Great learning experience. Fax re-

sume to attention Julie 310-659-3344.

TALENT AND LITERARY Agency Learning

all facets ol an agency involving talent, liter-

ary, (production crews). Credit for school

avail 323-782-1854.

WESTWOOD STUDENT Federal Credit

Union offers Internships in Banking, Account-

ing, Marketing. Human resources. Opera-

tions No experience necessary' Applications

available at 124 KerckhofI

ART GALLERY INTERN
2 biks from campus. Seeks volunteer interns.

Flexible PT positions Call Tim 310-208-
1896. 10-6

8100
Personal Assistance

CONVERSATION .

PARTNER
An SMC Chinese student kx)king for a native

English speaker for conversation practice.

Good pay $15/hr, flexible hours. John 310-

288-0666 after-3pm.

8400
Apartments for Rent

1 -BLOCK TO CAMPUS. 2-bdrm. hardwood.
$1250. Walk to -village and campus. 10966
Roebling Ave. Knewly remodeled 310-208-

4253. 310-824-2595.

APT NEAR CAMPUS
WESTWOOD. Spacious bachelor. Close to

UCLA 310-444-1478. Ask for Fred.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 2-BEDROOM $950-

$1195. LARGE. UPPER/LOWER. UNU-
SUAL CHARM SOME W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
310-839-6294.

INTERNATIONAL
STUDENTS

SANTA MONICA
SUBLETS

NORTH OF WILSHIRE. Near beach. Ibdrm
$733. 26drm/2bath $922 and $992. Will sub-
let 2-12 months to students with non-renew-
ablq visas and exit expiration date ol less

than lyr. 818-761-1168.

PALMS Share 2-bdrm/2-bath. Fully fur-

nished. Fireplace, secured entry and park-

ing Close to #12 SM bus. 15-min from cam-
pus $250/mo 310-364-5614.

PALMS. Single apt from $495. 1-bdrm. $595.

Stove. $600deposit for single and
$900deposit for 1-txJrm. 1-year lease. 310-

837-1502 leave message.

SANTA MONICA U1 apt, pet ok. parking,

month-to-month. $975 Westslde Rental

Connection. 310-395-1284. Low agent fee.

wwwwesfslderentals.com.

SANTA MONICA U1 apt. washer&dryer.

good location, $1098. Westslde Rental

Connection. 310-395-1284. Low agent fee.

wwwConnection.com.

SANTA MONICA single bungalow, on the

beach near bike path, w/c pet. parking, $850.

Westslde Rental Connection 310-395-1284.

Low agent fee www weslslderentals.com.

SANTA MONICA 1 + 1 apt, near Santa"
Monica College, pool, laundry, parking.

$750 Westside Rental Connection. 310-

395-1284 Low agent fee. www west-

siderentals.com.

SHERMAN OAKS. House to share. 3 story

contemporary 15 minutes to campus, fur-

nished or unfurnished Laundry. Jacuzzi.

$700/mo 818-766-9922.

— — - -

SM HUGE 3bdrm/2 5ba 3000 sq ft $2300
Jacuzzi in balcony, spa tub, fireplace, park-

ing, dishwasher, washer/dryer hookup. 310-

787-7051

UNIQUE BUILDING
WLA/PALMS. Large single $650. Clean,

large pool, convenient to shopping and
UCLA Stove, refrigerator, and pets consid-

ered 310-204-4332.

VENICE single apt, cozy unit, good area,

parking, utilities paid. $435. Westside Rental

Connection. 310-395-1284. Low agent fee.

www westslderentals com.

WESTSIDE. Looking for a place to live on
the Westslde? Call Westside Rental Connec-
tion 310-395-1284. Low agent fee.

wwwwestsiderentals.com.

WESTWOOD 1 + 1 apt, hardwood floors, gar-

den surrounding, garage. $795. Westside
Rental Connection 310-395-1284. Low
agent fee www.westsiderentals.com.

WESTWOOD bachelor apt. hardwood floors,

yard. $600 Westside Rental Connection.

310-395-1284. Low agent fee. www. west-
slderentals.com

VVESTWOOD Bachelors available from
-$476-$525. Utilities included. Walking dis-

tance to campus. Call Tom 310-824-9754.

WESTWOOD. Large single/full bath, full

kitchen, walk-in closet, minutes io UCLA,
free laundry, 2 parking spaces, quiet build-

ing. JimO310-209-3057. $725.

Classifieds

825-2221
Display

206-3060
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BRENTWOOD ADJACENT- Bright spacious
upper 2bdrm/2bath Parking. Fireplace, bal-

cony. $1179/mo Call 310-473-8057.

WLA2>1 apt, huge landscaped yard, carport

parking, $595. Westside Rental connection

310-395-1284. Low agent fee wwwwest-
slderentals com.

* PALMS *
2BD, 2BA,

TOWNHOMES, FIREPLACE,

GATED GARAGE.

ALARM

• 3614 PARIS DR. $1145
(310) 837-0906

2BD, 2BA

* MAR VISTA *
2BD, 2BA.,

TOWNHOMES,
GATED GARAGE.

ALARM, FIREPLACE

• 11931 Avon Way $1025

• 12714 Mitchell Ave. $1075

4BD,4BA., 3 STORIES
• 3954 Beethoven St. $1895

(310)391-1076
• Open House Mon. - Sat., 10-5.

WLA- Spacious 2t)drm/2bath. Prime loca-

tion. Patio. Near tJCLA, transportation,

Wilshire. Newly remodeled. Parking. $1275-

$1395. Great area, wont last 310-207-7209.

WLA. $825-$850. 2bdrm/1.5ba. Dishwasher,

AC, carpet. drapes built-in Extra large

fenced patio. 310-670-5119.

WLA. 1537 Corinth Ave. Single in -1932

Spanish Mission Building. Hardwood floors,

high ceilings, separate kitchen. $625/mo. 1-

year-lease. Also large single with separate

dining room/bdrm. Separate kitchen . Hard-

wood floors, high ceilings. $750/mo lyear
lease. Close to UCLA 310-479-8Q46.

NICE, TRUSTWORTHY female UCLA stud-

ent looking for room/apartment/ guesthouse.
Will pay $400 for place in Westwood. Brent-

wood. Palisades, Malibu. 760-746-1731.

9300
Room tor Holp

SHERMAN OAKS Avail 9/1. Large. sunny
room. Furnished/unfurnished with bath,
kitchen, and garage. $800/mo. Just south of

Mulholland, 1 -block west of Supulveda.
Close to 405/101. 818-789-5678.

ApailiiNNito Fivnislied

MAR VISTA. $5354 up/month. Ask about

move in special. Attractive, furnished 1-

bdrm. Large, pool, patio, barbecue area.

Quiet-building. 3748 Inglewood Blvd. 310-

398-8579.

BEAUTIFUL WLA ROOM with great view, 4-

min from UCLA in exchange for tutonng kids

ages 12410. Female UCLA students only.

310-271-7575.

CHILD CARE wanted ih exchange for Guest-
house. Experience, strong references, car

required Flexible hours. Walk to campus.
UCLA students only. 310-470-4393.

ENCINO. Room+board in exchange for driv-

ing+homework help. Easy going 9/yr-old boy
Beautiful home, 8-miles from campus. Male
student pref. 818-986-4659.

8700
CkNitfo/rowiilioiisa tor Sale

VAN NUYS; SHRMN WY©405. E-Z comm-
ute. Lite, brite. pristine 2bdrnrV2ba condo
2gar, WB-FP, A/C, in-unit WD, frig, Irg mstr.

hi-cigs, sec, pool, spa. $79,900. Bkr-melody.

818-363-6116x206.

House for Rent

APTS&HSES 4 RENT
11282 W. Washington Blvd. Suite 205. Culv-

er City CA 90230. Superiative Realty Broker

310-391-1557. Apts-$525&up. Houses-
$1800.

Room tor Rent

BRENTWOOD- Student preferred for room
w/private entrance and terrace in private

home. Laundry privileges included. 310-476-

3169.

PANORAMIC VIEW. Large house, 2-rooms
for rent in 4-bdrm/3-bath. Kitchen privileges.

Encino borderiine to Brentwood. 15 min-

UCLA. $400. 310-395-0944.

WLA Living room to rent $350/mo. Close to

UCLA. 2nd floor, pool, gym, tennis, utilities

included. Female preferred. 310-445-9412

|i^e^^§

WESTCHESTER 7-minutes to UCLA S-mtn-

ules to beach. Lovely room in quiet home.
Private bathroom. Utilities included $400.
Light cooking 310-342-0423.

WLA 1 bdrm with private bath and entrance,

non-smoker, $365/mo. including utilities

Available Nov. 5. 310-287-1449.

WLA ROOM FOR RENT Students welcome.
House nearby Westwood area Convenient
to local transportation. $450. Leave mes-
sage 310-559-8946.

9500
Roommates-Prlvato Room

BEVERLY HILLS. Luxury 2-bdrm/2-bath apt.

Security-building, pool, secured parking,
central air/heat, furnished. All utilities paid(in-

cludes maid-service). No pets. $700/mo
310-556-1041.

Roommates-Private Room

LIVE NEAR UCLA!!
BRENTWOOD; Roommate needed. Large
apt w/easy access to UCLA. Your own
bdrm/bath, pool, gym. gated parking.

$715/mo. Includes utilities!! SusanA/anessa
310-440-3081. ; •

PALMS Responsible, tidy, male roommate
wanted to have own room, share bath in 3-

bdrm/2-bath $300/mo. 310-280-0625 or 310-

839-5735.

VENICE. Own room in 2bdmV1bth. Near
beach&buslines. Laundry on premises.
$475^u^ilities. N/S. Must like dogs. 310-301-

2588.

WEST LA. $550/mo+. 10-minAJCLA. Master
suite in secured building, pool, spa, A/C,
weight room, fireplace. Courtyard, gated
parking, laundry. 310-383-2819.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. HI-RISE condo.
Pool. Iblk to campus. Views. $500/mo 310-
289-1404.

BRENTWOOD. Private rm&ba in spacious
2bdrm apt. Kitchen, den, balcony, parking,

laundry, pool, fun area. $750/mo. Call

Rebecca 818-704-5681.

BRENTWOOD. Spacious and sunny 2-^2 to

share w/one other. Balcony, laundry, parking.

Grad student/professional preferred.

$625/mo. Denise 310-454-4424.

Roommates-Shared Room
WESTWOOD 501 Gayley. Female N/S.

Large 1-bdrm/1-bath. $360/mo+utilities.

Must like animals. Cable, kitchen&parking.

Clean. Fully-furnished. Start late Nov. Ange-
la, 310-209-5226.

Close to MDR/Culver City. 405/90fwy. (10-

15min). 2 rooms- $450/$350. Great pkg.

Washer/dryer- No Drugs. (Ist/lasiyDep.)

Must love dogs. Charming house. 310-313-
0611.

Vacation Rentals

IDYLLWILD BEAUTIFUL MTN. CABIN San
Bernardino Nat'l Forest. Fully equipped. Hot

tub, fireplaces. Views. Sleep 4-t-. $250/wee-
kend. 310-794-5515 310-391-6808
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News 3: CBS News NewsX Ent.

Tonight
Hollywood
Squares

Major League Basatall Playoffs; American League Championship Series Game
6 " Cleveland Indians al New York Yankees If necessary, from Yankee Stadium.

Sister,

Sister :b;

Sister,

Sister ir,

Cftarlie Rose (In Stereo)

NewsS:

Love
Conrtection

I Love Lucy

Ricki Lake

Change of

Heart's:

Roseanne
(In Stereo)

Primer Impacto

Fresh
Prince

Nanny (In

Stereo) a
Newshour With Jim
Lehrer K
Newsi:

Judge Judy
(In Stereo)

Married.

With

Frasier (In

Slereo) X
Noticias :ir

ABC WId
News

Real TV (In

Slereo) :«:

Siinpsons
(In Slereo)

Mad About
You :e

Noticiero

Univision

BASIC CABLE STATIONS

FriendsMn
Stereo) A
Ufeand
Times

Jeopardy!

Hard Copy

Home
Improve.

Frasier (In

Stereo) K
Mi Pequena

SeinfeldJIn

Stereo) ffi

Huell

Howser

Wheel of

Fortune s:

LAPD: Ufe
on tt>e Beat

Simpsons
(In Stereo)

News

raviesa

JAG "Goina After

Francesca' (In Slereo) 3C

Extra (In

Stereo) KI''
Access
Hollywood

Buffy the Vampire Slayer
"Faith, Hope & Trick" "S.

Nova "Chasing El Nino!"

(In Stereo) S
Home
Improve.

nows kxL

King of the

Hilts:

MoeshaMn
Slereo) IT

Hughleys
(In Slereo)

NewsX

Costellqjin

Stereo) B:

Clueless (In

Stereo) 3:

Vivo por Elena

"Her Own flutes" (1998, Drama) Melissa Gilbert. A
businesswoman resists an afchiiect's offer of love. S
"A Perry Masor) Mystery The Case of the Jealous
Jokester (\99b. Mystery) Hal Hoibrook. (In Stereo) K
Felicity "Hot Obiects" (In

Stereo) K
Frontline "Plague War"
(In Stereo) S
Spin City

(In Slereo)

NewsX

Sports
Nights

NewsX

Guinness World
Records: Primetime X
Mercy Point "Opposing
Views" (In Slereo) X
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Biography: Pamela
Harriman: Passion-Power

Investigative Reports The parents of JonBenet
Ramsey discuss their daughter's murder (R) 3:

**
' V "That Touch of Mink"(]962) Gary Grant, Dons

Day A tycoon romances an unemployed New Yorker

Profiles "Stan Laurel"

Stan Laurel

World Today «

4 00)** "The Favor'

1994) Harley Jane Kozak

Cochran & Company
(Live)

Marlon Brando: The Wild
One

Law & Order
ol Love"

X

The Wages

Desencuentro

Biography: Pamela
Harriman: Passion-Power

News (In Stereo) X

30 Second Candidate (In

Stereo) X
Behind Closed Doors VI

(In Stereo) X
NewsX Final

Quarter X
NewsX

News

Primer Impacto: Edicion
Nocturne

NewsX

NewsX

Friends (In

Slereo) X

Late Show (R) (In Stereo)

X
Tonight Show (In Stereo)

X
Fresh
Prince

Charlie Rose (In Stereo)

X
NewsX Nightline X

Jerry Springer X

Married..

With

Newsradio
(In Stereo)

Noticias M.

M*A*S*H X

Mad About
YouX
Noticiero

Univision

Cheers X

Life and
Times

Politically

Incorrect X
Change of

HeartX

Living

Single X

Late Late Show Actor-

comic Billy Connolly. X
Late Night (In Stereo) X

Nanny (In

Stereo) X
Psychology

News (R) X

Love
Connection

Cops (In

Stereo) X
Star Trek: The Next
Generation (In Slereo) X

*** "Sayonara"( 1957. Drama) Marlon Brando, Red Buttons A
Korean War pilot and a Japanese entertainer fall m love

Investigative Reports The parents of JonBenel
Ramsey discuss their daughter's murder. (R) X

* "Pa/tor) "(1970, Biography) George C. Scott, Karl Maiden, Stephen Young An account of (Profiles 'Stan Laurel"
Gen George S Pallon's colorlul WWII career PG' (Ac

Larry King Live ^.

One Night
Stand

Make Me
[Laugh

Prime Time Justice

Prime Time Public Affairs

Late Edition .ir

Animals on
TV

Stein's

Money

Trial Story

Wild Discovery "Wulves
at Our Door" (R)

39

41

40

64

71

38

Mysteries &
Scandals

Model TV
(R)

New Detectives: Case
Sludies-Forensic

Tall( Soup Fashion
Emergency

FBI Files

Law"
Above the

News Daily

(4:30) NHL Hockey Detroit Red Wings al Washington Capitals
From MCI Center (Live) M.

3 Friends,

Jerry

Golden
Girls m:

Cut (In

Slereo)

Catdog

Board Wild

Pee-wee's
Playhouse

Golden
Girls X

Outra-

geous!

Ellen R.

I Can't

Believe

Bllen X

Jams Countdown (In Slereo)

All That (In

Stereo)

Ultimate

Fan League

Lois & Clark-Superman

Saved by
Bell

USA High
(In Stereo)

Figure It

Out

Last Word

Secret of

Alex

FOX Sports
News

Babylon 5 "Survivors" (In

Slereo) X
Hercules: The
Legendary Journeys X

Show Me
the Funny

Mysteries &
Scandals

ull language, violence)

Sports
Tonight X

Moneyline
(R)X

|Slan Laurel (R)

Larry King Live (R) K

*** "Beetlejuice" (^988) Michael Keaton. Two
ghosts Iry to scare away their home's new tenants

Cochran & Company (R) Prime Time Justice (R)

Prime Time Public Affairs (R)

* "Casanova's Big Night
'
(]9b4.

Comedy) Bob Hope, Joan Fontaine

Al Ritmo de la Noche

Law & Order "The Wages
of Love" X

News (R) X

Later (RWIn
Stereo) X

News (R) (In Slereo) X

Instructional

Programming

Entertain-

ers

Movie

Maury Victims of scam
artists. X
Cops (In

Slereo) X
Paid

Program

El Blablazo

Happy
Days

Paid

Program

El Gordo y
la Fiaca (R)

Ivanhoe (Part 2 of 3) X

"Mr. Deeds Goes to rotvn"(1936. Comedy)
The heir to a huge fortune decides to give il all away.

Late Edition (R) X

* "Ration" 1)970. Biography) George C Scott, Karl Maiden, Stephen Young An account of

Gen George S Patlon s colorful WWII career 'PG' (Adult language, violence)

Viva Variety

(R)

Pulp
Comics IV

Trial Story (R)

Justice Files "Guilty or

Not"?" (R)

Bloopers
(R)

Show Me
the Funny

Party of Five "Happily

Ever Alter" (In Stereo) X
Fanatic (In

Stereo)

Doug (In

Slereo) X
Sports
News

Beavis and
Butt-head

Rugratslln

Stereo) X
Football

Wkly

ER'DoOne, Teach One,
Kill One ' (In Stereo) K
Xena: Warrior P/incess
(In Slereo) X

True Hollywood Story
'Christian Slater" (R)

Sportscenter X

Oh No! Mr.

Bill

Life,

Camera

Chicago Hope The
Parent Rap

Eye Spy
Video

Thornber-

In Stereo) X
Say What?
(In Stereo)

Cousin
SkeeterX

Hardcore Football

Wild Discovery "Wolves
al Our Door ' (R)

Party of Five: Behind the

Scenes (R)

Baseball

Tonight
America's
Horse

New Detectives: Case
Studies-Forensic

Talk Soup
(R)

Wheelchair
Sports

Night Stand

NBAs
Great

'Han to Hart Harts m High Season" (1996) The Harts
find murder, seduction and intrigue in Australia.

Anv Day Now "Courage
Means Heart

"

X
Total Request (R) (In

Slereo)

All in the

Family

Coin' Deep (R)

All in the

Family

Maggie (Ir

Stereo) X
In

Real World
(In Stereo)

All in the

Family

FOX Sports News

Oh Baby (In

Stereo) X
Biorhythm
(In Stereo)

All in the

Family

Sports
Tonight X
Daily Show

Moneyline
(R)X
Stein's

Money

Cochran & Company (R)

Showbiz
Today X

Crossfire

(R)X
Saturday Night Live Ed
O'Neill. Harry Connick Jr

Prime Time Justice (R)

Public Policy Conference

Interna-

tional

Viva Variety

(R)

Paid

Program

Newsroom
X
Daily Show
(R)

Paid

Program

FBI Files "Above the

Law" (R)

Howard
Stern

Howard
Stern (R)

Sportscenter K

700 Club

New
Attitudes X
Cut (R) (In

Stereo

All in the

Family

FOX Sports News

Golden
Girls X

Paid

Program
Paid

Program

Melrose Place "Deia Vu
All Over Again ' (In Stereo)

Up Close
(R)

Oh No! Mr.

Bill

Golden
Girls X

Loveline Debra Messing
(R) (In Slereo)

All in the

Family

* 'The Good, the Bad and the Ugly" (1967, Western) Clint Eastwood, Lee Van Cleef,

Wallach Three violent, determined men vie for a $200,000 treasure.

Walker, Texas Ranger
"Undercover" (In Stereo)

New York Undercover
"Innocent Bystander " X

**'] 'Chad's P/av "(1988) Catherine Hicks An
insane killer"s soul turns a chikj's ddl into a murderer

** yurder Ordained" (\9b7, Drama) Keith Carradine. JoBeth Williams, Terry Kinney. A Lutheran minister is involved in a I*** ''Murder Ordained" {\967. Drama) Keith Carradine, JoBeth Williams, Terry Kinney A Lutheran minister
pair of murders. lis involved in a pair of murders, ,

All in the

Family

Last Word
(R)

Paid

Program

Talk Soup
(R)

Paid

Program

Night Stand

NHL Hockey Detroit Red Wings at

Washington Capitals From MCl Center.

Life.

Camera
Paid

Program

Unsolved Mysteries (In

Stereo)

Sifl & 011^

(In Slereo""̂

All in the

Family

Ultimate

Fan League

Eye Spy
Video (R)

Newhart X

Board Wild
(R)

'? "Bumble in the 8ronx"(1995) A martial artist

from Hong Kong takes on Ihucjs and thieves

Silk Stalkings Dirty Little

Secrets" (R) (In Slereo) .X

Paid

Program

Homicide:
Life

After Hours
(In Slereo)

Dick Van
Dyke

Football

Wkly

"G(/n.s-

Sebastian"

Silk Stalkings Question
of Faith" (R) In Stereo) X

REMIUM CABLE STATIONS
• I

Ina'

50

!5

17

34

33

35

(4:30)** "All I Want for

Christmas" (\9I9))'G'

Off the Wall

X
Mad Libs X

**• "Dave" (1993) Kevin Kline. A presidential kwk
alike takes over for the ailing leader. 'PG-IS* B)

Growing
PaintX

'Anaconda" (1897^ A huge snake
stalts a film crew m the Brazilian jungle.

4 30) '/, "Winter People" (m9.

Brotherly

LoveX
Great Beer
Scare (R)

• "The Ret" (1 994. Comedy) Denis Leary A thief

comes to regret taking a bickering couple hostage. 'fT

''J "The Naked Gun 2 1/2: TheSmeU
of Fear" ( 1991 ) Leslie Nielsen. 'PG- 1

3'

Olsney Halloween Disney ghosts,

goblms and diabolical eviMoers
'~

ama) Kurt Russell (In Slereo) "PG-13'• V, "Children of a Lesser God" (1986! Drama) A
teacher tries to leach a proud deal former student 'R'

*itVt 'Denise CaHs Up" (\9S6.

Comedy) Tim Daly. (In Stereo) 'PG^7

\s, I 'The Shaggy Dog" (1994) A mage spell

(R) [transfonns a teen y>to a broe canine. 11

* */> "Setow Ulppia" (,1997) A man and
his gtrlfhend witness nis family's murder

EimwaO'

"Kiss the G/rte''( 1997) Morgan Freeman An
escaped victim and a forenste expert traH a kilter 'R*

'Tar" (1996) Former tovers reunite

white on opposite skies of the law. NR'

'/^ "Curse of the Starving C/ass" (1995) Hard times
force a husband and wife to sell their farm. 'R'

Dlrraaaurt

n
Walt Disney Praaants

'

Story of Dogs" (R) BE

"Double Your Pleasure" l}997. Adult)

Trade May. ( n Slereo) 'NR

Zorro
Stereo!

(m Mickey
MouaeCtub

* "HeHraiser. Btoo(Mr)e''( 1996, Horror)

Bruce Ramsay (In Slereo) 'R* QE

* "Ghosts of Mississ^pi' ( 1 996) A prosecutor
reopens the case against Medgar Evers' kiter 'PG-13'

Oaalh by Hanaina: A Family't Pladga I TacflJca/Assaur (1998, Drarra) Rutger
of AWaghnca (in aereo)X [Force pitot is stalked by a psychotic frten(

**^/i "subL/rtxa" (1996) Jayce Bartok. Small-town
buddies await a schooknate-tumed-rock star. 'R' X
*** "Bastard out of Carolina " { 1 996) A 1 950s
Southern girt suffers the abuse of her stepfather 'I?

Interstitial

Fill

'/, "Double
Team-R

'The Computer Wore
Tennis Shoes" (^9e9)'G'

lauer. An Air

Compro-
mitlng

*v, "Booty
Car (1997[

^

HotSprinat
Hotel (R)

'', "eo(yncf'(1996)

Jennifer Tilty. 'R'

Classifieds

825-2221
Display

206-3060

t
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NCAA
From page 41

was included. Without the support,

the average program showed a

deficil of SS2.^.000.

In 1995, the average profit was

Sl.l niiMion with inslitulional sup-

port; \\ilhout It, the average deficit

was S237.()()0.

The other divisions - I-AA, I-

AAA and l)ivisii>n II with and with-

out football - all showed deficits

with and without institutional sup-

port.

Football and men's basketball

carry much of the revenue load at

most schools, Kulks siiid.

The study showed that about

three-quarters o\' the football and

men's basketball programs turned a

profit in Division I-A. the top level.

At the time of the study, there

were 1 10 schools in Division I-A.

Ninety-nine of them responded to

the NCAA's survey. Ihe NCAA
declined to say which schools did not

respond.

Seventy-one percent of I-A foot-

ball teams reporting turned a profit

in 1997 - up 4 percent from 1995 -

with the average profit around $5

million.

Men's basketball teams turned

profits at 74 percent of Division I-A

schools, up from 70 percent in 1995.

The average profit rose from $1.9

million to $2.2 million.

Those schools in I-A that didn't

make inont^y in 1997 Inst tnort'

money than they did in 1995. the

report^^ said. The average football

deficit'^went from $969,000 to slight-

ly more than $1 million, and the

average basketball deficit went up

from $227,000 to $282,000.

Women's basketball showed a

decrease in schools making profits at

the I-A level, from six percent in

1995 to two percent in 1997. But that

statistic is misleading. Hulks said.

"It's important to see that in

Division I, the total nuinber of pro-

grams showing a profit went up

from 1 1 to 20." he said. "So that's an

increase of from five percent to eight

percent."

W. SOCCER
From page 39

The Bruins would score again

before the first half gun when
Milburn chipped a shot past the

Cougar keeper to give the team a 2-0

first half lead.

The Pepperdine transfer would
score again later in the second half

when she blasted a goal off a Louise

Lieberman pass to put the game
away. Milburn currently has six

goals and an assist ( 1 3 points) on the

year.

In four of the last five games,

either Milburn or Duncan have

scored at least one goal.

The scary thing for other teams is

that thj Duncan-Milburn combina-

tion is so young, making UCLA's
future bright.

"I think in soccer all teams are

worried about where their goal scor-

ing is going to come from," Saldana

said. "I think we put ourselves in a

good spot for the future with

Duncan and Milburn. We can now

go out and concentrate on other

parts of our gaine where other teams

have to worry where their goals will

Qome from."

Something lost in the offensive

outbursts of Duncan and Milburn

was the fact that Lindsay Culp and

the defense picked up another two

shutouts over the weekend.

The two shutouts gave Culp (0.30

goals against average) an eye-pop-

ping 8.5 shutouts on the year, tying a

team record she set last year. Culp is

on pace to shatter the record as the

Bruins have seven regular season

games left on their schedule.

HELPING THE HOMELESS HELP THEMSELVES

Concerned about being accosted by panhandlers?

Want to help the homeless rather than pity them?

Become an Intern!
(Get school credit this quarter!)

The Big Issue is a monthly magazine that trains,

hires and pays homeless and hungry people to distribute.

Countries currently involved in this social initiative

include: South Africa, Australia, Germany, France,

Italy, and the U.K.

And now in the United States!

Contact Jennifer Chadorchi:

Jaye9ucla.edu or 310.887.8778

ORIENTATION MEETING

Wednesday, Oct 1 4th
10,11,12,1 o'clock
1 32A Powell Library

Does your Resume need q Supercharge?
Join the

Fight for Truth, Justice and the American Way!
Help your fellow students.

Sain valuable experience.

Network with Career Professionals.

Applications due October 23! Pick up an application and information sheet at the

Career Center now!

The UCLA Career Center
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The Women's Resource Center Invites

OCLA Men & Women
TO BECOME PEER EDUCATORS

Working? Together' for...

F(|uily* Respect •

Understanding • (x^lebraiifm

"Together"' Working to end...

Ineqiiahty • Violence •

Degradation • Silence!

45-HOUR FALL QUARTER TRAINIHG
BEGINS

OCTOBER 17TH

The Sexual Violence and Prevention Services are co spon.sored hy the Women's
Resource Center/Men's Education and Outreach Program, and the UC Police

Department. WRC facilities are accessihie to pe(jple vc'ith disahilities.
'

Call 825-3945
"^

1^

Stop hy 2 Dodd Hall or call 206-8240 for an application

Tlie Men's Education & Outreach Program is a service offered to men and women at UCLA hy
the Women's Resource Center. The goals of the program are to raise personal and colledive
awareness around issues related to gender, equity, and sexual violence^ These Issues can

include healthy communication in dating and relationships, societal pressures men encounter,
sexual violence prevention, the negative impact of media on men and women, and male

survivors of sexual violence.

Men's Education ik Outreach C(X)rdinator

2 Dodd Hall

mO) 206.8340

understanding respect sensitivity responsibility

TO MAKE
YOUR PHONE
DO THIS....

I'.f "

v'l

dout of 10 Kaplan
students get into one
of their top-clioice

law sell • I • Is.

Competition for law school is tough and your LSAT score can nnake all

the difference. That's why you need to take Kaplan. For 60 years,

we've helped more students get into law school than all other test prep
companies combined. No wonder we're the #1 choice for LSAT prep.

»^ KAPLAN
-800-KAP-TEST
www.kapian.com

t1998 Bruskin-Goldring Research Study of students at the top 50 law schools.

To study anywhere in the U.S., call us or visit our web site,

You gotta do this!

ADVERTISE IN

THE DAILY BRUIN

CLASSIFIED BY

CALUNG
825-2221

TODAY!

LOVEH
From page 44

receiver and kick returner Freddie

Mitchell was lost tor the season.

Next. Kenyon Coleman and Oscar

Cabrera went down with injuries.

Then leading scorer and rusher

Jermaine Lewis was indefinitely sus-

pended for .slowing somebody's roll.

So let's lake a tally; a starting full-

back, a starting guard, a superstar in

the making, a stud defensive lineman

and the No. 1 tailback on the UCLA
depth charts were each sidelined for a

game or more, and Bob Toledo has

to make do with what he has. Not
only did Toledo guide the Bruins to

victories over the course of this first

half of the season roller-coaster, but

they have completely and utterly

dominated each game.

This may be a testament to the

personnel in the blue and gold jer-^
—

-

seys, but the mastermind is Toledo.

Toledo is as genuine as Miller

beer. No flash, all substance. When
you see Toledo on the news or at a

press conference, he is cordial, afFa-

ble and gracious.

Toledo is as genuine

as Miller beer ...He's a

walking teddy bear.

But unlike some other coaches,

Toledo is like that in person as well.

He's that favorite uncle that you 6lfily^

get to see around the holidays. He's a

walking teddy bear.

I will admit that I was initially dis-

appointed when UCLA named
'

Toledo as head coach. But after see-

ing what he can do, after seeing what

he brings to the team, what he means
to the players, what he has accom-

plished for the school, I can only say

one thing. I am sorry for doubting

you, Coach Toledo.

Maybe it's a little to early to com-
pare a third-year coach to a legend

who single-handedly defined sports at

UCLA, but I can only imagine the

buzz around school when the

"Wizard of Westwood" was in the

early stages of his illustrious career.

In my four years at UCLA, this is the

first time I have seen the whole school

rally around a program and live vicar-

iously through one team. The electric-

ity in the air is real, and we have one

person to thank: Bob Toledo.

Lovett is an assistant sports edito, and
seems to be In the early stages of start-

ing the Bob Toledo fan club. Those

Interested can email him at

elovett@medla.ucla.edu.

W.X-COUNTRY
From page

put five runners in front of their No.

3 runner," Peterson said. "Instead,

we have six runners finish before

their fourth, which is just as good."

Julie Ott finished seventh for

UCLA in 18:02, while freshman

Elaine Canchola came in right

behind Ott at ninth place in 18:03.

Christina Bowen, nursing an ankle

injury she suffered earlier in the sea-

son, still managed to finish 11th in

18:12, her fastest time of the seasen.

Katie Nuanes finished 12th in 18:14.

Other schools competing included

Vermont, which placed third with

115 points, fourth-place New
Hampshire and Connecticut, which

placed fifth.

With the win, UCLA becomes the

third Pacific- 10 Conference team to

win the Murray Keating Invite.

Stanford won the meet in 1996 and

Arizona won in 1993.

"Wc got out aggressive and took

See WJ-dUNTIi; page 39

I

nil I I

Daily Bniin Sports

W.X-COUNTRY
From page 38

control of the field," Peterson said.

"I'm impressed that we won such a

-big meet.'

Peterson is hoping that the win out

in Maine will give his team an edge to

qualify for the NCAA
Championships if the team doesn't

earn an automatic qualifying slot.

A win over schools fron> ihc Hasl

Coast could bi)dc well for UCLA if

the team is on the bubble of qualify-

ing or not.T

*We seem lo be heading in the

right direction to qualily for the

NCAA Championships." Peterson

said.

M.X-COUNTRY
From page 40

time this sea.son.

Michigan won the meet for the sec-

ond consecutive season. Iowa fin-

ished second while New Hampshire

placed third. Ihc Bruins finished

fourth with 91 points.

John Mortimer o\' Michigan won
the race for the third straight time. He
finished in 24:01.

The course was mostly Hat and fast

and sloppy for about a mile after it

rained in the morning,
' Hie team ran much better than

thtfv d id in M i nntfM)lu (two and ha ll
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DO
YOU
WAVE
THINGS
TO SELL?

weeks agoV" Larsen said. " Ihc guys

ran with determination. It was a nice

atmosphere."

W. SOCCER
From page 44

weekeiKJ, but ironicall>. ii wasn't

with a goal or an assist.

After Washington goalie Leslie

Weeks shut out the Bruins in the first

half, Duncan accidentall> collided

with the keeper on a scoring attempt

at the (i.Vd minute mark o\' the sec-

ond half. Weeks got the worst of the

collision, injuring her right knee o\\

the play and was forced to sit out the

rest of the game.

Since Weeks was the onlv iioal-

keeper on the Husky rosier.

Wasl)in ^UMi ua^ forced lo pLi\

Your Discount

ADVERTISE
IN THE

argain
FOR MORE INFO CALL:

825-2221

Save up to

M20 off

ALL Rings

PLUS up to

$120 off

Beanvear*

HiMI ^i»a]]p up to $240
September 28 - October 1

6

UCLA Store Ackerman Union
Campus Photo/Graduation Etc.

October 5 - October 16
North Campus Student Center

'Certificate may be redeemd for BearWear merchandise only.

defeiKJcr Kristin .Shaw in gtnil.

"I think we put

ourselves in a good

spot for the future with

Duncan and Milburn."

ToddSaldaha

Women's soccer head coach

It look just 10 minutes for the

Bruins lo get one past Shaw. Duncan
lofted a 15-\ard shot past tiic keeper

at 74:43 o{ the second half. The

Duncan-Milburn duo connected for

a goal five minutes later when
Milburn scored o{^ a cross from

Duncan.

"They take a lot o^ pressure off

each other."" Saldana said "Not one

player has to be worried about tak-

ing the full scoring load.""

This strategy came into play again

in the Washington State game. With

a» WSU team set on stopping

Duncan, who came into the m.i'ch

with a f'ac-IO leading eight goals ;»r.d

six assists (22 points). Milburn took

up the scoring load.

But the first goal o^ ihe match

came from a player nt)t named

Duncan or Milburn. lr<;shman mid-

fielder Breana Boling scored at the

41:47 mark ofthef:. St half

SeeW.SOCaR^pageB?

SpecialLimited Quantity Purchase

Canon i^fi
Canon Rebel G Bodv' only

The world's most popular 35mm SLR Camera now at our lowest price ever. Ll^ghtweight,
Automatic Focusing, Automatic Hxposure, Autoloading and Autowinding. Great for the
photographer who wants the creative versatility ofchanging lenses and seeing what the film
sees. Includes Canon USA limited Warranty/Registration ("ard. WEDONOTSELLCiRAY
MARKET CANON CAMERAS. BODY ONLY

LENS BONUS OPTION A
(mth purchase ofCation Rebel G)
ranon35;80 /x)om Lens (I alue S 11 0.00);
Canon Wide Strap (Value $12.95);
haUcr\(l'alueS8!00)
Vi\m(laliu'$1.95);
Processing (I alue $7.50).
TOTAL VALUE $140.40 $99

Protective Filter

LENS BONUS OPTION
(jvithpurchase ofCanon SLR) ^i
PR()\fASTKR 80-210 ZOOM Ik

LTA
Minolta 450^7 Body only

Exciting Camera from Minolta featuring Automatic Focusing,
Built-in Auto Flash, Automatic Exposure, Autoloading and
Autowinding. Easy to use and now even easier to own. Minolta

450si Body only. Youpay $284, and^ct $ 1 5 hack from
Minolta 's Cash Back Rebate Program.

LENS BONUS OPTION
(withpurchase ofCanon SLR) ^i
PROlVfASTER 80-210 ZOOM %
Protective Filter

LENS BONUS OPTION A
(with purchase ofMinolta 450si)
Promaster 28-80 Zoom Lens (Value $139.00);
Camera Strap r^^a/i/^ 5/2.95;;
%2kiXtry(Valiie$8.00)
Film (Value $1.95);
Processing (Value $7.50).
TOTAL VALIJK $169.40

L.A.1S Discount Camera & Video SUPERSTORE
10925 Kinross at Gayley in Westivood Village

FREE Parkingin Lot next to store on Kinross Avenue
MON-FRl 9-7; SAT 9:30-6; SUN 12-5

310-208-5150 www/belaircamera.com
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UCLAis cross country team finishes strong at invitational
RECAP: Bruin runners

take fourth place at
:

—

-: 1 . ,. i i«i I ' . I

,
. I

'll

Murray Keating race

By Donald Morrison

Daily Brum Contributor

UCLA men's cross country head

coach Bob Larsen told Murray
Keating, the creator of the Murray
Keating Invitational, that the Bruins

would come to Orono, Maine and
compete in the meet one day.

^ That day was Saturday as the

Bruins competed at the seventh annu-

al Murray Keating Invitational for the

first time.

UCLA finished fourth out of II

teams and received solid individual

performances.

"It was a great opportunity to

expose the team to a new situation,"

Larsen said. "I thought the times were

very good. The team is showing its

strength from workouts. I see real

progress."

Senior Mark Hauser made
progress on Saturday Hauser finished

as the highest Bruin, placing fourth.

His time of 24:24 is a personal record

for an 8,000 meter (five mile) course.

Hauser stayed with the leaders for

three miles and finished his personal

best race strongly

"(Hauser's) workouts have been
good. He looked good at the end and
never fell apart. He's getting better

every week."

Paul Muite was the second Bruin to

come in as he finished I4th in 24:59.

This earned him a personal best time,

and he finished an 8,000 meter under
25 minutes for the first time. Will

Bernaldo finished I8th in 25:18. He
aJso set a personal record.

"Muite said, after he saw the

course, that he could go under 25 min-
utes," Larsen said. "He felt he went
out too slow but had a good finish.

He's running well."

"(Bernaldo) continues to run solid.

He's so dependable."

Matt Pitts ran one of his best cross

country races ever. Pitts placed 28th in

25:32. Larsen wa* pleased with Pitts'

performance and said he's getting bet-

ter every week.

Freshman Bryan Green placed
29th in 25:35.

He also had a personal record as he
finished under 26 minutes for the first

SeeM.X-COUNTItY,page39

We're Looking For You
. Wrilc sliiiics, n;iln siilcs cxiiciicncr, lakr |ili()l(ij;iii(ili.s anil C_>'.|<iiii iJruiiilili' YcailHink llir Tliiu.silav.

R B K

We're lookiri*,' for ( real ive, ener^'clie, IrierHlly [M'ople lo Join onr

slalV. If you are inleresled in joining' hruinlile VearlMM)k. plejtse

eoriie lo our Oriental ion Meelin^Mliis Thursday, nrinuyoiinself,

ideas, and a smile lo KercklKiH Mall. nM)in I INal i'K'M).

there will be one. aslvell as some free

kosher mexican food, at the Ha-am release

party, come to Dickson Plaza (next to

Schoenberg) Wednesday, October 14, from
1 2-2 and hit it with a stick.

no-am
PB^^ludent magazine

Vvomen of all colors
unite for change!

^^^

Dr. Nader Dayani
ORTHODONTIST

SINCE 1980
1CL.A FACULTY MEMHK

K

MemberAmerican Association of Orthodontists

•Specializing in braces for adults & children

• Invisible

• European
• Removable
• Traditional

Cosmetic Porcelain

Surgical Orthodontics

20% DISCOUNT T

(310) 826-^494
11645 Wilshire Blvd. #802

Los Angeles, CA 90025

ENTS AND FACULTY WITH VALID I.D.

(949) 552 - 5890
18124 Culver Dr., #A

Irvine, CA 92715

Teeth Whitening
upper or lower

$85«^ each

(Keg. $200,00)

*The treatment will be as follows. $1000.00 plus

SI 00 00 for eoch month of treatment rendered
for metal braces, $900 00 plus $100 00 for eachi
montti of treatment rervjered for removable
braces and S 1 700 00 plus $ 1 25 00 per montti for

ceramic tDfoces. $20000 for diagnostic study

model and $ 1 75 00 for formal consultation

expiration date 1 0-3 1 -98

Volunteer for IVYSE, a group mentorinj progranr with sites in San Fernando and
West LA where UCLA Volunteers provide aroups of primarily younj Latina and African
American women with the resources, information, and support necessary to make
informed and responsible decisions about relationships, sexuality, their future and to

create community change.

WySE provides information on and discusses issues such as racism, sexual decision
making, teen pregnancy, STD's and AIDS, community activism, and career and educa-
tional opportunities.

For more information, stop by our office in Kerckhoff 408B or call 206-4144
You can also come to one of our orientation meetings on October 14th & ISth from

^7pm in Ackerman 3508 or on the 21st from S-6pm in Kerckhoff 133.

If fcy Hit (Uwwiitty ArttftHii C»m«WH tf IIm Pr#|rM /UtMtiii

QoCden %ey

9iationalHonor Society
Welcomes you back to the Fail Quarter!

Come join us for FREE PIZZA at our

FALL QUARTERLY
GENERAL MEETING

TOMORROW, October 14""

At 6:00 P.M.

Kinsey Hall Room 364

EVERY ONFTNVITFnt Get info on GK's:

Academic Recosnition, Scholarthip«,

Publicatian and Laadarthi^ Op^artunitiaa,

Sehalattie Aefivifiat, & Cammanify Sarvical

Please visit our website! Or contact us by e-mail at gkev@ucla edu

hW^://Mfi»iif.t«udaii»9raups.Mcla.adM/9aida«l(ay

- 1 a
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NG\A schools still losing money in spite of increasing returns
REVENUE: Sports programs face problems combatting

rising expenses because of limited funding resources

By Steve Brisendine

Associated Press

Kansas City. Mo. - Despite rising

revenues, most athletic programs in

Division I and Division 1! continue

t,o lose money, the author o{ an

NCAA study said Monday.

The reason, accounting proles.sor

Daniel L. Fulks said during a tele-

phone news conference, is thjat

expenses are rising at a faster rate

than revenues. Therefore, schools

that make money are making less

than they did two years ago, and

schools losing money are losing

more.

But a higher spending level isn't

necessarily a bad thing, Fulks said.

"I think some of this is real posi-

tive." said Fulks, the accounting pro-

gram director at Transylvania

University in Lexington. Ky. "Some
of the increased expenditures are a

result of increased participation, and

increased spending on women's pro-

grams."

Ticket sales accounted for the

most revenue in Division l-A. the

organization's highest level for ath-

letics. At other levels, student activi-

ty fees provided the most income.

"Ticket sales are up. Donor con-

tributions are up, which I think is a

reflection on the economy," Fulks

said. "But there's a ceiling on rev-

enues at some point.

"Once you reach the capacity on a

stadium, you can't sell any more tick-

ets." he said. "You can only raise

ticket prices so much, and there are

limits on what TV networks are will-

ing to pay. Those limits don't exist on

the expense side
"

*Fulks stressed that his study did

not take into account any instilution-

^\ support - revenue transferred l^
an athletic department from a uni-

versity's general fund.

"The impact of that is significant,"

he said.

For example. Fulks' report

showed that in Division I-A, the aver-

age athletic department profit was
$437,000 when institutional support

See NCAA, page 37

Junior
asks:

I Jeli ^ood at a I

V <f/ieat fiAice?" J
^

The Westside^ best deliJ&offering

I

I

for students between 3:00 and 5:00 pm.

(Show your student ID to your server and yet a great discount)
l^ffcr only cjoocl tor restaurant itfms, docs not include d«'li. hakorv. or delivery services.

1-800-475-5771
2579 U/eslwood SSvcS. at Pico

Offer ends 1 1-31-98

The BRUIN LEADERS PROJECT is

«—k.

innovative leadership development program. • \^
We will challenge you to develop your unique I^J^
strengths as a collaborative leaaer through ^'C\
dynamic experiential seminars. Leadership x
is a process involving individual contribution, ^^w

teamwori< and movement toward social change. \ ^
Everyone has the potential to be a leader. ^Jk

6iettin9 involved i6 eas^f!

simply attend our Introductory Seminar...

Tueftda^, October 7-Oth

VJeft) 6oaftt Poom,
6ovel dommonft

Want to get in touch with us?
eive us a call: (310) 206-5071
Drop by. 105 K Men's 6ym
•Visit our website: •;

•• >,>

www.saonet.ucia.edu/scl/bip/newblp.htinl

'(!>
'^••' - 0\.

VJhere do ^oii thinK^^tfre going ?̂

Pari Waxing
Body Waxing for Men & Women
with 100% Natural Pari wax.
Women Full leg and Bikini

Underarm

Half leg

Bikini Wax
Lip or Chin or Eyebrow

Eyebrown Wax
Eyelash Tint

Facial

Arm Wax

$25

$8

$10

$10

$6

$10

$10

$40

$15

"IVe do Electrolysis"
1435 Westwood Blvd., Westwood 473-0066 or 479-9325
Open Sundays Walk-ins Welcome

AMIGOS de UCLA

You Can Learn From A Child

Aiiii>.Ms ill- LiCI.A IS J luloriai arul mfiiloniij: pri»|i\i ih.ii has bi-cn assisiinj.' l.os

Arij.'olos I'lctucntar) schot)! (.hiidrcn lor over .^0 years Wo iar).'iM iiuilii.ullurjil schiH)ls that

iro preilominariiK (|)iv.iiiu/l.aliiio. anti wc provuh' acatlcinic assistance, an alter sclux)!

.iitsri cr.ills prKpr.tiii. and a hcKI inp to I 'CI A Our j;oal is i*) ediicate and motivate these

ihiidrrn In recoi!ni/e their academic potenlial. envision a collejiiaie career, and develop

an appieciaitoii ol their own c^iltiiral heratiec as well as that ot others

Ami>'(«s de 11(1..A volunteers iiitor on either Weilnesd.iy or 'lluirsdav allernoons Irom
I (M) 4 M) pm diirinj.' the ihiid through ninth week ot each quarter Amit'os tutors at Pio

Pico I'lemonlary school in I. A on Wediics,|,i\s .m.| Selm.i A\cmic I Iciiu-mi,ii\ m
Hollywood on lliursdays 1ranspor(ation is pio\ided and knowledge ot Spanish is

helplul, Imii no I lequired

lo lind out more information please call us at 82.S-22I7 or slop hy our olfice in 41

1

Kcukholl H.ill It you enjoy workinj; wiili kids and wouM like lo help underpnviledjied

I I'liimiiniiies ot l.os Anj!eles consider bc-cominj' one ot the Amipos de ilC'I.A'

Fall Orientation

Wed. Oct. 14 & Thurs. Oct. 15, 1:(M) - 3:00pm

Kerckhofr411

We're Lookin

For You.
Wrilc slorics. oiiiii .s'llcs cxpcncncr.

lake |)liol()i,Ta|)lKs and join Hniinlili'

Yearbook I fic Thursday.

R B K

Wn\ looking' lor (T(«liv(^ (mer^tilic, friendly |KH)ple lo join our

slalT. If you arc inl(T(»sled in joininj? Bruinlifo YcArbook, pio-ase

come lo our OrirnUlion Mwlinj? Ihis Thursday Brinj» yourself,

idaas, and a smile lo KerckhofTliall, room 1 18 al 6:30.
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CALIFORNIA SPORTS

Braves 7,

^' Padres 6
When Kevin Brown marched out of the

bullpen Monday night, the San Diego

Padres fans stood and rocked the stadi-

um, like the cavalry was coming to save

the day.

Qualcomm Stadium, however, isn't a

John Wayne movie set.

This lime, the Atlanta Braves rallied

against Brown fpr 7-6 victory in Game 5

of the National League championship
series.

Brown, who had dominated Atlanta in

the Padres' 3-0 victory in Game 2, was

called on to put them away again.

Coming out of the bullpen for just the

third time in his career. Brown took over

for starter Andy Ashby with the Padres

leading 4-2 in the seventh, no outs and a

runner on first.

"The feeling in the dugout was that wc
were going to get him," the Braves'

Michael Tucker said.

Tucker was not only right, he did most

of the "getting."

Brown sailed through the seventh,

'striking out pinch-hitter (Jrcg Colbrunn,

getting Chipper Jones on a flyout, and

Andres Galarraga on a pop to second.

Most of the crowd of 58,988, who rose

and "cheered wildly when they spotted

Brown coming into the game, kept up the

deafening din during that inning.

Then in eighth, as the roar gradually

quieied and ihe fans evcniualiy grew
almost silent in disbelief, the Braves took

out their frustration on the pitcher

responsible for sending them home early

last year and beating then^ earlier in this

NL championship series.

Tucker played the hero this time with

two on and two out and ihc Padres up 4-2,

when he hit his three-run homer over the

fence in right field to begin a five-run

eighth inning.

Brown, seeming stoic in the club house

afterward, said, "We were winning the

game and we wound up losing it. I feel

bad from the standpoint that we came
back only to give it away like that."

Although the relief appearance was

rare for Brown, he said that didn't make
any difference in his pitching.

"I got through the first inning fine, but

I made some mistakes in the second," he

said.

Tucker thought Brown looked flat.

"He didn't have that extra giddy-up

you really want to have." said Tucker,

who hit a forkball for the go-ahead

homer.

When the ball cleared the fence.

Atlanta players spilled out of their

dugout, as wildly happy as the Padres

fans had been only moments earlier, while

Brown walked slowly off the mound and
out of the game, the loser.

He gave up three runs and two hits in I

1-3 innings.

Not only was his relief appearance

costly in the game, but also would appear

to open the door further for the Braves

the rest of the series, since Brown was

scheduled to be The Game 6 starter

Wednesday in Atlanta.

Manager Bruce Bochy didn't rule out

the possibility that Brown would come
back to start that game.

Bochy said his first thought was to use

Sterling Hitchcock, the (iame 3 winner,

on Wednesday, saving Brown if there's a

NOTEBOOK

ijcvenih game.

But Bochy. who started Brown on three

days" rest in the divisional series against

Houston, both Brown victories, may still

have to convince Brown to take

Wednesday off.

"We'll sit down on the flight tomorrow
and discuss it, (pitching coach) among
(pitching coach) Da\c Stewart, 'Brownie

and myself."

Sailer finally scores
Chris Sailer, the UCLA kicker, finally

knocked in his first field goal this year after

riiissing his first three attempts to start the

year. The 4 1 -yard kick came when the score

was 21-21 at the beginning of the third quarter

of the Arizona game.

Sailer also played an important role in field

position with an average punt of 43 yards with

along of 53 yards

Roques solid

Cornerback Ryan Roques picked off

another pass giving him three in his last three

games. Roques" interception came at the

beginning of the third quarter, and he almost

scored but was tripped up. UCLA would then

capitalize on the Sailer field goal.

Bruins do two-step
Ihe Bruins are ranked No. 2 in the

Associated Press poll. I'CLA has not been

r.iiikcd higher since i^SS. when it was ranked

No. I on October 24 . Thev wouJd e ihj the '88

lowing his two-touchdown performance

against Arizona.

Stellar defense
The UCLA defense, for the second consec-

utive week, allowed only one touchdown in

the second half In the half, the Bruins held

Arizona to only 29 yards rushing while forc-

ing two turnovers. Arizona tailback Trung
Canidate was limited to 26 yards rushing,

gaining only eight yards in the final three

quarters.

Offensive assault

UCLA broke the 5()-point barrier Saturday

night for the first time since Nov. 15. 1997.

when the Bruins pummeled Washington at

the Rose Bowl, coincidentally by the same
score o( 52-28. This season the Bruins are

averaging 48 points a game and winning by an

average margin o\' 23 points a game.

Homeward bound
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Return of the Hurricanes:

Miami contest rescheduled

season r.inked No. 5.

Wide recei ve r TJnarr Prrfrf>Txan returned"

Lewis reinstated

Tailback Jermainc Lewis has been reinstat-

ed to play against Oregon this weekend. I lead

to his hometown. Tucson, this weekend and
played in front of friends and family. Poli-

Dixon. who attended Sabino High School in

Tucson, gave his family .something to cheer

about. He led the team in receiving with four

receptions for 51 yards:

FOOTBALL Game set for

Dec. 5 may conflict with

players' school schedules

By Rocky Salmon
Daily Bruin Staff

It's official: Dec. 5 will now mark

the UCLA football team's last regu-

lar season game instead of the usual

November showdown with the USC
Trojans.

The .Bruins will be returning to

Miami to battle what caused them to

postpone the game: a hurricane.

Except this battle will be against theMiami
Hurricanes, three

——

-

weeks before bowl

games are to

begin.

When the teams

cancelled the game
on Sept. 26, a

rescheduled game
"was up in itie^air

the kids' schedule, but we don't want

our kids to just practice, we love to

play games."

Not only would the game give

UCLA legitimacy in the eyes of the

Associated Press voters but it would

be a good warm-up and preparation

for a bowl game.

"Having a game in December
would keep the rust off," Toledo said.

"We would be able to get off the prac-

tice field, and it would be good as

long as no one got injured."

So now it stands. UCLA will battle

the Hurricanes in an unexpected

December match. The game time

remains to be decided because of

complications between the schools'

scheduling.
'••.

'
••'

*We are trying

UCLA will battle the

Hurricanes in an

to get a 3:30 p.m.

Eastern start time

because we could

fly the kids out

unexpected December there on Friday

maicn. Saturday night."
''''

'

'

athletic director

LUiic li Hoh r(^ l i'd(>. however, stil l has Keith By DuMd Id Murribon ant !
i^ocky Sa lrort, Dai ly

Brown slotted .is the No, 1 runninii back fol- ^''Min staff /^

because Dec. 5 is

during UCLA's crucial recruitment

period. It is also two weeks after the

last game and the weekend before

final exams.

Controversy swirled around the

cancellation because it could have

4-

possibly cost UCLA a chance to com-

pete in the Fiesta Bowl. A complica-

tion could arise in the tie-breaking

process if UCLA and several other

teams remained unbeaten.

But for Bob Toledo this game is

not about the Fiesta Bowl, it is about

)laying football.

"We didn't know if we were going

to make it up because it messes with

Pete Dalis said.

"We don't want them to have to leave

Thursday and miss Friday classes

because next week after is finals

week."

But will it be broadcast nationally?

That answer is also up in the air.

ABC would like tp show it but is

obligated to show NCAA basketball,

one of the games being Miami vs.

Kentucky, so ESPN is being consid-

ered to broadcast the game.

So UCLA, the university in the

land of sunshine, will have to scrap

vacation plans and head out east to

battle a team which almost upset

Florida State.

ATTENTION
GRADUATE STUDENTS!

Lambda Graduate Student Network
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Wednesday, October 14, 1998

5:00PM -8:00pm

Faculty Center - Sequoia Room

''Serving the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual,

Transgender, andAllies^ommunity-

LGBT Campus Resource Center: 3 10-206-3628

Funded by Jhe Campus Programs Committee
of the Pimgram Activities Board

http;//www.studentgroups.ucla.edu/lgsn

824-4111 "^^^^y'^y'^"^
Westwood Village

toppings and

Medium 1 topping Pizza

for $5.95

Fast Free Delivery
until 1 a.m. Sunday-Thursday
until 2 a.m. Friday & Saturday

Major League Baseball

Postseason At A Glance

LEAGUE CHAMPIONSHIP SERIES ~

American League

(NBC)

Tuesday, Oct. 6

New York 7, Cleveland 2

Wednesday, Oct. 7

Cleveland 4, New York 1,12 innings

Friday, Oct. 9

Cleveland 6, New York 1

Saturday, Oct. 10

New York 4, Cleveland

Sunday, Oct. 11

New York S, Cleveland 3, New York leads

scries 3-2

Tuesday, Oct. 13

Cleveland (Nagy 15-10) at New York

(Cone 20- 7). 8:08 p.m.

Wednesday, Oct. 14

Cleveland at New York, 808 p.m., if nec-

essary

National League

(FOX)

Wednesday, Oct. 7

San Diego 3, Atlanta 2, 10 innings

Thursday, Oct. 8

San Diego 3, Atlanta

Saturday, Oct. 10

San Diego 4, Atlanta 1

Sunday, Oct. 11

Atlanta 8, San Diego 3
•

Monday, Oct. 12

Atlanta 7, San Diego 6, San Diego leads

series 3-2

Wednesday, Oct. 14

San Diego (Hitchcock 9-7) at Atlanta

(Glavme 20- 7), 4:20 p.m.

Thursday, Oct. IS

San Diego at Atlanta, 8:1 S p.m., if neces-

sary

National Footbal League

At A Glance

AMERICAN CONFERENCE

East

New England

Miami

Buffalo

NY. Jets

Indianapolis

Central

Jacksonville

Pittsburgh

Baltimore

Cincinnati

Tennessee

West

Denver

Kansas City

Oakland

Seattle

San Diego

W I

4 1

3 2

2 3

2 3

1 S

Pet. PF PA

.800 147 86

600 88 70

.400 111108

.400 114 lOS

.167 86159

5 01 OOO 124 92

3 2 .600 70 81

2 3 .400 86 90

2 3 .400 103115

2 3 .400 80 89

6 01.000 203109

4 2 .667 118-103

4 2 .667 88117

3 3 .500 127 79

2 4 .333 70 102

NATIONAL CONFERENCE

East

Dallas

Arizona

NY. Giants

Philadelphia

Washington

Central

Minnesota

Green Bay

Tampa Bay

Detroit

Chicago

West

Atlanta

San Francisco

New Orleans

St. Louis

Carolina

W I

4 2

3 3

2 4

1 5

06

50
4 1

23
1 4

1 5

Pet. PF PA

.667 162 102

.500 101 121

.333 112145

.167 69149

.000 86186

01.000 166 96

.800 135107

.400 75 99

.200 107 138

.167 116146

Tennessee 12, Baltimore 8

Philadelphia 17, Washington 12

Arizona 20, Chicago 7

Denver 2 1 , Seattle 1

6

St. Louis JO, New York Jets 10

Oakland 7, San Diego 6

Atlanta 34, New York Giants 20

OPEN Detroit, Green Bay, Minnesota,

Tampa Bay

Monday's Game
Jacksonville 28, Miami 21

Thursday, Oct. IS

Green Bay at Detroit, 8:20 p.m.

Sunday, Oct. 18

Arizona at New York Giants, 1 01 p.m.

Baltimore at Pittsburgh, 101 p.m.

Carolina at Tampa Bay, 1:01 p.m.

Cincinnati at Tennessee, 1:01 p.m.

Jacksonville at Buffalo, 101 p.m.

New Orleans at Atlanta, 101 p.m.

Washington at Minnesota, 1:01 p.m.

Indianapolis at San Francisco, 4:05 p.m.

Philadelphia at San Diego, 4: 15 p.m.

St.LouisatMiami,4:15p.m.

Dallas at Chicago, 4:1 5 p.m.

OPEN: Denver, Kansas City, Oakland,

Seattle

Monday, Oct. 19

New York Jets at New England, 8:20 p.m.

National Hockey League

At A Glance

EASTERN CONFERENCE

Atlantic Division

Southeast Division

GA

4torida

Washington

Carolina

Tampa Bay

W L TPtsGF
International Hockey League

At A Glance

-i 4 S 1

10 2 10
1 14 4

Oil 158

EASTERN CONFERENCE

Northeast Division

WESTERN CONFERENCE

Central Division

GA

St. Louis

Chicago

Detroit

Nashville

W L TPtsGF

10 1 3 7 5

10 2 2 1

10 12
10 1

Northwest Division

GA

Calgary

Vancouver

Edmonton

Colorado

Pacific Division

GA

Dallas

Los Angeles

San Jose

Phoenix

Anaheim

Detroit

Cincinnati

Grand Rapids

Orlando

Central Division

'Michigan

Indianapolis

Fort Wayne

Cleveland

W LSOLPtsGFGA

10 2 4 1

11 2 3 5

11 2 4 3

2 710

W LSOLPtsGFGA

2 4 6 4

10 2 3 2

112 3

2 115 8

W L TPtsGF

10 1 3 8 6

10 2 4 2

10 12
02 3 7

WESTERN CONFERENCE

Midwest Division

W I TPtsGF

1

1 1

1 1

1

2

4 1

4 5

6 8

1 4

1 5

Manitoba

Milwaukee

Chicago

Kansas City

Southwest Division

Long Beach

Houston

Las Vegas

Utah

W LSOLPtsGFGA

2 410 7

11 13 5 4

10 2 3 2

2 14

W LSOLPtsGFGA

2 4 7 3

11 2 8 6

1 3 7

1 2 4

W L TPtsGF

4 1

4 1

3 2

2 3

05

.800 141 100

.800 164 86

.600 89105

.400 129125

.000 101 153

Sunday's Games

Buffalo 31, Indianapolis 24

Dallas 27, Carolina 20

New England 40, Kansas City 10

Cincinnati 25, Pittsburgh 20

San Francisco 31, New Orleans

GA

Philadelphia

Pittsburgh

New Jersey

N.Y. Islanders

N.Y Rangers

Northeast Division

GA

Ottawa

Boiton

Montreal

Toronto

Buffalo

2

1

01
02
03

5 1

4 3

1 2

3 7

3 12

W L TPtsGF

20
1 1

1

1

1 1

4 8 4

3 6 3

2 7 1

2 2 1

2 4 4

Sunday's Games

Philadelphia 4, Anaheim 1

Ottawa 4, Phoenix 1

Monday's Games

Boston 3, N.Y. Islanders

Vancouver 4, Los Angeles 2

St. Louis 4, N.Y Rangers 2

Buffalo 3, Colorado

Tuesday's Games

Anaheim at Montreal, 7 p.m.

Detroit at Washington, 7:30 p.m.

Carolina at Nashville, 8 p.m.

Chicago at Dallas, 8:30 p.m.

Toronto at Edmonton, 9 p.m.

Wednesday's Games

N.Y. Islanders at Tampa Bay, 7:0S p.m.

Pittsburgh at New Jersey, 7:30 p.m.

Boston at Colorado, 9 p.m.

Edmonton at Vancouver, 10 p.m.

NOTE: Two points are awarded for a vic-

tory; one for a shootout loss.

Saturday's Games

Indianapolis 3, Fort Wayne 2, SO

Manitoba 4, Orlando 3

Michigan 2, Kansas City 1

Detroit 4, Cincinnati 1

Chicago 3, Grand Rapids 2

Milwaukee 4, Cleveland 2

LongBeach4,(Jtah2

Houston 7, Las Vegas 3

Sunday's Games

No games scheduled

Monday's Games

No games scheduled

Tuesday's Games

Houston at Las Vegas, 10 p.m.

Utah at Long Beach, 10:30 p.m.

Transactions

Major League Baseball
" SEATTLE MARINERS- Acquired RHP Eric"

Weaver from the Los Angeles Dodgers

for RHP Scott Prouty.

COLORADO ROCKIES— Named Lorenzo

Bundy bullpen coach. Rich Donnelly

third-base coach, Bruce Kimm bench

coach. Milt May pitching coach, and

Tommy Sandt first-base coach. Retained

Clint Hurdle hitting coach.

SAN DIEGO PADRES—Named Mike

Ramsey manager of Las Vegas of the

PCL.

National Hockey League

CALGARY FLAMES—Assigned G Jean-

Sebastien Giguere to Saint John of the

AHL.

EDMONTON OILERS— Re-signed LW

Ryan Smyth to a one-year contract.

PITTSBURGH PENGUINS—Signed G

Brian Leitza and assigned him to

Arkansas of the Western Professional

Hockey League.

SAN JOSE SHARKS—Assigned G Bruce

Racine to the Fort Wayne Komets of the

IHL.

COLLEGE

RUTGERS-NEWARK—Named Chris Casey

men's basketball coach.

UCLA— Reinstated RB Jermaine Lewis

after a one-game suspension.

Trivia Questions

1. What hall-of-fame pitcher played foe

21 years in the Major Leagues before

playing in the World Series?

2. What hall-of-fame player went 22

years between his first and last World

Series?

3. What future hall-of-famer is the only

player to record five hits in one World

Series game?

Answers

joijioyvined £

s^*!ll!M2

OiV!N*Ofl
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I I

between 7 pm and midnlgM.

Eve^wi™«-*=»'y<"*'""'"'""°'"""
,

to identify the last song

^MIll|||Plii{liil»

II liKWM iiai
'

Willi lina Barrinp

to identify the lasi song
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Ti«a will tem(^ liCfl played. Wll win a CD of your choice and
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campus restdiiranis to lucky callers.

ICH
played. Vou-U.n a.uo...

^ ^„,„,,, ,,. be giving away lunch at your

There's a new drawing every mght. And every

. .nnt Listen to the morning show for game details.
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Briefs SPORTS
Football

The UCLA-Miami game, cancelled earlier

this season because of Hurricane Georges,

has been rescheduled. Find out where and

when inside.

Tuesday, October 1 3J998

Candace Gingrich discusses

gay rights. See page 1
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Scoring threats lead to victory
W.SOCCER: Offense leaders

Duncan, Milburn power Bruins

to wins over Washington teams

By Chris Umpierre

Daily Bruin Contributor

In years past, teams just had to focus on

one player to stop the UCLA women's soc-

cer team. If they were able to shut down
Traci Arkenberg, who graduated last year as

UCLA's all-time goal and point scorer, it was

also likely that they would also shut down the

UCLA offense.

This year is a different story.

In the absence of Arkenberg, the team has

relied on a two-headed attack this year.

Freshman forward Staci Duncan and sopho-

more forward Tracey Milburn have com-

bined to fill the large shoes left by

Arkenberg. Currently, the duo has combined

for 14 goals and 35 points in the first 14

games ot the season.

"I think we are more of a difficult team to

match up against because we have more than

one person that can score goals," said UCLA

women's soccer head coach lodd Saldaiia.

"One of our best attributes is that we are mul-

tifaceted whereas last year our scoring most-

ly came from Traci."

The duo once again spearheaded the- No, 9

UCLA Bruins (I2-I-I, Pac-IO 2-0) offensive

attack as they combined for four goals over

the weekend, helping the Bruins shut down
Washington (4-6-1) on Friday, 2-0, and

Washington State (3-7-2) on Sunday, 3-0.

The duo (Duncan-Milburn)

has since combined to help

the UCLA women's soccer

team to one of the best

starts in school history.

The sweep of the Washington schools

extended the Bruins^ wmning streak to 1 1,

one shy of the schx)ol record set last year.

One of the mam questions heading into the

season was how to replace Arkenberg's fire-

power. Arkenberg holds virtually all of the

offensive records of the program. She fin-

ished her memorable Bruin career as the pro-

gram's career leader in points with an

astounding 169 points (71 goals and 27

assists).

For perspective. Shannon Thomas is sec-

ond on the list for career points for the Bruins

with 32, 137 points behind Arkenberg.

One of the big steps to filling the shoes of

Arkenberg was the signing of Duncan. The
blue chip recruit from San Jose was every

school's choice after her prolific high school

and club sport career, a career in \j'hich ishe

scored 58 goals in one year alone ( 1997).

Saldafia received another prime-lime scor-

er when Mifhurn transferred from

Pepperdine. The 5-fool-9-inch forward was

Peppcrdine's .second leading scorer with 15

points as a freshman.

The duo has since combined to help the

UCLA women's soccer team to one ol' the

best starts in school history. The Duncan-
Milburn combination came up h\^^ nmo
again over the weekend.

Duncan was the first to strike over the

See W.SOCCER, page 39

UCLA senior Louise Lieberman battles a Baylor player in a game played earlier this year.
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Bob Toledo

may become

next 'Wizard

of Westwood'
COLUMN: Charismatic leader

changes Bruin football program

into a burgeoning powerhouse

John Wooden, meet Bob Toledo. What the

"Wizard of Westwood" did for the Brum
ba.sketball program

will never be matched in

any way. shape or form. Or
will it'.'

Look at the transforma-

tion of UCLA's football

program since Toledo was

handed the rein^ in 1996;

—

Evan

Lovett

Women's cross country team takes victory
RECAP: Bruins grab national

attention by defeating tough

teams at invitational in Maine

By Donald Morrison

Daily Bruin Contributor

The No. 22 UCLA women's cross country

team aimed for victory on Saturday at the

Murray Keating Invitational, and they got it.

The Bruins, racing to gain exposure and

respect from around the country, defeated

eight New England schools in Orono, Maine.

**It't our best performance of the year, by

far," head women's cross country coach Eric

Peterson said. "It was a good team effort."

The Bruins, led by Kelly Cohn. ran away

with the invitational title with 35 points.

UCLA had its top six runners, with the top five

scoring, finish within 25 seconds of each other.

Boston College, a team that finished ninth at

last year's NCAA Championships, placed sec-

ond with 46 points.

Cohn was the first Bruin to cross the finish

line. She finished fourth in 17 minutes, 49 sec-

onds over the 3.1 mile course.

Kara Barnard, who has finished as UCLA's
No. 6 runner in previous meets as of late,

placed fifth at the invite. Barnard finished only

one second behind Cohn in 17:50 and ran a

personal best cross-country time by nearly 45

seconds.

"I was very pleased that (Cohn) and

(Barnard) broke up Boston College's No. I

and No. 2 runners," Peterson said. "I know
B.C. has a good team." .

^
• ,

The Golden Eagles' No. 1 runner, Angela

Graham won the meet for the first time since

1995 with a time of 17:23. Boston College's

No. 2 runner, Sharon Van Tuyl finished sixth.

UCLA would then Iftve four more runners

finish before Boston College's No. 4 runner

did. .,

"I figured in order to beat B.C. we'd have to

Sec W.KOUNraX paQC 3S

from the "gutty little

Bruins" to national cham-

pionship contenders.

Always considered a

decent football program,

UCLA never could jump
the last hurdle to become

an upper-echelon school. Seemingly content

with a sm-attering of Pac-10 Championships, a

few Rose Bowls and a national championship

( 1954). the Bruin program was nothing to scoff

at but definitely was not a powerhouse.

I'lorida Slate, Miami, Michigan. Notre

Dame these are the schools that are synony-

mous with college foolball. UCl.A never had

that aura. Ihc Bruins never iRsliiled fear in the

hearts of opponents; opposing teams wouklnt

look at the schedule and circle the showdown
with UCLA as "the big game."

Well, Bobs Bruins are proving thai they

deserve to be in the same class as these perenni-

al powerhouses. UCLA is now a foolball schi>ol,

Never mind Cade McNown. forget Skrp

Hicks, eliminate Shaun Williams froni your .

mind. Bob loledo is the reason that I'C LA is

and will be a rtH>tball .school until at least 2003,

when his contract expires. (Note to athletic

director Pete Dallis: Lxtend Toledo's contract

for about fifty more years, just so the Bruin

faithful will kncm that you are serious about the

It^otball team becoming a force to be reckoned

with.)

In 1996, U'CLA needed a new coach. Head

coach Terry Donahue decided he just wanted to

do commentary on games instead of coaching.

Rick Neuheisel and Clary Barnett spurned

A)ffers to be the U'C LA coach for better offers

from their respective schools. Bruin football

fans were disappointed at the lack of "qualii'ied"

c;indidates, thus forcing the Bruins to [hiov,

their support behind some offensive coordina-

tor from lexas A&M: Bob loledo.

What a find Toledo has been. Focused, deter-

mined, motivated, driven and tenacious. Ihese

are qualities that can describe both Toledo and

the footbalJ team since Donahue's departure.

Coincidence? I think not. What Bob Toledo

has done for this program is immeasurable. He
took what was given to him, added a little confi-

dence, changed a couple of coaches, recruited

some new talent and the Bruins came out with a

whole different persona.

In the wake of Saturday's thrashing of the

Arizona Wildcats, Toledo has proven his worth

as a coach. The battle in Tucson was arguably

the most important game of Toledo's brief

-career. The Pac-10 title was at stake, a shot at - -

the national championship was on the line, but

more importantly, this was the first real adver-

sary UCLA has had to play during Toledo's

tenure.

First, starting fullback Craig Walcndy was

stricken with a mysterious malady Second, wide

Sec 10VETI page 3S
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Black Eyed Peas performed a rousing set at the

House of Blues Monday night. See page 20
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Program unresponsive to student needs
AAP: (j'ilics allege strong

pro-adminislmtion bias,

clamor for roprrsmlalion

By Andy Shah
Daily Bruin Contributor

\

Some members of the Affirmative

Action Coalition have recently

expressed their di.scontent with the

Academic Advancement Program
(AAP), claiming the admmistration-

run program does not adequately

represent students and was unaccom-

modating to some student groups

during the summer.

Some members of the coalition

have complained that AAP does not

have the strong student voice that

other retention programs have,

because it is run by the administra-

tion.

"AAP is very institutionalized,"

said P.J. (Jagajena, L'ndergraduate

Students Association Council

(USAC) internal vice president and

coalition member. "There needs to

be more student representation."

AAP was started in order to get

students from disadvantaged com-

munities to succeed academically,

stay in college and graduate. AAP
offers mentorship, counseling and

tutoring to students in the program.

Student leaders also said that AAP
was unresponsive to some student

advocacy groups' requests to be pre-

sent and meet incoming students at

the Kreshman Summer Program and

the Iransfer Summer Program, sum-

mer sessions aimed specifically

toward incoming AAP students to

help them become acclimated to the

campus.

USAC President Stacy Lee said

that it was more difficult for some
underrepresented students' groups -

which usually use the programs as an

opportunity to to introduce them-

selves to incoming students - to get

space in these programs this year

than It has been in the past.

" I'hey were not really acconmio-

dating," said Lee. "It was just mas-

sive confusion, because it was hard

for some groups to get a space."

But AAP administrators said

these claims are false.

AAP Director Adolfo Bermeo
said that there are many examples of

student representation in his pro-

gram.

"The counselors and tutors who
run programs for AAP are students

themselves," he said. "I work with a

lot of people and they all have a sig-

nificant voice."

Laura Sencion-Mendoza, summer
programs coordinator for AAP, said

that her office sent out letters and

made calls to student groups inviting

See AAP, page 12

course materials

create demand
for booklending
USAC: Studrnl f^ovcrniruMil-run

program Ids Bruins horrovv,

inslrad of buy, lexis lor (|uarl(M'

By Barbara Ortutay

Daily Bruin Staff

While the cost of textbooks is skyrocketing,

alternatives to shelling t>ut that $200 or $300

each quarter at the MCLA textbook store are

often difficult to find. ..:,•' -^

The Undergraduate Students Association

Council's (USAC) quarterly booklending prcv

gram is one such alternative - lending books to

students who demonstrate financial need.

"It's one less worry, with the high cost of

education," said Peter Lope/, a second-year

biology student, who runs the program.

Currently, there is a limited number of text-

books available, about 70 to 80 altogether,

according to USAC President Stacy Lee.

"The books go really quickly," she said.

"There is a very high demand
'

Unlike the library reserves, which lend

books for three days at most, students using

the booklending service can keep their books

for the entire quarter.

In order to get books from USAC, students

have to apply at the beginning of each quarter

and demonstrate financial need.

According to Lopez, students don't have to

receive financial aid in order to be eligible for

the program.

"If your parents make more money than

what makes you eligible for financial aid, but

not enough, you may still be able to get books,

"

he said.

The program, which began three years ago,

is called Students First! Booklending Service

after the name of the USAC slate that was in

power at that time.

"The number of books we have has

increased since," Lee said.

. Some students, however, are not impressed

with the program.

"If they are going to have this, it should be

more effective, and they should have more

books," said second-year English student Traci

Spencer.

SeeBOOKUNMNCpageU

A hair-raising experience

JAMIE SCANION JACOBS/Daily Brum

Second-year chemical engineering student Chris Bonoiovanni (left) and third-year electrical engineering student Dan Brecht

work on a physics experiment involving static electricity. The lab, held in Kinsey Hall, is part of the Physics 8 series.

Overcrowding affects even small schools
MICHIGAN: In line with rest of

nation, MSU enrollment rises,

especially for Honors College

By Melissa Burden
State News
University Wire

_ EAST LANSING, Mich. Michigan State

University (MSU) is keeping consistent with

college enrollment across the United States in

at least one respect - it's more crowded than it

was last year.

This fall MSU registered 43.189 students,

up 1.4 percent from 1997 figures.

Undergraduates make up 34.089 of the total

enrollment.

According to the Chronicle of Higher

Education, college enrollment could reach an

all-time high this fall with 14.6 million stu-

dents, up some 240,000 from last year.

MSU's numbers, from the Enrollment

Services Programs report, were confirmed

after Sept. 24, which marked the quarter of the

fall semester.

The Honors College saw the biggest per-

centage increase of students, leaping almost 16

percent. •. . :,: • -.-: • :'..' .":;.
...

Since i993, enrollment in the Honors

College has almost doubled, from 864 to its

current number of more than 1,600, said Ron

Fisher, director of the college.

Fisher said the substantial increase in

enrollment is due to the university recruiting

more high-achieving students, the university's

reputation overall and the increase in merit-

based scholarships.

Fisher said he expects the size of the Honors

College to remain about the same in future

years.

"We've -reached a point where the Honors

College enrollment is going to stabilize," he

said. "The university's goal is to try to stabilize

honors student enrollment at between 5 and 6

percent of total undergraduate enrollment."

The Eli Broad College of Business grew by

more than 400 students, or 7.1 percent, to .

6,374.

James Rainey, the college's associate dean

for academic affairs, said the increase in stu-

dents concerns the Eli Broad College of

Business.

In the late 1980s, about 7,300 undergradu-

_—^—_____________—_——— *
See OVMatOHflNNG, pa9e 12
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Researcher awarded
$3 million to study TB
The National Institute on Drug Abuse has

awarded has awarded $3.16 million to nursing

professor Adeline Nyamathi for a five-year

study to determine the best way to prevent

tuberculosis among homeless men and
women.

The grant will allow researchers to establish

a prevention project in the Skid Row area of

downtown Los Angeles to determine whether

providing special education programs to

homeless people infected with tuberculosis

increases compliance with medication therapy.

UCLA researchers from the schools of

medicine and public health will join efforts to

determine whether providing homeless men
and women with an eight-week, nurse-taught

educational course about tuberculosis and
HIV-prevention will increase their compliance
with medication therapy and reduce behaviors

that put them at risk of HIV infection.

Researchers hope to enroll 600 homeless men

and women in the project.

The federal grant, the Hfth in a

series of grants over the past 1 1 years,

supports the work of Nyamathi and her

research group »n their study of the heahh
needs of homeless men and women, particular-

ly as it relates to HIV and other infectious dis-

eases.

Anderson School wins

Brillante Award
The National Society of Hispanic MBAs

has awarded The Anderson School at UCLA
with the 1998 Brillante Award in the educa-

tional institutional category.

The school was honored for its significant

contributions to increase the awareness and
opportunities of getting an MBA within the

Fii.spanic community.

Despite the end of affirmative action on on
UC campuses, Anderson has remained com-
mitted to promoting diversity through such

successful initiatives as the Riordan program.

LEARN, Destination MBA and
MBA Forums. Active organiza-

tions such as the 20-year-old Latino

Management Student Association and
its alumni counterpart provide continuous sup-

port and networking opportunities to

Anderson's Hispanic Community.

American Indian

Center receives grant
UCLA's American Indian Studies Center

was recently awarded a three-year, $336,793
grant from the U.S. Department of Education
to introduce innovative curricula, strengthen

course offerings and establish a two-year
Associate of Arts degree program in Indian

justice systems at tribal community colleges

throughout the country.

The funds will be used to establish Project

Peacemaker, an initiative designed to empow-
er Native American people and their commu-
nities, as well as increase equity, access and suc-

cess for Native American students pursuing

higher education, particularly in law-related

fields.

"Through Project Peacemaker, UCLA will

work with four tribal universities to establish

Indian justice systems as a subject of study,

education and community development based
upon Native perspectives, customs, traditions,

common law, culture and traditional dispute

resolution," said project co-director Duane
Champagne, a professor of sociology and
director of UCLA's American Indian Studies

Center.

Champagne said the program will prepare
Native American students for careers in law,

government, education, social services, envi-

ronmental protection and economic develop-

ment in tribal communities.

As a pipeline for students interested in law

school and other higher education opportuni-

ties. Project Peacemaker will assist them in

their transition into bachelor's and graduate
degree programs the workforce and law-relat-

ed fields.
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WHArS BREWIN'TODAY

Noon
GALA
Brown Bag Lunch

Royce Fountain • 825-8053

Student Accounting Society

Weekly meeting - First and Young
picsLMiis "Tilt; On Campiis"
Interview"

Young Grand Salon • 2044771

4355D Public Policy

Free admission • 206-3109

6 p.m.
La Familia

Organization meeting

Wanted: all gay, lesbian, bisexual.

iransgender Laiinos/as

Ackermam3517
-Ray Fernandez • 559-5189

QWQy from
Studying abroad provides opportunities

tl^ot many students tal^e advantage of -

usually with positive results

Adelanto

Ha'Am Jewish Student Magazine
Pinata picnic with staffand friends

Dickson Plaza

Free admission • 825-6280

UCLA Recycling Program
Informational meeting

Haines 6 -825-3033
.

Ask for Mark Dittmer

off the mark ioy Mark Parisi

REMINDER

curM^ Off. VJlLLVAf? W£U, MflMfe^

^^/oiVeRicKflPAD ragt

LESS THAN A WEEK LEFT:
To drop impacted courses (L&S

undergraduate students)

To change Study List (add, drop
courses) without fee through URSA
Telephone

To check wait lists for courses through

URSA Telephone

To enroll in courses for credit without

$50 laic Study Li.st Ice through URSA
Telephone

To file advancement to candidacy

petition for master's degree with major

department

To file graduate leaves ofabsence with

Graduate Division, 1255 Murphy Hall

To file undergraduate "request for edu-

cational fee reduction with college or

school

For Nursing undergraduates to

add/drop without school approval

To declare bachelor's degree candida-

cy for current term (with fee depending

on units completed - see "Degree

Policies" in the "Academic Policies"

section for details)

For full refund on textbooks with

UCLA Store receipt (exception made
with proof of drop or withdrawal up to

8th week)

Schiller Institute

Save the Presidency - Discussion

to stop the assault on the president

and mobilize for an economic

recovery

KerckholH33- 213-259-1860

Student Inter-religious Steering

Committee

Organizational meeting

208-6869

1p.m.
Amigos de UCLA
Amigos de UCLA orientation

411 KerckholTHall- 825-2217

LASA
First meeting

Haines 2- 206-2631

Asian Pacififc Coalition

Meeting

Campbell 2240 -825-7184

Samahang Piiipino

Pilipino American History Month
- Grown Through Mother Earth

Sproul Lounge • 825-2727

Wesley Christian Fellowship

Pray, play, eat

URC - 208-6869 —

—

^-"

3 p.m.
American Student Association

First general meeting

AU2408

4 p.m.
Project WILD
Mandatory orientation meeting

Kerckhorr400 • 8254724

Project B.R.I.TE.

Orientation meeting

KercTchofri31 -825-2333

Project Literacy

Orientation meeting

Kerckhofr400

5 p.m.
UCLA Students Against Drunk
Driving (SADD)
Sign- up and general information

meeting

Free pizza

Franz 1178 -236-3821

CAPPP
Information meeting

Campus Crusade for Christ

Weekly meeting

5440 Boelter Hall

7 p.m.
Mahu - Asian Pacific AIDS
Intervention Team
Safer-Sex Workshop
Campbell 3232

Student Alumni Association

Career Network Workshop:

Career Options for MBAs
Alumni Center - 206-6062

The Edge

"What is it about Mary?"
Free food, great talk, cool music!

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

9 p.m.
The UCLA Hellenic-american

Students' Organization

First general meeting

Ackerman 3517

www.uclagreeks.com

By H.JayneAhn
Daily Bruin Contributor

Jenni Alpert didn't think something as sim-

ple as food would be such a big problem when

she went to Spain this summer

"I ended up becoming a coffee addict

because I didn't like the food at all," the third-

year ethnomusicology student said.

But she managed to adjust, just like many

UCLA students have done in the past and will

continue to do.

Last year, about 300 students packed their

suitcases and left to study in countries across

the world through the University of California

Education Abroad Program ( I;AP) ,

of self-searching T was trying to figure out

where my places were going be over there,"

said Amanda Miller, a fourth- year commu-
nications student who studied in (iranada,

Spain last year,' and also traveled through

Europe and Africa.

"Sometimes I almost felt like it was a test

on my own self-discipline where I had to

make a place in some world that I didn't

really belong in," she added.

Cathy Tsang Feign, a family counselor,

said that "most people who niove overseas

expect to experience a mixture and series of

emotions, ranging from elation to depres-

sion, infatuation to homesickness, com-

nionlv known as 'ciillure shuck.'"

An additional 400 students traveled and

worked overseas.

Often, relocating overseas is. a challenge,

even for college students who want lo be

enlightened by the realities of the world.

"Even when we send students lo Washington

D.C., its a culture shock for some of them."

.said Dario Bravo, assistant director at the E.\po

C'cnler. "But when they go abroad. I think it's ;i

more profound experience
"

Nearly all student returnees profess that

their experience abroad was one of the most

memorable and positive experiences they have

had in college.

Despite this, it wasn't completely smooth""

sailing for anyone.

"During the first few months, there was a lot
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What's Brewin'can be reached via e-mail at

whatsbrewin@>media.ucla.edu
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Jessica van der Valk, administrative

director at LAP, talked about what stu-

dents should anticipate when staying

abroad.

"You can pretty much count on there

being certain days of bumpy spots when

you feel alienated troin the culture," she

said.
'

Ihe program «>^fers a number of orienta-

tions and personal counseling lor students

wlu> are about lo go abroad, including ones on

culture, packing and travel, health and financial

aid.

The program 'aJso informs students about

loca l customs, existing stereotypes and general

perceptions of Americans by foreigners

"Sometimes people at travel agencies or

hotels would try to rip us off Hotels would

charge a higher rate for us becau.se we were for-

eigners, and sometimes they tried to trick us,"

said Eddie Lo, a fourth-year international ect>-

nomics student, who studied in Beijing last

year.

Although he had a fabulous time there, Lo

admitted that the changes in food and the gen=~

eral environment took some getting used to.

"I had a hard time in the beginning because I

couldn't get used to some of the environmental

factors, such as the climate and the pollution in

the city," Lo said. "I would have trouble breath-

ing sometimes."

Getting used to the different kinds of food

can be a common problem for many expatriate

students.

Deylan Clark.a fifth-year chemistry student,

began to cook his own food becau.se he didn't

like the lamb, potatoes, and fish and chips thiU

are widely eaten in New Zealand.

Instead of eating the local food, he started

making Mexican and Chinese food for himself

and his friends.

"1 came back a better cook," Clark said.

Lo also tried cooking instead of relying

on the dorm food that was provided for

him.

"Sometimes I had burgers at

McDonald's, which is

considered a

IINNI Ait'lKI

Third-year ethnomusicology student Jenni

Alpert is featured in a Spanish newspaper.

luxury Item there. 'Overall. I wasn't getting

enough nutrients the way I did here in the

Stales," he said.

Another challenge facing students studying

abroad is the communication that generally

exists between foreigners and travelling

Americans.

"In the beginning, I was crying because I

couldn't express myself When it came time to

eat, my stomach just wanted to die - out of fear

that I would have to eat something that I didn't

like," Alpert said.

Bravo pointed out that many students travel

under the false assumption that jtvdryone

speaks English.

"Some students think we have a Cbmrnon

language (English). But even when you go to

Hyde Park or London and hear people talking,

you don't know what they are saying because of

their heavy accents," he said.

Indeed, Clark mentioned that he had some

problems communicating at first because of the

slang and idiomatic expressions the New
Zealanders used.

"I couldn't quite keep up with the slang some

of the guys used. I got teased a bit when I blurt-

ed out words without really knowing what they

meant," he said.

Despite the hassle associated with living

abroad, most students take advantages of being

in an environment they normally don't have

exposure to back home.

Travelling to sites of historical significance

or immersing themselves with local culture is a

common spare-time activity for many expatri-

ate students.

for Clark, it meant doing things outdoors.

See ABROAD, page 13
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Administration pushes local phone ccpipetition

DECISION: Question on

who should set prices

delays market opening

By Laurie Asseo
The Associated Press

WASUIN(j>ON The (linlon

adminislration asked the Supreme

Court today to reinstate federal rules

aimed at quickly opening the $1)0

billion local phone market to compe-

Recall issued on

meat products

possibly tainted

with salmonella

FOOD: Thorough heating

to destroy bacteria; source

of contanninant unknown

The Associated Press

CEDARTOWN.Ga. Anolllcial

at a processing plant that is recalling

titiorl.

A 1996 federal law aimed to allow

local competition "rapidly and

throughout the country" and autho-

rized the Federal Communications

Commission to set rules to make it

happen, Solicitor (ieneral Seth

Waxman told the justices.

A lower court ruling that threw

out federal price guidelines means

"the process of rapid competition is

on hold," added attorney Bruce

fvnnis, representing A'I&.'I and MCI,

which joined the federal government

in the case.

Lawyers for local phone compa-

nies and state regulators said the

authority to set price guidelines and

other rules still must be reserved to

the states.

"The FCC doesn't have a role with

respect to pricing unless the state fails

to act," attorney Diane Munns said

in behalf of slate regulators.

• If that's so. Justice Anlonin Scalia

said. "You could have 50 different

states having 50 different regulations

... until they were all litigated out."

Lower prices for consumers is the

ultimate goal of Congress' decisiori

to let other companies compete

agamst local phone companies

long have had a virtual monopoly.

Competition in long-distance ser-

vice since the 1984 breakup of the

Bell system ha:s caused average long-

distance prices to drop by more than

70 percent, government lawyers say.

The justices doubled the usual

argument time for arguments to two

See PHONE, page 10

Supreme Court

rejects specific

rotection for

Murder recasts light on hate crimes

atwut /m i l l ion pounds ol bee t , pouh

try and pork products distributed to

-:«chools, Hospitals and prisons in 34

states, ..including California, says

proper reheating should eliminate

any danger.

"My expectation is that the vast

majority of the products we are

recalling are perfectly good, fine

products," Jack Harris, CEO of

Zartic Inc., in Ccdartown, northwest

of Atlanta, said Monday.

He said that since thorough cook-

ing kills the salmonella bacteria, the

frozen products should be properly

reheated.

The U.S. Department of

Agriculture extended a recall of the

products Saturday because testing

turned up continued salmonella cont-

amination at the Zartic plant.

The cooked patties went to "insti-

tutional users" only and were not sold

in stores, the USDA said. It said there

have been no reports of illness caused

by contaminated Zartic products.

Tests on two samples from the

same plant tested positive for salmtv

See RECALL, page 14

STUDENT: Clinton urges

protection, while others

fear anti-gay sentiment

By Robert W. Black

The Associated Press

LARAMIE, Wyo The beat-

ing death of a gay University of

Wyoming student inspired condo-

lences from across the country, as

President C-linton and activists

asked lawmakers to give homosex-

uals the protection of hate-crime

laws.

badly fractured by the beating that

doctors said they couldn't oper-

ate.

He was found last Wednesday

after enduring near-freezing tem-

peratures for up to 18 hours,

lashed to a split-rail post outside

Laramie. He had been pistol-

whipped after being lured from a

campus bar by two men who told

him they were gay, authorities

said.

"All gay people and lesbians

have felt alone and under siege at

times," gay activist Michael

pass the hate-crime legislation."

j__J"he Hale Crimes Protection

Act would make federal offenses

of crimes based on sex, disability

and sexual orientation.

Current law covers crimes

based on race, color, religion or

national origin.

Of the 41 states that have hate-

crime laws, 21 specifically cover

offenses motivated by the victim's

sexual orientation. Efforts to pass

a hate-crime law in Wyoming have

failed.

Fort Collins police were investi-

gating a violently worded e-mail

received Monday by at least two

Meanwhile the incident has

also inspired outbursts of anti-gay

hatred, including an anonymous e-

mail applauding the attack and an

offensive parade float.

The movement toward hate

crimes legislation following

Shepard's slaying is the kind of

political shift that will draw out

those with strong anti-gay feel-

ings, according to hate crimes

experts and advocates for gay

rights.

"The reactions in these kinds of

triggering events are predictable

but invisible." said Valerie

Jenness, professor of sociology at

University of California, Irvine,

and author of the book "Hate

Crimes: New Social Movements
and the Politics of Violence."

"No one will say, 'I hate these

people,' but it serves to confirm

homophobic sentiments (exist)."

Matthew Shepard, 21, died at a

Fort Collins, Colo., hospital

Monday after spending several

days in a coma. His skull was so

"(Shepard) was so

young. He had not yet

had the chance to live."

Michael Weinstein

Activist

Weinstein told about 1,000 people

attending a candlelight vigil in

West Hollywood, Calif. "Thinking

of him alone on that post, ... it's

just horrifying. He was so young.

He had not yet had the chance to

live."

While some hope Shepard's

death will lead to stronger hate

crimes laws, to others he is a sym-

bol for an unwelcome way of life.

"Americans will once again

search their hearts and do what

they can to reduce their own fear

and anxiety and anger at people

who are different," Clinton said.

"And I hope that Congress will

gay and lesbian groups.

Police were attempting to find

the source of the e-mail message,

which applauded the murder of

Shepard, and closed with the

words: "I hope it happens more
often."

The e-mail was discovered

Monday morning by Brenda

Hervey, executive director of the

Rainbow Chorus, a choir that

combines gay and straight per-

formers.

"My first thought was that

somebody had been letting me
know he (Shepard) had died early

this morning," Hervey said.

"Then when I clicked to open the

message and began reading, I was

just sickenedr^^^

Members of the Lambda
Community Center, a gay and les-

bian support organization,

received the same message.

Authorities in Fort Collins also

were trying to find out how a

See ATTAOC page 8

homosexuals
RULING: Justices allows

city charter amendment

to stand, create confusion

By Richard Carelli

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON The Supreme

Court allowed Cincinnati to deny gay

people specific protection from dis-

crimination Tuesday in a case that

seemed to contradict a ruling the

court made two years ago.

The action, after the justices struck

down as unconstitutional a similar

measure in Colorado in 1996, will

likely create confusion over govern-

ment policies on gay rights. Unlike

the earlier ruling, Tuesday's action

set no national precedent, but it

caused outrage just the same.

"The Supreme Court has given up.

That's horrible," said Alphonse

Gerhardstein, who represented

opponents to the Cincinnati city

charter amendment.

The voter-approved measure bans

policies or ordinances that give

homosexuals c laims=j^ legal proiec-

tion from discrimination - in hous-

ing, employment or otherwise -

based on their sexual orientation. It

also bars "any claim of minority or

protected status, quota preference or

other preferential treatment."

In rejecting a challenge to that

amendment, Gejhardstein said, the

highest court has let Cincinnati

"remain as the only community in

America where discrimination

against gay people is institutionalized

in the city charter."

What real-world impact, if any, the

amended city charter will have is

hotly contested. Most cities and

states offer no protection against bias

based on sexual orientation.

The 6th U.S. Circuit Court of

Appeals upheld Cincinnati's amend-

ed charter provision, ruling that it

"merely removed municipally enact-

ed special protection from gays and

lesbians." Tuesday's order left that

ruling intact. But three justices, in an

unusual step, played down the

order's significance.

See GAY, page 11
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WORLD & NATION Dow Jones Industrials
down: 63.33

close: 7,938.14

Nasdaq Index

down: 36.63

close: 1,509.45

DoUar

Yen: 118.88

Mark: 1.6322

Republicans move^head with inquiry despite polls
CONGRESS: Though stats

show many trust Clinton,

GOP remains optimistic

By will Lester

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Republicans

have a three-pronged strategy for

November's congressional elections:

Forge ahead with the impeachment

inquiry in Washington, stick to issues

in district campaigns across the

nation and don't get spooked by the

polls.

Three weeks before midterm elec-

tions, Americans say they disapprove

by a 2-to-l margin, 62 percent to 31

percent, of the way Republicans are

investigating President Clinton's con-

duct, according to a poll released

Monday. And a growing number say

they trust Clinton more than the

Republicans to deal with the nation's

problems.

But Republican politicians say that

pursuing the impeachment inquiry

appeals to their party's voter base

while candidates talking about issues

at the district level will appeal to cru-

cial swing voters.

"My sense of the polling data is

that the more knowledgeable people

are about the (investigation's) details,

the more likely they are to vote

Republican," said Rep. John Linder

of Georgia, chairman of the

Republicfin National Congressional

Committee.

And Republican press secretaries

on Capitol Hill got a memo Monday
from House Ways and Means
Committee -Chairman Bill Archer's

spokesman Ari Fleischer that said:

"Media polls have a notoriously bad

track record, they always understate

GOP performance."

Democrats, sensing a shift in pub-

lic setitimcnt after two gloomy
months, say they have renewed hopes

about the Nov. 3 congressional elec-

tions.

One Democratic challenger in the

state of Washington, former Rep. Jay

Inslee, has even targeted Republican

incumbent Rep. Rick White for his

vote in favor of an impeachment
inquiry, focusing on it in a television

advertisement.

"Thanks to the Republicans, it's a

lot easier being a Democratic candi-

date now than it was a month ago,"

said Democratic pollster Geoff

Garin, contending the impeachment

investigation has been perceived as

partisan.

See IMPEACHMENT, page 10

Qinton gives Serbs four days

to comply. • •

The Associated Press

Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat at the official inaugration of the Host Park in Gaza City.

Israeli pullback to be contingent on

security guarantees by Palestinians

U.N,: AlliaruT authorizes force,

demands immediate end to

attacks on Albanians in Kosovo

By Robert Bttmfc

NATO airstrikes

see that Serb troops pull back, that refugees be

allowed to return lo their homes and that other

conditions of the U.N. Security Council are

met.

National Security Adviser Sandy Berger

said on ABC's "Good Morning America"

today that the "agreement provides for a very

DEMANDS: Netanyahu's cabinet

vows to dissolve his coahtion if

advice is unheeded at meeting

By Jack Katzenell

The Associated Press

JERUSALEM - Cabinet hard-liners asked

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu today to

link a West Bank troop pullback to Palestinian

security guarantees, and an Israeli swimming in

a spring was shot to death in an attack blamed

on Palestinian militants.

The shooting and the hard-liners' demands

came a day before Netanyahu was to leave for

Washington lor meetings with Palestinian

leader Yasser Arafat.

President Clinton is pushing the two to con-

clude an agreement on an Israeli troop with-

drawal from 13 percent of the West Bank.

Palestinian militants have carried out a series

of drive-by shootings in recent years.

In today's attack, two Israeli men were

bathing in a spring near the comnuinal farm of

Ora west of Jerusalem when shots were fired

from a passing car, said police spokesman

See MIDEAST, page 13

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - President Clinton says

Yugoslav President Slobodan Milosevic has

four days to fulfill his promise to comply with

U.N. demands on Kosovo, or face swift mili-

tary action by NAIO forces. He spoke skepti-

cally of the chances of avoiding airstrikes.

"Commitments are not compliance,"

Clinton said of Milosevic's last-minute agree-

ment Monday to comply with U.N. Security

Council. Resolution 1 199 demanding an end,to

attacks on ethnic Albanians in Kosovo and the

start of credible talks on autonomy foi the

region.

"Balkan graveyards are filled with President

Milosevic's broken promises." Clinton added.

In hastily arranged remarks Monday
evening in between Democratic fund-raisers in

New York, Clinton said NATO's political lead-

ership, meeting in Bru.ssels, Belgium, took a

dual-track approach: It authorized airstrikes

but also gave Milosevic a four-day breathing

period.

-In those (our days, international inspectors

will try to verify that Milosevic has fully met his

commitments.

"If these commitments are met and the

international community will be able to see for

itself whether they are met - they could provide

the basis for peace and progress," Clinton said.

He called the full implementation of

Milosevic's promises "a critical and very big

Mf.'"

Clinton said Milosevic had agreed to permit

a "robust" team of international inspectors to

substantial verification mission on the ground,

perhaps 2,000 or more people who can moni-

tor what's happening.

"It provides for a comprehensive air surveil-

lance system with the ground radars and the

other air defense systems in Kosovo turned off.

So we will be able to determine for ourselves"

whether Milosevic is complying.

White House press secretary Joe Lockhart

said the monitoring force would include an

unknown number of Americans. Any
American participants would not include com-

bat troops, Lockhart said. He said some U.S.

civilians could be involved, but had no details.

Clinton said NATO's decision marked just

the second time in the alliance's nearly SO-year

history that it authorized the use of force - "and

the first time in the case of a country brutally

repressing its own people." The first NATO
military strikes were in Bosnia in September

1995; they led to the Dayton peace accords that

ended the civil war in Bosnia.

The Americans and Europeans want

Milosevic to halt the crackdown he launched

Feb. 28 against the separatist Kosovo

Liberation Army. Ethnic Albanians make up

90 percent of the population of Kosovo, a

province of Serbia, the largest republic of

Yugoslavia.

The Security Council demands include with-

drawal of more Serb troops from Kosovo,

allowing humanitarian aid to refugees and

opening up serious talks with the secessionists

on the restoration of self-rule for the province.

Serbia emerged the dominant part of

See KOSOVO, page 15
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China reconsiders

free-market reforms
SHANGHAI - With global financial turmoil

battering its traditional trading partners and

threatening its growth, China is rethinking its

ambitious embrace of free-market reforms,

launched with great fanfare over the past year.

Chinese leaders have backpedaled on poli-

cies to privatize state industries, delayed plans to

encourage home ownership and slowed mea-

sures to overhaul the financial sector.

In a sign of the unease the midstream policy

shift has created, it is not on the publicly

announced agenda of the Communist Party's

closed-door Central Committee meeting, which

began Monday. AgriciiUural reform is.

Reform reassessment is considered a likely

topic during the three-day meeting of China's

344 most influential politicians.

Government policy advisers insist China's

20-year economic reform effort goes on. The

communist leadership has drawn comfort from

moves by Malaysia and Russia to

seal their economies from what they

consider the excesses of unfettered

global markets, Chinese media and pol-

icymaking sources say.

"The Communist Party normally does not

announce that it has changed its policies or rec-

ognized its mistakes," said Pan Wei, an expert

on Chinese politics at Peking University.

"When they hold a plenum, there has to be a

pronouncement. Some problems, the ones that

are relatively easy lo resplve, they'll talk about.

The ones that are hard, even if discussed, won't

be easily resolved," Pan said.

Premier Zhu Rongji, No. 3 in the party and

the leader most closely ass(x:iated with the

reforms, began signaling a retreat in speeches

last summer. Months of bad economic news

showed Asia's financial torpor was squeezing

exports and foreign investment and dragging

down China's growth below the 8 percent tar-

get.

Defense secrets

sold, says FBI

WASHINGTON - The FBI charged a

former analyst with the Pentagon's super-secret

National Security Agency with selling top

defense secrets, including targets for U.S.

nuclear weapons, to the Soviet Union during

1988-1991 for $60,000.

The former employee of the government's

top eavesdropping and code-breaking agency,

David Sheldon B(X)ne, 46, who has been living

in Germany, was arrested after being lured here

by an FBI sting in which agents posed as spies

for Russia trying to get him to resume spying,

the Justice Department saicL.

Boone was to make an initial appearance

today before U.S. Magistrate Judge Welton C.

Sewell in Alexandria, Va. He was charged with

espionage, which carries a top penalty of life in

prison, or death if certain conditions are met.

Paula Jones warits

to restore lawsuit
WASHINGTON - Paula Jones, saying

President Clinton's misleading testimony about

Monica Lewinsky should be grounds to restore

her dismissed lawsuit, has asked a federal

appeals court to let her incorporate the argu-

ment in the case.

Even though it is unusual to admit informa-

tion that was unavailable when a case was dis-

missed, Ointon's denial of a sexual relationship

with Monica Lewinsky left the Jones case **taint-

ed by perjury, obstruction of justice or other

fraud," Jones' lawyers argued to the court.

.TNo fair-minded person" who reviews

Independent Counsel Kenneth Starr's findings

"can fail to conclude that Mr. Qinton lied under

oath ... in this case and unlawfully interfered

wi^h Mrs. Jones' efforts" to gather evidence, her

lawyers argued in a briefmade public Tuesday.

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports.
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STATE & LOCAL
Stanford professor wins Nobel Prize

AWARD: Laughlin shares

credit for discoveries

on electron interaction

By David Kligman
The Associated Press

STANFORD Robert C.

Laughlin got the news he had won
the Nobel Prize for physics in a par-

ticularly unscientific way - his 13-

year-okl roused him after taking the

2 a.m. call on his Mickey Mouse tele-

phone.

"Hey, Dad, there's some guy

from Sweden who wants to talk to

you," Laughlin said a lew hours after

he had been awakened early

Tuesday, recalling the wee-hours

conversation with his son Todd.

The "guy" was calling to let

l>aughlin know that he, Horst L.

Slormer of (iermany and Daniel ('.

Isui, a native of China who is now an

American cilizen. would share the

$97S,0()0 prize for their discoveries

of how electrons interact to make
the universe work as il does.

At a news conference, a beaming,

tweed-jacketed Laughlin. his gray

hair disheveled, accepted the

applause and cheers of friends, fami-

ly and co-workers, including two pre-

vious Stanford Nobel laureates.

Laughlin, 47, tried to explain the

significance of what he had accom-

plished, but his arcane lesson was

met by a number of blank faces.

Will the discovery have an impact

on our everyday life, he was asked.

Se«UU6NUN,pa9e11

Tourist shot, killed

ery attemptin nfit

Ihe Associated P»es4

Robert Laughlin recalls how he received the phone call from Sweden.

Organizations investigated on voter fraud charges

MURDER: German tourist

in Santa Monica couldn't

understand assailants

The Associated Press

SANTA MONICA A German
tourist couldn't understand the

demands of armed robbefs and

refused to turn over a bag before he

was shot to death beneath a palm tree

outside a luxury beachfront hotel,

authorities said Tuesday.

The gunman and two companions

fled and passersby rushed to help

Horst Featz, 50, who was on a starlit

Monday evening stroll with another

German couple behind the Lodws
Santa Monica Beach Hotel, but he

died in a hospital emergency room a

short time later.

There have been no arrests.

Names of the victim's wife and the

other couple have not released.

The shooting led to an outpouring

of emotion from distraught residents.

CHARGES: Stale groups may hav(* ac(*epled al least

H),()()() registration cards with lalsv inlorniation

By P.H. Ferguson

The Associated Press

I wo C aliloriiia voter ic^istralioii

organi/.atioiis may be responsible Un
l(),()()() possibly phony rcjiistralion

cards submillcd lo the Los Angeles

Count) registrar, authorities said

Iiiesdas

(aliloriiia Voter Kegistration

I'roiecl and the .Assembly Democrats

Statewide Votei Kegistralioii Prt)|ect

were beinii investig.itcd because of the

unprcccck'fitcti quantilx ol registra-

tions with bogus addresses or names,

Secrelars o\ State Hill lones and

District Attorney (Jil Garcetti said.

Telephone messages left at

Assembly Democrats Statewide

-Voter RegistrHtu>n Project, run by

Assemblyman Ired Keeley, IXSanta

Cru/. and • Calirornia Voter

Registration Project oirices in

Sacramento were not immedialel)

returned

Ihc groups are so-called bounl\

See REGISTRATION, page IS

"How can we help .' was written

on a card propped against the palm

tree where Featz was shot and there

was a steady stream of tearful visitors

with (lowers. One man in shorts

arrived with a bouquet of flowers and

he knelt in prayer.

"They had his bag. They didn't

"Tiave to shoot," said resident Glen

Goldman, who heard the shots at

about 7:30 p.m. and saw the gunman
flee. Police investigators said il wasn't

known if the ri)bbers got away with

any valuables.

'I heard Ine quick repetitive gun-

shots and ran out and siiw a gentle-

man stumbling onto the back grounds

of the Loews Hotel and a man jump-

ing back into a four-door, light gray

sedan speeding away down Appian

Way," Goldman said.

The shooting took place within

walking distance of such popular

tourist spots as the Santa Monica

Pier, 3rd Street Promenade and

Venice Boardwalk.

"Santa Monica will not tolerate

violence," Mayor Robert Holbrook

said. _,__ — __
During a news conference, Police

Chief James Butts said robbery was

the motive and communication diffi-

culties as well as Featz's refusal to

turn over his bag exacerbated the situ-

ation. Featz, visiting from Lobau,

Germany, didn't speak English.

"The suspect demanded money
from the victim. The victim spoke

only German and there was a com-

munication barrier and at some point

a physical struggle began between

two of the suspects and the victim,"

Butts said.

"During the struggle one suspect

fired mulliple gunshots trom a haird^

gun, striking one of the victims in the

chest," the chief said.

Featz was shot three times in the

chest, said Ted Braun, spokesman for

Santa Monica-UCLA Medical

Center.

No one else was hurt.

Witness Tina Butler said she heard

the shots and ran out to investigate.

"I saw hull laying there and she

was just hysterical." Ms. Butler said

of Fcat/s wife

The tourists weren't slaying ai

Loews Santa Monica Beach Hotel,

police said.
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High phone charges in prison raises issues of inmates' rights
FINANCE: Convicts are

required to pay high fees

for long distance calls

By Jennifer Brown
The Associated Press

PHILADELPHIA - Dannielle

Hadley's weekly collect calls from the

state Correctional Institution at

Muncy to her two teenage sons in

Philadelphia cost an average of $15

each.

The same half-hour calls from an

outside pay phone would cost less than

half that, a difference phone compa-

nies blame on multi-million-dollar com-

missions paid to secure service con-

tracts with state prison officials.
^~~'--

"There is a general understanding

that as part of being inside an institu-

tion, there are things you don't have

access to that people on the outside do.

Part of tha^ is paying more to use a tele-

phone," said Michael Lukens, a

Pennsylvania Department of

Corrections spokesman.

Nearly every state awards exclusive

contracts for prison phone service

based on which company offers the

most lucrative deal - provided they

also have state-of-the-art technology to

prevent credit-card fraud and other

phone scams.

In 1997, New York collected more"

than $20 million from MCI, a 40 f)er-

cent commission on inmates' long-dis-

tance calls. Florida charged MCI 50

percent, collecting $13 million in 1997.

California collected $18.7 million;

Michigan $9.5 million; and

Pennsylvania $6 million.

In Pennsylvania, the phone commis-

sions are divided between the state's

general fund and an inmates' welfare

and recreational fund. Other states.

such as Michigan, use the money to

pay county prisons that house state

inmates or for programs such as b(X)t

camp and electronic monitoring.

""^''We give (inmates) a warm, dry,

safe place to sleep, safer than some of

the places they come from, and that

costs money. And we're going to find

ways, like this, to get money," Matt

Davis, a spokesman for the Michigan

Department of Corrections, said

Tuesday.

While prison olTicials say the phone

fees pay for prison programs so tax-

payers don't have to, prison-rights

advcKates denounce the system as a

way to gouge inmates' families.

"Here, basically, you have a tax on

the very poorest people. Prison

inmates are not coming from wclko-

do classes," said Gerald Norlander,

deputy director of the Public Utility

Law Project in Albany, N.Y., a con-

sumer watchdog group. "This hits

them where they have no choice. For

these poor families, their main contact

to loved ones is by phone."

Pennsylvania's 24 state prisons have

1,277 telephones for inmates, all owned

by AT&T. Inmates can make only col-

See PRISON, page 8

Debate over federal budaet continues

GOVERNMENT: State

educational spending

highlights proposals

By Alan Fram
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Their difler-

ences dwindling but still knotty.

White House and congressional bud-

get bargainers hunted for agreement

Tuesday on schools, family planning

and other issues snarling a massive

^SOO hilHnn hill for fhp ni»w Ti^ral

but Republicans wanted to let insur-

ers opt out if they had moral objec-

tions. And Clinton - joined by

Senate Minority Leader Tom
Daschle, D-S.D. - was continuing to

insist on billions of dollars more for

farmers reeling under plummeting

crop prices.

With the Nov. 3 congressional

elections approaching. Republicans

were clearly aching to get back to

their districts to defend their House

and Senate majorities.

"It's time to get back and cam-

paign," said Rep. John Linder, R-

Oa., chairman of the Hou.se fiOP's

in a package that seemed ^ likely tcr^

give Clinton most of the extra spend-

ing he has wanted and triumphs for

both sides on policy disputes.

Democrats said they were wor-

ried that administration bargainers

would settle for less than Clinton was

demanding for teachers, school con-

struction and family planning. They

were also unhappy with a deal

between the administration and

GOP negotiators that would in effect

lay aside for six months the fight over

whether scientific sampling would be

used in the 2000 census.

"We are nnl in agreement yet with

year.

Though Republicans were ready

to provide the $1.1 billion President

Clinton was demanding to reduce

grade-school class sizes, the two sides

fought over key details. Clinton

wanted the money specifically set

aside for hiring 100,000 teachers;

Republicans wanted states to choose

how to spend it and wanted money
set aside for special education teach-

ers.

Democrats also wanted to require

most federal workers' health plans to

cover prescription contraceptives,

campaign committee.

With Clinton spending a fourth

straight day calling for more educa-

tion spending, Democrats were

happy to be seen as fighting in

Washington on behalf of school-

children.

_l'!t's important people under-

standnvhat Democrats are for," said

Rep. Martin Frost, IXFexas, leader

of the House Demcx:rats' campaign

committee.

As a deal seemed to draw near,

lawmakers from both parties ner-

vously searched for wins and losses

any arrangement or any DUt, cau-

tioned House Minority Leader Dick

Gephardt, D-Mo. "There is not a bill

yet."

At a GOP leadership meeting.

House Speaker Newt Gingrich, R-

Ga., asked his colleagues for support

for a measure he said would contain

victories for both sides, said Rep.

David Mcintosh, R-Ind.

"Earlier this week, 1 wasn't opti-

mistic we'd win on many issues but

now it's truly up for grabs," said

See BUDGET, page 11

Boxer, Fong highlight their

in latest debate
ELECTIONS: As contest

draws nearer, candidates

for Senate tied in polls

By Robert B. Gunnison and

John Wildermuth

The San Francisco Chronicle

SAN FRANCISCO - In a spirited

debate that focused on issues and not

personalities, U.S. Sen. Barbara Boxer

and Matt Fong, her challenger, staked

uut cIcarthfferences^Monday nighton:

taxes, abortion and gun control.

With public opinion polls showing

the race a toss-up three weeks before

the election. Democrat Boxer and

Republican Fong appeared to accom-

plish what they set out to do in the tele-

vised debate that ran a few minutes

shy of the hour set aside on KRON-
TV.

Boxer, a former congresswoman

from Marin County, was able to con-

centrate on issues she hopes will show

undecided voters that she has been a

competent mainstream lawmaker

with a firm grasp of issues.

Fong, the state treasurer, demon-

strated he could hold his own with a

more experienced politician and avoid,

the jittery performance he suffered

when they met in August in Los

Angeles.

Together, they outlined sharply

diverging views of how they would

vote over the next six years in the U.S.

Senate. -r*

Boxer defended her record as a sup-

porter of abortion rights, the environ-

ment and campaign finance reform.

She gave a vigorous statement for the

nwd for govammflm Intervention !n=
the environment.

"No one has ever come up to mc.

and said, 'Senator, the food is too safe,

the water is too pure, and the air is too

clean,'" Boxer declared. "On the con-

trary, they want me to work for a

cleaner environment."

Fong derided Boxer, who is seeking

a second term, as "a divider," who
"uses fear to fight against welfare

reform, tax reform, budget reform,

education reform, and even a stronger

national defense."

SeeSilUTE,pa9e9
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scarecrow that mocked homosexu-

als appeared or) a Colorado State

University homecoming parade

float Saturday while Shepard lay

dying in a nearby hospital.

The university announced
Tuesday that 1 1 students were

scheduled for disciplinary hearings

next week.

Wyoming officials were bracing

for the arrival of members of a

Topeka, Kan., church that regularly

engages in anti-homosexual picket-

ing; they are planning to demon-
strate at Shepard's funeral Friday in

Casper.

Gov. Jim Geringer said officials

cannot stop the group from

Westboro Baptist froni coming to

Casper, but he wants them to know
their presence is not wanted.

"What we don't need is a bunch

of wingnuts coming in," Geringer

said.

Charges against Arthur

Henderson, 21, and Aaron James
McKinney, 22, were upgraded late

Monday following Shepard's death,

the court clerk's office said today.

Henderson and McKinney were

charged with first-degree murder,

aggravated robbery and kidnapping

with intent to inflict bodily injury or

to terrorize the victim. The murder
count carries a possible death sen-

tence; the prosecutor hasn't said

whether he will seek the death penal-

ty-

Charges against the men's girl-

friends. Chastity Vera Pasley and

Kristen Leann Price, were upgraded

to accessory after the fact of first-

degree murder. They were accused

of helping their boyfriends get rid of

bloody clothing.

Police said robbery was the main

motive for the attack but that

Shepard apparently was chosen in

part because he was gay. Shepard

had been beaten twice in recent

months, attacks he attributed to his

homosexuality.

Students rallied Monday in down-
town Denver to remember Shepard.

In Laramie, some students wore yel-

low and green armbands to send a

message of p(^^. ';.:,.; ;
; .

'

""

And in the Castro district of San

Francisco, the giant rainbow fiag

that symbolizes the gay movement
was lowered to half staff.

Shepard died just as Gay
Awareness Week was starting in

Laramie.

PRISON
From page 7

lect calls and cannot choose a

cheaper carrier. All calls are

screened by an anti-fraud system

and no 800 or 900 numbers are

allowed.

"Normally, competition pro-

vides the most efficient service for

the most efficient price,"

Norlander said. "But here, the

competition is basically to drive

prices up for the person paying the

See PRISON, page 9
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PRISON
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biU."

For example, a 30-minute

collect call to Philadelptiia from

ttie Muncy state prison placed

at 8 p.m. on a Saturday, costs

$ 14.10, at 27 cents a minute plus

a $3 surcharge for each 15 min-

utes. The same call made out-

side the prison through the car-

rier's automated long-distance

service would cost $6.29, or 20-

cents a minute plus a $1.79 sur-

charge.

In addition to prisons, some

airports, hotels, stadiums and

highway rest stops have negoti-

ated such arrangements.

"But only in prison are peo-

ple truly unable to leave,"

Norlander said.

The Federal

Communications Commission

a few years ago considered reg-

ulations to allow the person pay-

ing the phone bill to chose the

carrier, Norlander said, a sys-

See PRISON, page 10

SENATE
From page 7

The issue of gun control clearly delin-

eated the candidates' differing political

philosophies.

Fong said he opposed requiring

firearms to be sold with trigger locks as a

safety device. He said such a law raised

the specter of "trigger lock police." Fong

said he backed tougher sentencing laws

for criminals who use firearms.

Boxer shot back that she, too, backed

longer sentiences, but noted that firearms

are the only product made in America

that do not need to meet any safety test.

"It should come with a safety lock," she

said.

About taxes, Fong defended his sup-

port for a so-called flat tax, although he

was less than direct when answering

whether a single mother earning $40,000

would pay more taxes than someone who
sold $1 million of stock.

"You would have taxing of income, but

only once," Fong offered in his rambling

response, before saying the mother would

pay "very, very little." But he also admit-

ted the millionaire would have to pay

taxes only the first time the money was

earned, not on capital gains.

"If you live off daddy's inheritance,"

Boxer said, *^o\i pay nothing."

They differed, too, on campaign

finance, with Fong endorsing full disclo-

sure, but no limits on campaign contribu-

tions.

"Voters can hold us accountable," he

said. "That is the way we can best deal

with campaign reform."

But Boxer stoutly defended the

McCain-Feingold bill that died in the

Senate last month, killed by the GOP
majority. The bill would have banned so-

called soft money contributions that led to

the campaign-financing abuses in the

1996 elections.
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IMPEACHMENT
From page 5

The Washington Post poll released

Monday indicates that 51 percent of

registered voters say they would, vote

for a Democrat in November's con-

gressional elections^ and 42 percent

say they would support a Republican.

The race among people likely to

vole remains close, accordmg to the

poll, but Post pollster Richard Morm
says Democrats have also taken a

slight edge among likely voters in the

last two weeks. Political campaigns

take special note

oflikely voters in ^^^^^^^^^
a midterm elec-

tion, when voter

turnout is often

lighter.

GOP candi-

dates have had

an advantage

among those

who are likely

voters in polls

over recent

months, and a

Newsweek poll released over the

weekend indicated Republicans have

kept that edge.

Clinton's standing in the polls has

improved since early September,

when the report from Independent

Counsel Kenneth Starr to Congress

was released.

Two-thirds of those polled by the

Post, 67 percent, said they approve of

the job the president is doing, up from

59 percent \n early September.

A growing number say

they trust Clinton nnore

than the Republicans

to deal with the

nation's problems.

Icms faced by the country. The mar-

gin was 52-34. In early September, 43

percent expressed more trust in

Clinton to deal with the nation's prob-

lems, compared with 37 percent who
trusted Republicans more.

The Post poll of 802 adults taken

Thursday through Saturday had a

margin of error of plus or minus 3

percentage pomts. The Newsweek
poll of 752 adults taken Thursday and

Friday had a margin of error of plus

or minus 4 percentage points.

In Washington state, Inslee is run-

ning in the Isl District, which stretch-

es from the Seattle suburbs across

Pugei Sound.

^_^_^^^^____^^^__ He said Moriday

that he decided

to use the ad

focusing on

White's
impeachment
inquiry vote

after hearing

repeated com-

ments from

scandal-fatigued

voters. While

said the

impeachment probe "is the last issue

in the world we ought to be playing

politics with."

Democratic pollster Celinda Lake

said she's also seen a dropoff in senti-

ment toward Republicans in

Congress. But she concedes it's lough

to predict how that will affect elec-

tions in "which Democrats fear a low

turnout could help the GOP.
"I'm not sure how much issues will

break through now, how much does

And ail i i iuieasuig number ufpeu- the - Republican advantage wtrft

pie trust the president more than they

do Republicans-to cope with prob-

monpy help them," she said. "Voter

turnout remains^a key questionr^^

PHONt
From page 4

hours to have more time to grapple

with the complex case.

"Are you saying the ( 1996) act has

changed the boundaries between

what's local and what's interstate?"

Justice Anthony Kennedy asked.

"The definitions were already

becoming quite blurred" from previ-

oys changes m
providing phone .

service, Waxman
replied.

At one point,

law Professor

Laurence Tribe,

representing
localphonc com-

panics,
described the law

as having "great

precision."

"You can

describe this piece of legislation as

great precision''" Scalia said incredu-

lously. »0

"Not, Justice Scalia, great ele-

gance," Tribe replied.

The justices are expected to issue a

decision by July. Justice Sandra Day
O'Connor did not participate in the

argument because she has disquali-

fied herself from the case, presumably

because of family stock holdings.

A competitor could get into the

local phone business by building its

own network, leasing parts of existing

local phone networks or by buying

local service and reselling it to cus-

tomers.

After Congress enacted the

"You can describe this

piece of legislation as

great precision?"

Antonin Scalia

Suprenne Court Justice

telecommunications law in 1996, the

Federal Communications
Commission set guidelines for the

prices Competitors must pay to con-

nect to local phone companies' net-

works.

"^ The FCC also required local phone

companies to give th^ir competitors'

customers the ability to make phone

.calls without having to dial an extra

number of digits.

The 8th U.S. Circuit Court of

Appeals threw
'

out both rules

last year, saying

the authority to

enact such regu-

lations belongs

to the states, not

the FCC.
The appeals

court also invali-

dated an FCC
: rule that prohib-

ited local phone

companies from

separating parts of a network to

which a competitor seeks access and

then requiring ihe competitor to pay

the cost of reassembling the parts.

MCI's appeal argues that the 8th

Circuit court's rulings would yield a

"crazy quilt" of regulations estab-

lished by states after a long and expen-

sive state-by-state process.

The local phone companies con-

tend the FCC's pricing rules would

force them to give competitors such

as AT&Tand MCI access to local net-

works at prices well below their actual

cost.

State authorities say they are mov-

ing forward on pricing and other rules

for local phoKe services.

PRISON
From page 9

tern he supports. But the agency never

followed up.

In Virginia, complaints over sur-

charges on inmate calls prompted state

legislators to demand that the state

negotiate a new contract with MCI
two years ago. The surcharge per

inmate call was reduced from $3 to

$2.25.

Still, prison officials say they receive

few complaints from inmates or their

families.

"You've got to keep in touch with

your family," said Eric Hadley, whose

sister has beenjn prison for more than

a decade for conspiracy to commit

murder. "That's the way it is. The
phone company's got to get paid too."
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Writing lor tin; three. Justice John

Paul Stevens said. The confusion

over the proper construction of the

irity charter counsels ajfamsl granting

(review).'" He was joined bv Justices

David .Souler and Ruth Bader

Cjinsburg.

The court's six other nicrnbc's

wrote nothing. olTcring no insights

into their votes.

Phil Burress. who led the move to

put the city charter amendment on

the 1993 ballot, claimed victory:

"What It tells me is that the only thing

Colorado did wrong was go statewide

rather than city by city."

But Matt Coles of the American

Civil Liberties Union disagreed, say-

ing, "This action doesn't undermine

(the 1996 ruling) a whit."

And Suzanne Goldberg of the gay-

rights Lambda Legal Defense and

Lducation Fund said, "This is clearly

not the end of the battle for equal

rights in Cincinnati."

CJay-rights advocates won a dra-

matic victory two years ago when the

Supreme Court threw out a Colorado

state constitutional amendment that

forbade state and local laws protect-

ing homosexuals from discrimina-

tion The amendment unlawfully sin- M0^y July

gled out gays and sought to "make

them unequal to everyone else," the

court ruled then

In Cincinnati, gay-rights advocates

succeeded in 1994 in barring enforce-

ment of the city charter measure, but

the appeals court lifted a trial judge's

injunction.

Ihe Supreme Court had been

urged to reverse the appeals court rul-

ing because, they were told, it "will

cnci)uragc targeting o\' gay people

iind t)ther groups lor unconstitutional

harm."

In other matters Tuesday, the

court:

• Rejected the appeal of a rtian who
has been on Florida's death row for

23 years. Justice Stephen Breyer dis-

sented, "saying long delays in execut-

ing condemned killers might amount

to unconstitutionally cruel and unusu-

al punishment.

• Agreed to use a California case to

decide whether federal law overrides

a state's rules limiting the deadlines

confronting people who make disabil-

ity insurance claims.

• Heard arguments over who - the

I'ederal Communications

Commission or individual states -

will get to regulate the opening of the

$110 billion local phone market to

long-distance companies and other

competitors. A decision is expected

LAUGHLIN 'We were talking about prizes and

he says. 'How much is the Nobel

:|Tgmpagr6= Pi i /i; woaO?' And I m id lnm, Hcxrofc

"It probably won't, unless people

Hmm, that'll buy some nice furni-

ture.' and of course the really sicken -

are concerned about why our uni-

verse is the way it is," he said. " Ihen it

could shed a little light on that."

The prize committee said the trio's

work was "'yet another breakthrough

in our understanding of quantum

^
physics and to the development of

new theoretical concepts of signifi-

cance in many branches of modern

physics."

It's the second year in a row that a

Stanford professor has won the

Nobel Prize in physics. Last year,

Steven C'hu shared the prize lor his

work on the use of lasers to trap and

cool iitonis. The Stanford I'acuhy cur-

rently boasts 10 Nobel laureates

Laughlin said that in such illustri-

ous company, there is some pressure

to win.

"It's kind o\' like you're the only

kid on your block not to have one, " h(!_

said. "Indeed, there is peer pressure,

but let's be real. After all, this is the

Nobel Prize."

When asked what he planned to do

with the money, he recalled talking to

his brother-in-law about the subject.

BUDGET
From page 7

Mcintosh, a conservative leader.

At stake was a giant bill covering

nearly a third of federal spending for

the new fiscal year, including the

departments of Health and Human
Services. Agriculture, State and

Interior. Ofthe 1 3 spending bills for the

new year, the eight unfinished ones are

being packaged together.

Fiscal 1999 began Oct. Land a third

measure temporarily keeping many
federal workers at their jobs expires

Wednesday night. If the mammoth
overall bill is not complete, lawmakers

are likely to pass yet another stopgap

bill for a day or two.

As the must-pass bill took shape, leg-

islators competed to squeeze favorite

items into it.

• Rep. Porter Goss, R-Fla., was

pushing a $750 million, five-year mea-

sure that would disburse $100,000

"compassionate assistance " grants to

many hemophiliacs who contracted

the HIV virus from blood transfusions

in the 1980s. His district was home to

Ricky Ray, a hemophiliac teenager

who died after a transfusion.

ing thing is, he's right. For most peo-

ple in most walks o\' life, it's a giant

amount of money, but this is Silicon

Valley, for heaven's sake."

. Martin (ireiter. who holds a doc-

torate in physics and works with

Laughlin, heard about the prize from

a friend and immediately went to a

llower shop, waiting until it opened to

buy Laughlin a dozen yellow roses.

"You knew it could happen, but

you don't dare to dream about it." he

said.

(ireiter said Laughlin was a kind

and generous man who was extremely

precise when it came to his work.

"It's really a new revolution in

physics. " he added. "The work is a

crucial step in opening up a whole

new perspective in science - the

whole notion of what a particle is
"

. "The lesson of this discovery is that

the world is full of new things.

"

Laughlin said. "It's another pebble

on the little edifice of experimental

precedents that will tell us about what

the laws of quantum mechanics can

do
"

• Rep. flud Shuster. R-Pa., wanted

$11 million to renovate a terminal at

the Wilkes-Barre-Scranton airport.

• Rep. Robert Menendez, D-N.J.,

wanted to continue the gum arabic

exemption to the ban on imports from

Sudan. The product is used to help

make pills and newsprint, and

Menendez has two companies in his

district that refine the product from

acacia tree branches. Most of it comes

from Sudan.

• Rep. Jay Dickey, R-Ark., said he

had won $100 million for a 52-mile

road in his state connecting Pine Bluff

with Monticello.

• Senate Majority Leader Trent

Lott, R-Miss., wanted $42 -million to

bury the power lines at Keesler Air

Force Base in Biloxi, Miss. In a draw

for the two sides, Gingrich told GOP
leaders that two contentious issues

were being removed from the package,

said a participant in that meeting who

spoke on condition of anonymity.

Clinton's request for funds for over-

due payments to the U.N. would be

addressed in a separate bill, but only if

he agrees to ban U.S. aid to groups that

lobby for eased abortion laws overseas.

Clinton has long said he would reject

that tradeoff.
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AAP
From page 1

them to come to the summer pro-

grams.

"But only some cume. some did-

n'l." she said.

''Serving the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual

Transgender, and Allies Community''

LOBT Campus Resource Center: 310-206-3628
Funded by the Campus Programs Committee of the Program Activities Board

http://w>yw.studentgroups.ucla.edii/1gsn

Reprc^cnlativels from both groups
said they are unhappy with the "he-

said, she-said" type of rhetoric that is

being exchanged between the

groups.

"This is delinitely hurting stu-

dents," Gagajena said. "This divide-

and-conquer tactic excludes ... stu-

dents."

Bermeo said he isn't sure where
the tension between the groups
specifically stems from.

But he said he suspects it may
have stemmed from a spring 1998

AAP newsletter, which featured pic-

tures of Chancellor Albert Carnesale
and excerpts from a speech about
outreach he gave to students and par-

ents at AAP's annual spring confer-

ence.

Bermeo said this newsletter may
have created a rift between the two
groups because some members of the

coalition said they felt Carnesale/

wasn't sincere enough in his out-

reach efforts to underrepresented

minorities and didn't take a defini-

tive stance on Proposition 209.

Consequently, it may have
appeared to students that AAP was
aligning itself with the administra-

tion. Bermeo said, creating an "us

against them " atmosphere between

AAl^mdMiidrnts \

But Lee said "historical tension"

has always existed between Bermeo
and student groups, especially ones

that have retention components lo

their groups, such as the American
Indian Student' Association's

RAIN!, the Retention of American
-Indians Now! -:—r—

.
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Lee said the newsletter was adding
lo "the administration's big (public

relations) move to makiTTt sTcm that

the problem (with drops in minority

enrollment) weren't as big as they

were."

Bill Bermeo said he 'doesn't
believe attac|<ing the chancellor is the

right strategy.

I don't believe Chancellor
Carnesale is the enemy." he said. "I

dimt always agree with him, but he's

not respt)nsible (for the drop in

minorit) enrollment)."

Lee saiil that Bermeo should have
been more open to students who
were not happy with the chancellor's

t>ut reach efforts.

"If he had that many students who
weren't satislled with what the chtiii

celli>r was doing, he should have lis-

tened to us rather th.in beefing up the

chancellor's image." she said.

She added .that these events may
have led to the problems that

occurred m the summer

Although Lee said she believes

that AAP does produce good results,

she said Bermeo should recognize

the achievements of other groups as

well.

"(Bermeo) takes credit for every-

thing, and yes, his program does pro-

duce results, but that's because
they're done (in conjunction) with

other campus retention centers," she

said.

Bermeo said he believes another

source of tension is that he doesn't

"agree with the coalition 100 per-

cent."

"I'm not going to sit aside and
watch AAP get bad-mouthed just

because I don't toe the party line," he

said.

Bermeo added that he supports

what the coalition's goals are in

terms o\' access to higher education

for disadvantaged groups.

"Ihe battle is not between the

coalition and AAP," he .said. "Both
groups were devastated by the effects

Proposition 209 had on admission

rates (of underrepresented minori-

ties)."

Coalition members also agree that

the light isn't against AAP, but said

that because AAP is an administra-

tive program, there will always be

dilfervnctf!; between lh>le g^ollp^

There's always going to be ten-

sion between the administration and
students," said Corf Shepherd, a

member of the coalition and the

African Student Union.

"In the past, the AAP and (former

Chancellor Charles Young) have
been more vocal about alllrmative

action," she added. " Ihat level of
support has gone down."

But Bermeo said that he believes

AAP has a different role than the

coalition. He added that he thinks

some coalition members may be

"romanticizing" the notion of social

justice.

Shepherd said the issue does not

have to do with AAP's work.

"We don't have a problem with

AAP as a program," she said.

Both groups said they are willing

to cooperate to work out any differ-

ences.
"We have similar goals, but we dif-

ler tactically." Bermeo said. "I'm
willing to talk to students."
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OVERCROWDING
From page 1

ate and graduate students were
enrolled in the college, he said.

"We weren't able to serve them
very well or offer business classes to

nonbusiness students." Rainey said.

The numbers were reduced to

about 4. ()()() undergraduates m I9S9.

but the numbers are creeping up
again, he said.

"The study of business obviously

continues to be popular." Rainey
said.

Rainey said the college will have to

watch the numbers of students in the

ne.xt five to 10 years.

The enrollment numbers for

James Madison College declined
over the last year by about 4 percent
to 1,043. Norman Graham, acting

dean of the James Madison College",

said the college is trying to lower the

number of studems to around 1,000,

where a cap has been set.

"We have enough staff and
enough in course offerings to handle
1,00 students," he said.

If the numbers increase to much
more than 1,000, it becomes too
crowded. Ciraham said.

"We're supposed to be creating a

small college environment," he said.

. 1.

I'he College of Veterinary

Medicine saw an increase of about 5

percent overall, but Dean Lonnie^
King said the number of veterinary

students hasn't changed that much.
"It's been pretty steady," he said.

I'irst-time undergraduate numbers
are down by about 100 students, from
1997 U)tals of C,S69 .students to 1998

figures of 6,753 students.

"Basically, we have slightly fewer

freshmen," said Barbara Steidle.

assistant provost for undergraduate
education.

Steidle said university officials are

working to stabilize enrollment over-

all and are instituting tougher admis-
sion standards for freshmen.

A few. years ago, the freshman
classes were large and retention has
been increasing, so total enrollment
numbers are up, she said.

Steidle said she sees more appli-

cants to MSU in future years.

"There will be more high school

graduates in Michigan from the peri-

od of now until 2008," she said.

The number of credits students are

taking on is also slightly higher than
last year, up 2.3 percent.

"The total number of students

across the university is higher, so you
should expect the number of credits

they're taking is also higher," Steidle

said.

ABROAD
From page 3

Over the course of the year, he

learned how to fish, kayak, and went
— tramping," or hiking m the, nH>uft-

tains for days.

Alpert sang at a Spanish bar and
was interviewed and publicized in a

local newspaper.

Miller rode camels on the Sahara

Desert and witnessed a lamb-sacritlc-

ing ritual.

"When I went to Morocco, it was
like travelling back in time a hundred

years," she said. "Women drape
themselves with veils and people

carry twigs on their back."

While they werexibroad. students

also made comparisons between the

countries they visited and home envi-

ronments, allowing . them to see

aspects of their own countries in a dif-

ferent light.

Tsang-Feign called this "integra-

tion." or the final stage of accultura-

tion, where individuals learn to

appreciate both their own heritage

and their new way of life.

"Now that I am back, I feel like

this is one of the greatest places I can

choose to come home to. I started to

really appreciate the technology, effi-

ciency and opportunities here at

home and UCLA." Miller said.

But she also thought that Spanish

people have a much healthier per-

spective on family life, and balancing

work and relaxation.

"In Spain, i^g yrwy \Q httVg U 30.

Alpert became homesick in the

middle of her trip because she had

"ups and downs" with her host fami-

ly. She was frustrated when she was

trying to communicate w ith the fami-

ly, who didn't speak any English.

-^You are automatically thrown

into a house with an entirely different

culture, language and value system.

"

she said.

"I couldn't explain to (my host

mom) my food habit or my opinion^

on things," she added. "I would laugh

sometimes at the dinner table when I

couldn't say something in Spanish

and they interpreted that I was laugh-

ing at them."

Bravo remembered a girl who was
offended by the "macho" attitudes

many men in her host country held

toward women, and by an incident

where one. man got out of hand.

After several conversations with

the counselor at Expo, however, she

decided to stick it out and later told

Bravo that her stay turned out to be

"one of the best summers" she'd ever

had.

Returning home after an extended

stay abroad can be both exciting and

stressful at the same time.

"Fitting right in to the home circle

and returning to the normal life does-

n't happen overnight," Tsang-Feign

wrote in her book, "Living Abroad."

Alpert agreed, saying, "It didn't

take me too long to get adjusted back

here, but the missing of the other

countries was kind of a hard thing for

me.

Othfrs mfntir>n«*fi

minute lunch break with a sandwich,

sitting at your computer," Miller

Others learned to appreciate

things they took for granted at home.

Lo felt the service industry in

China was rather inefficient and
inadequate compared to that of the

United States.

"The waiters and waitresses at

restaurants were very impatient and

sometimes rude," he said.

"Everything seems so orderly here

compared to Spain," Miller added,

referring to the lack of regulations on

smoking, drinking and street parking

in her host country.

Some students get homesick or

consider returning home early when
unexpected problems arise while they

are abroad. Officials at EAP and

EXPO said that most students stick

through it. however.

quarter after they came back to

UCLA was more stressful because

they had grown used to having less

commitments while they were

abroad.

Bravo said some student

returnees, after spending a whole

year in another country, want to

return to their host countries.

However, the process of readjust-

ing to home surroundings is not real-

ly a problem for most students, since

their stay doesn't exceed a year in

most cases.

"As long as student returnees

resolve that the experiences they've-

had abroad will help them here (in

America), I thinR it becomes a lot eas-

ier for them," Bravo said.

"Through the process of going

through a lot of transitions while I

was abroad, I becaine more confi-

dent about where I fit into the whole

MIDEAST
From page 5

Shmuel Ben-Ruby. One man was

killed and the second critically

wounded, the spokesman said. The
car was later found abandoned near

the West Bank.

In a special Cabinet meeting, min-

isters from the National Religious

Party demanded that Netanyahu not

hand over any land to the Palestinians

unless they extradite suspects in

attacks on Israelis and cancel clauses

in the PLO founding charter that call

for the destruction of Israel, said

party spokesman Joshua Mor-Yosef

The NRP stipulated that

Netanyahu not sign a withdrawal

agreement unless the scope of an

additional pullback is decided on now,

Mor-Yosef said.

If Netanyahu wraps up a deal with-

out meeting these conditions, the

NRP will bring down the govern-

ment, Mor-Yosef said. The party, the

patron of the Jewish settlement move-

ment in the West Bank and (iaza. has

enough .seats in the 120-member par-

liament to rob Netanyahu of his

majority.

A government official who spoke

on condition of anonymity said

Netanyahu will support the NRP's
demands on security and the PLO
Charter, but will not agree to any for-

mal Cabinet decision restricting his

power to negotiate.

Also today, several leading hawks
in the ruling coalition threatened to

challenge Netanyahu in the next elec-

tions and field their own candidate for

prime minister if he agrees to a troop

withdrawal. Among those poised to

challenge the prime minister are two

legislators from Netanyahu's Likud

Party, Uzi Landau and Benny Begin,

son of the late Prime Minister

Menachem Begin.

Outside the prime minister's ofTice,

several dozen Jewish settlers, many
from the divided West Bank town of

Hebron, demanded that Netanyahu

make no more concessions to the

Palestinians.

Noam Arnon, a spokesman for the

450 Jewish settlers in Hebron, said

that any land handed to the

Palestinians is used as a base for

future attacks on Israelis. "Every inch

you give is an inch for terror," Arnon
said.

Netanyahu has agreed in principle

to hand over 1 3 percent of the West

Bank, with some restrictions. The key

issue to be tackled in Washington is an

agreement on what constitutes a good

faith Palestinian crackdown on

Islamic militants.

For Arafat, many differences

remained. "There's a lot to be

solved," he said.

Arafat's spokesman, Nabil

Abourdeneh, said the Washington

summit would be decisive. "Either we
reach a breakthrough or a dangerous

deadlock," he said.
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BOOKLENDING
From page 1

"It's ridiculous that there are 70 or

80 books for 35,000 students." she

added.

Many students, like Spencer, may
not be aware of the booklending pro-

gram, using only the library reserves

as an alternative source of textbooks.

Textbooks for South Campus
classes are the most popular, proba-

bly because they tend to be the most

expensive, Lopez said.

Despite lack of publicity, the book-

lending program is still very much in

demand. But, without advertising, it

may fail to reach students who most
need it.

Library reserves lend out text-

books onl;^ if a professor places a

request. According to Stan Patrick,

head of circulation at the College

Library in Powell, these books are

also in high demand.

"We are pretty busy all the time,"

he said.

Usually, there is one book avail-

able in the College Library for every

20 students in a class, with a maxi-

mum of four books for any particular

class.

Professors also set the loan period,

which can range from two hours to

three days.

USAC's booklending program is

usually funded by the chancellor's

interaction fund. However, the pro-

gram has not applied for or received

any money this quarter. According to

Lee, the council is currently lookmg
for other ways to support this service,

including donating 4li€ip own books—
to the program.

"It's a direct service to students,

and it's very important,"said Lee.

"We are currently revamping the

whole program, so hopefully we'll

have more books next quarter," she

added.
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RECALL
From page 4

nella Oct. 6, and the voluntary recall

was issued to cover all products from
the company's three production

lines. The recall covers what was pro-

duced between Aug. 7 and Oct. 7.

Harris said the plant had voluntar-

ily closed the three production lines

that were implicated in the contami-

nation.

He said Zartic was working with

the USDA to try to find out what
caused the meat to be contaminated.

"We have not yet determined what
the source was, but we believe it is a

surface contamination that somehow
got on some of the product after the

cooking step," Harris said.

Linda Swacina, spokeswoman for

the Agriculture Department's Food
Safety Inspection Service, said Zartic

is under a "hold and test" order,

meaning nothing leaves the plant

until a sample is tested from each lot.

She said the order will stand until offi-

cials determine how the contamina-

tion occurred.

Consumption of food contaminat-

ed with salmonella bacteria can cause

salmonellosis, a potentially serious ill-

ness. Symptoms of salmonellosis

include the sudden onset of flu-like

symptoms such as stomach pains,

diarrhea, nausea, chills, fever and
headache.

The affected meat was shipped to

Alabama, Arkansas, Arizona,
California, Colorado, Connecticut,

Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Indiana,

Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana.

Massachusetts, Maryland, Michigan,

Minnesota, Missouri, Mississippi,

North Carolina, New Jersey, New
Mexico, Nevada. New York, Ohio,
Oklahoma, Penn.sylvania, South
Carolina, South Dakota, Tennessee.

Texas, Virgmia, Wisconsin and West
Virginia.
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KOSOVO
^

From page 5

Yugoslavia during the 1991-95 Balkan

wars.

, Clinton said that although the

United States and its allies preferred a

peaceful approach, that should not be

mistaken for a lack of will to intervene

with force in Serbia.

"The international community is

now prepared to act." he said.

In later remarks at a fund-raising

reception in New York City, Clinton

called the day's developments on
Kosovo "good news." NATO has

decided to "take four days and watch

and see." he said.

Clinton said his special envoy to

the Balkans. Richard Holbrooke, had
won a series of commitments from

Milosevic during a long series of talks

in Belgrade, the Yugoslav capital.

Holbrooke reported the results of his

talks to the North Atlantic Council,

NAIO's political arm, on Monday
evening.

"I hope that the commitments
President Milosevic has "made can

create a peaceful way 'forward."

Clinton said. * That has been our pref-

erence all along. But together with our

NATO partners, we will determine

whether President Milosevic follows

words \Mlh deeds."

Clinton s;hcI NAK) "will remain

ready to take inilitary .telion" if

Milosevic brciiks Ins word.

Iliere h.id been repeated u.immgs
hv li S oirii inK Ih.il NAin nnlnar

Wednesday. October 14. 1998 IS

SAFER-SEX WORKSHOP
WHERE:Campbell Hall 3232WHEN: October 14, 1998 (today) 7:00 pm to 9:00 pm

In celebration of National Coming Out Week, Mahu, the support aroup and social network of Asldll 8nd PdCffIC

ISldnder lest^an. gay, bisexual and transgender (or just questioning) Bmins. cordially invites you to our SAFER-SEX
WORKSHOP. This workshop will be facilitated by the experienced and knowledgeable staff of the Asian Pacifte AIDS
Inten/ention Team (APAIT).

So join us for an enlightening discussion!

Bonus: Refreshments will be provided during the workshop and Free Safer-Sex Kits will be given out at this woritshop.
courtesy of APAIT.

This event funded by the Campus Programs Committee of the Program Activities Board.

Care

PERFECT SKIN

Salon Treatment

strikes were planned il Milosevic

refused to iio along with the U.N.

dcTmrBd?rrwhTcfrwciirspdleit mil tth"

Sept.2.V

"Our patience is runnmi]i out,"

Defense Secretary William Cohen
said Monilay in Kuwait, alluding to

the possibility ol NAlO aiislnkciL

Ihc action taken by NAK) in

Brussels on Monday night involved

approval olan "activation oriler" lor

airslrikes. In es.sence it gave NAIX)
military commanders the authority to

strike, although NAK) took the addi-

tional decision to delay any strikes lor

% hours.

U.S. military officials lanuliar with

the .strike planning said an air cam-
paign, if it occurred, would evolve

from limited to heavy strikes inter-

spersed with pauses to give MiU)sevic

a chance to reconsider.

UCIA STUDENT SPECIAL

Facials Reg. w/coupon

• Clas.sit Kuropean ^loo $40
Waxing Reg.

• Full Wn, a Mikini $p5

w/coupon

$25

• Clinical treatment $0o $40
for acne

•Lip j«r $6

Cellulite Treatment

• Klectro Muscle ^0 $18 .

Stimulali(Hi <

• Underarm $\M $10

5 Taiining Sessions $25 *,

1739 Westwood Blvd.

Free Parking at Ross' Lower Level (3 1 0) 268- 1 203

GRIN AND
SHARE IT

SIPFT^IAT • ^Sft Examination. 6 X-Rays& Teeth
^^*-^^^^^* >P^''" Cleaning Expires 4/30/99

COSMETIC and
GENERAL
DENTISTRY

•TOOTH BONDING, BLEACHINQ
•Nitrous Oxid« (Laughing Gas)
•Nypnoais • Eiactronic Anasthaaia
•Opan Lata Hours. Fraa / Validatad Parking
•Chacks, Cradit Cards A insuranca Forms Walcoma
• 19 Yaars in Privata Practica in Wastwood

Dr. LARRY FRIEDMAN, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1762 Westwood Blvd. #460 (between Wilshire & Santa Monica Bl.)

For Appointment Call: (310) 474-3765

REGISTRATION
From page 6

hunter organizations often paid $5 by

political parties and campaigns lor

each partisan voter registration they

collect.

Jones said there arc similar allega-

tions involving the California Voter

Registration Project in at least five

other California counties. Ilie names

of those counties were being withheld

until the investigations are complete.

Jones spokesman Allle Charles said.

"F-"ortunatcly. this problem was

identified by the county registrars o\'

voters before the elect u>n. Correct i\c

measures are being taken to ensure the

integrity of the vote this November.

Ihose who have violated the law will be

caught .md they will be prosecuted."

SoiKs said.

Some 1 6.000 out ofthc 40.000 voter

registration cards submitted so far by

the two organizations have nonexis-

tent addresses or names o\' fictitious

persons, county Registrar Conny B.

McCormack said. The suspicious reg-

istrations haven't been processed.

"These"charges arc very serious and

we are investigating whether any laws

have been violated," Garcetti said.

Democrats and Republicans are

believed to be the victims of the sus-

pected fraud.

The bounty system of acquiring sig-

natures and voter registration has been

upheld by the U.S. Supreme Court,

which ruled that bounty-hunters are

protected by the First Amendment.

Fight for Truth, Justice and the American Way!
Help your fellow students.

Sain valuable experience.

Network with Career Professionals.

Applications due October 23! Pick up Qr\ application.and information sheet at the

Career Center now!

The UCLA Career Center
««tl««M«W«*«l
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VIEWPOINT
Tomorrow _
Racial segregation can

be discouraging -

especially when you

find it at UCLA.

viewpoint@media.ucla.edu

EDITORIAL

Activists should

pursue concrete

changes in law

PROTEST: Vocal demonstrations against

David Cash don't ensure social justice

Students angrily pressing for the expulsion of David Cash

from UC^ Berkeley should redirect their efforts and focus on

effecting change through channels other than protest.

In the past weeks, students and other concerned citizens

have put pressure on the university to expel Cash, who failed to

stop friend Jeremy Strohmeyer from assaulting and murdering

Sherrice Iverson on May 25, 1997. Although the demonstrators

have every right to protest for C^ish's expulsion from the uni-

versity, heckling him and pressuring the chancellor to act

against Berkeley's Code of Conduct are not the most effective

means to reach a just end. According to the code. Cash cannot

be expelled b^ciUuiie he wdfl Ml oonvicifld 01' u crime. And WhIlO

Cash's failure to report the assault he witnessed is reprehcnsi-

ble. cowardly and despicable, it is not against the law in ^
Nevada.

In May 1997, the then- 1 8-year-old Strohmeyer carried strug-

gling 7-year-old Iverson into a bathroom stall in a Nevada casi-

no, molested and eventually killed her. Cash followed him into

the bathroom, told Strohmeyer to let her go and then left, stay-

ing for a total of two minutes. Upon returning from the bath-

room, Strohmeyer confessed to Cash that he had killed Iverson.

Although Cash gave a sworn testimony that he left the bativ

room before he saw Strohmeyer sexually assault or strangle

Iverson, two of Cash's schoolmates say that he told them he

saw Strohmeyer molest Iverson.

Cash later commented in interviews with the LA. Times and

"60 Minutes" that he felt worse for his convicted friend,

Strohmeyer, than he did for Iverson. Cash said that he's "not

going to get upset over someone else's life ... I'm not going to

lose sleep" over the death of Iverson.

Several Nevada lawyers say that Cash could be prosecuted

for perjury, by not mentioning that he saw the sexual assault, or

as an accessory to a felony, by helping the perpetrator avoid

arrest and trial.

Yet Cash was not tried for either offense.

_ Berkeley students, angry that Cash is not being held legally

responsible for his lack of action, have organized and continue

to ask for his removal from school. The Associated Students of

the University of California passed a bill (which was later

vetoed by the ASUC president) that called for Cash to with-

draw voluntarily from the university!

Groups such as Black Board, a Berkeley umbrella organizii-

tion for African American student groups, have even gone so

far as to say that race played a key role in siKiety's, the law's

and even the media's tepid treatment of Strohmeyer and Cash.

* Students have marched on campus, handed out flyers and

asked the chancellor to formally expel Cash. The chancellor,

though, cannot expel him because "a student cannot be dis-

missed from the university without charges of specific viola-

tions."

It is unfortunate that the law did not do more to punish

•someone so reprehensible. The protesters have reasonable con-

cerns, and they have succeeded in voicing their anger. Now it is

time to focus on effecting change, which can only be accom-

plished through the legal system. If the students are truly dedi-

cated to pursuing lasting change, protesting for unrealistic

goals is not productive.

"Gcxxl Samaritan" laws are being drafted in many states.

They would allow criminal prosecution of any witnesses to

"grave" crimes who do not extend help. If the protesters are

truly committed to the issue - making it illegal to witness a

crime without helping to prevent it - they should pursue actions

through legal channels and create concrete and positive

change. The activists should enact, challenge and create laws.

Only then can substantive change occur.
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Don't blame white man for your troubles
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RESPONSIBILnT: All people

must join together to fight

racism, sexism, homophobia

I
am White Male. I am evil incarnate

(or so society dictates). My misdeeds

are legendary; my greater schemes are

knQwn only to Louis Karrakhan and a lew

others of the world's enlightened. The

supernatural is on

my side - every

white male chose

his lot in life

before he was

born, nay,

demanded it from

the G-d who is
-

like everyone else

on this Earth -

captive to the

despotic patri-

archy of the racist,

the sexist and the

homophobic.

Even the prcx;reative process itself is G-d's

surrender to me: another way to conquer

women.

Is there an alternative?

Perhaps. Let's be realistic though. All

societies known to mankind practice

oppression. Given that, why can't we all

acknowledge and accept what is, rather

than sugar (no pun intended) coat every

aspect of our lives? '

.
'::..•.: ''.;•'

My greatest success has come in the

twentieth century. No, not from the Third

Reich - don't be silly! That sort of bar-

barism united all sexes, races and lifestyles

Inlender is a third-year psychobiology stu-

dent. He can be reached at

dinlende@ucla.edu.

Daniel

Inlender

in solemn horror and earnest regret.

The moral codes I once used to keep

the world under my thumb have outlived

their usefulness, and now I lift them when
it is most to my advantage. After eons of

oppressing women through draconian

moral codes. I gave them feminism.

Twenty years later, women who would be

"Supermoms" tried to raise both kids and

career prospects and fell desperately

short.

After centuries of discouraging fornica-

tion, I brought about the sexual revolu-

tion. A generation later, illegitimacy has

skyrcKketed. Women must raise their kids

alone; kids with no strong father figure

often kill each other in their misguided

attempts to show strength. (They also buy

the crack cocaine that the white male sells

to them on the street.)

Thirty years ago, a man who put pe|>

per on his Jell-O was seen as merely weird;

a man who had sex with other men was

(perhaps unfairly) seen as both weird and
morally repugnant. Now, a man who puts

pepper on his Jell-O is still weird, and his

friends will point this out to him; a man
who has homosexual sex is given moral

sanction, and one is no longer permitted

to call him weird.

This is my legacy of cultural epiphany -

so are the bathhouses in which so many
homosexuals contracted a deadly disease

in the past decade. I created this disease in

a secret laboratory and infected many of

them. I also created the political discord

that exists on this subject. Some claim that

"Silence = Death," as if verbalizing our

thoughts and discussing issues pertaining

to "safe sex" is actually going to terminate

the spread of this deadly disease.

Other useful idiots claim that "Sodomy
= Death." Like anyone who creates pithy

slogans, both are wrong. The real culprit

is promiscuity, and the real villain is me.

But even this pales beside my greatest

achievements - welfare and affirmative

action. Welfare is a sublime form of

oppression in which the victim thinks he

or she is gaining aid and comfort, when
actually, he or she is becoming dependent.

'Hie victims put themselves at the mercy

of bureaucrats who claim that they would

be nothing without them and put enough

disincentives in place that this prophecy

comes true.

AtTirmative action is still more beauti-
*

ful in that it appears to hurt the dominant

culture. Yet it hurts the beneficiary so

much more - how often will she lie awake

at night, wondering if she had what it

takes to "make it" without this gift? How
many times will her companions scorn

her, believing (perhaps mistakenly) that

she did not deserve what she got or is not

competent to handle her share of their _
workload? And because the sons of privi-*~

lege are held back - unfairly, they insist
-

the old hatreds are inflamed. The foot sol-

diers are mobilized.

Why this sudden, full confession? My
plan is hatched - success is already nigh.

The "marginalized" seek emancipation

(and restitution) from their perceived tor-

mentors, blithely ignorant of my real

method of destruction. Children give birth

to children. The promiscuous carry on

(regardless ofwho their partners are),

with childlike faith that "safe sex" will pro-

tect thpm :!.

The moralists once succeeded mar-

velously at turning these people around,

chastising such "social diseases" as

syphilis. I challenge you now to find a

moralist who isn't concerned with fighting

a whole array of new-sprung "social dis-

SeelNliNDEItpage19
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Gay rights activist continues fight for justice

INTERVIEW:. Can (I a(('

Gingrich endcavg^lo

e(iucat(\ (liangc^ soc ielv

By Andrea Perera

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Nearly 20 years ago, 1()(),{)()() people

attended the first (iay and Lesbian

Civil Rights March on Washington.

Yet, despite legislative elVorls to secure

same sex marriage rights as well as

AIDS funding increa.ses, discrimina-

tion persists. Mate crimes against gay

individuals continue to occur as evi-

denced by the recent kidnapping and

murder of I Iiiiversity of Wyoming stu-

dent Matthew Sheperd

In the following interview, gay lob-

byist Candace Ciingrich discusses com-

ing out, dealing with .Congress and the

current administration's grade on gay

issues. She also discusses how far civil

rights for gay individuals have come ...

viiul the steps that will be neecled for

gays and lesbians to achieve true equal-

ity in the future.

W lull (In \oi4Siiiis ilw inipoiUimvof

Sdlional Coniini^ Out Pav/iiick and

wIkiI (In ihink II wnihuliri's lo ihc i^av

ioniniuiiili
.'

myths and misinformation and stereo-

types that persist about gay people and

one of the reasons that the> persist is

that we still don't ha\e enough people

showing what the truth is through their

lives.

You've got people in America who

don't know someone gay or who don't

think tluit they kni)w sometine gay

(which is most usualls the case). If they

gel inlorniation about gay people it usu-

ally comes from really unreliable

sources, it might be the fund-raising let-

ter that they got from the Christian

( "oalition or it might be what they heard

Pat Robertson s'ayal the "100 Club"

the night before. Unless there's somc*-

body in their life a relative, neighbor

or cimorker - showing them ditlerent-

Iv, that's all the inft)rinatiiMi they have,

so that's what they believe. So, you can

turn Ignorance and misunderstanding

into understanding by coming out to

people.

H lial was it like when you annc out'.'

1 was 20. I had certainly had an

underlying understanding thai there

was something different about me On

One of the mt)sl lllipoiiam llim^

about coming out is youi ability lo free

-y*>wrM.'li-.- WljcwyxnUive your JifciU Ihc

closet, you have lo change your pro-

nouns and you have to make up stories;

you have lo hide an entire part of your

life, and for most people, an important

part of your life ... and it eats away at

your soul.

On one level, it's very powerful

because of how it changes you.

Something that actually benefits stKi-

ely as a whole is that you change the

people around you loo when you come

out. There's still misconceptions and

some levels 1 probably understood that

II was that I v\as gay. But, 1 didn't really

have any wa> \o deal with the informa-

tion. Iliere weren't school counselors

talking about it and at that time there

weren't positive examples or images of

gay people in the media or on television

or in my community.

1 just found that the easiest way for

me lo deal with it was just to pretend

that those feelings didn't exist and to'

just kind of ignore that whole part of

myself, which lasted for about seven or

eight years. I don't look back and .see

ihat it reall> adversely affected me in

any way, but I also reali/e that that was

a whole part of my life that I was deny-

ing and ignoring. "

When I got to college I became

friends with some women who turned

out to be lesbians. What it was about

them that helped to changed things was

that they were open and out and com-

fortable and proud and not hiding at all

that part of ihem.selves. Being in that sit-

uation, finally seeing other people who

felt the same way that I felt, but weren't

hiding It. lo be able \o rect>gni/e that 1

could express that part o\' myself I

"coTThl^ecepl and acknowledge that I

wasale^ian.

Most of ihe people that I've lalked lo

say that the turning pt)inl in the coming

out process was realizing that they

weren't the only one. Nobody wants lo

I < hMi t lu-y !HL' tho only ptT'ton iUr^fin

/feels a certain way or that is a certain

way.

you just didn't know they were gay." I

fell very, very fortunate for their accep-

tance and kind ofjust left it at that.

Do Vim Ji'i'l as if members of

Conj^ress are adequately meeting the

Human Rights Camfkiign's (a f^ay lol>

hyist i^roup 's)funding demands?

I think that there are still some mem-

bers of Congress that are too willing to

.sacrifice the advances and the research

that's being done with AIDS now for

other issues. We still see people in

Congress playing politics when it

comes to AIDS funding.

Recently, when the Ryan White

Care Act was being reauthorized a cou-

ple years ago, you still saw, again, Jesse

Helms up there talking about how the

government shouldn't be helping to

take cAre of people who basically asked

for it. who basically deserved what they

got.

But, I would have to say that most

members i)f Congress get it. So, it's

improving, but there are still burrs in

the saddle who don't even want to

acknowledge that it is still a huge prob-

lem and are willing to sacrifice those

monies and the lives that are affected by

-them lor other causes.

( 'i)uld YOU diseuss the Emplmment

Son-Discrimination Act {ENDA) and

what kind of a reeefMion it

'

,v reeeivin^'^ .

Gingrich is the chairwoman of the

Human Rights Campaign's National

Coming Out Day.

-i i
DAVlOHIll

Candace Gingrich speaks in Westwood Plaza on Monday.

—Just being able to say, OK, iheie aie

other people who are like me. Iliis part

of mc is something that doesn't have to

be hidden anymore. It's part of who I

am. It was instantly gratifying to me to

be able lo say that about myself

I came out to my family and felt very,

very fortunate. Sure, it was a shock to

them. Just as I didn't have any informa-

tion to deal with my being a lesbian,

they didn't have any information or

frame of reference either. In fact, one of

the funniest things that my mom said to

me was that when she was growing up

they didn't have gay people. I tried to

explain to her, "Well, Mom, there were

gay people when you were growing up;

It was first introduced in '94 and

each year that it's been re int roduced

and each session of Congress that it's

being debated and talked about we see

increased support. As the education

continues, more and more members

and reps realize that it's not about spe-

cial rights and that it's not about affir-

mative action - that it's about fairness.

We've had some really strong support

from the administration. .

Clinton was the first president to

endorse any kind of gay civil rights leg-

islation. They were instrumental in '96

when there was a vote in the Senate on

ENDA and bringing us so close to vic-

SeeGINGIIiai^pagelS
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opinion of the Daily Bruin Editorial Board.

All other columns, letters and artwork

represent th»> opinions of their authors.

All submitted material must bear the

author's name, address, telephone num-

ber, registration numl)er or affiliation

,1

witTi"UCO^ frames will not be withheld

except in extreme cases.

The Bruin complies with the

Communication Board's policy pro-

hibiting the publication of articles that

perpetuate derogatory cultural or eth-

nic stereotypes.

When multiple authors submit _

material, some names may be kept on

file rather than published with the

material The Bruin reserves the right to

edit submitted material and to deter-

mine its placement in the paper. All

submissions become the property of

The Bruin. The Communications Board

has a media grievance procedure for

resolving complaints against any of its

publications. For a copy of the com-

plete procedure, contact the

Publications office at 118 Kerckhoff

Hall.
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lory. President Clinton and Vice

President Gore themselves individual-

ly called up senators and talked to them

alx^ut the issue.

One of our biggest challenges is still,

like so many of the things that have to

do with queer peoples, battling the mis-

information. We'll talk about the mer-

its of ENDA. We'll talk about how it

will help Americans. We can talk about

what it will do and won't do.

They call it the homosexual quota

bill - which it isn't. That always seems

to be the biggest challenge when it

comes to issues about gay ptt()ple, is

correcting the misinformation that's

out there just kind of erroneously and

the misinformation that's out there on

purpose from those people that don't

want to see us make any advance-

ments.

Same sex marriage seemed tike it

was pelting a head start in Hawaii, yet

voters could limit marriage to "man and^

woman" come Nov. 3. How are other

states responding to the idea ofsame sex

marriage?

There are more than 24 states that

have passed, within there own legisla-

tures, anti-gay marriage bills essentially

saying that even if Hawaii decides to

allow gays to marry, their state won't

recognize it.

There are some states that have

been welcoming - like Massachusetts.

All^SrUD0NT GReUPS

When W illiam Weld was slill guvemu i

he stated that he would welcome gay

people who.live in Massachusetts that—

-

if you wish to participats in Homdcoming I998,
you must attsnd ons of th3 following mandatory
m99tings:

Homecommg 1998
JnformattonalMeettrigs
ai theAlumnt Center

Today froiri 5-6 p.m.
-or-—^———Tomorrow froin 6t30-7t30 p.m.

/rUCLAkmri mr

go to Hawaii to get married

In other places, you've seen the issue

come up within the legislature, but the

people within the states have been able

to defeat it, to help people to see it for

what it was - discrimination. But

unfortunately that's been rare.

When we first started talking about

gay marriage, most of non-gay

America just automatically had this

image in their head oftwo men in dress-

es or two women in tuxes knocking on

their church or temple door saying,

"Stop, you have to marry us." We need

to help people see beyond that and talk

about the issues. The ceremony's just

one aspect of it. We're talking about

hospital visitation, inheritance, cus-

tody, health care and all ofthose things.

We need to keep talking about those

issues so that people don't just have

that gut reaction about gay marriages

and instead recognize that we do have

families, we do have relationships and

we are affected by not having legal

recognition of them.

The trendseems to be that companies

are beginning to offer more same sex

spouses benefits such as health and life

insurance benefits. Yet, we arefarfrom
domestic partnership benefits being a

commonality, being "a given." What do

you think is neededfor that to (Kcur?

Employees themselves are taking

the initiative. (Employees) are coming

up with proposals, getting facts, doing

research and showing their employers

why this is the right thing to do, why
this is a good thing to do. I think that

the more that we come out as families,

the more that employers will recognize

that we're afl'ected by not having some
of the benefits that non-gay couples get

to take advantage of.

Hate crimes against gay individuals

persist, the latest example being the kid-

napping and murder of Matthew
Sheperd. Do you think an event of this

magnitude will hasten the passage of
legislation like the Hate Crime
Prevention Act (which allows FBI inves-

tigation and prosecution ofhate crimes

against gayshesbians, and hisexuals)?

WTiat disappoints me is that it takes

something of this magnitude for them
to recognize, for them to have their

wake up call. We've done our best to

SMail6IKHp«9e19
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GINGRICH
From page 1

8

educate people about the fact that

although violent crime has been

decreasing over the past couple of

years, violent crime against gay indi-

viduals has increased.

But there are still folks who are will-

ing to say that we get what we deserve -

which is really pathetic and really dis-

appointing and really oUcnsivc ... but it

still happens.

With an event like this, we arc going

to renew our call to them to make time

before the .session is out to vole on the

Hate Crimes Prevention Act. I know
that they're busy. I know that the

appropriatit)ns bills need to get done. I

know that they're busy with their

impeachment hearings and all of that.

It's not ju.st whatever slate that they're

in that may or may not have hate crime

laws, but it's our country as a whole

that will not tolerate that kind of behav-

ior. We need somebody like the federal

government to send a really strong

message saying, "We will not tolerate

thai."

Concerning the current administra-

tion, how do ytm feel that it is handling

gay rights issues?

I don't think that I'm going to ever

remember (President Clinton) as any-

one other than the first (president) to

do what he did for gay and lesbian pe<v

pie. Before he kind of dropfH-'d the ball

on the whole "Don't Ask. Don't Tell

"

ptii icy, (C
'

lihtt^h) Was the nf<;rprisideni

to specirically campaign to gay

Amer icans .
:

We'll all be waiting a really long time

for the perfect candidate. So, in

acknowledging "Don't Ask Don't

Tell" and the Defciisc of Marriage Act,

I al.so have to rect)t!ni/e the limployee

Non-Discrimination Act, the Hate

Crime Prevention Act and the first

White House Summit on AIDS. I'm

not going to completely ignore the

advances that he has made because of

the bad slulV. But, I'm still going to give

him a B- when it comes down Uj^rating

him in the end.

But it's a higher rating than ymi

would have given /Hist presidents?

Oh my gosh, yes. I'm not sure any

one of them got more than a D ... if

thai.

INLENDER
From page 16

eases." Just look at what has hap-

pened with smoking over the last cou-

ple of years.

My special favors will be parceled

out like poison pills, until nobixly

believes he can succeed on his own -

until everyone believes he is entitled

to his set-aside.

Then my pimp. Uncle Sam himself,

shall go broke. Oh, I suppose that

people could eventually see how (o

save themselves; they could under-

stand the degree of self-reliance
-

indeed, self-denial - that is necessary

to avoid the traps I have set. But of

course they won't. After all, is it not

easier to blame others for our own

misfortunes?

It is time for individuals and their

political groupies to take responsibili-

ty for their own actions and not make

scapegoats out of their fellow human

beings. Instead of attempting to

bypass our personal defaults by dis-

placing blame where it is unfairly due,

we must unite and work peacefully to

solve issues and problems that alTect

first ourselves, and then the larger

community. -— -

Looking at things in such finite

terms is easy - and thus attractive. We
must, however, go beyond this nar-

row-minded thinking and strive to

fight, in unity, for the common good.

Satan? No. I am White Male. I am
your worst nightmare. Or maybe you

are.

GET THE POINT? ADVERTISE*
825-2161 Dally Bruin

We are looking for a
few good men...

Healthy men between 1 9 and 34 years

needed to participate in anonymous sperm
donor program located in Westwood. Help

infertile couples while receiving financial

compensation up to $600 per month and
free comprehensive health screening.

Call California Cryobank at

(310) 824-9941

$5 OFF
COLOR CALENDAR

Bring this coupon to the Kinko's listed

below and receive $5 off a Deluxe

12-nH)nth Flip Calendar.

kinko's'
9334 Wilslrire Blvd., Hollywood 271-1258

U^lHTi&liire Blvd., Los Angeles 477-7756

1520 Westwood Blvd., Los Angeles 475-0789

601 Wilshire Blvd., Santa Monica 576-7710

OHrr good on Deluxe 12month flip citrndir only. Offer is limittd to on« coupon p«r customer. Coupon must be

presented 4t fime of purchase ind is not v«lid with other offers or discounts. Offer valid it tinw^of purchase only

and may not be discounted or credited toward past or future purchases. Offer valid at participating Kinko's locations

only. Offer expires 12/31/98. 01998 Kinko's, Inc. All rights reserved. Kinko'f is a registered trademark of Kinko's

Ventures. Inc. and is used by permission. Kinko's requires written permission from the copyright holder in order to

reproduce any copyrighted materials.

AAC585 I
Op^" 24 Hours • Ask about free pickup and delivery |exp 12/31/96

...because you can't write THAT fast!

/ Lecture Notes .ue a qrejt supplement

to your own notes

/ Qudlity notetiikers provide dc cur ate,

organized and well-wriften accounts of

your professors' lecture

/ Full attention can be given to your

lecture, allowing you to listen more

attentively and analytically

/ Available anytime during the quarter

/ Conveniently located on A Level,

Ackerman Union

LectureNotes
310.206.0882 • A-Level Ackerman open daily

|
www.uclastore.ucla.edu
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Tomom)w
Danish director Ulrich Thomsen

debuts his new film "The Celebration'

In the United States.
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Insipid 'Martini and Olive'

tastes of stale 70s spoof
THEATER: Musical review dried u[) by incoherent

story line, reliance on hackneyed subject, flat acting

By Louise Chu
Daily Bruin Staff

Spooling a bad show usually

requires one minor detail: that your

show must be good.

As technical a detail as it may be,

"Martini and Olive 'On the Rocks'"

tends to overlook the stipulation for 90

minutes of bland medleys and unexcit-

ing humor.

Like the recent movie "Night At

The Roxbury," which extends the

"Saturday Night -

Live" (SNL) skit to

full-length feature

form, "Martini and

Olive" is much

Part talk show, part

lounge act part odd

If anything, the intentionally awkward

gestures are obnoxiously overshad-

owed by the gaudiest polyester prints

of the artistically misguided decade.

While the quintessential dashy garb

coupled with '70s standards - includ-

ing "Muskral Love," "Shaft" and, who

could forget "Shake Your Booty,"

which seems to provide for a grand old

time - it's been done.

The spoof is mildly entertaining for

the first, oh, say, 10 minutes, but

lieneghan plays like a Cheri Oteri (of

_^^_.^ SNL fame)

wannabe, and

Richey's chauvin-

istic character

comes off as unlik-

eniertammg rnplnHrAm;i T'Mpirtlnl ^^'^ ^"^ ^ '*"^^"

r.v,...^in..i..
meioarama, i marimi . „ „„ .• . _,y.

more
as a five-minute

sk^t^- wait a and Olive") juPfTps
minute. It is a

sketch ... oh

"Saturday Night

Live.'''

The show is

vaguely - um,

extremely - similar to the recurring

SNL skit, featuring Steve and liydie,

the energetic, middle-aged couple who
entertains at local Bar Mitzvahs and

weddings. With Eydie at vocals and

Steve at keyboard and harmony, the

two perform popular ditties with a spe-

cial little twist.

In this production, Minnesotan

lounge lizards Tony Martini ((Jrant

Richey) and Olive Ileatherton (Judy

Heneghan) team up as a song-and-

dance duo, reviving familiar songs of

the '70s. Part talk show, part lounge

act, part odd melodrama, the slu)w

jumps around from segment to seg-

ment without transition or reason.

Ilie show opens in a blinding dance

number with the spunky pair and their

Swi/zleStick Dancers. Hie group does-

n't shock the eye with fabulous moves.

around ...without

transition or reason.

less as his booty-

wiggiing dance

moves. Neither

has much magnet-

ic appeal (except,

maybe, in their col-

i _-. lection of metallic
I I I ^W ' h^Mi^lBaWHMM.

accessories).

The show it.self has little direction.

Alter the opening dance bit through a

hearty barrage of disco tunes. Martini

and Olive sit to read fan mail and take

questions from the audience.

Suddenly, the audience-interactive per-

formance turns into a strange observa-

tion of their relationship woes.

One question from the "audience"

comes from Cirenadine, Tony's stylist,

whom he has hired as Olive's under-

study without her approval or knowl-

edge. After a tension-filled scene.

Martini and Olive dispense another

rousing medley.

In the course of the show, they also

somehow flash back to their first

encounter on a dating game show, in

which Tony exudes homosexual under-

See MARTINI, page 24

IDMMICHirrSCH

Judy HMMghan (left) and Grant Richay star In 'Martini and Olive

'On the Rocks/* a 1970s comedic musical review.
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Photos by JAMIE SCANLON-JACOeS/Oaily Bruin

WlliJ^m (left) and Apl^c^p raise the roof during their perforrnance last night at the House of Blues.

Cooking Up

Win.Lam jumps high to the beat during the Black Eyed Peas' set.

This trio of homegrown hip-hoppers

displays refreshing versatility, vitality^^
and a penchant for creative dance moves

By Nerissa Pado
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Catfish, corn pone, collard greens. Salted pork, corn on'

the cob and Black Eyed Peas. Though not a Southern con-

coction themselves, on Monday night, the Black Eyed Peas

(BEP) were right at home in the basement of the scintillating

Sunset shanty known as the House of Blues.

This nascent hip-hop band has simmered over from the

cauldron of the Hollywood club circuit over the past three

years, reaching boiling point when they signed on with the

summer Smokin' Grooves national lour.

Though hailing from the West, this trio seems to have the

capability of holding their own against the reputation of

reigning East Coast hip-hoppers, the Roots, as Monday
night's packed house suggested.

BEP delivered hits off of their current album "Behind the

Front," from the creeping drop beats of "Fallin' Up," the

hyperspeed, light^flashing rendition of "What It Is," the

Salsa-dance inspiring, Latin-grooved "Karma," and their

biggest current release "Joints and Jam," peppered with

easy beats and danceable chords. Alternating between a

flickering, energetic running-in-piace and statuesque group

poses, BEP kept a short 45-minute set hyperbolically

upbeat.

_ The Peas seem to slant their reputation just a bit differ-

ently from their predecessors and peers - from their trendy,

HoIIywood-chic, retro-thrift garb, to the melding of their

Pacific Islander, Native American, Black and Latin back-

grounds into their music, to their refreshingly positive take

on hip-hop lyrics in a scene inundated by gangster rap. But

most notable about BEP's live performance was their us6 of

a live band and the three primary band members. Taboo,

Will. i.am and Apl.de.ap's interactive and inventive dance

schemes.

Complete with an electric guitar, bass guitar, drums and

keyboard, BEP brought their music to a visual and auditory

apex. Left behind was the confining image of the lone rap

artists in front of (or behind) electronic turntables ort a ster-

ile, half-empty stage. Instead, BEP gave a live performance

worth listening to and watching, with a female back-up

vocalist adding buttery. R&B interludes. Equally revved-up

live band members provided the backdrop to their own
springing motions and charming dance commotion, com-
pleting a three-dimensional performance.

The three lead rappers repeatedly intertwined footwork

and unraveled again in a series of seemingly choreographed

yet unchoreographed movements, with the black bandan-

naed, dragon-shirted Taboo almost always recentering the

group in a triangular formation. At one point, each of the

three leads got spotlighted to do a headstand or two and a

few kicks through the air, topped off by some serious break-

dance routines.

Taboo's hard, mysterious stare and sweeping martial arts

movements, combined with meditative arm extensions, jux-

taposed Will's brightly smiling eyes and bouncing feet as

well as Apl's quick, cutting and playful dredheaded bobs.

Together, the group managed to keep darting eyes and audi-

ence members jumping along, following all three in a game
of visual tag.

Though the momentum seemed to wane gradually toward

the end as the band members took on lengthy freestyle

vocals and instrumental, the beats stayed powerfully reso-

nant. Most everyone stayed interested in what was to come,

which was, unfortunately, the end of BEP's set.

The challenge of sustaining staying power will, of course,

be BEP's true test over time, but as for this night's abbrevi-

ated performance, the band kept the young, makeshift

Hollywood speakeasy bunch craving not just a sampling,

but the full course.

Actors go nude

for opportunity

to make it in

show business

FILM: Women's role in

male-dominant industry

observed in documentary

By Sandy Yang
Daily Bruin Contributor

The first frame of Odette

Springer's documentary, "Some
Nudity Required," about sex in the

B-movie industry, introduces thpse

familiar block letters that spell out

"Hollywood" sitting atop that hill.

Bigger than life but discernible in

the distance, it is the sign that repre-

sems the tangible dream oi'mardoig^
It is also an appropriate prelude to

this documentary in which aspirings

film stars have a chance at experi-

ence. It's not always the kind of

exposure that gets a young starlet on
the cover of People, however, but

the stripping of clothes and some-

times of self-worth.

Springer, the co-director and co-

producer of the film, is a former B-

movie music director. She makes
herselfone of the subjects of the per-

sonal and professional turmoil that

is linked to working in an industry

"This industry isn't run

by pigs. (It's) run by

people like you and

me.
//

Johanna Demetrakas

Co-director and co-producer

in which filming nude or barely-clad

women - engaging in anything from

violent sex to toting big guns while

wearing a G-string - is common-
place. Focusing on people in front

of and behind the camera, "Some
Nudity Required" tries to answer

the question why people are in this

less-than-laudable business in an

objective light.

"Part of the balance was that we
put a lot of intelligent people in the

film along with people who were

questionable in their ethics," co-

director and co-producer Johanna

Demetrakas says. "We put in intelli-

gent people because we wanted to

show that this industry isn't run by

pigs. They're run by people like you

and me."

Springer, an educated musician

who was involved in the industry for

years, poses the same question for

herself throughout the film and pon-

ders in the film's opening sequence,

"How did I go from Beethoven to B-

movics?"

Intertwining her own story with

numerous interviews with actresses,

directors, producers and other peo-

ple involved in B-movies, Springer

reveals that the usual story foi*

someone who makes a pit-stop in B-

movie-land is its potential to ascend

to working for big studio movies.

But the niih takes an extra step in

SccllUtlTY,p«9c24
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•II Night' blends drama with humor

VARIOUS ARTISTS

'Rare on Air -Volume 4"

Various Artists, ^Rare on Air -

Volume 4*" (Mammoth Records)

The inclusion of Sarah

McLachlan's ethereal serenity. Cafe

Tacuba's tongue-twisting Latin

beats and Ozomatli's jazzy hii>-hop

on one album at first seems improb-

able and inexplicable. But the eclec-

tic mix of talent presented on "Rare

On Air - Volume 4" can be strung

together to create a distinct, com-

mon sound.

KCRW's (89.9 FM, broadcast

from Santa Monica) latest compila-

tion of live performances from its

morning music show, "Morning

Becomes Eclectic," features a vari-

ety of artists who have seen the spot-

light anywhere from this past sum-

mer to a few years back.

Despite some obvious disparity in

style, the music finds a common
bond in its complex and , dare we

acts.

The key to this album is its sim-

plicity. These live cuts are complete

with background chatter and techni-

cal difficulties, yet still seem suspi-

ciously fiawless.

Mazzy Star's hauntingly sweet

"Flowers in December" fiows care-

fully, leaving discriminating ears

insisting that they must have

remixed the song, lest lead singer

and harmonica player Hope
Sandoval be a product of perfection.

Ani DiFranco's frantic "Gravel"

is closer to the listener's idea of a

rough-edged, live cut. Along with

Joan Osborne's "St. Teresa," their

unplugged efforts are why fans seek

"Rare On Air" - for a different

interpretation of the original

favorite.

Nevertheless, KCRW has assem-

bled a satisfying blend of musical

genres to simultaneously uplift and

soothe the open ear.

Louise Chu

Baxter, "Baxter** (Maverick)

Incorporating the eeriness from

the world of drum 'n' bass with the

methodic rhythms of trip-hop,

Swedish trio Baxter's debut self-

titled disc dredges up tried and true

say, sophisticated sound. The elements from both genres, creating

Backstreet Boys won't be found a familiar soundscape.

Jor will Garbage or Marilyn ted^ by^cr-SaH stnfcr -Ntna

Manson or any other over-produced Ramsby, Baxter's rftusic is a better

sampler for trip-hop newbies than a

thoroughly enthralling experience

for trip veterans.

The arrangement and production

by the threesome hits every cliched

trick and techie nuance; from the

slow bass thumping in the musical

background to the wispy, hollow feel

permeating each piece.

By no means is Baxter a talent-less

sound-a-like: rather, the trio just

tries too hard, colliding genres that

disagree with each other. The drum
'n' bass speedy drum samples stum-

ble over the typically calming trip-

hop melodies. Together, they take

away from each other, making for a

stop-and-go effect in much of the

album.

Baxter does have moments when

it shines from within the darkness.

"Fading" finds the group construct-

ing a perfect balance between frantic

beats and delicate, almost fragile,

keyboard strokes.

Constantly outperforming the

music, Ramsby's emotion-strained

droning adds a dreary outlook that

no chord or note coyld ever pro-

duce.

Baxter's experimentation with the

dark walkways of two barren genres

comes up short musically, but the

TrinhBui

Voodoo Glow Skulls, ""The Band

Geek Mafia** (Epitaph)

Ska hangs in there for the time

being. Sure it's hard to put down the

horns and turn to another method of

melody-making, but sooner or later,

they will have to either give up the

dream or even just alter their meth-

ods a little bit. Either way, this mad-

ness of endless, horrible ska produc-

tion must end.

Unfortunately, it continues anoth-

er day in Voodoo Glow Skulls new

album, "The Band Geek Mafia."

The creativity ends with the

album title.

Not only do the lyrics remain

incoherent throughout the entire

album, but listening to even three

consecutive songs gives the listener

an immediate headache from the

constant yelling.

The guitars know one chord, one

beat, one tempo. Far be it to ask for

any more out of the band.

The album contains only a few

noteworthy picks. "Stranded in the

Jungle" grasps the concept of catchy

creativity. "Left For Dead" utilizes

amusing lyrics, and "Walkin'

Frustration" actually holds a real

These few moments fail as moti-

vation for anyone to actually buy the

album. But who knows? Often bands

such as Voodoo Glow Skulls make

up in live performance what they

lack in recording abilities.

Michelle Zubiate

George Martin, "InMyLife**

(Echo/MCA)
Music producers usually lack the

recognition to merit a compilation

album with the likes of Robin

Williams and Jim Carrey. Of course,

there is the occasional exception.

When producer George Martin

teamed up with four young lads

from working-class Liverpool, little

did he or the rest of the world know
that their professional relationship

would permanently change the rock

'n' roll landscape.

The lads would be known later as

the Beatles, and Martin would be the

man behind the mixing board for

many of the group's classic hits.

Decades later, in celebration of

his friends, Martin has reworked

some of the most memorable

Beatles' songs with new musical

arrangements and guest vocalists.

Although some of the renditions

border more closely on the realm of

TELEVISION: Engaging

new series breaks out of

coincidental occasions when the two

forms match nearly make up for the

hackneyed-sounding traeks found

on the rest of the disc.

beat tor awhile.

Too bad the positive aspects of

these tunes^KHildn't be combine44o-

produce one memorable song. ^

good ideas gone awry, all the songs

are executed with good intentions.

See SOUNDBITES, page 23

I
review program

...continues to

set the standards
that others want

to follow!

MCAT Special
'

Last !all this special uas quite popular.
'

Soacc is limited,

Sicjii lip hy yomscll hcloic
October i 5lli cind receive:

jf' off ttie full course tuition,

Sicjn up with a friend before

October 1 .5lh and receive:

^1
COllFSet Inr

The Berkeley Review Provides!

15 Weeks Of Review And Testing Of

Important MCAT Concepts

100 Hours Of Scheduled Lecture

Topics In The Classroom

300 Hours Of Office Hours To

Supplement The Lecture Topics

^ 20 Hours Of Supplemental MCAT-Style

Problem Solving Sessions

11 Full-Length Mock MCAT Exams

7 During The Program

7 Scheduled Full-Length Mock MCAT
Exam Testing Dates

2800 Pages Of Review Notes Covering

Important MCAT Concepts

1300 MCAT-Style Passages With Clear

And Detailed Solutions

Exceptional Instructors For Each Of

The Six Topic Areas Of The MCAT

Excellent Review Materials That You

Get To Keep And Take Home

Application Assistance, Interview

Workshops, And Mock Interviews

—

IH!D iuit^lw^ DRIVING & TRAFFIC SCHOOL
special Student and Staff Discount

Traffic School on Weekdays & Saturdays

. ^ ^^^ 1 093 Eroxton Ave #2 1 8 (3 1 0) 208-3333

HJjyj)

^^^ In Westwood Village, above the Wherehouse$20
^^liSljj^ULi^iiu^ii^^^
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Spi'ii.ili/in^ ill MCAT l'it.'p,iiMtii)n

\mn-m
www.berkeley-review.com

Dr. Nader Dayani
ORTHODONTIST

SINCE 1980
UCLA FACULTY MEMBER

Member American Association of Orthodontists

Specializing in braces for adults & children

Invisible

European

• Removable
• Traditional

• Cosmetic Porcelain

• Surgical Orthodontics

20'h. DLSCOINT TO STIDKNTS AND FAC ILIT WITH VALID LI).

(310) 826 - 7494

11645 Wilshire Blvd. #802

Los Angeles, CA 90025

(949) 552 - 5890

18124 Culver Dr., #A

Irvine, CA 92715

Teeth Whitening
upper or lower

$85«« each

(Reg. $200.00)

• Th« treatment wiH be as folows; $1000.00 pkjs

$100 00 for eoch mootfi of treatment rendered

fof metal txaces. $900 00 plus $ 100 00 fcx each
montti of treatment rendered for removable

braces and $ 1 700 00 pkjs $ 1 25 00 per montt) fof

ceramic braces. $200.00 for dloonostlc study

model ond i 1 75 00 for formal cor^uttatlon

expiration date 10-31-98

traditional sitcom format

By John Levesque

Seattle Post Intelligencer

When I grow up, I wanl to work tor

Isaac JalTee.

Followers of "Sports Night." the

best new show on television, know

him as the Lou (iranl olthe new mil-

lennium. Portrayed in (J()wn-to-earth,

limmy-worthy style by Robert

(iuillaume, JaOee is the bot>s \ye"d all

be ilnianagement had the sense to put

us in charge: ttmgh but lair, demand-

ing but supportive, unafraid to make a

decision - any decision - even under

the ga/e of second-guessing corporate

types.

I-or those consigned to the

"Dilbert"-ian working model, guys

like Isaac Jallee don't exist. But

(iuillaume makes Jallee, the execu-

tive producer of a cable-TV sports

show, so llesh-and-blood believable

that there may be millions out there

who have embraced new hope these

past few weeks that their boss will

someday acknowledge their contribu-

tion to the overall elTort, will seek their

counsel when appropriate and will

remember their name when passing in

hu l l.nm

Yes, it's a half-hour show that

comes on right after "Spin City" on

Tuesday nights. Yes, it follows the

Esteemed situation-comedy formal of

a brief (ease followed by two acts that

add up to about 22 minutes. But

"Sports Night" is something quite

remarkable among TV series. It's a

show that transcends the pigeonhol-

ing that critics have employed since

we all started to love Lucy.

it's like a half-hour drania with

funny moments, a play that mixes the

pith of Mamet (minus the blue lan-

guage) with the wit ofCoward (minus

the bluebloods). Only one problem

for me and some friends who have

become "Sports Night" groupies: It

always ends way too S(.M)n.

Another potential problem: The

brain trust at ABC has insisted that

"Sports Night" have a laugh track, so

there is confusion about what the

show is trying to be. Many who hear

the laughter a.ssume it's supposed to

be a fall-on-the-lloor, chuckle-a-

minute comedy, and they change the

channel if ."^0 seconds go by without a

punch line.

It's their loss. But it may be ours,

too, if ABC's dubious laugh-track

decision keeps "Sports Night" from

attracting the fans it needs to stay on

the air. So, hear me out, please.

"Sports Night'" is t(H) gotxi to lose. It's

so well made (by Ron Howard's

Imagine Televiaion in imaw iut ioELttilh-

for three years.

Credit Aaron Sorkin, who got the

idea for "Sports Night" after repeat-

edly^^ watching ^ ESPNT"
"SportsCenter" as he worked on the

screenplay of "The American

President" a few years ago.

Probably the best show on cable,

day in and day out, "SportsCenter"

inspired Sorkin to go behind the

scenes of such a program", to explore

what it would be like to work in a high-

ly charged, pressure-packed atmos-

phere with people so passionate about

sports.

In the manner of "The Larry

Sanders Show," Sorkin's "Spoils

Night" is very "inside" while not

being exclusionary^ U; compellingly

accurate portrayal of the real thing.

Unlike ""Sanders," though, '"Sports

Night" isn't satire. Scirkin calls it a

"marriage" between the comedy of

half-hour television and the drama of

one-hour television.

Sorkin vigorously opposed the

laugh-track idea, but he hopes viewers

can get past the obvious foolishness of

the forced laughter and appreciate his

attempt to capture the dignity of real

people in a real work environment.

Fortunately, every little element of

"Sports Night" is powerful enough to

overcome the distractions of the

laugh-track. All-world writing infuses

the performances of a first-string cast,

and fivtf cameras (rather than the

SOUNDBITES
From page 22

It's hard to screw up any Beatles'

tune, but somehow "Life" finds- a

way to warp a beautiful song into a

It's a lot to expect from a sitcom.

But read my blips here: "Sports

Disney's Touchstone), that it's scary.

Tliree episodes into the season, it's as

Night" is-not a sitcom. polished as anything that's been on

three or four of most half-hour come-

dies) create dramatic new pcrspec-

tives in a half-hour setting. I

crass rehash. Celine Dion's "Here

There & Everywhere" manages to

capture Dion's perfect pitch in an

airy void of nothingness. The song

moves without weight, leaving a

strangely missing sensation in the

tune.

A classical variation of "Because"

by violinist Vanessa Mae might as

well be a new song altogether, as

Mae's stirring but overpowering

strings ripple away the Beatles'

sound.

Martin's dabbling in the classical

and pop genres warrants praise for

effort, but Beatles' music is straight

rock n' roll.

When Martin sticks to rock, the

disc truly works. Williams' and

Bobby McFerrin's "Come
Together" and Carrey's "I am the

Walrus" entertain simply with the

vocalists' uniqlie take on the lyrics.

By far the most magica) cut off

"Life" is Jeff Beck's guitar-serenad-

ing "A Day in the Life." Beck's gui-

tar sings the lyrics as well as pro-

vides the soul that radjates from the

timeless song.

"Life" for the most part hardly

does justice to the Beatles or Martin.

Few songs reflect the originals and

the ones that come close last too

nhnrt

Cypress HiU« ""IV** (Ruflhouse)

Marijuana, guns and speaker-

shattering bass. These seem to be

Cypress Hill's main themes, and the

group hits them again and again on

"IV." Think of Cheech. Charlton

Heston and Bootsy Collins hooking

upToFone strange party.

In this 71-minute ode to weed and

automatic weapons. Cypress Hill

turns out song after song that would
.

make Tipper Gore cringe.

You may not want them to baby-

sit your children, but they do make
some pretty good music.

There's a predictable number of

drug tunes that don't say anything

that hasn't been said on their previ-

ous albums.

"Dr. Greenthumb" boasts an

amusing intro, with its hillbilly

infomercial offering aid on your

homegrown marijuana efforts, but

"High Times" is nothing special.

There is also a fair amount of

macho posturing, with "Riot

Starter," 'Dead Men Tell No
Tales," and the obligatory "I'm a

better rapper than you are" boasting

of "16 Men Till There's No Men
Left."

The group even ventures into

pseudo-romance, with the oh-so-

touching ballad, "I Remember That

Freak Bitch (From The Club)."

Lyrics aside. B-Real's unmistakable

voice, combined with catchy beats,

makes for some good music to move
to.

Whether you're dancing, driving.

rvpn j»m< wwllting MrnnnH, "IV" will

Trinh Bui keep you moving.

Brent Hopkins

THEKAPUN

VILLAGE
961Bfoxlon
208 5576

—

MANN

Westwood

RushHour(PG 13)

Doltjy Dtoilal

Tu-Th(12;15 2 45 5 15)7 45 10 15

MANN

Santa Monica

LAEMMLE
West Hollywood

SOOO Sunset (si Crtsctnt HtigbU) Fit• Paifcing

CRITERION 3

1313 3t(JSl

Promenade
39fj 1599 -

Antz (PC)

Dolby Digital THX Soiry No Passes

Mon Thu(12.0O2OO2 3O5 0O)
' 7:15 7 45 10 15

BRUIN
948 Bfpxion

239 MANN

NATIONAL
10925 Lindbfook

2084366

FESTIVAL
10887 Lmdbrook
2084575

Antz (PC)

. THX Dolby Digital

TuTh(11:45 2:15445)7 15945

A Nighl at Ihe Roibury (PC-13)

THX Dolby SR
Mon Thu (1304 15) 7 30 10 15

Without Limits (PC 13)

THX Dolby SR
Mon -Thu (100 3 45) 7 00 9 45

CRITERION 4 A Night •{ the Roibury (PC 13)

THX Dolby Digital Sorry No Passes

Mon Thu (12 45 3 00 5 30) 8 00 10 30

CRITERION 5 Rush Hour (PG-13)

On 2 Screens • THX OTS Digital

Mon- Thu (11 45 12 30 2 45 4 30 5 15)

7 45 9 45 10 15

SUNSET 1

(213)848 3500

SUNSET 2

John Water s Picker

Daily (100) 3 15 5 30 7 50 10 10

UNITED ARTISTS

Westwood
UA WESTWOOD The Mighty (PG-13)

10889 Wellwonh SDOS Digital THX- No VIPs until 10/19

475 9441 Mon Th 245 5:20 7 50 10 30

GENERAL

Beverly Hills

Beverly Coflnection Presented in THX Digital Sound

What Dreams May Come (PC-13)

11:001:45 4:30 7,301010

A Merchant Ivory lilrn^

A Soldier's Daughter Never Cries

(213)848 3500 Daily (2 15) 4 55 7 35

Sep Adm Your Friends A Neighbors

Daily (12 00) 10 15

Beverly Connectioe

UA WESTWOOD One Tovgb Coi (R)

10889 Wellwonh SDDS Digital THX-No VIPs until 0/19

4759441 Mon- Th 3 15 5 30 8 00 10 15

UrkMLNtatf (PG-13)

12 15 2:50 5:20 8:0010 20

Beverly Conneclioe

PACIFIC

SUNSET 3 Derek Jacobi is Francis Bacon y^ WESTWOOD
( ? 1 3 ) 848 3500 Love is the Devil , Qggg wellworth

Daily (12 45) 3 00 5 15 7 30 9 45 4^°^7l

UrkMLe«tii4(R)
DollJy Stereo

Mon -Thu 3 005107401000

Presented in Digital Sound
kOIMthi

1130 2:

Tbera't SonwthiM Afto«rt Mary (R)

15 5:00 7 45 10 36

Opens 10/16 Practical Maoic (PC-13
Beloved (~

Bride ol Cheeky (R

SUNSET 4 Stanley Tucci s Imeoslers

(213)848 3500 Daily (12 00) 2 30 5 00 7 30 10 00

RECENT Shadrach (PC 13)

1045Bro)(ton Dolby SR

208-3259 Mon - Thu (12 45 3.00 5:15) 7 309.45

PLAZA Clay Pioeons (R)

1067Glendon Dolby Diaital

208-3097 Mon -Thu (12 00 2 30 5 00) 7 30 1(5 15

WESTWOOD 1

1050 Gayley

208 7664

Hit Me (R)

Stereo

Mon- Th(1 00 4 00) 7 009 50

WESTWOOD 2

l050Gayley
208-7664

Simon Birch (PC)

Stereo

Mon Thu (12 45 3 45) 6 45 9 40

Westwood
CREST Holy Man (PC)

1262 Westwood Blvd THX Dolby Digital

(S oiwiishire) Mon-Thu (1 30 4 20) 7 15 1(3 00

474 7866 or

777-FILM (#025)

LAEMMLE
www.laemmle.com

WLA/Beverly Hills

Baryiln Shows ( ) For All TImtfti

SUNSET S

(213)848 3500

SUNSET
(213)848 3500

Ben Stiller/Eli/abeth Hurely

Permanent Midnight

Daily (12 00) 2 25 4 50 7 15 9 40

Weekend Shows:

FiiSatSun Alter Hours

Call For Showtimes

Sat Sun Morning Shows

GENERAL

Westwood
AVCO CINEMA
10840 WiWhiie Blvd 1 BIk E ot Westwood

475 0711 What Dreams May Come (PC-13)

Presented in Digital Sound
1115145430 7:15 1000

VINE
Vine Theaters Snake Eyes (R)

Show Times (213) 463-6819 Dolby Stereo

2 movies tor $5 2 00605
One Free Popcorn & Diet Coke with this Ad

Vine Theaters

Show Times (213) 463-6819

(^
Call For Showtimes

AVCO CINEMA

AVCO CINEMA

Presented in THX Digital Sound
RMin (Rj

11 15 2 004507451045

WESTWOOD 3 Rounders (R)

1050 Gay ley Stereo

208-7664 Mon - Thu (12 00 2:30 5:00) 7 30 10 00

ROYAL
11523SM Blvd

477-5581

Francois Truflaut's

Day For Night

Mon-Thu (4 45) 7 20 9 55

WESTWOOD 4

1050 Gay ley

208 7664

Saving Private Ryan (R)

Dolby Digital

Men- Thu (12 30 4 15)8 00

Santa Monica

CRITERION 1

1313 3rd St

Promenade
395-1S99

]

Holy Man (PC)

THX - Dolby Digital - Stadium Seating -

Mon- Thu (12«) 3:15) 7:00 10 00

CRITERION 2 What Dreams Mav Come (PC 1 3)

1313 3rd THX - Dolby Digital - Sorry No Passes

St Promenade Mon Thu (12 30 4 00) 7:30 10:30

395-1599

MUSIC HALL1
9036 Wilshire

2746869

MUSIC HALL2
9036 Wilshire

274 6869

MUSIC HALL3

9036 Wilshire

Sandra Bernhard

Somewhere in the City

Mon • Thu (5:20) 7 30 9 40

Sep Adm The Personals

Mon Th 4 20

Based on a novel by Jim niompson
Hit Me

Mon Thu (4 50) 7:30 10 10

Sep Adm Home
Tu-Th(3J0 4:10)

~~
Jonathan Kautor's

Bad ManMra
Tue -Thu (5 40) 7:45 9 50

Santa Monica
MONICA 1 Bill Kalmenson s The

1322 2nd Street Souler Opposite:A Romantic Mockery

394 9741 Daily (2 15)4 45 7 15 9 45

Sep Adm Dreams Sooken Here
Daily (1 00)

MONICA 2 A comedy lor incurable romantics

Neit Stop Wonderland

Daily (12 55) 3:15 5:35 8 00 10 20

Presented in Digital Sound
One Tntt Thing (R)

12 45 4:15 7 3010 30

AVCO CINEMA Presented in THX Digital Sound
There's Something Aboiri Mary (R)

1:00 4 00 7:009 45

MONICAS

Sep Adm If Yon Lived Here Yoe'd U Home
Mon - Th 3:45

www.latmmit.Mm

MONICA 4

MONICA

Ben Stiller/Eli/abeth Hurley

. Permanent Midnight

Oaily"(T0O)3.l0 5 20 7 35 9.50

John Waters' Pecker

Daily (1:30) 3 35 5 40 7 50 10 00

Woekeed Shows
Sal- Sun 11 00 am.

Beverly Hills
Beverly Connection

La Cienaga at Beverly Blvd

Free 2 1/2 hour validated parking 659-591

1

Beverly Connection Presented in THX Digital Sound
TN MigMv (PC-13J

11:151:45 4:157:00945

toverty CoMedlon Presented in Digital Sound
NigM at the Roi^(PG-13)

11:45 2:204:507:159 4$

Call For Showtimes

visit our website: www.lMinmlB.com

Beverly CoMOCtion
659-5911

Presented in Digital Sound
StmMlMtf(R]

1«) 3:10 5:157:40 10:0(5
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Mahu-sponsored

SAFER-SEX WORKSHOP
WHEN:
I -October 14, 1998 (today) 7:00 pm to 9:00 pm

WHERE:

T <;ampbell Hall 3232
(northeast of Royce Hall)

In celebration of National Coming Out Week. Mahu, the support group and

social network of Asian and Pacific Islander lesbian, gay,

bisexual and transgender (or just questioning) Bruins, cordially invites you to

our SAFER-SEX WORKSHOP. This workshop will be facilitated by the

experienced and knowledgeable staff of the Asian Pacific AIDS Intervention

Toam UPAIT) .

-Please joJA us for an-inforinal and educational evening of frank discussion ,
and

fun. demonstrative, interactional games all designed to educate on important

health issues, specially the prevention of AIDS, and other sexually traasmitted

diseases. The goal of this workshop is to encourage and facilitate healthy

sexual behaviors and attitudes. The cultural barriers met by Asian/Pacific

Islanders is targeted, but ALL UCLA STUDENTS ARE INVITED.
"^

So join us for an enlightening discussion!

Bonus: Refreshments will be provided during the workshop and Free Safer-Sex

Kits will be given out at this workshop^ courtesy of APAIT.

This event funded by the Campus Programs Committee of the Program

Activities Board.

Experience Christ at ULC

MARTINI
From page 20

tones beneath his misogynistic exterior.

If this description sounds confusing,

then it has well ^^..,^__
reflected the show.

The plot jumps

awkwardly from
The plot jumps

laugh. And there are only so many

times when a reference to bean bag

chairs and long hair will incite a nostal-

gic guffaw from the audience.

The only salvation for the feeble act

was Heneghan's booming vocals and

^^^^^^^^^ genuine enthusi-

asm. At least in

imitating SNL's

skits, she caught

skit to skit, yet fools aWKWardly from Skit tO some of Oten's

itself into thinking ... . f^^lc itcolf intn P^P ^"'^ "^"^

its a flowing pro^
Skit, yet tOOlS itSelt intO Gasteyer's (who

duction.

"Martini and

Olive" utilizes

every played-out

cliche imaginable

and compiles it all into an over-the-top

spoof that deserves to be spoofed itself.

There are only so many times that

"YMCA" can be unleashed for a good

thinking it's a flowing

production.

yer s

plays middle-aged

Eydie) comedical-

ly talented vocals.

Perhaps if SNL
had not popular-

ized the corny couple and ifOteri never

made it big with her trademark energy,

Martini and Olive would thrive in the

disco-glittered spotlight. Or maybe not.

CONNIE JERMOE

Grant Ridley (left) and Judy Heneghan play happy psychedelics.

ô^

UNIVERSITY LUTHERAN CHAPEL
10915 Strathmore Drive

Off the southwest corner of campus

kt Strathmore and Gayley

(310) 208-4579

Sunday

Liturgical Worship, 10:30 a.m.

Bible Study, 12:15 p.m.

-^Contemporary Worship. 4:30 p.m.

Wednesday
Soup Supper, 6:00 p.m.

Undergraduate Bible Study, 7:00 p.m.

ULC is a member of University Religious Conference

NUDITY
From page 21

exploring the motivations and rea-

sons an actress could stomach the

degrading working conditions.

Being involved in B-movies with

the simple desire to "make it
" in

Hollywood has indeed given some

now-famous stars and directors

their start, including Jack Nicholson

and director Jonathan Demme. But

Springer is also interested in expos-

ing the flipside. F^or prolific B-movie

actress Maria Ford, one of the main

subjects of the film, "making it" is a

struggle both literally and emotion-

ally. Refusing to do anything in the

script - including being strangled on

film - is not an option.

"What Maria is objecting is not

so much that she does sexual roles,

but that she does roles that don't

portray her as a human being,"

Springer says.

Even the simple idea of keeping

opportunities open is met with a

double standard. Though actresses

can build up a resume and continue

to find work in B-movie films, the

infiltration of these films can ulti-

mately result in a backlash for

women in general. B-movie director

Catherine Cyran is also a victim of

the catch-22.

'i think they do damage, and

what they portray are real and there

are a lot of real things that wc don't

want to necessarily encourage, and

they do active damage," Cyran says.

"I don't think it helps me when I

See NUDITY, page 25

Ptx)tt>s courtesy <rf Seventh Aft Releajing

(Left to right) Kat* AnMnd, Julk Strain, Odette Sprlngar and Johanna

Dtmctrakas star in 'Some Nudity Required."
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NUDITY
From page 24

walk into a room for a job, and the

last thing a guy saw behind the desk

was a movie like this because I have

to be female, which makes me a sec-

ond commodity. I'm not a director.

I'm a woman director."

"Some Nudity Required" also

explores a darker yet just as univer-

sal reason why this kind of industry

would attract or keep people hke

Springer there, especially women.
The fascination of these films or the

appeal of controlling men in a "you

can look, but you can't touch" way is

revealed to link

back to a history ^^^———

—

of sexual abuse,

a revelation

Springer experi-

ences herself

throughout the

telling of her

story.

"I think that

what I did was I

o p e n e d

Pandora's Box."

Springer says.

"Becatise in this

little box there

are many
tragedies that go

way beyond B-movies. I think in

terms of whether these films have an

effect on people, they certainly had

an effect on nie, and it wasn't the

rifrcl I Ihniit'.hl Iht^y wtTi: poinc, lo

"I Stuck with it for so

long (because)

Hollywood is so

powerful, and we have

more power here than

anywhere else."

Odette Springer

Co-director and co-producer

being objective was always a goal.

The film garnered the same senti-

ment from Los Angeles Times film

critic Kenneth Turan. who com-

mented that the film was nonjudg-

mental on a very complex subject.

"Some Nudity Required" received

wide audience acclaim and was an

official selection in the 1998

Sundance competition in the docu-

mentary competition.

"The only reason I stuck with it

for so long (is because) Hollywood is

so powerful, and we have more
power here than anywhere else,

more than what parents have,"

Springer says. "These films are

made for teenage boys, and one of

the things that

^-^———• propelled me to

look into this

was that 1 have

a son and he

was 7 or 8 when
I began this,

and he was

going to be a

teenager and he

would have to

deal with these

issues and these

images."

Springer also

hopes audi-
'

ences will watch

the film and

think about their own relationships

and talk about them.

So far. Springer has seen this

vision come true.

La:J Triday's srrrrninf. in

Read by 40,000 or more
interesting, diverse people.

your market...your audience...
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have. I was reeked by all this stuff in

the beginning. And as I talked about

\ the 1

on by the.se images - later to discov-

er why I was getting turned on."

"It was these images,"

Demelrakas says. "These vulgar,

.stupid, whatever you want to- call

these images awakened something

in Odette (Springer), and she had to

go through the dark side to get into

the light. She had to actually reach

into her pain. She had to eat the poi-

soiv. She had to fight fire with fire.

She didn't know that was going on

until they connected. That is a very

pure experience."

Despite the deeply personal

involvement Springer had with the

filrp's subject, keeping balance and

Molj^vwood garnered an immense
number o\' accolades following the

w hat I )emetraktn-

described as "a great cynical

Hollywood audience."

Al.so, the documentary is proof

that a labor of love is possible, even

111 Hollywood. '

:
-

"What I hope is that this film

causes some kind of scraping

beyond where we are willing to go,"

Springer said. "Maybe we can look

at ourselves a little more differently,

a little more honestly. If I can do

that, then I've accomplished some-

thing."

FILM: "Some Nudity Required" will be

showing at the Santa Monica

Laemmele Theater on Oct. 16.

The new documentary "Some Nudity Required" will be screening

at the Laemmele Theater in Santa Monica.

-^-jjwr.

"•—<——^- .^M—WMM^—te«

RECORDS
SALE OCTOBER 14-31"

t)N SALE $14.95

The University Catholic Center

Presents:

The Fall Weekend Retreat

Whispers of the Spirit Body & Soul
releaming communication with ourselves,

with God, and with one another

Friday 10/23 - Sunday 10/25
leaving Friday afternoon or Friday evening and

returning Sunday afternoon

Retreat at Camp Maria Stella, in beautiful Wrightwood, CA
$40. 00for entire retreat

Scholarships availablefor those withfinancial need

Come away with a group of students and UCC staff for thought,

reflection, learning, & relaxation. In our quick paced quarter system wc
can easily forget that we need time for reflection and spiritual renewal.

Take time for yourself... Come tb the Fall Retreat

For more information or to register, contaa the UCC at 310-208-5015

The UCC is a member ofthe University Religious Conference at UCLA
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advertising information

Address
llSKHrckftoffHaO
SOBWestMoodPtaza
Los Angeles, CA 90024

Internet
E-Malh ciassin6dsOmedia.uda.edu

Web: http7/www.dallyt)ruin.uda.edu

Phone
ClattHlod Una: (310) 825-2221

Classfflad Display: (310) 206-3060
Fax:(310)206-0528

Office Hours
Men: aOSEO
1Uas-Fri:10:00afn~2:30pfn (Classified)

Tu«6-Ff1:10:00am-4:00pm (Display)

Rates
One issue, up to 20 words $8.00

...each additional word 0.50

Rxir issues, up to 20 words 28.00

...each additional word 1 .60

For (^issffied Display ads, please see

our rate card for variable rate

information.

r "^ "^

'
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Deadlines
ClatsifladLlneAfft:

1 worKing d^ More prlnlinf.

at 12 noon.

Ctasstflad Display Ads:

2 working days t)eforQ printing,

at 12 noon.

There are no cancellations after noon

of the day More printing.

Payment
Please make checks payable to "The

UCLA Daily Bniin." We accept Visa,

Masterl^ard, and Discover credit cards.

Allow 5 working days for mail payments.

How to Write

an Effective Ad
• start your ad with ttie merchandise you

are selling. This makes it easier for readers

to quickly scan the ads and locate your

items.

• Always include the price of your item.

Many classified readers simply do not

respond to ads without prices.

• Avoid abbreviations—make your ad easy

for readers to understand.

• Place yourself in the reader's position,

ask what you would like to know about

the merchandise, and include that in the

ad. Include such information as brand

names, colors and other specific

descriptions.
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lANNOUNCEMENTSI 1300
Campos Reaniitmeiit flaiiiiiys IUnmi uibiioiit OmHit Becraitmeii

1100

YxmEMe
is looking for volunteer leaders to

work in outreach Christian

ministry with high school &
middle school students on the

wcstside and downtown

Please call 310-397-3484

for an interview.

NotetakersJIfeiited

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. Discuukm, Fri. Step Shidy, 3517 Ackarmon

Thun. Book Shxly, 3517 Ackamwn
M/T/W Rm. Dwital A3-029

W«d. Rm. A3 029

Discussion, AH Hm«s 12:10- 1<X)pm

For »kohoHe$ or IndlvktuMh wtto hav a drinking probltn.

1800

DRUG TEST YOURSELF at home. Accurate

and simple to use test strips. THC. Cocaine,

others. $15 or 4 for $40. 1-800-395-

1694.VISA/MC accepted. Not for clinical

use. www.3wave.com/ir1

Call or stop by for a list of available classes

ASAP. Bring your DPR or transcript and

a sample of your own notes.

GREAT PAY!
Get paid as much as $480
per quarter for each class.

Benefits include UCLA Store dibcounts

1-tOO mnnlMfi
FlHiHclBl Aid
IWOMflHO

•100 Computtr / Intomfl
Forwon LanguaoM
NMlth/BoMity Services

Leoal Advice /Attorneys
0400 Mevers / Storage
•600 Music Lessons
••00 Personal Services

•700 Professional Services

•800 Resumes
•900 Telecommunications
7000 Tutoring Offered

7100 Tutoring Wanted
7200 Typing
7300 Writing Help

Employment
7400 Business Opportunities

7500 Career Opportunities

7000 Child Care Offered

7700 Child Care Wanted
7800 Help Wanted
7900 Housesitting

8000 Internship

8100 Personal Assistance

8200 Temporary Employment
8300 Volunteer

Call the Lecture Notes office at

310.825.8016
LectureNoteS Located on A-Level Ackerman Union

Housing

8500
8000
8700
8800

9000
9100
9200
9300
9400

9700

Apartments for Rent

Apartments Furnished

Condo / Townhouse for Rent

Condo / Townhouse for Sale

Guesthouse for Rent

House for Rent
House for sale

Houseboats for Rent / Sale

Housing Needed
Room for Help

Room for Rent

Roommates - Private Room
Roommates - Shared Room
Sublets

Vacation Rentals

Dedicated to Excellence

Parking & Commuter Services
is looking for friendly, courteous people

to assist our customers with their

parking and information needs.

$7,25-$8.30 Per Hour
Previous customer service and cash

handling experience required.

For more information, stop by the
Parking & Commuter Services office at

555 Westwood Plaza (in Structure 8) for

an application or call (310) 825-1386

Must be a currently registered UCLA
Student and be available to work early shifts,

nights, weekends, holidays, and throughout the summer.

1800

••••••••••••••••••****
Astlir(Dll(Dg^

Readings By Lauren

^ World Renowned

-jlf Psychic Readings

X Tarot Card

^ Reunites Lovers

K Advises on all Problems of li

Tel: (310) 858-1168

••••••••••••••••
fe *

••••••

LONG DISTANCE SERVICES Discounted

domestic and international services. Online

long-distarwe search engine; http://www.eu-

rodirect1.com/BestDial or call 310-202-0219.

THE GREATEST SECRET Of All Time: Who
Is Shakespeare? www.sirbacon.org

YOUR CREDIT UNION
Your on-campusAon-line financial services

source, for students, faculty&staff. Visit us at

' Ackerman A-Level. on-line at www.ucu.org

)
or call 310-477-6628.

8E *i-* 4 ':£:

MEET NEW PEOPLE
the fun way! Call 1-900-776-4549 x2357.

$2 99/min. Must be 18 yrs. Serv-U 619-645-

8434.

SINGLE UCLA Grad Looking for friendship,

racquetball parlner. chatting on-line, and oth-

er general social entertainment. Interested?

email: sweetguy90Ohotmail.com

1200

FREE BIRTH CONTROL PILLS. UCLA re-

search study. $50 per visit to clinic. Snx)kers

ages 18-34 or non-smokers ages 35-44. Call

Jessica 310-794-1884.

NORMAL HEALTHY CHILDREN and adol-

escents 8-16yrs needed for UCLA research

study. Receive $25 for lab experiment and

developmental evaluation, ar>d get a scientif-

ic learning experience. Call 310-825-0392.

RESEARCH PARTICIPANTS needed for pa-

tient experiencing hayfever/allergic rtiinitis.

Requires four visits, 6-hours total. Over 7-

lOdays. Will pay up to $100 at conclusion of

study. Contact Dr. Dia Sanchez or Dr. Sax-

on at 310-825-9376.

ANONYMOUS sperm donors needed. Help

infertile couples while receiving financial

comperwation up to $600/month and free

health screening. Convenient hours, kx:ated

In Westwood. Call Kim 310-824-9941
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Career

Clarity
starts

here.

dJDcut kpir>Q

youT rarcet

the KPMG tear

ddy )n the life

interviewing

mailbOA

site map

w« want to know

Wh«t U.Thtnk-

Submit Vote
)

click hc^c ic %ec ^
pTcyi»u\ cell

quettionsyretultv

Your Career Starts Here,

Find the career opportunity that's

right for you! Whether you are

Interested In Tax, Assurance

Consulting, or any of our business

#?

lines, this section will provide you

with the career opportunities that

best match your skills.

LOG ON AND EXPLORE

x//^ Document : Done a?

KPMG win be conducting:

On-Campus Interviews
Wednesday, October 28, 1998

Resume Deadnine:
Wednesday, October Zlst by Midnight

EOE M/F/D/V
It s time for clarity.

Classifieds

825-2221

Dispid'
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TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

3-3

c
o

ACROSS
1 Worry
5 Near

"

9 Zuider—
12 Perform again
13 Zodiac sign

15 —Marsala
16 Single bills

17 Open to bribery

18 Miscalculates
19 Blue wildflower
21 Water-skier's

gear
23 Hurt

24 Topaz or opal
25 Haitian religion

28 Tall blooms
33 Musical

instrument
34 Bankrupt
35 Midday
36 Spanish hero

El —
37 Greets
38 Calendar abbr.

39 Busy as —
41 Actor Garcia
42 Expire
44 Intimate

apparel
46 Servir>g of

bacon
47 Run around
48 Flower

necklaces
49 Did a farmer's

job

53 Summer fruit

57 Coupe or

convertible

58 Paris river

60 Novelist Vidal

61 Wooden shoe
62 Captured
63 Genial
64 Total

65 For fear that

66 Shut noisily

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

QDsansasD asBQa
SHDQ BDSSIi] QQQS

QIHQ Qsaais] SaQQ]

f o

Is

at oc to

1 L 1 E
L E A D
A N N I EM
MwIaIdIeIdM

H
O

N
K

DOWN
1 Pond dweller

2 Philosopher
Descartes

3 Delightful place
4 Fried tortilla

5 Indian language
6 Singer Cara
7 — and tonic

8 Warmth
9 None
10 Marshal

Wyatt —
11 "What- is

new?"
14 Mottos
15 Offensive

person
20 Sacred picture

22 Lead to the

altar

25 Outspoken
26 Brownish

antelope
27 Poet Nash

28 Tourists'

escort

29 Valley flower?

30 Vitality

31 Roomy
32 Secret
34 Hindu princess
37 Toughest
40 Creamy drink

42 Cougar's home
43 Appoints
45 Have supper
46 Ask

forgiveness
48 Country

roads
49 Snow boots
50 Dilly

51 Tiny partk:le

52 Contract
54 Mattress part

55 Bo Derek film

56 Abound
59 Eisenhower's

nickname
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FadSet is an equal opportunity empk)yer

Software Engineers

Come work in an exciting, fast-paced industry with bright young engineers.

Info Session
Wednesday, November 11, 1998

Interviews
Thursday, Noveinber 12, 1998

FactSef is the leading provider of online financial, market, and economic

information. Our product is used by over 10,000 investment professionals

worldwide to research companies, industries, and economies

If you want to utilize your skills in C/C++. GUI framewori^s, Peri / HTML,

algorithmic analysis and design, software engineering practices, Microsoft

Windows application development, and statistical/quantitative analysis^

You've found what you are looking for.

www.factset.com
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MATTRESS BONANZA!!
SEALY, STEARNS & FOSTER Also Ortho-
pedic twin-sets-$119.95. Fulls-$169 95.

Queens-$189.95. Pillow1ops-$299 95 So-
fas-$219 Delivery. Beacon Mattress 1309
Westwood Blvd. 310-477-1466.

MATTRESS SETS!!!
Twin $79, Full $89, Queen $139. King $159.
Bunkbeds Delivenes. Phone Orders Accept-
ed. 310-372-2337.

MATTRESSES. FUTON. DESK Bookshelf
Dinette Sets T- Table. Lamps. Delivenes 7-

days open Kings Furniture. 11961 Sanla
Monica Blvd 310-575-4243

SOLID BLEACHED MAHOGANY TABLE. 3
leaf. 6 cfiairs. buffet, breakfront. mint condi-

tion. $2500 310-396-8399

SPACE SAVING wood bunk beds. 8 draw-
ers, ladder, easy assembly $220 o/bo. Wood
desk. 5 drawers, 3' x 5'. glass surface $100
o/bo. Bookcase 6' x 3". 6 shelves $50 o/bo.

White dresser, 6 drawers 1-1/2" x 2-1/2' x 5-

1/4' $100 o/bo. 310-553-8943.

3700
Healtii Producls

LOSE WEIGHT NOW
ASK ME HOW

All natural nutritional health products. Call

310-202-6044

3900
Musical liisli uiiNmlft

KIMBLE PIANO UPRIGHT Oak color. Very
good condition. $1200. Evenings 818-843-

6178.

••••••••••
^ Piano Rentals A

^mss^-m

f Low Monthly Rates W
^Hollyv^^ood Piano Rental Company^

•••••••••*

• • •

free Birth

Cenlfel Pills

UCLA Research Study.

$50 Per Visit To Clinic.

Smokers Ages 1 8-34 or

Non-Smokers Ages 35-44.

Call Jessica

310-794-1884

EGG DONORS
WANTED

If you are a healthy
female between
the ages of 19 and
30 and have health

Insurance.

Compensation
$3500.00

call Mima Navas at

(310) 829-6782

PLEASE HELP AN INFERTILE Ja-

panese/Brazilian couple realize their dream.

We seek a compassior>ate young Japariese

woman as an egg dorwr. All medical exams
& procedure paid. Monetary comper^sation

included. 562-927-5150.

2600

WE BUY CARS. New and old. Running or

not Jeff 310-714-5808

SIT ON MY FACE
FLOOR PILLOWS
PERSONALIZED, custom-made See our

Web-site at www choicemall com/somflne/

3400
MNl^Nll0ll/9llillli8fV

APPLE POWERBOOK $500. 100MHZ Ex-

cellent condition. Tons ol software. Formei

UCLA MBA student. 310-837-9509.

MICROSOFT OFFICE 97 professional Full

version, unopened, unregistered. $75. 1-

800-416-3594

4900
Autos ftor Sale

Classifieds

825-2221

tamttm
ALL-WHITE COUCH set, loveseat and full:

$300/each. Full Onkyo stereo system w/6

speakers: prtca negotiable. 310-470-7991.

Display
206-3060

1986 Ford Escort. Grey-blue. 2dr. CD
w/detachable face(new), clean, low mi . 5

spkr. a/c. $1750obo. Contact Marie 310-

207-1252

1987 325 BMW- Silver, black interior. 4door.

full. Excellent condition. $5000 obo. 310-

206-8252.310-473-2114.

1989 FORD PROBE GL-lmmaculate
Newpaint job. tint, stereo, brakes, stiuls.

Large trunk-space, good gas, perfect for

school Runs&looks great $3.500obo 323
913-2561.

79 PORCHE 911 SC
Red, sunroof, phone, alarm, clean.

$11,500obo. 310-559-7206.

89 HONDA ACCORD LXi. auto, loaded, new
tires, super clean, 87K mi , xinl cond

,

tiel/beige, $5950. 310-376-7648

92" MITSUBISHI ECLIPSE, red. 5-sp. 55K.

new detachable face stereo, clutch, brakes.

Excellent condition. Must sell. $5500obo
310-262-9203

95 VW CABRIO conv. Low mileage. 6-CD
changer. Leather seats. Auto, power every-

thing. Jason 310-372-9167.

SEIZED CARS FROM $175. Porches, Cadil-

lacs. Chevys, BMW's, Con/ettes. Also Jeeps,

4WD's. Your area. Toll Free. 1-800-218-9000

Ext A-1650 for current listings.

82 DODGE CONVERTIBLE- 400

140,000miles. Original owner. Well-main-

tained. Leather, power window & lock.

$2,000. 310-Mariasha: 45 1-1147.

'86 BMW 325es. Runs good New tires, pow-

er windows, sunroof, A/C, AM/FM, stereo

w/cassette and looks great. $3800. Call

Christina ©31 0-91 4-4090

'88 JEEP WRANGLER- Loredo package,

89K Full soft top. Excellent condition. $6299

310-472-9472.

Classifieds

825-2221

Autos for Sail

•91 HONDA CIVIC DX. Hatchback-red, 2-

door, auto, A/C. stereo, great condition, one

owner. 89K $5195obo Kathy-3 10-395-

0607.

Soootos tarsals

1989 Yamaha Riva 125cc. black, 2 seater. 7k

mi., black helmet, lock. $475obo. Contact

Marie 310-207-1252.

87' HONDA ELITE 150 First owner 3000+
miles. $1200 OBO. 310-842-4760.

HONDA ELITE 150 5600mi Great condi-

tion. $1100. Lock&helmet included. Call

Mart( 626-568-3456.

'89 HONDA ELITE SCOOTER Great condi-

tion White. 1500miles New brakes U-Lock

included $650/OBO Call: 310 649-0112.

IVavsl DestbiatkNis

SEMESTER AROUND THE WORLD:
Travel to Greece. Spain. Costa Rica, or Aus-
tralia and earn college credits. Call toll free

1-877-333-SATW(7289).

SoutiAmenica
Round Trip Airfares

Lima $375

Cuzco $495

Santiago $689

Sao Paulo / Rio $598
Guayaquil / Quito $635
Buenos Aires $698

C'iir<*o ffff<*/iii VUh'Uu
R T All F.ife 4 D.ns 3 Ni;;hts Hiitpl & Cit> S'i.»>tscr.i

$840S'wHrw Plus t.i«»s

.T'.C
i JCk.li^tS '.0 C.li.lp.ls^'.

For Res 310 652 882 1 /800 289 0549
PROFESSIONAL TRAVtL StRVlCE

South American Specialist ( si • n>i7oj«.|o

5700
l^vel Tldcsts

2-ROUND TRIP tickets leaving LA to Balti-

more. $200/each Call 916-615-2846

Or««.( *Jt^i(« ^/v<« »«<»»/«F'T

London $382
Paris $348
Sydney $909

Sao Paulo $744
Mexico City $329

Fares ire KT Do not inclvxle u«ej

Rejtnaiom »pp)y Are subiect to change.

Be an on campus intern!

EARN FREE TRAVEL*
call l-888-council for more details

TravelCouncil
ICIEE: Council on Inirrnalioflal

|F>ducalional F.\chanf;e

10904 Lindbrook Drive.

I

Los Angeles

[3r0]-208.355l

www. counci Itravel . com

CONSTELLATION
TRAVEL, INC.

ROUND TRIP FARES
Central America

Belize $418
Guatemala $397
Costa Rica $360
El Salvador $360

Mexico
Mexico City $260
Guadalajara $266

South AiTierica
Lima $349
Caracas $485
Bolivia $682
Bogota $494

USA
New York

, ^ $9fi'^

Washington $284

(213) 389-8933 Open 7 days a week
KWCMOMM

lloMrs/StQnif|8
7000
HllOIWS UIIQI

W

1-900 Numbert

ASK AWESOME PSYCHICS. ..questions

about love, money, health. 24hrs/(Jay!!! Call

now!!! 1-900-370-3734 x2558. $3.99/min.

Must be 18years old. Serv-U 619-645 8434.

FREE SOFTWARE
Ama/ing website shows how to download
over 250,000 shareware programs free 1-

900-288-7888 ext-1619 $2.99/min. 18+
serv-you 619-645-8434.

GIRLS!! LIVE !! 24hrs/day!! Talk one on one
Call Now!! 1-900-825-2100 x1294
$3.99/min. Must be18 years old Serv-U 619-

645-8434

Fbiandal Aid

FREE CASH GRANTS
COLLEGE. SCHOLARSHIPS Business.

Medical Bills. Never repay Toll Free 1 -800-

218-9000 Ext G 1650.

LOAN SPECIALIST
Cars, home, personal and debt consolida-

tion. Small businesses welcome. Call toll-

<reei \ 077 467 -4022.

BEST MOVERS. Licensed, insured Lowest
rates. Fast, courteous+careful Many stud-

ents moved for $98. Lie. -T- 163844. NO JOB
TOO SMALL! 1 -BOO^-GO-BEST

HONEST MAN W/14ft truck and dollies,

small |obs, short rx>tice ok. Student discount.

Ask about 10% discount. 310-285-8688. Go
Bruins!

JERRYS MOVING&DELIVERY The careful

movers Experienced, reliable, same-day de-
livery. Packing, boxes available. Also, pick-

up donations for American Cancer Society.

Jerry©310-391-5657.

6500
Music Lassons

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedicated pro-

fessional. At your home or WLA studio. 1sl-

lesson free. No drum set necessary.
Neil:213-654-8226.

GUITAR INSTRUCTION 15 years exp. all

levels and styles. Patient and organized

Guitars available. Sam 310-826-9117.

GUITAR LESSONS by professional near
UCLA. All levels, guitars avail. Call Jean at

310-476-4154. www.JWGS.com

6700
Profnsional Servlcas

MBA, LAW, MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS!
Frustrated developing your critical personal
statements? Get professional help from well-

known author/consultant. 310-826-4445.

www.winningpersonstatement com

A FREE SFSSION

STUDENT LOAN&
GET YOUR Stafford Student Loan from Uni-

versity Credit Union (Lender Code 832123).
Also receive low-cost financial services. 310-

477-6628: www.ucu.org.

6000
Insurance

COMPUTER INSURANCE. Protection from

accidents, burglary, power surges, water and
fire losses. Ed Gariel 818-816-5953,
Lic«<OB55989.

INSURANCE WAR!
WE'LL BEAT ANYONE'S price or don't want
your business. All drivers. >lewly licensed

Sfudeni'staff/faculty discounts. Request the

"Bruin Plan." 310-777-8817 or 818-222-

5595.

Ksycnotnerapy/counseling for depression,
anxiety, obsessions, post-traumatic stress,

etc. Couples/Individuals. Student rates.

Crime viciirns may be eligible foT ffeelreat^

ment. Call Liz Gould (MFC#32388)©310-
578-5957 to schedule your free consultation.

CARPENTER. Free estimate. Reasonable
price. Call Pedram 310-838-5187.

EAGLE EYED EDITOR
PROOFREADS THESES, publications; tu-

tors English, study sKills; trains time man-
agement, stress reduction Nadia Lawrence
PhD 310-393-1951.

ENGLISH TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford University

graduate. Help with writir>g—for students of

all ages/levels. $17/hr. 310-472-8240 or

310-440-0285.

Math/Physics/Statistics/English/Hebrew.

Computerized statistical analysis avail-

able.Tutoring service. Free consultation.

Reasonable rates, call anytime. Ilan (800)90-

TUTOR. www.my-tutor.com

PRIVATE TUTORING
SECONDARY PRIMARY LEVELS. All sub-

jects Affordat}le rates. One on or>e. At your

home. Call ADMIRAL TUTORING: 310-477-

%85.

THE WRITING COACH
Experienced teacher, Ph.D offers tutoring,

term paper assistance, English. Social Sci-

ence, History. Foreign Students Weteome.
Call: 310-452-2865.

TUTOR IN ITALIAN Native speaker. 5 yrs.

experience, emphasis on conversation,

reading, grammar Lessons in French avail-

able Call Stefania 818-243-5204.

TUTOREnglish, French, ESL, ISEE/SAT
preparation. Emphasis on readirig compre-
hension/writing/study skills. Elementary, sec-

ondary, college Qualified teacher, 15-years

experience $45/hr. Stephanie: 310-395-

4688.

UCLA ENGLISH ALUMNI, pro-writer, young,

superb papers guaranteed. High school and
below welcome. Jeff 213-653-2240.

7100
IMoriM Wanted

ADVANCED FORTRAN
PROGRAMMER1 1 lX^>illr»r^l*ll>lli»l 1

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

All sut)jects, Theses/Dissertations.

Personal Statements. Proposals and Books.

International students welcome.

SINCE 1985
Sharon Bear, Ph.D. (310) 470-6662

/lllstate
\buVe in good hands.

Insurance Company
(310)312-0204

1281 Wosfwooci Blvd.
C2 t>lk.-; So of Wilsmrc^>

6100
Compiitor/lntenMl

WORLD WIDE WEB
SECRETS

Dowload Up To $100K In Software For

FREE' 1-900-288-7888 Ext 5360 $2 99/min.

Must Be 18+. Serv U 1-619-645-8434

GREEN CARD LOTTERY 50.000 Visas
awarded by US GOV $35 for attorney pre-

pared application. John Manley. Esq 12304
Santa Monica Blvd #300 LA, CA 90025.
310-820-7553. Deadline to apply:10/28

OUTREACH COUNSELING SERVICES
Fee based on ability to pay. Insurance&Med-
icare accepted. Encino: 818-819-6145,
L.A.:2 13-850-0204.

PRIZE-WINNING
ESSAYIST AND FORMER PROFESSOR
w/two Ph.Ds can help you produce winning

prose Theses, papers, personal statements

David <davcdit@pacbell.net> 805-646-

4455.

J Health Senrloet

ACNE SCARS?
OR CHICKENPOX scars? Patented laser

assisted method. Proven success, rebuild

your own collagen. Call for details 310-385-

0590.

SEXUAL PROBLEMS?
^Improve male performarwe instantly! Maxi-

;mize stamina, maintain control, and last

longer. Amazir>g, unheard of solutions) Visit:

www.newremedies.com

Speociy Rosearchi
ReporU: $6.00 prr pan Ovfr 50,000 topics.

Materials for r«%«arrn assi«tanrc ustonlyl

6S46 HOLLYWOOO BLVO ?.ND FLOOH.
Rm 209 LA. CA 90028

Hours: Mon-Fh IO:.V)am-6pm
ru«lom Saturdays. II pm 4pm V1m/M<V
Kr^earrh r^„n-r^j^..t Amtx/

Needed to tutor student. $20/hr. Call 310-

226-2915 and leave a message.

GERMAN TUTOf=t NEEDED. PfT. Hrs flexi-

ble. 310-289-1404.

HOMEWORK BUDDY. Undergrad/graduate
who likes kids to help 10-year-old boy and 6-

year-old twins w/homework. Some driving

and afterschool sports. M-Th/4 8pm. 3-

4days/wk. 310-459-8025

RELIABLE STUDENT WANTED to help high

school junior with homework in various sub-

jects. 6-10 hrs./wk. flexible. $10-12/hr
(31 0)556-46 IOex.1

SENIOR/GRAD STUDENT needed to tutor

Beverly Hills High School sophomore in

Math. 2hrs for 4-5 times/wk. Flexible sched-
ule. 310-289-7969.

SPECIAL EDUCATION TUTOR- $25/hr

8hrs/week. WLA area. Experienced only

Fax: 626-445-3821. Email us <clinict-

estOaol com>

TUTOR WANTED
Need a tutor for Chem 153 A and Physics

6C. $10/hr Contact Joon at (310)208-1512
or e-mail Joonbug®ucla.edu. E-nrwil pre-

ferred.

TUTORS WANTED $15/hr. Santa Monica.

Brentwood. BH. Math, chemistry, physics,

SAT prep, spanisfVfrench. Experienced, reli-'

able, must have own car 310-679-2133.

7200
lyping

10+YRS EXPERIENCE
Word Processing, Transcription. Resumes,
Application Typing, Editing, Notary & More!

Legal/Medical-Mac/IBM. Student Discount.

818-380-0347.

available
Call Today!

l-S00-.1'i6-m)l lax

PROFESSIONAL writing and editing help at

any stage with your personal statement by a

qualified top notch writer 310-936-2463.

RELATION'SHIP SPECIALIST- Effective,

supportive, confidential counseling. Individu-

als and couples. Carole Chasin, MA,
M.F.C.C. 310-289-4643.

|ji(|Al lUlvloi/ilttonMiys

BANKRUPTCY
GET OUT OF DEBT NOW! Free Consulta-

tion Experienced attorneys, reasonable

fees. Law Offices of White and Associates

(Cheryle M. White, UCLAW. "86") 800-420-

9998 or 310-207-2089. 12301 Wilshire

Bl ,Ste 550. WLA

GREEN CARDS NOW!
FILE YOUR GREEN CARD LOTTERY
Starling 10-1-98 through 10-26-98. Call at-

torney Doreen® 2 13-25 1-9588.

Itoianiei

SOON TO BE
GRADS/GRADUATES
The Resunfie Experts Guide can help you get

the Job and salary you desire. From the

cover letter to the interview we can help.

Only $15.95 Make Check or Money Order
payable to : Knabitic Enterprises 3230 E.

Flamingo Rd. Ste. «565 Las vegas. NV
89121

ACCURATE, DEPENDABLE and SPEEDY
typing service. Close to campus. Call Laurie:

310-478-6230.

HATE TO TYPE? Let rtfe do it for you.
Fast+accurate. Professional screen plays
excepted. $2/pg. Call-lris 310-839-3101 or

page 310-915-2255.

NO TIME TO TYPE?
CALL PICTURE PERFECT Word Process-
ing and bring/fax your papers to me! 24hr
service, delivery available, laser prints. Stud-
ent discount. 310-915-2224.

WORD PROCESSING All types: research
papers, theses, resumes, fliers. Editing &
proofing available. Eoiergencies OK. Call:

818-598-1489 or email anmlwomnOpac-
bell.net.

WORD PROCESSING specializing In thes-

es, dissertations, transcription, resun>es. fli-

ers, brochures, mailing lists, reports. Santa
Mor>toa. 310-828-6939 Hollywood. 213-466-
2888.

WORD PROCESSING. Typing, proofing,

editing, rewriting, research, resumes, tutor-

ing, etc. Fax. email, bring work to me. Rush- ^
es. Student discount. 818-830-1546.

Display
206-3060
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Caroor Oppoilunitias

DREAM JOB
IS HERE The one w/lots of income potential

I

and freedom to do what you want. Call 1-

800-462-5714.

BARTENDING
Student Discount for UCLA Students

with ID - Lowest Tuition

7400

$500/DAY. Nude nrKXJellng-women 18+ all

types. No experience necessary. Safe, pro-

fessional envirorunent. Refer a fherxJ and

earn $50! 310-358-3865.

ARE YOU SUFFERING from an income

shortage? Earn $1500+montNy offering new
400 MHz corrtpulers or 233 MH2 laptop

available to distributors for $350. Free de-

tails.

www.newmillenniumlech com/webb htm or

call 323-298 8506.

DRIVE YOUR DREAI^ FOR FREE. Any
make, nDodel, or price. No down payrrient

No security deposit. Great income potential

888-891-8890

Men-Women ages 18-24 for nude modeling

for magazines and fine ad. Call 310-289-

8941 days for infornoation.

Opportunity: Industry veteran starting record

label based in Seattle seeking inves-

tor/partner. Exceptional talent secured.

Great opportunity to step into recording in-

dustry. Contact Mogul MusicO206-340-

0202.

START NOWl LOCAL AMWAY distributor

offers opportunity for good earning. You pick

• Earn $100-S200 Daily

• Learn tww to become ^
a certified bartender in

{ust 2 weeks

• It's not a job -it's a PARTyi!!

•Job placement assistance

National

Bartenders School

1 (800) 646 • MIXX

%k

\ FOR SMRmMULY NOURHNMO
RNANCUUY SOUMD PART-TMNE WORK?

Temple Linel ul HuUywoud. a vitvini Rcfcwm JcwbIi

con^Tcg^KM*) in Ihc hcM uf LA. nonis LTcadvc Jcwuh
pc>i()lc wN) hive chikkcn and Judaum U) serve ts part-

umc RchgKUS SchunI (catltcn. grades K 7. in ihc

Mca-s (>( Hctacw langiafc and icwiish sudics

Cal(323)i7M390.x226. S

the hou rs We assist . For an appointment

310-316-9595.

TSOO

7700 ^^
AFTERSCHOOL CARE Wednesday and
occasior^l other days Must have own car,

good references. 310-558-8285

AIDE WANTED FOR 11 yezr old boy Daily

living skills Aeducation help. Experience pre-

ferred . Nights&weeko riUs 31 0-542 -4 1 4 .

—

-

7700
^ K

ATTENTION: a loving, mature. N/S. fenr«le

to babysit 4yr/old girl during week 30-40/hrs.

Transportation needed. Exp a-plus. Refer-

ences. $8/hr. 812-949-1653.

BABYSITTER WANTED
CREATIVE AND FUN for two kids ages

10&5 Saturday mghts Hollywood Hills,

good references. Salary negotiable. 213-

850-7074.

BABYSITTERS NEEDED. Flexible hours.

Beverly Hills home w/pool and view. 3-Small

kids ages-6, 4, AlOmos. Fax resume 310-

550-7092.

CHILDCARE- DUTIES: Pick-up, supervise

hw. Ages 7&11. Santa Monica area Must

drive $10/hr Afternoons 3 30-6:00pm M-F

Evenings:3 1 0-39 1 -6424 Days:3 1 0-825- 1 359

STUDENT DRIVER
For 2 children. Needs car/insurance, clean

record. For carpool & homework. Fro.m 2pm.
3 days/week. 310-475-4221

COMPANION to work P/T w/1 0-year-old boy
w/autism. Evenings and/or weekends. Mini-

mum 6-months. CourseworK and/or experi-

ence w/autism necessary. Add'l training and
supervision provided. $10+/hr. 310-559-

7384.

CREATIVE. SMART resourceful P/T after-

noon nanny for 2-boys ages 4+5 Referenc-

es required. Call Priscilla at 310-399-5686.

DEPENDABLE, MATURE student w/car

wanted lor afternoons+early evening child-

care in BH area $7.50/hr+gas. 10-12/lirs-

week Must have/referer>ces. Call Janet 323-

874-4073.

DRIVE and homework help for 10-yr-old in

afternoons. Must have car and insurance.

7700 7700

FUN/CARING
BABYSITTER. Responsible, fun individual

needed for picking up and carir>g for lOyr old

boy and 7yr old girl. Must have car and be a

good driver. 2-5days/wk 2:30-6pm. Call

Gayle 31 0-450-4 109(evenings)

LIVE-IN FEMALE BABYSITTER 20-25

hrs/wk.. $125/Wk , help w/ homework, dnv-

ing. outdoor play. Room/boarding, parking,

private bath, 1 block from UCLA, 310-470-

0021.

MOM LOOKING FOR FEMALE to dnve kids

from school-home and supervise hw. M-F
2:45pm-6pm. Call: Evenings: 310-450-2724

Days:31 0-393-8871 ext 233

MOMS HELPER
10/yr-old girl needs after-school care, some
drivirig to activities, help w/homework, etc.

Approx 10-12/hrs week. $8/hr. 310-208-

3348

NANNY/HOUSEKEEPER M-F 12-8:30pm

and 2-10:30pm (alternating). Experience

w/newborn, own car, and reference a must.

Fluent English. Salary negotiable. 310-470-

8390.

RESPONSfBLE, CARING PERSON to care

for 10+7-y/o giris. P/T: 10-20 hrs/wk. Car, in-

surance, references Child Development

background a-plus. $8-10/hr. Westwood-

area. 310-276-3474.

Seeking female tutor/babysitter w/car for 4th

rjrader to help w/reading and math. WLA
location. M, W. Th. 2:45-5:45PM. $8/hr. 310-

474-4732.

SINGLE MOM needs help w/2 boys (10-1-13)

School pk:k-up, help w/homework, take to

soccer. 10-12 hrs/week. Safe car, good driv-

ing record. Kathy©310-399-1987.

SPUNKY AND CHEERY person to babysit

10&12 year-old giris and help w/honfwwork In

STUDENT WANTED to care for 8-year-old-

boy in SM 2-3 days/week alter

2:30p.m. Aevenings. Availability desired.

Good driving record/reliable car&referer>ces

$8-9/hr. 310-458-3837.

STUDENT with child development courses

to care for 18 month old in our home Prefer-

ably 9am-3pm, days negotiable. Cat! 310-

575-0747.

TUTOR for 2nd&4rth graders: Must pick up
from school, assist with homework and din-

ner; 3:30-7PM. M-Th; Drivers License re-

quired. Salary negotiable, Hollywood Hills lo-

cation reply to 310-789-2054

WESTSIDE FAMILY seeks p/t nanny. Experi-

ence necessary. Hours flexible Call 310-

230-0826.

7800
Holp W(Mt0d

ADMINISTRATOR/PROJECT ASSISTANT
(internship possibility). Computer literate,

IBM-Windows/Internet plus. Senior/graduate

w/strong writing/oral communication. No
dress code/reception duties. $7-$9,

17hrs/wk. Serious inquiries:Fax:310-395-

0509.

Daily Bniinaassified Wednesday.October 14.1996 31
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Models Meedcd Mow
No experience required

For catakjg, printwork, magazines, movies
video and W commercials
Men and Women of all ages
^ Free Consultation

CALL MODEL DIVISION
310.659.4855

EARN .

$200-51000
A DAY

$1500 weekly potential rruiling or circulars.

No expenence req. Free information packet.

Call 202-466-1639.

$20/HOUR-i-TIPS
Female nude figure oxxJels needed. Proles-

siona! studio. Absolutely no sex, drugs, alco-

hol, smoking, or touching: Work your own
hours. Must have a great tx)dy and a pretty

face. Asian models especially needed. Man-

na Studios. Downtown LA: 323-222-8044

$20/HR PT/FT
PROCESSING MAIL! Free supplies,

postage! Bonuses! Rush SASE tc

CMA/UCLA Po Box 567443. Atlanta GA,

31156
signupOinfo.infomachine.com

$7.25/hr and up!
DO YOU have initiative? Become a UCLA
Community Service Officer and explore lav^

and public relations Great Pay. Flexible

hours. Student-oriented. Web
www.ucpd.ucla.edu/ucpd/cso. Email

cso©ucpd.ucla.edu. Phone: 310-825-2148.

ADMIN. ASST. PT Approx. 20hrs/wk. M-F
8:30-5:30pm Word, Excel, Filemaker. Fa>

resume and salary history 310-477-2476

$1000'S

POSSIBLE TYPING
3 1 0-454-7525 Pacific Palisades ewmn^s^ st have uw i i C'^

?''
":""" "fa^^^frggtn 80(^-2

1

8-9000
.
e«

car, references. 310-459-5069 T- 1650 for listings.

A PERFECT STUDENT JOB

Do you need a job in the

afternoons during school (M-F)?

All day Saturday, too! Full tinrfe

during Quarter Breaks and
Summer Vacations! Work

experience not necessary. Apply
today at

Westwood Sporting Goods.^
1065 Gayley Ave,
Westwood Village,

31Q-gO»-6215.

CASTING
EXTRAS needed for feature films, commer-

cials, and music videos Eam up to $240 per

day! No expenence needed. Work guar-

antoed! Call today 213-851-6103.

CENTRAL CAMPUS
CENTRAL CAMPUS JOBS Part-time jobs

availableOthe Cooperage. We work w/your

class schedule. Supervisory oppohunities

Halt-off meals. 310-206-0740.

CENTRAL CAMPUS
CENTRAL CAMPUS JOBS Part-time jobs

available w/UCLA Concessions. We work

w/your class schedule Supervisory opportu-

nities. Half-oft meals 310-206-0736

CITY OF BEVERLY Hills parking attendants

needed Weekends only/$8.76/hr. Morning

and Evening shifts available. Dept. of Trans-

portation 455 N. Rexford Dr., Room 130. Ap-

ply in person. 310-285-2552

Clerical. General Office. F/T ^d P/T.

Flexible hours. $8/hr. Close to UCLA. Fax

Resume (310)889-1893.

CLERICAL/SALES. PfT or FfT. excellent op-

portunity Love of jewelry Call t)etween 12-

6pm. Shane's Jewelry. We have 3 openirigs

immediately 3 1 0-208-8404

CLERK. 24hrsA(vk. 3 days. $7/hr. Real Estate

development n^anagement co. Work sched^

ule to cover lurich hrs. Typing, phone skills,

computer literate. 310-478-8757-Ashlynne.

COACHES NEEDED.
MIDDLE SCHOOL. Soccer and girl's basket-

ball Paid positions. Call Gail for basketball

ext. 248. Keith for soccer, ext 247. 310-391-

7127.

COMPUTER/TELECOM
CUSTOMER SERVICE REP Fast growing

internet co. located in Westwood seeking

PT/FT customer service reps w/excellent

Winrtnw.<t <».'iyPC skills ia WOfHrtwtfntafetr.

7500
Ctbwt OpiwrtiiHltlet CtiMf OppoftunHfes teMT OppoitelliBf

A major
force in

Thursday, October 15, 1998

6:00 p.m.

UCLA

LA Tennis Center Clubhouse

ii

BA Presentation

A brief presentation will be followed

by informal discussions with

bank representatives.

Taking
you
wlierever
you
want
to go.—

Few career opportunities present the unique, intriguing challenge to play a key role

In what has been recognized as a landmark event BankAmerica and NationsBank

corporations have completed a merger of unprecedented scope in the banking industry,

with the goal of becoming a premier financial servk:es organization for the 21st century.

Consider becoming a part of business history. And, in the process, begin a career path

that can take you wherever you want to go.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASST/OFFICE ASSIST-
M-F F/T or P/T in Down town LA. Start ASAP
$8-10/hr depending on experierx:e. Need
smart, self motivated, detail orientated indi-

vidual Req's= advanced computer skills, ms
office, internet Some researcti and phones

involved. Fax resume:21 3-61 7-2325 AttnHR

ADVERTISING/SALES on an internet web-

site. Will train to sell on Lacities.com $25/tir

Commission is easy, p/t or l/t 310-277-7326.

clee_l@ tK)tmail.com

ALL-AROUND ASSISTANT needed at West-

side Temple. 5hrs/day (including lunch-time),

5days/wk. Answer phones, help w/errands

and office work. Everyday will be different.

Must have own car. $6-7/hr. 310-652-

7353ext.223.

ANNOUNCERS, no expenence necessary.

Host music/talk-shows -for our radio stations

P/T. $10-1 5/hr, $200+per/show, plus fantas-

tic benefits. 213-468-0080 24-hours.

Spring Breaik 'SO

8:30AM, 5AM-8AM. 4PM-11PM Fluency in

German&French a plus Fax resume J. Ash-

craft 310-507-0292.

DENTAL OFFICE needs oHice help PfT-FfJ

Hours flexible. Expenence preferred. 310-

451-5404.

DOG DAY CARE TRAINERS- Must have ex-

perience working w/dogs. (Veterinarian of-

fice, kennels, or pet sitting) Office skills. 213-

217-8249 Fax resume:323-650-5839.

DOMESTIC HELP Beverty Hills Home. 8

hours/wk, $8/hour, tasks include housework

and bookwork, pleasant environment 310-

275-7975. Convenient bus location

DYNAMIC, PRESENTABLE, ENERGETIC
marketing needed for sports medicine prac-

tice. Office work, billing, patient interaction.

Fax Resume 310-335-1543 or call 310-640-

3771.

MMOTMMWM

lake "2
NotNllirlnaRepsI

2Ff«eTrlpson_
only 15 Sales $499
1400-428-7nO

APT MANAGER
50 units in Palms area. Flexible hrs Good
location. Fax 310-394-1528.

ASSISTANT TO DIRECTOR OF OPERA-
TIONS. Assistant needed for various hours.

Friday-Sunday to assist in Motion Picture re-

search office. Computer&telephone skills a

must. Must have a flexible schedule. Please

fax resume to DawnO310-840-5809.

ASSISTANTOa film distribution co in cen-

tury City. Entry level work. 2-3hrs/day, 2-

3days/wk, 2-3wks(or longer). $7/hr+parking

Japanese language a plus, film school stud-

ent a plus. E-mail at ykitodiargoent.com

ATHLETIC MINDED
LOOKING for competitive leaders who warU

to achieve an above average lifestyle Call

now 310-657-4376^

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED. Earn

$150-$250/night. Work P/T while going to

school. Day/eve classes, l-2week classes.

800-974-7974, International Bartender's

school HUNDREDS OF JOBS'

m
Equal Opportunity Employvr

BankAmerica
www.tMinkamei1ca.com

NiriionsBank*
www.natlontbank.com

Classifieds

825-2221
Display
206-3060

BEVERLY HILLS SALON looking for profes-

sional receptionist for PT position. Computer

skills a musL (310)273-3155.

BOOKKEEPER/LITE ACCOUNTING Must

have experience in Windows95, Quick-

books, ADP payroll, workers comp report,

sales tax report. Good organizational skills a

must. Fax resume to 310-264-1628.

Brentwood Bread Company has all positions

available w/good pay. Hinng ASAP. Flexible

hours No expereince required. 310-826-

9400.

Classifieds

825-2221

How to use
e-mail to maice
easy money.
it's as easy as sending e-mail.

Internet company seeks indeperujant

reps to promote its new online service.

All you need is e-mail access.

For info, just go to

¥fww.cartifi«d«inail.coiii/
•asyiiion«y

certifiedmail.com^'^

EAST COAST SALES for Christmas season

Can make $10,000-$30,000/2months. Look-

ing for responsible, professional sales peo-

ple. Secure your spot today. 213-650-9606

ELECTRONICS PRODUCTIONS ASST PT
WLA area Call for details. 310-478-0591.

ENERGETIC OFFICE CLERK needed . Exp

book keeper Good English. Approx.

15hrs/week. Flexible hours West Hollywood

Day 1-213-650-1789 eve/weekends 390-

393-1582

F/T ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT- Com-
puter skills, general office, arxJ run errands.

Century City area. Fax: 310-785-9165-

Stephanie

F/T TELEMARKETING/Assistant Broker.

Westwood Brokerage Firm seeks telemar-

keter/asst. to broker. Will train and sponsor

the right person to become commodities bro-

ker. Contact RickO310-475-9977.

FEMALE HAIR MODELS
(All nationalities) our models have worked for

Sebastian, Aveda, Paul Mitchell, Redken.

Toni&Guy. Beginner's ok! Most ages ok! All

heights ok! Great pay! Call Iree" now! otto

(24-hours) 1-800-959-9301.

FITNESS INSTRUCTOR 20hrs./wk. Mon ,

Wed., Fri., 6:30-11:30 a.m. plus weekend
hours. $600/mo. (310)475-9556. Ask for Liz

or Mike.

FILE/OFFICE CLERKS
LAW FIRM has PT positions to fill at

$6.50/hr. Minimum of 20hrs/wk. Interest in

law prefen^ed. Fax resume&proposed avail-

able hours to 310-274-2798 or mail to Lur-

le&Zepeda. 9107 Wilshire Blvd. Suite «800

Beverly Hills, CA 90210; attentkxi James

Walker.

FOWLER GUARDS
Gallery attendants needed P/T. No experi-

ence required Please contact Fowler

Museum/Security Dept. 310-206-7750.

FREE FOOD
SERVERS AND DISHWASHERS needed

weekdays 5-8pm. Flexible hours and tree

food. Sorority house. Please call 310-208-

4919

GIRLS wanted at exclusive social club in

WLA. Conversation only. No ak:ohol. Flexi-

ble hours. Eam top $$$. 310-477-9871.

GRAPHICS ARTIST Established artist needs

assistance developing promo-kit for CD re-

lease. Win95 knowledge. Brentwood. Re-

sume/lette to RockyShareOmindspring.com,

or call 310-442-0396

GREAT PEOPLE
GOOD PAY!!!

POSITION AVAILABLE as therapy assistant

in nrKxJem chiropractic offk^, close to cam-
pus. This IS a great experience. Prefer pre-

med/kinesiology majors. MWF 9 a.m.-l p.m

Starts at $9 00/hour. Contact Jill at 310-475;

3488.

GREAT WORKPLACE!
TELEMARKETING for international educa-

tion agency Nice clients, great-workplace in

SM. Hourly+commission. Sales experi-

ence&knowledge of foreign language import-

a nt. 310-395-9393.

GROWING INTERNATIONAL INTERNET
^O . gggkinq candtdate for tmrrtedtato post:
tion. Wanted-marketing/admlnistrative assis-

tant w/good communication, comput-

er&email skills a must. PfT w/room for ad-

vancement. Email resume to admin Oclub-

global.com or phone:31 0-777-8377.

HELP PART TIME FLEXTIME- Friday, Satur-

day, Sunday. Coffee cart baristas or will train

Ram 909-243-1585 Phone and fax informa-

tion ASAP

HELP SERVE DINNER Part or Full-time

Monday-Friday from 4pm-8pm Wag
es-i-meals. Males preferred. 310-208-3281

HOLIDAY $$$
FOR Swans Holiday Store, Westside Pavi-

lion October-Jan Flexible hours Mu^t be

friendly w/good customer service skills~3l0-

234-0123.

HOME TYPISTS
PC USERS NEEDED. $45,000 income po-

tential Call: 1-800-513-4343 Ext.B-10105

INTERVIEW POSITION- No telemari<eting

involved On-campus Flexible hours. Will

tram English and fluent in Spanish. Viet-

namese, Mandarin, or Russian preferred

$9-12/hr. 12-30 hours/week. Call 310-825-

3658

TM SWAMPED
RAPIDLY EXPANDING Promotion company
opening new office in BH seeks above aver

age individuals for P/T/F/T positions. 310-

652-9749

KID'S MARTIAL ARTS CLASS ASSISTANT-
M-F. PfT. 4-6pm Santa Monica. Martial arts

studio Black belt preferred. Good pay 310-

829-2643

LIBRARY CLERK- p/t. $8-10/hr. Reliable,

detail orientated person to search library

catalogues for document delivery company
in Wostwood. Fax:310-208-5971 Attn:Sal. or

email <sal®infotneve.com>

MAILROOM CLERK. Document retneval

company in Westwood seeks responsit>le,

energetic&relaible person for order-filling,

document matchir>g&mailing, general office

duties M-F 9am-6pm. $8/hr. Start ASAP
Fax resume/application to Luis 0310-208-

5971.

MALE MODELS
Pnntwork. UB under 25. Lean, any race,

leave name, number&physical stats Free
interview. Beginners welcome 213-960-
1066. 24hrs.

MANAGEMENT TRAINEE. FT/PT Baskin
Robbins. Apply T-F 10-5pm 1227 Wilshire,

SM. 310-236-2171. Ask for Scott

(MARKET RSRCH ASST
CLIENT LIAISON &FOCUS group assistant.

Must t>e professional in appearance&detail
onented Customer service or general office

experieoce a plus F/T-P/T-$8/hr to start. Fax
Resume or cover letter: 310-440-2348

MODELS WANTED by professional photo

-

studio for upcoming assignment Male/Fe-

male Pro/Non-Pro. Fashion/Commer-
cial/Theatrical. Call for appointment 818-

986-7933.

MESSENGER
STRONG BRUIN SUPPORTER&well ostab-
lished Westwood law firm seeks one part-

time messenger to work Mon., Weds., and
Friday from 9:30am-6:30pm In our office

sendees department. Must have reliable car,

insurance&good driving record. Additional

duties Include mail, photocopying, faxing,

etc. Prefer Bmin students who are also re-

sponsibie&detail-oriented. Please call Robin
Barnes 310-478-2541.

MODELS WANTED Cute girts. 18-24. need-

ed for fun glanrKXjr photography. No experi-

ence necessary. $350/ four hour session.

Call A Surf Company at 310-281-5999.

MOVIE EXTRA WORK
* Revolutionary new program* Start Immedi-

ately* All types-IB-^!* Fun/Easy' No crazy

fees* Program for Iree medical* Call-24/hrs

213-850-4417.

NATIONAL PARK
EMPLOYMENT

Find the ideal job in America's National

Parks. Forests&WIMIife Preserves. All skill

levels. Competitive v/ages-ft>enefits. Ask us

how! 517-336-4298 ext. N59341.

ND HLP INSTALLING
COMPUTER SFTWR

Hands-on computer help installing soft-

ware&sfOtting up programs. PT/flexible

hrs/need car. Excel. PowerpoInt, Ac-

cess&potential Access programming oppor-

tunities. Genevive Fabius 213-487-6977.

NEED TELEMARKETER/OFFICE ASST for

a clothing company PT/FT. Call 310-473-

7454.

NICOTINE CHEMISTS
needed PT for theoretical/practical studies

PlAaR» rail Ffiwarri VandBgritt at 310ifl2Qi-

^5937:

PHOTO LAB pA AMlst photo printer or com-
puter imaging. Beverly Hills 310-274-3445.

PHOTOGRAPHER Recording artist needs
photographer for album cover Samples
req'd. RockyShareOmtndsprtng.com, or call

at 310-442-0396

PRESCHOOL kwking for Teacher's Assis-

tant for Fall 1998 school year. Candidates

should have expertertce in child care. Wage
negotiable. Days: M,W.F/1-5pm. Beverty

Glen Play Group. 310-470-0992.

PROMOTERS
High energy people to bring in audience for a

weekly comedy show. Will pay cash for

results! 213-390-5586.

PT and FT DRIVERS for lunch and dinner

shifts. $10>/hr. Must speak English. Contact

Dining In: 310-274-0123 818-986-3287.

PT TIME ASST Post-grad institute. Some
evenings. General office, computer exp. In-

deperxjent. resporuible. organized, outgo-

ing, errands. $8-9/hr. Fax resume 310-477-

5968

RECEPTIONIST for WESTSIDE ad agency
Homework is okay Light duties/phones

$6/hr. Fax resume: 310-442-3003.

RECEPTIONIST PfT M-F+Sat. Salary nego-

tiable. Flexible schedule. Start ASAP. Good
communication skills, people orientated

Cosmetic Laser Centers of BH. 310-247-

1400.

RECEPTIONIST-P/T-Century City Law Fimi

Front office, phones, light typing, various du-

ties. $8/hr. Fax resume and cover letter to.

Office Coordinator 310-226-7461.

RECEPTIONIST. Senrare. INC seeks recep-

tionist w/excellent communk:ation skills, writ

ten&vert>al, PC literate&preferably w/some
experience in the apparel industry. Please

submit resume to 213-746-2426.

RESEARCH ASST Allsport Photography

looking for bright, organized, detail -oriented

people 4or research in our sports pictura l>«

NORTH CAMPUS
NORTH CAMPUS JOBS. Part-time jobs

available at the LuValle Commons. We wortt

w/your class schedule. Supen/isory opportu-

nities. Half-off meals. 310-825-1177.

NOW HIRING
Pier One Imports is looking for PT/FT sales

associates Combined shifts, flexible hours.

Apply in person at: Pier One Imports, 10984

Santa Monica Blvd.. LA, 90025. Corner of

Veteran and Santa Monica Blvd

OFFICE ASSISTANT needed M&WOWest-
wood graphic design company $7 50/hr

Light clerical duties&professional phone
manner. Car needed for errands. Fax re-

sume 310-208-5635.

OFFICE ASSISTANT Busy tutoring agency

in Pacific Palisades seeks office help 1 30-

6:X. M-Th. $10/hr. Must be reliable/profes-

sional Tutoring abilities a plus. 310-459-

4125.

OFFICE ASSISTANT/SECRETARY- An-

swenr>g phones, greeting patients, filing in

small physical therapy office in residence

Mornings 9am- 1pm 5days/week. Salary ne-

gotiable. 310-446-6668.

OFFICE ASSISTANT M-F PfT. 4 hours/day

Santa Monica. Martial arts studio. Smart, or-

ganized, responsible. Good pay Will train

310-829-2643

OFFICE, CLERICAL. SECRETARIAL work

Need to be bilingual in English and Arabic

F/T and P/T more than 1 -person. 310-575-

1991
^

OPTOMETRIC ASSISTANT Assisting w/pa-

tient eye care. Utilitizing diagr>ostic instru-

mentation. Dispensing glasses&contact

lenses. Excellent communication skills.&in-

dependently motivated. Call 213-653-2020.

OUTGOING TELEMARKETERS for Match-

-making Company. Fun job. evening hours.

We set appointments for singles to visit Call

Adam 0310-777-6900.

Prr HR POSITION Part-time wori< available

in HR department. Performing Arts Fundrais-

ing Company. Wort< irx:ludes general admin-

istration, filing, WP on Word+Excel, verifica-

tion, and other projects. We need 20-25/hrs-

week Mon-Fri. Great location w/dedicated

fun environment and great people. Please

send resume to SDNA HR 1728 Abbot Kin-

ney Blvd. Venice Ca 90291. or fax 310-301-

9779 or e-mail to )nimoy®sdatel.com

P/T TEACHER toddler program. Tues-

days&Thursdays. Canyon Cooperative Pro-

school Please mail resume to 1820 N. Las

Palmas. LA. CA 90028.

PART TIME ASSISTANT to Brentwood Art

Dealer: Computer skills (mail-merge, Word.

Excel), organizational skills, personable.

Hours flexible, M-F 10am-5pm. 310-395-

1465.

PERSONAL ASSIST to professor Must

have car and insurarwe. Deperxlable, able to

commit to 1-year Computer literate. Spanish

speaking helpful 10+hrs/wk, 3-5 afternoons

M-F 3:30-? Begin ASAP Call:2 13-95 1-7050.

brary. Sports and photo knovviedge a plus.

Apply in person0 17383 Sunset Blvd, Sui-

te300. Pacific Palisades.

RETAIL SALES
Seeking responsible, outgoing individuals for

part and full time sales positions in an ups-

cale, attractive. Century City retail store

Must enjoy working with children. Call Lynn

at Petit Jardin ChiWren's Shoes 310-476-

0805.
- — — -

SALES
ANIMATION ART. Become a professional

Animation Art Consultant for a successful

Brentwood gallery. Must have excellent com-
munication skills, telemart(eting and sales

expenence a plus. Draw against commis-

sion. Call J. Cart 310-447-6490

SALES people needed for busy office in

Santa Monica. Looking for motivated, friend-

ly people, computer knowledge helpful

Starting pay $8/hr. 310-395-7368.

SALES REPS NEEDED. Outbound calls. No
cold-calling Educational sales. $84-commis-

sion. Call 310-209-0554 ext.506. Fax 310-

209-2025 Attn: Sales

SALES&CLERICAL P/T or F/T, excellent

opportunity Love of jewelry. Call between

12-6pm Shanes Jewelry. 310-208-8404

SCIENCE ADVENTURES Seeking dedicat-

ed instructor for '^ands-on" science pro-

gram. 3-8hrs/wk $15/hr Experience pre-

ferred. 1-800-472-4362ext.245-297.

SEEKING TEACHER'S AID- 2-4hrs/day M- .^

F. $8/hr. K-2. Lunch duty required. West-

wood School Ask for Donna03 10-474

-

7788.

SEXUAL PROBLEMS?
Maintain control, maximize stamina, and last

longer Amazing, unheard of solutk^r^l Seek-

ing willing product testers. Apply at

www.newremedies.com

STAFF ASSISTANT/reception. SM-area.

$10/hr. Bright, selfstarter, hardwortdng ener-<"<

getic indivual needed for busy real es-

tate/media office. 20-30/hrs-week. Computer

literate. Good phone/organizational skills.

Fax: 310-576-6643

MarialutesOaol com

START TODAY
National Martteting Co. needs people ASAP
for data entry, $10/hr to start. FT/PT wee-

ker>ds. very flexible. Culver City location.

Fax resume to 310-398-3550
,

,».

STOCK BROKER TRAINEE- pA or f/t.

Flexible hours. Paid training. WLA area. 310-

914-9700.

SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNSELOR Even-

ings, some days. Part-time. 2-years experi-

ence. Spanish/English fluency. $10-25/hr.

Contact Manlyn: 310-479-8353.

TEACHERS
SAT MATH, chemistry, biology, calculus.

Graduate student w/experience. 700+ SAT .

Elementary school teacher w/credentials.

$l7.50/hour Hours flexible after 4pm and
Saturdays. 818-727-9447.

Display
206-3060

•,;•
.
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ART GALLERY INTERN
2 biks from campus. Seeks voJunteer interns.
Flexible PT positkjns. Call Tim 310-208-
1896, 10-6

WESTWOOD STUDENT Federal Credit
Union offers Internships In Banking, Account-
ing. Marketing. Human resources. Opera-
tk>ns. No experience necessary! Applicaltons
available at 124 Kerckhoff.

TELEMARKETERS AND SALESPEOPLE
wanted. Buslriess communications company
provides networking, phone systems^ Nep-
tel service. Fast-paced and professional en-

vironment. Flexible hours 9-5 M-F. Salary

and commission. Jeanette ©310-391-7199.

TELEMARKETING/SALESPEOPLE NEED-
ED. Huge commissions paid Clean environ-

ment. Flexible hours. Excellent for student.

Call between 9am-12pmO310-659-0943.

TRANSLATION COMPANY in Santa Monica
has two openings. First, office help (F/T).

Second, Paid Intern (P/T). Applrcants need
to be detail-mirxjed, versatile, organized,

w/exceiient language skills (English and at

least one major language), and extensive PC
expertise. Fax resume: 310-260-7705 or call

310-260-7700.

TUTOR WANTED for 3rd year CS4EE
major. Senk>r or graduate students only.

6hrs/week 3days/week. Good pay. E-mail

qualifications to kyenOdnai.com

TUTORS NEEDED
Math/Science/Spanish/French tutors for

WLA office. Urxlergraduate degree required.

$13 at-center. $20 In-home. 310-475-5330.

A^OtONTEEff USHERS^

INTERNS WANTED: FT/PT positions avail-

able for students at prestigious entertain-

ment PR firm. Must be enthusiastic&detail-

oriented Offers college credit, hands-on ex-

perience&fulure film&television career con-

tacts. Contact Amanda at 310-550-7776.

PAID INTERNSHIP
WESTWOOD LAW FIRM- Flexible hours

Learn a lot. $7.50+. Good typing skills, com-
puter literate, excel experience preferred

Call 310-475-0481. Resumes preferred:

310-446-9962.

PAID INTERNSHIP with publishing, compa-
ny. Lookir>g tor energetic, computer literate

intern. Flexible schedule, close to UCLA. Fax
resume to Julie 0310-268-7604.

INTERNSHIP. Small film production compa-
ny at Paramount Pictures seeks self-motivat-

ed, intelligent and reliat)le interns to assist in

research, script readirig&general office du-

ties. Please call Nk:k or Amy at 323-956-

:W55r =

HEALTHY FEMALE VOLUNTEERS (17-

35yrs.) wanted for a study involving small

amounts of radk>activity at UCLA. $25/hr.

Call 310-825-1118 or 310-825-2871.

8400
Apsi liiMnls fof Itont

$675 ELEGANTLY
REMODELED 2bdnn, oak fkx>rs, tiled kitch-

en, garage, great Van Nuys kx^tion. Minutes

to Sherman Oaks shopping. Near library,

buses, freeways. 9 mi. UCLA. 818-399-

9610.

1 -BLOCK TO CAMPUS. 2-bdrm, hardwood.

$1250. Walk to village and campus. 10966
Roet)ling Ave. Knewly remodeled. 310-208-

4253. 310-824-2595.

ART NEAR CAMPUS
WESTWOOD. Spacious bachetor. Close to

UCLA. 310-444-1478. Ask lor Fred.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 2-BEDROOM $950-
$1195. LARGE. UPPERA.OWER. UNU-

V * PALMS *
2B0. 2BA.

TOWNHOMES. FIREPLACE,

GATED GARAGE.
ALARM

• 3614 PARIS DR. $1145
(310)837-0906

2BD, 2BA

* MAR VISTA *
2BD, 2BA.,

TOWNHOMES.
GATED GARAGE.

ALARM. FIREPLACE

• 11931 Avon Way $1025

• 12714 Mitchell Ave. $1075

4BD. 4BA . 3 STORIES
• 3954 Beethoven St. $1895

(310)391-1076
.Open House Mon. - Sat, 10-5.

WESTWOOD. Large slf>9«e/full bath, full

Mtchan. walk-tr^ ctoset. mir^utes to UCLA,

free laundry. 2 parWng spaces, qqlet^uild-

mg. J»mO310-209-3057. $725.

UNIQUE BUILDING
WLA/PALMS. Large single $650 Clean,

large pool, convenient to shopping and
LA. Stove, refrigerator, and pets conski-

red. 310-204-4332.

£c
pre

VENICE single apt. cozy unit, good area,

parking, utilities pakj. $435. Westskle Rental

Connectk}n. 310-395-1284. Low agent fee.

wvyw.westsklerentals.com.

WESTWOOD U^ apt. tiardwood floors, gar-

den surrounding, garage, $795. Westskje
Rental Connection. 310-395-1284. Low
agent fee. www.westsiderentals.com.

WESTWOOD 1 -minute to UCLA. Singles.

Clean, furnished, gated property, intercom

entry, hot plate, pool. 1 /ear lease, $750/mo.
No pets/subletting. 310-824-1830.

WLA 2+1 apt, huge landscaped yard, carport

parking. $595. Westside Rental conneclioii.

310-395-1284. Low agent fee. wwwwest-
sklerentals.com.

WLA- Spacious 2bdrm/2balh. Prime loca-
tion. Patio. Near UCLA, transportation,
Wilshire. Newly remodeled. Parking $1275-
$1395. Great area, won't last 310-207-7209.

FOR GEFFEN PLAYHOUSE production of

The Cripple of Inishmaan' Starts Oct 20.

~Stgn-up&5ee i\ for free: 310-20
exLIIS.

WE'RE SEEKING INDIVIDUALS to provide

support to ttie developmentally disabled. Call

Dwight Istaabulian at 818-361-6400 ext 129.

WRITER. Children's book author needs de-

velopment assistant/aspiring writer for new
project. Research req'd. Win95. Brentwood.
Resume/letter to RockyShareOmind-
spnng.com. call 310-442-0396

WRITERS/EDITORS who are involved in

some subculture (i.e. Punk/Hip Hop/Elec-

tronk:/Gothic) wanted for new publication.

Call 805-284-0611.

MOO ^V
DOWNTOWN STORE needs intern to help

select art, antiques, toys, gifts for inventory;

establish prices; design displays. Set own
schedule. Possible commissions; no salary.

310-473-9912.

EXCELLENT INTERNSHIP OPP for web
page designer at Makai Events in Manhattan
"Beach. Experience, references AConlacts!
Call Amy O 310-546-9585

FILM PRODUCTION company at Para-
mount Pics seeks motivated, smart & reliable

interns to assist m research, script reading &
other duties for Fall/Winter. Please fax cov-

ertetter&resume attn:Chris 323-862-1110.

LEARN ABOUT
CORPORATE AMERICA
PAID ADMINISTRATIVE internship for exec-

utive search firm. Westwood. Must be bright,

have professional attitude. Fax resume:"ln-

tern" 0310-474-0255.

F»AID MARKETING INTERNSHIP- Campus
Stroei Rep. Wanted: l^aritet and promote
animalhouse com The ultimate online col-

lege community. Email us <campus@ ani-

malhouse.com> eall;800-254-8433.

PUBLISHING COMPANY: Intems wanted lor

Public Relations, Marketing, Editorial depart-

ments, Jr/Sr eligibility; call 323-939-1840
ext-31 or fax 323-939-1855.

SPORTS AGENCY
INTERN NEEDED Flexible hours. Unpaid

job olfcrs comprehensive industry experi-

ence. Must be reliable. Spanish speakir)g

preferred. Fax Jon©310-478-4709

TALENT AGENCY looking for p/t intern. Pos-

sible pay Great learning experience Fax re-

sume to attention Julie 310-659-3344.

SUAL CHARM. SOME W/HAfiPWO(J0-
FLOORS ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
310-839-6294.

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT- Bright spacious

upper 2bdrm/2balh. Parking. Fireplace, bal-

cony $1179/rTK). Call 310-473-8057.

INTERNATIONAL
STUDENTS

SANTA MONICA
SUBLETS

NORTH OF WILSHIRE. Near beach. Ibdrm
$733. 2bdrm/2bath $922 and $992. Will sub-

let 2-12 months to students with rwn-renew-

able visas arxl exit expiration date of less

than lyr. 818-761-1168.

PALMS. Share 2bdrm/2-bath. Fully fur-

nished. Fireplace, secured entry and park-

ing Close to #12 SM bus. 15-min from cam-
pus. $250/mo. 310-364-5614.

PALMS. Single apt from $495, 1-bdrm, $595.
Stove $60Qdeposit for single and
.$900deposit for 1-bdrm. 1-year lease. 310-

837-1502 leave message.

SANTA MONICA 1 + 1 apt, washer&dryer.

good location. $1098. Westside Rental

Connectwn. 310-395-1284. Low agent fee.

vAvw.Connection.com.

Santa Monica U1 Guest House. North of
Wilshire, yards, utilities paid. $650 Westskle
Rental Connection (310)395-1284. Low
Agent Fee www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA single bur>galow, on the

beach near bike path, w/c pet, parking. $850.
Westside Rental Connection. 310-395- 1284.

"tow agent fee. www.wesistdereniaisixsffr

—

SANTA MONICA. Ul apt, near Santa
Monica College, pod. Iaur>dry. parkmg,
$750. Westside Rental Connection. 310-
395-1284. Low agent fee. www.west-
siderentals.com.

SHERMAN OAKS. House to share. 3 story
contemporary. 15 minutes to campus, fur-

nished or unfurnished. Laundry, jacuzzi
$700/mo. 818-766-9922.

SM. HUGE 3bdrm/2.5ba. 3000 sq. ft $2300
Jacuzzi in balcony, spa tub. fireplace, pari<-

ing. dishwasher, washer/dryer hookup. 310-
787-7051.

WESTWOOD bachelor apt, liardwood floors,

yard. $600. Westside Rental Connection.

310-395-1284. Low agent fee. www.west-
slderentals.com.

Still looking

for a place to Wve?

I fit/ IJf? hfilp, _

» Koommaie Listings

* Apartments for Rent

* General Rental

Information

'^UCIA Community Housing Office

Eiifft FmUo of Sproul HalU©25-4491

www.cho.ucUi.edu

AfiaituMiU lor Rent

WLA $825-$850. 2bdmn/1.5ba Dishwasher.

AC, carpet, ^drapes built-in. Extra large

fenced patio. 310-670-5119.

WLA. 1537 Corinth Ave. Single in 1932
Spanish Mission Building. Hardwood floors,

high ceilings, separate kitchen. $625/mo. 1-

year-lease. Also large sirtgle with separate
dining room/bdrm. Separate kitchen Hard-
wood floors, high ceilings. $750/mo. 1-year

lease. Ck)se to UCLA. 310-479-8646.

HouM for Sato

GOVT FORECLOSED
HOMES FROM PENNIES ON $1. Delin

quent Tax, Repo's. REO's. Your area. Tol'

free (1)800-218-9000 Ext. H-1650 for current

listings.

RoMi tar RmI

LOS FELIZ House. Large, brfght, room w/pri-

vate entrance. $300, security/utilities. Stud-
ent only under 29. quiet&clean GAM/GWM.
Non-snx)ker. Leave number. 323-960-1066.

Itooiiiiiiat0t^p|1if|rt9 1(0)^
: ^<'»»* »»m >vwmww ^*i« Tvr^^-vx :»t<wM

UfMMfaMI HiMMlnil

NICE, TRUSTWORTHY female UCLA stud-

ent k}Oking for roonrVapartn^ent/ guesthouse.

Will pay $400 for place in Westwood, Brent-

wood. Palisades. Malibu. 760-746-1731.

Apartnmils FumMMd
MAR VISTA, $535&up/monlh. Ask about

move in special. Attractive, furnished 1-

bdrm. Large, pool, patio, bartsecue area

Quiet-building. 3748 Inglewood Blvd. 310-

398-8579.

8700
CondoAlowiiliouse for Sale

VAN NUYS: SHRMN WY©405, E-Z comm-
ute. Lite, brite, pristine 2bdrm/2ba condo.

2gar, WB-FP. A/C, in-unit WD, frig, Irg mstr,

hi-cigs, sec, pool, spa $79,900. Bkr-melody

818-363-6116x206.

9300
Rooni for Ho^
BEAUTIFUL WLA ROOM with great view. 4-

min from UCLA in exchange for tutoring kids

ages 12&10. Female UCl^ students only

310-271-7575

CHILD CARE wanted in exchange for Guest-

house. Experience, strong references, car

required Flexible hours. Walk to campus
UCLA students only. 310-470-4393

ENCINO Room+board in exchange for driv-

ing>homework help. Easy going 9/yr-old boy
Beautiful home, 8-miles from campus. Male
student pref. 818-986-4659.

9400
Room for Rent

House for Rent

APTS&HSES 4 RENT
,11282 W. Washington Blvd. Suite 205. Culv-

er City CA 90230. Superiativc Realty Broker

310-391-1557 Apts-$525&up Houses-
$1800.

BRENTWOOD- Student preferred for room
w/private entrance arxl terrace in private

home. Laundry privileges included 310-476-

3169.

CENTURY CITY Private entrance, patio, fur-

nished, full and partial bath included. Gradu-
ate student $345/mo. utilities included,

phone hook-up. 310-474-9854.

PALMS-room in large townhouse. Lrg room
$470. Avail 11/1. Share bath-futilities. Park-
ing. Female only 310-285-3421.

PANORAMIC VIEW. Large house, 2-rooms
for rent in 4-txlnm/3-t)ath. Kitchen privileges.

Encino borderiine to Brentwood. 15 min-

UCLA. $400. 310-395-0944.

SHERMAN OAKS. Avail 9/1. Large sunny
room. Furnished/unfurnished with bath,

kitchen, and garage. $800/mo. Just south of

Mulholland. 1 -block west of Supulveda.
Close to 405/101. 818-789-5678.

WESTCHESTER 7-minutes to UCLA. 5-min-

utes to beach. Lovely room in quiet home.
Private bathroom. Utilities included $ii00.

Light cooking. 310-342-0423.

WESTWOOD Fumished room in private

home 2miles from UCLA. Private shower,
hook-up for cable and private phone. Refer-

ences required. 310-478-3459.

WESTWOOD $475
WALK TO UCLA. Beautifully fumished one
private bedroom/pnvate entrance. Kitchen,

laundry. Parking. MALE STUDENT PREF
Available 10-21-98. 310-473-5769.

WLA Living room to rent. $350/mo. Close to

UCLA 2nd floor, pool, gym, tennis, utilities

included. Female preferred. 310-445-9412.

WLA ROOM FOR RENT Students welcome.
House nearby Westwood area. Convenient
to local transportation $450. Leave mes-
sage 310-559-8946.

BEVERLY HILLS. Luxury 2-bdmV2-bath apt
Security-building, pool, secured parking,

central air/heat, fumished. All utilities pakl(in-

cludes makl-servk:e). No pets. $700/nx>.
310-556-1041.

BRENTWOOD- 2bdrm/2bath apt to share.

Graduate preferred. Within 2mi from school.

Furnished, full kitchen, spacey. balcony.

$600/mo. 818-878-4924.

BRENTWOOD. Private rmAba in spacious
2bdrm apt. Kitchen, den, balcony parking,
laundry, pool, fun area. $750/mo. Call
Rebecca 818-704-5681.

BRENTWOOD. Spacious and sunny 2+2 to

share w/one other. Balcony, laundry, parking.

Grad student/professional preferred.

$625/mo. Available 11/03. Denise 310-454-
4424.

Close to MDR/Culver City 405/90fwy (10-

15min). 2 rooms- $450/$350. Great pkg.

Washer/dryer- No Drugs. (Ist/tast/Dep.)

Must love dogs. Charming house. 310-313-

0611.

LIVE NEAR UCLA!!
BRENTWOOD: Roommate needed. Large

apt w/easy access to UCLA. Your own
bdrm/bath, pool, gym, gated parking.

$715/mo. Includes utilities!! Susan/Vanessa
310-440-3081.
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Prfvele Room
MAR VISTA SOUTH. Centinela+Culver Blvd.

East of Marina Del Rey $430/mo.' Female
N/S. House 310-391-1563.

PALMS Responsble, tkly. ma\9 roommate
wanted to have own room, share bath in 3-

bdrm/2-bath $300/mo. 310-280-0625 or 310-
839-5735.

STRATHMORE REG.
Mature male /female to share 2bdrnV2ba.
w/pool and Jacuzzi, gated underground park-
ing, laundry room. Best building in

Westwood. $650/mo. Blake 208-54 1 8.

VENICE. Own room in 2bdrm/1bth. Near
beach&buslines. Laurnlry on premises.
$475-fUtilities. f^S. Must like dogs. 310-301-
2588.

WEST LA. $550/nfK)+. 10-min/UCLA Master
suite in secured building, pool, spa, /VC.
weight room, fireplace. Courtyard, gated
parking, laundry. 310-383-2819.

WESTWOOD '

Cute, Spacious.
2bdrm/lbath apartment. Balcony laundry,

partying. Wilshire/Deverly Glen area. Female
preferred $550/rT)o. 310-474-9853.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. HI-RISE condo.
Pool. Iblk to campus. Views. $500/mo. 310-
289-1404.

WESTWOOD. 528 Landfair. 1or2 room-
mates needed to share bedroom in a spa-
cious 2-bdrm apt. Ask for Jade/Carrie: 310-
443-5797

:•; I I

VSicatlon Rentals

IDYLLWILD BEAUTIFUL MTN. CABIN San
Bernardino Nat'l Forest. Fully equipped. Hot
tub, fireplaces. Views. Sleep 4-«-. $250/wee-
kend. 310-794-5515 310.191 -fiw^p

O LET VQUR BU5IMF<?<? <uHIMF O
^atty^ftttn AdveTttstirg* Pt$p1ay 825^-^61 • 0\sfitf\Utt$^t2t\

TALENT AND LITERARY Agency Learning

all facets of an agency involving talent, liter-

ary, (production crews). Credit for school

avail. 323-782-1854

SANTA MONICA Ul apt, pet ok, parking,
month-to-month, $975. Westside Rental
Connection. 310-395-1284. Low agent fee.

wwwwestsiderentals.com.

playing tliat KLAm all day aiijllj^

Jurassic five

golden

All week long, KU, UCLA's student radio station, is giving away

aSTlGeorge Clinton, Bad Religion, James Iha and more...) every hour

between 7 pm and midnight.

Every winner will qualify for a nightly drawing for a pair of GAP khal(is. When our DJs

announce the contest, just be the first caller to identify the last song played. ^'11 win

a CD of your choice and maybe a pair of khakis, courtesy of The GAP. There's a new

drawing every night. And every morning, well be giving away lunch at your favorite

campus restaurant. Listen to the morning show for game details.

You can now hear KU on t.v. chanhd 29 in the dorms. Be listening for some great

music and for some great giveaways,

jessicaweil
donaldmorrison
tinaharrington
makotomizutani

Jessicaweil

Jridiy
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tlie best deals in Westwood. Check weekly for updates so you don't miss out on great savings!
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BASIC BIKE 18 speed fair $100 310-576-1337

BASKETBALL nX season-tickels-package N/A 310^38-1355

BIKE WOMEN'S huffy. 2montfis old $100 310-329-2375

BIOCHEM 153A used book S70 310-729^584

BOOKCASE WHITE smallAwood $20 310-474-5419

CALCULUS BOOK anion, cheap, new $66 310-824'1339

CASSbMb lAHbS blank. 90nrwi (4) I^A 310-236^12

CELINE DION TIX Oct 21. 8pm $7S8a 818-841-7289

CHEMISTRY BOOK Solomons, cheap, new $M 310^4-1339

DEPECHE MODE TIX la forum 12/96 $4088 310-794-3949

DESK/HUTCH/CHR. while/good condition $60 31(M79^673

DRESSER WOOD 4 drawers $60 31(M74-5419

EXT. ZIP DRIVE iomega exl zip drive $70 310-739-1066

FOGHORN LEGHORN stuffed toy. 2ft tal $B 310-23^4612

FOOTBAUTIX Oregon, Stanford, use N/A 310-638-1355

RX)TBALLT1X vs Stanford 1(V31 $10 818-725-2645

HEADSET (CARK81) tor nokia918/5 weeks $86 31&424-2163

LSAT PREP MAT. od rom kapian bks gds $70 818-72&O610

$66 310424-7488MODEM 56K V90 US Roooocs unopened

MOUNTAIN BIKE good basic bice $100 310-576-1337

MOUSEMIRCROSOFT new rrwuse port war. $15 310«4-748S

MOVIE VIDEO vartoutWet $E« 310-20»«211

oeEEMies reader, dissect Mt $25 310-72MB64

PHYSICS 6A used book $B0 310-7294864

PRINTER dot nialilx $75 310-20M211

PSYCH 127 TEXT BaiKMi^Duwvyiiled. $B0 81S-725-2645

PURSES (2) louiavuidDn CBm 310474-5419

REFRIGERATOR brand new $89 310a»6619

REFRiQERATOR wNta^KOwn 3.7 cu • $70. 3104064680

RINGS (2) Qnnat or amatfiyel $30m 3104744419

SOUTHWEST AIR trMlctotfA $100 31»S7«-1337

biologylll t» 310-2164806TEiXTBOOK

TEXTBOOK oaiouiua 3a4),c m 310-2164606

TEXTBOOK ltoaciMwe3 $n 310-21Me06

TEXTBOOK phyiica 8b&c (senway) $30^ 310-2164606

T182 CALCULATOR rfant oorvMon N/A 310-72»6e64

WHT FORM>SL GOWN siz»9,«M.wom IX $40 6164724607

mm^Cm

To place a FREE* ad in tlie Bruin Bargains, fill out information

l)elow and submit to the Daily Bmin Classifieds.

Item:

(15 characters maximum, including spaces)

• Description:

(20 characters maximum, including spaces)

• Price:

(example $25, $74ea, FREE. Please round to the nearest dollar—NO OBO)
• Phone: ( )

-
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-
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Ad must be submitted in person or by mail. No phone onkis allowed Deadline is 2 worii days prior to issue at

12pm All Bmin BarK;iJns appear every Wednesday and Friday Limit of 4 free ads per customer per week. Ve
reserve the n^i to revise or reject any advertisement not meeting the standards of the Dally Bruin.

WORN DRESS SHOES I*tz9.whlaz9 1/2 N/A 310-236^612
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LEWIS
From page 40

make it back onto the squad, but

McCoy later leaves the team for

good.

Here is where Lavin-bashers have-

all their fun. "Lavin couldn't even

win with a team that had Kris

Johnson, Toby Bailey and JR
Henderson." That is my favorite

line.

Examination of the starting line-

up reveals that 6-foot-6-inch

Henderson is playing center in a

conference inhabited by the likes of

7-foot ogres Tim Young and Todd
MacCullogh.

I doubt Wooden could have won
with a lineup of Henderson at cen-

ter. Kris Johnson, at 6-foot-4, was

actually playing power forward

(please name the all other 6-foot-4

power forwards in the country).

And Bailey was at small forward

(Toby's a great player, but forward

just isn't where he should be play-

ing). Plus we had a backcourt of

true freshmen. And don't forget that

"deep" wouldn't be exactly the right

word to describe our bench.

By the time the third round of the

NCAA tournament rolled around,

Lavin actually led this undersized

team to two victories, including one

against Michigan. Michigan had

beaten the powerful Duke contin-

gent earlier, and many experts had

picked the Wolverines as a possible

Final Four contender.

Then the Bruins met eventual

champions Kentucky - without

Baron Davis. The Wildcats had a

roster that shamed every other

school in the country, running two

or three deep at every single posi-

tion. Our team leader was out with a

serious knee injury, and we didn't <

even have one center. Maybe we
should have fired Lavin right there

at that game.

This will be Lavin's first year of

college basketball without a bunch

of non-basketball diversions. Junior

Sean Farnham summed up the feel-

ings of the team best. "All those peo-

ple who say Lav can't coach are

ridiculous. Give the guy a chance.

His reign has been marked by scan-

dals and distractions that he had

nothing to do with. This season will

be the first season he coaches with-

out distractions."

The second "myth" is that Lav is

too young. As far as 1 am con-

cerned, one's birth date should not

be a qualification for a head coach-

ing job. For those out there who
wonder about where Lavin's experi-

ence came from, I'll drop a few

names for you. Lavin has spent

years working with - and under the

tutelage of- some of the very best

college coaches of our generation. I

doubt there are many NCAA coach-

es out there who have had the

opportunity to work under Indiana

coaching legend Bobby Knight,

Duke great Mike Krzyzewski,

Fresno State leader Jerry

Tarkanian, former Seattle

Supersonics defensive wizard Tim
Grgurich, big man guru Pete

Newell and have three years as an

assistant under the dean of Big-IO

coaching, Purdue's Gene Keady.

Color me impressed by the

number of wins those guys have

racked up in their careers. And
don't forget that Lavin was an

assistant coach during the Bruins'

national championship run of

19^5.

Being young, compared to

other basketball coaches, can be

an advantage, not an obstacle.

Lavin outlined one overlooked

point recently. "The fact that right

now that I'm not married, helps

because it allows me to put 24

hours, seven days a week into the

job. Right now, my basketball

players are my family."

Secondly, his youth has helped

immeasurably to get some of the

best recruits Westwood has seen in

a while. Imagine what a recruit

thinks when the white-haired Lute

Olson, who was coaching in

Arizona before Los Angeles was

even a city, shows up to schmooze,

and the next day the energetic and

upstart coach from UCLA shows

up. This brings me to my next point.

When Lavin first took the job,

there were a few Pac-10 analysts

who figured the rest of the confer-

ence's coaching ranks would be lick-

ing their chops at the opportunity of

recruiting against the youngster

from UCLA. That thought has

turned out to be the joke of the cen-

tury. Lavin not only out-recruited

every Pac-10 coach, he out-recruited

every single head coach in the coun-

try. Lavin even out-recruited the

SeeUEwis^pageis
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SWIMMING
From page 40

everything they do, especially at

their speedy pace. With logical

reasoning, I'm simply opting to

spare myself. I figure I'd be

more useful alive than not.

Emmanuelle, a senior swim-

mer, says I'll get used to the

workouts by the end of the

week. How nice. How unbeliev-

able.

The second morning, Cyndi

coaches. She stresses discipline

to all her swimmers, so I'm

more hesitant to skimp out on

the workout. That there are

more, shorter distance repeti-

tions helps a little.

This time, the workout's a lit-

tle more fun. There are still

some struggling moments, but

I'm less confused and actually

have time to think about what

we're all doing Emmanuelle is

starting to sound right after all.

Wednesday mornings are

off, thank goodness.

Before the Thursday morn-

ing practice. Brad lectures the

team on responsibility. I pray he

isn't upset, and that he won't

assign extra laps to swim. But

it's not like some extra laps

would bring mc any more strug-

gle than I'm already having. He
ends up being good to us any-

way.

The good thing about com
ing in last every set is ... well,

there is no good thing about

coming in last, but I'm trying to

stay optimistic. The swimmers

and coaches are really support-

ive and encouraging through-

out. They're so nice. Maybe it's

only because they're sympathet-

ic for me, an inexperienced,

small fish who literally threw

himself into a big pond.

Nevertheless, they're nice.

On Friday, Cyndi gives us a

kickin' kicking workout. We
kick for an hour or so. My legs

feel like bricks by the end. but I

don't care.

I'm more glad than tired to

have participated in a week's

worth of morning practice with

the swimmers.

In all honesty, the whole

experience wasn't bad at all. I

have no remorse. In retrospect,

the experience was numbing,

though. Physical discomfort

aside, it's a great way to start

the day. Cietting up is hard,.but

once you jump in and start to

move, you're wide awake how
can you not be? And the endor-

phin high afterwards keeps you

cheery.

Although I went in there half-

heartedly, I feel some sense of

accomplishment. It's like

you've done something before

half the school even reaches the

snooze button. And I'm almost

sure that's how the swimmers

feel. You not only gel physical

workouts, you also feel good

about improving and being

around supportive teammates,

and coaches who really care

and want their athletes to have

fun.

But somehow upon Cyndi

and Brad and the team's jocular

invitation to swim two and a

half hours in the afternoons, do

30 minutes of weightlifting and

30 more minutes of running, I

laugh and politely cop out.

"Umm, geez, my lecture

starts at two and so does the

afternoon swim, and I'd rather

not get in the pool in the middle

of practice ..."

Maybe some other time.

Anyway, back to post-prac-

tice. I'm feeling an incredible

appetite for food, any food.

Exercise really makes you hun-

gry and what's more, it fiddles

with your tongue and makes

everything taste belter.

Yum, yum, I'm going to have

mc some cake, and eat il loo* 1

earned il.

LEWIS
From page 34

NCAA by signing Schea Cotton (who was

later declared ineligible by the NCAA).
Lavin, hands down, has had the best two

year period by any coach this decade. Last

year's list included Baron Davis, Earl

Watson and Schea Cotton.

But this year's class is the prize of all

prizes. This year's freshmen include center

Dan Gadzuric, power forward Jerome

Moiso (this guy has more skills in the

shadow of his left pinky than two Tim
Youngs put together), small forward scor-

er extraordinaire JaRon Rush, forward

Matt Barnes and shooting guard Ray
Young.

We would also have 6-foot-8 Patreck

Ceresa also on the roster if the NCAA had

not found yet another way to job UCLA.
This time the NCAA has determined that

if you go to school in Europe, it actually

does not count. Either way. we now have

20 feet and seven inches of starting front

line. And believe me. there is, amazingly

enough, more talent in those three players

than height.

The third myth commonly perpetuated

against Coach Lavin is that he lets the

players run the show - that he has no con-

trol of the program. This is truly ridicu-

lous. If you think that Jelani McCoy left

the program voluntarily, I have some
beachfront property in Arizona I'd like to

sell you. I wonder, could the presence of

somebody over 6-foot-6 have helped our

team at all last year? Probably not, basket-

ball is a short man's game.

Last year, Baron Davis' car broke

dQwn, and he ended up five minutes late to

a 6 a.m. practice. The following game was

the only contest all season that a healthy

Baron Davis did not start. I remember
watching a few practices last season where

a Qertain superstar (who shall remain

nameless) was relegated to riding the exer-

cise bike during scrimmages.

Coach Lavin has also instituted the

"Bruin Attitude." The Attitude is a list of

23 rules that his team must follow on and

off the court. First and foremost is reason

No. 1 : Excel in the classroom. Here's a

few more examples:
- Listen

- Run to the bench when substituted

- No swearing on court

- Never quit on a play! Never!
- No pointing fingers (Unless for a good

pass)

- Cheer for your teammates when on the

bench
- Study during study hall

- Attitude of gratitude: Say "Thank you"
- Be a role model off the floor

- Be humble in victory, gracious in defeat

About his list, Lavin said, "I believe a

disciplined team will be a more successful

team. That's what our Bruin attitude is

about. It's about standards."

Finally, I want to point out some of the

See LEWIS, page 37
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PAC-10 FOOTBALL NOTEBOOK

No. 16 Arizona (5-1,2-1)

Compiled by Vytas Mazeika, Daily Bruin Staff

at

^At^t&r.
Time: 12:30 p.m.

Oregon St. (4-2, 2-0)

Wildcats: Arizona holds a commanding 18-2-1 series lead

and figures to make it 19 on Saturday. After a collapse in the

second half which resulted in a 52-28 loss to the Bruins last

week, the Wildcats hope to pounce on the Beavers. UA QB

Ortege Jenkins participated in all four touchdowns from last

year's 27-7 Wildcat victory (three passing and one rushing).

Wildcat to watch: RB Trung Canidate

Beavers: Although the team came away with their first Pac-

10 win of the season last week against Stanford, the No. 16

Wildcats should prove to be too much. OSU tailback Ken

Simonton ranks No. 23 in the nation with 106.83 rushing

yards per game, but last year the Beavers were held to 42

yards on the ground.

Beaver to watch:WR Tim Alexander

Prediction: Arizona 48, OSU 17

Teams with the week off:

Arizona St. (2-4, 1-2)

_^Stanford(l-5,0-3) _

California (4-1, 2-0)

at

use (4-2, 21)

Time: 3:30 p.m.
Washington (3-2, 1-1)

Bears: Can Cal pull off a second Pac-10 upset in a row? It's

doubtful, but stranger things - like a Bear 32-31 win over

previously ranked USC - have happened. Last year Cal kept

the game close until Washington ran off with 23

unanswered second half points for a final score of 30-3. The

Bears actually moved the ball and had the advantage in

total offense (344-336) but could not take advantage of

their opportunities.

Bear to watch:WR Dameane Douglas

Huskies: Although Washington leads the series 41 -32-4, the

nine game margin is deceiving when taking into the account

the past 15 games.The Huskies have won the last 15 games

in a row and the last seven played at home. Only with a

strong performance from the Bears' secondary should this

game even be close near the end. If Husky QB Brock Huard is

kept quiet, expect the special teams to play a major role in

the outcome. :

.:.. -

Husky to watch: KR Toure Butler

Prediction:Washington 33, Cal 24

at

Time: 7: 15 p.m.
Washington St. (3-3, 0-3)

Trojans: How could the mighty Trojans fall to Cal? A lack of

enthusiasm seems like the only reason. The Trojans managed to

score 31 points and still fell victim to a mediocre Cal team 32-

31.This week at Washington State new head coach Paul

Hackett will make sure his Trojans don't underestimate their

opponent. USC has won nine of the last 10 from this Pac-10

doormat with last year's 28-21 loss to the eventual Pac-10

champion as the only exception.

Trojan: LB Chris Clairbone

Cougars: A fall from grace for the current Pac-10 champions was

made obvious with losses to Cal, UCLA and Oregon. Washington

State has been outscored 124-60 in conference play, and a trip

to Pullman no longer strikes fear in the hearts of Pac-10 foes.

USC has won 25 of the last 27 games in this series while

holding a commanding 48-6-4 series advantage. Only if the

Cougars can corra l llie exp los ive USCWR R. Jay Seward will they"

have a chance in the fourth quarter.

Cougar to watch: DB Dee Moronkola

Prediction: USC 38,WSU 21

Gay and Lesbian Association

Presents

Co-sponsored by

the Campus Programs Committee of the

Program Activities Board, Office of Residential

Life, and the LGBT Campus Resource Center.

Northv^est
Campus

Auditorium
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LEWIS
From page 35

intangibles thai make Lavin the per-

fect choice for our beloved basket-

ball team. The guy is humble. Too
humble. He treats everybody, and 1

mean everybody, with the utmost

respect. Once, I was hanging around
the Morgan Center around closing

time and spotted Lavin talking

HAMMOUD
From page 40

All-Conference pick That was not a

surprise to her. She planned on mak-

ing First Team, actually, so she wound
up falling just short.

"I was very surprised that I was

named Freshman o\' the Year,"

Hammoud said, "because 1 didn't

have major scoring numbers. I did

play consistent minutes and start

most games.

"While I was having an impact I

didn't know how much I was actually

making.

"I set goals for myself, like (win-

ning) Pac-10 Freshman of the Year

and First Team All-Conference, win-

ning the Pac-10 and going to the tour-

nament. I achieved most of those last

season, but I still need to keep work-

ing."

That type of attitude has propelled

Hammoud into the position that she's

in A< A sophomore outside midfidcL

hoopswith the Morgan Center cus-

todian.

The first time I ever talked to

him. he had no idea who I was, but

nonetheless treated me like a

Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist,

answering even the most intrusive of

my questions with unusual candor.

His friendly and open demeanor are

a full turnaround from some of the

previous UCLA head coaches. Find

Lavin on campus and he will make

you, too, feel like a genuine UCLA
basketball insider.

With all the great potential, and

all the great talent our basketball

team undoubtedly possesses, this

year will probably decide nothing.

At a recent luncheon, Lavin

joked about winning the next three

national championships. (For all

you national media types, he was

joking.) Unfortunately, this is what

too many people expect. No other

coach can win three championships,

•why should Lavin have to?

If we should not do as well as we
hope in the tournament this year,

logic dictates fhat Lavin be given at

least another year to prove his

worth. The team, after all, is made
up almost entirely of freshmen and

sophomores. Talent without experi-

ence can only get you so far. A
glimpse of the future was offered

last season, watching Baron and

Rico Hines bark at anybody who
dogged it in practice.

This is the kind of motivation and

attitude that Lavin instills in his

players. Give Lavin time to make
the Bruins his team. I think Bruin

fans w ill be quite happy with the

outcome.

Lewis Is an assitant sports editor, and
can be reached via email at

glewis@media.ucla.edu.

er, Hammoud is counted on to play

nearly all 90 minutes every game.

And white it is expected of this young
star, it's also appreciated by her

coach.

"She's got the natural ability to run

for 90 minutes," Saldana said. "She

takes advantage of that. Other players

have potential to have an impact and

they play in spurts. She has speed.

You'll notice that in the first 15 min-

utes iind the last 15 minutes (of each

game), there's a consistency about

her work."

Hammoud explained her potential

for development even further. "I

don't think Ive reached my peak

yet," Hammoud said. "I think I have

a lot to learn and I think I'm very

capable of becoming a much better

soccer player than I am..

"This year and the next two years

will be time for me to grow as a play-

er. And I think Todd (Saldana) is the

type of coach that will facilitate that

growth. He will help each and every

player reach their full potential."

Potential is something that

Hammoud has always shown, even

since her earliest soccer days. She

began playing organized soccer at age

4, but she didn't begin to play club

soccer until high school. This is an

unusual occurrence in that most soc-

cer players who want to stay competi-

tive beyond high sfhnni and fivfin r.nl-

lege begin playing in clubs at around

age 10.

Yet, not until her junior year Tjf

high school did Hammoud happen

upon the nationally recognized

Southern California Blues Soccer

Club.

!'My association with the Blues has

helped me grow the most soccer-

wise," Hammoud said. "They're one

oi' the top clubs in the nation. It was

very competitive within the team so

we all became better players.

"The coaches were just ama/ing; I

had the best coaches. They were so

knowledgeable about the game. Ihey

helped me grow individually and gain

more confidence. They helped my
game vision and tactics and the way I

approach the game."

But how does this student athlete

remain so disciplined in her school

work and soccer? How is she able to

block out all the evils that so niany

other college athletes fall victim to?

How is she able to balance it all?

"Islam," Hammoud said. "My reli-

gion describes me because it teaches

patience. It teaches us to be nice to

others. And all aspects of my lessons

carry over to my life and to my work

ethic. Islam teaches me to do every-

thing to the best of my ability. It's

made me a hard worker and it moti-

vates me to be the best at what I do."

These components - Hammoud
wanting to be the best she can be and

UCLA being highly regarded in acad-

emiaand athletics, combined with the

strong presence of Muslims on cam-

pus - persuaded her to become a part

of this tradition.

"It's very hard in this society to be

a Muslim," Hammoud said, "because

it almost seems as if everything is

going in the opposite direction ol'

where I should be going with my reli-

gion. It's important that I'm sur-

rounded by Musliiys because it helps

me stay strong in Islam. There is a

support system at UCLA. It helps me
stay strong so I don't veer off.

"UCLA has a strong Muslim com-

munity, so if I didn't have that I don't

know where I would be as far as my
religion goes.

"Islam is so important to me.

Religiously it's all I know. From the

time I was very young, we had to go to

Sunday school. We learned religion,

reading and writing Arabic and

learned to read the Holy Qur'an. The
Sunday school instilled a lot of difl'er-

ent values and principles into me
because it was a family thing. Family

is the most important thing in

Egyptian culture.''

Hammoud's extended UCLA fam-

ily keeps her going in more ways than

one. Without that, she most certainly

wouldn't be at UCLA and wouldn't

be on the road to attaining those goals

that she's always setting for herself.

But, having become the person that

she is today, she keeps working to

become an all-around better person.

And whether she becomes a doctor

and or becomes a member of the U.S.

National Team, she'll be happy know-

ing that she tried her best.

"I think every girl's and women's

soccer player in the country dreams

and aspires to be on the national

team. I set it as a goal. I always set my
goals at the top.'^lt's what I work

toward. It enables me to become the

best player I can possibly become.

"If by working toward that goal, it

takes me there, cool. If not, it helped

me become the best player I could

be."

It's common for students to do the

work necessary to excel in school. It>5

also common for athletes to do whi^

it takes to be successful. But what setis

Hammoud and other student athlete^

hke herself apart is their dual-dedicar

tion.

"I love being a student athlete,'*

she said. "I wouldn't want to be one

without the other. It's the greatest

feeling in the world to wear the para>

phernalia of your school and actually

belong to the program.

"Being part of the athletic commu-
nity at UCLA, you're there every day

surrounded by Olympic and profes-

sional-caliber athletes. These are the.

best athletes in the nation." ^
And Sommer Hammoud is no^

part of that tradition: a student atv
iete at one of the most prestigioif

institutions in the nation. As the 1999

media guide reports, UCLA is

"where great futures begin. The best

combination of academics and athlet-

ics."

Congratulations To

AEOl PC. 9^

Come Meet the Girls of AEO For COB Dinner.

Wednesday Oct. 14 at 5:15-—-^——

^

Thursday Oct. 15 at 6:30

Questions? Call Amber at ij/j3-ii68 or Danielle at 824-9923

I

Is
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CALIFORNIA SPORTS

Canadiens 1,

Ducks
Jocelyn Thibault is not giving any

ammunition to the detractors who wanted

him traded over the offseason.

Thibault made 30 saves and Vladimir

Malakhov scored the only goal as the

Montreal Canadiens beat Anaheim 1-0

Tuesday night to hand the Mighty Ducks

their third straight defeat.

Thibault recorded his seventh career

shutout and lowered his goals-agamst aver-

age for the season to 0.50 after two games.

"! always have trouble in training

camp." said Thibault. who allowed nearly

five goals per game in the preseason, when

rumours were rile that the ("anadicns

would trade him and bring in lelix Polvin

from Toronto.

"I try to get everything together for the

start of the season. But we've got 80 games

left. It's a good start. It's fun and it gives

me confidence, but there's lots of hockey

left to play."

Malakhov, who missed all of training

camp in contract negotiations, onetimed a

pass from Mark Recchi past goaltender

(juy Hebert.on a power play I0:2S into the

second period

The Canadiens. 7-1 winners over the

New York Rangers on Saturday, have

begun the season 2-0 while the Ducks were

shut out for the second lime in their three

games.

Anaheim has scored only one goal by

F*aul Kariya in a 4-1 loss at Philadelphia on

^ Chargers fire

Gilbride
The San Diego Chargers fired coach

Kevin Gilbride Tuesday after the NFL
team's fourth straight loss and replaced

him with offensive coordinator June

Jones, who reluctantly agreed to be inter-

im coach after just six months with the

team.

Gilbride, 47, was in his second season

after being signed to a five-year contract

and had a record of 6-16. With rookie

Ryan Leaf at quarterback, the Chargers

won their first two games, but then lost

four straight as Leaf was benched during

two of the losses

(ieneralmanager Bobby Beathard said

the players were losing confidence, and

the head office felt a change in direction

was needed now before waiting for

morale to completely sink later in the sea-

son.

"Instead of getting better, maybe we

were stagnant, or maybe even regressing

some," Beathard said

This is a decision that is very awk-

ward, very difficult to make," he said.

'But it's one that, after meeting about it

several limes, we felt we had to make."

I he Chargers scored just 22 offensive

touchdowns in 22 games under (iilbride.

an offensive coordinator in Houston and

Jacksonville before taking llie San Diego

job. Leaf has just one TD pass and has

turned over the ball 15 times.

Jones, 45. said he reluclantlv took the

SUhduy l\^f tho >;oii>.on. Th^ Du(!k>i imd a job nftiT thi' Churgurt; tipproui-hi'd him ;t:

four-game road trip Thursday night in

Chicago., •

"We need one to bounce in off someone

or somelhiTig. Kariya said. "If wc just gel

a lucky break, their we can relax .wul ihc

goals Will start coming. We're gelling our

opportunities and we can't get fiusir;il

couple limes about shifting the direction

of the team.
'

'The first time I was so upset about it.

I didn't even vvanl to discuss it." said

Jones, who called the decisioiT to change

coaches in midseason 'gul-v\renching."

jl was not my ambition to be a head

cnirch agTrrTr.''^iTc '^id^

BRUIN DIARIES

Most people at UCLA, one of

the most prestigious learning

institutions in the nation, have a

hard enough time just being stu-

dents. There is a segment of the

population on campus, however, which

has to deal with twice as many responsibil-

ities: student-athletes.

To give some
insight on what it's

like to be ^ Bruin on

both sides of this equa-

tion, the Daily Bruin is

starting a weekly

series of player

diaries. The athletes

write the entries with-

out assistance from

The Bruin staff mem-
bers. -^ - '

Kicking off the

series is women's soc-

cer player Skylar

Little. Little is the fiery leader of an excep-

tionally stingy Bruin defense.

Despite battling a mysterious and

painful foot injury fi)r the last three years,

Little has started every game this season.

Larlier this season she brought home
brought home the MVP of the Hawaii

Outrigger tournament.

This entry is a look at Friday, Oct. 9, the

Bruins' first conference road game. Little

and the rest of the Bruin defense ended up

holding the Washington Huskies scoreless

Skylar

Little

en route to a 2-0 victory.

8:30 a.m. Wake up.

9:00-9:30 a.m. Team meeting

followed by walk around and

stretching.

11 a.m. Pre-game meal of pancakes,

bagels, eggs, fruit and water.

1 p.m. meet for game
1:30 p.m. Locker room preparation for

the game. Pre-game talk from Coach Todd
and lineup announcements.

2 p.m. Pre-game team traditions and rit-

uals. Sorry, I can't go into details. Some
things stay within the soccer family.

2:25 p.m. 35 minutes of warm-up fol-

lowed by kickoff at 3 p.m.

4:45 p.m. Final gun sounds with another

victory under our belt We are now |-0 in

the Pac- 10 and 1 1- 1-1 overall.

5 p.m. Shower/back to hotel.

6 p.m. Dinner at teammate Bree

Edward's house in Bellevue, Wash.

9:30 p.m. Back to hotel rooms.

10:30 p.m. Curfew.

1 1 p.m. In bed/lights out.

Long days of traveling tend to take their

toll, but we always seem to do well on the

road. With a good start in the Pac- 10 we

should start getting some more respect and

recognition.

If not we will just have to prove it in the

playoffs. Everybody come out this week-

end to support us against Cal and

Stanford!

YOU CAN HELP
RECYCLE THIS PAPER

CALL825-3033

Any large Pizza, your choice of toppings and crust, for $9,99

824-41 1

1

1114 Gayley Ave.

Westwood Village

Medium 1 topping Pizza

for $5.95

Fast Free Detiverv

until 1 a.m. Sunday-Thursday
until 2 a.m. Friday & Saturday

Maior League Baseball

Postseason At A Glance

LEAGUE CHAMPIONSHIP SERIES

Amtrkan League . .
..

National Footbal Leaque
At A Glance

AMERICAN CONFERENCE

last

Tuesday, Oct. 6

New York 7, Cleveland 2

Wednesday, Oct. 7

Cleveland 4, New York 1,12 innings

Friday, Oct. 9

Cleveland 6, New York 1

Saturday, Oct. 10

New York 4, Cleveland

Sunday, Oct. 11

New York S.Cleveland 3

Tuesday, Oct. 13

New York 9. Cleveland 5, New York wim

5pr/ps 4 ?

Wednesday, Oct. 14

Cleveland al New York, 8 08 p m„ if nec-

essary

National League

Wednesday, Oct. 7

San Oieqo 3, Aiiantj 1, 10 innings

Thursday, Oct. 8

San Dieqo J, Atlanta

Saturday, Oct. 10

San Dieqo 4, Atlanta 1

Sunday, Oct. 11

Atlanta 8, San Diego 3

Monday, Oct. 12

Atlanta 7, San Diego 6, Son Diego leads

itrtni 2

Wednesday, Oct. 14

San Diego (Hitchcock 9-7) at Atlanta

(GUvine20 7},4 20p.m.

Thursday, Oct. IS

San Dieqo at Atlanta, 8: IS pm, if neces-

sary

New England

Miami

Buffalo

N.Y.Jels

Indianapolis

Central

Jacksonville

Pittsburgh

Baltimore

Cincinnati

Tennessee

West

Denver

Kansas City

Oakland

Seattle

San Diego

W I

4 1

3 2

2 3

2 3

1 S

Pet. PF PA

.800 147 86

.600 88 70

.400 111 108

.400 114 105

.167 86 159

5 01.000 124 92

3 2 600 70 81

2 3 400 86 90

2 3 .400 103 115

2 3 .400 80 89

6 01.000 203 109

4 2 .667 118 103

4 2 .667 88 117

3 3 .500 127 79

2 4 333 70102

4 2

3 3

2 4

1 5

6

NATIONAL CONFERENCE

(ast

W L T

Dallas

Ari/ona

NY. Giants

Philadelphia

Washington

Central

Minnesota

Green Bay

Tampa Bay

Detroit

Chicago

West

Atlanta

San Francisco

^ew Orleans

St.louis

Carolina

Pet. Pf PA

667 162 102

500 101 121

333 112 145

167 69 149

000 86 186

5 01000 166 96

4 1 mb 135 107

2 3 400 75 99

1 4 .200 107 138

1 5 167 116f46

4 10 800 141 100

4 10 800 164 86

3 2 600 89 105

2 3 400 129 125

5 000 101 153

Philadelphia 17, Washington 12

Arizona 20, Chicago 7

Denver 21, Seattle 16

St.louis 30,NewYork Jets 10

Oakland 7, San Diego 6

Atlanta 34, New York Giants 20

OPEN: Detroit, Green Bay, Minnesota,

Tampa Bay

Monday's Came
Jacksonville 28, Miami 21

Thunday,0ct.1S

Green Bay at Detroit, 8:20 p.m.

Sunday, Oct. 18

Arizona at New York Giants, 1 01 p.m.

Baltimore at Pittsburgh, 1 01 p m.

Carolina at Tampa Bay, 1 01 p.m.

Cincinnati at Tennessee, 1 01 p.m.

Jacksonville at Buffalo, 1 01 p.m.

New Orleans at Atlanta, 1 01 p.m.

Washington at Minnesota, 1 01 p.m.

Indianapolis at San Francivco. 4 OS p m.

Philadelphia at San Diego, 4 1 S p m
St Louis at Miami, 415 p.m.

Dallas at Chicago, 4:1 5 p.m

OPFN Denver, Kansas City, Oakland,

Seattle

Monday, Oct. 19

New York Jets at New England, 8 20 p.m.

National Hockey Leaque

At A Glance

EASTERN CONFERENCE

Atlantic Divtsion

W
Philadelphia 2

Pittsburgh 1

New Jersey

N Y Islanders

NY Rangers

Washington

Carolina

Tampa Bay

110 2 3 3

1116 7

1115 8

WESnRN CONFERENCE

Central Divtsion

St. Louis

Chicago

Detroit

Nashville

W L T Pis GF GA

10 13 7 5

110 2 3 4

112 2 4 4

110 2 3 3

Northwest Division

W L T Pts GF GA

Calgary 10 13 8 6

Vancouver 10 2 4 2

Colorado 2 3 7

Edmonton 2 3 5

Pacific Division

Dallas

Los Angeles

San Jose

Phoenix

Anaheim

W L T Pts GF GA

2 4 7 2

110 2 4 5

1116 8

10 14
3 16

0'Donnell,Cin.

Elway, Den.

Testaverde, NY

Brunell.Jac.

Bledsoe, N.E.

Rushen

Davis, Den.

Means, S.D.

Walters, Sea.

Faulk, Ind.

Kaufman, Oak.

Receivers

Pickens, Cm.

R.Smith,Den.

Faulk, Ind.

Harrison, Ind.

Sharpe, Den.

All Com

143 98

93 57

J 71 40

133 87

152 91

Alt Yds

144 865

139 596

121 490

144 478

98 435

No Yds

40 526

31 444

29 368

28 400

28 338

Yds TD Int

1052

781

484

1077

1300

7 1

6 2

6 1

9 5

ft 3

HOUSTON ASTROS—Announced that

Dave Engle, bullpen coach, will not be

offered a contract for the 1999 season.

Named Johnny Lewis minor league hit-

ting instructor.

Avg LG TD

6.0 70 9

4.3 72 3

4.0 33 1

3.3 40

4.4 80 1

Avg

13.2

14.3

12.7

14.3

12.1

LG TD

67

50

78

42

38

L T Pts GF GA

.0

1

2

3

5 1

4 3

1 2

3
'7

3 12

Monday's Games

Boston 3, NY Islanders

Vancouver 4, Los Angeles 2

St Louis 4, NY Rangers 2

Buffalo 3, Colorado

Tuesday's Games

Montreal 1, Anaheim

Detroit 3, Washington 2

Nashville 3, Carolina 2

Dallas 3, Chicago 1

Toronto 3 Edmonton 2

Wednesday s Games

NY Islanders at Tampa Bay, 7 05 p.m

Pittsburgh at New Jersey, 7 30 p m.

Boston at Colorado,9pm

Edmonton at Vancouver, 10 p.m.

NFC Quarterbacks

Alt Com

Cunningham

S,Young,S.F.

Garrett, Dal.

Favre,G.B.

Kramer, Chi.

Yds

98 59 978

195 119 1691

118 71 1015

168 109 1290

196 120 1446

TD Int

10

15

4

10

8

Rushers

E Smith.Dal

J Anderson, All

Allen, Was.

Sanders, Del

Hearst, SF

Receivers

Moore, Oet.

Irvin.Dal.

Sanders, Ariz

Centers, Ariz

Lee,St.L

Att Yds

126 529

121 512

111 505

106 483

94 481

No Yds

36 365

33 516

33 326

31 199

29 275

Avg

42
42

4.5

4.6

5.1

Avg

.101

15.6

9.9

6 4

9.5

TD

4

LG

32

42

26

67

96

LG TO

25

38

23

19

29

Northeast Division

Sunday's Games

Buffalo 31, Indianapolis 24

Dallas 27, Carolina 20

New England 40, Kansas City 10

Cincinnati 25, Piltsburgh 20

San Francisco 31, New Orleans

Tennessee 12, Baltimore 8

Montreal

Ottawa

Toronto

Boston

Buffalo

W L T Pts GF GA

2 4 8 1

2 4 8 4

2 4 5 3

10 13 6 3

110 2

Southeast Division

Thursday's Games

Dallasat Carolina, 7 p.m

Anaheim at Chicago, 8:30 p.m.

Colorado at Phoenix, 10 p.m.

ANTknes in the Sports Bei art EDT

NFl Individual leaders

Transactions

Florida

W I T Pis GF GA

2 4 S 1 QMrterbadts

Major League Baseball

TEXAS RANGERS—Announced OF

Warren Newson has been granted free

agency after refusing an assignment to

Oklahoma of the PCL.

COLORADO ROCKIES— Announced the

resignation of Jack Bloomfteld, major

league scout, effective Oct. 31.

National Football League

CAROLINA PANTHERS—Waived QB

Kerry Collins and OL Paul Janus. Placed

DB Derwin Gray on injured reserve.

DENVER BRONCOS—Waived DE Ernest

Jones. Released K Scott Bentley from the

practice sguad.

KANSAS CITY CHIEFS— Acquired RB

Bam Morris from the Chicago Bears for

an undisclosed draft pick, and signed

him through 2000. Waived DT Darius

Holland and TE Brian Roche.

SAN DIEGO CHARGERS— Fired Kevin

Gilbride, coach Named June Jones inter-

im coach.

National Hockey League

PHILADELPHIA FLYERS- Acquired D

Ryan Bast and a 1999 eighth round

draft pick from Calgary for a 1999 third

round draft pick.

TAMPA BAY LIGHTNING Fired Phil

Esposito, general manager, and Tony

Esposito, assistant general manager

Named Jacques Oemers general manag

COLLEGE

BOWDOIN Named Satmder Bajwa

mens and womens squash coach,

CONCORDIA, MOORHEAD Named Deb

Lien women's hockey coach

RUTGERS-NEWARK- Named Carol

Meegan women's basketball coach.

Trivia Questions

1

.

What college has the most quarter-

backs in the NFL this year'

2. How many times was Muhammad Ali

defeated in his career?

3. Who was the first US. tennis player to

earn 5100,000 m one year?

Answers

aqsyjnqHve
»Aii7

uo)6umsrM I

Bruins snuff out Sun Devils,

redeem loss to Wildcats

RECAP: After close defeat

to Arizona, team bounces

back to win against ASU

By Nick Taylor

Daily Bruin Contributor

Ashley Bowles' 14 kills led UCLA
(4-9, 4-3 in Pac- 10 play) to an easy
three-set victory (15-11, 15-3, 15-2)

over Arizona State on Sunday, but
the bigger news was the five-set loss

to Arizona on Friday night.

The Bruins gave all they had
against the No. 18 Wildcats ( 14-1, 6-1

in Pac- 10) but faltered in the key
moments in the deciding fifth set loss

(15-10,10-15,17-15,5-15,16-14).

Coming into this game, UCLA
had won more matches than the

Wildcats (69-63), and the Bruins
came into the deciding fourth set with

momentum. But as has bee;i the case

against all top-ranked opponents
(UCLA is a combined 0-9 against

Top-20 teams, all on the road), the

Bruins were not able to come up with

that final kill.

Not that the Bruins didn't try.

Bowles and Kristee Porter led

UCLA's offense with 20 kills apiece,

and they overcame a tough third-set

exhibited tremendous resiliency by
bouncing back after close losses; in

this case, the Bruins took out their

frustrations on Arizona State. After a

close first set, (15-11), UCLA domi-
nated the match, taking 30 of the last

35 points. Bowles led the team with

14 kills and 13 digs to notch her

fourth double-double, and outside

hitting partner Porter added 12 kills.

UCLA hit .435 in the third game,
with only two errors, and finished at

.208 for the game. Amy Nihipali also

added three solo blocks and five

block assists to clog the middle of the

Bruin defense.

UCLA was also able to get some
of its reserves in the game, with

Chaska Potter getting some playing

time and responding with six block

assists. UCLA's defense was stout

throughout the sets, and the ,Sun

Devils hit a combined .000 for the

game.

The Bruins topped the match in

blocks, 12-2, and held Arizona State's

leading hitter, Jami Coughlin, to only

7 kills and 8 digs. UCLA raised its

record to 4-3 in the conference, and
Arizona Stale fell to 7-8, 44 in the

conference.

The good news is that the Bruins

will be coming home for three home
games this week, as they will face the

( I fi. i ?) tu ^itorm back into the Washington schools on I'nday and
Sunday.

The bad news is that they will face

match in the fourth. But Arizona was
able to overcome the threat.

Allison Napier topped the

Wildcats with a career-high 21 kills

and a .341 kill percentage, and setter

Dana Barkholder had 56 assists and
came within four kills of a triple-dou-

ble.

So far this season the Bruins have

fourth-ranked UC Santa Barbara.

While UCLA has come up just short

against the top teams this year, all

those games were on the road, and
the Bruins did not have the benefit of

their home crowd to will them to vic-

tory.

Be(X)me a

TenPercent, UCIA'sIX^ newsmagazine, is looking for an

editor-in-chief. If you ale interested, pick up an

application at 118 Kerckhoff Hall.

If you have any questions,

please call 825.2787

9W9Ci HMCfVilMOISC

Mondo

$79.95
Double size tubular black

inetal frame.

The Metro

$168.95
Double size frame in honey oak
or black. Available in double &
queen sizes.

The Don Juan

$199.95
Double size black frame.

Twin & Double black available

Sale Ends 11/03/98
http://www.thefutonshop.com

f^RitonShop
om Naturallv Made Better I®

Call 1-800-44-FUTON For The Best Futons!

LOS ANGELES
633 N. La Brea Ave

1/2 bik S.of Melrose

(2131 932-1700

WEST LOS ANGELES
10669 W. Pico Blvd

® Overiand

(310) 474-5595
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(leave your fake ids at home!)

Hillel is bringing you a whole lot

of ice cream with everything you

can imagine to pile on it,

all for free!

Wednesday, October 14

7:00-8:30pm

Sunset Cyn. Rec Center

208-3081=

k_

Your Discount

—Save up to

$120 off

ALL Rings

PLUS up to

$120 off

Beaiwear*

HdiM] ^mkm up to $240
Septambar 28 - October 16
UCLA Store Aclcerman Union
Campus Plioto/Graduatlon Etc

October 5 - October 16
Norti) Campus Student Center

*Cert1fJcate may be redeemd for BearWear merchandise only.

1 'l w
.

i
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SPORTS Find out how the women's volleyball

tes^m fared against the Arizona

schools over the weekend and get a

preview of the upcoming showdown

with fourth-ranked UCSB.

Balancing
Soccer

Sommerendeavors
Soccer phenom Sommer Hammoud

artfully juggles athletics and her studies

*«*V., C.: ,.^4^

By A. CinQue Carter

Daily Bruin Contributor

It's been her dream since the first day she

donned soccer duds 15 years ago. Never has she

wavered from it; she had always stayed focused.

Once the goal was set, she knew she could and

would achieve it. After all, what's the use in set-

ting a goal if you don't plan on achieving it? This

young woman doesn't have the word "can't" in

and go hang out. You have to be productive in

your studying, practicing, homework and

games.

"With this formula, it's possible to do them

both well. I expect top-of-the-line results in

sports and academics. That's why I'm at

UCLA. It takes discipline and hard work."

Confirmed head coach Todd Saldana,

"Sommer's so passionate about her work. She's

very dedicated. She comes to practice every day

her vocabirfary; and works hard.

^ - 4- :^*^r3lMr<^'^^^MlV, ' '' '''"*. \

K'r^'

CHARLtSKUU

Balancing school, religion and collegiate soccer may be tough, but sopho-

more midfielder Sommer Hammoud wouldn't have it any other way.

So here we are a decade and a half later, and

at age 19, Sommer Hammoud is still on the

pathway to success. UCLA is her vehicle, and

she plans on riding it all the way to ... medical

school. Yes, the 1997 women's soccer Pac-10

Freshman of the Year is going to be a pediatri-

cian or a surgeon. She's always known it and

refuses to believe otherwise.

"I want to go to medical school," Hammoud
said, "so I will. I think that will be the most

rewarding career for me.

"And to top that off, I love my science class-

es. I know that's crazy, but I do."
~^ So how does a student at UCLA balance

playing soccer and majoring in biology at the

same time? And do them both well? For

Hammoud, it's a breeze.

"It's very important to manage your time

well," Hammoud said. "There isn't time to sit

and watch television for two hours every night

"And she leads by example. That's why we

made her a captain. She's positive. And the

young players feel confident playing with her

and communicating with her.

"She's there, always pumping up the fresh-

men, building up their confidence. She leads

with praise and positivity."

Reflecting on what Hammoud brings to the

squad, teammates agreed that she is truly an

asset.

"She motivates with her actions," sophomore

forward Tracey Milburn said. "And she's a

motivator off the field, too. She's really easy to

talk to about problems and concerns. And she's

also an awesome player."

That brings us to what she does on the field.

As Freshman of the Year last season,

Hammoud was also honored as a Second Team

See HAMMOUD, page 37
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VIEWPOINT

On campus bar would bring

the right mood. See page 22
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Plight of Thai sweatshop workers gets the

spotlight in a new play at UCLA. See page 31
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Administration questions USAC spending
POLICY: Representative says

funds frozen since conference

trip not university-related

By Barbara Ortutay

Daily Bruin Staff

Conflicts between the administrative repre-

sentative and members of the Undergraduate

Students Association Council (USAC) are

nothing new.

This year, one heated issue seems to be the

interpretation of the USAC constitution and

bylaws, especially as they relate to the use of

mandatory student fees for what some see as

[)ulitiL
'

al causes.

On Sept. 21 and 22, three USAC members

attended a conference at UC Berkeley. They

planned to use USAC funds to pay for the con-

ference, but the funds have been frozen.

The conference, called Critical Resistance,

focused on the prison system, its relationship

to higher education, race and domestic vio-

administrative representative), e-mailed some-

one and we found that the funds were frozen,"

de la Rocha said.

According to the Sept. 29 USAC minutes,

de la Rocha was informed of the cancellation

of the funding when he went to pick up the

check at Student (lovernment Accounting.

Timmerman said he sent three e-mails to

council member.s' about the funding cancella-

tion, and that no official appeals had been

made about it.

During the meeting, de la Rocha said he

would like to know the process for overturn-

ing USAC funding decisions.

'in previous meetings, (Timmerman) said

he disagreed v/ith our use of the funds," de la

Rocha said. "In the past, his opinion was opin

nut dete rmination.'^
^^^

—

lence.

"A similar incident occurred last year, when

a student group planned to attend a confer-

ence on police brutality," said USAC
President Stacy Lee.

Funds were frozen then because the admin-

istration did not see the conference as univer-

sity-related.

According to USAC general representative

Mike de la Rocha. the council applied for

funding to cover the, registration fees and

transportation for the prison conference.

"On Wednesday, Lyie (Timmerman, USAC

Ttmr

Although Timmerman said he disagreed

with the use of student fees, he also said he did-

not freeze the funds for the conference.

Council members are not sure who actually

made the decision to freeze the funds.

During the Sept. 29 USAC meeting.

Associated Students of UCLA executive

director Patricia Eastman said that when

mandatory student fees are concerned, the

administrative representative is not merely

giving advice, but making a determination

about the appropriateness of the funding.

Timmerman said he did not see the confer-

ence as student and i niversity related, and

therefore the use of student fees to pay for it

would have been a violation of university poli-

cy.

While USAC members who attended the

SeeC0NFERENa,page19
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USAC administrative

bylaws by funding a

representative LyIe Timmerman believes the council violated the

trip to a conference about prisons.

Ugly myths of coach

grossly unfounded
COLUMN: Lavin's atUtude,

youth, help - not harm -

basketball team's legacy

The sky is falling. Steve Lavin

is the head coach of UCLA
basketball. Unfortunately,

there are lost

souls out there

who presume

these state-

ments to be

true.

Believe it or

not, I actually

joined the

Daily Bruin

because of a

column that

ran last spring

that was critical

of Lavin, essen-

tially arguing that he was too young

to be a coach. V
'

i . «—

There arc many "myths" about

Coach Lavin circulating out there.

The first one is by far the most

ridiculous. Try not to laugh so hard

that you have a stroke, but there are

actually people out there who think

that Lavin can't coach. To dispel

this ' the most ridiculous of rumors

- I point you first to the graphic

accompanying this column. Then I

remind you of Lavin's first season

as head coach.

Here's a recap: Lavin takes over

head coaching responsibilities after

the firing of previous coach Jim

Harrick with only days' notice.

Lavin, with no head coaching expe-

rience mind you, leads his first

team, a team that he had no hand in

putting together, to an Elite Eight

appearance. Plus, anybody who saw

the game will tell you without a

doubt that if Jelani, our only center,

does not get injured, we are in the

Final Four. Not bad for a first sea-

son, one which many thought had

"failure" written all over it before it

even began.

, Now I shall summarize last year's

campaign. Before the season begins,

the turmoil that wreaks havoc on

our basketball program continues.

Two of our best players, junior cen-

ter Jelani McCoy and senior shoot-

ing guard Kris Johnson, are sus-

pended for undisclosed reasons.

J.R. Henderson and Toby Bailey are

left as the only upperclassmen who
have any real previous experience.

Johnson and McCoy eventually

See UWK, page 34

Strenuous swim piques hunger for life

FEATURE: Writer dives

into new views, empathy

with morning workouts

By Steve Kim
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The alarm clock buzzes at 5: 10 in

the morning with a jolt. How annoy-

ing. It's pitch dark - it can't be time

to wake up. No, the alarm is wrong,

and with that justification, I can go

back to sleep.

Just as my head falls back into my
pillow, a corner of my dwindling

consciousness reminds me of a task.

More like a suicide mission.

When the women's swim team

head coach Cyndi Gallagher said I

could experience firsthand what it's

like to swim with Division I athletes,

I jumped at the opportunity. How
new and exciting, I thought, to do

something like that.

Moods somehow change as I

struggle to get out of my warm com-

forter in the sleepy darkness. And
walking alone before sunrise in near-

ly empty streets doesn't help with

my early morning enthusiasm either.

Damn it, it's 5:30 in the morning!

Even the swimmers, who are usu-

ally cheerful and talkative, quietly

put on their goggles and caps by the

pool. They jump in, and off they go,

or at least as far as the pool allows

them.

The brightly lit, gently shimmer-

ing pool emits a warm, glowing wel-

come from below - quite a contrast

to the lightless sky. But it's only a

facade, a trick played by that cruel,

cruel swimming well.

You jump in only to get stung by

the overwhelming chill pulsing

through your nerves, head to toe,

toe to head. I hate that. The water is

temperature controlled to about 80

degrees. Ha, not warm enough.

Really, my complaining should

stop. I haven't even started swim-

ming yet. Besides, I don't hear any

of the swimmers complaining about

any of these details. But - no buts,

just shut up and start swimming.

Swim, swim, swim. OK, I have to

confess to some more discomfort.

There's a lot of swimming going on.

Almost nonstop, total aerobics. I

think I misheard Brad's instruc-

tions. Did you say 2,500 meters or

25?

Coach Brad Burnham's Monday
morning distance-oriented swim-

ming session is not the right workout

to just jump into, especially if you're

only used to swimming one hour at a

time.

Arras are tired, legs are tired, toes

are tired - they're all screaming for

relief.

I ?'^Tt to feel melodramatic.

There a self-induced pressure to—

swim faster and farther while my

heart's throbbing like it's going to

burst out ofmy chest. I can't, I can't,

I can't. Not another lap, please.

"Nice warmup," Brad says.

"Nice workout - see you all

later," I think.

Really, it's so tempting to just

stop. Stop, get out of the pool and

the struggling will cease. I can enjoy

the rest of my day at ease, I think to

myself.

Then I'm reminded that this is

not something anyone is making me
do. I chose - not was forced - to do

this as a self-responsible adult. As
so, I intend to commit to my plans. I

want to do this.

So cut the crap. Don't give up.

Stick around and see what it's like to

stay in the water a full hour and half.

But notice I tell myself "Stay in the

water," not "Do everything the

other swimmers do while I'm in the

pool."

I'm surrounded by mermaids.

These swimmers are so good. They

swim with straight forfn and a Ipt of

endurance, especially considering

the intensity they put out. They
make it look easy.

I, on the other hand, literally

make it easy.

The first day, I end up doing only

half of what the swimming team

does. I express no shame about it,

and Brad understands my limitation

and disorientation. I'd die if I do

m^mum^

See p^iS

ASUCLA looks to expand

its commercial ventures

SALES: Cash-strapped

association may open

store in Santa Monica

By Neat Narahara

Daily Bruin Contributor

UCLA merchandise will find a

second home on the Third Street

Promenade in Santa Monica in

November.

The Associated Students of

UCLA (ASUCLA) plans to open

its second U(XA Spirit store

three doors away from the UCLA
Extension office.

Although opening a store on

the Promenade has been talked

about for several years, the final

stages of planning have only taken

place within the past two months.

"We still haven't signed the

lease," said ASUCLA executive

director Patricia Eastman.

ASUCLA decided to open

another store because of flat sales

at the UCLA Store on campus.

"The population is relatively

constant at 50,000 people." said

Richard Delia. ASUCLA chief

financial officer. "There is a limit-

ed market on campus."

ASUCLA is hoping to be ready

for a Thanksgiving opening to

capitalize on the beginning of the

holiday shopping season.

The Spirit Store will not be the

first of its kind. ASUCLA aLso

owns and operates a location on

the Universal Citywalk.

The Citywalk store was opened

initially to sell books to students at

the U(XA Extension site there.

While it did sell some UCLA mer-

chandise, its main focus was not

on commercial retail.

Since its opening, the Citywalk

store has proven to be highjy suc-

cessful, becoming the highest

earning retail store for its size in

the area.

The Citywalk location made

$1.3 million in sales last year, aver-

aging $800 in sales per square

foot. ASUCLA officials are hop-

ing that the new 2,000-square-foot

store at the Promenade will dupli-

cate the success of the Citywalk

store. The new store is expected to

make $1.4 million in its first year

of operation, Delia said.

"The money that (the

Promenade store) makes will go to

ASUCLA. enabling il to provide

Nobel Prize recipient to be honored

REACTION: Professor,

nitric oxide research will

be focus of ceremony

By Dennis Lim

Daily Bruin Contributor

His name has traveled the world in

hundreds of press releases, newspa-

per articles and countless television

broadcasts, but not until Tuesday did

Dr. Louis Ignarro. one of three win-

ners of the Nobel Prize in Medicine,

have a chance to speak for himself.

On Tuesday, Ignarro, a UCLA
professor in the School of Medicine,

held a press conference over the

phone from Naples, Italy, where he

was lecturing. He answered questions

from reporters about the impact of

his work, future endeavors and the

honor of winning the Nobel Prize.

"I'm proud to think that my
research is going toward a solution to

problems that plague an enormous

number of people," said Ignarro.

"The whole drive of my research

has been to find a cure for the prob-

lems that people face."

Ignarro received the Nobel Priz?

for his research on nitric oxide, not to

be confused with nitrous oxide (laugh-

ing gas)

Nitric oxide is a substance used to

treat conditions such as cardiovascu-

lar disease, impotence and sh(x:k.

Despite the unsolicited fame he ha.s

received, Ignarro said he was proud

to help find a cure for a medical prob-

lem that plagues nine percent of all

males.

"I'm not at all ashamed that my
work has been associated with

Viagra." Ignarro said.

"As a scientist, it is my obligation

to try and understand the physiology

of the human body, and impotency is

a part of the human body."

When he began his research,

Ignarro said that he never imagined

the possibility of winning a Nobel

Prize for it.

"There's a lot more to

do in this field."

Dr. Louis Ignarro

Nobel Prizewinner

"It was actually the exact opposite

-
I thought my research would never

lead to a Nobel Prize," Ignarro said.

"Everyone knew that nitric oxide

was a major pollutant, and people

would ask me why 1 would even study

it when it was so lethal," he continued.

Ignarro began studying nitric oxide

in 1978. when he heard of related

research being conducted by Dr.

Fend Murad Murad was alst^ award-

ed the Nobel Prize with Ignarro on

Monday Murad s research suggested

that nitric oxide may have physiologi-

cal effects.

Murad's research, along with that

conducted by Dr. Robert Furghott

(also recognized Monday), was con-

ducted independently, though all

three focused on the effects of nitric

oxide.

Dr. Valentin Fuster, president of

the American Heart Association,

agreed with the decision to give

Ignarro the Nobel Prize, saying that

Ignarro's discovery was "one of the

most important in the history of car-

diovascular medicine."

Dr. Gerald Levey, dean of the

UCLA School of Medicine said both

he and the school were proud of

Ignarro's accomplishments.

"His scientific discoveries have

aided an enormous number of

patients by enhancing our knowledge

of the regulation of vascular tone and

blood flow,"said Levey.

Ignarro plans to continue his

research on the effects of nitric oxide

, on the human body.

"There's a lot more to do in this

field," Ignarro said.

"Now I have an increased motiva-

tion to increase the size and produc-

tivity ofmy lab. I want to look into the

effects of nitric oxide on stroke,

hypertension, diabetes and

Alzheimer's," he said "This field is

just beginning to open up."

A celebration is planned to honor

Ignarro next Monday A time and a

location have not yet been disclosed,

but organizers plan to hold the ce^^

mony close to the School of Medicine.

I
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COMMUNITY BRIEFS

Skater organizations

try to stop violence
Various roller skater organizations are get-

ting together Friday.

The Skate Against Violence Campaign is

an effort to strongly raise awareness of the

impact inline skating can bring to the commu-

nity and inspire young people to join an alter-

native to violent activities.

The Friday Night Skate returns to Santa

Monica as well this week, and every first and

third Friday to come. A 10-mile skate around

the city, the Friday Night Skate begins at

Santa Monica Pier, at the Northwest corner

of Ocean and Colorado.

UC Board of Regents

to meet today
The University of California Board of

Regents is meeting today at UC San

Francisco at Laurel Heights.

Among the items on the agenda

for the October meeting are the

1999-2000 budget for current opera

tions, the 1999-2000 budget for capital

improvements, UC outreach efforts and an

update on the reconstruction plans for the

UCLA Medical Center.

The next meeting is scheduled for Nov 19

and Nov 20 and will be held at UCLA.

SAGE receives backing

for strike from UAW
Following their recent threat of a strike,

the Student Association of Graduate

Employees/UAW received backing

Wednesday, with UAW's authorization to

pay strike benefits to participating teaching

assistants, readers and tutors working for the

University of California.

The United Automobile, Aerospace and

Agricultural Implement Workers of America

(UAW) International Executive Board

authorized the union to dip into its $700 mil-

lion strike fund to support stu-

dent employees who choose to

strike if a settlement with the uni-

versity is not reached.

The union could pay strike benefits to as

many as 9,000 students employed by the uni-

versity.

Union leaders said they will support the

strike until a settlement is reached, because

student employees should receive the same
rights as any other employees.

The last strike of student employees was in

1996-97, when teaching assistants (TAs) on

five UC campuses went on strike for 25 days,

but a settlement was not reached with the

administration.

Hayden denounces

'safe' middle school
State Senator Tom Hayden (D-Los

Angeles) has made a statement denouncing

the "safe" declaration of JefTerson Middle

School, due to a lack of environmental test-

ing of the area surrounding the school.

"Tests for toxins in the soil that should

have been done before school doors opened

are not yet complete, and will not be finished

for months," Hayden said.

"Emissions of the carcinogen methylene

chloride at the site have been far above the

level permitted," he continued, "leading the

regional air quality board to cite (the Los

Angeles Unified School District) for 113 sep-

arate violations since November 1997."

Hayden called for a complete overhaul of

institutional procedures at both the district

and state level, including greater checks and

balances at the district level, and the creation

of a coordinated state school site safety

mechanism to focus responsibility for deter-

mining that all schools are safe before open-

ing.

"Plainly, state oversight has failed as

well," Hayden added. "As with many toxic

issues, too much responsibility for reporting

and remediation lies with the district itself"

Compiled from Daily Bruin staff reports.

off the mark by Mark Parisi
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LESS THAN A WEEK LEH:
To drop impacted courses (L&S

undergraduate students)

To change Study List (add, drop

courses) without fee through URSA
Telephone

To check wait lists for courses through

URSA Telephone

To enroll in courses foi* credit without

$50 late Study List fee through URSA
Telephone

To file advancement to candidacy

petition for master's degree with major

department

To file graduate leaves ofabsence with

Graduate Division, 1255 Murphy Hall

To file undergraduate request for edu-

cational fee reduction with college or

school

For Nursing undergraduates to

add/drop without school approval

To declare bachelor's degree candida-

cy for current term (with fee depending

on units completed - sec "Degree

Policies" in the "Academic Policies*

section for details)

For full refund on textbooks with

UCLA Store receipt (exception made

with proof of drop or withdrawal up to

8th week)

WHArS BREWIN'TODAY

Thursday Noon
Bible studies in the Old & New
Testament

Ackerman 3508

GALA
Brown Bag Lunch
Royce Fountain

(310)825-8053

1p.m.
Amigos de UCLA
Orientation

411 Kerckhoff- 825-2217

First general meeting

Ackerman Union 2412

Mandatory for all new and

returning members

Student for Christ

Bible study and fellowship

Geology 4660- 209-5747"

Muslim Students Association

(MSA)
The MSA new student welcome

Ackerman 2414 • 206-7877

7 p.m.

3 p.m.
Best Buddies

Orientation

Ackerman 2412

4 p.m.
Project Literacy

Orientation session

Kerckhoff400

Japanese Student Association

General Event (4:30)

Ackerman 3508 • 293-5773

GALA
Lesbian/Gay/Bi Faculty & Staff

Panel

Kinsey355- 825-8053

LBSA

5 p.m.

Weekly meeting: Come meet

representatives from Deliotte &
Touche at Jerry's Famous Deli

206-1931

Campus Events - Concert Staff

Jon Cougar Concentration

Camp, Carter Peace Mission,

Agent SI and the Parking Lot

Kids / _____
John Paul II Society

Christian commitment in

today's society

Kerckhofn52- 208-0941

6 p.m.
Han Dol Lim (Korean Cultural

Awareness Group)

Fall 1998 orientation

Dickson 2I60E

Project B.R.I.T.E.

Orientation meeting *

Public Policy 1256-825-2333

Campus Crusade for Christ

Weekly meeting

5440 Boelter Hall

Pre-Pharmacy Society

Cooperage- 825-1958

USAC
Orientation

Sproul 5 North • 825-7306

Graduate Christian Fellowship

Meeting

Ackerman 3508 • 825-6099

Hong Kong Students' Union

Orientation

Young Grand Salon • 266-5427

Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.

Study Hall

Ackerman 2412 -8244513

What's Brewin'can be reached via e-mail

at whatsbrewin@media.ucla.edu

HELP RECYLE THIS PAPER

(and a lot of other stuff, too!)

Call 825-3033
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HMtBRums
Every Thursday, the Daily Bruin takes a look at members of the

UCLA community. In this continuing series, we highlight the many

different activities Bruins are involved in.

You've got to have

patients

PtH>los by RAHMAN FARAHD£LyO«)y Brum

Dr. Angelique Kelly, a third-year resident in emergency medicine, tends to a patient.

BAHMAN FAflAH06L/Dat»y Brum

Dr. Angelique Kelly and Dr. Alan Marumoto review CT scans from a patient

who was admitted earlier that evening.

Emergency room doctor Angelique

Kelly sees many of them every

day but doesn't let the fast-paced

environment overwhelm her

By Trina Enrlquez

Daily Bruin Contributor

A siren's wail pierces the stillness as an ambulance speeds toward the

emergency room of the UCLA Medical Center. Moments later, Dr.

Angelique Kelly inserts a narrow plastic tube through the trachea of an

elderly woman who is experiencing difficulty breathing.

And another day dawns in the Emergency Room.

Kelly is currently m the third year of her residertCy, IftOUgh She speni Ihe

first year in internal medicine.

"I love the ER," she says. "To me, a doctor is someone who rushes in to

help. And there definitely isn't a boredom factor in the ER."

At the same time, she continues, "There's a little apprehension because

you never know what's going to come through the door. There's no time to

look things up when someone's dying."

The emergency room, however, finds Kelly working steadily under pres-

sure. Sometimes work is so hectic that she hasn't a moment to sit down, let

alone eat or use the restroom. On the other hand, work sometimes hits a lull,

creating a stop-and-go pace. Kelly welcomes whatever brief respite she can

obtain during her shift. Her sleeping habits are irregular due to working day

and night shifts.

But, she adds, "1 don't want to spend my days off sleeping."

As she prepares to examine a woman with a scratched cornea, the inter-

com announces a trauma arriving in twenty minutes.

Kelly immediately drops what she's doing in order to find out more about

the impending arrival.

"When are you going to see my wife?" asks the patient's frustrated hus-

band. "We've been waiting here for an hour."

Before hurrying out of the room, Kelly patiently explains that she must

prepare for the impending trauma.

"1 suppose everyone who comes in thinks their problem is the most

important," Kelly says. "But even if they've been waiting three hours, we

have to see the most critical patients first."

"The ER is not first come, first served," she adds.

Kelly sees a range of cases everyday, from drug overdoses and gunshot

wounds, to bleeding pregnancies and organ transplants.

Other cases can be a bit more colorful. "Name any object and any orifice,

and it's been stuck there," she says.

Some patients complain of abdominal pains, she laughs, but then deny

inserting any foreign object into their bodies.

"So we take an X-ray and it shows a bottle or something. And I show

them that X-ray and say, 'Did you think I wasn't going to find this?'"

Kelly recalls a time a woman came in clutching what appeared to be a

large metal box to her chest.

Curiously, she took a closer look, and saw the woman's fingers coming

SeeillSI0EIITS,|»9«1S

AIDS falls on list of top killers but transmission rates stay high

FINDINGS: Drugs work at

prolonging life but virus

can develop immunity

By Matt Grace

Daily Bruin Contributor

After catapulting into the nation's

list of top 10 killers, AIDS has started

to fall - and that's a good thing.

For now.

"It's exciting that it has dropped

from the list of top killers," said

Jerome Zack, associate director for

the UCLA AIDS liutitulc, "but the

drugs are not a panacea."

Although the discovery of power-

ful new multi-drug combinations in

the past has made it difficult for the

AIDS virus to replicate, regimented

pill-scheduling and high costs have

counteracted the drugs' effectiveness.

And the barrage of drugs - known

as protease inhibitors - doesn't work

for everyone.

Strains of HIV have become

immune to three drugs used in these

cocktails, protecting the virus from

the "three-pronged attack," and mak-

ing this good news a little more sober-

ing

"There will probably be an

upswing in the next five years in the

number of AIDS-related deaths,"

Zack said.

"People feel that this is a treatable

disease, but it is difficult to take all the

pills and deal with the side effects," he

said. "As far as we know, people need

to be on the therapy for the rest of

their life."

According to the Center for

Disease Control and Prevention's

(CDC) National Center for Health

Statistics, the death rate from AIDS

has dropped almost 50 percent since

1996

u >>lllllll*IH I M tllllMM IIMM <HIV RELATED DEATHS FALL
From 19% to 1997 HIV-related deaths fell by 47 percent. ThK is the fif« time$^ 1^ th»t

HIV and its consequences have not been considered one of the top 10 kilters In tht Itolted

States. In a related note, homicide and legal intervention Is Ho. 13, Intopfdrtj^lleidts,

ranking one higher than HIV. (Death rate per 100,000 populatkw)

Rank Causes Death rate Percentdm^tim 1996

1. Heart Disease 27U

2. Active tumor 200i

3. Cerebrovascular disease (like stroke) S97

4. Chronic obstructive pulmonary diseases 413

5. Accidents and adverse effects 34.4
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Pn• • am exposes participants to diversity of Japan
JET: Exchange helps

educate people from

both sides of the Pacific

By Andy Shah
Daily Bruin Contributor

Living in a rural, frigid region of

Japan wasn't exactly what Joseph

Lee Sanosa expected from a foreign

exchange program.

Leaving California with expecta-

tions of staying in a metropolitan

city, he ended up in a rural area with

heavy snowfall. But he said the expe-

rience allowed him to see that Japan

was more than Tokyo.

"Each region of Japan is different,

and the people are all different," said

Saflosa, who stayed in Komochi
Village in Gunma. "It really opened

my mind."

Exposing foreigners to the diversi-

ty of Japan is the goal of the Japan

Exchange and Teaching (JET)

Program, which sent Sanosa to

Japan.

"We want to show students what

Japan is really like. We want mutual

understanding," said Sanosa, who
now works as a JET coordinator in

Los Angeles.

The program, sponsored by the

Japanese government, is open to stu-

dents who have at least a bachelor's

Japanese government, and attracts

applicants from 34 countries.

Of the 5,400 participants in the

program, about half are from the

United States.

UCLA sends the most students

through this program in the areas of

Southern California, Arizona and

Colorado, said Mitsuji Suzuka, the

director and consul for the Japan

Information and Culture Center.

"UCLA is neck-and-neck with the

University of Hawaii in sending the

most number of students in the juris-

diction," he said.

Students can choose to get

involved in two programs: the

Assistant Language Teacher (ALT)

program, which expects students to

assist in teaching English to children.

About 90 percent of participants

choose this program.

The Coordinator for

International Relations (CTR) pro-

gram places students in local govern-

ment offices and expects them to

help with activities like translation,

receiving guests and advising on

international exchange programs.

Japanese proficiency is required for

CIR.

Students are paid approximately

3.6 million yen (roughly $27,000) for

their work, and can stay with the pro-

gram for two years without tax

exemption, Suzuka said.

Students are responsible for their

program is to help both foreigners

and Japanese people break stereo-

types about each other.

"Some Americans have the

stereotype that all Japanese people

are workaholics and don't have a

sense of humor," he .said.

"Americans who come here will see

that everybody is different."

Sanosa, who went to Japan in

1994 while studying at the Monterey

Institute of International Studies,

said that Japanese people held their

own stereotypes of Los Angeles, his

original home town.

"They thought we all owned guns

and were really rude to each other,"

he said.

SaAosa added that JET tries to

recruit Americans for the program

who represent different cultures and

ethnicities.

Se« JET page 21

degree, but proficiency in Japanese

is not required to participate in the

prograhi.

JET was established in 1987 by the

own housing, but are often put up for

free or at lower costs by their host

institutions.

Suzuka said another goal of the
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Campus tour guide Ben Kotnik (center) leads Yashiaki Nishizawa (left) and Shigeyuki Honma (right), who
are both managers with a group that runs a Japanese-American educational exchange program called JET.

Teens more likely to resort to violence than control anger—
STUDY: Anger, rebellion

may lead to murder,

assault among students

By Robin Estrin

The Associated Press

BOSTON - The fatal school shoot-

ings that have shocked the country

over the last year may be indicative of

an undercurrent of teenage rage,

^researchers at Harvard University^

found.

A national poll of 1.558 middle and

high school students yielded some
frightening responses to questions

about school violence and teenage

anger.

One-third, for example, said they

agreed with the statement: "When I

am really angry, there is no way I can

control myself." And 41 percent said

if they are challenged, they will fight.

"These kids are volcanos waiting to

erupt," said Jay Winsten, director of

Harvard's Center for Health

Communication. "A simple provoca-

tion can set them off."

The students who said they had

trouble controlling their anger were at

least 50 percent more likely to get into

fights than their peers.

The findings held true for students

of all races, in urban, suburban and

Sixty-six percent of

students ..T reported

participating in or

witnessing fights.

rural settings.

The research comes on the heels of

six highly-publicized school shootings

during the 1997-98 school year.

Twelve students and two teachers

were killed - and 50 others were

injured - in shootings in Pearl, Miss.;

West Paducah, Ky.; Jonesboro. Ark.;

Edinboro. Penn.; Fayetteville, Tenn.;

and Springfield, Ore.

The Harvard report, done in col-

laboration with pollster Louis Harris

Associates and with funding from the

Metropolitan Life Insurance

Company, was released Wednesday

to coincide with a White House con-

ference Thursday on school safety.

Sixty-six percent of students, who
answered the survey in classrooms in

.80 schools around the nation between

April and June 1997, reported partici-

pating in or witnessing fights in the

previous year.

The teenagers said 68 percent of

those resulted in injury, including 12

percent in which the injury was seri-

ous, and 1 percent in which someone

was killed.

Nearly three-quarters of those

fights occurred on or around school

property - including on school buses

- and 33 percent resulted in suspen-

sion or expulsion.

Overall, 32 percent of respondents

- 43 percent of boys and 21 percent of

girls - said they had participated in

fights in the last year.

Anger and rebelli<)n are normal ele-

ments of any teenager's life, said Dr.

Alvin Poussaint, a Harvard psychia-

trist who specializes in children with

behavioral problems. But for so many
to say they lose control is especially

troubling, he said Wednesday.

"A fight can easily escalate into

something more serious with

weapons, where kids end up killing

each other," said Poussaint, who was

not involved in producing the study.

The students cited verbal insults,

disrespect and ongoing disagree-

ments as the prime motivators for vio-

lence.
^

"If you add to that access to guns,

you get the potential for much more

lethal outcomes," said Penelope

Green, the study's lead author and

Harvard researcher.

Only 5 percent of students said ille-

gal drugs or alcohol contributed to

fights.

Fourteen percent said they had

been threatened with a weapon in the

last year, and 6 percent said they had

actually been attacked with one. The

study did not specify the kind of

weapons.

Maria Viramontes, who coordi-

nates a youth safety program in

Oakland, Calif., said the findings of

violence weren't startling. Oakland

has gone so far as to set up safe hous-

es that students can run to if they feel

threatened on their way home from-

school.

"It's progressive and serial. One
act of violence justifies another and

another," she said.

The Centers for Disease Control

and Prevention in Atlanta has found

similar results on teenage violence:

about one in three teenagers fights.

The Harvard study tried to link physi-

cal violence with teenage behavior.

The fact that so many kids are

reporting their own anger "is almost a

cry for help," Winsten said.

Get (jO(Ki6atei3 fop
the School Year HrraFLX'"*

Open Monday-Saturday
11054 West Pico Blvd., WLA
(1/2 block east of Sepulveda)

Check us out on the net
http://iiiiuiu.cellularfantasy.coin

31 0-478-5440

pager

activation

1 year airtime

Buy 6 mths. of voicemail

and get 6 mths. free

Cove fnot' includes SiUitri Biubnrj to the Mexican border plus Lns Vegas. Laughlm Phoenix and Tucson. AZ

DEPTH OF Field
Depth of field is a term used by photographers to describe the acceptable range of focus within a picture.The photographers of the

Daily Bruin have gathered together a collection of moments from the past two weeks and put them into focus.
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Eight-year-old Brittany Edwards trys on a mermaid

costume at Aahs! in Westwood.

Denee Busby dances to the band A-Tone and Team

Jesus in Westwood Plaza.

Jenny Han, a third-year sociology student, rifles through

posters at a sidewalk vendor near LuValle Commons.

A worker secures the limbs of a Himalayas tree while a

crane lowers it into the earth.
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COLLEG
Colorado State student

takes blame for float

FORT COLLINS, Colo. - Coming on the

heels of an investigation into how a derogatory

figure made it onto a float at Colorado State

University's Homecoming paride, a man
claimed responsibility and resigned from the Pi

Kappa Alpha fraternity, said Brent Seebohm,

the public information officer for the fraternity

According to the Rocky Mountain Collegian,

a member of the fraternity said he was responsi-

ble for erecting a scarecrow that contained

derogatory messages about gays on a

Homecoming float, Seebohm said.

The float was co-sponsored by the fraternity

and by the Alpha Chi Omega sorority.

The individual resigned his membership and

wrote a formal letter of apology to the fraternity

and the community, Seebohm said

"He acknowledged his actions." Seebohm

said. "He apologized to the chapter itseWand for

harming the reputation of the Greeks, the uni-

versity and the community, and he did it on his

own."

So far in the investigation, the fraternity has

suspended seven members.

Currently, there will be 1 1 university disci-

pline hearings in the coming weeks, said Sonia

ImMasche, assistant director of Greek Life at

csu. =

Balkan students distrust Ohio State race relations

Milosevic agreement initiatives questioned
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. - As Yugoslav

President Slobodan Milosevic's agreement

Monday night to end attacks on ethnic

Albanians made headlines. Harvard students

from the region said they doubt he will keep his

word.

The Harvard Crimson reported that

Milosevic agreed to remove his troops from the

Albanian region and to end the Serbian attacks

in the province of Kosovo. If the promise is ful-

filled by Friday. NATO said it willcall off

airstrikcs that it promised if the president did

not comply with United Nations demands

The U.N. gave Milosevic four days to keep

his promise, but in the United States the agree-

ment was met with skepticism.

"Balkan graveyards are filled with Presidefit

Milosevic's promises," President Clinton said

Tuesday.

Harvard students said they agreed.

"Anyone still willing to believe (Milosevic)

has clearly been unable to learn from his past

lies." said Emir Kamenica, who is from Sarajevo

in Bosnia-Herzegovina. "Anyone with any sense

should assume that the things he says arc lies

unless shown otherwise in his actions."

He said he strongly approves of the actions

"Suspended means they are no longer mem-

bers; they are terminated, " ImMasche said.

the intcrntmona^commun ity i^ tnic i ng ;ind r^pc'

cially of the United States ultimatum on the

Yugoslav president.

COLUMBUS, Ohio - Some members of the

Ohio State community are skeptical about two

initiatives President William "Brit" Kirwan

announced last week to improve campus race

relations, the Lantern reported.

"These initiatives are excellent as long as they

are followed up by work, sincerity, honesty and

commitment," said Love Ali, spokeswoman for

the Afrikan Student Union.

Last spring, the union organized the nine-day

occupation of Bricker Hall, protesting the

restructuring of the Office of Minority Affairs.

Love said Ohio State now needs to concentrate

on listening and communicating with students.

Kirwan's first initiative includes a diversity

fair to take place Thursday, and town meetings

and educational field trips throughout the year.

Under the second initiative, Ohio State will

hire a consultant to analyze women and minori-

ty recruitment and retention and make recom-

mendations on potential policy changes.

"These initiatives seem very circular in

what's been going on in the past," said Jeff

Capell, president of the Ohio State College

Republicans. "It's mostly upper-class white peo-

ple sitting around and making decisions."

Capell said he believes progress cannot be

achieved unti l riivcrsi^us-prnpc rly defmrd llr

Tuition hikes double

current inflation rate

MINNEAPOLIS - The average annual in-

state tuition rate rose four percent nationally

this year, more than twice the rate of inflation,

according to a survey released by the College

Board

To calculate last year's inflation rate, the

College Board used the Consumer Price Index,

which rose 1.6 percent for the 12 months ending

in August.

Minnesota undergraduates pay $1,025 more

than the national average in tuition and fees for

four-year public universities, according to the

survey released late last week. The average

tuition for all undergraduate freshmen at the

Minnesota is $4,458 and is slated to rise three

percent to $4,577 for next year, said Tom
Gilson. a senior analyst for the Office of

Planning and Analysis.

Last year, undergraduate students paid an

average of $4,268 for tuition and fees; that

amount increased by an average of three per-

cent this year.

"The average is three percent, but the actual

dollar amount might be more for some students

and less for others, depending on the tuition

structure," said Richard Pfutzenreuter, vice

president of the Office of Budget and Finance.

said diversity is the "number of people with dif-

ferent life experiences and ideas."

Compiled from University Wire reports.

Consumer spending slows Irrcidents of school violence decrease
due to stock market woes
SALES: Auto buying up

after GM strike resolved;

other indicators fell a bit

By Dave SUdmore
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Consumers

are pulling back, but not a lot, from

their free-spending ways in the after-

math of the stock market's sharp

correction. They still bought cars in

September to catch up from the

General Motors strikes, but spend-

ing on clothes and furniture fell.

Sales rose a mediocre 0.3 percent

to a seasonally adjusted $224.9 bil-

lion last month after showing no

change in August, the Commerce
Department said Wednesday.

|

Auto sales shot up 0.9 percent in

September, the best gain in four

months, following a slight decrease

of 0.1 percent in August and a

plunge of 4.3 percent in July, during

the strikes.

However, excludmg aulos, sales

crept just 0.1 percent higher in

September, the same as the increase

the month before. '

'

'

|

Economists said the report sug-

gests consumers have turned some-

what cautious after world fmancia!

turmoil spilled over into the U.S.

See CONSUMER, page 20

SAFETY: Despite extreme

cases, crime on campus

not common, report says

By Robert Greene

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Ninety percent

of schools report no serious violent

crimes such as robbery and weapon

attacks, despite the deadly string of

shootings that led many to tighten

security, the government said

Wednesday in advance of a White

House conference on school safety.

Still, "even one incident of crime in

school is too many," Education

Secretary Richard Riley said in

releasing a report on school safety.

The definition of serious violent

crimes - includes attacks with a

weapon, rapes, robbery, murder and

suicide. School crime is down overall.

The report and Thursday's confer-

ence are in response to the six multi-

ple homicides at public schools last

year that left 16 people dead. But at

the same time the Clinton administra-

tion must show it is doing something

about the violence, it is being careful

not to rattle confidence in public

schools. '

The administration is portraying

itself as champion of pubhc schools

against Republican efforts to make it

easier for parents to send children to

private and parochial schools.

"This comprehensive report

proves that the vast majority of

America's schools are still among the

safest places for youngsters to be,"

Riley said.

The conference is bringing togeth-

er parents, police, politicians, school

officials and heads of various anti-vio-

lence programs.

Among the report's findings:

•Forty-three percent of schools

reported no crime in 1996-1997 while

90 percent reported no serious violent

crime. Four people were killed in two

multiple-victim homicides at schools

in 1992-1993, compared with the six

incidents claiming 16 lives in the last

school year. . .

•Fewer students brought weapons

of all kinds to schools, based on sur-

veys beginning in 1993 of students in

grades 9-12. The overall crime rate at

SeeVI0UNa,page21
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THE
ROBERT]. STOLLER
FOUNDATION

(Proucffy (Presents

ALLEN JOHNSON, Ph.D
PROFESSOR OF ANTHROPOLOGY AND PSYCHIATRY, CHAIR,

LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES PROGRAM, UCLA

Dr Johnson will present a lecture of interest to those in the Humanities,

Social Sciences and Psychoanalytic community His extensive research

among Brazilian tenant farmers and native Aniazonians of the Peruvian

rainforest, in addition to his psychoanalytic training and PhD in

psychoanalysis from the Southern California Psychoanalytic Institute will

all contritnjtf to making this an outstanding lecture.
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WORLD & NATION Dow Jones Industrials

up: 30.64

close: 7,968.78

Nasdaq Index

up: 31.52

close: 1,540.97

DolUr

Yen: 118.60

Mark: 1.6395

Taiwan, China meeting spurs hope for reconciliation
TALKS: Leaders convene,

hope to open negotiations

between historic enemies

By Charles Hutzler

The Associated Press

SHANGHAI, China - China and

Taiwan held their highest-level meet-

ing in five years today, amid mixed

signals that the rivals from the

Chinese civil war were ready to

resume formal negotiations.

Taiwan's top negotiator, Koo
Chen-fu, was given a warm greeting

by his Chinese counterpart Wang
Daohan as they began w^at was

billed as an informal get-tojgether at

the city's historic Peace Hotel.-

Wang and Koo walked into the

hotel's ballroom together, stood side-

by-side and shook hands before the

camera. They exchanged pleasantries

that were inaudible amid the din of

some 200 Taiwanese reporters cover-

ing the encounter.

Soon after arriving in Shanghai,

Koo said he looked forward to his

meeting with Wang as an opportunity

build mutual trust. "It is better to

start talking sooner rather than

later," he said. .7"^

After the meeting, aides to Wang
and Koo both said that the talks had

occurred in a "peaceful atmosphere"

that was conducive to exchangmg

views. While they emphasized the

importance of the meeting, their

comments still suggested a gulf

between the two sides.

Koo's spokesman, Shi Hwei-yow.

suggested that mainland China

should learn from Taiwan's expeii-

ence with democratic and economic

progress. Wang's assistant. Tang

Shubei, obliquely criticized Taiwan

President Lee Teng-hui for suggest-

ing China was divided under two gov-

ernments.

The get-together billing - some-

thing less than formal talks - illus-

trates the distrust that has frustrated

efforts to restart negotiations Beijing

broke off three years ago.

Angered by Taiwan's perceived

drift away from eventual reunifica-

tion, Beijing launched missiles and

war games near the island, raising

tensions to their worst level since the

height of the Cold War.

Ever since Mao Tse-tung's com-

munists forced Chiang Kai-shek's

nationalists off the mainland in 1949,

China has viewed Taiwan as a rene-

gade province to be retaken by force

if necessary.

See CHINA, page 21

NATO continues threats of air strikes

AGREEMErJT: Milosevic

has not met demands of

international community

By Jeffrey Ulbrich

The Associated Press

PRISTINA. Yugoslavia - NATO
warned Wednesday that Slobodan

Milo^miL' i^irt Uu i ng what he must

lo avoid air strikes. Ethnic Albanian

refugees remained reluctant to

return to their charred homes as

skepticism replaced relief over the

Kosovo agreement.

Even as the U.N. refugee agency

resumed aid convoys to Kosovo,

questions remained over whether

the Yugoslav president would meet

international demands and refrain

from further hostilities toward eth-

nic Albanians.

Demonstrating that it's not tak-

ing him at his word, NATO posi-

tioned warplanes at bases in Italy for

possible air attaclfs on Serbia.

"NATO air strikes have not yet

been averted by Milosevic." said an

official at the alliance's headquar-

ters in Brussels, Belgium, speaking

on condition of anonymity.

"We'll be keeping up the military

pressure for some time to come."

^ Mhlosevic reluctantly agreed

Monday to the demands of world

leaders determined to halt his seven-

month offensive against ethnic

Albanian separatists in Kosovo and

avert a tragedy among tens of thou-

sands of refugees living outdoors as

winter approaches.

The 16 NATO members have

given Milosevic until Saturday to

fully comply or face the renewed

threat of air strikes.

Congress, White House

on verge of budget deal

SPENDING: Stalemate

broken as $500 billion

package nearly settled

By Alan Fram
The Assoc iated iUg^-

as Thursday.

A deal would also mark the

end of a week of political

brinkmanship that the two politi-

cal parties waged leading up lo

the Nov. 3 elections for congres-

sional control.

After weekji of stories on
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A U.N. convoy unloads aid for Albanian refugees.

But even before an agreed-to

2,000-member unarmed monitoring

force is assembled, it is clear

Milosevic has not met at least one

key demand: withdrawing his forces

to levels before the crackdown on

the southern Serb province began

Feb. 28.

The official in Brussels said a

number of Yugoslav units remain

dug-in in Kosovo and must be with-

drawn, including what he called a

"notorious" special police unit from

Nis, Serbia.

He declined to say how many

troops remained in the province but

said they "far exceed" the level

required by NATO.

WASHINGTON - While

House and congressional budget

bargainers all but completed

agreement Wednesday on a $500

billion package of spending for

education and other programs,

breaking an impasse that has

delayed Congress' departure for

the year.

"We're down to the basically

wrapping up," said Senate

Majority Leader Trent Loll, R-

Miss. --

Other participants said an

announcement of the agremeni

seemed imminent.

"We're very close to a deal,"

House Speaker Newt Gingrich,

R-Ga., told reporters. "Pretty

close, we'll see," said a Clinton

administration official.

Agreement would clear the

way for Congress to vote on a

giant measure financing dozens

of departments and agencies for

the federal fiscal year that began

Oct. 1. Included are the depart-

ments of Health and Human
Services, Education, State,

Commerce, Justice and Interior,

as well as the foreign aid pro-

gram.

The vote could come as early

President Clinton's possible

impeachment dominating the

news - including last week's vote

to launch a House impeachment

inquiry - Democrats tried to use

the budget fight to turn the focus

onto their fight for more educa-

tion money. During the talks.

Clinton had demanded $1.1 bil-

lion to hire 100,000 more teach-

ers.

"We've already won," Rep.

Jim McDermott, D-Wash., said

even before the deal was com-

pleted.
'

~~'

"If we'd have gone out with

our last vote being on impeach-

ment, that would be the end of it

But now we've been struggling

and we've forced them to debate

about education," he added.

Lott said compromise had

been reached on the education

issue, but it was not immediately

clear what the middle ground

was.

Republicans had been insist-

ing that local officials control

how the money would be used

and that the money also be eligi-

ble for special education and for

such items as computers and

Seea>N<iltESS,page19

WORLD & NATION BRIEFS

Aftermath of Tanzania

embassy bombings
DAR ES SALAAM, Tanzania - An

Egyptian charged in the Aug. 7 bombing of the

U.S. Embassy in Tanzania has provided inves-

tigators with a lot of information but has been

less than forthcoming about his role in the

blast, sources close to the investigation said.

Mustafa Mahmoud Said Ahmed was

charged on Sept. 21 together with Rashid

Saleh Hemed, a Tanzanian man also accused

of murder in the bombing that killed 1 1 peo-

ple, all Africans.

Investigators say Ahmed also is suspected

in a nearly simultaneous blast outside the U.S.

Embassy in neighboring Ken\a that killed 213

people, including 12 Americans

Ahmed has told investigators that he volun-

teered information on the Nairobi bombing a

day after the attack to the British High

Commission as well as the FBI and Tanzania's

Stale Security agents But he has denied hav-

ing any information on or involve-

ment in the Dar es Salaam bombing.

One source close to the investiga-

tion, who asked not to be further iden

tified, said that Ahmed seemed to know

much more about international terrorism than

an ordinary person would.

Investigators say Ahmed and two men who

are fugitives visited Tomy Spades

Manufacturing in Dar es Salaam to inspect

progress on the building of a gas cylinder that

may have been part of the explosive device that

blew up the embassy.

Taliban head promises

to release prisoners

—

ISLAMABAD. Pakistan - Afghanistan's

reclusive Taliban leader attempted to defuse

tensions with neighboring Iran on Wednesday

by promising to release all Iranian nationals

still detained in the country

Mullah Mohammed Omar s promise was

made to U.N. envoy Lakhdar

Brahimi during more than three

hours of negotiations Wednesday in

the Taliban's stronghold of Kandahar.

About 50 Iranians were believed to be

in custody in southern Kandahar, captured in

August when the Taliban overran the northern

Afghan city of Mazar-e-Sharif. Radio Shariat

said 25 Iranians were being held captive.

During the takeover of its opponents'

northern headquarters, renegade Taliban

troops killed eight Iranian diplomats and an

Iranian journalist, leading Iran and the

Taliban to a military standoff by the border.

Toys 'R' Us company

reprimanded
WASHINGTON The Federal Trade

Commission ordered Toys R Us Wednesday

to stop coercing toy manufacturers to restrict

the toys they sell to its competitors

The order is effective in 60 days, but the

nation's largest toy retailer denied the FTC's

findings and said it would appeal the decision

in court.

The agency charged Toys R Us with reduc-

ing competition by persuading major toy mak-

ers - such as Hasbro, Mattel and Fisher Price

- to stop selling certain toys to low-priced

warehouse clubs.

Toys R Us wanted "to prevent consumers

from comparing the price and quality of prod-

ucts in the clubs to the price and quality of the

same toys displayed and sold at Toys R Us,

and thereby reduce the effectiveness of the

clubs as competitors," wrote FTC Chairman

Robert Pitofsky in the commission's opinion.

Rather than lowering prices to compete

fairly with dramatically cheaper warehouse

clubs. Toys R Us threatened toy manufactur-

ers that it would not buy from them, forcing

them to sell only unique or highly differentiat-

ed toys to the discount distributors, according

to the FTC

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports.
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STATE & LOCAL
Palmdale base aims to manufacture fighter i

officials deem

MILITARY: Largest-ever

contract would create

20,000 new positions

By Don Jcrglcr

The Antelope Valley Press

PALMDALE - With the largest

military contract in U.S. history at

stake, California leaders are work-

ing to boost odds for Air Force

Plant 42 as construction site of the

joint-strike fighter.

The effort to bring the program

to the secretive plant where such air-

LA. scientists

find source

of damage

in '94 quake

craft as the B-2 stealth bomber have

been built has produced a rare

showing of statewide solidarity.

Congressman Howard P. "Buck"

McKeon, who has spent the last few

months soliciting support for his

cause from other California

Congress members and Gov. Pete

Wilson, delivered a letter to the

Department of Defense requesting

that the cost of constructing the JSF

at Plant 42 be compared with other

jjtes around the country.

McKeon personally handed the

letter to Jacques Gansler, undersec-

retary of defense for acquisition and

technology, late last week.

The letter was signed by all 52

members of California's congres-

sional delegation and Sens. Barbara

Boxer and Dianne Feinstein.

He also gave Gansler a letter

from Wilson stating support for

Plant 42 as the location for final JSF

assembly.

McKeon's letter urges the

Department of Defense to require

the two competing contractors to

use Plant 42 in Palmdale as a bench-

mark for cost effectiveness in build-

ing the stealthy fighter.

The JSF is planned as a single air-

frame with varied models for the

Air Force, Navy, Marines and the

nation's allies.

The contract is supposed to run

until 2020 with 3,000 planes being

produced at a cost of $20 million to

$28 million per plane.

The $750 billion JSF project,

which Would be the largest defense

contract in the nation's history, is

expected to create 20,000 jobs.

Both competitors for the con-

tract, Lockheed Martin and The

Boeing Corp., have announced they

are considering performing final

assembly of the JSF out of state.

Indications from Lockheed

See FIGHTING, page 16

^EOLOGYr^Sin-CdgC
formation a reason for

impact to seaside town

By Jane E.Allen

The Associated Press

A scientist says he's discovered

what caused Santa Monica to take

such a big hit from the 1994

Northridge earthquake - a kind of

subterranean formation also found

near other populated, quake-prone

areas like Seattle and Salt Lake City.

Although seaside Santa Monica is

12 miles and a mountain ridge away

from the quake's San Fernando

Valley epicenter, it sustained unantic-

ipated heavy damage.

Stretches of stores on Wilshire

Boulevard were wrecked and streets

of elegant apartments declared

unliveaWe in the city of90,000 west of

Los Angeles.

"Just looking at surface geology,

you would not have picked Santa

Monica as an area that would have

See EARTHQUAKE, page 14

Message system may offer protection

NOTICE: Crime victims

may receive alerts when

criminals to be released

The Associated Prats

in English and Spanish.

The system would automatically

call a crime victim when jail officials

start the process of releasing the

attacker from jail.

Victims will be given a pamphlet

on how to register for the service at

SAN DIEGO - Victims of vio-

lent crimes in San Diego County

may soon get calls from an automat-

ed system warning them when their

attackers will be released from jail.

County sujservisors have unani-

mously approved the message sys-

tem, but now they need funds to

implement it. They are seeking state

and federal grants, as well as help

from phone companies and police

departments.

"Victims live in fear that their

attackers will be released without

their knowledge and they fear the

person knocking on their door may
be the stalker, out of custody, ready

to terrorize them again," Supervisor

Pam Slater said before the vote

Tuesday. "With this system, crime

victims can be more confident that it

is safe to answer the door."

The county is considering a sys-

tem designed by Kentucky-based

VINE Victim Information and

Notification Everyday. It would

cost about $17,000 to establish the

service and $60,000 a year to oper-

ate. The system makes notifications

the time their attackers are arrested;

Victims are then assigned personal

identification numbers. When an

inmate is near a release date, the sys-

tem places a call every 15 minutes

for 24 hours until the victim answers

the phone and punches in the PIN
number.

Victims also have the option of

calling a toll-free number and enter-

ing their PIN numbers to get up-to-

date information about an inmate.

The program could be expanded to

include notifying witnesses of vio-

lent crimes who testified against an

attacker or cooperated with police.

Sheriff Bill Kolender said.

Jail information is currently

available on the county's Internet

site or can be obtained by calling jaij

officials. However, a special phone'

line would make it easier for victims,

SherifTs Lt. Gloria Rundle said.

A state law requires that victims

of stalking and don^stic violence be

notified by state or local officials at

least 15 days before the offender is

released.

However, the law contains loop-

holes and has been ineffective, said

Deputy District Attorney Kerry

Wells, who heads his agency's stalk-

ing unit. She tells crime victims to

repeatedly call the jail to find out if

the inmate has posted bail or been

released.

Victims in San Diego County

somciimcs request noiiflcailon

when inmates are released.

However, sheriffs officials said the

informal system offers no guaran-

tees calls will be made.

In comparison, the automated

notification system is "almost fool-

proof," Rundle said.

"As soon as they enter the infor-

mation themselves, (the victims)

know they are going to get that

phone call," she said.

Similar notification systems have

been implemented in 26 state*^

including the California counties of

Los Angeles, Alameda and Santa

Clara.

Larry Prior, the county chief

administrative officer, plans to pre-

sent the board with a funding plan

by year's end.

Supervisor Bill Horn, who co-

authored the measure, said he

would support the county funding

the system if private money isn't

pledged.

"It is a small price to pay to give

victims a sense of security," Horn
said. "If there are no takers, then we
willjustput itinplace."

f • site

safe despite

presence of

toxic waste

DISTRia: Students not in

danger of contamination,

according to experts

The Associated Press

A middle school built on contami-

nated land has been determined to be

safe for students and school officials,

state environmental officials said.

"I can say that we have no concern

relative to the site for the safety of the

faculty, students and parents," Jesse

Huff, director of the California

Environmental Protection Agency's

Department of Toxic Substance

Control, said about Jefferson New
Middle School.

The LA. Unified

School District was

allowed to open the

school this sumnner

after an assessment

concluded it was safe.

The school, in the city's South

Central area, was built on land conta-

minated by chemicals from a gas sta-

tion and a furniture-making plant.

State environmental officials deter-

mined in 1996 that the site might be

fouled by a former chrome-plating

plant across the street.

The Los Angeles Unified School

District was allowed to open the

school this summer after an assess-

ment concluded it was safe.

But state Sen. Tom Hayden, D-Los

Angeles, uncovered records that he

See TOXIC page 20
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Nuhira CDX
4-door Sedan

I

Introducing the Daewoo Leganza, the Daewoo Nubira

and the Daewoo Lanos. Nice new cars, complete

with new car handling. New car reliability. /
/

New car smell. For not much more than j
!

youd pay for a used car.

Used books.
Used furniture.

Used jeans.

With coverage so inclusive, your first three

years (or 36,000 miles) of scheduled

maintenance are taken care of

Even oil and wiper blades. Ready for something new?
To learn more about Daewoo

("Day-woo") and our special college

Introducing Daewoo

financing plan, check out

www.daewoous.com.

or stop by a

Daewoo Store.

We 11 make sure
Lanos SX 3-door hatchback

you dont feel used anymore.

Daewoo. A new car.

A new experience.

I ill

A.

Leganza CDX
4-door Sedan

Daewoo ofVan Nuys

6001 Van Nuys Blvd.

(818)785-8504

m DAEWOO
Daewoo of Huntington Beach

19232 Beach Blvd.

(714)593-5851

Daewoo of Ontario

1251 Auto Center Drive

(909)937-6110
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Student's death spurs hate messages against homosexuals
CRIME Fatal beating of

Matthew Shepherd spurs

anti-gay float, e-mails

By Robert W. Black

The Associated Press

LARAMIE, Wyo. - Even as out-

rage grows over the fatal beating of

gay student Matthew Shepard,

authorities are wrestling with new

hate messages aimed at homosexuals.

One such missive even applauded his

death.

Shepard was found a week ago and

died Monday at a hospital in Fort

Collins, Colo., where police were

investigating both an offensive

parade float and a violently worded e-

mail message sent to two gay groups

after his death. It closed with the

words, "I hope it happens more

often."

The message was discovered by

Brenda Hervey, executive director of

the Rainbow Chorus, a choir made up

of gay and heterosexual performers.

Members of the Lambda Community
Center received the same e-mail.

Hervey initially thought the e-mail

was intended to inform her of

Shepard's death.

"When I clicked to open the mes-

sage and began reading, I was just

sickened," she said Tuesday.

Shepard was pistol-whipped and

lashed to a fence post outside

Laramie for 18 hours in near-freezing

temperatures, authorities say. The 21-

year-old University of Wyoming stu-

dent died after five days in a coma.

Police say robbery was the main

motive, but Shepard's attackers

apparently chose him partly because

he was gay. His assailants apparently

lured him from a campus bar,

attacked him and left him hanging

like a scarecrow.

Charges against Russell Arthur

Henderson, 21, and Aaron James

McKinney, 21, include first-degree

murder, aggravated robbery and kid-

napping with intent to inflict bodily

injury or terrorize the victim.

Prosecutors haven't said whether they

will seek the death penalty.

The killing has drawn nationwide

attention, including President

See HATE, page 16
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The Associated Press

About 200 mourners gathered Tuesday in Oklahoma City for a vigil in memory of Matthew Shepard.

Indonesian mobs kill, harass suspected magi

MURDERS: At least 153

MusMms dead; killings

show depth of ethic rift

By Irwan Firdaus

The Associated Press

BANYUWANGI, Indonesia -
Lying in a hospital bed with his teeth

smashed and his body bruised,

Rahmad could not understand how
he was caught up in a wave of attacks

on Muslims accused of witchcraft.

Two weeks ago, a mob dragged the

screaming 21 -year-old through the

streets, accusing his family of dab-

bling in black magic and denouncing

his father as an evil sorcerer.

"I don't understand why mobs
wanted to attack us," he said from his

bed, his abdomen and buttocks badly

scraped. "My father is a Muslim and

we are only poor peasants."

Rahmad, who like many
Indonesians uses only one name, was

alone in the house when the mob
came. His family is said to have fled

the village.

He is among a growing number of

victims of such attacks as a string of

eerie executions have occurred in

recent months in Banyuwangi, about

500 miles east of the capital Jakarta.

Witnesses and police say machete-

wielding gangs dressed in black have

(Amid) social confusion

... no one is sure

who is doing

the killing or why.

killed at least 153 people in nighttime

raids.

On Monday, about 100 villagers

attacked 55-year-old Haji Jajul bin

Suhaemi outside a mosque in Serang,

a small town about 75 miles west of

Jakarta, the official Antara news

agency reported.

Police said the crowd accused Jajul

ofbcing a sorcerer.

Some of the villagers wanted to test

him by immersing him in a pool of

water.

Others couldn't wait and killed

him with sticks and stones.

The surge in violence - which

erupted as Indonesia grapples with

political turmoil and the worst eco-

nomic crisis in decades - has bewil-

dered police and terrified villagers.

Looting and rioting that broke out

after violent protests killed about

1,200 people and helped drive former

President Suharto from office in May
had usually targeted members of the

mostly Christian or Buddhist ethnic^

Chinese minority.

The new violence, however, is

plaguing Indonesia's Muslim majori-

ty. Amid the social confusion of the

economic crisis - skyrocketing infla-

tion, unemployment, poverty and

food shortages - no one is sure who is

doing the killing or why.

National police chief Lt. Gen.

Rusmanhadi has speculated that the

slayings might be in revenge for the

slaughter of tens of thousands ofcom-

munists in the mid-1960s when
Suharto took power.

Historians say Muslim clerics

Sm MAGIC page 21

Hunters, their culture

an endangered breed
OUTDOOR: Utah's

government considers

promoting dying sport

By Brett Prettyman

The Salt Lake Tribune

SALT LAKE CITY - The tradi-

tion of hunting is in jeopardy, and

hunters say most of the blame falls on

them.

"Hunters are an endangered

species. We are definitely on the threat-

ened list," Dave Henderson, managing

editor of Whitetail News, said during

the Outdoors Writers Association of

American conference in California last

Jupe.

"Since 1983, license sales have

declined at a steady rate. The reason is

not anti-hunters or animal-rights peo-

ple. It's not even slob hunters. It is

hunters letting the culture slip away.

We aren't recruiting or keeping young

hunters interested," he said.

A survey by the U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service in 1996 found the

average hunter was a man 35 to 44

years old. Seven percent of the U.S.

population hunts and 53 percent of

hunters come from rural environ-

ments. The number of hunters since

1955 increased 41 percent, while the

nation's population increased about 60

percent.

The Utah Division of Wildlife

Resources is working on a hunter sur-

vey to form the basis ofa strategic plan

for the future, butDWR Director John

Kimball is concerned some would-be

hunters are already discouraged.

The number of Utah resident

hunters decreased by 29 percent from

1991 to 1996, dropping from 162,000

to 115,000. The biggest factor was

Utah's decision to cap big game per-

mits at 97,000 for deer and 35,000 for

elk.

The caps were created primarily to

increase the buck-to-doe deer and bull-

See HUNTERS, page 16
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True hurricane death toll

still unknown in country
DEATH: Citizens blame

government for lack of

preparation for disaster

ByJoscMonegro
Th€ Associated Press

SAN JUAN DE LA MAGUA-
NA. Dominican Republic - Weeks
after Hurricane Georges entombed
entire shantytowns in several feet of

mud and rcx:k, residents are clamor-

ing for an answer to one question:

How many really died?

Opposition politicians say more
than 1,000 were killed and have

accused the government of a cover-

up. Authorities said fewer than 300

died and complain that critics are

complicating relief efforts.

The debate over numbers has con-

sumed this impoverished, shell-

shocked Caribbean nation of 8 mil-

lion residents - especially in San

Juan de la Maguana, a banana-pro-

ducing region of 20,000 people dev-

astated by hurricane flocxiing.

It took rescuers six days to reach

the area by land after Georges struck

Sept. 22. Getting water and food to

desperate survivors was paramount.

Five shantytowns, including a basin

area called Mesopotamia, were

destroyed.

Citizens cried foul when a post-

storm Dominican army census put

the local death toll at about 50, with

64 missing - even though officials

conceded the numbers could rise.

The government has denied sug-

gestions that it is keeping the num-
bers down to limit the political fallout

of charges that it did too little to pre-

pare people for the storm and was

unable to provide significant relief in

its afternath.

"The only thing this does is create

alarm," said Vice President Jaime

David Fernandez Mirabal. "We
don't have to hush up deaths or

cover up bodies."

Based on government counts of

retrieved bodies, Georges killed at

least 283 Dominicans - about two-

thirds of the official death toll across

the Caribbean. It also left more than

100,000 Dominicans homeless and

caused an estimated $ 1.7 billion dam-
age in the country

But claims that many more died

are persisting.

SeeHURRiaNE,page14

Justices examine initiative-limiting rules

COURT: Regulations may

infringe on voters' right

to make ballot proposals

By Rkhard CareMi

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - The Supreme
Court seemed to take a dim view today

ofColorado's efforts to regulate the cir-

culating of petitions aimed at placing

voter initiatives on the state ballot.

Five of the nine justices peppered

state Attorney General Gale Norton

with challenging questions about

requirements a federal appeals court

previously struck down as violations of

petition circulators' free-speech rights.

Those justices appeared uncon-

vinced by Norton's argument that the

requirements amount to "a limited

structure of regulation ... necessary to

ensure fairness."

About half the states allow voter-ini-

tiated ballot questions, and voters

increasingly are bypassing their legisla-

tures and making law through such

grass-roots efforts.

The court's decision, expected by

July, 'could help determine how rigor-

ously states are allowed to regulate that

process.

In Colorado, supporters must col-

lect the signatures of at least five per-

cent of the total votes cast in the most
recent race for secretary of state to get

a measure on the ballot.

Most of the justices' questions today
zeroed in on the likelihood of fraud -

bribery, forgery and the like - creeping

into the gathering of those signatures.

Norton, seeking reinsUtement of
the state's requirements, referred to

"bands of people who go state to state

simply to circulate petitions" for pay
But a seemingly unimpressed

Justice Antonin Scalia asked her,

"How many of these election gypsies

are there?"

Justices Sandra Day O'Connor,
Ruth Bader Ginsburg, David H.

Souter and Anthony M. Kennedy also

voiced concern about the state's

efforts. Only Chief Justice William H.

Rehnquist appeared sympathetic to

Norton's argument.

Denver lawyer Neil OToole, repre-

senting those who challenged the

state's regulation, accused Colorado of

invoking fraud as "a talismanic incanta-

tion in these cases."

"We just don't see it," he said.

After a record 10 initiatives were

placed on Colorado's ballot in 1992,

the state Legislature passed a law that

imposed several new requirements.

Among them:

•People who circulated petitions

had to be registered voters.

•Petition circulators had to wear

badges identifying them as "paid" or

"volunteer" workers.

• Initiative backers had to file reports

with the state identifying all paid peti-

tion circulators and the amounts they

were paid.

State officials justified the require-

ments by citing the possibility of fraud

and accompanying threat to public

confidence in the process.

The state in 1980 had reacted to bal-

lot initiatives begun by commercial

interests such as backers of legalized

gambling by prohibiting paid petition

circulators. But the nation's highest

court struck down that ban in 1988, rul-

ing that it interfered too much with

"core political speech."

The 10th U.S. Circuit Court of

Appeals struck down the newer

requirements, which had been chal-

lenged by a group of state residents and

the public interest group American

Constitutional Law Foundation.

The appeals court imposed the

sternest standard of judicial review -

what judges call strict scrutiny State

laws or policies rarely withstand such

review.

In the appeal the Supreme Court

agreed to hear last February, the state

contended that the appeals court

should have used a more deferential

standard of review - one courts rou-

tinely apply when judging ballot-access

disputes.

Government
SEARCH: Charges against

Rudolph include Olympic

blast, additional attacks

ByMJduMlJ.Siiifftn

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Federal offi-

cials pleaded for the public's help to

find Eric Robert Rudolph as they

added major charges - the 1996 bomb-
ing at the Olympics and two other

Atlanta attacks - against the man who
has eluded a massive search for nine

months.

Attorney General Janet Reno told a

Wednesday news conference the com-

plaint charging Rudolph with the

Olympic blast and the 1997 bombings

of a gay bar and an abortion clinic was

filed with a federal court. New evi-

dence against him was kept sealed to

protect "the safety of witnesses who
have come forward," she said.

Two people died and scores were

injured by the six bombs Rudolph is

charged with planting.

"Eric Rudolph is on the run" from

earlier charges that he bombed a

Birmingham, Ala., abortion clinic Jan.

29, Reno said. "We are not going to

rest until we bring him to justice."

She re^mphasized the $1 million

reward posted when Rudolph was put

on the FBI's 10 most wanted list last

May.

Accompanying Reno, FBI
Director Louis Freeh said the new
charges were filed because agents have

assembled "a very strong and substan-

tial case ... against Mr. Rudolph with

respect to the Olympic bombing" and

the other Atlanta attacks.

But Freeh conceded another

motive: "We want to emphasize the

indiscriminate nature of these attacks,

as well as the gravity of them, and hope

that that will encourage anybody who
has information to come forward."

Reno and Freeh released a photo-

graph showing Rudolph in khaki

shorts and a green T-shirt that investi-

gators believe Rudolph was wearing in

Atlanta the day of the Olympic blast.

Freeh conceded neither witnesses nor

thousands of videos and photographs

sent in by private citizens put Rudolph

at the bomb site itself.

"We hope anyone who sees this

man will contact us immediately,"

Reno said, repeating the toll-free num-
ber: 1-888-ATF-BOMB, or 1-888-283-

2662.

For nine months, hundreds of FBI
and state and local agents have futilely

searched rugged, mountainous wilder-

ness in western North Carolina where

the 31 -year-old carpenter and experi-

enced woodsman grew up and is at

home. They believe he remains there.

bombing

'

ii n *\

Federal officials are aware some
residents of the area, where abortion is.

unpopular, have told reporters they

would not turn Rudolph in if they

came across him.

"We would hope that nobody'

would look at this defendant ... as a

hero," Freeh said. _1_

The bombs killed an off-duty police

officer guarding the Birmingham clin-

ic and a 40-year-old mother in

Atlanta's Centennial Olympic Park,

nearly killed a nurse in Birmingham

and injured a total of 120 people.

Freeh also accused Rudolph of '^

planned and deliberate attack against

See BOMBING, page 14

"The Hardest

Driving Agency
for New Faces

in L.A.
"

Our doors are now open for fu?w faces. We arc currently

seeking highly motivated men and women for lOO's of upcoming

commerciaib, music videos, fashion and print |obs.

If you -iced a good

start and desire

proper representation,

call to set up an

appointment with one

of our reps.

Classes are offered on the

Promenade with Legendary

acting coaches Diane Shalot

ar)d Joh-n Sarno.

NO PON rr QUO NICISSAH'

NO rci

(310)393-7600

Blake Ari Models A Talent, Inc.
225 Santa Monica Blvd.. Suite 201

Santa Monica, CA 90401

Hand over this coupon and score 30% off anything in the store. Anything!

Shorts, shirts, t's. cargoes, sweaters - tt^e hottest, hippest stuff to wear +

L.A.'s biggest and best selection of brand name sunglasses Check it out!

HURRY! 30% OFFER ENDS SUNDAY 10/18/98

SeimiOh Seach
^ TiTe Best Place To Buy Sunglasses

WMlwood VHtage • Broxton & KirvoM • 209-0956

Afneot and Maui Jim SungHMH moiuded.

OiKounts off M.S.R P or ortg pnoM Not vaNd wNh other coupons

Gome
• % *

join us,

today
Wfe're looking for creative,

energetic, friendly people

to join our staff. Ifyou are

interested in joining

Bruinlife Yearbook, please

come to our Orientation

Meeting today Bring

yourself, ideas, and a

smile to Kerckhoff Hall,

room 118 at 6:30.

bruinlife
V E A R B K

\

r.waiwh^
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Movies

Muian

7 8, 9:30 pm
Ackerman Grand Ballroom
$2
also showing Fri. Oct. 76

frceshows^the.coopcrage

7-irpm
Ackerman A-Leyel

For Additional Info: 825-1958
cecinfoOasucla.ucla.edu

lOCI.I/

Perfofmance & CenterSlage Discussion

Whirling Dervishes

[pm, Royce Hall

Tickets $35, SCA $12
For Ticket Info: 825-2101

CcnlcfStage Pwniwion
7pm, Haines Hall, Room 39
Performance Tickets Required

with Dr. Kabir Helminski,

Mevlevi Sheikh, and Director

of the Threshold Society

Additional Info: 206-1144

Turkey's mystical Sufi sect has per-

formed its trance-like whirling in rev-

erence to a higher power for thou-

sands of years. From the 1 4th to 20th

centuries, Whirling Dervishes played

a vitally important role in the evolu-

tion of Ottoman high culture. The
group's performance spellbinds audi-

ences with sacred poetry chanting,

ancient music and the supernatural

aura of the Middle Eastern mystics.

lOCI.I/

Saturdays for Families

The Beat Generation

Armand Hammer Museum ,

Free

UCLA at the Armand Hammer
Museum of Art and Cultural Center

will present The Beat Generation", a

day of programming for children and
families as part of the Museum's ongo-

ing series Saturdays for Families.

Programs relate to the current exhibi-

tion 'Sunshine & Noir: Art in L.A.

1960-1997/

1 1 AM - Encr^ Made Vnibic
The choreography of the nationally

acclaimed Advanced Dance Theater

Croup from Beverly Hills High School

uses basic elements of movement -

space, time and energy - to incorpo-

rate chance, abstraction and what the

beat generation called "energy made
visible."

-rr
Beatnik storyteller Peter Kors shares

poetry with the "kidniks!"

2 PM - Pacific Composers
Forum

Luminary composers from Southern

California re-create a beat generation

happening, experimenting with tradi-

tional concert settings, instruments

and the role of the composer.

For Additional Info: 443-7000

I,0CII9

EroicaTrio

Masterclass

led by the artists

1pm,
Schoenberg Hall, Room 1343

Space is Limited -

Reservations Required

For Additional Info: 206- 1 144

• • V • •••••••

Karen Mason
^Meet the Artist^

3 -4:30 pm,
Schoenberg Hall,

Jan Popper Theater

Space is Limited -

Reservations Required

For Additional Info: 206- 1 144

Interested in if
produdnr & promotingX

a wide variety

of arts program*

at UCLA? _

loci.ie

whirling Dervishes

Performance & CenterStage Discussion

Karen Mason

8 pm, Schoenberg Hall

Tickets $32, SCA $8
For Ticket Info: 825-2101

7pm, Ian Popper Theater

Performance Tickets Required

with John Hall,

Faculty, UCLA Dept. ofMusic

Additional Info: 206-1 144

Best known to theater audience as

Norma Desmond m 'Sunset

Boulevard," this award-winning singer

and actress has perfomied extensively

on Broadway. As one of the country's

top cabaret artists. Mason regularly

headlines at sold-out veriues, delight-

ing audiences with her powerful voice

and her knack for storytelling.

Romantic
Dance Lesson

Series
Mondays • 7pm

Ackeiman 2nd Floor Lounge

(310)284-3636
ballrooinOiicla.edu

•••••••••••••••
Performance & CenterSlage Discussion

Eroica Trio

Perfonnance
4 pm, Schoenberg Hall

Tickets $30, SCA $10
For Ticket Info: 825-2101

CenleiSUgc DiscioMon

HAS BEEN CANCELED

This year's winner of National Public

Radio's prestigious Performance Today

Award for "Debut Recording of the

Year," Eroica Trio brings its technical

virtuosity, contagious joy of music and

irresistible glamour to UCLA.

Eroica Trio

Performance & CenterStage Discussion

Whirling Dervishes

rgifciiiiMiiig

7 pm, Royce Hall

Tickets $35, SCA $12
For Ticket Info: 825-2101

6pm, Haines Hall, Room 39
Performance Tickets Required

with Dr. Kabir Helminski, -

Mevlevi Sheikh, and Director

of the Threshold Society

Additional Info: 206- 1 144

Please refer to Saturday. 10/17

listings for description

Join

J UCLASTUDENT
^^ COMMmEE f=OR THE ARTS

Application
Oeadiine:
Tomorrow,
Oct. t£, 1998

Drop Application to:

B96 Royce Hall

MSOfly, OCI. 20

Dialogues on Art

American Repertory

Dance Company
7 pm, Armand Hammer Museum
Free

The Los Angeles-based American

Repertory Dance Company, critically

acclaimed for their reconstructions of

early American Modern dances, pre-

sents a program offering visual and

contextual references to "Sunshine &
Noir," The performance features

California choreographers Michio Ito,

Joyce Trisler and Bella Lewitzky.

For Additional Info: 443-7000

.^r

Wkafi Art Tlib Week? b your wcddy Biide t

beiMl 10 4af% prior to Jie mntk yMck yoy would Bkt your txiH
CA 9ttfS-14SS, Nk: t25-7tN, V-mI tlS-StT?. Uti

TWs

I American lUpailory Dance Co.

Ikytovcral

^aso
Saturday,

October 17

8PM
Schoenberg Hall
* - — -- -» * «
nrBcm lino:

call82S-21ll1

s\

7 PM • jan Popper Theater

with John Hall. UCLA Dept. of Music
i-r ^orcy CerterSM^^c '^fs call 20b- .^

s r u I N .

COMMITTII
»0« TM« AKTl

s u I N r
COMMITTII
>0« TMI A«TI

.•.VAS* .VWwSSNWVS*

UCLA students can attend events listed in this box for less than

the price of a regular student ticket, and the seats are among the

best in the house. Present your current student ID at the Central

Ticket Office (CTO) and ask for SCA tickets.

For additional information on upcoming events or to receive a

brochure, call (310) 825-2101.

Limit 2 tickets per ID per event. ID musl be presented at time of event.

DAT! EVBrr
SCA REG. ON
mat PRICE SALE

9*MMMMMMM

10/16 UCO(R)
10/17 Karen Mason (S)

10/17 Whirling Dervishes (R)

10/18 Whirling Dervishes (R)

10/18 troica Trio (S)

10/22 Mary Black (R)

10/23 Hesperion XX (R)

10/24 joih Kornbluth($)

10/24 Wayang listrik/Electric Shadows

lQ/2^ Ivan tins and Chucho Vald^s (R)

t- 11/1 Trinity Irish Dance Company (R)

.11/6 David Sedaris (R)

p 1/7 Sydney Symphony Orchestra (R)

leria Oatalia (S)

mm

(R)

$42 now

$32 now

$35 now

$35 now

$30 now
$30 now

$30 sold out

$22 now

$25 sold out

$30 now

$30 now

$25 sold out

$40 sold out

$22 now

$50 now
$42 now

$55 now

$30 now

$30 Oct 19

ADMIT ONE

c/oSCA, laM co^ 145503, Mi lorn i
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EARTHQUAKE
From page 8

had the largest structural damage,*"

said Robert Graves, a seismologist

with Woodward-Clyde Federal

Services, a consulting firm in

Pasadena. He noted that although the

fault ruptured to the north, the pock-

ets of Santa Monica that sustained the

damage were to the south.

His proposed mechanism for the

devastation from the magnitude-6.7

quake of Jan. 17, 1994, appears in the

October issue of the Bulletin of the

Seismological Society of America.

"We've known for a long time that

the pattern of damage in Santa

Monica was caused by amplification

of ground motions, but we couldn't

explain the source of the amplifica-

tion," Graves said.

Scientists are studying damage that

occurred in hard-packed soils, not the

damage in loose soils and landfill that

turned to Jello through a separate

phenomenon called liquefaction.

Paul Davis of the University of

California, Los Angeles, theorized

that the Santa Monica damage

occurred when a sort ofbowHike fea-

ture at the bottom of the basin acted

like a lens to focus the waves to a par-

ticular spot.

Graves' said the damage is con-

trolled by better-known geology: a

shallow wedge of soils in the upper

half-mile of the ground, between

strands of the Santa Monica fault, at

the edge of the Los Angeles Basin.

Ilig atUve ttiand ot (he Santr-

Monica fault did not move during the

Northridge quake, but forms "a sharp

geologic boundary" between the hard

rock of the mountains to the north

and the softer rock and sloughed-ofT

soils to the south.

Some waves enter the basin hori-

zontally at the basin edge and others

come through the bottom of the basin.

They become trapped in the wedge

and knock into each other, causing

the damaging shaking.

Because Seattle and Salt Lake City

are located near or above basin edge

structures that could similarly magni-

fy the ground motions, those may be

vulnerable as well, Graves said.

Using oil well data, structural

maps, quake records and aftershock

records, Graves ran computer simula-

tions of the quake that matched his

explanation.

Graves warns the basin-edge effect

"is likely to be even more significant"

if a large earthquake strikes closer to

the Santa Monica fault or the

Hollywood fault.

The effect had "far more disas-

trous results" during the Jan. 17, 1995,

Kobe quake in Japan, where the

quake occurred on the same fault that

formed the basin edge," Graves

noted.

Seismologists say it's likely that

both Davis and Graves are right.

"It's not as though there's a single

answer," said John Vidale, a UCLA
seismology professor. He said Davis

showed seismic waves that vibrate

rapidly are focused by the under-

ground lens, while Graves has shown

that the slower swaying waves are

amplified by the basin edges.

"It seems pretty clear from what

we know now that both of these

effects are happening," said David

Jackson, science director of the

Southern California Earthquake

Center at the University of Southern

California.

Even DavTs agrees that the final

explanation is likely to be "a combina-

tion of both."

"The acid test is going to be the

experiment we're planning in the next

year to find out what the (deep) geo-

logical structure is," he said

Wednesday. "We need to know what

things look like ... before you can

choose between these."

HURRICANE
From page 1

2

"1 am all alone," said shelter resi-

dent Benjamin Moreta, who lost

three children - ages 2, 3 and 4 -

when floodwaters rushed into his

modest home and flipped over the

family's bed. The children haven't

been found.

Other claims are based on anecdo-

tal or circumstantial evidence.

"Just look at how many houses are

missing," insisted Lorenzo

Flamarion Soler, 56, as he pointed to

the remains of his neighborhood.

"Many people died here."

With shelter populations dispersed

and their numbers in the thousands,

it's unclear how many survivors sim-

ply have yet to locate one another.

In the southwestern Dominican

Republic, army troops and firefight-

ers are still searching through muck
and debris deposited by flooding.

The government, its hands full

with hurricane relief, has announced

no plans for a recount of the missing.

Even if it tries, it may be impossible to

achieve a precise count.

At its peak, the hurricane flooding

near San Juan spanned several miles,

and debris-strewn runoff ran for

miles more into the Caribbean Sea.

In the tropical heat, survivors

quickly buried some of the dead in

unmarked graves. At least four

unknowiis were buried in Tamayo, 18

miles south of San Juan; residents

believe the bodies came from San

Juan.

"We'll never know the real num-

ber of dead (nationally) because

many bodies ended up at sea," said

Tamayo's mayor, Uraldo Mesa.

Citing local news and citizens'

reports, a Senate commission domi-

nated by the opposition Dominican

Revolutionary Party claimed that

more than 1,000 died.

President Leonel Fernandez's

Dominican Liberation Party govern-

ment has dismissed that number as

politically motivated.

Even the Roman Catholic

Church's clerics differed.

Fabio Rivas, bishop of the south-

ern city of Barahona, said that based

on local reports, he believed more

than 1,000 could have died.

But Monsignor Jose Dolores

Grullon, bishop of San Juan de la

Maguana, said last week that only 36

people remained missing and criti-

cized all the attention given to the

death count while thousands of sur-

vivors need relief supplies.

"We have been more concerned

about the living than the press has

been about the dead," he told El Siglo

newspaper.

BOMBING
From page 1

2

law enforcement officers, rescuers,

first-aid individuals who came to the

scenes" of the abortion clinic and gay

bar bombings in Atlanta. At those

two sites, a secondary bomb was

timed to go off later, and federal

agents were injured in the second

blast at the Atlanta clinic.

Rudolph faces six counts of using

an explosive against a facility in inter-

state commerce , one fef each bomb;

replied: "Yes We have a good

timeline both before and after ail of

the bombings now."

Forensic evidence also ties

Rudolph to the explosions, Freeh

said. "There is similarity among some
of the devices," he said, and he also

mentioned letters claiming responsi-

bility and signed "Army of God"
received after the Atlanta gay bar and

the Birmingham bombings.

All the bombs contained nails

designed to maim people over a wide

area. Investigators have matched the

nfliifl ifl thfl two flftflfltott 6Uftifl bomb
He could get the death penalty.

Freeh said investigators have "a

very powerful array of circumstantial

and direct evidence" but offered few

details.

Asked if the evidence produced a

timeline of Rudolph's movements

that put him in Atlanta when the

Olympics were bombed, Freeh

ings to nails found in a storage shed

rented by Rudolph, according to an

agent who requested anonymity.

The Olympic and Atlanta abortion

clinic bombs had one-eighth-inch-

thick steel plates, of the same general

formulation, designed to direct the

blasts, another agent said.

A Tennessee gun dealer identified

Rudolph as the man who bought 50

pounds of smokeless powder four

years ago. A senior law enforcement

ofTicial said that powder has been

connected to the Olympic bomb.

Freeh said there is no evidence

Rudolph has accomplices. He said in

witness accounts of Rudolph's past

statements, "There were certainly

indications that he was predisposed

to do certain things."

Freeh also said he had no evidence

that any group or individual had

helped Rudolph elude authorities

"wlih one possible exceptioffi^

Federal officials said that was George

Nordmann of Andrews, N.C., who
said Rudolph took a six-month sup-

ply of food and a pickup truck from

him last July. These officials said

Nordmann is now a government wit-

ness and would not be charged with

aiding Rudolph, even though the

theft was not immediately reported.

NA^e accept
Debit cards LLQWd^^

Until Sun-Thurs 1 :00 am
Fri-Sat 2:OOam

Satellite T.V.

SPORTS r

neW^
SPECIAL
Any New Gourmet
Sandwiches with Salad Bar
& l\/lojo Potatoes

for only $4.99
Gourmet sandwich includes: Philly

Chcescsleak, Chicken Salad.spicy Italian

sausage and meatball sandwiches Deli Sub.

1 1 1 4 Gayley Ave.
Westwood Village 4111

Call to reserve Shakey's
private party room

upstairs, for your meetings,
fund raisers, etc... FREE DRINK W/

ANY BUFFET
PURCHASE W/

UCLA STUDENT ID

O .v:
yy.

./

BRUINMEAL DEAL

#^$4.25

""1^

_^_ .. X

2 Slices of Pizza and

1/2 order Mojo and Salad Bar.

with all you can drink

beverage bar

PIZZA SPECIALS
1 MEPIUM

ONE TOPPINC PIZZA

Dine in or
carry- out

only

m $5.95
or 2 medium one topping pizzas only

*Any large 3 topping pizza or any
Specialty Pizza (save over $5)

only

$11.90

$9.98

• Sprriahirx inrludr Vrf^rtarioti. Shakry i Sprcial. finan Dtlnxc and BBQ Chickrn
• Thin crust, hiind loiseii. or deep dish pan piizii at rut extra churgr

SHAKEY'S
COMBINATION

^^ $13.85
Any medium one topping pizza plus mojo
potatoes, and your choice of:

BUY16ET1
FREE

Sunday, Monday, Tuesday
2 for 1 Special*

Buy any large Pizza at

regular price and

get the

2nd for Free
* gomi
all da\

• 4 pieces chicken or

• New CKHirmet sandwich of

• f> pieces of fish or

• 10 RufTalo win)!s or
• Pasu & Salad
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Where turned

further

Westwood
W h e re timed

further

Heads up, Bruins:
This Friday is UCLA Day

at Macy's Westood.

Bruins (students^

—

faculty and staff) save

on purchases (even

sale-priced stuff) this Friday.^

The savings are steep and the selection is superb.

Macy's Westwood is located at 10861 Weyburn Avenue,

across from the UCLA Medical Center. You can enter

from Weyburn or Le Conte Avenues.

Shop for more online: www.macys.com

"^•All credit offers are subject to credit approval. Current UCLA students or etnployee

identification mus,t be presented at time of purchase. Not valid with any other coupon or

discount offer. lOX savings does not apply to cosmetics, fragrances or fine Jewelry.

Discount offer is valid October 16 at Macy's Westwood.
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FIGHTING
From page 8

Martin are that they would build

the 21st century fighter in Texas

and Boeing's announced inten-

tion is to build it in St. Louis.

Both companies are building pro-

totypes in the Antelope Valley.

McKeon. R-Santa Clarita, a

member of the House National

Security Committee, said he

believes this to be the first time all

52 California congressional mem-

bers and both the state's senators

have come together in such a way.

"I don't think it's ever been

done before where we've had a

letter with the

52 House ^_^__
members and

^-'^——

"

the two sena-

tors sign on,"

McKeon said.

"Everybody's

pulling
together; it's

actually the

whole state

that's working

to make this

happen."

McKeon said he believes a cost

comparison between Plant 42 and

other sites will favor Palmdale

because of the passage of a bill by

Assemblyman George Runner,

R-Lancaster, to create tax incen-

"Tives for companies perfort

"It will end up saving

money for the

government"

Howard P. McKeon
Congressman

work on the JSF in California.

The bill offers both a $4,000

property-tax credit and a $10,000

per-cmployee tax credit for work

on the fighter for contractors and

subcontractors. It could provide

up to $300 million in tax incen-

tives.

The letter by Wilson also

endorsed efforts by the "red

team" to bring JSF assembly to

the state.

The red team comprises pri-

vate and public officials, led by

the California Trade and

Commerce Agency. The red

team, which is taking the lead in

bringing JSF work to the state,

was key in collecting the signa-

tures of the 52 representatives.

The red team is also in the

process of putting together a

package that shows the advan-

tages of Plant 42 as the construe^

tion site.

But even with a strong, unified

push by California, McKeon said,

bringing final assembly of the JSF

to California is '*an uphill battle."

McKeon believes that political

efforts from

Texas, where
""^"~"~"^"~

production
n

Lockheed's

F-16 is wind-

ing down,

could sway

the decision

to perform

final produc-

tion of the

JSF there.

But "if we

keep politics out of this decision,

there is no question that Plant 42

in Palmdale will be chosen as the

site for the joint strike fighter,"

McKeon said.

*1 think if they study it, it will

end \ip iAVlft^-Weney for th« gov=

ernment" by reducing the cost

per plane.

But the most important aspect

of the letter, McKeon said, is the

show of statewide solidarity.

The letter demonstrates to all

businesses that California wants

their companies here, and that

the state plans to take a business-

friendly attitude toward them,

McKeon said.

HATE
From page 10

Clinton's call for Congress to pass leg-

islation making it easier for federal

prosecution of hate crimes.

Albany County sheriffs Lt. Rob
DeBree, the lead investigator in the

case, said he and other local officers

have no legal guidance on what consti-

tutes a hate crime.

"I wish somebody could give us a

true definition of what they consider to

be a hate crime," DcBree said.

The push for hate crimes laws fol-

lowing Shepard's killing is likely to

draw out people with strong anti-gay

feelings, experts say.

"No one will say, i hate these peo-

ple,' but it serves to confirm homopho-

bic sentiments (exist)," said Valerie

Jenness, professor of sociology at

University of California, Irvine, and

author of the book "Hate Crimes: New
Social Movements and the Politics of

Violence."

Fort Collins police were trying to

find out how a scarecrow mocking

homosexuals appeared in a Colorado

State University homecoming parade

float Saturday. The university said 1

1

students were scheduled for discipli-

nary hearings next week.

Wyoming X)nicials were bracing for

the arrival of members of a Topeka,

Kan., church who plan to carry anti-

gay pickets at Shepard's funeral in

Casper on Friday.

Gov. Jim Geringer said officials

can't stop the group from Westboro

Baptist from coming but he wants

them to know their presence is not

wanted.

"What we don't need is a bunch of

wingnuts coming in," Geringer said.

Gay rights proponents held a news

conference Tuesday to urge legislators

to remove Wyoming from the list of

nine states with no hate-crime law.

"Wyoming has always reflected the

epitome of the 'Don't ask, don't tell'

attitude," said Walt Boulden, a friend

of Shepard. "This horrible murder has

shattered our ability to hide behind that

type of stance."

In Baltimore, Kweisi Mfume, presi-

dent of the National Association for

the Advancement of Colored People,

renewed his call for Congress to pass

the Hate Crime Prevention Act, which

sets penalties for those who injure oth-

ers based on race, color, sexual orienta-

tion or national origin.

In Albany, N.Y., a solemn crowd of

about 250 people carried candles and

sang songs outside of the governor's

mansion in a demonstration against

hate crimes Tuesday. New York also

has no hate crime law for violent acts.

A day earlier, in College Park, Md.,

200 people rallied at the University of

Maryland to protest a campus newspa-

per column condemning homosexuali-

ty. Newspaper editors defended the

publication as a matter of free speech.

And in Sacramento, Calif, vandals

scrawled obscenities on more than 20

chalk sidewalk sketches drawn to com-

memorate Gay Pride week at

California State University,

Sacramento.

"Free expression is one thing, but

this is hate speech," said Lou Camera,

director of student activities. The

sketches and the obscenities were

erased with a hose.

HUNTERS
From page 10

to-cow elk ratios. What's more, the state

entered the limited entry era by control-

ling the number of permits in each of

five regions.

"In Utah, the deer hunt was tradi-

tionally a time when families focused on

reunions," Kimball said. "We are in the

process of eliminating the family from

the deer hunt. That really worries me.

For some, the opportunity to be with

family was at least as important as the

huntitsdf."

Kimball said efforts to involve young

people is vital to keeping the tradition of

hunting alive. Each year, the DWR

holds a Youth Waterfowl Day a week

before the duck hunt opens. This year,

two Youth Pheasant hunts are sched-

uled in northern Utah. The division also

allocates several turkey permits for

young hunters. Some hunting groups

are working to set up a program which

-sets aside big gamcpermits for juvenile

hunters.

"The part that really bothers me is

how some of my friends haven't

involved their kids and some who have

aren't the type of hunter that their kids

should follow," said Doug Bushnell, 77,

a Holladay hunter.
^ Utah's burgeoning population will

affect its wildlife.

"They are talking about Utah going

from 2 million to 3 million people in 15-

20 years," Kimball said. "That increase

will probably come at the expense of

wildlife through a loss of habitat

That means even more limitation in

hunts, discouraging even more people

from becoming involved.

As hunter numbers decline, Bill

Christensen, Utah field director of^
Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation, is

worried about wildlife.

"Without hunters, who will pay for

habitat improvement, research and con-

servation?"

Organizations like RMEF, funded by

members, use money to purchase

important wildlife areas from private

parties. Grazing rights are also pur-

chased to keep wildlife from competing

with livestock.
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RESIDENTS
From page 3

out of one end.

"She'd been working in a restaurant with a

meat grinder," Kelly says. "We ended up hav-

ing to amputate her hand."

Kelly examines the scratched cornea

patient as she awaits the helicopter transport-

ing the patient from Mulholiand.

"Are you a real doctor?" asks the husband

upon Kelly's return. "How long have you been

practicing?"

She reassures the man that she is indeed a

physician, but after examining and discharg-

ing the woman, Kelly notes dryly, "I get that a

lot."

A southern California native, Kelly com-

pleted her training at UCLA Medical School

after earning her bachelor's degree at

Georgetown University.

She now alternates between twelve-hour

day and night shifts, four or five times a week.

The first trauma of Kelly's day shift turns

out to be non-life-threatening, but soon after-

wards, the intercom announces the arrival of

two car accident victims in 25 minutes.

Minutes later, Kelly waits in the corridor to

quickly determine the seriousness of injuries

to the two car accident victims, who were both

teenage boys on their way to get some food.

As she sits idly on a gurney, she spies an

emergency medical technician (EMT) through

a doorway across from her.

"It must be a beautiful day outside to be dri-

ving fast," Kelly says.

The EMT replies that it is.

"I wouldn't know," she says, a bit wistfully.

"I won't sec the sun today."

^Suddenly, ^two^ gurncyg=carryiHg the boy»

burst through the double doors.

Kelly takes the more critical patient, who

has sufTered a black eye and sundry facial lac-

erations.

Satisfied that the boy have not suffered any

internal injuries, Kelly and her colleagues

agree to transfer him to another room while

his parents are notified of the accident.

Her next patient is a tranquil man with his

belongings arranged neatly beside him. Twice

before he had attempted suicide.

"I think I'm going to take an overdose of

pills," he tells Kelly, who listens compo§»dly

as he answers her questions.

Just then, the intercom pages Kelly.

She excuses herself to the man, who nods

agreeably, and runs to another room sec-

tioned off by thin blue-and-green plaid cur-

tains.

Behind one partition are the parents of one

of the boys in the car accident.

Machines beep, nurses converse and a

younger patient gags in other parts of the

room, as Kelly concentrates on stitching up a

two-centimeter gash on the boy's cheekbone.

After anesthetizing the area, she hooks a

curved needle under the cut, sewing the open

wound with fine, delicate thread.

At one point she glances up at the boy's

father, who watches the procedure a bit

dazedly.

"Are you going to be OK?" she asks. "You

look about ready to faint.", , . ,

"No, no, I'm fine," the father says quickly.

A policeman who had been at the scene of

the accident comes in then for a brief inquiry

of the boy's condition.

"He came real close to buying it," the offi-

cer says. "About as close as you can get with-

out dying."

Kelly and her colleagues deal with death on

a daily basis.

Perhaps one of the most emotional aspects

of being a doctor is informing a patient's fam-

ily and close friends that their loved one has

died.

"Some people begin to cry. Others are in

disbelief; I'll tell them that we tried to do

everything that was medically possible to save

the patient, but, he died. And they'll just look

=3tinc for a moment and say, ' Wefi-iie'^gmng-

BAHMAN fARAHDf L/Oaily B<uin

Dr. Angelique Kelly eats a peach while on a brief break during her 1 2-hour shift.

Kelly used to feel guilty when one of her

patients died, but not anymore.

"I do what I can to help them, to keep them

out of pain," she says.

At the same time, Kelly doesn't want to dis-

tance herself emotionally from her patients

and their loved ones.

Though she knows some other ER doctors

may do so, Kelly feels she wouldn't be a.good

^doctor if she detached herself emotionally

from her patients.

**You learn to deal with (their pain) and not

After Kelly examines the wound, the man's

wife asks jokingly, "Is there somewhere you

can take him so he can go into labor?"

Without missing a beat, Kelly turns to him

and asks, "Oh, is it a boy or a girl?"

The man stared at her in momentary disbe-

lief "Alright, I want a real doctor," he says, as

his family erupts in laughter.

After speaking with the surgeons who had

performed the man's operation, Kelly receives

a phone call from her husband.

The end of her shift is approaching, and he

to be OK, right?"

Sometimes, however, Kelly finds herself the

target of displaced anger.

"We get gunshot wounds in here all the

time, and sometimes I'll have to walk into a

waiting room of 20 gangsters to tell them that

the situation for their friend looks grim," she

recounts. "And they'll look at me and say, if

he doesn't get better, I'm holding you respon-

sible.'"

take It personally," she says.

Kelly takes potential troubles in stride,

though. As she sees patient after patient, it

becomes clear that she loves her work and is

good at what she does.

Late in the afternoon, for example, a man,

who had recently undergone an operation for

a bowel obstruction, comes in with a distended

belly At his bedside stands his wife and daugh-

ter.

"wants to know what she'd like on her pizza for

dinner.

"Now that's the kind of phone call I like to

get," she says, her eyes twinkling.

As an ER physician with set hours, Kelly

can go home at the end of her shift, no matter

how hectic it is.

Her colleague Dr. David Tashman says

working in a real ER is "not quite as nuts as

the TV. show, but it's still pretty fun."
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CONFERENCE
From page 1

conference said they see a correla-

tion between prisons and higher edu-

cation, Timmerman said he doesn't.

"There have been 20 prisons, one

state school and no UC (campuses)

built since 1984," said Lee.

"Prisons and higher education are

directly related," de la Rocha added.

Timmerman said while he under-

stands the relationship, he doesn't

see the issue as something connected

to the university.

"I don't see how it relates to them

as students - it relates to them as cit-

izens," he said.

As administrative representative,

one of Timmerman's roles is to

advise the elected USAC members

on university procedures.

"The fundamental policy I was

trying to help them understand was

the one that rested on their position

as a university unit." Timmerman
said.

He added that he defines "univer-

sity-related" as something that has to

do with students' relationship to the

university.

"He wants to make sure we don't

overlook university policy," de la

Rocha said.

At a recent USAC meeting,

Timmerman questioned the coun-

cil's knowledge of the constitution

and bylaws. According to the min-

utes of the Oct. 6 meeting,

Timmerman asked those council

members who read the documents to

raise their hands.

No one did. But, according to de

la Rocha, the council members were

too stunned by the question to

respond.

"I was shocked that he would ask

that question," he said. "We all

know that stuff, and we were elected

and sworn in to follow the constitu-

tion and the bylaws."

The council members involved in

the conference are meeting with

Timmerman in an attempt to resolve

this issue early next week

Both the administrative represen-

tative and the council members said

they foresee other such conflicts in

the future but they are committed to

working together.

De la Rocha said he is concerned

with the amount of power one

administrator may have over the 13

elected officials. Timmerman's con-

cern, however, is the council's politi-

cal activity.

"We have different interpreta-

tions of what is university-related

and what is political," he said.

PROMENADE
From page 1

student services," said Ahmed
Shama, an undergraduate representa-

tive on ASUCLA's Board of

Directors.

The Promenade location is attrac-

tive because it is easily accessible and

because it is located close to a UCLA
Extension site, according to Shama.

"There is a huge loyalty base for

UCLA in the Westside," said James

Friedman, a graduate representative

on the board.

Although the Promenade store

looks to be highly profitable, ASU-
CLA is only now in a position to con-

sider such an investment.

The students association is in the

process of recovering from near

bankruptcy in 1995. The association

still runs a yearly deficit, but associa-

tion representatives say it has recov-

ered enough to allow it ^o invest in a

new off-campus store.

It will cost ASUCLA an estimated

$325,000 in capital investments (con-

struction, equipment, shelves, etc.) to

open the new stdre.

"At this point, ASUCLA is (finan-

cially) ahead of plan," Friedman said.

"With the addition of (the

Promenade store), we can be further

ahead."

The store is about more than sell-

ing merchandise with the UCLA logo

emblazoned across it, Friedman said.

"We're trying to create exposure

for the total campus," Eastman

added.

ASUCLA plans to incorporate-

pieces from the Fowler and Armand
Hammer museums into the store in

the form of art posters.

"We're not just hocking our

goods," Friedman said.

"We know if UCLA goes to the

Fiesta Bowl for the national champi-

onship, we'll sell a ton of sweatshirts

and T-shirts, but UCLA (also) has an

academic history. We take pride in

not just being a one-dimensional

school."

Friedman added that if ASUCLA
was motivated solely by profit, the

association would simply license the

UCLA name to vendors and not

operate a store. The association feels

it is better able to represent the uni-

versity's interests in its own store.

Although there are currently no

plans for further expansion of

ASUCLA's off-campus enterprises,

the students' association is cautiously

optimistic about the idea of further

expansion.

"I think we need to make sure all

these (new ventures) are working

before we start any new operation,"

Friedman said.

"1 really hope it is something that,

will happen, but it's too early to say,"

Eastman added.

CONGRESS
From page 7

closer to the $7 billion Clinton want-

ed than to the $4.2 billion the Senate

had approved.

regard it as stronger defense,

stronger anti-drug, stronger local

control," Gingrich said during a

Before negotlailor^s even ended, break in thnregottatioa^

Wednesday night.

The two-day extension was

designed to give bargainers involved

more time to reach an

books.

Lott said it was still possible that a

modest package of expiring tax

breaks for business and others might

still be included in the massive

spending measure.

He also said there would be less

than $20 billion included for emer-

gencies.

This would include nearly $6 bil-

lion for farmers hard hit by falling

crop prices, he said - an amount

GOP lawmakers were already talk-

ing about the additional $7.5 billion

or so the emergency package was

expected to have for anti-missile

defenses, intelligence and other mili-

tary programs.

They also said their triumphs

included language a collection of

anti-drug measures and a denial of

some of the additional spending

Clinton had demanded.

"Most Republicans are going to

As top White House officials and

congressional leaders entered their

second week of negotiations at the

Capitol, Congress voted to let feder-

al agencies remain open through

Friday night.

The stopgap measure - the fourth

since fiscal 1999 began on Oct. 1
-

cleared both the House and Senate

on voice votes, and Clinton was

expected to sign it. The previous

short-term bill only ran through

^agreemcm

and to give lawmakers time to read

the massive bill they were likely to

produce. Aides said the legislation

would probably stack at least a foot

high.

While the talks were still under

way, participants from both parties

said it was likely that when language

on the teachers' money was agreed

to, the administration would drop

two demands.

One was for nearly $1 billion a

year to help communities leverage

bonds for new schools.

Under the other, the administra-

itrf fae allowed to 4cvclofr=

but not implement - voluntary

national testing of many elementary

school students.

Asked about the school,construc-

tion money. White House

spokesman Joe Lockhart acknowl-

edged, "To be frank, those hopes

have faded in the last few days."

Another late disagreement was

over a Democratic plan to require

federal workers' health plans to

cover prescription contraceptives.
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AIDS
From page 3

As a result, the disease moved from

eighth to 14th on the CDC's list of

common causes of death in the U.S.

In 1995, 43,115 people died from

AIDS, compared to 16,685 in 1997,

according to the CDC.
This decline reflects the drugs' suc-

cess in extending the lives of the newly

infected - but that doesn't mean the

number of HIV transmissions has

been reduced, said Roger Detels, pro-

fessor of epidemiology in the UCLA
school of public health.

In fact, the

infection rates ^^^_^_^_^^
continue to climb

in heterosexual

populations.

Approximately

40,000 new infec-

tions occurred

last year, despite

the fact that infec-

tion rates for

intravenous drug

users and homo-

sexuals reached a ..^__.__»__
plateau over the

last seven to eight

years.

Specifically, new drug therapies

have extended the lives of infected

individuals who would have otherwise

died. This increases the reservoir of

infected individuals, who, in turn,

have the potential of infecting other

diagnosed and treated,''said Gil

Mangaoang, director of client ser-

vices and a treatment of advocate for

Asian Pacific Intervention Team.

They have a tendency to be secretive

about the disease and ignore HIV as a

health risk, he said.

"We will see the drop in the death

rate much sooner in the white popula-

tion than in minority populations,"

said Mangaoang. Infected individu-

als, as a result, will not always be iden-

tified.

"For communities of color, the

death rate will be much greater than

the mainstream white population."

In addition to shadowing the plight

of minorities,

,„^^,_^,^^^ the recent

announcement

of the drop in

HIV-related
deaths has

eclipsed the

AIDS epidemic

in the rest of the

world.

The HIV
infection rate is

increasing
worldwide.
Treatments are

not available in

developing countries because they are

far too expensive and the strict drug

schedules are too difficult to follow.

"The price of these drugs needs to

be knocked down so that the majority

of infected people have access,"

Detels said."This involves a change in

New drug therapies

have increased the

reservoir of infected

individuals, who have

the potential of

infecting other people.

people.

The problem escalates in commu-
nities where HIV education is not

njiainstream.

"Communities ofcolor always play

the catch-up game in terms of being

econom ics, profit motivatiun and pol-

itics."

In the meantime, researchers will

to continue the search for new drug

alternatives and simplify the use of

multi-drug cocktails.

CONSUMER
From page 6

stock market in late August.

"Not long ago, it looked as if

American consumer spending was

just going to steam ahead regardless

of anything happening elsewhere in

the world. Now .:. the consumer

mood has indeed been dented," said

economist William Cheney of John

Hancock in Boston.

"We'll have a Christmas season

that's kind of uninspiring, from the

point of view of retailers," Cheney"

said.

On Wall Street, stock prices fin-

ished higher for the third time in four

trading days. The Dow Jones indus-

trial average rose 31 points to 7,969.

Though lackluster, September's

retailing performance was far from a

collapse, and analysts pointed to

other factors that affected it.

Hurricane Georges battered sales in

parts of the South, unseasonable

warmth delayed spending on fall

clothing and declining gasoline prices

cut service station receipts.

Job growth, though weaker than

earlier in the year, should continue to

support spending, as will low interest

rates - and the prospect of further

rate cuts by the Federal Reserve,

economists said.

"It should be a soft landing," said

economist Ira Silver ofJ.C. Penney in

Piano, Texas. "The Fed has lowered

rates and it appears to be willing to

continue if conditions require that."

Fed board member Roger W.

Ferguston Jr. reinforced that view

Wednesday. He told a small business

group in Tallahassee, Fla., that risks

to the economy "have been altered

signficantly in the past month or so"

and that monetary policy-makers

"must be vigilant to guard against a

shortfall of aggregate demand."

Despite recent weakness, retail

sales, which account for roughly a

third of the nation's economic output,

were 4.1 percent higher in the July-

September period than a year earlier.

In September, sales at clothing and

accessory stores dropped 1.3 percent,

the worst decline in a year and a half.

Spending at furniture stores edged

down by 0.2 percent, the weakest per-

formance in five months. Service sta-

tion sales decreased 0.8 percent and

drugstore sales were down 0.1 per-

cent.

On the positive side, spending

increased 0.7 percent at department

stores and other general merchandis-

ers, 0.8 percent at restaurants and

bars, 0.4 percent at building-supply

and hardware stores and 0.3 percent

at food stores.

Reports from big retail chains last

week showed consumers favored

value-oriented stores such as Wal-

Mart and Kmart over more expensive

department stores.

A boom in home sales, fueled by

low mortgage rates, has supported

sales of building materials and hard-

ware.

TOXIC
Frompagea

said showed systems designed to

remove toxic substances from the

school environment were not working

properly.

Officials said the latest study

showed that levels of toxic materials

measured in and around the school

were, in most cases, lower than aver-

ifc concentrations across Los AnfBks
County, and m no camWMimler by

a significant amount.

Hayden and some parents criti-

cized the study, saying the soil samples

were taken from a depth of only six

indies.

Environmental Strategies Corp. is

expected to take samples from as deep

as 20 feet in its second phase of testing,

which is scheduled to be completed in

a few months.

Officials say they are working on a

plan that would make the state, rather

than the district, responsible for certi-

ffa% Ibe afety ofschool sites
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JET
From page 4

"We want to show the Japanese

students that American doesn't nec-

essarily mean having blonde hair and

blue eyes," said Sanosa, who is

Asian American.

He said his students quickly

caught on that he was American, and

asked him questions about holidays

like Thanksgiving and Christmas.

"I even got to play Santa Claus,"

he said.

Last year, Suzuka said about 400

students applied for the program,

and 167 were admitted.

Personality and fiexibility are

more important than grade point

average as determining factors, he

said.

"Students have to be very flexible,

because it is very hard adjusting to

life in a foreign country," he said.

Sai^osa said it took him six months

to get adjusted to life in Japan.

"I had to change the way I think,"

he said. "I started to get more
involved in the community, and then

I met more people."

He said helping teach English to

Japanese students was enjoyable.

"They had four days of grammar
with their teacher, and then one day 1

would come in and have fun with

them," he said. "I would teach them

nursery rhymes and basic words."

VIOLENCE
From page 6

schools also dropped between 1993-

1996, based on surveys of students 12-

19.

•The percentage of students

reporting gangs at their schools

increased to 28 from 15 between 1989

and 1995.

Much of the data had been report-

ed piecemeal earlier this year.

Despite last year's shootings,

involving mainly rural or suburban

students, urban students had the high-

est risk of violent death at school.

That has led to criticism that the

administration neglected the problem

as long as it was confined to urban

minorities.

Republicans, meanwhile, criti-

cized the report and conference as

election-season politics.

"One more report on school vio-

lence and one more conference on

school safety won't make a single

American school safer," said Rep.

Bill Goodling, R-Pa., chairman of the

House Education and Workforce

Committee.

Goodling criticized Democrats for

blocking legislation that would

require harsher penalties for juveniles

who commit violent crimes. The

administration says the GOP's juve-

nile justice bills put too little emphasi^s

on prevention.
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CHINA
From page 7

Wang, an 84-year-old ex-mayor of

Shanghai and mentor to Chinese

President Jiang Zemin, and Koo, an

8 1 -year-old business tycoon and

senior figure in Taiwan's ruling

Nationalist Party, head government-

backed organizations that handle

mainland-island ties in the absence of

formal relations.

The elder statesmen held their first

and last meeting in Singapore in

1993, ushering in a brief period of

cooperation. Expectations were high

that their second sit-down would

improve the atmosphere if not for-

mally reestablish routine negotia-

tions between their offices,

" After two days in Shanghai sight-

seeing, talking with Wang and attend-

ing an opera with him, Koo will trav-

el to Beijing to meet President Jiang

and top officials handling Taiwan

affairs.

But Beijing and Taipei have also

restated old, divisive negotiating

positions. Chinese spokesman Tang

said China wants revived talks to

focus on political issues leading to

reunification. He repeated a 3 1/2-

year-old proposal that would allow

the island to keep its capitalist system

and military as long as it submits to

Beijing's rule.

Taiwan has rejected that autono-

my formula and said reunification

should wait until China is more

democratic and prosperous.

Meanwhile, it wants talks to focus on

practical issues, like fishing disputes,

to build confidence.

For the sake of the current talks,

the two sides appeared to have found

ways around the dilemma. Koo indi-

cated that Taiwan expected political

issues to arise during such talks.

Tang, Wang's spokesman, said that a

"political dialogue" would include all

issues, including reunification, and

virtually declared victory after

today's meeting.

"We say political dialogue. Taiwan

says constructive dialogue. But the

common point is everyone agrees to

a dialogue," s^id Tang.

"I can tell you this type of political

dialogue has already started."

Economic and political pressures

are edging both sides toward accom-

modation.

Trade last year reached $26 bil-

lion, and Taiwanese businesses have

invested $38 billion in the mainland

over the past decade. Airlines and

shippers are establishing routes that

only thinly respect Taiwan's ban on

direct contacts with China.
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helped the army carry out the carnage.

With Suharto gone, many fear old

scores are being settled.

Others believe

the killings may '""^^~~-"
represent a bloody

power play before

general elections to

be held next year

under proposed

democratic
reforms.—

Others believe the

killings may represent

a bloody power play

before general

A third possibil-

ity is that some

Muslim groups

want to stamp out

ancient and lingering beliefs in mysti-

cism that permeate Indonesia hun-

dreds of years after the arrival of

Islam

elections ... next year.

About 90 percent of Indonesia's

202 million people are Muslim, mak-

ing it the world's most populous

Islamic nation.

Whatever the cause, people are

frightened.

Wardiyah, a 50-year-old mother of

two in

"'"""^^" Banyuwangi, was

attacked in the

dark by two men

last Sunday.

"They grabbed

my hand and beat

my neck, then

stamped on me,"

she said, pointing

to injuries on her

———> shoulders, neck

and arms.

A man named Salam was not so

lucky. A neighbor said he was hauled

from his house, beaten with sticks and

stamped to death.
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If you're thinking about

an internship, you are

probably on the road

to rip-off land.

viewpoint(^medid.ucla.edu

none
UCLA needs drinking establishment

to facilitate social interaction

Hello. I am Patrick, your columnist.

This is our first time together, so I

am a bit nervous. (Are you?) I seek

neither to offend nor to enlighten - so,

should I fail, you have my apologies in

advance. I have decided to write about hav-

ing a bar on campus. We shall see how this

goes.

^99r thosefiot^onthenews, please aUow

me to summarize what has been happening.

The Cooperage in Ackerman was originally

meant to be a student pub. A cliched battle

between party minded

students and stuffy

administrators followed,

and almost two decades

later, UCLA is still with-

out a space for the con-

sumption of alcohol. A
recent Bruin article

(Registration Issue,

*"Debate about possible

campus pub continues*')

gave some details and a

few quotes concerning

the pros and cons of the

controversy.
______

I shall not keep you in

suspense: I think a campus bar would be

wonderful. The treatment of the issue in the

aforementioned article, however, did not do

justice to the argument for a campus bar.

Why is this the case? Is it that "liberal media

bias" about which I keep hearing? Perhaps

Friel is a graduate student in mathematics.

He welcomes comments at pfriel^math.ucla.edu.

there is an even more nefarious conspiracy.

{I shall discuss this later.)

Well, this is where I, the columnist, enter

the fray. Alcohol and bars, in general, are

fme things. Alcohol can provide the perfect

social lubricant or (in larger quantities) a

great source of entertainment. Fondness for

bars may be an acquired taste. The typical

Westwood bar assaults one wit^ bad cotogni;

a brain-scrambling din and the terrors of

unabated heterosexuality - but one can have

much fun in spite of (or is it l>ecause of) all

these distractions. Each bar experience

reminds me how much they all have in com-

mon, and I cannot help but smile when I

think of the ineluctable absurdity of the

banal.

Yes, were there a bar on campus, I would

be there. Sometimes I need to be on campus

by 9 a.m., but should I arrive by 8:30, then I

would have just enough time for a shot of

Chivas and a mai-tai chaser. I could similarly

pass other off-hours on a barstool. I could

drown my sorrows and I could celebrate life's

small victories, ail on campus.

Other people have other reasons to drink.

Beer snobs could go to sample expensive,

gimmicky microbrews, and oenophiles could

be even more pretentious. Some, of course,

just want to get loaded. Each of the many
reasons why students drink is a reason for

UCLA to have its own bar. It is rather naive

ofme to claim that a bar's only purpose is to

provide people with alcohol. If this were true,

then we would just need an on-campus liquor

store. No, bars definitely serve a social role.

This social role provides spots for people

to watch sports, listen to music and vent as

they unwind - but it would be even more *

naive ofme to claim that this was it. We all

know that bars play an important part in

America's sex life, and a bar on campus

could be equally important in UCLA's sex

life.

Suppose I found myself on campus and

feeling rather randy. Suppose further that I

wished to meet someone in a non-men's

room setting. Well, as things are now, I would

have to leave campus to satisfy my libido.

With a bar in the Cooperage, I would be just

a hop, skip and/orjump away from chatting

up some cute, loose, inebriated fellow stu-

dent. It seems pretty clear that someone else

had all this in mind. After all, the A-level of

Ackerman Union (where the Cooperage is

located) also houses several soft, cushioned

surfaces in the Viewpoint Lounge - and a

condom machine in the men's room. I could

grab a drink, meet a stranger, satiate my lust

and return to my office all within an hour.

The case against a student bar now looks

pretty weak.

Who opposes putting a bar on campus?

The Bruin article mentions a few figures by

name, but many in positions ofpower proba-

bly voiced their opposition. A simple expla-

nation for all of this is that some administra-

tors have worried about disorderly conduct,

drunk driving or (implausibly) UCLA's acad-

emic integrity.

I fear that there may be more here than

SeeFMEUpage24

Give Students condoms instead of runaround
SEX: Prudish high school

classes poorly address

adolescent hormones

By Alon Frydman

The morning comes with its rude

awakening. The thoughts roll in slowly

as you soon realize that you forgot to

do your Spanish homework and you

have to run two miles in P.E. today.

A brush of the teeth and you start

checking for zits in the mirror, hoping

that giant whitehead you murdered

last night hasn't come back from the

dead. Some breakfast, a few yells from

your mom asking how the hell they let

you wear that at school and offyou are

to encounter yet another'barrage of

high school's three R's: reading, writ-

ing and sex.

Did I get that last R wrong? Well,

loroe would say. "Yes," but the times

Ffydman b wfMnQ on bahalf of t^

we live in today say, "No."

Sex education starts, and the

teacher's heart pounds as words spray

over the class: "Yes, boys and girls,

today's lesson will be about the birds

and the bees and why the bees have to

wear a hat on their stinger if they don't

want it to fall of Here's the catch,

since you are all young bees and birds.

We don't know if the birds are ready

to build a nest and we don't know if

the bees are ready to spew honey, so

hats are available only with parent or

counselor consent."

Sounds like they're trying to pre-

vent some wack speciation disaster, so

what does this have to do with us?

If you haven't figured out what the

hell I'm talking about, that's great

because neither do the students in high

school who get this vague terminology

and red tape.

What we're talking about here is

the whole issue of condoms in hi^
school: if they should be given to stu-

dents, at what age and under what spe-

cific circumstances.

So let's do this. First, they're not

birds and we're not bees, so stop this

whole "National Geographic" crap

and let's hear the real stuff (like that

really cheesy guitar music in the back-

Kids ... know more, have

done more and are

more flexible than you

could ever imagine.

ground). Second, if you are weak at

heart, very conservative or afraid of

influencing young, fragile minds, I

urge you to form a circle with all those

like you, hold hands and scream at the

top of your lungs, "People actually

have sex in high school."

If this still doesn't float your boat,

you'll just have to get over it because

other people arc getting up on it.

I'm sorry, but whoever dacided to

bring about the Mr Rofen attitude

toward condom distribution just was-

n't thinking. Instead of talking openly

with students about sex, the whole

issue is given this really soft approach

that avoids the graphic nature of this

natural act.

As for things such as anal sex, oral

sex and gay sex, that just "doesn't hap-

pen" according to those folks. It's like

they're up there singing venereal dis-

ease nursery rhymes such as, "Jack

and Jill went up the hill to fetch a pail

of water, when Jack rolled down he

broke his crown and Jill got gonor-

rhea."

If you're a teacher or administra-

tor, you're not going to be able to

stand in front of an assembly of ninth

graders and be vague.

Let's get something straight. Kids,

as you call them, know more, have

done more and are more flexible than

you could ever imagine, so you can

take the images you hope for and

replace them with the reality you deny

We have allowed this topic of

*1diould we or shouldn't we distribute

ooadoms in high school" to drag for

so loQg that it's become one of those

gray things that people can't solve

like, "Hmm, pro-choice or pro-life,"

"Hmm, evolutionism or creationism,"

and the always classic, "Hmm, unlead-

ed or super-unleaded?"

Here's the answer to all of them:

you decide, you decide, you decide.

That's right, just as you have the

ability to decide, so do they. This per-

ception that high schoolers cannot

think on their own and that they are

irresponsible lends to the arguments

of both sides.

Some say that they don't bother to

think of everything so let's help them

by giving them a means of protection

while others say that they would have

never thought of having sex if the con-

doms weren't passed out.

Parents scream that their children

aren't responsible enough to have sex,

while the other side says that they are

just having irresponsible sex. The

politicians say that by making con-

doms available, we're saying it's OK
to have sex.

Set 25
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Bruin article lades respect

for McNown's renown

Real learning means looking past race

UNITY: Prized diversity

of campus is useless in

face of self-segregaUon

In
high school, diversity was a rare

commodity, and the mingling of

different ethnicities was even

rarer. Just walk-

ing into the cafe-

teria was like

taking a step ^

back into the

Old South; there

was a "Black

table," an

"Asian table," a

few scattered

others, and

everyone else Altrj^

Roca
was white. It

was not a melt-

ingpot. It was

not a tossed salad. It was much more

like Neopolitan ice cream with dispro-

portionate quantities of each tlavor.

In my bright-eyed naivete, 1

thought that college would be radical-

ly different. I hesitate to say that I

expected people of every creed and

Roca is a second-year communications

studies student.

nation to join hands and sing

"Kumbaya;" however, I did hope for

ethnic mixing.

I thought that the quest for higher

learning would create a common
bond and draw people together in a

more general sense - as human beings

with one goal. I thought that people

would find other (more profound)

bases to build relationships upon

other than race. Unfortunately, I was

wrong, and to my surprise, college

generally mirrors high school segrega-

tion, just on a larger scale.

UCLA prides itself on its diversity,

meaning that there is a great variety of

people on campus. There is a plethora

of religious beliefs, economic back-

grounds, cultures, sexual orientations

and ethnicities all coexisting on this

campus This is perhaps the most

expand your world view. I say this par-

ticularly for first-years who are cur-

rently building relationships and

establishing groups of friends. Don't

focus on external commonalities when

so much more lies beneath the sur-

face. Diversity is useless in the face of

self-segregation. By choosing to asso-

ciate solely with people like ourselves

we fall back into the "separate but

equal" mentality. In doing so, we're

not fair to ourselves or others.

Just take a stroll down Bruin Walk

and you'll see what I mean. There's

one ethnic group on the stairs in front

of KerckholT Coffeehouse, another at

the tables by Taco Bell and another on

the wall across from Kerckhoff. All

are present and accounted for in our

"diversity," but none are mingling.

The same phgnomcnon occurs in the

important opportunity for learning in

college, and it doesn't occur in the

classroom. This is a chance to gain

new perspectives, see the world

through another's eyes, and become

more well-rounded people. Ifwe pass

up the opportunity, we stand in dan-

ger of seeing the world in one way -

our way and that of those like us. As

future leaders, we can't afford to be

that narrow-minded and one-dimen-

sional.

Don't pass up the chance to

dining halls. It s the high school cale-

teria all over again.

Ethnic clubs also contribute to self-

segregation in that they focus on

recruiting members of the same eth-

nicity. Now it may seem that this is the

premise of an ethnic club, but why not

have people of all ethnicities In an

"ethnic club," learning about a given

culture? Why not educate about a cul-

ture instead of focusing on people that

See ROGt, page 27

FOOTBAIlr Criticism

of quarterback unfair,

especially after big win

By Ashely Anderson

I've been a huge UCLA football

fan since I was a little girl, and I can

still remember how sad I was in

1988 when UCLA's quarterback,

Troy Aikman, so narrowly missed

winning the Heisman Trophy. I was

II years old, and I was crushed

when he came in third place. Of all

the great Bruin football players,

Aikman came close to obtaining

the honor that only one Bruin in

history holds. Thirty-one years ago,

Gary Beban was the first UCLA
football player ever to win the

Heisman Trophy, and he still stands

alone on that pedestal today.

I'm now 21 years- old and a

senior here at UCLA. I am not only

privileged enough to spend my last

year here in the company of a foot-

ball team on the brink of becoming

national champions, but 1 have a

Heisman candidate as a fello>y

classmate. Ten years later, after

Aikman's narrow miss, I am infect-

cd with Hc ismania .igjin .mdr"nr

you might imagine. Rocky
Salmon's Oct. 12 article titled

"UCLA wins despite McNone"
really upset me. I cannot believe

you let that print.

Last year. Cade McNown fin-

ished eighth in Heisman balloting

following his stellar junior season.

He was backed by a great Bruin

team, and after an astonishing 1997

Anderson is a fourth-year English stu-

dent.

season and a Cotton Bowl victory,

the stage was set this year for

Heismania. The top 10 ranking

only helped to dramatically

increase football pride and support

among fans and players alike.

Immense numbers of Bruin fans

have demonstrated overwhelming

support as home games continue to

pack the Rose Bowl to its full

capacity. Your own lack of school

pride however, is evident in your

article on McNown's performance

against Arizona. It is easily inter-

preted as saying that even though

our quarterback sucks, UCLA still

beat Arizona. Somehow, his two

touchdown passes and great touch-

down run were overlooked in

implying such. Even the Los

Angeles Times - which is often crit-

icized for bias in favor of USC -

spoke better of McNown's perfor-

mance in the Arizona game, calling

it a "below-average performance".

At least by this, one can interpret

that his performance was weak in

comparison only to his stellar capa-

bilities. McNown's 1997 season

boasted statistics of 189 completed

passes of 312 attempted for 3,116

yards and 24 touchdowns.

I can't tell you how awful and

embarrasKing I found it to be for a

sports writer of our very own
UCLA newspaper to be publicly

criticizing our school's Heisman

candidate, especially after a great

win against Arizona! UCLA has

spent thousands of dollars promot-

ing our Heisman candidate so that

the anonymous Heisman voters

throughout the country will be pos-

itively infiuenced when watching

his game. In one short article you

See ANDERSON, page 26

Errors

mislead

readers

in a "for sale" direc-

tion - get it? That this

reference was

I cannot beHevelhe scope of the

errors in the publislied version of

my piece "Anderson mismanages

resources" (Viewpoint, Dct. 9,

1998). Someone misedited the first

paragraph, giving the impression

that I am in, and was referring to,

the Anderson Graduate School of

Management. Then, the headline

mistakenly took up this idea, lead-

ing any reader from the School of

Public Policy and Social Research

(SPPSR), if, as I doubt, any hap-

pened to be on campus Friday, to

believe that the article was irrele-

vant to them.

I would hope that the editorial

staff ofThe Bruin would know

what schools exist on this campus,

and that Anderson is across cam-

pus from SPPSR. I drew a parallel

to point out that we are both pro-

fessional schools, but in dilTerent

situations. Instead, readers were

probably wondering why I don't

know where my school is.

The removal ofmy reference to

the "this space still available"

SPPSR must reflect a lack of

understanding that -this was satiri-

cal - we're not named after a

patron yet, but are clearly headed

removed and then twisted into a

confounding of the two schools is

inexcusable. •'^,, ..

_

This certainly dow not encour-

age one to contribute to your publi-

cation in the future.

Please ensure in the future that

editors do not completely miss the

meaning ofwhat they publish

D.GreggDoyte

Doctoral student

Department of Urban Planning

(Unnamed) School of Public Policy

and Sodal Research

The Name is

McNown
I was caught by complete sur-

prise when I found an article on

Monday's sports page declaring a

UCLA football victory despite

"McNone." I didn't know whether

to laugh or choke when I read

some writer telling me that Cade

McNown "has been weak for sev-

eral games."

I was actually looking forward

to reading the newspaper on

'Monday, coming off of the great

victory in Arizona. Second in the

Sec Urms, page 27

1 8 simple facts prove America remains No. 1

EUROPE: Inferior' system

holds edge in economics,

technology, miliary wins

By Hovey Liao

This is in response to Stephanie

Pfeffer's column "European vision of

America not pretty" (Viewpoint, Oct.

12, 1998).

First of all, let me just say that I have

been to Europe. It's very beautiful and

I defmitely had a great time there. But

as a product of the so-called "inferior"

American educational system, I feel

the need to respond to the European

view that they are somehow better

than Americans.

Let's compare Europe and

America head»to-head. Note, since

America is only a bit over 200 years

old, we can leave out Shakespeare and

other things that preceded the creation

of this nation.

1. American Minutemen, com-

prised of untrained soldiers, defeated

the battle-hardened army of the British

Empire. Score one for America.

2. The Louisiana Purchase gave

America some of the most fertile and

productive farmlands on earth. Big

European blunder. Score one more for

America.

3. Europeans invented the first

automobile. Americans invented pro-

Liao is a UCLA alumnus.

duction line method to cheaply pro-

duce cars, making it affordable for the

common people. Score one for both

sides.

4. An American invented the light

-bulb and the telephone. Score two big

ones for America. Ring, ring!

5. Europeans begged America to

help stop European in-fighting in

World War I. Many American lives

and much American money were

spent. Score one more for America.

6. Europeans again begged for

America to help stop in-fighting, this

time in World War II. Since this is a

repeat trip, score two more for

America.

7. The post-World War II Marshall

Plan helped Europeans rebuild from

destruction inflicted upon themselves.

Score one more for America.

i. The Berlin AirLift. The forma-

tion of NATO and the stationing of

American troops in Europe to protect

western Europeans from their Eastern

cousins. Boy, this is getting old. Score

one more for America.

9. An American invented the televi-

sion. Score one more for America.

Time for "South Park." Schweet!

10. "Uneducated" Americans

invented the modern computer. Big

IBM mainframe computers still run

most of the world's biggest corpora-

tions. Microsoft and Intel still domi-

nate the world's home personal-com-

puter market. Score three more for

America.

1 1. Rock 'n' roll, along with jazz, are

American inventions. The Europeans

counter with the Beatles and Led

Zeppelin - but also the Spice Girls.

Score even for this category.

12. American engineers and archi-

tects built skyscrapers unmatched by-

their European counterparts. Score

one more for America.

13. The birth of the Internet took

place in California when UCLA scien-

tists communicated with Stanford sci-

entists. Score one for the surfer dudes

and beach girls.

14. The SR-71 Black Bird is still the

fastest and highest flying airplane ever

built. Score one more for America.

15. The Space Shuttle was the first

reuseable space craft. The Russian

copy - er, I mean version - built 10

years later looks strikingly similar to

the American one. Score one more for

America.

16. Gunslinger cowboy President

Reagan sent the Evil Russian Empire

into oblivion in the arms race. The

Russians couldn't keep up and the

Berlin Wall fell. Unappreciative

Europeans celebrated. Score one for

the Gipper.

17. American business, product of

the fat and lazy culture, built the

world's strongest economy, and the

American dollar became the world

currency. Score one more for

America. Cha-ching!

Finally ... 18. If there is air on the

moon, mankind and womankind

See UAO, page 24
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^CUPAND SAVE

Exp. 10/22/98

LARGE
PIZZA w/

Free Liter

TWO TOPPINGS

TAX INCLUDED

Exp. 10/22/98

LARGE
! PIZZA vv/

Free Liter

TWO TOPPINGS

TAX INCLUDED
- - - • p^cup AND SAVE'

.<^^v:?<V<^^
•Not valid on Sicilians or with any other offer. Must mention ad.

Exp. 10/22/98

- - LARGE
PIZZA w/

Free Liter
m
TWO TOPPINGS

TAX INCLUDED

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon

per pizza.
*

Limit 3 pizzas per address.

Open until 1 a.m.
Coupons must be given to driver.

Coupon voM at W«shraod locotion only.

p^ CLIP AND SAVE - -

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon

per pizza.
*

Limit 3 pizzas per address.

Open until 1 a.m.
Coupons must be given to driver.

Coupon volid of Westwood locotion only.

"

'268"-867i

"

Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon

per pizza.
*

Limit 3 pizzas per address.

Open until 1 a.m.
Coupons must be given to driver.

Coupon volid ot Westwood location only.

UNIVERSAL STUDIOS HOLLYWOOD

I

>^^' 30

HQ\/e the fright of your

life as you're trapped

in terror, surrounded

by zombies, rocked by

wicked bands and

shocking shows.

Don't be caught dead

without tickets!

4 NEW HORRIFYING HAUNTED
MAZES INCLUDING CLIVE
BARKERS FREAKZ MAZE
FROM THE MIND THAT

BROUGHT YOU HELLRAISER

ROCK AND ROLL ALl NIGHT
WITH THE ULTIMATE
TRIBUTE TO KISS

TIE THE KNOT IN CHUCKY'S
WEDDING CHAPEl

DARE TO RIDE THE FINALE OF
JURASSIC PARK IN THE DARK

PARTY BEYOND YOUR
WILDEST SCREAMS AND
MUCH. MUCH MORE!

Save $io with advance purchase
Get your tickets at the Universal Studios Ticket Booths, selected Spencer Gifts

locations and !^ (2 13) 252-TIXS.

'^.C TO CARl S JR RtSTAURANTS OR BUY PEPSI FOR A SPECIAL DISCOUNT ON TICKETS.

FRIEL
From page 22

meets the eye. If a campus bar were

to open, who would have the most

to lose? The most vulnerable, I

think, would be the local dynasties.

Westwood's established bars rule

the Village with iron fists, and their

influence might extend to campus.

We cannot be sure how many chairs

and buildings they have endowed or

how many professors and adminis-

trators they control.

The controversy over a campus

bar will continue. When an adminis-

trator speaks out against a student

tavern, ask yourself whom he really

represents. Others appear to oppose

plans for a campus bar merely

because they fear that such an enter-

prise would lose money. I find such

fear unwarranted (and perhaps

insincere). College students love to

drink, and they will pay a pretty

penny to do so.

Even if mere beverage sales are

slow, there are many other bar-relat-

ed opportunities on which ASU-
CLA to rake in the dough. They

could sell food, clothing or maybe

beer steins (perhaps with a deal for

discounted refills). The biggest prof-

it, of course, would be in selling

fraudulent identification cards.

These little pieces of plastic would

allow the campus bar to snatch up

thousands of additional student dol-

lars. Once the campus bar taps into

thi.^ unrif.ragc. mnrkct, i t r^n jnr^rrTp-

its prices, as no decent off-campus

establishment would honor a cheap,

ASUCLA-issuedfakelD.

Yes, there may be a few legal sna-

fus in such a strategy, but nothing

that a little graft could not fix.

Actually, ASUCLA stands to

make so much money with this

enterprise that it should not stop

with the Cooperage.

Ackerman could house a friendly

watering hole where jocular jocks

gather to watch the games -and talk

about scoring, but other venues

could offer other opportunities for

drinking enjoyment. I could venture

over to Lu Valle Commons for a

swanky piano bar with martinis

aplenty. If I wanted something low-

key, maybe I could head to North

Campus's British-style pub to play

darts and talk about football, fish

and chips, the telly or whatever it is

that Brits say.

vv w ^

These campus drinkeries would

be quite different, but they would be

united by plastic cups listing the

word for beer in two dozen lan-

guages.

Well, dear reader, we are reach-

ing the end. This is where, typically,

the columnist would issue a call to

arms. It would be quite disingenu-

ous of me, however, to tell you to go

harass administrators or hit the

streets in protest. Besides, it is a sad

world where alcohol is the only issue

that moves us to action.

I seek not to incite my readers to

any kind of action. I am here merely

to share a few thoughts and perhaps

bring you some amusement.

Reading my column is far from

productive, but it may bring a smile,

and in this way it is like a trip to a

bar. Perhaps this is all that needs to

be said.

LIAO
From page 23

would be able to hear the American

anthem there because, despite all our

bad skools (er, I mean schools) and

unsophisticated ways, the American

flag is the only one on the moon. Score

10 for America.

Since I'm a product (UCLA '95) of

such an "inferior educational system,"

I'll leave it up to the smart Europeans

to add up the final score.

"Oh say can you see, by the dawn's

early light..."
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FRYDMAN
From page 22

No, we're saying, "Here's a free

condom; if you're going to have sex,

use it." If not, don't throw the water

balloons at your teacher.

But, what about the influence on
the fragile minds? Well, we're not real-

ly the ones who you envision to soil

and foul the flowery minds of your

children.

Television teases us with the Oral

Office via satellite. Fashion hugs our

figures in an attempt to amplify and

define our bodies. And the radio deaf-

ens us with the beckoning of "Corn

nuts to bust a nut."

All I'm saying is with such a big

spill bound to happen, let's give peo-

ple something to keep the mess to a

minimum. By the way, if you really

want to send letters to anyone, send

them to "Baywatch" or

"Breastwatch" or whatever that show

with David HasselholT is called now,

because pretty soon kids might start

to think that every lifeguard makes

them want to have sex. But even they

use a wet suit, just not the one we're

talking about.

In short, we should make the con-

doms - and the instructions on how to

use them - available to all those who
want them. We should have a desig-

nated place on school grounds where

students can come and lake as many
condoms as they may need without

having to go to gel approval from any-

one.

It
'^hnu iri he an .s imple nn rnming by;:

reaching in and taking them. There

should be no signing of a parental

consent form. There should be no

going to the nurse to gel a form to give

to the counselor to go back to the

nurse to gel two measly condoms and

put your name on some approved list.

These are condoms, not passports.

If you want to gel into another coun-

try, you need a visa, a ticket and you

have to want to go there. This is just to

keep you safe when entering into a

hostile situation; it's like a portable

embassy. The goal is not to scare kids

away from the idea of safety, nor is it

to turn them on to sex. It's to give

them an opportunity to make a deci-

sion later on if they have to.

With the majority of adolescents

beginning to experiment around the

time of puberty, many people try to

find an age to start dating or to have

sex. These are the people we should

afford this protection to. As far as

who should fool the bill, the answer is

that theft are enough organizations

out there that are willing to donate

enough rubbers to build a Trojan

horse and Sheik enough to fit any-

one's lifestyle, whether ihey see them-

selves as a Magnum or Ramses.

A condom is not a surefire guaran-

tee for having sex. and if it were, guys

would slop trying to buy girls drinks

and simply offer them condoms.

Either that or the saying would have

to be changed to "It's not the length

or the width - it's the brand."

Don't forget thai despite all the

screaming back and forth, some-

where in a classroom someone is

glancing over to the other side of the

room at that person who seems to

have that something about him or her.

As the teacher babbles some junk

about how interesting it is to lake the

first derivative of the slope to the tan-

gent line, the mind begins to drifi.

With the mind drifting, the emotions

stir.

Time takes its course and two peo-

ple find themselves at the doorstep of

sex. When entering into a realm of

such experimentation and emotion, a

place that stimulates so many aspects

of the psyche and the body, it's impor-

Tant that we don't lose sight of our

well-being.

There's a bottom line in every situ-

ation. Whether we want to try and run

away from the issues, whether we

want to continue to be passive, or

whether we cannot realize the situa-

S«e niYDMAN, page 26

^leet LLOYD KAUFMAN
Creator Of

The Toxic

Avenger

Disc^ussENG & Signing His New Book

AIII NeedTb Know
About FUMMJUONG
I Learned Fnrni nE
TOCU:AVENGER
PubkshH by PENGUIN fUTNAH

"All al)«olutely hilarioiiB

dark and cranky look

into indie film production"

Hotfywood Reporter

At the

AAV «TH VIRGIN MEGASTORE

UuT. 17 8000 West Sunset Blvd.

With Appearances By auwWirWRwiousTiMMiiTns

Lloyd Will Be Accepting Scripts!
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www.troma.com
j^,„.^ TROMA ENTERTAINMENT. INC,
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Does your Resume need a Supercharge?

\

Fight for Truth, Justice and the American Way!

Help your fellow students.

Gain valuable experience^^.

Network with Career Professionals.

Applications due October 23! Pick up an application and information sheet at the

Career Center now!

TThe UCLA Career Center
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JL ML 1 1 \J A^Teachers
# T^^ YOLANDA ROSSI & MICHAEL ESPINOZA

Master classes in performance and social tango

Basic Class 10 most important steps for social dancing - Privates -

Intermediate Class for skilled dancers -Home based Studio in Westwood

Call for a free brochure (818) 244 2136 see us at http://lstpage.cofn/l/dancec

rent?

CONTACTS
, wMy orMoMy,

li nM|0' bonds

Soft Daily or

ExtWear
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Soft Astigmatic or

Hard Gas Perm.
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(Inc. glaucoma test)

For Contacts
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129

EXAMS

ARMANI, CALVIN KLEIN,
SAKI, MODO, GUCCI,

MOSSIMO, ALAIN MIKLI,
POLO, J.P. GAULTIER,

VERSACE, DKNY, PERSOL,
DIOR, POLICE, YOJI

YAMAMOTO, HUGO BOSS
and many more!

0VBI5/X)0HiAMCSft
CONTACTSW STOCK

15 Years of Experience
Hi-Tech Instruments

We accept most insurance.

DR. B. COHENMEHR, OD
3116 Wilshire Blvd. Santa Monica
(5 blocks west of Bundy, across from Big 5)

(310) 828-2010
Free Parking

GLASSES
30 OFF

25 OFF

All Designer

Frames

AU Ultra

Thin Lenses

PACKAGES
BHSI

Exam & Ck)ntacts or

Exam & Glasses*
'Contacts Clear. Spheres, B&L. Daily or Ext. Wear or 2 Boxes

of Clear, Spheres weekty Oisp All Major Brarxls

'Glasses: From our special selection. Single vision CR 39
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with one of today's Hottest Sports!

Coil^bte^olfExpcrloia

Iburte Fall \99S Tour: UCI A • USC • UCI • Ar/zona State • Southwbt Texas • US? • CtIorqia Tlch

77cM

UCLA Campus Golf Experience ^ ,^
Monday, October 1 9th ^f*^

1 0:00am - 2:00pm UQTLA.
Westwood Plaza ^^j^Hosted by the UCLA Coif Oub. for Info csU (310) 206-1753

Experience:

Putting, Chipping, and Driving Contests

UCLA Golf Qub Information

Golf Club Demos
Information on classes and lessons

Opportunity to Win:
'^""^"^T^TT'^*^,

Golf Balls. Range Coup>ons,

2 for 1 golf coupons,

golf apparel, golf equipment. 8^

free golf outings

Grand Prize Drawings:
Full set of Golf Clubs

American Golf.

Qualify for the GREAT PUTT-^OFF and a chance to

WIN $10,000.

% 9J f
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FRYDMAN
From page 25

tion - it is real. Adolescents are hav-

ing sex. We give our children life and

they appreciate it. We give our chil-

dren shelter and they take it. We give

our children love and they return it,

but when we give our children a

responsibility they must choose it.

Think back to your time in high

school, when that mysterious fog

seemed to melt your perceptions with

the realities you didn't see.

Think of the time you walked into

situations blinded by this fog, know-

ing you didn't know where the next

step would lead. As it seemed to get

thicker, making every breath harder,

you became unsure of every move-

ment. The fog surrounded you and

offered '«'very direction at every

instant.

Instead of looking out at this world

of suggestion, you looked in, at who
you were, and at what you stood for -

you trusted yourself. Amidst the fog,

messages flashed before your eyes,

slogans called out from the distance,

and hands offered directions to which

the ends were not known.

Yet, somehow two people meet in

the middle of this doubtful world full

of voices still echoing in madness and

directions still pointing to confusion.

Ail that is known for sure is one's

character, one's will, and the means

with which to do what is right for

them.

We ail walk thrnngh this.fng as part

"^nife:

The voice inside is the voice that

guides, and the decisions we make are

our own. Yet, with eyes closed, hearts

racing and emotions burning within,

the protection we seek should be at

hand.

ANDERSON
From page 23

have demoted the one UCLA foot-

ball player whose image has been

hung on banners and posted on bill-

boards all over Los Angeles sinc<;

1998. I'm so very curious as to wha.

your intent was. 52-28? McNown got

the job done! You must have been

too busy studying the fraternity guy;

for your other article on the game tc

note that.

So Cade McNown has had better

games as far as personal statistics go;

but why did you find it necessary to

so savagely satirize him for it follow-

ing a great win for our football team?

McNown is a team player. In an

interview he gave at the start of the

season, he asserted that the Heisman

race was not nearly as important to

him as was leading his team to victo-

ry - and ultimately national title sta-

tus. With a score of 52-28 I'd say the

man got his job done ... done well.

We haven't lost a game of the last 14

we have played, so how is it that

McNown is failing you? Your nega-

tivism is totally uncalled for, as well

as being an outright act of malice

against our football team.

You know, Cade McNown may
win the Heisman Trophy, and he

may not. Either way, school spirit

really should be maintained by a

UCLA publication. Please leave the

trash-talking to our cross-town

rivals. If your job was to write a criti-

cal analysis on game performance,

something positive about the game
following such an important win -

and heading into the big Oregon

game - would have been more
appropriate.

This article should have been

printed in the Daily Trojan!

Something is very wrong when a

sports writer - in the one publication

where highly biased material about

the Bruins is not only commonplace

but expected - takes the opportunity

to put a nc^tive light on t season of

Heisroaoia that we may not see again

for yean to come. Where's your

Daily Brain Viewpoint Thunday.Octob«r15,199e 2^ II <i 0111^ |iii

ROCA
From page 23

already belong to the given group?

Such a setup would be much more
beneficial to all involved. It would

generate awareness and combat prej-

udices that result from ignorance.

I feel the same way about separate

graduations. Why is there a different

graduation for each ethnic group?

There's the Raza graduation, the

Asian American graduation, the

African American graduation, etc.

We all go to school together. We've

all been through the stress, the

midterms, the finals. Shouldn't we all

share in the same graduation?

Now don't get me wrong. I'm not

against ethnic pride. There is nothing

wrong with finding a common bond

and forming a group. The problem

arises when these groups close in on

themselves.

So the question remains as to why
everyone chooses to harp on diversity

while ignoring that segregation exists.

Diversity means nothing if each

group forms its own community and

then closes that community to others.

It's evident to me that there are two

possible solutions for this predica-

ment. The first is the following:

instead of focusing on diversity or

what makes us different, focus on

what make us similar to one another

(excluding ethnicity).

We all look difi'erent from one

another, but there are certain shared

tiaits that exceed exie i iu i appear-

ances. For example, we all have one

common goal as college students -

success. Aside from that, there are so

many aspects of a person to focus on

other than ethnicity.

My view has always been that just

because we share the same heritage

does not mean we have anything

other than that in common. Mainly,

the point is to just look deeper. The

second option is the following: if

we're going to focus on diversity,

don't focus on it as a barrier. What
makes us different from one another

shouldn't separate us, it should unite

us. Differences are intriguing and

should be seen as such. Keep this in

mind next time you find yourself in

Covel Commons at a table with pecv

plejust like you.

LEnERS
From page 23

nation! Wow! Fourteen straight viclo

ries! Wow.

Why was I reading an article criti-

cizing our most valuable player al a

time like this?! Yes, he had a below-

average game, but to read that he "has

not put up stellar numbers against

anyone" since the Cotton Bowl was

too much.

Did somebody give this guy direc-

tions to the Coliseum instead of the

Rose Bowl for the past few weeks?

McNown has carried this team on

his back and has placed us in con-

tention for the national champi-

onship. When was the last time that

has happened? The guy threw for 339

yards and three touchdowns vs. Texas

this year, with the Bruins running the

ball 1 1 more times than they passed

the ball!

That's "stellar."

The guy passed for 315 yards in his

next game vs. Houston. That's "stel-

lar." Yes, so "stellar" that he became

the only player in UCLA history to

pass for over 300 yards in back-to-

back games.

Look, if you wanted to write some

"provocative" article about UCLA
football, maybe you should have writ-

ten about the player who wasn't on

the field, not the team's best player

The name »s McNown. learn it

well

Mlplahtakran
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Music

On-Campus

Theater & Fine Art ARTS ENTERTAINMENT
Tomonrow

"Exit the Dragon/ a new comedy

based on Bruce Lee's classic 'Enter the

Dragon: plays at th e East West Players.

See Friday's issue for review.

Thunday, October 1S« 1991

GENEVIf Vt LIANC/Ddily Brum

At The Derby, The ACME Swing Co. brings fresh flavor to an old

genre of music.

anytNng but generic

MUSIC: Young members

of saving band rocks their

way back to The Derby

By Vanessa VandtrZandcn

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The mean-bcated drummer hasn't

had sex for all 22 years of his frus-

trated life? The brass section smokes

pot while the slick guitarist goes by

the name of "Sweet Leaf?" Is this

the beginning of a new Aaron

Spelling production or does the lead

singer of the ACME Swing Co. just

know how to stir up a crowd while

GENEVIEVE LIANG/Daily Brum

Issac Carter plays the guitar for The

ACME Swing Co.

introducing his band?

The ACME Swing Co., however,

needed little introduction as to how

to shake up a dance hall last Tuesday

night. Playing The Derby for the

first time in nearly a year, the San

Francisco-based band garnered a

fan bate for their return perfor-

mance the following Tuesday.

Living proof that Sommm Slate

grads can put their music dagraai to

profiuble use, the seven alumni

even taught L.A. swingers that those

Bay Area cats have rhythm. —
The zoot-suited players began

their set with mellow pieces show-

casing their smooth sound and tight,

stylish form. A steady rendition of

the Pink Panther theme song eeked

out of the gleaming instruments,

stealing along the carpeted lounge

floor like a stealthy jungle cat. On
the small dance floor below, Derby

regulars met cheek to cheek for fiery

tango moves, puncturing the air

with taut, out-stretched arms

clasped as one.

The band leader joked, "Did you

recognize the Jetson's theme song?"

as the group prepared to step up the

beat.

They proceeded to bound

through a well-mustered

rendition of "Pennsylvania

6-5000," joining voices for

the catchy chorus. Dancing

three in a row, the beaming

trombonist, trumpeter and

saxophonist even got the

cocktail-sipping bar-side

patrons a-wriggling. Soon,

handsome lead guitarist

Isaac Carter showed that

even black-lunged lounge

lizards can put on the moves

as he leaned against the

stand-up bass player for a

rockin' string duet.

Not to be outdone, the

trombonist seared through

several solos that left the

bobby-socked swing kids

dying to flip high in the air

for wicked aerial action.

Restrained only by Derby

policy, the saddle-shoed

Hetties had to keep it on the

floor during the remainder

ofthe ACME set.

As the band drove the

women wild, many were

found exclaiming "Yeah, I could do

the guitarist."

Rather, that's what Carter must

have been imagining as he tore

through another seamless jam on his

polished wooden instrument like a

howling cartoon wolf

But this time. Carter's mid-show

delusions matched the crowd's reac-

MMMMMHyiAllI
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'Practical Magic" is a romantic comedy about a pair of sistei

Photos courtesy of Warner Bros.

les cursed in love.

Sandra Bullock and Nicole Kidman

charm their way into the hearts

of men in **Practical Magic"

By Stephanie Sheh
Daily Bmin Senior Staff

The behind the scenes account seemed t

good to be true - almost a case of U^iomat-

ing art. A story spread statingU|||j!^^ue film-

ing the upcoming Sandp 3l9it& and Nicole

Kidman witch movie **PrMgJ Magic,"

mysterious occurrences tootplaS%ipnely
that during a scene in which a cove

women are chanting, a door started ^fccrSJ

slamming.
*

Director Griffin Dunne laughs, "I realized

the door slammed because we had a special

effects guy in the other side, slamming the

:*r

was part ofthe bit.**

other Hollywood myth shattered,

anecdote is actually quite appropri-

For "Practical Magic," which opens

today, is not your typical witch movie. It isn't

a sinister, gothic, only-shot-at-night type of

portrayal of witches steeped in brooms, hats,

toads and spiders.

The film is about enchanting sisters Sally

and Gillian Owens (Kidman) who

tormented by a family curse. The curse

cOsS^nns any man that falls in love with an

Oweiisiwoman to an uQfortunate death. So

Sally gli^ws up yearning for a magio-free life

and hO&g to never fall in love. Gillian, how-

ever, takes tl^opposite route, loving the

attention an^inning wildly and recklessly.

"The awoach that this movie has to

magic is IUb its title - very practical," Dunne

explainsJ^Phe characters grow stuff in their

gardenJnat they use for love spells. It's all in

their iRchen. Whatever they need is in the

pantry\ased on the herbs they grow. It is

almost wiolistic approach. And I like that

earthy Bsmci of it.'* ,;.
< .,> i n;, ' ».;

While nobe of the cast members admit to

believing itilincantations and hexes, they

acknowledgel|^ bits of magic they see in life.

See MAGIC page 37
Ki*.

?i-

Sandra BuHock plays a witch who is reluctant to find love.

Gillian Owens, played by Nicole tddman, continues to date Jimmy, played by Goran Visi^ic even though she knows he is

cursed to die.
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Dervishes whirl

into Royce
Breaking 700 years of male-

dominated performance tradition,

Turkey's Whirling Dervishes,

which take the Royce Hall stage

Saturday and Sunday, are weaving

women into their legions of spin-

ning Sufi devotees.

Dustin Hoffman and actor and
director Tony Goldwyn.

The $6,000 first prize and sever-

al other awards will be awarded on

Oct. 19th at the James West

Alumni Center on the UCLA cam-

pus.

Past winners include Francis

Ford Coppola, Colin Higgins,

Eric Roth and Allison Anders.

Jimmy Eat World

plays at UCLA
The angsty male adolescent

demo band, "Jimmy Eat World,"

will be performing this Friday at

noon at UCLA's own Westwood

Plaza. Finally, UCLA students can

enjoy a form of live music that may
break the Westwood anti-dance

stipulations.

Promoting their new album,

"Static Prevails," the Arizona

based rock quartet plans to catch

students on their way to class for

more than a biief punk rwfe:

UCl A Center for the Performing Arts

The Whirling Dervishes do

dances with chanting and

ancient music.

Clad in blindingly white robes

and stiff, towering hats, the mem-
bers of the Mevlevi sect of Sufism

twirl hypnotically in sync with the

music of traditional ney (flutes),

oud and tanbur (lutes), kemenche

(violin) and percussion.

Interest in this particular per-

forming group, which has toured

the United States for the past twen-

ty years, continues to mount with

the repopularization of the 13th

century poet Jalaluddin Rumi,

founder of the Mevlevi sect. Aside

from the addition of women to the

group's 20th anniversary tour, the

Dervishes repertoire will be strictly

traditional. _.
Kani Karaca, the well-known

vocalist and Koran reciter, accom-

panies the singing of Rumi's texts.

The CenterStage Discussion

before the performance features

Dr. Kabir Helminski, a Vermont-

based Mevlevi sheik and the author

of "Living Presence, A Sufi Way to

Mindfulness and the Essential.

Self"

Tickets to .see the Whirling

Dervishes cost $.\S, $29 and $22.

Student tickets are $13. Foe more

information, call (310) 825-2101.

Finalists selected

for writing award
Five finalists have been .selected

in the 1998 UCLA Samuel

Goldwyn Writing Awards

Competition. The finalists, who

submitted scripts either in the form

of feature-length screenplays or

theatrical plays, were chosen from

a field of over 77 entrants from the

nine University of California cam-

puses.

Finalists were Bobbi Boes of

UC Riverside for "Sacramento,"

Kris Young of UCLA for "Slow

Boat to China," Melanie Mamich
of UC San Diego for "Blur."

Danny Kaufman of UCLA for

**CardSharps" and Lisanne Sartor

of UCLA for "Night Blooming

Jaimiiie.**

Winnen will be selected by

screenwriter Punela Oray,

Academy Award-winning

moment of mid-day stress relief

Great as entertainment for stu-

dents on their lunch break, the free

outside show will be hard to miss.

Four loud bands

fly the Coop
Tonight at 7pm, four rockin'

bands will be playing a free show at

UCLA's evening hot spot. The

Coop. Angry and tortured, the

four groups will attempt to create a

slightly less apathetic environment

in the college music scene.

Although recent years of Coop
shows have met with fewer crowds

than previous ones, perhaps '98

will welcome in the existence of a

true on-campus musical hang-out.

At least the four punk bands

involved will make a decent effort

to be as loud as they can in order to

draw crowds in. Featuring John

Cougar Concentration Camp,
Carter Peace Mission, Agent 51,

and The Parking Lot Kids, the

evening has the potential to insight

a pit of toe-breaking, college youths

taking over the city chaos that cur-

rently exists only in cheesy '80s

flicks.

Ovation Awards

announcement
On Sept. 28, the 1998 Theatre

L.A. Ovation Awards released the

nominations, celebrating excel-

lence in Los Angeles theater.

Nominees for the category, Best

Musical (Larger Theatre), include

"Peter F*an" by La Mirada Theatre,

"Bring In Da Noise, Bring In Da
Funk" by Center Theatre Group

and "Chicago" also by Center

Theatre Group.

Cathy Rigby ("Peter Pan") and

Charlotte d'Amboise ("Chicago")

were among those mentioned for

Best Lead Actress in a Musical. Sir

Ian McKellen ("An Enemy of the

People") and Frank Langella

("The Father") were included in

nominations for Best Lead Actor

in a Play.

Center Theatre Group's play,

"The Cider House Rules" leads the

entire group with 13 nommauons,

and Cirde X Theatre Company's

"Great Men of Soinoe No. 21 k
22** leads the way for

^»
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'Lonely Hearts' • • young will learn to love live plays
THEATER: Youthftil group

produces adoption story

aimed at 20-somethings

ByLouiscaNi

Daily Bruin Staff

Fade in: A young woman tosses her

head back in a delightful chuckle, her

long brown locks settling on her deli-

cate shoulders, as she looks up at a

strongly built man of 23 who is resting

an arm on a nearby banister and

returning her bright smile. A brooding

young man with a rich tan and thickly

gelled mane looks on with an ashy ciga-

rette and dark wit. Enter a blond gen-

tleman, donning metal-rimmed shades,

who joins the sunny afternoon conver-

sation.

The sight of an attractive quartet of

young adults lounging casually on a

picturesque corner of stone steps

evokes a familiar image. Perhaps a new

Aaron Spelling show has begun pro-

duction.

11

Jennifer, played by Mirisa Parker and Sebastian, played by Ron

an adopted brother and sister.

Ironically, the quintessential band

of 20-something urbanites fmds a

more creative medium for their artistic

struggles. The four are linked by their

theatrical roots, most recently joining

for "Leftover Hearts," a play center-

ing around the passion and pain of the

post-Generation X voice.

"I was actually disappointed by the

lack of truthful roles for younger peo-

ple," says Sasha Krane, writer and

director of "Leftover Hearts." "It

seems that there are a lot of stereo-

types: the drug dealer, the angst-ridden

adolescent, the James Dean this, the

new Marlon Brando that ... Either

that, or you do Spelling work and stuff

like that, which is great work for some

people on television, but I think if you

want something meatier, it's about

where to fmd it."

A disillusioned actor in the New
York and Hollywood scene, Krane

decided to create his own ideal roles.

Through poetry and stream of con-

sciousness writing, he emerged with

his first play, "Leftover Hearts."

Largely autobiographical, the story

follows 23-year-old Sebastian (Ron

Moreno) and 20-year-old Jennifer

(Marisa Parker), who meet at an adop-

tion agency. Adopted as infants, they

come to terms with their roots and

must make certain decisions about

their lives.

"In the ending, there's actually a bit

Photos by Peter MicKelena

Gladys, played by Summer Rodriguez, is the younger sister of

Jennifer, Sebastian's girlfriend, in "Leftover Hearts."

of a plot twist," Krane explains. "I

don't want to give that away, but it's

basically a pseudo love story between

and boy and a girl."

Together with Moreno, whom he

befriended at the Lee Strasberg

Theater Institute in New York, Krane

moved out west to Los Angeles. Here,

thev met Lucas Jarach. now the pro-

duceroftheplay.

"We've got a real family mentality

out here because L.A. can just be a

pool of sharks," Krane says. "It's real-

ly cutthroat, but here we stick by each

other. It doesn't mean we can't do

other projects and work with other

Got something you

have to say???

Got Something to eet

ott your chest???

Write to Viewpoint:

SMASH YOUR WAY
ONTO LATE NIGHT
TELEVISION!
Hey,you in the band...

Conan O'Brien
College Band Search

Viewpoint®

me(liaax:la.edu

a-^

and you can win a trip to

New Yorlc.

How to win:

Make a five-minute VHS video (no longer!). Send the

tape to Conan O'Brien Band Search, 30 Rockefeller Plaza,

Room 4880E, New York, NY 10112. All videos must be

received by November 30, 1998. Tapes will be judged

on creativity, performance and eligibility (and can't be

returned). Entrants must be 18 or older to enter; 3/4 of

members must be enrolled in college (or college-

equivalent) by September 30, 1998. Runner-ups will

receive a Late Night witti Conan O'Brien sweatshirt or

"Live From 6A" CD.

Hot In tho band? You can be a winner, too!

One winner (and guest or guardian) will win a trip to New
York to see the winning band live on Late Night with

Conan O'Brien. Runners-ups will receive a gift certificate

to The Gap, "Live From 6A" CD or an AT&T World Net

CD-ROM.

For official rules and legal mumbo-jumbo, send a SASE to:

Conan Rules, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, Room 4880E, New York. NY

10112. Requests must be received by November 16, 1998. No

entry fee or purchase required. Empk)yees of National Broadcasting

Company, Inc.. AT&T, The 'Gap and their affiliates, subsidiaries,

advertising and promotion agencies and the immediate families

of each of the above are ineligible.

Doni forget to watdi

Late Night wttti Conan O'Brien

every weeknight 12:35AM/1 1:35PM

on NBC. You will be tested on it!A
cal ATT

by:

torColleCtcalls
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Fabric of sweatshop life,

toil explored in drama
ON-CAMPUS: Arduous

conditions in factory spur

Asians to depict suffering

By Harshan Jeyakumar

Daily Bruin Contributor

Working in tiny rooms, each person

with a spot on the floor, 72 Thai immi-

grants who came to America looking

for a better oppor-

tunity toiled away

in a sweatshop,

some for several

years.

On Aug. 2,

1995, the discov-

ery of this forced

slave labor of

Thai immigrants

in a Los Angeles

apartment-
turned-garment-

factory produced

a public cry of disbelief throughout the

nation. It also prompted many people

in the entertainment industry, such as

playwright Henry Ong, to pursue a

work that would document the

unthinkable crime.

Ong, author of the critically

aci'laimt'd uml4mer nationally pi a-

researching the issue and eventually

got his third grant from the City of Los

Angeles Cultural Affairs Department

to write the play, titled "Fabric." A
special performance of this play

comes to UCLA tonight.

"The big money (directors) came

from a different perspective, looking

for a white hero," says Ong, referring

to Oliver Stone and others who

aspired to a production on the same

subject. Ong, who is an immigrant

from Singapore,

,^_____i_ felt a personal

connection to

the Thai work-

ers who were

enslaved by a

high-end cloth-

ing company in

an apartment

complex.

"When I first

heard about it I

felt indignant; I

couldn't con-

ceive that slavery still existed. It was

astounding," said Ong, referring to

the 15-hour day, $l-per-hour wages

that the workers suffered.

The day after the raid on the gar-

ment factory, Ong began his extensive

study of the situation by setting up

intorview ii w i th the worke rs , other

Director hand-delivers family drama

(Tabric") is also about

more than just the

garment workers - it

addresses the bigger

issue of immigration.

duced play "Madame
Memories", immediately

Mao's

started See FABRIC page 37

FILM: ^Celebration' uses

home video camera for

natural, familiar scenes

ByRkkyHcRog
Daily Bruin Contributor

Family gatherings aren't always

the blissful reunions they're planned

to be. "The Celebration" serves up a

dark and intense banquet that exposes

the underbelly of family dynamics.

Danish direc-

tor, .Ulrich

Thomsen took

home a Special

Jury Prize at the

Cannes Film

Festival for his

chronicle of a

family's coming

together for

their father's six-

tieth birthday

"celebration."

Throughout

the film, the

father makes it

abundantly clear

that the word

celebration is a

bitterly ironic

misnomer.

The family's

facade of well-

being is short-

confrontation with a secret the family

has spent a lifetime trying to cover up.

Thomsen plays by a different set of

rules than the standard Hollywood

filmmaker - he opts for a much more

natural effect. Using a handheld cam-

era and no artificial light, he creates a

kind of intense home video.

The sometimes jittery and rapid

camera movement heightens the anxi-

ety and complete lack of balance tak-

ing place within the family, while the

use of only natural light strips away

any artifice and allows the true face of

the characters to be shown.

Though the film becomes deeply

dramatic and almost violent, it is never

melodramatic or overdone thanks in

large part to the brilliant and highly

realistic acting. The principle charac-

ters - two brothers, a sister and a

father- are stellar and avoid any sort of

contrived acting; their interaction is

spontaneous and gripping. As

Michael, the youngest brother,

Thomas Bo Larsen delivers the film's

SeeCEUMIAT10N,pa9e36

liveilaiiUquitKJy

descends into a

Oemfaw ninn

\r\ the Danish

terms with its

filrr> "Celebration," a family gathers for a dinner party and comes to

past.
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Bland 'Bad Manners' invites annoyance. • II • •>m
FILM: Awkward attempt

at wit produces unreal

characters, dialogue

By Kicky Herzofi

Daily Bruin Contributor

. Intensity, creativity and energy.

These are three key components to

the making of a truly amazing film.

Unfortunately, these ingredients are

all absent from the lackluster drama

"Bad Manners."

The film fol-

lows a New ——"ii^—

-

England couple,

Wes (David

Strathairn) and

Nancy (Bonnie

Bedelia), who
have invited

Nancy's ex-

boyfriend from

college, Matt

(Saul Rubinek),

and his current

younger, fiame,

Kim (Carolcen

Feeney), to stay with them for a few

days while Matt gives an important

lecture on musicology at Harvard.

Misunderstandings and psychologi-

cal games create tension between

the characters, testing the strength

of {\\c two rdatkmshipsand the hoite

The actors are not able

to raise ("Bad Manners'")

dialogue to the next

level by infusing it with

a much needed dose of

emotion and humanity.

springboards for the scholarly

characters to spout dialogue

which attempts to be witty and

bold, but it usually ends up as

awkward and unrealistic. The

actors are not able to raise this

dialogue to the next level by

infusing it with a much needed

dose of emotion and humanity.

As Wes, a New England pro-

fessor, Strathairn falls into play-

ing the stereotypical uptight and

anal professor, making his screen

presence little more than an

- annoyance.

Cardeen—i—— Feeney
receives the

thankless job

of playing

the poorly

written
younger,
sexy woman;

she mistak-

enly believes,

however,
that smoking

cigarettes in

various

Story portrays true love

of classic novelist Sartre

Phaedra Cinema

poses throughout the entire film

constitutes acting. Bonnie

Bedelia and Saul Rubinek turn in

adequate, though unexciting, per-

formances in their fairly one-dimen-

sional roles.

Tht direction is generally hlamt

Kim (Caroleen Feeney) and Matt (Saul Rubinek) have their relationship

Manners."

two very different couples. Kim and

Matt jet along in their convertible,

swerving dangerously around the

road, as the scene cuts to Wes and

Nanoy. th< mort r<s>rved ma rjaed-

in presenting the dichotomy.

The script does include some

interesting things about probability,

honesty and human relations, but

the prpdirtahlp dialngiif: usually

and characters tested in "Bad

three hours, and when the end final-

ly comes you don't know whether to

be disappointed at the lack of climax

or relieved that the film is finally

over

BOOK: Biographers

dissent about extent of

mistress's influence

By Tomas Eloy Martinez

New York Times

HIGHLAND PARK, N.J. -

This time it's not the tiresome

adventure that forever has joined

Bill Clinton with Monica

Lewinsky, but a real love story,

without disgraceful power strug-

gles or treacherous friends.

The central character in this

story is Simone de Beauvoir. The

other one isn't Jean-Paul Sartre

(or, at least not the only one), but

rather Nelson Algren, the

American novelist, for whom
Beauvoir felt, between 1947 and

1951, an intense and submissive

passion - "a slave's passion," as she

called it.

The form of the story is episto-

iar, as in the moral fables of the

18th century: letters between both

lovers, in English - a language

Beauvoir handled masterfully -

from Paris to Chicago.

Tlic stui y is tulU in a buoK p r̂
lished in early October, titled "A

Transatlantic Love Affair," con-

taining the letters of Beauvoir, not

those of Algren. In the third vol-

ume of her autobiography, "La

Force des Choses" (1963),

Beauvoir had already revealed long

excerpts from his letters to her.

In the United Slates, Beauvoir is

popular right now. A long New
York Times article published in

September mentions about 10

recent books and essays that have

tried to determine how much of

Sartre's ideas, and especially his

"Being and Nothing." came from

the mind of his most devoted disci-

ple.

Until a few years ago. most biog-

raphers were convinced it was

Sartre who, between 1929 and

1930 - when she was 21 and he was

24 - had imposed the laws that per-

mitted them to share a physical and

intellectual passion, yet still have

other relationships and talk about

them without any hint of jealousy.

This made it necessary, of course,

for both of them to live in separate

homes.

For a time Beauvoir was

Sartre's privileged relationship and

vice-versa: Each had the right to

enter the other's life at any time of

day u i i ilglit and know belu i e anp

Trite premise plagues Trinity' premiere

TELEVISION: Ensemble

show from producer of

'ER' lacks complexity

By Anita Gates

N.Y.Times News Service

When Jill Clayburgh walks down a

Manhattan street - even now, 20 years

after "An Unmarried Woman" - she

emanates an energetic hope and love of

life that's contagious.

The new series has

already been criticized

for perpetuating

stereotypes of Irish

Americans.

But walking down the street, carry-

ing groceries, is just about the most

interesting thing her character is given

to do in the first two episodes of

"Trinity," an NBC drama series that

has its premiere Friday night. "Trinity"

is about her five grown children.

There are high hopes for this show

bccuuac its eMoutivg prodtiwr ig John

strength or complexity, and it has

already been criticized for perpetuat-

ing stereotypes of Irish Americans.

The McCallister children are a

priest, a police officer, a union leader, a

stockbroker and an alcoholic. And
when they gather for Sunday dinner at

their parents' apartment in

Manhattan's Clinton section, a.k.a.

Hell's Kitchen, they bicker, hit one

another over the head, then say grace,

have meat loaf and drink beer from the

bottle.

Kevin (Tate Donovan), the priest,

seems to be playing Spencer Tracy

when he catches a teen-age boy stealing

from the church and shows so much

forgiveness that he just sends him off to

his basketball game. Kevin does have

contemporary moments, though. He
gets into trouble for advising a man
who has finally realized he is gay to tell

his wife the truth. And he's noticeably

embarrassed to be seen entering the

Planned Parenthood building (accom-

panying his sister to her pregnancy

test).

Fiona (Charlotte Ross), the Wall

Street type and Grace Kelly look-alike,

is doing so well financially that she can

casually buy her sister-in-law an $800

dress, but her love life is a mess. She has

just broken up with a married man she

works with, who is apparently not

going to leave his wife.

Bobby (Justin Louis), the cop, is (he

most pridictabli tvpt i Ht'g annoyed at

young wife. But when they're together,

they're so passionate they make love on

the dining room table.

Having a police character makes it

possible to write urban shootouts into

the script, not to mention street-weary

comments. "I grew up here," Bobby

tells a colleague. "A lot of stuff went

down. It's a family thing."

Amanda (Bonnie Root), the only

child still living at home, often has to

call one of her brothers because she's at

a bar "messed up" and needs to be res-

cued.

The McCallisters bicker,

hit each other over the

head, say grace, have

meat loaf and drink

beer from the bottle.

She appears to have a job as a

kindergarten teacher but shows up late

for work and passes out during

dinosaur-drawing class.

Liam (Sam Trammell), the union

man, may be dangerously close to orga-

nized crime.

Maybe in time those Sunday family-

dinngr sctngs w ill b< lonaer and more

fc

i

ft

esty of the people in them.

The script sets up various con-

trived sequences which are used as

although there are some vaguely cre-

ative scenes. One sequence sets up

two contrasting shots between the

couple, driving slowly in their clean

and practical sedan. It gets the point

across, though it may be a bit blunt

overshadows this.

The film ambles along at a slow

pace, making 90 minutes seem like

"Bad Manners" open nationwide on

Oct. 23.

J. . William Chen M.D.,
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Wells, the power behind "ER." But the

new series doesn't immediately have

anything of that show's ensemble

being assigned to the missing-persons

division but works sojiard that he's

never home, which upsets his lovely

eventful. When you have an ensemble w

cast, it's nice to put them in the same

room now and then.

KO
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Museum NgNights Idesigner' armor
DESIGNS: Creations by

Italian craftsman worn

by emperors, generals

ByGractGhitck

The New York Times

NEW YORK - If you were a

rich, style<onscious noble of the

16th century with a yen for a signa-

ture suit of armor, you would more

than likely turn to Filippo Negroli

of Milan. And who was Negroli?

Why, the Michelangelo, the

Benvenuto Cellini and the Giorgio

Armani of this highly specialized

profession, the most innovative and

celebrated Italian armorer of the

era.

For a clientele that included the

Holy Roman Emperor Charles V;

King Francis I of France and the

dukes of Urbino, he made magnifi-

cent parade armor: intricately

worked helmets, cuirasses, shields

and other showoff pieces designed

more for ceremonial than battle use.

Adapted from motifs of antiquity,

they flatteringly conferred on their

wearers the exalted aspect of

Roman emperors, generals and

mythological figures like Hercules.

The work ofNegroli, members of

his sprawling family and fellow arti-

sans in Milan, Mantua and Brescia

is the subject of a dazzling show,

"Heroic Armor of the Italian

Renaissance: Filippo Negroli and

His Contemporaries," at the

Metropolitan Museum of Art

throu^ January 17.

The show is the first large-scale

arms and armor exhibition ever

held at the Metropolitan Museum
of Modern Art. Organized by

Stuart Pyhrr, the curator of arms

and armor at the Met, and Jose

Godoy, curator of arms and armor

at the Museum of Art and History

in Geneva, the exhibition includes

some 60 pieces of armor from col-

lections in Europe and North

America. It includes all eight known

signed works by Filippo, along with

paintings, drawings, engravings and

design albums. A feast for any view-

er, it's an eye-opener for artgoers

who rarely think of armor as part of

their visual repertory.

Filippo Negroli (1510-1579) was

the most illustrious member of an

armor-making dynasty that lasted

for more than 100 years, beginning

in Milan around the mid-1 5th centu-

ry and fading out past the middle of

the 16th. A member of the fourth

generation of Negroli armorers,

Filippo became a master in the

design of steel armor, achieving a

reputation as the era's greatest

embosser of its surfaces. The tech-

nique, known as repousse, involves

hammering designs on the under-

side of the plate, then refining them

on the outside by delicate "chasing"

with chisels and punches.

With some knowledge of the

sculpture of Greece and Rome, and

a lot of his own free invention,

Negroli specialized in what was

called alPantica, contemporary

armor that had the aura of ancient

civilizations. He used motifs like

dragons, lions, bats, foliage and

Medusa heads along with more fan-

ciful images in ingenious ensembles,

put together with consummate tech-

nical skill.

One of his more modest pieces

See ARMOR, 1^96 36

Rap gains • • • larityby

crossing cultural borders
MUSIC Wu-Tang Clan,

Ice Cube dominate charts

despite resurgence of pop

By Neil Strauss

The New York Times

"Glam rock is back!" proclaimed

The Guardian of London recently.

And the newspaper wasn't alone in its

excitement. For months, record label

executives and other culture watchers

have been making similar pronounce-

ments, and the evidence to back them

up is legion: movies like "Velvet

Goldmine," musicals like "Hedwig

and the Angry Inch," and acts like

Marilyn Manson and Kiss topping the

pop charts.

Even theoretically it makes sense:

Pop musicians have been gloating that

people are tired of alternative rock and

its reaction against pomp and stardom,

and that audiences want to be enter-

tained by flashy anthemic rock specta-

cles.

So why is there only one rock album

in the Top 10 this week? The glam rev-

olution seems likely to follow swing,

ska and electronica, all interesting sliv-

er genres capable of sending just a few

bands into the mainstream. In the

meantime, all these musical styles are

being steamrolled by a juggernaut

genre that, despite deaths, prison sen-

tences and internal feuding, just keeps

growing: rap.

According to information released

Wednesday by Soundscan, a company

in Hartsdale, N.Y., that monitors music

sales, nine of the top 15 albums on the

pop chart are rap. And in coming

weeks, new records by the rapper Ice

Cube, various Master P creations, and

the Wu-Tang Qan members RZA and

Method Man are expected to top the

charts.

In the meantime, rock stars aren't

selling rock albums anymore. Some of

the most anticipated albums ofthe year
- by the Smashing Pumpkins, Hole

and Marilyn Manson - are quickly slid-

ing down the charts after disappointing

first-week sales.

"When you look at Seattle, those

bands had the momentum to keep rock

See RAP, page 36
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AFFAIR
From page 33

one else what the other was doing.

Lying was forbidden. "Sincerity (or

transparency) is something I can't

renounce." Sartre wrote at the time.

Nevertheless, they had the obliga-

tion not to ask secrets. It was under-

stood that "circumstantial" loves were

also short lived, and that no unforesee-

able passion could destroy the real and

ironclad 'essential love
"

It was Beauvoir who revealed the

pleasures and torments of this

arrangement Sartre, the supposed

proponent of the idea, only mentioned

it marginally and published almost

nothmg about it.

He was ugly, shortsighted and awk-

ward, while she was very attractive. In

the letters to Algren we also discover

he was a lousy lover. With the

American writer - who wrote "The

Man With the Golden Arm," among

other minor books - Beauvoir discov-

ered the joys of the flesh, and so she

declares: "1 belong to you, Nelson. I

am your small fetish." Everything she

could feel as a woman she felt with

Algren before anybody else.

For a long a time, I had thought

Beauvoir acted as a sort of intellectual

parasite on Sartre, living in the shad-

ow of his breath so she could turn it

into words. I should have known I was

wrong when Sartre himself, in his

"Letters to the Beaver" (Beauvoir was

called "Beaver" by many people

because of her energy and capacity for

work), revealed that he. not she. was

the vassal.

"I wanted to enforce my liberty

before women." Sartre wrote, "which

was comical because it was I who ran

after them. One of those days, I was

trapped. The Beaverv»ccepted that lib-

erty, and she kept it for herself."

This theme of freedom or the lack

o\' it among couples was a big rallying

point in the Western world during the

*60s. Part o\' the hippie revolution, as

well as the revolutionary ideals in

Latin America during that decade and

the next, had to do with the search for

se.xual equality as a form ofjustice.

Sartre's and Beauvoir's pact looked

like an ideal way to escape conven-

tional mores. They shared everything

and owed nothing to each other. But in

the end, it was a disappointment.

When she was in love with Algren

(while the whole world thought she

loved Sartre). Beauvoir wrote one of

the basic treatises of feminism: "The

Second Sex," her masterful essay in

two volumes. As far as anybody

knows, she didn't even mention it to

Algren.

Whenever she spoke to him about

her books, she did it in passing, not

giving it any importance, as though

she was ashamed of them.

HEARTS
From page 30

people, but we know we've got a

home to go back to."

Despite personal attachments.

Moreno is quick to dispel any idea

that their endeavor is simply a friend-

ly venture.

"It started out basically as friends

and stutT - friends coming together

because we trust one another, and we

know one another's work." Moreno

says. "But it is very professional."

Krane says. "This is no tree house

club kind of thing. There's no secret

passwords here or anything, no

knocking on doors. We're here to

work."

The New York-bred pair arrived in

Los Angeles to penetrate the fertile

acting scene. But onc^ they turned to

theater, they found a gaping void in

the medium that they are determined

to fill.

Working with the Lee Strasberg

Creative Center, Krane is committed

to creating material that is aimed at a

young audience. He would like to

build interest in the art form, espe-

cially in a demographic that has been

lost to film.

Krane says that the image of the

theater-going audience as "stuffy old

people coming in there with their pre-

tensions and their art house" is "non-

sense." He intends for his work to

speak for his generation.

"It's about real feelings," Krane

says. "It shouldn't be that you have to

drive a Lexus to go to the theater,"

He chose to settle in Los Angeles

because he sees it as "virgin territo-

rv." While New York has alreadv fos-

tered a solid fan base for theater,

Angeleno theater productions have

much to overcome.

"New York is kind of a 'been

there, done that,'" Krane says. "Out

here, there's so much great theater

space. The fact that it's not being

used, or it's not being seen, (is) a

shame.

"Of course, maybe it's hard to

compete with 'Armageddon,' but I

think that theater is a very viable

place, and I think that kids are very

interested in it. We're going to be the

new film and theater audiences of the

future, so they may as well ingratiate

(themselves) with the theater."

In an effort to draw the under-30

crowd into theaters, the Lee

Strasberg Creative Center will otTer

nights of free admission for those

under 30 years old.

Coupled with this unusual oppor-

tunity, Krane hopes that "Leftover

Hearts" will keep the under-30 audi-

ence returning by relating his play to

contemporary issues. His use of

adoption as a central theme in the

play is best perceived as a "theatrical

device;" a vehicle to raise more

encompassing questions, including

how people see the quality of their

lives.

"Is it just enough to survive, or do

you really want to live?" Krane pro-

poses. "(Do you want) to get the most

out of it, to take responsibility for

your own life, or do vou just want to

get by''"

Himself adopted. Krane presents

the circumstances as an extreme rep-

resentation of a larger sense of loneli-

ness that he feels plagues many young

people.

"To a certain degree, I think every-

body wants that acceptance, that fam-

ily, that safe haven to go to," says

Parker, who plays the adopted

Jennifer in the play.

As high as their goals are, the

artists behind "Leftover Hearts"

intend to make a difference in young

people's perceptions of theater, as

well as people's perceptions of young

people.

"We can call it naive, we can call it

idealistic, whatever the hell you want

to call it," Krane says. "It's honest,

and it's raw. It's not about people. It's

about emotion, and that's something

that's universal."

THEATER: "Leftover Hearts" opens at

the Stage Lee on Oct 23, with a pre

view on Oct. 22. For ticket Information,

call (323) 650-7777.
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CELEBRATION
From page 31

edgiest performance; his sudden

and fierce reactions to all the events

going on around him make the

viewer nervous trying to anticipate

what may set him off next.

Thomsen is never afraid to let

the camera stray, allowing shots of

the extended family to flesh out the

fdm - whether it be an uncle greedh

ly gulping down a glass ofwine or a

grandmother singing so quietly as

to be almost inaudible.

These moments reassert the

film's realism by allowing us to steal

glances at the rest of the relatives as

if the viewer is simply watching

home videos of a family reunion.

The cinematography and actors

work together to keep the film at a

nervous and even frantic pace, with

perfectly timed pauses after a dra-

matic moment before diving back

ahead. And the energy steadily

increases throughout the film as

events come to a head, tightening

its grip on you up until the very end,

"The Celebration" is definitely

an edgy, worthwhile alternative to

most of the generic Hollywood

melodramas released these days.

The Celebration* is currently play-

ing in selected theaters

ARMOR
From page 34

here is a burgonet, an open-faced hel-

met, made between 1532 and 1535,

presumably for a member of Urbino's

ducal family, the della Roveres. Its

bowl imitates a human head, with hair

embossed in soft curls from the brow

to the nape of the neck and around the

very natural-looking repousse ears on

the attached cheekpieces. Garlands of

oak leaves - a Roman symbol that was

part of the della Rovere family crest
-

are twined in the hair. Hair plays an

even more important role in the

resplendent gilt helmet and shield

made by Negroli for Charles V in

1533. The bowl of the helmet is

embossed with golden curls, which

flow on to the cheekpieces - whose

finely wrought ears are pierced,

maybe for earrings - to blend with

heavy sideburns. The mouthpiece,

with open lips, sports a well-groomed

gilded mustache and beard.

Altogether the helmet has the blond

countenance of a Saxon king.

The accompanying round shield is

also something to behold. Its center is

a fierce lion's head in high relief, com-
pletely encircled by a stylized wavy
mane that echoes the human beard

and mustache of the helmet. A ring of

bright steel (originally blackened) bor-

ders the lion motif, which in turn is

rimmed by a gilded band of intricately

wrought symbols, emblems and
medallions. Could Negroli top this

performance?

He could and did, with an ensemble

that is considered his masterpiece,

made around the same time for

Guidobaldo II della Rovere, Duke of

Urbino. A fantasy rig in heroic style

that upstages even the sci-fi movie get-

ups of today, its elements have been

dispersed to different museums. The
five pieces shown here, a helmet, a

breastplate, two shoulder pauldrons

(or epaulets) and a trio of lames (over-

lapping plates) for the pauldrons are

brought together in this show for the

first time since their separation long

ago.

RAP
From page 34

going, but Kurt Cobain killed himself

and Pearl Jam got into political stufl"

and Soundgarden broke up," said

John McClane, a music executive who
brought the rap label Death Row to

Interscope Records. Noting that hip-

hop also sustained serious losses, he

said the genre still had the wherewithal

to recover and move on.

"Rap is an accessible art form,"

McClane continued. "In my day, you

listened to Aretha Franklin and Jimi

Hendrix and you knew you couldn't

emulate what they were doing. Now
this generation is in awe of things they

can do. Kids can emulate rap. And
from a marketing point of view.

Madison Avenue is using African

Americans to market their products.

White kids are getting their beat on

what hipness is from black kids again."

For the last two years, black popular

music has fueled the industry and rap

has reigned supreme economically as

well as culturally. Nearly three-quar-

ters of rap albums are sold to white

fans, according to Soundscan.

Rap, meanwhile, has increased its

hold on popular music. This is partly

because its influence has pervaded

nearly every musical genre and partly

because ever since Vanilla Ice and

M.C. Hammer, there has been con-

sumer quality control insuring that the

rappers who rise to the, top of the

charts are also among the best and, in

some cases, the most interesting char-

acters in pop music at the moment.

ACME
From page 28

tion to the young musicians (some-

what of a rarity in a genre that usu-

ally showcases the talents of aging

big band hipsters, practiced with

the lost art of snappy brass beats.)

A slinky, slit-skirted Mandarin-
dress-wearing diva fanned herself

in the cool, high-ceilinged room as

the ACME troupe revved up an

especially sultry tune.

Something about the upside of

using a viper came crooning out of

the bad-boy swingsters. The siz-

zling piece had them smiling devil-

ishly, paired up on mics to repeat

the naughty chorus. Not a soul

could help but tap a toe, as over-

slicked mafia-style greasers

scanned the audience for dancing

partners.

A slow night for rug-cutting any-

where, the ACME Swing Co. man-
aged to get the kids a-swinging

despite the Derby's mid-week lull.

Regulars of the club had no trou-

ble busting moves, while first-time

jitter-buggers found themselves

drawn shamelessly to the floor.

Spreading their name like quick-

fire up and down the coast, The
ACME Swing Co. have a strong

future ahead.

MUSIC: The ACME Swing Co. will

perform agajn on Oct. 20 at The
Derby. 4500 j Los Feliz Blvd.,

Hollywood, 10 p.m., For more infor-

mation call (323) 663-8979

\

I
review program

...continues to

set the standards
that others want

to follow!

The Berkeley Review Provides;

15 Weeks Of Review And Testing Of

Important MCAT Concepts

100 Hours Of Scheduled Lecture

Topics In The Classroom

300 Hours Of Office Hours To

Supplement The Lecture Topics

^ 20 Hours Of Supplemental MCAT-Style

Problem Solving Sessions

-^r-^

MCAT Special
Last fall this special was quite popular.

Space is limited.

Siyn up by y qui sell belorc

October I 5th and receive:

A -An;,
ffi f I 'L'

Y Jv V L v. L wL jL III L U I

Sic|n up with <i liiend before

Oclobcr I Slh Ami receive:

7

T

p^
ERKELEY

^K \ I

11 Full-Length Mock MCAT Exams

During The Program

7 Scheduled Full-Length Mock MCAT

Exam Testing Dates

2800 Pages Of Review Notes Covering

Important MCAT Concepts

1300 MCAT-Style Passages With Clear

And Detailed Solutions

Exceptional Instructors For Each Of

The Six Topic Areas Of The MCAT

Excellent Review Materials That You

Get To Keep And Take Home

Application Assistance, Interview

Workshops, And Mock Interviews

imnmi
www.berkeley-review.com

BORDERS
iOOKS, MUSIC, VIDEO, AND A CAFE.

Bambi Holzer discusses and signs

Retire Rich: The Baby Boomer's

Guide to a Secure Future.

Thursday, Oct. 15 at 7:30 PM

Ghazal performs at Border's^

Concert In The Round
Thursday, Oct. 15 at 7:30 PM

Armen Chakakian

performs at Border's

Concert In The Round
Friday, Oct. 16 at 8:00 PM

Jenna Mammina performs at

Border's Concert In The Round.

Saturday, Oct. 17 at 8:00 PM

Olympic Decathlon

gold medal winner,

Rafer Johnson discusses and

signs The Best That I Can Be.

Monday, Oct 19 at 7:30 PM

Brad Johnson discusses and

signs the science fiction novel

The Bird That Flies Highest

Tuesday, Oct 20 at 7:30 PM

Borden" Every Sunday Night at 7:30 PM*

1360 Westwood Blvd. (310)475-3444
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FABRIC
From page 31

Thais, law enforcement agencies and

anyone who was willing to speak (rep-

resentatives of the fashion industry

were unwilling to talk to him).

Ong, who specializes in expressing

issues of the human condition, says,

"It was an interesting experience

(speaking with) the Thai workers,

since they spoke no English. They

gave monosyllabic answers. I wanted

to get to their inner feelings but could

not."

Nevertheless, one of the strengths

of "Fabric" is the dialogue.

"It is fascinating trying to capture

the language as close as possible to

how they would speak," says Ong.

This is portrayed in the character of

Woman 1, played by Jennifer Paz, who
played Kim in the Ahmanson
Theater's production of "Miss

Saigon." Woman I is based on a work-

er Ong originally interviewed who

spoke broken English.

"My lines are a direct translation

from Ong's interview with the former

worker," says Paz.

In addition to using the workers'

actual words, many of the actors in

"Fabric" are Asian, in an effort to

emulate the scenario as close as possi-

ble.

The story of the workers is most

important, according to Ong, who is

known for writing about socially rele-

vant ideas. But it is also about more

than just the garment workers - it

addresses the bigger issue of immigra-

tion.

For this reason, the UCLA perfor-

mance is being held in the School of

Law.

"It is somewhat targeted for law

students because it involves laws

about immigrants," says associate pro-

ducer Elina Peterson.

Previous performances were held

at Echo Park Branch Library, and two

more are scheduled at the West Los

Angeles United Methodist Church

this weekend.

"We are specified by our grant to

perform in non-traditional venues

because ii is for the community," says

Peterson.

Most of the workers are still in the

United States but are still stuck in low-

payingjobs.

"Some of them still sew garments,"

says Peterson.

Last Saturday's performance in

Echo Park was unique because it was

attended by 18 workers from the 1995

raid.

"During intermission all of them

were crying," says Ong.

THEATER: "Fabric" will be performed

Oct. 15, at 6:30 p.m. in the School of

Law, Room 1457. Admission is free.

MAGIC
From page 28

"There are so many different lev-

els of what they call witchcraft. I

believe in karma. I believe in des-

tiny," says Bullock, who read up on

witchcraft in preparation for her

role.

"How can I explain that I have a

dream about a friend of mine who

I've known all my life, and he's

always had long hair? I have a

dream that I'm having a hard time

and he cuts off all his hair in the

dream. And the next day I called

and said, T dreamt that you cut off

your hair.' He says, Tou think I

would do something like that?' And
I said, 'No.' He came to visit me that

day. He cut his hair the night before

and I didn't know. How do you

know those things? I hadn't talked

to him in months.

"It's weird things like that that

happen to me all the time that I try to

explain. I can't. And I like the idea of

not knowing, believing in something

more magical because it gives you

hope," the actress says. Dressed in a

sleek black skirt and grey Alberto

Ferreti sweater with silver trim,

Bullock reflects on the unexplain-

able everyday occurrences.

"Why do you fall in love with a

certain person? Why this person and

not someone else? What is it that

makes you feel like you've known

each other? Why do you get things

that no one else gets?"

Co-star Aidan Quinn, who plays

Bullock's love-interest (Officer

Gary), has his own definition of

magic.

"Magic can be just controlled,

focused energy," Quinn says.

"The theme is that

love is the most

powerful form

of magic."

Denise Di Novi

Executive producer

"I've learned things in survival

wilderness class that are magical but

they're not necessarily magic. And
what is hunting? It's disguising your

spirit or slowing down your heart-

beat so the animals won't know

you're there. I mean all these things

are magical. We have so many magi-

cal things."

Definitions aside, there is some-

thing intriguing and appealing about

magic. And Bullock says the attrac-

tion to the unanswerable is one of

the things that attracted her to the

film.

"I love the belief in things that we

really can't logically explain, because

I can't explain so many things that

happen in my life and why they hap-

pen," Bullock says. "And there really

is a higher connection. But we're

jaded and we want a scientific expla-

nation for everything that we're not

comfortable enough to say, 'You

know what? This is something that

goes beyond what I can explain.'

And I love that aspect of it."

And the magic in the film con-

cerns perhaps the most unexplain-

able yet common experience - love.

"The theme is that love is the most

powerful form of magic," explains

producer Denise Di Novi. "The title

'Practical Magic', what it says to me
that I find so delightful, is that life is

magic. That everyday things are as

magical as these supernatural things,

extraordinary things that we're fasci-

nated by. Whether people are psy-

chic, crystal balls, these sort of

things.

"That a mother's instincts about

her children, or love at first sight or

having prescient dreams, that these

things that everybody has are what

magic is. That's what magic is

about."

FILM: "Practical Magic" opens Friday.
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LA Darkroom
Rental Plus

MlW.

Connect ^vith y^

Write to ViL

:p ''-.ORLD

Studio Rental
25' X 40', 16' ceiling

Computer Rental
Scanning / Fiery Output

Color Laser

Darkroom Rental
Color / B & W

WW

UCLA Sfudents

Save 10%
on reniols with this od

323-933-3352
1119S.LaBreaAve.,LA.CA90019

Expires

11/30/98

BEL-AIR SHELL
AutCLCare

Service Center

15% Discount
with...

UCLA Student, House Staff,

and Faculty I.D.

Free Pick Up And Delivery

t
(1 mile from UCLA)

^Bel Air

Moraga
Exit

Wilshire

(0o
>

O.
0)

UCLA

U-

in
o

^

Hours of Operation:

8:00 AM - 5:00 PM
Monday - Saturday

800 North Sepulveda Blvd.

At Moraga
Los Angeles, California 90049

Bel Air Shell
Tim Hansen

(310) 476-1979 Fax:(310) 476-7644

A New Calling for a New Generation

Sunday Evenings 6:30 p.m.

2948 Colorado Avenue
Santa Monica

Joshua House is a weekly gathering of music, message, and

ministry for those 18 to 32; where those searching for an

authentic relationship with God can encounter and explore

the living truth of Christ in a fresh way. It is a gathering

where the reality of life and the reality of God meet in a

relaxed and relational atmosphere. For those who wonder if

there's more to life...it*8 a place to come.

UCLA

For man Momvlion call Nate QMNvn at (310) 827-9076

^i
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Personals

Computer sales

Scooter sales

Houses for rent

TfMindiy, October 1SJ998

CLASSIFIED
Searching for a religious

organization here in

Westwood? Check out

our Religious Services

Directory in tomorrow's

edition.

index advertising information
ANNOUNCEMENTS •

1200
1 300
1400
1500
IbOO
1700
1 aoo
r»fiO

2000
:>ij'^o

2100
2200
2300
2400
2500
2000

Campus Happenings
Campus Organizations
Campus Recruitment
Campus Services
Birthdays
Lagal notices
Lost & Found
Miscellaneous
Personal Messages
Personals
Pregnancy
Recreational Activities

Research Subjects
Sperm / Egg Donors
Tickets Offered
Tickets Wanted
Wanted

FOR SALE
2700
2H00
2000
'VJOO

3100
3200
3300
3400
V)UU

3600
3700
3B00
3900
4000
4100
4200
4300
4400
4500

Appliances
Art / Paintings

Bteycles / Skates
Books
Calling Cards
Cameras / Camcorders
Collectibles

Computers / Softwara^
Furniture

Garage / Yard Sales
Health Products
Miscellaneous
Musical Instruments
Office Equipment
Pets
Rentals
Sports Equipment
Stereos / TVs / Radios
Table Sports

#-'"

118 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles, CA 90024

E-Mail: classifieds@nfiedia.ucla.edu

Web: http://www.dailyt>ruin.ucla.edu

One issue, up to 20 words $8.00
...each additional word 0.50

Weekly, up to 20 words 27.00
...each additional word 1 .50

Monthly, up to 20 words 90.00
...each additk>nal word 5.00

For Classified Display ads,

please see our rate card
for variable rate information.

DEADLINES
Classified Line Ads:
1 working day before printing,

at 1 2 noon.
Classified Display Ads:
2 working days before printing,

at 1 2 noon.
There are no cancellations after

noon of the day before printing.

^S^S

PAYMENT
Please make checks payable to

"The UCLA Daily Bruin. '^We
accept Visa, MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards. Allow 5
working days for mail payments.

ClassHlMl Line: (310) 825-2221

CiaseiflMl Display: (310) 206-3060
Fax: (310) 206-0528

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Thu: 9:00am-4:00pm
Fri: 9anf>-2:30pm
Th» ASUCLA Communications board Wly supports the Univarsity of California's policy on nondiscrimination. No medium shall accept advertisements which present persons of any origin, race. sex. or saxual orientation in

a damaaning way or imply that thay wa limrtad to poaitions. capabilitiae, rolaa. or status in society. Neither the DaHy Brun nor the ASUCLA Commuracations Board has investigated any of the services advertised or the

advarHaamarUa rapraaantad in Ma iaaua. /^ paraon baliavinQ ttw( an advartiaamarti in Ihia iaaua vioiatad the Board's policy on nondiacnminaton stated herein should communicata complaints m wnting to the Buainass

M««gar Mty Bruin, 118 Karckhoff Hii. SM Waatwood Plaza. Loa Anoalaa. CA 90024. For aaaiatanca with housing diacrlminalion problems, call the UCLA Housing Office at (310) 825-4271 or call the Wastside Fair Hous-

ina Offlca at (3101 475-9671 . Oaaaiiad ada aiao appear ort-Hna at http7/wv»».dallybr«n.ucla.adu. Placement on-line is oflerad as a complimentary service for customers and is not guaranteed The Daily Brum is responsible

for the tint Incorract ad Inaartion only. Minor typogrif)Ncal errors ara not eligible lor refunds. For any refund, the Daily Brun Classified Department must be notified of an error on the first day of publication by noon.

HOW TO WRITE
AN EFFECTIVE AD

• start your ad with ttie

merchandise you are selling.

This makes rt easier for readers to

quk;kJy scan the ads an6 locate

your items.
• Aivvays include the price of your
item. Many classified readers

simply do not respond to ads
wittiout prices.

• Avoid abt}reviatk>ns—make your

ad easy for readers to understand.
• Place yourself in the reader's

positton, ask what you wouM like to

know at)out the mercharvdise, and
include that in the ad. Inclixle such
informatk>n as brand names, cok>rs

and other specific descriptions.

/

^^

TRANSPORTATION •

4(.()0

4700
4800
4^00
5000
5100
5200
5300
5400
550C

Auto Accessories
Auto Insurance
Auto Repair
Autos for Sale
Boats for Sale
Motorcycles for Sale

Parking
Scooter / Cycle Repair
Scooters for Sale
Vehicles for Rent

milCitimeous
1800

$150 REWARD for return of brigW-green

pocket calendar, black Radio Shack electric

date-book; 2 Items rubber-banded together.

CX)8tetf1cs and Gynecotogy on the cover.

Lost near Wooden Center/Ackerman on

Monday 10/12 between 3-5pm. 310-471-

7652.

TRAVEL
5000
5620
5b40
5G60
50H0
:>/ uu
5720

Resorts / Hotels

Rides Offered

Rides Wanted
Taxi / Shuttle Service

Twfl Destinations

IVavel Tickets

Vacation Packages

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. DiscuuiM, Fri. Slap Study, 3517 Adtarmon

Thin, leek SMiy. 3517 Acbrmon

M/TAVIm.D«4alA3-029

Wei Rm. A3- 029

Dbmiion, Al Nrwi 12:10 • IKX) pm

Fa, ahcttoMct or mmummlt mhohmm a ^rtntJngpmUtm.

DRUG TEST YOURSELF at home. Accurate

and simple to use test strips. THC, Cocaine,

others. $15 or 4 for $40. 1-800-395-

1694.VISA/MC accepted. Not for clinical

use. www.3wave.com/irt

LONG DISTANCE SERVICES Discounted

domestic and international services. Online

kxig-distance search engine: http/Zwww.eu-

rodirectl com/BestDlal or call 310-202-0219.

THE GREATEST SECRET Of All Time: Who
Is Shakespeare? www.sirt)acon.org

YOUR CREDIT UNION
Your on-campus&on-llne financial services

source, for students, faculty&staff. Visit us at

Ackemrwn A-Level, on-line at www.ucu.org

or call 310-477-6628.

TT*•****"••«TFW**«inr*•••

Readings By Lauren

^World Renowned

X Psychic Readings

X Tarot Card

X Reunites Lovers

KAdvises on all Problems of life n
Tel: (310) 858-1168 *

••••••••••••••••••••••

SINGLE UCLA Grad. Looking for friendship,

racquetball partner, chattirig on-line, and oth-

er general social entertainment. Interested?

email: sweetguy90Ohotmait.com

SERVICES
5800
')900

bOOO
G100
6150
6200
6300
6400
6S00
6600
6700

7000
7100

1-900 numbers
Financial Aid
Insurance
Computer / Internet

Fofsidn Languages
HeaWt / Beauty Services

Legd Advice / Attorneys

Movers /Storage
Music Lessons
Personal Services
Professional Services
Resumes
TeleconmHinlcatlons
Tutoring Offered

Tutoring Wanted
Typing

Writing Help

liii: Boston Conslliinc; Groli

FREE BIRTH CONTROL PILLS. UCLA re-

search study. $50 per visit to clinic. Smokers

ages 18-34 or non-sntokers ages 35-44. Call

Jessica 310-794-1884.

MALE TWINS NEEDED! For UCLA Re-

search Project. Ages 18-40. $20 for 1 hour.

Please caH 310-825-9006. '
'

EMPLOYMENT

7800
7900

Business Opportunitlet

Career OppoftunKles
CMId Caie Offeied
ChHd Cam Wanted
HelpWwited
Housesitting
Iritemship

Personal Assistance
Temporary Employment
Vblunteer

HOUSING
d400
flSOO

R60n

Apartments for Rent
Apartments Furnished
Condo / Townhouse for Rent
Condo / Townhouse for 'Sale

Guesthouse for Rent
House for f^nt
House for sale

Houseboats for Rent / Sale
HouskwN
Room ror Help
Room for Rent

Privets Room
Sharad Room

index
«e,* F ? »

BCG is apremier management consultingfirm

specializing in strategy consulting

All graduat^^ seniors irUerested in our
Associate Program should s^Smnt a cover letter^

transcript and SAT/GRE scores by

1998

1^

ChMNM at the

UCLA Career Cent^

I
Presentation &Case lntervie\

Workshop: October 28, 1998

Resume Deadline: December 4, 1998
First Round Interviews: January 14, 1999

Secondhand Interviews: January 22, 1999

Final interviews: Date wiU vary per office

The Boston Consuuino Group, inc.

The Worldwide Uader in Corporate Strategy

KumaLuww

^

Tano

Due

M

N0RI\4AL HEALTHY CHILDREN and adol-

escents 8-16yrs needed for UCLA research

study. Receive $25 for lab experiment and

devek)pniental evaluation, and get a scientif-

ic learning experience. Call 310-825-0392.

RESEARCH PARTICIPANTS needed for pa-

tient experiencir>g hayfever/allergk: rhinitis.

Requires four visits, 6-hours total. Over 7-

lOdays. Will pay up to $100 at conclusion of

study. Contact Dr. Dia Sanchez or Dr. Sax-
on at 310-825-9376.

ANOf^lVlOUS sperm donors needed. Help

infertile couples wirhile receiving financial

conrpensation up to $600/month and free

health screening. Convenient hours, located

in Westwood. Call Kim 310-824-9941

PLEASE HELP AN INFERTILE Ja-

panese/Brazilian couple realize tt>eir dream.

We seek a compassionate young Japanese

vvoman as an egg donor. All medical exams

& procedure pakl. Monetary compensation

included. 562-927-5150.

EGG DONORSi
WANTED

If you are a healthy
female between
the ages of 19 and
30 and have health

Insurance.

Compensation

$S5QILQQ

call Mima Navas at

(310)
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your career

the KPMG tour

day in the life

interviewing
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Career

Clarity
starts

here.

Your Career Starts Here,

Find the career opportunity that's

right for you! Whether you are
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interested in Tax, Assurance

Consulting, or any of our business

lines, this section will provide you

with \\\t career opportunities that

best match your skills.

LOG ON AND EXPLORE

r/Afl) I
Document : Donr. Q? y/

KPMG will be conducting:

On-CaTriPus Interviews
Wednesday, October 28, 1998

ResuTTie DeadTlne:
Wednesday, October Zlst by Midnight

EOE M/F/D/V
WW^

It's time f(

Classifieds

825-2221

Display

206-3060
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TA < E T ECHNO LOGYiTOJTH EfNMROW E Rl
Whffn somylhinfl Is too extreme for words, it's to the Nth d»gr«>. And thoi:44b».
level oi technofogy you'll experience at Raytheon

Raytheon has formed a new technological superpower- Raytheon Systems
Company, composed of four major technological giants: Raytheon Electronic

Systems, Raytheon E-Systems, Raytheon Tl Systems and Hughes Aircraft.
The new Raytheon Systems Company is driving technology to the limit. And
we're looking for engineers who want to push the envelope. Break new ground.
Make their mark.

-At Raytheon, you'll take technology-ond your coreer-to the highest possible
level. You'll take it to the Nth.

We have a lot to tell you about the new Raytheon Systems Company and the
exciting opportunities we hove available. Plan on visiting our booth at your
college career fair. If you are unable to attend the fair then check out our website
at www.rayjobs.com and please send your resume to: Raytheon Resume
Processing Center, RO. Box 660246, MS-201, Dallas, TX 75266.

r:

IntLMUL't www rayiol)', com • E-inail iesuniet'"ray|obs ccni
U S citizofiship may be icquirocJ Wc nro an equal opportunity employer Raytheon

Notetakers Wanted
for

2100
RMpfWriloiial AcUvHIbs

2100
RociwrtloMil Actlvilies Art/PURHNOt

Call or stop by tor a list of available classes

ASAP Bring your DPR or transcript and

a sample of your own notes.

GREAT PAY!
Get paid as much as $480
per quarter for each class.

li'"'"fit\ irichjrir iJCl.j\ Sfon^ c//i>r.O(/nfs

BRAINS ARE BACK
TEST YOURS ON

100%
THE NEWEST. SMARTEST GAME SHOW.

IF YOU'RE FUN, OUTGOING AND OVER 18, WE WANT YOU.

WIN CASH & PRIZES

CALL (818)973-2310 AND ASK FOR SANDY
M-F 10-5

(SAG & AFTRA OK)

SKIERS
SUREFOOT

-

Ski Boot Specialist

1998 Utah Entrepreneur of the

Year Winner

Fast Growing Company
needs people for the future.

Full/Pt Available Now
1426 Montana Ave. Santa

Monica (310) 393-3331

WE BUY CARS. New and old. Running or

not. Jeff 310-714-5808.

(..ill the LiHtu(e Not»»s office ^^

310.825.8016
LectureNott'S Loi.Ued on A- Level Ackerman Union

The Daily Bruin

EGG DONORS
NEEDED

1/ you are a woman between the ages

of 21 and S5, the many eg« your
body disposes of each monm can be
usea by an infertile woman to have a

baby. Help an infertile couple realize

their dreams, enter the gene pool and
help advance knowledge of Human

RepioductionI Financial

compensation, of course. Completely
confidential. For more information,

please call USC Reproductive
Endocrinology at (213) 97S-9990.

SIT ON MY FACE
FLOOR PILLOWS
PERSONALIZED, custom-made. See our

Web-site at www.choicemall.com/somfine/

Chissitiods

825-2221

COMPUTERS
DESIGN YOUR OWN system. Used sys-

tems from $299. New 300 mtiz system-$575.

Repairs and system upgrades. Diagnostics

$25. 310-216-0336.

LAPTOPS/ DESKTOPS
NEW t! $60/nrK>nth for 12 months and $1

byyout. No credit, checks or lease.

<www.eartt)comp1com/LH 103 html

fyllCROSOFT OFFICE 97 professional. Full

version, unopened, unregistered. $75. 1-

800-416-3594.

Display

206-3060

^
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Dedicatedto Excellence

Parking & Commuter Services

is looking for friendly, courteous people

to assist our customers with their

parking and information needs.

$7.25-$8,30 Per Hour
Previous customer service and cash

handling experience required.

For more information, stop by the

Parking & Commuter Services office at

555 Westwood Plaza (in Structure 8) for

an application or call (310) 825-1386

FreeUrlh
ConhdMlb

UCLA Research Study.

$50 Per Visit To Clinic.

Smokers Ages 1 8-34 or

Non-Smokers Ages 35-44.

Call Jessica

310-794-1884

condom.

Free n^Mcal care/suppllee

vj[ to couples

utini) cpndome as birth

control for 6 months.

FOR INFORMATION CALX

(800)521-5211

Must be a currently registered UCLA
student and be available to work early shifts,

nights, weekends, holidays, and throughout the summer.

'PW^

ADVERTISE
*?!^as"»

ALL-WHITE COUCH set, loveseat and full:

$300/eacfi. Full Onkyo stereo system w/6

speakers: price negotiat)ie. 310-470-7991.

MATTRESS BONANZA!!
SEALY, STEARNS & FOSTER. Also Ortfx)-

^edic twln-sets-$1 19.95. Fulls-$1 69.95,

-$189.95. Piltowtops-$299.95 So^
fas-$219 Delivery. Beacon Mattress. 1309

Westwood Blvd. 310-477-1466.

1300

Deloitte & Touehe

What: Information Session

Who: Enterprise Risl( Services (ERS)
——^

Management Solutions sc Services (MSS)

Consulting Group (CG)

Date: October 21, 1 998

Time: 6 - 9 pm

Where: Tom Bradley Room

We'd like to share with you
what makes our Firm vvnCque^

..J-UL"

^eloltte &
Touehe

&
FORTUNE
1

TOwow FOR

Classifieds

825-2221

Display

206-3060
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MATTRESS SETS!!!
Twin $79, Full $89, Queen $139. King $159.

BunMwds. OeNveries. Phone Orders Accept-

ed. 310-372-2337.

MATTRESSES. FUTON. DESK Bookshelf

Oinene Sets. T-Table. Lamps. Deliveries. 7-

days open. Kingfs Furniture. 11961 Santa

Monica Blvd. 310-575-4243.

SOLID BLEACHED MAHOGANY TABLE. 3
leaf, 6 chairs, buffet, breakfront, mint condi-

tk)n. $2500 310-398-8399

SPACE SAVING wood bunk beds. 8 draw-

ers, ladder, easy assembly $220 o/bo. Wood
desk, 5 drawers, 3' x 5*. glass surlace $100
o/bo. Bookcase 6' x 3*. 6 shelves $50 oA>o.

White dresser, 6 drawers 1-1/2' x 2-1/2' x 5-

1/4' $100 o/bo. 310-553-8943.

Cycle fimo Conip.uiy Sifi...- \j77

Mopw) * Motor Soooiar * Motofcyd*
S«lM * Repairs • InsurarK*

TWO WHCEUSO TRANSPORTATION
AT PRICES THAFLL MOVE YAl

1632S L«aar>«g«avd.

^ Six Bloct($Soutt)olPkx>* (310)275-6734

1989 Yamaha Riva 125cc, black, 2 seater, 7k

mi., black heln^et, \ock, $475obo. Contact

Marie 310-207-1252.

87' HONDA ELITE 150. First owner. 3000+

miles. $1200 080. 310-842-4760.

'89 HONDA ELITE SCOOTER Great condi-

tk)n. White. l SOOmiles. New brakes. U-Lock

included. $650/060. Call: 310-649-0112.

THE WORLD IS A
FRIENDLIER PLACE WHEN

YOU HAVE FRIENDS
fclind much less> expensive tooi

International Travel Hosts is a cultural

exchange organizatk)n for people who
like traveling and meeting interesting

new people As a member, you can
stay as a guest at the homes of

members overseas, have a personal

host, tour gukle. and make new friends.

Int'l Travel Hosts. Have more fun. see

& do more, pay less!

For information, Call. (310)289-2237
(day or cv*

)

2-ROUND TRIP trckets leaving LA to Balti-

more $200/each. Call 916-615-2846.

LOSE WEIGHT NOW
ASK ME HOW

All natural nutrittonal health products. Call

310-202-6044

FROM$17.95/DAY
RENT-A-CAR. Under 25 ok. Cash deposit

ok. Free miles altowance. Open 7 days/wk.

Maior credit-cards accepted. 1-800-770-

0606.

KIMBLE PIANO UPRIGHT Oak cotor. Very

good conditkHi. $1200. Evenings 818-843-

6178.

if Piano Rentals
If Low Monthly Rates

^Hollywood Piano Rental Company^

kOUk TRAVEL INC
WORLD WIDE LOWEST AIRFARES

MAKE YOUROWNAR CAR HOTE
RESERVATION AT

hnp7Avww.pdsmoweb.com/aquatravel

24HOURSADAY
Lowest Domestic and

International Airfares

Tour Packages

EuraUpass

Hotel Accommodations

Car Rentals

*Asia*AMca*Auslrala*Eunpe*Souttt

Amef1ca*lndia*Canoda*Mexlco*Hawal*

SpMiol (k)mKtlc ft Intirnotionol Airtoris AvQiloM
Prtct ar« lubiect to chonge wtmoof notice

apply Plus Taxes

PH(>Epiq)441^680
10850 Wilshire, Suite 434, Westwood CA 90024

SEMESTER AROUND THE WORLD.
Travel to Greece, Spain, Costa Rica, or Aus-

tralia and earn college credits. Call toll free

1-877-333-SATW(7289).

UlUilikli
Ti

1986 Ford Escort. Grey-blue, 2dr. CD
w/detachable race(new), clean, low mi., 5
spkr., a/c. $1750obo. Contact Marie 310-

207-1252.

1987 325 BMW- Silver, black interior, 4door,

full. Excellent condition. $5000 obo. 310-

206-8252.310-473-2114.

1989 FORD PROBE GL-lmmaculate.
Newrpaint job, tint, stereo, brakes, struts.

Large trunk-space good gas, perfect tor

school. Runs&looks great. $3,500ot>o. 323-

913-2561.

1990 MAZDA MIATA. Red convertible.

AM/FM Cassette, Low mileage, Low main-

tenance. $4450obo. Must selll 818-494-

2077.

79 PORCHE 911 SC
Red, sunroof, phone, alarm, clean.

$11.500obo. 310-559-7206.

88 CHRYSLER LEBARON convertible. New
palntAop/lransmi8sk>n, straight body, air bag,

power windows, AAD. Great student car. Must
sell $2800. 310-575-1990.

89 HONDA ACCORD LXi, auto, k>aded, new
tires, super clean, 87K mi., xint cond.,

tiel/beige, $5950. 310-376-7648.

92' MITSUBISHI ECLIPSE, red, 5-8p. 55K,
new detachable face stereo, clutch, brakes.

Excellent condltk)n. Must sell. $5500obo.
310-262-9203.

94 P0NT1AC GRAND AM Great condltkxi.

secorxl owner, 4-door automatk:, cruise, abs,

stereo/lape. Red/grey. $4500obo. 310-208-

4385.

95 VW CABRIO conv. Low mileage. 6-CO
changer Leather seats. Auto, power every-

thing. Jason 310-372-9167.

'82 DODGE CONVERTIBLE- 400.

140.000milet. Original owner. WeN-main-
talned. Leather, power window & lock.

$2.000. 31044afleahe: 461-1147.

'88 JEEP WRANGLER- Loredo peckage,

89K Full soft top. EjtoeNent condition. $6299
310^72-9472.

'91 HONDA CIVIC DX. Hetchbeck-red, 2-

door, auto, A/C. stereo, great oorKftton, one
owner, 89K. $5195obo. Kathy-3 10-395-

0e07.

Classifjods

825-;^221

London $554

Amsterdam. $712

MlllvllS*•••• ^/ *f4§

uainiSa •••••••$o93

Paris. $730

LEJ.iiJ
Fares round-trtp from U>s AngMs. Tn not inchxied.

Some restrtctiont may apfity

(310) 824-1574 i

(310) UCLA FLY »

RECOMMENDED ^^SMmm
TRAvaAOENcr STA TRAVEL
OFASUCU

BOOK YOUR TICKET ONLINE A1^

VV VV VV . S T A - T R A V E L . C M

London $382
Paris $348
Sydney $909

Sao Paulo $744
Mexico City $329

Fws art KT. Do not inctub* OMts.

KeitricTioni appl)tAr« subjact to chanfc.

B« an on canripus intern!

EARN FREE TRAVEU
call l-SM-council for more details

Travel(^oiiiici

GEE: CoMcil on Iniematiomil

EAKaliomI Cuhanfe

10904 Lindbrook Drive,

Los Angeles

[3IO]-208-355l

www.counclltravel .com

IrmcUM
Koiiiul I up .Xnttiirs

*^.io IViuln Km
('ii.iN.iijiiil i^iMi

$840

t'.c li I NNii IS \i I K \\ 1 I
v] m It I

^ii\ith ,\ni' in .in ""I'l . i.ilisis 1
• I . I I

-
. i . 1,,

ASK AWESOME PSYCHICS, questions

about love, nrK}ney, health. 24hrs/daylll Call

now!!! 1-900-370-3734 x2558. $3.99/mln.

Must be 18years okJ. Serv-U 619-645-8434.

FREE SOFTWARE
Amazing website shows how to download
over 250.000 shareware programs free. 1-

900-288-7888 ext-1619. $2.99/min, l&t-

serv-you 619-645-8434.

GIRLS!! LIVE !! 24hrs/day!l Talk one on one.

Call Now!! 1-900-825-2100 x1294
$3.99/mln. Must be18 years old. Serv-'U 619-

645-8434.

Best Dateline Ever

Time,to find someone who cares.

Call now.

1-900.933-1818 ext 6040

$2.99/min. 18^

Serv-U 619-645-8434

LOAN SPECIALIST
Cars, home, persor^l and debt cortsoiida-

tion. Small businesses welcome. Call toll-

free: 1-877-467-4922.

STUDENT LOANS
GET YOUR Stafford Student Loan from Uni-

versity Credit Union (Lender Code 832123).
Also receive low-cost financial sen/ices. 310-

477-6628, www.ucu.org.

SEXUAL PROBLEMS?
Improve male performance instantly! Maxi-
mize stamina, maintain control, arxJ last

longer. Amazing, unheard of solutions! Visit:

www.newremedies.com

VIDAL SASSOON
SALON in Beverly Hills. Advanced training

team is looking for models for $15 haircuts.

Please call 310-775-8808.

INSURANCE WAR!
WE'LL BEAT ANYONE'S price or don't want
your business. All drivers. Newly lk:ensed.

Student/staff/faculty discounts. Request the

•Brum Plan." 310-777-8817 or 818-222-

5595.

/iilslale
\buVe in 0ood hands.

Insurance Company
(310)312-0204

1281 NA/ostwood Blvd.
<2 talks. So. of Wilstilre)

AUTO
INSURANCE

''NO BULL"
Best Prices, Same Day

STUDENT DISCOUNTS

Motorcycles, SR22
Accidents, Tickets OK

CALL AA«IA NOW
FOR FREE QUOTE

TOLL FREE
1 (800) 225-9000

SPORTS FANS MAKE $
<www.UotSports.com> Live sports chat,

scores, lines, odds. Virtual Vegas. Fastest

payout on the web.

WORLD WIDE WEB
SECRETS

Dowload Up To $100K In Software For

FREE! 1-900-288-7888 Ext.5360 $2.99/min.

Must Be 18>. Serv-U 1-61 9-645-8434

ACNE SCARS?
OR CHICKENPOX scars? Patented laser-

assisted method. Proven success, rebuild

your own collagen. Call for details 310-385-

0590.

Contemoo Nails
Manicures Pedicures

Ftlls & Silks

Sculptured Nails

Wax
& MORE!

333 Robertson Blvd, Beverly Hills

(btwn. Gregory Way & Olympic Blvd.)

MofvSat 9-7 pm. Sun 10-5 pm.
FreeParWng

No Appt. Necessary

Call (310) 885M79
tixzmmtxiizzitxiiiixzzii

F(ir I .
I H,-iii

ELECTROLYSIS

LuCin Electrolysis

(310) 208-8193

Europe
$239 (each way plus taxes)

HAWAII $1 19 o/w
Many other destinations!
CALL 310-394-0550
http://Www.alrhitch.ora

CaT2028«5a40

j^* fadal
* waxfng
* aleotrolysif
* ear btoroirig
* eyelash tinf

* pi«ffy hands and feet
* Henna Body Art

(310) 393-3621

BANKRUPTCY
GET OUT OF DEBT NOW! Free Consulta-

tion. Experienced attorneys, reasonable

fees. Law Offices of White and Associates

(Cheryle M. Whrte. UCLAW. "86") 800-420-

9998 or 310-207-2089. 12301 Wilshire

Bl.Ste 550. WLA

GREEN CARDS NOW!
FILE YOUR GREEN CARD LOTTERY.
Starting 10-1-98 through 10-26-98 Call at-

torney Doreend2 13-251 -9588.

BEST MOVERS. Licensed, insured. Lowest
rates. Fast, courteous+careful Many stud-

ents moved for $98. Lie -T- 163844. NO JOB
TOOSMALLI 1-800-2-GO-BEST

HONEST MAN W/14tt truck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok. Student discount.

Ask about 10% discount. 310-285-8688. Go
Bruins!

JERRY'S MOVING&DELIVERY The careful

movers. Experienced, reliable, sane-day de-

livery. Packing, boxes available A Igo. ptok-
up donations for American Cancer Society.

Jerry©310-391-5657.

>:>. «!(;v..: ;<;*.<*?< ;*•*»

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedicated pro-

fessional. At your home or WLA studio. 1st-

lesson free. No drum set necessary.

Neil:21 3-654-8226.

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years exp. all

levels and styles. Patient and organized.

Guitars available. Sam 310-826-9117.

GUITAR LESSONS by professional near

UCLA. Alt levels, guitars avail. Call Jean at

310-476-4154. www.JWGS.com

jpiMssioiuri

MBA, LAW, MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS!
Frustrated developing your critk:al personal

statements? Get professional help from well-

known author/consultant. 310-826-4445.

www.winningpersonstatement.com

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

Al subjects. Theses/Disser1atKX)S.

Personal Statements, Proposals and Books.

International students wekxxne.

SINCE 1985

Sharon BMr, Ph.D. (310) 470-6662

.

EAGLE EYED EDITOR
PROOFREADS THESES, publrcations; tu-

tors English, study skills; .trains time man-

agement, stress reduction. Nadia Lawrence

PhD 310-393-1951.

GREEN CARD LOTTERY 50,000 Visas

awarded by US GOV. $35 for attorney pre-

pared applicatk)n. John Manley, Esq. 12304

Santa Monrca Blvd. #300 LA, CA 90025.

310-820-7553. Deadline to apply: 10/28

JAPANESE CONVERSATION CLASS. San-

ta Monk:a College. Business and travel.

starting 10-31-98 through 12-12-98. Six Sat-

urdays. 9am-12pm. $75. Partk;ipatk>n en-

couraged. 310-452-9214.

OUTREACH COUNSELING SERVICES.
Fee based on ability to pay. Insurance&Med-

icare accepted. Encino: 818-819-6145.

LA.:21 3-850-0204.

PRIZE-WINNING
ESSAYIST AND FORMER PROFESSOR
wAwo Ph.Ds can help you produce winning

prose. Theses, papers, personal statements.

DavkJ <daveditOpacbell.net> 805-646-

4455.

PROFESSIONAL writing and editing help at

any stage with your personal statement by a
qualified top notch writer 310-936-2463.

Counseling and Psychotherapy

...to examine life concemi/issuc* in

privacy and respect Individuals,

couples, families. Stress, anxiety,

depression, self-esteem, relationships.

Lorraine M. Yamamur%, Ph.D. Clinical

Ptychdogtst PSY11067 (310>392-5209

Display

206-3060
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IfrafessiQQal Servlcoi

RELATIONSHIP SPECIALIST- Effective,
supportive. confkJential counseling. IndivkJu-
als and couples. Carole Chasin MA
MFC.C. 310-289-4643.

'

A FREE SESSION
Psychotherapy/Counseling for depression,
anxiety, obsessions, post-traumatic stress!

etc. Couples/Individuals. Student rates.
Crime victims may be eligible for free treat-

ment. Call Liz GouW (MFC#32388)©310-
578-5957 to schedule your free consultation.

SOON TO BE
GRADS/GRADUATES
The Resume Experts Guide can help you get
the job and salary you desire. From the
cover letter to the interview we can help.
Only $15.95 Make Check or Money Order
payable to : Knabitic Enterprises 3230 E
Flamingo Rd Ste. #565 Las veqas NV
89121 ^
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1 Pile

5 Yellowish brown
10 Sonny and —
14 Wheel part

15 Of sound
16 Annoy
17 Twirled

18 Ontario river

19 Actress Chase
20 Oinamental ball

22 Puttered

24 Kunstler's org.

25 Old map abbr.

26 Hints

30 Fast horses
35 Close relative

36 Bambi's mother
37 Watercourse
38 Watch
41 Assumption /
43 Oaisylike flower

44 Ooh and —
45 Equal score
46 Plateaus
47 Hiker's bag
50 Concert halls

53 Pressure unit:

abbr.

54 Vernal —
58 Dependable
62 Smallest of the
""

inter

63 Forbidden
66 Mets' stadium
67 Attendance
68 Large antelope
69 High
70 Smell
71 Digress

72 Skillful

DOWN
1 Jewelry-box

fastening

2 Montreal player

3 Pickling

ingredient
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4 Certain whter
5 Nepal's capital

6 "Ben-
—

"

7 Lemony
beverage

8 Types
9 Tiny amounts
10 Nursery bed
11 Knoll

12 Actress

Sommer
13 Use the library

21 Kimono sash
23 Pair

25 Put into service

26 Muslim's
religion

27 Cowhand's loop

28 Clove hitch and
granny

29 Acquired
31 Woolly animal
32 Actress Ekberg
33 Elementary
34 Smooth and

?
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arge green
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40 Welles or Bean
41 Tin — Alley

42 Musical work
44 Alias -

"

48 Calif, hours
49 Forty winks
51 — on: acts like

a grandparent
52 Raise in status

54 Therefore
55 Campus area
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57 Roman road
59 Melville sea

captain

60 Small wooded
valley
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A^'re Lookin
Write stories, gain sales experience, take photos, and

for You
join Bniiniife Yearbook TODAY!

liiairY
B

Wfe're looking for creative, energetic, friendly people to join our staff. If you are

interested in joining Bruinlife Yearbook, please come to our Orientation Meeting tonight.

Bring yourself, ideas, and a smile to Kerckhoff Hall, room 1 18 at 6:30.

THURSDAY EVENING

BROADCAST STATIONS

A = Century Cable B = Channel Name C = Bruin Cablevision OCT. 15, 1998
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(B CBSNtwt
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"SSSm
SMir'K

Sitter,

Sister Bl

Ctnrllt Rom (In Stereo)

(B

Lovt
Connaclloii

Changiof
HMrtTB

(B

[E

Friih
Princt Stereo) IB

Newthour WHh Jim
Letwerll

m

ludoeJudy
(In Stereo)

ABCWM

Stereo) [B

Ent
Tonight

Extra (In

Stereo))[B

FrtendsJIn

Stereo)!]

UteMKl
TNnee

n
Hard Copy
(B

Squaraa

wwiywooo

SdnfeMJIn
Stereo) [B

US*
—

Wheal of

Fortune QB

LAM):lJe
on the Beat

IMor Laagua BaaebaN Ptavofft: National League Championship Series Gai
-• San Diego Padres at Atlanta Braves. If necessary. (In Stereo Uve) IE

mffUSS l^raaiar/ln iMadAlxful l^raalarOn

me 7

Primer Impacto

Stereo) I

Noticiaani

YouCB

NotJdaro
Uraviaion

Stereo)

Ml Pequena Travieaa

Pfomiaad Larwl

"Restoration" (In Stereo)

Friandadn
Stereo)t
Wayana
Broa.[B

Live

NudeGiri"

Jamie Foxx
(In Stereo)

AnyoiacaWHdNew
Zealand's Southern Alps.

vvngMncv ImMUMM
"Bitter End" fln Stereo) (B

(E

KI

[E

(inaereo)

Diagnoaia Murder "Blood
WillOut" (In Stereo) IB

Fra8ter"Hot
Ticket" [B

Steve
Harvey as

Veronica's

CloaatK]

For Your
LovaK

Mysteryl "Touching Evir
(In Stereo) (Part 3 ol 5) M

41 Hours (In Stereo)U

ER "Vanishing Act" (In

Stereo) IB

(In Stereo) IK

Return of Sarah'a
Paughtara

*• "Assassins" ()99S. Drama) Sylvester Stallone. A
wild neiwcomer draws a bead on a veteran hit man. IE

X

Home

(B

Simpaofta
(In Stereo)

'30 Years to Life" (1 996) Rot)ert Hays. An imprisoned

teen is deliberately ageo three decades. IB

Vivo por Elena Daaaftcuentro

IB Final

Quartern

(B

Bienvenidos

11

CE

FrtendsOn
Stereo) SI

n
Show (R) (In Stereo)

Tonight Show (In Stereo)

OS

Fresh
Prince

Charlie Roaa (In Stereo)

[E

(B

Jen7 Springer [E

Married..

With

Nawsradio
(In Stereo)

NoticiaaU

M*A*S*H
(Part 1 ot 2)

MadAtxHJt
Youn
Noddaro

Cheers [B

Lite and
Timaa

Nightline [E

Change of

HaartTE

Living

Sl^[E

Late Late Show Actor

Thomas Gibson IE

Late Night (In Stereo) IE

Nanny "The
Chatterbox"

Psychology

Politically

incorrect 3]

Lova
Connection

Cops (In

Stereo) B]

Star Trek: The Next
Ganaration "Allegiance"

Al RHmo de la Nocha

(R)[E

Later (Rjjin

StereoM
(R) (In Stereo) ffi

Classic Arte Showcaaa

(R)S] Entertain-

ers

Maury Juror who slept

with accused murderer. OS

Copa(ln
Stereo) (B

Paid
Program

El Blabtazo

H«ppy
Days

Paid

Program

El Gordo

'

33

54

39

43

57

75

38

26

19

16

27

12

14

42

32

66

58

12

65

Biography "Roseanne:
TabloiA. Trash ft Tmth"

UrwxpWfwd
'Reincarnations" (R)

Touch of Froat "Tnie
Confessions" (Part 2 ol 2)

*** "My Fair Lady" ( 1 964. Musical) Rex Harrison. Audrey Hepburn Stanley
HoBoway. A prolessor bels he can teach a street vendor to Se a lady G'

ProfUaa "Michael

Crawlord"(R)

World Today n

76

26

44

42

39

41

40

64

71

38

'4:00)11 "Speed Zonel"

1969) John Candy.

ran ft Company

Prime Time Public Affairs

England, My England Michael Ball stars in this

musical biography of compter Henry Purcell. (R)

Larry King Uva 11

Lounge {Make Ma
U2arli(R) iLaugh

Prima Time Justice

Nawaatend:
Entertainment WaaMym
Daily Show

Trial Story

Stain's

Wild Discovsry (R)

MystariaaA|FYEI(R)
Scandala

Into the

Unknown

Talk Soup

Strange but

Truaf(R)

Faahion
Emergency

Hard Time (R)

News Daily IMysteries A
Scandals

M of My Fair Lady
tCpvarly

laUaoni
Stereo) (Part 3 of 4)

MarsaHa

ly Than Ever

illuaic (R) (In

of 4) 3D

Sporte
Tonl^tm iRim

Biography "Roseanne:
Tabbied, trash & Truth"

Unaxplalnad
Reincarnations" (R)* "A/fy fa// LacV"( 1964, Musical) Rex Harrison, Audrey Hepburn. Stanley

HoWoway. A professor bets he can leach a flower girl to be a lady. 'G'

Proflaa "Michael

Crawford" (R)

Larry King Uve (R) X

tV, TransyVania 6-5000" (1985) Jeff Gokfclum. Two
reporters investigate Frankenstein sightings.

Cochran ft Company (R) Prima Time Justice (R)

Prime Time PuMicAftairs(R)

England, My England Michael BaH stars in this

musical biography of composer Henry Purcell. (R)

PNwaaiano
Entarteinmant Weakly «
Chris Rock: Brino the
Pain Comic Chris Rock.

Trial Story (R)

NFL FootiMMJ: Green Bay Packers at Detroit Lions. From Pontiac Silverdome. (Live) OE

Justice Fites

"Slaughtered Innocence"

Making of a CMId Star:

The Journey Contlnuaa

SFrtenda,
Jarnr

GoMan
GIrtaOB

6jt(ln

Stereo)

Catdog

/QF^yfir

Lois ft Cteri(

Countdown

Gokten
QiriaB]

Outra-

gaouaf

Eiten

Stereo'

(In

))«]

I Can't

Balteve

Eiten "Guvs
or Dolls" [E

Jams Countdown (In Stereo)

All That (In

Stereo)

Ultimate

Fan League

Superman
~

Saved by |USA High
(In Stereo)

WCW Thunder (B

Figure It

Out

LaatWord

Secret of

Atex

Pd^Wte

Babylon S "Signs and
Portents" (In Stereo) 11

Harculaa: Tha
Lagen^ry Joumaya [B

WcWThun' Thunder OD

Show Ma Show Me
tf>a Funny |tt>a Funny

Party of Five "Spring

Breaks" [E

Fanatic (In

Stereo)

Doug (In

Stereo) IB

?S^

Butt^taad

RugrateJIn
Stereo) IB

ER "And Baby Makes
Two" (In Stereo) OP

Xana: Warrior Prlnoaaa
"One Against an Army" [B

Oh Nol Mr.

BIN

Wild Discovery (R)

Behind the Scenes (R)

Sportscentar [E

Camera

Chicago Hope "Ex Marks
the Spot" (In Stereo) 11
" 'Spy
video

Thomber- Couain
rya ISkaatar B!

Tannte: Nuveen Tour

Say What?
(In Stereo)

Into the

Unknown

Talk Soup

(?)

Strange but

Tnia7(R)

Night Stend

LPBT Bowling: PWBA Tour. Pittsburgh.

*'/i "The Man From Left F»W" (1993) Street urchins

adopt an amnesiac as their baseball coach.

"Murder or Memory? A Momer)t ol Truth Movie"

(1994, Drama) Leigh Taylor-Young, Michael Brandon.

Total Request (R) (In

Stereo)

All in the

Family

Final. Atlanta. (R

'

All in the

Family

* "Ejr/rem<f»s"(1986. Drama) Farrah Fawcett An
assault victim learns her assailant knows her address.

Waiter, Taxis
"Cirde of Life" (In STereo)

Ringar
[lnSlere<

*Vi "LaMinmowerMan2. 8eyor)dCyfwrspace''(1996[
A virtuat-raaWy vHtein ptots to control the worid.

Cetebrity

Death

All in the

Famiy

FOX Sporte News

Cartoon
Suahi(R)

All in the

Fanlly

Sporte
Tonight a
Dally Show

Moneyline
(R)m

Stein's

Money

Cochran ft Company (R)

tVi "Jim Thorpe. All

\American" (m\)
*Vj "WafcasrtXv^enL/e"( 1950. Musical)

Betty Grable. Victor Mature Phil Harris

MarsaNs on Muaic (R) (In

Stereo) (Part 3 of 4) IE

Showbiz
Today b:

Crossfire

(R)m

Saturday Night Uve
Quincy Jones. CE

Prime Time Justice (R)

Public Policy Conference

"Bilter Tea-

Yen"

*** "Strictly Ballroom"

(1992) Paul Mercurio'PG'

Interna-

tional

Make Me
Laugh

Paid

Program

Newsroom
i:

Dally Show
(R)

Paid

Program

Hard Time (R)

Howard
Stem

Sportscentar [B

Howard
Stam(R)

700 Club

Attitudes X
Cut(R)
Stereo)

(In

All in the

Family

FOX Sporte Nowa

Gokten
Girian

Paid

Program
Paid

Program

Melrose Place (In Stereo)

l^Cloaa

Oh Nol Mr.

BIN

Golden
Girts X

LovaUrte Actress Mia

Kort. (R) (In Stereo)

All in the

Family

• V, -XMrs Playr (1991) Justin WhaKn. A newty
rejuvenated Chucky tracks down his lormer owner

•** 'lega/ese"(199e. Drama) James Gamer A
veteran lawyer hands a high-profile case to a rookie.

WCW Thunder (R)[B IWCW Thunder (R) IB

PREMIUM CABLE STATIONS

Naw York Undercover
"All in the Family" Bl

AN in tha

Family

LaatWord
(R)

Paid

Program

Talk Soup

Paid

Program

Night Stand

Auto Radng: ARCA Bondo Mar-Hyde
Series - Winn-Dixie 300 (R)

LifT
Camera

Paid

Program

Unsolved Mysteries (In

Stereo)

SHIftOHy
(In Stereo)

All in the

Family

Ultimate

Fan League

1iX%15L
NewhartX

AirStyte

151

Paid

Program

Homicide:

Life

After Hours
(In Stereo)

Dick Van
Dyke

Racing

*Vi "Naked in New York" (1993. Drama) A young
playwright must choose between k?ve ano career

Silk StaNdnoa "Night of

Ihe Parrot" (In Stereo) Bl

* ^/i "Lawnmower Man 2: Beyond Cyberspace" ( 1 996)
A virtual-reality villain pk)(s to control the worid.

Renegade "SWM Seeks
Vctm''^(R) (In Stereo) 3E

Interstittel

HII

jBeveriy

HilMiltesi:

34

33

3S

4:45) *** iCfDcod^ Dundee" iy9Be,"- " 'PG-13'IIIComedy) Paul Hogan

<Mlha%aii|Ua3LM
n

ruban

**W "Harrwr (ha Spy^ (1996, Comedy)
l)era.PG'[i]Mfchale Trachtanberg.

um***^7Sie
Datovarf Country" (191

1gnl)JackNkiwteon.lIl

*** 'Tfer Shofsr (1991 )Mitery
movies teke if on the chin in this spoof.

"Summertime Swhch'uromany
LovaB
** "Wolcano

**V, IheWaUng Dead" {)996.

Drama) Alan

(1994.

Comedy-Drama) Jason Weaver. Bl
'
(1997) Tommy Lae Jones. The heat is

on as ia^ oozas through downtown Los Angelas. IB

** Imaanmv Cnma3'^(1994) Harvey Kwtol. A Is

agar in 1962 Oregon has a compfcated family We

** "Who's /W(^wn6^(l^,
Comedy) John Candy. PG-iy

Payne, (k) Stereo)W Bl jConap.

Making*

'6/ink/" (1998) An in-line skater deserts

hispahto ioin a rival team. Bl

Vi "fietum to Savage Beach" ( 1 998,

Adventure) Juke Strait. (In Stereo) R'
"

(R) k*"77>ei
nts pan tojow a nvai team. iB JM
** 'The ^Woamalter"(1997) George Ckwney. A
sdentiit and a sokjer aeak stolen nudear weapons.

Cteopaira In Concert (I

B)

Cnim03"(1994) Harvey Keitol. A teen- \"N»ked City: Justice WHh a Buler{^^») A tvn man

Comedy) Chris Farley. V

rtafcs detectives and the touriste they saved. Bl

J997.
"P^iariB

_ Fkat

SG-IAhoslfor
:-Ra.B]

4r*

RebeT

Ihe Pandora Proiecr{)996.
Adwrture) Daniel BaMwin'Sff Bl

Stereo) Bl

iSL

he Alagnilioenf

'(1961) JD

the NFL (In

* 'HMrlDfiaaPlni«r*(1997,Comady)|* 'T^MSon hy: The Mew Seduction

BiBalwny.(fci Stereo) WBl
...-.-

Legacy" Bl

Dead Man'a Gun 'The
Mimsers" (In Stereo) (B

Zorro(ln

Stereo) Bl

Arftea"The

(1997. Suapanee) Jaime Pressly'R'Bl jTommyChongCheech

MouaaChib

Sax artd tha
CHy(R)Bl

tiiV, "Murder at 1600"

(1997) Wesley Snipes. 'R'

** "The Apple
Gv)gRides^Again"{}97^)

John Lagulzaimo's Freak

b;

"Merchant ol Death"(\m
officer hunts down his fam'

Smokirr(19e3Xoma^)

•R"

Uii'h 'Alter

|Mktwghf"'R'
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OR NO GAP?
That is the question

If you are griiduating this ye<ir, one of the most

important decisions you'll have to mjike is whether

or not you want to wear a cap in your senior

portrait. Campus Photo Studio offers you a

solution-taking proofs with hoth poses. 1 lowever,

hefore you make this ground-hreaking decision,

you must make an appointment.

JUST A REMINDER:. If your last name hegins

with the letter A-E, you MUST t^ike your senior

portrait before October 10. To make an

appointment, pleiise call !2()().8433

7500
Jjarssr Opportunities

>-'iSSR t:

7500
Career OpportimHlet

7500
Career Opportunities

^7500
Cvear Opportunities

7500
Caraor

A major
force in

Thursday, October 15, 1998

6:00 p.m.

UCLA

LA Tennis Center Clubhouse

BA Presentation

A brief presentation will be followed

by informal discussions with

bank representatives.

i^WlH

Taking
you
wiierever
you
want
to go.
Equal Opportunity Employer

Few career opportunities present the unique, intriguing challenge to play a key role

in what has been recognized as a landmark event BankAmerica and NationsBank

corporations have completed a merger of unprecedented scope in the banking industry,

with the goal of becoming a premier financial services organization for the 2l8t century.

Consider becoming a part of business history. And, in the process, begin a career path

that can take you wherever you want to go.

.
1 1- in I

gg-

m
BankAmerica
w«vw.bankamadca.coni

MontgOQie

NcrtiensBank:
www>nitionibinlLoom

Classifieds

825-2221
Display

206-3060
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FRENCH TUTORING
Or grade improvement for all levels. Highly

experierKed teacher. Also translation. Call

Evelyne; 310-395-5953

Math/Physics/Statistics/English/Hebrew.

Computerized statistical analysis avail-

able.Tutoring service. Free consultation.

Reasonable rates, call anytime. Han (800)90-

TUTOR. www.my-tutor.com

PhO's in psychology/special ed. Teach aca-

demics and testing, note-taking, study strat-

egies to LD, ADHD and other difficulties

ranging 8yr-adults. 310-315-1901.

PRIVATE TUTORING
SECONDARY, PRIMARY LEVELS. All sub-

jects. Affordable rates One on one. At your

home Call ADMIRAL TUTORING: 310-477-

9685.

THE WRITING COACH
Experienced teacher, PhD offers tutoring,

term paper assistance, English, Social Sci-

ence, History. Foreign Students WelcorDe.

Call: 310-452-2865

TUTOR IN ITALIAN Native speaker. 5 yrs.

experience, emphasis on conversation,

reading, grammar. Lessons in French avail-

able. Call Stefania 818-243-5204.

TUTOR English, French, ESL. ISEE/SAT
preparation. Emphasis on reading compre-

hension/writing/study skills. Elementary, sec-

ondary, college. Qualified teacher, l5-years

experience. $45/hr. Stephanie: 310-395-

4688.

UCLA EMGLISHALUMNL pfo writar. young.

ADVANCED FORTRAN
PROGRAMMER

Needed to tutor student $20/hr. Call 310-

226-2915 and leave a message.

GERMAN TUTOR NEEDED P/T Hrs flexi-

ble 310-289-1404.

RELIABLE STUDENT WANTED to help high

school junior with homework in vahous sub-

jects. 6-10 hrs./wk. flexible. $10-12/hr.

(3 10)556-46 IOex.1

SENIOR/GRAD STUDENT needed to tutor

Beverly Hills High Sclvx>t sophonfx>re in

Math. 2hrs for 4-5 times/wk. Flexible sched-

ule. 310-289-7969.

SPECIAL EDUCATION TUTOR- $25/hr

8hrs/week. WLA area. Experienced only.

Fax: 626-445-3821. Email us <clinict-

estOaolcom>

TUTOR wanted for 7/8yr. old. Music major-

piano and violin. Homework help. M-Th, 2-

3hrs/day afternoons. 310-395-6198
evening 310-253-0066 day

TUTOR WANTED
Need a tutor for Chem 153 A and Physics

6C. $10/hr. Contact Joon at (310)208-1512

or e-mail JoonbugOucta edu. E-mail pre-

ferred.

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-

es, dissertatk)ns, transcription, resumes, fli-

ers, brochures, mailing lists, reports. Santa

Monica. 310-828-6939. Hollywood, 213-466-

2888.

DREAM JOB
IS HERE. The one w/tots of income potential

and freedom to do what you want. Call 1-

800-462-5714.

S^OOKMQI

WORD PROCESSING. Typing, proofing,

editing, rewriting, research, resumes, tutor-

ing, etc. Fax. email, bring work to me. Rush-

es. Student discount. 818-830-1546. ^

RM SHMTUMLY NOUmSNMQ,
RNANCUUY SOUND PART-11MC WONN?

Temple Isiel ol HoUywood, a vitnn Rcfarm icwah
confjcfHicn n tfte hart of LA. needi cieaive Jcwuh
people who love diikbaind Judaan K) Ki\« as pwt-

une RckBOMt Schod lEKtea, fmliS k-7. in ihe

malHebiMUft 01 HnXCW
Gal (323)

IncuMeandllewoh studies.

x226w

COMPANION to WOrV PH a/ 1U yedi uld l>uy

w/autism. Evenings and/or weekends. Mini-

mum 6-months. Coursework and/or experi-

ence w/autism necessary. Add'l training and
supen/ision provided. $10+/hr. 310-559-
7384.

CREATIVE. SMART, resourceful P/T after-

noon nanny for 2-boys ages 4+5. Referenc-
es required. Call Priscilla at 310-399-5686.

DEPENDABLE, MATURE student w/car
wanted for afterrxxsns+early evening child-

care in BH area. $7.50/hr+gas. 10-12/hrs-

week. Must have/references. Call Janet 323-
874-4073.

ACCURATE. DEPENDABLE and SPEEDY
typing service. Close to campus. Call Laurie:

310-478-6230.

HATE TO TYPE? Let me do it for you.

Fast+accurate. Professional screen plays

excepted. $2/pg. Call-Iris 310-839-3101 or

page 310-915-2255.

superb papers guaranteed High school and
below welcome. Jeff 213-653-2240.

WRITING TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford University

graduate. Help with English—for students of

all ages/levels. $17/hr. 310-472-8240 or

'310-440-0285.

$2000 IMMEDIATELY
BILLION DOLLAR COMPANY seeks outgo-

ing, motivated people to help with Int'l expan-

sion. P/T. Extremely lucrative. 1-800-371-

6526. 24 hours.

'$500/DAY Nude modeling-women 18+ all

types. No experience necessary. Safe, pro-

fessional environment. Refer a friend and
earn $50! 310-358-3865.

ARE YOU SUFFERING from an income
shortage? Earn $1500+monthly offering new
400 MHz computers or 233 MHz laptop

available to distributors for $350. Free de-

tails.

wwwnewmillenniumtech.com/webb.htm or

call 323-298-8506.

DRIVE YOUR DREAM FOR FREE. Any
make, model, or price. No down payment.
No security deposit. Great income potential.

888-891-8890

Men-Women ages 18-24 for nude modeling
for magazines and fine art. Call 310-289-

-8941 days lor inlofmatioo.

BARTENDER TRAINEES
EARN $100 -$200 DAILY

2 week class
Job Placenoent Servk:e

800/952-2553
PROFESSIONAL

BARTENDERS SCHOOL
Discount with Student ID

DRIVE and homewori< help for 10-yr-old in

afternoons. Must have car and insurance.

310-454-7525.

AFTERSCHOOL CARE Wednesday ana
occasional other days. Must have own car,

good references. 310-558-8285.

AIDE WANTED FOR 11 -year old boy. Daily

living skills Aeducation help. Experience pre-

ferred. Nights&weekends. 310-542-4146.

ATTENTION: a loving, mature, N/S, female
to babysit 4yr/old girt during week. 30-40/hrs.

Transportation needed. Exp a-plus. Refer-

ences. $8/hr. 81^-949-1653.

FUN/CARING
BABYSITTER. Responsible, fun individual

needed for picking up and caring for lOyr old

boy and 7yr old girt. Must have car and be a
good driver. 2-5days/wk. 2:30-6pm. Call

Gayle: 31 0-450-4 109(evenings)

LIVE-IN FEMALE BABYSITTER 20-25
hrs/wk.. $125/wk.. help w/ homework, driv-

ing, outdoor play Room/boarding, parking,

private bath, 1 block from UCLA. 310-470-
0021.

M/F DRIVER/BABYSITTER WANTED- in

Santa Monica for 2kids (7+9) 1or2
days/week Mostly aftemoons&some eve-
nigs hours. Can accomodate your class

schedule. Includes runnir)g errands. Must
have own car. $11/hr+gas. References re-

quired Heather®310-458-9244 or fax:310-

394-2984.

7500
cjvo0r oddoihuiIiIos

NO TIME TO TYPE?
CALL PICTURE PERFECT Word Process-

\ng and bring/fax your papers to me! 24hr

service, delivery available, laser prints. Stud-

ent discount. 310-915-2224.

WORD PROCESSING All types; research

papers, theses, resumes, fliers. Editing &
proofing available Emergencies OK. Call:

818-598-1489 or email anmlwomndpac-
bell.net.

7500

BABYSITTER WANTED
CREATIVE AND FUN for two kids ages
10&5. Saturday nights, Hollywood Hills.

good references . Satarv nopotiaWe. £13-

MOM LOOKING FOR FEMALE to drive kids

from school-home and supervise hw. M-F
2:45pm-6pm. Call: Evenings: 310-450-2724
Days:31 0-393-8871 ext 233

MOAA'S HELPER:
Opportunity: Industry veteran starting record

label based in Seattle seeking inves-

tor/partner. Exceptional talent secured
Great opportunity to step into recording in-

dustry. Contact Mogul Music 9206-340-
0202.

START NOW! LOCAL AMWAY distributor

offers opportunity for good earning. You pick

the hours. We assist. For an appointment
310-316-9595.

850-7074.

CHILD CARE NEEDED P/T. 3 after-

noons/week Intelligent, energetic, female
preferred. Sherman Oaks. $8/hr. Homework
help+play 818-981-1241.

CHILDCARE- DUTIES: Pick-up, supen/ise
hw. Ages 7&11. Santa Monica area. Must
drive. $10/hr. Afternoons 3:30-6:00pm. M-F
Evenings;3 1 0-39 1 -6424 Days;31 0-825- 1 359

M-F 2:30-7:30 for great 13 y/o boy in busy 2

career household. Supervise hw, cook din-

ner, light housekeeping. Clean car/li-

cense+great references a must. $9.50/hr

w/milage+meals. 310-281-5333.

MOTHER'S HELPER
NEEDED AT VEGETARIAN FAMILY M-F.

2:30-6:30PM for 2 children. Reliable, respon-

sible, prompt, CPR certified. Own car&in-

surance. References. Nancy:310-444-4934.

7500
Caraar OpportunHtos

7500
Career Opporiunltlei

7500
Career Opportunities

SM

riMMta I

'

i
.

l l'

MORGANSTANLEYDEAN WITTER ASIA

invites the Class of 1999 interested in Full-Time Asia career opportunities in

Investment Banking

to fax a cover letter and resume to

Asia Recruiting Manager
011-852-2524-4356

no later than October 22, 1998

•
-

"

-M'ww. ms.com I i n • n

Morgan Stanley Dean Witter is an Equal Opportunity Employer
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Seeking female tutor/babysitter w/car tor 4iii

grader to help yv/reading and math. \NIA
location M, W. Th. 2:45-5:45PM $8/hr. 310-
474-4732.

SEEKING providers for night/weekend child-

care Must have college background and
CPR card. Hours flexible $7-io/hr Must
have ref. Call: 310-545-5181

ATHLETIC MINDED
LOOKING for competitive leaders who want

to achieve an above average lifestyle. Call

now 310-657-4376.

SPUNKY AND CHEERY person to babysit

10&12 year-old girls and help w/homework in

Pacific Palisades Evenings. Must have own
car, references. 310-459-5069.

r Restaurant / Baker

STUDENT WANTED to care for 8year-old-

boy in SM. 2-3 days/week after

2:30p.m. &evenings. Availability desired.

Good driving record/reliable car&references

$8-9/hr. 310-458-3837.

TUTOR for 2nd&4nh graders; Must pick up
from school, assist with homework and din-

ner; 3:30-7PM, M-Th; Driver's License re-

quired. Salary negotiable, Hollywood Hills lo-

cation reply to 310-789-2054

WESTSIDE FAMILY seeks p/t nanny. Experi-

ence necessary. Hours flexible. Call 310-

230-0826.

L ^
UftoYeMerabsstne

L

Cour\ter Service PT Fast Friendly

Call or Apply in person

La Provence ratlsserte
8950 West Olympic Blvd., Beverly Hills

- (310)888-8833,

Math Mc^ior or equivalent wanted
for rxrnber crunching. Must have

ctiticai thinking skite, strong
quantitative abiities and be

creative. FT or PTADenefits incl.

Fax resume Attn. Michael
818.464.7301 Studio City

ADMINISTRATOR/PROJECT ASSISTANT,
(internship possibility). Computer literate,

IBM-Windows/lntemet plus. Senior/graduate

w/strong writing/oral communication. No
dress code/reception duties. $7-$9,

17hrs/wk. Serious inquiries:Fax:310-395-

0509.

$1500 weekly potential mailing or circulars.

No experience req. Free informalk)n packet.

Call 202-466-1639.

$20/HOUR+TIPS
Female nude figure nxKJels needed. Profes-

sional studio. Absolutely no sex, drugs, alco-

hnl, smnkinp, q[ touching. Work yn^if pwn

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED. Earn

$150-$250/night. Wor1< P/T while going to

school. Day/eve classes, 1-2week classes,

,800-974-7974. International Bartender's

school. HUNDREDS OF JOBS!

BEVERLY HILLS SALON looking for profes-

sional receptionist for PT position Computer
skills a must. (310)273-3155.

BOOKKEEPERA.ITE ACCOUNTING. Must

have experience in Windows95, Quick-

books, ADP payroll, worlcers comp report,

sales tax rep>ort. Good organizational skills a

must. Fax resume to 310-264-1628.

CAMPUS JOB OPPORTUNITY. $7.25/hr.

approx. 15-20 hrs/wk. M-F pref. 12-4. Re-

quires excellent receptionist skills, general

office and computer skills. Fax resume to:

310-794-9565 Attn. Ingrid,

AX
ARMANI EICHANCK

•Pli«rffviiity.

.\|.\ .\rmani Exrhang«. Giorgio Armani's

collertion <>t casual sportswear for men and

women, ha:> pobitioiu available for enthusiastic,

self- motivated individuals to join our Beverly

Onrer and South Coast Plaza teams. We are

currently hirini; for the following full time and

part-time positions:

STORE %\D VISI U MAWGERS. SALES

ASSOCIATES WD STOCK ASSOCIATES.

I'o qualify, you must have a minimum of one

year e.\pertence in a fast paced fashion retail

envinmment. To learn more about these

opportunitieB, join us at our

October 20th Ac 2l8t. 8:00am to 8:00pm, at

the Hotel Sofitel liH'ated at 8555 Beverly

Boulevard, in uxtm Opus 1. Those unable to

attend please (ax a resume to 310.659.0240.

An Ei(ual Oppurninirv Emplnvrr

TYPIST WANTED
[50 wpm]

Flexible, 3 hrs. ~ 3 days,

$ 11 .00 /hr.

Call Molly, (310) 470-3589

HELP PART TIME FLEXTIME- Friday, Satur-

day, Sunday. Coffee cart t^aristas or will train.

Ram:909-243-1585 Phone and fax informa-

tion ASAP.

HELP SERVE DINNER Part or Full-time

Monday-Friday from 4pm-8pm. Wag-
es+meals. Males preferred. 310-208-3281.

HOLIDAY $$$
FOR Swan's Holiday Store, Westside Pavi-

lion. October-Jan. Flexible hours. Must be
friendly w/good customer sen/ice skills. 310-
234-0123.

hours. Must have a great body and a pretty

face. Asian models especially needed. Mari-

na Studios, Downtown LA: 323-222-8044.

$20/HR PT/FT
PROCESSING MAIL! Free supplies.

postage! Bonuses! Rush SASE to

CMA/UCLA Po Box 567443. Atlanta GA,
31156
signupO info . infonriachine com

$7.25/hr and up!
DO YOU have initiative? Become a UCLA
Community Service Officer and explore law

and public relations. Great Pay. Flexible

hours. Student-oriented. Web:
www.ucpd.ucla.edu/ucpd/cso, Email:

cso©ucpd. ucla.edu. Phone: 310-825-2148.

ADMIN. ASST. PT Approx. 20hrs/wk. M-F.

8:30-5:30pm. Word. Excel, Filemaker. Fax
resume and salary history 310-477-2476

ADMINISTRATIVE ASST70FFICE ASSIST

-

M-F F/T or P/T in Down town LA. Start

ASAP. $8-10/hr depending on experience.

Need smart, self motivated, detail orientated

individual. Req's= advanced computer skills,

ms office, internet. Some research and
phones involved. Fax resume:21 3-61 7-2325

Attn:HR

ADVERTISING/SALES on an internet web-
site. Will train to sell on Lacilies.com $25/hr

Commission is easy p/t or f/t 310-277-7326.

clee_l@hotmail.com

ALL-AROUND ASSISTANT needed at West-

side Temple. 5hrs/day (including lunch-time).

5days/wk. Answer phones, help w/errands

and office work. Everyday will be different.

Must have own car. $6-7/hr. 310-652-

7353ext.223.

ANNOUNCERS, no experience necessary

Host music/talk-shows for our radio stations.

P/T. $10-1 5/hr. $200+per/show. plus fantas-

tic benefits. 213-468-0080 24-hours.

ASSISTANT for business office. For more
details please call 310-278-2750 or fax re-

sume 310-278-0038.

Part Time
Holiday Worl(

valet attendants &
cashiers

Century City

Shopping Center

Call Mon-Th 9am-Ipm

l^(310|M3-6ia3^

ASSISTANT TO DIRECTOR OF OPERA-
TIONS. Assistant needed for various hours,

Friday-Sur)day to assist in Motion Picture re-

search offic«. Computer&telephorw skills a

must. Must have a flexible schedule. Please

fax resume to DawnO 310-840-5809.

ASSISTANTOa film distribution co in cen-

tury City. Entry level wor1(. 2-3hrs/day, 2-

3days/wk, 2-3wks(or longer). $7/hr-fparking.

Japanese language a plus, film school stitd-

ent a plus. E niail at ykitoOlargoent.com.

T^ASTirRI

EAST COAST SALES for Christmas season.

Can make $10,000-$30.000/2months. Look-

ing for responsible, professional sales peo-

ple. Secure your spot today 213-650-9606.

ELECTRONICS PRODUCTIONS ASST PT
WLA area. Call for details. 310-478-0591.

ENERGETIC OFFICE CLERK needed Exp.

book keepe r. Goo4 English . Approx,-

HOME TYPISTS
PC USERS NEEDED. $45,000 income po-
tential. Call: 1-800-513-4343 Ext.B-10105

EXTRAS needed for feature films, commer-

cials, and music videos. Eam up to $240 per

day! No experience needed. Work guar-

anteed! Call today 213-851-6103.

CENTRAL CAMPUS
CENTRAL CAMPUS JOBS. Part-time jobs

available w/UCLA Concessions. We work

w/your class schedule. Supervisory opportu-

nities. Half-off meals. 310-206-0736.

CENTRAL CAMPUS
CENTRAL CAMPUS JOBS. Part-time jobs

availableOthe Cooperage. We wort< w/your

class schedule. Supen/isory opportunities.

Half-off meals. 310-206-0740.

CITY OF BEVERLY Hills part<ing attendants

needed. Weekends only/$8.76/hr. Morning

and Evening shifts available. Dept. of Trans-

portation. 455 N. Rexford Dr., Room 130. Ap-

ply in person. 310-285-2552.

Clerical, General Office. F/T and P/T.

Flexible hours. $8/hr. Ck>se to UCLA. Fax

Resume (310)889-1893.

CLERICAL/SALES. P/T or F/T, excellent op-

portunity. Love of jewelry. Call between 12-

6pm. Shane's Jewelry. We have 3 openings

Immediately 310-208-8404. ——
CLERK. 24hrs/wk. 3 days. $7/hr. Real Estate

development n^nagenient co. Work sched-

ule to cover lunch hrs. Typir>g, phone skills,

computer literate. 310-478-8757-Ashlynne.

COACHES NEEDED.
MIDDLE SCHOOL Soccer and girl's basket-

ball. Paid positions. Call Gail for basketball

ext. 248. Keith for soccer, ext 247. 310-391-

7127.

COACHES NEEDED: J H. soccer and H.S.

Softball. SFV private school. Experience pre-

ferred. Hours&salary negotiable. Please

call: 818-505-5384.

COMPUTER/TELECOM
CUSTOMER SERVICE REP Fast growing

internet co. located in Westwood seeking

PT/FT customer service reps w/excellent

Wlndows95/PC skills to wori< midnight-

8:30AM. 5AM-8AM. 4PM- 11PM. Fluency in

German&French a plus. Fax resume J. Ash-

craft 310-507-0292.

CREW LEADERS and installers for season-

al lighting business Focused/on-the-

ball/creative people need apply October-

December, w/van or truck fielpful PT/FT.

310-281-2870. Brad.

CUSTOMER SERVICE. Espresso Roma
seeks.energetk: dependable, willing to work

in fast-paced coffee house in Anderson Busi-

ness School. Flexible hours. Apply in person.

Lani.

DENTAL OFFICE needs office help. P/T-F/T.

Hours flexible. Experience preferred. 310-

451-5404.

DOG DAY CARE TRAINERS- Must have ex-

perience workirig w/dogs. {Veterirtarian of-

fice, kennels, or pet sitting) Offk;e skills. 213-

217-8249 Fax resume:323-650-5839.

DYNAMIC. PRESENTABLE, ENERGETIC
mart(eting needed for sports medicine prac-

fkx. (Mce wort(, billing, patient InteractkKi.

Fax Resume 310-335-1543 or call 310-640-

3771.

15hrs/week. Flexible hours. West Hollywood.

Day 1-213-650-1789 eve/weekends 390-

393-1582

F/T TELEMARKETING/Assistam Broker.

Westwood Brokerage Firm seeks telemar-

keter/asst. to broker. Will train and sponsor

the right person to become commodities bro-

ker. Contact RickO310-475-9977.

FEMALE HAIR MODELS
(All nationalities) our models have worked for

Sebastian, Aveda, Paul Mitchell. Redken,

Toni&Guy. Beginner's ok! Most ages ok! All

heights ok! Great pay! Call Iree' now! otto

(24-hours) 1-800-959-9301.

FITNESS INSTRUCTOR 20hrsywk. Mon.,

Wed., Fri., 6:30-11:30 a.m. plus weekend
hours. $600/mo. (310)475-9556. Ask for Liz

or Mike.

FOWLER GUARDS
Gallery attendants needed. P/T. No experi-

ence required. Please contact Fowler
Museum/Security Dept. 310-206-7750.

INTERVIEW POSITION- No telemartteting

involved. On-campus. Flexible hours. Will

train. English and fluent in Spanish, Viet-

namese. Mandarin, or Russian preferred.

$9-12/hr. 12-30 hours/week. Call 310-825-

3658.

I'M SWAMPED
RAPIDLY EXPANDING Promotion company

-jperting netir office tn BM saates^aOovaH

NEED TELEMARKETER/OFFICE ASST for

a clothing company PT/FT. Call 310-473-

7454.

NICOTINE CHEMISTS
needed PT for theoretical/practical studies.

Please call Edward Vandegnft at 310-820-

3937.

NORTH CAMPUS
NORTH CAMPUS JOBS. Part-time jobs

available at the LuValle Convrions. We wori(

w/your class schedule. Supen^sory opportu-

nities. Half-off meals. 310-825-1177.

NOW HIRING
Pier One Imports is looking for PT/FT sales

associates Combined shifts, flexible hours.

Apply in person at: Pier One Imports. 10984
Santa Monica Blvd., LA, 90025. Comer of

Veteran and Santa Monica Blvd.

NOW HIRING!
PT Swim Instmctors. Lifeguards. ChikJcare

Staff. Contact ShaynaOCulver-Palms
YMCAor call 310-390-3604 x107 .

age individuals for P/T/F/T positions. 310-

652-9749.

KID'S MARTIAL ARTS CLASS ASSISTANT-
M-F. P/T. 4-6pm. Santa Monica. Martial arts

studio Black belt preferred. Good pay 310-

829-2643.

LE BEACH CLUB
AMERICAS FAVORITE TANNING resort is

expanding&has limited#of FT openings for

motivated, outgoing, tanning/sales consult-

ants. Hourty+commission $9-:18/hr. Positions

are limited so call now&join LE BEACH
CLUB, the Very Best. Call Carol 310-820-

4067 or fax resume:310-791-0155.

LIBRARY CLERK- p/t. $8-ia/hr. Reliable,

detail orientated person to search library

catalogues for document delivery company
in Westwood. Fax:3 10-208-5971 Attn:Sal. or

email <salOinfotrieve.com>

LOOKING for energetk:. motivated, friendly

people to answer phones.greet customers.

Computer experience helpful. Starting pay
$8/hr. 310-395-7368.

"ASSISTANT nwided fx^AWOWest-
wood graphic design company $7.50/hr.

Light clerical dutles&professional phone
manner. Car needed for errands. Fax re-

sume 310-206-5635.

OFFICE ASSISTANT Busy tutoring agency
in Pacific Palisades seeks office help 1:30-

6:30, M-Th. $10/hr. Must be reliable/profes-

sional. Tutoring abilities a plus. 310-459-

4125.

OFFICE ASSISTANT/SECRETARY- An-
swering phones, greeting patients, filing in

small physical therapy offk:e in residence.

Momings 9am- 1pm. 5days/week. Salary ne-

gotiable. 310-446-6668.

MODELS NEEDED NOWl-A-New Faces/Models-^
No expiTiente required

Catalog. Printwork r.lnq.izincs. Movies.

Vidoo H, TV CorTimerci.ils

f.lcn and Women of all Aqes
Frpp Consullation

CALL NOW! 310-659-7000

Wintid by WMtwoofTt #1 Tiltiil CmViiqCo.

Etni Top S$ in Movitti Tilfiniion,

UNnnMiCMiii mo MOOMng UMTO, lop, ina

fsiNon modsit). No ixp. noc. TTie Show/

Businots Club noodi Mum. Ftm consultation.

Call Michail (310)209-5062

OFFICE ASSISTANT M-F P/T. 4 hours/day
Santa Monica. Martial arts studio Smart, or-

ganized, responsible. Good pay Will train.

310-829-2643.

OFFICE. CLERICAL, SECRETARIAL vtofk.

Need to be bilingual in English and Arabic.

F/T and P/T more than 1 -person. 310-575-

1991

Sprino Break 'S9

N£UJ FACES U/ANTED
International Talent Croup it now

jooliing^for new faces & new talent for
Televiiion, Fihn, Commerciah, Music

Videos, Print & Modeling.
All ages, all types.

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY NO FEES
AUDITIONING NOW (818) 379-7070

Searching for Models
Man and Women for commercials.

catalog & magazine ads, txochures, and
catwalk •Specializing in petites •

$150 to $250 per hour
* Beverly Hills *

No Fee No Experience

Tale "2
Now Hiring RepsI

2 free Trips on_
onty 15 Sales 19

VI00428-7nO

(310)273-2566

f^S
FREE FOOD

SERVERS AND DISHWASHERS needed

weekdays 5-8pm. Flexible hours and tree

food. Sorority house. Please call 310-208-

4919.

GIRLS
GiRLS§GIRLS

BE cute, outgoing, and open-mirxJed. Nudity

req'd. WLA area $120/hr. 310-996-1010.

GIRLS wanted at exclusive social club in

WLA. Conversation only. No alcohol. Flexi-

ble hours. Eam top $$$. 310-477-9871.

GRAPHICS ARTIST Established artist needs

assistance developlrig promo-kit for CD re-

lease. Win95 knowledge. Brentwood. Re-

sunf)e/lette to RockyShareOmindspring.com,

or call 310-442-0396

GREAT PEOPLE
GOOD PAY!!!

POSITION AVAILABLE as therapy assistant

in nvxJem chiropractic office, close to cam-

pus. This is a great experience. Prefer pre-

med/kinesiology majors. MWF 9 a.m.-1 p.m.

Starts at $9.00/hour. Contact Jill at 310-475-

3488.

MALE MODELS
Printwortt. UB under 25 Lean, any race,

leave name, numt)er&physical stats. Free

interview. Beginners welcome. 213-960-

1066. 24hrs.

I^ANAGEMENT TRAINEE. FT/PT Baskin

Robbins. Apply T-F, 10-5pm. 1227 Wilshire.

SM. 310-236-2171. Ask for Scott.

MODELS WANTED by professional photo-

studio for upcoming assignment. Male/Fe-

male Pro/Non-Pro. Fashion/Commer-
cial/Theatrical. Call for appointment 818-

986-7933.

MODELS WANTED Cute girls, 18-24, need-

ed for fun glamour photography. No experi-

ence necessary. $350/ four hour session.

Call A Surl Company at 310-281-5999.

MOVIE EXTRA WORK
* Revolutionary new program* Start immedi-

ately* All types-18>!* Fun/Easy* No crazy

fees* Program for free medical* Call-24/hrs

213-850-4417.

NATIONAL PARK
EMPLOYMENT

Find the ideal job in America's Natkinal

Parks, Forests&WikJIife Presen/es. All skill

levels. Competitive wages+benefits. Ask us

howl 517-336-4298 ext. N59341.

Classifieds

825-2221

OPTOMETRIC ASSISTANT Assisting w/pa-

tient eye care. Utilitizing diagnostic instru-

mentation. Dispensing glasses&contact

lenses. Excellent communication skills,&in-

dependently motivated. Call 213-653-2020.

OUTGOING TELEMARKETERS for Match-

making Company. Fun job, evening hours.

We set appointments for singles to visit. Call

AdamO310-777-6900.

P/T F/T

DIVINE PASTA CO.
SM-BH-LA

ENTHUSIASTIC SALES PEOPLE-needed

for gouonet pasta shop/pasta bars. Love of

food and sales a must. $7/hour. Call Shawn

323-939-1148.

P/T HR POSITION. Part-time work available

in HR department. Performing Arts Fundrais-

ing Company. \Nofk includes general admin-

istratk)n, filing, WP on Word-t-Excel, verifk:a-

tion. and other projects We need 20-25/hrs-

week Mon-Fri. Great locatk>n w/ded«cated

fun environment and great people. Please

send resume to SDNA HR 1728 Abbot Kin-

ney Blvd. Venwe Ca 90291. or fax 310-301-

9779 or e-mail to jnimoyOsdatel.com

P/T TEACHER toddler program. Tues-

daysAThursdays Canyon Cooperative Pre--

school. Please mail resume to 1820 N. Las

Palmas, LA, CA 90028.

PERSONAL ASSIST, to professor. Must
have car and insurance Dependable, able to

commit to 1-year. Computer literate Spanish
speaking helpful. 10+hrs/wk, 3-5 afternoons

M-F 3:30-? Begin ASAP Call:2 13-951 -7060.

Display

206-3060
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PERSONAL ASSISTANT tor mustc industry.

Bilir^guat in EngMsh/Japanese preferred, or-

ganizational skills, cornputer literate P/T. F/T

$400/wk. Hours flexible. 310-301-4009

PHOTO UVB p/l assist photo printer or com-

puter imaging. Beverly Hills 310-274-3445.

PHOTOGRAPHER Recording artist needs

photograph>er lor album cover Samples

req'd. RockyShareOmindspring.com, or call

at 310-442-0396

PRESCHOOL looking for Teacher's Assis-

tant tor Fall 1998 school year. Candklates

shoukf have experience in child care. Wage
negotiable. Days: M.W.F/1-5pm Beverly

Glen Play Group. 310-470-0992

PROMOTERS
High energy people to Mng in audience for a

weekly comedy show. Will pay cash for

results! 213-390-5586.

PT and FT DRIVERS for lunch and dinner

shifts. $lO-t-/hr. Must speak English Contact

Dining In: 310-274-0123. 818-986-3287.

RECEPTIONIST lor WESTSIDE ad agency

Homework is okay Light duties/phones

$6/hr. Fax resun>e: 310-442-3003.

RECEPTIONIST P/T M-F+Sat Salary nego-

tiable. Flexible schedule. Start ASAP Good

communication skills, people orientated.

Cosmetic Laser Centers of B H 310-247-

1400.

UCLA Annual FuncT^
itJ 8/111. PLUS BONUS

rmummm • coNvtMEifT mneouunq
IMm. llNn. imlM'. > **•• •"^ »hnunm )

310^mi277
1(M3 Gaylty AvwM. 4ii «oo(, Wwlwood

RESEARCH ASST Allsporl Photography

Jooking lor bright, organized, detaii-onented

"people for research in our sports piciure II-

brary. Sports and photo knowledge a plus.

Apply ;n person© 17383 Sunset Blvd. Sui-

te300, Pacific Palisades.

RETAIL SALES
Seeking responsible, outgoing individuals for

part and lull time sales positions in an ups-

cale, attractive, Century City retail store

Must enjoy working with children. Call Lynn

at Petit Jardin Children's Shoes 310-476-,

0805.

SALES
ANIMATION ART Become a professional

Animatk}n Art Consultant for a successful

Brentwood gallery. Must have excellent com-

munk:ation skills, telemarketing and sales

experience a plus. Draw against commis-

swn. Call J Carl 310-447-6490.

SALES people needed for busy office in

Santa Monica. Looking for motivated, friend-

ly people, computer knowledge helpful.

Starting pay $8/hr. 310-395-7368.

SALES REPS NEEDED. Outbound calls No
cold-calling. Educattonal sales. $e-^commis-

sion. Call 310-209-0554 ext.506. Fax 310-

209-2025 Attn: Sales.

UCLA ENS
mutimmEm's

Applications

Due May f

Call 206-8885

for info

SALES&CLERICAL. PH" or F/T. excellent

opportunity Love of jewelry. Call between
12-6pm Shanes Jewelry. 310-208-8404.

SCIENCE ADVENTURES Seeking dedicat-

ed instructor for "hands-on" science pro-

gram. .3-8hrs/wk. $15/hr. Experience pre-

ferred. 1-800-472-4362ext 245-297

SEEKING TEACHER'S AID- 2-4hrs/day M-

F. $8/hr. K-2. Lunch duty required. West-

wood School. Ask for Donna ©31 0-4 74-

7788.

The Twilight Brigade

Aspiring Journalists. Webmasters. Entrepreneurs, and Humanitarians..

WE NEED YOU!
Together we can Make a Difference.

^^mfuUAiOK (H /4cU^it is a young, but rapidly growing, national volunteer

organization headquartered at the West LA VA Medical Center dedicated to

ensuring that no one need die alone.

We believe that the end of life is challenging enough without the anguish of

isolation. The dying are deserving of respect and entitled to the caring and

compassion that will support them at this time of life.

We are in desperate need of dedicated, hardworking, compossionote

volunteers to assist us in any of the following areas: _

• Administrative assistance in responding

to calls and letters

• Assistance in managing and laying out

our bi-monthly newsletter

• Assistance in the maintenance and design

modification of our website

(www.TwilightBrigade.org)

•^Assistance in planning fund raising

events with fund raising professionals

• PreparingsComiiaunity education

materials for conference exhibits

• Tracking inventories & product sales.

reordering products when necessary
• Microsoft Access database development

for tracking recruitment and volunteer

statistics as well as locating hospices

• Bookkeeping assistance with Quickbooks
• Direct service to the dying

Our chairman of the Board Is International best-selling author Dannlon Brinkley. Steven

Seagal. Dr. Larry Dossey. Steven Halpcrn. and Kenneth Ring. PhD serve on our advisory

JsoauL- Our Board of Directors includes pnhUshed authors Ronnie Kaye and David Kessler.

1 -BLOCK TO CAMPUS ^ UJnu. fiardwood.

$1250. Walk to vtHage and campus. 10966

RoebJing Ave. Knewly remodeled. 310-208-

4253. 310-824-2596.

APT NEAR CAMPUS
WESTWCX)D Spacious bachelor Close to

UCLA. 310-444-1478. Ask lor Fred.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ 2-BEDROOM $950-

$1195. LARGE. UPPER/LOWER UNU-
SUAL CHARM. SOME W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.

310-839-6294.

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT- Bright Spacious

upper 2bdrm/2bath. Parking. Fireplace, bal-

cony. $1179/mo. Call 310-473-8057.

BRENTWOOD Single apt. near Brentwood

Village, utilities paid. $600. Westside Rental

Connection. 310-395-1284. Low Agent Fee.

www.westsiderentals. com

INTERNATIONAL
STUDENTS

SANTA MONICA
SUBLETS

NORTH OF WILSHIRE. Near beach. Ibdrm

$733. 2bdnn/2bath $922 and $992. Will sub-

let 2-12 months to students with non-renew-

able visas and exit expiration date of less

than lyr. 818-761-1168.

Marianne Wllliain.soii .supports our efforts at her Iectures7~Our National Steering Committee
Includes representatives from most of the major motion picture studios. We believe in this

work. You can make a difference In our ability to help others.

Please call (323) 931-7315

P.O. S** i40t3 y ^0* Amftit*. e*e^»'*ti^ 90073 V (SeS) 93t-73t5 i^*ic€ (323) 93t-2St4i>u

STOCK BROKER TRAINEE- p/t or f/l.

Flexible hours. Paid training. WLAarea. 310-

914-9700,

STUDENT DRIVER
For 2 children. Needs car/insurance, clean

record. For carpool & homework. From 2pm.
3 days/week. 310-475-4221

STUDENTS WANTED
and sports minded individuals. PROMO-
TIONS. $15 to start. Hiring for flex hrs. 15-

25hrs/wk. Cash daily. 310-374-4993.

SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNSELOR. Even-
ings. some days Part-lime. 2-years experi-

ence. Spanish/English fluency $10-25/hr.

Contact Marilyn: 310-479-8353.

TEACHERS
SAT MATH, chemistry, biology, calculus.

Graduate student w/experience. 700-f SAT .

Elementary school teacher w/credentials.

$17.50/hour. Hours flexible after 4pm and

Saturdays. 818-727-9447.

TELEMARKETERS AND SALESPEOPLE
wanted. Busiriess communk:ations company
provides networiung, phone systems-*^ Nep-

tel service Fast-paced and professional en-

vironment. Flexik)le hours 9-5 M-F Salary

and commissk)n. Jeanette O310-391-7199.

TRAINER to drill free style wrestling tech-

niques. Also need intern for work on urt>an

planning project. 310-456-8857.

TRANSLATION COMPANY in Santa Monica

seeks office help (F/T). Detail-minded, ver-

satile, organized, w/excellent language skills

(English and one other major language), and
extensive PC expertise. 310-260-7700.

TUTORS NEEDED
Math/Science/Spanish/French tutors for

WLA office Undergraduate degree required

$13 at-center. $20 in-home 310-475-5330.

A PERFECT STUDENT JOB

Do you need a job in the

afternoons during school (M-F)?

All day Saturday, too! Full tinne

during Quarter Breaks and
Summer Vacations! Work

experience not necessary. Apply
today at

Westwood Sporting Goods.
1065 Gayley Ave,
Westwood Village,

310-208-6215.

SEXUAL PROBLEMS? VOLUNTEER USHERS
Maintain control, nuixlmize stamina, and last

longer Amazing, unheard of solutions! Seek-

ing witling product testers. Apply at

www.newremedie8.com

STAFF ASSISTANT/reception. SM-area.

$10/hr Bright, selfstarter, hardworking ener-

getic irxJtvual needed for busy real es-

tate/media office. 20-30/hrs-week Computer
literate. Qood phone/organizationaf skills.

Fax: 310-576-«643

MariakJles9aol.com

START TODAY
N«tk)r>al Marketing Co. neede people ASAP
for data entry. $10/hr to start. FT/PT wee-

kends, very flexible. Culver City k)catk)n

Fax resume to 310-30e-3550

Classifieds

825-2221

FOR GEFFEN PLAYHOUSE production of

The Cripple of Inishmaan" Starts Oct 20.

Sign-up&see it for free: 310-208-6500

ext.115.

WE'RE SEEKING INDIVIDUALS to provide

support to the developmentally disabled. Call

Dwtght Istanbulian at 818-361-6400 ext 129.

WRITER ChiMren's book author needs de-

vek)pment assistant/aspiririg writer for new
protect. Research req'd. Wln95. Brentwood.

Resume/letter to RockySha reO mind-

sp/ing.com, call 310-442-0396

WRITERS/EDITORS who are Involved in

some sutxulture (i.e. Punk/Hip Hop/Elec-

tronic/Gothic) wanted for new publication.

Call 805-284-0611.

ART GALLERY INTERN
2 biks from campus. Seeks volunteer interns.

Flexible PT positions. Call Tim 310-208-

1896. 10-6

DOWNTOWN STORE needs intern to help

select art. antiques, toys, gifts for inventory;

establish prices; design displays. Set own
schedule. Possible commissions; no salary.

310-473-9912.

EXCELLENT INTERNSHIP OPP for web
page designer at Makai Events in Manhattan

Beach. Experience, references &Contacts!

Call Amy O 310-546-9585

FILM PRODUCTION company at Para-

mount Pics seeks motivated, smart & reliable

interns to assist in research, script reading &
other duties for Fall/V/inter. Please fax cov-

erletter&resume attniChris 323-862-1110.

INTERNS WANTED: FT/PT positions avail-

able for students at prestigious entertain-

ment PR firm Must t)e enthusiastic&detail-

oriented. Offers college credit, hands-on ex-

perience&future film&television career con-

tacts. Contact Amanda at 310-550-7776.

INTERNSHIP. Small film production compa-
ny at Paramount Pictures seeks self-nrK>tivat-

ed. intelligent and reliable interns to assist in

research, script reading&general office du-

ties. Please call Nick or Amy at 323-956-

8150.

PAID INTERN Copywriter/editor. Eng-

lish/Journalism rifiajor to assist w/articles,

press releases arx) nxire lor Corporate PR
Firm. Potential empk>yment after graduatk>n.

213-381-3663, Miles J. McNeil or email

CDcneilm 0dmjm.com

PAID INTERN. Corporate PR Finm looking

for Intern. Hard-wortcing, strong writer Flexi-

ble schedule. Potential empk>yment after

graduatioT). 213-381-3663. Miles J. McNeil

or email rncneiimOdmjm.com

PAID INTERNSHIP with publishing compa-

ny. Looking for energetic, computer literate

intern. Flexible schedule, close to UCLA. Fax

resume to Julie ©310-268-7604.

PAID MARKETING INTERNSHIP- Campus
Street Rep. Wanted: Mart<et and promote

animalhouse.com The ultin^^ate online col-

lege community. Email us <campusOani-

malhouse.com> Call:800-254-8433.

PUBLISHING COMPANY: Interns wanted for

Public Relations, Marketing, Editorial depart-

ments. Jr/Sr eligibility; call 323-939-1840

ext-31 or fax 323-939-1855.

SPORTS AGENCY
INTERN NEEDED. Flexible hours. Unpaid

job offers comprehensive industry experi-

ence. Must be reliable. Spanish speaking

prefen^ed. Fax Jon031 0-478-4709.

TALENT AGENCY looking for p/t intern. Pos-

sible pay Great learning experience. Fax re-

sunr>e to attention Julie 310-659-3344.

TALENT AND LITERARY Agency Learning

all facets of an agency involving talent, liter-

ary, (production crews). Credit for^hool
avail. 323-782-1854.

WESTWOOD STUDENT Federal Credit

Union offers internships in Bankir>g, Account-

ing. Marketing. Hunnan resources. Opera-

tions. No experience necessary! Applications

available at 124 Kerckhoff.

* PALMS *
2BD, 2BA.

TOWNHOMES, FIREPLACE,

GATED GARAGE,

ALARM

• 3614 PARIS DR. $1145
(310 ) 837-Q9Q6

'

2BD, 2BA
V

* MAR VISTA *
2BD. 2BA..

TOWNHOMES.
GATED GARAGE,

ALARM. FIREPLACE

• 11931 Avon Way $1025

• 12714 Mitchell Ave. $1075

4BD. 4BA.. 3 STORIES
• 3954 Beethoven St. $1895

(310)391-1076
, Open House Mon. - Sat, 10-5.

HEALIHY hbMALt VOLUNTEERS (17-

35yrs.) wanted (or a study involving small

amounts of radioactivity at UCLA. $25/hr

Call 310-825-1118 or 310-825-2871.

LOOKING for a place to live in the Westside?

Call Westside Rental Connectton 310-395-

1284 Low Agent Fee. www.westsideren-

tals.com

NEED A PLACE to live in Hollywood? Los
Feliz, Silver Lake. Call 323-634-7368.

www.westsiderentals.com

PALMS. Share 2-bdrm/2-bath. Fully fur-

nished. Fireplace, secured entry and park-

ing. Close to #12 SM bus. 15-min from cam-
pus. $250/mo. 310-364-5614.

PALMS. Single apt from $495. 1-bdrm. $595.

Stove. $600deposit for single and
$900deposit for 1-bdrm. 1-year lease. 310-

837-1502 leave message.

SANTA MONICA U1 apt, pet ok, parking,

month-to-month, $975. Westside Rental

Connectwn. 310-395-1284. Low agent fee.

wwwwestsiderentals.com.

SANTA MONICA 1+1 Guest House. North of

Wilshire, yards, utilities paid, $650 Westside

Rental Connection. 310-395-1284. Low
Agent Fee. www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA 1+1 Hardwood floors, laun-

dry, private, deck, lots of trees. $1050. West-

side Rental Connection. 310-395-1284. Low
Agent Fee. www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA Bachetor apt. North of

Wilshire, controlled access. $575. Westside
Rental Connection 310-395-1284. Low
Agent Fee www westsiderentals.

SANTA MONICA Single apt, hardwood
ftoors. private entrance, furnished. $1100.

Westside Rental Connection. 310-395-1284.

Low Agent Fee. www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA Single apt. pool, fitness

center, secure. $903 Westside Rental Con-
nection 310-395-1284. Low Agent Fee.

www.westsiderentals.com

ADVERTISE

$675 ELEGANTLY
REMODELED 2bdrm, oak floors, tiled kitch-

en, garage, great Van Nuys kx:atkxi. Minutes

to Sherman Oaks shopping. Near library,

buses, freeways. 9 mi. UCLA. 818-399-

9610.

Display
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Dodgers struggling to find right person to manage team
NBA: Team has already

been turned down by two

high-profile candidates

ByJohnNadel
The Associated Press

LOS ANGELES -The two can-

didates for the Los Angeles Dodgers
managerial job - Davey Johnson and
Kevin Kennedy - will meet with gen-

eral manager Kevin Malone in New
York this weelcend.

Malone stated emphatically that

several current managers under con-

tract with other teams that have been

mentioned as possibilities for the

position are not candidates.

"We have not requested permis-

sion from any other organization

concerning their current managers,"

Malone said Wednesday night from

Columbus, Ohio. "With that being

said, there have been no offers made

to anyone other than Felipe Alou."

Alou decided Sunday to remain

manager of the Montreal Expos,

signing a rich contract extension.

Malone left Los Angeles early

Wednesday and is making a few per-

sonal stops on his way to the World

"We have not

requested permission

from any other

organization

concerning their

current managers
."

Kevin Malone

Dodgers General Manager

Series in New York, where he will

arrive Friday.

Johnson formerly managed the

New York Mets, Cincinnati Reds and

Baltimore Orioles, wlyle Kennedy
managed the Boston Red Sox and

Texas Rangers. Both were out of

baseball this year.

Earlier in the week, it was specu-

lated the Dodgers might have interest

in San Francisco's Dusty Baker,

Anaheim's Terry Collins,

Minnesota's Tom Kelly and

Milwaukee's Phil Garner, all under

contract for next year.

Kelly was quoted as saying he told

Dodgers officials Sunday he didn't

want the job.

After Alou opted to stay in

Montreal, Malone said he was con-

sidering six or seven possibilities as

successors to Glenn Hoffman, who
will return as a member of the coach-

ing staff next year, not as manager.

Malone would not identify the

potential candidates except to say

some were employed by other organi-

zations and permission might be

requested to speak with those men.

As he said late Wednesday,

though, the Dodgers had not made
any moves in that direction.

Former Wiklcats standout Miles Simon sues alma mater
NBA: University is one of

many defendants in star

guard's defamation suit

L

By Wade Crimson

The Associated Press

Orlando Magic guard Miles

Simon sued the University of

Arizona, the Kansas City Star and

several others, claiming defamation

and invasion of privacy for the 1997

article, "MVP Made Grade Only

On The Court."

Simon. wfefir^aye4ipr Arizona.

tained extensive information from

his academic transcripts that never

should have been made public,

according to the player's attorney,

Milton Grimes.

The lawsuit states an unnamed
Arizona university employee gave

the Kansas City Star Simon's acade-

mic records "without his consent

and knowledge."

Simon's lawyer filed the $1 mil-

lion lawsuit in federal court in Los

Angeles. Simon lives in Laguna

Niguel in nearby Orange County.

After the article was published,

S inton "was hgid up to public

ed, and he was humiliated and made
to suffer embarrassment," the law-

suit said.

Simon, who was named Most
Valuable Player in the Arizona

Wildcats' national championship

game last year, had been on academ-

ic probation almost his entire play-

ing career, the Star reported.

But Simon was able to remain eli-

gible because of a series of excep-

tions Arizona made in its own acad-

emic policies, possibly in violation

of NCAA policy. The Star said, cit-

ing documents obtained during an

-4^-nmnth investigation.

ting out 1 1 games - the only playing

time he missed for academic rea-

sons - Simon was able to rejoin the

Wildcats for their championship

run by getting an A in a class in

which every student got an A. It also

said Simon received credit as a

junior for a class that the course cat-

alog restricted to freshmen.

Defendants included the Arizona

board of regents and university

president Peter Likins and vice pres-

ident Michael Gottfredson. There

was no answer to repeated cails

Wednesday night to the Sierra

Vis^t Ariet. homg of judy G ignflo.

after business hours at the regents'

office was not immediately

returned. There was no listing for

Likins. A message left at

Gottfredson's home Wednesday
evening was not immediately

returned.

Star editor Mark Zieman said

Wednesday that he had not seen the

lawsuit and had no comment.

Simon also is suing the Star's

publisher and the reporter who
wrote the article. He also sued the

Star's parent company. Knight

Ridder Corp. A message left after

houra at K ni ght Ridder was not -

claims the Oct. 10, 1997, article con- ridicule and his privacy was invad- The article also said that after sit- regents president. A message left immediately returned.
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SANTA MONICA. U1 apt. near Santa

Monica College, pool, laundry, parking,

$750. Westside Rental Connection. 310-

395-1284. Low agent fee. www.west-

siderentals.com.

SHERMAN OAKS. House to share. 3 story

contemporary. 15 minutes to campus, fur-

nished or unfumished. Laundry. Jacuzzi.

$700/mo. 818-766-9922.

SILVERLAKE. House w/o pet. Large place.

$1400. 323-634-7368 Low Agent Fee.

www.westsiderentals.com

SM. HUGE 3t)drm/2.5ba 3000 sq. ft.$2300

Jacuzzi in balcony, spa tub, fireplace, park-

ing, dishwasher, washec/dryer hooKup. 310-

787-7051.

UNIQUE BUILDING
WLA/PALMS. Large single $650. Clean,

large pool, convenient to shopping arxJ

UCLA. Stove, refrigerator, and pets consid-

ered. 310-204-4332.

VENICE 1+1 Apt. dog ok. hardwood floors,

yard $900. Westside Rental Connection 310-

395-1284. Low Agent Fee. www.westsider-

entals.com

VENICE single apt, cozy unit, good area,

parking, utilities paid. $435. Westside Rental

Connection. 310-395-1284 Low agent fee.

wwwwestsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD A rare find, like a home. 2-

bdrm/2-bath. $2000/mo. 2-year lease. Pets

ok. Your own washer/dryer. Refrigera-

tor/stove/dishwasher/A/C. Immaculate.

Beautiful. 310-208-8007.

WESTWOOD 1+1 apt. A/C. fireplace, park-

ing, balcony, $845. Westside Rental

Connection. 310-395-1284. Low Agent Fee.

www.westsklerentals.com

WESTWOOD 1+1.3 blocks to UCLA, w/o

pet, hardwood fkx>rs. parking $900. West-

skle Rental Connectk>n 310-395-1284. Low
AgerYt Fee. www.westsklerentals.com

WESTWOOD 1 -minute to UCLA Singles.

Clean, fumished, gated property, intercom

entry, hot plate, pool. 1-year lease, $750/mo.

No pets/subletting. 310-824-1830.

WESTWOOD Single apt. pool, near park,

fumished, $800. WMtskto Rental Connec-

tk)n. 310-395-1284 Low Agent Fee.

www.west8klerental8.com

WLA 2+1 apt, huge landscaped yard, carport

parking. $595. Westside Rental connection.

310-395-1284. Low agent fee. www.west-
siderentals.com.

WLA- Spacious 2bdrm/2bath. Prime kx:a-

tion. Patio. Near UCLA, transportation,

Wilshire. Newly remodeled. Parking. $1275-

$1395. Great area, won't last. 310-207-7209.

WLA $825-$850. 2bdrm/1.5ba. Dishwasher.

AC. carpet. drapes built-in. Extra large

fenced patio. 310-670-5119.

WESTWOOD 2 bedroom, 2 bath. a/c. fire-

place, new kitchen, 30ft. balcony. 2-car park-

ing, elegant condo, walk to UCLA $190K.

310-391-2877

IttllMI nNr Hinl

APTS&HSES 4 RENT
11282 W. Washington Blvd. Suite 205. Culv-

er City CA 90230. Superlative Realty Broker

310-391-1557. Apts-$5254up. Houses-

$1800.

fc,*rT-*^w*«"A;

NICE. TRUSTWORTHY female UCLA stud-

ent looking for room/apartment/ guesthouse

Will pay $400 tor place in Westwood, Brent-

wood, Palisades, Malibu. 760-746-1731.

i300
^IkNiin for IMP ii

BEAUTIFUL WLA ROOM with great view, 4-

min from UCLA in exchange for tutoring kids

ages 12&10 Female UCl_A students only.

'3
1 0-271 -7575.

CHILD CARE wanted in exchange for Guest-

house. Experience, strong references, car

required Flexible hours. Walk to campus.

UCLA students only 310-470-4393.

ENCINO Room+board in exchange for driv-

ing+homework help Easy going 9/yr-old boy.

Beautiful home. Smiles from campus Male

student pref. 818-986-4659.

PALMS-room in large townhouse. Lrg room

$470. Avail 11/1. Share bath+utilities. Party-

ing. Female only 310-285-3421.

WESTWOOD Fumished room in private

home 2miles from UCLA. Private shower,

hook-up for cable and private phone. Refer-

ences required. 310-478-3459.

WESTWOOD $475 _
WALK TO UCLA Beautifully fumished one

private IwdroorrVprivate entrance. Kitchen,

laundry. Partying. MALE STUDENT PREF
Available 10-21-98 310-473-5769.

WESTWOOD. Private room/bath. Beautiful

view, large pool, total security, all util. includ-

ing laundry&garage. Walk-to-campus.

$550/mo. Available through next year. 310-

474-5012.

WLA Living room to rent. $350/mo Close to

UCLA. 2nd floor, pool, gym, tennis, utilities

included. Female preferred 310-445-9412.

WLA ROOM FOR RENT Students welcome.

House nearby Westwood area. Convenient

to local transportation. $450 Leave mes-

sage 310-559-8946.

' I.I f
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MAR ViuJA, i:>Ji>^u^>, month. Ask about

move in special. Attractive, fumished 1-

bdrm. Large, pool, patk), barbecue area.

Ouiet-building. 3748 Ingfewood Blvd. 310-

398-8579.

VAN NUYS: SHRMN WYO405. E-Z comm-
ute. Lite, bfite, pristine 2bdmV2ba condo.

2gar, WB-FP. A/C. in-unit WD. frig, lrg mstr,

hi-dgs, sec. pool, spa. $79,900. Bkr-melody.

818-363-6116x206.

CENTURY CITY Private entrance, patk), fur-

nished, full and partial bath included. Gradu-

ate student. $435/mo. utilities included,

phone hook-up. 310-474-9654.

LOS FELIZ House. Large, bright, room w/pri-

vate entrance. $300. security/utilities. Stud-

ent only, under 29. quiet&ctean. GAM/GWM.
Non-smoker. Leave number. 323-960-1066

PALMS 1-bdmi in 2-bdrm apartment. Se-

cured buiWing. parking, 10 min. to UCLA.

$425Ano deposit. CaM 310-641-2390

btVtriLT rllLLO. LUXUiy ^-tAJ«lll/<:-UCltll dpi

Security-building, pool, secured parking,

central air/heat, fumished. All utilities pakl(in-

cludes maid-service): No pets. $700/mo.

310-556-1041.

BRENTWOOD- 2bdrm/2bath apt to share.

Graduate preferred. Within 2mi from school.

Fumished. full kitchen, spacey, balcony

$600/mo. 818-878-4924.

BRENTWOOD. Spacious and sunny 2+2 to

share w/one other Bateony. laundry, partying.

Grad student/professional preferred.

$625/rTX). Available 11/03. Denise 310-454-

4424. ^^
Ctose to MDR/Culver City 405/90fwy. (10-

15min). 2 rooms- $45a/$350. Great pkg

Washer/dryer- No Drugs. (Ist/last/Dep

)

Must k}ve dogs. Charming house. 310-313-

0611.

LIVE NEAR UCLA!!
BRENTWOOD: Roommate needed. Large

apt w/easy access to UCLA. Your own
bdrm/bath, pool, gym, gated parking.

$715/mo. Includes utilities!! SusanA/anessa

310-440-3061.

Rooni

MAR VISTA SOUTH. Centinela+Culver Blvd

East of Marina Del Rey $430/mo. Female
N/S. House 310-391-1563.

STRATHMORE REG.
Mature male /female to share 2bdrrTV2ba

w/pool and jacuzzi. gated underground party-

ing, laundry room. Best building in

Westwood $650/mo. Blake 208-5418.

VENICE. Own room in 2bdrm/1bth. Near
beach&buslines. Laundry on premises.

$475+utilitles. N/S. Must like dogs. 310-301-

2588.

WEST LA. $550/mo+. 10-min/UCLA. Master

suite in secured building, pool, spa, A/C.

weight room, fireplace. Courtyard, gated

parting, laundry. 310-383-2819.

WESTWOOD Cute, Spacious,

2bdrm/1bath apartment. Bateony. laundry,

partying. Wilshire/Beveriy Glen area Ferrwie

preferred. $550/nrK). 310-474-9853.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. HI-RISE condo
Pool. Iblk to campus. Views. $500/rTX). 310-

289-1404.

WESTWOOD. 528 Landfair. 1or2 room-

mates needed to share bedroom in a spa-

cious 2-txJrm apt. Ask for Jade/Carrie: 310-

443-5797.

WLA Male roommate needed. Own room in

2-txJrrTV1-bath apartment. $360. Close to

school/Santa Monica bus. Call 310-820-

2316.

WESTWOOD Need roommate to share new

Roebling apt. w/2 girts&l guy. $500/mo.

Please call ASAP 310-209-0760

WESTWOOD Share a 2-bdrm/2-bath w/3

other gals. Located at 555 Glenrock w/laun-

dry facilities, partdng and pool. Call Cynthia

at 310-767-9216.

Classifieds

825-2221

IDYLLW1LD BEAimFUL MTN CABIN San

Bernardino Nat'l Forest. Fully equipped. Hot

tub, fireplaces Views. Sleep 4+. $25C/wee-

kend. 310-794-5515 310-391-6808

Display

206-3060
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CARTER
From page 56

about the quality of play being sub-

par. While the WNBA has left some-

thing to be desired across the board,

the ABL has produced a quality

product throughout. And any good

basketball is more entertaining than

the Clippers, right?

But here's the main reason why I

am a proponent for equal coverage

of women's sports in the media.

The Chamique Holdsclaws. Lisa

Leslies, Mia Hamms, Dawn Staleys.

Venus Williamses, Martina Hingises

and Natalie Williamses of the world

have all done their part to let little

girls know that it's OK to be athletic.

There's more of an understanding

that it is OK to express talent and

still be a woman. This furthers my
point that it's OK to be a man and

enjoy women's sports.

That said, women's sports cover-

age in print is lacking, to say the

least.

It was a minor miracle that in

1995 University of Connecticut's

Rebecca Lobo was on the cover of

Sports Illustrated following their

undefeated season and National

Championship. Of course, that only

ran on the Eaist Coast, since UCLA's
Ed O'Bannon was on the cover in

the West. But even the cover that

sported Lobo was something that

wouldn't have happened if the men's

team wasn't UCLA (but that's a dif-

ferent argument).

As a student at UCLA, before I

began writing for The Bruin. I didn't

like the coverage that women's bas-

ketball was getting. I wanted to

change that. I feel that if a person

really wants to cover a beat and they

put their heart into it, it will work out

belter for all concerned parties.

Therefore, I volunteered to write

women's hoops, swimming and soc-

.

cer.

And honestly, once you actually

watch women's basketball, or even

women's soccer, and get to know the

players and coaches, your attitude

changes. Believe me. It's justthat

whole idea of "not knocking it before

you try it

"

Let's take Pal Summit and the

Tennessee Lady Vols basketball

team, for example. They are

America's team. That squad has won
three consecutive national champi-

onships. And last season they posted

a 39-0 mark. That's never before

been done in men's or women's bas-

ketball. And to top that off, their cur-

rent streak of 18 consecutive tourna-

ment wins rival the John Wooden era

at UCLA in which he won 30 consec-

utive tournament games en route to

seven consecutive championship

titles.

Now I can just hear cynics reading

this and saying, "But they're just

women, so who cares?"

Well, the whole point of this col-

See GUITER, page 51
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Spring 1999
MCAT Discounts & Incentives

Medical division of THE PRE^CETON REVIEW

«E
. Magazines

r
Make your plans now to join US for the

April *99 MCAT and receive the following discounts:

Al-Talib
UCLA's Muslim Student

Newsmagazine

—
^ Early Enrollment Incentives

—^
Students Will Receive: nCATPre-Prep Duo (Whiie supplies Last)

1. The Princeton Review Best Guide to Medical Schools

2. The Princeton Review Anatomy Coloring Book

And a box of Hyperleaming Crayons to get you started!

*Valld for only Los Angeles area courses.

FEM
UCLA'S Feminist Student

Newsmagazine

r
Ha'Am

UCLA's Jewish Student

Newsmagazine

La Gente
UCLA's Chicana/o & Latina/o

Student Newsmagazine

ANATOMY ifi' ,<r s

COLCWNv

i »

TV.

IV

U III

MEDICAL
SCHOOLS

NOMMO
UCLA'S African Student

Newsmagazine

iMmoM

TRY US FOR FREE!
Try our MCAT course for one up to one week, with no risk!

Coll our Hyperleaming office for detoits.

'^%^

For more information: (800) MD-DOUND • infb.la@review.eom

^
Pacific Ties
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CARTER
from page 50

umn is that 1 care. And I want others

to try their hands at giving women's
sports a chance. What would it hurt?

Those women work just as hard,

or even harder than the men do. And
at the end of the rainbow there's less

of a pot of gold. Look at women's

tennis, for example. The only major

payoff in professional tennis that's

the same as the men's is the U.S.

Open. So that leaves the Australian

Open, Roland Garros and

Wimbledon.

The women consistently draw

more fans than the men. Sure, you

could probably put an Andre Agassi

or Pete Sampras match up against

any of the women's, but none of the

other men would attract as many

fans. Serena and Venus Williams,

Martina Hingis, Anna Kournikova,

Lindsay Davenport, Monica Seles,

Natasha Zvereva all out-draw the

other men.

It'sjust not fair.

In conclusion, I need to show

what happens when sports fans don't

support women's sports. The Long

Beach StingRays of the ABL went to

the 1998 championship and lost to

the Columbus Quest three games to

two. In the summer of 1998, the club

was closed down, due to a lack of

revenue produced last year. But what

the ABL didn't take into considera-

tion was what the presence of former

UCLA standout Natalie Williams

would have brought to this year's

squad.

The general manager of the club.

Bill McGillis, consistently brought

his kids to the UCLA women's

games last season. And Kathy

Olivier, head coach of UCLA,

attended a lot of the StingRays

games. The marketing departments

of the two entities would have found

some creative way to boost interest

in both products. But now it won't

happen.

For those of you who laugh and

say that the team never should have

existed in the first place, I ask you to

do but one thing.

Think about any little girls you

know: your daughters, sisters, nieces

cousins, neighbors, etc. Think about

the fun time they could have had

watching some of their idols play

(yes, little girls do look up to

women's players, too). Think about

how happy they would be to find out

that they had season tickets or even

tickets for just one game.

Put yourself in the position of

telling that happy, bright-eyed little

girl that there will be no women's

basketball and explain why.

Think about looking that kid in

the eye and telling her that women's

sports aren't important.

Carter is a seasoned sports writer

determined to bring a news element

to sports. Pleiise e-mail questions and

comments toTheory@Bigfoot.com.
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WHITE
From page 56

UCLA's six interceptions.

But the 5-foot-6-inch, 235-pound

White is about more than numbers.

He plays a pivotal role in defensive

play calling and leads his team by

example.

*i have a lot of responsibilites. I try

not to be one of those people who lead

by talking. I try to go out there and

work hard every day, so people can

actually see me doing the stuff that Fm
trying to get them to do," said White.

White is already playing beyond

expectations, and every day he works

intensely on improving every facet of

his game.

^Tm learning my responsibilities

better, trying to be a better leader. I

want to establish the UCLA defense

and be part of a defense that's the best

in the conference," he said.

He couldn't have asked to be in a

better situation.

Back in El Paso, Texas, he had to

decide whether to commit to

Oklahoma State or UCLA. When
Oklahoma St told White he would

lose his scholarship if he visited

Wcstwood, he decided to become a

Bruin. It was a choice he wouldn't

regret.

"I'm really happy. At the time,

you're kind of thinking Vhy did I do

it?, was it the best choice?' But I'm

starting and we have a shot at the

national championship, so this is the

best place I could be."

Bom in Florida, White spent most

of his childhood in New York before

moving to Texas for middle and high

school. White and his younger brother

were raised by their mother in New
York before White went to play sports

in El Paso. But he has remained very

close to his mother, talking to her on

the phone almost every day.

"Sometimes we joke around," said

White, "but mainly she tells me to be a

good boy and to make my grades."

White's brother may soon join him

at UCLA, but not because of his foot-

ball skills. The high school junior is

one of the top hoopsters in El Paso.

"He's a really, really good basket-

ball player," said White. "I introduced

him to Coach Lavin when he visited

me.

If Tony White's attitude and work

ethic run in the family, then any White

would be a benefit to UCLA.
But White wouldn't tell you that.

He talks with sincere humility. He
walks with a quiet dignity.

His actions lead his way.

PADRES
From page 54

The big inning quieted the

crowd of 50,988, which had

come hoping the Braves could

force a Game 7 showdown. The
Padres relied on their strong

bullpen to close out the com-
bined two-hitter, with relief ace

Trevor Hoffman getting the final

three outs.

Having already beaten

Houston (102 wins) and Atlanta

SeePAOIIES^pageSB
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PADRES
From page 52

( 106), the 98-win Padres will try to

do it again against the Yankees,
who set an AL record with 1 14 vic-

tories.

With a combined 212 wins, the

Yankees and Padres have the most
victories among World Series

opponents. The previous mark
was 210 by Baltimore (108) and
Cincinnati (102) in 1970.

Neither team did too much in

the first five innings.

Glavine began the game with a

four-pitch walk to Veras, but

Gwynn grounded into a double

play. The Padres left two runners

on base in the second, and Glavine

struck out Caminiti to strand two

more in the third.

Hitchcock walked Andres

Galarraga to begin the second,

and two wild pitches moved him to

third, but Bautista struck out look-

ing to end the inning.

A pair of singles put runners on

first and third with two outs in the

Atlanta fourth before Andruw
Jones popped out.
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MACK
From page 56

Bowl on Saturday morning and

show your support. Let's face it, it's

a hell of a lot more fun than waking

up for that 8 a.m. history discus-

sion, and you get a chance to get

your mug on TV besides.

Wear blue to the game on

Saturday. It makes a powerful state-

ment when we get the nerve to show

a little solidarity. No one should be

ashamerfto step up and wear blue in

support of our team.

Most of all, be loud and proud.

Cheer at the top of your lungs,

make the Ducks jump offsides,

make a complete and total fool of

yourself - all for the love of your

team.

We all know that, nationally,

we're seen as a good team, perhaps

even a very good team. But there's

something we can all give to help

out the program, even if we're not

passing for 300 yards like Cade or

catching those passes like Danny.

So let's all do our part.

Great teams win games, but

great programs have die-hard fans.

TYSON
From page 55

logical reports, which totaled 41 pages

and included observations by several

members of the team of doctors.

Tyson himselfand his wife, Monica, in

particular wanted to keep details of his

life private.

But his advisers were heartened by

the conclusion ofthe report that Tyson
is mentally fit. The report says Tyson,

who had been taking anti-depressant

medicine, does not need the medicine,

but does need regular psychotherapy.
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W.SOCCER BraEFS

Senior Liz Willemse is currently fifth on this

season's Bruin roster in career games played with

39. She is also tied for fourth with Staci Duncan

in career points with 22.

• t •

Venus James, second in career school scoring,

with 34 points is first on the current roster. Her

nine points this season rank her No. 1 7 in the con-

ference.

• • •

Freshman forward Staci Duncan continues to

lead the Bruins in scoring with 22 points, goals

with eight and assists with six. Her 22 points are

also enough to top the conference in scoring.

• • •

Freshman Breana Boling, second on the team,

is tied for sixth in the Pac-10 with 14 points.

. . .
.

,

Sophomore forward Tracey Milburn, third on

the team, is No. 10 in the Pac-10 with 13 points.

• • •

UCLA remains the only conference team

•undefeated away from home (8-(M)). They look

to improve on their 4-1-1 home record this week-

end versus California (2-0 Pac-10) and power-

house Stanford.

• • •

UCLA, consistently victorious all season,

resumes its roller coaster ride on the NSCAA
polls. After reaching the ninth spwt a few weeks

ago, the Bruins dropped to No. 18 following a I-

0-1 week. They followed that etTort with a 2-0

week and dropped to 20th. This last 2-0 week at

the Washington schools moved them back up to

No. 14 in the polls. Ironically, things have been

much steadier in the Soccei; America poll where

UCLA has steadily ranked ninth as they are this

(GAA).
• • •

The team has played the most games of any

squad in conference but is the only leam to have

given up single digit goals.

• • t

Junior goal keeper Lindsay Culp leads the

conference in keeping with a 0.43 GAA.
• • •

This weekend Milburn, who notched three

more goals, Duncan and Boling combined to

score all five UCLA goals.

UCLA has an 1 1-game win streak and an 1
1-

game Pac-10 win streak.

The Bruins' nine shutouts are one shy of the

1997 squad's school record of 10 and there are

still seven regular season games to go.

• • •

Injured senior forward Larisa Kiremidjian

and senior Louise Lieberman are tied for fifth on

the team in points with seven. They are also in a

nine-way conference tie for 25th They are also

tied for second among active team members with

M) pomts
* * *.

Krista Boling ha.s now started five consecutive

games. Twin sister Breana, has started each

Bruin game this season along with Karissa

Hampton. Sommer Hammoud, Vanessa Clark,

Skylar Little and Culp.

• • •

Prior to last season, the Bruins were a mere 0-

2-1 vs. Stanford. However, victorious in last

year's matchup, the Bruins now look to even the

all-time series up this weekend, trainling 1-2-1.

Stanford, this week, drops from ninth to 25th

in the NSCAA poll and drops from 10th all the

way out of the Soccer America top 20 poll.

• • •

The UCLA defense continues to impress.

Through 14 games, the Bruins have given up a

meager six goals for a 0.41 goals against average

UCLA (4-(M)) and Arizona State University

(4-3-0) are the only squads with winning road

records. And the Bruins (8-<M)) and Stanford (2-

I-l ) are the only teams in the Pac-10 with winning

records away from home.

Notes compiled by A. CInQue Carter, Daily Bruin

ContributCK.

San Diego makes slide into

World Series despite doubts
BASEBALL Padres' flrst time

in championship game since

1984; defeated Braves, 5-0

By Ben Walker

The Associated Press

ATLANTA - So much for all that talk

about the San Diego Padres blowing it.

The surprising Padres reached the World

Series for the first time since 1984, shutting

down the Atlanta Braves' comeback bid

behind MVP Sterling Hitchcock for a 5-0

victory Wednesday in Game 6 of the NL
championship series.

The Braves had won two in a row, fueling

speculation they might become the first

team in baseball history to overcome an 0-3

deficit in the postseason. But the Padres

won the series 4-2, wrecking that plan with a

five-run sixth inning off Tom Cilavine as

October hero Jini Leyrit/ drove in the go-

ahead run.

Now It's the Padres, given little chance at

the start of the playoffs, who will travel to

meet the New York Yankees in Game 1 of

the World Series on Saturday night.

For Tony Gwynn. at 38 the last remaining

member from the Padres' only other trip to

the Series - a five-game wipeout by Detroit -

the win meant his first-ever visit to Yankee

rotation because of Kevin Brown's relief

appearance in Game 5, again came through.

Just 9-7 in the regular season and with a his-

tory of pitching poorly on three days' rest,

improved to 3-0 with a 1.13 ERA in postsea-

son wins over Houston's Randy Johnson

and Atlanta's Greg Maddux and Glavine.

Hitchcock, a former Yankees starter,

allowed only two hits in five innings and

struck out eight. Leading 5-0, he left after a

pair of leadoff walks to start the sixth and

then Brian Boehringer - also formerly of the

Yankees - relieved and got three quick outs.

With the game scoreless, Glavine and the

Braves ruined themselves in the sixth.

The inning began innocently enough

when Gwynn grounded out. Greg Vaughn,

back in the starting lineup for the first time

since leaving the opener because of a

strained left quadriceps, singled and ran to

third when Ken Caminiti grounded a bro-

ken-bat single through the vacant hole on

the right side.

Up stepped Leyritz. whose three-run

homer for the Yankees in Game 4 of the

1996 World Series at Atlanta sent thein on to

the title. He didn't hit the ball out of the

park, though his RBI groundout put the

Padres ahead.

Wally Joyner followed with a single and

Glavine pitched around No. 8 hitter Chris

Gomez, loading the bases with a two-out

walk. Hitchcock hit a low liner that seemed
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Association reviews proposal to curl} player salary growth
NBA: Union's luxury tax to end

3 1/2-month-old lockout may
face alteration before acceptance

By Chris Sheridan

The Associated Press

NEW YORK - The NBA's negotiating team
spent Wednesday studying the union's luxury tax

proposal to see if it will actually slow the growth
of player salaries.

Plugging in the numbers, one thing quickly

became clear: As presently constituted, the for-

mula would produce only a trickle of "tax rev-

enue."

"We are going to examine every element of

this tax to see whether under some circumstance,

at the right levels and in the right amounts, a tax

could work," commissioner David Stem said.

If the owners latch onto the concept and adopt

the tax system in a counterproposal Friday, it

could signal that the sides have found an accept-

able mechanism for solving the biggest rift

between them - a new economic operating sys-

tem for the next collective bargaining agreement.

The lockout is now 3 1/2 months old, and the

league took the unprecedented step Tuesday of

canceling the first two weeks of the season.

Both sides are awaiting a ruling from arbitra-

tor John Feerick on the union's grievance over

whether more than 200 players with guaranteed

contracts should be paid during the lockout.

Feerick's decision, which could have a major

impact on the negotiations, is due by Sunday.

The union made its tax proposal Tuesday, indi-

cating to owners that they are willing to give

ground to get the season started. The tax would

theoretically be a deterrent against owners sign-

ing their own free agents to overly lucrative long-

term contracts.

Stern and deputy commissioner Russ Granik

said the tax proposal was far from a break-

through, yet they seemed surprised nonetheless

that the union was offering a way to control

superstar salaries.

"Amongst the players who came into town and
spent a couple of days here, I think there was a

sense on their part that they were making a new
offer that was different and might be designed to

make some progress." Stern said. "We want to

make sure that we've analyzed it every possible

way to show our good faith here."

Under the union's offer, a 50 percent tax

would be levied on the amount of any annual

salary over $18 million, with the tax money to be

redistributed to low-revenue teams.

Of all the players currently under contract for

the upcoming season, only one - union president

Patrick Ewing - has a salary that exceeds the pro-

posed threshold. Ewing is due to make $18.5 mil-

lion, meaning $500,000 of his salary would quali-

fy for the 50 percent tax.

Last season, only Ewing ($20.5 million) and

Michael Jordan ($33 million) had salaries that

would have triggered the tax.

Clearly, a middle ground would need to be

found to make a tax palatable to the owners.

"The numbers are negotiable," union attorney

Jeffrey Kessler said.

One thing a luxury tax might not do is reduce

the amount of basketball-related income being

devoted to player salaries.

In the last labor agreement reached in 1995,

the owners agreed to pay the players between 48
percent and 51.8 percent of revenues. If the per-

centage went higher - and owners claim it

reached 57 percent last season - they had the right

to toss out the old deal.

Owners have proposed a hard salary cap that

would reduce that number to 48 percent over four

years, while the union has proposed two cap-tight-

ening measures if the number rose to 63 percent.

Stern indicated that the owners might accept a

luxury tax proposal if it included a fall-back pro-

vision that included a hard cap. That way, if the.

tax system wasn't keeping salary costs down,
another system would kick in to ensure cost cer-

tainty.

Though Tyson deemed fit to fight, awaits chance back in ring

Stadium, me elghi-tlme baiting champion

contributed two hits in the clincher.

For the Braves, the loss meant the end to

yet another disappointing year. Despite hav-

ing reached the postseason a record seven

straight times, they have just one World

Series championship to show for it - with

106 victories, they are the winningest team

to fail to reach the Series.

Hitchcock, forced to move up a day in the

to confuse Danny Bauiisia, and the left field-

er got a bad break in toward the ball.

Bautista made a late dive and it was no

good. The ball clanged off his glove and the

Braves could only watch as two runners

scored. That finished Glavine, and Quilvio

Veras greeted John Rocker with an RBI sin-

gle for a 5-0 lead.

See MORES, page 52

Any large Pizza, your choice of toppings and crust, for $0,09

824-41 1

1

11 14 Gayley Ave.

Westwood Village

Medium 1 topping Pizza

for S5.95

Fast Free Dellverv

until 1 a.m. Sunday-Thursday

until 2 a.m. Friday & Saturday

M.i|or L(>.i(|(it> K.ist'b.ill

Po\t\p.i%on At A Gl.inco

LEAfiUEOIAMnONSHIP SERIES

New York at San Die^o, 8:20 p.m.

Thyn4ay,0ct.22

New York at San Die^o, 8:20 p.m., if nec-

essary ^——«_-_—
Tiits4ay,0cLi

New York 7, Cleveland 2

Wt«iM^,0ct.7
Cleveland 4, New York 1, 12 innings

FrMay,0ct.9

Cleveland 6, New York 1

Saturday, Oct. 10

New York 4, Cleveland

Sunday, Oct 11

New York 5, Cleveland 3

TMS4by,0ct1S

New York 9, Cleveland S; Mew York wm
serits4'2

West

Atlanta

San Francisco

New Orleans

St. Louis

Carolina

Central Division

4 1 .800 141 100

4 1 .800 164 86

3 2 .600 89 105

2 3 .400 129 125

5 .000 101 153

Saturday, Oct 24

San Diego at New York, 8 p.m., if neces-

sary

Siiiitfay,0ct.2S

San Diego at New York, 7:55 p.m. EST, if

necessary

N.ttion.il Footb.H Lpdquc

At A Gl.info

AMERKANCONfERENa
East

St. Louis

Chicago

Detroit

Nashville

W L T Pts 6F GA

10 13 7 5

110 2 3 4

1 1

1 1

2 4 4

2 3 3

San Diego 3, Atlanta 2, 10 innings

Tliwi4by,0ctl

San Diego 3. Atlanta

Saturday, Oct. 10

San Diego 4, Atlanta 1

SMiiay,0ct11

Atlanta 8, San Diego 3

AtlanU7.SanDiego6

New England

Miami

Buffalo

N.Y.iets

Indianapolis

Central

Jacksonville

Pittsburgh

Baltimore

Cincinnati

Tennessee

West

Denver

Kansas City

Oakland

Seattle

San Diego

W L T

4 1

3 2

230
2 3

1 5

Pet. PF PA

.800 147 86

.600 88 70

.400 111108

.400 114105

.167 86159

5 01.000 124 92

3 2 .600 70 81

2 3 .400 86 90

2 3 .400 103 115

2 3 .400 80 89

6 01.000 203 109

42 .667 118103

42 .667 88117

3 3 .500 127 79

2 4 .333 70 102

Tatfay

Green Bay at Detroit. 8:20 p.m.

Sunday, Oct. 18

Arizona at New York Giants, 1:01 p.m.

Baltimore at Pittsburgh, 1:01 p.m.

Carolina at Tampa Bay, 1:01 p.m.

Cincinnati at Tennessee, 1:01 p.m.

Jacksonville at Buffalo, 1 :01 p.m. .

New Orleans at Atlanta, 1:01 p.m.

Washington at Minnesota, 1:01 p.m.

Indianapolis at San Francisco, 4:05 p.m.

Philadelphia at San Diego, 4:15 p.m.

St. Louis at Miami, 4: 15 p.m.

Dallas at Chiago, 4: 15 p.m.

OPEN: Denver, Kansas City, Oakland,

Seattle

Maiiday, Oct 19

New York Jets at New England, 8:20 p.m.

N.ition.tl Hocht'v Lo.iqiii*

At A Cil.inci>

EASTERN CONFERENa

Atlantic Division

W
Philadelphia 2

Pittsburgh 2

N.Y.I}landers 1 2

New Jersey 2

N.Y. Rangers 3

Northwest Division

W L T Pts 6F 6A

Calgary 10 13 8 6

Vancouver 110 2 5 6

Edmonton 12 2 7 6

Colorado

Pacific Division

Dallas

Los Angeles

San Jose

Phoenix

Anaheim

3 3 10

W L T Pts GF GA

2 4 7 2

110 2

1 1 1

1

3

4 5

6 8

1 4

1 6

L . T Pts GF GA

4 5 1

4 7 4

2 5 7

2 5

3 12

y, Oct. 14

San Diego 5, Atlanta 0, San Diegc wim

ierin 42

WORIDSERIES

Satwday,0ct17

San Diego (Brown 18-7) at New York

(Wells 18-4), 8 p.m.

Syn4ay,0ct.1l

San Dtego at New York. 7:55 pim.

TuM4ay,0ct.20

New York at San Diego, 8:20 p.m.

I

NATIONAL CONFERENCE

East

Northeast Division

W

Tutsday^temts

Montreal 1, Anaheim

Detroit 3, Washington 2

Nashville 3, Carolina 2

DalUs 3, Chicago 1

Toronto 3, Edmonton 2

WCfllMSlWj s vaMCS

N.Y Islanders 2, Tampa Bay

Pittsburgh 3, New Jersey 1

Colorado 3, Boston

Edmonton 4, Vancouver 1

Dallas at Carolina, 7 p.m.

Anaheim at Chicago, 8:30 p.m.

Colorado at Phoenix, 10 p.m.

Dallas

Arizona

N.Y. Giants

Philadelphia

Washington

Central

Minnesota

Green Bay

Tampa Bay

Detroit

Chicago

WL
42
33
24
1 5

06

Pet. PF PA

.667 162 102

.500 101 121

.333 112145

.167 69149

.000 86186

Boston

Montreal

Ottawa

Toronto

Buffalo 1 1

L TPU GF GA

15 9 3

4

4

4

2

8

8

5 3

4 4

Southeast Division

W L T Pts GF 6A

5 01.000 166 96

4 1 .800 135 107

2 3 .400 75 99

1 4 .200 107 138

1 5 .167 116146

Florida

Washington

Carolina

Tampa Bay

2

1 1

1 1 1

5 1

3 3

6 7

2 1 1 5 10

WESTERN CONFERENa

FrMay^i

Montreal at Washington, 7 p.m.

Philadelphia at Tampa Bay, 7:05 p.m.

Florida at Buffalo, 7:30 p.m.

New Jersey at N.Y. Rangers, 7:30 p.m.

St. Louis at Detroit, 8 p.m.

Toronto at Calgary, 9 p.m.

Boston at Los Angeles, 10:30 p.m.

AN Timts in tiM Sfwts Bm art EOT

A>' Collt'f|»' Footb.tll Pi<k\

MimiMtU (pl« 37 1/2) at N*. 1

OWaSMt

Buckeyes have shutouts against two

unranked teams they've played. ... OHIO

STATE, 49-7.

No. 11 Oregon (plus 10 1/2) at No. 2

UCU
Ducks' Akili Smith and 50.6 points per

game vs. Bruins' Cade McNown and 48

points per. ..UCLA 56-44.

Olilahoma State (plus 21) at No. 4

Kansas State

Hard-luck Cowboys can stick with

Wildcats, loo. ... KANSAS STATE, 27-13.

Auburn (plus 20) at No. 5 Florida

Tigers off to worst start in 46 years;

Gators could care less. ... FLORIDA, 42-17.

Cloiiison(plus281/2)atNo.6

FlorMa State

Seminoles averaging unusually low 28.7

points per game. ... FLORIDA STATE. 33-

13.

No.7VirfMa(tven)atNo.25

CoorfiaTeck

OB Joe Hamilton set to lead Tech over

another Top 25 team. ... GEORGIA TECH,

27-24.

Kansas (plus 34 1/2) at No. 8

Nebraska

Huskers going for 30 in a row over

Jayhawks.... NEBRASKA, 52-0.

No. 9 Wisconsin at Illinois (plus 20)

Badgers have more to offer this year

than just Ron Dayne. ...WISCONSIN, 35-

14.

No. 10 Teias AAM (minus 6 1/2) at

Baylor

Beware the Baylor Bears. ...TEXAS A&M,

31-24. :

Purdue (plus 1 1/2) at No. 12 Nmi
State

If nothing else, Nittany Lions have solid

secondary to handle cirew Brees. ...

PENN STATE, 31-24.

Vaiideibih(plus271/2)atNo.13

GEORGIA, 44-10.

Temple (plus 36) at No. 14 Virginia

Tech

Hokies remain perfect^ Owls perfectly

awful. ...VIRGINIA TECH, 38-0.

No. 16 Arizona (minus 8 1/2) at

0re9on State

Beavers will have huge homecoming

crowd; Wildcats are down after UCLA

loss. ...OREGON STATE, 27-24.

No. 17 Arkansas (minus 7) at South

Hogs' five-game win streak is longest

since 1989. ...ARKANSAS, 27-21.

No. 22 Texas Tech (plus 5) at No. 19

Colorado

Buffs face another unbeaten, but plan a

different outcome. ... COLORADO, 27-24.

Oklahoma (plusU 1/2) at No. 20

Missouri

Tigers have lost 10 in a row to Sooners,

dating back to 1983. ... MISSOURI, 30-10.

Kentucky (phis 10) at No. 21 LSU

Tigers scored 63 vs. Tim Couch's Wildcats

in '97; they may need to again. ... KEN-

TUCKY, 42-41.

No. 23 Syracuse (minus 13) at Boston

Orange QB Donovan McNabb makes a

difference. ...SYRACUSE. 31-21.

Louisville (plus 16) at No. 24 Tulane

If unbeaten Green Wave win here, they

may not lose again. ...TULANE, 35-28.

Trivi.t OiMMt ions

1

.

Dr Benjamin Spock won an Olympic

Gold Medal in what sport?

2.Who was the first jockey to ride 7,000

winners?

3. What sport's ball was originally

stuffed with boiled feathers?

Answers

BOXING: Commission

may reissue license; man
must continue therapy

By Tim Dahlberg

The Associated Press

license.

He'll need to convince at least three

of the five commissioners that the pos-

itive psychological report outweighs

other concerns - most of them sur-

rounding Tyson's alleged attack on

two men following a Maryland traffic

accident a month and a half ago.

"I've demanded that Mike tell us

LAS VEGAS - Now that the doc- about Maryland" commissioner

Evander Holyfield's ears 15 months

ago and was banned from boxing.

Tyson's advisers were led to believe

that a positive psychological report

was all the former heavyweight cham-

pion needed to get the commission to

allow him to return to the ring. But in

the days following a marathon hearing

last month, commissioners grew

tors have had their say, Mike Tyson's

return to the ring is only three votes

away.

Declared mentally fit by a team of

doctors to return to the ring despite

being diagnosed with a host of emo-

tional problems, Tyson goes before the

Nevada Athletic Commission once

again Monday in search of his boxing

Luther Mack said. "If he can handle

the questions and heavy statements at

the hearing, it will really be a test of his

character."

Doctors who examined Tyson for

five days last month found him to lack

self-esteem and to often be depressed.

But they said they believed he would

not snap again, as he did when he bit

increasingly edgy over lyson's refusal

to answer questions about what hap-

pened in Maryland on Aug. 31.

"Maryland is still an open issue,"

Tyson lawyer Jim Jimmcrson said.

"There will be a proper response to it.

But what Mike has to say about it is still

being discussed."

Tyson faces misdemeanor charges

in Montgomery County, Md., on the

same day as the commission hearing.

Two men contend Tyson kicked and

punched them after a car driven by his

wife, Monica, was rear-ended. Tyson's

lawyers have tried unsuccessfully to

settle.

The lawyers argue that the same

commission was going to allow Tyson
to fight Hnlyfield in Nnvpmhpr 1QQI

while he was under indictment for rape

in Indiana.

"It would not be unreasonable for

them to do the same when what is at

stake here is not a felony, but a misde-

meanor charge brought not by the

state of Maryland but by these two

men," Jimmerson said.

Commissioner Glen Carano said he

is more concerned with Tyson's mental

fitness.

"I'm not going to be the moral

authority on what goes on in other

states," Carano said

Monday's hearing is crucial to

Tyson, who is facing a $13 million IRS
lien and is basically broke despite hav-

ing made more than SIOO million in^

purses s ince hit rclcaM from -Mt-

Indiana prison in 1995.

If he wins approval, Tyson will fight

again, probably on Dec. 5, against a

Top 10 opponent at a Las Vegas casi-

no.

If he doesn't, he will not be able to

reapply for a license for another year.

— Tyson fought release of the psycho-

See TYSON, page 53

Winless Vandy won't have to worry

about losing on last play this time. ..

i«|eu>ao(|sa«M7

bUMMU't

Medium-Large

Gala Apples

Reg. $1.19/lb.

Bananas

Reg. $59/lb.

VERMONTSl

2
' ICE CREAM «P FROZEN YOGURT.

/$5
pint No LImK

h K SparWetts'
/ \ / \ • MOUNTAIM tPltlNa WATER

• CRYSTAL FRESH DRINKIIM WATER

f*-. „ - 2/99
KZZ.y KZ::J 1.5 Liter (50.7 oz) w/sport top

Where's the Coke?
Not at Thrifty Alb

Limit 4 12 pacl( - 12 oz. cans

Tropicana
Season's Best Orange Juice

• Regular

• Homeslyle
• w/Caldum

$169-^0

Pepsi, Diet Pejpsl & IVItn. Dew

IViiller Genuine Draft

18pk 12 oz. Bottles Reg. $11.99

2 Utar Bottle

$1.88
6pk 12oz. cans

IMPORTED BEER

6 pk - 12oz. txyttles Reg. $6.59

64 oz. Umlt4 Reg. $2.89 |

Plllsbury
Chocolate Chip Cookies

2/$5
18 oz. Reg. 3.19 ea.

Sam Adams
Boston Lager

12 pack • 120Z. botUM

VISA Open 'til IVIidnight at 1057 Gayley Ave. 209-1111 r ^ ^
MasterCard

L ^ J
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SPORTS
ESPN comes to the Rose Bowl

At 8:00 a.m. Saturday, ESPN Gameday

will be broadcasting live from the

Rose Bowl. Come and show your support

for the championship-bound Bruins.

«.•*

Quiet dignity
Sophomore linebacker Tony White rockets up

the ranks to lead the team by example
Feature

ByJeffKmiotek

Daily Bruin Staff

Just a year ago, Tony While was doing his freshman

duties, carrying teammate Brendon Ayanbadejo's

folders and making sure he woke up in lime for break-

fast.

This year, his duties have changed.

While's days of serving Brendon his bacon are long

gone. Now, White is the loasl of the team.

White, an inside linebacker, halcjuickly emerged as

a team leader and one of the Bruins' top defensive con-

tributors. He's made such an impression that Coach

Bob Toledo did something last week that he hadn't

dona before , in fact , it was somclhm^ that Toledo had-

ncver seen done by anyone in his 25 years of coaching.

Tony While, a sophomore, was named a captain for

'last week's contest against Arizona, an honor usually

reserved for upperclassmen.

"I told my friends that I thought it was a joke," said

While. "But I looked at (Toledo) and he had a serious

look in his eye."

— "I knew it would be pretty hard living up to being a

team captain as a sophomore," he added.

White definitely did not disappoint. He intercepted

a Keith Smith pass in the fourth quarter, his second

pick in as many games. UCLA scored on the ensuing

play to put Arizona away, 52-28. White also forced a

Wildcat fumble that resulted in UCLA's first touch-

down of the game. If you ask White about his intercep-

tion, he'd only give the humble response you'd expect

from someone so modest.

"It looks better on TV," White said. "I saw my man

waving his hands to the quarterback, and all of the sud-

den I remember getting up with the football and every-

body hitting me in the head."

White won't tell you about his accomplishments. He

doesn't speak of the plays he makes, just the ones he

doesn't. He focuses on his mistakes rather than his tri-

umphs. He didn't even feel he was worthy of this fea-

ture. But if his statistics aren't proof enough, his lead-

ership skills are.

"There's a reason he played as a true freshman,"

said Toledo. "He's a very capable guy. He's got a lot of

leadership ability and a lot of physical ability."

White knew going into spring practice that he would

have a chance to start, but he never imagined that he'd

be playing and contributing as much as he has. White

ranks third on the team with 18 tackles and has two of

~"^
SeeWHin,pa9e52

Gve it a shot,

women's sports

an appealing

alternative

COLUMN: Female athletes,

as skillful as counterparts,

deserve our attention

watch women's sports. You
might be surprised. I was.

And now ... the eighth wonder of

the world: how a man could possibly

enjoy writing about women's sports.

Actually it's not such a phenome-

non to me. But everyone else is

amazed that I write about females by

choice.

Women's
sports are just

MARYCIECEK

Inside linebacker Tony White is only a sophomore but is the football team

captain.

A. Cinque

Carter

National spotlight sNnes on Bruin fans

^—i^^i-i-w"

COMMENTARY: Now's our

chance to dispel rumors

about West Coast football

By Trad Made
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

OK, so here's the deal: we've

finally got a football team that can

kick everybody else's ass.

West Coast college football is

gaining respect, and all those ESPN
analysts who have been kissing the

butts of the SEC and Big-10 finally

have to admit that UCLA football is

not something that we use to pass the

time until hoops season starts. It is a

powerful entity on its own.

As a result of this newfound

respect and recognition, national

television is on its way to the Rose

Bowl.

ESPN GameDay will kick off its

very first West Coast live-feed broad-

cast from the UCLA-Oregon game

at the Rose Bowl on Saturday. For

the uninitiated, GameDay features

Lee Corso, Kirk Herbstreit and

Chris Fowler analyzing the week's

games and providing their omnipo-

tent viewpoints on anything and

everything having to do with college

football.

Traditionally, they broadcast from

a place such as Penn State or

Michigan - no Pac-IO school has

been deemed worthy enough to have

Corso and Co. grace us with their

presence.

Until now.

That's why us Bruins have to wake

our hungover-from-Friday-night-

partying selves up and get down to

the Rose Bowl at 8 a.m. on Saturday.

Let me go back and explain a little

more for those of you who have no

idea what I'm talking about:

Millions of college fans crammed

into the background screaming their

heads off, with giant letters painted

on their half-naked bodies. As a

backdrop, GameDay regularly fea-

tures university students acting like

complete morons, doing things like

burning the opposing team's mascot

in effigy.

Contrary to all common sense,

this is the ultimate exhibition of

school spirit. People at home see

those students sitting out there with

no shirts on at eight in the morning

and say, "Those are some dedicated

fans."

Now picture the opening of the

GameDay broadcast from the Rose

Bowl: the music is cued, the lights

come up, and there's Herbstreit,

Corso and Fowler sitting in front of

the Rose Bowl. A deserted Rose

Bowl. No cheers meet the GameDay
crew as they discuss UCLA's
chances at a national championship.

A lone tumbleweed blows by every

once in a while.

Perhaps that's over-dramatizing,

but the fact remains that it will be a

complete and utter embarrassment

to the No. 1 jock school in the coun-

try if we can't muster up some Bruin

Pride and show the rest of the coun-

try what West Coast fans are really

like.

This is our chance to dispel a

decades-old prejudice, to help sup-

port our team, to show them we
appreciate being able to brag about

them.

So I'm asking all of you, football

fans or not, to come out to the Rose

SedMOClMgeli

as mterestmg to

me as men's

are. There's

competition,

skill and intelli-

gence involved,

just as in men's

sports.

Refiecting

though, I guess

I never thought

about how
important women's sports were

before my eyes were opened to

them.

So here's my shot at opening

yours.

It all started in the fall of 1995

when the UCLA women's basketball

team manager invited me to a game.

Trying to continue to be the well-

rounded sports writer that I was, I

attended the game. I didn't think it

would hurl to broaden my sports

scope. Well, to make a long story

short, I saw a freshman do some-

thing that I never witnessed before

or since.

Against Long Beach State, Erica

Gomez came off the bench to dish

out 15 assists. That's 15 passes con-

verted into hoops. After being there

for that, there's no way I could deny

that "basketball is basketball, and

athletes are athletes."

But there's more. I was playing

pickup basketball with my friend Tre

at Sports Club Los Angeles in the

spring of 1996. We were just mind-

ing our business and then who

should show up and want to play

with us but Dawn Staley, Nikki

McCray, Katrina McClain, Teresa

Edwards and Ruthie Bolton - all

1996 Olympic Gold Medalists; all

American Basketball League and

Womans' National Basketball

Association players?

Sure, they played below the rim

but so do most people on earth.

They still dribble, pass and shoot.

And they do it well. They still play to

win. That's what you expect as a fan,

right?

That same 1996 women's

Olympic team was the biggest news

story of the Games. And speaking of

Olympics, in the 1998 winter games

the women's U.S. national hockey

teani were the gold medalists. And
won(en's soccer ... the U.S. national

teamns the best on the planet.

Regarding women's professional

basketball in the United States,

there's been a lot of speculation

SceOMmEIClMgeSO

WEEKEND
S SPOTLIGHT

Duck demolition:The Bruin offensive line

could be the key to shutting down Oregon.

See page 18
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Ticket scalpers subject

to arrest in Pasadena
Bruins find out the hard way that selling seats,

even for a loss, is illegal on Rose Bowl grounds

By Ann Hawkey
Daily Bruin Contributor

As Bruin football fans make their traditional

Saturday trek to the Rose Bowl, the last thing they worry

about is getting arrested.

came to me who had been arrested and charged with a

misdemeanor for selling two extra tickets for less than

face value," said Liz Kemper, director of student legal

services.

"Students are not realizing that it's not legal to do

this, and then they end up with a criminal record," she

said.

Pasadena Police have arrested about 25 people near

the Rose Bowl since September for reselling tickets.

David Lindberg, a second-year psychology student.

For some students, however, their days ot cheermg

have been interrupted by

this exj)erience.

"A student

was arrested outside the Rose Bowl at the Texas game

on Sept. 12.

"I am extremely angry," Lindberg said. "I feel I was

entrapped. With so many people holding tickets, they

came after us and entrapped us."

Entrapment is a legal term for luring someone

into committing a crime.

Although state codes do not prohibit selling

tickets below face value,

reselling tickets at any price

in Pasadena breaks a

municipal code that out-

laws conducting business

without a license.

The misdemeanor crime

is punishable with a $500 fme,

and/or up to six months in jail.

"Nobody's picking on stu-

dents," said Marc Dellins,

director of sports information

for the athletic department.

"It's a city ordinance that you

can't resell tickets on the

grounds of the event, either

' M^ ^^^^^ ^'^^ above or below face value."

§S^ Dellins said the athletic de-

vil partment had requested that

police track down people

reselling their tickets.

. . . "We've asked the city to

^""^liC/^fV o make sure the ordinance is

\. ^^ upheld," he said.

The Pasadena police said they

pay no attention to whether offenders

are students.

"We always target scalpers, regardless of

venue," said Janet Pope, spokeswoman for

the Pasadena police department.

SeeTKKETS,page8
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DAVE HILL

Sharon Apodaca (far left) and Jennifer Kropke (far right), both

second-year law students, listen to Bill Rubenstein, UCLA professor

of law, speak about Matthew Shepard's death in a hate crime.

in memory of Shepard
ISSUE: Hate crime jars

annual celebration to

sudden, sobering focus

By Kathryn Combs and Emi Kojima

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Though Coming Out Week is

nearing an end, issues of gay rights

still are receiving national attention

in light of the death of Matthew

Shepard on Monday.

Shepard, a Wyoming University

student, was pistol-whipped and tied

to a fence in near freezing tempera-

tures five days before his death.

"This is an extremely sad and

absolutely horrible incident. (It)

made National Coming Out Week
more meaningful and more powerful

for everyone whether or not they

participated," said Ronni Sanio,

director of the Lesbian, Gay,

Bisexual and Transgender (LGBT)
Campus Resource Center.

Shepard's death has become a ral-

lying point for gays and lesbians

across the country seeking state and

federal protections against discrimi-

nation based on sexual orientation.

"For the students here as with

many campuses, (they) are fright-

ened and they are angry and are in

pain. They clearly know that it could

have happened to anyone, on any

campus - including UCLA," Sanlo

said.

President Bill Clinton held a

White House conference on school

violence Thursday and called again

for a newliate crimes law.

Clinton ordered the education

department's civil rights office to bet-

ter enforce laws intended to stop the

discrimination and harassment of

students.

UCLA students said this incident

made them think about their identity.

"I've never been harassed - much
less beaten - for being gay," said

Jennifer Famulare, a fourth-year

microbiology and molecular genetics

and policy student.

"You would think college campus-

es would be safe. But this incident

proves (discrimination) still exists,"

she said.

Chris Fryc, a fourth-year microbi-

ology and molecular genetics stu-

dent, agreed that the incident

showed a lack of tolerance in the

United States.

"It's awful ifanyone gets beaten to

death ... much less if they are beaten

just because they are gay," Frye said.

Sm AWARENESS, page 11

Regents prepare proposal to increase UCs funds

UC President Richard Atkinson

MEETING: Raise expected

to help ftirthur research,

sustain strong rankings

By EdUu Ltkovk
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

SAN FRANCISCO - While the

rest of the country braces for a possi-

ble economic recession, officials in

the University of California expect to

benefit from the economic boom of

recent years.

After slow economic growth in the

early 1990s, the UC expects a $340

million increase in state funds, bring-

ing the total budget to $2.7 billion.

Budget cuts caused by that reces-

sion are "still out there and there is

still a lot of pain out there," said

Larry Herschman, vice president of

budgets.

"The UCs share of the state bud-

get was at its highest in the '80s and

way down in the eariy '90s; (now) it's

finally beginning to rise."

Seeking to keep the UC competi-

tive as a '^public Ivy" while keeping

tuition affordable and accommodat-

ing projected enrollment growth,

officials presented a final budget pro-

posal to the full board Thursday at

the UC San Francisco campus.

The great majority of the budget

will fund research and construction,

however.

"Our view is that we ought to be

competitive with the very best univer-

sities in the country," said UC
President Richard Atkinson.

The UCs comparison schools -

among them Harvard, Stanford and

the University of Michigan - see a

roughly 4 percent budget increase

annually, according to Herschman.

The UCs proposed budget will

increase by 5.7 percent if passed.

This compact, passed four years

ago (in its last year in effect), includ-

ed general student fee increases aver-

aging about 10 percent a year as well

as fee increases for students in select-

ed professional schools.

It is this compact that also provid-

ed $33.5 million to expand the uni-

versity's outreach efforts as well as

$6.5 million for the startup of acade-

mic programs and planning for the

UC Merced campus.

The budget agreement reached by

Atkinson and Gov. Pete Wilson,

while not a binding agreement, takes

place every four years and ensures

the university receives state funding.

In turn, Atkinson must agree to com-

mit the university to certain goals in

order to access appropriated money.

"A strong system of higher educa-

tion is critical to our social fiber and

our ability to compete in the global

markets of the 21st century," Wilson

said in a statement.

Cv
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Cold virus could help

cancer treatment
Physicians at UCLA's Jonsson Cancer

Center Thursday laundied a new expehniental

treatment for inoperable pancreatic cancer

using a form of a virus that causes the common
cold.

'"Unfortunately, most patients with pancreat-

ic cancer caimot be cured by surgery," said Dr. J

.

Randolph Hecht, lead investigator for the study

at the Jonsson Cancer Center and an associate

professor of medicine at the UCLA School of

Medicine. "Usually, by the time the disease is

detected, cancer cells have traveled beyond the

pancreas or have spread too dose to important

blood vessels, making it impossible to safely

remove all of the cancer."

Pancreatic cancer kills about 95 percent of

the more than 25,000 Americans diagnosed

each year with the disease, he said.

Rather than using surgery, the experimental

treatment relies on a genetically engineered ade-

novirus - called ONYX-015 - that attacks only

cells with alterations in, or an

absence of, a gene called p53. (An

adenovirus is a kind of virus that can

cause the common cold.) Hecht described

the new strategy as one that strikes pancreatic

cancer at its Achilles' heel.

"Alterations in or the absence of the p53 gene

can leave cancer cells - unlike normal cells - vul-

nerable to attack by a virus engineered to

destroy only cells which lack functional p53,"

he said.

Roundworms may hold

clues to human aging
UC San Francisco researchers have made a

significant fmding in roundworms that may

offer insight into the way in which genes regulate

aging and life span in humans.

In a study published in the Oct. 16 issue of

Cell, they report that a gene already known to

play an important role in controlling aging in

roundworms does so not by acting within indi-

vidual cells to control each cell's fate, but by act-

ing within certain cells to coordi-

nate the aging process of the

whole organism.

"Our study indicates there is a mecha-

nism that causes all of the cells in the animal to

reach a consensus," said the senior author of the

study, Cynthia Kenyon, Ph.D., the Herbert

Boyer Professor of Biochemistry and

Biophysics at UCSF. "And that mechanism

appears to be sparked into action by particular

genes acting within certain types of cells."

The researchers conducted their study on a

gene known as daf-2, which Kenyon's lab had

previously determined plays a significant role in

controlling the aging process and life span of the

roundworm known as nematode C. elcgans.

Fertile roundworms with partially mutated,

or "knocked out," daf-2 genes grow to be active,

fertile adults that live more than twice as long as

normal. And roundworms still in a larval stage

of development, with more severely mutated

genes, enter a state of extended prepubescence

known as dauer diapause, in which larvae do not

feed, are able to withstand harsh environmental

conditions and live a long time.

What the researchers have now discovered is

that if the level of daf-2 activity is lowered in just

a small group of cells, the life span of the whole

animal is extended.

Law conference to be

held this weekend
Prominent Latino lawmakers, attorneys and

others will joiti Latino law students from

throughout the nation to discuss educational

and political issues at the second annual

Latino/Latina Law Student Conference to be

held through Oct. 18, at UCLA School of Law.

State Sen. Richard Polanco, chair of the

Latino Legislative Caucus, delivered the

keynote address Thursday at 6 p.m.

Other speakers scheduled to speak during

the conference include U.S. Rep. Xavier

Becerra, chair of the Congressional Hispanic

Caucus and Los Angeles County Supervisor

Gloria Molina.

Compiled from Daily Bruin staff reports.

•fftheiiMirk by Mark Parisi
LAST MY:

To drop impacted courses (LAS

undergraduate students).

To change Study List (add, drop

courses) without fee through URSA
Telephone.

To check wait lists for courses through

URSA Telephone.

To enroll in courses for credit without

$50 late Study List fee through URSA
Telephone.

To file advancement to candidacy

petition for master's degree with major

department.

To file graduate leaves ofabsence with

Graduate Division, 1255 Murphy Hall.

To file undergraduate request for edu-

cational fee reduction with college or

school.

CORRECTIONS
On Oct. 9, the Daily Bruin ran an

article titled "Sobriety in old fraternity

house" that contained an error. The

photograph caption incorrectly identi-

fied Westwood Sober Living

Apartments as a halfway house. The

facility is not licensed to be a halfway

house, only to be a sober living facility.

The Daily Bruin regrets the error.

WHArS BREWIN'TODAY

Friday Noon
GALA
Brown Bag Lunch

Royce Fountain • 825-8053

1p.m.

Religion at UCLA
Special guest lecture by

Professor Gideon Aran

Von Grunebaum Library,

10383 Bunche Hall

4 p.m.
Vietnamese Language and

Culture

Friday tutorials

Campbell 2224 • 824-3905

Project B.R.LT.E.

Orientation meeting (4:30)

Ackerman 3508 • 825-2333

5 p.m.
Samahang Pilipino

General meeting and Pilipino

American History Month

Sproul Lounge * 825-2727

6 p.m..

Chinese Christian Fellowship

Bible study

Ackerman 2410 -312-1637

7 p.m.
GALA
Film screening: High Art

Northwest Campus Auditorium

825-8053

8 p.m.
Pilipino Undergraduate Law
Students Association

Second annual bonfire

Dockweiler Beach

Rides given at Sproul Turnaround

atTOOpm 'QQR-n-^^

9 p.m.
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority &
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity

Delta and Alpha JAM! (party)

547 Gayley Ave.

$7.00 admission before 10:00

p.m.- 824-4513

Saturday 7 p.m.
BDC & Historical Ballroom

Dance Club (7:30)

Aflnual field trip and dinner

S. Calif Autumn English

Regency Historical Costume Ball

South Pasadena War Memorial

435 Fair Oaks Ave.,

South Pasadena - 284-3636

Sunday Noon
Project B.R.LT.E.

Orientation meeting

Kerckhoff400 - 825-2333

2 p.m.

Culver dlhamber Music Series

Culver City Presbyterian Church

11269 Washington Blvd.

Free concert of cello and piano

music- 859-4684

What's Brcwin'can be reached via e-mail

at «vhatsbrewin#fnedia.uda.edu

HELP RECYCLE

THIS PAPER
(and a lot of other stuff, too!)

Call 825-3033
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Members of Delta

Sigma Theta rocked

the house with

their energetic step

performance In

Westwood Plaza

Wednesday at

noon.

It^s all

Greek
to me

Many fraternities and sororities are not

affiliated witK the university or

national organizations, giving them

more freedom to offer different

options to students

ByMtghanWMd
Daily Bruin Contributor

In
white T-shirts, black pants and

colored neck scarves, eight Alpha

Kappa Alpha sorority sisters per-

Jormed a step routine to hip-hop and

"R&B selections in Westwood Plaza on

Wednesday.

The one^iour yard show was not for

the purpose of entertainment but

rather to promote the history of a

black people who stand together in sol-

idarity under oppression.

Raymond Richardson, president of

Alpha Kappa Alpha fraternity, sup-

ported his brothers as they concluded

the show.

"There has been a tradition of step-

ping that goes back into slave days,"

he said.

While over 1,000 men and women
rushed the 18 fraternities and 10 soror-

ities that comprise the Interfraternity

(IPC) and Panhellenic Councils at

UCLA last week, other students opted

to join one of the smaller Cireek orga-

nizations on campus.

A total of 17 alternative Greek

organizations exist on campus, rang-

ing from Delta Lambda Phi, a gay fra-

ternity, to the newly chartered Delta

Sigma Pi, a co-ed business fraternity.

The National Panhellenic Council

(NPHC) consists of six African-

American fraternities and sororities.

The men of Phi Beta
.#

Sigma perform

in Westwood Plaza

to help raise awareness

about African American

fraternities and

sororities on campus.

The Asian Greek Council (AGQ is

comprised of two fraternities and two

sororities, and there are seven inde-

pendent Greek organizations as well

The only housed organization out-

side of the IPC and Panhellenic

Councils is Alpha Gamma Ome^a, a

Christian fraternity.

According to Scott Carter, fratemi-

ty advisor at the Center for Student

Programming, Alpha Gamma Omega
is the only truly independent fraternity

on campus.

Alpha Gamma Omega is not recog-

nized by the university because of their

religious affiliation.

In contrast, the NPHC, AGC and

other independent Greek organiza-

tions have an open membership policy

that enables anyone to join regardless

of their ethnicity, religion or sexual ori-

entation.

Naomi Takahashi, president of Chi

Alpha Delta sorority, dispelled a mis-

conception that the Asian Greek

Council is exclusively Asian.

She said that many non-Asians have

pledged in the past, and there are a few

this year.

Delta Sigma Pi, the only profession-

al fraternity on campus, is an excep-

tion to the rule in that only students

majoring in business or economics can

join.

"We are co^d, we have no house

and we stress professional activities,"

said Tony Yu, president of Delta

Sigma Pi.

"Some of the top alumni we have

are Mayor Richard Riordan, the CEO
of Price Waterhouse and the CEO of

J.C. Penny," Yu added.

Although some independent orga-

nizations such as Delta Sigma Pi have

national organizations in which they

belong to, many do not.

Daniel Tung, president of Omega
Sigma Tau, an Asian Greek fraternity

started at UCLA, has refused requests

by UC Berkeley and USC to organize

their own chapters of the organiza-

tion.

"We want to have our own identity

- we want to be original," Tung said.

Disadvantages of belonging to an

African American, Asian American or

independent Greek organization

include the lack of funding and guid-

ance.

Although Delta Lambda Phi,

UCLA's gay fraternity, is nationally

recognized, it lacks the funding neces-

sary to provide housing and conduct

formals.

Ron Caraiiza, president of Delta

Lambda Phi, said once membership

increases, they will consider getting a

house.

"It isn't economically feasible for us

at the moment," Caranza said.

As for guidance, the Delta Lambda
Phi brothers prefer to look to the other

chapten in the area, such at Cal State

Photos by OERMCK KUOC/DMly Bruin

Northridge and Long Beach State,

rather than their national headquar-

ters.

One of the advantages of belonging

to one of the smaller Greek organiza-

tions on campus is very low dues.

While members of the lFC_and.

TanheUenic councils pay up to $2,000

per year in dues, members of Omega
Sigma Tau pay less than $200 per

quarter and members of Delta

Lambda Phi currently pay just a $20

pledge fee.

Another advantage to choosing an

alternate Greek organization over a

larger one is the opportunity to meet

other students who share similar back-

grounds and interests.

"Like joining a Chinese or Pilipino

club, it's a good way to connect with

someone," Takahashi said. "It's a

good way to meet people from the

same cultural background that you

can relate to."

Richardson, too, emphasized the

importance of creating support

groups within one's own community,

"When I was in high school, the

only people who came out to my com-

munity were from African American

Greek organizations," Richardson

said." \
"But we don't limit our work to the

African community. We work for all

mankind," he added.

Mike Prosper, president of Alpha

Gamma Omega, said his brothers

focus on evangelism, as well as philan-

thropy and brotherhood.

"We have bible studies every

Thursday evening, and our house is

open for prayer every morning as

well," he said.

Omega Sigma Tau, on the other

hand, likes to throw parties with soror-

ities that are open - which means they

take pledges from any college or uni-

versity - enabling them to meet Asian

Greeks from all over Southern

California.

Another important distinction

between the smaller Greek letter orga-

nizations and those which belong to

the IPC and Panhellenic Councils is

their focus on issues specific to the

members of their fraternity or sorority.

Por example, organizations belong-

ing to NPHC focus heavily on com-

munity service and educational pro-

gramming pertinent to the African

American community.

Monet Moore, president of the

NPHC and of Alpha Kappa Alpha

sorority, explains that social events are

secondary.

"Our national goab focus on the

black family, male-female relation-

ships and health awareness," Moore
said.

"Another of our targets is the ajis,

because a lot of times our community

10
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Pr • litisition 8 fuels

controversy over

education system
ELKTIONS: Creating

councils, empowering

principals part of bill

By Hannah MWtr
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

In the past couple of yean,

educational ideas have been trot-

ted out to the ballot box like so

many flesh-pressing politicians.

Used to

decide
anything

from
stafTmg to

vouchers

to admis-

sions, this

explosion

in educa-

tion bond-

measures

is under-

standable in California, where

poUstcrt rcpcatcdiy fmd that sure,"Ifa:^iriidtranrfcrs

ent-teacher committees control

over curriculum, personnel and

budgets, create a new chief

inspector for the schools and

require teachers to have creden-

tials in the subjects they teach.

The measure would also make
permanent the class-size reduc-

tion-funding provided in 1996 by

Gov. Pete Wilson and would

mandate expulsion for students

caught on campus with drugs.

The empowerment of the par-

ent-teacher committees, called

*^ite councils'* at schools where

they already exist, has proven to

be the most contentious issue,

because each site council would

be responsible for setting a

school's curriculum.

"We would have 8.000 differ-

ent separate standards and cur-

ricula. It would be a mess," said

Karen Donhoff with the

California Teachers' Association

(CTA), a teachers' union that

has come out against the mea-

education is the second most

i^iportant issue on voters' minds

(after crime).

And now, in that grand tradi-

tion of making education a polit-

ical issue. Proposition 8 offers

voters a hodgepodge of sweeping

changes.

The measure would give par-

in mid-year, he might have to toss

out everything he's learned."

Advocates of the measure say

that more parents would partici-

pate in their children's schools,

but opponents warn that the

measure could derail the long-

See FROfOSITION, page 12

Famous artist gives UCLA $1 milfion WORLD & NATION Dow Jones Industrials

up: 330.58

close: 8,299.36

DONXnON: Fund will be used to establish program

on American culture, offer fellowships, speaker series

Nasdaq tntfci

up: 70.04

close: 1611.01

OoNar

Yen:11S.85

Mark: 1.6131

ByAsMtyHarrt
Daily Bruin Contributor

The UCLA Department of

Sociology received $ 1 million in order

to fund programs to study American

society and promote innovative

teaching and research. The gift came
from Leroy Neiman, a world famous

artist, on Oct. 9.

The donation is the largest award

ever granted to the department by a

single individual, according Steve

Sherwood, a graduate student of soci-

ology.

The money will go toward funding

an organization called the LeRoy
Neiman Center, which will research

American society, help improve lec-

tures through technology and host a

lecture series for the public.

The center is designed to study

many areas ofAmerican cuhure, such

as painting, sculpture, dance, film, lit-

erature\ architecture and music.

Neiman chose to establish the cen-

ter at UCLA because he liked the

social environment.

''What I liked most about the fac-

ulty and students at UCLA is their

willingness to speak out. They like to

be challenged and challenge others,**

Neiman said in a press release.

"At UCLA, the curiosity, the

enthusiasm and the openness io

explore sociological issues is very

strong," he said.

The center will try to track trends

in society within the two largest

American cities, Los Angeles and
New York. It will work in conjunction

with an institution in New York.

The collaboration will allow

researchers to conduct their research

looking at the country's trends in a

new way These research patterns will

then be used to predict future trends

across the country and prevent prob-

lems with those movements.
^

"American society is shaped by the

s(x;ial evolution in New York and Los

Angeles - as cultural centers, as eco-

nomic powerhouses, and metropoli-

tan areas with large and changing

immigrant populations,** said David

Halle, a professor of sociology who is

in charge of the Neiman Center.

In addition, the center will offer an

Artist-in-Residence program, and fel-

lowships to graduate students special-

izing in American culture and society.

The center will hold a speaker

series, public conferences, book and

paper publications, among other ser-

vices.

A speaker series, beginning in

May, will detail the scholarly relation-

ship between Los Angeles and New
York into the next century.

Sherwood said a $10,000-a-year

dissertation fellowship had been

SeeHmMN^pagrU,^^

Artist Leroy Neiman, who is famous for his paintings ofAmalom
|

donated $1 million to establish the UCLA Leroy Neiman Center.
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Israeli, Palestiniki leaders convene summit for peace
MIDEAST: Clinton urges both

sides to make concrete progress

on West Bank when talks begin

By Robert Burns

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - President Clinton kiclced

off a Mideast peace summit today by calling on

the Israeli and Palestinian leaders to "break the

logjam" over a U.S. proposal for a West Bank

settlement.

"We must remember as we come together

again that, in the end, peace is more than a

process; it is, in the end, a destination," Clinton

said in a statement in the Rose Garden after

meeting privately for 42 minutes with Israeli

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu and

Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat.

Flanked by the two leaders, Clinton said the

negotiations beginning this afternoon at a rustic

retreat on Maryland's Eastern Shore were being

undertaken with a sense of urgency, after a year

and a half of stalemate. Clinton flew there to

convene the talks' formal opening, then

returned to the White House, leaving Secretary

of State Madeleine Albright to oversee the

weekend talks. Aides said Clinton was not

scheduled to rejoin the negotiators but would do

so if it would help.

"This week's talks at Wye River offer the

chance for the parties to break the logjam and

fmally take the next essential steps for peace,"

Clinton said. Although there was no timetable,

officials said the talks most likely would run

through Sunday.

In separate remarks to reporters, Netanyahu

and Arafat pledged their best efforts at compro-

mise, while cautioning that neither side should

enter the negotiations with unrealistic expecta-

tions.

Netanyahu, speaking to a pack of reporters

in the White House driveway before departing

for Wye River, said Israelis first and foremost

want assurances that the Palestinians will "fight

terrorism in word and deed."

"We come with the best intentions, and we
hope that there will be an accord. We're asked to

give additional territory; we want to ensure that

this territory doesn't become a base and a haven

for terrorists to attack us as happened before."

Arafat promised the Palestinians would give

a "100 percent effort" at Wye. "But no one in

the world can give 100 percent results."

The Assoc idteU iVis

An ethnic Albanian man holds up a Serb tank shell which he claims was used in the destruction of

his village of Fustica, some 1 miles from Pristina.

NATO to monitor Serb withdrawal
AGREEMENT: Alliance warns that despite progress,

Milosevic is far from meeting Saturday's deadline

By Dusan Stojanovic

The Associated Press

BELGRADE, Yugoslavia -
NATO signed a deal Thursday with

the Yugoslav army, allowing spy

planes to monitor the military's

compliance in withdrawing troops

from Kosovo so ethnic Albanian

refugees can return to their vil-

lages.

Amid new accusations by

Kosovo Albanians of Serb police

intimidation, NATO chief Javier

Solana said that despite some

progress Yugoslav leader Slobodan

Milosevic has a long way to go to

meet NATO's Saturday deadline

for compliance:

**I would send a very clear mes-

sage" to Milosevic, Solana said

before arriving in Belgrade

Thursday evening. "And that is that

the solution to the problem is not

signing papers but to comply with

agreements that have been

achieved."

The deal allows for unarmed spy

planes to watch over troop with-

SeeN/nOpageiii

Germany eases citizenship,

immigration requirements
GERMANS: Turks mainly afiected by new governing

coalition's law, longtime fight for legal recognition

By Tony Czuaka
The Associated Press

BONN, Germany - After years of

denial, Germany is taking a hig step

new countrymen."

Kohl's government criticized the

plan Thursday. Christian Democratic

legal expert Rupert Scholz said allow-

ing dual-citizenship on a broad basis

toward accepting immigrants by

revising its 85-year-old citizenship

law.

The future governing coalition

reached a landmark agreement

Wednesday to ease citizenship

requirements for immigrants, some

ofwhom have lived in the country for

decades.

The decision is the first major poli-

cy shift resulting from the left's elec-

tion victory last month and an impor-

tant gesture to Germany's 7 million

foreign residents, who make up near-

ly 10 percent of the population.

"This government will recognize

that Germany is a country of immi-

grants," said Kerstin Mueller of the

Greens party, the junior partner in

the incoming government coalition.

The language took direct aim at

outgoing Chancellor Helmut Kohl's

government, which insisted that

Germany is not a country of immi-

grants^
'

Germany's 2 million Turks have

fought especially hard for the

changes. Most Turkish children born

here have grown up virtually as

Germans, but they still feel excluded

by the 1913 citizenship law, which

grants automatic citizenship only on

the basis of German blood.

The nation's mass circulation

tabloid heralded the agreement

Thursday with a headline in Turkish

and German reading, "Welcome,

would give those who receive it '*mas-

sive advantages" over Germans with

just one passport.

Few have battled harder for

change than Cem Ozdemir, born to

Turkish parents in Germany in 1965

and a lawmaker for the Greens party

since 1994. _
"The goal clearly must be that peo-

ple who live here permanently are not

foreigners, not guests, but belong to

society," he said Wednesday, before

the agreement between Chancellor-

elect Gerhard Schroeder's Social

Democrats and the Greens.

Under the plan, German-born chil-

dren of foreigners will have an auto-

matic right to citizenship for the first

time, if one of their parents has been

living in Germany since age 14.

Both parties also agreed on allow-

ing dual citizenship and on shorten-

ing foreigners' eligibility for natural-

ization to eight years from 15.

Xurrcnt law requires Turks to give up"

their Turkish passport, which many
are reluctant to do.

The future governing partners,

who have a 21 -seat majority in the

incoming parliament, plan to intro-

duce the proposed amendments aAer

the new legislature convenes Oct. 26.

Kohl's center-right government,

voted out in Sept. 27 elections aAer

16 years, refused to liberalize the citi-

zenship law, mainly because of pres-

sure from conservatives.

WORLD & NATION BRIEFS

Bahamas executes two

convicted murderers
NASSAU, Bahamas — The Bahamas

hanged two convicted murderers today,

despite a last-minute appeal and international

opposition.

Only a dozen or so people were waiting out-

side the prison on the outskirts of Nassau

when an official posted a notice announcing

that Trevor Fisher, 28, was executed at 8 a.m.

Later in the morning, the crowd swelled to

about 100, and they cheered when an official

announced the death of the second convictj^5U

year-old Richard Woods.

There were none of the sign-waving protest-

ers who stood vigil there during the last hang-

ing in the Bahamas, in 1996. That follows a

Caribbean trend to fight rising crime with the

harshest punishment.

*'We pray that others will take note that the

Bahamian society is fed up with these heinous

types of crime," said the Rev. Simeon Hall,

president of the Bahamas Christian

Council, which had protested the

last execution.

"The innocent people have been

pushed to this day and feel this is their

only recourse," Hall told The Associated Press

hours before the execution.

On Friday, Attorney General Tennyson

Wells said the Bahamas would hang Fisher

and Woods even though they have appeals

pending since 1996 at the Organization of

American States' Inter-American

Commission on Human Rights.

U.S. professor banned

from Indonesia

JAKARTA, Indonesia - Indonesia today

banned an American college professor from

visiting the country after he reportedly alleged

that its top economics minister had been

involved in a shady business deal.

Jeffrey Winters, a political economy profes-

sor at Northwestern University in

Evanston, 111., "is not allowed to set

foot on Indonesian soil before clear-

ing up his insulting remark against the

state official," Justice Minister Muladi

told the official Antara news agency.

Ginandjar Kartasasmita, coordinating min-

ister for the economy, finance and industry,

denied corruption allegations attributed to

Winters in newspaper reports this week.

Newspapers said Winters accused

Ginandjar, a former mines minister, of helping

to push through a deal in which a local compa-

ny purchased shares from PT Freeport

Indonesia, a subsidiary of New Orleans-based

Freeport McMoRan Copper and Gold Inc.

The allegation suggests that Ginandjar profit-

ed financially from the sale..

Ginandjar said he did not violate any laws

or abuse his ministerial power. Freeport,

which operates a massive copper and gold

mine in Indonesian-controlled western New
Guinea, declined to comment on Winters'

statements, but said all its contracts were legal.

French students march

for education reform
PARIS — Tens of thousands of high school

students took to the streets today across

France, keeping up the pressure on the leftist

government to cut class sizes and buy more

equipment.

The students have been demonstrating off

and on for two weeks, demanding action from

Education Minister Oaude Allegre, who has

promised to add teachers, computers and oth-

erwise improve conditions.

He presented a plan to Cabinet this week.

But students say he is not moving quickly

enough.

By mid^temoon, 200,000 students were in

the streets in about a dozen cities. At least

20,000 were marching in both Paris and

Bordeaux, while 10,000 marched in Rennes

and Caen in the north.

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports.
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STATE & LOCAL
Court finds attorney

dishonest in case
DECISION: Lawyer ofwoman who gave baby up for

adoption without father's consent fined $7 milhon

ByBobEgdko
The Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO - California

courts have given their final

approval to damages ofup to $7 mil-

lion against a Los Angeles-area

lawyer who helped a West Virginia

woman put her baby up for adop-

tion without the father's consent.

Over Justice Stanley Mosk's dis-

sent, the state Supreme Court

denied review Wednesday of an

appeal by attorney David Leavitt

from a lower-court ruling in June

that reinstated a jury's damage

award against him.

That ruling, by the 2nd District

Court of Appeal, found that Leavitt

had committed '^immoral, reprehen-

sible and dishonest behavior" and

also rejected his claim that West

Virginia courts had no jurisdiction

over him.

In a separate order, over Justice

Joyce Kennard's dissent, the high

court withdrew the appellate ruling

as a precedent for future California

cases. Both orders were issued with-

out comment.

The suit by the father. Dr. John

Kessel of Hickory, N.C., is entering

its final stages. His California

lawyer, Wendy Lascher, said

Thursday she assumes Leavitt will

appeal to the U.S. Supreme Court.

But she said the high court denied

review of Leavitt's appeal of an ear-

See AOOfllON, page 11

Editors emphasize need to scrutinize articles

MEDIA: Yearly meeting

notes glaring mistakes

in esteemed publications

By Michael White
The Associated Press

ANAHEIM - A string of high-

profile retractions by respected

news organizations underscores

the need for tough editors who
challenge the accuracy of stories

before they're printed, the presi-

dent of the Associated Press

Managing Editors association said

Thursday.

"Edit more skeptically," Reid

MacCluggage, editor and publisher

ofThe Day in New London, Conn.,

told members at the group's annual

meeting.

During the past year CNN
retracted a story televised and pub-

lished jointly with Time magazine

which said the U.S. military used

nerve gas to kill defectors during

the Vietnam War.

The New Republic maga-

zine and The Boston Globe

acknowledged that writers

made up quotes and people

used in stories. And The

Cincinnati Enquirer retract-

ed a story based on informa-

tion stolen from a telephone

message system. The news-

paper apologized to Chiquita

Brands International Inc.

and agreed to pay the compa-

ny more than $10 million to

avert a lawsuit.

"The Globe and the

Enquirer are well-edited

newspapers. Time and New
Republic are well-established

magazines with good reputa-

tions. CNN is a premier tele-

vision network," said

MacCluggage.

"If standards broke down at

those companies, they can break

down anywhere. It's our job as edi-

tors to make sure they don't," he

said.

The Associated Press

Television journalist Sam Donaldson

at AP Managing Editors convention.

Also Thursday, AP president

and chiefexecutive officer Louis D.

Boccardi led a discussion among
four Pulitzer Prize-winning AP
photographers about capturing a

defining moment in history.

JOIN THE BRIGHTEST STARS
IN CALIFORNIA.

-* ViaSat has been included in The INC 500 bst

of fastest growing companies three times and we

have been listed as one of the " 100 Best Small

G>rpoiations* by BusinasWedt and as one of the

"200 Best Small Gxnpanies in America" by Forbes.

As a part of our team, you11 have access to toda/s

most advanced technology as well as a fluid environ-

ment where even the newtst hires are encouraged to

contribute their ideas. You wifl be invoh^d in the full

scope of a variety of projects, and have exposure to

ViaSat!s exceptional expertise in on-demand satellite

networidng technology You may even paitidpMe in

our latest innovation: a new tunily of commercial

DAMA satellite netwoiks caUed SurWire.

^H reward you with a great sabiy stock ownership

program, promotion from within based on merit -

not just ktngyity and the opponunity to present your

wofk to customers. If you'd like to know moce about

spreading your professional wing> with ViaSat, see us

on campus. We art inlerviewing on campus

Novemlfer 3rd with two schedules. For

consideration, please submit your resume to the

Career Services Center no later than October

I5th. Please be sure to visit our booth at the

ENGINEERING 6' TECHNICAL CAREER DAY
on October 23rd. You may also send your resume to

ViaSat Inc., 2290 Cosnu>s Couit, Carlsbad, CA
92009-1585 Fa«: (760) 438-8489 Phone: (760)

438-8099. E-mail: resume^Masat.com

ViaSat b an Equal Opportunity Employer Minoiitks

are erKOuraged to apply US. Gtizenship required

for government prefects.

ViaSat
www.viasat.com

118 Kerckhoff Hall

r
Ai-Taiib
UCLA'S Muslim Student

Newsmagazine

ŷ

UCU's Feminist Student

-r Newsmagazine

r
Ha'Am
UCU's Jewish Student

Newsmagazine

La Gente
UCLA's Chicana/o & Latina/o

Student Newsmagazine

r
NOMMO
UCLA'S African Student

Newsmagazine

/I

Pacific Ties
UCLA'S Asian/Pacific Islander

Student Newsmagazine
82S-1004

Ten Percent
UCLA's Queer Student

Newsmagazine

N

V.

Over 30 years
of alternative

media at UCLA
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The
(^ HOT NEWPLACE for

el Air!

Full Bar

cellent Food & Wine

No Cover

en Circle

(in the Glen Center off of Be\(|j|^H||^^lvd.^ just south of Mulhollond)

(310)475-9807 www.roccomla.com

Dark Horses

2 for 1 Drinks

w/Student ID
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TICKETS
From page 1

Students who have been arrested,

however, were unaware of the munici-

pal code forbidding the resale of tickets

and now face university discipline, as

well as a criminal record that could pre-

vent tl^em from going to graduate

school, said Kemper.

Since the offense is minor, however,

the university will not likely take seri-

ous disciplinary action.

"'I'm not out to make an example of

anyone, but I do think it's important

for people to be held accountable for

their actions,** said Robert Naples,

assistant vice chancellor of student and

campus life.

"What we're most concerned about

is that we have students that are

informed and that know the laws," he

said.

Despite the students* misunder-

standing of the law, officers find no dis-

tinction between a scalper trying to

make a profit and students who just

want to unload their extra tickets.

Undercover officers work on Rose

Bowl grounds and try to target

scalpers, then arrest them after the deal

is made.

"Officers pose as possible buyers,"

said Lieutenant Alex Uribe of

Pasadena police department special

Undercover officers ...

try to target scalpers,

then arrest them after

the deal is nnade.

operations. "The scalpers then initiate

the conversation."

But Lindberg said that it was the

officers, not he, who initiated the trans-

action. Lindberg said officers

approached him and asked to buy his

tickets even after he told them to buy

the tickets at the sales counter.

When he agreed to sell his tickets,

the officers arrested him, put him in

handcuffs and took him to the Pasade-

na police department, but he said they

failed to read him his Miranda Rights.

On Thursday, Lindberg made an

appearance in court and had his misde-

meanor reduced to an infraction, for

which he will pay a fine of $270.

After meeting with a public defend-

er, Lin^iberg decided to plead no con-

test rather than fight the charge be-

cause of the time involved with a trial.

"I don't have time to go to court for

all these things," Lindberg said. "And

it's still not guaranteed that I would

win."

Although being taken away in hand-

cufl"s may seem a rare occurrence for a

UCLA student, Pasadena Police said it

is acommon crime at any large event in

the city.

In the eyes of the police and the ath-

letic department, a crime is a crime, no

matter who commits it.

"It's a serious situation for stu-

dents," Kemper said. "It's going to be a

surprise to most students on campus

that this is not OK."1

Cosmetic & General Dentistry
for the entire family Get a Free New BRflun

^^:s^

'

¥ioiKlering how
you can help

expanothe

• GENERAL & PREVENTIVE

DENTISTRY
• COSMETIC DENTISTRY
• UP-TO-DATE INFECTION

CONTROL PROGRAM

sHbUSb

Aaron
D<^=(6)g^^
8heiy€)DDS4U.oom

Early Mcxning & Evening Appointments Avaiable

1052 WILSHIRE BLVD., # 303 SANTA MONICA, CA 90403
for more information call 825-3033

Deadline ie today!!!
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ALTERNATIVE
From page 3

is more focused on sports and we feel

arts are important, too," Moore
added.

Health care concerns which Alpha

Kappa Alpha's programming address

are AIDS, sickle cell anemia, breast

cancer and ovarian cancer.

Fern Cayentano, a member of

Delta Sigma Theta, agreed that

NPHC organizations stress communi-

ty service.

"When you join our sorority, it's a

life-long membership, whereas the

sororities on the row seem to forget

about them after they graduate,"

Cayentano said.

Although NPHC. AGC and inde-

pendent fraternities and sororities do

emphasize philanthropy, Wednesday

afternoon's yard show was proof that

Joining a smaller Greek letter organi-

zation means anything but all work

and no play.

Like IFC and Panhellenic organiza-

tions, all of the alternative Greek orga-

nizations throw parties and have

exchanges with other fraternities and

sororities on campus.

In fact, Danette Dyer, former presi-

dent of Sigma Gamma Rho, an

NPHC sorority, said her sorority usu-

ally throws exchange parties with the

IFC fraternities.

"Since the fraternities under the

IFC have houses, we generally throw

exchange parties with them," Dyer

said.

In order to promote communica-

tion between all the Greek organiza-

tions on campus, the Center for

Student Programming holds a presi-

dent's round table once each quarter

to discuss community issues.

As a result of the meeting, all of the

presidents are planning to meet again

next week to discuss what they can do

as a group for the UCLA community.

Takahashi, who attended the one-

day retreat, said she was surprised to

learn how similar her sorority is' to the

Panhellenic sorori^es.

"We all have philanthropy, we. all

have parties and a minimum GPA
(requirement). I thought it would be

hard for me to relate to them, but for

the most part "^^e the same," she

said. ^^
According to Ellen Archibald,

sorority advisor at the Center for

Student Programming, all that anyone

needs to start any organization at

UCLA, including fraternities and
sororities, is to have three members.

Those members have to draw up a

constitution and explain their purpose

to the Center for Student

Programming and fmd a departmen-

tal sponsor.

"Sometimes we have very success-

ful starts and sometimes they decide

it's too much work," Archibald said.

Yu started up the business fraterni-

ty last spring, with the support of the

entire founding class of 35 members.

"It was really tough at first," he

said, "but if you push yourself harder,

you can prove (doubters) wrong."

"I wanted to make a difference at

UCLA, so when I come back I'll know
that I had a positive impact on this

campus."

Gay and Lesbian Association
Presents

Co-sponsored by

the Campus Programs Committee of the

Program Activities Board, Office of Residential

Life, and the LGBT Campus Resource Center.

Northv^est
Campus

Auditorium

Campus

If you need people to join your

group, club, fellowship, or

organization, look into using

the Paily Pruin as your

recruitment tool. Try the

Pruins free listing. "VVhatis

Prewin Announce your

meetings, events, and other

activities each day Visit the

front desk for forms. If you

want to place an ad, please
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ADOPTION
From page 6 '

lier West Virginia ruling on thp

same issue.

"We thinlc it's the right result,"

she said. "We plan to proceed to col-

lect the judgment."

Leavitt's lawyer, Larry Feldman,

did not return a telephone call.

Kessel, then a West Virginia resi-

dent, said he and girlfriend Anne
Conaty conceived a child there in

1990.

In July 1991, she gave birth to a

son, whom Kessel has never seen.

AWARENESS
From page 1

Both the U.S. House of Represen-

tatives and the Senate have proposed

legislation that would increase the

penalties for hate crimes.

Legislation pending in the House

and Senate would broaden the exist-

ing law to include offenses motivated

by gender, disability and sexual ori-

entation, in addition to making it eas-

ier for federal authorities to prose-

cute such bias crimes. The bill is

House Resolution 597.

Organizers said that Coming Out

Week succeeded in increasing aware-

ness of LGBT issues on campus.

"(Coming Out Week) has allowed

Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Trans-

gendered people to connect with

each other." Sanio said.

Sanio said this year's events were

designed to provide services not only

for UCLA's LGBT population, but

to also inform the general population

about issues facing this group.

"What we tried to do this year is

create visibility so the rest of the cam-

pus community can realize the wide

variety of diversity that exists in the

campus environment (and) in the

multi-cultural fabric of this campus,"

Sanio said.

Among numerous events spon-

sored by the LBGT Campus
Resource Center during Coming
Out Week were discussion groups

for both men and women, and a

meeting of the Chancellor's

Advisory Committee on LGBT
Issues.

In fact, on Monday Candace
Gingrich hosted a rally designed to

highlight some of the issues LBGT
people face.

"It was definitely empowering to

hear the story of a woman who had

the courage to come out, despite hav-

ing a brother who is known for being

conservative and anti-gay,"

Famulare said.

"The rally may have given people

the courage to come out. It was kind

of like ' if she can do it, so can I

, '

" she

said.

Sanio said a primary aim of

Coming Out Week at UCLA is to

provide a support network for stu-

dents considering coming out.

"(Coming Out Week) allows each

person to take a look at first whether

or not they want to publically come
out," Sanio said.

With reports from Chauntelle Tibbals,

- Daily Bruin Contributor.

If you have burning; gnawing or cramping in

your UPPER STOMACH, you may have an
ulcer. People with ulcers experience most pain

before meals and at bedtime.

If you think yqu have an ulcer, you may qualify

to participate in a UCLA clinical research

program.
Qualified volunteers will benefit from state-of-

the-art diagnostic testing and medical treatment

at no charge.

For Further Information

call Robyii Altiiiaii, R.N.

or Mary Miller, R.N. at

(310)

Cure Clinic
(( 4ilt«i-|iM'l1<ti*

|{<>4'iux*lKUMl I^'ncIdiminiiO

"•,-9283

FREE WASH & DRY

I

ONE FREE
I WASH & DRY
j

Valid on any top load washer.

j
One coupon per customer per week.

I EXPIRES 11/30/98

Drop off Laundry

Special 70$
per pound

1

1

with this coupon

JL.

(reg. 75t - min. $7.00)

SA.ME DAY SERVICE AVAILABLE

—— EXPIRES_n^0^8 _|

Sparklmg Coin Laundry
2 locations

West Los Angeles West Hollywood

11927 W.Pico Blvd.

(Between Barrington and Bundy)

(310) 312-8831

8961 Santa Monica Blvd.

(Corner of Santa Monica

and Robertson)

(310)274-1395

i.[click]
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I
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BookZont's

TABLE OF CONTCHTSl

feature lets you browse

the table of contents of

over 140,000 titles. Makes

comparison shopping a

whole lot easier! '
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UCLA BoofcZone

NA^e accept
Oebit cords

^SIS
Master Cord

1Wd
Until Sun-Thurs 1 :00 am

Fri-Sat 2:OOam

Satellite T.V.

SPORTS

NEW
SPECIAL
Any New Gourmet
Sandwiches with Salad Bar

& l\/lojo Potatoes

for only $4i99

Gourmet sandwich includes: Philly

Cheesesteak, Chicken Salad,spicy Italian

sausage and meatball sandwiches Deli Sub.

1114 Gayley Ave.
Westwood Village

Call \o reserve Shakey's
private party room

upstairs for your meetings,
fund raisers, etc... FREE DRINK W/

ANY BUFFET
PURCHASE W/

UCLA STUDENT ID

"

BRUINMEAL PEAL

^$4.25
2 Slices of Pizza and

1/2 order Mojo and Salad Bar,

with all you can drink

-

—

- beverage bar

PIZZA SPECIALS
1 A4EPIUM

ONE TOPPIN6 PIZZA^ $5.95Dine-in or
carry out^ ^^^ ^44 nnoniy^ or 2 medium one topping pizzas oniy $1 1 .90

*Any large 3 topping pizza or any
Specialty Pizza (save over $5)

• Specialties include Vegetarian, Sliakey's Special, Bruin Deluxe and BBQ Chicken

• Thin crust, hand tossed, or deep dish pan pizza at no extra charge

only $9.98

SHAKEY'S
COMBINATION

^^ $13a85
Any medium one topping pizza plus mojo
potatoes, and your choice of:

BUY 1 CET 1

FREE
Sunday, Monday, Tuesday

2 for 1 Speciar

Buy any large Pizza at

regular price and
get the

2nd for Free

good
all day

4

• 4 pieces chicken or
• New Gourmet sandwich or
• 5 pieces of fish or

• lOBufTalo wingsor
• Pasta & Salad
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The BOLD, BRIGHT & BEAUTIFUL SMILES
Thome burned his mouth on hot pizza.

Brooke ordered Strphanie to find the

crown she swallowed. Sally vowed to

make Nk:k pay her dental bill.

Arigela finally found a great dentist.
r
DCNTAL SOAP
OPffPA CUIDff

C!I)IV^I \ I • C"n Examination. 6 X-Rays & Teeth

iM I^LIAL; ^r^W- Cleaning Expires 4 /30/99

•TOOTN BONOINO, BLIACimiQ
•Nllfmw OxM* (LanBhlw Om|

»Oyw Lato Nours, Fi

•ie Vmts In Pvfvato

/

a ln«ur«ne« Form* W*leom«
Iw W—twod

COSMETIC and
GENERAL
DENTISTRY

Dr. LARRY FRIEDMAN, D.D.S. (UCLA QraduaU)
1 762 Westwood Blvd. #460 (between Wilshire & Santa Monica Bl.)

For Appointment Call: (310) 474-3765

A Mahu-sponsored

COMING OUT AND COMING HOME:
A Film & Panel Discussion On Asian & Pacific

Islanders' Coming Out Experiences

Tuesday, October 20, 1998 7 PM to 9 PM Haines Hall 2
•^ ^ (east of Royce Hall)

ALL UCLA STUDENTS ARE INVITED!

For more information, please email us at mahu@ucla.edu,

or check us out at www.studentgroups.ucla.edu/mahu/home.html

Furoted by the Cwtpus Programi Committee o( the Program Activittcs Board.

Chucky Gets Lucky and you can too!
The Daly Bruin and UnivefBal Pictures have a kieriiio^^ Slopbylhe

Brain offloee at 118 KirtMioffHel,eliow lit your ecir MM! 1^ MoetdteguBtingorunusuaTecar

can «i^ a Special Grand Prize )uBt in time for haAoMfeeni Prfzee Kmi^

Bride Of Chucky Opens Nationwide Today.

PROPOSITION 8
This proposition aims to affect statewide education

Pros:

^ Permanently reduces dass size

^Teachers must pass stricter subject-matter

Creates new statewide education admi

Cons:

^ Reduces state control over curriailom

^ Gives administrators unchecked power to fire teachers

^ Triples education bureaucracy
Soura: t> Coumy Votet lltgiMfjOoB

PROPOSITION
From page 4

running effort to set statewide edu-

cational standards.

Historically, California has been

one of the few states to lack

statewide standards. Critics blamed

California's abysmal test perfor-

mance on the widely varying

requirements determined by dis-

tricts.
:>r^~i_,H-^

But that will change next year,

when the state unveils its curriculum

standards hashed out by the depart-

ment of education over the last few

years.

"Now. for the first time ever, the

standards exist. They give a com-

mon expectation," said Nick

DeLuca of the No on Proposition 8

campaign, "(Statewide standards)

JEFF CH£NA)a4ly Bruirt

does this.

"The chief inspector would be an

information gatherer,"

Giezentanner said. "You can't fix a

car unless you know what's wrong
with it."

Under Proposition 8, the chief

inspector position would be filled

like a UC Regent - appointed by the

governor to a 10-year term without

legislative approval.

The teacher-credentialing part of

the measure hasn't been much
debated. About one-third of the

proposition is devoted to strength-

ening the subject-matter require-

ment for teachers.

Two of the most publicized parts

of the proposal - the drug policy,

and class-size reduction items - clar-

ify and strengthen already existing

laws.

In 1996, massive funding was
provide u way lo test kids and set provided to l educe c lass size s tu 20
expectations as to where they should students in kindergarten through
be at a certain grade level." third grades.

Curriculum
standards also

directly impact

students who
want to attend

the University""

of California.

The UC sys-

tem's strict

admissions
requirements
are designed to

mesh with the

current curriculum taught in

California high schools, and if

Proposition 8 leads to massive

revamping, the UC requirements

will also have to be altered.

In addition to curriculum

changes, the proposition would also

give principals more power to fire

teachers. — —
r-

Thedrug policy and

class-size reduction

items clarify and

strengthen already

existing laws.

"You can't invest in something

without having accountability," said

Tovey Giezentanner of the Yes on

Proposition 8 campaign. "We spend

$35 million a year on education in

this state, and our scores are just

deplorable."

This worries CTA higher-ups,

who fear that the loss of due process

would lead to principals arbitrarily

firing teachers.

Another major change contained

in the bill would be the creation of a

chief inspector (or "Czar," as oppo-

nents call it) for the K-12 school sys-

tem.

The chief inspector -patterned

after a successful English model -

would be responsible for perfor-

mance reviews of schools, although

the department of education already

Because it

was a legislative

act, that fund-

ing is not

ensured in the

state constitu-

t i n .

Proposition 8's

major selling

point is that it

makes this fund-

ing permanent.

Opponents
charge that this is redundant.

"It's a solution in search of a

problem. Nobody has talked about

cutting class-size reduction funds

back," said DeLuca of No on

Proposition 8. "That was put in here

to sell the initiative."

For students caught on campus

with drugs, state law already man-

dates a very narrow set of choices

for principals. Many districts and

schools already have a "zero toler-

ance" policy for drugs.

"This doesn't make any meaning-

ful contribution. Sometimes, expul-

sion isn't the best way to deal with a

student who has a drug problem,"

DeLuca said. "This initiative gets

rid of fiexibility that would allow

principals to choose."

The overall cost of the proposi-

tion is estimated at $60 million, for

creating the chief inspector, more

credentialing tests and the added

expenses of educating expelled stu-

dents at special facilities. According

to the legislative analyst, though,

most of this money would probably

be found within the current educa-

tion budget.

NIEMAN
From page 4

established within the Neiman fund.

"(Neiman Center) will have a

trickleKlown effect that will benefit

graduate and undergraduate stu-

dents. Neiman keeps his legacy alive

in a certain way by endowing this

research," Sherwood said.

Alina Chau, a second-year gradu-

ate student in animation, agreed that

the center will improve UCLA.
"All those arts - film, music, etc -

are part of society, sociology. The
world is shifting to information," she

said.

"Art and painting are kinds of

communication - it carries a mes-

sage. The arts are a refiection of soci-

ety, how people interpret society," she

said.

UCLA also offers programs in

music and art within its School of the

Arts and Architecture.

Jenifer Brown, a first-year unde-

clared student, also said she believes

the new center will enrich campus by

studying American society in a new
way because of its collaborative

approach.

"If they combine everything then

you'll have knowledge of all different

aspects, not just your own," Brown
said.

My Brain News

REGENTS
From page 1

The spate of budget cuts - as high

as $433 million in permanent cuts -

to higher education between 1990

and 1995 have hit few areas of the

university as hard as basic student

fees.

UC students will experience a fee

freeze in the next four years, largely

due to the state legislature's enact-

ment ofAB 1318, which provided for

a 5 percent reduction in mandatory

fees for California residents enrolled

in the UC.

Hand in hand with the leveling of

fees is an increase in financial aid

provided by the recent amendments

to the Higher Education Act. The act

will provide for an increase in the

maximum Pell Grant awarded as

well as a near- 1 -percent drop in inter-

est rates for student loans.

"These graphics are dramatic and

startling," said Regent William

Bagley, of figures which outlined the

10-year decline in state funding to the

UC.
"We need to give these to the leg-

islators. We need to use this material

efi"ectively," he added.

UC students have seen an expo-

nential growth in student fees in the

past decide.

While total fees hovered around

$1,600 during the 1989-90 academic

year, they skyrocketed to $4,555 by

1998-99 - an average annual increase

of $300.

vate institutions hover around 10.5 to

1.

"It is incumbent upon us as a 'pub-

lic Ivy' to focus on this problem,"

said Regent Sue Johnson.

According to Herschman, at cur-

rent enrollment, 500 more instruc-

tors would be necessary to bring the

ratio down, at an estimated cost of

$20 million.

The federal budget proposes an 8

percent increase for basic research

for several federal agencies of impor-

tance to the university. The funding

source for the proposed research

program increase in the president's

budget is a new revenue source,

tobacco settlement revenue.

"There is a significant commit-

ment to increase research,"

Herschman said.

"We saw a significant increase in

federal funding for research through

the 1980s, which leveled out a little in

the early 1990s," he said.

"It is now finally back on the rise.

Quite a few other states look to

California to set the precedent," he

added.

In addition to federal money, the

state will provide $30 million to

demonstrate its commitment to

research.

One recent study named the UC
the top research institution in the

nation, while the National Science

Foundation found that the system

had produced more research leading

to patented inventions than any

other public or private research uni-

versity or labor during the periods
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Vhc stabilization m tees will also

apply to graduate schools - with the

exception of the Schools of Medicine

and Nursing, which will see a $1,000

and $300 increase respectively.

A larger concern of the Regents,

however, was how prepared the uni-

versity is to accommodate the major

infiux of students it is witnessing.

The 2 to 3 percent annual increase

in enrollment - roughly 3,000 stu-

dents - forced the state to produce

additional funding.

Legislators responded to this with

$23 million added to the state budget

to fund the 3,200 students the univer-

sity had projected it would over

enroll in 1998-99. An additional $6

million was allocated to support 800

undergraduate students enrolled in

engineering and computer sciences.

In addition to securing additional

faculty and services for the extra stu-

dents, a number of campuses have

been forced to expand on-campus

housing and teaching space.

The Regents have set aside a total

of $31 million to tackle the enroll-

ment growth they will soon be faced

with.

They were concerned that the

increased number of students would

mean an even more impersonal edu-

cational experience, most clearly in

the form of faculty-student ratios.

Currently, the UC faculty-student

ratio is at 18.5 to 1, while other public

institutions average 17 to 1 and pri-

studied.

In order to show their support of

high-priority research programs, the

state is providing $30 million for

these programs, acknowledging the

role UC research plays in sustaining

California's economy.

Secondary considerations includ-

ing capital improvements and

libraries have long been overlooked,

however. The proposed budget is just

beginning to tackle those issues.

The money for capital improve-

ments, $210 million, will largely be

dedicated to fixing current safety

problems on all nine campuses.

The Regents expressed concern

that seismic issues still exist at UCLA
and UC Berkeley aS a result of the

Northridge and Loma Prieta earth-

quakes, which caused extensive dam-

age earlier this decade.

"This isn't going to be enough

money to solve all the seismic prob-

lems at UCLA and Berkeley but it

should fund the other campuses,"

Herschman told the board.

For those improvements, as well

as infrastructure funding at the UC
Merced campus, the Regents are

relying entirely on California voters

to pass Proposition lA. If passed,

this measure will provide $9.2 billion

to strengthen, repair and build public

education facilities in California.

"If Prop. 1 A doesn't pass, it would

be a serious catastrophe," Atkinson

said.

NATO
From page 5

drawals, and the return of tens of

thousands of ethnic Albanian

refugees - demands spelled out in a

breakthrough agreement reached

earlier this week by Milosevic and

U.S. envoy Richard Holbrooke.

International officials also hud-

dled in Paris and Vienna on

Thursday to push ahead the assess-

ment process aimed at making sure

Milosevic adheres to the agreement.

In Vienna, the 54-nation

Organization for Security and

Cooperation in Europe agreed for-

mally to oversee the 2,000-member

"ground verification mission" -

unarmed monitors who will roam

through Kosovo to make sure terms

of the agreement with Holbrooke are

being honored.

The mission could cost about $200

million, with the United States,

Britain, France, Russia, Italy and

Germany assuming most of the bur-

den, Poland's ambassador to the

OSCE, Adam Kobieracki, was quot-

ed as saying by the Austria Press

Agency.

In Kosovo, the U.N. refugee

agency delivered more aid to those

displaced by the seven-month crack-

down in the secessionist Serbian

province, which is populated over-

whelmingly by ethnic Albanians.

In the town of Kisna Reka,

refugees living in a makeshift camp

of 3,000 people in a nearby gully cart-

ed off 1 10-pound sacks of Hour, bags

of clothing, cooking oil and other

supplies delivered by the U.N. High

Commissioner for Refugees.

Asked how long they could stay in

the woods, a man who gave his name

only as Rexhep said: "Until we die.

We don't know how much we can

take. We are afraid to go back."
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Humans and animals

share similarities

in the way they

choose their mates.
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All work, no pay makes intern mad
PROFIT: Students must

collectively repudiate

uncompensated work

So
summer has now come and

gone, and what did you do? If

some ofyou were anything

like me, you tacitly succumbed to

the growing trend in student

exploitation on the job market

today: the unpaid internship.

While the

internship

aspect of this

notion, off-

hand, may
present itself

as an excel-

lent opportu-

nity to devel-

op career

preparatory

_skills while

"Showing one-

self to be a

reliable,

res|:>ectable worker, I sincerely take

issue with the unpaid aspect. Many
interns engage in the same activi-

ties as regular employees while

managing the grunt work ofphon-

ing, faxing and copying - even the

occasional lunch run. Even if they

are learning the business, they pro-

vide an invaluable service to the

company. Even if they stuff

envelopes all day long, this service is

something that employers could

only equal through working longer

hours or hiring a temp for minimum
wage. And here's the key term: min-

imum wage - the lowest monetary

compensation a person can receive

for providing a service-ofsome sort.

I think that in such a situation, we
interns are entitled to at least this.

Perhaps employers believe that

their businesses are trade schools,

instructing their interns one-on-one

with hands-on experience. And per-

haps ifmost employers actually did

that, things would be different. But

they don't, and they're not. Between

my experiences and a slew ofother

stories that have graced my ears

over the years, there exists no such

thing. Many interns not only carry

the burden ofheavy clerical work

but also do not receive the precious

instruction they assumed they would

receive coming into it. These interns

are also devoid of the respect of

their 'to-workers" and boss. My
guess is that such disrespect stems

from the fact that interns don't get

paid, hence they're providing their

services for free. And to do that, one

must either be stupid, or, well, stu-

pid.

Whether it be for the year, winter

break or this coming summer, many
ofus will soon begin arduously

researching part-time job opportuni-

ties outside of this campus - explor-

ing our fields while still within the

safety net of college. And living in

the city ofmovie stars, the glamour

of Hollywood will entice many to

take a position in the communica-

tions industries, where the prepon-

derance of unpaid internships lie.

"k that so wrong, Lisa?" you ask

SJlver is a second-year communica-

tions studies studentwho loves noth-

ing nrxxe than inriposing her views on

others. She can be reached (if you

dare) at sih«r79#uda«du.

••>*w.

in naive confusion.

Oh, my child, how wrong it is

indeed!

"But they say an unpaid position

can look impressive on a resume,

displaying a deep willingness to

learn for something beyond

money," you say.

I will tell you that no matter how
good something looks, it has to feel

right, and affer months of cleaning

up dried coffee«tains on the copy

machine, believe me, it won't feel

like the greatest thing since sliced

bread.

Ofcourse, I am being somewhat

facetious. Most unpaid positions are

not just about cleaning up other

people's messes or faxing until your

fmgers turn blue. But as an unpaid

position progresses, a resentment

tends to harbor inside the student -

and understandably so. Affer all,

free labor is not to be toyed with

lightly.

So I thought I'd do a little

research, and what I found will like-

ly stun most of you. Under the 1938

Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA),

most workers are subject to mini-

mum wage laws - including interns.

Under the established criteria set

forth by the act, most situations

require that workers be paid. One of

the requirements that struck me the

most (and sent me into an uproar of

laughter) is that the business cannot

benefit from the job or internship.

I'd love to see unpaid internship

employers wriggle their slippery

bodies out of this one! Indeed, it is

unlikely that a business would not in

some way profit from today's

interns who provide services rang-

ing from finding new clients to per-

forming small but necessary office

tasks to writing material for the

company - with their supervising

employees sometimes taking the

credit, no less. Furthermore, if these

criteria are not adhered to, the busi-

ness can be held reqx)nsible and

may be forced to pay wages as wefl

as other penalties. In this light, how
can we allow such a legitimate griev-

ance to go unnoticed?

Maybe the first question to ask is

how such a grievance even began.

No doubt, the beginnings of the

unpaid internship must have been

noble, stemming from the appren-

ticeships ofages past. But just what

accounts for the recent rise in

unpaid internships around the Los

Angeles area, especially within the

media organizations? My guess is

it's the intensely competitive atmos-

phere that has been festering for

years, as today's high-school seniors

might as well slaughter themselves if

they can't get that 4.3 and 1,400

SAT score. Take, for example, two

equally qualified students.

Frank will work for five dollars

an hour, but Jane will work for four

dollars an hour. The answer is clear

for the cost-cutting employer: chuck

Frank and hire the dummy -

1

mean, person - who will work for

less. But then Mary comes along

and figures (correctly) that she'll get

the job ifshe works for three dollars

an hour. Before you know it, we're

talking negative numbers. Hence,

the unpaid internship quandary.

And don't think employers today

don't know this ... aren't aware of

the fierce competition ... aren't

aware that they can get away with

exploitation under the guise of "job

experience."

I will concede that an internship

itselfcan be especially rewarding. It

can allow students to witness how

an industry really operates, make

contacts, solicit advice and master

the skills for later success in their

field. It is also a priceless evaluative

tool forjudging whether one really

wants to work in a specific career,

which can save considerable time

(and face) after college, when we'd

like to think we know how the real

world operates but haven't a clue.

Yet the fact remains that any service

comes with a price. Now, ifemploy-

ers want to offer school credit and

the student is agreeable, I'm all for

it It is an aooepCable form ofcom-

pensation whete students can substi-
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Stigma of Greek system

decreases involvement
SORORITY: Once-active

groups suffer from unfair

stereotypes, past injuries

By Heather Davey

With the end of another Fall rush

here at UCLA, I find myself, as a

member of the Greek community,

reflecting upon what has becoml! of

us. I'm sure that we can all say rush

was a success - sorority rush registra-

tion numbers were higher than they

have been in over six years, and

Sigma Alpha Epsilon (SAE) has

rechartered itself on campus with

over 50 new members, reestablishing

at UCLA the strongest fraternal orga-

nization in the country. Spirits are

high and we are all optimistic, but it

feels like we're just going through the

motions, because we cannot escape

the knowledge that the Greek system

at UCLA is only pale shadow of what

it used to be.

The Greek system has historically

played an integral role at American

colleges and universities. Even here at

UCLA, most chapter charters date

back to the 1920s, prior even to the

building of our current campus in

Westwood. In meeting alumnae from

my own chapter, I've found myself

humbled and somewhat embarrassed

by the disparity between their roles on

campus and ours.

Members of my house had been

Bruin Belles and participated exten-

sively in philanthropic work, orga-

nized Homecoming parades and

Spring Sing, had been elected to all

positions on student government, and

were even counted amongst those

who helped to move our campus from
the South Branch in the '20s.

What has become of such Greek

activism on our campus? I can hardly

preach about this problem, since I

count myself as one of the many that

have not done a damn thing for

UCLA outside of my sorority activi-

ties - that is unless you count the

measly five hours of community ser-

Davey Is a third-year history student and

a member of Delta Gamma sorority. Her

email address is hdavey@ucla.edu. She

really hopes you don't send her

anything mean because of this article.

vice required to pass Biology 30. I've

hardly led a shallow college existence

- through my chapter I have partici-

pated in numerous philanthropic

activities, specifically through the

Blind Children's Center (which is our

national philanthropic venture) - but

I definitely feel as if I, as well as the

rest of the Greek system, could be

doing so much more at UCLA. I con-

sider our lack ofcampus involvement

to be one of the main reasons why the

Greek system has been floundering

over the past years. We've turned

within ourselves, back into our own
community, and partially shut out a

huge part of campus life which most

students want to remain a part of

Our reclusiveness, however, has not

been unprovoked.

In 1982, over 1,300 women regis-

tered for sorority rush, pledging in

classes of 50 to 60 new members at

the 16 chapters on UCLA's rowTlrr

reading old rush records, I've found

that my own chapter boasted a total

membership of almost 200 women, a

huge number compared to the 115-

member quota which Panhellenic

now sets. The Greek system was of

massive proportions, and enjoyed

what was to be the peak of Greek life

at UCLA, as well as across the coun-

try.

My knowledge about this time is

about as limited as that of any non-

Greek since I was in preschool at the

time - but as a part of Generation X,

I can attest to growing up watching

"Animal House" and "Revenge of the

Nerds". These were my, and the rest

of the country's, images of Greek life

- panty raids, uncontrollable parties,

literal torture of non-Greek students,

and a corrupt student government

run by spoiled, cocky frat guys and

ignorant, blonde sorority girls.

Ifyou think about it, the Greek sys-

tem was an easy target for the press.

The secrecy and mystery that makes

the system unique is the very thing

that allowed the media 1 ) to embellish

and fabricate their activities for enter-

tainment value ("Animal House" is,

for all its blasphemy of fraternities

and sororities, a truly classic film),

and 2) to reflect the very real discon-

tent which was breeding amongst

non-Greeks on campuses across the

See DAVEY, page 16

Whether it be in media representa-

tions or in casual conversations,

SGXUdllty remains a topic of

debate. How have outside forces such

as family, culture and religion influenced

your attitudes? Do you feel that your

feelings about sex reflect society or

contradict it?

Drop off submissions at 1 1 8 Kerckhoff

Hall, or e-mail to:

viewpoint@media.ucla.edu.
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The Forum, an in-depth look at a particular issue, appears every Friday. If you have any topic or suggestions for the

Forum, please bring it to our office, 1 18 Kerckhoff Hall, or e-mail it to viewpoint@media.uda.edu.

TODAY'S TOPIC: Although Greeks make up one-fifth of our undergraduate

population, there has been an overall dedine in rushees since the 1980s.Who are

sorority and fraternity students? What makes others avoid the rush?

Frats, sororities reshape image
NUMBERS: Greek system adjusts to schedules to allow more students to participate in rush

. . , r ¥T/-.f
and we forged new relationships by involving other

changing times, diversity of UCLA campus organizations. It is changes like these that

make the Greek system more appealing to the ever-

changing student body on this diverse campus.

Since its founding in 1923, UCLA's Greek system

has seen its membership numbers fluctuate, but has

always been a driving force in students' lives.

Fraternities and sororities serve as an outlet for com-

munity service and campus involvement, and are

responsible for starting many UCLA traditions, such

as Spring Sing and Homecoming.

The recent decline, in Greek membership is due to

many divergent factors. The phenomenon was not just

limited to UCLA; it occurred across the nation. A pri-

mary reason for this decline is that the parents of

today's college students grew up in an era that was

plagued by stereotypes and misconceptinns nf the

By Jennifer Drane

"UCLA GREEK!!" shirts baring this logo are seen

all over the UCLA campus, at the football games and

elsewhere. With over 2,000 members, UCLA's Greek

system is the largest student organization on campus.

Over the past three years, fraternities and sororities

have seen a steady increase in membership and this

year was no different. We lengthened our recruitment

Drane is currently the Panhellenic Council President and a

member of Alpha Delta Pi sorority. She is a fourth-year

political science student. Peter Vasquez, who also con-

=l«buted to this subffwsMon, 4s the Inteffraterntty Cotmcifs

Director of Membership and President of Theta Chi frater-

nity. He is a fourth-year linguistics student.
See DRANE, page 17

Speaks Out
Now that rush is overawe asked students what made them decide to join or not join the

Greek system. What perceptions do people have of students who do join?

Aidee Acero

Third-year

Communication studies

"Sororities

are good for

other people

that need to

get some

friends. I just

felt like 1

could make
friends here

on my own -

I didn't need a sorority to have

friends. If you came from another

state and you needed to make
friends, then it's a great way to do

that, but I didn't really have the .

need.

The only thing I would want to

join a sorority for would be the

dances and formals, but that's not

a good reason to join."

PhuTran

Third-year

Electrical engineering/computer science

"I didn't

join a frater-

nity because

I didn't want

to - I'm too

busy. I have

school and

classes, and

a fraternity

really takes

Andrew Espinoza

Second-year

Undeclared

'injoin-

ing a frater-

nity, I was

looking for

the connec-

tions ...

knowing a

lot of peo-

ple. I like the

whole unity

aspect of it. I joined because I got

along well with all the guys. At

first I had stereotypes about fra-

ternities, but once you get

involved, there's a lot more than

the whole 'Animal House' scene."

Jimmy Chatsuthiphan

Fifth-year

Sociology

"1 decid-

ed to join a

fraternity to

make

UCLA a

smaller com-

munity

because I

felt like

UCLA was

too big. I like the brotherhood

and community service. They're

for the very outging type, the type

that likes to have fun and do a lot

for their community - the type

that needs to always be in contact

with other people."

up too much time.'

KelleyChitdrey

First-year

Biok)gy

"I had a

lot of family

in the Greek

system, so I

kind of

always knew

I wanted to

be in it. I

loved the

girls and had

fun during rush, so I decided to

join. I think a lot of people have

misconceptions of the program

and then they get involved in it

and find out what it's about. They

find that those things aren't true.**

Annette Austin

Third-year

Physiok)gical science

"I have

my own cir-

cle of

friends; I

don't need a

sorority. I

have friends

in sororities,

but my clos-

er friends

arc the people I have from the

floor and from home. I think it's

a great way to meet people, ifyou

haven't met people. But it's just

not for me."

Need for sense of belonging

counteracts societal labeling

COMMUNITY: Stereotyping

associated with Greeks not

appealing to most students

By Jcrtmy Jordan

When first arriving at UCLA, most of

us are overwhelmed by the huge com-

munity we realize we have become a part

of. I think this is especially true for fresh-

man and those who have had little or no

exposure to a city like Los Angeles. (I

assume this needs no clarification for

anyone who's been here more than a

week.)

The term "community" refers a group

of people dynamically interacting with

one another. Most of us are not content

with our lives of merely interacting with

«:hnol anri/f^r work (yet , I'm constant

surprised at the number of people for

whom this seems not to apply). So, we
seek to develop a social life of some sort

or another in the best fashion we know
of

For some people this means attempt-

ing to socially establish themselves by

associating with things the community

views as good, prestigious, etc. This

applies in a bigger sense to most people

these days, but that's another story.

Some people are intimidated at the

idea ofmaking choices about their social

involvement and behavior purely on

their own. I definitely don't blame them,

since the human race has developed this

annoying tendency to criticize people

whenever possible. Sometimes it's just

easier to go along with the crowd.

More and more people, however, are

starting to develop an awareness of the

beauty and power of thought, and their

minds, regardless ofwhat others may say

about their choices. (Please write this

down if this is the first you've heard of

this; I know there's a lot of you out

there).

Jordan is a third-year sociology student.

We are also beginning to realize how
and how much of our thought, behavior,

perspectives, opinions, ideas, desires,

morals, goals and, sadly enough, our

truths are shaped by things other than

decisions we make ourselves. This dis-

covery can be accomplished through

thinking. (Does anyone else think this

should be a new general education

requirement?) I think that this thought-

process is keeping people from joining

the Greek system more so than it has in

the past. More people are seeking to

define themselves on their own terms.

I want to stop here to state that I don't

feel that everyone who joins the Greek

system need be doing it for one of these

reasons. Very many of my close friends

come from a wide variety of fraternities

and sororities. I also feel they have a lot

to offer in terms of friends, a sense of

mnity, parties, activ4ti6s, membgfT
of the opposite sex, parties, etc.

Yet, I think more college students are

turned off these days by the idea ofbeing

categorized or defined in some way. I

feel that no matter who you are, this

can't be completely avoided if you

choose tojoin the Greek system. .

I also know and feel that some p60pt6

join because it's so damn hard to meet

people at this school - let alone get a

smile out of somebody - who (God for-

bid) doesn't know you (excuse my lan-

guage but I've been waiting a while to

publicly vent that one).

The fast-paced, routine-oriented

lifestyle of Los Angeles in general is just

not conducive to meeting people, and

some of us just can't make it without a

decent number of decent friends to lean

on once in a while.

Basically, we just need to get to know
each other. This will ht!p expand our

understanding of the ways of the world,

which in turn will relieve our social ten-

sions.

Do this however you would like, and

always remember to have fun, and to

love and respect everyone - because

we're all in this together.

DAILY BRUIN
118 KerckhofT Hall

306 Vtfestwood PUza
Los Angites, CA 90024

(3lO)t25««8M
http://www.dailybruin.ucUi.edu
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Graduating Soon?
Kyou are a senior, you must make an appointment at the Campus Photo

Studio to get your senior portrait taken.

«

To make an appointment, call 206.8433.

LUNCH SPECIAL DINNER SPECIAL

S4.99 S5.99

•RICE*SAUU)*SOUP • RICE •SALAD •SOUP

•CHICKEN TERIYMO or • CHICKEN TERIYAXI or

*HREBEEF •FIRE BEEF

•VE6ETULETEMPURA •VEGETABUTEMPURA

2PCS.CAUF0RNIAR0LLS •3PCS.CAUF0RNIAR0LLS
V J

w
tn BROXTON AVE / L£CONTE
WESTWOOO VlllAG€

310 206 7781 >iA4^
JAfANESCFOOO
KOMAN FOOD
SAKE lOMiS

Off

Valid w/ Student I.D.
One Coupon per person

Spring 1999
MCAT Discounts & incentives

Medical division cf THE PRINCETON REVIEW

Make your plans now to join US for the

April '99 MCAT and receive tiiefollowlnfi discounts:

Early Enrollment Incentives

Students Will Receive: MCAT Pre-Prep Duo (whiie supplies laso

1. The Princeton Review Best Guide to Medical Sdiools

2. The Princeton Review Anatomy Coloring book

And a Box of Hyperleaming Crayons to get you startedI

*Valid for only Los Angdcs area courses.

ANATOMY

^^^1

MEDICAL
SCHOOLS

M
*«<?

\

TRY US FOR FREE!
Try our MCAT course for one up to one week, with no risid

Coll our Hypcrleamlns office for details.

For more information: (800) MD-DOUND • iiiffoJa^revlewxom

SILVER
From page 14

tute work e)^)enenoe for college units.

In most other circumstances, though,

the answer is clearly monetary recom-

pense.

At a time when thousandths ofa

GPA point stand between me and

over thirty thousand UCLA students,

it would be strange for me to ask us to

band together. But I feel it is the only

choice. Until we stand up against the

injustice (namely by all ofus refusing

to work for free) we will continue to

be abused and taken advantage of.

And yet, I fear that if some unpaid

internships can give us the coveted

"professional experience" on our

resume and mean ajob after gradua-

tion over the next guy, many ofus will

make that sacrifice. As for me, I've

done my time and am hanging up my
hat. Because, as I have learned, there

is no worse sacrifice than the sacrifice

ofhuman dignity.

DAVEY
From page 14

. 7

nation.

Greek dominance on campus had

become such that those uninvolved

were prepared to strike back - the

Greek system became the enemy

overnight, after years as an inextrica-

ble part of college campus life.

Fraternity and sorority members had
come to a breaking point. 1 hey were

so involved in campus activities that

their very visibility had become a stig-

ma to non-Greeks who had grown

tired of Greek campus influence.

I find it completely understand-

able that students uninvolved in the

Greek system wanted a chance to be

active on campus, but the backlash

that has followed has been harsh and

swift. Not a single Greek sits on

ASUCLA student council, not for

lack of candidates but because cam-

pus mistrust of Greek intent in run-

ning.

In both of the campus elections

that I have voted in, the Greek candi-

dates have been characterized and

criticized not for their political plat-

form, but for their Greek affiliation.

"Greeks in sheep's clothing" is what I

believe they were referred to in an

election several years ago. I can hard-

ly blame non-Greeks for their skepti-

cism - 1, too, would be suspicious of

giving campus influence to those who
had monopolized it for so many years

at UCLA. But, Greek or not, we are

students too ^d deserve to have our

voices heard on campus, to leave our

mark upon UCLA.
I'm not placing blame on either

faction - I feel this matter has too

much history and is far too compli-

cated to blame on anyone, since it is a

collective campus problem. Sorority

rush registration numbers plainly

show the effect this has had on the

Greek system - in a decade, they have

dropped from 1300 to 350 rushees.

Of the original 20 chapters on the

row, only 10 remain - the most recent

loss being Alpha Chi Omega in 1996.

I guess what I'm doing is issuing a

challenge, not just to the Greek com-

munity but to the campus as a whole.

We are at a point where change is

possible - whatever wounds may
have been incurred by exclusion by

and of both parties have hopefully

faded, so that we can work together

and make campus unity a reality.

It may sound naively optimistic,

but I honestly think that that the

Greek system wants to be a bigger

part of campus life. It is in our best

interest to do so, as it only increases

our own numbers and allows the pub-

lic to see more clearly all of the posi-

tive things we are capable of I also

chaUenfe non-Greeks to give us a

cbnce to prove oundves, not that I

think we should have to prove our-

•dves, but to tmmod all of the his-

tory thftt caam AapCicim of Greek

on thill
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Greek system. Therefore, these par-

ents are less likely to encourage their

children to become members of fra-

ternities and sororities.

In an attempt to combat this

downward shift in membership.

Greeks have changed several policies

regarding social responsibility and

risk management. Our numbers have

shown a steady increase as Greeks

and surrounding communities have

responded positively to the reforms.

Our organizations' recent resur-

gence is due m large part to the will-

ingness of fraternities and sororities

to change with the times. A push to

return to fraternal ideals and found-

ing principles has led to an increased

sense of community in the Greek sys-

tem. This strong sense of unity has

allowed the Interfraternity Council

(IFC) and Panhellenic Council to

make serious strides in outreach and

development.

Our efforts have not gone unre-

warded.

Due to the recent strength of the

Greek system, UCLA was able to

welcome back two more fraternities

this fall - Sigma Alpha Epsilon and

Lambda Chi Alpha. Overall, fraterni-

ties showed a 64 percent increase in

the number of new members as com-

pared to last year. Sororities also

enjoyed a healthy increase of 13 per-

cent, which placed many groups at or

^ove maximum capacity.
-

In the time that we have been stu-

dents at UCLA, the Greek system

has gone to great lengths to adapt to

the evolving environment here at

UCLA. This year, the IFC,

Panhellenic Council and the Office of

Residential Life worked together to

create the first ever Residence Hall

Move-in Plan. Members of UCLA's

18 fraternities and 10 sororities

helped students move into Dykstra

Hall. We wanted to show students

and parents that Greeks are service-

oriented, and are always willing to

lend a helping hand to the campus

community to which we belong.

Hopefully, next year we will be able to

expand our assistance to residents in

the other three halls, suites and

Sunset Village.

In an attempt to raise awareness of

the Greek system and increase our

visibility and accessibility, fraternities

and sororities reached out to all

facets of the UCLA community.

During the summer, our representa-

tives attended every freshman, trans-

fer and parent orientation session to

answer questions about Greek life.

To inform students whom we may

have missed at orientation, we creat-

ed and distributed a Guide to Greek

Life, which was mailed to all incom-

ing freshman and transfer students.

In addition, Greeks were in atten-

dance at this year's Freshman

Convocation to welcome incoming

students and interact with faculty and

other student groups.

Since Greeks are consistently

among the most spirited students at

UCLA, we decided to start a new tra-

dition by co-sponsoring this year's

first annual Bruin Pep Rally with the

Athletic Department, On-Campus

Housing Committee, Office of

Residential Life, UCLA Marching

Band and the Rally Committee.

Interfraternity Council President

Spencer Miller was Master of

Ceremonies, and representatives

from IFC, Panhellenic and other stu-

dent organizations spoke on the

importance of student involvement.

The Greeks at UCLA look for-

ward to continuing our involvement

with other organizations on campus,

with the hope of putting to rest the

**Animal House" misconceptions that

continue to hinder the strides that we

have made. Fraternities and sorori-

ties have survived the pist 150 years,

and It is through mutual learning and

uiKientaiidiiit that we and the uni-

versity community of which we are a

part will continue to flourish

Graduating?
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Make your
own
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In your sejrch for thp ri^ht

career path, discovfr Sears, a

Kind |us1 IiKp you. Innovative

TaKe rharui' Ailventiirous Want

Sears to be part of your career

adventure? Join us lor an

information St^ssion. 0< tuber

22nit in the Career Center.
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Statistics
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Only the TI-92 offers powerful

functionality with features

such as

symbolic aianipulation with

pretty pnnt, 3D graphing and

text editor.

•/(x ln(x»tfx

K^ toCx) x^

whole new level. Plug it in to

your TI-92 and get:

• 0«r SOCK rrxxe memory.

• Electronic upgradaNity.

•Advanced Mathematics

Software nckiding

differential equations solving

3D graph rotatkxis, nrxxe

linear algebra, an interactive

numeric solver, constants,

and unit conversions.

retailer. The TI-92 Pkis

Module can be purchased

from our on-line accessory

store, or by calling

1-80OTKARES.

Addir^ the TI-92 Plus Module

takesalthatcapabilytoa

ft IfH Tmm IrMumcnts inooipQaMd I1I619IB

i

Ybu can buy the TI-92 at your

QOiege DOQRSnfe or locai
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Strong offensive line stands

on shoulders of solid giants

Bruins prepare to blast

Ducks out of the water
PREVIEW: Battle against

Oregon must be won by

overcoming power, speed

By Rodcy Salmon

Daily Bruin Staff

An ofTcnsive blitzkrieg will hit the

Rose Bowl this weekend. The winner

of this stand-off will sit at the top of the

PaoIO alone and in control of their

own destiny. The defeated will leave

battered and bruised, carrying their

first loss of the season.

No. 1 1 Oregon stands at 5-0 (2-0 in

Pac-10) with the second-best offense in

the nation and ranked No. 1 in pass

efficiency because of Akili Smith.

:«alii€ijM*^ 2-0 Pac-10) i

from a 21-10 first quarter deficit last

year to pull out a 39-3 1 win.

The stage has been set for a major

offensive battle where the winner will

be the team that fires last.

UCLA played in a big game last

weekend against offensive-oriented

Arizona, winning 52-28, setting up the

showdown for the Pac-10 lead.

Now the Bruins will have to come

back to battle another offensive threat.

Oregon head coach Mike Bellotti has

brought his undefeated Ducks to the

visiting trenches of the Rose Bowl with

strong offensive artillery, ranging from

the running back to the place-kicker.

"This is the best Oregon team I have

seen," UCLA head coach Bob Toledo

said. "Every time I turn on the film, it's

21-0 in the first quarter. It's frightening

3, . they score a pointa minuter

ing a 14-game winning streak and is

second to Oregon in scoring offense,

rushing offense and in overall total

offense.

Tvyo out of the last three times the

Ducks migrated to the Rose Bowl, they

came away with wins. The last two

times the Bruins ventured up to

Eugene, Ore., they won, coming back

The general of this Delta Force is

senior Akili Smith. This No. 1 1 player

shared time with Jason Maas last year

but blossomed into the No. 1 leader of

passing efficiency as well as the leader

in Pac-10 in touchdowns ( 1 5), yards per

S«e PREVIEW, page 33

POSITION

THE MATCHUP

COMMENTS

Quarterback

Running

bad

Wide

receivers

Tight end

Offensive

Hne

Linebacker

Secondary

Spidal

Cade McNovim and Aklll Smith are two of the top gun$llnger$ In the

ration. Both Helsnuin hopefuls will be lighting up the scoreboard In

this offensh^e showdown, McNown's numbers have been down, but

he's been stepping up all year to make the Wg plays. Smith, who leads

the nation in passing efficiency (19634), is a big quarterback who is

very hard to tackle.

Last week, the Bruins rushed for 297 yards and five TDs. Add Jermaine

Lewis back to the mix and you've got three backs capable of canying

the load. Keith Brown will start but it's anyone's guess as to which

- Bruin back will steal the show. Oregon's got just one guy, but he's

Rueben Droughns,who leads the Pac-10 In rushing with 163 yards per

game.The junior tailback is also fourth In the country In scoring with

eight TDs.

The Ducks'Oanfwn Griffin averages a tad under 1 00 yards per game

and Is up for the Biletnlkoff Award, gh«n to the nation's top receiver.

Griffin has been on the good side offour of Akili Smith's 1

5

touchdown passes. UCLA's Brian Poll-Dixon has scored fiveTDs In fc

games. Danny Farmer,who leads the Bruins with 368 receiving yards,

Is the big-play guy.

UCLA's Mike Grieb has only five receptions this season, but he remains a

big threat over the middle, Ryan Neufeld has also contributed with six

catches.The Ducks always have good tight ends,and Jed Weaver is no

different, netting 235 yards on the season.

Coach Toledo could njsh for 100 yards with UCLA's OLine leading the

way. Kris Farris, Andy Meyers and Shaun Stuart have helped UCLA

compile over 213 rushing yards a game.The 0-Une has allowed just

two sacks in four games.The experienced Oregon 0-Une has plowed

the way for 245.6 mshlng yards per game.

Brendon Ayanbadejo has been a magician, popping up all over the

field. He's recovered three fumbles and has three $ack$.Tony White

has picked off two passes in the last two weeks and Ryan Nece has

been Impressive with three sacks.Oregon lost Its top linebacker Peter

SIrmon to an Injury earlier this year.

Larry Atkins teads the UCLA secoiKiary at free safety. Ryan Roques has

stepped up atcomer with three picks in his tasjt three games.Oregon

iiiftd fiy comer Rashad Baunwin,who has two Interceptions.The

OfCQon D has allowed i^g^ 79.4 passing yards per game.

Chns i>aiier nas oooied just one heid goal in four attempts, but he's

secoTKl in tf»e Pac-10 in punting. DeShaun Foster leads an explosive

but Inexperienced retum team. Oregon's eluswe punt returner

Mkhad Fletcher has already returned two punts for scores. Kicker

I has nailed all 1 of his field 9oals, indiidkig four from

FOOTBALL: Powerful group

featuring old, new students

achieves incredible results

ByVytasMazeika

Daily Bmin Staff

UCLA tailback Jermaine Lewis calls

.

them giants. Considering the fact they aver-

age a little more than 6 feet, 5 inches and 306

pounds, that comment may be an under-

statement.

They are the UCLA offensive line.

Left tackle Kris Farris (6-9, 310)

Left guard James Ghezzi (6-5, 290)

Center Shawn Stuart (6-5, 313)

Right guard Andy Meyers (64, 317)

Right tackle Brian Polak (6-3, 300)

They are in charge of protecting Heisman

trophy candidate Cade McNown and open-

ing holes for a trio of talented tailbacks.

The offensive output for the Rruins (49

points against Texas, 42 at Houston, 49

against Washington State and 52 at

Arizona) is the only indication needed to

show the success the offensive line has had in

1998.

They've done a really good job, and

developed and worked as a unit," UCLA
light-end coach and ofTensive-line tutoi.

Gary Bemardi said. "And for the most part

they've stayed healthy."

With two seniors (Stuart and Meyers)

plus onejunior (Farris) returning from a line

that sprung holes open for 1,200-yard run-

ning back Skip Hicks (now in the NFL with

the Washington Redskins), this line had a

solid foundation. ^
The question was whether or not Polak

and Oscar Cabrera, both sophomores, could

step in for a team that finished 1997 with 10

straight victories. And when Cabrera suf-

fered an ankle injury early in the year,

Ghezzi, a junior-college transfer, had to step

in and even more doubts set in.

But second-year offensive line coach

Mark Weber and Bernardi have succeeded

in blending the old with the new.

After four games, the team has allowed

only two sacks while rushing for 17 touch-

downs. The linemen are beginning to under-

stand each other as individuals, and the loss

of guard Chad Sauter and tackle Chad

Overhauser is no longer a concern.

'i think (our success) has a lot to do with

our coach (Weber)," Stuart said. "We
haven't had a coach that has been here for

more than a year since I've been here, and

I've been here a long time.

"Our coach is doing such a great job of

teaching the young guys to play up to the

level and getting us older guys to play better.

I think that shows how good of a coach he is

and how skilled he is at getting us to play."

With UCLA's complex offense, Weber

needs his players to know every play to per-

fection. Therefore a good offensive lineman

will only become great with plenty of prac-

tice.

"There is no question that repetition is

what makes offensive linemen better,"

Weber said. "When a guy is in a program

and runs the play over and over and over

again he's going to get better. If a guy is con-

fused and doesn't know what to do, then he's

not able to be as physical as he needs to be."

Strength and conditioning coach Kevin

Yoxall is constantly mentioned by the play-

ers too. Polak credits Yoxall for giving him

the physical and mental toughness to go the

distance in games, while Farris, one of 12

semi-finalists for the Rotary Lombardi

""Award, says that Yoxall is as responsible as

anyone else for his success.

The overall strength is exemplified by the

success and ease of the running attack. Two

people have the best viewpoint to describe

the way in which the offensive line has come

together to become both physical and effec-

tive: the opposing defense which gets pushed

around and the running back who takes

advantage of those holes.

"I can walk through those holes if I want-

ed to," Lewis said. "They're doing an excep-

tional job and making things a lot easier for

us. They're doing their job, they're throwing

people off the ball and making hu^e running

room."

There is no doubt that UCLA has a phys-

ical offensive line. There were doubts when

See UNE, page 33

Draw

Predicted score - UCLA 48, Oregon 34

Kris Fanis scares f • tifising defenses
TRANSFORMATION: Big man

wanted to direct films but

opted to be lineman instead

After a long, hard practice, Kris FarrH always

enj lys a light sr^ack of his upconr)ing competition

NMAMCXS/CMrlfWn

ByVytaiMazcitt

Daily Bmin Staff

"Action!"

Kxistofer Martin Farrb always thought

he'd say **cut" behind a film camera

instead ofhearing "hut' m front ofa quar-

terback.

As part of a family which is more likely

to watch figure skating than football or

basketball games, UCl As junior left

tackle was never reall' interested in

sporu He wouldn't g« outside to play

foolbdk rather he woiikl My mmdt and

act out piays and reaui^ with his three usr

lers - Kimberty (thr idcst). Kdly and

Karly (the two youngest).

Kim, who Kris says is really into

drama, would have her siblings reenact

plays while she would play the part of the

director.

One day Farris hoped he too could be a

director like Steven Spielberg; Farris

admires him quite a bit and always finds

some way to mention him in an interview.

"Football wasn't my No. 1 priority in

high school," Farris said. "I wanted to be

a film director and that's the reason I nar-

rowed it down to use, UCLA and

Stanford

"I figured 1 couldn't go wrong with

Stanford, but USC and UCLA have great

film schools 1 figured 1 could use football

to get into fibn school here Evenuaiy

fJm didn't work out. but football started

to mature and the NFL turned out to be

rooft of a tkamtMr goal for roc."

Fami IS now one of 1 2 scmhfinalim for

the Rotary Lombardi Award - an award

that honors the top offensive lineman in

college football. Jonathan Ogden, the

UCLA tackle whom Farris replaced, took

second place for that award; Ogden also

won the 1995 Outland Trophy and is now

a part of the NFL's Baltimore Ravens.

Considering Farris only made second-

team all-league in his second year, being

considered one of the top 12 linemen in

the nation is a reflection of Farris' talent

and work ethic.

Will he win the award?

**! think he's every bit as entitled (to

that honor) as any of the other guys,"

UCLA assistant coach Gary Bemardi

said "If he continues to improve week to

week, and from the beginning of the lea-

son to the end of the seaion, I hope he's

one of tte favontes But he's got to Clon-

icoBmmttumaottftnm

(Left to right) 1 998 UCLA offensive lir>enwn Oscar Cabrera, Jtan Gli«i. Srton

Polak. Kris Farris and Andy Mayan (Shawn Stuaa not shown) work as a unit.

r«UI
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Film & Television

Music

On-Campus

Theater & Fine Art

Friday.0ctober16,1998

Monday
^~~

"Fosse: A Celebration of Song and Dance"

heads for the Ahmanson Theatre.^ARTS&
Entekkinment

Only sports fans

can appredate

what satellite TV

technology offers

COLUMN: Medium can't

produce enough quality

shows for 900 channels

My
roommate really likes

football. When I say he

likes football, I don't mean

he's a casual fan who sits on the

couch on Sundays and roots for his

favorite squad. I mean he is inca-

pable of movement from our living

room from daybreak on Saturday

morning until Frank GifTord's sign-

ofi* Monday evenings.

I'reviously,

—-

this behavior

was tolerable,

because we only

got local cable,

so only so many
different games

were being tele-

vised in a given

weekend.

You see, I do

not even vague-

ly resemble a

sports fan. 1

believe that I

was born without a sector of brain,

the *'macho" sector, that allows most

guys to appreciate organized athlet-

ics and cars. These interests are com-

pletely and totally foreign to me, and

I find the goings-on of the NFL
about as interesting as a lecture by

Ben Stein on QuaaJudes.

This being said, you can under-

stand my initial fear when my room-

mate announced he would be pur-

chasing satellite TV for our apart-

ment. The rationale behind this deci-

sion, as far as I can tell, is that having

different football, baseball, hockey

and basketball games playing con-

stantly throughout the entire week-

end just doesn't provide enough

sports entertainment for your die-

hard fan. Your die-hard sports fan

needs the option of watching about

10,000 different football games

simultaneously, with the added bene-

fit of having different television net-

works for golf, stock car racing and

even wrestling - yes, wrestling.

So, soon after we had the friendly

(albeit slightly anti-Semitic) satellite

installer venture to our humble

abode, my roommates were

indulging in total sports-overload,

and I was discovering the wonder of

books and sleep as alternative enter-

tainment options. However, I knew

that all the superfans couldn't

remain on the couch forever, so

eventually I too got a crack at hold-

ing the over-tized remote and brows-

ing the realm of Direct TV for pro-

gramming choices.

For the uninitiated, a couple

words about what exactly satdlite «

TV is and how it works: Beats me.

Somehow, floating objects in space

manafe to coalesce in our television

and produce pictures. Don't ask me
how this works. I'mjust a writer.

I do know that the satdhte allowi

us to watch ahoot 900 dMBMls
Many of these

Eclectic group Zebrahead will play this Saturday at the Roxy to promote their new album "Waste of Mind/
l>ony Music

Fusion of

hip-hop and

punk cooks up

success for

Zebrahead

ByTcronHida
Dally Bruin Contributor

Put together four musicians from dif-

ferent backgrounds into a band, and the

result is nothing to write home about.

Often, the group becomes little more

than a flash in the pan. But, if a few inno-

vators fused together a touch of in-your-

face punk with a dash of hip-hop, you

just might have a hit recipe called

Zebrahead.

"We're just crazy. Really super

crazy," says guitarist Greg Bergdorf.

"Really, silly super crazy. But we're fun

for the whole family."

Distancing themselves from the ska

scene in 1996, Zebrahead decided to

venture forth into something new and

relatively uncharted. The formula was a

success; the group won Best Orange"

County Band at the 1997 L.A. Music

Awards and played on the Vans Warped

Tour this past summer. And on

Saturday, they will be playing their first

major L.A. gig at the Roxy to promote

their debut release, "Waste of Mind."

"Hopefully, it will be a high-energy

show that's fun for everyone and maybe

we'll pull a couple of things out that we

SeeZEBIIANEAO,page24

'Dragon'
THEATER: East West Players trio

lightheartedly deconstructs ideas

on Asian American men, Actors

ByOiarylRMn
Daily BnjinSenk)r Staff

The playbill for East West Playen* ''Exit the

Dragon" r«ids like aUCLA seminar description: **A

three^nan performance examining the popcuhure

stereotypes of the Asian American nude." And the

on^act pby that easues indeed acts as a sort ofdiffs

Notes for audience members who haven*t had the

chance to hang around North Campus, (though

much of the dialogue wiD ebcit knowing nods from

those who have).

More a series ofmonologues and mooUges than a

futMedfod play. "Drafon" unfokk a bit hke a oom-

fun at stereotypes

itwoe on URSA's nenu. students would be 1

l^^iwiiglii Eric Michad Zae for PTE nuoiben as

soon as word got out that examining pop-culture

stereotypes can be so entertaining.

"Dragon" opens with three shirtless young men
karate-chopping to '70s action flick music on a red-lit

stage. Though the scene elicits a few cat calls from the

audience, the players are in fact presenting one ofsev-

eral stereotypes they spend the rest of the hour debat-

ing and trying to distance themselves from: the

notion that if you're Asian, male and want respect,

you have to know kung fu.

Jun-Li (Kipp Shiotani) says his dassnuUes' igno-

rance came in handy on the playground "I never had

to kick anybody's ass," he says. "I just had to pose.**

He vogues k la Bruce Lee and shrugs. But such

aMunptions bring serious baggage to the already cut-

throat acting work) Jun-Li and his two colleagues try

to kick their way into.

While they wait in tine to audition, the three hope-

fiik wax sodological on the wious niches America

deems appropriate for them. Shiotani and TbanTnm
(who pfaQfS wmmtpaA Vien) unleash a ntifgonDg

series of npraMOMt from LmMhbI 9rii Oct's

hope GeoTfc Takei has a mm ofh—or-he*s on

East West's council of covemors) to Long Duck

Dong, the foreign exchange student in "Sixteen

Candles" (embarrassing to think that that was just a

decade ago, huh?). The rapid-fire string ofcaricatures

is hilarious, but it also acts as culture-in<x>ncentrate,

revealing the damage that a lifetime of exposure to

such images can do.

The three protagonists are arguably stereotypes in

their own rigiit. Yes, they're realistic, '90s, culturally

sensitive, self-referential stereotypes, which does

make much of the difference. But Vien is the refugee

who puts his family first, Dave (Zk) is the white-

washed midwestemer and Jun-Li is the homeboy

who sings the rather abstract praises of Asian'

empowerment while acting Uke, weO, a homeboy.

AD three, hov^ever, seem to become incrta^ngly

aware of their own shortcomings'and their capacity

as a collective. Thus, they examine the roles they've

played not just as actors but as Asian American men

and begin (as acton and as Asian American men) to

wrile their own parts, drawing from each other and

Screen Scene

TriSt«f Pictures

Ian McKellan (left) plays a former Nazi

officer in "Apt Pupil/' with Brad Renfro.

-Apt Pupir
Directed by Bryan Singer

Starring Ian McKellen and Brad Renfro

Who would have thought a Nazi on the lam

could be refreshing? But Bryan Singer's ("The

Usual Suspects") adaptation of Stephen King's

novella is just that, largely because it features

none of the following: prime-time female belly-

buttons, a poppy soundtrack, jump-out-from-

behind-the-curtain fright factors, or soK:alled

homages to yesteryear's horror flicks which in

actuality draw more from last month's horror

flick.

More importantly, "Apt Pupil's" creative

team knows how to construct evil. It is a careful

blend of concept, character and imagery, the

result of which draws viewers into an uncom-

fortable chasm of the human soul. The two

souls ill quesi iuii aie aging Nazi ulUce i Kuil

—

Dussander's and curiosity-ridden high school

student Todd Bowden's. The sharp, savvy Todd

finds the object of his obsession living the quiet

life in a southern California bungalow. But is

membership in one of history's most villainous

movements something you can retire from?

Todd (a stone-faced Renfro) quickly lays it

out for the age-spotted Dussander (the cease-

lessly versatile McKellen): unfold the past in

explicit and exclusive detail or discuss war

crimes with a bevy of government officials. But

as Dussander warns in a thick German accent,

"You're playing with fire."

The apprenticeship becomes a battle of

power that goes beyond Dussander merely bulk-

ing up his old murderous muscles. If we're

unsure who is the manipulator, we're sickened

at evil's tendency to shift and spread. In con-

vincing, calculated performances, Renfro and

McKellen keep us guessing. Renfro is no put-

upon Neve-esque coed; McKellen exudes gen-

uine grandfatherly charm that renders

Dussander slightly more sympathetic and

immeasurably more frightening.

Singer frames his stars with ghosts and grit.

The film is low on bloodshed, opting instead for

quiet moments of forced introspection - Singer

is not afraid to let audiences squirm at the

thought of their own thoughts. When Todd

forces his blackmailee into a custom-made S.S.

uniform, the rusty Nazi flinches and stands

silently. But just when he seems like a helpless

old man, overwhelmed with painful memories,

all the power of his position floods back with the

barbed angles of a swastika, the fiery crimson of

the party color. A similar power overcomes

Todd as he bounces a basketball inches from a

wounded pigeon.

The rhythm of the basketball echoing in an

empty gym meshes with the cadence of

Dussander's march, the chant of local skinheads

and the music that surges through Todd's gas

chamber nightmares. Such touches recall the

fluidity with which people fall into step and

"just follow orders" - not to mention under-

score Singer's abilities as a cinematic storyteller.

Cheryl Klein

"Practical Magic"

Directed by Griffin Dunne
Starring Sandra Bullock and Nicole

Kidman
It's a comedy. No, it's a drama. No, it's a

thriller. The problem with "Practical Magic" is

that it tries to be practically every genre.

Based on Alice Hoffman's novel of the same

name, the film tells the story of Sally (Bullock)

and Gillian Owens (Kidman), bewitching sisters

with very different attitudes toward love. The

two have inherited the gift of magic as well as

the family curse. Any man who falls in love with

an Owens woman is destined to an untimely

death.

"Practical Magic" begins decenUy enough,

setting up the magical tale in an appropriate

comedic tone. After losing their parents, Sally

and Gillian go to live with eccentric Aunts Jet

and Frances, wonderfully portrayed by veterans

Diane Wiest and Stockard Channing. They give

the aunts a perfect blend of quaint oddities and

genuine concern, serving up life lessons and

chocolate cake for breakfast. Sally grows up

yearning for a normal life while Gillian reckless-

ly breaks hearts.

And Sally almost gets what she wants when

she gets married and has two girls. But alas, do

not forget the curse. AAer losing her husband,

Sally withdraws and grieves, turning the film

into a sappy drama. But more transformations

are to come. When Gillian's boyfriend Jimmy

(Goran Visnjic) becomes violent, the movie,

with the wave of a wand, shifts into thriller

mode. Soon the sisters are plagued by Jimmy's

spirit and officer Gary (Adian Quinn) who has

come to investigate his disappearance. .

"Practical Magic's" failure to successfully

integrate the different tones of the film hinders

its storytelling. Instead of encompassing all gen-

res, the film doesn't have enough of each.

Jumping back and forth between styles, the

movie leaves the audience feeling a bit jostled

and taken aback. The courtship of Sally and

Gary is too short and eclipsed by the ghost sto-

ryline. The ending of the film is also too sudden

and far too fortuitous.

Despite the film's structural inadequacies,

with the help of its strong cast, there are some

genuinely touching scenes and comedic

moments. Too bad it can't make the tonal

inconsistencies magically disappear.

Stephanie Sheh

"Cannibal! The Musical"

Directed by Trey Parker

Starring Trey Parker and Matt Stone
With the "South Park" craze still in full

force, it is of little surprise that movie and mer-

chandising companies are doing as much as

they can to reap the benefits from the trendy

phenomenon the hit animated show has

spawned. This past summer has already seen the

See SCREEN, page 23
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HARRIS
FrompageM

•re difTerent Fox Sports stations

from throughout the nation, allowing

a football fan in California to watch

the same duU, scoreless football game
that it normally only going to be

broadcast to the suburbs of Buffalo,

NY. Ahh, technology.

But, sports are not the only chan-

nels available. It is also possible to

get about a thousand movie stations,

inchiding Starz, Encore, four HBO's,

five Showtimes, lots of Cinemaxes,

and even a few Movie Channels,

each of them showing ** Ferris

Bueller's Day OfT upwards of 10

times a day. If you are one of the peo-

ple who believes that you can't see

"Ferris Bueller's Day OfT enough

times, satellite TV is defmitely for

you.

In addition to all of these movie

channels, almost every cable station

from around the country is shown.

So, basically, on top of the usual crop

of cable stations (MTV, BET, TNT
and several other anagrams), we
receive, at no extra cost. Animal

Planet, MuchMusic, The Food

Network, CourtTV and SpeedZone

(the car racing network). To quote

Dave Barry, I swear I am not making

these up.

Perhaps the most insightful obser-

vation I've made about satellite tele-

vision, (not that this is saying much)

is that the technology is working so

much faster th^ any creativity. We
have the capability to broadcast so

much information, but there's not

nearly enough good ideas for shows

to go on these infmite number of

channels. So, while the average cable

consumer is provided wjth almost

100 channels of crap, we Direct TV

users get more than 900 channels of

of it!

I'm not positive this

technology is useful

for anyone besides

the avid sports fan.

I'm not positive that this is going

to be the wave of the future, and that

in a few yean each house will have a

satellite.

Call me jaded, but I'm not positive

this technology is useful for anyone

besides the avid sports fan, and those

of us who pursue different forms of

entertainment may best be served by
keeping our normal, old, antiquated

cable boxes, at least for the time

being. I'd ask my roommate what he

thinks, but West Virginia Tech is

about to play Texas SAM, and that

promises to be one hell of a match-

up. I doubt I could drag him away.

Harris is a third-year history student

SOPOCUTS^
1650 Westwood Blvd. $^^

betweeen Santa Monica Blvd. and Wilshire II
(310)470-1558 uf*
M-F 8-9 • Sat. 8-7 • Sun 1 0-5 "UlrCUlS

Free H. pylori testing

Do you have gnawing burning or cramp-like pain in

the upper stomach?? You may have an ulcer.

CURE Clinic (on the VA Campus BIdg 115 Room
212) is offering free testing for an infection (H.

pylori) that is responsible for certain kinds of ulcers.

Testing involves a simple finger stick blood test and
results are available in four minutes.

If you would like more information or you
would nice to make an appointment, please call

(310) 312-9283 (On campus call 29283)

MnuaCLecture ' 1998

THE
ROBERT]. STOLLER
FOUNDATION

^oiidCif Resents

ALLEN JOHNSON, Ph.D
PROFESSOR OF ANTHROPOLOGY AND PSYCHIATRY, CHAIR,

LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES PROGRAM, UCLA

Dr. Johnson will present a lecture of interest to those in the Humanities,
Social Sciences and Psychoanalytic community. His extensive research
among Brazilian tenant farmers and native Amazonians of the Peruvian
rainforest, in addition to his psychoanalytic training and Ph.D. in

pyychoanalysis from th<» Southern Californta Psychoanaiytk lnsttrute-%¥W-
aU contribute to making this an outstanding lecture.

///'////;/»// iiUii Ihuniliiitidn in

Iliii/ilinN I <»/A/<//( s.

Kifhi lions an StitlU i \

OliSI K\l\(. Mil I KOIK IM\(,I\ VIION

Friday, October 16
7:30 PM

NPI AUDITORIUM - UCLA

for information on th« Stoller Foundation please visit our wetnlte: vvww.stoller-foundation.org.

did you hear?

you can help
expand the

XAdwDCS
JointheRecycir^^sS
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^
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PROPOSITIOIM 5:

THE TRIBAL GAMING INITIATIVE

Undecided? Learn about the issues.
Come to the Town Hall Meeting and hear from both sides.

Prop#1 • f

Town Hall Meeting

sition 5: The Tribal Gaming Initiative

• « « .«

-——^- Moderated by Warren OIney —

Tuesday, Oc:tober 20
5:30-7:30 p.m.

KiMii ConvocatiiNi IWi • TIm Andsraon School at UCLA

W.'?ir.3^ "i*- " '- ^-^ '^?f^-^.3tion. t • • • • *'
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David Zucker film "BASEketbaU," a

box office dud starring "South Park"

creators Trey Parker and Matt Stone,

who can challenge for the title of the

most overexposed duo of 1998. But

rest easy, Parker and Stone fans.

Opening this Friday for a limited one-

week engagement at the venerable

Nuart Theater with midnight screen-

ings to follow is "Cannibal! The

Musical", a film so unapologetically

terrible that it actually becomes some-

what enjoyable to sit through.

"Cannibal! The Musical" was actu-

ally made more than four years ago

when writer and director Parker was

still a film student at the University of

Colorado. As a straight-to-video fea-

ture, the film has actually enjoyed a

small cult following which can

undoubtedly be attributed to the suc-

cess of "South Park." There are

already a number of Internet websites

solely devoted to the campy musical.

As one would expect, Troma Films,

the small distributing company that

has provided the populace with such

art-house classics as "Sgt.

Kabukiman, NYPD" and "Surf

Nazis Must Die" decided to release

"Cannibal! The Musical" into the-

aters hoping for a "Rocky Horror

Picture Show"-like success.

Though "Cannibal! The Musical"

can match "Rocky Horror" in its

amusingly confounding silliness, it

unfortunately lacks the all-out crazed

fun that made its predecessor so

appealing. Based on the true story of

Alferd Packer (played by Parker), a

trail guide who is notoriously known

as the first man in the United States

to ever be convicted of cannibalism,

the film opens with a parody of such

movies as "Dead Alive" and "Night

of the Living Dead" and any other

film with "Dead" in the title. Blood

splatters everywhere as arms arc torn

apart, legs are bitten off and heads

are snapped off- a lot like the "South

Park" Halloween episode. Flash for-

ward to a courtroom scene where

Packer is tried for murdering and

then eating his five fellow travel

mates. As Packer later sits in jail, he

recounts his story to reporter Polly

Pry, who eventually falls in love with

him, singing, "Perhaps I'm not the

cold bitch I pretended to be/ I'd

almost forgotten this side of me."

Though moments of the same

comic wit that makes "South Park"

such a successful program filter in

through "Cannibal!", the film is ham-

pered by sluggish pacing and too

much of a self-conscious attitude

toward its comedy, which the best of

the bad, e.g. "The Island of Dr.

Moreau" do not have. The film's best

moments are an encounter with a

group of Japanese men posing as a

Native American tribe that you wish

the film would have stayed with

longer and the silly tunes that Parker

See SCREEN, page 24
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Home
Sw e e t

Who was this man? Come spend an evening with the Baal

Sbem Tov. Learn the story ofa life that is asfascinating as

it is inspiring. Gain insight into a legacy that has never

been as relevant to our lives as it is today, iOOyears qfter

the birth ofthis incredible man.

i Rides Available

UPC Shuttle Serivce

•940am
SppaulTumMBund,

Contemporary Worship

Biblical Messages

Great Fellowship

• 9:50 am
Garner of Landfair

»nd Ophir (Coop)

Small Groups

University Presbyterian Church

900 Hilgard Avenue #303

Los Angeles, CA 90024

Tel. (310) 208-3991

www.upcla.org

Univcriity Pr«*bvt«rian Church ii a aiaiibcr of tht Univcrilty Rtligieus Conference

1. [click]

BookZow"!
FACULTY AIITHORSi

, :.; 1—

^

section contains over

900 titles by more

than 700 UCLA Faculty

Authors (and the list

keeps growhng). Super

popular with students

and alumni alike!
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From The Director Oj lfiJ§LCO/A§ TO TH§ DOLLHOUS§

"Hilarious, shocking and completely

unforqettable...Just might be

the year's best movie."
-riHtOUTIKWVOH

"No movie event this year is more iiicely

to raise hell than 'HAPPINESS.'"
-Prt(rTrivm,ROlUNGSTONC

HAPPINESS
bv Todd Solondz

TRQMA WEEK AT THE NUARTI
Written and Directed by

South Park's Trey Parlcer

ALL SINGING!
ALL DANCING!

ALL FLESH EATING!

^P^3JS iW^I B^il^i^^^^^vFti,

Stl'ARAn ADMISSION

OUTRAGEOUS

FARCE!"
. EAV AREA RtPORTfR

m^sZj^y^v^v • lErasR

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 16-THURSDAY, OCTOBER 22 ONLYI
Cannibtll - Dally at 5:15, 10:00: Saturday & Sunday Matinee at 12:30

laner Condom - DaKy at 7:30; Saturday & Sunday Matinee at 2:45

ATTENTIONALL STUDENTS! !

Bring in this coupon and
show your student i.D. for

$5.00 ADMISSION
toCAMHIUU ormUR C(HIDOM
VWid only at tw NutrtThMira from I(yi6 - 10^ One loM p«r coupon only

I
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SCREEN
From page 23

wrote and composed himself. Just try

not to laugh when Packer sings

"When I Was on Top of You", an ode

to his horse.

While "Cannibal! The Musical" is

not mind-numbingly horrible like

"Godzilla" or "Aimageddon," it is

not bad enough to reach the level of

aesthetic trash perfected by such

prognosticators ofcamp as John

Waters and more recently Gregg

Araki.

What is unfortunate for

"Cannibal! The Musical" is that it is

being released at a time when come-

dies about legs sticking out ofwood

chippers, hair gel stronger than Joico,

pedophilia and Mormon ministers-

turned pom stars (which incidentally

will be Parker's and Stone's next film,

"Orgazmo") are now the norm. With

the new trend of tasteless chic in full

vogue, a comedy and musical about

cannibalism comes across as just

another face in the crowd.

Tristan Thai

DRAGON
From page 20

their respective cultures.

Heavy stuff. And while it may be on

the fmal, it's really not preachy.

Really

Dave, Vien and Jun-Li talk directly

to the audience about the big RCG
(race, class, gender), bringing up every

argument volleyed across any self-

respecting activist campus - and still,

the most suitable adjective to describe

them is "funny"

Zee and co<iircctor Jeff Liu keep the

pace quick and the tone light. Because

there are several play-within-a-plays, the

three actors aren't confined to merely

playing three actors. In fact, while Zee's

Dave seems a little flat, he shines as

three characters in a play by "that

David guy" (Can we assume David

Henry Hwang, the theater's name-

sake?) Likewise, Shiotani adopts an

odd, southern accent in his attempt to

sound like an Asian guy trying to sound

like a black guy, but he plays Jun-Li's

father with lovable first-generation

vigor. Tran is the only star who seems

truly comfortable in his primary role,

easing between indignant and mischie-

vous.

Much of the humor in "Exit the

Dragon" stems from the very qualities

that make it appealing to such a limited

audience. Thick with metadrama, the

whole play carries the intimate tone of

an inside joke. When Jun-Li asks his

friends if they're auditioning for the

East West Players' production of "A

Chorus Line," the audience can't help

but chuckle at this brilliant dash of

product placement. And when Zee and

Tran morph into groovesters in the

Asian Qub scene, their "I'm da man"
gyrations prove that their physical tal-

ent goes far beyond twiriing nunchucks.

The dragon exits just a little over an

hour after it entered. If the folks who
make a habit of casting Asian men as

"Gang Member #3" could spare the

time, they'd find the play informative

and wish they'd thought of it first.

THEATER: "Exit the Dragon" runs

through Oct. 24 at the David Henry

Hwang Theater, 120 N. Judge John Also

St., Little Tokyo. Tickets are $ 1 5, $ 1 2 stu-

dents. Call(2 1 3) 625-7000.

ZEBRAHEAD
From page 20

jjsually don't

"Osmund!

do," bassist Ben

Greg Bergdorf, Justin Mauriello,

Ben Osmundson and Ed Udhus,

a.k.a. Zebrahead, calls it "pimp-rock

lounge core."

'We appreciate ska and some of

that were playing, and the booking

agent liked us, so he had some peo-

ple from Columbia come down and

check us out. We're the total no-one-

at-our-show storv."

can look forward to lots of explo-

sions and fireworks."

Bergdorf gleefully adds, "And
don't forget the go-go dancers in

cages ... uh, and something with

feathers and candles."

Reminiscing about the earlier

days, the members recall trying to

escape a period in Orange Country

when ska was humongous and thou-

sands of bands were all trying to be

the next big thing. Although there

are subtle moments of ska influence

in "Waste of Mind," the band insists

that it is not representative of their

music. The band, Ali Tabatabee,

audience ihe ska bands, but we just don't want in trymg to further explam their

to play it," Osmundson says. "I like

to listen to it but it's just not some-

thing we want to play"

Being relative unknowns to the

industry at the time, the band jokes

about being able to barely draw a siz-

able crowd for some of their first

shows.

And the only reason that they

were finally discovered was by plain

ol' dumb luck.

"We were playing a matinee show
at this club near our hometown and

there were barely 10 people there,"

Bergdorf explains. "I think that they

were all the people from the bands

unique take on music, the band
members assert that there are no

particular messages that they are

trying to convey to listeners. The
lyrics behind the songs are all simply

based around either their own expe-

riences or their friends.

"I really think our songs are just

about experiences that we've seen or

had/|)ut our lyrics aren't about bag-

gin' on the whole world and gettin'

all dark, because what do we really

have to be angry about?"

Osmundson says. "If our album
Hops, then maybe the next one will

be really hard-core and hurtful."
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-^ ^- - -^ ^ ORTHODONTIST
Dr. Nader Dayani since leso

•^ UCLA FACULTY MEMBER

Member American Association of Orthodontists

Specializing in braces for adults & children

• Invisible

—

• European
• kemovoDie
• Traditional

• cosmetic Porcelain

• Surgical Orttiodontics

2(rnl)ISC()l\TT()Siri)i:\TS.\\l)FAClUTUlTH\.\LII)l.I).

Daily Bruin

For the best deals on

campus, turn to

page 31 for Bruin

Bargains. CLASSIFIED
Searching for a reli-

gious organization?

Go to page 30 for

our Religious

Services Directory.
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FOR SALE

(310) 826 - 7494

11645 Wilshire Blvd. #802

Los Angeles, CA 90025

(949) 552 - 5890
18124 Culver Dr., #A

Irvine, CA 92715

Teeth Whitening
upper or lower

$85"* each

(Reg. $200.00)

*The treatment wM be os folows: $1000.00 plus

$ 100.00 for eoct> montti of treatment rerxjered

for metal txoces, $900.00 plu$ $100.00 for eoct>
month of treatment rendered for removobte
broces arxj $ 1 700.00 plus $ 1 25.00 per montti for

ceromk; braces. $200.00 for dJagnostic study

model arxJ $ 1 75.00 for formal consultation.

expiration date 10-31-98
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Minolta

Binoculars
Just in time for the UCLA football season, enjoy the game and. the fans acros:

the way, with a pair of Minolta Binoculars. We have a limited number avail

for a FREE Rental for the big game this weekend See UCLA's players,

cheerieaders, or fans from any seat at the Rose Bowl. FREE Rentals are

available frx)m Friday morning from 10AM to 3PM. There will be a $100

deposit required. All rentals must be returned by Monday at 6:30 PM.

ijfyouprefer choosefrom BelAir Camera 's huge inventory of

Binoculars ai super low discountprices!

THE Binocular SUPERSTORE

Camera
10925 KinriMB Ave at Gayfey

FREE PAIUCINGm the kit next door on Kjotok Avenue
m Wcstwood Village, just East ofthe405 IVeewiy

MON-PW 9-7;SATIJM; SUN 12-5 310-208-5150
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Internship
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Apartments for Rent
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Condo / Townhouse for Rent
Condo / Townhouse for Sale

Guesthouse for Rent
House for Rent
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Room for Help
Room for Rent
Roommates - Private Room
Roommates - Shared Room
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advertising information

118 Kerckhoff Hall
308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles, CA 90024

One Issue, up to 20 words $8.00
...each additional word 0.50
Weekly, up to 20 words 27.00
...each additional word 1.50
Monthly, up to 20 words 90.00
...each additional word 5.00

For Classified Display ads,
please see our rate card

for variable rate information.

DEADLINES
Classified Line Ads:
1 working day before printing,

at 1 2 noon.
Classified Display Ads:
2 working days before printing,

at 1 2 rK>on.

There are ho cancellations after

noon of the day before printing.

E-Mail: classifieds@media.ucla.edu
Web: http://www.dailybruin.ucla.edu

Classified Line: (310) 825-2221
Classified Display: (310) 206-3060
Fax:(310)206-0528

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Thu: 9:00am-4:00pm
Fri: 9an>-2:30pm
The ASUCLA Communications board fully supports the University of California's policy on nondiscrimination No medium shall accept advertisenoents wt>ich present persons uf any origin, race, sex. or sexual orientation in

a demeaning way or imply that they are limited to positions, capabilities, roles, or status in society Neither the Daily Bruin rvx the ASUCLA Communications Board has investigated any of the services advertised or the
advertisements represented in this issue Any person believing that an advertisement m this issue violated the Board's policy on norxJiscnmmation stated herein should communicate complaints in wnting to the BuaineM
Mar\aqer. Daily Brum, 118 Kerckhoff Hall, 308 Westwood Plaza, Los Angeles, CA 90024 For assistance with housing discrimination problems, caN the UCLA Housing Office at (310) 825 4271 or caH the Weetside Fair Hous-
ing office at (310) 475-9671 Classified ads also appear on-line at httpv/www dailybruin ucla.edu Placement on line is offered as a complimentary service for customers and is not guaranteed. The Daily Bruin is responsible
for the first incorrect ad insertion only Minor typographical errors are not eligible for refunds For any refund, the Daily Brum Classified Department must be notified of an error on tfie first day of publication by noon.

MasterCard,

ggjj^
VISA

PAYMENT
Please malce checks payable to
"The UCLA Daily Bruin." We
accept Visa, MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards. /Uiow 5
woiiiing days for mail payments.

HOW TO WRITE
AN EFFECTIVE AD

• start your ad with the
merchandise you ere selling.

This makes it easier for readers to
quickly scan tt>e ads arxJ k)cate

your Hems.
• Alvvays include the price of your
Kern. Many classified readers
simply do not respond to ads
without prices.
• AvoM ab(>ieviatk>ns—make your
ad easy for readers to urxlerstand.
• Place yourself In the reader^
positk>n. ask wtwt you wouM Hke to

know about the merchar>dise, vnA
include that in the ad. Include such
informatk)n as brarKl names, colors

and other specifk: descrtptk>ns.

*«J*.v.<>V ..*...-:.

1100
Cdinpus Ilapp8nlii9s

Alcoholics Anonymouf
Men. Discussion, Fri. Siep Study, 2408 Aclierman

Thun. Book Study, 2408 Ackermon

MA/WRffl. Dental A3-029

Wed. Rm. A3- 029

DiKusskm, All times 12:10- 1<X)pm

for akoholic^ or IrrdMdutl* mho h»v « drMtktg probhm

LosIsimI Found

$15U RtWAHD tor return of bnght-green
r\r\r*i^a^ r^^\r%.w\Arkr Klar'U- Qoi4tr\ CKa/^L- ^^cAliC^i^e^v^^^^^^^^^^^FT^tvcw'i •^•^^^w- 'T'^^^wTC^ ~^9V'*ve^i^K ^f^^^^tt^v
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Campus Happenings

BIG SWING DANCE
PARTY!

TRANSFER STUDENT ASSOCIATION at

UCLA welcomes all our new Bruins. Mark

the date October 19, 4pm-Eleventh Annual

Reception and Resource Fair. 8pm-The Big

Swing Dance Party—lessons and live band

in the Ackerman Grand Ballroom. FREE!

emaiLtransferO ucla.edu 310-206-7865.

1300

\bungMfe

is looking for volunteer leaders to

work in outreach Christian

ministry with high school &
middle school students on the

westside and downtown.

Please call 310-397-3484

for an interview.

date-book; 2 items rubber-banded together.

Obstetrics and Gynecology on the cover.

Lost near Wooden Center/Ackerman on

Monday 10/12 between 3-5pm. 310-471-

7652.

1800
Mlscallaneoiis

DRUG TEST YOURSELF at home. Accurate

and simple to use test strips. THC. Cocaine,

others. $15 or 4 (or $40. 1-800-395-

1694.VISA/MC accepted. Not (or clinical

use. www.3wave.com/ir1

LONG DISTANCE SERVICES Discounted

domestic and international servrces. Online

long-distance search engine: http://www.eu-

rodirectl com/BestDial or call 310-202-0219.

THE GREATEST SECRET Of All Time: Who
Is Shakespeare? www.sirt)acon.org

YOUR CREDIT UNION
Your on-campus&on-line (inancial servtees

source, lor students, (aculty&stalt. Visit us at

Ackerman A-Level, on-line at www.ucu.org

or call 310-477-6628.

NORMAL HEA CHILDREN and adol-

escents 8-16yrs needed (or UCLA research

study. Receive $25 (or (ab experiment^^nS^

developmental evaluation, and get a scientK-

ic learning experience. Call 310-825-0392.

POSTMENOPAUSAL WOMEN 454 (Healthy

or with heart disease) wanted (or a study on

coronary artery disease involving small

amounts o( radk)activtty at UCLA. $25/hr (2

days. 4hrs. each) Call 310-825-1118 or 310-

206-6675.
AV^^22|^«^^<MMnMMM|

2300
Donors

^iil^liiif ii iVSliiTftii iWiV

Dedicated to Excellence

Parking & Commuter Services
is looking for friendly, courteous people

to assist our customers with their

parking and information needs.

$7.25-$8.30 Per Hour
Previous customer service and cash

handling experience required.

For more information, stop by the
Parking & Commuter Services office at

555 Westwood Plaza (in Structure 8) for

an application or call (310) 825-1386

^ Must be a currently registered UCLA
student and be available to work early shifts,

iiights, .^eeir''nds, iKMays, and thmuglK'*^: the summer.

iF^Oear Chanlga, Christine,
"^ and Irene,

CONGRATULATIONS and

HAPPY INFORMALS!

Faith. . & Trust.

Jane& Ellen

ANONYMOUS spe <> wwMUf^ nt^eded. Help

ln(ertlle couples while recelvir>g (inancial

corTX>ensation up to $600/month and (ree

health screening. Convenient hours, located

in Westwood. Call Kim 310-624-9941

EGG DONORSI
WANTED

If you are a healthy
female between
the ages of 19 and
30 and have health

Insurance.

Compensation
$3500.00

Call Mima Navas at

(310) 829-6782

To the Rocket Pledsfe Class:
Diana

Irene

Jill

Christine

Meelai

Jean

Jamay
Kate

Wendy
Kathy

Lan

Mimi

Ha
Vivian

Chaniga

Denise

Lang

Portia

Have fun tomorrow @ informats.,. it's your
night to shine! We wish you ail the best!

F.v.T,

Your eK<t> Big Sis'

'.III

SINGLE UCLA (irad. Looking for friendship,

racquetball partner, chatting on-line, arxJ oth-

er general social entertainment, imsreslad?

emaH: eiweetguy900hotmel.oom

WE BUY CARS New and old Running or
not. Jeff 310-714-5806.

MHin uuNTROL FIXS UCLA re

Hm^. SBD per ^Ml to cflnlc. Smokers
1»^ornDn-emoltoisi9ie3S-«4 Gal

310-794-11

LAPTOPS/ DESKTOPS
NEW II UOfanm\ for 12 monVis and t1.

buyout No cf«dR. checks or leaae

>1 con^>ll03 Wml
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Deloitte &
Touche

01998 Deloitte 8 Touche LLP and Deloitte & Touche Consulting Group LLC. Deloitte 8 Touche

refers to Deloitte 8 Touche LLP , Deloitte 8 Touche Consulting Group LLC and related entities.

Deloitte & Touclie
iOOO Wilsliire Boulevard, Los Angeles,

. us .deloitte. co
CA 90017
..r
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Hickory. Dickory, Dock

Sal is on fhe

complim«nfar\j

Boani* Babies

for Tirei month

anrolimanf

• Female Counselors

• Door fo Door Transportation

• Fully Insured

• Nannies are welcome to ride wittt us

Guild Members 15% off

Transportation •Home-Sctiooi •8ctiool-Home
Dentist Appointments •Doctor's Appointments

Music Class •Karate, Ballet, etc.

•j^^^^ Contact: Sally

2040 Avenue of the Stars, #460

^^-x^^ Century City, CA 90067

/ 2,\ 310-551-0906

•^y^MavrhnjwmvnamtmmHmtmmMttni^^ 'Vif^^^^W&,:

Froc Birth

Conlfol Pilb
UCLA Research Study.

$50 Per Visit To Clinic.

Smokers Ages 1 8-34 or

Non-Smokers Ages 35-44.

Call Jessicci

310-794-1884
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MICROSOFT OFFICE 97 professional Full

version, unopened, unregistered. $75. 1-

800-416-3594.

'ism ]
ALL-WHtTE COUCH set. kfvmmit and ful:

S30Q/eech. Ful Onkyo stereo eyalim mf6

pftoe negoHitile. 31(M70-79ei.

MATTRESS BONANZA!!
SEALY. STEARNS & FOSTER Also Ortho

pedic twin-sets-$119 95. Fulls$1 69.95,

Queens-S 189.95 Pillowtop8-$299.95. So-

tas-S219. Delivery Beacon Mattress. 1309

Weelwood Blvd 310-477-1466.

MATTRESS SETS!!!
Twtn 179. ruN $69. Queen $130. (Qng $159.

BunttMds DeHveflee Phone Ordefi Aooaol-

ed 310-372-2337.

Classifieds

825-2221

MATTRESSES. FUTON. DESK. BooksheH.
Dinette Sets. TTable. Lamps. Deliveries. 7-

days open. King's Furniture. 11961 Santa
Monica Blvd. 310-575-4243.

LOSE WEIGHT NOW
ASK ME HOW

All natural nutritional health products. Call

310-202-6044

KIMBLE PIANO UPRIGHT. Oak cotor. Very

good conditk>n. $1200. Evenings 818-643-

6178.
.V .y-VKj.» .:. i^|««k MAC.;.-. .

.

^ Piano Rentals ^
jf Low Monthly Rates jf
•Hollywood Piano Rental Company^

, , 213-462-2329 ^
••••••••••

1984 VOLVO GL. 4-door, automatic, power
steering, windows. & kx:ks, A/C&sunrool,

AM/FM/cassette. cellular phone. Well main-

tained. $3500obo. 310-472-1382.

1986 Ford Escort. Grey-blue. 2dr. CD
w/detachable face(new). dean, low mi.. 5
spkr. a/c. $l750obo. Contact Marie 310-

207-1252.

19B9 FQRD PROBE GL-lmmacuiala^

0^

^ TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

In

g ACROSS
UmpA\n |6b. m, Mereo. brakes/struts.

Large trunk-space, good gas. perfect for

school. Runs&looks great. $3,500obo. 323-

913-2561.

1990 MAZDA MIATA. Red convertible.

AM/FM Cassette, Low mileage. Low n^in-

tenanco. $4450obo. Must sell! 818-494-

2077.

79 PORCHE 911 SC
Red. sunroof, phone, alarm, clean.

$11.500obo. 310-559-7206.

88 CHRYSLER LEBARON convertible. New
paint/top/transmission, straight t>ody, air t>ag,

power windows, A/C. Great student car. Must
sell $2800. 310-575-1990.

89 HONDA ACCORD LXi, auto, loaded, new
tires, super clean, 87K mi., xint cond.,

tiei/beige, $5950. 310-376-7648.

94 PONTIAC GRAND AM. Great condition,

second owner. 4-dpor automatic, cruise, abs.

stereo/tape. Red/grey $4500obo. 310-208-

4385.

95 VW CABRIO conv Low mileage. 6-CD
changer. Leather seats. Auto, power every-

thing. Jason 310-372-9167.

SEIZED CARS FROM $175. Porches, Cadil-

lacs, Chevys, BMW's. Corvettes. Also Jeeps,

4WDs Your area. Toll Free. 1-800-218-9000

Ext A- 1650 lor current listir>gs.

'82 DODGE CONVERTIBLE- 400.

140,000miies. Original owner. Welt-main-

tained. Leather, power window & lock.

$2,000. 310-Mariasha: 451-1147.

'86 BMW 325- Excellent condition. Service

records. Bronze. 5 speed. Power equipment.
A/C. Alarm, am/fm and cassette. Sunroof.

$4250 818-789-7727.

'91 HONDA CIVIC DX. Hatchback-red. 2-

door, auto. A/C, stereo, great conditk>n. one
owner. 89K. $5195obo. Kathy-3 10-395-

0607.

^. 1
—^rounar =PREVIOUS Y>0ZZErSOEyED=

So

you

•>/

Jam

5400
Soootort tar Salt

1989 Yamaha Riva I25cc, Wack. 2 seater, 7k
mi., black helmet, took. $475obo. Contact
Marie 310-207-1252.

87' HONDA ELITE 150. First owner. 3000+
miles. $1200 OBO. 310-842-4760.

HONDA ELITE 125 Scooter. 4,000+ miles.

Runs great. $550. 310-397-7559.

89 HONDA ELITE SCOOTER Great condi-

tion. White, 1500miles New brakes. U-Lock
included. $650/060. Call: 310-649-0112.
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snooped
6 August person,

mayt)e
9 Whinny
14 Plenty

15 Olive — of the
comics

16 Tennessee—
Ford

1

7

Wide street

19 Solemn
20 Turf

21 Iowa town
22 Walked with a

swinging gait

23 Young lady

25 Animal skins

26 Musical inten/al

29 Oil org.

31 Scents
32 Game of chance
36 Burglar's target

37 Ballpark official

38 Actor Grey
40 Tortilla treat

43 Spicy cuisine

45 Experts
46 Badger
47 Mitt

50 Uprising

51 Extinguish (a

fire)

52 — gin

54 Serpent
57 Of the

countryside

58 Florist's item

61 Proverb
62 Lennon's wife

63 Sporty place

64 Howled
65 La Brea — pits

66 Golf-course

worker

DOWN
1 Snares
2 Melville novel

as amiEna mnas
SQmm DQSOD naoD

S@[S BBS SQmDd
asg][ag][gD qqsc^dss

sBOQncsBia sasasa
T EhE LIAINIDHTIA L L

LE|

3 Potato

4 House wing
5 Poor grade
6 Garden soils

7 "Jane —

"

8 Auto pioneer
9 Let slide

1 Actor Flynn
1

1

Not appropriate
12 Contributes

13 Pay attention

18 Rose holders

23 Weaker, as an
excuse

24 or Blue-Eyes'
ex

25 Fondle

26 W. Hemisphere
alliance

27 Popular
seafood

28 Soy product
29 Castillo on

"Miami Vice"

30 Burst

33 Expel
34 Chess piece

IT

35 Shout
37 Rocky

Mountain tribe

39 Director

Spike —
41 Frayed
42 Sorbet
43 Tribal leader
44 Antique auto
47 Dutch cheese
48 Virginia's —

Caverns
49 Oklahoma

tribe

50 Whiriybird

blade
51 Colorless

52 Glasgow
native

53 Moon goddess
54 Ovenvhelmed
55 Transmit
56 Worship
59 Fond du —

,

Wis.

60 "Is it a boy —
girl?"

FROM$17.95/DAY
RENT-A-CAR Under 25 ok Caeh dapotil

ok. Five mMM sloiMinoi. Open 7 diyi/M(.

M^ cradN-canls aooipM. 1-M0-770-

0606.
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SBylESTe^ AROUND THE WORLD.
Travtl to Qtmm. Spain. Co$ta Rica, or Aua-

tmla and aam ootaga cradNt. Cal tol fraa

1 -677-333-8ATW(7289).

HmffUeat

WORLD WIDE WEB
SECRETS

Dowtoad Up To tlOOK In Sonwar* For

FREE! 1-900-288-7888 EltSaeo $2 mrmln.

MuM B* ia». S*n^l 1-619-e4»«434

Koiind I itp /viif.iifs

( U/' o

S.uiti.i:,'!

(iii.iy.ii(iiil (.Jijilo

Hmrios All* s

$840
I iir K. ^

\ M II' \. I I -1 M\|i I

2-houi^L> iHiF tickets laaving U\ to Balti-

mora. $20(yeach. Call 916^15-2846.

CONSTELLATION
TRAVEL. INC.

ROUND TRIP FARES
Central America

Belize $418
Guetemala $397
Costa Rica $360
El Salvador $360

Mexico
Mexico City $260

Quadalajara $266

South America
Uma.. ; $349
Caiacai $48»
Bolivia. $682
Bogota $494

USA
New York $265

Washington $284

(213) 389-8933 Open 7 deytjweelc

ACNE SCARS?
OR CHICKENPOX scars? Patented laser-

assisted method. Proven success, retMJild

your ovMi collagen. Call for details 310-385-

0590.

SEXUAL PROBLEMS?
Improve male performance instantly! Maxi-

mize stamina, maintain control, and last

longer. Amazing, unheard of solutionsi Visit:

www.newremedies.com

mSQmKKm
|j8gal Aflvlcc/AttonMfys

BANKRUPTCY
GET OUT OF DEBT NOWl Free Consulta-

tion. Experienced attorneys, reasonable

fees. I^w Offices of White and Associates

(Cheryle M. White. UCLAW. -86') 800-420-

9998 or 310-207-2089. 12301 Wilshire

BI.,Ste 550, WU

GREEN CARDS NOW!
FILE YOUR GREEN CARD LOTTERY
Starting 10-1-96 through 10-26-98. Call at-

torney Doreen02 13-251 -9588.

BEST MOVERS. Licensed, insured. Lowest

rates. Fast, courteous^carefui. Many stud-

ents moved (or $96. Uc.-T-163844. NO JOB
TOO SMALLI 1-600-2-QO-BEST

HONEST MAN W/14(t inxk and doNies,

small ]iob%, shoit notice ok. Student discount

Ask about 10% dtocount 310-285-8688. Go
BniinsI

JERRY'S MOVINQADELIVERY. The careful

movers. ExperierK»d, relable. same-day de-

livery. Packing, boxes available. Also, pick-

up donatkxis (or Amerk^n Career Society.

JenyOai 0-391 -6657.

ASK AWESOME PSYCHtCS...questk>ns

about k>ve, money, health. 24hr8/daylll Call

nowtll 1-900-370-3734 x2558. $3.99/min.

Must be 18years oM. Sen^-U 619-645-8434.

FREE SOFTWARE
Amazing website shows how to download

over 250,000 shareware programs free. 1-

900-288-7888 ext-1619. $2.99/min, 18-t-

sen/-you 619-645-8434.

QIRLStI LIVE II 24hrs/daytt Talk one on one.

Call Nowll 1-900-825-2100 x1294
$3.99/min. Must be18 years-okJ. Sen/-U 619-

645-8434.

DRUM LESSONS
Aa LEVELS/STYLES with dedk:ated pro-

fesskxuil. At your home or WLA stu<^. ist-

lesaon (ree. No drum set necessary.

NeH:21 3-654-8226.

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years exp. all

levels and styles. Patient and organized.

Guitars available. Sam 310-826-9117.

GUITAR LESSONS by professk)nal near

UCLA. All levels, guitars avail. Call Jean at

310-476-4154. www.JWGS.com

^: I.I

MMMtiiilllMIHlKf

FREE CASH GRANTS
COLLEGE. SCHOLARSHIPS. Business.

Medk:al BiHs. Never repay Toll Free 1-800-

218-9000 Ext G 1650.

LOAN SPECIALIST
Cars, home, personal and debt consoUda-

tk>n. SmaH businesses wekxxne. Call toll-

(ree: 1-877-467-4922.

STUDENT LOANS
GET YOUR Sta((o(d Student Loan (rem Uni-

versity Credit Unkxi (Lender Code 832123).

Alao receive k>w-cost financial seivtees. 310-

477-6628; www.uou.org.

MBA, LAW, MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS!
Fmstrated developing your critk»l personal

statements? Get professional help from well-

known author/consultant. 310-826-4445.

www.winningpersonstatement.com

A FREE SESSION
Psychotherapy/Counseling for depresston,

anxiety, obsesskxis, post-trsumatk: stress,

etc. Couples/lndivMuals. Student rates.

Crime vkiims may be eligible tor free treat-

ment. CaN Liz GoukJ (MFC#32388)O310-
578-5957 to schedule your free consultatton.

EAGLE EYED EDITOR
PROOFREADS THESES, pubNcattons; tu-

tors Englah. study skills: trains tkne man-

tqrnnmH, stress reductton. Nadtai Liiwrence

PhD 310-393-1951.

INSURANCE WARI
WEIL BEAT ANYONE'S prtoe or dom WMit
your buainMa. Al drtvert. Newly loeneed.

*

Sludenl/lstalVIacully dtaooumt. Requeatttw
"Bniin Plan.' 310-777-6817 or 818-222-

/Ulslalef
wirempww naiMiai

Insurance Company
(310)312-0204

1201 WvetwcxxJ Blvd.
C2 bike, eo. of wiier>ir»>

1^'

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING
^ Al ^
Pmonal SMenanlik Pnpoaiii and Books.

1

Sharon Bear, Phi). (310) 4704112

SPORTS FANS MAKE $
i.Uol8poila.ooin> Live aports chat.

QREEN CARD LOTTERY 50.000 Vlaas
awMdad by US GOV. $36 tor attorney pns-

parad applcaltoa John Manley. Eaq. 12304
Sama Montea Blvd. #300 LA. CA 90025.
31(Ka20-7863. Daadfcw to apply:l0/28

OUTREACH COUNSELING SERVICES
Faa baaad on abWy to pay. InauranoaaMed-
icara aooopted. Endno: 818-819-6145,
LA313«0<}204.

PRIZE-WINNING
ESSAYIST AND rOWMCW PflOFESSOR
w1w> Ph.Da can ha|> you produoe winning

> 2221

PROFESSIONAL writing and editing help at

any stage wMh your personal statement by a
quaWied top notch writer. 310-936-2463.

RELATIONSHIP SPECIALIST- EHecth^e.

supportive. confkJentiai counselng. IndivkJu-

als and couples. Carole Chasin, MA,
M.F.C.C. 310-289-4643.

WINNING RESUMES. 1-hour sendee. Our
clients get results. Open 7 days. Visa and
Mastercard accepted. 310-287-2785.

Math/Physics/Statistics/Engtish/Hebrew.

Computerized statistteal analysis avail-

able.Tutoring servk:e. Free consultation.

Reasonable rates, call anytime. Ilan (600)90-

TUTOR. www.my-tutor.com

PhO's in psychok>gy/special ed. Teach aca-

d^mk:s and testing, note-taking, study strat-

egies to LD, ADHD and other diffrculties

ranging 8yr-adults. 310-315-1901.

PRIVATE TUTORING
SECONDARY PRIMARY LEVELS. All sub-

jec's. Affordable rates. Orte on one. At your

hoi.ie. Call ADMIRAL TUTORING: 310-477-

96F5.

THE WRITING COACH
Experienced teacher, Ph.D offers tutoring,

temi paper assistance, English, Social Sci-

ence, History. Foreign Students Wekx>me.
Cal: 310-452-2865.

TU^OR IN ITALIAN Native speaker. 5 yrs.

exp.^rience. emphasis on conversation,

reading, grammar. Lessons in French avail-

able. CaN Stefania 818-243-5204.

TUT')R:Engnsh. French, ESL, F5EE/SAT
preparatton. Emphasis on reading compre-
hen6i3nA«fr1tin(ystudy skills. Elementary, sec-

onda:/, college. Qualified teacher. 15-years

expe:ience. $45/hr. Stephanie: 310-395-

4688.

UCL/ ENGLISH ALUMNI, pro-writer, yOUng.

supei') papers guarartteed. High school and
betow wekx)me. Jeff 213-653-2240.

WRITING TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford University

gradu€!3. Help with English—for students of

ail aQbJ\9ve\i. $l7/hr. 310-472-8240 or

310-44(H)285.
"

^ MATH a LANGUAGES ^
FAST & FUN X

*-^ Experienced tutor ^
^^ 15 years tutoring expierence j^
Y Allleveia J

IJT FREE CONSULTATION W
Great Prices! ^Lt

it (310) 669-8233
CALL NOW -*

ADVANCED FORTRAN
PROGRAMMER

Needed to tutor student. $20/hr. Call 310-

226-2915 and leave a message.

GERMAN TUTOR NEEDED. P/T. Hrs ftexi-

bie. 31 0-289-1 404.

PHYSICS/PHYSIOLOGY TUTOR (or 11th

grader. $2Q/hr in Thouaarxl Oaks. Home:
805-4930653. Work: 805-376-9186.

RELIABLESTUDENT WANTED to help high

school Juntor wNh homework in vartous sub-

jects. 6-10 hra/wk. flextole. $10-1 2/hr.

(310)S58-4610ax.1

SENIOR/QRAD STUDENT needed to tutor

Beverly HHa High School aophorrwre In

Ma8i. 2hrs tor 4-5 Hmm/nM. FlexIM sched-

uia. 310-289-7989.

SPECIAL EDUCATION TUTOR- $25/hr

8hrB^veek. WLA area. Expeilenoed only.

Fax: 626-445-3821. EmaN ua <ciintot-

aat0aol.oofn>

TUTOR wanted for 7^. oM. (ilueto ma|or-

piarto artd vtolin. Homework help. M-Th, 2-

3hrs/day altemoona. 310-395-6198

evening 310-2530066 day.

TUTOR WANTED
Need a tutor tor Cham 153 A and Phystos

6C. $1QAv. Contact Joon at (310)206-1512

or •eMi Joonbug0ucla.edu. E-mail pre-

TUTORS WANTED $15^ Sania Monloa.

BATpiap. niaiiaH^enctLa»rt ii ml
310«79-21l

HATE TO TYPE? Let me do It for you.

Fast-faccurate. Professtonal screen plays

excepted. $2/0g. CaH-lris 310-839-3101 or

page 310-915-2255.

WORD PROCESSING Al types: reeeaich

papers, theses, resumes, fliers. Editing &
proofing available. Emergerwies OK. CaN:

818-598-1489 or emaif anmlwomnOpac-
bell.net.

WORD PROCESSING spedaiizing in thes-

es, dissertatk>ns, transcriptkxi, resumes, fli-

ers, brochures, mailing lists, reports. Santa

Monk:a, 310-828-6939. Hollywood, 213-466-

2888.

WORD PROCES;^..'.^ Typing, proofing,

editirig, rewritir)g, research, resumes, tutor-

ing, etc. Fax. email, bring work to me. Rush-

es. Student discount 818-830-1546.

$500/DAY. Nude modeling-women 18+ all

types. No experience necessary. Safe, pro-

fessk)r>al environment. Refer a friend and

earn $50! 310-358-3865.

ARE YOU SUFFERING from an income
shortage? Earn $1 500+monthly offering new
400 MHz computers or 233 MHz laptop

available to distributors for $350. Free de-

tails.

www.newmillenniumtech.com/webb.htm or

call 323-298-8506.

DRIVE YOUR DREAM FOR FREE. Any
make, model, or prtoe. No down payment.

No security deposit. Great income potential.

888-891-8890

Men-Women ages 18-24 for nude modeling

for magazines and fine art. CaU 310-289-

8941 days for informatkm.

Opponumty: industry veteran starting record

label based in Seattle seeking inves-

tor/partner. Exceptfonal talent secured.

Great opportunity to step into reoordtog ir>-

dustry. Contact Mogul Musk:0206-340-

0202.

START NOWl LOCAL AMWAY distributor

offers opportunity for good earning. You pk:k

the hours. We assist For an appointment

310-316-9595.

WttKKKf'
"

pamr Opportunities

DREAM JOB
IS HERE. The one w/k>ts of income potential

and freedom to do what you want. Call 1-

800-462-5714.

I^OONMai

%.

FOR SmmJAllY NOURISHMQ,
RNANCUaV SOUND PART-TIME W0RK7

Itaipic Isnd of Hollywood, a vitnni Rcfonn Jewish

coneregabon HI the hean of LA. needi crmive Jewish

people who love chikkcn and Judaum K).we as pait-

time RcbgxxH School rachen. gnds K-7. in ihe

areas oT Hetarw lanpage and Jewish saidics.

Cal(323)ir76«nQ.x226.

^

S
7700
IMIdCireVltentBd

AFTERSCHOOL CARE Wednesday and

occasional other days. Must have own car,

good references. 310-558-8285.

ATTENTION: a loving, mature, N/S, female

to babysit 4yr/okl giri during week. 30-4(Vhrs.

Transporlation needed. Exp a-pius. Refer-

ences. $8/hr. 812-949-1653.

CHILD CARE NEEDED P/T, 3 after-

noons/week. Intelligent, energetic, female

prefened. Sherman Oaks. $6/hr. Homework
help^lay 818-981-1241.

COMPANION to wort< P/T w/IO-year-oW boy

w/autism. Evenings and/or weeker>ds. Mini-

mum 6-months. Coursework and/or experi-

er)ce w/autism necessary. Add'l training and

supervisfon provkled. $104-/hr. 310-559-

7384.

CREATIVE, SMART resourceful P/T after-

noon nanny tor 2-boy8 ages 4^5. Referenc-

es required. Cal Prtsdlla at 310-399-5686.

DRIVE and homework help for 10-yr-okl in

attemoons. Must have car and kwuranoe.

31(M54-7S2S.

M/F DRIVER/BABYSITTER WANTED-' in

Santa Monfoa for 2kkJs (7*9) 1or2

daysAweek. Mostly aftemoons&aome eve-

nigs hours. Can accomodato your dass

schedule. Indudee njnning errands. Must

have own car. Ill/hr^gaa. References re-

quiiad.1 larthaf•310458-9244 or (ax:310-

MOM LOOKING FOR FEMALE to drive kUs

from achooMnma and mj^enfm hw. M-F

^45pnvOpm. Cal: Evenings: 310-450-2724

Daya:310-393-8871 ext 233

MOM'S HEU>ER
M-F 2:30-7:30 for great 13 yfo boy m busy 2

career houaehoto Supen^lee hw, oook dto-

Nght housekeeping. Clean car/li-

it releienoee a nafll |8J0^
310^1-5333.

WEST8IDE FAMILY
CH 310-

Reeponstole.energelk: person to care for

brtght Syr. oW boy. 3p.m -9p m. 2-3 days/wk.

Fiextoie. $10/hr. Must have car and referenc-

es. (323)874-2705.

Seekkig female tutor/babysitter w/car for 4th

grader to help w/reading and math. WLA
locatton. M, W, Th. 2:45-5:45PM. $8/hr. 310-

474-4732.

STUDENT WANTED to care for 8-year-oid-

boy in SM. 2-3 days/week after

2:30p.m.&evenings. Availability desired.

Good driving record/reiiabie car&references.

$8-9/hr. 310-458-3837.

TUTOR for 2ndA4rth graders; Must pk:k up
from sctxx)!, assist with homework and din-

ner; 3:30-7PM, fi^-Th; Driver's License re-

quired. Salary negotiable; Hollywood Hills lo-

catton reply to 310-789-2054

WantBd m
ADMINISTRATOR/PROJECT ASSISTANT

(internship possibility). Computer literate,

IBM-Windows/lnlernet plus. Senior/graduate

w/strong writing/oral communication. No
dress code/reception duties. $7-$9,

17hrs/wk. Serious inquiries:Fax:310-395-

0509.

$1000'S

POSSIBLE TYPING
P/T At home. Toll free (1) 800-218-9000. Ext

T- 1650 for listings.

$1500 weekly potential mailing or circulars.

No experience req. Free informatk>n packet.

CaH 202-466-1639.

$20/HOUR-i-TtPS
Female nude figure models needed. Profes-

sfortal studk). Absolutely no sex, dotgs, akx>-

hoi. smoking, or toucNng. Work your own
hours. Must have a great body and a pretty

lace. Asian models espadaly needed, ttaik.

na Studfos, Downtown LA: 323-222-8044.

$20/HR PT/FT
PROCESSING MAIL! Free supplies,

postagel Bonuses! Rush SASE to

CMAAX^LA Po Box 567443. Atlanta GA,
31156

signupOinfo.infomachine.com

$7.25/hr and up!
DO YOU have initiative? Become a UCLA
Community Servk:e Officer and expfore law

and publK relations. Great Pay Rexibie

hours. Student-oriented. Web:
www.ucpd.ucla.edu/ucpd/cso. Email:

csoOucpd.ucla.edu, Phone: 310-825-2148.

ACCOUNTING DEPT assistant. P/T entry

level position. M-F 2-6. Bask: computer

knowledge, car with insurance, good oral

and written communication skills required.

$9/hr. 310-276-9166.

ACCURATE WORDPROCESSOR and

bookkeeper MS offk:e, Quk:ken, and billing

experience preferred. Will train. 10-15 hours

flexible. Dr. Frank 310-442-2040.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASST/OFFICE ASSIST-
Internship in Down town LA. Start ASAP. $8-

10/hr depending on experience. Need smart,

self motivated, detail orientated indivklual.

Req's= advanced computer skills, ms office,

internet. Some research and ptiones in-

volved. Fax resume:2 13-61 7-2325 Attn:HR

ADVERTISING/SALES on an intemet web-

sit 3. Will train to sell on Lacities.com $25/hr

Ccmmisston is easy p/t or f/t 310-444-1840.

clealOhotmail.com

ALL-AROUND ASSISTANT needed at West-
skJe Temple. Shrs/day (including lunch-time),

5days/wk. Answer phones, help w/enands
and office work. Everyday will be different.

Must have own car. $6-7/hr. 310-652-

7353ext.223.

ANNOUNCERS, no expftlj.Tce necessary.

Host musk:/taik-shows for our radk) statfons.

P/T. $10-1 5/hr, $200+per/show, pkJS fantas-

tfcbenefHs. 213-468-0060 24-hours.

ARE YOU FUN, BRIGHT
AND REUABLE?

BABYSnTERJ>ERSONAL ASST Require-

ment-:: chikJ devetopment beckground/chld-

care experierice. Car. good driving

record&references. $10/itr. 4 afterr

noona/evenlnga/wk 310-264-4217.

ASSISTANT (or business offtee. For mora
details pleaae cal 310-278-2750 or (ax re-

sume 310-278-0038.

ASSISTANT TO DIRECTOR OF OPERA-
TIONS. Assistant needed tor vartous hours.

Frktay-Sunday to aaaM in Molton Pk:ture re-

aearch oMce. CompmerAlelephone skMe a
muat Muet have a deidble echaduie. Pleaee
(ax reeume to DawnO310-840-5809.

ATHLETIC MINDED
LOOKING tor competitive leaders who want
to achieve an above evefaga Matlyle. Cal
now 310457-4376.

STUDENT DRIVER
For 2 cMdran. Neada cii%wurance. dean

laoonLForcafpodAhomawork. From 2pm.

Zmmfmmk. 31(M75-42M

Display

206-3060
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BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED. Earn
$150-$250/night. Wortt P/T while going to

school. Day/eve classes. 1-2week classes,

800-974-7974. International Bartender's

school. HUNDREDS OF JOBS!

BEVERLY HILLS SALON kx)king for profes-

sfonal receptionist for PT positfon. Computer
skills a must. (310)273-3155.

CAMPUS JOB OPPORTUNITY. $7.25/hr.

approx. 15-20 hrs/wk. M-F pref. 12-4. Re-

quires excellent receptionist skills, general

offk:e and computer skills. Fax resume to:

310-794-9565 Attn. Ingrid.

CASTING
EXTRAS needed for feature films, commer-

cials, and music videos. Eam up to $240 per

cay! No experience needed. Wori< guar-

anteed! Call today 213-851-6103.

CENTRAL CAMPUS
CENTRAL CAMPUS JOBS. Part-time jobs

available w/UCUV Concessfons. We wori(

w/your class schedule. Supervisory opportu-

nities. Half-off meals. 310-206-0736.

CENTRAL CAMPUS
CENTRAL CAMPUS JOBS. Part-time jobs

WYfliifinl^O**'** CoopefBge. Wfr wofiLw^your

.

class schedule. Supervisory opportunities.

Half-off meals. 310-206-0740.

CITY OF BEVERLY Hills paricing attendants

needed. Weekends only/$8.76/hr. Morning

and Evening shifts available. Dept. of Trans-

portation. 455 N. Rexford Dr., Room 130. /Kp-

ply in person. 310-285-2552.

Clerical. General Office. F/T and P/T.

Flexible hours. $8/hr. Close to UCLA. Fax

Resume (310)889-1893.

CLERICAL/CUSTOMER SERVICE. Full-

time permanent. M-F. Good phone and Eng-

lish skills, type 50WPM, detail-oriented, reli-

able. WLA. $8-$8.50/hr. 310-826-3759.

CLERICAL/SALES. PfT or F/T, excellent op-

portunity. Love of jewelry. Call t>etween 12-

6pm. Shane's Jewelry. We have 3 openings

immediately 310-208-8404.

CLERK. 24hrs/wk. 3 days. $7/hr. Real Estate

development management co. Work sched-

ule to cover lunch hrs. Typing, phone skills,

computer literate. 310-478-8757-Ashlynne.

COACHES NEEDED.
MIDDLE SCHOOL. Soccer and girts oasket-

baW. Pakl positions. Call Gail for basketball

ext. 248. Keith for soccer, ext 247 310-391-

7127.

COACHES NEEDED: J.H. soccer and H.S.

Softball. SFV private school. Experience pre-

ferred. Hours&salary negotiable. Please

call: 818-505-5384.

COMPUTER/TELECOM
CUSTOMER SERVICE REP Fast groviring

intemet co. located in Westwood seeking

PT/FT customer sen^ice reps w/excellent

Windows95/PC skills to wortt midnight-

8:30AM, 5AM-8AM, 4PM-11PM. Fluency in

German&French a plus. Fax resume J. Ash-

craft 310-507-0292.

CUSTOMER SERVICE. Espresso Roma
seeks.energetk: dependable. wi!llr>g to work
in fast-paced coffee house in Anderson Busi-

ness School. Flexible hours. Apply in person.

Lani.

DENTAL OFFICE needs office help. P/T-F/T.

Hours flexible. Experience preferred. 310-

451-5404.

DOG DAY CARE TRAINERS- Must have ex-

perier>ce wortcing w/dogs. (Vetennarian of-

fice, kennels, or pet sitting) Office skills. 213-

217-8249 Fax resume:323-650-5839.

DRIVER needed in Westwood flower sf>op

M-F 2pm-9pm. Call 310-208-4000.

DYNAMIC, PRESENTABLE. ENERGETIC
martteting needed for sports medicine prac-

tice. Offrce wori(. billing, patient interaction

Fax Resume 310-335-1543 or call 310-640-

3771

EAST COAST SALES for Christmas season

Can make $10.000-$30.000/2months Look-

ing for responsible, professional sales peo-

ple Secure your spot today 213-650-9606

ELECTRONICS PRODUCTIONS ASST PT
WLA area Call for details 310-478-0591.

ENERGETIC OFFICE CLERK needed Exp

book keeper Good English Approx

I5hrs/week Flexible hours West Hollywood

Day r-2 13-650- 1769 eve/weekends 390-

3931582

Classifieds

825-2221

F/T TELEMARKETING/Assistant Broker, i

Westwood Brokerage Rrm seeks teiemar-'

keter/asst to broker. Will train and sponsor
the right person to t}ecome commodities bro-

ker. Contact Rk*03 10-475-9977.

FEMALE HAIR MODELS m
(All natfonaiities) our models have worked for

Sebastian, Aveda, Paul Mitchel*, Redken,
Toni&Guy BegirvYer's ok! Most ages ok! All

heights ok! Great pay! Call Iree' now! otto

(24-hours) 1-800-959-9301.

Sprino Break 'SO

Take "2
Now Hiring ReosI

2(reeTrlDson_ l

oitfy lb Sales k 19

UMH26-7nO

FITNESS INSTRUCTOR 20hrs7wk. Mon..

Wed.. Fri.. 6:30-11:30 a.m. plus weekerxJ

hours. $600/mo. (310)475-9556. Ask for Liz

or Mike.

FOUR HASHERS for Monday night only 4-

7:30pm. $204-meal. Inquire CN Omega at

708 Hilgard.

FOWLER GUARDS
Gallery attendants needed. P/T. No experi-

ence required. Please contact Fowler

Museum/Security Dept. 310-206-7750.

FREE FOOD
SERVERS AND DISHWASHERS needed

weekdays 5-8pm. Rexibie hours and free

food. Sorority house. Please call 310-208-

4919.

GIRLS wanted at exclusive social club In

WLA. Conversation only. No ateohol. Flexi-

ble hours. Eam top $$$. 310-477-9871.

GRAPHICS ARTIST Established artist needs
assistance developing promo-kit for CD re-

lease. Win95 knowledge. Brentwood. Re-

sume/lette to RockyShareOmindspring.com,
or call 310-442-0396

GREAT PEOPLE
GOOD PAY!!!

POSITION AVAILABLE as therapy assistant

in modem chiropractic office, close to cam-
pus. This is a great experience. Prefer pre-

med/kineskjiogy majors. MWF 9 a.m.-l p.m.

Starts at $9.0Qmour. Contact Jill at 310-475-

3488.

MODELS WANTED Cute girts, 18-24, need-
ed for fun glamour photography No experi-

ence necessary. $350/ four hour sessk)n.

Call A Surf Company at 310-261-5999.

MOVIE EXTRA WORK
* RevokJtkxwiry new program* Start immedi-

ately* All types-18+!* Fun/Easy* No crazy

fees* Program for free medrcal* Call-24/hrs

213-850-4417.

NATIONAL PARK
EMPLOYMENT

Find the kleat job in America's Nattonal

Parits, Forests&Wikllife Presen/es. All skill

levels. Competitive wages-^t)enetits. /^ us
how! 517-336-4298 ext. N59341.

NEED TELEMARKETER/OFFICE ASST for

a ctotNng conf>pany PT/FT. Call 310-473-

7454.

NICOTINE CHEMISTS
needed PT for theoretical/practical studies.

Please call Edward Vandegrilt at 310-820-

3937.

NORTH CAMPUS
NORTH CAMPUS JOBS. Part-time jobs

available at the LuValle Commons. We worit

w/your class schedule. Supervisory opportu-

nities. Half-off nr>eals. 310-825-1177.

NOW HIRING!
PT Swim Instructors, Lifeguards, CNklcare
Staff. Contact ShaynaOCulver-Palms
YMCA nr CM 310-390-3604 xin7

RECEPTK>NIST for WESTSIDE ad agency.

Homework is okay Light duties/phones.

$6/hr. Fax resume: 310-442-3003.

RECEPTIONIST P/T M-F*Sat. Salary nego-

tiable Flexible schedule. Start ASAP. Good
communication skills, people orientated.

Cosmetk: Laser Centers of B.H. 310-247-

1400^1

RESEARCH ASSISTANT-$12-15/HR. Rexi-

bie hours. Must be profk:ient with library/on-

line research. High-GPA. Business back-

ground prefened but not required. Fax re-

sumeAranscript: 310-571-0247.

RESEARCH ASST Allsport Photography
kx>king for bright, organized, detail-oriented

people for research in our sports picture li-

brary. Sports and photo knowledge a plus.

Apply in person0 17383 Sunset Blvd, Sui-

te300. Pacific Palisades.

RETAIL SALES
Seeking responsible, outgoing indivkluals for

part and full time sales positkxis in an ups-

cale, attractive. Century City retail store.

Must enjoy wortung with chikJren. Call Lynn

at Petit Jardin Children's Shoes 310-476-

0805.

SALES
ANIMATION ART. Become a professional

Animation Art Consultant for a successful

Brentwood gallery. Must have excellent com-
municatk)n skills, telemariieting and sales

experience a plus. Draw against commis-
sion. Call J. Cari 310-447-6490.

SALES REPS NEEDED. Outbound calls. No
cokl-calling. Educatk>nal sales. $8-Kx>mmis-

sk}n. Call 310-209-0554 ext.506. Fax 310-

209-2025 Attn: Sales.

SALES&CLERICAL. P/T or F/T, excellent

opportunity. Love of jewelry. Call between
12-6pm. Shane's Jewelry. 310-208-8404.

SCIENCE ADVENTURES Seeking dedk:at-

ed instructor for 'Tuinds-on' science pro-

gram. 3-8hrs/wk. $l5/hr. Experience pre-

ferred. 1-800-472-4362ext.245-297.

A PERFECT STUDENT JOB

Do you need a job In the

afternoons during school (M-F)?

All day Saturday, too! Full time

during Quarter Breaks and
Summer Vacations! Work

experience not necessary. Apply
today at

Westwood Sporting Goods.
1065 Qayloy Ave,
Westwood Village,

310-208-6215.

\

HELP PART TIME FLEXTIME- Friday Satur-

day Sunday. Coffee cart baristas or will train.

Ram:909-243-1585 Phone and fax infonna-

tion ASAP

HELP SERVE DINNER Part or Full-time

Monday-Friday from 4pm-8pm. Wag-
es-t-nteals. Males preferred. 310-208-3281.

HOLIDAY $$$
FOR Swan's Holktey Store, Westside Pavi-

lion. October-Jan. Flexible hours. Must be
friendly w/good customer service skills. 310-

234-0123.

HOME TYPISTS
PC USERS NEEDED. $45,000 income po-

tential. Call: 1-800-513-4343 Ext.B-10105

I'M SWAMPED
RAPIDLY EXPANDING Promotton company
openir)g new office in BH seeks above aver-

age individuals for P/T/F/T positk>ns. 310-

652-9749.

LIBRARY CLERK- p/t. $8-10/hr. Reliable,

detail orientated person to search library

catalogues for document delivery company
in Westwood. Fax:310-208-5971 Attn:Sal. or

email <salOinfotrieve.com>

LOOKING for energetk:, motivated, friendly

people to answer phones.greet customers.

Computer experience helpful. Starting pay
$8/hr. 310-395-7368.

MALE MODELS
Printwort(. UB under 25. Lean, any race,

leave name, number&physical stats. Free

interview. Beginners welcome. 213-960-^

1066. 24hrs.

MANAGEMENT TRAINEE FT/PT Baskin

Robbins. Apply T-F, 10-5pm. 1227 Wilshire,

SM. 310-236-2171 Ask for Scott

MARKETING ASSISTANT/COORDINATOR
for a mortgage company located in Santa

Monica at the Water Garden Must be com-

puter literate, aggressive &professionai

Salary open, F/T. health insurance available

310-829-4645

MODELS WAITED by proleeaional photo-

studto for upcoming asetgnmenl. Male/Fe-

male Pro/Non-Pro Fashion/Commer-
olaVThaMncai Call for appointment 818-

-7933

OFFICE ASSISTANT needed M&WOWest-
wood graphic design company $7.50/hr.

Light clerical duties&professional phone
manner. Car needed for errands. Fax re-

sume 310-208-5635.

OFFICE. CLERICAL, SECRETARIAL wortt.

Need to be bilingual in English and Arabic.

F/T and P/T a>ore than 1 -person. 310-575-

1991

OPTOMETRIC ASSISTANT Assisting w/pa-

tient eye care. Utilitizing diagnostk: instnj-

mentation. Dispensing glasses&contact

lenses. Excellent communication skilts,&in-

dependently activated. Call 213-653-2020.

OUTGOING TELEMARKETERS for Match-

making Company Fun job, evening hours.

We set appointments for singles to visit. Call

AdamO310-777-6900.

PfT RECEPTIONIST
NEEDED for small busy real estate office in

S.M. Wednesday-fFriday 1-5 pm only. $8/hr.

Call:310-451-8171 Fax resume:31 0-395-

6361.

P/T TEACHER toddler program. Tues-

days&Thursdays. Canyon Cooperative Pre-

school. Please mail resume to 1820 N. Las

Palmas. LA. CA 90028.

PERSONAL ASSIST to professor. Must

have car and insurance. Dependable, able to

commit to 1-year. Computer literate. Spanish

speaking helpful. 10-fhrs/wk, 3-5 afternoons

M-F 3:30-? Elegin ASAP Call 213-951-7050.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT for musk: industry.

Bilingual in English/Japanese prefened, or-

ganizatk>nal skills, computer literate. P/T, F/T

$400/wk. Hours flexible. 310-301-4009.

MODELS NEEDED NOW
No experience required

C.it.ikiq Print work M.nq.ijines, Movies

Video & TV Commercials

Men and Women of ,tII Aqcs
Free Consult.ition

SECRETARIAL JOB. 10-12 hrs/week/flexible

hours. Customer Service oriented with edit-

ing and computer skiHs. 310-859-9572. Mike

Or Ilan infoOcannontrading.com

SEEKING TEACHER'S AID- 2-4hrs/day. M-
F $8/hr. K-2. Lunch duty required. West-

wood School. Ask for DonnaO310-474-
7788.

SEXUAL PROBLEMS?
Maintain control, maximize stamina, and last

k>nger. Amazing, unheard of solutkKis! Seek-
ing willir>g product testers. Apply at

www.newremedies.com

Seorchinq for Models
Man arxl Women for corrvnercials,

catalog & maoaxlne ads. txochures. and
catwalk •Specializing in petites •

$150to$2S0pertK>ur
^BevertyHiUs*

A^No Fee No Experience

(310)273-2666

CALL NOW 310-659-7000

PHOTO LAB p/t assist phok) printer or com-
puter imaging Beveriy Hills 310-274-3445.

PHOTOGRAPHER Recording artist needs

photograplier for alt>um cover. Samples
req'd. RockyShareOmindspririg.com. or call

at 310-442-0396

PROMOTERS
High energy people to bring in audience for a

weekly comedy show. Will pay cash for

results! 213-390-5586.

PT and FT DRIVERS for lunch and dinner

shifts. $10-f/hr. Must speak English. Contact

Dining In: 310-274-0123 818-986-3287.

PT TIME ASST. Post-grad institute. Some
evenings. General otfice. computer exp In-

dependent, responsible, organized, outgo-

ing, errands $8-9/hr Fax resume 310-477-

•5968

PUBLISHING INTERN- Responsible, ener

geltc w/oompuler skills Knowledge of Page
Maker 6.0 Faat growing motion pictured
evtsion dtreaones $7/hr Hours i-iegoHible

Susan Moore Canoco Publtehmg 310-471

2267

STAFF ASSISTANT/reception. SM-area.

$10/hr. Bright, selfstarter, hardwortdrig ener-

getic indivual needed for busy real es-

tate/media office. 20-30/hrs-week. Computer
literate. Good phone/organizational skills.

Fax: 310-576-6643

MarialutesOaol.com

START TODAY
Natk>nal Mariceting Co. needs people ASAP
for data entry. $10/hr to start. FT/PT wee-

kends, very flexible. Culver City kx:atk)n.

Fax resume to 310-398-3550

STOCK BROKER TRAINEE- pA or lA.

Flexible hours. Pakf training. WtJKarea. 310-

914-9700.

SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNSELOR. Even-

ings, some days. Part-time. 2-years experi-

ence. Spanish/English fluency. $10-25/hr

Contact Marilyn: 310-479-8353.

TEACHERS
SAT MATH, chemistry, biotogy, calculus.

Graduate student w/experience. 700+ SAT .

Elementary school teacher w/credentials.

$l7.50/hour. Hours flexibie after 4pm and

Saturdays. 818-727-9447.

TELEMARKETERS AND SALESPEOPLE
wanted. Busir)ess communications company
provkles networking, phone systems-f Nep-
tel servk:e. Fast-paced and profossior^l en-

vironment. Flexible hours 9-5 M-F Salary

and commisskxi. Jeanette 0310-391 -7199.

TRAINER to drill free style wrestling tech-

nk^ues. Also need intern for work on urban

planning project. 310-456-8857.

TRANSLATION COMPANY in Santa Monk»
seeks office help (F/T) Detail-minded, ver-

satile, organized, w/exceilent language skills

(English and one other major language), and
extensive PC expertise. 310-260-7700

VOLUNTEER USHERS
FOR GEFFEN PLAYHOUSE productton of

'The Cripple of Inishmaan' Starts Oct 20
Sign-up&see It tor free: 310-206-6500
ext.115

WAITERS WANTED Well-established

Szechwan restaurant k)cated in WLA seek-
ing to fill foltowing F/T and P/T positkxis:

waiters/waitress, take-out order packers
wanted. Full-time/part-time for lunch and din-

ner shifts. Must be able to read/write

Chinese/English. Exp. preferred. Also k)ok-

ing for drivers. 310-266-1183.

WE'RE SEEKING INDIVIDUALS to provkje

support to tt>e devek)pmentally disabled. Call

Dwight Istanbulian at 818-361-6400 ext 129.

WRITER. Chlklren's book author needs de-

vek)pment assistant/aspiring writer for new
project. Research req'd. Win95. Brentwood.
Resume/letter to RockyShareOmlnd-
spring.com, call 310-442-0396

WRITERS/EDITORS who are Involved In

some subculture (i.e. Punk/Hip Hop/Elec-

tronic/Gothk:) wanted for new pubik:atk)n.

Call 805-284-0611.

DOWNTOWN STORE needs intern to help

select art, antiques, toys, gifts for inventory;

establish prices; design displays. Set own
schedule. Possible commisstons; no salary.

310-473-9912.

EXCELLENT INTERNSHIP OPP for web
page designer at Makai Events in Manhattan
Beach. ExperierK:e, references &Contactsl
Call Amy O 310-546-9585

FILM PRODUCTION company at Para-
nfKHjnt Pk:s seeks motivated. svnatX & reliable

interns to assist in research, script reading &
other duties for FaH/Wlnter. Please fax cov-

erietter&resume attn:Chris 323-862-1110.

INTERNS WANTED: FT/PT poslttons avail-

able for students at prestigkxis entertain-

ment PR flnn. Must be enthusiastk:&detall-

oriented. Offers college credit, hands-on ex-

perience&future film&televisk)n career con-

tacts. Contact Amanda at 310-550-7776.— — a
INTERNSHIP Small film productton compa-

_[iy at Paramount Pknures seeks i __
ed, intelligent and reliable interns to assist in

research, script reading&general offk:e du-

ties. Please call Nick or Amy at 323-956-

8150.

PAID INTERN Copywriter/editor. Eng-
lish/Journalism major to assist w/artk:les.

press releases and more for Corporate PR
Firm. Potential emptoyment after graduatkx).

213-381-3663, Miles J. McNeil or email

nKneiknOdmjm.oom

.

-

,

•'

. .

PAID INTERN. Corporate PR Finn looking

for intern. Hard-wortting, strong writer. Flexi-

ble schedule. Potential empk}yment after

graduatkxi. 213-381-3663. Miles J. McNeil
or email nx:neilmOdmjm.oom

PAID INTERNSHIP
WESTWOOD LAW FIRM- Flextole hours.

Leamak>L $7,504-. Good typing skills, com-
puter Hterete, excel experierKe preferred.

Call 310-475-0481. Resumes preferred:

310-446-9962.

PAID INTERNSHIP with publishing compa-
ny Looking for energetic, computer literate

intem. Flexible schedule. ck)se to UCL>V. Fax
resume to Julie031 0-268-7604.

PAID MARKETING INTERNSHIP- Campus
Street Rep. Wanted: Maritet and promote
animalhouse.com The ultimate oriline col--

lege community. Email us <campusOanl-
malhouse.cop> Call:800-254-8433.

SPORTS AGENCY
INTERN NEEDED. Flexible hours. Unpaki

job offers comprehensive industry experi-

ence. Must be reliable. Spanish speaking

preferred. Fax JonO3l0-478-4709.

HEALTHY FEMALE VOLUNTEERS (17-

35yrs.) wanted for a study involving small

amounts of radk>actlvity at UCLA. $25/hr.

Cal 310-825-1118 or 310-825-2871.

ART GALLERY INTERN
2 biks from campus. Seeks volunteer kitema.

Flexibie PT positk>ns. Call Tim 310-206-

1896, 10-6

ACNE PROBLEMS?
Men and women \Mth acne needed to try

revoiutKmary new acne product and
appear in special TV. show. Wi receive

free product and reimbursemen

Call Cristina 9 (310) 444-6300

ADVERTISE

Displfiy

20b- :UK'^
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$675 ELEGANTLY
REMODELED 2t)drm. oak floors, tiled kitch-

en, garage, great Van Nuye kxaVon. Minutes

to Sherman Oaks shopping. h4ear library,

t>uses, freeways. 9 mi. .UCLA. 818-399-

asio.

1-BDRM $650
>JEAR SHERMANoaks QAtLERIA. Huge

'•f|L:i0Mi for rooffWnates. Garden courtyard,

pool. A^, phone-erury. Minutes to campus.

818-997-7312. ^^^
1 -BLOCK TO CAMPUS. 2-bdm:t, hardwood.

$1250. Walk to vUtage and campus. 10966

RoebNng Ave. Knewfy remodeled. 310-206-

4253. 310-824-2595.

* PALMS * "*

2BD, 2BA,

TOWNHOMES, FIREPLACE,

GATED GARAGE,

ALARM

• 3614 PARIS DR. $1145
(310)837-0906

- 2BD, 2BA

* MAR VISTA *
2BD, 2BA.,

TOWNHOMES,
GATED GARAGE.

ALARM, FIREPLACE

• 11931 Avon Way $1025

• 12714 Mitch«ll Ave. $1075

4BD, 4eA., 3 STORIES
• 3954 Beethoven St $1895

(310)391-1076
. Open House Mon. - Sat, 10 • 5

.

APT NEAR CAMPUS
WESTWOOO. SfMdous tMchelor. Cloee to

UCLA. 310-444-1478 Atk tor Fred.

BEVERLY HILLS AOJ. 2-BEDROOM $950-

$1195. LARGE. UPPERA.OWER. UNU-
SUAL CHARM. SOME W/HAROWCX)0
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
310-839-6294.

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT- Bright spacious

upper 2txlnn/2t>eth. Partdng. Fireplace, bal-

cony. $1179Mx>. Can 310-473-8057.

BRENTWOOD Single apt. near Brentwood
Village, utilities paid. $600. Westside Rental

Connection. 310-395-1284. Low Agent Fee.

www.westsiderentals. com

INTERNATIONAL
STUDENTS

SANTA MONICA
SUBLETS

NORTH OF WILSHIRE. Near tMSCh. Ibdrm
$733. 2t>dmfV2beth $922 and $992. Will sub-

let 2-12 months to students with non-renew-

able visas and exit expiration date of less

than 1yr. 818-761-1168.

LOOKING for a place to live in the Westside?

Cal Westside Rental Connection 310-395-

1284 Low Agent Fee. www.westsideren-

tals.com

NEED A PLACE to live In Hollywood? Los

Fellz, Sliver Lake. Call 323-634-7366.

www.west8lderental8.com

PALMS. Share 2-bdrm/2-bath. Fully fur-

nished. Fireplace, secured entry and park-

ing. Close to #12 SM bus, 15-min from cam-

pus. $250/mo. 310-364-5614.

PALMS. Single apt from $495. 1-bdrm. $595.

Stove. $600deposlt for single and
$900deposit for 1-bdrm. 1-year lease. 310-

837-1502 leave message.

SANTA MONICA HI Guest House, North of

Wilshire, yards, utilities pakl, $650 WestskJe

Rental Connection. 310-395-1284. Low
Agent Fee. www.westsiderentals.com

Santa Monk:a Ul Guest House, North of

Wilshire, yards, utilities paid, $650 Westside

Rental Connection (310)395-1284. Low
Agent Fee www.westsiderental8.com

SANTA MONICA U1 Hardwood ftoors. laun-

dry, private, deck. k)l> of treee. $1050. West-
skje Rental Connectton. 310-395-1284. Low
Agent Fee. www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA Bachek>r apt. North of

Wilshire, controlled access, $575. Westskje

Rental Connection 310-395-1284. Low
Agent Fee www.westsklerentals.

SANTA MONICA Single apt, hardwood
t\oon, private entrance, furnished, $1100.

Westskie Rental Connectk)n. 310-395-1284.

Low Agent Fee. www.west8klerentals.com

SANTA MONICA Single apt. pool, fitness

center, secure. $903 Westskje Rental Con-
nectk>n 310-395-1284. Low Agent Fee.

www.westskJerentals.com

SILVERLAKE. House w/o pet. Large place,

$1400. 323-634-7368 Low Agent Fee.

www.westsk1erentais.com

VENICE U1 Apt. dog ok, hardwood fk>ors,

yard $900. WestskJe Rental Connectk)n 310-

395-1284. Low Agent Fee. www.westskJer-

ental8.com .

WESTWOOD A rare find, like a home. 2-

bdrm/2-bath. $2000/mo. 2-year lease. Pets

ok. Your own washer/dryer. Refrigera-

tor/stove/dishwasher/A/C. Immaculate.
BeautHul. 310-206-8007.

WESTWOOD U1 apt. A/C, fireplace, park-

ing, bak:ony, $845. Westside Rental

Connectk>n. 310-395-1284. Low Agent Fee.

www.westskJerentals.com

WESTWOOD U1. 3 bkxAs to UCLA, w/o
pet, hardwood ftoon, parking. $900. West-
skJe Rental Connectton. 310-395-1284. Low
Agent Fee. www.westskJerentals.com

WESTWOOD 1 -minute to UCLA. Singles.

Clean, furnished, gated property, intercom

entry, hot plate, pool. 1-year lease, $750/mo.

No pets/subletting. 310-824-1830.

WESTWOOD Single apt. pool, near patk,

Jumiahal ^ffiO. Westsklfl Ranlal Connec-
lion. 310-395-1284 Low Agent FeeT
www.westskJerentals.com

WLA- Spack)us 2txJrm/2balh. Prime k)ca-

tion. Patio. Near UCLA, transportation,

Wilshire. Newly remodeled. Parlting. $1275-

$1395. Great area, wont last. 310-207-7209.

WLA. $825-$850. 2bdmV1.5ba. Dishwasher.

AC, carpet, drapes built-in. Extra large

fenced patk). 310-670-5119.

MAR VISTA, $535AupAmonth. Ask about
move in special. Attractive, furnished 1-

bdrm. Large, pool, palto, barbecue area.

Quiet-buiklng. 3748 Inglewood Blvd. 310-

398-8579.

•'^^- -iK-'f. y,-. '.

\ '^_'Si5ii<>V- :9::".i^.

VAN NUYS: SHRMN WY«406. E-Z corfim-

ute. Lite, brite, pristine 2bdmV2t>a condo.

2gar, WB-FP A/C. in-unit WD, frig. Irg rnslr,

N-cIgs, sec, pool, spa. $79,900. Bkr-m^ody.
818-363-6116x206.

WESTWOOD 2 bedroom. 2 bath, a/c, fire-

place, new kitchen. 30ft. bakx)ny, 2-car park-

ing, elegant condo, walk to UCLA $190K.

31 0-391 -287^

ENCINO GUESTHOUSE in large quiet yard

with pool. Living room, bdrm, bathroom,

kitchen. Cathedral ceilings, skylights, pet ne-

gotiable. $775^utilities. 818-343-6547.

GOVT FORECLOSED
HOMES FROM PENNIES ON $1. Delin-

quent Tax. Repo's. REO's. Your area. Toll

free (1)800-218-9000 Ext. H-1650 for current

listings.

PALMS 1-bdrm in 2-bdrm apartmer«. Se-
cured buiWing, partdng, 10 min. to UCLA
$42SAno -f deposit. Call 310^1-2390

SANTA MONICA. Private bdmVbath. aU utili-

ties, laundry and cable. N/S, female pre-

ferred. Must like cats. $450/mo. 310-264-

9905.

WESTWOOD Furnished room in private

home 2miles from UCLA. Private shower,
hook-up for cat)le and private phone. Refer-

ences required. 310-478-3459.

WESTWOOD $475
WALK TO UCLA. Beautifully furnished one
private bedroom/private entrance. Kitchen,

laundry. Paridng. MALE STUDENT PREF.
Available 10-21-98. 310-473-5769.

WLA Living room to rent. $350/rT>o. Ctose to

UCLA. 2nd ftoor, pool, gym, tennis, utilities

inckjded. Fenuile preferred. 310-445-9412.

WLA ROOM FOR RENT Students wekx)me.

House neaiby Westwood area. Convenient

to kx:al transporiatton. $450. Leave mes-
sage 310-559-8946.

WLA. NEAR UCLA $395/mo. Large room,

share bath. Off-street pari(ing. Quiet area,

good for UCLA student. Female preferred,

N/S. 1-800-404-6202

WLA. NEAR UCLA $495/mo. Large room.

0.5bath. Off-street pariung. Quiet area, good
for UCLA student. Female preferred. N/S. 1-

800-404-6202.

BEAUTIFUL WLA ROOM with great view, 4-

min from UCLA in exchange for tutoring kids

ages 12&10. Female UCLA students only.

310-271-7575.

CHILD CARE wanted in exchange for Guest-

house. Experience. stror>g references, car

required . Flexibte hours. Walk to campus .

UCLA student nniv T10-470-4393

BEVERLY HILLS. Luxury 2 t)dfm/2 Dath apt.

Security-building, pool, secured parking,

central air/heat, furnished. All utilities paid(in-

ciudes makJ-service). No pets. $70Q/mo.
-310-556-1041.

LOS FELIZ House. Large, bright, room w/pri-

vate entrance. $300, security/utilities. Stud-

ent only, under 29. quiet&clean. GAM/GWM.
tion-smoker. Leave number. 323-960-1066.

BRENTWOOD- 2bdrm/2bath apt to share.

Graduate preferred. Within 2mi from school.

Furnished, full kitchen, spacey, balcony.

$600/mo. 818-878-4924.

BRENTWOOD. Spactous and sunny 2+2 to

share w/one other. Bakx}ny, laundry, parking.

Grad student/professional preferred.

$625/mo. Available 11/03. Denise 310-454-

4424.

**i

Catholic
St. Paul the Apostle

10750 ONo Ave.

Los Angelea, 90024.

310^74-1527

M-F, 6:30am, 8am, 12:05pm,

5:30pm; Sat. 8am, 9am,

5:30pm; Sunday: 6:30am,

8am, 9:30am, 11:30am,

5:30pm; Times of Confession:

M-F 4:45-5:15pm; Sat. 4:30-

5pm. Weekly Bible Study

taught by UCLA Professor Bill

Creasy, Mon. 7am and 7pm in

the Upper Social Hall.

Christian
Chinese Bible Church
1637 Butier Ave., LA
310^78-8971

Chinese Sunday Worship:

Sunday 11am in Sanctuary.

English Sunday Worship:

Sunday 2pm in Walker Hall.

Looking for a Bible-based

church close to campus?
We're only minutes away ftom

UCLA, come and check us

out!

Joshua House
2948 Colorado Ave., Santa Monica.

310-581-9924.

Sunday Evenings, 6:30pm.

A new weekly gathering of

musk;, message, and ministry

for a new generatton (ages

18-32); where the reality of life

and the reality of God meet in

a relaxed and relational

atmosphere. For those who
wonder if there's more to

life.. .it's a place to come. (An

extension of the Vineyard

Christian Fellowship)

Christian/Evangelical
Westside Oikos Community
Church
1989 Westwood Btvd. (A La Grange),

310-441-2125

Sunday 1pm. 3:30pm. RkJes

provided at Sproul Turnaround

at 12:30pm and 3pm. Oikos

Christian Fellowship on

Campus, 1178 Franz Hall,

Thursday at 6:30pm. Start the

year fresh with God! He has

wonderful blessings in store

for your life. Join us for one of

our worship servioM where

you wiH experience powerful

worship, life-changing mes-
sages, & awesome fellowship.

Congregationai
Westwood Hills Congregational

Church

1989 Westwood Blvd. (A La Grange)

310-474-7327

[WHCChurchOaol.com] or call toll

free 888-WHCHURCH
Pastor Olaf Hoeckmann-
Percival. 10am worship. Open
and affinning of all. Christ cen-

tered, spirit-filled worship.

Conversational sermons.

Musk; to lift your spirit!

ChikJren's church, retreats,

Bible studies, and lots of

God's Love.

http://members.aol.com/whc-

church

Lutheran
University Lutheran Chapel
10915 Strathmore Dr. (at Gayiey).

West¥ifood

310-208-4579 — —

Last Wednesday of the month.

Vespers Sen/k», 7pm.

Retreat from the edge! In k)ve,

we emphasize the grace of God
while sharing the light of Christ!

Rev. Tim Seals, Pastor, Rev. Paul

Drake. Campus Ministry

Administrator.

Methodist
Westwood UMC/Wesley

Foundation

10497 Wilshire Blvd. (at the comer of

WamerAve.)

310-208-6869 or 310474-4511

httpJ/home.earthlink.net/~wumc

Sundays: 10:30am&5:30pm.

Traditional Worship: 10:30am
in Sanctuary; Grace Land
Contemporary Worship:

5:30pm in Helms Hall; Wesley

Fellowship, Pray-Play-Eat

Wednesdays. 6:15pm in URC
Lounge, 900 Hilgard Ave. (at

LeConte Ave.)

2:30-3:40pm.

Sundays: Liturgical Worship

10:30im. Bible Study: 12:15pm.

Contempofary Worship: 4:30pm.

Wednesdays: Soup Supper 6pm.

Presbyterian

Brentwood Presbyterian

Church

12000 San Vicente Blvd., Los

Ang9lm,90049

310-826-5656

College Age Fellowship: Sundays

11am-12:30pm. Worship

Sen/k»s: Sundays Sam, 9:15am.,

11am&6pm. BPC is an active,

warm, and compassionate

church. Come worship with us or

check out our College Age

Fellowship. Shuttle sendee avail-

able from "Sproul Hall turn-

around" at 10:40am for C.A.F

Westwood Presbyterian Church

10822 Wilshire Blvd., Los

Angeles. 310-474-4535.

Worship times: 9a.m. and
11a.m. Excellent music, dibte

and theologk^al classes led by

university faculty.

Opportunities for spiritual

growth, fellowship and service

in hands-on ministries dealing

with hunger, homeless, child-

abuse, affordable housing

needs. Next to AVCO the-

aters.

The Religious Services

Directory is printed every

Friday.

For iidveitisiag infomuuion con-

tact Beckie Dibble id 310-825-

2221

Display

206-3060
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CHOPL
Sunday School brings you the the most

upfitNit urban music, all day Sunday. Hip Hop.

R&B, House, Trance. Drum and Bass, Rock en

„ Espanol. The musical journey begins this

)^'':i
' Sunday on Lv channal 29 in the domw at

^"* 3pm and goes to midnight. QivMiwaysall
night long!

Sunday School the most upfront urban music

in L.A. Airday Sunday on KLA.

bargains
student deals CJ

Every Wednesday and Friday, the Daily Bmin Classifieds provides Bruin Bargains, a place where students are able to advertise

absolutely FREE* some of the best deals in Westwood. Check weekly for updates so you don't miss out on great saving?!
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To place a FREE* ad

in the Bruin Bargains,

fill out information

below and submit to

—— the Daily Bruin

Classifieds.

;
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! (15 thincten maximum, including spaces)
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{
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^ _

I
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• Phone: ( )
-
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ClOM to MDR/Cuiver City. 405/90fwy (10-

ISmin). 2 rooms- $4S(y$350. Great pkg

Wather/dry«r- No Drugs. (1st/last/Dep

)

Mutt love dogt. Charming house. 310-313-

0611.

ROOMMATE NEEDED. Graduate student of

physical therapy seeks 1 roommate to share

a 3 bedroom house. Immediately avail. Call

818-787-9290.

STRATHMORE REG.
Mature male /female to share 2txlrm/2t>a.

w^lpool arxl Jacuzzi, gated urxtergrourxl park-

ing, laundry room. Best buikling In

Wastwood. $850i/mo. Blake 208-5418.

WEST LA. $550/mo>. 10-min/UCLA. Master

suite In secured bulking, pool, spa. A/C,

wreight room, fireplace. Courtyard, gated

paring, laundry. 310-383-2819.

WE8TWOOD VIIXAGE. HI-RISE condo.

Pool. 1t)lk to campus. Vtews. SSOO/mo. 310-

289-1404. .

WESTWOOD. 528 Landtalr. 1or2 room-

matas needed to share badroom in a spa-

dout 2-bdrTtt apt Ask for Jada/Cania: 310-

443-5797.

WUk Uaie roofTvnate needed. Own room in

2-bdrTn/l-bath apartmenL $360. Ctoaa to

schooi/Santn Mohk» bus. CaN 310-820-

2316.

TELEMARKETING. PfT. RexMa hours m
the afternoon, inokxSng Saturdays. Rruincial

fiekl Female preferred. $10/hr. Please leave

a message at 310-352-2094.

WESTWOOD Need roommate to share new
Roebling apt. w/2 girls&l guy. $500/mo.

Please call ASAP 310-209-0760

WESTWOOD. Share a 2-bdrm/2-bath w/3

other gals. Located at 555 Glenrock w/laun-

dry faculties, parking and pod. Call Cynthia

at 310-767-9216.

IDYaWILD BEAl/TIRJL MTN. CABIN San
BemardkK) Natl Forest FuHy equipped. Hot

tub. flrspiacae. Views. Sleep 4>. $25Q^vee-

kand. 310-794-5515 310-391-6808

Wch too much TV?
Time to put down the remote and pick up the phone.

Ifyou arc a senior, you must mai(e an appoinlmcni al the Campus Pholo Studio to gel your senior portrait taken.

Ifyour last name begins with the letter F-L, you MUST take your photo before October 30.

T» make an appointment, call 206.8433. i_

FRIDAY EVENING

BROADCAST STATIONS

A = Century Cable B - Channel Name C - Bruin Cablevision OCT. 16, 1998

6

11

13

34

£

JtX

28

11

13

25

IB CBS News

»

SSeT
Sister B]

Sister.

Sister SI

Charlie Rose (In Stereo)

(E

Love
Connection

ILoveuicy

RkUl^ke

Ctiangt(
itoortli

(In Stereo)

Primer Impecto

QD

Kl

Fresh
Prince

NBC News

Ninny (In

Stereo) lB

Newshour With Jirn

CD

ABCWMn

Judos Judy
(In stereo)

Married..

WHh
Frasier(ln

Stereo) 11

Noticiaan

Rail TV (bi

Stereo)"i

(In stereo)

Mad About
You 01

Ent
Tonight

Stereo) (E

I (In

o)lB

FriendaOn
Stereo) Bl

Ufa and
Thnaa

Jeoperdy!

Hard Copy
OD

Home
Improve.

Fraaier(ln

Stereo) Bl

MiPequana'

nonywooo
Squarea

Ac^Ma
Hoilywood

SeinfaidJIn

Stereo) Bl

HueW
Howaar

WiMei Of

Fortune Bl

U^:Ue
on the Beet

Simpeona
(In aereo)

ravieaa

PASIC CABLE STATIONS

Mda-
CameraBl

Datatina (In Stereo) Bl

Buddy Faro "Ainl That a
Kick in the Head" Bl

Trinity "Pilot" (Series

Premiere) (In Stereo) Ii)Bl

••* "Arachnophobia" (1990, Hon'or) Jeff Dtfiiels. An
army o( letha arachnids descends on a community.

Waahin»
ton Weak

Two of a
KindBl

Bl

UviiMin
C^BviifyBl

Legacy n'ar

Wal Street

Weak

BoyMaeta
World Bl

OD

3aS5»g
ParaonalBl

Legacy 'Tango" (In

Stereo) Bl

Vivo por Elena

LHe and Ttmea Tonight
'

In Stereo Live) Bl

WNch

Bl

Brother's

Keeper Bl

Bl

Millennium Teotwawki"
(In Stereo) (PA) Bl

Love Boat: The Next
Wave (In Stereo) Bl

neaenfiientrn

Naah Brldoas
"Overdrive (In Stereo) Bl

Homicide: Ufa on the

Street "Brotherly Love" Bl

(In Stereo) 31

P.O.V. (In Stereo) 31

2(V20B]

Bl FIniil

Quarter 31

Bl

MariaPun- IDarbezan
Cuando

Bl

31

FriendsMn
Stereo) Bl

Lata Show (R) (In Stereo)

31

Tonight Show (In Stereo)

31

Frash
Prince

Charlie Roae (In Stereo)

31

Bl NIghtllne 3)

Jerry Springer 31

HIhiTIVO**!

With

Nawaradio
(In Stereo)

NoddaaBl

M*A*S*H
(Part 2 ot 2)

Mad About
You 31

Unhriaion

Cheers 31

Ufa and
Times

Politically

Incorrect 31

Change

(

Heert%

Living

SlngSBl

Lata Late Show TV
producer David Milch. 31

Late Night (In Stereo) :E

Nanny 'The
Pen Par' 31

(R)31

Friday

Night

(R) (In Stereo) 31

Austin City Umits (In

Stereo)

(R)Sj

Love
Connection

Cops (In

Stereo) 31

Motown Uve

16

27

12

14

41

40

LA. Oelectlvea (R)Bi09rMhy''AlanAida:
More piw Mr. Nice Quy" .

*•* 'Vpya09folhe0on(yno^(heSea"(1961)A
submarine crew t>att1es a radioactive threat to Earth.

Profllaa''Jaci(ielyiasor?

W^TodayBl

(4.-00) itV» Tnnsyfvania

Cochran Company

**• '7)esforaf/on"(1995, Drama) Robert Downey Jr

Law ft Order "Pro Se" B)Silent WNneea "Divided

Loya«et''(Pait2o<2)

Remember |»»» "Oor)tA?<her/ofO»c<r"(19S2.

WENNB)

Happy-Can IMakefle
Be '

rflnlv IMM

'pBil

»Tke^bllcANalrs

1 7th-century doctor's hedonism

rWar

My Show

l/tfvcenturydoctori

Lanry King Uve Bl

Drama) Mariyn Monroe, Anne'Bancroft.
""

..Sam
to be his undoing -R'

"Marshal Plan" ISporta

ftory

mi?r

wild DIecovery
'Vaboons"

ft Coming
Atlracttona

DIecovery

Tall Soup

Storm
WamingI

Search for Draoula (R)

IML Hockey: Si. Louis Blues at Detroit Red Wings. From Joe Louis Sports Arena.
(Uva)B)

3 rrianda,

safer

64

71
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LINE
From page 19

teams like Texas and Houston downgrad-

ed the physical nature of the Bruins, but

in the last two games UCLA has collect-

ed 256 iTishing yards against Washington

State and 297 yards against Arizona. In

each game the team also scored five rush-

ing touchdowns.

"Last week we had 297 rushing yards

against Arizona and that's one of the best

stats that I've ever accomplished," Farris

said. "That's just such a great stat to have

if you're an offensive lineman."

Another great stat for the offensive

linemen is the grades they earn in the

classroom. Weber praises his players for

how smart they are and the majority of

the offensive linemen find their way onto

the Director's Honor Roll with regularity

- especially Meyers ( 10 times) and Stuart

(13).

Stuart is proud ofhis life on and off the

field. He is the father figure of the offen-

sive line because he not only attends grad-

uate school, but he's also married.

The stability off the field allows Stuart

to perform better on the field and take on

the role of the intellectual leader of the

offensive line. He understands that every

player needs guidance at some point and

Stuart is more than willing to provide that

leadership role.

McNown is yet another factor in the

success of the offensive line. Due to

schemes, McNown's ability to get rid of

the ball quickly and his scrambling abili-

ty, the offensive linemen can make mis-

takes which don't come back to haunt the

lege to play and I expected to play,**

Ghezzi said. "I've got two years left and I

came here to play."

But don't expect Ghezzi and Cabrera

to fight over who get the playing time.

Both come from the same area of Los

Angeles and hang out a lot of the time.

Their attempt to snatch the starting

position at left guard will in the end make
each a better player.

"It's a friendly competition," Cabrera

said. "Of course I want to play. I want to

play just as much as he does, so that's the

competition."

The veteran offensive linemen cannot

mention enough times how much the

young players contribute. Ghezzi and

Cabrera improve every week, while

Polak had the assignment of replacing

Overhauser (now with the NFL's
Chicago Bears).

"I knew I had big shoes to fill and

because of that I work real hard in the off-

season and in fall camp to make myself

the best player I can be," Polak said. "I

know right now I'm just working to be

the caliber of player that (Overhauser)

was."

"Polak has done an extremely good

job," Stuart said. "Ifyou look back when
Chad Overhauser first started, he had

troubles and he turned out to be an All-

American. Polak has done an incredible

job. After four games to have only given

up two sacks is an incredible, incredible

feat. And I think that more so than

(Meyers and Farris, and me) it has a lot to

do with our newcomers."

As long as the UCLA offensive line-

men stay healthy, there will be no more

concerns the rest of the year. They hove-

team.

The only situation the Bruins must

deal with right now is the fact they have

too much depth. Cabrera's ankle is not

100 percent, but he's certainly ready to

make a contribution. Ghezzi, who took

over for Cabrera, is finally comfortable

playing along Division I talent and will

remain the starter this week.

"They recruited me from junior col-

found the players they need to replace the

ones that graduated, and until next year,

the coaches will not have to look for more

linemen.

"You don't get worried about the

departure ofOverhauser, you just have to

have someone to replace him," Meyers

said. "When we leave next year someone

is going to have to take our place."

Until then, these giants will do.

PREVIEW
From page 18

completion (19.4) and total offense per game (297.0).

The Ducks' high-flying, bomb^lropping passing

game is deadly because of Smith and his athletic skills.

"When we tackle Smith, we have to corral him and

hold on," Toledo said. "We can't afford to miss him

because that is when he makes the big plays. He is a

strong guy \»^o is very similar to McNown."
Helping General Smith lead the calvary is the lead-

ing rusher in the Pac-10, Reuben Droughns, who has

kept the opposing defense off guard.

"He is physical with good speed and could break for

a couple of hundred yards if you don't control him,"

Toledo said.

Droughns has replaced the leading rusher ofthe Pac-

10 last year, Saladin McCullough. And finishing off the

strong arsenal from Oregon is the place-kicker Nathan

Villegas who is 10-10 in field goals, averaging 2.30 field

goals a game.

Across the battlefield are the Bruins. Offensive pro-

fessionals will be led by Cade McNown, who is third in

the Pac-10 in passing efficiency.

McNown may not have the stellar numbers of Akili

Smith, but the Bruin offense is second in total yards

thanks to his leadership.

Standing behind him is UCLA's set of three backs

that have rumbled and bashed their way through the

opposition's defense.

"Cade McNown is a great quarterback who's a vet-

eran," Bellotti said. "They've got great running backs,

not one, but several, and probably one of the best offen-

sive lines.

"Two ex]:4osive offenses are going up against each

other, but it will probably be decided by the defense."

UCLA's defense stepped up with the introduction of

new defensive coordinator Nick Aliotti. Aliotti was the

defensive coordinator for the fabled Oregon "Gang
Green" defense that went to the Rose Bowl in 1995.

Aliotti has kept the same philosophy as Rocky Long,

last year's coordinator, and the defense has responded

by playing physically. The key to holding off Orion's
blitzkrieg skills is through tough play and clean tackling.

"Wc just have to out-tough them," linebacker

Brendon Ayanbadejo said. "We have to chase them
down from behind, smash them and crush them."

Even with the defense being a critical factor in the

game, both offenses have put upjaw-dropping numbers
to put the defense in the shadows. ,„

When the final whistle blows on Saturday, the dust

will clear, the points will be tallied and one undefeated

season will be dismantled. And the winner will breathe

easier, knowing that it just defeated the toughest foe in

the Pac-10.

WATERPOLO
From page 36

the water," Kern said. "We're so young, we have

much more to improve and the guys are eager and

willing to learn."

Gimbing up a notch to the No. 1 ranking is defi-

nitely within reach, but Krikorian stresses that it's

not the rQnkw^4hey-f<^gotog f(}f^dl^the opponents:
'We don't focus on what seed we want to be or

what rank we want to be," the coach said. "We're

more focused on who we're going to be playing this

weekend."

The three major contenders UCLA is likely to

encounter are Stanford, USC and UC Irvine. UCLA
has no history with No. 3 Stanford as of yet this sea-

son, but it beat UC Irvine 5-4 early in September.

USC beat the Bruins 11-7 mid-September in the

Southern California tournament and currently

stands as the top seed.

Should USC live up to its No. 1 ranking, and
should the Bruins meet the Trojans at the tournament

final, Kern thinks his team is prepared to beat their

opponents.

"The last time we played them, we just had a really

poor game," Kern said. "But I think the more we play

them, the better we're going to get compared to

them."

The Nor Cai weekend is the

ment before the MPSF conference championship

tournament. It's not only a good place to see just how
much they've improved in the last two weeks - they

can assess their opposition's progress as well.

"It's the last chance everybody's going to be

together, where we can watch everyone play," Baker

explained. "In the SoCal tournament we were sec-

ond, so the first objective is to get to the champi-

onship game and then we'll see who we play with that

Sunday, as far as that goes."
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FARRIS
Fro(npag«19

tinue to improve.**

His mother always told Farris, who
right now is 6-reet-9-inches tall and 320

pounds, that he was off the charts.

Going into junior high, Farris was 6-

feet tall, then 6*4** when he graduated

junior high, 6*5" and 230 pounds enter-

ing hi^ school and 67" and 250

pounds by the time he fmished high

school.

Due to his humongous stature, a

common misconception is that Farris

is good at basketball. Although 1998's

"Godzilla" preached that "Size Does

Matter," sometimes skills are more

important.

'i'm really terrible at basketball,"

Farris said. 'That's my No. 1 secret

that no one should really know about.

(UCLA head basketball coach Steve)

Lavin wanted me to play basketball for

him last year because they needed a big

center ... and obviously I couldn't do it

because I wanted to focus on football.

But little did he know how terrible at

basketball I am.**

Inept on the basketball court, Farris

showed just as little skill on the grid-

iron. - until he reached high school

Farris left Minnesota and moved to

California in 1984 at the age of seven.

He remembers trying to watch the

Super Bowl - the only football game he

would watch all year long. The prob-

lem was he would get bored halfway

through the Hrst quarter and turn the

TV off.

This nonchalant attitude toward the

pigskin changed once he entered high

school. Now Farris watches football all

of the time - including the Super Bowl.

"I wasn't even planning on playing

football, the coaches just kind of told

me this would be a great thing," Farris

said. "I didn't even know anything

about football and they said 'We'll

teach you.' They just threw me out

there and blew a whistle and I said

'Where do I go?' And they pointed me
to all these huge, fat people.**

That's when Farris found out he was

going to be an offensive lineman.

Since that day Farris has had to

learn the intricacies of football at a

rapid pace. Even now he learns some-

thing new every day.

UCLA offensive line coach Mark
Weber joined the staff two years ago.

Farris had already been a Bniin for two

years, but Weber could sec how Farris

wasn't completely comfortable playing

in a Division I program.

Two years and many practices later,

Farris has become one ofthe best in the

nation.
^

"He has improved in all areas,"

Weber said. "The biggest thing with

Kris is he's learning how to play at this

level. I don't think he quite knew how
to play at this level, so he's gaining con-

fidence and now ht's able to play hard-
er "
er.

As his knowledge of the position

and the game increases, so does the his

confidence level. This allows Farris to

feel more at ease.

Therefore Farris is always attentive

and focused - especially during the

football season.

Farris earned a spot on the

Director's Honor Roll in the fall of

1995 with a 3.30 grade point average

and in the fall of 1996 with a 3.57 GPA,
The reason Farris gives for his two

best academic quarters coinciding with

the football season is a drive to suc-

ceed.

"I just want to do the best I can and

I haven't done that yet," Farris said. "I

didn't come in being the No. 1 recruit

in the nation like a handful of these

guys. My high school only won four

games my senior year and I have a lot

of things that drive me that I haven't

accomplished yet. That's what keeps

me going."

The battle in the trenches is some-

thing Farris has learned to appreciate.

In high school he preferred to pass pro-

tect, but now the oneK)n-one battle

involved in run blocking appeals to him

more.

Farris battles to settle who's

stronger, tougher and has the best tech-

nique. This change in philosophy can

be attributed to Weber, but senior right

guard Andy Meyers should also take

some of the credit.

Farris and Meyers are close friends

who nK>tivate each other to get better.

Ever since Farris' redshirt freshman

season, the two of them continually

interact and share a good relationship.

"When he was a freshman I knew he

was going to play," Meyers said. "As a

true freshman I saw his talent and said,

*This is going to be our next tackle once

Jonathan Ogden leaves.' And that's

just the bottom line.

"He needed to kind of grow up in

the game. Become a little tougher.

Become a little meaner. Now he's a

monster. Now I wish I was as good as

he is."

Many of the nation's offensive line-

men wish they were as good as Farris is

right now. But what else should the

UCLA fans know about Farris?

"I don't think UCLA should now
anything more about me," Farris said.

"I'm pretty one<iimensional unfortu-

nately. I used to be pretty well-rounded,

but now it's just football."

And watching a lot of Spielberg

movies.

"Cut!"

W. SOCCER
From page 36

**Our game against

(Stanford) will be our chance to

show that we are the top team in

the conference," Saldafla said.

**It will be our chance to end the

speculation of who's the best in

lAcHacMl" =r==
The Cardinal will come into

the m^tch with revenge on their

minds. Last year, the Bruins

went up to Palo Alto and beat

Stanford for the first time in

UCLA school history.

Spearheaded by Traci

A.rkenberg's goal and assist, the

Bruins downed the Cardinal 2-1

last year.

This year the Bruins will

depend on another Traci -

Tracey Milbum that is. The red-

hot Milbum torched the

Washington schools last week-

end, scoring three goals to lead

the Bruins past the Huskies and

Cougars, llie Pepperdine trans-

fer currently has six goals and

4BX assist ( 13^points) on the year:

As the season rolls on, the

team is bearing down and con-

centrating on staying focused

and intense.

"We have to be really

focused and ready to play hard

from the start," Milbum said.

"We know how important these

two games are."

W. HOOPS
From page 35

ever overall and Pac-10 records for the

second straight season. Had UA not lost

to the three teams they were favored

against (Washington, Washington State

and Oregon), they would have tied for

the conference championship. But on a

tive note, they went funher than

expected in the NCAA tournament,

advancing to the Sweet Sixteen (the Pac-

lO's lone third-round representative due

to the Alabama robbery) before losing

to a determined UConn team (minus

Nykesha Sales) 74-57.

6.USC(12-15,7.116th)

Despite the loss of All-American

Tina Thompson, it was speculated that

the Women ofTroy would finish third in

conference and go to the NCAA
Tournament. It didn't happen last year,

and it won't happen this season.

7. Arizona State (10-17, 6-12 t-7th)

Finishing slightly better than expect-

ed despite the loss offour starters had to

put a smile on coach Charli Turner

Thome's face. Graduate Molly Tuter

hung up her uniform - at least for the

ttme^ bctng--

—

and replaced Amy
"

Jalewalia on the Bruin coaching staff.

Tuter joins associate head coach

Willette White and assistant Pam
Walker on Olivier's staff.

8. Washington State (12-15, 6-12 t-

7th)

Whether or not ' Cougar coach

Harold Rhodes could send a Pac-10 cal-

iber team onto the floor was the issue

raised before last season. While the

Cougars were one of the better teams in

the bottom half of the Pac-10, they

couldn't compete with the big guns.

2(t). Oregon Sute (7-20, 2-16 t-9th)

They did play UCLA close at home,

losing by four, and Arizona close on the

road, losing a heartbreaker by one, so

they were conceivably on the borderline

ofa higher conference finish - but splits

agamsMJSC wid CaKfomia were aF
that kept them out of being alone in the

Pac-10 cellar.

9(t). Califomia (6-22, 2-16 t-9th)

The Califomia results may be show-

ing that the game has passed head coach

Marianne Stanley by. If she doesn't

right the ship and show she's turning

things around in a hurry, her time at Cal

may be over.
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Where's the Coke?
^^gm Not at Thrifty ^S

Ulilft4 12Mck-12oi.<

Tropicana

. * »^

Tropicana
Season's Best Orange Juice

• RBgular

LIMR4 a««Sw

R Sparidetts
\ / \ • MOUNTAIN SFRIN« WATER

• CRYSTAL FRESN DRINKINQ WATER

2/990
1.6 Liter (50.7 oz) w/sport top

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi & iVItn. Dew

Miller Genuine Draft

iSpk 12 oz. Bottles Reg. $11.99

gpQpaUtorBoltlt.

$1.88
6|)k 12()Z c.wm

IMPORTED BEER

6 pk - 120Z. bottles Reg. $6.59

IS

Pillsbury
Chocolate CMp Cookies

2/$5
ll«3.1See.

Sam Adams
Boston Lager

Open 'til Midnight at 1057 Gayley Ave. 200-1111
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Coaches tNnk Bruins will finish No. 1

SEASON: Pac-10 trainers

forecast finishing order

for women's basketball

ByA.QnQiMCarter
Daily Bruin Contributor

What is it about UCLA that has

attracted top prep athletes to the

women's basketball program? It

probably wasn't the record, since,

prior to last season's effort, UCLA
had hovered around .500 in recent

years.

Unless ... they knew that the pro-

gram would get turned around.

Bruin sophomores Erica Gomez,
Takiyah Jackson, Janae Hubbard
and Maylana Martin came here to

be part of something special. By the

looks of what happened last season,

they were right on target.

That's why recruits like Full

Court Press First Team All-

Amcrican Nicole Kaczmarski of

Sachem High School in Lake

Ronkokomo and Greichaly Cepero

of The Donnelly School in

Baltimore, Maryland are visiting the

school today. UCLA is legitimately

a contender on the national scale

now and people want to be a part of

it.

Following is a list of the predicted

finishing order of the Pac-10 by its

Olivier steered her team

to its first 20-win season

(coupled with nine Joss-

es) under her reign. This

young team (returning

four starters) actually

won the 21st game but

was taken away in the

NCAA tournament at

Alabama. With the

clock showing 0:00.8 as

the ball was inbounded,

the Crimson Ti^e were

able to score a basket

after two players tapped

the ball and a third

caught the ball, pivoted

and fmally took a shot

and made it.

Game, set and

match. As the officials

sprinted off the

Crimson Tide court,

and so did UCLA's sea-

son.

The Bruins have been

labeled by the Pac-lO's

women's basketball

coaches as the team to beat in 1998-

99. UCLA has never won a confer-

ence title, but is coming off its best

conference finish ever. This is the

first time the Bruins have, been

picked to finish first in conference.

UCLA earned the pre-season

No. 5 ranking by the Women's

Basketball News Service. The

coache s, in addit ion to the team B rums were also voted No. 6 by

Otily Brum file photo

Janae Hubbard (left) struggles against

Marie Philman for possession of the ball.

Last season the Ducks made their

fifth-consecutive appearance in the

NCAA tournament. They earned

that berth by beating up on the

lower echelon teams in the Pac-10,

and should follow the same strategy

to another tournament bid this year.

4. Washington (18-10, 9-9 5th)

After storming through the pre-

confcrence schedu le -with a 9-0

UCLA running for respect

at Arizona State tourney

rank is last season's finish, why they

finished there and other relevant

information.

1. UCLA (20-9 (really 21-8 but

that's another story), 14-4 t-2nd Pac-

10)

To go along with that impressive

record that tied the Bruins with

Arizona for second place, Kathy

Athlon Magazine and Street &
Smith's and No. 2 by Women's
Basketball Journal.

2. Stanford (21-6, 17-1 1st)

Stanford, the defending four-time

Pac-10 champion, was not picked as

the probable conference champion

for the first time in ten years.
"*~

3. Oregon (17-10, 13-5 4th)

record, the Huskies unfortunately

played .500 ball in conference. As a

matter of fact, after winning the first

conference game, they went 8-10 to

close out the season.

5. Arizona (23-7, I4;4t-2nd)

The Wildcats posted their best-

See W. HOOPS, page 34

W.CR0SS-C0UNTOY: Fall

in rankings spurs team

to impress rest of nation

By OonaM Monison
Daily Bruin Contributor

The No. 24 UCLA women's cross

country team is looking for respect.

That's why the team is heading down

to Gilbert, Ariz., to compete at the

Arizona State Invitational.

The Bruins dropped two spots in the

national rankings from No. 22 to No.

24 aAer winning the Munray Keating

Invitational in Maine last Saturday.

UCLA hopes that a good showing

at today's meet against ranked oppo-

nents like No. 2 Stanford, No. 12

Northern Arizona and No. 15 Arizona

State will give it more national expo-

sure.

"It's a great opportunity for the

team to really try to continue to gain

the national respect that we're looking

for as we get closer to the NCAA
Championships," said UCLA
women's cross country head coach

Eric Peterson.

The Bruins did beat Northern

Arizona in September at the UC Irvine

Invite - with the absence of NAU's

"The way we're going to beat teams

is to pack our fTop 5) scorers in before

(the No. 3 runner) of the other team

can finish," Peterson said. "If we can

get our five scorers in front of their

No. 3 runner, we give ourselves a

chance to be successful."

At UCLA's last meet, it had six run-

ners within 25 seconds of each other

and won the meet with its highest fin-

isher, Kelly Cohn, placing fourth.

"That's our strength," Peterson

said. "We have good depth."

Cohn, after running one of her

crosscountry personal bests last week

for 5,000 meters (3.1 miles) in 17 min-

utes, 49 seconds, will lead the Bruins

again.

She's been UCLA's No. 1 runner

every race that she's competed in this

season. Peterson expects Cohn to fin-

ish this race under 17:48 and set a new

cross-country personal record.

"Every time (Cohn's) challenged by

this team she responds and gets bet-

ter," Peterson said. "She gets stifi" chal-

lenges from other members of the

team. They make (Cohn) run better."

UCLA will be without sophomore

Kara Barnard. Barnard, who was

UCLA's No. 2 runner last week, is out

with a bad cold. Junior Julie Ott and

freshman Elaine Canchola are expect-

ed to battle for the team's No. 2 slot.

best runner. 1 lowever, NAU returned Jun iors Christina Bowen and Melinda-

the favor at the Roy Griak Invite three

weeks ago, defeating UCLA with its

top runner competing.

The Bruins may not have a runner

that is the favorite to win the individual

title or pose many problems for the

leaders in the race. Yet, they do have

runners that could pose problems for

opposing teams.

George will also run along with Katie

Nuanes.

Peterson, who is pleased with the

competition among the team mem-
bers, expects that the Bruins will have a

good meet.

"Our goal is to get everyone under

18 minutes (for 5,000 meters),

Peterson said.

Any large Pizza, your choice of toppings and crust, for $9,99

QOVI >IH'1'11114 Gayley Ave.

O^^''^ III Westwood Village

Medium 1 topping Pizza

for S5.95
until 1 a.m. 8uiKiay*Thurtday

until 2 «.m. Friday 4 Saturday

Mdjor Ledque Baseball

Postseason At A Glance

LEAGUE OUMflONSNIP SEMES

Tii(Mby,0cL6

N«wYof1(7,aewland2

Thursday, Oct 22

New York at San Diego, 8:20 p.m., if neces-

sary

«

SatMrda)r,0cL24

-San Oiego at New York. 8 p.nr., if necessary

St. Louis

Carolina

2 3

OS
.400 129 125

.000 101 1S3

Vnttrdir

Detroit 27, Green Bay 20

HOctT
Geveiand 4, New York 1, 12 innings

FiMajtOcLf

Oeve<and6,NewM1

Saluii^r,0ct10

NewYor1(4,Cleve(andO

S«id>)r,0ct11

NewYor1(S,CleveUnd3

TiM9day,0cL11

New York 9, Cleveland S; Hew Yo(k twins

iehei4-2

IIMMsday,0ct7

San Diego 3, Atlanta 2, 10 innings

Thunday.OctS

San Diego 3, Atlanta

Saturdiy,0ct10

San Diego 4, Atlanta 1

Sunday, Oct 11

Atlanu8,SanDiego3

Mmday,0ct12

Atlanta 7, San Diego 6

Sunday, Oct 25

San Diego at New York, 7:55 p.m. EST, if

necessary

National footbal League

At A Glance

AMEMCANCONFEieia

East

W L T Pet. Pf PA

NewEngiand 4 1 .800 147 86

Miami 3 2 .600 88 70

Buffalo 2 3 .400 111 108

N.YJets 2 3 .400 114 105

Indianapolis 1 5 .167 86 159

Central

Jacksonville

Pittsburgh

Baltimore

Cincinnati

Tennessee

West

Denver

Kansas City

Oakland

Seattle

San Diego

S 01.000 124 92

3 2 .600 70 81

2 3 .400 86 90

2 3 .400 103 115

2 3 .400 80 89

6 01.000 203109

4 2 .667 118103

4 2 .667 88117

3 3 .500 127 79

2 4 .333 70 102

Sunday, Oct 18 "
'

.

'
' :;

Arizona at New York Giants, 1 :01 p.m.

Baltimore at Pittsburgh, 1 :01 p.m.

Carolina at Tampa Bay, 1 :01 p.m.

Ondnnati at Tennessee, 1 :01 p.m.

JadcsonviHe at Bufbloi 1 :01 p.m.

New Orleans at Atlanta, 1 K)1 p.m.

Washington at Minnesota, 1:01 pirn.

Indianapolis at San Francisco, 4:05 p.m.

PhHadeiphia at San Diego, 4: 15 p.m.

SlLouts at Miami. 4:15 p.m.

Dalas at Chkaga 4:15 p.m.

OPEN: Denver, Kansas City, Oakland, Seattle

Monday, Oct If

New York Jets at New England, 8:20 p.m.

National Hockey leaqtte

At A Glance

EASTERN CONFHIENa

W L TPts Gf GA

Philadelphia 2 4 5 1

Pittsburgh 2 4 7 4

N.YIslanders 12 2 5 7

NewJersey 2 2 5

N.YRangers 3 3 12

W L TPU Gf GA

Calgary 10 13 8 6

Vancouver 110 2 5 6

Edmonton 12 2 7 6

Colorado 3 3 10

Pacific Division

W L TPts Gf GA

DalUs 2 15 9 4

LosAngeles 110 2 4 5

Anaheim 13 2 6 9

SanJose 1116 8

Phoenix 10 14

Northeast Division

y, Oct 14

San Diego 5, Atlanta 0, San Dtego wim

ieria4-2

WOULD SBOES
Safdi|,0ct17

San Die9o {inm 18-7) at New York

(1IIMhlM),lp.m. —

NATIONAL CONfERENa

East

W L T Pet. Pf PA

OaHas 4 2 .667 162 102

Aruoru 3 3 .500 101 121

N.YGiants 2 4 .333 112 145

PMadelphia 1 5 167 69 149

Washington 6 .000 86 186

Boston

Montreal

Ottawa

Toronto

Buffalo

W
2

2

2

2

1 1

L T Pts Gf GA

15 9 3

4

4

4

2

8

8

5 3

4 4

Southeast Division

, Oct 18

San 0ic90 it New Volt, 7:55 pjn.

Central

Mimesflta

GtcenBay

Imp! lay

Qucato

SO OliXX) 166 96

4 2 i67 155 134

2 3 .480 75 99

2 4 .333 134 158

1 5 167 116 146

Florida

Washington

Carolina

Tampa Bay

W L TPts Gf GA

2 4 S 1

110 2 3 3

12 2 8 9

1115 10

N.YIsUnders2,TampaBayO

Pittsburgh 3, New Jersey 1

Boston 3, Colorado

Edmonton 4,Vancouver 1

Thunday^Gawti

Urte dame Hot Included

Dallas 2, Carolina 2, tie

Anaheim S.Chicago 3

Colorado at Phoenix (n)

FfMay^ Garnet

Montreal at Washington, 7 p.m.

Philadelphia at Tampa Bay, 7:05 p.m.

Florida at Buffalo, 7:30 p.m.

New Jersey at NY Rangers, 7:30 p.m.

St. Louts at Detroit, 8 p.m.

Toronto at Calgary, 9 p.m.

Boston at Los Angeles, 10:30 p.m.

Saturday's Gamts

Buffalo at Montreal, 7 p.m.

Philadelphia at Carolina, 7 p.m.

NashviNe at Onawa, 7:30 p.m.

Edmonton at New Jersey, 7:30 p.m.

N.Y Rangers at Pittsburgh, 7:30 p.m.

DaNas at Chicago, 8 p.m

NY Islanders at St. Louis^ 8 p.m.

Toronto at Vancouver, 10 pjn.

Bill Parcells, may not play In the second

annual Tuna Bowl. But Robert Edwards

will and he's doing very nicely, thank you,

as Martin's replacement.

nmHOTS^ 20-18

New Oftoam (Hus 7) at Atiairta

When was the last time these two both

had a winning record when they met? A

playoff game, seven years ago. Atlanta

won that one, 27-20.

FALCONS, 28-20

PMbdtlpMa (iriui 3) at San Ditft

Kevin Gilbride is gone and Ray Rhodes Is

probably going. Can June Jones coexist

with Ryan Leaf the way he didnt with Jeff

George?

CHAII6aS,5-3

Indianapolis (plus 17) at San FfindKo

Name your score.

49EltS,38-3

Washingten (plus 1 3) at MinnaMCa

Name your score.

VIKINGS, 38-3

StLtuis(plus6)atMiaNii

The Rams broke an eight-game home los-

ing streak last week. Now they start a road

losing streak.

OOLFMNS, 27-24

laMMOfV (plus 5) at PNtsbui^

Browns-Steelers for the second time this

season.

STBLBS, 20-13

JacksMvMt (minus 4) at luflalt

A dangerous game for d)e Jaguars. Yes,

Doug Hutie is more mobile than Dan

Marino.

lAOIARS, 22-19

BUG, 20-3

ORdMiati (plus 3) at TmntsMt
Neil O'DonneH never played for the Oilers.

0ILBIS^13-9

Tr.iiis.u tions

CLEVaANO INDIANS—Signed RHP Jaret

Wright to a four-year contract

DETROIT TIGERS—Signed interim manag-

er Larry Parrish to a two-year contract as

manager.

MINNESOTA TWINS—Oaimed RHP Elvin

Hernandez off waivers from the

Pittsburgh Pirates.

ARIZONA OtAMONOOACKS—Named
Derek Bryant manager of High Desert of

the CaKfomia League.

HOUSTON ASTROS—Extended the con-

tracts of general manager Gerry Hunsicker

and manager Larry Dierker through the

year 2000.

LOS ANGELES DODGERS—Promoted scout

Mike Hankins to midwest scouting super-

visor and scout Joe Ferrone to west coast

scouting supervisor.

PITTSBURGH PIRATES-Named Roy Smith

assistant general manager-player person-

nH. Sent RHP Todd Van Poppel, INF Kevin

Polcovich and RHP Jose Pett outright to

Nashville of the PCLWaived INF Chance

Sanford.

CenOalDiMMn

Stlnii

Calgary at Detroit 3 p.m.

Washington at Tampa Bank 7i)5 pLOL.

Colorado at Los Angeles. 8 p.m.

Boston at San Jose, 10:]0 piffl.

i(ailuusS)«t

OONIOVS, 20-14

MIAMI DOLPHINS—Signed C6 EmmanuH
McOaniH to their practice squad.

1 .What was the last basebal team to

have the best regular seasonieconi and

win theMmm Scnes?

2. There is a Ifr-game differential between

the won-lost reconi of the Padres and the

VaruKes.What team enjoyed the largest

j.nMiiaaMdciNlBd Me^MRSlN their

NiwIM at San Dieg^ 8JO pjn.

tto.21

New!M ai San Oiega 8-JO pyM.

4 10 J80 141 180

4 1 8 J80 IM 86

32 8 JB8 mm
Oiicago

W L TPts Gf GA

10 13 7 5

118 2 4 4

110 2 3 3

12 2 8 9

(plK21/2)alllNr|Mi

nw very gooa ontiuck Mt very oao

74

Antvver\

nrViAlittllteOVDitl (pteD«
will *

a«t
I

I

i
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SPORTS
Football

ESPN Gameday wilt be broadcasting live

from the Rose Bowl for the first time in

UCLA's history. Show up at 8:00 a.m.

and wear blue. Wear blue! Wear blue!

Bruins rally from behind to win
W.V0LLEYBAI1: Team

benefits from Porter's

never-say-die attitude

ByKhnbtrlyEdds

Daily Bruin GHitributor

Heard the name Kristee

Porter lately?

You have if you were at the

UCLA women's volleyball game

on Wednesday.

Freshman outside hitter

Porter turned in an amazing per-

formance in the Bruin (5-10 over-

all, 4-3 Pac-lO) come-from-

behind win against No. 4 UC
Santa Barbara (16-2, 5-1 Big

West).

''It was ^^^^^_iM
phenome-
Ml." HidUCLA
women's vol-

leyball head

coach Andy
Banachowski

of Porter's

showing.

After dropping the first two

matches to the UCSB Gauchos

13-15 and 9-15, UCLA stormed

back to win the next three games

15-10, 15-3and 15-11 to take the

match.

'*It was really exciting to be

able to watch a match like this,"

Banachowski said.

Outside hitters Roberta

Gehlke and Charlene Conely had

to step up for the Gauchos to

make up for the absence of start-

ing middle blocker Katie

Crawford, sidelined with an

injury. Gehlke had 26 kills and 17

digs. Conely boasted impressive

numbers with 72 total attacks, 29

kills and a hitting percentage of

.347, but their efforts weren't

enough to overcome the Bruins.

Porter finished the night with

38 kills and 24 digs. Freshman

Erika Selsor also made her pres-

ence known with 89 assists.

With her 38 kills in

Wednesday's match. Porter

becomes the first freshman in

UCLA history to surpass 30 kills

in a single match. This mark also

puts her second on the all-time-

best list for kills, falling just shy of

the single-match record of 43 set

in 1991.

Despite UCLA's early strug-

gles this season, the team has

been constantly improving. The

Bruins have

^^^^^_^_,^,^.^^^ proved that

they are capa-

UCLA stormed back ^ Q^ ^^"^p^^-

. mg -with top-

to Win the next ranked oppo
nents. UCLA
barely missed

_„ defeating No.

18 Arizona in

three games.

five games over the weekend at

Arizona.

While UCLA's youth, with a

roster of nine freshmen, has cost

them games in the past, freshman

enthusiasm and a never-say-die

attitude pushed them over the

Gauchos on Wednesday.

"We're just really excited to be

out here," freshman setter Erika

Selsor said. "We know we can

compete with these teams."

Next up for the Bruins are the

University of Washington

Huskies (4-7 overall, 3-4 Pac-lO)

and the Washington State

Cougan (7-6 overall, 4-3 Pao-lO)

this weekend at Pauley Pavilion.

DAVENU

Freshman outside hitter KristM LaB«ll Porter goes up to fire the ball

back at UCSB during last night's Intense game - a win for UCLA.

Women's soccer ready to make, break history

OMAjESAJO

Gomroh the bil

Airtng • nmch AQiinit NibfiilHL

PREVIEW: Big matches against

UC Berkeley, No. 25 Stanford

have post-season implications

ByOirisUmpitffit

Daily Bruin Contributor

Apparently last year's record-breaking sea-

son wasn't good enough for the UCLA
women's soccer program.

After an historic season which saw the team

rack up a program-best 19-3 record, the pro-

gram's first Pac-lO championship and a third-

round playoff appearance in the NCAA tour-

nament, the 1998 team has started this season

like they want to make some history of their

own.

The Bruins have already raced out to the best

start in school history, winning twelve of their

first 14 games. They are on pace to top the

record 19 wins the team let last year. And

they've done so despite losing coach Joy

Fawcett and six starters from last year's team to

graduation, including arguably the best player

to ever play women's soccer at UCLA in Traci

Arkenbcrg.

The No. 14 Bruins (12-K 2-0 Pao-10) win try

to continue their already memorable leaion

wIko they uke go OOifomia (7-5. 2-0 Pac-lO)

today at 7:30 p.m. on Spauldmg Field and No.

25 StaafonI (7-3-2, 1-1 Pao-10) on Sunday at 1

p.flL« tka Nailli AMalk Field

IKXA, niiBh COM to the iifciiirid-

ing an eleven-game unbeaten streak, has a

chance to make some more history over the

weekend. If the team comes up with two more

wins over the weekend, the team will break the

twelve-game unbeaten streak record that was

set last season.

If the team is able to garner two more

shutouts over the weekend, they will also have

broken the school record for most shutouts in a

season with eleven. And if goalkeeper Lindsay

Culp, who currently has 8.5 shutouts on the

year, records^at least one shutout over the week-

end she will topple her own record of 8.5

shutouts, set last year.

But these records will be tough to come by as

the Bruins are facing two quality opponents in

California and Stanford.

After its rough start, California is banking on

winning the Pac-lO conference and getting an

automatic bid into the NCAA tournament. So

far, so good for the Bears, as they won their first

two conference games last weekend against the

Arizona schools.

"Basically they are going to live for the Pac-

lO,** UCLA women's soccer head coach Todd

SaldaAa laid. "They know that a stellar Pac-lO

year will be the only way they will make the

NCAA tournament*'
^

Next for the Bruins will be a very talented

and experienced Stanford squad. With both

teams coming mto tbe match with solid records,

the game has playoff and Pac-lO miplications

wntteo all over it.

UCLA travels

up to Nor Cal

to vie for top

team ranking

WATERPOLjO: Coaches

focus on beating rivals,

not winning tournament

By Steve Kim
Dally Bruin Senior Staff

The UCLA men's water polo team

is on its way up - up to Stanford for

the Northern California tournament.

The Bruins will play up to five games

Saturday and Sunday and vie for the

top spot.

St. Francis of New York is their

first opponent on Saturday morning^

"UCLA rarely plays St. Francis, tTuT

S^VLfMHikpaftM

when the No. 2 ranked Bruins meet

the No. 17 team, the outcome is pre-

dictable.

The Bruin head coach, Guy Baker,

however, takes a reserved outlook.

"It's ridiculously stereotypical, but

all we're concentrating on right now
is beating St. Francis," he said.

"If we look too ahead toward who
we're going to play in the final, we

might end up playing in the consola-

tion game instead so we're really con-

centrating on Saturday right now."

Assuming the Bruins beat St.

Francis in the early round, their

match schedule will be dictated by the

tournament, which includes all the

major water polo college teams such

as use, Stanford, Cal and UC
Irvine. Currently at an uncomfort-

able No. 2, the Bruins want to slide

out of that ranking and into USC's

No. 1 spot.

Having lost to the Trojans a month

ago at the Southern California tour-

nament, UCLA currently holds a 7-1

overall match record. However, the

tournament wasn't a conference

event, so the Bruins stand undefeated

in MPSF, 3-0.

After beating Pepperdine at their

first match, the Bruins had two weeks

to train for this tournament. Two
weeks without games is a long time at

this point in the season, and they took

this opportunity to do some major

training.

"Whenever you have a bye week,

you want to get in great shape,"

sophomore setter Sean Kern said.

"This week and the last, I think, have

pretty much been the hardest for us in

terms of training."

Working the players to their maxi-

mum ability was exactly the coaches'

intention. Assistant coach Adam
Krikorian's attitude is, if you can,

why not?

"Not that we're not in good shape

already, but we wanted to get in bet-

ter shape," he said. "It's been an

intense week because there's no rea-

son to slow down. We're able to do

that because we had the last weekend

off from competing."

In other words, the players could

afford to be in more pain last week-

end since they didn't need to rest up

for any game. Sore muscles and pure

exhaustion nuiy not be pleasant at all,

but it's all part of the Bruim* dedica-

tion to get better and win.

**We never want to fet rqietitivc in

VIEWPOINT

In the game of love, the

deck is stacked. See page 22

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

A tribute to legendary choreographer Bob
Fosse hitsthe Ahmanson Theatre. See page 28

.f^^ >
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INSIDE TODAY

Community, page 3

World & Nation, page 5

state & Local, page 6
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Campaign UCUV
nears 7-year goal
FUNDING: Departments,

university administrators

aiming to get $1.2 billion

By Lawrence Ferchaw

Daily Bruin Staff

For the third-straight year, UCLA
led all other UC campuses in fund

raising, a fact that means more than

jus t braBw i nfl r ighu . according to

which aims to make up for the

decreases in slate funding for the uni-

versity. The $1.2 billion elTort is one

of the largest fund raising attempts by

a public university, according to

Rhea Turteltaub, assistant vice chan-

cellor of development.

"(The campaign gives us the)

opportunity to focus people on

what's critically important for the

university at this juncture,"

Turteltaub said.
"Campaign IICI A yialvaniznl

Ijooking on

administrators.

Campaign UCLA is the universi-

ty's seven-year fund-raising effort

(philanthropists) Lew and Edie

See CAMPAIGN, page 20

WHERE THE CONTRIBUTIONS WENT
Campaign UCLA raised $207 million in the last fiscal year —$172 million of

that money was marked for specific purposes.

Areas:

Research

Campus improvements

Academic programs

Student scholarships and fellowships

Instruction

Other activities

$53.7 million

$37.3 million

$32.4 million

$22.2 million

$14 million

$12.2 million
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A child passenger involved in a Saturday car accident on Westwood and Lindbrook looks on as

a person injured in the crash is transported to the UCLA Medical Center.

Bruin alumni run for Congress
ELEaiON: Challengers

must unseat long-time

incumbent Waxman

ByKarlaY.Pleitez

Daily Bmin Contributor

It's Bruin against Bruin.

On Nov. 3, four former UCLA
students hope voters will make them

the next elected U.S. House

Representative for the 29th district
-

an area that

includes
Santa
Monica,
Beverly
Hills, West

Hollywood
and some of

Westw(X)d.

The can-

didates are

Henry
Waxman ,

the DemcKrat and current district

representative; Michael T. Gottlieb,

representing the Republican party;.

Michael Binkiey, a Libertarian com-

puter engmeer; and Karen

Wilkinson, who represents the

Natural Law Party

Waxman. the current representa-

tive, IS vymg to hold on to an office

iMtlKS oocHpwd for 12 terms

bmiidfthercpu-

Candidate Mikt Binkiey

tation of being an expert in Middle

East policies and a proponent of

American aid to guarantee Israel's

security and survival.

Some students, though, feel that

Waxman is not doing enough for

Westwcxxl voters.

"Waxman's been in office for a

while and I don't see him doing any-

thing special. He's just like every

other elected politician," said Brian

Lewis, a third-year political science

student.

Despite such criticism, Waxman

has helped pass legislation that

improves the quality of nursmg

bomei and home health services,

which hdp set policy for chUdhiHxl

Candidate Mike Gottlieb

immunization programs.

Michael T Gottlieb, the

Republican challenger, believes it is

time for a different representative in

the district.

Gottlieb calls himself a "progres-

sive Republican," liberal on social

issues and conservative on fiscal

affairs. He says he is the best candi-.

date because he understands the

needs of Westwood people the most,

especially on issues such as homeless-

UC professors to protest for

return of affirmative action

'*Homelcssness is definitely a

problem m the Village There arc

thoie that can't function m society

DIVERSrrY: Many UCLA

participants will relocate

classes to Royce Quad

By Andy Shah
Daily Bmin Contributor

Professors at every UC campus will

kick offa series ofprotests in defense of

affirmative action by voluntarily walk-

ing out of their classes Wednesday and

Thursday.

Many professors are planning to

conduct their classes in the Royce

quad, where they will discuss issues of

diversity and affirmative action with

their students. Other professors will

proceed with their scheduled course-

load, but will still hold class in the quad

to show their support for the demon-

strators.

"We're going to try to communicate

to both the (university) administration

and to the students that the faculty con-

tinues to support affirmative action

^oals," said Victor Wolfenstein. a pro-

fessor of political science and walkout

participant.

On Wednesday, there will be a rally

at Meyerhoff Park to begin the day's

events. There will also be a forum,

where students and facuhy can express

their opimom, and liltr tee will be a

Thursday will see numerous speak-

ers on campus, including Rev. Jesse

Jackson, State Senator Tom Hayden

and community activist Joe Hicks.

Students are planning to help orga-

nize the workshops and rally, said

Stacy Lee, Undergraduate Students

Association Council (USAC) presi-

dent.

"It's our way of showing solidarity

with the professors," she said

This action is the latest in a series of

protests that have been ongoing since

1995, when the UC Board of Regents

passed resolutions SP-I and SP-2,

which banned the use of race or gender

in admission considerations.

Those resolutions foreshadowed

Proposition 209, the statewide initia-

tive that passed in 1996, banning the

consideration of race or gender in all

state hiring.

Some professors and students are

also planning to rally in support of eth-

nic studies, as well. Earlier this year,

UC regent Ward Connerly said he was

"questioning" the role of ethnic studies

and graduations in the UCs.

Some fear this will lead to the

removal of ethnic studies from the

UCs, said Rafael Perez-Torres, profes-

sor of Engbsh literature and walkout

organizer.

"When (Conneriy) queHioned affir-

mative ictbn. It ev«iH% led to the

iChtmii.

what can he 0oiw

at UCLA
I
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COMMUNITY BRIEFS

Religious conference

to observe anniversary

The University Religious Conference

(URC) at UCLA will celebrate its 70th

anniversary on Sunday.

The oldest continuous interfaith organiza-

tion in Southern California, URC was orga-

nized in 1928 when UCLA committed to

move to Westwood.

It was the first planned interfaith campus

center in the United States.

Over the years, the conference has originat-

ed and sponsored hundreds of programs,

including Unicamp and Meals on Wheels of

West Los Angeles.

The conference is home to many of

UCLA's religious organizations, including the

University Catholic Center, the Hillel Jewish

Organization, the University Buddhist

Association, and the Academy for Judaic,

Christian and Islamic Studies.

Stars, community

leaders to teach
Teach for America Week, a nationwide

event that calls upon successful Americans to

share their knowledge in classrooms across

Southern California and 12 other regions

across the country, will take place this week,

with various celebrities and community lead-

ers teaching classes in Los Angeles.

Participants will teach a class on a topic of

their choice for one hour. Local participants

already confirmed for the event include actress

Jada Pinkett-Smith, syndicated columnist

Ariana Huffington, State Sen. Adam Schiff,

actor John Lithgow and actress Patricia

Arquette, among others.

"I am thrilled to once again be a part ofsuch

an important event and invaluable organiza-

tion," Huffington said. Participating in Teach

for America Week reflects ... my desire to see

that all children receive a quality education,

regardless of where they live or other factors."

The event is designed to raise awareness of

the need for teachers in under-

resourced school districts, and to

inspire more recent college gradu-

ates to commit to teaching in urban and

rural school districts. Organizers hope the

event will help provide positive role models for

students in problem schools.

UC Irvine chancellor

wins award for science

UC Irvine Chancellor Ralph Cicerone has

been selected to receive The Franklin

Institute's 1999 Bower Award and Prize for

Achievement in Science in recognition of his

fundamental contributions to our understand-

ing of greenhouse gases and the depletion of

the ozone layer, and for his research in biogeo-

chemistry.

The Philadelphia-based institute bestowed

its prestigious annual award on Cicerone, who

is also UCI's Daniel Aldrich professor of earth

system science and chemistry, in honor of his

accomplishments as a chemist and his leader-

ship in advancing public policy to protect the

global environment.

•The award goes to a distinguished scientist

of any nationality for outstanding work in the

physical or life sciences, and carries a prize of

a gold medallion and $250,000 - one of the

richest American awards in science. Past

recipients include Sir Martin Rees, the

Astronomer Royal of England, and Dr. Ralph

Brinster of the University of Pennsylvania.

The chancellor also now joins scientists such as

Albert Einstein and Max Planck as Franklin

Institute laureates.

"The value of Ralph Cicerone's work lies as

much in its prevention of harm as it lies in sci-

entific discovery," said Woodrow Leake, vice

president of The Franklin Center, which over-

sees the institute's awards. The Bower pro-

gram awards people with ethical standards

who care about their universe. Ralph laid the

groundwork for this science, and then went

into the public policy arena and helped save

the world from chemicals that hurt the ozone."

Compiled from Daily Bruin Staff reports.

SouroK

WHAT'S BREWIN'

Today Noon
University Catholic Center

Catholic Mass (12: 10)

Kerckhoff400

Enigma, SF/Fantasy/Gaming

Club

Meeting

Ackerman 3517

enigma@ucla.edu

3p.nfc:

Baha Club

Club meeting

Ackerman 2410 -453-9594

4 p.m.
UCLA Transfer Student

Association

1 1th annual fall reception and

resource fair

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

206-7865

Project Literacy

Orientation

Kerckhoff41I

825-2417

riMM^MII^ m^mmmmm^^^^^m^

off the mark by Mark Parisi
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LESS THAN ONE WEEK LEH:

For Arts and Architecture

(SOAA) undergraduate students

to add courses with $3 per course

fee through URSA telephone.

For SOAA undergraduate stu-

dents to file Late Study List with

$50 fee..

For graduate students to add

courses with $3 per course fee

through URSA Telephone.

For graduate students to file

Late Study List with $50 fee.

Undergraduates approved for

reduced educational fee are

audited(must be enrolled in 10

units or less to be eligible for

reduction) as of Oct 23.

For non-SOAA undergradu-

ates to add courses with PTE#
and $3 per course fee through

URSA Telephone.

For non-SOAA undergradu-

ates to file Late Study List petition

with $50 fee.

For all undergraduates to

drop nonimpacted courses with-

out a transcript notation($3 per

transaction through URSA
.Telephone.

6 p.m.
Kyrie-Korean Catholics

Weekly meeting

Speaker: Paul Choi

Kerckhoffl35

Tuesday 1 1 a.m.

—

Project Literacy

Orientation/Training

Kerckhoff4n -825-2417

5 p.m.
Pilipino Undergraduate Law
Student Association

General meeting

Campbell 3232 • 998-1736

Worship, Fellowship, & Dinner

for Students

St. Alban's Episcopal Church

580 Hilgard Ave. -208-4830

Amnesty International

Meeting

Ackerman Union 2410

824-3687
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helping

6 p.m.

7 p.m.
GALA
Women's rap

Kerckhoff400 825-8053

Ballroom Dance Club

Swing lessons

Ackerman 2nd floor lounge

284-3636

Ha'Am
Publication meeting

Kerckhoff conference room
852-6280

GALA
Men's rap

Kerckhoff 400 (7:30)

825-8053

Ask for David Freedman

Upper Room Fellowship

Dinner and Bible study (7:30)

Ackerman 2412 -209-5089

Music Club

Meeting '

'

'

'

"'"
'

'

'

Kerckhoff 152

hparish@ucla.edu
»

Bruin Leaders Project

Introduction to the Social

Change Mode!

Covel Commons West Coast

Room -206-5071

Pilipino Transfer Student

Partnership

General meeting

Campbell Hall 3232 • 825-2727

8 p.m.
UCLA Transfer Student

Association

Swing lessons & annual party

Johnny Criones - 206-7865

Wednesday Noon
University Catholic Cent^
Catholic Mass (12:10)

Kerckhoff 400

1 p.m.
UCLA External Affairs

Integration of Office 97

applications and MOUS
certification program

Computer Training Center

(1:30)

824-3382

What's Brewin' can be reached via e-mail

at whatsbrewin9media.ucla.cdu

Students who travel to Indian

reservations to tutor and counsel

high schoolers do it to make up

for prejudice and instill hope

By Michelle Navarro

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

While thousands of students sat cheering

at the Rose Bowl on Saturday, eight Bruins

were teaching high-school students from the

Tule River Indian Reservation what their

"a-f requirements are in order to be con-

sidered for a UC or Cal State education. --:

"I had bought season tickets and 1 was

planning to go to the football game," said

Flavia Silva, a third-year civil engineering

student and American Indian Science and

Engineering Society (AISES) member.

"But when you have to choose between fun

and work, if you're responsible, caring and

want to make a difference, you'll choose to

work."

"1 had no doubt in my mind (the football

players) aren't my idols anyway. I admire

those who are struggling - they are my

idols," she added.

The two-and-a-half-hour trip up north

was planned by the AISES on campus, a

group that supports American Indian cul-

ture and values.

The outing was an addition to a mentor-

student project that began last year when

AISES wrote letters to the students at the

reservation and brought them down to

UCLA for the annual powwow.

"Last year they just got to see us as role

models and to visit UCLA," said Silva.

i'Now we are going make sure they take the

classes they need to get in. We're actually sit-

ting down with them - hopefully they'll feel

comfortable talking with us."

AISES members left UCLA hours

before the sun would rise that morning. And

as the city lights gave way to silhouetted hills

and blazing stars, it took music from the

"Wedding Singer" and conversations about

pets to keep one ofthe sleepy drivers awake.

They had to make it up to Porterville,

California where eight Native American

high school students were waiting to be

counseled on college preparation - some-

thing that, according to AISES President

Tiffani Devine, they do not adequately

receive.

1«wOi«ytruln
ASUCLAC
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Students from Porterville High School are counseled by UCLA students.

"(Administrators) have a general attitude

about Indians," Devine said with frustra-

tion. "They think they're bad and not bright

- you have to prove yourself."

She said counselors automatically stick

American Ind'an students in basic courses

that are not college preparatory

Devine herself lived on the reservation

and had problems with the lack of assis-

tance from high-school counselors.

"It's sad to see the guidance counselors

and principals not helping," she said. "I've

seen it firsthand, and I don't like it."

Nevertheless, the Yokut AISES president

graduated from high school, along with four

other American Indians in her class - and

was the only one to go on to a four-year uni-

versity.

"I did it all on my own," Devine said.

"The students now need someone to help

them out. I'm in a position to do that."

When everyone arrived at the Tule River

Reservation, it was evident how much the

high-school students looked up to and trust-

ed Devine.

The land itself consisted of dry, rolling

foothills. The brown and dead grass didn't

look friendly to the touch of small bodies

tumbling down the hills it sat on. Big piles of

cow dung peppered the grounds.

The only things alive and thriving were

the young students themselves, most of

whom piled up in the back of a pickup truck

on the way to the retreat site at the reserva-

tion.

They pounded a low, steady beat on a

drum part of the way up there. The actual

site was up into the mountains where pine

trees, green grass and a rocky river flour-

ished. It was quite a contrast to the other

part of the reservation.

It was a place reserved for the annual cer-

emonial gathering of the elders. A "har-

bor," or open-air, circular structure made of

thin tree trunks and cut pine branches, was

there, surrounding a fire pit.

The best part? No touriito.

As the rhythm of the running river

pounded on the rocks nearby introductions

were made.
'
"Hi, my name is Tracie," said Devine's

younger sister. "I'm a junior at Porterville

and I want to go to the army and become

famous and get a Lexus."

Whatever it was, they all had a dream -

just like any other student out there.

Martin shyly told the group that his

favorite subject was art. His ninth-grade

friend, Vance, excitedly shared that he want-"

ed to go to UCLA and that his favorite sub-

ject in school was engineering design.

They had a lot of questions, even when

AISES member Monica Campos went over

what the "a-f' requirements were to qualify

for UC or Cal State admission.

The third-year electrical engineering stu-

dent dedicated her Saturday to these kids

because she knew about the indifference

they were treated with by school counselors.

"I heard about the prejudice they face,"

Campos said. "Sometimes we're so

removed that we think what people say is

exaggerated. I met the students last year and

it's true, the counselors do have biases

against them. They work to discourage

rather than encourage."

"We have to go and play the part of the

counselors and encourage the kids, because

they are bright kids," she added.

When each of the mentors actually sat

down with a student for a one-on-one look

at their course schedules for the rest of their

high school years, it was clear how they

could easily be blocked out from the race to

college.

Several, more attractive courses were

offered that would count to satisfy their

graduation requirements - but not UC or

Cal State ones.

Doesn't health or agricultural science

sound more attractive than chemistry or

biology?

They did to the kids from the reservation.

But the students learned on Saturday that

thote counts wouldn't get them into an

institution like UCLA.
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Same-sex marriages hot issue in Alaska, Hawaii
BANS: Against court ruling, states

debate making gay unions illegal

with constitutional amendments

By Inict OiMiffbrd

The Assodited Press

HONOLULU - Azure waves break gently

on gleaming white sand. A young man in a white

tuxedo with a lei around his neck runs down the

beach, arms outstretched, toward a vibrant

young bride - then rushes right past her into the

arms of another man.

The TV commercial jabbing at gay marriage

is part of intense political battles in Hawaii and

Alaska, where proposed state constitutional

amendments banning such unions are on Nov. 3

ballots.

Alaska's measure would amend its constitu-

tion to defme marriage as the union of one man
and one woman. The Legislature put the ques-

tion on the ballot after a Superior Court judge

ruled in favor oftwo homosexual men who chal-

lenged the state ban on same-sex marriage. The

judge said choosing a life partner was a funda-

mental right, and the state had to prove a com-

pelling reason to regulate it.

The Hawaii initiative is lawmakers* latest try

to sidestep the State Supreme Court's 1993 rul-

ing that the state had no constitutional right to

ban homosexual marriages because that would

deny some citizens the rights provided to others.

The Hawaii measure is half of a compromise

devised 18 months ago. The second half was a

bill granting same-sex and other unmarried cou-

ples some legal rights enjoyed by married cou-

ples, including inheritance rights and spousal

medical benefits. Lawmakers hoped to satisfy

the court while also preventing homosexuals

from marrying.

Because the U.S. Constitution requires states

to honor each other's statutes and legal bonds,

Hawaii's 1993 ruling set off some furious pre-

emptive legislating around the country.

Congress passed the Defense of Marriage Act,

which denied federal recognition of gay mar-

riage and allowed states to ignore same-sex

unions licensed elsewhere. So far, 29 states have

banned homosexual marriage.

But some in Hawaii hold out hope the state

will eventually legalize gay marriage, if only to

capitalize on the potential tourism boost.

"There are a lot of gay and lesbian couples

out there waiting to see what will happen in

Hawaii and will want to come here to be mar-

ried if it becomes legal," said the Rev. Kenneth

Grimes, an advocate of same-sex marriages.

His company. Simply Married, performs

about 1,000 weddings each year but only half a

dozen "commitment ceremonies" for homosex-

ual couples, despite advertising in mainland gay

publications.

But another potential beneficiary, the Rev.

Karen Russ of Weddings of Hawaii, doesn't

want the business. Her company does about

1,500 weddings a year.

**I am not for it in any shape or form," she

said. "I have seen such pain in children Who are

being raised by one or the other of their parents.

I feel in my heart that they need both a mom and

a dad. That's what a marriage is for."

Polls show the majority of voters in both

Alaska and Hawaii oppose giving marriage

licenses to homosexuals.

But the attorney who represents the two les-

bian couples and two gay men who first chal-

lenged Hawaii's law insists the proposed

amendment won't touch the core of the high

court's 1993 ruling: that benefits given hetero-

sexual couples must be given to same-sex cou-

ples.

"If you want to end the debate on same-sex

marriage in Hawaii, vote no," said attorney Dan

Foley. "If the amendment is approved, the legal

fight continues."

10^ Congress marked by scandal
LEGACY: Americans will

remember political war,

not legislative agendas

Gingrich.

**This tells you a great deal

about the mood of this Congress

and the tone of this Congress - dif-

ficult, partisan and acrimonious,"

Omstein said.

4t:atso cxptaint some of the ^'
The New York Times

WASHINGTON - The 105th

Congreu, which is to wrap up its

final legislative business this week,

rejoiced a year ago over a land-

mark bipartisan balanced-budget

agreement. It provided the biggest

tax cut since the height of the

Reagan years.

But the big question now is

whether the 105th will be remem-

bered instead for something else:

the bitter, protracted preoccupa-

tion with President Clinton's per-

sonal life and his lies about it.

And Congress is not through

yet. This Congress is not officially

adjourning but merely fading

away, subject to a recall before the

end of the year to decide whether

to impeach the president.

^"niis may be a memorable

Congress, but not for its string of

legislative achievements," said

Norman Orostein^ an expert on

Congreu at the American

EnterpriK Institute.

Ornttein sees the 105th

Congress as framed by bookends,

beginninf with a House vote on

reprimanding Speaker Newt
Gingrich for ethics violations, and

closing with a House vote to open

an impeachment inquiry into

Qinton. It was punctuated in the

middle by a coup attempt against

vor for the conservative agenda

pursued, off and on, by Gingrich.

It was his conservative flank that

sought to overthrow him and the

conservative flank he needed to

placate.

' Conservatives were so unhappy

earlier this year that some of their

leaders threatened to bolt from the

Republican Party. To keep them

happy, Republican leaders

brought numerous conservative

social causes up for votes - abor-

tion, school prayer, flag-burning,

displaying the Ten

Commandments on public proper-

ty.

None of those issues made it

into law, nor did economic-based

matten like school vouchers and

relief from the marriage tax penal-

ty. If they had passed the Senate,

President Clinton would have

vetoed them. Conservatives were

restless, and then along came the

investigation into Qinton. Many
analysts suggest that the longtime

visceral hatred of Qinton by con-

servatives, who had failed to

achieve any significant legislative

goals, was the prime force behind

the drive to impeach him.

*Tbere is no more important

moral challenge facing the country

right now than holding Qinton

accountable," said Bill Khstd, edi-

tor of the conservative Weekly

Standard.

^'It's not displacement for con-

servatives to focus on that. They

regard his behavior and his lying

about it and his possibly getting

away with it as embodying almost

everything that is wrong
America today," he said.

But a New York Times/CBS

News Poll the week before last

conflrmed what Republicans had

suspected: that their obsession

with impeachment had hurt their

standing with the public. Approval

ratings of Congress the week

before last slipped to 43 percent

from a high of 56 percent in

September. Most voters could not

name a single thing this Congress

had done. Those who could cited

impeachment.

For those not obsessed with the

Monica Lewinsky scandal, there

was some hope. After Congress

voted Oct. 8 to begin an inquiry

into impeachment of a president,

for only the third time in history,

lawmakers found themselves with

serious unfinished business,

including how to keep the govern-

ment functioning into the next fls-

cal year. They had not even passed

a budget blueprint to guide their

spending.

It was Qinton who stepped in to

save Congress from itself, and per-

haps save himself as well. In a

remarkable lltb-hour display of

his power and his political finesse,

the president changed the national

conversation from Ms. Lewinsky,

a former White House the intern

Great Gate^ debate ooes

from Internet to courts
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LAWSUIT: World's richest

individual is viewed in a

i^ariety of different ways

By David Foster

The Associated Press

SEATTLE - aick here for the Bill

Gates you recognize: Merciless cor-

porate titan? Idealistic visionary?

Computer geek with way too much

money?

The world's richest man has stirred

envy and admiration for years, and

the government's antitrust case

against Microsoft has only encour-

aged the debate over what makes him

tick.

Gates himself favors the vision

thing.

'"When I was 19, 1 caught sight of

the future and based my career on

what I saw. I turned out to have been

right," he wrote in his 1995 bestseller,

"The Road Ahead."

A darker view is found in *The

Microsoft File: The Secret Case

Against Bill Gates."

The new book, written by high-tech

writer Wendy Goldman Rohm, says:

''He was a predator, said the CEOs
of scores ofcompeting software com-

panies: an ill-kempt, socially inept,

scrawny, insecure, ruthless Lex

Luthor."

Rohm*s portrait of Gates - as an

unethical schemer who would stop at

nothing to dominate the Internet and

computer industry - appears to be

shared by attorneys for the Justice

Department and 20 states.

Their antitrust lawsuit, coming to

trial Monday in Washington, D.C.,

accuses Microsoft of illegally bullying

rivals in an effort to stifle competition

in the Internet browser market an?

maintain the dominance ofWindows,

the operating system that 'runs nine

out of 10 personal computers.

Both friends and foes say the high-

stakes case has done little to change

Gates* take-no-prisoners approach to

his business. Whether motivated by

lust for power and profit, as critics

claim, or by his self-declared vision of

bringing the wotld into the

Information Age, Gates is known for

impatience with limits.

''Bill is a very rational person. He's

very logical, and he happens to be

very competitive," said Scott Oki, a

former Microsoft executive who has

seen Gates direct his zeal for winning

toward business ventures, water-ski-

ing and even board games.

Whatever the contest, "Bill enjoys

doing it in part because it's a compet-

itive thing," Oki said. "He can apply

his brain power to coming out on

top."

Those qualities helped make the

young Gates a teen-age computer

whiz at Seattle's exclusive Lakeside

School. At age 21, he dropped out of

Harvard to run Microsoft, the soA-

ware company he'd founded two

years earlier with friend Paul Allen.

At 31, he was a billionaire, and

today, at 42, be is the world's wealthi-

est man, with a fortune pegged by

Forbes magazine at more than $50

billion, give or take a few billion

depending on the stock market's per-

formance on a given day.
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Mideast peace negotiations at standstill

SUMMIT: U.S. wants Israel to cede

territory in exchange for stronger

promises by Palestinian Authority

By Bairy Sdiweid

The Associated Press

QUEENSTOWN, Md. - Prodded by U.S.

mediation at the highest levels Sunday, Middle East

peace negotiations were snagged over security

guarantees that Israel can expect in exchange for

giving up West Bank land to the Palestinian

Authority, diplomatic sources said. The two sides

were said to be unlikely to sign more than a partial

agreement.

In the third day of talks, President Clinton and

Vice President Al Gore flew to the Wye Plantations

hideaway to work with Israeli Prime Minister

Benjamin Netanyahu and Palestinian leader Yasser

Arafat to break the impasse.

"There's important work being done here,"

White House spokesman Joe Lockhart told

reporters after Clinton and Gore arrived on sepa-

rate helicopters. Lockhart said Gore was included

because he has good relations with leaders of both

sides.

J]v \ Inited Statss in tryingio broker an agree

ment in which Israel would exchange territory for

tougher action by the Palestinian Authority to pre-

vent terror strikes against Israelis. Diplomatic

sources said completing a final deal could take

weeks or longer.

Palestinian sources said that the talks "have

become very difficult," particularly on whether

another Israeli pullback on the West Bank would

follow the one being negotiated and on Israel's

demand that terrorism suspects be extradited to

Israel for trial.

The Associated Press

Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat left, talks with Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu.

However, the sources, insisting on anonymity,

said Palestinian negotiator Saeb Erekat, U.S. medi-

ator Dennis Ross and Danny Naveh, the Israeli

Cabinet secretary, were working on drafts of other

provisions.

Also, the sources said, CIA director George

Tenet had a long meeting Saturday with

Muhammed Dahlan, Palestinian security chief,

and their ideas would be presented Sunday to the

Israelis.

James Rubin, the State Department spokesman,

reiterated the American position that "our goal

~^ See MIDEAST, page 18

Serbian police left in limbo after peace agreement
REBELS: Liberation army

rejects accord that could

end violence, bloodshed

By Tom Cohen
The Associated Press

ORLATE, Yugoslavia - In the

attic of a roadside house, the bodies

of three Serbian policemen lay awk-

wardly while a searchlight scanned

the hillside for suspected ethnic

Albanian rebels who lobbed the

grenade.

A few miles away, nine police-

men smoked in the dark at a gas sta-

tion-turned-checkpoint and waited

for a possible guerrilla assault.

The commander, a broad-shoul-

dered, 27-year veteran who called

himself Baja, complained that last

week's peace agreement between

President Slobodan Milosevic and

Western powers threatening NATO
airstrikes stopped his side from wip-

ing out rebel strongholds in the

Serbian province.

New orders, he said, allow Serb

police to return fire only when

under attack, making his men sit-

ting ducks while they secure the

road to Dragobilje in central

Kosovo, the front line of the last

fighting.

"We missed the opportunity by a

few days to complete everything,"

Baja said matter-of-factly, then

pointed out a house 100 yards away

where one of his men died in rebel

gunfire this week.

"It's very difficult to work here

under these circumstances. Sitting

here, waiting for them to open fire

on us," he said, then paused. "It's

very difficult."

The agreement was supposed to

end the fighting in Kosovo, but the

winding, hilly road from Orlate to

Dragobilje clearly was a war zone

Saturday night.

Armored police vehicles

patrolled darkened, seemingly

empty villages, and journalists with

a police escort drove without lights

on under the moonless sky.

Much of the world's attention

has focused on the Serb offensive

that decimated Albanian villages,

sending thousands fieeing into the

hills.

With the harsh Balkan winter

approaching, European powers

and the United States combined to

threaten the NATO airstrikes

unless Milosevic halted the

advance, withdrew forces sent into

Kosovo in February and allowed

unarmed observers and relief agen-

cies full access to try to head off a

humanitarian crisis.

The rebel Kosovo Liberation

Army, however, has rejected the

~
See KOSOVO, page 19
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India-Pakistan talks

end with no agreement
ISLAMABAD, Palcistan - Neg6tiatbrs

from India and Pakistan emerged Sunday

from three days of talks without an agreement

on the dispute oyer the Himalayan territory of

Kashmir, the cause of two wars between the

neighboring countries.

They promised to meet again in February.

"It's not that talks have failed ... thi$ was

just a beginning." said K. Raghunath. ladia's

chief negotiator and foreign secretary.

The two foreign secretaries issued a bnef

statement that said they discussed confidence-

building measures. They also talked about

peace and security now that both India and

Pakistan openly have the ability to make

nuclear weapons

"Both sides underscored their commitment

to reduce risk of a conflict by building mutual

confidence in the nuclear and conventional

fields,'' the statement said without elaborating.

At the heart of the three days of

talks was the intractable Kashmir

dispute, which has dogged their rela-

tions since independence from British

colonial rule in 1947.

There was no resolution or statement of

confidence-building measures related to

Kashmir, where a bloody guerrilla war is being

waged on the Indian side of the border. India

accuses Pakistan of fomenting violence on its

side of the border, a charge that Islamabad

denies.

Pipeline explosion, fire

in Colombia kills 43"
BOGOTA. Colombia - A pipeline explo-

sion splashed oil on a rural Colombian hamlet

Sunday and fire raced through the village,

killing at least 43 people and injuring more

than 60

Leftist rebels are suspected by the govern-

ment of having signed ihc deadly blast

Dewey-Truman

polling firms

reflect on gaffe

made long ago

POLLS: Industry believes

it has become much more

reliable in last 50 years

By Will Lester

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Political poll-

sters quite accurately boast of the reli-

ability of their science, but polling's

biggest ever goof remains alive 50

years later in a headline seared into

America's collective memory:

'Dewey Defeats Truman."

Fifty years ago this month, all

major polls predicted victory for

New York Gov, Thomas Dewey over

Harry Truman, the incumbent presi-

dent. Reasons for that mistake are

still a cause of debate.

"I don't think the polls were v/Tcky

1n terms of measuring national sem

ment," said Burns W. "Bud" Roper,

retired chairman of Roper Starch

Worldwide and son of pioneering

pollster Elmo Roper. "Clearly they

were wrong in determining the elec-

tion. I think the 1948 polls were more

accurate than the 1948 election."

Far from killing the fiedgling

industry, which had become popular

in the 1930s, the pollsters' embarrass-

ing mistake laid the foundation for

modern polling techniques. It also

ofi'ered a valuable reminder that "it

ain't over 'til it's over."

"We stopped polling a few weeks

too soon," said George Gallup Jr.,

coK:hairman of the Gallup organiza-

tion and son and namesake of anoth-

er of polling's giants. "We had been

lulled into thinking that nothing

much changes in the last few weeks of

the campaign."

The problem was that major poll-

sters of the day, Elmo Roper, George

Gallup and .\rchibald M. Crossley,

cut their teeth on elections involving

Franklin D. Roosevelt.

"Roosevelt was the issue. People

were either for him or against him.

The whole thing was built around

Roosevelt," said Burns Roper,

explaining the approach to polling in

presidential elections of 1936, 1940

and 1944.

I

See MISTAKES, page 18

"Tlie liquid Spilled all over, hous-

es in the village. And no one kn^ws

exactly how tHe fire started," said

pdttce officer Robert Valencia in

Segovia, the nearest town.

The fire was in Machuca, about 180 miles

north of Bogota.

Valencia said that the 2:45 a.m. explosion

destroyed most of the wood huts with straw

roofs in the town ofabout 150 residents, most

ofthcm gold miners.

The injured were airlifted to at least six hos-

pitals in the immediate area. Many victims suf-

fered from third-degree burns.

The pipeline was on a rise just above the

hamlet, Valencia said.

Most of the victims died at the scene and

were women and children. Guillermo Franco,

the Antioquia state health director, said from

the state capital of Mcdellin

Gen. Alfredo Salgado. operations director

of the national police, said survivors described

"a huge explosion and afterward a ball of flame

erupted."

Nigerian oil fire, caused

by sabotage, kills 200
LAGOS, Nigeria - Oil pipeline saboteurs

apparently tpuched off an inferno that

destroyed villages an^ a swath of surrounding

cropland. Witnesses and officials said Sunday.

About 200 people reporjedly burned alive.

An official death toll was not available, but

journalists and witnesses on the scene in the

southeastern Delta State, near the town of

Jesse, estimated that at least 200 people were

killed and said the death toll was likely to climb

'di the search for survivors continued through-

out the day.
~-

Many of the victims were farmers and vil-

lagers sleeping in their homes when the fire

began late Saturday

. Military commander Walter Feghabo

ordered a mass burial for those whose bodies

were charred beyond recognition.

CofnpiHt from Oily In*) wipt ivpom.
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School experiments with teacher bonuses
EDUCATION: Increasing

students' performance,

attendance will raise pay

By Tcrri Hardy

Los Angeles Daily News

Principal Yvonne Chan lias beat-

en the L.A. Unified School District

(LAUSD) again. She has found a

way to tie student achievement to

teacher performance.

The much-praised head of the

San Fernando Valley's first charter

school said she is offering financial

incentives for teachers and other

staff members who improve student

test scores and attendance.

"We're going to be the first ones

within the LAUSD to pay teachers

for what they know and what they

do," said Chan, principal of Vaughn

Next Century Learning Center in

Pacoima.

As principal of a charter school,

which operates almost. cfimplelely_

At the same time, the Los

Angeles Board of Education is

wrestling with how to incorporate

accountability for teachers and

administrators at its other schools.

The board currently is considering

across-the-board raises for teachers

and employees.

"We are being aggressive, proac-

tive," Chan said. "But anybody

could do it - even the LAUSD."
Day Higuchi, president of

United Teachers Los Angeles, said

Vaughn's incentive plan is complex

and would be difficult to implement

districtwide.

"The first thing we need to do is

get our basic salary raised, and then

we could look at some of this stuff,"

Higuchi said.

Chan said at Vaughn this year,

only those that are competent will be

awarded.

Teachers, for example, will be

given a base pay depending on the

number of years worked. Then their

performance, as well as that of their

Students', w ill determine if thgy ggt

test scores go up, they receive

$1,500. If attendance rises, that's an

extra $250.

Other pay areas include compe-

tence with technology, encouraging

parent participation, and effectively

disciplining students.

Teachers will be ranked by their

peers, administrators, parent feed-

back and through a self-evaluation.

The Idea of financial

incentives for teachers

is a relatively new one.

A high-performing first year

teacher, who is paid $31,000 at other

LAUSD schools, could make as

much as $37,000 per year at

Vaughn, Chan said.

"Schools can't keep new teachers

- there's a 50 percent turnaround,"

Chan said. **This is a way to keep the

plan - about one-third of all instruc-

tors - are involved. Veteran teach-

ers, Chan said, are more reluctant

because they believe, "Why should

I?"

Still, she believes that by next

year, after the staff sees positive

results from students, all will come

on board.

The idea of financial incentives

for teachers is a relatively new one in

the education community. There is

no research to show its effective-

ness, and many educators are dubi-

ous, said Jerry Hayward, co-direc-

tor of Policy Analysis for California

Education, a joint project of

Stanford University and the

University of California at Berkeley.

Most troubling, Hayward said, is

the use of standardized tests to

gauge a teacher's effectiveness,

especially if the exam is not aligned

with what is taught in the classroom.

"They run the risk of the teacher

teaching to the test," Hayward said.

"And pitting teachers against each

other is risky business."

skills.

A state accountability task force

made up of business leaders and

educators that issued recommenda-

tions this year was split on the incen-

tive issue, said Hayward, a member

of the panel.

All agreed that schools showing

progress should be rewarded, with

educators believing it should go to

the campus for materials or training,

while business leaders thought the

money should go to individual

teachers.

"In the end, we were still split half

and half," Hayward said.

All other non-teaching employees

at Vaughn are on the incentive pay

plan, including herself, Chan said.

A scheduled 2 percent pay raise

planned this year for all LAUSD
employees, as well as any additional

hikes, will be collected by Vaughn

for all workers and placed in a fund.

Incentives come from that money.

If Vaughn workers don't excel,

the funds will go toward programs

to improve student performance or
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autonomously Trom Its member dis-

trict and state regulations, Vaughn is

free to carry out the plan without the

rest of the LAUSD.

any additional money.
~

If a teacher is judged to teach

reading and writing effectively, they

get a $1,300 bonus. If the school's

good ones."

For this year, only new teachers

and those with under five years of

experience who chose to be on the

However, Hayward said other

elements of Vaughn's plan are good,

including incentives that will

encourage teachers to gain more

for training, Chan said.

In the future, Vaughn's budget

will be recast to include the incentive

program.

State Dolitics focus on school reform
EDUCATION: Increased

funding, accountability

used to improve learning

ByT«friH«ndy

Los Apgeles Dally News

With education reform emerging

as this year's hottest political issue,

lawmakers in Sacramento are

proposing a host of plans to trans-

form California schools.

The ideas are varied: make teach-

ers and graduating seniors pass com-

petency tests, create an education

cz^ to rank all schools, set up coun-

cils of parents and teachers at each

school to make curriculum and bud-

get decisions.

Already, Gov. Pete Wilson has

signed into law legislation that will

end social promotion and require

mandatory summer school or other

remedial instruction for students

who do not perform at grade level.

**AII across the country, people

are focusing on what can be done to

help schools and students doing

poorly," said Gary Hart, co-director

for the Institute for Education

Reform in Sacramento. "California

has been behind on this, but I think

now what we're seeing is a pretty

serious effort for reform."

The state has used two approach-

es to foster change at schools: the

carrot and the stick.

To encourage improvement,

schools have been given more

money based on their success in

It

reducing class sizes, the Legislature

wrote a proposition that will ask vot-

ers Nov. 3 to spend more money on

schools, and changes have been

made to recruit more teachers.

On Jan. 1, a law will go into effect

that will give potential teachers more

flexibility in getting their credentials.

Instead of taking all their classes in a

fifth year of college, students will be

allowed to take fast-track courses as

undergraduates, for example.

And new teachers will be guaran-

teed oneK>n-one coaching with men-

tor instructors - something that's

only done in a small percentage of

districts now, said Ron Hockwalt,

Walnut Valley schools superinten-

dent, who served on a state task

SeeRERNUipageie

Train gives commuters

new way to get to woric
TRANSPORTATION: Express service from San Joaquin

to Silicon Valley should relieve stress, highway traffic

By Matthew Yi

The Associated Press

FRESNO - Dave Simpson is so

sold on the idea of riding the new

commuter train linking distant rural

suburbs to Silicon Valley, he's getting

rid of his car.

"I'm in my 40s, but I look 20 years

older. It's probably because of that

commute," said Simpson, who has

been getting up at 4:30 a.m. to try and

beat the traffic along his I40^mile

round-trip commute.

No more. He'sjoining about 2,800

other technology workers on the

Altamont Commuter Express train

which starts service on Monday. The

train is expected to be an instant hit

with workers who fled the booming

housing market closer to work and'

live in the more affordable San

Joaquin Valley.

"I'm gonna give my car to my old-

est son," Simpson said. "It's a ploy to

make certain that I use the train."

See TRAIN, page 16
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Britain discusses fate of ex-dictator
EXnUUNTON: Pinochet's

rule reportedly marked

by countless atrocities

By MaufMfi Johnson
The Associated Press

LONDON - Dismissing Chile's

protest over the arrest in London

of Gen. Augusto Pinochet, a

Cabinet minister said Sunday most

Britons would Hnd it "gut-wrench-

ing" to give diplomatic immunity

to the former Chilean dictator.

Delighted demonstrators gath-

ered outside the private clinic in

London where the 82-year-old

Pinochet was presumed to be a

patient. He has been under police

guard since his arrest Friday - in

response to a Spanish extradition

request - for questioning about

allegations of murder in the first

decade after he seized power in

1973.

British trade secretary Peter

Mandelson, a close adviser to

Prime Minister Tony Blair, said

most Britons would oppose granti-

ng diplomatic immunity to

Pinochet, who crushed dissent dur-

ing 17 years of iron rule and now
stands accused of killing

Spaniard»7

tator as Pinochet should be claim-

ing diplomatic immunity, I think

for most people in this country,

would be pretty gut-wrenching

stuff," Mandelson said in a BBC
television interview.

Relations between Britain and

Chile immediately soured follow-

ing the surprise arrest of Pinochet,

who has often traveled freely to

London and underwent surgery

there earlier this month.

Chile claims Britain violated

Pinochet's diplomatic immunity

and had no right to arrest him. On
Saturday, Chile's army called the

arrest "unacceptable" and vowed

to take steps to correct the "unjust"

situation.

"Gen. Pinochet has

committed crimes

against humanity."

Vincete Allegria

Chilean exile

Home Office Minister Alun

Michael acknowledged Sunday

that Pinochet entered Britain on a

:^iglomati€ pft^spj(>tLJatLJftid-tl

'The idea that such a brutal die- BBC radio interview that the docu-

ment "does not necessarily convey

diplomatic immunity."

Britain's Foreign Office said

diplomatic immunity is only grant-

ed to accredited diplomats or

heads of state and government

members on official business.

Pinochet did not meet these qualifi-

cations, the office said.

Meanwhile, dozens of demon-

strators - mostly Chilean exiles

who cheered the arrest - gathered

outside the private London Clinic

where Pinochet was presumably

treated and believed to be held.

"Gen. Pinochet has committed

crimes against humanity - many
atrocities, torture, murder," said

Vincete Allegria, a Chilean exile

who Hed Pinochet's regime.

"We all know he is responsible

for these murders ... he gave the

orders to commit these crimes," he

told reporters outside the clinic.

Pinochet's spokesman in Chile,

Fernando Martinez, said Pinochet

was being hospitalized when police

came to arrest him. He underwent

surgery Oct. 9 for a herniated disc.

Scotland Yard police headquarters

and the government refused to dis-

close Pinochet's whereabouts.

Pinochet's arrest appears to

partly reflect a tougher attitude

toward right-wing dictators by

f'# L̂ bof Party govefm
However, Michael Howard, a decade in power.

Conservative Pa>ty spokesman
and former Cabinet minister, said

he was concerned that Pinochet's

arrest stemmed from domestic

political considerations and pres-

sure from Labor lawmakers and

lobby groups.

The final decision on

whether Pinochet will

be handed over to

Spain rests with Home
Secretary Jack Straw.

The Spanish government has 40

days from the time of Friday's

arrest to submit a formal extradi-

tion request.

The final decision ofi whether

Pinochet will be handed over to

Spain rests with Home Secretary

Jack Straw.

British police arrested Pinochet,

who ruled in Chile until 1990, in

response to a Spanish extradition

warrant.

He is wanted for questioning

about allegations that he murdered

an unidentified number of

b-in C4itle dtmng httHtotz

Surplus causes
I.I

more proDiems

for Congress

than deficit did

BUDGET: With extra cash,

leaders can't decide what

should get funding first

By David E. Rosenbaum
The New York Times

WASHINGTON - For the first

time in decades. Congress and the

White House negotiated tax and
spending legislation this year with

the budget in surplus. The result was

chaos.

The lawmakers were never able to

agree on a budget resolution - the

framework into which all the tax and

spending bills are supposed to fit.

This had not happened since con-

gressional budget procedures were

established in 1974.

Then, without the discipline of

such an overall plan, the Senate and

the House could not pass eight of the

13 spending bills needed to keep the

government running. So the law-

makers had to stay in session more
than a week longer than they had

hoped. Finally, they lumped all eight

Spending bill will buy new buses, Nre 1 00,000 teachers

PLAN: $1.2 billion budget

will most aflfect Bay Area

grade schools, dass size

ByAAMtStriditrz

The New York Times

WASHINGTON - As many as

100,000 new teachers may soon be

walking the hallways of Oakland's

public schools. And East Bay com-

muters can look forward to $1.2

million worth of shiny, new buses,

and a new system that transporta-

tion planners say will dramatically

increase punctuality and service.

Those are among the benefits for

the Bay Area touted by advocates of

a $500 billion catchall spending

plan unveiled by White House and

Congressional negotiators

Thursday.

While details remain sketchy,

Congress and the White House are

expected to approve the plan early

next week. The
House and ^_____^_^__^
Senate plan to

vote on the

appropriations

legislation
Tuesday, and

Clinton is

expected to

approve the bill

quickly there-

after.
""

Of the seven

bills that make

The teachers program

was a victory for the

Clinton Administration

and local Democratic

lawmakers.

over seven years may affect the Bay

Area the most. California's portion

of the $1.2 billion appropriation is

nearly $130 million, which will pay

for teachers in grades 1 through 3

and is meant to

^^^^^,^^1^ reduce class

size to 18 stu-

dents.

The federal

funding will last

only for one

year and must

be renewed by

Congress next

fall.

As part of

the program,

Oakland is set

up the omnibus bill, Clinton's insis- to receive roughly $1.2 million,

tence on a down payment for his which will pay $40,000 per teacher,

plan to hire 100,000 new teachers Up to 15 percent of the money may

also go to teacher training in a num-
ber of areas, including reading, test-

ing new teachers before they're

hired and alternative certification.

The teachers program was a vic-

tory for the Clinton Administration

and local Democratic lawmakers.

They pushed for the program over

Republican opposition. GOP law-

makers dropped their objections to

the program after Democrats

agreed to provide the money direct-

ly to local school districts instead of

through a Washington bureaucracy.

"It's phenomenal, fantastic,"

said John Newsome, spokesman for

U.S. Rep. Barbara Lee, D-Oakland.

"It means we'll be able to hire

teachers, and teachers are solely

needed in Oakland.'*

SeetUSES^pageH

bills together tEis week and

announced an agreement.

But the only way they could get

this far was to resort to gimmicks.

One was to designate $20 billion as

"emergency" expenditures so that

programs did not have to be cut else-

where to offset the new spending.

This will use up more than one-quar-

ter of the anticipated budget surplus

in the current fiscal year.

Another gimmick extended the

tax break for Individual Retirement

Accounts to couples with incomes

from $100,000 to $150,000. This will

actually raise a small amount of rev-

enue in the next five years - the peri-

od covered by budget accounting -

but it will make the picture consider-

ably worse in later years.

As hard as it was to negotiate a

budget in the bad old days of budget

deficits, say the politicians involved,

it was exponentially more difficult

this year. At least in years past, there

was a common goal. As much as

they disagreed on policy and princi-

ple, they were all aiming at a reduc-

See SURPLUS, page 17
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Pentagon advocates mergers among weapons makers

vk,*' V.w'i'iHJ
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DEFENSE: Auditors fear plan will

negate benefits of competition

without saving taxpayers' money

By John Diamond
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON The Pentagon is spend-

ing more than $800 million to help weapons

makers merge, even though analysts worry that

the defense industry is concentrated in too few

hands already.

Government auditors also say there's no
way to track whether the mergers save taxpay-

er money as promised.

A policy born five years ago, when the

Clinton administration was encouraging

defense companies to consolidate, continues to

cost millions in government "allowances" for

merged companies.

The Pentagon pays relocation costs, worker

retraining, severance and plant closing expens-

es. The total will almost certainly exceed $1 bil-

lion as newly consolidated firms such as Boeing

apply for them.

In return, the new, leaner companies agree

to pass on at least two-thirds of their savings to

taxpayers.

The savings don't come painlessly: The
seven merged defense companies now receiv-

ing government allowances have cut 18,000

jobs.

By the gargantuan standards of U.S. defense

spending - $268 billion this year - the $800 mil-

lion projected for those seven mergers is not a

lot. It is, however, enough for nine Navy FA-18

E and F fighters, or one Aegis destroyer.

Even as the incentive policy continues, the

Clinton administration's attitude toward merg-

ers is shifting. The Pentagon recently opposed

the plan for a $8.3 billion merger of Lockheed

Martin Corp. and Northrop Grumman.
After years of encouraging mergers to avoid

bankruptcies and the loss of critical defense-

industrial assets, the Pentagon now worries

that there will be too little competition among
three or four mega-contractors.

"There seems to be a real contradiction,"

said Rep. Bernie Sanders, I-Vt., a strident foe

of the merger subsidies. "On the one hand,

we're saying we're going to provide a financial

incentive to merge, on the other hand, we're

saying these mergers are a bad idea."

The General Accounting Office, an inves-

tigative arm of Congress, projects that the

seven companies now receiving subsidies will

reduce overhead costs chargeable to the

Pentagon by $4.1 billion over five years while

collecting $856 million in merger subsidies.

That should result in a net savings of $3.3 bil-

lion.

But the GAO found the savings generated

by mergers dilTicult to trace to weapons prices.

Critics question whether the savings are really

passed on to the Pentagon and predict that the

loss of competition will lead to higher prices.

Eleanor Spector. director of defense pro-

curement, said the policy is fair and reaps

"enormous savings." But she concedes it's dif-

ficult to measure.

"It's a needle-in-a-haystack problem," said

Spector. "It's an impossible question to

answer."

For example, a merger of missile manufac-

turers should lower the cost of making missiles,

leading to lower prices.

But if the Pentagon orders fewer missiles, if

labor negotiations result in higher wages, if a

competitor goes out of business, if the cost of

materials rises sharply - in short, if any of

countless other factors work in the opposite

direction - the price of the missile following the

merger may go up.

"I've never been able to find a specific

weapons system that's come down in price. I've

never seen the documented savings," said

Lawrence Korb, a defense expert with the

Council on Foreign Relations.

Rep. Chris Smith, R-N.J., whose district was

hard hit by defense layoffs, said, "The only

results that can be absolutely documented from

this policy are layoffs."

Defense contractors do offer a few examples

of price cuts they attribute to mergers:

•United Defense Limited Partnership said it

dropped the price of self-propelled howitzers

by 4 percent.

•The Navy was able to buy more air-to-air

and surface-to-air missiles without increasing

its budget after Raytheon took over Hughes'

defense business.

•Boeing says it lowered its winning bid on a

national missile defense development contract

because of savings following its takeover of

McDonnell Douglas and purchase of

Rockwell's defense and space business.

But the GAO found that in most cases, so

many other factors affect the price of a weapon
that isolating the impact of a merger is next to

impossible.

Military vaccinates troops

against biological weapons
DISEASE; Decision causes concern among suldiei^

that prevention measure may result in side effects

By Eric Rosenberg
The New York Times

WASHINGTON - Ten months
after the Pentagon announced plans

to inoculate 2.4 million troops

against the deadly anthrax disease,

the military is combating widespread

anxiety that the vaccine might cause

sterility, cancer or the mysterious

Gulf War Syndrome.

The military has mounted an

extensive information campaign
using the Internet, fliers and one-on-

one consultations between comman-
ders and their units to convince ser-

vice members that the anthrax vac-

cine is safe.

'^Anthrax is a biological weapon.

Anthrax is highly lethal. Vaccination

against anthrax is critical for your

protection," says a brochure issued

to military personnel entitled, "What
everyone should know about the

anthrax vaccine."

Each service and the Coast Guard

has established Internet home pages

dedicated to anthrax immunization.

On the Army's anthrax website.

Defense Secretary William Cohen is

quoted as saying: "Vaccination

against anthrax is a safe, prudent

force-protection measure."

Seeking to address a major con-

cern among female troops - that the

vaccine might harm a developing

fetus - the Air Force anthrax home
page carries comments by Dr. Steve

Ostroff, associate director for epi-

demiologic science at the National

Center for Infectious Diseases, that

"there are no special risks associated

with this vaccine if by chance it is

given to someone who is pregnant."

Still, the Pentagon advises preg-

nant women not to be inoculated, but

that warning applies to any vaccine.

The Marine Corps predicts that in

future conflicts "anthrax is the bio-

logical weapon most likely to be

SecANmnCpageU

China, Taiwan aim to improve relations

TALKS: Despite progress,

diplomfits rnnrerie old

said that the atmosphere was com-
fortable, calling Jiang "an old

friend."

Koo argued that Taiwan is a

sovereign state and will accept no

le.vsf.r .status, li e said reunifiLuiTon-

differences still evident

By Renee Schoof

The Associated Press

BEIJING - With pointed talk

about democracy, rivals China and

Taiwan on Sunday wrapped up
talks that failed to bridge wide dif-

ferences but ended a hostile freeze

in relations.

Taiwan's chief envoy to China,

Koo Chen-fu, capped his path-

breaking five-day visit by urging

President Jiang Zemin to follow

Taiwan's example as a democracy.

Koo said he spoke of democra-

cy only in general terms with

Jiang, and said he recognized

Taiwan's version may not be a

perfect fit, but "if the Chinese

mainland wishes to promote its

economic development in the

future, it has to take a brave stride

forward on the path to democratic

zation."

Taiwan's 81 -year-old negotiator

"Not a single person was

angry," Koo told reporters. "If

there was anger, we would not

have been able to talk with each

other for an hour and a half."

The talk was more blunt in

Koo's first appointment Sunday,

with Vice Premier Qian Qichen,

the communist government's lead-

(China and Taiwan)...

reiterated ... positions

that have prevented

reconciliation

in the past.

ing strategist on dealing with the

island. Both sides - political heirs

to the combatants in the Chinese

4 civil war - reiterated long-held

positions that have prevented rec-

onciliation in the past.

has to wait until China becomes a

democracy.

Qian insisted Taiwan belongs to

China and has no right to sover-

eignty. But he said the island could

keep its capitalist system after

reunification.

China and Taiwan split into

rival governments after Mao Tse-

tung's Communists sent Chiang

Kai-shek's Nationalists fleeing

from the mainland in 1949.

The two sides have rarely dealt

face-to-face since then. Talks

began in 1993 between Koo, an

influential business tycoon and

Nationalist Party member, and

Wang Daohan, an ex-mayor of

Shanghai and mentor to Chinese

President Jiang. But Beijing

scrubbed talks two years lar&r,

angry over perceived Taiwanese

moves toward independence.

In Shanghai last week, Koo and

Wang met for only the second time

ever, to have the government-

backed groups they head look into

restarting the talks.
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PUBLIC NOTICE

PERB DECISION ON CVTS

Recently the Public Employment Relations Board (PERB) issued a decision

concerning Cardiovascular Technicians (CVTs) employed by the University.

The University will convene a meeting on Thursday, October 22, 1998 at 12:30 p.m.

for the purpose of discussing the PERB decision and to commence bargaining with

the California Nurses Assocaition (CNA). The meeting will be held at Medical

Center Human Resourses, 924 Westwood Boulevard, Suite 200.

For additional information concerning this meeting, please call Maure Gardner,

Manager, Compensation Programs and Labor Relations at (310) 794-0500.
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Torrential storms

kill five in Texas
WEATHER: Unexpected tornado, accompanied by

heavy rains, forces residents to evacuate homes

ByMadcHncBaro
The Associated Press

SAN ANTONIO - Drenching

storms swept through Texas on

Saturday, spawning a tornado that

killed one person in rural Texas and

floods that killed four others, includ-

ing three in San Antonio.

More than 15 inches of rain had

fallen in some areas by early after-

noon, the National Weather Service

said. Meteorologist Larry Peabody

said the chance for more flooding is

"110 percent."

"Every creek and river and

drainage system and road and high-

way and the city of San Antonio are

either flooded or about to be flood-

ed," Peabody said.

The three San Antonio drowning

victims - a man and two women -

were washed away in cars stranded on

flooded roads on the city's north side.

All three bodies were recovered.

However, a woman believed to have

been in one of the cars remained miss-

ing Saturday night.

In Pflugerville, northeast of

Austin, the body of an 8-year-old girl

was recovered Saturday night, the

Travis County Sherifi^s Department

said. She had been washed from her

car by water overflowing a creek.

Just west of Corsicana, 220 miles

northeast of San Antonio, a man was

killed when a tornado slammed into

his mobile home and ripped it apart

about 10:30 a.m., Navarro County

sherifTs Deputy Kip Thomas said.

Mike McCormick, 33, was killed.

His wife and three sons in stable con-

dition at Navarro Regional Hospital

in Corsicana, said sheriffs dispatcher

See STORMS, page 14

Fed takes new approach to terrorism

RESPONSE: New office

aims to aid efforts of state

and local authorities

ByStcvtLjsh
The Houston Chronicle

WASHINGTON - The Justice

Department will open an office dedi-

cated to helping state and local res-

cue squads respond quickly and
effectively to terrorist attacks within

the United States, leaders of the fed-

eral agency said Friday.

"Some of our communities are

very unprepared" for a terrorist

attack, said Bob Blitzer, chief of the

FBI's domestic terrorism unit and

head of the new National Domestic

Preparedness Office. The office, in

collaboration with state and local

agencies, will determine what train-

ing and equipment communities

need to quicken their responses to

biological, chenwcal and explosives

attacks, Blitzer said.

The new federal office will include

agents from the FBI and personnel

from the Defense Department,

Federal Emergency Management
Agency and Public Health Service.

The facility will help police officers,

fire fighters and paramedics rescue

victims ofterrorism but will not inter-

fere with the authority of state and

local agencies to respond as they see

fit, Blitzer said.

"I don't tell the fire chief how to

fight a fire," he said, noting that local

safety personnel know their commu-
nities' needs better than does the fed-

eral government.

Attorney General Janet Reno said

the office will be part of the FBI and

help local agencies set training stan-

dards for their emergency respon-

ders.

"We are not interested in a top

down, one-size-fits-all solution,"

Reno said, adding that each local

police department, fire house, ambu-
lance company and hospital might

require different training and equip-

ment. "If we can do this the right

way, we will make a difference and

help save lives the next time a terror-

ist strikes."

Although the new office will focus

on saving lives after a violent attack,

the FBI's "first and foremost" mis-

sion will continue to be thwarting ter-

rorism, the attorney general said.

But, Reno added, "we won't be

able to prevent everything." Federal,

state and local agencies must prepare

for the possibility of terrorist attacks

involving a wide range ofweapons of

mass destruction, including viruses,

chemicals and bombs, she said.

"When a terrorist act strikes the

streets of rural areas of America, the

first few minutes are very critical,"

Reno said. "The situation is often

chaotic and dangerous. For many
victims, what these first responders

do in those first few minutes can

mean the difference between life and

death."

Reno said the new office, which

will have a nearly $50 million budget

this year, can be especially helpful in

the Justice Department's efforts to

coordinate a federal, state and local

response to a biological attack.

The federtd Public Health Service,

which has studied ways to thwart bio-

logical terrorism, is "very anxious to

be part of this team," the attorney

general said. "We need to reach out

to hospitals and local public health

services," she added.

POLLUTION: Officials say

military used lab, must

pay for decontamination

The Associated Press

SfMl VALLEY - NASA claims

it has spent about $20 million too

much to pump contaminated

groundwater from Rockctdyne's

Santa Susana Field Laboratory

(SSFL), and contends that the Air

Force should be picking up the tab.

Removing the contaminated

groundwater has cost $24 million,

most of which NASA has paid for,

the space agency said in a report on

the clean up.

NASA wants to recoup $ 1 6.4 mil-

lion from the U.S. Air Force.

An audit prepared by NASA's
Office of Inspector General dated

Sept. 30 doesn't spell out how much
Rocketdyne and the Air Force paid

for the cleanup.

But NASA believes the military

should be paying more for clean up

because it was using the lab during

the 1950s and early 1960s when most

of the toxic contamination occurred.

NASA used the field to test the

space shuttle engine.

"As one of the owners, NASA has

accepted responsibility for resolving

SSFL contamination problems.

However, NASA has in the past

paid more than its fair share ofreme-

diation costs and will continue to do

so in the future if it does not take

appropriate steps," the report said.

The groundwater is tainted with

trichloroethylene (TCE), believed to

be a cancer-causing chemical that

was used to wash rocket engines at

six test stands. Radiation and other

chemicals have also been found in

soil and water after decades of mili-

tary research at the 2,700-acre lab

site.

The audit claimed that NASA
should pay no more than 12 percent

of the TCE contamination clean-up

costs, with the Air Force paying the

other 88 percent.

"(An) analysis may conclude that

Rocketdyne is responsible for some
of the remaining 88 percent of the

liability for TCE contamination

cleanup, even though Rocketdyne

strongly believes it should not be

responsible for any of the cleanup

costs," the report said.

See NASA, page 18

Controlled study begins

on possible Aiub vaccrne
MEDICINE: First potential vaccine against HIV reaches

final, Phase III trial stage before approval ft^om FDA

By Dolores Kong
—___

The Boston Globe

BOSTON - With his sleeve rolled

up and feeling brave enough to watch

as he got the injection, Michael Chick

became the first New England volun-

teer to participate in a historic U.S. trial

of a potential AIDS vaccine Thursday.

"That was nothing," said Chick, as

he got up to allow the second volunteer,

Carl Wallace, to take his turn at the

Fenway Community Health Center.

The study is the nation's first-ever

Phase III trial of a potential AIDS vac-

cine - the final stage of testing before

the US Food and Drug Administration

considers approval. It will eventually

enroll 5,000 HIV-negative but at-risk

people around the nation, and follow

them for three years.

Thursday marked the launching of

the study of AIDSVAX at the Fenway

health center, although more than a

hundred people have already received

the experimental shots since June in

cities like St. Louis, Philadelphia, Los

Angeles and Chicago.

"Today is a very special day," said

Dr. Stephen L. Boswell, executive

director of the health center, in

announcing the center's participation

See AIDS, page 19
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ANTHRAX
From page 10

encountered because it is highly

lethal, easy to produce in large quan-

tities, relatively easy to develop as a

weapon, easily spread in the air over

a large area, easily stored and dan-

gerous for a long time."

In an effort to reassure troops,

•Cohen and Army- Gen. Henry
Shelton, chairman of the Joint Chiefs

of Staff, said in May that they them-

selves have begun taking the six shots

required over an 18-month period.

In nature, anthrax is caused by

bacteria that infect grazing animals

such as cattle, sheep and goat^. Iraq's

Saddam Hussein is suspected of pro-

ducing anthrax spores in a dry form

for use in an artillery shell that could

explode and spray death over a bat^

tlefield. Within one to six days after

inhaling spores, a victim would get a

high fever that ultimately would

cause total organ failure.

Last December Cohen announced

his intention to vaccinate all active-

duty and reserve personnel over

seven years because of fears that Iraq

and other nations might use anthrax

against U.S. forces.

In March, the Pentagon started

the vaccinations on troops in the

Persian Gulf region, and in August

the military began widespread vacci-

nations.

But the American Gulf War
Veterans Association has asserted

that the vaccine, which is manufac-

tured by Bioport Corporation in

Lansing, Mich., is potentially harm-

ful.

The group has advised service

members "to insist on being exempt-

ed from the vaccine" and to "consid-

er objecting to the vaccine on reli-

gious grounds." It cited the compa-

ny's own product information that

says no studies have been done to

determine whether the drug might

cause cancer or infertility over a long

period.

The Pentagon and FDA insist

there are no indications that the

anthrax vaccine, which has been

given since 1970 to veterinarians and

livestock workers, causes severe

health problems.

Bioport's chief operating officer,

Robert Myers, adds that "the 28

years of experience, as well as the

experience of the last few months

with 200,000 doses, speaks resound-

ingly and clearly that vaccine is safe."

In addition, a presidential adviso-

ry committee ruled it "unlikely" that

there is a link between the vaccine

administered to Gulf War troops and

the so-called Gulf War Syndrome

that has caused crippling joint pain

and neurological disorders.

As for near-term health risks, mili-

tary medics have recorded few

adverse reactions to the more than

201,000 inoculations given since

March.

"We have been unable to relate

any but local soreness kinds of side

effects to the vaccine itself," said

Susan Bailey, assistant secretary of

defense for health affairs.

Jim Turner, a Pentagon

spokesman, added that "one guy got

a severe inflammation, but he has

recovered and is back on duty."

> More than "20 service members
have refused the shots so far, and one

of them has been discharged. Turner

said.

The shots are, in fact, mandatory.

"We consider service members get-

ting the shot in the same way we tell

them to wear their helmets," said

Rear Adm. Michael Cowan, director

for medical readiness on the Joint

Chiefs of Staff.

While military and federal drug

officials insist that the vaccine is safe,

many troops are not convinced.

"My son recently married and he's

worried that these shots will hurt

him," said the mother of a young

Marine based in California. "And
I'm worried for him."

Part of the anxiety stems from pro-

duction problems that have dogged

Bioport, the nation's only supplier of

the vaccine.

In April, the FDA cited Bioport

for "significant deviations" in proper
^

production techniques and conclud-

ed that "a lot of work remains to cor-

rect the deficiencies."

A report on an FDA inspectioh of

the facility showed problems includ-

ing poor quality control and record-

keeping.

John Taylor, the FDA's senior

adviser for regulatory operations,

wrote Myers on April 7 that it was .

"critically important" that the com-

pany "meet the requirements and

applicable standards in your license

as soon as possible for the future

manufacturing of these products."

Earlier, in January the company
voluntarily suspended production of

the vaccine to upgrade its manufac-

turing facilities. The company and

the FDA say the suspension did not

result from the FDA warning.

Production is expected to resume

next January.

STORMS
From page 1

2

Rhonda Stephens.

The family's trailer was destroyed,

with nothing left standing but cinder

blocks and a front wooden deck on

which a welcome mat and flower

pots remained undisturbed.

"We had no warning." Thomai.
said. "All of a sudden, the tones went

out and they said it was on the

ground"

.

Southwest of Waco, a tornado in

Oglesboy destroyed two brick

homes, and a house and three mobile

homes were destroyed in Harker

Heights. No other injuries were

reported.

Flooding ranged from San

Antonio in south central Texas up to

Austin and the Hill Country.

Forecasters said there was little or no

relief expected through at least late

Sunday.

The storm knocked out electric

power to about 36,000 utility cus-

tomers in San Antonio. Clovis

McCallister of GTE Southwest said

a switching center was Hooded, cut-

ting off 55,000 telepbone customers

to the southwest of the city.

Interstate 35 south of San Antonio

were closed at one point by at least

five feet of water sitting on the high-

way.

The homes of about 80 to 90 fam-

ilies were evacuated north of San

Antonio, sheriffs Deputy Art

Scarbrough said. More than 100 res-

idents of Wimberley, a Hill Country

weekend hideaway about 30 miles

southwest of Austin, also were evac-

San Antonio's 911 system went

down, and officials publicized an

altw-rnative number for emergency

calls.

Authorities in Austin and San

Antonio spent much of the morning

rescuing motorists from Hooded

roads, said Jo Schweikerd Moss, a

spokesman for the Division of

Emergency Management.

She said some sections of

uated.

Frank and Charlotte Walters of

Houston were driving back from

their Lake Tahoe summer residence

when they were stranded at an outlet

mall in New Braunfels, northeast of

San Antonio. Following a hot, dry

summer, Walters tried to put the

storm in perspective.

"One thing about it: I think the

drought is over," Walters said.

BUSES
From page 8

The funding is based on the

number of students living in pover-

ty as well as student population.

Another spending item tenta-

tively released Friday was funding

for Contra Costa County's busing

sgrvjgg,

up.

The funding was requested by

Rep. Ellen Tauscher, D-Tassajara

Valley.

Meanwhile, a number of other

Bay Area projects are earmarked

in a Housing and Urban

Development-Veterans
Administration ' budget that

Clinton is expected to sign early

next week. Those include;

I he County Connection will gel

$198,000 to buy new buses. Also,

Lafayette's busing system will

receive $1 million to locate buses

in service, using a computerized

tracking <iystem.

The new system will fiag prob-

lems in service, such as tardy

buses. Once they discover the

problems, they can send new buses

or order existing buses to speed

-$700,000 tor childcare pro-

g'rams in Visitacion Valley in The

City. $600,000 for homeless base

conversion in Alameda.

•$350,000 for a community and

cultural center for one of the poor-

est communities in the Bay Area,

Marin City. •
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REFORM
From page 6

force that made recommendations

for teacher training legislation.

"This is absolutely necessary

because we lose so many teachers

after the first year," Hockwalt said.

Born out of frustration, however,

are measures intended to force dis-

tricts and their employees into

accountability. A new law will call for

new teachers, at the end of their cre-

dential preparation, to be evaluated

to ensure they are "able to perform

and do what's expected of them,"

Hockwalt said.

Also, voters passed Proposition

227 in June, virtually banning bilin-

gual education and for the first time,

students throughout the state were

required to take the same standard-

ized test to establish a base line for

achievement.

Wilson wrote Proposition 8, an ini-

tiative on the November ballot, that

would in part create a chief inspector

TRAIN
From page 6

The purple, blue and white

Altamont Commuter Express trains

traveling from Stockton to San Jose

will go rolling across the Altamont

Pass, through southern and eastern

Alameda County and into the land of

of public schools, who would report

on the quality of public K-12 campus-

es.

The chief inspector would be

appointed by the governor for a 10-

year term. The office would inspect

all public schools a least once every

two years, and publish the results.

Reports would include a school's

strengths, weaknesses and student

achievement data. The annual

reviews would cost about $15 million

to $20 million, according to the

Legislative Analyst's Office.

State Superintendent of

Instruction Delaine Eastin criticized

Wilson's plan, saying even though

"accountability was on everyone's

lips," it wasn't in the governor's pro-

posal.

"All that's being set up is a system

of ranking schools," Eastin said.

Hart agreed that Proposition 8

doesn't go far enough for true reform.

"There has to be rewards and sanc-

tions," Hart said. "The key question

is what to do when schools don't mea-

sure up to standards or when they

the train service for the last five years.

Some companies are offering 25 per-

cent to 100 percent subsidies to their

employees who choose to use the

Altamont Commuter Express or

ACE.
"The train service is a third faster,

75 percent cheaper and with laptop

computers, hard drives and the

Internet.

"We ^ot the champagne on ice.

thousiands of employees in line and

we're very excited about this ser-

vice," said Carl Guardino, Silicon

Valley Manufacturing Group presi-

dent.

The group, which represents about

30 largest high-tech companies in the

Silicon Valley, has been pushing for

exceed those standards."

Mitch Zak, spokesman for the Yes

on Proposition 8 campaign, said that

an independent analysis of the quality

of schools is an important first step.

Proposition 8

would also maintain

funding for class-size

reduction and set up

school site councils.

"It's up to policymakers to take

this data and implement meaningful

accountability plans," Zak said.

Proposition 8 would also maintain

funding for class-size reduction and

set up school site councils of parents

and teachers.

With the principal, the council

would make budgetary and curricu-

lum decisions.

computer trays at most seats, people

will be a lot less frustrated when they

arrive at work," Guardino said.

"We're going away from white

knuckles to quick trips on Oct. 19."

In addition to pressure from

Silicon Valley employers, the flood of

people moving to the Valley helped

get th? train, first imagined in 1991,

off the drafting board and OQlQjhc.

Another provision in the ballot

measure would require teachers to

pass a competency test - something

that's also being urged by gubernator-

ial candidates Gray Davis and Dan
Lungren.

Lungren also wants high school

students to pass a competency test

before they receive their diplomas

and is an advocate of school vouch-

ers.

Neither candidate has talked much
about what he wants to happen to

schools that consistently show poor

student performance - the center-

piece of most accountability plans.

A spokesman for Davis' election

campaign said the lieutenant gover-

nor does not support the idea, as pro-

posed by Wilson, of spending millions

to rank schools.

However, Davis does want to

reward master teachers, as well as

schools that show measurable

increases in performance.

Conversely, Davis would support

sanctions, including dismissals for

those school officials who continually

fail their students, said Michael

Bustamante, spokesman for Davis'

campaign.

At the same time, Davis is pushing

for more parental involvement,

including having them sign contracts

saying they will spend more time help-

ing their child with homework and

that they will volunteer at school.

"When parents take an active role,

their child's performance increases,"

Bustamante said.

Lungren's campaign spokesman

said the candidate had been studying

accountability plans and will be mak-

ing an announcement about his pro-

posals this month.

The attorney general strongly sup-

ports local decision-making, but is

investigating whether accountability

plans need to be created at the school

site, district or state level - or a com-

bination of all three, said spokes-

woman Sara Brown.

"Dan Lungren strongly supports

accountability and standards, and is

now looking at how that can be imple-

mented," Brown said.

"People wiltbe^a 1oT

less frustrated when
they arrive at work."

Carl Guardino

President of Silicon Valley

Manufacturing Group

rails.

"A lot of times, these things could

remain on paper for a long time. But

the traffic conditions on the

Altamont Pass and Highway 680 are

dictating the need for this service

morf than any other factor," said

Stacey Mortensen, executive director

of the San Joaquin Regional Rail

Commission, which manages the

train service.

An estimated 36,000 people drive

across the Altamont Pass each day for

jobs mostly in the Silicon Valley, an

increase of almost 500 percent since

1980.

ACE has already sold

over 800 n^onthly—

ern San Joaquin Valley communities

like Tracy and Manteca.

Median prices for existing homes,

new homes and condos in Manteca,

Lodi and Tracy are less than half

those in San Jose, Palo Alto,

Sunnyvale and San Francisco,

according to the California

Association of Realtors.

Simpson bought his Manteca

passes for the

commuter train.

Skyrocketing housing costs

throughout the San Francisco Bay

area has pushed commuters to live as

far as 80-100 miles away in northwest-

Home 18 years lor $48,000. Because"

he chose to stay instead of moving to

the San Francisco Bay area, he fig-

ures he can retire in six years, buy a

vacation home in Lake Tahoe and

visit Hawaii once a year.

And for Simpson, who works at

Intel, the ACE train is a godsend.

ACE has already sold over 800

See TRAIN, page 17
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TRAIN
From page 16

monthly passes for the commuter

train, which will have two morning

routes to San Jose and two returning

trains in the evening. The usual

three-hour drive time from Stockton

to San Jose is cut to a little over two

hours on the train, with stops in

Manteca, Tracy, Livermore,

Pleasanton, Fremont and Santa

Clara.

Officials are already looking for

funding to add a third train.

"We're going to be comfortably

full on our first day," Mortensen

said. "At this point, a lot of people

will just show up. We're expecting

about 80 to 85 percent full, which !

think is good."

Mortensen estimates fares will

cover at least 40 percent and per-

haps as much as 60 percent of the

train system's $4.8 million annual

operating cost. Nationwide, most

commuter railroads cover 30 per-

cent to 40 percent of their operating

costs through fares.

For ACE, the rest of the expenses

will be covered by state and federal

SURPLUS
From page 8

tion in the deficit.

This year, some members of

Congress wanted to use the surplus

for a big tax cut. Others wanted to

pay off the national debt. Others

wanted to spend part of it on med-

ical research, schools and weapons

for the Pentagon. Others wanted to

spend large sums on highways. Still

others wanted to continue cutting

government spending.

And that was just among the

Republicans. The Democrats had

their own ideas about the budget,

and President Clinton laid down his

marker about saving the surplus

until a way was found to shore up

thg Social Sgcuritv system .

deficit, the fundamental question

was how to divide up the bitter

medicine of more taxes and less

spending.

Republicans, for the most part,

opposed tax increases and favored

cutting spending on sociaj pro-

grams. Democrats wanted to raise

taxes, especially on the rich, and

protect social spending. In the end,

balances were carefully drawn. But

plenty of politicians President

George Bush, to name one - lost

their jobs in the process.

This year, with Democrats and

Republicans alike claiming victory,

the burning issue was how to parcel

out the candy. Democrats got more

money for education and farm

assistance. Republicans got more

money for the military and an

gxttn^ion of popular tax break s for

grants for the next three years. After

that, Santa Clara, Alameda and San

Joaquin counties will pitch in using

sales tax revenues.

Simpson doesn't mind paying a

little extra on his sales tax if it means

easier commute to work. He's plac-

ing all his eggs in the ACE basket.

"If this train does not work, I

have no backup plan. This is a man
almost in desperation," Simpson

said.

"I haven't read a newspaper in 20

years. The train is going to allow me
to go away from talk radio to news-

papers."

get it into the budget.

For the politicians, the new way

is more fun. It is hard to imagine

that anyone will be voted out of

office because of this year's budget.

But that did not make it easier to

reach an agreement.

The other big difference is that

the principal fights this year were

not over money at all. They

involved delicate policy issues like

needle exchanges, contraception,

global warming, immigration and

the census.

In Congress, there is no consen-

sus on these matters. ^ the only

way policy could be set was to wrap

them into the giant spending bill. It

may be more pleasant to debate

policy than money. But it is proba-

bly harder to find a way to split the

difference. —>

"In budget terms," said Robert

Reischauer, a former director of

the congressional budget office,

"this is like the end of the Cold

War."

There are other differences as

well in the way things were negoti-

ated with the budget in a surplus. In

1990, 1993 and 1995, when politi-

cians staked their careers on strik-

ing a budget deal to lower the

businesses.

Some of the $20 billion that will

eat into the surplus really will go for

emergencies, like relief for victims

of Hurricane Georges. But much of

the money, like the $90 million that

will pay for six new helicopters for

the national police in Colombia to

use in drug interdiction, was desig-

nated emergency spending simply

becaifte there was no other way to

As long as the surplus lasts, the

lack of discipline that characterized

the budget-writing this year is likely

to continue. This is distressing to

those devoted to controlling gov-

ernment spending.

"The temptation," said L. Ari

Fleischer, spokesman for the

House Ways and Means

Committee, "is to grab the loot and

spend it."

LEGISLATURE
From page 4

with whom he had an affair, to edu-

cation.

When Congress and the White

House agreed on their final budget

for the coming fiscal year, both sides

reveled in the money for new teach-

ers. And both Democrats and

Republicans quickly took this

accomplishment home to show vot-

ers for the Nov. 3 midterm elections.

The truth was, they had little else

in hand. Both parties lost their signa-

ture issues this year. Republicans

could not produce a tax cut.

Democrats could not produce what

they call a patient's bill of rights.

Neither could they raise the mini-

mum wage, force tobacco compa-

nies to settle or overhaul the cam-

paign finance system.

Without these banners to march

under, both sides were happy to

boast of hiring new teachers and to

dig into the much-delayed budget for

billions oOdollars worth of home-

state projects to please voters.

And on the final spending bill they

attached hundreds of policy items

that did not have the sweep of, say,

changing the health-care system, but

responded to one constituency or

another. These include requiring fed-

eral health plans to cover*contracep-

tives, making it easier for high-tech

companies to bring in highly skilled

foreign workers, and restricting

you have peace and prosperity?"

Ross Baker, a political scientist at

Rutgers University, saw the same

outcome. "Did anything they did rise

to the level of wide public recogni-

tion?" he asked. "I think not. So

much attention was focused on

things that didn't pass - campaign

finance reform, the tobacco bill -
that the modest accomplishments

tended to be drowned out."

That said, the 105th Congress set

in motion several policy questions

that could stretch into the next mil-

lennium.

For the first time in three decades,

Congress is ending its session with a

surplus, in part due to the balanced-

budget agreement. This offers a

whole new way of thinking as it shifts

from deficit-driven restraint to fresh

fields for both parties.

The most promising legacy of the

105th, its agreement not to spend

more than it took in, was short-lived.

The bounty of an anticipated $70 bil-

lion surplus this year was too tempt-

ing for Congress and the White

House. They tried abiding by their

pre-determined spending limits, then

spent more, skimming off about $20

billion and calling them "emergen-

cies" so that they did not have to off-

set them with cuts elsewhere.

"Keeping the politicians' hands

olTa surplus is like throwing Tootsie

Rolls in front of a child and saying,

'Don't touch!"' Wittmann said.

"The deficit restraint is off, the

guard-rails are gone."

po rnog raptiy on Hie Internet.

"We live in the era of little initia-

tives," said Marshall Wittmann,

director of congressional relations at

(he Heritage Foundation, a conserv-

ative research group. "What we have

seen is the product of divided gov-

ernment. They reach a murky middle

ground, and that's what this budget

deal is and it's really the story of the

I05th. But who's to complain when

"-Still, bemg able to anticipate a sur-

plus for some years poses new chal-

lenges to the parties. The big debate

will be whether to spend it or save it,

whether to shore it up to bolster

Social Security or to cut taxes or pay

off the debt. The surplus achieved in

this Congress will set the debate for

years to come over what the nation

can do, in peacetime, when it has the

will and the wallet.
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MIDEAST
FrompageS

continues to be to do ail the work that needs to be done

by today."

He said he had not '^heard any serious discussion

about a multiweek extension" of the talks.

Rubin also denied an Israeli army radio report that

Cinton had warned the Israelis he would support a

Palestinian state if no West Bank agreement was

reached. He said that did not "resemble any account

that I've heard at the Wye talks, and I fmd it difficult to

imagine."

Netanyahu also denied any such pressure had been

applied. "The reports are baseless, and that option was

never discussed in conversations with the prime minis-

ter and his delegation at Wye Plantation," Netanyahu's

office said in Jerusalem.

Israel's newly appointed hard-line foreign minister,

Ariel Sharon, and Defense Minister Yitzhak

Mordechai arrived early Sunday at this resort area on

Maryland's Eastern Shore morning to join the talks.

Asked by reporters if he was optimistic, Mordechai

said, "Yes, I am."

Qinton is trying to break a 19-month stalemate, but

U.S. officials have made no claims ofprogress since the

talks began Thursday.

It may take the parties a couple ofweeks to work out

the steps Arafat would be prepared to take td fight ter-

rorism, and then there would probably have to be

another three-way meeting conxened by the United

States, the diplomatic sources said.

At stake was a long-sought accord that would give

the Palestinians control over more land on which they

hope to establish a state. Netanyahu has agreed to

relinquish another 13 percent but only if Arafat takes

stronger action against terrorists.

MISTAKES
From page 5

In the 1948 presidential election, there

was no Roosevelt, but a field of the two

major candidates, as well as Dixiecrat Strom

Thurmond and Progressive party candidate

Henry Wallace.

The polls predicted a Dewey victory of

between 5 to 15 percentage points, but

Truman won by 4.4 percentage points. The

labor vote was energized as Democrats wor-

ried about Dewey's strength in pre-election

polls, and Republicans felt their candidate

would win "so they played golf that day,"

Roper said.

The offspring of the famous pollsters

from 1948 remember the days around the

election as stressful.

Helen Crossley recalls "a very tense

household" as her father worried aloud that

Truman, who drew increasingly enthusiastic

crowds at his pre-election speeches, was

gaining momentum. George Gallup Jr. says

his father had to visit many newspaper

clients after the election to lure them back

after 30 canceled their poll service. Burns

Roper said the election came just weeks

after 4he suicide of his brother, and he

recalled that he and his father voted for

Truman.

"It sort of looked like the end of the

world," Roper said. "It was the definition of

mixed emotions. We saw our man winning,

but our company going down the tubes."

Roper company officials huddled and

came up with an approach for Elmo Roper's

next newspaper column: "We were wrong.

We couldn't have been more wrong. We're

going to find out why."

The polling pioneers admitted their mis-

takes, re-examined their methods and

plunged back to work. They moved gradual-

ly away from quota sampling, which ques-

tioned a set number of people from different

ethnic and age groups, and moved toward

random sampling. They extended polling

deadlines up until Election Day and devel-

oped their ability to predict those likely to

come out and vote.

"Political polling was non-probability,

and for a number ofyears they got away with

it," says New York pollster Warren

Mitofsky, a pioneer of random-digit dialing

and the use of extensive telephone sampling

20 years ago. "In 1948, they got burned."

There's never been a comparable election

disaster since 1948, when all the major play-

ers picked the wrong winner, said Tom W.

Smith, director of the general social survey

at the National Opinion Research Center in

Chicago.

Since then, pre-election polls have

become far more accurate, although some

years are more precise than others. The mar-

gin of Ronald Reagan's 1980 victory was

underestimated by some pollsters, for exam-

pie.

While the polling industry has made
progress in methods of sampling and poll

timing, it still has plenty to learn about prob-

ability methods and the wording and order

of questions, Mitofsky said.

"Identifying likely voters is still a mystery

to most polling organizations," he said.

NASA
From page 12

Rocketdyiie owned most of the land and

conducted Air Force-commissioned rocket

engine tests from 1950-61, when 97 percent

of the contamination occurred, the audit

said.

The space agency acknowledged some

responsibility for contamination prior to its

use of the facility because tests on Atlas and

Delta rocket engines resulted in benefits to

NASA.
The Air Force believes cleanup is

Rocketdyne's responsibility, according to

the report.

Representatives from the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers, which is representing

the Air Force in the dispute, did not return

phone calls.

According to the audit, however, the Air

Force has said Rocketdyne should be

responsible for 92 ()ercent of the cleanup,

with the two government agencies splitting

the remaining 8 percent.

The aerospace company claims it was

simply following Air Force procedures,

thus making the that military branch

responsible for clean up costs.

"We were operating at the time under the

government, especially Air Force, guide-

lines, for the use of chemicals," Rocketdyne

spokesman Dan Beck said. "Nothing we

did went beyond the guidelines."

NASA also claimed it has paid at least S4

million too much for ongoing costs associ-

ated with the cleanup.
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KOSOVO
From page 5

agreement Milosevic reached with

U.S. envoy Richard Holbrooke.

Despite a cease-fire it declared

earlier, the KLA appeared to step

up attacks over the weekend, with

the Serb Media Center in Pristina

reporting more than a dozen.

In Kosovo's propaganda-driven

atmosphere, it was impossible to

determine how many of the

reports were true.

But journalists saw the after-

math of the grenade attack in

Orlate, 18 miles southwest of

Pristina, as they returned from the

police checkpoint at Dragobilje,

six miles up the road.

The three policemen killed were

staying in a two-story house along

the main road, a common practice

in areas abandoned by Albanian

residents. The grenade, either

tossed or fired from a shoulder-

held launcher, also seriously

injured two other policemen.

All three of the dead, still in uni-

form with their rifles in hand or

near their bodies, appeared to

have been crouching down as

though under attack. A few full

ammunition clips lay near patches

of blood on the floor.

"These latest attacks show that

the Albanian terrorists are trying

by all possible means to prevent

the realization of the Milosevic-

Holbrooke agreement," Serbian

local governor Veljko Odalovic

said Sunday. "This confirms what

the international community has

never wanted to admit - that these

bands of terrorists are not for a

peaceful solution."

Baja, speaking before the

Orlate attack, said the rebels want-

ed to take advantage of Serb with-

drawals to start new fighting that

would prompt NATO to launch its

threatened airstrikes on Yugoslav

military targets.

"That's what they are trying to

do - use the agreement to open

fire on us," he argued. "They want

to provoke us into a response, and

get NATO to attack."

Hydajet Hyseni, a spokesman

for the United Democratic

Movement, an ethnic Albanian

party that supports the KLA, said

Sunday that any violence was in

response to attacks by Serb police.

"There is no real withdrawal of

Serb armed forces from Kosovo,

let alone demilitarization of

Kosovo," he said.

Hyseni claimed Serb forces still

shell and loot Albanian villages

and kill civilians.

"Sometimes, that seems to pro-

voke a self-defense reaction of the

harassed Albanians and action by

KLA units," he said.

AIDS
From page 12

in the trial funded by VaxGen, Inc.,

developer of AIDSVAX. "It's the first

effort that will actually look to see if this

vaccine works."

An AIDS vaccine is a preventive

approach to battling the epidemic, par-

ticularly in developing countries,

where the current AIDS treatments are

too expensive for most people.

Worldwide, more than 30 million

people are currently estimated to be

infected with the AIDS virus or diag-

nosed with the disease. Since the begin-

ning of the epidemic in 1981, more than

640,000 people have been diagnosed

with AIDS in the United States, includ-

ing more than 13,400 in

Massachusetts.

While annual AIDS deaths have

dropped dramaticiUly across the nation

and the state as a result of new thera-

pies, "In Boston, AIDS is still the No. 1

killer for people between the ages of 25

and 44," said John Auerbach, director

of the city's health department, who
welcomedthe trial.

People who participate in the

AIDSVAX study must continue to use

condoms and take other precautionary

measures, since the research design

calls for one third of the volunteers to

get a placebo, or inactive substance,

and since it is not known whether the

vaccine will work. Volunteers will not

know whether they have been given the

vaccine or a placebo.

But even among high-risk people

taking precautions, about 1.5 percent

of them are expected to become infect-

ed with HIVeach year, as a result of a

condom breaking or some other

unforeseen event. The study will be

looking to compare the infection rate

between people who get the vaccine

and those who don't. Because the^l.5

percent rate is so small, the study needs

to follow 5,000 people over three years.

While AIDSVAX is the first to

reach Phase III, other experimental

vaccines using different approaches to

preventing infection with HIV, the

virus that causes AIDS, are also under

study.

Some researchers believe

AIDSVAX's approach - stimulating

antibodies against HIV to prevent it

from entering the body's cells - will be

ineffective or not as effective as anoth-

er approach - stimulating so-called cel-

lular immunity to kill cells already

infected with HIV.

But federal health officials do not

foresee a Phase III trial of any of the

vaccines to boost cellular immunity

until the year 2000, said Dr. Kenneth

Mayer, the Fenway center's medical

research director.

"The key issue for us was, was it

appropriate for that type of hiatus to

occur?" said Mayer. Rather than wait
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for what might or might not be a vac-

cine with a better approach, Fenway

health ofTiciais seized the opportunity

to participate in the AIDSVAX Phase

HI trial.

"If it's 100 percent successful, end of

story. Millions of lives will be saved,"

Mayer said. But even if it's partly suc-

cessful, that will be a major advance, he

added.

Fenway has already participated in

an earlier phase of studying

AIDSVAX, to test safety as opposed to

the Phase III purpose of testing effec-

tiveness. The 14 volunteers in that earli-

er phase experienced no major side

effects and continue to be followed,

Mayer said.

An earlier generation of VaxGen's

product, called a monovalent gpl20

vaccine, never got beyond the early

phases of study because it didn't pro-

tect against "wild" strains of HIV, and

some research volunteers became

infected through sexual intercourse or

other ways.

VaxGen has since incorporated

parts of a *Svild" strain into two so-

called bivalent formulations, one of

which is the subject of the Phase III

trial at Fenway, involving HlV-nega-

tive gay men and heterosexual women
who are at risk of becoming infected.

The company plans to launch a Phase

III trial of the other bivalent formula-

tion in at-risk intravenous drug users in

Thailand,later this year.
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Faster. Smarter. Far more clever.
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the OS you have in your

Macintosh now!

The world's most
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operating system.

Comes with Sherlodc,

personal search detecthre

fastest networldng.

Sherlock gives you the power to find information around

the world, on your hard disk or inside your files.

Smart Scrolling: Control

documents and windows.

Requirements:

• Mac OS-based Apple computer with a

PowerPC processor*

• 16MB of physical RAM, with virtual

memory set to at least 24MB

*Apple PC Compatibility Cards are

not supported.

10 Great Reasons to Buy Mac OS 8.5

1. Ust Sherlock to quickly starch the Internet and your disks.

2. View search results ranked by relevance In a window.

3. Save search criteria and results for later reuse.

4. Copy files over a network faster than with Windows NT.

5. Automate nearly any task on your computer with AppleScrlpt.

6. Run AppleScrlpt scrlpU up to five times faster than before.

7. Get up and running quickly with your new system software.

8. Get on the Internet free for 30 days.

9. View the hottest multimedia with QuickTime 3 software.

10. Navlgatt through documents and Finder windows faster.
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CAMPAIGN
From page 1

Wasserman to give $10 million. $8.5

million went to undergraduate schol-

arships." she added.

Each campus department has its

own goals within the campaign to get

money for capital improvements,
research, scholarships, library collec-

tions, endowed chairs and academic
programs.

Administrators point to a number
of benefits of the campaign, which is

currently in its fourth year. To date,

the effort has raised just under $730
million, or 60 percent of the goal in

less than half the time.

"We have increased scholarships

by several million," said Gerald
Levey, provost of the medical sci-

ences and dean of the school of medi-

cine. University-wide, $62.3 million

has been allocated for scholarships

and fellowships.

Academic programs and capital

improvements are also a priority in

the medical sciences division. Most
of the money raised thus far has been
targeted for academic programs, an
area donors tend to be more interest-

ed in, according to Levey.

But, the multi-million-dollar dona-

tions, the ones which usually get the

most attention, are often donated for

capital projects like buildings.

The recently completed Gonda
(Goldschmeid) Neuroscience and
Gcn>l i68

Beyond the library, money raised

has gone for scholarship funds, facul-

ty members' research and fellow-

ships.

"The rest is slower for people to

notice," Puntch said of some of the

other benefits of the money raised in

the campaign.

The law school is 41 percent of the

way toward its $45 million goal.

Other schools within the university

are on their way toward their stated

goals, including:

•Anderson Graduate School of

Management, 36 percent of its $70
million goal.

•College of Letters & Science, 42

percent of its $150 million goal.

•Athletic Department, 55 percent

ofits $40 million goal.

•School of Theater, Film &
Television, 96 percent of its $30 mil-

lion attempt.

Much of the money raised for the

School of Theater, Film & Television

has gone to scholarships and other

funding to help students, according

to Rosalee Sass. development direc-

tor for the school.

"The only way to help students

make films is through student schol-

arships and fellowships," Sass said.

Helping students is a priority

among donors, and development
officers are willing to go along with

their wishes, according to Sass.

She pointed to a number of large

gifts that range in purpose from
establishing the musical theater pro-

KfeMrch Center ia the gum iu :fan4tng film prflSflrv^ien-
result of a $45 million donation - the

largest single donation in the history

of the UC system. Recent large dona-

tions will also pay for a children's hos-

pital and the Luck Research Center,

an orthopedic hospital slated to be
built in Santa Monica.

The medical sciences division has

raisect more than 60 percent of its

$600 million goal. This goal includes

funds for construction of the new
hospital, which is currently planned
for completion in 2012.

Much of the funds raised at the

UCLA Law School thus far went to

the recently completed renovation

and construction of the law library.

"Students are really taking advan-

tage (of the library)," said Robyn
Puntch, acting director of develop-

ment for the law school.

The law library is one of the most
visible and appreciated benefits of

the campaign so far, according to

Puntch

Of the nearly $20 million raised by
the law school, $14 million went to

the library.

and the film and television archives,

Sass said.

Attracting nationally renowned
professors to the campus is also aided

by the campaign, something adminis-

trators said benefits students.

The number of endowed chairs -

faculty positions funded by the inter-

est from an initial donation - has

increased since the campaign began.

Money for faculty and endowed
chairs totals $42.7 million. Thirteen

endowed chairs were created with

money raised last year.

One recently endowed chair is held

by Nobel laureate Louis Ignarro.

"A year and a half ago ... I wanted
a chair for Dr. Ignarro because I

thought he was someone who could

win a Nobel Prize," Levey said.

Though ahead of schedule,

Turteltaub said she doesn't want to

rest on the laurels of past successes,

nor will the push for funds end when
the campaign meets its goal.

"We'll continue to raise money,"
Turteltaub said. "We don't close up
shop."

CONGRESS
From page 1

and those that do not want to. I want to

help all those who want to be a part of
society and contribute to it," he said.

Gottlieb also wants to improve the

LA. public transportation system.

"Many people are commuting in

and out of Westwood, and the number
one complaint is transportation. There
are not enough buses," he said.

Gottlieb said he feels that he is most
in touch with the issues facing students

because he is closest in age to students,

at 37.

Two "third-party" candidates are

also running for the position. Among
the candidates is the Michael Binkley,

from the Libertarian party.

The Libertarian ptatform is based

on the idea that the government has

''no right to tdl you what to do with

your life," according to Binkley They
also oppose gun control and support

drug legalization efforts.

Binkley said he wants voters in

Wcstwood to to take control of their

lives by not allowing Democrats and

Republicans to continue dominating

all debates. Instead, he said voters

must not be alraid to look at new par-

ties.

"I am running against crumnal gov-

ernment I am running apam a gov-

ernment that wants to control its peo-

Incumbent HenryWaxman

pie from doing what they want with
their bodies," said BinkJcy.

Binkley wants to end what he con-
siders the "foolish" war on drugs. He
nid that the government should not be
a parent, and people win not start using
drugs simply because they are legal-

ized.

Binkley also believes there should
be no immigration control, because he
»ays immigrants arc the most dnven
people and they help us create busi-

ness.
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CONGRESS
From page 20

"They help us renew the American

Dream, because most native-born

Americans take freedom for granted.

Immigrants remind us of the opportu-

nities we have," he said.

However, Karen S. Wilkinson, a

candidate from the Natural Law Party,

said she is the best candidate because

she simply wants to serve the people.

"I am running because I want to

make certain things known. I am tired

of the secrets the government keeps,

and I think the American public should

know all that the government does,"

she said.

Wilkinson used the alleged bioengi-

neering of tomati^s as an example of

the secrets kept from the American

public.

Tomatoes are being genetically

engineered with genes from pigs, fish

and ladybugs. These genes help toma-

WALKOUT
From page 1

About 35 UCLA professors have

stated their intent to walk out, but

more are expected to show up as more

faculty members learn about the

protests, Perez-Torres said.

Until now, protests on the issue have

been mainly student-organized and

student-run. This protest will mark the

first time that faculty have participated

toes repel insects and make them less

vulnerable to disease.

Wilkinson also said that if she is

elected she will address issues about

cancer.

"I want to change the law so that

new cancer developments are quickly

made accessible to victims of disease,"

said Wilkinson.

Wilkinson said there should be

active participation between the voters

and elected officials.

Despite all the candidates' promis-

es, some students remain pessimistic

about the changes they can make as

voters.

"Let's assume my vote did matter

and the candidate I voted for actually

kept their promises." said Tim Lopez,

a third-year history student. "What are

the chances that one congressman will

make a difTerence?"

"However, I do think it is our civic

duty to vote and to try to elect the can-

didate that will be the best representa-

tive," he continued.

may be subjected to learning about

issues that weren't in the original class

syllabus against their own will.

But Woifenstein said discussing

these issues has relevance today.

"My students and 1 are reading

Plato's 'Republic' and talking about

social justice right now," said

Woifenstein, who teaches political the-

ory. "If I can teach them about social

justice during Plato's time, why should-

n't I ask them to think about justice

today?"

in a largc-scaic proicsi oi the ciiccis oi woi icnstem said that because oRfiF

SP-1, SP-2 and Proposition 209.

"This is the first year students were

admitted without alTirmative action,

and we're seeing the disastrous elTects

of that," said Perez-Torres.

Other campuses, like Berkeley and

Santa Cruz, also have strong support,

with about 60 professors at Berkeley

planning to walk out.

Some are concerned that students

large size of Political Science 10 class,

he will not hold class outside, but will

facilitate a discussion about diversity in

the classroom.

The university administration has

no stance on the walkouts, said

Raymund Paredes, associate vice

chancellor of academic development.

"It's too early to tell" how the walk-

outs will turn out, he said.
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RESERVATION
From page 3

"They can't get in with the classes

they offer at Porterville (High

School)," Devine said. "When univer-

sities look at their applications, they

won't be impressed."

Hopefully after Saturday they may
have a chance when the time comes to

send out applications. But with the loss

of affirmative action at the UCs,

Attractive courses were

offered that would ...

satisfy their graduation

requirements - but not

UC or Cal State ones.

Devine is still skeptical about their

chances.

"It's hard to be the first one to leave

from your family," she said, "especially

when ail they know is each other."

She knows how difficult it was for

her to get into UCLA, especially com-

pared with another student living hun-

dreds of miles away and going to a

school where many classes are offered

with Advanced Placement credit and

where the counselors believe in their

potential.

AISES went to let the American

Indian students know that someone

believed in them - in more than one

way, too.

Saturday wasn't just spent mulling

over what classes to take; it also

involved hiking up to a waterfall with

the students from the reservation as

guides to get there

Zelma Santos, who led the hike like

a drill sergeant, was m charge of the

group this reporter was m Santos

decided the Already made path was too

easy. '

No, her crew was to take a harder

route instead. So up rocks, down dirt

hills and through the near freezing

river they went for an hour, putting all

faith in their leader who kept shouting

for everyone to hurry up.

Seeing the waterfall made the

adventure worth it, even though sever-

al people, such as second-year comput-

er science and engineering student Kai

Kaahaaina, had a few frightening slips

down boulders.

One Bruin had an even more fright-

ening experience on the way there -

almost being tipped over in a port-o-

potty.

By the end of the day, the two

groups from different parts of

California had meshed into one.

All were caked with mud and freez-

ing, but having fun nonetheless.

Sitting around a campfire, they lis-

tened to some songs the kids had

learned on the drum, while Martin and

Vance burned sage to ward off the evil

spirits.

"I enjoyed myself," Martin grinned.

"I got to meet all these new people.

They're really cool." When asked if he

planned on going to college, he gave

an enthusiastic affirmative.

Whisfh While Tev Work!
If you are looking for a part-time job you'll love, the Alumni

Association wants YOU! We have several positions open for high-

ly motivated, dynamic and dependable students. If interested, sub-

mit your resume to the membership desk at the Alumni Center or

e-mail qlumni@support.ucla.edu.

In spring quarter

the youths will come

to UCLA for the annual

powwow celebration.

Next quarter AISES plans to come

back and see the students again, and in

spring quarter the youths will come to

UCLA for the annual powwow cele-

bration

"It takes time to change things,"

Devine said on the road leading out of

the retreat site "But at least someone

IS doing It

"

Cofigrafufafloiis to all Exe€utive
Committee Members!!!

Career Network Workshops
Attend How to Apply to Low School and

How to Apply to Med School on Wednesday,

Oct. 21 , at 7 p.nn. at the Alumni Center. For

more information, call (310) 206-6062.

UCLA Sludwit Alumni Association

The Alumni Ctnlw

LosAngelM.CA 90095-1397

For Event & VolunlMf Information:

OlOlUCLA-SAAor
(310) 825-2722

Fax (310) 825-8678

E-mail: soaOsupport.ucla.odu

UCLA Alumni Association

TYw Alumni Conltr

LosAngoUs^CA 90095-1397

ror ffwinDorsiiip mormanon.
(310)UaAUIM

Fax(310)825-t678

E-mail: MMiNNwMpport.ucKi.odu
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VIEWPOINT
Tomonrow

Puritans once told us

that it was good to

suppress our sexuality

and we never forgot.

viewpoint^edia.uda.edu

Females control love's crusade to a science
ATTRACTION: Men, take note: in game of courtship women hold

the cards, select you for your great genes, keen sense of fashion

H ave you ever found yourself singing the

theme song to "The Love Boat" while

you're in the

shower? Well, if you have,

then you're probably

falling in love. Besides,

who would ever sing the

theme to "The Love Boat"

in the shower unless

they're under the influence

of some unforeseen force

strong enough to overpow-

er them?

Love is the Holy Grail

of relationships - millions

try, but most know not

where to find it. Maybe
you're thinking, "Hey, maybe

he'll tell us the secrets to love

and happiness." Sorry, I'm not

, going to do it, and I know

Spencer

Hill

the mates they select because they must meticu-

lously invest their limited number of gametes.

Don't worry, I'm not going to go on and on

about the nature of pheromonal reactions in the

male-female, co-operational construction of

emotion in developing a mutually enriching

ethos. I know most of you don't want to hear

scientific rhetoric. Instead, perhaps you'd pre-

fer fairy tale romance, or perhaps you are bitter

about a relationship you're still trying to get

over. Imagine conversations that people have

had together about this very subject. They've

seen a movie, and they go back and forth: "So

how did the (love) story end? Happy or sad?"

"Happy."

"Oh, so it wasn't true to life?"

Really? Kind of depressing, don't you think?

Perhaps they didn't know how to choose

their mate; but science is here to the rescue (sur-

prise, surprise). We'll see what science has

cooked up, but remember I have no profession-

al experience in psychology; I just watch and

write - nothing more, nothing less.

But I have chosen to rely on one source of

information: "How Females Choose Their

Mates," found in the April 1998 issue of

Scientific American. Of course they studied

attraction in animals, so I'm going to have to

serve as the translator.

The scientists in the article found that

females were more likely to show interest in a

male if his red nuptial coloring was brighter

than the previous males she looked at. So, guys

get out a piece of a paper and write down:

you're thinking, "Well he really

doesn't know then, does he?

Well, you'll never know.

Besides, I don't think that any-

one really knows; people just

make things up as they go

along.

But I will explore the finer

points of attraction. Attraction

leads to love. And, remember

that the beginning of a relation-

ship is the hardest part (OK, so

maybe it's not, but for the sake

of this column it is). Game play-

ing is a part of love, and in most

cases it is a game of hide-and-

seek because a lot of romance

doesn't work out. But when you

do romance right, love becomes

a game of seek-and-seek, and

it's not much of a game any-

more. (Thank goodness.)

I know I'm getting myself

into trouble, but in the early

goings-on, people play games.

No, not just women - both men
and women, each in their own

way. In fact, evolutionary psy-

chologists have said (in the true

Darwinian form) that females

are far more particular about

Hill is a fourth-year communi-

cation studies student E-mail

comments to srhill^cta.edu.
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"Invest in a good red nuptial covering."

And who doesn't need a good nuptial cover-

ing? After all, clothes make the man, right?

Good nuptial covering goes on sale every few

months. Without romance, the clothing indus-

try would go broke. Actually, the clothing

industry would have to be subsidized by the

government like our agricultural system.

Imagine if the government had one warehouse

to store the grain they keep out of circulation to

keep prices up, and another warehouse next to

it filled with khakis and Calvin Klein. Then

you'd have something to protest.

The way you dress counts. I'm not saying

that when you sit on a couch that clashes with

your outfit that you should suddenly jump up in

horror. I'm just saying that clothes matter.

But here's the best one of all: male green tree

frogs that call the loudest most frequently

attract the females. This is one

of the characteristics of attrac-

tion that may be limited to the

animal kingdom.

In the human world, what is

calling loud and frequently?

Stalking.

Still, there's more: "In some

cases, females may favor mat-

ing with a male that is loud or

brightly colored because he is

easy to locate." Is that right?

So, are women attracted to

men who are easy to keep track

of? If so, are people enticed

into buying a yellow car

because it's easy to keep track

of? I hope not.

But in the end, "mating"

comes down to genes. And yes,

our friends over at Scientific

American found that females

seem to choose the male with

the best genes. Don't worry I'm

not going to make any jeans

jokes, because if I go that far I

may just as well start making

puns and that might get a little

ugly.

But back to the science: the

researchers showed that the

female grouse mated preferen-

tially with the male that

appeared to have other females

in his territory. The basic trans-

lation here is that the Alpha

Male gets the women. That's

just the way it works.

Attraction is all a matter of

Se«HIU«pa9e24

OK, go ahead, blame the white man
Colunmist's ideas

about responsibility hide

truth underlying problem

ByErkGiovanola

I feel that I must respond to Daniel

Inlender's article, "Don't blame the

white man for your troubles"

(Viewpoint, Oct. 14). He begins under

the guise that it is an article about

coming together to fight the injustices

in this world. It becomes clear, how-

ever, that he is supporting conserva-

tive viewpoints that also happen tobe

held by many of the same people who

are to blame for these injustices.

He begins with an "I told you so**

attitude toward women and femi-

nism, saymg that women are failing in

the UK of their (relatively) newfound

is a second-year design

student.

freedom. I got flashbacks of Dan
C^ayle criticizing "Murphy Brown"

for portraying single mothers. How
did women "fall desperately short"?

The self-reliance and determination it

takes to raise a family and have a

career is admirable, in both women
and men - and women did not fall

short at all. ^
Inlender ne^t discusses the AIDS

epidemic, saying, "Some claim that

Silence = Death, as if verbalizing our

thoughts and discussing issues per-

taining to 'safe sex' is actually going to

prevent the spread of this deadly dis-

ease." He insinuates that repression

and abstinence are the paths to take.

This is ridiculous.

We need more discussion, not less.

We need to educate people about the

risks involved with sex and about the

truth to diseases such as AIDS. The

fact that people still think you can

*1cilch" AIDS if an infected person

breathes on you only proves my point.

Ahftanencc is the safest route, but it

is also an idealistic one. We cannot

expect everyone to stop having sex.

We can, however, educate people so

that they engage in responsible sex. It

seems hypocritical that a country that

publicizes its president's sexual

escapades is so touchy about passing

out condoms in schools.

Promiscuous sex is only a problem

because it is performed unsafely,

regardless of moral issues.

Inlender's opinion of welfare and

affirmative action is a classic example

of conservative thinking by those who

oppose these institutions.

It's like he plagiarized the

Republican handbook or something.

Welfare is not perfect, and people

do. abuse it, but this is true of most

things; welfare is necessary in our

society. A lot of people seem to think

that people who are on weWuv enjoy

it and do everything they can to stay

on it. They don't realize that welfare

Sec 24

This week'spQg^fj1^
Whether it be in media representa-

tions or in casual conversations,

SGXlOllty remains a topic of

debate. How have outsi(de forces such

as family, culture and religion influ-

enced your attitudes? Do you feel that

your feelings about sex reflect society

or contradTctIt?

Drop off submissions at

118 Kerckhoff Hall or e-mail:

viewpoint@media.ucla.edu
by 10 a.m. on Wednesday, Oct. 21.
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Critics ignore true causes of hate
ISLAM: Muslims' faith

built on life of truth, not

senseless acts of violence

By Salar Rlzvi

The first visions of religion that

most people get are confined to ritu-

als and once-a-week worship.

Religion is viewed as something that

is a carbon copy from generation to

generation, with most people blindly

following the traditions of their tore-

fathers without giving il the slightest

thought. It has been belittled to a bub-

ble on a form that must be filled in for

mere statistical purposes.

The unfortunate reality is that a lot

of these conceptions have found their

basis in today's society. For the most

part, people affiliate with a religion

for the sake of convenience or simply

for the sake of fitting in.

Religion has become a mechanical

part of many people's lives, where

they simply clock-in and clock-out,

forgetting about it as soon as they

leave the congregation. Life and reli-

gious worship have become two dis-

tinct spheres that are complet* jy sep-

arated.

There was a view presented jn an

article by Solomon Matsas ("Don't

be afraid to challenge, condemn faith.

lows, by this reasoning, that to label

someone an Islamic "extremist" or an

Islamic "fundamentalist" is a very

strong claim and also a completely

invalid one.

Islam, by its nature and teaching,

is a religion of moderation and

and an Islamic state. An Islamic state

is one in which the laws of the land

conform to the ideals of justice,

morality and altruism and are based

on the teachings of Islam. A Muslim

country, however, is only a country

with the majority population being

Its stereotype s Viewpoin t, Uc t . H) know ledge, not one ot impulse or stu- Muslim and is not run by the a l ui F^

which exhibits a lack of understand-

ing of the dynamic between a religion

and its followers. He holds the opin-

ion that since certain members of a

faith act upon their own accord (leav-

ing the tenets of religion behind), all

religions should be censured.

As I have said before, a lot of pe(~

pie identifying with a religion or

belief don't necessarily have a clue

about its teachings. They act in its

name simply by the fact that they are

verbally connected to il.

Circumstance and media mUrep-

resentation have focused such unfor-

tunate views upon the faith of Islam. I

hesitate to call Islam a religion

because it is so much more than that.

Il is a way of life, a lens through which

to view things around you. In Islam,

the separations of "religion" and

business or even "religion" and life

havo-never and will never exist. It fol-

Rizvi is a third-year business economics

student and vice president of the

Muslim Students Association.

pidity. The addition of "extremist" to

the word is a misrepresentation,

something akin to calling someone an

old-young guy. There is something

inherent in the fact that he is old

which precludes him from being

young.
"""

Such is the way of Islam.

True belief in Islam means that you

act in accordance with its teachings

.md ideals - once you step out of its

bounds you do not act on behalf" of

Islam and Muslims, you act on belialf

of yourself. Since Islam is a complete

way of life, all your actions can be

judged in its scale and weighed in its

balance.

Islam does not just teach you to be

good and worship once a week - it

sTiows you how lo govern yourself in

a just manner, what type of economic

principles do not conform to this

ideal o\' justice, etc. Thus, you can

form a slate on the tenets of Islam,

which is known as the Islamic state.

It is required that we make a dif-

ference between Muslim countries

mentioned principles.

Islamic "fundamentalism" is

another catch phrase that people

seem to like throwing around. If you

think about the term, isn't it true that

we all are fundamentalists? Just

indulge me and follow this argument

for a bit.

Isn't it true that we would all like to

get to the fundamentals of our respec-

tive beliefs? We don't want to follow

these half-truths and "new tangled
"

ideals; we want to get down to the

core of whatever our belief is - the

fundamentals. If you choose to

describe one part of Islam fundamen-

talists you are implicitly calling the

others a bunch of Islamic "introduc-

tionists. " Islam docs not allow for

people to innovate ideas and rules

based on their own feelings or pas-

sions.

Islam has to be based on Islam. We
all want to get to pristine teachings of

our faith and belief. The problem

See RI2VI, page 25

LETTERS

Shepard's

murder

should inspire

more rage
Why aren't more students

enraged over the recent savage

beating of hate? Why are we even

debating whether the murder of

Matthew Shepard (the University

of Wyoming student killed

because of his sexual preference)

is or isn't a hate-crime? What else

could have motivated this killing?

It's just another refusal to recog-

nize homosexuals as a legitimate

minority with legitimate rights lo

be treated as human citizens.

We, as a society, are dragging

our feel on this issue. Must we
wait and wage through decades of

battles and scapegoating in order

to gain equal status for gays and

lesbians - the same equal status

that women, African Americans

and other minorities fought for

decades ago? The static role of the

nonprogressive Christian sects

has lo be recognized. Why do

conservative Christians continue

lo hold on to archaic, obscure

judgements? Fear and paranoia.

Fifteen years of Sunday school

taught me lo "hate the sin, but

love the sinner." What brainwash

and b.s. that Is. How would one
—

separate an individual or break

oil behaviors from personality?

The majority of fundamental

Christians hold the existence of

gay and lesbians in direct opposi-

tion to their beliefs. And these

"god-like" people perpetuate hate

in their half-ass condemnations.

To allude lo the pop group

Hanson, "Where's the Love?"

Certainly not with the Weslboro

Baptist Church in Topeka. Kan.

which planned" to picket the funer-

al of Matthew Shepard. This is an

extreme example, but how many
other churches have remained

silent and condoned radical

Christian behavior, or allowed

incidents such as this to pass with

no outrage? How many other

churches have justified this inhu-

man crime because of the victim's

sexuality?

Until Christian

groups realize that

Iheir homophobic fears are irra-

.

tional and until they cease both

direct and indirect persecution of

"select" citizens, more atrtx:ities

such as the murder of Matthew

Shepard are certain to continue.

Let us adopt a new banner:

"Hate the paranoid, love the

accepting."

Or better yet, let's not hate at

all.

Charlie Knudtson

Third-year

American literature and culture

A toast to alcohol

consumption
I would like to raise my glass to

Mark Dittmer for his article

"Musings from an inebriated

state" (Viewpoint, Oct. 13). It was

such a pleasant change from the

tired complaints iif inequality that

keep reappearing in the Daily

Bruin. Finally, someone is in

touch with the nighttime activities

engaged in by all that encompass

this university, from freshmen to

faculty.

In response to his wondering

why anyone would find his article

interesting, I have the answer.

First, it's damn funny. For once I

laughed after reading the

Viewpoint section instead of

crumpling il up while exclaiming

"Whatever." Second, it shows his

high degree of integrity as a jour-

nalist. Instead of basing his article

on past experiences, or collecting

information from secondary

sources, he did his research first-

hand. That is the sign of a compe-

tent journalist.

, Finally, Dittmer dared to tell

all about his encounter with the

deviant world of drunkenness.

With all those obscure "Done 4"

ads in the Bruin and the careless

treatment of alcohol by those in

the Greek system (hence their lat-

est allempl for a makeover), it is

becoming harder to enjoy the ben-

efits of a Long Island ice tea with-

See LETTERS, page 26

No such thing as 'right to an education'
LEARNING: World would

face diiv constHiuonres if

all knowledge were free

By Madane Key

In Raymond, Ribaya's recent arti-

cle "Blame aimed at power structure,

not individuals," (Viewpoint, Oct. 13)

Mr. Ribaya makes a rather startling

assertion: that education is a right,

not a privilege. Since it is impossible

anywhere, other than in science fic-

tion, for someone to remove an edu-

cation from another's mind, it's safe

to assume that Mr. Ribaya is referring

to one's positive right to an education

rather than the negative rights this

country was founded upon.

It's long past time to put the notion

Key is a graduate student in computer

science.

of a positive right to an education lo

rest in e\cryone's mind. No such right

exists! If ihal nghl did exist, il would

mean ihal several other lights would

disappear. A "right to an education"

would mean that if anyone else had

the knowledge that you desired, they

would have to either teach il lo you or

violate your "right lo an education."

The practical results of this are

quite bleak.

Suddenly, any biological, chemical

or nuclear weapons expert is violating

someone's "righl to an education" if

the expert refuses to teach a known

terrorist how to build a device of mass

destruction.

Additionally, kiss the right against

self-incrimination goodbye. If the

prosecutor or jury wants to know if a

defendant is guilty, the defendant

would violate his or her "right to an

education" by taking the fifth.

Attorney-client privilege, medical

records privacy, the privacy of your

own thoughts - all gone if a "right lo

an education" existed.

Furthermore, il would be a viola-

tion of everyone's "rights ' for a prtv

lessor to demand compensation for

the knowledge he dishes out in his

classes. One simply can't demand
compensation for giving something lo

someone that they already had a

"righl" to. No information service

company could ever charge for their

service, as that information is part of

an individual's "right to an educa-

tion " Indeed, even all books would

necessarily be free of charge.

It's clear that a positive "right to an

education" is an absurd concept as

are, for that matter, all other positive

rights. Before Mr. Ribaya stakes

claim to any more non-existent, posi-

tive rights, I suggest he use the oppor-

tunity provided by the privilege of

being at UCLA to obtain an educa-

tion on the natural-rights philosophy

this country was founded upon.

BORN AND RAISED
By Reuben Corona and Gus Campos

OTMAILCOH.

The wonder years.
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HILL
From page 22

economics. Men don't want to date a

cheap woman, and women don't

want to date just anyone, so basically

it's all a matter of supply and

demand.

People are looking for someone

who is low in supply and high in

demand. So if you were to draw that

out, then you get someone who is

high priced, and therefore would be

a good investment. Some women
prefer to take the conservative route

and buy mutual funds, others choose

to go with something risky, like trad-

ing currency. But in the end, dating is

all economics.

Scientific American's presenta-

tion of the whole Alpha Male issue

takes things a step further, saying:

"We determined that young females

are more likely to copy the mate

choice of older, more experienced

females than vice versa."

Apparently, women follow the basic

trends of the marketplace when try-

ing to fmd the best mate.

But in the end, even the scientists

at Scientific American get a little gun

shy, because one of their final points

is: "Of course, evolutionary theory

will never be able explain fully sin-

gles bars, personal ads or cyber-

romance." That's giving up too easi-

ly-

"We" can explain thermal dynam-

ics, develop telecommunications

techniMngy so we can send informa-

19,mt

tion all over the world at the speed of

light, but we're still have a tough

time understanding attraction and

romance.

So if science really can't figure

love out, then is space really the final

frontier as Star Trek points out, or is

romance the final voyage?

Well, the space program only

sends a few dozen people into space

each year, but there are millions of

people who date every single night.

For those of you who are into this

whole democracy thing, maybe

romance is the route.

Nevertheless, love will always be

in style, but I would suppose that if

the time ever came when people

stopped listening to oldies stations

and forgot the classic love songs,

only then would love become outdat-

ed.

But I think that love will always be

an attractive idea. Love will always

be around - who knows, maybe even

McDonald's may try to Super Size

it.

After all, who doesn't want to fall

in love anyway?

GIOVANOLA
From page 22

pays very little, and that it is a very

humbling existence. The majority of

people on welfare would much rather

be in steady jobs, supporting them-

selves rather than relying on others.

Sometimes, however, this is just not

possible, and we can and should be

helping these people out.

In attacking affirmative action,

Intender fails to see the complexity of

the issue. He can deny the "white

man's" responsibility all he wants,

but the fact remains that the United

States is largely controlled by white

males.

To paraphrase an article I recently

read, whites in general (and white

males more specifically) enjoy certain

privileges simply by virtue of being

white. For instance, when white peo-

ple are hired for a job, they are not

immediately suspected of having

been hired simply because of their

race. Ideally, wc would all enjoy the

same benefits, but that silualion docs

not exist yet Although affirmative

action may not be the ideal way to

operate, and hurts both sides m cer-

tain ways. It IS too easy to simply div

GIOVANOU
From page 24

miss it and say it is not the fault of

white people.

Daniel Inlender has written a mis-

leading and narrow-minded article.

By beginning and ending with cries

of, "We're all in it together!" he has

veiled the fact that he is simply divert-

ing blame. He says, "It is time for

individuals ... to take responsibility

for their own actions and not make
scapegoats out of their fellow human
beings."

If Inlender is so against blaming

people, what is he doing blaming fem-

inists, the promiscuous, welfare recip-

ients and minorities for society's ills?

He hypocritically refuses to do

what he asks of others: take responsi-

bility. White folks have a lot of

responsibility in this society, and

must accept it along with their privi-

leges.

Minority? No. I am white male

also.

RIZVI
From page 23

occurs when someone takes it upon

themselves to create their own
"truth" and establish their own set of

ideas. This is a departure from the

fundamentals, and someone who
does this cannot be called a funda-

mentalist.
—-——
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Matsas argues that the situation

overseas and in the Middle East calls

for a re-evaluation of Islam. What it

. really calls for is a re-evaluation of

the situation in the Middle East. Has

any of us really thought about what

would actually drive someone armed

with only a rock to stand up against a

man with a sub-machine gun? It is

not that these people around the

world lack the same wants and

desires as we have - it is just that their

situation does not allow for anything

else.

Imagine how much oppression

and injustice you have to commit

before you get an army of boys rang-

ing from the age of six to over 20

standing against guns with stones.

Do we really think that they have

nothing better to do? Do we really

think that they wouldn't like to be

playing around in the streets as any

other, normal child? Is it because

these people don't desire to have a

family, a house and a nice life - or are

they a bunch of crazy maniacs born

with the urge to suffer?

2 We are in no position to criticize a

people engulfed in a situation so for-

eign to us without a complete under-

standing of the origins of that situa-

tion. Even then, it borders on the

edge of hypocrisy. It's easy for us to

say that a homeless person should

not be begging and that it lowers our

property value, but we don't know

what we'd be doing in similar circum-

stances.

We live an extremely comfortable

life here, where you can go down the

street and get any item of food your

heart desires. What would you do if

someone prevented you from getting

any food at all? What if your basic

(by basic I don't mean cellular

phones and pagers) needs were not

being met because some person was

standing in your way? What would

you do?

To say that the problem with these

people is their faith is to miss the

problem completely. To color Islam

with the bombings of civilians and

the actions of some individuals is in

itself a great wrong. Islam defines

individuals, individuals do not define

Islam. This is a point that we take lit-

tle note of. There are many murders,

rapes and immoral acts which occur

daily in this country, but you don't

hear that these are committed by

Christians or Jews or whatever they

maybe.
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out feeling a little guilty.

Dittmer's article shows that when

done responsibly, inebriation is

indeed a good thing.

Donald Bendz

Fourth-year

Sociology

Diversity at UCLA
is nothing but talk

I Just want to personally thank

Alicia Roca for shedding some light

on the reality of diversity here at

UCLA ("Real learning means look-

ing past race," Viewpoint, Oct. 15).

From the moment I stepped onto

this campus three years ago, diversity

has been shoved down my throat. At

freshman orientation the counselors

raved about the broad diversity here

at UCLA.
On campus tours, the guides her-

ald UCLA as one of the most diverse

campuses in California. One can

barely go through the week without

hearing praises of our happy little

melting pot.

Yet, in the real world of UCLA,
all of this diversity is a farce. Ethnic

groups are still mainly socializing

within their own groups, causing our

beloved diversity to become very

one-dimensional. Sure, there are

many different races and ethnicities

on campus, but dtws s imp ly hMving

these different people on campus

make it diverse?

Diversity only comes when these

people begin to interact and share

experiences with each other.

Diversity comes from learning about

different people, not merely seeing

them walk past us on campus.

If we truly want diversity on our

campus each person needs to make
the effort to break out of their com-

fort zone and take the risk of meet-

ing someone who looks upon our

world a little differently.

Maura O'Connell

Fourth-year

Communication studies

Students must curb

conservative power
The right-wing, Christian, ultr*-

conservative hypocrisy that is staging

a coup d'etat on our nation's govern-

ment is disgusting and terrifying at

the same time.

These people are not looking to

move forward, but are grasping fran-

tically to replicate a past that will

never exist again. They solve prob-

lems not by compromise, but by

making childish and partisan reac-

tionary mistakes.

They are shrieking about "Puritan

family values" and quoting fanta.sy-

iand standards of human perfection

(which they themselves are nowhere

close to upholding within their own
lives) and are using this storybook

moral high ground to attempt an

impeachment of one of the most ded-

icated and efl'ective leaders of the lat-

ter half of this century.

I am asking my fellow students,

therefore, to please vote in this cru-

cial upcoming election. Please show

the circus on Capitol Hill that we arc

tired of b.s. and deserve more than

this runaway train of an overblown

crisis.

Will Heermance

Second-year

Theater

Beware of flashing

Strathmore h'ght

The traffic lights on Strathmore

should function just like other traffic

signals in the world. The cross road

SceLnmSrHfc^?

Daily Bruin Viewpoint
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has a total of four lanes on each of its

three sides: from south ofthe

Westwood Boulevard, north of the

boulevard and from Strathmore.

Although there are only two lanes on
each side for pedestrians to worry
about, the large junction area makes
this cross road a hazardous place to

cross solely, depending on blinking

red lights.

While a pedestrian crosses from
Lot 6 to Boelter, the person should

be aware of both north and south-

bound Westwood Boulevard. And
unfortunately, some drivers from the

farther side do not acknowledge the

pedestrian until they come right into

the middle ofjunction.

Most streets with a junction the

size of a tennis court or bigger should

be equipped with a proper traffic sig-

nal. Most drivers are used to stop

and go traffic on the local residential

cross roads, yet most of the residen-

tial junctions are about half the size

of a tennis court. The problem is

even worse now that traffic flow does

not stop after rush hour, but rather is

kept constant. Many drivers go to

Lot 9 from both Strathmore and

northbound Westwood.

The drivers on Strathmore are the

unfortunate ones who have to stop

once before coming to a stop at the

junction.

The traffic flow from Strathmore

is very constant due to its link with
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Gayley. If there were traffic signals

—

that properly worked, both the agony

of drivers searching for the right

chance to move and the safety of

crossing pedestrians could be accom-

plished.

In consequence, instead ofjust

relying on chances, I suggest that

everybody drive by the standardized

rules to know when they should go

and when they should not. This

would not compromise the safety of

both parties.

Moreover, if an accident happens,

it would be clearer on deciding who
was at fault, thus saving both legal

fees and time of the victim and the

accused.

Hong Surk Choi

Second-year

Applied mathematics

•^•^

RIZVI
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When the sanctions on Iraq were

upheld by Bill Clinton, we didn't hear

in the news that "Christian President

Bill Clinton is responsible for the

deaths of thousands in Iraq." Even

though he is a professed Christian, I

know that fundamental Christianity

would not support such behavior.

As conscious, thinking adults, we

need to redefine ourselves and what

we stand for. If you are comfortable

condemning a people or a faith with-

out knowing the complete history or

both sides of the story, that is your

prerogative.

Personally, I consider it hypocriti-

cal and consider hypocrisy abhor-

rent. We need to judge based on a

level playing-field and a fair criteri-

on. If you have lived most of your life

under oppression and have had the

pangs of hunger eat away at your

stomach, then you can step up and

try to intellectualize or comment

about the situation. Until then, we

have no right to condemn or speak

against someone or their faith with-

out full knowledge of their situation

and their history.

I ask us all, especially myself, to

learn about and get to the heart of

what's happening in the world

around us. Let us not assume that we

have all the requisite knowledge to

make a just pronouncement one way

or the other, because there will

always be something we don't know

or were not aware of.
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The American Repertory

Dance Company performs

at the Armand Hammer Museum.
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With talented bands,

show deserves name

'Best of San Francisco'

MUSIC: Los Angeles experiences all the talent

nine acts can squeeze into a mere three hours

By Sumyi Khong *

Daily Bruin Contributor

With hot competition like a

view of the Golden Gate Bridge

through a misty sunrise, the deca-

dent joys of Haight Ashbury and

the steaming clam chowdcr-fiHed

bread bowls of Fisherman's

Wharf, the "Best of San

Francisco" showcase had a lot of

guts to chcwse such a self-praising

title. Fortunately for the nine

unsigned Bay Are^i bands, their

also the ringmaster for the night.

With nine top-notch bands on the

roster, the order was picked by a

giant spinning wheel which

Brennan twirled, "Wheel of

Fortune" style.

The acclaimed band Liar won

the next spin. Tliey were the 1997

winners of th^; WAMMY
Awards (best unsigned Bay area

band) and recently topped that

with this year's BAMMY
Awards (Bam! Magazine's pick

for best unsigned Calilornian

nigh caiinor pflrrormimgiv. deiiv ban^
ered. Hella delivered.

Variety was the theme for last

Thursday night, but instead of a

disjointed mix of performances,

the acts formed a mosaic of well-

crafted tunes, solid vocals and

dreamy melodies all united by a

common quality - talent. •

This night of refreshing music

took place at llie Mint. Standing

alone in the unglamorous portion

of Pico in West Los Angeles, this

unpretentious joint is hidden

amongst a glut of fabric sto.es.

Though a seemingly unusual

place for such a top^juality show,

the low-key setting provided the

appropriate match for a night of

music that had more substance

than flash.

Under the seedy red lighting

and re.quisite red velvet curtains

emerged the opening band. Dart.

Like their namesake, their catchy

guitar rilTs were sharp and their

lyrics to the point. Looking like

Shaggy from "Scooby-Doo"

(right down to the retro '7()s

garb), lead vocalist Rick Stone

had instant stage presence.

Sounding like Weezer without

Prozac - the less-poppy melodies

still contained that geeky charm

stylized by the group that sings of

sweaters becoming undone.

Michael Russels' horn injected a

slinky edge to the swoony guitars,

complimenting Stone's throaty

moaps.

After a quick break, For Stars

took the stage. Immediately,

frontman Carlos Forster began

to gyrate limply to his band's soft

guitar intro, looking like he had

just popped a bunch of muscle-

relaxers. But to the crowd's sur-

prise, the putty-bodied performer

projected a strong voice.

As his haunting vocals took

over center stage, the rest of the

musicians of For Stars orbited

their instruments around Forster

The dreamy music had shades o\'

Dave Matthews, sprinkled with

the fragileness of the Eels.

Forster's beautiful voice san^the

songs like twinkly lullabies, per-

fect for listening to m bed

The concert had a casual,

unpretentious feel despite the

inescapably hip patrons that sto-

ically inhaled their cigarettes

while inspecting each other's

knce^enfUNMd, CsfNi panu.

Ian Brennan. the maftennind

of the evening's tbmmmt, was

Bamming and whamming
intensely on his electric guitar,

lead singer Eric McFadden cut

an imposing - if eclectic-looking

- figure. Liar provided a great

example of what happens when

the fusion of extremities goes

beyond anything imagined. TTieir

sound is probably best described

ascountry-Qnr-acid.

As soon as Mcladden be^an

twanging his guitar, the funky

music instantly cast a groovy vibe

into the air. Soon, even the

Gothic gel-head set couldn't help

but bop in therr chairs.

McFadden's hyperspeed fingers

climbed all over his guitar with

soaring rilTs that Lenny Kravitz

can only dream of.

Liar's next piece was straight

acoustic, putting the instruments

in the spotlight. Swaying toward

mystic rock, the song melded

together shades of old-school

Russian folk in an indescribable

yet audience-w inning way.

McFadden had a plaj^ful inter-

change with rock-violinist Steila

Schat, who sawed away on her

electric violin while McFadden
mellowed out on the guitar.

When it wift his turn to jam, his

tight rifl's wowed the crowd with

his slammin' playing style.

Liar's energetic buzz was only

curtailed by the time constraints

of trying to fit nine bands in three

houK. At the end of Ltar^s set, the

revved-up crowd clamored for

more. McFadden promised to

perform an encore if the audi-

ence would "shut up." Instant

silence. Exercising as much con-

trol over the fans as their instru-

ments. Liar started rocking

again. The dizzying performance

proved why Liar is the reigning

WAMMY and BAMMY
champs.

There was never <i lull in the

stimulating evening of talented

bands. In the age of Matchbox 20

and the Goo Goo Dolls, it's rare

to experience so much originality

in popular music. The biggest

gripe anyone could make would

be that the quantity ofquality acts

ended up short<hanging the

bands, since each group was

rationed just 1 5 minutes of fame.

Even though the "Best of San

Franciico" concert displayed a

good sampling of high-grade

Stf coNcnx pifc ss

Team Fosse: A Celebradon

of Song and Danco'

pays tribute to the

choreographer and

director of famous

shows iiiie 'Chicago'

and Cabaref

If only Bob Fosse's friends could see

him now.

After a sleek, stylized tour of

Chicago" and a grittily sinful revival of

"It takes about 10 years to realize

what you lost," says Richard Maltby,

Jr.,co<lirectorof "Fosse: A Celebration

in Song and Dance," which opens

Wednesday at the Ahmanson Theatre.

Though Fosse only took part in the

iilm version of xabaret, -and ivy/ s

"Chicago" credits Ann Reinking with

creating slinky signature moves "in the

style of Bob Fosse," such ventures were

perhaps the litmus test Livent Inc. need-

ed.

"When 'Chicago' was done, and

there was suddenly a show that evoked

the Fosse style, everyone said not only,

'Oh my god, how wonderful!' but 'Oh

my god, this is what we lost,'" Maltby

says.

So while the clock is ticking and.feet

are tapping, Maltby, Reinking, and

Fosse's widow and longtime collab-

orator Gwen Verdon are doing

their best to retrieve and show-

the dance icon's materi-

one massive retro-

tivc.

ose who've

worked with him - among them several

members of the ensemble - speak with

enthusiastic wonder about both the man
and his work. All have anecdotes to

reveal, all seem happier reminiscing

about Posse's work ethic than their own
present day careers, and all agree that

me proline but only marginally recog-

nized artist was ahead of his time.

Initially, audiences were uncomfort-

able with the blatant sexuality that

poured from his dancers' limbs, as in

the topless flight attendant number in

his 1979 film "All That Jazz." But any-

one who's demanded their MTV in the

last 10 years knows'that a little skin and

dark sensuality set to music are hardly

exotic anymore.

"Because there's no more shock

vjilue. people get to see the brilliance of

this man," says Valerie Pettiford, a lead

performer in "Fosse" who worked with

the choreographer in "Dancin'" and

"Big Deal," his last Broadway shows.

She argues that Fosse's genius lies in his

attention to eftiotion and detail.

Take "Steam Heat." The jazzy num-

ber smokes with the aura of a beatnik

dive and is noticeably out of place in the

bubble gum simplicity of 1956's "The

Pajama Game." Though recognized for

its altered poise, liquid limbs and fre-

See FOSSE, page 34
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Sound Brres

MOMUS
"The Little Red Songbook"

Momus, ^'The Little Red

Songbook" (Wasabi)

Tills is one weird cat. The last half

of Momus' album includes an instru-

mental replay of every song so that

fans can record themselves over his

music karaoke-style. How clever.

Why can't every album come so

equipped?

But more than that, the poetic,

soft-voiced Brit has the pretentious

nerve to back up his vocals with a

harpsichord and make snotty jokes

about his powdered wig on the album

cover. Excellent. Way to go retro;

like, out of control retro.

And his lyrics are all smooth, whis-

pering about how he "was born to be

adored by women" in the song "Born

to be Adored" and how "I'd like to

thank everyone I have ever slept with

... you helped with my career," in

"Everyone I Have Ever Slept With."

His music has a certain je ne sais

quoi found in his turning of phrases

that goes unparalleled in standard

pop albums. If pop is the right term

for it. For instance, in "Old Friend,

New Flame," he quips, "Satan pos-

sessed my soul/ As she stood watch-

ing me/ 1 spelled out B-L-O-/ W space

M-E."

Though he may never reach the

mainstream media, and though his

heavily sing-songy voice can lack the

melody of a more instrumental based

album, it is worth a look-see.

Especially for those smooth pimps

who want to woo the women back at

their pad.

Vanessa VanderZanden

Vanessa Mae, ^Storm** (Virgin)

If anyone could ingratiate classical

music with the youth-oriented main-

stream, it would be Vanessa Mae.

The 19-year-old violinist imbued

the pop-rock music scene three years

ago with her debut effort, "The

Violin Player." The album intro-

duced the MTV generation to a new

take on old, stodgy classics with her

contemporary interpretation of

"Toccata and Fugue."

Reverting back to a more tradi-

tional approach for her next couple

albums, Vanessa Mae is now back in

the style that thrusted her into the

spotlight with "Storm."

Indeed, it is a storm of genres, tal-

ents and even languages. Openers,

such as "Summer Haze," "Storm"

and "Bach Street Prelude" deceptive-

ly suggest a simple continuation of

"The Violin Player." Then the rain

begins.

Quite the Renaissance artist, she

experiments with a diverse range of

musical genres from jazz to New Age
to Americana.

It is on this album that Vanessa

Mae abandons her trusty violin for a

microphone, providing lead and

background vocals for the latter half

of the tracks, including "Embrasse

Moi (You Fly Me Up)" and a compe-

tent electronic-dance cover of Donna
Summer's "I Feel Love."

While the songs are well-mixed

and have a soothing flow, the narcis-

sistic implications of a brilliant violin

player marketing a truly forgettable

voice can be nauseating. Her disco

stylings won't make it big, unless she

adapts it to the bow and strings.

The unusual mish-mash of songs is

surprisingly complementary. As the

musical prodigy dabbles and delights

in a universe of sounds, audiences

will be fortunate to be privy to wit-

nessing the artistic storm.

Louise Chu

Mudhoney, **Tomorrow Hit

Today" (Reprise) Since the early

'90s, Mudhoney has had trouble find-

ing their place as the most underap-

preciated exports of the Northwest.

Their first two major label albums,

1992's spotty "Piece Of Cake" and

1995's excellent but barely heard

"My Brother The Cow," sold poorly

and failed to establish the band
beyond their original underground

following.

With "Tomorrow Hit Today," it

sounds as if the band has stopped try-

ing to cross over into the ever-stag-

nating world of alternative radio and

returned to the garage roots of their

early Sub Pop days. The album may
not win them a whole new following,

but it has enough anger, abrasiveness

and cynicism to please long-time

fans.

Producer Jim Dickinson focuses

on the lumbering rhythms of drum-

mer Dan Peters and bassist Matt

Lukin. There's a low-riding strut to

tracks such as "Real Low Vibe" and

"Ghost" that is absent from the

band's previous work. Even Mark
Arm and Steve Turner's guitar play-

ing has progressed from primordial

sludge to an understated bluesiness.

Once again, Arm's lyrics deal with

issues of displacement and disbelief

in the world around him. In **Move

With The Wind," Arm's world-weary

vocal and fatalistic lyrics mirror

Mudhoney's place as a band that has

been producing different versions of

basically the same song for the past

10 years. "I Have To Laugh,"

"Poisoned Water" and "Beneath The
Valley Of The Underdog" all tread

familiar ground, but they sound like

pleasant reminders rather than bor-

ing rehashes of a slowly fading

sound.

Even the title "Tomorrow Hit

Today" sounds like the unexpected

arrival of impending doom.

See SOUNDS page 36
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Jimmy Eat World outgrows high school gigs, enjoys newfound fame
MUSIC: Band follows heart

by touring country in van,

enjoying beauty of nation

By Brent Hopkins

Daily Bruin Contributor

Jimmy Eat World - '50s horror

movie or '90s band? Apparently, the

latter. It's four guys from Mesa. Ariz.,

touring the country in a van, just look-

ing for a good time. Whether thai

comes in the form ofjamming onstage

or seeing the sights on the road, the

musical life is a good one for the band.

The band's members have literally

played together for most of their lives.

Lind and singer-guitarist Jim Adkins

attended the same preschool and have

remained friends ever since. After

meeting bassist Rick Burch and the

second singer-guitarist Tom Linton in

high school, the band came together

in 1994. Now that they've moved
beyond the awards ceremony and

garage party circuit that most high

school bands never escape from, Lind

isn't looking back. Rather than seek-

ing post-high school jobs, the mem-
bers of Jimmy Kat World have com-

mitted themselves full time to making
music.

"This is what we do until the fun is

over."'

criss-crossing the country. They've

had highlights, such as the breathtak-

ing natural beauty and classic archi-

tecture of Victoria Island, British

Columbia. They've also had low

points. In Idaho, their van hit a patch

of ice and slid off the road.

"We were about a foot and a half

from death," Lind said somberly,

before adding with a laugh, "It was

pretty nuts."

The band has been described as

having an emo-core sound. Short for

"emotional-hardcore," this New
Wave-like music hasn't exactly taken

the musical world by storm. Lind

described the band a bit differently

from their official designation.

"We don't consider ourselves any

kind of label," he said, eschewing the

emo-core description.

While the name of the band's style

may be confusing, their stage name is

not. Jimmy Eat World stems from a

childhood drawing by Linton's broth-

er. Poking fun at his pudgy younger

sibling, the sketch featured a stick fig-

ure devouring a globe. Scribbled at

the top of this rough masterpiece was

the headline "Jimmy Eat World." The
band's name sprung forth from this

modern-art offering.

"When we first started, we thought

we were kind of a stupid band, so we
gave it a stupid name," Lind joked.

Though the band has come a long

Lu rrently tou rmg to suppor t thei r way from us h igh school jam roots.

they are trying to increase their popu-

larity through more exposure. Lind

says the band tries to tour frequently,

spreading its music over a wide geo-

graphic range. Rather than sticking

strictly to the musical scene of Mesa,

Jimmy has scoped the entire country.

Lind enjoys touring, not only because

it allows the band to spread its name,

but also as an educational experience.

Rather than staying in motels, watch-

ing pay-per-view and ordering room
service, the band prefers to explore

their surroundings. From city to city,

they try and get to know the citizens

and see local points of interest. T^h^e

key ingredient, however, to a success-

ful tour is how the music sounds.

"It's a lot of fun when the shows are

good," Lind says, "and we have a lot

of fun in L.A."

Even after an all-night drive from

San Francisco prior to their Friday

concert in Westwood Plaza, the band

turned out a brief set of high-voltage

music. Adkins apologized for not

being more dramatic, but the crowd
didn't seem to mind. While th^ band

members themselves were usually

restrained, with both vocalists singing

with their eyes tightly shut and
remaining set in one place onstage,

their musical output was not. With

their amplifiers cranked loudly, they

drenched the plaza with their "more

serious sounding pop." and engkged

t h e t a i r-sized ciuwU. Liste i ie i s
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unexpected fees when you

DR. ROSS J. SOMERS, OPTOMETRIST, (UCLA Alumni) allow us to CARE for you
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ONTAQ LENSES
(includes)

• Complete eye exam • Care kit

Computerized contact lens fitting • 6 months follow-up core
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The Westside's best deli is offering

for students between 3:00 and 5:00 pm.
(Show your student ID to your server and get a great discount)
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BOOKS, MUSIC, VIDEO, AND A CAFE.

Olympic Decathlon gold

medal winner, Rafer

Johnson discusses and signs

The Best That I Can Be.

Monday, Oct. 19 at 7:30 PM

II .1

Brad Johnson discusses and

signs the science fiction novel

The Bird That Flies Highest.

Tuesday, Oct 20 at 7:30 PM

Gramercy Pictures, UCLA
and Borders presents the first

of two evenings discussing

Elizabeth I, in honor of the

Gramercy Pictures Film

Release, Elizabeth.

Wednesday, Oct. 21 At

7:30PM

UCLA Friends of English present

their monthly open-mic poetry

night, entitled mght Muses
Wednesday, Oct. 21 at 8:00PM

Coined V H orders

PMH ARMINIAN

Jim Adkins, lead guitarist and singer of Jimmy Eat World,

swallows up Westwood Plaza on Friday afternoon.

major-label debut CD "Static

Prevails," Jimmy's members have

seen a lot of unusual things while

the name is here to stay. Now that

they've signed with Capitol Records,

they may not have hit the big time, but

embraced the emo-core sound.

SeeJliyiMY,page35

1360 Westwood Blvd. g

(310) 475-3444 i

Westwood
VILLAGE
961Bro)(lon

208-5576
Practical Magic (PG-13)

THX Dolby Digital

Mon -Th (12:45 3:45)7 0010:00

BRUIN Aatz (PG)
948 Broxton THX • Dolby Digital

239 MANN Mon - Tu.Th (11:45 2:15 4 45) 7 15 9 45

Wed (11:45 2:15 4:45)

NATIONAL
10925 Lindbrook

208-4366

Rush Hour (PG-13)

THX - Dolby Digital

Mon -Thu (1:00 3 45) 7:00 10 00

FESTIVAL
10887 Lindbroolc

208-4575

ANighlAtth«Roxbury(PC-13)
THX - Dolby Digital

Mon -Thu (1:30 4:15) 7:15 10:15

REGENT
1045 Broxton

206-3259

WiMioiiiLimiis(PG-13J

Dolby SR
Mon -Thu (1:45 4:30) 7:30 10:15

Santa Monica
CRITERION 3 Anti (PG)

1313 3rd St Dolby Digital - THX Sorry No Passes

Promenade Stadium Seating - Mon - Thu
395-1599 (12:00 2 00 2 30 5 00) 7 15 7:45 10:15

CRITERION 4 A Niglil at th* Roilarv (PG-13)

THX - Dolby Digital - Sorry No Passes

Mon - Thu (12:45 3:00 5:30) 8 00 10:30

CRITERION 5 Ruth Hour (PG-13)

On 2 Screens - THX - DTS Digital

Mon -Thu (11:45 12:30 2:45 4:30 5:15)

7:45 9:45 10:15

PACIFIC

Westwood

West Hollywood
8000 SuAMl (at Crasunt HalBhlt) Fraa PaiWng

SUNSET 1 A 2

(213)848-3500
Todd Solodz' Happiness

Daily (12 30pm) 2 00 3 45 5 15

7:00 8:30 10:00

Westwood
UA WESTWOOD Tha Mighty (PG-13)
10889 Wellworth SDDS Digital-THX-
475-9441 NoVIPsuntil10/19

Mon • Th 12:30 2:45 5:20 7:50 10:30

Beverly Hills

Bavfrty Comiection Presented in Digital Sound
TIM MigMv (PG-13)^ 12:00 2:204:45 7:159:45

Bevtrly Coiinactloa

SUNSns
(213)848-3500

Dereit Jacob! is Francis Bacon
Love is tha Devil

Daily (12:45) 3:00 5.15 7.30 9:45

UA WESTWOOD
10889Wellwonh

475-9441

One Tottgli Cop (R)

Dolby Stereo • THX
No VIPs until 10/19

Mon -Th 1:00 3:15 5 30 8 00 10 15

Presented In Digital Sound
Night at IN Roihurv (PG-13)

12:15 2:304:50 7:15 9:45

Bavtriy CofliMCtiOR

SUNSET 4

(213)848-3500
John Water's Packer

Daily (1:00) 3 15 5:30 7:50 10:10

SUNSET 5 Stanley Tucci's Impottere

(213) 848-3500 Daily (12:00) 2 30 5.00 7 30 10:00

SUNSET
(213)848-3500

PLAZA TiMra's Something About Mary (R)

1067 Glendon Dolby Digital

208-3097 Mon - Thu (1 .00 4:00) 7:00 9:45

WESTWOOD 1 RaKh tha Rock (R)

1050 Gay ley Stereo

208-7664 Mon. Wed -Th (12:30 2:40 4:45)

7:15 9:30

Tue (12:30 2:40 4:45 7:15 9:30)

WESTWOOD 2 OMTTniaIhlng (R)

1050Gayley Stereo

208-7664 Mon, Wed -Th (1:00 4 00) 7 00 9 40

Tue (1:00 4 00 7:00 9 40)

WESTWOW3 Siivirig Private Ryan (R)~

1050Gayley Dolby Digital

208-7664 Mon Wed -Th (12:40 4 15) 8 00

Tue 12 40 4 15 800)

1262 Westwood Btvd

(S of Wilshirt)

474-7866 or

777-FILM (#025)

Holy Man (PG)

THX - Dolby Digital

Mon -Thu (1:30 4: 15) 7 00 9.45

LAEMMLE
www.laemmle.com

WLA/Beverly Hills
Bamaln ShonfS t > For All Theatres

Weekend Shows;
Fri-Sat Alter Hours

Please Call lor Shows and limes

SatSun Mornina Shows

Please Call lor Shows and times

UA WESTWOOD Urban Legend (R)

10889 Wellworth Dolby Stereo

475-9441 Mon - Thu 12:40 3:00 5:10 7:40 10:00

GENERAL

Westwood
AVCO CINEMA
10840 Wilsf)iri Blvd \ BIk E o(Wntwo(X>

475-071

1

Presented in Digital Sound
Balovtd (R)

12:004:008:00

Presented in Digital Sound
What Dreams May Cohm (PG-13)

11:452:154:45 7:3010:10

VINE
VlM TlMattrs Snakt Eyes (R)

Show Times (213) 463-6819 Dolby Stereo

2 movies tor (5 2:00 6:05

One Free Popcorn & Diet Coke with this Ad

Vina TiMatart

Show Times (213) 463-6819
Blatfa(R)

Dolby Stereo

3:55 7:55

Santa Monica
AVCO QNEMA Presented in THX Digital Sound

Brid«olChiNky(Rj
12:302:455:007:309:45

MONICA 1

1322 2nd Street

394-9741

John Water's Packer

Daily (1:30) 3:35 5:40 7 50 10 00

ROYAL
11523 SM Blvd

477-5581

Thomas Vmterberg's

Celebration

Daily (12:20) 2 40 5 00 7 30 9 55
MONICA 2 A comedy for incurable romantics

Nail Stop Wonderland
Daily (12:55) 3:15 5:35 8:00 10 20

AVCO CINEMA Presented in Digital Sound
What Dreams May Coma (PG-13)

11:15 1:45 4:30 7:1510:0()

AVCO CINEMA

WESTWOOD 4 Rounders (R)

1050 Gay ley Stereo

208-7664 Mon Wed -Th (145 4 30) 7:30 10 00

Tue 1:45 4:30 7:301000)

Santa Monica

MUSIC HALL1
9036 Wilshire

274-6869

Presented in THX Digital Sound
Ronin (R)

11:15 2:004:45 7:4010:30

Hangarian Film Festival

For information and tickets

call 818-848-7394

MONICA 3 '^ clissic piece ofAmencmj
"

ToddMcdrty. Vsriety

Hands on a Hard Body
Daily (1:00) 3:10 5 20 7:35 9 56

MUSIC HALL2
9036 Wilshire

274-6869

Ben Stiller/Eli2abeth Hurtoy

PafMSMM Midnight

_Mon- Thu (5:45) 7:55 10:()0.

MONICA 4

CMTEMONI
1313 3rd St

Promenade

395 1599

HafyMMfFQ)
THX - Dolt^ Digital

Mon -Thu (1200 3 15) 7:(» 10 00

Odette Springer's

S«M NadHy Rehired
Daily (2:15}4 156 15J15J0 1 5
^~~~~

Step. Adm CtsasMad X

Dady (100pm)

Beverly Hills
Bavtrty CoMwctiOfl

La Cienaga at Beverly Blvd

Free21/2hourvaft(Medpartung 6S9-5911

MUSIC HM13
9036 Wilshire

Tha toaiaf OmmHm-
A Romantic Mockery
Tue -Thu (500) 7:26

Presented in THX DigiUl Sound
PiMiaMMi|ic(P8-U)

12 303:005:308:0010 30

MONICA

CRITERION i WM OrtiM May Cama (P6-13)

1313 3rd THX - Dotty Dndal - ^rry No Passes

St Promenade Mon - Thu (12 30 400) 7 30 10 30

395-1599

Sep Adm Jonathan Kanlor's

Sat Sun 11:00 am

Ptoaaa Call Iw alMws aid

Mon - Th 9 40

m THX DnjOtSMNd

1200 3 307:1010:40

Visit our vvebsite
65»^591l

aeiiROiiMlea
MtaftOMlrfR)

12:45 MO 5 IS 7JO 1:4

TO ADVERTISE IN THE

BRUIN
MOVIE GUIDE
01 SPONSOi THE lEUB
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Satiate carnivorous needs at Mo' Better Meatty-Meat Burgers
FOOD: Reasonable price

enhanced by home-style

cooking, savory entrees

By wMMfM WiMNWfZMMWH
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Mo' better grillin'. Mo' better ser-

vice. Mo* Better Meatty Meat.

When a thin Westwood patty

alone doesn't make the gravy, it's

time to check out the corner of Pico

and Fairfax for Mo' Better Meatty-

M^at Burgers. Located near a coin

laundry and a Vons, the scenery

could be improved upon, but pay no

heed. It's all about Mo' Better

Meatty-Meat and how you can get

some of their good stuff inside of

you.

Up the street, the golden arches

seem to moan pitifully in the cruel

night air, serving burgeis that taste

RESTAURANT REVIEW

Mo' BetterMeatty MeatBurgm
Address: 5855W!PicoMvd. ^.t

Lo$Ano*«fWWt!9^^ ^^
Hour; Sun. -MinlOiJi.ittaiif T

Fri.&!

: (323)938-6558

Entree Price Range: $3.00-$10.00

(dfpfninqnnimirmudiinMtxouqphioJe)—

Ike Irain ram muurams baM^ on pike, dnunce

Mddbactcr.

NINASACKS/DatlyBfuin

like ground kitty stew next to the

hulksome offerings of Mo' Better.

Patrons of the one-window establish-

ment don't seem to mind the

makeshift gazebo eating patio set up

in the parking lot. With a few ferns

on each side and two television mon-

itors playing sports games, the cus-

tomers can idle away the few minutes

it takes to cook up a meal in style.

However, by the time hungry

orderers decide among jumbo chili

cheese dogs, tacos, burritos, pastra-

mi sandwiches, 7-Up cake, peach

cobbler, veggie burgers, chili fritos

and onion rings, along with a host of

other delicious treats, it can become

difficult to wait anywhere calmly. A
quick flip through a free issue of the

L.A. Watts Times can only hold one's

attention for so long before the need

for meat takes over. And what could

satiate this need better than, say, an

$8, 14-ounce Double King Burger

served with mustard, "may-o," let-

tuce, tomatoes, onion and pickle.

But if 14 ounces of grilled-to-order

beef disgusts rather than tempts, the

same sandwich can be obtained in far

lesser quantities. Those escaping the

red-meat health hazards can order

the same meal in turkey burger or

veggie burger varieties - or instead,

have a regular 5-oz. turkey burger

costing just $3.75.

As much as the hangout sells itself

-on its mouth watering, not too dor

not underdone, savory, juice-gush-

ing, quality meat, though, the sur-

rounding aspects of the sandwich

make it worth the drive.

Instead of the greasy-spoon

sounding fare the joint's name may
connote, the soft, whole-wheat bun

and fresh vegetables inside provide

the ideal,. crisp environment for the

flavorful burger. Even the grilled

mushrooms, for an added 80 cents,

and the crunchy bacon, an added 50

cents, feel healthy rather than gut-

churning. And although one sand-

wich alone could fill up even the most

emaciated of burger slaves, who can

enter a proper street-side corner grill

without a side order or two.

The $5 cheeseburger meal-deal

includes a fountain drink and a grip

of fat fries, lightly peppered and

looking more like browned potato

wedges rather than oil-dripping,

artery-clogging morsels. They taste

like home-made - not too crunchy,

stale or mushy. Their sister order,

chili cheese fries for $2.25, leave

something to be desired.

Served on a huge paper boat, the

splayed quantity of fries basks in a

thick blanket of melted American

cheese and runny chili. The dish,

even though microwaved on top of

being pre-heated in a warmer, still

tastes less than toasty when put to the

test. Lacking sizeable beans and sub-

stantial chunks of meat, the bland

chili only provides a mediocre sauce

to the saturated fries.

ledeeming Mo' Better

oi^der's good name, the onion rings

fulfill the chili fries' void. Soft, with a

touch of brittleness, the rings feel

BAHMAN FARAHCXITDdily Brum

Jcan-Luc Vakntin, a frequent customer of Mo' Better Meatty-Meat

Burgers, waits for his order.

clean, though obviously fried in fat.

Perhaps the only place to ever offer a

truly decent onion ring, this dish

alone could explain the health code

"A" hanging in the window.

_Though the menu appears to

^vertise the standard burger-dive

fare, it includes the Mo' Better

Rainbow Fruit Shake for $3.50,

which comes as an irresistible siir-

prise. A mixture of watermelon,

strawberry, blackberry, orange and

pineapple with Haagen Daz ice

cream, the gourmet shake continues

the upscale edge to a down-homo,
burger stand. From one item to the

next. Mo' Better Meatty-Meat

Burger stays true to its name.

advertise
825-2161
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LSAT

9 out of 10 Kaplan
students get into one
of their top-clioice

law sch • I • Is.

Competition for law school is tough and your LSAT score can make all

the difference. That's why you need to take Kaplan. For 60 years,

we've helped more students get into law school than all other test prep

companies combined. No wonder we're the #1 choice for LSAT prep.

HeUoWork,
Goodbye IJfe?

KAPLAN
1-SIO-KAP-TEST
www.kaplan.coin
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20th Century Insurance
On Compus Interview's.

Wednesdoy, October 21st

Career Plonning & Plocement Center

COMPUTER SCIENCE MAJORS
Taking your first step up the career ladder doesn't have to

signal the end of having a life. Just join 20th Century

Insurance, the fifth largest insurer of private passenger auto-

mobiles in California. Our 4 -1/2 day work week gives you

Friday afiernoons off to enjoy as you please.

If you join our team, you'll be doing exciting work in a fast*

paced, network-centric, multiplatform environment. You'll

never have a chance to be bored because you'll rotate

through assignments that will expose you to data architecture,

network engineerina, programming and technical support.

Don't miss out on all the excitement and our great opportuni-

ties! Meet us when 20th Century Insurance conducts orvcam-

pus interviews for:

INFORMATION HCHNOLOOY TRAINEES
To qualify, you must have knowledge of programming lan-

guogMr and strong orKilyticol, interpersonal and communica-

Ikyh skills. A Bachelor's degree in Computer Science or a
related discipline is requires

As a part of our team, you'll be reworded with outstanding

compensation and benefits and opportunities for continuing

mH us on campus, send your resume
Insurcinc* Compcny, Attn:to: Mill

ir/UOAIOll,
9%
of

.V schools

To study anywhere in the U.S., call us or visit our web site.

7e4-34tS. EOE. VisH us

Cintury Insurance Compeny
PuMftg Time On Yhur SUie
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Test of endurance leaves few standing to wait for ending
t

DOCUMENTARY: Unease

involved in contest to win

truck extends to audience

By Alice Suh
Ddily Bruin Contributor

"Hands On A Hard Body" begins

in a small city early in the morning

before the sun has had a chance to

rise. Already there are 24 pairs of

hands tightly gripped all over one hot

body and 24 pairs ofeyes lustfully look

on with excited anticipation and pas-

sion.

Now. now, before we get our hopes

up and make hasty conclusions, this is

not a hard-core porno film in\olving

X-rated stars in a big orgy. "Hands On
A Hard Body" is actually a documen-

tary about an annual contest in which

citizens o\^ Longview, Texas enter in

hopes of winning a new pickup truck.

It sounds easy enough right?

Wrong!

Entering the contest is the only easy

part - 24 random names are drawn.

Tlicse soH:alled lucky contestants will

have one of their greatest challenges in

life, both physically and mentally, as

they are expected to stand in an

upright position as long as possible. At

N+ie same lime, one hand must be on

the truck at all limes. Literally, the last

one standing wins

not only a Nissan

pick-up truck, but a

feeling of fulfill-

ment, joy and

pride.

"Hands On A
Hard Body" is

directed by S.R.

Bindler, who hap-

pens to have grown

up in Longview

with best friend

Matthew
McC^naughey.
Bindler makes his

directorial debut

• 'th an interesting

oncept, but this

film fails to capti-

vate the audience.

The appeal of this

movie quickly

starts to wear dow n

—

i

tbout \\\ (i t>am <?

carelessly continues to let the cameras

roll in hopes of catching any stupid

mistakes a contestant might make.

Thus, the audience sits in boredom,

waiting for Bindler's home video cam-

era to catch some action.

As if this wasn't torturous enough,

the audience must endure Bindler

shoving a microphi>ne in front o{ a

conleslant's face and asking hi>w he or

she feels. Being on camera, the contes-

tants naturally respond in an opti-

mistic fashion, even though their dis-

comfort is clearly evident on their

faces. Yet, Bindler continues to insist

asking the same question repeatedly,

which gets to be annoying for the con-

testants as well as the audience.

The only highlight of the movie is

the characters themselves, which

make up of a diverse group of contes-

tants, each with their own story and

reason as to why they need to own a

pickup truck so badly.

First, there's Benny Perkins, who's

an old hand at this, having won the

contest two years ago. He has the

upper hand because he knows all the

secrets of the trade. He seems to be a

genuinely nice guy as he gives tips on

how to keep legs and feet from going

numb. Yet. one must wonder why he

would want to go through hell again

just to win a new pickup truck. Maybe
it's just selfish ambition; either that or

he really likes stress and making his

welcome Greg Cox, who is an ex-

Marine. Cox, who has returned home,

feels that he is the most capable candi-

date to win, having gone through

extensive military training. He
believes that he is both physically jind

mentally capable to outlast everyorte

else.

Try telling that to Norma Valvtrde.

Valverde doesn't just believe that she

is going to win, but she knows that

God has planned for her to win. She is

by far the most spiritual contestant,

and the most entertaining to watch.

Throughout the whole contest,

Valverde is either reading her Bible or

listening to her gospel music which

seems to rejuvenate her each time.

Every other hour, she is filled by what

she believes is the Hefy Spirit, and will

laugh like a maniac for however long it

takes for the Spirit to let catch her

breath. No matter how crazy other

contestants might view her unpre-

dictable behavior, one thing for sure is

that Valverde's laugh is contagious.

The young men next to her seem to be

one of the few contestants who enjoy

Valverde's company.

While Bindler was fortunate

enough to get such a great cast ofchar-

acters, he still fails to liven up the

movie.

ITiere arc many scenes ofjust wait-

ing around for action which Bindler

could have edited out as unnecessary

bodv BuflW. Ptfrkinii fcclii that ho'r. unda wusto of time There ronlly i s ne-

time as impatient

LtqacyReiej'.inq contcstants Start to

'Hands on a Hard Body" is a documentary about an annual contest to win a pickup. drop out. Bindler

unbeatable unless he goes up against

an ex-Marine.

Perkins should, by all means, gladly

point to this film - unless one is really

interested to find out who the winner

is.

* *
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Chances
are, if you

ivalkup

these steps

you read

the

Advertise in

the paper

that over

58,000

people read.

Display

- AdvertiseAg -

Call: 825 2161

Cl2LSsified

Advertising

Call: 825 2221

CONTACTS
Disposables

Clear, spneres. wkly of biw4Uy.

aJI nujor brands

Soft Daily or

Ext. Wear
Clear, spheres, B & L.

Soft Astigmatic orl

Hard Gas Penn.'
B & L. Boston.
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EXAMS

ARMANI, CALVIN KLEIN.
SAKI, MODO, GUCCI,

MOSSIMO, ALAIN MIKLI,
POLO. J.R GAULTIER,

VERSACE, DKNY, PERSOL,
DIOR, POLICE, YOJI

YAMAMOTO, HUGO BOSS
and many more!

OVER 5,000 FRAMES ft

CONTACTS IN STOCK

75 Years of Experience
Hi-Tech Instruments

We accept most insurance.

GLASSK
30 OFF

25 OFF

For Glasses
(Inc. glaucoma test)

For Contacts
Onc.2mo.foMow-up(

B. COHENMEHR, OD
3116 Wilshire Blvd. Santa Monica
(5 blocks west of Bundy, across from Big 5)

(310) 828-2010
Fme Parking

All Designer

Frames

Ail Ultra

Thin Lenses

PACKAGES
Exam & Contacts or

Exam & Glasses'
'Contacts Clear, Sptwres. BftL. Daily or Ext Wear or 2 Boxes

o( Clear. Sptieres weekly Oisp All Major Brands

'Glasses From our special selection, Single vision OR 39
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FOSSE
From page 29

quent use of bowler hats-, Fosse's

repertoire was just as much about

character.

"Steam Heat," Maltby says, is

"choreography about being goofily

in love and how complex those reac-

tions are; 'I'm completely in love,

but I may not be. It's the most won-

derful thing in the world, but it might

go away in a minute."'

If that sounds like a lot to convey

in a matter of minutes, it is. Fosse's

work is difficult to perform, not only

for its complexity but because of

physical demands unknown to more

-^aditional genres. Like Pettiford,

co-star Jane Lanier was trained in

classic ballet and found Fosse's care-

fully vernacular moves a welcome

culture-shock.

"With ballet, everything's turned

out and pulled up. With Bob. every-

thing's turned in and hunched over.

So I was really sore after the first

week of rehearsals," Lanier laughs.

Pettiford sympathizes. "You go to

places that most other choreogra-

phers don't lei you go. It's like. 'Oh

my god, why does that hurt? ... Oh
yeah, the twist on the chair with your

leg up while you're standing on your

head singing a song.'"

But if a few aches and pains come
with the territory, no one's complain-

ing. Its hard, when constantly prod-

ded and inspired by Verdon and

Reinking. As wife and lover, respec-

tively, the two wo nen attest to

Fosse's power to charm and bring

out talent in those around him, not to

mention the power of theater to tran-

scend inevitable past differences.

The show's dancers testify that

Verdon. at 73, still executes her hus-

band's moves with more veracity

than anyone.

Yet. essentially working with three

directors invites an avalanche of

opinions which the cast must recon-

cile.

"It's really great because you get

three different perspectives 6n it,"

Lanier says. "Sometimes someone
goes, 'Why are you doing that?'

'Well, the other one told me.'"

As many bodies as possible are

needed to sort through Fosse's reper-

tory. Though his films were immedi-

ately handy, some of Fosse's stage

compositions and original television

numbers required a little more detec-

tive work. Maltby estimates that a

third of the show has never been per-

formed on stage before and that a

sixth of the material would have been

lost if not for the diligence of team

Fosse.

For example, they wanted to

include the "Shoeless Joe" number
from "Damn Yankees" but found

the substantially cut film-version

lacking. Eventually, they stumbled

on a tribute to "Yankees" director

George Abbott, which was per-

formed one time only on the

"Colgate Comedy Hour." The chore-

ography was laid out before them in

its entirely.

. Tributes are inherently risky, for

See FOSSE, page 3 S
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lent Roiearch

Scholarthipt

Financial Aid

FinJ tut more at our Fill (fui-^ 'er

INFORMATION
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The Best Alaskan
King Crab is in
Santa Monica

Evenings

01»«*/««f»

Applications for^

Spring *99 due
November 6tli

4X60 ?ub\k ?oUe^ ^uiMinQ, U6LA
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Treat yourself to a pound
of Alaska's sweetest, most
tender King crab legs.

They're mesquite broiled

and served in the shell

with plenty of

drawn butter.

Your meal comes
with soup, salad

SANTA MO

or cole slaw, potatoes

Romano or rice pilaf, fresh

vegetables and freshly

baked sourdough bread.

Come savor the best that—V Alaska has to offer.
NICA

\ J^ ^ r\— 4pm to 10pm
_MoDday_arKl_.__,.

Tuesday evenings.

174 Kinney St. (off of Main) Santa Monica, (310) 392-8366
Limited reservations available.

Mahu-sponsored

Coming OUT AND Qoming homeI
A Film & Panel Discussion On Asian & Pacific Islanders'

Coming Out Experiences

7 PM to9PM
Haines Hall 2

celebrate Lesbian/Bisexual/Gay/Trasgender (LGBT) Month, Mahu,
UCLA's support group and social network for Asian/Pacific Islander
(API) LGBT students, Invites you to an informative FILM & PANEL
DISCUSSION on the coming-out experience of API LGBTs.

Please join us for a stimulating screening of the film Coming Out,
Coming Home, which examines *he coming oi't experience unique to

Asian and Pacific Islanders. This screening will be followed by a panel

discussion reqnrding thp cultural issues faced by APIs in coming to terms

with thc'ir sexual and/ or gender identities. Panelists include UCLA students

and a parent and child who have experienced the coming out process.

As always ALL UCLA biUULNlS ARE INVITED!'

This ev^'Ht IS tundtd by tfv Compus Programs Committet of tht Program Activities Board

o HAPPINESS IS BEING o

JUL CALIFORNIA iCA97i

BRl ETE GOY
V o A BRUIN ALUM o

Dear UCLA Smdents and Staff:

It has been a pleasure servingyour vision care needs

for over 25 years in the village. Pliase take advantage

ofthese great offers luted below,

.

.

C/UCLA Graduate 1967

$99 CONTACT LENSES & EXAM "SPECIAL"

Includes eye exam, fitting, follow-up, and two pair of

Bausch & Lomb daily or extended wear soft contacts.

$99 EYEGLASSES & EXAM "SPECIAL"

For mom ififonnafion, please e-mail us at , or check us out at

Includes lenses and frames from our special selection

(most Rxs) and eye exam.

IF YOU HAVE UCLA VISION CARE INSURANCE:
• We gladly accept your insurance
• We get the forms for you - just call us.

• Same day appointments availat>le.

• We are expects in showing you how to maximize your

benefits
• T(0rrific eyewear and contact lens selection

IF YOU IHNrT HAVE VISION CARE INSURANCE:
Take advantage of the specials, or w«1 still give you 10%
off on any non-advertised items.

-—

—

' Village Eyee Optometry

^= wkxi &Vc3gel, 0,C3.
ZlZZr • professcy>1 ccxTxaraton

310208-3011
(groUhd floor o( Moniyt BuMing • acrow Irofn WMtwood Brvwtry)

VabdaiK} p«r«i(ng • S« habia E«cmAo«
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FOSSE
From page 34(

the opposite feasons that most

Broadway musicals are risky. While

new shows must consider whether

audiences will be receptive to

provocative new material, tributes

and revivals compete with existing

opinions about old favorites.

Though by definition a homage,

creators must assess what's worthy

of inclusion and how to integrate it.

Maltby, who cut his tribute teeth

with "Ain't Misbehavin'", an ode to

Fats Waller, says, "You want the

work to speak for itself. That's why

we don't have any kind of narrative

structure."

So what would Bob himself,

known as much for his perfectionism

as his perfection, think of the con-

cert-style montage of numbers

excerpted from everything from

"Sweet Charity" to Liza Minelli's

one-woman show?

"He'd be nervous as hell," Lanier

says. "Like most geniuses, he was

never satisfied and always worried

that it wasn't going to be good

enough."

And on the offchance that it's not

(though reviews from Toronto sug-

gest that it's well beyond good),

Lanier again cites Fosse's vast reper-

tory as back-up. "The cast members

always joke, 'We could do "Fosse 2,"

"Fosse 3," "Fosse 4"...'"

So friends can see him now and

possibly for years to come - plenty of

chances to attract more top-drawer,

first-rate chums.

THEATER: 'Fosse: A Celebration in

Song and Dance' opens Wednesday

and runs through Dec. 6 at the

Ahmanson Theatre in downtown Los

Angeles. Tickets are $22.50 to $62.50.

For ticket information, call (213) 628-

2772.

JIMMY
From page 31

"It was really cool. I highly

enjoyed their performance," says

Palbir Singh,. a second-year unde-

clared student.

Singh went on to compare

Jimmy's sound to that of alterna-

band China Drum.

His review was a bit more
straightforward than an oddball

compliment voiced by another

crowd member.

"They were better than vegan

cookies!"

CONCERT
From page 28

Northern Cal bands, the groups

themselves needed more than

just a Warholian minute to'

showcase their individual best.

Maybe fewer bands on the bill

would give )the acts a chance to

display their musical depth. But

despite the slightly shallow rep-

resentation of each group, the

"Best of San Francisco" talent

showcase still blew away L.A.

crowds with the creme de la

creme ofSan Francisco acts.

THE CLAY PIT
11.-)^ \n.. i;

Ci Mh I7(.- 17

I HI,, h
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Dine-in only. Not valid with other prumwbons.lunch; tome call it the beat Indian
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MONDAY MADNESS IS HERE!

I^RUIN UAPERS PROJECT
*2f Fall Seminar Schedule *2fif

Medium
1-ltem

only

$5.99
-h tax

CALL US

824-5000
Now accepting Visa & MasterCard

Not valid with any other offer.

Offer valid mondays only 6:00-11 :00 prii

*,<^19
LQBT Stud«ntt In

Conttxt of Student

Orgs.

6-8 PJI.

26
Have You Checked
Your Attitude Lately?

7-9 P.M. Sprout

Entertainment

Center O

Intro, to Social Change
Model

6-8 P.M.

Covel

Commons 20
now MURiGiinunnsin

Aftode LMdwsMp

2ieBr«cll«yHtfl

27

TiM Timt of Your Uto:

BoyoiMl Tlnw MOTiQwiMnl
toUad
MPJLSouthboy
Rm. _

Intro, to the Social

Change Model

5-7 PM. Southbay

Rm.
Covel Cmms.

16
Learning toy Doing:

ExperientM ActtvMee

woocwn «na
floor 23

30

D̂hrereltyend

7-0 PJL
SouthbeyRm.
Covel m

Leading from BeNnd:

How
to tM a Sen<ant Leader

7-8:30 P.M.

NorthfkJge Rm.
Covel Cmms. 21
CrealMtyend
9hip44Pjyi.

ChanceHor'e

RM.

28
Who You Are Plays a Role

in How You Lead
Part 1 7-8:30 PM.
Muttiprpse Rm.
Bradley

17

24
Mentoring and

Leadership

5-7 P.M.

Westcoast Rm.

1

Who You Are Playe e

Role In How You Leed
Part27-«:aOPJI.
Multlprpee Rm.
Bredley 4 •4

22
Pereonel LeedertMp
Strengths 64 PJI.

203 Covel

Cmme.

29
Motivation Through

Team Building 6-8 P.M.

Southbay Rm.
Covel Cmms.

23

30

Expreee Youreetfl

Ethics, Values, Decision

Making, and Leader-

ship 5-7 P.M. Southbay

Rm.
Covel Cmms. ^ O

25

mmm

1

muet pre<e9062S-3M6

J12

&

13
'"There are two for ttila day****

1 Express Yourself. Assertiveness Part 2. 12-1:30

PM must pre-regO825-3045

2. Journey of Vision: Discovery ot Setf and Identity. 6-8 P.M.

SouthtMy Rm 1 Q • OO

QUEsnoNsr

Oiveusaealordropliy:

(J10)Z06-5071

lOfKlyM^ynr

27

FREE CONSJUtTATION

Laser Surgery^ Computer Imaging Available

• Nose
• Acne Scars

• Lip Enhancement
• Face Lift/Eyelid Surgery

• Hair Flap/Scalp Reduction

• Chemical Peels

• Chin & Cheek Implants

• Liposuction
• Ear Reshaping
• Snoring
• Tonsils

• Hair Removal

Steven Burres, M.D.
FAACS, AAFPS, AAOHNS, LACMA, CMA,

AMERICANACADEMYOFFACIAL PIASTICAND

RECONSTRUCTIVE SURGERY

Board Certified

(310)385-0590

465 North Roxbuiy Dr., Beverly ffilU

1119 Second St., Manhattan Beach

Affordable prices

Financing Available and Most Ihturanoe Aooq>ted
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SOUND
From page 30

It's as if Mudhoney knows their

end is near but remain determined to

play their stufTloud and hard till the

very end. .

Adam Tolbert

Duncan Sheik, "* Humming'*

(Atlantic)

Well, Duncan is still breathing.

After ajvextensive tour and an exten-

sive break. Sheik's follow-up album

"Humming" picks up on the same

mellow croons that made "Barely

Breathing," the longest chart single

of 1997.

A gentle collection of heartfelt

tunes that play well for a cold winter

afternoon. Sheik's music very much

belongs in a couple's CD collection.

Grouped under the guise of light

pop-rock, "Humming" strictly

keeps to the mellow guitar trips and

wispy drums and piano stroking.

The melodies are non-threatening

mood music, no misplaced guitar

solo or a drummer with a penchant

to let loose to break the passive

groove.

The musical composition is beau-

tiful, but it's an ordinary beauty -

nothing that strikes deeply.

Sheik's lyrics toe the line between

mediocre and noncreative. His

words live in a relationship of con-

stant dilemma.

Whether he sings about kept feel-

ings ("Varying Degrees of Con-

Artistry") or affirming his position

as an eternally heartbroken individ-

ual ("Bite Your Tongue"), it all

sounds the same, but at least the

delivery is impeccable.

"Humming" won't have a prob-

lem capturing an audience that

needs consoling, but the songs will

embrace like a hollow friend.

Trinh Bui

Lavay Smith and Her Red Hot

Skillet Uckers, ^One Hour Mama*"

(Fat Note.)

While neo-swing rages on in the

music world, it seems to be a sort of a

boysK)nry club. Lavay Smith is a nice

exception to that rule. Backed by a

killer band. Smith turns out a mellow,

jazz-flavored sound.

With her smooth, shimmering

vocals gliding along over the Skillet

Lickers' sax-heavy, eight-piece band.

Smith captures the essence of '40s

swing and '50s R&B perfectly. The

album could easily pass for a re-mas-

tercd vintage album, retaining the tight,

big-band dynamics without all the hiss-

ing and popping of records. The

lengthy liner notes cite such musical

giants as Duke Ellington, Count Basic

and Fats Waller as influences.

Their musical tutelage is definitely

evident in the sophisticated arrange-

ment of"New Blowtop Blues," the dri-

ving boogie-woogie of "What's The

Matter With You" and the languid

swing of "Between the Devil and the

Deep Blue Sea." Smith and company

aren't in the business of re-inventing

the wheel, they're strictly paying

homage to the masters. With their

respectful handling of these stan-

dards, it's a fitting tribute.

Brent Hopkins

^cmlkln^ ic^^f^ ^^*' # #

Talmud Study:

Topics in Rabbinic Thought

[)

with

Rabbi Chaim Seidler-Feller

Mondays, 12 p.m.

at the Law School

Room 2357

Starting Today, October 19th

HAVE YOU HAD
YOUR 10,000 SMILE
CHECK-UP?

SPECIAL: $50-
Examination, 6 X-Rays & Teeth

Cleaning Expires 4/30/99

COSMETIC and
GENERAL
DENTISTRY

•TOOTH BONDING, BLEACHING
•Nitrous OkIcI* (Laughing Gas)
•Hypnosis • Eloctronic Anosthosia
•Opon Lato Hours, Froo / Validatod Parfcing

•Chacks, Crsdit Cards A Insuranca Forms Walcoma
•18 Yaars in Privata Practica in Wastwood

Dr. LARRY FRIEDMAN, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1762 Westwood Blvd. #460 (between Wilshire & Santa Monica Bl.)

For Appointment Call: (310) 474-3765

^

UCLA Student Accounting Society Presents .^

The 18th Annual

MEET THE
FIRMS

Tuesday,. October 20

6:30 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.

Miramar Sheraton Hotel,

Santa Monica
Dress is business attire.

THE
OA/LITE

Presale cost: Price at the door:

$10 members $15 members

$15 non-members $20 non-members

Presale RSVP's arc due in AGSM D4l3 by 5 p.m. Oct 19th.

•Price includes buffet of hors d'oeuvres and drinks.

• Learn about potential career paths in the

field of accounting.

• Gain a competitive edge in the Fall hiring

process .

• Meet representatives from the Big Five,

Mid-Tier, and local accounting firms.

Any Questioas? Con-

tact Loran Graham at

loranOucla.edu or

call (310) 209-1336.

Fimif^ AttOKiing

Arthur Andersen LLP

BDO Sddman LLP

'

Deloitie & Touchc LLP

Ernst & Young LLP

Kellogg & Andelson

KPMG Peat Marwick LLP

McGladiey & PuUen

Nana Stem Biers Ncinstein <i Co. LLP

Pnccwaterhousc Coopers LLP

Slonefield Josephson

Wind^s & McOau^ry

¥BEE CHILI DOGS!!!
SUNDAY 1 0AM - 9PM
MONDAY 5FM - 9FM

For a aniquQ atmosphere
and a new place to party

. oanC'^S mSPAY ^*"*a
^ LIVE D.J.

50'S & GO'S MUSIC
*t drink spe^als 9pm - Zam!

^^^ BRIAN YOUNG
& BLUES STATION

tAies, blues, blues!^^^
THURSPAY ^VH^

J.J. "BAD BOY" JONES
dawihgbhes!

^

0^.mm ir SATURDAY
PIERCE ARROW
roekabHl^tbn swing S^moreL

FREE FOOD DAILY S-TPM
2030 Wilshire Blvd. • Santa Monica • 829-2382

On Wilshire at the comer of 21 at

Daily Bruin

Do you want to place

an ad but don't have

time to call us during the

day? Place your

advertisement on-line at

www.dailybruin.ucla.edu

Bruin Bargains
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Cars for sale

Jobs

Monday, October 19, 1998
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advertising information

118 Kerckhoff Hall
308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles, CA 90024

One Issue, up to 20 words $8.00
...each additional word 0.50
Weekly, up to 20 words 27.00
...each additional word 1 .50

Monthly, up to 20 words 90.00
...each additional word 5.00

For Classified Display ads,

please see our rate card
for variable rate information.

DEADLINES
Classified iJn« Ads:
1 worlcing day before printing,

at 1 2 noon.
Classified Display Ads:
2 working days before printing,

at 1 2 noon.
There are no cancellations after

noon of the day before printing.

E-Mail: classifieds@media.ucla.edu
Web: http://www.dailybruin.ucla.edu

PHONE
Classified Line: (310) 825-2221
Classified Display: (31 0) 206-3060
Fax:(310)206-0528

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Thu: 9:00am-4:00pm
Fri: 9am-2:30pm
The ASUCLA Communications board fully supports the University o1 California's pottcy on nondiscrimination No medium shall accept advertisements which present persons of any origin, race, sex, or sexuaf onentation in

a demeaning way or imply that they are limited to positions, capatxlities, roles, or status in society Neither the Daily Brum nor the ASUCLA Communications Board has investigated any of the services advertised or the

advertisements represented m this issue Any person believing that an advertisement m this issue violated the Board s policy on norxJiscnmmation stated here»n should communicate complaints in writing to the Business
Manager, Daily Brum, 118 Kerckhoff Hall. 308 Westwood Ptaza, Los Angeles, CA 90024 For assistance with housing discrimination problems, call the UCLA Housing Office at (310) 825-4271 or call the Westside Fair Hous-
ing Office at (310) 475-9671 Classified ads also appear on-line at http ^'www dailytxuin ucia edu Placement on-lir>e is offered as a complimentary service for customers and is not guaranteed. The Daily Bruin is responsible

for the first incorrect ad insertion only Minor typographical errors are not eligible for refunds For any refund, the Daily Brum Classified Department must be notified of an error on tfw first day of publication by rKX>n

^ VISA

PAYMENT
Please make checks payable to

"The UCLA Daily Bruin." We
accept Visa, MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards. Allow 5
working days for mail payments.

HOW TO WRITE
AN EFFECTIVE AO

• start your ad with the
merchandise you are selling.

This makes it easier for readers to

quickly scan the ads arxl locate

your items.
• Always include the price of your
item. Many classified readers
simply do not respond to ads
without prices.

• Avoid abbreviatk)ns—make your

ad easy for readers to ur>derstand.

• Place yourself in the reader's

position, ask what you woukl like to

know about the merchandise, and
include that in the ad. Include such
information as brand names, colors

and other specifk: descriptions.

IANNOUNCEMENTS! 1100
Campus Happenings

1600
Legal Notices

1800
Miscellaneous

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. DiKutsion, Fri. Step Study, 2408 Ackermon

TWs. Book Study, 2408 Ackemran

MA/W Rm. Owitai A3-029

Wod. Rm. A3- 029

Ditcuuion, All limts 12:10- lOOpm

For akoholic* or mdMduah who Ma«« a drtnMng probhtn.

FILE NO. 98 1595237. James Kohn and Ja-

son DeVries are doing business as Keep-
ThflChangp Med 09/04/94

NEED EXTRA CASH? Call 800-755-2150.

ask for Jeff. Must own computer.

1700
Lost and Found

1100
Campus Happenings

BIG SWING DANCE
PARTY!

TRANSFER STUDENT ASSOCIATION at

UCLA wekx}mes all our new Bruins. Mark

the date October 1 9, 4pm-Eleventh Annual

Receptkxi and Resource Fair. 8pm-The Big

Swing Dance Party—lessons and live band

in the Ackennan Grand Ballroom. FREE!

emalLtransferOucla.edu 310-206-7865.

vanipps ileciUiuiiBWi

1300
Campus Recrattmoil

\(]ungMe

is looking for volunteer leaders to

work in outreach Christian

ministry with high school &
middle school students on the

westside and downtown.

Please call 310-397-3484

for an interview.

$150 REWARD for return of bright-green

pocket calendar, black Radio Shack electric

date-book; 2 items rubber-banded together.

Obstetrics and Gynecology on the cover.

Lost near Wooden Center/Ackerman on

Monday 10/12 t>etween 3-5pm. 310-471-

7652.
^

• • ;

EMERALD GREEN FORMAL GOWN. Lost

10-14-98 between Ackerman and Murphy

Hall on Bmin walk. Please call x51171

LONG DISTANCg SErPVICES PISCOuntBd

domestic and internati^rial services. Online

long-distance search erfgine: http7/www.eu-

rodirectl .com/BestDial or c«*il 310-202-0219.

THE GREATEST SECRET Of All Time: Who
Is Shakespeare? www.sirt>aco''..org

YOUR CREDIT UNION
Your on-campus&on-line financial services

source, for students, faculty&staff. Visit us at

Ackeonan A-Level, on-line at www.ucu.org
or call 310-477-6628.

fim

DRUG TEST YOURSELF at home. Accurate

and simple to use test strips. THC, Cocaine,

others. $15 or 4 for $40. 1-800-395-

1694.V1SA/MC accepted. Not for clinical

use. www.3wdvo.conVin

FRUSTRATED AND DISAPPOINTED with

UCLA? Check out http://unlversityse-

crets.com. Full text expose of research uni-

versities.

Personals

SINGLE UCLA Grad. Looking tor tnendshtp,

racquetball partner, chatting on-line, and oth-

er general social entertainment. Interested?

email: sweetguy90Ohotmall.com

FRtt bil-iih \^ONTROL PILL:d. UCLA re-

search study. $50 per visit to clinic. SnfX}kers

ages 18-34 or non-snwkers ages 35-44. Call

Jessica 310-794-1884.

1300 1300

HOUSING
8400
8500
8600
8700
880C
8^00
t^OOO

9100
9200
9:^00

9400
Qf^OO

9b00
9700
9M0('

Apartments for Rent
Apartnwnts Furnished
Condo / Townhouse for Rent
Condo / Townhouse for Sale

Guesthouse for Rent
House for Rent
House for sale

Houset>oats for Rent / Sale

Housing Needed
Room for Help
Room for Rent
Roommates - Private Room
Roommates - Sharsd Room
Sublets
Vacation Rentals

index

Dedicated to Excellence

Parking & Commuter Services

is looking for friendly, courteous people

to assist our customers with their

parking and information needs.

$7,25-$8,30 Per Hour
Previous customer service and cash

handling experience required.

For more information, stop by the
Parking & Commuter Services office at

555 Westwood Plaza On Structure 8) for

an application or call (310) 825-1386

Must be a currently registered UCLA
student and be availtble to work early shifts,

nights, waaiiaMls, ftiaitfayav wn6 throMghout the sunwnsr.

-f^

ii

^^ErSITY 0"F "LA. ^V^'^'

Accredited by the Western Association of Schools and Colleges (W.A.S.C.)

PSY.D.: Clinical-Community
Psychology

Meets all Board of Psychology academic requirements for

California Psychology licensure

M. S. COUNSELING -

Marriage, Family, and Child
Counseling (MFCC)
Meets all Board of Behavioral Sciences academic
requirements for MFCC licensure in California

M. S. COUNSEUNG -

COME TO A FREE INFORMATION SESSION
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF LA VERNE

Wedoeeday. November IS, 6:304 pjm.
'sPtning Room. 8W comer of 3rd A CSla.. La V«

Contact QnduatB 99f¥tem to RB¥P 9r tommm
litaaasfi dtadMM* andadMS

(11. «t. 4244: E-MaU - baiMftaiUvj
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No exaggeration necessary.

h the truth .

'. the truth

a » i P * « * i • » • •

I ; Li I v.' CI tw.4 c( I

ii the truth th'e

the truth

liWli ttie

the truth

^ truth

You're approaching graduation and on the hunt for concrete information about potential employers.

And in that search, you'll encounter mountains of information. Daunting amounts—from critical to

trivial— that must be considered.

Enter Arthur Andersen. We think you'll find our no-holds-barred, straight-answer approach a

refreshing change, whether you're interested in Business Consulting, Assurance and Business

Advisoty Services, Global Corporate Rnance or Tax and Business Advisory Services.

You're in search of the truth. Arthur Andersen is where you'll find it. We look forward to seeing you

at the following events:

1 .

1

'

"tArthur"
Andersen

Tuesday, October 20th

AA Live

Business Consulting

Information Session

Covell Commons

Thursday, October 22nd

Business Consulting

-^Case Competition.^

For details, visit our website at

www.arthurandersen.com/

careers/offices/losangls.asp

'W^

Copywright Arthur Andersen 1998. EOE. All rights reserved.

n n iivim -ii -i¥<«i-firirii-w ii¥iririiMflfiri¥ii TliimM

iSperm/Egg Donors

MALE TWINS NEEDEDI For UCLA Re-

search Project. Ages 18-40. $20 for 1 hour.

Please call 310-825-9006.

NORMAL HEALTHY CHILDREN arvl adol-

escents 8-16yrs needed for UCLA research

study. Receive $25 for lab experiment and

developmental evaluation, and get a scientif-

ic learning experience. Call 310-825-0392.

POSTMENOPAUSAL WOMEN 45+ (Healthy

or with heart disease) wanted for a study on
coronary artery disease Involving small

aftXMjnts of radioactivity at UCLA. $25/hr (2

days, 4hr8. each) Call 310-825-1118 or 310-

206-6675.

Spemi/Egg Donors

ANONYMOUS spefm dof)or» needed M«p
infertile couplet whHe receiving flrkar)oi»l

compensation up to SeOO/month and fren

health screening. Convenient houM, kx:at«d

in Westwood CaH Kim 310-824-9941

EGG DONORSi
WANTED^

^

If YOU are a healthy
female between
the ages of 19 and
30 and have health

Insurance.

compensatiop
sssoo.oo

Call Mirna Navas at

L10) 829-6782

EGG DONORS
NEEDED

If you are a woman between the ages

of 21 and 35, the many eggs your
body disposes of each montn can be
usecl by an infertile woman to have a

baby. Help an infertile couple realize

their dreams, enter the gene pool and
help advance knowledge of Hunuin

Reproduction! Financial

compensation, of course. Completely
confidenhal. For more information,

plMsc call use Rcpfodiictive

Endocrinology at (213) 975-9990.

< •
,

UCLMJSC TICKETS To0 (ktHar paid Nefd
1MMBlm Of OCnCIV vaPIMSNU^HKOTi. wW
310-7W<S72

WE BUY CARS New and dd Running or

not Jeff 310-714-

Classifieds

825-22^1

AOVE RT1SE

COMPUTERS
• bESISN YCXJR OWN ^system. Used sys-

tems from $299. New 300 mhz system-$575.

Repairs and system upgrades. Diagnostics

$25. 310-216-0336.

LAPTOPS/ DESKTOPS
NEW I! $60/month for 12 months and $1

buyout. No credit, checks or lease.

<www.earthcomp1 .conVLHI 03.html

MAC Poweft)ook 5300c wWord, Excel.

Adobe, 28.8modem, plus more. Complete

w/portable cok>r printer and black leather

case. $975. Ethan031 0-656-0555.

MACINTOSH lis! with extended keyboard,

Cotor Monitor, HP Deskwrlter Printer, mo-

dem, software, manuals and packing boxes.

$325 Oerrk:k (323) 850-1086.

MICROSOFT OFFICE 97 professional. Full

version, unopened, unregistered. $75, 1*

800-416-3594.

ALL-WHITE COUCH set. lovesMt and full:

$30Q/each. FuN Onkyo stereo system w/6

spsaken : price negotiable. 310-470-7991.

MATTRESS BONANZA!!
SEALY. STEARNS & FOSTER. Also Ortho-

pedic twln-set8-$1 19.95. FuHs-$169 95,

Oueens-$1 89.95 PiHowtops-$299.95. SO-

fas-$219. Delivery. Beacon Mattress. 1309

Westwood Blvd. 310-477-1466.

MATTRESS SETS!!!
Twin $79. Full $89. Queen $139, King $159.

Bunkbeds.. Deliveries, Phone Orders Accept-

ed. 310-372-2337.

MATTRESSES. FUTON. DESK. Bookshelf.

Dinette Sets. T-Table. Lamps. Deliveiies. 7-

days open. King's Furniture. 11961 Santa

Monk^a Blvd. 310-575-4243. •

iHw

LOSE WEIGHT NOW
ASK ME HOW

All natural nutritional health products. Call

310-202-6044

itelcai ImtiiwwpU
KIMBLE PIANO UPRIGHT. Oak color. Very

good condition. $1200. Evenings 818-843-

6178.

Itonfaris

^ Piano Rentals \
yf Low Monthly Rates Jf
•Hollywood Piano Rental Compan)i^

213-462-2329 , 7••••••••••
%00

SNOW SKIS
ROSSIGNOL 4SV. 195cm. Good condition,

boots Included-size 12. $200. Call Tyler at

310-824-4828.

4700

AUTO
INSURANCE

''NO BULL"
Best Prices, Same Day

STUDENT DISCOUNTS

Motorcycles, SR22
Accidents, Tickets OK

CALL AAHA NOW
FOR FREE WQTE

1 (800) 225-9000

4900
AlitM lof Sfile

1984 VOLVO QL. 4-door, automatic, power-

steering, windows. & locks. A/C&sunroof,

AM/FM/cassette. cellular phone. Well nwln-

tained. $3500obo. 310-472-1382.

1986 DODGE COLT- Red. 4-door. 5-speed.

4-cylinder. 1 -owner. 63K miles. Sell after 10-

06-98. Recommend timing belt ctiange.

$1900 linn. 323-658-8210.
'

1986 FORD ESCORT. Grey-Wue. 2dr. CD
w/detachable face{new), clean, low mi., 5

spkr., a/c. $1750obo. Contact Marie 310-

207-1252.

1990 FORD T-BIRD Super Coupe. Special

anniversary edition. Black on silver.

60Kmiles. fully k)aded. mint condition

$7250. 310-206- 1720days. 310-473-1484e-

venings.

Display

206-3060
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Career

Clarity
starts

dbcut d pvriQ

yOUT CA'x-01

'' ' f^'^H. leaf

(Irt , tn tfx' I ;f(•

l n t (' r V I p A, m Q

s'tf rr.ic

tt U.Th1nk
*•« »' ••t'<^v»,j»^',»»M*'- «-- -.-fs

Submit Votel

click here to w« ^
previous poll

'x^ quttliontyretuitt

Your Career Starts Here,

Find the career opportunity that's

right for you! Whether you are

interested in Tax, Assurance

Consulting, or any of our business

lines, this section will provide you

with the career opportunities that

best match your skills.

LOGON AND EXPLORE

•y/^l &ocumtM:PQftr k-v

ere.
kaB^B__*.

KPMG will be conducting:

On-Campus iTvtervtews
Wednesday, October 28, 1998

Resume Deadline:
Wednesday, October Zlst by Midnight

EOE M/F/D/V \.- ^
It's time for clarity.

Classifieds

825-2221

Display

206-3060
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INFORMATION DAY
BS/MS/Ph.D GRADUATES
Bring copies of your resume.

DATE:

TIME:

LOCATION:

DRESS:

Thursday, October 22, 1998

10am-4pm
Boelter Penthouse 8500

Casual

DISCIPLINES:Computer Engineer

Computer Science

Engineering

MIS

Technical/General Sales

We (jive recent graduates the tools, the support

and the resources they need to explore ideas.

We're pushing this company to the Nth degree.

And you can take us there.

VISIT www.cybrblu.ibm.com

IBM is committed to creating a diverse

environment and proud to be an equal

opportunity employer.

(

1 986 Homfa Ovic SI i

White, 5 speed, AC
2 door hatchback,

AM/FM/CD, Moon Roof,

Economical and Reliable.

(323) 650 - 6836 \

I*

1990 MAZDA MIATA. Red convertible,

AM/FM Cassette, Low nf>ileage. Low main-

tenance. $4450obo. Must sell! 818-49^-

2077.

79 PORCHE 911 SC
Red, sunroof, phone, alarm, clean

$11.500obo. 310-559-7206.

94 PONTIAC GRAND AM. Great conditiori,

second owner, 4-door automatic, cruise, abs,

stereoAape. RecVgrey. $4500obo. 310-206-

4365.

ScoolMi fdr Sale

1969 YAMAHA RIVA 125CC. black. 2 seater.

7k mi., black heknel. k)ck. $475obo. Contact

Marie 310-207-1252.

87' HONDA EUTE 150. First owner. 3000^^

mites. $1200 090. 310-642-4760.

HONDA ELITE 125 Scooter. 4.000+ miles.

Runs great. $550. 310-397-7559.

'69 HONDA EUTE SCOOTER Great condl-

tk)n. White. 1500miles. New brakes. U-Lock

included. $650/OBO. Call: 310-649-0112.

wo
plavel Destkiilloiii

SEMESTER AROUND THE WORLD.
Travel to Greece. Spain. Costa Rica, or Aus-

tralia and earn coHege credits. Call toil free

1-877-333-SATW(7289).

')0(di AtlUniM
Kotind Trip Airfares

l.iin.i S375

( ii/ro $495

Saiitiaijo S689

S.io Paulo / Rio $598

Gii.iv.Kinil / Quito S035

Huonos .\ircs $G9S

C lf:«*0 IffK'llIf i*\vi *lllf

AQUA TRAVEL INC
WORLD WIDE LOWEST AIRFARES

MAICYOURO^AR CAR HOTE
RESERVAnCNAT

http7/www.prttfnoweb.conVaquatravel

24HOURSADAY
Lowest Domestic and

International Airfares

Tour Packages

Eurallpass

Hotel Accommodations

Car Rentals

•Asla*AWca*Australia*Europe*South

Amertca*lndta*Canoda*Mexlco*Hawal*

Sp«ciol domestic k Inlemotionoi Alrforts

PncM Of* «ub(*ct to titiongt^ ^tMtoiJi ncMcm.

Ava/kjtmi may b« lmH«ct and kxtw r«t>rlcttont moy
appiv PiuiTaMt.

CONSTELLATION
TRAVEL, INC.

ROUND TRIP FARES
Central America

Belize $418
Guatenwla $397
Costa Rica $360
El Salvador... $360

Mexico
Mexico City $260

Guadalajara $266

South America
Lima $349
Caracas $485
Bolivia ., $682
Bogota '.::.:,: $494

USA
New York $265

Washington $284

(213) 389-8933 Open 7 days a week
PORCMOMM

recycle.

5800

ASK AWESOME PSYCHICS ...questions

about love, rDoney, health. 24hrs/day!l! Call

now!!! 1-900-370-3734 x2558. $3.99/min.

Must be IByears old. Serv-U 619-645-8434.

FREE SOFTWARE
AMAZING WEBSITE Shows how to down-

load over 250.000 shareware programs free.

1-900-288-7888 ext-1619. $2.99/min, 18+

'serv-you 619-645-8434. -

GIRLS!! LIVE !! 24hrs/day!! Tall< one on one.

Call Now!! 1-900-825-2100 x1294

$3.99/mln. Must be18 years old. Serv-U 619-

645-8434.

5900
Rnanclal AM

FREE CASH GRANTS
COLLEGE. SCHOLARSHIPS. Business.

Medical Bills. Never repay Toll Free 1-800-

218-9000 Ext G 1650.

LOAN SPECIALIST
CARS, HOME. PERSONAL and debt con-

solidation. Small businesses welcome. Call

toll-free: 1-877-467-4922.

STUDENT LOANS
GET YOUR Stafford Student Loan from Uni-

versity Credit Union (Lender Code 832123).

Also receive low-cost financial services. 310-

477-6628; www.ucu.org.

INSURANCE WAR!
~

WE'LL BEAT ANYONE'S price or don't want
your business. All drivers. Newly licensed.

Student/staff/facutty discounts. Request the

"Bruin Plan." 310-777-8817 or 818-222-
5595.

/Illslale
\buVe in 0ood hands.

Insurance Company
(310)312-0204

1281 Westwood Blvd.
<2 tplks. So of Wllsr^lre)

"91 HONDA CIVIC OX. Hatchback-red. 2

door, aulo. A/C, aleno, gveat condition, orm

owner, 89K $5195obO Kathy-310-39S-

0607.

6100
Coinpiitoi'/liiiBnMl

SPORTS FANS MAKE $
<www.UofSports.com> Live sports chat,

scores, Knes, odds. Virtual Vegas. Fastest

payout on the web.

Daily Bruin Classified
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ACNE SCARS?
OR CHICKENPOX acart? Palenlad IsMr-

method Proven lucfM. rabuM
your own colioin. Can lor dtliii 310-385-
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Civil Engineers

IN

CONSTRUCTION
M.A. Mortenson Company is an international

general contractor. We are expanding our

Soutliern California Operations and we are seeking

engineers wlio wish to enter the rewarding and

exciting field of construction.

We will be on campus on October 21. 1998 conducting interviews.

Contact the Career Center for times and information.

You can check us out on our website aner

September 30th at:

http://www.mortenson.com

November i & 2
Century Plaza

Hotel & Tower
2025 Avenue of the Stars

Los Angeles, CA
California Showroom

Hours:
Sunday- 9 AM - 4:30 PM
Monday- 9 AM - 1:30 PM &

3:30 PM - 7:30 PM

(805)682-5843, ext. 810

www.HispanData.com

NOW HIRING!
IBM Corp.

Paramount Pictures

Universal Studios

Philip Morris USA
Cox Cable Communications

Walt Disney Co.

Dun & Bradstreet

American Express

City National Bank

LSI Logic

Hoechst Marion Roussel

New United Motor Manufacturing

Paine Webber
And many nfK}re.
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Bottoms Up!

i

t

iy#calM4*M? NOTI YMh, 'Cracktr Boy'

mitht cttc^ your lya. but considtr thi«.

Ractnt studiat show MOST UCLA
ttudantt dripk no mort than 4 wtian ttiay

party. So what? Studantt who drink 4 or

lau haw* battar lova livaa, batfar gradas.

and don't and up with their faca in a totlat.

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

conattrtly

USMtfl

iha

'DRINK

ACROSS
1 Interviewer

Winfrey

6 Bit of greenery
1 1 — and eggs
14 Eucalyptus eater

1

5

Rock musician
Cooper

16 Unclose, to a
poet

17 Moses'
mountain

1

8

Weighed down
19 Pistol: slang

20 Meg of

"Sleepless in

Seattle"

22 Tiny amount
24 — over: yielded

control of

27 Equipped like

an eagle

29 Strand

30 Wordless
performers

31 Helps a criminal

32 Animal dnnking
spot

36 Bar order

37 Goes to sea
38 Type of jacket

39 Emphasize, in

print

42 Ceremonies
44 Desert plant

45 Napa Valley site

46 Carnage
49 Wanderers
50 Honolulu

welcome
51 Space
52 Wedding vow
53 Fresher
56 Likeness

61 Seme
62 Volcano's

output

63 'Mr Spock"
portrayer

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

SESQS mCSQ DBIID

BSDQSS SOBS QSQ
IRIUIRIAILHCIUITIFILIOIWIEIRI
IED@S BISIR QEISSIES
IBIAIYIEIDMTIAIRMCiAjDlDlYl

ri caa.

andYoul

Scora.'

A*
younaN

64 Make an effort

65 Fashion
66 Forest clearing

DOWN
1 Approves
2 Luau fare

3 Jogged
4 Neighbor of Ga.
5 Coiffures

6 Dieter's lunch

7 Strategy

8 Disencumber
9 Frost

10 Softer

1

1

Navajo dwelling

12 Swiftly

13 Doled (out)

21 Japanese
money

.23 — Hashana
24 Nun's garb
25 Sports complex
26 Negative word
27 Deed
28 Iowa city

29 Wise Men

30 Indian corn
32 Relinquish

(rights)

33 Made a choice
34 Acts like a

wolf?

35 Like pie?

37 Blemish
40 Slat

41 Lizards

42 Bordenng
43 — nutshell:

briefly

45 Romance
46 Wall covering
47 More advanced

in age
48 Black
49 Scandinavian
51 Movie spoolM Fla. hours
55 Toddler's

favorite ward?
57 Wire measure
58 Doctors' grp.

59 Deity

60 Look at

it

wunt
ok

lodrvik,

doyou

dinktha

Oady

Bruin

woukj

alow

advem

sing

from

maior

beer

compan

IBS

and quick

OOtfVBfY

kquor

stores^

The

common

percep

tnn

howffvef,

IS that

colege

Studants

'party

like rock

stars"

The

FACT

«that

only a

vna*

parcan

tage

of today's

colege

studants

drink

i

«Kas-

mely,

and

many

don't

draikat

al.

SaHtbct

ihow

that

kaapng

your

niakato

4orlass

wiinat

only

makayou

laaattaly

toioaa

your

i

I

r
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HONEST MAN W/14ft truck and dollies,

small jobs, short rK>tice ok. Student discount.

Ask about 10% discount. 310-295-8688. Go
Baiins!

JERRY'S MOVING&DELIVERY. The careful

movers. Experienced, reliable, same-day de-

livery. Packing, boxes available. Also, pick-

up donatioris for American Cancer Society.

Jerry®310-391-5657.

!

Learn more about Microsoft's technical career & internship opportunities at a Company Presentation

Thursday, October 22, at 6:30pm in the WG Young Hall, Room 76

Bring your resume to be considered for an interview and register to win a FREE Palm-Sized PC Running Windows CE!

FREE PIZZA!!

lecnn ica i hu ll -

1

ime and I nternship inte rv iews on October 29 & 30

Check out our job descriptions and much more at http://www.microsoft.com/college/

KIlUlC IffftHHIf

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedicated pro-

fessional. At your home or WLA studio. 1st-

lesson free. No drum set necessary
Neil:2 13-654-8226.

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years exp. all

levels and styles. Patient and organized

Guitars available. Sam 310-826-9117.

GUITAR LESSONS by professional near

UCLA. All levels, guitars avail. Call Jean at

310-476-4154. www.JWGS.com

VOICE, piano' LESSONS by Drofessional

singer/pianist. Juilliard School. MM. All levels

welcome. 310-544-1240.

6700
Professional Services

MBA, LAW, MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS!
FRUSTRATED DEVELOPING your critical

personal statements'' Get professional hielp

from well-known author/consultant. 310-826-

4445.

wwwwinningpersonsfatement.com

A FREE SESSION
PSYCHOTHERAPY/COUNSELING lor de-

pression, anxiety, obsessions, post-traumat-

ic stress, etc. Couples/Individuals. Student

FRENCH TUTORING
OR GRADE IMPROVEMENT for all levels.

Highly experierKed teacher. Also translation

Call Evelyne: 310-395-5953.

GERMAN LESONS
NATIVE GERMAN SPEAKER gives lessons

for beginners, advanced children. Also in

groups. $14/hr. Call 310-209-0841.

MATH/PHYSICS/STATISTICS/English/He-

brew. Computerized statistical analysis avail-

able.Tutoring service. Free consultation.

Reasonable rates, call anytime. Ilan (800)90-

TUTOR. www.my-tutor.com

PHD'S IN PSYCHOLOGY/SPECIAL ED.

Teach academics and testing, note-taking,

study strategies to LD. ADHD and other diffi-

culties ranging 8yr-adults 310-315-1901.

PRIVATE TUTORING
SECONDARY. PRIMARY LEVELS. All sub-

iects. Affordable rates. One on one. At your

home. Call ADMIRAL TUTORING: 310-477-

9685.

THE WRITING COACH
EXPERIENCED TEACHER. PhD offers tu-

tonng. term paper assistance, English. So-

cial Science. History. Foreign Students Wel-

come. Call: 310-452-2865.

TUTOR IN ITALIAN Native speaker. 5 yrs.

experience, emphasis on conversation,

reading, grammar. Lessons in French avail-

able Call Stefania 818-243-5204.

UCLA ENGLISH ALUMNI, pro-writer, young,

superb papers guaranteed. Higti school and

below welcome. Jeff 213-653-2240

WRITING TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford University

graduate Help with English—lor students of

all ages/levels. $17/hr 310-472-8240 or

310-440-0285

MKcrosott®

2200 2200

Free Birth

ConlrolPilb
UCLA Research Study.

$50 Per Visit To Clinic.

Smokers Ages 1 8-34 or

!5J(MvSmoker^gesJ^-44.

Call Jessica

310-794-1884

cf V
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6200
ItoaHh Services

^^^
WAhWTBD

HOME TESTAN ALTEJLNATn
CONDOM VESIQN

earn upvol 00 by participating^^ study

of a diffAnt condom design anPhaterial

Couples must be: M^
V Male partne?Wt 1 8-«- Female P|jper age 18-45——-^ ir Wlllln^raw)ort on 8 ronjjpii uses

V In a stablewMionship wi]|pie partn^>
V Current us^L Birth Cop&l Pills, lUD,

Norplant, Omd, or Sjpmzation ^

For more inforrHion, please call

(800)3^-1998

99¥cf9?Vcf99¥

Tired ol high prices? Call

LAyU's EUcTRolysis

& SidN Care

20% off with this coupon-

above $20 purchase

• permanent hair removal for men &
women

• (permanent make-up

• Facials, waxing, body treatments, ear

piercing '
'

'

• Physician referred certified, disposable

probes & sterilization

• Free consultation 15 minutes

• Gender Friendly

• West L.A.

9

9

7
cT

¥

Itoaim Services
\ -_y-ffPffr T^y'P^^y.

i
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HannaBoduAri

(310J 393-3821

Contemoo Nalla
Manicures Pedicures

Fills & Silks

Sculptured Nails

Wax
& MOREl

333 RobartBon avd, Beverly Hills

(btvim. GragDiy Way & Olympic Btwd.)

MorvSate? pm. Sun 105 pm.
UMPartong

HliB*. fl80BM«ry

C«i (tlO) ffltSCZf
^T»»y»M»™»»»»g»lt««»»««#l

5 & 2 Beverly Hills

Acne Skin Care Clinic
15 years experience

AciM-A Tr«alaM«
•l>«ep Pore Cleaning •Rejuvenation

•Chemical Peel •Free ConeuKatlon

Dnanatic Results In Ons Month
www.acnesklii.coiit

920 S. Rotyteow»6
(Otyinplc ft Robertson)

rao) 2aM7t2
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Befoie

SEXUAL PROBLEMS?"
IMPROVE MALE PERFORMANCE instan-

tly! Maximize stamina, maintain control, and

last longer. Amazirig, unheard of solutions!

Visit: www.newremedies.com

VIDAL SASSOON
SALON in Beverly Hills. Advanced training

team is looking for models for $15 fiaircuts.

Please call 310-775-8808.

BANKRUPTCY
GET OUT OF DEBT NOW! Free Consulta-

tion. Experienced attorneys, reasonable

fees. Law Offices of White and Associates

(Cheryle M. White, UCLAW. "86") 800-420-

9998 or 310-207-2089. 12301 Wilshire

Bl.Ste 550. WLA

GREEN CARDS NOW!
FILE YOUR GREEN CARD LOTTERY
Starting 10-1-96 through 10-26-98. Call at-

torney DorMn021 3-251 -9588

mss

rates. Crime victims may be eligible for tree

treatment. Call Liz Gould

(IVIFC#32388) ©310-578-5957 to schedule

your free consultation.

EAGLE EYED EDITOR
PROOFREADS THESES, publications; tu-

tors English, study skills; trains time man-

agement, stress reduction. Nadia Lawrence

PhD 310-393-1951.

GREEN CARD LOTTERY 50,000 Visas

awarded by US GOV. $35 for attorney pre-

pared application. John Manley, Esq. 12304

Santa Monica Blvd #300 LA, CA 90025.

310-820-7553. Deadline to apply:10/28

JAPANESE CONVERSATION CLASS. San-

ta Monica College. Business and travel.

Starting 10-31-98 through 12-12-98. Six Sat-

urdays, 9am-l2pm. $75. Particirition en-

couraged. 310-452-9214.

OUTREACH COUNSELING SERVICES.
Fee based on ability to pay. Insurance&Med-

icare accepted. Encino: 818-819-6145.

L.A.:21 3-850-0204.

PRIZE-WINNING
ESSAYIST AND FORMER PROFESSOR
w/two Ph.Ds can help you produce winning

prose. Theses, papers, personal statements.

David <davedit@pacbell.net> 805-646-

4455.

RELATIONSHIP SPECIALIST- Effective,

supportive, confidential counseling Individu-

als and couples. Carole Chasin. MA,
M.F.C.C. 310-289-4643.

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

All sut)jects. Thesea'Dissertations.

Personal Statements, Proposals and Books.

International students welcome.

SINCE 1985

Sharon Bear. Ph.D. (310) 470-6662

PK()FFSSI()N.\L\VRITIN(ri^KI)niN(i

Itolp it any tta^ wllh aiy topic.

Peraonal SUtomMito, Coiir««s, The«es,

Dinftatiotw A Manutcrlpts

by PhD from UC

323) 665-S145

TENNIS PRO
Ex-Davis Cup player. Gives tennis lessons,

coaching, conditioning, ortho trainer for

young talent Call 310-209-0841

7100
lUtoring Wanted

. ADVANCED FORTRAN
PROGRAMMER

Needed to tutor student $20/hr. Call 310-

226-2915 and leave a message.

GERMAN TUTOR NEEDED Prr. Hrs flexi-

ble. 310-289-1404.

LOOKING for a nice Italian teacher for a

happy family. Once/wk, 2.5hrs at our house.

Please call Sabnna; 310-285-9853.

PHYSICS/l»HYSIOLOGY TUTOR for 11th

grader. $20/hr in Thousand Oaks Home:

805-493-0653. Work: 805-376-9186.

SENIOR/GRAD STUDENT needed to tutor

Beverly Hills High School sophomore in

Math. 2hrs for 4-5 times/wk. Flexible sched-

ule. 310-289-7969.

SPECIAL EDUCATION TUTOR- $25/hr

8hrs/week. WLA area. Experienced only.

Fax: 626-445-3821. Email us <clinict-

est@aol.com5.

TUTOR wanted for 7/8yr old Music major-

piano and violin. Homework help. M-Th, 2-

3hrs/day afternoons. 310-395-6198

evening. 310-253-0066 day.

TUTOR WANTED for high-school junior

General tutoring with emphasis on his-

tory/english. $15/hr, 4-6 hrs/week. Pacific

Palisades. Leave message at: 310-826-

0703."

TUTOR WANTED
NEED A TUTOR FOR CHEM 153 A and

Physics ^C. $l.O/hr. Contact Joon. at

(310)208-1512 or e-mail Joon-

bug@ucla.edu. E-mail preferred.

TUTORS for high school students.

Junior/senior/graduate students specializing

in English a must. Families located in Arca-

dia resident or Palos Verdes. 2hrs-$55/one

visit. 4times/mo. 310-859-9140 Beverly Glen

Education Link9 Beverly Hills.

TUTORS WANTED $15/hr. Santa Monica.

Brentwood, BH. Math, chemistry, physcs,

SAT prep, spanish/french. Expehenced. reli-

able, must have own car. 310-679-2133.

7200
lyptog

BEST h/IOVERS Ltc«MtMKi. insured Lowest

ratot. Fast, oourtoous^careful Many Hud-

ants movod kx $98 Uc.T-1^3844 NO JOB
TOO SMAU! 1-600-2-OO-eEST

Resumes

SOON TO BE
GRADS/GRADUATES

THE RESUME EXPERTS GUIDE can help

you get the job and salary you desire From

the cover letter to the interview we can help

Only $15 95 Make Check or Money Order

payable to Knabittc Enterpnses 3230 E Fla-

mingo Rd Ste #565 Las vegas, NV 89121

WINNING RESUMES 1 -hour service Our

clients gel results Open 7 days Visa and

MMlarcard accepted 310-287-2785

C!< ' sifieds

ACCURATE. DEPENDABLE and SPEEDY
typing service Close to campus. Call Laurie:

310-478-6230.

HATE TO TYPE? Let me do it for you.

Fast+accurate Professional screen plays

excepted $2/pg Call-Ins 310-839-3101 or

page 310-915-2255.

WORD PROCESSING All types research

papers, theses, resumes, fliers Editing &
proofing available Emergencies OK Call

818-598-1489 or email arvnlwomnOpac-
bell net

WORD PROCESSING specializing m thes-

es, dissertations transcription, resumes, fli-

ers, brochures mailing lists, reports Santa

Monica, 310-828-6939 Hollywood. 21 3-466-

2888.

!

7300
niiuuy iMHp

WORD PROCESSING. Typing, proofing,

editing, rewriting, research, resumes, tutor-

ing, etc. Fax, email, bring work to me. Rush-

es. Student discount. 818-830-1546.

7400 **
BlISlBeSS DDDOi^liHliieS

$500/DAY. Nude modeling-women 18-f all

types. No experience necessary. Sate, pro-

fessional environment Refer a friend and

earn $50! 310-358-3865.

ARE YOU SUFFERING from an income

shortage? Earn $1500-»-monthly offering new
400 MHz computers or 233 MHz laptop

available to distributors for $350. Free de-

tails.

www.newmillenniumtech.com/webb.htm or

call 323-298-8506.

DRIVE YOUR DREAM FOR FREE. Any
make, model, or price. No down payment.

No secunty deposit. Great income potential.

888-891-8890

Men-Women ages 18-24 for nude modeling

for magazines and fine art Call 310-289-

8941 days for information.

MULTIPLE STREAMS of Income from a per-

fect part-time home business. 1977 "Peo-

ple's Choice Award' winner. Recently fea-

tured in "Investor's Business Daily"+'Suc-

cess" magazine. 24hour message 1-888-

572-4846.

OPPORTUNITY: Industry veteran starting

record label based in Seattle seeking inves-

tor/partner. Exceptional talent secured.

Grear opportunity to step into recording in-

dustry. Contact Mogul Music@206-340-

0202.

START NOW' LOCAL AMWAY distributor

offers opportunity for good earning. You pick

the hours. We assist. For an appointment

310-316-9595

• IMPACT CASTING
< Film, Television, Music Video.

I Call Today, work tomorrow.

Union/ non-union.

(213)466-8466

7700—— ^

Child Care Wanted

AFTERSCHOOL CARE Wednesday and

occasional other days. Must have own car.

good references 310-558-8285.

CHILD CARE NEEDED P/T. 3 after-

noons/week. Intelligent, energetic, female

preferred. Sherman Oaks. $8/hr. Homework
help-f^play. 818-981-1241

COMPANION to wort< P/T w/1 0-year-old boy

w/autism. Evenings and/or weekends Mini-

mum 6-nionihs. Coursework and/or experi-

ence w/autism necessary. Add'l training and

supervision provided. $1"0+/hr. 310-559-

7384.

CREATIVE. SMART resourceful P/T after-

noon nanny for 2-boys ages 4+5. Referenc-

es required. Call Priscilla at 310-399-5686.

DRIVE and homewori< help for 10-yr-old in

afternoons. Must have car and insurance.

310-454-7525.

FRENCH SPEAKING ASST needed. Tutor

8yr. old, admin, asst., light housekeeping,

must drive, organized, responsible. Approx.

25hrs/week. $10/hr. WLA 310-476-0061

LIVE-IN NANNIES. Need two for school-

aged children. M-F and/or weekends. Ex-

pe^rience and references necessary, salanes

open. Must drive. Call 8am-6pm:31 0-453-

2899.

LOOKING for a German-speaking baby-sit-

ter(fluent). She must drive, be available

evenings 3timo/wk. $10/hr. Please contact

Sabrina: 310-285-9853.

LOVING BABYSITTER NEEDED- Play with

cheerful 4-yr-old daughter for single dad

Must have car. Call Chuck 310-203-1592.

M/F DRIVER/BABYSITTER WANTED- in

Santa Monica for 2kids (7-1-9) lor2

days/week. Mostly afternoons&some eve-

nigs hours. Can accomodate your class

schedule Includes running errands. Must

have own car. $11/hr+gas References re-

quired.Heather031 0-458-9244 or fax;310-

394-2984.

MOM LOOKING FOR FEMALE to drive kids

from school-home and supervise hw MF
2 45pm-6pm Call: Evenings: 310-450-2724

Days 310-393-8871 ext 233

MOM'S HELPER
M-F 2:30-7:30 for great 13 y/o boy in busy 2

career household Supervise hw, cook din-

ner, light housekeeping Clean car/li-

cense+great references a must $9 50/hr

w/milage+meals 310-281-5333.

PT CHILDCARE
FOR VERY SPECIAL 4-YEAR OLD GIRL

Internatior^i or bilingual t>ackgrourxf, car,

refererKes required Grar>d Piano Beveriy

wood adiacent Latrd-310-287-1677.

Monday,0ctobfr19,1998

7700

Responsible.energetic person to care for

bright 8yr. old boy 3p.m.-9pm. 2-3 days/wk.

Flexible $lO/hr Must have car and referenc-

es. (323)874-2705.

SEEKING providers for night/weekend child-

care. Must have college background and

CPR card. Hours flexible $7-10/hr. Must

have ref. Call: 310-545-5181.

STUDENT WANTED to care for 8-year-old-

boy in SM. 2-3 days/week after

2:30p.m. &evenings. Availability desired.

Good driving record/reliable car&references

$8-9/hr. 310-458-3837.

WESTSIDE FAMILY seeks pA nanny. Experi-

ence necessary. Hours flexible. Call 310-

230-0826.

7800
Help Wanted

ADMINISTRATOR/PROJECT ASSISTANT
(internship possibility). Computer literate.

IBM-Windows/Internet plus. Senior/graduate

w/strong writing/oral communication. No
dress code/reception duties. $7-$9,

17hrs/wk. Serious inquiries:Fax:310-395-

0509.

$1000'S

POSSIBLE TYPING
P/T At home. Toll free (1) 800-218-9000. Ext

T- 1650 forjistings.

$1000'S WEEKLY!!
STUFF ENVELOPES at home for $2.00

each plus bonuses. F/T. P/T. Make $800+

weekly, guaranteed! Free supplies. For de-

tails, send one stamp to: N-33. 12021

Wilshire Blvd., Suite 552, Los Angeles. CA
90025.

$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL mailing or. cir-

culars. No experience req. Free information

packet. Call 202-466-1639.

$20/HOUR -t-TIPS
FEMALE NUDE FIGURE MODELS needed

Professional studio. Absolutely no sex,

drugs, alcohol, smoking, or touching. Work

your own hours. Must have a great body and

a pretty face. Asian models especially need-

ed. Marina Studios, Downtown LA: 323-222-

8044.

$20/HR PT/FT
PROCESSING MAILI Free supplies,

postage! Bonuses! Rush SASE to

CMA/UCLA Po Box 567443. Atlanta GA,
31156

signup9 infoinfomachineconi

$7.25/hr and up!
DO YOU have initiative? Become a UCLA
Community Service Officer ar>d explore law

and public relations. Great Pay. Flexible

hours. Student-oriented. Web:
www.ucpd.ucla.edu/ucpd/cso. Email:

cso© ucpd.ucla.edu. Phone: 310-825-2148.

ACCOUNTING DEPT assistant. P/T entry

level position. M-F 2-6. Basic computer
knowledge, car with insurance, good oral

and written communication skills required.

$9/hr. 310-276-9166.

ACCURATE WORDPROCESSOR and
bookkeeper. MS Office. Quicken, and billing

experience preferred. Will train. 10-15 hours

flexible. Dr. Frank 310-442-2040.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASST/OFFICE ASSIST-
Internship in Down town LA. Start ASAP. $8-

10/hr depending on experience. Need smart,

self motivated, detail orientated individual.

Req's= advanced computer skills, ms office,

internet. Some research and phones in-

volved. Fax resume:213-617-2325 AttnHR

ADVERTISING/SALES on an internet web-
site. Will train to sell on Lacities.com $25/hr

Commission is easy p/t or f/t 310-444-1840.

cleel@hotmail.com

ALL-AROUND ASSISTANT needed at West-

side Temple. 5hrs/day (including lunch-time).

5days/wk. Answer phones, help w/errands

and office wort<. Everyday will be different.

Must have own car. $6-7/hr. 310-652-

7353ext.223.

ANNOUNCERS, no experience necessary.;

Host music/talk-shows for our radio stations.

P/T. StO -
I S/hfr-SgOOtpe r/ahow plus fanta.i^

tic benefits. 213-468-0080 24-hours.

Be(X)nie a
Ten Percent, UCLA's LGBT newsmagazine, is looking for an

editor-in-chief. If you are interested, pick up an

application at 118 Kerckhoff Hall.

If you have any questions,

please feel free to call

825.2787

Graduatin
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7000
Mum/ aMMIlfpt

Learn more about Microsoft's technical career & internship opportunities at a Company Presentation

Thursday, October 22, at 6:30pm in the WG Young Hall, Room 76

Bring your resume to be considered for an interview and register to win a FREE Palm-Sized PC Running Windows CE!

FREE PIZZA!!

Teetinfeat-Full-Tifne and Interns^ ifrterv iows on Octobui 29 & 30 =

Check out our job descriptions and much more at http://www.microsoft.com/college/

MKcrosoit®

2200

\i

I

I
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IraeBirlh
CMriralPiUs

UCLA Research Study.

$50 Per Visit To Clinic.

Smokers Ages 1 8-34 or

Non-Smokers Ages 35-44.

Call Jasstca

310-794-1884

nMRMBVvll SIINHOS
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2200
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6200
Htialth Services

? 7 9

WAIfTED
HOME TESTANALTEkNATI\

CONVOM VESIQN

earn upv^l 00 by partldpatingAI^ study

of a dlffaBDt condom design apiCmaterlal

Couples must be:

¥ Male partnefW$,18-»- v Female Pfjll^ age 18-45 V
V Wlllln^^iport on 8 coruM uses V
In a stableV|tionship wiU|:pie partner v
V Current us^MBirth Cq|W6l Pills, lUD.

Norplant, ^iljp, or sMization v

For more infortWtion, please call

(800)3B-1998

Tired ol high prices? Call

LAyU's EUcTRolysis

& SkiN Care

20% off with this coupon-

above $20 purchase

• permanent hair removal for men &
women

• permanent make-up

• Facials, waxing, body treatments, ear

piercing —————————
• Physician referred certified, disposable

probes & sterilization

• Free consultation 15 minutes

• Gender Friendly

• West L.A.

SEXUAL PROBLEMS?
IMPROVE MALE PERFORMANCE instan-

tly! Maximize stamirui, maintain control, and
last longer. Amazing, unheard of solutions!

Visit: www.newremedies.com

VIDAL SASSOON
SALON in Beverly Hills. Advanced training

team is looking for models for $15 haircuts.

Please call 310-775-8808.

9 (f 9 cf 9
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HmrM Body Art

(310) 393-3621

T«»»»««»«»IT«TITIII»»»HI»
;

ContBumo Nallm
Manicures Pedicures

Fills & Silks

Sculptured Nails

Wex
& MORE!

333 Robarmn Bvd. Bevwly HiHs

(MMffi. GMpwy >Mky 4 Olympic BtMl.)

Mor>Sm9^ pm. Sun 105 pm.
P^MPartdrg

N» Appt. NeoMMry

Can (310) a8»SM79
»g»g»»«»»»»g«««»«Mg»»»»«»

5 & 2 Beveriy Hills

Acne Skin Care ClliHc
15 years experience

Adf-A IrmtAwUkm
•D«ep Pore Cleaning •Rejuvenation

•Chemical Peel •Free Consultation

DnMMitic RMMlte In Oim Month
www.acneeliln.com

imA 920 S. RobertMNi #6
1*^ (Olymnic * Robevteon)

[SiO)28M1«I

Before

BANKRUPTCY
GET OUT OF DEBT NOW! Free Consulta-

tion. Experienced attorneys, reasonable

fees. Law Offices of Wf>ite and Associates

(Cheryle M. White. UCLAW. "86") 800-420-

9998 or 310-207-2089. 12301 Wilshire

Bl.Ste 550, WLA

GREEN CARDS NOW!
FILE YOUR GREEN CARD LOTTERY.
Starling 10-1-96 through 10-26-98. Call at-

torney Dor8en0213-251-9588

BEST MOVERS Licensed, insured Lowest

fSlM. Fut. ooun«ou»4carifiil. Many ttud-

•nte movwJ tor $98 Uc -T-163M4 NO JOB
TOO SMALL! 1 •800-2-OO4E8T

r\ !v

HONEST MAN W/14ft Imck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok. Student discount.

Ask about 10% discount. 310-285-8688. Go
Bruins!

JERRY'S MOVING&DELIVERY The careful

movers. Experier)ced, reliable, same-day de-

livery. Packing, boxes available. Also, pick-

up donations for American Cancer Society

Jerry031 0-391 -5657.

6500
Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedicated pro-

fessional. At your home or WLA studio. 1st-

lesson free. No drum set necessary.

Neil:2 13-654-8226.

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years exp. all

levels and styles. Patient and organized.

Guitars available. Sam 310-826-9117.

GUITAR LESSONS by professional near

UCLA. All levels, guitars avail. Call Jean at

310-476-4154. www.JWGS.com

VOICE, PIANO' LESSONS by Drofessional

singer/pianist, Juilliard School. MM. All levels

welcome, 310-544-1240.

6700
Professfonai Services

MBA, LAW, MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS!
FRUSTRATED DEVELOPING your cntical

personal statements^ Get professional help

from well-known author/consultant. 310-826-

4445.

www.winningpersonstatement.com

A FREE SESSION
PSYCHOTHERAPY/COUNSELING for de-

pression, anxiety, obsessions, post-traumat-

ic stress, etc. Couples/Individuals. Student

FRENCH TUTORING
OR GRADE IMPROVEMENT lor all levels.

Highly experiefv:ed teacher. Also translation

Call Evelyne: 310-395-5953.

GERMAN LESONS
NATIVE GERMAN SPEAKER gives lessons

for beginners, advarx:ed children. Also in

groups. $14/hr. Call 310-209-0841.

MATH/PHYSICS/STATISTICS/English/He-
brew. Computerized statistical analysis avail-

able.Tutoring service. Free consultation.

Reasonable rates, call anytime. Han (800)90-

TUTOR. www.my-tutor.com

PHDS IN PSYCHOLOGY/SPECIAL ED.
Teach academics and testing, note-taking,

study strategies to LD. ADHD and other diffi-

culties ranging 8yr-adults. 310-315-1901.

PRIVATE TUTORING
SECONDARY PRIMARY LEVELS. All sub-

iects. Affordable rates. One on one. At your

home. Call ADMIRAL TUTORING: 310-477-

9685.

THE WRITING COACH
EXPERIENCED TEACHER, PhD oHers tu-

toring, term paper assistance, English, So-

cial Science, History. Foreign Studenis Wel-

come. Call: 310-452-2865.

TUTOR IN ITALIAN Native speaker, 5 yrs.

experience, emphasis on conversation,-

reading, grammar. Lessons in French avail-

able. Call Stefania 818-243-5204.

UCLA ENGLISH ALUMNI, pro-writer, young,

superb papers guaranteed. High school and
below welcome Jeff 213-653-2240.

WRITING TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford Universily

graduate Help with English—for students of

all ages/levels. $17/hr. 310-472-8240 or

310-4400285.

raioe. cnmo uictims may da siigio is for fras

treatment. Call Liz Gould

(MFC#32388)@310-578-5957 to schedule

your free consultation.

EAGLE EYED EDITOR
PROOFREADS THESES, publications; tu-

tors English, study skills: trains time man-

agement, stress reduction. Nadia Lawrence

PhD 310-393-1951.

GREEN CARD LOTTERY 50,000 Visas

awarded by US GOV. $35 for attorney pre-

pared application John Manley, Esq. 12304

Santa Monica Blvd. #300 LA, CA 90025.

310-820-7553. Deadline to apply: 10/28

JAPANESE CONVERSATION CLASS. San-

ta Monica College. Business and travel.

Starting 10-31-98 through 12-12-98. Six Sat-

urdays, 9am-12pm. $75. Particir ition en-

couraged. 310-452-9214.

OUTREACH COUNSELING SERVICES.
Fee based on ability to pay Insurahce&Med-

icare accepted. Encino: 818-819-6145,

L.A.:21 3-850-0204.

PRIZE-WINNING
ESSAYIST AND FORMER PROFESSOR
w/two Ph.Ds can help you produce winning

prose. Theses, papers, personal statements.

"David <davedit@pacbell net> 805-646-

4455.

RELATIONSHIP SPECIALIST- Effective,

supportive, confidential counseling Individu-

als and couples. Carole Chasin, MA,
M.F.C.C. 310-289-4643

BEARS RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

All sut)jects, Theses/Dissertations.

Personal Statements, Proposals and Books.

IntematKxial students welcome.

SINCE 1985
Sharon Bear. Ph.D. (310) 470-6662

PK()FKSSI()\\L\VRHl\(,^KI)HIN(i

Help al any tUi^ with any topic

Personal Statementa, Couraea, Theaea,

Maaertationa a Manuacr^Ka
byPWfromUC

RneniJiionn evNinis weiveRie/fmm ccoRoiRiui

(323) 665-SI45

TENNIS PRO
Ex-Davis Cup player. Gives tennis iessons.

coaching, conditioning, ortho trainer for

young talent. Call 310-209-0841.

7100
lUtoring Wanted

. ADVANCED FORTRAN
PROGRAMMER

Needed to tutor student $20/hr. Call 310-

226-2915 and leave a message.

GERMAN TUTOR NEEDED PfJ Hrs flexi-

ble. 310-289-1404.

LOOKING for a nice Italian teacher for a

happy family Once/wk, 2.5hrs at our house.

Please call Sabnna: 310-285-9853..

PHYSICS/PHYSIOLOGY TUTOR for 11th

grader. $20/hr in Thousand Oaks Home:
805-493-0653. Work: 805-376-9186.

SENIOR/GRAD STUDENT needed to tutor

Beverly Hills High School sophomore in

Math. 2hrs for 4-5 times/wk. Flexible sched-

ule. 310-289-7969.

SPECIAL EDUCATION TUTOR- $25/hr

8hrs/week. WLA area. Expenenced only

Fax: 626-445-3821. Email us <clinict-

est@aol.com>

TUTOR wanted for 7/8yr old Music major-

piano and violin. Homework help. M-Th, 2-

3hrs/day afternoons: 310-395-6198

evening. 310-253-0066 day

TUTOR WANTED for high-school junior.

General tutoring with emphasis on his-

tory/english. $15/hr, 4-6 hrs/week. Pacific

Palisades. Leave message at: 310-826-

0703.

TUTOR WANTED
NEED A TUTOR FOR CHEM 153 A and

Physics 6C. $10/hr. Contact Joon at

(310)208-1512 or e-mail Joon-

bugOucla.edu. E-mail preferred.

TUTORS for high school students.

Junior/senior/graduate students specializing

in English a must. Families located in Arca-

dia resident or Palos Verdes. 2hrs-$55/one

visit. 4times/mo. 310-859-9140 Beverly Glen

Education LinkO Beverly Hills.

TUTORS WANTED $15/hr. Santa Monica.

Brentwood, BH. Math, chemistry, physrcs.

SAT prep, spanish/french. Expenenced, reli-

able, must have own car. 310-679-2133.

7200

Resumes

SOON TO BE
GRADS/GRADUATES

THE RESUME EXPERTS GUIDE can help

you get the )0b and salary you desire From

the cover letter to the interview we can help.

Only $15 95 Make Check or Money Order

payable to Knabitic Enterpnses 3230 E Fla-

mingo Rd Ste #565 Las vegas, NV 89121

WINNING RESUMES 1 -hour service Our

clients gel results Open 7 days Visa and

Mastercard accepted 310-287-2785

^sifieds

.:b-222l

ACCURATE, DEPENDABLE and SPEEDY
typing sen/ice. Close to campus Call Laurie:

310-478-6230.

HATE TO TYPE? Let me do it for you.

Fast-t-accurate. Professional screen plays

excepted $2/pg. Call-Iris 310-839-3101 or

page 310-915-2255.

WORD PROCESSING All types research

papers, theses, resumes, fliers Editing &
proofing available Emergencies OK Call

816-596-1489 or email anmlwomnOpac-
bell net

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-

es, dissertalton.s transcription resumes, tit-

ers, brochures mailing lists, reports Santa

Monica. 310-828 6939 Hollywood, 213-486-

2888

7300
IMiilluQ Help

WORD PROCESSING. Typing, proofing,

editing, rewriting, research, resumes, tutor-

ing, etc. Fax, email, bring work to me. Rush-
es. Student discount. 618-830-1546.

7400
BwilMMf OpiwHft!'*ytles

$500/DAY Nude modeling-women 18+ all

types. No experience necessary. Safe, pro-

fessional environment. Refer a IrierxJ and

earn $50! 310-358-3865.

ARE YOU SUFFERING from an income
shortage? Earn $1500+monthly offering new
400 MHz computers or 233 MHz laptop

available to distributors for $350. Free de-

tails.

www.newmillenniumtech.com/webb.htm or

call 323-298-8506.

DRIVE YOUR DREAM FOR FREE. Any
make, model, or price. No down payment.

No security deposit. Great income potential.

888-891-8890

Men-Women ages 18-24 for nude modeling

for magazines and fine art. Call 310-289-

8941 days for information.

MULTIPLE STREAMS of Income from a per-

fect part-time home business. 1977 "Peo-

ple's Choice Award" winner. Recently fea-

tured in "Investor's Business Daily'!-»-"Suc-

cess" magazine. 24hour message 1-888-

572-4846.

OPPORTUNITY: Industry veteran starling

record label based in Seattle seeking inves-

tor/partner. Exceptional talent secured.

Grear opportunity to step into recording in-

dustry. Contact Mogul Music@206-340-
0202.

START NOW! LOCAL AMWAY distnbutor

offers opportunity for good earning. You pick

the hours. We assist. For an appointment

310-316-9595.

IMPACT CASTING
Film, Television, Music Video.

Call Today, work tomorrow.

Union/ non-union.

(213)466-8466

7700 —
Child Care Wanted

AFTERSCHOOL CARE Wednesday and
occasional other days. Must have own car.

good references. 310-558-8285.

CHILD CARE NEEDED P/T, 3 after-

noons/week. Intelligent, energetic, female

preferred. Sherman Oaks. $8/hr. Homework
help+play 818-981-1241.

COMPANION to work P/T w/1 0-year-old boy

w/autism. Evenings and/or weekends. Mini-

mum 6-months. Coursework and/or experi-

ence w/autism necessary. Add'l training and

supervision provided. $1'0+/hr. 310-559-

7384.

CREATIVE. SMART resourceful PfT after-

noon nanny for 2-boys ages 4+5. Referenc-

es required. Call Phscilla at 310-399-5686.
— , ,— .^ ,.. ,.iA II -

DRIVE and homework help for 10-yr-old in

afternoons. Must have car and insurance.

310-454-7525.

FRENCH SPEAKING ASST needed Tutor

8yr. old. admin, asst., light housekeeping,

must drive, organized, responsible. Approx.

25hrs/week $10/hr. WLA 310-476-0061

LIVE-IN NANNIES. Need two for school-

aged children. M-F and/or weekends. Ex-

penence and references necessary, salaries

open. Must drive. Call 8am-6pm:310-453-

2899.

LOOKING for a Gemian-speaking baby-sit-

ter(fluent). She must drive, be available

evenings 3timo/wk. $10/hr. Please contact

Sabrina: 310-285-9853.

LOVING BABYSITTER NEEDED Play with

cheerlul 4-yr-old daughter for single dad

Must have car. Call Chuck 310-203-1592.

M/F DRIVER/BABYSITTER WANTED- in

Santa Monica for 2kids (7+9) 1or2

days/week. Mostly afternoons&some eve-

nigs hours. Can accomodate your class

schedule. Includes running errands Must

have own car. $11/hr+gas. References re-

quired HealherO310-458-9244 or fax:310-

394-2984.

MOM LOOKING FOR FEMALE to drive kids

from school-home and supervise hw M-F
2 45pm-6pm Call: Evenings: 310-450-2724

Days 310-393-8871 ext 233

MOM'S HELPER
MF 230-7:30 for great 13 y/o boy in busy 2

career household Supervise hw, cook din-

ner, light housekeeping Clean car/li-

cense+great relerences a must $9 50/hr

w/milage+meals. 310-281-5333

PT CHILDCARE
FOR VERY SPECIAL 4-YEAR OLD GIRL

International or btbngual background, diar,

references required Grarx) Piano Beverly-

wood adiacant Laird-310-287-1677

7700

Responsible,energetk: person to care for

bhght 8yr. old boy 3p.m.-9p.m. 2-3 days/wk.

Flexible. $10/hr. Must have car and referenc-

es. (323)874-2705.

SEEKING providersior night/weekend child-

care. Must have college t>ackground arxJ

CPR card. Hours flexible $7-10/hr. Must

have ref. Call: 310-545-5181.

STUDENT WANTED to care for 8-year-old-

boy in SM. 2-3 days/week after

• 2:30p.m. &evenings. Availability desired.

Good driving record/reliable car&references.

$8-9/hr. 310-458-3837.

WESTSIDE FAMILY seeks pA nanny Experi-

ence necessary. Hours flexible. Call 310-

230-0826.

7800
Help Wanted

ADMINISTRATOR/PROJECT ASSISTANT
(internship possibility). Computer literate,

IBM-Windows/Internet plus. Senior/graduate

w/strong writing/oral communication. No
dress code/reception duties. $7-$9,

17hrs/wk. Serious inquiries:Fax:310-395-

0509.

$1000'S

POSSIBLE TYPING
P/T At home. Toll free (1) 800-218-9000. Ext

T- 165QforJistings.

$1000'S WEEKLY!!
STUFF ENVELOPES at home for $2 00

each plus bonuses. F/T, P/T. Make $800+

weekly, guaranteed! Free supplies. For de-

tails, send one stamp to: N-33, 12021

Wilshire Blvd . Suite 552, Los Angeles. CA
90025.

$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL mailing or cir-

culars. No expenence req. Free information

packet. Call 202-466-1639.

$20/HOU ft+TIPS
FEMALE NUDE FIGURE MODELS needed

Professional studio. Absolutely no sex,

drugs, alcohol, smoking, or touching. Work

your own hours. Must have a great body and

a pretty face. Asian models especially need-

ed Marina Studios, Downtown LA: 323-222-

8044.

$20/HR PT/FT
PROCESSING MAILI Free supplies,

postage! Bonuses! Rush SASE to

CMA/UCLA Po Box 567443. Atlanta GA.
31156

signupOinfo.infomachine.com

$7.25/hr and up!
DO YOU have initiative? Become a UCLA
Community Service Officer and explore law

and public relations. Great Pay Flexible

hours. Student-oriented. Web:
www.ucpd.ucla.edu/ucpd/cso. Email:

csoOucpd.ucIa edu. Phone: 310-825-2148.

ACCOUNTING DEPT assistant. PfT entry

level position. M-F 2-6. Basic computer
knowledge, car with insurance, good oral

and written convnunication skills required.

$9/hr. 310-276-9166.

ACCURATE WORDPROCESSOR and
bookkeeper. MS Office, Quicken, and billing

experience preferred. Will train. 10-15 hours
flexible. Dr. Frank 310-442-2040.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASST./OFFICE ASSIST
Internship in Down town LA. Start ASAP. $8
10/hr depending on experience. Need smart
self motivated, detail orientated individual

Req's= advanced computer skills, ms office

internet. Some research and phones in

volved. Fax resume:213-617-2325 Atln:HR

ADVERTISING/SALES on an internet web-
site. Will train to sell on Lacities.com $25/hr

Commission is easy p/t or f/t 310-444-1840.

cleelOhotmail.com

ALL-AROUND ASSISTANT needed at West-
side Temple. 5hrs/day (including lunch-time),

5days/wk. Answer phones, help w/errands

and office work. Everyday will be different.

Must have own car. $6-7/hr. 310-652-

7353ext.223.

ANNOUNCERS, no experience necessary-
Host music/talk-shows for our radio stations.

-WT-$40-4^hr. $gQ0tpef/ahQw . ptiin (wn tw.s -

tic benefits. 213-468-0080 24-hours.

Be(X)me a Leader
TeiiPercent, UCLA's LGBT newsmagazine, is looking for an

editor-in-chief. If you are interested, pick up an

application at 1 18 Kerckhoff Hall.

If you have any questions,

please feel free to call

825.2787

LJispl.iv
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ARE YOU FUN, BRIGHT
AND RELIABLE?

BABYSrrTER/PERSONAL ASST. Require-

ments: chitd development background/child-

care experience. Car, good driving

record^references. $10/hr, 4 after-

noons/evenings/wk 310-264-4217.

ASSISTANT for business office. For nrtore

details please call 310-278-2750 or fax re-

sume 310-278-0038.

ASSISTANT TO DIRECTOR OF OPERA-
TIONS. Assistant needed for various hours,

Friday-Sunday to assist in Motion Picture re-

search office Computer&telephone skills a

must. Must have a flexible schedule. Please

fax resume to 0awnO310-840-5809.

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED. Earn

$150-$250/night. Work P/T while going to

school. Day/eve classes. 1-2week classes,

800-974-7974. International Bartender's

school. HUNDREDS OF X)BSI

CAMPUS JOB OPPORTUNITY. $7.25/hr.

approx. 15-20 hrs/wk. M-F pref. 12-4. Re-

quires excellent recepttonist skills, general

offk;e and computer skills. Fax resume to:

310-794-9565 Attn. IngrW.

CASTING
EXTRAS needed for feature films, commer-

cials, and music vkleos. Earn up to $240 per

dayt No experience needed. Work guar-

anteed! Call today 213-851-6103.

CENTRAL CAMPUS
CENTRAL CAMPUS JOBS. Part-time jobs

availableOthe Cooperage. We work w/your

class schedule. Supervisory opportunities.

Half-off meals. 310-206-0740.

CENTRAL CAMPUS
:£BtTftAL tiAMPliS JOeS. Part-time jabs:

availableO the Food Servrce Warehouse.

We work w/your class schedule. Halt-off

meals&di^ountsOcampus stores. Super-

visory opportunities available. 310-206-

0885.

CITY OF BEVERLY Hills parking attendants

needed. Weekerxis only/$8.76/hr Morning

and Evening shifts available Dept. of Trans-

portation. 455 N. Rexford Dr., Room 130. Ap-

ply In person. 310-285-2552.

CLERICAL/CUSTOMER SERVICE. Full-

time permanent. M-F. Good phone and Eng-

lish skills, type 50WPM, detail-oriented, reli-

able. WLA. $8-$a.50/hr. 310-826-3759.

CLERICAUSALES. P/T or F/T, excellent op-

portunity. Love of jewelry. Call between 12-

6pm. Shane's Jewelry. We have 3 openirigs

immediately. 310-208-8404.

CLERK. 24hrs/wk. 3 days. $7/hr. Real Estate

development management co. Work sched-

ule to cover lunch hrs. Typing, phone skills,

computer literate. 31 0-478-8757-Ashlynne.

COACHES NEEDED: J.H. soccer and H.S.

softt)all. SFV private school. Experience pre-

ferred. Hours&salary negotiable. Please

call: 818-505-5384.

COMPUTER/TELECOM
CUSTOMER SERVICE REP Fast growing

internet co. k}cated in Westwood seeking

PT/FT customer sen^ice reps w/excellent

Windows95/PC skills to work midnlght-

8:30AM, 5AM-8AM, 4PM- 11 P.M. Fluency in

German&French a plus. Fax resume J. Ash-

craft 310-507-0292.

CREW LEADERS and installers for season-

al lighting business. Focused/on-the-

ball/creative people need apply. October-

December, w/van or truck helpful. PT/FT.

310-281-2870, Brad.

CUSTOMER SERVICE. Espresso Roma
seeks.energetk: dependable, willing to work

in fast-paced coffee house in Anderson Busi-

ness School. Rexible hours. Apply in person.

Lani.

DENTAL OFFICE needs office help. P/T-F/T.

Hours flexible. Experience prefen^ed. 310-

451-5404.

DOG DAY CARE TRAINERS- Must have ex-

perience working w/dogs. (Veterinarian of-

fk:e, kennels, or pet sitting) Office skills. 213-

217-8249 Fax resume:323-650-5839.

DRIVER needed in Westwood flower shop.

M-F 2pm-9pm. Call 310-208-4000.

Job Opportunity
• Flexible Hours • Great Benefits

The Coffee Bean

445 N. Beverly Drive. Beverly Hills

Apply in person only!

Sprino Break

ified:

DYNAMIC. PRESENTABLE. ENERGETIC
marketing needed for sports medicine prac-

tice. Office work, billing, patient interactk>n.

Fax Resume 310-335-1543 or call 310-640-

3771.

EARN $S30/WKLY
DISTRIBUTER. Distributing phone cards.

FT/PT No experience nee. Call 1-800-831-

6717.

EAST COAST SALES lor Christmas season.

Can make $10.000-$30.000/2nx>nths. Look-

ing for responsible, professional sales peo-

ple. Secure your spot today. 213-650-9606.

ENERGETIC OFFICE CLERK needed . Exp.

book keeper. Good English. Approx.

15hrs/week. Flexible hours. West Hollywood.

Day 1-213-650-1789 eve/weekends 390-

393-1582

F/T TELEMARKETING/Assistant Broker.

Westwood Brokerage Firm seeks telemar-

keter/asst. to broker. Will train and sponsor

the right person to become comnrtodities bro-

ker. Contact RickO310-475-9977.

FEMALE HAIR MODELS
(ALL NATIONALITIES) our models have

wori(ed for Sebastian, Aveda, Paul Mitchell,

Redken, Toni&Guy. Beginner's ok! Most

ages ok! All heights ok! Great pay! Call Iree'

now! otto (24-hour») 1-800-959-9301.

FITNESS INSTRUCTOR 20hrs7wk. Mon..

Wed., Fri.. 6:30-11:30 a.m. plus weekend

hours. $600/mo. (310)475-9556. Ask for LI2

or Mike.

*New Faces/Models*
Wanlid by WMtMood*t #1 Tiltnl CmMiiqCo.

Eflfii Top S$ in Movitti TdiviskNi,

CotnnifcWti md ModtHno (ptiili, top, ond

fnhkM inodols). No txp. noc Aloe, Tho Show

For FfMCMHiMM Col MidunI (310) 209-5062

NEU; FACES WANTED
International Talent Croup is now

lookin|;^for new faces & new talent for
Television, rilm, Conunercials, Music

Videos, Pnnt A Modeling.
All ages, all types.

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY NO FEES
AUDrnoNiNCNow(818) 379-7070

FOREIGN STUDENTS needed for occasion-

al translatiorVtranscription from your native

language to English for TV productk}n com-
pany. Fax letter of interest to l-telen at 818-

63-2485.

FOUR HASHERS for Monday night only. 4-

7:30pm. $20^meal. Inquire Chi Omega at

708 Hilgard.

FOWLER GUARDS
Gallery attendants needed. P/T. No experi-

ence required. Please contact Fowler

Museum/Security Dept. 310-206-7750.

GENERAL OFFICE HELP- pA Filing and
good phorie skills. Computer skills helpful.

Near UCLA. Excellent learning opportunity.

Flexible hours. 310-581-2400.

MODELS NEEDED NOW
No experience required

Catnloq. Pnntworh Mngazmes, Movies.

Video & TV Commercials

Men and Women of all Ages
Free Consultation

CALL NOW! 310-659-7000

GENERAL OFFICE WORK. PfT. Flexible

hours, filing, data entry. Familiar with Excel

and Ouk:ken prefen^ed. Bel Air. $8/hr. 310-

271-6564.

GIRLS wanted at exclusive social club in

WLA. Conversation only. No atoohol. Flexi-

ble hours. Earn top $$$. 310-477-9871.

GRAPHICS ARTIST Established artist needs
assistance devek>ping pronKvkit for CD re-

lease. Win95 knowledge. Brentwood. Re-
sume/lette to RockyShare0mindspring.com.
or call 310-442-0396

GREAT PEOPLE
GOOD PAY!!!

POSITION AVAILABLE as therapy assistant

in nrjodem chiropractic office, close to cam-
pus. This is a great experience. Prefer pre-

med/kinesiology majors. MWF 9 a.m.-l p.m.

Starts at $9.00/hour. Contact Jill at 310-475-

3488.

HELP PART TIME FLEXTIME- Friday. Satur-

day. Sunday. Coftee cart baristas or will train.

Ram:909-243-1585 Phone and fax informa-

tion ASAP.

HELP SERVE DINNER Part or FuH-tlme
Monday-Friday from 4pm-8pm. Wag-
es-fmeals. Males preferred. 310-208-3281.

HOUDAY $$$
FOR Swans Holklay Store. Westside Pavi-

lk}n. October-Jan. Flexible hours. Must be
friendly w/good customer servk:e skills. 310-
234-0123.

HOME TYPISTS
PC USERS NEEDED. $45,000 income po-

tential. Call: 1-800-513-4343 Ext.B-10105

LE BEACH CLUB
AMERICA'S FAVORITE TANNING resort is

expanding&has limited#of FT openings for

motivated, outgoing, tanning/sales consult-

ants. Hourty-KJommission $9-18/hr. Positions

are limited so call now&join LE BEACH
CLUB, the Very Best. Call Carol 310-820-

4067 or fax resume:310-791-0155.

LIBRARY CLERK- p/t. $8-10/hr. Reliable,

detail orientated person to search library

catalogues for document delivery company
in Westwood. Fax:310-208-5971 Attn:Sal. or

email <salOinfotrieve.com>

Searching for Models
Men arxJ Women (or corrvnercials,

catalog & magazine ads. brochures, and
catwalk •Specializing in petites •

$150 to $250 per hour
* Beverly Hills

* No Fee *' No ExpenerKe

(310)273-2566
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A lot can happen when il's lime to leave the

nest. Worst-case scenario: Crash and burn.

Likely scenario: An awkward, ugly struggle

to gain altitude. GTK scenario: Fire up the

afterburners, baby, and don't look backl

When you nK'ket into position with a global

leader in telecommunication?;, you're

guaranteed the kind ot business challenges

that make lite after college an ac;celeraling

experience. We're the $23 billion company

that pioneered the concept of one-slop

shopping for local, long-distance and

Internet services, and we're not slopping

there. So stop by and find out how you can

move to GTE after you've left the nest.

1st EVENT: GTE Information Session

DATE: October 22, 1998

TIME: 6-8pm
PLACE: Career Center Building

(Food and refreshments will be served.)

2nd EVENT: Career Fair

DATE: October 23, 1998

TIME: llam-4pm
PLACE: Career Center Building

We're seeking graduate and under-graduate

candidates for both full-time and internship

positions in the following majors:

Business

Computer Science

Engineering

If unable to attend our Informaiion Session or the Career Fair, please send or fax your resume to: GTE College Recruitment,

700 Hidden Ridge. MC: HQWO 1121, Irving, TX 75038; fax (972) 7 1 8-3272.

FEOfLE
MOVING
IDEAS-

visit our web site at wvsnv.gte.com

Display

20b -306(1

LOOKING for energetic, motivated, friendly
people to answer phones.greet customers.
Computer experience helpful. Starting pay
$8/fir. 310-395-7368

MALE MODELS
Pnntwork. UB under 25. Lean, any race,
leave name, number&physical stats. Free
interview Beginners welcome. 213-960-
1066 24hrs,

7800

"TTCLA Annual FunJ"
It*18/Ht. PLUS BONUS

PMO T1UUMM • CONVEWCNT SCHEOUUNG
(Mm 1W« iiiihh|i. 1 Mh m it ahwaMm)

310^^4^277
1083 Gjyicy AiMfluc. 4tti Hoot. Westwood

tM« art ibte to otii woffc sludy

MARKETING ASSISTANT/COORDINATOR
for a nwrtgage company located in Santa
Monica at the Water Garden. Must be com-
puter literate, aggressive. Aprofessional.

Salary open. F/T, health insurance available

310-829-4645

MODELS WANTED by professional photo-
studio for upcoming assignment. Male/Fe-
male Pro/Non-Pro. Fashion/Commer-
cial/Theatrical. Call for appointment 818-
986-7933.

MODELS WANTED Cute girls. 18-24. need-
ed for fun glamour photography. No experi-

ence necessary. $350/ four hour session.

Call A Surf Company at 310-281-5999

MOVIE EXTRA WORK
* Revolutionary riew program* Stan immedi-

ately* All types-18+!' Fun/Easy* No crazy

fees* Program for free medical* Call-24/hrs

213-850-4417.

NATIONAL PARK
EMPLOYMENT

Find the ideal job in America's National

Parks, Forests&Wildlife Preserves. All skill

levels. Competitive wages+benefits. Ask us
how! 517-336-4298 ext. N59341.

NICOTINE CHEMISTS
needed PT for theoretical/practical studies.

Please call Edward VanflftprUt at ,1in-R?n-

P/T PROOFREADER
WLA intellectual property law firm seeking

part-time technical proofreader. 15-20

hrs/wk. $10/hr. Please call 310-207-5556.

Ext. 763 or fax resume to 310-207-2915.

EOE M/F/D/V

PART-TIME DRIVER WANTED for catering

company: 8.00a.m.-1:00p.m. Food sen/ice

experience helpful but not necessary.

(310)253-9960.

PERSONAL ASSIST to professor Must
have car and insurance. Dependable, able to

commit to 1-year. Computer literate. Spanish
speaking helpful 10+hrs/wk, 3-5 afternoons

M-F 3:30-? Begin ASAP Call:213-951-7050.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT for music industry

Bilingual in Englishi/Japanese preferred, or-

ganizational skills, computer literate P/T. F/T

$400/wk Hours flexible. 310-301-4009.

PHOTO LAB p/l assist photo printer or com-
puter imaging. Beverly Hills 310-274-3445

PHOTOGRAPHER Recording artist needs
photographer for album cover Samples
req'd. RockyShare@mindspnng com, < ; Cc.l

at 310-442-03%

PROGRAMMER
URGENJLY NEEDED. Contract basis or lull

or permanent P/T at fast growing web host-

ing company in Gardena/Torrance area.

Should have informal experience in Visual

Basic&CGI programming/. Send resume to

310-354-2626 or email to mc@ahnet net

39377 =PROM(

NORTH CAMPUS
NORTH CAMPUS JOBS". Part-time jobs

available@lhe North Campus Student Cen-
ter. We work w/your class schedule Super-
visory opportunities Half-off meals. 310-206-

0720.

AX
AllMANt EXCHANGE
opportunity.

A|X Armani Exchange. Giorgio Armani's

collection of casual sportswear for men and

women, has positions available for enthusiastic,

self- motivated individuals to join our Beverly

Center and South Coast Plaza teams. We are

currently hiring for the following full-time and

part-time positions:

STORE AI^D VISUAL MANAGERS, SALES

ASSOCIATES AI^D STOCK ASSOCIATES.

To qualify, you must have a minimum of one

year experience in a fast paced fashion retail

environment. To learn more about these

opportunioes, join us at our

opon houfo.

October 20th & 2l8t, 8:00am to 8:00pm. at

the Hotel Sofitel located at 8555 Beverly

Boulevard, in room Opus 1. Those unable to

attend please fax a resume to 310.659.0240.

An Equal Opportuniir Employer

NOW HIRING!
PT SWIM INSTRUCTORS. LIFEGUARDS.
Childcare Staff. Contact Shayna ©Culver-

Palms YMCA or call 310-390-3604 x107

OFFICE. CLERICAL. SECRETARIAL work

Need to be bilingual in English and Arabic.

F/T and P/T more than 1 -person. 310-575-

1991

OPTOMETRIC ASSISTANT Assisting w/pa-

tient eye care. Utilitizing diagnostic instai-

mentation. Dispensing glasses&contari

lenses. Excellent communication skills.&in-

dependently motivated Call 213-653-2020.

OUTGOING TELEMARKETERS for Match-

making Company Fun job. evening hours

We set appointments for singles to visit. Call

Adam©310-777-6900.

HIGH ENERGY PEOPLE to bring in audi-

ence for a weekly comedy show Will pay
cash for results! 213-390-5586.

PT TIME ASST Post-grad institute. Some
evenings. General office, computer exp. In-

dependent, responsible, organized, outgo-

ing, errands $8-9/hr Fax resume 310-477-

5968

PUBLISHING INTERN- Responsible, ener-

getic w/computer skills. Knowledge of Page-
Maker 6.0. Fast growing motion picture/tel-

evision directories. $7/hr. Hours negotiable.

Susan Moore Canoco Publishing 310-471-

2287.

RESEARCH ASSISTANTS 1 2- 15/HR. Flexi-

ble hours. Must be proficient with library/on-

line research. High-GPA. Business back-

ground preferred but not required Fax re-

sume/transcript: 310-571-0247.

RESEARCH ASST Allsport Photography

looking for bright, organized, detail-oriented

people for research in our sports picture li-

brary. Sports and photo knowledge a plus.

Apply in person©17383 Sunset Blvd. Sui-

te300. Pacific Palisades.

RESEARCHERS
NO SALES! Interview consumers about pro-

duct ideas and new as. Flexible part or F/T

hours. Excellent income up to $15/hr-com-

mission proof available. New ofice in West-

side Pavilion. 310-234-0169.

RETAIL SALES
SEEKING RESPONSIBLE. OUTGOING in-

dividuals for part and full time sales positions

in an upscale, attractive, Century City retail

store. Must enjoy working with children. Call

Lynn at Petit Jardin Children's Shoes 310-

476-0805.

SALES REPS NEEDED. Outbound calls No
cold-calling. Educational sales. $8+commis-

sion. Call 310-209-0554 ext 506. Fax 310-

209-2025 Attn: Sales.

SALES&CLERICAL. P/T or F/T, excellent

opportunity. Love of jewelry Call between
12-6pm. Shane's Jewelry. 310-208-8404.

SCIENCE ADVENTURES Seeking dedicat-

ed instructor for "hands-on" science pro-

gram. 3-8hrs/wk. $15/hr Experience pre-

ferred 1 -800-472-4362ext 245-297.

SECRETARIAL JOB. 10-12 hrs/week/flexible

hours. Customer Service oriented with edit-

ing and computer skills 310-859-9572. Mike

Or Han info©cannontrading.com

•^w7mv\-<, :«>^-«'Hnw

SKIERS
SUREFOOT

-

Ski Boot Specialist

1998 Utah Entrepreneur of the

Year Winner

Fast Growing Company
needs people for the future.

Full/Pt Available Now
1426 Montana Ave. Santa

Monica (310) 393-3331

A PERFECT STUDENT JOB

Do you need a job in the

afternoons during school (M-F)?

All day Saturday, too! Full time

during Quarter Breaks and
Summer Vacations! Work

experience not necessary. Apply

today at

Westwood Sporting Goods.
1065 Gayley Ave,

Westwood Village,

310-208-6215.

7800
nHpiliniM

TRAINEf^ to drill free style wrestling tech-

niques. Also need intem tor work on urt>an

planning project 310-456-8857.

TRANStJVTION COMPANY in Santa Monica

seeks office help (F/T). Detail-minded, ver-

satile, organized, w/excellent language skills

(English and one other major language), and
extensive PC expertise. 310-260-7700

VOLUNTEER USHERS
FOR GEFFEN PLAYHOUSE production of

The Cripple of Inishmaan" Starts Oct 20.

Signup&see it for free: 310-208-6500

ext. 11 5.

WAITERS WANTED Well-established

Szechwan restaurant located in WI_A seek-

ing to fill following F/T and P/T positions:

waiters/waitress, take-out order packers

wanted Full-time/part-time for lunch and din-

ner shifts. Must be able to read/wnte

Chinese/English. Exp. preferred. Also kx)k-

ing for drivers. 310-266-1183.

WE'RE SEEKING INDIVIDUALS to provide

support to the developmentally disabled. Call

Dwight Istanbulian at 818-361-6400 ext 129.

WRITER. Children's t)ook author needs de-

velopment assistant/aspiring writer for new
project. Research req'd. Win95. Brentwood.

Resume/letter to RockyShare@mind-
spring.com. call 310-4420396

SEEKING TEACHER'S AID- 2-4hrs/day M-
F. $8/hr. K-2. Lunch duty required. West-
wood School. Ask for Donna@310-474-
7788.

SEXUAL PROBLEMS?
Maintain control, maximize stamina, and last

longer Amazing, unheard of solutions! Seek-
ing willing product testers Apply at

Inturnships

DOWNTOWN STORE needs intern to help

select art, antiques, toys, gifts for inventory:

establish prices, design displays. Set own
schedule. Possible commissions; no salary.

310-473-9912.

EXCELLENT INTERNSHIP OPP for web
page designer at Makai Events in Manhattan

Beach. Experience, references AContacts!

A|IIIIIIMilll HMr nflni

$675 ELEGANTLY
REMODELED 2bdrm, oak floors, tileO kitch-

en, garage, great Van Nuys location Minutes

to Shernruin Oaks shopping. Near library,

buses, freeways. 9 mi. UCLA. 818-399-

9610.

1-BDRM $650
NEAR SHERMAN OAKS GALLERIA. Huge
apt. Ideal lor roommates. Garden courtyard,

pool, A/C, phone-entry. Minutes to campus.
818-997-7312.

1 -BLOCK TO CAMPUS. 2-bdrm, hardwood.

$1250. Walk to village and campus. 10966
Roebling Ave. Newly remodeled. 310-208-

4253. 310-824-2595.

APT NEAR CAMPUS
WESTWOOD. Spacious bachelor. Close to

UCLA. 310-444-1478. Ask for Fred.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 2-BEDROOM $950-

$1195. LARGE. UPPER/LOWER UNU-
SUAL CHARM SOME W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
310-839-6294.

BRENTWOOD Single apt. near Brentwood
Village, utilities paid. $600. Westside Rental

Connection. 310-395-1284. Low Agent Fee.

www.westsiderentals. com

INTERNATIONAL
STUDENTS

SANTA MONICA
SUBLETS

NORTH OF WILSHIRE. Near beach. Ibdrm
$733. 2bdrm/2balh $922 and $992. Will sub-

let 2-12 months to students with non-renew-

able visas and exit expiration date of less

than lyr. 818-761-1168.

LOOKING for a place to live in the Westside?

Call Westside Rental Connection 310-395-

1284 Low Agent Fee. www.westbideren-

"lafsiiuii i
-

STAFF ASSISTANT/reception. SM-area
$10/hr Bright, selfstarter, hardworking ener-

getic indivual needed for busy real es-

tate/media office. 20-30/hrs-week. Computer
literate. Good phone/organizational skills.

Fax: 310-576-6643

Marialutes@aol.com

START TODAY
National Marketir>g Co. needs people ASAP
for data entry, $10/hr to start. FT/PT wee-
kends, very flexible. Culver City location

Fax resume to 310-398-3550

STOCK BROKER TRAINEE- p/t or f/t

Flexible hours. Paid training. WLA area. 310-

914-9700.

STUDENT JOBS
AVAILABLE AT UNIVERSITY Research Li-

brary. Duties include shelving and other

stacks maintenance duties. 12-19hr/wk.

$5.75/hr to start. Apply at YRL Personnel

Rm#11617 or call Antigone Kutay 310-825-

1084.

SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNSELOR. Even-
ings, some days. Part-time. 2-years experi-

ence. Spanish/English fluency $10-25/hr.

Contact Marilyn: 310-479-8353.

TEACHERS
SAT MATH, chemistry, biology, calculus.

Graduate student w/expenence, 700+ SAT .

Elementary school teacher w/credentials.

$17.50/hour. Hours flexible after 4pm and

Saturdays. 818-727-9447.

TELEMARKETERS AND SALESPEOPLE
wanted. Business communications company
provides networiting, phone systems* Nep-

tel service. Fast-paced and professional en-

vironment. Flexible hours 9-5 M-F. Salary

and commission. Jeanette ©310-391-7199.

INTERNS WANTED: FT/PT positions avail-

able for students at prestigious entertain-

ment PR firm Must be enthusiastic&detail-

oriented. Otters college credit, hands-on ex-

perience&future film&television career con-

tacts. Contact Amanda at 310-550-7776.

PAID INTERN Copywriter/editor Eng-

lish/Journalism major to assist w/articles,

press releases and more for Corporate PR
Firm. Potential employment after graduation

213-381-3663, Miles J. McNeil or email

mcneilm@dmjm.com

PAID INTERN. Corporate PR Firm looking

for Iptern. Hardworking. stror>g writer. Flexi-

ble schedule. Potential employment after

graduation. 213-381-3663. Miles J. McNeil

or email mcneilm@dmjm.com

PAID INTERNSHIP
WESTWOOD LAW FIRM- Flexible hours.

Learn a lot. $7.50+. Good typing skills, com-

puter literate, excel experience preferred.

Call 310-475-0481. Resumes preferred:

310-446-9962

PAID INTERNSHIP with publishing compa-
ny Looking for energetic, computer literate

intem. Flexible schedule, close to UCLA. Fax

resume to Julie@310-268-7604.

PAID MARKETING INTERNSHIP- Campus
Street Rep Wanted: Market and promote

animalhouse.com The ultimate online col-

lege community Email us <campus@ani-
malhouse.com> Call:800-254-8433.

THE STAR GROUP, an international consult-

ing company and the producer of the Annual

Gala To Honor The Leading Women
Entrepernueres Of The Worid seeks interns.

310-273-2368.

NEED A PLACE to live in Hollywood? Los

Feliz, Silver Lake. Call 323-634-7368.

wwwwestsiderentals.com

PALMS- 2bd/2ba w/loft- $975/mo. Gated
parking, fireplace, A/C. balcony In newer 9
unit building. George: 310-915-7625.

PALMS. Share 2-bdrm/2-bath. Fully fur-

nished. Fireplace, secured entry and park-

ing Close to #12 SM bus. 15-min from cam-
pus. $250/mo. 310-364-5614.

^

PALMS. Single apt from $495. 1-bdrm. $595.

Stove. $600deposit for single and
$900deposit for 1-bdrm. 1-year lease. 310-

837-1502 Ifeave message.

Santa Monica 1+1 Guest House, North of

Wilshire, yards, utilities paid, $650 Westside

Rental Connection (310)395-1284. Low
Agent Fee www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA 1+1 Guest House, North of

Wilshire, yards, utilities paid, $650 Westside

Rental Connection. 310-395-1284. Low
Agent Fee. www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA 1+1 Hardwood floors, laun-

dry, private, deck, lots of trees. $1050. West-

side Rental Connection. 310-395-1284. Low
Agent Fee. www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA Bachelor apt North of

Wilshire, controlled access. $575. Westside

Rental Connection 310-395-1284. Low
Agent Fee www.westsiderentals.
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Needs...
Fritndly Happy Ptople
For P/T (FUxibU)- Fvil Timt

Potitiont In:

Good Will Embossodors
Coupon Placers

Delivery • Coshiers

Sondwidi Makers

Apjily In P«rfoii
951 Westwood Blvd.

Volunteer

HEALTHY FEMALE VOLUNTEERS (17-

35yrs ) wanted for a study involving small

amounts of radioactivity at UCLA. $25/hr.

Call 310-825-1118 or 310-825-2871.

ACNE PROBLEMS?
Men and women with acne needed to try

revolutionary new acne product and

appear in speaal T.V. show. Will receive

free product and reimbursennent.

Call Cristina @ (310) 444-6300

P/T F/T

DIVINE PASTA CO.
SM-BH-LA

ENTHUSIASTIC SALES PEOPLE-needed

for gourmet pasta shop/pasta bars. Love of

food and sales a must $7/hour Call Shawn

323-939-1148

Classifieds

825-2221

Filler-n.- 1 .) Anything used to fill an empty

space. 2.) Classic song by punk rock legends

Minor Threat. 3.) An opportunity to spread

this friendly public service announcement
from your friends at the Daily Bruin:

Recycle!

* PALMS * '

2BD, 2BA.

TOWNHOMES, FIREPLACE,

GATED GARAGE,

ALARM

• 3614 PARIS DR. $1145
(310)837-0906

2BD, 2BA

* MAR VISTA * -

2BD. 2BA..
TOWNHOMES.
GATED GARAGE.

ALARM, FIREPLACE

• 11931 Avon Way $1025

• 12714 Mitchell Ave. $1075

4BD. 4BA.. 3 STORIES
• 3954 Beethoven St. $1895

(310)391-1076
.Open House Mon. • Sat, 10-5.

Displdy

206- 30f
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SANTA MONICA Smgi* apt. lwn»M>od

•ooft, pftMit •mranc*. lumithtd. $1100.

Wnlildi Ranlil Conrwdioa 310-305-1284.

Low Agapil Ftt. iM»w.wMtaidM«nlali.oom

SANTA MONICA Sing^ apt pool. flmtM
c«nl«r. sacurt. $003 Wtstskte Rental Con-

naction 310-305-1284. Low Agent Fee.

www.wertilderentala.com

SILVERLAKE. Houae w/o pel Large place,

$1400. 323-634-7368 Low Agent Fee.

www.weataiderentala.com

VENICE U1 ApL dog ok. hardwood floora,

yard $000. WeatakJe Rental Connection 310-

305-1284. Low Agent Fee. www.westsider-

entala.com

WESTWOOD A rare find, lilte a home. 2-

bdrm/2-bath. $200Q^mo. 2-year lease. Pets

ok. Your own waaher/dryer. Refrlgera-

tor/stove/dishwasher/A/C. Immaculate.

BeautHul. 310-208-8007.

WESTWOOO U1 apt A/C, fireplace, park-

ing, bakXHiy. $845. WestaMe Rental

Connection. 310-305-1284. Low Agent Fee.

www.weatsiderentala.com

WESTWOOO U1. 3 btocka to UCLA, w/o

pet. hardwood ftoon, parking. $000. West-

akJe Rental Connection. 310-305-1284, Low
Agent Fee. www.westakJerentala.oom

WESTWOOO l-mmute to UCLA. Singles

dean, fumlahed. gated property, intercom

entry, hot plate, pool. 1-year leaae. $750/mo.

No peta/>ubletting. 310-824-1830.

WESTWOOO Single apl pool, near park,

fumlahed, $800. Weatakle Rental Connec-

tton. 310-385-1284 Low Agent Fee.

Lcom

MAR V18TA. $535AupMK)n»). Aak about

move in special. Attractive, fumlahed 1-

tKlrm. Large, pod. palto. baitecue area.

Quiet-buikflng. 3748 Inglewood Blvd. 310-

308-8570.

IMAGINE OWNING WILSHIRE Con1dor/Hi-

Rise l-bdmn/bath for under $100,000. Walk

to UCLAA^Wage, 24hr/securtty. Open house

Saturday 1M:30pm 10^10 at 10501 Wilshire

Blvd. Agent-Bob, 31 0-478-1 835ext 100.

VAN NUYS: SHRMN WYO405. E-Z comm-
ute. Lite, bhte, pristine 2bdrnV2t)a condo.

2gar. WB-FP, A/C. In-unlt WD. frig. Irg mstr.

N-dgs, sec, pool. spa. $70,000. Bkr-mekxJy.

818-363-6116x206.

WESTWOOO 2 bedroom, 2 bath, a/c, fire-

place, new kitchen, 30ft. bak»ny, 2-car park-

ing, elegant condo. walk to UCLA $190K.

310-301-2877

.'ini

fOf llilll

WLA. $826-$850. 2bdmV1.5ba. DiahMMhef.

AC, carpel. 6nQm buM-ln. Extra large

fenced paito. 310-870-5110.

ENCINO GUESTHOUSE in large quiet yard

with pool. LMng room. bdrm. bathroom,

kitehen. Cathedral cMinga. akylights. pet ne-

gotlaWe $775+utHtt»«« 818.343-eM7

.M.I.I

4BD/3BA H0USE4SALE
SPACIOUS. AIRY, CONTEMPORARY, In

hiHs. Futty fenced and gated. Pool, large pa-

tk). eaay commute, tota of extras. BHPO.
$700,000. 310452-5454.

CHHJ) CARE wamed m eichange tor Quert-

house. Ej«perlenoe. atrong reierencee. car

raQulred. FlKdHe hours. Wale to campus.
UCLA rtudenta only. 310-47(M383.

ills n901

LOS FEUZ Houae. Large, brigM. room w/pri-

vate entrarx:e. $300. security/utilities. Stud-

ent only, under 20, quiet&dean. QAM/QWM.
Norvsmoker. Leave number. 323-060-1066.

PALMS 1-bdmi in 2-bdnn apartment. Se-

cured buikJing. parking, 10 min. to UCLA.

$425/mo > deposit. Call 310-841-2300

SANTA MONICA. Private bdrm/bath. all utili-

ties, laundry and cable. N/S, female pre-

ferred. Must like cats. $450/mo. 310-264-

0005.

SHERMAN OAKS- Room/ba in k)vely resi-

dential area. Use of facilities. Minutes from

freeways. Minimal rent in exchange for dog-

care. 818-789-4093.

WESTWOOO Furnished room in private

home 2mile8 from UCLA. Private shower,

hook-up for cable and private phor>e. Refer-

erKes required. 310-478-3450.

WESTWOOD $475
WALK TO UCLA. Beautlfuly furnished one

private bedroonr^rivate entrartce. Kik:hen,

laundry. Parking. MALE STUDENT PREF
Available 10-21-08. 310-473-5760.

WLA Uvkig room to rent. $35(ymo. Ck)se to

UCLA. 2nd ftoor, pool. gym. tennis, utilities

inchided. Female preferred. 310-445-0412.

WLA. NEAR UCLA $306Mn. Large room,

share bath. Oi-etreel parking. QuM area,

good tor UCLA student Female prefened.

N/S. 1 -600-404-8202

WLA. NEAR UCLA. $40S/mo. Large room.

0.5bath. Off-street parking. Quiet area, good
for IXLA student. Female preferred. N/S. 1-

800-404-6202

WO
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BEVERLY HiaS. Luxury 2-bdrm/2-bath apt.

Security-buikling, pool, secured parking,

central air/heat, furnished. All utilities pakJ(in-

cludes maid-service). No pets. $700/mo.
310-556-1041.

BREf^TWOOD- 2bdrm/2bath apt to share.

Graduate preferred. Within 2mi from school.

Furnished, full kitchen, spacey, balcony.

$600/mo. 818-878-4024.

BROCKTON PRIVATE RM&BA (own-

er/share) walk-in ctoset. large apt, equipped

kitchen w/laundry. furnished living room,

parking $850/mo. (310)824-1344. Available

11/1/08.

ROOMMATE NEEDED. Graduate student of

physk»l therapy seeks 1 roomrrwte to share

a 3 bedroom house. Immediately avaN. Call

818-7870200.

STRATHMORE REG.
MATURE MALE /FEMALE to share

2bdrm/2ba. w/pool and Jacuzzi, gated under-

ground parking, laundry room. Best bulkjkig

in Westwood. $650/mo. Blake 208-5418.

WEST LA. $550/nKH. lO-minAX^LA. Master

suite in secured buikUng, pool, spa, A/C.

weight room, fireplace. Courtyard, gated

perking, laundry. 310-383-2810.

WESTWOOO VILLAGE. HI-RISE condo.

Pool. IMk to campua. Views. $50Q/mo. 310-

280-1404.

WESTWOOO. 528 Landtair. 1or2 room-

mates needed to share bedroom in a spa-

ctoua 2-bdnn apt Ask for Jade/Carrie: 310-

443-5707.

WLA Male roommate needed. Own room In

2-bdrm/l-bath apartment $360. Ctose to

school/Santa Montoa bus. CaN 310-820-

2316.

TELEMARKETING. P/T. Flexible hours In

the afternoon, including Saturdays. Financial

fiekj. Female preferred. $10/hr. Please leave

a message at 310-352-2094.

WESTWOOD Need roommate to share new
Roebling apt. w/2 girtsAI guy. $500/mo.
Please call ASAP 310-209-0760

WESTWOOO share a spactous ibdrm with 1

girl & 1 guy. $365/mo. O Club California.

10062 Roebling. Parking/pooi/gym. Call 310-

208-2105.

WESTWOOD. Share a 2-bdrm/2-bath w/3
other gals. Located at 555 Gienrock w/laun-

dry facilities, parking and pool. Call Cynthia

at 310-767-9?16

IDYLLWILD BEAUTIFUL MTN. CABIN San
Bernardino Nafl Forest Fully equipped. Hot
tub, fireplaces. Views. Sleep 4^. $250/wee-
kend. 310-794-5515 310-301-6808
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PIZZERIA

.^to
.<<^

®«A/ t

»»»*

No mediums & offer

excludes Sicilians. No
half & half orders.

Mention ad. Give

coupon to driver.

We accept:

JCB, Visa, Mastercard,

American Express

Diners Club

Sorry, no checks.

(2 14-inch pizzas for tlie price of one)

Monday & Tuesday 11:30AM-1:30AM

FREE DELIVERY
ll:30AIVi - l:OOAIVi

Our large Pizza is 20 iiKlies!

Moadoy - Friday

1 1KNI m^KU - 4t00 pja.

• Larfe Caesar SaM or

Mixed Oreea SaM
• Aay Hkeea the rack

availaUe
• tefvlar Mak

SA955

HOURS
Mon-Fri 11:30-2:00

Sat -Sun 12:00-1:00

//The Westside's Best NY Pizza!
//

WESTWOOD BRENTWOOD SAPiTA MOniCA

ir

*

•
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ir

ir '

•

•
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you can help
expand the

Join the Recycing

Ad\^ocates, a teek force thatworks on
expandhg recycirig orvcarnpus.

Studerrts, faouity and staff are al

welcome to the groip^ weekly

meetings, held on Tuesdays
inRovce152

:

Project Literacy

UCLA

If you can read this,
tutor someoiie who can't!

Tutors work
eovitb- :*^

Volunteer

4 hourt a wgek
a child, teen or adult at the

Watts library, at the Vernon

library,

or Mar Vista Gardens

in Culver City.

^
for 3 quarters.

Transportation

materials & training

is provided.

Come to an Orlcntatioii/ Training Session

Monday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday

Oct.19
Oct.20
Oct.20
Oct.2

1

Oct.22
AU:Ackerman Union

4-5PIM
11 -12PM
3:30-4:30PM
5-6PM
4-5PM

KH:Kerckhoff Hall

KH411
KH411
KH41I
KH411
KH411

Paid for by the Community Activities Committee of the Program Activites Board

f|

FOOTBALL
from page 54

upset most of the game," McNown
said.

"I was just waiting to get a long

run or something so it could come up

and I could feel better. That's why I

ran."

McNown had a chance to put the

Ducks away late in the first half. The

Bruins had the ball at the eight yard

line and McNown dropped back to

throw a wide receiver screen. But

Oregon defensive end Saul Patu read

the play and intercepted the pass.

Smith led the Ducks to a touchdown

which made the score 24-14 at the

end of the half, instead of a giving the

Bruins a possible 31-7 lead at the half.

To atone for his mistake,

McNown ran a bootleg to the left and

dropped back to pass early in the

third quarter. He found a wide-open

Brian Poli-Dixon and heaved the ball

43 yards in the air. To everyone's

shock, the ball went right through

Poli-Dixon's hands.

"We tried to throw interceptions

to the game and they tried to fumble

to lose the game," Toledo said. "We
missed a field goal and had a field

goal blocked. It was just an unbeliev-

able roller coaster ride for us today. I

just couldn't be happier." *

After beating No. 10 Arizona and

No. II Oregon in back-to-back

weeks, there is no doubt to Oregon

lAME BMi.

Danny Farmer, with s«vefi

catches for 161 yards and two

touchdowns, made the big catch wttli

2:39 left. It was a 60-yard strike with

Oregon cornerback Eric Edwards

hanging all over him.

URNING POINT

With second and goal to

go for UCLA, a slip screen was

called. The play worked against

Arizona , but as Brian Poli-Dixon

slipped in to make the catch,

Oregon defensive end Saul Patu

read the play and picked off

McNown. The Ducks ended up

scoring and went into the locker

room down 24-14 instead of 31-7.

KEY STAT

I ^ The teams racked up a total

I ^ of seven turnovers. UCLA
L jE—- created four fumbles and one

interception, and Oregon had two

picks. More than 20 combined points

went up on the scoreboard as a result.

JOHN SUEHIRO/Daily Brum

players that the Bruins proved they

deserve the No. 2 ranking in the

country.

"Now it's up to UCLA to sweep

the Pac-lO, then show the Buckeyes

what the Pac-10 is all about," Smith

said.

FOO IBALLNO IfcBUUK

McNown airs

it out
Cade McNown mo^d \

into second place on %
Saturday in total offensive

career yardage (9,072 yards) in

Pac-10 Conference history,

behind former Stanford quarter-

back Steve Stenslrom. His 395

yards passing against Oregon

was the fourth-best passing game

in school history.

McNown completed 20 of 36

passes, with three pivotal touch-

down passes and several dropped

bombs which would have given

him even better numbers.

His three touchdowns in the

game brought his career total to

53, surpassing the old mark held

by Tom Ramsey, who had 50.

McNown is now fifth in the Pac-

lO in career passing yards with

8,663, just one yard shy of for-

mer Arizona State quarterback

Jake Plummcr.

Ducks' Droughns

drops the ball

Oregon starting tailback

Reuben Droughns began the

game poorly for the Ducks, first

fumbling the ball on the ten-yard-

line right when Oregon was threat-

ening to score on their first posses-

sion, and then fumbling again in

the second quarter.

But the junior college transfer

from Anaheim bounced back and

finished the game with 172 yards

rushing, averaging 6.9 yards a

carry even while suffering from a

slight ankle sprain late in the

game.

Poli-Dixon lets

two slip by
Receiver Brian Poli-Dixon

would end up with only two

catches for 62 yards, but could

have had more. Twice McNown
threw the ball to an open Poli-

Dixon - including one long bomb
- and twice Poli-Dixon dropped

the pass.

"1 admit that those two were

^^^,

easy balls that 1 dropped. I

was disgusted to miss

those, especially in a game

like this," Poli-Dixon said

^ Oregon uses

blitzkrieg

The University of Oregon

showed why its offense is so dead-

ly, by controlling the ball for only

24 minutes, but coming up with

the same number of plays (85) as

the Bruins, who held the ball for

35:14.

When Oregon began running

off their touchdowns to pull clos-

er, they were scoring in less than

two minute spans.

Fans give Sailer

confidence
When Chris Sailer shanked his

field goal attempt wide left at the

end of regulation, he slowly

retreated back to the bench and

was greeted by wishes of "Good

luck" and "You will get them next

time" by the fans behind the

bench.

"The fans were great," said

Sailer. "They helped me with my
confidence when \ was given the

chance in overtime."

UCLA's streaks

continue
The Bruins are currently rid-

ing a 15 game winning streak,

which is tops in the nation. Now
at 5-0, the Bruins have also tied

the team record for best start.

UCLA is 6-0 in their last six

games versus a ranked opponent;

this year, they have defeated

then-No. II Oregon and No. 10

Arizona.

The Bruirs have reeled off 40

or more points in each of the first

five games of the season, which is

good news, because the Bruins

are 20-8 overall under Bob

Toledo when the team scores

over 40 points per game.

Notes compiled by Rocky Salmon,

Daily Bruin Staff

Daily Bniin Sports
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W.SOCCER
From page 55

Saldana, "we just couldn't get the ball

into the net. (Yet), it's nice to see us still

creating opportunities even though

we're struggling offensively right

now."

Saldafia stated before the Stanford

game that the Bruins and the Cardinal

came into Pac-10 play as the teams to

beat.

With both teams coming off of

Friday losses, Sunday's matchup was

supposed to be intense. Neither team

disappointed.

Against Stanford (7-5-2, 1-3)

Milburn, who went down in the first

half of the Cal contest with a twisted

ankle only to return in the second, got

the Bruins on the

onceboard first

again.

In the 26th

minute freshman

midfielder
Vanessa Clark

speared a crisp

pass to Milburn in

the penalty area.

Milburn then

fired the ball into

Cardinal keeper Carly Smolak, who
collapsed on impact while deflecting

the ball back to the shooter, and she

craftily and elTortlessIy tapped the ball

over Smolak for the rebound goal and

a 1-0 lead.

Milburn, Duncan and freshman

forward Breana Doling kept Smolak

impenetrable fortress.

Through 16 games, UCLA has

given up only nine goals for a 0.54

GAA.
Culp, the Brums' number woman in

the net, continues to lead the Pac-10 in

that category.

For 88:26, Culp was pitching a

shutout until Cardinal superstar mid-

fielder Tracye Lawyer labored through

two defenders to get a pass to fresh-

man forward Erin Maurer.

Maurer squeezed the pass past

Culp for the final goal of the game and

a 2-1 deficit.

"It just feels good to get this win,"

Milburn said, "because we know in

order to win the Pac-10 we have to win

every game. Obviously, we lost to Cal,

so it was important to keep it going

today to contend for the title."

^«^.._i.,i.^,._i.^_.^ Added sopho-

more defender

With ...the Cal letdown ^''^'^^'^ Hampton,

f . 1 . . ,
"'t means a lot to

fresh on their minds,
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the Bruins managed to

...take a 2-0 insurance

lead at the 87:26 mark.

busy all day with shot afier shot^

But after the first goal the Stanford

keeper was able to turn almost all of

them away in the 2-1 Bruin victory.

In the end though, it was closer than

the Bruins would have liked.

With another game comfortably in

hand and the Cal letdown fresh on

their minds, the Bruins managed to get

the ball into the net _«—^_^^
to take a 2-0 insur-

ance lead at the

87:26 mark.

Immediately
following a UCLA
corner kick, with

the ball bouncing

in front of the

Cardinal net,

senior forward

L a r i s a

Kiremidjian sneaked a pass to Breana

Boling, who then slid the ball through

to the net.

Boling's goal gives her 1 6 points for

the season tying her with Milburn for

second place on the squad.

The Bruins were fortunate to have

scored when they did because another

late in the game goal was looming.

Stellar as always was Bruin goal

keeperjunior Lindsay Culp. Culp's net

this season has been nothing if not an

us (to beat

Stanford). It shows

that we haven't

given up.

"To be Pac-10

champs, and^hat is

our goal, we need

wins like this. It

brings our spirits back up
"

Hampton harassed Lawyer, the

Cardinal's top scorer, the whole game.

She was assigned to shadow Lawyer

and elTectively shut her down.

"We had assigned marks." junior

defender Skylar Little said, "and it was

Karissa's job to defend their No. 19

"I knew it was going to

be a battle, and it

definitely was."

Tracye Lawyer

Cardinal midfielder

( Lawyer), and she did a great job."

Added Hampton, "It was going to

be harc^ because she's one of the fastest

people I'm going to face in the Pac-10.

I just had to anticipate where she was

going and get there first. That was my
job and I did it."

Lawyer, who scored Stanford's

only goal in their 2-1 loss to Southern

1..^....^.^^. Cal on Friday,

agreed that

Hampton did a

superbjobonher."She
(Hampton) did an

awesome job on

me. She's the

strongest woman
I've faced. I knew

it was going to be a

battle, and it defi-

nitely was."

Saldaiia agreed that his defense

came through once again and

explained what this weekend meant to

the program.

"We played better on defense, and

we're still showing a great deal of con-

fidence.

"We showed that we can beat the

other best team in the conference

(Stanford). It's good that we were able

to get it done," Saldana said.

SALMON
From page 51

removed from the game for one play

because he vomited on the field.

This was a picture of the gritty

bronze statue.

McNown would go 9-13 after that

incident, and would throw two long

bombs to set up overtime.

With pressure mounting on every

tick of the clock, McNown came

through in the clutch and proved he

is worth every bit of hype.

He overcame a few crucial drops

by his young receiving corps and

pressure by the high-flying Ducks to

make the big plays at the right times,

^'^"^^f the Fiesta Bowl is where UCLA
""travels in the postseason, this game

will mark a defining point in the

Bruin season. It is this game that

showed that McNown would win at

any cost.

In Bob Toledo's press confer-

ences, he always talks about

McNown's chances at the Heisman,

saying that stats should not make a

wmner, but the player's competitive-

ness and how well his team does.

McNown showed why he is

deserving of accolades because he

was gunning for one thing Saturday:

victory.

No thought of numbers. No ideas

of broken records. Just victory.

Ill or not ill. Injured or healthy.

Pressure or no pressure.

Droughns and McNown summed
up the play in this game, where every

player left with his heart out on the

field, where every player showed why

college football is special. These play-

ers are out there for the very essence

of the sport, the fiery competitive

passion inside them that drives them.

Some may walk off the field in joy

like McNown.
Some may walk off the field in

utter silence like Droughns.

But both should walk off that field

with their heads held high because

they are prime examples of valor and

heart at its finest.

Salmon is a football beat writer who is

looking for a mental hospital to check

into thanks to last week. Email

responses to rsalmon@ucla.edu.
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Avoid long lines and extra costs by taking your senior portrait

now. Call the Campus Photo Studio at 206.8433 to make an

appointment for your senior portrait. Save up to $34 on your

senior portrait package and get $8 off your purchase of a

Bruinlife Yearbook. Hurry, appointments are filling up fast!

Note: If your last name begins with the letter F thru L, you

MUST take your senior portrait before October 30th!

Last Name
Beginning With

F,G,H,I,J,K,L

M,N,0,P,0,R
S,T,U,V,W,X,Y,Z

Will be
Photographed:

October 19 thru October 30
November 2 thru November 13

November 16 thru December 4
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llojsk Hike /a
,Sft«'A(p^ 4(mm)>.

No down
paymenf

All insurances

accepi

COSMETIC CHOICES:
• Mini Metal Braces

• Clear Braces'^

• Braces Concealed behind the Teeth

Arizona rebuilds after

near-perfect season

hn\oyilifeiWithia^e^ot\f^hsmle

^hat fits(your budget.

OWHOOOHllC
one
ted

Our offices are located in:

BEVERLY HILLS

LARCHMONT VILLAGE
SANTA MONICA
No Down Payment

E^mrzj (310) 550-1533 Orthodontic Provider for

All Insurance Plans

Tells you when your term paper is due.

(Now if you could only find the time to do it.)

n organizer KeepsThe Palm III" connected organizer keeps

track of wtiat's due and

ottier important stuff, like

your cute lab partner's ptione

number and Saturday's parties.

Toucti ttie HotSync* button to exchange and back up

info with your PC (even download e-mail' you haven't

read yet). About the only thing it can't do to make

your life easier is write that paper Organizers

from Palm Computing start as low as $299'

For an authorized Palm III retailer or campus

computer store, call 1-800-242-9005 or

visit wvvA/palmcampus com.

Palm III
ConracMOrgnar

i>u J' T n tirru ifurni iiTt tmmmt* 9^nH0mCmp Km. »• X«* ig«ai ^Mn COTpitRf. *n< hmSik
MMmHimNmR htii.MHkiiHlor HMS«nclg|Bai4ti(NnCaM»Mifif|i«<twiitafeM»i*iMi<aa<'
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PLAYERS: With departure

oftop Wildcats to NBA,

team looks to new talent

By Lee Shappell

The Arizona Republic

You know you have a successful col-

lege basketball program when a step

backward means being in the top 20

instead ofthe top 5.

This year figures to be a step back-

ward for Coach Lute Olson and his

Arizona Wildcats, who lost three

starters from their 1997 national

championship team and their 30-win

team last season that came within one

victory of being the Pac-lO's first unde-

feated champion.

UA won't be as dominant on the

national scene while its newcomers

mature.

That's the bad news. The good news

for the Wildcats, who opened practice

at McKale Center Thursday, is that

they have replaced Mike Bibby,

Michael Dickerson and Bennett

Davison - all drafted by NBA teams -

with a recruiting class judged to be in

the top five in the country. Among the

newcomers is forward Richard

Tefre rson of Moon Valley High. ^^^

"We've got a lot of question marks

ourselves going into the start of prac-

tice," said Olson, entering his 16th sea-

son at UA. "Seven of our 13 scholar-

ship players are new. It's a team the

coaches and fans will have to be

patient with." '
•

'

But with Jason Terry set to follow

Bibby at point guard and 6-foot- II,

217-pound A.J. Bramlett challenged to

prove he can be a dominating big man,

the Wildcats are expected to make

their 15th straight NCAA Tournament

appearance.

Terry has been one of the strongest

sixth men in college basketball the past

two seasons on a guard-heavy team.

He is known for his defense (1.74

steals). During the stretch run to the

Pac-lO title last season he also provid-

ed instant offense ofT the bench. He

will need to show that he can run the

offense on a full-time basis and be a

floor leader who delivers the ball to the

right people in the right places.

Bramlett was the rebounding leader

of the NCAA Tournament when UA
won the national title. He wasn't as

dominant during the 1998 tournament

run, becoming virtually invisible when

the Wildcats were shown the door in

the West Regional Final by Utah.

As Arizona's most experienced big

man, Bramlett must stay out of foul

trouble. He has to be a force with his

rebounding and interior defense.

Without UA's trademark killer

perimeter scoring, Bramlett also has to

be an inside scoring threat.

Olson has openings at Simon's

shooting guard spot, Dickerson's

aittflll r6fWttrd spoi, and Davison's

power forward spot. Because of the

NBA lockout, Dickerson, Simon and

former UA players Damon
Stoudamire and Ben Davis have come

back to Tucson and worked out infor-

mally with the Wildcats. Dickerson is

taking advantage of the lockout to

complete his degree work.

Cubs' Sammy Sosa throws

World Series opening pitch
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SWIMMING
From page 56

fly, Angela Belloni won the 50-meter

freestyle and Katie Ryan took the 100-

meter freestyle.

Though the returning swimmers di d

not compete in their best events, they

were still valuable, as Bruins won both

the 200-meter medley and 400-meter

freestyle relays. Junior Keiko Price, a

sprint specialist, won the 200-meter

freestyle and earned a third-place fin-

ish on the 500-meter freestyle.

Though sophomore Beth

Goodwin's forte is the 100-meter but-

terfly, she raced the 200-meter butter-

fly and the 100-meter freestyle. Having

only competed in the 200-meter butter-

fly once or twice before, she liked the

challenge of seeing how she could do.

She clocked in at an unoftlcial time of

2:06.12, which would have been second

to Younglove's official time of 2:03.63.

"Cyndi thinks the 200 (bulter)lly

may be an NCAA event for me, but

I'm hoping it won't be," she joked.

"I'm hoping to stick to the 100 fly and

maybe add the 50 free( style)."

For the Bruin divers, the strategy

was much dilTercnt. The Bruin win

came down to a matter of outnumber-

ing the opponent. USD only entered

one diver, so the objective was not to

outscore the opposition, but to strive

for personal best times.

USD's Shannon Pace proved to be

a tough cookie, though, as she won the

on»meter sprinaboard and placed sec«

ond on the three-meter event. UCLA
sophomore Anne Baghramian

claimed the three-meter event and the

rest of the Bruins filled in the empty

places.

"I'm happy with the progress every-

one's made so far," diving coach Tom
Stebbins said. "Board work has been a

1)1 better. We had lots of really good

tops and starts but then missed the bot-

tom. But it's early, so the consistency

comes later."

Now that everyone on the team has

had a taste of a college-level swimming

and diving meet, the freshmen and the

returning members feel more confi-

dent in the team's unity and compe-

tence, said senior backstroker

Amanda Hall.

"Our freshmen have fallen into the

swing of things," said the ccK:aptain.

"They came from pretty good pro-

grams so cumulatively, we have a gocxl

bunch of girls ready to step up and fill

the shoes of a lot of seniors who gradu-

ated - and they're big shoes to fill."

USD didn't provide too much com-

petition, so this meet was the Bruins' to

wii|,Cfuture meets promise to ^ave

much tougher opponents, and

Gallagher stressed they have to take

the experience and confidence they

picked up from this meet and use that

to make progress.

"Getting up and competing in a

meet environment is really good,"

Gallagher said. "We still have work to

do the stulT we've been teach;. ig them,

so in three weeks, it's going to be a dit-

fgrtnt tgam .

"

SIDEBAR
From page 56

PARADE: New York City

honors biggest star of

Dominican Republic

By Beth Gardiner

The Associated Press

New York - Just hours before the

World Series began at Yankee

Stadium on Saturday night, New
Yorkers welcomed an out-of-town

hero like one of their own.

Tens ofthousands of fans, many of

them Dominican-Americans, roared

cheers at Chicago Cubs slugger

Sammy Sosa as the city treated him to

a parade through the "Canyon of

Heroes" in lower Manhattan.

Dominican flags were waved to

honor one of the Caribbean nation's

favorite sons, and fans yelled

"Sammy! Sammy! Sammy!" as

Mayor Rudolph Giuliani gave Sosa a

key to the city.

Sosa's 66 home runs and his

record-breaking race with Mark.

McGwire of the St. Louis Cardinals

electrified the baseball season.

Although McGwire finished with 70

home runs, fans said Sosa's good

sportsmanship, humility and devo-

tion to his community made him a

perfect role model. Roger Maris of

the Yankees had held the previous

record of 61 home runs since 1961.

"A lot of people portray

Hispanics, particularly Dominicans,

as the kid on the corner selling

drugs," said Margie Bermudez, of

Jersey City, N.J. "We need someone

positive, and right now Sosa's there,

to show ... we have ambition, we have

dreams. ... A lot of poor kids, he gives

them ambition to do more for their

lives."

Parade-goers waved signs pro-

claiming their love for Sosa in English

and Spanish, and a singer on one

float bellowed "Viva Sammy Sosa!"

"It's been unbelievable, it's been a

great moment," a soft-spoken Sosa

told hundreds of cheering, flag-wav-

ing fans who gathered in City Hall

Park to see him receive the key to the

city. "To be here in New York with all

the Dominican people, that's what I

am."

Sosa was scheduled to throw out

the first ball at the World Series

Saturday night, and Gov. George

Pataki gave him the Jackie Robinson

Empire State Freedom Medal

Saturday morning.

Giuliani, a lifelong Yankees fan,

presented his favorite Cub with a

New York City jacket, a copy of the

city's seal and a proclamation declar-

ing Saturday "Sammy Sosa Day." In

return, Sosa gave the city a bat that

deputy mayor Rudy Washington said

was the one that hit home run 66.

"Sammy Sosa's achievements go

beyond the 66 home runs," Giuliani

said. "His achievements have more to

do with what an exceptional human

being he is and what a tremendous

representative of the Dominican

community."

Giuliani offered to throw Sosa a

parade in the Canyon of Heroes after

officials nixed Dominican communi-

ty leaders' hopes of feting him in the

Washington Heights neighborhood,

where many of the city's half million

Dominican immigrants live.

But a town that takes its baseball

seriously would only go so far to

honor a Cub whose own city did not

give him a parade. Chicago may be

Sammy's kind of town, but the police

band that led his parade played "New

York, New York."

Bruins showed why sudden change is

so important.

Oregon fumbled the ball four

times and threw one interception.

Three of those fumbles led to UCLA
touchdowns, and the interception

concluded the Duck's overtime

drive.

"We always try to rip the ball out,"

defensive coordinator Nick Aliotti

said.

"That's our standard way of play-

ing. Ifwe have a chance to get the ball

after the third or fourth tackle, you

go for it."

On Oregon's first possession,

Droughns ran right for a couple

yards before meeting UCLA safety

Larry Atkins. Atkins reached in and

mugged Droughns for the ball, caus-

ing the fumble. The offense took over

and drove the field for a score.

"Our goal as a defense is to try and

force turnovers. Ripptng the ball out

is part of that," said Atkins.

UCLA only turned the ball over

twice, but they were also very costly.

The Bruins held all the momentum
and a 24-7 lead, and they were on

their way for more, but a McNown
pick suddenly changed the game

around. The Ducks followed the

interception with a touchdown and

stunned everybody in Pasadena by

rattling off 24 consecutive points to

grab a 31-24 lead in the fourth quar-

ter.

The Bruins recovered to tie the

game before taking the lead after

Droughns' final fumble.

Droughns, who grew up in nearby

Anaheim, actually asked to get back

into the game in the fourth quarter

after leaving with an injury in the sec-

ond. Hobbled with a sprained ankle,

Droughn's final fumble came with

2:39 to play on the UCLA 40-yard

line.

"We didn't show the world noth-

ing with four turnovers," said

Oregon quarterback Akili Smith.

Late in the game, the Ducks were

doing everything in their power to

cailse a turnover, but to no avail.

"They were stripping the ball and

everything toward the end of the

game. They needed the ball quick.

But we always focus on having our

four points on the ball," said tailback

Keith Brown.

It was fitting that the Ducks threw

an interception on their final offen-

sive play in overtime. It was Ryan

Roques' fourth pick in his last four

games.

"We were fortunate enough today

to get five turnovers, and they were

huge," said Aliotti.

SALMON
From page 56

ly because he didn't play the rest of

the quarter after a nine yard pick up

minutes later. A teammate rolled

over his ankle, and Reuben was

taken off the field for precautionary

measures.

Taped, shaken but not stirred,

Droughns would reawaken in the

second half, rumbling past a seem-

ingly slower UCLA defense. All in ^

all Reuben would rack up 172 yards,

averaging 6.9 per carry, with his

longest rumble equaling 29 yards.

"Reuben played a great game with

a lot of heart," said offensive guard .

Stefan deVries. "He came out on

that field and wasn't going to let any-

one stop him."

But once again the past came back

to haunt the running back, as

Droughns coughed up the ball once •

more and this time at a more criticaT

juncture, as the Ducks were driving.

His eyes held his pain. His silence

spoke volumes.

When the Bruins left with a win,

Droughns walked slowly off the field,

like a lost soul searching for a body

to find. Voice soft-spoken, and sweat

dripping off his face like tears,

Droughns was the fitting portrait of

an Oregon team that pushed UCLA
to the brink.

Across the field enjoying the win

was McNown.
The same McNown who had lit up

the Ducks for 395 yards.

The same McNown who had

thrown two interceptions.

The same McNown who had to be
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M.CROSS COUNTRY
From page 55

try races in his collegiate career, Hauser

will now begin training for the most dif-

ficult race of the season - the Pao-10

Championships. Hauser will race

against two of the nation's top three

runners.

Bernard Lagat of Washington State

and Brad Hauser of Stanford are the

favorites to win the conference meet.

Lagat is last year's champion, and Brad

Hauser is the defendingNCAA 10,000-

meter champion.

Stanford's Brent Hauser, Brad's

twin brother, will also pose challenges,

as will other runnere from Arizona and

Washington. Larsen feels, however,

that UCLA's Hauser is in good enough

physical shape to stay with the leaders.

"Hauser's ready to run with those

guys for most of the race," Larsen said.

"I'm getting optimistic because he's

closing the gap between him and those

other runners. We can't count him out

of being in the top five. Now, it would

mental challenge to see if he can move

up to that level."

Hauser isn't the only Bruin to have a

big race. Sophomore Paul Muite fin-

(Coach Bob) Larsen

feels ... (Mark) Hauser is

in good enough

physical shape to stay

with the leaders.

ished third in 25:04.He was outleaned

at the finish and narrowly missed finish-

ing second. Muite was in contention for

second place with a mile left but fell

back with a little over a half mile left to

go before catching up near the finish

line.

"(Muite) continues to improve and

he worked hard this week," Larsen

said. "He wanted to push it and did Just

that."

Mason Moore returned to action for

the Bruins and placed seventh in 25:42.

He also scored for UCLA and should

be an important factor at the upcoming

conference championships.

Scott Abbott, from UCLA's "B"

team, ran in ninth place with a time of

25:47. Though recovering from

injuries, Abbott ran strongly through-

out the whole race. Will Bemaldo, who

has been on antibiotics this week

because ofan illness, was the fiflh Bruin

to place in the top 10 as he finished

10th.

Bryan Green placed 13th and Ryan

Larson finished 25th. And freshman

Justin Pantananan came in 29th while

sophomore Andrew Wulf finished

30th. UCLA didn't run Matt Pitts, Dan
Brecht or Martin Brix, however, so the

trio could take the day offto rest for the

Pac-lOmeet.

"This is probably the most loaded

the Pac-IO Conference has been in

awhile," Larsen said. "Last year, it was

pretty good, but this year seems better."
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W.CROSS COUNTRY
From page S5

NCAA Championships)," Peterson

said. "We needed her to get to a high

level of running that our program

enjoys."

Freshman Elaine Canchola con-

tinued to impress Peterson as she

placed sixth in 18:11. Christina

Bowen, after overcoming an injury

last week, fmished in 18:26. And
Melinda George, the team's final

scorer, placed 13th with a season

best lime of 18:34.

The Bruins managed to win the
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meet without one of their top run-

ners, Kara Barnard. Barnard sat out

the meet because of illness but will be

ready for the Pac-lO

Championships.

"(George) stepped up big for us."

Peterson said. "She stepped up when
we needed her, too, since we were

without (Barnard).'

While UCLA did win the meet,

the Bruins were a little disappointed

that No. 2 Northern Arizona did not

field a complete team; it only ran its

No. I, No. 3 and No. 5 runners.

Peterson said that the team wanted

to go up against Northern Arizona

to help its chances of getting a quali-

The (UCLA) team feels

very confident in its

ability to perform

strongly at the

Pac-IOmeet.

fying spot for the NCAA
Championships in a month.

Without a possible victory against

a regional foe, the Bruins missed an

opportunity to impress the NCAA

selection committee, which takes vic-

tories against regional and non-

regional teams into account when
selecting at-large teams for the

NCAA Championships.

"We ran well enough to be com-
petitive against NAU," Peterson

said. "It's frustrating when of one of

the most significant criteria for

developing an at-large berth for the

NCAA Championships is your per-

formance against inter-regional

opponents."

The Bruins, whose goal is to have

at least six runners under 18 minutes

for a 3.1 mile course, ran on some of

the toughest courses they've per-

formed on an season. The course was

run mostly on rolling hills with thick

grass. Peterson said he was happy
about the way the team ran on such a

difficult course.

With UCLA winning its second

consecutive meet, the team felt very

confident in its ability to perform

strongly at the Pac-IO meet.

"One thing that the team is doing

differently than what its done in the

past is that it's running with more
confidence," Peterson said.

"The team is starting and getting

up in the front of the lead pack. The
longer they stay up in front, the more
they realize they can perform well."
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FOOTBALL
From page 56

ran the ball five times before Sailer

got another chance. This time Sailer

split the uprights with a 24-yard field

goal. UCLA 41, Oregon 38.

"That should be worth two wins,

OK?" Toledo said.

"It was just amazing, we just

stepped it up," Ayanbadeyo said.

"You couldn't even plan on having

such a great defensive stand right

there. It was amazing."

UCLA (5-0 overall, 2-0 in the Pac-

10) stays undefeated while surviving

a scare against what should be their

highest ranked opponent left on the

schedule. Oregon (5-1, 2-1) proved

they belong amongst the elite in the

nation. But when Sailer's kick went

through the uprights, the disappoint-

ment was obvious as many Ducks fell

to ground.

"We didn't show the world noth-

ing with four turnovers," Smith said.

"We pushed the No. 2 team in the

country to the limit, but we feel horri-

ble because it's not about pushing

teams to the limit. It's about wins."

The win was especially redeeming

for Sailer, whose 42-yard field goal

attempt was blocked with 6:49 left in

the fourth quarter. He then became

the goat after his missed chip shot

with no time left in regulation. He
made up for his misses in overtime,

booting the game winning field goal.

Sailer has been nursing a slight

strain of his groin and hip Hexor and

hasn't kicked at all in practice for the

past two weeks. But Sailer didn't put

any blame on his misses on the injury.

He was just glad he had a chance to

right his wrong.

"It's a terrible feeling to know on

all the team had done so much to get

to that point, and it wasn't like it was

a long field goal or anything; it was a

little chip shot," Sailer said. "It was a

terrible feeling ... I'm just glad the

team did it's job and gave me another

chance to win."

Sailer shouldn't even have had his

attempt at the end of regulation.

UCLA returned the kick off to the

Bruin 42-yard line, but Toledo wasn't

about to sit on the ball and so he

called a Hail Mary. UCLA quarter-

back Cade McNown dropped back

and threw the ball deep down the left

sideline.

—s-

THE FINAL SCORE
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Oucu
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14
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10 14
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1st UmlSL
UOA - Foster S1-yardTD ptfs from MkNown (Sa% kkk)

UOA - Foster i-yaid ID ran CSaaer kkk)

GicQon - Weaver20^ p*s} from A Smith (Viegas kkk)

STA^PQ
Tmiti Ofeqon UOA

2nd MSSL
UOA'SaUerlS-yaidFO

UCLA - Farmer 6-)wd TD pass from Mdiown (SoJIer kkk)
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Oregon - Hartley 36-yard TO pass from'A Smith (Villegas kidi)
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UCLA- Sailer 24yardFG
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JOHN SUEHIRO/Daily Bruin

Backup quarter-

back Drew Bennett,

who was in the play

because of his jump-

ing ability, came down
with a 53-yard catch.

With three time-

outs left, Toledo chose

not to call one and

sent his kicking unit

in. They practice this

drill frequently, and

Sailer said he didn't

feel rushed.

"Plus I was getting

tired," Toledo joked.

"I wanted the game to

end."

That offensive

sequence perfectly

exemplified the game.

Each team had a

chance to win or put

the opponent away,

only to have some-

thing horrible occur.

Oregon tailback

Reuben Droughns

ended the day with

172 yards rushing, but

he fumbled three

times, losing the ball

twice.

His first lost fumble came on the

very first drive of the game. The

Ducks moved the ball deep into

Bruin territory before UCLA free

safety Larry Atkins just ripped the

ball away from Droughns. The sec-

the game and on the very next play

McNown hooked up for a 60-yard

touchdown with flanker Danny
Farmer - who finished the day with

seven receptions for 161 yards and

two touchdowns.

"For a second there I was thinking

that it was their fate to win the game

because of the things they were

pulling out of their pockets,"

Ayanbadeyo said. "But we didn't let

CHARLES KUO

Brian Poli-Dixon drops what might have

been a touchdown in the third quarter.

that hold us back. We stayed with our

heads up and just kept fighting."

McNown bounced back from a

couple of subpar performances to

rack up 395 passing yards and three

touchdowns. The Heisman hopeful

long, including one time when he

actually vomited on the field -just as

he did two years ago against USC.

Toledo was actually worried about

McNown in the locker room as his

quarterback was throwing up before

the game and appeared to be rather

weak.

"It was upset before the game and

See FOOTBALL, page 48
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PROPOSITION 5

THE TRIBAL GAMING INITIATIVE

Undecided? Learn ut the issues
Come to the Town Hall Meeting and hear from both sides.

Town Hall Meeting

Proposition 5: The Tribal Gaming initiative

Moderated by Warren OIney "**^'"~*^"^"

Tuesday, October 2Cl

5:30-7:30 p.m.

Kom Convocation Hall • Tko Amiorson School at UCLA
CmW (310) 825-2028 for more information.
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Team wins Arizona Invitational Bruins rebound from Cal loss
W.CROSS COUNTRY: Second

victory raises hopes for top bids

in regional, Pac-10 competitions

By Donald Morrison

Daily Bruin Contributor

The No. 24-ranked UCLA women's cross

country team used the Arizona - Slate

Invitational in Gilbert, Ariz., on Friday as

dress rehearsal for the upcoming Pacific- 10

Conference Championships in two weeks.

Now, the rehearsal is over and the show will

begin for the Bruins, who won their second

consecutive invitational.

"We're going to use the next two weeks to

train for the Pac-IO Championships," said

UCLA head coach Eric Peterson.

"We just won our last two meets, and the

emotional level is high. It's a very realistic goal

to place in the top three at the regional and

Pac-10 meets."
4

UCLA won the meet with 32 points, while

second-place Arizona State finished 47 points

behind the Bruins with 79. No. 2 Stanford and

No. 6 Arizona, not running many of their top

competitors, placed third and fourth respec-

tively.

UCLA continued to run well as a group, as

all five scorers placed in the top 13 and fin-

ished within 35 seconds of each other.

Sophomore Julie Ott led the Bruins at the

meet, placing fourth for UCLA with a time of

17 minutes, 59 seconds over the hilly 3.1 mile

course. Kelly Cohn. who has finished as

UCLA's No. I runner in every other meet she

has competed in, placed fifth in 18:01.

"I'm happy because I'm starting to see (Ott)

regain her form from last track season (when

she placed 12th in the 10,000 meters at the

See W. CROSS COUtlTRY, page 53

with intense Cardinal defeat

UCLA demands notice in Pac-1

M.CROSS COUNTRY: Runners

show strong start in invitational,

prove to be big title contenders

By Donald Morrison

Daily Bruin Contributor

With the Pacific 10 Conference

Championships only two weeks away, the UCLA
men's cross country team wants to show the rest

of the conference that it's not another team to

overlook.

The Bruins easily won the Triton Invitatioluil

on Saturday in San Diego and received strong

individual performances from its top runners.

Senior Mark Hauser had a big race as he

smashed the course record en route to winning

the invitational race.

Hauser broke the 8.000-meter (5 mile) course

record of 24 minutes, 31 seconds, set last year,

with a winning time of 24:07. Hauser led the race

for a good half mile and dominated the entire

field, setting a personal record as well. Hauser's

win and course record resulted from training hard

the entire week and taking no day off last week to

relax for the race. Ilie Friday before the race:

Hauser ran six miles in the morning and then five

miles in the afternoon.

"It was a great race for him," head coach Bob

Larsen said. "It was pretty spectacular. It's the

strongest I've seen him run. He didn't show any

strain at any point during the race. He finished

hard and strong." v.,^.- \. 'r\''.'' :
:

Running in perhaps two of his best cross coun-

See M. CROSS COUNTRY, page 52

RECAP: Faltering performance

by UCLA against Bears kindles

will for 2-1 w^in over Stanford

By A. QnQue Carter

Daily Bruin Contributor

The UCLA women's soccer team bounced

back from a disappointing defeat Friday night

against the California Bears (8-6^, 3-1-0 Pac-10)

to overcome No. 25 Stanford on Sunday after-

noon.

Coming into the weekend, the NSCAA No.

14 and Soccer America No. 9 UCLA women's

soccer team (13-2-1, 3-1) came into action

with their II -game undefeated streak and

a 2-0 Pac-10 record on the line.

Nonetheless, the Bruin squad narrowly

escaped with a share ofthe Pac-10 lead and

a new sense of determination.

If there was ever a question of the

Bruins faltering in conference play, for 83

minutes and two seconds of the Cal con-

test, it was anything but true.

Just 4:05 into the game, freshman for-

ward Staci Duncan intercepted a Golden

Bear pass at midfield, dribbled it about 15

yards toward the Cal goal, passed it fur-

zsophomorc forward Traccy

Seemingly unaffected by the scoring of that

goal and intent to finish with a tie, the Bruins let

their defense down one time too many as Amy
Balavac led a pass to Brina Kabler at 5:47 ofdou-

ble overtime.

Kabler chipped the pass in, and Cal reigned

victorious, 2-1.

The Golden Bears were able to enjoy sole pos-

session of first place in the Pac-10 for a mere 36

hours as the USC Women of Troy continued

their weekend of upsets by shutting Cal out 2-0

on Sunday.

"We had enough chances to score three or

four goals," said Bruin head coach Todd

SeeW.S0CaR,page49

4

Milburn, who outwitted a defender and

moved the ball still closer to the goal.

Milburn, in turn, passed it back to

Duncan, who was waiting in the wing.

And finally, Duncan punched it through to

give the Bruins a 1-0 lead.

That lead - and the thought ofa 3-0 con-

ference standing - all disappeared at 87:08

when Kyla Sabo took Tami Pivnick's pass

and scored from 1^ yards out to tie the

game at one apiece.

Sophomore forward Tracey Milburn dribbles

the ball around a Cal defender.

Any large Pizza, your choice of toppings and crust, for $9.99

824-41 1

1

1114 Gayley Ave.

Westwood Village

Medium 1 topping Pizza

for $5.95

Fast Free Dellverv

until 1 a.m. Sunday-Thursday

until 2 a.m. Friday & Saturday

Major Leaque Baseball

Postseason At A Glance

LEAGUE CHAMPIONSHIP SERIES

American League

Tuesday, Oct. 6

New York 7, Cleveland 2

Wednesday. Oct. 7

Cleveland 4, New York 1, 12 innings

Friday, Oct. 9

Cleveland 6, New York 1

Saturday, Oct. 10

New York 4, Cleveland

Sunday, Oct. 11

New York 5, Cleveland 3

Tuesday, Oct. 13

New York 9, Cleveland 5; New York wim

series 4-2

National League

Wednesday, Oct. 7

San Diego 3, Atlanta 2, 10 innings

Thursday, Oct. 8

San Diego 3, Atlanta

SatMrday,0ct10

San Diego 4, Atlanta 1

SMiday,0<t.n

Atlami8.SanDiego3

MMMby,0ct.12

Atlanta 7, San Diego 6

Thursday, Oct. 22

New York at San Diego, 8:20 p.m., if nec-

essary

Saturday, Oct. 24

San Diego at New York, 8 p.m., if neces-

sary

Sunday, Oct. 25

San Diego at New York, 7:S5 p.m. EST, if

necessary.

National Footbal Leaque

At A Glance

Atlanta

San Francisco

New Orleans

St. Louis

Carolina

.833172123

.833198117

.500112136

.333129139

.000114169

N.Y Rangers 4 1 1 7 17

AMERICAN CONFERENCE

East

W L T Pet. PF PA

New England

Miami

Buffalo

NY. Jets

Indianapolis

Central

Jacksonville

Pittsburgh

Tennessee

Baltimore

Cincinnati

West

Denver

Kansas City

Oakland

Seattle

San Diego

4 1

4 2

3 3

2 3

1 6

.800147 86

.667102 70

.500128124

.400114105

.143122193

S 1 .833140109

4 2 .667 86 87

3 3 SC0 124 103

2 4 .333 92106

2 4 .333117TS9

6 01.000 203109

4 2 .667118103

4 2 .667 8S117

3 3 .500127 79

3 4 .428 83112

r, Oct. 14

San Diego 5, Atlanta 0, Stfn Die^ wins

ieria4-2

NATKWALCONFERENa

East

OaMas

Ariiona

N.Y.Oiams

, Oct 17

Ne«r1lMk9,SanDiC9o6

Saiimactlt
NewVor(i9.SanDiego3

W I T Pet. Pf PA

4 3 371174115

3 4 .429108155

3 4 429146152

1 6 .143 79M2
7 JOG 93227

, Oct. 20

New York ai San Diego. S 20 pm

IMMiii|^«ct2l
»«ewVi(laiSanDwgo8 20pn«

Green lay

Tampa 8«v

Detmt

Chicite

West

6

4 2

3 3

2 4

2 S

01.000207103

.667155134

.500 91112

)jn34is«

.2861291SI

Thursday's Game
Detroit 27, Green Bay 20

Sunday's Games

New York Giants 34, Arizona 7

Pittsburgh 16, Baltimore 6

Tampa Bay 16, Carolina 13

Tennessee 44, Cincinnati 14

Buffalo 17, Jacksonville 16

Atlanta 31, New Orleans 23

Minnesota 41, Washington 7

San Francisco 34, Indianapolis 31

San Diego 13, Philadelphia 10

Miami 14, St. Louis

Chicago 13, Dallas 12

OPEN: Denver, Kansas City, Oakland,

Seattle

Monday's Game
New York Jets at New England, 8:20 p.m.

Sunday, Oct. 2S

Atlanta at New York Jets, 1 :01 p.m.

Baltimore at Green Bay, 1:01 p.m.

Minnesota at Detroit, 1:01 p.m.

New England at Miami, 1:01 p.m.

San Francisco at St. Louis, 1 :01 p.m.

Tampa Bay at New Orleans, 1 :01 p.m.

Chicago at Tennessee, 4:05 p.m.

Cincinnati at Oakland, 4:15 p.m.

Jacksonville at Denver, 4:15 p.m.

Seattle at San Diego, 4:15 p.m.

Buffalo at Carolina, 8:20 p.m.

OPEN: Arizona, Oaltas, Indianapolis, New

York Giams, Philadelphia, Washington

Pittsburgh at Kansas City. 8:20 p.m.

>. < 1 1 nrui I »< <
. I k t . ...11,11

At A Giants

TPts Gf GA

1 7 n 4

1 5 10 7

4 6 7

2 6 to

Northeast Division

W L T Pts GF GA

Ottawa 3 6 11 5

Toronto 3 1 6 13 10

Boston 2 1 1 S 10 5

Buffalo 2 1 1 5 10 9

Montreal 2 1 1 5 13 7

Southeast Division

W
Florida 2

Washington 2

Carolina

Tampa Bay

L T Pts GF GA

15 7 3

115 9 6

1 3 3 9 10

4 1 1 8 19

WESTERN CONFERENCE

Central Division

W L T Pts GF GA

Detroit

Chicago

St. Louis

Nashville

3 1

2 2

6 10 S

4 10 12

1 2 1 3 8 10

12 2 4 6

Monday's Games

Chicagoat Montreal, 7 p.m.

Nashville at Toronto, 7:30 p.m.

Boston at Phoenix, 10 p.m.

Tuesday's Games

Vancouver at Carolina, 7 p.m.

Edmonton at N.Y. Rangers, 7:30 p.m.

San Jose at Philadelphia, 7:30 p.m

Calgary at Dallas, 8:30 p.m.

All Times in the Sports Boi are EOT

International Hofkey Leaque
At A Glance

EASTERN CONFERENCE

Northeast Division

W L SOLPtsGFGA

Cincinnati 3 10 6 13 12

Detroit 2 10 4 9 5

Grand Rapids 2 2 4 14 11

Orlando 2 2 4 14 15

Northwest Division

W L T Pts GF GA

Vancouver 2 10 4 9 7

Edmonton 2 2 4 11 8

Calgary 1 2 1 3 11 15

Colorado

Pacific Division

Dallas

Los Angeles

Phoenix

Anaheim

San Jose

4 1 1 10 20

W I T Pts GF GA

2 1 1 5 12 8

2 1 1 5 11 11

Central Division

Indianapolis

Michigan

Fort Wayne

Cleveland

W L SOLPtsGFGA

2 1 5 11 10

2 2 4 10 12

111 3 10 12

12 1 3 9 13

WESTEMI CONFIRfNa
Midwest Division

1 1

1 3

2 6 6

2 6 9

1116 8

Philadelphia 1 Carolina l,tie

Otta«N3,NaitMMe1

UmmNm 4, New Jersey 2

N.Y. RiMfcrs 3, Ptttskw^h 3, lit

CWcaf*4,llilas3

NY.Mmdcrsl.SLLnitO

rilMMPl

Manitoba

Milwaukee

Chicago

Kansas City

Southwest Division

Houston

Lang Beach

Las Vegas

Utah

W
3

2

1

1

SOI Pts GF GA

6 15 14

2 6 10 9

2 4 11 13

2 13 14

W L SOL PtsGF GA

4 10 8 25 14

4 10 8 17 10

13 2 IS 22

13 2 13 IS

Manitoba 3, Long Beach 1

Cincinnati 3,lndianopolis 2, SO

Fort Wayne 3, Milwaukee 2, SO

Houston 4, Kansas City 1

Las Vegas 7, Utah 4

Sunday's Game
Orlando 4, Chicago 3, SO

Monday's Games

No games scheduled

Tuesday's Games

Fort Wayne at Cleveland, 7 p.m.

Long Beach at Chicago, 8 p.m.

Milwaukee at Las Vegas, 10 p.m.

Transactions

Major League Baseball

KANSAS CITY ROYALS—Announced Ron

Johnson, coach of Omaha of the PCL, will

return next season. Named Bob Herold

hitting coach of Omaha and Steve Hosey

hitting coach for Charleston,W.Va.of the

South Atlantic League.

Natitnal Football Leafiw

PITTSBURGH STEELERS—Waived OT

Paul Wiggins. Activated FB Tim Lester

from the physically-unable-to-perform

Kst.

ftadMial Nwkcy LMfM
SI LOUIS BLUES—Recalled G Brent

Johnson from Worcester of the AHL

SAN JOSE SHARKS—Assigned C Jarrod

Skalde to Kentucky of the AHL

TORONTO MAPLE LEAFS—Loaned D
DalUs Eakim to Chicago of the IHL

I . Www W ^^m ^^Wy ^^^V* WW W^R» WH

dMW nVMC IWD In • fMIW JdlCl

1

Atlantic Division

Niiit:TwD points are awaracd Iw a vk*

^^oIm a AMMMllott SboctaHl

wifcs are OMy dCMled in tne 501 col-

umn, not the loss cohimn

Phiiadci^.

W

2

li start tMK

Series ftMe, a iccifd

.

L

NY i 2

1 1

Late Game Not tnduded

0tVtll2.Cat9ary0

i4.lMipaBa|f1

5,L«Aiifites5

i«<Sanl«ie(«l

J,Qm«|o2.S0

1

Grand Rapids 5, MidHgan 2
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The UCLA women's soccer team played

two huge games this weekend against

Berkeley and Stanford. Look inside to

find out how the Bruins performed in

these tough match-ups.

Dedication,

heart drives

players to

win game
COLUMN: Quarterbacks

put aside individual

goals for team's victory

Big
players create big

games through big hearts

On Saturday, primetime

players stepped up f(om the

shadows on the field created by

the Rose Bowl press box and

glowed.

Cade

McNown,
Reuben

=BroughR^=

Rodcy

Salmon

Danny
Farmer,

Damon
GrifTm ...

The list is

never end-

ing, as dif-

ferent play-

ers stepped

up al differ-

ent times to help change the

momentum of the game.

But for two players out on the

field, losing was not an option.

For two players in particular,

no pain, injury or illness was

going to restrict them from grab-

bing the lead in the Pac-10 race.

These two players were not

going to fall off quietly into the

fading sun and throw out an

undefeated season.

No thought of

numbers. No ideas

of broken records.

Just victory.

These two players: UCLA's
Cade McNown and Oregon's

Reuben Droughns.

One is a gritty Heisman hope-

ful who proved that big players

show up for big games, and the

latter, a junior college transfer

who was not widely acclaimed

until he erupted against

Stanford.

Two players. Two dreams.

Two ailments.

At the start of the game,

Droughns helped lead the Ducks

down the field to be in position

to score, but would cough up the

ball on the 10 yard line. UCLA
would score thanks to the

turnover.

In the second quarter with

1 1 :56 remaining on the clock and

Oregon Irailmg 17-7, Droughns

would once again cough up the

ball

"I knew I had to pick my
game up,** he said. "I had to hold

the ball harder and made sure

that I kept it with mc. because

those iMrnovcrs killed iit.**

did not rumble the

r

Bruins sail over Ducks with 41-38 win
FOOTBALL Kicker's

faulty field goal in 4th

redeemed in overtime

By Vytas Mazeika
Daily Bruin Staff

When Chris Sailer's 21 yard

field goal attempt went wide left

with no time left in regulation, the

UCLA bench did not panic.

The No. 2 team in the nation

knew overtime still loomed. With

the score 38-38, UCLA had to

forget about Sailer's miss and

regroup for the first overtime.

When the Bruins won the coin

toss, UCLA head coach Bob
Toledo decided to put his tired

defense back on the field. In col-

lege football, each team gets one

lina gagfr

lliAHil'.WJO

DeShaun Foster dodges the Oregon defense before injuring his left knee in the second quarter.

Oregon turnovers spell victory for UCLA
SIDEBAR: Bruin defense

takes advantage of Ducks'

bumbling errors, fumbles

ByJeffKmiotek
Daily Bruin Staff

Oregon tailback Reuben

Droughns rushed for 172 yards and

scored a touchdown, a performance

most tailbacks would drool over.

Yet, it was the most disappointing

day he has ever had.

Droughns' frowns were a resuU

of three costly fumbles. His first

muff occurred on the opening drive

and led to a 7-0 UCLA lead. His last

was the one he will never forget.

With the score tied and the Ducks

driving into UCLA territory with

under three minutes to go,

Droughns coughed up the ball. His

frustration was evident as he

smashed his helmet-less head into a

metal bench on the Oregon sideline.

On the very next play. Cade

McNown hit Danny Farmer with an

incredible 60-yard TD strike to put

the Bruins ahead 38-31.

On a day when the offenses were

put in the spotlight, it was the

defense that allowed them to shine.

Head coach Bob Toledo calls it

sudden change and preaches it to his

team every single week. It's when

the entire game could swing either

way because of a fumble or an inter-

ception. And on Saturday, the

SeeSIDEBAItpageSI

drive from the 23 -yard :

overtime. Toledo wanted to know

whether his offense needed a

touchdown or field goal once it

was their turn on offense.

His strategy worked to perfec-

tion.

Oregon quarterback Akili

Smith, who tied the game at 38-38

with a touchdown pass to wide

receiver Damon Griffin with only

22 seconds left, seemed poised to

upset UCLA. But on the first play

of overtime Bruin linebacker

Brendan Ayanbadeyo blind-sided

Smith and sacked him for a nine

yard loss.

Then on the next play

Ayanbadeyo did it again with a

three-yard sack of Smith. After an

incomplete pass, Smith was

forced to throw a deep pass over

the middle which was tipped and

eventually intercepted by UCLA
-cornerback Ryan Roques.

This defensive stand set up the

overtime drive in which UCLA

$eeR)OTBALL,pa9e54

Swimmers, divers overpower • • tit sition

%9€kf •fackfftt dives off of the board at lh« Sunset Pool.

MEET: Bruins easily beat

San Diego during first

competition of season

By Steve Kim
Dally Bruin Senior Staff

The women's swimming and diving

team defeated the University of San

Diego Toreros 195-103 Friday, in their

first meet of the season.

The Bruins simply outnumbered the

Toreros in team size and overall scor-

ing. With the exception of the 100-

meter backstroke and one-meter div-

ing. Bruins earned all the first-place fin-

ishes.

The swim meet portion of Friday's

competition was designed to assess the

skills of the 20 or so freshmen who

make up a large part of UCLA's

iquad, according to head coach Cyndi

Gallagher. She swam her freshmen in

their best events, while the returning

members experimented with non-spc-

cialty races.

*'^ke iUpVCiaMKcn have more

fMhiily, 1 0R la make mre they

don't race the same events everv meet

because I don't want them to get stale,"

Gallagher said. "I put the freshmen in

their best events to see who can stand

up, and who's got it."

Thus, freshmen were able to win

races and gain confidence from their

first college meet. Long-distance

freestyle events were taken by Erin

Thomas in the 1000-meter freestyle

and Katie Younglove in the 500-meter

freestyle. Younglove also won the 200-

meter butterfly.

"My times were ahead of where I

was this time of the season last year, so

I was happy," Younglove said. "But I

could always work on my stroke still. I

was trying to go fast and not worry

about my technique, but I need to

work on it."

The 100-meter breaststroke and the

400-meter Individual Medley (IM)

were Jen Noddle's events, while

Lyndce Hovespian won the 200-meter

breaststroke After being out-touched

by USD's Melissa Willapi in the 100-

meter backstroke, freshman Nicole

Beck came back to out-touch Willard

on the 200-meter backstroke Julia

VoiltfviMii took tbe 100-meter butler

m
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Regents aim to simplify transfer process
OUTREACH: Board committed to

adjusting courses at community

colleges to meet UC requirements

By Edina Lekovic

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

SAN FRANCISCO - With $18.5 million

earmarked for community college outreach, the

UC Board of Regents is focusing on easing the

complexity of the transfer dilemma.

In response to the board's $70 million out-

reach program unveiled last month, community

college representatives addressed the board

Thursday, asking for simplification of the trans-

fer process.

Cn]\fnrn\ ii rommu nity College student body^

forming with ever-chang-

ing articulation agreements

between community col-

lege campuses and state

universities.

With 10,497 community

college students transfer-

ring to the UC annually,

students argued that the

regents should put more

funds toward further devel-

opment of formal written

agreements defining which

classes are transferable to

campuses at CSU and UC.

Regents repeatedly

emphasized their commitment to improving the

transfer process. Because the item was only up

mum
VOLUME OF TRANSFERS :I I II nm »»»MM ii» m i Ill- .inm wm.».i— in. <—iiw M—M w i ii will Wii I WIM iH '

Of the roughly 1 .4 million community coiie9e students in Caltfbmla, neaity 70,000 Intend

to transfer to either a GU or UC

46,000-50,000

12,000

466,000

Soufct: UC 8oinl et WeynB

Community college students transfer to CSU orhhiscs

Community college students migrate to UC campuses

Community college students take courses at more than

one community college campus

J
X)HN SUEHIRO/0«ly Brum

class that was transferable at one of

those campuses would also be accept-

able if taken at the other community

college campus. She only found out

that it was not when she approached

her articulation counselor n|pnths

later about her transfer status.

The problem is not uncommon,
said Bonz, who asked the regents to

create a uniform numbering system

for all community college classes. UC
Davis is the only UC campus current-

ly utilizing this method, which would

eliminate the difficulty of taking

classes at multiple community col-

president Michelle Bonz described the process

as "unusually complicated and extensive, to say

the least."

Students pointed to the difficulties of con-

Richard Atkinson, lege campuses.

Officials claim the complexity can be positive A similar program is the Intersegmental^

because it offers students options; however, they General Education Transfer Curriculum'

for d isenssion Ht the last meeting, however, no jtr-Wnowlf^y th^t tf^jm^ wlw le>wt-»fvpnnf»niftn (IGETCV. which can be used to ful fi ll lower divH

concrete steps have been taken yet. inefficiency and frustration. sion general education requirements at any

"This is a major boost for programs that are a Bonz herself experienced the crunch last year CSU or UC campus.

very high priority for the Board of Regents and when she enrolled in classes at two local con[>
-.'"'"•

-.

for this administration," said UC President munity colleges. She assumed that an English SeeTRANSFEII,page12

DEBT MANAGMENT
Ever Since ASUCLA's financial troubles in 1995, the association has struggled to regain their finarKJal footing.

Aprin99S June19%

ASUCLA's then -executive

director Jason Reed placed

on 'administrative leave'

October1998-mmmm

(Ongoing}

ASUCLA borrows against

thelr$1.S miHkmemergency

ilneofcrecSt

Rkh Delia

ASUaAbonows$20millk}n

from the tmlvernty
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Bond propositions could

bring Jocai improvements

X)YCE CHONA>«(»y Bruin

ASUCLA follows path to solvency
FINANCES: Association

promises not to borrow

from emergency fund

By Neal Narahara

Daily Bruin Contributor

After years of struggle aimed

toward financial recovery, the

Associated Students of UCLA
(ASUCLA) finally has something

to show for it - sort of.

ASUCLA executive director

Patricia Eastman sent a letter last

week informing the university that

the student association is formally

withdrawing its ability to borrow

money on its emergency line of

credit.

This letter states that ASUCLA
forgoes any right to take out any

loans from the "emergency

advance" line of credit from the

university.

"(The letter) is a symbolic ges-

ture to the university that we're

healthy and strong," Friedman

laid. "We're on our feet now."

ASUCLA's board of directors

never voted on the action. It was

solely a manafement rkwMioB

The emergency wtmmt of $15

million in 1996 allowed ASUCLA
to meet its operating costs at a time

when the association was in serious

financial straits. This is only one of

several loan agreements that ASU-
CLA has reached with the universi-

ty in the past few years.

The emergency advance is one

specific provision of such an agree-

ment between ASUCLA and the

university.

The emergency advance line of

credit could only be drawn upon if

the association s balance dropped

low enough to keep it from paying

for everyday operations.

According to ASUCLA offi-

cials, the student association is in

improved financial shape - so

much so that they feel it is unneces-

sary to keep the line.of credit.

"This is a concrete indicator that

we are on track with our recovery,"

Eastman said.

In the letter, Eastman cited the

fact that the association has

already paid back this particular

loan, in addition to $43,000 in

interest, a year ahead of schedule

as a reason for *Vithdrawing (the)

opportunity to utilize the emer-

gency advance."

Thii ii Bot to uy, however, that

ASUCXA hM pMd ofT an of tlw

money it owes.

$200,000 is still owed to the uni-

versity from money borrowed for

the renovation and expansion of

Ackerman Union.

Despite the improved financial

outlook of the student association

and its letter of reassurance to the

university, no changes have been

made to any existing agreements

with the university.

Under the 1996 "advance agree-

ment" between ASUCLA and the

university, the association agreed

to oversight by university officials

in exchange for loans to keep the

association going.

This agreement requires that

ASUCLA submit a yearly budget

as well as a five-year forecast to the

chancellor for approval.

This agreement is effective until

ASUCLA pays off all the loans and

interest to the university in about

25 years.

Despite the amount of money

owed the university by the associar

lion, their two entities are a part-

nership," according to James

Friedman, a graduate member of

ASUCLA's board of directors.

"ASUCLA has the largest stu-

1S

ELECTIONS: Measures

aim to provide ftinding to

fix sidewalks, libraries

By Hannah Miller

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

This year's city and county elec-

tions could put a new library in

Westwood, smoother sidewalks on.

the street and

a new rainfor-

est in the L.A.

Zoo.

They
include
$272.4 million

in bond mea-

sures, pen-

sions for the

domestic part-

ners of fire-

fighters and

police, and a clarification of Los

Angeles' hiring policy for employees

transferring into city agencies from

outside organizations.

The Money Measures

Voters face three bond proposi-

tions, totalling $272.4 million. The

expenditures would be paid for by

property taxes on homes and condo-

miniums.

The biggest one is Proposition

DD, which would float $178.3 mil-

lion in bonds to revamp 28 libraries

and build four new ones.

The argument is that the L.A. city

library system hasn't had an influx of

money for renovations since 1989,

when the last bond measure was

passed.

One of the four new libraries

would be built in Westwood, which

could be a good thing for local resi-

dents. Community members can cur-

rently get a UCLA hbrary card, but

ataoott6r$100.

tant," said Shirley Cardeen, a librari-

an the Brentwood branch, the nearest

to UCLA. "It would complete the

renovations that have been needed

for the last 10 years."

The Brentwood branch, circula-

tion-wise, is the busiest library in the

Western Region. Another close

library is on Santa Monica Boulevard

at Colby, but the branch will be closed

for repairs for months.

"A Westwood branch would be

great," Cardeen said. "We haven't

been able to serve Westwood or

Century City or Beverly Hills."

Proposition CC would revamp the

L.A. Zoo, which has not received an

influx of cash since 1966. The $47.6

million in bonds would make the sea

lions' habitat safer and would build a

new South American rainforest

exhibit, among other things.

Proposition EE also addresses one

of Los Angeles's civic landmarks:

Exposition Park. The measure would

provide $46.5 million to fix the Rose

Garden, theOlyndpic Swim Stadium,

and help build an Environmental

Science Learning Center.

None of the propositions have offi-

cial opposition and boast the backing

of figures ranging from biologist Jane

Goodall to Los Angeles politicians

like Richard Riordan, state Senator

Antonio Villaraigosa, and L.A.

Archbishop Roger Mahony.

There is one money measure that

faces some opposition. Proposition

JJ would raise $769.4 million

through a special tax for fixing city

sidewalks and making them more

accessible to the disabled.

The controversy - which has

brought city councilman Joel Wachs

and Mayor Richard Riordan into the

fray to publicly oppose the measure -

has developed because the city has

deferred the maintenance of its side-

walks for the last 20 years.

"They've just choaen to ignore the

IS
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Colleagues celebrate

Ignarro's return

Friday, recent Nobel Prize winner Dr.

Lx)uis Ignarro returned to UCLA from Italy,

where he took part in a lecture. Greeted by a

number of colleagues, including Chancellor

Albert Carnesale and Dr. Gerald Levey,

provost of medical sciences, the celebration

recognized Ignarro's contributions to the

understanding of nitric oxide - a substance

that aids in the widening of the arteries.

Ignarro, 57, was en route to Italy when he

was told he won a Nobel Prize - one of three

^ientists recognized for this discovery. Nitric

oxide can be used in the treatment ofdisorders

of the nervous, immune and circulatory sys-

tems.

**Lou moves around the world in scientific

collaborations and debates of his work (and)

he has a wonderful natural curiosity that keeps

his mind open to the unpredictable nature of

discovery," said Dr. Michael E. Phelps, associ-

ate director of the Laboratory of Structural

Biology 8l Molecular Medicine.

"We must always treasure and

protect this precious^ gift that an indi-

vidual student or faculty member can give

to us at any given moment in time," he added.

•

Town hall meeting will

focus on Proposition 5
Today the American Indian Studies Center

and the law and public policy schools will be

hosting a town hall meeting on Proposition 5,

the tribal gaming initiative.

To be moderated by Warren Olney, host of

'Which way, LA?' on radio station KCRW, the

panel will include proponents such as Jerome

Levine, an attorney with the California Indian

Gaming Association, Mark Macarro, chair of

the Pechanga Tribe and Ken Ramirez, vice

chair of the San Manuel Band of Mission

Indians.

Representing the opposition to Proposition

5 will be Howard Dickson, an attorney with

the Pala Tribe and two representatives from

the No on 5 organization.

The meeting will be held from

5:30-7:30 p.m. in Korn

Convocation Hall at the Anderson

School.
•

UC Riverside

professors recognized
For the third year in a row, the University of

California, Riverside has led the nation in the

number of researchers appointed as fellows of

the American Association for the

Advancement of Science, with 11 scholars

honored for their career efforts to advance sci-

ence or to foster applications that are deemed

scientifically or socially distinguished.

UC Berkeley and University of

Washington, Seattle, had the next largest num-

ber of fellows, with 10 each, followed by Yale

University with nine.

Last year and in 1996, UCR had the most

scientists elected AAAS fellows of any college

or university, with 12 and II researchers,

respectively, elected fellows. In 1995, UCR
tied with Harvard Universi^ and the

University of Wisconsin for the nrost AAAS
fellows at eight. -^

"Each year, the ranks of UCR researchers

whose career achievements are honored at this

national level continue to expand, confirming

the high caliber of research and teaching that

has been a cornerstone cnf this campus for

many years," said David H. Warren, executive

vice chancellor.

Among this year's researchers elected to the

AAAS are: agricultural engineering professor

Andrew Chang, philosophy professor Carl

Cranor, psychology professor Robin

DiMatteo, electrical engineering professor

Susan Hackwood, economics professor

Azizur Khan, botany professor Elizabeth

Lord, entomology professor Mir Mulla, chem-

istry professor William Okamura, biology pro-

fessor David Reznick, economics professor R.

Robert Russell and management science pro-

fessor Siegfried Schaible.

Compiled from Daily Bruin staff reports.
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Today 11 p.m.
Project Literacy

Orientation and training

Kcrckhoff41l- 825-2417

1p.m.
Student Award for Research

off the mark by ^Aal^< Parisi

"-x/-

LESSTHAN TWOWEEKS LEFT:

For Arts and Architecture

(SOAA) undergraduate students

to add courses with $3 per course

fee through URSA telephone.

For SOAA undergraduate stu-

dents to file Late Study List with

$50 fee.

For graduate students to add

courses with $3 per course fee

through URSA Telephone.

For graduate students to file

Late Study List with $50 fee.

Undergraduates approved for

reduced educational fee are

audited(must be enrolled in 10

units or less to be eligible for

reduction) as of Oct 23.

^or non-SOAA undergradu-

ates to add courses with PTE#
and $3 per course fee through

URSA Telephone.

For non-SOAA undergradu-

ates to file Late Study List petition

with $50 fee.

For all undergraduates to

drop rK>nimpacted courses with-

out a transcript notation($3 per

transaction through URSA
Telephone.

Training-<START| p 1 1 igm 1 1 1 =
orientation

New meeting

"Graduate School advice and

cam money"

3461 Franz hall

2 p.m.
Koreatown Tutorial Project

Volunteer tutoring

John Burroughs Middle School

825-2417

3 p.m.
Project Literacy

Orientation and reading (3:30)

KerckhofT411 -825-2417

5 p.m.
Pilipino Undergraduate Law
Student Association

General Meeting

Campbell 3232 • 998-1736

Worship, Fellowship, & Dinner

for Students

St. Alban's Episcopal Church

580 Hilgard Ave. -208-4830

Amnesty International

Meeting

Ackerman Union 2410 - 824-

3687

UCLA Rotaract Club

Club Meeting (5:30)

Kerckhoff 13 -234^)277

6 p.m.
Music Club

Meeting

Kerckhom52
hparish@ucla.edu

Bruin Leaders Project

Introduction to the social change

model

Covel Commons West Coast

Room • 206-5071

Pilipino Transfer Student

Partnership

General meeting

Campbell Hall 3232 - 825-2727

Chicanos for Community
Medicine

General meeting

Franz 1178 -825-2399

UCLA Recycling Program

Weekly meeting

Royce 152 -825-3033

CALPIRG
Kick-ofTwith general interest

meeting

Haines 39 - 2064439

UCLA Business Association

Andersen Consulting: Business

Case Study

Bradley International Building

Salon 5 - 473-6637

Spartacus Youth Club

Introduction to Revolutionary

Marxism (6:30)

MS 7608 -(213) 380-8239

7 p.m.
Mahu
"Coming Out and Coming
Home"
Haines 2

UCLA at the Armand Hammer
Museum of Art and Cultural

Art Center

UCLA and the Armand
Hammer Museum - 443-7000

Japanes Animation Club

Screening

Dickson 2160E

Gay and Lesbian Association

General Meeting

Kinscy 355 • 825-8053

Wednesday Noon
University Catholic Center

Catholic Mass
Kerckhoff400

Student Accounting Society

Weekly meeting

Ackerman 2412

Info: 201-4771

What's Brcwin' can be reached via e-mail

at whatst>rewin#media.uda.edu
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wiaa^s Inat ava ponMd in the Daay Bruin a^ irtdapenoafvCly paid publications and do not leAect the vieiMrs of the cdiional B^aid or the staff
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Dream a
little

What you imagine while you're asleep can

have hidden nnessages, researchers say

^

dream
By Meghan Ward
Daily Bruin Contributor

While most people do not take their dreams very seri-

ously, others religiously record, interpret and analyze their

dreams each day.

Not every dream seems worth writing down, but studies

show that the relation between dreams over a length of

time is more telling than one particular dream.

Although Anne-Mane Kanakis has never taken time

out of her busy schedule to write down her dreams, she

does takes them very seriously.

"I have these really profound religious and apocalyptic

dreams. Once 1 dreamed 1 was on a mountain lop reading

a book and these angels came down and took me up to

heaven. When 1 woke up, 1 knew it wasn't a dream,"

Kanakis said.

"1 knew I had been in the presence of God," she added.

While some dream interpreters would say that Kanakis

experienced a visitation from angels and the Virgin Mary,

other scientists would attribute all dreams to the brain's

attempt to make sense out of images produced in the fore-

sentations of his thoughts.

"Sometimes I'll have dreams that I'm at work and had

some deadline and didn't fmish on time, but I rarely

remember my dreams," Sommerville said.

According to UCLA's Sleep Research Institute, certain

characteristics of dreams are related to the sleeper's wak-

ing personality.

For example, a person who scores highly on tests of

imagination tend to have more imaginative dreams than

those with lower scores.

There is also a correlation between the dreamer's mood
and the tone of his dream. A woman who experiences

mood swings due to her menstrual cycle will undergo sim-

ilar changes in her dreams. Likewise, a depressed patient

w ill tend to have depressive dreams.

Whether you exercise, relax, study or party before you

go to bed has little effect on the content of your dreams.

Watching a pornographic movie, for example, will not

make you dream about sex.

The effects of external stimuli during sleep, such as

light, sound and a sprinkle of cold water, also have little

effect on one's dreams. Sometimes, however, stimulus

out waking the sleeper.

Sleepwalking is frequently Ci*used by fatigue and can

allow a dreamer to open doors and navigate around furni-

ture without waking up. During sleepwalking, the brain

converts real objects into dream objects.

Although sleepwalking and sleeptalking may seem rela-

tively harmless, there have been instances of sleepers

throwing themselves out of windows while running from a

monster or thinking they could fly.

Although dreams are not usually affected by what a per-

son does before he goes to bed, they are affected by what

one ingests before he goes to bed.

The intake of caffeine and alcohol affects one's dreams.

Lating before bed and taking certain medications like

Prozac can affect one's dreams.

"Merely increasing brain levels of the neurotransmitter

acetycholine while a person is asleep will cause a person to

dream," said psychology professor Nancy Woolf.

So what if dreams are caused by neurotransmitters set

off at random duringthe night? Does that mean they have

no meaning? Not necessarily.

Even if dreams do not predict the future and are not

biam by the laiido ii i sti i iiuhnion of se i isuiy i ieu i u i is that such as an alaim cluck can be i i ico i pu i ated into a d t eam. sy tiibol ic of ou r unconsc ious hopes and fears, they are stitt

occur during sleep.

Dreams have served many purposes over the centuries.

Today, shamans use them to enter the spiritual world,

and in biblical limes, they were used to predict the future.

Since the turn oi the century, psychoanalysts have

employed them as a tool for understa-ding their patients'

unconscious fears and desires.

Everyone dreams several times per night. As the

night progresses, rapid eye. movement stage (REM)
sleep, during which the longest and most vivid

dreams occur, lasts longer and longer.

Unless a sleeper awakens during the

middle of the night, he or she will

most likely only remember the.

dream he was having when he or

she woke up in the morning.

Because most dreams are

insignificant and sleepers remem-

ber so few of ihem, some scien-

tists deny dreams have any pur-

pose in our lives.

"The fact that we remem-

ber so few of our dreams
7" a few percent at best -

argues against any func-

tion of dreams. If they

are so important, why
don't we remember
more of them?" said

G. William

Domhoff, a sleep

researcher at UC
Santa Cruz.

"The people who
remember a great

many dreams don't

seem to be 4ny differ-

ent from those who
remember few or none,

Domhoff added.

Jeff Sommerville, a Los Angeles

resident, remembers little or none

of his dreams, and when he does

remember them, they are not

coded in symbolic imagery but

rather straightforward repre-

Jason Hall, a Los Angeles-based actor, used to have

conversations with his brother while they were both

asleep.

"People can talk to me while I dream. I don't wake up;

I just talk back," Hall said.

Like sleepwalking, sleeptalking is the attempt of the

brain to incorporate outside stimuli into one's dream with-

representative of our thoughts.

They are very revealing of what is on our minds, accord-

ing to the Aij.sociation for the Study of Dreams, who
reports that about 100 dream reports can provide a very

clear psychological portrait of an individual.

Psychology professor Dennis McCiinty currently teach-

es a seminar on sleep and dreams.

McGinty said those who don't often remember their

dreams can increase their chances by going to bed early so

they are alert in the morning.

"Anything that makes you groggy

will decrease the chance of remem-

bering dreams, including alco-

hol." he said.

Antidepressant medica-

tions like Prozac tend to

increase dream recall,

McGinty added.

Anxiety also increases

dream recall. Someone who
is under a lot of stress will

remember their dreams

more vividly than usual

and are likely to have

nightmares.

The best way to

keep track of one's

dreams is with a

dream journal.

Keep a pen and

notebook or tape

recorder at your bed-

side, and tell yourself

before you go to sleep

that you want to remember

your dreams.

Upon awakening, do not

get out of bed, just write

down everything . you

remember.

"There is evidence that

even the movement of get-

ting out of bed will inter-

fere with dream recall,"

See0lliMI$rPi9Cl4
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rime Watch
Car Theft >v

Last week, five cars wci

and only one was rccoverec

diaappcared from V^

Sawteile and Lot 14.

In Lot 3, Lot 1 and Lot Rj
ing permits were stolen from'

cars, and hubcaps were also stj

from three cars - two of t|

Lot 11. An.unsuccesj

was seen trying tj

in Lot 32, but^

uted to hii

loking marijuana

[MX-

fTHall report-

larijuana smoke in

'iday.

An assault allegedly took pikice

between a man and a wonian
behind In-N-Out that same day.

The man was described as hav>

mg blond hai^nd wearing a plaid

Battery

Penalcode; ')t(ons"',

^usef Alexand^^^^us taken

custody on Saturday on suspi-

of assault with a deadly

>on.

jA'as taken to the West

jail after he alleged|

the victim

Lis bail

shirt. Nj

able at

Twi

and

were

m the

share junl

ion was avail-

of battery

idly weapon
ledbyLAPD

liversity police

Disturbing the Peace

ofba

Keosha KnH^^pREy Renee

Williams, Carla vinae Horae and

Larhonda Nicole Mitchell were ^

taken into custody on stispicion of Compiled from

a battery at 547 Oayley Ave., but by Ann

werelatcrrekwied Contributor

tn made stops at

j-eet in Westwood

up 23 pATties last

re vvre also tlifee reports <

gunshots being disct

although one of tkmf.,.

may have involved

bomb.

RESPONSE: Many rural

areas cannot afford to

implement costly service

ByMMMikitAvtrui
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - If you're visit-

ing Montezuma, Ga., and need help,

don't bother calling 911. It doesn't

work there and it won't work in

dozens of other places across the

country, either.

"Many people think 911 is every-

where," said Woody Glover, execu-

tive director of the 91 1 network for

East Texas. "But there are a lot of

pockets of the country that aren't cov-

ered."

By one estimate, roughly 700 most-

ly small and rural counties have no

form of the service. By another esti-

mate, nine percent of the U.S. popula-

tion lacks it.

The major reasons: The estimated

$1 million to S4 million in start-up

costs and the cost to run the system,

including pay for round-the-clock dis-

patchers. These costs are paid by the

people who live in communities with

91 1, and voters usually decide whether

their state or county should get the

service.

Longtime residents of communi-

ties without 911 service generally

know the number to call in an emer-

gency.

"The problem arises when people

move into a community or visit it,"

said John Ellison, executive director

of 91 1 service for Shelby County, Ala.

In those cases, precious time can be

lost, jeopardizing lives, public safety

officials say.

When people call 91 1 and it's not

available, they typically get a fast busy

signal or a message that the service is

not available. To get emergency help,

they must call the local, seven-digit

number for fire, police or rescue, like-

ly requiring a separate call to find out

the phone number. .

About 260,000 calls a day are made
to 911.

Of the two forms of 91 1 service in

the United States, "enhanced" service

is the most common as well as the

most helpful to emergency personnel:

A dispatcher automatically gets the

caller's telephone number and

address, crucial information that

speeds up emergency response time.

The only exception is when people

use cellular phones. But federal regu-

lators are requiring cellular compa-

nies to install new technology by 2001

that will give 91 1 dispatchers location

information.

The other form of 911 service is

called "basic," providing callers with

an easy-to-remember number for

See 911, page 15
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Dow Jones Industrials
up: 49.69

ck)se: 8.466.45

Nasdaq Indei

up: 27.78

ck)s«: 1648.73WORLD & NATION
Bomb explosion in Israel injures at least 64
MIDEAST: Palestinian

assailant caught trying to

flee scene of deadly blast

By Laurie Copans
The Associated Press

BEERSHEBA, Israel - A
Palestinian threw two hand grenades

near a bus stop crowded with Israeli

soldiers Monday morning, injuring at

least 64 people and prompting Israel

to suspend most negotiations with

the Palestinians during a Mideast

peace summit in Maryland.

Three victims were in serious con-

dition after the rush hour assault in

the desert town of Beersheba, 50

miles south of Jerusalem. Many sol-

diers were wounded. The attacker -

identified as a supporter of the mili-

tant group Hamas - was in custody.

After (he 8 a.m. blasts, army-issue

olive duffel bags and clothes were

strewn on the pavement near a glass-

covered bus stop. A soldier's pol-

ished black boots, with the socks

stuffed inside, were left on a traffic

island.

Witnesses gave conflicting reports

on how the assailant was caught.

Some witnesses said that as the

Palestinian fled, he ran into a bus

turning the corner. A bus driver said

he ran down the attacker with his bus.

Israel TV's Channel Two showed

footage of a bus whose glass door was

shattered by the impact.

A construction worker, Avi

Friedman, said he jumped the man
from behind and wrestled him to the

ground.

Announcing the suspension of

negotiations on all but security issues

on the fifth day of a troubled Mideast

summit, David Bar-Ulan, a senior

adviser to Israeli Prime Minister

Benjamin Netanyahu, said: "The
Palestinian Authority is not doing

anything to crack down on terrorist

activity."

Netanyahu has repeatedly said he

would not seal an agreement on a

West Bank troop pullback unless the

Palestinians meet their security oblig-

ations and do more to prevent terror

attacks.

"It is up to the Palestinian

Authority to fight terror in both word
and deed," he said in a statement.

Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat

SeeEXPlOSION,pa9e13

celebrates 20 years as church leader
ANNIVERSARY: Heads of state,

crowds come together to thank,

congratulate ailing John Paul II

By Victor Simpson
The Associated Press

VATICAN CITY - Sitting in

front of 7S,000 well-wishers in St.

expectations of the faithful of the church

and also the hunger for truth that we feel in

the world, outside of the church?"

His thin, white hair tossed by a warm
breeze, the 78-year-old pope offered no
answers.

The frail pope has been slowed by a series

of ailments and the burdens of office, but he

has shown every intention of battling his

Peter's Square, an emotional Pope
John Paul II asked for prayers so

that he could fulfill "until the end"

his mission as pope.

During three days of celebra-

tions for the 20th anniversary of

his election as pope, John Paul

received congratulations from

heads of state, was feted by his

Polish countrymen and reached

out to his worldwide flock.

"I ask from the heart for your

prayers so that God may give me
the strength and his spirit so that I

may fulfill until the end the mission

entrusted to me," John Paul said in

German, one of four languages he

used Sunday at a Mass marking

the anniversary of his Oct. 16,

1978, election.

In a high-point, the pope wiped

away a tear as he hugged 40

Roman schoolchildren who had

waved colored scarves in a dance

of joy for him on the steps of St.

Peter's Basilica.

"After 20 years of service on

Peter's seat, on this day I cannot

help but ask myself some ques-

tions," the pope said.

"Have you been a diligent and

vigilant master of the faith of the

church?"

And, another question to him-

self: "Have you tried to satisfy the

physical problems to lead his church into

2000, the start of Christianity's third millen-

nium.

"The people's prayer supports he who has

the task of guiding them," said the John

Paul, who walks with difficulty and has a

constant hand tremor.

Among the 20,000 who came from the

pope's homeland for the anniversary was

Warsaw Cardinal Jozef

kmp^ who, in an intcts:

" The Associated Press

Pope John Paul 11 cJelivers a greeting to the faithful gathered

In Rome on Oct. 13, 1996.

view published Sunday
in Rome's La
Repubblica newspaper,

said the pope had consid-

ered resigning in 1981 to

help Poles struggling

against communism.
Glemp confirmed that

John Paul told Moscow
he was ready to quit and

return to Poland if

Soviet troops invaded

his homeland.

He spoke of the

pope's distress over the

martial-law crackdown

on the Solidarity free

trade movement in 1981.

"The Holy Father in

those days was very trou-

bled and worried about

the fate of his country,"

Glemp said. "He was

ready to do anything,

even leaving the leader-

ship of the church in

order to be able to

defend the freedom of

his country."

"As we all know, natu-

rally, there was no inva-

sion, and, I believe,

thanks in part to the

determination shown by

the pope," Glemp said.

Negotiations for

peace halted

after attack on

Israeli bus st • •

SUMMHT: Clinton mediates talks,

attempts to facilitate dialogue

between Netanyahu, Arafat

By Barry Sdiwcid
The Associated Press

QUEENSTOWN, Md. - Israel suspended

all negotiations with the Palestinians on issues

other than security Monday after a bloody

attack at a busy Israeli bus stop threatened

already lagging Mideast peace talks.

A senior Palestinian official, Yasser Abed
Rabbo, dismissed the Israeli move as "cheap

blackmail."

President Clinton said the grenade attack

was a "complicating factor" in the talks,

which entered their fifth day Monday. But he

returned as planned to the secluded confer-

ence site along the Wye River to try to coax

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu

and Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat to con-

clude a land-for-peace deal.

Clinton then held a three-way session with

the two leaders, P.J. Crowley, a spokesman

for the National Security Council, said.

It was the first time Netanyahu and Arafat

had met face-to-face since last Friday and the

first three-way session involving Clinton since

then.

The president and the CIA director,

George Tenet, also had an unannounced
meeting with Israeli Defense Minister

Yitzhak Mordechai and Maj. Gen. Shlomo
Yanay, a top Israeli security planner,

SeeNEGOTUTWNS^pagelS
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Oil explosion in Nigeria

leaves hundreds dead
JESSE, Nigeria — The charred remains of

victims still clutched the plastic cups, funnels

and cans they intended to use to scoop gaso-

line from a punctured pipeline before it

exploded in this southern Nigerian town.

The bodies were among at least 500 killed

when the fuel erupted into a ball of fire over

the weekend, an inferno so intense that flames

- some shooting 65 feet in the air - still flared

Monday as firefighters let the last of the gaso-

line burn away.

The burned body of one woman was found

with her dead baby still strapped to her back

Many other victims were farmers and villagers

sleeping in homes consumed by the blaze that

also spread to nearby towns.

Grieving relatives came Monday to Jesse,

about 180 miles southeast of Lagos, searching

for relatives who ventured to the town drawn

by rumors that a huge pool of spilled gasoline

was free for the taking.

"It is finished," cried Charity

Unurhoro, after finding the horribly

burned bodies of her mother and

brother. "Now everything is over for

me.

Authorities believe the pipeline was punc-

tured intentionally, and that scavengers' tools

sparked the explosion Saturday, said an offi-

cial for Nigeria's state petroleum corporation,

speaking on condition of anonymity. Some
newspaper reports, however, said it may have

been a lighted cigarette that started the blaze.

Hundreds protest

near the Pentagon
WASHINGTON - Several hundred peace

activists, including comedian Dick Gregory,

rallied near the Pentagon Monday to protest

mihtary policies and spending

Thirty^ix were arrested without incident

during the daylong event Twenty-one were

taken into custody early in the day

at the Pentagon Metro station,

allegedly for trying to block Defense

Department workers from entering

the building.

The remaining 15 were arrested on charges

they tried to block the Pentagon's entrance

near the Potomac River, Pentagon spokes-

woman Susan Hansen said.

"If the Pentagon had to plan what we did

today, it would cost billions of dollars,"

Gregory told the rally, sponsored by the War
Resisters League.

Gregory said the Pentagon was "drunk with

power" but that its missiles had no (>ower.

"The missiles of love that we have ... they will

win out."

A series of speakers addressed the group

gathered in the rain on the Pentagon's parade

field, normally used for formal welcoming cer-

emonies for visiting dignitaries.

"We say no to war. we say no to the war

machine," one large poster read "Healthcare

not warfare," said another.

More Serb forces

move into Kosovo
BERISHA MOUNTAIN, Yugoslavia -

The guerrilla laid his sniper rifle on the

ground, raised his binoculars and pushed a

thorny branch to one side. "See it there - in the

clump of trees near the pile of red bricks?" he

asked.

Nestled under an arbor of autumn leaves

near a farmhouse 400 yards below was a

Yugoslav army armored vehicle, brought in

just hours earlier Monday morning.

To the Kosovo Liberation Army rebels, the

tank and other government weaponry are

proof the Serb forces arc not abiding by the

agreement reached by Yugoslav President

Slobodan Milosevic and American negotiator

Richard Holbrooke. Some resistance leaders

argue that the Serbs are in fact preparing a new
offensive.

Compiled from Daily Brum wire reports.
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STATE & LOCAL
Businesses charged for cleanup cost

COMPANIES: Polluters

ordered to foot bill for

toxic landflll dumping
»

The Associated Press

The U.S. Environmental

Protection Agency has billed 680

Southern California businesses

and public agencies for shares of

the cost of cleaning up a landfill in

suburban Monterey Park that is

now a Superfund toxic waste site.

The recipients of the bills, sent

out in June, are considered by the

EPA to be minor polluters. They

include carwashes, light manufac-

turers, auto repair shops, munici-

palities and a few high-profile cor-

porations, including the Walt

Disney Co.

The businesses have contributed

between 2,100 and 1 10,000 gallons

of waste to the landfill since 1948,

the EPA said.

Other companies and munici-

palities that dumped more than

1 10,000 gallons of waste at the 190-

acre site are considered major pol-

luters. That group was billed by the

EPA during the late 1980$.

Of that group of major pol-

luters, 133 have agreed to pay a

combined $300 million.

Those companies, which include

Arco, Chrysler Corp. and Times

Mirror Co., seek to recoup from

minor polluters some of the money

they have contributed.

The EPA said the minor polluter

group acted responsibly over the

years by sending their waste -

soapy carwash mud, petroleum

products, industrial cleaning sol-

vents or regular household garbage

- to a licensed landfill built by

Operating Industries, Inc. in 1948.

But because the Monterey Park

landfill has been turned into a

Superfund site, those billed must,

under federal law, help foot the

S600-million cleanup cost, officials

said.

Their portion of the cost is based

on the volume of waste they sent to

the site that was closed in 1984, and

not its level of toxicity - something

that has outraged some bill recipi-

ents.

The group's predicament, com-

mon among thousands of business-

es near closed-down landfills

across the country, lies at the core

of efforts in Congress to reform the

federal law framing the Superfund

program.

Critics say the Comprehensive

Environmental Response,

Compensation and Liability Act,

or CERCLA, unfairly punishes

businesses that are only remotely

See MUS, page 12

Committee may ban sale

of law manuals in Texas
i: Publishing

without a license could

get lawyers in trouble

By Bob Egdko
The Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO - Two
lawyers founded Nolo Press with the

intention of helping the public

maneuver through the legal system

without having to go to the expense of

hiring an attorney.

The company's 150 do-it-yourself

manuals on divorce, wills, copyrights

and other topics cost less than $50.

Lawyers may charge more than $200

an hour for their advice and exper-

tise.

But some attorneys in Texas say

the publisher is merely practicing law

without a license. If the charges stick,

Nolo Press could be banned from

selling books and software in a state

that accounts for almost eight percent

of its $10 million annual revenue.

The Texas State Bar's

Unauthorized Practice of Law
Committee has refused to speak pub-

licly about the dispute, specify the

source or scope of its investigation or

discuss its view of the legal issues. The

case has its first court hearing

Wednesday.

But in the past, the committee has

argued that books advising the lay

public about solving legal problems

are as dangerous as bad lawyers.

All states prohibit the unautho-

rized practice of law, but Nolo says

Texas is the only one that applies its

ban to publishers. The company says

the Texas system shields lawyers from

competition, subjects the public to

higher prices and sacrifices free

speech.

SeeMANUAi^pageU
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Bitrepreneur opens Irish pub in post-war Sarajevo
TRANSmON: Bar opened 1,300

miles away from homeland to

provide *good beer' to Bosnians

The Boston Globe

SARAJEVO, Bosnia-Herzegovina -This it a

city ofnew roofs and playgrounds.

Sarajevo suffered more during the Bosnian

war than any other place, and the new roofs are

part of an effort to lure back some of the

150,000 people who fled the city, nearly one-

third of the pre-war population.

DEQSION: Ruling derails

attempt to banish works

ofTwain and Faulkner

By Bob Egeiko

The Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO - Judges

should not be censors, a federal

appeals court said Monday, rejecting

a black woman's request to remove

Humanitarian groups, meanwhile, have built

playgrounds, trying to restore to children some

semblance of normalcy.

But the most telling sign that Sarajevo is in a

transitionary, post-war phase is the Guinness

sign that hangs outside The Harp, the first Irish

pub to open here.

It used to be the Irish exported their people.

Now they export pubs. In the past decade, Irish

entrepreneurs have opened pubs in unlikely

places, such as Moscow, Beijing, and various

African backwaters, but no place more unlikely

than here.

The Harp is the brainchild of David Alford,

who came here four years ago as a peacekeeper

• •

with the Irish army. When Alford left the army
last year after 24 years as a soldier, he knew
what he wanted to do.

**The whole time I was here, I couldn't Hnd a

good beer," he explained, exhaling smoke.

''And I knew if I couldn't fmd a good beer, no
one could.**

Alford's solution was simple. Open his own
place. But he has had to endure the cultural dif-

ferences that make ordering a keg of Guinness

maddening.

**There is a sutra mentality here,' he said,

using the Bosnian-Croat word for tomorrow. "I

call the distributor, he says, 'Sutra, sutra.' The
real problem is that my distributor is really an

engineer. He doesn't know the first thing about

the beer business. But you find that a lot of peo-

ple are working in jobs they aren't trained for,

and can't get the jobs they are trained for."

Alford sees his pub as an extension of the

work he performed as a soldier.

''I used to be a peacekeeper," he says, drain-

ing a pint. "Now I'm providing humanitarian

aid."

Jokes aside, Alford is a businessman with a

social conscience, according to an off-duty US
Marine who was drinking at the bar. Like Irish

pub owners in Boston and elsewhere who use

See SARAJEVO, page 13

Appellate court says judges should not engage in censorship
"Huckleberry Finn" and a William

Faulkner story from the required-

reading list at her daughter's Arizona

high school.

Courts cannot "ban books or other

literary works from school curricula

on the basis of their content ... even

when the works are accused of being

racist," the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of

Appeals said.

The court allowed the parent,

Kathy Monteiro, to sue the Tempe
Union High School District for

allegedly failing to respond to com-

plaints that white students were

harassing blacks with racial slurs and

graffiti. But the judges said the school

could not be required to remove the

books as a way to reduce harassment.

"We view with considerable skepti-

cism charges that reading books caus-

es evil conduct," said the opinion by

Judge Stephen Reinhardt.

Monteiro's lawyer, Stephen

Montoya, said the ruling was a victo-

ry overall, because the court agreed

that a school district cannot knowing-

ly allow a racially hostile environment

to persist. But he disagreed with the

court's response to the complaint

about books.

"I don't believe that a public

school has the right to force an

African American student to read a

text that denigrates African

Americans," Montoya said. "I don't

believe books should be banned but I

don't believe students should be

forced to read them. I believe there is
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Available at Rhino

a First Amendment right not to

read."

The school district's lawyer,

Allison Lewis, was unavailable for

comment. A telephone call to the

superintendent's office was not

returned.

Monteiro, who teaches elementary

school in nearby Phoenix, is the moth-

er of Raquel Paton, now a senior at

McClintock High School. When she

See BOOKS, |>age~14
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PROPOSITIOIM S:

THE TRIBAL GAMING INITIATIVE

Undecided? Learn about the issues

Come to the Town Hall Meeting. Both sides will be debated.

Town Hall Meetini

\

Proposition 5: The Tribal Gaming Initiative

Moderated by Warren OIney

" ^~ Tuesday, October 20
5:30-7:30 p.m.

Korn Convocation Hall • The Anderson School at UCLA

Call (310) 825-2628 for more information.

Co-sponsored by UCLAs American Indian Studies Center, the School of Law,

and the School of Public Policy and Social Research
'
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Speakers include:

YES Jerome Levine, attorney, California Indian Gaming Association; Mark Macarro, chair,

Pechanga Tribe; Ken Ramirez, vice chairman, San Manuel Band of Mission Indians.

NO Cathy Christian, attorney, Nielsen, Merksamer, Parrinello, Mueller and Naylor;

Howard Dickstein, attorney, Pala Tribe; Chris Robert, The Robert Group.

Some questions ttiat will be addressed:
»

> How did the present Tribal-State dispute over gaming develop, and why is this

proposition before the voters of the State of California at this time?

> How does tribal gaming benefit or hinder tribal communities?

^ Will Proposition 5 authorize unregulated gaming?

> What is the impact of tribal gaming on the state economy, tax revenues, and sur-

rounding non-Indian communities?

^ What can we learn from the experience of other states with tribal gaming?
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Santa Monica residents conceme<| over recent series of sh • •

OUME Relatively safe

community escapes high

homicide rate of L.A.

ByDaraAUkoWHUams
The Associated Press

Sittrng in the shadow of the

nation's second-largest metropohs,

this coastal city has largely escaped

the spillover of violent crime from its

big neighbor.

Los Angeles had 569 murders in

1997. Santa Monica had one.

But the relaxed feeling of security

here has been shattered by four shoot-

ings within a week, three of them

fatal.

"It's scary. I mean I'm afraid to

sleep at night nowJ'\esident Vivian

Lockhorst said MondayT^H-ast night I

couldn't get any sleep. I was wonder-

ing whether the next shot was going to

be fired and it was going to hit me^)r

my husband. It's very frightening
"

The most prominent of the attacks,

the fatal shooting of a German
tourist, occurred during a robbery.

The other three shootings appear to

be gang-related, said police Chief

James T Butts.

"We consider the situation to be

very serious. We want to stop this

series of retaliatory shooting," the

chief said at a news conference.

The last time Santa Monica had a

double-digit homicide total was in

1991, with 13. So far this year, the city

has had six.

Crime experts say Santa Monica,

with a population of 86,500, has sim-

ply been lucky to escape more violent

crimes, either homegrown or

spillover from nearby big cities. The

town is known for high-profile mur-

der trials - but not for the crimes

themselves. That luck may be running

out.

"There's no way any community

can avoid the permeation of problems

because they're not being addressed

properly," said Dennis Bianchi, pro-

fessor of criminal justice at San

Francisco State University. Within

the time that California has built 10

prisons, only one university was con-

structed, he said.

"You can lock up even a greater

percentage of criminals but as long as

you don't address the root problem,

crime is going to spill over. It's not

~
SeeSH00nil6S,page12

A unique iob you

didn^t even loiO^
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Join the

SCORE!
team

SCOREI Educational Centers give you the oppor-

tunity to contribute and learn in ways you never

knew existed. Wi're doubling in size every year,

which means we con guarantee you entre-

preneurial challenges. At SCOREI, you

will lead, nranoge, and nuirket a

growing bustnew, and get the develop-

ment opportunities you'll need to

jump start your career. In as little a%

2 to 3 yeors, you wiO be leading teams

of 5 to 10 people while monoging the

-ttnondofpefforwonCT of o hoffw lBioii doHu i

busineu. We're looking for people with entrepre-

neurial spirit, proven leadership ability, and

great communication skills.

Join our iMm. Drop off your rMunw or your
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education
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CANTERBURY WESTWOOD FOUNDATION
EPISCOPAL/ANGLICAN MINISTRY TO UCLA.

We don't care what you wear to

church. And considering he

walked around in a sheet, Jesus

probably won't either.

Not everyone likes to dress up for church.

And that's fine by us. After all, it's not

your wardrobe we're interested in seeing.

It's you. We meet each Tuesday at 5:00

P.M. to worship God in whatever we're

wearing. Join us at St. Alban^s Church at

580 Hilgard ATe.(comer of Hilgard and

Westholme). Dinner and fellowship

follows. Call Fr. GUes Ashuiy at 310-208-

4830 or e-mail at depadre^aoLcom for

further information. Canterbury

Westwood is Episcopal/Anglican

Ministry for the UCIA Community.

We are proud to be a part of the University

Religious Conference's Interfaith Ministry

to UCLA. . -^
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YOUR SMILE IS

YOUR BEST
ASSET

opr^/^l A
I , itZii Examination. 6 X-Rays & Teeth

^l^l-'^i^L'» 4^^"" Cleaning Expires 4/30/99

COSMETIC and
GENERAL
DENTISTRY

•TOOTN BONDING, BLEACHING
•NHrous Oxid* (Laughing Gas)
•Hypnosis • Elactronic Anasthasia
•Opan Lata Hours, Fraa / Vaiidatad Parking
•Chacks, CradH Cards A Insuranca Forms Walcoma
•19 Yaara in Privata Practica in Wastwood

Dr. LARRY FRIEDMAN, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1762 Westwood Blvd. #460 (between Wilshire & Santa Monica Bl.)

For Appointment Call: (310) 474-3765

WeJnesdaY October ^S

UCLA's Royce Hall

Ms. AAancini will be performing livt with a 40 pitcc

Orchestra conducted by Patrick Williams

Taping htr PBS TV Special U SmHh-Hmnhfi pnduethn)

tickets available at the following locations:

UCLA CENTRAL TICKET OFFICE

UCLA PERFORMING ARTS-ROYCE HAU Bioo

lackcts lequired - Audtencc must be seated by t.kIP^

For information. Gill (310) 825-44OI OT 4403
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If
you think Quark is a television charac-

ter or the subatomic particle proposed as

the building block of all matter, you're

right. But Quark is also the international

leader in electronic publishing software ( ever

hear of QuarkXPress?) with a strong and

growing presence in the area of client/server

technologies. And we're based in Denver,
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Colorado, beneath a sky that for more than

300 days a year is blue and sunny.

If you'd like to put your Computer Science or

Engineering degrertoxjseas^a developer right

now, and if you have experience with Windows

and/or Macintosh API, we d like to hear from

ybu. If you have a strong knowledge of user

interface design, networking, or publishing,

we'd LOVE to hear from you.
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Send your r^um^ to: Quarii, Inc

Attn: Dcpt Beautiful Life

1800 Grant StreH
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Software development

internships available, too!
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TRANSFER
From page 1

**ir transfer is improved through

these methods, we will see an increase

in the transfers to UCs," Bonz said.

"Most of these students are first-

generation college students who
become very discouraged. (These

improvements are) going to get stu-

dents out of college faster and into the

work force."

Brenda Johnson-Benson, an artic-

ulation officer at Santa Monica

College (SMC), said that while the

UC has come a long way in articula-

tion, there is still room for further

development of articulation agree-

ments.

While SMC has far more major

articulation agreements than most

community colleges, some campuses

do not show articulation as an institu-

tional priority.

She called for all UC campuses to

articulate their top 10 transferring

majors with all 170 community col^

leges in California as a first step to

alleviating the problem.

"I have seen many changes in my
15 years (as an articulation officer),"

said Johnsons-Benson. "Before

IGETC, major articulation was

almost non-existent and information

was hard to access."

Funding is the greatest barrier to

improving articulation, officials said.

Even the inadequate funding does

not recognize the breadth of the work

involved. With staffing shortages and

a lack of access to technology and

administrative resources, inconsis-

tencies are created between campus-

es.

With over half of community col-

lege students over 25 years old and 80

percent working, the board's goal of

increasing the number of transfers

from community colleges to UCs by

33 percent will focus on students who

clearly intend on transferring.

"Whichever the approach, to one

day have all majors at the UC articu-

lated with all 170 community colleges

is the goal," said Johnson-Benson.

MANUAL
From page 6

"It frightens us that the lawyers in

a state can decide that the people in a

state aren't going to get the informa-

tion they need to do their own law,"

said attorney Stephen Elias, the com-

pany*t associate publisher. ---------

affirming the committee's ban on a

non-lawyer's publication called "You

and Your Will: A Do-It-Yourself

Manual."

"The State Bar has not only the

right but also the obligation to pre-

vent legal advice clothed in the robes

of simplicity from adversely affecting

the estates of the unsuspecting pub-

lici" the court held .
—

The state bar committee is investi-

gating several other publishers,

including the maker of Quicken

Family Lawyer, which provides

instructions for 88 legal forms.

The case is part of a larger battle

over affordability and professional

control oflegal services.

In California, for example, the

state Judicial Council, despite some

resistance from lawyers, is encourag-

ing local courts to provide self-help

centers for those needing assistance

with family law.

At the same time, lawyers' groups

have fended off repeated proposals

for the state to set up a licensing sys-

tem for low-cost paralegals.

Texas' position was upheld in a

1992 state appeals court ruling

Other states follow the view of

New York's top court, which niled in

1967 that the state's attempt to ban

the best-selling "How to Avoid

Probate" would violate freedom of

expression.

Nolo Press, founded in Berkeley in

1971, is having some fun with the

case, peddling $25 T-shirts with a

sales pitch to help the company **rus-

tle up some justice in Texas."

It has also enlisted some serious

support, including the 4,800-m,ember

American Association of Law
Libraries, which said in a letter to the

Texas committee that "self-help legal

materials are necessary to help con-

sumers maneuver through the legal

quagmire for many simple, day-to-

day issues."

BILLS
From page 6 \

connected to Superfund sites being

cleaned by the EPA.

Enacted in 1980 as a result ofNew
York's Love Canal crisis, the law "is

something that has not made sense

for a long time," said Drew Page, a

San Diego attorney who has pushed

for Superfund reform. "It's irrational

and needs to be changed."

EPA ofilcials and environmental-

ists defend the law, saying it is the

only fair way to recover money need-

ed to clean up the 1,436 Superfund

sites that are polluting soil, ground

water and drinking water sources

throughout the country.

"This bill is not a penalty," said

Arthur Haubenstock, an EPA attor-

ney in charge of recovering money
needed to clean the Monterey Park

landfill. "We're not saying the 680

businesses are immoral or illegal or

wrong."

Rather, "it's just a question ofwho

should have to pay for cleaning up

this mess," he said.

Should the 680 businesses and

municipalities ignore the EPA's

recent notice, the minor polluters

also could be sued by the group of

major polluters for even more than

what the federal agency is demand-

ing.

Attorneys for the major polluters

say they have already recovered

about $75 million from other pol-

luters who refused to pay the govern

ment.

The EPA advised the minor pol-

luters to settle their bills, promising

them legal protection from the cor-

porations as a result and offering a 5

percent cost reduction if they paid

right away.

Mr

SHOOTINGS
From page 10

just a big city ugly element," Bianchi

said.

Beach cities also fall victim to

crimes because they attract outsiders,

said W. Garrett Capune, director of

the Center for Administration of

Justice at the University of Southern

California.

The spate of shootings were indica-

tive of how all cities are susceptible to

violent crime, Capune said.

"The beach towns, by virtue of

being beach towns, take a few more
hits than they deterve ...(with ) people

commp in for the scene or activity, be

they German tourists or local

tramps," he said.

The gang-related shootings began

Monday when Los Angeles gang

member Omar Sevilla was killed

Police have no indication that Sevilla

was shot by a Santa Monica-based

gang, said police spokesman P.J.

Guido.

Still, an apparent retaliation was

taken out on Juan Campos, an associ-

ate of a Santa Monica gang, who was

murdered in a small grocery store

Saturday. Campos was not known to

polioe at a fang member, Guido said

On Sunday, Javier Cruz was shot

in apptient retaliation for Campos

SHOOTINGS
From page 12

death. Cruz, who was in critical con-

dition Monday, was believed to be

affiliated with a Los Angeles gang

though not considered a member,

Guido said.

Marcos Camarillo, 19, and Alex

Istoc Acuma, 18, both of Culver City

were booked for investigation of

attempted murder in the Campos
shooting.

No one has been arrested in the

other shootings. Additional officers

have been placed on patrol, the chief

SARAJEVO
From page 8

their bars to raise money for charity,

Alford is a sucker for a Bosnian sob

story, of which there is no shortage.

Alford overheard the Marine

praising him and feigned anger.

"Your problem." Alford told him.

"is that you're part of a sissy army."

The Marine rolled his eyes and

walked away, chuckling.

Unlike the up-market, prefabricat-

ed pubs that have sprung up in

Russia and Asia, The Harp is funky

and unpretentious. It occupies the

site of a former restaurant, and the

only thing that gives it away as an

Irish pub outside is the Guinness

said. Police wouldn't release the

names of the gangs.

In the tourist shooting, Hors^

Fietze, 50, of Lobau, Germany, was

killed Oct. 12. Fietze, who didn't

understand the four robbers, was shot

after refusing to give up his bag.

Police were interviewing a witness

who saw the entire struggle. Butts

said.

Asked if he felt pressure from

tourism officials to solve Fietze's

murder, the chief said, "This is not

about public relations. This is about

public safety. The pressure we have is

self-imposed to protect the public

safety."

The music selection makes it seem

as if you're sitting in a quiet country

pub in County Clare, or in Dublin's

hip Temple Bar. On the stereo sys-

tem, Shane McGeown rasps plain-

tively. "1 gave my heart to you, my
love, you gave my heart to me."'

And then there's Alford. candidly

assessing the situation here in a

Dublin accent that betrays he grew

up in the Liberties, the rough and

tumble neighborhood that gave us

Brendan Behan. a writer only slightly

less cynical than Alford.

As perhaps a measure of Sarajevo

slowly getting its feet back under it.

The Harp is now the oldest but not

the only Irish pub in the city. Another

one just opened. Alford calls the pro-

prietor an "e.x-friend," suggesting the

aigit rT'fr irnd tnn if nnmr tr.irir nrrrrts

Inside, there is a road sign that

says Dublin is 5 miles away. Actually,

it's 1,300. Besides Guinness stout,

there's Harp lager and Kilkenny ale

on tap. There are patches from vari-

ous peacekeeping groups on the wall.

with him.

As with everything Irish, it was

only a matter of time before there

was a split. And as with everything in

Sarajevo, even the pub business has

been Balkanized.
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EXPLOSION
From page 5

called Netanyahu after receiving

word of this Monday's grenade

attack. Arafat said he regretted the

incident and ordered an inquiry,

according to a statement by

Netanyahu's office.

Arafat's West Bank security chief,

Jibril Rajoub, said the assailant in

Beersheba was a 29-year-pld father of

five from the West Bank town of

Hebron. He said the man was a sup-

porter of Hamas and was imprisoned

twice for activities linked to the

group.

Sheik Ahmed Yassin, founder of

Hamas, stopped short of claiming

responsibility for the attack, saying

only that "what happened this morn-

ing is part of our continued resis-

tance to the occupation of our land."

Hamas has threatened to carry out

terror attacks in Israel to avenge the

killing of two fugitives by Israeli sol-

diers last month.

Monday's explosions were at the

central bus station in Beersheba,

which is an outdoor station.

Bibi Sasson, an Israeli taxi driver,

said he saw a young Palestinian car-

rying a white bag and walking toward

the stop of the No. 14 bus, which

takes soldiers to a nearby army base.

NEGOTIATIONS
From page 5

Palestinian and Israeli sources told

The Associated Press.

Clinton began his fourth day of

mediation with a 45-minute joint

session with Israeli and Palestinian

security experts.

The president then talked to

Netanyahu for an hour and con-

ferred with Arafat.

White House spokesman Joe

Lockhart declined to say how long

the already extended summit would

last "it IS virtually impossible to

predict." he said

Netanyahu consulted Mondav

with senior (ahtnet officials, then

Sasson said he then heard a blast.

The Palestinian began to run, was

chased by a soldier, threw another

grenade and was then overpowered,

Sasson said.

The force of the explosions pushed

several soldiers to the ground and

blew out windows in nearby restau-

rants and shops. A street sweeper lay

unconscious on the pavement, his

body covered with blood, said restau-

rant owner Ezra Zion.

Police told Israel radio they

believed the suspect, who is from the

West Bank town of Dahariya, want-

ed to harm the soldiers. Ihe radio

said one grenade hit a bus full of pas-

sengers, but exploded some distance

away.

Officials at Sorokka Hospital in

Beersheba said 64 people were

injured, including three who were in

serious condition. Most suffered

minor injuries.

Dahariya is in a part of the West

Bank where Israel retains full securi-

ty control, while Palestinian police

deal with maintaining order.

In another incident Sunday

evening, shots were fired at a van

filled with Palestinian laborers and

three passengers were wounded. The

driver of the van said Israeli troops

opened fire after the vehicle skirted a

West Bank roadblock. The army said

soldiers were not involved.

declared that "for progress to be

achieved on other issoes, we must

first focus on security and terrorism.

We are awaiting answers from the

Palestinians today."

The Israeli leader said that he

would not stay on Maryland's

Eastern Shore "for an unlimited

period of time" and that the United

States and the Palestinian delega-

tion had been notified that Israel

was postponing discussion of a pro-

jected opening of a Palestinian air-

port in Gaza.

Netanyahu declared a land-for-

peace accord was impossible unless

Arafat's Palestinian Authority lived

up to the secunty commitments it

I
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BOOKS
From page 8

was a 13-year-old ninth-grader, the

required-reading list in her freshman

English class included Mark Twain's

"The Adventures of Huckleberry

Finn" and Faulkner's "A Rose for

Emily."

Both works repeatedly use the

word "nigger." The only option of a

student who objected to the books

was to study alone in the library while

they were being discussed, the suit

said.

The suit said the assignment of the

books discriminated against black

students, created a racially hostile

environment and caused an increase

in harassment. It sought damages and

remoi^al of the books from the

required list.

U.S. District Judge Stephen

McNamee dismissed the suit in

January 1997, saying he was aware

that the language in the books was

offensive and hurtful to Paton but did

not find their assignment discrimina-

tory.

In Monday's ruling, the appeals

court said a student's constitutional

rights are violated when a book that

has educational value, as determined

by the school district, is removed

from a required-reading list by threat

of a lawsuit.

Allowing such suits to proceed

"could have a significant chilling

effect on a school district's willing-

ness to assign books with themes,

characters, snippets of dialogue, or

words that might offend the sensibili-

ties of any number of persons or

groups" - a description that fits most

literature, Reinhardt said.

"It is simply not the role of courts

to serve as literary censors or to make
judgments as to whether reading par-

ticular books does students more
harm than good."

On a separate issue, the court said

a school district may have violated

federal civil rights law if, as Monteiro

alleged, it ignored complaints that

white students were using racial slurs

and racist graffiti to harass black stu-

dents.

Judge Dorothy Nelson joined

Reinhardt's opinion. Judge Robert

Boochever, in a separate opinion,

said the case might t>e different if a

school assigned books with "overt

messages of racial hatred" that teach-

ers failed to discuss.

The case is Monteiro vs. Tempe
Union High School District, 97-

^15511.

DREAMS
From page 3

Likewise, flying dreams signify

freedom, and some theorists believe

that all of the people in your dreams

McGinty said.

In order to interpret dreams, a

voluminous dream dictionary is not

recommended.

An ordinary Webster's dictionary

or a simple dream dictionary such as

"Jhe Dream Book: Symbols for Self-

Understanding" by Betty Bethards

is best, experts say, because the

meaning of each symbol depends

largely on the context of the dream.

For example, riding a motorcycle

will mean one thing to a man whose

son died in a motorcycle accident

and another thing to a motorcycle

mechanic.

There is evidence, however, that

certain dream elements persist

across cultures and times.

According to one dream expert,

death typically represents a desire

for change, and dreaming that one's

teeth have fallen out symbolizes a

desire for one's voice to be heard.

aie pi ejections of different aspects

of your own personality.

You are the best interpreter of

your own dreams, experts say, and

the best way to interpret them is to

learn to make associations between

the words and images in your dream

and the events in your life.

For example, the image of the sun

may represent one's "son" and so

forth.

So if, like John Stevenson of West

Hollywood, you dream you walk off

to school without wearing pants, or

that a blond man is holding a gun to

your head, don't panic.

Instead, look for parallels in your

daily routine. Are you insecure

about your looks? Have you been

feeling under the gun lately?

Henry David Thoreau once said,

"Dreams are the touchstones of our

character," so put your pen and

notebook next to your bed, relax, fall

asleep and dream on.

NEGOTIATIONS
From page 13

made in past agreements with Israel.

The Americans and the

Palestinians worked together, mean-

while, to try to ease the discord.

Arafat telephoned Netanyahu to

condemn the attack as regrettable

and to pledge there would be an

investigation.

Arafat and Netanyahu said in a

joint statement issued by the State

Department that the terrorist attack

"demonstrates the critical impor-

tance and urgency of fighting terror

and pursuing peace."

State Department spokesman
James P. Rubin called the attack

"tragic and cowardly."

He said Secretary of State

Madeleine Albright had met with

Arafat and there were "informal

contacts" between Israelis and

Palestinians, as well.

Palestinian sources said Israeli

Foreign Minister Ariel Sharon had

met with two senior Palestinian offi-

cials, Mahmoud Abbas and Ahmed
Qurie.

The sources, speaking on condi-

tion of anonymity, said the

Palestinians continued to press for

release of hundreds of prisoners

held by Israel and for full control of

about 14 percent of the 27 percent of

the West Bank that Israel already

has agreed to relmquish

The fwath of Imd is nom iiader

joint security control.

Current negotiations are based

on Israel's willingness to surrender a

further 13 percent of the territory,

with three percent designated as a

nature preserve. Security would be

jointly controlled by Israel and the

Palestinians.

Rubin said attacks had caused

temporary setbacks to peacemaking

in the past, and "we are going to

work a hard as we can today'- on an

agreement.

Clinton deplored the attack

before leaving Washington and

acknowledged negotiators were hav-

ing a tough time.

"The issues are difficult," Clinton

said. "The distrust is deep. The
going has been tough. But the par-

ties must consider the consequences

of failure and also the benefits of

progress."

A senior Netanyahu adviser,

David Bar-Illan, said that the attack

in Beersheba, which injured more

than three score Israelis, was the

tenth in a series over seven weeks,

and that the Palestinian Authority

had done nothing about most of

them.

Rubin disagreed He said the

Palestinians had improved its securi-

ty arrangements.

"Clearly, if the Israelis do not

show up for committee meetings,

there will not be committee meet-

mgs," Rubm said. But, he added,

'>vc are continuing to work as hard
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COUNTY
From page 1

sidewalks and spend the money^»n

other things," said Kris Vosburgh,

the executive director of the Howard
Jarvis Taxpayers Association. "We
don't think the people mind provid-

ing for new construction ... but we are

asking for something more specific.

How are they going to be main-

tained?"

Opponents suggest a smaller, item-

ized proposition with a clearer plan

for implementation.

"We are somewhat jaundiced

about city ballot measures" that

haven't worked out, said Vosburgh,

"like a bond measure for new police

stations that were never built."

Proponents argue that 4,600 miles

of city sidewalks are damaged, and

that the city is badly in need of com-

pliance with the Americans with

Disabilities Act (ADA). Of the

230,000 places that need to be rebuilt

for compliance, the city can only

afford to fix 880 every year.

"Twenty one dollars annually is a

low cost to safely walk, push strollers

and use wheelchairs throughout our

city," urges the ballot pamphlet's

argument in favor, basing the num-

ber on the estimated property tax

injprease on a 1,200 square-foot home.

Policy Changes

The other measures before the vot-

ers involve city policy. They aim to

prevent the kind of fiasco that

occurred last year when the LAPD
had to take over bus security at the

Metropolitan Transportation

Authority.

Because city regulations were very

vague about the hiring requirements

for transfers between one depart-

ment to another, the LAPD didn't

screen the MTA security troops,

many of whom were later discovered

to be underqualified.

Charter Amendment GG allows

the city to set requirements for

employees hired into the city from

outside departments and agencies.

The related Charter Amendment II

would allow all those MTA employ-

ees (as well as Long Beach Naval

Shipyards workers whose jobs were

taken over by the city) to come under

the pension plan available to other

city employees.

Another extension of benefits

would be to consider extending sur-

vivor benefits to domestic partners of

firefighters and police officers of Los

Angeles.

Other city employees currently

receive these benefits, but the mea-

sure would not be enacted before a

financial survey was completed and

the city council voted for it.

CITY BALLOT MEASURES
MM««*M*MM«PM«*«|MMaMt#IMWPW^^

=Ceil>rou9h EE would allow the city to sett bonds; FF through » WiSOtd *^
change regulatives; JJ would enact a special tax.

Would pay for $47.6 million worth of repairs to LA. city zoo,and build

a new rainforest exhibit.

iJ9r~Would fix 28 libraries and build 4 new ones, induding one in Westwood

Would rehabilitate Exposition Parte facilities, Including the Rose Garden

and the Olympic Swim Stadium.

Would allow contracted firefighters into the city pension plan, as well as

domestic partners of firefighters.

Allows the city to set standards for employees transferred from outside the city.

Gives the mayor and city council additional power over certain city

departments.

Brings the pensions of MTA and Long Beach Naval Shipyard employees

in line with other city pensions.

Would repair sidewalks for safety and accessibility to the disabled.
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911
From page 4

emergencies but not giving dispatch-

ers any information on the caller.

About 85 percent to 90 percent of

the population has some type of 91 1,

covering 65 percent to 70 percent of

the country geographically, said Bill

Stanton, executive director of the

National Emergency Number
Association, one of the few groups

that tracks systems.

NEMA estimates 700 counties

lack 91 1 service, but won't provide a

list of them.

Jim Beutelspacher, who oversees

Minnesota's 911 systems and com-

piles nationwide population statistics

on 911 availability, estimates that 9

percent of the U.S. population lacks

91 1 service.

Lake County, Tenn., population

9,000, is one place without 91 1.

"We're such.a small county we feel

like it would be quite a bit of an added

expense to have 911," said county

executive Macie Roberson. "So it was

something we could not afford."

Residents haven't pushed for it

and know the numbers to call in emer-

gencies, Roberson said. Not having

911 "has never been a problem -

never a problem."

Montezuma, Ga., with 7,000 resi-

dents, also doesn't have 911 service

but is considering an enhanced 911

system.

"People seem fairly satisfied with

the system now, even though they

have to dial seven digits rather than

just three," said Police Chief Lewis

Cazenave.

The 91 1 service, following a model

developed in Europe after World War

II, came to America after a U.S. pres-

idential commission recommended in

1967 that a single number be created

for reporting emergencies. One year

later, AT&T announced it would set

aside 911 for this purpose. The first

systems began in February 1968 in

Haleyville, Ala., and Nome, Alaska.

ASUCLA
FnMTipagel

dent store and association in the

country It couldn't have been done

without university assistance,**

Friedman said.

When ASUCLA was on the brink

of bankruptcy in 1995, the university

was not obligated to bail it out of its

problems.

In fact, on many other college

campuses, the university runs the

enterprises that the student associa-

tion runs at UCLA.
**We want to show a tign of good

faith to the university.** said Richard

Delia, chief financial officer of ASU-
CLA
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Ticket-selling

policy needs

disclaimer

Thumbs down
to the university

for not adequately

informing students that

police will arrest students

selling athletics tickets,

even when they sell tickets

for less than face value.

The athletic department

has requested that

tpoliwi

down people reselling^^
their tickets at the Rose

«

Bowl. Though state codes

do not prohibit selling

tickets below face value,

Pasadena has a municipal

code that outlaws conduct-

ing business without a —
license. Thus far, about 25

people have been arrested

near the Rose Bowl.

Ifthe university can

take the extra effort to ask

the Pasadena police to.

hunt down those ticket

vendors, then they certain-

ly can take the time to

inform students, either

when they receive the

sports package or at the

Central Ticket Office, of

the illegality of reselling

tickets on the grounds of

an event, even if it is not

for a profit

Children's

health finally

gets funds

^^ Thumbs up to

|l^ the Los Angeles

i^ County Board of

Supervisors for their pro-

posal to allot $50 million

to provide more-extensive

medical care for students

who might otherwise not

receive any medical atten-

tion. Many children sent

home from sch(X)l do not

get the treatment they

need because their families

have no insurance and

cannot afford the expens-

es, or they do not have the

time to wait for public

health services.

This funding will keep

kids in school by treating

their illnesses before they

become too serious.

Prevtntive care at an early

age insures better health

for the future and also

educates children on the

importance of health.

Keg permits

won't curb

drinking
Thumbs down

to the Boston City

Council, which

passed an ordinance last

week requiring a permit to

within the city of Boston.

The ordinance hopes to

curb underage drinking

and crack down on liquor

stores that sell to underage

people.

The ordinance is an

unnecessary law that will

not be effective. An exist-

ing law already requires

people 21 years old or

older to purchase a keg of

beer. An additional permit

is unneeded.

Furthermore, making

alcohol use even more

restricted and *^jnavail-

able" will only make
underage drinkers get

more inventive in their

attempts to drink. Keg
parties, although they may
become a more difficult

undertaking, will be all the

more in demand ifthe

aura of rebelling against

the law is further ampli-

fied.

Leaders see

value of

education

t
Thumbs up

to President

Ginton and the

Republicans in Congress,

for coming to a non-parti-

san agreement when

deciding to give S 1 billion

in additional federal aid to

education.

That the two branches

of government could

come to an agreement on

this issue is encouraging.

Thumbs up/Thumbs down
represents the majority

opinion of the Daily Bruin

Editorial Board. Send com-

ments and suggesticxis to

viewpoint^nrtedia-ixda^a

Editorial Board

Adam Yamaguchi

Stefanie Wong

Mason Stockstill

News Editor

Jamie Scanlon-Jacobs

Andrea Perara Cyrus iMtgm

Puritanism's vestiges haunt U.S.
MORAUTY: Nation's reaction

to Clinton sex scandal shows

reliance on unnatural ideals

I
listened to most

of the congres-

sional hearings

concerning the pres-

ident's impeach-

ment. If anything

can drive a person

away from politics,

then it is witnessing

its infernal machin-

ery at work.

The hearing was

a three-hour plus

carnival of absurdity

filled with blustering speeches and jeering

outrage. It was, however, a highly instruc-

tive experience. I was privy to one of the

Self-righteous disdain oozed from

their lips as they discussed Clinton's

debauchery. Apparently, Clinton's crimes

were against "God" as well as the state.

Many political analysts have stated that

these politicians are merely playing politi-

cal games. Nonetheless, that opinion

does not completely describe this particu-

lar political and cultural phenomenon.

These politicians were elected for their

allegiance to puritanical, "America needs

God" values. People voted for them

because they wanted someone who
would bluster about "God" and morality.

The people created this freak-show.

More importantly, this current politi-

cal circus reveals what is archaic and

ignorant about American morality.

Clinton's sexual improprieties and the

subsequent moral and political backlash

are a stark revelation of America's deep-

seated puritanical tendencies and anxi-

eties. Clinton's penile misadventures and

sions make it impure and unacceptable in

the eyes of a "perfect God." The body

and its passions are the playthings of the

Prince of Darkness. Self-hating,

masochistic feelings like shame and guilt

are chained to the body's passions to con-

trol these natural urges.

Deep within isolated monasteries,

monks who had virtually no contact with

the outside world began to create guide-

lines for human behavior. These pious

men created standards of human behav-

ior to which no one but an ascetic, isolat-

ed monk could adhere to, and even then

not without masochistic amounts of self-

effacement and punishment. Nothing

was dealt with as seriously and furiously

as sexuality.

Obviously, young, virile men trapped

in vows of chastity and far away from

any woman would naturally have trouble

suppressing sexual desire and licentious

thoughts, llie puritanical madness con-

cerning homosexuality probably has it.s
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Social injustice in system hurts America's image
CULTURE: Scientific achievements fail to measure

value of societv which often leaves citizens behind

By Andrea Tinsley

Hovey Liao missed the point

entirely in his article "18 simple facts

prove America remains No, 1"

(Viewpoint. Oct. 15. 1998). Culture is

not measured only in technological

achievements. As a-matter of fact, it is

exactly this kind of ignorant attitude

that Europeans hold against

Americans.

While no one wants to diminish the

^accomplishments of American busi-

ness, scientists and inventors. I would

like to point out that it is a rather

small and privileged elite that benefits

from higher education enabling it to

achieve great things.

This brings me to the point I would

like to make. This discussion is not

about whose culture is "superior" as

Liao "argues." This discussion is not

about which culture is more "civi-

lized" or technologically advanced

than the other ... or^is it? I find such

ethnocentric views and tunnel vision

disconcerting, especially in a UCLA
alumnns. Critical thinking should be

one of the characteristics of an edu-

cated person.

Comparing the American educa-

tional system to those of other west-

The general education of most

American students needs to be

improved - not only for the American

economy to remain competitive on

the global market, but also for the

sake of social justice Access to good

and atTordable education for students

of various socio-cuitural backgrounds

starts with safe schools, appropriate

resources and well-educated (and

well-paid) teachers - not only in aftlu-

ent, but in less well-to-do and inner-

city neighborhoods as well. Much has

been said about this issue in the

media; I don't need to repeat it here.

One out of four children in this

country lives in poverty. Poor chil-

dren are twice as likely to suffer from

serious physical and/or mental dis-

abilities. They are also twice as likely

to never finish high school. There is

little social mobility from one genera-

tion to the next.

What message is this country giv-

ing to its youngsters who, after all, are

its future? That it doesn't care? This is

the "land of opportunity" in which

the righj to the "pursuit of happiness

'

guaranteed. Now is the time to act on

this promise. Compared to the

United States, the middle-classes in

European countries comprise a much

earn mmimum
wage and can

barely pay for

the necessities

of life?

The majority

oi' Americans

live from pay-

check to pay-

check. God for-

bid one who gets

sick or loses his or

her job. At any

given time,

approximately 30

percent of

Americans
are without

health insur-

ance. For many,

it is only a small

step to
,
falling

through

cracks.

In

Europe

the

Western

almost

everybody has

health, coverage.

Granted, coun-

tries such as

Germany, with

their extensive

social benefits,

will have to cut

them back in

most powerful political and social forces

of America: puritanical morality.

Republican politicians repeatedly quoted

"scripture" and invoked the name of

"God".

Kg, a fourth-year psychology student thinks

Christ was the first masochistic performance

artistConnect minds at alexk@ucla.edu.

our collective fascination and revulsion

are the product of our oppressive puri-

tanical heritage.

Our puritanical heritage is a tugging

chain that ties us to modes of thought

and expression from an ignorant past.

The medieval doctrines upon which

Puritanism is based hold that the body is

not to be trusted. Its cravings and pas-

bastard birth within these hallowed

monastery walls. Imagine a herd of men
living together, suppressing all sexual

needs, and never finding sexual fulfill-

ment. It would not be long before one

monk would began to give another

furtive glances of longing. One can imag-

ine that, as soon as this began to happen,

the monk who had the offending desires

would hurry off to write down on parch-

ment the evils of homosexuality.

Hence, an ignorant ideal for human
behavior replaced a biological reality

that simply is. Instinct and impulse were

exchanged for precepts and command-
ments. I suppose the unwashed masses

were too unsophisticated for an under-

standing of sexuality based on critical

thinking, responsibility and self-respect.

Eventually, time rippled and flowed

beyond medieval Europe. Protestant

preachers like Calvin and Martin Luther

revived the notion that the defective

body needed to be made pure by the

"perfect word of God."

Later, in the New World, women were

murdered and tortured for being suc-

cubae. The female sex was an agent of

darkness that invoked wickedness and

debauchery. The intense fear and revul-

sion surrounding sexuality allowed the

wholesale slaughter of women whose

only crime was sex appeal. The sexual

frustration of an entire culture was chan-

neled into the voyeuristic titillation of

watching the public humiliation and tor-

ture of the wicked. (Jerry Springer, any-

one?) The Puritans planted the seeds of

what grew into the thorny vines that

choke our culture now.

See KO, page 18

ernized and industrialized countries larger pan of society and ih6 gap order =CS:

should help us see the weaknesses and

show ways in which the U.S. system

could be improved. The American

media has repeatedly reported on the

fact that the average .American stu-

dent scores rather poorly compared

to his or her European or Asian coun -

tcrparls.

Tinsley is a third-year anthropology

student.

between the rich and poor is not near-

ly as big as it is in the United States.

The American culture has evolved

throuf hout centuries and shaped the

attitudes that live on to this day. One
of the biggest myths is the myth of

'the land of opportunity," the myth oi'

the dishwasher-turned-millionaire.

Who cares about ail those (the major-

ity) that remain dishwashers - those

who live without health insurance and

remain competi-

tive on the global

market.

I'm not suggesting that Americans

go from one extreme to the next, but

that instead they try and find the

golden middle. The ideology that

everybody fend for himself or herself

has a long tradition, but vvhere has it

gotten this country' It has left many
citi/ens behind, creating grave social

problems and leaving great potential

unused.

When coming over from Western

Europe almost seven years ago. I

went through a major culture shock.

What shocked me most was the vio-

lence and crime in this country. Other

Europeans I have spoken to con-

firmed this first impression. In that

respect, Europe is a much safer place

(when there are no World Wars to

fight, that is).

One aspect that I think contributes

SeeTINSLEY,page19

This week'spQj^ij|u^

Whether it be in media representations or in casual conversations,

SBXUdllty remains a topic of debate. How have outside forces

such as family, culture and religion influenced your attitudes? Do you

feel that your feelings about sex reflect society or contradict it?

Drop off submissions at

118 Kerckhoff Hall or e-mail:

viewpoint@media.ucla.edu
by 10 a.m. on Wednesday, Oct. 21.

Networic policies hurt

learning, crush rights

COMPUTERS: Dorms

discriminate against

non-Windows users

By Dan Helfman

As I'm sure just about anyone

in the UCLA dorms can tell you

that students often share files

between their networked com-

puters. They do so in Microsoft

Windows via the "Network

Neighborhood." The trouble is

that 1 run Linux, a little-known

alternative to Windows, it has

the ability to do filesharing dif-

ferently. My problems started

when the people running the

dorm network decided that only

students doing thmgs the

Windows way should be freely

allowed to run their file.sharing

services. This selective enforce-

ment is mentioned nowhere in

the student housing contract,

and I cannot find it in any writ-

ten policy.

Last week, they shut down my
network connection with no

warning, leaving a not£ saying

Helfman is a second-year unde-

clared student. He can be reached

at witten@fidalgo.net.

that I should disable all services.

They told me that I had to pay a

fee and give them my compul-

ers password, thereby granting

them complete access to all the

files on my computer, all because

I wanted to run a computer with

Linux services. They have since

changed their mind about the

password, but still insist on

charging Linux-using students

for the ability to run servers,

while Windows filesharing

servers have no such restriction.

Such blatant discrimination

scares me, especially coming

from an otherwise great school

such as UCLA. 1 use Linux to

augment my education in com-

puter science and learn all about

runnmg a true server. One
would think that a school which

claims to be "the birthplace of

the internet" might be a little

more open-minded about differ-

ent ways of computing.

Even Windows users should

be concerned about how UCLA
is restricting students' rights and

pulling policies out of thin air. If

they successfully trample the

handful of non-Windows users,

who's next?

I suggest that high school stu-

SeeNEUMAN^pagelS

LETTERS

Hard work can't

replace culture

Hovey Liao's letter "18 Simple

facts prove America remains No.
1 " (Viewpoint, Oct. 15) is a reflec-

tion of the childish arrogance and

oversimplification that the rest of

the world sees in some

Americans.

His list of the technological,

economic and military accom-

plishments of America does not

prove that this country has a

sound educational system.

Part of the reason America has

made the advances he states is

because of the Protestant work

ethic that has created a nation of

people who define themselves by

their work and are content to eat

lunch in their 3x2 cubicle and

work 60 hour weeks.

But ask many Americans how
they feel about art history, politics

and world issues, and Liao should

get a better picture ofjust how
misfocused our educational sys-

tem is.

There is no doubt that there is

a certain ingenuity in the

American spirit that brought

about the production line method,

Se«linillS»pa9e19
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A PURPLE BEAR?
ARE YOUNUTS?
Who ever heard of a purple bear? Joe & Josephine Bmin
would not be happy! llie only purple animal is Barney!

Why would you accept prints from a One Hour
Photo Lab (or any other one for that matter)

that will not produce true and accurate colors?

At BEL AIRCAMERA we pledge to give you
the best quality that you can get from your
camera. We can nuike your prints in one hour,

but it might take a little longer because each

print in analyzed by a computer and a human.
And if the picture is not up to our high

standards, it is redone, and the old one is shredded (to assure you of

privacy)

So, let the Bel Air experts make sure that your Vanilla Ice Cream is

white,, that Aunt Rose is not too red, and that the love ofyour life (Joe

or Josephine) looks great, not purple!

1. [click]

Conttnti |Sm^
TiMc Of Comnks

Ckl Up lo Ike tuna« JS
bar WIm happened 10 all

«ccaMMeMsbcfci«ll.()00
iC?
Ck.2 A a

Ck 3 The fonmoaa of 74

UKs DISCOUNT CAMERA & VIDEO SUPERSTORE

y
Camera

10925 Kinross Ave at Gayley Ave. FREE PARKING in lot next to store on Kinross
in Wcsiwdod VillageJust East ofthe 405 Freeway

MON-FRI 9-7; SAT 9:30-6; SUN lZ-5 310-208-5150 ww/belaircamera.com

BookZont*s

[TABLE OP COWTEWTSl
^

feature lets you browse

the table of contents of

over 140,000 titles. Makes

comparison shopping a

whole lot easier!

Here's your chance to gain valuable insights about what it takes to travel the road from
*

medical school to the physician's office.

A Speaker series for all Pve-Heds!

We are proud to offer you the unique opportunity to meet and speak

with each of the following: a medical Student,

a med school advisor, and a physician.Not to b£

Missed!

^^i."^^^^^

Erik Jolm Smart Founder Emeritus of Hyperleaming Oct28th 6pm 8pm

TOPIC: The Path of Heart - A multimedia pre-med counseling session.

Dr. Edv^ard McCabe
N

Lead Physidan & Dir. of Pept of Pediatrics, UCLA Nov.llth 6pm - 8pm

TOPIC: "What's up, Doc" - A Physician's Prescription for Success in Medicine.

ir of LEJ\,D Center, UCLA School of Medidne Nov.18th - 6pm 8pm

TOPIC: Keeping it Real - What UC Admissions Committees are Really Looking For! '

On Campus at UCLA!
These events are FREE Students for Students Events!

I/.

.

#..«...

MediaU division cf THE PRINCETON REVIEW

To Reserve a seat, please call (310) 108-5000 or (800) MD-BOUND
or via e-mail info.la review.com
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This leads us back to our modern

society, to our polluted cities, to our

failing government. The tales of

Clinton's sexual promiscuity can be

taken as a parable of the ignorance

that our society has inherited from

Puritanism.

Powerful men like Clinton have

always been prone to sexual indul-

gence and decadence. Clinton's

seduction ofwomen and his mixing

of tobacco and sex pales in compari-

son to the Dionysian orgies of wine

and sex - but the two are, of the same

origin.

Power breeds indulgence; it is

naive to think otherwise. What hap-

pened with Clinton was far from

deviant behavior; rather, he was

being completely human. Clinton's

escapades have become a cultural

phenomenon because our puritani-

cal beliefs have created a deluded

understanding of human behavior

and sexuality. Clinton's problems

have far more to say about unregu-

lated power then unrestricted sexual-

ity.

Our puritanical delusions keep us

focused on sexuality instead of the

corrupting nature of power.

Puritanism continues due to its abili-

ty to keep its followers blind. (For all

ofyou who said you never wanted

this, don't lie. You waited to hear ail

the saucy details. You felt the twinge

^embarrassment and shame. You ^
reveled in titillation and judgment.

Admit it. You loved it.)

Debauchery is the dark side of

Puritanism. Sexual decadence is an

example of the extremities invited by

puritanical restriction. Witness the

sexual indulgences that followed the

oppressive 1950s. Puritanical ^"^

extremism fosters wave after wave

of sexual and moral rebellion.

I^uritanical restriction cannot

escape the rebellious excesses that it

seeks to contain - the two arise

together. Sin and commandments
are two heads of the same deranged

monster. Puritanism creates its own
demons.

The political figures in America

represent more than the country's"

political leanings. Men like Clinton,

Newt Gingrich and John Kennedy

are cultural icons who reflect the cul-

ture as a whole. American politi-

cians arc elected for what they sym- -

bolize as much as they are elected

for their political platforms. Indeed,

men like FDR and JFK are exam-

ples'of the politician as icon. (Their

names have even been converted to

icons and they have iconic power in

the culture. Say JFK and a flood of

cultural associations follows.)

When we elect a politician to rep-

resent us, an extensive contract is

created because the politician repre-

sents many aspects of the electorate.

Imagine the political landscape as a

Rorschach blotch of our culture.

Ginton plays an archetypal role in

society; he is like character in a tarot

deck.

Our president symbolizes funda-

mental traits in the social psyche.

Therefore, conflicts and blunders

played out on the political stage

serve as a mirror for the greater soci-

etal drama.

HELFMAN
From page 17

dents interested in computer science

carefully examine UCLA's network

policy before even filling out an appli-

cation. .There are dozens of other

schools with fair network policies that

would be happy to admit a student

ambitious and intelligent enough to

learn about computers outside of the

classroom.

If I could do it all over again with

full knowledge of UCLA's discrimi-

natory rules, I would have definitely

chosen a different university.

^
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to the European stereotype of the

brute, uneducated American is the

American movie. The biggest market

for the American film industry is out-

side the United States. This means

that it has to concentrate on movie

content which is not too culture-spe-

cific because that would limit its audi-

ence and income potential. What
translates easily across cultures?

Action and violence.

There are certain cultural, differ-

ences that 1 still have not gotten used

to until this day. The extent to which

bad language is used for example.

When walking past students on cam-

pus, I hear the F-word very frequent-

ly in conversations. One would

expect for students that made it this

far in their education to be a bit more

eloquent.

To wrap it up, let me say this: the

United States is a huge country with

one predominant language and main

culture.

The fact that European countries

are much smaller and closer together

geographically makes it easier for

their inhabitants to be exposed to lan-

guages and cultures other than their

own.

Getting paid for five to six weeks

of vacation also makes it easier to go

places, of course.

Instead of trying to take this

excuse and run with it, though, I

would like to rem ind the sFudents

FREE CONSULTATION
Dr. Nader Dayani

Mennber American Association of Orthodontists

Specializing in braces for adult* and chHdran

• Invisible • Removable • Cosmetic Porcelain
• European • Traditional • Surgical Orttiodontics

(310)826-7494
11645 WItsMre Blvcl «802. Uw Angetes. CA9002S

here at UCLA to take the opportuni-

ties they have to get to know their fel-

low-students from other cultures and

countries.

Alicia Roca made an excellent

point in her article "Real learning

means looking past race"

(Viewpoint, October 15, 1998) with

her observation of the ethnic diversi-

ty on this campus and its self-segrega-

tion. While it might be easier to stick

to "your own kind," isn't it far more

exciting to explore new territory?

Isn't that what we all came here for

after all?

LEHERS
From page 17

the light bulb and the telephone.

Europe will never be as

J'advanced" as America, but I don't

think they care. While we are slaving

away to make the fastest and highest

flying airplane or build the tallest

building (two products of importance

to Liao), they are busy having three-

hour lunches with their family

(Spain) or traveling on month-long

vacations (France) ... in other words

enhancing their quality of life.

Furthermore, I found Liao's list of

accomplishments to be an overzeal-

ous, glorifying oversimplification.

Before Europeans "begged for

America to help stop European in-

fighting," America was quietly sup-

portive of the Third Reich.

Liao's precious Ronald Reagan

who sent the "Evil Russian Empire

into oblivion" did a good job of

brainwashing citizens like himself

into being hysterical anti-commu-

nists.

The arms race ended because both

countries spent ridiculous amounts

of money to scare each other off with

their capabilities. Reagan was no

mastermind.

I found Liao's scoring method to

be pre-pubescent. I don't think "cha-

ching" adequately describes the

nation with the "world's strongest

economy," which sees fit to have mil-

' lions of its citizens below the poverty

line while it celebrates its number one

status.

If "Bigger! Faster! Richer!" are

the catch phrases we are using to

define worth, then I agree, America

is No. 1.

JNldlCM N^iiyM
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Teetii Whitening
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MUSEUM: Company

dedicated to preserving

history tries new project

By Kristi Nakamura
Daily Bruin Contributor

Martha Graham, Agnes de Mille

and Doris Humphrey. These distin-

guished mnovators ot modern dance

are only a few of the choreographers

the American Repertory Dance

Company (ARDC) counts responsi-

ble for its unusual repertory of

works.

On Oct. 20 at 7 p.m., the UCLA
Armand Hammer Museum of Art

and Cultural Center will feature a

performance by the ARDC as part of

its ongoing series,
'* Dialogues on

Art." The company's program refers

to the museum exhibit "Sunshine and

Noir."

**In a departure from what our

normal format is," says Bonnie Oda
Homsey, co-artistic director of the

ARDC. "We're really offering some-

thing exciting for the Armand
Hammer 'Sunshine and Noir.'"

Customarily, the ARDC focuses

almost completely on reconstructing

modern dances from the past.

ARDC takes the work of renowned
' choreographers, such as Graham, de"

Mille and Humphrey, and attempts

to preserve the steps as the way the

original choreographers wrote them.

Many of the early modern dance

pieces were created too early to have

been filmed or otherwise accurately

recorded.

"When (people of my generation)

were first dancing ... our teachers

were the first generation of modern

dancers," says co-artistic director

Janet Eilber. "It didn't seem like his-

tory to us - they were just our teach-

ers. But 25 years later, most of these

women have passed on and modern

dance is celebrating its first 100

years.

"All of a sudden the history is

being mapped out, and we're really,

as far as I know, the first company

who has really concentrated on try-

ing to save a lot of material that oth-

erwise would just disappear," Eilber

says.

Even though the ARDC has not

worked on many collaborations with

museums in the past, Oda Homsey
and Eilber were very attracted to

working with the Armand Hammer's

current exhibit, "Sunshine and

Noir," highlighting California artists.

-_- "We were looking for opportuni-

ties to mesh and to (perform in) a dif-

ferent venue than the ordinary dance

venue," says Eilber.

Since the ARIX^'s programs con-

sist almost entirely of sdos, they can

be very flexible in t€rms of perfor-

ARTS ENTERTAINMENT
Family Values

Pedophilia, masturbatior) and all things

taboo are just some of the topics cov-

ered in the controversial new film

"Happiness.*
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Retro band Goodness tries to hit a chord with the public with their new album,"Anthem/'The group will perform Tuesday at the Troubadour.

By Brtnt Hopkins

Daily Bruin Contributor

There is always a buzz about the latest rage

in music. Everyone wants to read about what's

new, what's exciting and what's hot. Up-and-

coming acts continually try to top one another

with musical innovation, so they can gamer

praise for their original and different experi-

mentation. With all this hype about finding

what's new, sometimes the classic sound gets

left behind. With Seattle band Goodness, that's

not the case.

"We're looking to cultivate a good rock

show again," says lead singer Carrie Akre.

Goodness, which plays tonight at the

Troubadour, is recapturing the rock sound

minted in the '70s and giving it a '90s twist.

Borrowing from the same bag of tricks that

made Kiss rock and roll all night. Goodness

marries the dual-guitar harmony of countless

'70s arena rock groups with Akre's throaty

vocals for a vintage sound rarely found in

today's scene. Rather than venture into new

territory. Goodness is sticking to the formula

that has worked for its predecessors.

"Nobody gets sick of old favorites," Akre

says, explaining the band's classic feel.

This isn't to say that Goodness is stuck in the

*70s. Their debut CD on Immortal, an indepen-

dent label backed by Epic Records, also tips its

hat to New Wave and '90s rock. Akre describes

it as being uplifting pop music, intended to

motivate listeners. It's anything but generic

pop syrup, however. None of the "Anthem's"

12 songs are likely to become aerobic workout

tunes,'but it steers clear ofgeneric unhappiness.

"You can't be depressed forever," Akre

says.

"Anthem" does have its somber moments,

but they generally resolve themselves. Akre, an

able lyricist, is able to paint unhappy scenes

without sinking inescapably into bleakness.

"Pretender," a guitar-heavy drive illustrates

this well, telling of a former lover who "left my
heart/ in pieces of misery." But rather than wal-

lowing in self-pity, Akre rights herself, confi-

dently continuing with "and now I have got to

do/some livin'."

With this positive approach to songwriting.

Goodness distances itselffrom the dark quality

so commonly associated with Seattle music of

late. Akre describes the band's home as having

"a really healthy scene," that helped spark her

creativity. Originally a native of eastern

Washington, Akre hasn't strayed far from her

roots, preferring to. avoid the frenzy of Lx)s

Angeles for the more laid-back Northwest.

"t like it," Akre says. "It's slow enough to

write."

Akre's inspiration isn't merely limited to

geography, however. A fan of "good singers,"

she cites Elliot Smith, Bjdrk and Kate Bush as

some of her favorite artists. Topping the list,

however, is a singer from a decidedly different

genre: Edith Piaf The plaintive cries of the

famed French vocalist are not the first sounds

to spring to mind when thinking of a rock

singer, but she and Akre both share a common
enthusiasm for singing. Akre may not sing in

the delicate style that brought Piaf internation-

al stardom, but she throws herself into the

vocals of "Anthem" with just as much energy as

Piaf did in many of her standards.

Akre describes this latest project as being "a

record to go on a road trip to." Keeping that in

mind. Goodness is touring the West Coast to

promote "Anthem." On this short tour, they

will be playing mostly small, intimate venues.

They may not be filling stadiums like their clas-

sic rock predecessors, but they will be giving it

just as much energy.

«Music

gODdness

MUSIC: Goodness plays Tuesday at the

Troubadour, 9081 Santa Monica Blvd. Call (310)

276-6168 for time and prices.

Seattle band tries to make it big

with rock ^n^ roll by moving

away from local grunge scene

Tarantula's bite leads to

birth of culture, music
ON-CAMPUS: Southern Italian

traditions brought to America

through folklore, dance, film

By Megan Dickerson

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

A spider bites a women between the legs. And

from there, a rich cultural history is born.

Sandwiched between the churches and soror-

ities of Hilgard Avenue, the white walls of the

Istituto Italiano di Cultura (IIC) seem an unlike-

ly place for seemingly lewd tales of tarantulas

and musical healing. The institute's building is

even a little hard to find, its simple, gray logo

slipping by like an apartment sign.

But inside, one will find Salenlo.

On the wind-carved shores of Italy's south-

eastern Salento region, local lore goes that i f a

woman is stung by a tarantula's bite, she must

seek a cure more musical than antidotal.

Dressing the poisoned woman in a long white

gown, the girl's family recruits a team of musical

doctors - men who employ an alternative medi-

cine of the tambourine, harmonica and fiute to

suck the spider's venom from the writhing girl's

soul. It is then, with the pulsating beat of the

pizzica tarantata, that the woman dances, spin-

ning and weaving violently until the tarantula

inside her "dies."

This week, passersby will likely hear the force-

ful rhythms of the pizzica tarantata flow from

the quiet Hilgard institute as part of "Essential

Salento," a multi-faceted celebration of the cul-

ture at the* heel of the Italian peninsula.

Curated by visiting UCLA professor of folk-

lore Luisa Del Giudice and produced by UCLA
Film School graduate Alberto Pranzo, the festi-

val officially commenced with an Armand

Hammer pizzica concert featuring the Aramirc

ensemble. It continues this week with a

Wednesday screening ''of the new film

^ "Pizzicata," which tells the story of a girl afflict-

ed with tarantismo, the tarantula's bite.

An exhibit of Salento photographs by

Fernando Bevilacqua, a self-described "militant

Salentine," stretches the festival's longevity,

occupying the lobby of the institute through Oct.

25.

The program, a collaboration between the

institute, the Italian province of Lccce, the City

' y»^tt%.t0tt\ r»»»f/.

Copyright Ffmando BfvtfKqua

Photos by Fernando Bevilacqua bring to

America the wonders of the Salento region

of southeast Italy.

CHARLES KUO

The Istituto Italiano di Cultura, in addition to hosting festivals,

also provides Italian language classes.

of Los Angeles Cultural Affairs Department and

the UCLA/Armand Hammer Museum, is also

the product of Del Giudicc's extensive ethno-

graphic research in the Salento region.

Del Giudice, who is of southeastern Italian

descent, found the pizzica dancing and arachnid

legends of the region intoxicating. On her last

visit to Salento, she broke her foot while dancing

in the fast an^l furious June 29 tarantismo festi-

val, a fact that didn't stop her from research.

"The incessant rhythm of the pizzica is so

powerful," says Del Giudice, who lectured on

the subject before Sunday's film screening. "It's

one of those primal things."

Filmmaker Edoardo Winspeare, director of

the festival's highlighted "Pizzicata" and a

Salento native, says it was only after he left Lecce

for film school in Munich that he could really

appreciate the compelling pizzica.

It was looking at the gripping folk dances with

new eyes that spurred him to direct a film involv-

ing the spider phenomenon.

The tale he weaves in "Pizzicata," though, is

more a cross-cutting love story than an explo-

ration ofthe tarantismo marvel. The 1943 period

piece, which Italian and American critics have

compared to 1995's "II Postino," is about an

Italian American pilot whose plane crashes over

Salento. He falls in love with the daughter of the

widower who shelters him and learns the music

and dances of the Salento along the way.

"I chose to tell a fairy tale," says the soft-spo-

ken Winspeare, who entertained questions after

a Sunday screening of the film.

The title, "Pizzicata," welds love (the pizzica

dance) and death (tarantata, the name given to

women affected by tarantismo). This combina-

tion sum^up the beautiful but harsh landscape of

J
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Elyssa Davalos and Jeff Kober dance in

the world premiere ofVery Truly Yours," a

play by David Worby with Ron Marans, at

the Tiffany Theater in West Hollywood.

"Very Truly Yours"

Through Nov.1

5

Tiffany Theater

West Hollywood
Tickets: $20<25

(310)289-2999
David Worby's "Very Truly Yours" is a

piercing, introspective look into the life of the

lead character, Daniel. Set in the 1990s, Daniel

is given a letter from his dead father's ex-lover.

Upon reading the letter, Daniel is taken back

through his sordid past, and the audience wit-

nesses the trials and tribulations of an abusive

father, a broken marriage, an estranged sister

table, a couch and a few small boxes to hold set

and costume changes, the audience feels closer

to the characters without a lot of clutter on the

stage to pose as a barrier between actor and

audience.

With a sound script and a natural-feeling set

design, it is up to the actors to bring the script

to life and make use of the stage, and they are

successful.

Cyril O'Reilly, who plays Daniel, gives a

brilliant, strong performance which brings the

script to life and demands an emotional

response from the audience. O'Reilly's pas-

sionate performance in key scenes bring the

crowd into the character's world.

Edward Albert, who plays William, the ex-

lover of Daniel's father also delivers a brilliant

and convincing performance. Acting largely as

the narrator of the play, Albert achieves a rap-

port with the audience through his poignant

dialogue and dramatic timing.

Another memorable performance comes

from Daniel's father, Paul, played by Jeff

Kobcr. He plays a World War I! veteran who
is haunted by his war experience and abuses

his children and alcohol with the same intensi-

ty. The actor manages to stir up anger and frus-

tration within the audience and mak'^ the

crowd feel as emotionally torn and confused

^bout his character as Paul (Kober) feels about

himself.

Joining the successful leading cast are the

-smaller characters in the show, who deserve

and a delinquent brother.

The set design for this show is simple yet

sufficient and makes great use of the small

space that the actors are given. With a wooden

"equal accolades. Carole Ita White plays both

Daniel's marriage counselor and psychologist.

Her ability to switch from a character who pro-

vides major comic relief in the play as the mar-

riage counselor to the serious and heart-felt

psychologist is amazing.

Also carrying two small roles with powerful

effects is Joseph Fuqua, who plays Daniel's

delinquent brother and comedic yet angst-rid-

den best friend Robbie. Fuqua's energy, articu-

lation and natural ease in delivering humor in

key scenes makes his performance truly memo-
rable.

With a brilliant cast, a simple yet efficient

set design and a moving script, "Very Truly

Yours" is very truly amazing.

Danielle Myer

"The Merchant of Venice"

Through Nov. 8
Knightsbridge Theater

Old Town Pasadena
Tickets: $10-15

(626)440-0821

Ninety-nine seats, a spiral staircase and a

stage level with the audience - these are the

defining characteristics of the Knightsbridge

Theater, which is currently showing "The

Merchant of Venice" by William Shakespeare.

"Merchant" exi^ores the anti-Semitism

prevalent in early seventeenth century

London. It is a constant debate whether

Shakespeare himself was an anti-Semite, or if

he presents this point of view as a way to mock
those that were anti-Semitic. Regardless, this

comedy contains a plethora of derogatory lan-

_guage toward Jewish people, making it diffK

the actors seem comfortable with their roles,

such as UCLA alumni Ursula Murdock, who
plays Portia, and Tiger Reel, who plays

Bassanio, others overact, thus deferring from

the true comedy that simply lies within the

linesof the play.

The one comic relief that truly does work is

the character Launcelot, played by David

Reynolds, whose interaction with the audience

and comedic timing make him a pleasure to

watch.

However, the overall aesthetic setting of the

Knightsbridge Theater almost overshadows

the lukewarm performance given by the actors.

The minimalist set and realistic costumes

add to the feel of the play. This, complied with

the high level of interaction with the audience,

allows the viewer to feel more in tune with the

seventeenth century English experience that

Shakespeare is attempting to portray.

Kate Herold

"Sumthin' Special"

Through Nov. 20
ACME Comedy Theatre
Hollywood
Tickets: $10
(323) 525-0202

There is nothing special happening in this

two-man play. An original idea from Josh

Gilbert and Russell Bell, "Sumthin' Special"

really identifies better as eight short skits than

_A full-fledged theatrical production^

cult to present while still making the audience"

laugh.

The cast at the Knightsbridge Theater does

not fully succeed at this task. While some of

With no particular setting or real plot,

'Special" stumbles through 40odd minutes of

\DV£[<riS£
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Contestant Auditions

Earn UCLA credits in

WASHINGTON DC
CAPPP Quarter in Washington Program

is looking for variety acts!

Anything goes! From bizarre acts,

stupid human tricks to trained talent.

If you got it... We want it!
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Emotionally powerful 'Beloved' stuns audiences
FILM: Adaptation stays

true to novel, captures

characters' inner turmoil

By Sam ToussI

Daily Bruin Contributor

Ton! Morrison, arguably one of

the greatest writers of the twentieth

century, has never had her work put

to film - until now, that is. Simply

put, it was worth the wait.

The screen adaptation of

Morrison's novel "Beloved" (which

won the Nobel Prize for Literature)

has been made by people who obvi-

ously adored the book. Oprah
Winfrey's obsession with the book

has been well documented, and she

had said publicly that she wanted the

film to remain faithful to the novel.

What Oprah wants. Oprah gets.

The film is extremely faithful to the

book, almost to excess. The film is

almost shot for shot, line for line the

same as the book.

The story begins shortly after the

Civil War at 124 Blue Road (referred

to simply as 124 in the book) which,

simply put, is haunted. The opening

images of the film reveal a flying dog

and other assorted poltergeist activi-

ties.

Two boys run from thg tionre^aa^
Sethe (Oprah Winfrey) cares for the

mangled dog, leaving Denver

(Kimberly Elise) alone in the house

of pain. Eight years later, the house

is still haunted and Sethe and

Denver are still there, barely exist-

ing.

A man shows up at 124 one day. It

is Paul D (Danny Glover), a friend

of Sethe's from their days back at

Sweet Home, the plantation where

they were both slaves years before.

Paul D brings something to the

home that it has lacked: happiness.

inadvertently, the hauntings stop

with his presence. Another person

shows up at 124 after one of the most

joyful segments of the film - this per-

son is a stranger and the namesake

of the film.

Her name is Beloved (Thandie

Newton), and everything about her

is babyish. She drools, wets the bed,

has newborn-soft skin, has difficulty

speaking and gurgles like a baby.

Sethe decides to take the stranger in

to nurse her back to health - but

Beloved is not sick.

Rather, she is simply awkward.

She walks like a puppet, and at first

her voice sounds like Yul Brynner's,

post-tracheotomy. In a word, she is

creepy.

But Sethe and Denver take a lik-

ing to her. Somehow, she's Bonded

to them. Paul D, though, is not as

convinced. When he begins his

struggle to throw Beloved out of

124 , Sethe enters an emotionally

Oprah Winfrey stars as Sethe in 'Beloved/ a film based on Ton! Morrison's novel.

louchiim* Pictures

draining downward spiral.

Emotionally draining seems to be

the best way to describe "Beloved."

It is a story not so much about slav-

ery as it is about loss, regret, love

and pain. The film is also a touching

and disturbing tale of the bond
between nnHhers and their children.

Paul D accuses Sethe of having a

love that is "too thick," but he can-

not possibly understand that the love

between a mother and her children,

especially her daughters, can never

be "too thick." The love can also be

so thick it can be like a fog, clouding

reason and leadmg a person to dF
horrible deeds.

Some moments of the film are

gripping, some graphic, some dis-

turbing but always powerful. The
scenes from Sweet Home are espe-

cially (and obviously) disturbing

visually, for they depict torture and

^Tapc. Yet it is surprising to sec how^

the film daringly captures the
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MANN 1 MANN 1 LAEMMLE UNITED ARTISTS 1 GENERAL

Westwood
VILLAGE
961Bro)(ton

208-5576
PrK«caiMt9ic(PG-13)

THX - Dolby Digilal

Mon -Th (12:45 3:45)7:0010:00

mum amu (PC)

948 Broxton THX - Dolby Digital

239-MANN Mon Tu.Th (11:45 2:15 4:45) 7:15 9:45

Wed (11:45 2:15 4:45)

NATIONAL
10925 Lindbrook

208-4366

Rnh HMr (PG-13)

THX - Dolby Digital

Mon -Thu(1:00345)7:(X)10:00

Santa Monica
CRITERION 3 Aali(Ki)

1 3 1 3 3rd St. Dolby Digital - THX - Sorry No Passes

Promenade Stadium Seating - Mon - Tliu

395-1599 (12:00 2:00 2:30 5«)) 7:15 7:45 10:15

CRITERION! A NI|M alllM Roifewv (PG-13)

THX - Dolby DigiUl - Sorry No Passes

Mon - Ttiu (12:45 3:00 5:30) 8XX) 10:30

CRITERION 5 Rasll How (PQ-13)

On 2 Screens - THX - DTS Digital

Mon -Thu (11:45 12:30 2:45 4:305:15)

7:45 9:45 10:1$

West Hollywood
8000 Si«nl (al Crwsctit HttiMi) FiM Pailto|

Westwood Beverly Hills

SUNSET 1 ft 2

(213)848-3500
Todd SokxJi' Ha

Daily (12:30pm)^2:00 3:45 5:15

7«)8:3O10«)

UA WESTWOOD
10889 WeNwoilh
475-9441

TIN MtlMv (PG-13)

S0OSl)igitahTHX-

NoVIPs until 10/19

Presented in Digital Sound
T1mMMN>(P0*13)

12«) 2:20 4557:15 9:45

Mon • Th 12:30 2:45 5:20 7:50 10:30

SUNSCT3
(213)848-3500

Derek Jacobi is Francis Bacon
LavtisliMDtvil

Daily (12:45) 3^)05:15 7:30 9:45

UA WESTWOOD
10889WeNwonh

47S-9441

On ToMb C«fJR)
Dolby stereo - THX:
No VIPs until 10/19

Mon -Th 1:003:155:308:0010:15

Presented in OlgittI Sound
MailMR«tev(P0-13)
12:15 2:304:507159:45

Itvwty CoBMCthw

FESTIVAL
10887 Lindbrook

208-4575

A Night At the Roihury (PG-13)

THX - Dolby Digital

Mon -Thu (1:304:15) 7:15 1015

RECENT
1045 Broxton

208-3259

WitlKMl Limits (PG-13)

Dolby SR
Mon -Thu (1:45 4:30) 7:30 10:15

PACIFIC

Westwood

SUNSET!
(213)848-3500

John Water's Ptctor

OaHy (1:00) 3:15 5:30 7:50 10:10

SUNSET 5 Stanley Tucci's ImMtttrs

(213) 848-3500 Daily (12:00) 2:30 5:00 7 30 10.1X}

UA WESTWOOD UrhMLatMi(R)
1 0889 WeOwodh DoHm Stereo

475-9441 Mon - Thu 12:40 3:00 5:10 7:40 10:00

GENERAL

Presented in DigKal Sound
What OffiM May 0mm (P6-13)

11:452:154:45 7:3010:10

VINE
suNsn
(213)848-3500

PLAZA TlMresSomttkiiiflAho«tMsfy(R)
1067 Gtendon Dolby Digital

208-3097 Mon -Thu (1:00 4:00) 7:00 9:45

WESTWOOD 1 ReKbtlMRoek(R)
lOSOGayley Stereo

208-7664 Mon, Wed - Th (1230 2:40 4:45)

7 1593<J
Tue (12:30 2 40 4 45 7:15 9:30)

CREST
1262 Westwood Bhfd

(S OIVMItDirO

474-7866 or

777-FILM (W25)

HolyM«e(PG)
THX - Dolby Digital

Mon -Thu (1:30 4:15) 7.009:45

WESTWOOD 2

lOSOGayley
208-7664

On Tree TMo| (R)

stereo

Mon. Wed - Th (100 400) 7:00 9:40

Tue 1:004:00 7:009:40)

LAEMMLE
www.lettnmit.coin

WLA/Beverly Hills

arpale Shows O Fof All Theatwi

Wtfkeid Stows:
FriSat Aher Hours

PleaM Call lor Shows and Umts

SatSun Mominq Shows

Please Call tor Shows and timts

Westwood
AVCO CINEMA
10640 WUtiMr* BMt. 1 Bft E olWMtwood
475-071

1

Presented in Digital Sound
alMatf(R)

12:004:008:01)

Vhw TktalMt taato Em (R)

Show Thnas (213) 463-6819 Dolby Stereo

2fnovieslor)B 2:006:05
One Free Popcorn & Diet Coke with this Ad

VhNTtoalafs
Show Timef(213) 463-6819

1(1)

OoNyy Stereo

355 7:55

Santa Monica
AVCOCtNCMA Presented in THX Oiollal Sound

IfMaalClNNfeflRJ
12:302:455:007:309:45

MONICA 1

1322 2nd Street

394-9741

John Water's Packer

Daily (1:30) 3:35 5.40 7:50 10 00

WESTWOOD 3 Saviai Private RyM(R)
lOSOGayley Dolby Digital

208-7664 Mon, Wed -Th (12:40 4:15) 8 00
Tue (12:40 4:15 8:00)

WESTWOOD 4 RoMtfars(R)
lOSOGayley Stereo

208-7664 Mon, Wed -Th (1:45 4:30) 7:30 10:00

Tue 1:45 4:30 7:3010:00)

Santa Monica

ROYAL
11523 SM. Blvd.

477-5581

Thomas Vinterberg's

tataaranoa

Daily (12 20) 2:40 5:00 7:30 9:55
MONICA 2 A comedy for incurable romantics

NaitStofWoadariand
Daily (12:55) 3:15 5:35 8:00 10:20

AVCO ONEMA Presented in Digital Sound
What Draam May Ca«w (Pfi-13)

11:15 1:454:307:1510:06

AVCO CINEMA Presented in THX Digital Sound
Raaia(R)

11:152:004:45 7:4010:30

MUSIC HALL1
9036 Wilshire

274-6869

Haagariaa Film Festival

For information and tickets

call 818-848-7394

MONICA 3 *>! cUsskpiece olArmrianr

'

Todd kkCarty. Viriety

HaateNaKardloiiy
Daily (1:00) 3:10 5:20 7:35 9:56

Beverly Hills

MUSIC HALL2
9036 Wilshire

-574-6869

Ben Stiller/Elisabeth Hurley

PanMNal MMaifM
Mon • Thu (5:45) 7:55 10 00

MIMIGm 4

CRITERION 1

1313 3rd St.

Promenade
395-1599

HolvMaa(PG)
THX -Dolby Digital

Mon • Thu ( 1 2:00 3:1 5) 7:(X) 10:00

Odette Springer's

Soma Nadily Rafairad

Daily (2:15) 4:15 6:15 8:15 10:15

Sep Adm Classffiad X
Daily (I.OOpm)

La Cienaga at Beverly Bh^.

Free 2 1/2 hour vaMnted parking 659-591

1

iavarty CeaNStioa

MUSIC HALL3
9036 Wilshire

CRIHRION 2 What Dreams May Come (PG-13)

1 3 1 3 3rd THX - Dolby Digital • Sorry No Passes

St Promenade Mon - Thu (12 30 4 00) 7 30 1030
395 1599

The Soalof OfjMSilas:

A Roriantic Mockery

Tue -Thu (5.00) 7:20

Presented in THX Digital Sound
Praalaal Mafia (P6-13)

12:303:005^08:0010.30

MONICA

Sep Adm Jonathan Kanfor's lad Maaaan
Mon - Th 9:40

www.lMmmlt.com

Waafeaad Shows
Sat- Sun 11 00 am.

flaasa Call lor stows aod limn

Bavarty Coaaactlaa Presented in THX DtalW Sound

12:003:307:1010:40

visit our website: eta
669-5ifl1

Prasanlad in DigRal Sound
liWariCtoaiv(R)

12:45 3A)5:1S 7:309:45

TO ADVERTISE IN THE

Call Rob at 310 206-0903

*<
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Mature

'Kelly Bundy'
TELEVISKM: NBC show

sees *Jesse' character

unmarried with child

ate kisses

^e• I III •

ByAndrtwRyan
The New York Times

Good things come to those who
wait.

Just ask Christina Applegate.

After 10 seasons as tarty bimbo

Kelly Bundy on "Married ... with

Children," she now has a role more

worthy of her talents in NBC's new

Thursday-night entry "Jesse."

This time out, Applegate plays

Jesse Warner, a sensible single mom
whose sorrows and pleasures are

distinctly of the real-world variety.

And the move from fantasy to reali-

ty suits Applegate just fme.
"*

Jesse couldn't possibly be more

different than Kelly Bundy,"

Applegate says firmly. "Not that

Kelly was a bad person - there just

wasn't much to her. Jesse has more

on the ball, and a lot more responsi-

bility. I'd like to think I'm a lot more

like Jesse."

-

—

Th< contrast between the two

On "Jesse," the only cute boy is

Jesse's 10-year-old son (Eric Lloyd).

Also dependent on Jesse are her

older brother (John Lehr), who
refuses to speak, her scamming

younger brother (David DeLuise)

and her brusque but lovable father

(George Dzundza), who owns the

German-themed restaurant where

she works.

The way Applegate sees it, every

family has an anchor, and that's

where Jesse Warner comes in.

"Jesse is this wise, strong, steady

figure in this kind of strange fami-

ly," she says. "She's raised a child on

her own. She's got these three great

guys around to help raise her child,

which is great. She's strong, but we
don't really know where she's going

yet."

One way the show won't be

going, at least not right away, is to

plunge Jesse into the dating scene.

Viewers may have been misled by

the pilot, in which Jesse is attracted

to her drop-dead-gorgeous, Chilean

neighbor, Diego (Bruno Campos).

But don't expect the show to

become a date-of-the-week series.

"We're trying to show the strug-

glcs of a single mother/' Applegatft-

television roles is striking. On
"Married ... with Children," Kelly

was primarily interested in figuring

out ways to sneak cute boys into her

bedroom.

says. "She can't just go out and date

a bunch of different guys. She has to

be responsible as to who she brings

SeeAPPLHiATl,pa9e27

BELOVED
From page 23

intense emotional and psychological

pain of the scenes.

Perhaps it should not be surpris-

ing, however, given the fact that the

film was directed by Jonathan

Demme, the Roger Corman-protegc

responsible for "Silence of the

Lambs" and "Philadelphia." The
strength of his direction lies mainly

in his willingness to direct this film

without Hinching.

Many directors may have felt

intimidated by some of the more
intense scenes in "Beloved," and

even fewer would have been able to

wrangle the cryptic and allegorical

nature of the plot. Yet Demme
seems to do it with ease. In simple

shots, he captures pages of

Morrison's text. He also uses his

patented shot of actors looking

straight into the camera, right at the

audience. It almost seems that we, as

an audience, are looking straight

into their souls.

This works especially well for

Winfrey, whose character Sethe is

supposed to be the picture of

restraint, storing emotions behind

her eyes. Winfrey is very solid in the

role, but acting is probably never

going to be considered her first call-

ing. Still, with her performance in

"Beloved," Winfrey seems the early

front-nuiner to win the Academy

Photo courtesy of Touchston* Pictutes

Sethe (Oprah Winfrey) and Paul D (Danny Glover) are reunited

after 1 8 years of separation in "Beloved."

Award for Best Actress.

Yet the best performances in the

film belongs to Elise and Newton,

who provide the soul of the film.

Elise's Denver is the ideal of sto-

icism.

Save one brief moment early in

the film, Denver remains as strong

as she can and as silent as she can.

Newton captures the eerie quality

of "Beloved" beautifully. Her unex-

pected outbursts of rage are perfect-

ly set up by Newton's eyes, which

from her entrance in the film, seem

to convey some sort of danger or evil

lurking in her mind.

The film's tag line "The past has a

life of its own" rivals "The Bride of

Chucky's" trailer "The honey-

moon's gonna be killer" in banality,

especially in respect to how deep

and complex the film is. Perhaps

that is unfair to the "Beloved" publi-

cists, for it would be almost impossi-

ble to put a tagline on a film like this.

Most films do not even approach

"Beloved's" range or intensity of

emotions.

Yet even the most emotionally

gripping drama needs talent around

ii.^As lucky as Oprah was to have

Morrison release her literary baby,

Morrison was lucky to have such a

mass of talent surrounding

"Beloved."

DANCE
From page 20

mance space. Because they

do not need large stages and

elaborate lighting, perform-

ing in gallery venues like the

Armand Hammer is ideal.

Los Angeles-based artists

themselves. Oda Homsey
and Eilber thought it would

be interesting to match the

"Sunshine and Noir" theme

of California visual artwork

with dances by California

choreographers.

"We tried to match dances

that were' evocative of the

particular work of art so that

it would be as if the particular

art piece or art work were

coming to life in tlesh and

blood," says Oda Homsey.

Each of the ARDC
dancers chose a different

piece of artwork from the

"Sunshine and Noir" exhibit

and matched it to a piece of

choreography. Some of the

connections between the two

works are clear and thematic,

while others are more

abstract, relating more to

similarities in philosophy and

vision between the cHbreog-

rapher and the artist.

Eilber explains this con-

nection between the visual art

and the dance by describing a

UC STUDENT REGENT
For the 1999-2000 School Year

No Experience Necessary!!!

QUALIFICATIONS
Student with innovative

mind willing to represent

the voice of all UC
students for the

^betterment of UC
campuses.

BENEFITS
The Student Regent is a

full voting member of the

Board of Regents. In

addition to having all

tuition and fees waived,

travel and accomodation
expenses are paid.

DEADLINE: November 13. 1998
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE:
***Center for Student Programming, 105 Kerckhoff Hall

***James West Center Infornuition Desk . ^

-

'

***Student Union Services Information Desk (Ackerman A-Level)

***Re8idence Halls Assistant Director's Offices - ORL
***Office of Assistant Vice Chanceltor, Student and Campus Life, 1104 Murphy Hall

^^^www.ucop.edu/regents

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
*Mike Cohn X 57041 of mcohnOsaonet.ucla.edu
*Rt)eena Bartolome - rtieenamaeOaol.com or see her at Bruin Walk (MWF) at noon

-r*. •. t.'Af^ o JT'*-'* klA - fci^wyirVi^vt tVtt iVfcTfT-'^-?irywiT^yYVn'ftfrt'rvrf UUiJyiJUUi

piece 01 ner own choreogra-

phy that will be performed.

"It's a feminist statement,

although very comedic, I

hope." says Eilber. "It's basi-

cally a woman who is encased

in a pair of pantyhose and she

has to battle her way out. The

accompaniment is a collage

of '70s TV commercials, kind

of sexist TV commercials."

Although an accom-

plished dancer, Eilber will

not perform at the Armand
Hammer because of hip

problems. Instead, she will

narrate the different pieces

and help the audience better

understand the collaboration

between visual art and dance.

While the ARDC will only

perform a half-hour show at

the Armand Hammer. Oda
Homsey promises the show

will be very amusing, and

well worth catching.

"Part of what I love about

our repertoire is that the

dances are short, and they're

to the point and there's craft

there. You don't wait for half

an hour while someone turns

into a rock," sayS Oda
Homsey. "It will be very

entertaining, we promise."

DANCE: The American

Repertory Dance Company
will perform at the UCLA
Armand Hammer Museum of

Art and Cultural Center, 10899

Wilshire Blvd. in Westwood
Village, on Oct. 20 at 7 p.m.The

event is free with paid admis-

stnn torhPTTTHSPum.

available under the museum.

For more information, call

(310)443-7000.

Pho(o courtesy of Amencan Reparatory Dance Company

The Annerican Repertory Dance Connpany is perfornriing at the UCLA Armand Hammer Museum of Art and Cultural

Center.

We're Looking forYou
YEARBOOK

\^fe're looking for creative, energetic, friendly people to join our sales staff. If you are interested in joining Bruinlife Yearbook's Business Department, please

come to our Orientation Meeting this Wednesday Bring yourself, ideas, and a smile to Kerckhoff Hall, room 149M at 4:30.

,w^-

Dr. Nader Dayani
ORTHODONTIST

SINCE 1980
UCLA FACULTY MEMBKR

Member American Association of Orthodontists

Specializing in braces for adults & children

• Invisible • Removable
• European • Traditional

• Cosmetic Porcelain

• Surgical Orttiodontlcs

2()"h DISCOINTTO STIDKMS AM) FACl LIT WITH VALID I.I).

(310)826-7494
11645 Wilshire Blvd. #802

Los Angeles, CA 90025

(949) 552 - 5890
18124 Culver Dr., #A

Irvine, CA 92715

Teeth Whitening
upper or lower

$85<»« each

(Reg. $200.00)

*The treatment wW be as folows: $1000.00 plus

$ too 00 for eoch month of treatment rendered
for metal broces. $900.00 plus $100.00 for each
month of treatment rendered for removable
broces and $170000 plus $125.00 per month for

ceramic braces. S200.00 for cNagrx>stic study

rrKxJel orxj S 1 75.00 for formal consultatton.

expiration date 10-31-98
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Here's your chance to Investigate your

career options and earn experience as a
full-time entry level professional for 10

weeks! Just apply for a UCLA National

Internshilpl

Housing. UC President's Scholarst^

Stipend Program, arxj a loan program are

available. Th>ere Is also a $3000 stlperxj

student director position available.

Housing Is arranged at Randolph Towers in

Arlington. VA.

EXPO
Rm. 109

Kercktx>ff HaN

310.825.0831
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Try our new varieties - some on softer breed!

Al sondwidies ore ovailol»le everyday at North

Campus, Kercklioff Coflee House, & Bombsheher

Smoked turkey, provolone, tomato, & ciiontro pesto on

Pain Rustique

ima((Q(itta

litkey, ham, pepperoni, provolone, mozzarella, tomato, olives,

garlic olive oil on Pain Rustique

Goat cheese, red peppers, tomato, spinach, red onion,

& sun dried tomato vinaigrette on a Pain Rustique Roll

]^U|l7er«tHam

Block forest ham, swiss cheese, dijon mustard, romaine lettuce

and tomato

Monoreiia, fresh basil, tonrato, cucumber, gorlk olive oil

on soft Ciabatta

TerfM|» ]^«60«), OtfocoA^

Turkey, bacon, spicy guacomoie, alfalfa sprouts & tomato on

soft Ciabatta

u .Roost beef with green & red bell pepper slices, provolone, and

spicy sour cream sauce on a Pain Rustique

anA mtroAacmo

mf^mmvi'^]vt:^..,

v\0(jL'J?/i

Turkey, provolone, romo tomatoes, lettuce & dijon

mustard on a soft seeded roll

SaUs

These gowrmet soiods are prepared fresh daily with

only the best faigre<Bents. Sahids are avdiable every-

day ot Kerckhoff Coffee House I The Bombshelter

Fiekl greens, feto cheese, block olive, cherry tomatoes,

pepperondni with o bokomic vinaigrette

DMSi
lomoine lettuce, Mm, egg, avocado, ftxixM

wedg«swM)Q raspberry vinaigrette .

Penno posto, bod pesto, sun dned tonKrtoes,

pine nuts and iiesh hosi

Unguine pQSlQ» jiiosdono, copeis, coesor drasang

lemon juke ond Hock pepper

^4^ ULmRESTf)ESTRUIMIffS

SAIENTO
From page 21

the Salento, home of frequent brush

fires and a capricious Mediterranean

climate.

Chiara Torelli, the film's lead

actress, also spoke at the screening

and explained that although she grew

up in the province of Lecce, she

learned much of Salentine lore from

the production of the film, which

opens nationwide this February.

**I learned how to dance and

appreciate my culture," the actress

says in Italian, through Winspeare*s

translation.

Such appreciation and absorption

of culture is the purpose of "Essential

Salento," says Del Giudice, who also

teaches Italian studies at UCLA.
She and Pranzo, festival producer,

are planning an international and

interdisciplinary UCLA conference

for the year 2000. "Performing

Ecstasies: Music, Dance and Ritual

in the Mediterranean" will involve

UCLA ethnomusicologists, folk-

lorists and anthropologists, among
others.

When not scripting extravaganzas

of specific Italian regions, the Istituto

offers Italian language classes and

spearheads film festivals, like last

year's retrospective of the late per-

former Marcello Mastroianni.

Del Giudice says the new genera-

tion of Italian Americans make up

her ideal audience when immersing

the public In a culture as colorftil -

and spider-rich - as that of the

Salentine.

"I'm trying to get people to reat-

tach to their culture," Del Giudice

says, "Helping them understand why

they say the things they do, feel a cer-

tain way." ; .

.

:

ON-CAMPUS: 'Essential Salento' con-

tinues this week with a screening of the

film 'Pizzicata" on Wednesday at 7 p.m.

in the Istituto Italiano di Cultura at 1023

Hilgard Ave. Aramir^ will perform at the

Italian American Club of San Pedro on

Friday at 7:30 p.m.

CURTAIN
From page 22

"comedy," showcasing some very

well-worn character types and dia-

logue that has seen better days and

has been delivered by better people.

Gilbert and Bell presented their

project on a bare stage with a scat-

tering of homemade props used for

each sketch.

The evening started with a dance

routine by the two stars who tried

painfully to exaggerate the fact

white men can't dance.

It only got worse.

It starts with "Letters" which

turned two men against each other,

due to a few slipped secrets and

fragile male egos. The funny part

comes in with the reconciliation

between the two chums; they tap

into the rare sensitive side, giving

each other cards and playing the jilt-

ed lover. "Letters" steals cliches

found in any bad UPN sitcom. The

delivery predictably limps by until

one male fellow has a pathetic

epiphany, usually discovered while

in the bathroom, but they decide to

put it on stage.

Leaning toward the dreadful for

the bulk of the play, "Special" offers

little to look forward to besides the

end. Some skits simply fill time.

"Rock" found the two man-children

hopping up and down wailing and

ripping at the guitar. The sight gag

failed to hit the funny bone of the

audience.

**Special*s" saving grace rested in

the eagerness spilling over in Gilbert

and Bell. Their energy and juvenile

approach to certain skits managed a

few laughs. Light-hearted

**Nemesis" pitted Sunday comics

27

CURTAIN
From page 26

hero and villain in a heated contest

of wit. A bumbling protagonist

squares off against his equally

incompetent antagonist in the only

insightful piece of writing found in

"Special."

"Special" toils to rise above the

theater floating around Los

Angeles, but it should first try juit to

be average.

APPLEGATE
From page 24

into her life and her son's life."

Of course, such attention to politi-

cal correctness is light years from

Applegate's previous persona. But

then, life didn't begin for her as Kelly

Bundy
In fact, at 26 Applegate is a griz-

zled veteran of more than a quarter-

century on the small screen: Her first

television job came at three months

old, when she played an infant on

"Days of Our Lives." A few years

later she was a child actor, snagging

brief roles on shows such as "21 Jump
Street" and "Family Ties."

However, her big break cam: al

15, when she was picked for the low-

brow sitcom "Married ... with

Children." The show was an instant

hit anH Applegate was immedialdy-

thrust into the public eye and locked

into 60-hour work weeks.

Still, she shakes off the notion that

she had a lost childhood.

"No, I don't think so," she says

with a chuckle. "I'm having a lost

adulthood right now, though."

What helped keep Applegate sane

throughout "Married ... with

Children," she says, was the fact she's

never been remotely attracted to the

whole show-biz scene. Her earnings

from the show bought her a modest

home in the Hollywood Hills, and on

most weekends she's either attending

the multicultural church near her

home or hanging out with her work-

ing-class buddies.

"I've always had normal friends,

and I still have them," she says. "1

don't hang out with people in the

business. My friends are hairdressers

and bartenders."

In conversation with Applegate,

what comes across strongest is her

positive, sincere attitude toward

almost anything. She's also oddly

wise for a 26-year-old.

For example, when talking about

her estranged father, who divorced

her mother shortly after his daughter

was born, Applegate seems utterly

devoid of resentment.

"He's very much part of my life,"

she says. "Fortunately, they didn't

stick together, because their relation-

ship wasn't working, and I wouldn't

want to grow up in that situation any-

way. This way, my father remarried

and 1 have two wonderful siblings, so

it worked out beautiftilly."

Likewise, while Applegate is

thrilled that NBC scheduled "Jesse"

on the hottest night^n television
-

Thursdays , between megabits

"Friends" and "Frasier" - she seems

more excited about a subplot in

which Jesse's enduring goal is to

someday go to nursing school.

"She has very simple dreams,

which is something I love about her,"

Applegate says. "I love the fact she

wants to be a nurse. She's going to

take that caretaking part of her per-

sonality and make it a vocation."

Wait, it gets even better for

-— Applegate: For the past several

months, she's been dating actor

Johnathon Schaech, the handsome

co-star of "That Thing You Do"

(1997).

All told, the only thing Applegate

can find to complain about these days

are the dorky-fraulein waitress outfits

she has to wear during work scenes

on "Jesse."
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Qualex C-41 processing
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SERVICE
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Campus Photo Studio open Monday-Friday
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North Campus Shop; Health Sciences Store; Hill Top Shop
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308 Westwood Plaza
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OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Thu: 9:00am-4:00pm
Fri: 9an>-2:30pm

One issue, up to 20 words $8.00
...each additional word 0.50
Weekly, up to 20 words 27.00
...each additional word 1 .50

Monthly, up to 20 words 90.00
...each additional word 5.00

For Classified Display ads,
please see our rate card

for variable rate information.

MasforCard ^S VISA

Classified Line Ads:
1 working day before printing,

at 1 2 noon.
Classified Display Ads:
2 working days before printing,

at 1 2 noon.
Tiiere are no cancellations after

noon of the day before printing.

PAYMENT
Please make checks payable to

"The UCLA Daily Bruin." We
accept Visa, MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards. Allow 5
working days for mail payments.

HOW TO WRITE
AN EFFECTIVE AD

• start your ad with the
merchandise you are selling.

Thia makes it easier for readers to

quickly scah the ads and locate

your items.
• Always include the price of your
item. Many classified readers
simply do not respond to ads
without prices.

• Avoid abbrBviatk>ns—nuOie your
ad easy for readers to understand.
• Place yourself in ttie reader's

position, ask what you woukJ like to

know about the noerchandise, and
include that in the ad. Include such
informatk}n as brand names. cok>rs

and other specifk: descriptk>ns.

The ASUCLA Communicetions board fuiy supports the University of CMorxim'* pokey pn rK>ndiscrimirurtion. No medium shaH accept edvertisamants wtWch presant persons of any ongtn. race. sex. or sexual orientation in

a demeaning way or imply thsl they are Kmltea to poeitione. capabilities, roiee, or status in society. Neither the Daily Bnin rwr the AsUCLA Communicalions Board has investigated any of the services advertised or the

Hoos-
responsibte

for the first inoonect ad Irisertion only. Mirxy typographical errors are not eiigit)ie for refunds. For any refurxl, the Daily Bruin Classified Department must t>e notified of an eror on the first day of publication by noon.

Alcoholics Anonymous
Men. DiKuuien, Fri SUp Slu^. 2401 Adurmon

Then, ledi Study, 2401 Ackannon

M/TAVlM.DMlaiA3<)29
Wed. Hm. A3- 029

DbcwMion. Al Ham 12:10 • 1:00 pai

^WW

\tuncMe

is looking for^volunteer leaders to

work in outreach Christian

ministry with high school &
middle school students on the

westside and downtown.

Please call 310-397-3484

for an interview.

FactSet is an equal opportunity employer

FactSet is the leading provider of online financial, market, and economic

information. Our product is used by over 10,000 investment

professionals worldwide to research companies, industries, and

economies.

Dedicatedto Excellence

Parking & Commuter Services
is looking for friendry, courteous people

to assist our customers with their

parking and information needs.

$7.25-$8,30 Per Hour
Previous customer service and cash

handling experience required.

For more information, stop by the
Parking & Commuter Services office at
555 Westwood Plaza (in Structure 8) for

an application or call (310) 825-1386

Must be a currently registeredUCLA """

student and be available to work early shifts,

nights, weekends, holidays, and throughout the summer.

Career Fair

Friday, October 23, 1998

__ Ackerman Union

11:00-4:00
J .

"

I

Software Engineers - We look for experience in C/C++, exposure to

GUI frameworks, Perl / HTML, algorithmic analysis and design, software

engineering practices, Microsoft Windows application development,

graphics, and statistical/quantitative analysis.

$150 i\i.y^/v.\u lor return o! uiyot-gre^n

pocket calerKter, black Radk> Shack electric

date-txx)k; 2 Kerns rubber-banded together.

Obstetrics and Qynecok)gy on the cover.

Lost near Wooden Center/Ackennan on

Monday 10/12 between 3-5pm. 310-471-

7652.

EMERALD GREEN FORMAL GOWN. Lost

10-14-98 between Ackemnan and Murphy

Hall on Bruin walk. Please call x51171

www.factset.com

DROij itbi toURSELF at home. Accurate

and simple to use test strips. THC, Cocaine,

others. $15 or 4 for $40. 1-800-395-

1694.VISA/MC accepted. Not for cHnk»l

use. www.3wave.com/lrt

THE GREATEST SECRET 01 All Time: Who
Is Shakespeare? www.sM)aoon.oro

NEED EXTRA CASH? Call 800-755-2150.

ask for Jell. Must own computer.

SINGLE UCU Qrad. Looking for friendship.

racquett}all partner, chatting on-Kne. and oth-

er gerieral social entertalrwnent. Interested?

email: swolguyWholmaii.oom

1-YEAR Fa. u .1 ERSHIP-Bodles
in fMAion, the best ktekboxing, spinning, all-

around gym. All kxatk)n8. $500. Cal for

morf informattoa 310454-1601.

YOUR CREDIT UNION
Ybur on-campusAon-ine Nnandil aeivioea

aouce. for students. facuRy&staff. VMus at

Ackerman A-Level. on-line at www.ucu.org

or cal 310477-6628.

FREE BIRTH CONTROL PILLS. UCLA re-

search study. $50 per visit to cHnk:. SnfK)kers

16-34 or norvsmokers ages 35-44. CaH
310-794-1884.

NORMAL HEALTHY CHILDREN and adol-

escents 8-16yrs needed for UCLA research

study. Receive $25 for lab experiment and
devetopmental evaluatton, and get a sdentlf-

k; learning experience. Call 310-825-0392.

POSTMEhJOPAUSAL WOMEN 45^^ (Healthy

or with heart disease) wanted for a study on
coronary artery disease involving srrutll

amounts of redtoactivity at UCLA. $25/hr (2

days, 4hrs. each) Call 310-825-1118 or 310-

206-6675.

UCLA RISK PERCEPTION STUDY Receive

$10 for completing 3 questkxinaires. Mexi-

can-Amerk»n or Taiwariese-American ortiy.

Cal 310-825-6542.

ANONYMOUS sperm donors needed. Help

Infertile couples while receiving financial

compensatk}n up to $600/month and free

health screening. Convenient hours, located

in Westwood. Call Kim 310-824-9941

UCLAAJSC TICKETS. Top dollar pakJ. Need
13student or ger>eral admisskxi tk:ket8. Call

310-753-8572.

WE BUY CARS. New and oW. Running or

not Jeff 310-714-5806.

3400
Goinpiitin/SoflMiifo

LAPTOPS/ DESKTOPS
NEW !! $60/month for 12 months and $1

buyout No credit, checks or lease.

<www.earthcompl com/LH 103 html

MAC Powertjook 5300c wA/Vord, Excel.

Adobe. 28.8modem, plus more. Complete
w/portable color printer and black leather

case. $975. Ethan@310-656-0555.

MACINTOSH llsi with extended keyboard.

Color Monitor, HP Deskwriter Printer, mo-
dem, software, manuals and packing boxes.

$325 Derrick (323) 850-1086.

MICROSOFT OFFICE 97 professional Full

version, unopened, unregistered. $75 1-

800-416-3594.

3500
Rmiture

MATTRESS BONANZA!!
SEALY, STEARNS & FOSTER. Also Ortho-

pedic twin-sels-$1 19.95. Fulls-$169.95.

Queens-$189.95. Pillowtops-$299 95. So-

fas-$219. Delivery. Beacon Mattress. 1309

Westwood Blvd. 310-477-1466.

MATTRESS SETS!!!
Twin $79, Full $89, Queen $139, King $159,

Bunkbeds. Deliveries, Phone Orders Accept-

ed 310-372-2337.

MATTRESSES, FUTON, DESK Bookshelf

Dinette Sets T-Table. Lamps. Deliveries. 7-

days open. King's Furniture. 11961 Santa

Monica Blvd. 310-575-4243.

if Piano Rentals ^
"If Low Monthly Rates jf
•Hollywood Piano Rental Company^'

213-462-2329 , ^••••••••••
4300
Sports Eipi|NBMl

SNOW SKIS
ROSSIGNOL 4SV. 195cm. Good condition,

boots included-size 12. $200. Call Tyler at

310-824-4828.

4900
Autos fW Sale

3700

LOSE WEIGHT NOW
ASK ME HOW

All natural nulritkxial health products. Call

310-202-6044

Classifieds

825-2221

1984 VOLVO GL. 4-door. automatic, power-

steering, windows, & locks, A/C&sunroof,

AM/FM/cassette, cellular phone Well nnain-

tained. $3500obo 310-472-1382.

1986 DODGE COLT- Red, 4-door, 5-speed.

4-cylinder 1 -owner 63K miles Sell after 10-

06-98. Recommend timing belt change.

$1900 firm. 323-658-8210.

1990 FORD T-BIRD Super Coupe. Special

anniversary edition. Black on silver.

60Kmiles, fully loaded, mint condition.

$7250. 31 0-206- 1720days. 3 10-473- 1484e-

venings.

1990 MAZDA MIATA. Red convertible,

AM/FM Cassette, Low mileage. Low main-

tenance. $4450obo. Must sell! 818-494-

2077.

94 PONTIAC GRAND AM. Great condition,

second owner, 4-door automatic, cruise, abs,

stereo/tape Red/grey. $4500obo. 310-208-

4385.

SEIZED CARS FROM $175 Porches, Cadfl-

lacs, Chevys, BMWs, Con^ettes. Also Jeeps,

4WD's. Your area. Toll Free. 1-800-218-9000

Ext A-1650 for current listings.

77 PORSCHE 924, $2000obo, 4-8peed,

new paint, nk:e sunroof, quick and very reli-

able, great student car 310-291-4480

FPCC BIrtll

Conlfol nils
UCLA Research study.

$50 Per Visit To Clinic.

Smokers Ages 1 8-34 or

Non-Smokers Ages 35-44.

Call Jassicci

310-794-1884
820O

GOT PARKING? Westwood aH year extra

dose. Cal Jennie at 310-208-1438.

87' HONDA BUTE 150. First owner. 3000+

miles. $1200 OBO. 310-842-4760.

HONDA ELITE 125 Scooter. 4.000+ miles.

Runs great. $550. 310-397-7559.

ThaiiMl till !!-**

SEMESTER AROUND THE WORLD.
Travel to Greece, Spain, Costa Rica, or Aus-

tralia and earn college credits. Call toll tree

1-877-333-SATW(7289).

md/4ttK&UM
Round Trip Airfares

Lima - S375

Cuzco $495

Santiago S689

Sao Paulo / Rio S598

Guayaquil / Quito $G35

Buenos Aires $698

C'lizro Tfcic'liii Pivvhu
R T Air F.ire « 4 D,i>% 3 N.ihn Hi.lfl & C.t, Si;;'ii'.f Pint;

Kor Rrs 310 652 8S2I/ROO 289 0340
PKOKf SSIONAl. TRAVt I Sf HVK f

"^iMjth .\nirrlf.»n Sper i.j|i',l>. i • i < |.i|.'H'«i

ThnplTlcicals

2-ROUND TRIP tickets leaving LA to Balti-

more. $200/eacri. Call 916-615-2846.

ADVERTISE

EGG DONORSI
WANTED

If you are a healthy
female between
the ages of 19 and
30 and have health

Insurance.

Compensation
$3500.00

Call MIrna Navas at

(310) 829-6782

pnaqqiaqtauatataaaaiaqqaiataacimat

Women Needed

Infertile Asian Couples

in a life crisis seek

women to donate eggs.

I

I

Ages 21-31. Healthy

Asians and all ethnicities.

Anonymous & Confidential

Top Medical Care in Son Francisco

$3^0.00 -I- Expenses

Family Line

(800) 609.LINE
Call for program detailt.

idAJJUA/

ilffiiSIHHHil1WBW^tHM"miSIMmMltt«MW

k/^4*^ ktitu.

London
Paris

Sydney
Sao Paulo

$348
$909
$744

Mexico City $329
Fim an KT. Do not indubi axn.

Kenrictiora tfftf.An iub|«n to chanfe.

Be an on canrtput intern!

EARN FREETRAVEU
call loMt-€ouncil for mora details

Travel

GEE: CmmkiI o« iMcmaiioMil

Edecaliaaal Exclian(«

1 0904 Lindbrook Drive.

Los Angeles

[3I0].208-355I

www.counci Itravel .com

INSURANCE WAR!
WE'LL BEAT ANYONE'S price or donl want

your business. All drtvers. Nevvty Hcertsed.

Student/staft/Taculty discounts. Request the

"Boiin Plan." 310-777-8817 or 818-222-

559S.

PARS1 INSURANCE SERVICES. Low rate

auto insurarv:e. $50 student discount to-

wards down payment. We can come to you.

818-784-1771. '

/lllslatef
l&MiVe in flood haiid&

Insurance Company
(310)312-0204

1261 VN/ostNvoool Blvd.
<2 t>tk». So. of Wll8h>lre)

CycleTimo Company

• Motorcycle • Motor Scooter • Moped
Liability insuranoe Is NOW tha law .

H's ioea man you minki "
No Kidding!

Call for a free quolel I
(310)275^734 a

Eachanga ad for minimum $10 00 _
diacount with inauranca purchaaa '

1-MO NumlMrs

ASK AWESOME PSYCHICS. questions

about love, money, health. 24hrs/day!!! Call

now!!! 1-900-370-3734 x2558. $3.99/min.

Must be ISyears dd. Serv-U 619-645-8434.

FREE SOFTWARE
AMAZING WEBSITE shows how to down-

load over 250,000 shareware programs free.

1-900-288-7888 ext-1619. $2.99/min, 18-^

serv-you 619-645-8434.

GIRLS!! LIVE !! 24hrs/day!! Talk one on one.

Call Now!! 1-900-825-2100 x1294

$3 99/min. Must be18 years old. Sen/-U 619-

645-8434.

SPORTS FANS MAKE $
<www.UofSpons.com> Live sports chal,

scores, lines, odds. Virtual Vegas. Fastest

payout on the web.

620Q
HeaWi Sarvloes

ACNE SCARS?
OR CHICKENPOX scars? Patented laser-

assisted method. Proven success, rebuild

your own collagen. Call for details 310-385-

0590.

FtaiMiallld

LOAN SPECIALIST
CARS. HOME. PERSONAL and debt con-

solidation. Small businesses welcome. Call

toll-free: 1-877-467^922.

STUDENT LOANS
GET YOUR Stafford Student Loan from Uni-

versity Credit Union (Lender Code 832123).

Also receive low-cost financial sen/lcea. 310-

477-6628; www.ucuorg.

Ij0g8l Advloi/AtlOfiioys

BANKRUPTCY
GET OUT OF DEBT NOW! Free Consulta-

tion. Experienced attorneys, reasonable

fees Law Offices of White and Associates

(Cheryle M. WNte, UCLAW. "86") 800-420-

9998 or 310-207-2089. 12301 Wilshire

Bl.Ste 550, WLA

GREEN CARDS NOW!
FILE YOUR GREEN CARD LOTTERY.
Starting 10-1-98 through 10-26-98. Call at-

torney Dora«n0213-251-9588.

KECyCLE :

BEST MOVLiii. Licensed, kttured. Lowest

rates. Fast, courteoua^careful. Many stud-

ents moved for $98. Uc.-T-16384<.. NO JOB
TOO SMALLI l-eOO-2-QO-BEST

Display

206-3060
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HONEST MAN W/14ft truck and ootnes.

smalt jobs, short rxxice ok. Student discount.

Ask about 10% discount. 310-285-8688 Go
Bruins!

JERRY'S MOVING&DEUVERY. The careful

movers. Experienced, reliable, sanr)e-day de-

livery. Packing, boxes available. Also, pick-

up donatk>ns for American Cancer Society,

JerryO310-391-5657

.^-.11

llutic

I
'

' 1

l"

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedicated pro-

fessk)nal. At your home or WLA studio. 1st-

lesson free. No drum set necessary.

Neil:21 3-654-8226.

GUITAR INSTRtJCTION. 15 years exp. all

levels and styles. Patient and organized.

Guitars available. Sam 310-826-9117.

GUITAR LESSONS by professional near

UCLA. All levels, guitars avail. CalLJean^t
310-476-4154. www.JWGS.com

piqlettioiiil Sflfiiiioi

MBA, LAW, MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS!
FRUSTRATED DEVELOPING your critical

personal statements? Get profe8tk>nal help

from well-known author/consultant. 310-826-

4445.

www.winningpersonstatement.com

A FREE SESSION
PSYCHOTHERAPY/COUNSELING for de-

pression, anxiety, obsessions, post-traumat-

ic stress, etc. Couples/lndivkluals Student

rates. Crinrte vk:tims may be eligible for tree

treatment. Call Liz Gould

(MFC#32388)O310-578-5957 to schedule

your free consultation.

EAGLE EYED EDITOR
PROOFREADS THESES, publications; tu-

tors English, study skills; trains time man-

agement, stress reduction Nadia Lawrence

PhD 310-393-1951. _^__
GREEN CARD LOTTERY 50.000 Visas

awarded by US GOV. $35 for attorney pre-

pared applicatbn. John Manley, Esq. 12304

Santa Montoa Blvd. #300 LA, CA 90025.

310-820-7553. Deadline to apply: 10/28

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

Al subjects, Theses/Dissertations.

Personal Statements, Proposals and Books.

imemalionai students weicome.

SINCE 1985
Sharon B—f. Ph.D. (310) 470-6662

ni>vc
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TAKE TECHNOLOGYiTOiTHEJNIii/ROWERJ

t

Wh«n something is too •xtrem« for words, it's to the Ntti dogreo. And that's the

lovol of tochnology you'll oxperionce at Raytheon.

Raytheon has formed a new technological superpower- Raytheon Systems

Company, composed of four major technological giants: Raytheon Electronic

Systems, Raytheon E-Systems, Raytheon Tl Systems and Hughes Aircraft.

The new Raytheon Systems Company is driving technology to the limit. And
we're looking for engineers who wont to push the envelope. Break new ground.

Moke their mark.

At Raytheon, vou'll take technology-and your coreer-to the highest possible

level. You'll take it to the Nth.

We hove o lot to tell you about the new Raytheon Systems Company and the

exciting opportunities we hove available. Plan on visiting our booth at your

college coreer fair If you ore unable to attend the foir then check out our website

at www.rayjobs.com and please send your resume to: Raytheon Resume
Processing Center, RO. Box 660246, MS-201 , Dallas, TX 75266.

moil rt",unu.'' icjy|ubs com
•d We CMC cm cquol opfX-M tui Raytheon
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Youl
Thank

Later.

Avoid long lines and extra costs by taking your senior portrait

early. Gall the Campus Photo Studio at 206.8433 to make an

appointment for your senior portrait.

Save up to $34 on your senior portrait package and get $8 off

your purchase of a Bruinlife Yearbook. Hurry, appointments

are filling up fast!

Note: If your last name begins with the letter F thru L, you

MUST take your senior portrait before October 30th!

Last Name
Beginning With

F,G,H,hJ,K,L

M,N,0,P,Q,R

$,TMV,W,X,Y,Z

Will be
Photottraohed:

October 19 thru October 30
November 2 thru November 13

November id thru December 4

Classifieds
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Looks

like

there's

gom'to

beahot

time on

the old

campus

tonighli

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ATBinev

mlove'

Maytie

Are they

consen

tmg

adults?

They

better be

Have

they

come

dressed

in the

proper

atdre'

Sure

looks

liken

Chances

are this

passion-

ate pair

had a

night

out and

shared a

coupled

broMsks

Am't

love

grand'

Ifs quite

obvious

that

these

romantic

rascals

didn't

overdo

the

liquid

libation

The

proof;

its in

h«r

hand

Ths

dynMTNC

duo had

enough

sense to

ncn

complet-

ely lose

track of

their

senses

If by

chance

they had

also

pokshed

off afifth

ofJackor

Jim, (hen

Tom,

Dick or

Harry

might

take the

pkjnge

without

ACROSS
1 Harry's-xKila.

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

his

slicker

on Of

course

that

couM

produce

some

5 "—are you
going?"

10 Serving dish

14 Asian nurse
15 Sheik's

household
16 Baseball family

name
17 Aggressively
20 Fury
21 Types
22 Molar, e.g.

23 Vigoda
and others

24 Poet's new day
26 Dippers
29 Extreme
30 Common vine

33 Actress/singer

Adams
34 Conceals
35 Life, in Quebec
36 Weather

phenomenon
40 House pet

41 Lassos
42 Encourage
43 Not hers
44 Glimpse
45 Gorge
47 Boxer's victory

48 Festive

49 Located
52 Earthenware jar

53 Extinct bird

56 Hopeless
situations

60 Snooty one
61 Out of the way
62 Author Kingsley

63 Pie pans
64 Make happy
65 Thaw

DOWN
1 IslarKt near Java
2 Arab ruler

3 Rice wine

T E 8

ITIRIYMSITIYILIE^GILIAIDIEI

4 "—sells
seashells . .

."

5 Sea denizens
6 Actor Tom —
7 Units of energy
8 Yanks foe

9 Flightless bird

10 Conductor's
stick

11 Margarine
12 Beer in the

making
13 Sumptuous
18 Taunt
19 Be emphatic
23 Actor Baldwin
24 Kino with the

golden touch
25 Pitcher

Hershiser
26 Bloodsucker
27 Former

candidate
Stevenson

28 Plans to lose

29 Risky
30 Elephant tusk

31 Zodiac sign

32 Middle Eastern
country

34 Zoo animal
37 Steps
38 Pink
39 Popular fish

45 Guest
46 Jai —
47 Door parts

48 Skate
49 Fighter's

weapon
50 Atlanta

arena
51 "Once — a

time"

52 Drama
award

53 Say just with

gestures
54—de*boeuf

(round window)
55 Subordinate:

abbr.

57 Pouch
58 Suffix meaning

"sort of
59 Beret

conse-

es.

ctis,

most

UCLA

students

have 4

or less

drinks

M^ien

they

party

Some

don't

drmkat

all

How

many

students

get this

naked''

How

many

students

getthis

kmdof

action?

What IS

the most

unbelev-

able

place

you've

dortethe

dMd?

What is

your

favorite

color?

Good

quM-

tKNIS.

HI be

on*

hsckof

(AniMhir puMc HrvK« announcamenl and rear end brought to you by Student HmM) Educaton
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OUTREACH COUNSELINQ SERVICES.
Fm biMd on abiNty to pay. Insuranca&Mad-

tcara accapted. Encino: 818-819-6145,

LA.:21 3-850-0204.

PRIZE-WINNING
ESSAYIST AND FORMER PROFESSOR
wAwo Ph.Ds can help you produce winning

prose. Theses, papers, persorial statements

David <daveditOpacbeM.net> 805-646-

4455.

RELATIONSHIP SPECIALIST- EHective.

supportive, confidential counseling. Individu-

als and couples. Carole Chasin, M.A,
M.F.C.C. 310-289-4643.

TUTOR WANTED for high-school junior.

General tutoring with emphasis on his-

tory/english $15/hr. 4-6 hrs/week. Pacific

Palisades. Leave message at: 310-826-

0703.

TUTORS for high school students.

Junior/senior/graduate students specializing

in English a must Families located in Arca-

dia resident or Palos Verdes. 2hrs-$55/one
visit. 4times/mo 310-859-9140 Beverly Glen
Education Lini(0 Beverly Hills.

TUTORS WANTED $15/hr Santa Monica.

Brentwood, BH. Math, chemistry, physics,

SAT prep, spanish^rench. Experienced, reli-

able, must have own car 310-679-2133.

SOON TO BE
GRADS/GRADUATES

THE RESUME EXPERTS GUIDE can help

you get the job and salary you desire. From
the cover letter to the interview we can help.

Only $15.95 Make Check or Money Order

pa^le to: Knabitic Enterprises 3230 E. Fla-

mingo Rd. Ste. 9565 Las vegas. NV 89121

WINNING RESUMES. 1-hour sendee. Our

clients get results. Open 7 days. Visa and

Mastercard aocapted. 310-287-2785.

BARTENDING
SUidL'ot Di'^count tor UCLA Stiiclents

with ID - Lowest Tuition

• Earn $100-$200 DaUy

• Learn how to twcome

a carWIed turtender in

ju8t2weeks

•ITS not a job -it's a PARTY!!!

•Job placemefTt assistance

National

Bartenders School

1 (800) 646 • MIXX

MATH/PHYSICS/STATISTICS/Engllsh/He-
brew. Computerized statistical analysis avail-

abla.Tutoring service. Free consultation.

Reasonable rates, call anytime. Ilan (800)90-

TUTOR. www.my-tutor.com

PHD'S IN PSYCHOLOGY/SPECIAL ED
Teach academics and testing, note-taking,

study strategies to LD, ADHD and other diffi-

culties ranging 8yr-adult8. 310-315-1901.

CamI 'MUtaiiliidi

PRIVATE TUTORING
IN-HOME, one-on-one tutoring for most sub-

jects. EnoHsh. Chemistry, Math, Physics, Bi-

ology, Spanish, French, etc. $l5/hr. 310-

289-3292.

PRIVATE TUTORING
SECONDARY, PRIMARY LEVELS. All sub-

jects. Affordable rates. One on one. At your

honw. Can ADMIRAL TUTORING: 310-477-

9685.

THE WRITING COACH
EXPERIENCED TEACHER, PhD offers tu-

toring, term paper assistance, English, So-

cial Science, History. Foreign Students Wel-

come. Call: 310-452-2865.

UCLA ENGLISH ALUMNI, pro-writer, young,

superb papers guaranteed. High school and

below welcome. Jeff 213-653-2240.

WRITING TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford University

graduate. Help with English—for students of

all ages/levels. $17/hr. 310-472-8240 or

310-440-0285.

BABYSITTER NEEDED
for a great 7.5 year old boy. Male or female

who loves sports. Must be reliable. Flexible

hours-nx>stfy in the evenir>gs. Westwood.

Can BartMra or Tom after 6pm at 310-474-

0060.

irrCHlLD -GAfiE^tiEEDED ^Vf; 3
noorts/weel(. Intelligent, energetic, female

prefened. Shennan Oaits. $8/hr. Honf>ewor1(

heHHpiay. 818-981-1241.

FRENCH SPEAKING ASST needed. Tutor

8yr old, admin, asst., light housekeeping,

must drive, organized, resporwible. Approx.

25hr8/week. $10/hr. WLA 310-476-0061

UVE-IN NANNIES. Need two for school-

aged children. M-F and/or weekends. Ex-

perience and references necessary, salaries

open. Must drive. Can 8am-6pm:310-453-

2899.

LOOKING for a German-speaking baby-sit-

ter(fluent). She must drive, be available

evenings 3time/wk. $lO/hr. Please contact

Sabrina: 310-285-9853.

LOVING BABYSITTER NEEDED- Play with

cheerful 4-yr-okl daughter for single dad.

Must have car. Call Chuck 310-203-1592.

M/F DRIVER/BABYSITTER WANTED- in

Santa Monica for 2klds (7-t-9) 1or2

days/week. Mostly attemoons&son>e eve-

nt^ hours. Can acconKxlate your class

schedule. Includes running errands. Must

have own car $11/hr-i-gas. References re-

quired.Heather03l 0-458-9244 or fax:310-

394-2984.

GERMAN TUTOR NEEDED. PfT. Hrs flexi-

ble. 910-289-1404.

LOOKING for a nk;e Italian teacher for a

happy family. Once/wk, 2.5hrs at our house.

Please call Sabrina: 310-285-9853.

PHYSICS/PHYSIOLOGY TUTOR for 11th

grader $20/hr in Thousand Oaks. Home:
805-493-0653. Work: 805-376-9186.

TUTOR wanted for 7/8yr. okJ. Music major-

piano and vtolin. Homework help. M-Th, 2-

3hrs/day afternoons. 310-395-6198

evening. 310-253-0066 day.

HATE TO TYPE? Let me do It for you.

Fast-faccutBte. Professk>nal screen plays

excepted. $2/pg. Call-Iris 310-839-3101 or

page 310-915-2255.

WORD PROCESSING specializing In thes-

es, dissertatkx^s, transcriptkxi, resumes, fli-

ers, broclMjres, mailing lists, reports. Santa

Monica, 310-828-6939. Hollywood, 213-466-

2888.

$500/DAY. Nude modeling-women 18^ aN

types. No expertenoe necessary. Safe, pro-

fesskxial envirorvnent. Refer a friend and

earn $501 310-358-3865.

DRIVE YOUR DREAM FOR FREE. Any

make, model, or price. No down payment.

No securHy deposit. Great Inoome potential.

M<8890

Man-Women agea 18-24 for nude nxxMing

for nrnf/uinm and fine art. Cal 310-289-

8941 days for miormttion.

Classifieds

825-2221

~ MOM'S HELPER
M-F 2:30-7:30 for great 13 y/o boy in busy 2

career househokj. Supen/ise hw. cook din-

ner, light housekeeping. Clean car/li-

cense-^great references a must. $9.50/hr

w/milage-i^meals. 310-281-5333.

MOTHERS HELPER. 3-7pm M-F. 11-yr-oW

boy Male/Fentale. Need own car Santa Mo-
nica area. Great people. 31 0-550-4 I83day,

310-828-3956evening.

Responsit>le,energetic person to care for

bright 8yr. okl boy. 3p.m.-9p.m. 2-3 days/wk.

Rexible. $l0/hr Must have car arxl referenc-

es. (323)874-2705.

SPECIAL CHILD CARE for 11-yr-old autlstte

giri in Tarzana. Wed 3:30-6:30, Sunday
10:30-3:30. Must have car. $8/hr Call Judy
818-343-4150.

TUTOR/DRIVER for 12y/o giri. Hrs vary

Ptekup Westskle school w/own car between
3-5PM erxto approxirruteiy 7:30PM. Help

with honf>ewori(/light errands/assist easy din-

ner. Wages negotiable. Deborah 310-312-

3128.

WESTSIDE FAMILY seeks pA nanny. Experi-

er>ce necessary. Hours flexible. Call 310-

230-0626.

IfllllWI

ADMINISTRATOR/PROJECT ASSISTANT
(internship po8Sit>ility). Computer literate,

IBM-Windows/lntemet plus. Sentor/graduate

w/atrong writing/oral communication. No
drMt code/reception duties. $7-$9.

17hrs/wk. Serious inquiries:Fax:310-395-

0509.

$1000'S

POSSIBLE TYPING
P^ At home. To« free (1) 800-218-9000. Ext

T- 16S0 tor Mings.

A PERFECT STUDENT JOB

Do you need a job in the
'

afternoons during school (M-F)?

All day Saturday, too! Full time

during Quarter Breaks and
Sunnmer Vacations! Work

experience not necessary. Apply

today at

Westwood Sporting Goods.
1065 Gayley Ave,

Westwood Village,

310-208-6215.

$1000'S WEEKLY!!
STUFF ENVELOPES at home for $2 00

each plus tonuses. F/T, P/T. Make $800+
weekly, guaranteed! Free supplies. For de-

tails, send one stamp to: N-33, 12021

Wilshire Blvd., Suite 552, Los Angeles, CA
90025.

$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL mailing or cir-

culars. No experience req. Free information

packet. Caii 202-466-1639.

$20/HOUR+TIPS
FEIi/IALE NUDE FIGURE IWIODELS needed.

Professk)nal studio. Absolutely no sex,

drugs, akX)hol, srrtoking, or touching. Work

your own hours. Must have a great txxJy and

a pretty face. Asian models especially need-

ed. Marina Studtos, Downtown LA: 323-222-

8044.

$7.25/hr and up!
DO YOU have initiath^e? Become a UCLA
Corrvnunity Servk:e Offk^er and expksre law

and publk: reiattons. Great Pay Flexible

hours. Student-oriented. Web:
www.ucpd.ucla.edu/ucpd/cso. Email:

csoOucpd.ucta.edu, Phorte: 310-825-2148.

ACCOUNTING DEPT assistant. P/T entry

petition, tt-f 2-6. Baste computer

krK)wledge, car with insurance, good oral

and written communk:atk)n skills required.

$9/hr. 310-276-9166.

ACCURATE WORDPROCESSOR and
bookkeeper MS Offk:e, Quk:ken, and billing

experience prefened. Will train. 10-15 hours

flexible. Dr Frank 310442-2040.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSTTOFFICE ASSIST-
Intemehip in Down town l_A. Start ASAP. $8-

10/hr deper)ding on experience. Need smart,

self rTX>tivated, detail orientated indivkJual.

Req's= advanced computer skills, ms office,

intemet. Some research and phones in-

volved. Fax resume:2 13-61 7-2325 AttniHR

ADVERTISING/SALES on an intemet web-
site. WHI train to sell on Lacities.com $25/hr

Commissk>n is easy, p/t or VX 310-444-1840.

cieelOhotmail.com

$20/HR PT/FT

.

PROCESSING MAIL! Free supplies.

postage! Bonuses! Rush SASE to

CMAAJCLA Po Box 567443. Atlanta GA.
31156

signupO inf infomachine.com

CITY OF BEVERLY Hills parking attendants

needed. Weekends only/$8.76/hr. Morning

and Evening shifts available, Dept. of Trans-

portation, 455 N. Rexlord Or, Room 130. /\p-

ply in person. 310-285-2552.

CLERICAL/CUSTOMER SERVICE. Full-

time permanent MP Good phone and Eng-

lish skills, type 50WPM, detail-oriented, reli-

able. WLA. $8-$8.50/hr. 310-826-3759.

CLERICAL/SALES. P/T or F/T, excellent op-

portunity. Love of jewelry. Call between 12-

6pm. Shane's Jewelry. We have 2 openings

immediately 310-208-8404.

COACHES NEEDED: J.H. soccer and H.S.

softtMll. SFV private school. Experience pre-

ferred. Hours&salary negotiable. Please

call: 818-505-5384.

COMPUTERnrELECOM
CUSTOMER SERVICE REP Fast growing

intemet co. k}cated in Westwood seeking

PT/FT customer sen/k:e reps w/excellent

Windows95/PC skills to work midnight-

8:30AM. 5AM-8AM, 4PM-11PM. Fluency in

German&French a plus. Fax resume J. Ash-

craft 310-507-0292.

CSO OFFICE ASST
Apply now for an offk:e assistant position at

the CSO Programs&Westwood Village Sub-

statk>n. Starting rate $7.25/hr. UCLA stud-

ents w/at least one yr remaining. Put)ik: reia-

tk>ns&bask; clerical duties. For details call

310-825-9800.

CUSTOMER SERVICE. Espresso Roma
seek8,er)ergetk: dependable, willing to work

in fast-paced coffee house in Arxjerson Busi-

ness SctXH)!. Rexible hours. Apply in person.

Lani.

DENTAL OFRCE needs office help. P/T-F/T

Hours ftexitJle. Experience preferred . 3 10-

451-5404.

DRIVER needed in Westwood fk)wer shop.

M-F 2pm-9pm. Call 310-208-4000.

DRIVER to pick up 14-year okl from Beverly

Hills High, bring to home In Sherman Oaks
or to after-school activities. Female pre-

fened. $10/hr. Robin0818-783-2268.

ENERGETIC OFFICE CLERK needed Exp.

book keeper. Good English. Approx.

15hrs/week. Flexible hours. West Hollywood.

Day 1-213-650-1789 eve/weekends 390-

393-1582

F/T TELEMARKETING/Assistant Broker.

Westwood Brokerage Firm seeks telemar-

keter/asst. to broker Will train and sponsor

the right person to become commodities bro-

ker. Contact Rick©310-475-9977.

AMBITIOUS INDIVIDUALS WANTED lor li-

r^ncial planner trainee positk>ns Will train.

No experierce necessary All majors wel-

come. Call GerakJ O 323-266-6800.

ANNOUNCERS, no experience necessary.

Host musicAalk-shows for our radk5 stations

P/T. $l0-15/hr, $200+per/show. plus fantas-

tic benefits. 213-468-0080 24-hours.

ARE YOU FUN, BRIGHT
AND RELIABLE?

BABYSITTER/PERSONAL ASST Require-

ments: child development background/child-

care experience. Car, good driving

record&reterences. $10/hr, 4 after-

noons/evenings/wk 310-264-4217.

ASSISTANT for business office. For more
details please call 310-278-2750 or fax re-

sume 310-278-0038.

ASSISTANT NEEDED FOR Real Estate in-

vestment company. P/T, casual dress, must

have car and insurance. $9/hr Fax resume
to: 310-479-2402.

ASSISTANT TO DIRECTOR OF OPERA-
TIONS. Assistant needed for various hours,

Friday-Sunday to assist in Motkxi Pk:ture re-

search offk:e. Computer&telephone skills a

must. Must have a flexit)ie schedule. Please

fax resume to Dawn031 0-840-5809.

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED. Earn
$150-$250/night. Work„ P/T while going to

school. Day/eve classes, 1-2week classes,

800-974-7974. Interrwtional Bartender's

school. HUNDREDS OF JOBS!

CAMPUS JOB OPPORTUNITY. $7.25Air

approx. 15-20 hrs/wk. M-F pref. 12-4. Re-

quires excellent receptk>nlst skills, general

otfrce and computer skills. Fax resume to:

310-794-9565 Attn. Inqrid.

CASTING
EXTRAS needed for feature films, commer-
cials, and musk: vkleos. Earn up to $240 per

day! No experience needed. Worit guar-

anteed! Call today 213-85i-6103.

CENTRAL CAMPUS
CENTRAL CAMPUS JOBS. Part-time jobs

availableO the Food Senrice Warehouse.
We work w/your class schedule. i4alf-off

meals&discountsOcampus stores. Super-

visory opportunities available. 310-206-

0885.

CENTRAL CAMPUS
CENTRAL CAMPUS JOBS. Part-time jobs

availableOthe Cooperage. We worit w/your

class schedule. Supervisory opporturtities.

Half-off meals. 310-206-0740

HOSTESS WANTED. Posto Restaurant In

Sherman Oaks. Tuesday-Saturday a must.
4-10pm. $6.50/hr+tips. 818-784-4400. Con-
tact Santo between 2-3:30pm.

Display

206-3060

'»
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FEMALE HAIR MODELS
(Aa NATIONALITIES) our models have
worked for Sebastian. Aveda, Paul Mitchell,

Redken, Toni&Quy. Beginner's ok! Most
ages ok! All heights ok! Great pay! Call free'

now! otto (24-hours) 1-800-959-9301

FILM CREW/EXTRAS. 30-minute, 35mm
short feature film. Great food. Great experi-

er>ce. No pay. Please send resume and pic-

tures: 2 Stumps Up Productkms, 752 N. Sy-

camore Ave. LA, 90038. Production

dates: 11/27-1 2/2.

FOREIGN STUDENTS needed for occask)n-

al translatkxVtranscriptk}n from your native

language to English for TV productk>n com-
pany. Fax letter of interest to Helen at 818-

763-2485.

GENERAL OFFICE HELP- p/t Filing and
good phor)e skills. Computer skills ftelpful.

Near UCLA. Excellent learning opportunity.

Flexible hours. 310-581-2400.

GIRLS wanted at exclusive social club in

WLA. Conversation only. No ak;ohol. Flexi-

ble hours. Earn top $$$. 310-477-9871.

GRAPHICS ARTIST Established artist needs
assistance devek)ping promo-kit for CD re-

lease. Win95 knowledge. Brentwood. Re-

sume/lette to RockyShareOmindspnng.com,
or call 310-442-0396

HOLIDAY $$$
FOR Swan's Holiday Store. Westside Pavi-

lion. October-Jan. Flexible hours. Must be
frierxlly w/good customer sen/ice skills. 310-

234-0123.

HOME TYPISTS
PC USERS NEEDED. $45,000 income po-

tential. Call: 1-800-513-4343 Ext.B-10105

LOOKING for energetk:, rrKXivated, frierxJIy

people to answer phones,greet customers.

Cornputer experience helpful. Starting pay
$8A)r. 310-395-7388.

MALE MODELS
Printwork. UB under 25. Lean, any race,

leave name, number&physcat stats. Free
interview. Beginners wekx>me. 213-960-

1066. 24hrs.

MARKETING ASSISTANT/COORDINATOR
for a mortgage company kx»ted in Santa
Monica at the Water Garden. Must be com-
puter literate, aggressive, &professional.

Salary open, F/T, health insurance available.

310-829-4645.

MEDICAL RECEPTIONIST- pA afternoon for

S.M. GYN. Some filing, typing, and phone
experience desired. Starting salary $7^/hr
310-828-4433.

Sprino Break 'OS

MODELS WANTED by piotessk)nal photo-

studk) for upcoming assignment. Male/Fe-

maie Pro/Non-Pro. Fashk}n/Commer-

cial/Theatrical. Call for appointment 818-

986-7933.

P/T OFFTCE ASSISTAN I wanted by tamiiy-

njn real estate marugement company Must

be extremely organized, computer liter-

ate&reiiable. Great working environ-

ment/nexibie hours. $8/hour. 213-850-5726.

MOVIE EXTRA WORK PfT PROOFREADER

n
Take "2"

Now Nlrino RbbsI

IHeeTrlpsoiL-
•ity 15 Sales 19

M0M26-7n0

MODELS NEEDED NOW
No experience required

Cilalog, Prmtwork. M.iqazmes, Movies.

Video & TV Commercials

Men and Women of all Ages
Free Consultation

CALL NOW! 310-659-7000

• Revolutkxwry new program* Start immedi-

ately* All types-18>l* FurVEasy* No crazy

fees* Program for free medk^al* CaH-24/hrs

213-8504417.

NICOTINE CHEMISTS
needed PT for theoretk:ai/practk:al studies.

Please call Edward Vandegrift at 310-820-

3937.

NORTH CAMPUS
NORTH CAMPUS JOBS. Part-time jobs

availableOthe North Campus Student Cen-

ter. We work w/your dass schedule. Super-

visory opportunities, l-lalf-off meals. 310-206-

m2Q,

NOW HIRING!
PT SWIM INSTRUCTORS, LIFEGUARDS,
Childcare Staff. Contact ShaynaOCulver-

Palms YMCA or call 310-390-3604 x107

OFFICE, CLERICAL, SECRETARIAL worV.

Need to be bilingual in English and Arabk:.

F/T and P/T more than 1 -person. 310-575-

1991

OPTOMETRIC ASSISTANT Assisting w/pa-

tient eye care. Utilitizing diagnostic instm-

mentation. Dispensing glasses&contact

lenses. Excellent communk:ation skill8,&in-

dependently motivated. Call 213-653-2020.

OUTGOING TELEMARKETERS for Match-

making Company Fun job. evening hours.

We set appointments for singles to visit. Call

AdamO310-777-6900.

WLA intellectual property taw firm seeking

part-time technical proofreader. 15-20

hrs/wk. $10/hr. Please caR 310-207-5556.

Ext. 763 or fax resume to 310-207-2915.

EOEM/F/DA/

PART-TIME DRIVER WANTED for catering

company: 8:00a.m.-1 :00p.m. Food seo/\ce

experience helpful but not necessary.

(310)253-9960.

PERSONAL ASSIST to professor. Must

have car and insurarKe. Dependable, able to

commit to 1 -year. Computer literate. Spanish

speaking helpful. lOt-hrs/wk. 3-5 attemoons

M-F 3:30-? Begin ASAP. CaH:2 13-951 -7050.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT for music industry.

Bilingual in EnglistVJapanese preferred, or-

ganizatk)nal skills, computer literate. P/T, F/T

$400/wk. Hours flexible. 310-301-4009.

PHOTO LAB p/t assist photo printer or com-

puter imaging. Beveriy Hills 310-274-3445.

PROGRAMMER
URGENTLY NEEDED. Contract basis or full

or permanent P/T at fast growing web host-

ing company in Gardena/Torrance area.

ShoukJ have informal experience in Visual

Bask:&CGI programming/. Send resur^e to

310-354-2626 or email to mcOahnet.net.

PUBLISHING INTERN- Responsible, ener-

getk: w/computer skills. Knowledge of Page-

Maker 6.0. Fast growing motion pknureAel-

evision directories. $7/hr. Hours negotiable.

Susan Moore Canoco Publishing 310-471-

2287.

RESEARCH ASSiSTANT-fl 2-1 5/HR. Flexi-

ble hours. Must be profk:ient with Ubrary/on-

line research. High-GPA. BusineM back-

ground preferred but not required. Fax re-

SumeAranscript: 310-571-0247.

RESEARCHERS
NO SALESI Interview consumers about pro-

duct kJeas arxl new as. Flexlile part or F/T

hours. Excellent income up to $1S/hr-com-

missk>n proof availat>ie. New offtee in West-

skle PaviUon. 310-234-0169.

SALESACLERICAL P/T or F/T. excellent

opportunity. Love of jewelry. CaH behween

12-6pm. Shane's Jewelry. 310-208-8404.

SECRETARIAL JOB. 10-12 hrs/week/fiexible

hours. Customer Sennce oriented with edit-

ing and computer skills 310-859-9572. Mike

Or Ilan infoOcannontrading.com

START TODAY
Natk>nal Marketing Co. needs people ASAP
lor data entry, $10/hr to start. FT/PT wee-
kends, very flexible. Culver City kx:atk)n.

Fax resume to 310-398-3550

STUDENT JOBS
AVAILABLE AT UNIVERSITY Research U-
brary. Duties include shelving and other

stacks maintenance duties. 12-19hr/wk.

$5.75/hr to start. Apply at YRL Personnel

Rm«11617 or call Antigone Kutay, 310-825-

1084.

Student wanted to tutor high school student

in Bk}logy and Algebra2. Contact 310-459-

4211.

SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNSELOR. Even-

ings, some days. Part-time. 2-years experi-

ence. Spanish/English fluency. $10-25/hr.

Contact Marilyn: 310-479-8353.
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NewsS: CBS News

NewsX

Sister,

Sister :e

Sister.

Sister s;

Charlie Rose (In Stereo)

NewsS

Love
Connection

Change of

Hearts

NewsS:

News2£

Fresh
Prince

NBC News

Fresh
Prince

Newshour With Jim
Lehrer X
Newsi:

Judqe Judy
(In Stereo)

ABC WId
News

Real TV (In

Stereo) t

Ent.

Tonight

ExUa (in

Stereo) T
Friends (In

Stereo) 'S.

Life and
Times

Jeopardy!

Hard Copy

Hollywood
Squares 'S.

Access
Hollywood

Seinfeld IL

Huell

Howser

Wheel of

Fortune IC

LAPO: Ufe
on the Beat

World Series Game 3

Braves or San Diego Pad
Cleveland Indians or New York Yanl^ees at Atlanta

res (In Stereo Live) [K

Ricki Lake Women seek

surrogate mothers

Primer Impacto

Frasier (In

Stereo) K
Notlcias "K

MadAlMut
YouS:

Noticiero

Univision

Frasier (In

Stereo) jC

News
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41

40
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Blograph
Sugar i S

y "Ann-Margret:

Spice" (R)

American Justice (R)

••Vj "Along the Great D/wde" (1951) An escaped
criminal is caught and returned to lace justice.

Profiles "Alec Guinness"

Worid Today IL

(4:00

198

*•* "Beetleiuice"

Michael Keaton.

Cochran & Company
(Live)

Mi Pequena Traviesa

"Inspector Morse: The
Sins of the Fathers"

JAG "The Martin-Baker

Fan Club" (In Stereo) S
Mad About
You (R) i:

Jesse (In

Stereo) S
Buffy the Vampire Slayer

Beauty and the Beasts

'

'The Giri Next Door" (1998. Drama) Tracey Gold. A
wo(pan's married kjver manipulates her into murder.

Just Shoot
Me (R) k

Will A
Grace H

Felicity "Boggled" (In

Stereo) E
Africans in America: "Revolution" (In

Stereo) (Part 2 of 4) K
Home
Improve.

News:g:

NewsH

MoesftsJIn
Stereo) m

Hughleys
(Inatereo)

SpiD.£ity
(In Stereo)

NewsS:

Simosons
(In Stereo)

CluelMS (In

Stereo) M

Hollywood Soundtrack
Story

**** "Breaking Away" (\979, Drama) Four high-

school graduates ponder their uncertain futures. 'PG'

Larry King Live "S.

Bill Bellamy

Prime Time Justice

MakeM
Laugti

Late Edition D

Daily Show

Trial Story

Stein's

Money

Prime Time Public Affairs

Wild Discovery "The
Condor and the Coyote"

Mysteries &
Scandals

^
4:30)

uperbouts

3 Friends,

Jerry

Golden
Girls x;

Cut (In

Stereo)

Catdog

Board Wild

Model TV
(R)

New Detectives: Case
Studies-Forensic

Talk Soup

Billiards: WPBA Classic

Tour Final. Prescolt, Ariz

Pee-wee's
Playhouse

GoUen
Girls IL

Show Me
the Funny

Ellen "G I.

Ellen" K

Fashion
Emergency

FBI Files "Death in

Alaska"

News Daily

Fitness America
Pageant (R)

Show Me
the Funny

Ellen (In

3)1Stereo) E
Jams Countdown (In Stereo)

All That (In

Stereo)

Ultimate

Fan League

Lois & Clark-Superman

Saved by
Bell

USA High
(In Stereo)

Figure It

Out

Last Word

Secret of

Alex

FOX Sports
News

Babylon 5 "Eyes" (In

Stereo) 3C

Hercules: The
Legendary Joumays g

•• "Straight Talk"{\%2. Comedy) Dolly Parion A
dance instructor is mistaken tor a radio psychok>gist.

Oh No! Mr.

Bill

Mysteries A
Scandals

Vivo por Elena

Law ft Order "Homestck"

NcwsX

Dateline (In Stereo) [B

News (In Stereo) 3!

Africans In America: "Revolution" (R)

(In Stereo) (Part 2 ol 4) S
Sports
Nights

[S

More Secrets of the X-

Files (In Stereo) (K

Mercy Point "Last

Resort" (In Stereo) K

•••• "The Third Man" (]9^9.

Suspense) Joseph Cotten, Alida Valli.

Desencuentro

Biography "Ann-Margret:

Sugar A Spk:e'' (R)

NYPD Blue "Top Gum" K

NewsIE Final

Quarter 'S,

NewsS:

News

Movie
Television

Sports
Tonight IK

Brooklyn
Bridge

Moneyline
(R)!g:

Primer Impacto: Edicion
Noctuma

American Justice (R)

NewsX

News OB

Frfendsfln

Stereo) t.

Lata Sliow (In Stereo) IL

Tonight Show (R) (In

Stereo) [S

Cheers 3:

Charlie Rose (In Stereo)

X
NewsX NightlinelS

Jerry Springer K

Married.

With

Newsradio
"Presence"

Noticlas X

M*A*S*H
"The Kids"

Mad About
YouX
Noticiero

Univision

Murphy
Brown iL

Life and
Times

Politically

Incorrect 'SI

Change of

Heart*!!!:

Living

Single IL

Late Late Show (In

Stereo) X
Late Night (R) (in Stereo)

Nanny (In

Stereo) 3L

Psychology

News (R) X

Love
Connection

Cops (In

Stereo) X
Star Trek: The Next
Generation (In Stereo) X

"Inspector Morse: The
Sins (^ the Fathers"

••Vj "Springfield fl///e" (1952) Gary Cooper. A court-

martialed ex-otticer does undercover work.

Profiles "Aiec Guinness"

Larry King Live (R) X

*•* "/nnerspace" (1987) Dennis Quaid. Meq Ryan. A
minialuri2ed Navy pilot is iniected into a clerk s body

Cochran & Company (R) Prime Time Justice (R)

Al RItmo de la Noche

Law I Order "HomeskA"
X

News (R) X

Uter (RWIn
Stereo) X

News (R) (In Stereo) X

Instructional

Programming

Entertain-

ers

"Oliver

Twist"

Maury Guests betrayed

by loved ones. X
Cops (In

Stereo) X
Paid

Program

El Blablazo

Happy
Days

Paid

Program

El Gordo y
la Flaca (A)

*•** "Breaking Away" ()979, Drama) Four high

school graduates ponder their uncertain lutures. 'PG'

"Horizons kVesf"(1952) Two brothers

drift toward opposite sides of the law.

Late Edition (R) X

Viva Variety

Wedding
Pulp
Comics VI

Trial Story (R)

Prime Time Public Affairs (R)

Justice Files "Gettina •

Away With Murder" (R)

True Hollywood Story

"John Denver" (R)

Dallas Cowboys
Cheerleaders Calendar

Addams

Parly of Five "Short

Cuts (In Stereo) X
Fanatic (In

Stereo)

Doug (In

Stereo) K

Beavis and
Butt-head

RugratsJIn
Stereo) X

Cycle World From
Australia. (R)

ER 'The Secret Sharer"

(In Stereo) X
Xena: Warrior Princess

"When in Rome. ." X

AXN Ufe,

Camera

Chicago Hope "Back to

the Fulufe" (In Stereo) X

Wild Discovery "The
Condor and the Coyote"

Hard Bodies (R)

Sportscenter X

Eye Spy
Video

Thornber-

IV!

Say What?
(In Stereo)

Cousin
SkeeterX

Hardcore Football

Bloopers
(R)

• "Munster, Go Home ()

New Detectives: Case
Studies-Forensic

Talk Soup
(R)

Track and
Field: Phila.

Night Stand

nIaT
Great

966) Fred Gwynne.
Herman Munster inherits his British uncle s estate

Any Day Now (In Stereo)

X
Total Request Live (R)

(In Stereo

eau
eo)

Brady
Bunch

Goin' Deep (R)

Wonder
Years X

**v? "Sfr(pes"(1981. Comedy) Bill Murray. A joy ride

takes two Army recruits across enemy lines.

Walker. Texas Ranger
"Test of Faith" (In Stereo)

*** "The Shaggy Oog" (1959) Fred MacMurray. A
ring turns a teen mto a tafcing sheep dog.

Oh Baby (In

Stereo) X
Real World
(In Stereo)

Happy
Days

FOX Sports News

Maggie
"Ka-Boom"

Biorhythm
(In Stereo)

Laveme &
Shirley

Sports
Tonight X
Daily Show

Moneyline
(R)ffi

Stein's

Money

Cochran & Company (R)

Movie
Television

Showbiz
Today X

Brooklyn
Bridge

Crossfire

(R)X

Saturday Night Live Rob
Lowe, the Pogues. X
Prime Time Justice (R)

*itV, "The EvH Mind"
(1934) Claude Rains.

ifkVi "The Last Days of

Pompe//" (1960)

** "Pr(xy"(1991)Hugo
Weaving 'R'

Interna-

tional

Viva Variety

Wedding

Paid
Program

Newsroom
X
Daily Show

151

Public Policy Conference

Paid

Program

FBI Files "Death in

Alaska" (R)

Howard
Stem

Sportscenter X

Howard
Stern (R)

700 aub

New
Attitudes X
Cut(R
Stereo

(In

I Love Lucy
X
FOX Sports News

Golden
Girls X

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

Melrose Place (In Stereo)

(Part 1 o f 2)

FirestoneUp Close
(R)

AXN (R)

Golden
Girls X

Loveline (In Stereo)

Bewitched Mary Tyler

Moore X
Last Word

Chats (R)

Life,

Camera

Paid
Program

Talk Soup

(3

Paid"

Program

Night Stand

Billiards International

Wheelchair Tournament.

Paid

Program

Unsolved Mysteries (In

Stereo)

Adult

Videos

TaxiX

V, "Heart and Souls"
{
1 993. Comedy) Four angels

may redeem themselves through a yuppie banker. X

• ** "Kelly's Heroes" (1970. Comedy) Clint Eastwood, Telly Savalas, Don
Rickles. An American sokiier hatches a plan to steal Nazi gold

Ultimate

Fan League

** "Gri/z/y"(1976, Horror) Christopher George. A
ranger and a naturalist track a man-eating bear.

New York Undercover
"OkJe TTiyme Religion ' X

Silk Stalkings "Family^

Atfair" (R) (in Stereo) X

Eye Spy
Video (Ra
Newhart X

Board Wild

151

Paid

Program

Homicida:
Ufe

After Hours
(In Stereo)

Dick Van
Dyke

Football

Wkly

**Vi "Fireball FonA/ard"

(1972) Ben Gaziara.

** "The White Buffalo" (\977 , Western) Charles Bronson. Will

Sampson. BM Hk^kok and Crazy Horse hunt a gigantic while buflak).

Silk Stalkings.'ChikJ's

Play" (R) (In Stereo) X
Beverly
HillbilllM X

PREIVllUfVI CABLE STATIONS

99

31

20

15

17

34

33

35

(_4:30)* "Back to the

Bflach"(1987)'PG'X

Off tfw Wail

X
Mad Ubs X

t997:

5^

• "Volcano"

Tommy Lee Jones.

** "Four Boys and a

Gun"(1957) Frank Sutton.

(4:15) "Baby

Face Net."

*** "The Cnycit>/0''( 1996. Drama) Hysterical giria

accuse their leltow Puritans ot wHcnery. 'PG-lf (B

Growing
Pains X

Brotfwrty

LoveX
**Vi "Rover Dangerfiekf'

(1991) 'G'

"Seems Like Old T/mes''(1960) A compassk)nate

lawyer heips her ex-husband ewde poitce 'PG'

** "Larger Than L/fe"(1996) Bi Murray. An elephant

and Its new owner heaa for the West Coast IKS X
* "F/ipp«r)g"( 1996. Drama) DavkJ Amos A hoodlum

organizes a rebellion against his empk?yer. 'R'

itVi "Wisdom" (1986. Drama) Emilio Estevez. A young
crusader commits a string ol unusual bank thefts. 'R'

*Vj "Cafs Don'f Dance" (1997.
Musical) Voices ol Scott Bakula 'G' X
V, "The Man Who Knew Too Little"

(1997. Comedy) Bill Murray 'PG' XComedy) t

1 "Jerry Maitii-kVi "Jerry i

ot conscience costs i

t-k "The Assignment (1997) Aklan Ouinn. A naval

officer is recruited to set a trap lor a terrorist. 'R' X
It* "Blank Check" (\9S4, Comedy)
Brian Bonsall. (In Stereo) 'PG' X

Wilt Disnty PrMtnts:
Fourth-Show

gu/r0"(1996. Comedy-Drama) fom Cm
Its a sports agent his job. (In stereo) 'R'

John Lagulzamo's Freak John Leguizamo stars in

his Tony-nominaled play. (RUIn garso) 1)

a) Tom Cnjise. A crisis IRed Shot

"Twists of Terror" (1996) A crazed
individual hosts a tritogy of bizarre tales.

Diaries (R)

**'/^ "Absolute Pow8r"(1997) Clint Eastwood. A
master thief stumbles into a presidential conspiracy.

Emman-
Mlle

Zorro (In

Stereo) X

"Midnlaht Temptations 2" (1997, Drama)
Jane [^niels, Susan Jay. (In Stereo) 'R'

Mlci5y
Mouse Club

"Shot Through the Heart" (1998) Linus Roache Two
Yugoslavian triends find themsaWi

i(tVt "The Cat From
Outer Space" (WB)'G'

iritt •Waldng and Talking" l\9%
Comedy) Calnerine Keener. 'R' X

Compro-
misin

^es enemies m war.

•*•* "AtthePresidanfa iUan"(l976. Dram;

Woodward and Bemstein uncover the Waten
na)

2*!

Rober

Hot Springs
Hotei^R)

rt Redlord.

e scandal. VG'

"Random
ErKOunter"

"Return-

Beach"

"Alone in

the Woods'

Classifieds

825-2221

Display

206-3060
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W.VOLLEYBALL
From page 40

its hands.

Coach Andy Banachowski said the

Bruins had a letdown in the third set

despite the fact they hit twice as well.

Early in the match, Washington didn't

go to LafTling as much as expected.

Washington reeled off seven

straight points to fmish the third set.

and then took a 4-1 lead in the fourth.

But Porter came up with a clutch kill to

earn a sideout, and then Bowles went

to work. Six kills by Bowles early,

mixed in with four Bachman kills and

blocks, led UCLA on a 9-0 run to take

control of the match.

Banachowski said, "We mixed up

our attack well and ran their blockers

off."

UCLA extended its cushion to 14-5

before closing out the Huskies at 15-8

in the fourth. UCLA got outstanding

play from Porter (22 kills, 6 digs),

Bowles (20 kills, 17 digs for another

"We showed tenacity ..

and did come back."

Andy Banachowski

Women's volleyball coach

double-double) and Bachman (15 kills,

6 block assists) in the match.

UCLA fell behind early. 3-0 in the

first set, before hitting on all cylinders

Sunday. UCLA's four-headed attack of

Bachman, Bowles, Porter and Nihipali

went to work on a 7-1 run, which forced

a Cougar timeout at 74.

The Cougars could not slow

UCLA's momentum, as the Bruins

continued to attack and over-power

their opponents en route to a 15-8 1st

set victory Bowles and Porter both had

six kills in nine attempts, with no

errors. UCLA hit .471 as a team in the

first set.

UCLA was able to beat Washington

State in straight sets, but not until after

a hard-fought, anybody's game second

set. This set featured many long points

and sideouts. and UCLA hit .129.

However, the Bruin defense held

Washington State to only .143 in hit-

ting. The Cougars came back to 13-14,

and had two set-points, but each time

Porter came up with the clutch kill,

including one that landed right down

the line. The Bruins got the serve back,

and Bowles and Bachman added kills

to finish the second set at 16-14.

**Sometimes, a young team can't

come back from those kind of deficits,

but we showed tenacity out there and

did come back," Banachowski said^

"This was a very big

week ...for us."

Elizabeth Bachman
Women's volleyball

The third set was more of the same,

as Washington State held an 8-6 advan-

tage. Banachowski took timeout, the

Bruins focused, and the Cougars were

elTectively spiked.

A UCLA 9-1 run closed out the

sweep for the Bruins as Nihipali hit

three crushing kills to begin the run,

and Porter followed with another three

kills.

Porter had 20 kills in the match, 42

for the series and 80 over the three-

game homestand. Bowles, while pro-

viding the all-around play the Bruins

can count on (a team-high 12 digs and

another double-double), could only

manage a .057 hitting percentage as she

struggled with finding the blockers in

the Cougar defense.

But Bachman led the Bruins with a

.382 hitting percentage and spiked 16

kills.

Bachman said. "This was a very big

week, a good step for us."

UCLA will try to extend a four-

game winning streak in Cofvallis on

Friday against Oregon State. The team

will follow that with a Sunday after-

noon match in Eugene against the

Ducks.

Needs^ •

Frianilly Hapfiy Faoplt^
Por r/T (ffUiibU)- Pvll Tim* ^

PMltUat iiit
*

Good Will Ambossodors ^
(eupon Plo(ors %

Dolivory • Coskiors ^
SondwKli Makors *

951 WMtwood ilvd. •

TELEMARKETERS AND SALESPEOPLE
wanted Business communications company
provides networking, phone systems^ Nep-

tel service. Fast-paced and prolessioruil en-

vironment. Flexible hours 9-5 M-F. Salary

and commission. Jeanette O310-391-7199.

TRAINER to drill free style wrestling tech-

niques. Also need intern lor work on uft>an

planning project. 310-456-8857.

TRANSLATION COMPANY in Santa Monica

seeks offtoe help {ffT). [)etail-mind6d. ver-

satile, organized, \M/excellent language skills

(English and one other rruijor language), and
extensive PC expertise. 310-260-7700.

VOLUNTEER USHERS
FOR GEFFEN PLAYHOUSE productton of

The Cripple of Inishmaan' Starts Oct 20.

Sign-up&see it for free: 310-208-6500

ext.115.

WAITERS WANTED Well-established

Szechwan restaurant k)cated in WLA seek-

ing to fill foltowing F/T and P/T positions:

waiters/waitress, take-out order packers

wanted. Full-tinne/part-tirDe for lunch artd din-

ner shifts. Must be able to read/write

Xhinese/Engllsh. Exp. preferred. Also k)ok-

Ing for drivers. 310-266-1183.

WE'RE SEEKING INDIVIDUALS to provkle

support to the devek)pmentaily disabled. Call

Dwight Istanbulian at 818-361-6400 ext 129.
I

WRITER. ChiMren's book author needs de-

velopment assistant/aspiring writer for new
project. Research req'd. Win95. Brentwood.

Resume/letter to RockyShareOmind-
spring.com, call 310-442-0396

EXCEaENT INTERNSHIP OPP. for web
page desigr>er at Makai Events in Manhattan

Beach. Experier>ce, references ftContactsI

Call Amy O 310-546-9585

INTERNS WANTED: FT/PT posittons avail-

able for students at presttgkHJS entertain-

ment PR firm. Must be enthu8ia8tk:&detail-

oriented. Offers college credit, hands-on ex-

pertenceAfuture fimAteleviskm career con-

tacts. Cor>tact Amanda at 310-550-7776.

PAID INTERN Copywriter/editor. Eng-

HstVJoumalism major to assist w/artk^les,

press releases and rrwre for Corporate PR
Firm. Potential emptoymani after graduatkm.

213-381-3663. Miles J. McNeil or emaM
mcneHmOdmjm.com

PAID INTERN. Corporate PR Firm kwking

for inltm. Hard-workirtg, strortg writer. Flexi-

ble tchedul*. Potential emptoyment after

graduatkxi. 213-381-3663, Miles J. McNeH
or email mcr)eilmOdm|m.oom

PAID INTERNSHIP
WESTWOOD LAW FIRM- Fl6)dble hours.

Learn a tot. $7,504^. Good typing skills, com-

puter literate, excel experience prefenvd.

Can 310-475-0481. ResumM prefemad:

310-446-9962.

UCLA INTERN needed for rMl-estate/blH-

board start-up Great opportunity with tre-

mendous upskle. Pakl after 3months-com-

pany may go pubNc. Gal Mr. Netty (213)-

480-7165.

Classifieds

825-2221

ART GALLERY INTERN
2 BLKS FROM CAMPUS. Seeks volunteer
interns. Flexible PT positions. Call Tim 310-
208-1896. 10-6

HEALTHY FEMALE VOLUNTEERS (17-

35yrs.) wanted for a study involving smal

amounts of radioactivity at UCLA. $25/hr

CaH 310-825-1116 or 310-825-2871.

ACNE PROBLEMS?
Men and women with acne rieeded to try

fOMoMionary new acne product and
appear in special TV. show. Will receive

free product and rewnbursenierTt.

Call Cristina @ (310) 444-6300

HfHVtniMls ioi' RmI

$675 ELEGANTLY
REMODELED 2bdrm. oak fkwrs. tiled kitch-

en, garage, great Van Nuys location. Minutes

to Shemf)an Gaits shopping. Near library,

buses, freeways. 9 mi. UCLA. 818-399-

9610.

1-BDRM $650
NEAR SHERMAN OAKS GALLERIA. Huge
apt. Ideal for roommates. Garden courtyard.

pooL A/C. phor)e-entry. Minutes to campus.
818-997-7312.

1-BLOCK TO CAMPUS. 2-bdrm. hardwood.

$1250. Walk to village and campus. 10966
Roebling Ave. Newly remodeled. 310-208-

4253. 310-824-2595.

APT NEAR CAMPUS
WESTWOOD. Spack}us bachetor. Ck)se to

UCLA. 310-444-1478. Ask for Fred.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 2-BEDROOM $950-

$1195. LARGE. UPPERA.OWER. UNU-
SUAL CHARM. SOME W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
310-839-6294.

BRENTWOOD Single apt. near Brentwood
VWage. utilities pakJ. $600. Westskle Rental

Connectk)n. 310-395-1284. Low Agent Fee.

www.westsklerentals. com

INTERNATIONAL
STUDENTS

SANTA MONICA
SUBLETS

NORTH OF WILSHIRE. Near beach. Ibdrm
$733. 2bdrm/2btth $922 and $992. WIN sub-

let 2-12 riKMithe to students with non-renew-

able visas and exit expiratkx) date of less

than lyr. 818-761-1168.

LOOKING for a place to live in the WestskJe?
Call Westskle Renia) Connectk>n 310-395-

1284 Low Agent Fee. www.westskleren-
tals.oom

NEED A PLACE to live in Hollywood? Los
FeNz. Silver Lake. Call 323-634-7368.
www.wetiidefenHli ,com

84W

* PALMS *
2BD, 2BA,

TOWNHOMES, FIREPLACE,

GATED GARAGE,

ALARM

• 3614 PARIS DR. $1145
(310)837-0906

2BD, 2BA

MAR ViSTA.^
280. 2BA.,

TOWNHOMES.
GATED GARAGE.

ALARM. FIREPLACE

• 11931 Avon Way $1025

• 12714 Mitchell Ave. $1075

4BD. 4BA.. 3 STORIES
• 3954 Beethoven St $1895

(310)391-1076
.Open House Mon. • Sat, 10 • 5 .

ilpiilnMli lor RmI

SANTA MONICA Single apt. pool, fitness

center, secure. $903 Westside Rental Con-
nection 310-395-1284. Low Agent Fee.
www.westsiderentals.com

SILVERLAKE. House w/o pet. Large place,

$1400. 323-634-7368 Low Agent Fee.
wwwwestsiderentals.com

VAN NUYS. Old Hollywood-Style apt. Large
3-bdrm/2-bath. Spacious kitchen, Lool(s out
onto courtyard. $825/mo. Call Gloria 818-
995-0562.

VENICE U^ Apt. dog ok, hardwood Ikwrs,

yard $900. Westskle Rental Connection 310-

395-1284. Low Agent Fee. www.westsider-

entals.com

PALMS- 2t)d/2ba w/k)ft- $975/mo. Gated
parking, fireplace, A/C, t}akx)ny In newer 9

unit tHjikling. George: 310-915-7625.

PALMS. Single apt from $495. l-tKJrm. $595.

Stove. $600deposit for single and
$900deposit for 1-k)drm. 1-year lease. 310-

837-1502 leave message.

SANTA MONICA U1 Guest House. North of

Wilshire, yards, utilities paid, $650 Westskle

Rental Connection. 310-395-1284. Low
Agent Fee. www.westsklerentats.com

SANTA MONICA 1+1 Hardwood fkwrs. laun-

dry, private, deck, lots of trees. $1050. West-
side Rental Connectksn. 310-395-1284. Low
Agent Fee. www westskJerentals.com

SANTA MONICA Bachetor apt. North of

Wilshire. controlled access. $575. Westside

Rental Connection 310-395-1284. Low
Agent Fee www.westsklerentals.

SANTA MONICA Single apt. hardwood
fkx>rs, private entrance, furnished. $1100.

Westskle Rental Connectk)n. 310-395-1284.

Low Agent Fee. www.westsklerentals.com

-WESTWOOD A rare ttnd. tiKe a home. 2-

bdrm/2-t}ath. $2000/mo. 2-year lease. Pets
• ok. Your own washer/dryer. Refrigera-

tor/stove/dishwasher/A/C. Immaculate.
Beautiful. 310-208-8007.

WESTWOOD 1+1 apt. A/C. fireplace, park-

ing. bakx>ny. $845. Westside Rental

Connectkjn. 310-395-1284. Low Agent Fee.

www.westsklerentals.com

WESTWOOD 1+1.3 btocks to UCLA, w/o
pet. hardwood fkx)rs, parlung. $900. West-
skle Rental Connectk>n. 310-395-1284. Low
Agent Fee. www.westsklerentals.com

WESTWOOD Single apt. pool, near park,

furnished. $800. Westskle Rental Connec-
tion. 310-395-1284 Low Agent Fee.

www.westsklerentals.com

WLA. $825-$850. 2txlmfV1.5t)a. Dishwasher,

AC. carpet. drapes built-in. Extra large

fenced patio. 310-670-5119.

:^'i I

MAR VISTA. $535&up/month. Ask about
move in special. Attractive, furnished 1-

bdrm. Large, pool, patk). t>art>ecue area.

Quiet-building. 3748 Inglewood Blvd. 310-

398-8579.

IHpieii wBr IfMR

BRENTWOOD- Room in 3bdrm apartment.

Carpet and Spanish tiles. Kitchen, dining &
living room, parking. $525/mo. 310-442-

9851.

HANCOCK PK adjacent. Private rm/bath in

house w/quiet couple. Kitchen, laundry rm
privileges, n/s. $450/mo. Utilities included.

Call 323-939-0988.

PALMS 1-bdrm in 2-bdrm apartment. Se-

cured buiWing, parking, 10 min. to UCLA.
$425/mo + deposit. Call 310-841-2390

PALMS-room in large townhouse. Lrg room
$470. Avail 11/1. Share bath+utilities. Park-

ing. Female only 310-285-3421.

Private t>dmWbath, a il Mtili-

ties, laundry and cable. N/S, female pre-

ferred. Must like cats. $450/mo. 310-264-

9905.

WLA, NEAR UCLA $395/mo. Urge room,

share bath. Off-street parking. Quiet area,

good for UCLA student. Fen^le preferred.

N/S. 1-800-404-6202

WLA, NEAR UCLA. $495/mo. Large room.

O.Sbath. Off-street parking. Quiet area, good
for UCLA student. Female preferred, N/S. 1-

800-404-6202.

8700
taidki/llnMilMRiM for Sato

WESTWOOD 2 bedroom. 2 bath, a/c, fire-

place, new kitchen, 30ft. bakx>ny, 2-car park-

ing, elegant corxk), walk to UCLA $190K.
310-391-2877

Still looking

for a p\ace to Wve?

Let ue help.

• Koommatc Listings

• Apartments for Rent

• G^r\cra\ Rental

Information

"^UCIA Community Housing Office

Eji0t rmtio of Sproul HjiN*&25-4491

www.chcucUi^u

ENCINO GUESTHOUSE in large quiet yard

with pool. Living room, bdrm, bathroom,
kitchen. Cathedral ceilings, skylights, pet ne-

gotiable. $775+util{ties. 818-343-6547.

BEVERLY HILLS. Luxury 2-bdrm/2-bath apt.

Security-building, pool, secured parking,

central air/heat, furnished. All utilities paid(in-

cludes nwikj-service). No pets. $700/mo.
310-556-1041.

BROCKTON PRIVATE RM&BA (own-
er/share) walk-in closet, large apt., equipped
kitchen w/laundry, furnished living room,
parking $85Q/mo. (310)824-1344. Available

11/1/98.

HUGE APT
BRENTWOOD. 1 -block from village. 1-bdrm
w/private bath in 3-bdrm. Furnished. Pool.

Gated. Gym. $573/mo. Davkl 310-889-0076.

ROOMMATE NEEDED Graduate student of

physical therapy seeks 1 roommate to share
a 3 bedroom house. Immediately avail. Call

818-787-9290.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. HI-RISE condo.
Pool. Iblk to campus. Views. $500/mo. 310-

289-1404.

WLA Close to UCLA/Brentwood/shop-
ping/freeways. 2-bdrm/2-bath condo to

share. Male or female. Partially furnished.

Secured parking and storage. $600/nf)onth

626-293-7090.

WLA Male roommate needed. Own room in

2-bdmVl-bath apartnient. $360. Ck)se to

school/Santa Monk:a bus. Call 310-820-

2316.

4BD/3BA H0USE4SALE
SPACIOUS. AIRY, CONTEMPORARY in

hills. Fully fenced and gated. Pool, large pa-

tk), easy comnxite, k>t8 of extras. BHPO.
$799.000. 310-4525454.

GOVT FORECLOSED
HOMES FROM PENNIES ON $1. Delin-

quent Tax. Repo's. REO's. Your area. Toll

free (1)800-218-9000 Ext. H-1650 for current

listings.

1
CHILD CARE wanted in exchange for Guest-
house. Experience, strong references, car
required. FlexMe hours. Wkk to carr^Mt.
UCLA students only. 310^70-4393.

TELEMARKETING. P/T. Flexible hours in

the afternoon, indudkig Saturdays. Rnancial

fiekl. Female preferred. $lO/hr. Please leave

a maesage at 310-352-2094.

WESTWOOD Need roommate to share new
Roebling apt. w/2 gktsAI guy $500/nf)o.

Please call ASAP 310-209-0760

WESTWOOD share a spackxjs Ibdrm with 1

girl & 1 guy. $365/mo. O Club Califomia,

10982 Roet)iing. ParMn^yjxxH/gym. Call 310-

20e-2105.

WESTWOOD. Share a 2-bdrm/2-bath w/3
other gals. Located at 555 Glenrock w/laun-

dry fadNties, parMrtg and pool. CaN Cynthia

•t 310-767B216.

JllpiforlliBt lUmtalf

BEVERLYWOOD $425, In private hm. own
bathroom, private entrance, utilities included,

cable hook-up, n/B. rVd. quM hm. 310-839-

IDYUWILO BEAUTIFUL MTN. CABIN San
BemardkK) Nat'l Forest. Fully equipped. Hot
tub. tirsplacaft. Views. Sleep 4+. $2SQ/we«-
ksnd. 310-794-5515 310-391-6806

Oispid'
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LOVEn
From page 40

dutik when basketball comes on.

Dr. J, Dominique Wilkins, Spud
Webb, Michael Jordan and

Shaqii4lle 0'N«al made the NBA
what it is today. Without these

dunkmasters, basketball would not

hold any status in the public eye. So

while the dunk is evil, it is a neces-

sary evil.

What the dunk did for the game
was great for marketing directors,

athletes seeking endorsements, team

attendance, television ratings and

NBA top-dogs.

Another thing the dunk did to the

game was ruin any purity it had left.

It moved the focus away from a

team aspect to a personal aspect, in

essence promoting the notion that

there is an "r in team.

I am not placing blame on the

pioneers of the dunk. I am not fault-

ing the players at all. They are doing

what gets them famous, what keeps

kids dreaming, what puts them on

posters and shoe commercials.

I am faulting the media. By glam-

orizing the slam dunk to the extent it

did, it caused fans of the game to

only care about that one aspect.

This is important because for the

past 10 years, kids have grown up

trying to emulate their heroes.

Unfortunately, the only thing they

get to see is their idols slam dunk-

ing. They lose sight of what is right

and how to improve their games.

They need to realize that there is

more to basketball than flash and

glamour.

Which brings me back to the

Showtime Lakers. Magic, "Big

Game" James Worthy, Kareem,

Byron Scott, Michael Cooper, A.C.

Green, Mitch Kupchak and even

Kurt Rambis provided more excite-

ment than any team in NBA history.

They revolutionized the fast break

and changed the way the game was

played.

Yet how many times do you

remember Magic finishing the break

with a dunk? How many times did

Worthy or Kareem jam it over

somebody? Very few, if any.

Now, the only thing considered

highlight-worthy is a dunk. True

superstars such as Mitch Richmond,

Tim Hardaway, Steve Smith and

Glen Rice are constantly over-

looked as dunk specialists like

Shawn Kemp, Allen Iverson and

Kobe Bryant get all the kudos from

fans and media.

This translates into a worse over-

all game. In high school, college and

even the CBA, dunkers are always

considered the premiere players.

The basic fundamentals such as

passing, defense and shooting are

devalued as long as a kid has athletic

ability.

Long gone is an era of solid bas-

ketball. Before I get labeled as a

John Wooden wannabe, yearning

for better days, I want to say that I

don't particularly enjoy under-the-

rim basketball.

My point is that dunking has just

gotten out of hand, and a truly great

sport is suffering because of it.

Before NBA games were dunk con-

tests, fans could witness the greatest

spectacle on Earth.

Now, the lockout has nothing to

do with dunking, nor should it. The

bottom line of the lockout is the

almighty dollar sign.

But wait - without the dunk, the

lockout would have never reached

this point. Salaries would be lower,

basketball wouldn't be such a hot

commodity and owners would be

truly suffering by locking out their

players.

So maybe the dunk is the root of

all evil, at least in the NBA.
What do I suggest? Nothing. I

know that fans would suffer the

most with any kind of anti-dunking

legislation in the NBA. So I guess

ril just rant and rave to myself while

my roommates and coworkers

count the days until basketball starts

up again.

Lovett is just bitter that he can't dunk,

though he is a tenacious rebounder.

Any comments or jumping tips can be

emailed to him at

elovett@media.ucla.edu

UCLA Advertising & Marketing Team
Interested in the field ofAdvertising?

• Help create an extensive advertising campaign for Toyota in the
1999 National Student Advertising Competition.

• Be part of UCLA's distinguished undergraduate
Adverttsing=&=iWarketing Club ^
Win a free trip to Washington DC to compete
in NSAC 1999.

1998 District

14/15

Champions,
6th Place

Nationals

Orientation Meeting Wednesday Oct. 21, 1998

7 pm Anderson School of Management Quad
(by Espresso Roma)

1997 District 15

Champions,
2nd Place

Nationals

Hang In There with BRAND'S Traditional Essence of Chicken.
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You need to be sbarp and in good physical shape to consistently get good grades. And research

from King's College, the University of London, and Kwansei Gakuin University, Japan, shows that

BRAND'S Traditional Essence of Chicken helps relieve fatigue, improve memory and give you

overall energy.

BRAND'S Traditional Essence of Chicken is fat and cholesterol free with no preservatives or

artificial flavoring. And it's made naturally with 100% pure chicken. Forget caffeine or artificial

stimuli. Recharge your t)ody and brain the natural way Let BRAND'S Traditional Essence of

Chk:ken help you ace the big exams, small exams, any exam.
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M.SOCCER
From page 39

FuDcrton upset the Bruins 2-1. UCLA's
last win over Fullerton came in 1996, a

2-0 home victory that saw Sasha

Victorinc and Seth George score for the

Bruins.

UCLA came
into the match ———^—
seeking redemp-

tion, yet the Titans

would not cooper-

ate. In front of a

crowd of 3,079,

" the defending

national champi-

on Bruins lost to

Cal Sute

Fullerton 2-1.

The Titans

opened up the scoring in the 10th

minute, as Duncan Oughton and

Marco Mesrobian assisted on a score by

forward Colby Jackson. Jackson rock-

eted a shot just out of Rimando's reach.

UCLA responded 12 minutes later

when Shaun Tsakiris narrowly missed

scoring, but Ptte Vagenas grabbed the

rebound and kicked it in for a 1-1 tie.

Titan forward Art Ramirez respond-

ed with 12:33 left to play in the first half.

Ramirez got a ball and scored on a head-

er to break the 1-1 tie and hand

Fullerton a 2-1 lead heading into half-

time.

The Bruins tried to respond in the

UCLA came into the

match seeking

redemption, yet the

Titans would not

cooperate.

second half but Titan goalkeeper Sean

Rockwell turned in a sensational perfor-

mance. Rockwell recorded six saves

while shutting down the juggernaut

offense ofUCLA.
The Bruins got a shot past Rockwell

with nearly 22 minutes to play.

However, the Titans cleared the ball

before it got through to the goal and

UCLA's chances^'""^^" ofrevenge on Cal

State Fullerton

were over.

The Titans

raised their

record to 9-3-1

overall and 2-0 in

the Mountain

Pacific Sports

Federation as

—'•

they beat the

Bruins for the

third time in a row at Titan Stadium.

The Titans now stand alone atop the

MPSF, going undefeated in their first

two conference matches.

Fullerton will face Oregon State and

a tough Washington squad on the road.

UCLA struggled this weekend,

allowing three goals in its two games,

matching the total from its first 10

matches. The Bruins fell to 10-2 overall

and 3-1 in MPSF play.

The Bruins next play at Cal State

Sacramento on Saturday. Following

that match, UCLA will participate in its

own tournament, the UCLA Pacific

Soccer Classic.

BRUNO
I

From page 40 (

Well, it seems it has worked so far

this season. The defending national

champion Bruins are currently ranked

second in the nation. They have

demolished their competition, shut-

ting down all but two of their oppo-

nents while averaging over three goals

a game. This success can be attnbuted

to many people, one of whom is

Martin Bruno.

Bom in Copenhagen, Denmark,

Bruno has been surrounded by soccer

his entire life. He's played in numerous

tournaments, including the Denmark
National Championships, the pinna-

cle of chib soccer for Danish youth.

"It's sort of the same as club teams

in the U.S.," Bruno said. "You play in

your league, you win your league, go to

State Cup, then regionals and finally

nationals. We won our league, and

then went on all the way to the nation-

als. We were one ofthe top 16 teams in

the nation by playing in that tourna-

ment. We end^ up losing in the finals.

It was a great experience and I went

there a couple ofyears."

Going to the finals of a national

tournament couki be seen as a memo-
ral)le experience. But for Bruno, it did-

n't even compare to last year.

"That was when we won the

NCAA championship last year,"

Bruno said. "For sure. Doesn't get bet-

ter than that yet."

Maybe a second championship

would a feel a little better.

"1 think our chance to repeat is just

as good as last year if not better,"

"I didn't come
(to America) to play

soccer, but (rather) to

go to school for a year."

Martin Bruno

Bruin soccer player

Bruno said. "We have Sasha Victorine

and Peter Vagenas back, both (of

whom) didn't play in the finals last

year. We got a couple ofgood recruits.

Ofcourse, I'm starting up front next to

Seth. I think we have a good shot at it.

It might take a little while but when we
get to the toumament, anything can

happen. I think we can definitely do it

again. We've done it before."

Bruno's roots in soccer are much
okler than those championships that

he's played in.

When Bruno was four years oW, his

okler brother took him out to play soc-

cer the first time. The younger Bruno

GQODRSD

John TrudeU CeMty Emcee

BiuesRoi Irene Bedard

Aoddental Trite

HootsEock

BedBarth

e'^ft^t

iN

Carlos Seyi^osa&Ea^

PbpEblkEok

HangoEeality mk
j^ Joel Bafael Band

plus Ilatiize Blues, little Hooms & Lew Silva

Open to the Public, Saturday Oct±er 24th (ISnoon to 8pm)

Chumash bterpretive Cfentei:3290 Lengranch Rrkway Tho^jsaiid Oaks, CA

(take 101 to ^tlake Blvd-g: north to LangraiA Rrkway-gD rigH 4 folloy\^ signs)

Traditional Chuma±i village, vendor booths & exhibits, arts &crafts
'

faiir food & beverage, frisbees & dogs vyeloomd

enjoyed soccer from the beginning,

and grew to love the sport.

"I didn't move to the U.S. until I

was 16. 1 didn't come over here to play

soccer, but (rather) to go to school for

a year. It ended up being pretty fun

playing soccer at (my) high school. We
were really good, and the coaches con-

vinced me to stay for another year or

two. I did. And I ended up coming to

UCLA."
So how exactly did Martin Bruno

get to the United States from

Denmark?

"When you want to be an exchange

student, you put down where you

want to go, but they can't guarantee

that you'll go there," Bruno said. "I

just put down California because I

heard it was sunny over there, had

nice beaches and you could go skiing.

I got lucky. I ended up here. I think

there were 150 students and only three

or four ended up in (Zalifomia."

Bruno planned to return to

Denmark after his first year here. His

goals were to better his English, experi-

ence life in America and then return to

his homeland.

However, that plan didn't come to

fruition. Bruno stayed in the United

States and started to play high school

soccer.

*High school soccer was much dif-

ferent in the U.S. versus Denmark,"

SeeSoSSpagei?

are, if you

walktip

these

steps you

read
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BRUNO
From page 36

Bruno said.

"In Denmark, you don't play in high

school and then go to a club team after.

Here you practice every day, and after

school >ou practice and play two or

three times a week In Denmark, you

practice *wo or three times a week and

then pla> a'game either on Saturda\ or

Sunday. So that was the higgcNt ditTer-

encc."

Bnmo plaVv^J at Terra L.inJa High

School where he was a three-time all-

league M^lection, and league M\'P hi.->

senior \c.u. During his finiil season.

Bruno played the forward position and

led his team in scoring w ith an cLstounJ-

ine 3.*> iio^ds and 17 assists.

''niat year we won the state touri^i-

ment and were No. 2 in the nation.'

Bnino said. "We were 2(yO overall, it

was a good season and we had a great

te;un."

Once hi^ successful high school

career ended, Bruno could have gone

back to Denmark. However, he wanted

to stay in California to go to school.

"I wasn't being heavily recruited,"

Bruno said.

"Just a couple of schools up north

like Santa Clara, Fresno State, and then

UCLA. I didn't make a big name for

myself I didn't send out any letters. 1

just played."

During Bruno's senior year, his

father moved from Denmark to San

Francisco. With his father dose to his

side, Bruno realized that college in the

United States would be the ultimate

goal. If he could receive a scholarship

from any institution in California, he

would gladly accept it.

"I chose UCLA just because they

were (a better) team then the other

schcx)ls. A lot of my friends were talking

about going to UCL,\, how they had a

Senior striker Seth

George and coach

Sigi Schmid are

among the more

influential people

in Martin Bruno's

soccer career.

great school and the best team. I said 'iilJ

right', but 1 didn't know much about it. I

just knew they had a good ranking and

were a great academic school."

So Bruno made the transition from

high school to college in the U.S. - but it

didn't come easy.

"My freshman year was tough,"

Bruno said. "I came in not too (physi-

cally) fit. 1 actually started the first five

games of the season but then ended up

on the bench. I didn't score enough

goals and came in as a sub after that. I

wasn't very happy about it."

"My second year was much better. I

came in more fit and got lucky by scor-

ing some goals early. It calmed me down
a little bit and gave me some confi-

dence."

"It went fine after that."

That was an understatement.

The Bruins went on to capture the

national championship. In the NCA.A
quarterfinals against Clemson, Bruno

scored the game-winner from 24 \ards

out.

Bruno :ilso had a go;il and an ;Lssi>t in

UCLA's first round match again>t

Santa Clara.

"1 felt we went into the tournament

with a g<x>d chance to win but 1 don't

think we were the fa\orites," Bruno

said.

"It was tough playing teams hke

Clemson. And when you pla> Indiana,

a team that's 22-0, we were the under-

dogs."

Anything can happen in soccer.

Earlier that season, Bruno came otT the

bench against UC Santa Barbara and

went on to score an amazing four goals,

which tied the Bruins' single-game

record.

Later that week, Bruno was named to

Soccer America's Team of the Week.

Bruno ended up ranked second on the

team in scoring and fourth overall in the

Mountain Pacific Sports Federation.

However, all this success did not mag-

ically appear. Bruno can attribute his

play to several people in his life, includ-

ing the head coach Sigi Schmid.

"I used to be the guy who woukl just

sit up there and score goals, like Seth

does now. (Schmid) changed me into the

guy who's working," Bruno said.

"He pushes us very hard in practice

every day. He's very difficult but I like

him very much as a coach. He's a gcxxl

person," he added.

Senior striker Seth George is also one

of the more intlueniial people in Bruno's

"I'm working my ass

off. My job right now is

to work hard ...and to

create goals."

Martin Bruno

Bruin soccer player

soccer career.

"1 remember my freshman year when

Seth and 1 would come ofi' the bench,"

Bnmo said. "We were the two starting

forwards in the first five games. Then we

went to the bench and we would come

into every game at the half It would be 1-

1 or 1-0 them and we would always come

out with a win."

"Right now, I'm working my ass ofi'

for Seth. Making sure that we stay on the

field as long as we can and that we score

goals. And we win. My job right now is

just to work hard both for both me and

Seth and create goals."

Bruno has been successful in soccer

and plans to attempt a professional

career.

"I'm a Danish citizen," Bruno said. "I

want to make the Danish national team

but they're very good. It woukl be really

tough. I'm workmg on getting my U.S.

citizenship. I've been here for five years

now so hopefully if I can get it within the

next four years. I think I'll have a chance

to make the U.S. national team. If that

doesn't happen. 1 hope to get a shot at

the Danish national team in a couple of

years. You neNer know what's going to

happen but 1 definitely want to play at

the ne.\l le\ el."

Bruno respects and admires man> o(

the greats in soccer, including many of

his countrymen.

"1 look up to many of the Danish

players, especially Michael and Brian

Laudrup. the two brothers on the nation-

al team. I also like big players like

Zinadine Zidane from France. I like

Michael Owen, because he is a young

guy and I'm trying to be like him. Alan

Shearer and Diego Maradona are also

two great ones that everyone likes."

So what does Bruno do besides soc-

cer?

"I got my Sony Playstation," Bruno

said. "Right now, I love playing

GameDay 99 and FIFA 98, a world cup

eame. I like some of the old school

games like Tekken and Resident Evil 2.

But mostly I love sport games, especially

soccer ones."

for people on the move...

Communication Tools for Busy People

featuring

Motorola Express Xtra FLXH Motorola Jazz

OmnlRoam Numeric
Roaming Service from PageMartI

OmniRoam Numeric service allows you to

take your local coverage with you when

you travel.

One Pager. No Borden.^

Numeric pager

• Vibration and 7 tone alerts

• Message timestamping
• Digital clock with dat .

Word messaging pager

• 9 musical alerts/silent vibration

• Message time % datestamping

• Digital clock

MPaigeMarf

Motorola Bravo FLX

Numeric pager
• Vibration and 5 tone alerts

• Message timestamping

• Digital dock with date

Motorola Pronto FLX

Numeric pager

• Vibration and tone alerts

• Message timestamping

• Digital clock

STUDENT SPECIAL

Sign up for paging services

at Campus Communications

and receive the following

services FREE for 3 months:

Roanina Sarvioa llram rigiltat

Freeliiiiiiiermi
• Voice Mai l|(]i31

Come check out our selection of cellular phones, pagers and

accessories at our convenient on-campus location!
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Women's softball

holding tryouts

The UCLA women's softball team

will be holding open tryouts for any-

one interested in making this year's

squad on Oct. 27 at 4 p.m. at Easton

Stadium. To be eligible for a tryout,

participants must have a letter from a

physician stating that they are able to

try out for the team.

The Bruins hold an all-time record

of 903-187-3 and hold seven NCAA
Division 1-A Championships, most

recently in 1992. They have made 14

NCAA post-season appearances and

have an overall record of 91-19 and

each time they have earned a berth to

the College World Series (60-16 in

series play).

The likes of Lisa Fernandez (a cur-

rent UCLA assistant coach), Dot

Richardson, Christie Ambrosi,

Jennifer Brundage, Julie Adams,

Sheila Cornell and Stacey Nuveman
have all participated in the U.S.

National Team program.

The Bruins hold the services pf

head coach Sue Enquist as well, the

first softball inductee into UCLA's
Hall ofFame. She has compiled a 452-

70 record <.866 winning percentage)

during her nine-year tenure at UCLA,
including three NCAA titles and four

Pac-10 conference titles. She was

voted national Coach of the Year in

1992 and 1995 and has coached 22

p lnyfr^ to^AH-American ^tntrn Shcr

Men's water polo

places second
The UCLA men's water polo team

placed second to UC Irvine at the

Northern California tournament this

weekend.

In Saturday's preliminary rounds,

UCLA defeated St. Francis 18-2 and

Long Beach State 13-7. Meanwhile

the No. 4 ranked UCI eliminated

Brown and Cal from the champi-

onship and No. 3 Stanford shot down
Santa Clara and last year's NCAA
champion Pepperdine. In a 7-5 upset.

University of the Pacific prevented

No. I -ranked USC from competing in

the final.

With USC, Berkeley and

Pepperdine eliminated, it was a battle

between UCLA, UCI and Stanford'

for the tournament championship.

UCLA defeated Stanford in an over-

time semi-final game, 9-8. By beating

Pacific 6-5, Irvine also advanced to

the final.

Irvine came out strong with a 2-0

first quarter lead and kept its lead to 6-

3.

By the time the Bruins made a rally

at the fourth quarter, the tournament

final was over at 7-5 win to UCI.

Stanford finished third, while Pacific

and USC finished fourth and fifth

respectively. .^

UCLA's senior attacker Sam
Grayeli scored a total of nine points

currently is UCLA's career batting-

average leader with a .401 average.

• With the prestige and acclaim that

the UCLA softball program holds,

the coaching staft" and the current

team await the new season to unfold

and are excited about seeing new
fiaces on the diamond.

.while sopha»mrc:> Scan:

Kern and Andy Bailey scored six and

four, respectively.

The Bruins plan to return up to the

Bay Area to play Stanford and

California this weekend.

Compiled from Daily Bruin staff

reports. ——

Bruins fall to Titans, top Irvine
M.SOCaR: UCLA can't

extract revenge against

rival CS Fullerton squad

ByMoinSaUhuddin
Daily Bruin Contributor

The UCLA men's soccer team

has been invincible as of late,

demolishing the opposition with

great ease.

Coming into the weekend, the

No. 2 Bruins were riding an 8-game

winning streak. Sporting a 0.29

goals-against-average and shutting

down opponents with the No. 1

ranked defense in the entire nation,

UCLA also has managed to field

the No. 3 offense in the country at

3.10 goals per game.

It would seem that UC Irvine

and Cal State Fullerton would pro-

vide no resistance to UCLA's win-

It would seem that

UC Irvine and

Cal State Fullerton

would provide no

resistance to UCLA.

ning cause. However, that is why
teams play matches, because the

favored team does not always win.

On Friday, the Bruins traveled to

UC Irvine to attempt to extend

their winning streak. In front of a

crowd of 1,155, UCLA struggled

mightily but still came out with a

victory.

The Bruins opened up quickly

versus the Anteaters, as Sasha

Victorine scored in just the second

minute of play.

As the first half was closing,

UCLA attacked once more.

Defender Ryan Lee hit a long pass

to senior Seth George, who scored

past the UCI goalkeeper Kevin

Mehrens. The Bruins headed into

halftime with a 2-0 lead.

The second half was quite a dif-

ferent story. UCI attacked the

See M^SOCait page 39

CHARLES KUO/OaiV Bruin

UCLA sophomore goalkeeper Nick Rimando blocks a shot in a game against Fresno State.

Any large Pizza, your choice of toppings and crust, for $9.99

824-41 1

1

1114 Gayley Ave.

Westwood Village

Fast Ffw Qg/fygyy

until 1 a.m. Sunday-Thursday

until 2 a.111. Friday & Saturday

M<i)or Lf.tqiic b<t\eb.ill

Po%tsp<»%on At A Glrinre

LEAGUE CHAMPIONSHIP SEIIES

Tuts4ay, Oct. 6 ^
New Yofk 7. Cleveland 2

'

WfMiliiy, Oct. 7

CleveUnd 4, New Yorit 1, 12 inning

Friday, Oct. 9

CleveUn<t6.NewYorfc1

Satiird^r,0ct1t

NewYork4.ClevHindO

Sunday, Oct 11

New York S.Cleveland 3

TiMsday^OctU

New York 9, Cleveland S; New Ybrk \¥ins

serin 4-2

WtdMsday,0ct.21

New York at San Diego, 8:20 p.m.

Thursday, Oct. 22

New York at San Diego, 8:20 p.m., if nec-

essary

Saturday, Oct 24

San Diego at New York, 8 p.m., if neces-

sary

Sunday, Oct 25

San Diego at New York. 7:55 p.m. EST, if

necessary

p.iqiM'

Chicago

West

Atlanta

San Francisco

New Orleans

St. Louis

Carolina

2 5 286 129158

5 10 .853 172 123

5 10 .833 198117

3 3 .500 112 136

2 4 .333 129139

60 .000114169

Philadelphia

Pittsburgh

N.YIsUnders

New Jersey

N.Y Rangers

W L

3

2

2 2

1 3

4

T Pts 6F GA

1 7 11 4

1 5 10 7

4 6 7

2 6 10

1 1 7 17

At A (jl.»ii(t>

y,0ct.7

San DieQO 3, Atlanta 2, 10 innings

TlwndajikOctf

SanDiC9o3,AtlanU0

AMEIKANCONFEIENCE

East

W L T Pet. PF PA

Miami 4 2 .667 102 70

New England 4 2 .667 161110

Buffalo 3 3 .500 128 124

N.Y. Jets 3 3 .S0013S119

Indianapolis 1 6 .143 122 193

If

Saii0iC9o4,AtUnu1

SwdmOctll
Atlami8.S«nDi«9o3

Central

Jadtsonville

Pittsburgh

Tefwessee

Baltimore

Qndnnati

West

Denver

Kansas Qty

5 10
4 20
3 30
2 40
240

.833 140 109

.667 86 87

.500 124 103

.333 92106

.3331171S9

, Oct 12

AtlMU7,SanlNe9o6 Seattle

SanDlc9d

6 1.000 203 109

4 2 .667118103

4 2 .667 St 117

3 3 .500 127 79

3 4 .428 83 112

y. Oct 14

S&ndkqo S,k6miO,Son Diego mm
setkt4-2

WOIL0SEIMS
Sifdi|lOct17
New York 9, San Diego 6

S«Md^kOct1t

N(w1lMk9,SanDie9o3

Umin>9etM
Ntw1M It San Mcfn 8:20^.

NATIONAlCONfaElia

East

W I T Prt. Pf PA

OaNas 4 30 .$71174115

AriiOM 3 4 .429 108 155

N.Y.Giants 3 4 .429 146 152

Philadelphia 1 6 .143 79 162

Washington 7 .000 93 227

Central

NWHKJUia

Greenfly

DcMl

6 1.000 207 103

4 2 f .667 1SS 134

1 ) iOO 91 112

2 4l J331341Sf

Tliundayli (amt

Detroit27,GreenBay20

Sunday's Gamas

New York Giants 34, Arizona 7

Pittsburgh 16, Baltimore 6

Tampa Bay 16, Carolina 13

Tennessee 44, Cincinnati 14

Buffalo 17Jacksonville 16

Atlanta 3CNew Orleans 23

Minnesota 41, Washington 7

San Francisco 34, Indianapolis 31

San Diego 13, Philadelphia 10

Miami 14, St. Louis

Chicago 13, Dallas 12

OPEN: Denver, Kansas City, Oakland.

Seattle

MMiday^fant

New Ybrk Jets 24, New England 14

Atlanta at New York Jets, 1.-01 pim.

Baltimore at Green Ba)i 1:01 p.m.

Minnesota at Detroit, 1.01 pim.

New England at Miami, 1:01 p.m.

San Fnndsco at St. Loui^ 1 :01 |un.

lam^ Bay HMew Orleans. 1.-01 p^m.

Chkago at Tennessee, 4K>S p.m.

Gndnnati at Oakland, 4:15 p.m.

Jacksonvife at Denver, 4:15 p.m.

Seattle at San Diega 4: 15 p.m.

BufWo It Carolina, 8:20 pim.

OPEN: Ariioni. Dallas, IndianapoNs. New

York Giants, Philadelphia, Washington

Mandq^Octlf

Pittsbuigh at Kansas Gty, 8:20 p.m.

N.ttion.O Hofkt'v l*M(|iif

Northeast Division

W L

Boston

Toronto

Ottawa

Buffalo

Montreal

3 1

3 1

3

2 1

2 2

TPts GF GA

1 7 13 5

7 15 12

6 11 5

5 10 9

5 14 9

Southeast Division

W L T Pts GF GA

Florida 2 15 7 3

Washington 2 115 9 6

Carolina 1 3 3 9 10

Tampa Bay 4 1 1 8 19

WESTEMI CONFERENCE

Central Dhnsion

Detroit

Chicago

NashvUle

StLouh

W L T Pts GF GA

3 1 6 10 5

3 2 6 12 13

12 13 6 8

1 2 1 3 8 10

Northwest DivisMn

W L TPts GF GA

Vancouver 2 10 4 9 7

Edmonton 2 2 4 11 8

Calgary 1 2 1 3 11 IS

Colorado 4 1 1 10 20

Pacjfk Division

W I TPts GF GA

DalUs 2 1 1 5 12 8

LosAngeies 2 1 1 5 11 11

Phoenn 110 2 6 6

Anaheim 13 2 6 9

SanJose 2 1 1 6 11

Boston at Phoenix (n)

Tuesday's Games

Vancouver at Carolina, 7 p.m.

Edmonton at N.Y Rangers, 7:30 p.m.

San Jose at Philadelphia, 7:30 p.m.

Calgary at Dallas, 8:30 p.m.

Wfdnesday's Games

Vancouver at Washington, 7 p.m.

Ottawa at Montreal, 7 p.m.

Edmonton at N.Y Islanders, 7:30 p.m.

Pittsburgh at Tampa Bay, 7:05 p.m.

Los Angeles at Florida, 7:30 p.m.

Nashville at Detroit 7:30 p.m.

Boston at Anaheim, 10:30 p.m.

All Times in tlia Sports BoK arc EOT

Tr<)ns,ictions

TEXAS RANGERS—Announced LHP Tony

Fossas refused an assignment to

Oklahoma of the PCL and became a free

agent.

TORONTO BLUE JAYS—Announced they

wiN not offer a contract to Eddie

Rodriguez, third-base coach, on the

major league level.

ARIZONA DIAMONOBACKS—Assigned

OF Rob Ryan to Sun Cities of the Arizona

FaN League.

HOUSTON ASTROS—Named John

Tamargo bullpen coach.

Weight to a two-year contract. Signed

Brad Norton to a two-year contract and

assigned him to Hamilton of the AHL.

LOS ANGELES KINGS—Recalled G

Manny Legace from Long Beach of the

IHL and G Alexey Volkov from Halifax of

the Quebec Major Junior Hockey League.

NEW JERSEY DEVILS—Assigned D

Vlastimil Kroupa to Kansas City of the

IHL.

PHOENIX COYOTES—Assigned C Daniel

Briere and LW Brad Isbister to Las Vegas

of the IHL.

TORONTO MAPLE LEAFS- Recalled D

Dallas Eakins from Chicago of the IHL.

VANCOUVER CANUCKS—Acquired RW
Trent Klatt from the Philadelphia Flyers

today for a 2000 sixth-round draft pick.

COLLEGE

BOWDOIN—Named Dawn Strout soft-

baN coach.

CLARION—Named Tony Purier assistant

wrestling coach.

MILLERSVILLE—Announced the resig-

nation of Richard Zvosec, men's basket-

ball coach. Named Frederick Thompson

interim men's basketball coach.

NEW YORK CITY TECH—Named John

Strickland track and ooss country coach.

RUTGERS<AMOEN—Named Jim Flynn

men^ basketball coach.

ST. BONAVENTURE—Announced the res-

ignation of John Wasielewski, women^

volleyball coach.

Detroit 2, Calgary

Washington 4, Tampa Bay 1

Colorado 5, Los Angeles 5

Boston 3, San Jose

Late Game Not indudcd

aiio9a2.MMlMil1

DENVER BRONCOS—Signed DE Marvin

Thomas to the practice squad.

DETROIT LIONS—Signed DT Darius

Holland. Released DT Henry Taylor.

OAKLAND RAIDERS—Released DT Jeff

Zgonina. Released LB John Hesse from

the practice squad. Signed Df Kevin

Franklin to the practice squad. Signed LB

Ernest Dixon to the active rester.

HirtanM H>iti¥ Im^
NHl—Suspended Montreal Canadlens

RWImmt Stevenson fw tivo games and

fined Mm $1,000 for cftMdng fafblo

Sakm F Dfann Ward in Silafdiy^ gMK.
CA16ARY FLAMES—Recafcd D Jamie

AMMnfM Saint John offK AHL
BNIOinON OURS--fMl|Md C Om|

I.What two teams retired Kareem

Abdul-Jabbar'sjnmiber?

2. Ken Grifley, Jr. won his ninth consecu-

thw AL Gold Glove on Monday.Who is

the only player to have had a longer

streak of AL Gold Gloves?

3. What distinction does hockey player

Dave Tiger*WMiams hold?

Answers

'samuMi

Aliniad jci piDMi jaaie} aip ip|Oi| iH £
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M.SOCCER
From page 38

UCLA defense and scored on a

penalty kick in the 55th minute.

After a foul inside the Bruins' box,

senior Pat Lee buried his seventh

goal of the season past UCLA keep-

er Nick Rimando.

Mehrens kept the match close

throughout, recording six saves in the

second half, for a total of seven.

However, the Bmins held on for the

victory 2-1.

The Bruins left with a nine-game

winning streak hoping to extend it to 10

against their nemesis Cal State

Fullerton.

FOOTBALL NOTEBOOK

UCLA's last win over

Fullerton came in 1 996,

a 2-0 home victory that

saw Sasha Victorine and

Seth George score.

Despite UCLA holding a 23-5-2

overall series lead, the Titans always

seem to provide the Bruins with a tough

match. The Bruins tried to stop the

Titans' streak of two straight wins ver-

sus UCLA at Titan Field.

Last season, the Titans handed

UCLA one of its two losses on the year.

3-1 at Fullerton. In the first round ofthe

1996 NCAA Championships,

See MsSOCCEIt page 36

Marked men
UCLA (54) overall. 3^ in the Pac-

10 Conference) has been a target for

other teams who deem the Bruins their

most important game of the season.

Why?
Well, the Bruins retained their No.

2 rankings in both the Associated

Press poll and the USA/ESPN coach-

es poll.

The 4 1 -38 victory over Oregon gave

UCLA a 1 5-game winning streak - the

longest in the nation.

Also, the Bruins are No. 1 in the

Pac-10 and remain the only undefeat-

ed team in conference play. Therefore

UCLA controls its own destiny for at

least a trip to the Rose Bowl and possi-

bly a national championship game at

the Fiesta Bowl.

"Personally I feel like the cowboy,"

UCLA head coach Bob Toledo said,

"llie guy the with the black suit, the

black hat and the pearl-handled guns.

Everyone wants to knock you off at

this point."

Pac-10 names

players of week
The Pac-10 conference named

UCLA quarterback Cade McNown
the olTensive player of the week after

his 395 yards passing and three touch-

down passes.

The Pac-10 also named UCLA line-

with the Pac-10, as it named McNown
the offensive star and Ayanbadejo the

defensive star. Cornerback Ryan

Roques was named special team's

player of the game thanks to his scintil-

lating punt returns.

Ayanbadejo

named captain

Ayanbadejo was named a co<ap-

tain for the second straight game.

Considering that he got two sacks in

the first two plays of overtime to cap

ofi a great all-around game, plus his

senior status and the fact that he's orig-

inally from the Bay Area, Ayanbadejo

was an obvious choice to be one of

four captains.

Injuries slow

UCLA's stars

Freshman running back DeShaun

Foster will be lost to the team for at

least two weeks, maybe more.

Foster, who went down in the sec-

ond quarter on Saturday, appears to

have a sprained left knee. The team

doctors expressed hope that Foster

/ may be back forthe November 7 game

against Oregon State. An MRI taken

Monday morning will reveal if there is

any tear in Foster's knee. Results of

the MR! should be known soon.

About 1 2 people are sick with a case

bttcker Brendan Ayanbadejo ihe of the flu, povMbiy causing Tulcdu tLi

defensive player of the week, largely

due to Ayanbadejo's overtime heroics.

The UCLA coaching staff agreed

McNovm isn't one of those players

sick with the flu, as he has recovered.

Roques hurt his neck after what

appeared to be a foul by Oregon after

a punt return.

Ankle injuries have stricken free

safety Larry Atkins, cornerback Jason

Bell and linebacker Michael Wiley -

but none of those injuries is considered

serious.

All-America kicker Chris Sailer's

slight groin strain has Toledo and the

Bruins worried because of his inability

to practice for the last couple ofweeks.

Tailback Keith Brown also suffered

a slight groin strain and linebacker

Ramogi Huma is doubtful for

Saturday's game with a hip strain,

although he could have played against

Oregon.

Finger pointing

not allowed
Although lots of mistakes were

made which kept giving life to Oregon,

Toledo was truly proud of the winning

attitude presented by his team.

Toledo expressed his satisfaction

over the fact that his team had no

panic and appeared poised.

No fingers were pointed at

McNown after his interception inside

the 10 yard line, which turned into a 14-

point swing right before halftime.

No fingers were pointed at split end

Brian Poli-Dixon after a perfect

-McHcm'ti tnuchdown nnw AKcnt

change his practice schedule for the

next couple of days to send those play-

ers home to get some rest.

rright

Sailer afier his now-inconsequential

missed field goal in the fourth quarter.

"We all make mistakes and I think

it's important that they don't point fin-

gers at each other," Toledo said.

Bruins get top Pac-

10 defenses for

three straight

The Bruins have faced off against

the No. 1 defense in the Pao-10 the past

of couple of weeks, and after each

game Arizona and Oregon lost that

No. 1 ranking.

The Wildcats were torched for 52

points while the Ducks allowed 547

yards of total offense.

Against California this week,

UCLA will once again be going

against the No. 1 defense in the Pao-10.

ff all goes according to plan for the

Bruins, the Bears will no longer be No.

1 after Saturday's game.

UCLA tops

in attendance
UCLA leads Pao-10 with an atten-

dance of 71,882 fans a game.

Washington is second with 71,048

and Arizona State is third with 66,602.

USC is fifth with 54,790 and

Oregon State is last with 27,967.

Cal, who hosts the Bruins this week,

rirawM 44,000 fu ri'i h gamr

through his hands early in the third

quarter.

And no one pointed fingers at

Compiled by Vytas Mazeika, Daily Bruin

Staff
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You too con hove buns of steel.

Join Self Magazine and Volkswagen for the fifth annual Workout In The Park!*^ Tone up to a professionally

designed program loaded with tips from some of the world's top trainers, see the New Beetle, and enter

for your chance to win a four day getawqy in a Volkswagen.

Drivers wontedTI

CI99e Vbfc»i»wq>n I 800 OKIVE VWor VW COfP

CHICAGO
LINCOLN PARK

NEW YORK
CENTRAL PARK

SAN FRANCISCO
FORT MASON

LOS ANGELES
GRIFFITH PARK
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SPORTS
Slam Dud
Evan Lovett expresses his thoughts

every Tuesday in his column.

This week his focus is his disappointment

with the quality of the NBA.

Martin
mousecapades

Bruno discusses

soccer, school

and his mouse

A
-**'sf^C

By Moin Sahrtwiddiit:
Daily Bruin Contributor

You're a student in Denmaric and have an intense

desire to perfect your English. You decide to go to the

United States and pursue your studies in an American

high school.

You plan to return home after that first year but decide

that you'll stay in California. The weather is great, your

high school soccer team goes undefeated and your girl-

friend gives you a rubber mouse.

A rubber mouse?!

"My girlfriend gave me a little mouse that I bring to

every game," junior forward Martin Bruno said. "Just

i>efore kickoff, I give my girlfriend a kiss and that usually

gets me going and scoring during the game. But the

mouse defmitely gets me going too. I keep it in my pock-

et. It's not a live mouse, it's a rubber one. I keep it in my
warm-up pocket for every game."

A rubber mouse?

SeeMuiio^pa9e36
GENEVIEVE LIANG/Dai)y Bfuin

Junior forward Martin Bruno peeks over a soccer ball with his rubber mouse.

The mouse, a gift from his girlfriend, stays in Bruno's pocket during games.

Slam-dunk: root of evil

for pro-basketball fans
COLUMN: Telltale sign of

sport's corruption places

focus on stars, not team

NBA action, it's FANtastic.

Yep, and this lockout is

doing

wonders for

those of us that

love the sport.

But I will say

this - 1 am glad

that there is no

end in sight for

this whole play-

ers vs. owners

debacle.

You ask me
how can I con-

sider myself a

true fan and

still want the league to be pariflyzed

for as long as possible. I tell you that

I am disappointed at the deplorable

state of the league today.

What does this have to do with

the lockout? Well, the longer they

hold ofTthe season, the less I have

to see these athletically talented

Iniperstars** throw away whatever

grasp of the fundamentals they had

for the sake of showing off and gar-

nering better shoe endorsement con-

tracts.

It makes me sick to watch this

wretched league.

You see, I grew up in the '80s

watching Magic and the Showtime

Lakers. I guess I was spoiled

because that was real basketball.

They were fast, flashy and exciting.

And they got the job done, winning

five titles in the '80s.

But players now are faster,

flashier and more exciting. The

game is better now, right?

Wrong. I'll tell you the real xiiffer-

ence and spare you the selfish cryba-

by, spoiled athlete, '90s persona

rationale that is force-fed to you by

media personnel everywhere.

The No. 1 reason that led to the

demise of the National Basketball

Association is the slam dunk. The

slam dunk is evil and should be out-

lawed.

Maybe that's going a little too

far, but consider this: while watch-

ing SportsCenter or any highlight

show, they only focus on the^slam

S«tliVlfltpafi3S

Bruins extend winning stealc at home
REGVP: After faltering, team scores

impressive victories, shows ability

to hang tough, deal with pressure

By Nkk Taylor

Daily Bruin Contributor

The UCLA women's voUeybaU team took advan-

tage of its home court edge and swept the Washington

schools over the weekend.

UCLA beat Washington in four sets on Friday ( 1
5-

6, 15-3, 7-15, 15-8), and followed on Sunday with a

straight set victory over Washington State (15-8, 16-

14, 15-9).

The Bruins improved to 7-9, including 6-3 and

fourth place in the conference. They took advantage

of Wednesday night's huge win over fourth-ranked

Santa Barbara and used that momentum in both

games this weekend.

Friday's match against the Huskies started when

Elisabeth Bachman forced a sideout, Chaska Potter

served and Erika Selsor set up Kristee Porter for the

kill.

While the Bruins took the first two sets easily, the

Huskies did battle back behind Kristina Laffling's 23

kiOs, and forced the match to four sets before UCLA
dosed them out.

The Bruins held the Huskies' best player, Laffling,

to only five kills. In the third set UCLA slipped, as the

Huskies hit .600 (26 kills out of 40, with only two

errors). Laffling hit 1 2 kills in that set in leading them

to a 15-7 win, and suddenlyUCLA had a ballgame on

Stt«.VIIiIfMll,M9*M

8AMMAN MllAHOEl>Dlly Iniin

EHsalMtti AiWM BadmiMi hits or>e by a Washington

block Friday night at Pauley Pavilion.

VIEWPOINT
Student groups can further

diversity. See page 1

7

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

Grab a cup ofJoe and listen to live music at a few

happening cafes in Los Angeles. See page 20

INSIDE TODAY

Men's awareness, page 3

World & Nation, page 5

State & Local, page 6
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Rest rooms site of reports on lewd conduct
PREVENTION: Campus

police tries to deter men

from engaging in crime

By Ann Hawkey
Daily Bruin Contributor

For university police officers,

responding to calls in campus men's

rooms has become a regular part of

their duty.

Nearly every week, and most

recently Tuesday in Royce Hall,

UCPD receives calls complaining of

lewd conduct in campus men's

rooms, which can include a variety of

sexual acts, a misdemeanor grim?

UCPD community services. "There

is a legal code against this, and people

call us to enforce the law."

The calls have come from from

several buildings throughout cam-

pus, most often from Kerckhoff Hall,

Royce Hall and Powell Library.

Reports have complained of individ-

uals and groups participating in sexu-

al activity.

Although UCPD officers do not

actively patrol the rest rooms on cam-

pus, they do respond to all the calls

they receive, regardless of the loca-

tion. But, they generally arrive after

the suspects have left, so no arrests

have been made in recent cases.

In an attempt to discourage lewd

conduct in campus men's rooms, the

under the California Penal Code.

These laws address disorderly con-

duct and forbid soliciting or engaging

in lewd conduct in public or in a rest

room, as well as loitering with the

intent to solicit or engage in lewd con-

duct.

"To the people who are using the

bathrooms and making complaints, it

can be really problematic," said

Nancy Greenstein, director of

Lesblitt, Gay, Bisexual and

Transgender Campus Resource

Center worked with UCPD to post

signs last year in the rest rooms.

The signs reminded visitors to

respect those who use the rest rooms,

and explained the applicable penal

code violations. They also referred

visitors to the the LGBT resource

» CHARLES KUO

See BATHROOMS, page 15 Bathrooms all around campus have been the sites of lewd conduct and Indecent exposure Incidents.

Board to hire technology supervisor

SERVICES: Information

coordinator will integrate

computing on campus

By Lawrence Ferdiaw

Daily Bruin Staff

UCLA's administration will soon

be adding a new member to take

charge of the university's growing use

of technology.

Currently, computing and applica-

tions of technology are handled by

three separate offices and a number of

departmental offices; there is no one

whose sole job is to supervise these

groups. Administrators want to

change that as they prepare for infor-

mation technology to play a bigger

role at the university.

"We have a lot of good things

going on, but we don't have one

reporting location," said Executive

Vice Chancellor Rory Hume.

Now, the offices that deal with

computers and other technology

work somewhat independently of one

another, without an overarching

vision or plan in place.

The Academic Information

Technology Board has recommended

the creation ofsuch a position to coor-

dinate technology offices on campus.

The board, which is composed of

faculty, students and administrators,

serves as an advisory board to the

executive vice chancellor on technolo-

gy issues.

Archie Kleingartner, the chairman

of the board, called the current system

"fragmented"

"Information technology is highly

decentralized in departments, in

schools, in different units," said

Kleingartner, a professor in manage-

ment and policy studies.

Part of this may be because of the

changing uses and users of the tech-

nology over the years, according to

Marsha Smith, associate director of

the Office of Academic Computing.

Three centralized offices work

directly in information technology.

Academic Computing works with stu-

dents and faculty to help them with

research and other computing needs.

The Communications Technology

Service maintains the infrastructure

of the computer network.

Administrative Information Systems

manages the business computing of

the university.

The Office of Instructional

Development offers many services,

one ofwhich is working on using tech-

nology in instruction. In addition,

schools and departments within the

university have their own offices to

supply their staff, faculty and stu-

dents' computing needs.

These offices must provide a grow-

ing number of services and tools for

people.

"Information technology is

becoming increasingly important in

the daily lives of faculty, students and

researchers," Smith said. She added

that there will likely be further

increases in the next five to 10 years.

Smith also said the need for com-

mon information has grown between

Candidates lock horns in

race for attorney general

ELEaiON: Bill Lockyer,

Dave Stirling attack each

other as too soft on crime

SfcCOMPUTIIKrpagelG

PHOTO mU^TRAnON by MANOY SIN/DaiV Brum

By Brian Fishman
Daily Bruin Contributor

The fight to be top cop in

California is in full swing, and the two

major contenders aren't pulling any

punches.

Bill
Lockyer, the

Democratic
senator pro

tem, and Dave

Stirling, chief

deputy attor-

ney general to

fellow
Republican
Dan Lungren,

are locked in a

tight race to be

the attorney general of California.

Stirling, serving the last seven years

under gubernatorial candidate

Lungren, takes a very stern stance on

crime. A death penalty supporter and

co-author of the Three Strikes law,

Stirling portrays himself as a hard-

nosed defender of citizen rights.

"Dave is the true law enforcement

candidate in this race," said Mike

McCcy, Stirling's press officer, "He

has worked in law enforcement for

years."

Moreover, McCey went on to criti-

cize Lockyer's stance on crime in

California.

"Lockyer is a born-again law

enforcement supporter," McCcy

claimed, explaining that only since the

race for attorney general was begun

has Lockyer taken a firm stance on

crime.

McCey also expressed worries that

Lockyer has never been a courtroom

attorney.

"This is not an 'on-the-job training'

type of office," McCey said.

Lockyer's camp denies these alle-

gations, saying that Lockyer's 25

years as a legislator are plenty ofexpe-

rience and that he has always been

tough on crime.

Lockyer's platform suggests this.

Like Stirling, he is pro-death penalty

and takes credit for streamlining

death penalty appeals.

Also, Lockyer wrote a Three

Strikes law several years before the

current Three Strikes law went into

effect.

Hence, say supporters, Lockyer is

not at all soft when it comes to crime.

"Bill Lockyer believes prevention is

wise. But, police, prisons and preven-

tion are all equally important, said

Hilary McLean a Lockyer spokes-

woman.

In fact, claimed McLean, Stirling's

gun-control policies are too lenient.

"He says he doesn't believe in con-

trol. He wrote a brief that would limit

junk gun bans by cities," McLean

said.

But, McCey denied that Stirling is

soft on gun control. He said that

Stirling supports gun control for crim-

inals but cited statistics that 99.5 per-

cent of guns are not used for criminal

activities.

"Those are political allegations.

They don't have any merit," McCey

said about McLean's assertions. «
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Professor walkout

begins today
The UC-widc walkout of professors and stu-

dents begins today. Events at UCLA that are

scheduled to occur include a faculty '*speak out"

forum at noon in Meyerhoff park, in front of

KerckhofT Hall, and various events from 10

a.m. to 2 p.m. in Royce quad.

UC Davis to fund

extra programs
UC Davis' provost has awarded $490,000 to

four projects, with promise of significant fund-

ing to a fifth, in the belief that they will all make

a significant impact on UC Davis' future.

The 1998 New Initiative Reserve projects

include the continuation of the Second-

Language Acquisition Institute, purchase of

two mass-spectrometry instruments, collabora-

tion on an opera, research on the undergradu-

ate student market and the launch of a large-

animal genetic engincermg pro-

gram.

The grants were awarded this

month by Provost and Executive Vice

Chancellor Robert Grey, who was advised by a

panel of senior faculty from across the campus.

"The principle that guided the committee,"

said Bryan Miller, chair of the committee as

well as ofthe Academic Senate, '\vas this is one-

time money that will allow new projects to be

undertaken that really will have a significant

impact."

The New Initiatives Reserve fund was creat-

ed in 1996 to jump-start new initiatives that will

make a major difference to the campus. This is

the third year of allocations.

Remembrance event

to be held for Shepard
The Gay and Lesbian Association will be

holding an event today to remember hate crime

victim Matthew Shepard at 1.0 a.m. in front of

Royce Hall.

Shepard was a college student

in Wyoming who was allegedly

killed by two men who lured him

out ofa bar, kidnapped, tortured and tied

him to a post, leaving him to die.

Study finds moving

can worsen education
For California Latino teens, even school

change doubles the odds of their dropping out

before completing high school, according to

University of California, Santa Barbara

researchers in a study released today.

"We are not saying that all moves are bad,

but in our study ('The Hazards of Changing

Schools for California Latino Adolescents') we

found that the consequences of non-promotion-

al school changes were profoundly negative,"

said Katherine A. Larson, a researcher in

UCSB's Graduate School of Education.

The issue of student mobility has not

received much attention from educational

researchers, practitioners or policymakers,"

added Russell W. Rumberger, professor of edu-

cation. "We felt it was particularly important to

examine the effects ofmoving around on school

performance, because California has a highly

mobile population."

Larson, Rumberger and three graduate stu-

dents focused their study specifically on Latino

teens and their families because Latinos are the

largest and fastest growing segment of the

state's population. They found that among

Latino secondary students, 89 percent of those

who made no school changes graduated from

high school, compared to 63 percent who made

one school change and 60 percent who made

two or more.

The researchers also discovered that discipli-

nary problems predicted school mobility

among Latino students, but not among other

white students (non-Latino). Latinos who mis-

behaved in eighth grade were 58 percent more

likely to change high schools compared to those

who did not. In contrast, misbehavior did not

predict school changes for other white students.

Compiled from Dally Bruin staff reports.
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LESS THAN ONE WEEK LEFT:

For Arts and Architecture

(SOAA) undergraduate students

to add courses with $3 per

course fee through URSA tele-

phone.

For SOAA undergraduate

students to file Late Study List

with $50 fee.

LESS THAN TWO WEEKS

LEFT:

For graduate students to add

courses with $3 per course fee

through URSA Telephone.

For graduate students to file

Late Study List with $50 fee.

Undergraduates approved for

reduced educational fee are

audited(must be enrolled in 10

units or less to be eligible for

reduction) as of Oct 23.

For non-SOAA undergradu-

ates to add courses with PTE#
and $3 per course fee through

URSA Telephone.

For non-SOAA undergradu-

ates to file Late Study List peti-

tion with $50 fee.

WHArS BREWIN'

Today Noon
University Catholic Center

Catholic Mass

Kerckhoff400

Student Accounting Society

UCLA Anthropology

Undergraduate Student

Association

First proffy talk with Brandon

Lewis

Haines 304 • 208-1814, 824-3526

Weekly Meeting

Ackerman 2412 -201-4771

1p.m.
Amigos de UCLA
First Site visit to Pio Pico

Elementary

Lot 6- 825-2217 (Saul).-^

Lebanese Cultural Society

Meeting

KerckhofT Hall 133 • 730-2965

Muslim Union ^

Quranic Tafsir Class (6:30)

Boelter 5422 • 206-7877

UCLA External AfTairs

Integration ofOffice 97

applications and MOUS
cenification program (1:30)

Computer Training Center

794-3382

4 p.m.
Undergraduate Association of

Philosophy

First meeting

Dodd399

Coptic Orthodox Christian Qub
Guest speaker: Father Bouli&>«i«.

Kerckhoffl52

5 p.m.
Project Literacy

Orientation/training

Kerckhoff41 1-825-2417

Quarter in Washington

Info. Meeting

4355D Pub. Pol. Building

206-3109, Ask for K.Miyao

Project Literacy

Orientation/training session

Kerckhoff411- 825-2417

Women and Youth Supporting

EachOther(WYSE)
Kerckhoff 133 • 2064144 (KeUy)

UCLA Education Society

First general meeting (5:30)

Moore 3340

6 p.m.
PreOptometry Society

General meeting

Free admission

Haines 6

7 p.m.

UCLA Ski and Snowboard Team

Second meeting

John Wooden Center

207-6166 (Matt)

Bruin Leaders Project

Leading from Behind: How to be a

Servant Leader • 206-5071

Vietnamese Student Union

Vietnamese culture night auditions

Free Admission

Sproul Entertainment Lounge

267-7765 (Nam)

Bruin Libertarians

Weekly meeting (7:30)

Kerckhoff400

712-5762 (David)

Thursday Noon
Bible Studies in the Old & New
Testament

Bible study

AV 3508

University Catholic Center

Communion (12:10)

Kerckhoff400

1p.m.
UCLAFWC
General meeting (1:30)

California Room, UCLA Faculty

Center

3 p.m.
Alastar Smith, Victoria University

Information Seminar - What Is

Webometrics?

GSE&ISlll

What's Brewin'can be reKhed via e-mail at

whatsbrewin#medta.uda.edu

I'tiolo'. I)v DANIII A|)l( ( A

Men's education outreach coordinator and counselor Brett Wheeler hangs

up decorated T-shirts for the UCLA' Clothesline Project to raise awareness

about domestic violence issues.

VIOLENCE
The following statistics were compiled by the American Bar Assodation:

Q Intimates perpetrate 28 percent of all annual violence against women (1994).

O Intimates perpetrate five percent of all annual violence against men ( 1 994).

O As many as 95 percent of domestic violence perpetrators are male ^ 1 995).

O The chance of being victimized by an intimate Is 1 times greater for a woman

than a man (1994).

O Wale perpetrators are four times more likely to use lethal violence than females

(1994).
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on a

MISSION
Brett Wheeler, the men's coordinator

at the Women's Resource Center,

tries to use his position to challenge

traditional gender roles

By Chauntelle Anne Tibbals

Daily Bruin Contributor

When Hrctt Whcclcr was younger, women

would often coMllde in him. Mis imperfect listen-

ing skills and undeveloped ability to sympathize,

however, prevented him from elVectively dealing

with the violence they experienced.

grow up witnessing violence Jgaiiist family mem-

bers.

"We raise our sons to be masculine and prtv

tective. Boys growing up in domestic violence

homes may then feel guilty about being unable to

protect their (family members)," McDonald

said.

"Contradictory emotions and unresolved

"(Women) just truslcd me. so they Wi>Uld ii\^ issues arc put Uf^n men. TImy arc nut suppcwect

close these terrible things that had happened to

them," Wheeler said.

"I hated hearing about this slulT. and I had no

skills lo help litem." > .> . ,

wiieclct evfnlMSiHy W^nt to UC Irvine's

Women s Rcsotirce (Cchlcr as an iAipdcr|Ki4uiit^

to kam more about violence agiiinst women. He

began volunteering his time to a loc<il rapc-criij^

and preventative education center.

In April, Wheeler became the Men's

Rducation Outreach (MRO) coordinator at

U('LA\ Women's Resource (enter.

The MIX) program attempts to provide an

arena for men io learn about violence against

women and how it

alTects both genders.

"Traditionally, men

are only permitted two

emotions: anger and

happiness. We are never

taught to be^sensitivC or

allowed to be sad,"

Wheeler said.

"I get so many *llow

do I help my girlfriend

or sister or mother?'

questions from men.

This expected sensitivity

is rather contradictory

to (society's) traditional

gender roles," he said.

The MBO helps men

learn about the abuse of

women by otTcring lead-

ership positions in

groups that address this

issue.

Also, by addressing

violence and sexual

abuse issues that happen to men, the MEO is try-

ing a different, preventative approach to the

problem of violence against women.

"It has been shown statistically that men who

violate women, have been violated at one time

themselves," said Robin McDonald, UCLA's

Sexual Violence Prevention and Education coor-

dinator.

"Just because men are socialized to not talk

about violent or victimizing experiences in their

past does not mean they do not happen,"

McDonald said.

Wheeler expressed similar sentiments, using

his volunteer work in prisons as evidence.

"One of the only places I can talk about 'men

as survivors' without people laughing at me is in

prisons," Wheeler said. __^___-
Somc boys arc victims of violence, and others

to feel guilty, and they fell short of siKiety's expec-

tations (of masculinity)," she s;ud.

One of the MEO's goals is to give men an

opporupiity t^ytiik ab^ul such i^es ijmd po^iiK

tiarty rc^0K« fj^ :.t ^; . ;«, ' ^
/"

_ "(mr wotncrti^dttiltf, social

cxpi|i|mi(>ns^of nfusculinity also contribute to

nscnV acts of violence toward niany diffefent

groups of people. One example given was thiit of

the recent murder of university student Matthew

Shepard.

Violent attacks on homosexual men some-

times result when a man feels his "masculinity" is

being threatened, said WRC officials.

•<(

VIST-

Brett Wheeler is the new men's counselor at the Women's Resource

Center. He hopes to help men deal with domestic violence Issues.

"Homophobia and heterosexism in men is

largely due to the fact that (many heterosexual)

men are horrified by the thought of (another

man) thinking about them the way they think

about women," Wheeler said.

Violent tendencies in men can also be vented

on other men, such as fighting in social situations.

"There are many similarities between a

woman's physical awareness of rape and a man's

awareness of a possible attack (in the form of a

fight)," McDonald said.

Societal gender expectations demand mascu-

line behavior, making it difficult for a man to

avoid a fight when confronted, despite the situa-

tion, according to the WRC.
"Almost every guy 1 know has been in a fight

he knows he has no chance of winning because
iV

See QKNUNNATOIt page 14
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Pr t tit sitions question legality of traps, horse meat
ELECTIONS: Voter-signed

petitions place issues

of animal rights on ballot

By Emi Kojima
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Two propositions about animal

rights will appear on the ballot in

November, thanks to the initiative of

grassroots organizations in

California.

Over 700,000 citizens signed peti-

tions for both measures so that voters

will decide

whether
Propositions 4

and 6 will

become
California law.

Proposition

4 prohibits the

use of a

"padded steel-

jawed leg hold

trap" when
catching fur-

bearing or non-game mammals for

commercial or recreational use. It

also prohibits the use of two specific

poisons.

The trap in question works on a

trigger system. The traps grip an ani-

maPs leg between its padded sides

leg hold traps," said Wayne Pacelle,

the senior vice president for the

Humane Society of the United States.

A coalition of 150 organizations

has organized to opposed the amend-

ment, coining itself Californians for

People, Pets and Wildlife.

"Prop. 4 sacrifices endangered

species while saving rodents. That's

unacceptable," said Ray Anderson, a

spokesman for the No on 4 cam-

paign.

Pacelle, however, said that the

proposition allows for the use of the

traps for damage control activities,

for public safety and for protecting

endangered species. What the propo-

sition does not allow is the use of the

trap to capture animals to sell their

fur, he said.

He said the Hndangered Species

Act, passed by Congress, would allow

the use of the trap because federal law

takes precedent over state law,

according to the "supremacy clause"

in the Constitution.

The claim that the act would pre-

empt the proposition is "absolutely,

positively, 100 percent false," accord-

ing to Bruce Blodgett, director of

national resources at California

Farm Bureau.

He said that whether use of the

traps by government agencies is

acceptable would be tied up in the

courts, while millions of dollars

would be spent using alternatives to

the traps being banned.

Anderson said that the trap is used

in order to catch rodents and preda-

tors - including coyotes and move
them into different areas. Coyotes

have threatened populations of

endangered species as well as

humans.

Rodents also spread diseases to

humans, such as the bubonic plague.

Pacelle said that the two rodents

that the traps threaten are beavers

and muskrats.

About 20 years ago, there was an

attempt to pose a ban on the traps in

the California, but the initiative fell

short of the required number of signa-

tures.

"I see no point in the use of steel

jawed traps," said Janel Lalabekyan,

a first-year physiological science stu-

PROPOSITION 6
Criminal law: prohibition on slaughter of horses and sale of horse meal forImman conomifition

PROS

^f California's horses will no longer

be slaughtered for human

consumption, which Save the Horses

says will protect an animal that has

long worked for humans

CONS
^^Makes it illegal to sett, btiy or

trade horses for huinan consum|>tion,

which the Libertarian party says limfts

personal freedom

Sourer Trd Bfown, PrMKt Prti ft WItdMr, (Momsn fw Peopte, Ptts uti WHdMt. Sm the Honn

(these are not the kind with serrated

teeth, which are already banned).

Animals often struggle to free them-

selves from the trap, sometimes even

twisting or biting their legs olT.

Six other states liave banned these

traps, as well as 88 countries.

This proposition would affect

about 280 licensed trappers . in

California.

Protect Pets and Wildlife is a grass-

roots coalition made up of over 100

organizations that support the propo-

sition.

"We are opposed to the cruel i id

indiscriminate use of the steel-jawed-

PROPOSITION 4
Trapping practices: bans use of specified traps and animal poisons.

V^Pi

PROS

Protect Pets & Wildlife says that

the proposition will protect animals

from a cruel and indiscriminate trap

^f Ends the use of the steel-jawed

leg hold traps on animals

^f Prevents the use of poisons that

Protect Pets & Wildlife says are

harmful to animals and the

environment

Sounr Irdlronffi.hMfdPfltAWNWMr.CjMomum

kM Pfoplr. Pns ind WMMr. Smt ll«p Honn

CONS

^f Californians for People, Pets and

Wildlife says that the proposition is

confusing

^f It says that the proposition will

make the job of the government to

remove animals from specific areas

more difficult

^f It also says that the proposition

will harm endangered species

dent.

Richard Kovew disagrees. "For

now, the traps are a necessary evil,"

said the fourth-year political science

student.

Another proposition on the

November ballot - Proposition 6 -

would tnake the sale of horse meat for

human consumption illegal

Proposition 6 makes the posses-

sion, transfer, or receipt of horses for

slaughter for human consumption a

felony.

Although few people eat horse

meat in the state, a grassroots orga-

nization called Save the Horses

hopes to pass Proposition 6 in order

to prevent the export of horse meat

for food.

Horse meat is considered a delica-

cy in some foreign countries, inciud-

JOHN SUEHIRO/Daily Bruin

Ted Brown, the Libertarian candi-

date for senator, is running the cam-

paign against Proposition 6, called

"Just Say Neigh."

The Libertarian party, the biggest

"third party" in the United States,

opposes the measure and generally

dislikes government intervention in

the lives of individuals.

"Students should be concerned

about personal choice," Brown said.

"If you're in the Bruin dining hall

and they're serving horse meat, you

should be able to say 'oh, this is great'

or 'no, I don't want any.' The govern-

ment should not tell you that it's ille-

gal," he said.

Human consumption of horse

meat is jllegal in Illinois and Texas.

In California, there are currently

laws that prevent eating dogs and

K)HN SUEHIRO/D«ily Brum

mg Japan, hrance and Belgium.

"(Eating horse meat) seems unim-

portant and trivial unless you're a

horse. If you're a horse, it is of great

importance," said Cathleen Doyle, a

co-sponsor of the proposition.

"We can afford to give this ani-

mal legal protection against being

exported for foreign consumption,"

she said.

Every year, about 3,000 horses

are sent from California to other

states with the intent of being slaugh-

tered for human consumption.

California has no horse slaughter-

ing facilities.

cats.

Save the Horses supports the

euthanasia of horses; however, the

group disagrees with the way the ani-

mals are killed for human consump-

tion.

It said that horses are killed in

cruel and unusual ways when they are

slated as food, because euthanasia

ruins the meat of the animals.

"Horses have served man too well

to deserve that at the end of the day,"

Doyle said.

Still, Brown maintains that "the

government has no business deciding

what people have for dinner."

A
Here's your chance to gain valuable insights about what it takes to travel the road froni.

medical school to the physician's office.

A Speaker series for all Pre-Heds!

Not TO BE

Missto!

We are proud to offer you the unique opportunity to meet and speak

with each of the following: a medkal Student,

a med school advisor, and a physician.

Er il< John Sni.ir t Foundw Etwritut of Hypf<«amint Oct.28th - 6pin - 8pm

TOPIC: The Path of Heart - A multimedia pre-med counseling session.

Dt. t'lw.i.d McCil U»dPhyikJantiDir.ofPeptofP»dhtHcs,UCLA Noy.llth • 6pm - 8pm

TOPIC: "What's up. Doc" - A Physician's Prescription for Success in Medicine.

D. H< D<r.ofLEAJ>Cent»r,UCLASchodofMedkine Nofy.18th - 6pm - 8pm

TOPIC: Keeping it Real - What UC Admissions Committees are Really Looking For!

On Campus at UCLAl
Tb«f% events are FREE Stiidenti for StudmntM Evntsl

UL , /
tt/fjvt '/men -nuty
MtScddMakmci THE PRINCETON REVIEW

To Reserve a scat, please call (310) 208 5000 or (800) MD BOUND
or via e-maii info. la review com

iKIiit'! tlie E^llBlf ix\ tt reitli reaitrs?

Daily Bruin Classified Line 825-2221

*

UCLA
Shcibbcil Bosh

Come meet some cute Jewish guys!

and some cute Jewish girls!

a IMh Mklmg, a M of foodi

At the JAM Center,

1 025 Glendon
(between Weyburn and Kinross)

6:00 Traditional services
7:00 Dinner

Come hear the Rabbi from
Jerusalem speak on:

"Are You a Robot?
Freewill and Conditioning."

For more information please call (323)930-2034.
Sponsored by JAM, the Jewish Awareness MovenDent,

an on-campus club at UCLA.
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WORLD & NATION Dow Jones Industrials

up: 39.40

close: 8,505.85

Nasdaq Indci

down: 9.54

dose: 1,639.19

DolUr

Yen: 116.43

Mark: 1.6404

U.S. trade deficit Nts all-time Ngh
ECONOMY: International

troubles affect exports,

domestic commodities

By Martin Crutsinger

The Associated Press

. WASHINGTON - America's

trade deficit hit an all-time high of

SI6.8 billion as the gloual financial

crisis pushed down exports of manu-

factured goods and farm products

for a fifth-straight month, imports

surged, led by a tlood of cars and

auto parts from Mexico and Canada

and toys from China.

The deficit for August jumped

15.3 percent above a revised July

imbalance of $14.5 billion, the

Commerce Department said

Tuesday. Much of the deterioration

refiected a surge in automotive

imports as foreign suppliers played

catch-up after the settlement of the

General Motors strikes.

Exports fell to their lowest level in

19 months as the global financial cri-

sis continued to depress demand m
key markets for American produc-

ers. Sales of farm products dropped

to their lowest level in more than

four years.

So far this year, America's deficit

in goods and services trade is on

track to set an all-lime record at $ 1 65

billion, far above the previous mark

of $153 billion set in 1987. And econ-

omists predict even further deterio-

ration in 1999 as Asian economies

plunge deeper into recession and as

Japan, the world's second biggest

economy, struggles to emerge from

its worst downturn in 50 years.

"We have got a lot of bad months

ahead of us on trade," said Lawrence

Cbimerine, chief economist at the

Economic Strategy Institute, a

Washington think tank, "it wouldn't

take a lot to push us into a recession

when you have a trade deficit grow-

ing this rapidly."

At the White House, presidential

spokesman Joe Lockhart said the

bad trade figures underscore the

need for other countries to heed

l^resident Clinton's call for a "strate-

gy to restore economic growth

around the world."

The Federal Reserve last

Thursday cut interest rates for the

second time in just over two weeks in

an effort to keep the global turmoil

from pushing the U.S. economy into

recession.

And the administration has been

working behind the scenes to assem-

ble an expected $30 billion financial

assistance package for Brazil, hop-

ing to erect a fire wall that will keep

Latin America's largest economy

from going into a crash like those of

Asia and Russia. The International

Monetary Fund and Brazilian

authorities said Tuesday both sides

See GLOBAL, page 14

==4fi§h-S€teolers continue priest tofirance

STUDENTS: Teens seek

government's assistance

to fix educational woes

By Deborah Seward
The Associated Press

PARIS Under the eye of

police, high school students around

France held their second major

protest in less than a week today,

demanding more teachers, better

equipment and buildings, and a

lighter cour.se load.

Dissenters, undaunted by at least •

4,500 police, threw rocks and bot-

tles in sporadic vit)lcnce during a

Paris protest, mimicking problems

during Thursday's demon.stralions.
'

Police said 85 people were lightly

injured in Paris. At least 45 young

people were arrested nationwide,

and dozens of others were detained

and then released.

Students were hoping to main-

tain the momentum of last week's

marches of a half-million students in

nearly 350 cities, but it appeared

they had failed.

Radio reports said a quarter-mil-

lion demonstrated nationwide.

Police said about 25,000 students

marched in Paris.

Demonstrators intermittently

threw bottles and stones toward

police Hanking the marchers, who

started at the Place 8'ltalie in the

south and moved to a Left Bank

intersection at the Boulevard Saint

Germain.

The government has

promised to provide

more money soon,

but it has no

quick remedy.

Helmeted riot police made sever-

al charges, spraying tear gas canis-

ters that sowed panic through the

crowd.

Police, fearing for the worst after

last week's violence, monitored the

march on televisions in the base-

ment of police headquarters. Shops

and other establishments along the

march route were ordered closed

and cars removed.

The all-news TV channel LCI

reported 25 arrests in Nancy (in

eastern France), where about 4,000

people turned out for the protest.

Elsewhere, about 10,000 stu-

dents turned out in the Norman
town of Rennes, another 10,000 in

Bordeaux in the southwest, 6.000 in

Avignon in the south^ind more than

6,000 in Lyon, according to police

reports. In nearby Aix-en-Provence,

2,500 youths blocked the A8 high-

way, officials said.

Banners refiected angry stu-

dents' demands: "No promises.

Action!" read one in Bordeaux.

"No teachers, no future!" read a

Paris banner.

One protester from suburban

Verre, south of Paris, complained

about conditions at her school.

"Our buildings are old, and our

computers are terrible. We have too

many kids in our classes. All we

want is to be able to study proper-

ly," said 15-year-old Gwladys

Dumot.

Students also say they are bur-

dened with a heavy work load with

loo many hours of classes, and

SeeSmiKE^pagelS

WORLD & NATION BRIEFS

Germany sets up funds

for WWII slave laborers

BONN, Ciermany Reversing Cierman

policy, the new center-left government pledged

today to set up foundations to compensate

World War I! slave laborers and "forgotten

victims" of the Nazis.

Chancellor-elect Gerhard Schroeder said

no concrete plans or figures had been set for

either fund.

"But we want to do something together with

industry" to compensate former slave labor-

ers, he said. "We've already started thinking

about it."

Elan Steinberg, executive director of the

World Jewish Congress, called the announce-

ment "a significant turning point" for the

German government, which had long insisted

it was not responsible for slave laborers.

"There are blanks in Germany's otherwise

honorable efforts to deal with Holocaust vic-

tims and this is a good way to fill Ihem," he said

of the "forgotten victims" fund.

Facing lawsuits in the United

States and threats of more at home

from Nazi-era victims, German firms

in recent months have come under

increasing pressure to address the issue of

slave labor.

For years they argued the government, as

legal successor to the Nazi regime, should be

responsible for back-wage claims. But recently

some of Cjermany's biggest firms have sug-

gested they would be willing to contribute to a

publicly administered fund.

China opens conference

^bout human rights

BEIJING - China opened an international

conference on world human rights today, a

sign of its growing confidence in a field where

it has faced much criticism.

While not focused specifically on China, the

two-day symposium reflected China's greater

The Ai«xiated Preii

An ethnic Albanian balances his food at the Kisna Reka refugee camp.

In all, 3,000 refugees have had their villages destroyed by Serb forces.

NATO criticizes Milosevic

for lack of full compliance

KOSOVO: As airstrike

deadline draws nearer,

agreement yet unfulfilled

By Tom Cohen
The Associated Press

PRISTINA, Yugoslavia

NATO's military chief warned

Yugoslav President Slobodan

Milosevic on Tuesday he still has not

met terms of an agreement to avert

airstrikes.

Kosovo's rebels, meanwhile,

demanded all government troops

leave the province or they will contin-

ue their independence struggle.

Gen. Wesley Clark delivered the

message to Milosevic late Tuesday in

the capital Belgrade as a new surge of

violence raised fears about the Oct.

12 agreement with U.S. envoy

Richard Holbrooke.

State Department spokesman

James Rubin told reporters that

Clark would talk to the Yugoslav

leader "about his failure to comply

fully with the requirements of the

international community."

"And he will be making very clear

that NATO will use military force

against the Serbs if he doesn't com-

ply," Rubin said.

U.S. and NATO officials have

complained that Milosevic has still

not withdrawn all the special police

units sent to Kosovo in February

when he launched his crackdown

against ethnic Albanian separatists of

the Kosovo Liberation Army.

See AGREEMENT, page 14

willingness to entertain discussions

on rights issues.

It also offered China an opportu-

nity to promote its view that cultural,

historical and economic differences

between countries are bound to create argu-

ments over human rights that should be dis-

cussed without confrontation.

"It is only natural that countries in the

world do not have complete agreement on how

to define, approach and realize human rights,"

Vice Premier Qian Qichen told the meeting.

"No country's human rights situation is

perfect."

Hamas group claims

responsibility for attacks

JERUSALEM - The Palestinian man arrest-

ed after throwing hand grenades neaf a bus stop

in southern Israel told interrogators that he also

killed a rabbi in the West Bank town of Hebron

in August, the army said.

The suspect, 29-year-old Salem Rajab

Sarsour, started out as an activist on the fringes

of the Islamic militant group Hamas, but after

killing Rabbi Shlftmo Raanan was admitted into

Hamas' military wing and was trained to use

hand grenades, the army said.

After an initial silence, Hamas today claimed

responsibility for Sarsour's grenade attack in the

southern Israeli town of Beersheba a day before.

The attack wounded 64 Israelis.

The army said Sarsour confessed to the

Beersheba attack and also to throwing two hand

grenades at Israeli soldiers in Hebron on Sept.

30. Two dozen Israeli soldiers and Palestinian

civilians were injured in that attack.

The Palestinian Authority said in a statement

today that Sarsour was a double agent who had

provided information to the Israeli security ser-

vice Shin Bet. After being blackmailed by his

Shin Bet handlers, who threatened to disclose

his identity, Sarsour carried out the attacks to

clear his name, he said.

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports.
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Critidzing Clinton punishable offense

MILITARY: Concern for

'contemptuous words' in

wake of Lewinsky affair

The Associated Press

Military authorities are warning

officers and enlisted personnel that

"contemptuous words" about

President Clinton could lead to dis-

ciplinary action, the Los Angeles

Times reported today.

The threat of punishment reflects

a concern over the public's criticism

of Clinton for his relationship with

Monica Lewinsky, the newspaper

said.

It was unclear what punishments

were possible, though an Air Force

officer said they tended to be mild

unless the comments were from a

high-ranking officer or were widely

distributed.

A Marine major recently

denounced Clinton in a newspaper

column and an Army colonel criti-

cized the president in a letter to the

editor. Marine officers also have cir-

culated an e-mail petition calling for

Clinton's impeachment.

"One should call an adulterous

liar exactly what he is - a criminal,"

Maj. Shane Sellers, a 20-year

Marine veteran, wrote Monday in a

column in Navy Times.

Army Col. John Baer also criti-

cized Clinton in a letter published

Oct. 12 in the Army Times. Baer

urged the commander in chief to

stop issuing signed letters of appre-

ciation to officers when they retire.

When Baer received his own cer-

tificate at his recent retirement cere-

mony, the letter brought scorn from

attending soldiers, he wrote. Baer

sent back his certificate, torn to

pieces, and told Clinton "character

is important and you've negotiated

yours away."

In response to the public criti-

cisms. Marine deputy commandant

Gen. Terrence Drake warned gener-

als that Marines should stay out of

the controversy. Sellers' column was

under review for possible discipli-

nary action.

Military code bars officers from

uttering "contemptuous words"

about the president or other civilian

leaders. Enlisted personnel are

barred under service regulations

from criticizing officials.

James McDonough, a retired offi-

cer who now works in the White

House Office of National Drug

Control Policy, castigated Clinton

recently in an op-ed article pub-

lished in the Wall Street Journal.

McDonough, who led U.S. troops

in Bosnia in 1995, said there have

been "no repercussions" from top

administration officials about his

comments.

"I'm still here," he told the Times.

Air Force officials also are circu-

lating a cautionary memo, warning

that jokes about Clinton violate code

if their language is "insulting, rude

or disdainful."

Interested
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Dr. Nader Dayani
ORTHODONTIST

SINCE 1980
UCLA FACULTY MEMBER

Member American Association of Orthodontists

Specializing in braces for adults & children

• Invisible

• European

•JO'n DISCOIM

• Rennovable
• Traditional

• Cosmetic Porcelain

• Surgical Orttiodontlcs

i)i:Ms.\M)rui I n MID II).

(310) 826 - 7494

11645 Wilshire Blvd. #802

Los Angeles, CA &0025

(949) 5S2 - 5890

18124 Culver Dr., #A

Irvine, CA 92715

jf)f moro (riforrTi,jfiOft cmH 8?^)-3033

•The treatment wN be a> folows: $1000.00 pK»
$ 100 GO for eoch fT>ooth of treatment rendered

for metal broce*. $900.00 phu $ 100.00 for eoch
montti of treotrr^ent rendered for removobie

b»oce« and S 1 700.00 plm $ 1 25.00 per monm tor

ceramic bcocei. $200.00 for dtognoitte ttudy

model and $175.00 tor formal cormitatlon.

expiration date 10-31-98

Test results show locale

unaffected by chemicals

HEALTH: Requested tests

on Rocketdyne lab prove

Bell Canyon area safe

The Associated Press

SIMI VALLEY - Soil testing

results show no evidence of harmful

or radioactive chemicals migrating

from Rocketdyne's Santa Susana

Field Laboratory to a nearby neigh-

borhood, according to a study con-

ducted for the company.

Rocketdyne on Sunday released

results of the seven-month analysis

to homeowners in Bell Canyon.

It's the first significant examina-

tion of how laboratory activities

may have affected the nearby area

since a UCLA study last year found

some Rocketdyne workers had a

greater-than-expected rate of dying

from cancer.

"We're very pleased" said Inger

Hodgson, public relations manager

of Rocketdyne's environmental

communications division.

"Everything we found was com-

pared to background samples and to

health-based regulatory standards.

Everything but one compound came

back well below the health-based

standards. The study's conclusion is

that Rocketdyne operations have

not impacted the Bell Canyon area."

The sole compound that exceed-

ed federal Environmental

Protection Agency standards in Bell

Canyon was arsenic. However,

Rocketdyne officials said the

amount foupd in Bell Canyon is

comparable to or lower than levels

elsewhere in the state and nation.

Rocketdyne toxicologist Michael

See TESTING, page 13

Celebrate the music of Henry AAancini as

fc/^

Wednesday October 28

UCLA's Royce Hall

Ms. AAandni wilt bt ptrfonning livt with a 40 picct

Orchestra conducttd by Patrick Williams

Taping htr PBS TV Special (s smith-Htmlon production)

tickets available at the following locations:

UCU CENTRAL TICKET OFFICE

UCU PERFORMING ARTS-ROYCE HALL Bioo

Jackets Itquirtd - Audience must be seatfd by 7:4Spm

For information, ull (310) 625-4^01 Of 4403

The Information
TechnologyWater is

Bluer inYour Own
Backyard!

See state-of-the-art demos and meet one-to-one
with UCLA captains of innovation from:

BUSINESS a FINANCE
COLLEGE OF LETTERS & SCIENCE

UCLA HEALTHCARE
ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION SYSTEMS

EXTERNAL AFFAIRS

UCLA EXTENSION
COMMUNICATIONS

TECHNOLOGY SERVICES
STUDENT ACAD*EMIC SERVICES

Instead of scrambling to get on board a career boat, set your sights closer

to home. Fact is, your UCLA experience guarantees a "welcome aboard"

the finest vessel for I.T. gurus-to-be!

Your I.T. ship has come in. Fact is, it never left! If you are unable to attend our

Open House, please send your resume to: Bob Brown, UCLA Campus, Human

Resources, 10920 Wilshire Blvd., *20S, Los Angeles, CA 90024-6504. Fax: 310/794-0895.

UCLA offers an excellent benefits package.Visit our websites: ww¥f.chr.ucla.edu

and WWVif.mednet.UCla.edu Equal Opportunity Employer.

Oceans off opportunity in LAN, Web Development, Java,

Applications Development, COBOL, VB, Communications Design,

Technical Management and lots more.
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Government's fiscal measures will fund diverse departments, agencies

SPENDING: Republicans, Democrats strike agreement

on $500 billion package after protracted negotiations

By Alan Fram
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Friends and

foes alike expect the House and

Senate to vote decisively in favor of a

$500 billion spending package that

finally would end the 105th Congress

and send lawmakers home for their

re-election battles.

The Fiouse planned to vote today

on the massive measure, a compro-

mise that congressional leaders

reached last week with President

Clinton. Senate passage is likely

Wednesday.

The package would finance dozens

of agencies, from the huge

Department of Health and Human
Services to the tiny U.S. Institute of

Peace. It also has billions for finan-

cially ailing farmers and the

Pentagon, SI.2 billion to begin hiring

more teachers, $18 billion for the

International Monetary Fund, mod-

est tax breaks for some busmesses and

families, and provisions aimed at

strengthening anti-drug law enforce-

ment.

House conservatives, perhaps the

likeliest source of opposition, were

said to be split. The measure con-

tained wins for them, such as lan-

guage blocking federally financed

needle-exchange programs for drug

addicts.

It also had items that they dislike,

such as using anticipated federal sur-

pluses to pay for both the IMF money
and $20.8 billion for so-called emer-

gencies like preparing federal com-

puters for the year 2000.

They were particularly angry about

the emergency spending provisions

because of Clinton's calls to not use

the surplus until a way is found to cure

Social Security's long-term budgetary

problems.

"It's unconscionable, it's un-

American, it's untruthful," said one

opponent. Rep. Tom Coburn, R-

Okla.

With most members ofboth parties

likely to vote for the measure, Coburn

and others were predicting easy pas-

See SPENDING, page 13
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UCLA Dining Services

Recruitment Fair
Wednesday, October 21, 1998

9:00 pm- 10pm

Hedrick Hall Dining Room

Visit the. UCLA Dining Services

about employment opportunities

our various departments

-$6.70-$7.67/ iiour

•convenient location

flexible schedule

-promotional opportunities

-work study
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Experience Christ at ULC

Association

Is Pleased to Announce the

1998 Welcome _
Reception

for Latina + Latino
Graduate Students

October 23, 1998
7-10 pm Kerckhoff Grand Salon

Meet incomins and continuing sraduate students from
other departments! Find out about RAZA Grad activities

for the upcoming school yearl Music, dancing,

refreshments. Ever/one welcome.

Spomored by the RAZA Gronducrte Student Assoclotkan
FufxJed by tt« Campus Programs Committee ot tt>e Program Activities Boord

UNIVERSITY LUTHERAN CHAPEL
10915 Strathmore Drive

Off tlie southwest comer of campus
at Strathmore and Gayley

(310) 208-4579 •

Sunday
Liturgical Worship, 10:30 a.m.

Bible Study, 12:15 p.m.

• Contemporary Worship, 4:30 p.m.

Wednesday
Soup Supper, 6:00 p.ni.

Undergraduate Bible Study, 7:00 p.m.

ULC is a member of University Religious Conference

l(2MM!]3O00@0@flp3M@H0B

First 1998-1999

Meeting of the Chieano
and Latino Studies

Discussion Group

Thursday, November 5, 4-6 p.m.
Philosophy Department Common

Room. Pood .IQQ

Wc will discuss:

Misconricvinj^ Mothers:
l.t'^ishitors, I'roscciitors, nnd th<' lN>litits

of I*r<Mi;ilal Dru^ KxposuiM'
By L;iiira (ioim*/,

Fiicultv rCLA School of Law

Everyone is Welcome to join our informal discussion
group aimed at bringing together faculty and graduate

students to discuss issues in the field.

For Further Information Contact
razagracl@ucla.eclu

Spomored by m« RAZA Gfonduote ShxJeot AssocJotton
Fufxied by the Campus Prograrm Cormimee of the Program ActMMw Bocrd
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YOURS WITH ANY 19.50 LANCOME PURCHASE, EXCLUSIVELY AT MACY'S

YOUR CHOICE

DUAL FINISH

Versatile Powder

Makeup in one of

two shades:

• Matte Buff

or

f Mattft Amandfi

PRIMORDIALE
Visibly

Revitalizing

Solution

Soinfi^^

^HvrrAy^

Sf*'

Hair comb

*•
For your purchase,

may we suggest

„. vnabolic Deep

^^ Radiance Booster.

1%'
Its powerful mix of

vitamin C. ginseng

at\6 ginkgo quickly

helps improve
""^ skin's radiance,

W colour and texture.
.: •"•.-.

1 oz. $45

4

YOUR CHOICE

One of these full-size UpColour Kits:

• The Refined Kit with

ROUGE ABSOLU in Blonde and

ROUGE SENSATION in Ambrette

or

• The Rirty Kit with

ROUGE ABSOLU in Matte Mauve and

—ROUGE SENSATK>Ntn .K^fabfH

D^FINICILS

Mascara

in Black

.

YOUH CHOICE

Larx:6me signature

cosmetics case

in one of these cok>rs

• Black

or

• Eggplant

Shop for more online: wwv^.macys.corn
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INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Academic

Information

Technology

Board

Associate Vice Chancellor o

Administrative Services

T—

The university is looking for a chieftechnology

officer to coordinate the loosely connected

computing offices on campus.

University Librarian^

Office of

Academic

Computing

Communications

Technology

Services

Administrative

Information

Systems

Office of

Instructional

Development

School

and Department

Information

Services

• He\pi faculty, students and

administration with

research applications

Sourer OMkr o( Mmmmm/un* Scrvicn

• Maintains networking

infrastructure

• Brum Online

•In charge of the systenis

which allow campus'

business and finance to

hjnction

• Variety of services - one

area focuses on using

technology to improve

teaching

•Woris with faculty and

students at departmental
I—

1

COMPUTING
From page 1

the academic and administrative sides

of campus, with different groups using

the same information for different pur-

poses.

"Technological as well as program-

matic directions necessitate our look-

ing beyond our individual silos," said

Alien Solomon, associate vice chancel-

lor of administrative services.

For example, information from

enrollment data is useful to administra-

tors and academic departments, but

for different purposes.

A chief information officer (CIO)

could help coordinate the distributed

system currently in place. Smith said.

"A CIO could Icxjk at common sets

of tools and data and have a strategy

for integrating these so people can use

them in different ways," Smith added.

With the current system allowing

for more local control of computing,

some overlap in what offices do has

resulted, according to KJeingartner.

But, the need for a CIO is not relat-

ed to current problems with the func-

tioning of information technology,

administrators- said. Rather, the posi-

See COMPUTING, page 15
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The Hotel DURANT/ Henry's Pub

for a pre & post-game

TAILGATE PARTY ''^

iniLi/niL rnr\i i
\

•^ •No cover charge • Beer tent •Outdoor BBQ a*

Vf (21 & over) /^

We are located three short blocks from

Memorial Sfadlum
\ \
«i Saturday^ October 24 ,i

< in Berkeley 1 arh-7:00 pm. vf
L 2600 Durant Ave. - Between Telegraph & College. L

''Wayang LIstrik/ Electric Shadows"
(San Franciscx) & Indonesia)

Conc^eived & Created by Larry Reed,
I Wayan Wija and I Dewa Berata

"Reed is a 9^J!|}f§^'^ jlgl^^ ^^^ motion."
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(f) E

Q. c o
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to ^

This amazing group of puppeteers fills a giant screen with

shack}v/s of startling complexity to create a magical, panoramic
landscape. Credited with the global rebirth of^^iadow theater, two
of the v^ild's most innovative and revered shadow masters Reed
and Wija join forces with corriposer I Dewa Berata to produce a
pharrtasmagoria of images, light and sound.

Wednesday. October 21 , 9:30 - laao am
Danoe Buldng. Room 206

Bflm IM^r IILM
Friday. October 23. 10:30- 12 noon

Dance Buldng. Theater 200

Public P8ff0fl1Wn068
Saturday, October 24 at 2 and 8pm, Boyoe Hal

CanlHfSlag» Discussions one hour prior to Mdh performarioew^
Luny Reed and Judy Mitoma. Director, UCLACenter for Intercultural

Performance

38 SlwlMtf ConnMe for Aei^ tfdnk ond^
GiMMal OftkB to UQA Sludems viMi^ ^^^
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Prepare for success in Asia

by earning an MBA in Hawaii!

MBA Degree

with a Focus on

Japan or China
AACSB-accreditedMBA degree programs

withforeign language courses, cross-cultural

training, and an internship overseas.

Core MBA and Advanced China- or Japan-

focused courses
'^"^^ ^ ' tmM^tf^tfii't* >•»*'***'

• Intensive business Mandarin or business.

Japanese classes

• Three-month internship in China or Japan

• Fully-accredited MBA degree from the
*

University of Hawaii

• Management Certificate from JAIMS (Japan-

America Institute of Management Science)

Come visit with us on October 22

at the UCLA Undergraduate Business

Society's iUiBA Day from 11 a.m.-2 p.m.

in the James West Aiumni Center.

For further information, contact us at:

http://www.cba.hawaii.edu/jcmba

e-mail: cecie@busadm.cba.hawaii.edu

Tel: (808) 956-3260 Fax: (808) 956-3261

The Japan-focused and China-focused MBA degree

programs are a cooperative venture of

University of Hawai'i ^
College of Business A^hnistration

and
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Night lighting at UCLA is a leading priority for Facilities Management. In 1982,

we started a program to identify and correct safety hazards caused by

inadequate lighting. Since then, Facilities Management has spent over

$1 ,000,000 on night lighting improvements.

Sharing Facilities Management's commitment to the improvement of

campus night lighting...

Representatives from the UCLA Police Department, Campus Architects

• and Engineers and Student Government worked with us and a

professional lighting consultant to meet UCLA's night lighting challenge.

The Chancellor's Office has actively supported efforts to correct night lighting

• deficiencies and funded several exterior lighting project? over the last several

years.

Parking Sen/ices has invested in an on-going program to upgrade the lighting

in parking structures and on Surface lots.

Capital Programs has managed lighting retrofits to upgrade campus street

lights.

The Housing Administration has provided additional lighting in areas adjacent

to the Residence Halls.
•^rmmmiiimmmUmmlm l> »

.
1 •Tw^wrt""^^ »i^^"^^"*"ii^"^

Keeping UCLA well lighted...

Effective night lighting efforts require constant vigilance on the part of the

Facilities Management staff. Maintenance personnel replace exterior bulbs

on a daily basis, and grounds keepers trim shrubs back from walkways to

keep them from interfering with light sources.

You can help, too! Report burned out lights!

These calls receive our immediate attention.

Also, if you come across any especially dark areas, call Carol Conrad in

Facilities Management during business hours at (310) 206-6645 to include

them in the Annual Night Lighting Program. For your own safety, please

select well-lit pathways, even if they take a few extra minutes. Or call the

Campus Escort Program at (310) 794-9255 for assistance.

k**
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Affordable solutions for

any degree of computing.

Choose an
advanced
degree of

technology.
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Dell GX1, Mid-Sized Chassis
Intel* Pentium* 11 processor at 350MHz
64MB Non-ECC, SORAN, 1 DIMM
6.4GB, aOE Hard Drive

Intearafd 12 S12KB Cache

» » I I / ^ f IV

<**ip>-«**M«**'»*M«iiii

4MB Video Mtmory
Full Duplex Audio

3Com" 10/100 Mbps TX Ethernet with

Wakeup on LAN
Dell lOOOLS 17** Monitor (15.r vis)

32X MaVUX Min CO-ROM, IDE Variable Speed

2PCI, IPq/ISA, 2 ISA Expansion Slots

UCU Store price ifiT9

All Dell models Include:

3.5: 1.44MB Floppy Drive

Microsoft® PS2 Style IntelliMouse*

Windows* 95 104-Key Keyboai

Mouse pad

Microsoft® Windows® 95

3-Year-Next-Business-Day

On-Site Service

|ftCustomize your

omi DeD system,

ielectthe

jpm^muiipmmi mi^m

titeiifiP'iVMiter thafs

right for your needs

customize

111! I

Processor speed

Memory

HD space

Monitor

Sound/video

Peripherals

Dell G1, Low Profile Chassis
Intel® Celeron* processor at 333MHz (66MHz FSB)

32MB Non-ECC, lOOMHz SDRAM,1 DIMM
3.2GB, EIDE Hard Drive

Integrated 128KB Cache

2MB Video Memory ^— "

3Com" 10/100 Mbps TX Ethernet with Wakeup

on LAN

Ultrascan® 800F Monitor (13.9" vis)

32X Max/14X Min CD-ROM, IDE Variable Speed

IPCI, IPCI/ISA, 1 ISA Expansion Slots

UCLA Ston priceM,299

!^m<mfflmB^i m^@ifii

Dell GXIp, Mid-sized Chassis
Intel® Pentium® II processor at 400MHz

128MB ECC, SDRAM, lOOMHz, 1 DIMM
10GB Hard Drive

Integrated L2 512KB Cache

2X 8MB Video Memory, full Duplex Audio

3Com" 10/100 Mbps TX Ethernet with Wakeup

on LAN

40X Max/17 Min CD-ROM, IDE Variable Speed

DeU lOOOLS 17" Monitor (15.9" vis)

3PCI, 2PCI/ISA Expansion Slots

UCLA Ston price 2^149

Rtstiktiora and Paywent PoUdei: Hardware is avaiUbte only to UCLA studMits. teWcttd UCLA Extension studenti, UCU Ikult^ UCU staff and UOA
departments. Extension students shouid inquin at the Computir Stoit ragaiding eligiMUty. UCU CoiRputir Store price requires payment by currency

cashier's check, or University CiedH Union JjNthdrawat Chedi made payable to The UCU Store. VISA. MasterCard, and Discover art abo acceptod. F^rsonal

cheds ait acceptod tip to $1,000. Money oidm ait not acoptad. Site tM tdi be added to tistod prion.

® Loinpiitor Slnrn
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Caution urged in release

of personal information
FRAUD: Man arrested in

bank account, mailing

scam on senior citizens

By Alkt Aim Love

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Elderly

Americans should be careful about

giving out their Social Security num-

bers, officials warned Tuesday after

arresting a man who sent out letters

offering an extra check to senior citi-

zens who send back money or their

bank account and Social Security

numbers.

"People should be really cautious

about who they give their personal

information to, especially their Social

Security number," said Social

Security Administration spokes-

woman Cathy Noe.

Special agents from the Social

Security inspector general's office

arrested Anthony David Williams,

32, in Phoenix Monday night.

Williams is accused of misrepresent-

ing himself as a government employ-

ee to defraud retirees and disabled

Americans receiving Social Security

benefits. He is charged with mail

fraud

Calls to Phoenix phone numbers

associated with Williams' businesses

and to his lawyer on Tuesday were not

immediately returned.

Williams allegedly mailed out let-

ters to the fikeness of Social Security

stationery, often following up with

phone calls, according to an affidavit

filed in U.S. District Court in

Phoenix.

"According to our records you are

entitled to receive an additional check

from Social Security each month,"

one version of the letter said. "These

extra income benefits could give you

up to an additional $514 per month."

Recipients were asked to send a

"filing fee" of varying amounts up to

$23, or to fill out a form including

their Social Security and bank

account numbers so the fee could be

"automatically deducted."

The mailings were signed by

"Donald Jenkins" of the "Winning

Advantage Program, SSI-SSA" - an

alias used by Williams, who is British

but applied last year to become a per-

manent U.S. legal resident.

Social Security recipients usually

do get letters from the government

when their benefits go up. Other legit-

imate mailings that people get from

Social Security include a new state-

ment of taxes paid and future benefits

due, which every American worker

over age 25 will receive by the end of

next year.

"But we never ask for money for a

processing fee," said Noe.

The federal government also does

not normally ask for someone's

Social Security number - they already

know it. Indeed, Social Security

prints that number as an identifier on

mailings about a person's benefits.

Social Security numbers are the

most widely used ID in the private

sector as well - requested on the

forms f)eople fill out for everything

from college registrations to bank

slips. But consumers should remem-

ber that businesses can't require a

person to disclose the number, Noe
said - although you may be refused a

loan or credit card if you won't.

Social Security officials said

they're not sure how many senior citi-

zens Williams contacted. But federal

agents reported seeing him, driving a

silver, 1998 Lincoln Town Car, pick

up responses from Oklahoma,

Florida and Texas at a commercial

post-office box. The agency also has

received complaints from Michigan.

Nevada and Indiana.

Lana Elzy of Floyds Knobs, Ind.,

contacted her local Social Security

office after her 90-year-old aunt

received an overnight mail package

asking for her Social Security num-
ber, information about her bank

account and her signature on a blank

form.

Elzy, an accountant, recognized

the blank form as a check template.

"If she had sent this back, the gist

of it was he had all the information to

get on the phone and call her bank,

find out how much money she had/*

print the check and it was already

signed," Elzy said.

The Better Business Bureau in

Phoenix has received complaints

about other mailings and telemarket-

ing projects Williams is believed asso-

ciated with, including from the

"Rainbow International Lottery

Service" and "Magic Numbers."

The company reportedly contacts

people by phone offering member-

ship in a lottery club or telling them

they have won a lottery and must pay

taxes to receive the money, the bureau

said.

Animal rights activist strikes

better deal for black bears
ANIMALS: New home at

zoo has spacious area,

heated pool, fresh fruit

The Associated Press

ROSEVILLE, Calif - A 16-year-

old animal rights activist scored quite

a deal for his black bear friends: a new
home with a heated pool, sandy dens

and a diet that includes fresh fruit.

On the day they were to be trans-

ported from their dingy cage at Royer

Park in Roseville to spacious new digs

at the Folsom Zoo, black bear siblings

Brutus and Ursula huffed and paced

nervously.

And Justin Barker, who spent

more than three years fighting to relo-

cate the animals to a better home,

alternately wrung his hands and fold-

ed his arms tightly across his chest as

he watched them.

"I can't believe it's actually hap-

pening," said Barker of Elk Grove,

standing among local dignitaries and

news reporters as state Fish and

Game experts prepared to sedate the

animals for transport. "I came out

here early this morning, and I looked

at them and I cried."

But life will doubtless be better for

Brutus and Ursula beginning Tuesday

about 10 miles away in Folsom.

Thanks to the efforts of Barker and

officials from both cities, the bears

will live the rest of their days in a mod-
em exhibit four times the size of the

cage where they have spent most of

their 20 years.

They will have amenities they have

never experienced before, including a

large, heated pool, said Vicki

Valentine, education coordinator for

the Folsom Zoo. "It will be very ther-

a{>eutic for them," Valentine said.

"Arthritis is a problem for older

bears, especially if they have lived on

concrete their entire lives. It will help

ease their old bear bones.**

See ACnVIST, page 13
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They will have rocks to climb and

will be able to roll around in sandy

dens. They will experience the joy of

live trees for the first time. They will

feast on fresh strawberries and

bananas, plus fish and the occasional

road kill.

While phasing out their tiny zoo,

Roseville officials tried for years lo

find a place to house Brulus and

Ursula, said parks superintendcnl

Don Sullivan. But no one was enthu-

siastic about accepting a couple of

aging, common black bears.

Then Justin Barker stepped in.

Touched by the plight of the ani-

mals, he launched a national cam-

paign to improve their lives. He
drummed up media interest, contact-

ed animal rights organizations and

zoos across the country, and talked to

service clubs and schools.

He raised $25,000 for the bears by

himself, and was the force behind an

overall eflort that netted $243,000.

"Justin was the catalyst," said

Folsom Zoo supervisor Terry

Jenkins. "He is someone who we can

all be proud of, even those of us who

are much older than him. He decided

he was going to do something, and he

stuck with it He didn't give up."

SPENDING
From page 8

sage. To allow lime, Clinton signed a

measure today letting agencies stay

open through Wednesday, the fifth

such stopgap bill since fiscal 1999

began Oct. I.

Into Monday evening, congres-

sional leaders were making last-

minute changes in the measure, even

as most members and aides said they

did not know exactly what it con-

tained.

Only a few copies of the bill were

available Monday, and none were

made available lo the public. But a

person familiar with the legislation,

speaking on condition of ani^nymily.

the Medicare home hci Ith-c tre pro-

gram, whose providc^s have been

hurt by reductions enacted in last

year's budget-balancing law. The

money would come from letting more

lottery players and gamblers collect

big prizes in a lump surr.. which would

boost the government's tax take.

Amid confusion over the mea-

sure's content. Senate Majority

Leader Trent Lotl, R-Miss., agreed to

schedule a roll call vote on the bill for

Wednesday morning. He had been

hoping the Senate would approve it

by voice vote, thus avoiding bringing

senators back to town.

Some senators successfully sought

a roll call vote. Sen. Rod (irams, R-

Minn., said "taxpayers should be out-

ragnl" if Ihr hill was appri)VL'tl with-

We're Looking For You

YEARBOT)K
(lain sal(\s cxiH'ricncc, make money and have Inn all al the same lirm;. Wo'ix' l(X)kinj,' for

rncr^rt'Uc, friendly [n'oplc lo join our sakis slalT. If yon arc inlercsled in joining' Ihc businos.s

a.s|M'(-l of liruinlilc Yoail)(K)k; pl(use come lo our Orienlalion MdUin},' loday.
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said it contained several late addi-

tions, including:

•Language by Sen. Alfonsc

D'Amato, R-N.Y., requiring health

insurers to cover breast reconstruc-

tion following mastectomies.

•$2 million to help start the Robert

J. Dole Institute lor Public Service

and Public Policy at the University of

Kansas, honoring the former senator

and GOP presidential candidate.

•$l million for a Mark Hatfield

School of (Jovernment at Portland

State University in Oregon, home
state of the former (iOP senator.

•$l million for a Paul Simon

Public Policy Institute, honoring the

former Illinois Democratic senator.

Lawmakers agreed to include an

item providing $1.7 billion to buttress

out close examination by lawmakers.

The bill controls about one-third of

the $1.7 trillion federal budget for fis-

cal 1999. It covers 10 Cabinet-level

departments, including F.ducation

and Interior, plus many smaller agen-

cies, foreign aid and the District o{

Columbia's budget.

The bill al.so contains provisions:

•Implementing the 1997 Chemical

Weapons Convention, which calls for

the destruction of chemical weapons

stockpiles and the monitoring ofcom-

panies making potential compo icnts.

The language would authorize inspec-

tions at U.S. chemical companies.

•Moving the Arms Control and

Disarmament Agency and the United

States Information Agency into the

State Department next year.

itfs no secret
how

you can help
expand the

>JointheRecycing

Advocates, a task force

that works on expandng
recydng orvcampusw

Students, liEciity arxl staff

are c| wekxyne to the

groups weekly meetings,
hekj on Tuesdays
inRoyce152at6pm
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Sullivan said there is more arsenic in

some common Ibods than in Bell

Canyon and tried to distinguish

between exposure to low levels over a

lifetime and high levels associated

with arsenic poisoning.

"I was out Friday night and

ordered a shrimp dish that had a much

higher arsenic count than we have

here," Sullivan said.

Critics called

the study biased, —^—^—

^

unscientific and

lacking oversight

from the regula-

tory agencies

that monitor

Rocketdyne's
2,668-acre lab in

the hills north-

west of

Chatsworth.

"These results

are a joke," said

Joe Lyou, execu-

tive director of the anti-nuclear group

Committee to Bridge the Gap, which

holds seats on two Rocketdyne over-

sight panels.

In March, Bell Canyon homeown-

ers requested the soil testing to see if

chemical residues from decades of

rocket-engine testing and nuclear

research had traveled down a hill onto

their properties.

The contaminated field lab is the

site of a multimillion-dollar cleanup

effort and the focus of a handful of

"I ...ordered a shrimp

dish that had a much
higher arsenic count

than we have here."

Michael Sullivan

Rocketdyne toxicologist

4)roperly damage and personal injury

lawsuits.

Although most tests have found no

chemicals or nuclear materials leach-

ing from the hill into soil and ground

water, contamination was found on

two properties adjoining the site.

Because the testing was requested

by residents, not government regula-

tors, Rocketdyne hired an outside

contractor, Ogden Environmental of

San Diego, to take 24 soil samples

from surrounding properties, without

seeking any regulatory approval.

Six back-

—»^———— ground sites and

18 test sites were

selected.
Samples were

taken from three

residents' back-

yards, points

along Bell Creek

and areas where

runoff leaves the

field lab and sur-

rounding areas.—^'^——
Each sample

was tested for

209 compounds, ranging from arsenic

to zinc. Two cancer-causing agents

prevalent at the field lab, trichloroeth-

ylene and perchlorate, were not found

off site even in trace amounts, the

study found.

Thirty-six compounds, such as

potassium, radium and uranium, were

detected. Nearly all were al levels

below the EPA's threshold for deter-

mining whether a soil contaminant

could cause harm if touched or ingest-

ed through dust.

Contestant Auditions

is looking for variety acts!

Anything goes! From bizarre acts,

stupid human tricks to trained talent.

If you got it... We want it!

Call Extreme Gong
at (213) 243-9439

PERFECT SKIN

1 Core Salon Treahrient

UCIA STUDENT SPECIAL

Facials

• Classic Kuropean

Rc0> w/coupon^ $40

• Chnical treatment ^ $40
for acne ""^""^

Cellulite Treatment

• Electro Muscle $af& $18
Stimulation

Waxing Reg. w/coupon

• Full lei^& Bikini $^ $25

• Lip

• Underarm

jar ^ $6

$>c $10

5 Tanning Sessions $25
1739 Westwood Blvd.

-for more information call 825-3033 Free Parking at Ross Lower Level (310)268-1203
in MMH

UNIVERSITY CATHOLIC CENTER
^tmmmamttmtm^^^mmm^^m^^mim

^ftaite^
*i^*-*-""W^*

GRADUATE STUDENTS
RECENT GRADS and YOUNG PROFESSIONALS

A BUCK-UI6K DINNER
Bring a buck and we'll supply the food!

Ipn
840IIIGJUIIAVL

We'll need your RSVP by Monday, October 26.

CaU (310) 208-5015

- or -

email Damien Bacich at dbacich@ucla.edu

or Cathsa@ucla.edu

The UCC is a memt)er of the University Religious Conference at UCLA.
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Gome Join Us.
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(jlain sal(y<-(;x|Miri(5nc45, rrwk(? money and have fun all at [\\v. same; lim(^ W\v l(K)kin^' lor

irnvTi^ik, fri('n(Jly fK^opIc lojoin (»ur sales slall' Hyou an; inUT(!sl(Hj in joining,' Ihv husmoss
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The University Catholic Center
Presents:

The Fall Weekend Retreat

Whispers of the Spirit Body & Soul
releaming communication with ourselves,

with God, and with one another

Friiay 10/23 -SiMay 10/25
leaving Friday afternoon or Friday evening and

Tthiming Sunday afternoon "*"

Retreat at Camp Maria Stella, in beautiful Wrightwood, CA
$40. 00for entire retreat

Scholarships availablefor those withfinancial need

Come away with a group of students and UCC staff for thought,

reflection, iearmng, & relaxation. In our quick paced quarter system we
can easily forget that we need time for reflection and spiritual renewal.

Take time for yourself... Come to the Fall Retreat

For more information or to register, contact the UCC at 310-208-5015

The UCC is a member ofthe University Religious Conference at UCLA

<l»ulse\
COPY A TtCHNOlOOV CBMTH^^^
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ARE
HERE!
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HOW TO ORDER YOUR [PiltSONALIZmOCALENDAR:

pff^SMITMl sfyl#t

Y#Qr At A Qlonca
• Phovide on« pholo

or oollog* lo be
Brhrgtn or rrnktcmdi

to on 8.5'x1 r am.
• Al montfit wiH b«
shown togcilher below
your image.

ix^'ilHi 'll'-il.^*

• Provide 1 2 pbotoi or cdloges

to be enbnged or reduced to

on 8.5'x1 r area.

• Bring in a 1 3lhpfK>to to use for

your oo^w, or Ine Pube wil

provide a pre-designed cover.

• CoMire wil be lomirKitod and ibe

calendar will be spiral bound.

• Sir^gle monlhs wil be shown
below your image in a flip style.

YOUR CAMPUS SOURCE FOR COPYING A IMAGING
X"—"

AckernKm 206-0894 • Lu\^lle 825-7568

12 Mwth
•SomeosSlyleB-l
wtwi each mon#i
lamirwled.

• FWfsd for writing

wi#) erasable

maricersi

GLOBAL
From page 5

were moving closer to an agreement.

American exports to Latin

America and Canada have started to

suffer as those countries began to

experience slower growth. Canada
and Latin America account for more
than one-tbird of U.S. exports.

Wall Street took the bad trade fig-

ures in stride, focusing instead on
hopes that the Fed's unexpected rate

cut last Thursday will be one of sever-

al recession-fighting reductions by

the central bank. The Dow Jones

industrial average rose 39.40 to close

at 8,50: .85 - a gain of 567 points over

the past five sessions.

Merrill Lynch economist Stan

Shipley said the ballooning trade

deficit probably lowered economic

growth during the just-completed

July-September quarter to between

1.5 percent and 2 percent, far below

the 5.5 percent pace in the first three

months of the year before Asia's woes

began to affect the United States.

In addition to the loss of export

markets, domestic makers of such

items as cars and computers face

increased competition from foreign

goods made suddenly cheaper for

American consumers by the steep

decline in Asian currencies.

America's deficit with Pacific Rim
countries rose by 5.6 percent in

August to $15.7 billion and for the

first eight months of this year is run-

ning 41 percent above the 1997 pace.

The deficit with China climbed to a

record $5.9 billion, reflecting a surge

in shipments of toys and games as

stores stock up for Christmas.

America's deficit with Japan was

up 0.5 percent in August to $5.2 bil-

lion and is 16 percent higher than a

year ago. The Clinton administration

contends that Japan must deal more
effectively with its banking and eco-

nomic troubles to give its Asian

neighbors any hope ofemerging from

their recessions.

The 0.3 percent drop in U.S.

exports pushed them down to $74.84

billion, the lowest level since January

1997. Exports of farm products fell

3.9 percent to $3.57 billion as

American farmers continued to be

battered by low commodity prices

and weak overseas demand.
Congress has responded by including

$6 billion* in emergency farm assis-

tance in a budget bill.

Imports jumped 2.2 percent to

$91.6 billion in August, led by the

increase in shipments of automotive

products. The import jump would
have been even worse except for a fur-

ther drop in oil prices, which fell to

their lowest levels in 12 years.

The deficit with Mexico was up
53.9 percent to a record $1.76 billion,

with automotive parts accounting for

half the surge in imports. The deficit

with Canada rose 4.5 percent to $1.82

billion.

AGREEMENT
From page 5

The KLA has been fighting for

independence for Kosovo, a

province of Yugoslavia's main
republic of Serbia. Ethnic Albanians

comprise 90 percent of Kosovo's 2

million inhabitants.

Under an agreement with

Holbrooke, Milosevic pledged to

meet a series of U.N. demands -

including a withdrawal of special

police and army units, halting the

crackdown, allowing international

agencies to aid refugees and resum-

ing talks with ethnic Albanians on
the future of the province.

Meanwhile, recent violence has

prompted Yugoslav army troops

backed by Serbian police to maintain

a presence.

On Tuesday, the official Yugoslav

news agency Tanjug claimed a Sprb

policeman was wounded when "ter-

rorists" attacked a police patrol near

Klina, 30 miles southwest of

Pristina.

U.S. officials have also warned the

KLA to halt such attacks.

In Kosovo's capital Pristina, the

rebels issued a statement detailing a

series of demands, chief among them
the withdrawal of all government
forces from the province.

In a statement to Albanian lan-

guage media, rebels also demanded a

halt to arrests of suspected guerrillas,

release of "political prisoners" and
investigations of "crimes against

humanity."

"Failure to fulfill those demands
will impose on KLA the continua-

tion of the war for freedom, indepen-

dence and democracy," the rebels

said.

International efforts to aid

refugees continued. As winter

approaches, officials fear a humani-

tarian disaster if the estimated

300,000 people displaced by the

fighting - including thousands still

living in the open - are not allowed to

return home. " '

'

Relief convoys that were suspend-

ed after weekend attacks rolled

again, with Mercy Corps
International and other humanitari-

an groups sending 150 tons of food,

clothing, mattresses and other items

to the southwestern Kosovo town of,a

Djinovce.

Three other convoys also went

out, including two from the U.N.

High Commissioner for Refugees

that were postponed Monday due to

the Serb military buildup.

A 20-member U.N. team, led by

Staffan de Mistura of Sweden,
arrived in Kosovo on Tuesday to

serve as the "eyes and ears" of

Secretary-General Kofi Ahnan on

the Holbrooke-Milosevic agreement.

Many Kosovo Albanians who
support secession from Serbia were

distressed about the agreement.

They wanted NATO airstrikes to

cripple the Yugoslav military

machine and promote their goal of

independence, which the United

States and the Europeans oppose.

Western nations fear an indepen-

dent Kosovo would trigger similar

demands by ethnic Albanian com-
munities in Macedonia and else-

where in the southern Balkans.

British Foreign Secretary Robin
Cook reiterated that position

Tuesday.

"One of the reasons why it is so

important that we resolve the insta-

bility in Kosovo is to make sure that

it doesn't spread over into wider

insecurity in the region," Cook told

reporters in Sofia, Bulgaria.

COORDINATOR
From page 3

the sanctions of not fighting arc so

much greater (than the risk of los-

ing)," Wheeler said.

Unresolved issues, such as past

experiences of violence, emotional

trauma or society's notion of mas-

culinity, can be expressed by men as

anger. This anger can lead to violence

against one who represents the unre-

solved issue.

"If it's all right to beat up one per-

son for who they are, then it must be

all right to beat up anyone," Wheeler
said, in an attempt to illustrate how
broad the issue of violence is.

The WRC's Men's Education

Outreach Program, however, is

designed to break through socialized

gender roles while helping men and
women deal with the genderless issue

of violence.

For more information about the Men's

Education Outreach Program, please

contact the Women's Resource Center
at 206-8240,
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STRIKE
From page 5

some complain of schedules with long

idle periods during each day.

The government has promised to

provide more money soon, but it has

no quick remedy for the ailing educa-

tion system or for high youth unem-

ployment.

"I would be very surprised if the

government can do anything. It costs

a lot of money. We won't see any-

thing, but we're fighting for those stu-

dents who come after us," said Spresa

Mamud, 15.

Officials say the violence at

Thursday's protest was committed

mainly by rowdy youths bent on dis-

BATHROOMS
From page 1

center for more information.

Despite the good intentions

behind the signs, after receiving

numerous complaints about the

signs, the LGBT resource center

asked that UCPD remove them.

"We realized that the signs really

were homophobic," said Ronni

Sanlo, director of the center. "We
were assuming that only gay people

were having sex in the bathrooms,

which was not true."

"We were saying to people who

rupting the demonstrations.

About 150 people were arrested

last week. In Paris, five people were

injured, 50 shops were looted and

more than 100 cars were damaged.

Six weeks after the school year

began, some students are still without

teachers.

Many schools, especially in work-

ing-class neighborhoods, are badly in

need of modernization.

Polls show the students have wide-

spread public support. At least two

teachers' unions urged their members
to join today's march.

"I'm proud of them. They're trying

to do something to improve their

lives." said Bealriz Gutiererez. a

Spanish teacher. "I want to show I'm

with them."

undercover police officers into rest

rooms known for incidents of lewd

conduct.

"LAPD relies heavily on the use of

undercover decoy officers,"

Hoffman said. "Those are police offi-

cers who are disguised as people

cruising the bathrooms looking for

sex."

This approach has often become a

contentious issue in court because the

nature of the crime involves the sus-

pect knowing that someone in the

vicinity would be offended by his

actions.

If the undercover officer seems

interested in engaging in sexual activ-

were not gay that ihin ib what thi* gay Hy, (ha Buspflct may not ba awarg that

community is about," she said.

The crimes have been mainly limit-

ed to men's rest rooms, though. No
recent complaints concerning

women's rest rooms have been filed

with UCPD. Police officers are not

sure why this is the case.

LAPD investigations of lewd con-

duct have actually shown that many
heterosexual men are involved in this

type of crime.

"There, is a clear difference

between those who engage in the con-

duct and those who identify them-

selves as gay," said Donn Hoffman,

chair of the Los Angeles Gay and

Lesbian Law Enforcement Advisory

Council.

"Many of these men are people

who do not consider themselves to be

gay," he said.

In dealing with lewd conduct

offenses, UCPD chooses to take a

very different approach than LAPD.
"We don't want to be doing bath-

room patrol," Greenstein said.

"Everybody here would rather see it

solved another way."

While UCPD does not actively

pursue offenders, LAPD sends

he would be offending anyone, said

Hoffman.

"Our argument is that if there were

uniformed officers there, you would-

n't have a problem," said Barry

Copilow, a private criminal defense

attorney who has handled several

lewd conduct cases.

If found guilty, the penalty for

such a crime can lead to serious fines,

jail time and probation.

Penaltie^trfn also involve more

than just what appears on a criminal

record.

"Simply the arrest, whether or not

the charges are, even filed, can trigger

loss of professional licenses, and can

also have tremendous personal

impact in terms of breaking up rela-

tionships and disrupting families,"

Hoffman said.

For this reason, many people who

are arrested on suspicion of lewd con-

duct m a rest room choo.se not to fight

the charge.

"Many men will not fight the case

because many are married or in a

conservative position," Copilow said.

"They may have good arguments, but

it's a very high-profile case."

COMPUTING
From page 1

tion is necessary to prepare for the

future.

"We can do better in the future with

good leadership," Hume said.

Issues in information technology on

the horizon

include access to _^^^_^^_
computers for all

undergraduates,

distance educa-

tion through the

internet, power-

ful and expensive

research comput-

ers, as well as the

implementation

of new digital

technology.

To deal with

these issues, one

person in charge of information tech-

nology is necessary, according to

administrators.

"(A CIO would) give us philosophi-

cal guidance on future information

technology needs for teaching and

research," Hume said.

Hume is still looking for input to

"We don't want a czar,

we do want a

coordinator."

Archie Kleingartner

Academic Information

Technology Board chairman

define the position and establish quali-

ties that would be desirable for an

appointee.

Thos6 administrators currently

working in information technology

said they have some idea of the kind of

person for the position.

"We don't want a czar, we do want a

coordinator." Kleingartner said. He
added that the

person will most

likely be a mix of

"a 'techie', a

visionary and a

manager."

"This person

has to come in

with networking,

management
and technical

skills to work in

this distributed,

environment,"

Smith said.

The position, most likely an associ-

ate vice chancellor, should be defined

by the end of this calendaryear, and the

search for someone to fill the position

should take the next six months,

according to Hume who said he is

hopeful someone could be in place by

July 1, 1999.

BACK TO SCHOOL
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EDITOraAL

Walkout to help

faculty protest

Regents

EDUCATION: Board must be accountable

to students, professors for key decisions

As professors and students participate in a system-wide

walkout Wednesday and Thursday, it is important to note that

this protest is not only about afTirmative action, it addresses

issues that go right to the heart of what it means to live in a

democracy, specifically that decisions can not be made by a

select few without the full consultation of those they represent.

According to the California Constitution, the University of

California (UC) Regents hold the ultimate power to "adopt

policies pertaining to the governance of the University of

California." Their decisions should, however, rdlect the desires

and attitudes of the Academic Senates from each of the univcr-

Tities. lliis otticiat policy of **sharcd governance" was virtually

ignored when the regents passed SP-I and SP-2 in July of 1995,

ending affirmative action at the University of California. All

nine of the Academic Senates, comprised of administration

and faculty members, voted overwhelmingly against these

actions. The Regents still passed both bills.

When the regents disregard faculty opinions, they should

expect to hear about it. v-:'-. _ _____„_
'''

The regents ignored the powers tTie (acuhy share with them.

If the regents are charged with making decisions pertaining to

the UC system, they should be aware of the policies stated in

the California's constitution - namely, shared governance. This

policy is based on the same system of checks and balances that

we as Americans use, the entire purpose of which is to prevent

abuses of the system by a privileged few.

The regents misused this system. Their decisions should

reflect the deliberation of the Academic Senate, faculty and stu-

dents, not their own political senument. Regents have often

acted as mere political puppets for far tot) long. Their adher-

ence to the whims ofGov. Pete Wilson has superceded their

concern for higher education. They have failed to properly con-

sider the advice and proposals of those most involved in higher

education - the students and stalT.

The UC faculty members have a right to influence university

policies on behalf of the students they instruct. When the

regents passed SP-I and SP-2, the opinions the faculty were not

taken seriously. The UC-wide walkout provides professors with

a way to make their voices heard.

The schedule for the walkout includes speakers, teach-ins,

symposia and outdoor classes. Professors hope to do more

than just protest - they hope to educate students. Professors

are reacting in a positive and responsible manner with their

intentions to educate students.

The fact that professors are willing to risk their reputations,

credibility and potentially even their jobs lends more clout to

their cause than afllrmative action protests have received in the

past. The professor walkout serves as a wake-up call to regents

who have ignored earlier student protests.

This protest marks the first time that faculty have joined stu-

dents in saying, "This must change." The Board of Regents

have exceeded its authority, sidestepped shared governance

and ignored the concerns of faculty and students at every UC
campus. This walkout will educate those who have abused their

power. The regents will learn that the faculty will not stand by

in silence while this state's public university system is subverted

by a few politically minded individuals.

This walkout is an opportunity for professors to support

activism and utilize their First Amendment rights. It is a chance

for them to speak their minds. It is a chance for them to exer-

cise the powers of shared governance which the regents disre-

garded earlier.

As former student Regent Ed Gomez said in 1996, "When
you disrespect the students, faculty and the staff, the reaction

will come."
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Confining stereotypes refuse to die

Julianne

Sohn

PREJUDICE: Caricatures of minorities still

Standard by which all members are judged

The gods must be crazy. This seemingly shared reality

we exist in offers us many amusing contradictions. I

vaguely recall some authority fig-

ure sagely mentioning that one should

never judge a book by its cover. Yet here

I managed to find myself in this world

where image seems to be the standard

from which I am judged.*

Los Angeles, the mecca of cellular

phones, pagers and sunglasses, con-

tributes quite a bit to disseminating these

values to the American public via the

media. How one manipulates their

appearance apparently does affect how
one is treated.

Unfortunately, there are aspects to

one's appearance that can't be

altered unless you are Michael

Jackson. (I use the term "unfor-

tunately" because isn't it obvi-

ous that we all strive to be the

same? One day, when I rule the

world, we can all wear those

ye llow, happytace masks.)

As a kid raising Cain in my
neighborhood in suburbia, my
barely sentient brain did not

comprehend that I was differ-

ent from all the other kids. I

|ust knew who was fun to play

with, who had the meanest dog

and that President Reagan

liked jelly beans.

Then one day a strange

teenager wandered onto my
street while I was outside alone

entertaining myself I don't recall

what I was doing exactly, but it had

something to do with examining the

lawn in front of my house when the

kid asked, "Hey, what kind of Oriental

. are you?"

Startled, I stood up straight and found

myself straining my neck to look some tall,

white kid in the eye. (Hell, everyone was tall

compared to me.) I didn't reply, obviously

eager to return to my task.

"Are you a 'Chinese' or Japanese'?" (He

spent a minute or so going through all the Asian

countries he could remember. Of course, he

missed the country that my parents immigrated

from - Korea. This was before the 1988 Seoul

Olympics.)

I stared dumfounded and just said that I was an

American. Not satisfied with my answer the kid persisted

and asked me if I was a "Chink" or a "Gook." Needless to

say, 1 didn't know what was wrong with me, but something

obviously was.

A few hours later, I stood in front of a mirror realizing

that something was indeed not right.

Try as I might, I couldn't get the yellow tinge out of my
skin. No matter how hard I scrubbed and no matter how
raw my skin became, I still retained this annoying yellowish

pallor. (For quite some time, I thought I was jaundiced, but

damn, how could one have a liver disease for 14 years?)

I figured this was a hopeless case. By the time a huge

influx of Asian immigrants flooded North Orange County, I

managed to do a good job of Americanizing my innards. I

did so well that people began calling me a banana or a

Twinkie. (1 prefer Twinkie because it's an evil but tasty junk

food. You can keep the mushy banana.)

These newfound labels did not disturb me as much as the

old stereotypes that refuse to die (and I'm not helping much
by restating them). Most people automatically assume that I

have some outlandishly high GPA and that I would rather

sacrifice what I want personally for the sake of harmony.

(Would you like me to pour you a cup of tea?)

Pardon my impertinence, but not all Asian American

males baby their lowered Hondas or Acuras while smoking

packs of cigarettes. Not all Asians know some form of mar-

tial arts.

When I used to work as a Community Service Officer

(CSO) and escort people, more often than not the *tscortee"

would ask, "How arc you going to protect me? You're small-

er than I am. Oh well, you probably know karate or some-

thing."-

Sohn, a fifth-year anthropology and political science student is try-

ing to return a Coke bottle. She can be reached atjsohn@ucia.edu.

"Well, no I don't," I would reply.

The CSO program has a non-intervention policy, but that's

not why I stayed out of martial-art lessons. While my brothers

learned Tae Kwon Do, I water-colored in an art class. (My
dad went on a rather long tirade about how it was unladylike

to take a martial-arts class. Regardless, he later enrolled me in

figure skating so I could become more graceful.)

It's a shame that people still give credence to these carica-

tures of Asian Americans, as well as those of other minorities.

Can anyone think of a stereotype of an American? I under-

stand that it is easier to break things down to specific stereo-

types, like the Irish can hold their liquor better than most

people. But, when I asked you what an American was, did

you envision a white man or did you have some abstract

vision of a freedom-loving, yellow, happy face?

Over the course of my college career, I've tried to better

understand what being an Asian American meant. I've

enrolled in a few Asian American studies courses and, after a

few weeks, managed to drop them. (I would sit in class and

marvel at how many people were so passionate about these

classes, while I sat stoically in the back trying to melt into the

wall.)

Last year, I somehow managed to be on PacTies, the

UCLA Asian American Newsmagazine. The editor in chief

See SOHN, page 19
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Student groups seek
DIVERSrrV: Real learning comes

from considering issues specific

to sexuality, gender and ethnicity

By Rodney Benedito Farrao

People of color, homosexuals and women are

constantly criticized for being vocal on issues that

concern them. A spate of articles that recently

appeared in the Daily Bruin looked at these

groups and their points of view as being divisive to

society in gener-

al and especially

harmful to

white males.

Writers such as

Daniel Inlender

("Don't blame

white man for

your troubles,"

October 14,

1998) and Alicia

Roca ("Real

learning means

looking past

race," October

15, 1998) seem

to express the

supposedly lib-

eral sentiment

of "You're dif-

ferent, now get

over it."

Do Inlender

and Roca hon-

dressed in the larger context.

In taking up these causes, student groups seek

to underscore the common struggle that unifies

the diverse experiences of various peoples. These

organizations help their members realize that they

are not alone in the challenges that face them, nor

are their struggles forgotten or insurmountable -

even if the rest of society seems to take them light-

ly. In other words, these groups provide a valu-

able, constructive and proactive service in dealing

with the issues unique to their members, rather

than "making scapegoats out of their fellow

human beings," as Inlender believes, or contribut-

estly believe that

the various stu-

dent groups

which represent

the causes of

their members,

often those side-

stepped by the
'

'

'•

^^'r'
'

- *' .- ;*-'. ''
-
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mainstream,
have nothing better to do than concentrate all

their efforts on segregating themselves from soci-

ety and hating the white male? On the contrary,

these organizations play an essential role in pro-

viding a safe space for students to identify with

each other on the basis of race, sexuality and gen-

der - perspectives which are often left unad-

Ferrao is a fourth-year English literature and political

science student.

provide the alternative and specific ways in which

to educate a society that often does not, either

intentionally or unintentionally, represent diverse

perspectives.

In the same vein, gender and lesbian, gay, bisex-

ual and transgender (LGBT) studies, as well as

ethnic studies, provide a learning experience that

is more representative of the American experience

and the diversity of the American population.

Recently, University of California Regent

Ward Connerly questioned the necessity of ethnic

studies. In light of the demise of affirmative

action, ethnic and other student-groups rightly

view this new
assault as yet

another attempt

to reduce their

rights and the

importance of

their cultural

and historic her-

itage in this

country. Is it

then surprising

that students

rally together

behind causes

such as these in

the groups that

represent their

people and their

interests?
Diversity on this

campus and else-

where is being

threatened by

such racist laws= as Pf61»<>am6ftfl

LETTERS

ing to "self-segregation," according to Roca.

It is a short-sighted conception that racial, sexu-

al and gender-specific groups seek to alienate

themselves from the mainstream population of

UCLA or the larger society. Rather, the efforts of

these groups are an attempt to gain greater under-'

standing for their causes, so as to improve social

relations on this campus and in society. Why
would these groups not want to take on the issues

that most pertain to them? It takes such groups to

209 and 227, and

Connerly's
attack on ethnic

studies.
Therefore, stu-

dent groups have

a greater rele-
~- ——.^

vance in this hos-

tile setting.

Further, it is erroneous to believe that specific

groups cater only to members of similar back-

grounds. As Roca points out, "ethnic clubs ...

focus on recruiting members of the same identity."

Given the reasons above, why is this a bad thing?

While group meetings often provide a safe space

for students to discuss issues relevant to them in a

See FERRAO, page 18

Media to blame

for voter apathy
I was pleased to read

Catherine Turner's article about

the decline in voting rates (News,

Oct. 12). The dangerous, continu-

ous decline in voting-rates has got

many worried, and for good rea-

son. However, the explanations

Turner suggests for lack of

activism merely point at symp-

toms rather than expose the prob-

lem. She cites busy schedules,

apathy and confusing registration

procedures as excuses raised by

students (and similar ones would

be undoubtedly raised by other

populations). But these are excus-

es. There is a lack of motivation

to vote, which is due to a more

fundamental problem: The media

is not doing its job!

Today, the media is a critical

link between the citizens and the

government, between individual

and society. The media's role is to

inform and educate the public.

But does the media give people

enough quality information to

make the decisions a democracy

requires of them?

Today's news organiaat ions

are concerned with maximizing

profits, which means that good

stories are sensational ones. The

media has turned to entertain^

ment rather than information.

The recent Clinton-Lewinsky

case serves to demonstrate this.

Despite numerous polls revealing

that Americans, above all, want

to hear less about it, the media

has gone on and on, using lan-

guage and headlines that fit more

in weekly tabloids than on nation-

al news. . ,

It may appear that people's

SeeilTTEIIS, page 18
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particular context, the programs cre-

ated by student groups are accessible

to all.

Student groups are not closed

societies. Their duties, it should be

said, extend beyond culture and iden-

tity-specific roles and include helping

to educate about and prevent hate

crimes.

Organizations provide a

safe space for students

to identify with each

other on perspectives

which are often left

unaddressed in the

larger context.

Since this past summer, as a mem-
ber of the Concerned Asian Pacific

Islander Students for Action

(CAPSA), I have had the opportuni-

ty to work with the Affirmative

Action Coalition (AAC) and the

Undergraduate Student Association

Council's General Representatives

on different issues that affect both

people of color and the general stu-

imtmity. Reapecttveiy, 4hese

—

issues include academic outreach

efforts and hate-crime prevention.

All three of the aforementioned

groups are pan-ethnic.

As far as I can recall, in none of

our organizational meetings did we

target the white male as the cause of

all evils, nor did we decide to practice

any form of exclusion.

Frankly, we had far more impor-

tant issues to discuss.

LEHERS
From page 17

appetite for political information is

weak, that they seem to not care

about important issues. This is

because the media, which is su|>

posed to provide the information

and motivation for action, does not

cover important issues with the

appropriate quality. A person that

does not vote is insulTiciently

informed about the issues and the

candidates, and therefore is not moti-

vated to take action. Apathy does not

appear out of thin air. It is created

out of neglect by the media.

Adva Kalderon

Fourth-year

Communication studies and economics

Yes, education

is a right

This letter is in response to

Maclane Key's article "No such

thing as 'right to an education.'"

(Viewpoint, Oct. 19) Hell yeah, there

is such a thing as right to an educa-

tion!

Key's article makes a lot of

assumptions that twist the meaning

of education. First, if Key would

read his article again, he would

notice how his words are similar to

the rhetoric of the folks that took

books away from the slaves. Yes,

Key, knowledge is power. You better

believe it.

For centuries the dominant class

in a society has taken away the "right

of education" to keep the people

down. Who's "wrong hands" are you

trying to keep education away from?

What elite few arc afraid of sharing

power?

Second, Mr. Key mistakes *1educa-

SeeLETTEIIS,pa9e19
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tion" for "information," and "educa-

tion" for "teaching." No, you don't

have to tell me if you murdered your

wife, but I better have the chance to

find out. No, you don't have to give

books away, but I had better have the

chance to buy them if I want to.

What Key fails to realize is that

going to UCLA is a privilege for

some, but it should be a right for all.

He forgets that there are people

who went through difficulties

because others thought that they did-

n't have a right to an education.

Yes, education is a double-edged

sword, but it's one that we must

endure, or else we would have no

hope at all.

Alexb Camins

Third-year

Theater

SOHN
From page 16

at the time once said, "For all that

you care (about Asian American

topics), you might as well be a

Julianne Smith." Well, I'm still

working on learning to care,

because no matter how much I try

to deny it, I am still an Asian

One has to wonder how centuries

of inequality and injustice afTect

minority groups. Do people cringe

when they hear, "Watch out, angry

Asian female?"... probably not, see-

ing that, apparently, one must be

passive and dainty in order to

belong to the Asian female category.

(Hey, where did this Coke bottle

come from? Certainly not from the

gods. Well, for those of you who
have never seen "The Gods Must

Be Crazy," you probably think that I

must be crazy. Get thee to a video

store!)

Thousands of years of injustices

do not dissolve overnight. The first

Thousands of years of

injustices do not

—dissolve overnight. -
^**i • . ft

There exist glass

ceilings to destroy and

equality to be attained.

step to overcoming discrimination is

to speak out and to make people

aware of the problems. If one is left

ignorant and complacent, then stag-

nation and the status quo remain.

There exist glass ceilings to destroy

and equality to be attained.

I admire some of the student

activists out in the UCLA communi-

ty. They actually care about issues

and mobilize to see to it that things

are done.

It's easier to slip into an apathetic

mood than to go around protesting

or holding candlelight vigils. (It was

amazing how quickly the lesbian,

gay, bisexual and transgender com-

munity mobilized after the tragic

death of Matthew Shepherd, by

starting letter writing campaigns to

Congress in hopes of getting anti-

hate<rime legislation passed and

holding candlelight vigils in various

cities.)

I was actually thinking of adopt-

ing a version of Theodore

Roosevelt's theory on foreign poli-

cy. Speak softly an'd carry an AK47.

I'm sure that image would be pretty

intimidating.

An angry Asian female carrying a

big assault rifle would definitely

grab people's attention.
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Just buy a Spree

prepaid foncard in the

denomination that fits

your budget, make your

phone calls from any

phone, any time until

you run out of minutes

$10-31 minutes

$20 - 63 minutes

$30 - 120 minutes

$50 - 209 minutes

$100 - 435 minutes

on the card.

Now Available!
$30 prepaid foncard

iZOtttinuUL25$ P^ minute

Sprint

,,
prepo.d foncard

Slit in'

Spree prepaid foncards available at:

(B)

H1U Top Shop 310.206.4306

North Campus Shop 310.206.0751

Lu VaUe Commons 310.825.7238

Health Sciences 310.825.7721

Q [ssentjdls
310.206.0820

open ddily jvvwvv.ucldstore.ucla.edii
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ARTS ENTERTAINMENT
Fright Night

A&E will feature the best spots for

shouts and hprrors this Halloween.

See Thursday's issue for a preview.

Drift beyond Westwood

for coffee worth quaffing

CAFES: Many quaint joints blend entertainment with

beverages; students just ne6d to know where to look

rt^

ByJesskaHolt
Daily Bruin Contributor

It is that time Dfthe year again, and

no, this is not a story about Christmas.

Midterms are right around the corner

and, like kids to a candy store, college

students flock toward the aroma of

cofTee.

If Starbucks and The ('()Hec Ikan

(we will nt)l even

discuss campus —

—

cofl'eehouses)

don't make the

grade, perhaps

it's time to

explore the cafes

that fall outside

of WestwcHxl's

Cafes throughout the

LA area offer an

eclectic ambiance, and

musical and comedic

( afes

throughout Los

Angeles olVer an

eclectic ainbiance, and musical and

comedic entertainment, not to men-

tion strong collee with plenty of tabic

space tt) study. Located near the

I
)( "LA community, several co(T(}c-

houses stand out.

AnastasiaS Asylum

1028 Wilshire Blvd.

Santa Monica

(310)394-7113

LtKated due west on Wilshire,

Anastasia's Asylum is a quaint hole-in-

the-wall about six blocks from the big

business Third Street Promenade.

Situated next to an Irish pub, this

small, charismatic cafe advertises itself

as a "coffeehouse, sanctuary, asylum."

Indeed, it seems that one could

unlerldinrnenl.

become lost in the home-away-from

home atmosphere. The long, narrow

room is drenched in soft, amber light,

complementing the colorful paintings

that adorn the spongy orange walls,

f "unky old chairs and cushy, antique

couches fill the room. After 8, music

wafts down from the band playing in a

lofty performance space.

Anastasia's Asylum serves up

strong coffee^^" and espresso

drinks in big, col-

orful pottery

cups atop mis-

matched saucers.

It also has an

extensive menu
offering soups,

=atrfatb. sundwichi.

es, pizza and bur-

ritos - all for

under $7.

On any given night, a cool jazz trio

may play as some customers type

away on laptops; others engage in seri-

ous conversation and still others play

games of chess. .- '

In order to find a seat in this small

cafe, many find it wise to come before

the entertainment begins. Even if all

the tables are taken, customers pull up

chairs beside fellow patrons. In a place

this laid back, almost anything goes.

Ui>4irban Coffee House

3301 Pico Blvd.

Santa Monica

(310)3150056

Those wishing to stay in the Santa

SeeOrBTpageM

PhotOfbyKlTTARROZA

Many performers try out their material in front of Anastasia's

Asylum. Customers lounge to the band Taken, whose guitarist per-

fomis In the loft overlooking the cafe.

^
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(Left to right) John McCook, Susan Egan and John Barrowman star in "Putting It Together," a musical revue by Stephen Sondheim
opening Oct. 25 at the Mark Taper Forum.

After playing Disney heroines onstage,

Susan Egan makes a star turn as seducti

in a revloed Steohen Sondheim revue

By Stephanie Sheh
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

B/7 by bit,

Putting it together ...

Ten years ago, UCLA freshman and future actress

Susan Egan hoped she would meet Carol Burnett.

Egan took John Hall's musical theater workshop and

won sec(^nd place in the annual Carol Burnett Award
competition. She went home with $500, which she

swore to invest in her career, but she didn't get to

meet Burnett.

Every moment makes a contribution ...

The investment paid off, though. Since then, Egan

has originated the role of Belle for the stage version

of "Beauty and the Beast," both on Broadway and in

Los Angeles. She was also the voice of Meg in

Disney's "Hercules."

She's fmally met Burnett. And she's working with

her.

"I was talking to (Burnett) about all the misses, all

the near hits of meeting her," Egan says. "I hoped

that I would get to meet her when I won her award,

and then I didn't meet her. I was working at The Gap
in Brentwood when I was in college, and on my one

day off she came in and bought a bunch of sweats,

and I didn't meet her that time.

"Then she came and saw 'Beauty and the Beast'

two days after I broke my arm," she says. "So I did-

n't meet her then."

Egan and Burnett - along with John Barrowman,

John McCook and Bronson Pinchot - are starring in

the Stephen Sondheim revue "Putting It Together,"

which opens Sunday at the Mark Taper Forum. The

title comes from a song in Sondheim's "Sunday in

the Park with George." Under the direction )f Eric

Schaeffer, the show is actually a revamp of the

"Putting It Together" performed in New York five

years ago with Julie Andrews. But Schaeffer says that

at least 80 percent of the show has been changed.

Every little detail plays apart ...

Some of the alterations are character changes.

Egan's character, who wasoriginally a maid, is now a

dinner guest. Having Burnett play the role that

Andrews originally played changed the dynamics of

the show, allowing Egan toshow a side of herself that

she has not displayed before.

"I get to sing a couple songs from 'Dick Iracy,'"

Egan says energetically. "I usually play an ingenue,

and so it's kind of fun. I get to be sort of the sexy

seductress of the evening, and that's different tor me
because I usually have to play the good girl. You
know, Belle. Carries a basket. Virginal."

But without the properpreparation ...

In order to shed the goody-two-shoes image,

though, Egan had to convince those casting that she

could do more than just be an ingenue. Though an

accomplished actress, Egan auditioned for the role.

She says that sometimes she's offered parts and other

times she auditions, especially if it's for a role in

which people wouldn't naturally envision her for.

"I auditioned for it, going, 'First of all, they're

going to need the soprano of the show because Julie's

not doing it. Carol's doing it. Carol's an alto,'" Egan

says. "There's only one other woman. They're going

to have to have a soprano. And they're going to have

to have somebody be the young, sexy thing because

she's got to threaten Carol."

Schaeffer agrees that he did not initially think of

Egan for the part.

He says, "I saw Susan do 'Beauty and the Beast.' I

alsQ saw her do 'Triumph of Love,' and when they

said, 'Oh we're going to bring Susan Egan in,' I said,

'Huh, that's interesting.' I thought she was really ter-

rific in those two shows. But when she did come in,

she sang more, and she just blew me away.'*

First of all, you need a goodfoundation ...

On top of the character changes, the entire struc-

ture of the show has changed.

See THEATER page 24

Susan Egan performs in the revue/Putting It Together!

'^ ^
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Sisters, wacky

perverts attempt

to find meaning

beNnd : • •

FILM: Complex comedy's

fatalistic pursuit of bliss

disturbs, opens audience

By Lonnie Hanis

Daily Bmin Staff

"Happiness" makes people squirm.

Throughout the movie, not a single

member of the audience finds himself

able to sit still in his seat. The film

touches on every topic imaginable that

makes people uneasy and uncomfort-

able, including masturbation, rape,

pedophilia, murder, suicide and incest.

Oh yes, and it's a comedy.

At least, that's hgw writer and direc-

tor Todd Solodnz sees his film. Before

the premiere screening at the Sunset 5

on Thursday, Solodnz gave a speech

permitting audiences to react however

they see fit, even if this reaction

includes laughter.

But don't misunderstand

"Happiness" isn't exactly "There's

Something About Mary." It is a com-

plex work that attempts to unearth

what exactly the word "happiness"

means for people and the lengths to

which otherwise normal people will go

in order to achieve what they believe is

happiness. Any laughter heard in the

theater will be a nervous reaction to the

incomprehensible madness being dis-

played on the screen.

"Happiness" follows around sever-

al lunatic perverts, who just happen to

carry on totally normal lives within

society. Most of these lunatics are in

some way related to three sisters: one a

poet (Lara Flynn Boyle), one a house-

wife (Cynthia Stevenson), and one air-

English tutor for refugees (Jane

Adams). That's it for story.

"Happiness" isn't about what these

characters do, it is about these charac-

ters and the way they feel.

Surrounding these sisters is a

diverse, wacky group of characters,

each with their own neurosis and, as

Danny Elfman would say, nasty habits.

One sister's neighbor is a compulsive

obscene crank-caller who sits in his

apartment all night phoning random

women from the white pages and mas-

turbating before they can hang up. The

husband of another sister is a psychia-

trist as well as a pedophile, who drugs

and molests his II -year-old son's

friends. Another sister finds out that

the man she recently ended a brief rela-

tionship with has killed himself, and his

mother places the blame on her.

All of these short storylines com-

bine to create a film with a palpable

tone. A gloom settles in after the film's

funniest sequence, the opening, when a

frustrated, dumped boyfriend (Jon

Lovitz) derides his until-recently girl-

friend in a crowded restaurant. This

sets the mood for the entire film - frus-

tration, anger and loathing. Once he

has set the scene, Solodnz uses these

characters to express his ultimately

fatalistic view of the world: we're all

stuck pursuing happiness, with no idea

what the word means or how we would
go about attaining the intangible feel-

ing that it connotes.

*'Happiness" enters theaters unrat-

ed; it would surely receive an NC-17

Sec NVflNESS^ page 26
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BLACK STAR

Mos Def & Talib Kweli are Black Star

Black Star, ""Mos Def & Talib

Kmli are Black Star"" (Rawkus)

Meet Mos Def and Talib Kweli,

two emcees from New York City

with no gimmicks^ just beats and

lyrics with an emphasis on the latter.

Well- respected for their" poetic style

and clever raps, both artists decided

to come together after gaining

nationwide exposure .on the

1 yricist's Lounge compilation

album. A highly anticipated album in

underground circles, this effort

sliould have no trouble living up to

those expectations.

The group's first single,

"Definition," introduces the group

to a wider audience, but it does not

represent the overall feel of the

album. While "Definition" utilizes a_

liaicl-hitting beat, for the most part.

tlic rest of the songs create an atmos-

phere which allows the listener to

think rather than move. Not to say

that there are no tracks wiih ihai

head-nodding quality. "Twice Inna

Lifetime,", featuring Punchline,

Wordsworth and Jane Doe, is an

excellent battle rhyme-laced track, as

the five lyricists pass the mic effort-

lessly demolishing sub-par emcees.

But the true gems on the album

are the songs that showcase the

group's storytelling ability. .Kweli's

skill of taking everyday life observa-

tions and transferring them into

rhyme form surfaces in

"Respiration," featuring Common.
Extremely descriptive, the lyrics

paint pictures as all three emcees

demonstrate some of their best work

on this song. Mos Def contributes

the chorus: "So much on my mind

that it can't recline/ Blastin' holes in

the night 'til she bled sunshine/

Breathe in, inhale vapors from bright

stars that shine/ Breathe out, weed

smoke retrace the skyline/ Heard the

bass ride out like an ancient mating

call/ 1 can't take it y'all, 1 can feel the

city breathin.'" The lyrics are the

song's strong points, and passive lis-

tening is not recommended.

The introspective "Thieves In the

Night" features a laid-back piano riff

as Mos Def and Kweli easily flow

over the track. Although the duo

have caughtjlack for their choice in

beats, (mainly because everyone was

expecting hard-hitting selections like

"Definition") relaxed grooves like

this one help to complement their

rhyme .styles and lyrics. Mos DcF
observes: "We chasin' after death

just to call ourselves brave/ But every

day, next man meet with the grave/

1

give a damn if any fam recall my
legacy/ I'm tryin' to live life in the

sight of God's memory."

Another track, "Hater Players," is

a song that's been a long time com-

ing in hip-hop, as the issue addressed

is a pressing one. Mos Def and Kweli

discuss the idea of "player hating"

and how the term has become a

defense mechanism for whack

emcees to hide behind. Talib Kweli

sends a message to those who deface

the art which he feels so strongly

about: "Reverse psychology got em
scared to say when shit is whack/ Out

fear of being called a hater, imagine

that! We ain't havin that/ My battle

raps blast your ass back to your nat-

ural habitat .../ So floss, cause what it

costs ain't worth it to me/ Cause I'm

the one these Spice Girl emcees

Wanna Be."

"Mos Def and Talib Kweli are

Black Star" is a much-need breath of

fresh air in the seemingly stagnant

world of hip-hop. Well-thought out

and put together (even the liner notes

are worth checking out) this effort

represents a class-A example of inde-

^pendent hip-hop. The only drawback

that there are only 1 1 songs.

Hack Star," should come with a dis-

claimer: not for the lyrically chal-

lenged or those with short attention

"spans:

Tenoch Flores

Arnold, ''Hillside*' (Creation

/Columbia Records)

Sit back, relax and put Arnold's

debut album, "Hillside," into your

player. You won't be disappointed.

Another brjlliant band has joined the

ranks of Oasis and signed with

England-based Creation Records.

The mild, guitar-driven "Hillside"

offers one unique song after another.

"Ira Jones Goes to the Country"

starts off with a relaxed beat and

light guitar strum. This slow-paced

guitar sound sets a trend for the

album, while maintaining the origi-

nal melodies. Flowing into

"Fishsound," the light piano and

acoustic guitar pave the way for

strong harmonied, layered vocals to

follow with simple yet endearing

lyrics such as "what can this poor boy

do without ypu?"

"Windsor Park" opens with a

lamenting guitar riff that pulls listen-

ers in. The rest of the song is reminis-

cent of early Radiohead with smooth

and full vocals, emulating Thom
Yorke's trademark "over-the-vocal-

break" style.

As a change of pace for the second

half of the album, a light-hearted,

'80s-esque synthetic drumbeat

pumps through the speakers. The
song feels like it comes from a com-

pletely different band with distinctly

different vocals ; but the bnlliantiy^

layered harmonies remind us that it's

still Arnold.

The funky, experimental sound

continues in the song "Rabbit," with

spacey studio samples that comically

sound a bit like a 1960s sci-fi film.

The whimsical sounds are fol-

lowed by narration rather than

singing. The deep, British accent

allures and mesmerizes for the dura-

tion of the track, and even the word

"bastard" is uttered with dramatic

class.

Another upbeat tune, "Micky's

Mother," closely resembles later

Beatles material from the White

Album. The funky percussion and

acoustic guitar sound a lot like

"Rocky Raccoon" while the catchy

song captures the same sense of fun.

The end of the album takes listeners

back full circle to the slower pace

and relaxing melody of "Catherine

Day." Though nothing stands out

about this song, it's still a nice

melody with more talented vocals.

Arnold has created a truly unique

album where even the fastest and

loudest songs exude a laid-back,

relaxed feel. The band has given

Creation records another money-

maker and provided indie fans with

more great tunes. The album's mas-

terfully positioned track order facili-

tates the successful debut, while the

band's touring ability has yet to be

seen.

Diiiiellc Myci
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We're Jiving away Universal Studios Halloween Horror Ni|it 11 tix, all week lon^. Student radio is on tv cfiannel 29 in

Network Event Theater® presents:

A Free College Premiere Screening of

VAMPI
Wednesday, October 28tii

Followed by a LIVE Interactive Chat Session from

University of California, Los Angeles
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Show the AT&T Calling

Card feature on your

campus ID, or bring your

AT&T Student Advantage

Card and receive limited

preferred seating while it

lasts.

6:00pnfi @ Freud Playhouse in Macgowan Hall

Free passes available at the Daily Bruin offices,

118 Kerckhoff Hall and at the James Bridges Theater,

Lobby, Melnitz Hall

Passes required. Seating is limited

arxJ not guaranteed. Please arrive early. NETWORK
EVENT

THEATER*
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$20

^ DRIVING & TRAFFIC SCHOOL

IJiMi
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Conveniently Located in VVestwood Village Across Fronn Jerry's Famous Deli

Special Student and Staff Discount iTJJTjjj

Traffic School on Weekdays & Saturdays '»vJI

1 093 Broxton Ave. #218(310) 208-3333 j{B6f

In Westwood Village, above th<.^ Wherehouse \S!^

Complete Professional r:
Eye Examination'

Mm$0
palierts ar%

Contact lens exam

addUonaL

CONTACT LENS
PACKAGE*
Include* ey« eaam.

nttmc 3 month (oHow-

up, and paw uf Ocular
Scitnoe daily

wear Wnm*.

EYEGLASS
PACKAQE*

Includes vft exam.
frame, and single vision

prescription lenses.

ENTIRE FRAME INVENTORY
ANNUAL BACK TO SCHOOL SALE

SUNGLASSES TOO!

20% - 50% OFF
*SALESEPT. 28TH

THROUGH OCT. 24TH

Eyes of

Westwood
can help you see
better, and look

better, too.

EYES OF VVESXWOOD
Dr. Ratrfck Doyle, O.D.

• comprehensive, computer

assisted eye exams
• custom and disposable

contact lenses
• wide selection of today's

most fashionat)le eyewear
• Vision insurance plans

accepted

10930 WvyfaumAv^
WMtWDodyiaga

(310)200-1384
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Theater springs and falls into new season

DANCE: Ballet company

to perform pieces by

choreography legends

By Jad( Anderson
N.Y. Times News Service

In its early days, publicists for

American Ballet Theater frequently

called it "a museum of the dance.'*

That remains a good phrase to

describe the company, provided one

realizes that great museums can

encourage new art as well as pre-

serve old.

Ever since its debut in 1940,

Ballet Theater has done both. It has

staged the classics, often in elabo-

rate productions. It has commis-

sioned major world premieres such

as Jerome Robbins' "Fancy Free,"

Agnes de Mille's "Fall River

Legend," George Balanchine's

"Theme and Variations" and

Antony Tudor's "Pillar of Fire."

It has also had a shrewd eye for

acquisitions; its repertory over the

years has included de Mille's

"Rodeo," Tudor's "Dark Elegies"

and Eugene Loring's "Billy the

Kid," all of them originally pro-

duced under other auspices but now
closely associated with the Ballet

Theater.

which opens on Tuesday at City

Center.

At various times in the past, the

company would dance in more than

one New York theater during the

year. More recently, it confined

appearances here to ojie long sum-

mer engagement at the

Metropolitan Opera House.

Last year, however, McKenzie
also offered an autumn season at

City Center, and he is doing so

again. Like an astute museum direc-

tor, he has definite curatorial tastes.

The Met, he explained in a recent

interview at Ballet Theater head-

quarters, is for big spectacles, the

dance equivalents of murals and

monumental sculptures. But smaller

works can look better at City

Center. He recalled that last year at

City Center balletgoers were often

heard to exclaim in delight, "You
can see the dancers' eyes!"

McKenzie also wants to stress

creativity and have City Center per-

formances feature world premieres,

as well as New York premieres of

existing ballets, that he thinks

deserve to be shown here. Thus the

current season will give New
Yorkers their first look at John

Neumeier's "Spring and Fall," a

work to Dvorak from the repertory

of Neumeier's Hamburg Ballet, and

new creations by Twyla Tharp,

Kevin McKt iizle, the ttuupe's Nadiu Duato and John Selya, u i ie

current artistic director, is continu-

ing these policies. As evidence, take

Ballet Theater's two-week season.

of Ballet Theater's own dancers.

On the basis of what he had

observed in rehearsals, McKenzie

called Tharp's creation "complex

and multitiered" and Selya's offerr

ing "jazzy." The title "Spring and

Fall," he noted, is "a bit of wordplay

referring both to the seasons and to

two types of actions.

"I'm delighted that these particu-

lar choreographers happened to be

available," he said, "for they repre-

sent what I want to show at City

Center." Tharp and Neumeier are

internationally established figures.

Duato is what McKenzie called a

"cutting-edge choreographer" who
is steadily achieving prominence.

And, as Robbins was in the 1940s,

Selya is a choreographic newcomer

from the company's ranks.

Of all these choreographers,

Duato perhaps arouses the most

curiosity. His ballets are well regard-

ed abroad; he successfully brought

his Madrid-based Compania
Nacional de Danza to New York in

1994 and created the all-male

"Remanso" for Ballet Theater last

year. Yet this 4 1 -year-old Spanish

choreographer is still comparatively

unknown here.

His new work, "Without Words,"

which receives its premiere on

Thursday, is a lyrical tribute to the

power of nonverbal communica-

tion. "People don't need to talk,"

Duato said as he paused between

rehearsals at Ballet Theater.

Neveiihdess, lie piuveil h ighly"

articulate as he spoke in fiuent
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MANN 1 MANN 1 LAEMMLE | UNITED ARTISTS 1 GENERAL

Westwood
VILLAGE
961 Broxton
208-5576

Mon

PrKlica4M»9ic(P6-13)
THX - Dolby Digital

Th (12:45 3:45)7 001000

BRUIN ARb (PG)
948 Broxton THX - Dolby Digital

239-MANN Mon Tu, Th (11:45 2:15 4:45) 7 15 9 45

Wed (11:45 2:15 4 45)

Santa Monica
CRITERION 3 Aiitr (PG)
1313 3rd St Dolby Digitai - THX - Sorry No Passes
Promenade Stadtum Seating - Mon - Tt»u

395-1599 (12:00 2:00 2 30 5 00) 7:15 7.45 10:15

CRrrERI0N4 ANioMalllMRoife«iY(PG-13|
THX - Dolby Digital - Sorry No Passes

Mon - Thu (12:45 3:00 5:30) 8:00 10:30

West Hollywood
8000 SiiiMl (at CrtsctM HtioMs) Fr«* ParttiRg

SUNSET 1 S 2
(213)848-3500

Todd Solodz' HaMiMts
Daily (12 30pm) 2 00 3 45 5 15

7:00 8.301000

Westwood
UA WESTWOOD Th« Migkty (PG-13)
10889 Weltworth SODS Digital- THX-
475-9441 NoVIPsuntilia/19

Mon Th 12:30 2:45 5:20 7:50 10:30

Beverly Hills

Nvtrly CwMCtlM Presented In Digital Sound
Tta IMiMv (P6-13]

12«) 2:20 4:45 7:15 9:45

BtMrty (^RMCtiM

NATIONAL
10925 Lmdbrook
208-4366

Rush HoNr (PG-13)
THX - Dolby Digital

Mon -Thu (1:00 3:45) 7 00 10 00

FESTIVAL
10887 Lmdbrook
208-4575

A Night AMhe Roxbury (PG 13)

THX - Dofby Digital

Mon -Thu (1.30 4:15) 7:15 10:15

REGENT
1045 Broxton

208-3259

WHiHNrt Limits (PG-13)

Dolby SR
Mon -Thu (1:45 4 30) 7:30 10 15

PIAZA Tbara's Somalhing About MarY (R)

1067Giendon Dolby Digital

208-3097 Mon -Thu (1:00 4:00) 7 00 9 45

WESTWOOD 1 Rtach lh« Rock (R)

lOSOGayley Stereo

208 7664 Mon. Wed -Th (12:30 2 40 4:45)

7:159:3(5

Tue (12:30 2:40 4:45 7:15 9:30)

CRITERION S '
^ Rmh Howr (PG-13)

On 2 Screens - THX DTb Digital

Mon -Thu (11:45 12:30 2 45 4 30 5 15)

7:45 9:4510:15

PACIFIC

Westwood
CREST Holy Maa (PG)

1262 Westwood Blvd THX - Dolby Digital

(S orwiishire) Mon -Thu (1:30 4:15) 7 00 945
474 7866 or

777 FILM (#025)

LAEMMLE

SUNSET 3
(213)848-3500

Derek Jacobi is Francis Bacon
Lovf Is tht Davil

Daily (12:45) 3:00 5:15 7:30 9:45

UA WESTWOOD
10889 Wellworth

475-9441

OMTovghCoy (R)

Dolby Stereo THX
No VIPs until 10/19

Mon -Th 100 3:15 5 30 8 00 10 15

Presented in Digital Sound
Nigkt at dM RoikMn (PG-13)

12:15 2:304:507:159:45

Bttwrty CMMdIOfl

SUNSET 4
(213)848-3500

John Water's Packar
Daily (1:00) 3:15 5:30 7.50 10:10

SUNSET 5 Stanley Tucci's Inwosttrs

(213) 848-3500 Daily (12 00) 2.30 5 00 7 30 1000

UA WESTWOOD Urban Ltgand (R)

10889 Wellworth Dolby Stereo
475-9441 Mon - Thu 12:40 3:00 5: 10 7:40 1000

GENERAL

Presented in Digital Sound
What Oftamt May Conm (PQ-13)

11:45 2:15 4:45 7:3010:10

VINE
suNsn
(213)848-3500

Wo«k#M Shows:
Fri-Sat After Hours

Please Call lor Shows aad times

SatSun Momina Shows

Please Call tor Shows and times

Westwood
AVCO CINEMA
10640 WitstMri Blvd 1 Bik E Of Wnlwood
475-071

1

Presented in Digital Sound

12:004:008:00

ViM Ttoattrt Suka Eyes (R)

Show Tinies (213) 463-6819 Oolt>y Stereo

2 movies for iS 2:00 6:05

One Free Popcorn & Diet Coke with this Ad

ViM Ttoaltn
Show Times (213) 463-6019

i(R)

Dolby Stereo

3:S5 7:SS

WESTWOOD 2 OMTrMlhiagCR)
1050Gayley Stereo

208-7664 Mon. Wed- Th (100 4:00) 7:00 9 40
Tue 1:00 4:00 7:00 9.40)

lacmmle.com

WLA/Beverly Hills
Bamala Shows M For All Theatras -

Santa Monica
AVCO CINEMA Presented in THX Digital Sound

BfMeofCliiMiiy(R}
12:302:43 5:00 7:30945

UCLA

M0MCA1
1322 2nd Street

394-9741

John Water's Pecker
Daily (1:30) 3:35 5 40 7:50 10 00

WESTWOOD 3 Saving Private Ryaa (R)

1050Gayley Dolby Digital

208-7664 Mon. Wed -Th (12:40 4:15) 8:00

Tue 12:40 4:15 8 00)

ROYAL
11523 SM Blvd.

477-5581

Thomas Vinterberg's

Celehratioi

Daily (12:20) 2:40 5:00 7:30 9 55 MOMCA 2 A comedy lor incurable romantics

Niit Mof Wontftrtaiid

Daily (12:55) 3:15 5:35 8.00 10:20

WESTWOOD 4 Rouatfeis (R)

1050Gayley Stereo

208-7664 Mon, Wed -Th (145 4:30) 7:30 10 00
Tue 1:45 4:30 7:3010:00)

Santa Monica

CRITERION t
1313 3rd St.

Promenade
395-1599

MUSIC HALL1
9036 Wilshire

2746869
H«Maria« Him Festival

For iruounation and tickets

call8l8-848-7394

MONICA 3 'A classlcplKe ofAmericant.

"

mdMcCarty. Variety

HantfSMaHaftfiotfv
Daily (100)3:10 5:20 7:359:56

MUSIC IMU2
9036 Wilshire

274-6669 -.

Ben Stmer/EliniMth Hurley

Mon - Thu (5:45) 7:55 10:00

MONICA 4 Odette Springer's

Daily (2:15) 4:15 6:15 8:15 10:15—
Sbp Adm aaoNM X

AVCO CINEMA Presented in Digital Sound
What Dream* May Coma (PG-13)

11:151:454:30 7:1510:00

AVCO CINEMA Presented in THX Digital Sound
Ronie (R)

11:15 2:004:45 7:4010:30

Beverly Hills
Beverty CoMMcUoe
La Cienaga at Beverly Blvd

Free 2 1/2 hour validated partung 659-5911

There's Somttbing About Mary
Thurs. 1(V22 7pm. 9:30pm

FrI. 10^12 7pm. 9:30pm

ALL MOVIES ARE S2.00
Shows n ActMfman Grand Balroom

t-mall .•«• fUmmintiitn-imt

I (PC)
THX - Dolby Digital

Mon - Thu (12:00 3:15) 7:()0 10 00

Daily (I.OOpm)

MUSIC HAU3
9036 Wilshire A RomanticMockery

Tue -Thu (5O0) 7:20

MONICA

CmJEMONt WMDreMMMayC«M(P6-13)
1313 3rd THX - Dolby Digital - Sorry No Passes

St Promenade Mon - Thu (12:30 4O0) 7:30 10:30

395-1599

Sep. Adm Jonathan Kanfor's

Sat- Sum 1:00 am.

Mon - Th 9:40

visit our website:

Presented in THX Digital Sound
PncicalMa|k(fQ-1S]

12:30 3:00 5:30 8:CJ0 10:30

B9VMfy C9MMC90S Presented in THX Dioitai Sound
Meveifll

12:00 3:30 7:10 fO:4<

«59-5#li MiiefbMifeVifl)
12:45 3A)S:15 7J09:«S

TO ADVERTISE IN THE

BRUIN

Can Rob at 310 206-0903
d

r •
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THEATCR
From page 20

"They learned a lot from the

New York production. They

really tried to put a plot to it,

and things seemed a little

forced," Egan says. "They

would try to set up a song.

There was dialogue.

"There's no dialogue in ours

at all," Egan says. "It just goes

from song to song to song. And
yet there's a thread. That's real-

ly a credit to our director who
has smoothed this thing out,

made it really amazing, and the

evening just flies by."

Schaeffer says that he

changed the show around to

focus the evening on the music

and not on the plot.

There is a thin plotline,

although each song can also

stand on its own. Audiences

both familiar and unfamiliar

with Sondheim's work can, in a

way, experience the song for

the first time.

"By placing these songs in a

new context you get to sec how
ama/.ing universal Sondheim's

themes arc," Egan says. "They

don't just apply to the story

that they're necessarily written

for."

//avifjfi ju.sl the vixian'.s no

solution,

Everything depends on exe-

cution ...

In order to create the right

contexts an'd maintain the thin

plotline, changes were continu-

ally being made.

Songs were changed around,

added or completely taken out.

The cast then rehearsed

changes in the afternoon while

performing previews in the

evening.

"It's funny because I had

friends who came the (first)

weekend, and I (told them),

'You've got to come back

because it's not even the same

show anymore,'" Schaeffer

says. "That is exciting because

that's what it's all about, espe-

cially when you're doing some-

thing brand new and develop-

ing it - is really putting it on its

feet for the first time."

The art of makinfi art is

putting it together

Bit hyhit ...

THEATER: Tutting it Together"

is currently in previews at the

Mark Taper Forum. The show
opens Sunday and runs through

Dec. 6. For ticket information,

please call the box office at

(213) 628-2772 or visit the web-

site at

www.TaperAhmanson.com.

SOUND
From page 22

The Chicken Hawks, **Siouxicide

City,*" (Rock And Fucking RoU Records)

Fans of bad music rejoice. Your new

muse has arrived in the form of the

leather and leopard-print clad Betsy

Badly of the Chicken Hawks.

The Iowa quartet's debut CD is an II-

song exercise in horrible music which

throws together the worst elements of

punk and rockabilly to achieve truly dis-

astrous results. You can't knock the

Hawks for lack of trying; they are an

energetic bunch, but the excitement is

sadly misdirected.

While the songs do have an appealing

frenzied vigor, they are for the most part

repetitive and formulaic.

"Siouxicide City" begins decently,

with the sexually charged "Stick It In," a

hellish version ofthe Hokey Pokey. From

here, the album deteriorates into a long

string of gems, including "High From

Bastard City," "Bad Bitch Boogie" and

**They Wanna Fight."

"Perhaps the most fitting lyric comes

from the thankfully brief "Tornado,"

where Badly screeches wildly over Pete

Philips' rattling guitar, "And I'm trou-

ble." So is the album.

Brent Hopkins

Reel Big Fish, ''Why Do They Rock So

Hard?" (MOJO)
Reel Big F-ish strikes again with brand

new songs set to the same old styles.

Fortunately, their methods have worked

before and continue to strike a chord

with ska-loving kids everywhere.

Filled to the brim with brassy

melodies, hyper rhythms and a healthy

dose of swearing. Reel Big Fish's new

album proves just as fun as the last. Time

has caused the band no loss of humor or

deprivation of catchy melodies.

Although many songs on the album

tend to sound overly similar to picks

from the past, they manage to keep up

the energy and excitement through their

usual variety in techniques. For instance,

they can keep it the straight and simple

ska-with-our-same-old-horns bit ("Brand

New Song"), ska-recognizing-our-reg-

gae-roots ("Song #3"), and ska-border-

ing-satanic-worship-music ("Everything

IsCoQl").

Many songs remain laced with the

band's trademark sarcastic edge set to

happy notes. But it can be hard to pull off

the same garage band pity when every-

one already knows their name. Coming

from a well-known act, it's just not the

same to hear lyrics like "Please buy our

record."

Reel Big Fish also has the tendency of

writing really great songs and writing

really awful ones. There's rarely a middle

ground. This album is no exception. But

don't let those two crappy picks discour-

age you from buying "Why Do They

Rock So Hard?" They continue rock just

as hard as always.

Michelle Zubiate

zz
Here's your chance to gain valuable insights about what it takes to travel the road from

medical school to the physiciari's office.

A Speaker series for all Pre-Heds!

We are proud to offer you the unique opportunity to meet and speak

with each of the following: a medical Student,

a med school advisor, and a physician.Not to be

Missed!

Erik John Smart
I 1 1 1 II ' I II

,

Founder Emeritus of Hyperieaming Oct.28th 6pm 8pm

TOPIC: The Path of Heart - A multimedia pre-med counseling session.

^
I

Dr. Edward McCabe Lead Physician & Dir. of Dept, of Pediatrics, UCLA Nov.llth 6pm 8pm

TOPIC: "What's up, Doc" - A Physician's Prescription for Success in Medicine.

^^ffiy Dir. of LEA.D Center, UCLA School of Medicine Nov.18th 6pm 8pm

TOPIC: Keeping it Real - What UC Admissions Committees are Really Looking For!

Th

On Campus at UCLA!
events are FREE Students for Students Events!

' •Itri 1< a

U. . .^i^

Medical division of THE PRINCETON REVIEW

To Reserve a seat, please call (310) 208-5000 or (800) MD-BOUND
or via e-mail info.la review.com

BALLET
From page 23

English about his 24-ininutc

work.

The accompaniment is

Schubert songs. Yet not a word

will be sung. Instead, the songs

will be heard in arrangements for

cello and piano by Mischa

Maisky.

Explaining his decision to do

without verbal poetry, Duato

said: "I could feel the poetry in

the music itself. So I let my imag-

ination flow and develop its own
images apart from the text. And I

hope the ballet will also stimulate

the audience's imagination."

The way a woman places a

hand in front of her mouth

becomes a central gesture in the

action, one that is also seen in

photographs of the dancers by

Nancy Ellison that will be pro-

jected on a curtain during the bal-

let.

"The photographs represent

other types of images without

words," Duato said, "and the

dancers will interact with them.

The curtain has slits through

which people can enter or exit.

The photos sometimes duplicate

the dancers' poses. At other times

they'll take on a life of their own
apart from my choreography."
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Little Frida's, located at 8730A Santa Monica Blvd.,

is another west LA. cafe featuring live music.

CAFES
From page 20

Monica area should head on over to the Un-

urban Coffee House on Pico. Sitting in the

shadow of the 10 freeway, it seems unlikely

that this thrift shop<afe-perforniancp space

could be found anywhere but in an urban set-

ting.

Oxymoron aside, this unpretentious lit-

tle cafe lets Java drinkers cuddle up on a

leopard-print couch or study on colorful

old wooden tables. Served in random cof-

fee mugs from businesses and corpora-

tions, (such as a Kaiser Permanente's

Cultural Diversity Fair mug) the coffee

will keep customers awake well into next

morning's class. It's all just part of the

cafe's kitschy charm.

After 8:00 p.m., one might hear live

music, spoken word, and open mic music

and comedy.

Patterson Frisch Rost

10019 Venice Blvd.

(310)839-3359

Several miles east on Venice,

Petterson's Frisch Rost provides an anti-

dote to the campy appeal of previous

cafes. This cafe reeks of Peet's Coffee and

Starbucks' influence, offering the best

alternative for those who want to get out

of Westwood but still desire,that "corpo-

rate" ambiance.

This coffee joint combines coffee beans

from around the world with a news-

magazine shop and a large performance

space. Interesting chicken, shrimp and

vegetarian wraps, bowls and salads are all

reasonably priced below $6.50.

Jazz, blues, folk, spoken-word, rock

and open mic comedy can be heard every

night. Touted as one of the best in town,

the Tuesday night comedy show provides

a unique experience. But beware: many a

comic will crash and burn before that one

gem fmally appears.

Little Fridays Coffee House

8730 Santa Monica Blvd.

West Hollywood

(310) 854-5421

Moving into West Hollywood, Little

Frida's Coffee House serves up a healthy

dose of attitude with strong coffee. The
burnt orange and amber-colored walls

showcase local art on one side of the cafe

while yellow and green stripes on the

other wall feature bulls and swans.

The colorful atmosphere serves as the

perfect backdrop for various forms of

entertainment. One night, the room
inspired a musical comedy farce wherein

the stage had been transformed fairy tale-

style, complete with puffy cumulus clouds

and a cottage with a blue thatched roof.

Little Frida's features soups, salads and

sandwiches to nibble on while enjoying

performance pieces, poetry readings and

music. A wide of array of colorful, second-

hand couches and tables make viewing

performances and studying comfortable.

Moondog Cafe

7160 Melrose Ave.

(323) 9364604

The Moondog Cafe acts as more of a

diner that serves coffee than a chic, L.A.

coffeehouse. Although customers can get

a cup ofjoe and the ubiquitous espresso

drink in the central room, the joint's back

lounge provides the real charm.

Many order coffee in the checkerboard-

patterned diner and then duck into the

back where an eclectic line-up of musi-

cians, poets and comics delight and enter-

tain. On many nights, soul-searching

singer-songwriters captivate the small

audiences for around two hours. The
comfy, intimate and relaxing lounge pro-

vides a perfect escape for the tired stu-

dent.

This is only a sampling of the many
cafes and coffeehouses around the L.A.

area. Many more await discovery. The
eclectic blend of coffee, food, ambiance
and performance that these cafes share

creates an experience that the corporate

world of Westwood seriously lacks.

So come on. Venture out beyond
UCLA's small perimeters and discover

that there is life after Starbucks.

RESTAURANTS: AH entertainment usually

begins after 8 p.m. Call for exact times, list-

ings, and cover information.

MM^A
that's not like any other granlta. Colombo granlta's have intense

flavors-made with real fruit and Juices or Colombian coffee-they're refreshing,

delicious and fat-free! Our Granitas are the base for these three delicious treats:

Fruit oilCoffee Fruit or Coyee

treme-it
f*

>yv»

didllop oBcreamy

m

r Coffee

illersl
cy granita blended with

^ creamy frozen yogurt

HeNt to llletzel's Pretzets tn the

Terrace Food Court,

tst Floor Rckerman Union

I

I

I

I

I

I

On any Granita, Smoothie Chiller

or Extreme-ita from Colombo.
With coupon. Offer good through October

30, 1908. Cannot be combined with any

I
other offer. UCtnnEsrflRESTRUnnNTS

X
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Todd Solondz, left, directs Maria Maples, who plays Ann in "Happiness/

HAPPINESS
Fr6m page 21

should the Motion Picture

Association of America get its hands

on it, and this is the type of movie that

the rating was designed for. Unlike X-

rated fare, "Happiness" is not meant

to be titillating. It is probably the least

titillating film ever made. It is

extremely adult, however, and this

aspect of the film cannot be stressed

enough. Though the film is brilliantly

scripted and quite worthwhile for the

open-minded viewer, it is a very diffi-

cult, unpleasant film to watch.

Few films manage to be half as

bold as "Happiness," and it is a won-

der the film was made at all. Most of

its funding came after Solodnz'

"Welcome to the Dollhouse," which

earned the director much acclaim in

the independent film community. He
is a real talent who makes his charac-

ters very real in a short period of time

- almost loo real, for their actions

prove very upsetting despite their fic-

tional nature.

There are times during his film

when it is easy to wish that the director

would use his writing abilities to tell a

little more upbeat, or at least hopeful,

story, but that is not to be.

"Happiness" is how Todd Solodnz

sees the world, and the film is a bril-

liant but heartbreaking glimpse into

one version of Hell that happens to be

right here on Earth.

Photos courtesy of Good Machine Releasing

Philip Seymour Hoffman, left, and Lara Flynn Boyle In "Happiness/

a

new film by Todd Solondz.

UNIVERSAL STUDIOS HOLLYWOOD

I

\ V
'

t /

Have the fright of your

life as you're trapped

in terror, surrounded

by zombies, rocked by

wicked bands and

shocking shows.

Don't be caught dead

without tickets!

4 NEW HORRIFYING HAUNTED
MAZES INCLUDING CLIVE
BARKERS FREAKZ MAZE
FROM THE MIND THAT

BROUGHT YOU HELLRAISER

ROCK AND ROLl All NIGHT
WITH THE ULTIMATE
TRIBUTE TO KISS

TIF THE KNOT IN CHUCKY'S
WEDDING THAPEL

DARf TO RIDf I HE FINALf OF
lURASSIC PARK IN THE DARK

PARTY BE YOND YOUR
Wit Df SI SCREAMS AND
MU(H, MUCH MORf '

iwani.io rv

design?

Save $io \vith advance purchase
Get your tickets at the Universal Studios Ticket Booths, selected Spencer Gifts

locations and - f^^.r- (213) 252-TIXS.
GO TO CARL S JR RESTAURANTS OR BUY PEPSI FOR A SPECIAL DISCOUNT ON TICKETS

www f O 111
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advertising information

118 Kerckhoff Hall
308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles, CA 90024

One issue, up to 20 words $8.00
...each additional word 0.50
Weekly, up to 20 words 27.00
...each additional word 1 .50

Monthly, up to 20 words 90.00
...each additional word 5.00

For Classified Display ads,

please see our rate card
for variable rate information.

E-Mail: classifieds@media.ucla.edu
Web: http://www.dailybruin.ucla.edu

PHONE
Classified Line: (310) 825-2221
Classified Display: (310) 206-3060
Fax:(310)206-0528

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Thu: 9:00anfv-4K)0pm
Fri: 9am-2:30pm
The ASUCLA Commun«:ations board futty supports the University of California's policy On nondiscnmination. No medium ahal accept advertisemerrts y/A*a\ praaant parsons of any origirx race, sex. or sexuai orientation in

a demeantng way or imply that they are limited to positions, capabilities, rotes, or status in society. Neither the Daily Bruin nor the ASUCLA Communicattons Board has investigated any of the sarvicee advertised or the

advertisements represented m th»s issue Any person t>elieving that an advertisement m this issue violated the Board's policy on nondiscrimination staled htnin should communicate complaints in writinq to the Business

Manager Daily Brum, 118 Kercichoff HaU. 308 Westwood Plaza, Los Angeles. CA 90024. For assistance with housing discrimination problems, cal the UCIA Housing Office at (310) 825-4271 or call the Westside Fair Hous-

ing Office at (310) 475-9671 . Classified ads also appear on lino at httpT/www dailytaruin ucia edu Placement on-line is offered as a complimentary service lor customers and is not guaranteed. The Da«y Bruin is responsWe
for the first incorrect ad insertion only. Minor typographical errors are not eligible for refunds For any refund, the Daily Bruin Qassified Department must be notified of an error on the first day of publication by noon

fVlastei Card ^

DEADLINES
Classified Line Ads:
1 working day l^efbre printing,

at 1 2 noon.
Classified Display Ads:
2 wori(ing days before printing,

at 1 2 noon.
There are no cancellations after

noon of the day before printing.

PAYMENT
Please make checks payable to

"The UCLA Daily Bruin." We
accept Visa, MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards. Allow 5
working days for nuul payments.

HOW TO WRITE
AN EFFECTIVE AD

• start your ad with the

mercharxJiM you are selling.

ThismakM K easier for readers to

quickly scan the ads and locate

your items.
• ANvays include the price of your
item. Many classified readers
simply do not respor>d to ads
without prices.
• Avoid abbreviations—make your
ad easy for readers to urxlerstand.
• Place yourself in the reader's

positk>n, ask what you woukl Hke to

know about the merchandise, and
ir>clude that in the ad. Include such
information as brand names, cok>rs

and other specific descriptk>ns.

ANNOUNCEMENTS! camm ReeniltaM»t
1300

iMtftFeawi

llOO

#
\buncjLife

is looking for volunteer leaders to

work in outreach Christian

ministry with high school &
middle school students on the

westside and downtown.

Please call 310-397-3484

for an interview.

EMERALD GREEN FORMAL GOWN. Lost

10-14-98 between Ackerman and Murphy

HaU on Bruin walk. Please call x51171

HIHRr

FREE BIRTH CONTROL PILLS. UCLA re-

search study. $50 per visit to clinic. SnrK>kers

ages 18-34 or non-smokers ages 35-44. Call

Jessica 310-794-1884.

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. Discussion, Fri. Stap Study, 2408 Ackerman

TWs. Book Study, 2408 Ackerman

MA/W Rm. Dental A3-029

Wed. Rm. A3- 029

DiKussion, AH limes 12:10- 1:00 pm

For akoholK* or ndlvkhith who hav a drinking probhm

1700
Lost ami Foimd

1300
Csmpus RouiiilliiNNil

$150 REWARD for return of bright-green

pocket calendar, black Radio Shack electric

date-book; 2 items rubber-banded together.

Obstetrics and Gynecology on the cover.

Lost near Wooden Center/Ackerman on

Monday 10/12 between 3-5pm. 310-471-

7652.

1300
Csnipns RocfulliiMiil

Dedicatedto Excellence

Parking & Commuter Services
is looking for friendly, courteous people

to assist our customers with their

parking and information needs.

$7.25'$8.30 Per Hour
Previous customer service and cash

handling experience required.

For more information, stop by the
Parking & Commuter Services office at

555 Westwood Plaza (in Structure 8) for

an application or call (310) 825-1386

Must be a currently registered UCLA
student and be available to work early shifts,

nights, weekends, holidays, and throughout the summer.

MisGellaneoiis

DRUG TEST YOURSELF at home Accurate

and simpio to use test strips. THC, Cocaine,

others. $15 or 4 for $40. 1-800-395-

1694.VISA/MC accepted. Not for clinical

use. www.3wave com/irt

THE GREATEST SECRET Of All Time: Who
Is Shakespeare? www.s^rbacon.org

YOUR CREDIT UNION
Your on-campus&on-line financial services

source, for students, faculty&staff . Visit us at

Ackerman A-Level, on-line at www.ucu.org

or call 310-477-6628.

NEED EXTRA CASH? Call 800-755-2150.

ask for Jeff. Must own computer.

>l I I

Pmonals
SINGLE UCLA Grad. Looking for friendship,

racquetball partner, chatting on-line, and oth-

er general social entertainment. Interested?

email: sweetguy90@hotmail.com

2100
Raoraatkmal ActMlies

NORMAL HEALTHY CHILDREN and adol-

escents 8-16yrs needed for UCLA research

study. Receiv^e $25 for lab experin>ent and
developmental evaluation, and get a scientif-

ic learning experience. Call 310-825-0392.

POSTMENOPAUSAL WOMEN 45-«- (Healthy

or with heart disease) wanted for a study on
coronary artery disease involving small

amounts of radkMictivity at UCLA. $25/hr (2

days. 4hrs. each) Call 310-825-1118 or 310-

206-6675.

UCLA RISK PERCEPTION STUDY. Receive

$10 for completing 3 questionnaires. Mexi-

can-American or Taiwanese-American only.

Call 310-825-6542.

Sperm/Egg Donors

ANONYMOUS sperm donors needed. Help

infertile couples while receiving financial

compensation up to $600/month and free

health screening. Convenient hours, located

in Westwood. Call Kim 310-824-9941

liMiea

1-YEAR PLATINUM MEMBERSHIP-Bodies
in Motion, the best kk^kboxing, spinning, all-

around gym. All locatk>ns. $500. Call for

more information 310-454-1601.

UCLAAJSC TICKETS. Top dollar paW Need
13student or general adhiission tickets. Call

310-753-8572.

WE BUY CARS. New and old. Running or

not Jeff 310-714-5808.

2200

1

i

Fl^OQ BlVtll

ConlralMlb
UCLA Research Study.

$50 Per Visit To Clinic.

Smol<ers Ages 1 8-34 or

Non-Smokers Ages 35-44.

Call Jenica

310-794-1884
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Welcome

Theta!

i^^

Congratulations to our
Fall '9

We are so excited to

have all of you as

new members of

Kappa Alpha Theta.

You're the best!!!

Theta Love,

The Actives
KAG

Women Needed

Infertile Asian Couples

in a life crisis seek

women to donate eggs.

Ages 21-31, Healthy

Asians and all ethnicities.

Anonymous A Confideniial

Top Medical Con; in San Francisco

$3^50.00 ¥ Expenses

Family Line

(800) 609-LINE
Call for program details.

t
quimuiuii3iuiuiuiiaiuiuiuitamuiuiuiuinuiMiuimi:

Compuliii/SQftiiira

LAPTOP FOR SALE 1998 Dell. 233Mhz.

3Qb drive, floppy/CDROM swappat}le dri-

ves. 64 Mb RAM. WW Ukt bMt olfer. Call:

310-208-4308.

CI issifiPfis

825-2221

EGG DONORS!
WANTED

If you are a healthy
female between
the ages of 19 and
30 and have health

Insurance.

Compensation
$?50Q.OO

Call MIrna Navas at

(310) 829-6782

LAPTOPS/ DESKTOPS
NEW II $6Q/month for 12 rTX)nths and $1

buyout. No credit, checks or lease.

<www,earthcomp1 conVLHI 03.html

MAC Powerbook 5300c w/Word, Excel.

Adobe, 28.8modem, plus more. Compiote

w/portable cok>r printer arid black lisather

case. $975. EthanO310-656-0555.

Daily Bruin Classified

/

MACINTOSH ll» with externled keyboard.

Cotor Monitor. HP Deskwriter Printer, mo-

dem, software, manuals arxj packing boxes.

$325 Derrick (323) 850-1086.

MICROSOFT OFFICE 97 prole^ional. Full

version, unopened, unregistered. $75. 1-

800-416-3594.

3500
fUniiluni

ALL-WHITE COUCH set. toveseal and full:

$300/each. Full Onkyo stereo system w/6

speakers; price negotiable. 310-470-7991.

MATTRESS BONANZA!!
SEALY. STEARNS & FOSTER. Also Ortho-

pedic twin-sets-$119.95, Fulls-$169.95.

Queens-$ 189.95. Pillowtops-$299 95. So-

fas-$21 9. Delivery. Beacon Mattress. 1309

Westwood Blvd. 310-477-1466.

MATTRESS SETS!!!
Twin $79. Full $89. Queen $139. King $159.

Bunkt>eds. Deliveries, Phone Orders Accept-

ed. 310-372-2337.

MATTRESSES. FUTON. DESK. Bookshelf.

Dinette Sets T-Table. Lamps. Deliveries. 7-

days open. King's Furniture. 11961 Santa

Monica Blvd. 310-575-4243.

3700
Health Products

LOSE WEIGHT NOW
ASK ME HOW

AlVrtafural nutritional health products. Call

310-202-6044

3800

FtMP IRi AMn f^lQARS. Monica and Bill's la-.

vortle from the island. Single cigar or dox
prices, call 954-814-3891 email:

<cohibaexpressOhotmail.com>

FOOTBALL STUDS. What's up Tony and
Ramogie. Kick butt this weekend.

See you later.

Amanda

iraniMi

^ Piano Rentals if

^ Low Monthly Rates jf
•Hollywood Piano Rental Companyt^

213-462-2329 , ^

4300
Sports Eipilpinont

SNOW SKIS
ROSSIGNOL 4SV. 195cm. Good condition,

boots included-size 12. $200. Call, Tyler at

310-824-4828.

1984 VOLVO GL 4-doo<, diiiwiiidtic. power-

Steering, windows, & kxdts, A/C&sunroof,

AI^FM/cassette. cellular phone. Well main-

tained. $3500obo. 310-472-1382.

1986 DODGE COLT- Red. 4-door. 5-speed.

4-cylinder. 1-owr)er. 63K miles. Sell after 10-

06-98. Recommend timing belt change.

$1900 flm). 323-658-8210.

1990 FORD T-BIRD Super Coupe. Special

anniversary edition. Black on silver.

60Kmiles. fully toaded, mint condition.

$7250. 31 0-206-1 720day8. 310-473-1 484e-

venings.

1990 MAZDA MIATA. Red convertible.

AM/FM Cassette. Low mileage. Low main-

tenance. $4450obo. Must sell! 618-494-

2077.

86 Ma2da626. Light-blue 2dr. automatic,

new tires arKJ t>altery. front bun^per damage
but oins great. Only $1400. Yaolong Tan
310-206-1022.

94 PONTIAC GRAND AM. Great condition.

secoTKl owner, 4-door automatk:. cruise, abs,

stereo/tape Red/grey. $4500obo. 310-206-

4385.

Autos fof Silo

SEIZED CARS FROM $175. Porches. Cadil-

lacs. Chevys, BMWs. Corvettes. Also Jeeps.

4WD's. Your area. Toll Free. 1-800-218-9000

Ext A- 1650 for current listings.

77 PORSCHE 924. $2000obo. 4-speed.

new paint. nk:e survoof, quk:k arxl very reli-

able, great student car. 310-291-4480

jrtt.{ ^C'/^'J I Vi<4 ^*^*-

GOT PARKING? Westwood all year extra

ck>s6. Gal Jennie at 310-208-1438

87* HONDA ELITE 150. First owner. 3000+
miles. $1200 OBO. 310-842-4760.

HONDA ELITE 125 Scooter. 4.000+ miles.

Runs great $550. 310-397-7559.

seoo
Rosorts/HoMs

London $382
Paris $348
Sydney $909

Sao Paulo $744
Mexico City $329

Fv«s art RT. Oo not indudc taxes.

Rcsthctiont apptyiAr* tubftct to ctunp.

B« an on cannpus intern!

EARN FREE TRAVEU
call I •MS-council for nrH>re details

Travel

WEEKLY HOTEL RATES Jolly Roger Hotel

in Marina del Rey offerir)g special student

rates. $255.36/wk. tax. maid service, conti-

nental breakfast included. Call David: 800-

822-2904.

Ihnrel Dostlmtioos

SEMESTER AROUND THE WORLD.
Travel to Greece. Sf)ain. Costa Rica, or Aus-
tralia and earn college credits. Call toll free

1-877-333-SATW(7289).

Coiiiici

i: Cooncil on Inirriul

|E4«catioiul Exchanfe

1 0904 Lindbrook Drive,

I

Los Angeles

[3I0J.208-355I

iww. counci Itravel . com

5700
IflVOI TNSKOIS

2-ROUND TRIP tickets leaving LA to Balti-

more. $200/each. Call 916-615-2846.

AQUA TRAVEL INC
WORLD WIDE LOWEST AIRFARES

MAKE YOUROWNAR CAR HOm
RESSeVAtSNAT

http-7Mww. prismoweb.conVaquatravel

24H(XJRSADAY
Lowest Domestic and

International Airfares
•'

..,;., Tour Packages —
—

—

Eurailposs

Hotel Accommodations
Car Rentals

*Asla*Africa*Australia*Europe*Soutti

Ainef1ca*lndto*CanQda*Mexkx>*Hawal*

Sp«ciQl domestic & Intwnotional Airfares Avoikibie

PitCM ore »ub)oc1 to change wrthoul notice

Avolabilttv moy be Kmned ond some rettflctlons may
apply Plus Taxes

PHONE^IO)441^680
10850 WilshKe, Suite 434, Weslwood CA 90024

CONSTELLATION
TRAVEL, INC.

ROUND TRIP FARES
Central America

Belize $418
Guatemala $397
Costa Rica $360
El Salvador $360

Mexico
Mexico City .....$260

Guadalajara $266

Soutti America
Lima $349
Caracas $485
Bolivia $682
Bogota $494

USA
New York $265
Washington $284

(213) 389-8933 Open 7 days a week

5800
1-900 NoBiiert

ASK AWESOME PSYCHICS. ..questions

about love, rTX}ney, health. 24hrs/day!!l Call

now!!! 1-900-370-3734 x2558. $3.99/min.

Must be 18years old. Serv-U 619-645-8434.

FREE SOFTWARE
AMAZING WEBSITE shows how to down-

load over 250,000 shareware programs free.

1-900-288-7888 ext-1619. $2.99/min, 18+

serv-you 619-645-8434.

GIRLS!! LIVE !! 24hrs/day!! Talk one on one.

Call Now!! 1-900-825-2100 x1294
$3.99/min. Must be18 years old. Serv-U 619-

645-8434.

5900
FInaiicialAid

LOAN SPECIALIST
CARS, HOME. PERSONAL and debt con-

solidation. Small businesses welcome. Call

toll-free: 1-877-467-4922.

STUDENT LOANS
GET YOUR Stafford Student Loan from Uni-

versity Credit Union (Lender Code 832123).

Also receive low-cost financial services. 310-

477-6628; wwwucu.org.

6000

INSURANCE WAR!
WE'LL BEAT ANYONE'S price or don't want

your business. All drivers. Newty licensed.

Student/staff/faculty discounts. Request the

"Bruin Plan." 310-777-8817 or 818-222-

5595.

PARS1 INSURANCE SERVICES. Low rate

auto insurarKe. $50 student discount to-

wards down payment. We can come to you.

818-784-1771.

/lllslatef
YbuVe in good hands.

Insurance Corrjpany
(310)312-0204

1281 VA/©stv\/oocl Blvd.
C2 t>lks. So of WHsnire)

SPORTS FANS MAKE $
<www.UofSpons.com> Live sports chat,

scores, lines, odds. Virlual Vegas. Fastest

payout on the web.

VERTISEADVERTBEADVERTISE

Displa"

2O6-3060

Daily Bruin Classified

Deloitte & Touche

What: Information Session
t 4.-

Enterprise Risk Services (ERS)

Management Solutions fii Services (MSS)

Consulting Group (CG)

October 22, 1 998

Where: Tom Bradley Room

We'd like to share with you
what makes our Firm vo¥\A.qiuy

Wednesday. Octobe![21J998 29

<^

Itaillfi SerylcM

ACNE SCARS?
OR CHICKENPOX scars? Patented laser-

assisted method. Proven success, retKJild

your own collagen. Call for details 310-385-

0590.

igggBAM^

BANKRUPTCY
GET OUT OF DEBT NOW! Free Consulta-

tion. Experienced attorneys, reasonable

fees. Law Offices of White and Associates

(Cheryle M. WNte, UCLAW. -86") 800-420-

9998 or 310-207-2089. 12301 Wilshlre

Bl.Ste 550. WLA

GREEN CARDS NOW!
FILE YOUR GREEN CARD LOTTERY.
Starting 10-1-98 through 10-26-98. Call at-

torney Doreen0213-251-9588.

BEST MOVERS. Licensed, insured. Lowest
rates. Fast, courteou»4carafui. Many stud-

ents moved for $98. UC.-T-163844. NO JOB
TOO SMAai 1-800-2-GO-BEST

HONEST MAN W/14ft truck and doOiet. .

small )obs, short notice ok. Student discount.

Ask about 10% discount 310-285-0688. Go
Bruirwl

JERRrS MOVINQ&DEUVERY. The careful

movers. Experienced, reliabie. tame-day de-

Hvery. Packing. t>oxM avaNaMe. Also. pk:k-

up donatkxw for American Carx^er Society.

JerTy«310-301-5657.

vS^Aiiii^iJx

Classifieds

825-2221

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedk^ated pro-

fesstonai. At your home or WLA studk>. 1st-

lesson tree. No drum set necessary.

Nei:213-654-6226.

Display
206-3060
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1300 1300 1300 1300 1300
RsuultiiMiit

Choose A GREAT Future!!

Business

3 II Jobs
The Requirements:

• 3.45 GPAfor non-engineers

• 2.95 GPA for engineers

• US Citizenship

The Program:

/ 3-year oianagement training pro-

granfi as a civilian with the US

Navy in 6 career fields

• Engineering

• Logistics

• Contracting

• Computers/Communication

• Business/Cost Estimating

• Manufacturing/Quality Assurance

• Jobs are located throughout the

TJ?

Engineering

Liberal Arts

The Benefits:

^ Full tuition for graduate degree

•^ Fast-track career development

program

• Low cost life insurance

• Retirement plan with employer

matched funds and tax deferred

savings

• 23-days vacation

To apply or for information call - Code UCI-A 10/8: 717.605.3980

www.navyintern.cms.navy.mil

Email: navyintern@fmso.navy.mil

Visit Our Booth During The Job Fair

6700
Miisio Uhmknis

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years exp. all

levels and styles. Patient and organized.

Guitars available. Sam 310-826-9117.

GUITAR LESSONS by professional near

UCLA. All levels, guitars avail. Call Jean at

310-476-4154. www.JWGS.com

SfDOody
Reporti: $6.00 per page. Over 90,000 topics.
Materials ror rcscarcn as»Utanrc use only!

6S4e Hollywood Blvo Znd floor,
RM 209 LA.. CA 90028

Hours: Mon-Fri 10 30am -6pm
CmtUtm Sanirdayt. Ilpin-4pfn VIsa/MC/
Rcacarch r-.n-r^^i Amn/

Fax
CaU Today!

l-SOO-356-mt

MBA, LAW, MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS!
FRUSTRATED DEVELOPING your critical

personal 8tatenf>ents7 Get professional help

from well-known author/consultant 310-826-

4445.

www.winningpersonstatement.com

A FREE SESSION
PSYCHOTHERAPY/COUNSELING for de-

pression, anxttty. obsessions, post-traumat-

ic stress, etc. Couples/Individuals. Student
rates. Crime victims may be eiigibie tor free

treatment. CaH Liz Gould
(MFC«32388) 0310-578-5957 to schedule
your free consultation.

PRIZE-WINNING
ESSAYIST AND FORI^^IER PROFESSOR
wAwo Ph.Ds can help you produce winr)ir)g

prose. Theses, papers, personal statements.

David <daveditOpacbell.net> 805-646-

4455.

RELATIONSHIP SPECIALIST- Effective,

supportive, corrfidential counseling. Individu-

als and couples. Carole Chasin, M.A,

M.FC.C. 310-289-4643.

mmmm

Tiitoiiiiji Offoi'iNl

PRIVATE TUTORING
SECONDARY, PRIMARY LEVELS. All sub-

jects. Affordable rates. One on one. At your

home. Call ADMIRAL TUTORING: 310-477-

9685.

THE WRITING COACH
EXPERIENCED TEACHER. Ph D offers tu-

toring, term paper assistance, English, So-

cial Science, History. Foreign Students Wel-

come. Call: 310-452-2865.

UCLA ENGLISH ALUMNI, pro-writer, young,

superb papers guaranteed. High school and
below welcome. Jeff 213-653-2240.

WRITING TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford University

graduate. Help with English—for students of

all ages/levels. $17/hr. 310-472-8240 or

310-440-0285.

7200
typing

HATE TO TYPE? Let me do it for you.

Fast-t-accurate. Professional screen plays

excepted. $2/pg. Call-Iris 310-839-3101 or

page 310-915-2255.

WORD PROCESSING All types: research

papers, theses, resumes, fliers Editing &
proofing available. Emergencies OK. Call:

818-598-1489 or email anmlwomnOpac-
bell.net.

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-

es, dissertations, transcription, resumes, fli-

ers, brochures, mailing lists, reports. Santa

Monica, 310-828-6939. Hollywood, 213-466-

2888.

WORD PROCESSING. Typing, prooling.

editirig, rewriting, research, resumes, tutor-

ing, etc. Fax, emaH, brir>g wori( to me. Rush-

es. Student discount. 818-830-1546.

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

Al MA))Kli, These^DinerMtont.
Personal Statomenls, Piopoeals and Books.

imemattonal sludente wBioome.

SINCE 1986
SlMTon Bmt, Pti.D. (310) 470-0662

mmgmmmm^mmmmmmmmimmmmmmmimm

SOON TO BE
GRADS/GRADUATES

THE RESUME EXPERTS GUIDE can help

you get the job and salary you desire. From
the cover letter to the interview we can help.

Only $15.95 Make Check or Money Order
payable to: Knabitk: Enterprises 3230 E. Fla-

mingo Rd. Ste. #565 Las vegas. NV 89121

WINNING RESUMES. 1 -hour sen^k:e. Our
clients get results. Open 7 days. Visa and
Mastercard accepted. 310-287-2785.

EAGLE EYED EDITOR
PROOFREADS THESES, publteattona; tu-

tors English, study skills: trains time man-
agemenL stress reductton. Nadia Lawrence
PhD 310-303-1951.

GREEN CARD LOTTERY 50.000 Visas
awarded by US GOV. $35 for attorney pre-

pared appUcatton. John Manley, Esq. 12304
Santa Monk:a Blvd. #300 LA, CA 90025.
310-820-7553. DeadHne to apply:10/28

OUTREACH COUNSELING SERVICES.
Fee based on ability to pay. InsuranceAMed-
icare accepted. Encino: 818-819-6145,
L.A..21 3-850-0204.

MATH/PHYSICS/STATfSTICS/English/He-
brew. Computerized ttatistk^al analysis avail-

able.Tutorir)g service. Free consultation.

Reasoruible rates, caN anytime. Ilan (800)90-

TUTOR. www.my-tutor.com

PHD'S IN PSYCHOLOGY/SPECIAL ED.
Teach academk:s, testing, note-takir)g and
study strategies. Individuals with LD, ADHD
and other diffk:ulties. 8yrs-adults. 310-315-

1901.

PRIVATE TUTORING
IN-HOME, one-on-or>e tutoring for owet sub-
jects. English, Chemistry, Math, Physk:s, Bi-

ology, Spanish, French, etc. $l5/hr. 310-
289-3292.

GERMAN TUTOR NEEDED. PfT. Hrs flexi-

ble. 310-289-1404.

LOOKING for a nk:e Italian teacher for a
happy family. OnceAwk, 2.5hrs at our house.

Please call Sabrina: 310-285-9853.

PHYSICS/PHYSKDLOGY TUTOR for 11th

grader. $20/hr in Thousand Oaks. Home:
805-493-0653. Woric 805-376-9186.

TUTOR wanted fpr 7/8yr. okl. Musk: ma)or-

piarx) and vk>lin. Homewori( help. M-Th, 2-

3hrs/day afternoons. 310-395-6198
evening. 310-253-0066 day.

TUTOR WANTED for high-school juntor.

General tutorirtg with emphasis on his-

tory/english. $l5/hr, 4-6 hrs/week. Pacifk:

Palisades. Leave message at: 310-826-

0703.

TUTORS ABLE TO TEACH english, math,

science, and Nstory for a 11th grade home
study student. 213-939-1749.

TUTORS for high school students

Junior/senior/graduate students specializing

in English a must. Families k)cated in Arca-

dia reskJent or Palos Verdes. 2hrs-$55/one

visit. 4times/mo. 310-859-9140 Beverly Glen
Education LinkOBeveriy Hills.

TUTORS WANTED $15/hr. Santa Montea,

Brentwood, BH. Math, chemistry, physk:s,

SAT prep, spanish/lrench. Experienced, reli-

able, must have own car. 310-679-2133.

iC-v-r.-. (\^-r

$500/DAY. Nude nKXJeling-women 18-f all

types. No experience necessary. Safe, pro-

fessional envirorvnent. Refer a friend and
earn $501 310-358-3865.

BILLION DOLLAR INDUSTRY seeks ag-

gressive, energetk:, and seriously money
motivated individuals that want to earn mon-
ey nowl! 818-894-8892 Lead:JB

DRIVE YOUR DRF7VM FOR FREE. Any
make, nx>del, or price. No down payment.
No security deposit. Great irtcome potential.

888-891-8890

Men-Women ages 18-24 for nude modeling
for nuigazines and f\ne art. Call 310-289-

8941 days for informatton.

7700
GMM Care Vfanled

$8/HR + FOOD
GREAT KIDS NEED BABYSITTER P/T. 3 af-

temoons/week. Intelligent, eriergetic, female
preferred. Sherman Oaks. Homework
help+play. 818-981-1241.

BABYSITTER NEEDED
for a great 7.5 year okl boy. Male or female
who k}ves sports. Must be reliable. Flexible

hours-mostly in the evenings. Westwood.
CaU Barbara or Tom after 6pm at 310-474-

0060.

FRENCH SPEAKING ASST needed. Tutor
8yr. old. admin, asst.. light housekeeping,
must drive, organized, responsible Approx.
25hrs/week. $10/hr. WLA 310-476-0061

LIVE-IN NANNIES. Need two for school-

aged chlWren. M-F and/or weekends. Ex-
perience and references necessary, salaries

open. Must drive. CaN 8am-6pm:31 0-453-
2899.

LOOKING for a German-speaking babysit-
ter(fluent). She must drive, be available

evenings 3lime/wk. $lO/hr. Please contact
Sabrina: 310-285-9853.

LOVING BABYSITTER NEEDED- Play with

cheerful 4-yr-okJ daughter for single dad.
Must have car. CaM Chuck 310-203-1592.

M/F DRIVER/BABYSITTER WANTED- in

Santa Monica for 2kids (7-»^9) 1or2
days/week. Mostly aftemoons&some eve-
nigs hours. Can accomodate your class
schedule. Includes running errands. Must
have own car. $11/hr4gas. References re-

quired.HeatherO310-458-9244 or fax:310-

394-2984

OPPORTUNITY^^
KNOCKS

HERE'S YOUR CHANCE to join one of the

largest telecommunk:atk)ns 9o. Make money
without tosing your personal freedom. 800-

636-6773 exL 7930.

Classifieds

825-2221

MOM'S HELPER
M-F 2:30-7:30 for great 13 y/o boy in busy 2
career househokl. Supen^ise hw, cook din-

ner, light housekeeping. Clean car/li-

cense-i^reat references a must. $9.50^
w/mllage+meals. 310-281-5333.

MOTHERS HELPER. 3-7pm M-F 11-yr-okJ

boy. Male/Female. Need own car. Santa Mo-
nk:a area. Great people. 31 0-550-4 183day,
310-828-3956evening.

Responsibie.energetk: person to care for

bright 8yr. oW toy. 3p.m.-9p.m. 2-3 days/wk.
Flexible. $10/hr. Must have car and referenc-

es. (3?3)874-2705.

SPECIAL CHILD CARE for 11-yr-oW autistic

giri in Tarzana. Wed 3:30-6:30, Sunday
10:30-3:30. Must have car. $8/hr. Call Judy
818-343-4150.

Display
206-3060
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7700
ChNCareVteitatf

TUTOR/DRIVER for 12y/o giri. Hrs vary

Pickup Weslside school w/own car between
3-5PM ends approximately 7 30PM. Help
with homework/light errands/assist easy din-

ner. Wages negotiable Deborah 310-312-

3138.

WESTSIDE FAMILY seeks p/t nanny Experi-

ence necessary. Hours flexible Call 310-
230-0826.

fll>VC
IN CLASS

'cVJf--P=J

DISPLAY

206- 3060

A PERFECT STUDENT JOB

Do you need a job in the
afternoons during school (M-F)?
All day Saturday, too! Full time
during Quarter Breaks and
Summer Vacations? Work

expenence not necessary. Apply
today at

Westwood Sporting Goods.
1065 Gayley Ave,
Westwood Village,

310-208-6215.

7800
Help Wanted

ASSISTANT for business office. For more
details please call 310-278-2750 or fax re-

sume 310-278-0038

ADMINISTnATOR/PROJF'^T . .SSISTANT

(inte"^s^ip possibility). Computer literate,

I Bf I -Windows/Internet plus. Senior/graduate

w/stiong writing/oral communication No
dress code/receplion duties. $7-$9.

17hrs/wk Serious inquiries Fax:310-395-

0509.

$1000'S
POSSIBLE TYPING

P/T At home Toll free (1) 800-218-9000. Ext

T- 1650 for listings.

$1000'S WEEKLY!!
STUFF ENVELOPES at home for $2 00
each plus bonuses F/T, PfT. Make $800+
weekly, guaranteed! Free supplies. For de-

tails, send one stamp to; N-33. 12021
Wilshire Blvd.. Suite 552. Los Angeles, CA
90025.

ASSISTANT NEEDED FOR Real Estate in-

vestment company P/T. casual dress, must
have car and insurance $9/hr. Fax resume
to 310-479-2402.

ASSISTANT TO DIRECTOR OF OPERA-
TIONS Assistant needed for various hours.
Friday-Sunday to assist in Motion Picture re-

search office Computer&telephone skills a
must Must have a flexible schedule. Please
fax resume to Dawn© 3 10-840-5809.

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED. Earn
$150-$250/night. Work P/T while going to

School Day/eve classes. i-2week classes.
800-974-7974. International Bartender's
school HUNDREDS OF JOBS!

CAMPUS JOB OPPORTUNITY. $7.25/hr.

approx 15-20 hrs/wk. M-F pref. 12-4. Re-
quires excellent receptionist skills, general
office and computer skills. Fax resume to:

310-794-9565 Attn. Ingrid

CASTING

DYNAMIC. PRESENTABLE, ENERGETIC
marketing needed for sports medicine prac-

tice. Office work, billing, patient interaction.

Fax Resume 310-335-1543 or call 310-640-
3771.

ENERGETIC OFFICE CLERK needed . Exp
book keeper. Good English Approx.

15hrs/week. Flexible hours. West Hollyvvood.

Day 1-213-650-1789 eve/weekends 390-

393-1582

F/T TELEMARKETING/Assistant Broker.

Westwood Brokerage Firm seeks telemar-

keter/asst. to broker. Will train and sponsor
the right person to become commodities bro-

ker. Contact Rick©310-475-9977.

FEMALE HAIR MODELS
(ALL NATIONALITIES) our models have

worked for Sebastian, Aveda, Paul Mitchell,

Redken. Toni&Guy. Beginner's ok! Most

ages ok! All heights ok! Great pay! Call "free-

now! otto (24-hours) 1-800-959-9301.

FILI^ CREW/EXTRAS. 30-minute. 35mrr.

short feature film Great food. Great experi-

ence. No pay Please send resume and pic-

tures: 2 Stumps Up Productions. 752 N. Sy-

camore Ave. LA, 90038. Production

dates: 11/27- 12/2.

FOREIGN STUDENTS needed for occasion-

al translatiorVtranscription from your native

language to English for TV production com-
pany Fax letter of interest to Helen at 818-

763-2485.

GENERAL OFFICE HELP- p/t Filing and
good phone skills. Computer skills helpful

Near UCLA. Excellent learning opportunity.

Flexible hours. 310-581-2400.

GIRLS wanted at exclusive social club in

WLA. Conversation oHtyTiJo alcohol. Flexi-

ble hours. Earn top $$$. 310-477-9871.

Student Union
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culars No experience req. Free information

packet. Call 202-466-1639 ,

$20/HOUR+TIPS
FEMALE NUDE FIGURE MODELS needed.
Professional studio. Absolutely no sex.

drugs, alcohol, smoking, or touching. Work
your own hours Must have a great body and
a pretty face. Asian models especially need-

ed. Marina Studios. Downtown LA: 323-222-

8044

$20/HR PT/FT
PROCESSING MAIL! Free supplies.

postage! Bonuses! ' Rush SASE to

CMAAJCLA Po Box 567443. Atlanta GA.
31156
signup@ info.infomachine.com

$7.25/hr and up!
DO YOU have initiative? Become a UCLA
Community Service Officer and explore law

and public relations. Great Pay Flexible

hours. Student-oriented. Web:
wwwucpd.ucla.edu/ucpd/cso. Email:

cso©ucpd.ucla.edu. Phone: 310-825-2148.

ACCOUNTING DEPT assistant. P/T entry

level position. M-F 2-6. Basic computer
knowledge, car with insurance, good oral

and written communication skills required.

$9/hr. 310-276-9166.

' UCLA Annual Fund
$8* 1 8/NR. PLUS BONUS

PAID TRAIMNO^CONVEMENT 8CHEDUUNG

Contact E!«naVasque7

310-794-1)277
1083 Gayky Av«nu«. 4lh floor, Westwood

^M9 ttt »bl« to oWf wofl< study

ACCURATE WORDPROCESSOR and
bookkeeper MS Office. Ouieken. and billir>g

experience praferred. Will train. 10-15 hours

flexible. Dr. Frank 310-442-2040

AD COPY. Producer needs student screen-

writer to turn rough idea into screenplay lor

urban film. 561-362-5291

ADMINISTRATIVE ASST./OFFICE ASSIST

-

Internship in Down town LA Start ASAP. $8-

10/hr depending on experience Need smart,

sell motivated, detail orientated indivklual.

Req's= advanced computer skills, ms office,

internet. Some research and phones in-

volved. Fax resume 21 3-61 7-2325 Attn:HR

ADVERTISING/SALES on an internet web-
site. Will train to sell on L^cities.com $25/hr

Commission is easy p/t or f/t 310-444-1840.

cleelOhotmail.com

AMBITIOUS INDIVIDUALS WANTED for fi-

narKial planner trainee positions. Will train.

No experience necessary. All majors wel-

come. Call Gerald O 323-981-1888.

ANNOUNCERS, no experience necessary.

Host musk:Aatk-shows for our radio statkKis.

P/T. $10-1 5/hr, $200+per/show. plus fantas-

tk: benefits. 213-468-0060 24-hours.

ARE YOU FUN, BRIGHT
AND RELIABLE?

BABYSITTER/PERSONAL ASST. Require-

ments: chiM devetopment background/chMd-

care experience. Car, good driving

record& references. $10/hr, 4 ifter-

noons/evenhgs/wk 310-264-4217.

cials. and music videos. Earn up to $240 per
day! No experience needed Wortt guar-

anteed! Call today 213-851-6103.

CENTRAL CAMPUS
CENTRAL CAMPUS JOBS Part-time jobs
available ©the Food Service Warehouse.
We work w/your class schedule. Half-off

meals&discounts ©campus stores. Super-
visory opportunities available. 310-206-
0885.

CENTRAL CAMPUS
CENTRAL CAMPUS JOBS Part-time jobs

available@the Cooperage We work w/your
class schedule Supen/isory opportunities.

Half-off meals. 310-206-0740.

CITY OF BEVERLY Hills parking attendants

needed. Weekends only/$8 76/hr. Morning
and Evening shifts available Dept. of Trans-

portation. 455 N. Rexford Dr.. Room 130. Ap-
ply in person. 310-285-2552.

CLERICAUCUSTOMER SERVICE. Full-

time permanent. M-F. Good phone and Eng-

lish skills, type 50WPM. detail-oriented, reli-

able. WLA. $8-$8 50/hr, 310-826-3759.

CLERICAUSALES. P/T or F/T. excellent op-

portunity Love of jewelry. Call between 12-

6pm. Shane's Jewelry. We have 2 openings
immediately 310-208-8404

COACHES NEEDED; J H soccer and H S
Softball SFV private school Experience pre-

ferred Hours&salary negotiable. Please

call: 818-505-5384.

COMPUTER/TELECOM
CUSTOMER SERVICE REP Fast growing

internet co located in Westwood seeking

PT/FT customer service reps w/excellenl

Windows95/PC skills to work midnight-

8 30AM, 5AM-8AM, 4PM-11PM. Fluency in

German&French a plus. Fax resume J. Ash-

craft 310-507-0292.

CSO OFFICE ASST
Apply now for an office assistant position at

the CSO Programs*Westwood Village Sub-

station Starting rate $7 25/hr. UCLA stud

ents w/at least one yr remaining. Public rela-

tions&basic clerical duties For details call

310-825-9800.

CUSTOMER SERVICE
ACKERMAN REP (FT) ©University Credit

Union. Apply© 1500 S. Sepulveda Blvd.. LA.

90025 or fax resume:310-477-2566 or web
at hltp;//www.ucu.org

CUSTOMER SERVICE. Espresso Roma
seeks,energetic deperxlable. willing to work

in fast-paced coffee house in Anderson Busi-

ness School. Flexible hours. Apply in person.

Lani.

DENTAL OFFICE needs offrce help. P/T-F/T.

Hours flexible. Experierwe preferred. 310-
451-5404.

DRIVER needed in Westwood fkmer shop.
M-F 2pm-9pm. Call 310-208-4000.

DRIVER to pk:k up 14-year okJ from Beverly
HHIs High, bring to home in Sherman Oaks
or to after-school activities. Female pre-

ferred. SlOi^r. Robin0818-783-2268.

assistance developing promo-kit for CD re-

lease. Win95 knowledge. Brentwood. Re-
sume/lette to RockyShare©mindspring.com,
or call 310-442-0396

GREAT WORKPLACE!
TELEMARKETING for international educa-
tion agency Nice clients, great-workplace in

SM. Hourty+commission. Sales experi-

ence&knowledge of foreign language import-

ant 310-395-9393

HOLIDAY $$$
FOR Swan's Holiday Store, Westside Pavi-

lion October-Jan. Flexible hours. Must be
friendly w/good customer service skills. 310-
234-0123.

HOME TYPISTS
PC USERS NEEDED. $45,000 income po-

tential. Call: 1-800-513-4343 Ext.B-10105

HOSTESS WANTED. Posto Restaurant in

Sherman Oaks. Tuesday-Saturday a must.

4-10pm. $6.50/hr+tips. 818-784-4400. Con
tact Santo between 2-3:30pm.

LOOKING for energetic, motivated, friendly

people to answer ptx)nes,greet customers.
Computer experience helpful. Starting pay
$8/hr. 310-395-7368.

MALE MODELS
Printwork. UB urxJer 25. Lean, any race,

leave name, number&physical stat?. Free
interview. Beginners welcome. 213-960-

1066 24hrs.

MARKETING ASSISTANT/COORDINATOR
for a mortgage company located in. Santa

Monica at the Water Garden. Must be com-
puter literate, aggressive, &professional

Salary open. F/T. health insurance available.

310-829-4645.

MEDICAL RECEPTIONIST- p/t afternoon lor

S M. GYN. Some filing, typing, and phone
experience desired. Startino salary $7+/hr.

310-828-4433. /

MODELS WANTED by professional photo-

studio for upcoming assignment Male/Fe-

male Pro/NonPro. Fashion/Commer-
cial/Theatrical Call for appointment 818-

986-7933.

MOVIE EXTRA WORK
* Revolutionary new program* Start immedi-

ately' All types-18+!' Fun/Easy' No crazy

fees* Program for free medical* Call-24/hrs

213-850-4417.

NICOTINE CHEMISTS
needed PT for theoretk;al/practk:al studies.

Please call Edward Vandegritt at 310-820-

3937.

NORTH CAMPUS
NORTH CAMPUS JOBS. Part-time jobs

available© the North Campus Student Cen-

ter. We work w/your class schedule. Super-

visory opportunities. Half-off meals. 310-206-

0720.

NOW HIRING!
PT SWIM INSTRUCTORS. LIFEGUARDS.
ChiMcare Staff. Contact ShayntOCulver-

Palms YMCA or can 310-390-3004 x107
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RCTTOSS
1 Not barefoot

5 Lhasa —
9 Actress West
12 Bell tower
13 Conceited
14 Poor-box

donations
16 Widespread

destruction

17 Plane
mechanism

19 Before, in verse
20 Stirs up
22 Delight

23 Cut down (trees)

24 Shun
25 Paddled
28 Ravioli, e.g.

30 Audibly

31 Plateau
32 Frost

36 Char
37 African people
38 Reddish-brown

horse
39 Repeat
40 — St. Vincent

l^illay

41 Likewise
42 Brooklyn's
— Island

44 Warm-up gear
45 Unemotional
48 Just

49 Baseball great

Hank —
50 Ohio city

52 Table part

55 W.C. Fields film

"My Little
—

"

57 Hum
59 Oddball
60 Makes into

leather

61 Go away
62 Naval off

63 Ancient
story

64 Vortex

^ass;:
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DOWN
1 Mast
2 Honey factory

3 Gold, in

Guadalajara
4 Commanded
5 Be of use
6 Singer
McCartney

7 Uses a chair

8 Singer Yoko —
9 Postal

employee
10 Muslim

deity

11 Overact
12 "—Stoops to

Conquer"
15 Slow-cooking

dish
18 Nuisance
21 Ancient
23 Garden flowers

24 Isaac's son
25 Lawyer's job

26 Actor Guinness
27 Dictionary's

Webster

28 Copper coin

29 Cinema canine
31 Fabricated
33 A little bit

34 "Melrose Place"
role

35 Baseballer
Slaughter

37 Curve
41 Shrink
43 Farm sound
44 — Paulo. Brazil

45 Bag
46 Nevada lake

47 Hunter
constellation

48 Original

50 "An apple

51 Superman's
alias

52 Cargo
53 Turn green?
54 "GollyT
56 Money

dispenser, for
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three,
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OFFICE. CLERICAL. SECRETARIAL ¥W)rk.

Need to be b4Nr>gual in Er^ish and Arabic.

F/T and P/T more than 1 -person 310-575-

1991

OPTOMETRIC ASSISTANT Assisting w/pa-

tieni eye care. Utihtizing diagnostic instru-

mentation. Dispensing glasses&contact

lenses Excellent communication skiils.&in-

dependently motivated Call 213-653-2020

OUTGOING TELEMARKETERS for Match-

making Company Fun job, evening rwurs

We set appointments for singles to visit Call

Adam© 310-777-6900.

P/T OFFICE ASSISTANT wanted by family-

run real estate managenr>ent company. Must

be extremely organized, computer liter-

ate&reliable. Great workir>g environ-

ment/flexible hours. $8/hour. 213-850-5726

P/T PROOFREADER
WLA intellectual property law firm seeking

pan-time technical proofreader. 15-20

hrs/wk. $10/hr Please call 310-207-5556.

Ext. 763 or fax resume to 310-207-3915

EOE M/F/D/V

PART-TIME DRIVER WANTED for catenng

company: 8 00am -1:00pm Food service

experience helpful but not necessary

(310)253-9960

PERSONAL AIDE energetic and responsible

person needed to ass't cereal palsy teenag-

er with activities and personal care in Santa

Monica. Fun-lovir>g, intelligent. arnJ severely

disabled, he is non-verbal. Training provided.

$8/hr. 8-10hrs weekends 310-393-8182

PERSONAL ASSIST to professor Must

have car and insurance. Dependable, able to

commit to 1-year. Cooiputer literate. Spanish

speaking helpful. 104hrs/wfc, 3-5 afternoons

M F 3 30 ? £3egin ASAP Call 213-951-7050.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT for music industry

BilirKjual in English/Japanese preferred, or-

ganizational skills, computer literate. P/T, F/T

$400/wk. Hours flexible 310-301-4009.

MODELS NEEDED NOW
No experience requirert

C;iUloq Printwork. Magazines. Movies.

Video & TV Commercials

Men and Women of all Aqes
free Consultation

CALL NOW! 310-659-7000

ACNE PROBLEMS?
Men and wonien with acne needed to try

revolutionary new acne product and

appear in special TV show. Will receive

free product and reimtxirsement.

Call Cristina @ (310) 444-6300

SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNSELOR. Even-

irigs, soa>e days. Part-time 2-years experi-

ence Spanish/English fluency. $10-25/hr.

Contact Marilyn 310-479-8353

TELEMARKETERS AND SALESPEOPLE
wanted Business communications company

provides networkir>g, phone systems* Nep-

tel service Fast-paced and professional en-

vironment Flexible hours 9-5 M-F. Salary

and conrwnission. Jeanette 0310-391-7199

TRAINER to dnil free style wrestling tech-

niques. Also need intern for worV on urban

planning project. 310-456 8857

PHOTO LAB p/t assist photo printer or com-
puter imaging. Beverly Hills 310-274-3445

Sprino Bresk 'OO

Needs..
Friendly Happy Ptople
For P/T (FUxibU)- fmU Timo

Positions io:
Good Will Ambotsodors

Coupon Ploterv

Delivery • Cashiers

Sondwuh Makers

Apply In Person
951 W«stwood Blvd.

TRANSLATION COMPANY in Santa Monica

seeks ollico help {FfJ) Detail minded, ver-

satile, organi/ed. w/excellonl language skills

(English and one other maio f Uinyu-Kjo). and

CKtenstve r^U cxpemac~7TD 360 77C

ApjubiMiiU iof Rant

$675 ELEGANTLY
REMODELED 2bdrm, oak floors, tiled kitch-

en, garage, great Van Nuys location Minutes

to Shern^n Oaks shopping. Near library,

buses, freeways 9 mi UCLA 818-399-

9610

1-BDRM $650
NEAR SHERMAN OAKS GALLERIA Huge
apt Ideal for roommates Garden courtyard,

pool. A/C. phone entry Minutes to campus
818997-7312.

1 BLOCK TO CAMPUS. 2-bdrm, hardwood.

SIP'iO Walk to village and campus. 10966
aotiting AvB. Naarty^ romodctoJ. 3l0.2ca.

—

4253 310-824-2595

kMU

21

Take "2
Now Mlrtni Reps!
IHotTrtDtoiL.
•liy 15 S«las 19

1-MM26-7710

PROGRAMMER
URGENTLY NEEDED. Contract basis or full

or permanent Prf at fast growing web ht t-

ir>g, company in Gardena/Torranee area.

Should have infornr>al experience in Visual

B.isic&CGI programming/ Send resume to

310 354-2626 or email to mcOahnet net

PUBLISHING INTERN Responsible, oner
gclte w/compuler skills. Knowlodgo of Pago
Maker 6 0. Fast growing motion picluro/tel-

evision directories $7/hr. Hours negotiable

Susan Moore Canoco Publishing 310 471-

2287.

RECEPTIOr^lST Excellent communication

skills. computer/Excel, multitask oriented

Great bonuses P/T MP $8 9/hr 310 815-

4755

RESEARCH ASSISTANT-$12 15/HR Flexi

ble fx>urs Must be proficient with library/on-

tne research High-GPA Business back-

grourxl preferred but not required Fax re-

surrw/transcript: 310-571-0247.

RESEARCHERS
NO SALES! Interview consun>ers about pro-

duct ideas and new ads FlexiWe pari or F/T

hours Excellent income up to $15/hr-com-

mission proof available. New office in West-

side Pavilion. 310-234-0169.

SALES&CLERICAL. P/T or F/T. excellent

opportunity. Love of jewelry Call between

12-6pm. Shane's Jewelry 310-208-8404.

SECRETARIAL X)B. 10-12 hrs/week/flexible

hours. Customer Service oriented with edit-

ing and computer skills 310-859-9572. Mike

Or Man info Ocannonlradir>g com

STAFF ASSISTANT/receptlon. SM. $10/hr

Bright, selfstader. hardworking energetic in-

dividual needed for busy real estate/mddia

office. Work with other Bmins 20-30/hrs-

weok. Good phor>e/orgaru2alional/computer

skills. Fax: 310-576-6643 Marial-

alosOaol.com

START TODAY
Natkxial Marketing Co needs people ASAP
lor data entry. $10/hr to start. FT/PT wee-

hoTKls. very flexiblo. Culver City location.

Fax resume to 310-396-3550

STUDENT JOBS
AVAILABLE AT UNIVERSITY Research Li-

brary. Dutios inaxidB sheh^ ar>d other

stacks maintanartce duties. l2-l9hr/wkf

^.75/hr to start Apply at YRL Personnel

Rm#ll6l7 or call Anttcjone Kutay. 310-825-

1064.

Student wantod to tutor high school student

m Biology and AloetKa2. Contact 310-469-

4211.

VOLUNTEER USHERS
FOR GEFFEN PLAYHOUSE production of

"The Cripple of Inishmaan" Starts Oct 20

Sign upA see it for free 310 200 6500
exi 115

WAITERS WANTED Well established

S/echwan restaurant located in WLA seek

irK) to fill following F/T and P/T positions:

waiters/wailress. lake out order packers

wauled Full time/part time for lurK:h arnj din

ner shills Must be able to rcad/wrile

Chinese/English Exp preferred Also k)ok-

ing for drivers, 310 266-1183

WERE SEEKING INDIVIDUALS to provide

support to the dcvelopmentally disabled Call

DwKjht Islanbulian at 818-361-6400 ext 129.

WRITER Chiklren's book author needs de-

vek)pmer»l assistant/aspiring writer lor new
protect Research reqd Win95. Brentwood

Resume/letter to RockyShare© mind-

spring com. call 310 442-0396

2014 S Benily Ave. Must See' Huge single

apartment, 1-rm, a/c, kitchen and bath.

$550/mo 2 miles from UCLA. 310-479-

3651

APT NEAR CAMPUS
WESTWOOD Spacious bachelor Close to

UCLA 310 444-1478. Ask lor Fred.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ 2-BEDROOM $950-

$1195 LARGE UPPER/LOWER UNU-
SUAL CHARM. SOME W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS
"310 839-6294

BRENTWOOD $500/nx), unfurnished, share

2 bd. 2 bath deluxe apt 310-550-1228

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT- Bright spacious

upper 2bdrrTV2t)ath. Parkir>g. Fireplace, bal-

cony $1179/mo Call 310-473-8057

BRENTWOOD Single apt near Brentwood
Village, utilities paid $600 Westside Rental

Connection. 310-395-1284 Low Agent Fee
www westsklerentals. com

EXCELLENT INTERNSHIP OPP for web
page designer at Makai Events in Manhattan

Beach Experience, rc'erences &Conlacls!

CaNAmy d 310-546 9585

INTERNS WANTED: FT/PT positions avail-

able for students at prestigious entertain-

ment PR firm. Must be enthusiastic&detail-

nriented Offers college credit, harxls-on ex-

perierKe&luture iilni&ieiovision career con-

tacts. Contact AmaiKla at 310-550-7776.

PAID INTERN Copywriter/editor Eng-

lish/Journalism majoi to assist w/adicles.

press releases and more for Corporate PR
Firm Potential t,mp!oynr>ent after graduation

213-381-3663, .\*ile3 J McNeil or email

nf>cneilmOdmjhvcom

PAID INTERN. Corporate PR Firm looking

for Intern. Hard-working, strong writer. Flexi-

ble schedule. Potential employment after

graduation. 213-381-3663. Miles J. McNeil

or email rTx:neilmOdmjm.com

PAID INTERNSHIP
WESTWOOD LAW FIRM- Flexible hours

Leamak>t. $7.50^. Good typing skills, com-

puter literate, excel experier)ce preferred

Call 310-475-0481. Resumes preferred:

310-446-9962.

UCLA INTERN needed for reat-estate/bilt-

t)oard start-up. Great opportunity with tre-

mendous upskJe. Pakl after 3rTX>r>th8-com-

pany may go pMtc. Call Mr. Netty (213)-

489-7165.

ART GALLERY INTERN
2 BLKS FROM CAMPUS. Seeks volunteer

mtems. Flexible PT posittons. Call Tim 310-

208-1806, 10-6

* PALMS *
2BD. 2BA,

TOWNHOMES, FIREPLACE.

GATED GARAGE,

ALARM

• 3614 PARIS DR. $1145
(310)837-0906

2BD, 2BA

* MAR VISTA *
2BD. 2BA..

TOWNHOMES.
GATED GARAGE.

ALARM. FIREPLACE

• 11931 Avon Way $1025

• 12714 Mitchell Ave. $1075

4BD.4BA.. 3 STORIES
• 3954 Beethoven St $1895

(310)391-1076
. Open House Mon. - Sat, 10 - 5 •

JI300

HEALTHY FEMALE VOLUNTEERS (17-

35yrs.) wanted for a study involving small

anrKHjnts of radtoactivity at UCLA. $25/hr.

CaN 310-825-1118 or 310-825-2871.

INTERNATIONAL
STUDENTS

SANTA MONICA
SUBLETS

NORTH OF WILSHIRE. Near beach. Ibdrm

$733. 2t)dmV2bath $922 and $992. WiH sub-

let 2-12 months to students with non-renew-

able visas and exit expiratk)n date of less

thanlyr. 818-761-1168.

LOOKING for a place to live in the Westskle?

CaU Westskle Rental Connectton 310-395-

1284 Low Agent Fee. www.westskleren-

tal8.com

Classifieds

825-2221

MARVISTA large 2bdrm/1.5ba. townhome.

fully remodeled like new Security gate, close

to Dreamworks and Sony. $1050-1075.

(310)915-1993. ^^^
NEED A PLACE to live in Hollywood? Los

Feliz, Silver Lake Call 323-634-7368.

www.westsiderentals com

PALMS- 2bd/2ba w/loft- $975/mo. Gated

parking, fireplace, A/C, balcony In newer 9

unit building George: 310-915-7625.

PALMS. Big 1bdrm/lba. big kitchen. Carpet,

newly painted, stove, 2-refrigerators. Icar

parking Center courtyard $650. Also: small,

furnished 1bdrm/1ba $600. 310-558-1782

or 310-839-8105.

PALMS. Single apt from $495. 1-bdrm, $595.

Stove. $600deposit for single and
$900deposit for 1-txJrm. 1-year lease. 310-

837-1502 leave message

SANTA MONICA U1 Guest House, North of

Wilshire. yards, utilities paid. $650 Westside

Rental Connection. 310-395-1284. Low
Agent Fee. www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA 1 + 1 Hardwood floors, laun-

dry, private, deck, lots of trees. $1050. West-

side Rental Connection. 310-395-1284. Low
Agent Fee. www.westsiderentais.com

SANTA MONICA Bachelor apt North of

Wilshire, controlled access. $575. Westskle

Rental Connection 310-395-1284. Low
Agent Fee www weslsiderentals.

SANTA MONICA Single apt. hardwood
floors, private entrance, furnished. $1100

Westside Rental Connectton. 310-395-1284.

Low Agent Fee. www westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA Single apt pool, fitness

center, secure $903 Westside Rental Con-

nection 310-395-1284. Low Agent Fee.

www weslsiderentals com

SILVERLAKE. House w/o pet Large place.

$1400 323-634-7368 Low Agent Fee.

www.westsklerentals.com

VAN NUYS OW Hollywood-style apt Large

3-bdrm/2-bath. Spacious kitchen. Looks out

onto courtyard. $825/mo. Call Gk}ria 818-

995-0562^

—

^
VENICE U1 Apt. dog ok, hardwood fksors,

yard $900. Westskle Rental Connection 310-

395-1284. Low Agent Fee www.westskler-

entals.com

WESTWOOD A rare find, like a home. 2-

bdrm/2-bath. $2000f'nf>o. 2-year lease. Petf

ok. Your own washer/dryer. Refrigera-

tor/stove/dishwasher/A/C. Immaculate.

Beautiful. 310-208 8007.

WESTWOOD U1 apt. A/C, fireplace, park-

ing, balcony, $845. Westside Rental

Connectkjn. 310-395-1284. Low Agent Fee.

www.westsklerentals .com

WESTWOOD 1+1.3 bkx:ks to UCLA, w/o

pet. hardwood fkx>rs. parking. $900. West-

skle Rental Connectkjn. 310-395-1284. Low
Agent Fee. www.westsklerentals.com

WESTWOOD Single apt. pool, near park,

furnished, $800. Westskle Rental Connec-

tion. 310-395-1284 Low Agent Fee.

www.westsklerentals com

WESTWOOD- Single apartment $795.

Bright, cheerful, patk), pool. Walk to UCLA.
Shopping, transportation. 1942 Pelham.310-

446-9348 or 310-207-7209.

WESTWOOD. 1 MIN from UCLA. Single

$750. Gated complex. Pool. Laundry. All util-

ities pakJ. 1 yr tease. 310-824-1830.

WLA- 2bdmfV2ba. $1275-1395 Prlnw k)ca-

tton. Bright, cheerful, patio. Walk to UCLA,
shopping, transportatkxi. 1246 S. Wellesley.

Near Wilshire. Won't last. 310-207-7209.

WLA. $825-$850. 2bdrm/1 .5ba. Dishwasher,

AC, carpet. drapes built-in. Extra targe

fencodptto 3io-670-5ii9

MAR VISTA. $535Aup/month Ask about

move in special. Attractive, furnished 1-

tMJrm. Large, pool, patk). barbecue area.

Quiot-buUdkig. 3748 Inglewood Blvd. 310-

398-8579.

- --KjoA . awW. . .mtr^MtfJo^^^jmi. 'Aw.:. .v>A4i!vMt.*«:r

8700

WESTWOOD 2 bedroom. 2 bath. a/c. fire-

place, new kitchen, 30ft balcony, 2-car park-

ing, elegant condo. walk to UCLA $190K.

310-391-2877

GiMMioiise for R

ENCINO GUESTHOUSE in large quiet yard

with pool. Lmng room, txlrm, bathroom,

kitchen. Cathedral ceilings, skylights, pet ne-

gotiable $775+utilities. 818-343-6547.

8900
HooMfof Ront

BEVERLYWOOD $2800/mo. Deluxe house.

3bd, 2bath, 4 pk. space, unfurnished. 310-

550-1228

Noim for Sate

4BD/3BA H0USE4SALE
SPACIOUS, AIRY. CONTEMPORARY, in

hills. Fully fenced and gated. Pool, large pa-

tio, easy commute, lots of extras. BHPO.
$799,000. 310-452-5454.

GOVT FORECLOSED
HOMES FROM PENNIES ON $1. Delin-

quent Tax. Repo's. REOs. Your area. Toll

free (1)800-218-9000 Ext. H-1650 for current

listings.

:«;'i'i
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Roomnictos "* PilvaUi Rooni

WLA Close to UCLA/Brentwood/shop-
ping/freeways. 2-bdrm/2-bath condo to
share Male or female. Partially furnished
Secured parking and storage. $600/month
626-293-7090.

WLA Male roommate needed. Own room in

2-bdmn/l-bath apartment. $360. Close to

school/Santa Monica bus. Call 310-820-
2316.

Room for Help

BEAUTIFUL VIEW ROOM in exchange for

light fwusework. 1 block east ol UCLA, north

end. Owner occupant. Dr. Lorraine O'Con-

nell. 310-279-1812.

CHILD CARE wanted in exchange for Guest-

house. ExperierKe. strong refererices, car

required. Flexible hours. Walk to campus.
tJCLA studante only 310-470-4393.

^

9400 .

RooBi for Ront

BEVERLYWOOD $425, in private hm, own
t>athroom, private entrance, utilitiesincluded,

cable hook-up, n/s, n/d, quiet hm. 310-839-

9802

BRENTWOOD- Room in 3txjrm apartment.

Carpet and Spanish tiles Kitchen, dining &
living room, parking. $525/mo. 310-442-

9851.

CENTURY CITY Private entrance, patio, fur-

nished, full and partial bath included. Gradu-

ate student. $435/mo. utilities included,

phone hook-up. 310-474-9854.

HANCOCK PK adjacent Private rm/bath in

house w/quiet couple. Kitchen, laurxlry rm
privileges, n/s, $450/nr)o. Utilities included.

Call 323-939-0988.

PALMS 1-bdrm in 2-bdrm apartment. Se-

cured building, parkir^g, 10 min. to UCLA.
$425/mo + deposit. Call 310-841-2390

PALMS-room in large townhouse. Lrg room
$470. Avail 11/1. Share bath+utilities. Park-

ing. Female only. 310-285-3421.

WESTSIDE VILLAGE. $315+/nf>o. 15-min-

utes south of campus. Quiet, cheerful teach-

er's home, share t>ath, male preferred, light

cooking, car necessary. 310-836-6730.

WLA. NEAR UCLA $395/rTX>. Large room,

share bath. Off-street parkir^. Quiet area,

good for UCLA student. Female preferred,

N/S. 1-800-404-6202

WLA, NEAR UCLA. $495/mo. Large room.

0.5bath. Off-street parking. Quiet area, good
for UCLA student. Ferrwle preferred, N/S. 1 -

800-404-6202

:-.'! I

Roonmuitot^Pi Ivofo Room
BEVERLY HILLS. Luxury 2-bdmV2-bath apt.

Security-building, pool, secured parking,

central air/heat, furnished. All utilities paid(in-

eludes maid-sen/ice). No pets. $700/mo.
310-556-1041.

BRENTWOOD- $605/mo+utilities. Spacious
txlrm/l)ath in security buiklir)g. Gated park-

ing, laundry, pool. Available 11-01-98 Prefer

responsible n/s female professtonal/grad

student. Yvonne©31 0-472-5701.

BROCKTON PRIVATE RM4BA (own-
er/share) walk-in ck>set. large apt., equipped
kitchen w/laundry, furnished living room,
parking $850/mo. (310)824-1344. Available

11/1/98.

HUGE APT
BRENTWOOD. l-bk)ck from village. 1-bdrm
w/private bath in 3-bdmi. Furnished. Pool.

Gated. Gym. $573/mo. DavW 310-889-0076.

ROOMMATE NEEDED. Graduate student of

physk:al ttierapy seeks 1 roommate to share
a 3 bedroom house. Immediately avail. Call

818-787-9290.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. HI-RISE condo.'
Pool, ibik to campus. Views, %500/rno. 310-
289-1404.

WESTWOOD. 1or2 roommates needed to
share bedroom in a spackxjs 2-8tory. 2-bdrm
apt. Parking, laundry. Ask for Rehana: 310-
824-7477.

Display
206-3060

Roommato^-Sliarod Room
Room is available end of October. It has
parking, furnished. $360. (310)208-1164.
Please call Claire after 7:00.

TELEMARKETING. P/T. Flexible hours in

the afternoon, irKluding Saturdays Financial

field. Female preferred. $10/hr. Please leave

a message at 310-352-2094.

WESTWOOD Need roommate to share new
Roebling apt. w/2 girls* 1 guy. $500/mo.
Please call ASAP 310-209-0760

WESTWOOD share a spacious Ibdrm with 1

girl & 1 guy. $365/mo. Q Club California,

10982 Roebling Parking/pool/gym. Call 310-

208-2105.

WESTWOOD. Share a 2-bdrm/2-bath w/3
other gals. Located at 555 Gienrock w/Iaun-

dry facilities, parking and pool. Call Cynthia

at 310-767-9216.

Itacaffon Rontals

IDYLLWILD BEAUTIFUL MTN CABIN San
Bernardino Nafl Forest. Fully equipped. Hot

tub, fireplaces. Views. Sleep 4+. $250/wee-
kend. 310-794-5515 310-391-6808

UCLA Advertising & Marketing Team
Interested in the field ofAdvertising?

Help create an extensive advertising campaign for

Toyota in the 1999 National Student Advertising

Confipetition.

Be part of UCLA's distinguished undergraduate
Advertising & Mnrketing Club

Win a free trip to Washington DC to compete in

NSAC1999.

1998 District

14/15 Champions,
6th Place

Nationals

Orientation Meeting Wednesday Oct. 21, 1998
7 pm Anderson School of Management Quad

(by Espresso Roma)

1997 District 15

Champions, 2nd
Place Nationals

If you are unable to atttend the meetlnghplease call Mackenzie at 206.0905 or email mcronin@media.ucla.ecju
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11

13

CD

TIT

"W

117

34
Tsr

N«ws[B]

NewsS]

CBS News

28

11

13

25

Sittar,

Sl8t«r[B)

Sister,

Sister iB]

Charlie Rose (In Stereo)

[B

Newsffl

m

News IE

Fresh
Prince

NBC News

Fresh
Prince

Newshour With Jim
Lehrer [R

NewsS]

Love
Connection

Change of

HeartJE
Judge Judy
(In aereo)

ABC WId
News
Real TV (In

Stereo) I

Extra (in

Stereo) m
Friends(ln

Stereo) w
Ufearid
Times

Jeopardy!

Hard Copy
3D

Hollywood
Squares ffi

Access
Hollywood

Seinfeld 3]

Nanny (In

Stereo) [ffi

Maggie
Winters [ffi

Dateline (In Stereo) (SI

Dawson's Creek

Hiiell

Howser

Wheel of

Fortune M
LAPD: Ufe
on the Beat

World Series: Gariie 4 - Cleveland Indians or New York Yankees at Atlanta

Braves or San Diego Padres. (In Stereo Live) [ffi

RicM Lake Deadbeat
dads.

Primer Impacto

Frasier (In

Stereo) OC

Noticias S)

BASIC CABLE STATIONS

Mad About
You [ID

Noticiero

Unlvision

Frasier

Stereo)

In News

44

33

54

39

43

57

75

38

26

19

16

56

58

12

65

76

Biography "Debbie

Reynok^s'MR)
American Justice (R)

***'/» "Wild River" (^9&). Drama) A Tennessee
official must remove a widow from her land. [E

Profiles "Margot Fonteyn'
(Paniof2)

Worid Today JL

4:00) •*• "Innerspace"

1967) Dennis Quaid.

Cochran A Company
(Live)

•**Vj "The Waterdance"
novelist comes to terms with fiis crippling disability. 'R'

Larry King Live [ffi

Robert
Townsend

Make Me
I
Laugh

Prime Time Justice

27

12

14

42

32

66

26

44

Prime Time Public Affairs

Mi Pequena Traviesa

Sheriock Holmes
Mysteries (R)

"Alternative Lifestyles" [ffi |Not Morphintive Lifestyl

inAmef1(

To Have A to Hold (In

Stereo) (B

3rd Rock-
Sun

Newsradio
"Noise" (K

Charmed "Thank You tor

Africans in America: "Brotherly Love"
The cotton gin and slave retwiliofw. CB

DharmaA
Greg [ffi

[ffi

[ffi

Two Guys,
aGiri

[ffi

Simpsons
(In Stereo)

7 Days "Come Again?"
(In Stereo) OE

•* "River ol No Returr)"

Western) Robert Milchum.

Vivo por Elena

Law & Order "Aftershock"

30

Drew Carey
(In Stereo)

[ffi

Home
Improve.

Chicago Hope "The
Breast and the Brightest"

Law A Order "Fli^t" (In

Stereo) Bl

(In Stereo) [ffi

j(i Stereo)
J

Africans In America; "Brotherly Love"
The cotton gin and slave rebellions. BD

Secret

Lhraa

[ffi

Simpaorta
(In Stereo)

Star Trek: Voyager
"Drone" (In Stereo) B)

1954,

1992)EricStoltz.A

Newsstand: Fortune
John Peterman. [ffi

Daily Show
B
Trial Story

Stein's

Money

42

39

41

Wild Discovery:
Cheetahs

Behind theMysteries A
Scandals Scenes (R)

(4 30) PBA Bowling
Hochester Open. (Live)

3 Friends,

Jerry

40

64

71

38

Goidar
Girls [ffi

Cut (In

Stereo)

Catdog

^ee-wees
Playhouse

Golden
Giris[ffi

Discover Magazine
"Forensic Detectives" (R)

Talk Soup

Wonderful Worid of GoH Justin

Leonard and Davis Love 1

Show Me
the Funny

Ellen

"Emma" [ffi

Fashion
Emergency

Egypt Uncovered
Conduit to the afterlife. (R)

Daily

Show Me
the Funny

Jams Countdown (In Stereo)

Ellen "Like

a Virgin" [ffi

All That (In

Stereo)

Figure It

Out
Secret of

Alex

f4;30) NHL Hockey Los Anqeles Kings at Florida Panthers. From
the f^ational Car Rental Center. (Live)

Oh Nol Mr.

Bill

Mysteries A
Scandals

Arts A
Minds

Sports
Tonight [ffi

One Night
Stand

DeseiKuentro

Biography "Debbie
Reynolds'^ (R)

2(V20[K)

[ffi Tm—
Quarter QD

[ffi

LenteLoco Fuerade
Serie

News [ffi

FriendsOn
Stereo) (B

Late Show (In Stereo) (ffi

Tonight Show (R) (In

Stereo) [ffi

Cheers [ffi

Chariie Rote
(B

(In Stereo)

News [ffi NIghtllne [ffi

Jerry Springer [ffi

Married.

With

Newsradio
Coda''[I]

Noticiaa[B

M*A*S*H [ffi

Mad About
YouIB

Murphy
Brown [ffi

Life and
Timee

Politically

Incorrect [ffi

Change
HeartOE

of

Uvina
Single [ffi

Lale Late Show (In

Stereo) (ffi

Late Night (R) (In Stereo)

[B

Nanny (lr>

Stereo) BB

Grth
Revealed [ffi

(R)[B

Love
Connection

Cope (In

Stereo) [ffi

Noticiero

Unh^tolon

Star' Trek: The Next
Generation (In Stereo) [ffi

TAl RHmo de la Noche

(R)[K]

Later (R) (In

StereoM
(R) (In Stereo) IB

Inatructionar
Programming

Entertain- 'Gasliahl

FoUief'

Maury Guests reunite with

first toves. (E

Cope (In

Stereo) [ffi

Program

Happy
Daya

ElBlablazo

Program

,x!!£ji^

American Justice (R)

**'/» "Palm Springs IVeekend" (1963) Vacationing
college students invade a resort community.

Brooklyn
Bridge

Moneyline

Comedy
Network 3

Cochran A Company (R)

Profiles "Margot Fonteyn"
(R) (Part 1 ol 2)

Larry King Live (R) [ffi

Foxworthy: I Brett Butler
Redneck

Prime Time Justice (R)

Prime Time Public Affairs (R)

***V2 "The

Sheriock Holmes
Mysteriee (R)

Law A Order
[ffi

Aftershock"

**'^ "West Point Stofy"{)9S0, Musical) A Broadway
director helps stage a show at the academy

Waterdance'
novelist comes to terms witi

Newsstand: Fortune
John Peterman. (R) [ffi

(1992) ErK Stoltz. A
In his crippling disability. 'R'

South Parit

"Pink Eye
It

iwn

Trial Story (R)

Justice Files "Killer Kids"

(R)

Celebrity Profile "Charlie

Sheen""M
Billiards: Ultimate Nine-

Ball Challenge.

Addams
Party of Five "Deal With

It" (In Stereo

Fanatic (In

Stereo)

Doug I

Stereo) K
(In

ojj

Lois A Clark-Superman

Saved by
Bell

USA High
(In Stereo)

Babylon 5 "Legacies ' (In

Stereo) 3!

Hercules; The
Legendary Journeys 3E

** "Amos & Andrew" M993) Nicolas Cage A famous
writer is mistaken for a burglar in his new nome.

ER "Home"
(

[ffi

Beavis and
Butt-head

RugratsJIn
Stereo) [al

Ultimate

Fan League

n Stereo) "S:

Xena: Warrior Princess
"Forget Me Not" S

AXN

Wild Discovery:
Cheetahs

Lingerie

Sportscenter X

TH^,
Camera

Chicago Hope "Papa's
Got a Brand New Bag" [ffi

Ey'Spy
Video

Hey Arnold!
(In Stereo)

Ust Word

Say What?
(In Stereo)

Allen

Strange

Sports

Sumo
WresL

Discover Magazine
"Forensk: De ectives" (R)

Talk Soup

191
SupertXNita:

Duran.

Night StarKi

Sporta
Tonight [ffi

Daily Show

Moneyline
(R)(B

Stein's

Mortey

Cochran A Company (R)

Public Policy Conference

Arte A
Minds

Showbiz
Today [ffi

Satunlay Mgiit Live
Debra Winger, [ffi

• "Kansas Pacific''

(1953) Sterling Hayden.

**'-6 "The Outsider" {]%]. Bwgraphy)
Tony Curtis, James Franciscus.

Brooklyn
Bridge

Crossfire

(R)B)

Prime Time Justice (R)

ttlt^/i "Shoot the Piano
Pteyer" (1960)

Interna-

tional^
South Park
"Pink Eye"

Paid
Prognm

Newaroom

Daily Show

Paid
Program

Egypt Uncovered
Conduit to the afterlife. (R)

Roberto

"The Ghost and Mr Chicken" ()%6, Comedy) An
aspiring reporter spends a night in a haurKted house.

"Ufe of the Party: The Pamela Harriman S/wy"(1998.
Drama) Ann-Margre t. David Dukes. (E

Total f^equest Liv(

(In Stereo,

Brady
Buncn

eo)

uest Live (R)

Wonder
Years [ffi

This Week in NASCAR

** "The Golden Crt/W"(1986 Eddie Murphy. A social

worker searches for a mystka Tibetan chikj

Walker, Texas Ranger
"The Wedding" [ffi

.

True Ufe (In

Stereo)

H«ppy
Days

FOX Sports News

Revue (In

Stereo)

LavemeA
Shiriey

* "The Delta Force"(l986, Adventure) Chuck Norris. Lee Man^. Martin
Balsam. A hijacking leads a band o'. commandos to the MkJdIe East.

*•* "Death Becomes Her"

vain women vie for the secrei to etemal'life. [ffi

Babylon 5 "Movement of

Fire and Shadow" (R) g
'(1992) Meryl Streep wo

Howard
Stem

SportscentArX

Howard
Stem (R)

700 Club

Attltudts[E

Cut (R) (In

Stereo)

I Love Lucy
ao

FOX Sporta ^towi

Golden
Giris[n

Paid [Paid

Program (Program

Melroae Place (In Stereo)

(Part 2 of 2)

Up Close

a
AXN(R)

Golden
Giris[ffi

Loveline (In Stereo)

Bewitched

Ust Word

^

.(R)

*'/> "The Time Guardian" {\967.

Mary Tyler

Moore (ffi

Science Fctkxi) Tom Burtinson

Silk Stalkings "Wedge

"

New York Undercover
"The Shooter (In Stereo)

PREIVIIUfVI CABLE STATIONS

**Vi "Fireball Forward" 1)972, Drama) Ben Gazzara.
|A general takes charge of a Irouble-rklden diviskxi.

Racehorse
Dlgast(R)

UfeT
Camera

Palid

Program

Talk Soup

Paid
Progri

Stand

Polo: Argentir>e ~
EHerstina vs. La Baronesa

Paid
Program

Unaolved Mysteries (In

Stereo)

/Wuit
Videoe

Taxi [ffi

Ultimate

Fan League

<i^W
Newharttffi

Xtreme
Sports (R)

^aa
Progrwn

Homicide:
Ufa

After Hours
In Stereo)

ckVan
Dyke

Racing

(R) (In Stereo) [ffi

* "Drop Dead Fred" ( 1 99 1 . Comedy)
Phoebe Gates, Rik Mayall

mmsa
Perry Mason

ge "Pirates of

PaknBeach'^ (In Stereo)

Perry Mason 'The Case
of the Demure Defendant

99

31

20

15

17

34

33

35

(4:45) ** ''Sfeer(1997) An armor-clad

supertwro battles a former colleague. (B

Off the Wail Mad Libs [ffi IGrowing
Pains [E

(4:45)

Mk:hael

(3:30)
^

•Rough"

** "Teen IVor (1985. Come<^
8l J. Fox, James Hampton. 'PG [ffi

*Vi "SpHT' {)996) A man races against

time to prevent a btotogcal disaster [ffi

Brotheriy
Love [ffi

**Vi "Hocus Pocus''( 1993

**% "Bom on the Fourth of July" (}969, Drama) Tom Cruise. An
idealistk: Marine returns from Vietnam as a paraplegic . 'R' (I)

Bene MkJtef. (In Stereo) 'PG' 3D

Comedy)

(3:35) "Beat

StreeT 'PG'

Vi "The Adventures of Milo and Otis

(1989) Narrated by Dudley Moore. G' [ffi

* "Anacor>d!a"(1997) Ahuge snake
stalks a film crew in tn»flsa2 ilian jungle.

Outer LI
nanny for

* Vj "Infinity" 1)996) Matthew Brodertak. Centers on
the life of Nobel Prize winner Rkjiard Feynman. 'PG'

"Escape to Witch Mountain" (]99S.
Adventure) Erik von Detten. [ffi% "Batman i Rot>in''{)997. Adventure) The

dynamic duo returns

in
to)

A robot

chiklren. OB

"Street Gun" ( 1 996) A smaN-lime crook
furii a powerful crirrw syndcate. 'R*

ake on an ky villiain 'PG-13'

** "Sunsef Parr (1996) Rhea Periman. Young
basketball players are skeptcal of their new coach. 'R*

Dinosaurs

Ol To Your
(In Stereo) [K

**'/i "A4urdsrir)Min(r(1997,

Suspense) Jimmy Smits. 'R' mi

Dinosaurs
[ffi

^ealth" (R)

WaH Dianey Praaanta
and Muse" (R) OB

• Rock
(In Stereo)

"GrkMock'd^' ( 1 997) Two junkies get the

runaround when tfwy try to enter rehab.

"Hif and /Tun" ( 1 997) Kari Saiin. A man
hits the road with a troublesome caM girt.

"f^kMfhera" {)997) HormonaNy charged
teens took for true k>ve in Los Angetes.

kitlheiErro'A
Fair TriaP (B

lilcfcay

MouaeChJb

I
rortwaen

{Passions"

irk "Kiss the Qiris" (1997) Morgan Freeman. An
Mcaped vtetim and a forensk; expert trail a kiler. 'R*

** "TTie Adventures of

BuUwhip Griffin" (\9S7)

Compro-
miaing

'Two S^rs" (1995) A boy triaa to earn 25
cents k) see a movie at tfw theater. (B

LoveStroat

i5i
"September"
attractive

** "The
Neighbor

It* "Mars" (1996) A veteran lawman
travels to Mars to fight crime. "NR*

)er^(1996, Drama) JaccKieiine Bissel An
exile's return stirs up a Scottish village

Ciassifieds

825-2221
Displa"
206-3060
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KMIOTEK
From page 40

not. Leyland said "No Way,

LA." and instead took a job

with the Colorado Rockies.

Next up at the plate: Tom
Kelly. He's been mired in the

small market of Minnesota, so

there would be no way he'd

refuse to come to Los Angeles.

Wrong again. Yes, even Tom
Kelly dodged the Dodgers. Tom
Kelly? What's up with that?

That's strike one, strike two

and strike three.

And it's not like the Dodgers

are a bad team. Managers

should be taking numbers to get

an opportunity to lead the team.

The Dodgers have been historj:

cally associated with winning. In

fact, yesterday they were named
"Organization of the Century"

in a study conducted by Street &
Smith's SportsBusiness Journal.

Yet they still can't fmd a man-

ager. The Padres are in the

World Series. "The Wayans

Bros." is still on the air. Life

makes no sense.

They say forget the past and

look ahead for the future, so

now what? There seems to be

two guys left who have a good

shot at the mission, if they

accept.

F'ormer Orioles head honcho

Davey Johnson is the leading

candidate, and ex-Rcd Stu ma

reins of a Mets team that had

struggled in its previous two sea-

sons and transformed it into a

winner.

When Johnson coached the

Orioles in 1996 and 1997. they

were 48 games over .500. This

season, without Johnson,

Baltimore was 79-83. Ding,

ding, ding. ! think we have a

winner.

Now, I'm not saying Johnson

is the perfect choice for the

Dodgers right now, but he's the

best of what's left. If they don't

hire a proven winner, a guy with

flair and courage, then they'll

just remain in baseball medioc-

rity.

The other possibility is

Kennedy, but he's a riskier pick.

Kennedy, who lives in the near-

by San l-ernando Valley, has

never won a post-season game,

There is also concern that

Kennedy is too lax with his play-

ers and lacks the necessary con-

trol.

So I guess the obvious choice

would be Johnson, but with the

Dodgers, obvious means noth-

ing.

Malone said the decision

would be made by the end of the

week, although major moves

aren't supposed to be

announced during the World

Series.

So for now, the Dodgers are

still on the road to becoming the

n- team they once were.

STADIUM
From page 36

from the Community Redevelopment

Agency and $20 million from a sur-

charge on tickets to Coliseum events.

Hollywood deal-maker Michael

Ovitz is the leading force behind the

Carson site for an NFL franchise. The

city of Carson, 15 miles south ofdown-

town Los Angeles at the intersection

of two freeways, is considering a con-

tribution of $50 million to $100 mil-

lion.

Ovitz wants to combine a 77,000-

seat stadium with a retail mall on a

157-acre landfill that is also a toxic

waste site - sitting idle since a shop-

ping mall plan was abandoned live

yearb ago.

Former talent agent and Disney

executive Ovitz has put together a star

list o\' entertainment-sports partners

including Kevin Costner. Farvin

"Magic" Johnson, Jerry West and

DIARY
From page 40

it's really nothing but head-up sprints

for the next 30 minutes.

Time is winding down - 15 minutes

left in practice. My eyes are bloodshot

and burn from the chlorine. I'm not

sure how my shoulders are still

attached to my body. My legs don't

want to move Riit in just a hit I'll he.

Shaquille O'Neal.

At the stadium (to be called the

Hacienda), mission bells would chime

when the home team scores touch-

downs.

Ovitz said: "The concept is to try to

blend the sporting events with a great

experience, where you can go with

your family and your friends or a

group of people and have a great day

and not have to rush in or out of the

venue, not have to be worried about

any kinds of issues except for having

fun."

Carson had been prepared to put

forth nearly $100 million for the failed

shopping mall plan earlier in the

decade, City Councilman Daryl

Sweeney told the Daily Breeze

Monday.

"It's not a significant difference

between what we were going to do and

what \ye are going to do for the pro-

posed NFL stadium," Sweeney said.

A $35 million concrete "cap" would

go over the toxic contents of the area.

From 1959 to 1964 the site was a land-

fill for household trash and industrial

waste that included petrochemicals,

paints, solvents, dyes, pesticides and

herbicides, a 1995 study said. A state

agency has approved the plan to clean

up the site for development with a cap

made of earth and clay, plus wells to

release escaping gases and retrieve any

toxic liquids seeping from below

ground.

"At this time the league doesn't

think the environmental issues are

going to be an issue for Ovitz," the

Times quoted an unidentified senior

NFL source as saying.

Although the NFL has had a nega-

tive attitude toward relocating in the

current Coliseum, the "New
Coliseum" plan has blunted many of

those objections, Roski says.

"Everything being equal, L.A. is the

preferred place for the NFL," he said.

"L.A. is three or four levels up from

Houston in teams of what it can bring

to the league in future growth."

I extend my right arm up out of the

water and hold it there for about 20

seconds, treading water. I'm hurting.

"Left arm..."

I switch, but there is no relief.

"Both arms..."

My legs burn. I don't like water

polo anymore. If I were a normal stu-

dent, I'd already be home, done with

any school work I had, cheering the

Padres on, with a 40 oz. St. Ides in

hand. Wouldn't that be nice

mini-van, and rock out to the Latin

disco sounds of Jorge Ben on my way

home.

I walk into my apartment and find

my way to the kitchen. Looking

through the empty cabinets, I realize

that tonight's dinner is going be

another interesting mixture. I throw

together some chili and white rice,

which surprisingly doesn't taste half

bad.

However, luckily for me, my roomi
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COACH
From page 39

Evans and his wife, Carolyn, have two chil-

dren - Damon, a banker in Memphis who is

moving to the Valley to get his MBA or go to

law school, and Amber, a student at Mesa
Community College majoring in broadcast

journalism. A character in one of the novels

by John Grisham, a family friend back in

Oxford, is named for Damon. But Evans'

extended family is huge. People seem to grav-

itate to Evans and seek his advice, fatherly or

otherwise.

With his team, this is mandatory. Evans

requires that every player come in and talk, if

only for a few minutes, every day.

"You learn a lot talking face-to-face,"

Batiste said. "About life. How to be a man. I

mean, my dad was in and out of the house all

the time."

Evans has been in Tony Benford's house,

and life, a lot. They both grew up in Hobbs,

N.M., and are distant cousins. Benford

played at Texas Tech when Evans was an

assistant there. Before that, Evans drove

Benford to the Texas Tech basketball camp,

Hobbs to Lubbock.

"He's always been a father figure to me,"

Benford said "He's always led by example.

'This is the way you operate. Work hard,

good things are gonna come. No one's gonna

give you anything.'"

"I remember him telling me there's a

direct correlation between hard work and

success. I really respect the guy because he's

persevered.... What you see with the coacji is

what you get."

Evans was supposed to follow Gerald

Myers as the Texas Tech head coach, but it

didn't work out. So he spent a couple of years

with Eddie Sutton at Oklahoma State, and

then Ole Miss happened. ASU fans take

heart. Whatever Evans is inheriting doesn't

make half the mess of what he previously

stepped in.

"This is a dilTicult assignment, but the

assignment at Ole Miss, I can't even begin to

tell you," he said. "It would take a whole

week to talk about the situation, the prob-

lems. There was absolutely no tradition. They

did not have a Division I player on the team.

The facilities were unreal.

"Eddie (Sutton) tried to talk me out of it.L

would have talked me out of it if I knew then

what I know now."

Evans, in effect, worked a miracle, not

only competing with the Kentuckys and

Georgias and South Carolinas, but beating

and even surpassing some of them.

Fine. Now what?

"The challenge here, first of all, is getting

people in place, getting the fan support," he

said. "You've got to win home games, you've

got to get that home-court advantage. We
need ASU people in the stands. The other

challenge is a winning attitude. I always talk

to the kfds about thinking big, not thinking

small.

"The first thing I tell them is. 'You've got

to dream.'"

lANGUAM His role hasn't been determined but the

49fi^ will L'un^idci u^ing hini uii ^pedat

ELIGIBILITY
From page 37

they could have done.'"

Johnson was one of three

seniors whose academic ineligi-

__bility hit the Sun Devils hard

and may have contributed to

their 2-4 start. Wide receiver

Ricky Boyer is enrolled at

Mesa Community College and

still has a redshirt season to use.

Tailback Marlon Farlow is out

of school but is still living in the

area to help raise his young son.

Johnson decided to go pub-

lic with his story to explain why

, it happened, and how he is try-

ing to turn it into a positive.

"The important thing to

know is that for all the (distrac-

tions), I'm not using them as an

excuse," he said. "I'm sure

things happen in everyone's

life. Maybe a few more things

happened in mine. But it really

doesn't matter."

Early last year, Johnson lost

a father and became one.

Juggling school, parenthood

and football was difficujt but he

thought he had a handle on it.

When his grades started to slip,

he had to enroll at Mesa Junior

College for his spring semester

to regain his eligibility. It was a

setback, but he still felt in con-

trol.

He became eligible and

enrolled in summer school at

ASU. Life was growing increas-

ingly difficult. Grades.

Football. Son. He also learned

he was going to become a

father again, with a different

woman.
"(Juggling) all that would be

very difficult," said receiver

Creig Spann, who is the father

of a five-month old daughter

but only takes one class once a

week. "It can be hard."

Johnson knew he was on

thin ice academically, but he

thought would make it. He had

heard of other athletes surviv-

ing similar predicaments. It

would work out.

"It's a common mindset,"

ASU Coach Bruce Snyder said

recently. "It's like the guy who
passes a terrible accident

involving a drunk driver,

shakes his head and then goes

out that night and drinks and

drives, it can't happen to me."*

It happened to Johnson. He
needed a 2.0 grade-point aver-

age to be eligible for football.

He had a 1.98.

He was devastated. He had

all the amenities ASU's
Academic Services Office

makes available: tutors, advis-

ers, career planning. But ulti-

mately, it was up to him to

make sure he stayed out of trou-

ble.

As complicated as his life

was, he b|ames no one but him-

self.

"It's funny," Johnson said.

"Something Snyder had been

saying to me the whole time

didn't make sense until that

time: Mi's up to you to make
sure things get done, taken care

of. It's not going to be as impor-

tant to anybody as it is to you.'"

Even after the team left for

Camp Tontozona in August.

this?' and she said, *You can go

home and see what you have to

show for it. A lot of people you

know aren't doing anything.

You've come this far, you can't

quit.'"

Johnson realized she was

right. And although he wasn't

eligible to play football, he was

still eligible to remain on schol-

arship.
*'

He has focused on school

and is scheduled to graduate in

May with a justice studies

degree. He lives with neither

son (they are 19 months and 3

weeks old), he said he is trying

to be a good father and is

involved in their lives. He still

has aspirations of playing in the

NFL and continues to work out

daily.

And he occasionally stops by

practice to tell his teammates to

avoid the mistakes he made.

"I've grown up," he said.

"I'm actually at a point where I

can sit back and say I'm proud

of what I've done. I'm going to

be a good father to my sons.

I'm not going to stop because I

still have a lot ahead of me."

Said Betsy Mosher, ASU's
senior associate athletic direc-

tor for administration and com-

pliance, "It's great that Larry

has stepped up for those who
don't come to those realiza-

tions until they are seniors."

Boyer and Farlow, too, have

acknowledged their mistakes.

Johnson held out hope that he

ririight return to the football

field.

When it became less ofa pos-

sibility, he was devastated. His

mother, Tammie, was his

strength.

"I have to thank the Lord for

her," he said. "I was thinking,

'What do I have to show for all

For Farlow, the weight of play-

ing sparingly for three seasons,

and fatherhood, complicated

his life. Boyer hopes to make
amends in 1999.

"I'm just going to keep a

smilc--on my face," Johnson

said. "Because there ain't no

great story that didn't start out

bad."

I

ager Kevin Kennedy is the

other. Johnson seems to be the

better choice'of the two. He
knows how to win baseball

games, and that's a good thing

(in my opinion). His winning

percentage of .575 is the highest

among active managers. He's

won with the Mets, the Reds

and the Orioles. He took the

But until they find their next

Tommy, someone that will bring

motivation, solidarity and a win-

ning attitude, the Dodgers' win-

ning ways will be only a mem(v

Kmiotek is a football beat-writer.

You can reach him at

jizzeff@aol.com.

done for the day. Nothing left to do.

Any second now my coach will

announce that practice is over. I think

I can see it on his face now. He's tak-

ing off his whistle. This is it ...

"All right, find your own space," he

says.

. What a pleasant treat this is, more
leg work.

"Right arm up!"

My coach calls out, "All the other

teams are done right now."

It's true. As much as I hate it, I

want that NCAA trophy. I want the

right to call myself a champion. I want

the right to say my team is the best, no

team in the nation is better.

Finally it's 5 p.m. I have no more

obligations the rest of the day. I hop

into the A-Train, my roommate's

mates and I haven't finished all the

dessert. It's a delicious, secret recipe

of mine, topped with Cool Whip.

I claim my favorite spot on the

sofa. While enjoying an after dinner

breath mint, I sit back and relax. It's

so nice. I run the day over in my head,

plan my evening, and contemplate

tomorrow.

7 a.m. practice.
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Every Wednesday and Friday, the Daily Bmin Classifieds provides Bmin Bargains, a place where students are able to advertise
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From page 36

and then broke his tackle en route to a 61-

yard touchdown.

Langham sprained his left ankle on the

play and didn't return. Mariucci said

Langham's ankle sprain wasn't serious and

he was expected to be in uniform for next

Sunday's game at St. Louis.

teams and as a part of their nickel defensive

alignment on obvious passing downs.

"I think emotionally, pretty much he's

hit bottom and now he's got to bounce back

up somehow," Mariucci said.

"We need to find a way where he can get

his confidence back and find a way to con-

tribute to the team's success. I think it's

going to be a gradual thing."

UCLA STUDENT SPECIAL

Facials Ret- w/coupon

• Classic European ^loo $40

• Clinical treatment (0^ $40
for acne

Waxing Rtg. WcottpoB

• Full leg & Bikini $^ $25

Lip $6
f"*- —-f

Cellulite Treatment :

• Electro Muscle $2(6 $18 :

Stimulation •

• Underarm %)M $10

5 Tanning Sessions $25

Read by 40,000 or more
interesting, diverse people.

your market...your audience...

Advertise - It

Daily Bruin

1739 Westwood Blvd.

Free Parking at Ross' Lower Level (310)268-1203

UC STUDENT REGENT
For the 1999-2000 School Year

No Experience Necessary!!!

QUALIFICATIONS
student with Innovative

mind wINing to

represent ttM voice of

all UC students for the

betterment of UC
campuses.

BENEFITS
The Student Regent is a

fuN voting memlMr of tfie

Board of Regents. In

•ddKion to having ail

tuition mc-t fees waived,

travel and accomodation
expenses are paid.

DEADLINE: November 13, 1998
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLKx
—CmUm for Stii4wN Pro9rammin«. 106 ItefcMwff M«ll

***JamM WmI Cmmm Infeniutton Omtk

•••SludwM Unton SwvtoM Inlonnttow OmU (AeMrfnw A-(.«iwl)
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***www.uoop..4u/r.9W«s

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
Calm X 87041 ol mMt«ie*MMl4Mto.«*i ... .

cam .r tM IMT M Sn*i WMk (MWF) at no«i
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At the

UCLA Dining Services

Recruitment Fair
Wednesday, October 21, 1998

9:00 pm- 10pm

Hedrick Hall Dining Room

Visit tlie UCLA Dining Services

Recruitment Fair and learn more
alMut employment opportunities in

our various departments

•$6.70-$7.67/ hour

-convenient location—

—

flexible schedule

-promotional opportunities

•work study
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Developers draw plans

for 32nd NFL francNse
FOOTBALL Los Angeles,

Houston vie for team;

stadium proposals key

The Associated Press

A S357 million "New Coliseum" at

the site of the existing stadium in Los

Angeles is matched against a $750

million sports-retail complex in subur-

ban Carson in competing efforts to

return professional football to the

nation's second-largest city.

A third plan, which would return

pro football to Houston, also will be

heard by National Football League

owners next Tuesday in Kansas City.

Each presentation will last one hour.

The NFL is expected to make its

decision sometime in 1999 on an

expansion franchise to begin play in

2001 or 2002.

The winner also gets to pay the

NFL an estimated $500 million for

the league's 32nd franchise.

Cleveland's fee to have the league's

31st franchise was $530 million.

More details on the competing

LA-area stadium plans were revealed

Monday, the Los Angeles Times and

the Daily Breeze of Torrance report-

ed Tuesday.

Ed Roski & Partners would

replace the existing Los Angeles

Memorial Coliseum - which dates to

1923 and hosted the 1932 and 1984

Olympics - with a new 67.000-seat

stadium expandable to 80,000.

Real estate executive Roski, cur-

rently building the Staples Center in

downtown Los Angeles for hockey's

Kings and basketball's Lakers and

Clippers, proposes to spend about

$350 million on the football stadium,

the Times said. He would spend $400

million in cash for the NFL franchise,

borrowing $216 million to build the

stadium and $100 million toward the

franchise fee.

New Coliseum Ventures Executive

Vice President John H. Semcken III

said financing would include about

$100 million in personal seat licenses,

the highest-priced luxury suites in the

NFL. $20 million in public subsidies

See STADIUM, page 34

San Francisco cornerback benched
49ERS: Shaky Langham

struggled against Colts,

could lose starting spot

By Dennis Georgatos

The Associated Press

SANTA CLARA, Calif. - One
of the San Francisco 49ers' most

expensive free agent acquisitions

has played his way out of the start-

ing lineup.

Slumping cornerback Antonio

Langham was benched Monday, a

day after rookie quarterback

Peyton Manning burned him for

three touchdown passes to Marvin

Harrison. The 49ers (5-1) had to

rally behind two late touchdown

runs by Steve Young and a field

goal by Wade Richey to pull out a

34-31 win over the Indianapolis

Colts on Sunday.

Langham, a four-year starter

for the Cleveland Browns-

Baltimore Ravens, was signed to a

five-year, $17 million contract,

including a $3.2 million signing

bonus. But he has struggled from

the get-go with the 49ers, drawing

eight penalties and surrendering

six touchdowns in six games.

"It's a strange one because he

came in here with a good reputa-

tion, a good performer, a good

guy," coach Steve Mariucci said.

"He has a good work ethic. He
was consistent in practice and in

meetings and he's conscientious.

He's all of those things. He's had

some things happen to him on the

football field that I think have

shaken his confidence. There's no

getting around that or moonwalk-

ingover it."

Marquez Pope, who saw his

first action of the season against

the Colts after missing the first five

games due to a lower back strain,

is Langham's likely replacement.

Rookie R.W. McQuarters also will

be considered.

Langham wasn't immediately

available for comment Monday
but he was aware after the game
that his starting position was in

jeopardy.

"Whatever happens, happens,"

Langham said Sunday. "It's life.

Life goes on with or without me.

You know what happens when

they beat you. You've got to deal

with it as it comes."

With so much invested in

Langham, the 49ers had resisted

demoting him, giving him a vote of

confidence after he drew three

penalties and gave up a touch-

down in a 26-21 loss at Buffalo on

Oct. 4.

He played well during San

Francisco's 31-0 victory at New
Orleans last week, but that has

been the only game this season in

which he hasn't been beaten for a

score or drawn a flag.

Langham had a relapse against

the Colts.

Taken in by Harrison's fakes,

Langham kept losing his footing

and then was slow breaking on the

,

ball, allowing Harrison to gather

in scoring passes of 4 and 6 yards

from Manning.

In the third quarter, with the

49ers in an all-out blitz and depen-

dent on their corners for one-on-

one coverage, Harrison beat

Langham on a quick sideline route

SeelANCHAM,page35
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FOR MORE INFO
CALL:

825-2221

ONTO LATE NIGHT
TELEVISION!
Hey, you in the band...

^Wiet *H» ^ Sth Annual

Conan O'Brien
College Band Search

and you can win a trip to
- ^ New Yoric. —^—

—

How to win:

Make a five-minute VHS video (no longer!). Send the

tape to Conan O'Brien Band Search. 30 Rockefeller Plaza,

Room 4880E. New York, NY 10112. All videos must be

received by.November 30, 1998. Tapes will be judged

on creativity, performance and eligibility (and can't be

returned). Entrants must be 18 or older to enter; 3/4 of

members must be enrolled in college (or college-

equivalent) by September 30, 1998. Runner-ups will

receive a Late Night with Conan O'Brien sweatsfiirt or

"Live From 6A" CD.

Hot in the band? You can be a winner, too!

One winner (and guest or guardian) will win a trip to New
York to see the winning band live on Late Night with

Conan O'Brien. Runners-ups will receive a gift certificate

to The Gap, "Live From 6A" CD or an AT&T World Net

CD-ROM.

For official rules and legal mumbo-jumbo, send a SASE to;

Conan Rules. 30 Rockefeller Plaza. Room 4880E, New York. NY
10112. Requests must be received by November 16, 1998 No
entry fee or purchase required Employees of National Broadcasting

Company, Inc., AT&T The Gap and their affiliates, subsidiaries,

advertising and promotion agencies and the immediate families

of each of the above are ineligible.

Don*t forget to watch -

Late Night with Conan O'Brien

every weeknight 12:35AM/11 :35PM

on NBC. You wilibe tested on it!A
Sponsored by:

800.
cal ATT

•ff«fCoile€tMllt
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Basketball union considers decertification

NBA: Negotiators could

step back, file injunction,

put battle in court's hands

By Chris Sheridan

The Associated Press

NEW YORK - Rather ihan return-

ing to the bargaining table, the NBA
players' union spent Tuesday ponder-

ing its latest loss and debating its next

move - perhaps decertification.

'it's very seriously being explored.

Some people feel it's the answer

because it's our best piece of leverage

remaining," said one agent close to the

union.

One day after the union lost its guar-

anteed contracts in a ruling by arbitra-

tor John Feerick, the union pondered a

course of action but remained upbeat.

*'The players will not back down,"

union director Billy Hunter said. "The

sooner the owners realize this and end

the lockout, the quicker we can avoid

enormous damage to the sport of bas-

ketball."

Some thought the wisest move
would be to maintain a unified front

and resist accepting an unfavorable

labor agreement - even if the lockout

lasts into January.

Others, including a vocal minority

of the agents' council, were pushing

for decertification, a move that could

lead to a multi-year fight with the own-

ers.

By decertifying, the union would

remove itself as the official bargaining

agent for the players. A court injunc-

tion would then be sought to end the

lockout.

If an injunction were granted, the

owners would lift the lockout, open

camps and impose new work rules.

And if the new rules were more restric-

tive than the old ones, the players

would be expected to file an antitrust

suit against the league seeking treble

damages.

On Wednesday, the agents' adviso-

ry council meets in Las Vegas. The

next day, Michael Jordan, Scottie

Pippen and Karl Malone are among
those expected to attend a union meet-

ing open to all players.

Players earlier this summer gave the

union's executive council the go-ahead

to decertify, so a vote among the rank-

and-file would not be necessary.

NFL players chose to decertify

after their strike failed in 1987. Their

court fight with NFL owners dragged

on five years before a settlement was

reached.

NBA players who currently have

long-term contracts might benefit

from decertification, since they would

soon start drawing salaries. But free

agents and players who have been in

the league fewer than three years

would be hurt because they would be

forced to sign under the rules of a new

system and then would have to wait

several years to find out if they would

win damages.

Commissioner David Stern and the

owners are well aware the union has

been considering decertification, and

some agents believe the league fears

*^einjg taken to court on antitrust

charges.

"Unfair labor practice charges,

arbitration, decertification, antitrust

suits don't get it done," Stern said.

"This (Monday's arbitration ruling)

should have been a signal that we
return to the table today. Instead, the

players are being told by their union to

miss another week of work."

Stern sent a letter to Hunter on

Monday outlining the league's propos-

als and asking that Hunter pass it along

to the players.

There is nothing in the letter, a

union ofilcial said, that would spur

bargaining talks to resume until next

week at the earliest. The owners' nego-

tiating committee will be in New York

next Tuesday for an update.

Academic ineligibility spurs

Johnson to straighten out
NCAA: Sun Devil turns

setback into opportunity

to improve, warn others

By Paola Boivin

The Arizona Republic

TE^PE, Ariz. — He stands

alone at practice, in street clothes,

periodically catching the eye of a

former Arizona State teammate.

Without a word, Larry Johnson is

screaming, "Look at me!"

They do. And maybe it scares

them. Because several are a heart-

beat away from being him.

"I want them to know it can

always get worse," Johnson said.

"You've got to take responsibility

and keep your heart and mind set

on what you want to do.

"That's my whole purpose for

being here. It's not for me. I can

watch them on TV."

A year ago, Johnson was coming

off the best season of his career. He
started ASU's final five games and

was expected to be the heart of an

otherwise inexperienced group of

linebackers in 1998.

And then it got away from him.

Johnson is the metaphoric face

of the modern-day college athlete.

Their lives are complicated. When
the demands of family, athletics and

school collide, something crashes

and burns. For Johnson, whose
problems were compounded by an

unlikely amount of bad fortune, it

was football.

In the last year and a half, he lost

a father he loved. He fathered two

sons. And he became academically

ineligible to play football his senior

year, a season he hoped would catch

the attention of the NFL.
"At first it messed me up,"

Johnson said. "I was at the point of

'Man, I have wasted my life.' I was

disappointed in myself. 'I did all

this and now I have nothing to show

for it.' I just wanted to go back

home (to California).

"Then I thoi'ght. 'Well, that's not

a good decision because I won't be

any different than anybody else

who later in life talks about what

SeeEUGIBIUTY,page35
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Ackerman Student Onion - level 2

•3Com Corp.

•Advanced Sterilization Products

'AIL Systems, Inc. Technical Services

Operations

•Allied Signal

•Altera Corporation

•AMD
•Americorps-

•Andersen Consulting

•Anubis

•Applied Materials

•Arete Associates

•Arthur Andersen
•Ashland Chemical Company
"AT&T—

—

"-- '
- -^ •'

'Bently Nevada Corp.

•Boeing- So. California

•Bovis Construction Corp

•Cadence Design Systems

•Cambridge Technology Partners

•Chevron Corporation

•CommQuest
•Compaq Computer Corporation

•Computer Sciences Corporation

•Creative Labs, Inc.

•Cypress Semiconductor

•Cytec Industries Inc.

•Dassault Systems of America

•Deloitte & Touche - ERS
•Deloitte Consulting

•Duncan White Search

•Elite Engineering Corp.

•Ernst & Young

•ESS Technology, Inc.

•FactSet Research Systems Inc.

•Fair Isaac

•Fluor Daniel

•G&H Technology, Inc.

•GDE Systems. Inc.

•Green Hills Software, Inc.

•GTE
•Guidance Solutions

•Guidant Corporation

•i2 Technologies

•IBM

•INRI

•Intel Corporation

•Interactive Light

•International Rectifier

•John Wayne Cancer Institute

•JPL

•KLA - Tencor Corp.

•Knowledge Adventure

•Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory

•Lear Astronics Corporation

•Level One Communications

•Line 6

•Litton Data Systems

"Lockheed Martin "-^

A
•Lucas Digital Ltd., Industrial Light &
Magic

•Lucent Technologies

•Maxager Technology, Inc.

•Micro Strategy, Inc.

•Microsoft Corporation

•Mobil Corporation

•Motorola

•National Semiconductor

•Naval Surface Warfare Center, Port

Hueneme Division
'""^

•Navy Engineering Programs

•NCR Corporation

•NetCom Systems
•NexGen SI

•Northrop Grumman Corporation

•Nutrilite Division of Amway
•Pacific Bell

•PeopleSoft

•Pricewaterhouse Coopers

Management Consulting

•Procter & Gamble
•Qualcomm, Inc.

•Raytheon Systems Company
•Rehrig Pacific Company
•Rockwell Science Center

•Rockwell Semiconductor Systems

•RPS, Inc

•SAIC

•Software Technologies Corporation

•Sony Technology Center - San Diego

•Special Devices Inc.

•Steilex Microwave Systems, Inc

•Sun Microsystems, Inc.

•Symantec Corporation

•Syska & Hennessy
•Talus

•Tanner Research

•Technology Solutions Company
•Teradyne, Inc.

•Texaco, Inc.

•Texas Instruments Incorporated

—The Fourth Tier, Inc . —
;

^

•The Summit Group

•Trilogy

•TRW, Inc.

•UCLA Campus Human Resources

•Urban Science Applications Inc.

•Veritas Software Corporation

•Viant Corporation

•ViaSat, Inc.

•Viking Office Products

•Xerox Corporation

•Xilinx, Inc

•XonTech, Inc.

•Sapient Corporation

•Scholastic Recruits (SR), Inc.

•Scient

•SCO. Inc.

•Singapore EDB: International

Manpower Program

"^W sponsored by UCLA Career Center

,

Check out participating employers at:

WWW.saonetucla.edu/career
and

School of Engineeririg and

, Applied Science

all this week onttradio

<.-.. v. .-:.

.

listen between ] pm and midnit

f^
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PAC-10 FOOTBALL NOTEBOOK Compiled by Vytas Mazeika, Daily Bruin Staff

Stanford (1-2, 0-3) Oregon St. (4-3, 1-3)

pac
FOOTBAll

at

Arizona St. (2-4, 1-2)

Thursday, 7 p.m. PST

Stanford: Stanford and Arizona State will both

be coming off byes to play this rare Thursday

night game. Stanford has yet to win a Pac-10

game, losing to Arizona, Oregon and Oregon

State. The good news for the Cardinal is that

the visiting team in this series has won the last

three contests. Junior wide receiver Troy

Walters made his season debut in Stanford's

last game, catching five passes for 1 59 yards.

However, he dropped a punt return which led to

Oregon State's game-winning touchdown.

Stanford has the top passing offense in the Pac-

10, but they also have the worst passing

defense.

• Player to Watch: Troy Walters

Arizona State: The Sun Devils will have a new

quarterback against Stanford. Freshman Chad

Klliot will start ahead of Ryan Kealy. Kealy,

who has thrown for just 759 yards and seven

interceptions in his last five games, has been

the starter ever since Jake Plummer moved on

to the NFL. Flliott has completed 26 of 48

use (5-2, 3-1)

passes for 249 yards and aTD in relief of K«rty~

this year. Arizona State totaled its lowest

offensive output in nearly three years in its last

game vs. Notre paair, scoringjost nine points.

AriMMii Stalt l^iiiiliMsm^MlO^

Washington (4-2, 2-1)

Thursday, 12:30 p.m. PST

Oregon State: The Beavers started the season

with a 4-2 record for the first time since 1968

but were defeated handily last Saturday against

Arizona, 28^7. Oregon State has averaged

22. 1 points per game while giving up 22.0.

Running back Ken Simonton, the third-leading

rusher in the Pac- 10 with 96.7 yards per game,

was held to just 36 yards against Arizona.

Oregon State's quarterbacks rank last In the

Pac- 10 with a passing efnclency of 95.7.

• Player to Watch: Ken Simonton

Washington: Quarterback Brock lluard will be

back in the lineup after missing two games with

a separated left shoulder. Backup Marques

Tuiasosopo, who led the Huskies to wins

against I i(uh State and California in lluard\

absence, will still get some playing time. Last

year, lluard led a 510-yard offensive attack

against the Huskies scored 35 second half

points to win 45-17. Washington has won 10

straight and 20 of the last 2 1 meetings with

Oregon State. The streak won't stop here.

* Player to Watch: Bcock Huard

Predicted Score:

WasMagton 35, Oregon State 17
J it ' ' »»

at

NE Louisiana (2-4)

Oregon (5-1, 2-1)

•v»'

Thursday, 3:30 p.m. PST

tISC: The Trojans have dominated this series,

holding a 33-1 1-2 series lead. They have won

five of the last six and nine of 1 1 . Last week,

use crushed Washington State 42-14. R. Jay

Seward caught two of his six receiving

touchdowns and now has 422 yards on 23

receptions. Linebacker Chris Claiborne, a

semifinalist for the Butkus Award, has four

interceptions and has scored twice. USC
ranks third in the Pac- 10 in scoring offense

behind Oregon and UCLA. Last season, the

Trojans nipped the Ducks, 24-22.

• Player to Watch: Chris Claiborne

Oregon: Ilie Ducks lost their first game of the

year on Saturday against UCLA. They took

the Bruins to the brink and showed why

they're the second-best team in the

conference. But they suffered a bad break

when the Pac-lO's leading rusher, Reuben

Droughns, broke his right leg. Droughns, who

had rushed for 824 yards and scored nine

rushing touchdowns, will miss the rest of the

season. Backup tailback Ke\in Parker
^^^^^^^^

sprained his right ankle versus the Bruins and

will likely also miss the SC game. That leaves

Oregon's high-octane offense in the hands of

i|i»ptrf|nck AkiN Smitk immI rccdtct DnMsn
.VfViiiiMvinnHPi ni9

1

:

•fj^l^mrtck AkHISmMi

Predicted Score: Oregon 35, USCH

UNIVIRSrTY
Arizona (6-1, 3-1)

Thursday, 7 p.m. MST

NE Louisiana: The Indians' o^ly two wins

have come against powerhouses Nicholls

State and Stephen F. Austin. Arizona will be

the third ranked opponent the Indians have

faced. Kansas State and Florida defeated

them earlier this year. Wide receiver Marty

Booker leads the team with 666 yards and

five touchdowns. This will be the first ever

meeting between the two teams.

• Player to Watch: Marty Booker

Arizona: The Wildcats' only loss of the

season came against UCLA on Oct. 10.

Arizona beat Oregon State on Saturday, as

tailback Kelvin Eafon had three touchdown

runs. The Wildcats lead the Pac- 10 in

rushing defense, and will completely shut

down NE Louisiana's ground attack, which

ranks second to last in the nation with just

70.2 rushing yards per game. This game may

get ugly.

• Player to Watch: Ortege Jenkins

Predicted Score:

Arizona 52, NE Louisiana 10

1 "f-

\>
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W.VOLLEYBALL NOTEBOOK
LCLA freshman Kri^iee Porter

was named American Volleyball

Coaches Association National and
Pac- 10 Conference Plaver of the

Week for her superlative plav in last

weeks three home vvins for the

Bruins. Porter had 80 kills on the

home stand, along with 39 digs, five

blocks and four aces She averaged

6.67 kills, 3.25 digs and .42 blocks in

12 games (three matches).

On Wednesda) (against then No.

4 UC Santa Barbara, Porter had 3S

kilU and 24 digs, which were both

career highs. Her kill total was the

second highest ever posted at

LCLA, just five shy of four-time

AVC:A All-American Natalie

Williams' record of 43.

I'orter now averages 4.75 kills

per game (290 overall) and ranks

third in the Pac- 10 conference,

along with a 2.31 digs per game
average (141 overall). She has

reached double figures in kills in her

last 12 games. She also has eight

i^ames with at least 20 kills.

l*orler became only the second

freshman in AV( A women's histo-

ry to earn the distinction of being

(he nation's player of the week. I he

other freshman to hold this h(»n()r

was Kern Walsh of Stanford in

1995.

• • •

( iirrenfjy on a four match win-

inng streak. U( I -A cracked the

week for the first lime since (fie pre-

season. ! fie liniins travel north to

Oregon to take on the Heavers of

Oregon State on Iriifay nigfit. I fiey

liope l(» repeat the pei fomiance of

I i( 'I ,A's football team last Saturday

with their match against the Ducks

on Suiulay afternoon. •

Freshman Ashjey Bowle^i contin-

ues to post staggering numbers for

the Bruins this season. Her 4.18 kills

per game average is just beh.nd

Porter, and her 2.72 digs per game
put her in first for UCLA. She has

six games with 20 or more kills and

has reached double figures in her

last 12 games. Her eight double-dou-

bles (kills/digsTlead the team.
• • •

Sophomore Elisabeth Bachman
continues to provide solid-play for

the Bruins in the middle. Her .337

hitting percentage leads the team,

and over the three-game home win-

ning streak, Bachman hit 55 kills

with only nine errors for a .422 hit-

ting percentage. Bachman leads the

team in block assists with 67.

• • •

Sophomore Amy Nihipali leads

the Bruins in solo blocks with 20.

She also stepped up her play of late

with 34 kills on the home stand.

• • •

Senior ( haska l*otler has

returned to the Bruin lineup after

she was medically cleared to play.

She has responded with 65 digs in

five games, including a le^im^igh 25

against Santa Barbara. She has post-

ed diKible irnires in digs for the fast

three games
• • •

I reshman Ijika Selsor has

unproved dramatically in fier pass-

Sun Devils' coach mokis minds

ingam i seHing. S lic now avu i ages

f VOX assists per game, and fiad 203

assists over tfie home stand. She

also lias recorded 57 digs in her last

five outings Sefsor has topped 50

assists in a match nine times this

season.

ivlotes compiled by l^lck Tayf6r,T)aily"

Bruin Contributor

BASKETBALL- Rob Evans

demands performance

on court, in classroom

By Bob Cohn
The Arizona Repubfic

TEMPE, ARIZ. - So you want to

be a Sun Devil and play basketball at

Arizona State for Rob Evans? Good.

But you'd better have some skills.

Not necessarily Parade All-

American Super Prep Best of the

Universe Render Dick Vitale

Speechless skills, but basic talent, raw

instinct. This is the Big Time, the Pac-

10. Arizona, UCLA and all that.

They're not taking any stifTs. Why
should he?

There are a few other things you

ought to know, as well.

You must play defense.

Constantly. Relenlles.sly.

You must bust your ... Whoops.

Sorry, no cursing. Or Irash-lalking.

Or showing ofTof any kind.

You must go to class and study

hall. Iweryone. No exceptions.

When you attend a function or

represent the team, no hats. Can't

even wear 'em forward. No earrings.

When you wafk tfirough an airport.

yt)u are presentabfe. No. not a coal

and tie. Just presentable.

room, kindergarten through 12th

grade.

"Old school with an open mind,"

he said. "I'm not an ogre. But my job

i$ to make sure we win basketball

games. And my job also is to mature

the young."

Why not shore up the crumbling

world economic markets while

you're at it?

No, these goals are enough. They
are inordinately difficult to achieve,

yet Evans has achieved them, dating

back to his 24 years as an assistant

coach - seven at New Mexico State,

15 at Texas Tech, two more at

Oklahoma State - and, most notably,

his six years as the head coach at

Mississippi.

He has succeeded at every level,

which include his playing days at

Lubbock Christian and New Mexico

Slate, through bulldog determina-

tion, a firm grasp of strategy and

nuance and a rigid adherence to a

few basic principles. As ASU opens

its 1998-99 season under its third

coach in three years - practice began

Saturday - he will try to do it again.

There is not one person with

whom Evans comes in contact who
believes he won't. But he has help.

Not surprisingly, his coaching stalT-

Russ Pennell and Dan O'Dowd, who
followed him from Ole Mi.ss. and

Ibny Benlord, wlu) came Irom New
" "And they can't have any oi those

ear deals on," I Ivans said.

j-ar deals? You mean ear phones?

"Yeah, ear phones."

OK. so Evans is 52 years old and

not entirely aware of tfie advances in

portabte audio. But tie might be a

jnarketing dream. Attention, sfick

suits: iivans is so out, fie's in. "Old

school" has become a hip, trendy

expression, ami Rob I -vans is one

Mexico are the most fervent disci-

ples.

" I'hey could all be head coaches,

too," said senior forward Mike
Batiste, whose academic slide was

halted at missing the first eight games

largely through the stafTs interven-

tion and crisis management. "Ihe

way they work .so hard to push us, to

get us m\o game shape. Ihe way they

cfieck on us in the classroom.

"They're real serious about every-
' thing. Like Coach Evans said. If

you're not here to get an edugation,

walk out the door' He's real strict,

but it's all part of being disciplined." .

Discipline is written on the back of

the Sun Devils' practice jerseys.

Defense is on the shorts. The third

component of Evans' Three D's, ded-

ication, rests inside the uniform.

Corny, huh? Sure. And so is the story

of how Evans went to Oxford, Miss.,

to become the first African American
basketball coach there, and how with

the Confederate flag and the band
playing "Dixie" as a backdrop he

took the Rebels from the scrap heap

to the the top of the Southeastern

Conference. He ran his players,

pushed them, ran them, benched

them, ran them, suspended them.

The suspensions came early, during

the feeling-out process. Eventually,

everyone knew what to expect.

Live clean. Play hard.

"It's a whole lot easier to do things

right and enjoy life than it is to do

things wrong and sit around and feel

bad about it," Evans said. "We have

fun if we do things properly. It's

imperative that we teach Irfe's lessons

to these guys."

Periodically, Evans and some
other black coaches get together to

talk basketball and anything else, that

tnight be relevant, like the real world.

Evans calls it an "enhancement scmi-

nar."

"We talk a lot about X's and O's,

but it'^more than that," he said. "If

we don't teach life's lessons, where

else arc they going to get it? They

have to understand there are consc^

quences when they do things they're

not supposed to."

See COACH, page 3S
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•" LIMITED TIME OFFER FOR LOS ANGELES!

Y REATRATES WITHA
WHOLENEW WAY TO CALL!

dUCING SPRINT CALLTERNATIVESl
:/

YWHERE IN THE U.S. 75*^PER MINUTE.

TO FIVE COUNTRIES

UP TO75% OFF!

I

Step 1. Okay. If you can call (213) 857-6684 without local toll or long-distance charges

you re ready to score great rates. Not sure? Call your local phone company or check the phoneljook

> Step 2. Slide one of these cards out of your wallet: VISA. IVlasterCard or American Express

Use one to pre-pay for this long-distance service, You don t even have to switch long-distance carriers'

Step 3 SIGN UP RIGHT NOW by visiting our Web site at

... www calltef natives com sprmtsavings— or call (800) 951-2636

"d
m'r.

Sprint Callternatives
Sign up now at our Web site!

www.callternatives.com/sprintsavmgs

Or call (800) 951 -2636

I

Any large_Pizza, your choice of toppings and crust, for $9,99

824-4111
"

1114 Gayley Ave.

Westwood Village

Medium 1 topping Pizza

for $5.95

Fast Free Dellverv

until 1 a.m. Sunday-Thursday
until 2 a.m. Friday & Saturday

Major League Baseball

Postsaaion At A Glanca

LEAGUE CHAMPIONSHIP SERIES

Amerkan league

Tuesday, Oct. 6

NrwYorli7,(lovpldnd2

Wednesday, Oct. 7

Cleveland 4, New York I, Winnings

Friday, Oct. 9

(leveUnd6, NewYork 1

Saturday, Oct. 10

New York 4, Cleveland

Tuesday, Oct. 20

New York V S.m Dieqo 4, New York leads

series 3

Today's Game

Npv»(York (Pellitte 16 11) al S.in Dieqo

(Brown 18 ;),820pm

Thursday, Oct. 22

New York at San Diego, 8 20 p m., if ne(

essary

Saturday, Oct. 24

San Diego at New York, 8 p.m., if neces

sary

W I T Pt^ Gf GA

Detroit 3 1 6 10 S

Chuago 3 2 -6 12 13

Nasfiville 12 13 6 8

St louis 1 2 1 3 8 10

Northwest Division

W I I Pts Gf GA

Vancouver 2 2 4 10 10

Edmonton 2 3 4 13 11

Calgary 1 3 1 3 12 18

EASTERN CONFERENCE

Northeast Division

W I SOI Pts GF GA

Cincinnati 3 1 6 13 12

Grand Rapids 2 1 1 5 14 11

Detroit 2 10 4 9 5

Orlando 2 2 4 14 IS

Sunday, Oct. 11

NewYork S.Cleveland 3

Tuesday, Oct. 13

New York 9, Cleveland S, New York wim

ieriei 4-2

National League

Wednesday, Oct. 7

San Diego 3, Atlanta 2, 10 innings

Thursday, Oct. 8

San Diego 3, Atlanta

Saturday, Oct. 10

San Diego 4. Atlanta 1

Sunday, Oct. 11

Atlanta 8, San Diego 3

Monday, Oct. 12

Atlanta 7, San Diego 6

Wednesday, Oct 14

San Diego S, Atlanta 0, Son Diego wins

serifi4-2

WORLD SERIES

Saturday, Oct 17

New York 9, San Diego 6

Sunday. Oa It

New Yofk 9, San Diego 3

"Sunday, Oct. 25
— -

San Diego at New York, 7:55 p.m. EST, if

necessary

National Hockey League
-* AtACIanc*

EASTERN CONFERENCE

Colorado

Pacific Division

Dallas

los Angeles

Phoenix^

Anaheim

San Jose

4 1 1 10 20

W I T Pts GF GA

3 1 1 7 IS 9

2 1 1 S 11 11

I 10 4 9 7

13 2 6 9

3 1 1 7 14

Central Division

Indianapolis

Cleveland

Michigan

Fort Wayne

W L SOI Pts GF GA

2 1 S 11 10

2 2 1 5 12 IS

2 2 4 10 12

1 2 1 3 12 IS

WESTERN CONFERENCE

Midwest Division

Atlantic Division

Philadelphia

Pittsburgh

NY. Islanders

NY. Rangers

New Jersey

W L T Pts GF GA

4 1 9 14 S

2 1 5 10 7

2 2 4 6 7

1 4 1 3 10 19

1 3 2 6 10

Northeast Division

W L T Pts GF GA

Toronto 3 1 1 7 IS 12

Boston 3 2 ] 7 14 8

Ottawa 3 6 11 i

Buffalo 2 1 1 5 10 9

Montreal 2 2 1 S 14 9

Southeast Division

Florida

Washington

Carolina

Tampa Bay

W I T Pts GF GA

2 1 S 7 3

2 1 1 S 9 6

1 1 3 S 12 11

4 1 1 8 19

WESnRNCONFERENa

Central Division

Monday's Games

Chicago 2, Montreal 1

Nashville 2, Toronto 2, tie

Phoenix 3, Boston 1

Tuesday's Games

Carolina 3, Vancouver 1

N.Y. Rangers 3, Edmonton 2

Philadelphia 3, San Jose 1

Dallas 3, Calgary 1

Today's Games

Vancouver at Washington, 7 p.m.

Ottawa at Montreal, 7 p.m.

Pittsburgh at Tampa Bay, 7:05 p.m.

Edmonton at NY. Islanders, 7:30 p.m.

Los Angeles at Florida, 7:30 p.m.

Nashville at Detroit, 7:30 p.m.

Boston at Anaheim, 10:30 p.m.

Thursday's Games

St. Louis at Onawa, 7:30 p.m.

N.Y. Islanders at N.Y. Rangers, 7:30 p.m.

New Jersey at Philadelphia^ 7:30 p.m.

San Jose at Chicago, 8:30 p.m.

Ptioenfx at Dallas, 8:30 p.m.

lntcrnation.ll Hockoy Lp.ique

At A Gl.incf

Milwaukee

Manitoba

Chicago

Kansas City

W L SOL Pts GF GA

3 2 8 14 12

3 1 6 15 14

2 1 2 6 17 17

1 4 2 9 18

Southwest Division

W
F^ouston 4

Long Beach 4

Utah 1

Las Vegas 1

LSOl Pts GF GA

1 8 25 14

2 8 21 16

3 2 13 IS

4 2 18 26

NOTE: Two points are awarded for a vic-

tory; one for a shootout loss. Shootout

losses are only denoted in the SOL col-

umn, not the loss column.

Tuesday's Games

Cleveland 3, Fort Wayne 2

Chicago 6, Long Beach 4

Milwaukee 4, Las Vegas 3

Today's Games

Long Beach at Michigan, 7 p.m.

Flouston at Cincinnati, 7:30 p.m.

Orlando at Kansas City, 8:30 p.m.

Milwaukee at Utah, 9 p.m.

Friday's Games

Houston at Detroit, 7:30 p.m.

Long Beach at Grand Rapids, 7:30 p.m.

Manitoba at Cincinnati, 7:30 p m.

Indianapolis at Chicago, 8:30 p.m.

Utah at Kansas City, 8:30 p.m.

Michigan at Las Vegas, 10 p.m.

All Times In the Sports Box are EOT

Trantactiont

Najor League Baseball

CLEVELAND INDIANS—Exercised 1999

options on SS Omar Vizquel and RF^P

Steve Reed. Declined to exercise 1999

options on INF Joey Cora and RF1P Doug

Jones, making them free agents.

Released INF Jeff Manto and INF Ricky

Gutierrez

KANSAS CITY ROYALS- -Announced that

they will not renew the contract of

Bruce Kison, pitching coach. Removed OF

Chris Hatcher, C Tim Spehr and C Hector

Ortiz from the 40-man roster

OAKLAND ATHLETICS—Added LHP Juan

Perez from Edmonton of the PCL. Sent

RHP Willie Adams, RHP Bill King, RHP

Dave Telgheder, LHP Tim Kubinski and OF

Mike Neill outright to Edmonton.

TORONTO BLUE JAYS—Named Sal

Butera third-base coach and Marty

Pevey bullpen coach and catching

instructor

FLORIDA MARLINS—Claimed OF Bruce

Aven off waivers from the Cleveland

Indians.

National Football inqif

INDIANAPOLIS COLTS—Waived RB Zack

Crockett Signed RB Scott Greene.

NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS—Activated

WR Anthony Ladd from the practice

squad. Placed LB Bernard Russ on " '

injured reserve.

WASHINGTON REDSKINS—Signed OT

Paul Wiggins. Released G Michael

Batiste.

National Hockey Leagut

CALGARY FLAMES—Recalled D Jamie

Allison from Saint John of the AHL.

Assigned RW Rocky Thompson to Saint

John.

DALLAS STARS— Activated D Dan

Keczmer from injured reserve. Assigned

F Jason Botterill to Michigan of the IHL.

MONTREAL CANADIENS—Signed LW

Brian Savage to a two-year contract.

PITTSBURGH PENGUINS— Recalled G

Jean Sebastian Aubin from Kansas City

of the IHL.

TAMPA BAY LIGHTNING— Named Jay

Feaster assistant general manager, Don

Murdoch director of hockey operations,

Peter Mahovlich director of pro scouting,

and Rick Paterson associate coach.

WASHINGTON CAPITALS—Assigned F

James Black to Chicago of the IHL.

COLLEGE

NEW ORLEANS—Named Jim Hunter

men's and women's tennis coach.

NEW YORK CITY TECH—Named Cartrecia

DiMaggio men's and women's volleyball

coach, Reggie Howard men's basketball

coach, Stefan Charles-Pierre men's soc-

cer coach, Kim Perry cross country coach.

NORTH CAROLINA—Suspended senior

QB Oscar Davenport one game for vio-

lating unspecified team rules.

Announced that OL Jon Hall will remain

suspended for the rest of the season.

Tfivt.i Questions

I.What position does Karim Abdul-

Jabbar currently play?

2. How many times this decade has the

team witti the highest win total for the

regular season gone on to win the World

Series?

3. What to the football teams of Ohio

State, UCLA, Kansas State, Tennessee;"""

Tulane, Arkansas and Wisconsin have in

common?

Ar>sw«'r\
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SPORTS
Football

Find out the playing status of Bruin star

DeShaun Foster. He injured his knee in

UGLA's victory over Oregon on Saturday.

What does the team plan to do now that

it has lost its leading rusher?

BRUIN DIARIES

For Bailey, practice malces perfect
By Sam Bailey

What a fabulous place. Today is my easy day.

Wake up around 9 a.m. for my only class. Take a

slow cruise through campus, stopping on occa-

sion to say hello to my friends. Find my way to a

50 minute lecture about statistics - actually pret-

ty interesting.

Now I sit on Bruin Walk in

the shade, a soft breeze

going through the trees.

Campus is packed 4ind

I'm loving it. I have

two hours until my
day »erilly begins..

Until then, it's nothing

but T-Bell and friends. Life is

good.

12:30 p.m. rolls around. I begin to think about

what lies ahead. Weights at 1 p.m. I remember

our last lift. That workout wasn't fun.

I begin this workout with some exercises that

stretch me out. Loosen me up for the hell to

corte . "Leg ssvTngs
*
^T cont inue w ith sit -ups . tp

seems like I do a bazillion of these a day. My
teammates and I are supposed to do about 150

per workout - however, somehow we manage to

get in an extra 100 or so fairly regularly.

We go on ... four sets of 15 pull-ups, a few reps

of bench press, couple of squats, some lunges,

tricep extensions. You get the picture. A few

minutes before 2

p.m., I fmish. My
entire body totally

exhausted. I leave the

weight room and hus-

tle up to Sunset Rec.

I walk onto the

pool deck and see the

usual scene, a couple

of lovely ladies tan-

ning on the grass. My
team and I have a

quick meeting,

stretch for a couple

of minutes, change

and dive into another

two-and-a-half-hour

practice.

Warm-up only

takes about 30 min>

utes, but it is always a

treat to see how far

you can swim in such

a brief tima. Today

Sam Bailty and his teammates listen to a

prep talk before practice.

we go about 2,500

yards, a mile and a

half. Most of this is

done in sets of 100

yards bui today is

special. My team-

mates and I test our

lung capacity, each

swimming at least

two lengths under

water.

"We are the

fastest team on the

planet," 1 hear one

teammate say. I can't

imagine another

polo team training

harder than us. I

think it's physically

impossible.

We gather into groups of four, passing with

both left and right hands, loosening out our

shoulders and warming up our legs. Five min-

utes later, a heavy ball is tossed to each group,

and my coach instructs me to "jump" out of the

water every time the ball is thrown my way.

Four or five times around the circle and my
legs begin to tire. It seems, once again, the squats

have gotten the best of me. But there is no time

for rest. I hear my coach yell out that we aren't

getting far enough out of the water. He wants to

be able to see our suitSf

After 10 more minutes of passing and leg

work, I line up in front of the goal to take a few

shots. I practice shooting from different posi-

tions, trying to make things as close to a game
situation as possible. For example, I have anoth-

Photos by DAVE HILL

Sam Bailey is a cornerstone of the this year's men's water polo

team.

er teammate press down on my shoulders for 30

seconds, then sprint 30 meters to the opposite

goal and take five shots. This is pretty tiring, but

I happily endure it, knowing what is to come.

In the past, our team has always set Tuesdays

aside for fast-break drills, calling it "counter-

Tuesday." However, during our pre-season team

meeting, we were all informed that "it is going to

be counter-everyday!"

So now, on this beautiful Wednesday after-

noon, we begin counter-attack drills. The

counter-attack is a main facet of our game, and

so this "party" will continue for most of the

remaining time of our practice. Occasionally we

stop and mix things up a little by practicing our

man-down defense or man-up offense. However,

See DAIRY, page 34

DeShaun Foster sidelined by injured knee
FOOTBALL Injury from

Oregon game will bench

back for about a month

ByJeffKmiotek
Daily Bruin Staff

Running back DeShaun Foster

will miss three to four weeks after

spraining his left knee against

Oregon on Saturday. An MRI exam
revealed Foster sprained his medial

collateral ligament.

The injury occurred in the sec-

ond quafter, when Foster was tack-

led after a 10-yard reception.

**It was a screen. I went to cut,

and I was already planted, and

somebody tackled me in the leg,"

said Foster after the game.

Foster, UCLA's leading rusher,

had already scored the first two

touchdowns of the game. His first

score came on a 5 1 -yard reception

in which he made two Oregon
defenders tackle each other.

His second TD came courtesy of

a four-yard run. FoUowing the

injury, Foster left the game for the

locker room, but later returned to

the sidelines on crutches. Foster has

started his rehabilitation and is now
able to walk without crutches.

The previous week vs. Arizona,

Foster rushed for 1 18 yards and two

touchdowns on 20 carries. It was

the most yards gained by a true

freshman for UCLA since Skip

Hicks in 1993.

The explosive Foster had five

runs of over 10 yards in that game,

including a 37-yard TD run in

which he broke four tackles.

With Freddie Mitchell gone for

the year with a broken left femur,

Foster had taken over the punt and

kick return duties. Against

Arizona, he had a 45-yard kickoff

return and totaled 188 all-purpose

yards. He currently ranks fifth in

the Pac-IO with 123.6 all-purpose

yards per game. __^
The 6-foot- 1, 205-pound Foster

has run for 308 yards on 53 carries

and four touchdowns. He also has

six receptions for 89 yards and a

score.

Foster was emerging as the

team's top tailback before the

injury occurred. He's a threat to

break a long run on any given play.

"He's very special," said head

coach Bob Toledo. "I think the

thing about him is he's got great

vision. He can see a hole and get in

it as fast as anyone I've ever seen.

And he can break tackles."

Tailbacks Jermaine Lewis and

Keith Brown, originally the team's

first and second-string running

backs, will pick up the slack while

Foster is out. 'Brown« who rushed

for 101 yards against Oregon, will

be the starter for Saturday's game
against California.

Brown has scored four touch-

downs and averages a team-high 5.5

yards per carry. Lewis, who ran for

his ninth score of the year against

Oregon, leads the Pac-10 and ranks

third in the nation in scoring with

13.5 points per game.

Before Dodgers

get back on top

they must find

new manager

COLUMN: Ten years after

World Series win, team

in need of true leadership

Only the Dodgers could find

a way to lose without even

playing.

Once the most coveted organiza-

tion in baseball,

the Dodgers

can't even find

a guy to sit on

the bench and

manage them.

Exactly 10

years ago to

this day, news-

paper headlines

Jeff

Kmiotek

across the

world read

"Dodgers:

World

Champs."
That Series-clinching victory

against Oakland was the last time

the Blue Crew has won in October.

Boy, have things have changed.

It's been 10 long years of unlived

potential, rebuilding and "oh, so

close."

Now is the time for the Dodgers

to bust out of their decade-long

slump and be the team they know
they can be. Now is the time for

them to become the Dodgers of

yore. But first they need a coach.

New general manager Kevin

Malone has been looking in the

right places and asking the right

guys. But they're giving the wrong

answer - no. It's quite stunning

considering the Dodgers manageri-

al spot was always the position peo-

ple wanted but couldn't have. Who
would turn down a chance to be in

charge of4he L.A. Dodgers?

Felipe Alou, for one. Alou, who
had worked with Malone when he

was GM of the Montreal Expos,

was close to signing with the

Dodgers. In fact, he was 10 minutes

away from taking the job.

But, like all things for the

Dodgers, something went wrong.

The Expos offered Alou a better

deal, and he took it. Alou would've

been a perfect fit for the Dodgers.

Since 1992, Alou has led the over-

achieving Expos to the third-best

record in the National League, with

the league's lowest average payroll

over that span.

So why wouldn't he ditch the

lowly Expos to join Rupert

Murdoch and his billions? It's prob-

ably Alou's loyalty and integrity,

attributes that make him such a

desirable manager. But for now,

Alou will remain with a team that

makes players good and sends them

away to other teams as gifts.

Alou won't be in blue, so now
who?

Next comes Jim Leyland. He's

won in Pittsburgh, he's won in

Florida and he'd win in Los

Angeles. Leyland was angry that

the Marlins broke up their World

Series-winning lineup because of

payroll issues, so the big budget

Dodgers should be a quick fix. Or

' Sec RMMnilt, page 34

Helping others has negative

impact on worid. See page 1
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Halloween is around the comer, and The Bruin

previews the best spoU for a fright See page 24
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State & Local, page 8
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Faculty members organize walkout ^^^i^
^

Students,

professors

join protest

CAMPUS: Events held in

support of revival of

afTirmative action policy

By Andy Shah
Daily Bruin Contributor

UCLA faculty, outraged over the

effects of the repeal of affirmative

action, joined colleagues from other

colleges across the country

Wednesday in walking out of their

classes in support of the policy.

Many professors and teaching

assistants (TAs) held their classes in

Royoe Quad lo suppor t the protest,

while others spoke at a forum at

noon in the newly renovated

Meyerhoff Park.

"It's important to indicate that

the base of support (for affirmative

action) is larger than students," said

Richard Yarborough, professor of

English and director of the Center

for African American Studies,

"paculty members bring a certain

level of credibility to the cause."

Some faculty who held their class-

es outside proceeded with their regu-

lar curriculum, while others used the

class time to discuss issues of diversi-

ty and affirmative action.

"We had a great discussion about

what people were saying about affir-

mative action," said Rachel Lee,

professor of English and women's

studies, who taught her women's
studies class in Royce Quad.

Other faculty members said the

walkouts benefited students.

DERMCK KU0O/D«»y Bruin

Participants in front of Kerckhoff Hall take part in a nationwide walkout in support of affirmative action.

"Students, feel a certain kind of

kinship with faculty that they neces-

sarily don't with the administra-

tion," said Chris Thinnes, a TA who
taught his English class outside.

State officials wrote off the

protests, saying that such actions

were pointless in nature.

"We believe this is a silly exer-

cise," said Ron Low, Gov. Pete

Wilson's deputy press secretary.

Low said that while diversity is

"absolutely" important in higher

education, the protesters' goals were

misguided.

"Teachers and students should be

working on a university that admits

students based on their ability, not

the color of their skin," Low said.

UC Regent Frank Clark agreed,

calling the walkouts "ridiculous."

"We realize the importance of

diversity, but walking out won't

change anything," Clark said.

The walkouts were initially

planned as a UC-wide protest, but-

nfany campuses nationwide also

decided to hold similar protests the

same day.
*^

In Washington, faculty and stu-

dents at various campuses mobilized

against an initiative similar to

Proposition 209, the 1996 measure

that ended all state-sponsored affir-

mative action ^ programs in

California. Washington has an initia-

tive that will be on its Nov. 3 ballot.

Each of the nine University of

California campuses held an event

Wednesday, said Rafael Perez-

Torres, professor of English litera-

ture and walkout organizer.

"This is a long-term, broad-based

strategy," Perez-Torres said.

Also, some California state uni-

versities and colleges, as well as pri-

vate colleges, joined in. Solidarity

movements were held at Stanford

and Occidental College.

At noon, faculty members gath-

ered in Meyerhoff Park to give

speeches about the importance of

affirmative action.

"The argument that affirmative

action is preferential treatment has

been used against people of color for

the last 125 years," said law profes-

sor Kimberle Crenshaw.

"In 1964, some people felt that

even civil rights laws were prefcren-

See WALKOUT, page 10

ADMISSIONS: Events

nationwide focus on

decision of regents

ByDtnnbUm
Daily Bruin Contributor

BERKELEY - Over 300

protes&oi s , faculty, studentyand~

staff walked out of their class-

rooms Wednesday, continuing

a legacy of protests following

the decision by the UC Board of

Regents to end the use of affir-

mative action in admissions.

Afiirm With Action, a two-

day nationwide walkout,

expects to attract tens of thou-

sands of supporters on 17 cam-

puses across the nation by its

conclusion on Thursday.

"The protest has enough

campuses involved with it

where that number isn't just

optimistic. It seems very realis-

tic," said Heather Bergman,

chairwoman of the Coalition to

Defend AfTirmative Action By

Any Means Necessary

(BAMN).
The regents ended the use of

race, gender or ethnicity in the

admissions process at UC
schools when they approved

decisions SP-1 and SP-2 in July

of 1995. Proposition 209,

approved by voters in 1996,

eliminated the consideration of

race or gender in state hiring.

See BERKELEY, page 8

Provocative display focuses on victims of hate crimes
GALA: Memorial for

murdered Shepard spurs

dialogue on injustice

By Barbara Ortutay

Daily Bruin Staff

A beaten, bloody mannequin

hanging in Royce Quad caught the

eyes of many students who walked

by on Wednesday.

Last week in Wyoming, 18 hours

passed before anyone noticed

Matthew Shepard's maimed body

hanging on a fence post.

The Gay and Lesbian

Association (GALA) organized the

silent demonstration Wednesday
morning in memory of the slain col-

lege student and other hate crime

victims.

Behind the mannequin, a display

of banners, photographs and a rain-

bow Hag called for an end to crimes

ba.sed on discrimination.

"I know that the mannequin is

ugly," said GALA president Tamar
Tokat. "That's the whole point."

"We realize that there are people

who think it's offensive or that it's

sensationalizing his death," she

said. "But if we didn't have this in-

your-face display, a lot of people

would not pay attention to what

happened."

While some students observed

the display from afar, others sat

down in front of it and discussed the

issues surrounding Shepard's death.

"I think it gets attention, which is

important," said Kariann

Goldschmitt, a second-year English

student and GALA member.

"However, I have a problem with

the mannequin. It's going to drive

people away who are more moder-*

ate," she said.

But others said that the shock

value of the display fit the severity

of the issue.

"UCLA tends to be apathetic.

People just say, 'Oh what a shame'

and move on," said Juliet

Henderson, a third-year graduate

student in Spanish.

"When a drastic thing like

(Shepard's murder) happens, dras^

tic measures need to be taken," she

said.

Shepard was an openly gay stu-

dent at the University of Wyoming
who was brutally murdered last

week. While police believe that the

attackers' motive was robbery,

prosecutors say that it is doubtless

that he was the victim of a hate

crime.

GALA chose to raise awareness

about hate speech as well as hate

crimes by reprinting on a bed sheet

a piece of hate mail, which was e-

mailed to a website supporting

Shepard. The letter attacked not

only gays, but minority, racial and

religious groups as well.

Shepard's murder has stirred a

nationwide focus on hate crimes

and homophobia.

Organizations on other UC cam-

puses chose different ways of

remembering Shepard. UC San

Diego students, for example, wore

green armbands for a week. JUC
Berkeley students held a candlelight

vigil last week.

"I think a vigil says enough," said

Berkeley student Bryan Chin. "I

mean, we don't want to turn his

death into a political cause."

But GALA leaders say that the

issue is political, pointing to state-

ments by infiuential members of

Congress, such as Senate Majority

Leader Trent Lott, about "loving

the sinner and hating the sin.'^

"First of all, we are not sinners,"

Tokat said.

"It is this kind of hate-mongering

that causes hate crimes," she said.

Sec DEMONSmnOII, pagt 10
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Third-year student Vincent Bidtz sits at

the memorial for Matthew Shepard
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Defense secretary to

speak at Anderson
U.S. Secretary of Defense William Cohen

will speak at UCLA on Oct. 28 at 4 p.m. in

Korn Convocation Hall at the Anderson

School.

Cohen's lecture, titled "The Conditions of

Peace in the 21st Century," is sponsored by the

Center for International Relations, a unit of

International Studies and Overseas Programs.

As the nation's preeminent voice on

defense and international security issues,

Cohen became the country's 20th secretary of

defense in January 1997, after being confirmed

in the Senate by a 99-0 vote.

"We are extremely pleased to have

Secretary Bill Cohen come to UCLA," said

political science Professor Richard

Rosecrance, director of the Center.

"He has often spoken of the terrorists and

nuclear threats to America, and now he will

turn his attention to what needs to be done to

assure peace in the future."

Cohen was a Republican sena-

tor for the state of Maine from

1979-1997 and also served three

terms in the House of Representatives

before his appointment.

Nov. 3 elections data

now available online

California Secretary of State Bill Jones has

unveiled a new component to his 1998 election

website that will allow the public to have online

access to last-minute contribution data during

the final two weeks before the election.

Contributions or independent expenditures

of $1,000 or more made during the final 16

days before the election must be reported to

the secretary of state within 24 hours of

receipt.

"The public deserves to know who is fund-

ing the last-minute attack ads that will soon be

filling the airwaves," Jones said. "Full disclo-

sure of campaign finances will help voters

make more informed choices on Nov. 3."

Visitors to the internet site,

located at http://www.ss.ca.gov,

will be able to review the contribu-

tion date by recipient, contributor and

date the information was filed.

"These last two weeks, the money will be fiy-

ing fast and furiously into targeted legislative

races," Johes said. "This site is designed to

provide campaign finance information to vot-

ers well in advance of election day."

Rare form of dementia

enhances artistic talent

Researchers led by a University of

California, San Francisco neurologist have

determined that a relatively rare form of

dementia brings out startling artistic talents in

some people, and that these abilities evolve

and nourish even as patients lose the ability to

remember such basic words as "art."

The finding, published in the Oct. 20 of

issue the journal Neurology, offers insights

into the way in which the disease, frontotem-

poral dementia, exacts its price, but also into

the way in which creativity emerges in the

brain.

"The last place one would expect to find any

aptitude flourishing, let alone emerging, is in

the brain ofsomeone slowly wasting away with

dementia, but the evidence is pretty dramatic,"

said Bruce L. Miller, M.D., the A.W. and Mary
Margaret Clausen Distinguished Professor in

Neurology and director of the UCSF
Alzheimer's disease center.

"In each of the five cases we've document-

ed, a period of exceptional creativity heralded

the beginnings of a tragic disease and contin-

ued to flourish even as the patients began to

lose their ability to use language.

"Studying these patients," Miller said, "may

help researchers learn where and how visual

and musical abilities develop in the brain."

Frontotemporal dementia accounts for

roughly 10 percent of dementia cases, fre-

quently runs in families, and tends to manifest

itself when people are in their 50s.

Compiled from Daily Bruin staff reports.
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Thursday Noon
Bible Studies in the Old & New
Testament

Bible study

Ackerman Union 3508

off the mark by Mark Parisi

ACriAKTC FEATUREei9n MARK MRISI

www.offth«mark.oom
MarkParisk^aoi.com

ONLY A FEW DAYS LEFT:

For Arts and Architecture

(SOAA) - undergraduate students

to add courses with $3 per course

fee through URSA telephone.

For SOAA undergraduate stu-

dents to file Late Study List with

$50 fee.

LESS THAN TWO WEEKS

LEFT:

For graduate students to add

courses with $3 per course fee

through URSA Telephone.

For graduate students to file

Late Study List with $50 fee.

Undergraduates approved for

reduced educational fee are audit-

ed(must be enrolled in 10 units or

less to be eligible for reduction) as

of Oct 23.

For non-SOAA undergradu-

ates to add courses with PTE#
and $3 per course fee through

URSA Telephone.

For non-SOAA undergradu-

ates to file Late Study List petition

with $50 fee.

University Catholic Center

Communion (12:10)

Kerckhoff400

1 p.m.
Amigosde UCLA
First site visit to Selma

Elementary .—^

Lot 6 -825-2217

UCLA FWC
General meeting ( 1 :30)

California Room, UCLA Faculty

Center

3 p.m.
Alastar Smith, Victoria

University

Information Seminar: What Is

Webometrics?

GSE&ISIll

4

UCLA Bruin Corps

Men's Gym 105(3:30) ^,_ .

"California's New Leadership."

475-5738

6 p.m.
African Graduation

Committee meeting

Ackeiiiiaiii56& ' fe445li =

Latino Business Student

Association (LBSA)

Resume Workshop

Career Center

Free admission

Korean American Christian

Fellowship

Dodd 161- 996-1948 (Chong)

Campus Crusade for Christ

Weekly meeting (6:30)

Boelter 5440 • 474-7632

7 p.m.
Vietnamese Student Union

Vietnamese Culture Night

Auditions

Sproul Lounge • 267-7765

Latinas Guiding Latinas

Orientation
,

,

,

.

„•

^Kerckhoff Llf" —

—

4 p.m.
Project Literacy

Orientation meeting

Kerckhoff411 -825-2417

Japanese Student Association

General meeting

Ackerman 3508 - 293-5773

5 p.m.
John Paul II Society

Christian Commitment today's

Society

Kerckhoffl52' 208-0941

Ufahamu

Editorial meeting

Bunche 10367 - 825-6059

Han (X)l Lim (Korean Cultural

Awareness Group)

First study group meeting

Ackerman 2nd Floor

California's New Leadership

Bank of America California State

Forum (5:30)

A forum of civic leaders presents

their perspectives on

Graduate Christian Fellowship

Meeting (7:30)

Ackerman 3508 • 825-6099

8 p.m.
VNLC&VSU
Tet Festival Meeting

Haines 18- 214-7227

Friday 1 p.m.
Muslim Union

Friday Jum'Ah Prayers

Young Grand Salon • 206-7877

2 p.m.
Guest lecture

"The Invention of Fatimid

Culture"

Von Grunebaum Library,

Bunche Hall 10383

The Center for the Study of

Religion at UCLA
Von Grunebaum Library,

Bunche Hall 10383

Wttat's Brewjn'can bt readied via e-mail

at whatsbfewin0media.ucla.edu

k'

UCLA'S Past
UCLA has witnessed 80 years of classes, students, professors,

research and memories. This series presents some chapters of

our history.

Photos coufte^y of Univefsiiy Afchives

get with an apple on your head, while sever-

al girls that you had a right to suspect were

only fair archers aimed in your general

direction," recounted one newspaper.

Luckily, there were no casualties.

That same year the Vigilantes found an

Sophomores surround and mock a freshman ( second from rignt) who is forced lo wear the

freshman hat called a "dlnk."The hat made freshmen easier to Identify.

From shaving freshmen's hair to stripping dress

code violators of clothing, officially sanctioned

hazing was common in the good old days at UCLA

By Pauline Vu
Daily Bruin Contributor

In UCLA's first year of existence, the fresh-

man class gathered at the athletic field to

choose a student government.

All was going according to plan until, short-

ly before they began voting, a mob of sopho-

mores appeared on the scene - with a fire

hose.

"Before it was over," a local newspaper

reported, "there were bruised shins and torn

clothing, skinned elbows and lost tempers.

Th« Oftily Bfuin (ISSM 10«0-SOM| i$ puWtthfd •nd copyrtght«d »>y th« ASUCLA Communicationt 8o«rd. AN rights arc r»wrv*d. R«printtng of any m«t*fial »n th»« publkation without th« wrttt»n permission of th« Commur>ic«tions Board is strictly prohibited. The
ASUCLA Commur»icatloos Board fully supports the University of California's policy on non-discrimination The student nraedia reserve the right to reject or modify advertising whose content discriminates on the basis of ancestry, color, national origin, race, religion,

disability, age, sex or sexual orientation. The ASUCLA Communications Board has a media grievance procedure for resolving complaints against any of its publications. For a copy of the complete procedure, contact the publications office at 1 18 Kerckhoff Mall. AN
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Thoroughly drenched, however, both

classes cooled off, and the atmosphere was

cleared. Student life at the University had offi-

cially begun."

And with that beginning came hazing, the

official form of entertainment for the

Southern Branch of the University of

California, as UCLA was then known at its

Vermont Avenue campus near downtown Los

Angeles.

Hazing had humble beginnings, starting

that year with the posting of 17 Freshman

Commandments.

The commandments were traditions bor-

rowed from Berkeley, the sister school of the

Southern Branch, and were largely aimed at

the male population.

There were many potential violations for

freshmen. "Queening." the courting of a

female student, was absolutely forbidden.

Freshman males seen even walking with a

female could be accused of queening and pun-

ished accordingly.

Loitering about Sophomore Grove, a

grassy area of eucalyptus trees reserved strict-

ly for sophomores and their elders, could

result in a dunking in the fish pond in front of

Millspaugh Hall.

And violating the dress code was a common
danger.

Freshmen could not wear varsity jackets or

pins reminiscent of high school days. Nor

could they wear jeans (reserved for sopho-

mores), corduroys (juniors), or the Stetson-

like hat that only seniors graced.

Known as peagreeners, freshmen were

forced to wear green beanie-like hats called

"dinks" so that the rest of the school could eas-

ily identify them.

One advertisement of the Student's Co-

operative Store proclaimed, "Don't take a

chance on being tossed into the Fish Pond -

buy Frosh Hats!"

It was important that freshmen especially

hold true the first commandment: "Thou shall

keep thy place behind thy scholastic predeces-

sors at all times."

If they didn't, however, the command-

^ment's attachment read, "Remember that

though the color of thy class be Green, it jnay

be changed to Black and Blue by thy superior

schoolmates."

The offenders, knowingly or unknowingly,

were punished in a variety of ways, mainly by

the Sophomore Vigilantes, an organization

which meted out punishment to the male fresh-

men.

Those who violated the dress code were

immediately stripped of the offending items of

clothing by the Vigilantes and forced to wear a

barrel. Some were driven out to a deserted

road and left to walk home.

Sometimes, the Vigilantes would do both.

Other common pun-

ishments included

sending freshmen who

were caught queening

to the stocks, giving

them "egg shampoo"

and "garlic cure"

makeovers and dress-

ing the freshmen in

females' garb.

During hazing's

tenure, however, the

sophomore class came

up with a variety of cre-

ative punishments.

Women actively got

involved with hazing

male freshman in 1926

- with bows and

arrows.

"Imagine being

placed in front of a tar-

old l ord wh ich, unfortunately, did net fun.

This proved be no problem, however, as fresh-

men were forced into serving as the engine.

Another group of sophomores, not to be

outdone, found an old-fashioned surrey and

had freshmen pull them along. The sopho-

mores rode up and down Vermont Avenue at

breakneck speeds, often up to two miles per

hour.
'

Although freshman women were spared

the great indignities of the men, they.also had

to undergo freshmen hazing, albeit of a more

civilized form. —

-

Like the men, the women could not queen

or wear Hashy colors, and were punished by

sophomores who swathed salvage bags care-

lessly about them, messed their hair up and

publicly marched the culprits about.

And though the women did not have to

wear dinks, they had to flaunt large green but-

tons that proclaimed "froshie" on it.

By 1925, hazing activities were confined by

the school administration to only the first

three days of school. After that, freshmen

could, in theory, go to school unmolested.

J

Despite this, not all freshmen were pacified.

"Why, it's an outrage!" proclaimed one

freshman in the school newspaper, then called

the Caiifornia Grizzly, "I don't like it at all."

"In some respects it is rather good," said

another freshman, "It takes us down a peg or

two from the height we have been living in the

last year."

"But then," he added, "it doesn't reflect

much glory on the education of the sopho-

mores."

The freshman class had one chance of

See HAZING, page 14
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Sophomore students gather at Sophomore Grove on the old Vermont campus. Any

freshman who dared sit there was treated to a free bath in the Ash Pond
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Lungren trails in close race for governor

REPUBUCAN: Candidate

overcomes setbacks, but

lags by 4 percent in polls

By Oasol Kim
Daily Bruin Contributor

Things weren't looking too good

for Dan Lungren in 1990. After

being refused for the California

treasury appointment by the State

Senate in 1988, Lungren was in a

tight spot - being a Republican

after then-President George Bush

broke his "read my lips" promise.

Lungren, however, went on to

squeeze past his opponent to win

the California attorney general

election by 28,000 votes - and

earned the nickname "Landslide

Dan" in the process. He was

reelected in 1994.

Now, Lungren faces Lieutenant

Governor Gray Davis, who cur-

rently leads him by four percentage

points in recent polls, in a close

race to be the next California gov-

ernor.

Education

Higher education has been one

of the main focuses in this year's

election. Davis, along with other

Democrats, has charged Lungren

"The Democrats arc pretend-

ing that he doesn't, and he has

allowed them to grab the high

road," he said.

Lungren opposed affirmative

action, advocating Proposition

209.

"We did the right thing with

Proposition 209," Lungren said in

an interview on MSNBC.
"We can't be satisfied with that.

We have to see how we can make

greater opportunity available," he

said.

Lungren has the support of the

state's Republican leaders in his

stance on the issiie.

"Dan Lungren makes no apolo-

gies for not playing the racial pref-

erences game," said Mike Madrid,

political director of the California

Republican Party.

"The vast majority of

Californians believe that racial

preferences have no place in soci-

ety," he said.

Lungren has also suggested the

reformation of the K-12 system

would better prepare students for

post-secondary education.

To absorb some of the impact of

Proposition 209, Lungren has sug-

gested implementing programs that

would make it easier to transfer

classes between the three

California school systems.

Davis rallies support by

ing moderate route

Attorney General Dan Lungren

increase in college students, also

known as Tidal Wave II.

Platform

Lungren and Davis were known
to ride on opposite sides of the

fence in their platforms. Lungren,

who sponsored bills such as

Megan's Law and the Three Strikes

Law, was always seen as conserva-

tive.

"He's running on a platform that

reflects the right-wing supporters

that have given to him a lot of

With not having as strong of a plat- Lungren prupuses Uevelupiiig a financial support," said Ad rian.

form for education as does Davis.

Some believe that Lungren's

silence about the issue has dam-

aged him during this election year.

"He probably is concerned

about some (education) even

though the Democrats say that he's

not," said Charles Adrian, profes-

sor emeritus of political science at

UC Riverside.

virtual university that would allow

students to attend class without

having to be physically present, in

order to accommodate for the pro-

jected enrollment increase at public

colleges in California.

Lungren also supports the devel-

opment of UC Merced, the ^new

UC campus that is set to open [n

2004 to absorb the expected

"He doesn't resonate with the vot-

ers of today"

Other experts believe, however,

that his conservative infiuence

when he was attorney general

would also help him if he was to

become governor.

"Lungren's expertise is in law

''

SeeLUNCREN,page16
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DEMOCRAT: Ll Governor

in favor of right to choose,

major education reforms

By Hannah Miller

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Last spring, a talk-show host

asked Gray Davis a question he

couldn't answer.

"So, Lt. Governor Davis," asked

the host of "Which Way, L.A.?"

"How are you a better Democrat?"

Davis began talking about how he

would be the one to lead the state

into the 21st century.

"Excuse me," interrupted the

host. "I asked how you are a better

Democrat."

And Davis didn't respond direct-

ly to the question.

He did win the primary, though,

proving that voters thought him a

better Democrat than Al Checchi or

Jane Harman. And now Davis, an

unshowy, dogged, old-school public

servant, is hoping to be the first

Democratic governor in 16 years.

And he's doing it by breaking the

traditional definition of a Democrat

and venturing into more moderate

cism of crime policy.

The former aide to Governor

Jerry Brown - the flamboyant

"Governor Moonbeam" of the

1970s - is trying to win by toning it

down.

Platform

"Government's role is fundamen-

tally three-fold," said Davis in a

speech in San Francisco last

February.

"(It is) to provide every student

in our public schools a clean, safe

place in which to learn; competent,

well-trained teachers from whom
they can learn; and adequate, cur-

rent textbooks with which to learn,"

he said.

Davis ofl"ers a score of sugges-

tions for reforming education,

including more charter schools, $3

S^MVIS,p3ge8
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tflfrliory.

Various polls place Davis four to

eight points ahead of the

Republican candidate Dan
Lungren.

He's stuck with issues that have

broad appeal among moderates -

like education, pollution and abor-

tion rights - and stayed f^r away

from the issues that turn off the cen-

ter, like affirmative action or criti-

DAVID HILL

Students march on campus during the walkout

holding frames inscribed with pro-affirmative

action slogans.

MICHAEL ROSS WACHT/Daily Bnm

Hundreds of students gather in Sproul Plaza on the UC Berkeley campus Wednesday during a walkout in

support of affirmative action.

Lieutenant Governor Gray Davis

UC STUDENT REGENT
For the 1999-2000 School Year

No^Experience Necessary! If

QUALIFICATIONS
Student with innovative .

mind willing to represent

the voice of all UC
students for the

. betterment of UC
campuses.

BENEFITS
The Student Regent is a

full voting member of the

Board of Regents. In

addition to having all

tuition and fees waived,

travel and accomodation
expenses are paid.

DEADLINE: November 13. 1998
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE:
***Center for Student Programming, 105 Kerckhoff Hall

***James West Center Information Desk
***Student Union Services Information Desk (Ackerman A-Level) \ ' — —.^J^

***Resklence Halls Assistant Director's Offices • ORL
***Office of Assistant Vice Chancellor, Student and Campus Life, 1104 Murphy Hall

***W¥vw.ucop.edu/regents

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
*Mlke Cohn X 57041 of nfKX>hnOsaonet.ucla.edu

*Rheena Bartoknne - rtieenamaeOaol.com or see her at Bruin Walk (MWF) at noon

Affirming

MICHAEL ROSS WACHT/Oaily Brum

A symbol of the United Farm Workers movement makes an

appearance at a slightly different struggle.

I

I

I

<a9P Alejandro

Sahagun.a

third-year

anthropology

student makes

a sign for

cultural

diversity.

DAVID HUL

BAHMAN FAAAHDEL/DMty Bruin

Teaching assistant Chris Thinnts hold his English 3 class outside during the

UC-wide walkout for affirmative action.
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Race for lieutenant qovemor crowded
SWFE: Representatives

of seven parties vie for

Sacramento's No. 2 job

ByTarMaJun
Daily Bruin Contributor

This November, seven candidates

will compete for the hardly glam-

orous - but still important - post of

state lieutenant governor.

As the next-in-line to the governor

of California, the elected official will

preside over the State Senate with a

tie-breaking vote, serve on the

boards of the California university

systems, and assume the role of gov-

ernor when the governor leaves the

state.

Cruz Bustamante and Tim Leslie,

the respective Democratic and

Republican candidates, are closely

tied for the lead in recent polls.

Bustamante, a Democratic assem-

blyman for more than five years and

Assembly speaker for 14 months,

wrote the law that allows the attorney

general to sue tobacco companies.

This self-proclaimed "moderate

Democrat" supports the death penal-

ty and has pushed for stricter gun leg-

islation during his years in the

Assembly.

Bustamante, according to his offi-

cial candidate statement, said he has

also worked with Democrats to cut

college tuition.

During last year's English depart-

ment marathon reading of "Invisible

Man," Bustamante came to UCLA
to proclaim Ralph Ellison Day in the

state of California.

"Most likely I will vote for

(Bustamante)," said Nikolai

Ingistov-Garcia, a fifth-year

Chicano/a studies and political sci-

ence student.

**His issues and views on immigra-

tion, affirmative action and welfare

are in touch with our community,"

he said, referring to the Latino/a

population.

Bustamante*s strongly conserva-

tive opponent, Leslie, has also creat-

ed legislation of his own. .

Leslie co-authored the Three

Strikes law, the Class Size Reduction

Act and the recent bill establishing

atrictef safety mea itttfCT fnr teen'

Jaime Luis Gomez

aged drivers.

One of Leslie's goals, if elected,

will be to *V;ross those borders" of

neighboring countries to meet per-

sonally with various trade commis-

sions, a duty past lieutenant gover-

nors have often delegated to subordi-

nate staff members, said Jane

Barnett, Leslie's campaign manager.

For Melissa Bullard, the external

vice-chairwoman of the Bruin

Republicans, the choice at the voting

booth will be easy.

Bullard said that Leslie is her

choice because "he adequately repre-

sents the Republican voters and I

agree with his view," and cited a pro-

life stance, lower taxes and the state

of the economy as important issues

to her.

Come election time, voters will

not be limited to candidates from the

two dominant political parties.

In the race for lieutenant gover-

nor, Jaime Luis Gomez represents

the Peace and Freedom party. He
supports a "high-quality, low-cost

college education" for everyone,

even undocumented residents.

"A fully educated population can

only be an asset to the state," he said,

explaining his unconventional view.

Having taught undocumented res-

idents at an adult school, Gomez said

he saw "such talent and struggle to

survive" that it was "disheartening to

see their opportunities just diminish-

ing.

Sara Amir, a member of the

Green party, hopes her campaign for

lieutenant governor will further the

party's progressive movement.

If elected, she said she wants to

reallocate money for building pris-

ons to supporting state universities

instead.

: now, education is so expen^

sive," she said. ** Before graduates

even start their careers, they're

already in debt. It's not fair."

An environmental scientist. Amir
also focuses on a variety ofecological

and environmental issues, such as

pollution, hazardous waste laws, and

drilHng along the California coast.

SeeELECnONS^pageU
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Jerome Levine, attorney for the California Indian Gaming
Association, speaks at a Prop. 5 debate held at UCLA.

Proposition 5 may decide

future of Indian gaming
FORUM: Initiative spurs ^f slot machines in California, there-

by allowing many recognized Indian
controversy concerning tribes to continue their gaming prao-

SOVereisntV of tribes
^'^^' ^'^^ "^^incs are currently not

^ ^ permitted by the state without an

. explicit agreement with each tribe.

Though many tribes use slot

machines against the state's wishes,

few have come to an agreement.

Tribes blame Gov. Pete Wilson

By Brian MiUMn
Daily Bailn Contributor

Kom Convocation Hall of The

'Anderson School at UCLA was (he~~1br negotiating compacts in poor
site of a pitched battle over faith.

Proposition 5 on Tuesday.

Audience members sporting

bright orange buttons and vivid

union T-shirts yelled in support as

speakers on both sides of

Proposition 5 argued the merits and

faults of this controversial ballot

measure.

Proposition 5 will legalize the use

"Proposition 5 was only drafted

aAer years of frustration and negoti-

ating," said Jerry Levine, an attorney

for the California Indian Gaming
Association.

"Promises were broken; as a

result they've taken their case to the

See PROPOSITION, page 10
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Death toll rises to 700, days after explosion in Nigeria

PIPELINE: Patients leave

hospital in fear of being

charged with gas theft

By Frank Aigbogun

The Associated Press

JESSE, Nigeria - A belkinging

town crier was sent to Jesse on

Wednesday to call for the injured to

return to hospitals, while state radio

announced that the death toll from

the fireball that tore through this

southern Nigerian town has risen to

700.

"We cannot force them to stay in

hospitals," said the region's nursing

supervisor, D. Omamor. She said she

knew of 10 patients who had gone

home against their doctors' advice,

fearing they would be arrested for

gasoline theft if they stayed. She said

she believed there were many more.

"They left on their own volition,"

said Omamor, who ordered the bell

ringer, a man who lives nearby, to

head to Jesse. Like many Nigerians,

she used an initial for her first name.

Saturday's explosion occurred

while as many as 1,000 people - using

buckets, pots, any recipient they

could get their hands on - were trying

to scoop up gasoline pouring from

holes in the pipeline.

As well as state radio, the Nigerian

newspaper Daily Express reported at

least 700 deaths, about 200 more than

the count the day before. The newspa-

per, based in the capital Lagos, cited

police who attributed the increase to

the many injured who have since died.

The toll could reach 1,000, said J.l.

Ogude, the village chief of Jesse, a

scattered, dirt-poor town of about

12,000 people, most either cassava

farmers or small traders.

Counting the dead as well as the

injured remained a frustratingly diffi-'

cult task. Some residents were said to

be secretly burying their dead out of

the same fear of prosecution that has

prompted many of those initially hos-

pitalized to return to their mud shacks

and concrete houses where, without

painkillers and medicine, their

chances of recovery were slimmer.

"People are running away," said

Jacob Emogho, one of few residents

who would speak to a reporter on

Wednesday. "People are afraid to talk

to any strangers."

Authorities have not said whether

they intend to press charges for the

gasoline theft or the fire, but no

arrests have been made and none are

immediately expected. While authori-

ties have prosecuted some pipeline

saboteurs in the past, the reactions in

' Jesse appeared to be rooted in a small-

town fear of authority.

To overcome those fears, the town

crier was to promise people they will

not be prosecuted and will be treated

free of charge, eliminating yet anoth-

er reason many don't want to stay in

hospitals.

His services were necessary

because the phone service in the area

is abysmal and many people don't

even have radios.

But even for those who remained

under medical care, treatment was

often hard to come by. Hospitals were

See EXPLOSION, page 16
The Associated Press

Nigerians visit the oil pipeline days after a massive gasoline explosion.

Israeli leaders insist alleged

criminals be turned over

MIDEAST: Suspicions

rest on 36 Palestinians

accused of terrorism

By Samar Assad .

The Associated Press

TULKAREM, West Bank -

One sells car parts. Another makes

pottery at a community center.

Some have been recruited by the

Palestinian security services.

Israel wants to change that.

"— Prime Minister Benjamin

Netanyahu wants the Palestinian

Authority to hand over 36

Palestinians, most of them accused

of killing or wounding Israelis in

terror attacks, before he will agree

to a West Bank troop withdrawal.

The demand has been an issue

at the troubled Mideast summit in

Maryland. One compromise sug-

gests all 36 will be imprisoned by

the Palestinians, with the CIA
making sure they are not freed pre-

maturely.

It is diftlcult to track those want-

ed by Israel. Palestinian security

officials said they would check who

was in jail and who was at large,

but provided only partial informa-

tion.

Several are serving time not for

crimes cited by Israel, but for

oflenses committed later, such as

stealing cars or revenge killings.

In addition to terror suspects,

Israel also wants to get its hands on

several common criminals, includ-

ing a drug dealer, two tax evaders

and a man who stole a generator

from an army base.

Israel maintains the Palestinians

are flaunting the spirit of the peace

agreements by allowing terrorists

to walk freely in their cities.

But to many Palestinians, Israel

is still the enemy and handing over

the wanted men is unthinkable.

"We will never extradite any

Congress' spending package approved
MEASURE: Plan calls for

spending $30 billion more

than last year's projections

By Alan Fram* ^

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - With little fan-

fare. President Clinton signed a $520

billion spending package Wednesday

that by eariy estimates came in about

$30 billion more than envisioned in

last year's budget-balancing deal.

Lawmakers shipped the measure to

the White House as the 105th

Congress was fading into history.

In its last major vote of 1998, the

Senate approved the 4,000-page bill

65-29, then sorted through a final

stack of minor items and left town for

the year. The House was also poised

to leave - but still planned to pursue

its inquiry into Clinton's possible

impeachment after the Nov. 3 elec-

tions.

Clinton said of the big bill,

"There's a lot of little things tucked

away there that I wish weren't in that

budget." But he added that "on bal-

ance, it honors our values and

strengthens our country and looks to

the future."

With the entire House and one-

third of the Senate facing the voters

in two weeks, lawmakers were eager

to leave town. Even so. Senate

Majority Leader Trent Lott, R-Miss.,

had to defend the spending bill that

he and other GOP leaders negotiated

last wetk with White House officials.

Conservatives protested that it was

bloated and others said they had no

idea what was in it.

"I'm deeply disappointed by the

inability of our own Republican lead-

ership to keep its promise to working

Americans" to cut taxes and spend-

ing. Sen. Rod (jrams, R-Minn., said

on the Senate floor.

Noting that No. 2 Senate GOP
leader Don Nickles ofOklahoma had

also opposed the bill, Lott told a

reporter, "I guess he thought there

was too much money in there. I felt

that way. But there's a lot of good in

there, too."

A day after the House overwhelm-

ingly approved the measure,

Republicans voted for it by 33-20,

with supporters citing its increased

spending for defense and anti-drug

efforts and its blocking of Clinton ini-

tiatives such as national student test-

ing.

Democrats favored it by 32-9,

happy over wins for schools and envi-

ronmental programs. Another rea-

son for the package's resounding sup-

port was: Hundreds and hundreds of

projects for lawmakers' districts.

Among them. Rep. Ralph Regula,

R-Ohio, won $300,000 for the

National First Ladies Library in

Canton, Ohio, which Regula's wife,

Mary, helped found in 1995. There

was $70 million for a rail project in

Hudson and Bergen counties, N.J.,

home state of Senate Appropriations

Committee member Frank

Lautenberg, a Democrat.

There was $1.4 million to restore

the one-time Plains, Ga., home of for-

mer President Carter, which is now a

national historic site. And outgoing

Sen. Dale Bumpers, D-Ark., received

at least two honors: A federal rice

research center in Stuttgart, Ark, was

named after him, and a National

Institutes of Health vaccine research

laboratory in Bethesda, Md., was

named after him and his wife, Betty.

The bill covers nearly one-third of

the federal budget for fiscal 1999,

which began Oct. 1.

WORLD & NATION BRIEFS

Some Israelites protest

Israeli-Palestinian deal

JERUSALEM - Dozens of Jewish settlers

blocked several West Bank roads Wednesday

to show their opposition to any Israeli-

Palestinian deal on a West Bank troop pull-

back.

Settlers, some draped in white prayer

shawls and waving Israeli flags, took up posi-

tions along three West Bank junctions.

Protesters walked across the roads to force

cars to slow down but were prodded along by

Israeli troops.

Some settlers prayed at the roadside, carry-

ing holy books and swaying rhythmically back

and forth.

"We are here to show this is a Jewish coun-

try and should not be given away to non-Jews,"

said one settler, Shai Ben-Tekoa, as he stood by

a road near the West Bank town of Hebron.

In the Gaza Strip, Palestinians held a simi-

lar protest, busing in dozens to block roads

used by Israeli military and Jewish

settlers.

Sitting and even lying on the

ground amid Palestinian flags and pic-

tures ofjailed loved ones, the demonstra-

tors demanded that Israel release Palestinian

prisoners.

South Africa prepares

for fight against rebels

HARARE, Zimbabwe - Southern African

military allies of embattled Congolese

President Laurent Kabila began preparing

Wednesday for a prolonged and costly offen-

sive against rebels in the dense eastern jungles

of the country.

"We will not allow ...(Congo) to fall into the

hands of those who have invaded it. Never,

never," Zimbabwe's President Robert

Mugabe said.

The announcement could lead to a major

escalation of the conflict that began Aug. 2

with rebel advances aimed at top-

pling Kabila.

Kabila's allies - Namibia,

Zimbabwe and Angola - mad^ the

decision Wednesday in Harare. To date,

their forces were concentrated in western

Congo.

A Congolese rebel leader warned Kabila's

allies to back off.

"They must know they cannot stop our

struggle. This will be a long war," Arthur

Ngoma, a leader of the rebel Congolese

Democratic Coalition, told reporters from the

eastern rebel stronghold ofGoma.
The Congolese rebels - ethnic Tutsis, disen-

chanted members of Kabila's army and oppo-

sition politicians - accuse Kabila of corrup-

tion, mismanagement and promoting tribal-

ism.

Kabila says the rebels are puppets of

Rwanda and Uganda, his erstwhile allies who

installed him in power in May 1997 aAer an

eight-month war against dictator Mobutu Sese

Seko.

Mugabe acknowledged fighting in the east-

em jungles familiar to the rebels could be dinV-

cult..

U.S. Senate confirms 1

7

ambassadors
WASHINGTON - The Senate confirmed

17 ambassadors Wednesday, including John

Shattuck, who is currently the State

Department's top human rights official, as

ambassador to the Czech Republic, and for-

mer Wyoming Gov. Michael Sullivan as

ambassador to Ireland.

But as it cleared a long backlog before quit-

ting for the year, the Senate allowed three

other nominations to die on the calendar,

including that of gay San Francisco philan-

thropist James Hormel as ambassador to

Luxembourg.

CompHed from Daily Bruin wire reports.
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BERKELEY

ProCeilcn laid the decision to dimi-

nale iffirawtive aclioii came u^iutdy

and hM poliliai^y GiVpled minontioi

acroMdieMAe.

**(The refcnts) are Crying to impoae

their ideals on a situation that's

absolutely not ideal," said Preston

Taylor, tbt eiecutive vice preadent of

the Associated Students of the

Umversity ofCalifomia.
**We don't live in a oolor-Uind soci-

ety; there is app between the different

h^ schooit across the state and

minority studeMi predominantly are

die ones attending the worse schools,"

heiMd.

*^ow we've taken away the tool

theyV been using to improve their

oondkions. We've made a bad situation

woiic.*!

Some walkout observers disagreed

with the message of the protest, claim-

ing those involved with the walkout

were only looking at one side of the

arpnnent, while failing to kx)k at other

evidence against afTirmative action.

**! diought it was a very good pre-

sentation of the usual rhetoric that

most people in support of affirmative

action sqr,** said Tyler Roaooe, a sec-

oodyearUC Bericdey student
**! didn't think that there was

enough aibstanoe to what they said.

They just cited the usual facts and sta-

tistics that we all know, but they didn't

talk about what we can do for the

future of affirmative action." he said.

That would have made me really

look at their side ofthe argument."

Organizers scheduled day-long

events to educate students about affir-

mative action, including two sympo-

siums, eight teach-ins and a mass rally

at Sproul Plaza.

Among issues discussed were the

state of affirmative action, simplifying

the legal rhetoric behind it, and the

impact of SP-1, SP-2 and Proposition

209 on various minority groups. Such

events will continue Thursday.

UC Regent Frank Clark, Jr. who
voted for both SP-I and SP-2 called the

MICHAEL ROSS WACHT/Oai»y Bfutn

Branda Castcllanos, a public health student, watches speaker Carlos

Muhoz speak on affirmative action on Sproul Plaza at UC Berkeley.

walkout '^premature,*' claiming the

protest woukl have hitte knpnct on the

fulare of affirmative action.

*This is strictly a legal matter,**

Clark sakL

The Supreme Court win be the one

deciding the future of affirmative

action. Until they deckle, I have no

answer for what the protesters did

today. They can go out and walk

around aB they want, however, it wiH

not have any impact on the opinion of

the Supreme Court,** dark said.

Protesters drew paraUeb between

the protests and those of the 1960s,

claiming this movement for affumative

action continues the struggle that

began 30 yean ago.

"In the '60s they opened a crack in

the door to let some of us in, but now
they're trying to dose that door com-

pletely," sakl Connie Wen, vicei)resi-

dent of external affairs at San

Francisco State University.

They're scared about the growing

power we've gained in those 30 years

and they want to ck>se the door, but

we're not going to let them."

This walkout comes less than two

weeks before the Nov. 3 election, in

which the governor's seat will be up for

grabs.

Both speakers and protesters

stressed the importance ofvoting in the

election, but said, more importantly,

students need to stay involved^ after

Election Day.

"Nov. 3 is going to be a great, impor-

tant day, but the days after are going to

be even more important," s^id Josh

Diosomito, coocdinator and projects

leader for Pilipino Academic ^vlitdeftt-

Services(PASS).

'i don't want this movement to be a

whirlwind that comes in very quickly,

gets everyone's attention, and when it

leaves everyone forgets about it," he

said.

"I want this to be something that we

don't forget tomorrow and keep going

after Election Day."

DAVIS
ffoinpa9s4

billion for textbooks and more
tutoring programs using older stu-

dents as menton for younger ones.

. Davis will also be striking closer

to campus. Not only will he con-

tinue as an ex-officio member of

the UC Board of RegenU. but if

elected he will be responsible for

selecting five more regents to

replace retirees.

He's been a friend to the UC.
Last year, he sponsored the

College Affbrdability Act, which

froze fees until 2001. As an ex-offi-

cio regent. Davis has attended

some meetings, especially when
fee issues wer^ at risk.

He also wants to stop social pro-

motion, put a corporation-style

chief fmancial officer in every

school to prevent bankruptcy, and

require parents to sign a contract

with their child's school to help

with homework.

He's tough on drugs in schools,

supporting "zero-tolerance" poli-

cies and voluntary drug testing for

high school students.

UC and Cal State students

would have to complete 30 hours

of community service before grad-

uation, under a Davis plan.

' "Through their service, these

students will better understand the

world around them and their abili-

ty to improve it," said Davis in a

speech to a Silicon Valley group

las t M arch,

appeal to some of the broadest

groups of Democratic con-

stituents as well as centrists (who

are also more likely to vote).

He has enormous support from

environmentalists for his legisla-

tive feats, women for his pro-

choice stance, and especially labor

organizations, which have turned

out the rank-and-file to walk

precincts for the candidate.

**He hu a 22-year history on the

issues that matter most to working

families," said Sharon Comu of

the California Federation Labor,

AFL-CIO. She cited examples

such as protecting state employ-

ees' pensions and opposing Prop.

226, which would have preventing

unions from making political con-

tributions.

Some of his other support

comes from minorities, although

he garners support through his

interest in broad-based social jus-

tice concerns rather than address-

ing specific racial concerns.

For example. Latinos simply

don't want another Pete Wilson,

according to Jose Arroyo, of a

local chapter of the League of

Latin American Citizens Los

Angeles.

Gov. Wilson, he said, is widely

seen as the worst thing to happen

to Latinos since the U^. annexa-

tion of Alta California.

"Latinos are the most socially

conservative group of people

imaginable," Arroyo said^ "But

the Republicans are sometimes so

insansitive."

"And they will develop a tangi-

ble sense of connection to the com-

munity, grounding their collegiate

experience in the real world."

His Supporters

Davis's choice of what to fight

will probably give him a victory, as

his platform has managed to

The Platform Part II

Davis also promises to go after

tobacco companies - although he

doesn't offer concrete suggestions

- and his health care policies are

geared toward reforming man-

See DAVIS, page 17
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This Week?
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Pcfformance A CenlerSUgc Discussion

Mary Black

Performance

8 pw, Royce Hall

Tickets $30, SCA $10
For Ticket Info: 825-2101

CenterStage Discussion

7pm, Haines Hall, Room 39
Performance Tickets Required

with Roz & Howard Larman

KPFK radio

Additional Info: 206-1 144

Mary Black's voice has been

described as angelic and earthy,

serene and achingly l}eauti(ul, quali-

ties that prompted American astronaut

Jim Newman to carry her album "Cir-

cus" on a space shuttle Atlantis

Mission. She haj 5old more albums in

her native Ireland that either U2 or

Sinead O'Connor. Performing songs

from her latest release, "Shine,"

Black's traditional jazz and Celtic bal-

ladc caar wuh a blaH of pop and rocte

& roll energy.

Mary Black

Film & Lecture Series

Evidence & Encounter

''A Filipino in America"

4 - 5:30 pm. Fowler Museum
Directed by Doroteo Ines

I, DO. 33

Demonstration

Wayang Listrik/Electric

Shadows
San Francisco & Indonesia

Conceived and Created by tarry Reed,

I Wayan Wija A I Dc%va Bcrata

10:30- 11:30 am
UCLA Dance Building, Theater 200

For Ticket Info: 825-2101

This amazing group of puppeteers fills

a giant screen with shadows of startling

complexity to create a magical, pano-

ramic landscape. Credited with the gol-

bal rebirth of shadow theater, two of

the world's most innovative and

revered shadow masters Reed and Wija

join forces with composer I Dewa
Berata to produce a phantasmagoria of

images, light and sound. For ages 12

and up.

_Wayang Listrik/Electric Shadows

Steffi San Buenaventura, guest

speaker, UC Riverside

Free - space is limited

The film documents the experiences

of Filipinos in the United States

through an immigrant's eyes. Held in

conjunction with the exhibition,

"Confrontation, Crossings and

Convergence".

For Additional Info: 825-4361

fRlOfiy, OCI. 23

Performance & CenterStage Discussion

Hesperion XX

aa Capella Reial de Catalunya''

Perforrriance

8 pm, Royce Hall

Tickets $30, SCA $8

For Ticket Info: 825-2101

CenterStage Discussion

7pm, Haines Hall, Room 39

Performance Tickets Required

with Jordi Savall, Artist &
Charles Andrews, KUSC radio

Additional Info: 206- 1 144

A superstar in the Early Music move-

ment, iordi Savall leads this ensemble

of virtuoso perfomners in an engaging

program and music to comnriemorate

the 400th anniversary of the death of

King Filipe II. Savall and his forces

have created one of the largest audi-

encee for Early Music throughout the

world.

Performance & CenterStage Discussion

Josh Kornbluth

'The Mathematics of Change"

Performance

8 pm, Schoenberg Hall

Tickets $22, SCA $8

For Ticket Info: 825-2101

Informal Discussion

7pm, Math Sciences, Room 6620

Performance Tickets Required

Space is limited-reservations required

Additional Info: 206-1144

After failed attempt at becoming "the

greatest mathematician who ever

lived," Kornbluth turned to the next

obvious thing: comedy, turning the

anguished incidents of his past into

humorous monologues. His works have

been praised for their memorable, often

poignant characters. Kornbluth's latest

work recounts his first semester at

Princeton as a doomed math major.

!, OCI. 31
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josh Kornbluth

SfllUftDfly, OCI. 24
• ••••••••••••••
Performance & CenterStage Discussion

Wayang Listrik/Electric

Shadows
San Francisco & Indonesia

Performances
2 and 8 pm, Royce Hall

Tickets $25, SCA $8
Pleaae refer to Friday, Oct. 23 for

description .—^—
For Ticket Info: 825-2101

CenterStage Discussions

/ and 7pm, Haines Hall, Room 39

Performance Tickets Required
—

with Larry Reed, Artist &
Judy Mitoma, Director, UCLA
Center for Intercultural Performance

Additional Info: 206-1 144

PerformarKe

Josh Kornbluth
'The Mathematics of Change"

Performance

8 pm, Schoenberg Hall

Tickets $22, SCA $8
Please refer to Friday, Oct. 23 for

description

For Ticket Info: 825-2101

"A World of Art" Family Woriishop

A Recycled Cycle

2 - 4 pm. Fowler Museum
$5 to non-members

Reservations Required

Join local artist David Lara Orozco and

transform wire, plastic tubing and

other recycled materials into fantastic

miniature bicycles!

For Reservations: 825-8655

Saturdaya fer ramiliea

International Folk Tradition

Armand Hammer Museum
Free

1

1

am • The Westchester Lariats

Founded in the 19S0's, this internation-

ally received group presents folk

dances from Germany, Greece,

Hungary, Italy, the Netherlands, Russia,

and Scotland.

12 pm - Under the Story Hat: Tales

from Around the World
Waer your most colorful hat and listen

to storyteller Kathleen Zundell recount

tales from many countries, including

Turkey, Gennany, and Scandinavia.

2 pm • Aman Folk Ensemble

For more than 33 years, this ensemble

has fused traditions of the Americas

with those of Europe, Asia and Africa,

performing music from Mexico to

Macedonia, from the southeastern

United States to Romania.

For Additional Info: 443-7000

Bicycle Maintenance Workshop

"Taking Care of your 'Ever-Saddled

Horse that Eats Nothing'"^..

2 - 4 pm. Fowler Museum
Free - Reservations Required

First, visitors meet in the bicycle exhibi-

tion as the evolution of the bicycle's

form, and function is examined, then,

visitors join Fowler educators in a

course in basic bicycle maintenance.

For Reservations: 825-8655

, OCI. 26
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Dialogues on Art

From the Beat Generation

to the Millenium •

Conversation on Art in L.A.

7 pm, Ceffen Playhouse

10886 Le Conte Ave., Westwood
Free- First come, first served-basis

"The Beat Goes On: L.A. from the

1950s to the Mid- 1960's"

Moderator: Henry Hopkins, director,

UCLA/Armand Hammer Museum
For Additional info: 443-7000

mmm, oci. 20
•••••• ••••••••

Faculty Recital

''Love and Madne^n"
8 pm, Schoenberg Hall

"•'

$7 general, $3 students & seniors

Faculty Recital by Juliana Gorniek,

soprano; Tom Beghin, harpsichord aiKl

fortepiano; and Elizabeth LeCuin,

baroque cello

Music by Purcell, Handel, Haydn and

Beethoven

ForTicl«llnfo:t25.2101

October 23 • 8PM • Royce Hall
For Tickets Call 825 2101

CenterStage Discussion • 7PM • Royce Hall

For AMWoml Iota: Call 20«-1144

U

Discussion
Chucb

One for the

Wed. Oct
Sp

jazz musician

7 Schoenberg Room 1344
\\ed - Reservations Required

"or Additional Info: 206-1144

Is T U I N T
ICOMMITTII
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9bll IllilUilO
UCLA students can attend events listed in this box for less than

the price of a regular student ticket, and the seats are among the

best In the house. Present your current student ID at the Central

Ticket Office (CTO) and ask for SCA tickets.

For additional information on upcoming events or to receive a

brochure, call (310) 825-2101.

Limit 2 tickets per ID per event. ID must be presented »t time ofever)!.

DATE EVENT
SCA REC. ON
PRICE PRICE SALE

10/22

10/23

10/24

10/24

10/29

11/1

11/6

11/7

11/7

11/8

11/13

11/14

11/15

11/20

11/21

12/4

12^
12/fe

12/11

MaryBUck(R) $10

Hesperkm XX (R) $8
losh Komblirth ($) $8
Wayang Ustrik/6ectric Sludowt (R) $ 8

Ivan Lbii and ChuchoVald^CR) $12

Trinity Irish Dance Company (R) $1

2

Davk) Sedaris (R) $ 8

Sydney Symphony OrcheifraflO $12

Peria BataRa (S) $8
MkloH(R) $1S

UCO(R) $8
Kathkcn S«t1le Ot) $1$

Prazak Quartet <S) $9
MaHsa Monte (R) $10

N^ Kennedy <R) $12

UCO(R) $S
Sonos Handbell Ensemble (S) $$
CjmadUn Brass (R) $10

TaHis$chob»r<R) $8

$30 now

$30 sold out

$22 now

$25 fold out

$30 nm

lis sold out

$40 sold out

)il now
$50 now
$42 now
$5$ now
$30 now
$30 now
S3$ now
$42 Nw.2
125 Nov. 2

$30 Mf,2
$30 Nm.9

M lby<?e MalJ, tsJSchbenbwg hWI, tO freod PlayhcH«e

i

f

i

What's Art Thb Week? b your wceUy |uide to oti<am|Mn arts-rclalcd cvcnto. Tbb 'ArtsPa|c* b I

be acfH 10 day< prior to the week wWkSi you wrouM Kke your event Ibted (pholot aremlcoim).

~

CA 9009S-14S5, Fan: US-TMO, V-tnafl 92S-5977. Umi

I wniored bv tcvcral omniialbMif on ombm. Lbtfan ait Aml but Mhiod lo MMt iviMMky. MiIhMimmI
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WALKOUT
Frompagel

tial. We should not stand for it any

longer," Crenshaw said.

Crenshaw urged others not to be

stigmatized because they benefitted

from afTirmative action.

"We should be proud to be benefi-

ciaries of affirmative action,"

Crenshaw said. "It doesn't mean we're

•nykn qualified.**

Yarborough said many faculty

members have a unique perspective on

affirmative action since they fought for

civil rights in the 1960s.

"A lot of faculty members fought for

things like affirmative action in the

1960$.** he said.

He also spoke about his experience

as the first African American admitted

40 hit private high school and the

effects of affirmative action on him.

*i wouldn't have been the first one if

someone, somewhere hadn't decided

to change things," he said.

Valerie Smith, professor of English

and African American studies, said

being the first African American

admitted to a school isn't necessarily a

blessing.

There is no honor in being the first

and only member of a disenfranchised

community in a mainstream society,"

she said.

Graduate Students Association

president Joanna Brooks said that

although graduate students are not the

most visible people on campus, many
still support affirmative action.

"The repeal of affirmative action

doesn't mean merit has taken over,"

she said. "It means we are impover-

ished as grad students."

After the meeting, faculty members

met with each other to talk about

strategies for the future.

"We met to discuss future meetings

and issues like outreach and the impor-

tance of diversity to undergraduates,"

Perez-Torres said.

More events are planned for today,

including more walkouts and speeches

by activist Rev. Jesse Jackson and state

senators Tom Hayden and Richard

'Polanco, among others.

But some said the protesters' mes-

sages were redundant.

**I lend to ignore the protests since

they're always so repetitive," said

Cavan Concannon, a second-year reli-

gious studies student. "But this time

they were more respectful and intelli-

gent."

Some members of the Bruin

Republicans said they wouldn't walk

out with their professors as an "indi-

rect counter-protest," said Melissa

Bullard, Bruin Republican external

vice chairwoman.

"We feel we're being cheated out of

the education we're paying for," she

said.

DEMONSTRATION
From page 1

echoing the "hate speech equals

hate crime" banner displayed at the

protest.

Shepard's death has also jump-

started lobbying efforts for federal

hate crime legislation.

Currently, the Hate Crimes

Prevention Act, which would

expand federal power to prosecute

hate crimes, is laying stagnant in

both the House of Representatives

and the Senate.

The law currently states that the

federal government may only pros-

ecute hate crimes that were intend-

ed to prevent victims from exercis-

ing "federally protected rights,"

such as voting or attending school.

California is one of 13 states that

includes sexual orientation in their

hate crime laws.

According to Robert Naples,

assistant vice chancellor of student

and campus life, UCLA does not

have a specific hate crime policy.

GALA members said that they

hope to make hate crime awareness

a bigger campus issue.

"People need to see that this

could happen'lo them and the peo-

ple they love," said GALA member

Brandon Del Campo, a fifth-year

history student.

"This is just one of the steps

we're taking in making GALA
more political and making the cam-

pus aware of LGBT and hate crime

issues," he said.

PROPOSITION
From page 6

people."

In the face of litigation threaten-

ing to shut down Indian casinos

using slot machines, 85 tribes

authored Proposition 5, arguing the

proposition would allow them to

continue their operations.

Indian tribes that argue

Proposition 5 is necessary claim the

Pala compact is a limiting agreement

that concedes too much regulatory

jurisdiction to the state.

The Pala compact limits tribes to

199 slot machines per casino, unless

non-gaming tribes agree to sell their

slot machine rights to a gaming tribe.

"It's like being a supermarket that

can't sell four boxes ofcereal without

getting permission from a store

down the street," Levine said.

Ken Ramirez, vice president of

the San Manuel Band of Mission

Indians, explained that the Pala com-

pact is a "divide and conquer strate-

gy," designed to pit tribes against

one another.

The proponents of Proposition 5

also seek to ensure their sovereignty.

Mark Macarro, chairman of the

Pechanga tribe, attacked the Pala

compact, claiming it allows the state

to much power in regulating indian

casinos.

"(Pala would hand) significant

tribal jurisdiction over to state con-

trol; it asserts the states' hegemony

over Indian interests," Macarro

said.

But the anti-Proposition 5 contin-

gent asserted the Pala compact is fair

and allows the state to ensure that

the casinos are run fairly.

"The tribes I represent see a dif-

ference between sovereignty and iso-

lation," said Howard Dickstein, a

lawyer for the Pala tribe.

"Prop. 5 says 'trust us.' Some
tribes will do a good job, some
won't," he said. "This isn't so much
unregulated gambling as self-regulat-

ed gambling."

Macarro asserted that such condi-

tions were necessary if tribes are to

be sovereign.

SeePROPOSmON^pageU
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Senior Nyron Bernard comes from a

long line of runners. No less than

seven members of his family have

been runners. Originally from Jamaica,

he grew up playing soccer and has been

running since the age of ten.

At UCLA, Nyron runs middle

distance events, which include the

400m, the 800m and even the 1,500m.

He describes middle distance as "being

caught between speed, distance and

cross-country."

He trains six days per week, alone

and with a group, doing 400m to 800m

intervals and six-mile distance runs.

Although he has been a personal

trainer, Nyron's future

aspirations are to continue

running and to become a

college cnt^nselor.
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UCLA
Calling All Women Runners:

Nike will be holding a Women's

Night Run, a two-mile group run

on Thursday, October 22nd, at

8 p.m. Meet at Westwood Plaza

for a non-competitive, informal

gathering of women to raise awareness

of campus safety issues.

//a

YRON Bernard
MIDDLE-DISTANCE RUNNER

"I love running,"

explains Nyron. "There's no

greater feeling than being in

shape."
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COLLECt rLAC rOOTBALl.

RBBIONJILClUMPIOIfSNIPS

Who says there's no true

NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP f6r -

COLLEGE FLAG FOOTBALL?
Nike invites all Men's, Women's, and Co-Rec teams to compete in the

ultimate flag football experience. Regional tournaments are open to all

intramural flag football teams, and regional champs will

win an all-expenses-paid trip to the national

championships at the Sugar Bowl in New Orleans

over New Year's! For more information and to find the

regional tournament closest to UCLA, visit www.CampusSports.com.

Hi, I'm Anwar Jenkins, your Nike student rep at

UCLA. If you're a serious non-varsity athlete,

weekend warrior, intramural addict or sports

club competitor and think you deserve some

recognition on SportsPage, I want to hear

from you! Send an email about yourself or

your team to anwar.jenklns©nike.com. You just might end up in the

next issue . . . You can also catch me at the Wooden Center

working out or taking a run around campus . . .
Look for

ttention dub team
athleteSl Think your team has a great

story to tell? Nike is looking to support

one club team this year You'll not only

receive some Nike product, but you'll also

be featured on SportsPage. If your team

is up to the challenge and wants to be

considered, email me at the address

below to find out more, i i

Run of the Month: One popular 1 If.l A
running route is the 2.5-rTiile trail halfway

around the perimeter of campus, starting

and ending at the Wooden Center. It

includes low-incline hills, great scenery

and a soft, wood-chip paved trail. The

most popular times to run are 6 a.m.-8 a.m.

and 7 p.m.-9 p.m. Start at the Wooden Center.

Head south on Westwood Blvd. to Le Conte.

Make a left on Le Conte and go down to

Hilgard Ave. Make another left and go up

Hilgard Ave. to Sunset Blvd. Make a left on

Sunset and follow the trail west along the

perimeter of campus toward the dorms.

When you reach Sunset Village Commons at the top

of the hill next to the track, make a left. Go to the

intersection and make a left onto Bruin Walk. Take

Bruin Walk down the center of campus and back to

the Wooden Center.

R I A.Y.

Can YOU BE A Hero?

Nike PL.A.YCORPS trains college students to coach in

local youth leagues. It's a great way to use your skills and

become a role model and mentor to kids who really need

your help. After the season, coaches receive $500 towards

their tuition. Interested? Email me at the address below to

find out more. Hurry up! The application deadline is

November 1st for winter and spring sports.

What are you waiting for? You can be a hero.

NIKEIOVVN LOS ANGbLtS
9bb0 VVilshiro Boulov.ird

]in-275 9998

NIKFTOVVN F^UNniNG CLUB ThutsfLiys h :^nPM 8PM

NIKErOWN ORANGE COUNTY
1875 Newport Boulovard

714 642-6163

NIKETOWN RUNNirjG CLUB • Vvpcli^r-.d.Ty ' iOPM - SPM

•-M»i^^P-»i*»

announcements about upcoming Nike events in classes and

tables on Bruin Walk.
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PROPOSITION
From page 10

**Sovcreignty is the ability (for a

nation) to determine economic devel-

opment within its borders," said

Macarro.

But opponents of the measure say it

goes too far by forcing the governor to

sign the compact within 30 days of a

tribe's request.

Proposition 5 is a non-negotiable,

"straitjacket approach," said Cathy

Giristian, an opponent of Proposition

5.

Opponents are concerned that

negotiations may be difficult if the gov-

ernor is mandated to sign an agree-

ment with tribes.

In addition, tribes may abuse this

relationship, argue opponents

Proponents say, however, that

tribes will be more than willing to nego-

tiate in good faith. Levine pointed to

the 30-day period as evidence that

tribes will negotiate.

Much of the debate Tuesday night

focused on labor relations in tribal

casinos.

Maria Elena Daranza of the Hotel

Employees and Restaurant Employees

(HERE) chastised Proposition 5 for

not including sufficient worker protec-

tion.

"We want to make sure that when

that growth happens workers are

included (and) that they have enforce-

able rights, real enforceable rights,"

Daranza said.

She pointed to the Pala compact as

a model for Proposition 5 because it

explicitly outlined union participation

in the tribal casinos.

Proposition 5 does not provide

worker protection, leaving open the

possibility that workers could be

manipulated by casino leadership.

However, Proposition 5 does not

prohibit unions, and some have

already popped up at existing casinos

operating without a compact.

Workers at the casino run by the

San Manuel Band of Mission Indians

negotiate collectively said Ramirez.

Another issue brought to light by

the Proposition 5 campaign is whether

tribes can purchase land off reserva-

tions and use that land to build casinos.

Currently, tribes need the approval of

both the governor and the secretary of

the interior.

"The notion that tribes could buy

land in downtown L.A. is unrealistic,

except in the most theoretical ways. It

just won't happen," said Levine.

But Christian noted that that is

exactly what happened in Wisconsin

when a tribe bought land in downtown

Milwaukee and built a casino.

Throughout the debate.

Proposition 5 supporters associated

opponents of the measure with

Nevada casino money, repeatedly

attacking their motives as greedy and

self-interested.

"Kathy (Christian) gives you a

Nevada perspective. I encourage you

to take her opinion with a grain of

salt," said Levine.

Wo accept
Dehit cards
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NEW
SPECIAL
Any New Gournfiet

Sandwiches with Salad Bar
& Mojo Potatoes

for only $4a99
Ginirntci tanJwich includci Philly

Chccickicak. Chicken Salad, spicy lulian
lautayc and nicaihall tandwichet Dcli Suh

BRUINMEAL DEAL

$4.25

SatoUtt» T.V.

SPORTS

111 4 Gayley Ave.
Westwood Village

Call to rc'iorve Shcikey's

privote pcirty room
j|:)sfciirr> for your meetings,

fund roisers, etc

Until Sun-Thurs 1 :00 am
Fri-Saf 2:OOam

824-4111
FREE DRINK W/

ANY BUFFET
PURCHASE W/

UCLA STUDENT ID

pf¥%
2 SlicM of Pizza and

1/2 ordtr Mojo arvj Salad Bar

with all you can drink

beverage bar

Dine-in or
carry out

onl^

lA~fPECIALf~
1 MEDIUM

ONE TOPPINC PIZZA

#F$5.95
or 2 medium one topping pizzas omy $1 1 .90
•Any large 3 topping pizza or any ,^ $9.98
Specialty Pizza (save over $5)

• Speiialliex include Veffeiarian. Shaker'x Special, Bruin Deluxe and BBQ Chicken
• Thin crust, luind tossed, or deep dish pan pizza at no extra charge

BUY 1 6ET

1

FREE
Sunday, Mondayy-Iuesday

SHAKEY'S
COMBINATION

$13415
Any medium one topping pizza plus mojo
potatoea, and your choice of:

TTor 1 Special*

Buy any large Pizza at

regular price and
get the

2nd for Free

* good
all day

• 4 ptecct chicken tir

• New Gourmci sandwich or
• S ptcccs of ndi or ~~
• 10 Burfalii wings iH

• Pa&la A Salad

UCLA PERFORMING ARTS

JOSH KORNBLUTH
"The Mathematics of Change
Josh Kornbluth joins Spalding Gray and Lily Tomlin as one of
America's funniest and most relevant monologists. His latest

comic work explores his failed attempt to become
the greatest mathematician who ever lived.

^:}^m,

Purchase tickets at the UCLA Central Ticket Office or the box oBice on the

night ofthe performance and show your UCLA student IJ).

9 tor \ TkW ^

THIS FRIDAY! GG. 23 AT 8 PM • UCLA'S SCHOENBERG HAU

:^ :\'^?}\^^.'^
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GRADUATE SCHOOL OF
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS AND PACIFIC STUDIES

UNIVERSITY OF CAUFORNIA, SAN DIEGO

Prepare yourself for the career opportunities of the future with a
Master of Pacific International Affairs (M.P.IA) or Joint

Ph.D. programs in Political Science and International Affairs and
Economics and International Affiairs.

The M.P.I.A. and Ph.D. degrees focus on txjsiness and policy issues fadng
the regions of the Pacific Rin) especially the countries of Latin America,

China, Japan. Korea, and Southeast Asia.

Students have the opportunity to specialize in such fields as:

Intemationai Management
Comparative Put)Hc Policy

Intemationai Relations

AppHed Economics - : : ;. .

Intemationai Technology Management

For further information contact:

Graduate School of Intemationai Relations & Pacific Studies
University of California, San Diego

9500 Oilman Drive

La Jolla, CA 92093-0520
Phone: (6 19) 534-5914 -Fax (61 9) 534-1 135

Enuiil: irps-applyQucsd.edu
World Wide Web site: http7/www^rps.ucsd.edu/

LAW SCHOOL
ADMISSIONS

A panel discussion on the admissions process for

UCLA students and graduates by admission

officers from four law schools

CORNELL
HARVARD

NEW YORK UNIVERSrrV
UNivERsrrv of Chicago
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I WANT YOU

for the

J.E.T. PROGRAM
APPLY NOW

Great OpportnHies Offered by

Ij^MMse (kwenrnent to leadi ERfifbh

Hie Ji|Mi ExduoKe and leadiing (JET) Program

lefonnatioi Foraw wil be Mi at:

Chartes Vbung Grand Salon, Kerckhoff Hdl. 2nd R.

Tuesday. Octobef 27 from 6:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.

For moft Information call: 213-617-6700, •iit.332

{Alt knmrs pleaie tortivt us This lamous Sharahu
woodblock has b»»n shamtlnsly moditwd to 'make a point' 'i

IS YOUR
- ROOM

TOO

CROWDED
WITH

THINGS

YOU

DON'T

WANT^
ANYMORE?
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Wf^
For More Info

Call

825-2221
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Nuhira CDX
4-door Sedan

Introducing the Daewoo Leganza, the Daewoo Nubira /

and the Daewoo Lanos. Nice new cars, complete

with new car handling. New car reliability.

New car smell. For not much more than

youd pay for a used car.

Used books.
Used furniture.

Used Jeans.

With coverage so inclusive, your first three

years (or 36,000 miles) of scheduled

maintenance are taken care of

Even oil and wiper blades.

To learn more about Daewoo

("Day-woo") and our special college

Ready for something new?
Introducing Daewoo

financing plan, check out

www.daewoous.com,

or stop by a

Daewoo Store.

We 11 make sure

you don t feel used anymore.

Daemroo. A new car.

A hew experience.

Leganza CDX
4-door Sedan

M DAEWOO
Daewoo ofVan Nuys

6001 Van Nuys Blvd.

(818)785-8504

Daewoo of Huntington Beach

19232 Beach Blvd.

(714) 593-5851

Daewoo of Ontario

1251 Auto Center Drive

(909)937-6110

I
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HAZING
From page 3

redemption for the indignities they

suffered. The annual Frosh-Soph

Brawl was a competition between the

classes, with games like the tug-of-

war, the tie-up, the flag pole, the ball

roll and the joust.

The Frosh-Soph Brawl took place

in a field of mud. In the tie-up, the

objective was for the two teams to

come running at each other, armed
only with rope, then to tackle and tie

up a member of the opposition, and

drag him off the field.

In the ball roll, a giant ball six feet

in diameter was placed in the middle

of the field and 10 men on each team

would attempt to push the ball to the

other team's side. Sometimes a man
would fall and the ball would roll over

him, but there was never any harm
done.

The last year of officially-sanc-

tioned hazing, the 1926-27 school

year, saw hazing at its peak.

Besides the common male fresh-

man hazing, the sophomore women
set up a Court of Justice, complete

with a judge, prosecuting and defense

attorneys and a jyry, to punish the

offending freshmen women.
"Freshman women who have

boasted that they are not being

watched will not boast so much start-

ing today," said "Judge" Ruth

McFarland.

"Now that (the girls) are acquaint-

ed with the campus, we will begin to

tighten up on them and insist that

they obey the traditions which previ-

ous freshmen classes have followed,"

she added ominously.

In the eyes of the school adminis-

tration, however, hazing had gone
too far.

One activity the Vigilantes prac-

ticed that the school especially

frowned upon was the act ofjumping
a freshman, holding him down, and
shaving a row in the middle of his

hair.

After 1926-27 school year, hazing

was officially banned. Slowly, the old

traditions and rules, such as the dress

codes and no queening rule, grew less

popular. By the time the Southern

Branch moved to the Westwood cam-
pus, they were nearly forgotten.

The Frosh-Soph Brawl was still

allowed to continue, though, and
existed in various forms until 1965.

Today, there are no remnants of

these forms of freshman hazing.

Freshmen who think they have it

tough because an upperclassman tells

them that Bunche Hall is in the Court
of Sciences will never know the plea-

sures of being dunked in the Inverted

Fountain or having their clothes

ripped off them.

But once, long ago at this universi-

ty, there was a proud tradition known
as freshman hazing.

CONTACTS
Disposables

Clear. spnerK. wk(y or tNwUy,

all rmio: brands

Soft Daily or

Ext. Wear
Clear, spheres, B & L.

Soft Astigmatic or|

Hard Gas Perm.
B & L. Boston

129

For Glasses
(Inc. glaucoma tes4

For Contacts
(Inc. 2 mo. follow-iip)

EXAMS

ARMANI. CALVIN KLEIN.
SAKI, MODO. GUCCI.

MOSSIMO, ALAIN MIKLI.
POLO, J.P. GAULTIER.

VERSACE, DKNY, PERSOL,
DIOR, POLICE, YOJI

YAMAMOTO, HUGO BOSS
and many more!

OVER 5.000 FRAMES &
CONTACTS IN STOCK

15 Years of Experience
Hi-Tech Instruments

We accept most insurance.

GLASSES
30 OFF

25 OFF

All Designer

Frames

All Ultra

Thin Lenses

PACKAGESm
B. COHENMEHR, OD

3116 Wilshire Blvd. Santa Monica
(5 blocks west of Burxly, across from Big 5)

(310) 828-2010

Exam & Contacts or

Exam & Glasses*
'Contacts: Clear, Spheres. B&L, Daily or Ext Wear or 2 Boxes

of Clear, Sptieres weekly Disp. All Major Brands

'Glasses From our special selection. Single vision Cfl 39

Free Parking Expif<$ll/?/ge May nol b> combln«d with otfwf ducounts Of plans

Over

in one
p'^i^ ^*

Meet

representatives

from many of

the nation's

leading

graduate

schools,

including:

GRADUATEAND
PROFESSIONAL
INFORMATION
DAY

Friday, October 23, 1998
10:00 am to 2:00 pm

at Westwood Plaza

by the"Bruin Bear

All U.C, Campuses

Boston University

• Columbia

•^ Duke

partmouth

Harvard

' New York Univ.

Northwestern

Oregon State

• Stanford

•^ Univ, of Chicago

Univ, of Michigan

Univ, of Oregon

•^ Univ, ofPenn

^ George Washington

^ use

Sponsored by

A
Graduate
Division

For more information contact Sally Evans

(310) 825-3953, gdivision@gdnet.ucla,edu

Workshops lo Hrl|) You Prepare for Graduate School

Shouldyou go now or later? Which programs are best suited to your talents,

interests and ambitions? Get tips on selecting a graduate school and
guidelines for submitting an effecth^ application package.

Preparing for Graduate School
Workshops:

:'?f»w^»?p!'^

October 12:

October 13:

October 14:

October 15:

October 19:

October 20:

October 21:

November 3:

November 5:

November 11:

November 19:

2-3 pm
5 -6 pm
10 - 11 am
10 - 11 am
10 . 11 am
5-6 pm
2 - 3 pm
11 am - Noon
2 - 3 pm
10 - 11 am
Noon - 1 pm

Special thanks to the Counseling

Assistantsfrom the College of Letters

and Sciencefor conducting these

informative workshops,

NO REGISTRATION REQUIRED,
BUT PLEASE BE PROMPT FOR THE
WORKSHOPS.

Workshops will l>c held

M the UC LA Career Center.

The Career Center is open 9 am to 5

pm, Monday through Friday
(Tuesdays until 7 pm), (310) 206-1944

ADVERTISE
IN THE

attain

FOR MORE INFO
CALL:

825-222

1

ITIBANKO

SO YOU THINK

A TATTOO MAKES

A^PERMANENT MARK?

I

/

y \m TALK ABOUT A

BAD CREDIT REPORT

Living on a student budget presents some unique challenges,

to put it nicely. And sometimes it's tempting to ignore your

credit card bill. But the results can follow you long after

graduation. That's why Citibank would. like to offer you some

free help— so you can better manage your money and

establish a good credit history.

You can choose from information on How Credit Cards

Work, Budgeting, Bui ding a Credit History and Fraud

Prevention. It's all free. "
i

Get yours now— just call m

1-800-690-8472. ^

Take charge

money

i

I
I
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*Not valid on Sidtians or with any other offer. I\4u8t mention ad.

Exp. 10/29/98

LARGE
PIZZA vv/

Free Liter

TWO TOPPINGS

TAX INCLUDED

Exp. 10/29/98

LARGE
PIZZA vv/

Free Liter

TWO TOPPINGS

f - -
TAX INCLUDED
- • p^CUPAND SAVE

Exp. 10/29/98

LARGE
PIZZA w/

Free Liter

TWO TOPPINGS

TAX INCLUDED

208-8671
Offer good only with ttiis

coupon, one coupon

per pizza.
*

Limit 3 pizzas per address.

Open until 1 a.m.
Coupons must be given to driver.

Coupon void of Westwood location only.

p^ CUPAND SAVE - -

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon

per pizza.
*

Limit 3 pizzas per address.

Open until 1 a.m.
Coupons must be given to driver.

OwMi vdri el Wistvood location oniv

"268"-867i

"

Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon

per pizza.
*

Limit 3 pizzas per address.

Open until 1 a.m.
Coupons must be given to driver.

Coupon valid at Wislvood hxotion only.

Fun<i5 Avditd^te Now!
F6r Undergraduate Student Groups
Involved In Community Service

Undergraduate Students Association

Community Service Mini-Fund

iouNCit.

STUDENTS
BEEBDED
COUNCIL

Forms

Available

Proposal

Due
Hearing

Date

Mandatory

Meeting

T-

Oct 19
Jan 13

Feb 10

Apr 6

Apr 21

Oct 29
Jan 21

Feb 18

Apr 9

Apr 29

Nov 3

Jan 26

Feb 23

Apr 13

May 4

Nov 4
Jan 27

Feb 24

Apr 14

May 5

Eligible Organizations:

1. Must be an undergraduate student organization

involved in community service programs which contribute

to the elimination of poverty and social problems and/or

provide services such as the improvement of education

and health for disadvantaged groups.

2. Must be registered with the Center for Student

Programming.

Information/Applications available at:

• Center for Student Programming (CSP)

105 Kerckhoff Hall

• Community Programs Office (CPO)

102 Men's Gym

• Community Service Commission

(CSC) Office

408 Kerckhoff Hall

• USA Community Service Mini-Fund Office

312B Kerckhoff Hall ^

Submit completed proposals to 312B Kerckhoff Hall

no later than 5:00PM on the due date

If you have any questions, please page Antonio Sandoval at (562)744-3998

paidfor by USAC

LUNGREN
From page 4

enforcement. He has served efTec-

tiveiy as attorney general of the

state and there's no reason to

believe that that experience won't

help him when he's governor," said

John Strelow, a general representa-

tive of the Undergraduate Students

Association Council, and internal

vice-chairman of Bruin

Republicans.

The Race

The California economy has been

the best in a generation.

"Lungren's chances are very

good. There's been a conservative

trend in the state over the past five

or six years, and Lungren should

benefit from that," Strelow said.

With a Democrat-controlled

assembly and state senate, the gov-

ernor's seat is especially crucial this

gubernatorial election year. If

Lungren loses, and if the

Republicans fail to recapture the

Assembly, they will be hold little leg-

islative power until the next election

year.

Some think, however, that the

past success of the Republican party

points to a victory for Lungren.

"In 1982, George Deukmejian
was down 10 points in the polls two
weeks before election day," Madrid
said. "In 1990, Pete Wilson was
down eight points. Dan Lungren's

mown four points."

"So if history serves us as a guide,

Dan Lungren is well on his way to

being the next governor of

California," he said.

On a Personal Level

Even from the beginning,

Lungren faced setbacks. After grad-

uating from law school at

Georgetown University, Lungren
ran for Congress and lost. He tr^ed

again in 1978 and won a seat in the

U.S. House of Representatives, rep-

resenting his hometown of Long
Beach.

He served the next 10 years in the

House, and was featured as one of

10 "Rising Republicans" in a 1996

Time magazine article.

After being elected California's

attorney general in 1990, the U.S.

attorney general honored Lungren

with the Wyman Award, the highest

award in 1996.
""

'
;

;.; ^"^

Despite his high political profile,

Lungren still is down-to-earth,

according to Madrid.

"When I first met him, he was the

type of guy who walked into the

campaign office, picked up a slice of

pizza, a carton of milk and was

stuffing envelopes on a campaign,"

he said.

"He*s just that type of guy. He's

not a stuffed-suit governor. He's an

everyday kind of guy that real peo-
' pie can relate to," he said.

EXPLOSION
From page 7

overwhelmed by the disaster and
were short on medicine and doctors.

Local officials said, though, that

extra supplies had begun arriving

from the United Nations and Israeli

doctors were also flying in.

A Red Cross health team arrived

in Jesse to help treat the injured and

persuade those suffering at home to

seek hospital care.

At least 400 people were burned

beyond recognition and have been

buried in mass graves about 100

yards from the explosion in Jesse, 180

miles southeast of Lagos, the

Nigerian capital.

Although it is the world's sixth-

largest oil producer, Nigeria exports

most of its oil, leaving its own people

desperate for fuel. Lines at gas

pumps can last for days.

*MM*^ xww'MMV'lla^ t
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Sara Amir

ELEQIONS
From page 6

Thomas Tryon, the Libertarian

candidate, is a firm believer in the

liberties protected by the

Constitution, especially the Bill of

Rights.

"I don't think it's the govern-

ment's place to come in and take

your property because it doesn't like

what you're doing to yourself," said

Tryon, the opponent of the war on

drugs and seat belt and bicycle hel-

met laws.

"The state should be a servant to

ATTENTION PARENTS:
• Do you vvant to hdp improve heahh core sennces (^
• Do you hove a cKild or cxlolescsnt v\4k> b 4^17 yecrs old andw^
recdved help for cm enwIiorKJ or behavioral pro

• Does your child belong to an HMO?

IF YOUANSWERED YES TO THE QUESTIONSABOVE, YOU WANTTOBEA PARTOFCAHSIS

\

the citizen," and not the oiher way

around, he said, adding that the gov-

ernment should not look out for our

personal well-being, but simply

make sure we don't impinge on each

other's civil liberties.

The Reform party's James

"The state should be a

servant to the citizen."

Thomas Tryon
Lieutenant governor

candidate

Mangia plans to overturn the "two

party monopoly" with this year's

election.

"We can't get all the reforms we

need in health care, education, and

the environment because of the two-

party monopoly," he said, citing that

the dominant parties potentially

tend to favor the big financial spon-

sors usually backing them

George McCoy of the American

Independent party,, another candi-

date in this race, could not be

reached for comment.

DAVIS
From page 8

aged care.

In deference to veterans, Davis

would si^pport a Constitutional

amendment banning the desecra-

tion of the Hag.

On crime, Davis has come out

almost as tough as his opponent.

Attorney General Dan Lungren.

He supports the death penalty,

the Three Strikes law, and wants to

reform sentencing laws so convicts

aren't paroled for good behavior.

One of his strongest suits is the

environment, where Davis has a

very strong track record and hits on

some concrete suggestions based on

his knowledge of the subject matter.

He supports many protections

for workers: he has promised to

reinsute the daily, eight-hour over-

time law, and he has stood in favor

of state-employee pensions, occupa-

tional health and safety issues, and

raising the minimum wage.

Chrd &Adoescent Health SBtvKESAND Insurance Survey

(CAHSIS)

What is CAHSIS? A UCLA study funded by NIMH about services that 4-17 year old children and

adolescents receive for emotional or behavjoral problenis.

«

What is involved? A 60-minute inten/iev/ with one parent, and a 30-minute interview with the adolescent if

he/she is 1 2-17 years old. Parents will be paid $25, and adolescents $20.

U

\
ro enroll or learn nrxxe about this important study, please ca

the UCLA Center for Community Health at 31 0-794-3609.

For more Info, check out wwvy.gray-

davis.com.

westwood Jeuielers

NOW

fine jewelers-

— COME CELEBRATE WITH US T

Save 15% to 60% on your purchase!

A Limited Number of Percent-Off Scratch -Off

Game Pieces are Available. See Store for Details.

RBBfiEMBBR - ONLY our name has changed. You'll still find, at our 8AMB location,

the SAMB family ... the 8AMB warm, friendly service ... the SAMiB expertise . .

.

and the SAMiB extensive selection of fine gems and jewelry I

Our staff of 15 includes

8 Graduate Gemologlsts

1055 westwood blvd.

westwood village

(310)206-3131

validated parking

^/omA,
David W. Friedman. G.G.

Post President

Annerican Gem Society

So. Col.

fine jewelers-
Cur family serving the community since 1946
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VIEWPOINT
TomonDw

Living on a Native

AmeriGn reservation

gives one a different

outlook on Proposition 5.

viewpoint^edia.uda.edu

Aiding otiiers more liami tlian good
ALTRUISM: Service to destitute

engenders dependence, robs

people of control over own lives

Sacrificing yourself for others: this is gener-

ally the principle of moral goodness fol-

lowed in our society. We are constantly

told how doing anything for the self is wrong,

and that all ofour actions must be directed

towards a greater good. This principle has been

followed for thousands of years without much
dissent.

People have simply refused to accept that

altruism accomplishes little good and can cause

more suffering that it hoped to alleviate. There

are a great number of people in the world who
live thi^ir lives around the principles of altruism.

Ptrhaps the figure that is

most synonymous with

this practice is Mother

Teresa of Calcutta.

Mother Teresa is held

^y many as (he tdcu]

Matthew

Gever

in our society to be

revered and worshiped.

She is used as a standard

ofgoodness and virtue

with all acts of altruism

being compared to hers.

Her life is also an example

ofhow altruism fails.

Mother Teresa spent

her life in servitude to the destitute of Calcutta,

India. People are in such awe over how her

entire life went to this service and how she sac-

rificed her life for those in need. But one must

stop to think about her motives. Most impor-

tantly, she has said that God appeared to her

and ordered her to go to Calcutta and service

the poor.

Ordered her to go.

If such is the case, then Mother Teresa really

made no sacrifice. She was simply following

orders from her boss.

What is then the difference between her and

any of us that work for a living? All of us follow

orders from our bosses. Why are working peo-

ple not then commended for their actions?

Another important point to bring up is the

end result of her actions. She went to Calcutta

in order to serve the poor. And after she had

served for over 30 years, poverty had been

completely alleviated in India with all people

Gever, a fifth-year history student is vice preskient

of Bruin Libertarians. Send comments or k)ve let-

ters to mgever^Hjcia-edu.

joyously singing in the streets about their new-

found wealth and happiness, right? Wrong. As
anyone can plainly see, the condition of the city

is little better than

what existed before t^i^iiii..^,..^^.^^
Mother Teresa

arrived. In fact, it

may even be worse.

But how could this

be? After all, have we
not been hearing tales

ofhow Mother

Teresa has accom-

plished so much? The

truth is, Mother

Teresa did little to help the poor; she just made
them dependent on her. Instead of addressing

the relevant problems of India or helping peo-

ple forge their own lives, she basically encour-

aged people not to do anything for themselves

and rather to rely on her for their sustenance.

What are these people supposed to do now
after Mother Teresa has passed on?

The whole problem with Mother Teresa and

nR those who mimic her actions is their contin-

ued devotion to the sin of altruism. Many fail to

grasp that altruism benefits no one and usually

causes more damage than it ever hopes to solve.

Remember, nearly every war and every

atrocity committed in the history of civilization

has been committed on some sort of altruistic

motive. Self-interest has never been a cause for

war. It is in no one's interest to die.

It is only when people are brainwashed into

thinking that they have to live for some non-

existent greater good that they are made to suf-

fer.

What do Adolf Hitler, Joseph Stalin, '

Slobodan Milosevic and Mother Teresa have in

common? They all preached self-sacrifice.

Take, for example. Hitler's statement from

"Mein Kampf : "In (the Aryan), the instinct

for self-preservation has reached its noblest

form, since he willingly subordinates his own
ego to the life of the community and, if the hour

demands it, even sacrifices it." All of these his-

torical figures claimed that a greater good

needs to be served.

— One of the greatest problems associated with

What do Adolf Hitlerjoseph

Stalin, Slodoban Milosevic,

and Mother Teresa have in

common?

4,000 and the next day 7,000.

All of these figures, however, are prevarica-

tions. The real figure is closer to about 300 per

day. (These numbers

.,^^^^^^^.^_^^ are from a deposition

given by AroupJ
Chateijee, which is

posted in his website

at http://www.inter-

net-

gp.com/teresa/top-

page2.htm). Mother

Teresa was known to

have said, "That

what matters is not

how much work is accomplished but how much
love is put into the work."(Jose Luis Gonzalez-

Balado, "Loving Jesus, Mother Teresa"

London: Fount, 1991. p. 156) *

Here the good intentions clause is invoked.

Supposedly, it does not matter what she did

because she had good intentions.

Overall, the most annoying thing about

Mother Teresa was her continued devotion to

the lives of others. In this, she set an example

that self-sacrifice is a noble ideal that should be

practiced by all. Her ideal was that you must

not live for yourself and must rather dedicate

your entire existence to anyone other than your-

self.

This is the most morally bankrupt ideal any-

one could follow. Hear me now and believe me
later: your life is your own. No one else is enti-

tled to it. Working for others accomplishes

nothing. Why would anyone ever want to exert

effort if someone else will do it for them?

SeTcEVoCpageil

altruism is the good intentions clause. People

somehow think they are absolved ofany

responsibility for their actions as long as they

have good intentions. Mother Teresa was an

example of this. This applies in relation to what

she actually accomplished during her time in

Calcutta.

She commonly would relate figures for how
many people she had saved from the streets.

One day it would be 9,000 people, the next

4

Indian sovereignty challenged by state in past
GAMBUNG: Proposition 5

afRrms respect between

State government, tribes

By Chad M.Gordon

From the earliest days of our

nation, Indian tribes have been rec-

ognized as "distinct, independent

political communities." As such,

they are qualified to exercise pow-

ers of self-government, not by

virtue of any delegation'of powers

from the federal government, but

Gordon is an American Indian (Creek)

third-year law student at the UCLA
School of Law. He is also the former

western director of the National Native

American Law Students Association.

Comnoents can be mailed to gor-

dQn91aw3.law.uda.edu.

rather because of their original trib-

al sovereignty. This November,

California voters have the opportu-

nity to uphold the most basic tenet

ofdemocratic self-government: that

people have the inherent right to

govern themselves and to make
basic decisions affecting .their col-

lective well-being. Proposition 5,

the tribal gaming initiative, affirms

that basic principle for California

Indians.

The United States has long rec-

ognized tribes as separate govern-

ments through U.S. Supreme

Court decisions, Congressional

acts and Presidential Executive

Orders declaring a "government-

to-government" relationship. The

policy respecting and maintaining

such a kinship partially affirmed

that these tribal nations kept their

own governments and laws long

before the United States existed.

While many Americans today

are quick to categorize American

Indians within racial and ethnic

groups, their unique governmental

status as sovereign nations grants

them a very distinct legal position.

Although numerous

native people lost

much that was sacred,

dignity and pride have

never been sacrificed.

As sovereign nations, tribes are

generally free from state regulation

of internal affairs. For example,

states may not regulate the conduct

of Indians within reservations.

because such regulation would

interfere with the power of tribes to

govern themselves and their territo-

ries.

Although the United States has

acknowledged tribes as separate

governments, a long history of dis-

criminatory federal and state poli-

cies has resulted in California

Indians having among the lowest

income, education levels, housing

quality, and health of any popula-

tion group. Gaming has become
one of the few means of remedying

this situation. It provides employ-

ment, and the resulting revenue fur-

ther provides much-needed services

for tribal people.

Throughout the nation, gaming

has helped many tribes eradicate

the effects of centuries-old policies

of oppression, cultural devastation,

and marginalization. Gaming has

aided tribes in gaining economic

self-sufficiency. It has revitalized

their cultures, provided adequate

health care and expanded educa^

tional opportunities. The over-

whelming majority of California

tribes view gaming not only as help-

ful but essential to the continued

well-being of their communities.

Given that tribes' sovereign sta-

tus is unmistakably the most funda-

mental asset they have in governing

themselves and providing for their

people, why have Californians been

asked through Proposition 5 to

decide whether tribal gaming
should be allowed?

When tribal gaming in California

began to surface as a viable means
to effectuate greater opportunities

and welfare for Indian people, the

state was not willing to adhere to

the principle of letting the tribes

See iOIIOON, pa9e 20

Visibility first

step to nurture

acceptance of

homosexuality

DISCRIMINATION: Gays

should assert themselves

openly to fight prejudice

By Megan Hall

For one-and-a-half years I walked

into the lab where 1 work without my
freedom rings on. I took the button

off my backpack that read, "Don't

presume I'm straight." I took off my
rainbow bracelet. And 1 changed

pronouns when 1 spoke so I never

used "she" or "her," but simply "we"

or "they." I figured that if people

wanted to know, they would ask, and

if they asked, I would tell. I didn't

realize that this attitude was more

damaging to my self-esteem and to

the community than any outside

attack would have been. I am
ashamed that I hid who I was for so

long, thinking that the truth would

cause people to hurt me. It was hid-

ing myself for so long that hurt me
more than anything.

I am a lesbian, I am out, and I am
ddtnn pfdud.

It scares me that

something like

(Matthew Shepard's

death) could happen

anywhere, and itscares

me more that I feel like

it could happen here.

The death of Matthew Shepard is

a hallmark of the pathetic ignorance

that still runs rampant in society. It

makes me sick that a young man
would be bludgeoned to near death

and tied to a fence post in near-freez-

ing weather for simply living his life,

without hurting or threatening any-

one. That young man lost his life

because of somebody else's preju-

dice and homophobia, somebody

else's insecurity, and not for any

other reason. It scares me that some-

thing like that could happen any-

where, and it scares me more that I

feel like it could happen here.

. The homophobia 1 deal with is not

blatant, but there is homophobia

spread all over UCLA, in the class I

taught as a teaching assistant last

year, on Bruin Walk, in Westwood,

in my lab. I am not called a dyke as I

walk down the street, nor am T con-

fronted by angry heterosexuals who

are threatened by my sexuality. I am
not beaten nor attacked, but then 1

look "straight," whatever that

means.

The homophobia I deal with

comes in the form of jokes 1 hear

from across the room, from my
friends refusing to put their names

on the Out List to support me (even

'though supporters are included in

the list), from students calling each

other fags in my class, from men ask-

ing to watch or to join, from people -

even my sister - using the word

"gay" in a derogatory way without

considering that gee, I'm gay, and

gee, I might be offended by that.

Homophobic attitudes are so

deeply ingrained in society that they

SeeiSlCpageH

Hall is a graduate student in microb«ok>-

gy and molecular genetics.

Exploring California's education

Be aware of your

responsibility as

a taxpayer to

public scliools;

help improve the^

system by voting

on Nov. 3

Classes are in full swing, but you're not the

only one with school on the brain.

Education is rapidly becoming the most

explosive political issue in this country, and it is

certainly the most important topic the candidates

face in California's Nov. 3 election. A spate of

ballot measures here -

Propositions 187, 209 and

226 - have sought, on the

surface, to improve what

by consensus is the abysmal

state of our public schools.

As disturbing as their insid-

ious racism may be, they

suggest another dangerous

political trend - the desire

for any excuse to fritter

away our commitment to

public education itself

Amid all the rhetoric

about "getting big govern-

ment oft our backs," it's

worth examining why the

public sector is in the edu-

cation business to begin with.

Adam

Komisaruk

Komisaruk,a lecturer in the English department can

be reached at komisaru@ucla.edu. His column

appears on alternate Thursdays.

Why should I have topayfor somebody else 's

education?

Part of living in a democracy is that a portion

ofwhatever you earn goes to support the general

good. That means that you have to pay for

schools your family doesn't personally attend,

just as you have to pay for roads you don't drive

on, libraries you don't read in, paries you don't

walk in, and so forth.

It amazes me that people who are so quick to

criticize the government for funding things such

as education will put their unblinking faith in its

wisdom at other times. For instance, about 3

cents of your federal tax dollar goes to education-

al spending, as compared with 15 cents for inter-

est payments on the national debt, and 16 cents

for the military. How often do we demand
"results" or "Accountability" or "efficiency" in

these sectors before forking over our wages?

Doesn 7 California already spend more on edu-

cation than any other state?

Yes. But divide this budget by a population

that's also the highest in the nation, and you get a

per-capita spending figure that quickly drops

close to the bottom of the list. I firmly believe

that there's a direct correlation between the

amount ofmoney you spend on a public service—

and the quality of that service. But the prevailing

attitude is that we can solve poor performance

by cutting funds, or simply shufHing them

around.

Imagine these philosophies being voiced by

Pentagon brass, and they suddenly sound

ludicrous. Another popular strategy

is to focus on setting "higher stan-

dard$" - more testing, stricter

promotion requirements, etc.

These diversionary tactics simply

raise the bar, gather predictably

discouraging data and set up

more elaborate ways to punish

failure, while withholding the raw

materials necessary for success.

So why are things so dismal?

Many people believe the down-

ward spiral began with the pas-

sage of Proposition 13, which cel-

ebrates its 20th anniversary this

year. Proposition 13, styled as a

"taxpayer revolt," capped proper-

ty taxes at I percent of a home's

value. It also dictated that the

value ofa home could not be

reassessed unless the home
changed hands, in which case the

appreciation would be calculated

at no more than 2 percent per

year.

In other words, a person who's

been living in the same house

since 1978 is still paying property

taxes at 1978 rates.

More perverse still.

Proposition 13 applied to business

as well as residential properties,

insuring that wealthy corpora-

tions - which often stay in the

same buildings for generations -

would receive the lion's share of

the tax relief (As it stands now,

businesses provide a slender 8per-

cent of the total tax base.)

This measure massively

reduced tax revenues that normal-

ly would have gone to public ser-

vices. And which services shoul-

dered most of the burden? You
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Freeing Jewish Women:
Divorce and Halacha

Enjoy Shabbat

Services ao4

Dinner.

Following will

be an enlivening

discussion with

legal activist

Sharon Shenhav

October 23, 1998

6:30pm
Hillel

(comerof Hilgard

and LeConte)

Sharon Shenhav

An international women's rights lawyer, Ms. Shenhav has been

recognized as an expert on marriage and divorce in Jewish law.

She has rqpresented hundreds ofwomen in rabbinical courts in Israel and has

been a consultant to lawyers, judges and legislators in many countries. Ms.

Shenhav is a member of the Israeli delegation to the UN Commission on the

Status of Women.

Sponsored by Millel Jewish Students Association

HUM to a acnber or the URC

RSVP to Bahatch — (310) 208-3081
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Shopping
com

TEXTBOOKS...

m^y

You've gotta
have *em, so
why spend

more than you
have to? At

Shopping.confi
you can buy
your books

online and save
up to 48% on
textbooks and
up to 80% on
bestsellers....

with no waiting
inlinel

:.^'.

...and With all

that money
you're goisg

to save, you can
pick up any of

our
Billboard TOP
40 CD's for

only
$8.97 each!

Then check out
our huge

selection of
computers and
over 280,000

computer
accessories,
supplies and

software titles,

the latest video
games for your

Sony
Playstation,
Nintendo64,
Sega Saturn,
Gameboy or

SNES,

camcorders,
stereos, VCR's,
magazines,
fragrances,
sporting

equipment,
a complete line

of furniture and
accessories

K:'!' 'wm
and all of the

other
TWO MILLION
things you're

going to need to
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regulate themselves. A lengthy histo-

ry of court battles ensued between

Indian people and the state govern-

ment over who had the power to set

the limits and parameters of tribal

gaming.

In 1987, the Supreme Court estab-

lished that Indians have the right to

offer limited gaming on reservation

lands. Subsequent pressure by the

states upon the federal government

culminated in the enactment of the

Indian Gaming and Regulatory Act

of 1988 (IGRA).

Under IGRA, states may prohibit

tribal gaming if the particular games
involved are entirely prohibited

within the state. If, however, the

state allows a particular form of

gambling that is similar to any tribal

gaming within the state, it must enter

into good faith negotiations with the

tribes in an effort to sign a compact.

In California, the controversy

centers on what is traditionally the

most lucrative game for any type of

casino: video gaming machines.

Gov. Pete Wilson consistently holds

that since slot machines are categori-

cally banned by the California Penal

Code, he does not have to come to

the bargaining table with any tribe

that endeavors to use the tribes*

video gaming machines. Yet

Wilson's definition of a "slot"

appears to be very broad since.

many of California's own video ter-

minals for the state lottery are virtu-

ally indistinguishable from what he

considers an "illegal slot."

Many tribes are anxious to discuss

the matter with Wilson. The gover-

nor, on the other hand, decided that

before any negotiations can take

place, a tribe must agree in advance

to terms that seriously impinge on
tribal authority over matters close to

the heart of tribal sovereignty: the

environment, employment, and the

size of the casino.

By insisting on applying a pre-

packaged and partisan compact
across the board for all tribes, Gov.

Wilson has exhibited resistance to

recognizing tribes as governments.

Apparently unknown to Wilson,

part of respecting sovereignty is the

ability to deal with tribes as distinct,

separate governments and peoples.

By intimidating and pressuring

smaller tribes, issuing one-sided

compacts and refusing to meet with

tribes using gaming machines simi-

lar to the California lottery, Gov.

Wilson has exhibited a myopic and

despotic stance that shirks his

responsibility to meet and confer

with the tribes in good faith as man-
dated by the IGRA.

Proposition 5 will put an end to

this standoff by allowing tribes to use

properly configured video terminal

games while continuing to restrict

Indian casinos to federally designat-

ed tribal land.

The Initiative will create new rev-

enue-sharing programs that will ded-

icate part of the revenues from

Indian gaming to help non-gaming

tribes, support local programs in

communities near Indian casinos,

and establish emergency medical

services throughout California. The
Initiative also gives the state govern-

ment a new role in regulating Indian

gaming, maintains extensive existing

regulation by the National Indian

Gaming Commission, and requires

gaming Tribes to reimburse the state

for all regulatory costs. Proposition

5 is an effective and fair compromise
that properly affirms tribal autono-

my while acknowledging state con- ^

cerns about proper controls.

Throughout history, the state and

federal governments have used their

power to take away the land,

resources and even the lives of

California Indians. Although numer-

ous native people lost much that was

sacred, dignity and pride as a people
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have never been sacrificed. While

the government always called their

intrusions into the lives and cultures

of native people "legal," the Indians'

efforts in defending their homelands

aad culture were always deemed

"illegal." Gov. Wilson has evidenced

a penchant for repeating history.

Any negotiations between sover-

eign Indian nations and the state and

federal governments should require

mutuality and respect for different

cultural values. Perhaps the best

solution may be found in the wisdom

o\' the Iroquois wampum belt pre-

sented to Europeans during the

Encounter era: "The two rows will

symbolize two vessels, traveling

down the same river together. One, a

birch bark canoe, will be for the

Indian people, their laws, their cus-

toms and their ways. The other, a

ship, will be for the white people and

their laws, their customs and their

ways. We shall each travel the river

together, side by side, but in our own

boat. Neither of us will try to steer

the other's vessel."

Passage of Proposition 5 Avill

enable tribal governments to contin-

ue doing what they have done tor

thousands of years and affirm what

every sovereign nation has an inher-

ent right to do. That right is to decide

what is best for their people and

maintain the health and welfare o\'
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Proposition 5 is a vote to honor

California's government-to-goverri-

ment relationship with the

California tribes.
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Think about this: was the wheel

invented for the good of others? No.

Was the car invented for the good of

others? No. Many great achieve-

ments in history were accomplished

out of someone's self interest.

Those who preach self-sacrifice

never give reasons jis to why one

must work for others. It is taken as

axiomatic that you are not entitled to

your own life.

Think of all the people in history

who have preached sacrifice to some

greater good: Adolf Hitler, Joseph

Stalin, Pol Pot, Slobodan Milosevic,

Fidel Castro, Tomas de

Torquemada, etc. Now look at what

occurred in each of those countries:

mass murder and human misery, all

in the name of a greater good. These

leaders, as well as numerous others

in history, have preached the idea

that people cannot live lor them-

selves. When has a leader ever said

that you must forgo your money and

your rights for your own good? _____

Once the idea is accepted that one

must deny the self, all freedom is

lost. The aura of guilt is held over

one's head, creating a moral ground

for dispafaging one's fundamental

rights.

The only way for true freedom

and prosperity to emerge is if people

are allowed to pursue their own

rational self-interest without any

interference from the government or

any other outside entity. It is only

when human beings are allowed to

pursue their own self-interest that

they are able to utilize their full

potential. Who would you rather

have working on you: a doctor who

has a vested interest in a successful

operation, or someone who claims to

have good intentions? "I'm sorry I

shredded your testicles, but hey, 1

had good intentions."

Altruism merely fosters medioc-

rity. Such is the case with those who

practice altruism. Mother Teresa

included.

I hope this article has been

enlightening for you.

If not. don't blame me, I had good

intentions.
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Each month during the schcx)l year, SARAH LEONARD JEWELERS
will give away a Baume & Mercier Swiss made whstwatch valued at $1000

in a random drawing from the ballots cast for that month's Sarah Leonard

Jewelers/UCLA Athletes of the Month. You can enter the drawing for

October by completing the Official Entry/Ballot below and delivering it to

SARAH LEONARD JEWELERS in the Village. New ballots will be available

each month in the Daily Bruin, at SARAH LEONARD JEWELERS, the UCLA
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are often subtle and almost unrecog-

nizable. These forms perpetuate the

greater attitudes and the feeling that

homophobia is still an OK type of

discrimination.

I am sick of being invisible. It is

invisibihty that allows the hate bred
from ignorance to continue; no one
is forced to know any gays, lesbians,

bisexuals, or transgenders if they

don't see any, and it so much easier

to hate what you don't know and
can't see. There are no out lesbians

that I know of in my department, or

in the program I am in, or - to my
knowledge - in my field ofstudy here

at UCLA.

Gayjesbian, bisexual

and transgendered

people are everywhere

...We are your doctors

and lawyers^ bus

drivers and bank

tellers.We are

everywhere.

1 am the only one.

There were only two graduate stu-

dents in the sciences on the Out List.

I was one of them, and the only

female. I used to be frightened of

upsetting or offending people with

my sexuality, like it was something I

was doing wrong by being gay. I have

come to realize, over the years, that

homophobia is a product of igno-

rance, oftentimes of stupidity and
stubbornness. So I used to change
my pronouns, take off my freedom
rings. I didn't want to hurt my career.

I was invisible. Invisibility perpet-

uates the ignorance and the hate that

stems from it, and without even

knowing I was doing it, I was allow-

ing it to go on. I refuse to be a part of

that.

Gay, lesbian, bisexual and trans-

gendered people are everywhere. We
are in your classrooms, sitting next to

you at lunch, teaching your children,

enforcing your laws, and curing your
'

diseases. We are your doctors and
lawyers, bus drivers and bank tellers.

We are everywhere. It is sad that

there is still so much inequality, so

much prejudice and so much hate. It

is sad that people have to worry
about job security for falling in love.

It is sad that a man lost his life for

simply living it. One can only hope
that sometlung positive comes from
Matthew Shepard's death, that peo-

ple are compelled to make changes

to the homophobic attitudes in the

country, at the university, in their

homes, so that this young man did

not lose his life in vain.

Visibility is the first step toward

change, and it takes one person at a

time. Well, I am one person, and I am
visible.

I am a lesbian, I am out, and I am
proud.
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guessed it - the schools.

We all can see the consequences.

UCLA, for instance, has to hit up big

business for the funds it's no longer

getting from the government. Of
course, the private sector is likely to

earmark those funds for things that

are good for the private sector (con-

tracts to make spifTy cosmetic repairs

to the campus, or computers that tap

into the advertising potential of

V9mfWn wWw^WIM 1lMnimO(lobcr22.19» 23
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KOMiSARUK
From page 22

cyberspace) as opposed to things that

are good for education (scholarships,

faculty salaries, dormitories). So,

construction rolls bravely on.

Meanwhile, registration fees have

quintupled since the passage of

Proposition 13. Limited class avail-

ability is making the five-year B.A.

the norm. Enrollment caps, even for

seminars, are creeping toward 30

people.

Couldn V a voucher system do bet-

ter?

An idea that is gaining currency is

that, instead of funneling tax dollars

directly to the schools, we should give

each family a coupon to redeem at

the school of their choice - public,

private or parochial.

Great: imagine telling a family

with a combined income of $32,000 a

year, '^Here's $2,000 (the figure

recently suggested by Congressional

Republicans) - go send your kid to

Marlborough" (annual tuition:

$14,600)! Voucher programs would

basically be a nice little refund for

those who could already afford pri-

vate tuition.

Families who couldn't would have

to turn back to the public schools,

whose funding by that time would

have been gutted by the voucher pro-

_£ram itself^

» » *.

.^t:-^^- *•

Tne HOT^^ PIACE for

DIRECTIONS

Reaping public funds is fine, say

school-choicers, as long as those

funds go to private individuals

instead of the public.

Vote, vote, vote. Use

those voter guides that

show up in your

mailbox for something

other than birdcage

lining.

What can Ido?

Vote, vote, vote. Use those voter

guides that show up in your mailbox

(the booklets prepared by the

Secretary of State, not Ihe glossy

advertisements) for something other

than birdcage lining. You can also

check "http://Vote98.ss.ca.gov".

The educational crisis is a systemic

one that can be attacked at the feder-

al, state and local level. Don't think

the decisions are made outside your

reach. For instance, if you cast a vote

for President in 1996, you made one

verv real choice about the future of

education in America: Bob Dole

promised to abolish the Department

of Education. The California election

this Nov. 3, notwithstanding its mini-

mal media coverage, is an historic

opportunity. Gubernatorial candi-

date Gray Davis is against school

vouchers, while his opponent Dan

Lungren is pushing for them; in the

senate race, Barbara Boxer is against

while Matt Fong is for.

There's a bond issue on the L.A.

ballot - Proposition 1A - that would

allocate $9.2 billion to renovate and

relieve overcrowding in schools at

the K-12 and college levels, all at zero

additional cost to taxpayers.

Efforts arc also underway to get a

proposition on the ballot by the year

2000 that would counteract

Proposition 13. —^^

Further educational reform is

undoubtedly in the cards for our bal-

lot-initiativc4iappy state. Keep an eye

on the news, but be leery of sexy

"Band-aid" programs that do things

such as force class-size reductions

and wire classrooms to the Internet

without providing nuts-and-bolts

resources like buildings, books and

teachers. Watch this space.

FuUBar

Uent Food &
e Music Nighi

No Cover

Open Mon. thru Sat

BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIAL

Thursday nights
'"Ladles Nigiits!

2 for 1 Drinks
w/Student ID

are

ceo
299l^ever\y Glen Circle

(in the Glen Center off of Beverly Glen Blvd., just south of Mulhollond)

(310)475-9807 www.roccoinla.com
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Expect the best.

YouVe about to graduate and put your education to work.You know youVe

great things. Gap Inc. knows you are, too.

youVe capable of

That's what our San Francisco-based Retail Management Program is all about.Through

a series of job rotations, special projects, and training classes, we'll teach you our

business inside and out. We'll encourage you to reach beyond your job description,

run with your ideas, and tackle professional challenges most college grads simply

dream about. After completing the 1 3-month program, you'll have the opportunity

to interview for a job as an Assistant Merchandiser, Distribution Analyst. Production

Assistant, or Marketing Coordinator.

Gap Inc. A smart, progressive company with a real presence in the nrwrketplace. A creative,

stimulating environment An employer who expects you to be the bestThe opportunity to

prove that you are.

For more information about Gap Inc., visit the Career Center. Interviews will be held on

Friday, November 20th. Please submit resumes online through BruinVlew by Thursday.

October 29th. All majors welcome.

EOE

Gap Inc.
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Feeling High

Seminal rockers Cracker performed at

the House of Blues on Wednesday.

Check out Friday's issue for a review of

the band

Tbunday. October 22, 1996
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briglitens dark night
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Shadow
ON<AMPUS: Sound, light

bring Bali's traditional

silhouettes alive on stage

By Hanhan Jcyikumar
Daily Bruin Gmtributor

Flying, swirling and mutating shad-

ows, along with a warning for children,

do not describe a regular theater expe-

rience. These, however, are the charac-

teristics of a new show coming to

UCLA.
" W a y a n g

'

Listrik/Electric

Shadows," a pro-

duction of con-

temporary shad-

ow theater pre-

sented by UCLA
Performing Arts,

comes to Royce

Hall this

Saturday.

The show fea-

tures the timeless

tale of good vs. evil, the fierce battles

between heroes and villains, gods and

demons, and the inevitable search for a

prize more precious than life itself.

''Wayang Listrik" offers this tale as

a combination of light, sound and sil-

houettes that grow, shrink, become

transparent and transform into a multi-

battle I • lit vs. evil in Royce Hall
based on a type of shadow puppetry in

Bali, the work is a combination of

American and Indonesian styles.

Pioneering the modern-day version

of the shadow puppet genre and cocre-

ating "Wayang Listrik" is Larry Reed

of San Francisco.

"I studied traditional shadow the-

ater for 20 years, and I wanted to do

something to combine my background

as a filmmaker with my interest in shad-

ow theater," Reed says. "About 10

years ago I started experimenting with

projected shadows."

Reed is the

artistic director of
^~""'~''"''~'~

a company he

started in 1990named
ShadowLight
Productions. The

idea for "Wayang

Listrik" originat-

ed with the

ShadowLight
company. He is

one of the few

Americans
trained in Balinese shadow puppetry.

To create the play, he teamed with a

well-known puppet master and com-

poser from Bali.

The show at UCLA comes after

"Wayang Listrik's" long East Coast

tour, as part of this year's Jim Henson

Festival of Puppet Theater.

tude of other figures, all unitmg in a The show incorporates seven

cinematic shadowplay of drama, slap- Balinese and seven American pup-

stick and even improvisation. petecrs. Accompanying them are five

Inspired by Balinese myths and musicians, three technicians and sever-

The show mimics the

moviegoing experience

by using quick-cut

scenes, sequence series

and a variety of shots.

UCLA Center for the Performir>g Arts

San Francisco's "Wayang Listrik/Electric Shadows" uses giant projected Images.The show will be coming

to Royce Hall on Saturday.

al actors. Some are trained in the

Balinese style while others have learned

the ShadowLight style.

"We're all working together; it's

pretty seamless," says Reed.

The show, for aU its "electric" hype,

is performed completely by hand, using

30 different giant slides placed in front

of three main light sources.

Reed sayis that the show mimics the

movie-going experience by using quick-

cut scenes, sequence series and a vari-

elyuf shots, much Hkc in film editing.

"This is the original form of screen-

play," says Reed.

Reed says the show is of definite

interest to filmmakers, in that the pup-

peteers achieve a full montage, live and

onstage.

"It's full of filming effects ofone sort

or aiiotlicr," Reed says, ^'s fflcc fivr

animation. Also, a lot of it is impro-

See SHADOWS, page 30
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Associated Students UCLA
Board of Directors

• Approval of September 25, 1998,

Regular Meeting Minutes

• Executive Directors Report

• Committee Reports

• Approval of Stipend Policy

• Approval of Changes to Governing

Documents

Prior Board Mttting

At the September 25, 1998 Regular

Meeting, the Associated Students UCLA

Board of Directors took action on the

following matters:

• Approval of the Student Media Pf

98/99 Budget '

Friday, October 23

12 noon
Kerckhoff Hall Staterooms

RSSOOflTEDSniOHnS

DUI:!!

DRIVING & TRAFFIC SCHOOL ^
Uy^jll

Hyyil

$20-'
Special Student and Staff Discount

|,-j,,j;|

Traffic School on Weekdays & Saturdays W»
1 093 Broxton Ave. #2 1 8 (3 1 0) 208-3333 ,- -,

In Westwood Village, above the Wherehouse ViS3
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m OfFANY
MNOCtMRS

widi diis ad

8x20

COMPACT
BINOCULARS
Just in tinie for the UCLA football season, enjoy the game and the fans

across the way, with these very compact 8 power binoculars. So small

they fit in your pocket or purse, yet powerftil enough to see the action

Assorted Vivitar, Vanguard, or Promaster. /f^li ^V JkV
RetaU$99.95. We sold them last year for 4Li 1 Ufl
%S9SS. now priced at $29.95 ^ | mfl till
LIMITED QUANTITYCLOSEOUT.

10X25 COMPACT
BINOCULARS $39^ with ad $29i^5

THE Binocular SUPERSTORE

Camera
10925 Khiross Ave at Gayky in Westwood VUlaee

FREEPARKING in the lot next door on Kinross Avenue
MON-FRI 9-7; SAT 9:30^; SUN 12-5 310-208-5150

Offer Expires 1(V3 1/98
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AmpNtheater overwhelms crooners
MUSIC: Locale, big band

drown out thin voices of

Costello, Bacharach

ByAdamTdbert
Daily Bruin Contributor

The pairing of Elvis Costello and

Burt Bacharach makes sense on

paper. Both are well-respected pop

songwriters who regularly collabo-

rate with other artists. The reason

behind most of those collaborations

is that Costello and Bacharach write

songs that they are physically inca-

pable of singing themselves

Backed by a 24-piece ensemble

Tuesday night at the Universal

Amphitheater, that fact became
painfully clear.

Dressed in a tux and armed with

nothing but a microphone, Costello

played the role of a melancholy

crooner. Besides the fact that he hit a

few sour notes, he was dwarfed by

the band and lacked a commanding

stage presence.

After opening with five songs

from his and Bacharach 's recent col-

laboration, "Painted From
Memory," Costello left the stage to

allow Bacharach to re-familiarize the

crowd with his huge back catalog of

songs. Because the show took place

at the Universal Amphitheater,

Bacliantcfa irh it appropriatctainxn:

After warbling

through
"Raindrops Keep

Falling On My
Head" and "Walk

On By,"

Bacharach
allowed his back-

up singers to

transform
"Always
Something There

To Remind Me"
into a faux-jazz

cheesefest.

Costello then

returned and ran

through three

more snoozers

from the new
album, finally

picking up his

acoustic guitar as

Bacharach exited

the stage.

Surprisingly,
Costello chose to

play classics like

"Accidents Will

Happen" and "Alison" rather than

his more recent material.

Unfortunately, the orchestra did-

n't leave with Bacharach, burying

the re-tooled arrangements of

Costello's classics under cloying

strings and overwrought backing

vocals. The one exception was a

Elvis Costello

In a concert at

Chrij Gabon

teamed up with Burt Bacharach

the Universal Amphitheater.

piano playing intertwined to push

the song to faster and greater

heights.

Inevitably, Bacharach returned to

the stage and more songs frorri

"Painted From Memory" followed.

Bacharach's lush arrangements

through a 25-minute medley of songs

that he wrote or co-wrote for movies.

highlighted "Tears At The Birthday

spaikliiig; vei^iuM uf "Veiunica" in Paily" and "Qod Qive Me
which Costello's strumming and ex-

Attraction member Steve Nieve's See COSTELLO, page 31

UCLA student honored

with screenwriting award
FILM: UC-wide Samuel

Goldwyn competition

draws on talent, potential

By Stacy Sare

Daily Bruin Contributor

UCLA graduate student Lisanne

Sartor and her identical twin sister,

Colette, have always been fascinated

with movies, writing and storytelling.

Sartor recalls a childhood experience

in which she and her sister got their

entire fourth grade class into the

library to direct "The Sound of

Music."

"1 remember going to the teacher

and saying, 'This is what we want to

do. We want to put on a play. We want

it to be "The Sound of Music."'"

Sartor says. "We had no idea of what

we were doing, we didn't have a clue,

but we loved movies."

Now more than two decades later,

Sartor anxiously stands in a circle

comprised of finalists, judges and

entertainment professionals waiting

to hear her name announced as the

the first place winner of the 1998

Samuel Goldwyn Writing Awards.

Screenwriting wasn't always easy

fnr Sarfnr; she admits she was scared

when she enrolled lor her first screen-

writing class. —-—
"The same day I started my first

good production job was the same

day I got into a screenwriting class,

and I didn't go," Sartor says. "I didn'-t

start writing for another two or three

years.

"I was very afraid of failing. It's

like sheer terror. You think you're

going to walk in a room and every-

one's going to laugh at your ideas, but

nobody does. You just have to reas-

sure yourself that that's not going to

happen."

The writing award, which was open

to all University of California stu-

dents and hosted at the James West

Alumni Center on Wednesday, fol-

lows a 43-year tradition started by

Samuel Goldwyn Sr. and Kenneth

Macgowan, a former UCLA profes-

sor of the School ofTheater, Film and

Television. The tradition of giving out

the award annually is continued by

Goldwyn's son,' Samuel Goldwyn Jr.

"The two of them used to get

together and talk about the writing

problem," Goldwyn Jr. says, "They

cooked up an idea that would encour-

age writers, not in the sense that the

writer has arrived as a totally sea-

soned screenplayer. That's not what

it's intended to do.

"The purpose of this was to say,

look, there's something there.

Everybody talks about producersand
directors in this business, and really

SeeAWAKOS^pageSI
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Derek Jacobi is Francis BKon
LSM Is Mm DfvN

Daily (12:45)3:00 5:15 7^09:45

UA WESTWOOD
10689 Weltworth

475-9441

OaaToafhCofJR)
Dolby Stereo - T>IX

No VtPs until 10/19

Mm • TH 1K»3.i5S:30Sa) 10:15

Presented in Dtaital Sound
MaiawR«lMV(P6-1S]
12:15 2:304:507:159:4$

SUNSn4
(213) 848-3500

John Water's Packer
Daily (1:00) 3:15 5:30 7:50 10:10

?«w-

1045 Broxton

208-3259

Liinili(PS-1S)

Dolby SR
Mon -Thu (1:45 4:30) 7:30 10:15

Westwood

S A , ijl^SSi'mt Oi»io^^xs^tSF9S

SUNSET
(213)848-3500

PLAZA Tkere't Somethinfi Akoat Mary (R)

1067 Glendon Dolby Digital

208 3097 Mon -Thu (1:00 4 00) 7 00 9 45

WESHVOOD 1 Reach llie Rock (R)

lOSOGaylcy Stereo

208-7664 Mon, Wed -Th (12:30 2 40 4:45)

7 1593(j

Tue (12:30 2:40 4:45 7:15 9.30)

WESTWOOD 2 Oae Trie TMag (R)

IGSGGayley Stereo

208-7664 Mon. Wed -Th (100 4 00) 7 00 9 40

Tue 100 4 00 7:00 9 40)

CREST HolyMaB(PG)
1262 Westwood Blvd THX • Dolby Dioital

(S ofWilshirt) Mon -Thu (1:30 4:15) 7:00 9:45

474-7866 or

777-FILM (#025)

LAEMMLE
www.laommlt.com

WLA/Beverly Hills
BarpalB Stow ( ) For All Thaaliai

Fri-Sat After Hours

Please Call lor Skows aad Hmes

Sat-Sun Moming Shows

Please Call lor Straws aad times

. I

UA WESTWOOD Urtoa Lafaatf (R)

1 0889 WeHwoith Doitiy Stereo
475-9441 Mon Thu 12:40 3:00 5:10 7:40 10:00

GENERAL

Westwood

PrwmOhDiBNil Sound
WM DtMM Mor (mm (P«-13l

11:45 2:154:457:3010:10

VINE

Show Times (21 3) 463-6819 Dolby Stereo

2 movies for 15 2.006:05
One Free Popcorn & Diet Coke with this Ad

AVCOaNEMA
10640 WitsrMri BM 1 W E of Wtslwood

475-0711 Presented in Digital Sound
elo««0(RI

12004:008:00

ViaeTlMaltrs
Show Times (213) 463-6819

BlaOa(R)
OoHly Stereo

3:55 7:S5

Santa l\/lonica

AVCO CINEMA Presented in THX Digital Sound
irMeolCkiNkv(Rj

12:30 2:45 5:00 7:309:4$

UCLA

M0MCA1
1322 2nd Street

394-9741

John Water's Pecker

Daily (1:30) 3 35 5 40 7:50 10.00

WESTWOOD 3 Saviag Private Ryaa (R)

1050Gayley Dolby Digital

208 7664 Mon, Wed -Th (12:40 4 15) 8 00
Tue (12:40 4:15 8:00)

WESTWOOD 4 RoaaOers (R7
lOSOGayley Stereo

208-7664 Mon, Wed Th (1:45 4 30) 7 30 10:00

Tue 1:45 4:30 7:3010:00)

Santa Monica

ROYAL
1 1523 SM Blvd

477-5581

Thorrus Vinterberg's

Celekratioa

Daily (12:20) 2:40 5.00 7 30 9 55 MONICA 2 A comedy for incurable romantics

Neit Sloy WoaOeriaad
Daily (12:55) 3:15 5:35 8:00 10 20

AVCO CINEMA Presented in Digital Sound
What Dream Mav Coma (PG-13)

11:151:454:30 7:1510:00

AVCO CINEMA

MUSIC HALL1
9036 Wilshire

274-6869

Presented in THX Digital Sound
RoalB(R)

11:15 2:004:45 7:4010 30

There's Something About Mary
Thurs. 1G/22 7pm. 9:30pm

Fri. 1(V12 7pm. 9:30pm

ALL MIVIES ARE $2.00
Sf TWt m Ackamiin Grand BMroom
Mil - Mfe: MpiMaMNi.MMlt.Mta tewbK/

•-iMH:c«M»«MMia Mii Ml HMM^na) itt-iiae

laag;

For information and ticltets

call 818-848-7394

MONICAS "A classic piece ofAmenana.

'

ToddMcCarty. Variety

HaadsoaaKartfBody
Daily (1:00) 3:10 5:20 7:35 9:50

MUSKHALL2
9036 Wilshire

274-6869

Ben StiHer/Elinbeth Hurley

Panwaaaat MMalaM
Mon - Thu (5:45) 7:55 10 00

MONICA 4

CRITERION 1

1313 3r(lSt

Promenade
395 1599

llolfKaa(PG)
THX - Dolby Digital

Mon Thu (12:00 3:15) 7.00 10:00

Odette Springer's

Some NaOlty Repaired

Daily (2:15) 4 15 6 15 8:15 10:15

Sep. Adm. aasaMad X
Daily (1:00pm)

MUSIC HALLS
9036 Wilshire

CRrrERI0N2 Wkal Dreams May Cwiia (PG-13)

1 3 1 3 3rd THX - Dolby Digital - Sorry No Passes

St Pronrienade Mon - Thu (12:30 4 00) 7:30 10:30

395-1599

Tfea Soaitr OMOsHas:
A Romanic Mockery
Tue -Thu (5:00) 7:20

MONICA

Sep Adm Jonathan Kanfor's lad Maaaers
Mon - Th 9 40

WWW .iMmmlo .com

Wtaktad Skows

Sal- Sun 11.00 i.m.

Pleaaa Call lor slwws aad Hmes

Beverly Hills
ievaily CaaaadkN
La Cienaga at Beverly Blvd.

Free 2 1/2 hour validated parking 659-591

1

loverly Comwctioa Presented in THX Digital Sound
PraelkalMafk(PQ-13)

12:30 3:00 5:30 8:00 10:3iD

laveify Coaaactioa Presented in THX Dipilal Sound

12:003:307:1010:40

visit our websito: www.lMRNnlo.CMi
659-5911

Presented in Oiollal Sound
Mia I

1^.453005:
MiaoltlMkvtR]
""":15 7:30MS

TO ADVERTISE IN THE

BRUIN
OR SPONSOR TNE NEARER

Coll Rob at 310 206-0903

^%

---/

* ^ *:»-- ^-^
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From page 24

try to make it from room to room

without abandoning all for the near-

est exit. But, according to a few

patrons, Barker's maze did not do

much to distinguish itself from the

rest.

"It was pretty predictable," says

Greg Artavia of Whittier. "We do

stuff like this every Halloween at our

house. They need to get away from

mazes and make it more like a movie

studio where there's a lot of interac-

tion in one room."

Fellow patron Mike Simmons of

Orange County, however, enjoyed

the visual effects that "Freakz"

offered.

"There was classic corpse action

going on. The bunjee cord guy is

always good," Simmons says. "But at

Knott's Berry Farm, he jumps later-

ally at you."

Science-fiction buffs will enjoy

meandering through the spacecraft

setting of "Alien Assault." The extra-

terrestrials, which look like a casting

pool for "X-Files" or "Star Trek," dis-

tinguish the maze from the cinematic

"Crypt Keeper's Screaming Room"
and "Classic Creature Features."

The species vary from a mechanical,

snake-like creature popping out of a

toilet to a bulging-eyed, fluorescent

alien who follows guests as they side-

step all his dangling body bags.

Aside from painting a terrifying

^^:cnc, each mazcuscs many props to

give guests a more interactive experi-

ence. Besides the typical strobe lights

and background screams, guests

must wander through curtains of

blood-stained plastic streamers. The

coldness of the plastic, adorned with

fake alien limbs, only adds to the

eerie ambience.

For those who want to escape

labyrinths for laughs, "Horror Night

11" serves up a very campy perfor-

mance of "Bill and Ted's Halloween

Adventure 11" at the "Wild, Wild

West Stunt Show" theater, one of

seven live shows.

Sentenced by the courts to battle

the Federal Communication

Commission's greatest enemies, the

most excellent duo squares ofT

against media figures like shock-jock

Howard Stern with the aid of charac-

ters straight out of box-office bombs

such as "The Avengers." With pop

cultural references, ranging from

"South Park" to the Starr Report, the

show makes plenty of raunchy jokes

which will amuse the college crowd.

Although the "Bill and Ted" show

surprisingly did not come with a par-

ent advisory warning, the park

slapped one on "Chucky's Wedding

Chapel."

Every half hour, guests get the

chance to exchange crude insults with

the star of "Bride of Chucky," while

he sits in a window looking down on

the crowd, picking on individuals.

Despite calling people "ugly bastard"

and making lewd gestures, some

patrons discovered they liked trying

to outwit the devilish doll, who is,

after all, still just a doll.

Outside of the murky mazes and

live performances, the studio brings a

killer nightlife to the park grounds.

No matter where guests step, they

must come face to face with greeters

who appear as though they have risen

from the dead, complete with powder

white complexions, bloody gashes

and black-rimmed eyes. •

III the spirit of Halloween, the

zombies pick out random victims to

scare, which amuses some guests

more than others.

"There are lots of surprises around

for everyone. It's not too pre-

dictable," says David King of Lake

Elsinore, as he watched a friend run

CHARLES KUO

Visitors of Universal Studio's "Halloween Horror Nights 11" venture

through Clive Barker's "Freakz" horror maze.

away, hysterical, from three chain-

saw wielding men. "I think (the zom-

bies) are having a lot more fun than

they get paid for."

ENTERTAINMENT: Universal Studio's

"Halloween Horror Nights 11" runs

through Oct. 31. Tickets are $34;

advance sale tickets are $24. For more

information, call (818) 622-3801.

KNOn'S
From page 24

though most times all it takes is a sim-

ple glance to rile up a group of teens.

Many constructed mazes remain

one special characteristic of Knott's

Scary Farm. From Fisherman's

Wharf to The Underground to

Horwood Hotel, each guides you

through twists and turns where any-

thing can happen.

Of course, like your usual haunted

houses, you have monsters waiting in

the corners, accompanied by weird

sounds and lighting effects. But the

floor sometimes shifts under your

feet, and you find yourself in a tunnel

that spins and forces you to walk

almost sideways.

Every maze holds a unique theme.

The Underground, for example,

blasts electric metal-rock from the

entrance while ghoulish go-go

dancers entertain from cages.

Horwood Hotel greets you at a

check-in counter and leads you

through hotel rooms, hallways and

even the hotel movie theater. Each

maze holds rooms on top of rooms

filled with great props and costum-

ing.

The park remains a place for

mature audiences only, and it is not

recommended for children and the

easily offended. The prime reason for

this is evident in the content of the

park's various shows.

Besides Elvira's own special pre-

wntaiion, yau can also att^n4^hug»-

outdoor theater performance that

loves to take cheap shots at everyone

from Marilyn Manson (calling him a

"David Bowie wannabe") to, of

course. President Clinton and

Monica Lewinsky. If you would hate

to hear Lewinsky - the Cari's Jr.

spokesmodel - say, "If it doesn't get

SeelOiOn'S,page29

BRUINS FANS

A

<
The Hotel DURANT/ Henry's Pub

for a pre & post-game

\ TAILGATE PARTY }
^ •No cover charge • Beer tent •Outdoor BBQ •''

/f
(21 & over) /^

>• We are located three short blocks from

r \
«i Saturday^ October 24 «i

/f in Berkeley 1 am-7:00 pm. /f

Memorial Qtadium

2600 Durant Ave. - Between Telegraph & College

i*.fT i<4»

Save money,

pilgrim

I

Great Deals every 5th and 10th WeekT
Coming soon. For advertising information,

please call 825-2161. Deadfine is Monday.

My IntoAm t EnMniMMHil 1lMn4«Octob(r22.t99S »

LASEmUM
From page 24

to the music. Neither theme domi-

nates the show, which keeps it well-

balanced and avoids monotony.

The show's high point, as far as

eerieness goes, comes with Screamin'

Jay Hawkins' "I Put A Spell On You."

The tortured vocals mix well with

laser artist Tim Barrett's creepy

designs, bringing the show closer to

terror than at any other point. The

song is scary enough on its own, but

throwing in the darkened room and

laser art at the same time make the

effect perfect for Halloween.

Though the following number,

Metallica's "Master Of Puppets" wal-

lows in musical lameness, the psychot-

ic marionette animation gives the

song life. Still, the very, very long song

makes audience members restless.

Performed completely live, you

can't help but be a little awestruck at

the show's smoothness. While com-

puters prior to the show construct

some of the more complex anima-

tions, Barrett, who has been perform-

ing since 1994, selects all the position-
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The Laserium, located at the Griffith Park Observatory, puts on a

special show during the Halloween season.

ing and light patterns.

Choreographed for several months

before its Oct. 1 premier, the artist dis-

plays the show from a control booth in

the rear. This live element of the show

isn't obvious to the audience, but it

does add depth to the performance.

SHOW: The Fright Lights Laserium

runs Tuesday through Saturday at 8:45

p.m. until Halloween.Tickets cost $7 for

adults.

KNOn'S
From page 28

ail over the place it doesn't belong in

vour faoa." than vou'ra b»tt8i^ofi4Wt-

theme. Boomerang takes you

through many upside-down twists

and turns each way and is not rec-

ommended for weak stomachs.

The newer rides include Jaguar,

-Supreme Scream and Jammer

length of the tower numerous times.

Again, it's not for everyone.

The whole park turns into another

world, one that holds the fried chick-

en and the cute cuddly Snoopy and

into a nights-screams and-

going on the rides.

All of the usual Knott's rides run

jntil the park closes at 2 a.m.

Favorites such as Boomerang,

VIontezuma's Revenge and the new

>upreme Scream provide great com-

)lements to the thrill of the night.

Montezuma's Revenge is the

)ark's oldest rollercoaster ride, tak-

ng you through one huge loop for-

vard and backward. Along the same

Jaguar remains the most timid of the

bunch, zipping you along a modest

track through sharp turns and dips.

Jammer holds one anticipated loop

and many other fast dips and turns.

Neither compare, however, to the

fear that awaits on Supreme Scream.

Taking a cue from rides such as

Freefall, the ride takes you to an

incredible height before dropping

and bouncing you up and down the

Camp Spooky. You can't help but

laugh at the predominately teenage

crowd that roams in groups, clutch-

ing onto each other for dear life. No
one is exempt from surprise at

Knott's Scary Farm, so the question

remains: Are you brave enough?

PARK: Knott's Scary Farm runs through

Nov. 1. For more Infonmation, call (714)

220-5209.

HAUNTINGS
From page 24

Oct. 31, culminating in a midnight

"Seance" on Halloween night.

After doing the summer festival for

15 years, Shakespeare Festival/L.A.

has expanded to the fall.

"Our objective is really to celebrate

all of the supernatural elements of

Shakespeare's plays with magic,

ghosts, witches and music," says

Donenberg.

Donenberg explains that the play is

similar to a "Shakespeare

Vaudeville," using magic and music to

tie together Shakespeare's various

scenes.

"Hauntings - A Shakespearean

Seance" summons the "spook show,"

a favorite entertainment of the 1940s

and '50s that grew out of vaudeville.

The "spook show" combined

Hollywood films with magical illu-

sions and live performance.

Eugene Burger, the show's magi-

cian and "spirit guide," received

recognition as the 1998

"International Close-Up Magician"

and has published 18 successful magic

books. Using his abilities, Burger

enters between the various scenes per-

forming magic tricks and addressing

the universal themes of Shakespeare.

Donenberg explains that Burger's

Magic is used in the show to "punctu-

ate the Shakespeare scenes, tie them

together and illuminate the universal

theme of the supernatural in life, the

-»ofId and faistory
"

The program strives to make
Shakespeare more accessible to the

modern population. Burger says that

in Shakespeare, the audience encoun-

ters a *'glass floor" allowing them to

see the spectacle of the play, but pre-

vented by the length and language to

understand it. -
' "

He hopes that children who come

to see the show will understand the

scenes and be further inspired by the

spectacle to read the literature on

their own.

"I'm trying to tie it all together, to

set the scenes up to make them more

comprehensible when they happen,"

Burger says.

Burger enjoys the change from the

traditional magic show, seeing it as an

opportunity to take magic to an astute

level.

"I think magic is much deeper than

the average magic show would let us

to believe," he says.

He explains that the magic and text

compliment one another. While the

illusions assist the audience in under-

standing the deeper meaning in

Shakespeare, the plays allow the audi-

ence to explore the abstract signifi-

cance that exists within the magic

tricks.

Though the concept of

"Shakespearean Vaudeville" seems

new, Tom O'Horgan, the show's

director, explains that altering the

style of Shakespeare performance has

been done for many centuries.

Adding music, altering scenes and

other changes attempting to enhance

understanding have become com-

monplace when working with the

expansive language and themes of

Shakespeare.

O'Horgan who directed a variety

of Broadway and ofl'-Broadway pro-

ductions including "Hair," "Jesus

Christ Superstar" and "Inner City"

was fascinated with Donenberg's

idea. He explains that working with

-the Vaudevilie settmg was quite diffr-

cult because of the necessity to coher-

ently mesh multiple ideas.

"I personally have done a lot of

weird plays," he says, laughing. "And

I think this might be very well the

strangest of them all."

"Hauntings" incorporates music,

chanting, lighting, magic, actmg and

SeeNAUNTINfiS^pageSO
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30% OFF FVi:KYTHIi\(i
SII\(>l.lSSIi:S A; COOL sill I TO WI'.IK

Hand over this coupon and score 30% off anything in the store. Anything!

Shoris, shirts, t's, cargoes, sweaters -- the hottest, hippest stuff to wear -i-

L.A.'s biggest and best selection of brand name sunglasses. Check it out!

HURRY! 30% OFFER ENDS SUNDAY 10/25/98

Seyoni Cnie Seach
•^The Best Place To Buy Sunglasses

Westwood Village • Broxton & Kinross • 209-0956

Amette and Maui Jim Sunglasses excluded.

Discounts off M.S.R.P. or orig. prices. Not valid wHh other coupons.

ADVE:f<Vl':..INo C>w.>L- i^.iL

Sr-NATOR FriN, in:.

IMF WHITI H<.)1 s-,r

DCPT. or sta rc

CSIS

y^XNG To/v

ABC

CNN
I^.TERPOL

NiOHTI IfJE

Oh>' I. OF F.rM ic;A-n(">f

INFO MEETINGS

TfiiJirifUJV ' (
t

:

DEADLINE
Friday, Oct. 23, 1998, 5pm

G 1999

si'Pr^rMr. ». ;'",-ijr,'T

DcPT Or j!;sTicr

Dr.PT. Or Com Mr:no r

. .'\ND ML.CM MORE'I'

Meetings are

hold at EXPO,

room 109

Kerckhoff Hall

Applications

and into about

the Vyashington

D C piogram
vviil be given out

at the meetings

Here's your charice to Investigate your

career options and earn experience as a
full-time entry level professlorxjl for 10

weeks! Just apply for a UCLA National

Internship!

Housing, UC President's Scholarship

Stiperxj Program, and a loan program are

available. There Is also a $3000 stipend

studer^ director position available.

Housing Is arranged at Randolph Towers In

Arlington. VA.

EXPO
Rm. 109

Kerckhoff Hal

310.825.0831

hnp://ww^vv.scjQnet.LJcla.e(.iLj/c('ireer/eypc).rirnn
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'
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Be part of a HGW
college ministry . .

.

9:00 morning service 10:40 college nninistry

For info, call 310.454.6537
Gary Sikes, college director

Calvary Church
of Pacific Palisades

has a vision for a place where you can worship and grow

701 PalsadM Drive. PkHic Palisadot. CA 90272

* ^ NOTICE • •
BEL-AIR SHELL

Auto Ciare

Service Center

15% Discount
with...

UCLA Student, House Staff,

and Faculty I.D.

Free Pick Up And Delivery

t
N

Lfifiathm
(1 mile from UCU)

Bel Air

.• Shell

i

it

too

Moraga
Exit

Wilshlre

(D

UCLA

^

Hours of Operation:

8:00 AM - 5:00 PM
Monday - Saturday

8C0 North Sepulveda Blvd.

At Moraga
Lob Afigeles. California 90049

Bel Air Shell
Tim Hansen

(310) 476-1979 Fax:(310) 476-7644

Celebrate the music of Henry AAancini as

h

AiiiiousiXAn:
I lorne of over 30 beers on lap!

I "7777 Sail \ iccnU- Hhd. in Hrcntwood

mrmmmnmi'9
"DRAFT BEERS

25C BUFFALO WINGS
FREE POOL!!!

IFWEHAVEIT...irSONLY
TWO DOLLARS!

•^ I

I'* ED DOMESTIC DRAFTS

ONLY 990!
AND WE

STILL HAVE
S1. SO WELL
DRINKS'

Mvo-DoiURwmrni
' ^ IFWE HAVE IT..IT'S ONLYTWO DOLLARS!

$2 beers.$2 shots. $2 mixed drinks. $ 2 menu items
(Philly Cheese Steaks. Nachos. Jack Daniels. Etc.)

DJ JAM NIGHT
Dance all night and enjoy No Cower

drink specials every 1/2 hour!!

CO or LIVE /VHJSI& EVEPV NJIQMT NO COVei

JRMlf»VM§RT SnEOttL

Duvn^DOKSIK

• 4

I MI i:i \!\V'I \| h! s||\\
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WeJnesdfay October ^B

UCLA's Royce Hull

AAs. Mancini will be performing live with e 40 piece

Orchestra conducted by Patrick Williams

Taping her PBS TV Special (* Smith-Hemhn production)

tickets available at the following locations:

UCLA CENTRAL TICKET OFFICE

UCLA PERFORMING ARTS-ROYCE HALL iioo

lacktts Mquhfd - Audknct must be itattd bf 7:45pM

For iiiformatton. all (310) 825-44OI Of 4403

SHADOWS
From page 26

vised, and we can respond on the spot

to the audience.**

In addition to this, **Wayang

Listrik" often resembles a traditional

theatrical production. Puppeteers

manipulate their shadow makers in

front of the scenery; in front of them,

onstage, the live actors imitate gods

and fantasy characters.

But what makes this fUm and the-

ater synthesis unique is that everything

is masked in tradition and eerie shad-

ow. The actors wear special masks so

that they can double as the characters

the puppets portray. The action is pro-

jected onto a giant, cinema-sized

screen.

"We're combining a sense of place

with live action, actors and puppets,"

says Reed.

Most of the puppets are traditional,

but "Wayang Listrik" includes some

inventions of its own.

One of these is a set of light puppets

made expressly for this performance.

These are puppets pasted on to mir-

rors, where their image reflects onto

the screen. The masks are also special-

ly invented for this play, and the use of

actors is not traditional to shadow pup-

petry.

"What we're doing is really creating

a new tradition, expanding on the old

one," Reed says. "Nobody else is real-

ly doing anything like this on the scale

iwe're working on.^

"This is a form of theater nobody

has seen here before. It's very unique,"

says Judy Mitoma of the world arts

and culture department. "It is the

result of an honest exchange between

East and West; it is relevant to this time

of so much international contact."

Mitoma provides promotional suj>-

port on a professional and personal

level for her long-time friend - her

daughter being the only actress and her

son-in-law a <:omposer in "Wayang

Listrik".

Even though the UCLA perfor-

mance is not recommended for chil-

dren under the age of 1 2, Reed believes

that age seven would be a better cutoff.

"It'sjust a presenter's choice in how
they want to present it," Reed says.

"Some places it's an adultsonly, some

places it's a family show. We're really

comfortable with a mixed audience of

all ages."

Reed teaches his form of theater in

university seminars, but he adds that it

is more closely related to film than the-

ater.

"We have sections where we have

freedom and sections which are struc-

tured," Reed says. "I think of it as com-

bining the power of film, the magic of

shadows and the immediacy of live

performance."

THEATER: "Wayar^g Listrik/Electric

Shadows" will perform on Saturday at 2_

p.m.and 8 p.m. in Royce Hall.

HAUNTINGS
From page 29

Shakespeare into an event quite dif-

ferent from any other. The play

addresses the universal themes and

emotions of Shakespeare, recalling

personal events in his life, while ask-

ing the audience to relate the plays to

occurrences in their own lives.

"The goal really is to create won-

der and have people be inspired to

think about things on a more elevated

level rather than on an everyday mun-

dane level." Donenberg says.

"We want to elevate their con-

sciousness and get them wondering

about themselves in relationship to

each other, the community and the

world."

THEATER: 'Hauntlngs - A Shake-

spearean SearKe'runs through Oct. 31

at West Hollywood's Pacific Design

Center. Tickets are $16.50-$25. For

more Infonna^ call (^13) 48^4127.

'',f-f^•<lrf,f^«4fty,n.f:3i^.tr,'* f f
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AWARDS
From page 27

when you look at it, give it a hard

look, the real architect of a film is the

writer. Everything starts with the

word."

Goldwyn Jr. says the criteria the

judges look for in evaluating the

scripts are originality of voice and the

ability to tell a story.

"The importance of a screenplay is

to tell a good story with good charac-

ters. The system (movie industry) will

help you batter it into the shape of a

screenplay. What the system can't

provide is characters, and issues that

really engage you. That's what I really

try to hit home."

Eighty-two percent of the former

winners of the writing award current-

ly earn their living as writers. Some
former UCLA winners include novel-

ist Francis Ford Coppola, UCLA
English professor Carolyn See, novel-

ist Jonathan Kellerman, and poet,

teleplay and screenwriter Pamela

Gray.

Gray, one of this year's judges,

recently sold her screenplay, "The

Blouse Man," which won the Samuel

Goldwyn Writing Award in 1992.

Eighty-two percent of

the former winners of

—the writing award

—

currently earn their

living as writers.

"The Blouse Man" recently was

purchased by Miramax and will be

made into a feature film produced by

Dustin Hoffman and directed by

Tony Goldwyn.

Among other talented and innova-

tive students at UCLA's film school

are the 1998 Samuel Goldwyn
Writing Award winners Kris Young

(second) and Danny Kaufman
(fourth).

Other UC winners include Bobbie

Boes (third) and Melanie Marnich

(fifth). This is not the first year UCLA
has dominated the awards, according

to screenwriting professor Hal

Ackerman.

"I think clearly that (UCLA has)

one of the foremost programs in the

country," Ackerman says. "I love to

bask in the reflected glory. There's

nothing more fun than working with

talented people that are just crazy

about doing the thing that they're

doing."

The winners were awarded prizes

ranging from $1,000 to $6,000, more

than enough to convince Sartor to

continue her writing career at UCLA.
"More than anything else, I want

to write more screenplays which I

know I can do while I'm here (at

UCLA). I want to take advantage of

the writing power (opportunities)

here because there's so much of it."

COSTELLO
From page 27

Strength." Costello's vein-popping

vocal performance on the latter song

brought some people to their feet and

others bolting for the exits.

The choice of venues added to the

lack of excitement. Not only was

Universal Amphitheater far too large

an auditorium for Costello and

Bacharach to connect with the audi-

ence, but its sterile interior contrast-

ed with the reflective, melancholic

music.

Without a doubt, Elvis Costello

and Burt Bacharach stand among the

greatest of songwriters. But, at $41

per ticket, one would think they could

develop a show more on par with

their nn'::cal ahilit'-s.
, 2aVwe

SUPBKXnSEVERY TIME
1650 Westwood Blvd.

betweeen Santa Monica Blvd. and Wilshire $11
(31 0) 470-1 558 „ l" '
^-F 8-9 • Sat. 8-7 • Sun 1 0-5 "WirtUlb

(a
THE BEST DEAL

TOWN!
PRESENTSt

An Equal
Opportunity
To Become An
Assistant Director

in Motion Pictures
Applications for the motion picture and

television industry's Assistant Directors

Training Program are available now and

will be accepted until the filing deadline

of November 12,1998.

Applicants will be considered without

regard to race, sex, color, religion, age ,

sexual orientation, marital status, veteran

status, national origin, or disability.

For program information, eligibility

requirements, and application form write^ The Directors Guild - f*roducer Trairm

Plan.

Directors Guild - Producer Training Plan

Oept. 6

1 5260 Ventura Blvd., Ste 1 200-A, Sherman Oaks, CA 91 403

Please send information and application form

for the Assistant Directors Training Program.

NAME

ADDRESS

Q\Ti

STATE ~W

o HAPPINESS IS BEING o

CALIFORNIA

[meyemj
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Dear UCLA Students and Staff:

It has been a pleasure servingyour vision care needs_

for over 25 years in the village. Pliase take advantage

ofthese great offers listed below. ..

pj^ 2. /^t^.QP,

C/UCIA Craduau 1967

$99 CONTACT UNSES & EXAM "SPECIAL"

Includes eye exam, fitting. folk>w-up, and two pair of

Bausch & Lomb daily or extended wear soft contacts.

$99 EYEGLASSES & EXAM "SPECIAL"

Includes lenses and frames from our special selection

(most Rxs) and eye exam.

IF YOU HAVE UCLA VISION CARE INSURANCE:
• We gladly accept your insurance

• We get the forms for you - just call us.

• Same day appo(ntnr>ents 8vailat)le.

• We are experts in showing you how to maximize your

t)enefits

• Terrific eyewear and contact lens selection

IF YOU D0N7 HAVE VISION CARE INSURANCE:
Take advantage of the specials, or well still give you 10%
off on any non-advertised Kems.

-^^^^^^^Ez Village Eyes Optometry

corporaccn
JonJP.

310208-3011
(greOhd floor of Mont/t BulMng • MraM tramWMwood Bnwery)

NMdiMd p«Mng • S« (MM EhmM

,<cO For Delivery,

Take-out,

Dine-I

i9»:*;*v*.»./»i>,«.«>.iJi i.%»MM/i'Mf*,Mr«.» %»*«.». .M.*. .V •.','.'.VAV'A^S

BRING IT ON!!!
$4 off any Giant 18** Pizza
$3 ofP any Large 1 6** Pizza
$2 off any IMedium 14** Pizza

Spaghetti Dinner $2.99
ExD. 11/2/08

1 136 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA 90024

OR CALL (3 10) 209-1422
FOR FREE DELiVEHY TIL 34)0 AM.

•^

IP
'X«l»«:

WmmwA

'%

FREE CHILI DC^S!!F
SUlVAY 1 0AM ' 9FM
MONRAY 5FM ' 9FM

j^r Q cfnlqae atmospheie
and Q n«w piece to peity

^ pancin9%iceoAV ^Q>m»ArUESPAY

LIVE D.J.
^'S & GO'S MUSIC

*£ drink apedsds 9pm - /aur/

^^^ BRIAN YOUNG
& BLUES STATION

THURSDAY ^QflP
J.J. "BAD BOY" JONES

danelngbhesi

^

#^.mm ^ SATumY
PIERCE ARROW
roekatHlY, tlm. mbig^ mord

IREE FOOD DAILY 5-7
2030 Wilshire Blvd. • Santa Monica • 82»-2382^

On.Wilshire at the corner of 21sl9

^

A!R.. >». - «»».». •.; •.'&u\J^^'Ms:

^•-^ i I. -n - i a.» -* ^>*"
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Daily Bruin

Bruin Bargain)

Housing

Girs for sale

Jobs CLASSIFIED
»* « ^-»-t- -- *<« 4AAA
mn09f,v(voibti lit j99o

index advertising information
ANNOUNCEMENTS •

Campus Happ«ningt
Campus Organizabons
Campus RacniHmant
Campus Servlcas

Mrthdays
Lsgafnollcas
Lost ft Found
Miscalansous -

Psfsonal Massagss
Psrsonals
Ppsgnancy
RscfWilonal Activities

Rasaaich SuMscts
Spamn / Egg Donors
Tlckats Olfsrsd

Tlckats Wanted

31 OQ
'1200

Applanoas
Art /Paintings
Bicyclas / Sliatas

Books
Calling Cards
Cameras / Camcorders
Collectibles

Computers / Software
Fumiturs
Qaraoe/ Yard Sales

3B00
3000
4000
4100
4200
4300
4400
4500

Products
Miscellaneous
Musical Instruments
Office Equipment
Pets
Rentals
Sports Equipment
Stereos / TVs / Radios
Table Sports

liaKerckhoffHaH
308 WMtwood Plaza
Los Angalaa* CA 90024

Ona issue, up to 20 words $8.00
...aach additional word 0.50
Wealdy, up to 20 words 27.00
...aach additional word 1 .50

Monthly, up to 20 words 90.00

E-Mail: claniiidsOmediauciaedu ...aach additional word 5.00

Wsb: http://Www.dailyt)ruin.ucla.edu

PMONB For Classified Display ads,

ClaaaHfad Una: (310) 825-2221 please see our rate card

ClBiaWlad Dliplar. (310) 206-3060 for variable rate infonnation.

Fax: (310) 206-0628

Mon-Thu: 9K)0ani>-4:00pni

Fri: 9an>-2:30pm
Tb« ASUC1> CginiiMrieaiont boMRl lURy MM>orts tw UhhwiNy ofCiM^
« Omtmrtna way or trwpty Inti iwy aw Imind to poiHiom. cipMMMn . lolw. or tmu> In

Classified Una Ads:
1 working day k>efore printing,

at12rK>on.
ClassMad Display Ads:
2 working days tmfore printing,

at12rKX>n.
There are no canceltatk>n8 after

noon of the day t>efore printing.

PAYMENT
Please nnake checks payak>le to

"The UCLA DaHy Bruin.'^We
accept Visa, MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards. Alow 5
working days for mail payments.

HOW TO WRITE
AN EFFECTIVE AD
•start your ad wWi the

marchandiM you ara MMng.
This malm M aaaiar for raaders to

quiciay acan tha ads and locala

yourNama.
• Always induda tha prica of your
itam. Many classiflad rsadars

simply do not >**Pond to ads
withoul prtcas.
• Avoid abbiaviations—make your

ad aasy for raadars to understand.
• Place yourself In the reader's

position, ask wttat you woukJ Kke to

krww about the merchandise, and
include that in the ad. Inckide such
information as brand names, cotors

and other epecMc descriptkms.

nondiachminaion. No mtdkgn the! >cc<pt dv<rti««>mnti w^itehp—K pfofw o« any origin, two; mn. or tmiuat orwntobon in

od«ly. Noilhar tw Daity Bnin nor th« ASUCIA ConNTHjnk:alk>ns Board hM invMti^^
aparaon baSMtng'tiel an advarttaamant in 9H iaaua violalid tia Board's policy on nondiacriminalion aurtad harairt ihould communicala comptainls in wrWng to Iha Buainaas

Maatwood PIna Loa Anoaiaa, CA 90)34. For aaaiatanca wi») houaing dncrimtnabonpi^^Manuar. Daly tain. Ill K
ingOacaal(3lO|47S-M71
tor »ha lirat inconact >d inaarHon onlyi Minor typograpWcal

Loa /^tgpiaa, CA 90034. For I

nin.ucia.

ralunds. For any ralund. Iha Daily Bruin Claaailad Daparlmani must ba noMad ol an anor on tha irat day of pubKcabon t>y noon.
appaar orvlne al riMp:^ivww.dalyt>ruin.ucia.adu. Placawant orvina isoNarad as a compNmantary aarvica tor cuatomars and is not guarantaad. Tha Daily Bruin is raaponsibia

"jlaforralui
- -

are not

TRANSPORTATION •

4l>JU

4700
4800
4^*00

5000
5100
5200
5300
5400
5500

Auto Accessories
Auto Insurance
Auto Repair
Autos for Sale
Boats for Sale
Motorcycles for Sale
Parking
Scooter / Cycle Repair

Scooters for Sale
Vehicles for Rent

\bungMie

is looking for volunteer leaders to

work in outreach Christian

ministry with high school &
middle school students on the

westside and downtown.

Please call 310-397-3484

for an interview.

\1 ush ill

I

Ha^ ^^KH+fiiiWL.

TRAVEL
5600
5620
5640
5660
5680

Resorts / Hotels

Rides Offered

Rides Wanted
Taxi / Shuttle Service

TIravel Destinations

Travel Tickets-

Vacation Packages

Alcoholics Anonymous
Aton. DbcusMan, hi Slip Stwdy, 2401 Ackarmon

Itturs. leak Slwrf/, 2401 Ackarmon

M/TAVKm.DantalA3-029

Wad. Km. A3 029

Discuuian,Allimai 12:10- 1K)0pm

for akchoUei or IndMdualt mho hmy drinking prot>l0m.

poo
ptaiandFoami ^

i^ ^
Wm(#i»|. . Svcoc^^fvl... KJich, Kich, Ktch.

EMERALD GREEN FORMAL GOWN. Lost
10-14-98 between Ackerman and Murphy
Hall on Bruin walk. Please call x51171

ll0CfVlHMIll

SERVICES
5800 1-900 numt>ers
5900 Financial Aid
6000 Insurance
t)1 li' Computer / Internet

bloU Foreign Languages
Healtfi / Beauty Servk:es6:'0ii

hAfy Legirf Advtee / Attorneys
*r\'V Movers / Storage
b',> '', Music Lessons
uyy. Personal Servtees
67.

V

Professional Servtoes
G-^'i' Resumes
t- t.i Teleconvminications
~*

Tutoring Offered
" ^

Tutoring Wanted
Typing

Writing Help

EMPLOYMENT
Business Opportunitlee

Career Opportunities

CNkJ Caf« Offered

Child Care Wanted
Help Waited
Housesltting
Internship

Personal Assistar)ce

Temporary Employn>ent
Volunteer

HOUSING

i:

Apartments for Rent
Apartments Furnished
Condo / Townhouse for Rent
Condo / Townhouse for Sale

Quetthouee for Rent
Houee for Rervl

House for sale

Houseboats for Rent / Sale

Housing Needed
Room for Help
Room for Rent
Roommates • Private Room
noomnMrtes - Shared Room
Sublets
VKatton Rentals

Where you work should be

a place that inspires the mind.

Imagine that.

Visit www.EDS'ImagittelT.com

and ask yourself,

rj life aj
ynspirej

A more productive way of working

A Master of Accounting or Master of Business Taxation from

use Leventhal School of Accounting can be yours with a diploma

and one year of study.

It pays to choose the right career!

Choose wisely. Choose Leventhal School of Accounting at USC.

To find out more, attend Graduate and Professional Information

Day and talk to CHRISLYNN FREED, Director, Master's Programs, at

Westwood Plaza (by the Bruin Bear).

Friday, October 23rd, 10 AM - 2 PM

Leventhal School
OF Accounting

use
MAMHALL
gCHOOLOy
BUSINESS

IDS

EDSA the EDS k)to ai« rtfisiCTfd marks of Ekctfonk: Oaia Sysieim CorporaitoB.

EDS to an equal oppommity cmplorcr, m/f/v/d 01998 Elcctronk- Data Sy««ns Corporation. Al rights reserved.

I WANT YOU
forttw

J.LT. PROGRAM

LkiMLit
Chflries \bun(Qmd Salon, KHtMuff Hal, 2nd R.

lUeadB^ October 27, 199B torn 6 to 9 pm

Sporwrad byt« EWO NHTiiti^m SlJd^ Aboad Swtoas

All mtion wflceme/

For more hiformelion ceNs

21»ei7-6700, ext.332

APPLY NOW
l/ltX lomn, ptiaat fcrf»»« m. Thtu tmnout Stmwku

woodbtock hm bmn thmrntnutf modHhd to 'mttm • folntl't

m 1800

••••••••••••••••••••••

index

YOUR CREOrr UNION
Your or>-campueAor>-llne flnendel aeivtoes

source, tor stutfenli. lacutty&stafl. VM ut at

AckemiMn A-Level, orHine al w«vw,uou.orB

or eel 31(M77-662a

THE GREATEST SECRET Of Al Tkne: Who
It fltwHipaeie? www.sirtMcon.orB

NEED EXTRA CASH? Cel 800-755-2150.

ash tor Jell Must own computer.

DRUG TEST YCXJRSELF at home. Accurate

and almpla to use leal alrlpa. THC. Cocaine,

others. $15 or 4 tor $40. 1-t00-395-

1694.VISA/MC accepted. Not tor clinical

use. www.3weve.oonVlrt

Astiir(iDll(Dgy
Readings By Lauren

eWorld Renowned

X Psychic Readings

^TarotCard

^ Reunites Lovers

KAdvises on all Problems of life

Tel: (310) 858-1168

•
^^*

it

•••••••••••••••••••••*
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FactSet is an equal opportunity employer

FactSet is the leading provider of online financial, market, and economic

information. Our product is used by over 10,000 investment

professionals worldwide to research companies, industries, and

economies.

Career Fair

Friday, October 23, 1998

Ackerman Union

11:00-4:00

Software Engineers - We look for experience In C/C++, exposure to

GUI frameworks, Perl / HTML, algorithmic analysis and design, software

rengineering practices, Microsoft Windows appfertiorrdevefopmeotF==

graphics, and statistical/quantitative analysis.

www.factset.com

November 1 & 2
Century Plaza

Hotel & Tower
2025 Avenue of the Stars

Los Angeles, CA
California Showroom

Hours:
Sunday- 9 AM - 4:30 PM
Monday- 9 AM- 1:30 PM&

3:30 PM . 7:30 PM

(805)682-5843, ext. 810

www.HispanData.com

Classifieds

825-2221

A <^ A <' A > ^t V '> .V '> V V* .<' V A <t A t> X' V X

NOW HIRING!
IBM Corp.

Paramount Pictures

Universal Studios

Philip Morris USA
Cox Cable Communications

Walt Disney Co.

Dun & Bradstreet

American Express

City National Bank
LSI Logic

Hoechst Marion Roussel

New United Motor Manufacturing

Paine Webber
And many more.

SINGLE UCLA Grad. Looking for friendship,

racquetball partner, chatting on-line, and oth-

er general social entertainment. Interested?

email; sweetguy90Ohotmail.com

VHMPi
lltGraillOlHU IICIIVIIMS

1-YEAR PLATINUM MEMBERSHIP-Bodies
in Motion, the t>est l^ickboxing. spinning, all-

around gym. All locations. $500. Call for

more information. 310-454-1601.

ANONYMOUS sperm donors needed. Help

infertile couples while receiving financial

conr)pensatk)n up to $600/month and free

health screening. Convenient hours, kx:ated

in Westwood. Call Kim 310-824-9941

FREE BIRTH CONTROL PILLS. UCLA re-

search study. $50 per visit to clinic. SrTX>kers

ages 18-34 or non-smokers ages 35-44. Call

Jessk:a 310-794-1884.

MALE TWINS NEEDED! For UCLA Re-
search Project. Ages 18-40. $20 for 1 hour.

Please call 310-825-9006.

NORMAL HEALTHY CHILDREN and adol-

escents 8-16yrs needed for UCLA research,

study. Receive $25 for lab experiment and
developmental evaluation, and get a scientif-

ic leaming experience. Call 310-825-0392.

POSTMENOPAUSAL WOMEN 45+ (Healthy

or with heart disease) wanted for a study on
coronary artery disease involving small

amounts of radioactivity at UCLA. $25/hr (2

days, 4hrs. each) Call 310-825-1118 or 310-

206-6675.

EGG DONORS
NEEDED

If you are a woman between the ages
of 21 and 35, the many eggs your

bodv disposes of each month can be
usea by an infertile woman to have a
baby. Help an infertile couple realize

their dreams, enter the gene pool and
help advance knowledge of Human

Reproduction! Financial

compensation, of course. Completely
confidential. For more information,

please call USC Reproductive
Endocrinology at (213) 975-9990.

.^\

EGG DONORS]
WANTED

If you are a healthy
female between
the ages of 19 and
30 and have health

Insurance.

Compensation
$3500.00

call Mima Navas at

(310) 829-6782

With

tederally

yjcomi

iMstciat«iir

condom.

Free mctdlcal care/supplies

I to couples

using condoms as birth

control for 6 months.

FOR INFORMATION CALL

(800)521-5211

UCLAAJSC TICKETS Top doNar paid. Need
138tudent or general admisston tickets. Qall

310-753-8572. '

"

. .

WE BUY CARS. New and dd. Running or

not. Jeff 310-714-5806.

2200

Ff^O0 Birth

ComralMb
UCLA Research Study.

$50 Per Visit To Clinic.

Smokers Ages 1 8-34 or

Non-Smokers Ages 35-44.

Call Jessica

310-794-1884
Display

206-3060

^if III ii^r
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Tin: Boston Conslltinc; Groi p

BCG is a premier management consultingfirm

specializing in strategy consulting

All graduating seniors interested in our

Associate Program should submit a cover letter,

fWume, transcript and SAT/GRE scores by

December 4, 1998 tqi

-?-7:?««x

II

j:

I

Chris NM at the

UCLA Career Center

Presentation & Case Interview

Workshop: October 28, 1998

Resume Deadline: B^cember 4, 1998

First Rqiund Interviews: January 14, 1999

Second Round Interviews: January 22, 1999

Final Interviews: Date will vary per office

The Boston Consulting Group, inc.

The Worldwide Leader in Corporate Strategy

I

AMmUMM
ATLAKU
AUCKUND

RUDArBT
BUIMSAIUI
CWCAOO
Dallas

RUNKfVIT
Hammho

Kuala Linru*

•onoN
HOWKONO
Jakakta

LONDON
UMANOnU
Mamid

MlLMUWa
Milan
MOKmUY
Moscow
MiiMaAi

MUNICH
New You
Otu)
Paus
SANPtANCBCO

Seoul
Shanghai
sincatoie

STOnCHOLM
Sydney

Tokyo
TOEONTO
Waisaw
Wasminoton DC
zaucH

Give thanks for

- great deals^

&

{\i

Great Dtals every 5tb and 1 0th Wo«fcO^^^ '

Conung soon. For advertising information, please call

82S-2161. Deadline is Monday.

Classifieds

825-2221

: -^^^^»T^'.a
COMPUTERS

DESIGN YOUR OWN system Used sys-

tems from $299. New 300 mhz system-$575.

Repairs and system upgrades. Diagrvostics

$25. 310-216-0336.

LAPTOP FOR SALE. 1998 DeH. 233Mhz.

3Gb drive, floppy/CDROM swappabie dri-

ves, 64 Mb RAM. WM take best offer. Call:

310-206-4308.

LAPTOPS/ DESKTOPS
NEW If $60/month for 12 months arx) $1

buyout. No credit, checks or lease.

<www.eanhcomp1 .corTVLH103.html

MAC Powertoook 5300c w/Word. Excel,

Adobe, 28.8rTX)dem, plus more. Complete

w/portable cok>r printer and black leather

case. $975. EthanO310-656-0555.

MACINTOSH llsi with extended keyboard,

Cotor I^Aonitor, HP Oeskwriter Printer, mo-
dem, software, manuals and packing boxes.

$325 Derrk:k (323) 850-1066.

ALL-WHITE COUCH set, bveseat and full:

$300/each. Full Onkyo stereo system w/6

speakers: price negotiable. 310-470-7991.

DINING TABLE 48in. round, expands to

BOin. and 72in. with leaves, dari( pine, solkl

wood, 4 chairs. $150. Call 310-477-1495.

MATTRESS BONANZA!!
SEALY. STEARNS & FOSTER. Also Ortho-

pedic twin-sets-$1 19.95, Fulls-$1 69.95,

Oueens-$1 89.95. PiUowtops-$299.95. So-

fas-$219. Delivery. Beacon Ktettress. 1309

Westwood Blvd. 310-477-1466.

MATTRESS SETS!!!
TWm $79. Ful $89. Queen $139. King $159.

Bunkbeds. DeNverlee, Phone Orders Accept-

ed. 310-372-2337.

1984 VOLVO GL. 4-door, automatk;. power-

steering, windows, & k)cks, A/C&sunroof,

AM/FM/cassette, cellular phone. Wei main-

tained. $3500obo. 310-472-1382.

1986 DODGE COLT- Red, 4-door. 5-speed.

4-cylinder. 1 -owner 63K miles. Sell after 11-

06-98. Recommend timir^ belt change.

$190 firm. 323-658-8210.

1990 FORD TBIRD Super Coupe. Special

anniversary edition. Black on silver.

60Kmiles, fully k>aded, mint condition.

$7250. 310-206-1720days, 31 0-473-1 484e-

ventngs.

1990 MAZDA MIATA. Red convertible,

AM/FM Cassette. Low mileage. Low otain-

tenance. $4450obo. Must selll 818-494-

2077.

86 Mazda626. Light-blue 2dr, automatk:.

new tires arxf t>attery, front bumper damage
but runs great. Only $1400. Yaotong Tan
310-206-1022.

77 PORSCHE 924. $2000obo, 4-speed.

new paint, nk:e sunroof, quick and very reli-

able, great student car. 310-291-4480

'95 VW CABRIOCONV WNte,
tan leather seats. 6-CD changer. Auto, pow-
er everything. Take over payments of

$324/mo. JasonO310-372-9167.

GOT PARKING? Westwood all year extra

ck)se. Cal Jennie at 310-208-1438.

Vr HONDA ELITE 150. First owner. 3000+
miles. $1200 060. 310-842-4760.

HONDA ELITE 125 Scooter. 4,000+ miles.

Rumyaat SWn 310-aa7-7K»a -
MATTRESSES. FUTON. DESK BooksheM.

Dinette Sets. T-Table. Lamps. Deliveries. 7-

days open. King's Furniture. 11961 Santa

Monk:a Blvd. 310-575-4243.

LOSE WEIGHT NOW
ASK ME HOW

All natural nutritk)nal health products. Call

310-202-6044

FROM $17.95/DAY
RENT-A-CAR. Under 25 ok. Cash deposit

ok. Free miles alk>wance. Open 7 days/wk.

Major credit-cards accepted. 1-800-770-

0606.

FINE ISLAND CIGARS- Monica and Bill's fa-

vorite from the Island. Single cigar or box

prices, call 954-814-3891 email:

<cohit)aexpress® hotmail com>

1^ Piano Rentals ^^ Low Monthly Rates "k
•Hollywood Piano Rental Company^

j213-462-2329 ^ 7••*•••••••

PROFESSIONAL WEIGHT SET. Bench,

weights(280t)8.)4bar. Top quality Joe WeM-
er set $400obo. (310)393-6516.

SNOW SKIS
ROSSIGNOL 4SV. 195cm. Good condltkxi,

boots induded-size 12. $200. Call Tyler at

310-824-4828.

SEMESTEh .'.muunU THE WORLD.
Travel to Greece, Spain, Costa Rk:a, or Aus-

tralia and earn college credits. Call toll free

1-877-333-SATW(7289).

HiUiiiLii
Ti

AUTO
INSURANCE

"NO BULL"
Best Prices, Same Day

STUDENT DISCOUNTS

Motorcycles, SR22
Accidents, Tickets OK

CALL AA*U NOW
EBUnUllflll
TOLL FREE

1 (aOO) 228-9000

London $554

Amsterdam $712

A VV ;V . S T A - T R .\ V E I .COM
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Europe-Summer '98

$239 (each way plus taxes)

HAWAII $1 19 o/w
CALL 3 10-394-0550

http://www.airhltch.org

mA/4meniccr\
Kound Trip .Viifarts

Lima $375

Cuzco $495

Santiago S689

Sao Paulu / Kio $598

Guayaquil / Quito S635
Bupnos /Vires $698

C'ii:<*o Tfffcliii t*\vi'Uu
R T Air F.iif . 4 O.ns 3 Sff.ts H^tpl « Cit) S>. Msc'in;;

.ilso pncka^r^ to G.il.ip.i»;os

For Res: 310 G52 8821/800 289 0549
PK()fKSS10\/\L IHAVFL SfRVRE

Suiilh Amrrlra/i S|»TUiuLs > M • lui?u.i»lu

57Q0
Hwfei IMsIs
2-ROUND TRIP tickets leaving LA to Balti-

more. $200/each. Call 916-615-2846.

1"W0 NuniNN's

FREE SOFTWARE
AMAZING WEBSITE shows how to down-

load over 250.000 shareware programs free.

1-900-288-7888 ext-1619. $2.99/min. 18+

Be»vwu61Q6<6 843<.

play a significant role in the oldest California-based investment banking firm...

SUTROftCQ
divestment Prq^sssiondsSncr 1858

Accepting resumes for its 1999-2000 Financial Analyst Class

For over 140 tears, Sutro has helped American business finance the complex challenges of growth. Today, Sutro

remains a leader in middle market investment banking by offering clients the expertise of its investment bankers, a

highly respected equity research team, experienced institutional sales and trading departments, and an established

retail brokerage network. Sutro's long-standing commitment to building relationships has created a sound basis for the

profitable, steady growth that it continues lo experience.

Financial Analysts at Sutro have the unique opportunity to work with the highest level of management. An analyst

might w(jrk on four or five assignments across product and industry lines at one time, ranging from mergers and
acquisitions and LBOs lo private placements or pul'>lic offerings. Analysts have high visibility and recognition on each

transaction.

Please submit cover letter and resume to:

Michael T. Glazer, Ass€iciate

Sutro & Co. Incorporated

11150 Santa Monica Blvd., Suite 1500
Los Angeles, CA 90025
Facsimile: 310.477.6060

Deadline for analyst applications is Thursday October 22, 1998-
See career center for further information.

HnandalAld

LOAN SPECIALIST
CARS, HOME, PERSONAL and debt con-

solidation. Small businesses welcome. Call

toll-free: 1 -877-467-4922.

STUDENT LOANS
GET YOUR Stafford Student Loan from Uni-

versity Credit Union (Lender Code 832123).

Also receive low-cost financial services. 310-

477-6628; www.ucu.org.

Insuiaaee

INSURANCE WAR!
WE'LL BEAT ANYONE'S f^rice or don't want

your business. All drivers. Newly licensed

Student/slaff/faculty discounts. Request the

"Bruin Plan." 310-777-8817 or 818-222-

5595.

PARS1 INSURANCE SERVICES. Low rate

auto insurance. $50 student discount to-

wards down payment. We can come to you.

818-784-1771.

'\

-^ STUDENT SPECIAL
Health Insurance $59/ month

Blue Cross of CA Aatlwriied Agt

• PPO im dcdiKlible • Free vi«iion A denial

Call: ( 800 ) 696 - 4422

vi'U'w. 1 sthealthinsurance.cona

did you neatt

you can help
expand the

TBcyding
program N

/;;^JointheR^^
^ Advocates, a task force

thatworks CXI expancfing

recycing orvcampus.

Studerits, faculty and staff

. are al welcome to the

groip^ weekly meetings,

held on Tuesdays
lnRoyce152at6pm

/lllslale
Hbuf^ in good hands.

Insurance Company
(310)312-0204

1281 WosfsA/ood Blvd.
C2 talks. So. <pf Wllshire)
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Contempo Nails
Manicures Pedicures

Fills & Silks

Sculptured Nails

Wax
, & MORE!

333 Robertson Blvd. Beverly Hills

(btwn. Gregory Way & Olympic Blvd.)

Mon-Sat 9-7 pm. Sup 105 pm.
Free Parking

No Appt. Necessary

Call (310) SSSSS79
ixxxxixxixxxxxxxmtixiirt^

M
H
H

VIDAL BASSOON
SALON in Beverly Hills. Advanced training

team is looking (or models for $15 fiaircuts.

Please call 310-775-8808.

6300
Lagal AMoe/MlanMyt

BANKRUPTCY
GET OUT OF DEBT NOW! Free Consulta-

tion. Experienced attorneys, reasonable

fees. Law Offices of Wtiite and Associates

(Cheryle M. White. UCLAW. "86") 800-420-

9998 or 310-207-2089. 12301 Wilshire

BL.Ste 550. WLA

SCHOOL APPLICANTS!
FRUSTRATED DEVELOPING your critical

personal statements? Get professional fielp

from well-known author/consultant. 310-826-

4445.

www.winningpersonslatement.com

A FREE SESSION
PSYCHOTHERAPY/COUNSELING (or de-
pression, anxiety, obsessions, post-traumat-

ic stress, etc. Couples/Individuals. Student
rates. Crime victims may be eligible for free

treatment. Call Liz Gould
(I^FC#32388) 031 0-578-5957 to schedule
your free consultation.

ACTORS HEAD SHOTS $85 (Student Spe-

cial) Black-t-White & Color Studio/location.

Make-up artist included. Agency approved.

Award studio. 310-826-9077

SOON TO BE
GRADS/GRADUATES

THE RESUME EXPERTS GUIDE can help

you get the job and salary you desire. From
the cover letter to the inten/iew we can help.

Only $15.95 Make Check or Money Order

payable to: Knabitic Enterprises 3230 E. Fla-

mingo Rd. Ste. #565 Las vegas. NV 89121

WINNING RESUMES. 1-hour service. Our
clients get results. Open 7 days. Visa and
Mastercard arrpptAfl '^in-?fl7-?7R^

GREEN CARDS NOW!
FILE YOUR GREEN CARD LOTTERY.

Starting 10-1-98 through 10-26-98. Call at-

torney Doreen© 2 13-251 -9588.

MYER LAW FIRM, Century City. Auto acci-

dents, slips/falls, banknjptcy. discrimination,

sexual harassment. UCLA Graduate Scott D.

Myer. http://www.bestlawyer.com 310-277-

3000.

6100,
ttnpiflnr/lntflfiitt

MAC QUADRAM 605- 32MG. 1GB: B/W
printer. 14"monitor. $550/Call: 310-305-

0341.

SPORTS FANS MAKE $
<www.Uo(Spons.com> Live sports chat,

scores, lines, odds. Virtual Vegas. Fastest

payout on the web.

BEST MOVERS. Licensed. Insured. Lowest
rates. Fast, courteous-fcareful. Many stud-

ents moved (or $98 Lie -T- 163844 NO JOB
TOO SMALL! 1 -800-2-GO-BEST

HONEST MAN W/14ft truck and dollies,

small jobs, short rwtice ok. Student discount.

Ask about 10% discount. 310-285-8688. Go
Bruins!

JERRY'S M0VING4DELIVERY. The careful

movers. Experienced, reliable, same-day de-

livery. Packing, boxes available. Also, pick-

up donatk}ns for American Cancer Society.

Jerry031 0-391 -5657.

EAGLE EYED EDITOR
PROOFREADS THESES, publications; tu-

tors English, study skills; trains time man-

agement, stress reduction. Nadia Lawrence

PhD 310-393-1951.

GREEN CARD LOTTERY 50,000 Visas

awarded by US GOV. $35 (or attorney pre-

pared application. John Manley. Esq. 12304

Santa Monica Blvd. «300 LA, CA 90025.

310-820-7553. Deadline to apply: 10/28

JAPANESE CONVERSATION CLASS. San-

ta Monica College. Busine.>s and travel.

Starting 10-31-98 through 12-12-98. Six Sat-

urdays, 9am-12pm. $75. Participalwn en-

couraged. 310-452-9214.

OUTREACH COUNSELING SERVICES.
Fee based on ability to pay. Insurance&Med-

icare accepted. Encino: 818-819-6145,

L.A.:21 3-850-0204.

PRIZE-WINNING
ESSAYIST AND FORMER PROFESSOR
wAwo Ph.Ds can help you produce winning

prose. Theses, papers, personal statements.

David <daveditOpacbell.net> 805-646-

4455,

RELATIONSHIP SPECIALIST- Effective,

supportive, confidential counseling. Ir>divk1u-

als and couples. Carole Chasin, M.A,

M.F.C.C. 310-289-4643.

FRENCH TUTORING
OR GRADE IMPROVEMENT for all levels.

Highly experienced teacher. Also translation.

Call Evelyne: 310-395-5953.

MATH/PHYSICS/STATISTICS/English/He-
brew Computerized statistical analysis avail-

able.Tutoring sen/ice. Free consultation.

Reasonable rales, call anytime. Han (800)90-

TUTOR. www.my-tutorcom

PHD'S IN PSYCHOLOGY/SPECIAL ED.
Teach academics, testing, note-taking and
study strategies. Indivkluais with LD. ADHD
and other difficulties. 8yrs-adults. 310-315-
1901.

PRIVATE TUTORING
IN-HOME, one-on-one tutoring for most sub-

jects. English, Chemistry, Math. Physics. Bi-

ology. Spanish, French, etc. $15/hr. 310-

289-3292.

PRIVATE TUTORING
SECONDARY. PRIMARY LEVELS. All sub-

jects. Affordable rates. One on one. At your

home. Call ADMIRAL TUTORING: 310-477-

9685.

THE WRITING COACH
EXPERIENCED TEACHER, PhD offers tu-

toring, term paper assistance. English, So-
cial Science. History. Foreign Students Wel-
come. Call: 310-452-2865.

Aa-PURPOSE WRITING & EDITING

Help at any stage with any topic.

Personal Statements. Courses, Theses,

Dissertations 8c Manuscripts

by PhD from UC
International Students Welcome

(323)665-8145

Services m
ACNE SCARS?

OR CHICKENPOX scars? Patented laser-

assisted method Proven success, rebuild

your own collagen. Call for details 310-385-

0590.

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedicated pro-

fessional. At your home or WLA studio. 1st-

lesson free. No drum set necessary.
Neil:21 3-654-8226.

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years exp. alt

levels and styles. Patient and organized
Guitars available. Sam 310-826-9117

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

Al subjects. Tbeses/Dtssertalions.

Personal Statements, Proposals and Books.

International students welcome.

SINCE 1985

Sharon Bmt, Ph.D. (310) 470-6662

GUITAR LESSONS by professional near
UCLA. All levels, guitars avail. Call Jean at

310-476-4154. www.JWGS.com

Counseling and Psychotherapy

...to examine life concema/iiimes in

privacy and respect. Individuals,

couples, families. Stress, anxiety,

depression, self-esteem, relationships.

Uirrainc M. Yamamura, Ph.D. Clinical

Psychol<.|{ist PSYl 1067 (310)392-5209

UCLA ENGLISH ALUMNI, pro-writer, young,
superb papers guaranteed. High school and
below wekxxne. Jeff 213-653-2240.

GERMAN TUTOR NEEDED. P/T. Hrs flexi-

ble. 310-289-1404.

LOOKING for a nice Italian teacher for a
happy family Once/wk. 2.5hr8 at our house.
Please call Sabrina; 310-285-9853.

n'
PHYSICS/PHYSIOLOGY TUTOR for 11th

grader. $20/hr in Thousand Oaks. Home:
805-493-0653. Work: 805-376-9186.

TUTOR wanted for 7/8yr old Music major-

piano and violin. Homework help. M-Th. 2-

3hrs/day afternoons. 3 10-395-619a
evening. 310-253-0066 day

Classifieds

825-?221

TUTOR WANTED for high-school junior.

General tutoring with emphasis on his-

tory/english. $15/hr. 4-6 hrs/week. Pacific

Palisades. Leave message at: 310-826-
0703.

Display
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TUTORS ABLE TO TEACH english, math,

science, and Nstory (or a 11th grade home
shjdy student. 213-939-1749.

TUTORS for high school students.

Junior/senior/graduate students specializing

in English a must. Families located in Arca-

dia resident or Paloe Verdes. 2hrs-$55/one

visit. 4time8/mo. 310-859-9140 Beverly Glen

Education LinicO Beverly Hills.

ACCURATE. DEPENDABLE and SPEEDY
/llping service. Close to campus. Call Laurie:

^ 310-478-6230.

HATE TO TYPE? Lei me do it for you.

Fast-faccurate. Professional screen plays

excepted. $2/pg. Call-Iris 310-839-3101 or

page 31 0-915-2255.

WORD PROCESSING All types: research

papers, theses, resumes, fliers. Editing & >

proofing available. Emergencies OK. Call:
,

818-598-1489 or email anmlwomnOpac-
tMll.net.

WORD PROCESSING specializing In thes-

es, dissertations, transcription, resumes, fli-

ers, brochures, mailing lists, reports. Santa

IWIonica. 310-828-6939. Hollyvw)Od, 213-466-

2888.

WORD PROCESSING. TypVng. proofing,

editing, rewriting, research, resumes, tutor

ing. etc. Fax, email, bring work to me. Rush-

es. Student discount. 818-830-1546.

$500/DAY. Nude modeling-women 18-t- all

types. No experience necessary. Safe, pro-

fessiorul environment. Refer a frierxl and

earn $501 310-358-3865.

BILLION DOLLAR INDUSTRY seeks ag-

gressive, energetk;, and seriously money
motivated indlvkjuals that want to earn mon-
ey nowll 818-894-8892 Lead:JB

DRIVE YOUR DREAM FOR FREE. Any
make, model, or prk;e. No down payn>ent.

No security deposit. Great income potential.

888-891-8890

EARN $1000-$3000
Per week from hone. Not MLMI No experi-

ence necessary. Travel industry. 800-345-

9688x0296

Men-Women ages 18-24 for nude modeling

for magazines and fine art. Call 310-289-

8941 days for information.

OPPORTUNITY
KNOCKS

HERE'S YOUR CHANCE to join one of the

largest telecommunk:ations co. Make rTX>ney

without k)sing your personal freedom. 800-

636-6773 ext. 7930.

BARTENDER TRAINEES
EARN $100 -$200 DAILY

2 week class
Job Placenient Service

800/952-2553
PROFESSIONAL

BARTENDERS SCHOOL
Ditoount w«h StudiH ID

BABYSITTER NEEDED
for a great 7.5 year oM boy. Male or female

who toves sports Must be reliable Flexible

hours-mostly In the evenir>gs. Westwood.

.CaU Barbara or Tom after 6pm at 310-474-

0060.

FEMALE BABYSITTER WANTED. Ages 16-

30yr8. Wednesday, Friday, Saturday&Sun-

day, 5pm-7pm. $l2/hr. Must be enttujsiastk:.

outgoing A funAhave a natural at)ility to ptay

actively w/3-year-okJ boy. Must drive, Brent-

wood. 310-472-2783.

Classifieds

825-2221

FRENCH SPEAKING ASST. needed. Tutor

8yr. okl. admin, asst., light housekeeping,

must drive, organized, responsible. Approx.

25hrsMeek. $1Q/hr. WLA 310-476-0061

LIVE-IN NANNIES. Need two for school-

aged chiMren. M-F and/or weekends. Ex-

perience and refererces necessary, salaries

open. Must drive. Call 8am-6pm:310-453-

2899.

LOOKING for a German-speaking baby-sit-

ter(fluent). She must drive, be available

evenings 3time/wk. $10/hr. Please contact

Sabrina: 310-285-9853.

LOVING BABYSITTER NEEDED- Play with

cheerful 4-yr-okl daughter for single dad.

Must have car. Call Chuck 310-203-1592.

MOTHER'S HELPER. 3-7pm M-F. 11-yr-okJ

boy. Male/Female. Need own car. Santa Mo-

nk:a area Great people. 310-550-4183day,

310-828-3956evenlng.

OCCASIONAL SITTER for 12-yr-oW giri on

the Westskje to be available evenings. Fun,

outgoing female. Must have references. 213-

688-1248.

PT CHILDCARE
FOR VERY SPECIAL 4-YEAR OLD GIRL.

Interr^tional or bilingual background, car,

referer)ces required. Grand Piano. Beveriy-

wood adjacent . Laird-310-287- 1677.

Responsible.energetic person to care for

bright 8yr. old boy 3p.m.-9p.m. 2-3 days/wk.

Flexible. $10/hr. Must have car and referenc-

»« (323)874-2705 .

SEEKING provMers tor nignuwoAkend chikJ-

care. Must have college background and

CPR card. Hours flexible $7-l0/hr. Must

have ref. Call: 310-545-5181.

SPECIAL CHILD CARE for ll-yr-oW autistic

gk( in Tarzana. Wed 3:30-6^30, Sunday
10:30-3:30. Must have car. $8/hr. Call Judy

818-343-4150.

TVrrOR/DRIVER for 12y/o girt. Hrs vary

Pk4(up Westskle school w/own car between

3-5PM ends approximately 7:30PM. Help

with homeworit/light errands/assist easy din-

ner. Wages negotiable. Deborah 310-312-

3138.

ADMINISTRATOR/PROJECT ASSISTANT,
(internship poasibility). Computer literate.

IBM-Windows/lntemet plus. Sentor/graduate

w/strong writing/oral communication. No
dress code/reception duties. $7-$9.

17hrs/wk. Serious Inquiries: Fax:310-395-

0509.

$1000'S WEEKLY!!
STUFF ENVELOPES at home for $2.00

each plus bonuses. FfT, PH. Make $800^
weekly, guaranteed! Free supplies. For de-

tails, send one stamp to: N-33, 12021

Wilshlre Blvd., Suite 552, Los Angeles, CA
90025.

$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL mailing or cir-

culars. No experience req. Free Informatton

packet. Call 202-466-1639.

$20/HOUR-i-TIPS
FEMALE NUDE FIGURE MODELS needed.

Professional studio. Absolutely no sex,

drugs, ateohol, smoking, or touching. Worit

your own hours. Must have a great txxfy and

a pretty face. Asian models especially need-

ed. Marina Studk>s, Downtown LA: 323-222-

8044.

$20/HR PT/FT
PROCESSING MAIL! Free supplies,

postagel Bonuses! Rush SASE to

CMAAJCLA Po Box 567443, Atlanta GA,
31156

slgnupOinfo.lnfomachlne.com

$7.25/hr and up!
DO YOU have Initiative? Become a UCLA
Community Servk:e Offk:er arxl explore law

and publk: relatk)ns. Great Pay Flexible

hours. Student-oriented. Web:
www.ucpd.ucla.edu/ucpd/cso. Email:

csoOucpd.ucla.edu, Phone: 310-825-2148.

ACCOUNTING DEPT assistant. P/T entry

level position. M-F 2-6. Basic computer

knowledge, car with Insurance, good oral

and written communication skills required.

$9/hr. 310-276-9166.

AD COPY. Producer needs student screen-

writer to turn rough idea into screenplay for

urban film. 561-362-5291.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASST70FFICE ASSIST

-

Internship In Down town LA. Stari ASAP. $8-

10/hr deperxling on experience. Need smart,

self motivated, detail orientated indivklual.

Req'ss advanced computer skills, ms office,

Internet. Some research and phones in-

volved. Fax resume:213-61 7-2325 Attn:HR

ADVERTISING/SALES on an Internet web-

site. Wilt train to sell on Laclties.com $25/hr

Commlsskx) is easy, p/l or M\ 310-444-1840.

cleelOhotmail.com

ANNOUNCERS, no experience necessary

Host musk:/talk-show8 for our radk> statkx^.

P/T. $10-1 5/hr, $2004per/show. plus fantas-

tk: benefits. 213-468-0060 24-hours.

ARE YOU FUN, BRIGHT
AND RELIABLE?

BABYSITTER/PERSONAL ASST Require-

ments: chlkl devek)pment t)ackground/chikl-

care experience. Car, good driving

record&references. $10/hr, 4 after-

noons/evenings/wk 310-264-4217.

ASSISTANT for business office. For more
details please call 310-278-2750 or fax re-

sume 310-278-0038.

ASSISTANT NEEDED FOR Real Estate in-

vestment company. P/T, casual dress, must
have car and lnsurar)ce. $9/hr. Fax resume
to: 310-479-2402.

ASSISTANT TO DIRECTOR OF OPERA-
TIONS. Assistant needed for various hours,

Friday-Sunday to assist in Motion Picture re-

search offk:e. Computer&telephone skills a
must. Must have a flexible schedule. Please

fax resume to DawnO310-840-5809.

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED. Earn

$150-$250/night. Wori< PfJ while going to

school. Day/eve classes, 1-2week classes,

800-974-7974. International Bartender's

school. HUNDREDS OF JOBS!

CASTING
EXTRAS r)eeded for feature films, commer-
cials, and music videos. Eam up to $240 per

day! No experience needed. Worit guar-

anteed! Call today 213-851-6103.

CENTRAL CAMPUS
CENTRAL CAMPUS JOBS. Part-time jobs

availableO the Food Servne Warehouse.
We work wAyour class schedule. Half-off

meals&discountsOcampus storos. Super-
visory opportunities available. 310-206-

0885.

CENTRAL CAMPUS
CENTRAL CAMPUS JOBS. Part-time jobs

availableOtt)e Cooperage. We work w/your

class schedule. Supervisory opportunities.

Half-off meals. 310-206-0740.

CITY OF BEVERLY Hills paridng attendants

needed. Weekends onty/$8.76/hr. Morning
and Evening shifts available Dept. of Trans-

portatkm. 455 N. Rexford Dr., Room 130. Ap-
ply in person. 310-285-2552.

CLERICAUCUSTOMER SERVICE. Full-

time pennanent. M-F. Good phone and Eng-
lish skills, type 50WPM. detail-oriented, reli-

able. WLA. $8-$8.50/hr. 310-826-3759.

CLERICAL/SALES. P/T or F/T, excellent op-

poriunity. Love of jewelry. Call between 12-

6pm. Shane's Jewelry. We have 2 openings
immediately. 310-208-8404. \

CSO OFFICE ASST
Apply now for an offk^e assistant positk)n at

the CSO ProgramsAWestwood Village Sub-
statton. Starting rate $7.25/hr. UCLA stud-

ents w/at least one yr remaining. Publk: rela-

tk)nsAbask: clerical duties. For details call

310-825-9800.

CUSTOMER SERVICE
ACKERMAN REP (FT) O University Credit

Unton. ApplyOISOO S. Sepulveda Blvd., LA,

90025 or fax resume:31 0-477-2566 or web
at http://www.ucu.org

DENTAL OFFICE needs office help. P/T-F/T.

Ktours flexible. Experience preferred. 310-

451-5404.

DRIVER needed in Westwood ftower shop.

M-F 2pm-9pm. Call 310-208-4000.

DRIVER to pick up 14-year okl from Beveriy

Hills High, bring to home in Shennan Oaks

or to after-school activities. Female pre-

ferred. $10/hr. Robin0818-783-2268.

DRIVER-HOMEWORK HELPER: 20-

30hrs/week. 3 fun, active kkfs. CDL, In-

surance. Car. Leave message 310-752-

8270.

DYNAMIC, PRESENTABLE. ENERGETIC
mart(etlng needed for sports medicine prac-

tk:e. Office wori<, billing, patient interaction.

Fax Resume 310-335-1543 or call 310-640-

3771.

EARN $530/WKLY
DISTRIBUTER. Distributing phone cards.

FT/PT No experience nee. Call 1-800-831-

6717.

EDITOR/WRITER/RESEARCH Assistant.

M/VPhD/relired academic to assist writing

on Biblical, historical subjects. Knowledge of

Hebrew/hlstory/feminism helpful. 2-days/wk-

minlmum-3hrs/day. Hancock Park area.

Fax:213-957-1680.

ENERGETIC OFFICE CLERK needed . Exp.

book keeper. Good English. Approx.

I5hrs/week. Flexible hours. West Hollywood.

Day 1-2 13-650-1789 eve/weekends 390-

393-1582

F/T TELEMARKETING/Asslstant Broker.

Westwood Brokerage Firm seeks telemar-

keter/asst. to broker. Will train and sponsor

the right person to become commodities bro-

ker. Contact Rk:kO310-475-9977.

FEMALE HAIR MODELS
(ALL NATIONALITIES) our models have

wortted for Set>astian, Aveda, Paul Mitchell,

Redken, ToniAGuy. Beginner's ok! Most

ages ok! All heights ok! Great pay! Call Iree'

nowt otto (24-hours) 1-800-959-9301.

FILM CREW/EXTRAS. 30-minute, 35mm
short feature film. Great food. Great experi-

er)ce. No pay. F^ease serxJ resume arxJ pic-

tures: 2 Stumps Up Productk)ns. 752 N. Sy-

camore Ave. LA, 90038. Production

dates:11/27-12/2.

FOREIGN STUDENTS needed for occask>n-

al translatlorVtranscriptksn from your native

language to English for TV production com-
pany. Fax letter of Interest to Helen at 818-

763-2485.
uttumtagssa^

GENERAL OFFICE HELP- p/t Filing and

good phone skills. Computer skills helpful.

Near UCLA. Excellent learning opportunity.

Flexible hours. 310-581-2400.

GENERAL OFFICE WORK. P/T. Flexible

hours, filing, data entry. Familiar with Excel

and Quicken preferred. Bel Air. $8/hr. 310-

271-6564.

GIRLS wanted at exclusive social club in

WLA. Conversation only. No ak:ohol. Flexi-

ble hours. Eam top $$$. 310-477-9871.

GRAPHICS ARTIST Established artist needs

assistance developing promo-kit for CD re-

lease. Wln95 knowledge. Brentwood. Re-

surT>e/lette to RockyShareOmlrKJspring.com,

or call 310-442-0396

GREAT WORKPLACE!
TELEMARKETING for Intemattonal educa-

tion agency. Nk:e clients. great-wori<place in

SM. Houriy-t-commission. Sales experi-

enceAknowiedge of foreign language import-

ant. 310-395-9393.

HOLIDAY $$$
Fon Swan's Holklay Store. Westskle Pavi-

Jion. October-Jaa Flexible hours. Must be
Triendly w/good customer sen/ice skills. 310-

234-0123.

HOME TYPISTS
PC USERS NEEDED. $45,000 income po-

tential. Call: 1-800-513-4343 Ext.B-10105

HOSTESS WANTED. Posto Restaurant in

Sherman Oaks. Tuesday-Saturday a must.

4-10pm. $6.50/hr-»-tip8. 818-784-4400. Con-
tact Santo between 2-3:30pm. '

.'

^

HOTEL HOUSE PERSON P/T. Friday. Satur-

day 3-11pm. Westwood Village Hotel 310-

208-3945.

HOW DOES $800/WK
EXTRA INCOME

Sound to you? Amazingly profitable oppor-

tunity. SerxJ self-addressed stamped envel-

ope: Group Five 6547 N.Academy Blvd.

Dept.N. Cotorado Springs, CO 80918

LE BEACH CLUB
AMERICAS FAVORITE TANNING resort is

expandingAhas llmitediof FT openings for

motivated, outgoing, tanning/sales consult-

ants. Houriy-fcommisston $9-18/hr. Positkms

are limited so call nowAjoin LE BEACH
CLUB, the Very Best. Call Carol 310-820-

4067 or fax resume:310-791-0155. ^-^^f—

-

MALE MODELS
Printwori(. UB under 25. Lean, any race,

leave name, numberAphysk:al stats. Free

interview. Beginners welcome. 213-960-

1066. 24hrs.

MARKETING ASSISTANT/COORDINATOR
for a mortgage company located In Santa

Montea at the Water Garden. Must be com-
puter literate, aggressive, Aprofesslonal.

Salary open, F/T, health insurance available.

310-829-4645.

MOVIE EXTRA WORK
* Revolutionary new program* Start immedi-

ately* All types-18+!* Fun/Easy* No crazy

fees* Program for free medical* Call-24/hrs

213-850-4417.

NICOTINE CHEMISTS
needed PT for theoretical/practk^al studies.)

Please call Edward Vandegrift at 310-820-

3937.

NORTH CAMPUS
^ORTH CAMPUS JOBS. Part-time jobs

avallableOthe North Campus Student Cen-

ter. We wori< w/your class schedule. Super-

visory opportunities. Half-off meals. 310-206-

0720.

STUDENT WORK
$12.25 to Start

• Flexible Schedule
• P/T - Time off for Finals

(310)826-7715

ASPIRING
MODEL?
"The Hardest Driving

Agency for New
Faces in L.A."

Our doori are now open (or new
faces We ore currently seeking

highly motivated men and women for

100 s of upcoming commercials,

music videos, fashion ond print |obs

Classes are offered on the Promenade
with Legendary actmg coaches Diane

Shalot and Jofm Sarno

NO POHTfOLIO NECESSARY NO fEE

(310) 393-7600
Blak«M Mo«Ms A TalMit, Inc.

225 Santa Monica Blvd., Suite 201
Santa Monica, CA 90401

A PERFECT STUDENT JOB

Do you need a job in the

afternoons during school (M-F)?
All day Saturday, too! Full time

during Quarter Breaks and
SumnDer Vacations! Work

experience not necessary. Apply
today at

Westwood Sporting Goods.
1065 Gayley Ave,

Westwood Village,

310-208-6215.
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OFFICE. CLERICAL. SECRETARIAL work.
Need to be bilingual in English and Arabic.

F/T and P/T more than 1 -person. 310-575-
1991

Pritndly Nappy FtopU
F«r P/T (PUilbU)- r«ll TfM«

P«titl«at ii:

Good Will Ambassodors
Coupon Plocers

Dolivory • Cashiers

Soodwuh Makers

Apply > Pert«a
951 W«sffwoMl BlYd.

Searching for Models
Men and Women for commercials,

catalog & maoazine ads, txxxrhures, and
catwalk •Specializing in petites •

$150 to $250 per hour
•^BevertyHiUs*

*No Fee « No Experience

(310)273-2566

*New Faces/Models*
WmM by Wtttwood't #1 Taltfit CastingCa

Earn Top 1$ in Movits, Television,

Conmerciils, and Modeing (pettte, top, and

Tamon niooeit). no np. nee mio, ine anoit

Business Club needs interns. For Free

Consultation caB Michael (310) 209-5062

Spring BreaH 'OO

Take "2
Mow Hiring Reosl

2 Free Trips on_
erdy lb Sales 19

14N-426-7nO
MEDICAL RECEPTIONIST- p/t afternoon for '

S.M. GYN. Some filing, typing, and pr)one

experience desired. Starting salary $7-f/hr.

310-828-4433.

MODELS WANTED by professional photo-

Studio for upcoming assignment. Male/Fe-

male Pro/Non-Pro. Fashion/Commer-
cial/Theatrical. Call for appointment 818-

986-7933.

MODELS NEEDED NOW
No experience required

Catalog. Pnntwork. Mag.izmes. Movies.
Virtoo & TV Commerci.ils

Men and Women of all Ages
Free Consultation

CALL NOW 310-659-7000

NEW FACES WANTED
Internationul Talent Croup » nnw

l(><>l(in(; for nrw fares & new talent for

Television, Film, ConinierriaJH, Miisii;

VnleoH, Print & Modeling.
AH ages, all ty]»e8.

NO kxi»kuikn(:k nkckssahy no fk>;s^

AUDITIOMNG NOW (R 18) 379-7070

SKIERS
SUREFOOT

-

Ski Boot Specialist

1998 Utah Entreprar>eur of the

Year Winner

Fast Growing Company

needs people for the future.

Full/Pt Available Now
1426 Montana Ave. Santa

Monica (2110)393-3331

Display

206-3060

OPTOMETRIC ASSISTANT Assisting w/pa-
tient eye care. Utilitizing diagnostic instru-

mentation. Dispensing glasses&contact
lenses. Excellent communication skills.iin-

dependently motivated. Call 213-653-2020.

P/T F/T

DIVINE PASTA CO.
SM-BH-LA

ENTHUSIASTIC SALES PEOPLE-needed

fo, gourmet pasta shop/pasta bars. Love of

food ?.n<j sales a must. $7/hour. Call Shawn

3^3-939-1148.

P/T OFFICE ASSISTANT wanted by family-

run real estate managymenl company. Must
be extremely organized, computer liter-

ate&reliable. Great working environ-

ment/flexible hours $8/h0Lr 213-850-5726.

P/T PROOFREADER
WLA intellectual property law firm seeking
part-time technical proofreader. 15-20
hrs/wk. $10/hr. Please call 310-207-5556.
Ext. 763 or fax resume to 310-207-3915.
EOE M/f/DN

PART-TIME DRIVER WANTED for catering

company: 8:00a.m.-1 :00pm. Food sen/ice

expehence helpful but not necessary
(310)253-9960.

PERSONAL AIDE energetic and responsible

person needed to asst cereal palsy teenag-

er with activities and personal care in Santa

Monica. Fun-loving, intelligent, arxJ severely

disabled, he is nonveital. Training provided,

$8/hr, 3-l0hrs weekends. 310-393-8182

PHOTO LAB p/t assist photo printer or com-
puter imaging. Beverly Hills 310-274-3445.

PROGRAMMER
URGENTLY NEEDED, Contract basis or full

or permanent P/T at last growing web host-

ing company in Gardena/Torrance area.

Should have informal experience in Visual

Basic&CGI programming/. Send resume to

310-354-2626 or email to mc©ahnet.net.

PUBLISHING INTERN- Responsible, ener-

getic w/computer skills. Knowledge of Page-
Maker 6.0. Fast growing motion picture/tel-

evision directories. $7/hr. Hours negotiable.

Susan Moore Canoco Publishing 310-471-

2287.

RECEPTIONIST Excellent communication
skills, computer/Excel, multi-task oriented.

Great bonuses. P/T M-F. $8-9/hr. 310-815-

4755.

RESEARCH ASSISTANT-$12-15/HR. Flexi-

ble hours. Must be proficient with library/on-

line research High-GPA. Business back-
ground preferred but not required. Fax re-

sume/transcript: 310-571-0247.

RESEARCHERS
NO SALES! Interview consumers about pro-

duct ideas and new ads. Flexible pan or F/T
hours. Excellent income up to $15/hr-com-
mission proof available. New office in West-
side Pavilion. 310-234-0169.

SALES $12-20/hr. avg. commission -fbene-

fits. Full or PT, excellent phone skills for grad

student or GPA 3.5 & above. 310-358-6053

or fax 310-392-5234.

SALESACLERICAL. P/T or F/T, excellent

opportunity. Love of jewelry. Call between
12-6pm. Shane's Jewelry. 310-208-8404.

SECRETARIAL JOB. 10-12 hrs/week/flexible

hours. Customer Sen/ice oriented with edit-

ing and computer skills. 310-859-9572. Mike

Or Man infoOcannontrading.com

SEXUAL PROBLEMS?
Maintain control, maximize stamina, and last

longer. Amazing, unheard of solutions! Seek-

ing willing product testers. Apply at

www.newremedies com

STAFF ASSISTANT/reception. SM. $10/hr.

Bright, selfstarier, hardwori<ing energetic in-

dividual needed for busy real estate/media
office. Work with other Bruins. 20-30/hrs-

week. Good phone/organizational/computer

skills. Fax: 310-576-6643 Mari^i-

utes9aol.com

START TODAY
National Marketing Co. needs people ASAP
for data entry. $10/hr to start. FT/PT wee-
kends, very flexible. Culver City location.

Fax resume to 310-398-3550

STUDENT JOBS
AVAILABLE AT UNIVERSITY Research Li-

brary. Duties include shelving and other

stacks maintenance duties. 12-19hr/wk.

$5.75/hr to start. Apply at YRL Personnel

Rm«11617 or call Antigone Kutay, 310-625-

1084.

Student wanted to tutor high school student

in Biology and Algebra2. Contact 310-459-

4211.

ART GALLERY INTERN
2 BLKS FROM CAMPUS. Seeks volunteer
interns. Flexible PT positwns. Call Tim 310-
208-1896. 10-6

CLERK pt. time. Duties include data entry,

opening/routing mail, filing, classifying and
photocopying manuscripts, correspondence.
Qualifications: accurate typing, MS
Word/Windows/Databases, organization,
attn to detail^ clerical exp. a plus. M-F
12:30pm-3:30pm Westwood Medical Pub-
lishing OHice, $8/hr, Call 310-208-3556 or
fax resume 310-208-2838. Email ob-
gyn9greenjournal.org

TEACHER AIDE Responsible, dedicated,
open-minded, culturally-sensitive. Child care
center, ages 3mo-4yrs. PT/FT, 6 E.C.E. units

completed/or in progress. 213-737-7351
ext. 17

STUDENT DRIVER. Sherman Oaks family

needs qualified good driver w/sense of hu-
mor to pick-up 12-y/o from school in Encino.
818-31 6-2 1 52day/8 1 8-906-8692evening.

TELEMARKETERS AND SALESPEOPLE
wanted. Business communications company
provides networtcing, phone systems* Nep-
tel service. Fast-paced and professional en-
vironment. Flexible hours 9-5 M-F Salary
and commission. Jeanette 9310-391-7199.

A lot can happen when it's time to leave the

nest. Worst-case scenario: Crash and burn.

Likely scenario: An awkward, ugly struggle

to gain altitude. GTE scenario: Fire up the

afterburners, baby, and don't look back!

When you rcxrket into position with a global

leader in telecommunications, you're

guaranteed the kind of business challenges

that make life after college an accelerating

experience. We're the $23 billion company
that pioneered the concept of one-slop

shopping for local, long-distance and

Internet services, and we're not stopping

there. So slop by and find out how you can

move to GTE after you've left the nest.

1st EVENT: GTE Information Session

DATE: October 22, 1998

TIME: 6-8pm
PLACE: Career Center Building

(Food and refreshments will be served.)

2nd EVENT: Career Fair

DATE:_. October 23, 1998

TIME: llam-4pm
PLACE: Career Center Building

We're .seeking graduate and under-graduate

candidates for both full-time and internship

positions in the following majors:

Business

Computer Science

Engineering

If unable to attend our Information Session or the Career Fair, please send or fax your resume to: GTE College Recruitment,

700 Hidden Ridge. MC: HQW01I2I, Irving. TX 75038; fax (972) 718-3272.

PEOPLE
MOVING
i D E A S~

An (quo! Opfwtufufy (nplerar M/r/O/V

visit our web site at www.gte.com

Classifieds

825-2221

TELEMARKETING
W/WINDOWS COMPUTER SKILLS. Prefer
phone expenerKe. Prefer studenis/grads.
Flexible hours, 9am-5pm starting $8-
SKVhr+bonuses. 3-blocks/UCLA. Harel
Maintenance. Ron-310-470-6175.

VOLUNTEER USHERS
FOR GEFFEN PLAYHOUSE production of

The Cripple of Inishrnaan' Starts Oct 20.

Sign-up&see it for free: 310-208-6500
ext. 11 5.

WAITERS WANTED Well-established

Szechwan restaurant located in WLA seek-
ing to fill foltowing F/T and PfT positions:

waiters/waitress, take-out order packers
wanted. Full-time/part-lime for lunch and din-

ner shifts. Must be able to read/write

Chinese/English. Exp. preferred. Also took-

ing for drivers. 310-266-1183.

WE'RE SEEKING INDIVIDUALS to provide

support to the developmentally disat)led. Call

Dwight Istanbulian at 818-361-6400 ext 129.

WRITER. ChiWren's tx>ok author needs de-
velopment assistant/aspiring writer for new
project. Research req'd. Win95. Brentwood.

Resume/letter to RockyShare©miad-
spring.com. call 310-442-0396

EXCfcLLtNT INTERNSHIP OPP for web
page designer at Makai Events in Manhattan
Beach. Experience, references AContacls!
Call Amy O 310-546-9585

INTERNS WANTED: FT/PT posittons avail-

able for students at prestigious entertain-

ment PR firm. Must be enthusiastic&detail-

oriented. Offers college credit, hands-on ex-

perience&future film&television career con-
tacts. Contact Amanda at 310-550-7776.

PAID INTERNSHIP
WESTWOOD LAW FIRM- Flexible hours.

Loarnalot, $7,504- Good typing sktWs. com-
puter literate, excel expenence preferred.

Call 310-475-0481. Resumes preferred:

310-446-9962.

PAID MANAGEMENT
INTERNSHIP

Student Works Painting, a subsidiary of Na-
tional Servies Group is now hiring for

Spring/Summer 1999. Duties include inter-

viewing, hiring, development of customer re-

lations, control of mariceting and sales, &
production management. Call 1-800-394-

6000. www.collegeworks.com

PT PR FIRM POSITION lor student. College
credit. Assist in research, media lists, events,

some writing Email resumes to

<det)orah_dragon©edelman.com>

UCLA INTERN needed for real-estate/bill-

board start-up. Great opportunity with tre-

mendous upside. Paid after 3months-com-
pany may go public. Call Mr. Netty (213)-

489-7165.

8300
VUuntMr

HEALTHY FEMALE VOLUNTEERS (17-

35yrs.) wanted for a study involving small

amounts of radioactivity at UCLA. $25/hr.

Call 310-825-1118 or 310-825-2871.

ACNE PROBLEMS?
Men and women with acne needed to try

revolutionary new acne product and

appear in special TV. show. Will receive

free product and reinribursement.

Call Cristina @ (310) 444-6300

$675 ELEGANTLY
REMODELED 2bdrm, oak ttoon. tiled kitch-

en, garage, great van Nuys kx:atkx). Minutes

to Sherman Oaks shopping. Near library,

buses, freeways. 9 ml. UCLA. 818-399-

9610.

1-BDRM$650-^
NEAR SHERMAN OAKS QALLERIA. Huge
apt. Ideal for roommates. Garden courtyard,

pool. A/C. phone-antry. Minutes to canf>pus.

818-997-7312.

Display

206-3060
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Good thinkin' Dick!

1-BLCX:K to campus 2-bdrm. hardwood

$1250. Walk to village and campus. 10966

Roebling Ave. Newly remodeled. 310-206-

4253. 310-824-2595.

2014 S. Bently Ave. Must See! Huge single

apartment, l-rm, a/c, kitchen and t)ath.

$550/mo 2-miles from UCLA, 310-479-

3651

APT NEAR CAMPUS
WESTWOOD. Spacwus bachelor. Ctose to

UCLA. 310-444-1478. Ask lor Fred.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 2-BEDROOM $950-

$1195. LARGE. UPPER/LOWER UNU-
SUAL CHARM. SOME W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLpCK TO PICO BUS.
310-839-6294

BRENTWOOD $500/mo. unfurnished, share

;2 bd, 2 bath deluxe apt. 310-550-1228

SANTA MONICA Single Apt, laundlry, street

parking, North of WMshire, $750/mo. 310-

39S-1284. Low agent fee. www.westsMeren-

tals.com

SANTA MONICA Single-apt, 3 blocks to

beach, near main street and Starbucks, cat-

OK, month-to-rrwnth, $837/mo. 310-395-

1284. Low agent fee. www.westsideren-

tals.com

VAN NUYS. Okj Hollywood-style apt. Large
3-bdrm/2-bath. Spackxis kitchen. Looks out

onto courtyard. $825/mo. Call Gtoria 818-
995-0562.

WEST HOLLYWOOD 1 + 1 Apt, pool,

$785/mo. The Rental Connection (323) 634-

7368 Low Agent Fee www.westsideren-
tals.com
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4 Gas
9 Living fence
14 Genetic material

15 Follow

16 Prayer endings
17 Genuine
19 Pause
20 Nips
21 Make up (for)

23 River of Greek
myth

24 Feel one's way
27 Colorless

30 Slips by
32 Wire measure
33 Fresh
37 Zinc —
39 Bringing about
40 Some pets

42 Cove
43 Roomiest

(trousers)

44 Cal. abbr.

45 Mates
48 Got bigger

50 Expels
51 Young lady

55 Rosie s pin?

57 Fable writer

58 New England
state

, J ^..

.

60 Yowl
64 Wood-shaping

tools

65 Rear
66 Actress

MacGrdw
67 Tiniest

68 Pulls hard
69 Missouri hrs.

DOWN
1 Clutches
2 Arctic dweller

3 Smartly dressed
4 Geese
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formations

5 Actress-^
-Margret

6 Calif, hrs.

7 "Yes. Henri"

8 Sums up
9 Circle of light

10 Correct (text)

11 Decide
12 WikJebeest
13 Sixth sense
18 Witch's spell

22 Casual shirt

24 Singer
Campbell

25 Phoned
26 Make a choice

28 White House
staffers

29 Venerated
30 Works on a

newspaper
31 Ditties

33 Frosting

34 Estate

35 Grind up
36 Employ
38 Roman dozen
40 Bandage for a

broken arm
41 Ripens
43 Public transport

46 The Raven''

author
47 Uproar
49 Sauterne and

buraundy
51 Guirscry
52 Writer Asimov
53 Spirits

54 Banana—
56 Upper garment
57 Greek war god
58 Stomach
59 Citrus drink

61 Motorist's

org.

62 Metal
63 Alaskan

native
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* PALMS *
2BD. 2BA.

TOWNHOMES. FIREPLACE.
GATED GARAGE.

ALARM
• 3614 Paris Dr. $1245

(310)837-0906
2BD, 2BA

4BD + LOFT, 3BA
3 STORY TOWNHOMES.

GATED GARAGE.
ALARM

• 3670 Midval« Ave. $1995
(310)391-1076

* MAR VISTA *
2BD. 2BA..

TOWNHOMES.
GATED GARAGE,

ALARM. FIREPLACE

• nuai AvonVay fl

• 11748 Courtligh Dr. $1095
• 12741 Mitchell Ave. $1195

• 12630 Mitchell Ave. $1145

4BD. 4BA., 3 STORIES
• 3954 Beethoven St. $1895

(310)391-1506
a Open House Mon. • Sat., 10 • 5

,

Westwood 2+2 Apt. spacious, a/c, quiet. 2
parking spaces, $1100 and up. 310-395-

1284. Low agent fee.

www.westsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD Bachelor Apt. good location,

$800/mo. 310-395-1284 Low agent fee.

www.westsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD- Single apartment. $795.
Bnght. cheerful, patio, pool. Walk to UCLA.
Shopping, transportation. 1942 Pelham.310-
446-9348 or 310-207-7209.

WESTWOOD. 1 MIN from UCLA. Single.

$750. Gated complex. Pool. Laundry. All util-

ities paid. 1 yr lease. 310-824-1830.

WLA- 2bdrm/2ba. $1275-1395. Prime loca-

tion. Bright, cheerful, patio. Walk to UCLA,
shopping, transportation. 1246 S. Wfellesley.

Near Wilshire. Won't last. 310-207-7209.

WLA. $825-$850. 2t)drm/1.5ba. Dishwasher.

AC, carpet. drapes built-in. Extra large

fenced patk). 310-670-5119.

BEVERLYWOOD $425. In private hm. own
tMthroom, private entrance, utNities included,

cable hook-up, n/s, n/d, quiet hm. 310-639-

9602

BRENTWOOD- Room in 3bdrm apartment.
Carpet and Spanish tiles. Kitchen, dining &
living room, parking. $525/mo. 310-442-

9851.

CENTURY CITY Private entrance, patio, fur-

nished, full and partial bath included. Gradu-
ate student. $435/rTK). utilities included,

phone hook-up. 310-474-9854.

HANCOCK PK adjacent. Private mVbath In

house w/quiet couple. Kitchen, laundry rm
privileges, n/s, $450/mo. Utilities included.

Call 323-939-0988.

PALMS-room in large townhouse. Lrg room
$470. Avail 11/1. Share bath+utilities. Park-

ing. Fertiale only. 310-285-3421.

SHERMAN OAKS- Room/ba in lovely resi-

dential area. Use of facilities. Minutes from

freeways. Minimal rent in exchange lor dog-

care. 818-789-4093.

WEEKLY HOTEL RATES Jolly Roger Hotel

in Marina del Rey offering special student

rates. $255.36/wk. tax, maid service, conti-

nental breakfast included. Call David; 800-

822-2904.

WESTSIDE VILLAGE. $315+/mo. 15-min-

utes south of campus. Quiet, cheertui teach-

er's fiome, share bath, male preferred, light

cooking, car necessary. 310-836-6730.

WLA, NEAR UCLA $395/(TK). Large room,

share bath. Off-street parking Quiet area,

good for UCLA student. Female preferred,

N/S. 1-800-404-6202

WLA, NEAR UCLA. $495/mo. Large room,

0.5bath. Off-street parking. Quiet area, good
for UCLA student. Female preferred, N/S. 1

-

800-404-6202.

jlwpiiMaiwpiMWjWiwwiMWiiiai^^

MAR VISTA, $535&up/month. Ask about
move in special. Attractive, furnished 1-

bdrm. Large, pool, patio, barbecue area.

Quiet-building. 3748 Inglewood Blvd. 310-

398-8579.

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT- Bright spacious

upper 2bdrm/2bath. Partdng. Fireplace, bal-

cony. $1179/mo. Call 310-473-8057.

BRENTWOOD single apt, close to

shops&restaurants, $750, Westside Rental

Connection 310-395-1284. Low agent fee.

www.westsklerentals.com

HoHywood Hills 1+1 Apt, a/c, $695/nx). The

Rental Connection (323) 634-7368 Low
Agent Fee www.westskjerentals.com

INTERNATIONAL
STUDENTS

SANTA MONICA— SUBLETS
NORTH OF WILSHIRE. Near beach Ibdmfi

$733. 2bdrm/2bath $922 and $992. Will sub-

let 2-12 nrwnths to students with non-renew-

able visas and exit expiration date of less

than lyr. 818-761-1168.

MARVISTA large 2bdrTn/l .50a. townhome.

fully ren>odeled like new. Security gate, ctose

to Dreamworks and Sony. $1050-1075.

(310)915-1993.

PALMS- 2bd/2ba w/k)ft- $97S/mo. Gated

parking, fireplace, A/C, bakx)ny. In newer 9

unit buikUng George: 310-915-7625.

PALMS. Big Ibdrm/lba, big kitchen Carpet,

newly painted, stove. 2-refrigerators. Icar

parking. Center courtyan^. $650. Also: soraH,

furnished Ibdmi/lba. $600. 310-558-1782

or 310-839-8105.

PALMS. Single apt from $495. 1 -bdmi, $595.

Stove. $600deposit for single and

$900deposit for 1-bdrm. 1-year lease. 310-

837-1502 leave message.

Santa Monica 1+1 Apt, 1 bk}ck to beach,

parking avail, near bike path, courtyard,

$875 68 310-395-1284. Low agent fee.

www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA 1+1 Apt, on beach, high

ceilings, large closets, lots of windows, park-

ing. $1170/mo. 310-395-1284. Low agent

fee. www.westsklerentals.com

SANTA MONICA Bachelor Apt. pool, laundry,

parting, $620/mo. 310-395-1284 Low agent

fee. www.westsklerentals.com

SANTA MONICA Bachelor Apt, walk to

Promenade&beach. North of Wilshire.

$675/mo. 310-395-1284. Low agent fee.

www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA Single Apt, laundry, cable

Included, parking, large ck}sets, utilities pakl.

$750<mo. 310-395-1284. Low agent fee.

www.westsklerentals.com

IWMOii>»c uvVNiNci vviLsniMt Corriaor/Hi-

Rise 1-bdrm/bath for under $100,000. Walk
to UCLA/Village. 24hr/security. Open house
Saturday 11 -1:30pm 10/10 at 10501 Wilshire

Blvd. Agent-Bob. 31 0-478-1 835ext 109.

WESTWOOD 2 bedroom. 2 bath, a/c. fire-

place, new kitchen. 30ft. balcony, 2-car park-

ing, elegant condo, walk to UCLA $190K.
310-391-2877

WHY RENT??
GET TOGETHER w/a couple of roommates
to share this great 2+2 unit. Close to cam-
pus. Or have your parents buy and then sell

at profit when you graduate- just reduced to

$299K. Creative financing ok Newer build-

ing.Century 21- Steve 213-917-7737/310-

977-6282.

\ ,'._ v,'.j .UESTHOUSE in large quiet yard

with pool. Uvirtg room, bdrm, bathroom,

kitchen Cathedral ceilings, skylights, pet ne-

gotiable. $775+utilrties. 818-343-6547.

BEVERLYWOOD $2800/mo. Deluxe house,

3bd, 2bath, 4 pk. space, unfurnished. 310-

550-1228

4BD/3BA H0USE4SALE
SPACIOUS, AIRY, CONTEMPORARY, in

hills. Fully fenced and gated. Pool, large pa-

tk), easy commute, lots of extras. BHPO.
$799,000. 310-452-5454.

BLVLiiLr MILLS. Luxury ... lc::\..^ oath apt,

Security-building, pool, secured parking,

central air/heat, furnished. All utilities paid(in-

cludes maid-sen/ice). No pets. $700/mo.
310-556-1041.

BRENTWOOD- $605/mo+utilities. Spacious

bdrm/bath in security building. Gated park-

ing, laundry, pool. Available 11-01-98. Prefer

responsible n/s female professional/grad

student. Yvonne©31 0-472-5701.

BROCKTON PRIVATE RM&BA (own-

er/share) walk-in closet, large apt., equipped

kitchen w/laundry, furnished living room,

parking $850/mo. (310)824-1344. Available

11/1/98.

ENCINO. Large 2bdmfV2bth oondo. A/C In-

cluded, many amenities, quiet. Computer
available for homework use. 12-20 minutes

to campus. $425. Bill—days:81 8-759-

7200/eve's:8 1 8-705-0870.

HUGE APT
BRENTWOOD, l-totock from village. 1-bdrm

w/private bath in 3-bdrm. Furnished. Pool.

Gated. Gym. $573/mo. Davkl 310-889-0076.

ROOMMATE NEEDED. Graduate student of'

physical therapy seeks 1 roommate to share

a 3 bedroom house. Immediately avail. Call

818-787-9290.

WEST HOLLYWOOD- Off Sunset Blvd. Fur-

nished 2bdmfV2bath. Pool, Jacuzzi, sauna.

Valet parking. $750/mo. Utilities included.

310-652-7031.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. HI-RISE condo.

Pool. Iblk to campus. Views. $500/mo. 310-

289-1404.

WLA Close to UCLA/Brentwood/shop-
ping/freeways. 2-bdrm/2-bath condo to

share. Male or female. Partially furnished.

Secured parking and storage. $600/month
626-293-7090.

MARINA DEL REY Live on sailboat. Privacy,

beautiful view, partdng. shower/l)athroom,

deck, utilities included. $295/mo. 213-653-

9371.

BEAUTIFUL VIEW ROOM in exchange for

light housework. lbkx:k east of UCLA, north

end. Owner occupant. Dr. Lorraine O'Con-
nell. 310-279-1812.

BRENTWOOD PARK- Near UCLA PVT
room&bath, kitchen privileges for student

w/car, pA painting. tx>ok-keeplng, and/or

housekeeping. Help needed. 310-476-1510.

CHILD CARE wanted in exchange for Guest-

house Experience, sUor\g references, car

required Flexible hours. Walk to campus.

UCLA students only. 310-470-4393.

50! GAYLEY Seeking roommate to i,hdfti

Ibdrm furnished apt. Must be clean/respon-

sible. $440/mo.+utilities. Move-in ASAP. Ref-

erences required. Call 310-824-1627.

Room is available end of October. It has
parking, furnished. $360. (310)208-1164.

Please call Claire after 7:00.

TELEMARKETING. P/T. Flexible hours in

the afternoon, including Saturdays. Financial

fieW. Female preferred $10/hr. Please leave

a message at 310-352-2094.

WESTWOOD share a spacious Ibdni) with 1

girt & 1 guy. $365/mo. O Club California,

10982 Roebling. Parklng/pool/gym. Call 310-

208-2105.

IDi^L;.;^;j ij._Ao;iFUL MTN. CABIN San
Bernardino Nat'l Forest. Fully equipped. Hot
tub, fireplaces. Views. Sleep 4+. $250/wee-

kend. 310-794-5515 310-391-6808

Classifieds

825-2221

Display

206-3060
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The Best Programs iMakc the Best Educators

M.A. in Education

with Teaching Credential

(800) 347 4849

If you are ready to

begin a teaching career.

Pepperdine's program,

specially designed for new

teachers, will help you

reach your full potential.

With flexible dass

schedules, students can

earn a Master of Arts in

Education and Teaching

Credential with an optional

CLAD emphasis-all in

one year.

Seasoned faculty provide

the real-woHd experience

you require and the personal

attention you deserve.

Program Infdrmatkm sesshm

are held regularly at oar

centers In Los Aageles, the

San Fernando ¥aUey and ¥entura

and Orange Counties,

INE UNIVERSITY
Graduate School of Education and Psychology

TOUR OUR WEiSITE:

http://gs«p.p«pp«rdlii«.tdu/gMp/

^lo^^^'

Dr. Nader Dayani
ORTHODONTIST

SINCE 1980
UCLA FACULTY MEMBER

Member American Association of Orthodonfisf5;

Specializing in braces for adults & children

• Invisible

• European
• Removable
• TradltlorKil

• Cosnnetic Porcelain
• Surgical Orthodontics

•jOnDiscorM loMi i)i:\is \\i)i ui 1 iv Mil) I.I).

(310) 826 - 7494
11645 Wilshire Blvd. #802

Los Angeles, CA 90025

(949) 552 - 5890
18124 Culver Dr., #A
Irvine, CA 92715

Teeth Whitening
upper or lower

$85"" -
(Res. $200.00)

*The treatment wl be as fdows: $1000.00 plus

$100.00 for eocti montt^ of treotmerit rendered
for metal broces. $900.00 plus $100.00 Hst ootih
mont^ of treatment rendered for removable
broces and $1 700.00 plus $125.00 per rtKinth for

ceramic braces. $200.00 for diagnostic study
rtHxtel arid $ 1 75.00 for formal consultation.

expiration date 10-31-98
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CARTER
From page48

you expect to happen?

In the wont-ctse scenario you

expect to get fired, right? Maybe you

explain to your next employer where

you went wrong. Or maybe, just

maybe, you exchide the previous job

from your resume.

Afler all, you are one of the best at

what you do and the past is the past.

Never does it cross your mind, how-

ever, that you will be intemationaUy

reprimanded and prevented from

doing yourjob anywhere else.

When you tee Mike lVson*s

career as his job, it sheds a different

Ught on the situation. At about age 12

he was taken into the home ofCus

D'Amato and Camille Ewald where

he came under D'Amato's tutelage

and trained as a boxer.

Tyson has described the relation-

ship between D'Amato and himself

as a relationship between parent and

chikl. In that nature, father raised

son to be the best there ever was at

the fight game. Whether he succeed-

ed is arguable, but boxing is what the

man knows.

Nonetheless, this is about more

than boxing. It's about a man's life; a

man's livelihood and his family.

lyson feels that he lapsed into that

extrthviolent state because he was

concerned about his career being

ended by repeated injury from head

butting. He also feared that any

injuries incurred would force him out

of his job and render him unable to

support his family.

' And while he did disgrace himself

and the sport for that matter, every-

one has setbacks. Indeed, Tyson's

may have been an extreme setback.

It was an extreme error in judg-

ment, ifyou will. But it should not be

blown out of proportion just because

he was on the grandest stage - worid-

wide television.

According to the Independent

Medical Evahiation for the Nevada.

State Athletic Commission, Tyson

sees the error in his ways. It states

IVson **has expressed remorse about

the incident, as weU as great concern

that he will not be able to fulfill his

obligation to support his family if he

cannot box. Mr. l^son was adamant

that he wiO never let anything like

that happen again."

Drunk drivers receive counseling

and get their Ucenses back after sus-

pension. Alcohol and drug abusers

go through rehabiUtation to avoid jail

time and keep their jobs. Are they so

much better than Mike IVson that he

should be kept from returning to

work as well?

Are not the 33-page medical evalu-

ation in favor of his return and

Tyson's weekly psychotherapy ses-

sions enough to get Tyson back in

good graces with the public? I say

they are.

Holyfield himself said that he

wouldn't rule a rematch out - and

that was said while the wound was

41
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still fresh.

Following Tyson*s request in June

1998 for Holyfield to forgive him,

Holyfield agreed to and has sent a let-

ter of support for Tyson's reinstate-

naent.

Well, I would hope that were

Murray still with us today, he would

reconsider his stance and agree with

the commission's decision to let Iron

Mike return to the ring.

Tyson is not "America's

Wolfman.** He is America's adopted

son. And this adopted son has had

scrapes and scufHes throughout his

life and has learned from every one

of them. He has become l>etter for all

that he has gone through. This is no

time to abandon him.

See. Tyson has dealt with a sort of

abandonment before. D'Amato died

in 198S, and Tyson describes his reac-

tion to his mentor's death as that of a

child losing a father. While Ewald is

still alive and supported by Tyson,

Tyson's birth parents and sister have

all passed away.

D'Amato, in addition to being like

a father, was described by Tyson as

his "best friend." Having lost that

line of support, Tyson has had an

extremely hard time coping with

fighting, fame and fortune. But hey,
'

we all make mistakes, don't we?

Give the man a chance to restore

his dignity and professionalism in

front of the world.

After all, politicians do it all the

time, don't they? And I would easily

rather give Tyson a second chance

than certain destructive presidents in

our past.

Even one of this century's most

celebrated ambassadors of good will

would like the man to be able to

return to the arena that he loves.

On Tuesday the greatest fighter of

them all, MuheiMMd Ali, through

his wife Lonnie, released t statement

on behalfofTyion.

**Let this man earn a living,** the

statement said. **Give him a chance

to redeem himself.**

Ifyou don*t want to listen to what

I have to ley. listen to All.

After aO that Ali hii done for this

nation and for the spoit, how can

one in good conscience deny this

request?

Carter is a seasoned sports writer deter-

mined to bring a news element to

sports. Please forwaid questions and

comments to Theory^Blgfootcom.
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The Jeny Pate tournament is

one of the most elite in the coun-

try, with a selection committee

that includes Amok) Palmer, Bee

Crenriitw and Maifc McCormack.
They attempt to select only the

best in the nation, as evidenced by

the winning teams:

Clemson (No. 3) took first

place, defending champions

UNLV (No. 4) took second, and

Oklahoma State (No. 1) placed

third.
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nized as a complete athlete."

In 1996 Farmer forced himself

onto the football team as a walk-on.

He led the team with 31 catches.

Then in 1997 he increased his pro-

duction by 10 catches and 125 yards.

This season Farmer has become a

go-to guy, and UCLA quarterback

Cade McNown has a lot of confi-

dence in him - as shown by last

Saturday's 41-38 overtime victory

over Oregon. Farmer set career highs

with seven catches and 161 yards (the

ninth-highest yardage total ev^f^by a

UCLA player). He also scored ^o
touchdowns.

With his size and deceiving speed

plus his jumping ability, Farmer has a

big play dimension that accounts for

his 24.0 yards per catch.

His knowledge of the offense and

ability to run proper routes make

Farmer the most reliable receiver in

the 1998 squad. UCLA offensive

coordinator Al Borges finds himself

calling plays designed to make

Farmer the No. 1 option.

And he's still improving.

"I think he's now getting the

respect," Borges said. *i think there

was a time when (he received no

respect). But I think Danny has

gained the respect of the entire con-

ference, if not the country."

There is one person Farmer never

had to worry about impressing - his

father.

George Farmer was also a multi-

sport superstar, lettering in track and

football at UCLA while also being a

member of John Wooden's 1970

NCAA championship basketball

team.

George never pushed Danny into

sports. Danny said his father always

wanted Danny to be himself. Farmer

has always wanted to be an athlete.So

far, the mission has been accom-

plished

The connection between the two

UCLA stars now goes beyond blood

ties. Both have touchdowns against

use, the school where Danny's

grandfather lettered in basketball.

Both have NCAA championship

rings. And both have a friendly com-

petition when comparing career sta-

tistics.

"He has accomplished things that

I haven't accomplished, and I have

accomplished things that he hasn't

accomplished," the younger Farmer

said. "It's fun because we can joke

about it ... We play around with stats,

but overall I'm just trying to be suc-

cessful here as he was."

Part of being successful is succeed-

ing at more than one sport. This

year's opportunity to start on the

team is something Farmer looks for-

ward to.

Since the Bruin men's volleyball

team plays in the Mountain Pacific

Sports Federation (the most compet-

See FARMER, page 43
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itive conference in the nation), most

of the tallest and most talented play-

ers in the nation come to the West

Coast. And since middle blockers

like Farmer are usually about 4 to 6

inches taller. Farmer will probably be

the smallest starting middle blocker

in the league. Farmer will also be the

smallest starting middle blocker at

UCLA since the '70s.

Ironically, his height aids him in

football while it hinders him in.vol-

leyball. No problem. Just more moti-

vation to excel.

Just don't ask Farmer about vol-

leyball right now. He has more

important things to worry about.

Like football.

"Obviously, I'm looking forward

to it, but right now Fm concentrating

on football," Farmer said. "Fm not

worried too much about volleyball

right now. Fm just trying to help my
team in football win a national cham-

pionship."

The championship experience that

Farmer brings to the football squad is

indispensable.

While playing with a partially

detached tendon in his thumb last

season for the volleyball team.

Farmer had to deal with the pain

every block gave him. But according

to UCLA men's volleyball head

coach Al Scates, Farmer did what

few players do. He improved his

blocking while dealing with his

injury.

This sort of commitment is

emblematic of what Farmer stands

for. But the true depiction of

Farmer's skills are these two words

which Scates often uses: instant

offense.

Not only has Farmer caught more

and more passes each football sea-

son, he has consistently increased his

offensive production for the volley-

ball team.

Against Lewis University in the

NCAA semifmals in Hawaii this past

season, the Bruins were down a game
and 8-1 1. Scates substituted team cap-

tain Tom Stillwell with Farmer, and

the offensive contribution was imme-

diate. Farmer made six consecutive

kills while adding a stuff block as the

Bruins won Game 2 by a score of 15-

n.

"We ran off 19 straight points

from the time he came in in Game 2

until they scored a point,** Scates

said. "^He stayed in the whole time

and had a great match. If I kept him

on the bench that game we would've

lost and we would've not been

NCAA champions. That was a phe-

nomenal performance."

It was just another day in the office

for this dual-sport star.

The Person

Music is a large part of Farmer's

everyday life.

He considers it weird, but Farmer

has a great memory for music. He

See FARMER, page 44
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loves music, and it greatly afTects his life.

A song can change his mood, and he

often identifies with the lyrics.

"He can't keep quiet," McNown said.

"Honestly, ask him to give you any lyrics

to any song ever, and he'll do it ... he's

really strange like that."

Before a game Farmer doesn't listen

to music because he always finds himself

thinking about the music instead of foot-

ball or volleyball.

But when he doesn't have to concen-

trate on sports. Farmer finds himself

under the influence of every type of

music.

"I don't have a favorite kind of music,

I love all kind of music," Farmer said.

"But if I had to guess, it's kind of weird,

but my favorite group is The Indigo

Girls. People would never guess that out

of me. I can just relate to them."

According to volleyball teammates

Fred Robins (his roommate) and Brand

Taliaferro, Farmer will sing every and

any song on the radio for two hours

straight during a trip to a game at Santa

Barbara or San Diego.

Robins said Farmer loves to sing and

loves music. But Farmer's love of music

doesn't necessarily translate into great

reviews from his audience.

**He tries to sing, but he needs to shut

up,*' Taliaferro joked. "Especially on

road trips when you're stuck with him

for a couple of hours and he starts

singing a bunch ofsongs. When he gets a

Tiold of (he tape dcek in the car, it*s all you carry with

Farmer.

The only problem Farmer might have

is keeping in touch with all the people he

knows.

"He's kind of a funny individual

because during football season he's still

usually living with volleyball players,""

McNown said. "That's his group of

guys. But he's broadened himself a little

bit and he's starting to hang out with

some football players now."

Robins still considers Farmer one of

the beachgoing people. But while he is

part of a different crowd, first and fore-

most. Farmer is a person.

"I see him as a roommate and a friend

first," Robins said. "It's great to see him

playing two sports out there. He's a

great athlete. Actually, not a great ath-

lete. He's a superb athlete. He's helping

the football team really well right now,

and he plays well in big games and under

pressure."

If all goes well, Farmer will find him-

self sporting a National Football League

uniform after the 1999 season -just like

his father did with the Chicago Bears

and Detroit Lions.

But his mother always told him, "You
get more with honey than you get with

vinegar." Therefore, his relationship

with those around him will always be a

top priority.

"I know a lot of people because I have

a good memory and remember people's

faces," Farmer said. "The most impor-

tant thing to me is not being a good foot-

ball player or not being a good volleyball

player. The most important thing to me
is being a good person. That's something

whotefiSF=
over for us.

The best friend anybody could ever

have is Fanner. Stating that he knows

half the campus might be an understate-

ment.

According to McNown, Farmer is up

to do anything, and he can get along with

anypne. People just don't seem to have

any conflicts when they are around

"Football could last four years or

three years or it could end tomorrow.

You don't get anywhere if you're not a

good person. I think that's the most

important thing to me."

Then comes football or volleyball,

then comes music and then comes sleep.

Maybe sleep should be a new priority,

though.

DUNCAN
From page 47

two-some in the Pac-10 con-

ference.
"~

But success in the soccer

world is nothing new to

Duncan.

Duncan, along with the

Boling contingent, twin sisters

Breana and Krista, made a

name for themselves on their

San Jose Mercury club team.

The three soccer players

joined the Mercury Under-12

team and burst onto the

national club scene, winning

seven state titles, four region-

al crowns and taking home
the national championship

trophy three times.

But even when talking

about her years on the youth

soccer circuit, Duncan is

humble.

"I wasn't as good as some

of the other girls on that team.

Breana and Krista, they were

awesome," Duncan said.

Her modesty has carried

over to this year. She can't

even believe that somebody

would consider her the best

player on the team. "I just get

all the points because I'm

playing forward," she said.

Part of Duncan's humble

manner is due to her awe of

the UCLA campus. "The

minute I gut heie, I knew this

place was for me. It was just a

feeling," Duncan said.

Duncan also visited, and

seriously considered, Arizona

State and Southern Cal. But

Duncan is a Bruin through

and through. "I look around

realize how lucky I am,"

Duncan said.

MARK
COPELAND S

THE BAKERY SESSION
ENHANCED CJ:>

SENT FREE TO UCLA STUDENTS
SIMPLY LEAVE YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS AT OUR
WEB-SITE, WWW.SPOTRECORDS.COM, AND ENJOY

AMERICAS #1 JAZZ SINGER BACKED BY HIS
SWINGIN' 17 - PIECE BIG BAND. REALLY, ITS FREE!«||F
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INVITAIION
A representative from

WILLAMETTE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF LAW
will meet with prospective students:

UCIA Graduate and Professional School

Information Day
Friday, October 23, 1998

University of California, Los Angeles

10:00 a.nL to 2:00 p.nL

Westwood Plaza (by the Bruin Bear)

Learn more about our Thjstee Scholarship Program,

Law & Government, Joint Degree in Law & Management,

International Programs, and Center for Dispute Resolution.

WILLAMETTE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF LAW
Established 1883, Beside Oregon's State Capitol & Courts

Wlliamette UnJvrrsity College of Law is the oldest law sch<x>l in the Pacific Northwest.

Wilbunettc is accredited by the ABA and is a member of the AALS.

For inlbnnatlon: <www.wlllafnette.edu/wucl> or 503-370.6282
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•Bankruptcy $199* •Oivoroe $189/1289'

•LJvingTrust $399 Hncofponlon $399*

li $89 •Probate Services And More!

2367 Wslwood Blvd. • (310) 475-9331
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THU

1301 5th Street,

Santa Monica
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ITUE' Dance Night
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lOOJ Fisherman s Wharf,
Redondo Beach

rCN ft TORRANCI BlVD (NTRANCI TO PIIR PARKING

Do you love the nightlife?

Do you JovQ to boogiQ?

Then come visit the new
West End in Redondo Beach.

Soiithbjy's Premier rsiyhl Club

[OCT 31] MONSUft RASH
HALLOWEEN PARTY

Featurtnt) Lii'e

Disco Diva

St.irt.nj; Nov 7th .ind every SntufCl.iy nftef

BOOGIE WONDERLAND
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an wax in on
Body Waxing for Men & Women
with 100% Natural Pari wax.

Women Full leg and Bikini S25
Underdrm S8
Lower Half leg $10
Bikini Wax S10
Lip or Chin S6
Eyebrow Wax S10
Eyelash Tint S10
Facial S50
Arm Wax S20
Threading S15

Wc do Electrolysis"
1435 Wostwood Blvci VVostvvood 173-0066 or 179-9325

Open SLindays Walk-ins Welcome



Bachman's leadersNp bolsters volleybaH team's efforts

if

FEATURE: Co-captain's

guidance boosts hopes,

Bruins' success in season

By Nick Taylor

Daily Bruin Contributor

Amidst the Bruins* four-game

winning streak, there have been

many heroes.

Kristee Porter won the American

Volleyball Coaches' Association

national player of the week, while

Ashley Bowles continues to put up

staggering numbers, and Erika

Selsor ignites the offense.

Almost lost in the shuffle, howev-

er, is Elisabeth Bachman. Posting 55

kills over the last three home victo-

ries, she was an integral part of the

Bruin defense that limited the

Washington State Cougars to a .147

hitting percentage.

Much of Bachman's play may be

due in part to her parents' unwaver-

ing support. Considering the fact

they live in Minnesota, that they

manage to show up for every game is

remarkable.

"My parents are always there for

support," Bachman said. "It has

made the transition much easier for

me.

Bachman came from Minnesota

in the fall of 1996 as a seasoned play-

er where she not only played high

school volleyball but was a four-year

veteran of the USA Junior Olympic

J
I

"The more experience

we have, the more

relaxed we become."

Elisabeth Bachman
Women's volleyball player

"We have played well in those

losses,"said Bachman, "and all those

matches have helped us get to where

we are now."

Bachman
——^^«^»— said earlier

matches have

given the team

experience,
which has

turned into con-

fidence.

"The more
experience we
have, the more

relaxed we
become and the

more comfortable we are on the

court," Bachman said.

She added that the players have

come together and are playing as a

cohesive unit.

And the Bruins are not only play-

ing together, they are spending time

together socially.

"Our team is really close this year,

and I'm really happy we spend as

considered a sophomore in terms of much time together as we do." she

NCAA eligibility, though she is a said.

When Bachman is not with her

team , she is spending time with her

other close friends or studying. She

tries to balance school with sports,

so this quarter she is only taking

three classes.^

program.

"I really loved it; most players

play (in the Junior Olympics) so I

got to play against Celeste

(Peterson) and

Amy (Nihipali), ...^^_^_
and I had a great

experience with

it," Bachman
said, adding that

it really helped

with the transi-

tion from high

school to college

volleyball.

Last year, -^

Bachman was

looking to build on her strong fresh-

man campaign, where she estab-

lished herself as a starter but tore the

tendon sheath in her wrist. While

Bachman did play a few matches to

test her wrist, this injury ultimately

ruled out playing last year.

When the pain proved too much,

she sat out the rest of the year as a

medical redshirt. As a result, she is

Mm AfU^NIAN

Middle-blocker Elisabeth Bachman is a crucial part of the defense for the women's volleyball team.

junior academically.

With numerous freshmen on

UCLA's team, Bachman at times is

the oldest player on the court.

Since I've been around three

% 1 hope the other players feel

comfortable asking me questions,"

said Bachman, who was named co-

captain with senior Chaska Potter.

Bachman said the Bruins have a

good shot at making the NCAA
tournament, as long as they can con-

tinue to play well in conference.

The team's early losses against

top-ranked teams were tough to

take, but Bachman focused on the

positive aspect of those games.

"It's pretty tough," she says, "but

I get it done," Bachman said.

Bachman would like to use her

degree and go into some aspect of

the media, possibly broadcast jour-

nalism.

With her play of late, however,

Bachman will have to put her broad-

cast career on hold.

She is simply playing too well for

anybody to not notice.

nUJlKW. W.' .»' Jai.M.^Ji.v "X'Ji^ iiifIJjiiiBl^ipipiiiwl!!

Any large Pizza, your choice of toppings and crust, for $9.99

0^4"4 III Westwood Viliage

Medium 1 topping Pizza

for S5.95
wM 1 i.niu $iMay*ThunKtay
ufitll 2 ««m. Friday & Saturday

Nfw1M2,1cusO
Ncw\lofk3,1cas1

New Vofk 4, licMs

Allantk Division

PniiMCipiM

PfttsbufQh

N.Y.Isl4nd(rs

N.Y.Mn9Cfi

mW JlfJCy

W L TPts GF GA

4 1 9 14 5

2 1 1 6 10 12

2 3 4 I 11

1 4 1 3 10 19

1 3 2 6 10

XMnpa Bays. Pittsburgh

Edmimton 4, N.Y. IslMKlm 2

Detroit S.NasliviHe 2

Los Angeles I.Roridal, tic

Aiuheim 3, Boston

come to an end. ... MISSOURI, 28-24.

Nt. 2S TonsIMi (pta 1•) al Nou •

llti23Vliiiiiii1Mi(niMi2t)at

l3,liitMl

Boston II.CIcvelMd 3

ClevcwM 9, Boston 5

Clcvcland4,Boston3

Cleveland 2< Boston 1

MlMlaS^ChkafltO

Atlanta 7, Chicago 1

Atlanta 2, Chicago 1,10 innings

Atlanta 6, Chicago 2

SMiOiofoS.Hovstoiil

San Diego 2, Houston!

Houston 5, San Diego 4

San Diego 2, Houston 1

San Diego 6, Houston 1

LEAGUE CHAMPIONSHIP SEMES

NtwVMi4,aoviland2

New Yort[ 7, Cleveland 2

Cleveland 4, New Vofit 1. 12 innings

CleveUnd6,NewYorl(1

New York 4, Cleveland

New York S, Cleveland 3

NewVDrfc9,CleveUnd5

Northeast Division

W L TPts GF GA

Toronto

Montreal

Boston

Ottawa

Buffalo

3 1 1 7 15 12

3 2 1 7 17 11

3 3 1 7 14 11

3 1 6 13 8

2 1 1 5 10 9

Southeast Division

W
Florida 2

Washington 2

Carolina

Tampa Bay

L T Pts GF GA

2 2 6 8 4

2 2 1 5 10 8

1 1 3 S 12 11

1 4 1 3 13 19

SMMt|t4,Allaiitt2

San Diego 3, Atlanta 2. 10 innings

San Diego 3, Atlanta

San Diego 4, Atlanta 1

Atlanta 8, San Diego 3

Atlanu7.SanDiego6

SanDiegoS.AtUnuO

WOILO SEMES

New York 9. San Diego 6

New York 9, San Diego 3

New York 5, San Diego 4

New York 3, San Diego 0,

. .. . lot kr V I I'.njui'

At A (il.in(i>

WESTERN CONFERENCE

Central Division

W L T Pts GF GA

Detroit 4 1 8 IS 7

Chicago 3 2 6 12 13

St. Louis 1 2 1 3 8 10

Nashville 1 3 1 3 8 13

Northwest Dhrision

W L T PU GF GA

Vancouver 3 2 6 12 11

Edmonton 3 3 6 17 13

Calgary 13 1 3 12 18

Colorado 4 1 1 10 20

Pacific Division

Dallas

Los Angeles

Phoenix

Anaheim

San Jose

W L T Pts GF GA

3 1 1 7 15-9

2 1 2 6 12 12

2 10 4 9 7

2 3 4 9 9

3 1 1 7 14

Carolina 3.Vancouver 1

N.Y Rangers 3, Edmonton 2

Philadelphia 3, San iosel

Dallas 3, Calgary 1

vancowif 4»^MMMgMii

MoMifil3,Oaain2

St Loub at Ottawa, 7:30 p.m.

N.Y Islanders at N.Y Rangers, 7:30 pirn.

New Jersey at Philadelphia, 7:30 p.m.

San Jose at Chicago^ 8:30 p.m.

Phoenix at Dallas, 8:30 p.m.

Los Angeles at Tampa Bay, 7:05 p.m.

Washington at Buf^lo^ 7:30 p.m.

Vancouver at Florida, 7:30 p.m. _i_
Toromo at Detroit 7:30 p.m.

Calgary at Nashville, 8 p.m.

AN TUnts In tlM Sports Box art EOT

AP ColUnjf f ootb.ill Pnk%

No.10MoStatt(minus28)at

Northwtftorn

Bu(l(fye Express pickin' up steam. ...

OHIO STATE. 49-14.

No. 2 UCLA (minus 14 1/2) at

CMiWIM
Bears' stingy defense — 18.7 points per

game— no match for Cade McNown

and crew. ...UCLA. 44-24.

AlakaiM(plas1S)atNo.3

tmmmsscc

Three T's at Tennessee— Travis. Travis

and Tee, spell victory. ... TENNESSEE. 35-

13.

Iowa Statt (plus 35) at No.4 Kansas

Statt

K-State biding Its time 'til Nov. 14 show-

down vs. Nebraska. ... KANSAS STATE. 49-

17.

Na. i FtovMa Statt (mimn 12 1/2) at

Na.206tor|laTodi

Seminoles have a defense. Yellow

Jackets donl. ... FLORIDA STATE. 35-27.

lla.19MiisaMf(plM2t)atNa.7

Al good Home winning streaks must

Aggies looUng to end three-game los-

ing streak vs. Red Raiders. ...TEXAS

AUi 27-20.

Ha. 9 NIscMMiii (nlMB < 1/2) at

Ron Dayne set to top 1,000 yards and

Badgers set to go 8-0. ...WISCONSIN. 28-

21.

Nt. 11 <€0f|b (mw) at KaiitMdty

Couch 8r Ca Koring 38.7 points per

game. 'Oawgs D allowing 1 1 .7. ... GEOR-

GIA. 31-27.

SavdMni CaMarnia (plus 7) at Na.

120ft9aii

Ducks without RB Reuben Droughns as

they try to rebound from tough UCLA

loss. ...OREGON. 41-28.

Miami (plus 4 1/2) at No. 13 Wast

Virginia

In '96, 'Canes came here and won on

blocked punt in final seconds. ...WEST

VIRGINIA, 27-17.

Narthaast Lauisiana (phis 34)at Na.

UAiixana

A nice breather for Wildcats in middle of

Pac-10 race. ...ARIZONA, 42-7.

Nartk CaraNna Statt (plus 10 1/2) at

NcUVIrfinia

Wolfpack WR Torry Holt vs. Cavs' 06

Anthony Poindexter could be quite a

show. ...VIRGINIA, 31-24.

Na. 17 Colorado (minus 8) at Kansas

Jayhawfcs porous defense makes Buffs

offense look potent ... COLORADO, 31-

21.

ArtHy (plus 22) at Na. IS Natrt Damt

Sounds like a good game, anyway. ...

NOTRE DAME. 38-14.

Nai 22TMmm (iriMi 22) atM|in
Tulane!s Tommy is the only undefeated

Bowdcn tMs season. ...TUUUK. 42-17.

Biaaers wont be a pushover, espedally

after HoUes were embarrassed by

Temple. ...VIRGINIA TECH, 24-10.

Na. 24 Missisdppi SMa (phB 9 1/2)

atlSU

Bulldogs in six-game losing streak vs.

Tigers; LSU on three-game losing streak,

period. ..LSU. 31-24.

rr<)f)s<utiom

CLEVELAND INDIANS—Reassigned Al

Bumbry, first base-outfield coach, Johnny

Goryl, infield coach, and Mark Wiiey,

pitching coach, within the organization.

TEXAS RANGERS—Named Brad Amsberg

pitching coach for Oklahoma of the KL,

and Lee Tunnell pitching coach for Tulsa of

thf Texas League.

HOUSTON ASTROS—Named Paul

Ricciarini coordinator of professional

scouting and Tom Romensko spedai

assignment scout.

SAN FRANCISCO GIANTS—Exercised their

1999 options on 38 Charlie Hayes and

RHP Julian Tavarez. Declined to exerdse

their 1999 option on RHP Orel Hershiser.

National BasiMtbaN Association

NEW YORK KNICKS—Named Peter Feigin

director of marketing partnerships.

Natianal Faathal Laagut

NFL—fined Tampa Bay Buccaneers LB

Hardy Nickerson $7,500 for spitting on

Carolina Panthers FB William Floyd.

INDIANAPOLIS COLTS-Waived DL Steve

Martin. Signed LB Jason Chorak.

JACKSONVILLE JAGUARS—Oaimed RB

Zack Crockett off waivers from the

IndianapoNs Colts. Released LB Jeff Kopp.

MINNESOTA VIKINGS—Extended the con-

tracts of Brian BMck. offensive coordina-

tor Richard Solomon, defensive backs

coach; Steve Wetzel, strength and condi-

tioning coach; Carl Hargrave, running

backs coach; Trem Walters, linebackers

coach; Gary Zanies spcdal teams coach;

Foge Fiiict dcwnsive coordinator. Chip

MyB\gMlHbidB<aa<^lom

offenshie line coach; Jeff Friday, assistant

strength and condNioning coach; Dave

Addnv tight ends coach;Wade Harman.

coaching assistant; Andre htterson,

defensive Inc coach; and Hubbard

Alcnndec wide receivers coach, througlh

the 1999 season.

NEW ENGLAND PAnHOTS-SignedWR Sir

Mavm WRson to the practice squad.

OAIOANO RAIDERS—Placed DT Chuck

Osbomc on Injured reserve. Actuated QB

Pat Barnes from the practice squad.

Signed DE Duane Ashman to the practice

squad.

SAN DIEGO CHARGERS—Placed CB

Dwayne Harper on injured reserve.

Activated WR Ryan Thelwell from the

practice squad. Signed RB Chad Dukes to

the practice squad.

SAN FRANCISCO 49ERS—Named John

McVay special assistant to the president

TAMPA BAY BUCCANEERS—RHeasedWR

Chris Jackson from the practice squad.

Signed TE Lamont Hall to the practice

squad.

National Hockey Itagut

NHL—Suspended Boston Bruins F Rob

OiMaio for two games and fined him

$1,000 for an elbowing incident against

Phoenix Coyotes F Dallas Drake in

Monday's game.

CHICAGO BLACKHAWKS—Signed RW-D

Denis Bonvie to a one-year contract

MONTREAL CANADIENS—Agreed to

terms with F Martin Rudnsky and F Brian

Savage on two-year contracts.

TAMPA BAY LIGHTNING—Named Cliff

Fletd)er senior advisor to the general

manager.

Trivi.1 Qiipstions

1

.

What is quarterback Dan Marino's real

name?

2. What four events are golf's majors?

3.Who was the only college player on

the first Olympic basketball 'Dream

Team'?

Answors

MoaiiuimiO'E

uadOTn«liP»«^i|9M8
up ld|i|suoi(hue«o V9d MP"Misqi«U7

aamiiNQi
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Duncan's team goals on the ball

FEATURE: Humble conference leader

excels through youth, experience

By Greg Lewis

Daily Bruin Staff

Staci Duncan is the leadiftg scorer in the Pac-IO.

And she doesn't even to know it.

As freshman forward, Duncan has successfully

stepped in to fill the scoring void left by since graduat-

ed Bruin-for-all-time Traci Arkenberg.

But Duncan would rather talk about the young

Bruin squad's talent, the bright future of the team with

its 1 1 freshmen, everyone's contribution to the team

and the team's astounding efforts this season.

Duncan is part of a major youth movement on the

women's soccer team. She leads a group of freshmen

on a soccer team that regularly has seven first-year

players on the field at one time.

Leading the Bruins and the rest of the conference

in all three categories, Duncan is the major scoring

force on the Bruin squad with 24 points on nine goals

and six assists so far this season.

But Duncan has an ace in the hole, something no

other soccer player in the country has. She has Traci

Arkenberg as a mentor.

Arkenberg helped put UCLA on the map as one of

the nation's top soccer schools, leading the team in

scoring during all her four seasons as a Bruin.

Arkenberg holds 16 school records and is UCLA's all-

time leading scorer with 169 points (71 goals, 27

assists).

Arkenberg, now a graduate assistant coach with the

toam i has oaRorlv taken on the role of tutor -to-

She describes herself on the field as aggressive and

strong, but there is more to her game then that.

She may not excel in one particular soccer skill, but

she can do everything well. Mainly, she puts the ball in

the back of the net.

"She's got the mentality of a forward," said

Arkenberg. "The one thing I can say about Duncan is

that she isn't afraid to shoot the ball."

Duncan's on-field exploits have helped the Bruins

to an impressive 13 wins in their their first 16 matches

and a share of the conference lead. Duncan and fellow

freshman Breana Boling comprise the top scoring

SeeMINaUI,pa9e44

Duncan.

"She's my mentor," says Duncan. "She was awe-

some in college. She was one of the reasons I came

here."

Duncan's playing style is analogous to a tank on a

mission. Don't bother getting in the way. More than

one opponent this season has found herself left in the

dust by Duncan's aggressive, ball-handling style.

"It's funny, she plays a lot like me. She likes to keep

her back to the goal and then turn on people."

yah
I five-game streak is tops on the

for the season,

he is currently tied for se(x>iid

e team in points (16) and

alt(7) with freshman Breana

MARY CIECEK

Stad Duncan is a freshman forward on the

women's soccer team.

Breana Boling,

twin sister Krista plays for

earn as well, scorocl the game-

Sthminut

win over No.

scored the

g;pK-^wimui||0Dai|n three of

ctories, and

team in goals

(7)J|pi^t$scor^(16).
ststislj^Mriso place

anj|Jdt(fl|n a three-way

tie for sixth in the mference with

Milbur^|HHHHHppoung
arc the top scoringtnoin the con-

ference. The top scoring duo would

consist ofDuilcan and either of the

lentioaed.

playM^^musical

again^i^the

Coad&
I, the

ith

^istently-

ranking ninth in

America poll, UC^^^^^ally
dropped to 14th.

Sophomore midfielder Vetius

James, second in UCLA career

scoring with 34 points, is fourth on

the team and 22nd in the confer-

ence with nine points.
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Bruins drop froH

Large Golden
Delicious

Apples
3 LBS. FOR

Reg. $1.19/lb.

Bananas

Reg. 59C/lb.

Coke, Diet Coke & Sprite

^2/$5
12 oz. cans Umite

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi & IVItn. Dew

2 Uter Bottle^ 6pk 12oz. cans

Oscar Mayer Fat Free

Smoked Turkey Breast

$-139

6 oz. Reg. $2.59

Budwelser & Bud Light

S^ Honey Nut Cheerios

Honey Nut

Cheerios

20 oz.

Save
$1.50

Reg. $4.49

•MOUNTAIN SPRmO WATER
•CRYSTAL FRESH ORMKING WATER

2.5 Qallont

18pk 12 oz. cans Reg. $11.99

Miller Genuine Draft

18 PK 12 oz. Bottles Reg. $11.99

PawerBar
8 Varieties

99
Umit 6 Reg. $1.59 6 pk - 12 oz. BottiM Rag. $S.M

V/5>1 Open 'til Midnight at 1057 Gayley Ave. 209-1111 MasterCard
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Freshman forward Staci Duncan's

intense^ ball-handling skills and past

expertise easily make her the leading

scorer on the women's soccer team.

Farmer cultivates priorities

This multitalented athlete juggles between

football and voUeyball with the changing seasons

ByVytasMazcika
Daily Bruin Staff

At least Danny Farmer has

most of his priorities straightened

out.

During the fall quarter he*s a

person first, then a football player

and fmally a volleyball player. In

the winter and spring quarters

he's still a person first, then a vol-

leyball player and third, a football

player.

Since this is October and there-

fore fall quarter, Farmer acts as a

person and is a junior wide

receiver for the No. 2 UCLA
fonthall tf.am

This is his story.

The Athlete

At 6 feet, 4 inches and 210

pounds. Farmer has developed

into one of the best all-around

athletes at UCLA.
He all-eady has two national

championship rings with the vol-

leyball team ('96 and '98) and at

the moment is looking for his

third with the football team.

Farmer's continued improve-

ment landed him the starting split

end job for the 1997 football sea-

son and the starting flanker posi-

tion this season. This year will

also be the first time Farmer will

come in to the volleyball team as

one of two starting middle block-

ers.

The success and accolades

earned in both sports are largely

because of his commitment to

each sport during their respective

season.

"I'm just an athlete playing

football and volleyball," Farmer

said. "I don't consider myself

either one because I think if you

limit yourself to just a football

player playing volleyball, then I

think you have some stereotypes

about you. And the same thing

-the other way. I want to be recog-

SeeFAIUIIIEItpage42
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Danny Farmer manages to balance football and volleyball duties, as well as his academic obligations.

Bruins putt-putt into sixth-place finish
M.GOLF: Team's youth

its Achilles heel despite

strong tournament start

By Pauline Vu
Daily Bruin Contributor

If you were to compare Masters

Champion Tiger Woods to UCLA's
B.J. Schlagenhauf, you'd fjnd the

two have at least one thing in com-

mon:

When Woods went to the Jerry

Pate National Intercollegiate tourna-

ment four years ago, he brought

home the title. And when

Schlagenhauf went there two days

ago, he did the same.

The only thing is that

Schlagenhauf won it in two strokes

or less.

Schlagenhauf led the llth-ranked

Bruins to a sixth-place finish in a field

of 12 teams. The tournament hdSted

11 ranked teams and eight teams

ranked in the top 10 alone. -

His victory was not a given, how-

ever. After Monday, the first day of

play, Schlagenhauf was tied for sixth

place with seven other players.

"I wasn't really in contention after

the first round," he said.

But this did not deter him in the

least. He fired a 64 for the next day,

tying the course record and posting a

new career best, to tie lOth-ranked

Jeremy Anderson of UNLV for the

title.

"I had some confidence going into

this week because I won last week,"

Schlagenhauf said, referring to his

victory at the Northwest Qassic.

Coach Brad Sherfy agreed.

"When you win, that breeds win-

ning," Sherfy said.

"Hats off to B.J. He had a tremen-

dous last round. Sixty-four - that's

one low number," he added.

Schlagenhauf also defeated 11

ranked players at the tournament.

The first day of play, the Bruins

fired a three-under-par total of 565

and landed in third place.

They were led by Jeff McGraw,

who shot rounds of 69 and 67 for

third place.

"McGraw was right in the hunt

for two rounds, and he's certainly

capable of winning an event," Sherfy

said.

The other Bruins also played well.

Jason Semelsberger was tied for 27th

place at 125, only 3-over-par, and

Parker McLachlin and Ross

Fulgentis were tied in 32nd place

with only 4-over-par.

However, the Bruins could not

maintain their momentum.

"It was a tournament with a lot of

top teams, and in a position like

(third place), you got to close it out as

a team and put out a good last

round," Sherfy said.

But the Bruins didn't manage to

pull through. Every player besides

Schlagenhauf needed more strokes

to complete the final round . "

"

Sherfy credited the second day's

poor playing to the team's youth.

Schlagenhauf is a senior this year.

There is also one junior on the team,

two sophomores and a freshman.

"That's youth looking at you in

the face," Sherfy said.

Sec M.coif, pa9M1

Tyson deserves

return to ring,

rejuvenation of

tarnished image

COLUMN: Critical lapse

in judgment should not

blacklist boxer for life

Three score and nine weeks ago

the Nevada State Athletic

Commission did the right

thing. It suspended indefinitely the

license of a fighter who was grossly

out of line during a boxing match.

Two days ago, the commission did

the right thing once again by rein-

stating him.

On June 28,

1997, Michael

Gerard Tyson

shocked the

A. CinQue

Carter

world by biting

Evander

Holyfield's ear

in a heavy-

weight champi-

onship bout -

twice. The

stunned crowd

at the MGM
Grand Garden

Arena sat in awe as Tyson was dis-

qualified.

Afterward, the world wanted to

know what happened to Mike

Tyson.

The commission immediately

placed a freeze on Tyson's $30 mil-

lion purse.

Later, they would release the

money, less a 10-percent fine of $3

million.

On June 29, 1997, the greatest

columnist of them all, Jim Murray,

printed a piece that described Tyson

as a two-bit fighter. The late Murray

referred to the troubled fighter as

"one disturbed young man" who

"should not be allowed to fight

again."

Murray's sentiment, of course,

was widely felt. This was the same

Tyson who had served three years of

a six-year prison sentence for a rape

conviction. And this was the same

Tyson the world basically feared.

This man brought to the ring a

style lacking finesse, but he made up

for that with thrill and excitement en

route to becoming the youngest

heavyweight champion of all time.

His technique, if you will, was

commonly referred to as non-exis-

tent. It was further believed that

Tyson was not necessarily an intelli-

gent fighter but a powerful boxer; a

superhuman brute, so to speak.

With that in mind, just how hard

is it to write someone off as an ani-

mal when he does wrong if you

already believe that he is one?

This situation makes me recall an

old saying, "Now ain't that the pot

calling the kettle black?"

How can the most violent sport

on the face of the planet deem Tyson

too violent to participate? I just

^on't understand ..- v,'. '

,

I implore you to put yourself in

his shoes for a moment. Think about

a situation in which you are one of

the best ever in the history of the

world to do your job. Then imagine

that you have some mishap and

make a very bad decision. What do

S«cGIITB^pa9c40
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Tough as a rock:The Bruin defensive

should be a hard line to breach for the

California Bears this weekend. See page 16
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Jackson speaks out on diversity
PROTESTS: At least 500 gather to call for

changes in affirmative action policies

Jackson's speech was
By Mason Stockstill

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Activists capped off the

second day of walkouts

Thursday with numerous

speakers in addition to the

continued teach-ins by vari-

ous professors.

The day started off on a

strong note, with the Rev.

Jesse Jackson speaking in

Meverhoff Park at noon

peppered with phrases lift-

ed from America's history,

saying, "We the people

must open the tent" to all

races, and "This land is our

land."

This event marked

Jackson's third appearance

in three years at UCLA,
each lime speaking out

against actions taken by the

UC Board of Regents and

T
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7^:s Undergraduate—Proposition :!09, which

Students Association

Council (USAC) President

Stacy Lee hung a banner

proclaiming "Take back

our university" from the

roof of Kerckhoff Hall,

beneath her, Jackson

entreated demonstrators to

continue lighting for what

they believe in.

"The great American

dream is to include all and

leave no one behind," he

began. "You must fight for

the big-tent America."

At least 500 students

were present at the begin-

ning of the protest when

Jackson began to speak.

Many protesting students,

who spilled over from

Meyerhoff onto a crowded

Bruin Walk, wore black

shirts in support of the

national Day of Protest

against police brutality.

Several students left the

rally early to attend anoth-

er rally at the LAPD head-

quarters in downtown Los

Angeles.

banned the consideration

of race or gender in state

hiring practices and univer-

sity admissionT*when it

passed in 1996.

Jackson ended his

speech by calling on stu-

dents to vote Democratic

come the November elec-

tions, and then he engaged

the crowd in a call and

ahswer, where students

echoed, "Keep hope alive."

Following Jackson was

Kent Wong, an assistant

director of the labor center

in the School of Public

Policy and Social

Research.

Wong made a point that

several later speakers also

brought up, that he felt

UCLA had benefited from

affirmative action policies.

"Affirmative action has

made UCLA a stronger

institution," he said.

"When theySalk about

eliminating affirmative

See SPEAKERS, page 11

'Unofficiar side

of UCLA Nstory

revealed with

litical tour

SIDEBAR: Walkout shows

students sites of protest,

Black Panther deaths

By Barbara Ortutay

Daily Bruin Staff

An empty classroom greeted late-

wmert; lo Glenn Qmatsn^y inve^tiga.

NtCat MILLER

The Rev. Jesse Jackson speaks in front of hundreds of students gathered In

Meyerhoff Park today at noon to rally for support for affirmative action programs.

Online courses how more accessible, acceptable
INTERNET: Acquiring

education via Internet

increasingly popular

By Katif Sierra

Daily Bruin Contributor

In earlier days, heated class-

room debates between students

would often result in red faces

and strained voices. Today, how-

ever, such debates may result in

cramped fingers and strained

eyes.

Following a nationwide trend,

UCLA, through their extension

program, now offers more than 90

classes over the Internet.

However, with the advent of

online learning, the traditional col-

lege experience may be endan-

gered.

All online classes offered

through UCLA Extension are

DISTANCE LEARNING AROUND THE COUNTRY
SCHOOL: NUMBER OF COURSES OFFERED:

^ftMiiiiillnivefsitY ^i^^^^^^^
^UCLA 93

WttttKMf^ 9J1HHHBHI
Pennsylvania University 66

jljjjjjjjj^^

Humboldt State University 10

jjjjjjjjj^^

UC Inline

jMRff:WWrVMnf. IK.
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designed by OnLineLearning.net, a

locally based company that special-

izes in creating Internet software.

UCLA Extension is a program

that offers classes to adults and

working professionals while apply-

ing similar academic standards as

UCLA.

Distance learning, a form of

online education, refers to any

form of education where students

are not present in front of an

instructor. Earlier forms of dis-

tance learning were accomplished

through correspondence such as

CD-ROMs and videotapes.

Now that the use of Internet

software has become common,
most distance learning now occurs

online.

Online courses are delivered

through specially secured software

that students must download onto

their computers, said Bea Kinser,

assistant marketing director at

OnlineLearning.net.

Instructors will then post infor-

mation on the class site, and stu-

dents are able to retrieve that infor-

mation.

Kinser claims that a common
misconception about online learn-

ing is that students feel isolated.

"UCLA Extension's online

courses provide a high degree of

personal interaction," she said.

"Not only will you and your

instructor communicate directly,

everyone in your class will be

involved in many group and indi-

Scc CUSSES^ page 9

live journalism class on Thursday.

Omatsu, like many other profes-

sors and teaching assistants, took his

classroom outside as part of the UC-

wide faculty walkout dealing with

diversity issues.

"Education doesn't have to occur

within the classroom," Omatsu said.

"In fact, you may learn more by

walking out."

To show the "unofficial" side of

UCLA, Omatsu took his Asian

American/African American studies

M195 class, and more than 50 oth^r

students who joined, on a walking

tour of North Campus.

"The orientation I took when I

was a freshman was very superfi-

cial," said Christine Capacillo, a

fourth-year history student. "It's

good that Omatsu took his time out

to do this."

Students learned about the history

of ethnic studies at UCLA, as well as

the significance of buildings such as

Haines Hall and Campbell Hall.

In 1970, two members of the Black

Panther party were killed on the

steps of Campbell Hall in a shootout,

Omatsu said.

Standing next to Haines Hall, he

asked students if they knew about a

cemetery on campus. ^

While most people would answer

the obvious "no," one student point-

ed to the building.

Omatsu explained that the build-

ing holds the remains of 2,000 Native

American people. When the universi-

ty wanted to relocate the ethnic stud-

ies departments from Campbell Hall

to Haines Hall in 1988, the American

Indian studies department did not

comply with this decision. For many

in the department, having the

remains of one's ancestors in the

same building was an irreconcilable

conflict.

The Asian American studies

department decided to show solidari-

ty by staying in Campbell Hall.

'^Now, the physical separation

(from the Chicano and African

American studies departments)

makes it harder to communicate,**

Omatsu said.

Later in the tour, members of the

Affirmative Action Coalition and the

Undergraduate Students Association

Council (USAC) took students to

Roycc Hall, the site of last year's

"I^ys of Defiance" protests.

Those demonstrations, which

Set VMUBNnS^Hf* 1
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UC Irvine leads

nation in geoscience
UC Irvine is the university with the great-

est impact on geoscience research in the mid-

19908, according to a national publisher of

research databases.

The Institute for Scientific Information

(ISI), based in Philadelphia, found that

research articles by UCI scientists were the

most frequently cited papers in geosciences

nationwide between 1993 and 1997.

Geosciences are fields that encompass scien-

tific knowledge of the Earth, such as atmos-

pheric chemistry and geology. Two of UC
Irvine's recent Nobel Laureates won their

awards for their research on the greenhouse

effect.

Papers by UCI geoscientists were cited an

average of 9.5 times by other researchers, ISI

found. Citations are important because they

indicate cutting-edge scientific findings that

lay the groundwork for advanced research.

The next most-cited universities were

Georgia Institute of Technology,

University of New Hampshire,

Columbia University and Harvard

University.

ISI included in its rankings papers from

professors in UCI's Department of Earth

System Science as well as selected professors

in the Department of Chemistry.

A No. 1 ranking for UCI's earth system

science faculty is all the more significant

because the System Science program has

existed only since 1989, UCI Chancellor

Ralph J. Cicerone said.

"It is truly amazing and very gratifying

that we have risen to the top, and done it so

quickly," said Cicerone, who came to UCI in

1989 to create the Program of Geosciences,

now the Department of Earth System

Science.

UCLA, Orthaepedic

Hospital join forces
Yesterday a $200 million alliance was

finalized between the

Orthopaedic Hospital and
UCLA.

This alliance, which is not a buyout

or merger, will expand programs for patient

care, research and education and it also

improve services at UCLA's Westwood cam-

pus and the Santa Monica UCLA Medical

Center.

As far as the Orthopaedic Hospital is con-

cerned, this non-profit alliance will provide

funding for renovations and will increase

outpatient services.

Other plans include the expansion of chil-

dren's orthopedic care at the two UCLA
health centers.

Former UCLA professor

Jon Postel dies at 55
Internet pioneer Dr. Jon Postel died last

week at St. John's Hospital after complica-

tions following emergency heart surgery. He
was 55.

Postel, who received his B.S. and M.S.

from UCLA, was well known for creating

the Internet's address system and contribut-

ing to the invention of ARPANet, a precur-

sor to the Internet.

Postel was most recently a computer sci-

entist with the University of Southern

California's Information Sciences Institute

(ISI) and director of the Institute's

Computer Networked Division.

"Jon played a key role in creating and

maintaining ISI's creative and nurturing

environment for research, technical and sup-

port staff. He is irreplaceable," said Herbert

Schoor, executive director of the ISI.

"It is not enough to say that Jon will be

greatly missed. His presence enriched ISI

immeasurably in many ways."

It was Postel's research that led to the

extended use of the APRANet at UCLA, the

site of one of the first nodes - a physical loca-

tion of a computer Internet site - connected

to the network.

Compiled from Daily Bruin staff reports.
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REMINDER

LAST DAY:

For Arts and Architecture

(SOAA) undergraduate students

to add courses with $3 per

course fee through URSA tele-

phone.

For SOAA undergraduate

students to file Late Study List

with $50 fee.

ONE WEEK LEFT:

For graduate students to add
courses with $3 per course fee

through URSA Telephone.

For graduate students to file

Late Study List with $50 fee.

Undergraduates approved for

reduced educational fee are

audited(must be enrolled in 10

units or less to be eligible for

reduction) as of Oct 23.

For non-SOAA undergradu-

ates to add courses with PTE#
and $3 per course fee through

URSA Telephone.

For non-SOAA undergradu-

ates to file Late Study List peti-

tion with $50 fee.

WHAT'S BREWIN'THISWEEKEND

Friday 1p.m.
Jacob Marschak

Interdisciplinary Colloquium

"Experience-weighted Attraction

Learning in Decisions and

Games"
AGSMC.301

UCLA Badminton Club

Weekly club meeting (6:30)

Men's Gym 200 '

7 p.m.
Raza Graduate Students

Association

Muslim Union

Friday Jum'Ah prayers (1:15)

Young Grand Salon- 206-7877

2 p.m.
Guest Lecture

"The Invention of Fatimid

Culture"

Von Grunebaum Library,

10383 Bunche Hall

The Center for the Study of

Religion at UCLA
Von Grunebaum Library, 10383

Bunche Hail

Koreatown Tutorial Project

Volunteer tutoring

John Burroughs Middle School

5 p.m.
Chinese Christian Fellowship

Bible atudy (5:30)

Ackerman 2410 • 312-1637

6 p.m.
Vietnamese Student Union

VSU general meeting

Rolfel200- 391-3592

Chabad House at UCLA
Mendel Goes Mexican-Amazing

Shabbat Dinner

Chabad House

741 Gayley Ave. •208-7511

ivvB welcome reception

Kerckhoff Grand Salon

Refreshments served, free

admission • 312-1069

Saturday 8 a.m.
VRAC
Tutoring

Prairie Middle School

Free admission • 824-4702

11a.m.
Whittier Law School

Open house for those considering

law school

3333 Harbor Boulevard

Costa Mesa, CA
(714)4444141x123

2 p.m.
Center for African-American

Studies

Afrocentric book forum

44 haines Hall • 825-6060 ^—

^

Sunday 2 p.m.
Lenny and Lori

Performed by Action for Kids

Join the critically acclaimed

Lenny & Lori for an all new
musical adventure along the path

of tolerance

Admission $5 MOT members: $4

Children $3 • 859-7292

What's Brewin'can be reached via e-mail

at whatsbrewin0media.ucla.edu

If only life were

that easy: many
students go

through bouts of

depression and

should he aware of

the options open

to them on

campus if they

need help

By Trina Enriquez

Daily Bruin Contributor

It's something people say when they're feeling

blue.

"I'm depressed."

Unlike occasional bouts of unhappiness, however,

people with clinical depression don't overcome their

change in mood very easily.

People dealing with this mood disorder cannot

simply "snap out of it."

"Sometimes it feels like you're in a coffin, buried

alive," said Deborah Deren, who has suffered from

major depression. "You're screaming inside your

head, but no one can hear you."

Clinical depression encompasses a range of symp-

toms and variations of an illness that includes dys-

thymia, seasonal affective disorder and bipolar

depression.

One of the most prevalent types of the disorder is

major depression.

Causes of clinical depression are not strictly

defined, although genetic and biochemical factors

appear to play a role in its onset. Events such as

unemployment or the death of a loved one may also

contribute to its development.

The disorder isn't limited to sadness, though.

Clinically depressed people have also reported feel-

ing numb or empty.

"(Being depressed) feels like being a ghost," said

Deren, who maintains an Internet site titled "Wing of

Madness: A Depression Guide."

!You float through your days feeling insubstantial.

cut offfrom warmth, light and all feeling," she added.

Other symptoms of depression include irritability,

anxiety, low self-esteem, chronic lethargy, unex-

plained crying spells, changes in eating and sleeping

patterns and inability to concentrate or find happi-

ness in formerly enjoyable activities.

If at least four symptoms persist for more than two

weeks, a person may then be diagnosed with clinical

depression by a mental health care professional.

According to the National Depressive and Manic-

Depressive Association (NDMDA), the leading

cause of suicide in the United States is untreated

depression.

Suicide, in turn, is the second-leading cause of

death in college students.

Despite these grim statistics, most students are not

what one might call major depressives, said Dr.

Harold Pruett, director of Student Psychological

Services (SPS).

"Students come in (to SPS) experiencing dysphor-

ic feelings all the time," Pruett said, "but more tend

to come around midterms and finals. By then, things

have built around stress and how well they're going to

do."

As opposed to those students who feel over-

whelmed, "only a few actually have clinical depres-

sion," Pruett said.

"Exams usually bring about more anxiety and

stress than anything," said Dani de Jesus, a former

resident assistant at Sunset Village.

"Most people (who come to RAs) feel depressed

because of homesickness and feeling like they don't

belong or fit in," she added.

»^ ».
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FINANCE: Conservative

investments minimize

effects of dipping stocks

By Lawrenct Fcrchaw

Daily Bruin Staff

_ After years of colossal gains, uni-

versity endowments across the nation

took a hit when the stock market

dropped over the summer.

Endowments are funds received by

the university from donors, which are

invested to earn income to pay for

such things as endowed professors

and student scholarships. Income

from the endowment at UCLA

makes up a little more than 1 percent

of the university's operating rev-

enues.

The stock market has since

rebounded, but some universities

showed losses in the hundreds of mil-

lions. Harvard University's $13 bil-

lion endowment lost $1 billion at one

time. UCLA did not escape the terti-

porary drop in the market. ;

"Some universities were not aware

of what they were investing in, and

that's bad," said Shlomo Benartzi,

assistant professor of accounting at

the Anderson Graduate School of

Management.

Since the beginning of the year, the

total value of UCLA's endowment

has dropped a little more than four-

tenths of 1 percent. This translates

into about $4 million.

"It's not material against $1 bil-

lion," said George Letteney, interim

assistant vice chancellor of finance

and information management and

chief financial officer.

UCLA's endowment totals about

$1 billion. Of that, about $700 million

is controlled by the treasurer of the

UC Regents, and the remaining $300

million by the UCLA Foundation.

The Foundation employs eight

fund managers who each oversee

their own piece of the $300 million

total. The Investment Committee of

the foundation determines strict

guidelines for the investment of these

funds.

The committee is composed of vol-

unteers from the investment commu-

nity, as well as faculty members. This

group picks managers based on their

style of investment, according to

Letteney.

"These volunteers contributed

large sums, which they worked hard

to earn, and want to work hard to pro-

tect," Letteney said.
_

Investment strategies for an

endowment are much different than

for an individual. Since an endow-

ment is generally looking at a much

longer time frame than an individual,

financial officers look to investments

that will provide a yearly income, as

well as growth in the capital, so that

the money does not lose value as a

result of inflation.

The treasurer of the Board of

Regents manages the $4 billion in the

General Endowment pool. Five UC
campuses rely exclusively on this

fund, while others, like UCLA, use a

combination of their own foundation

and the board's.

"Over the last four years, we did

extremely well," said Patricia Small,

treasurer for the regents.

Washington University of St.

Louis had a $3.5 billion endowment

as of June 30, but experienced some

losses in the market downturn.

"At our lowest point, we were

probably down about $300 millioii,*'

Sm Hftf
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UCLA tightens security

after equipment thefts
COMPUTERS: Buildings

with easy access target

of recent crime influx

ByArnillmlwy
Daily Bruin Contributor

With highly valuable computer

equipment filling the hundreds of

offices that line the halls of UCLA,
the campus can be a tough place to

protect from thieves.

Each week, the university loses

thousands of

dollars' worth

of computer
—^-^—

equipment,
along with the

countless
hours worth

of research

stored on
hard drives,

due to cam-

pus burglar-

ies.

"There are
—^—

—

two problems

here," said Kent Small, a professor

of ophthalmology who had his

:^>ffice burglarized last week. "One
is the missing data that can't be

replaced, and the other is that now I

have to go out and buy another

$10,000 worth of equipment."

Many burglaries have been con-

centrated in the Center for Health

Sciences, and often only pieces of

computers, such as disk drives and

memory are discovered missing.

Laptops are also a common target.

Although it may take thieves

longer to lake apart the computer

and remove equipment, the smaller

pieces are easier to hide in a pocket

or bag.

Last week, five offices in the

buildings near the Center for

Health Sciences were burglarized.

Four of these showed no signs of

forced entry.

With 57 entrances into the

Center, and workers and visitors

coming and going throughout the

day, it is virtually impossible to

secure all the doors.

"Sometimes people' may leave

doors open accidentally," said Scott

Martin, the director of security for

the medical center. "As a result.

"A lot of computer

thefts are crimes of

opportunity."

Nancy Greenstcin

Director of UCPD community

services

people can get into the building."

Once potential thieves enter the

building, unlocked doors and open

offices can offer easy access to

portable computer items.

The recent series of thefU have

not been linked together, although

there may be a pattern forming,

said Detective Tony Duef^ of the

university police.

As of yet, police have no sus-

pects.

"A lot of computer thefts are

crimes of opportunity," said Nancy

Greenstein, director of conununity

services for

_^___^__^__ UCPD. "It
"""""""""""

may not have

been pre-

planned, but

the opportu-

nity was

there, so they

took it"

Simple
steps, like

locking office

doors, putting
~~""~~~"—~~ equipment in

locked desks

and not leaving valuable property

unattended can all help prevent

these thefts, Duenas said.

UCPD also registers computers

in the Stop Plate program, a system

that registers computers in a nation-

al database and etches an identifica-

tion number onto the body of the

computer.

"If you make it too hard for

(thieves), they'll move onto some-

thing easier," Duer^as said.

But even offices that are not eas-

ily accessible have been targets for

computer burglaries.

Small's office (in the Doris Stein

Eye Research Institute) was bur-

glarized when he was out of town

on Oct. 14.

After business hours, the office

would be difficult to burglarize

without showing signs of forced

entry - but during the day, the thief

would simply need to wait for an

unlocked door and an empty hall-

way. Small said.

"The office is usually locked,

which makes me think that it had to

be an inside job," Small said.

"Either that, or someone acciden-

See CRIME, page 10

Korean studies center receives donation
GRANT: $200,000 given

for scholarships, faculty

salaries, library growth

By Sarah Krapp
Daily Bruin Contributor

On Thursday, a small group of

UCLA staff and faculty came togeth-

er for the donation of almost

1200,000 to the UCLA Center for

Korean Studies.

Hyung-Ki Min, Los Angeles' new
Korean consul general, personally

presented three checks to John

Hawkins, dean of the International

Studies Overseas Program (ISOP),

from the Korean Foundation.

According to Min, this contribu-

tion illustrates Korea's commitment
to UCLA's Korean studies program.

"'I do my part to help you in your

strenuous effort to promote Korean

Studies," Min said.

"This is a good example of the rela-

tionship between my country and the

U.S.A. The Pacific Ocean has become

just a mere river from the Asian conti-

nent to the American," Min added.

These contributions are quintes-

sential to the success of Korean stud-

ies at UCLA, Hawkins said.

"UCLA has invested very heavily

in Korean studies ... but without the

support of the Korean Foundation

and the Korean government, we
could not have reached such a high

degree of excellence," he said.

But last year, when the Turkish

UCLA's Korean studies

program is equivalent

to, if not better than,

other progriams such

as the one at Harvard.

government offered $1 million to

establish an endowed chair of

Ottoman and Turkish history, the

amount of influence they would have

on the quality and content of educa-

tion was questioned.

"(The Korean Foundation) has no

say in who works, who teaches or

what we teach," said John Duncan
,

professor of East Asian Languages

and Culture.

"They have been very careful to

respect our academic freedom in this

country," he added.

Of the $199,730 donated to the

Center for Korean Studies, three

checks were issued. $139,730 will go

to the salaries of the center's faculty

and is the last in a series of contribu-

tions from the Korean Foundation.

Although the foundation will no
longer fund faculty salaries, the size

of the center's faculty will not

decrease.

These donations were necessary to

"jumpstart" the program, said Gi-

wook Shin, acting director of the

Center for Korean Studies. But the

university is "committed" to the pro-

gram, and will supply funding to

ensure its maintenance, he added.

Currently at nine members, this

center has the largest faculty of any

such program at a North American

university.

In addition $40,000 will go to fund

graduate scholarships in Korean stud-

ies, and $20,000 will go to develop a

SeeNI0IIEAN,pa9e10

JAMIE SCANLON JAC06S/Daily Brum

Korean Consul General Hyung-Ki Min (left) presents two grants to the Center for Korean Studies dt

UCLA totaling $1 79,730.The grants were accepted by John N. Hawkins, dean of the International Studies

and Overseas Progranfis.They exchanged gifts of friendship after the ceremony.
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Officials direct Kosovo crisis toward peace
NEGOTIATIONS: Leaders

keep Oct. 12 agreement

by withdrawing troops

By Tom Cohtn
The Associated Press

PRISTINA, Yugoslavia -
Western offioials pressed both

Yugoslav President Slobodan

Milosevic and the ethnic Albanians

to do more to achieve lasting peace

in the embattled province of

Kosovo.

The government repeated claims

that it has already met a key condi-

tion of the Oct. 12 agreement to

defuse the Kosovo crisis. The pro-

government daily Vecernje Novosti

quoted unidentified police sources

as saying all troops sent there dur-

ing the crackdown had been with-

drawn. Troops stationed before the

crackdown began on Feb. 28

remain, the newspaper said.

. NATO and Western govern-

ments have challenged such claims.

France's foreign minister warned

today that Milosevic must still pull

out more troops. And U.S. envoy

Christopher Hill and European

ambassadors pressed their political

initiative in new talks with ethnic

Albanian political leader Ibrahim

Rugova.

Concerned by continuing spo-

radic violence, a European envoy

said attacks by the Albanians*

Kosovo Liberation Army could put

efforts to reach a peaceful political

solution in "serious jeopardy."

"We ask Kosovo people and

especially the armed forces, Kosovo

forces, to stop any provocations,"

said Wolfgang Petrisch, the

Austrian ambassador to Yugoslavia

and European Union envoy in

Kosovo, after meeting with

Rugova.

Ten days after the breakthrough

agreement on Kosovo brokered by

American diplomat Richard

Holbrooke, there are scattered

reports of shelling and shooting

incidents at night in the separatist

province but no apparent fighting.

The ethnic Albanian-run Kosovo

Information Center said four mem-
bers of an ethnic Albanian family

were killed and two wounded early

today when the Yugoslav army
opened fire near Djakovica on the

Albanian border.

NATO has given Milosevic until

Tuesday to withdraw more military

and special police forces from

Kosovo and return others to their

garrison in the province or face the

SeeVUCOSUVUl|»a9e10

Russia • I fund will grant loans to combat crisis

ECONOMY: Official denies

need for other countries'

humanitarian aid, food

IMF team would recommend dis-

bursing more of a $22.6 billion loan

package negotiated before the crisis

hit. It was frozen in September after

the first S4.8 billion installment was

qstxd:

By Leslie Shepherd

The Associated Press

MOSCOW - Despite an econom-

ic crisis, disappointing harvest and

forecasts of a particularly frigid win-

ter, Russia's finance minister said

Thursday the country does not yet

need foreign food or other humani-

tarian aid.

At the same time. Mikhail

Zadornov expressed hope that more

cold, hard cash will be forthcoming

from the International Monetary

Fund.

However, Zadornov's deputy said

that was unlikely to happen because

the Russian government still has no

long-term plan for coping with the

latest economic crisis that erupted in

mid-August.

The Russian government has

appealed for humanitarian aid from

the European Union and is holding

talks with the United States for sub-

sidized grain. But Zadornov suggest-

ed such plans were premature.

"Russia's financial situation is not

such that it requires direct humani-

tarian aid," Zadornov told reporters.

"I would express gratitude for such

proposals, but I think that food

imports will continue on the normal

market basis."

Zadornov said he hoped a visiting

"Our partners can't but recognize

thai the government is taking strong

efforts to radically cut spending," he

said in a reference to a fourth-quar-

ter budget plan approved by the

Cabinet on Tuesday.

The IMF's chief representative in

Moscow. Martin Oilman, told

Russian news agencies that the ques-

tion of further loan installments had

not come up in the talks. He did not

say what they were talking about.

Zadornov's deputy. Oleg Vyugin,

said that the lack of a more compre-

hensive economic plan through the

end of 1999 would hamper the talks

with the IMF
"It is very important to the IMF

what kind of budget Russia will have

in 1999," Vyugin said, according to

the Interfax news agency. "The Fund

wants to understand whether it will

be a leap into the abyss or over the

abyss.'

Zadornov said the government

hoped to finish its draft 1999 budget

by mid-November.

The Russian government has said

it is counting on IMF money to help

pay its bills for the rest of the year.

It plans to spend $7.6 billion in the

final three months of the year, but

expects revenues of only around $4.1

See RUSSIA, page 11

Faulty wiring in

Power Wheels

veNdes places

kids in danger

RECALL Fisher-Price

starts repairs to alleviate

risks of defective trucks

By Lawrtnct L KiNitson

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Parents

should immediately remove the bat-

teries from their kids' Power Wheels

cars and trucks because faulty

wiring can cause them to erupt in

flames, the government said

Thursday in announcing one of the

biggest toy recalls ever.

Fisher-Price, the toys' maker, also

has agreed to make free repairs on

up to 10 million Barbie Jeeps, Big

Jakes and Extreme Machines cars

and trucks sold in the last 14 years.

The Consumer Product Safety

C6tt\mia8l6tt fCPSC) said the flawed

timmm^Mm^
The Associated Press

A Muscovite eats an ice-cream cone as he walks past an

exchange rate display in Moscow.

^PSC) s

electrical systems have sparked 150

fires that burned nine children and

caused $300,000 in property dam-

age to 22 homes and garages.

The safety agency also has anoth-

er 700 reports of electrical compo-

nents failing or overheating, causing

smoke or melted parts, and com-

plaints about the toys failing to stop

when the foot pedal is released.

Parents were told to remove the

car's 6-volt batteries and take the toy

to a Fisher-Price repair shop for a

free overhaul. Sold since 1984, the

toys are designed for children ages 2

to 7 and carry such names as Barbie

Jeep, Big Jake and Extreme

Machine.

"This is a fire waiting to happen

in your house," said Ann Brown, the

commission's chairwoman.

Kathleen Begala, an agency

spokeswoman, said the toy can burst

into flames even when idle and

stored away. "It is very important to

take those batteries out," she said.

Brown said the safety agency now

plans to investigate whether Fisher-

Price notified it about the fires in a

timely manner. She said the agency

first learned about the toy's danger

in late 1996 and early 1997 from fire

investigators and consumers, not

from Fisher-Price.

See TOYS, page 10
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Soldiers headed to

Congo for assault

HARARE, Zimbabwe - Soldiers, armored

personnel carriers and artillery pieces left

Zimbabwe's capital today, apparently headed

to Congo for an assault on rebels in the coun-

try's eastern jungles.

The deployment came a day after

Zimbabwe joined two other South Afcjcan

countries, Namibia and Angola, in announc-

ing plans for a major offensive in eastern

Congo. To date, their forces were concentrat-

ed in western Congo, where they fended off a

rebel advance in August.

The joint military campaign in the east

threatens a major escalation of a conflict in

which two other countries in the region also

are embroiled. Rwanda and Uganda reported-

ly back the rebels, who are trying to topple

Congo President Laurent Kabila.

President Clinton's special envoy to the

region called for restraint and more impetus

for peace talks.

"We are anxious to get a cease-

fire in place ... we do not want to see

the situation there get out of control,"

said the envoy, Howard Wolpe, after

meeting Zimbabwe's President Robert

Mugabe today.

Fighting in steamy, insect-infested jungles

familiar to the rebels could be difficult.

Seasonal rains that close many roads are

imminent. Low cloud cover and tropical rain-

fall would also curtail the allies' advantage of

air power, said Harare-based defense analyst

Michael Quintana.

Bangladesh protesters

paralyze 60 cities

DHAKA. Bangladesh - Anti-government

protesters paralyzed more than 60 cities and

towns across Bangladesh on Thursday, and

witnesses said at least one person was beaten

to death by police.

The rallies were the second in a

week. The protests are being spon-

sored by an alliance of seven opposi-

tion parties who accuse the govern-

ment of corruption and mismanaging

flood relief

One of the country's worst floods killed

more than 900 people in July and August, leav-

ing nearly 35 million people without their

crops or houses.

On Thursday, doctors and witnesses said

more than 100 people were injured and 150

were arrested across the country as protesters

burned a police van, attacked buses and

exploded firecrackers.

Hospitals admitted 25 people with cuts and

bruises after demonstrators attacked a bus in

Dhaka's Mirpur district for defying the strike,

doctors said.

Four policemen were also hurt as govern-

ment officials clashed with protesters.

More than 5,000 security forces patrolled

the capital's streets, hoping to be a visual deter-

rent against more unrest.

Police shoot two men
in Indonesia
JAKARTA, Indonesia - Police shot to

death two men linked to a killing spree in

which some victims have been accused of

witchcraft, newspapers reported Thursday.

The men were suspected in a wave of mys-

terious murders of more than 150 people over

the past three months in the eastern end of the

main island Java.

At least nine murder suspects have been

killed by vigilante groups. Several were

beheaded and triumphant mobs paraded their

heads on sticks. m, ,
, ,, —

Police on Wednesday reportedly killed two

suspected attackers, Buki and Surahmad,

while raiding their homes.

Surahmad had refused to leave his home

despite police warning shots and attacked offi-

cers witii a knife, a newspaper reported.

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports
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Students have chance to influent governmental policy
ELECTIONS: Voters face decisions

about gambling on reservations,

budget issues due to propositions

By Emi Ko|inM

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Being under the age of 21, not many UCLA
students can legally gamble on Indian reserva-

tions.

But if they're over 18, they can at least vote

on a proposition about them - thanks to the

26th amendment to the Constitution.

On Nov. 3, students will help make deci-

sions on a host of propositions which appear

on the ballot, from whether property tax poli-

cy should change to considering whether to

make eating horse meat illegal.

Propotitioo 1

This proposition would allow the repair or

replacement of property that was damaged
due to some environmental condition without

increasing the property's value.

The legislature put this proposition on the

ballot in an effort to alleviate payments from

homeowners with damaged property from nat-

ural disasters.

Proposition 1 would cause a drop in prop-

erty tax revenue of less than $1 million,

according to the state's legislative analyst.

The revenue loss, some of which goes to

educational programs, would be covered by

the state.

^0 groups officiaily endorse or oppose

Proposition 1.

Propofition 2

Also on the ballot due to efforts of the state

legislature. Proposition 2 would place more
restrictions on loans to the General Fund from

state transportation funds.

California's transportation system - includ-

ing the highways, public streets and roads, and

public transportation systems - is paid for by

federal, state, local and private money.

State transportation funds come from gaso-

line taxes and fees on vehicles, generally

administered by the Department of Motor
Vehicles.

The money from these sources can be lent

to the state General Fund, which pays for edu-

cation and health and social services pro-

grams, among others. The money lent must by

repaid.

Proposition 2 would require any money
borrowed to be paid back within the same fis-

cal year it was loaned or within three fiscal

years if the governor declares a state of emer-

gency, among other rules about the lending

process.

This proposition is an example of a proposi-

tion which isn't necessarily comprehensible

for the general public.

Yet Rachel Fairchild will read through the

material on the proposition and try to make
sense of it.

**I read through the material. If I still

don't understand it, then I vote 'no'

because it's better to vote 'no' since it

doesn't change anything," said

Fairchild, who is on staff at UCLA.
Fairchild has information about

the general election sitting on her

refrigerator right now and said she

will read through it prior to voting.

Propofition 3

California elections operate under

an open primaries system that allows

voters in primary elections - the onrs

in which political parties decide which

candidates to endorse.

Residents can vote for any candidates

regardless of the voter's political party dur-

ing these elections.

The November elections will be a general

election, in which multiple parties compete

for government positions.

Prior to March 1996, California residents

could only vote during the primary elections

for candidates within their political party.

When Proposition 198 was adopted, voters

could cross party lines.

Should this proposition pass, primary elec-

tions would have separate ballots for each par-

ticular party, and residents must vote within

their party during the elections.

Proposition 7

Every year until 2011, $218

million in state tax-credits

would be allocated to

improving
California air if

Proposition 7,

a measure put

on the ballot by

petitioners,
passes.

The state Air

Resources Board

would use money from

tax credits to reduce pollut-

ing emissions by updating

vehicles and buying new equip-

ment.

Should the proposition become law,

the state would have to foot a bill of

$4.7 million a year.

The American Lung Association,

California Nurses Association and

Sacramento Chamber of Commence
support the proposition, while

Taxpayers Against Corporate Welfare

oppose it.

RMh Fairdiild, knowing the suppo^
ers and opponents of the election is

important.

*i will look at who supports each

proposition and what candidates

agree with the stance of the organiza-

tions," she said.

More information on the Nov. 3 elec-

tions can be found at

http://vote.98.ss.ca.gov.

jfe^ Located in Monty's Building,^ 8th floor.
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Inspectors catch up on elevator safety

REGULATION: Shafts left

unchecked due to lack

of standards, small staff

By Robert Jablon

The Associated Press

There are al5t)ut 660,000 eleva-

tor cars in the United States moving

millions of people thousands of

miles every day. Who is minding

the shafts?

The answer is: everyone and no

one.

A hodgepodge of government

agencies and private companies

inspect elevators, enforcing various

building codes. Inspections and fre-

quency can vary from building to

building.

Some places, such as Los

Angeles, have had elevator inspec-

tors for a century. Others, such as

New Mexico and Illinois, have no

inspection requirements at all, leav-

ing it up to cities.

The lack of federal standards

means there are no overall figures

Still, Hollywood has used the ele-

vator over the years' to trap, torture

and terrorize. Banking on high-rise

horror, elevators were converted to

potential death chambers in movies

like "The Elevator," "The

Towering Inferno" and "Die

Hard."

The state of California inspects

78,000 elevators. From 1990

through this month, six people died

"I hit the stop

button, and it

wouldn't stop."

Sharon Stone

Actress

and 11 were injured, state figures

show.

In real life, actress Sharon Stone

recently told a nationwide audience

on
"
The Tonight Show" about

u r i elevato i acfldeiits. Su ine juils- p lung ing several stories in a rrrat

stuck in the car for several hours

before they were rescued.

In April, a Manhattan elevator

with a history of maintenance prob-

lems crashed three floors to the

basement, injuring eight. In 1996. a

service elevator at a power plant in

Newton, 111., plunged more than

200 feet, injuring two dozen work-

ers.

A man was decapitated in 1995

in New York when he tried to help

passengers out of a runaway eleva-

tor which stopped briefly but then

began to drop again. His head tum-

bled back into the car, the stereo

headphones from his walkman still

attached.

About 100 state and city agen-

cies across the country work to

make sure elevators meet local

building codes.

Most of them are having trouble

attracting qualified employees, said

Floyd Rammel, president of the

National Association of Elevator

Safety Authority, a Phoenix, Ariz.-

based nonprofit group that certifies

inspectors.

Los Angeles is short three

Effects of ProDosltkNi 227

fluctuate among schools

dictions keep track; some don't.

Even so, experts believe eleva-

tors are one of the safest forms of

transportation. The trade magazine

Elevator World estimates the odds

of getting hurt in an elevator are

one in 12 million, based on 1996 fig-

ures of the number of trips taken.

functioning elevator in San

Francisco.

"The elevator was dropping and

shaking and slamming in the shaft,"

she said. "I hit the stop button and

it wouldn't stop."

The free-fall lasted only a few

seconds, but she and others were

inspectors and is six to eighr

months behind on annual inspec-

tions, said David Keim of the Los

Angeles Department of Building

and Safety.

"We have been short-staffed for

SeeELEVATOItpagell

EDUCATION: Bilingual

programs still around,

depending on preference

The Associated Press

While steady streams of limited-

English students are moving back

into bilingual classrooms, a smaller

number of students in other districts

are enrolled in English "immersion"

classes, the Los Angeles Times

reported Thursday.

Some said the passage of

Proposition 227 in June would end

bilingual education in California, but

initial data show the measure has hit

much like a tornado hopscotching

across the plains, wiping out some

programs and leaving others virtually

untouched.

In the Los Angeles Unified School

District, about 12,000 students have

returned to bilingual classrooms this

fall at the request of their parents.

That's ahnut 11 percent of Ihfc.

107,000 students who attended bilin-

gual classes before Proposition 227.

But in Oxnard, Pomona, San Jose

and elsewhere, 80 percent to 90 per-

cent of limited-English students have

returned to bilingual classes.

While the proposition requires

schools to teach students in English,

it also allows parents to pull children

out of English immersion classrooms

after 30 days under certain circum-

stances.

"There is room in our schools for

bilingual education programs and

English-language acquisition pro-

grams," said Forrest Ross, a Los

Angeles school official. "And we're

seeing this happen. They're side by

side in schools."

Statewide, 1.4 million students in

public schools are not fluent in

English.

Of those, about three in 10 were

taught last school year in their native

languages, sometimes for up to 90

percent of the school day. Many had

gone for years without becoming flu-

ent in English.

Given the choice between English

immersion classes or seeking permis-

sion to place their children back into

bilingual education, many parents

have chosen English.

In Fresno and Santa Ana, bilin-

gual programs have dwindled.

In Paramount Unified, Mountain

View Elementary and Long Beach

Unified - three I .os Angeles County

districts that had large bilingual pro-

grams - few parents have requested

"waivers" to keep their children in

those programs.

Even in Los Angeles Unified,

scores of schools report that few or

no parents have filed petitions to put

their children back into bilingual

See EDUCATION, page 11
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San Diego residents pay more

for gas than most of country

PRICES: Average fuel rates

around area significantly

above national standard

The Associated Press

SAN DIEGO - In case anyone had Hn-

gering doubts, the Automobile Club of

Southern California has confirmed that

most folks who live in the region pay a lot

for gasoline.

The new survey shows the average price

for a gallon of unlead-

ed regular gasoline in
—^^—

San Diego is $1.2610-

the sixth-highest priced

area of the 47 towns

surveyed in the region.

Other San Diego

County cities pay even

more. The average

price in Del Mar is

$1.2879; its $1.2616 in

Chula Vista.

The Auto Club said

Wednesday that the average price of a gal-

lon of gasoline at Southern California

pumps is $1,183. That's a little less than the

stale average of $1,195, but much higher

than the national average of $1,066.

Southern California prices were highest

nxi Blythcat $f.3567tmd Bishopaf5f

:

There are bargains for those who look

for them or go out of their way: The north-

ern San Diego County communities of

Escondido and Oceanside are $1.1607 and

$1.1858, respectively.

The Auto Club study showed that the

Orange County cities of La Habra,

Most oil companies

maintain that high fuel

prices in San Diego

simply reflect the cost

of doing business.

Huntington Beach, FuUerton and Anaheim

posted the lowest fuel prices in Southern

California, between about $1.07 and $1.10 a

gallon.

It was the first time the Auto Club has

surveyed gas prices since the fuel shortages

ofthe 1970s and early 1980s.

"We've had hundreds of requests for

Southern California-specific gas price

information," said club spokesman Jeffrey

Spring.

The Utility Consumer Action Network,

a San Diego-based consumer watchdog,

also publishes a weekly Southern California

price check. The
——^^^—^ Lundbergh Report

conducts a bi-weekly

survey largely for oil

industry subscribers.

San piego consumers

have long complained

that gas prices in the

region stem from

price-fixing and

antitrust violations by

major oil refiners.

San Diego attorney

Tim Cohelan has filed a lawsuit alleging

such improprieties by the oil industry. It is

scheduled to come to trial next spring. Most

oil companies maintain that high fuel prices

in San Diego simply refiect the cost of

doing business. However, Chevron

Products Co. Presidenl DftV€-0"Reiffy=

ULh<Klc^ ^.uuu/Udiiy brum

acknowledged recently that gas does cost

more in San Diego than in Los Angeles.

Milk, hotel rooms and airline tickets do tco,

he said.

He said the highly competitive market in

Los Angeles tends to keep prices down

there.

A student seated next to a large poster sponsored by the Social & Public Art Resource

Center watches the events unfold from the faculty walkout beneath him from his perch

atop Kerckhoff Hall.

WALKOUTS
From page 1

protested the reduction in admission rates for

underrepresented minorities, included the

takeover of Royce Hall and the subsequent

arrests of 88 students.

USAC General Representative Mike de la

Rocha pointed to a piece of duct tape still up on

the wall of Royce from the protests.

it also tied into the regular topics ofthe class.

"I support affirmative action, and even

though my students may not, I still wanted to

have a forum outside where we can discuss

issues of diversity," Conley said.

For other.students, the day went by as usual.

"The classes that are doing the walkout are

the classes you assume would be doing it, with

the people who are already aware of this issue,"

said Juan Contrera, a first-year international

development studies student.

Tget happy every time I walk by and see llrai He added that while his Chicane studies ctHST

piece of tape," he said.

Other classes participating in the walkout

chose different ways of discussing the event.

Terri Conley, a Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and

Transgender studies teaching assistant, held her

introductory class behind Campbell Hall.

The discussion focused on current events, but

discussed affirmative action and participated in

the walkout, his Italian literature professor

never brought up the issue.

"We have to get all people together.

Otherwise, the administration thinks it's all the

same people who are protesting all the time," he

said.
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CLASSES
From page 1

vidual discussions," she added.

Most extension classes require

eight to 12 hours of classwork each

week, and students are expected to

log on to their computers four to five

times a week. Students communicate

directly with each other by posting

notes to the class site.

All over the world, online learning

is being used for many different pur-

poses - and UCLA is not the only

school utilizing this technology.

Universities such as Harvard,

University of Minnesota and New
York University also offer classes

online.

One example of a somewhat less-

successful venture into online learn-

ing is the Western Governors

University, an online learning center

sponsored by several western states.

Enrollment this year totaled less than

20, at a cost of several million dol-

lars.

Also, disabled individuals who are

unable to leave their house can take

classes over the Internet. Children

who are having trouble in class can

be tutored online.

As online learning becomes more

common, former limitations in this

medium are being broken.

For example, the Graduate

School of America, an online institu-

tion, now offers master's degrees

and doctorates in education, human

services, and organization and man

classes are usually targeted at older,

working professionals who are look-

ing to advance their careers.

For example, elementary and sec-

ondary school teachers make up

almost one-third of

OnlineLearning. net's enrollment.

Due to new laws requiring teachers

to take classes in cross-cultural edu-

cation, many teachers use the

Internet to maintain their state cre-

dentials.

"We spend a lot of time talking to

teachers, and our online curriculum

reflects their input," said John

Kobara, president and CEO of

OnlineLearning.net.

"While they are concerned about

meeting certification requirements,

they are really looking for practical

information they can use," he added.

Brian Copenhaver, provost of the

College of Letters and Sciences at

UCLA, said that many classes are

improved with the use of images and

visualization. Physical sciences and

art history are two subjects that ben-

efit from online courses.

However, Copenhaver also said

that there are many drawbacks to

online learning.

"There are certain kinds of think-

ing that the web isn't good with.

Linear thinking is a good thing in

certain kinds of learning, but the web

is set up for divergent thinking." said

Copenhaver.

He explained that when people

search the web, they can get lost in

the process and lose their sense of

order and control.

ENDOWMENT
From page 3

said Barbara Feiner, chief financial

officer at Washington University.

For both the foundation and the

Regents, about 65 percent of the

funds are invested in equity securi-

ties, which include stocks like

General Electric and Coca Cola.

The other 35 percent is put into fixed

income investments like bonds.

Unlike the foundation, the treasur-

er's office has a full-time staff of

investment specialists.

"Excellent returns and low costs

are doing donors and campuses a big

favor," Small said.

Each of the eight funds at the

foundation has different focuses.

Areas include underperforming

stocks - companies whose stock

prices are low, but likely to rise - for-

eign markets and government

bonds.

"The long-term nature dictates a

more conservative approach,"

Letteney said.

University fundraisers often use

the security and stability of UCLA's
endowment as selling points for peo-

ple to give money.

"Why would someone give $50

million if it's not managed well?"

Letteney said.

agement. Until recently, no deg rees The ability fu r sumeune tu suc-

were offered through online learn-

ing.

Instructors for these classes come

from many different backgrounds,

ranging from professional business

people to faculty members from

institutions around the country.

Jim Jepsen, a course manager for

OnlineLearning.net. said that online

ceed in online learning is still ulti-

mately dependent on the student,

Copenhaver said. As in a traditional

institution, the student must be moti-

vated to learn.

"The level and scope ofthe educa-

Jional experience depends primarily

on the capability, talent and passion

ofthe individual student," he said.

DEPRESSION
From page 3

There are no clear-cut answers as

to what causes depression. Pruett

maintained that genetic, biochemi-

cal and environmental factors are

only associated with the disorder.

"There's no X causing Y in

depression," Pruett said.

Fluctuations involving neuro-

transmitters in the brain can cause

corresponding fluctuations in mood.

Experts suggest that these chemi-

cal changes may be aggravated by a

traumatic event, especially if one

lacks adequate coping skills.

According to the National

Mental Health Association

(NMHA), taking drugs - either illic-

it or medicinal - may cause depres-

sive side effects.

Alcohol, which is itself a depres-

sant, has been linked to clinical

depression both as a symptom and

as a possmie cause.

The NMHA has also said that

genetics may play a role in develop-

ing depression.

Studies have shown that the disor-

der's occurrence within a family is

higher than that found in the general

population.

mean that one will develop the ill-

ness.

Like the numerous physical and

psychological factors that can con-

tribute to depression, the illness

itself varies in both degree and type.

Because people are unaware of its

range of symptoms, intensities and

durations, clinical depression often

goes undiagnosed and untreated.

Other physical illnesses may also

mask the presence of depression.

It should be noted that depression

differs from grief.

Psychiatrists have stated that

grief does not inhibit day-to-day

functioning or incite feelings of

worthlessness.

Once diagnosed as clinically

depressed, though, people can bene-

fit greatly from the support and

encouragement of their loved ones,

as they may either believe they can-

not be helped or lack the energy and

motivation to see a doctor.

Yet, upon seeking and continuing

depression, though.

"Medications help alleviate some

symptoms of depression, particular-

ly if the symptoms are intense,"

Pruett said. "But not everyone

who's depressed should take it."

Psychotherapy is recommended

for less severe forms of depression,

though it may be used in conjunc-

tion with antidepressants when the

depression proves more intense.

Cognitive-behavioral therapy

focuses on changing negative

thoughts and behavior, while inter-

personal therapy concentrates on

improving those relationships that

may contribute to depression.

Therapy often benefits those who
exhibit signs of major depression

and what Pruett called the "everyday

depression" of feeling blue.

It is crucial to distinguish the

blues from depression, though,

because unlike the blues, depression

won't go away by itself.

It is not a character weakness.

ifeatiftent, 80 percent of those who—accenting to the ndmda, and a

-rr
On the other hand, a family histo-

ry of depression does not necessarily

seek help respond favorably and can

overcome their depression.

Treatment of the disorder ranges

from individual counseling to anti-

depressants like Prozac which

restore chemical balance in the brain

of a depressed person. .. ...

Pruett warned against Prozac and

its sister treatments as a cure-all for

lag in diagnosis and treatment could

prove deadly.

Yet, response to treatment is very

favorable, and with recognition of

the disorder as well as the support

and encouragement of loved ones,

people can overcome this illness that

affects more than 17 million adults

in the United States every year.
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JOSH KORNBLUT
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CRIME
From page 4

tally left the door open."

Only four people are known to have

keys to Small's ofTice, but it is possible

that more keys exist, because extra keys

are not always collected when an office

is vacated.

"This is really a reminder to make

sure you always enforce university pol-

icy to get back keys and (identification

cards) when people leave a depart-

ment," Martin said.

To help deter computer burglary in

the Center for Health Sciences,

Medical Center Security has sent out e-

mails to advise employees of the prob-

lem, installed new locking mechanisms

and concentrated security in high-tar-

get areas.

Medical Center Security also hires

Community Service Officers to help

patrol in the evenings.

"This type of crime has a sporadic

behavior," Martin said. "It can get very

quiet when we add concentrated patrol

in certain areas that seem to be hot

spots."
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KOREAN
From page 4

library consortium of Asian litera-

ture.

Combined with a "top-notch" stu-

dent body, Shin claims that UCLA's
Korean studies program is equivalent

to, if not better than, other programs

such as the one at Harvard.

"UCLA should be proud of having

the best Korean studies program in

the country," Shin said.

Shin explained that those enrolled

in classes offered by the Center for

Korean Studies are not all of Korean

descent.

Duncan stressed the importance of

having ethnic studies programs at

UCLA.
"Its natural to want to know about

your own history, heritage and cul-

ture," he said.

"Ethnic and cultural studies might

be the only way people of different

cultural backgrounds can come

together (so they) have a good sense

of their own cultural identity and

other ethnic and cultural heritages."
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YUGOSLAVIA
From page 5

would trigger similar demands by

ethnic Albanian communities in

Macedonia and elsewhere in the

Balkans
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threat of airstrikes.

Milosevic launched an offensive

against ethnic Albanian guerrillas

eight months ago in Kosovo, a

province in Serbia, the main republic

in Yugoslavia. Hundreds have been

killed, and about 300,000 people

have been forced from their homes

by the fighting.

"The withdrawal of forces is very

I

advanced, but that is not enough,"

French Foreign Minister Hubert

Vedrine said today on France's RTL
radio, warning that the conflict

could explode again. "(NATO must)

not let go."

Milosevic also must cooperate

with war crimes investigation^ and

efforts to aid the 300,000 ethnic

Albanian refugees, and agree on a

timetable for talks giving Kosovo

Albanians self-government and their

own police.

The ethnic Albanians must also

consent to political negotiations,

and many remain reluctant to give

up their goal of outright indepen-

dence.

Hill has been working to get them

to sit down for talks with Serb

authorities, while making clear inde-

pendence is not an option. Western

nations fear an independent Kosovo

lltff i Graduate ^^'* ^^^^ Information contact Sally Evans
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The rebel Kosovo Liberation

Army has been fighting for indepen-

dence for Kosovo. But the West con-

siders Rugova, a moderate ethnic

Albanian leader, and his negotiating

team to be the legitimate representa-

tives of the Kosovo Albanians, who

account for 90 percent of the

province's 2 million people.

Rugova said his team was work-

ing out what he called an "interim

solution" with Hill.

He also made clear he does not

support the recent attacks by the

KLA, over which he has no control.

"We urge also all groups of people

to demonstrate self-restraint so any

act of theirs is not used as a provoca-

tion, namely as a pretext for new

assaults on Kosovo," Rugova said

after meeting the European envoys.

Efforts to organize 2,000-person

team to verify compliance with the

peace deal appeared stalled because

the nations that the people would

come from are concerned about

safety and want the U.N. Security

Council to endorse the plan first.

The operation is to be directed by

the Organization for Security and

Cooperation in Europe, which must

ask its 54-member states to provide

the Kosovo monitors.

TOYS
From page 5

A statement issued by the Power

Wheels division of Fisher-Price

appeared to blame at least some of

the fires on "tampering with or

bypassing the factory-installed fuse."

"Power Wheels' investigations of

reported fires have led to discoveries

of fuse tampering and even the

replacement of original batteries

with motorcycle batteries," the state-

ment said. It said the company will

replace current fuses with "tamper-

proof substitutes.

Parents at a Kay-Bee toy store in

suburban Arlington, Va., were

angry.

"It is a tremendous inconvenience

- and potential disaster - for a $300

toy," said Craig Waldcn, 31, of

Kensington, Md., whose son has a

Power Wheels jeep. "As a parent, I

am absolutely going to have it

repaired before I use it again."

Jerry Martinez said his son, Cody,

now 14, had a Power Wheels pickup

as a constant companion when he

was younger. "If he still had it, he

would immediately stop using it until

it had been repaired," Martinez said.

Kay-Bee employees said Fisher-

Price had told them to stop selling

Power Wheels toys immediately

until the problem was solved.

The safety agency also has

received more than 70 complaints

about the toys failing to stop when

the foot pedal is released. Six chil-

dren have suffered minor injuries

when the cars failed to stop and

rammed fences, parked cars or other

barriers. The vehicles are capable of

speeds up to 5 mph.

The Power Wheels recall is the

largest of any toy sold in stores. The

CPSC estimated the recall will cost

Fisher-Price at least $30 million. The

only larger recall involved small toys

included as prizes in cereal pack-

ages.

Fisher-Price has about 400 repair

centers in the United States that.«an

be located by calling 1-800-977-7800

or checking the toy's website at

www.powerwheels.com.

SPEAKERS
From page 1

action, they're talking about rolling

back all our gains from the civil rights

movement," he said.

Wong also referred to two success-

ful Latino politicians - Antonio

Villaraigosa and Gil Cedillo - who
had attended UCLA Law School

with him.

"They both got in because of affir-

mative action," Wong said. "And

(people) will tell you they weren't

qualified? Give me a break!"

"Taking away affirmative action is

taking away from the future Cedillos

and Villaraigosas the chance to suc-

ceed." he said.

UCLA administrators had little

reaction to the two days of protests,

other than to say that they were sup-

portive of the faculty's right to speak

freely.

E.xecutive Vice Chancellor Rorv

EDUCATION
From page 7

classes.

Districts in other parts of the stale

have continued lo back bilingual edu-

cation.

In San Jose-Unified and Alum

Rock Union Elementary districts in

Santa Clara County, the number of

students returning to bilingual educa-

tinn th i s yrar w i ll he mnre than ha l f nf

Hume, who spoke with Chancellor

Albert Carnesale about the issue,

asserted the university's stance on

diversity.

"We're determined over time to

boost the numbers of underrepre-

sented students and monitor diversi-

ty in faculty and staff," Hume said.

"We're firm in the belief that

diversity is a central component of

academic strength," Hume said.

UC President Richard Atkinson

declined to make a statement on the

protests, which took place at various

campuses across the country, includ-

ing Washington, Michigan and every

UC campus.

Fernando Gapasin, a professor in

the School of Public Policy and

Social Research, pointed out that

actions of this nature are likely to

continue to occur until some sort of

resolution is reached.

This year will be full oi demon-

strations,' Gapasin said. "And I'll be

around to help."

last year's total.

San Francisco schools report

almost no students dropping out of

bilingual classes.

'Our parents and our community

have faith in our school district

efforts and programs." said

Cassandra George, an assistant

superintendent in Pomona Unified,

where at least 3.500 students are pro-

jected to return to bilingual educa-

tion, compared to 5,461 before the
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RUSSIA
From page 5

billion.

It is planning to print more rubles

to cover at least some of the shortfall.

Zadornov said it might also raise

•"(honey by increasing excise taxes by

25 percent or selling 5 percent of its

shares in the national gas monopoly

Gazprom.

"We will certainly be forced to

print new money to finance our

spending," Zadornov said. "Thefe is

no sense in concealing it. but we must

ELEVATOR
From page 7

quite some time," he said. "Here's

our problem. The last few years, expe-

rienced elevator mechanics can make

over $100,000 a year including over-

time. Our inspectors, they make

about half that amount."

The California Division of

Occupational Safety and Health,

which pays about the same as Los

Angeles and is also months behind,

has 60 inspectors and has been trying

to find 10 more by advertising in

national journals.

New York City is down 17 inspec-

tors from a high of 57. The city is still

trying to recover from a 1996 scandal

in which dozens of inspectors were

suspended or fired for taking bribes

to speed up their work.

Inspectors, responsible for 54,000

elevators, had fallen eight months

behind, but they are catching up, said

Ted Birkhahn, a spokesman for the

Department of Buildings.

Like other agencies. New York

City finds itself competing with pri-

vate industry, which is booming

thanks to new construction and the

federal Americans with Disabilities

Act, which required buildings to be

accessible to the handicapped and

sparked a demand for elevators in

low-rise buildings.

"The elevators are going in by the

gross," Rammcl said. "There are so

many elevators put in (and) the states

and cities haven't really had the

money or been allowed to spend the

money to hire inspectors. The whole

keep it to a minimum."

Former Prime Minister Sergei

Kiriyenko noted that an increase in

the money supply will lead to high

inflation, and said the government

should concentrate instead on cutting

spending and boosting tax collection.

Zadornov insisted that no matter

how hard-pressed the government is,

it will pay its foreign debts, although

he indicated Russia may try to rene-

gotiate the payment schedule.

He said Russia has already paid

$500 million interest on its foreign

debt this quarter and plans to spend

another $2 billion.

trend is to cut government."

Still, what are you going to do

when, like Birkhahn, you live and

work on the 14th Hoor?

"You go about your daily busi-

ness," he said. "It's simply a necessity

of life in a vertical city."

"I just trust 'em," said Luz Gomez,

a 26-year-old facilities assistant.

Every workday, she rides 54 stories

up the Library Tower in downtown

Los Angeles.

When she started eight years ago,

Gomez had her concerns about the

elevators, especially when a few peo-

ple got stuck in them.

"I started when I was pregnant,"

she said. "I was worried (about) what

if I had a contraction or something

and I got stuck?"

There also was the ear-popping

that came with changing altitude
-

and the sound.

"Sometimes they make a whoosh!

going down," she said.

Elaine Darling, a receptionist on

the 40th floor for 1 1 years, long ago

conquered a fear of high-rise eleva-

tors.

"I was nervous" at first, she said.

"For myself, I could not go beyond 10

stories. It was the height and it was

being enclosed in an elevator that was

going up."

"You don't think about that any-

more," she said. "It's just like brush-

ing your teeth - it's automatic."

Besides, she has taken a look at the

guts of the elevators.

"It looks like six cables attached,"

she said. "It's not one string. It gives

you a safe, secure feeling - you know

they can't all break."
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VIEWPOINT
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UCLA admits too many

people. Students simply

need more space.

viewpoint@media.udd.edu

Casinos beneficial to reservations
PROPOSmON: U.S. has

chance to uphold deal

with Native Americans

Oh great, not again ... "Hey,

Where's the remote?

Becky, please put this crap

on mute. If I have to hear this

commercial one more time I am
going to puke."

While

watching yet

another pol-

ished politi-

cian silently

blabbing

beside flash-

ing head-

lines, one

cannot help

but wonder

where the

class has

gone in

Catie Snow

Bailard

today's

political campaigns. Fll tell you

where; it sold out and moved to

some tropical island far, far away,

leaving us with nothing more than

30-second spots of truth-bending,

condescending slanders.

Today's politicians have

replaced their soapboxes with hol-

low, two-dimensional platforms

built of nothing more than empty

promises and circular arguments.

I've heard that 100 years ago

politicians would debate a single

issue for three hours. Now we are

lucky to get three minutes of driv-

el.

In fact, who really understands

what they're voting for anymore?

So here I am to contribute my take

on an issue that I believe most peo-

ple do not know enough about:

Indian Gaming, and more specifi-

cally Proposition 5.

I will start by admitting that I

have never been to a casino, and

furthermore I am not siire exactly

where I stand on the practice of

gambling. But I also know that

casino-style gaming has been oper-

ating in California on reservations

for over a decade, and I do not

know anyone whose life has been

drastically affected or altered by

them ~ that is, except the people

who actually live on those reserva-

tions.

I also know that people are

going to gamble if they want to. If

it means having to drive an extra

four hours, people will do it. So,

who better to be receiving the

profits ... the high-rolling fat-cats

in Nevada or groups of impover-

ished people working to give their

communities a chance at self-suffi-

ciency and cultural redemption?

And please do not forget to also

consider that it is those very same

Nevada interests that are largely

funding the anti-Indian-gaming

ads you see on television.

It is also important that I tell

you where I have been; I have

ived on a Navajo reservation that

(lid not have any steady means of

income. It is a place where some

people live in housing without run-

ning water or electricity, a place

Bailard is a third-year communica-

tion studies student with a minor

in Native American studies. Send

your comments to

bailard^ucla^u.

where children are subject to

poverty and neglect, a place where

the closest medical attention is a

two-hour drive away, and a place

where there are close to no oppor-

tunities for higher education,

upward mobility or even steady

employment.

This reservation is a place in the

United States that rivals the condi-

tions of any third-world country.

Today, California gaming reaps

many benefits for this state and for

the native communities who reside

within it. On reservations, unem-

ployment has been reduced by 50

percent and welfare dependency

has dropped by 68 percent.

Reservations now have thriving

businesses that provide abundant

opportunities for employment,

and its revenues have improved

education and living standards by

leaps and bounds.

Also, Proposition 5 requires

that a trust fund be set up so that a

share of gaming profits from

Indian casinos be shared among
all reservations in California,

including those that do not have

gaming casinos.

For California, gaming has the

potential to provide 50,000 jobs

for Native Americans and non-

Native Americans, reduce

California welfare taxes by $50

million a year and create booming

economies in many Californian

towns.

Finally, it is also important to

acknowledge the historical context

from which this debate emerges.

When the United States govern-

ment took power over this conti-

nent centuries ago, tribes were

guaranteed the right to self-gov-

ernment. Thus, this enabled the

U.S. government to make treaties

with Native American communi-

ties in order to acquire land. It was

a more practical approach to land

acquisition since the United States

did not have the means after the

American Revolution to embark

on a money and time-consuming

military expedition.

But as soon as the United States

gained the influence and control

to renege the goods and rights

promised to tribes in exchange for

land, they did not hesitate to do

so.

For the next few centuries, the

U.S. government employed a

schizophrenic, flighty and often

downright despicable attitude

toward the indigenous population.

This resulted in an embarrass-

ing habit of abandoning or ignor-

ing every policy the United States

has ever established with native

groups the instant the U.S.govern-

ment no longer profited from the

agreement - from planned geno-

cide to the attempt to concentrate

native ()eoples in an established

and protected "Indian Country,"

to the movement to assimilate

Indians into white culture through

land allotment, to the attempt to

terminate all federal aid to tribes

and relocate individuals in cities.

Today, the United States

reserves the right to something

called "Plenary Power," which

basically states that the govern-

ment has the right to break any

treaty or agreement they have ever

made with Native American

groups the moment they wish to

do so.

The only thing that keeps the

government from doing so is pub-

lic opinion, which is where you

come in.

In light of the agreement that

reservations are sovereign nations

and thus exempt from state laws,

some tribes realized that it would

be possible to refurbish their econ-

omy and community by establish-

ing a gaming casino. Tribes had

finally found a way to regenerate

their economies that would not

compromise their spiritual attach-

ment to the earth, as opposed to

other options such as mining.

In regards to the scare tactics

the Nevada casinos are utilizing to

protect their own interests: if

Proposition 5 passes, tribes are

still required to negotiate with the

secretary of interior and the gover-

nor. Proposition 5 merely requires

that the tribes are not denied the

right to negotiate, an important

clause considering the history of

shady and selflsh dealings that the

United States is responsible for.

Also, it is important to know

SeTiuuixpageli

Miscommunication leads

to relationship problems
ASSUMPTIONS: Different

ways of reading ^signals'

can lead to bad situations

By Brett Wheeler

It certainly isn't groundbreaking

news that men and women are differ-

ent from one another. (Please forgive

the assumption of heterosexuality, but

I am writing specifically about the

straight community.)

Any of us can walk into a bookstore

and find an entire section devoted lo

telling us, in essence, whether we are

from Mars or Venus. Unfortunately,

these differences - like the differences

between people of different ethnici-

ties, cultures, sexual orientations, etc.

- are often the source of misunder-

standings. conflict and even violence.

in order to avoid these problems in

our relationships, it is vital to examine

and try to understand these differ-

ences. This is, however, easier said

than done.

Many women, both friends and

strangers, will often ask me in frustra-

tion "Why do guys do that?" I sup-

pose people feel that as a men's educa-

tor, I am qualified to represent "my
people" (i.e. men) on all matters. I

may respond in a variety of ways, by

explaining that all men are different or

describing some of the social pres-

sures most men face on a daily basis.

Trying to understand these issues is

a lot of work, though, and I suppose it

would be easier to simply shrug and

say "Because guys are jerks." But such

a statement would be unfair and wild-

ly inaccurate, just like most of the easy

answers we look for in life's compli-

cated questions.

Sex and sexuality are subjects par-

ticularly vulnerable to misunderstand-

ings. They are already surrounded by

myriad cultural taboos, which makes

it difficult for many people to talk

openly about them. When we add gen-

der differences to the mix, we are cre-

ating a situation that is uncomfortable

at best - and violent at worst.

One of the most important things

for both men and women to under-

stand is that men tend to interpret

behaviors much more sexually than

women intend. For example, I will

often use the following interactive

exercise with groups to demonstrate

gender differences in thought.

I will ask only women the following

question: "Let's say you're getting

ready for a date. You put on your sexi-

est black dress: do your hair and your

make-up. Why might you do all of this

stufi?"

Wheeler is the men's education andout-

reach coordinator. For further informa-

tion, please contact him at

bwheeier@saonetucla.edu.

The answers are always in the same

vein: "To feel good about myself" "To

look nice." "To impress my date." "To

get some attention." Then I ask men
the following question: "You meet

your date for the evening. She is wear-

ing a sexy black dress, her hair and

make-up are all done up. What is the

first thing that goes through your

mind?"

Those who are willing to answer

often laugh and say: "I'm going to get

some tonight!"

First of all, let me say that neither of

these responses is bad, in and of itself

There is nothing wrong with wanting

to look nice, wanting attention or

wanting to have sex.

Without some communication,

however, this is already a potentially

dangerous situation. When men an

women don't communicate, they

leave the actions of their partners up

to those same flawed interpretations

that elicited such different answers in

the black dress example.

The worst, and unfortunately com-

mon, outcomes of such misunder-

standings are things like sexual assault

and relationship violence. If I assume

my partner wants to have sex because,

of the way that she's dressed, her level

of intoxication, or her willingness to

kiss or touch, I am making a mistake.

The reason I know this is that I have

never heard a woman say to me "I

would wear that black dress because I

want my date to know I want to have

sex with him that night."

More importantly, if even one

woman is wearing that dress simply to

feel good about herself, my assump-

tion about "getting some" is wrong,

because I can't be certain without ask-

ing. We aren't mind readers. Without

clear verbal consent, we are risking

sexual assault, violence and all that

comes with those actions.

Women should be aware of this dis-

parity as well. It is important to under-

stand that some men, under some cir-

cumstances, may assume that you

want to have sex with them based on

the way you are dressed, if you are

drinking, if you have kissed them or if

you have had sex before.

While the ultimate responsibility

for not committing assault always

rests on the aggressor (usually the

man), women need to be empowered

to make their messages clear and

direct - regardless of whether that

message is yes or no.

Being coy, intentionally sending

mixed messages, and saying no when

you really mean yes are extremely dan-

gerous and can help to reinforce the

assumptions men make about women
and sex.

Once again, only the attacker is

responsible for committing an assault,

but women can and should feel free to

SeeWNEELEItpageU
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TODAY'S TOPIC: Conflicting ideas about sex indicate that

the media mistreat women - and that the genders don't see eye to eye.

Abusive partners not worth keeping
VIOLENa: Women don't

need men to be fulfilled,

discover place in society

By Andres Chang

My mother came to this country

when she was 30 years old. She had

no higher education, she didn't

speak any English and she had

three kids. Today, she is 50 years

old, a college graduate, speaks flu-

ent English and is the mother of six

kids. One day I told her, "Mama,
you're one of the most intelligent

people I know." She responded, "If

I was so smart then I would've mar-

ried someone else."

My father is an abusive husband

and he's been with my mother for

25 years. My father doesn't beat

my mother, he doesn't do drugs

would be nothing. The natural

question is, why is my mother still

with my father?

As a man, it is very difTicult for

me to understand why women get

in abusive relationships and stay in

them. However, it is not because I

am a man that I think that way. As

a man, society has taught me that

my worth and value is based upon

the things that I accomplish. The

society which tells that to men is the

same society that tells women that

their worth and value is based upon

their relationship to men. A man
goes to college to get a career and a

woman goes to college to get a hus-

band.

Now, a lot of us probably think

that such sentiments are long

behind us and belong to our par-

ents' generation. Yet, how many of

your girlfriends have talked lo you

about their jerk for a boyfriend?

beautiful, intelligent, academically

successful and career-bound

women here at UCLA are in abu-

sive relationships. The first reason

is that they are filling the role that

society is giving them. There is

nothing wrong with that, in and of

itself, but the problem is their part-

ners. The second reason why
women are in abusive relationships

is because their partners are manip-

ulators. These persons, who call

themselves men, do their best to

convince women that they are

worthless individuals who are noth-

ing without them. They say to

women, "You made me do it; It's

your fault; You're nothing without

me." And they do such a convinc-

ing job that girls believe them.

Sisters, you are not responsible; it is

not your fault. You are so much

more than he is. He is only keeping

you down.

Society, culture must stop

and he doesn't cheat on her. My How many of your girhriends have Now, for those oi us who, by the

father tells my mother that she's

worthless, that she's a bad mother

and that if it wasn't for him she

Chang is a fourth-year theater stu-

dent.

told you that couples suck because

they're not a part of one? How
many of your girlfriends have been

with that same piece of trash for

months or years?

There are two reasons why many

grace of God, have never been in

an abusive relationship, it's easy for

us to judge our sisters. Instead,

what we must do is help them.

See CHANG, page 14

GENDER: Femininity does

not equate to sex; females

should find some balance

Speaks Out
What do you feel is the societal view towards sex? What is your personal view towards sex?

Robbie Friedman

Second-year

Political science

"American

society has a

very

Puritanical

view of sex. A
lot of people

don't want to

talk about it

because

they're afraid

kids are going to get the wrong

idea. But I think we need to dis-

cuss sex openly, especially

through high school sex-educa-

tion programs, so that teens know

what they're getting into and how

they can protect themselves."

Andrew Butt

Fourth-year

Sociology

"In the

UCLA soci-

ety, anything

goes. People

have a vari-

ety of views

here. But I

think it's

most impor-

tant that you

love a person, that you don't just

go randomly sleeping around."

April Liening

Fourth-year

English

"Society

often takes

sex too light-

ly, and some

people have

suffered a

lot of heart-

breaks as a

result. Sex is

a great

thing, a gift from God. I'm excit-

ed about waiting until marriage

because then I'll have someone

with a total emotional and spiritu-

al commitment to me."

Nicole Beck

First-year

Undeclared

"American

society's view

on sex is

somewhere in

the middle.

Some soci-

eties in the

world are

more open

about sex

than American society; others are

much more closed-minded. My
view is that sex should be dis-

cussed openly as something that

is made for two people in love." _

Malteeny Pumpuang

Fourth-year

Psychobiology

"The

media in

society is

pretty open

about sex,

but I think

individuals

in society

are generally

pretty con-

servative about it, especially

when it comes to sex outside mar-

riage and casual sex. My personal

view is that sex is a personal

choice, so long as the sex is not

degrading or forced."

Marc Arranaga

Third-year

Art history

"Sex is a

private mat-

ter. I have a

real problem

with society

at times. For

example, the

death of

Matthew

Shepard

really disturbs me. I am gay, so

what you like may be different

from what I like. But that's not to

say either one is right or wrong."

By Maryam Baqi

- I swear one would have thought I

was my grandmother the other night.

The gasping, sighing and head-shaking

that I was doing made even me wonder.

I mean, all I was doing was watching

TV, but I swear the screen was just

boobs - heaving chests here, not-so-

subtle cleavage there. And then the

Sharon Stone leg cross from a 15-year-

old girl wearing a slip while pursuing an

already-taken boy.

But this isn't about "Dawson's

Creek."

See, I don't mind women dressing in

a sexy manner. I encourage it. But what

I saw was not sexy. That was Sex. They

Baqi Is the editor In chief of UCLA's

FEM Magazine.

were breasts, butts and thighs. They

were being objectified, but we've all

heard this stulT before, right?

We've all heard of how women are

these sex things used to sell products.

(Case in point: Tyra Banks "bending

over backwards" on a pool table to

advertise a CD player).

There are people who say that

women need to get over it, that sexism

isn't bad, that we're empowered crea-

tures because we can Tnake men fall to

their knees.

Well, yes. It is empowering. It's actu-

ally really fun. I'm not denying the

strength of sexuality, but somewhere

along the lines of human history.

Woman has become equated with Sex.

So, why do I shake my head in disap-

pointment with TV when i just said I

encourage sexiness in women? Sexual

associations aren't bad per se. It

becomes negative, however, when it's

the only thing women are associated

with.

See BAQI, page 15

LETTERS

Love doesn't

recognize

gender, race

As a queer Latina, sexuality is

not something I occasionally dis-

cuss, but it is a part of my every-

day life. Regardless of what my
culture says about gender confor-

mity, about how as a woman I am
supposed to take a passive role in

this patriarchal society, my views

don't change and neither does my
right to love whomever I chose. In

the Hispanic culture, lesbians are

despised not necessarily for loving

women but for *Vanting to take

on the man's role."

Seeking equality - and because

the object of one's affection hap-

pens to be of the.

same sex - m no way

means that all of us

want to change gender, yet my cul-

ture does not understand that.

Certainly my views don't reflect

those of my culture but more of a

feminist perspective founded in

equality.

Sex is a reflection of that spe-

cial bond between two people, it

knows nothing of race, class or

gender.

If America is supposed to be a

free country, shouldn't this free-

dom also extend to sexuality?

Maria Guerrero

Third-ytar

Women's studies and psychology

with a minor in Lesbian, Gay, Blscnial

and Trusfciidtr stiidifs
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Come meet Mark Swinney, C.S.B.

for a FREE BOOKTALK on
/
4-.

i

Science ^d Health
with Key tc||ne Scriptures

by Marf* Baker Eddy

and quality of lifeDiscover ho^'^is book can improve y
Hear how this book has changed lives

Discuss spiritual solations to eveiyday problems

Leam how this book increases your apj.reciatJonof the Bible

Bring a friend who is not afraid to think.

Saturday, October 24

1:00|^M

Christian Scien^ Reading Room
- a bookstore for tiiinkers -

1125 Glendon Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90024

For more information call (310) 208-3814

2 hour free validated parking at 1052 Glendon Ave.

and the "Monty BIdg." at 1100 Glendon Ave.

For more good news join us again

for a FREE Christian Science lecture

Gods Love
InYS

To be given by Mark Swinney, C.S.B.
A member of the Christian Science Board of Lectureship

'\ i

.lf«^-

Saturday, O^ober 24

7:30 PM

d
-Twenty-eighth Church of Christ, Scientist

1018 Hilgard Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90024

For more information call (310) 208-8189
Free parking and child care provided at the church

I

^
Here's your chance to gain valuable insights about what it takes to travel the road from

medical school to the physician's office.

A Speaker series for all Prv-Heds!

Not to be

Missed!

We are proud to offer you the unique opportunity to meet and speak

with each of the following: a medical sUident,

a med school advisor, and a physician.

Erik Jolin Smart
^«^^^ *fr'^^"^^^p^

Founder Emeritus of Hyperieamin£ Oct28th 6pm - 8pm

TOPIC: The Path of Heart - A multimedia pre-med counseling session.

Dr. Edward McCabe Lead Ph)radan & Dir. of Dept of Pediatrics. UCLA Nov.llth - 6pm • 8pm

TOPIC: "What's up, Doc" - A Physician's Prescription for Success in Medicine.

ny.BrjSf Dir. of LEA.D Center, UCLA School of Medicine Noy.lSth - 6pm 8pm

TOPIC: Keeping it Real - What UC Admissions Committees are Really Looking For!

Th

On Cannpus at UCLA!
events are FREE Students for Students Events!

iiypSTiSSPniuy
Medical division of THE PRINCETON REVffiW

WHEELER
From page 12

be completely clear in their communi-

cation with men, even if this means

being rude or hurting someone's feel-

ings.

Still, even if a man suspects a

woman is saying no when she means
yes, he simply has to stop, because we
are all different and a woman that has

been trained to be "lady-like" may be

saying no as firmly as she can.

We can only rely on what we're

told, not what we assume. Let's face it,

ifwe only had to rely on assumptions,

we'd all pretty much assume that any-

one we're attracted to wanted to have

sex with us at any given moment.
Stop. Ask. Clarify.

Besides, if you are with someone
that is vacillating between no and yes,

, you're on dangerous ground. You
can't know for sure what they really

want, and you don't know what
they're telling other people. Protect

yourself by obtaining clear consent

every time. Nobody likes to hear no -

but it's better to back away than to

ruin your life and/or the life ofthe per-

son you're with.

Other factors, especially drugs and
alcohol, can impede our ability to

communicate effectively. In fact,

according to the law, having sex with

someone who is unconscious or

unable to give consent because of

drugs or alcohol is illegal.

— (Note to anyone^ jast

"But what if they're both drunk?"

Intoxication is not a legal defense. If

you rape someone while drunk,

whether they were drunk or not, you

are still responsible. You're not going

to get out of driving under the influ-

ence because you were too drunk to

know what you were doing - the same
is true of rape.) Do yourself a favor

and stay away from the gray areas -

those "What if situations we can all

think of. Stop. Ask. Clarify.

Yes, miscommunication and its by-

products like anger can cause sexual

violence. Yes, men commit the vast

majority of these crimes. Most men,

however, do not rape. Still, it is in the

interests of all men and women to b(

open and honest about sex and desire

Even if you are a man and don't feei

particularly vulnerable to sexual

assault (which is not necessarily the

case), know that each man has women
in his life. Communicate with your

partners and demand it of other men,
and you are contributing to a safer

environment for all of us.

If it were up to me, you would all

have as much fun, safe, consensual sex

as you wanted.

Until we figure out the perfect sys-

tem, though, take care of yourselves

and your partners by communicating

with and respecting them.

To Reserve a seat, please call (310) 208-5000 or (800) MD-BOUND
or via e-mail info.la review.com

CHANG
From page 13

Listen to them, talk to friends you
both have in common, find the cam-
pus and off-campus resources to help

them out of their cage. We can only

open the door but they have to step

through.

Having said that, if you have a

friend who is in an abusive relation-

ship then you owe it to your friend to

help them get the services that they

need - or else you're no friend at all.

Ignoring the problem won't make it

go away, there are things you can do
about it, and it is your business!

A woman once told me that she

had a husband who beat her. That
same woman said that she stayed

with that guy because she was young
and stupid. Hermanas, you are not

stupid. You are human and you make
mistakes. You make the same mis-

takes that many other women have

made before.

Ifyou or anyone you know is in an
abusive relationship, contact the

Women's Resource Center located

in2DoddHall.

Daily Bruin Viewpoint Friday, October 23. 1996 IS

BAQI
From page 13

Going back to TV, there are a lot

of representations of successful

women. Great, but these successful

women are also intensely sexy

women. It's the constant association

with sex that gets a bit annoying. In

other words, while they're battling

the world in a low-cut blouse and a

mini, mini skirt, their male counter-

parts are dressed in khakis, blue polo

shirts and are balding.

Seriously, I would like to see a bit

of male chest on TV, instead of so

much female.

This extends beyond TV. Look

around you Kere at UCLA. 1 firmly

believe that there are a lot more beau-

tiful women on campus than there

are men. Why is it that this campus

seems to have so many thin, stylish

women, and so many, well, men with

the opposite characteristics?

Because of the constant portrayal

ofwomen as sex objects, regardless of

their occupations, beliefs and goals,

these women are taught to expect

more of themselves in terms of sexu-

ality. You're going to get the Nobel

Prize in chemistry? Okay, but don't

forget your heels. What about the

men? Well, if they're going to get the

Nobel Prize in chemistry, um, pat

them on the back of their Hawaiian

shirt.

1 don't think women should think

that sexmess is anti-temimst. On the

contrary, a woman should be com-

fortable with her sexuality, with her

body and with her femininity. 1 don't

think women should become void of

sexual associations, but I don't think

it should define a woman. 1 don't

think that everything she does should

have a sexual tint to it, just the same

way that a man's accomplishments

do not reflect on this sexuality.

Some would say, then, that I

expect women to be like men. Nay. I

am firmly against women becoming

like men. What I expect is on two lev-

els. First, I expect women to stop see-

ing themselves solely as sexual

objects. It's cool to see yourself sexu-

ally, but don't let it define you.

Second, I expect women to stop

being seen as nothing more than Sex,

be that on TV, in magazines, around

campus, whatever.

Women can be beautiful and,

yeah, we can be intensely sexy, mak-

ing men fall to their knees - but

Woman is not Sex. She has more

potential. She can be (imagine this)

sexy and intelligent.

BAILARD
From page 12

that Indian casinos are exempt from

state taxes because there is a U.S.

law that states that reservations are

federal trust lands and therefore

exempt from state taxes. Moreover,

tribes have agreed to adopt

California building safety standards

for casinos, and create unions and

the option for collective bargaining

for all casino employees.

As the agreement stands today,

any tribe wishing to enter into a

compact is subject to the loss of sov-

ereignty, and to the loss of land use

and control that they were promised

by the U.S. government.

Casinos are not the final answer

to improving the lives of those on

reservations, but it is an essential

step. Through time these people

have been cheated out of their land,

subjected to extreme abuse, and

denied the goods and services they

were promised. Despite centuries of

hardships, these tribes have found a

way to raise their communities out

of tragedy.

So please, let's not allow the U.S.

government to break its word again.

I am sick of hanging my head in his-

tory classes.

Vote ys' on Prop 5.;,^j j,;.,
^- •

:
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GENTLE COSMETIC & GENERAL DENTISTRY
for the entire family

w
Get a Free Oralgiene

ULTRA Plaque Remover
wHh complete exam, x-fiys and deaning.

• GENERAL & PREVENTIVE

DENTISTRY

• COSMETIC DENTISTRY

• UP-TO-DATE INFECTION

CONTROL PROGRAM

Aaron h. oHKIL/Yd.d o., /\.r .v>(

m-'®M'^

•New patient; onty

•Not Qood with any
other oner

•Expires 1(V30/98

sheity€iDDS4U.com
Evening and Weekend Appointments Available

1052 WILSHIRE BLVD., # 303 SANTA MONICA, CA 90403

Member ADA
andCDA
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Ackerman Student Union - level 2

•3Com Corp.

•Advanced Sterilization Products

•AIL Systems. Inc. Technical Services

Operations

•Allied Signal

"Altera Corporation

•AMD
•Americorps

•Andersen Consulting

•Anubis

•Applied Materials

•Arete Associates

•Arthur Andersen

•Ashland Chemical Company
"•AT & T ^^
•Bently Nevada Corp.

•Boeing- So. California

•Bovis Construction Corp

•Cadence Design Systems

•Cambridge Technology Partners

•Chevron Corporation

•CommQuest
•Compaq Computer Corporation

^•Computer Sciences Corporation

•Creative Labs, Inc.

•Cypress Semiconductor

•Cytec Industries Inc.

•Dassault Systems of America

•Deloitte & Touche - ERS
•Deloitte Consulting

•Duncan White Search

•Elite Engineering Corp.

•Ernst & Young

•ESS Technology, Inc.

•FactSet Research Systems Inc.

•Fair Isaac

•Fluor Daniel

•G&H Technology, Inc.

•GDE Systems, Inc.

•Qreen Hills Software, Inc.

•GTE
•Guidance Solutions

•Guidant Corporation
"
*i2 Technologies

' •IBM

•INRI

•Intel Corporation

•Interactive Light

•International Rectifier

•John Wayne Cancer Institute

•JPL

•KLA - Tencor Corp.

•Knowledge Adventure

•Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory

•Lear Astronics Corporation

•Level One Communications

•Line 6

•Litton Data Systems

•Lockheed Martin

—

.
'

'
,

—A
•Lucas Digital Ltd., industrial Light &
Magic

•Lucent Technologies

•Maxager Technology, Inc.

•Micro Strategy, Inc.

•Microsoft Corporation

•Mobil Corporation

•Motorola

•National Semiconductor

•Naval Surface Warfare Center, Port

Hueneme Division

•Navy Engineering Programs

•NCR Corporation

•NetCom Systems

•NexGen SI

•Northrop Grumman Corporation

•Nutrilite Division of Amway
•Pacific Bell

•PeopleSoft

•Pricewaterhouse Coopers

Management Consulting

•Procter & Gamble

•Qualcomm, Inc.

•Raytheon Systems Company
•Rehrig Pacific Company
•Rockwell Science Center

•Rockwell Semiconductor Systems

•RPS, Inc

•SAIC —

•Software Technologies Corporation

•Sony Technology Center - San Diego

•Special Devices Inc.

•Stellex Microwave Systems, Inc

•Sun Microsystems, Inc.

•Symantec Corporation

•Syska & Hennessy

•Talus

•Tanner Research

•Technology Solutions Company

•Teradyne, Inc.

•Texaco, Inc.

•Texas Instruments Incorporated

•The Fourth Tier, Inc. , ,

...

^ -

•The Summit Group

•Trilogy *
—

^

•TRW, Inc.

•UCLA Campus Human Resources

•Urban Science Applications Inc.

•Veritas Software Ck>rporation

•Viant Corporatk)n

•ViaSat, Inc.

•Viking Office Products

•Xerox Corporation

•Xilinx, Inc

•XonTech, Inc.

•Sapient Corporatk>n

•Scholastw Recruits (SR), Inc.

•Scient

•SCO, Inc.

•Singapore EDB:lnternatk>nal

Manpower Program

^W Sponsored by UCLA Career Center

.

Check out perticipeting employers et:

¥¥ww.saon0t.ucla.edu/cMrB0r
and

School of Engineering and

Applied Science
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Bruins try to avoid letdown

after two emotional victories

FOOTBALL Game pits offensive

powerhouse UCLA against top

Pac-rO defense of Golden Bears

ByJcffKmiotek

Daily Bruin Staff

The second-ranked Bruins are on a roll.

They exploded to win an emotional game

against previously undefeated Arizona.

They battled to win an overtime thriller

against previously undefeated Oregon.

They have been victorious in 15 straight

games, a streak that tops the nation.

Injuries aside, everything is going the right

way for UCLA. Tomorrow, they'll be in

Berkeley to take on a California team whose sea-

son lies in the balance of this game.

Seems like prime time for a letdown. A
UCLA Cal-ainity up nor th? Probably not, but

"

this game won't be easy.

"My big concern is that we can't have a let-

down," said head coach Bob Toledo.

"I hope not to allow that to ever happen. But

when you play a team like Arizona and Oregon,

all of the sudden it gets tougher. Everybody

wants to knock you off."

For the Golden Bears, this will be a huge

game - an opportunity to show the world

whether they're contenders or just pretenders.

With a win, the Bears (4-2, 2-1 Pacific-10) will

still be in the Rose Bowl picture. Otherwise,

they'll be well out of frame.

The Bruins have plenty at stake as well, as

they do every week, now that they're in the heat

of a national championship race.

"We have to get up every week being No. 2

and every team gets up and plays their best game

against us. We have to stay focused and play

hard every week so there is no letdown," said

^ee T 0TBm,|>d9e29

THE MATCHUP

POSITION COMMENTS ADVANTAGE

He{$man hopeful belongs to UCIA and so do ail of the statistical

>lddes. Bruin quarterback Cade McNown 1$ 15th In the nation irt

pawing efficiency plus he ranks 11th In total offerwe nattonally, Cal^

JysXin Veddier 1$ solid, but he won^ win you any games. Vbu just iwpe
won't lose you any.

Quarterbad

Running

bad

Cal $ Marcus Fields is the oniy taiit)ack in the conference to average

fewer than four yards a carry, i^is 344 yards account for ail but 92 of

Cat's yardage gained on the ground. Although the Bruins lost freshman

sensation OeShaun Foster to a knee injury, the combination of Keith

Brown and Jermaine Lewis has provided for more yards than all of the

Bears combined.
,<iK^« ^^ *<<,. JU.J*. ,jf^i.^jr-: y^ ^^Jtfiij ±^ j^ A^

Wide

ffoHvers

IS a big play threat in junior Danny Farmer, but the key Is the

m the team gets from sophompte Brian PolH)ixon.The

|vvide-put$ will more than counterbalance the most talented

opfdn in Ovwe two teams: Cal>Darnew Douglas.

Draw

i.^^i.

Tiglitfiid

Offtnshff

Defensive

line

Unebaden

Defensive

bads

Spcdal

teams

Mike Grieb and Ryan Neufeld are favorites of McNown over the middle.

They have good hands and their blocking contributions cannot be

understated. Cal has used AJ. Kunkie about as much as their No. 2 wide

receiver, but that's more due to a need to draw attention away from

Douglas than because of Kunkle's abilities.

The giants which UCLA calls humans have allowed only two.sacks this

year while opening huge holes for the running attack ~ ^S9>eckilly

thanks to junior tackle Kris farris.Cat has size, but they have allowed 33

sacks while the running game has stalled.

With Kenyon Coleman back from an ankle injury the Bruins look

capable of adding sacks while limiting opposing teams to fewer

rushing yards. Last week Coleman was responsible for two fumble

recoveries. Cal ranks eighth in rushing defense while giving up 13

more yards per game than UCLA.

Cat's Sekou Sanyika has made a name for himself this season with 1

7

out of 36 tackles being for losses. He also has she sacks and two

Interceptions. UCLA has the Pac-10 defensive player of the week In

Brendan Ayanbadejo,who is no slouch with five sacks and three

fumble recoveries.

UCLA has only two fewer Interceptions than Cal, but the Bears rank

first in the Pac-10 in pass defense. Opponents have only completed

44 percent of passes against Cal while the Bruins have given up 334

more yards in the air In one less game.

^milPlimm Cal is a pathetic 5-12 from field goal range while their

punting ranks dead last in the Fac-10 v^th a 345 average.UCLA is

second in kickoff returns^ plus AiNAmerica kicker Chris Sailer Is fourth

in punting with a 42.2 average. If his groin strain heals properly his

place kicking accuracy shouldcome around.

Bob Toledo fields the No. 2 team in the country while Cat's Tom

Holmoe is riding his underachieving defense for what could be a

Cinderelta season. Notch goes to Toledo for his offensive innovations

and his ability to get this team fired up for a big game.

Predicted Score: UCLA 48. Cal 13

Draw

Oi

:^^:'

^^^^^^^^^^L]K ^B ' V *^H ft' ^^^^'b 1 * ^k^'nHMA^I ^k IBe^V^ ^ ^kn
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UCLA cornerback

solid as a Roques

^^Sr

FEATURE:S\vil(hin;»

fn.im running back

player finds niche

V Rocky Salmon

fQck>

jlitwl a

Ht;onc

. /l.V in

ttounctd Tock") hclit ud he

Has t;utn}; to pluy wide

rtcfivtr until ht- nas

switched to runnint; back.

In his frisliinan >car he

would rush the h;^l unl>

ci^ht tinus for M >ards

bclorc injuriu«i his ankle.

"I wanted nn hands on

the hall.*' the junior said. "I

came in. then hurt n)> ankle.

'But I Uarned a lot from

Karini \bdulJahhar. look-

inu at his attitude and how

he did what he had to do for

the team to tuncti(»n hest,**

he said.

Sceinn a backlog of run-

nini; hacks alread> at

I (I. .A, Roques did some-

thing he neur enxisioned -:

he asked to he switched to

cornerback.

Kut this idea did not come

from Ko(|ues alone, rather it

was a member of his family

that encourayed the switch.

Holley K\ens. his aunt,

would sujiyest to Ryan that

since he bad the build of a

cornerback he should play

the position - like his older

See ROQUES, page 30

photos by GENEVIEVE LIANG/Daily Bruin

photo illustration by JASON CHEN

CORNERBACKS IN 1998

GENEVIEVE LIANG/Oaily Bfum

(Clockwise from the top) Jason Bell, Ryan Roques, Marques

Anderson and Eric Whitfield predict victory over Cat.

SouKf U(IA AtNftk DfpMiMM

NINA SACKS /Daily Bruin

Skilled secondary forgoes

personal glory to aid team

MNASACKS/DsMyBruin

FEATURE: Four cornerbacks

bring different styles, same

desire to play to each game

By Rocky Salmon

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

"Try your best? Losers always wljine

about their best, but winners go home

with the prom queen." .

- Sean Connery, "The Rock''

Like Marine Recon Forces from the

movie "The Rock" taking over Alcatraz,

UCLA's four cornerbacks have foregone

personal glory to achieve one team goal:

Bruin victory.

Locking in opposing players like the

recon troop locked in tourists, each play-

er has a different style which makes

UCLA's secondary filled with deadly

artillery.

For these four cornerbacks there is no

try, only do. Try their best? For Marques

Anderson, Ryan Roques, Jason Bell and

Eric Whitfield, a Bruin victory is the only

thing worth gunning for.

Four warriors. One common goal.

Jason Bell is the Prototype. Ryan

Roques, the Gamer. Marques Anderson

is the Veteran. Eric Whitfield is the

Silencer.

They are all the Hitters.

For five games, the squad has helped

UCLA to an undefeated record by step-

ping up and making big plays when it

counts. In a position where one mistake

can make you the goat, the unit has

cracked down when needed.

None of them whine. Nobody com-

plains. Four different styles make up one

happy contingent.

For these four players losing is not in

their lexicon. Only victory.

Junior Jason Bell is the prototype - the

perfect example of what a cornerback

should be.

Bell loves playing cornerback.

In a time when most corners have been

switched from other positions, Bell's posi-

tion has always been comer. It's what he

breathes for - it's what pumps him up.

"I love playing cornerback," No. 12

Bell said. "It's the hardest spot on the field

and when you play comer, you the man."

Bell has shown he is the man by break-

ing up nine passes and making 14 tackles,

including four unassisted against Oregon.

He is one of few corners who likes to

play bump-and-run. Bell likes the pressure

of the game resting on his shoulders. He

gleams with confidence.

Says fellow cornerback Ryan

Roques,"! will get hyped if I make a big

hit or interception, but Bell gets pumped

if he covers a guy real well. When he does

that, you can see him taking so much

pride in his work. His work ethic is so

spectacular. He is always after practice

working on his feet and doing drills."

Ryan Roques is the fastest runner in

the secondary. He was supposed to play

wide receiver coming into UCLA, and

later shifted to mnning back. But now he

resides at the comer.

Picking off four interceptions in four

games, Roques has emerged to become

the starting left comcrback.

"Ryan is a competitor," Marques

Anderson said. "Every time out there he

competes, and that is what we need."

For No. 33 Roques, part of the ftm of

being a cornerback is the adrenaline rush
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ART
Crackerjack

Cracker played a competent show

Wednesday at the House of Blues.

ENTEKmiNMENT

Vanessa

VanderZanden

Night aeature

seeks refuge

from daylight's

malicious glare

COLUMN: Alcohol, drugs

make student question

life, relate to KISS songs

Oh,
the horror of waking up

bloated aAer a night of chiii

and beer. The terrifying reali-

ty of downing three shots of espresso

and a cup of coffee after a not-so-set-

tling Greek omelette. And the day

has yet to begin.

As the sun _
creeps its embla-

zoning tendrils

into the living

room safe-

haven^ squawk-

ing birds mock

your efforts at

physical recov-

ery.

"Be gone,

foul heathens,"

you cry. But not

even your devil

of a cat pays

heed to your words of misery. Like

the sly manifestation of evil sorcery

she embodies, your cat merely slith-

ers closer to your side of the carpet.

"Pet me. Now. On the belly," she

demands, gripping you in her spell.

"Yes, that's it, my fat, grey furry

belly. Pet it, oh slave to my treacher-

ous feline needs. Your efforts at resis-

tance are nothing in comparison to

the dark power I wield. And scratch

my neck while you're at it."

Oh, the subjugation! Oh the dis-

grace of obedience on this black day!

But what can be done to amend the

wrongs incurred upon you in this

early morning hangover state?

Candy. Lots of candy. Not to eat

straight off, but just to have.

Really huge chocolate bars and

entire rolls of sweet tarts. Just to

make the other kids jealous, see? And
an enormous pumpkin, carved more

intricately than those of the neigh-

bors.

Wait, you're regressing. The mind

aches in confusion. Self-produced

chemicals mesh with peculiar hor-

mones. Nothing seems clear. A
strange transformation appears to be

taking place. Are your nails growing

longer and your teeth sharper or is it

a mad delusion?

Is it the drugs wearing off or just

now taking elTect or is it ... no, it

couldn't be. You've spent too many
years toiling over books and papers

to have reached this end. But yes, it

appears you are becoming ... a crea-

ture of the night!

No longer convinced that the

work efforts put in by day in window-

less office cubicles will amount to

anything worthwhile, you hunt down
mind-enhancing toxins once the sun

sinks low in the smoggy sky. Joining

your legions of reality-questioning

ghouls, you ponder the effectiveness

of the encompassing social system.

The time structure in place carries

leu meaning than the confmes of

your physical being. Only sound and

thought penetrate your senses, and

i^PNEATER REVIEW

'Fosse: A
Celebration in

Song and
Dance'

establishes

Bob Fosse as

an influential:

choreographic

force - even if

the show
occasionally

drags

Catherine Ashmore

Valtrie Ptttiford and company perform in'Mein Herr^from the musical revue 'Fosse: A
Celebration in Song and Dance."

By Cheryl KItiii

Daily Bmin Senior Staff

A monstrous photograph hovers in trans-

parent black and white over the stage of the

Ahmanson Theatre. Apparently caught in an

introspective moment, the crouching Figure

looms both larger than life and delicately

human.

This telling and imposing image opens

"Fosse: A Celebration in Song and Dance"

and bookends nicely with one of the last nunv

bers, "Mr. Bojangles." Legendary choreogra-

pher Bob Fosse composed the piece in 1978,

when his body no longer followed through

with what his strict inner director demanded.

His daughter, Nicole, however, was in her

prime and could execute her father's moves

with passion, precision and the sort of collec-

tive memory that the retrospective musical

shares with several generations of fans.

So when a hunched-over curmudgeon

(Sergio Trujillo) recounts his glory days while

a ghost of his younger self arches and leaps,

dreamlike, around him, the show hits a power-

fully personal climax.

But between these two striking images are

two and a half hours of hit-and-miss Fosse

odes that may explain the distressed expres-

sion on the photograph's face.

The three-act dance concert leaves no

doubt as to Fosse's breadth or ingenuity. The

current consensus is that Fosse was ahead of

his time, which his layered moves and aptitude

for experimentation attest to.

Gender, for example, is wholly malleable,

evoking the same considerations as the work

of modem dancer Bill T. Jones but in a less

cerebral, more accessible format. As far back

as the 1950s, Fosse was structuring women's

moves around bowler hats, and by the '70s, he

wasjuxtaposing male-male, female-female and

male-female duets in "All That Jazz's" "Take

Off With Us - Three Pas De Deux."

As such a subtitle might suggest. Fosse

worked in threes. Nearly all the numbers fea-

ture two men and a woman or two women and

a man.

And as long as we're implying kinkiness,

let's talk about "Mein Herr," a night club

number which appears in the film version of

"Cabaret." Long before Madonna ever

donned lingerie and straddled a chair, Sally

Bowles (here a decadent, jaded Valerie

Pettiford) heated up pre-WWII Beriin with

Fosse's doom-laden stoicism and simultane-

ous sexual abandon.

Performed by a septet of boldly apathetic

dancers, the number is by far "Fosse's" most

stunning. Santo Loquasto's costuming (cru-

cial in a show with style as its primary uniting

factor) is no less than perfect; the dancers' all-

black S&M-ish combinations of garter belts

and bits of lace capture "Cabaret's" mood of

forced mourning, of going kicking, screaming

See FOSSE, pa9e 19
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Cracker corK^rt crumbles fans' composure
MUSIC Intense interplay

between band, audience

creates a rousing concert

By Brant HopUns
Daily Bmin Contributor

As the multicolored curtains of the

House of Blues parted late last

Wednesday, it wasn't clear exactly

what was in store. The bill advertised

Cracker as the headline act, but most

of the six men and one wonum stand-

ing onstage looked more like fans than

musicians; they weren't playing, and

the man holding the microphone,

"XdfiA' DliHlf oTCSuiifing Crows,

wasn't even a part of the band. Once

he introduced the augmented quintet,

however, it became clear that it was

indeed Cracker onstage.

The men onstage may not have

looked the part of rock musicians,

with their laid-back demeanor and

sport coat attire, but they certainly

sounded authentic once they kicked

into the growling song, "Seven Days."

David Lowery and company cranked

out nearly two hours of driving rock,

with the occasional country number

tossed in along the way.

Warmed up by the New Orleans-

style rock of the opening band.

Everything, the crowd responded well

to Cracker's angst-laden tunes.

Sometimes they moved, dancing liS^e

clowns to the annoyingly needling "I

Want Out OfThe Circus." Sometimes

the crowd sang, accompanying

Lowery's sneering vocals on

"Eurotrash Girl" and "Mr. Wrong."

Mostly though, theyjust yelled, calling

out like drunken mariachis through-

out the evening.

Whenever the band found its way

into a particularly potent groove,

heads went bobbing and feet went tap-

ping. Diehard Cracker fans did not go

home disappointed, and lead singer

and guitarist Lowery did not let fan

enthusiasm go unnoticed.

"Hey, you guys are a pretty good

audience," Lowery said amid a chorus

ofcheers between songs.

"Of course," Lbwcry*s mind iiiay

have changed as the concert pro-

gressed. Some fans, rather than enjoy-

ing the concert for its musical enter-

tainment, elected to toss playing cards

at band members onstage. Lowery

seemed unconcerned at first, even jok-

ing aloud about the collection begin-

ning to pile up.

"Want to play poker? Tve got a

pretty good hand here," he laughed,

continuing to play. As the evening pro-

gressed, however, the band's patience

waned as cards began to accumulate.

Bassist Bob Rupe began to throw

them back into the audience, and

Lowery hinted at ending the concert if

the cards kept showing up onstage.

Sec OMCnir'pagc 20
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Screen Scene

Lions Gate Films

Kate Capshaw stars as Gale in "The Alarmist."

'The Alarmist*

Directed by Evan Dunsky
Starring David Arquette, Stanley Tucci,

Mary McCormick and Kate Capshaw
**The worid is a dangerous place. Live safely," offers the

final moments of "The Alarmist."

That's a good point - the only one the strangely comical

film even hints at in an hour and a halfofeyebrow-wrin-

kling, head-scratching action.

The dark comedy stars David Arquette as Thomas
Hudler, an appealing young salesman who takes a job with

Grigoris Security Systems. Under the wings of veterans
^^

Heinrich (Stanley Tucci) and Sally (Mary McCormick),

Tom is an instant success, getting lucky at his first home

visit ... in more ways than one.

With a promising career and his beautiful new girlfriend,

Gail (played by the elegant Kate Capshaw), his life seems

to be heading in a bright direction away from his trailer-

trash roots. That is, until Tom casually discovers that, in his

spare time, Heinrich enjoys burglarizing the very homes

that he aims to secure. From there, Tom's life unravels in a

series of odd, inexplicable events.

The amusingly sardonic film (reminiscent of 1997's

underrated "Zero Effect") is embodied by the comic talents

of a great ensemble cast. Following his now-classic role in

the "Scream" movies, Arquette reprises a similarly wacky,

naive, yet cynical, character in his first starring role. His

ability to carry a movie is undeniable, although his dramat-

ic attempts are sometimes unconvincing, and he is slightly

off as a good romantic lead. Half the movie's appeal is

Arquette *s curious facial expressions and animated energy.

The other half belongs to an impressive supporting cast,

led by Tucci as Tom's unscrupulous mentor. McCormick
provides some laughs in the opening moments with her

quirky, straight-faced quality, but her efforts go to waste for

the remainder of the film with a weakly developed script.

An unexpected star of the film is Ryan Reynolds as

Gail's sexually avid teenage son Howard. Now featured in

the ABC sitcom "Two Guys, A Girl and A Pizza Place,"

Reynolds provides a crack-up moment in his limited role

when Howard vividly depicts a recent sexual encounter in

all his wide-eyed glory.

As incomprehensible as "The Alarmist" is, the spark is

found in the cast's style and wit. The group is so intriguing

that many of the loose ends - including Sally's unresolved

feelings for Tom and Gail's strange behavior at Tom's par-

ents' home - can be reluctantly forgiven.

Audiences will likely spend the entire movie waiting to

"be enttjghtened by the ultimate point. They^yen^find it, but

in the meantime they'll have fun.

Louise Chu

FOSSE
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and singing into the good night.

The cast also expresses what,

beyond the limp wrists and bowler

hats, made Fosse so distinctive and

perhaps so popular now: his unre-

lenting self-consciousness. In an age

where artistic homages seem to

wrap more and more tightly around

themselves, Fosse's flair is probably

clearer than it was a few decades

ago.

Beyond Fosse's obvious debts to

his vaudeville background, the ener-

getic, technically strong ensemble

also manifests his reflexive humor.

When knock-kneed gold-diggers

promise "a few laughs" in the trashy

"Big Spender," they do more than

deliver. ' A cluster of socialites

prance about with rear ends in the

air in "Rich Man's Frug" and the

finale, Benny Goodman's "Sing,

Sing, Sing," features many a

swinger wagging his head and arms

as if to say, "I'm a dork. But I'm lov-

ing every minute of it."

The audience, however, cannot.

Though director Richard Maltby Jr.

has made several savvy positioning

choices, the show repeatedly stum-

bles and lags. Much of this could be

remedied with a little fine-tuning

(for example, trim the chaotic finale

before the impatient audience for-

gets the heart-wrenching impact of

"Mr. Bojangles" completely).

Other problems seem to accom-

pany the minefield that is a tribute

show - a tribute to a choreographer,

no less. Frequently, the pieces that

get catalogued as "big dance num-

bers" are not the best songs any

given musical has to offer. Though
the rockin' "Crunchy Granola

Suite" from "Dancin'" and

"Pippin's" revival-style "Glory" are

exceptions, much of the music -

especially the instrumentals - takes

on a forgettable, elevator quality;

what should be sexy is merely

sleepy.

Bob Fosse was at his best when
he wore multiple hats - "Chicago"

and "All That Jazz," which he wrote

and directed, are arguably his mas-

terpieces. Thus, when limited to

dance steps, the careful integration

of the characters who initially per-

formed them is lost.

One of "Fosse's" most disap-

pointing numbers is "Razzle

Dazzle," which neither razzles nor

dazzles. Those who saw Ann
Reinking's version in this summer's

revival of "Chicago" will resent the

lackluster rendition and perhaps

wish that the "Fosse" co-director

had taken a little artistic license here

as well.

Of course, what tributes have on
their side is name recognition -

making them the theatrical equiva-

lent of a political incumbent.

Fosse's familiar numben get thun-

derous applause even before they

start. In a few instances, however,

perhaps the zealous clappers should

hold off.

While "Steam Heat** is certainly

a show-stopper and synchronously

executed by Jane Lanier. Michael

Patemostro and Alex Sanchez, it is

S«e FOSSE, page 20
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you realize that you must

•dbere to the immortal words

ofthe ancient gurus, KISS

:

**I'm, fonna rock 'n' roll all

night, and party every day."

A swarm ofemotion attacks

your weak4ivered soul as you

QoUapte in a state of inebriated

hHu.

**Yes, I will become a rock

star and travel the world in

search not of truth, meaning or

a heightened spiritual con-

sciousness, but a most excellent

good time," you wail content-

edly. *This is my true destiny.

All the rest is pure rot."

Wading through the sea of

fellow students on campus, you

detach yourself from their

petty conversations. You hear

the woman working the

Republican party table on

Bruin Walk chuckle gap-

toothedly to a fellow table

worker, "Did I startle ya? Ha,

MIy Brain Alts EnlHtaiMiiMl

ha.-

"My God, what are these

rodents doing everywhere,"

you gasp. "The campus is over-

run with rats! And mindless

singleceQed organisms peram-

bulating the walkways in cir-

cles!" Circles wrap around in

front ofmy eyes and weave

rings of torture throughout my
head, constricting the brain

cells and suffocating my coher-

ent stream of thought

But the living nightmare

knows no end. Even with the

hope ofa rock-star existence to

hold to, you cannot maintain

sanity.

You tumble mercilessly into

the Vortex! Vortex! Vortex!

And smash your head like a

molding pumpkin into another

flickering dawn.

VanderZanden plans to be ?ez

Girl for Halloween, with a giant

blood-covered, cardboard pez

piece popping out of her neck

reading, 'Dear God, Please Make
Me Dead.'

CRACKER
Frompagelt

The pace slowed a bit, and although the

phantom hurler continued to airmail the

presents onstage, the band stayed put.

A much nnore wefeome presence was

that of Duritz. The charismatic singer of

Counting Crows ventured out to aid with

backup vocals for several songs, as did

past-collaborator Joan Osborne.

Whether singing along, banging away at

a tambourine or simply sitting onstage

with a bottle ofbeer in his hand, Duritz's

carefree demeanor provided a nice coun-

terbalance to the severely intense figure

ofLowery.

Guitarist Johnny Hickman's nimble,

fretboard flngerwork provided another

highlight Whether wailing away like a

'70s guitar hero on the jam tune "Been

Around The WorW" or mimicking violin

tones on "Pictures Of Matchstick Men,"

Hickman displayed both versatility and

refinement in his solos. His subtle fills

combined with Lowery's uncharacteris-

tically melodic vocals on the introspec-

tive "Big Dipper" made it the standout

number of the concert, outshining the

more popular numben.

Ahhough the closing of the show suf-

fered from Lowery's increasingly exas-

perated mood. Cracker did manage to

ckMe on a high note.

Prior to the one-song encore, they

launched into the famihar opening oif

"Low," bringing cheen from the audi-

ence.

Rather than continuing, the music

abruptly ground to a halt following the

outbreak of applause.

"LA.'8 really sophisticated, but you

guys just want to hear the hits. Come on,

admit it," Lowery said, a tad overconfh

dently.

With this brief interruption, the band

restarted and played on with full energy.

Although the brief narcissistic inter-

lude annoyed the crowd,* the music

proved worthy of their time.

For a bunch of guys who look like

accountants and high school teachers

rather than musicians, Cracker can turn

out an exciting live show.

It may be uneven at times, but the

moments where the band locks in and

grooves together arc well worth the occa-

sional tepid song or condescending

remark.

FOSSE
Frompa9e19

not distinct or particularly clever without

the annoyingly perky "Pajama Game^ to

make it look good. Here, Fosse gets over-

shadowed by his own work - most of

what makes "Heat" cool is demonstrat-

ed elsewhere in the revue.

Though far from a flawless musical,

"Fosse" is nevertheless an ambitious and
historically necessary work. And more
often than not, it boasts the added bonus
of being entertaining. For this, we can

thank lead singer Valerie Pettiford (the

defmition of triple-threat), the gracefully

acrobatic Desmond Richardson and the

outrageous Shannon Lewis (in "I

Gotcha," she thrashes, struts and shim-

mies like Tina TXimer).

Ifthe production makes our shoulders

droop a bit as we leave the theater, well.

Fosse's influence makes us look dam
good doing it.

THEATER: 'Fosse: A Celebration In Song
and Dance' runs through Dec. 6 at the

Ahmanson Theatre in downtown LA.

Tickets range from $22.50 to $65. For tick-

et information, call (213) 628-2772.

From The Director Oj laJgLC0/A6 TO TH6 DOLLHOUS§

"Todd $olondz...One of the most

lacerating, funny and distinctive

-JiMtHisim.TIKN{WyONTIHCS

"Jaw dropping...Solon(lz has pushed

the envelope. An undeniably clever

and provocative film.

•l(Mrtiikii.lOSMKa(SnN(S

"Deeply disturUng and shockingly

funny. One of the few indelible

movies of the year."
•lidAun.N(WSWBI

s Celebrate the music of Henry Mancini as

"It marks the emergence of a major

American filmmaker."
(KmUnWnM^OrTDITIMHniTWnUY

"Two thumbs up!" "^^^^"
SISiaODOIT

lmMr.lKWyOIIIIUlYI«m

HAPPINESS
b| Todd Solondz

li / n
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wondering now

you can help
expand the

."^ !AMAI,*V<PlI'lf HfiGA/ZARA
AV"«\ VA'iHCV iJiJhlS HfAl) [.yMHiA SKVF'JSO'J
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(310) 474-7806

PLAYING

iMUktMttlJI
HaiHlfhtii«

tJummacA

210)394-8089

EdMMTdl BtM PlUI S
(714)529-5336

*CMIMtUI
PMn(<Miirtto Onnntt
(805)383-2267

•OOITAMBA
bkmnliDMvn C«nlgr 4

(714)751-4184

*L0N6BCACN

(562)438-5435

•IMFBJZ
LMF«to3
(323)664-2166

AMCiMnnoii
BnchArtpin6
(310) 318-8000

I'lTovvn

Ctmws
(B19961-J611

LMiranic's Enquire

(626)793-6149

IPMI; NO nOSES ACCEPTED
fwi nvB CHBMBEIiBli

(9«r831-0446 ffi^

t1oiiic<i Ulcincini

Join the Recycing

Advocates, atask
force thatwbrkson

expandng
recycling on-

campus. Studerrts,

faciilyand staffare

al welcometothe
gtouplswe^

meetings, held on
Tuesday

inRoyce152

at6pm

WeJnesJay October 28

UCLA's Royce Hall

AAs. Mancini will be ptrforming live with a ^o pitct

Orchtstra conducted by Patrick Williams

Taping htr PBS TV Sptclal U Smhh-Htmhn production)

tickets available at the following locations:

UCLA CENTRAL TICKET OFFICE

UCLA PERFORMING ART$-ROYCE HALL Bioo

Jackets liquirtd - Audience must be seattd by 7:^5pm

For informatio** ''Ml (310) 825-4401 Of 4403
attir^u.^jdf-'i^.'
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308 Westwood Plaza
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INTERNET
E-Mail: classifieds@media.ucla.edu
Web: http://www.dailybruin.ucla.edu

PHONE
Classified Line: (310) 825-2221
Classified Display: (310) 206-3060
Fax:(310)206-0528

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Thu: 9:00am-4:00pm
Fri: 9am-2:30pm

One Issue, up to 20 words $8.00
...each additional word 0.50
Weekly, up to 20 words 27.00
...each additional word 1 .50
Monthly, up to 20 words 90.00
...each additional word 5.00

For Classified Display ads,
please see our rate card

for variable rate information.

^1 VISA

DEADLINES
Classified Line Ads:
1 working day before printing,

at 1 2 noon.
Classified Display Ads:
2 wori(ing days before printing,

at 1 2 noon.
There are no cancellations after

noon of the day before printing.

PAYMENT
Please make checks payable to
"The UCLA Daily Bruin." We
accept Visa, MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards. /Mlow 5
working days for mail payments.

HOW TO WRITE
AN EFFECTIVE AO

• Start your ad witti ttw

merchandise you are selling.

This n>akes it easier for readers to
quickly scan the ads and locate
your items.
• Always include the price of your
item. Many classified readers
simply do not respond to ads
without prices.

• Avoid abbreviations—nuike your
tid easy for readers to understand.
• Place yourself in the reader's

positk>n, ask what you wouM like to
know about the mercfiandise, and
include that in the ad. Include such
information as brand names, colors
and other specific descriptions.

r]f»^i^^!d?
Communications board fully supports the Univers-ty of Califofn.as policy on nondiscrimination No medium shall accept advertisements which present oersons of any origin, race, sex or sexual onentation in

!J!!I!l^.™"l.^^.y5;j.'^Ply !^.!^l^!y5^''^ /°'«'^' °' ''•a'us in society Neither the Daily Bruin nor the A^UCUV Communications §oard hfeinvestigated an? of the s«^icw advelii«!d or the^

I
to the Business

Vestside Fair Hous-

foF the first incorrect ad insertK^n only Minor typographical errors are not eligible fo7r^ur;JvF^,n7;^ur;;i:t?;e baTly eTuiTi claTs.7i^^'S^'a!lS m^t'^^'noti^lS'of^n SlJr'llll^'a^of'S^bS*?^^;; no^T^"'

1700
Lost and Fouml

EMERALD GREEN FORMAL GOWN. Lost

10-14-98 between Ackerman and Murphy
Hall on Bruin walk Please call x51171

1900
Personal Messages

HEY CAT!!
Just wanted to wish you a great Friday and I

^^^i^nmiij^g^^^^^B ^i^^^^^^^i^^^^—^^^^

nope you r weekgna ot "IN^' goes wettt —
Your Dykstra Buddy

1800
inscellaiMoiis

W

f it

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. Dbcwssion, Fri. Slip Sludy, 2408 Adcennan

Xhun. Book S^»dy, 2408 Adurmon
M/T/WRm.0mialA3-029

WMl.Rm.A3029
Discussion, AllMMS 12:10- lOOpm

For Mleoltolie$ or IndMikMit mtto tmm a drtnUng pnbhm.

DRUG TEST YOURSELF at home. Accurate

and simple to use test strips. THC, Cocaine,

others. $15 or 4 for $40. 1-800-395-

1694.VISA/MC accepted. Not for clinical

use. www.3wave.conViri

FREE WINNERS. FREE SCORES. FREE
Lines, no money, no operators, no hassles.

www.line-busters.com.

YOUR CREDIT UNION
Your on-campus&on-line financial services

source, for students, faculty&staff . Visit us at

Ackerman A-Level, on-line at www.ucu.org

or call 310-477-6628.

1200 _.., _.v;:^
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To My Little Sis Annie,
I hope you arc ready for the

exciting year aliead of us.

You arc the little sis that I

have been waiting for, and 1

only hope that I can be the

big sL«i that you want.

Remember to make the most
out of this year, after all you

are only a pledge once.

Happy Informalsl

Love, YBS Lisa

To my dearest Itt' s» Bccca,
Bright and sweet as you are,

tomorrow will be your height
to shine, my little tiger. It

will mark the beginning of a

year filled with happy
memories and lasting

friendships between you and
I as well as within the

sorority. Good luck at

informals!

Love always, Kimey

*i»HiM>'>HHH i
l)

i M|i»J

* , > •^'
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^ WEIXIIME^
Its Fall 1998 New Member Class

1. Ivka Adam 16. Megan Kephart

J. Kenee Boehm 17. Kristin Koppe
3. Amber Brooks 18. Rachel Levin

4. Abby Chiverton 19. Cheryl Long

5. Meredith Cohen 20. Allyn Motter

6. Kari Edwards 21. Marielle Nagy

7. Melaura Erickson 22. Jaclyn Nolan

8. Amanda Fleming 23. Colleen O' Gara

9. Camille Formosa 24. Kari Pickler

10. Gloria Franke 25. Erin Rech

11. Kristin Gamo 26. Breana Teubner

12. Lauren Gregory 27. Jocelyn Thompson
13 Linnsey Hartman 28. Jackie Sherwood
14. Krystal Hauseur 29. Kasey Wooden
15. Mara Herron 30. Hannah Young

To MLS Pamela,

Congratulations! I'm so

excited for this year! I

know well have lots of

fun and memories. I will

always Ix? here for you!

Have fun tomorrow night

... be good!

Love Always,

YBS Shawna J

I)ea»* Vi ^Q\v\\a,

^ D om so pi^o\Aii & Kcippy
mm fo Kave you as my lil "SIS.

__ O am cflad H\af we afe. so
close alr-eady. J couUn'i

^ have osked for' o \yeMet-

A* lil' sis. TKfs yea»* will L»e

^ so exclfing fo»* you. D
wanf you io know f^af DM any alwoys lie»*e fo»* you

J "K"?!? J V U LSI

Chri.stine

Dearest Flora,

I'm so proud to call you my lil

sis! This is just the beginning of a M
whole year filled with fun and

fnendships I'm sure that we'll

.share so many exciting and

memorable moments together.

Remember that I'll always be

here for you. Have a great time

tomorrow night!

HAPPY INFORMALS!

V
¥

Love, Sheri¥

mis j\y\y\\e. (ZX\\a

Cortgrafs my III' tiger! J'ny so

glad you deciAeA io pledge

cKi»l D \\ope yot^'re as

excited as J am al>oM* fkis

i*pcafy\inQ year. "Don'i let

yoMC sweet dimpled smile

fode. ^Aca\*se. seeir\g it

i!pr*eod across your face

t*\aU.e.s me want to smile.

¥\appy CJ>yforft\a\s\

=^

J

a

•

•

pt^ fm* miU it iM 4 »^^

mUL *lmtfi i« i«M f«» yah. I* fUJU

Ml••

2 OtS SReMOA.
CONGXAnilATKXtSaAar ^
AXC so 6LA0 TMMT yOt/XC A

PMnr or OUR PAAuin T)QS rcAX
WMJL ae run andwormG. just

K€«€MaC» WC AR€ MC»€ FOR
tou. ti^euconcioouRPAMu/
AHDweMOPt «» CAWV 0«
r)<€ TilMMrKM 10 MMHTMN)
pa « J) MAPPr MTORMAIS}

lO\lt.?&l
n!!n>inp

Need, to get sometking off your ckest?

Or do you just want to get ri<l of your ckest?

Or sofa? Coffee Tatle? Wkatever.

advertise

classified line

825-2221

C*A*AV4.W.\».^WA*>*A* ••. ^V*'*'** /»••: 4 *L*v»#>»>'i'*vyovriL i^
'^W^
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22 FridqiOclob(r23J998 Oily Brain QanNM

rdi Sub|6cts,

Ibv arc •lU ^ feluMC ffceUZ

^ ftmfle 9h0»e «il)U« t«uehc«

^ r/cr^^M ATvuiW tliciti. fin «•

M ZveJ^ t« have ^tfv M incf ZiZ «i«

^ %U* ^<»r Ut CliU, AIM tm M

2 bcfiil/Ic^e ^ctr Celtic f iti«

>r «rt«fbliirV|, »n«ftirt<, 0)Ot t

I am ao tinted lo haw you as my 111 «*•

Your consuni unilcs and perky aniiudc

always brighirru my dayl I am also

cxdied to share this wonderful year with'

you This is just the beginning of a

lifetime of memories and fnetvlships.

Tomorrow is your day to shine and I am
proud to show you off Always

remember that I am available for you
2V7 and thai you'U always have my

hean* Happy Informals!

Love ya,

YBS Winnie

f-ntt DiMiM CONTROL PILLS. UCLA re-

search study. $50 per visit to clinic. SrTX>kers

ages 18-34 or rwrvsmokers ages 35-44. CaN
Jessica 310-794-1884.

NORMAL HEALTHY CHILDREN and add-
escents 8-l6yrs needed for UCLA research

study. Receive $25 for lab experiment and
developmental evaluation, and get a scientif-

ic leamir)g experience. Ci>i| 310-825-0392.

POSTI^ENOPAUSAL WOMEN 45+ (Healthy

or with heart disease) wanted for a study on

coronary artery disease involving small

arTHMjnts of radioactivity at UCLA. $25/hr (2

days, 4hrs. each) Call 310-825-1118 or 310-

206-6675.

e
B

Dearest Tracy:
Hap|)y InformaU! Wr krtow that

lomorrow will be the sian of many
wonderful memories for you. You
have been j perfect addition to our

family, and we re so excited about

what this year has in store for you

Never forget that "BBH" and ""Half-

Step" are always here for you- this

year aixl in the years to come!

¥ ybs:

Anne & Jen

Bear Chri^feiria,

ft\ 9* Iveit^ t>« have <^mv a* a I'd

SL9. titv rx&ll^ have a

Av itiajy: itie l—itJtT^&rd ti«

tikis «fcar even rt»r< tihati

i»<^«rc. I J^«» We're g«j^iAa

tnaXf settle greab itieineriea

r,«fet.her I Kp9(» e/«v7/ be a

i»«tni9 Id sis.

C^i^grabs!

V^rftii

f^ Dearest Wonkay...

I

Words can'l cxprcM my love

and Joym lunrliig you m link

•to. I know thto year will be an

exdtint otpcrlcncc for you.

Beint FC i« a toufh but

rewarding poalUoa, but know
my confldencc In you will be

•tronf from your nlte

tomorrow and always.

Love YBS, Elena

tiio^^i^ro^ Bb

AVDRCV,
COOD LVCK AT

IKIFORMAU! THISV6AR
WILL H FVLL OF

COVW(, P1CTVR€i.

RCMCMBCR...I WILL
ALWAV5 B€ H6R€ FOR

VOV! I L0V6 VOV!
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Women Needed
Infertile Asian Couples

in a life crisis seek

wonien to donate eggs.

Ages 21-31, Healthy

Asians and all ethnicities.

Anonymous & Confidential

Top Medical Care in San Francisco

$3,250.00 + Expenses

Family Line

(800) 609.LINE
Call for program details.
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3400
Computsri/Sofliware

LAPTOP FOR SALE. 1998 Dell. 233Mhz.
3Gb drive, floppy/CDROM swappable dri-

ves, 64 Mb RAM. Will take best offer. Call-

310-208-4308.

Bruinlife?

FiCO BIVIII

ConlrolPilb
I

UCLA Research Study.

$50 Per Visit To Clinic.

Smol<ers Ages 1 8-34 or

Non-Smol<ers Ages 35-44.

Call JaMtca

310-794-1884

YEARBOOK

With a national championship football title in the

filture, an expanded graduate section, better ^rts
coverage, and award winning design, you'll want a

Bruinlife Yearbook to remember this year.

Preserving history

one year at a time.

SBJrm/Eoq ikmoni

ANONYMOUS sperm donors neeaed. Help
infertile couples while recelvir>g firuncial

compensation up to Seoo/month and free

healtti screening. Conver)ient hours, located

inWettwood. Call Kim 310-824-9941

EGG DONORSI
WANTED

If you are a healthy
fenfiale between
the ages of 19 and
30 and have health

Insurance.

Compensation
SS500.00

Call MIrna Navas at

(310) 829-6782

LAPTOPS/ DESKTOPS
NEW !l $60/month for 12 months and $1
buyout. No credit, checks or lease.

<www.earthcompl.com/LHl03.html

MAC Powert)ook 5300c w/Word, Excel.

Adobe, 28.8nr>odem, plus more. Complete

w/jportable color printer and black leatfier

case. $975. EthanO310-656-0555.

MACINTOSH llsi with extended keyboard.

Color Monitor, HP Deskwriter Printer, mo-

dem, software, manuals and packing boxes.

$325 Derrtek (323) 850-1086.

ALL-WHITE COUCH set. lovMMt and full:

$300/each. Full Onkyo stereo system w/6
speakers: price negotiable. 310-470-7991.

DINING TABLE 48in. round, expands to

60in. and 72in. with leaves, dark pine, solM

wood, 4 chairs. $150. Call 310-477-1495.

MATTRESSES. FUTON. DESK. Bookshelf.

Dinette Sets. T-Table. Lamps. Deliveries. 7-

days open. King's Furniture. 11961 Santa
Monk:a Blvd. 310-575-4243.

QUEEN MATTRESS SET Excellent condi-

twn. $190 Call 310-837-7654

LOSE WEIGHT NOW
ASK ME HOW

All natural nutritk>nal health products. Call

310-202-6044

NbcoBmoouf

FINE ISLAND CIGARS- Monica and Bill's fa-

vorite from the island. Single cigar or box
prices, call 954-814-3891 email:

<cohibaexpressOhotmail.com>

4200
Ronlals

BEAUTIFUL STUDIO
Near Westwood Village. Full amenity build-

ing. Balcony, pool, gym, parking. Top condi-

tion. 24hr secunty. $115,000 310-824-2834.

* Piano Rentals *
X Low Monthly Rates x
^Hollywood Piano Rental Confipany^

SNOW SKIS
ROSSIGNOL 4SV. 195cm. Good condition,

boots included-size 12. $200. Call Tyler at

310-824-4828.

Ante ftir Sato

1986 DODGE COLT- Red, 4-door, 5-speed.
4-cylinder. 1 -owner. 63K miles. Sell after 11-

06-98. Recommend timing belt change.
$1900 firm. 323-658-8210.

1990 FORD T-BIRD Super Coupe. Special
anniversary edition. Black on silver.

60Kmiles, fully loaded, mint condition.

$7250. 31 0-206- 1720days, 310-473-1484e-
venings.

1990 MAZDA MIATA. Red convertible.
AM/FM Cassette, Low mileage, Low main-
tenance. $4450obo. Must selll 818-494-
2077.

67 FORD MUSTANG GTA 289, V8. auto,
air. alpine stereo, excellent condition, must
sell. $7000obo. 310-854-0568

86 Mazda626. Light-blue 2dr. automatk;,
new tires and battery, front bumper damage
but runs great. Only $1400. Yaotong Tan
310-206-1022.

77 PORSCHE 924, $2000obo, 4-speed.

new paint, nk:e sunroof, quick and very reli-

able, great student car. 310-291-4480

'86 BMW 325- Excellent condition Service

records. Bronze. 5 speed. Power equipment.

A/C. Alarm, am/fm and cassette. Sunroof.

$4250 818-789-7727.

'95 VW CABRIOcoNv mm.
tan leather seats. 6-CD changer. Auto, pow-
er everything. Take over payments of

$324/mo JasonO310-372-9167.

SINGLE UCU Grad. Looking for friendship.

racquattMyi partner, chatting on-Rne' and oth-

er ganarai social antartalnmem. Interastad?

sw««lguy900hotmaii.oom

1-YEAR PLATINUM MEMBERSHIP-Bodies
in Motkxi, the best kk^kboxing. spinning, all-

around gym. All k)catkxi8. $500. Call for

mora Information. 310-454-1601.

MARTIAL ARTS. Katabami Ju-JNau Doio tra-

ditk)nal A authentk: ju-jitau, satf-defansa t'ai

Chi. yoga. cN gung, meditatkm. Master Alax-

ay Kunin: 323-512-2538.

UCLAAJSC TICKETS. Top doNar pakl. Need
13aludant or ger>erBl admlssk)n ttekets. CaN
310-753-8572.

WE BUY CARS. New and old. Running or

not Jeff 310-714-5808.

MATTRESS BONANZA!! 1200
SEALY. STEARNS & FOSTER. Also Ortho-

pedic twin-sets-$1 19.95. Fuils-$169.95.

Queens-$189.95. Pilk)wtops-$299.95. So-

faa-$219. DaNvery. Baacon Mattress. 1309

Westwood Blvd. 310-477-1466.

MATTRESS SETS!!!
Twin $79. FuN $89, Queen $139. King $159.

Bunkbeds. Deliveries. Phone Orders Accept-

ed. 310-372-2337.

GOT PARKING? Westwood aH year extra

ctose. Cal Jennie at 310-208-1438.

Sr HONDA EUTE 150. First owner. 30004-

milaa. $1200 OBO. 310-842-4760.
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To swing a hammer on top of the Berlin Wall

and help entrepreneurs break through...

to see a pony on a shirt and help it influence culture...

to move a computer company from dorm room to boardroom.

Make a mark with your mind.
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5:00 pm -7:00 pm

Kerckhoff Hall

Grand Salon

MINDS. WIDE OPEN.
www.gs.com
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I am so tNted to have you as my lil sis'

Your constant amiln and perky aaitudr

always bdghirns my day< I am also

ntdied to share this wonderful year with

you This is |ust the beginning of a

li/etintr of memories and friendchipc.

Tomorrow is your day to shine and I am
proud to show you off Always

remember that I am available for you
24/7 and that you'll always have my

heart! Happy Informals!

Love ya,

YBS Winnie

FREE BIRTH COffTROL PiaS. UCLA re-

search study. $50 per visit to dinic. SrTx>icers

ages 18-34 or rwrvsmokers ages 35-44. Call

Jessica 310-794-1884.

NORMAL HEALTHY CHILDREN arKl adol-

escents 8-l6yr8 needed for UCLA research

,

study. Receive $25 for lab experiment and
developmental evaluation, and get a scientif-

ic learning experience. C;»l 310-825-0392.

POSTMENOPAUSAL WOMEN 45+ (Healthy

or with heart disease) wanted for a study on

coronary artery disease involving small

amounU of radioactivity at UCLA. $25/hr (2

days, 4hrs. each) Call 310-825-1118 or 310-

206-6675.

i

Dearest Tracy:
Hap|7y Informals! Wr kno%' that

tomorrow will be the start of many
worKlcfful n»emorie$ for you. You
have been a perfect addition to our

family, jnd we re so excited about

what ihis year has in store for you

Never foryet that -BBH" and ""Half-

Step" are always here for you- this

year jrwJ m the years to conx*!

ybs:

Anne & Jen

Bear Christina,
^iti sm Ivclf^ t>« have «/»u m a Id

SiS. 'Av reaZZe/ have a

|€jiuirKZ«/ »»e<ti/«T«•t^a/it>e/

fchia «/ear ev<r\ in«rc bhart

hi;f»re. I ]f^9Qf »<>< |«i^tAa

rtiai^f »em< |Tcat> iti<in«ri<«

t»«|«t,h<T I i(p9Qf ejmyj'll h< a

i»«Tni9 lil sis.

C^f^fTab* .'

r^ Dearest Wonkay...

^^ Word* can't cxpreas my lore

1 and Joy a* haytng you aa a little

^^ aia. I know thla year will be an
exdtlng cxpcrtencc for you.

_-—Maf PC to a UNifh but

rewarding poalUon, but know
^k my conlldencc In you wlO be ^^

Mrong Croin your nltc

M^ tooMMTOw and alwaya. ^^

^ Love YBS, Elena %J

K

AVDR6V,
COOD LVCK AT

IKIFORMAU! THIJV6AR
WILL B€ FVLL OF

KiO^omS, FVVJ «k, OF

C0Cni5€, PICTVRa.

R(M€MB£R...I WILL

ALWAVJ B€ H€R€ FOR

VOV! I LOVC VOV!

VBJ- KJIKKI

8
e

t
e
c
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Women l^ieded

Infertile Asian Couples

in a life crisis seek

wonien to donate eggs.

Ages 21-31, Healthy

Asians and all ethnicities.

Anonymoiu & Confidential

Top Medical Care in San Francisco

$3»250.00 + Expenses

Family Line

(800) 609-LINE
Call for program details.

Cimaai3aqunaaaaaaaaaqt3qt:,un3amJe

I

I
B
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.^«i»Sae...-».-jii**>riE : i.ii .

3400
ConnNiten/Soflwara

LAPTOP FOR SALE. 1998 Dell. 233Mh2.
3Gb drive, floppy/CDROM swappable dri-

ves. 64 Mb RAM. Will take best offer. Call-

310-208-4308.

Bruinlife?

bruinlifeYEARBOOK

Cpnlfol Pills

UCLA Research Study.

$50 Per Visit To Clinic.

Smol<ers Ages 18-34 or

Non-Smol<ers Ages 35-44.

Call Jessica

310-794-1884
2300
9pOT1lvC99 DOIIOrS

With a national championship football title in the

future, an expanded graduate section, better ^rts
coverage, and awaid winning design, you'll want a

Bniinlife Yeart)ook to remember tfiis year.

Preserving history

one year at a time. .

ANONYMOUS spenm donors needed. Help
Infertile couples while receiving financial

compensation up to $600/nx)nth and free

health screening. Convenient hours, located

in WMtwood. Call Kim 310-824-9941

• »

SINGLE UCLA Qrad. Looking tor friendship,

racquettMll partner, chatting orvKnerand oth-

er ganeral social entertainment. Interested?

emaN: swMlguy90Ohotmail.cont

M>Vl RT1SF

Classifieds

825-2221
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1-YEAh PLAiiNUM MkMbi£RSHlP-Bodies

in Motion, the t)est Mckboxing, spinning, all-

around gym. AN kx^atkxis. $500. CaH tor

more mtonnatton. 310-454-1601.

MARTIAL ARTS. Katabami Ju-Jltsu Doio tra-

dntonal & authentk: ju-jitsu. self-defense t'al

chl, yoga, cN gung. medltatkxi. Master Alex-

ey Kunin: 323-512-2538.

EGG DONORSI
WANTED

If you are a healthy
fenfiale between
the ages of 19 and
30 and have health

Insurance.

Compensation

$?5QQ.QQ

call Mima Navas at

(310) 829-6782

LAPTOPS/ DESKTOPS
NEW I! $60/month for 12 months and $1
buyout. No credit, checks or lease.

<www.eafthcomp1.cofn/LH 103.html

MAC Poweit>ook 5300c w/Word, Excel,

Adobe, 28.8modem, plus more. Complete

w/portable cotor printer and black leather

case. $975. Ethan031 0-656-0555.

MACINTOSH llsi with extended keyboard.

Cotor Monitor. HP Deskwriter Printer, mo-

dem, software, manuals and packing boxes.

$325 Derrtok (323) 850-1086.

« ^ajfttfKflgf»J>!*J^':;jiJJ:'i

UCLAAJSC TICKETS Top dollar pato. Need
13student or general admisston ttokets. CaH
310-753-8572.

WE BUY CARS. New and okl. Running or

not. Jeff 310-714-5808.

ALL-WHITE COUCH set. k)veseat and full.

$300/each. Full Onkyo stereo system w/6

speakers: prtoe negotiable. 310-470-7991.

DINING TABLE 48in. round, expands to

60in. and 72ln. with leaves, dark pine, solto

wood. 4 chairs. $150. Call 310-477-1495.

MATTRESS BONANZA!!
SEALY, STEARNS & FOSTER. Also Ortho-

pedic twin-sets-$1 19.95. Fulls-$169.95,

Oueens-$189.95 PiNowtops-$299.95. So-

fas-$219. Delivery. B^con Mattress. 1309

Westwood Blvd. 310-477-1466.

MATTRESS SETS!!!
Twin $79. Full $89, Queen $139, King $159.

Bunkbeds. Deliveries, Phone Orders Accept-

ed. 310-372-2337.

MATTRESSES, FUTON. DESK. Bookshelf.

Dinette Sets. T-Table. Lanrtps. Deliveries. 7-

days open. King's Furniture. 11961 Santa
Monica Blvd. 310-575-4243.

QUEEN MATTRESS SET Excellent condl-

tton. $190. CaH 310-837-7654.

LOSE WEIGHT NOW
ASK ME HOW

All natural nutrittonal health products. Call

310-202-6044

FINE ISLAND CIGARS- Monica and Bill's fa-

vorite from the island. Single cigar or box
prices, call 954-814-3891 email:

<cohit}aexpressOhotmail.com>

4200
Rontels

BEAUTIFUL STUDIO
Near Westwood Village. Full amenity build-

ing. Balcony, pool, gym, parking. Top condi-

tion. 24hr secunty. $115,000 310-824-2834.

if Piano Rentals i[

y( Low Monthly Rates x
^Hollywood Piano Rental Conipany^^ 213-462-2329 v^ ^

Spoils Eipi|piii6iit

SNOW SKIS
ROSSIGNOL 4SV. 195cm. Good condition,

boots included-size 12. $200. Call Tyler at

310-824-4828.

4800
ilnlos for Sale

1986 DODGE COLT- Red, 4-door, 5-speed.
4-cylinder. 1 -owner. 63K miles. Sell after 11-

06-98. Recommend timing belt change.
$1900 firm. 323-658-8210.

1990 FORD T-BIRD Super Coupe. Special
anniversary edition. Black on silver.

60Kmiles, fully loaded, mint condition.

$7250. 310-206-1720days. 31 0-473- 1484e-
venings.

1990 MAZDA MIATA. Red convertible.
AM/FM Cassette, Low mileage, Low majr>-

tenance. $4450obo. Must sell! 816-494-
2077.

67 FORD MUSTANG GTA. 289. V8. auto,
air, alpine stereo, excellent conditton. must
sell. $7000obo. 310-854-0568

86 Ma2da626. Light-blue 2dr. automatte,
new tires and battery, front bumper damage
but runs great Only $1400. Yaotong Tan
310-206-1022.

77 PORSCHE 924, $2000obo. 4-speed.

new paint, nk:e sunroof, qutok and very reli-

able, great student car. 310-291-4480

'86 BMW 325- Excellent condition. Service

records. Bronze. 5 speed. Power equlpmer^t.

A/C. Alarm. arT\/fm and cassette. Sunroof.

$4250 818-789-7727.

'95 VW CABRIOcoNv wni..
tan leather seats, 6-CD changer. Auto, pow-
er everything. Take over payments of

$324/lfno. JasonO310-372-9167.

GOT PARKING? Westwood al year extra'

ctose. Cal Jennie at 310-208-1438.

sr HONDA ELITE ISO. FlfBt owner. 3000f
miles.$1200OBO. 310-842-4760.
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To swing a hammer on top of the Berlin Wall

and help entrepreneurs break through...

to see a pony on a shirt and help it influence culture...

to move a computer company from dorm room to boardroom.

Make a mark with your mind.

Information

Session

5:00 pm -7:00 pm

Kerckhoff Hall

Grand Salon

MINDS. WIDE OPEN.
www.gs.coni
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FROM$17.95/DAY
RENT-A-CAR. Under 25 ok. Cash depottt

ok. Free miies aNowarx^e. Open 7 dayis/wk.

Major credH-cards accepted. 1-800-770-

0606.

8680

SEMESTER AROUND THE WORLD.
Travel to Greece, Spain, Costa Rk:a, or Aus-

tralia and earn college credits. Call toil free

1-877-333-SATW(7289).

AtnmlM
Konii'l I up .Airf.iiis

s.io I'.mlo Iv'iM

I lf:<'f» UtU-llU l*M-<-/llf

$8^10

\(i s i i<) I. >.' '-iH^' I K(».; »'s t

•Id i| I
>>^|i r\ M I r( W i I -I Kv II I

nil \lli. :i. Ill -; l.ili-l ,

Europe
$239 (each way plus taxes)

HAWAII -$1 19 o/w
Many other destinations!

CALL 310-394-0550
http://www.airhltch.org

GST 202863840

S700
Ihnral IMtelt

2-ROUND TRIP tickets leaving LA to Balti-

more. $200/each. Call 916-615-2846.

CONSTELLATION
TRAVEL, INC.

ROUND TRIP FARES
_ Cantral Ambrica

Belize $418
Guatemala $397
Costa Rica $360
El Salvador. $360

Mexico
Mexico City $260

Guadalajara $266

South America
Lima $349

Caracas $485

Bolivia. $682

Bogota $494

USA
New York $265

Washington $284

(213) 389-6933 Open 7 dayt aweek

^•^jcxi,6abti MMjMii.\:^^t^

-^
NaMMrs

FREE SOFTWARE
AMAZING WEBSrrE snows how to down-

k>ad over 250,000 shamware programs free.

1-900-288-7888 ext-1610. $2.99/mln, 18^

serv-you 619-045-8434.

Cl.issilicds

SPORTS
scores • odds • 5 ir pklcs

1.IM.4I7.1IN 019413
$2.ff per lalMls. msllt IS years sM

youa 619 645 8434

GUITAR LESSONS by professional near
UCLA. All levels, guitars avail. Call Jean at.

310-476-4154 wwvwJWGS com

LOAN SPECIALIST
CARS, HOME, PERSONAL and debt con-

solkJatk)n. Small txjsinesses wek^onrie. Call

toll-free: 1-877-467-4922.

STUDENT LOANS
GET YOUR Stafford Student Loan from Uni-

versity Credit Unkxi (Lender Code 832123).

Also receive low-cost financial servk:es. 310-

477-6628; www.ucu.org.

INSURANCE WAR!
WE'LL BEAT ANYONE'S price or don't want

your business. All drivers. Newly licensed.

Student/staft/faculty discounts. Request the

•Bruin Plan." 310-777-8817 or 818-222-

5595.

PARS1 INSURANCE SERVICES Low rate

auto insurance. $50 student discount to-

wards down payment. We can come to you.

818-784-1771.

/Illstatef
YMVe in good hands.

Insuranoe Cpmpany

1281 VS/«atwooci Blvd.
C2 t>lka. So. of WMst-iIre)

6100 ^
SPORTS FANS MAKE $
<www.UotSports.com> Live sports chat,

scores, lines, odds. Virtual Vegas. Fastest

payout on the web

;Wi I

NMNb SmtvIoss

ACNE SCARS?
OR CHICKENPOX scars? Patented laser-

assisted method. Proven success, rebuild

your own collagen. Call for details 310-385-

0590.

FREE PROFESSIONAL HAIRCUT Talented

junior hairstylist in Century City, looldng for

models interested in receiving a modern,

above shoulder haircutO no charge. For ap-

pointment call Mollie©310-286-0211.

MBA, LAW, MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS!
FRUSTRATED DEVELOPING your cntical

personal statenr>ents? Get professional help

from well-known author/consultant. 310-826-

4445.

www.winningpersonstatement.com

A FREE SESSION
PSYCHOTHERAPY/COUNSELING for de-

pression, anxiety, obsessions, post-traumat-

ic stress, etc. Couples/Individuals. Student

rates. Crime victims may be eligible for free

treatment. Call Liz Gould
(MFC«32388) 0310-578-5957 to schedule

your free consultation.

A GRAD STUDENT w/M.A. In radio. Desktop

studio, and radiophonic vok:e can create

your radio commercial program. Appt: 310-

275-3550. L.Halfon.

ASS'T for Beverly Hills optometric pract. En-

! thusiastic, willing to ieam and enjoy working

with people. Fridays 9-1. Dr. Seklon 310-

553-2224

EAGLE EYED EDITOR
PROOFREADS THESES, publications; tu-

tors English, study skills; trains time man-
agement, stress reduction. Nadia Lawrence

PhD 310-393-1951.

GREEN CARD LOTTERY 50.000 Visas
awarded by US GOV. $35 for attorney pre-

pared applk:ation. John Manley, Esq. 12304
Santa Monica Blvd. #300 LA, CA 90025.
310-820-7553. Deadline to apply: 10/28

OUTREACH COUNSELfNe SEfiyffiEs!
Fee based on ability to pay. Insurance&Med-
icare accepted. Encino: 818-819-6145,

L.A.:21 3-850-0204.

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

Al subjects, Theses^)iS8ertalions.

Personal Statements, Proposals and Books.

Intematkxial siudeniB welcome.

SINCE 1985

Sharon Bear, Ph.D. (310) 470-6662
mmm

liMWil AfMoe/Attomeyt

BANKRUPTCY
GET OUT OF DEBT NOW! Free Consulta-

tion. Experienced attorneys, reasonable

fees. Law Offk^es of WNte and Associates

(Cheryle M. White, UCLAW. -86") 800-420-

9998 or 310-207-2089. 12301 Wilshire

BL.Ste 550. WLA .

GREEN CARDS NOW!
FILE YOUR GREEN CARD LOTTERY.

Starting 10-1-98 through 10-26-98. Call at-

torney Doreen0213-251-9588.

MYER LAW FIRM, Century City. Auto acci-

dents, slips/fails, bankmptcy, discriminatk}n,

sexual harassment. UCLA Graduate Scott D.

Myer. http7/www.bestlawyer.com 310-277-

3000.

PRIZE-WINNING
ESSAYIST AND FORMER PROFESSOR
w/two Ph.Ds can help you produce winning

prose. Theses, papers, personal statements.

David <daveditepacbell.net> 805-646-

4455.

RELATIONSHIP SPECIALIST- Effective,

supportive, confidential counseling. Individu-

als and couples. Carole Chasin, MA,
M.F.C.C. 310-289-4643.

TENNIS PRO
Ex-Davis Cup player. Gives tennis lessons,

coaching, conditkining. also trainer for young
talents. Call 310-209-0841

WiMrt/Stonifio

BEST MOVERS. Lteensed, insured. Lowest

rates. Fast. courteous-K:areful. Many stud-

ents nfX)ved for $98. Lte-T- 163844. NO JOB
TOO SMALLI 1-800-2-GO-BEST

HONEST MAN W/14ft toick and dollies,

small Jobs, short nottee ok. Student discount.

Ask about 10% discount. 310-285-8688. Go
Bminsl

JERRY'S MOVING&DELIVERY The careful

movers. Experienced, reliable, same-day de-

livery. Packing, boxes available. Also, pick-

up donatk)ns for American Cancer Society.

JerryO310-301-5657.

Mntic Lesions

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedk:ated pro-

fesskx^al. At your home or WLA studio. 1st-

lesson free. No drum set necessary.'

N6ll:21 3-654-8226.

QUtTAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years exp. all

lavalt and stylae. Patient and organized.

Guitars available. Sam 310-826-91 1 7.

;^M I

Basuiiwt

SOON TO BE
GRADS/GRADUATES

THE RESUME EXPERTS GUIDE can help

you get the job and salary you desire. From
the cover letter to the inten/iew we can help.

Only $15.95 Make Check or Money Order

payable to: Knabitk: Enterprises 3230 E. Fla-

mingo Rd. Ste. «565 Las vegas, NV 89121

HSOO
luiiNittii oftaiiNi

GERMAN LESSONS
NATIVE GERMAN SPEAKER gives lessons

for t>eginners, advanced, children. Also in

groups. $14/hr. Call 310-209-0841.

IMPROVE EXAM
SCORES TODAY!

Our program teaches you how to: improve

test-taking skills, note-taking skills, and how

to study to get an 'A.' Order now and get

FREE report on the 10 fastest growing occu-

pations requiring a B.A. Only $19.95/check

or money order to: BWI Graphics, 1243 OkJ

Dorsey Rd., Hermans, MD 21077.

MATH/PHYSICS/STATISTICS/English/He-

brew. Computerized statistk^al analysis avail-

able.Tutoring service. Free consultation.

Reasonable rates, call anytime. Ilan (800)90-

TUTOR. www.my-tutor.com

PHO'S IN PSYCHOLOGY/SPECIAL ED.

Teach academk». testing, note-taking and

study strategies. IndivMuals with LD, ADHD
and other diffk:uKie8. 8yrs-adults. 310-315-

1901.

PRIVATE TUTORING
IN-HOME, or>e-on-or)e tutoring for most sub-

jects. English. Chemistry. Math, Physk:s. Bi-

otogy, Spanish, French, etc. $15/hr. 310-

289-3292.

PRIVATE TUTORING
SECONDARY PRIMARY LEVELS. All sub-

jects. Atfordat>ie rates. One on one. At your

home. Call ADMIRAL TUTORING: 310-477-

9685.

THE WRITING COACH
EXPERIENCED TEACHER, PhD offers tu-

toring, term paper assistance, English, So-

cial Science, History. Foreign Students Wel-

come. Call: 310-452-2865.

UCLA ENGLISH ALUMNI, pro-writer, young,

superb papers guaranteed. High school and
t>ek>w welcome. Jeff 213-653-2240.

7100 __^____^
IMoilnfi WMMkiBj^^
ENGLISH MAJOR NEEDED to help high

school student w/college essays and compo-

sitk)ns. 310-390-1761x1

GERMAN TUTOR NEEDED. P/T. Hrs flexi-

ble. 310-289-1404.

LOOKING for a nk:e Italian teacher for a

happy family. Once/wk, 2.5hrs at our house.

Please call Sabrina: 310-285-9853.

TUTOR wanted for 7/8yr. oW. Music major-

piano and vk)iin. Homewori( help. M-Th, 2-

3hrs/day afternoons. 310-395-6198

evening. 310-253-0066 day

TUTOR WANTED for high-school junior.

General tutoring with emphasis on his-

tory/english. $15/hr, 4-6 hrs/week. Pacifte

Palisades. Leave message at: 310-826-

0703.

TUTOR WANTED M-Th, 3hrs.^day. Must
have transportation. 310-454-1 TOO.

DRIVE YOUR DREAM FOR FREE Any
make, model, or price. No down payment.

No security deposit. Great irx»me potential.

888-891-8890

Men-Wonf>en ages 18-24 for nude modeling

for magazines and fine art. Call 310-289-

8941 days for information.

7800 _

OPPORTUNITY
KNOCKS

HERE'S YOUR CHANCE to join one of the

largest telecommunications co. Make money
without k)sing your personal freedom. 800-

636-6773 ext. 7930.

TELEMARKETING
Career opportunities. Limited positions avail-

able w/financial mari<ets firm in Brentwood.

Applk^nts must be hardworiting, artk:ulate,

and outgoing. Alex031 0-444-4444.

ChMGare

BABYSITTER NEEDED
for a great 7.5 year old boy Male or female

who k>ves sports. Must be reliable. Flexible

hours-mostly in the evenings. Westwood.

Can Barbara or Tom after 6pm at 310-474-

0060.

BABYSITTER REQUIRED for two girts, age

2&5.5. For two weekday momings/after-

noon, for up to 12 hrs total. $10/hr. 310-454-

4138

BABYSITTERS NEEDED. Evenings+wee-

kends, watch nrtovies and study. Flexible

hours. BH home w/view and pool. Fax re-

stima 3in-s*in-7nq?

TUTORS ABLE TO TEACH english, math,

science, and history for a 11th grade home
study student. 213-939-1749.

TUTORS for high school students.

Junior/senior/graduate students specializing

in English a must. Families located in Arca-

dia resident or Pak)s Verdes. 2hrs-$55/one

visit. 4times/mo. 310-859-9140 Beveriy Glen
Education LinkO Beveriy Hills.

TUTORS NEEDED
$15-20/hr. All subjects&all grades. Must be
college student w/own transporiation. No ex-

perience nee. 310-358-5987.

TUTORS WANTED $15/hr. Santa Monica,

Brentwood. BH. Math, chemistry, physics,

SAT prep, spanish/french. Experienced, reli-

able, njust have own car. 310-679-2133.

7200
lyping

HATE TO TYPE? Let me do it for you.

Fast+accurate. Professional screen plays

excepted. $2/pg. Call-Iris 310-839-3101 or

page 310-915-2255.

WORD PROCESSING All types: research

papers, tfieses, resumes, fliers. Editing &
proofing available. Emergencies OK. Call:

818-598-1489 or email anmlwomnOpac-
bell.net.

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-

es, dissertations, transcription, resumes, fli-

ers, brochures, mailing lists, reporis. Santa

Montea, 310-828-6939. Hollywood, 213-466-

2888.

FEMALE BABYSITTER WANTED. Ages 16-

30yrs. Wednesday, Friday. Saturday&Sun-

day 5pm-7pm. $12/hr. Must be enthusiastic,

outgoing & fun&have a natural ability to play

actively w/3-year-old boy Must drive, Brent-

wood. 310-472-2783.

FRENCH SPEAKING ASST needed. Tutor

8yr. OkJ, admin, asst., light housekeeping,

must drive, organized, responsible. Approx.

25hrs/week. $10/hr. WLA 310-476-0061

LIVE-IN NANNIES. Need two for school-

aged children. M-F and/or weekends. Ex-

perience and references necessary, salaries

open. Must drive. Call 8am-6pm:31 0-453-

2899.

LOOKING for a German-speaking baby-sit-

ter(fluent). She must drive, be available

evenings 3time/wk. $10/hr. Please contact

Sabrina: 310-285-9853.

LOVELY PROFESSIONAL FAMILY Desires

mother's assistant for children, hours 4-8pm.

M-F $6/hr Interested applicants please call

Renee: 310-558-8050.

LOVING BABYSITTER NEEDED- Play with

cheerful 4-yr-old daughter for single dad.

Must have car. Call Chuck 310-203-1592.

WORD PROCESSING. Typing, proofing,

editing, rewriting, research, resumes, tutor-

ing, etc. Fax, enfiail, bring work to me. Rush-

es. Student discount. 818-830-1546.

MOTHER'S HELPER. 3-7pm M-F 11-yr-old

boy Male/Female. Need own car. Santa Mo-

nica area. Great people. 31 0-550-4183day

3 1 0-828-3956evening.

OCCASIONAL SITTER for 12-yr-old giri on

the Westside to be available evenings. Fun,

outgoing female. Must have references. 213-

688-1248.

Responsible,energetk: person to care for

bright 8yr. oW boy 3p.m.-9p.m. 2-3 days/wk.

Flexible. $l0/hr. Must have car and referenc-

es. (323)874-2705.—
SPECIAL CHILD CARE for 11-yr-okJ autistic

giri in Tarzana. Wed 3:30-6:30. Sunday
10:30-3:30. Must have car. $8/hr. Call Judy
818-343-4150.

TUTOR/DRIVER for 12y/o giri. Hrs vary

Pk:kup Westside school w/own car between

3-5PM ends approximately 7:30PM. Help

with homeworic/light en'ands/assist easy din-

ner. Wages negotiable. Deborah 310-312-

3138.

imp iMiiuw

$500/DAY. Nude modeling-women 18-«- all

types. No experier>ce necessary. Safe, pro-

fesskxul environment. Refer a friend and

earn $50! 310-358-3865.

BILLION DOLLAR INDUSTRY seeks ag-

gressiva. energette. and seriously money
motivated IndMduals ttwt want to earn morv
ey nowtl 818-894-8892 Lead:JB

825-2221

ADMINISTRATOR/PROJECT ASSISTANT
(internship possibility). Coniputer literate,

IBM-Windows/lntemet plus. Senior/graduate

w/strong writing/oral communication. No
dress code/reception duties. $7-$9,

17hrs/wk. Serious lnquiries:Fax:310-395-

0509.

$1000'S WEEKLY!!
STUFF ENVELOPES at honrw for $2.00

each plus borHJses. FfT, P/T. Make $80O»'

weekly, guaranteed! Free supplies. For de-

tails, send one stamp to: N-33, 12021

Wilshire Blvd., Suite 552, Los Angeles. CA
90025.

$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL mailing or cif-

culars. No experience req. Free informatk)n

packet. Call 202-466-1639.

Display
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A PERFECT STUDENT JOB

Do you need a job in the

afternoons during school (M-F)?

All day Saturday, too! Full time

during Quarter Breaks and
Summer Vacations! Work

experience not necessary. Apply
today at

Westwood Sporting Goods.
1065 Gayley Ave,

Westwood Village,

310-208-6215.

$20/HR PT/FT
PROCESSING MAIL! Free supplies,

postage! Bonuses! Rush SASE to

CMA/UCLA Po Box 567443, Atlanta GA,
31156
signupdinfo.infomachine.com

$20/HR. TO START!
FAST advancement opportunities. Profes-

sional, reliable, fun students wanted. Very

flexible scheduling. Quicksilver Publishing

818-872-3834. Call Now!

$7.25/hr and up!
DO YOU have initiative? Become a UCLA
Community Service Officer and explore law

and public relations. Great Pay Flexible

hours. Student-oriented. Web:

www.ucpd.ucla.edu/ucpd/cso. Email:

cso© ucpd.ucla.edu, Phone: 310-825-2148

ACCOUNTING DEPT assistant. P/T entry

level position. M-F 2-6. Basic computer

knowledge, car with insurance, good oral

and written communication skills required.

$9/hr. 310-276-9166.

.ACCURATE WORDPROCESSOR and
"bookkeeper. MS OfTice, Quicken, and billing

experience preferred. Will train. 10-15 hours

flexible. Dr. Frank 310-442-2040.

AD COPY. Producer needs student screen-

writer to turn rough idea into screenplay for

urban film. 561-362-5291.

Searching for Models
Men and Women for commercials,

catalog & magazine ads. brochures, and

catwalk •Specializing in petites •

$150 to $250 per hour
* Beverly Hills *-

* No Fee *- No Expenerxre

(310)273-2566

ADMINISTRATIVE ASST./OFFICE ASSIST-

Internship in Down town LA. Start ASAR $9-

10/hr depending on expenence. Need smart,

self motivated, detail onentated individual.

Req s:advanced computer skills, ms office,

internet. Some research and phones in-

volved. Fax resume:21 3-61 7-2325 Attn:HR

ANNOUNCERS, no experience necessary.

Host music/talk-shows for our radio stations

Prr. $10-1 5/hr, $200+per/show, plus fantas-

tic benefits. 213-468-0080 24-hours.

ASSISTANT for business office. For more

details please call 310-278-2750 or fax re-

sume 310-278-0038.

•MMaMLAM

Classifieds

825-2221

CASTING
EXTRAS needed lor feature films, commer-

cials, and music videos. Earn up to $240 per

day! No expenence needed. Wori( guar-

anteed! Call today 213-851-6103.

CENTRAL CAMPUS
CENTRAL CAMPUS JOBS Part-time jobs

available@the Cooperage. We work w/your

class schedule. Supervisory opportunities.

Half-oH meals. 310-206-0740

CENTRAL CAMPUS
CENTRAL CAMPUS JOBS. Part-time jobs

available® the Food Sen/ice Warehouse
Wo .\Nork w/your class schedule. HaH-off

meals&discountsOcampus stores. Super-

visory opportunities available. 310-206-

0885.

CITY OF BEVERLY Hills parking attendants

needed. Weekends only/$8.76/hr. Morning

and Evening shifts available. Dept. of Trans-

portation. 455 N. Rexford Dr., Room 130 Ap-

ply in person. 310-285-2552.

CLERICAL/SALES. P/T or F/T, excellent op-

portunity Love of jewelry. Call between 1
2-

6pm. Shane's Jewelry. We have 2 openings

immediately 310-208-8404.

CSO OFFICE ASST
Apply now for an office assistant position at

the CSO Programs&Westwood Village Sub-

station. Starting rate $7.25/hr. UCLA stud-

ents w/at least one yr remaining. Public rela-

tions&basic clerical duties. For details call

310-825-9800.

CUSTOMER SERVICE
ACKERMAN REP(FT) ©University Credit

Union. Apply© 1500 S. Sepulveda Blvd., LA,

90025 or fax resume:31 0-477-2566 or web
at hltp://www. ucu.org

DENTAL OFFICE needs office help. P/T-F/T.

Hours flexible. Experience preferred. 310-

451-5404.

Needs^
Friendly Nappy Ptople
For P/J (FUxibU)- Fvll Tim*

PotitioHt in:

Good Will Ambossodors
Coupon Placers

Delivery • Coshiers

Sandwich Makers

Apply Ih Person
951 Westwood Blvd.

ASSISTANT NEEDED FOR Real Estate in-,

vestment company P/T. casual dress, must

riave car and insurance. $9/hr. Fax resume

to: 310-479-2402

ASSISTANT TO DIRECTOR OF OPERA-
TIONS. Assistant needed for various hours,

Friday-Sunday to assist in Motion Picture re-

search office. Computer&telephone skills a

must. Must have a flexible schedule. Please

fax resume to Dawn®310-840-5809.

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED. Earn

$150-$250/night. Wortc P/T while going to

school. Day/eve classes, 1-2week classes,

800-974-7974. International Bartender's

school HUNDREDS OF JOBS!

BOOK SOUP
INDEPENDENT CUSTOMER sen/ice orient-

ed b(X)k store seeks experienced staff for all

positions West Hollywood Fax resume Guy
©310-659-3410

DRIVER neefied In Westwood fiowef shop;

M-F 2pm-9pm. Call 310-208-4000.

DRIVER to pick up 14-year old from Beveriy

Hills High, bring to home in Shennan Oaks
or to after-school activities. Female pre-

ferred. $10/hr. Robin ©81 8-783-2268.

DRIVER-HOMEWORK HELPER: 20-

30hrs/week. 3 fun, active kids. CDL. in-

surance. Car. Leave message 310-752-

8270.

DYNAMIC, PRESENTABLE. ENERGETIC
mariceting needed for sports medicine prac

tice. Office work, billing, patient interaction.

Fax Resume 310-335-1543 or call 310-640-

3771.

EDITOR/WRITER/RESEARCH Assistant.

MA/PhD/retired academic to assist writing

on Biblical, historical sub)ects. Knowledge of

Hebrew/hislory/feminism helpful 2-daysywk-

minimum-3hrs/day Hancock Park area

Fax;213-937-1680.

ENERGETIC OFFICE CLERK needed . Exp

book keeper. Good English. Approx.

15hrs/week. Flexible hours. West Hollywood.

Day 1-213-650-1789 eve/weekends 390-

393-1582

F/T TELEMARKETING/Assistanl Broker

Westwood Brokerage Firm seeks telemar-

keter/asst. to broker. Will tram and sponsor

the right person to become commodities bro-

ker. Contact Rick©310-475-9977.

FEMALE DRIVER to take child from MarVis-

ta to UCLA area approximately 500-

6:00p.m. Mon.-Fri. Salary negotiable. 310-

47 1 -4840

FEMALE HAIR MODELS
(ALL NATIONALITIES) our models have

woriced lor Sebastian, Aveda, Paul Mitchell,

Redken, Toni&Guy Beginner's ok! Most

ages ok! All heights ok! Great pay! Call "Iree"

now! otto (24-hours) 1-800-959-9301.

FILM CREW/EXTRAS. 30-minute, 35mm
short feature film. Great food. Great expen-

ence. No pay Please send resume and pic-

tures: 2 Stumps Up Productions, 752 N. Sy-

camore Ave. LA, 90038. Production

dates: 1 1/27-12/2.

FOREIGN STUDENTS needed for occasion-

al translation/transcription from your native

language to English for TV prcxJuction com-

pany Fax letter of interest to Helen at 818-

763-2485

GENERAL OFFICE HELP- p/t Filing and

good phone skills. Computer skills helpful.

Near UCLA. Excellent learning opportunity

Flexible hours. 310-581-2400.

GIRLS wanted at exclusive social club in

WLA. Conversation only No alcohol Flexi-

ble hours. Earn top $$$. 310-477-9871.

GRAPHICS ARTIST Established artist needs

assistance developing promo-kit for CD re-

lease. Win95 knowledge. Brentwood. Re-

sume/lette to RockyShare©mindspring.com.

or call 310-442-0396

GREAT WORKPLACE!
TELEMARKETING for international educa-

tion agency. Nice clients, great-workplace in

SM. Hourly+commission. Sales expen-

ence&knowledge of foreign language import-

ant. 310-395-9393.

HOLIDAY $$$
FOR Swan's Holiday Store, Westside Pavi-

lion. October-Jan. Flexible hours. Must be
friendly w/good customer sen/ice skills. 310-

234-0123.

HOLIDAY$$$. Honest reliable person to

worit with stocking and labeling merchan-

dise. No experience necessary. Flexible

hours. Oct-Jan, Near UCLA 310-234-0127

HOME TYPISTS NEED-
ED

PC users needed. $45,000 income potential.

Call 1-800-513-4343 Ext B- 10105.

HOME TYPISTS
PC USERS NEEDED. $45,000 income po-

tential. Call: 1-800-513-4343 Ext.B-10105

MODELS NEEDED NOW
No experience required

Calaloq PfintworK r.l.iga^mes, Movies.

Video & TV Commercials

Men and Women of all Ages
Free Consultation

PERSONAL AtDE energetic and responsible

person r>eeded to ass't cereal palsy teenag-

er with activities and personal care in Santa

Monica Fun-lovir)g, intelligent, and severely

disabled, he is non-vertal. Training provided,

$8/hr. 8-10hrs weekends. 310-393-8182

PHOTO LAB p/t assist photo printer or com-
puter imaging. Beveriy Hills 310-274-3445.

PROGRAMMER
URGENTLY NEEDED. Contract basis or full

or pemnanent P/T at fast growir^g web host-

ing company in Gardena/Torrance area.

Should have infom^l experience in Visual

Basic&CGI programming/. Send resume to

310-354-2626 or email to mc©ahnet.net.

RECEPTIONIST Excellent communication

skills, computer/Excel, multi-task oriented.

Great bonuses. P/T M-F $8-9/hr. 310-815-

4755.

RESEARCHERS
NO SALES! Interview consumers about pro-

duct ideas and new ads. Flexible part or F/T

hours. Excellent income up to $15/hr-com-

mission proof available. New office in West-

side Pavilion. 310-234-0169.

SALES $12-20/hr. avg. commission +bene-

fits. Full or PT, excellent phone skills for grad

student or GPA 3 5 & above. 310-358-6053

or fax 310-392-5234.

SALES&CLERICAL. P/T or F/T, excellent

opportunity. Love of jewelry. Call between

12-6pm. Shane's Jewelry. 310-208-8404.

BUSINESS/ENTERTAINMENT Grad Student

needed to do FilnVTV research on internship

basis with some pay for well established in-

ternational motkjn picture distribution com-
pany Please contact Tien 310-788-9555.

EXCELLENT INTERNSHIP OPR for web
page designer at Makai Events in Manhattan

Beach. Experience, references &Contactsl

Call Amy 310-546-9585

INTERNS WANTED: FT/PT positk)ns avail-

able for students at prestigious entertain-

ment PR firm. Must be enthusiastic&detail-

oriented. Offers college credit, hands-on ex-

perience&future film&television career con-

tacts. Contact Amanda at 310-550-7776.

PAID MANAGEMENT
INTERNSHIP

Student Worics Painting, a subsidiary of Na-
tional Servies Group is now hiring for

Spring/Summer 1999. Duties include inter-

viewing, hiring, development of customer re-

lations, control of mari^eting and sales. &
production management. Call 1-800-394-

6000. www.collegeworks.com

PT PR FIRM POSITION for student College

credit. Assist in research, media lists, events,

some writing. Email resumes to

<deborah_dragonO edelman.com>

UCLA INTERN needed for real-estate/bill-

board start-up. Great opportunity with tre-

mendous upside. Paid after 3months-com-

pany may go public. Call Mr. Netty (213)-

489-7165.

SEXUAL PROBLEMS? ART GALLERY INTERN

CALL NOW' 310-659-7000

HOSTESS WANTED Posto Restaurant in

Sherman Oaks. Tuesday-Saturday a must.

4-10pm. $6.50/hr-»-tips. 818-784-4400. Con-

tact Santo between 2-3:30pm.'^

Spring Break 'SO

HOTEL HOUSE PERSON WfT. PlKJay. Satu i
^

day 3-1 1pm. Westwood Village Hotel 310-

208-3945.

MALE MODELS
Printwork. UB under 25. Lean, any race,

leave name, number&physical stats. Free

interview. Beginners welcome. 213-960-

1 066. 24hrs.

MEDICAL RECEPTIONIST- p/t afternoon for

SM. GYN. Some filing, typing, and phone

experience desired. Starting salary $7-f/hr.

310-828-4433.

MODELS WANTED by professional photo-

studio for upcoming assignment. Male/Fe-

male Pro/Non-Pro Fashion/Commer-

cial/Theatrical. Call for appointment 818-

986-7933.

MOVIE EXTRA WORK
Revolutionary new program* Start immedi-

ately* All types-18-f!* Fun/Easy* No crazy

tees* Program for Iree medical* Call-24/hrs

213-850-4417.

NEED EXTRA CASH?
Call 800-755-2150. ask for Jeff. Must own
computer.

NICOTINE CHEMISTS
Weeded PT for theoretical/practical studies

Please call Edward Vandegrift at 310-820

3937.

NORTH CAMPUS
NORTH CAMPUS JOBS. Part-time jobs

available ©the North Campus Student Cen-

ter. We work w/your class schedule. Super-

visory opportunities. Half-off meals. 310-206-

0720

OFFICE. CLERICAL, SECRETARIAL work.

Need to be bilingual in English and Arabic.

F/T and P/T more than 1 -person. 310-575-

1991

prr ASSIGNOR for TES. Inc. National mar-

ket research firm. Detail-onented. Excellent

verbal communication skills. Personable. $6-

7/hr. Contact Fax:310-840-581 3/ call 310-

840-5800x234.

P/T OFFICE ASSISTANT wanted by family-

run real estate management company Must

be extremely organized, computer liter-

ate&reliable. Great working environ-

ment/flexible hours. $8/hour. 213-850-5726.

P/T PROOFREADER
WLA intellectual property law firm seeking

part-time technical proofreader. 15-2C

hrs/wk. $10/hr. Please call 310-207-5556.

~, Ext. 763 or fax resume to 310-207-3915.

EOE M/F/DA/

Maintain control, maximize stamina, and last

longer. Amazing, unheard of solutions! Seek-

ing willing product testers. Apply at

www.newremedies.com

STAFF ASSISTANT/reception. SM. $10/hr.

Bright, selfstarter, hardworiting energetic in-

civklual needed for busy real estate/media

office. Woric with other Bruins. 20-30/hrs-

weok Good
skills. Fax:

utesOaol.com

310-576-6643 Marial-

rake "2
MowMlrlnoRepsI
2ft»«TrlDSon_
floh 15 Sales 19

miMis-Tnti

PART TIME CLERK for Century City law

firm. Flexible afternoon hours. General office

duties. Fax resume to Cindy: 310-553-1540.

PART-TIME DRIVER WANTED for catering

;ompany: 8:00a m -1:00pm. FcxxJ sen/tee

experience helpful but not necessary.

(310)253-9960.

START TODAY
National Mariceting Co. needs people ASAP
for data entry, $10/hr to start. Full Time .

Culver City location. Fax resume to 310-

398-3550

STUDENT DRIVER. Sherman Oaks family

needs qualified good driver w/sense of hu-

mor to pick-up 12-y/o from school in Encino.

818-316-2152day/818-906-8692evening.

STUDENT JOBS
AVAILABLE AT UNIVERSITY Research Li-

brary Duties include shelving and other

stacks maintenance duties. 12-19hr/wk

$5.75/hr to start. Apply at YRL Personnel

Rm#11617 or call Antigone Kutay. 310-825-

1084.

Student wanted to tutor high school student

in Biology and Algebra2. Contact 310-459-

4211.

TEACHER AIDE Responsible, dedicated,

open-minded, culturally-sensitive. Child care

center, ages 3mo-4yrs. PT/FT 6 E.C.E. units

completed/or in progress. 213-737-7351

ext. 17

TELEMARKETERS AND SALESPEOPLE
wanted. Business communications company
provides networi<ing, phone systems-*- Nep-

tel service. Fast-paced and professional en-

vironment. Flexible hours 9-5 M-F. Salary

and commission. Jeanette ©310-391-7199.

TELEMARKETING
W/WINDOWS COMPUTER SKILLS. Prefer

phone expenence. Prefer students/grads.

Flexible hours. 9am-5pm starting $8-

$10/hr+bonuses. 3-blocks/UCLA. Harel

Maintenance. Ron-310-470-6175.

WAITERS WANTED Well-established

Szechwan restaurant located in WLA seek-

ing to fill following F/T and P/T positions;

waiters/waitress, take-out order packers

wanted. Full-time/part-time for lunch and din-

ner shifts. Must be able to read/write

Chinese/English, Exp. preferred. Also took-

ing for drivers. 310-266-1183.

WE'RE SEEKING INDIVIDUALS to provide

support to the developmentally disabled. Call

Dwight Istanbulian at 818-361-6400 ext 129.

WRITER. Children's book author needs de-

velopment assistant/aspiring writer for new
project Research req'd. Win95. Brentwood.

Resume/letter to RockyShare©mind-
spri.ig.com, call 310-442-0396

CLERK pt time. Duties include data entry,

openir>g/routing mail, filing, classifying and

photocopying manuscripts, correspondenct

Qualifications: accurate typing, MS
Word/Windows/Databases, organization,

attn to detail, clerical exp. a plus M-F

12:30pm-3:30pm. Westwood Medical Pub-

lishing Office, $8/hr. Call 310-208-3556 or

fax resume 310-208-2838. Email ob-

gynOqreenlournal.org

2 BLKS FROM CAMPUS. Seeks volunteer

inlems. Flexible PT positions. Call Tim 310-

208-1896, 10-6

8100
Psrtoiisl Asslsisiioo

PHYSICAL ASSISTANT NEEDED For disa-

bied mate sopfiontorfr hvtpg in Reibsr haH.

Hiring for moming and/or evenir)g shift. Ap-

prox: 1/2HR-1HR per each shift. $10/HR. No
experience necessary. Call Alex: 310-267-

8189 or 949-369-9871.

Voluntaer

HEALTHY FEMALE VOLUNTEERS (17-

35yrs.) wanted for a study involving sntall

amounts of radioactivity at UCLA. $25/hr.

Call 310-825-1118 or 310-825-2871.

8400
ApartaMNits lor Rent

$675 ELEGANTLY
REMODELED 2bdnn, newly carpeted, oak

floors, tiled kitchen, garage, gre^ Van Nuys

location. Minutes to Shemian Oaks shop-

ping. Near library, buses, freeways. 9 mi.

UCLA. 818-399-9610.

* PALMS *
2BD. 2BA,

TOWNHOMES, FIREPLACE, .

GATED GARAGE,
ALARM

<* 3614 Paris Dr. $1245
(310) 837-0906
2BD. 2BA

4BD + LOFT, 3BA
3 STORY TOWNHOMES,

GATED GARAGE,
ALARM

ir 3670 Midvale Ave. $1995
(310)391-1076

* MAR VISTA *
2BD, 2BA.,

TOWNHOMES.
GATED GARAGE.

ALARM. FIREPLACE

• 11931 Avon Way $1125

• 11748 Courtligh Dr. $1095
• 12741 Mitchell Ave. $1195
• 12630 Mitchell Ave. $1145

4BD, 4BA., 3 STORIES
• 3954 Beethoven St $1895

(310)391-1506
I Open House Mon. - Sat, 10 • 5 .•

Display

206-3060
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Life ofthe Party!

Party on Ralph!

Actually the party now IS on RalphI

Thanks for the memories Ralph! '

MOST UCLA students dnnk no more

4 when they party. So what?

So, students who drink 4 or less have

better love lives, are happier with

relationships, and don't become the

'Life of the Party".

Now this

II fun!

Ralph

here

rating

hit

uncanny

OB.

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

unioni)

When
Ralph

finally

did shut

up

lactually

he

finally

miMi
total att

of

himseM.

Sure he

wa* fun

for

awtiile.

The

-Life of

the

Party",

but than

Relph

started

pounding

down
the

brewakn

like a

bone dry

sea

sponge

It was
down
the

hetch

and

damn
the

I Ralph

had a

one way
ticket to

panyland,

and'iy

|0ve he

was
going to

live a

little. He

babbled

on and

on about

some

guy

named
Dick,

who had

a good

head

and

loved to

aocial-

iM.

Thi>

Oick had

heerd

thetttie

-ACROSS
1 Type of bench

or force

5 Marry in haste

10 Loll in the sun
14 Zone
15 More recent

16 Prefix meaning
"elghf

17 Ccwfimandto
kitty

18 Claw
19 Easier said—

done
20 Ship's rope

22 Somethirig for a
rainy day

24 Arid

25 Actor Mineo
26 Eye's nerve
29 Air-rifle ammo
32 Forage crop

36 Shortening

. 37 Step lively

39 — Grande
40 Pre-openir>g

events

43 Composer
Gershwin

44 Taxed
45 Skip

46 Singer Gorme
48 Play it by —
49 Immature

butterflies

50 Actress Tilly

52 Pemiit

53 Royal staff

57 Froths

61 Made cloth

62 Wanderer
64 Organize
65 Imitated

66 Shade of green
67 — spumante ~

(spariding wine)

68 Only
69 Pilgrim John—

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

@0m QQQSIi] OSQSS
moiasmaDS osodqq
maass asms

DCQQOQQSmD BQDQS

CSESamS SQDSQ^SiEaOll

i!Zi[i[iso acamQS ssd

1

2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

70 Shed tears

DOWN
Do laundry^
Killer whale

estate

Grasshoppers
Vestibule

Heavy metal

Wise bird

Laborer
Sea eagles

10 Container

11 Yearn
12 Doe's mate
13 Hong—
21 Cun/e
23 Pack rat

26 "It's an — , but a
goodie!"

27 Ward off

- . (btows)

& Step
29 Musical note

30 Brazilian city

31 Express scom
33 Hobo
34 Eyelashes
35 Parly givers

37 Start for "view"

38 Scoundrel
41 Ice pellets

42 Left-handed
pitcher

47 Hinder
49 Caress
51 Cplumbus' port

52 Burdened
53 Did the

backstroke
54 Hold one's own
55 Constantly

56 Coffee-break
item

57 Bathe
58 "Or—!"

59 Speed
60 Cut
63 Prefix for

"day"
party

line was
long, but

^^ ^ ^ w TTWW
if he

could
w T5 16"

adhere

to the

dress

IT" IS T9"

code he

could

5cr sr

1

?? W
flutter

about

diaguised

at a

social
F"

sr

i 1^
27 28 _ 5rW 52" 34 35

butterfly

He'd

55"

i
37 W

i
59"

hghl

class
W tT IF

struggle

world

wide

W jr
i

15"
•

and hold

, the

?r IT w
i

IT

partying

back
RT !r ST

until

spring

break

S4 » 57 59 BO

(when

he

BT
b-

IT

twould

party

hardy,

without

winding

55"

L
67

S6' t w
down

bottoms

up in the

student (Fore good erne cal Smdem Heellh Educabon.

TJDC

thank

God) he

once

again

became
the life

of the

party

He

helped a

Literature

ma|or

polish

upon
her

prose

with a

pretty

per

manent

pen

When
Ralph

didnt

quite

make it

to the

little

boy's

room, a

photo-

loumaksm

student

was
there to

bravely

capture

his little

accident;

and a

premed
princess

got a

chance

to try out

her new
'won't

rub oft

"

lipstick

on

RalphI

What a

chump.

Hey
Ralph!

Most

UCLA
students

drink

four or

less

when
they

party

Some
don't

dnnk at

all

Ralph

drinks

too

much
He

should

drink

less He
should

;

talk less

too He

should

bathe

more
;

tool Not

to

mention

his

breeth

It's your

life, so

party or

RalphI

Just

remem
ber

When
you've

done 4

you're

done

Classifieds

825-2221

SANTA MONICA UI Apt. on t)6ach. high

ceings, large ck)8ets, kAs of windows, park-

ing. $1170/mo. 310-395-1284. Low agent
fee. www weststderentals.oom

SANTA MONICA Bachek>r Apt. pool, laurxlry.

parking, %620/vno. 310-395-1284. Low agent
fee. www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA Bachelor Apt. walk to

Promenade&beach, North of Wllshire.

$675/mo. 310-395-1284. Low agent fee •

www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA Single Apt. laundry, cable

included, parking, large closets, utilities paid.^

$750/mo. 310-395-1284. Low agent fee.;

www.westsiderentals.com '

SANTA MONICA Single Apt. laundry, street,

parking. North of Wilshire, $750/mo. 310-

395-1284. Low agent fee. www.westskjeren-

tals.com

1 -BLOCK TO CAMPUS. 2-bdrm. hardwood.

$1250. Walk to village and campus. 10966

Roebling Ave. Newly rerrxxleled. 310-208-

4253. 310-824-2595.

2014 S. Bently Ave. Must See! Huge single

apartment, 1 -rm, a/c. kitchen and bath.

$550/rTX). 2-miles from UCLA. 310-479-

3651
,

APT NEAR CAMPUS
WESTWOOD. Spacious bachelor. Ck)se to-

UCLA. 310-444-1478. Ask for Fred.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 2BEDR00M $950-

$1195. LARGE. UPPER/LOWER. UNU-
SUAL CHARM. SOME W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
310-839-6294.

BRENTWOOD $500/mo. unfurnished, share

2 bd. 2 bath deluxe apt. 310-550-1228

niwii DnrNTWQOP adjaC£NT- firigtrt spacious

upper 2bdrm/2bath. Parking. Fireplace, bal-

cony. $1179/mo. Call 310-473-8057.

BRENTWOOD single apt, close to

shops&restaurants, $750, Westside Rental

Conr>ectk)n 310-395-1284. Low agent fee.

www.westsiderentals.com

Hollywood Hills 1+1 Apt. a/c. $695/mo. The
Rental Connection (323) 634-7368 Icm
Agent Fee www.we8tstderentals.com

INTERNATIONAL
STUDENTS

SANTA MONICA
SUBLETS

NORTH OF WILSHIRE. Near beach. Ibdrm

$733. 2bdnTV2bath $922 and $992. Will sub-

let 2-12 rrwnths to students with non-renew-

able visas and exit expiration date of less

than lyr. 818-761-1168.

MARVISTA large 2bdrm/1.5ba. townhome.

fully remodeled like new. Security gate, close

to Dreamworks and Sony $1050-1075.

(310)915-1993.

PALMS. Single apt from $495. Ibdrm. $595.

Stove. $600deposit for single and

$900deposit for Ibdrm. 1-year lease. 310-

837-1502 leave message.

Santa Monica 1+1 Apt. 1 bk)ck to beach,

parking avail, near bike path, courtyard,

$875.68 310-395-1284. Low agent fee.

www.westsiderentals.com

PALMS- 2bd/2ba w/k)ft- $975/mo. Gated

parking, fireplace. MC, t)alcony. In newer 9

unit building. George: 310-915-7625.

PALMS Big 1bdrm/1ba, big kitchen. Carpet,

r^wly painted, stove, 2-refrigerators. Icar

parking. Center courtyard. $650. Also: small,

furnished Ibdrm/lba. $600. 310-558-1782

or 310-839-8105.

SANTA MONICA Single-apt, 3 blocks to

beach, near main street and Starbucks, cat-

OK. month-to-month, $837/mo. 310-395-

1284. Low agent fee. www.westsideren-

tals.com

VAN NUYS. Old Hollywood-style apt. Large

3-bdrm/2-balh. Spacious kitchen, Looks out

onto courtyard. $825/mo. Call Gloria 818-

995-0562.

WALK TO UCLA EXTRA LARGE 1 bedroom
16ft. high ceiling. Step down living room, se-

curity, large t>ak:ony, parking, laundry,$1100.

476-8090.

WEST HOLLYWOOD 1+1 Apt. pool.

$785/mo. The Rental Connectton (323) 634-

7368 Low Agent Fee www.westslderen-.

tal8.com

Westwood 2+2 /^t. spactous. a/c. quiet. 2

parking spaces. $1100 and up. 310-395-

1284. Low agent fee.

www.westsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD Bachetor Apt. good k)calk)n.

$800/mo. 310-395-1284 Low agent fee.

wwwwestskJerentals.com

WESTWOOD- Single apartment. $795.

Bright, cheerful, patk). pool. Walk to UCLA.

Shopping, transportatton. 1942 Pelham.310-

446-9348 or 310-207-7209.

WESTWOOD. 1 MIN from UCLA. Single.

$750. Gated complex. Pool. Laundry. An util-

ities paU. 1 yr lease. 310-824-1830.

WLA 5MIN. UCLA. Large, sunny, single.

Kitchen area, stove, refrigerator, and water

inckided. Pool. $585 310-204-4332.

WLA- 2bdmrV2ba. $1275-1395. Prime k)ca-

tion. Bright, cheeriul, patk). Walk to UCLA,
shopping, transportatton. 1246 S. Wellesley

Near Wilshire. Won't last. 310-207-7209.

WLA. $825-$850. 2bdrm/1.5ba. Dishwasher.

AC. carpet, drapes built-in. Extra large

fenced patio. 310-670-5119.

WLA. $850/monlh. Large l-bdrm/l-bath.

Pool, balcony. Built in stove and oven. Tele-

phone entry. Large closets. Quiet, private.

,1831 Federal Ave 310-478-7150

8500
ApaituMits Furnished

MAR VISTA, $535&up/month. Ask about

move in special. Attractive, furnished 1-

bdrm. Large, pool, patk), bart^ecue area.

Quiet-buikling. 3748 Inglewood Blvd. 310-

398-8579.

/liDiNiilHiiise for Sale

WESTWOOD 2 bedroom, 2 bath. a/c. fire-

place, new kitchen, 30ft. balcony, 2-car pari(-

ing. elegant condo. walk to UCLA $190K.

310-391-2877

WHY RENT??
GET TOGETHER w/a couple of roommates
to share this great 2+2 unit. Ck)se to cam-

pus. Or have your parents buy and then sell

at profit when you graduate- just reduced to

$299K. Creative financing ok. Newer buikl-

Ing.Century 21- Steve 213-917-7737/310-

977-6282.

fWEEKLY HOTEL RATES Jolly Roger Hotel

I
in Marina del Rey offering special student

rates. $255.36/wk. tax, makJ servk:e. conti-

nental breakfast included. Call Davkl: 800-

822-2904.

WESTSIDE VILLAGE. $315+ymo. 15-min-

utes south of campus. Quiet, cheerful teach-

er's home, share bath, male preferred, light

cooking, car necessary. 310-836-6730.

WLA. NEAR UCLA. $495/mo. Large room.

0.5bath. Off-street parking. Quiet area, good

for UCLA student. Female preferred, N/S. 1-

800-404-6202.

SuestlKNise fw Rent

WLA adorable guesthouse. Completely tur-

nished. Garden view. Studk) w/k)ft. $800.

Utilities included. Ideal for 1 person. Call

Ronda 310-470-9112.

House for Rent

BEVERLYWOOD $2800/mo. Deluxe house,

3txj, 2bath, 4 pk. space, unfumished. 310-

550-1228

House for Sale

4BD/3BA H0USE4SALE
SPACIOUS. AIRY CONTEMPORARY in

hills. Fully fenced and gated. Pool, large pa

tio. easy commute, lots of extras

$799,000. 310-452-5454.

9300
Room for Hel^

APARTMENT IN Palms. 13minutes Irom

UCLA. Excellent building. Rent reductk>n or

free rent. Light managerial duties. Experi-

ence people preferred. 213-650-4404.

BEAUTIFUL VIEW ROOM in exchange for

light houseworic. 1 block east of UCLA, north

end. Owner occupant. Dr. Lorraine OCon-
nell. 310-279-1812.

BRENTWOOD PARK- Near UCLA. PVT
room&bath. kitchen privileges for student

w/car. p/t painting, book-keeping, and/or

housekeeping. Help needed. 310-476-1510.

GOVT FORECLOSED
'HOMES FROM PENNIES ON $1. Delin-

quent Tax, Repo's. REO's. Your area. Toll

free (1)800-218-9000 Ext. H-1650 for current

listings.

CHILD CARE wanted in exchange for Guest-

house. Experience, strong references, car

required. Flexible hours. Walk to campus.

UCLA students only. 310-470-4393.

Room for Rent

BEVERLYWOOD $425, in private hm. own
t>athroom, private entrance, utilities included,

cable hook-up, n/s. n/d, quiet hm. 310-839-

9802

BH. Employed non-smoking fenwie to share

luxurious apartment adjacent to BH. Private

room/bath. Washer/Dryer. $550/mo. Call

310-275-7737 or 310-395-3923.

BRENTWOOD- Room in 3bdrm apartment.

Carpet and Spanish tiles. Kitchen, dining &

living room, parking. $525/mo. 310-442-

9851.

HANCOCK PK adjacent. Private rm/bath in

house w/quiet couple. Kitchen, laundry rm

privileges, n/s, $450/mo. Utilities included.

Call 323-939-0988.

SHERMAN OAKS- Room/ba in tovely resi-

dential area. Use of facilities. Minutes from

freeways. Minimal rent in exchange for dog-

care. 818-789-4093.

noontnuneS'-rnviie noom

BRENTWOOD- $605/mo+utilities. SpackHJS

bdrm/t>ath in security building. Gated pari(-

ing, laundry, pool. Available 11-01-98. Preter

responsible n/s female professional/grad

student. Yvonne 031 0-472-5701.

BROCKTON PRIVATE RM&BA (own-

er/share) walk-in closet, large apt., equipped

kitchen w/laundry. lurnished living room,

pariung $850/mo. (310)824-1344. Available

11/1/98.

HUGE APT
BRENTWOOD. 1 -block from village. 1-bdrm

w/private bath in 3-bdrm. Furnished. Pool.

Gated. Gym. $573/mo. David 310-889-0076.

WEST HOLLYWOOD- Off Sunset Blvd. Fur-

nished 2bdrm/2bath. Pool, gym, jacuzzi,

sauna. Valet paridng. $750/mo. Utilities In-

' eluded. 310-652-7031.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. HI-RISE condo.

Pool. Iblk to campus. Views. $500/mo. 310-

,2aad.4Q4 _^_
,WLA Close to UCLA/Brentwood/shop-

!ping/freeways. 2-bdrrTV2-bath condo to

share. Male or female. Partially furnished.

Secured paridng and storage. $600/month

626-293-7090.
^iimrm m,j<)A>».iv,%.m '>

. 'MBS

Roommate^Sliared Room

501 GAYLEY Seeking roommale to share

Ibdrm furnished apt. Must be clean/respon-

sible. $440/mo.+utilities. Move-in ASAP Ref-

erences required. Call 310-824-1627.

Room is available end of October. It has

paridng. furnished. $360. (310)208-1164.

Please call Claire after 7:00.

WESTWOOD F/NS needed to share

MbdrnVMba in 2bdrm/2ba apt. Secured

building. 3 biks. to UCLA. $400/mo. +depos-

it. Call 310-443-9977.

WESTWOOD share a spacious Ibdrm with 1

giri & 1 guy.. $365/mo. O Club California,

10982 Roebling. Partdng/pool/gym. Call 310-

208-2105

BHPo v^catfon Rentals

• IDYLLWILD BEAUTIFUL MTN. CABIN San

Bernardino Nal'l Forest. Fully equipped. Hot

tub, fireplaces. Views. Sleep 4+. $250/wee-

kend. 310-794-5515 310-391-6808

Advertise in

the paper that

over 58,000

people read.

Display Advertising

Call: 825-2161

ClasiMfied Advertising

CaU: 825-iS21

m
Display

206-3060
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Catholic
St. Paul the Apostle

10750 Ohio Ave.

Los Angeles. 90024.

310-474-1527

M-F, 6:30am, 8am, 12:05pm,

5:30pm: Sat. Sam, 9am.

5:30pm; Sunday: 6:30am,

Sam, 9:30am, 11:30am,

5:30pm; Times of Confession:

M-F 4:45-5:15pm; Sat. 4:30-

5pm. Weekly Bible Study

taught by UCLA Professor Bill

Creasy, Mon. 7am and 7pm In

the Upper Social Hall.

Christian
Chinese Bible Church
1637 Butler Ave.. LA

310-478-8971

Chinese Sunday Worship;

Sunday 11am in Sanctuary.

English Sunday Worship:

Sunday 11am in Walker Hall.

Looking for a Bible-based

church close to campus?
We're only minutes away from

UCLA, come and check us

out!

Joshua House
2948 Colorado Ave., Santa Monica.

310-581-9924.

Sunday Evenlnos, 6:30pm.

A new weekly gathering of

music, message, and ministry

for a new generation (ages

1S-32); where the reality of life

and the reality of God meet In

a relaxed and relational

atmosphere. For those who
wonder if there's more to

life... it's a place to come. (An

extension of the Vineyard

Christian Fellowship)

Christian/Evangelical
Westside Oikos Community
Church
1989 \Nestwood Blvd. (& La Grange),

^10-441-212ky

Sunday 1 pm, 3:30pm. Rides

provided at Sproul Turnaround

at 12:30pm and 3pm. Oikos

Christian Fellowship on

Campus, 1178 Franz Hall,

Thursday at 6:30pm. Start the

year fresh with God! He has

wonderful blessings in store

for your life. Join us for one of

our worship services where

you^wtth experience powerful

worship, life-changing mes-

sages, & awesome fellowship.

Congregational
Westwood Hills Congregational

Church

1989 Westwood Blvd. (& La Grange)

310-474-7327

[WHCChurcheaol.comj or call toll

free 888-WHCHURCH

Pastor Olaf Hoeckmann-
Percival. 10am worship. Open
and affirming of all. Christ cen-

tered, spirit-filled worship.

Conversational semrtons.

Music to lift your spirit!

Children's church, retreats,

Bible studies, and lots of

God's Love.

http://members.aol.com/whc-

chufch

Lutheran
University Lutheran Chapel
10915 Strathmore Dr. (at Gayley),

Westwood

310-208-4579 .. '•

Sundays: Liturgical Worship

10:30am, Bible Study: 12:15pm.

Contemporary Worship: 4:30pm.

Wednesdays: Soup Supper: 6pm.

Undergraduate Bible Study: 7pm.

Last Wednesday of the month.

Vespers Sen/Ice, 7pm.

Retreat from the edge! In love,

we emphasize the grace of God
while sharing the light of Christ!

Rev. Tim Seals, Pastor; Rev. Paul

Drake, Campus Ministry

Administrator.

Methodist
Westwood UMC/Wesley

Foundation

10497 Wllshire Blvd. (at the comer of

Warner Ave.)

310-208-6869 or 310-474-4511

httpy/home.earthlink.net/-wumc

Sundays: 10:30am&5:30pm.

Traditional Worship: 10:30am
in Sanctuary; Grace Land

Contemporary Worship:

5:3 pm in Helms Hall; Wastoy^

Fellowship, Pray-Play-Eat

Wednesdays. 6:15pm in URC
Lounge, 900 Hilgard Ave. (at

LeConte Ave.)

2:30-3:40pm.

Presbyterian

Brentwood Presbyterian

Church

12000 San Vicente Blvd., Los

Angeles, 90049

310-826-5656

College Age Fellowship: Sundays

1 1 am-1 2:30pm. Worship ^
Sen^ices: Sundays Sam, 9:15am.,

11am&6pm. BPC Is an active,

wann, and compassionate

church. Come worship with us or

check out our College Age

Fellowship. Shuttle sen^ice avail-

able from "Sproul Hall turn-

around" at 10:40am for C.A.R

Westwood Presbyterian Church

10822 Wilshire Blvd., Los

Angeles. 310-474-4535.

Worship times: 9a.m. and
11a.m. Excellent music. Bible

and theologk^al classes led by

university faculty.

Opportunities for spiritual

growth, felk>wship and sofvie^

in hands-on ministries dealing

with hunger, homeless, child-

abuse, affordable housing

needs. Next to AVCO the-

aters.

The Religious Services

Directory IS printed every
Friday.

Ipor advertising infonnation con-

tact Beckic Dibble at 310-825-

2221.

bargains
student deals \J

Every Wednesday and Friday, the Daily Bmin Classifieds provides Bruin Bargains, a place where students are able to advertise

absolutely FREE* some of the best deals in Westwood. Check weekly for updates so you don't miss out on great savings!

Item Description Price Phone
486-66 COMPUTER w/evefvthina N/A 626-962-5607

4DEPECHEM0DETIX sandieoo 12/15/98 $60ee 310-979^804
ALARM CLOCK AM/FM alanm dock rad. S20 310^7W)583
BEEPER CHAIN add. silver, metallic 213^13-2700
BICYCLE FORK never used/soedized $30 310470^021
BIG FUTON:FRAME free dhmrexc cond S66 310-20 H)224
COLOR MONITOR 14" full color S80 310-204^3432

COMPUTER SYSTEM aoole lie. cooler S200 218643-2619
CORDLESS PHONE Sonv-blackmanvfeatures S40 310478-5527
COUCH vwhite T tono. oomfv S30 310473-5602
CPU Intel CeteonaODA S100 323-2566501
CPU Intel Pentium 90 $10 323-25&6601

DESK ooior-wht. aside draws $36 31047W)583
DESK qiM[(xxvJil^on $70 310-271-2544

DRESSER oreat condition $60 310-271-2544

ENDTABLE 9auare\M00d2)(2 $20 31047[V6021
ETHERNETCARD dcinkfasttxtlO'cbl $36 310473^143
FANfELECTRIC) 38teo20)c20.whitB $8 310-209-1575

FOOTBAa TICKET Stanford vsuda 10/31 $5 818-725-2645

FOOTBALL TIX use student N/A 31047^143
FUTON FULL SIZE couch or bed new $100 310-2340)83

GAMEBOY+3QAMES new Docket silver $G0 310-2340083

Item

IRONING BOARD

Description Price Phone

teKfew4«i§Yg>gfag9 310478-5527

KING SZ BEDSPREAD
MATTRESS SET

w»9f-flraY iSL
new boxsoring iSL

91(H79«27
3lO-9»-79CT

GUITAR AMP mesa/booQie

GUn-ARAMP12WT
GUITAR PROCESSR

crate ax15r. ex cond.

SBD 310477-6881M 916-2084580

'^*iL-^*j:uLri\.-iii.-j m. 310477-8881

HANDHELD SCANNER PC. card, software ISL 310-209^226

HARD DRIVE NCGS40MB
HOCKEY TIX

INRNITE DRESS
kings, ducks

black brand new Iroe

-IS.
JSSL

323-2SMS01
310^25-9174

81&499-3383

MONITOR CTX Max 1024X1240 $60 323.25fr6601

MONITOR VGA 14" $ao 31O47M860
MSENCARTA98 cd-ronf». new. oriainal $20 310-209^226

NEW 12" SPEAKERS 12SwtHauU cooled $150 310^240887

NIGHT STAND solkl wood 2-drawer $25 310-204^432

OFFICE CHAIR cokx- black $10 31047W)583
PC MEMORY lembedo $15 310-204^432

PENDANT 14K oval 11diamonds $85 310-2866809

PSYCH 127 TEXT Bartow/Durand $BD 818-725-2845

QUEEN SIZE BED mattress&boxsorlna $100 310443-1451

RED CLIMBING PACK oversized $40 310699-1421

RED SILK KIMONO embroWerY. sizes 6-12 $ao 310-2096226

RHINESTONE BELT vintage small $80 310-2886809

SATELUTEDISH dtahnkt 18" $100 218643-2819

SEGA SATURN 8aame8/2oontroller8 $100 310477-6881

SEGA/NINTENDO 2Dlavefs+12ciame8 $70 3104706021

STARTREK-VHS vdl-6 $46 310-28&6a08

STAR WARS 1980 19flmDhok)s $8ea 310-2886809

SURFBOARDS(2) channel Mand $25ea 310-606-6906

T-SHIRT an size&colorB « 31047»0683
TOASTER OVEN Biack&Dedcar $15 31047M5Z7
TORCHIERE LAMPS 2aold/1wi1amD shade $15aa 3104706021

TQRCIgRRg MK<(hfl|ogen l» 31O-20f3^
TV RECEIVER satellite system $100 216643-2819

WETSUIT oYiellheatfullsult $1W 310461-8810

To place a FREE* ad in the Bruin Bargains, fill out an information form at the Daily Bruin Classifieds office, 1 18 Kerckhoff Hall

Classifieds
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206-3060
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Wch Ido much TV?
Maybe it's time to put the remote down and pick up the phone.
Insteaoof watching "Boy Meets Worid,** why don t you get off the couch and make an appointment at the Campus Photo Studio to get your senior portrait taken?

Ifyou are a senior, you must make an appointment at the Campus Photo Studio to get your senior portrait taken.

Ifyour last name begins with the letter F-L, you MU^ take your photo before October 30th.

To make an appointment, call 206.8433.

FRIDAY EVENING A -Century Cable B - Channel Name C = Bruin Cablevision OCT. 23, 1998

11

13

34

28

11

13

25

SItttrQB
Sitttr,

Sitlirll

CharUt Rom (In Stereo)

NewtD

Connection

I Love Lucy

Changec
HoMtli

Roeeonne
(tnStefeo)

RteU Lake Make-overs of

androgynous people.

Primer hnpacto

Jm MS
Freeh
Prince

Freeh
Prince

New8hourWHh;)lnr~
QD

ABCWIdn

JudoeJudy
(In Stereo)

wnn

I

Fraeiernn
Stereo) 111

Notkiaell

AeolTVJjn
Stereo) OB

ereo)

JSoin
You OB

Noddero
UnMalon

Extra (In

Stereo) (E

PriendeMn
Stereo) I)

LHearid
Tlmee

Jeopordyl

11

Hard Copy
OB

Home
tmpiove.

FraelerOn
Stereo) IB

Acceee
Hollywood

Seinfeld X

war-
Howeer

Wheel Of

Fortune I]

LAPD:Ufe
on the Beat

Stmpeona
(hi Stereo)

Newe

ravieea

Dateline (In Stereo) U

Buddy Faro 'Tlow You
See Him. Now He's Dearf

'

Trinity "In a Yellowinitylna
oodT (In SIWoorf' (In Stereo) B)

*** "Internal Affaks" (\9M, Drama) Richard Gere. A
oorrupt cop nwnjputetes colleagues forpersorol gu\.

'irkii^''AGr9itDayin
Hartem"( 1994)

WaoMno-
tonWeeh

TWoofa
lOndB]

(B

Uvingin
Captivity (B

On»er(

Wal Street

BoyMeeta
Worid IB

NewaB)

Getting

(B

Blood Relaltve"

ereo) flP

Vhro por BenT

Sabrina-

WUch
QD

Brother'e

Keeper (B

Newell

Millennium "Closure" (In

Stereo) (PA)JP
Love Boot: The Next
Wave (In Stereo) (B

Peaencuentro

"Apocalypse Nash" (B

Homidde:Lifeonthe
Street (In Stereo) [B
^

(In Stereo) QD

Paul Robeeon: Spealc of

MeAelAm
2<V20[B

QE f[nSi

Quarter QD

(B

Aqui y Ahora con TaroM

[B

FriendeJIn

Stereo) (B

I Show (In Stereo) H

Tonight Show (R) (In

Stereo) Bl

Cheera
(Part 2 0(2)

Chariie Roae (In Stereo)

(B

(B Mghtiine [B

Jerry Springer (B

HVHl V ^^Nvaci

Newerado
Presidenr

NotfdaaOD

BASIC CABLE STATIONS

irA*S*H[B

Mad About
YouflD

Notidero
UMvlalon

Murphy
Brown n

Wains'
Tknee

Politically

Incorrect [E

Changai
HeartTB

DvSm
Single [B

Late Late Show (In

Stereo) OB

Late Night (R) (In Stereo)

Nanny (In

Stereo) ac

AuadnCtty
Loeb/Jimmy

7R(iiy~

Night

Newe (R) (in Stereo) CB

IJmit8"Lisa

LaFave"

(R)[B

Love
Connection

MotownUvf

iTin

o)B
Copei
Stereo] (B

44

33

S4

39

38

26

19

16

27

12

14

42

32

66

56

56

12

Donna Reed:
(R)

••* "The Prince and tfw

Biography'
II Take tie Moon" Elcan Juatioa (R)

"rF]

Worid Today (B

[AiiO)1titli'AnAmehcmi
wnfwmm n Lonoon

IBaEelle'
JLaugh

Cochran A Company IPrime THne juatlot

'(1957. Comedy)

I'
'

'

Mi.l' I 'TTm^Mi

nememiMr
pwprinceol Carpathia invtes a showgirl to dinner. jWENNBl [Advent

Profbea "OavW Lynch" l*** rPa«sibr?rts^"(1992. Drama) Mary McDonnell, ANreWoodard. A bitter

Finmaltar David Lynch, paraplegic and her caretaker leam triencfahip. 'R*

••*"8(0Jim/Mc^ir)"(19S2.
Adventure) John Wayne. Nancy Olson.

paraplegic I

UrryldngERoT

IMght
Stand

tTbne Pubic Aflaira

Cold War '^riin"(R)[B

DaUyShow

% Story

MoT>ey

(Aoultlanguage)

ISporta
Tonight IB

44

42

39

41

40

64

71

36

WHdDiacovory "Salmon:

thaTMea"Againattha

tmjwtmW9 IAlComl
B.

Coming
Attractlona

Diacovary Mawa "John
Qlenn: A Pioneer Returr

TelkSoup

Divine Magic: The Worid
cl the Supernatural (R)
fc.a &i--!^' *

NHL Hoctor Washington Capitals at Buffalo Sabres. From Marine Midtond
Arena. (Lh»al (B

1 Frianda,

OD

Cut (In

Stereo)

Catdog

J4.-(M)»MLH
Lightnir^Frc

USaiSark

Paewoe'a
Playhouaa

?Soldan
Qlrtan

Show Me
the Funny

Elian (In

Stereo) IB

Show Me
d>e Funny

Bien'The
Funerarn

Jama Countdown (In Stereo)

All That (In (Figure It

Stereo) Out
Secret of

Alex

[4.O0) NHL Hockey: Loe Angeles Kings at Tampa Bay
• From the Ice Paijgi.(Uve)

;-Suparman

Saved by USA High
(In Stereo)

Babylon S "A V(3icen the

WMerTwssj^
Herculee:tTw
.Legendary Joumeyal!

,— . . Suspense) Gokie Hawn. John
rt searches for her husband's tnie

OhNoiMr.
B« Addama

Party of FNa'taoiTK

Home" (In Stereo) B
Beat of Rock tf Jock B*

Ban Jam (R) (In Stereo)

Doug (In

StereojiP

Shota

ER "Dead of Winter" (In

Stereo) BI

Rugrata
Stereo)'i

IM
Herman (R)

Cochran A Company (R)

Prime Time Public Aflaira

irk '77m ObfaTM 8a)r"(1969. Horror)

Vincent Pya^ M* (Violence)

Profllee"DevkfLi

Filmmaker David

ynch'

|jrryiangLhre(R)II

l

'

.l!-
'! -

'

..
!' i

'

i
r77?^^

AiRitmodeiaNocha(R)

Law A Order'

Claaaic

Arte

Entertainers (In Stereo)

Maury Teens receive

make-overs for parents. [B

Cope (In

Stereo)

Paid

ElBlaUaxo

Daya

Program

EIGordo!

RamemMr
WENNBl

••* "The fWice and tf)eS/>o»»o<W" (1957. Comedy)
The prince ot Carpathia invites a showgirl to dinner.

McDonnell*•* "Passion Fish' (1992, Drama) Mary McDonnell AXre Woodard. A bitter

paraplegic and her atretaker leam rien<fchip. "R* (Ao(Adult

CoWWar"Berln''(R)Il

** Iha Couch Trip'()9S7, Comedy) An escaped
mental patient beoomee a htp radto peychoiogist

Prime Time Juetlca(R) ITrial Story (R)

¥)

JuaticaFlleaThe
Amerfcan prison system.

Ooaaip

Sportaoanter QD

OhNolMr.
Bil Camera

Chicago Hope "liar, Liar"

jinStweojQB

Rock tf Jock
charily basketball game. (P

Kablaml(ln
Stereo)

Animorpha
"Home"^

Wild Diacovary "Sainran:

Against the TMe8"(R)

3rd Rock From the J

Dehmd Ilia Scanea (R)

!iFt iTlmBar
Matchup ISeriea(R)

Worid'aGraateat
the worid gather

Olaoovary

Yalk^(K)

Storm
Wamlngl

OraoRackmNH^
Pennzoi Nationals.

"fiemembrance*
maniesintoa

It MMlie iV Magidane from around

to peirorm leateol magic, (in Stereo)

ThaSamaTT
(in Slereo)

Bridir
Bundi

Women'e College VoNtylMH: UCU at 6regon State

(Uve)

p)Bl

iWanlorlXarta: Warrior Princeec'

Tsunamr (In Stereo) OP

Heard. An

Hollywood SahflM Amokf

Walker, Texaa Ranger
•

^Borderlne" (in Stereo) Bl

poWicai

1986, Drama) Eva LaRue. A woman
' ' <*"%>"<<^^ tragedy.

|ws;
I

a
Cochran A Company (R)

hngiage

ShowbLt Croaaflre

Today Bl l(R)B

SakiidayNkiht Uve Alec

BakMn, B-52s. Bl

Prime Time Juatice (R)

Irk "Massarati and the

flraiD" (1982) Daniel Piton.

•••• "Mr. Deeds Goes
to fown'^j1936)

••• "A Private Function'

(19e4)M«haelPalin.'R'

tional

Viva Variety

Weddmg

Conaaq

Diplomatic

Ucanaa

DaUyShow

a
Paid
Program

Divine Magic: The Worid
oftha8uparnitural(R)

Stem

Sportacantafn

Stem(R)

TOOCHib

AttMudeaBl

lock N" Jock Video WamihUpPartkipants of the

basketbbl game dbcuss fayonta videoe. (in Stereo)

Wonder
YearaBl

?573p^

Bwy
FOX Sporia Newe

LavamaA
Shirtay

HoMywoodSakflaaAmoM

***"Wor«rinpG/rr(19e8,
ambitkMiS Staien Island

ILovaLucy
Bl

FOX Sporta Nnva

^oidarr
QiriaBl

Loveiine (In Stereo)

Program
Paia

Program

Melroee Place "The
Trojan Stork" (In Stereo)Troan!

Inaidatha
PGA Tour

AXN(R)

(SoidarT

GklaBl

Bewitched

CHiPa "Pitot"

iVar o^lhe R^5'(1969. Comedy-Drama) Michael

Dougiaa. An attorney racals a once-happy coupie's Wtter dyorce.

secmtaiy

;-Drama) Melanie Griffith. An
rwoves up the ranks. (In Stereo) IB.(In St

Bess/

Mary Tyler

MooiaiB

I
Word

(toCtoae

&
Camera

?S6
Program

Talk Soup (R)

Paid

Program

NHL Hockay: Washington
Capitals at Buffak) Sabres.

Paid

Unaolvad
Stereo'

^jiee

Program

MyaiariaaTI(In

I^Sd*
Program

Road
(In Stereo)

tSTW

Ultimate

Fan League

t
liPa "Baby Food" (T»ne

oximate]

RoadRulae
(in Stereo)

Bl

Beat of

RuahHour

Homicide:
Ufe

RoadRulae'
Stereo)(In SIm

Dyke
Van

kwideOek
Tree

Irk "Angellli: The Final Chapter {\966)An9»\ goes
after the pom merchants who kMneppeo her siswr.

•• ''Lace" (1984, Drama) Bess Armstrong, Brooke Adams. ArieHe Dombasle
mother's klentity.

rer"(1968)

kidneppeo

basleTmre

CWPa "Name Your Price"

(Tinw Approximate)

ree friends vow o conceal a

"Angel 4:

Unaeroover"

PREMIUM CABLE STATIONS

99

31

20

15

17

34

33

35

B
Offtti

1

(4:30) **H Top Secretf"

19e4)ValKBmer 'PG'

liwWdiiaadLiball

*• "iUyFeiowAmerfcarw"(1996)Rlvalex-presklents
grudgingly team up to fighl a frame-up. 'PG-I? OP

Growing IBrothariy i "DuckTales the Movie
LovaBl

••• men ir)8tedlr"( 1997) Tommy Lee Jones. Secret

agents monitor extraterrestrial activity on Earth. Bl

Treasure'

iRa
m^.

hialdetheNFL(Rnirr
Stereo) Bl

im *•* "The Portrait of a Lady" I*** •W/crocosmo$"(1996,
1906. Drama) Nkx)ieiqdman.'PG-13' |Documentary) (m Stereo) "G' Bl

ven'"R'

'Dead/MenCw)YOanc«"(1997)Ellleoomm«idM
must dettroy a North Korean nuclear plant. 'R' Bl

kVt "Excess Baggege'{}W7) Alcia SIverstone. A
thief steals a car wiin an heiress kxked in the tnjnk. Bl

•*tH '77»iin0toSoolir(1967,
otoesofPhlHiAdventure) VoicesijVoto

Domi
larris.'G'B]

'iMaximumRlts/ic" (1996) A cop assumes lEnMnaiv
the identity of his murdered twin brother. "

*• "Fire ikmn Oekm" (1997) Steven Seagal. AnlPA
agent wages a one-man war against polluters 'R' Bl

••• "Homeward Boun&. The Inaedble
Jbumey"(1993) Robert Hays. 'G' Bl

yfishmasker (1997) A gemotogist

frees an evil genie from his opel pnson.

"UNversal SokMer II: Brothers in Anns'
Matt Battatfia. Qn Stereo) 'NR*

Stargato

SO-fm)_

WaflOianayPraa
Where Do stories

irk)^ Texas Chahsaw Massacre: The

Next Generation' (\9%, Honor) V^X
Stargata

SG-T

**% "Single WhUe Female' (1902) A woman
devetops a deadly fbcatcn on her female roommate

Dead Man'a Gun Ties
That Bin<r (In Stereo) Bl

CtirleRock

(In Stereo)

Ouir
UmHaBl

"WUMamu MMkendr(1994.
Barbara Moore. "NR*

MouaeClub

"Dressedto
KrM960)

••• iCao(lwftoe''(1977)

Jodie Foeter.'Q'Bl

*« The Peacema(l(ar"(1997) George Ckwney. A
Identist and a soMier seek stolen nuclear weapons

Red Shoe Diariaa Bounty
hunter chases chamner. (B

kkVt "Flesh A BtoocT (1965) Rutger Heuer. Two leth-

century nobles vie fcx tne to^ d a young woman. 'R*

Love Street

a
"Merchant

of Death" '9:

kirk "Bastard out of

CarD»ia"(1996)'R'
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825-2221
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CORNERBACKS
From page 1

7

which is caused by clocking an oppos-

ing player.

"Someone can hit you during the

game, and you can make yourself feel

better by smacking anyone on the

team," Roques said. "You can have

revenge all game."

Roques' propensity for revenge has

led him to build a reputation for being

a formidable hitter.Constantly rocking

opposing receivers, he punishes them

for daring to attempt to catch the ball.

"Big hits don't come when I try to

make them. It happens when Vm hus-

tling to the ball and the person is not

expecting me to come so hard," said

Roques.

"He underestimates me and it feels

good when I run through him and flat-

ten him because he gave little resis-

tance. He didn't respect you as a hit-

ter," Roques said.

Marques Anderson is a true sopho-

more who was named to the Freshman

All-America team last year after finish-

ing the year with 42 tackles.

Anderson showed

what he was capable

of by making eight

tackles ...in helping

limit the Ducks.

This year he is the veteran on the

squad and was supposed to have a lock

on a starting comer position, but some-

times things change. Anderson has fall-

en to second string on the depth chart.

"The coaches wanted to get more

out ofme and play up to my potential,"

Anderson said. "So now I am just get-

ting back on track. I'm slowly getting

there through hard work."

Against Oregon last weekend,

Anderson showed what he was capable

of by making eight tackles, six of those

unassisted, in helping limit the Ducks.

If Bell is the prototypical comer-

back, then Anderson is not far behind.

Anderson loves playing comer, espe-

cially in the Pac-10.

"The Pac-10 is lovely, as a comer

trying to get to the (NFL)," Anderson

said. "This league is filled with athletic

and accurate quarterbacks and great

wide receivers. It prepares you for the

next step."

The biggest man of the unit is Eric

Whitfield.

At the beginning of the year

Whitfield was starting at free safety.

Now he has been switched to comer-

back. But Whitfield is optimistic.

"It's fun because we
are all family out here.

We work hard."

Eric Whitfield

UCLA football cornerback

"I have played (the position) before

and I just have to go back to my rou-

tine," No. 6 Whitfield said.

"It's fun because we are all family

out here. We work hard. We are the

first ones out here and the last ones

off."

Even though Whitfield does not

start, his safety skills make him deadly

on the comers.

"Whitfield is a smart guy and under-

stands the coverage," defensive coordi-

nator Nick Aliotti said.

"Comers are a little more skillful

because they have to cover guys one on

one.

In the end, Whitfield remains a

deadly weapon because of his vision

and hitting abilities.

So when the offense needs the ball

this Saturday against Cal, all they will

have to do is, "launch green flares and

wait for the calvary." (*Thc Rock")

That calvary is the comerbacks,

who are always looking for a way to

achieve one goal: victory.

FOOTBALL
From page 16

cornerback Ryan Roques.

California possesses some firepow-

er on offense, but their defense is their

strength. The Golden Bears lead the

Pac-10 in scoring defense (18.7 points

per game), passing defense (162.7

yards per game) and total defense

(321.8 yards per game). The defense

has also dominated the second half of

games, yieldingjust three touchdowns

after halftime in six games.

"Their defense is really tough.

ing," said quarterback Cade
McNown. "But I wouldn't have it any

other way. I'd much rather be facing a

team whose defense is their best asset

because that's more in control for me
and the rest of the offense."

Cal's defense is led by Sekou

Sanyika, one of the biggest impact

players in the Pac-10. Sanyika leads

the conference with a 17 tackles for a

loss, and is tied for the lead with seven

sacks.

But Sanyika and the other Cal

defenders have yet to play against an

offensive line as powerful as UCLA's
and a passing game with as much fire-

power. The Bruins have allowed just

four sacks this season.

UCLA's offense is third in the

countiy with 46.^^ini^ per game,

and Cal allows only 18.7 points each

game, so something is going to have to

give.

"Offensively, I have a great deal of

respect for the way UCLA plays,"

said Cal coach Tom Holmoe.

"They have a quarterback that can

run that offense to near perfection,

and they have skilled players that can

execute the game plan. So those things

all tie into having you a little bit anx-

ious about going into the game."

The Golden Bears' offense has

been somewhat anemic this year,

especially when you compare their

16.5 points per game to the Bruins'

monstrous average. Cal's top offen-

sive threat is receiver Dameane
Douglas, who is tied for seventh in the

Tailback Marcus Fields leads a bleak

running game which rests at the bot-

tom of the Pac-10 rankings.

MARK
COPELAND S

^•^ THE BAKERY SESSION
ENHANCED CD

11

SENT FREE TO UCLA STUDENTS
SIMPLY LEAVE YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS AT OUR
WEB-SITE, WWW.SPOTRECORDS.COM, AND ENJOY

AMERICA S #1 JAZZ SINGER BACKED BY HIS
SWINGIN 17 - PIECE BIG BAND. REALLY, ITS FREE!*!^

rocordsl

STOMACHp^yjyVV
If you have burning, gnawing or cramping in

your UPPER STOMACH, you may have an
ulcer. People with ulcers experience most pain

before meals and at bedtime.

If you think you have an ulcer, you may qualify

to participate in a UCLA clinical research

program.
Qualified volunteers will benefit from state-of-

the-art diagnostic testing and medical treatment
at no charge.

For Further Information
call Robyn Altman, R.N.

or Mary Miller, R.N. at-

Cure Clinic
(( illltlliH'l litr

Im^'-.IIvIiJIIiI I K \(i>|||H1lt)

(310) 312-92S3

UCLA's offense has scoreboard

operators earning their dues. The
Bruins have scored over 40 points in

all five games this season, marking the

first time UCLA has strung together

five straight games over 40.

But freshman tailback DeShaun
Foster will miss this game with a

strained left knee, leaving Keith

Brown to start and Jermaine Lewis to

come off the bench.

The tailback twosome has com-

bined for 514 yards and 13 touch-

downs on the year.

Some defensive changes for the

Bruins include Kenyon Coleman

replacing Tod McBride at strong safe-

ty.

McBride will move back to free

safety and back up Larry Atkins.

UCLA's defense will be hungry for

the Golden Bears, especially after

allowing 38 points to Oregon.

"We have a good game plan to just

go out and go after them. It's another

chance to prove how good we are,"

said cornerback Marques Anderson.

UCLA won't be playing against an

undefeated, ranked opponent. They

won't be going against the cream of

the Pac-10, and they won't be in the

national spotlight. But their game
plan and desired result will remain

exactly the same.

"There is no reason for us not to be

W6IlVfll6d,'"8am linebacker Tony

White.

"Ifguys can't get motivated for this

game, I don't know what it will take."

^Tfeah, it rains.'' ^^
"^Next question.''

WILLAMETTE UNIVERSHY COLLEGE OF LAW
Salem, Oregon

After you've had your ftin in the sun.

UCIA Giaduate and Professional School

Information Day
Friday, October 23, 1998

University of California, Los Angeles

10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.

Wcstwood Plaza (by the Bruin Bear)^

WILLAMETTE UNIVERSUV COLLEGE OF LAW
Established 1883, Beside Oregon's State Capitol & Courts

Willamette Univcr.ity College of Law is the oldest law school in the Pacific ^Jo^hwest.

Willamette us accredited hy the ABA and is a member of the AALS.

R)r information: <www.willamctte.edu/wud> or 503.370.6282

Bruinlife?

bniinlifeYEARBOOK

With a national championship football title in the

future, an expanded graduate section, better sports

coverage, and award winning design, you'll want a

Bruinlife Yearbook to remember this year.
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M.WATERPOLO
From page 32

games like that, and several more of a

similar kind, that makes Baker want to

savor every moment of defeating Cal.

**I can't emphasize how big of a

rivalry it is between UCLA and Cal,"

he said. **It*s going to be a physically

brutal game. If we come out with a

win, it's going to be a good one."

With Cal being a historically domi-

nant team, Bruin coach Adam
Krikorian is cautious about underesti-

mating the Bears simply because it lost

several games this season.

"They're not having a season that

they had hoped for, but it doesn't

mean it's not a threat. They have tons

of guys who can play really well and

it's always difficult to play up there."

Sunday is another day to play with

another challenging team. No. 3

ranked Stanford is having a better sea-

son so far than Cal. It has a 13-3 over-

all and 4-1 conference record. The
Cardinal features two time All-

American goalie Chris Agurlera, who
had 10 saves against UCLA last week-

end at the Nor Cal tournament.

The Bruins ended up beating them

that weekend in a 9-8 overtime game.

It gave the Bruins a confidence boost -

on the other hand it gave the Cardinal

motivation to redeem themselves.

"When you end up losing in over-

time, you always feel that you should

have had it," UCLA coH^aptain Sam
Grayeli said. "I'm sure they're going

to be extremely pumped up. There's

probably more incentive on their part,

trying to make a statement that they

could've won that last game."

Stanford not only needs to prove

their worth to themselves but also to

the water polo community. In fact,

both Stanford and UCLA are racking

up the wins to get the at-large bid for

the NCAA championship tourna-

ment, in case they miss out on the

qualifying event.

"It's a critical game for Stanford,"

Baker said. "We're going to get their

best effort. We're going to play them
this weekend and another day, so

somebody is going to come out with a

2-1 record."

The Bruins look to beat Cal in their

first match of the season and better

their performance against Stanford

this weekend. And the fact that this is

a single match as opposed to last

week's tournament match helps both

teams in concentrating on playing just

one team that particular day.

"The difference is that in a tourna-

ment, we have two games a day so we

can't focus as well," Grayeli said.

"You still do, but you also have to

think about what you have next. But

this weekend, we can go to Cal

Saturday and do what we have to do
and then go off to Stanford the next

day and prepare mentally and physi-

cally just for that game."

Now in mid-season and switching

into higher gear, Baker stresses the

importance of winning games as

everyone rallies for the NCAA cham-

pionships.

"Each game gets magnified from

here on out," Baker said.

"Any loss and win after this point is

huge."

W30CCER
From page 31

fourth in the conference and first

on the team in assists with five.

Against the Bruin defense led by

defenders Little, Karissa

Hampton (sophomore), Krista

Boling (freshman) and keeper

Lindsay Culp (junior) the Oregon

attack probably won't provide

enough punch.

The UCLA defensive unit

showed its true colors on Sunday,

holding the conference's fourth

leading scorer, Stanford's Tracye

Lawyer, to just one assist in the 2-1

Bruin victory. Culp, through 16

games, has only allowed nine goals

to maintain a personal GAA of

::fi^ and ft teamGAA of0.54=
"Our defense is just awesome,"

Hammoud added reflecting on the

consistency of the unit. "Our back-

line of Little, Hampton and Boling

was just done an outstanding job.

And Lindsay (Culp) has done a

superb job."

Sunday's opponents, the

Oregon State Beavers (5-7-1, 0-3-

0), while not equaling the success

of Pac-10 leaders so far, can still

look in the mirror and smile at

themselves. The Beavers, after a 2-

15-2 campaign last season, have

already topped that win total by

three games - with six games still

to play.

"At the moment we've got to

step back and look at ourselves in

relation to where we were and

where we are now," OSU head

coach Steve Fennah said, "and

judge ourselves on being success-

ful."

"We've got to continue to move
along those lines and then we'll see

results in the win column as well."

It is evident that the Bruins now
realize that they need to avoid let-

ting up on opponents.

Going into this weekend's con-

-testr,4fae UCLA women's
team now realizes that they have to

stay intense to achieve their goals.

"We have to respect every sin-

gle Pac-10 team," Hammoud con-

cluded. "But we also have to play

our games.

"We have to put opponents

away when we can and should. We
cannot let them hang around if we
want to win the Pac-10."

ROQUES
From page 17

brother, Aaron, did for UCLA.
"She would always bring it up and

then laugh it oft"," Roques said. "She

said she had a feeling that I would

excel."

She was right.

Roques only accumulated nine tack-

les, but wanted to see his decision

through.

"I knew I wasn't going to get any

playing time," Roques said. "Look at

where I was at the beginning of the sea-

son and look at me now. I have had

luck. I can't say that I did it by myself

but the Lord's blessed me.

"Before the season I was second

string nickelback. I'm just thankful."

tndsoisUCLA.

— —^=
During the last two years, Roques

has grown by leaps and bounds thanks

in part to his hard work and his team-

mates.

"Jason Bell took me under his

wing," Roques said. "He would stay

after practice with me to teach me drills

he learned from other comers."

"Roques wants to be good," Bell

said. "Everything I work on he works

on. He is molding himself to his own
player. He has worked hard to be

where he is."

Part of his success has come from

playing spring ball after the baseball

season. Roques is unable to devote all

his time to the football team because he

plays outfield for the baseball team.

"Sometimes I wonder how good I

would be if I just stopped playing two

sports and just focused on one,"

Roques said. "Both sports are fun

because they are so different.

"In baseball you can't go up to the

plate pissed off and fired up, you have

to be relaxed. In football, your adrena-

line is sometimes your best asset.

"In baseball you have to control

your emotions to the right moment,

like when I am put in to steal bases.

Everyone knows I'm going to steal, but

=J=5an*l go unl3 fiie pitcher movesrl^

tackles against Arizona and picking off

a huge pass in the third quarter.

Against Oregon, Roques would pull

down a heave-ho pass by Akili Smith

and try to run it back for a two point

conversion to end the game.

"Ryan has great hands and is a good

athlete," defensive coordinator Nick

Aliotti said. "If we lost him it would

hurt us. We are thin at comer and we
don't have a lot of numbers."

To make Aliotti sweat a bit, Roques

fielded punts against Oregon after

Deshaun Foster went down.

However, the rocky road continued

as Roques felt dizzy before the game.

"Fielding punts before the game, I

dropped three because I was light head-

ed," Roques said. "Then the first punt

he hit was a boomer. I was loving it

though. Trying to make people miss

can't flinch. In football, you can just

explode at any time."

Now football is on Roques mind.

Through his first five games he has

totaled 17 tackles, four interceptions

for 79 yards and seven pass break-ups.

In a tumultuous time in the sec-

ondary, Roques has becomejust that: a

rock. Solid and consistent, Roques has

stepped up in big games, totaling six

-and having eleven people out on tlie

field chasing you is one ofmy favorite

parts of football."

Ryan Roques has shown improve-

ment and has battled through a

menagerie of positions to come into

his own this year.

Now Roques will head up near The
Rock this Saturday to put the Bears to

rest and further smooth out his once

rockyjoumey.
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Any large Pizza, your choice of toppings and crust, for $9*99

824-41 1 1
"^^"^'^^'^^®-
Westwood Village

until t a^m. 8^fe|Kiay»Tliursday

until 2 ajn. Prftfay & Saturday

EASTHMCONfUElia
Atlantic DMskm

W L- TPts Gf 6A

PhiUdflphM 4 1 1 9 16 8

Pimburgh 2 1 1 6 10 12

N.Y. Rangers 2 4 1 5 13 21

Newieney 2 3 4 9 12

N.Y.bl4ndm 2 4 4 10 14

Northeast Division

W L T Pts 6F GA
Toronto 3 1 1 7 15 12

Montreal 3 2 1 7 17 11

Boston 3 3 1 7 14 11

OtUwa _i 2 6 16 13

Buffalo 2 1 1 5 10 9

Soutlieast Division

W I T Pts 6F GA
Florida 2 2 6 8 4

Washington 2 2 1 S 10 8

Carolina 1 1 3 5 12 11

Tampa Bay 1 4 1 3 13 19

WESnmiCONFEIIENa
Central Division

W L T Pts 6F GA

Detroit 4 1 8 15 7

Chicago 3 2 1 7 14 15

St. Louis 2 2 1 5 13 13

Nashville 1 3 1 3 8 13

Northwest Division

W L T Pts GF GA
Vancouver 3 2 6 12 11

Edmonton 3 3 6 17 13

Calgary 1 3 1 3 12 18

Edmonton 4, N.Y. Islanders 2

Detroit 5, Nashville 2

Los Angles 1, Florida 1, tie

Anaheim 3, Boston

IkmnUft<«
N.Y. Rangers 3, N.Y. Islanders 2

SLLouis5,Onawa3

New Jersey 3, Philadelphia 2

Dallas 2. Phoenix 1

San iose 2. Chicago 2, tie

Los Aiigeies at Tampa Bay, 7:05 p.m.

Washington at Buffaloi 7:30 pim.

Vancouver at Florida, 7:30 p.m.

Toronto at Detroit 7:30 p.m.

Calgary at Nashville. 8 p.m.

West

Denver

Kansas City

Oakland

Seattle

San Diego

6001.000203 109

420 .667118 103

42 .667 88 117

3 30 .500127 79

3 40 .428 83 112

Colorado 4 1 1 10 20

Pacific Division

W L TPts GFGA
Dallas 4 1 1 9 17 10

LosAngeles 2 1 2 6 12 12

Phoenix 2 2 4 10 9

Anaheim 2 3 4 9 9

SanJose 3 2 2 9 16

Satwtfay'iCMMS

N.Y. Rangers at Philadelphia, 1 p.m.

Detroit at Montreal, 7 p.m.

Buffalo at N.Y. islanden, 7 p.m.

Toronto at Pittsburgh, 7 p.m.

Florida at Washington, 7 p.m.

Carolina at OtUwa, 7:30 p.m.

Boston at New Jersey, 7:30 p.m.

Nashville at Chicago, 8 p.m.

San Jose at Dallas, 8 p.m.

Calgary at St. Louis, 8 p.m.

Edmonton at Colorado. 10 p.m.

Los Angeles at Carolina, 5 p.m.

Vancouver at Tampa Bay. 7:05 p.m.

Phoenix at Anaheirp, 8 p.m.

N.ttion.tl fontl).ill l<>.u|iit>

rtt A Gl.iiuc

AMEMCANCONFEIKNa
East

WLT Pet. PF PA

Miami 4 20 .667102 70

NewEngUnd 4 20 .667161 110

Buffalo 3 30 .500128 124

N.Y.Jets 3 30 .500138 119

Indianapolis 160 .143112193

NATIONAL CONFEIENa

East

WIT Pet. PF PA

DalUs 43 .571174 115

Arizona 3 40 .429108155

N.Y. Giants 3 40 .429146 152

Philadelphia 160 .143 79 162

Washington 70 .000 93 227

Cemral

Minnesota 6 001.000207 103

Green Bay 4 2 .667 155 134

Tampa Bay 3 30 .500 91 112

Detroit 2 4 .333 134 158

Chicago 2 50 .286129158

New England at Miami, 1:01 p.m.

San Francisco at St. Louis, 1:01 p.m.

Tampa Bay at New Orleans, 1 :01 p.m.

Chicago at Tennessee. 4:05 p.m.

Cincinnati at OaUand. 4:15 p.m.

Jadcsonville at Denver. 4:15 p.m.

Seattle at San Diego, 4:15 p.m.

Buffalo at Carolina, 8:20 p.m.

OPEN: Arizona, Dallas, Indianapolis, New
Ybrfc Giants, Philadelphia, Washington

MMda)kOct26
Pittsburgh at Kansas Gty. 8:20 p.m.

Al ThMs hi tht Sfwtf Im art EOT

flP Pfii Footh.tll P^(k^

DeBerg, who probably will be Atlanta's

quarterback unless Chris Chandler

makes a miraculous recovery from his

shoulder injury. Deal with the known.

JETS» 24-14 " '

.. •.. '

.

' '

•

NaliMialFMtMILMfM
NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS-Signed WR
Tony Gaiter. Released CB Steve Lofton.

Sm FiMKisc* (niMs 9) at St U«b
The Niners have won 15 straight against

the Rams and after the dose call

against the Colts, they'll be ready.

49EltS, 37-13

SMttlt (Mimu 6 1/2) at San M«f«
The Seahawks get back to the easy part

of the schedule.

SEAHAWKS, 244

West

Atlanta

San Francisco

New Orleans

St. Louis

Carolina

5 1 .833 172 123

510 .833198 117

3 30 .500112 136

2 40 .333129 139

06 .000114 169

Thuntfay's Game
Detroit 27, Green Bay 20

New York Giants 34, Arizona 7

Pinsburgh 16, Baltimore 6

Tampa Bay 16, Carolina 13

Tennessee 44, Cincinnati 14

Buffalo 17, Jacksonville 16

Atlanta 31,New Orleans 23

Minnesota 41, Washington 7

San Francisco 34, Indianapolis 31

SanDiego13,PMIadeiphia10

Miami 14, St. Louis

Chicago 13, OaMas 12

OPEN: Denver, Kansas Oty^ Oakland

Seattle

VMCwfver 2« fMSMnglon 1

Mantreai 3,0ttiM 2

iMiipi %tf 5, Plfbbwgli

Central

Jacksonville

Pntsbwgh

Knnrocv

510 i33 140 109

4 20 .617 M 17

3 30 i00124 103

2 40 J33 92106

2 40 J331171S9

New VMk Jets 24, New England 14

,0ct2S

Atfanu af New VmI Jctv 141 pim.

laMmoft at Green laji 1:01 pj%
mmmmanlktnm,Mn9M,\

PfRvif (MMts j) at JadbaiivMa

Doing something in Denver isn't easy,

particularly with the Broncos coming

off a bye week in which John Ehway's

hamstring got better. But Jags coach

Tom CougMin is a Bill Parcells disciple

and Parcells pulled off an upset Monday

night.

ClMt,b«t...MONCOS, 24-21

New Enfland (plus 1) at Miami

A short week coming off a loss for the

Patriots and a critical game for both

teams.

DOLPHINS, 12-10

Pittsbwgh (plus 6) at Kansas City

(MMidayniflit)

Kind of a big spread for teams that usu-

ally play games like ...

CHIEFS, 14-13

MlMMSMa (niMs S 1/2) at DttrtH

Who knows with the Lions? But they've

traditionally played well at home

. against good teams. The Vikings in
due.

U0NS^31M

tiMwin {fkttU 1/2) at <tt<n lay

The Packers have lost in streaks the past

fcw yearv Stivak over at two ...

MaEIS^24-1f

Cliiafa(plM4)atTMncss«t
—

^

The Bears always keep it close.

OILENS, 17-13

liiffala(plitt2)atCarelina

Doug Flutie over Steve Beuerlein.

BILLS, 24-17

Tmih i«y (MiMS 3) at N«w
OrlMns

How soon before Kerry Collins starts for

the Saints?

BUCS, 13-4

Cindfinati (plus 2 1/2) at Oakland

Teams too schizoid to pick.

Tic, 10-10

Tr<ins.i(tioni

Ni^af Ltawt Baseball

ANAHEIM ANGELS— Exercised their

1999 option on RHP Omar OKvares.

BOSTON RED SOX—Announced IB Mo
Vaughn declined to exercise his 1999

option. Declined to exercise their 1999

option on INF Tim Naehring.

TORONTO BLUE JAYS—Exercised their

1999 option on INF Tony Fernandez.

Declined to eierdse their 1999 option

on C Benito Santiagoi

COLORADO ROCKIES—Announced RHP

Kevin Ritz emdsed his 1999 option.

NatlMialHMl»yLMf«4—-—t"

CAROLINA HURRICANES—Assigned D
Hugh Hamilton and D Mark McMahon

to Florida of the ECHL.

COLORADO AVAUNCHE—Realled
Ted Crowley from Hershey of the AHL
Reassigned D Dan Smith to Hershey.

DALLAS STARS—Activated C Joe

Nieuwendyk and C Brian Skrudland

from injured reserve. Placed F Brent

Severyn on injured reserve, retroactive

to Oct. 14.

EDMONTON OILERS—Loaned LW Daniel

Lacroix to Hamilton of the AHL
LOS ANGELES KINGS—Acquired G Ryan

Bach from the Detroit Red Wings for a

conditional selection in the 2000 entry

draft. Assigned G Alexey Volkov to

Hali^ of the Quebec Major Junior

Hockey League.

NASHVILLE PREDATORS—Assigned F

Brad Smyth ^o Milwaukee of the IHL

Recalled F Jeff Daniels and F Doug

Friedman from Milwuakee.

NEW JERSEY DEVILS—Loaned LW Scott

Daniels to Albany of the AHL.

PHOENIX COYOTES—Recalled F Brad

Isbister from Las Vegas of the IHL.

ST. LOUIS BLUES—Signed FPavol

Demitra and F Pascal Rheaume to con-

tract extensions.

Trivn Ouostions

1. In the history of the Heisman trophy,

what do the football programs at Yale,

Ohio State and Army have in common?

2. What two teams faced off in the first

Super Bowl?

3. What is the flagship newspaper of
^

the media syndicate that owns the

Chicago Cubs?

i(fir)iiaiw1lifkJali

HMiv 4caMf wNk Im MNMawn, Daa

Reeves saifs iT 44-yNr-«M Slivt

CHKAGO iULLS-lle-siywd la Wlnli^

aunqnoficpoaiu-c

sisucxaiiiputsMp^iiiguaiQaiii 7

-aidaii|MipsaM|li(p»ai|ia*%i
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UCLA fights to remain on t• t

PREVIEW: Victory against

Stanford propels Bruins

into tie for No.l in Pac-10

By A. CinQue Carter

Daily Bruin Contributor

What a breath of fresh air.

The UCLA (13-2-1, 3-1-0 Pac-10)

women's soccer team lost a close

game to Cal on Friday and came
back to defeat Stanford on Sunday.

With the win, they rose to a four-way

tie for first place in the conference

with Cal, Washington and
Washington State. Without a victory,

the NSCAA No. 19 and Soccer

America No. 13 Bruins would have

fallen into a three-way tie for fifth

place with Stanford and USC.
"The Cal game was a wake-up

call," sophomore midfielder

Sommer Hammoud said, "to tell us

that there isn't a Pac-10 team you can

put away with one goal.

BAHMAN FARAHOEL/Odily Bfuin

Forward Tracey Milbum runs the ball away from the oncoming

Stanford defense.

NINASACKS/OailyBruic

and we hope to keep playing well."

On tap for the Bruins are contests

with Oregon tonight at Spaulding

Field and Oregon State Sunday

afternoon at North Athletic Field.

Tonight's contest against the

Ducks (4-6-2, 1-2-0) will be only the

second meeting between the two

schools. UCLA won last year's con-

test 6-0 and will attempt to repro-

duce the same result again.

Despite the Ducks' record, they

have had solid goal keeping. Their

only getting two goals of offense.

Testing Fox's mettle will be the

UCLA tandem of forwards Tracey

Milburn and Staci Duncan, and mid-

fielder Breana Boling. Duncan leads

the team and conference in scoring

with 24 points while Duncan and

Boling are second on the team and

sixth in the conference in scoring

with 16 points.

Duncan also leads Ihe team and

conference in assists (6) and the

team in goals (9).

"Everyone in the Pac-10 is good

competition, and you have to do

more offensively than a single goal."

Junior defender Skylar Little,

explained the importance of keeping

up the Bruins' level of play.

"This is a crucial part of our sea-

son," Little said. "(Our opponents)

are on the weak end competitively

top keepe r. Amanda Fox (fourth in Conversely an important compo-

the conference in goals against aver-

age (GAA) at 1.18), looks to keep her

positive net play going.

Against then-No. 6 Portland, Fox

held her opponents 1.8 goals under

their average by giving up one goal

in the 1-0 defeat. Also, in defeats

against Washington and Washington

State, she gave up four goals while

nent of the Duck offense is freshman

midfielder and forward Chalise

Baysa. With 14 points, Baysa leads

the Ducks and ranks 11th in confer-

ence scoring. She is also fifth in the

conference and first on the team in

goals (7). Junior Erin Anderson is

SeeW.SOCaR,page30

Bruins hope to rebound

from season's second loss

M.SOCCER: UCLA will battle a Sacramento team

which has been shut out in its last seven games

ByMoinSalahuddin

Daily Bruin Contributor

Could a loss in their last game be a

good sign for the No. 5 UCLA men's

soccer team?

If so, the Bruins may likely defeat

the Sacramento State Hornets

tomorrow and go on to defend their

national title.

UCLA ( 10-2, 3-1 in the Mountain

Pacific Sports Federation) lost to Cal

State FuUerton last wedk for their

second loss ofthe season. During last

season, the Bniins also had their sec-

ond loss of the season to the same

FuUerton squad. However, after that

second loss, UCLA went undefeated

and captured the coveted NCAA
Championship.

The Bruins hope (hat this season

will repeat in the same manner as last

season, with the outmanned Hornets

as their next opponent.

Sacramento State (0-10-1, 04) has

been struggling all season long,

amassing only a tie in 1 1 matches.

The Hornets have particularly been

deplorable in their offense, where

they have been shut out in their last

seven ma tehe».

defense and the Hornets' lackluster

offense should lead the Bruins to vic-

tory.

In fact, the Hornets have allowed

34 goals this season while only scor-

ing six. Conversely, UCLA has

scored 34 goals themselves and held

the opposition to a paltry six.

In their three previous meetings,

the Bruins have demolished

Sacramento State, winning their last

meeting 6-1 last season. In that

match, senior Seth George scored

UCLA's first two goals while junior

Sasha Victorine had two assists.

The Hornets have few weapons

on either sides of the field, with for-

ward Fabiano Rivcro being the only

Hornets player with more than one

goal this season. Rivero has scored

three goals for a total ofseven points.

The Bruins' leading scorer contin-

ues to be George, who has tallied 1 12

points in his career.

On defense. Hornets goalkeeper

Ryan Duncan has made 50 saves this

season. His goals-against-average

(GAA) is 2.84. However, UCLA's
keeper Nick Rimando sports aGAA
near 0.50 per game.

However, the defending national

champion Bruins have been vulnera-

ble as of late, allowing three goals in

their last two matches to UC Irvine

and FuUerton.

The Bruins will be seeking

redemption from their loss to Cal

State FuUerton, which does not bode

well for the hapless Hornets, ff

tfaeifdomineering
offense and powerful defense weU,

they should easily subdue the

Sacramento State Hornets.

The Bruins wiU next participate in

their own tournament, the Pacific

Soccer Classic. Along with UCLA,
the host, perennial national power

Indiana, Loyola Marymount and St.

Mary's College will compete.

Large Golden
Delicious

Apples
3 LBS. FOR

( Reg. $1.19/lb.

Bananas

Reg. 59^/lb.

Coke, Diet Coke & Sprite

-^2/$5
12 oz. cans Umlte

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi & IVItn. Dew

WW 2 Liter Bottle

Oscar Mayer Fat Free

Smol(ed Turkey Breast

6 oz. Reg. $2.59

Budweiser & Bud Ligiit

S^ Honey Nut Cheerios

Honey Nul

Cheerfos

20 oz.

Save
$1.50

Reg. $4.49

Sparkietts'
JL •MOUNTAIN SPRING WATER
•CRYSTAL FRESH DRINKING WATER

2.5 Gallons

18pk 12 oz. cans Reg. $11.99

Miller Genuine Draft

18 pk 12 oz. Bottles Reg. $11.99

PowerBar

^<^'

8 Varieties

99
Umit 6 Reg. $1.59

Pi

CEBVEZA

6 pk • 12 OZ. Bottles Reg. $5.99

VISA Open 'til IVIidnight at 1057 Gayiey Ave. 209-1111 MasterCard
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SPORTS The women's soccer team plays Oregon

and Oregon State this weekend in a fierce

Pac-10 match-up. Coming off a virtory

this past Sunday vs. Stanford, the Bruins

should be fired up. See preview inside.

Canadian foes give Bruins preseason practice
VOLLEYBALL: Weekend

results in dead heat for

top NCAA, CIAU squads

By Steve Kim
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The 1998 NCAA champion

UCLA men's volleyball team com-

bined efforts with three other

American teams in an attempt to

beat Team Canada. The game was

held in Canada's home territory last

weekend - at the 1998 Molson

Challenge.

Set in the University of Alberta,

Edmonton, the Canadian hosts

included Alberta, Winnipeg,

Saskatchewan and Manitoba. Each

of the four NCAA teams (UCLA,
Stanford, Pepperdine and Penn

State) played the four CIAU
(Canadian Intercollegiate Athletic

"If they come down during our

season," UCLA head coach Al

Scates assessed, "then the American

teams are better. But at this time of

the year, it's pretty even."

The NCAA allows four days of

off-season comj>etition, so the week-

end benefitted the Americans with

not one but two challenging games

per day. In other words, it was a plus

to get in as many games as the league

would allow.

UCLA beat Winnipeg the first

day of the Canadian tournament.

Junior opposite dig player Evan

Thatcher was named player of the

game. He made 18 kills and eight

digs.

The Bruins then played Manitoba,

the lowest ranked of the four

Canadian teams, and lost 15-8.

Coming into the game, Scates

intended to let his second-string play-

ers get some game experience.

"We used some men who have

was once again named the match's

best player. Scates also credits junior

All-American Brandon Taliaferro

for a fine performance. Taliaferro

was named tournament all-star set-

ter.

"We were down in that first game

and he came up big," Scates said.

"He had five aces in one game that

final night against Alberta, playing in

their home gym before a sold-out

crowd. He's going to have a great

season."

Considering that UCLA was off-

season and missing its top three mid-

jile blockers, the team displayed

quite a result.

"Overall, I was extremely

pleased," Scates said. "Adam Naeve

stayed home with a broken toe and

Danny Farmer is playing football, so

we didn't have our two starting mid-

dle blockers. And our back-up mid-

dle, Seth Burnham, is recovering

from knee surgery. We were pretty

Union) teams m a total of 16 games

to determine which organization,

and country, has the best group of

volleyball programs.

Teams NCAA and CIAU tied this

year, 8-8. UCLA and Penn State

went 3-1, Pepperdine won two out of

its four games and Stanford won no

games. The combined team scores

may be the same between the two

countries, but the difference is the

Canadians start league play this

week^ while the Americans start

theirs in January. Thus, Canada had

the upper hand in preparation.

never played bclore lor UCLA,"
Scates said. "We got clobbered but

came back after the first game."

Opposite dig player Eric Ratledge

was the UCLA player of the

Manitoba match, with 34 kills and

five digs.

The Bruins added a 15-11 victory

against Saskatchewan. Thatcher,

with 30 kills, five digs and nine

blocks, was named the player of the

game.

For the final match, UCLA added

another win against Alberta, 15-11.

With 24 kills and nine digs, Ratledge

thm, yet we still beat the best three

Canadian teams."

The Bruins make another trip to

Canada today to participate in the

University of Calgary hosted compe-

tition. Various American (as well as

Canadian) teams are scheduled to

compete. -_«_.
Like last weekend, Scates says the

Canadians will provide the Bruins

with enough challenge since they're

ahead in training at this point. Also

like last weekend, the Bruins are

anticipated to perform well even

with their off-season handicap.

Daily Brum File Photo

Brandon Taliaferro sets the ball for teammate Adam Naeve

in a game last season.

UCLA looks to expand win streak

W.V0LLEYBALL: Ducks,

Beavers next opponents

for strong Bruin* squad

ByKimbwIyEdds
Daily Bruin Contributor

Can they make it five - or even six

- in a row?

If things go according to plan for

the No. 25 UCLA women's volley-

ball team, it's a distinct possibility.

Make that a probability, consider-

ing the way the Bruins have been

playing as of late.

Riding a four-game winning

streak, the Bruins (7-9 overall, 6-3

Pac-IO) head up north to face the

Oregon State Beavers on Friday and

the Oregon Ducks on Sunday.

AAer coming out on top over such

stiff competition as fourth-ranked

UC Santa Barbara and taking care of

business against Washington and

Washington Sute, UCLA should

have no problem with the unranked

Beavers (1 1-9. 1-8 Pac-10) and Ducks

(6-14, 1-8 Pac-10) this weekend.

A big part of the Bruins' recent

success can be attnlnited to the bril-

liant play of freshman outside hitter

Kriftee Porter, who was recently

named Pac-10 Conference and

American Volleyball Coaches

Association (AVCA) National Player

of the Week aAer leading UCLA to

three victories last week. She is only

the second freshman ever to receive

this honor.

Porter rinished the week hitting

.321 with 80 kins, five blocks and four

aoet. She also became the first UCLA

freshman to record

over 30 kills and 20 digs

in the same match with

her 38 kills and 24 digs

against UCSB.
Senior opposite hit-

ter Chaska Potter's

return to the starting

lineup (aAer being side-

lined with an injury ear-

lier in the season) has

given the young Bruin

team the experience

and confidence to go

after the top-ranked

teams. Potter had a

career-high 25 digs in

the match against

UCSB. The Bruins are

4-1 with Potter in the

lineup.

Sophomore middle

blocker Elisabeth

Bachman and freshman

Erika Selsor have both

stepped up for the

Bruins.

Bachmai) had a

career-high perfor-

mance against UCSB, hitting .477

with 24 kills. Setter Selsor turned in

an incredible performance in the

same nutch by posting 88 assists,

becoming the first freshman in

UCLA history to have over 80 assists

in a single match.

UCLA will have to look out for

Oregon's Madeline Ernst on Sunday,

who leads the Pao-10 and the nation

with 5.85 kills per game. An All-

American candidate, Ernst dktady

has 415 kills on the year, surpassing

her total of 363 last season. The

Ducks are on a nine match losing

OM/EHU

Erlki Selsor goes for a dig in a game

earlier this season against UCSB.

streak and the Bruins hope to push it

to ten.

Oregon State doesn't have much

to brag about, having only one win

against Pao-10 opponents. Sarah

Bjeklanes leads the Beavers with 3.54

kills per game, but is only hitting .152.

Oregon State is looking to break their

two game losing streak aAer getting

blown out by Stanford and losing a

close one against California.

UCLA's match against Oregon

State win be televised Iwe on Fox

SporU Net The match starts at 7:30

p.m.

Team tries to stay afloat

against Bears, Cardinal

M.WATERP0L0: Weekend

holds tough competition

from familiar adversaries

BySte¥tKim
Daily Bniin Senior Staff

The UCLA men's water polo team

UctA

plays two of its rivals, California and

Stanford, this weekend at their respec-

tive home territories up in the Bay

Area.

On paper. No. 2 UCLA currently

has the advantage over both oppo-

nents. It has a 10-2 overall match

record, and is undefeated in confer-

ence play. The Bruins came off with a

second-place finish in last weekend's

Northern California tournament in

which Stanford and Cal were knocked

out of the final match.

Fifth-ranked Cal is suffering a

three-game losing streak. Golden

Bear senior Ryan Flynn leads the

NMASACKS/tMly Bruin

offcinse with 38 points this season, yet

the team has a 7-7 overall and 2-3 con-

ference record.

Although Cal isn't having a great

season, it still doesn't take away from

a sense of heated rivalry between the

Bears and the Bruins. There were

many seasons when the best water

polo team came down to either

UCLA or Cal.

Head coach Guy Baker, for one,

remembers the time when the Golden

Bears narrowly beat the Bruins out of

the NCAA championship game dur-

ing his first year coaching here. It's

See ILWimfOlO, page 30

BASEBALLTRYOUTS

The UCLA baseball team will

be holding open tryouts on

Sunday, October 25 at noon at

Jackie Robinson Stadium. A

medical clearance in the form

of a doctor's note is mandato-

ry to be eligible for a tryout

With the likes of Jackie

Robinson, Eric Karros, Troy

Glaus arKl Jim Parque having

donned a Bruin uniform, and

with our own Evan Lovett

(Daily Bruin assistant sports

editor) taking a shot at mak-

ing the squad, all are encour-

aged to come out and show-

case your talent on the batl-

fieki.

<<c^

VIEWPOINT
Walkout gets critic all riled

up. See page 19

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
LACMA's Picasso exhibit showcases the master's

eye for the abstract. See page 23

INSIDE TODAY
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World & Nation, page 5

State & Local, page 6
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Outside vendors enhance on-campus dining
RESTAURANTS: Quality of

cuisine, though pricier,

rivals ASUCLA's eateries

By Neai Narahara

Daily Bruin Contributor

With the introduction of two out-

side vendors, the first level of

Ackcrman Union has started to look

like the food court ofan upscale mall.

Rubio's Baja (jrill and La C'ucina

by Italian-food vendor Sbarro arc join-

ing Panda Express as campus restau-

rants not owned by the Associated

Students of UCLA (ASUCLA).
La C'ucina, which is still under con-

struction, was originally scheduled to

open at the same time as Rubio's this

fall, but disagreements over the terms

of its lease with ASUCLA have pushed

the opening back another three

months.

The restaurants look to offer a dif-

ferent quality of food than other

restaurants on campus. Rubio's, for

example, prepares all its fotxi to order.

"Sometimes I think the food (at

Rubio's) tastes better," said Carol Lee,

an undergraduate member of

ASUCLA's board of directors.

"As far as most (ASUCLA) food

goes, it's unappetizing," said Ana
Gheytanchi, a fourth-year psychology

student. "I've eaten a lot of the food on

campus the four years I've been here.

A new place is a nice change."

Besides featuring new and suppos-

edly better food, the two restaurants

will feature higher prices than other

campus restaurants.

According to ASUCLA officials, a

typical check - the average of all com-

bined orders - is around $4.65 for

Rubio's, and La Cucina's projected

average check is $4.30.

Restaurants in the Cooperage,

which offer full meals comparable to

those offered by Rubio's and La

Cucina, are less expensive, with an

average check of $3.45. Panda Express

has an average check of $4.16.

Rubio's Baja Grill, which has been

open for seven weeks, is a Mexican

restaurant specializing in fish tacos. La

Cucina, scheduled to open in early

January, features pizza and Italian

food. Both are mainstays in malls

throughout California.

"We have 56 locations from San

Diego to Northridge," said Chris

Zarate, general manager of UCLA's
Rubio's.

While Rubio's is mainly a West

Coast chain, Sbarro (La Cucina's par-

ent restaurant) can be found nation-

wide.

According to ASUCLA officials,

the association chose to bring outside

vendors into its food services because

it was less expensive for the asscKiation

See ASUCLA, page 10

iiylogspac^ treatmeot

inadequate for residents

DORMS: Students write letter, petition elaiming

Housing Administration handled situation hadly

By Michael Weiner
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

For David Miller and his five

roommates who live m one of

Richer Hall's study lounges, the

makeshift living quarters where

they are likely to spend all o\' fall

quarter wouldn't be so bad - if

they hadn't been subjected to

what Miller calls "an obscene

amount of lying" by housing offi-

cials.

"They just lied to us and gave

us the runaround," said Miller, a

first-year mechanical engineering

student, and one of over 50 on-

campus residents who were

placed in study lounges because

of inadequate accommodations

in the dorms.

With this year's freshman class

- one of the largest in university

history - and on-campus housing

guaranteed for all first and sec-

ond-year students. Housing

Administration has been

strapped for space, using four

study lounges in each of Sproul,

Rieber and Hedrick Halls and

placing a majority of residents in

triple capacity rooms.

Housing officials had original-

ly hoped to avoid using study

lounges this year by placing 51

percent of on-campus residents

(including 70 percent of fresh-

men) in triples, many of which

had previously been double

rooms.

But according to Housing

Assignment Manager Frank

Montana, those plans changed

when UCLA accepted a substan-

tially larger number of students

on appeal - after the housing

deadline - than in previous years.

"You know a lot more in

September than you do in May
when it comes to firm numbers,"

Montana said.

Miller and his roommates in

the lounge said that although they

don't like their accommodations,

it was the way their room assign-

ment was handled that really

bothers them.

They are in the process of writ-

ing a letter to housing officials

which they hope to get signed by

every study lounge resident on

the hill.

Miller, one of the students who

was admitted on an appeal, said

SeeUHINGES,page16

LEAH SWALLEY

Chef Ryan Donlon (left), a third-year political science student, prepares a roast pig with Jeremy King

(middle) and Kevin Cogdill (right) during Beta Theta Pi's annual Coconut Party last Thursday.

Many positions up for grabs in November

CHARLES KUO

(Left to right) Chris Lewis, David Miller, Adi Zarichi (seated),

RodneyWang and Nathan Wright hold their petitions.

BALLOT: State regulators of

money, education, among

others need to be elected

By EmI Kojima

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The Rev. Jesse Jackson and various

student activists chanted "My vote will

make a difference" on Thursday in

front of Kerckhoff.

Though many students showed up

at the rally, whether they will vote for

all the positions on the ballot - or vote

at all - is an open question, with the

percentage of youth voters still remain-

ing low.

While the gubernatorial race has

attracted the most attention, other

elected state positions are neglected

and less publicized. California resi-

dents will decide the next Secretary of

State, Controller, Treasurer, Insurance

Commissioner and Superintendent of

Public Instruction when they vote in

the November General Elections.

Secretary of

State

Bill Jones,

the Republican

secretary of

state, has taken

the spotlight

recently in pub-

licizing the

upcoming elec-

tions and in his

own race for re-election. He runs

against Michela Alioto, a Democrat

businesswoman.

The secretary of state enforces all

the laws governing the election process

and keeps records of the ordeal. The

position also requires keeping records

for the California State Archives and

serving as an ex-officio member of the

California State World Trade

Commission.

During his term, Jones supported

the open primary system in California

and monitored the on-line registration

to improve voter turnout. Jones wrote

the Three Strikes Law in an effort to

come down harder on crime by

increasing the punishment for repeat

criminals. Both candidates for gover-

nor - Gray Davis and Dan Lungren -

support the law.

ScclAli0TS»pagc14
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Latino political power
grows, study finds

A new UC Berkeley report on Latino demo-

graphics and voting behavior in California

shows a dramatic increase in the number of

Latino citizens in the 1990s and a consequent

jump in the political power the population

wields.

The 218-page report is the second edition of

the California Latino Demographic Databook.

originally published in 1993. The new edition

gives the first detailed picture of the California

Latino population in five years.

The report was published by the university's

California Policy Seminar, with funding from

the University of California's Latino Policy

Research Program and its Institute for Mexico

and the United States.

Andres Jimenez, director of the California

Policy Seminar, said that, ironically, the rise of

anti-immigrant policies in the '90s has driven the
,

Latino population toward political empower-

ment.

"Faced with anti-immigrant senti-

ment and denial of social services to

legal immigrants, the community

responded with the ability to be more politi-

cally powerful," said Jimenez.

After becoming citizens and registering to

vote, "Latinos vote at essentially the same rates

as whites. 83.1 percent and 84.7 percent respec-

tively, and more than either blacks, 76.5 percent,

or Asians, 79.5 percent," the report said.

Human genome
project passes goal

The U.S. Department of Energy announced

Friday that its Joint Genome Institute (JGI), an

integrated three-laboratory effort to help deci-

pher the human genetic code, surpassed its

ambitious goal of sequencing 20 million base

pairs for fiscal year 1998.

"This achievement marks an unprecedented

ten-fold increase in production output over the

previous year," said Martha Krebs, the DOE's
Director of the Office of Energy Research.

"With this milestone, the JGI
rises to the third position world-

wide in terms of its total contribu-

tion of human DNA sequence to public

databases, and signals great promise for com-

pletion of the entire project in five years."

The JGI, established in 1996, is a consortium

of scientists, engineers and support staff from

the Lawrence Berkeley, Lawrence Livermorc,

and Los Alamos National Laboratories. The

JGI has assumed a key role in the international

effort to determine all 3 billion base pairs ("let-

ters") that comprise the human genome. This

worldwide project, the largest biological under-

taking in history, promises untold opportunities

to understand the basic molecular underpin-

nings of life and to improve human health.

"Two years ago today, the DOE Human
Genome Program took a bold step forward in

forming the JGI, and in so doing took advantage

of significant economies of scale," Krebs said.

"By combining forces of our three genome cen-

ters, DOE has clearly established a solid position

among the leaders in this exciting pursuit of the

first volume in the human book of life."

"The JGI is well on its way to making an

important contribution to the quest to discover

all human genes and elucidate their functions,"

said Dr. Elbert Branscomb, Director ofthe Joint

Genome Institute. "I expect that once we are

established in our new facility, we will be gener-

ating high-quality DNA sequence information

at greatly accelerated rates."

Food bank holds

annual walk-a-thon
The Westside Food Bank held its annual

walk-a-thon Sunday, attracting over 500 partici-

pants from various companies, churches,

schools, nonprofit agencies and the community

at large.

This year's walk is the ninth annual such

event in the food bank's history. Last year's

event raised enough money to provide 350,000

meals to homeless and needy individuals.

Compiled from Daily Bruin staff reports.
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LESS THAN ONE WEEK LEFT:

Undergraduate course mate-

rials fees are assessed based on
enrollment at end of fourth week
(see the Miscellaneous fees sec-

tion In "Registration")

WHAT'S BREWIN'TODAY

Today Noon
The Center for the Study of

Religion at UCLA
"Teaching Roman Paganism"

VonGrunebaum Library

103S3RnnrhpHall

8 p.m.
Ballroom Dance Club

Salsa Lessons (8:30)

Kerckhoff Grand Salon

ballroom@ucla.edu • 284-3636

lic<9AScrig'b

University Catholic Center

Catholic Mass (12:10)

Kerckhoff Hall 400

3 p.m.
Baha Club

Club Meeting

Ackerman 2410 • 453-9594

6 p.m.
Kyrie-Korean Catholics

Weekly Meeting -Holy Spirit

Kerckhoff 135

Black Pre-Health Organization

second general meeting with

speaker Dr. David Carlisle,

M.D.
Dodd Hall 170

Bruin Leaders Project

LGBT Students in the Context

of Student Organizations -—
Covel Commons West Coast

Room • 206-5071

9 p.m.
International Folk Dance Club

Learn fun line and partner

dances

Kerckhoff Grand Salon (9:30)

284-3636

Tuesday Noon -

Wesley Christian Fellowship

Bible Study 101

Kerckhoff Patio -208-6869

University Catholic Center

Catholic Mass (12:10)

Kerckhoff 400

7 p.m.
GALA
Women's Rap
Kcrckhoff400- 825-8053

Ballroom Dance Club

Salsa Lessons

3 p.m.
Center For International

Relations (3:30)

William S. Cohen Lecture 'The

Conditions of Peace in the 21st

Century"

KORN - Anderson School

Admission: Free - with free

food, too • 825-0604

UCLA Ski and Snowboard
Team
Third Meeting

John Wooden Center

For More Information: Matt

Wilczyski • 207-6166
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Kerckhoff Grand Salon

ballroom ©ucla.edu • 284-3636

Jasenovac: Dark Secret of the

Holocaust (7:30)

A lecture and slide presentation

with Dr. Malan Bulajic, director

of the museum, will focus on the

role of the notorious Dinko

Sakic, commander of the

Jasenovac death camps during

WWII who awaits trial in Zagreb

for his crimes.

Admission: $5 • 772-2452

5 p.m.
Amnesty International

Meeting

Ackerman Union 2410

824-3687

CSA
General Meeting

Ackerman 3508

GALA
Men's Rap
Kerkhoffl33 825-8053

6 p.m.
Music Club

Meeting

Kerckhoff 152

email: hparish@ucla.edu (Helen

Parish)

What's Brewin' can be reached via e-mail

at whatsbrewin#media.ucla.edu
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Though many students fear extra peunds

during the cellege years, experts say goed

health can he achieved - even en derm feed

By Aimce Phan
Daily Bruin Contributor

Before she was even thinking

about what colleges to apply to,

Leah Pate had already learned of

the dreaded "freshman 15."

"1 first heard about it when I

was ten years old," the second-

year English student said. "Teen

Magazine would have these arti-

cles about how to avoid gaining

so much weight in college."

The "freshman 15" refers to a

well-known myth that most col-

lege students gain an average of

15 pounds during their first year

of school.

While most of the scary fresh-

man stories orientation coun-

selors tell incoming students are

false, this common piece of folk-

lore is real and applies to all uni-

versities.

According to Sheri Albert,

registered dietician of Student

Health Services, this notorious

affliction hits many students for

a variety of reasons.

One of the most obvious is

snacking. From buffet-style

dorm food to late-night pizza

runs, students have unlimited

.iccess to all-you-can eat bmgmg.

'*This is the first time ^tudents

are on their own. * Albert said.

"There is a lot of meai-skipping,

late-night snacking and alcohol,

which has an awful lot of calo-

rics."

The often scary experience of

being away from home for the

first time is also an important fac-

tor.

"Students are dealing with all

the changes in their lives and try-

ing to fit in," said Pamela Viele,

director of health education at

Student Health Services,

"They're making a lot of adjust-

ments."

Viele said that many students

express concern over their looks,

which makes the "freshman 15"

something people want to avoid.

"There is pressure to conform

to a particular body image," she

said.

"Students are still becoming

the person they want to be.

Weight and appearance are a

major part of that."

Pate, who said she knew a lot

of people who gained weight

their first year, had resolved early

on not to fall into that trap. But

even she agrees that the presence

of unlimited cafeteria food does-

n't help.

"You can eat as much as you

want at the dorms," she said.

"It's very different from home.

'

\riel Silverberg, a second-

vear business economics student.

>aid that although dorm food can

be less than appetizing at times.

It's often the onlv option.

•There are times when noth-

ing leaves you satisfied at the

dorms," Silverberg said. "So you

go back for more and more just

to find one thing that's good."

Some students, though, are

unaffected by dorm food.

"I'm a vegetarian, so it's easi-

er not to gain weight because

there aren't that many food

choices (for vegetarians) at the

dorms," said Laura Leaper, a

second-year political science stu-

dent. "It's basically salads and

fruits."

While this may be good news

for the vegetarians, other stu-

dents must deal with high-fat

meals and vending machines for

sustenance. For many students,

especially women, the extra

pounds gained can be an unwel-

come addition to already stress-

ful lives.

"Girls receive a lot of pressure

from society and the media, mag-

azines, models and TV," Albert

said. "They're trying to reach

unrealistic expectations to

appear a certain way. They

equate being thin with success, so

they're always striving for that

perfect figure."

Living m Los Angeles, with

the movie industry and good-

looking celebrities around every

corner. Uoesn t help much cither.

"In L.A.. you can be ugly and

you can be poor. t5ut vou oeiter

he thin." Pate said.

The unrealistic standard that

movie stars and models set has

some health advocates worried

that women are being too hard

on themselves.

Viele pointed out that in a

1995 Student Health Survey, 67

percent of students considered

themselves to be of normal

weight, but 51 percent indicated^

that they were dissatisfied with

that.

"If you know your weight is

normal and you're still dissatis-

fied, it shows a lack of accep-

tance of healthy weight, ' Viele

said. "And it suggests some dis-

turbances with body image."

For students who are con-

cerned about their weight, Viele

and Albert both stress the impor-

tance of maintaining a healthy

diet and exercising regularly.

"The focus should be on being

fit," Albert said. "Muscle weighs

more than fat, so you can be

heavier and still be more fit and

trim. Follow good eating habits

and cut back on the fats. You

should also minimize late-night

eating."

Students should also avoid

quick fixes like fad dieting or

slcipping meals.

Viele related a common mis-

conception about losing weight

that tends to backfire on people.

'.eeWIKiMT,p39e16
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BAHMAN (AHAHDH/Ortily Bfum

Judy Smith plays piano in lobby of UCLA Medical Plaza.

Volunteers play piano music

to soothe patients, doctors

HOSPITAL: UCLA IVI(*di(*<il Plaza's program provides way

for visitors, sUiirio relax in heetie, Tasl-paeed environment

By Teresa Jun
Daily Bruin Contributor

Walking through the lobby ol the

Pla/a. "It's a real pleasure."

Rivas is not the only one who enjoys

Smith's musical talent.

"Look at all the smiling laces," Rivas

UCLA Medical I'lu/ti hus never been u itddOJ, ga/lng uroiind at the do/cn or m
more musical experience.

Since last spring, Judy Smith has

filled the loyer almost everyday with

soft piano tunes that drilt through (he

spacious lobby to greet visitors to the

Medical i*la/a.

"I love it. I can't believe thai I c;iji sit

here and wail for my X-rays and be

entertained like this," said Margo
Rivas. a regular patient at the Medical

patients in the waiting area. They

weren't smiling before she started play-

ing."

lor Smith, a retired UCLA pediatric

nurse, this is what her piano-playing is

all about.

"People come in here expecling a ter-

rible time, but (with the music) they

See PUNO, page 13

Students set to battle hate crimes

USAC: Activists want

to create safe campus,

need university's help

By Barbara Ortutay

Daily Bruin Staff

With recent high-profile cases

giving hale crimes national

attention, activists have called

for a re-evaluation of the issues

surrounding them.

And UCLA is no exception.

I'or students taking part in the

Undergraduate Students

Association Council's (USAC)
Hate Crime Prevention

Campaign, addressing these

crimes is of vital importance.

"The idea of a hate crime is

that people are targeted because

of who they are," said USAC
Facilities Commissioner Trinh

Muynh, the campaign's organiz-

er.

"I don't think many UCLA
students are aware of this issue,"

she added.

The campaign seeks to edu-

cate students about hate crimes,

increase campus safety and, on a

national level, urge Congress to

pass the dormant Hate Crime

Prevention At:t

Internet (such as e-mail harass-

ment) and on the basis of gender,

disability and sexual orientation

as hate crimes

"We also want to redefine

'campus' to include sidewalks

and adjacent parking lots,"

Huynh said.

"This is important because

these are the places where a lot

of the hale crimes occur," she

added."

UCLA does not have a specif-

ic hate crime policy, according to

Robert Naples, assistant vice

chancellor of student and cam-

pus life.

He added that despite not

having any specific policy; the

administration will lake into

consideration any racial or gen-

der bias involved in direct viola-

tions of university policy.

Among other things, cam-

paign organizers want to pass a

r'esolulion on hate crimes and

work with the administration, as

well as with on-campus and com-

munity organizations, to raise

hale crime awareness.

According to Huynh. the

Women's Resource Center, the

Lesbian, Gay. Bisexual and

Transgender (LGBT) Campus
Resource Center and many of

thr student advocar.y r.rnu

Currently, the campaign is in

its beginning stages, and its

strategies are still being devel-

oped, according to Huynh.

So far, the Hate Crimes

Prevention Campaign has met

twice to set out long and short-

term goals. _^.. .-,

Immediate objectives include

expanding university policy to

define crimes committed on the

iry groups by an allt^ge

defmed what a "safe campus"

should mean.

Among other things, the defi-

nition included an enforceable

code of conduct, available

resources and being able to walk

around campus without the fear

of being attacked.

According to campaign par-

ticipants, raising campus-wide

awareness and educating the

community about hate crimes is

as crucial as having policies

implemented.

"No one knows enough about

hate crimes. Too many people

think that it can't happen to

them, so they pretend it doesn't

happen at all," said Trish Eichar,

a first-year computer science stu-

dent.

USAC Commissioner Huynh
said it is important to show peo-

ple how hate crimes can affect

them personally.

Unfortunately, this often

doesn't happen until someone
they know is a victim of a hate

crime.

"I wasn't really aware of hate

crimes until Thien Minh Ly was

killed," Huynh said, referring to

the alumnus and former

Vietnamese Student Union

leader who was stabbed to death

m ii\Wv,v.(\ whitf; siii

would be valuable resources for

the campaign.

USAC General

Representative Mike de la

Rocha said rape should also be

regarded as a hate crime.

"Any time issues of power
come up, it's a hate crime." he

said.

During their first meeting,

campaign organizers also

ipremac^isL

in 1997.

"Since then, the Vietnamese

Student Union has been painful-

ly aware of hate crimes," she

said.

"There is a lot of underrepre-

sentation and misrepresentation

about hate crimes," she added.

"You'd never think that in this

day and age people are killed

because of who they are."
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Senate committee evaluates Qfils role

SECURITY: Leaders worry

agency too visible due to

brokering of peace deals

By Joseph Sdiuman >

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - The Senate

intelligence committee will hold

hearings on the CIA's mediating

and monitoring role in the Middle

East land-for-sccurily accord to

determine the cost of tracking

Palestinian anti-terror efforts and

whether American agents are at

risk.

Sen. Richard Shelby, R-Ala., the

committee's chairman, said Sunday

he is troubled because the CIA,

under the agreement, would play "a

visible role."

"What is the role of the CIA? Is it

to enforce a policy? Is it to be an

arbitrator? Is it to be bodyguards? I

think not," Shelby said on "Fox

News Sunday." "I think we have to

look at this,"

Kosovo fighting

confuses many,

leaves no dear

villain for NATO

VIOLENCE: Rebels claim

to guard against police,

Serbs try to restore order

Benjamin Netanyahu (right) shakes the hanci of Yasser Arafat.

Ihf AsMxiJtod ^ess

But Secretary of State Madeleine

Albright said the agency is no

stranger to providing on-the-ground

intelligence support to diplomacy.

"The CIA has played roles previ-

ously in terms of monitoring and

verifying other agreements ... in the

region," Albright said on CBS's

"Face the Nation." She said the

CIA has been fighting terrorism

there since the 1996 anti-terrorism

conference at Sharm el-Sheikh,

Egypt.

Sen. Orrin Hatch, R-Utah, a

member of the intelligence commit-

tee, disagreed with Shelby's appre-

hensions about expanding the CIA's

role. On CNN's "Late Edition,"

Hatch said the spy agency can play

"a constructive role in making sure

that these two sides get along and

live up to these agreements."

Under the U.S.-brokered agree-

ment concluded Friday between

Israel and the Palestinians, the CIA

would keep track of Palestmian the thmgs are done, ... thai lerrorlsis

do not come in and go into ...

Palestinian jails and then leave by

the proverbial revolving door."

Albright said the agency will

work in a "role which assists, to try

to deal with these issues without

being personally involved. ... We're

there, as we are in the peace talks,

always as the honest broker as assist-

efforts to arrest and punish terror-

ists as a way of assuaging Israeli

security concerns.

The deal would create a three-

party mediation system in which

Palestinian and Israeli security offi-

cials could present disputes to a CIA

arbiter.

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin

Netanyahu said on CNN that the

CIA would be there to ensure "that

By Jeffrey Ulbrich

The Associated Press

PRISTINA. Yugoslavia A Serb

police outpost is attacked. Men die.

An ethnic Albanian village is shelled

in revenge. Civilians lice. Fear is

everywhere. And the cycle begins

again.

The rebel Kosovo Liberation

Army says it is protecting ethnic

Albanian villagers from vicious

attacks by police bent on driving

them from the southern Serbian

province. Serb-led Yugoslav forces

say they are responding to ethnic

Albanian provocations^

The luw-icvcl Aiily violence in

See HEARINGS, page 17
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Israeli citizens upset over land-for-peace bargain

MIDEAST: Demonstration

by West Bank residents

accompanied by violence

By Dina Kraft

The Associated Press

OFRA, West Bank - Jewish set-

tlers took to the streets across the

West Bank on Sunday, vowing to

scuttle a new Mideast peace deal

that gives more land to Palestinians.

The demonstrations came several

hours before Prime Minister

Benjamin Netanyahu returned to

Israel, hoping to convince hard-lin-

ers that the deal he made with

Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat was

the best possible.

Arriving back in Israel to a red-

carpet welcome, the Israeli leader

said security concessions won from

the Palestinians during the nine-day

summit outside Washington would

justify ceding more West Bank land.

"We are returning after a long

and difficult effort to bring ... securi-

ty and peace to Israel," he said. "We
achieved such a deal - we achieved

the best deal ... We did something

good for the state of Israel."

At least 20 settlers - once

Netanyahu's staunchest supporters

- were arrested and two police offi-

cers were hurt in Sunday's wide-

spread demonstrations, including

one outside Israel's international air-

port after Netanyahu's arrival.

"With the Lord's help, we will use

all of our powers to break this agree-

ment," said settler leader Ahron

Dombe.
Near the settlement of Ofra north

of Jerusalem, about 50 settlers and

their supporters rushed past Israeli

police and sat cross-legged on the

highway, blocking the route. Some

settlers wrapped in prayer shawls

held morning services at the road-

side.

Settlers also burned tires at the

Karme Tsur settlement north of

Hebron, police said.

"I'm here to show that this is a sad

day," said Natan El, 38, an engineer,

sitting in the middle of the main

north-south highway through the

West Bank. "We are in danger of los-

ing our land, the land we have

returned to after 2,000 years."

Tensions also boiled over in the

West Bank town of Ramallah, where

infighting broke out among Arafat's

supporters. Members of the

Palestinian leader's political faction,

Fatah, battled Palestinian security

forces with rocks and bullets.

One 16 year-old youth was shot in

See DEMONSniATIONS, page 15

Yugoslavia's Kosovo province grinds

on. And the American-led interna-

tional effort to stop the conflict,

which has killed hundreds and driven

nearly 300,000 from their homes, has

no mechanism for dealing with this

kind of violence.

The Kosovo peace agreements do

not require the Serbs to pull all their

forces out of Kosovo, where ethnic

Albanians greatly outnumber Serbs.

The agreements do not bar the Serbs

from fighting in self-defense.

If one side or another goes too far,

the ultimate threat, NATO air strikes,

would probably be a disproportion-

ate response. In any case, air power

would be useful only against the

Serbs. There is no effective means of

punishing the KLA, which is scat-

tered in rural strongholds.

Western diplomats close to the

negotiations concede a certain level

of violence will have to be tolerated.

There are bound to be infractions of

the cease-fire, they say. The question

is how many and how serious.

What cannot be tolerated are vio-

lations that interfere with the political

process of resolving the ethnic

Albanians' grievances.

The KLy\, beaten back but not

defeated by a combination of Serb

military forces and police in seven

months of fighting, has been display-

SeeKDS0V0,page17

WORLD & NATION BRIEFS

Malaysians protest,

demand resignation

KUALA LUMPUR. Malaysia - One day

after a police crackdown turned an anti-gov-

ernment protest into a riot, a leading

Malaysian human rights group demanded

Sunday that the prime minister resign.

Human rights group Suaram said in a state-

ment that Prime Minister Mahathir Mohamad

"must accept full responsibility for having

totally mishandled the situation. Wc call upon

the prime minister to resign."

Saturday's protest spun out of control when

police arrested dozens of people, shot water

laced with pepper spray at thousands of

demonstrators and bombarded a mosque with

tear gas.

More than 241 people were arrested and

injuries were reported on both sides. Calm had

returned to the capital by Sunday.

Demonstrators have staged a series of

protests since ousted deputy prime minister

Anwar Ibrahim was jailed Sept. 20.

Protesters demand political

reforms, an end to Mahathir's 17-

year rule and Anwar's release.

Anwar, once the heir apparent to

Mahathir, has pleaded innocent to charges of

corruption and sexual misconduct. He will

stand trial beginning Nov. 2.

Saturday's demonstration marked a defiant

turning point after protesters turned on police,

who have declared all demonstrations in sup-

port of Anwar illegal.

CIA knew of abuses by

Honduras government
WASHINGTON - The CIA knew of

human rights abuses by the Honduran military

in the 1980s but continued to support the anti-

communist forces, according to a newly

declassified agency report.

The CIA inspector general's report found

that field dispatches and agency reports to

Congress played down the abuses

and sometimes contained inaccu-

rate information.

The inspector general's office

found no evidence to support allegations

that CIA officials were present at Honduran

torture sessions.

The report also contains strong but appar-

ently inconclusive evidence that Jesuit priest

James Francis Carney, a missing American

who some believe was murdered by Honduran

security forces, died of starvation in the jungle

in 1983 with the leftist guerrilla forces he sup-

ported.

Dated Aug. 27, 1997, the 248-page report

was originally classified as "secret" but was

cleared for release last month.

It was made available this week to a human

rights commission in Honduras and to the

National Security Archive, a private

Washington library that presses for declassifi-

cation of government files.

The Associated Press obtained a copy

Friday.

Social Security meeting

planned for December
WASHINGTON - President Clinton will

hold a long-planned White House conference

on Social Security in December, a meeting that

will "help pave the way toward a bipartisan

solution early next year," he said Saturday.

In one of his last weekly radio addresses

before midterm elections, Clinton reiterated a

main theme of the Democratic campaign: that

to bolster Social Security, the party stopped

Republican attempts to squander a budget sur-

plus through tax cuts.

'We turned back these efforts," Qinton

said. "The balanced budget I signed this week

protects our hard-won surplus until we save

Social Security first."

Rep. Heather Wilson, R-N.M., said Social

Security also is a major priority for the

Republicans.

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports.
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STATE & LOCAL
Qassmates, friends, family Activists say homosexuals can be 'cured'

moum death of 1 4-year- • •

KILLING: Student charged with murder; aeeused's

parents pleaded innocent to stockpiling weapons

The Associated Press

RfiDLANDS The school band

played "Ama/ing (Jracc" in tribute to

their l4-year-()ld classmate whose

bones were found in a sewer. But no

one played base guitar.

That was Tristan lyson Jensen's

instrument.

More than 7.S() people gathered

Saturday at the Church ol Jesus

Christ ol Latter-day Saints to remem-

ber the teen-ager. Photographs ol the

boy were Hashed on a giant screen

above the dias.

"He performed his mission on

earth." his father, Donald Jensen,

said after the service, "lie did what

Ihc Lord wanted him to do. It was

time to go. Ihe Lord wanted him

back. I don't think we're supposed to

ask why.

"I'm sad. My heart is very, very

sad. Hut we're all going to die. We'll

be together again real soon."

Sally Bell remembered

(Tristan Jensen) as a

sharp, witty imp who
had a knack for

charming people.

The boy, who attended Cope

Middle School, vanished on Aug. II.

See FUNERAL, page 12

CONFERENCE: Opposition

groups claim NARTH's

views promote violence

The Associated Press
#

Doctor.*;, politicians, conserva-

tive activists and social scientists

attended a conference Saturday

sponsored by a group that con-

tends homosexuality can be cured,

despite being condemned by city

officials who said it contributes to

an atmosphere of hate.

About 50 people attended the

gathering, entitle(| "Making Sense

of Homosexuality," at the down-

town Regal Biltmore Hotel.

The conference originally was

scheduled for the Beverly Hilton in

Beverly Hills, but the hotel

dropped it after receiving hundreds

of protest calls.

On Friday, the City Council

unanimously condemned the con-

ference, sponsored jointly by the

Claremont Institute and the

National Association for Research

and Therapy of Homosexuality.

"These people are not just about

spewing hate, they are about

putting actual lives in danger, mine

included," said Councilwoman
Jackie Goldberg, a lesbian.

"It gives people permission to be

angry enough to take violence

against individual members of my
community."

NARTH views

homosexuality as

"dysfunctional

behavior" that can

be treated.

"What the council did is just a

knee-jerk reaction.

"They don't know who we are,"

countered Joseph Nicolosi,

NARTH executive director.

A message seekmg comment
Saturday from the Claremont

Institute was not immediately

returned.

Civil rights activists also con-

demned the conference.

"This comes literally one week

after Matthew Shepard was

buried," said Joe Hicks, executive

director of the Los Angeles Human
Relations Commission.

The conference "contributes to

an atmosphere that allows those

hate crimes to take place," he said

Friday.

Shepherd, an openly gay

University o\' Wyoming freshman,

was found beaten and tied to a fen-

cepost.

His death prompted protests

nationwide.

State Assemblyman Keith

Olberg, R-Victorville, and state

Sen. Raymond Haynes, R-

Riverside, were among the listed

SeeCONFERENa^pageU
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Desert plant off endangered list

NEVADA: Landowners

expected to help protect

rare Sodaville milkvetch

By Scott Sonner
The Associated Press

MINA, Nev. — For six long

years Durk Pearson fought the fed-

eral government over its effort to

protect the Sodaville milkvetch

growing on his dusty patch of par-

adise in the Nevada desert.

Finally, earlier this month, he

won his battle.

Now the government is counting

on him to help save the milkvetch, a

rare pea-like plant that he considers

a poisonous weed.

The plant is known to grow in

only three places in the world:

California's Death Valley and two

sites in western Nevada.

One of those sites is on Pearson's

160 acres of land near U.S.

Highway 95, which snakes across

the hundreds of miles of wide open

spaces between Reno and Las

Vegas. Here, brown, craggy moun-

tains rise 8,000 feet from the valley

floors filled with knee-high sage-

brush, and Washington seems a mil-

lion miles away.

That's still far too close for

landowners like Pearson.

Government scientists proposed

protection for the milkvetch under

the Endangered Species Act back

in 1992. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Service formally withdre^v the pro-

posal this month, saying that the

ground-hugging vine with pink

flowers is in no immediate danger

of going extinct.

Besides, listing the plant could

do more harm than good if some-

one decided to wipe it out in retalia-

tion.

"When you only have a couple of

plants left, you hate to admit it but

in some cases - at least here in

Nevada - we've had threats made
against the species," said Chris

Mullen, a biologist for the Fish and

Wildlife Service in Reno.

"A can of gasoline would take

care of the whole species," she said.

Friends have suggested that a

bulldozer or a drum of herbicide

would end Pearson's struggle over

the milkvetch.

"I could have gotten rid of every

one of these plants a long time ago

if 1 wanted to," he said. "1 would

prefer for it to continue to survive."

He wants it to survive on his

terms, not the federal govern-

ment's.

The fate of the Sodaville

milkvetch may lack some of the

allure of a battle over grizzly bears.

See PLANT, page 12

Activists target tourism,

damage Vail resort area
ENVIRONMENT: Group

claims lynx threatened

by Colorado ski industry

By Robert Weller

The Associated Press

VAIL, Colo. - Militant environ-

mental activists used to target min-

ing and logging, the traditional

industries that built the West. Now
they're going after tourism, torching

a mountaintop building at the

nation's busiest ski resort to protest

new development of wifderness

areas.

Targeting so-called "industrial

tourism," the Earth Liberation

Front admitted setting fires last

week that caused more than $12 mil-

lion in damage.

The goal: to halt another expan-

sion of Vail because of fears it could

harm a potential habitat for the lynx,

a threatened species of mountain

cat.

The mainstream environmental

movement denounced the arson, but

some are surprised such an attack

didn't happen sooner.

"I know in my heart there has

been an environmental time-bomb

waiting to go ofT in Vail and other

ski areas for a long time," said envi-

ronmental writer J.D. Braselton.

"My 20 years of trying to get the 1-

70 industrial tourism corridor to

have a conscience tells me they will

have to line up more than the usual

suspects."

Colorado voters blocked funding

for a state tourism board. Roman
Catholic church leaders have con-

demned the growing chasm between

the haves and have-nots near resort

towns.
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2 Liter Bottle.
$1.88

6pk 12oz. cans

BURRITOS
• CMcken
• Bean&Cheese
•Be«f,B6an&

QiMnChIo
• RedHotBaef

5$iFOR I
Reg 35C ea.

Budweiser & Bud Light

Sparldetts
^ M» MOUNTAIN SPRING WATERMOUNTAIN SPRING WATER

• CRYSTAL FRESH DRINKING WATER

V_: y V y 1 Gallon

Celeste Pizza
Cheese • PepperonI • Deluxe

$-119

Umit 6 Reg. $1.99

IBpk^ OZ. cans Reg. $11.99

Rolling Rock

Oscar IVIayer Fat Free

Smoked Turltey Breast

6oz. Reg. $2.59

3.2 pk - 12o2. bottles

IM CERVEZA

Paiifieb

6 pk - 12 oz. Bottles Reg. $5.99

ViSA Open 'til IVIidnigiit at 1057 Gayley Ave. 209-1111 MasterCard

L ^ J
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DAVID HILL

Rubio's Baja Grill opened on time while La Cucina's open-

ing is delayed in the newly renovated Terrace Food Court.

ASUCLA
From page 1

than starting their own restaurants. The
vendors agreed to pay for a large part of

the required renovations in exchange for

being able to lease the space.

Money was not the sole factor bringing

in La Cucina and Rubio's, however. The
two restaurants are upscale in compari-

son to other food court mainstays, such as

McDonald's and Hot Dog on a Stick.

"We wouldn't have chosen them if stu-

dents didn't like them," board member
Lee said.

When La Cucina is completed, the two

restaurants will take the place of

ASUCLA's cafeteria-style Treehouse,

which was torn out last year to make
room for the new restaurants.

The Treehouse employed roughly 30 to

40 students. Currently, out of Rubio's 25

employees, only two are students.

The lower student emi^oyment nunv
ber in the new restaurants is "not for lack

of trying," said ASUCLA Executive

Director Patricia Eastman. "(ASUCLA)
conducted a study which showed that

there are more student positions than stu-

dents to fill them."

Job losses atTreehouse

were made up for in ...

ASUCLA'S other

restaurants.

"I only received six applications from

students," said Rubio's manager Zarate.

Zarate expects student employment to

improve as the year progresses and

Rubio's establishes itself.

Despite the low student employment at

the restaurants, there has not been a

decrease in student employment in

UCLA Restaurants as a whole. Job losses

at Treehouse were made up for in higher

student employment at ASUCLA's other

restaurants.

"By closing the Treehouse, we're able

to do a better job filling student positions

-just in fewer facilities," Eastman said.

With the exception of the delayed

opening of La Cucina, the restaurants in

Terrace Food Court have met expecta-

tions, and hopes are high for the future.

"1 expect customer count to go up

once La Cucina opens up," said Bob
Williams, ASUCLA associate food ser-

vices director. "There is a lot of excite-

ment, and I think sales will increase."

Rubio's is also satisfied with the deal.

"It's everything we've expected,"

Zarate said."Sales are doing well, and

we're seeing more and more new faces."

m m

Qi LET YOUR SHINEO
Daily Bruin A(lverfifiiC^r1>i«|>l«^ 8aS-2t^1 • Classified 825-2221

CONTACTS
FOR SALt

EXTENDED or OAKY 2 pr $60 *35rr|

I
DISP0SABLES.....6 moW^ mo

CHANGE BROWN EYES...EXT WOMLY *89rr
|

I
Hazel, Green, Blue

.CHANGE UGHTEYESbm '4»
l

BIFOCAiyMONOVISlON only *50|

ASTI6MAT1SM EXT *89fr

1 Hour FREE Pool
Play 1 Hour Paid Pool, Get 2nd Hour FREE!

good
with

coupon
only

^W
, ''C-:fl*f''^'-''^'i'.-S(->

EYE EXAM $15
tv < / fill < hii s<

\Kiaavus^\!^^Wed3-
1842MLUiioolnAvi..#6|
Wed 11-1, Fri 3-5

4iaOAtlaatfcAm..t10S|
Thurs 2-4. Sat 12:30-3

No Appointment N«c«*aary/Ju8t Walk-In

IVAUGHN E DOBALIAN. M.D.
FREE Care Kit w/Purchase

LONG BEACH BRUNSWICK TABLES • SPORTS ON TV • FOOD • MICRO BREWS ON TAP • FREE PARKING
HOUSE OF BILLIARDS 1901 WILSHIRE BLVD. SANTA MONICA (310)828-2120

'©9; J^

2 PIZZAS FOR TH
PRICE OF ON

>n 208-8671
OFFER VALID

MONDAY

TUESDAY
NIGHTS ONLY.
(After 5:30 pnfi)

No mediums and offer excludes

Sicilians. No half & half orders.

Must mention ad.

Coupon must be given to driver.

Exp. 11/2/98

LARGE
PIZZA w/
Free Liter

TWO TOPPINGS

I

Exp. 1 1/2/98

LARGE
PIZZA w/
Free LiterTWO TOPPINGS

I

208-8671
TAk INCLUDED

Coupon vaM at Wettwood location only.

Offer good only wWh this

coupon, one coupon
per pizza.

*

Coupon must be given to

driver.

Unrrit 3 pizzas per addresa.

Open until 1 am

I

I

I

I

I

208-8671
TAX INCLUDED
Coupon valid at Wostwood location only.

Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon
per pizza. *

Coupon nnuat be given to

« driver.

^Lknit 3 pizzea per address.
' Open until 1 am
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The Information
TechnologyWater is

Bluer inYour O^wn
Backyard!

See state-of-the-art demos and meet one-to-one
with UCLA captains of innovation from:

BUSINESS & FINANCE
COLLEGE OF LETTERS & SCIENCE

UCLA HEALTHCARE
ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION SYSTEMS

EXTERNAL AFFAIRS
UCLA EXTENSION
COMMUmCATICNS

TECHNOLOGY SERVICES
STUDENT ACAD*EMIC SERVICES

Instead of scrambling to get on board a career boat, set your sights closer

to home. Fact is, your UCLA experience guarantees a "welcome aboard"

the finest vessel for I.T. gurus-to-be!

Your I.T. ship has come in. Fact is, it never left! If you are unable to attend our

Open House, please send your resume to: Bob Brown, UCLA Campus, Human

Resources. 10920 Wilshire Blvd., #205, Los Angeles, CA 90024-6504. Fax: 310/794-0895.

UCLA offers an excellent benefits package.Visit our websites: www.chr.licla.edll

and WWW.mednet.UCla.edu Equal Opportunity Employer.

Oceans of opportunity in LAN. Web Pevelopmentj Java,
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V I A N T
San FRANasco Boston Dallas New York Los Angeles

You're BIfBMMNG ON YOUR JM SEM01 AM) YOU KNOW 1V^

PSYCHS BY bneVCr TECHNOLOGY AND NEW NB»L Bur GMBI T>C F(^^
8XM0MY, WHERE SHOULD YOU 00?

CORTWATE IT SEENfi UiC A U)GCAL nJCE 10 SmiT, lUr AFIBt RXmO MVESI^^
EXOTBIOfT OF THOSE n'nUFCSSaiMS WHO OB)CXrEYBM» TO COBOL n^^ Desgn

SHOPS SSM NB^T MIO OOOU BUT YOU CRAEVE MORE SUBSTANCE AND WANT TO LEARN MORE THAN JUST HOW^
JAZZY BITBWttES. MEMIWHBf, TIMOniMAL SIROTamr CONSULDMIS OB)^
WORC THAT ARE TOO THEOROCM. TO BE nVCrCAL Bl THE OenAL SfWCE; SURE TICY PUBUSH VBT^

RESEMU31 RBVnS MOUT B«IQBIG TEtHOiOGB, BUT B IT LJiaY THAT T1CYWU BE AB(£ TO EXH

mnoAnoNS?

/^ VlANT, IBWnjOGSIS, SntfD[B3S1S. MO OESOee WORK TOGETHBt ON BfTl^

THROUGHOUT OUR OKN OmCE SPACE.

Tm BIIHiRAia WORK MIWACH SUPIOnS WHAT WE BBBC B OUR COMf^
ONUNEVBnURes:THERBKMOFTKHN0U)GY,ST1Ura:Y,ANDCREAIWL OUR ON-GOMG EFRXfT TO SU5TABI

A
'START-

UP' FS. B EVDOa Bl OUR UNKXC WORRBC ENVBUNMBCH WIC-OIW HjOQR SPACE WnHOUT ANY CUB^
CLOSaOOORSTOOBSnUJTTHERSnOWOFDEASMOBMOIMIlVETHBBaNO; WIOE A NEW-i«C JUST 2 NDNTHS

OUTOFSCHOaCANOUnEPOTBfTVBIYSITfiMZTOniCEWITHBOB.OURCEO. OUR \MLUE OF PUONG NO RAMONGS OR

TIRES BCOURAGES ANYONE AND EVemME 10 BE AGGRESSWE AND TAKE CHAUBttCS THATWU HBP THE COMPANY O

EVGNFiASTBtT>MNrr»MSBITNELAST2YBIRS. IF YOU'K NBHTT TO IMS PART Bl THB UNKUE CHALLBKjE. HND US ON

CAMPUITHB fidUJ

Mf=0RMAT10N SESSION
ENGMEERMQ & TECHNICALCAREER FAIR

ACKERMAN UMON
FRK)AX OCTOBER 23

TUESDAY. OCTOBER 27
8:30AM4:3QPM

MONDAY, OCTOBER 26
5PM-7PM

For more information,

contact the ucla career
Services or send us an e-mail at:

. uclaOviant.com

www.viant.com .]) I'
.

i ajcla@viant.com

MCAT

What_IVICAT course
did people who
got into medical
sch

All Others

• I • I take?

fio^*
ava'

a»« iio^^

testl

Call today to enroll!

KAPLAN
1-800-KAP-TEST
www.kapian.com

I

t1998 survey at m«dical school students by Bruskin GoWring research. For more details of the survey, check out our website at www Kaplan corWmcat.

Sample: firttfourth y—r students at U S schooto who took a commefciaMMt^oursr ___^

FUNERAL
From page 6

His skeletal remains were found last

month in a sewer line that police said

ended in front of the home of John

and Susan Remsen. Police arrested

their son, a 15-year-old freshman at

Redlands High School who was

Jensen's former classmate at Cope.

On Friday the youth, whose name
was not released by police because of

his age, pleaded innocent to murder.

Authorities contend he stabbed

Jensen during an argument over the

purchase of a knife. His parents have

pleaded innocent to charges of stock-

piling weapons and explosives, which

were found in their home in this San

Bernardino County town 70 miles

east of Los Angeles.

At the funeral, Sally Bell remem-

bered her nephew as a sharp, witty

imp who had a knack for charming

people.

"Tristan was afraid of the dark.

Tristan was afraid of strangers. He
wasn't streetwise.

"He wasn't a tough guy," she said.

"It sounds like a perfect victim to

me."

Jensen's father said his son faced

CONFERENCE
From page 6

speakers at the conference, which

WU8 designed to explain lo u wide

audience how the homosexual

movement has targeted children,

the family and the popular culture in

its attempt to increase its numbers

and acceptance in society," accord-

ing to a pamphlet.

Psychologists do not

consider sexual

orientation ...a

conscious choice.

American Psychiatric

Association

"Constitutional scholars will dis-

cuss why homosexuality is not a

civil rights issue and how homosex-

adversity early on in life. The boy was

8 when his mother died of cancer in

1992.

"He's been an adult since he was 8

years old," Jensen said. "He was in

the hospital a lot when his mother was

dying of cancer. His mom taught him

a lot."

Classmates lingered over a table

that displayed many o( Tristan's

prized possessions: a football signed

by NFL quarterback Steve Young, a

band medal, his beloved bass guitar

and a Book of Mormon with Tristan's

name engraved on the cover.

A note from T.C. Youngblood read

in part, "Tristan, you came in my life

for only a few moments. . You will

be remembered as carefree and

young."

Following the service, about 20

members of Cope Middle School's

band and a former student who now

attends Redlands gathered in the

parking lot to play "Amazing Grace"

Lindsey Engel, 15, of Redlands

High, clutched a picture of Tristan

holding his bass guitar and wearing

his blue and green band jacket.

"I considered him my best friend,

so I definitely had to volunteer," the

trombonist said. "It's a nice way to

say goodbye."

ual are trying to destroy organiza-

tions such as the Boy Scouts, which

seek to promote decency and tradi-

tional morality," the p,amphlet con-

tinued.

-f>h^Kt M Views homoacxuttliiy us

"dysfunctional behavior" that can

be treated through therapy and

other means.

Those view are not shared by

most mental health professionals in

practice today.

In fact, as early as 1973, the

American Psychiatric Association

had already spoken against these

perceptions.

At that time the association

removed homosexuality from its

official manual of mental and emo-

tional disorders.

"Psychologists do not consider

sexual orientation for most people

to be a conscious choice that can be

voluntarily changed," the American

Psychological Association says in a

press release which was found on

the society's Internet information

page.

PLANT
From page 8

spotted owls or bald eagles. But crit-

ics of the Endangered Species Act,

like Pearson, say the withdrawal of

the 1992 listing proposal is a signifi-

cant victory in their crusade to

defend private property owners

against the long arm of the govern-

ment.

"There is nothing in the

Constitution that says you have to

quarter spotted owls or poisonous

plants," said Pearson, an author and

local organizer of People for the

Constitution.

"The act is completely illogical. It

says we're going lo save everything at

any cost and we're going to stick the

landowner with the bill," he said.

The Endangered Species Act

should be used to protect big fish and

wildlife, Pearson said, "not ticks and

flies, or locoweed for that matter."

Not everyone agrees.

"There are many people who feel

like every species that is on earth has

its own intrinsic value by the fact it is

here," said Jim Morefield, a botanist

at the Nevada National Heritage

Program in Carson City who has

done extensive research on the

milkvetch.

"Who are we to guess why it is here

or what its value might be?"

The milkvetch thrived near hot

and cold springs in the area, the same
rare oasis on the high desert where
Indians settled and later cattle ranch-

ers established a stagecoach stop.

"It's been there obviously quite

awhile before human beings were

around," Morefield said. "It takes

several thousand to several million

years for a plant species to develop."

One of Pearson's biggest com-

plaints was the time it took the gov-

ernment to reach its conclusion. He
said the Endangered Species Act

eflectively prevents landowners from

disturbing plant habitat while the

plant is being considered for protec-

tion.

Nevertheless, the Fish and

Wildlife Service concluded the gov-

ernment "lacks sufilcient evidence to

indicate that livestock and vehicle

trespass, or development of its habi-

tat are currently threatening" the

plants.

It also cited the fact that the

Nevada plants already enjoy a certain

amount of protection because the

state lists them as critically endan-

gered.

Sandy Shaw, Pearson's wife, said

land owners do a better job than the

government of protecting plants and

animals.

"It makes a hell of a lot more sense

than a bunch of bureaucrats in

Washington D.C. trying to figure out

how to regulate a weed in Nevada
they've never seen," she said.

Pearson said he offered environ-

mental organizations a chance to

fence off the area.

"But they were not interested in

doing that. They are simply interested

in taking our property rights," he

said. "Basically we just want to be left

alone."
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PIANO
From page 4

actually enjoy their wait." Smith

said. "I feel like I'm helping people

heal."

Smith, who has played the piano

for 50 years, has only recently over-

come -her lifetime fear of performing

in front of people.

"It has been helpful to play at the

hospital because people actually

come up to me and support me." she

said.

Playing two hours almost every

,weekday. Smith said she volunteers

her time because she needs to.

"It's a place where I belong, to

help in healing people," she said.

Many hospital staff members
agree.

"People gravitate out to the lobby

(when she plays)," said Carey

McCarthy, volunteer coordinator for

the Medical Plaza.

"Patients sit next to her, and

sometimes kids sit on her lap ... once

a doctor even started singing along."

Tho.se who work in the main lobby

especially appreciate Smith's piano-

playing.

"We love it. It definitely makes

work more enjoyable," said Alfred

Braganza. a senior volunteer.

"The music is beautiful because

it's not loo loud. She plays soft, relax-

ing oldies," said Braganza, who
sometimes waits art)und alter his

shift to hear Smith play tunes such as

"Lookint; Throutjh the Eves of

pop and classical, said McCarthy,

who coordinates the piano volunteer

program.

"It's a lot of fun, and it's very

rewarding," said Larry Ackard, a

senior volunteer who plays every

Tuesday

"It's a wonderful feeling because

people appreciate (the music) and

they let me know it - that makes it all

worthwhile," added Ackard. who has

played the piano for nearly 70 years.

The Medical Plaza's piano, donat-

ed by the Sy Rosenwasser family,

was a gift that was almost taken back

because nobody was using it - until

Smith began tinkling a few timid

tunes on it.

Now, six months later, her act has

led to a full-fiedged volunteer pro-

gram.

Since this program was such a suc-

cess, another piano has been intrcv

duced just across the street at the

main hospital.

Smith said her "dream wish"

would be for someone lo donate a

grand piano for the lobby of the main

hospital.

"A grand piano would fit in there

just right," she said, commenting on

the size of the room and high levels

of anxiety due lo the numerous surg-

eries that lake place.

As for the future of the piano vol-

unteer program at the Medical

Plaza. McCarthy said volunteers

with piano skills are aluays needed.

She added she only knows of one

other hospital in the nation that has a

similar prot;ram.

!!5s?5554S5!?^ww?^!55SS^^?xSK<^

Love," a song from the movie Ice

Castles, and "Somewhere, My
Love," from the movie Dr. Zhivago.

Eight other pianists volunteer

throughout the week, playing music

ranging from jazz and ragtime to

"It's unusual to hear a piano in

this kind of place, especially near the

entrance," she said

"The hospital is such a tense

place, and the piano is very sooth-

ing."
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Bob
Schormorhom

SAA President

Vf'alcc tlic Dcaii

Come Raise Bruin Spirits at Bruinfest this Friday,

Oct. 30 from 7 to 11 p.m. in Westwood Plaza. There

will be rides (moonbounce, super-slide), games (including a

sports tent) and contests (best scream, mummify a friend,

best costume). Winner of the costume contest will receive

two round-trip tickets on Shuttle by United! Don't miss the

haunted house at the Alumni Center.

La*st Mortal Cliancc ^ "7"^

It's the last chance for SAA members to save! Show your

BminCard with SAA on it at the Alumni Center membership

desk this week to pick up a Bruinfest Fun Pass worth $5.
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some great
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Bruintoons-------- *#„
Great Deal* nny 5tli Mi 101k WMk^^

Coming soon.

For advertising information,~
please can 825-2161.

~~~

Deadline is Ibday.

Haunted riclpci\s

Bruinfest is looking for scary SAA members, in and out of

costume, to volunteer during Bruinfest. If you are interested

in helping out, please contact SAA.

Career Network Workshops——
Attend Networking: Schmooze or Lose on Tuesday, Oct. 27

at 7 p.m. at the Alumni Center. This event is for SAA
members only, so be sure to bring your BruinCard with SAA
on it! For more information, call (310) 206-6062.

Hug A Tree? I Don't Think So!

Wear your SAA T-shirt to the football game against Stanford

this Saturday, Oct. 31. Give 'em the blues!

FREE Treats!!!
The first five SAA members to show their

BruinCard with SAA on it at the Alumni

Center membership desk will reeeive a limited

edition 199S UCLA Homeeomin^i T-shirt.-

Free eandv to the next 100.

H\c'v Mii\i' e

UCLA Student Alumni Association

Tho Alumni Centw

Los Angeles, CA 90095-1397

For Event & Volunteer Information:

(310)UCLA-SAAor

(310) 825-2722

Fax (310) 825-8678

rs not ili'^ihlr.

UCIA Alumni Association

-
" The Akimni Center

Los Angeles, CA 90095-1397

For Membership Information:

(310) UCLALUM

Fox: (310) 825-8678

E-mail: alumniOsupport.ucla.edu
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r ^ ^ $10,000 In Credit Guaranteed^
Mostercord you (on't be REFUSED!

LCLA Spici;il S2'>.4')
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5850 W. 3rd St. Suite 321

Los Angeles, CA 90036
(925) 355-4500

Mgger Enterprises
The Alternative Credit Solutior

www mager-enterprises.com

.'\'i- I T irw v.iii'- (Mill -'jxliMi

INTERESTED IN A COMPANY THAT INVESTS
AS MUCH IN YOUR FUTURE AS YOU DO?

Sapient provides business and

informarion technology solutions to

leading organizations around the world.

And wc offer you training, growth

opportunities, and a culture you won't

find anywhere else. Business Week and

Forbes have named us one of the top

high-growth companies in the U.S.'NVOURPJ^
Wc have exciting opportunities for college graduates with an interest in both technology and business:

^ Web & Client/Server Developers

^ Assistant Project Manager Candidates

Information Session

Need to know more?

Wed., October 28ih 6-S PiVl

in the C>areer Center

*^.sapiciit.<»»^

Sapient
Please contact your Career Center for more information or

send your resume to: Kelly Studer, Sapient Corporation,

101 California Street, 5th Floor, San Francisco, CA 941 1 1;

Tel: (415) 263-1028 • Fax: (415) 263-4020

E-mail: kstude^sapient.com

Atlanta • Cambridge • Chicago • Dallas • London • Los Angeles • New York • San Francisco

White Racial Awareness Process
Co-sponsored by the University Reh'gious Conference at UCLA
and NCCJ (National Conference for Community and Justice)

A five-week dialogue series designed:

• to examine cultural and ethnic differences between

white Americans in the context of American pluralism

and racism;

• to redefine 'whiteness' in a way that recognizes the

diversity of 'white' experience and avoids the

oversimplifications of white supremacists;

• to explore ways that participants can become allies in

the fight against bias^ bigotry and racism.

Location:

Dates/Times:

Cost:

University Religious Conference
900 Hilsard Avenue (3rd R. Lounge)

Tuesdays, 6:30-9:00 p.m.
October 27, November 3, 10, 17 and 24

$25.00 (some scholarships available)

To register or Tor more information, call NCQ at 213-250-8787

Ask for Alicia Romero

A Jubilee Event ncci

BALLOTS
From page 1

Alioto endorses a more general

Democrat platform, emphasizing

the disability she has lived with, sup-

porting the woman's right to choose

whether or hot to have an abortion

and wants to reduce voter fraud.

For the Natural Law party, Jane

Ann Bialosky is running, Gail

Lightfoot competes on the

Libertarian slate, Israel Feuer for

Peace and Freedom, Valli Sharpe-

Geisler for Reform and Carolyn Rae

Short for the American Independent

party.

Despite elTorts of the secretary of

state to improve voter turnout, some

students still elect not to vote.

Kristina Wong, a third-year

World Literature and Culture and

American Literature student, hasn't

voted lately.

"A lot has to do with campus poli-

tics being so crazy nuts. You can't

vote anymore - people assume

you're a martyr for a cause if you're

just voting for it," she said.

Jerry Lopez, a third-year civil

engineering student, also doesn't

vote because he "doesn't really

care."

"I should care because (elections)

affect my children, my future and the

future of my people, but now I'm not

that interested in politics," he said.

"I'm a college student. I'm sup-

posed to know about these things.

But right now I have to concentrate

ducts audits and reviews of state

money operations.

Ruben Barralcs, a County

Supervisor from the Republican

party, faces Democrat incumbent

Kathleen Connell.

AI Burgess is running for the

American Independent party, C.T.

Weber from Peace and Freedom,

Iris Adam from Natural Law,

Pamela Pescosolido from the

Libertarian party and Denise

Jackson for the Reform party.

State Treasurer

The Treasurer is the state's

banker. Not only does the treasurer

oversee the state's investments, but

also administers the sale of state

bonds as well as serving on commis-

sions that deal with the marketing of

bonds.

Finally, the treasurer will pay out

state funds that the controller and

other state agencies spend.

Republican Curt Pringle, a state

legislator and businessman, faces

Phil Angelides, the incumbent on

this year's ballot.

Pringle hopes to cut state income

taxes, reduce class size, and work

toward a drop in crime. He has

served as the Speaker of the

California State Assembly.

Angelides focuses his campaign

on a different part of the treasurer's

platform. He promises to save

money by cutting waste and taking

some of the state's investments out

of overseas venues and putting them

in domestic ones.

on my studies," he said.

State Controller

The state's money is controlled by

the controller, who does California's

accounting and bookkeeping of pub-

lic funds as its chief fiscal officer.

Additionally, the controller regu-

lates state payroll, serves on boards

such as the Board of Equalization

and the Board of Control and con-

—Edmon Kaiser from the American

Independent party, Jan Tucker from

Peace and Freedom, Jon Peter from

the Libertarian party and Carlos

Aguirre from the Natural Law party

also are in the race.

Richard Tanga said that he may
vote for third party candidates.

"I don't know who anyone is

See BAUOTS, page 15
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BALLOTS
From page 14

because I'm from Hawaii. I will

decide based on what my roommates

vote for or (I will vote) for indepen-

dent parties," said the first-year

undeclared student.

Insurance Commissioner

California has a Department of

Insurance that oversees insurance

companies within the state. The

insurance commissioner oversees

and directs the department, licenses

and checks insurance companies,

and answers all those questions and

complaints from the public against

the insurance industry.

Finally, the insurance commis-

sioner enforces the laws of the

California Code and implements the

laws. Some students won't vote for

this position.

"If I don't know what (the posi-

tion) does, I probably won't vote for

them," Tanga said, who did not not

know about the role of California

Insurance Commissioner.

Voters, however, established the

office in to protect consumers from

increasing insurance rates.

Insurance Commissioner Chuck

Quackenbush, a Republican, faces

Diane Martinez, a Democrat in the

November Race.

Quackenbush took office four

years ago. During his term he has

worked to crack down on auto fraud

and push dnwn autn insurance rates.

He aims to keep rates down and pro-

mote competition in a free market in

California.

Challenger Martinez served as

Chairperson of the Assembly

Utilities and Commerce Committee

and has worked to reform HMO's.
Barbara Bourdette of the Natural

Law party, Merton Short of the

American Independent party, Gary

Ramos of the Peace and Freedom

party, and Dale F. Ogden of the

Libertarian party also compete for

the position.

Superintendent of Public Instruction

This non-partisan office actually

strikes close to campus. The superin-

tendent of public instruction serves

as a non-voting member of the gov-

erning boards of the state's public

colleges - including the UC Board of

Regents - that affects everything

from student tuition bills to the sys-

tem's policy for the use of affirmative

action.

As chief spokesperson for public

schools, the superintendent of public

instruction will direct the California

Department of Education and exe-

cute policies set out by the State

Board of Education, directing local

school districts and working to

improve academic performance.

Delaine Eastin and Gloria Matta

Tuchman are running for the ofTice.

Eastin, the current superinten-

dent, has advocated a zero tolerance

policy for students involved in drugs

or gangs as well as statewide testing.

Tuchman, a parent and school

teacher, was a Co-Chairman of the

campaign for Proposition 227, the

initiative .that prohibited teaching

students in languages other than

English. It was passed in the June

1998 primary election.

DEMONSTRATIONS
From page 5

the head and later died in a Jerusalem

hospital.

The confrontation broke out after

Palestinian intelligence agents

searched Fatah headquarters, look-

ing for illegal weapons. A crackdown

on unlicensed arms is one of the pro-

visions of the agreement.

After meeting with Egyptian

President Hosni Mubarak in Cairo,

Arafat said Sunday he hoped the

agreement would be "accurately and

faithfully implemented so that we can

say that wc have pushed forward the

peace process and protected the

peace of the courageous people.**

In Israel, politicians across the

board predicted Netanyahu would

face political turmoil as a result of the

agreement when he brings it before

his right-wing Cabinet on Monday.

The agreement signed at the White

House on Friday calls for Israel to

hand over 13 percent more of the

West Bank to Palestinian civilian

control. That means some Jewish set-

tlements will be surrounded by

Palestinian-controlled territory,

except for access roads.

Twelve hard-liners in Netanyahu's

government say they will vote against

him in upcoming no-confidence

motions in Israel's parliament, the

Knesset, where Netanyahu only has a

one-seat majority.

Even Foreign Minister Ariel

Sharon, who leads the right-wing

camp in Netanyahu's government

and helped forge the agreement, said

the withdrawal endangered Israel's

security and would not reveal how he

would vote on the deal.

I Netanyahu made overtures to the

settlers to try to calm their fears, but

they mostly went unheard.

"I say now here to our friends lis-

tening, you are us, you are us and we

are you. We love you and we are

fighting for you and there is no other

government that will fight like this,"

Netanyahu said.

But Dombe said he was deeply dis-

appointed with Netanyahu and the

mini.sters who voted for the accord

and would begin polling settlers on

Monday to find a candidate to chal-

lenge Netanyahu, either in upcoming

elections or if he loses the no-conll-

dence vote.

"Netanyahu is wo longer the

leader of our national camp,"

Dombe .said.
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Its time for the Catholic bishops

to acknowledge that every couple can,

in good conscience, arrive at their own

safe, effective and moral choices on

family planning and contraception.

It is not the Catholic people

who oppose contraception. In fact,

Catholics both use and approve of

contraception. Most polls show that

four out of five Catholics disagree

with the official church position,

which forbids the use of contraception under

all circumstances.

Having failed to convince Catholics that —

contraception is wrong, church leaders are now

trying to make contraceptives less available

—

for Catholics and non-Catholics alike.

From Cuba to Mexico the Pope preaches

against contraception. In Africa he rails against

condoms that prevent the spread ofAIDS. And

in the U.S., mergers between Catholic and
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.

The bishops endorse policy

that has resulted in thousands of

unintended pregnancies, dangerous

abortions, and maternal deaths in

our hemisphere alone.

It is time for justice and mercy.

It is time for change.

Ifyou agree, please contact us

to learn how you can support

this campaign.
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LOUNGES
From page 1

he didn't receive his housing notifica-

tion until the end of the summer. He
estimated that he called the Housing

office twice a week without getting a

straight answer about his living

arrangements, for most of the sum-

mer.

•'I was lied to," he said. "They told

me that I wasn't going to have to pay

anything."

Rodney Wang, one of Miller's

roommates, said that what bothers

him the most is that lounge residents

are being charged the same amount

amount as students in double rooms.

"I'd rather have a triple than live in

a lounge," said Wang, a first-year

undeclared student.

According to Montana, lounge

residents are charged the same rate as

the occupants of doubles because the

square footage per person is similar

to double rooms.

All study lounge residents will be

moved into double or triple occupan-

cy rooms by the beginning of winter

quarter, Montana said. Spaces will

open up as some students choose to

terminate their housing contracts

because of graduation, going abroad

or finding other housing.

The use of the lounges for housing

has affected more than just the stu-

dents living in them. Dorm residents

have been unable to use occupied

lounges for studying and fioor pro-

grammmg:

"It just makes planning a little bit

harder," said Mason Chuang, a

Rieber Hall program assistant.

And the problems associated with

dorm overcrowding may not go away

any time soon. Although the project-

ed partial opening of De Neve Plaza

next fall will add 866 spaces,

Montana said the new housing pro-

ject may not be the great solution

many have hoped for.

"We'll gain some spaces in De
Neve, but in other cases, we'll lose

some," Montana said.

This loss may stem from the possi-

ble closing of the Courtside building

in Sunset Village for repairs after the

new dorm opens.

De Neve Plaza, which is scheduled

to be completely finished by the fall of

2000, will ultimately house 1,240 stu-

dents.

But according to Miller, living in a

study lounge would be less of a hassle

if housing officials had been more

straightforward.

"If they just said, 'Look, we're

overbooked and this is what we have

to do,' that would have been accept-

able," he said.

WEIGHT
From page 3

"Rather than adopting healthy

habits on a lifetime basis, some see

dieting as a temporary thing - which

is very ineffective," Viele said.

"There can be an increase of body fat

with repetitive dieting if the weight is

gained and lost too rapidly."

While the idea of the "freshman
15" may seem like a frightening con-

cept for most people, the results are

not as alarming as they might envi-

sion.

"Obesity i^ not very prevalent on

college campuses," Vieic said. "Some
students have not reached their nor-

mal adult weight yet and others are

making adjustments to living away
from home. Students should not be

overly concerned with the 'freshman
15."*

.

i

One way students on campuscatT
curb calories and stay fit is by

strolling on campus. The many hills

of UCLA can serve as a good work-

out for those too busy to hit the gym
every day.

*i've wafked more here than I ever

have in my life,** Leaper said. "I think

that's how most UCLA students stay

thin."

KOSOVO
From page 5

ing a new aggressiveness and a cer-

tain cockiness - strutting defiantly

through some villages in full uniform,

practically under the noses of Serb

forces.

It is difficult to apportion blame

for the almost daily breakdowns In

the cease-fire. But the Albanians real-

ize that they face no real sanctions

from the international community

and that the Serbs are under new con-

straints.

"When we announced a cease-fire,

we never said it was a total cease-

fire," said KLA spokesman Jakup

Krasniqi. "They shell our civilians

and attack us, so this is our

response."

Veljko Odalovic, the Serb regional

governor, insists the struggle against

what he calls terrorism is the legiti-

mate right of the state.

"It's clear the terrorists want to

provoke new confiicts and to involve

large numbers of police and army

where they can, and the international

community knows that," he said. "If

that is the case, and our right to

respond is restricted ... then one has

to ask, who is supporting terrorism?"

Adem Demaci, the political repre-

sentative of the KLA, said the provo-

cation claim is false.

"The regime does not want peace

in Kosovo," he said. "There has not

been a single day ... without Serb

He^^^/Mc
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10922 Kinross Ave. Westwood Village. 208-2424

torces undertaking some action and

blaming it on the KLA, saying it was

violating the cease-fire. (The Serbs)

are not withdrawing, they have been

digging in."

Key to the international effort is

the return of ethnic Albanian civil-

ians to their villages and homes. So

far, despite Yugoslav President

Slobodan Milosevic's pledge to coop-

erate, only a trickle have returned.

Counting is complicated by the

fact that many people go into the vil-

lages during the day, but leave again

at night. Farmers can be seen doing

their autumn plowing. But instead of

going home at the end of the day, they

return to makeshift camps in the for-

est or in the mountains.

The return mechanism is simple -

repeated again and again by refugees

in camps all over Kosovo: as long as

there are Serb police in the villages,

the people will not go back.

•^ There are still 14,000 Serb police

in Kosovo, according to NATO -

more than double the 6,500 estimated

to have been there before Milosevic's

crackdown began Feb. 28. About

1 1,000 Yugoslav soldiers remain,

above the 8,000-9,000 normally sta-

tioned in the province.

HEARINGS
From page 5

ing in this."

The CIA's director, George Tenet,

will explain to Congress "his comfort

level" with the operation, Albright

said.

The Senate Select Committee on

Intelligence does not have power to

directly change the Israeli-Palestinian

agreement, though it has some

authority over U.S. intelligence

spending.

Shelby said, "We want to know

how it is going to work, how long the

CIA will be involved, how much it's

going to cost and what are the dan-

gers to the American lives here."

He said he also will discuss the

matter with Tenet, who has traveled

to Israel and the Palestinian territo-

ries four times since 1996. The

agency maintains offices in the West

Bank cities of Hebron, Ramallah and

Nablus, and in the Gaza Strip.

Tenet, in this week's Time maga-

zine, said the CIA's Middle East

work "can have an enormous impact

on the future, but the fact is that we

have to become a more agile institu-

tion."
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•••^*^ OFFICE OF THE CHANCELLOR
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Message from the Chancellor

Dear Students of UCLA:
"»•——^p« mftmrn^mmmmmmmm^ trntrntm^^^mmmmmim^t^

I am pleased to welcome all new and returning students back to campus for another exciting and productive

year.

Those of you returning may remember that last year I met with students on several occasions during special

office hours in order to hear their views on various issues and to learn more about their concerns, ideas and

aspirations.

In order to continue this useful and enjoyable dialogue, I will be holding office hours again this year.

Periodic announcements will be .sent to Bruin OnLine E-mail accounts, letting everyone know when the

next office hour will be held.

Once the announcement has been made, any interested student may request an appointment via E-mail at

officehours@conet.com. Students will be selected randomly.

The first office hour will be held Nov. 5, 1998, from 10:30 to 1 1 :30 a.m. All requests for this office hour

should be submitted by noon on Oct. 30, 1998. Please include a daytime phone number.

I look forward to see you.

Sincerely,

I4X</
^

Ibcrt Gamesale

)hano611or
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VIEWPOINT
Tomorrow

Welcome to America -

now learn how to speak

English.

viewpointi^media.uda.edu

On-campus herding cramps Bruin breathing space, style
CROWDED: University should

accommodate enrolled students

first before accepting even more

Dear Admissions Committee,

First ofl", I'd like to thank you for

accepting my application four years

ago and allowing me to come to UCLA. I

know I would never get in here now, with the

recent grade inflation and unbelievably high

"average" SA1 scores.

So Tm thrilled to have barely made it.

You guys have been doing a great job in the

past few years. I know it must be tough to look

through so many deserv-

mg applications and to

hand-pick only the (Inest

students. But pray, do tell,

what happened this year?

I've got to be honest: I

think you guys screwed

up. Someone up there

can't count.

Why d id vou let so

students into every last available crack.

Compare UCLA's 86.6 students per acre to

UC Davis' 6.4 students per acre. Suddenly,

cow patties seem quite palatable.

Listen, wise guys, it's not even about large

lectures anymore. I've overcome that grudge

after four smooshed years. (And don't give me
the "go to olTice hours" argument because

that's just one more line to be herded through.)

We wade through all sorts of manured inconve-

niences caused by too many students and too

few resources.

loT example, let me share a true-life sce-

nario that took place at my apartment the other

night. I had just changed my degree expected

term over URSA, and it cost $13. "Doesn't

your tuition cover that?" my roommate asked.

"Don't your reg fees entitle you to change your

graduation date free of charge?" Apparently

not. I then reflected upon (obsessed over) what

my tuition fees had entitled me to that day.

The fees had entitled me to go to a book-

store where half of my books were sold out.

They had entitled me to go home to a cramped
Westwood apartment that has no dishwasher,

Wilshire, in Brentwood and in West Los

Angeles. But oops - once I left Westwood, 1

had no way to get back, since 4,000 students

are ahead of me on the waitlist for on-campus

parking. Even the $5 a day parking, besides

being ridiculously expensive, is not always

available. Is mass transit reliable?

Is our university reliable?

I don't know. But I think it should be

responsible. It should be responsible for me,

for my degree, for my thinking and my well-

being in any and every way that relates to and

affects my education. Can we actually learn

when we're cramped, stuffed, squished like a

bulging burrito in an already too small city?

Can we explore and breathe and absorb and

achieve without suftlcicnl space to think?

It's time for UCLA to take care of her stu-

dent bodies, to accommodate those of us who
are here before letting other people in. How
else will fifth-year seniors graduate and make
room for the 16-year-old freshmen, if they can't

even enroll in the classes they need? Let us gel

out of here with as little trouble as possible so

we can become alumni and start donating

numbers down to a reasonable count so UCLA
can truly offer students what they need.

Otherwise, all we'll learn is how to adapt to

an overcrowded, aggravating way of life. I

think our reg fees entitle us to a great deal

more than that.

Stephanie

Pfeffer

many students in, more
people than we can

accommodiUe? I hirty-six

thousand students thick

and I can't breathe here,

folks! I can't get to class without smacking into

.^00 people. I kill the grass to avoid the crowds

that come pummelingdown Bruin Walk. I sit

cramped on the lloor because my classrooms

weren't built for the poor, tired and huddled

mas.ses yearning to be seated.

Just walking to class feels like a crappy mosh
pit without the music. Like Big Belsy.in a cattle

crossing, I try to break on thrt)ugh to the other

side. Thousands of students shultle their feet m
front of me, seeming to move but getting

nowhere.

At first I hope it's only a minor delay, such

as someone kneeling and tying his or her shoe

and tying up traffic. Then it doesn't let up. and

I get annoyed. Frustrated. One of those bad

dreams where you feel like you can't move
your legs.

I know, I know ... you never expected so

many students to actually enroll once they were

accepted. But someone's guesstimation skills

are way ofT. Our campus has a finite amount of

land, and when it's gone, it's gone. Perhaps

when your own already cramped offices

become minute cubicles you will stop squishing

Pfeffer wishes there were fewer students so that

everyone would come to her Halloween party

Instead of having their own. E-mail her at spfef-

fer@ucla.edu.

where I shure a sma ll room for way too much money tilretidyl

money. They entitled me to a lecture in Rolfe

1200 that was so full of students that there were

no seats left, so I sat on the floor outside in the

foyer.

They entitled me to wait first in the honors

office for a drop-in appointment, and then in

the Student Health Center, despite my previ-

ously scheduled 4:40 appi>inlment. They even

entitled three girls who had 5:00 appointments

to be seen before me. Last, my lovely reg fees

entitled me to be nearly run over by a woman
driving way too fast down the narrow

Westwood streets as I walked home to my hum-
ble abode.

And of course, they entitled me to wait in

lines, lines, lines. And I'm not just talking

Murphy Lines for the computer labs, ktr the

media lab, for the CTO, for Taco Bell are

longer than ever. There are lines to print, to

Xerox, to staple. Logging onto Bruin Online

from off-campus is impossible. Heck, I even

wanted to get tickets to the Whirling

Dervishes, and they were all sold out. The
Whirling Dervishes were sold out? Most peo-

ple don't even know what a "dervish" is!

And then there's the housing situation, a

topic which, even though it's been beaten to

death, requires me to affirm that the horror sto-

ries are true. I got back from Europe a month
before .school started and frantically searched

for an apartment every single day, up until 10

hours before my first class!

Not only were the dorms overcrowded, but

all of Westwood was fully packed. Why didn't I

look elsewhere? Oh, but I did. I looked south of

And dearest admissions committee, I know
everyone wants higher education.

We go to college like our parents went to

high school. And we will go to graduate school

like our parents went to college. And our kids

will go to graduate school like we went to

preschool. And so it goes. And we all want to

learn, and we all deserve to learn. But what if

we can't? What if we have the opportunity but

lack the environmental necessities?

I do not want education to become less

accessible. I want everyone to have the oppor-

tunities that we do. But how much are we will-

ing to reduce the quality of our education to

increase the number of students that get it?

I'm also not suggesting we decrease

our numbers so dramatically. None of

us want to go back to the stifiing inti-

macy we knew in high school. But

there is a lot of room between

high school numbers and UCLA
numbers. Can't we find the

right nook in that vast range?

Sound like privatization'^ .

Maybe it is. So what? How
upset would you really be

with a Harvard-like repu-

tation accompanying you

on an interview?

Admissions com
mittee, dear, dear

darlings, come
on, be

humane. ^^
Keep the O ^
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Sex in public not lewd - just a mood
BATHROOM: Gay conduct

treated more harshly in

media than straight love

By Marc Sic^el

It*s a typical Saturday night on

campus. A light breeze doesn't quite

clear away the sexy heat of midday.

Students are heading out to clubs,

bars and parties, but the diligent are

buried behind books in the library,

cramming in some late-night study-

ing. Or are they? If we actually walk

by those secluded stacks, darkened

thanks to the broken lights overhead,

wc may be surprised by what we see

or hear. We might witness an age-old

university tradition: a guy and a girl

Siegel, a doctoral student in critical

studies in the Departnf>ent of Film and

Television, has written about and n^ade

a video about bathroom sex.

getting it on. That's right, heterosex-

ual sex in the library! It happens

often enough. Titillating? Well, yeah

sure, but is it news? Maybe. If so, is it

a crime story?

Now what if this couple was com-

prised of two men. That's right,

homosexual sex, but in the library!

Well, there's also a tradition of

homosexual sex- on campus, but- it

doesn't take place in the relatively

open and potentially visible space of

the library stacks. Instead we take it

to the stalls, or at least to the more
private space of the men's bathroom.

Titillating? Sure. News? Maybe.
Crime story? That's certainly the

impression one gets from the Daily

Bruin's front page story, "Rest

rooms site of reports on lewd con-

duct"(Ncws,Oct. 21).

In this article, we learn that men
having sex with each other in bath-

rooms are not just slightly naughty;

they are actually suspects engaging in

crime. We learn also that some peo-

ple make complaints about this activ-

ity, yet we don't find out who these

people are or what their complaints

are. We learn that the university

police and the Los Angeles Police

Department spend an awful lot of

time (or rather, taxpayers' money)

responding to these complaints.

We learn that the police are trying

their darndest to deter this so-called

criminal activity from taking place

but when push comes to shove, gosh,

they've just got to enforce the law.

We learn that the LAPD sends plain-

clothes policemen into bathrooms in

order to encourage sex from other

men - only to arrest them.

And while we do learn that these

police actions are "contentious," we

don't learn that the more common
term for this kind of action is entrap-

ment. And we don't learn that they

have been found by some courts (in

nearby Stanislaus County for

SeeSIE6mpa9e20

This week'spoRUj^

This week,Viewpoint will discuss

alternatives to mainstream religion.

Whether you are a member, supporter or

critic, give us your opinions on what it

means to be spiritual. Drop off submissions

at 118 Kerckhoff Hall ore-mail them to

viewpoint@media.uda.edu.Submissions

are due Wednesday, Oct. 28 at 1 a.m.

Measure ensures the best get educated

PROTEST: Indifference

during walkout signals

Prop. 209 as dead issue

By Marc Olson

Did anyone know that the profes-

sors walked out on Wednesday and

Thursday? Those of you who
answered "yes" all get a warm cookie.

Those of you who answered "no,"

don't worry. You didn't miss much.

Again there was an attempt by cam-

pus "leaders" to bring attention to an

issue that has been dead for almost

two years now. Professors through-

out the great University of California

have decided that the best way they

can combat the horrible effects of

Proposition 209 is to stop teaching

for two days.

Right ... these same professors will

no doubt tell you that Proposition

209 has blocked access to education

and shut people out from their

"right" to higher education. The best

way to protest this injustice is to block

out everyone from a higher educa-

tion.

During the walkout, none of my
professors walked out, no one talked

about it, and, all in all, it was business

as usual on campus. What a bold

statement!

By assisting others, youVe

ultinnately helping yourself

for those of you not from around

here) and the continued conspiracy oi

the white male is fulfilled.

What Proposition 209 actually

does is ensure that those students with

the best academic merit (yes, we are

at an academic institution, not the

United Nations) are offered admis-

sion.

as long as they can compete with the

other students. It's called individual

effort and achievement. And you

know what? We don't have-a right to

an education!

That's right! I'll stand in solidarity

with Chancellor Carnesale and say

we don't have a right to a higher edu-

cation.

When did the right to life, liberty.

in 1995, the Board of Regents

Race, gender, religion, etc. are not

cons idcrrd because we «re al l mem- and the pur.iuit of happiness turn into

voted to take race and gender out of

admissions consideration. Applicants

were to be judged solely on their mer-

its. Again, in 1996, the voters of

California passed - with an over-

whelming majority - Proposition

209. Proposition 209 stated that it,

was illegal for the State of California

to discriminate on the basis of race or

gender. Both of these measures are

now being villified as part of a contin-

ued conspiracy to block access to edu-

cation for minorities.

Diversity on campus will fall into

oblivion, the quality of education will

drop past the level of Figueroa Tech

(the University Southern California,

Olson is a fourth-year history student

and the president of Bruin Libertarians.

He can be reached at

molson@ucla.edu.

bers of one human race. Utopia real-

ized! Well, maybe not that great, but a

nice alternative. Group politics,

which have dominated the last half of

the century, have moved political and

social goals from individual achieve-

ment and freedom to group identifi-

cation and the "collective good."

When one of these mechanisms (affir-

mative action) is attacked, the liberal

academic elite get their panties in a

bunch, and we don't have to go to

class.

What this latest display will accom-

plish, I don't know. From the under-

whelming support that I've seen -

very little. The regents have made

their decision, the people have voted

and affirmative action is dead in

California. It was a bad idea that we

have shaken otT. Qualified students

of all races will be offered admission

the right to life, liberty, the pursuit of

happiness and a spot at UCLA? Who
decided that all of a sudden everyone

has a right to higher education?

People try their hardest to get a

chance to come to college, and all of a

sudden it's a right to be granted to

everyone. The State of California has

decided (wisely or not) that the top

students in the state should be offered

the privilege of a high-cla.ss education

at a subsidized price.

AfTirmative action is a dead issue.

The voters are not going to overturn

Proposition 209, Chancellor

Carnesale isn't going to put his job in

jeopardy to defy the regents, and the

university is belter olT for it.

Now let's all drag ourselves back

to class and get ready for niidlerins.

Oh, that's right, no one had their

classes canceled. Bold statement!

HEI^PING: Perform good

works knowing that they

will all come back to you

By lain Cunningham

Recently, a column by Matthew

Gever. titled "Aiding others does more

harm than good" (Viewpoint, Oct.

22), appeared in the Daily Bruin chal-

lenging the widely perceived virtues of

altruism. It, among other things, made
the rather bizarre (and yet strangely

provocative) comparison of Mother

Teresa, whom many would consider

the ideal of human altruism, and

Hitler, who is, of course, notorious as a

very, very bad guy. Gever tried to

make the point that regardless of altru-

ism's universal praise, its practice actu-

ally tends to do more harm than good.

He also suggests that we would be bet-

ter off as a society if we just gave in to

our instinctive self-interests.

This philosophy struck me as nearly

identical to much of Ayn Rand's phi-

losophy of Objectivism. In fact, Gever

states, "... your life is your own. No one

else is entitled to it. Working for others

accomplishes nothing." This is practi-

cally a mantra in Rand's "Atlas

Shrugged." I like it. I think it's a great

prinpjplr \\\ too bmi i t doe.sn't work

We say something abstract such as,

"It's the right thing to do." Or we get a

little closer by talking about the

Golden Rule: Treat others as you

would like to be treated.

But, these ideas seem so lofty. A
developing morality needs to build on

already accepted ideas. The real rea-

son we are honest, loyal, and even

altruistic, is that we eventually come to

understand that it all goes back to self-

preservation.

Human beings err, and you cannot

be sure that you'll get away scot-free.

You can't discount the consequences

of lying, deserting, or being selfish in

the face of others' need. You should be

honest, not because it is the right thing

to do, but because you'll get caught

and no one will trust you anymore.

You should be loyal, not because it

satisfies some noble ideal, but because

you will need someone someday too,

and people have memories. You
should be these things because it is

important for your own self-preserva-

tion, not for other people.

We come, or should come, to under-

stand that you do altruistic things for

your family because you are part of

your family, and what is good for your

family is good for you. We come to

understand that we sacrifice for our

larger groups (friends, cities, states,

countriea )
^ hecuuse we nfe a part of

LETTERS

Columnist states

false premises

about altruism
Matthew Gever in his Oct. 22

article ("Aiding others does more

harm than good") states that altru-

ism benefits no one and usually

does more damage than if ever

hopes to solve. He relies heavily on

his assessment of Mother Teresa's

career to reach his conclusions.

Mother Teresa focused on helping

the seriously ill in Calcutta, India.

Since there still is great poverty in

Calcutta, Gever concludes she did

more harm than good.

Throughout his article, Gever

bases his conclusions on all false

premises. Despite such irrationali-

ty, there is the very real problem of

how to make the results of altruis-

tic behaviour more positive than

negative. We have seen, however,

the great progress of the U.S. econ-

omy over lime accomplished by

both individual self-reliance and

the altruistic actions of many indi-

viduals. My career was substantial-

ly aided by the altruistic actions of

others. Likewi.se, many of the

15,000 UCLA students I have had

over the past 43 years benefitted

greatly from the altruism of others.

It is without hesitation, therefore,

that I emphatically deny the validi-

ty of Gever's conclusions.

Theodore A. Anderson

Professor of finance (Emeritus)

Mother Teresa

deserves praise,

not derision

I am thoroughly disgusted by

Matthew Gever's "Aiding others

does more harm than good"

(Viewpoint, Oct. 22) and his "free-

ing" Libertarian views attacking

the most liberated woman of our

time- Mother Teresa.

I almost laughed aloud when I

read that the vice president of

Bruin Libertarians viewed Mother

Teresa as "mediocre" and found

"the most annoying thing about

Mother Teresa was her continued

devotion to the lives of others."

Are you joking?! It isn't every day

that .someone will j)ack up her bags

to spend her life loving the desti-

tute of Calcutta - we don't, and

certainly CJever doesn't have the

integrity to call her, of all things,

mediocre! I think the word you

were looking for was . . amazing.

One thing that CJev'jr did get

right was that she really made no

sacrifices because she obeyed

God's order for her to go to

Calcutta. Mother Teresa does not

preach self-sacrifice. In fact, in a

documentary I saw about Mother

Teresa, she claims that she didn't

sacrifice anything at all; instead she

received so much more than she

ever gave.

Mother Teresa is an ideal figure

in our society not because of her

hard work in caring for the ignored

and oppressed nor lor her tremen-

dous "self-sacrifice;" it was her joy

SeeLEnERS,page21

The flaw in Randian Objectivism is

that it discounts how interdependent

we are. Human beings are born with a

limited morality. Namely: goodness is

what is good for me. This nascent

morality, which is actually ju.st self-

preservation, doesn't need to be

taught of course; it's present in each of

us from the day we're born. But we do

develop a higher sense of morality. We
learn the virtues of honesty, loyalty,

and, yes, altruism, even when they are

seemingly in contrast (as they often

are) with our own self-interest. The

trick is in understanding how we get

there. And how do we justify honesty

when our 4-year-olds ask why not to

steal? Why not to lie? Why not to aban-

don people or commitments when it is

convenient?

Especially if we know we won't be

caught.

Often, we give the wrong answer.

Cunningham is a fourth-year cognitive

science student. E-mail him at

iainc@ucla.edu.

these things, and what is good for them

is good for us as well.

Sometimes humans choose to make

the ultimate sacrifice, an act which by

definition means there can be no more

sacrifice. Humans choose to do this

because they understand that being

part of a whole means that there is

something greater than yourself. All of

us reading this today have benefited

from this ultimate sacrifice.

Sometimes, it is necessary.

Understanding this progression of

morality - and how all of it rests on the

idea of self-preservation - plays with

the definition of altruism. If altruism is

defined simply as self-sacrifice, then

perhaps none of these actions can be

included. After all, what I've tried to

show is that all these virtues are done

because, in the end, it benefits the

doer.

But I suggest that there is no such

.Jhing as pure altruism.

It is hard to imagine a voluntary

See CUNNINGHAM, page 21

BORN AND RAISED
By Reuben Corona and Gus Canfipos
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plete procedure, contact the

Publications office at 118 Kerckhoff

Hall.
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instance) to be acts of discrimina-

tion. Discrimination, because police

entrap people having homosexual

sex but don't do the same to those

having heterosexual sex. One other

odd thing we learn is that the police

are not sure why there are no com-
plaints commg from women's rest

rooms.

But we don't learn anything about

the sexism or the violent crimes

against women that might make sex

in public particularly threatening to

lesbians.

Let's return to that horny hetero-

sexual couple in the library for a

moment, OK? Let's, say someone
does walk by and notices them. What
does he or she do? Complain?
Probably not.

But let's say the person com-
plains. To who? The police?

Probably not.

But let's say the person calls the

police. Then when the police arrive,

what do they do? Arrest the hetero-

sexuals? Probably not.

But let's say they do. Then what

do they arrest the heterosexuals for?

Lewd conduct? Probably not.

They may arrest the couple for

disorderly conduct or trespassing, or

maybe they just let them off with a

warning. And will the couple choose

to fight their charges? Probably not.

But let's Say they do, and let's say

ihey lose. Then la this ncte roscxuai

couple at risk of being marked as sex

offenders and placed on a list that

may be available to anyone in the

state, thanks to the faulty application

of Megan's Law? Probably not.

Is any of this news? Is it a crime

story? Probably not. but let's check

just to be sure.

I came across an article on sex in

public, that is: heterosexual sex. It

originally appeared in the Penn State

University Daily Collegian and was
reprinted in the National U.

Magazine in a section called "Urge"
(Aug. 1994, p.l4). The title of the

article: "Wherever the Mood Strikes

You." (So heterosexual sex is not

lewd, just a mood ) The article

begins by describing an incident at

Penn State when a stalled dorm ele-

vator was forced open by police only

to reveal a heterosexual couple

engaged in sex. It goes on to note

that these two are "certainly not the

first students in history to love freely

in an unusual on-campus locale.

Each campus has "hot" spots that

are as entrenched in its tradition as

the fight song. The remainder of this

playful, joking article is devoted to

tallying up the various hot spots and
to quoting students about the thrills

that heterosexual sex in public offers

them.

The article does make occasional

reference to the police and does for

instance mention that the students

who were found having sex in the

middle of the Penn State football

field were charged with trespassing

(a very minor offense when com-
pared with lewd conduct). However,
nowhere in the article are the people

having heterosexual sex referred to

as suspects; nowhere in the article is

heterosexual sex referred to as crimi-

nal or as lewd.

These words do not appear,

because the reality is that heterosexu-

al sex even in public view is not some-
thing that people complain about,

that people want to bother the police

with, and that the police will choose
to be bothered with. Now, don't get

me wrong. I think people having het-

erosexual sex should be left alone.

But, here's my point, I also think

people having homosexual sex

should be left alone.

Now, let's return to The Bruin

article. Unfortunately, it was not

unusual for a news report on homo-
sexual sex. In fact, it was typical. So
common, so expected that some of

See SIEGEL, page 21
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my gay friends tdd me that on read-

ing it they thought, ;Tt's not really all

that bad ... I mean considering what
it could be?" Of late, after the arrest

of pop star George Michael in a

Beverly Hills bathroom last spring,

gays have become accustomed to

voyeuristic reports on homosexual
sex in bathrooms.

And last May, news reporters

around the country took hidden

cameras into sex bathrooms, record-

ed footage and then broadcast it on

prime-time. But this conduct on the

part of reporters is not lewd, right?

Its just journalism, (jetting the good
story. Good copy. Yes, we gays are

u-sed to our sex being used as a titil-

lating spectacle for the mainstream.

By this point in my rant, I hope it's

clear that my gripe is not merely with

a single article in the Daily Bruin.

Rather, I am criticizing the wider

social homophobia that makes such

articles conceivable in the first place.

Last spring an episode of the IV
show 'Dharma and Greg" featured

the two characters pondering where

they would like to have sex in public

the same evening that the news were

to broadcast surveillance footage

about the crime of homosexual sex.

Last "Spring, The Bruin inter-

viewed graduating seniors about

their fond memories of UCLA. One
o\' ihem replied that his fondest

memory was having sex with his girl-

fr ii
'ni in the lihra r v.

There is a long and WDnderful tra-

dition of sex on cv)llege campuses; it

is as entrenched as the fight song.

We must not continue to wink

knowingly at this tradition, while we
shame .and criminalize homosexual

sex.

CUNNINGHAM
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action that brings nothing good back

to the actor, tangible or not. And it

would be a rather narrow perspective

to think that only tangible results

count. Some of our most selfish

actions are meant to bring us intangi-

ble good.

When Gever praises self-interest

and claims we would all be better otT

without altruism, he misunderstands

what altruism is really about. Altruism

isn't a bad thing, and there are reasons

we practice it. Of course, that's only if

you believe it exists.

LEHERS
From page 19

that makes her ideal. We are in awe

of how she was able to be so joyful

even though she did not have the

things that we often think will pro-

duce happiness. She is the epitome

of someone living life to the fullest,

not regretting anything, but pushing

ahead, boldly sucking.the marrow

out of life; this is not self-sacrifice.

We are deceiving ourselves if we

think that being in this rat race of

our capitalist society is supposed to

lead us to freedom - working over-

time, stressing ourselves out to go

get more, earn more, save more.

What is the point of living if we

are only going to run around our

exercise wheels like hamsters all our

lives? This false freedom which

leaves us dissatisfied, but always

worn out, is not living one's own life.

I choose ultimate freedom, which

calls us out of this restrictive cage

and urges us to really live for our-

selves. I, for one, choose and admire

Mother Teresa's hedonistic philoso-

phy in not settling for anything less

but the best.

VikU Leung
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Asian American artists defy HoUywood^s typecasting

by creating a new look for themselves and examining

their misunderstood, misrepresented culture

in the annual event ^Treasure in the House^

By Sandy Yang
daily Bruin Contributor

The average moviegoer or television

viewer probably won't recognize the

kind of Asian representations in the

performances from Highways

Performance Space. Missing arc the

Asian stereotypes that are as one-

dimensional as the screens the movies

and TV shows are viewed on. Instead,

audiences will enjoy the three-dimen-

sional quality of live dramatic pieces,

conveying just some of the many por-

traits of Asian American experiences.

^Treasure in the House," an annual

performance and visual art series of

Asian Pacific American works, includ-

ing solo dramatic pieces, dance and

poetry readings, made its debut seven

years ago. It has given these underrep-

resented artists a creative means to

express their stories without the usual

typecasting and restrictions found in

Hollywood. Given the artistic free-

dom, the personal stories of Asian

American artists have spawned pro-

ductions and characters that could

never be typecast.

Running for five weekends (starting

this Oct. 29), the series starts off with

five solo dramatic pieces followed by a

Butoh-based dance performance by

Oguri and Li Chiao-Ping. The third

and fourth weekend feature a play (by

the Vietnamese American perfor-

mance ensemble Club O'Noodles)

about the nail salon business. The
series is capped off by readings from

Hapa playwrights and poets.

"It's about giving artists more
opportunities to present their work,"

says Dan Kwong, curator of "Treasure

in the House." "And to give audiences

a chance to see ... a concentrated group

of performances that are by and about

Asian Americans and whatever issue

they choose to address."

Solo performer Ivy Yee says, "It

provides a forum for Asian

Americans. There are no parameters,

so we're not limited to the lies or some-

one else's perception. These are our

stories."

Yee, a solo performer who appeared

in last year's "Treasure in the House,"

deals with family issues and growing

up in her household. In last year's per-

formance, Yee grabbed her breasts to

make the point that her brothers could-

n't hit her in the chest anymore when

playing football after puberty, as part

of the story about her becoming a

woman.
This year's: piece (entitled, "Dad

a.k.a. Johnny Wong") deals again with

her family and their black-market fire-

works business, focusing on her father

this time.

"It's so unusual," Yee says about

her family business. "The irony was

that it was so normal for our family life.

It's also the awareness of who (my

father is) behind the cool, tough guy

who drank a lot and caused a lot of

grief in our family. (I) wanted some
glimpses of the man behind the charac-

ter."

For UCLA alumnus Alex Luu, this

is his fourth appearance in "Treasure

in the House." Although he never

intended to be a performer while

attending UCLA's School of Theater,

Film and Television, Luu found his

way to the stage from the stories he had

to tell. His one-man show, "Three

Lives," tells a biographical story which

examines three generations of Luu
men who must deal with the immigra-

tion experience, the assimilation

process and racism.

"I'm really proud of the piece

because it's personal to me," Luu says.

"I think that the audience comes with

an understanding of really finding an

inner voice within the confines of fam-

ily, loyalty and society."

With "Three Lives," Luu has trav-

See TREASURE, page 27

Los Angeles County Museum of Art

hosts showing of works by Picasso
EXHIBIT: Sculptor, poet,

painter famous for use

of surreal, cubist style

By Amanda Miller

Daily Bruin Contributor

Sensuality and aggression,

serenity and protest, hope and

anguish ... the feelings Pablo

Picasso conveys through his art

emerge as vividly as the colors he

uses.

Through January 4th, the Los

Angeles County Museum of Art

(LACMA) is presenting a Picasso

collection - including watercolor

and oil paintings, drawings, sculp-

tures, collages and prints spanning

Picasso's artistic development

lYom I904thu>ugh 1971,

At ten years old, Picasso had

already mastered techniques of the

experts who painted reality the way

we all see it. But Picasso saw the

world through distinctly different

lenses.

His vision portrayed a world in

fragments and pieces, and he strove

to reveal the true essence of people,

landscapes and objects. Although

influenced by other painters of his

time, like Cezanne and Matisse,

Picasso literally revolutionized the

world of art.

"For a lot of people, the whole of

20th century modern art is almost

synonymous with Pablo Picasso.

He is clearly a giant figure," com-

ments Paul Von Blum, a professor

of social sciences and humanities.

Von Blum lectures and has written

numerous books and articles exam-

ining the relationship between art,

culture and society^

t'tujto') c ouftesy of the Musouii) of MoiIcki Aft, N»*w York

Pablo Picasso painted the canvas piece, "Girl Before a Mirror" In 1932.

Neither expertise nor experience

are needed to appreciate art, espe-

cially art that touches upon as many

themes and styles as does Picasso's.

Photos courtesy of JAY DANIEL

Photo illustration by JOE BARRY/Daily Bruin
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"Many people think that

Picasso's work will be dilTicult and

inaccessible," exhibit curator Lynn

Zelevansky says. "But, for a late

20th century audience who has wit-

nessed the attraction of cubism

through media as familiar as MTV,
his work is really very appropri-

ate."

'— Skyler Mardian, a third-year

communication studies student

who considers herself a definite

novice when it comes to art recalls,

"My preconceived ideas of Picasso

were of faces

with distorted

eyes, art that

looks like a

kindergartner

could do it

"I was sur-

prised to see

how many dif-

ferent types of

art Picasso cre-

ated, like sculp-

tures made out

of driftwood,

nails and a tree

branch, and a

lot of really neat

watercolors and

sketches,"
Mardian
continues.
"Everything
was so different.

Some things I

couldn't even

believe the same

artist had done

them."

Picasso's
work is so prolif-

ic that it is not

unusual to find a

couple of his

paintings in any

modern art

museum throughout the world. But

it's not so often that more than 100

pieces of his work, representing

each stage in the metamorphosis of

his arli.slic life, come together in

Los Angeles.

(Picasso) was labeled

a revolutionist and

joined the

communist party.

Picasso's "Maquette for Guitar* is on display

at the Los Angeles County Museum of Art.

The works are from the Museum
of Modern Art (MoMA) in New
York, which has one of the finest

Picasso collections in the world.

But the exhibition includes more

than 60 works usually not at

MoMA.
The exhibition is quite unique,

according to Zelevansky. "The idea

that you can go to New York to see

this exhibit is totally false. First of

all, most of the works are never on

view. And all of the works on paper

are always rotating locations."

In every color theme imaginable,

from morbid grays to laughing pri-

maries, Picasso communicated the

artistic inspiration he found across

the gamut of humanity.

Acrobats and dancers reveal the

joyous vulnerability of movement.

Common workers and the faces of

random individuals convey the

frustrations of daily life and the

working class struggle. Numerous
profiles and feminine figures pro-

claim Picasso's love for women and

reveal the complex mosaic of his

romantic terrain.

SeePKASSCpagelo
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Sound Brres
Movie shows Holocaust's lighter side

The Queers

"Punk Rock Confidential"

The Queers, **Punk Rock

Confldential'* (Hopeless Records)

With a name like "Punk Rock

Confidential," you would expect the

15 song album to be nothing more

than a string of fast and angry ditties

about getting drunk in someone's

garage. The Queers don't limit them-

selves to this particular genre - they

find themselves all over the musical

Savant."

A wicked musical drive-by on pre-

tentious pseudo-intellectuals, "Idiot"

combines punk energy with accessible

vocals and downright rotten lyrics to

attack stuffed shirts everywhere.

"He'll show you who's really the bet-

ter man/ As he asks you if you'd like

some fries with that." Anyone who's

ever been sneered at by a snob who

spends most of his time talking out of

a headset can feel for Queer when lis-

tening to this song.

The Queers may not be the

sharpest musicians or the most innov-

ative songwriters, but "Punk Rock

Confidential" is an enjoyable album.

Brent Hopkins

map.

Whether borrowing from the

Ramones in the opener, "Tamara Is a

Punk" and "Everything's OK" or

surf rock in "The Sun Always Shines

Around You," the Queers diversify

themselves handily. They even handle

love songs, as offbeat as they may be.

"Like a parasite I wanna crawl all

over you," Joe Queer sings, bringing a

whole new light to romance.

Where the band really hits its stride

is w ith lis humor. They mock tbfc

ditional party theme in "I Didn't

Puke," and toss in a disturbingly

amusing punk ballad with

"Motherfucker," and show some wit

to go with their gutter minds in "Idiot

Gomez, ""Bring It On'' (Virgin)

Dubbed the British version of

Beck, Gomez is supposedly "the next

big thing," according to the obviously

bored British music press. Eventually

magazines such as Select and Melody

Maker will run out of bands to call

"the next big thing," but not until they

get to my grandma and her four-piece

polka outfit.

Gomez comes from Southport in

the UK, but don't expect the usual

anorexic British fops wearing heavy

tra- eyeliner whn climh up trees, fretting

at the sight of ia beef burrito - or in

this case, fish and chips. There's actu-

ally a machismo to Gomez's sound

that gives them the odor of a Friday

night bar band interlaced with that of

a bored Saturday night musician sit-

ting in his living room and experi-

menting to get the right "block-

rockin' beats."

Therein lies the problem with

Gomez's debut album, "Bring It On."

It reflects the group's identity crisis.

Half of the tracks revert to a retro-

'70s sound while the other half pulls

forward to a more modern and eclec-

tic style. Though there are flashes of

brilliance that make listeners stop and

go "hmm", much of this versatility

doesn't make for a cohesive whole.

Even the band's name, Gomez, dis-

plays their idehtity confusion, con-

taining two lead singers and being a

British band with a Spanish name,

singing in distinct American accents.

Maybe they should change their name

from Gomez to Sybil.

The first track, "Get Miles," star-

tles and grabs one's attention, due to

how Ben Ottewell's (lead singer

numero uno) voice evokes Tom Waits

with his raspy, throaty wail, but with-

out Waits' drunken playfulness.

Think of him as Tom Waits-light.

While interesting in its novelty, one

listen is enough to start skipping to

the other .tracks. Things definitely

improve with the smoother-sounding

Ian Ball, lead singer deux. On

the robotic elements within the song.

Even better is "78 Stone Wobble",

an example of why the Beck compar-

isons are drawn, as Gomez mixes

some jazzy-sounding saxophones, a

little rap, and a touch of slide-guitar

country along with samples of a

Spanish phrases such as "Yo soy Sean

Conrtery." For every "78 Stone

Wobble," however, there's a "Here

Come the Breeze" or a "Free to

Run," songs obvious inspired by '70s

folk and rhythm and blues that offer

nothing new to the musical table -

besides being superfluous rehash.

Gomez is mainly successful when

they stay away from standard bar-

room fluff and direct their energy

towards more innovative means. Not

exactly the second coming as hyped

by the press, but definitely better than

my grandma.

Tristan Thai

The Flys, ""Holiday Man"
(Trauma)

No strangers to the art of sensa-

tionalism in Southern California,

Hollywood-based band The Flys cre-

ate a refreshing sense of energy and

creativity in their newest album,

"Holiday Man."

The Flys continue riding the air-

The slow, calculated melody remains

a simple tune set to catchy beats and

impressive vocals.

The rest of the album holds more

of the same heavy-hitting rhythms.

Most of the songs use a vocal distor-

tion generator to create lyrics with a

darker, more effective edge.

Songs such as "Afraid" and "Girls

Are The Crudest", use slower beats to

hypnotize the listener. Other dance-

able picks such as "The Gods of

Basketball" and "Give You My Car,"

show off the band's powerful vitality.

The songs remain distinct from

one tune to the next. For instance,

while "She's So Huge" grasps the dis-

tinct punk-alternative sound, "The

Family" experiments with jazzy

undertones.

Each song evokes a different emo-

tion from listeners, but it always pro-

duces a great reaction.

The Flys show great promise as a

band who knows how to rock, knows

how to please and holds a real future

in the biz.

Michelle Zubiate

Kirk Franklin, ""The Nu Nation

Project" (Gospo Centric)

Kick off your best Sunday shoes

and get ready to clap your hands.

"Whippin' Piccadilly," Ball and com- waves of KROQ-FM and other mod- wave your arms and shout aluuU,

because the man who joined together

hip-hop, R&B and gospel is back at it

pany shift midway from what starts as

a slow acoustic ballad to a more post-

modern sound with synth samples

and warbled vocals, contributing to

ern rock stations with the song "Got

You (Where I Want You)," included

both on the new album and the

"Disturbing Behavior" soundtrack. See SOUNDBITES, page 29
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FILM: Italian Benigni

shines as actor, writer

in 'Life is Beautifuf

By Ash Steffy

Daily Bruin Contributor

Perhaps the most surprising

thing about 'Life is Bcautirul".

winner of the (irand Jury Prize

at the V)^)H C'annes Kilm

lestival. is the relati\el> benign

way it depicts the HoUicausl.

Audiences for the last several

years have grown so accus-

tomed lo such hard-hitting

WWII Tare as "Schindler\s List"

and 'Saving Private Ryan".

Inevitably someone was going

to make a lighter film.

Which is not to say that this

P(i-13 story (which incidentally

tiH)k home eight Italian Oscars

including Best Picture, Actor,

Director and Screenplay) lacks

any emotional impact. What it

does lack are those previous

films' graphic gore and sweep-

ing historical scale. " Beautiful"

aims for a dif lerent. quieter kind

ot emotional resonance. Co-

writer, director and actor

Roberto Benigni has taken the

atrocious setting ol a Cierman

The main character is Guido
(Benigni). an Italian-Jew with

huge dreams ol success. He
arrives in the Tuscan town of

Are/zo in 1939 to pursue his

dream of opening a bookstore,

and almost immediately falls in

U>ve with a schoolteacher

named Dora (Braschi) Dora

becomes enchanted with

(iuido's boyish enthusiasm, but

there's one slight problem - she

has already agreed to marry a

I'ascist official who bears, a per-

sonal grudge toward him.

After (juido choreographs a

few hilarious "chance" encoun-

ters with the schoolteacher, she

finally gives into him and a pic-

ture-perfect romance ensues.

Several years later, after Nora

and Ciuido have married and

have a son. Ciiosue, racial big-

otry has worsened, (luido

attempts to shield his son from

the harsh reality of their social

position in I94()'s Turope - a

particularly daunting task after

he and (iiosue are shipped off to

the concentration camps.

Nora, realizing the govern-

ment has put her husband and

son on the train, rushes to the

station and insists they put her

on as well. She would rather suf-

fer the camps than continue liv-

Benigni has co-written and

directed a marvelously clever

comedy-drama that shows how

a family's love can survive even

the most atrocious injustices.

Those seeking a realistic

depiction of the Holocaust will

be disappointed. The film cheer-

fully kisses goodbye realism in

favor of a story whose tension

hinges on whether or not

Giosue will discover the true

purpose of the concentration

camps, not whether or not he

will die. Still, the film contains

enough tragedy to leave viewers

unsure of the main characters"

ultimate fates.

As the six-year-old Giosue.

newcomer Giorgio C'antarini

couldn't be more lovable and

adorably stubborn, even when

he's unknowingly risking his

own life. And popular Italian

actress Braschi infuses into

Dora a mature sensibility that

lends focus to Guido's unfo-

cused exuberance. But make no

mistake 'Beautiful" belongs

first and foremost to Benigni.

Especially in the movie's rela-

tively innocuous first half, the

gifted actor proves why he is one

of Italy's all-time box-office

champs.

Here he displays an astonish-

concentration camp and Irom it

extracted a warmhearted, lear-

jcrking and - yes - hilarious

comedy.

ing in freedom without them.

Humor generally doesn't

come to mind when one thinks

about the Holocaust, but

ing vaHeiy Of comedic wieni -

from virtuoso physical humor to

See BEAUTIFUL, page 28

Photos courteiy of Miramax Film^

(Above) Director

Roberto

Benigni also

stars in his new
movie, "Life is

Beautiful."

(Left) Giorgio

Cantarini plays

a six-year-old

striving to

remain innocent.
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Westwood
VILLAGE
961B(0xtua.
208-5576

FRUIN
948 Broirton

239MANN

. Practical Magic (PG-13)
THX Dulby Digital

Mori- Tues. Thd 15 4 15)7 15 1000
Wed Theatre Closed

PleasanWille (PG-13)

THX - Dolby Digital

Mom Th (12 30 3.45) 7 00 10 15

Santa Monica
CRITERION 3 What Dreams May Come (PG-13)

1313 3KlSt Dolby Digital THX Sorry No Passes

Promenade Stadium Seating

395 1599 Men - Thu(12 30 3 45) 7 30 10 15

West Hollywood
8000 Sunset (at CreuenI Heights) Free Parking

SUNSET 1 Trey Parker's Orgazmo
(213)848 3500 Daily (12 15)235455715940

Westwood
UA WESTWOOD Apt Pupil (R)

10889 Wellworth SODS Digital-THX-No VIPs until 1 1/2

475-9441
Mon-Th 2:45 515 745 10:30

Beverly Hills

Beverly Connection Presented in Digital Sound
BrMtolClMdiviR)

12:453:005:15 7:309:45

Ant7 (PC)

Stadium Seating - SDDb Digital

CRITERION 4

DTS Digital Mon Thu (12:00 2:30 5:00) 7:45 10.00
SUNSET 2

(213)848 3500
Todd Solod;' Happiness

Mon-Th (12 00) 2 00 5 15

8 3010 00

UA WESTWOOD
10889 Wellworth
475-9441

Orgazmo (NC-17)

Dolby Stereo - THX
No One Under 1 7 Admitted

Mon-Th 3:00 5:30 8:00 10:45

Beverly Connection Presented in Dolby SR Stereo

me MigiilY (PC-13)

12:00 2:20 4 45 7:15 9:45

CRITERION 5

NATIONAL Soldier (R)

10925 Lind'jr.ok THX Dolby Digital Sorry No Passes

208-4366 Mon -Thu (1 1 45 2 15 4 45) 7 30 10 15

Rush Hour (PG-13)

THX - DTS Digital

Mon -Thu (11 45 2 15 4 45)7 30 1(300

Beverly Connection

FESTIVAL
10887 Liiidbrool(

2084575

Antz (PC)

THX - Dolby Digital

Mon -Thu (130 4:15) 7 00 9 45

REGENT Rush Ho«r (PG-13)

1045 8ro)(lon Dolby SR
208-3259 Mon - Thu (12 30 2 45 5 00) 7 30 10 00

PLAZA A Night At the Roibury (PG-13)

l067Glendon ' Dolby Diaita!

208-3097 Mon Thu (1 00 3 15 5 30) 7 45 1(5 00

WESTWOOD 1 Tlwrf'sSwiwnitnBAkoiitMMy(R)
1050Gayley Stereo

208-7664 Mon-Th (100 4 00) 7 00 9 45

WESTWOOD 2

1050 Gay ley

208 7664

WESTWOOD 3

1050Gayley
208 7664

WESTWOOD

4

1050 Gayley

2087664

Without Limits (PG-13)

Stereo

Mon -Thd 154 20)7 151000

Roh: Jers(R)

Stereo

Met Th (130 4 30) 7:30 10 10

Saving Private Ryan (R)

Dolby Digital

Mon-Th (12.45 4.10)8 00

CRITERION 6 A Night at the Roihury (PG-13)

THX - DTS Digital Stadium Seating

THX - Dolby Digital - Sorry No Passes

Mon -Thu(11 45 12 30 2:45 4 30 5.15)

PACIFIC !3

Westwood
CREST Happiness (NR)

1262 Westwood Blvd No One Under 1 7 Admitted

(S olWiishire) THX - Oolby SR
474-7866 or Mon -Thu (12 30 3 45) 7 00 10 10

777-FILM (#025)

LAEMMLE
www.laemmle.com

WLA/Beverly Hills
Bargain Shows ( ) For All TheHftt

SUNSET 3 David Arquette/Stanley Tucci/Kate Capshaw
(213)648-3500 The Alarmist

Daily (2 55) 5:10 7 35 1000

The Mighty (PG-13)

9olby Stereo No VIPs until 10/26
UA WESTWOOD
10889 Wellworth

475-9441

Mon-Tue, Thu2:15 2 30 5:00 7:30 10:15

Wed 2:30 P.M

Presented in Digital Sound
lat OitMns May Coim (PG-13)

11:45 2:15 4:45 7:3010:10

Opens 10/30: John Carpenter's Vampirts

SUNSET 4 John Water's PtcKer

(213) 848-3500 Daily (1 00) 3 15 5 30 7:50 10 10

suNsns
(213)848-3500

Stanley Tucci's Imaosten
Daily (12 00) 2 30 5 00 7 30

suNsn
(213)848 3500

Weekend Sliows:

Call Theater For Show Times

Sat-Sun Morning Shows

Call TNalar For Show Tints

GENERAL

Westwood
AVCO CINEMA
10040 Wiisnite Blvd i BM i olWMfwood
475-07 1

1

Presented in Digital Sound
NIovH (R)

12:004:008:00

VINE
Viae Tkaalan taviai Private Ryaa (R)

Show Tmts (213) 463-6819 Dolby Stereo

2 ntwvies (or fc 1:454:45 7:45

One Free Popcorn & Diet Coke with this Ad

UCLA

Santa Monica

Santa Monica

CRITERION 1

1313 3rd St^
Promenade
395 1599

Pleasantville (PG-13)

THX - Dolby Digital-Sorry No Passes

ROYAL
11523SM Blvd

477 5581

MUSIC HALL1
9036 Wilshire

274-6869

Thomas Vinterberg's

Celehration

Daily (12 20) 2:40 5 00 7 30 9.55

AFI Film Festival

For intormalion and tickets

call 818-848-7394

MONICA 1

1322 2nd Street

394-9741

MONICA 2

John Water's Packer
Daily 4 50)9 25

Sep Adm Noit Slop Wondeiland
Daily (2 25) 7 00

Sep Adm Bird By Bird with Annie

..,.-.... Mon-Th (1:00)

AVCO CINEMA Presented in THX Digital Sound
BfiaaolCliacky(R)

12:30 2 45 5:00 7:309:4$

AVCO CINEMA Presented in Digital Sound
What Dreaan May Come (PG-13)

11:15 1:454:30 7 i510:(X)

Halloween H20
Thurs. 10/29 7pm. 9:30pm

Fri. 10^ 7pm. 9:30pm

ALL MOVIES ARE $2 00
STktws in Ack«rn)an Grind BaNroom

CameM Cvaali - Mk: w$Jlmum.imif.mi
t-«MllcMM««MMla.ide.e«e plMM:(lia) Mf-INI

AVCO CINEMA Presented in THX Digital Sound
floaiB(R)

11:15 2:004 45 7:4010:30

Roberto Bengim's

Lite is Beanlilal

0aily(1:55)4 35 7 15 9 55

MONICA 3 i 4 AFI Film Festual

For intormation and tickets call 323 856 7600

Mon -Thu (12 45 4 00) 7 15 10 30

Orgazmo (NC-17)

THX • Dolby SR- Sorry No Passes
CRITERION 2

1313 3rd

St Promenade
395-1599 Mon - Thu (12 30 2 45 5 15) 7 45 10 15

MUSIC HALL?
9036 Wilshire

274-6869

MUSIC HALL3
9036 Wilshire

Beverly Hills
Beverly Connection

ua Cienaqa at Beverly Blvd

Free 2 1/2 hour validated parking 659-591

1

-Isabcfle Huppcrt/ Daniel AuteuiH

La Separation

Mof<-Th(5 35) 7 40 9 45

Derek Jacobi

Love is Ika Davtl

Mon-Tue (510)7 20 9 30

MONICA Weekend Shows

Sat- Sun 1 1 QQ a.m.

Call Theater For Times

visit our website www.liemmle.com

Beverly Connection Presented in THX Digital Sound
Practical Magic (PG-13) / On 2 Screens

11401230200300430
5 30 7:00 8 00 9 3010 30

Starts Wed Stetan Ru/owitsky's The InNrilors

Wed - Th (5 10) 7 20 9 30

vAvw. Iaemmle.com

Beverly Connection Presented in THX Digital Sound
Belovtd (R)

12 00 3 30 7 1010 40

TO ADVERTISE IN THE

BRUIN
MOVIE GUIDE
OR SPONSOR THE HEADER

Call Rob at 310 206-0903
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Comedienne Liberty tells how to heal hurt through hatred Fatboy spins wicked beats at Mayan
BOOK: Novel illustrates

best way to get over love

after a relationship fails

By Cheryl Kltin

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Remember that "Seinfeld"

episode where Jerry dated a comedi-

enne whose entire schtick was

"Jerry Seinfeld is an asshole" or

something to that effect?

Well now the actress-comedian

has written a book about her real-

life boyfriend, Mitchell - or, to be

painfully clear, her ex-boyfriend.

Her name is Anita Liberty and

the book is "How to Heal the Hurt

by Hating."

If that title is not enough to grab

anyone's attention who ever had the

dubious pleasure of rooming with a

first year pre-psych major, check

out the oh-so-honest subtitle: "My
boyfriend, Mitchell, whom I dated

for three and a half years, left me for

a woman named Heather, and - to

get even - I have devoted my entire

career to humiliating him in public

... Enjoy the book."

And readers will. Beyond the

paperback cover lie 145 pages of

poems,.journal entries and vignettes

detailing Liberty's painful bout of

P. M.S. (post-Mitchell syndrome).

The collection is none of the

things that true self-help manuals

preach - such as being calm, logical

and well-adjusted. She does, howev-

er, use 'i sentences" - but not to

covey sensitive feelings as in "I feel

hurt when you shut me out." No,

hers are more like "I don't even have

a goddamned boyfriend."

BOOK REVIEW

How to Heal the

Hurt by Hating

Author Anita Liberty

Publisher: A Ballantine

Trade Paperbad(

Price: $10.95 Pages: 145

NINA SACKS/Daily Bruin

She's a poet, alright. Liberty defi-

nitely has a way with words, pairing

things down to their simplest (and

funniest) forms, recounting apt

anecdotes as metaphors for the heal-

ing process - such as her venture

into aroma-therapy. She's searching

for just the right candle (shopping

for clothes to appease her pain is too

stereotypical), one that gives off eau

de "Your Ex-Boyfriend's Not Worth

Your Time And You're So Much
Better Off Without Him And Who
Cares If He Does Have A New
Girlfriend, That Doesn't Mean He's

Happy."

Liberty also drags her readers

along on blind dates ("We have so

much in common," she says of

Bachelor No. 1. "Like we both have

skin"), to her sister's bridal shower

and to the inevitable encounter with

Heather.

And along the way, no matter

how much it is against her humorous

mantra, she sneaks in a few bold

truths about The Role of the Single

Female; how much does it suck that

she pays twice as much rent as her

married friends, and for a smaller

place? Why do her '20s seem so des-^

olate? She hasn't married and does-

n't have a car but she's lived in three

states and has written over a hun-

dred poems.

A few of those hundred, perhaps,

are too generic to be genuinely

cathartic, too repetitive to make the

reader anything but thankful for

their brevity. This is not the sort of

diatribe that will have you huddled

by the Kleenex box going, "That's

totally how I felt when Bradley left

me for Shannon!" And Liberty's

consistent bitterness, while refresh-

ing, doesn't seem quite believable.

Probably because, according to a

footnote in the back, "Anita Liberty

is a character created and per-

formed by Suzanne Weber."

Revel ...in (Anita

Liberty's) creative use

of punctuation, syntax

and her approachable

self-effacing, self-

righteous tone.

So, yeah - gasp! - Liberty is fic-

tional. Who cares? Revel instead in

her creative use Of punctuation, syn-

tax and her approachable self-effac-

ing, self-righteous tone.

Liberty is in good company, both

fictional and real. Other similarly

inspired performance artists include

Sandra Tsing Loh, who is currently

performing "Bad Sex with Bud
Kemp" and the seemingly penis-

whipped character of Claudia in

Dennis Hensley's "Misadventures

in the (213)." And don't forget every

Lifetime movie ever made.

But unlike the latter example in

the scorned-woman-on-a-rampage

genre, "Heal the Hurt" elevates pet-

tiness to an art rather than dragging

tragedy down to tabloid level.

One of Liberty's pet peeves is

men who tell her she's beautiful

when she's angry. But can reviewers

tell her she's really funny when she's

angry?

So read the book because of that

and the following reasons:

•It will probably take you no

more than an hour and a half to

read. Two, if you grab coffee and

contemplate the exploitation poten-

tial of your own ex.

•It comes with two useful post-

cards. One says "Not thinking about

you." The other says "Still not think-

ing about you." Send them to a

hated one today.

BOOK: "How to Heal the Hurt by

Hating" by Anita Liberty. Ballantine

Books, $10.95. 145 pages.

Wednesday October 28

UCLA's Royce Hall

Ms. Mancini will be performing live with a 40 pitct

Orchtstra conducted by Patrick Williams ^
Taping htr PBS TV Special U smith-Htmion production)

fRtt
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UCLA CENTRAL TICKET OFFICE

UCU PERFORMING ARTS-ROYCE HALL Bioo
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UC STUDENT REGENT
For the 1999-2000 School Year

No Experience Necessary!!!

QUALIFICATIONS
student with innovative
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represent the voice of

ali UC students for the

betterment of UC
campuses.

BENEFITS
The Student Regent is a

full voting member of the

Board of Regents. In

addition to having all

tuition and fees waived,

travel and accomodation
expenses are paid.
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***C«nl«r for Student Programming, 105 Korchhoff Hall
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Sprechen Sie
International Business?
Pepperdine*s international MBA program can

make a world of difference in your career.

• Participate in an innovative curriculum including

intensive foreign language instruction (Spanish,

French, or German)

• Gain international work experience and study

at a prestigious university abroad as well as in

Malibu, California

• Accumulate a portfolio of global business knowledge

and experience to help you succeed in any industry

Class sizes are limited, so call today.

PEPPERDINE UNIVERSITY
THh CiRAZIAOK) SCHOOL

1-800-726-9283, ext. 103
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MUSIC: Audience grooves

along to mix of hip-hop,

rap, disco, electronica

By Trinh Bui

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

It's an hour bctore ITiursday night

sleeps. Friday morning opens its list-

less eyes to the audacious beats of

Fatboy Slim blasting awake the baby

dawn.

Spinning the vinyl last Thursday at

downtown's The Mayan, Slim cele-

brated his latest batch of disco-lla-

vored debauchery.

Courtesy of Norman Cook, a.k.a

latboy Slim, the night hours ofeieven

to two woke up the tired and injected

everyone with a dose of Big Beat

ecstiusy. Sorry, no snooze button here

to olTset F'atboy's ea.sy-jiving musical

mentality.

"You've Come a Long Way,

Baby," the follow-up to latboy's

superb electronica debut "Better

Living Ilirough Chemistry," olVercd a

bit of darkish moody drum 'n' bass

undertones by the Brighton bloke But

don't Iret, Slim still knows how to

blow up with the happy and campy

sounds that make Big Beat music the

fun-loving little sister m the electroni-

ca family.

The night's set followed the rules of

the disc j(Kkey (DJ). Fatboy tcx)k lib-

erties with songs from fellow electron-

ica artists Chemical Brothers and

Prodigy, remixing staples like

"Brothers (lonna Work it Out" and

"Breathe."

Decorated in the technicolor wash

of red, green and blue lights, Slim's

concoction of light-headed bass sam-

ples fused with rap lyrics and off-

handed blurps brings back the classic

miage of the old-school rapper and his

trusty DJ dropping ill beats and lyrics

at a warehouse parly.

Soaking in the atmosphere were a

mixed group of indu.stry suits, curious

onlookers and a bevy of dance fiends.

Behind the turntables, the gaunt

falb1)y led the procession of fans in

busting out the moves with a continu-

ous outpouring of chopped-up ver-

sions of his big hits. Lor the fans dili-

gence. Slim let out an arsenal full o\'

what he does best: discoesque har-

monies with cheeky randt)m quotes.

What makes Slim's music a cut

above the rest of his Big Beat compa-

triots is his alTinity to match hip-hop

wilhtatchy guitar treatments

A venerable remix master. Slim

pull^ even the uncoordinated to

dance. His ability to take another

man's work and add funk and groove

to the music makes his show an

unending rhythmic tantrum.

"Renegade Master," a collabora-

tion between Slim and Wildchild, lets

loose a mad torrent of wicked flurries

of synthetic eflects. Wildchild shrilled

the lyrics and Slim layed down the

deep, heavy harmonies that got peo-

ple jumping around.

Rushing in with the fastest beats

per minute of the night, "Master" blis-

ters with party attitude and disrespect

for mainstream acceptability. With

the ultimate "screw the hype" mentali-

ty of hard dance fans, "Master" was

made for the dance lloor.

Not all of what hatboy spun came

out smooth. His constant use of loop-

ing a lyric over and over without any

music broke the How and lent nothing

to the songs. Slim also tends to

overuse bringing a pitch to its peak

and collapsing it with all the other

meltHlies. (j ranted it makes for great

dancing, but it wears thin quickly.

At one point in the show, the speak-

ers echoed a phrase suggesting Initboy

was having sex in heaven, if that is the

case, thank god he let us watch.

TREASURE
From page 22

eled to theaters, college campuses

and high schools throughout Los

Angeles. Meeting kids who see him

perform, Luu views his work as not

just entertainment but also a way to

reach out to young Asian Americans

who have few role models to identify

with in their lives.

"I actually get a big kick out of per-

forming for high school students

because I taught for a couple of years

in this big Chinese community here in

Monterey Park," Luu says.

"I think that what I saw when I was

teaching gave me even more inspira-

tion to go out and tell my stories.

When I was teaching ... I didn't really

see a lot of people of Asian ethnicity

teaching in the school, let alone doing

something creative."

Yee agrees that seeing more Asian

actors can only help to encourage

those who question if one's heritage

remains an impenetrable obstacle to

succeed in a performing career. She

points to actors like Russell Wong,

Tamlyn Tomita and Margaret Cho
who have gained some fame for their

acting careers.

"The more exposure you have, the

more encouragement it allows young

folks to want to get into the creative

arts," Yee says. "Talent has always

been there, and we've been ready anc

waiting.

"That's why you see a lot of peopk

taking it into their own hands anc

making a lot of independent films

because they know that mainstrean-

America isn't ready to hear the sto

ries the way we want to tell it."

The lack of roles, most of which

are stereotypical of Asians anyway

hinders Asian American actors fron^

pursuing a performing career. But yet

another reason causes this shortage

and a seeming disinterest.

Yee says that because of the way

that Asian Americans are raised, they

are not taught to express themselves

assertively. "We're not shaped to aii

our dirty laundry or to talk about

things in our families.

"(My family) isn't even aware thai

Lm doing this piece. They see it as a

hobby (that is) not to be taken seri-

ously. If my father knew that I was

doing this, he'd probably hit the

roof"

Performer Paula Solano says, "It's

still a hard thing for Asian students tc

even give themselves the option that

you could be an artist because of the

whole thing about succeeding (which

for Asians) means financial success.

(It) is so ingrained that it's hard to let

go."

Yee, who works full-time in sales

See TREASURE, page 2i
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anci relations, acknowledges this in

her own life as she performs during

the evenings and weekends.

"I don't know if that has to do

with my good parental Chinese train-

ing," Yee says. "But there's a part of

myself that doesn't allow me to go be

an artist full-time because it's a really

tough life. Nothing would please me
more than to be an artist full-lime,

but I have an income to earn."

Solano, a full-time performer who

is half Chinese, can attest to the

tough conditions of fmding roles in

Hollywood.

"I'm just beginning to do televi-

sion and so most of the time the only

Asians you see are reporters and doc-

tors," Solano says. "To be mixed-

race, they just don't know what to do

with me because in Hollywood, they

want to put you in a slot. What you

see in television or in movies are

either a Caucasian story or 4 Black

story, once in a while a Latino story,

and once in a blue moon, an Asian

story. It's like somehow we live in

separate worlds, according to the

media."

Solano, who will be performing a

piece entitled "Appearances" for

Highways, counters Hollywood's

idea of what acceptable means and

presents characters who are molded

by these ideals of beauty and accep-

tance. Among the characters is a

Chinese woman who is disowned by

her family for marrying a non-

Chinese man, a Caucasian woman
who alters herself to look Asian and

a Vietnamese teenage girl who hangs

out with a mostly Latino crowd.

"I think I was put here On earth,

looking the way I do, to help people

feel validated," Solano says. "The

world's population has many more

Asians; this is the most populous

group of people in the world, and yet

in this country, we see so few on the

screen."

Even with the little Asian

American presence, the images and

stereotypes may not always be

desired.

"I think thai a lot of these stereo-

typical images arc how society cre-

ates people of color," Luu says.

"When people only see (stereo-

types), especially non-Asians, they

can obviously believe (them)."

For the performers and the audi-

ence at Highways Performance

Space, however, both will be free

from these stereotypes. While

Hollywood may keep on churning

out all-too-familiar images of Asian

Americans, as seen in "Lethal

Weapon 4" or "Rush Hour," a

steady but slow progress is occurring

in theater performances, as more

Asians are fmding their voice and

using it to tell their stories while

simultaneously combatting the

stereotypes.

"Highways allows us to go deeper

with things instead of just saying it

like in sitcoms or movies where

there's this one-dimensional charac-

ter with one-dimensional issues,"

Yee says "What we want to explore

live is sexuality, violence, anything

and everything. A lot of times, these

subjects can be taboo in Asian cul-

ture. Now at least ... there is that

voice, and it's important to be

heard."

ART: "Treasure in the House" runs

from Oct. 29 to Nov. 29 at Highways

Performance Space in Santa Monica.

Tickets are $12-15. For ticket informa-

tion, call (21 3) 660-8587.

BEAUTIFUL
From page 25

Chaplinesque ingenuity at weaseling

out of sticky situations to romantic

pathos. His pathetic (and ultimately

successful) attempts at winning

Nora's heart are absolutely hilarious.

But while Benigni's effervescence

and charm carries "Beautiful's"

pleasantly entertaining first half, the

actor's acting, writing and directing

abilities are really put to the test dur-

ing the film's darker movements. In

the end, Benigni proves himself gift-

ed in all areas.

If "Beautiful" were simply the

story of a condemned Jew trying to

keep his boy and himself away from

the murderous Nazis, it would be

interesting enough. But because

See BEAUTIFUL, page 29
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BEAUTIFUL
From page 28

something more elemental is at

stake here - Giosue's innocence

- the film takes on a universal rel-

evance. Guido faces the impossi-

ble task that all parents have -

keeping their children innocent

of the ways of the world for as

long as possible, whether it be by

deferring current quiestions

about oral sex, perpetuating the

existence of Santa Claus or (in

Guido's case) convincing his son

that the concentration camp is

really just an elaborate set-up.

"Beautiful" ultimately glori-

fies the sanctity of innocence and

youthful exuberance, but in

doing so never becomes cloying

or nostalgic.

The concentration camp

scenes are a pure marvel. Benigni

maneuvers his characters

through a series of situations so

ingenious that the audience will

willingly forgive the film for its

gloss-over of Nazi atrocities.

Benigni's sheer

energy and

earnestness help

people get caught

up in his plight.

Benigni's sheer energy and

earnestness help people get

caught up in his plight to keep

Giosue's eyes and ears innocent.

The filmmakers chose to re-

create "Beautiful's" unnamed

concentration camp using an

abandoned factory in the Terni

region of Italy.

Several visual shots in the film,

especially those emphasizing

Giosue's meekness against the

massive brick structures, are

unforgettable.

If "Beautiful" does slip in one

area, it is that Guido takes too

many unnecessary chances with

his life while in the camp.

From what Holocaust sur-

vivors still say, chances were a

luxury they couldn't afford.

But if Benigni occasionally

diminislies the concentration

camp's gravity to his audience,

he does so in the appropriate

spirit of blissful innocence that

Guido likewise strives so diligent-

ly to keep his son in.

SOUNDBITES
From page 24

again.

And as before, Kirk Franklin is

stompin' through the doors and crashin'

on the scene in full force with his new

album, "The Nu Nation Project."

Riding high after his last album,

"God's Property From Kirk Franklin's

Nu Nation," became the biggest-selling

gospel album ever, Kirk Franklin contin-

ues to remind listeners that gospel is no

longer just to be enjoyed in church.

Part Edwin Hawkins. Puff Daddy and

Babyface, he continues to combine rum-

bling bass and energetic religious rejoic-

ing into head-bobbing, adrenaline rush-

ing innovations.

And while some albums suffer from

having only one or two standout songs,

this collection is consistently solid from

beginning to end.

Whether it's the heart-pounding

"Revolution" or the gentle "Hold Mc
Now," each track smoothly blends into

the next without a disappointment.

Standing tall above all else is the song

"Lean On Me," featuring the likes of

Mary J. Blige, R. Kelly and U2's Bono.

Playing regularly over R&B stations and

MTV, this concoction is a reassuring

anthem about holding faith in ourselves,

with a belief that someone or something

is always watching over us.

Understandably, many will find "The

Nu Nation Project" a tad bit too

'churchy' for their regular listening rota-

tion, but it's a delightful mixture of

sparkling choruses and rhythmic, up-

tempo beats.

The exhausting mixture of spine-tin-

gling funk and soothing gospel might not

make you an adoring fan, but it will defi-

nitely get your blood fiowing and your

body going.
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Rcquirad

WIRE LINES
CELLULAR-PAGING-PCS

THE NEW NAtVIE FOR:
Cellular Palacv • American Way Paging

'brand nFvvmotorola pagers!! braIId NEwsAMruNC pagers'*

AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE FOR:

CELLULAR
AirTouch

Cellular

I

3999
I $
I

as low as 1#^ + tax. only with this ad

I
NO CONTRACTS REQUIRED

I Includes: • FREE 3 months of airtime

I
• FREE 3 months of voicemail

State-Of-The-Arl

4 Colors To

Choose From
Tax, Only

With this ad

I

I

I

rSMAlLIST PAPER IN THE WORLDp I

Includes: • FREE one year service I

• FREE 6 months voicemail I

FREE activation

s
I . FREE activation ___„JL.... l'£^i£.. ."L...>

Pacific Bell _^^,
Pure Digital PCS

SAMSUNG

uniden c^pollo

OVER 15 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

mal»BU9 your local Ml t»rvk:0.nliabh and atf0fd9m»OimiBkH all your wirelMtc^^

VANNUYS
6800 Btlboa Blvd.

Coraer of Btlboi fit VuHwcn

$18^904-9191

SAN GABRIEL
140 W. Valley Blvd. #2 14

la FbcM SkoppMC Ccaicr

6Z6-3124812

— TARZANA —
18734 Ventura Blvd.

Bet»««iRea«aa«tWUb«r

818-881-8969

WESTMINSTER
9500 Boka Ave. iC&L
CMiicr«fBolMCiB«alMid

7U^18«1075

— LANCASTER
43557 13tk St. We«

C««r«fl)diSi.lte4iWcK

805*951^100

LOS ANGELES
1653 S-UQenep Blvd.

310'278«2007

_ CERRITOS
1 1803 L South Street

Conwr ol Soudi St <i Pioaecr

562'860'9466

WEST LOS ANGELES
12036 Wilshirc Blvd.

ConicrolWiyiiR4BMdY

310-571-7100

ROWLAND HEIGHTS
18447 E. CoIUm Rd.

026-854-9555

MONTEREY PARK
141 RAtkotk Blvd. fill

Bmwmb AflMffMa& Oarviy

616-308-4555

047omet»-

"r,/
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PICASSO
From page 23

And the life of Picasso was extreme

in almost every way. He lived an

incredibly turbulent life," comments

Von Blum. "The nature of his life is

inseparable, in my view, from his art."

Although born in Spain and fond

ofSpanish traditions like the bullfight,

Picasso spent most of his life in

France. He faced many trials during

his early years, including the suicide of

one of his closest friends and long

stretches ofextreme poverty. Living in

perpetual disorder and chaos, Picasso

claimed such factors to be essential to

his creativity.

Picasso loved a different woman
during nearly every stage of his life,

varying from fellow artists to dancers

to intellectuals. Each love left a

notably distinct flavor upon his work.

"Girl Before a Mirror," the signature

piece of the exhibit, embodies the

ideals of fertility and erotic bliss that

Picasso found in a new love as a previ-

ous marriage crumbled apart.

Never shunning politics, Picasso

once said, "Painting is not done to

decorate apartments. It is an offensive

instrument of war against the

enemy."

He protested the Fascist regimes

of Europe with "Guernica", a famous

piece which denounced the horrors of

the German bombing of a small town

in the Basque northern region of

Spain at an hour when the streets

were full of people.

He was labeled a revolutionist and

joined the communist party.

"Picasso's political involvement is

an element of his career that perhaps

doesn't get as widely disseminated as

it ought to be, but it is central to his life

and to his work," says Von Blum.

Clearly of a multi-faceted and

tumultuous character, Picasso sang,

wrote poetry, sculpted, created graph-

ics and painted. His dynamic style was

influenced by the excitement of city

life, the retreat of nature, the tribal

intrigue of African art or the infatua-

tion of a new lover.

"Painting is stronger

than me. She makes

me do her will."

Pablo Picasso

Artist

But, as Von Blum points out,

Picasso was "egocentric beyond imag-

ination."

Zelevansky says that Picasso was "a

defmite participant in the creation of

his own myth." He knew how to

manipulate the media in order to

orchestrate his own fame.

"After World War II, when Picasso

became a symbol of the liberation of

France, Americans became interested

in him, and he began to be pho-

tographed a great deal," says

Zelevansky. "He was a wonderful sub-

ject for photography, and he worked

at being a wonderful subject for pho-

tography. Neither his voice nor his

image on moving picture had the

same intrigue, so he never allowed

people to record him in these media."

Although he was a man not easily

guided by tradition, unorthodox in his

personal life and prone to pushing the

buttons of power and challenging the

status quo, Picasso was a slave to art.

In 1963, when he was 81, he stated

''Painting is stronger than me. She

makes me do her will." Even at that

point in his life, he was still producing

as tremendous a quantity of work as

he had at age 30.

As noted by Zelevansky, today

even television draws upon the revolu-

tionary techniques of Picasso, such as

cubism and surrealism. "In terms of

abstract art, the cliches of modernism

have found a real way into pop culture

through cartoons and caricatures, like

a woman with two eyes on the side of

her face. They derive from Picasso.

So, in the public imagination, Picasso

is modernism. He is modern art."

ART: To avoid lines, buy tickets through

Ticketmaster by calling (213) 462-ARTS

(2787). They are also available at the

LACMA box office. Adult tickets cost

$12 on weekdays and $15 on week-

ends, and include entrance to the

museum's regular collection.

Get Qcnaected fw
the Schcol Yesp

Open Monday-Saturday

11054 West Pico Blvd., WLA
(1/2 block east of Sepulveda)

Check us out on the net
http://u!iiiiu.cellularfantasy.com

31 0-478-5440

INaUDESZ^

pager

activation

1 year airtime

Buy 6 mths. of volcemall

and get 6 mths. free

Covemqe includes Santn Barbara to the Mexican border plus Las Vegas, Laughlin. Phoenix and Tucson. AZ.

YOUttl In 1)619
Tuesday 1 0/27/98
Noon Westwood Plaza

FREE CONCERT

ACKERMAN
FILM presents H20
Thursday 1 0/29 7:00 & 9:30
Friday 10/30 7:00 & 9:30

You won't wont to miss this

special surprise

Halloween event!

V

1^

ckerman
rand
allroom
dmission
2

For more info: (310) 825-1958
i-iuii-ir

;ets to

Knott's Berry Form
will be given out

a.edu

Show up
Tuesday 10/27 1 1-lpm
Arouncl the area of

Westwood Plaza & Kerckhoff

www.campusevenls-ucla.edu

Daily Bruin

Have a small item to

sell?Visitusat118

Kerckhoff Hall to

place your ad in the

Bruin Bargains

section.
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For Classified Display ads,
please see our rate card

for variable rate information.

DEADLINES
Classified Line Ads:
1 working day before printing,

at 1 2 noon.
Classified Display Ads:
2 working days k>efore printing,

at 12 noon.
There are no cancellations after

noon of the day before printing.

118 Kerckhoff Hall
308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles, CA 90024

INTERNET
E-Mail: classifieds@media.ucla.edu
Web: http://www.dailybruin.ucla.edu

PHONE
Classified Line: (310) 825-2221
Classified Display: (310) 206-3060
Fax:(310)206-0528

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Thu: 9:00ani-4:00pm
Fri: 9am-2:30pm
The ASUCLA Communications board fulty supports the IMiversity of Caiifomia's policy on nondiscrimination No medium shall accept advertisements wtuch present persons of any origin, race, sex, or s«xual orientation in

a demeaning way or imply that they are limited to positions, capabilities, roles, or status in society Neither the Daily Bruin nor the ASUCLA Communications Board has investigated any of the services advertised or the
advertisements represented m this issue Any person t>elieving that an advertisement m ttvs issue violated ttie Board's policy on nondiscnmmation stated herein should communicate complaints in writing to the BuwvMS
Mariaoer, Ddily Bruin. 118 Kerckhoff Hall, 308 Westvvood Flaza, Los Ar>qeles. CA 90024. For assistarx:e with housing discnmination prot>lems, can the UCLA Housing Office at (310) 825-4271 or call tfie Westside Fair Hous-
ing Onice at (310) 475-9671 Classified ads also appear on-line at fittp7/www dailybrun ucia edu Placement on-line is offered as a complimantary service tor customers and is not guaranteed The Daily Bruin is respomible
for the first irKorrect ad insertion or>ly MirK>r typographical errors are not eligitile for refunds For any refund, tf>e Daily Brum Classified Department must be notified of an error on the first day of publication by rx>on

^^

PAYMENT
Please make checks payable to
"The UCLA Daily Bmin." We
accept Visa, MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards. Allow 5
worthing days for mail payments.

HOW TO WRITE
AN EFFECTIVE AD

• start your ad with th«
merchandise you are selling.

This makes it easier for readers to
quickly scan the ads and locate

your items.
• Always ir>cludo the price of your
item. Many classified readers
simply do n<A respond to ads
without prk;es.
• Avoid abbreviations—make your
ad easy for readers to understarKl.
• Place yourself in the reader's

positk>n, ask what you wouM like to

know atXHJt the merctwndise, arxJ

IfKlude that in the ad. Incliide such
informatk>n as txand ruunes, cok>rs

and other specific descriptions.

2200
Research Subjects

1-YbAh PLAIINUM MtMbtnonir-buOioS
in Motion, the t>est kickboxing. spinning, all-

around gym.~Ainocations. $500 cm luc

MALE TWINS NEEDED! For UCLA Re-
search Project Ages 18-40. $20 lor 1 hour.

Pinavo ca ll 3Ja825 900fl

igcqqq^

I

SlamenNeedei
more inlormation. 310-454-1601.

MARTIAL ARTS. Katabami Ju-Jitsu Dojo tra-

diliorwl & authentic ju-jitsu, self-defense t'ai

Chi, yoga, chi guog, meditation Master Alex-

ey Kunin: 323-512-2538.

GRADUATE STUDENT
BARBEQUE!

Need to relax? Chaira Christian Fellowship is

sponsoring "stress-buster' barbeque for

UCLA graduate students, staff, faculty, and

alumni. Fnday, Oct. 30 7pm. 900 Hilgard

Ave.. 3rd floor. 310-208-3991.

ACNE! ACNE! ACNE!
CLINICAL RESEARCH SPECIALISTS Is

looking for people over 1 2 years of age with

moderate to severe acne (at least lOspots).

Qualified volunteers will be finarKially com-

pensated. For more information please call

Donna or Dalia 310-828-8887.

FREE BIRTH CONTROL PILLS. UCLA re-

search study. $50 per visit to clinic. Smokers

ages 18-34 or non-srrtokers ages 35-44. Call

Jessk:a 310-794-1884.

NORMAL HEALTHY CHILDREN and adol-

escents 8-16yrs needed for UCLA research

study. Receive $25 for lab experiment and
developmental evaluation, and get a scientif-

ic learning experience. Call 310-825-0392.

POSTMENOPAUSAL WOMEN 45+ (Healthy

or with heart disease) wanted for a study on
coronary artery disease involving small

amounts of radk>activity at UCLA. $25/hr (2

days. 4hrs. each) Call 310-825-1118 or 310-

206-6675.

iiSiiem/Efla DaBora

ANONYMOUS sperm donors needed. Help

infertile couples while receiving financial

compensation up to $600/month and free

health screening. Convergent hours, k>cated

in WestviMXKl. Call Kim 310-824-9941

-l
B
B

B

I
B
B
B

I
B
B
C

I
c
G
C
B
B
B

?
C
B
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Infertile Asian Couples

in a life crisis seek

women to donate eggs.

Ages 21-31, Healthy

Asians and all ethnicities.

Anonymous & Conndential

Top Medical Can; in San Francisco

$3^50.00 •¥ Expenses

Family Line

(800) 609-LINE
Call for program details.

B
B
B
B
C

ISiumnauimqmqqt^mmmuimqmuiqtaqmqmu

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. [>isoission, Fri. Stap S(udy, 2408 Ackarmon

Thun. Book Study, 2408 Adnrmon

MA/W Rm. DwHol A3-029

WmI. Rm. A3- 02V

Discussion, Al times 12:10 - 1 :00 pm

For aleohoHcB or IndMdumIt who hav» a drinking prothm

1300

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
VIVIAN KOO!

HEY VIVIAN! You are one of the friendliest,

warmest, most fun people I know and I hope

you have a great t>irthdayl Here's to shaved

ice, dim sum, and Harold and Maude Happy

Birthday! Love, Connie.

FILE NO. 98 1595237. James Kohn and Ja-

son OeVhes are doir^g txjsiness as Keep-

TheChange, filed 09/04/98.

DRUG TEST YOURSELF at home. Accurate

and simple to use lest strips. THC. Cocaine,

others $15 or 4 for $40 1-800-395-

1694 VISA/MC accepted. Not for clinical

use. www.3wave.conVirt

FREE WINNERS. FREE SCORES. FREE
Lines, no money, no operators, no hassles.

wwwline-buslers.com.

FRUSTRATED AND DISAPPOINTED with

UCLA? Check out http://universityse-

crets.com. Full text expose of research uni-

versities.

YOUR CREDIT UNION
Your on-campusAon-line financial services

source, lor students, facultyistaff Visit us at

Ackerman A-Level. on-llr>e at www.ucu.org

or call 310-477-6628.

November 1 & 2
Century Plaza
Hotel & Tower

2025 Avenue of the Stars

Los Angeles, CA
California Showroom

Hours:
Sunday- 9 AM - 4:30 PM

lyionday- 9 AM - 1 :30 PM &
3:30 PM - 7:30 PM

(805) 682-5843, ext. 810

www.HispanData.com

NOW HIRING!
IBM Corp.

Paramount Pictures

Universal Studios

Philip Morris USA
Cox pable Communications

Walt Disney Co.

Dun & Bradstreet

American Express

City National Bank

LSI Logic

Hoechst Marion Roussel

New'Uhltetf Motor Manufacturing

Paine Webber
And many more.
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1300
Cinpus R6cnilliiiuiil

It doesn^t have
to be this way.

Don't settle for troditionol office work. We know tfiot you wont a coreer tfiot's exciting,

challenging end best of all, financially rewarding. Long Beoch Mortgage Company is o

successful, aggressive and growing notional company ttiot con offer wfiat you wont. We

have greot opportunities for Sales Account Executivos. So if you're looking

for a career where you con be highly rewarded ond recognized, join our to(HK)tch soles team.

Here's how you and your friends con leom more:

LBMC INFO SESSION
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 27TH

5:00 - 7:00PM
CAREER CENTER

TongfaeacliMortgage
EOE

Hickory. Dickory, Dock

9al is on fhe

complimenlar^

Bear)ie Babies

for first rrwnfh

•nrollment

• Female Counselors Guild Members I57o off

• Door fo Door Transportation

• Fully Insured

• Nannies are welcome to ride with us

Transportation •Home-9chool •Ochool-Home
Dentist Appointments* Doctor's Appointments

Music Class •Karate, Ballet, etc.

Contact: 9ally

2040 Avenue of the 9tars. #460
Century City, CA 90067
310-651-0906

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

• • •

EGG DONORS
WANTED

If you are a healthy
female between
the ages of 19 and
30 and have health

insurance.

Compensation
$?5Q0.QQ

Call MIrna Navas at

(310) 829-6782

Classifieds

825-2221

EGG DONORS
NEEDED

if you are a woman between the aj;es

of 21 and 35, the many eggs your
bodv disposes of each month can be
usea by an infertile woman to have a

baby. Help an infertile couple realize

their dreams, enter the gene pool and
help advance knowledge of Human

Repnxiuction! Financial

compensation, of course. Completely
confidential. For more information,

please call USC Reproductive
Endocrinology at (213) 975-9990.

1300
Canpw RMtiiilmnt

1300

Where you work should be

a place that inspires the mind.

Imagine that.

Visit www.EDS-Imagine-ILcom

and ask yourself,

Jynsptrej

A more productive ^ay of working
EDS

l.l)s& ihi I l>M<>K<)urcrrK»i«.>'iilinurkMi(i;k-<.ir<)ni(. l)utaS>Mi.mr><.i)rp<ira(i<>n

I l)N IN :iii ic|U3l iipponuniiy cmpkivcr. m///v/d i^jIWH Ikilronii l)at j Sv>itfmCorp4)r3iii>n AM nKhi> rrMrntd

2200

¥9 9 0- 9 9

WA
HOME TESTAN ALTEliNATn

earn up

of a diff

t

CONDOM VESIQN

1 00 by partidpatinj

It condom design

study

laterial

Couples must be:

y Male pai1neM||||> 18-*- v Female V^^f age 18-45

V Willing^leport on 8 CDnj|iiilJi uses 9
V In a stableniiptlonshlp witjp:||ine partner v
V Current usilk Birth Combl Pills, lUO,

Norplant, qIdd, or SiiiHization v
9

(^ For more infon

\ (800) 3
*

cf ^ 9 ¥ d- 9 ?

ion, pie

1-1 998^

¥
call 9

-^— 9

¥
9 ¥ 9

YOUNG CAUCASIAN WOMAN needed to

help infertile couple with egg donation

Please contact Dr. Coopersmith 818-986-

1648 Compensation provided. Please Help!!

WE BUY CARS. New and old. Running or

not. JeH 310-714-5808.

3400

COMPUTERS
DESIGN YOUR OWN system Used sys-

tems from $299 New 300 mhz system-$575.

Repairs and system upgrades Diagnostics

$25. 310-216-0336.

LAPTOP FOR SALE 1998 Deil. 233Mh2.

3Gb drive. floppy/CDROM swappable dri-

ves. 64 Mb RAIM WiH take best offer Call:

310-208-4308.

LAPTOPS/ DESKTOPS
NEW )! $60/rTX)nlh for 12 rTX)nths and $1

buyout. No credit, checks or lease

<wwwearthcompi com/LH 103. html

¥ cT 9

3500
Furniture

MATTRESS BONANZA!!
SEALY. STEARNS & FOSTER Also Ortho-

pedic twin-sets-$119.95. Fulls-$169.95.

Queens-$189.95 Pillowtops-$299.95 So-

fas-$2l9. Delivery. Beacon Mattress 1309

Westwood Blvd. 310-477-1466.

MATTRESS SETS!!!
Twin $79. Full $89. Queen $139. King $159.
Bunkbeds Deliveries. Phone Orders Accept-

ed. 310-372-2337.

MATTRESSES, FUTON. DESK. Bookshelf.

Dinette Sets. T-Table. Lamps. Deliveries 7-

days open. King's Furniture. 11961 Santa
Monica Blvd. 310-575-4243.

MOVING SALE
Queen size bed w/night staod-$350 Enter-

tainment unti-$40. Conputer desk-$25. Of-

fice chair-$15. Dresser-$35. Refrigerator-

$80. Washer&dryer-$120 Lots more! Izabel-

la031 0-445-6474.

QUEEN MATTRESS SET Excellent condi-

tion. $190. Call 310-837-7654.

ALL-WHITE COUCH set. loveseat and full.

$300/each. Full Onkyo stereo system w/6

speakers: pnce negotiable. 310-470-7991.

LOSE WEIGHT NOW
ASK ME HOW

All natural nutritiorial health products. Call

310-202-6044

FINfc ISLANU UlUAHb Mui.:_u ....J Bill's fa-

vonte from the island. Sirigle cigar or box

prices, call 954-814-3891 email:

<cohibaexpressOhotmail.com>

4200
Rentals 1

BEAUTIFUL STUDIO
Near Westwood Village. Full amenity build-,

ing. Balcony, pool, gym. parkir>g Top condi-

tion. 24hr security. $115,000 310-824-2834.

* Piano Rentals *
^ Low Monthly Rates Jf
•Hollywood Piano Rental CompanyX

213-462-2329 ^
•••*••••••
4300 —

~

Sports Efpi%iiiiiiil

PROFESSIONAL WEIGHT SET, Bench.
weights(280lbs )+bar. Top quality Joe Weid-
er set $400obo. (310)393-6516.

TRANSPORTATION

^^^%jujk

^9600 - 5500^

4800
IMoifor Sitf0

1986 DODGE COLT- Red. 4-door, 5-speed.

4-cylinder. 1 -owner. 63K miles. Sell after 11-

06-98. Recommend timing belt change.

, $ 1 900 firm. 323-658-82 1 0. .

1990 MAZDA MIATA. Red convertible.

AM/FM Cassette. Low mileage. Low main-

tenance. $4450obo. Must sell! 818-494-

2077.

1995 HONDA ACCORD EX V-6. Automatic,

leather, loaded. All power. ABS. Moonroof.

custom wheels. CD. alarm keyless entry.

Low miles. Showroom new. $19,000 obo.

Leslie©31 0-827-2388.

1995 MITSUBISHI ECLIPSE RS. Silver, au-

tomatic. 1 -owner Have all receipts, very low

miles. $10,900. Best oHer. 213-830-2261.

67 FORD MUSTANG GTA. 289. V8. auto,

air. alpine stereo, excellent condition, must

sell. $7000obo. 310-854-0568

86 Mazda626. Light-blue 2dr, automatic,

new tires and battery, front bumper damage
but ojns great. Only $1400. Yaolong Tan

3 1 0-206-1022.

'77 PORSCHE 924. $2000obo. 4-speed.

new paint, nice sunroof, quick and very reli-

able, great student car. 310-291-4480

'86 MAZDA RX7- 133K miles. Good running

condition. Needs minor bodywork 5-speed

and sunroof. $1750 OBO. 310-546-5677.

*95 VW CABRIOcoNv white

tan leather seats. 6-CD changer. Auto, pow-

er everything. Take over payments of

$324/mo. Jason©310-372-9167.

Ibwel DesHnaHoiit

Europe
$239 (each way plus taxes)

HAWAII - $1 19 0/W
Many other destinations!
CALL 3 1 0-394-0550
http://www.alrhitch.org

GST 202863840

Display
206-3060
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SEMESTER AROUND THE WORLD.
Travel to Greece, Spain, Costa Rica, or Aus-
tralia and earn college credits. Call toll free

1-877-333-SATW(7289).

'wt^/ltiMfUM f

Round Trip Airfares

Lima —
Cuzco
Santiago

$375

S495

S689

S598
$63"

$G98

Sao Paulo / Rio S598

Guayaquil / Quito $63"

Buenos Aires $098

C'iii<*o flffc*fiii l*i€*<*liii
R T Air Fare * 4 0.1>>. 3 Ni^tiU Hotel & City Sii:nti,pi>in|:

•llso p.icW.ijifs to C.il.ip.»KO*

For Res: 310 652-8821/800 289 0549
PKDKKSSIONAL TRAVKL SKRVICE

South Amrrlriui .S|irrialUli^ > sf • I»i7a.i»tn

fraval TIciceli

2-ROUND TRIP tickets leaving LA to Balti-

more. $200/each. Call 916-615-2846.

CONSTELLATION
TRAVEL, INC.

ROUND TRIP FARES
Central America

Belize $418
Guatemala $397
Costa Rica $360
El Salvador $360

Mexico
Mexico City $260

Guadalajara $266

South America
Llrna $349
Caracas ..M.'vr $485
Bolivia............! $682
Bogota $494

USA
New York $265

Washington „..m..$284

(213) 389-8933 Open 7 days a week
POnCMOUM

AUTO
INSURANCE

''NO BULL"
Best Prices, Same Day

STUDENT DISCOUNTS

Motorcycles, SR22
Accidents, Tickets OK
CALL AA«IA NOW
FOR FREE QUOTE

TOLL FREE
1 (800) 225-9000

/lllstatff
\buVe in good hands.

Insurance Company
(310) 312-0204

1281 Westwood Blvd.
C2 talks So. of VA/ilshiire)

PARS1 INSURANCE SERVICES. Low rate

auto insurance. $50 student discount to-

wards down payment. We can come to you.

818-784-1771

Crnnpotar/lntaraet

SPORTS FANS MAKE $
<www.UofSpons.com> Live sports chat.

-seofefr. -4me&. odds . V irtua l Vegas. Fastoftt-

GUITAR INSTRUCTION 15 years exp. all

levels ar)d styles. Patient and organized.

Guitars available. Sam 310-826-9117.

GUITAR LESSONS by professional near I

UCLA. All levels, guitars avail. Call Jean at

310-476-4154. www.JWGS.0Om

Professioiial Services

A FREE SESSION
PSYCHOTHERAPY/COUNSELING for de-

pression, anxiety, obsessions, post-traumat-

ic stress, etc. Couples/lndividuals. Student

rates. Cnme victims may be eligible for free

treatment. Call Liz Gould
{I^FC#32388)@310-578-5957 to schedule

your free consultation
,

A GRAD STUDENT w/f^ A. in radio Desktop

studio, and radiophonic voice can create

your radio commercial program. Appt: 310-

275-3550 L.Halfon

ACTORS HEAD SHOTS $85 (Student Spe-

cial) Black-fWhite & Color. Studio/location.

Make-up artist included Agency approved.

Award studio. 310-826-9077

ASST for Beverly Hills optometric pract En-

thusiastic, willing to learn and enjoy working

with people. Fridays 9-1. Dr. Seldon 310-

553-2224

EAGLE EYED EDITOR
PROOFREADS THESES, publications; tu-

tors English, study skills; trains time man-
agement, stress reduction. Nadia Lawrence

PhD 310-393-1951.

GREEN CARD LOTTERY 50.000 Visas

awarded by US GOV. $35 (or attomey pre-

pared application. John Manley, Esq. 12304

Santa Monica Blvd. #300 LA. CA 90025.

310-820-7553. Deadline to apply: 10/28

JAPANESE CONVERSATION CLASS. San-

ta Monica College. Business and travel.

Bottoms tip!

Typical k^m? NOT! Ytah, 'Crtcktr Boy'

mioht catcfi your aye. but contidar this.

Ractnt ttudias show MOST UCLA
ttudants drinl( no mora than 4 whan thay

party So what? Students who drink 4 or

lau hava itattar lova livac, batlar gradas,

and don't and up wittt thair (tea in a toilat.

payout on the web.

Looks

kke

"Cracker

Boy' had

one too

many

Look

JBDJ

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Itwr

uswitf)

the

messagv

"DRINK
'

Sta r t ing 10-3 1
-98 ttuouyti 1 2- 1 2-98. S ix Sat-—gjjj^

urdays. 9am- 12pm. $75. Participation en-

couraged. 310-452-9214.

Ws hm,

50%OFF WOMEN'S personal training. Work

one on one with a trainer to learn the skills

for a healthy lifestyle. Acquire a program that

is tailored to your needs Contact Marie Wit-

iman 818-490-3717.

ACNE SCARS?
OR CHICKENPOX scars'^ Patented lasei-

assisted method. Proven success, rebuii i

your own collagen. Call lor details 310ob5
0590.

FREE PROFESSIONAL HAIRCUT Talented

junior hairstylist in Century City, looking for

models interested in receiving a modern,

above shoulder haircut® no charge. For ap-

pointment call Mollie@310-286-0211.

HEALTH AND BEAUTY STEAM. Developed

by Chinese doctor. Revolutionary skin-care

product with exotic herbs, also cleanses in-

ternally (colds, flu). 2-months supply

$35-^UPS. 1-888-701-8898.

1-MO Numbeni

FREE SOFTWARE
AMAZING WEBSITE shows how to down-

load over 250,000 shareware programs free.

1-900-288-7888 ext-1619. $2 99/min, 18-^

servyou 619-645-8434.

SPORTS
scores • odds • 5 ^ picks

1.900.407.1600 ext. 5413

$2.99 per minute, must be 18 years old

serve you as 619645 8434

1900
fhMMMAM

LOAN SPECIALIST
CARS. HOME. PERSONAL and debt con-

solidation. Small businesses welcome. Call

loll-free; 1 -877-467-4922.

STUDENT LOANS
GET YOUR Stafford Student Loan from Uni-

versity Credit Union (Lender Code 832123).

Alsa receive low-cost financial services. 310-

477-6628; www.ucu org.

. I I . I

bitaraiiMi

INSURANCE WAR!
WELL BEAT ANYONE'S price or don't want

your business. All drivers. Newly licensed.

Student/staff/faculty discounts. Request the

"Bruin Plan." 310-777-8817 or 818-222-

5595.

BANKRUPTCY
GET OUT OF DEBT NOW! Free Consulta-

tion. Experienced attorneys, reasonable

fees. Law Offices of White and Associates

(Cheryle M. White. UCLAW. "86") 800-420-

9998 or 310-207-2089. 12301 Wilshire

Bl.Ste 550. WLA

GREEN CARDS NOW!
FILE YOUR GREEN CARD LOTTERY.
Starting 10-1-98 through 10-26-98. Call at-

tomey Doreen©213-251-9588

MYER LAW FIRM. Century City. Auto acci-

dents, slips/falls, bankruptcy, discrimination,

sexual harassment. UCLA Graduate Scott D.

Myer http://www.bestlawyer.com 310-277-

3000.

Bpn/WacaBe
BEST MOVERS. Licensed, insured. Lowest

rates. Fast, courteous+careful. Many stud-

ents nrK)ved for $98. Lie. -T- 163844. NO JOB
TOO SMALL! 1-800-2-GO-BEST

HONEST MAN W/14ft truck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok. Student discount

Ask about 10% discount. 310-285-8688. Go
Bruins!

JERRY'S MOVING&DELIVERY The careful

movers. Experienced, reliable, same-day d';-

livery Packing, t>oxes available. Also, pick-

up donations for American Cancer Society.

JerryO310-391-5657.

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedicated pro-

fessional At your home or WLA studio 1st-

lesson free. No drum set necessary

Nell:21 3-654-8226.

Chances

are, if you

walk up

these steps

you read

the

DAILY
BRUIN

Advertise in

the paper

that over

58,000

people read.

Display

Advertising

Call: 825-2161

Cl2issiBed

Advertising

Call: 825-2221

to visit

ttie

porcelatn

throne'

I Be4ieveit

Of not

most

UCLA

under

gfads

DONT
get

caught

vith ttit.r

bottoms

1.; Iiu,'y

(Irink

respon

siblyOf

course,

we're

not going

to tell

you not

to drink

Would

you

listen to

us

anyway'

The

Iwttom

* lir>eis.

lots of

coUege

students

dnnk

Why
' woukJn'i

'they'

I

Aher aN.

people

have

I been

oanaking

. )(the

sauce

ever

smce

some

guv

stepped

ona

grape

Hell.

even the

ancient

Egyptians

bkedto

sit back

and pop

opena

coidone

Our

society

has

accepted

alcohol

as one of

our many

'legal

drugs"

Moms
dnnk

Dads

drwik

Teachers

and

ACROSS
1 Map
6 Fill a pipe
10 Cook
14 Embankment
1 5 Melville novel
1 6 Actor Perry
17 Kitchen

emanation
18 Smart remark
19 Sept-—.

Quebec
20 Cloudburst
22 Colioct

23 Tops
24 Uurnbo

vegetable
26 Barely enough
29 flecognize
33 Plunder
34 Rare gas
36 — Stanley

Gardner
37 Miscalculate

38 Golf score
39 Feel ill

40 Rose or Rozelle

42 Grove
44 Put one's foot

down
45 Do business
47 Fall flowers

49 Slat

50 Sandwich
cookie

51 Three-
dimensional

54 Gardener's
purchase

58 Histonc periods

59 Tiny particle

61 Cannon salute

62 Arrow
62 Northern

ocandinavian
64 Peaks
65 Antlered

animals
66 Scout for trout

67 Of which
person?

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

ISCIAITMT AILJO N|| T HAN
|H A \L Y AR E S flElGlGl

(EQQ S A L

Eo P T IICIIB B S Vi T C H
L A R R A N C E R 1

D R E SISIR e H E A RiSo A
M

1. S
T1 R A DS V 1 E D

b Y D 1 EH E A R Q U P A S

IS][i@ L E T im^^H
s C E phjE RHlI A T H E f^ S
w V "eHFT o M A D P L A N
A P E dHo L 1 V E A S T 1

M E R S L D E N W E E P

DOWN
1 Attired

2 Brave one
3 Admit openly
4 Dressmaker's

leftover

5 Vessel with a
^ spout
6 Close-fitting

hat

7 China/Russia
divider

8 Me. to Miss
Piggy

9 Soft drink

10 Atmosphere
1

1

Luau dance
12 — out: makes

do with

1 3 Actor Parker
21 Chalcedony
22 Prince Valiant's

son
24 Scents
25 Actor Howard
26 Snoozed
27 Kitchen

utensil

28 Major artery

29 Not
appropriate

30 Funous
31 Frequent —
32 Squeals
35 Noteworthy

period

41 Signs up
42 House pet

43 Get. as salary

44 Tolerate

46 Pouch
48 Playground

feature

50 Vigor

51 Grant (land)

52 — Mountains
of Russia

53 Tree's hide

54 Hits: slang
55 Pollster

Roper
56 Wide sts.

57 Fail to win
59 TV extra-

terresthal

60 — Chi chuan

ITS Cod
andVoul

Score

As*

yoursetf

this

questioi

if.i

wasni

ok

todmik

doyo.

thmkthe

Oailv

BruK '

WOliK

all'i'

advert

sm

fror

ma|t

bee'

compan

16'.

and quick

delivery

bquor

stores?

The

common

percep-

tion

however,

ttlM

cdtge

students

"party

like rock

stars"

The

Eda
islhat

onlya

smal

percen

of todays

cdege

students

dnnk

exces

siveiy.

Even

frogs

I

Don't

bekeve

us' Just

ask the

folcsal

the ad

Classifieds

825-2221

agencies (This pubbc servKe announcanient and buH crack tmn been tirought to you t>y Student Health Education

Displa'

206-30
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Daily Bruin Cassified

Tired of high prices? Call

LAyU's ElECTRolysis

& SkJN Care

20% off with this coupon-

above $20 purchase

• (jermanenr hair removal for men &
women

• permanent make-up

• Facials, waxmg, body treatments, ear

piercing

• Physician referred tert(fie<l dispr)sable

probes & sterilization

• Free consultation 1 S minutes

• Gender Friendly

• West L.A.

VIDAL SASSOON
SALON in Beverly Hills A<jvar>ced training

team is looking lor models for $15 haircuts

Please call 310-775-8808.

.

N
H
H
H

JTITITXTIXlXXTIXXIIIIIIIir;

Contemoo Nails
Manicures Pedicures

Fills & Silks

Sculptured Nails

Wax
& MORE!

333 Robertson Blvd. Beverly Hills

(btwn. Gregory Way & Olympic Blvd.)

Moo^Sat 9-7 pm. Sun 105 pm.
Free Parking

No Appt. rvlecessary

Call (310) 8SS-8879
ZXX2ZXX2XZZ]<f

6700
ProfesskNial Services

MBA, LAW, MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS!
FRUSTRATED DEVELOPING your critical

personal stateoients? Get professional help

from well-known author/consultant. 310-826-

4445.

www. winningpersonstatement com

OUTREACH COUNSELING SERVICES
Fee based on ability to pay. Insurance&Med-
icare accepted. Encino: 818-819-6145.
LA 213-850-0204.

RELATIONSHIP SPECIALIST- Effective,

supportive, confidential counseling. Individu-

als and couples. Carole Chasin. MA,
f^.F.C.C. 310-289-4643

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

All subjects. Theses/Dissertations.

Personal Statements. Proposals and Books.

International students wek»me.
SINCE 1985

Sharon Bear. Ph.D. (310) 470-6662

PHDS IN PSYCHOLOCY/SPECIAL ED
Teach academics, testing, note-taking arxl

study strategies Individuals with LD, ADHD
and other difficulties. 8yrs-adults. 310-315-

1901.

THE WRITING COACH
EXPERIENCED TEACHER, PhD offers tu-

toring, term paper assistance. English, So-

cial Science. History. Foreign Students Wel-

come Call: 310-452-2865.

UCLA ENGLISH ALUMNI, pro-writer, young,
superb papers guaranteed. High school and
below welcome. Jeff 213-653-2240

Daily Bruin Classified Monday, October 26J996 )5

WINNING RESUMES. 1 -hour service. Our
clients get results. Open 7 days. Visa and
Mastercard arrpptPd '^in-?n7-?7fl«^

^^m fiOi

AU-PURPOSlE^yi^lTING & EDITING

Help at any stage with any topic.

Personal Statements. Courses. Theses,

Dissertations & Manuscripts

by PhD from UC
Inlemational Students Welcome

(323)665-8145

5 & 2 Beverly Hills

Acne Skin Care Clinic
15 years experience

Acno-A Treatable
•Deep Pore Cleaning •Rejuvenation
•Chemical Peel •Free Consultation

Dramatic Results in One Month
www.acneskln.com
920 S. Robertson #6
(Olympic & Robertson)

(310) 289-1762

Before

sA-\.

Counseling and Psychotherapy

...to examine life cofKcrns/issucs in

privacy and respect. Individuals,

couples, families. Stress, anxiety,

depression, self-esteem, relationships.

Lorraine M. Yamamura, Ph.D. Clinical

Psychologist PSYl 1067 (310)392-.S20y

PRIZE-WINNING
ES&AYIST AND FORMER PROFESSOR
w/two Ph Ds Can help you produce winning

prose. Theses, papers, personal statements

David <davedit@pacbell.nel> 805-646-

4455.

^*-

FRENCH TUTORING
OR GRADE IMPROVEMENT (or all levels

Highly experienced teacher. Also translation.

Call Evelyne: 310-395-5953.

MATH/PHYSICS/STATISTICS/English/He-
brew. Computerized statistical analysis avail-

able Tutoring service. Free consultation.

Reasonable rates, call anytime. Man (800)90-

TUTOR. www my-tutor.com

PRIVATE TUTORING
IN-HOME, one-on-one tutoring (or most sub-

jects. English, Chemistry, Math, Physics, Bi-

ology, Spanish. French, etc. $15/hr. 310-

289-3292

PRIVATE TUTORING
SECONDARY. PRIMARY LEVELS. All sub-

jects. Atfordable rates One on one At your

home. Call ADMIRAL TUTORING. 310-477-

9685.

Hoo
§|orliHI VlfontMl

ENGLISH MAJOR NEEDED to help high

sctiool student w/college essays and compo-
sitions. 310-390-1761x1

GERMAN TUTpR NEEDED. P/T. Hrs flexi-

ble. 310-289-1404.

LOOKING tor a nice Italian teacher for a
happy family. Once/wk. 2.5hrs at our house.
Please call Sabrina; 310-285-9853.

LOVAASATRAINED THERAPIST WANTED
to (ill hrs in existing in home program for au-

tistic 2yr boy. Weekend hrs needed, $12-

$15/hr. Manhattan Beach(15min). Please
call Lisa Zucker 310-796-9855 or email li-

sag2@a0l.com

TUTOR wanted for 7/8yr. old. Music major-

piano and violin Homework help. M-Th. 2-

3hrs/day afternoons. 310-395-6198
evening. 310-253-0066 day.

TUTOR WANTED M-Th. 3hrs/day. Must
have transportation. 310-454-1769.

TUTOR: PHYSICS and calculus BC for high

school senior. $12/hr. Close to campus. Jim
310-475-3314 &31 0-475-941 5.

7100
Ihitoring Wanted

TUTORS ABLE TO TEACH english. math,
science, and history for a 11th grade home
study student. 213-939-1749.

TUTORS for high school students.
Junior/senior/graduate students specializing

in English a must. Families located in Arca-
dia resident or Palos Verdes. 2hrs-$55/one
visit. 4times/mo. 310-859-9140 Beverly Glen
Education Link9 Beverly Hills.

TUTORS NEEDED
$15-20/hr. All subjects&all grades. Must be
college student w/own transportation. No ex-

perience nee '^m-'^'^o t;QR7

MONDAY EVENING

BROADCAST STATIONS

A = Century Cable B = Channel Name C = Bruin Cablevision OCT. 26, 1998

11

13

34

(2)

TTT

TTT

Tar

TiT

%\>

f13J

34

28

11

13

25

N«ws K CBS News

Newsi;

Sisttr,

Sister IT
Sister,

Sister K
Charlie Rose (In Stereo)

News IC

News fr

Fresh
Prince

NBC News

Fresh
Prince

Newshour With Jim
Lehrer K

Ent.

Tonight

Extra (In

Slereo)_B:

Friends (In

Stereo) :t

Life and
Times

Hollywood
Squares K
Access
Hollywood

Seinfeld (In

Stereo) it

Huell

Howser

Cosby (In

Stereo) iC

Suddenly
Susan JL

King Of

Queens [E

Conrad
Blooms:

7th Heaven "Nothing

Endures but Change ' S
AdventurersJIn Stereo)

^Part 1 ol 5) S
NFL Football Pittsburgh Sleelers at Kansas City Chiefs. From Arrowhead Stadium. (In Stereo

Live) S. •

Love
Connection

I Love Lucy

Change of

Hearth

Roseanne
(In Stereo)

RIcM Lake

Primer Impacto

Jud^ Judy
(InSlereo)

Married
With

Truth

About Sex

Noticias IC

Real TV (In

Stereo) if:

Simpsons
(In Stereo)

Frasier IS.

Noticiero

Univision

Hard Copy
.11

Home
Improve.

Frasier (In

Stereo) iC

LAPD: Life

on the Beat

Simpsons

News

BASIC CABLE STATIONS

44

33

S4

39

43

57

75

38

26

8

19

16

27

12

14

42

32

JJJM

56

58

C^_

i^Hl

Biography "Joan ol Arc

Virgin Warriof"

Investigative Reports
Waging War on Arson"• "Come Blow Your Horn" (1963) A bachelor

teaches his younger brother how to be a playboy

Profiles: Naked Nashville.

I Won't Die

12

65

76

26

4«

42

39

41

40

64

71

38

World Today SL

(4:00)** "C/ue"( 1985)
Madeline Kahn

Cochran & Company
(Live)

Mi Pequena Traviesa

Poirot "The Case of the

Missing Will"

News3£

Monday
Night Live

Newss;

Melrose Place "The
Rumor Whisperer" K
Guys Like DiRestaJIn

Slereo) S
Vivo por Elena

Law & Order "Good Girl"

Everybody-
Raymond^

Caroline in

the City K

Everybody-
Raymond

Willi
Grace "K

Hyperion Bay (In Stereo)

L.A. Doctors 'Classic

Evan" (In Stereo) E
Dateline (In Stereo) SC

News (In Stereo) TL

Masterpiece Theatre "A Respectable Trade" The
wife of a slave trader bonds with one of his sen/ants.

* "Sunser" (1988) Bruce Willis Tom Mix and Wyatt
Earp attempt to solve a Hollywood murder.

NewsS: News 3:

Ally McBeal "Story of

Love" (In Stereo) ±
Malcolm li

Eddie X
Desmond
PftHfar

* "The Return of the Vampire" (^9AA.

Horror) Bela Lugosi, Frieda mescorl.

"The Woman Next Ooor'( 1981, Drama) Gerard Depardieu A
married man tries to rekindle an affair with a neight)or. 'R

Larry King Live K

Lounge
Lizards (R)

Make Me
[Laugh

Prime Time Justice

Newsstand: Time (R) "K

Daily Show
(R)

Stein's

Money

Trial Story

Prime Time Public Affairs

Return to

"Godspeed
Orbit
John Glenn"

Behind the

Scenes (R)

Fashion
File(R)

Return to Orbit

Astronaut"

"The

Talk Soup Fashion
Emergency

Figure Skating Halloween on Ice Portland. Maine

3 Friends,

Jerry

Golden
Girls IL

Cut (In

Stereo)

Catdog

Crank

3 Friends,

Jerry

Golden
Girts S

Show Me
the Funny

Ellen (In

Stereo) K

Show Me
the Funny

Ellen "Ellen

in Focus" IC

Jams Countdown (In Stereo)

All That
Stereo)

Ultimate

Fan League

Lois & Clark-Superman

Saved by
Bell

USA High
(In Slereo)

Figure It

Out

Last Word

Secret of

Alex

FOX Sports
News

Babylon 5 "Babylon
Sc^uared (In Stereo) K
Hercules: The
Legendary Journeys IT

Return to Orbit "Inside

itie Space Shuttle"

News Daily

Cheerlead-
in^^

Oh No! Mr.

Bill

Mysteries A
Scandals

Cheerlead-
ing

Addams

Party of Five "Personal

Demons " (In Slereo) IE

Biorhythm
(In Stereo)

Doug (In

Stereo K
NHL Cool
Shots (R)

Beavis and
Butt-head

Rugrats (In

Stereo) .it

Football

Wkly

ER
«

True Lies" (In Stereo)

Xena: Warrior Princess
"Vanishing Act" M.

Sports
Tonight K

Brooklyn
Bridge

Moneyline
(R)IE

Desencuentro

Biography "Joan of Arc:

Virgin Warrior" (R)

NewsS: Final

Quarter 'S.

News 3:

News

"Owms Across the River" {}9SA.

Weste rn)^

A

udie Murphy. Hugh O'Brien

Profiles: Naked Nashville

I Won't Die

Larry King Live (R) S

* "C/ue"(1985. Comedy) Madeline Kahn. Estate

guests investigate the murder of their host.

Cochran & Company (R) Prime Time Justice (Rj

Cristina: Ediclon
Especial

Investigative Reports
"Waging War on Arson"

News IE

NewsS:

Friends(ln
Stereo) ±

Late Show (In Stereo) X

Tonight Show (In Stereo)

Cheers (In

Stereo) S]

Charlie Rose (In Stereo)

IE

News IE Nightline 'S,

Jerry Springer 'S.

Married.

With

Neweradio
"Review" IE

Noticias IE

M*A'S*H
"Bug-Out"

Mad About
YouS
Noticiero

Univision

Murphy
Brown [S

Life and
Times

Politically

Incorrect E
Change of

Hearts:

Living
Single S

Late Late Show (In

Stereo) E
Late Night (R) (In Stereo)

Nanny (In

Stereo) S
Earth

Revealed X
News (R) X

Love
Connection

Cops
Stereo'

(In

))X
Star Trek: The Next
Gerteration (In Slereo) X

'"•a-a — •' — L >

"Flaming Feather" ( 1 95
1

) A posse rides

to the rescue of a kidnapped woman

* "The Woman Next Doa" n96\ . D<

Poirot "The Case of the

Missing Will"

Al Ritmo de la Noche

Law & Order "Good Girl"

X

News (R) X

Later (I

Stereo)

In

X
News (R) (In Stereo) X

Instructional

Programmin

Entertain-

ers I
"Doomsday
Gun" (1994)

Maury Children with

unusual disorders. X
Copt
Stereo

(In

)}X_

Paid
Program

El Gordo y
la Flaca (R)

Happy
Days

Paid
Program

El Blablazo

*** "The Narrow Margin" {]952,

Drama) Charles McGraw.

* "The Woman Next Door" (1981, Drama) Gerard Depardieu. A
married man tries to rekindle an affair with a neighbor. 'R

Newsstand: Time (R) X

Dr. Katz,

Therapist

Trial Story (R)

Bob and
Margaret

Prime Time Public Affairs (R)

Justice Files Cops
Under Fire" (R]_

Return to Orbit:

"Godspeed, John Glenn"

True Hollywood Story A chronicle of the triumphs

and tragedies of the royal family of Monaco (R)

ESPNews

AXN

Sportscenter X

Life,

Camera

Chicago Hope "Higher

Powers ' (In Stereo) X
Eye Spy
Video

Angry
Beavers

Live From
the 10 Spot

Allen

Strange

NFLs
Greatest

Return to Orbit:

Astronaut" (R)

"The

Talk Soup

151
ESPNews

Night Stand

NFL
Moments

"Storm Chasers: Revenge ol the fw/sfer " (1998) A
scientist tries to save a town from impending disaster.

Eye ol the Stalker A Moment ol Truth Mowe" (1995)
A judge's daughter is stalked by a college instructor.

Total Reauest Live (R)

(In Slereo)

Brady
Bunch

Boxing: Fight Time From Atlantic City, N J

Wonder
Years K

Road Rules
(In Stereo)

Happy
Days

FOX Sports News

Daria (R) (In

Stereo)

Laverre &
Shirley

WCW Monday Nitro (In Stereo Live) X

Walker, Texas Ranger
'Bounty' (In Stereo) K

** 'Fatal Vision" (\96A. Dr;irna) Karl Maiden, Eva Mane Saint, Gary Cole A Green Beret captain's wife and
daughters are murdered

\

66

PREIVIIUM CABLE STATIONS

WWF Raw (tn Slereo) X WWF War Zone (In

Stereo) IL

* "In the Line of Duty The F B I Murders "
( 1 988)

The FBI's pursuit ol Miami killers ends in a shootout.

Sports
Tonight X
Daily Show

Moneyline
(R)X
Stein's

Money

Cochran & Company (R)

Showbiz
Today X

Brooklyn
Bridge

Crossfire

(R)X
Saturday Night Live

Andrew Dice Clay. X
Prime Time Justice (R)

titVi "The Last of His

Tribe" (^992)

***'/i "The Three
Musketeers" ()92])

** "Green Grow the

Rushes" ()95))

Interna-

tional

Bob and
Margaret

Paid
Program

Newsroom
X
Daily Show
15)^

Public Policy Conference

Paid
Program

Return to Orbit: "Inside

the Space Shuttle" (R)

Howard
Stem

Howard
Stem (R)

Sportscenter X

700 Club

New
Attitudes IT

Cut (R) (In

Stereo)

I Love Lucy

FOX Sports News

Golden
Girls X

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

Melrose Place "No Time
for Sperm Banks"

Up Close

{3
AXN (R)

Golden
Girls X

Loveline (In Stereo)

Bewitched

Mortal Kombat:
Conquest "Cold Reality"

New York Undercover
Downtown Girl " X

Mary Tyler

Moore JE

Last Word
(R)

Final Round

Paid
Program

Talk Soup

Paid
Program

Night Stand

Senior PGA Golf: Kaanapali Classic -

rom Lahaina, Hawaii. (R)

Pee-wee's
Playhouse

Paid
Program

Unsolved Mysteries (In

Stereo)

AduH
Videos

Taxi "Tony
and Brian'

Ultimate

Fan League

Babylon 5 "Movement of

Fire and Shadow" (R) X
Silk Stalkings "Rage" (R)

(In Stereo) £.

**''j "Rape and MarriaoB The Rideout Case" (\9B0.

Drama] Linda Hamilton.^ickey Rourke. Rip Torn.

Eye Spy
Video (R(R)

Newhart X

Crank (R)

Paid
Program

Homicide:
Life

After Hours
(In Stereo)

Dick Van
Dyke

Football

Wkly

* "Cobra" (^9B6)

Sylvester Stallone.

Highlander: The Series
Dramatic License" (R) X

Filler

99

31

20

15

17

ML
ipa

ijHi

34

33

35

(4 35) • "The Boy in the

Plastic Bubble" {)97e)

Off the Wall

X
Mad Libs IC

(4 30) *« "Super Mario

Bros. "(1993) [PG'X

(3 30)**' J "Death on the

/V//e"(l978)"PG

**'} "Sol Married an Axe Murderer" ( 1 993. Comedy)
|
* "Creepshow" ( 1 982, Horror) Adnenne Barbeau

A commitment-wary poet fears his new wife is a killer [Five tales inspired by horror comics of the 1950s "R"

Growing
Pains if

Brotherly Disney Halloween Disney ghosts.

Love X [goblins and diabolical evildoers
(
R)

%
** "Teen lVo//"(1985) Michael J. Fox A family curse

turns a high-school student into a werewolf 'PG' X

•'» "Children of a Lesser God"" (1986. Drama) A
teacher tries to reach a proud deaf former student. R

* "Warriors of Virtue" (\997) Angus MacFadyen A
teen and his kangaroo cohorts batile an evil monarch

Under l»Vraps"(1997, Adventure) Adam
Wyhe, Mario Yedidia. Clara Bryani X* "The Fifth Element" (\997) A cabbie finds a

woman who may save Earth from disaster "PG-13" X

"Flipping '

i^996. Drama) David Amos. A hoodlum
organizes a rebellion against his emptoyer R'

**' J "Basic Instinct" (^9^2) Michael Douglas A cop
has a steamy affair with a woman who may oe a killer

** "The Assignment" ()^7) Aidan Quinn. A naval

officer IS recruited to set a trap for a terrorist. 'R' X
Dinosaurs
X

Dinosaurs
X

**'} "The Mystery m
Dracula's Castle" 1)977)

* "2 Days in the Va/tey'" (1996) Danny Aielk) A hit

man takes an art dealer and his assistant hostage. 'R"

Masters of

Murder (R)

*'i "Trte Surgeon" (1995) A psychotic

physician carries out grisly experiments

*'i "The Switchblade S/sfers"(1975.

Drama) Robbie Lee. (In Stereo) 'R" X

"Indecent Behavior 4" (1997. Suspense)
Shannon Tweed (In Stereo) "NR"

Zorro (In

Stereo) X
Mr. Show-
Bob
Red Shoe
Diaries X

* "Ceme/ery Man" (1995, Horror) A watchman
encounters corpses that refuse to stay dead. 'R' X

Mickey
Mouse Club

Beverly
Hillbillies X

"Hard Time'

(1995) "NR"

ACCURATE. DEPENDABLE and SPEEDY
typing service. Close to campus. Call Laurie:

310-478-6230.

HATE TO TYPE? Let me do it for you
Fast-t^accurate. Professional screen plays

excepted. $2/pg. Call-Iris 310-839-3101 or

page 310-915-2255.

WORD PROCESSING All types: research

papers, theses, resumes, fliers. Editing &
proofing available. Emergencies OK. Call:

818-598-1489 or email anmlwomn@pac-
bell.net.

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-

es, dissertations, transcription, resumes, fli-

ers, brochures, mailing lists, reports. Santa
Monica. 310-828-6939. Hollywood, 213-466-

2888

wrniifi iNi|i

WORD PROCESSING. Typiny, piuoting.

editing, rewriting, research, resumes, tutor-

ing, etc. Fax. email, bring wortt to me. Rush-
es. Student discount. 818-830-1546.

7400
Viifiriiriii

$500/DAY. Nude modeling-women 18-f all

types. No experience necessary. Safe, pro-

fessional environment. Refer a friend and

earn $50! 310-358-3865.

BILLION DOLLAR INDUSTRY seeks ag-

gressive, energetic, and seriously money
motivated individuals that want to earn mon-
ey now!! 818-894-8892 Lead:JB

DRIVE YOUR DREAI^ FOR FREE Any
make, nxxlel. or price. No down payment.

No security deposit. Great income potential.

888-891-8890

Men-Women ages 18-24 for nude modeling

for magazines and fine art. Call 310-289-

8941 days for information.

MULTIPLE STREAMS of Income from a per-

fect pan-time home business. 1977 "Peo-

ple's Choice Award" winner. Recently fea-

tured in "Investor's Business Daily"-i^"Suc-

cess" magazine. 24hour message 1-888-

572-4846.

mm

*V,"Gus"'( 1976)
Edward Asner. 'G" X

*** "Shot Through the Hearf"(1998,

Drama) Linus Roache (In Slereo) X
Love Street

(51

* "'S(7nse/Par/c"(1996)

Rhea Perlman "R" X
"The Wicked City" ( 1 992, Science

Fiction) Jacky Cheung. Leon Lai. "NR"

OPPORTUNITY
KNOCKS

HERE'S YOUR CHANCE to join one of the

largest telecommunications co Make money
without losing your personal freedom. 800-

636-6773 ext. 7930

SECRETARY/RECEPTIONIST- Perform

various duties in Beverly Real Estate Com-

,

pany. Parltime/Fulltime. Starting pay $9/hr

w/great future job opportunities. Fax re-

sume:31 0-278-6801 Attn J.Edward Smith

TELEMARKETING
Career opportunities. Limited positions avail-

able w/financial mari<ets fimi in Brenhwood.

Applicants must be hardworidng. articulate,

and outgoing. Alex®310-444-4444.

7700
Child Care Wanted

PERFECT STUDENT JOB
PtcK up .KJoratilf; ? v«?<K old TrI Unr

SCtiOol I" S.tnt.i M
iWri r.iti-

Call 310/369-5509

Classifieds

825-2221

Displa'

206-:

..Xfan:

Classifieds

825-2221

AFTERSCHOOL DRIVER for 2boys (12+15)

and help w/homewori( plus errands. $10/hr.

Must be insureds r^ave clean record. SM
area. 310-828-3363.

BABYSITTER NEEDED
for a great 7.5 year okj boy. Male or female

who loves sports. Must be reliable. Flexible

hours-mostly In the evenings. Westwood.
Call Barbara or Tom after 6pm at 310-474-

0060.

BABYSITTER REQUIRED for two girts, age
2&5.5. For two weekday mornings/after-

noon, for up to 12 hrs total. $10/hr. 310-454-

4138

BABYSITTERS NEEDED. Evenings+wee-
kends. watch movies and study Flexible

hours. BH home w/view and pool Fax re-

sums 310-550-7092.

ENERGETIC
MOM'S HELPER. Approx: 4-dpm M-F, flexi-

ble. Salary negotiable. Needs car. 3amazing
kids. Pacific Palisades. Laurie: 310-454-

6021.

FEMALE BABYSITTER WANTED. Ages 16-

30yrs. Wednesday. Friday, Saturday&Sun-
day, 5pm-7pm. $12/br. Must be enthusiastic,

outgoing & fun&have a natural ability to play

actively w/3-year-old boy. Must drive. Brent-

wood. 310-472-2783.

HOUSEKEEPER+BABYSITTER for 4y/o

girt. 5 nights/week startingO 5pm. $25/night.

Must be experienced and have references.

Near Beverly Hills. Call ASAP. 310-271-

8217.

LOOKING for a German-speaking baby-sit-

ter(fluent). She must drive, be available

evenings 3time/wk. $10/hr. Please contact

Sabrina: 310-285-9853.

LOVELY PROFESSIONAL FAMILY Desires

mother's assistant for children, hours 4-8pm.
M-F $6/hr Interested applicants please call

Renee: 310-558-8050.

MOTHER'S Hf^lPER-Female
BH family. 3 small children Sundays only.

7am-7pm. $100. 310-550-7104.

MOTHER'S HELPER. 3-7pm M-F. 11-yr-old

boy. Male/Female. Need own car. Santa Mo-
nica area. Great people. 31 0-550-4 183day.

310-828-3956evening.

OCCASIONAL SITTER for 12-yr-old girt on
the Westside to be availat>te evenings. Fun,

outgoing female. Must have references. 213-

688-1248.

PT CHILDCARE
FOR VERY SPECIAL 4-YEAR OLD GIRL
International or bilingual background, car.

references required. Grand Piano. Beverly-

wood adjacent. Laird-310-287-1677.

Responsible.energetic person to care for

bright 8yr. old boy. 3p.m.-9p.m. 2-3 days/wk.

Flexible. $10/hr. Must have car and referenc-

es. (323)874-2705.

SPECIAL CHILD CARE for 11-yr-old autistic

girt in Tarzana. Wed 3:30-6:30. Sunday
10:30-3:30. Must have car. $8/hr. Call Judy
818-343-4150.

TUTOR/DRIVER for 12y/o girt. Hrs vary

Pickup Westside school w/own car between

3-5PM ends approximately 7:30PM. Help

with homewort^light errands/assist easy din-

ner. Wages negotiable. Deborah 310-312-

3138.

7OT0

Searching for Models
Men and Women for corrwnercials,

catak>g & magazine ads. txochures. and
catwalk •Specializing in petites •

$150 to $250 per hour
* Beverly Hills*

kNo Fee * No Experience

(310)273-2566

*New Faces/Models*
Wanted by Weslwood's Al Talent CastingCo.

Earn Top $$ in Movies, Television,

Commercialt, and Modeling (petite, top, and

fastiion modelt). No exp. nee Alto, The Show

Business (^ub needs interns. For Free

(kHWiltation call Michael (310) 20&-50S2

Sprino Break 'OS

rvMi
Take "2"

NowMlrlnoRepsI
I Free Trips on_
eirty 15 Sales 19

vtM-m-im

CLERK pt. time. Duties include data entry,

opening/routing mail, filing, classifying and

photocopyir>g manuscripts, correspondence.

Qualifications: accurate typing, MS
Word/Windows/Databases, organization,

attn to detail, clerical exp. a plus. M-F

12:30pm-3:30pm. Westwood Medical Pub-

lishing Office, $8/hr. Call 310-208-3556 or

fax resume 310-208-2838. Email ob-

gynO greenjoumal.org

ASSISTANT for business otftee. For more

details please call 310^78-2750 or fax re-

sume 310-278-0038.

ADMINISTRATOR/PROJECT ASSISTANT,

(internship possibility). Corflputer literate,

IBM-Windows/lntemet plus. Senior/graduate

w/strong writing/oral communication. No
dress code/reception duties. $7-$9,

17hrs/wk. Serious inquiries:Fax:310-395-

0509.

$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL mailing or cir-

culars. No expenence req. Free information

packet. Call 202-466-1639.

$20/HOUR-t^TIPS
FEMALE NUDE FIGURE MODELS needed.

Professional studio. Absolutely no sex.

drugs, ateohol. smoking, or touching. Work

your own hours. Must have a great t>ody and

a pretty face. Asian models especially need-

ed. Marina Studios. Downtown LA: 323-222-

8044.

$20/HR PT/FT
PROCESSING MAIL! Free supplies,

postage! Bonuses! Rush SASE to

CMAAJCLA Po Box 567443, Atlanta GA.

31156
SignupQ info,infomachine.com

$20/HR. TO START!
FAST advancement opportunities. Profes-

sional, reliable, fun students wanted. Very

flexible scheduling. Quk:ksilver Publishing

818-872-3834. Call Now!

$7.25/hr and up!
DO YOU have initiative? Become a UCLA
Community Service Officer and explore law

and public relations. Great Pay. Flexible

hours. Student-oriented. Web:

www.ucpd.ucla.edu/ucpd/cso. Email:

cso@ucpd.ucla.edu. Phone: 310-825-2148.

ACCOUNTING DEPT assistant. P/T entry

level position. M-F 2-6. Basic computer

knowledge, car with insurance, good oral

and written communication skills required.

$9/hr. 310-276-9166.

;CUftATE WOftDPRQCESS0D_flfl±
bookkeeper. MS Office. Quicken, and billing

experience preferred. Will train. 10-15 hours

flexible. Dr. Frank 310-442-2040.

AD COPY. Producer needs student screen-

writer to turn rough idea into screenplay for

urban film. 561-362-5291.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASST./OFFICE ASSIST.

-

Internship in Down town LA. Start ASAP. $9-

10/hr depending on experience. Need smart,

self motivated, detail orientated individual.

Req'sadvanced computer skills, ms office,

internet. Some research and phones in-

volved. Fax resume:21 3-61 7-2325 AttnHR

ANNOUNCERS, no experience necessary.

Host music/talk-shows for our radio stations.

P/T. $10-15/hr, $200-^per/show, plus fantas-

tic benefits. 213-468-0080 24-hours.

CENTRAL CAMPUS
CENTRAL CAMPUS JOBS. Part-time jobs

availabledASUCLA CorKessions. We work
w/your class sctiedule. Supervisory opportu-

nities. Half-off meals. 310-206-0736.

ASSISTANT NEEDED FOR Real Estate in-

vestment company. P/T, casual dress, must

have car and insurar>ce. $9/hr. Fax resume

to: 310-479-2402.

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED. Earn

$150-$250/night. Wort< P/T while going to

school. Day/eve classes. 1-2week classes,

800-974-7974. International Bartender's

school. HUNDREDS OF JOBS!

BOOK SOUP
INDEPENDENT CUSTOMER sen/ice orient-

ed book store seeks experienced staff for all

positions. West Hollywood. Fax resume Guy
©310-659-3410

BOX OFFICE ATTENDANT for Geffen Play-

house. Seeking personable ir>dividuals for

our busy, sales-oriented box office. Must be

computer friendly. P/T positions available im-

mediately. Interested applicants please bring

resume to The GeNen Playhouse. 1 0886 Le

Conte Ave. No phone calls please.

CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVES wanted for a

company that provides services for interna-

tional students. Salary is commission only.

Call 310-476-4674.

CASTING
EXTRAS needed for feature films, commer-

cials, and music videos. Earn up to $240 per

day! No experierK:e needed. Wori< guar-

anteed! Call today 213-851-6103.

A PERFECT STUDENT JOB

Do you need a job in the

afternoons during school (M-F)?

All day Saturday, too! Full tinrte

during Quarter Breaks and
Summer Vacations! Work

experience not necessary. Apply
today at

Westwood Sporting Goods.
1065 Qayley Ave,
Westwood Village,

310-206-6215.

7800
imp ivMiioii

CITY OF BEVERLY Hills parking attendants

needed. Weekends or>ly/$8.76/hr. Morning

and Evenir>g shifts availat)le. Dept. of Trans-

portation. 455 N. Rexford Dr., Room 130. Ap-

ply in person. 310-285-2552.

CLERICAL/COMPUTER TYPIST for Uurel
Canyon area $15/hr. 4hrs/wk. 213-650-

4404.

CLERICAL/SALES P/T or F/T. excellent op-

portunity. Love of jewelry. Call between 12-

6pm. Shane's Jewelry. We have 2 openings
immediately. 310-208-8404.

080 OFFICE ASST
Apply rK)w tor an office assistant position at

the CSO Programs&Westwood Village Sub-

station. Starting rate $7.25/hr. UCLA stud-

ents w/at least one yr remaining. Public rela-

tions&t>asic clerical duties. For details call

310-825-9800.

CUSTOMER SERVICE
ACKERMAN REP.(FT) OUniversity Credit

Union. Apply© 1500 S Sepulveda Blvd.. LA.

90025 or fax resume:31 0-477-2566 or web
at http://www.ucu.org

DENTAL OFFICE needs office help. P/T-F/T.

Hours flexible. Experience preferred. 310-

451-5404.

DOG-WALKER NEEDED. Mon-Fri. after-

noons in exchange for parking privileges.

Home-walking distance from campus. Bon-

nie: 310-474-9969.

DRIVER needed in Westwood flower shop.

M-F 2pm-9pm. Call 310-208-4000.

DRIVER to pick up 14-year old from Beverty

Hills Higti. bring to lx)me in Sherman Oaks
or to after-school activities. Female pre-

ferred $10/hr. Robin©81 8-783-2268

DRIVER-HOMEWORK HELPER: 20-

30hrs/week. 3 fun, active kids. CDL, in-

surance. Car. Leave message 310-752-

8270.

DYNAMIC. PRESENTABLE. ENERQ£I1C_
marKSTing needed Tor sports medicine prac-

tice. Office work, tilling, patient interaction

Fax Resume 310-335-1543 or call 310-640-

3771.

EDITORA/VRITER/RESEARCH Assistant

MA/PhD/retired academic to assist writing

on Biblical, historical subjects. Knowledge of

Hebrew/history/feminism helpful. 2-days/wk-

minimum-3hrs/day. Hancock Park area.

Fax;2 13-937- 1680.

ENTRY LEVEL BOOKKEEPER $7/hr Cop-
ymat Westwood. 925 Westwood Blvd. LACa
90024. Contact John Ortega (store manag-
er) P/T Call 310-824-5276. Fax 310-824-

5543.

F/T FILE CLERK for immigration law firm.

Century City. Computer-literate, Punctual,

detail-oriented, self-starter. $8/hr. Fax re-

sume: 310-553-2616.

F/T TELEMARKETING/Assistant Broker.

Westwood Brokerage Firm seeks telemar-

keter/asst. to broker. Will train and sponsor

the ng\M person to t>ecome commodities bro-

ker. Contact Rick©310-475-9977.

FEMALE DRIVER to take child from MarVis-

ta to UCLA area approximately 5:00-

6:00p.m. Mon-Fri. Salary negotiable. 310-

47 1 -4849.

FEMALE HAIR MODELS
(ALL NATIONALITIES) our models have

worked for Set)astian, Aveda, Paul Mitchell,

Redken. Toni&Guy. Beginner's ok! Most
ages ok! All heights ok! Great pay! Call Iree'

now! otto (24-hours) 1-800-959-9301.

FILM CREW/EXTRAS. 30-minute, 35mm
short feature film. Great food. Great experi-

ence. No pay. Please send resume and pic-

tures: 2 Stumps Up Productions, 752 N. Sy-

camore Ave. LA, 90038. Production

dates:1 1/27-12/2.

FOREIGN STUDENTS needed for occasion-

al translatiorVtranscription from your native

language to Er>glish for TV production com-

pany. Fax letter of interest to Helen at 818-

763-2485.

GENERAL OFFICE HELP- p/l Filing and

good phone skills. Computer skills helpful.

Near UCLA. Excellent learning opportunity.

Flexible hours. 310-581-2400.

GET PAID TO GET YOUR HAIR CUT AND
COLORED. MODELS REQUIRED FOR
VERY EXPERIENCED INTERNATIONAL
HAIRDRESSERS. MUST BE OPEN FOR
CHANGE. MUST BE AVAILABLE ON MON-
DAY, NOVEMBER 16TH. PLEASE CAU
JENNY ©1-800-234-4672. ext 106 FOR
MORE INFO.

GIRLS wanted at exclusive social club in

WLA. Conversation only. No ak:ohol. Flexi-

ble hours. Earn top $$$. 310-477-9871.

GRAPHICS ARTIST Established artist needs

assistance developing promo-kit for CD re-

lease. Win95 krx}wledge. Brentwood. Re-

sunr>e/lette to RockyShare©mindspring.com,

or call 310-442-0396

GREAT WORKPLACE!
TELEMARKETING for intematk>nal educa-

tion agerx:y. Nice clients, great-workplace in

SM. Houriy-fconvnission. Sales experi-

ertce&knowledge of foreign language import-

ant. 310-395-9393.

HOLIDAY $$$
FOR Swan's Holklay Store, Westskle Pavi-

Ikxi. Octot)er-Jan. Flexit)le hours. Must be
friendly w/good customer servk:e skills. 310-

234-0123.

HOLIDAY$$$. Honest reliable person to

work with stockir>g and labelir>g merchan-
dise. No experience necessary. Flexible

hours. Oct-Jan Near UCLA 310-234-0127

HOME TYPISTS NEED-
ED

PC users needed. $45,000 income potential.

Call 1-800-513-4343 Ext B- 10105.

HOME TYPISTS
PC USERS NEEDED. $45,000 income po-

tential. Call: 1-800-513-4343 Ext.B-10105

HOSTESS WANTED. Posto Restaurant in

Sherman Oaks. Tuesday-Saturday a must.

4- 10pm. $6.50/hr+tips. 818-784-4400. Con-
tact Santo between 2-3:30pm.

HOTEL HOUSE PERSON P/T. Friday. Satur-

day 3-11pm. Westwood Village Hotel 310-

208-3945.

HOW DOES $800/WK
EXTRA INCOME

Sound to you? Amazingly profitable oppor-

tunity. Send self-addressed stamped envel-

ope: Group Five 6547 N.Academy Blvd.

Dept.N. Colorado Springs, CO 80918

JOBS JOBS JOBS
STUDENT JOBS wAhe UCLA Library We
work w/your class schedule. Flexible hours

during finals. Apply in person:Chartes Young
Research Library(YRL), formerty University

Research Library(URL). Room 11617 (first

floor). 310-825-7947. Please bring your

UCLA Bmin Card.

LE BEACH CLUB
AMERICAS FAVORITE TANNING resort is_

Bxpanding&tias limited#ot PT openings tof

motivated, outgoing, tanning/sales consult-

ants. Houriy+commission $9-18/hr. Positions

are limited so call now&join LE BEACH
CLUB, the Very Best. Call Carol 310-820-

4067 or fax resume:310-791-0155.

MALE MODELS
Printwork. UB urxJer 25. Lean, any race,

leave name. numt>er&physical stats Free

interview. Beginners welcome. 213-960-

1066. 24hrs.

Job Opportunity
• Flexible Hours • Great Benefits

The Coffee Bean
445 N. Beverly Drive, Beverly Hills

Apply in person only!

MODELS NEEDED NOW
No experience required

Cat.iloq. Prir)tvvork. M.iq.i/mcs, t.lovies.

Video & TV Commercinib

Men and Women of All Aqcs
F ree Consultation

CALL NOW' 310-6B9-7000

NEW FACES WANTED
Intrrnutionul Talent Croup in now

looking for nrw fare* & new talent for
Trlrvision, Film, Coinniercialii, MiiHir

VideoNy Print & MtMleling.
Aliugtm, all typed.

NO KXI'KKIKNCK NKCKSSAKY NO FKK.S

AUDiTioMNc NOW (818) 379-7070

STUDENT WORK
$12.25 to Start

• Flexible Schedule
• P/T - Time off for Finals

(310)826-7715

MODELS WANTED by professional photo-

studio for upcoming assignment. Male/Fe-
male Pro/Non-Pro. Fashlon/Commer-
ciairrheatrical. Call for appointment 818-
986-7933.

MODELS/WRITERS/SALES needed for new
fashion rr^gazine. Great pay, flexible hrs, all

model types in good shape. 818-546-1966

MOVIE EXTRA WORK
* Revolutionary new program* Start immedi-
ately* All types-18+l* Fun/Easy* No crazy
fees* Program for free medteal* Call-24/hrs

213-850-4417.

NEED EXTRA CASH?
Call 800-755-2150. ask for Jeff. Must own
computer.

NICOTINE CHEMISTS
needed PT for theoretk^al/practical studies.

Please call Edward Vandegrift at 310-820-
3937.

NORTH CAMPUS
NORTH CAMPUS JOBS. Part-time Jobs
available OLuValle ComnfK>n8. We worfc

w/your class schedule. Supervisory opportu-

nities. Half-off meals. 310-206-0736.

Display
206-3060

t'
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MEDICAL RECEPTIONIST p/t afternoon for

S M GYN. Some filing, typing, and phone
expenerKe desired. Starting salary %7-¥/h(

310-828-4433.

OFFICE CLERK-SIWI law firm seeks P/T of

l»ce clerks. PfKxies. filir>g. taxir>g, photocopy-
tr>gAfiling court documents. Must have
aulofinsurance. Francis Che:310-453-6711

OFFICE. CLERICAL. SECRETARIAL work
Need to be biliriguai in Er>glish arxl Arabic.

F/T and P/T more than 1 -person. 310-575-

1991

P/T ASSIGNOR for TES. Inc. National mar-
ket research firm Detail-oriented. Excellent

vf]rt>al communication skills. Personable $6
7/hr. Contact Fax:310-840-5813/ call 310
840-5800x234.

P/T F/T

DIVINE PASTA CO.
SM-BH-LA

ENTHUSIASTIC SALES PEOPLE-needed
Ujt gourmet pasta shop/pasta bars. Love of

fu')d and sales a must. $7/hour. Call Shawn
323-939-1148.

F'.T OFFICE ASSISTANT wanted by family

run rear estate mar^gement company Must
t«.* extremely organized, computer liter

ate&reliable. Great working environ-

niont/flexible hours. $8/hour. 213-850-5726.

PART TIME CLERK for Century City law •

firfTi Flexible afterrnwn hours General office

fjii'ies Fax resume to Cindy 310-553-1540

i."

SKIERS
SUREFOOT -

Ski Boot Specialist

1998 Utah Entrepreneur of the
Year Winner

Fast Growinq Company ll

needspeople for the future f

Full/Pt Available Now
1426 Montana Ave. Santa

Monica (310) 393-3331

Pr RSONAL AIDE energetic and responsible

person needed to ass't cereal palsy teenag-

61 /ith activities and personal care in Santa

M jnica. Fun-lovir>g, intelligent, and severely

disabled, he is rxjn-verbal. Training provided.

$H/hr. 8-10hrs weekends 310-393-8182

PHOTO LAB p/t assist photo printer or com-
puter imaging BjBverly Hills 310-274 3445
•^ -:

—

RLCEPTIONIST Excellent communication
skills, computer/Excel, multi-task oriented.

Groat bonuses. P/T M-F $8-9/hr 310-815-

4755

SALES $12 20/hr. avg commission +bene-
liis Full or PT. excellent ptione skills lor grad

student or GPA 3 5 & above. 310-358-6053

or fax 310-392-5234

SALES&CLERICAL. P/T or F/T. excellent

opportunity Love of jewelry Call between
l2-6pm. Shane's Jewelry. 310-208 8404.

-SEXUAL PROBLEMS?
Maintain control, maximize stamina, arxl last

longer. Amazirig, unheard of solutions! Seek-

ing willirtg product testers. Apply at

www.newremedies.com

STAFF ASSISTANT/reception. SM $10/hr.

Bright, selfstader, hardworking energetic in-

dividual needed for busy real estate/media

office. Work with other Bruins. 20-30/hrs-

week. Good phone/organizatior>al/computer

skills. Fax: 310-576-6643 Marial-

utesOaol.com

START TODAY
National Marketing Co. r>eeds people ASAP
for data entry, $10/hr to start. Full Time .

Culver City kx:ation. Fax resume to 310-

398-3550

STUDENT DRIVER Sherman Oaks family

needs qualitied good driver w/sense of hu-

mor to pick-up 12-y/o from school in EncirK).

818-316-2152day/818-906-8692evening

STUDENT NEEDED, P/T nanny lor energe-

tic child. After school Monday-Friday. No
housekeeping just TLC. N/S. Call 310-441-

5012

Student wanted to tutor high school student

in Bk>k)gy and Algebra2. Contact 310-459-

4211.

TEACHER AIDE Responsible, dedicated,

open-mirxled, culturally-sensitive. Chiki care

center, ages 3mo-4yrs. PT/FT. 6 E.C.E. units

completed/or in progress. 213-737-7351

exL17

TEACHERS
FOR afterscfK>ol science club. K-6grade. 2-

5days/wk. $15/hr. Will train. 1-800-472-

4362.ext.245or308.

TELEMARKETERS AND SALESPEOPLE
wanted Business communications company
provkJes networking, phone systems-*- Nep-
tel service Fast-paced and prolessior^l en-

vironment. Flexible hours 9-5 M-F. Salary

and commission. Jeanette O310-391-7199.

Classifieds

825-2221

TELEMARKETING
WA^/INDOWS COMPUTER SKILLS. Prefer

phone experience. Prefer students/grads

Flexible hours, 9am-5pm starting $8-

$10/hr-t-t>onuses. 3-blocks/UCLA. Harel

Maintenance. Ron-3 10-470-6 175.

TYPIST Small WLA Law firm seeks expen-

enced typist. P/T, minimum 70 WPM Call

310-445-J100.

WAITERS WANTED Well-established

Szechwan restaurant located in WLA seek-

ir>g to fill following F/T and P/T positions,

waiters/waitress, take-out order packers

wanted. Full-time/paniime for lunch and din-

ner shifts Must be able to read/write

Chinese/English. Exp. preferred. Also took-

ing for drivers. 310-266-1183.

WERE SEEKING INDIVIDUALS to provide

suppon to the developmentally disabled Call

Dwight Istanbulian at 818-361 6400 ext 129.

WRITER Children's book author needs de-

velopment assistant/aspiring writer for new
project Research req'd Win95 Brentwood

Resume/letter to RockyShare® mind-

spring com, call 310-442-0396

;m I I

BUSINESS/ENTERTAINMENT Grad student

needed to do Film/TV research on internship

basis with some pay for well established in-

ternational motion picture distnbution com-
pany Please contact Tien 310-788-9555.

INTERNSHIP Small film production compa-
ny at Paramount Pictures seeks self nxjlivat-

ed, intelligent ar>d reliable interns to assist in

research, script reading&general office du-

ties Please call Nick or Amy at 323-956-

8150

PAID MANAGEMENT
INTERNSHIP

Student Works Painting, a subsidiary of Na-

tionat :Servies Qroup ts Ttoif hiring for,

lof IUmiI

WLA. Large single. 1917 Spanish mission
building High ceilings, hardwood floors, sep-
arate kitchen&dinir>g room. 1 -yr lease, $750.
Betty; 310-479-8646.

2014 S. Bently Ave. Must See! Huge single

apartment, 1-rm, a/c, kitchen and bath

$550/rTX). 2-miles from UCLA. 310-479-

3651

APT NEAR CAMPUS
WESTWOOD. Spacious bachelor. Close to

UCLA 310-444-1478. Ask for Fred.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 2 BEDROOM $950-

$1195 LARGE. UPPER/LOWER UNU-
SUAL CHARM SOME W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS
310-839-6294.

BRENTWOOD $500/mo. unfurnished, share

2 bd, 2 bath deluxe apt. 310-550-1228

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT- Bright spacious

upper 2bdrm/2bath. Parking. Fireplace, bal-

cony. $1179/mo. Call 310-473-8057.

BRENTWOOD single apt, close to

shops&restaurants, $750, Westside Rental

Connection 310-395-1284 Low agent fee.

wwwwestsiderentais.com

Hollywood Hills U1 Apt. a/c, $695/mo The
Rental Connection (323) 634-7368 Low
Agent Fee www.westsiderentals.com

INTERNATIONAL
STUDENTS

SANTA MONICA
SUBLETS

NORTH OF WILSHIRE. Near beach Ibdrm

$733. 2bdrm/2bath $922 and $992. Will sub-

let 2-12 months to students with non-renew-

able visas and exit expiration date of less

than iyr. 818-761-1168

MARVISTA large 2bdrm/1.5ba. townhome.
fully remodeled like new. Security gate, close

to Dreamworks ^attd Sony. $1050-1075^

SprirKj/Summer 1999 Duties include inter-

viewing. hirirKi, devetopment of customer re-

lations, control of marketing and sales. &
production management Call 1-800-394-

6000 wwwcollegeworks.com

PT PR FIRM POSITION for student College

credit Assist in research, media lists, events,

'ome writing Email resumes to

<deborah dragon@edelman com>

ART GALLERY INTERN
2 BLKS FROM CAMPUS Seeks volunteer

interns. Flexible PT positions. Call Tim 310-

208-1896. 10-6

THE STAR GROUP an international consult-

ir>g company arxj the producer of the Annual
Gala To Honor The Leading Women
Enlrepernueres Ol The World seeks interns

310-273-2368.

Top 10 internship program is looking for

dynamic, fiardworking students For more
information please call 213-243-7027.

UCLA INTERN needed for real-estate/bill-

board start-up. Great opportunity with tre-

mendous upside. Paid after 3months-com-
pany may go public. Call Mr. Netty (213)-

489-7165. '

(310)diS-idd3.

SANTA MONICA Single-apt. 3 blocks to

beach, near main street and Starbucks..cat-

OK. month-to-rDonth, $837/nr>o 310-395-

1284 Low agent fee. www.westsideren-

talscom

VAN NUYS Old Hollywood-style apt. Large

3-bdrnV2-bath Spacious kitchen. Looks out

onto courtyard $825/mo. Call Gloria 818-

995-0562

WALK TO UCLA EXTRA LARGE 1 bedroom
16ft high celling Step down living room, se-

curity, large balcony, parking, laundry,$1100.

476-8090.

WEST HOLLYWOOD U1 Apt. pool.

$785/mo. The Rental Connection (323) 634-

7368 Low Agent Fee www.westsideren-
talscom

Westwood 2-f2 Apt, spacious, a/c, quiet, 2

parking spaces, $1100 and up. 310-395-

1284. Low agent tee.

www.westsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD Bachelor Apt, good location,

$800/mo. 310-395-1284 Low agent fee.

wwwwestsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD- Single apartment. $795
Bright, cheerlul, patio, pool Walk to UCLA.
Shopping, transportation. 1942 Pelham.310-

446-9348 or 310-207-7209.

WESTWOOD- Ibd/lba on Glenrock. 3-

blocks from campus, pool, large balcony.

$775/mo. 310-234-7041,

WESTWOOD. 1 MIN from UCLA. Single.

$750. Gated complex. Pool. Laundry. All util-

ities paid. 1 yr lease 310-824-1830.

WLA 5MIN. UCLA. Large, sunny, single.

Kitchen area, stove, refrigerator, and water

included. Pool. $585 310-204-4332.

WLA- 2bdrm/2ba $1275-1395. Prime loca-

tion. Bnght, cheerful, patio. Walk to UCLA,
shopping, transportation. 1246 S. Wellesley.

Near Wilshire. Wont last. 310-207-7209.

WLA. $825-$850. 2bdrm/1 .5ba. Dishwasher,

AC, carpet. drapes built-in. Extra large

fenced pat io. 310 -670 -511Q.

noom for Help

CHILD CARE wanted in exchange for Guest-
house Expenence, strong references, car

required. Flexible hours. Walk to campus.
UCLA students only. 310-470-4393.

PALMS APARTMENT 13minutes from

UCLA. Excellent buiWing. Rent reduction or

free rent. Light managerial duties. Couple
w/one child okay. 213-650-4404.

BH. Employed non-smokir>g female to share

luxurious apartment adjacent to BH. Private

room/bath. Washer/Dryer. $550/mo. Call

3 1 0-275-7737 or 3 1 0-395-3923.

BRENTWOOD- Room in 3bdrm apartment.

Carpet and Spanish tiles. Kitchen, dining &
living room, parking. $525/mo. 310-442-

9851.

FURNISHED ROOM in nice WLA home.
Street parting, on UCLA busline. $450/mo.

Separate/private bathroom. N/S. Call even-

ings-310-450-8719.

HANCOCK PK adjacent. Private rm/bath in

house w/quiel couple. Kitchen, laundry rm
privileges, n/s, $450/mo. Utilities included.

Call 323-939-0988.

LOS ANGELES-ROOM FOR RENT in 4-

bdrm house. $400 -^1/4 utilities. Includes all

house privileges. Call 310-836-8774.

MAR VISTA (Los Angeles). 2bdrm/1.5ba
apartment. Includes kitchen, living room, din-

ing room, parking. Close to bus line.

$475/mo. VASANA. 310-398-3409

PALMS-room in large townhouse. Lrg room
$470. Avail 11/1. Share bath+utilities. Park-

ing. Female only 310-285-3421.

RANCHO PARK. 10-MINUTES TO UCLA.
$275 and up. Utilities included. Private en-

trance. No smoking/drinking, drugs. Honest
people. Male preferred. 310-838-6547.

SHERMAN OAKS- Room/ba in lovely resi-

dential area. Use of facilities. Minutes from

8100 _
PHYSICAL ASSISTANT NEEDED For disa-

bled male sopfK>more livirig in Reiber fiall.

Hirir>g for morning and/or evening shift. Ap-
prox: 1/2HR-1HR per each shift. $10/HR. No
experience necessary. Call Alex: 310-267-

8189 or 949-369-9871.

PALMS APARTMENT 13minutes from

UCLA. Excellent building. Rent reduction or

free rent. Light managerial duties. Couple
w/one child okay. 213-650-4404.

PALMS. Big Ibdrm/lba. big kitchen. Carpel,

newly painted, stove, 2-refrigerators. tear

parking Center courtyard. $650 Also: small,

furnished Ibdrm/lba. $600 310 558-1782

or 31 0-839-8 105

PALMS. Single apt from $495. 1 -bdrm. $595.

Stove. $600deposit for single and
$900deposit for 1-bdrm. 1-year lease. 310
837-1502 leave message. .

.

Santa Monica 1 + 1 Apt, 1 block to beach,

parking avail, near bike path, courtyard,

$875.68 310-395-1284. Low agent fee.

www westsiderentals com

SANTA MONICA 1 + 1 Apt, on beach, high

ceilings, large closets, lots of windows, pari<-

ing, $1170/mo. 310-395-1284. Low agent

Ie6. www.westskjerentals.com

SANTA MONICA Bachelor Apt, pool, laundry,

parking, $620/mo. 310-395-1284. Low agent

fee. www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA Bachelor Apt, walk to

Promenade&beach, North of Wilshire.

$675/mo. 310-395-1284. Low agent fee.

www.westsiderentals com

SANTA MONICA Single Apt. laundry, cable

included, pari^ing, large closets, utilities paid,

$750/mo. 310-395-1284. Low agent fee

wwwwestsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA Single Apt, laundry, street

parking. North of Wilshire, $750/mo. 310-

395-1284. Low agent fee. www westsideren-

tals.com

MAR VISTA, $535&up/month. Ask about

move in special. Attractive, furnished 1-

bdrm. Large, pool, patio, barbecue area.

Ouiet-building. 3748 Inglewood Blvd. 310-

398-8579

8700
GoiMlo/limMiilioiise fo^

IMAGINE OWNING WILSHIRE Corridor/Hi-

Rise 1-bdrm/balh for under $100,000. Walk,

to UCLA/Village, 24hr/security. Open house
Saturday 11-1:30pm 10/10 at 10501 Wilshire

Blvd. Agent-Bob, 31 0-478- 1835ext 109.

WESTWOOD 2 bedroom, 2 bath, a/c, fire-

place, new kitchen, 30ft. balcony, 2-car park-

ing, elegant condo, walk to UCLA $190K.
310-391-2877

WHY RENT??
GET TOGETHER w/a couple of roommates
to share this great 2+2 unit. Close to cam-
pus. Or have your parents buy and then sell

at profit when you graduate- just reduced to

$299K. Creative financing ok. Newer build-

ing.Century 21- Steve 213-917-7737/310-

977-6282.

freeways. M inima l rent in Bxcftange for dog-
care. 818-789-4093.

WEEKLY HOTEL RATES Jolly Roger Hotel

in Marina del Rey offering special student

rates. $255.36/wk. tax, maid sen/ice. conti-

nental breakfast included. Call David: 800-

822-2904.

WESTSIDE VILLAGE. $315+/mo. 15-min-

utes south of campus. Quiet, cheerful teach-

er's home, share bath, male preferred, light

cooking, car necessary 310-836-6730.

WLA, NEAR UCLA. $495/mo. Large room,

0.5bath Off-street parking Quiet area, good
for UCLA student. Female preferred, N/S. 1-

800-404-6202.

HEALTHY FEMALE VOLUNTEERS (17-

35yrs.) wanted for a study involving small

anrwunts of radioactivity at UCLA. $25/hr.

Call 310-825-1118 or 310-825-2871.

18400
Apiirtiiniili for Ront

$675 ELEGANTLY
REMODELED 2bdrm, newly carpeted, oak
floors, tiled kitchen, garage, great Van Nuys
location. Minutes to Sherman Oaks shop-

ping. Near litxary. buses, freeways. 9 mi.

UCLA. 818-399-9610

* PALMS *
2BD, 2BA,

TOWNHOMES. FIREPLACE,
GATED GARAGE.

ALARM
• 3614 Paris Dr. $1245

(310)837-0906
2BD, 2BA

4BD + LOFT, 3BA
3 STORY TOWNHOMES.

GATED GARAGE.
ALARM

• 3670 Midvale Ave. $1995
(310)391-1076

* MAR VISTA *
2BD, 2BA..

TOWNHOMES.
GATED GARAGE.

ALARM. FIREPLACE

• 11931 Avon Way $1125

• 11748 Courtligh Or. $1095
• 12741 Mitchell Ave. $1195
• 12630 Mitchell Ave. $1145

4BD. 4BA, 3 STORIES
if 3954 Beethoven St. $1895

(310)391-1506
. Open House Mon. • Sat, 10 • 5 a

LAUhtL oANtuN. y^apa cuu btyie, (lard-

wood fkx)rs, 240sq-ft. $595includes cable

and utilities. Private deck, windows with

great view. 323-656-6867. Academic/gradu-

ate preferred.

WLA adorable guesthouse. Completely fur-

nished. Garden view. Studio w/loft. $800.

Utilities included. Ideal for 1 person. Call

Ronda 310-470-9112.

WLA small bachek^r. Close to bus route.

Ouiet area. Female student preferred.

$380/nfK). Utilities included. 310-312-0460.

BEVERLYWOOD $2800/mo. Deluxe house.

3txj, 2bath, 4 pk. space, unfurnished. 310-

550-1228

MARINA DEL REY Uve on sailboat Pnvacy,

beautiful view, parking, shower/t}athroom.

deck, utilities included. $295/rT)o. 213-653-

9371.

RoomiiMites-MvatiiHoom
BRENTWOOD- $605/mo+utilities. Spacious
bdrm/bath in security building. Gated park-

ing, laundry, pool. Available 11-01-98. Prefer

responsible n/s female professionai/grad

student. Yvonne@310-472-5701.
«

BRENTWOOD Grad student seeking mel-

low, amicable, young professional or grad
student to share spacios 2bdrm/1.5balh.

$540/mo. Available 11/9. Jake:310-477-
5754.

ENCINO. Large 2bdmi/2bth condo, A/C in-

cluded, many amenities, quiet. Computer
available for homework use. 12-20 minutes

to campus. $425. Bill—days:81 8-759-

7200/eve's:8 1 8-705-0870.

HUGE APT
BRENTWOOD. 1 -block from village. 1-bdrm
w/private bath in 3-bdrm. Furnished. Pool.

Gated. Gym. $573/mo. David 310-889-0076.

WEST HOLLYWOOD- Off Sunset Blvd. Fur-

nished 2bdrm/2bath to share. Pool, gym. ja-

cuz2i. sauna. Valet parking. $750/mo. Utili-

ties included. 310-652-7031.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. HI-RISE condo.
Pool. Iblk to campus. Views. $500/mo. 310-

289-1404.

WLA Close to UCLA/Brentwood/shop-
ping/freeways. 2-bdrm/2-bath condo to

share. Male or female. Partially furnished.

Secured parking and storage. $600/rTK)nth

626-293-7090.

^^S

BhAUiii-UL vihvv nwUM in exchange for

light housework. 1 block east of UCLA, north

end. Owner occupant. Dr. Lorraine O'Con-

nell. 310-279-1812.

BRENTWOOD PARK- Near UCLA PVT
room&bath, kitchen privileges for student

w/car, pA painting, book-keeping, and/or

housekeeping. Help needed. 310-476-1510.

501 GAYLEY Seeking roommate to share
Ibdrm furnished apt. Must be clean/respon-

sible. $440/mo.+utilities. Move-in ASAP. Ref-

erences required. Call 310-824-1627.

Room is available end of October It has
parking, furnished. $360. (310)208-1164.

Please call Claire after 7:00.

WESTWOOD F/NS needed to share
Mbdrm/Mba in 2bdrm/2ba apt. Secured
building. 3 biks. to UCLA. $400/mo. +depos-
it. Call 310-443-9977.

Rentals

IDYLLWILD BEAUTIFUL MTN. CABIN San
Bernardino Nat'l Forest. Fully equipped. Hot

tub, fireplaces. Views. Sleep A+. $250/wee-
kerxJ. 310-794-5515 310-391-6808

SALMON
From page

two highly regarded teams from
Houston and Atlanta.

Imagine Gwynn batting .365.

Caminili blasting 40 homers and dri-

ving in over 100 RBIs. Steve Finley

hitting 20 homers with a .300 batting

average. This is an ofTensively explo-

sive team that ended up getting to the

World Series the old-fashioned way.

With heart and soul.

Against Houston every game was

decided by one run except for the

clincher. Against Atlanta the F*adres

took three games from Braves in their

own stadium.

In a world where

winning nneans

everything, the Padres

need a new stadium to

fund a winning team.

This was ;i team thai wa.s suppo.scd

lo (Ini.Nh third in the division, maybe
even fourth. But thi.s team would not

die. rhis team showed the world what

baseball was all about.

But did anyone care? Did anyone

see?

The games were televised at one in

the afternoon on the West Coast,

Display
206-3060

•.Wwa^Wf^K^

Which is not exactly the greatest ilme

slot. The Yankees vs. the Indians was

given prime time while Padres vs.

Atlanta was preceded by '"IMnky and

the Brain."

The Cinderella season has ended,

but the aura should never die. The
only thing to keep it running is to keep

San Diego a winning team. The
Padres need to sign a high-caliber free

agent like Mo Vaughn and re-sign

Kevin Brown.

This is a team poised on the brink

of greatness, and San Diegans need to

realize that.

It is time for all baseball teams to

get their just desserts and get their

own baseball stadiums.

A new stadium would make the

Padres a contender for years to come
and would make them front runners

in a loaded National League West

division.

In a world where winning means

everything, the l*adres need a new sta-

dium lo fund a winning team.

So, Padres fans, throw on that

Swinging h'riar hat and throughout

the year just remember to keep the

faith and come back out when the

Padres take the Held in the spring,

because the classiest team in baseball

needs to be cheered on by the classiest

fans.

Salmon is a football beat writer who is

voting Tony Gwynn for governor. E-

mail "slow your roll" responses to

rsalmon@ucla.edu.

SIDEBAR
From page 39

little stronger than Vedder. The hope

was that demons could work his way

into the end /one if the C'al offensive

line wasn't able to provide much of a

push.

The Bruins proved they wanted

the stop more than Cal wanted the

touchdown. And in the end, the unde-

serving Bears were left to say

"Damn" instead of "Hooray!"

"I'm just getting sick to my stom-

ach talking about why we can't punch

it in," Holmoe said. "It's too many
times. The bottom line is, you have to

score points. Our red zone efficiency

is just atrocious."

Maybe next time the Bears have a

fourth-and-goal from the one,-they

will chose to kick a field goal. At least

three points on the scoreboard are

better than none. —"^ —
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WESTWOOD PLAZA
OCT. 30 AT 7 P.M.
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r ATTENTION
• Do you want to hdp improve heahh care services for children?

• Do you have a child or adolescentwho is 4-17 years old and who
received help for an emotional or behavioral problem this year?

• Does your child belong to an HMO?
IF YOUANSWERED YES TO THEQUESTIONSABOVE, YOU WANT TO BEA PARTOF CAHSIS.

^

CHIID & AD01£SCEh4T HEALTH SERVICESAND INSURANCE SURVEY

(CAHSIS)

What is CAHSIS? A UCIA study funded by NIMH about services that 4-1 7 year old children and

adolescents receive for emotional or behavioral problems.

What is involved? A60-mlnute interview with one parent, and a 30-minute interview with the adolescent if

he/she is 1 2-1 7 years old. Parents will be paid $25, and adolescents $20.

h
To enroll or team more about this important study, please call

the UCLA Center for Community Health at 31 0-794-3609.

Kne slarKis kept the!

comforubfy ahead for noost oft

game »nd deflated a Catteam
which had hoped for a major

upset

URNING POINT

fi

I ne Awards Are uurs:

/

^-^-

'The Best Sports C/ute"

^Best Exercise Classes^

1998 Winner Pasadena Star

1998 Winner -San Gabriel Vdky Tribune

1998 Winner - Wbittier Daily News
m

.Th. Best Health Club*
•The Bes<^;„^.^^6*<«

ne w^hest miiouf

With 1 353 left In the fourth

quarter, Jermalne Lewis threw a 30-

yard touchdown pass to Jon

Oubravac on a halfback option. This

play made the score 28-16 and

forced a putrid Cal offense to have

to score two touchdowns to win.

KEY STAT
Brian Poii-

Oixon's four

catches for 78

yards and two touchdowns proved

that last week's game against

Oregon was well behind him.
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FOOTBALL
From page 43

over.

Cal had lived too close to the edge

by missing three red zone chances

and not coming up with points. First

there was Larry Atkins' pick from the

20-yard line, then a devastating fum-

ble at the 2-yard linp, Taiiscd ^
Robert Thomas, which Atkins recov-

ered.

To top it ofT, UCLA stopped Cal

from inside the five on four plays, the

last of which the defensive line stood

up the line, and linebacker Tony
White finished off the tackle. White

would have an outstanding game, fin-

ishing with 10 tackles.

"UCLA is calm and collected,"

Cal head coach, Tom Holmoe, said.

"They have one of the best field gen-

erals I've seen. He has just so much
savvy out there and has those intangi-

bles you just don't coach. They make
a killing on third down which hurt us

in the end."

K

f

rissi

Less than 7 per week.
With a one-time registration fee of M49.

Westwood
Corner of Westwood & Wilshire

(310) 209-5002

LJXFITNESS.
SPORTS CLUBS

America's Premier PUttess Ceniers

SIDEBAR
Prom page 44

Then, on third down, the Bears'

demise started with an interception

by Bruin safety Larry Atkins, right in

front of the end zone.

But that red zone stop was only the

beginning. Although Cal scored on

their second and fifth possession

inside the UCLA 20, there were two

other times in which the Bears could-

n't punch it in.

With less than a minute left in the

first half, Cal tailback Marcus Fields

was stopped by UCLA linebacker

Tony White and Atkins. Then the

Bears called a time-out to discuss the

upcoming play, but somebody must
have forgotten to tell the running

backs to hold onto the ball.

Fullback Joshua White rushed

over the left tackle, and he found out

why freshman linebacker Robert

Thomas was one of the top recruits in

the nation. Thomas hit his gap and in

the process hit White, forcing a fum-

ble.

Atkins recovered the ball at the 2-

yard line and tried to run with it, only

to be tackled and fumbled in the

process. But since his knee touched

the ground while recovering the fum-

ble, the officials called the play dead.

"I knew I was down," Atkins said.

"I was just hoping they didn't see it.!l-

Atkins said that the fumble was the

biggest play in the game.

UCLA went into halftime with a

21-9 lead instead of a 21-16 lead. The
opportunistic UCLA defense made
its stand and succeeded.

"It was huge because it could 've

SIDEBAR
From page 38

given them the momentum going into

the half, but instead we had it,"

Toledo said.

Since CaPs olTense was capable of

moving the ball in the second half,

another goal-line stand was still in

store for the UCLA defense. This

time a turnover wasn't coming and

the Bruins had to pick up their inten-

sity for four plays - something that

didn't look possible when Cal moved

the ball from their own 36 to the 2-

yard line.

On first down. Fields ran up the

middle and as he tried to jump into

the end zone. White stuffed him for

no gain. One down, three to go.

On second down, Vcfdder rolled

out to the left after a play-action and

had tight end Corey Smith open for a

split second. The pass was poorly

thrown, and UCLA had survived

another play. Two down, two to go.

On third down Fields took a pitch

to the right and looked ready to break

the plain. But Thomas came up huge

again, and Fields was stopped less

than a yard away from the end zone.

Three down, one to go.

Now demons came in for Vedder.

Toledo admitted after the game that

the Bruins were expecting the quar-

terback sneak, and that's what they

got.

The defensive line buckled down

one last time, stood up Cal's offensive

SeeSIDEMItpage39

line, and demons ended up movmg
backwards rather than forward.

Senior linebacker Brendan

Ayanbadejo exploded from the pile-

ijp in celebration, and UCLA kept its

21-9 halftime lead.

"We had a good defensive scheme,

and the defense picked it up,'^ Toledo

said. "The key wa*i to create new line

of scrimmages, and our defense creat-

ed new line of scrimmages in the

backfield."'

Holmoe expected demons to be a

See SIDEBAR, page 37

W.SOCCER
From page 41

night, and that was the key to the

defense."

Freshman Krista Boling was

assigned to guard the Ducks' leading

scorer Chalise Baysa. Boling held

Baysa scoreless, turning in another

stellar defensive performance.

"We tried not to allow (Baysa) to

produce any offensive output,"

Boling stated. "Our defense did a

good job of shutting (the Ducks)

down.

"The defense helped keep the

game on our offensive half. And
when they did get the ball on our side

they didn't get a shot off."

Baysa, who entered the game 1 1 th

in the conference in scoring, conced-

ed that the Bruins did a superb job

on her squad.

"They did a really good job of

shutting us down and knocking the

ball down," Baysa said.

Sophomore Karissa Hampton
and junior Skylar Little did their

parts as well. As defenders, they kept

the Ducks on their heels throughout.

With the two wins this weekend,

the Bruins defense has now limited

all opponents to two goals or less.

Also, UCLA has held teams to

one goal or less in 16 of their 18 con-

tests.

"We needed to get back on our

defense," assistant coach Lisa

Shattuck said of the Bruin unit that

has allowed only 10 goals this sea-

son. "We were able to shut them

(Oregon and Oregon State) down.

"We had lost a little confidence

after the Berkeley game. And then

Stanford wasn't really a clean win.

"But this* puts us back on track.

We have to come back and play just

as hard against (the rest of our oppo-

nents)."

Seniors.^

To find out more about our fast-track, high-level

General Management Program, please attend our
presentation on:

Wednesday, October 28
at the Career Center, RD IT'IQI-I
Boelter Hall Penthouse OW\A I l^n
500 P.M. AIRWAYS

We are an equal
opportunity ennployer

Refreshments will be served,

www.british-airways.com

THE DEAL
TOWN!

PRESENTS!

^
For Delivery^

Take-outt

Dine-I

BRING IT ON!!!
$4 off any Giant 18" Pizza
$3 off dny Large 1 6" Pizza
$2 off any Medium 1 4" Pizza

Spaghetti Dinner $2.99

1 1 36 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA 90024

OR CALL (3 10) 209-1422
FOR FREE DELIVERY TIL 3:00 AM.

A
Here's your chance to gain valuable insights about what it takes to travel the road from

medical school to the physician's office.

A Speaker series for all Pre-Heds!

We are proud to offer you the unique opportunity to meet and speak

with each of the following: a medical Student,

a med school advisor, and a physician.Not to be

Missed!

i
.'k i

.

i« ^^•"^^^^

Erik John Smart Founder Emeritus of Hyperieaming Oct.28th - 6pm 8pm

TOPIC: The Path of Heart - A multimedia pre-med counseling session.

Dr. Edward McCabe Lead Physician & Dir. of Dept of Pediatrics, UCLA Nov.llth - 6pm 8pm

TOPIC: "What's up, Doc" - A Physician's Prescription for Success in Medicine^

^^^ Dir. of L.EA.D Center, UCLA School of Medicine Nov.18th - 6pm 8pm

TOPIC: Keeping it Real - What UC Admissions Committees are Really Looking For!

On Campus at UCLA!
These events are FREE Students for Students Events!

ifypsrissrniriy
Medical division of THE PRINCETON REVIEW

To Reserve a seat, please call (310) 208-5000 or (800) MD-BOUND
or via e-mail inffo.laf review.com
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W.SOCCER
From page

an excellent cross from senior Jona

Maukonen and kicked it into the left

corner of the net for a I- 1 tie.

**It was a great cross." Brown said

of the assist setting up her goal. "I

only had a split second (once I

received the ball). So I Just turned

and shot it and it went in.

"All in all we gave the Bruins a

tough game and that's what we want-

ed to do. (James) was great for them,

though."

Shortly after the Brown goal.

James went to work another time

and gave the Bruins another lead.

Freshman midfielder Breana

Boling led a pass to Venus James in

front of the net. James responded in

a timely manner by kicking the ball

beyond Pease's reach once again.

Forty-four seconds later,

Kiremidjian recorded her second

consecutive goal-scoring game.

Sophomore midfielder Sommer
Hammoud brought the ball up on the

left side of the field and cro.ssed it to

freshman midfielder Bree Edwards.

Edwards then craftily passed the ball

to Kiremidjian, who nailed it

through the net for a 3-1 lead.

At that point. UCLA seemed con-

tent to go into the locker room with a

3-1 lead, but it was not done yet.

Just 10 seconds before time

expired, the Bruins were awarded a

direct kick. Lieberman, who was

waiting for the Bruins to get in place,

was warned by the crowd that time

was winding down.

As they shouted, "Shoot it, shoot

it," Lieberman positioned the ball

and fired away. To everyone's

amazement, Lieberman's kick

wound up being a masterful assist to

James.

Having already scored two goals,

James knew just what to do with it.

The leading career scorer on the

Bruins' active roster once again

smashed the ball past Pease for the

hat trick and a 4-1 halftime lead.

"It's great," head coach Todd
Saldai^a said of the Bruins 5-1 con-

ference record. "We've built our con-

fidence back up (with the victories).

"This is also exciting for the

seniors. We discussed how they

would want to remember their last

Bruin home games, and they pretty

much wanted it to be like this."

Each of the seniors played in parts

of the first half and most of the sec-

ond. With their contributions, the

Bruins were able to continue what

they started against Oregon two
nights earlier.

"They wanted to be able to reflect

on this (final game) in ten years,"

Saldana added, "and say that their

last game was a blowout.

"(Also), we're pleased that we're

winning because the conference is

still wide open."

On Friday evening at Spaulding

Field the Bruins completely over-

matched hapless Oregon. UCLA
totally controlled the flow of the

game and limited the Ducks (4-8-2, 1-

4) to a mere three shots on goal. The

SeeW.S0CaiCpa9e41

Junior
asks:

JheJflfestsi St deli isjiifferinQ

for students between 3:00 and 5:00 pm.
(Show your student ID to your server and get a great discount)
Offer only good for restaurant Items, does not Include dell, bakery, or delivery services.

1-800-475-5771
2379 Westwood Blvd. at Pico

Offer ends 1 1-31-98

nalg^yWfeiwithialkeautifuli

OKWDOOWK
No down ^
payment \

All insurances

accepi

anct
fed

COSMETIC CHOICES:
• Mini Metal Braces

• Clear Braces

• Braces Concealed behind the Teeth

[ N4r^

Our offices are locati

BEVERLY HILLS

LARCHMONT VILLAGE
SANTA MONICA
No Down Payment

(310) 550-1533

Dr.
iCOTT

NiWNART

Ortnodontic Provider to'

All Insurance Plans

The Best Alaskan
King Crab is in
Santa Monica

Monday and Tuesday
£^;enin^

Treat yourself to a pound or cole slaw, potatoes

of Alaska's sweetest, most Romano or rice pilaf, fresh

tender King crab legs. vegetables and freshly

They're mesquite broiled baked sourdough bread,

and served in the shell Come savor the best that

with plenty of
(
santamonica I"

Alaska has to offer,

drawn butter.
|

santa^n.c aj

^^^ ^^ 10pm
Your meal comes \AjHij8 Monday and
with soup, salad \ ^^^/ Tuesday evenings.

174 Kinney St. (off of Main) Santa Monica, (310) 392-8366
Limited reservations available.

/ o HAPPINESS IS BEING o

/I JUL I CALIFORNIA IcaI?

BBOIH EYEm
A BRUIN AtUM o

Dear UCLA Students and Staff:

It has been a pleasure servingyour vision care needs

for over 25 years in the village. Pttase take advantage

ofthese great offers listed below. .

.

C/VCLA Graduate 1967

$99 CONTACT LENSES & EXAM "SPECIAL"
|

includes eye exam, fitting, follow-up. and two pair of

Bausch & Lomb ddiiy or extended wear soft contacts.

$99 EYEGLASSES & EXAM "SPECIAL"

Includes lenses arid frames from our special s^^lection

(most Rxs) arxj eye exam.

IF YOU HAVE UNA VISION CARE INSURANCE:
• We gladly accept your ir^urance
• We get the forms for you - just call us.
• Same day appointments available.
• We are experts in showing you how to maximize your

benefits
• Terrific eyewear and contact lens selection

IF YOU DONT HAVE VISION CARE INSURANCE:
Take advantage of the specials, or we'll still give you 10%
off on any non-advertised items.

Village Eyes Optometf*y

IZ^IZ • profesaonal corpcyatjon

310208*3011
(grmJxl floor ct Mont/t Bulking • across from WMtvvood Brewery)

validated parldng • Se habia EspaAd
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2-0 victory registered the first Bruin

shutout in two weeks.

With both teams going scoreless in

the first half, sophomore forward

Tracey Milburn erased any doubt of the

Bruins earning their second consecu-

tive Pac-10 victory by getting on the

board in the 49th minute. Milburn,

scoring in her sixth consecutive game,

took a pass from freshman forward

Staci Duncan and punched it through

the net for a I-O Bruin lead.

In recent games, a 1-0 lead early in

the game would have made the Bruins

complacent. On Friday, however,

UCLA kept the ball on the Ducks' side

of the field, rarely giving their oppo-

nents a scoring opportunity.

With Lindsay Culp in the net for the

Bruins, the team recorded a Bruin-best

10th season shutout. Culp also broke

her personal season record for shutouts

with 9.5.

"It's really important to get this

shutout to get our confidence back,"

Culp said. "It was good to avoid anoth-

er defensive letdown late in the game."

"We controlled the ball most of the

SeeW.SOCaR,page39

AME BALL

VS OREGON STATE-

Seniors Louise

Lieberman (assist), Larisa

Kiremidjian (goaO and Liz

Wlllemse, in their final career

regular season games, led the

Bruins to a 4-1 victory over

Oregon State.

VS OREGON - Keeper

Lindsay Culp, Skylar Little, Krista

Boling and Karissa Hampton
limited the Ducks to three shots

on goal In the UCLA single-

season record tenth Bruin

shutout.

^RNING POiNT

VS OREGON STATE

-

SophooKNe Verms James scored

her secoTKl of three goals to give

the Bruins a 2-1 lead in the4^
minute.

VS OREGON -Tracey

Milburn scored in the fourth

minute of the secorui half (48H}^

to give the Bruins a 1 -0 lead that

they would not relinquish. With

the goal, Milburn recorded at least

one point for the sixth

consecutive game this season.

broke her own personal ncord with

93 in a season.

JOHN SUEHIRO/D«ilv Brum

William Chen M.D., FA<

Asian
Eyelid

Surgery

www,asiaiieyelid.coiii

Call for free brochure, 1-800-beauty I

center

Pacific Bell

Pure Digital PCS
Pacific Bell mobile service

Nokia 6190
Nokia 5190
Startac 7000
Startac 8000
Motorola 2000
Motorola 6000
Ericson 788

$189

$ 89

$169
$439
FREE
$129
$ 99

out the door
price + tax

•activation

required

Imperial Cellular

11659 Santa Monica Blvd.

• Pager
• caller id

cai°waiting "• block east Of Barrlngton
Three-way calling m m m m

• 500 Free weekend Minutes I 5 1 0)bl78"ttblblbl
• First minute Incoming call free

^^"^^^^^ -t^-»-t

.w^t;^o.

.^'^•

^^^o'S^^^^^

o^^r^^s

co^

Dr. Nader Dayani
ORTHODONTIST

SINCE 1980
UCLA FACULTY MEMBER

Member American A.s.sociation of Orthodontists

Specializing in braces for adults & children

• Cosmetic Porcelain
• Surgical OrtJiodontics

• Invisible

• European

• Removable
• Traditional

20'K, DISCOITVT TO STIDKNTS AND FACl LTYWITII \ ALII) I.I).

(310) 826 - 7494

11645 Wilshire Blvd. #802

Los Angeles, CA 90025

(949) 552 - 5890

18124 Culver Dr., #A

Irvine, CA 92715

Teeth Whitening
upper or lower

$85""-
(Rfg. $200 00)

• The treatment w*H be os foHows; SI 000.00 plus

$100 00 fof eocrt month of treatment rendered

for metol braces, S9G0 00 plus $ 100.00 for each
month of treatment rerxJered for removable

broces and $170000 plus $125.00 per montti for

ceramic braces. S200 00 for dKjgr>o$tic study

model orxj S 1 75 00 for formal coniultatton

expiration date 10-31-98

At SCIENT, we have the passion, the processes

and the know-how to build eBusiness innovations

that help companies create wealth and crush their

competitors!

Founded in December 1997, SCIENT is the systems innovator for the

electronic aged. A systems innovator is a new model services firm that

specializes in the development, implementation, and extension of innovative
business approaches and systems. Scient is the only systems innovator

solely focused on eBusiness. Scient has a 'Dream Team' comprised of
seasoned executives, Silicon Valley entrepreneurs, and savvy consultants

w^ho deliver economic results for our clients. Scient is the team to play on!

We want smart and savvy Internet consultants, engineers, and developers
wlio have the passion and the motivation to build the future of electronic

—

business. Candidates should posses excellent communication skills and
have experience with object oriented programming. We have openings on
the team for developers skilled in C, C++, Java Software Developers, COM,
DCOM, CORBA Architects, DBA's Smart, Fun, Result Producing People!

Positions Available: software developers

Wage/Salary: competitive salary and benefits

INFORMATION SESSION - Wed., Oct. 28
• Career Center

ON-CAMPUS RECRUITING - Thurs., Oct. 29
• Career Center 4 4^

Contact: Bridget Bangert: bbangert^scient com ^^^

scient.

campusevents . ucla . edu
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CALIFORNIA SPORTS

^ Miners 28,

Rams 10

Kings 3,

Hurricanes 2
An off-day by Steve Young didn't stop

the San Francisco 49ers from dominating

the St. Louis Rams again.

Young, misfiring more often than not,

managed three touchdown passes and
Darnell Walker had two first-half inter-

ceptions that led to scores as the 49ers

beat the Rams for the 16th straight time,

28-10 Sunday.

"They made the plays when ihcy had to.

We made none," Rams corncrback Todd

Lyght said.

Jerry Rice set an NFL record by catch-

ing a pass in 184 consecutive games,

Terrell Owens scored twice and the 49ers

(6-1) sacked Tony Banks eight times.

The 49ers' winning streak dates to

1990, five years before the Rams (2-5) left

the West Coast for the Midwest.

"I'm not going to try and explain it,"

Young said. "I just know that we see it as

an individual effort, f hey're won one at a

time."

Young's first touchdown pass, a 12-

yarder to Rice, came on the 49ers' first

play. Rice broke the mark for consecutive

games with a catch set by Art Monk from

1980-95 and became the first receiver to

top 17,000 career yards, finishing with

four catches for 64 yards despite attract-

ing double coverage much of the game.

"It's an honor to break his record,"

Rice said. "Art Monk, he was the ideal

receiver."

Former Carolina farmhand Manny
Legace celebrated his first NHL victory

at the expense of the Hurricanes.

The 25-year-old goalie, traded to Los

Angeles on July 31, stopped 29 shots

Sunday as the Kings beat the Hurricanes

3-2.

"It was a little extra incentive," Legace

said. "I didn't really approach this game
any differently from any other. But for

me to gel my first wm against the team

that traded me, well, life is just funny that

way."

Legace, who began the season with

Long Beach in the International Hockey
League, made his third start for the Kings

with Stephane Fiset and Jamie Storr side-

lined by groin injuries.

Legace made 49 saves Wednesday
night in his NHL debut in a l-l tie at

Florida. He also was in goal I'riday night

at Tampa Bay. but sustained a mild con-

cussion in the second period of the Kings'

3-2 loss.

Sandy .Moger scored the game-winning

goal with 2:54 left, taking a pass from

Mattias Norstrom and firing a shot from

50 feet that skidded under goalie Trevor

Kidd's stick;

"He was strong early and made some
good saves on some very solid shots,"

Hurricanes coach Paul Maurice said of

Kidd. "I'll have to take a closer look at

them, but it appeared that there were

Youttfe wud 1 .^ for 24 r6i- 227 yards urtd !iom6 lippod puoks arid airangd piaya (ii^

overcame his first multi-interception

game in nearly two years, throwing first-

half picks to Mike A. Jones and Todd
Lyght. His record streak of six straight

300-yard passing games also came to an

end, but he still leads the NFL with 20

touchdown passes and has only five inter-

ceptions.
——---------—--——

the later goals. He's just had some things

that haven't gone his way."

Carolina's Gary Roberts tied it at 2 at

3:46 of the third period.

Los Angeles' Luc Robitaille broke a 1-

I tie at 9:22 of the second period, and set

up Glen Murray's go-ahead goal 3:40

later.
— ' —r--

FOOTBALL NOTEBOOK

Thomas comes
through in end

True freshman linebacker

Robert Thomas had a total of

seven tackles entering the game
against rhe California Golden
Bears.

He left with only one more to add to

his total.

That one tackle of the linebacker, how-

ever, was a major turning point in the

game as Thomas stripped the ball at the 2-

yard line with 34 seconds left in the second

half.

Although Ryan Nece has received more
playing time over Thomas, Thomas
proved why he is one of the top recruits of

the incoming class.

"Thomas is a big-time player," safety

Larry Atkins said. "He just naturally

knows how to play well. For a freshman,

he plays like he is experienced."

Team rivalry extends

to total of penalties
Big Brother (Cal) and the Little Sister

school (UCLA) seemed to be in a sibling

rivalry Saturday.

Before the sound of the final horn, both

UCLA and Cal would accumulate 18

penalties (including 12 by UCLA) for 113

yards.

The penalties contributed to UCLA's
bad n»ld posi t ion ; UCLA would be

Sailer, McNown
try long kicks

It was supposed to be a sim-

ple point after attempt, but it

turned into a 45-yard bomber.

After UCLA scored a touchdown

on a pass reception by Brian Poli-

Dixon, Chris Sailer was sent out to

make the PAT, but due to a personal foul and

two false starts. Sailer was forced to kick from

the 45-yard line.

The PAT would be an omen for the day to

come, as Sailer would have troubles in his

punting game. He averaged 33.6 yards per

kick in part due to a strained groin.

Cade McNown dove into the punting

action as Toledo had him quick kick the ball

which would travel 49 yards. It would be

McNown's third quick punt during a confer-

ence game, all of them coming against Cal.

Stephens' first start as

safety a smash hit

Jason Stephens started his first game as a

free safety against Cal, making a huge impact

with eight tackles (six unassisted). He would

also get a sack for a loss of five yards,

"I thought I played pretty well, but I have a

lot I still need to work on. For my first game I

did average," Stephens said.

UCLA streaks on
p inned

six times inside the 10 and a total of nine

times inside the 20.

Cal had six penalties for 80 yards, many
of which gave UCLA new life and pro-

longed their drives, including a personal

foul which set up a 13-yard scamper by

Jermaine Lewis that gave UCLA a 21-9

lead . I

*
r

I

-Sbctecn and:€t?tfflting: The Bnitna aretmA:
16-game winning streak, keeping its undefeat-

ed record and making it the only undefeated

team in the Pac-10. UCLA is also looking

toward a No. 1 ranking in the Bowl

Championship Series poll, which determines

who will travel to the Fiesta Bowl. The poll is

partially based on strength of schedule. Cal,

on the other hand, has now lost two straight.

Any large Pizza, your choice of toppings and crust, for $9.99

824-4111
1114 Gayley Ave.

Westwood Village

Medium 1 topping Pizza

for S5.95

Fast Free Deliverv

until 1 a.m. Sunday-Thursday
until 2 a.m. Friday & Saturday

Ndtional Hockey League

At A Glance

EASTERN CONFERENCE

Atlantic Ohrtsion

Phoenix 2 2 1 5 12 IT

Anaheim 2 3 1 S 11 11

San Jose 4 2 2 10 18

Philadelphia

New Jersey

N.Y. islanders

N.Y. Rangers

Pittsburgh

W L T Pts GF OA

4 1 2 10 18 10

3 3 6 12 13

3 4 6 IS 18

2 4 2 6 IS 23

2 2 1 S 14 18

Northeast Division

W L T Pts GF GA

Toronto S 1 1 11 26 19

IMontreal 3 3 1 7 17 14

Boston 3 4 1 7 IS 14

Ottawa 3 3 6 17 16

Buffalo 2 3 1 S 14 IS

Southeast Division

W
Washington 3

Florida 2

Carolina 2

Tampa Bay

L T Pts GF GA

2 2 8 13 10

1 3 7 10 11

2 3 7 17 15

3 4 1 7 19 23

WESTERN CONFERENCE

Central Division

Detroit

Chicago

St. Louis

Nashville

W
S

4

3

\

Northwest Division

W
Vancouver 4

Edmonton 3

Calgary 2

Colorado 1

PacHk Division

Dallas

Los Angeles

W
b

i

L

3

4

4

4

T Pts GF GA

10 21 12

1 9 19 19

1 7 17 16

1 3 IS 22

Saturday's Gamts '.
,

N.Y. Rangers 2, Philadelphia 2, tie

Detroit 3, Montreal

Toronto 6, Pittsburgh 4

Carolina 3, Ottawa 1

N.Y. Islanders S.Buffalo 4

Florida 2, Washington 2. tie

New Jersey 3, Boston 1

Dallas 2. San Jose 1

St. Louis 4, Calgary 3

Chicago S, Nashville 4

Colorado 6, Edmonton 4

Sunday's GaiMS

Los Angeles 3, Carolina 2

Tampa Bay 3, Vancouver 2

Phoenix 2. Anaheim 2, tie

Monday's Games

Pittsburgh at Toronto, 7:30 p.m.

Phoenix at Colorado, 9 p.m.

Tuesday's Gamts

Los Angeles at N.Y Islanders, 7:30 p.m.

Buffalo at NY. Rangers, 7:30 p.m.

St. Louis at Philadelphia, 7:30 p.m.

Vancouver at Nashville, 8 p.m.

National Football League

At A Glance

Jacksonville

Pittsburgh

Tennessee

Baltimore

.Cincinnati

West

Denver

Oakland

Kansas City

Seattle

San Diego

5 2 .714 164 146

4 2 .667 86 87

3 4 .428 144 126

2 5 .286 102 134

2 5 .286 127 186

7 01.000 240 133

5 2 .714 115 127

4 2 .667 118 103

4 3 .571 154 99

3 S .375 103 139

Seattle 27, San Diego 20

Buffalo 30, Carolina 14

OPEN: Arizona, Dallas, Indianapolis,

New York Giants, Philadelphia,

Washington ,-'•.'

Indianapolis

Fort Wayne

2 2 2 6 18 20

2 2 1 5 19 17

TAMPA BAY DEVIL RAYS— Named Steve

Henderson minor-league hitting

instructor.

WESTERN CONFERENCE

Midwest Division National Football Lcagu*,

NATIONAL CONFERENCE

East

Dallas

Arizona

NY. Giants

Philadelphia

Washington

Central

Minnesota

Green Bay

Tampa Bay

Chicago

Detroit

West

San Francisco

Atlanta

New Orleans

St. Louis

Carolina

W L

4 3

3 4

3 4

1 6

7

Pet. PF PA

.571 174 lis

.429 108 155

.429 146 152

.143 79 162

.000 93 227

7 01.000 241 116

5 2 .714 183 144

3 4 .429 94 121

3 5 .375 152 178

2 5 .286 147 192

6 1

5 2

4 3

2 5

7

.857 226 127

.714 175 151

.571 121 139

.286 139 167

.000 128 199

T Pts GF GA

8 19 14

6 21 19

S 19 25

3 16 24

AMERICAN CONFERENCE

last _ .

1

1

T Pts Gf GA

1 11 19 11

2 I 17 17

Miami

Buffalo

New Lngiana

NY Jets

Indianapolis

Central

W I T

5 2

4 3

4 i

4 3

1 6

Pet. PF PA

714 114 79

.571 158 138

.571 170 122

.571 166 122

143 112 193

Sunday's Games

New York Jets 28, Atlanta 3 _
Green Bay 28, Baltimore 10

Minnesota 34, Detroit 13

Miami 12, New England 9, OT

San Francisco 28, St. Louis 10

New Orleans 9, Tampa Bay 3

Chicago 2 3, Tennessee 20

Oakland 27, Cincinnati 10

Denver 3 7Jacksonville 24

Monday's Gamt

Pittsburgh at Kansas City, 8:20 p.m.

Sunday, Nov. 1<P>

Arizona at Detroit, 1:01 p.m.

Denver at Cincinnati, 1:01 p.m.

Jacksonville at Baltimore, 1:01 p.m.

Miami at Buffalo, 1:01 p.m. ^

Minnesota at Tampa Bay, 1:01 p.m.

New England at Indianapolis, 1:01 p.m.

New Orleans at Carolina, 1:01 p.m.

New York Giants at Washington, 1 :01

p.m.

St. Louis at Atlanta, 1:01 p.m.

Tennessee at Pittsburgh, 1:01 p.m.

New York Jets at Kansas City, 4:05 p.m.

San Francisco at Green Bay, 4:15 p.m.

Oakland at Seattle, 8:20 p.m.

OPEN: Chicago, San Diego

Monday, Nov. 2

Dallas at Philadelphia, 8:20 p.m.

All Timos in tho Sports Box arc EOT

International Hockey League

At A Glance

EASTERN CONFERENCE

Northeast Division

W LSOL Pts GF GA

Cincinnati i__2.. 10 24 20

Orlando 4 2 8 22 18

Detroit 3 2 1 7 19 12

Grand Rapids 2 3 1 S 20 21

Chicago

Manitoba

Milwaukee

Kansas City

W LSOL Pts GF GA

4 1 2 10 22 20

4 1 1 9 22 21

3 1 3 9 18 20

1 7 2 13 31

Southwest Division

Long Beach

Houston

Utah

Las Vegas

W LSOL Pts GF GA

7 2 14 33 25

6 2 12 37 24

3 3 1 7 23 22

2 4 1 5 21 28

(eniral Division

Ueveland

Michigan

W LSOL Pts GF GA

' 1 M9 26

, 4 6 14 19

NOTE: Two points are awarded for a vic-

tory; one for a shootout loss. Shootout

losses are only denoted in the SOL col-

umn, not the loss column.

Saturday's Games

Manitoba 3, Indianapolis 2

Fort Wayne 7, Cleveland 2

Long Beach 4, Detroit 3, SO

Houston 5, Grand Rapids 2

Cincinnati 5, Kansas City 1

Chicago 3, Utah 2, SO

Orlando 4, Milwaukee 1

Michigan 2, Las Vegas 1, SO

Sunday's Game

Cleveland 5, Indianapolis 4, SO

Monday's Games

No games scheduled

Tuesday's Games

Utah at Grand Rapids, 7 p.m.

fort Wayne at Cincinnati, 7 30 p.m

Transactions

Naior League Baseball

OAKLAND RAIDERS—Activated RB

Jermaine Williams from the practice

squad. Placed T Pat Harlow on injured

reserve.

National Hodiey League

CHICAGO BLACKHAWKS—Sent C Todd

White to Chicago of the IHL.

COLORADO AVALANCHE—Acquired D

Greg de Vries from Nashville for a 1999

third-round draft pick.

DALLAS STARS—Activated F Brent

Severyn from the injured reserve list.

ST. LOUIS BLUES— Re-assigned G Brent

Johnson to Worcester of the AHL.

HORSE RACING

BELMONT PARK—Suspended trainer

Dale Romans for 45 days for finding a

prohibited substance in a post-race

urine test of Count The Blues after the

race on Aug. 17, pending an appeal.

Trivia Questions

I.What player led the league in scor-

ing for the 1985-86 season before

Michael Jordan's run of scoring titles?

2. What was the first school to capture

the NCAA basketball championship

with an undefeated record?

3. Who holds the NBA record for most

points by a rookie in an NBA Finals

qame?

Answers

osugor )i5ey^ {

cosoueJ^ ue^ z

uii||i/^ant>tuiujo<]
I
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THE FINAL SCORE

|>UCLA
California

14

7

7

2 7

1st SimsL SWnSTKS

CaMomia - Muhammad 2-yard TD run (Brache kkk)

UCU - Poli-Dixon 1 7-yard TD pass from McNown (Saier kidO

UCU - Poli-Dimn 3S-yard TD pass from McNown (Sailer kkk)

Team UOA M^

Znd

3rd

4th

jQuafleL
California -Safety

UCIA - Lewis 13-yard TD run (Sailer kick)

Quarter

California - Young 2-yard TD pass from Vedder (Brache kick)

First downs

fhnhe)^yards

Passing yards

ft I I ^^^^^J^^^^ «A*^^M«^^di ^^^^M^^^^^J
iviuQiRfwra aiisifviHnienepco

Fumbles lost

Penaliies-yafds

Time of possession

iNOiVIDUAL LEADERS

24 17

41-169 43-116

212 108

\&w> 14^»-1

2-2 2-1

W-113 MO
30:04 29;56

WnplVIWMMW^MMlMiM

Quarter

UCLA - Dubravac 30-yard TD pass from Lewis (Sailer kick)

Souric UCLA Sporti InfomMtion

RUSHING: UCIA- Lewis 18^McNown 12S7;Prte ^56;

KBrown5-minus4

California - Heids 27-1 18;Muhammad 3-14;0liVHr4^

JWMte 2-flwvB l.'Ckmons S-mlnui 7;Vedder 2-iniws 17

PASSING: UaA -McNown 1$-27-0-182;LaMisM«O-30

Califomia -Vedder 13-22-1-109:OenHMs 1-7-a<iiious 1

RECEIVING: UCLA -Farmer 5-52; Poli-Db(on4-78;Mei$l9a-%N|UM(l 2-9;

Dubravac 1-30; Price 1-22; K Brown 1-miMtf 2

California - Douglas 10-73;0neai 1-31;nem 1-8;VSiHm9 1-2;

Fields 1 -minus 6

FOOTBALL
From page 44

a 14-7 lead.

The 35-yard pass hung in the air

a good five yards away from Poli-

Dixon, but he was able to leap and

grab the ba!! from the defender

even though the defender had a

better position.

"I don't really remember exactly

how I caught it," Poli-Dixon, who
had fnnr cntrhe ,^ fnr 7R yarrin. viiri

UCLA's Keith Brown steels himself to run

past the Golden Bear defensive line.

"I just saw it up in the air and kept

running, then I left my feet. 1 just

got it."

UCLA had trouble scoring the

rest of the game as Cal's punter

kept UCLA from obtaining good

field position.

In a sport where field position is

crucial to scoring, the Bruins had

trouble, starting off from their 20.

JOHN SUEHIRO/Daily Bruin

"The field position was

huge," Cade McNown said.

"It's hard to get anything

going when you have to run it

up the middle. When you do

get a drive going, it is hard to

sustain that drive for 90 yards

because you lose momen-
tum."

What made it even harder

for McNown to throw and

for the UCLA backs to run

was that the field position let

r„ \ h i in^ ^T^tir prnp \r up tn thr l ini» mak» that ou f floal, 1 don' t carg if for Cal

Bruin quarterback Cade McNown th

ing a sack from several Cal players.

f^otos by JAMIE SCANLON JACOeS/Oaily Bruin

rows a pass, narrowly avoid-

and blitz on every play. The athlet-

ic Bears were up in McNown's face

the entire game, creating three

sacks but knocking him to the grass

on almost every pass.

"He was getting hit a lot at the

beginning of the third quarter," left

tackle Kris Farris said, "So I went

to the line and told them 'He's not

getting touched anymore. Let's

you get a holding call or if you have

to grab someone by the ankles just

keep them off of Cade."

In the fourth quarter Cal had a

harder time getting to the quarter-

back as McNown ran a few keep-

ers and options for a total of 57

rushing yards. It eventually opened.

the gate for UCLA's final score,

which was the dagger in the heart

Running a fake counter,

Jermaine Lewis pulled the ball

back and hit a wide open Jon

Dubravac for a 30-yard touchdown

strike. The fake counter drew in

No. 1 1 of Cal, Drae Harris, which

sprung a wide open Dubravac.

-JJCLA now 28, Cal 16. Game

SeeR)OTBALUpage38

»

ATTENTION
ATT. CAMPUS ORGANIZATIONS:

COME TO THE
"

C.S.P. RESOURCE FAIR
ON

WEDNESDAY,
OCTOBER 28th IN

ACKERMAN 2nd FLOOR LOUNGE
FROM 2:00 - 5:00 P.M.

This is a FANTASTIC opportunityfor your organization to

interact with all the service providers on campus that will help

make yourprogramming year successful. Campus facilities,

funding boards, catering, and many others will be prvsenT.
^ *

FOR FUN, FOOD, AND VALUABLE INFORMATION!
SPONSORED BY THE CENTER FOR STUDENT PROGRAMMING
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SPORTS
Tomorrow
M^rk Hauser, the legendary runner and strength

behind the UCLA men's cross country team,

strives to qualify for the upcoming NCAA

Championships.

Sweet

FOOTBALL Bruins' win over

Cal marked by light defense,

missed scoring opportunities

By Roffcy Salmon
Daily Brohr Senior Staff

^

Ber)(eley*s Memorial Stadium last

Saturday was the battleground for UCLA and

CaPs action-packed game.

Like a big game of chess, both teams tried

to checkmate the other, but the defenses on

both sides clamped down as needed.

After two turnovers, 12 penalties and two

goal-line stands by UCLA, the Bruins were

able to squeak out a 28-16 win.

On the coin flip at the start of the game,

UCLA won and deferred the ball to challenge

the defense. It proved to be a right call.

During the first series at the UCLA 20 on

third and 13, the Cal quarterback tried to hit a

streaking Damiene Douglas, but the ball

bounced off his shoulderpads and Larry

Atkins picked it off - an omen of things to

come.

On the next play by the Bruins, McNown
was sacked and fumbled, giving the Golden

Bears the ball on the two. Cal punched it in for

an early seven-point lead.

On the kickoff Jermaine Lewis was

stripped, giving Cal the ball once more. The

defense tightened up, however, and then Cal's

deadliest player of the game entered the field

for the first time: punter Nick Harris.

Harris would eventually kick the ball nine

times for an average of 45.1 yards and would

pin UCLA deep behind their own 20-yard line

six times. He was a crucial factor as UCLA
had to stray from their ofTcnsivc game plan

and play it more conservatively.

"Their punting game was great," Bob

Toledo, UCLA head coach, said. "It is hard to

drive the ball 95 yards every time."

On the next drive UCLA scored to tie it up,

then Brian Poli-Dixon made a near impossible

grab in the back of the endzone to give UCLA

JAMIE SCANION- JACOBS/Daily Bfum

Cal and UCLA players fight for a fumble at Saturday's football game in Berkeley

Memorial Stadium. UCLA eventually recovered the ball and went on to win, 28- 16^

Bruin game tactics stop Cal in tracks

SeeHNI1BALUpa9e43

SIDEBAR: Poor Bear offense, inefficiency in red

zone secure crucial halftime lead for UCLA team

ByVytasMazcika
Daily Bruin Staff

When Cal changed quarter-

backs on fourth-and-goal from

the one, everyone in atten-

dance knew the Golden Bears

were going to use the quarter-

back sneak. That is, everyone

but Cal head coach Tom
Holmoe.

"Maybe everyone in the sta-

dium saw it but us," Holmoe

said. "But we just felt that ifyou

can't get that much in one play,

then you don't really deserve to

get it."

Freshman quarterback

Samuel demons didn't get that

one yard. The undeserving

Bears ended up losing 28-16,

thanks to two goal-line stands

and another turnover in the red

zone. It was that kind ofday for

Bear fans.

On the very first drive of the

day, Justin Vedder, Cal's start-

ing quarterback, drove the ball

to the UCLA 17-yard line.

SeeSIDEIAItpageBS

Soccer seniors leave squad in grand fasNon
WRAP: Players celebrate

final home matches with

sweep of Oregon schools

By A. CinQuc Carter

Daily Bruin Contributor-

On Sunday afternoon at the

North Athletic Field, UCLA bid

farewell to its three senior members

of the women's soccer team.

In the Bruins' final regular sea-

son home game, midfielder Louise

Lieberman and forwards Larisa

Kiremidjian and Liz Willemse cele-

brated Senior Day after four years

of being integral parts of UCLA's
success.

The Bruins ( 15-2-1, 5-1-0 Pac-10),

in turn, paid tribute to the departing

players by producing a weekerxd

sweep of Oregon State and Oregon.

"It felt really good to win big,"

expressed Lieberman, with

Willemse and Kiremidjian agreeing.

In unison, they added, "It feels

good to end on a game like this (with

a blowout).

"It's a little sad, though. We've

been together for so long, and now

it's over."

Fortunately for the team and the

fans, it's not necessarily over. If the

Bruins win the Pac-10 for the second

consecutive season, it would ensure

the Bruins a berth in the NCAA
tournament, and continued success

in conference play would make

UCLA strong contenders for host-

ing tournament games.

Along those lines, the Bruins han-

dled their business this weekend in

preparation for reaching their goal

of a Final Four appearance.

Yesterday's 4-1 victory over the

Beavers (5-9-1, 0-5) included a tie for

UCLA's third-highest offensive out-

put of the season. An earlier contest

against the University of Hawaii

also produced four goals.

Just 17:17 into the game sopho-

more midfielder Venus James took

a Staci Duncan pass and dribbled

around the left of the Beaver

defender. Amazingly, the right-foot-

ed James shot the ball with her left

foot past sophomore keeper

Elizabeth Pease for an early 1-0

lead.

"I wasn't really thinking about

scoring," James said of her first

goal. "I was just trying to play and

help my team."

The Bruins would hold that lead

for a mere 18:40 and then look to

James for more assistance.

At the 35:57 mark, OSU leading

scorer senior Lindy Brown handled

'Se€WJOCail,pa9e40

• [•kill* to

losers who
play hard in

competitions
COLUMN: Everyone lauds

game winners but never

the stalwartly defeated

In
America, "to the victors go the

spoils." Winners get all the glory,

the losers fall back into a San

Franciscan fog.

Who lost the 1989 World Series?

Who lost the 1995 NCAA Final

Four?

Who lost in

last year's Sugar

Bowl?

If you can

answer one nf

Rocky

Salmon

those questions

off the top of

your head, then

kudos to you.

But it's time

to change all of

that.

Who lost the

1998 World

Series?

That^would be no one.

There were two teams in the World

Series: the New York Yankees (the so-

called winriers) and the San Diego

Padres (the so^alled losers).

The Yankees swept in four games,

but the Padres showed that the losers

never really lose.

The Yankees may be called the best

team ever, but the Padres were the

classiest team this year. No Chuck

Knoblauch complaints. No George

Steinbrenner. No high salaries.

The San Diego Padres are the class

of 1998.

Tony Gwynn, Ken Caminiti,

Kevin Brown, Trevor Hoffman,

Dave Stewart, Greg Vaughn ... the A-

list goes on and on.

The city that is dogged on by L.A.

and San Francisco fans showed why

everyone wins when a team is victori-

ous. But why this year?

Why weren't the games sold out

last year when the Padres were in last

place?

Because a losing ball is a boring

ball.

But that is not what sports is all

about. It's about putting it on the line

and hustling on every play.

Admittedly, the Padres were blown

out by the Yankees, but I have so

much love toward the Pads for keep-

ing the faith. I have love for the fans

who showed up to cheer on the

Padres even though they had blown

two leads.

The Padres did not boo Chris

Gomez for making an error ... they

cheered him on. They encouraged

him. They showed what being a true

baseball fan is all about.

The season may have ended for

this magical Padres team, but no one

should ever forget their feats. It is a

team built on grit and hard work.

Gwynn played through injury

after injury. Wally Joyner played hurt

throughout the play-offs. Vaughn

came back to smash 50 home runs.

This is a team that was not hitting

all cylinders in the playoffs or in the

regular season but managed to defeat

column

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

PJ Harvey dazzled the Wiltern audience

Saturday night. See page 18

INSIDE TODAY

Smaller majors, page 3

World & Nation, page 5

State & Local, page 6
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Future lawyers learn idealism
PROGRAM: Curriculum draws

students attracted to career

in public interest, advocacy

By Brian Fishman
Daily Bruin Contributor

A select group of law students are proving

that not all lawyers are sharks.

The Public Interest Law Program, now in

its second year, is one of several programs

around the country designed to prepare

lawyers for public service or advocacy work,

rather than a position in a large legal firm.

UCLA's public interest law program, also

called PILP, attempts to imbue it's students

with idealism as much as anything else, said

Alison Anderson, Faculty Program

Coordinator for PILP.

The program with 27 second year and 25

first year students, is one of the most

advanced, said Catherine Mayorkas, PILP

organizer. She explained that the program

incorporates concepts such as volunteerism

and a respect for underrepresented groups.

For Lee Crawford, a first-year PILP stu-

dent, it was the nature of the public interest

curriculum that enticed her into the pro-

gram.

"Even at other schools where the pro-

grams are good, they are limited." said

Crawford. "This program offered a uniquely

focused opportunity."

The program is special because it has spe-

cific curriculum requirements, Mayorkas

said.

PILP allows a broad range of activities

that qualify as public-interest.

"Public interest is broadly defined to

encompass any and all interests underrepre-

sented by the private market," according to

the programs online brochure.

The PILP curriculum differs from normal

law school curriculum in several distinct

See LAW, page 8

LAPD investigation

under way after

body of victim

found in local park

HOMICIDE: Police hope to make

arrests this week for murder

of Loyola Marymount student

By Ann Hawkey
Daily Bruin Contributor

Roses and carnations lay in memory of

Christopher Emory Chessmar outside of his

Westwood i'^aldence this week, after the Loyola

Virtual-reality simulator benefits patients
HEALTH: Medical professionals

utilize equipment to understand

dilficulties of living with cancer

By Sarah Krupp

Daily Bruin Contributor

No one, not even family members and

loved ones, can ever experience the daily suf-

fering and frustration of a cancer patient.

But for a brief fifteen minutes, "In My
Steps," a virtual-reality fatigue-simulator, will

subject doctors and nurses to their patients'

m'ost debilitating side effects - an exhaustion

so extreme that everyday activities become

impossible.

"Ai\ything that can help us imagine what

these guys are going through has got to be,^

worth it," said Karen Stettner, a nurse at

UCLA's Jonsson Comprehensive Cancer

Center (JCCC).

""It's impossible for us to understand some-

thing that we have never experienced," she

added.

Ortho-Biotech, a pharmaceutical company,

funds the entire project. At an estimated cost

of $8.5 million for equipment alone, five trail-

ers tour the U.S. giving virtual reality presen-

tations on the debilitating effects of different

cancer therapies, said Frank Estrada, district

manager of Ortho Biotech for Los Angeles.

Their mission is simple - participants must

respond to household demands such as

answering the telephone and making a cup of

tea. But these simple tasks become over-

whelming when inhibited by fatigue.

The frustration was inconceivable, said par-

ticipant Sheila Stinnett, nurse manager of the

oncology center.

"The doorbell is ringing. It keeps ringing

and I keep saying I am coming ..." said

Stinnett.

But, by the time Stinnett got to the door, the

man who had come to deliver her medication

had already left.

Participants sit, wearing a head-mounted

display which shows them their surroundings.

Their feet are strapped onto pedals, by which

they "walk," and a glove on their right hand

controls their direction.

"The amount of energy it would take jyst to

answer the doorbell would have taken me a

half a mile," said Tamara Sutton-Kasum,

administrative director of oncology, who also

took part in the simulation. "Every foot for

them probably feels like 20."

After the simulation, Stinnett promised to

be more sympathetic when patients complain

OfRRICK KUOO/Oaity Brutn

Sheila Stinnett, a nurse practitioner tries out a virtual reality simulator that lets

cJoctors and nurses experience how their patients feel after cancer therapies.

of fatigue.

In addition, she committed herself to

amending the hospital's care, especially in

"streamlining the waiting process."

By making doctors and nurses aware of the

patient's experience, the hope is that doctors

will make a conscious effort to alleviate their

patients' sufferings by prescribing medicines

SccCANCBCpatiti

Marymount student was murdered earlier this

month.

Chessmar, who lived in the University of

California Housing Association co-op at 10940

Ophir Drive, was reported missing to university

police Oct. 8.

His body was discovered two days later in

Arroyo Seco Park in East Los Angeles, where he

was pronounced dead of multiple gunshot

wounds.

LAPD detectives have at least two suspects

under investigation at this time, but could not

release further details about the crime because

no arrests have been made yet.

Arrest warrants, good for 30 days, have been

issued and LAPD detectives hope to make an

arrest sometime this week, said Detective Rick

Peterson of the LAPD Hollenbeck Division.

"His mother filed the police report over the

phone from Santa Monica because she was wor-

ried that she hadn't seen him in a few days," said

UCPD detective Terry Brown. "He was last

seen four days prior to the report being made,

and he was located a day and half after that."

UCPD detectives handled the case until the

body was discovered by a maintenance worker

in the park just south of the 1 10 Freeway, at

which time LAPD detectives took over the

homicide investigation.

"UCPD did assist LAPD in sharing informa-

tion gathered from the missing persons report

and in securing the crime scene, but that was the

extent of our involvement in the investigation,"

Brown said.

Peterson did say, however, that the suspects

did not live in the apartment complex and were

not UCLA students.

Chessmar was a 34-year-old student who had

transferred this year to Loyola Marymount

University from Santa Monica Community

College.

"I knew something was wrong when Chris

didn't go to school the next day," said

Chessmar's roommate Rishad Mitha, a fourth-

year sociology student at UCLA. "His back-

pack was here but he never showed up."

"Chris never missed school. He worked real-

ly hard to gel a scholarship, so he was really seri-

ous about it," he said.

Chessmar did not say where he was going the

last time he left the apartment before he disap-

peared, Mitha said.

"He was sitting here working on the comput-

er, and then he just got up and left," Mitha said.

"He just left and he never came back."

Mitha also said that Chessmar did not receive

any phone calls before leaving, and the last per-^

son he talked to was his mother, who he was very

close to.

Chessmar is also survived by a younger broth-

er and his father.

Neighbors and friends set up a small memor-

ial with flowers, a candle and a photo of

Sm
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COMMUNITY BRIEFS

Center store

offers new discounts
A discount program for university employ-

ees will be offered in November by

Reflections, a boutique at UCLA Medical

Center.

UCLA and UCLA Medical Center

Employees will receive 10 percent off, exclud-

ing sale merchandise and items billed to health

insurance companies.

"Our merchandise is moderately priced for

the high-quality items we carry," said manager

Carol Sanchez.

Cosmetics, wigs, hats, scarves, swimsuits,

prostheses, lymphedema garments and educa-

tional materials are available at Reflections.

The boutique, which is open to the public,

was developed by the Rhonda Fleming Mann
Resource Center as part of its program to help

cancer patients deal with psychological and

physical side effects of the disease.

Cancer patients in the UCLA Medical

Center are oflered free appearance consulta-

tion from cancer survivors at

Reflections.

Located on the first floor of 200

UCLA Medical Plaza, Reflections is open

Monday through Friday from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

For more information, call (310) 794-9090.

Pier party sponsored

by Target this year
The Santa Monica Pier Restoration

Corporation (PRC) and Target Stores have

entered into a partnership in hopes that the

two-week-long Halloween event "Thrills and

Chills" will be more memorable.

This year's event will feature a pumpkin

patch, a haunted maze and trick-or-treating

along the businesses on the pier.

Unlike the previous two years, however,

Target Stores will be providing decoration

materials, such as banners, posters and flyers,

as well as 60,000 trick-or-treat bags and

500,000 pieces ofcandy. Target will also be dis-

tributing advertisement materials at local

stores to encourage participa-

tion.

Bob Zcv, PRC's director of cor-

porate partnerships, is pleased with the

arrangement.

"It's win-win for everybody," Zev said.

"Target is providing budget-relieving assis-

tance, and its community outreach aligns with

our own goals."

"It is an excellent model for future corpo-

rate partnerships," he continued.

University Synagogue

will hold boutique
The Parents Assistant League (PAL) of

University Synagogue will be hosting a holiday

boutique for the upcoming Hanukkah season.

The fair, which will be held on Tuesday,

Nov. 17, will feature more than 35 vendors sell-

ing items ranging from antique purses to hand-

painted photographs.

Vendors will open their booths at 8:30 a.m.

and remain at University Synagogue until 7:30

p.m. The synagogue is located at 1 1960 Sunset

Blvd.

Resource fair geared to

groups on Wednesday
The Center for Student Programming will

be holding a resource fair for campus groups

on Wednesday.

The fair is designed to inform groups of

resources available to them on campus, such

as funding, printing, booking event facilities,

and other such services.

The event will be held in the second-floor

lounge of Ackerman Student Union, with 26

service providers represented at the fair.

"It's the first time we've ever held an event

like this," said Mike Coihn of the Center for

Student Programming. "We hope a lot of

groups will come take advantage of it."

The fair will last from 2 to 5 p.m.

Compiled from Daily Bruin stafF reports.
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LESSTHANTWOWEEKS LEFT:

Undergraduate course mate-

rials fees are assessed based on

enrollment at end of fourth week
(see the Miscellaneous fees sec-

tion in "Registration").

WHAT'S BREWIN'TODAY

Today Noon
Wesley Christian Fellowship

Bible Study 101

Kerckhoff Patio -208-6869

University Catholic Center

Cfl thnl irMasA(l2:10)

Chicanes for Community
Medicene

General Meeting

Franz 1178 -825-2399

Music Club

Meeting

Kerckhoff 400

2 p.m.
Armenian Student Association

Second General Meeting

Ackerman 2408

Koreatown Tutorial Project

Site visit to John Burroughs

Middle School (2:10)

Lot 6 Turnaround - 8,25-2417

AtJCr1f«^W TPj^/ooKiriG G/a«)S

CORRECTIONS

On Oct. 26, the Daily Bruin ran

an article titled **Students set to bat-

tle hate crimes" that contained an

error.

Quotes attributed to USAC
Facilities Commissioner Trinh

Huynh were actually given to The

Bruin by the USAC Financial

Supports Commissioner Tram Linh

Ho.

The Daily Bruin regrets the error.

,>r V

3 p.m.
Center For International

Relations (3:30)

William S. Cohen Lecture "The

Conditions of Peace in the 21 st

Century"

KORN - Anderson School

Admission: Free - with free food,

too • 825-0604

UCLA Ski and Snowboard

Team
Third Meeting

John Wooden Center

For More Information: Matt

Wilczyski • 207-6166

Kerckhoff 152

email: hparish@ucla.edu (Helen

Parish)

Bruin Leaders Project

How Multiculturalism Affects

Leadership

Bradley 216 -206-5071

Chicanos/Latinos for

Community Medicene

General Meeting

Franz 1178

UCLA Recycling Program

Weekly meeting

Royce 152

825-3033, Ask for Mark Dittmer

6:30 RM.

SPARK
Former Yugoslavia: U.S.

Bombing and Ethnic Cleansing

Ackerman 2410 -443-1470

5 p.m.
Amnesty International

Meeting

Ackerman Union 2410 * 824-

3687

CSA
General Meeting

Ackerman 3508

Quarter in Washington

Info meeting

Pub. Pol. 4355D- 206-3109

Pilipino Undergraduate Law
Student Association

General Meeting (5:30)

Campbell 3232 -998-1736

6 p.m.
MEChA Calmeca

Graduate School Workshop

Bunche 2181 -206-5547

7 p.m.
Student Alumni Association

(SAA)
SAA Networking Night:

"Schmooze Or Lose"

The Alumni Center • 206-6062

For SAA Members Only

Japanese Anime Club

Club meeting and screening

Dickson 2160E

8 p.m.
International Documentary

Association

Third International

Documentary Congress

247-3000

Delta Sigma Theta Sorority

How to Make it Big at UCLA
Ackerman 2412 -824-4513

What's Brewin'can be reached via e-mail

at vvhatsbrewin0media.ucla.edu

Your major's#^?
Students may not give smaller majors a second thought, which is too bad,

because those in the majors say they offer more opportunities for learning

ByH.JayncAhn
Daily Bniin Contributor

Annie Petrossian never paid much atten-

tion to smaller, less-publicized majors when
deciding her major.

"Aside from the fact that they often seem

impractical, I thought it would be hard to fmd

a job with a major like women's studies," the

third-year psychology student said.

Senior Thai Tran changed his major from

business economics to political science. He
said the popularity of these majors played a

part in his decision, and didn't even consider

studying in a smaller major.

"A lot of students have just never heard of

our major," said Sparing Verity, student-

affairs officer in the earth and space sciences

department.

"Many of our students are ones who, for

instance, took general education courses in the

field and got excited by them," she added.

The general belief among students that

smaller majors are limited in their scope and

perspectives is often misguided.

Often, such majors are interdisciplinary

and have more holistic approaches than their

more common counlerpartsr

For example, women's studies is a multidis-

ciplinary field that draws from the humanities,

social sciences and health sciences.

Similarly, neuroscience is an interdepart-

mental program with material drawn from

chemistry, biology and psychology.

"My majors have taught me how to inte-

grate all the information from different class-

es, to formulate hypotheses and to test ideas

about understanding the way living systems,

work," said Shamsha Velani, a fourth-year

neuroscience and microbiology student.

One advantage of studying in a smaller

major is the close interaction between profes-

sors and fellow students. Through departmen-

tal networking, students have more opportuni-

ties to partake in fieldwork and research out-

side the classrooms.

"Through the small classes, we get to know
the students and interact with them quite

well," said Wayne Dollase, professor and

undergraduate counselor in the geology

department.

—"That kind of environment encourages stu-

dents to get closer to what the faculties are

doing," he added.

About half of the students in the earth and

space sciences department become involved in

some kind of research with the faculty.

"One nice thing about a small major at a

place like UCLA is that you have all the advan-

tages of a large university, yet you have a

belonging place where people know who you

are," Verity said.

Here's a short description of a few majors

many students might be unfamiliar with: ——^

Cybernetics

UCLA is the only school in the nation that

offers cybernetics as an undergraduate pro-

gram, which currently has 35 students

enrolled. The curriculum is more developed in

Europe.

The term cybernetics was first coined by the

mathematician and engineer Norbert Weiner

in the late 1940s. In a nutshell, it is the study of

control and communication processes in living

beings and/or machines.

Basic core courses in engineering, systems

and signals, communication and controls, high

level statistics and probability theory, and

modeling classes make up the curriculum for

this program.

In addition, students have to integrate this

multidisciplinary study with their own inter-

ests in fields of life sciences, behavioral sci-

ences or engineering.

"Research is not conducted in a narrow

way and these fields are interdisciplinary," said

Beth Rubin, advisor for the program.

"This is a way, at the undergraduate level, of

bringing students into interdisciplinary cur-

riculum early on so they can appreciate or

understand how they (the subjects) are inte-

grated,"she added.

Geology and Earth and Space Sciences

Geology is a study of structure, composi-

tion and processes that involve the earth. It

meerporates the basic sciences' of math«

ics, chemistry and physics to the study of phys-

ical environment.

It has an enormous application for people's

daily lives: the building of houses and infra-

structural facilities such as roads, reservoirs,

dams and bridges, the study of natural disas-

ters such as earthquakes and volcano erup-

tions, and the production of petroleum and

mineral resources.

Today, the environmental and ecological

aspects of the field are receiving added atten-

tion.

"Recently, we've had a numbet.of our stu-

dents hired by companies that handle remedia-

tion of ecological problems such as oil spills

and contamination of the groundwater or

soil," Dollase said.

Additionally, a common theme or change

that is occurring at a number of universities is

the integration of environmental studies and

geology, as many students opt to pursue

degrees in both subjects.

Study of Religion —
Scott Bartchy, chair of the religion studies

program, explained how the major came into

existence.

"Students put together what used to be

called a liberal arts education in a sense of real-

ly having a broad exposure to a

variety of cultures,

approaches, methodolo-

gies, disciplines and liter-

ature," he said.

"Some people

became aware that the

deepest questions that

they ask are not going to

be answered out of the nat-

ural sciences," he said.

"Religion is like the gas and

motor of many people's lives,"

Bartchy said.

"It is where their values and sense of identi-

ties come from," he added.

In addition, it has grown as an academic dis-

cipline over the years.

"Some learn their own tradition. Some are

on a personal quest to come close to finding

the truth. Others are motivated to try to under-

stand why other people behave the way they

do," Bartchy said.

One advantage of studying religion on this

campus is UCLA's diversity of religions and

ethnicities.

"With over 600 self-identified religious

groups, Los Angeles has become the most reli-

giously diverse city in the history of the plan-

et," Bartchy said.

Musicdogy

Whereas music majors focus on a classics-

oriented study of music in practice and theory,

the musicology program provides a broad

understanding of the history and literature of

music.

It is another program that is not usually

offered to undergraduates at the university

level.

Fhc focus is on studying music in context,

which means embracing history, arts, literar

ture and society," said Raymond Knapp, the

undergraduate advisor.

The program does not require extensive

musical background for the entering students,

but demands an area of concentration and/or

a specialized field within the concentration

area.

For example, a student can take musicology

and ethnomusicology courses in conjunction

with an area ofconcentration in arts and a spe-

cialized field in American Indian Studies.

For some
students, it

provides a

foundation

which
enables them

to pursue

careers in

teaching and

research.

However,

many stu-

dents also go into careers in the music industry,

ranging from working for record companies,

organizing concerts or music broadcasting.

Brita Milliard, a 1996 alumna, was asked by

a publishing company to revise a documentary

on Mozart.

Titled, "Mozart: Die Dokumente seines

Lebens (The Document of His Life)," the

book was printed in Germany in 1997 and has

since then been translated into a number of

European languages.

"Studying musicology completely changed

the way I hear music. I can approach it from

the composer's and performer's point of view

as well as (from the) listener's," Milliard said.

Individual Major

If a student can't find a major that matches

his or her field of interest, an individual major

may be the perfect option.

Students who wish to declare an individual

major, which attracts about 10 people every

year, have to provide a statement ofpurpose of

the major and its relation to his or her goals.

In addition, they must submit a sponsorship

and a proposal from two faculty advisors, indi-

cating that there has been serious faculty con-

suhation in devising the programr

Toi Turner, the advisor for the program,

said that the student needs to be '^villing to do

a lot ofwork and research. Strong writing skills

are especially helpful, too."

Turner also mentioned that the interest or

focus of the student has to be unique enough

that it is not accessible in any of the existing

departments.

So, for those students who have yet to

declare a major or others who are not experi-

encing complete satisfaction in their current
^

majors, there are plenty of options out there.
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HOMICIDE
From page 1

Chessmar outside his door.

A missing-person flyer that was

made before his body was found was

also displayed there.

Chessmar had moved into the co-

op at the end of spring quarter this

year, and had made friends with most

of the residents there, Mitha said.

"He was very outgoing, with a lot

of friends that were always coming

over," Mitha said. "He was a really

nice guy and he made friends very

easily.

"He was really trusting - if you

ever wanted anything he would give it

to you." Loyola student ChristophfChtssmylh^ in the UCLA coop,

CANCER
From page 1

and monitoring their nutrition

intake in order to bolster energy

levels.

"Its important to convince physi-

cians that fatigue is an issue that

needs to be treated - that it is a real

thing." said Angela Garrido, a

JCCC nurse.

Garrido attests that since the

first showing of the fatigue simula-

tor by the American Society of

Clinical Oncology in May, she has

seen an improvement within the

JCCC.
However, Ricarda DeMaria, a

patient who began treatment at the

JCCC in June, expressed doubts

about how effective the project will

be.

"For the most part, the staff is

empathetic. It depends on the per-

son and the day they are having,"

she said.

"(But) there is a lot of room for

improvement. Today they began

my treatment one and a half hours

late. Things like that add to fatigue

and stress," she said.

"What I wonder is how long they

will apply it, will they follow up, will

there be training of staff - for how
long and how extensive," she

added.

"Empathy can't be a learned or

taught behavior," DeMaria said.
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rime Watch
Unauthorized

subjects \ ^
Ten use students wcre^

covered attempting to attach^

sign reading "I love USC" to t|

Bruin Bear late Friday night.

Three UCPD officel

responded to the call, two ol

whom are UCLA alumni.

The officers interviewed See

Hall, Benjamin Lucas,

Still, Taiki Eshejj

Okimoto, Stev^

Banks, Charli

Oscar Rai

Verduy

«gn,J

inti

A reporter from The Globe

wa^-JABMlidi^fi. be walking

I
area in the

;s last

iul Yaldie, did

^sary autho-

area, and

ICPD offi-

An electronic organizer worth

$300 was stolen from a safety

box in Sproul Hall last Monday,

and in Saxon Suites, a cell phone

worth $150 was stolen.

A call from 520 Kelton last

Theft
\

toilets were reported

Lom UCLA-Santa

ll
on Friday,

stolen froi

wit

Monday r<

sitting outsit

The caller

white male, 2(

and bald,

The same
lew(

M man

!d him as a

30-years-old

^e incident of

>ublic place

Royce Hall

'50 were

the Covel ComnnM^Vfleria
this week.

Backpacks were also stolen

from Engineering 4 and Powell

Library.

F-oldmanwai
(Tersity police at

Fall aller he allegedly

imitted an act of indecent

exposure at Ackerman Union^

Compiled from UCPD
reports by Ann Nawk«y, 0^
Bruin contributor.
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Milosevic pulls back tr • •ops
NATO: Yugoslav, Serb

troops retreat on brink

of compliance deadline

By Tom Cohen
The Associated Press

PRISTINA, Yugoslavia - In

convoys of rumbling tanks and

trucks, Yugoslav troops and Serb

police vacated some heavily forti-

fied positions in Kosovo on

Monday, the eve of a NATO dead-

line to comply with a peace agree-

ment or face punishing airstrikes.

The withdrawal was President

Slobodan Milosevic's llth-hour

attempt to convince NATO he was

fulfilling the agreement he reached

two weeks ago with U.S. envoy

Richard Holbrooke to defuse the

eight-month Kosovo confiict.

Throughout the day, lines of

green army tanks, artillery trucks

and blue police in armored vehicles

were seen moving toward military

and police barracks in Pristina, the

provincial Captlal,

In the Drenica region, 18 miles

west of Pristina, a steady drizzle

filled freshly gouged tracks made

by tanks withdrawing from road-

side positions they assumed Oct.

18.

Several police checkpoints were

vacant, including one in Malisevo -

the last front line in fighting that vir-

tually halted last month. All that

remained was a tattered Yugoslav

flag hung over a pile of bricks.

At another checkpoint in

Dragobilje, which was occupied by

heavily armed police a few days ear-

lier, a uniformed ethnic Albanian

guerrilla stood holding an automat-

ic rifle.

The guerrilla, who refused to

give his name, said he and other

separatist fighters were checking to

see if it was safe for, civilians to

come back because there was a

minefield in the area.

Police remained at a few check-

points in the area as dusk settled,

and there was no indication that

anyone had returned to the heavily

damaged villages nearby.

Ethnic Albanians, who fled dur-

ing the Serb offensive that began

Feb. 28, say they'll only come home

once all police and soldiers have

left. The return of an estimated

300,000 refugees, including up to

TW ASSOCIATID PWSS

Kosovo Liberation Army soldiers walk along the Malisevo road at

the spot where a Serb police checkpoint has just been abandoned.

10,000 believed living m the woods,

is a key provision of the Holbrook-

Milosevic plan.

NATO's military commander,

Gen. Wesley Clark, briefed alliance

ambassadors Monday in Brussels,

ium, on his weekend talks in

Belgrade, where he told Milosevic

to remove more troops from front

lines.

Hundreds of people have died

since Milosevic launched his crack-

down on the rebel Kosovo

Liberation Army, which is fighting

for independence for the province

from Serbia, the main Yugoslav

republic.

About 90 percent of Kosovo's 2

million residents are ethnic

Albanian, and most favor indepen-

dence.

In Washington, White House

spokesman Joe Lockhart said there

appeared to be "a I6t of move-

ment," but that President Clinton

would wait before judging whether

Milosevic had done enough to satis-

fy Western demands.

NATO sources in Brussels,

speaking on condition of anonymi-

ty, said the NATO ambassadors

would probably wait until shortly

before Tuesday's deadline before

declaring whether Milosevic met

the conditions.

One official, speaking to

reporters on condition of anonymi-

ty, said intelligence reports show

"some indication some units are

regrouping for withdrawal." Still,

he said, NATO was ready to use

military force, if necessary, once a

deadline for compliance runs out at

2 p.m. EST Tuesday. The deadline

has already been extended once

since Milosevic agreed on a peace

plan.

But Britain's foreign secretary,

Robin Cook, said that if the SefSF

follow through with pledges to with-

draw weaponry and troops, "that

will certainly be a significant

advance."

NATO and the U.N. Security

Council also demand that

Milosevic allow international orga-

nizations to deliver humanitarian

aid to refugees without interfer-

ence.

Meanwhile, a planeload of

American medicine and blankets

arrived Monday with the first ship-

ment of international humanitarian

aid to be flown directly to Pristina

since the February fighting erupt-

ed.

Up to now, all international aid

deliveries had to pass through

Belgrade, the Yugoslav capital,

before proceeding overland to

Kosovo. Serb security forces have

hindered several aid convoys from

delivering supplies. U.S. officials

described the aid flight as a test case

for compliance with the aid portion

of the Oct. 12 accord.

The government has repeatedly

claimed it is complying with terms

of the agreement. Ethnic

Albanians, however, claim that

Serb-led forces withdraw when

diplomatic monitors appear and

then return after they leave to

harass refugees.

WORLD & NATION BRIEFS

Hurricane Mitch causes

havoc in Honduras
LA CEIBA, Honduras - People fled their

coastal homes and the Honduran government

sent air force planes to pluck residents off

remote Caribbean islands Monday in the face

of the most powerful hurricane in a decade to

threaten Central America.

Hurricane Mitch became a Category 5 hur-

ricane - the strongest category there is - on

Monday with winds of 180 mph. At 4 p.m. EST,

Mitch's center was 35 miles southeast of

Honduras' Swan Island and was moving west-

northwest at 8 mph.

"Mitch is expected to remain a very danger-

ous hurricane capable of causing catastrophic

damage,** the U.S. National Weather Service

said in a statement from its National Hurricane

Center in Miami.

Hurricane Mitch posed no immediate threat

to the United States. The storm was expected to

remain in the northwest Caribbean for the next

five days, the center said.

Jerry Jarrell, the center's director,

said Mitch was the strongest hurri-

cane to strike the Caribbean since

Gilbert in 1988.

President Carlos Flores Facusse declared a

state of alert and told coastal residents to leave

their homes for safer ground farther inland.

"Where can I go if I leave my house? The

government hasn't opened a single shelter,"

asked Pedro Martinez, an electrician in the city

of San Pedro Sula, 100 miles north of the

Honduran capital Tegucigalpa.

Peru, Ecuador end

50-year land dispute

BRASILIA, Brazil - Peru and Ecuador

ended a half-century dispute Monday by sign-

ing a peace treaty that settles ownerahip of a

slice of Amazon jungle the neighboring coun-

tries fought two wars to control.

The presidents and foreign ministers of

Killing in West Bank puts

peace agreement to test

MIDEAST: Long-time foes

demonstrate commitment

to upholding new accords

By Laura King

The Associated Press

HEBRON. West Bank - The body

of the young Israeli settler lay

sprawled in a pool of blood on the

dusty street, one foot clad only in a

sock. Angry Jewish settlers and grim-

faced Israeli soldiers milled about

nearby.

Monday's execution-style killing in

the divided town of Hebron was the

first slaying of an Israeli in the West

Bank since the signing of the new

land-for-security agreement. And it

also marked a key first test of the

accord.

Hard-line Jewish settlers, who say

ceding more West Bank land to the

Palestinians endangers their very

existence, reacted with fury, staging a

northern West Bank.

Netanyahu condemned the killing

of 29-year-old settler Danny Vargas

and said it showed the need for an all-

out war on terror by Yasser Arafat's

Palestinian Authority. Under the

accord signed last week at the White

House, Palestinian police are to

actively hunt Islamic militants who

stage attacks on Israelis.

In this case, early signs were that

they were trying hard to do so.

Recent months have seen at least

half a dozen attacks involving

assailants who slipped into Israel or

Israeli-controlled areas and then fled

into Palestinian-run territory. That

was the pattern again Monday.

Gunmen pumped at least three

shots into Vargas, a security guard,

leaving his bleeding body in an Israeli-

controlled neighborhood not far from

the Jewish settlement of Kiryat Arba,

where he lived, and the power station

where he worked.

Both Israeli and Palestinian forces

launched an immediate manhunt.

lian police found Vargasl

outside Prime Minister Benjamin

Netanyahu's residence.

Chillingly, the Hebron killing

might also have led to tit-for-tat

reprisal: hours later, a Palestinian

olive farmer was found dead under

mysterious circumstances in the

white Mitsubishi abandoned in an

arid field, its passenger seat soaked

with blood and the dead man's miss-

ing sneaker inside.

The car was in a Palestinian-run

SeelSiAEUpagelo

Default rate on student loans

falls for sixth consecutive year

FINANCE! Government ^^ ^^^^^ schools such as beauty col-

leges and truck-driving schools that

cites better management, promised more job training than they

robust economv for trend ^«"^«'«^ ^"^ *« «>""^^y *^«^ ^°
rouUJjl GH)lwmy lUI U Cim ^^ ^^^ ^^^ recession in early 1991.

"The student loan program is now a

shining example of government pro-

viding opportunity with accountabili-

ty," President Qinton said in a state-

ment.

Stricter government controls have

eliminated more than 1,000 schools

from the program, while a better econ-

omy means "there are jobs for those

who finish college, so they can pay off

their loans," Qinton said.

The department noted that the

default rate has declined even though

the volume of loans has risen dramati-

cally, from about $14 billion in 1992 to

By Robert Greene

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - The default

rate on student loans fell into single

digits for the first time, the Education

Department reported Monday, citing

an agency and congressional crack-

down as well as an improved econo-

my.

The drop to a 9.6 percent default

rate for fiscal year 1996 was the sixth

annual decline since rates peaked at

22.4 percent in 1990.

Congress passed legislation in 1990

and 1992 to crack down on borrowers SccUMNS^pagelO

both countries signed the accord at

a ceremony in Brazil's capital,

where most of the peace talks took

place.

The United States, Brazil, Argentina

and Chile brokered the treaty, which delin-

eates the border in a 48-mile section of the

Andean foothills. Peru and Ecuador both

claimed the area, which was left undefined

after a 1941 border war. The two countries

fought over the strip of land in 1981 and 1995.

Monday's agreement lays "the cement of

peace," said Peruvian President Alberto

Fujimori.

"Now we should start to build the building,

beautiful and inhabitable," he said at the sign-

ing ceremony.

In a gesture of reconciliation, Ecuadoran

President Jamil Mahuad gave Fujimori a can-

teen used by Ecuadoran soldiers during the

1941 war.

'Tbc Amazon could have been destroyed

by a war. Now we preserve it with a peace

accord," Mahuad said.

Yelton cancels trip

due to poor health

MOSCOW - Boris Yeltsin, reduced to a

part-time president in recent months, was ail-

ing again Monday and canceled yet another

foreign trip, this time to recuperate from high-

blood pressure and extreme fatigue.

Yeltsin's fragile health is a source of daily

speculation, and a growing chorus of critics

questions his fitness to guide Russia through

its worst economic crisis in the post-Soviet era.

His doctors ordered Yeltsin not to make a

one-day trip to Austria on TUesday because he

was suffering from an "asthenic condition,"

the president's office said. Asthenia refers to a

lack of physical strength.

Yeltsin's blood pressure was also unstable,

presidential spokesman Dmitry Yakushkin

said, adding that doctors recommended a

vacation for the president.

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports.
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STATE & LOCAL
Radio ad targets diiefjustices
POLITICS: Decisions on

abortion evokes outcry

from opposition group

By Bob Egdko
The Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO - The first

radio advertisement in the state

Supreme Court election accuses

two justices ofoverturning parental

consent because they did not like

the abortion law.

The advertisement, by a commit-

tee seeking to unseat Chief Justice

Ronald George and Justice Ming
Chin, focuses entirely on a single

ruling: the court's 4-3 decision in

August 1997 to strike down a state

law that would have required

minors to get a parent's permission

for an abortion.

George, in an opinion joined by

Chin and two justices not on the

November ballot, said the never-

enforced law violated a minor's

right to privacy. The decision was

the motivation for the opposition

campaign, the first against a

California Supreme Court justice

since the defeat of Chief Justice

Rose Bird and two colleagues in

1986.

Unlike the 1986 campaign, a

multimillion-dollar effort that used

television advertisements to brand

those justices as anti-death penalty,

the campaign against George and

Chin has raised under $30,000. The

advertisement has run on a single

radio station in Bakersfield, and

will air in Fresno and San Diego if

funds are available, said campaign

spokesman Mike Spence, vice pres-

ident of the California ProLife

Council.

The setting of the advertisement

is a game of charades in which the

first clue is that the desired word

"sounds like orgy." After more

clues, someone guesses George,

and the game comes to a halt when

a player mentions the parental con-

sent ruling.

"He changed the law just

because he didn't like it?" one

speaker asks. "He and Justice Ming

Chin did," is the reply.

"So if my 15-year-old gets preg-

nant, she doesn't have to get my
consent to get an abortion?" asks

another voice.

An announcer concludes by say-

ing George and Chin "personally

overturned" the law, and urges lis-

teners do "do something about this

blatant judicial activism" by remov-

ing the two justices.

Spokesmen for the campaigns to

retain the justices said the advertise-

ment was filled with distortions,

particularly the assertion that they

"personally overturned" the law.

Democrats using Middle East

agreements for political gain
ELECTION: Clinton claims

party's candidates needed

to further peace accords

BySonyiRoss
,

The. Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO - Basking in

the glow of the Israeli-Palestinian land-

for-security deal, President Clinton

assured voters Sunday that they would

see more diplomatic successes if they

send more Democrats to Washington

on Election Day.

Less than a day after the Middle

East deal was reached, the president

traveled to California for a weekend of

events that brought in $2 million for

the re-election bid of Sen. Barbara

Boxer and $100,000 for congressional

candidate Janice Hahn.

At a luncheon Sunday for Boxer,

Clinton told the crowd they should do

all they can to urge Democratic voters

to turn out for the Nov. 3 election "if

you were elated by the fact that these

two people. Prime Minister

(Benjamin) Netanyahu and Chairman

(Yasser) Arafat, were able to reach

across this great divide."

"They deserve the credit, not me,"

Clinton said. "The greatest victories

we all win in life are not the victories

we win over other people, it is the vic-

tories we win for our common human-

ity"

But that didn't stop California

Democrats from claiming some of the

credit for Clinton and their party.

'Thank God we have a warrior for

peace working in Washington," said

California Democratic Party

Chairman Art Torres. "That's what

the Democratic Party stands for and

that's why we're going to win on

Election Day"
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CLINTON
From page 6

Boxrr, M^itrts locked in a tight race

v^ith Republican challenger Matt

Fong, compared Clinton's achieve-

ment to that of President Carter, who
mediated a peace accord between

Egypt and Israel at Camp David in

1978. "Words can't express our admi-

ration for what you did," Boxer said.

Sen. Dianne Feinstein, D-Calif.,

said many in the Senate were saying

the chances of a Middle East agree-

ment were "next to nil" before Qinton

took such an active role in the talks.

She said "the greatest tribute" came

from the Palestinian negotiator who
said Sunday that there would have

been no agreement without Ginton.

In his musings on the marathon

negotiations he mediated, here is

Ginton's version ofthe negotiations in

Maryland:

"Those two tough, grizzled ene-

mies" - Netanyahu for the Israelis,

Arafat for the Palestinians - worn to

sleepy, wobbly frazzles before they

began to agree that they must shed

ancient hatreds and bad memories of

war, death and loss.

King Hussein ofJordan ignored the

pain of cancer to shuttle between the

two men, *Yeminding them what the

purpose of life is all about."

~ And Clinton hung in there with

them for 39 hours straight, the type of

all-nighter he never did in college, to

preside over it aH. **I loved it. Even the

meanest. tnn0h««t nnnnent," Ginton

said at a late Saturday night soiree. "It

was a lot harder for them than it was

for me. All I had to do was stay awake.

They have to go home and face the

music."

"I'm telling you, there is a clear

choice in this election," Ginton said.

"Ifyou like how you felt when you saw

them overcoming all their limitations,

all their hatreds, all their scars, all the

memories of their dead friends - in the

prime minister of Israel's case, his

dead brother ... then you get every-

body you can to the poUs."

In Los Angeles on Saturday,

Clinton used three celebrity-packed

events as forums for advancing the for-

eign policy victory he scored in nine

days of tense mediation at the Wye
Conference Center in Queenstown,

Md.
"Netanyahu and Arafat, they're

both real strong-willed, hardheaded

guys, right, and they're not supposed

to get along," Clinton said. "You think

about the wreckage all ofthat estrange-

ment has wrought, and you think,

'God, maybe it will be different now.'"

He said the "heroic figuie" of the

talks was Hussein, hairless from

chemotherapy, who traveled back and

forth to Wye from his home in the

Maryland suburbs of Washington.

LAW
From pdytf 1

ways.

First-year students are required

to take a weekly workshop thai

acquaints them with public interest

issues.

This year, students have worked

with the homeless in welfare offices,

said Gary Blasi, UCLA law profes-

sor and housing expert

"They both learn good things

and also do good work," Blasi said.

Also, all first-year law students

must take a lawyering skills class

that specifically uses public interest

cases as examples.

These students are taught the

same skills as other upcoming

lawyers, but the substance is differ-

ent, Anderson said.
^

"Instead of talking about proper-

ty rights, we might talk about home-

lessness," Anderson said, giving an

example.

The Public Interest Law
Program requires special classes for

more than just first-year students.

Second and third-year students

must take public interest semini^rs

and participate in public interest

research projects.

This year, one of the research

seminars will be taught by Richard

Abel, law professor and expert on

the modification of law over time.

Abel plans to center his class

"around the so-called "Concrete

Mountain Study."

This case, about on uirwanted

concrete recycling center located in

a disenfranchised section of

Huntington Park, will give students

the opportunity to investigate what

residents did to expel the recycling

center from

their neigh- ——
borhood.

Abel says

this exercise

will teach stu-

dents how to

use courts,

community
activism and

the media to

affect change.

These skills

are not taught

in the normal law school curricu-

lum, Abel said, because often they

are not applicable except in public

interest cases.

However, the difference between

normal law school curriculum and

that offered by PILP is relatively

minor, Anderson said, adding that

PILP's curriculum relies heavily on

existing classes with a public inter-

est slant.

"The goal of this program over-

all is to take the stuff that everyone

These classes are

intended to form

a knowledge base for

public-interest-minded

lawyers.

. . . ''Bobby said that Judy got itfrom Rick "...

.^'*then Rick gave it to Marcy"...

.,.'*John, George and Ramona aii have it now",..

...**my dad even gave it to my mom**...

^ ...*7 think Igot itfrom my mother**...
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is learning, and cranking it around

to view it from a public interest per-

spective," And''"*'" •»*»'^

Tiiesc classes are intended to

form a knowledge base for public-

interest-minded lawyers so that they

will be able to promote their causes

with maximum efficiency.

"There should be this core of

knowledge that all public-interest

servers have,"

i__i»ii.... Mayorkas said.

Blasi used a

more direct defi-

nition.

"Basically
that means a

practice other

than that based

on fee-paying

client."

This includes

groups from

across the politi-

cal spectrum.

One thing student's do have in

common is an open mind, said

Daniel McQueen, a first-year PILP
student.

"They're all liberal in the sense

ihal they are open-minded,"

McQueen said.

"Law' school can pretty much
tear you down, it's nice to have a

support group around with similar

views that you can talk to,"

McQueen said.

-h
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ISRAEL
From page 5

area, where Israeli troops are not

allowed to go under existing agree-

ments. But Palestinian officials

quickly escorted them to the scene.

Together, a knot of officials from

both sides - Israeli police officers,

plainclothes agents, Palestinian

intelligence ofTicers, Israeli soldiers

- inspected the car, searching it and

taking photographs.

During the past year and a half,

such a scene would have been almost

unthinkable. As a deadlock in the

peace talks dragged on, Palestinian

security forces had suspended such

cooperation with Israeli counter-

parts.

Mohammed Dahlan, head of

Palestinian preventive security in the

Gaza Strip, acknowledged it would

take time for the two sides to re-

establish the kind of working part-

nership envisioned under the

accord.

""Seventeen months of no security

relationship between us and the

Israelis is not an easy thing," he told

the Palestinian newspaper al-

Ayyam. "We committed to start this

process with a positive attitude - but

if this is not met with a positive atti-

tude by the Israelis, we shall return

to the period before the agreement."

One of the testing grounds will

likely be Hebron. With 500 Jewish

settlers living in the center ofa city of

1 30,000 Palestinians, it is a frequent

flashpoint for violence.

In August, an elderly rabbi was

killed in a Hebron settler enclave,

and the city center was put under

curfew for 12 days eadier this month

after grenades were tossed at a mili-

tary jeep. The curfew was re-

imposed on parts of Hebron on
Monday night.

It remains to be seen whether

even a show ofgood faith on the part

of Palestinian police - cooperating

with Israel, arresting and convicting

killers, putting them behind bars and

keeping them there - will do much to

mollify the settlers, particularly the

ones living in and around Hebron,

who have a reputation for militancy.

Hours after the killing, about 200

settlers, many from Kiryat Arba,

staged a raucous demonstration out-

side the prime minister's residence.

They scuffled with the police, who
detained at least 16 of them.

Many demonstrators planned to

attend Vargas' funeral the next day.

"I don't want to be next!" some
screamed.

LOANS
From page $

$38 billion in the 1998 fiscal year.

Because of the volume, actual dollar

savings aren't as dramatic as they

could have been.

In 1991, for example, the depart-

ment had to repay S3. 6 billion in

default claims to lenders. In fiscal

1998, the department had to repay

$2.8 billion.

The department was still compiling

information on how much money it

was able to collect from students who
had defaulted, but preliminary esti-

mates show an increase from $900 mil-

lion last year to $980 million this year.

A new higher education bill

approved by Congress will further

streamline the program and make it

more accountable, said Rep. Bill

Goodling, R-Pa., chairman of the

Education and Workforce

Conunittee.

**Lcss time and money spent on

delinquent loans means more time and

money to help needy students receive

financial assistance," Goodling said.

Education Secretary Richard Riley

said current borrowers can lessen the

chance of default by consolidating

loans under a new rate of 7.46 percent,

made possible under the newly enact-

ed Higher Education Amendments of

1998. The deadline for doing so is Jan.

31, 1999.

In its report Monday, the depart-

ment said 197,000 borrowers at 7,500

schools had defaulted on their loans.
^

The highest default rates were at the

trade schools, with an average of 18.2

percent. The lowest default rates were

at four-year colleges and universities,

at about 7 percent.
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VIEWPOINT
Tomorrow

The Daily Bruin will

endorse its picks for

the upcoming

November elections.

viewpoint@media.ucia.edu
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Alleviate the Adult status

confusion of

transferring

t
Thumbs up to

the UC Board of

Regents for allot-

ting $ 18.5 million to com-

munity college outreach.-

This comes as an

attempt to simplify the

process for students

attempting to transfer

into the UC system.

Over 10,000 students

transfer from community

should come
at age 18

Thumbs down
to the clause in the

recently passed

Higher Education Act that

will give universities the

right to notify parents of a

student's alcohol and drug

violations. The previous

law prohibited universities

from disclosing informa-

tion about students 18 and

older. This clause in the act

^cottege^^fffluaHy, ftm

many are often confused

about which units are

transferrable to CSV and

UC campuses.

The funding from the

regents will work to allevi-

ate the confusion of trans-

ferrable classes, or articu-

lation.

The move is long over-

due.

By easing the transfer

process for the thousands

of students who enter the

UC every year, the

regents are addressing

student needs, making

higher education more

accessible and encourag-

ing students to pursue

four-year degrees.

E-ma[l voting

Increases

turnout

gf^ Thumbs up to

pHv the University of

K^ Chicago student

government for success-

fully conducting student

elections using the e-mail

system.

The electronic ballots

helped increase voter

turnout as well as

decreased the potential

for voter fraud.

This past spring, our

own Graduate Students

Association held e-mail

elections, providing a fur-

ther opportunity for peo-

ple to vote.

These are positive

attempts that can only

boost voter turnout and

get more students

involved in electing their

student leaders and repre-

sentatives.

illusiraics the ambiguity

present between being con-

sidered an adult at 18 and

still being tried for drinking

before age 21.

The national drinking

age law prevents 18-year-

olds from truly enjoying

full "adult status." The uni-

versities should treat stu-

dents as adults with full

rights to their privacy.

Eighteen-year-olds can

vote, buy tobacco prod-

ucts, be tried as adults and

die for their«puntry, but

they can't buy liquor. A bit

odd? We believe so.

•

Prisoners

have rights

as well

Thumbs up to

f^ the revised

Department of

Corrections policy which

now restricts the use of

deadly force as a means to

break up non-lethal inmate

fights. (Talifomia is the

only state which allowed

guards to fire assault rifles

to break up inmate melees;

in the past four years, 1

2

prisoners have been shot

to death. In all other states

combined, only six inmates

were killed for trying to

escape during the same

time period. The civil liber-

ties ofhumans should be

protected even when they

are incarcerated.

Thumbs up/Thumbs
down represents the

majority opinion of the

Daily Bruin Editorial

Board. Send comments
and suggestions to view-

pointi^media.ucla.edu.

Editorial Board

Adam Yamaguchi

Edftor-in-diief

Stefanie Wong
MiMfifiQ Cdilor

Andrea Perera

Mason StCKkstill

News Editor

Jamie Scanlon-Jacobs

Stiff Repfesentitivt

Cyrus Zargar

Poet sums up election issues
PROPOSITIONS: Creative use

On Sunday Oct. 18, 1 turned on my
computer screen. I started writing

you a poem, but my boss here

(you don't know him) said ihat it was not

to be; he said "We don't do poetry!"

He said, "This is a Viewpoint section!

Don't you know
there's an election

coming up two

weeks from now?"

"I'm sorry," I

said, "Don't have a

cow! Please don't

make me start all

over now. Don't

throw my poem in

the stove or in the

trash can for that

matter."

simply write verse on a whim. Some poets

rhyme but others 'not

."j'j "T.x. '

• '

-.•; ('r,i^X n,."<.
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'Alright! Enough

Mark

DittmeF

I oi iiij»ta»icc

they might can ihe sky an artist's canvas,

hung so high.

All these comparisons they make are

sweeter than a chocolate cake. With their

words they paint a scene. I'll try myself;

this should be keen:

Water shimmers like a jewel, and when
you dive into the pool you plunge into a

different world, a whole new universe

unfurled.

Okay I'm not too good at these, these

metaphors and similes. In fact I think I'm

just as bad as a widower is sad. Bad as

Kermit the Frog is green, as bad as leaded

gasoline, which soils the air and makes

you cough and makes you sick on your

day off.

Geez that was bad. I am so sorry. Like

a kid who plays Atari and forgets to do a

chore - Oh geez! I'm making readers

So what's a poem? What is not? What

n^ak?s the best poei- '

*

..,v.-;uT6?

i^h> i •A';ak ine Street one c yy /.nc' cpcn

up my mouthytSk^ay, "Hey how's it going?

How are yoi^" Is that a poem? Tell me
true.

It is, since doems needn't rhyme. You
make a poeni every time you clap your

hand aginst your head and say, "I need to

go to bed!"

Not to mention if you rhyme while

chewing gum that costs a dime. You
notice, "Hey I'm in a park! And I can't

see 'cause it's so dark!"

To be frank, I think poets should try

hard to rhyme in order to do it well. But

some poets have too much to say to make
their poems rhyme that way.

My problem was the opposite. It's

SeeDinMEItpageM
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incessant chatter!"

That is what my boss said then a minute

passed. He spoke again.

"Your poem, well, it is no good. You
see a Viewpoint column should have an

argument at least! Perhaps about the now-

deceased writer Edgar Allen Poe. That

guy was a poet, you know.

"But what I would like even more than

a new carpet on my floor would be for

you to figure out what these elections are

for. If you can do that I can try to let this

goofy rhyming by."

"Oh thank you, sir, I do declare, your

kindness is beyond compare!"

So if you were to wonder why in a hun-

dred years would I write something so

random about politics and poetry, now
you understand I hope. So enjoy, it's real-

ly dope:

Good day, reader! How are you? I

hope you are not feeling blue. Today I

thought I'd try my luck at poetry-hey,

what the ... heck. —^"

That didn't rhyme, Sut I'll get better,

ril rhyme with every single letter, every

consonant and vowel. I'll rhyme from

Bunche to Royce to Powell.

See, poetry is on my mind. In English

class I am behind. This weekend I am sup-

posed to write an essay.

Goodness! What a fright.

So poetry - what is it then? Do you

write it with a pen? Do you read it with

your glasses? Do you speak of it in class-

es? Isn't Dr. Scuss the best? Vm sure he'd

pass the poetry test. He'd tell us what a

poem is, why he's the best poet in the biz.

Not every poet rhymes like him. Some

Dittmer is a fourth-year geography and envi-

ronmental studies and economics student

Send fieedback to dmittmef^cla.edu.

This week'spQOfj «ki

This week,Viewpoint will discuss alternatives to mainstream religion.

Whether you are a member, supporter or critic, give us your opinions on what

it means to be spiritual. Drop off submissions at 118 Kerckhoff Hall or e-mail

them to viewpoint@media.uda.edu.

Submissions are due Wednesday,0a28 at 10 ajn.

"c^
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Lack of English skills wastes time, money
CULTURES: Profusion of

languages complicates

schools, life in America

If
asked what language is spoken

in Germany, one does not strug-

gle to figure out the answer. It is

obviously German. Most, if not all,

of the people in that country speak

its official language and all govern-

ment documents are in German.

You will find a similar situation in

France, Japan, Ecuador, Kenya and

almost every country in the world -

except the United States. At first

glance,^ one would think that is an

odd statement. Everyone in the

United States speaks English - or at

least tries. All

ofour classes at

UCLA (with

the obvious

exception of

foreign lan-

guage cjasses)

are in English.

And most, if

not all, of the

people we

speak to on a

daily basis

speak English.

So what am I

Daniel

Inlender

talkmg about?

We are a very lucky group of peo-

ple. We live in a small environment

where the unofficial language of the

country is spoken almost exclusively.

Even our international students

speak English - some of them better

than you and I do. There are many
people here who can speak different

languages; everyone, however,

speaks English. This makes commu-
nication easy and predictable, just as

It is in most other countries. But this

is not the case in all areas of the

country.

For example, in L.A. County,

there are areas where, if you do not

speak Spanish, you cannot commu-
nicate with anyone. I have gone to

Inlender is a third-year psychobiology

student. He can be reached at din-

lende@ucla.edu.

That would have meant, theoreti-

cally, that all state government docu-

ments, road signs and public school

textbooks would have been in

Spanish. Does that sound like a

community that is trying to learn

English? I think not!

This problem goes beyond order-

ing food in Chinatown and the faults

of ESL; it is also about government

money.

There are so many government

documents produced in foreign lan-

guages it boggles the mind. I remem-

ber when I was a kid, my elementary

school would always send important

letters home to parents. Many par-

ents could not speak, much less

read, English. To deal with this prob-

lem, the Board of Education pub-

lished the various papers they sent

home in eight different languages.

That is an expensive exercise.

Not too long ago, the Republican

controlled House cited the IRS's

1040 tax form distribution as an

example of the waste incurred by

producing bilingual government

documents. In 1994, the IRS spent

taxpayer money to send out 500,000

tax forms in Spanish to people they

predicted would not be able to use

the English version. Only 1 17 of the

Spanish forms were returned.

This foolishness is not confined to

=thc IRS and tfae b.A. Un ified Schoc

restaurants in Chinatown where I lit-

erally needed a translator to order a

meal. One would not have this prob-

lem in Mexico City or Vienna, so

why should it happen in Los

Angeles? Does it not seem ridiculous

that 1 would have to learn a foreign

language to order a meal in the very

city I was born and raised in?

1 can already hear the liberals

screaming at me to stop complain-

ing. "These are neighborhoods

where there are large 'new immi-

grant' populations, and obviously

they are going to have problems with

the English language," the liberal dis-

senters will proclaim.

"The immigrants are trying to

learn English, but many of them are

older and it is difficult for them to

learn so easily. The younger kids arc

eager to learn the language of their

new country and given some time

will succeed at this daunting task."

And to a large extent they are

right, and those people should be

encouraged and provided the means

to continue the assimilation process.

However, they are also wrong. Many
of the older immigrants have no

intention of learning English and

hide themselves in neighborhoods

where their native tongue is spoken.

Not only do they refuse to learn

English, they refuse to allow their

children and grandchildren to speak

it at home.

This makes it more difficult for

the government-run English as a

Second Language (ESL) programs

to teach the immigrant children how

to communicate with mainstream

America. More importantly, it

makes it impossible for you and me
to communicate with them.

Let us not forget that in the late

1980s the Latino community in

Florida came very close to making

Spanish the official language of the

state. Think about that for a second.

The federal government has not

spent the time to make English the

official language of the country, and

yet the Florida Legislature came

within a few votes of making a for-

eign tongue the official language of

Florida.

District. When I went to take the

written test to get my driver's license

some five years ago, I quickly

noticed that you could take the test

in any of 15 different languages. It is

beyond me why the government is

spending all this money to cater to

people who are unwilling to learn

English. If they cannot read the test,

which is simply an identification test

of road signs, then how will they be

able to read the signs on the road?

I can hear the liberals screaming

again. "The signs are designed to be

read by people who cannot read

English, anyone can understand

them," they will whine. Then explain

to me why they do not offer an oral

test for illiterate English speakers?

The government spends more

SeelNLENDCItpagelS
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Jackson focuses on racial, religious issues

WALKOUT: Reverend shifts theme of speech from promotion

of Prop. 209 to excluding non-Christians, people of all colors

By Jack Rosenfeld

Rev. Jesse Jackson, who spoke at UCLA
on the second day of the University of

California-wide teacher walkout, was out of

place and out of line.

The walkout was to protest the passage of

Proposition 209 as well as two resolutions

recently passed by the UC Regents - SP-1

and SP-2 - which ended racial and gender

quotas, in essence ending the usq of affirma-

tive action in the acceptance of students to

the UC system.

In Jackson's speech, he involved the pro-

testers by having them repeat phrases that

he was saying. This was a very inspirational

and motivating action on Jackson's behalf.

At first Jackson's phrases were very politi-

cal and self-esteem building, which was the

purpose of the walkout.

Toward the end, however, Jackson lost

touch with what he was doing at UCLA - on

Rosenfeld is a first-year civil and enwiionnf^ental

engineering student

the day that was meant for promoting racial

harmony on campus by bringing people of

all races together to protest the loss of affir-

mative action.

Jackson was on the correct track when he

had the crowd repeat a few times, "My vote,

makes a difference!" Jackson helped build

the crowd's self-esteem, but destroyed my
self-esteem by his next phrase. "Blacks and

whites, are all Christians in God's eyes!"

Who was Jackson trying to appeal to?

Why didn't he include Muslims, Jews,

Buddhists, Atheists, Agnostics and other

religions of the world? Why didn't he

include Latinos, Chicanos, Asians, Native

Americans and every other type of person

who make up the population of UCLA and

stand "in God's eyes?" Not all blacks on

campus are Christian, not all whites on cam-

pus are Christian and not all Christians on

campus are black or white.

This statement destroyed my faith that

Jackson's intentions were in the best inter-

est of both the university and the protest.

What he asked the crowd to repeat did not

belong in the venue of this walkout.

Affirmative action was for under-repre-

sented minorities and women. The minori-

ties encompassed in the process were estab-

lished minorities based on the color of their

skin and their family background.

Affirmative action never worked to help

out minorities in terms of religion. Why
should Reverend Jackson make the protest

in favor of affirmative action into a reli-

gious rally of the majority religion?

The fight for affirmative action is a fight

to tear down barriers, but Jackson wants to

replace these barriers with more barriers.

His actions imply that he wants to break

down the barriers only for blacks and not all

minorities, and at the same time put up bar-

riers for non-Christian students by creating

a feeling of isolation in a school-wide

protest that should benefit all students.

By growing up in Los Angeles, attending

a public high school and UCLA, I have

learned to be open-minded. Yet in a speech

at UCLA, Jackson only mentioned two of

the world's races. Affirmative action was

not only for blacks, but it was also to help

out all under-represented minorities and

SceMSENFElfliiMgelS
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Harrington Associates

Investment Bankers

Barrington Associates

will be hosting an information session

for undergraduate students

interested in pursing a career in

investment banking.

November 3, 1998

The Career Center

7 P.M. TO 9p.m. "?

The KLA morning

. show with Tina

Harrington. Win CDs,

hear campus info and

some good music.

Wocfcieaday momings at 7 on

pi *

Chancellor Albert Camesale,

The UCLA College of Letters and Science

• and the Department of Economics

f I I
I

cordially invite you to attend the

UCLA Medal Ceremony honoring •^T^^""^^"^

Nobel Laureate, William F. Sharpe, ba -ss, ma '56, ph.d. -ei

and

the establishment of the newly appointed

Armen a. Alchian Chair in Economic Theory

Monday, November 2, 1998

4:00 p.m.

Bradley Hall, International Room

Reception immediately following

II

'

I II -p^«»^^«i"^"^""^™»i-

Thit event It co-tporoored by Hetbert N. and Marcia Harris Howard Speaker Series.

DIHMER
From page 12

good that my boss noticed it. So now
I think I'll rectify the problem, or at

least I'll try. Luckily, we're one week

away from the next state election

day. I'll give you my opinions on

each proposition; then I'm gone.

Proposition 1 has to do with tax

on property that sort of lacks envi-

ronmental safety features that affect

all sorts of creatures. So vote yes,

and have your say. Help people fix

their homes today!

Proposition 2's as boring as they

come. It merely says that all funds

from transportation revenues should

go in one place. What a snooze. Vote

yes, vote no, vote whatever. Vote

what makes you feel better.

Did you vote four months ago,

when June began and days moved
slow?

"That was when our state first

tried the open primary," you sighed.

Why did you sigh? I just don't know.

These propositions bore me so. Vote

yes on three. Vote no on four. Vote

until you can vote no more.

But please, just vote for goodness

sake. It's not that hard, it doesn't

take but five, 10 minutes of your day.

Not even that, the Flash might say.

No, let me give this one more
shot. Proposition 3 says that we
should not vote outside our party

lines. This has nothing to do with

mines. I think that it's less democrat-

ic. bo vote no - it's automatic. ^^

Steel-jawed animal

traps: do we really

need these, chaps?

Prop. 4 would ban

them, how about that?

Steel-jawed animal traps: do we
really need these, chaps? Proposition

4 would ban them, how about that?

I'll vote yes and then have time to

chat.

Every week a person goes to some
Indian casinos. Can they play the

slot machines? That's what a "yes"-

on-5 vote means.

Proposition 6 they wrote just for

me and others who can also see that

eating meat is not the way a human
ought to go today. Vegetarians unite!

Vote for Proposition 6; it is right.

Slaughtering horses for food will be

a crime thanks to this bill.

Then there's Proposition 7, an

environmentalist's heaven.

Proposition 7 will make you smile,

since it lowers taxes while giving

many firms a chance to cut emmis-
sions. Wow! Let's dance. Less pollu-

tion, what a break. Vote for 7, for —
God's sake.

Stupid Proposition 8. 1 think this

one's far from great. There are all

these crazy fools who think that they

can fix the schools. So they write a

ballot measure. Voting no will be my
pleasure.

Now Propositions 9 and 10

(Ach!), complicated ones again. I

just don't know what to do; the dif-

ferent choices make me blue. I

should try to read them more, but

God, the text is such a bore.

Proposition 1 1 seems OK but

more important is 1 A. Everybody's

voting yes. It's got nothing to do
with chess. About $9.2 billion for

classrooms, teachers and some
more, so teachers' salaries are paid,

while whole new schools will be

made.

Now there are many candidates

for offices in many states. Just vote

Green Party every time and ifyou
cmbX it's HOC a crime.

There's more to vote for, but

that's aO the hdp I'm giving you this
'•

fan. Sofood4>ye and toodleHoo.

Goodnett, gracious me, I'm

throu^!

ROSENFELD
From page 13

women.
What were Jackson's intentions?

Two people were holding objects

behind him. One was holding a

poster on a wooden cross. The other

was holding a poster saying "Vote

Barbara Boxer for the United States

Senate."

The cross was appropriate for

Jackson, since he turned where he

was standing into a Christian pulpit.

Jackson made the Barbara Boxer

sign out of place, by making it into a

Christian gathering - since she is a

Jewish white woman and was obvi-

ously not included in Jackson's

thoughts.

Jackson could learn a great deal

from the late Mayor Tom Bradley.

Bradley opened doors not only to

blacks, but also to all people of all

races and religions. But most impor-

tantly, Bradley created a forum for

blacks and Jews to come together to

create harmony.

Now Jackson discourages har-

mony near the end of what was oth-

erwise a good speech.

That one line that Jackson spoke

completely discredited him from

speaking at this event. Tension

between races is not as noticeable as

it has been in the past, but Jackson

seemed to be creating religious ten-

sion between students who are in

favor of affirmative action.

INLENDER
From page 1

3

time and money catering to non-

English speakers than to their own
"educationally-disadvantaged" peo-

ple.

Bilingual education is the most

embarrassing of these government

programs. We are actually teaching

children in foreign languages,

encouraging them not to learn

English.

A friend of mine argued that the

programs allow kids to learn math

and science in their own language,

while they are forced to learn

English in a country where nothing

else is spoken. On the surface this

makes sense.

They keep up with their English

speaking classmates by learning

math and science in their native

tongue. Then they learn English,

with the help of ESL, in their neigh-

borhoods and at home.

But wait a second, they do not

speak English at home because no

one at home speaks English. So they

are not learning the language at

school, and they are not learning it

at home. No wonder I usually go

hungry when I visit Chinatown.

Every UCLA student knows the

only way to learn a foreign language

is to be immersed in it. This means

we should require that school-age

children study in classes where they

are forced to learn, speak and read

English.

They may end up4agging academ-

ically, but as we all know Sen. Phil

Gramm failed the first, fifth and sev-

enth grades, and look at him now. It

may take them longer to get through

school, but they will be better off in

the end.

Making English the official lan-

guage of our great country is not

only about saving money, it is also

about encouraging immigrants to

assimilate, and to become

Americans and not just immigrants.

Understanding English is the—

—

most basic requirement of truly

being an American. The government

has an obligation not only to make it

difficult for immigrants to avoid

learning English, but also to require

that they actually do Icam the lan-

guage. In the end everyone will ben-

efit and our version of the Tower of

Babel will crumble to the ground.
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Moloney's on Campus

5TH ANNUAL

^ ^z=rt^-j Saturday, October 31^ ^^tJ^tS^/ 8:00 -close --^V-r::^^

^At»^!,!;% J Best costumes vjln , ^^^^r^^ J^X""
-* ••"" *'^'""'

eo?S,^Ov7u^ft '^^o?|^. Maloney's bar tabs!

Horror movie clips!

s-,1

Avoid the line -

come early!

$2.00
pints

Pumpkin carving contest
— Wed. Oct. 28th .

Top 3 winners

get $100 gift

As always, never

cover charge

—jaaaaaife:

Exclusivelyfor Student Alumni Association members!

NETWORKING NIGHT:

Schm

Tuesday, October 27

The Alumni Center

7 p.m. - 9 p.m.

aihmf^

Today, over 757o of all jobs are

obtained through networking.

Come learn about **warm calling/'

and the invaluable process of

building relationships and a

professional and social network.

"It's not who you know; it's how well you

know them ."

UCLAIumni
Association

JOmSAA
and take advantage of this and

other workshops!

Contact the Membership Desk^

at (310) 825-2586. KAPLAN
MIIIAr-TEIT
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Film & Television

Music

On-Campus

Theater & Fine Art

Daily Bruin

ARTS ENTERTAINMENT
Tomonrow

The life of Elizabeth l,The Virgin Queen:

is examined by two UCLA professors

in conjunction with the new,

Oscar-contending film.

Tuesday, October 27, 1998

Tuesday, October 27J998

if

Discovering the best s.'^r„^nrr''''""*°"

costume shops in L.A.

requires o little money

and Q lot of courage

Posing as Marilyn Manson for a night may seem

simple enough. The white rubber bodysuit, the

prosthetic genitalia, the coked-up gleam in the eyes

... many may fall on this as a last-minute option. But

as vast as the corner drugstore may be, this costume

compilation is far more intricate than just running

to the local Rite-Aid.

Preparation for the ghoulish holiday is often a

holiday in itself, complete with decorations, glitter

and a hearty dose of high spirits. The centerpiece is

undoubtedly the infamous Halloween costume.

From packaged costumes to thrift-store fmds, a

variety of options lurks in every comer of town. It

just depends on your vision.

If your automotive vision does not extend

beyond Westwood. the bat - the only - pedestrian

destination is Aaah's (1090 Westwood Blvd.). The

overpriced packages of witches* gowns and horror

make-up provide a sin^)le base fmm whicfa to begin

the Halloween search. But for the walk^ drain and

standard selection, shoppers are better off looking

further.

Ursula's Costumes Inc. (2516 Wilshire Blvd.) is a

quick broom flight from Westwood. The front

room froths with the ubiquitous plastic bag concoc-

tions and frenzied parents, outfitting their progeny

with pert pumpkin and lil* Xena costumes.

The draw to Ursula's hangs in the back r(x>m,

down a Aort flight of itatrs and past a couple of

kindly lociirity guards. There, for a mean $45 to

SlOO, yottOBipeid the night in a2(HpouDd French

aristocrat*! dress or a groen-and^ite striped zoot

suit, among legions of other choices. The pnces are

pretty hefty, but the costumes arc of theater-quality,

and the employees will fabricate your guise from

hats to shoes.

Nestled by the Santa Monica Big Blue Bus' No.

7 line, Make Believe Ina (3240 Pico Blvd.) offers

an eyfr-widcning array of products, including the

perfect accessories to complete any special outfit

The stores features Halloween fare that satisfies

every price range and taste. Cramped on the

counter amongst a rainbow of wigs and colored

eyelashes to do a drag queen proud, brochures

advertise contacts lenses that warp the eyes to dev-

ilish delight.

Sadism and mascx:hism make for a pleasant

evening, at least at Dream Dresser (8444-50 Santa

Monica Blvd.). Voted "Best in L.A.** by L.A.

Weekly (for what it is "Best in" is undHf), te
shop's picture windows broadcast images of

Dream Dresser-clad mannequins in varying stafcs

Cartoon hero

will release

anticipated

second album
MUSIC: Space Ghost presents

previously unheard songs, skits

from popular television shows

By Ricky Hcrzog

Daily Bruin Contributor

One might call him a true renaissance man for

the '90s. He defends the galaxy against the forces

of evil, he interviews Hollywood celebrities and

he sings about the merits of baloney sandwiches.

Is^pace GhoSlr

A popular cartoon character from the '60s,

Space Ghost has been reinvented in a way most

superheros could only dream. He stars in two

cartoon shows of his own - the popular

"Cartoon Planet" and "Space Ghost Coast to

Coast." And now, as a follow up to his popular

"Musical Bar-B-Q" album. "Space Ghost's Surf

&Turf," a collection ofCartoon Planet's musical

interludes, is coming to a record store near you.

Joining him on the album are two alien sidekicks

- Brak and Zorak, a dim-witted space pirate and

a six-foot-tall space mantis, respectively.

The album is a grab bag of different subjects

and musical styles, representative of Space

Ghost's highly varied fan base. It includes a love

song entitled "Mashed Potatoes" in which Zorak

sings pleadingly to his lover, "I've eaten meat-

balls in Sweden/ And pork chops in Peru/ But all

it did was remind me/ of you, baby."

Another track hearkens to the child in all of

us. One can almost hear the lunch bell ringing as

Zorak sings, "I once had a beautiful sandwich/

Oh, man, I'm talkin' hey/ It was made with fresh

beef baloney/ Mom bought it yesterday.'!
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When asked to describe this new ambitious

musical project. Space Ghost cited his motiva-

tions for creating this new album.

"We're all about values. We love the rock 'n'

roll at the Cartoon Network, and by golly as long

as it's public domain, we're all over the peppiest

sounds we can muster. When you're looking for

quality entertainment that the whole family can

latch onto and enjoy again and again, buy 'Surf

& Turf in quality record stores everywhere."

And what does an intergalactic superhero

draw upon for musical inspiration during the

creative process?

"'Surf& Turf was inspired by the goofy stuff

we did on 'Cartoon Planet'," he says. "We saved

these little leftover things we had at the end of the

sessions and ultimately we had a whole CD just

with all the dumb little songs and skits and things

we swept off the studio floor.''_

Those goofy songs and skits are sure not to go

unnoticed, due in large part to Space Ghost's

wide and devoted fan base. He cites these fans as

central to his success.

"It's amazing," he says. "Thanks to fine

Americans such as yourself, we built this won-

derful group of grassroot supporters - ifyou will

- who have to have their weekly Space Ghost.

I'm depending on you kids to make me old, fat

and successful someday."

Though Space Ghost acknowledges his suc-

cess, he still holds a mock bitterness against the

major music stars with whom his new album will

be competing.

"Ya, (the pop stars) are all hacks," he jokes.

**EspeciaUy the ones selling double platinum

when I'm struggling to - 1 think we've gone gold
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Rl Harvey gives Ngh-energy concert at Wiltern
MUSIC Crowd signals

approval for singer's gift

to execute exciting show

By Tcron Hide
'^

Daily Bruin Contributor

The vast main lobby of the Wiltern

Theater exudes a subtle, classic ambi-

ence. From the engravings hanging

on the solid oak walls to the winding

upper deck stairwell, each piece car-

ries with it a part of history. Last

Saturday night, though, an eclectic

mixture of PJ Harvey fans turned the

performance hall into their own exot-

ic listening ground.

Drinking capuccinos and wine

spritzers, the crowd began to yell and

scream in barely contained anticipa-

tion of the approaching musical exhi-

bition. But before PJ Harvey could

grace the stage, the mood had to be

set properly.

A relatively unknown band called

the Rachels opened up for the dark

diva. The six members of the group

offered an impressive instrumental

display consisting of viola, violin,

cello, drums, guitar and piano.

Combining slide projections

(which showed metaphorical refer-

ences (hai would make Plato proud)

with a modern, classic-rock approach

to music, the group created a mind-

boggling experience. Call it elevator

music with an edge. When it was all

over, though, the fUti had just begun.

Inching towards the front of the

stage, wave after wave of fans lined

the walls and walkways to prepare for

the main event. Filled to capacity, the

theater reverberated in the wake of

the rising noise, as the audience's

anxiety grew. Finally, fifteen minutes

past 9:00 p.m., hazy blue smoke filled

the crowded set and a lithe figure

skipped up to the microphone.

Dressed in a black leather jacket,

low-cut halter lop and navy-blue

skirt, PJ Harvey emerged from the

billowing cloud. Despite the dark sur-

roundings, the singers bright smile lit

up the stage and the crowd roared

with approval.

Backed by a dim, gold-colored

light, she wasted no time ripping into

the show. Accompanied by a bass

that caused a temporary loss in hear-

ing, PJ Harvey used her deep,

smokey voice to fiercely growl

through the first song of "I Think I'm

A Mother." Setting the tone for the

night with this cut, the band rarely

look more than a few seconds to

catch a breathe and continued to play

their hearts out.

Keeping in sync with her non-stop

approach to performing, PJ Harvey

and company were a constant blur of

motion. Drummer became lead

_singer, bassist became drummer, lead

(My Brain Am A EiiltrtainiMnt Tuesday,0ctobcr27J998 19

'Pleasantville' places

sight over substance

.y of Island Records

PJ Harvey delivered a mystical performance at the Wiltern last Saturday.

smger became guitarist, ihe group ment, she busily thrashed her hair

showcased not only their ability to

vary the tone of the music but handle

their diverse range of talent as well.

PJ Harvey herself played the gui-

tar, tambourine and castanets. When

not singing or holding onto an insiru- yet another song, but to many a sur- In the minutes following his stage

prise, drummer and percussionist, exit, the Wiltern's foundation shooT

John Parrish, took over lead vocals

for a spell. Thoroughly entertained

by the momentous occasion, the

crowd showed their gratitude by con-

tinuously hooting and hollering.

about or wildly swayed from side-to-

side. But the highlight of the evening

came from an unexpected source.

Running around the stage, the

band appeared to be preparing for

at the seams, as fans and ushers alike

cheered and stomped their feet

demanding an encore.

See HARVEY, page 20
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FILM: Technical effects

attempt to hide chches,

predictable, weak script

by Tristan Thai

Daily Bruin Contributor

Ever wonder what it would be like

to step right into the world of your

favorite childhood television pro-

gram? A world where dad announces

his entrance into the house with "Hi

honey, I'm home!" Where Mom
serves dinner at 6 p.m. like clock-

work. Where your parents sleep on

separate, twin-sized beds. And where

all of life's problems arc solved in

merely half an hour.

"Pleasantville" attempts to answer

this question by taking the viewer into

an "Ozzie and Harriet" and "Andy
Grinith"-like existence seen through

the eyes of two modern-day

teenagers. The film, from first-time

director Gary Ross, is gorgeous to

stare at, yet like most special effects-

driven movies falls flat on its face

when" overwrought cliches seep

through its thin veneer of a script.

Ross, who worked as a scrcen-

a larger canvas to draw his progres-

sive themes upon by comparing and

contrasting conformity-laced '50's

idealism with the pessimistic individ-

ualism of the '90's. Yet it's exactly this

ambition that ends up bogging down

"Pleasantville," turning it from a

savvy satire on right-wing morale into

a cloying, paternalistic manifesto.

The film begins in color with pop-

culture geek David (Tobey Maguire)

pumped up for the "Pleasantville"

marathon running on a Nick-at-

Night-like network and offering a

generous cash prize to the person

who knows the most trivia about the

show. David looks to have it already

made, seemingly able to recount

every little tidbit about each episode

word for word. Enter his promiscu-

ous twin sister Jennifer (Reese

Witherspoon), your typical dim-bulb

valley-girl who agrees to a date with a

high-school hunk to, like, watch a

concert on MTV. Of course, this

leads to a tug-of-war for control of the

television set between the two siblings

where they proceed to shatter their

remote control (Oh, the horror!).

Seconds later, a mysterious TV repair

man in the form of the always lovable

Don K notts appears at the door

wriier 5R tHS uscar-nommaied ottenng the twins a brand spankmg

screenplays for "Big" and

Show celebrates songs of Sondheim

Dave "

-

two entertaining yet lightweight

pieces of Huff - gives "Pleasantville"

new remote. As fast as you can say

SeePLEASANTVILU,pa9e21

THEATERi Fans forgive

loose plot as revue puts

together favorite music

By Stephanie Sheh
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

There are precious few people

who are secretly suspected to be a

god. With music and lyric credits for

13 musicals and a handful of Tonys

(as well as an Oscar) to his name,

Stephen Sondheim is at the top of

that list. So what better body ofwork

for a little night music than

Sondheim's.

On Sunday night, a funny thing

opened at the Mark Taper Forum.

"Putting It Together" stars John

Barrowman, Carol Burnett, Susan

Egan, John McCook and Bronson

Pinchot. Directed by Eric D.

Schaeffer, the latest version of this

musical revue, which runs through

December 6, does not attempt to

force a story, showing that it knows

the art ofmaking this production art.

Although the show docs have a loose

plot that strings the songs together,

what it really excels at is celebrating

the music of Sondheim.

Discarding dialogue and romping

through witticism, it revels in what

its composer and stars are best at.

hletzfttttapplat

response to Pinchot's opening lines

proved the audience also knew why

they were there. They set the tone for

the evening as Pinchot greeted.

J«y Thompson

(Left to right) John McCook, Susan Egan, John Barrowman,

Bronson Pinchot and Carol Burnett perform "Putting it Together^

"Good evening and welcome to the

music of Andrew Lloyd Webber.

Unfortunately Mr. Webber is not

here. He is getting his bangs

trimmed and if there is a God, sham-

pooed."

Pinchot, a natural for starting off

the show with the fast-paced comic

lines that are so classically

Sondheim, quickly jumped into

"Invocation and Instructions to the

Audience" from "The Frogs." He

George/ A little to the right,

George."

By making familiar lines work so

well in completely different contexts,

Schaeffer showed that he has defi-

nitely got it together.

' Hard-core Sondheim fans delight-

ed at hearing songs change meaning

with new contexts. And the lines

from songs that have been altered to

fit the different scenarios are just as

puny and poignant as the originals,

advised, "Don't go 'Oh' whenever

.

so they come as little surprises and

there's a song you know." not disa(>pointments. Since his songs

len leading into the title nunv gomctimc& need several listenings

ber, the cast took the stage one by before they are appreciated,

one. When Burnett's spotlight disap- "Putting It Together" was probably

peared, she addressed the electri-

cian, singing, "A little more light. See SONDHEUi page 22
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MANN

Westwood
VILLAGE
961Broxton

208-5576
PncHeal Magic (PG-13)

THX - Dolby Digital

Mon-Tues, Th(1:15 415)7.1510 00
Wed Theatre Closed

MANN

Santa Monica
CRITERION 3 What Dnams May Come (PG-13)

1313 3fd St Dolby Digital THX Sorry No Passes

Promenade Stadium Seating

395-1599 Men - Ttiu(12;303:45) 7:30 10:15

LAEMMLE

West Hollywood
6000 Saimi (at CmMRt Htlfbts) Fttt PmUni

SUNSET 1 Trey Parker's Oruimo
(213) 848-3500 Daily (12:15) 2:35 4:55 7:159i40

UNITED ARTISTS

Westwood
UA WESTWOOD AilPa^ljR)
10689 Wellworlh SODS Digital-THX-No VIPs until 1m
475-9441

Mon-Th 2:455:157:4510:30

GENERAL

Beverly Hills

B««»rty (!oiiMCtlM Presented in Digital Sound
•rM»oiClMMity(R]

12:453:00 5:15 7:309:4$

BRUIN Pleasantville (PG-13)

948 Broxton THX Dolby Digital

239-MANN Men - Th (12 30 3 45) 7:00 1(3:15

NATIONAL Soldier (R)

10925 Lindbrook THX-Dolby Digital -Sorry No Passes

208-4366 Mon -Thu (11:45 215 4 45) 7:30 10:15

AMtt(PG)

Stadium Seating - SDDS Digital

CRITERION 4

OTS Digital Mon - Tt)u (12:00 2:30 5:00) 7:45 10:00
SUNSET 2

(213)848-3500

Todd Solodz' HafpiMSS
Mon-Th (12:00) 2:00 5:15

8:3010:00

UA WESTWOOD
10889 Wellwonh
475-9441

FESTIVAL
10887 Lindbrook

208-4575

Anlz(PG)
THX - Dolby Digital

Mon -Thu (1:304:15) 7.009:45

REGENT
1045 Broxton Dolby SF

208-3259 Mon - Thu (1230 2:45 5:00) 7:30 10 00

Rush Hour (PG-13)

PLAZA ANightAit1wRoxbttry(PC-13)

1067Glendon Dolby Digital

208-3097 Mon • Thu (1 00 3:15 5:30) 7:45 10:00

WESTWOOD 1 mere's Somethieg Akout Mary (R)

lOSOGayley Stereo

208-7664 Mon-Th (1:00 4:00) 7:00 9:45

WESTWOOD 2 WitfcOMt Limits (PG-13)

1050 Gayley Stereo

208-7664 Mon-Th (1:15 4:20) 7:15 10:00

WESTWOOD 3
lOSOGayley
208-7664

J)
Stereo

Mon-Th (1:30 4:30) 7:30 10:10

WESTWOOD 4
1050 Gayley

208-7664

Sawtif Private Ryaa |R)

Dolby Oigrtal

Mon-Th (12:45 4:10)8:00

CRITERION 5 Resb How (PG-13)

THX - DTS Digital

Mon -Thu (11:45 2:15 4:45)7:301(5:00

CRITERION 6 A NIqM al Ike Roibeiy (PG-13)

THX - DfS Digital • Stadium Seating

THX - Dolby Digital - Sorry No Passes

Mon -Thu(11:45 12:30 2:45 4:30 5:15)

PACIFIC

Westwood
CREST HaMiNSt(NR)
1 262 Westwood Blvd. No One Under 1 7 Admitted

(SoiMistHrt) THX- Dolby SR
474-7866 or Mon Thu (12:303:45) 7:00 10:10

777-FILM (W25)

LAEMMLE
www.laMiinlt.com

WLA/Beverly Hills
OaiMtetfc—sOFwABTfciaiwt

Orfazmo (NC-17)

Do'by stereo - THX
No One Under 17 Admitted

Mon-Th 3:00 5:30 6:00 10:45

Beverly Coeeedioii Presented in Dolby SR Stereo

TIM Mi|My (PG-13)

12«) 2:204:45 7:159:4$

SUNSET 3 David Arquette/Stantey Tucci/Kate Capshaw
(213)848-3500 TkeAlarmlsi

Daily (2:55) 5:10 7:35 10 00

SUNSET 4 John Waters Pecker

(213) 848-3500 Daily (1:00) 3:15 5:30 7:50 10:10

Beverly CoMectioe

TlwMiBMy(P6-13)
Dolby stereo No VIPs until 10/26

UA WESTWOOD
10889 Wellworth

If5-9441

Mon -Tue. Thu2:15 2:30 5:00 7:30 10:15

Wed 2:30 P M.

Presented in Digital Sound
tntH Dreams May Cone (PQ-13)

11:45 2:15 4:45 7:3010:10

Opens 10/30: John Carpenter's VaMfires

SUNSET S

(213)848-3500
Stanley Tucci's Imaoslers

Daily (12:00) 2:30 5 00 7:30

suNsn
(213)848-3500

Weebeed SkowK
FriSal After Hours

Call TiMaler For Skow Times

Sat-Sun Morning Shows

Call Tkealer For Skoar Timet

Santa Monica
MOMCA

1

John Waters Pecker

1322 2nd Street Daily (4:50) 925
394-9741 Sep Adm Neil Mm WMiedMi

DaW (2:25) 7.00

Sep. Adm BM By BM wNk AMle
Mon -Tk (1:00)

Santa Monica

ROYAL
11523 SMBlvd
477-5581

Thomas Vinterberg's

Celekrallw

Daily (12:20) 2:40 500 7:30 9:55
^^w^w^^^^^^^ fc
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MUSIC NALL1
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274-6869
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For inlormation and tickets
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1

Presented in Digital Sound
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medical school to th^ physician's office.
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Mediocre humor renders

sketch comedy old news
TELEVISION: Shows lack

ingenuity, leave viewers

yearning for glory days

By Ken Parish Peridns

Fort Worth StarTelegram

What has always struck me about

the periodic bashing of "Saturday

Night Live" is how many others have

died trying to duplicate it. If "SNL"
has really been sloshing about in

mediocrity the past decade - as some
of you have passionately claimed -

what exactly does its longevity say

about the state of sketch comedy?

I can remember back in 1995 when
Fox unleashed "Mad TV," and Time

magazine gushed that the brash

upstart had "an edginess that

("SNL") has

long lacked - it's

Spin to 'SNL's'

Rolling Stone."

A confession:

1 stopped watch-

ing "Mad TV"
about midway
through its sec-

ond season

bccii use it had

become a carica-

ture of itself, a

wildly uneven ________^__
hour of empty

pop-culture
commentaries and lame commercial

spoofs. For the record, and to whatev-

er extent this taints my television cre-

dentials, I was usually inside a movie

theater.

Anyway, after viewing a couple

tapes of "Mad TV's" new season the

other day, one of which contained a

long-winded spoof of the Bill

Clinton/Monica Lewinsky farce, sev-

eral things were made clear: Nothing

has really changed with "Mad,"

which makes me feel better for having

ignored it. And we're in the midst of a

decline of sketch comedy as an art

form.

Maybe "decline" is the wrong

word. The fact that "SNL" remains

the measuring stick for new sketch

comedy strongly hints that our expec-

tations have been, well, compro-

mised. People who admit to slill

watching "SNL" are satisfied with

two or three funny skits during a 90-

minule show.

This drought is a relatively new

phenomenon. For years "SNL" was

such a potent and reliable force, other

shows dipped toes into the water only

to scurry back to shore.

Remember "Fridays"? Featuring

an unknown Michael Richards, it was

originally criticized as an "SNL"
clone. It lasted just two years. "In

Living Color" was the best of the

post-"SNL" lot until Keenen Ivory

Wayans and Fox fell out, and

although the all-female "She TV" had

its moments, its backers had no

patience. Roseanne and Dana Carvey

both tried and failed. Howard Stern?

His show is nothing more than radio

on television, and is bad radio at that.

So it'll be interesting to see whether

the latest serious contenders, HBO's
"Mr. Show With Bob and David" and

Comedy Central's "The Upright

People who admit to

still watching "SNL" are

satisfied with two or

three funny skits

=dijring a 9Q-nfiinutfi=

show.

Citizens Brigade", can pump new life

into this tired genre.

Both are, at least, ambitious. "Mr.

Show," whose new season got under

way Monday night, is a comedy with

an absurdist approach which origi-

nates from the same taste-free zone

that has made "South Park" and its

like-minded cronies darlings of the

toilet humor set.

Due to the fact that this is cable,

front men Bob Odenkirk and David

Cross, talented guys who are funny by

sheer looks alone, can tickle our

funny bone with, say, slow-motion

vomiting.

Other sketches include using mari-

juana as a stress deterrent and cloning

Hitlers to work as servants to Jewish

families. After watching two of this

season's 10 half-hour editions, "amus-

ing" is the highest compliment I can

think of.

_____^_^ "Upright
Citizens
Brigade," which

has been on the

air since Aug. 19,

has a decorated

resume: Jury

Prize for Best

Alternative
-Sketch Act attfac

U.S. Comedy
Arts' Festival in

Aspen, for one.

The foursome

(Matt Besser,

Amy Poehler, Ian Roberts and Matt

Walsh) play members of an under-

ground intelligence agency whose

stated goal is an "ongoing mission to

proliferate chaos," and this premise

flows through its sketches. I read

somewhere that the show is a play on

all the current millennial anxiety and

conspiracy theories, but that aspect

somehow zoomed right over my
head.

A younger colleague of mine is cer-

tain that "UCB" is great. It's a gentle

way of reminding me that I'm not a

"Gen-Xer", an4 that I am, therefore,

hopelessly out of touch.

Perhaps. But what has always

impressed me about "UCB," which

formed in Chicago and carries the

same Midwestern sensibility that I

possess, is its ability to keep one intel-

lectually off-balance. The show defi-

nitely commands the viewer's atten-

tion. Even so, I must admit I find the

group far more effective as a stage act

than as a weekly sitcom on Comedy
Central.

Still, networks keep trying. Even

ABC is getting in on the sketch come-

dy act. "Whose Line Is It Anyway?"

probably got as much exposure as it

did because it was such a mindbog-

gling attempt at prime-time improvi-

sation. Of course, it didn't hurt to

have Drew Carey as bait, either.

The series, in which Carey tosses

out oddball topics for impromptu

sketches performed by talents like

Ryan Stiles, was irreverent enough to

divert eyes from the batch of summer

reruns.

Surprisingly, "Whose Line Is It

Anyway?," might be the barometer

for the future of sketch comedy -

partly because it serves an audience

that wouldn't know improvisation if

you hit it upside the head with it.

HARVEY
From page 18

Not one to disappoint, PJ Harvey

stq>ped back into the harsh, white

spotlight and delighted fans with

probably her most renowned song,

"Down By the Water** Heads

bobbad, voioat raaf out in unitoo

and bodies danced to every last

heart-

Although, there were no fancy

pyrotechnics, elaborate background

sets or flashy costumes to be found at

this venue, for one brief moment,

music became the focus for all. And
as PJ Harvey exited center stage for

the final time that night, she left

behind something even more impor-

tant and memorable: the image of a

recordmg artist who «i|oys perform-

ing§ much as her fJMt aid audieaoe

revel in watching bar.

»'
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PLEASANTVILLE
From page 19

"ZAP!," David and Jennifer are

whisked away into the black and

white world of "Pleasantville," tak-

ing up the identities of Bud and Mary
Sue.

Not knowing how to escape back

into the real world, David convinces

Jennifer that until he finds a solution

to their dilemma, she must accept her

role as Mary Sue so as not to destroy

the sheltered universe of

Pleasantville, where questions of

-what lies outside the small town are

net V ''. c'^atyx:'.' sti.rtf> c^

.

last very lorr^t, hs the ifv.i;rr;y-tf'j<v»;'.

Jennifer does niore liun hold" Uie

hand of her basketball-captain date

while at Lover's Lane.

As the characters oi

"Pleasantville" lose their innocence

and gain a stronger grasp on reality,

shades of color start to appear and

proceed to turn the town upside-

down. This is where the film is at its

most beautiful. With the gorgeous

blend of black and white and vibrant

shades of the rainbow,

"Pleasantville" summons up images

of the Technicolor-happy '30's, the

golden age of American cinema.

Though the two main characters in

the film are the twins, the most inter-

esting pair happen to be Bud and

Mary Sue's parents, played by the

more-than-capable pair ofWilliam H.

sinks the film during its latter half as it

reeks of the high-handed preachiness

and the Capra-esque sentimentality

that "Pleasantville" essentially'

mocks. The plot just turns plain silly

as the town's George Wallace-like

head honcho (played by the late char-

acter actor J.T. Walsh in his final on-

screen performance) gathers the

black-and-white Old Guard together

and leads a fascistic movement

against those who are "colored."

Obvious scenes such as the destruc-

tion of property, placards saying "no

coloreds" posted outside store win-

dows and the uuiait.e vf luoks TV

low. Fv***^
• '^'" :• ':'•.'. ^'

'•\(^'f'om'

mon :cwrii -
•

chc;j.e back in jo f .** r-?i'rt:

If an associate of Ross

...told him to lookup

the word "subtlety/'

the film might have

been a little better.

Maybe if an associate of Ross

handed him a dictionary and told him

to look up the word "subtlety," the

film might have been a little better.

Comparisons of "Pleasantville" will

inevitably be drawn to the dystopian

nightmare of "Dark City," this past

summer's overrated "Truman

Macy and Joan Allen. Thr6Uglf

characters of George and Betty, the

audience sees the internal effects of

all the change going on in

Pleasarttville that gives the film its

heart. Allen visibly portrays the inner

conflicts within Betty as she frees her-

self from sexual repression and the

confinement of domesticity. Macy, as

he did in "Fargo" and "Boogie

Nights," proves his expertise at play-

ing the pathetic everyman, coming

home to an empty kitchen and des-

perately crying out, "Where's my din-

ner?"

Though the film is filled with many

clever moments, Ross unfortunately

Show," And the forthcoming

"EdTV", directed by Opie ... er, Ron

Howard. These films all contain char-

acters stuck out of joint in a falsely

created existence.

The technical wizardry ofi

"Pleasantville", along with the film's

tendency to straddle right in the mid-

dle of the satiric fence, should be

enough to please most mainstream

audiences. More demanding audi-

/ttices however, will likely be disap-

^ pointed by a film that is full in the

heart, but hollow in the brain.

"Pleasantville" is now playing in theaters

nationwide.

CARTOON
From page 17

foil now."
' While attempting to break into

pop stardom of his own, Space Ghost

still has the same, everyday concerns

as the average joe. He may be a

superhuman multimedia star, but he

still has his share of dirty laundry to

air.

"You must change your tights

everyday," he explains. "You wash

them with lemon fresh Tide. We
squeeze a bunch oflemons in with the

formula. Zorak is what we call my
laundry mistress."

Qearly a man of many interests.

Space Ghost seems to avoid being

pigeon-holed at all costs. Does he

have any other fields he plans on con-

quering in the near future?

"I would like to break into face

painting," he reveals. "I would like to

tour with Garbage and paint faces for

the audiences."

From face painting to belting out

tunes to fighting evil, Space Ghost

definitely seems to have a farther

reaching range than most humans

from the planet Earth. Is it possible

to apply some sort of earthly defini-

tion to the enigma that is Space

Ghost?

He states, "Space Ghost is what

they call on your planet 'sweet avail-

able beef.'"

COSTUMES
From page 16

of, um, fun. Simply put, the costumes

aren't just for Halloween festivities.

It is here, in Dream Dresser's hal-

lowed leather-strewn walls, that

visions of Marilyn Manson will dance

through your head. The silver, nipple-

enhanced breastplate you always

wanted for Christmas relaxes next to

rubber shirts and dresses. Black vinyl

boots taller than the average leg stand

proud, while dresses equipped with

^discreet cut-out panels line the racks.

The only traditional costume is a

perky Wonder Woman leotard, remi-

niscent of the Dungaroos most girls

ofthe '80s wore.

The confused shopper will find

solace on Venice Boulevard, where a

row of shops burst with ideas

Secondhand stores bring out their

holiday wares for the All Hallow's

Eve festivities.

Massiver made^

m0' ^^^^^^
^^^^^^1 ^^^^^^H ^^^^^^H y

A full-length, transparent gold

bodysuit is a necessity, and not just on

Halloween. Trash and Treasures

(12316 Venice Blvd.), a litUe thrift

cubbyhole, tempts customers with

gold lame genie shoes and a scrubby

wannabe-golden-fleece suit ($15).

Here, finding scantily clad price I

tags is easy.

The creative will see "Shampoo"

characters sprout from a hairdress-

er's smock with a matching scarf

($15) and a long, gaudy, pink-and-

white confection that screams

Birthday Barbie ($25). To masquer-

ade as the lusty sheik from "The

Impostors," try a long, white robe

and matching pants, ^th with royal

purple trim ($20).

As for headwear, a sign fronting

Trash and Treasures screams "Yes,

we have wigs. wigs, wigs." The **wig$,

wigs, wigs" arc dogptled in a, card-

board box m the store's center, priced

"I
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White Racial Awareness Process
Co-sponsored by the University Religious Conference at UCLA
and NOO (National Conference for Community and Justice)

A five-week dialoqvie series designed:

• to examine cultural and ethnic differences between

white Americans in the context of American pluralism

and racism;

• to redefine 'whiteness' in a way that recognizes the

diversity of 'white' experience and avoids the

oversimplifications of white supremacists;

to explore ways that participants can become allies in

the fight against bias^ bigotry and racism.

Location:

Dates/Times:

Cost:

University Religious Conference

900 Hilgard Avenue (3rd R. Lounge)

Tuesdays, 6:30-9:00 p.m^
October 27, November 3, 10, 17 and 24

$25.00 (some scholarships available)

To register or for more information, call NCCJ at 213-250-8787

Ask for Alicia Romero

A Jubilee Event

• • • • •

Jay Thompson

Susan Egan and John Barrowman in "Putting it Together/ which

runs through Dec. 6, at the Mark Taper Forum.

SONDHEIM
From page 19

most enjoyed by those who are most

WHOSE LINE IS

ANYWAY?
Mf& Summer Hit!!

Hosted by

^ Prcw Carey
~

FREE TICKETS
Patei' November 7 and %, 14 and 1

5

familiar with his work. And on

Sunday night, those well-versed in

Sondheim's repertoire noticeably

leaned forward for their favorite

numbers and whispered to their

neighbor, *'Oh, I love this one," dur-

ing the song's intro.

"Putting It Together

was probably most

enjoyed by those who
are most familiar with

Sondheim's work.

Nearly everyone sat farther for-

ward as Burnett performed. The
actress' shrewd timing, coupled with

Sondheim's clever lyrics, culminated

in a slew of uproarious moments.

Numbers such as "Lovely" and "The

Ladies Who Lunch" showed off clas-

sic Burnett, complete with vocal

scoops and sarcastic wails. But

"Putting It Together" also tapped

into Burnett's dramatic capabilities.

The rest of the cast proved that

Burnett was in good company. No
longer in the virginal, Belle-type role,

Egan was sharp and sassy. Her great

comedic timing displayed her acting

range. Barrowman's stage presence

and voice were equally powerful.

Unfortunately, his numbers in

"Putting It Together" did not allow

him to fully showcase the musical

range and emotional depth that he

possesses.

Pinchot, while musically not as

strong, was still able to carry his own
and infused the night with an appro-

priate detached sarcasm as The
Observer. But John McCook's por-

trayal, while not completely inade-

quate, was uninteresting and

appeared lacklusjer in the presence of

his co-stars' performances.

A few could justifiably wag their

fingers at the show's lack of a con-

crete plot or complex characters, but

art isn't easy. And as a celebration

and appreciation for Sondheim's

work, "Putting It Together" succeed-

ed. The audience forgot the intrica-

cies of storytelling for a night and

enjoyed the actors as they merrily

rolled along.

THEATER: "Putting It Together" runs

through Dec. 6 at the Mark Taper

Forum. For more information call (213)

628-2772.

^^^fc.

COSTUMES
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Macau parrot perches on a stand and

squawks at onlookers. The store itself

-aJso—has—a Halloween-slash-Tikf-

1 1tmi-m^ ext. 946
wwvKtvlieketuiMi

around $10. Every Clairol color

shows up in the jumble and then

some.

The piece de resistance of Trash

and Treasures is a six foot tall, bright

green, knubby Gumby costume that

pokes out of the store with a $10 price

tag. It may have been around the clay-

mation block once or twice, but for

$ 10, one can always take out the trash

in it.

Walking up and down Venice

Boulevard is like trick-or-treating,

especially at the super-cheap, super-

chic Dollar Mart (12220 Venice

Blvd.). Vintage '80s Madonna afTi-

cionados can go slap-crazy with acid

washed slap bracelets, not to mention

99-ccnt hair extensions to perfect the

look. There are also fake eyelashes,

sunglasses, wooden jewelry and an

aptly-named "funny mask" m the

shape of a wolf

A couple doors down sits the

Buenas Cosas Shop (1 22 1 8 Venice

Blvd ), a study m exotic animals and

lecondhand clothing Outside,

mong furnilure ami golf clubs, **

Room appeal, with boxes of scarfs

(from $3 to $16), including an

Esmeralda-esque purple shawl with

beaded edges.

But none can top Robinson
Beautilities (12320 Venice Blvd.). The
costume superstore is something of a

time warp, right down to the musty

decor and outdated hair supplies.

Here, the Halloween inept can rest

easy with the help of knowledgeable

costumers who dispense sage advise

to the un-spooky.

The back of the store is an over-

flowing attic of disguises for rental,

some beautifully elaborate and some
straight out of the Salvation Army.

All can be pieced together for the

desired look at $40 to $50 a pop.

The compilation of the perfect get-

up demands close attention to detail.

The search and the craftsmanship

alone should take the eager trick-or-

treater around the block and then

some. i

But despite the plethora of busi-

nesses sprinkled throughout the

Weslsidc. that while rubber bodysuit

remains elus ive. * " j
-
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118 Kerckhoff Hall
308 Westwood Plaza
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INTERNET
E-Mail: classifieds@media.ucla.edu
Web: http://www.dailybruin.ucla.edu

PHON^
Classified Line: (310) 825-2221
Classified Display: (310) 206-3060
Fax:(310)206-0528

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Thu: 9:00am-4:00pm
Fri: 9am-2:30pm

One issue, up to 20 words $8.00
...each additional word 0.50
Weekly, up to 20 words 27.00
...each additional word 1 .50

Monthly, up to 20 words 90.00
...each additional word 5.00

For Classified Display ads,
please see our rate card

for variable rate information.

'MostefCord; ^^ VISA

DEADLINES
Classified Line Ads:
1 working day t>efore printing,

at 1 2 noon.
Classified Display Ads:
2 woriting days before printing,

at 1 2 noon.
There are no cancellations after

noon of the day before printing.

PAYMENT
Please make checks payable to

"The UCLA Daily Bruin." We
accept Visa, MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards. Allow 5
working days for mail payments.

HOW TO WRITE
AN EFFECTIVE AD

• Start your ad with the
merchandise you are selling.

This makes it easier for readers to

quickly scan the ads and locate

your items.
• Always iriclude the price of your
item. Many classified readers

simply do not respond tc 2A*
without prices.

• Avoid abbreviations—make your
ad easy for readers to understarnl.
• Place yourself in the reader's

position, ask what you would like to

know ablout the merchandise, and
include that in the ad. Include such
information as brand names, colors

and other specific descriptions.

e%^

The ASUCLA Communications board fully supports the University of California's policy on nondiscrimination No medium shall accept advertisements which present persons of any origin, race, sex, or sexual orientation in

a demeaning way or imply that they are limited to positions, capabilities, roles, or status in society Neither the Daily Bruin nor the ASUCLA Communications Board has investigated any of the services advertised or the

advertisements represented m this issue Any person believing that an advertisement in this issue violated the Board's poiicy on norxliscnmination stated herein should communicate complaints in wntinq to the Business
Manager. Daily Brum. 118 Kerckhoff Hall. 308 Westwood Plaza, Los Angeles. CA 90024 For assistance with housing discrimination problems, call the UCLA Housing Office at (310) 825-4271 or call the Westside Fair Hous-
ing Onice at (310) 475-9671 Classified ads also appear on lirw at httpT/www dailybruin ucia edu Placement on-line is offered as a complimentary service for customers and is no\ guaranteed The Daily Brum is responsble
for the first incorrect ad insertion only Minor typographical errors are not eligible for refunds. For any refund, the Daily Brum Classified Department must t)e rrotified of an error on the first day of putilication by noon.
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Alcoholics Anonymous
Man nitcmtion, ia, Slip Slt^, 2iO>Atkewww

Itwn. Boot Siudy, 24(M ASirman
MA/W Rm. Dmtal A3-029

W«d. Rm. A3- 029

Discuuion.ARlimts 12:10- 1K)0pm

for akohoHc* or Indlvktumit wtto havt a drinking probhm

MARTIAL ARTS, Katabami Ju Jitsu Dojo tia-

ditional & authentic ju-jitsu. self-defense t'ai

Chi. yoga, chi gung, meditation. Master Alex-

ey Kunin: 323-512-2538.

POSTf^ENO AL WOMEN 45+ (Healthy

or with heart disease) wanted for a study on

coronary artery disease involving small

-amounts ol radioactivity al UCLA. $25Aii (2.

2200
Research Sublects

1100
Campus Happenkigt

GRADUATE STUDENT
BARBEQUE!

Need to relax? Chaira Christian Fellowship is

sponsoring "stress-buster" barbeque for

UCLA graduate students, staff, faculty, and

alumni. Friday, Oct. 30 7pm. 900 Hilgard

Ave.. 3rd floor 310-208-3991.

1300
Campus Rea iilhwiMl

1800
Miscellaneoiis

FREE WINNERS, FREE SCORES. FREE
Lines, no nrvaney, no operators, no hassles

www.line-busters.com.

YOUR CREDIT UNION
Your on-campus&on-Iine financial services

source, for students, faculty&staff Visit us at

Ackerman A-Level. on-line at www.ucu.org

or call 310-477-6628.

2100
Recraatiomil Activities

1-YEAR PLATINUM MEMBERSHIP-Bodies
in Motion, the best kickboxing, spinning, all-

around gym. ,*" locations. $500. Call for

more information. 310'4.S4-1601.

ACNE! ACNE! ACNE!
CLINICAL RESEARCH SPECIALISTS is

looking tor people over 12 years of age with

moderate to severe acne (at least lOspots).

Qualified volunteers will be financially com-

pensated. For nr>ore information please call

Donna or Dalia 310-828-8887.

FREE BIRTH CONTROL PILLS. UCLA re-

search study. $50 per visit to clinic. Smokers

ages 18-34 or non-smokers ages 35-44. Call

Jessica 310-794-1884.

NORMAL HEALTHY CHILDREN and adol-

escents 8-l6yrs needed for UCLA research

study. Receive $25 for lab experiment and
developmental evaluation, and get a scientif-

ic learning experience. Call 310-825-0392.

days. 4hrs. each) Call 310-825-1118 or 310-

206-6675

2300
Spann/EM Oonors

EGGDONORSI
WANTED

If you are a healthy
female between
the ages of 19 and
30 and have health

Insurance.

Compensation
$3500,00

Call MIrna Navas at

(310) 829-6782
• • •
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Don't settle for troditionol office work. We know ttiot you wont o coreer Ms exciting,

chollenging ond best of oil, finonciolly rewording. Long Beoch Mortgoge Compony is o

successful, oggressive ond growing notional company tfiot con offer wiiot you wont. We

liove great opportunities for Seles Aiceuiit iKecutivet. So if you're looking

for coreer where you con be higlily reworded ond recognized, |oin ourtopfwtcfi soles team.

Here s how you and your friends con leom inore:

LBMC INFO SESSION
TONIOHT

5sOO - TsOOPM

i»7:i»

^^I^SITY OIF X-^
Accredited by the Western Association of Schools and Colleges (W.A.S.C)

PSY.D.: Clinical-Community
Psychology

Meets all Board of Psychology academic requirements for

California Psychology licensure

M. S. CCXJNSELING j^„
Marriage, Family, and Child
counseung (mfcc)
Meets all Board of Behavioral Sciences academic
requirements for MFCC licensure in California

M. S. COUNSELING -

CONCENTRATIONS:
• GENERAL Counseling
• gerontology
• Counseling in Higher Education

COME TO A FREE INFORMATION SESSION
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF LA VERNE

W«dn»sday, Nov«ml»r 18, 6:30-< p.m.
Pr««ktont'* Dining Room. 8W corner of 3rd A c 8ts.. La V«m«
Contact Grmduatf S^rvicm* to RSVP or to mquomt dataUod

infoftftotion about appHottton daadhnaa and adntaaiot

•00/U3-3511. Mt. 4244; E-Mull • b«ter)eulv.«du

H^
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Women Needed

Infertile Asian Couples

in a life crisis seek

women to donate eggs.

Ages 21-31. Healthy

Asians and all ethnicities.

Anonymous & Conndential

Top Medical Care in San Francisco

$3^50.00 + Expenses

Family Line

(800) 609-LINE
Call for program details

gimuiuiquitaiataqaatataaaaiaaaaaaaclun!

ANONYMOUS sperm donors needed. Help

Infertile couples while receiving financial

compensation up to $600/month and Iree

health screerm^g. Convenient hours, located

in Westwood. Call Kim 310-824-9941

YOUNG CAUCASIAN WOMAN needed to

help infertile couple with egg donation.

Please contact Dr Coopersmilh 818-986-

1648. Compensation provided. Please Help!!

2400
Ttefciis Oftafod

HALLOWEEN KISS

IM

4200
Rflntili

BEAUTIFUL STUDIO
Near Westwood Village. Full amenity build-

ing. Balcony, pool. gym. parking. Top condi-

tion. 24hr security. $115,000 310-824-2834

'"gih,"-

llcketo

^ Piano Rentals ^^ Low Monthly Rates k
•Hollywood Piano Rental Cornpany^

213-462-2329 ^
••••••••••

AQUA TRAVEL INC
WORLD WIDE LOWEST AIRFARES

MAKE YOUR (MfNAR CAR HOfTE

RESffVAHONAT
http7/www.prt$maweb.conVoquatravel

24HOURSADAY
Lowest Domestic and

International Airfares

Tour Packages

Euralipass

Hotel Accommodations

Car Rentals

*Asia*Africa*AustTalia*Europe*Soutr)

Ameflca*lndia*Canada*Mexlco*HawGli*

Speciol domestic & Intemotionol Airfves Avolloble

•'"Ctn Te Jut))t>cl to c^ang« without notice

AyjitaOiftiy may De iimrted ana jome r©itrict<;r>5 tnoy

ippty PiurToxe*

PHONE (310)441^680
! 0850 Wilshire, Suite 434, Weslwood CA 90024

INSURANCE WAR!
WE'LL BEAT ANYONE S price or don't want

your business. All drivers. Newly licensed.

Student/statf/faculty discounts. Request the

-Brum Plan" 310-777-8817 or 818-222-

5595.

PARS1 INSURANCE SERVICES. Low rate

auto insurance. $50 student discount to-

wards down payment. We can come to you.

818-784-1771.

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

Al subjects, TT)eses/Dissertations.

Personal Statements, Proposals and Books.

Intematwnal students weteome.

SINCE 1985

Sharon BMr, Ph.D. (310) 470-6662

I
,'

CycleTime Company iS nee 197

Motorcycle • Motor Scooter • Moped
Liability insurance is NOW the law g

It's l*M than you thinki >

No Kidding!

Call tor a tree quote!

(310)27S^734
Exchar>g« ad lor minimum $10 00 _
diacour)! Mnth insurance purchaM '

A FREE SESSION
PSYCHOTHERAPY/COUNSELING for de-

pression, anxiety, obsessions, post-traumal-

ic stress, etc. Couples/Individuals. Student

rates Crime victims n^ay be eligible (or free

treatment. Call Liz Gould
(lVlFC#32388)®310-578-5957 to schedule

your free consultation.

Welcome back...

4900
Autos for Sale

1990 MAZDA MIATA. Red convertible.

AM/FM Cassette, Low mileage. Low main-

tenance. $4450obo. Must sell! 818-494-

2077.

Oct 3 1 . 4 l lCkfllS: $5b6a. 3 1 U-4/b-233B.

1995 MITSUBISHI ECLIPSE RS. Silver, au-

tomatic. 1 -owner Have all feceipts, vgryjow

m iles $ 1 0,900. Best oHer 213-030 - gL'bi.

2600

WE BUY CARS. New and old. Running or

not. Jeff 310-714-5808.

3400
Computoii/Software

GATEWAY 2000 PI 50, 32MB ram. 1.5G HD.

3D card, sound card, 17" monitor, speakers,

rruxJem+nwre. $700 310-820-6158.

LAPTOP FOR SALE. 1998 Dell. 233Mhz.

3Gb drive, floppy/CDROM swappable dri-

ves, 64 Mb RAM. Will take best offer. Call:

310-208-4308.

LAPTOPS/ DESKTOPS
NEW !! $60/month for 12 months and $1

buyout. No credit, checks or lease.

<www.earthcomp1 .com/LH 103.html

3500
FumKura

ALL-WHITE COUCH set. loveseat and full

"$300/each. Full Onkyo stereo system w/6

speakers: price negotiable. 310-470-7991.

MATTRESS BONANZA!!
SEALY STEARNS & FOSTER. Also Ortho-

pedic twin-sets-$119.95, Fulls-$169.95,

Queens-$1 89.95. Pillowtops-$299.95. So-

fas-$219. Delivery. Beacon Mattress. 1309

Westwood Blvd. 310-477-1466.

MATTRESS SETS!!!
Twin $79. Full $89. Queen $139, King $159.

Bunkbeds. Deliveries. Phone Orders Accept-

ed. 310-372-2337.

MATTRESSES, FUTON, DESK. Bookshelf.

Dinette Sets. T-Table. Lamps. Deliveries. 7-

days open. King's Furniture. 11961 Santa

Monica Blvd. 310-575-4243.

MOVING SALE
Queen size bed w/night stand-$350 Enter-

tainment unti-$40. Conputer desk-$25. Of-

fice chair-$15. Dresser-$35. Refrigerator-

ISO. Washer&dryer-$120. Lots more! Izabef-

la©31 0-445-6474.

QUEEN MATTRESS SET Excellent condi-

tion. $190. Call 310-837-7654

3700
Hosltli Produds

LOSE WEIGHT NOW
ASK ME HOW

67 FORD MUSTANG GTA 289. V8. auto,

air, alpine stereo, excellent condition, must

sell. $7000obo. 310-854-0568

86 Mazda626. Light-blue 2dr, automatic,

new tires and battery, front bumper damage

but mns great. Only $1400. Yaolong Tan

310-206-1022.

HONDA CIVIC 89. Hatchback, blue, excel-

lent condition. 103,300miles. 4 -speed, sec-

ond owner. Leaving country, records avail-

able. $3600obO. 310-206-5104.

asbjornOchem.ucIa edu

'86 MAZDA RX7- 133K miles. Good running

condition. Needs minor bodywori< 5-speed

and sunroof. $1750 OBO 310-546-5677.

*95 VW CABRIO
CONV, While, tan leather seats, 6-CD

changer. Auto, power everything. Take over

payments of $324/mo. Jason ©31 0-372-

9167.

London S509
4s^Bms: m&:

Sydney $964
New York $189
Hong Kong $571

Eurgil passes issaed on the soot!

Contiki Europe fours from $385.
fum AM aouJo '•!'. BO NOI IWt 01 '"IS.

lUIUCnOM >rft>. MMJIII •<! tHMtCI

Council

6100
Computer/lntemet

SPORTS FANS MAKE $
<www UofSports.com> Live sports chat,

scores, lines, odds. Virtual Vegas. Fastest

payout on the web.

6200
Hoaitti Services

50%OFF WOMEN'S personal training. Work

one on one with a trainer to learn the skills

for a healthy lifestyle. Acquire a program that

IS tailored to your needs. Contact Mane Wit-

tman 818-490-3717.

ACNE SCARS?
OR CHICKENPOX scars? Patented laser-'

assisted method. Proven success, rebuild

your own CQiiagan, can for aataiis 3io.3as.

AGRAD STUDENT w/M.A. in radio. Desktop

studio, and radiophonic voice can create

your radio commercial program. Appt: 310-

275-3550. L.Halfon.

EAGLE EYED EDITOR
PROOFREADS THESES, publications; tu-

tors English, study skills; trains time man-

agement, stress reduction. Nadia Lawrence

PhD 310-393-1951.

GREEN CARD LOTTERY 50.00.0 Visas

awarded by US GOV. $35 for attorney pre-

pared application. John Manley. Esq. 12304

Santa Monica Blvd. #300 LA, CA 90025.

310-820-7553 Deadline to apply: 10/28

OUTREACH COUNSELING SERVICES.
Fee based on ability to pay Insurance&Med-

icare accepted. Encino: 818-819-6145.

LA. 213-850-0204.

PRIZE-WINNING
ESSAYIST AND FORMER PROFESSOR
w/two Ph.Ds can help you prbduce winning

prr.QP ThP.<;p«; papers, parsonal statfiments.

0590.

(TEE: Council on Inlrrnalwnal

Educational Exclianfie

10904 Llndbrook Dr.

Los Angeles crsipcnding

(310) 208-3551
www.counciltraveLcom

FREE PROFESSIONAL HAIRCUT Talented

junior hairstylist in Century City, looking for

models interested in receiving a modern,

above shoulder haircut® no charge. For ap-

pointment call Mollie® 31 0-286-0211.

HEALTH AND BEAUTY STEAM. Developed

by Chinese doctor. Revolutionary skin-care

product with exotic herts. also cleanses in-

ternally (colds, flu). 2-monlhs supply

$35+UPS. 1-888-701-8898.

6300
Legal Advlce/Attoraeys

BANKRUPTCY
GET OUT OF DEBT NOW! Free Consulta-

tion. Experienced attorneys, reasonable

fees Law Offices of White and Associates

(Cheryle M, While. UCLAW. "86") 800-420-

9998 or 310-207-2089 12301 Wilshire

Bl ,Ste 550. WLA

GREEN CARDS NOW!
FILE YOUR GREEN CARD LOTTERY
Starting 10-1-98 through 10-26-98. Call at-

torney Doreend213-251-9588.

MYER LAW FIRM. Century City. Auto accir.

dents, slips/falls, bankruptcy, discrimination,

sexual harassment. UCLA Graduate Scott D.

Myer. http://www.bestlawyer.com 310-277-

3000.

Dav]3~

4455.

<davedil©pacbell.net> 805-b4b-

RELATIONSHIP SPECIALIST- Effective,

supportive, confidential counseling. Individu-

als and couples. Carole Chasin, MA,
M.F.C.C. 310-289-4643.

6800
Resumes

WINNING RESUMES. 1 -hour service. Our

clients get results. Open 7 days. Visa and

Mastercard accepted. 310-287-2785.

7000
Ihitoring Offered

MATH/PHYSICS/STATISTICS/English/He-

brew. Computenzed statistical analysis avail-

able Tutoring service. Free consultation.

Reasonable rates, call anytime. Han (800)90-

TUTOR www my-tutor.com

PHD'S IN PSYCHOLOGY/SPECIAL ED.

Teach academics, testing, note-taking and

study strategies. Individuals with LD. ADHD
and other difficulties. 8yrs-adults. 310-315-

1901

6400
Movera/Slorage

50«l
Ikfivel DesHnatloiis

SEMESTER AROUND THE WORLD.
Travel to Greece, Spain. Costa Rica, or Aus-

tralia and earn college credits. Call toll free

1-877-333-SA7W(7289).

SPORTS
scores • odds • 5 ir picks

1.900.407.1600 nt. 5413

$2.99 ptr mliMiti. mvst be 18 years old

serveyouas 619645 S434

moHitmeuM
Koiirul Iiip .\irtarcs

I iin.i S375

Cn/.o S495

S.uitiai;o SG89

Sao I'.iuh. / Kio S598

(iuava(|uil / Quito SG35
•• '

. Aii.s SG98

$840
M ,t, i /y ( <. s

Ail natural nutritkxuil health products.

310-202-6044

Call

<« «, .310 l.'»2 SS^l /SOU ^s^l 0.'»4'1

I'HOU vviONAl. \H\\\ I »l U\U I

Hih Anirrlc An Sjiri ijIi*!". 1 -.r • ! |-.H'»»ii

5900
nnanclalAM

SQUICK CASH$
OWN A CAR? Get a cash loan in 30minutes

ij while you drive. No credit check. WS.M.
888-300-8942.

LOAN SPECIALIST
CARS. HOME. PERSONAL and debt con-

solidation Small businesses weteome. Call

toll-free; 1-877-467-4922.

STUDENT LOANS
GET YOUR Stafford Student Loan from Uni-

versity Credit Union (Lender Code 832123).

Also receive k>w-cost financial servtees. 310-

477-6628; www.ucu.org.

BEST MOVERS. Licensed, insured Lowest

rates. Fast, courteous+careful. Many stud-

ents moved for $98. Lie. -T- 163844. NO JOB
TOO SMALL! 1 -800-2-GO-BEST

HONEST MAN W/14ft truck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok. Student discount.

Ask about 10% discount. 310-285-8688. Go
Bruins!

JERRY'S MOVING&DELIVERY The careful

movers. Experienced, reliable, same-day de-

livery. Packing, boxes available. Also, pick-

up donations for American Cancer Society.

Jerry©31 0-391 -5657.

6500
Musio Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedicated pro-

fessional. At your home or WLA studio. 1st-

lesson free. No drum set necessary.

Neil;2 13-654-8226.

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years exp. all

levels and styles Patient and organized.

Guitars available. Sam 310-826-9117.

GUITAR LESSONS by professional near

UCLA. All levels, guitars avail Call Jean at

310-476-4154. www.JWGS.com

~ PRIVATE TUTORING
"

IN-HOME, one-on-one tutoring for most sub-

jects. English, Chemistry. Math, Physics. Bi-

ology, Spanish, French, etc. $i5/hr. 310-

289-3292.

PRIVATE TUTORING
SECONDARY PRIMARY LEVELS. All sub-

jects. Affordable rates. One on one. At your

home. Call ADMIRAL TUTORING. 310-477-

9685. __^

THE WRITING COACH
EXPERIENCED TEACHER, PhD offers tu-

toring, term paper assistance, English, So-

cial Science, History. Foreign Students Wel-

come. Call: 310-452-2865.

UCLA ENGLISH ALUMNI, pro-writer, young,

superb papers guaranteed. High school and

below welcome. Jeff 213-653-2240.

WRITING TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford University

graduate Help witti English—for students of

all ages/levels. $17/hr. 310-472-8240 or

310-440-0285

7100
lUtorlng Wanted

ENGLISH MAJOR NEEDED to help high

school student w/college essays and compo-

sitk>ns. 310-390-1761x1

GERMAN TUTOR NEEDED. P/T. Hrs flexi-

ble. 310-289-1404.

FINE ISLAND CtQARS- Monica and BW't la-

voitti from tfw iaiand SIngIa oiQir or box

prtoaa. cal 064^14-3801 anwN;

<ooNbaa>^»aaaStwlmall.com>

NEWAUSEO CLOTHES lor Mia EvaryMog

m Ip-lop ihapa sum B-KVMadium Cula

mM. 9mmtmytmim(m: . Qiaat prtoaaMago-

QfMl tor Wm holdaul 310-557-2362

LOOKING for a nice Italian teacher lor a

happy family. Once/wk. 2.5hrs at our house.

Please call Sabhna: 310-285-9653

2-ACXJND TMP Mahala laavlng LA to Baiti

mora. |200^aMh. Cal 016-61 5-2846.

/iiislale
¥nA« in gMdluuidm.

Insurance Company
(310)31^-0204

1 28 1 VN/»«tvv/ooc* Blvd
C2 tXto So or WM1"Hy)

MBA, LAW, MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS!
FRUSTRATED DEVELOPING your critical

paraonal ataiarnants'' Get professional help

from VMN-Itnown author/consuitant 310-826

4445
www.wirwiingpafaonaialafnafM.oom

TLITOR wanted for 7/8yr old Music major-

piano and violin HomaworV t>elp. M-Th, 2-

3hrs/day attemoona. 310-395-6198

evening 310-253-0066 day

TUTOR WANTED M-Th, 3hrs/day Must

have transportation 310-454-1769

TUTOR/DRIVER lor 7th gradar Pick up 330
tutor wm 7pm yifLA araa

$10^ 310-475-3786

noo
imonnQ naniBQ

TUTOR: PHYSICS and calculus BC for high
'

school senior $i2/hr. Close to campus Jim

310 475-3314 &310-475-9415.

TUTORS ABLE TO TEACH english, math,

science, and history tor a 11th grade home
study student. 213-939-1749.

TUTORS for high school students

Junior/senior/graduate students specializing

in English a must. Families located in Arca-

dia resident or Palos Verdes. 2hrs-$55/one

visit. 4times/mo. 310-859-9140 Beveriy Glen

Education Linl<0 Beveriy Hills.

TUTORS NEEDED
$15-20/hr All subjects&all grades. Must be

college student w/own transportation. No ex-

penence nee. 310-358-5987.

7200
lyping

ACCURATE, DEPENDABLE and SPEEDY
typing service. Close to campus. Call Laurie:

310-478-6230.

HATE TO TYPE? Let me do it for you.

Fast-faccurate. Professional screen plays

excepted. $2/pg. Call-ins 310-839-3101 or

page 310-915-2255.

WORD PROCESSING All types: research

papers, theses, resumes, fliers. Editing &
proofing available. Emergencies OK. Call:

818-598-1489 or email anmlwomndpac-
bell.net.

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-

es, dissertations, transcnption, resumes, fli-

ers, brochures, mailing lists, reports Santa

Monica, 310-828-6939. Hollywood, 213-466-

2888.

7300
Writing He^i

WORD PROCESSING. Typing, proofing,

editing, rewriting, research, resumes, tutor-

ing, flic. Fax, email, bring work to me Rostr

es. Student discount. 818-830-1546.

7400
Business Opportunities

$500/DAY. Nude modeling-women 18+ all

types. No experience necessary. Safe, pro-

fessional environment. Refer a friend and

earn $50! 310-358-3865.

^BILLION DOLLAR INDUSTRY seeks ag-

gressive, energetic, and seriously money

motivated individuals that want to eam mon-

ey now!! 818-894-8892 LeadJB

DRIVE YOUR DREAM FOR FREE. Any

make, model, or price. No down payment.

No security deposit. Great income potential.

888-891-8690

Men-Women ages 18-24 for nude nnxJeling

for magazines and fine art. Call 310-289-

8941 days for informatk>n.

Geieei' OBPOiTMHitlftS

OPPORTUNITY
KNOCKS

HERE'S YOUR CHANCE to join orie of the

largest telecommunications co. Make nwney
without k>sing your persoful freedom. 800-

636-6773 ext. 7930.

SECRETARY/RECEPTIONIST- Perform

various duties in Beverty Real Estate Com-
pany. Parttime/Fulltime. Starling pay $9/hr

w/great future job opportunities. Fax re-

sume:31 0-278-6801 Attn J.Edward Smith.

7700
CMId Care Wanted

TELEMARKETING
Career opportunities. Limited positions avail-

able w/tinancial martlets firm in Brentwood

Applicants must be hardwort(ing, articulate,

and outgoing. Alex® 31 0-444-4444

7700
CmM lUve Wonted

AFTERSCHOOL DRIVER for 2boys (12-^15)

ar>d help w/honr>ework plus errarvls. $10/hr.

Must be insured-^ have clean record SM
area 310-828-3363

BABYSITTER REQUIRED for two girts, age
2&5 5 For two weekday mornings/after-

noon, tor up to 12 hrs total $10/hr 310-454

4136

Classifieds

8?5-22?1

PERFECT STUDENT JOB
Piciv up adorable 3 year old gui from

school in SantH Monica MonFn at G p'

and care lor her during school holiday-

Call 310/369-5509
^'. :< F-' i't tore 6 pni

BABYSITTERS NEEDED. Evenings+wee-

kends, watch nx)vies and study. Flexible

hours. BH home wA/iew and pool. Fax re-

sume 310-550-7092^

CHILD CARE for special 11 -year-old giri

w/disabilities in Tarzana. M/W/F 3:30-6:30

and Sundays 1030-3:30. Pay negotiable

Call 818-343-4150

DRIVE CHILDREN from school in West Hol-

lywood to Pacific Palisades in late afternoon.

Must have car and insurance. 310-454-7525.

ENERGETIC
MOM'S HELPER. Approx: 4-8pm M-F, flexi-

ble. Salary negotiable. Needs car. 3amazing

k\6s. Pacific Palisades. Laurie: 310-454-

6021.

FEMALE BABYSITTER WANTED. Ages 16-

30yrs. Wednesday, Fnday, Saturday&Sun-

day, 5pm-7pm. $12/hr. Must be enthusiastic,

outgoing & fun&have a natural ability to play

actively w/3-year-old boy Must drive, Brent-

wood. 310^472^2781

HOUSEKEEPER+BABYSITTER for 4y/o

girt. 5 nights/week starting©5pm. $25/night.

Must be experienced and f^ve references.

Near Beveriy Hills. Call ASAP. 310-271-

8217.

LOOKING for a German-speaking baby-sit-

ter(fluent). She must drive, be available

evenings 3time/wk. $10/hr. Please contact

Sabrina: 310-285-9853.

LOVAAS/TRAINED THERAPIST WANTED
to fill hrs in existing in home program for au-

tistie gyrtjoy. Weeiterxi hrs f>ee<je<i,

$15/hr. Manhattan Beach(15min). Please

call Lisa Zucker 310-796-9855 or email li-

sagz9aol.com

LOVELY PROFESSIONAL FAMILY Desires

mother's assistant for children, hours 4-8pm

M-F $6/hr Interested applicants please call

Renee; 310-558-8050

MOTHER'S HELPER- Female preferred for

BH family. 3 small children. Sundays only

7am-7pm. $100. 310-550-7104.

OCCASIONAL SITTER tor 12-yr-old giri on

the Westside to be available evenings. Fun,

outgoing female Must have references. 213-

688-1248.

Responsible,energetic person to care for

bright 8yr. old boy. 3p m -9p.m. 2-3 days/wk

Flexible $10/hr. Must have car and referenc-

es (323)874^2705^

TUTOR/DRIVER for 12y/o giri. Hrs vary

Pickup Westside school w/own car between

3-5PM ends approximately 7:30PM. Help

with homewori</l»ght errands/assist easy din-

ner. Wages negotiable. Deborah 310-312-

3138.

7800
11 nI— *- -*

ne^i numu

7800
NelpWMM

ANNOUNCERS, no experience necessary.

Host music/lalk-shows for our radio stations.

P/T. $10-15/hr, $200-^per/show. plus fantas-

tic benefits. 213-468-0080 24-hours.

ASSISTANT for business office For more

details please call 310-278-2750 or fax re-

sume 310-278-0038.

Student Union

!

Ttilk tihuut your fancy footwork'
R«!C<?nt studies show MOST UCUX btuck-nts drink no mori- th.m 4 whi-n tht-v |>iirtv

So wh.it'

So, stiHk'nts wt»o drink 4 or less have t>et1er k»v»> lives

.ind SCORE hu|h in th«;if studies, S|>orts, iind ottvr piir-smts

ASSISTANT NEEDED FOR Real Estate in-,

vestment company P/T. casual dress, must

have car and insurance. $9/hr. Fax resume

to: 310-479-2402.

ASS'T for Beverty Hills optometric pract. En-

thusiastic, willing to learn and enjoy working

with people Fridays 9-1. Dr. Seldon 310-

553-2224

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED. Eam
$150-$250/night. Wori< P/T while going to

school. Day/eve classes, l-2week classes,

800-974-7974. International Bartender's'

school. HUNDREDS OF JOBS!

BOOK SOUP
INDEPENDENT CUSTOMER ser\hce orient

ed book store seeks experienced staff for all

positions. West Hollywood. Fax resume Guy
^310-659-3410

CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVES wanted for a

company that provides services for interna-

tional students. Salary is commission only

Cal! 310-476-4674.

CASTING
EXTRAS needed for feature films, commer-

cials, and music videos. Earn up to $240 per

day! No experience needed Worit guar-

anteed! Call today 2 13-85 1-6 103

CENTRAL CAMPUS
CENTRAL CAMPUS JOBS. Part-time jobs

available@ASUCLA Concessions. We work

w/your class schedule. Supen^isory opportu-

nities. Half-Ofi meals. 310-206-0736.

ADMINISTRATOR/PROJECT ASSISTANT,

(internship possibility). Computer literate,

IBM-Windows/Internet plus. Senior/graduate

w/strong writing/oral communication. No

dress code/reception duties. $7-$9.

17hrs/wk. Serious inquiries:Fax:31 0-395-

0509.

$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL mailing or cir-

culars. No experience req. Free information

packet. Call 202-466-1639.

$20/HR PT/FT
PROCESSING MAILI Free supplies,

postage! Bonuses! Rush SASE to

CMAAXJLA Po Box 567443, Atlanta GA.

31156

SignupO info.infontachirte.com

$20/HR. TO START!
FAST advancement opportunities. Profes-

sk>nal, reliable, fun students wanted. Very

flexK)le scheduling. Quicksilver Publishing

818-872-3834. Call Now!

$7.25/hr and up!
DO YOU have initiative? Become a UCLA
Community Sen/ice Officer and explore law

and public relations. Great Pay Flexible

hours. Student-oriented. Web:

www.ucpd.ucla.edu/ucpd/cso. Email:

csoOucpd.ucIa edu, Phone: 310-825-2148.

ACCOUNTING DEPT assistant. P/T entry

level position M-F 2-6. Basic computer

krK)wledge, car with insurance, good oral

and wntten communication skills required

$9/hr 310-276-9166

AD COPY Producer needs student screen-

writer to turn rough idea into screenplay for

urt>antilm. 561-362 5291.

ADMfNISTRATIVE ASST/OFFICE ASSIST

-

Interr^hip in Down town LA Start ASAP $9

10/hr depending on expener>ce Need smart.

self rrwttvalad. dalaii ofientaled individual

R«q s:advarto«d oomputtr skills, n^ office,

internet Son>e rsMtrch and phones m-

voMd Faxresurne:213^l7-2325AltnHR

:jG1TV OF BEVERLY HtUs parking attendants

needed. Weekends only/$8.76/hr. Morning

and Evening shifts available. Dept. of Trans-

portation. 455 N. Rexford Dr., Room 130. Ap-

ply in person. 310-285-2552.

CLERICAL/COMPUTER TYPIST for Laurel

Canyon area $15/hr. 4hrs/wk. 213-650-

4404.

CLERICAUSALES P/T or F/T. excellent op-

portunity Love of jewelry. Call between 12-

6pm, Shane's Jewelry We have 2 openings

immediately 310-208-8404.

CP SHADES
A NATIONAL womens clothing retailer and

Manufacture based in San Francisco, is in-

terviewing for FT/PT sales positions in- its

Santa Monica location. CP Shades offers a

challenging, exciting environment w/an ex-

cellent compensation package, vacation,

health&dental. a free outfit every month and

a great discount. Best of all, is the chance to

work for a fnendly. growing company that

makes clothes which you'll want to own.

Please fax resumes to 310-392-0586 or

come into our store at 2937 Main St. to fill out

an application.

CSO OFFICE ASST
Apply now for an office assistant position at

the CSO Programs&Westwood Village Sub-

station. Starting rate $7.25/hr. UCLA stud-

ents w/at least one yr remaining Public rela-

tions&basic clerical duties. For details call

310-825-9800.

A PERFECT STUDENT JOB

Do you r>eed a job in the

aftenx)ons during school (M-F)?

All day Saturday, too! Full time
during Quarter Breaks and
Sunnmer Vacations! Work

experier>ce rx>t necessary. Apply
today at

Westwood Sporting Goods.
1065 Qayley Ave,

Westwood Village,

310-206-6215.

How
about

ttiis for

a case

of

attilete's

feet'

Alter a

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

CUSTOMER SERVICE
ACKERMAN REP.(FT) OUniversity Credit

Union. ApplyO1500 S. Sepulveda Blvd., LA.

90025 or fax resunr>e:31 0-477-2566 or web
at http://www.ucu.org

DANCERS EXOTIC DANCERS tor private

shows and parties in LA and Orange County

areas. Top $. 1 -800-899-8000.

DENTAL OFFICE needs office help. P/T-F/T

Hours flexible Expenence preferred 310-

451-5404.

DOG WALKER NEEDED Mon-Fn, after-

noons in exchange for parking pnvileges

Home-walking distance from campus Bon-

n»e 310-474 9969.

DRIVER needed in Westwood flower shop

f^-F 2pm-9pm Cah 310-206-4000

DRIVER to pK* up 14-year okJ from Beverty

Hills High, bnng to home m Sherrrwn Oaks

or to after-achooi adMliM. Female pre

terred. $10Av Robin«810-7B3-2268

quick

game
of

tootsies

during

study

fiall,

tfiese

sure-

footed

soul

mate.s

tiavc

lumped

leet

first

into

som«

loot

lOOSt!

soul

search-

ing

Talk

qbout

your

toe

lam!

He

ain't

no

tieel

She

thinks

he IS

some

kind of

arch

angel

He

would

probaMy

toe

dance

a two-

step to

win her

soul

kiss.

Ukt

any

good

foot

soMitr,

h«

knows

that if

ha tips

back

too

many,

he

might

lose

his

ooting

and

have a

problem

step-

ping up

to the

plate

And

ttiat

would

make it

quite

difficult

to tip

toe

through

her

tulips

lei

alone

scoraa

Talk

about

your bat

going

limpl

It's a

swing

UUU.

ACROSS
1 Exit

5 Salad green
1 Long story

14 Unemployed
15 Juliet's beloved
16 Coagulate
1

7

Must have
18 Cambodian or

Chinese
19 Defeat
20 Big League hit

22 High spirits

24 Ripken of

baseball

25 Recipe amt.

26 Spinach lover

29 Violent ocean
movement

33 Potatoes
34 Stock-market

figure

36 Actor Steiger

37 Bottom edge
36 Well-built

39 UK part

40 Artist Jean or

Hans
41 Potter's oven
42 Reddish dye
44 Spiced ale

47 Turn down a
page

48 Hints

49 In the past
50 Run away
53 Airplane control

58 Religious

Image
59 Burst

61 Matinee guy?
62 Guitarist

Clapton
63 Boombox
64 Arid

65 Melody
66 Luster

67 Lion's pride

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

iSlCIAINmV I IDIEINITI

I

IFIYI

SBQ BOB
EMCOPTSTeM
nisTa c tMaisT

A 1 L

T E P
ERISI

gaucj SBBB]
QgjdBcaBaii

lAITTOIMMSIAlLlVIOI
QQBD IIDBB aSISlBS
lElLlKlSMFIIISIHMWIHiOISIEI

DOWN
1 Type of bat?
2 German river

3 Bread spread
4 Marked down
5 Nursery item

6 Thorny plant

7 Muslim prince

8 Briny deep
9 Thrush or oriole

10 Handwriting
11 Suntan-lotlon

ingredient

12 Goumiand's
malady

13 Legal eagle, for

short

21 Negative votes
23 Serpent
25 Teach
26 Old-fashioned

exclamation
'77 Musical drarfla

28 Ladies' shoes
30 Actress Ounne

31 Ritchie Valens'
hit

32 — Allan Poe
34 Simmers
35 House wing
38 Captains
42 Monopolizes
43 Vanity
45 Posture
46 Goal
47 Ohio town
50 Restrict caloric

intake

51 Neutral

color

52 Small change
53 "Hey—

"

54 Sheriff Taylor's

kid

55 Thought
56 Type of ball?

57 Swiss painter

Paul —
60 Cheefteader's

shout

—mar
strike

three,

you're

outi

Too bad

Even

Doc

Scholl

would

have a

hard

time

with

that

foot

fault.

She

might

iust kicK

this

pussy

foot

with her

steel toe

foot

wearl

Or

Martin

could

soon

become

his arch

enemy.

Incasa

you
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know,

most
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studants

drink

four or

leu

ttiey

party.

Some
don't

drink at

•M.Soi(

don't

want to

run' fTlM to voti by Studont HmMi EducationI

yeurt
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CLA Annual Fun
$t*18/IIILpllM tonus

nUO T1AININ6 • CONVENIENT SCHEDUUNG
(Man. 'llMra. MMlngi^ t Mto on til * tun. 4

ConlKl

310-794H)277

DRIVER-HOMEWORK HELPER: 20-

30hrs/week. 3 fun, active kids. CDL. in-

surance, Car. Leave message 310-752-

8270.

DYNAMIC, PRESENTABLE, ENERGETIC
marketing needed for sports medicine prac-

tk:e. Office work, billing, patient interaction

Fax Resume 310-335-1543 or call 310-640-

3771.

EDITOR/WRITER/RESEARCH Assistant.

MA/PhD/retired academic to assist writing

on Biblical, historical subjects. Knowledge of

Hebrew/history/feminism helpful. 2-days/wk-

minimum-3hrs/day. Hancock Park area.

Fax;2 13-937- 1680.

ENTRY LEVEL BOOKKEEPER. $7/hr. Cop-

ymat Westwood. 925 Westwood Blvd. LA Ca
90024. Contact John Ortega (store manag-
er). P/T. Call 310-824-5276. Fax 310-824-

5543.

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SEEKING assis-

tant to help buikj business. Duties: Cokj call-

ing and light offk^e work. CIBC Oppenheimer
Westwood. 310-446-7303.

F/T FILE CLERK for immlgratkKi law fimfi.

Century City. Computer-literate, Punctual,

detail-oriented, self-starter. $8/hr. Fax re-

sume: 310-553-2616.

F/T TELEMARKETING/Assistant Broker.

Westwood Brokerage Firm seeks telemar-

keter/asst. to broker. Will train ar>d sponsor
the right person to become comnfKxjities bro-

ker. Contact RtekO310-475-9977.

MODELS NEEDED NOW
tio f>»(i<ri(,'rico foquirofl

Cit.iloq Pnntwork M.-Xp/inps. Mo.
Vid'jo \ TV CointnefCuils

WKl \Vt nion (it .111 Aqov
Frpc Cnnsulution

CALL rjOW 310-G59-7000

FE^4ALE DRIVER to take chHd from MarVls-

ta to UCLA area approximately 5:00-

6:00p.m. Mon.-Fri. Salary negotiable. 310-

471-4849.

FEMALE HAIR MODELS
(ALL NATIONALITIES) our models have
worked for Sebastian. Aveda, Paul Mitchell.

Redken, Toni&Guy Beginner's ok! Most
ages okl AH heights ok! Great payt Call Iree'

now! otto (24-hours) 1-800-959-9301.

FILM CREW/EXTRAS. 30-minute, 35mm
short feature film. Great food. Great experi-

ence. No pay. Please send resume and pic-

tures: 2 Stumps Up Productk)ns, 752 N. Sy-

camore Ave. LA, 90036. Production

dates: 11/27- 12/2.

FOREIGN STUDENTS needed for occasion-

al translation/transcription from your native

language to English for TV production com-
pany Fax letter of Interest to Helen at 818-

763-2485.

GENERAL OFFICE HELP- p/t Filing and
good phone skills. Computer skills helpful.

Near UCLA. Excellent leaming opportunity.

Flexible hours. 310-561-2400.

GET PAID TO GET YOUR HAIR CUT AND
COLORED MODELS REQUIRED FOR
VERY EXPERIENCED INTERNATIONAL
HAIRDRESSERS. MUST BE OPEN FOR
CHANGE. MUST BE AVAILABLE ON MON-
DAY. NOVEMBER 16TH. PLEASE CALL
JENNY0 1-800-234-4672. ext 106 FOR
MORE INFO.

GIFT SHOP POSITION. Duties include run-

ning cash register, overseeing operatbn of a
second cash register. Performing other du-

ties in shop as directed by manager. Dipk>m-.

acy when interacting with volunteers and.

customers is essential. Starting pay $8/hr-

opportunity for increase. Fax resume to 310|
825-9179. AttniGift Shop Manager or mail td

UCLA Medk:al Center Auxiliary Gift Shop
10833 Le Conte Ave. Los Angeles Ca,

90095.

GIRLS wanted at exclusive social club in

WLA. Conversation only. No ak;ohol. Flexi-

ble hours. Earn top $$$. 310-477-9871.

GOFAST SPORTS
SALES REP. College rep positk>n. Tees&ac-

tive wear. Cool clothing line. Wortt your

hours, www.gofastsports.com. Contact

Matt0303-388-8239.

GRAPHICS ARTIST Established artist needs

assistance developing promo-kit for CD re-

lease. Win95 knowtedge. Brentwood. Re-

sume/lette to RockyShareOmindspnng.com,

or call 310-442-0386

GREAT WORKPLACE!
TELEMARKETING for int0matk)nel aduca-

tk)n agervry Niot cN«nls, grMt-wofHplace in

SM. Hourty-fCommiMion Sales expert

•noaftknowrttdge of foretgn language import-

am 310-2

72?i

D«l)r Brain Qassificd

Ho^ WiiilBd

HOLIDAY$$$. Honest reliable person to

work with stocking and labeling merchan-

dise. No experience necessary. Flexible

hours. Oct-Jan Near UCLA 310-234-0127

HOME TYPISTS NEED-
ED

PC users needed. $45,000 income potential.

Call 1-800-513-4343 Ext B- 10105.

HOME TYPISTS
PC USERS NEEDED. $45,000 income po-

tential. Call: 1-800-513-4343 Ext.B-10105

HOSTESS WANTED Posto Restaurant in

Sherman Oaks. Tuesday-Saturday a must.

4-10pm. $6.50/hr-»-tips. 818-784-4400 Con-

tact Santo between 2-3:30pm.

HOTEL HOUSE PERSON P/T Friday. Satur-

day 3- 11pm. Westwood Village Hotel 310-

'

208-3945.

JOBS JOBS JOBS
STUDENT JOBS w/the UCLA Library. We
wort( w/your class schedule. Rexible hours

during finals. Apply in person:Char1es Young
Research LJbrary(YRL), fonnerly University

Research Library(URL). Room 11617 (first

floor). 310-825-7947. Please bring your

UCLA Bruin Card.

MALE MODELS
Printwork. UB urxJer 25. Lean, any race,

leave name, number&physical stats. Free

interview. Beginners welcome. 213-960-

1066. 24hrs.

MEDICAL RECEPTIONIST- p/t afternoon for

SM. GYN. Some filing, typing, and phone

experience desired. Starting salary $7-f/hr.

310-828-4433.

MODELS WANTED by professk}nal photo-

studk) for upcoming assignment. Male/Fe-

male Pro/Non-Pro. Fashion/Commer-

cial/Theatrical. Call for appointment 818-

-636-7933^

MODELS/WRITERS/SALES needed for new
fashion magazine. Great pay. flexit>le hrs, all

model types in good shape. 818-546-1966

MOVIE EXTRA WORK
* Revolutk>nary new program* Start immedi-

ately* All types- 18-*-!* Fun/Easy* No crazy

fees* Program for free medkcaV Call-24/hrs

213-850-4417.

NEED EXTRA CASH?
CaH 800-755-2150. ask for Jeff. Must own
computer.

CLERK pt. Ume. Duties include data entry,

opening/routing mail, filing, classifying and

photocopying rrtanuscrtpts. corresporxjence.

Qualifications: accurate typing. MS
Word/Windows/Databases, organization,

attn to detail. clerk:al exp. a plus. M-F

12:30pm-3:30pm. Westwood Medteal Pub-

lishing Offtee. $8/hr. Call 310-208-3556 or

tax resume 310-208-2838. Email ob-

gynOgreenjoumal.org

SALES $12-20/hr avg. commisston +bene-
fits Full or PT, excellent phone skills for grad
student or GPA 3.5 & above 310-358-6053

or fax 310-392-5234.

Sales Cleri< $7/hr. Thurs+Fri 3pm-7:30pm.
and every other Sat+Sun 11:30am-6:30pm
No experience necessary. Cashiering, work-

ing with patients UCLA Hospital 310-825-

6069

SALES&CLERICAL P/T or FfT. excellent

opportunity Love of jewelry. Call between
12-6pm Shanes Jewelry. 310-208-8404

SEXUAL PROBLEMS?
Maintain control, maximize stamina, and la^^t

longer. Amazing, unheard ol solulion<>' Seek-
ing willing product testers. Apply at

www newremedies com

STAFF ASSISTANT/reception. SM. $10/hr.

Bright, selfstarter, hardworking energetic in-

dividual needed for busy real estate/media

office. Work with other Bruins. 20-30/hrs-

week. Good phone/organizational/computer

skills. Fax: 310-576-6643 Manal-

utesOaol.com

START TODAY
National Mari<eting Co. needs people ASAP
for data entry, $10/hr to start. Full Time .

Culver City location. Fax resume to 310-

398-3550

STUDENT DRIVER. Sherman Oaks family

needs qualified good driver w/sense of hu-

mor to pick-up 12-y/o from school in Encino.

81 8-316-2 1 52day/8 1 8-906-8692evening.

STUDENT NEEDED. P/T nanny for energe-

tic chiW. After school Monday-Friday No
housekeeping just TLC. N/S. Call 310-441-

5012

Student wanted to tutor high school student

in Biology and Algebra2. Contact 310-459-

4211.

TEACHER AIDE Responsible, dedicated,

sspen-mindat cuituraity-sensitive. Ct

Sprifio Break 'SO

rake "2

Mom Hiring RepsI

2 free Trips on_ ^

eMlv15 Sales k

MIM18-77W

NORTH CAMPUS
NORTH CAMPUS JOBS. Part-time jobs

available OLuValle Commons. We work

w/your class schedule. Supen^sory opportu-

nities. Half-off meals. 310-206-0736.

OFFICE CLERK-SM law firm seeks PfT of-

ftee clerks. Phones, filing, faxing, photocopy-

ing&filing court documents. Must have

auto+insurance. Francis Che:3 10-453-67 11

OFFICE. CLERICAL. SECRETARIAL worit.

Need to be bilingual in English and Arabk:.

F/T and P/T more than 1 -person. 310-575-

1991 ^
P/T ASSIGNOR for TES. Inc. Natkxial mar-

ket research firm. Detail-oriented. Excellent

verbal communteatlon skills. Personable $6-

7/hr. Contact Fax:310-840-581 3/ call 310-

840-5800x234.

PART TIME CLERK for Century City law

firm. Rexit)te afterrKX>n hours. General office

duties. Fax resume to Cindy: 310-553-1540.

PERSONAL AIDE energetk: and responsible

person needed to ass't cereal palsy teenag-

er with activities and personal care tn Santa

Monk:a. Fun-toving. intelligent, and severely

disabled, he Is non-verbal Training provided.

$8/hr. 8-10hr5 weekends. 310-393-8182

PHOTO LAB p/t assist photo printer or com-

puter imaging. Beveriy Hills 310-274-3445.

PT POSITION
OFFICE A6ST oompoter skills must SO/hrs

week. $7.50/hr startirtg Excellent communi

cattons skills Call Nk:ole 310-652-6311

RECEPTIONIST Excellent communteation
ikMs. computer/Excel, multi-task onented
GrMt bonuBM. P/T M-F $6-8^. 310-615-

4756.

center, ages 3nfK)-4yrs. PT/FT, 6 E.C.E. units

completed/or in progress. 213-737-7351
ext. 17

TELEMARKETERS AND SALESPEOPLE
wanted. Business communk:ations company
provides networiting, phone systems* Nep-
tel servk:e. Fast-paced and professional en-

vironment. Flexible hours 9-5 M-F. Salary

and commission. Jeanette 0310-391-7199.

TELEMARKETING
W/WINDOWS COMPUTER SKILLS. Prefer

phone experience. Prefer students/grads.

Flexible hours, 9am-5pm starting $8-

$10/hr-fbonuses. 3-blocks/UCLA. Harel

Maintenance. Ron-310-470-6175.

TURN IDEAS into cash!!! Learn how easy it

is to buikJ a successful home business. Call

Money Corp. 1-888-307-4282.

TYPIST Small WLA Law firm seeks experi-

enced typist. P/T. minimum 70 WPM. Call

310-445-1100.

WAITERS WANTED Well-established

Szechwan restaurant kx:ated in WLA seek-

ing to fill following F/T and P/T positions:

kA^aiters/waitress. take-out order packers

wanted. Full-time/part-time for lunch and din-

ner shifts. Must be able to read/write

iChinese/English. Exp. preferred. Also look-

ng for drivers. 310-266-1183.

WE'RE SEEKING INDIVIDUALS to provkle

support to the developmentally disabled. Call

Dwight Istanbulian at 818-361-6400 ext 129.

WRITER. Chikjren's book author needs de-

vek>pment assistant/aspiring writer for new
project. Research req'd. Win95. Brentwood.

Resume/letter to RockyShareOmind-
spring.com. call 310-442-0396

BUSINESS/ENTERTAINMENT Grad student

needed to do Film/TV research on internship

basis with some pay for well established in-

tematk)nal motton pk:ture distrit)utk>n com-
pany Please contact Tien 310-788-9555.

INTERNSHIP Small film productton compa-
ny at Paramount Pk:tures seeks self-motivat-

ed, intelligent and reliable interns to assist in

research, script reading&general offk:e du-

ties. Please call Nk:k or Amy at 323-956-

8150.

PT PR FIRM POSITION for student. College

credit. Assist in research, media lists, events,

sort)e writing. Enuiil resumes to

<detx)rah_dragonOedelman.com>

Top 10 internship program is looking for

dynamic, hardwortdng students. For more
information please call 213-243-7027.

UCLA INTERN needed for realestate/bill-

board start-up. Great opportunity with tre-

mendous upskle Company may go publk:.

Call Mr. Neny 213-489-7165

fanonal Assfslmoe

PHYSICAL ASSISTANT NEEDED For dtsa-

t)ted male sophomore Hving in Raiber hall

Hmng for morning and/or everting sfiitt Ap-

prox 1/2HR-1HR par each shift $10/HR No
expflanca rmomamy Cafl Alex 310-267-

81MorM0-3a»-9e71.

8300
VUnrtear

(3i?stp-'i<iT%a:i«srm a. 1
ART GALLERY INTERN
2 BLKS FROM CAMPUS Seeks volunteer

interns. Flexible PT positions. Call Tim 310-

208-1896. 10-6

HEALTHY FEMALE VOLUNTEERS (17-

35yrs.) wanted for a study Involving small

artKHints of radioactivity at UCLA. $25/hr.

Call 310-825-1118 or 310-825-2871.

8400
ApSrtllMNltS fof Il6llt

$675 ELEGANTLY
REMODELED 2bdnn. newly carpeted, oak
floors, tiled kitchen, garage, great Van Nuys
location. Minutes to Sherman Oaks shop-

ping. Near library, buses, freeways. 9 mi.

UCLA. 81 8-399-% 10.

2014 S. Bently Ave. Must See! Huge single

apartment, 1 -rm, a/c, kitchen and bath.

$550/mo. 2-miles from UCLA. 310-479-"

3651

APT NEAR CAMPUS
WESTWOOD. Spacious bachelor. Close to

UCLA. 310-444-1478. Ask for Fred.

* PALMS *
2BD 2BA

TOWNHOMES, FIREPLACE,
GATED GARAGE,

ALARM
* 3614 Paris Dr. $1245

(310) 837-0906
2BD, 2BA

4BD + LOR. 3BA
3 STORY TOWNHOMES,

GATED GARAGE,
ALARM

it 3670 Midvale Ave. $1995
(310)391-1076

A TwlAR VISTA A
2BD, 2BA..

TOWNHOMES.
GATED GARAGE,

ALARM. FIREPLACE

• 11931 Avon Way $1125

• 11748 Courtligh Dr. $1095
• 12741 Mitchell Ave. $1195
• 12630 Mitchell Ave. $1145

4BD. 4BA., 3 STORIES
• 3954 Beethoven St. $1895

(310)391-1506
a Open House Mon. - Sat, 10 - 5 ,

WLA. Large single. 1917 Spanish mission

building. High ceilings, hardwood floors, sep-

arate kitchen&dining room. 1 -yr lease. $750.

Betty: 310-479-8646.

SANTA MONICA Bachelor Apt. pool, laundry,

parking, $620/mo. 310-395-1284. Low agent

fee. www.weslskjerentals.com

SANTA MONICA Bachelor Apt, walk to

Promenade&beach. North of Wilshire^

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 2-BEDROOM $950-

$1195. LARGE. UPPER/LOWER. UNU-
SUAL CHARM. SOME W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
310-839-6294.

BRENTWOOD $500/nf)o, unfurnished, share

2 bd, 2 bath deluxe apt. 310-550-1228

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT- Bright spacious

upper 2bdrTn/2bath. Partdng. Fireplace, bal-

cony. $1179/nx). Call 310-473-8057.

BRENTWOOD single apt, close to

shops&restaurants, $750, Westside Rental

Connectk)n 310-395-1284. Low agent fee.

www.westsiderentals.com

Hollywood Hills U1 Apt, a/c, $695/mo. The
Rental Connection (323) 634-7368 Low
Agent Fee www.westsiderentals.com

INTERNATIONAL
STUDENTS

SANTA MONICA
SUBLETS

NORTH OF WILSHIRE. Near beach. Ibdrm

$733. 2bdrm/2bath $922 and $992. Will sub-

let 2-12 months to students with non-renew-

able visas ar>d exit expiration date of less

than lyr. 818-761-1168.

"$675/mo. 310-395-1284. LOW agent Tcer

www.westskjerentals.com

SANTA MONICA Single Apt, laundry, cable

included, partdng, large ctosets, utilities paid,

$750/mo. 310-395-1284. Low agent fee.

www.westsklerentals.com

SANTA MONICA Single Apt, laundry, street

partting. North of Wilshire. $750/rTX). 310-

395-1284. Low agent fee. www.westskJeren-

tals.com

SANTA MONICA Single-apt. 3 bUxks to

beach, near main street and Startxjcks, cat-

OK, month-to-month, $837/mo. 310-395-

1284. Low agent fee. www.westsideren-
tals.com

SHERMAN OAKS. House to share. 3 story

contemporary. 15 minutes to campus, fur-

nished or unfurnished. Laundry, Jacuzzi.

$700/rt)O. 818-766-9922.

WALK TO UCLA EXTRA LARGE 1 bedroom
16ft. high ceiling. Step down living room, se-

curity, large balcony, parking, laundry,$1100.

476-8090.

WEST HOLLYWOOD 1 + 1 Apt, pool,

$785/mo. The Rental Connection (323) 634-

7368 Low Agent Fee www.westsideren-

tals.com

\

Current ^oomnutte

o««?

^htck out our ^oommMt listings

VUCLA Community Housing www.cho.ucla.edu <o y
MARVISTA large 2bdrTn/1 .5ba. townhome,
fully remodeled like new. Security gate, close
to Dreamwort(s and Sony. $1050-1075.
(310)915-1993.

PALMS APARTMENT. 13minutes from
UCLA. Excellent buikling. Rent reduction or

free rent. Light managerial duties. Couple
w/one ChiW okay. 213-650-4404.

PALMS. Big Ibdrm/lba. big kitchen. Carpet,

newly painted, stove. 2-refrigerators. Icar

partcing Center courtyard $650 Also: small,

furnished IbdmVlba. $600. 310-558-1782

or 310-839-8105.

Westwood 2+2 Apt. spactous. a/c. quiet. 2
partdng spaces. $1100 and up. 310-395-

1284. Low agent fee.

www.westskJerenials.com . -»- ^-^^

-t^

-^^=^̂
PALMS. Single apt from $495 1 -bdrm. $595.

Stove. $600deposit for sthgle and
$900deposit for 1 bdrm 1-year lease. 310-

837-1502 leave message.

Santa Mt>nk:a 1+1 /\pL 1 block to beach,

parking avail, near bike path, courtyard,

$875.68 310-395-1284 Low agent fee

www.westsklerentals com

SANTA MONICA 1+1 Apt. on beach, high

ceilings, large ctoaets. k)ts of windows, park

ing. t1170/mo 310-39S-1284 Low agent

WESTWOOD Bachelor Apt. good kxatton.

$800/mo. 310-395-1284 Low agent fee.

www.westsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD- Single apartment. $795.
Bright, cheerful, patk), pool. Walk to UCLA.
Shopping, transportation. 1942 Pelham.310-
446-9348 or 310-207-7209.

WESTWOOD- Ibd/lba on Glenrock. 3-

blocks from campus, pool, large t)ak:ony.

$775/mo. 310-234-7041.

WLA 5MIN UCLA. Large, sunny, single

Kitchen area, stove, refrigerator, and water

included Pool. $585 310-204-4332.

WLA- 2bdrm/2ba $1275-1395. Prime loca-

tion Bright, cheertui, patk> Walk to UCLA,
shopping, trarwportation 1246 S Wellesley

Near Wilshire Won't last 310-207-7209

WLA $825-$850 2bdmV1 Sba Dishwasher.

AC. carpet, drapaa built-in Extra large

lancad patk) 310-670-5119

Display
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1-IMIN. TO UCLA
SINGLE- $750/mo. Includes gas. water,

electricity Furnished, lyr lease. Clean,

secure, gated, intercom entry, laundry, pool.

310-824-1830.

MAR VISTA, $535&up/month. Ask about

move in special. Attractive, furnished 1-

bdrm. Large, pool, patio, t>aitecue area

Ouiet-building. 3748 Inglewood Blvd. 310-

398-8579.

8700
Condo/TDwiilioiiso for Sale

Hoiist for Rent

BEVERLYWOOD $2800/mo. Deluxe house,

3bd, 2bath, 4 pk. space, unfumished. 310-

550-1228

9300
RognftirHelp

9400
Room tar Ront

MAR VISTA (Los Angeles). 2bdmV1.5ba

apartrDent. Includes kitchen, living room, din-

ing room, parking. Close to bus line.

$475/mo. VASANA. 310-398-3409

WESTWOOD 2 bedroom. 2 bath. a/c. fire-

place, new kitchen. 30tt. balcony, 2-car paric-

ing, elegant condo, walk to UCLA $1^K.
310-391-2877

$190F

WHY RENT??
GET TOGETHER w/a couple of roommates

to share this great 2+2 unit. Close to cam-

pus. Or have your parents buy and then sell

at profit when you graduate- just reduced to

$299K. Creative financing ok. Newer build-

ing.Century 21- Steve 213-917-7737/310-

977-6282.

BEAUTIFUL VIEW ROOM in exchange for

light housework. 1 block east of UCLA, north

end. Owner occupant. Dr. Lorraine O'Con-

nell. 310-279- 1812.

BRENTWOOD PARK- Near UCLA. PVT

room&bath, kitchen privileges for student

w/car, p/t painting, book-keeping, and/or

housekeeping. Help needed. 310-476-1510

LIVE-IN with retired faculty family. Close to

UCLA. Room/board for wortc with family and

house. Need computer skills/car. Male pre-

ferred. 310-472-1944.

PALMS APARTMENT 13minutes from

UCLA. Excellent building. Rent reduction or

free rent. Light managerial duties Couple

w/one child okay. 213-650-4404.

Guesthouse for Rent

WLA adorable guesthouse. Completely fur-

nished. Garden view. Studio w/loft. $800

Utilities included. Ideal for 1 person Call

Ronda 310-470-9112.

WLA small bachelor. Close to bus route.

Quiet area. Female student preferred.

$380/mo. Utilities included. 310-312-0460.

Rooni for Rent

BH. Employed non-smoking female to share

luxurious apartment adjacent to BH. Private

room/bath. Washer/Dryer. $550/mo Call

310-275-7737 or 310-395-3923.

FURNISHED ROOM in nice WLA home.
Street parking, on UCLA busline. $450/mo.

Separate/private bathroom. N/S. Call even-

ings-310-450-8719.

LOS ANGELES-ROOM FOR RENT in 4-

bdrm house. $400 +1/4 utilities. Includes all

house privileges. Call 310-836-8774.

PALMS-room in large townhouse. Lrg room

$470. Avail 11/1. Share bath+ulilities. Party-

ing. Female only. 310-285-3421.

RANCHO PARK. 10-MINUTES TO UCLA.

$275 and up. Utilities included. Private en-

trance. No smoking/drinking, drugs. Honest

people. Male preferred. 310-838-6547.

WEEKLY HOTEL RATES Jolly Roger Hotel

in Marina del Rey offering special student

rates. $255.36/wk. tax. maid service, conti-

nental breakfast included? Call David: 800-

8222904.

WESTSIDE VILLAGE. $315+/mo. 15-min-

utes south of campus. Quiet, cheertui teach-

er's home, share bath, male preferred, light

cooking, car necessary. 310-836-6730.

WLA 1 bdrm with private t>ath and entrance,

non-smoker, $375/mo. including utilities.

Available Nov. 5. 310-287-1449.

WLA Living room to rent. $350/mo. Close to

UCLA. 2nd floor, pool, gym, tennis, utilities

included. Female preferred. 310-445-9412.

WLA. NEAR UCLA. $495/mo. Large room.

5bath. OH-street partying. Quiet area, good

lor UCLA student. Female preferred, N/S. 1-

800-404-6202.

9500
Roomnurtes-Privato Room

BRENTWOOD- $605/mo+utilities. Spacious

bdrm/bath in security building. Gated party-

ing, laundry, pool. Available 11-01-98. Prefer

responsible n/s female professional/grad

student. Yvonne©310-472-5701.

RoommatesHPrfvito Room

BRENTWOOD. Grad student seeking mel-

k>w. amicable, young professk)nal or grad

student to share spados 2bdrtn/1 .5bath.

$540/mo. Available 11/9. Jake:310-477-

5754. ^
WEST HOLLYWOOD- Off Sunset Blvd. Fur-

nished 2bdrm/2bath to share. Pool. gym. Ja-

cuzzi, sauna Valet partying. $750/mo. Utili-

ties included. 310-652-7031.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. HI-RISE Condo.

Pool. Iblk to campus. Views. $500/nx). 310-

289-1404.

WLA Close to UCLA/Brentwood/shop-

ping/freeways 2-l)drm/2-bath condo to

share. Male or female. Partially furnished.

Secured parking and storage. $600/n)onth

626-293-7090

8800
V^MettoQ Rentals

IDYLLWILD BEAUTIFUL MTN. CABIN San
Bernardino Nat'l Forest. Fully equipped. Hot

tub. fireplaces. Views. Sleep 4+. $250/wee-

kend. 310-794-5515 310-391-6808

DAILY
BRUIN

Roommates-ShanNi Room

501 GAYLEY Seeking roommate to share

Ibdrm furnished apt. Must be clean/respon-

sible. $440/mo.+utilities. Move-in ASAP. Ref-

erences required. Call 310-824-1627.

Room is available end of October. It has

parking, furnished. $360. (310)208-1164.

Please call Claire after 7:00.

WESTWOOD F/NS needed to share

Mbdrm/Mba in 2bdrm/2ba apt. Secured
building. 3 biks. to UCLA. $400/mo. +depos-

it. Call 310-443-9977.

WESTWOOD. Male roommate .vxaated to

share large Ibdrm apartment. Furnished,

utilities included. $550/month. 650 Landfair.

Call 310-209-9143.

Advertise in

the paper that

over 58,000

people read.

Display Advertising

Call: 825-2161

Classified Advertising

Cadi: 825-2221
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BROADCAST STATIONS
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TIT

fsT

11

13

34

isr

TTT

"W

w
M

28

11

13

NewsE CBS News

Newsi:

Sister.

Sister K
Sister,

Sister K
Charlie Rose (In Stereo)

NewsIL

Love
Connection

Love Lucy

Change of

Heart «

Roseanne
3L

Ricki Lake

25
Primer Impacto

NewsH

News IE

Fresh
Prince

NBC News

Fresh
Prince

Newshour With Jim
Lehrer K
News JL

Judge Judy
(In Stereo)

Married...

With

Frasier K

Noticias K

ABC WId
News

Real TV (In

Stereo) t
Simpsons
(In Stereo)

Ent.

Tonight

Stereo) S
Friends (In

Stereo) ±
Life and
Times

Jeopardy!
IT

Hard Copy

Home
Improve

Mad At>out

YouE
Noticiero

Univision

Frasier (In

Stereo) S

Hollywood
Squares S
Access
Hollywood

Seinfeld(ln

Stereo) K
Huell

Howser

Wheel of

Fortune IC

LAPD: Life

on the Beat

Simpsons

JAG "Act ot Terror" (In

Stereo) E
"Carriers" (1998. Suspense) Judith Light. The race is

on to slop tne spread ol a deadly virus. K
Mad About
You IE

Encore!
Encore! IT

Just Shoot
Mei:

Buffy the Vampire Slayer

"Halloween" (In Stereo) K
Nova "Terror in Space"
(In Stereo) E
Home
Improve.

Newsi:

News

BASIC CABLE STATIONS

44

33

54

39

43

57

75

38

26

iJt»\h\

(S2ZI

19

16

27

12

14

42

32

66

l^ffl

03i

COD

56

58

12

65

76

26

Biography "John Glenn.

The All-American Hero"

Inside Story (R)

*' J "Blood Alley" (\9bb) John Wayne. A seaman
helps Chinese peasants escape the communists

Mi Pequena Traviesa

'Inspector Morse The

Sins of the Fathers"

King of the

hiiiTR) s:

MoeshaJIn
Stereo) E

Hughleys
(In Stereo)

NewsX

King of the

Hill (R) S
Clueless "K

Monster Mania

Profiles: Naked Nashville

My Heroes-Cowboys

World Today K

(4 00)**'? "Sibling

Rivalry" jmO)
Cochran & Company
(Live)

Vivo por Elena

Law & Order 'S.

WorkingJIn
Stereo) !te

Felicity "Spooked" (In

Stereo) K
Frontline "The Child

Terror" (In Stereo) K
Spin City

(In Stereo)

NewslE

Sports
Nights:

News IE

Guinness World
Records: Primetime X
Greatest

Pets

Reunited

"Pilot" 3L

Desencuentro

Biography "John Glenn:

The AilAmerican Hero"

Dateline (In Stereo) S:

News (In Stereo) X

ACLU: A History (In

Stereo) S
NYPD Blue "Cop in a

Bottle" (In Stereo) (PA) S:

News[g: Final

Quarter i:

News 3;

News

"13 Ghosfs" (1960) An American lamily

exorcises ghosts (rom its new home

*** "Anne ol the Thousand Days" (1%9, Drama) Richard Burton, Genevieve

Bu|old Henry VIII loses his head over Anne Boleyn - and vice versa 'PG'

Larry King Live Profile ol

sportscaster Frank Gitlord

One Night

Stand

Make Me
Laugh

Prime Time Justice

Perspectives S)

Daily Show
(R)

Trial Story

Stein's

Money
"Throw Momma From the Tram" (1987) A limid

man plots to do away with his overbearing mother.

Prime Time Public Affairs

44
Wild Discovery "On the

Trail of the Shark"

42
Mysteries &
Scandals

39

41

40

i?!H!l 64

71

New Detectives: Case
Studies-Forensic

Model TV
(R)

Talk Soup Fashion
Emergency

FBI Files

Paradise"

"Deadly

News Daily

(4 30) NHL Hockey Buffalo Sabres at New York Rangers From

Madison Square Garden. (Lwe> '^.- -

3 Friends,

Jerry

Golden
Girls IL

Cut (In

Stereo)

Catdog

3 Friends,

Jerry

Golden
Girls K

Show Me
the Funny

Ellen

"Neighbors"

Show Me
the Funny

Oh No! Mr.

Bill

Ellen (In

Stereo) E
Jams Countdown (In Stereo)

All That (In

Stereo)

Figure It

Out
Secret of

Alex

(4:30) NHL Hockev Los Angeles Kings at New York Is

From the Nassau uoliseum (Live'

Mysteries &
Scandals

Bloopers

Sports
Tonight K

Moneyline
(R)3:

Primer Impacto: Edicion

Nocturna

Inside Story (R)

News IE

NewsjS:

Friendslln

Stereo) A

Late Show (In Stereo) i:

Tonight Show (In Stereo)

Cheers My
Fair Clavin''

Charlie Rose (In Stereo)

NewsIC Nightline 'S,

Jerry Springer i:

Married.

With

Newsradio
(In Stereo)

Noticias K

M'A'S'H
"Bug-Oul"

Mad AtK>ut

YouE
Noticiero

Univision

Murphy
Browns:

Ufe and
Times

Politically

Incorrect lH

Change of

Hearth

Living

Single M

Late Lata Show (In

Stereo) ffi

Late Night (In Stereo) S:

Nanny (In

Stereo) lE

Psychology

News (R) X

Love
Connection

Cops (In

Stereo) S:

Star Trek: The Next
Generation K

"Inspector Morse: The

Sins of the Fathers"

Al Ritmo da la Noche

|Law& Order OB

Newt(R)[B)

Later (In

Stereo) ffi

News (R) (In Stereo) 3:

Instructional

Programming

Entertain-

ers

"Invisible

Ghost"

Maury Guests confront

cheating spouses. IS,

Copt (In

Stereo) S:

Paid
Program

El Gordo y
la Flaca (A)

Happy
Daya

Paid
Program

Ei Biablazo

***• "Touch of Ev//"(1958) Charlton Heston. An

Profiles: Naked Nashville

My Heroes-Cowboys

inspector and his wile get mixed up in a murder case. |lan has a crush on a middle-aged movie idol

***"L/W/)"(1964)
Warren Bealty

**'i "Once More. My Daf//f7g"(1949) A star-struck

Larry King Live Profile of

sportscaster Frank Giflord

Cochran & Company (R) Prime Time Justice (R)

Prime Time Put)lic Affairs (R)

«** "Anne oithe Thousand Days" (1969. Drama) Richard Burton, Genevieve

Bu|old. Henry VIII loses his head over Anne Boleyn •• and vice versa. 'PG'

Late Edition Primetime

RllC

Viva Variety

(R)S
Pulp

Comics

Trial Story (R)

Sports
Tonight K
Daily Show

Moneyline
(R)X
Stein's

Money

Cochran & Company (R)

Showbiz
I
Crossfire

Todays: |(R)ffi

Saturday Night Live

Candice Bergen. [S

Prime Time Justice (R)

Public Policy Conferenca

*• "Gypsy
Wildcat'^

** "CheckingOut" (}9S9)

Jeff Daniels Tl'

Interna-

tional

Newsroom
30

Viva Variety

(R)[g

paia
Program

Daily Show

151
Paid
Program

Justice Files "Fugitives"

(R)

Wild Discovery "On the

Trail of the Shark" (R)

True Hollywood Story

"Anna Nicole Smith" (R)

Sportscenter "S,

New
Addams

AXN

Party of Five "Not So
Fast (In Stereo) K
Biorhythm
(In Slereo)

Doug (In

Stereo) JL

anders.

Beavis and
Butt-head

Rugratsjn
Stereo) "K

38

Lois & Clark-Superman

Saved by
Bell

USA High
(In Stereo)

Babylon 5 "The Quality of

Mercy" (In Stereo) E

NHL Cool
Shots (R)

** "Needful Things" {^993

m a small Maine town

Hercules: The
Legendary Journeys 7

ER "It's Not Easy Being

Greene" (In Stereo) K
Xena: Warrior Princess

Sacrifice" S

Life,

Camera

Chicago Hope "A Time to

Kill" (In Stereo) K
Eye Spy
Video

Thornber-

rys

Ultimate

Fan League

Say What?
(In Slereo)

Cousin
Skeeter

Last Word

New Detectives: Case
Studies-Forensic

Hercules and Xena (R)

Skateboarding Van's

Triple Crown. (B)%

FBI Files "Deadly

Paradise" (R)

Talk Soup
(R)

Running ft

Racing (R)

Night Stand

NBA's
Great

"Deadly Invasion The Killer Bee Nightmare" (1995)

Vicious bees trap a California family in its home

Any Day Now "Call Him
Johnny' (In Stereo) 'K

Music Videos (In Stereo)

Oh Baby
"The Hut"

Maggie (In

Slereo) S

Brady
Bunch

Wonder
Years 'S.

Goin' Deep (R)

"CHiPs '99' (1998, Adventure) Erik Estrada Officers

Poncherello and Baker reunite to bust car thieves K
Walker. Texas Ranger

"Storm Warning" .8.

Happy
Days

FOX Sports News

Laverne ft

Shirley

Howard
Stern

Sportscenter 'S,

Howard
Stern (R)

700 Club

New
Attitudes s:

Cut (R) (In

Stereo

I Love Lucy

FOX Sports News

Golden
Girts i:

Paid Paid

Program [Program

Melrose Place "The

Doctor Is In... Deep"
Talk Soup

l(")
.

Up Close INHL Hockey: Buffalo Sabres at New
(R) York Rangers. (R) 3E

AXN (R)

Goldan
Girls X

Loveline (In Stereo)

Bewitched Mary Tyler

Moore 3:

"CHiPs '99" (1998, Adventure) Erik Estrada Officers

Poncherello and Baker reunite to bust car thieves S

, Horror) Max von Sydow, Ed Hams, Bonnie Bedelia The devil opens a cuno shop

#'? "Tremors" (1990. Horror) Kevin Bacon Monster

sandworms devour denizens ol a Nevada desert town
New York Undercover
'Caiman Comes Back " K

Last Word
(R)

pira
Program

Paid"

Program

Night Stand

Paa-wat'a
Playhouta

Paid
Program

Unsolved Mysteries (In

Stereo)

Paid

Progfaw

lAduit

Vidaot

Taxi "Jim

Gets a Pet"

Ultimate

Fan League

video (1^)

Newtiartffi

Board Wild

Homicide:
Ufe

After Hours
(In Stereo)

Dick Van
Dyke

Football

Wkly

"CHiPs '99" (1998, Adventure) Erik Estrada Officers

Poncherelk) and Baker reunite to bust car thieves S
Silk Staikinas "Teacher's

Pet" (R) (in Stereo) S!

** "Needful Things" (^993. Horror) Max von Sydow. Ed Harris, Bonnie Bedelia The devil opens a curio shop

in a small Mame town.

Silk Stalkings "Sea of

Love" (R) (In Stereo) IS.

Fiiiw

PREMIUM CABLE STATIONS

99

31

20

34

33

35

(4 00)*** "EtghtMen
Ouf" (1988) John Cusack

Off the Wall
u

Mad Libs T Growii>g
Pains :&

'4 45) * "Cabin Boy
!1994) Chris Elliott a.

*'j The Adventures of

Mlloand01l5^{^9e9, G

(4 30)»'j "Beverly Hills

\(n/a"(1997) Chris Farley

t'j "Oi/f fo Sea" (1997) Jack Lemmon Two a

buddies cruise for romance on an ocean imer " 3'

Brotherly

Lovei;
Teddy
BMrs

Claymation
Horrors

• "Only the Strong" (1993) Mark Dacascos Martial

ads set to music straighten out bad teens 'PG-13 B.

** Overnight Defivery" {^9^) Paul Rudd A college

"Thinner" {\9%) A lawyer's body begins

wasting away under a Gypsy's curse 'R'

t'; The Worst Witch"

(1966) Diana Rigg 'G

Making-
Conap.

»*'j "'Hocus Pocus"( 1993. Comedy)

Bene Midter (In Slereo) PG i:

' J "Eve's Bayou "
( 1 997, Drama) Jurnae Smottetf

A girls family life unravels m 1960s Louisiana ly T
"Maf/Wa"(l996) Mara Wilson A child uses her

s'udeni err,^eouTfvlen(fe a po.son-pen tetter VG^U lamaang abiktws aga^ist uncarrig aduHs 'PG' I |Gay comic troope (R) JD^^"^) "^
*^mi^rn^H,irn968 Drama, 1*** "The Purple ^oldtifo'ims. IS "The Shin«p"( 1980, Horror) Jack NehoteorvShelk^« "Blueberry Hill{]966. Drama

I

Jennifer Rubin (In Stereo] 'R

*** "The Purple Roee ol Cairo {^96S.

Comady) Mia Farrow. Jeff Daniels "PG

"Conspiracy Theory" (1997) Mel Gibson. A
paranoid cabbie's rantings make him a CIA target. 'R'

~'
IMickay's k* ' ? "The Mystery m
Nightmare | Dracula s Castle "

( 1 977)

'j 'lexas Chainsaw Massacre: TheChris Rock
(In Stereo)

In Throu9h the Out Door
Gay comic troupe (R

'

Emman-
iMlla

2orro
Stereo) X

(In

•Bachelor Party" ( 1 984) A bus driver's

pals throw him a rio-holds-barred party

IMckay
Club

«'» "Pete's Dragon"

(1977) Mickey Rooney G'

NexfGerwrafion' (1995. Horror) 'R" I .

* "01 Love and Shadows"
{
1994

Drama) Jannler Con\^ 'R* Ot

**'* "Fact/OM" {y997. Suspense) John Travolta An

FBI agent and a vwient terrorist writch identities R

A haunted hotel affects a coupie and thair psychic chid "R'

Compro-

V> "Shama<M5"(l995, DramaT
Eteabath Hurtey (In Stareo) 'R'

Hot Springe
"

IJjSl—
"txiffj

MwhayRourke R

•^ked
City"

Ae(r(t996)

Classifieds

825-2221

Display

'^C)b-3060

t
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At SClENT, we have the passion, the processes _
and the know-how to build eBusiness innovations

that help companies create wealth and crush their

competitors!

Founded in December 1997, SCIENT is the systems innovator for the

electronic ageo. A systems innovator is a new model services firm that

specializes in the development, implementation, and extension of innovative

business approaches and systems. Scient is the only systems innovator

solely focused on eBusiness. Scient has a *E)ream Team' comprised of

seasoned executives, Silicon Valley entrepreneurs, and savvy consultants

who deliver economic results for our clients. Scient is the team to play on!

We want smart and savvy Internet consultants, engineers, and developers

who have the passion and the motivation to build the future of electronic

business. Candidates should posses excellent communication skills and
have experience with object oriented programming. We have openings on
the team for developers skilled in C, C-^, Java Software Developers, COM,
DCOM, CORBA Architects, DBA's Smart, Fun, Result Producing People!

Positions Available: software developers

Wage/Salary: competitive salary and benefits

INFORMATION SESSIONj^ed., Oct 28.
• Career Ccatcr

ON-CAMPUS RECRUITING - Thurs., Oct 29
• Career Ceatcr ^^*

CoBtact: Bridget Bangert j^^a^^^^ O^
Kient-

LOVEn
From page 32

ken femur or not. The best time was a

6.78, which Adams explained was

better than the major league average.

Adams told us not to be hard on our-

selves for a lack of collective group

speed because, "The better you hit,

the faster scouts think you are."

So then we were off to the batting

round of tryouts, with Omar taking

the hill and Coach Beringhele intently

watching and grading hitters on a

scale of two to eight, which is the

standard major league measure of

hitting. 1 was shagging in the outfield

with Coach Mack, chatting about his

background.

I found out Coach Mack is actual-

ly Makoto Ueda, a coach from Kao
University in Japan. He says

Japanese baseball is "more militaris-

tic and less fun," so he came to

UCLA to "study real baseball."

That's a quality comment, I thought

to myself.

We all got two chances

to run and, well, I won't

be challenging Freddie

Mitchell anytime soon,

broken femur or not.

Everybody took turns hitting

about 15 pitches, and then it was my
turn. "I'm gonna wow 'em with my
bat," I thought to myself. Yep, they

always need those singles hitters with

slow bat speed in top programs. I

proceeded to take a few good hacks

and actually surprised the coaches,

who rated my performance a 4 on the

scale, not bad considering there were

only two higher scores of those who
tried out.

Next order of business was the

fielding portion. Everybody went out

to their position to show their stuff in

the field. I decided that I'm too much
of a primadonna, so I decided to sit

on the bench and talk to Catherine,

or Cat, as she prefers to be called.

She thinks baseball is a "moment
sport," which is a polite way to say

that she thinks it's boring. We can't

please 'em all.

While the fielding part concluded,

I chatted with Tim Leary, who
explained to me that you pretty much
have to throw 90 miles per hour to

make the team. I was a pitcher in

high school and American Legion,

but I topped out at 86 mph, and that

was about three years ago. But I had

a trick up my sleeve, guaranteed to

earn me my rightful place on the ros-

ter, with jersey No. 34.

You see, the pitchingpart is my
^

forte. I don't have the velocity I once

had, but in my evolving process as a

player, I added a new weapon to my
arsenal - the knuckleball. I can't go

wrong with the knuckleball. Or at

least I thought so. Adams and Leary

explained that the pitching segment

of tryouts would consist of pitchers

throwing to batters in game situa-

tions.

That was sweet. Pitching in Jackie

Robinson Stadium was a personal

highlight. I was out there on the

mound, ready to earn my spot in

Bruin lore.

The first batter I faced grounded

out to second base. One up, one

down. The second batter popped up

to second base. "Nice. I'm mowing
'em down out here," I said with new-

found confidence.

The third batter was in for it. I

threw him a knuckleball and he pro-

ceeded to whiff, rather embarrassing-

ly, I might add. "They saw my knuck-

leball, there's no way they're cutting

me.

On the next pitch (a hung curve-

ball), that same batter hit a drive, off

the wall in left center. It was a bomb.

"That's OK. It's just one hit," I said,

justifying it to myself.

I hit the next batter in the head.

With a fastball. It was purely acciden-

tal, I assure you. Same thing with the

next batter, except this time I hit the

guy in the ribs. I swear it was just a

coincidence and had nothing to do

with the near-home run I surren-

dered.

Adams yelled out, "Last batter,"

so I knew I had to give it my all.

JjQttagQwith the bread and bttttetn:

Knuckleball, knuckleball, fastball.

Three pitch strikeout - that was

sweet. With the exception of the dou-

ble and the two hit batters, I had a

pretty good outing.

Adams and Leary told me that I

topped out at 83 mph, and,"For the

benefit of the team, you should stick

to sportswriting."

I was crushed. Head in my hands,

I broke out into a full-on crying

tantrum that delayed the tryouts for

at least 20 minutes. Adams promptly

brought me some ice cream and

assured me that it would be OK. I

smiled and tryouts resumed.

When all was said and done,

Adams pondered the validity of hav-

ing a tryout if people like me were

going to show up. He said it was tra-

dition and politely asked me if I'd

stay away next year. He informed us

that) not surprisingly, nobody made

. the team. .

Driving home with chocolate on

my shirt, I thought back on the won-

derful experience I had. How can you

go wrong playing baseball at Jackie

Robinson Stadium?

So what if I didn't make the team,

I'd be back next year.

To give it the 'ol college try.

With this column, Lovett effectively

proved the old credo.Those who can,

do; those who can't, write sports." He

can be reached at

elovett@media.ucla.edu.

W.VOLLEYBALL
From page 32

held the Ducks to a .144 hitting per-

centage.

Sunday's match turned when the

Bruins fell behind two sets to one.

They clamped down on defense and

forced the Ducks into a .045 hitting

percentage in the fourth set. The
defense topped that showing by hold-

ing the Ducks to a .000 hitting per-

centage in the final set (seven kills,

seven errors).

UCLA was not that much better on

offense in that fifth set (only seven

kins with five errors) but was able to

outlast the Ducks with superb defense

dip to pull out the match.

Defense specialists Quon and

Mandi Lawion loliM 25 dip over-

thwarted Oregon's ofTenie.

On offeiMe, (he Brums got just

enough help from their outside hitters

to beat Oregon. While they only hit

.247 as a team, co-captain Bachman

hit .361 with 15 kills and Bowles also

topped the .300 hitting percentage

plateau with 22 kills.

On offense, the Baiins

got just enough help

from their outside

hitters to beat Oregon.

The 2Sth-ranked Bruins hope to

extend their winning streak and

aveofc an early seaioo lott, when they

face use this Friday at Pauley

Pavilion.

i
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HAUSER
From page 32

"I think now I can run with the

leaders," Hauser said. "If I can make

it to the fourth mile from the third

without really slowing down I'm

going to be fine for the last (fifth) mile.

It's just a matter of slaying relaxed

and doing it."

What Hauser has done over the

past two years at UCLA is improve.

After transferring from Wisconsin m
1996, Hauser participated in the

NCAA Outdoor Track

Championships the last two years and

set the school record for the fastest

indoor 3,000 meter with a lime of 8

minutes, 2.09 seconds.

He went from 11th in the 1:500

meters at the Pac-10 Outdoor Track

and Field Championships in 1997 to

second in 1998. This cross country

season he set the course record at the

Triton Invitational in San Diego with

a winning time of 24:07 in the five

mile race.

In 1997's cross country season, he

placed eighth at the Western Regional

meet and narrowly missed qualifying

for the NCAA championships - a

place he plans to be at this year.

"I want be an All-American in

cross country," Hauser said. "1 want

to go to the championship meet. Once

I go, I want to finish in the top 25.

That'll be a good finish for me."

If Hauser does qualify for the

NCAA championships, he'll be the

second Bruin in the past \'\\q years to

was a natural thing. We've had other

athletes that have transferred from

Wisconsin that were from California,

and it's worked out really well."

•Hauser's stay at UCLA has

worked out so far, especially training

with Keflezighi. Hauser said that he

constantly tries to keep up with

Kefiezighi at workouts, and he said

that only makes him a faster and

stronger runner.

Hauser also credited Kefiezighi

with teaching him patience.

Keflezighi told Hauser that he would

have to adjust to a new program after

iransferrmg and that he would get bet-

ter.

"It look me until last year to gel to

where I wanted to be or thought I

could be," Hauser said. "That lesson

right there was probably more valu-

able than any kind of training we've

.
ever done."

Keflezighi said Hauser pushes him

now at workouts and that he is dilTer-

enl now than he was two years ago.

"I think he's a fun guy," Keflezighi

said. "He's focused and mature. He

trains hard."

Hauser also credited sophomore

and No. 2 runner, Paul Muile. for his

success. Hauser said Muile pushes

him every day at practice.

While Muile pushes him, Hauser in

turn pushes the team to work hard.

Larsen and Keflezighi noted that, as a

captain, Hauser helps lift the team's

spirits and provides encouragement

to the team as well.

"When you have a No. 1 runner

and he's a team capUi'n and works out

Like diversity...

whafB the use iff aH we do is

Let it out. Can in.

l*.a.7c.W-A@29IbnigM

qualify. =::
Mebrahlom Keflezighi, last year's

NCAA cross country champion, went

to the meet the past four years for

UCLA. He feels Hauser will go as

long as he runs well at the Western

Regional meet on Nov. 14.

"As of right now, the way he's com-

peting, he could do a lot of damage at

the NCAAs," Keflezighi said.

"There's no question in my mind he

should be able to qualify. He should be

pumped up about the NCAA champi-

onships."

Hauser is enthusiastic about train-

ing with Keflezighi, his friend and for-

mer teammate. Keflezighi, a four-

time NCAA champion, is the reason

why Hauser didn't directly attend

UCLA.
Hauser was recruited by UCLA

out of high school, but said he made a

"selfish" decision to attend

Wisconsin.

. He was tired of losing to Keflezighi

at high school meets in San Diego and

didn't want to get beat by him again at

UCLA. Hauser didn't enjoy his stay

at Wisconsin, however, and decided

to transfer to UCLA to run with

Keflezighi once again. This time, they

were teammates and not in opposi-

tion.

"I always kept my eye on

(Hauser)," UCLA men's cross coun-

try head coach Bob Larsen said. "I

felt that coming back to California

an hard m; lie dutr^. Hau^ci i s %rtt ing

UCLA Department of

the tone for the whole team right

now." Larsen said.

Hauser will lead his team into

Eugene, Ore., this week knowing that

even a very strong showing by the

Bruins could place them as low as six

out of eight teams in the nation's

strongest conference. . \ ,

Hauser said he wants to place high,

not only for himself, but for the team.

He said that every person he passes is

one less point for the team.

Hauser will have to contend with

two runners with familiar names.

Brothers Brad and Brent Hauser from

Stanford - who are of no relation to

Mark - are two of the nation's best

runners.

"The Stanford coach always comes

up to me asks me if I'm Hauser one,

two or three before the race," Hauser

said. "I always say that I don't know."

Hauser from UCLA was No. 2 the

last two cross country races that the

trio has competed in, beating Brent

both times. After the cross country

season, Hauser will run in his final col-

legiate indoor track season. He will

run the 3,000 meters and try to break

his school record and will run the

mile-leg of the distance medley relay.

Hauser knows that before the

indoor track season begins, he needs

to accomplish the goals that he set for

the cross country season and finish as

Hauser No. 1.

(Pt oat am
Songs by —

USIC
Faculty Recital

Wednesday, October 28J 998
8:00 p.m., Schoenberg Hall

Juliana Gondek, soprano

Tom Beanin, harpsichord &fortepiano

in, baroque cello —

with guest artist

Roberto Cani, vioim

Cesti

Legrenzi

Pollaroli

Purcell

Handel {'lucrezia" Cantata) ______
Haydn ("Arianna" Cantata)

Beethoven ("Scottish" and "Irish" Songs) d'dm'udicn

:

m 1 r

i

Beethoven

Duo for Cello & Fortepiano

^enexAix GLdmiddion: $7

UCLA Central Ticket Office (310)825-2101 UClffi

WATERPOLO
From page 30

the second half. That says a lot - better

shape, condition, execution. Two wins

like that doesn't happen very often."

Over the last four years,

the Bruins have beaten

the Bay Area duo at

their homes seven out

of eight times.

Contrary to Baker's understate-

ment, wins like that came pretty often

for the Bruins Over the last four

years, the Brums have beaten the Bay

Area duo at their homes seven out of

eight times

"Playing at Northern Cal is pretty

tough," said senior two-meterman

Aaron Harries. "It's their home pool,

and the referee is always a factor. And

the Stanford game was one of the

most intense games I've played."

Most Bruins agree that Stanford

was quite a tough challenge.

Krikorian said it was the best game the

Bruins played so far this year.

"There were a lot of inspirational

moments throughout that game," he

said.

"Dave coming off the bench. Andy

with his broken nose, Parsa

Bonderson with some big saves, and

Brian Brown who played his heart out

and left everything out there in the

pool".

"It was tlie first lime this year

where we didn't really hold back,"

Khkoruin continued "We just went

for it and played without any fear or

hesitation You could see it in their

eyes they were determined to win, no

matter what

"

Interested
"

in law?? If

so, come
join PULSA
on Tuesday,

Oct. 27
at 6pm,
Campbell

Even if you're not

interested, •

come liave fun witli us!!

Dinner at Acapulco's

in Westwood ..^c r^

and Bowling ^o
'^^^:'^%

Afterwards! <^

wi»^ I

Meet at

Sproul

Turnaround

at 7:30pm
(after

Samaliang)

for rides!!

PULSA
"i.

ij>i

V/VT A9»°'

.<?

For info,

please contact
Stephanie Lee

steph99@ucla.edu
or

825-2727

PULSA is the place to have fun

and meet cool people!!!
~"

Ohy yeah, and to learn about the

law profession, tooll! If we have

enough time after partying!!!
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<l^
^ Dodgers won't

sign Martinez
The Los Angeles Dodgers said

Monday they have declined to pick up the

1999 contract options for injured pitcher

Ramon Martinez and infielder-outfielder

Jim Eisenreich.

Martinez, a 30-year-old right-hander

who has been the Dodgers' No. 1 starter

the last several years, was 7-3 with a 2.83

ERA in 15 starts last season before under-

going surgery to repair a torn rotator cuff

in his throwing shoulder June 30.

Martinez held opposing batters to a

.206 batting average and had 96 strike-

outs in 101 2-3 innings before being side-

lined. He is not expected to be ready to

pitch again before the middle of next sea-

son.

Martinez, who earned $4.8 million last

season, has a 123-77 record, a 3.4S ERA
and 1,314 strikeouts in his 10-year career

with the Dodgers.

Eisenreich, 39, hit .215 with one homer
and 13 RBIs in 105 games with Los

Angeles and Florida last season. He hit

.197 with six RBIs in 75 games for the

Dodgers after being acquired as part of a

seven-player deal with the Marlins on

May 15.

Eisenreich has a lifetime average of
.294 with 52 homers and 477 RBIs.

=4
Raiders

defense NOi4

win over Cincinnati. ''It's a goal we want-

ed to reach. Now the harder part is holding

on to it."

The Raiders gave up an average of 382

yards in 1997 and ranked last in the NFL
against the pass, last against the run and

last overall. This season, Oakland's

defense is allowing 250 yards a game and is

No. 1 overall. No. 2 against the pass and

No. 7 against the run.

''Winning has a snowball effect, but,

unfortunately, so does losing," said Albert

Lewis, starting at free safety while Eric

Turner recovers from a foot injury. "Our
snowball seemed to be rolling in the wrong
direction a year ago."

The defense was expected to struggle

again this year with the losses of defensive

tackle Chester McGlockton and line-

backer Rob Fredrickson.

But new defensive coordinator Willie

Shaw and six starters who weren't with the

club last year have helped turned things

around. Among those additions are cor-

nerbacks Eric Allen and Heisman Trophy

winner Charles Woodson.

Several other players have changed

positions, including Lewis and Russell —
who played defensive end as a rookie last

year.

"In the past, we haven't had that many
guys clicking at the same time," defensive

tackle Russell Maryland said. "We're

jelling as a defensive unit."

The Raiders defense also is best in the

NFL on thircl down. They have allowed

opponents to convert just 23.8 percent of

their chances this season.

WhiU defensive players were cnjoymf^

Water polo team quenches

tNrst for victory up north

From last to first. The Oakland Raiders,

the worst defensive team in the NFL last

season, are ranked No. 1 in the league

after seven games this year.

"It's very gratifying," defensive tackle

Darrell Russell said Monday, a day after

the Raiders improved to 5-2 with a 27-10

their No. 1 ranking Monday, the key to the

Raiders' offense was working out with a

trainer while his teammates lifted weights

and attended meetings.

Jeff George, who has not played since

tearing his groin three weeks ago at

Arizona, gingerly practiced dropping back

and setting up in an imaginary pocket.

RECAP: Tough Bruins engage

in bloody, physical matches to

beat rivals Cal and Stanford

BySttvtlOni

Daily Bmin Senior Staff

Determination, sweat and glory. A broken

nose and droplets of blood here and there were

only a fraction of what poured out from the

UCLA men's water polo team in order to cap-

ture victories at Berkeley and Stanford in

Northern California

this weekend.

The Bruins beat
——^^—^—

two of their big rivals,

Cal and Stanford, 7-6

and 64, respectively,

on what . they"

described as one of

their most intense

weekends.

Cal and UCLA
were head to head

and seemed to be

locked in a tie game, 3-3, in the first half. When
the Bruins broke out with a 64 lead by the third

quarter, the Golden Bears scored a two pointer

to tie it up with three minutes left in the game.

With two minutes to go, the Bruins raised the

score to 7-6 and held off an excruciating of

Cal and UCLA were head to

head and seemed to be

locked in a tie game, 3-3, in

the first half.

sive rally by Cal.

"We played a really good defensive series at

the end," Bruin assistant coach Adam Krikorian

said. "We blocked a couple of balls out of

bounds and had the clock reset. Cal had a lot of

chances to score against us that last few min-

utes."

That game quieted down Cal as it marked yet

another loss, adding to a four game losing

streak. Although the Bruins won, head coach

Guy Baker prefers a sure thing rather than such

a suspcnseful game.

"I still think we played a little conservatively

defensively for them to tie us in the fourth quar-

ter, but we're happy to come out with a win," he

said. "We beat them four years in a row at their

home, so we've got to be happy about that."

Sunday was another day to win up north as

the No. 2 ranked Bruins played the No. 3

Cardinals. Stanford came out strong with a 3-1

lead in the first half. And just when the Bruins

needed it most, sophomore two-meterman Dave
Parker came off the bench to score a point.

In between all the drama was another point,

as a Cardinal followed
' through on a pass and

subsequently broke

sophomore defender

Andy Bailey's nose in

the first half.

"Andy's got blood

gushing down his face

and he's still yelling at

our team, getting them

fired up," Krikorian

recalled. "They set his

nose, he went back in,

but it bled again so he had to get out. Then, at the

beginning ofthe second half, he went in to sprint

for the ball's possession."

The Bruins then kept the momentum going to

score a total of five points to Stanford's one

>nd half. Sophomore defender^

Blake Wellen put away the winning point while

fellow sophomore setter Sean Kern added one

for insurance.

"We had intensity throughout the whole

game - there wasn't a moment when we played

passively," Baker said. "We were down at 3-1,

but we were playing well. I liked the way we con-

tinued to attack and outscore them five to one in

SeeWATERPOLO,page29

Hang In There with BRAND'S Traditional Essence of Chicken.

You need to be sharp and fn good physical shape to consistently get good grades. And research

from King's College, the University of London, and Kwansei Gakuin University, Japan, shows that

BRAND'S Traditional Essence of Chicken helps relieve fatigue, improve memory and give you
overall energy. -y .

.

.
_.;.. ;:..;- :.-

;., ,^.

BRAND'S Traditional Essence of Chicken is fat and cholesterol free with no preservatives or

artificial flavoring. And it's made naturally with 100% pure chicken. Forget caffeine or artificial

stimuli. Recharge your body and brain the natural way. Let BRAND'S Traditional Essence of

Chicken help you ace the big exams, small exams, any exam.

BRANDTS

ESSENCE

CHICKEN

gDB^?S?W-«fflffl,

m n^ m m
Dvww.brandt o«rabo«.coni ag
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FOOTBALL NOTEBOOK

Bruins still

undefeated
UCLA is W) for the first

time in 10 years, when it start-

ed 7-0 in 1988. That year,

UCLA rose to No. I in both

polls. It was also the last time

UCLA began 4-0 in conference

play

School scoring

record surpassed
UCLA failed to score over 40

points for the first time this year

when they totaled 28 against

California;

They had set a school record

with five consecutive games over 40

points. The Bruins are averaging

43.5 points per gam&, which would

surpass the school record of42.7 set

in 1973.

Third down's a

charm for UCLA
UCLA leads the Pac-10 in third-

down conversions with 45 percent.

In the first quarter, they have con-

verted an amazing 63.2

percent and 47.8 per-

cent in the fourth

quarter.

UCLA oppo-

nents have convert-

ed just 31.3 percent

and 19 percent in

the final quarter.

UCLA leads

league in sacks

UCLA has allowed just seven

sacks in six games, a stat that leads

the league. UCLA has sacked the

opposing quarterback 19 times, led

by Brandon Ayanbadejo's five and

Ryan Nece's four.

Introductions at

California game
Against Cal, three new names

appeared. Fullback Durrell Price

had a 40-yard run, eclipsing his pre-

vious season-high by 34 yards.

Receiver Brad Melsby caught two

passes, giving him a season total of

five. Strong safety Jason Stephens,

starting in place of Tod McBride.

had eight tackles and a sack.

(U^"^^classitied lines i 825-2221)
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ALL REGISTERED CAMPUS ORGANIZATIONS:

COME TO THE
H f

C.S.P. RESOURCE FAIR
ON

WEDNESDAY,OCTOBER 28TH IN

ACKERMAN 2ND FLOOR
LOUNGE

FROM 2:00 - 5:00 P.M.

Thii; is a FANTASTIC ^ppurtiniiLy for your ormnizatiotUo.

interact with all the service providers on campus that will help

make your programming year successful. Campus facilities,

funding hoards, catering, and many others will he present.

STOP BY FOR FUN, FOOD, AND VALUABLE INFORMATION!

SPONSORED BY THE CENTER FOR STUDENT PROGRAMMING

Any large Pizza, your choice of toppings and crust> for %%A^
~~

Fast, Free DBlhferv

until 1 a.m. Sunday-Thursday

until 2 a.m. Friday & Saturdayft9d-d111 ^^^^^^y'^y^^®
Westwood Village

Medium 1 topping Pizza

for $5.95

National Hockey League

At A Glance

Anaheim

San Jose

2 5 11 11

2 10 18

EASTERN CONFERENCE

Atlantic Division

W L

Philadelphia 4 1

Pittsburgh ^2
New Jersey 3 3

N.Y. Islanders 3 4

N.Y. Rangers 2 4

T Pts 6F GA

2 10 18 10

1 7 16 18

6 12 13

6 IS 18

2 6 15 23

Northeast Division

W L T Pts GF GA

Toronto 5 2 1 11 26 21

Montreal 3 3 1 7 17 14

Boston 3 4 1 7 IS 14

Ottawa 3 3 6 17 16

Buffalo 2 3 1 5 14 IS

Southeast Division

W
Washington

Tampa Bay

Florida

Carolina

L T Pts GF GA

3 2 2 8 13 10

3 4 1 7 19 23

2 1 3 7 10 11

2 2 3 7 17 15

WESTERN CONFER^Na

Central Division

Detroit

Chicago

St. Louis

Nashville

W
5

4

3

1

T Pts GF GA

10 21 12

1 9 19 19

1 7 17 16

1 3 15 22

Northwest Division

W
Vancouver 4

Edmonton 3

Calgary 2

Colorado 1

L T Pts GF GA

3 8 19 14

4 6 21 19

Tn ; S 19 2S

5 1 3 17 29

Sunday's Games

Los Angeles 3, Carolina 2

Tampa Bay 3,Vancouver 2

Phoenix 2, Anaheim 2, tie

Monday's Games

Pittsburgh 2, Toronto

Phoenix 5, Colorado 1

Tuesday's Games

Los Angeles at N.Y. Islanders, 7:30 p.m.

Buffalo at N.Y. Rangers, 7:30 p.m.

St. Louis at Philadelphia, 7:30 p.m.

Vancouver at Nashville, 8 p.m.

Wednesday's Games

Boston at Montreal, 7 p.m.

Chicago at Carolina, 7 p.m.

Los Angeles at New Jersey, 7:30 p.m.

Detroit at Florida, 7:30 p.m.

Pittsburgh at Calgary, 9 p.m.

Washington at Edmonton, 9 p.m.

Tampa Bay at Anaheim, 10:30 p.m.

Phoenix at San Jose, 10:30 p.m.

National Football Leaque

"" At A Glance

AMERICAN CONFERENCE

East

W L T Pet. PF PA

5 2 .714 114 79

4 3 .571 158 138

4 3 .571 170 122

4 3 .571 166 122

1 6 .143 112 193

West

Denver

Oakland

Kansas City

Seattle

San Diego

Kansas City 1 7 2 13 31

7 1.000 240 133

5 2 .714 115 127

4 3 .571131 123

4 3 .571 154 99

3 5 .375 103 139

NATIONAL CONFERENCE

East

W L T

4 3

3 4

3 4

1 6

7

Dallas

Arizona

N.Y. Giants

Philadelphia

Washington

Central

Minnesota

Green Bay

Tampa Bay

Chicago

Detroit

West

San Francisco

Atlanta

New Orleans

St. Louis

Carolina

Pet. PF PA

.571 174 115

.429 108 155

.429 146 152

.143 79 162

.000 93 227

7 1.000 241 116

5 2 .714 183 144

3 4 .429 94 121

3 5 .375 152 178

2 5 .286 147 192

6 1

5 2

4 3

2 5

7

.857 226 127

.714 175 151

.571 121 139

.286 139 167

.000 128 199

Pacific Division

Dallas

Los Angeles

Phoenu

W L T Pts GF GA

5 1 1 n 19 11

3 2 2 8 17 17

J 2 1 7 17 12

Miami

Buffalo

New England

N.Y. Jets

Indianapolis

Central

Jacksonville

Pinsburgh

Tennessee

Baltimore

Cincinnati

5 2

5 2

3 4

2 5

2 5

.714 164 146

.714 106 100

.428 144 126

.286 102 134

.286 127 186

Sunday's Games

New York Jets 28, Atlanta 3

Green Bay 28, Baltimore 10

Minnesota 34, Detroit 13

Miami 12, New England 9, OT

San Francisco 28, St. Louis 10

New Orleans 9, Tampa Bay 3

Chicago 23, Tennessee 20

Oakland 27, Cincinnati 10

Denver 37, Jacksonville 24

Seattle 27, San Diego 20

Buffalo 30, Carolma 14

OPEN: Arizona, Dallas, Indianapolis, New

York Giants, Philadelphia, Washington

Sunday, Nov. 1

Arizona at Detroit, 1:01 p.m.

Denver at Cincinnati, 1:01 p.m.

Jacksonville at Baltimore, 1:01 p.m.

Miami at Buffalo, 1:01 p.m.

Minnesota at Tampa Bay, 1:01 p.m.

New England at Indianapolis, 1:01 p.m.

New Orleans at Carolina, 1:01 p.m.

New York Giants at Washington, 1 :01

p.m.

St. Louis at Atlanta, 1:01p.m.

Tennessee at Pittsburgh, 1:01 p.m.

New York Jets at Kansas City; 4:05 p.m.

San Francisco at Green Bay, 4:15 p.m.

Oakland at Seattle, 8:20 p.m.

OPEN: Chicago. San Diego

Dallas at Philadelphia, 8:20 p.m.

AM Times in the Shorts Ifi are EST

Intt'rn.itton.il Hofkcy l(>.iqup

At A Gltiiue

EASTERN CONFERENCE

Northeast Division

W
Cincinnati 5

Orlando 4

Detroit 3

Grand Rapids 2

Southwest Division

W
Long Beach 7

Houston 6

Utah 3

Las Vegas 2

L SOL Pts GF GA

2 14 33 25

2 12 37 24

3 1 7 23 22

4 1 5 21 28

LSOL Pts GF GA

2 10 24 20

2 8 22 18

2 1 7 19 12

3 1 5 20 21

Central Division

Cleveland

Michigan

Indianapolis

Pittsburgh 20, Kansas City 1

3

W LSOL Pts GF GA

3 3 1 7 19 26

3 4 6 14 19

2 2 2 6 18 20

Fort Wayne —2—i^ US \9 17

WESTERN CONFERENCE

Midwest Division

W LSOL Pts GF GA

CNca^o 4 1 2 10 22 20

Manitoba 4 1 1 9 22 21

Milwaukee 3 1 3 9 18 20

NOTE: Two points are awarded for a vic-

tory; one for a shootout loss. Shootout

losses are only denoted in the SOL col-

umn, not the loss column.

Saturday's Games

Manitoba 3, Indianapolis 2

Fort Wayne 7, Cleveland 2

Long Beach 4, Detroit 3, SO

Houston 5, Grand Rapids 2

Cincinnati 5. Kansas City 1

Chicago 3, Utah 2, SO

Orlando 4, Milwaukee 1

Michigan 2, Las Vegas 1, SO

Sunday's Game

Cleveland 5, Indianapolis 4. SO

Monday's Games

No games scheduled

Tuesday's Games

Utah at Grand Rapids, 7 p.m.

Fort Wayne at Cincinnati. 7:30 p.m.

Transaction*

Naisr Lcauue RascbaN

BOSTON RED SOX—Declined to exercise

their 1999 contract option on LHP Steve

Avery.

CHICAGO CUBS—Promoted general

manager Ed Lynch to vice president-

general manager. Named David WHder

assistant general manager, Jim Hendry

director of player development and

scouting. Scon Nelson director of base-

ball operations and John StodcstitI coor-

dinator of scouting.

COLORADO ROCKIES—Declined to exer-

cise their 1999 contract option on C Kirt

Manwaring.

LOS ANGELES DODGERS—Declined to

exercise their 1999 contract options on

RHP Ramon Martinez and OF-INF Jim

Eisenreich.

NEW YORK METS—Agreed to tenns

with C Mike Piazza on a seven-year con-

tract.

NatiMialHedwyLMfHe

CHICAGO BLACKHAWKS—Recalled RW

Craig Mills.

NASHVILLE PREDATORS—Re-assigned G

Eric Fichaud to Milwaukee of the IHL.

Recalled G Tomas Vokoun from

MiNvaukee.
^~

TAMPA BAY LIGHTNING—Assigned C

John Cullen to Cleveland of the IHL.

WASHINGTON CAPITALS—Recalled C

James Black from Chicago of the IHL.

CINCINNATI MIGHTY DUCKS—Sent C

Man Loen to Madison of the AHL for a

two-week assigment.

COUEGE

SYRACUSE—Reinstated CB Ian Mcintosh

to the football team.

Trivia Questions

1 What is the largest number of points

that can be recorded with a single throw

in the game of darts?

2.H0W many strikes are needed for a

perfKt game in bowling?

3.What is located at the intersection of

the Ohio, Monongahela, and Allgheny

rivers in Pinsburgh?

Answprs

III
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SPORTS
Tomorrow

Louise Lieberman leads the women's

soccer team with unparalleled drive and

determination. Get a closer look at what

motivates her to succeed in the next issue

ofThe Bruin.

From

yards
^ to ,-.

miles
After switching from football to

cross country, runner Mark
Hauser awaits the NCAAs

By Donald Morrison

Daily Bruin Contributor

Senior cross country runner Mark Hauser dreamed of

becoming a professional football player. Running one mile,

however, eventually led Hauser to a different career goal.

~^ It was freshman football practice at Sainl Augustine High-

School in San Diego. Hauser and the rest of the team were pun-

ished and had to run one mile wearing their pads.

Hauser finished it in five minutes and was asked to join the

cross country team. By his junior year, Hauser was completely

focused on running.

Now, UCLA's No. I runner wants to run professionally after

his collegiate career and is already running well enough to com-

pete with and defeat some of the best collegiate runners in the

country.

Hauser, a two-time indoor track and field All-American, is in

the best shape of his life and is now preparing for the Pac-10

Conference Championships on Saturday in Eugene, Ore.

Hauser knows he has his work cut.out for him at the nation's

strongest conference meet. The Pac-10 boasts three of the

nation's top four runners and a slew of others that can also run

well. Hauser is optimistic, though, about his chances of finishing

high in the'meet.

See HAUSER, page 29

MARYCICEK

Runner Mark Hauser will try to qualify for the NCAA cross country championships this year.

Writer narrowly misses baseball cut !

Beavers, Ducks no match

COLUMN: After hitting two

batters, dream of playing

for Bruin team dies hard

At least I gave it the oV college

try. This past Sunday I made

my fourth consecutive

attempt at join-

ing the ranks of

the exclusive
-

becoming a

member of the

UCLA baseball

team, coached

by the legendary

Gary Adams.

For me, play-

ing for the

Bruins was

always a lifetime

dream, though 1

pretty much
——^^—

gave up on that

dream after my Hrst three attempts

failed. So this year I thought that I

would take a different mentality into

the tryouts: just relax, have fun and

enjoy my moment in the tun.

Fortunately, the

tiftil Ihie ikiM. apviedoadi, 7S

* degrees, nice little breeze. Perfect

baseball weather. My roommate

Tony even cooked me a nutritious,

fulfilling breakfast of pancakes, pizza

and orange juice to help me clear

away the cobwebs of the previous

night's hangover.

I hopped in my Ranger and

bumped some Outkast (damn,—.-'-

—

Aquemini is dope; pick it up if you

don't have it) to get me hyped for the

daunting task that awaited me at

Jackie Robinson Stadium.

When I first got there, something

struck me as not just odd, but outra-

geous: there were only 12 people

there. During each of the previous

three tryouts, there were at least 40

people.

I wonder, did word get out that the

baseball team was young and hungry,

therefore deterring potential tryout-

ees? Did the 1998 major league base-

ball season scare people from trying

out because they can't mash like

McGwire? How could only 12 of

35,000 people want to take a crack at

playing for a Division I powerhouse?

Whatever it was, I wasn't really

that concerned. For all I cared, it

made my fhMim better That was

until AdMH iMde his "Welcome 10

tryouts" speech.

"There's just not much room on

the team, especially with the new lim-

its on the amount of players we can

have," Adams said. "Unless we see a

real standout player - well, it just

doesn't look good."

Adams went on to explain that he

hadn't had a walk-on make the team

for five years (Cassidy Olson). He fur-

ther depleted our hopes by saying, "I

doubt there will be any Cinderella sto-

ries, so just think of all the time you'll

save by not having to go to practices

and games."

After that demoralizing "pep talk",

he proceeded to introduce the coach-

es: Vincent Beringhele (hitting), Tim

Leary (pitching), Robert Hinds

(infield and base running) and Coach

Mack (strength and conditioning).

Team manager Omar Pinto and ath-

letic trainer Catherine Manalo were

there as well.

The first test for us baseball-heads

was the 60-yard dash. Here was my
chance to show my blazing speed. We
all got two chances to run and, well,

let's just say I won't be challenging

Freddie Mitchell anytime soon, bro-

for Bruins during sweep
RECAP: Volleyball team

adds to streak with wins

against Oregon schools

By Nick Taylor

Daily Bruin Contributor

Coming back from a 2-1 deficit

after three sets, the UCLA women's

volleyball team beat the Oregon

Ducks on Sunday. The Bruins

evened their record at 9-9, including

a record of 8-3 in the Pac-10 confer-

ence. The win also added to their six-

game winning streak.

On Friday, the Bruins defeated

Oregon State in three quick sets; 15-

6, 15-13, 15-10. UCLA controlled

the match early as they sped to a 9-0

advantage before coasting to a first

set victory. Led by a dominating

defense, the Bruins forced the

Beavers into a .053 hitting percent-

age in the first set, and .120 overall.

While Elisabeth Bachman paced

the defense with four solo blocks and

five block assists, she had plenty of

help.

Outside hitters Ashley Bowles,

Kristee Porter and Chaska Potter all

racked up at least nine digs, and

Michelle Quon and Erika Selsor

contributed with 15 more digs.

On offense, the Bruins were

again led by Porter, Bowles and

Bachman. Porter's 19 kills led all hit-

ters, Bowles added 13 kills and

Bachman had 14 kills for a team high

.393 hitting percentage.

Despite the pesky Beavers, the

real challenge for UCLA turned out

to be the Oregon Ducks and peren-

nial All-American Madeline Ernst.

Ernst entered Sunday's match as

the Pac-10 leader in kills per game,

so UCLA would have to finji a way

to defend her.

On Sunday, the Bruins and Ducks

traded shots all match long. Though

each team had 74 kills. UCLA final-

ly prevailed, 12-15, 15-12. 12-15, 15-

4, 15-12. UCLA overcame 26 kills

from Ernst with 26 from Porter and

22 from Bowles UCLA's defense

Elections
VIEWPOINT
The Bruin gives its Nov. 3

endorsements. See page 14

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Cake makes for a sweet treat as they rocked

the Troubadour Monday night. See page 19

I NSIPE TODAY
KLA, page 3

World & Nation, page 5

State & Local, page 6
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Student Judicial Board out for justices
VOTES: More appointees

needed to make quorum,

rulings on USAC actions

By Barbara Ortutay

Daily Bruin Staff

While the Undergraduate

Students Association (USA) Student

Judicial Board is an integral part of

student government, the board now
is inactive because there are not

enough justices to make quorum.

"The J-Board is very important to

have." said Lyle Timmerman. judi-

are needed to make quorum.

Currently, there are only three jus-

tices.

Justices are usually appointed dur-

ing the fall or spring quarters of their

first year by the USAC president, and

most of them serve on the board for

four years.

According to USAC President

Stacy Lee, appointments for the

remaining four voting positions will

be within the next two weeks.

"It's the next item on our appoint-

ment agenda," Lee said.

Lee said students will first be

appointed to committees that need a

quorum to make decisions right

as for the Student Conduct

Committee will be appointed to the

latter.

USAC advisor Patricia McLaren
said the J-Board doesn't meet more

than a few times a year, mostly just

when they have a case. Last year,

there were no cases brought to the

board.

Timmerman added that the J-

Board meets occasionally outside of

their cases.

Timmerman's role as J-Board

advisor is to assist the judicial process

and make sure the board looks at all

sides of an issue. The advisor is a non-

voting member of the board.

cial board advisor and

Undergraduate Student Association

Council (USAC) administrative rep-

resentative.

The responsibility of the J-Board is

to rule on the constitutionality of leg-

islation and actions of USAC,
according to the USA constitution.

Out of the seven justices who are

supposed to compose the board, four

aWay. One such ^t6\^p i§ the siudeni in addition, the J-Board may rule

Conduct Committee, which rules on

cases of student misconduct that are

not resolved by the dean of students.

While matters of student conduct

are decided based on UCLA's code

of conduct, the guiding document of

the J-Board is the USA constitution.

For example, some students who
applied for J-Board positions as well

on matters brought to it by USAC or

any student regarding the conduct of

USAC.
"In the past, most cases have been

about the actions and activities of stu-

dent government," Timmerman said.

However, USAC may overrule

SeeJ-B0AR0,page12

JUDICIAL BOARD

USAC Judidat Board hierarchy

Chiefjustice

Associate chief

justice

Five voting

member

Adviser (non-voting)

Clerics (non-voting)
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Prevention campaign targets frats
AWARENESS: NBC, UCLA
team up to fight college

apathy toward date rape

By Chauntelle Anne Tibbals

Daily Bruin Contributor

On Tuesday, David Schwimmer of

NBC's sitcom "Friends" spoke about

the role of men in rape prevention.

The National Broadcasting

Company, in collaboration with the

Santa Monica-UCLA Rape

Treatment Center, unveiled the next

step in their "The More You Know"
public service campaign.

Featuring Schwimmer, this seg-

ment will address the use of "date

rape" drugs and the preventative

responsibilities of bystanders.

"(We are working on) making guys

know that it is OK to flirt, party and

have sex, but it is not OK to stand by

or not intercede," Schwimmer said.

Due to a higher number of report-

ed rape cases involving "date rape"

drugs, Gail Abarbanel, director of the

Rape Treatment Center, formulated

the initial objectives of this campaign.

"We have a responsibility to act on

what we know. In order to prevent

rape, we must reach the men who
commit the crimes," Abarbanel said.

The announcement will be aired

during NBC programs expected to

have a larger number of male viewers.

With the assistance of the National

Interfraternity Conference, the

announcement has been targeted at

fraternity members.

"We want to make it clear to mem-
bers of fraternities that (rape) is a com-

pletely unacceptable behavior," said

Jonathan Brant, president of the

National Interfraternity Conference

(NIC). '^It is our goal to make sure stu-

dents on this campus - especially stu-

deats in fraternities and soronties -

MICHAEL ROSS WACHT/Daily Brum

During a conference at the Faculty Center Tuesday morning, NBC gave the press a sneak preview of a

new public service advertisement with actor David Schwimmer speaking about rape prevention.

have a safe, fruitful college experi-

ence."

Six hundred copies of the original

announcement, supplemented with an

additional, more specific message

from Schwimmer aimed at fraternity

members, will be given to chapter

houses across the country.

"We want (fraternity members) to

have the skills and the courage to inter-

vene in (a rape situation)." Brant said.

When asked why this new canv

ptign focuted specifically on fraterni-

ties and aorohties rather than on the

average college student, Abarbanel

said, "We are looking for an effective

way to reach men. We felt that the

structure of fraternities was a good

place to begin
"

Two UCLA students belonging to

the Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity,

which donates money to the Rape

Treatment Center, said they were

offended by the campaign

"I found everything the NIC said

oflfensivc They did nothing today to

dispel negativefs^ereotypes of fraterni-

ties,'* laid Scott Revlin. a fifth-year his-

tory and psychology student.

"1 have never heard of anyone

using date rape drugs. They are just

targeting fraternities because we are

the most visible group," he added.

Scott Warner, a second-year eco-

nomics student, believes "it is not a

particularly innovative campaign, but

It has a valid point.

**They should mention that this is a

problem relevant to all college nien,

not just fraternity men," he added.

Sm 12

Regents expand

outreach plan to

increase number

of admissions

PROGRAMS: Community

colleges, UCs unite to

facilitate transfer process

By Edina Lekovic

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

By pouring $15 million into com-

munity colleges, the UC Regents will

further expand academic outreach

programs to California's 110 two-

year institutions.

The board's outreach task force

projects a 33 percent increase in the

number of community college stu-

dents who will enroll at the University

of California by 2005. The total num-

ber of transfers currently hovers

around 10,000 students.

"I am cautiously optimistic that

outreach is reaching the core of the

mission of the UC," said Karl Pister,

who is heading the system-wide effort

to increase the number of "education-

ally disadvantaged" students in the

UC.
Pointing to their success, commu-

nity college officials said that 90 per-

cent of students who transfer from

community colleges to UCs were not

UC eligible when they graduated

from high school.

Of the over 100 community college

campuses in California, only 22 to 30

consistently send students to the UC
(roughly 180 to 500 students), while

the other 76 send about three stu-

dents annually.

In addition, transfers to the UC

Sat 10
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COMMUNITY BmEFS

Expansion project for

Morgan Center begins
The scheduled $10.8 million renovation of

the Morgan Intercollegiate Athletics Center

began Monday and will focus on the demoli-

tion of the UCLA Athletic Hall of Fame. In its

place, a new three-story replacement will be

built by Soltek Pacific of San Diego.

The Bruin Walk pathway to the north of the

Morgan Center will remain closed until com-

pletion of the project in May, 2000.

The project will also include renovation of

the center's remaining 15,000 square feet,

which houses student and administrative sup-

port services, and the construction of a lawn

area immediately adjacent to the new build-

ings.

Halloween events held

for residential hall

Both the Office of Residential Life and Thela

Delta Chi will sponsor events in cel-

ebration of Halloween beginning

today.

The OfTice of Residential Life will be

holding its annual trick or treating festivities,

where approximately 1,600 kids from the inner

city will be bused in to UCLA to trick or treat in

the dorms. This event will last from 6 p.m. to 8

p.m.

Also, Theta Delta Chi will be holding its third

annual Community Bridging Halloween party,

where children from communities that have

been at conflict are brought together to carve

pumpkins, eat candy and participate in other

Halloween-related events with fraternity mem-
bers in a healthy, non-threatening environment.

UCLA cancer doctor's

research recognized
Dr. Dennis Slamon, of UCLA's Jonsson

Cancer Center, will receive the Public

Advocacy Award from the National Breast

Cancer Coalition Tuesday in New York.

Slamon will be honored at a

ceremony at the Plaza Hotel for

his work that led to the develop-

ment of Herceptin, a breakthrough

breast cancer drug. Slamon said that the drug

heralds a "new age in the way we treat cancer,"

because it fights cancer at its genetic roots.

General Motors will also receive the

Corporate Leadership Award for their support

of the National Breast Cancer Coalition,

according to Fran Visco, coalition president.

"Their dedication has served to increase

awareness and bring us closer to a cure," Visco

said of the recipients.

Knox pleads with MTA
to fast-track projects

Assembly member Wally Knox (D-Los

Angeles) appeared before the Metropolitan

Transportation Authority (MTA) board of

directors Wednesday morning to urge them to

fast-track two projects that will reduce the grid-

lock on the 101/405 interchange.

The projects plan to relieve congestion

around this interchange, considered in a "crisis

stage" according to Knox, by adding a lane on

the northbound 405, widening the freeway into

the shoulder, and by adding a lane to the 405

connector to the eastbound 101.

The cost of these projects is $10 million,

which Knox says can be taken out of the half a

billion that will be made available by the

California Transport Commission next week

for use by the MTA and Caltrans for local high-

way improvements by 1999.

To date, however, MTA has not agreed to

request the funding for the projects, nor have

they identified the 101/405 as a priority, which

Knox states is particularly disturbing to the half

a million drivers that endure the daily gridlock,

especially the hard-hit residents of the San

Fernando Valley.

"The only thing worse than gridlock on the

freeways is gridlock in the transportation

bureaucracies," Knox said.

Compiled from Daily Bruin staff reports.
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REMINDER

ONLY A FEW DAYS LEFT:
For non-SOAA undergraduates to

ADD courses with PTE number and

$3 per course fee through URSA
Telephone

I'or non-SOAA undergraduates to

file Late Study List by petition with

$50 lee

I'or all undergraduates to DROP
ni>ninipacted courses without a tran-

script notation ($3 per transaction

fee through URSA Telephone)

Until undergraduate course mate-

rials fees are assessed based on

enrollment at end of fourth week

(see the Miscellaneous Fees section

in "Registration")

Until last day to submit final

drafts of dissertations to doctoral

committee for degrees to be con-

ferred in current term.

DON'T FORGET:
Need an escort? Call 794-WALK.
Need someone to talk to? The

UCLA Peer Helpline is available to

listen. Call 825-HFLP if you would

like to talk about sex, relationship

problems, loneliness, family violence

or any other issue on your mind.

WHAT'S BREWIN'TODAY

Wednesday Noon
Student Award for Research

Training (START) Program

Orientation

Franz 3461

Mediavilla (Speakers)

Michele Cloonan (Discussant)

Bookwomen: Writing Feminist

Biography

GSE&ISlll

Uible btud tes in the Uld and is efw^

Testament

Bible Study

AU 2408

Artists and Refugees: War exiled

Bosnian women weave the fabric

of hope- Tapestries, quilts, and

rugs hand-crafted by war exiled

Bosnian women refugees now
living in Australia

Museum of Tolerance

University Catholic Center

Coninuiiiioii Service (12:10)

Kcrckhorf4()()

1 p.m.
Student Award for Research

Training (START)
Program Orientation

3461 Franz Hall

4 p.m.
Henry Giroux Lecture

Topic: "Youth, Popular

Education and the Crisis of

Democracy"
3340 Moore Hall • 825-0977

5 p.m.

<-« 3 p.m..

William S. Cohen Lecture

"Conditions of Peace in the 21st

Century"

Anderson School - KQRN Hall

825-0604

Information Seminar

Panel Presentation - Debra

Hansen (Moderator).

Mary Nilcs Maack, and Cindy

John Paul II Society

Kerckhoff 152 -208-0941

6 p.m.
Bruin Leaders Project

Personal Leadership Strengths

Covel Commons 203 • 206-5071

Mahu
Meeting

Campbell 3232

Meets Every Wednesday!!

7 p.m.
Midnight Special Bookstore &
Cultural Center (7:30) ^r, ,

,'

Sande Cohen Discussion

393-2923

#

Graduate Christian Fellowship

Meeting

Ackerman 3508 -825-6099

What's Brewin'can be reached via e-mail

at whatsbrewin@media.ucla.edu
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Campus radio stays

alive with a new cable

station and more time

to ploy music
Brennan, a fifth-year history and

r.irmin ^fiiHr-nf hf><K h it twn pmg|i|im o»-

practically set your watch to the times they

play the same songs."

OAVIOMIIl

Anne Walls, a second-year comnnunications student, djs during her KLA radio show.

By Jena Coghlan

Dally Bruin Contributor

Commercial radio no doubt booms loud-

ly, but you won't find as much Geoff

Buckley, Deicide, Yo la tango, Bed Head

and Pavement anywhere else except right

here on campus •

KLA, the campus radio station, prides

itself on fast-moving, undocumented sounds

to carry students, using music and talk,

throughout the day

.

Found on 91.9 FM and recently added to

cable TV channel 29, KLA can be heard in

all the on-campus residence halls.

"Being able to integrate graphic and

video equipment this time for the cable

channel loans a lot of options." said Chris

Brennan, program director, radio adminis-

_lrator and disc jockey for the past five years.

"We might not have 80,000 listeners, but

you're going to get experience," he added.

The reason KLA can be heard in the

dorms and almost nowhere else is that

UCLA missed the boat in the 1950s, when

radio signals were bought for far cheaper

than today.

The university, however, acquired a sig-

nal in 1963. It uses a 0.1 wattage transmitter

(compare that to a commercial radio sta-

tion's transmitter, which can be over

100,000 watts), that only transmits to

LeConte Avenue and not much farther.

Listenership, though, has increased due

to new technologies that have allowed more

people to tune-in.

(giveaways also help conjure up student

support, and with hot items such as

Universal Studios Horror Nights II tickets.

Gap khaki pants, and talking stuffed bears.

more students are tuning in to the station.

This fall quarter has lent an increase of 40

hours per week of air time on weekends and

late nights, extending the hours of program-

ming from 7 a.m. to 1 a.m.

Lavin Ruiz, a fifth-year psychobiology

student, said he likes to listen to music while

he studies but often forgets about the cam-

pus radio station.

"I turned it on a few years ago. I was curi-

ous about its disappearing after one year. I

wondered what happened to it," he said.

"I know if I saw the number advertised,

by The Bruin stands perhaps, I'd program

my Walkman," he added.

Located in the back of the Ackerman

Grand Ballroom, the radio station walls are

lined with CDs, records and sticker graffiti.

It may look chaotic with DJs and interns

running around, but the office actually runs

without much
brain overload or

mass confusion.

Everyone who
works there

knows a lot of

time is committed,

on a volunteer

basis.

Nearly 100 peo-

ple applied at the

beginning of the

quarter to work at

the entirely stu-

dent-run station,

but only 15 were

chosen to help

DJs or work

broadcast equip-

ment.

Monday mornings

My Indie World, on the air from 7 to 9

a.m., showcases alternative bands such as

Wilco and Super Chunk, and other bands

that usually don't get support from the

music industry at large.

Two new music shows are Jambalaya by

Makoto Mizutani on Fridays from 10 a.m.

to noon, and Rock en Espanol by Francisco

Garcia and Alex Latios on Sundays from 7

to 9 p.m.

"I just love being able to play music real-

ly loud and talking on the radio," said

Stephanie Sales, a fourth-year history stu-

dent, who has been doing her alternative for-

mat mix for two years.

Tina Harrington, a third-year musicology

student and general manager, and Nick

Johnson, a third-year economics student

and director of promotions, feature one

band a week on their show, Discography,

which broadcasts on Monday nights from 7

to 9.

^We both like the same bands, so we

thought it fun to play rare songs and to spot-

light groups like Smashing Pumpkins,

Radiohead and Tori Amos." Harrington

said.

Mike Gharabiklou, a third-year student

majoring in cognitive science with a com-

puter science specialization, said that the

music industry often looks to college radio

for inspiration.

"College radio is mainly a chance to hear

music. On major radio stations you can

Nearly 250 CDs a month from various

labels arrive at the station, everything from

garage bands to Beck.

Disc jockeys compile lists of the most fre-

quently aired songs in a weeic and then send

them to College Music Journal, a magazine

that distributes scores to commercial radio.

Bigger commercial stations rely on these

scores to determine their future line-ups.

"(Mainstream) radio stations wait for col-

lege radio. They want their reactions, and

then they take chances," Gharabiklou said.

In addition to playing the latest grooves,

news manager Donald Bendz, a fourth-year

sociology student, and 15 assistants write

Bruin news. News reports and sport score

updates occur twice a day, with an hour-long

news show on Thursday nights.

"It's an alternative format, not main-

stream," Bendz said.

On one particular night, the station ran

stories on bathroom scandals, a girl who's

lived in a tree for 10 months and a gun that

only fires using a custom ring on the trigger^

The radio station has also provided public

service announcements to its listeners,

including everything from rape prevention

and drug counseling hotlines to free plays.

Ultimately, though, the students at KLA
just want to play music.

"We're mostly about music, for all gen-

res, but with news reports and football cov-

erage, we're also trying to speak to UCLA
with news that's entertaining and informa-

tive," Harrington said.

KLA PROGRAMMING WEEKDAY EVENING SCHEDULE (FALL 1998)

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY

6-7pm

7-8pm

Donald Morrison

SfKMtS

*iaACM>Hous€'

Hkk Johnson,

Una Harrington

Spedaity

•DBcography*

Romulo Rivera

Urban Mix .

"Sunday School Preview"

Randy Keith

Talk

"Talk Show"

Talk

"Sex, love, and Og»$"

Ann Walls

Soundtracks

"Anne's Soundtrack

rava^aiia"

Donald Bendz

News

"News Show"

Donald Morrison

Sports

"Around the Horn"

MattCole

"Disco Tto»

Machine"

iHKMMHMMMMMlM

Heckman

Comedy

Laugh, Darnr

Chris Brennan,

•intern "Ziggy" Gupta

Fom^at

Matt Hirt, John Laun

Punk

"Gettin'ltOnWIth

Man and John"

Cyrus McNally

Format

Justin Rubenstein

Blues/Jazz

Rap Free Radio"

COMMICNMICAMhr

Artc^fntprt,iinm^nr 87^ 2M8 N^w^-82'> 27MS Snortv82S %S) Viewpoint 82^-2216- Clcissifipcl linp-82^ 2221 Classified Disptav 20h ^060 S,i|pv82^ 2161
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Coalition wants admissions statistics on all minorities
APC: Group's desire for

retention rates calls for

changes on applications

By Andy Shah
Daily Bruin Contributor

Members of the Asian Pacific

Coalition (APC) have launched

attacks against the undergraduate

admissions ofTice, claiming the office

docs not keep statistical information

for every Asian Pacific Islander (API)

group at UCLA.
Currently, the admissions office

keeps statistics for groups such as

Chinese Americans and Korean

Americans, but not always for smaller

groups, such as lliais and Laotians,

because there arc no categories for

these groups on the UC application.

"If one of these small groups want-

ed to start a retention program, for

example, they wouldn't have statistics

saying this many people stay in school,

and this many drop out," said Tram

Linh Ho, Undergraduate Student

Association Council (USAC) financial

supports commissioner and APC
member.

But admissions officials said the sit-

uation is out of their control.

"I'm perfectly willing to show any-

one any (statistical) information we

Siporin explained that all racial or

ethnic statistics UCLA accumulates

arc derived from what students mark

on the UC application.

"I have no idea why some API

groups aren't marked as categories on

the application," she said. "But it's not

my application. If we have the infor-

mation, we'll give it."

UC officials said there isn't enough

space on the application to categori/e

all API groups.

"We're very pressed for space on

the application," said Miriam Green,

principal analyst for the UC Oirice of

the President. "We can't possibly fit all

of those categories on the applica-

tion."

(ireen, whose office works on the

production of the application, .said that

there is room on the application for

students to specify their race and eth-

nicity.

"Students are more than welcome

to write in their ethnicity," she said.

"(The University of California) keeps

the information that they have written

in.

But Ho said accessing such infor-

mation IS difficult, since going through

UC officials in- Sacramento creates

more hassle for students.

"'Hie university's perceived lack of

attention to underrepresented API
groups has historically made A PC's

struggle to represent all API groups

than 20 groups, which represent any-

one from international students to

third-generation Asian Americans.

Each group, regardless of size, has an

equal vote when deciding on matters.

APC Advisor Sefa Aina said the

size of some groups is a factor in their

low representation.

"If you only have 10 people in your

group, and they're all concentrating on

Outreach, you're not going to be rep-

resented at all the meetings," he said.

Ho said that obtaining admission

statistics and dropout rates of

Vietnamese students for a new
Southeast Asian student retention pro-

gram was difficult.

"We were lucky because they start-

ed keeping track of Vietnamese stu-

dents only recently," she said. "But we

still don't have the statistics for some

of the smaller Southeast Asian

groups."

Ho said that APC plans to "pres-

sure the administration and University

of California" to separate all the

groups that fall under the API catego-

ry

"If the administration can't do any-

thing, we want to take it to the state

level," Lee said.

Aina said the most underrepresent-

ed groups within the API community

are Pacific Islanders, Southeast Asians

(such as Vietnamese and Cambodians)

and South Asians (such as Indians and

"This leaves out many members of

our community," she said.

Aina said that the coalition has

always tried to represent underrepre-

sented groups.

"In the past, they've been pretty vig-

ilant about looking out for smaller

groups," he said.

But he added that these groups have

to speak up for themselves.

"You can't let other people fight

your battles for you," he said.

liave," sa id Rae Lee Sipoim, director more d itfieu l t, sa id coal i t ion Uireetor P»k istunis)r

of Undergraduate Admissions and

Relations with Schools. "But the

University ofCalifornia(UC) docs not

collect that information, so it's not a

UCLA-specific issue."

Carol Lee.

"It's unfair when smaller groups'

voices aren't heard, like Ihais and

Cambodians," .she said.

The coalition is comprised of more

Lee said that another reason some

groups feel underrepresented is

because some people perceive the term

Asian to mean only East Asians (such

as Chinese and Koreans).

MEMBERS OF THE ASIAN PACIFIC COALITION
The following groups of the APC represent the diversity of the

Asian and Pacific Islander comnfiunity.

Asian Eduation Project

Asian Pacific Health Corps

Association ofChinese Americans

Chinese Student Association

Concerned Asian PadficStileng for Action

HuiO'lmiloa

Indian StudentOH^'^^llHHI
Korean American United Students for Education and Service

Korean Cultural Awareness Group/Hanoolim

Korean Student Association

Korean Tutorial Project

Mahu

Nikkei Student Union

Pacific Islander Student Association •

Samahang Pilipino

Sangam

Taiwanese American Union

Tfraf Smakom

—

"——

—

—-

—

United Cambodian Students

Vietnamese Student Union

Sourer Asun Pacific (Mlition

CONNIE CHANG/Oaily Bruin

When it comes to matters of the heart, women suffer more, study says

HEALTH: Research shows

females experience more

severe attacks than men

By Brenda C. Coleman
The Associated Press

CHICAGO - Women sufTer more

severe first heart attacks than men,

according to a study that suggests that

the severity of the attacks - not older

age or worse medical care - may
explain why women die more often

when stricken.

Though it has been known that

women fare worse after heart attacks,

past studies have suggested the reason

is that they tend to be older and sicker

when they are stricken, with complicat-

ing illnesses such as diabetes.

Also, women usually have subtler

symptoms, such as nausea instead of

chest pain. Some critics have suggested

that gender bias in medicine leads to

women's heart complaints not being

taken seriously, though studies have

not backed that up.

The new study, published in

Wednesday's Journal of the American

Medical Association, found that the

attacks themselves appear to be more

severe, as evidenced by lethal elements

such as severe rhythm problems or car-

diac shock, when the heart fails to

pump enough to keep up with the

body's demands.

Such elements could account for the

70 percent higher death rate that

women studied suffered in the first

month after heart attacks, said

researchers led by Dr. Jaume Marrugat

of the Municipal Institute of

Investigative Medicine in Spain.

The study involved 331 women and

1,129 men treated for heart attacks at

four Spanish hospitals. U.S. experts

said that despite some demographic

differences, the results should generally

be applicable to Americans.

However, they said the study does

not prove women have worse heart

attacks than men and more research

will be needed.

One expert noted that women
arrived at the hospital, on average, one

hour later after their heart attacks than

men. The dilTerence may have caused

women's higher rate of heart-rhythm

disturbances and other dangerous

traits, said Dr. Harlan M. Krumholz of

Yale University School of Medicine.

"We're still waiting to really under-

stand this," he said Monday.
' Krumholz and colleagues led by Dr.

Viola Vaccarino reported earlier this

month that their study of Connecticut

heart-attack patients found the higher

female death rate occurred in women
under 75. The Spanish study did not

divide the women by age.

Krumholz theorized that younger

women may be getting diagnosed and

treated more slowly than men, or they

may have a more aggressive form of

heart disease.

Dr. Elizabeth Ross, a cardiologist in

Washington and a spokeswoman for

the American Heart Association, said

the study supports previous data indi-

cating that women get just as good

treatment as men once their heart

attacks are recognized. Diagnosis can

be harder in women, she said.

"Women may have heart disease or

even be having a heart attack and not

have chest pain at all," said Ross,

author of the book "Healing the

Female Heart."

Women having heart attacks typical-

ly experience brealhlessness, severe

fatigue, nausea or pain elsewhere, such

as the shoulder, jaw, arm or back, she

said.

Almost 10,000 women younger than

45 die annually of heart disease in the

United States; the vast majority of

which are from heart attacks, accord-

ing to the American Heart Association.

Conveniently located in Westwood Village

Between Westwood Blvd. and Broxton Ave
Across from Jerry's Famous Deli

Complete Professkmal

Eye Examination'

sss

•t^ew patients only.

Contact tens exam

addRional.

CONTACT LENS
PACKAGE*
Includes eye ciam,

fining. 7 month follow

up, snO pair of Ocufar
Science daily

we»( lense*.

Eyes of

Westwood
can help you see
better, andlook

better, too.

EYEGLASS
PACKAGE*

Includes eye e«am.
frame, afxi single vision

prescription lenses.

compretiensive. computer

assisted eye exams
custom and disposable

contact lenses

wide selection ot today's

most fastiionable eyewear

Vision insurance plans

accepted

EYES OF WESXWOOD
Dr. Patrick Doyl«« O.D.

10930 W«ybumAv«.
WMtwoodVaoB*

(310)20e-1384

FREE
Contact Lens Solution

with coupon.
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CONSULADO GENERAL DE MEXICO

UCLA, PROGRAMA SOBRE MEXICO
Lo invitan cordialmente a la ronferencia

''UNA DECADA PRODIGIOSA DE
BORGES A RULFO:1945-1955"

Impartida por el destacado academiro de la

Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico.

MTRO.ARTURO AZUELA

JUEVES 29
de Octubre

12:00-1:00 p.m,

HiHtory Conference Room
BlINCHE HALL #627.^

Se agradere la ronfirniacion de sii asistenria a!

(213)3.'>1-6815

Proximo Jueves: **niv«'r.tMii^ i>ii In i-nlliirM l*r«.hiMp«no'i/
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wondering how
you can help

expand the

jecycli
pngnun

Advocates, a task force that

worlcs on expanding recycling

on-campus. Students, faculty

and staff are all wetcome to tfie

group's weekly meetings,

hekJ on Tuesdays

inRoyce152at6pm

Jof more mlornwiuon call 825-3033
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Dow Jones Industrials
down: 66.17

close! 8,366.04

Nasdaq Index

down: 7.35

close: 1717.63

DolUr

Yen: 117.93

Marfc:1.6536WORLD & NATION
Hurricane Mitch roars through Caribbean "ead startm
HONDURAS: Thousands

evacuated as high winds,

heavy storms hit islands

By Victor R. Cahrano

The Associated Press

LA CEIBA, Honduras

Hurricane Mitch cut through the

western Caribbean on Tuesday, pum-

nieling coastal Honduras and Belize

with driving rain and fierce winds that

snapped trees and sent thousands of

people fleeing for higher ground. Two
siorm-related deaths were reported.

Honduran President Carlos Horcs

Facusse declared the highest state of

alert and sent in troops to evacuate

thousands of people from villages on

the sparsely populated coast.

Thousands more made their way to

safer ground on their own. .

Most of the population of Belize

City fled inland in cars and govern-

ment buses, while tourists rushed to

find ways out of the Mexican resorts

of Cancun and Cozumel, where the

storm is expected to hit by the end of

w rrk:Atsz

Mitch's slow speed made the hurri-

cane's path especially unpredictable,

forecasters said.

Earlier in the day, when Mitch's

180 mph winds made it a Category 5

storm, the U.S. National Weather

Service said only three Atlantic

storms were stronger - Gilbert in

1988, Allen in 1980 and the Labor

Day hurricane of 1935.

Strong winds

bent palm trees

along the

Honduran coast

Tuesday, and

heavy rain

caused at least

four rivers to

overflow their

banks. The entire

coast of

Honduras was

under a hurri-

cane warning,

and up to 20

inches-w-of rain

was forecast in

mountainous
areas.

In La Ceiba,

on the w^^t^ffl

creek to the west.

Fisherman Manuel Padilla said he

wanted to evacuate with his three chil-

dren but authorities had not told him

where the shelters were located.

"Nobody has come to see us," he

complained. "They've forgotten us."

Still, hundreds of people waded

through knee-deep waters to safety. At

one fire station shelter, about 150 pecv

pie huddled in the damp, with no dry

blankets or other protection. Some
brought pets, including five parrots.

Blanca Almeida Ramirez, 22, said

she and her three children fled early

Tuesday when water began to seep

into her wooden bouse. "The wood is

all rotten inside," she said. "I couldn't

SeeMITai,pa9e10

At 1 p.m., Mitch was about 60

miles north of Honduras and moving

west-southwest - roughly parallel to

the" coast - at 6 mph. Its winds

dropped from 180 mph to near 155

mph, reducing Mitch to a Category 4

hurricane, one category below the

most powerful. But the 350-mile-wide

storm remained very powerful - and

dangerous.

Honduran coast,

residents fled to

shelters set up in

schools and fire

stations on high-

er ground. The

area has the sea

to the north, the

Cangrejal River

to the east and a

• II

The Associated Press

Three children look through a window in a building where they have sought shelter.

boosts quality

of preschi

education

PROGRAM: Package

helps 800,000 children

of low-income families

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - A greater

portion of federal Head Start

spending will go toward boosting

quality in the popular preschool

program under legislation being

signed by President Clinton today.

llie package bill also creates a

five-year lest program allowing

some 50,000 low-income families

to save for a first home, college or

business start-up. The "Individual

Development Accounts" come
with a $125 million price tag.

Clinton was signing the legisla-

tion in a closed-door afternoon

ceremonyImtreOvatOtficc:

NATO airstrikes threaten Serb forces to withdraw
CONFLICT: Organization

warns Milosevic in hopes

of protecting refugees

By Jeffrey Ulbridi

The Associated Press-

OSTROZUB, Yugoslavia - Serb

forces drew back Tuesday from former

Kosovo battlefronts. holding off the

immediate threat of NATO airstrikes.

But the alliance reserved the right to

launch an attack at any time if the situ-

ation worsens.

To keep up the pressure on

Yugoslav President Slobodan

Milosevic, the 16-nation military

alliance decided to maintain more than

400 NATO warplanes on alert, but did

not set any new deadlines for airstrikes

after the previous one which expired

on Tuesday.

That continuing threat should help

guarantee the safety of hundreds of

thousands of refugees, terrified of

returning home unless government

troops and Serb police are held back.

^'We know that President Milos'evic

only moves when he is presented with

the credible threat of force," NATO
Secretary-General Javier Solana told a

news conference after a two and a half

hour meeting of NATO ambassadors

in Brussels, Belgium.

More than 4,000 Serb policemen

were reported to have pulled out of

Kosovo on Monday alone, vacating

many villages and dug-in positions.

This encouraged a few, among the

300,000 displaced people in this large-

ly ethnic Albanian province, to take a

chance on returning home.

"We have observed what I would

consider significant reductions in the

Serbian police presence in the field,"

said Shaun Byrnes, head of the

American section of the Kosovo

Diplomatic Observer Mission, part of

what eventually will be 2,000 "ground

verifiers" who will make sure that

Milosevic is living up to his promises.

"Last night, we watche«| convoys of

Serbian police leaving Kosovo and

going north into Serbia proper," he

said. "We estimated that there were

roughly 4,100. That's quite a few

policemen."

The Clinton administration said

observations on the ground indicated

Milosevic was in "substantial compli-

ance," meaning the threat of allied mil-'

itary intervention has been, at least for

the moment, averted.

Secretary of State Madeleine

Albright said NATO would move

quickly to use force against Yugoslavia

if Milosevic sends troops and special

police back to Kosovo.

NATO allies were preparing to

assemble a rapid-reaction force in

neighboring Macedonia to be ready to

intervene if Milosevic sends troops

against civilians again, Albright said.

As the diplomats were pondering

how to deal with Milosevic, Avdullah

Krasniqi, an ethnic Albanian from

Ostrozub, a small community south-

west of Pristina, loaded up his farm

wagon with wife, children and house-

hold goods and headed home Tuesday.

See KOSOVO, page 8

Under a new formula written

into the law, 60 percent of the new

money appropriated to Head Start

would go to improving quality in

the program that prepares chil-

dren from low-income families to

start school.

Previous rules directed 75 per"

cent of any new Head Start funds

to adding more children while 25

percent was used to improve qual-

ity. About 800,000 children now

receive benefits from the

preschool program, which is

newly authorized for $35 billion

over five years.

The act also authorizes some $2

billion a year for the Low-Income

Energy Assistance Program,

which survived the aim of

Republican budget-cutters due to

support from a coalition of

Democrats and Republicans from

Northeast and Midwest states

where winter heating can be a seri-

ous problem for the poor. The pro-

gram provides aid to an estimated

4.3 million families.

The measure also expands

Early Head Start, which provides

services for children Up to age 3

and their families, and extends the

Community Services Block Grant

Act which helps states and organi-

zations with economic develop-

ment and social service projects.

WORLD & NATION BRIEFS

Yeltsin checks into

sanitarium to recover

MOSCOW - An infirm Russian President

Boris Yeltsin sought sanctuary Tuesday at a

rest home outside Moscow, retreating further

from the political spotlight and leaving the

country guessing about the exact nature of his

illness.

The Russian leader, who has been an infre-

quent visitor to the Kremlin in recent months,

checked into the Barvikha sanitarium for an

open-€nded stay to recover from what's been

described as high blood pressure and exhaus-

tion.
'^^

Yeltsin has played only a marginal role m
dealmg with the country's pamful economic

crisis, and some analysis say the country is

being guided mostly by Prime Minister

Yevgeny Primakov, who has been in office less

than two months

"Ever smce he wa.s appointed. Primakov has

been acting more as a president than as a chair-

man of the government," said

Nikolai Petrov, a political analyst

with the Carnegie Endowment for

International Peace in Moscow.

Highway, traffic deaths

lower due to campaign
WASHINGTON - The government is

crediting public safety campaigns with pushing

the highway death rate to an all-time low last

year.

Traffic accidents killed 41.967 people in

1997.—Smce people drove nearly 2.6 billion miles,

the death rate was 1.6 per 100 million miles

traveled, the National Highway TrafTic Safety

Administration (NHTSA) said.

.

Although the number of fatalities has been

lower in some other years, the higher mileage

held down the rale, the lowest since NHTSA
started keeping statistics 30 years ago.

Traffic accidents killed 42,085 people in

1996, for a rate of 1.7 deaths per 100

million miles.

Dr. Ricardo Martinez, the

agency's director, said Tuesday the

country is starting to see the results of a

coordinated effort to crack down on drunken

drivers and red-light runners, as well as the ben-

efit of programs such as the institution of grad-

uated driver's licenses.

Much of the work has come in the form of

human-interest advertising campaigns, such as

haunting family videos of the victims of drunk-

en driving crashes.

Space weather to be

publicly available

Soon, the Weather Channel will no longer

concentrate solely on the conditions here on

Earth.

The Space Environment Center, utilizing

the National Weather Service framework, will

begin to examine and broadcast space weather

to the public.

"We'll be watching the violent solar storms

that occur in outer space, so we decided that it

made sense to fit our alerts for the public and

others affected by space weather in the frame-

work," Ernie Hildner, director of the Space

Environment Center, said in a statement.

With technology continuously advancing,

space weather - the electromagnetic storms

that swirl through space from the sun - can

wreak havoc, since the mere act of knocking

out satellites can disrupt cell phones and even

cause wide-area blackouts, which happened in

Canada's Quebec province in 1989, and last

year's pager blackout from a satellite failure.

"Compared with Earth weather forecasting,

space weather forecasting is still in its infancy,"

Hildner said.

"With development of better technology

and satellites to measure conditions, however,

space weather forecasting is improving," he

added.

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports.
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STATE & LOCAL
County sheriff undergoes surgery

Operation prompts

competitor Baca to omit

ads attacking incumbent

By Amanda Covamibias
The Associated Press

County Sheriff Sherman Blocic

remained hospitalized Tuesday after

undergoing surgery to remove a

blood clot in his brain.

The four-hour surgery Monday,

came just two days after Block

slipped in a bathtub and cut his head,

and just one week before the Nov. 3

election and his run for a fifth term

leading the nation's third-largest

sheriffs department.

Campaign spokesman Joseph

Scott said Block will miss a star-stud-

ded campaign event tonight head-

lined by U.S. Sen. Dianne Feinstein,

Los Angeles Mayor Richard Riordan

and members of the county Board of

Supervisors.

But Scott and Block campaign

manager, John Shallman, said the

campaign will continue.

"If he'5:itLtfag-famp ita l . he'i in the

"Out of respect and concern for

Mr. Block, his family, and the L.A.

County Sheriffs Department, I will

not make any public appearances as a

candidate, nor attend scheduled

debates until the condition of Mr.

Block is known," he said.

"I've been married to

(Sherman Block) for 52

years. He's like the

Energizer Bunny. And
when his batteries run

down, I replace them."

Alyce Block

Wife of Sherman Block

The accident and surgery revived

questions about Block's health, which

has been a key issue in a fierce cam-

paign. Voters will chose between

Block and the 56-year-old Baca, a for-

worse," said local political consultant

Joseph Cerrell, who is not affiliated

with the race.

From a strategic standpoint, the

Baca campaign does not have to do

much to capitalize on the health issue,

Cerrell said.

"They just sit back and let it hap-

pen," Cerrell said. "The single

biggest issue was his health and age.

There's been other issues - corrup-

tion, jails, kickbacks - but none of it's

caught on."

The Los Angeles County sheriff is

the nation's highest-paid elected offi-

cial, earning $234,016 a year - more

than the president's $200,000 annual

salary.

The sheriff supervises 12,400

employees, including 8,000 deputies,

and is responsible for providing

police services to 2.5 million people

in unincorporated areas of Los

Angeles County and 40 incorporated

cities that contract for services. The

department also operates the nation's

largest urban jail system, with 19,000

inmates.

Block was sent home after he was

stitched up Saturday at an emergency

ftmm neHr his home in the Stiw

Awareness campaign

urges local preparation

hospital," Shallman said. "There's

nothing we can do about it. It's still

better to vote for Block than to vote

for (Lee) Baca, who's an unknown
quantity."

Late Monday, Baca announced he

was suspending his campaign and

directed his aides to alter his advertis-

ing so it makes no references to

Block.

Baca, the first challenger to force

Block into a runoff in 17 years, aired

radio spots in the June primary claim-

ing the 74-year-old Block was not up

to the job physically. Block has insist-

ed throughout the campaign that he is

healthy, although he has twice battled

cancer and undergoes dialysis three

times a week.

"The timing couldn't have been

Fernando Valley. Four hours later, as

he was preparing to attend a fund-

raiser, he became dizzy and disorient-

ed. His wife, Alyce, called an ambu-

lance, which took him back to a near-

by hospital.

On the advice of his personal

physician, he was transferred to USC

See SHERIFF, page 8

STORMS: Wilson tells all

to steel themselves for

winter weather, floods

By Jane E. Allen

The Associated Press

State officials have launched a

campaign encouraging Californians

to prepare their homes and proper-

ty for soaking rains and flooding

even though La Nina is likely to

bring fewer

strong storms ——^^—
than last year's

EI Nifto.

About one in

three La Ninas,

a cooling of

tropical Pacific

ocean water,

brings major

rain to Southern

California dur-

ing the winter

months .

"(We) should take

measures to reduce

the risk of serious

harm ...to life."

Richard Andrews
Office of Emergency Services

director

ferences in Sacramento and Los

Angeles.

''Californians should take mea-

sures to reduce the risk of serious

harm and damage to life and prop-

erty in the event of flood and

storms," said OES Director

Richard Andrews on Monday.

The message went out as the city

of Fontana recovered from a win-

ter-style storm Sunday which

dumped as much as three inches of

rain in a half-hour and flooded as

many as 50 homes and businesses.

The surprise
—^———^ soaker in the

San Bernardino

community of

more than

103,000 resi-

dents created

rivers of water

in city streets

and clogged

storm drains

about 50 miles

east of Los

To increase

local awareness.

Gov. Pete Wilson has proclaimed

Oct. 26 through 30 California

Winter Weather and Flood

Preparedness Week. The state's

Office of Emergency Services,

Department of Water Resources

and the National Weather Service

kicked ofTthe week with news con-

Angeies."^^~^~~~"^
"This is an

excellent
reminder to people for why we're

out there telling them routinely to

get ready for the winter storms,"

said John Schmidt, Fontana's emer-

gency manager. "Last night we
went into disaster mode for about

See WEATHER, page 8
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WEATHER
From page'6

45 minutes and ... handed out prob-

ably a couple hundred sandbags.*'

Parts of California traditionally

get pounded during the winter

months, even without a weather-

altering El Nifto or La Nifia brew-

ing in the Pacific Ocean. The 1998

EI Niflo, combined with floods of

1995 and 1997, claimed 53 lives and

caused $4 billion in damages.

Among the hardest hit was the

Russian River hamlet of Rio Nido,

where officials estimate repairs will

require up to $7 million.

Mike Reilly, the Sonoma County

5th District supervisor, visited

Sunday and said crews are

installing an emergency pipeline to

keep streams from backing up in

the area where the slides occurred

in February. -^._^J^ :-:.

They're also clearing debris to

create a landing place "for any-

more of that slide that comes down
this winter. V/c estimate we've still

got 1 50,000 cubic yards of material

that is 600 feet up above the

canyon."

Although most displaced resi-

dents have moved back, 30 homes

in the upper canyon remain manda-

torily evacuated, Reilly said.

Sonoma's supervisors will take

up a flood and winter preparedness

resolution Tuesday, Reilly said.

"We're praying for sunshine."

Areas devastated by wildfires are

on high alert for possible mud-
slides. Near Fillmore, where

Ventura County crews spent the

weekend mopping up a 12,613-acre

fire, officials worry about winter

runoff. In 1995. Pole Creek flooded

and caused $700,000 in damage.

Santa Barbara County will hold

its annual pre-flood season meeting

next Monday and will probably

review its sandbag policy, said

Mary Barron, emergency services

manager.

"Unfortunately in some cases,

they were appropriated by people

who then sold them or were using

them for sandbagging their tulip

gardens," she said. "We want to

encourage people. to mitigate the

situation so they don't need sand-

bags. Now's the time to be doing it

before it's raining."

EI Nifio and La Nina are

extremes of a cycle. El Nino is

caused by abnormally warm ocean

temperatures in the eastern tropical

Pacific. La Nina is a product of

abnormal cooling.

%_

SHERIFF
From page 6

University Hospital for observa-

tion.

Late Monday, Mrs. Block said

her husband had the strength to

persevere.

"I've been married to this man

for 52 years," Mrs. Block said.

"He's like the Energizer Bunny.

And when his batteries run down, I

replace them,"

Although no one was saying

what caused the fall, the chief of the

division of geriatric medicine at the

use School of Medicine said there

are several reasons why people

tend to fall more often as they get

older. They include poor eyesight,

arthritis, medication and hypoten-

sion, which causes blood pressure

to drop as a person stands up, mak-

ing him dizzy or lightheaded.

"The most common cause is

they trip over something as anyone

would trip," said Dr. Loren

Lipson. "But they are more likely

to trip."

KOSOVO
From page 5

He made his decision less out of con-

fidence that NATO had forced an end to

the crisis than the fact that it was getting

colder by the day in his mountain refuge.

"We spent three months in the moun-
tains," Krasniqi said in a roadside con-

versation as family members sat in a

wagon on a huge pile of carpets, kitchen

utensils and other household goods - all

pulled by the family tractor. "It's very

cold."

The Krasniqis wanted very badly to

go home, but they are still wary.

"We don't have any faith in

Milosevic," he said, licking his thick

dark mustache, and noting that his next-

door neighbor was shot and killed on his

doorstep.

The demands made by American
negotiator Richard Holbrooke in his

Oct. 12 peace deal with Milosevic

included a reduction of troops and

police in Kosovo - where ethnic

Albanians outnumber Serbs 9-to-l - to

levels of last February when fighting

broke out between government forces

and the independence-seeking Kosovo

Liberation Army.

Neither the diplomatic observers nor

reporters saw any roadblocks or check-

points anywhere they traveled in the

province on Tuesday.

In Malisevo, a former KLA strong-

hold 30 miles southwest of Pristina, hun-

dreds of ethnic Albanians filled the

streets Tuesday morning,^ revisiting for

the first time the homes and shops they

abandoned when Serb forces overrar.

the town hily 28.

The top floor of Osman Mazreku's

two-story house had been gutted by fire

Clothing and garbage were strewn

across the ground floor.

"I'm sorry to see my house in this

condition, but I'm happy to be alive," he

said. "That's all that matters."

No one planned to stay the night,

however, or bring their families bac^

until police vacated a building on th.

edge of the village. As if to underscore

the uncertainty, the streets emptied aftc

a short burst of automatic rifle fire whe:

a small convoy of armored police veh

cles arrived to reinforce the police pre

ence at the building.

In Orahovac, 10 miles down the road

Batishahe Isma stood in the doorway o

her once-comfortable home, eyes roan,

ing over the mess and destruction lef;

behind by the police who occupied it for

three months.

"They took everything but the floor/

she said, waving her broom vaguely

"What they didn't take they slashed or

burned."

Scrawled across one bedroom door

was this written in Serbian: "This is the

place where the terrorists lived." On
another door: "This is Serbia, when arc

you going to understand this?
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OUTREACH
From page 1

comprised one-third of all undcrrepre-

sented groups from local community col-

leges.

In response to these numbers, the

majority of the $15 million will be used to

expand programs designed to increase the

transfer rate and initiating partnership

programs like those being created on the

high school level.

These partnerships will facilitate the

early identification of potential UC trans-

fers and the engagement of those students

in academic support and mentoring pro-

grams, such as summer "bfidge" pro-

grams, the MESA Community College

program and the Puente Project.

MESA, the Mathematics, Engineering,

Science Achievement Program, is

designed to increase the number of disad-

vantaged students who attend college and

pursue majors and careers in math, engi-

neering, computer science and other

mathematics-based fields. All of last

year's MESA participants became UC-

eligible.

The Puente Project operates in 39 com-

munity colleges and aims to increase the

transfer rale of these students to four-year

colleges and universities. Ultimately, the

goal is for these students to return to their

communities as mentors and leaders.

"No doubt, student-run programs have

success dealing with holistic needs of stu-

dents," said student regent Max
Espinoza. "University students are closer

to the communities from which they

come," he said.

Partnerships also include the articula-

tion and dissemination of transfer

requirements and expectations, faculty

exchange programs, graduate teaching

fellowships, and dual admission programs

which guarantee admission to selected

students.

Espinoza, however, emphasized the

disparity between community colleges,

even in the Los Angeles area.

Rather than attending a community

college in Southeast Los Angeles where

articulation agreements are rare,

Espinoza said students intending to trans-

fer to a UC are more likely to attend a

community college where clearer support

programs exist, such as Santa Monica

College.

"All of the campuses not doing well are

in low-income and minority areas,"

Espinoza said. "Those schools need to be

targeted in outreach programs."

Regent Tom Sayles recognized that the

challenges for community college stu-

dents are often larger than just academic

problems.

"We're going to need a much more

integrated approach," Sayles said. "The

kids need a lot more. For many of these

kids, their problems go beyond academic

problems."

UC Berkeley doctoral student Amy
Cammer, who transferred to Berkeley as

an undergraduate, testified to these dilem-

mas.

"When I graduated from high school in

1986, I was unable to go to college

because of money," Cammer said.

"Although the two years I had spent at

City College of San Francisco, I was

unsure how I would do at Cal. This self-

doubt was the hardest aspect," she said.

However, UC Berkeley Chancellor

Robert Berdahl attributed these short-

comings to the university's limitations.

"There are certain limitations to what

we can and cannot do," Berdahl said. "We
are focusing heavily on the academic side

because that deals with eligibility."

MITCH
From page 5

stay any longer." '-

The head of the Honduran

armed forces. Gen. Mario

Hung Pacheco, said 5,000 sol-

diers were deployed to help

victims of the storm.

Five villages in the north-

eastern province of Gracias a

Dios were cut off by flooding,

but police evacuated all 2,000

residents before the rivers

rose, said national police chief

Col. Anael Perez. Two other

villages were cut off by fallen

trees.

In El Progreso, 100 miles

north of the Honduran capi-

tal of Tegucigalpa, the army

evacuated more than 5,000

people who live in low-lying

banana plantations along the

Ulua River, said resident

Nolly Soliman.

Two brothers, Misael and

Rainel Juares, were electro-

cuted Monday when they

tried to take a television

antenna down from their roof

in the village of Jutiapa, near

La Ceiba.

Early Tuesday, the storm

passed almost directly over

the tiny Islas del Cisne,

Honduran islands used in the

1980s as a U.S. radar station

and radio base for broadcasts

to Cuba. Authorities said the

military base lost its roof, but

the five soldiers posted there

were unhurt because they

took refuge in nearby caves.

Forecasters expect Mitch

to swirl parallel to the

Honduran coast and then

turn northward and head for

Mexico's Yucatan Peninsula

and its resorts of Cancun and

Cozumel. But a strike on

Belize also was possible.

Belize residents weren't

taking any chances. Stores

and banks were closed in

Belize City and almost all the

city's 75,000 residents were

fleeing by car or bus to higher

ground.
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J-BOARD
From page 1

decisions of the board with a three-fourths

majority ruling, according to the USA
Constitution - a provision that has caused

much concern over USAC's breadth of

power in recent history.

In January 1997, USAC overruled a J-

board decision that had ruled the council's

use a political slate's logo on official USAC
documents violated university policy. This

prompted many students to claim that the J-

board was merely a facade and that the coun-

cil held too much power.

"The Supreme Court doesn't ask the pres-

ident if they can hear a case, and Congress

can't overrule a Supreme Court ruling," said

then-Chief Justice Eric Mah, after the coun-

cil voted to overrule the J-board's ruling.

The board's most recent case dealt with

campaign funds. In May 1997, members of

the Bruin Democrats filed a petition to inves-

tigate where money for a full-page ad placed

in the Daily Bruin during USAC elections

came from. Justices this time denied a formal

hearingof the petition. "*

According to Timmerman, appointments

for new justices should ideally be made as

soon as there are vacancies and applicants

for the position.

Timmerman was not sure what would be

the procedure if a case comes up before the

appointments are made.

Since USAC has not yet reviewed the

applications for the J-Board, Manalang said

that they do not know how many people

applied for the positions. But by the end of

this week they should have more informa-

tion, he said.

Lee said that many people have applied to

serve as J-Board justices.

The main criteria for J-Board justices, in

addition to being a full-time student in good

standing, is that he or she may not be a part

of student government while serving on the

board.

PREVENTION
From page 1

Loyola Marymount University (LMU) fraternity

chapters are also involved with the Rape Treatment

Center. Students belonging to LMU's Sigma Chi

chapter were present at the event.

"We decided years ago that (the Santa Monica

Medical Center's Rape Treatment Center) would be

a good organization for our philanthropy work,"

said Steven Schmidt, a third-year LMU film stu-

dent.

However, as a member of the UCLA community,

Revlin said, "I did not identify at all with anything

said today."

INTERESTED IN A COMPANY THAT INVESTS
AS MUCH IN YOUR FUTURE AS YOU DO?

Sapient provides business and

information technology solutions to

leading organizations around the world.

And we offer you training, growth

opportunities, and a culture you won't

find anywhere*else. Business Week and

Forbes have named us one of the top

high-growth companies in the U.S.

We have exciting opportunities for college graduates with an interest in both technology and business:

^ Web & Client/Server Developers

^ Assistant Project Manager Candidates

Information Session

Need to know more?

Wed., October 28th 6-8 PM
in the Career Center

KEEP YOUR
BITE

BRIGHT!

SPECIAL: $50-
Examination, 6 X-Rays & Teeth

Cleaning Expires 4 /30 /99

COSIMETIC and
GENERAL
DENTISTRY

•TOOTH BONDING, BLEACHING
•Nitrous Oxid* (Laughing Gas)
•Hypnosis • Eloctronic Anosthosia
•Opan Lata flours, Fraa / Validatad Parking
•Chacks, Cradit Cards & Insuranca Forms Walcoma
•19 Vaars in Privata Practica in Wastwood

Dr. LARRY FRIEDMAN, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1762 Westwood Blvd. #460 (between Wilshire & Santa Monica Bl.)

For Appointment Call: (310) 474-3765

!^

Sapient-

*'*^.$aplcnl<^^

Please contact your Career Center for more information or

send your resume to: Kelly Stqder, Sapient Corporation,

101 California Street, 5th Floor, San Francisco, CA 941 1 1;

Tel: (4 1 5) 263- 1 028 • Fax: (4 1 5) 263-4020

E-mail: kstude@sapient.com

Atlanta • Cambridge • Chicago • Dallas • London • Los Angeles • New York • San Francisco

Experience Christ at ULC ô^

UNIVERSITY LUTHERAN CHAPEL
10915 Strathmore Drive

Off the southwest corner of.campus

at Strathmore and Gayley

(310) 208-4579

Sunday

Liturgical Worship, 10:30 a.m.

Bible Study, 12:15 p.m.

Contemporary Worship, 4:30 p.m.

Wednesday
Soup Supper, 6:00 p.m.

Undergraduate Bible Study, 7:00 p.m.

ULC if a member of University Rdigious Conference

. . . "Bobby said that Judy got itfrom Rick "...

. . . "then Rick gave it to Marcy "...

. . . "John, George and Ramona all have it now "
..

. . . "my dad even gave it to my mom ". .

.

... "/ think I got itfrom my mother**...

YNOT.COM, Socially transmitted

and highly contagious!
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Experience of Davis key strength
ELECTION: Lt. governor

offers real plans to aid

education, businesses

•

Experience and an impressive

track record make Gray Davis the

best candidate for the California gov-

ernor's seat.

Education

Davis, currently the lieutenant

governor of California, has used his

voice on the UC Board of Regents

and the California State University

board to fight for lower student fees.

While serving on the boards.

school decisions and

increasing state fund-

ing to community

colleges, he does not

offer concrete plans

- only mere opin-

ions. Hamburg, has-

n't articulated any

definitive goals

about education in

his platform.

Crime

Both Davis and

Lungren take an

aggressive stance on

crime.

Like Sen. Barbara

••mm "^WWWW^^W
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Davis has also voted t6 pfCSCrvb raO€ Boxer, Davis hopes

GOVERNOR

vT;

and eth.iic diversity. In a time when

affirnjative action is pummeled left

and right in state politics, it is key that

voters elect a candidate who recog-

nizes the importance of diversity in

California schools.

Davis actively supports both afilr-

mative action and bilingual educa-

tion, as evidenced by his opposition

to Propositions 209 and 227. Davis

fought to lower student fees and to

"freeze" fees

until 2001 at

UC, CSU and

community col-

leges.

Davis' com-

mitment to edu-

cation extends

beyond the col-

lege level, how-

ever. Davis

plans to create a

$3 million state

fund for school

textbooks. He
promises to

place a certified

accountant with

a master's

degree in business as the chief finan-

cial officer in each school district to

ensure that district funds are spent

appropriately and efilciently, which

will benefit districts that have been

marred by bad accounting practices

in the past.

Dan Lungren and Dan Hamburg
are not nearly as dedicated or knowl-

edgeable about education. While

Lungren supports the restoration of

proven teaching methods, localizing

,ii~.

Gray Davis

(Democrat)

to ban the use of

assault rifies and

"Saturday night spe-

cials." He supports

victims' rights, by

allowing families to

address the court

during the sentenc-

ing pha.se oi criminal

trials.

Davis' track record illustrates his

concern for

the safety of

youth. When
serving in the

legislature,

Davis lead the

campaign to

find missing

children by

placing their

photographs

on milk car-

tons and bill-

boards. Yet

Davis" belief

that juveniles

should be

tried as adults

for capital

crimes is alarming.

Lungren is overly-aggressive in his

stance on crime. He fails to address

options that would lead to a decrease

in crime; instead he focuses only on

tougher sentencing, supporting the

"IO-20-Life" legislation and the

"Three Strikes, You're Out" law.

As a member of the Green party,

Hamburg is against the death penalty

and believes that the purpose of the

prison system is not to keep criminals

Based on policies. Boxer

best bet in Washington
SENATOR: Toughness on

crime, children's safety

concerns for incumbent

Barbara Boxer is the better candi-

date for U.S. senator - she supports

public education, gun control,

women's rights and environmental pro-

tection. Her experience and voting

record indicate her commitment Ho

issues Californians currently face.

Her opponent. Matt Fong, lacks the

experience and insight which Boxer

possesses. Fong focuses too much on

Crime

Boxer's voting record demonstrates

her ongoing fight against crime. She

was an avid supporter of the Brady Bill

and the assault weapons ban which

passed in the 1994 Crime Bill - both of

which placed limitations on the accessi-

bility of weapons and guns.

Boxer plans to require all handguns

to be equip(>ed with child safety locks

and a ban on all "junk guns."

Fong, on the other hand, is exces-

sively harsh on crime. His " 10-20-Life"

legislation that adds 10 years to sen-

tences if a weapon was used to commit

the crime, is an extreme solution to a

r

Dan Lungren

(Republican)

Dan Hamburg
(Green)

Gray Davis is running for state governor.

off the street, but rather to rehabili-

tate social deviants. Where Hamburg
is strong m ideology he is weak on

actual planning.

Economy

Like Boxer, Davis intends to sup-

port small businesses by eliminating

the start-up tax. He advocates

research and technological develop-

ment, demonstrated by the tax cred-

its with which he plans to reward

institutions that create and promote

advancements in their field.

Although Lungren says he wants

to rebuild schools, highways and

water systems, his non-government

intervention attitude towards busi-

ness is questionable.

Hamburg supports small busi-

nesses but is most concerned with

government restrictions which

would limit the amount of waste and

pollutants big businesses emit into

the environment. Hamburg is

against corporate welfare and

believes that current policies give too

much leeway to big businesses.

Ideologically. Hamburg is a viable

candidate for the office, however, it is

Davis' experience with and support

for public education that make him

the best candidate for governor.

inc i easing Uefcnse s|TcnUing and mill- much more complicated problem,

tary powers and not enough on educa-

tion, environment or the economy.

Education

Boxer's record illustrates her dedica-

tion to public education. She intro-

duced the After School Education and

Safety Act of 1997, providing safe envi-

ronments for children during the hours

when kids commit most crimes. She

authored the

Computer
Donation
Incentive Act in

1996, giving tax

deductions to

companies that

donate comput-

ers to schools.

Boxer's plans

for education are

just as impressive.

She supports

strong national

education stan-

dards; plans to create afterschool acad-

emic, recreational, and technology

training programs; and plans to put

100,000 new teachers in classrooms.

In contrast, Fong supports propos-

als that place limits on public educa-

tion. He opposed affirmative action

and bilingual education by supporting

Propositions 209 and 227, which limit

diversity and the education of non-

native speakers. Fong supports school

vouchers, and charter and magnet

schools. Fong's stance on education

shows that he does not have a clear

grasp of what California's education

needs most: funding, access to educa-

tion and quality public schooling.

Economy

Unlike Fong, Boxer's proposals to

strengthen California's economy don'i

jeopardize other significant programs.

She strongly supports the development

of technology in California's high-tech

communities; she advocates the

Research and Experimentation tax

credit, which was included in the presi-

dent's 1997 bud-

get. A champion

of small business.

Boxer backs the

50 percent capi-

tal gains tax

reduction on

profits from

start-up compa-

nies and pro-

motes the devel-

opment of the

environment and

economy by sup-

porting the alter-

nate fuel vehicle industry.

Fong, in contrast, intends to

improve the economy through educa-

tional reform - presumably by cutting

education. Fong intends to lower taxes

yet also increase defense spending,

which could potentially lead to a cut in

many programs that this nation needs,

namely, educational programs.

Barbara Boxer is not the perfect can-

didate. She can often be an unbending

liberal and an active participant in par-

tisan politics, as seen in her embarrass-

ing attempts to apologize for the presi-

dent's behavior in the Monica

Lewinsky scandal. She is, however, the

best candidate for our state.

Barbara Boxer

(Democrat)

Matt Fong
(Republican)

Yes on Proposilidti lA, a

worthy investment in the state's

education system. It allocates

$9.2 billion in general obligation

bonds toward improving school

PROPOSITION 1

A

Class size reduction: kindergarten

through univfrsity ptibHc educilioii

facilities bond act of 1996.

•^

mYES

NO

facilities, relieving overcrowd-

ing, repairing older schools and

reducing class sizes. The funds

will also be used to improve and

upgrade facilities at the

California State

Universities and

University of California.

Considering that

California has 5.7 million

students in K-12 educa-

tion and 1.9 million in

higher education, we

should have provided

these funds long ago. If

the state of California

(which ranks .^Ist in per

capita federal spcndmg)

were to neglect this issue,

then the 300.000 students

entering K-12 in the next

five years would find their pub-

lic school system in a dire situa-

tion. The California school sys-

tem needs money for those stu-

dents now in school, but it needs

even more for the students who
have yet to begin attending

school.

This money will make school

environments safer and will also

enable teachers to spend more

time with individual students

because of smaller class sizes.

Though bonds do cost more

in interest, the quality of educa-

tion is worth the expected fiscal

impact. C^alifornia must alkKate

these funds now in order to

avoid funnelling even more

money into deteriorated schoob_

in the future.

Yes on Proposition I.

Proposition 13, the 1978

property tax initiative,

allowed property owners in

certain situations to avoid

reassessment of their proper-

ty's taxable value.

PROPOSITION 1

Property taxes: contaminated prapefty

^'
T

—J

YES

NO

Proposition 1 extends

those protections, but proper-

ty owners won't experience

an increase in the tax valua-

tion of their property after the

it has suffered from any envi-

ronmental conditions that

make it uninhabit-

able.

If a person cannot

live in his or her home
because of environ-

mental contamina-

tion that was

unknown at the sale

date and the owner

rebuilds the property,

the assessed value of

the house would con-

tinue to be baaed

upon the original

value of the property.

In addition, homeowners
would be able to transfer the

current assessed value of their

property to a replacement

property which would result

in lower property tax pay-

ments.

This proposition is also an

extension of Proposition 1 3 in

that it extends protections to

those whose homes are dam-

aged because of environmen-

tal cleanup or contamination

Proposition I would help

protect homeowners whc
have already dealt with the

trauma of property damage

It protects those same home
owners from having to pa>

needless taxes as well
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PROPOSITION 2
Transportation fundingmYES

NO

PROPOSITION 4
Trapping practices: bans use of specified

traps and animal poisons.mYES

NO
Yes on Proposition 2, which

defines the time period for fund

repayments as one year.

Currently, the state can shift

money from the transportation

fund (from "gas tax," sales tax on

gasoline, and the taxes and fees on

motor vehicles) to the state gener-

al fund. This money then goes to

supporting education, corrections

and health and social services pro-

grams. However, there are no

terms for how long agencies have

to repay the money yet.

Since conditions of repayment

will be made into law, this propo-

sition will prevent agencies from

borrowing more than they can

repay. It will in turn helpelimi- —
nate future problems within the

transportation agencies that incur

because of unpaid debts. Over $1

billion borrowed from the trans-

portation fund has not yet been

repaid.

S i ntfc thg transportat ion fund

often has excess money, stale

agencies often borrow funds from

it. Although some agencies may
have difficulty repaying within

one year. Proposition 2 includes a

provision that allows agencies to

lake up to three years to repay

their money in emergencies. —-—

Yes on Proposition 4, which

prohibits steel-jawed leghold

traps and the use of specified poi-

sons on mammals. The measure

would not allow "body gripping

traps" to capture mammals in

order to protect livestock, prop-

erty, endangered species and

public health.

This law is an effort to protect

animals from cruel and inhu-

mane traps. Cage and box traps,

nets, suitcase-type beaver traps,

and rat and mouse traps are not

prohibited. Violations of the

measure are punishable by fines

and imprisonment.

_ Landowners should be

allowed to protect their property,

animals and crops, but they do

not need to infiict unnecessary

suffering in the process. Those

who need to trap animals for

recreational purposes will simply

have to discover a gentler way of

PROPOSITION 6
Criminal law: prohibition on slaughter of

horses and sale of horse meat for human

consumption.

YES

\Al\0

As the Libertarian party suggests

in the Voter's Guide, "Just say

NEIGH!" to Proposition 6, which

makes the possession or sale of hors-

es intended for human consumption

a misdemeanor.

Supporters of the bill argue that

this proposition protects horses

from being cruelly slaughtered for

"gourmet human consumption

overseas." Yet horses will still be

slaughtered for pet food if the bill

passes. Supporting this bill, there-

fore, does little to prevent animal

cruelty.

If people want to eat horse meat,

they have the right to do so since

horses are not an endangered

species.

Furthermore, money (in the

form of law enforcement and incar-

ceration costs) should not be wasted

in such a way.

This proposition is yet another

example of the disturbing state of

California's ballot initiatives. Surely

there are other issues which warrant

more concern.

PROPOSITIONS
Public schools: pennanent class size

reduction, parent-teacher councils,

teacher credentialing, pupil suspension

for drug possession and the chief

inspector's office.

YES

y^NO

PROPOSITION 3
Partisan presidential primary electionsmYES

NO

doing it.

In strange circumstances -

those that threaten public health

and safety - government officials

would be allowed to use padded

steel-jawed leghold traps only if

there is no other method avail-

_able. Landowners could still use

other body-gripping traps, which

are not steel-jawed, to protect

endangered species, livestock,

public health and other property.

This proposition is a positive

step to finding a more peaceful

and compassionate approach to

animal trapping.

No on Proposition 8, which

creates a state office of the chief

inspector of public schools, estab-

lishes a school site governing

council composed of parents and

teachers, requires that all teachers

pass a subject matter test and

forces teachers to have lesson

plans approved before they assign

them to a class. It also mandates

the expulsion of students who
unlawfully possess drugs at school

or at off-campus school activities

and prevents the state from reduc-

ing the funding for the class size

reduction program (CSR).

This proposition creates unnec-

essary bureaucracy and limits the

power of teachers. The office of

the chief inspector is not needed.

The Chief of Staff of the State

nppHrtmpnt of FdnoHlinn fulfills-

the duties that the chief inspector

would be in charged of.

Currently, local school boards

and school districts establish the

curricula of school sites and deter-
lit

mine how district funds are used.

By passing Proposition 8, voters

will transfer the powers of the

school districts to a "school site

^ See SCHOOLS, page 17

Ves on ProposiTton 3, which

changes the open primary law to

a closed, partisan primary for

the purpose of selecting dele-

gates to national political party

presidential nominating conven-

tions. Voting yes on Proposition

3 would ensure that voters are

obligated to vote for delegates

within their own party.

This proposition keeps the

electoral process clean and

keeps ill-intentioned voters

from subverting the system.

At present, voters in

California primaries can poten-

tially elect delegates of the

opposing political party who
would then, with their votes,

divide the votes directed at any

one presidential or vice presi-

dential nominee from the

opposing party.

For example, a Democratic

delegate could vote for a "weak-

er" Republican presidential

and/or vice presidential nomi-

nee so as to divide and weaken

the Republicans' votes.

If Proposition 3 passes, vot-

ers can only elect delegates

within the parties in which they

arc registered, which may help

keep subversions of the voting

process from occurring.

PROPOSITION 5
Tribal-state gaming compacts. Tribal

casinos.mYES

NO

Yes on Proposition 5. which

requires the state to allow Class

III gambling activities on Indian

lands for tribes that agree to sign

an agreement. Class III activities

include lotteries, slot machines,

gambling devices, card games and

race horse wagering. The measure

al-so sets the legal age to gamble at

18 on Indian establishments.

Essentially, this proposition

does little to change existing

Indian gambling. Casinos on

Indian lands already exist, but

this proposition simply ensures

that such establishments maintain

their legality.

Opponents of Proposition 5

criticize the impact of allowing

Class III gambling in Indian casi-

nos because it will result in

"Nevada- or New Jersey-type

casinos." Such casinos would be a

violation of the State

Constitution, but no current defi-

See CASINOS, pa9c 17

PROPOSITION 9
Electric utilities, assessments and bonds.mYES

NO

PROPOSITION 7
Air quality improvement tax oedlts.

YES

VTno
No on Proposition 7, which pro-

vides a tax credit to individuals and

corporations as an incentive to

reduce the amount of pollutant emis-,

sions into the air. Projects that would

be eligible for the tax credit are the

purchase of motorized vehicles and

equipment that emit less pollution,

the retrofitting of existing vehicles in

order to make them more environ-

ment-friendly, the conversion or recy-

cling of agricultural waste in place of

burning it, and the research and

development of technologies that

could potentially reduce air pollu-

tion.

For example, a trucking company

that modifies the engines on diescl

trucks so that the fuel reduces the

SeePOUUTANTS^pageie

Yes on Proposition 9, which

requires electric companies to pay

off the $6 billion in bonds they

received in November and

December of 1997 for nuclear

power plant maintenance and rate

reduction. A "yes" vote means that

the state and the taxpayers will not

have to foot the bill.

Although consumers would pay

off the bonds with either an

increase in electricity rates or taxes,

it should be the responsibility of the

electric companies to pay off their

debt. If the state were required to

pay off the debts, not only would

taxes be raised, but the state could

potentially cut or reduce funding

for other state programs.

Because of the deregulation of

electric companies, consumers now
have the right to choose who they

receive their electric power from.

Should the electric companies raise

their rates to pay off their debts,

consumers will have the choice to

change their electric company.

Endorsements for Pj-opositions 1 0.

and 11 are continued on page 17
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No on Proposition 10, which

would add 50 cents of excise tax per

pack of cigarettes. Currently, there is

a statewide 37-cents-per-pack tax and

a national 24-cents-per-pack tax.

Proposition 10 is an excessive tax on

smokers, who should have rights,

too.

The tax, which would be used to

fund the California Children and

Families First Trust Fund, would

duplicate existing child-care pro-

grams and create needless state and

county commissions.

Studies have shown that increas-

ing the cost of cigarettes does little to

deter smokers. If the government is

going to place so many restrictions

and taxes on tobacco products, it

should just make cigarettes illegal.

Proposition 10 is simply an anti-

smoking bill cloaked in feel-good

children's-issues propaganda.

PROPOSITION 1 f
Revenue sharing: local sales and use

taxes.

vT'YES

NO

Yes on Proposition 1 1, which gives

local city councils the power to share

sales tax revenue after a two-thirds

vote of the council. Currently, cities

can only share sales tax revenue if a

majority of the people in each afTect-

ed jurisdiction votes for it.

This proposition gives local gov-

ernments greater discretion in the

spending and funding of the areas

council members represent.

The state legislature placed this

proposal on the ballot with over-

whelming bipartisan support. It

would transfer the decision-making

process from the general populace,

which rardy agrees, to the local city

councils, which are generally more

responsive and responsible in such

revenue-sharing matters.

POLLUTANTS
From page 1

5

amount of pollution emitted would

be eligible for the tax credit.

This bill gives an unnecessary tax

incentive to businesses and corpora-

tions that should already meet exist-

ing air quality standards. Because

most areas are failing to meet one or

more of these standards, the state Air

Resources Board should work harder

to enforce current standards, not give

more leeway to big businesses.

Although this proposition is writ-

ten with environment-friendly inten-

tions, it is unnecessary and will only

decrease income tax revenues, which

can potentially exceed S2I8 million

annually. To compensate for such

losses, there will be an increase in

sales tax and income tax. The tax

incentives are also not necessary.

Individuals and corporations should

already nieet existing air quality stan-

dards. If they do not. they are already

breaking existing lamrt.

CASINOS
From page 1

5

nition exists for what exactly a

"Nevada-" or "New Jersey-" type

casino is.

Since gambling has been allowed

on Indian lands for this long, the

actual money-making gambling

activities - Class III activities
-

should be legal as well.

Furthermore, a "yes" on

Proposition 5 will potentially yield

an increase in economic activity and

a savings in welfare assistance pay-

ments for the state and for Native

Americans in particular.

The passage of this proposition

provides the protection that Indian

sovereignty not only needs, but also

deserves.

SCHOOLS
From page 1

5

council," composed of a governing

council of parents and teachers.

Though it is important for parents to

be involved in the education process

of their children, this proposal gives

them excessive powers.

If parents want to be involved in

their child's education, they can join

already-existing programs, such as

the Parent Teacher Association.

Tetichcrs and admini strators -aye-

trained to educate; they have the

knowledge to create the best curricu-

lum for students.

Requiring teachers to have lesson

plans "approved" by the commission

on teacher credentialing is both an

insult to the intelligence of teachers

and a gross abuse of the freedom of

thought that all people, including

educators, deserve.

Teachers educate students in a

variety of ways, forcing them to con-

form to the whims of a bureaucratic

institution limits both their abilities to

teach and potentially students' ability

to learn.

This cleverly-written bill attempts

to guise its anti-education proposals

by throwing in the guarantee of class

size reduction funds. Don't let this

small section of the Prop. 8 influence

your vote; a "yes" on Proposition 1

A

will secure these class size reduction

program funds.

^
/
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By Brent Hopkins

Daily Bruin Contributor

Their musical style encompasses many genres,

sampling jazz-inflected horns, funk bass and

rock guitar in equal proportions. They even

It uue iit Oku ViHceiU tu piay oedafc

ing. By the time they got to "The Distance,"

the upper balcony benches shook from fans

who had climbed up to dance.

Wiiile he may be a white Riiy in Westoat:

Capricorn Records

(Left to right) Xan McCurdy, VInce DiFiore, John McCrea, Todd Roper, and Gabe Nelson of the band Cake performed at the Troubadour Monday night.

stepped onstage at the Troubadour on Oct. 26,

he offered an encouraging salutation.

"Greetings, we are Cake, we are here to

serve you."

The Sacramento alternative-funk-country-

rock-rap-rockabilly-jazz band, with their

quirky lyrics, catchy melodies and danceable

rhythms, served the eager crowd quite well.

Unfortunately, there weren't enough portions

to go around. The music that the hard-groovin'

quintet cooked up was great while it lasted, but

the hour-and-20-minute length of the concert

left something to be desired. »- /
After hearing them sizzle together, inter-

weaving McCrea's steady monotone over

some first-class instrumental work, it was dis-

appointing to see them unplug their instru-

ments and tread offstage so soon into the

evening.

At least while they occupied the

Troubadour's cramped stage. Cake sounded

sharp. Dressed in cowboy outfits, complete

with oversized belt buckles, they looked like

they should be singing ballads about roping

maverick steers and their cheatin' mama back

home. They sounded quite different, however.

Fans were treated to grinding bass lines,

crashing drums, excellent rhythm guitar, and

above all, tremendous work on trumpet by tal-

ented multi-instrumentalist Vincent Di Fiore.

steel guitar on the melancholy country tune,

"Mexico."

McCrea, looking strangely like "The Man
With No Eyes" from "Cool Hand Luke," did

not have the most warm and inviting stage

presence, but the crowd didn't mind at all. He
rarely spoke between songs, and when he did,

he had the demeanor of a high school chem-

istry teacher. In the same even, collected voice

that gives his songs their unusual character,

McCrea lectured the audience on instruments,

such as' the pedal steel and on his favored per-

cussion device, the vibraslap. Describing it as

"a descendant from a very primitive and

badass instrument," he brought it out at vari-

ous times throughout the evening, its charac-

teristic rattle lending an odd rhythm to

"Perhaps, Perhaps, Perhaps," and "Hem of

Your Garment."

While many bands' live performances can

sound mechanically reproduced and boring.

Cake chose to go down a different road. By

switching around the instrumentation of

songs, letting guitar solos replace what had

previously been horn licks or bringing Di

Fiore's trumpet into the spotlight, new life was

breathed into songs such as "Italian Leather

Sofa" and "Frank Sinatra." Even when they

stuck to the songs' original form, the energy

with which they played kept the crowd mov-

wear, McCrea sure didn't fake the funk, with

his rajvlike vocals becoming almost hypnotic

over the energetic drumming and solid

basslines. The darkened lights and the disco

ball helped, too.

Though the hour-long set seemed far too

brief, the 20-minute encore at least closed the

concert on a high note. Acknowledging the

audience, McCrea finally removed his mir-

rored sunglasses and took the microphone.

"There's not much hope in general, but this

song makes you feel like there is," he said

somberly, before launching into "I Will

Survive." Aided by a new bass solo, the cover

of Gloria Gaynor's disco anthem earned just a

smattering of applause when compared with

the closing number.

"We're going to leave you with a very, very

sad song, because it's very, very sad to leave

you," McCrea said, showing about as much
emotion as Hannibal Lecter . The crowd did-

n't seem very, very sad once the band began to

play the song that they'd been calling for all

night long, "Jolcne." Turning off all the club's

lights and encouraging the audience to "make

some noise," the band tipped their cowboy

hats to the crowd with this fan favorite. It was

a nice cap to an entertaining, although brief

evening. The music was great, but it was just

too bad the Cake ran out too soon.

Incarcerated young teens wreak impressive 'Havoc'
THEATER: TVoubled Souls Productions

director puts promising film career on hold

to develop plays ^tarring at-risk adolescents

By Louise Omi
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Tiie star-studded studios of Hollywood have always been a

dream that takes a lot of hard work, persistence and opportunity.

But Eric McGinnis finds himself far from this lifelong vision.

Instead, he is catering to one far more fulfilling than anything on

the silver screen.

i«.For the past five years. Mt<jirmis has diverted a promising

screenwriting and prtxlucmg career (he was the 1994 recipient of

the Guy Alexander Hanks/Marcus Miller Screcnwriting

Program Fellowship, a writing program supported by Bill Cosby

and use's film schcwl) to work with young people from juvenile

court und community schools The Los Angeles native began a.s a

substitute teacher at Central Juvenile Hall, eventually incorporat-

ing his artistic background into his work

He established IrouWed Souls Pnxiuction^ a produclK)n com-

pmy devoted lo making plays involving incafeeniied young pco

pie as actors

"We call them Vouth at risk' because they're in jeopardy of

dropping out of society," explains Patricia Levinson from the

Pacific division of the Principal's Administrative Unit. She over-

sees the young people who arc working in the production. "These

arc kids that have not been successful in school. (Most of them)

have not been successful socially, except in a gang orientation."

Also coming from a childhood affected by violence and gangs,

McGinnis uses this common bond to relate to the teenagers, who

range from 1 5 to 1 8 years old. Many face an average of 25 years to

life in prison. It is ultimately their rapport that makes the produc-

tion a success.

'

His latest theatrical effort is "Havoc," which opens at the Los

Angeles Theater Center on Thursday. He wrote, produced and

directed the play about "a modern-day Frankenstein who search-

es for., finds and confronts the writer who created him," says

McGinnis, and demands lo know why he was created to be evil

The piece addresses the media's glorification of negative images

and its effect on society.

Despite the existence of this artistic medium, it is often difficult

lo accustom these youths to theater as an outlet lor their emotions

"lnitiall>. they do- it because ihev think they'll get out of

school," Levinson says "Then ihey do it because they know that

they're gelling better And then they do ii for (McCiinnis) And

then they do it lor themselves, which is where we want to go"

Their evolution diKs nol come easily Both director and actor

must first overcome personal obstacles to achieve a good working

relationship.

"They'll take risks with their lives, but it's hard for them to risk

their emotions," Levinson observes.

McGinnis agrees but looks beyond the first impression. "There

can be animosity, there can be apprehension at first, but as we

work together, we open up to each other, and it always becomes a

family environment."

He finds that the key to fostering such relationships is respect.

Despite their troubled pasts, the writer refuses to ignore their indi-

vidual contributions and ideas. McGinnis includes his cast in

script changes and direction for the play, but he is also clear about

his expectations of them as actors.

"We're close, but I'm very demanding, so there are times when

I might be very upset, and 1 let them know it," McGinnis says. "1

don't hide what I am. I just put it all on the table. I expect the same

from them
"

Hardened by their difficult lives, many of the teenagers have

problems relating lo adults and expressing themselves artistically

Through his plays. McCiinnis encourages them lo open up in dif-

ferent ways On the stage, thr relevant subject matter that he

writes about drau their interest, and oO the stage, they support

one another in their everyday i.ssues

"(Our time) is more of a counseling period." McCiinnis says

'It's nol about me counseling:, they may counsel mc There are

times when I'm down, and they help me out. The relationship is

two-fold. It's a true relationship."

The camaraderie also extends among the teenagers themselves.

In the five years that McGinnis has been creating these plays,

many have gone through the program, and some hold on to their

experience, even after they return to prison. McGinnis points out

that some current actors have written to veteran actors in prison

to exchange ideas about their roles.

Levinson says, "We should never say that just because they're

•at risk,' they can't do this or they can't do that. That's a bad

assumption to start with. It's just a matter of getting the catalyst,

and Hric is certainly the catalyst - the creative drive behind this

particular project."

The project is not only an emotional exercise but also an acad-

emic experience. McGinnis introduces in thought-provoking

work>. both classical and modern, including Shakespeare, to his

reluctant students and watches them gradually make it their own.

He challenges them with complex dialogue and rigorous

rehearsals.

I wish 1 had tapes from the beginning lo now because to sec

a ^u' who could not even read or articulate the lines of Julius

Caes.ir . lo see her tackle these lines now and to be so dominant

Willi i! ." McGinnis conveys in an excited lone
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Angelus Awards

honor students'

creative vision in

cinematic works

FILM: Winning projects

screened for audience as

directors enjoy accolades

By Sandy Yang
Daily Bruin Contributor

Is it possible for a film to have mass

appeal, yet be entertaining and also be

about an important subject? At this

year's third-annual Angelus Awards,

honoring student short films, the

impossible was realized by each of the

five award-winning films.

Set in the intimate confines of a reg-

ular-sized theater at the Directors

Guild o( Amer ica, each fi lm was

shown in its entirety before the audi-

ence. After each screening, awards

were presented to the directors, who

enjoyed the fact that everyone under-

stood any references to the films made

in their speeches.

Starting off with the Non-fiction

Filmmaking category, a little-known

topic about American patriotism is

explored in "Americana: Forever a

Rebel." Directed by Christopher

3rown from Loyola Marymount
University, the short documentary

takes a look at a seemingly strange

Confederate patriotism in Brazil that

exists as a result of 20,000

Confederates who left the United

States to live in Brazil. Through

numerous interviews of these

Confederate descendants, the film

explores their mixed cultural identi-

ties.

"I don't think any of the people

who received awards today are mak:_

ing these films lo stand here like we're

doing," Brown said. "We're doing it

because we have some sort of creative

vision."

use alumnus Martin Spottl's

vision was lauded for its visual and

narrative beauty in "Stones in My
Passway: The Robert Johnson Story,"

the winner of the Mole-Richardson

Production Design Award.

Set in the dark and lush brownish-

red tones of nightclubs and evening

nights at the plantation, the film tells

the story of the humble beginnings of

Blues legend Robert Johnson, who

died tragically at 26.

Spottl relates the parallel between

the subject of his story to his own

dream of pursuing a film career.

"It's not easy to say no when the

suggestion to raise the body count in

your film comes from the people who
are financing your film," Spottl said.

"Many studio films today are films

focusing on sex, violence and special

effects. Many independent films focus

on the darker aspects of human
nature."

"At the same time, many studio and

independents produce great films and

respect the ideas as those presented in

these awards," Spottl continued.

~**That road is there for us to choose -^

nol only the easiest road, but the best

road."

UCLA alumnus Danny Kaufman

look the Audience Impact Award for

his poignant, &lice-ol-life portrait in

"Eunice's Secret" about two women's

struggle with weight The story takes

S«e N^WC par 23 ^^ McGinnis is the writer and producer ofHavoc.
(MMOPtWrr
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UCA faculty to titillate
|
Three's Company' cast discusses conflicts

VARIOUS ARTISTS

"Halloween Hootenanny"

Various Artists, ^'Halloween

Hootenanny'' (Zombie-A-Go-Go)

The invitation reads "Halloween

Hootenanny," and the pale guy at the

door is talking about werewolves and

stuff. Keep going, his haircut is a lit-

tle too strange to warrant conversa-

tion.

Let's check out the headline band,

Rob Zombie and The Ghastly Ones.

Whoa, this Zombie guy looks way

too at home here. He looks like an

extra from an Ed Wood movie, and

he sounds mad. Real mad. There's

this creep ball surf music in the back-

ground, and he's snarling like a junk-

yard dog that's already got one of

\our shoes in his mouth. He's waving

his arms, he's baring his teeth, and

uh-oh, it looks like he's actually

enjoying himself.

This Tsthr Hiil inwrm mrtjtJ

dark as a Goth's make-up bag. occa-

sionally lit up by an ill-timed strobe

light. Maybe there was something in

that punch. Maybe it's the music,

which has kept up even though

Zombie and his horrid crew have

departed.

These new guys are pretty good.

What's their name? Ahh. the pro-

gram says "Rocket Irom The

Crypt." Jeez, that's a heck of a name.

They're playing so hard their amps

sound like they're gonna blow up,

and the lead singer is proclaiming

that he drinks blood. Stick with the

punch, my friends, it's got less calo-

ries.

Hey, the doorbell's ringing! Aww,

look, trick-or-treaters! Kids are so

cute, aren't they? Wait, these punks

aren't even dressed up! Jeans and a T-

shirt? That's a pretty original cos-

tume, you little weasels! To borrow a

line from the Swingin' Neckbreakers,

"No costume, no candy!" Slam the

door and go stir up some of that

punch again.

This has got to be the oddest gel

together in town. What is a hoote-

nanny, anyway?

Oh well, it doesn't matter, as long

It's not like there's a load of vampires

hanging 10 out in Santa Monica.

It's all good; that organ and guitar

.make for an eerie sound that fits in at

this party. Dance, swig that orange

punch -down, juggle pumpkins and

keep out of the way of that guy

dressed up like Kenneth Starr

Man. how did this party go so fast?

Too bad it's over, but hey, what can

you do? Get yourself a candied apple,

wave goodbye to Rob and the ghoul

at the door, and head on back to real-

ity.

Brent Hopkins

The Nields, "Play" (Zoe Records)

The Nields have a touching,

straight-to-the-heart line-up, eliciting

reminders of those wild and crazy

kids in the Partridge P'amily. With

Katryna Nields on vocals. David

Nields playing harmonica and elec-

tric guitar, and songwriting wife

Nerissa Nields contributing with

hand claps, backing vocals and

acoustic guitar, one would be hard-

pressed to give such a wholesome

band with strong familial ties a nega-

tive review, but let's try to do so any-

way.

Bizarro Land.

Rob snarls his way off stage, and

the party continues. The room gets as

p.irty (nim nn thnt mu.n ic kecp.i gt^ i ng. il'.i tmc Huiline from MuaauchuaL'Ua. ihc

drinking; Sylvia Plath reading contin-

gency. How this yawn-inducing band

has attracted such a fan base remains

a mystery, but then agam. this is the

same country that launched

Meredith Brooks mtoTop-40 fame.

The Nields are about as down
home and white-bread as a band gets,

with song titles ranging from

"Nebraska" to "Friday Night at the

Circle K." Just listening to some of

the lame lyrics in songs such as

"Snowman" is agony in itself ("I'm a

snowman, cold is all I understand/

I'm a snowman, if you can't hurt me
no one can").

Primarily mixing folk, country

and indie-rock, most of the songs are

hard to differentiate, especially with

the annoying twang of Katryna

Nields' voice. The only highlight

from "Play" is the upbeat first track,

"E:asy People," leading one li> falsely

conclude that the Nields actually

hold .some promise. But after that,

the !4-song album disintegrates into

a jumbled mess that fails to capture

anyone's attention.

rhe Nields might have one useful

purpose, however: their dull sound

could help any insomniac looking for

frontedkA U^ij fxi^iill.

My Superhero, "Solid State 14''

(Risk Records)

Paved with good intentions, ska's

shady future hangs m the balance of

veterans and fresh new sounds from

bands such as My Superhero.

Unfortunately, it often paves the way

to failure.

"Solid State 14" contains a lot of

heart and spirit but just does not have

enough of the compelling melodies

the listener looks for in the pop-ska-

punk sound.

At times monotonous, the band

holds a lot of promise trying to break

through the limpid, overly pop-like

beats.

Some noteworthy moments occur

when the freshman attitude of the

band glows in their cute but imma-

ture melodies such as in "Sunday"

and "Another Kind." The listener

also can't help but sing along to their

rendition of "Groovy Kind Of Love"

which, for them, is simply titled

"Cjroovy."

The amusing joke number
"Intermission" invokes a smile, but

it's not enough to carry the entire

album and save it from the bad songs..

Brownie point s arc rtwardad to

Students through opera
RECITAL: Music departments collaborate to enlighten

listeners emotionally through baroque-style program

surf tune with creepy lyrics after

another. Why is it that surf music is

connected with Halloween, anyway?

Nields have actually amassed quite a

devoted following among the East

Coast, woven sweater wearing, latte

band this bland should be perfect for

Lillith Pair.

Tristan Thai

the a band in need of a little more

experience but no less energy.

Michelle Zubiate
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By Megan Dickerson

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

A quiet, nervous giggle spreads

through the back of Schoenberg Hall

during a guest performance in Music

15. The twitter substantiates only a

fraction of the densely-populated

G.E.. lecture, but it is nonetheless dis-

tracting and irksome.

But assistant music Professor

Juliana Gondek, trilling onstage in a

Handel aria about rape and suicide,

does not seem to notice. Gondek and

her accompanist - an intense harpsi-

chordist - and a world-renowned

baroque cellist, perform to enlighten

listeners and, perhaps in doing so,

quiet the laughter.

This, in many ways, is the trio's job.

The three faculty performers, who
tonight in Schoenberg present "Love

and Madness," a program of Cesti,

Handel, Haydn and other baroque

greats, do not profess to be revolu-

tionaries, or even assume a reconnais-

sance mission for the musically igno

rant. Assistant professor of applied

-fnti;in;i rrnnHck, aisii^tantvn>r.r

fessor of music Tom Beghin and assis-

tant professor of musicology

Elisabeth LeGuin simply want to con-

nect with their audience.

This delicate balance is sometimes

hard, especially when those not used

to the form of the classic voice choose

to snicker.

"'Hiey just don't understand the

conventions of the piece," Gondek, a

soprano who has sung with New
York's Metropolitan Opera, says. "A

high trill has a meaning in its context,

and since they don't understand the

meaning, they'll just listen to it as

funny sounds - up high, squeaky."

Tonight's concert of Beghin's harpv-

sichord and fortepiano, LeGuin's

baroque cello and CJondek's vocals,

was Gondek's idea, bringing together

representatives of both the music and

musicology departments. UCLA is

one of the few schools that does not

consolidate the subdivisions into one

department, therefore making collab-

oration somewhat difllcult.

"(jiven that, this is really amazing

that we're doing this concert,"

LeGuin says.

The repertoire the trio chose for

the recital deals with issues that, on

top of the different musical form, may
pro Mt' f-m t JMnnl ing (t> t he voting Hnt4-Hyoung jmat

perienced.

When Gondek explained the con-

See RECITAL, page 22

BOOK: Alter 20 years, former Uto talks

about tense relations with producers,

politics behind popular five-year show

By Laura Noguera
Daily Bruin Contributor

One's blonde, one's smart and the other's male. Now,

one promotes Butt Masters, one does theater produc-

tions and the other still makes television appearances.

They are the cast of "Three's Company" - Suzanne

Somers, Joyce DeWitt and John Ritter, and they are

back to tell the tales behind their smash hit.

"Come and Knock On Our Door, A Hers and Hers

and His Guide to Three's Company" by Chris Mann,

reveals all the gritty details of "Three's Company's"

five-year run.

"It's part ftin guide," said Mann. "But it's more a

behind-the-scenes tell-all of the show and what hap-

pened with John Ritter, Joyce DeWitt and Suzanne

Somers as they became famous."

The cast as well as the "Three's Company" producers

and crew share their perspective on those five years of

sensitive and surprising issues. Many unpredictable and

wild things emerge from the three roommates' past as

they became overnight sensations on the daring sitcom.

"Looking at ("Three's Company") 20 years later, this

show was really controversial for its time," Mann said.

"It was on the cover of 'Newsweek' for 'Sex on TV.'"

Although Krissy wore those sexy side ponytails and

Jack's wardrobe included those tight bell bottoms, noth-

ing near sex ever aired. However, the characters did

have sex on their minds and mouths, sparking "Three's

Company's" sensual reputation.

But kids watch It, ancFF ith it. The re
-

It, anu I grew up wu ri u. me re was

nothing on the show a kid couldn't watch," Mann said.

"It was totally innocent; it was all just innuendo."

Behind the scenes, relationships were not so inno-

The newest insider's guide to the hit TV sitcom

"Three's Company" is written by Chris Mann.

cent, and conversations were brash, as Somers made
desperate attempts to convince producers to ofTer her a

more profitable contract.

"They had a really good time until that fifth year,"

Mann said. *'And there were a few incidents prior to that

where Suzanne was concerned that brought all the

laughtei toasL'i eediinghalt."

Somers's new book, "After the Fall," tells her own

See COMPANY, page 24
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ElizabetlTl's saga continues tonight at Borders
LECTURE: Discussion, initiated

by UCLA professors, delves into

private affairs of Knglish queen

By Kate Herold

Daily Bruin Contributor

English Professor Jaync Lewis divides peo-

ple she nneels in the manner ol a true

Renaissance woman.
"There are two kinds of people m this

world," lewis says. "Lli/abeth people and-

Mary people. I have to say that I am more of

a Mary person."

Regardless of Lewis' personal preference,

tli/abeth I is the subject of a discussion Lewis

will lead tonight at 7:.^0 at Borders bookstore.

The story of a powerful queen, her contro-

versial public image and the relationship she

shared with a rival she never even met began

last week with a discussion led by one of

Lewis' fellow UCLA Einglish professors,

Lowell (iailager.

Ihe impetus for these discussions is the

film "Rli/abeth," which will be released by

(iramercy Pictures on Nov. 6. The film stars

Lli/abeth Blanchett as the popular and con-

troversial Lnglish queen.

Ihe talks given by the UCLA professors

will be accompanied by costumes from the

movie and a slide show, as well as the oppor-

tunity to win prizes.

Gallager's lecture explored the public

image of Elizabeth and how her struggle to

maintam a positive public persona greatly

influenced her reign.

But It's the sexy, down-and-dirty details of

Elizabeth's life that reel in the public. Like her

soiled inheritors - battling public humiliation

and divorce - Elizabeth, too, has come under

the scrutinous eye of the '90s.

'I hope the professor tells us about all of

Elizabeth's dirty laundry, the stuff they don't

tell us in school," says an interested Jose

Nunez, a third-year psychology student.

A monarch's typical struggle for positive

public appeal beyond the rumor mill was, for

Elizabeth, harder because she was a woman.

During his lecture, (iailager discussed

liiizabeth's effort to overcome the biases

placed on her because of her sex.

Rich ( arter, the event's organizer,

explained that Borders and (iramercy

Pictures chose to commission these lectures

by (J( LA professors to let prospective view-

ers of "Elizabeth" learn more about the queen-

as an individual before watching the film.

Lewis' lecture topic focuses not only on

Queen L'lizabeth I, but on the ruler's lifetime

rival, Mary, Queen of Scots.

"My idea is that you can't really under-

stand LJizabeth and her rule," says Lewis,

"unless you understand her relationship to

Mary. Queen of Scots.

'

Professor Lewis, who just completed a

book on Mary, Queen of Scots, says she feels

sympathetic toward the woman who lived her

life in Elizabeth's shadow. Lewis feels that

even though Elizabeth and Mary never met,

there was still an emotional bond between

them.

Mary Stuart. Queen of Scots, was a

Catholic, thus placing her in direct oppo-^lion

to Elizabeth's Protestant tendencies.

She and Elizabeth were half-sisters, the

daughters of Henry ludor, yet they never

met.

Lewis chose to talk about Mary's impact

on Elizabeth despite the fact that the film

does not feature Mary as a lead character.

"My idea," says Lewis, "is that the movie

leaves her out because if she were left in, it

would be a lot harder to sympathize with

Elizabeth."

It's about time that there's all this talk

about the "virgin queen," who was thus

named because she chose to remain unmar-

ried. Elizabeth used this unmarried status to

her advantage, pitting suitors from different

countries against each other.

The queen's eventual popularity resulted in

her almost 45-year reign - dubbed the

"Elizabethan Age." Thai's a lot of dirty laun-

dry.

DISCUSSION: The last lecture on Elizabeth 1

takes place at 7:30 p.m. in the Westwood
Borders bookstore.

RECITAL
From page 21

text of Handel's "Lucrezia" cantata to the

Music 15 class Monday, students visibly react-

ed to the tale of rape and suicide. But, masked

in a foreign tongue, much of that reaction may
be lost to a fortunate lack of experience.

"I mean, how many of you have been des-

perately betrayed or have seen your husband

die?" Gondek says. "I mean, a lot of these

emotions are outside of your experience, at

your age, and I don't mean to condescend at

all.

"Some of these heightened emotions that

we're looking at on the stage Wednesday night

deal with things that are mature reactions to

very troubling times."

"Sometimes immature reactions," counters

harpsichordist Tom Beghin, with a smile.

"Immature mature reactions."

Student Amy Young chalks it up to a differ-

ent reason.

"I think you have to be more classy than

us," Amy Young, who was in the Music 15

audience, says.

Class, the trio says, is not as much the culprit

as naivete. Where some might giggle at the

high trills of a Cesti aria, Gondek compares it

to R«feB.

"Whitney Houston ... is essentially doing

the trills of today, only her vocabulary is a little

different," Gondek says. "And so, in a sense,

are gospel singers who float all around the core

See RECITAL, , page 23
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From page 19

place in a mall, where a chance meet-

ing between an obese woman in a lin-

gerie shop and the anorexic sales clerk

sparks the discovery within each

woman that she is worthy and capable

of feeling beautiful.

"The best compliment and the most

consistent comment that I've gotten is

that people were thrilled and offended

that a man made a movie like this,

which is so obviously a women's

issue," Kaufman said.

Kaufman dedicates the film to his

aunt, who also struggles with weight

but keeps her dignity in a society that is

unaccepting of obesity.

Family was also an inspiration for

the Theme and Insight Award-winner,

HAVOC
From page 1

8

His success has put him in the role of

mentor for these young people, but he

emphasizes that he does not intend to

strictly mold them. Rather, he prefers

to guide them in making criticiil deci-

sions that would change in their future

what they failed to accomplish in the

past.

Agnieshka Jane from the Art Center

College of Design in Pasadena. Her

film, "How to Eat a Polish Banana"

refers to a tale where a girl peeled a

banana to find a snake come out and

bite her throat.

"I need to thank my grandmother

who told me the story of the Polish

banana when I was 5," Jane said.

"(She) traumatized me enough that I

made a film about it some 25 years

later."

Shot in black and white, the story

revolves around a mysterious, locked

box left behind by a young woman's

deceased mother. Hoping to uncover

why her mother was so fearful, the

young woman is determined to open

the box in hopes of finding an answer.

Though she only confirms her moth-

er's mystery, she discovers an under-

standing of herself.

The last and biggest award of the

evening, the Patrick Peyton Excellence

in Filmmaking Award, honored

American Film Institute student Rick

Wilkinson for his humanistic and visu-

ally stunning film, "A Short Wait

Between Trains."

At the end of World War II, four

African American soldiers come home

from the war, but they still face dis-

crimination for being black even after

fighting for their country. One sol-

dier's marriage to a white woman and

a violent confrontation with a racist

white soldier only confirms that they

must fight an unending war of racism

and segregation.

Each award winner received a cash

reward - ranging from $1,500 to

S2,500 - and other prizes. They also

received the chance to show their films

to an audience, a commodity that is

"People ask me all the time about

how I change (the kids). It's not my
agenda to change them," McGinnis

insists. "All I'm trying to do is help

them refocus their agenda.

"I want them to still be who they are

... The environment you come from is

important, but it's how you use those

rich experiences to motivate you into

being better than you are."

According to McGinnis and

Levinson, the response to his work has

all been positive, whether from audi-

ences or administrators.

They say that they have met little

opposition because those involved all

believe that the young people deserve a

chance to explore their options.

"I don't let the title 'at risk' inhibit

what we do," McGinnis says. "We do

great work, pericxl."

As he prepares his actors in

rehearsals for "Havoc," he realizes that

his celluloid dreams will be put olT at

least another year.

"I don't want anything to dictate

rare to makers of short films.

"There are very few places where

you show it, and to have it shown at the

Directors Guild is a big deal,"

Kaufman said. "I (would) love for the

whole UCLA community to be more

aware of what we do. If we had the

opportunity to show our films more,

it'd be great ... To find acknowledge-

ment after you do something you

believe in is extremely important."

For the award winners, the goal is to

make a career out o'i filmmaking and

to maintain the quality that was evi-

dent last Saturday evening.

"Like Robert Johnson, I and other

filmmakers ... face the crossroads

toward what we hope is a professional

career," SpottI said. "We all want to do

the right thing. We want to make films

that say something ... that's why we

chose to make films."

what I do, and right now, I'm focusing

on these kids," McGinnis says. "I've

always dreamed of being in

Hollywood. I've always dreamed of

creating films for people. I've spent

countless hours preparing myself for

that. But this is where I am now, and I'll

just let God handle it."

- ™ ... H -^.i I.I. I I - I --I.I I

THEATER: "Havoc" opens at the Los

Angeles Theater Center on Oct. 29 and

runs for two days. Admission is free. For

more information, call (2 1 3) 637-3 161.

RECITAL
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melody as they sing is the 199J

version of baroque ornamenta

tion."

As educators and performers

the three professionals look a

audience misunderstanding in <

more well-rounded light.

"1 hear the laughter or the tit

tering as, 'This stuff is really ge»

ting to them, but it's getting t.

them in a way they haven't expt

rienced before,' so it's the laug;

of discomfort, or shock, almost,

LeGuin says.

"If you don't say, 'Oh, they'r

crummy kids, they're laughing a

serious music,' but if you can fo"

low that reaction through an.

realize that this music is actuall

alTecting them, they just aren'

used to it, sometimes tha

works."

"Until it becomes cool to lik

classical music, you're going ti

get that reaction," Gondek says.

MUSIC: Assistant professor

Gondek, Beghin and LeGuin wi

perform baroque and classics

music in Schoenberg Hall at 8 p.rT

Tickets cost $7 (general) and $

(students and seniors) and will g'

on sale at the door one hou

before curtain.
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"Three's Company" slory, in which she finds

the mosl fauhs in the producer's unwillingness

10 negotiate. Somers also finds pages to accuse

the other cast members of jealousy and resent-

ment.

"Those kinds of things are delicate, and there

are matters of the heart that gel mooshed into

business behavior," actress Joyce DeWitt,

"Three's Company's" Janet, said. "That can be

a very challenging thing to live through."

Somers, as well as DeWitt, interviewed lor

Mann's book, and the discrepancy between the

two women's accounts joggled interest from the

cable TV station E!, which plans to do a "True

Hollywood Story" feature on "Three's

Company," focusing on Somers' unsuccessful

negotijAlions.

"Everything that happened with Suzanne

Somers, her becoming famous and overestimat-

ing her value on the show ...," Mann said, "It

applies to a lot of other stories in Hollywood

where fame gets in the way of success."

Somers and DeWill. however, agreed on one

issue. "Three's Company" producers did not

acknowledge the importance the women held

on the show.

Mann points out that there were no televi-

sion shows centralized around women, such as

present day "Roseanne" and "Ellen."

DeWitt and Somers said that producers were

controlling and showed no regard for their

ideas.

"At the time that we we're working, if you'd

looked in the dictionary under chauvinist, you

would probably see these three little heads, and

they would be the heads of our producers,"

DeWitt said.

DeWitt and Somers were both discouraged

with the treatment they were receiving, but they

each found different battles to fight. Now, 20

years later, their versions of the events do not

coincide.

"(In "After the Fall,") Somers told a yery dif-

ferent version of what happened, the events

which led to her getting fired," Mann said. "My
book tells it from all angles and I think also

includes a lot more detailed and factual sup-

port-

It is Mann's responsible and thorough inves-

tigative reporting that impressed Joyce DeWitt

and prompted her agreement to help promote

the book, appearing at book signings.

"(Mann) created a book which was very fair

and very balanced so I thought he deserved the

support," DeWitt said. "I think he's a talented

young writer with a sense of personal integrity."

BOOK: Mann and DeWitt will sign "Come and

Knock On Our Door" at Bookstar, west of Laurel

Canyon Road on Ventura Boulevard, on Oct. 29 at

7 p.m.
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recycling on-campus.
Students, faculty and staff

are all welcome to the

group's weekly meetings,

held on Tuesdays
inRoyce152at6pm

for more information call

825-3033

*:

->it •tix ••X '^•''x .js'V
.-^^V .\^Kr'.: .
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After Ihe U.C.LA- 1« Stanford game, bringm your tidset

stub and this coupon to Panda Express for a FREE 22

oz. fountain drinkwhen you purchase any 2-Item Combo.

Panda Express' gourmet Chinese food is prepared the

traditional way-from freshly prepared meats and vegetables

then stir-fried to perfection in our woks.

Aix" you interested in a seminar tliat studies

tlie hlstor> of Pre war lAirojK' in-cleptli?

*Heritage International Seminar to Poland

December 22-28, 1998

Come hear about this unique experience.

WcdiiCNday (K toiler 28th 7:30pin

553 Midvale Avenue

Questions''

Cotitact Dana Ostonwl,

I. A CoordUuitor .

M0 2()H67SH
Email ctost()met@ialc4 cdu

Scholarships Available

FREE DRINK
Free 22 oz. fountain drink when you

purchase any 2-Item Combo.

Valid at: Ackerman Union Level 1

One coupon per person per purchase.

Offer valid until November 28, 1998

*

Ci

CHIMl'']

Barrington Associates

Investment Bankers

Barrington Associates

WILL Bl- I lOS'llNG AN INFORMATION SESSION

FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS

INTERESTEi:) IN PURSING A CAREER IN

INVESTMENT BANKING.

November 3, 1998

The Career Center

7 P.M. TO 9p.m.

Daily Bruin

Looking for great

deals? For the best

buys on campus, see

the Bruin Bargains

on page 28 CLASSIFIED
Professional Sevices

Tutoring Offered

Help Wanted

Rooms for Rent

Wednesday, October 28, 1998

index advertising information
ANNOUNCEMENTS

1100 Campus Happenings
1200 Campus Organizations
1300 Campus Recruitment
1400 Campus Sen/Ices
1500 Birthdays
1600 Legal notices
1700 Lost & Found
1800 Miscellaneous
1900 Personal Messages
2000 Personals
2050 Pregnancy
2100 Recreational Activities

2200 Research Subjects
2300 Sperm / Egg Donors
2400 Tickets Offered

2500 Tickets Wanted
2600 Wanted

FOR SALE
2700
2800
2900
3000
3100
3200
3300
3400
3500
3600

3800
3900
4000
4100
4200
4300
4400
4500

Appliances
Art / Paintings
Bicycles / Skates
Books
Calling Cards
Cameras / Camcorders
Collectibles
Computers / Software
Furniture
Garage / Yard Sales
Health; Pfoducts-

Miscellaneous
Musical Instruments
Office Equipment
Pets
Rentals
Sports Equipment
Stereos / TVs / Radios
Table Sports

One issue, up to 20 words $8.00
...each additional word 0.50
Weekly, up to 20 words 27.00
...each additional word 1 .50

Monthly, up to 20 words 90.00
...each additional word 5.00

For Classified Display ads,
please see our rate card

for variable rate information.

DEADLINES
Classified Line Ads:
1 worthing day before printing,

at 1 2 noon.
Classified Display Ads:
2 working days before printing,

at 1 2 noon.
There are no cancellations after

noon of the day before printing.

1 1 8 Kerckhoff Hall
308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles, CA 90024

INTERNET
E-Mail: classlfieds@media.ucla.edu
Web: http://www.dailybruin.ucla.edu

PHONE
Classified Line: (310) 825-2221
Classified Display: (310) 206-3060
Fax:(310)206-0528

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Thu: 9:00am-4:00pm
Fri: 9am-2:30pm
The ASUCLA Communications board (ully supports the University ot CaMornia's policy on nondiscrimination No medium shall accept advertisements which present persons of any origin, race, sex, or sexual orientation in

a demeaning way or imply that they are limited to positiOfis. capabilities, roles, or status in society Neither the Daily Brum nor the ASUCLA Communications I

^^

PAYMENT
Please make checks payable to

"The UCLA Daily Bruin." We
accept Visa, MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards. Allow 5
working days for mail payments.

HOW TO WRITE
AN EFFECTIVE AD

• Start your ad with the

. merchandise you are selling.

This makes it easier for readers to

quickly scan the ads and locate

your items.
• Always include the price of your

item. Many classified readers

simply do not respond to ads
without prices.
• Avoid abbreviations—make your

ad easy for readers to understand.
• Place yourself in the reader's

position, ask what you would like to

know about the merchandise, and
include that in the ad. Include such
information as brand names, colors

and other specific descriptions.

-a vy «....« ^.-^ WW .w w-...^ -.. —

,

- , ,
oard has investigated any of the services advertised Of the

oTvertiserTiwitTrepreserMed m ari^advertisement m this issue' violated the Board s policy on nondiscrimination stated herein should communicate complaints in writing to the Business

Manager Daily Brum 118 KerckhoH Hall 308 Westwood Pla^a. Los Angeles. CA 90024 For assistance with housing discrimination problems, call the UCLA Housing Office at (310) 825-4271 or call the Westside Fair Hous-

at (310) 475-9671 Classified ads also appear on-line at http //www dailybrum ucia edu Placement on-line is offered as a complimentary service for customers and is not guaranteed The Daily Brum is responsible

t incorrect ad insertion only fVlinor typographical errors are not eligible for refunds For any refund, the Daily Brum ClassifitKl DepnrtiTient must be notified of an error on the first day of publication by noon

iruiq

ing Office

for the first

lANNOUNCEMENTSj 2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

TRANSPORTATION •
j .1100 -2600*

4600 Auto Accessories
4700 Auto Insurance
4800 Auto Repair
4S00 Autos for Sale
5000 Boats for Sale
5100 Motorcycles for Sale
5200 Parking
5300 Scooter / Cycle Repair
5400 Scooters for Sale
5500 Vehicles for Rent

TRAVEL
5600
5620
5640
5660
5680
5700
5720

Resorts / Hotels
Rides Offered
Rides Wanted
Taxi / Shuttle Service
Travel Destinations
Travel Tickets
Vacation Packages

1100
Campus Happenings

GRADUATE STUDENT
BARBECUE!

Need to relax? Chaira Christian Fellowship is

sponsoring "slress-buster" barbeque for

UCLA graduate students, staff, faculty, and

alumni. Friday. Oct. 30 7pm. 900 Hilgard

Ave., 3rd floor. 310-208-3991

5800
5900
6000
6100
6150
6200
6300
6400
6500
6600
6700
6800
6900
7000
7100
7200

7300

1 -900 numbers
Financial Aid

Insurance
Computer / Internet

Foreign Languages
Health / Beauty Services
Legal Advice / Attorneys
Movers / Storage
Music Lessons
Personal Services
Professional Services
Resumes
Telecommunications
Tutoring Offered

Tutoririg Wanted
Typing

Writing Help

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. DiKussion, Fn. Step Study, 2408 Ackennan

Thwrs. Book Study, 2408 Ackerman

M/T/W Rm. Dental A3-029 , .

"~^ Wed. Rm. A3 029

Discusswn, All limes 12:10 1<X) pm

For MlcoholK* or tndivktualt who have a drinking problem.

WANTED
If you area healthy
female between
the ages of 19 and
30 and have health

insurance.

Compensation
$3500.00

Call MIrna Navas at

(310) 829-6782

ANONYMOUS sperm donors needed Help

infertile couples while receiving financial

conipensation up to $600/month and free

health screening. Convenient hours, located

in Westwood Call Kim 310-824-9941

YOUNG CAUCASIAN WOMAN needed to

help infertile couple with egg donation

Please contact Dr Coopersmith 818-986-

1648 Compensation provided. Please Help!!

EMPLOYMENT
7400
7500
7600
7700
7800
7900
8000
8100
8200
8300

Business Opportunities
Career Opportunities
Child Care Offered
Child Care Wanted
Help Wanted
Housesitting
Internship
Personal Assistance
Temporary Employment
Volunteer

HOUSING
8400
8500
8600
8700
8800
8900
9000
9100
9200
9300
9400
9500
9600
9700
9800

Apartments for Rent
Apartments Furnished
Condo / Townhouse for Rent

Condo / Townhouse for Sale

Guesthouse for Rent
House for Rent
House for sale

Houseboats for Rent / Sale

Housing Needed
Room for Help
Room for Rent
Roommates - Private Room
Roommates - Shared Room
Sublets
Vacation Rentals

1800
Miscellaneoiis

FREE WINNERS. FREE SCORES. FREE
Lines, no money, no operators, no hassles.

wwwjine-busters.com

YOUR CREDIT UNION
Your on-campus&on-line financial services

source, lor students, faculty&staff. Visit us at

Ackerman A-Level. on-line at wvyw.ucu.org

or call 310-477-6628

2100
RecreatkNial Activities

MARTIAL ARTS. Katabami Ju-Jitsu Dojo tra-

ditional & authentic ju-jitsu, self-defense t'ai

chi. yoga, chi gung. meditation. Master Alex-

eyKunin; 323-512-2538 "-

—

^

2200
Research Subjects

ACNE! ACNE! ACNE!
CLINICAL RESEARCH SPECIALISTS is

looking for people over 12 years of age with

moderate to severe acne (at least lOspots)

Qualified volunteers will be financially com-

pensated For more information please call

Donna or Dalia 310-828-8887,

FREE BIRTH CONTROL PILLS UCLA re-

search study $60 per visit to clinic Smokers

ages 18-34 or non-smokers ages 35-44 Call

Jessica 310-794-1884.

Index

NORMAL HEALTHY CHILDREN and ado!

escents 8-16yrs needed for UCLA research

study Receive $25 lor lab experiment and

developmental evaluation, and get a scientif-

ic learning experience Call 310-825-0392

POSTMENOPAUSAL WOMEN 45+ (Healthy

or with heart disease) wanted for a study on

coronary artery disease involving small

amounts of radioactivity at UCLA $25/hr (2

days, 4hrs each) Call 310-825H18 or 310-

206-6675

T400
Tldcets Offered

HALLOWEEN KISS
DODGER STADIUM

Oct 31. 4 Tickets: $55ea. 310-4/6-2336.

2600
Wanted

CREATIVE ENTERTAINMENT is holding

open auditions for roles in features, commer-

cials, print, music videos. Accepting submis-

sions for Oil Of Olay. Austin Powers II. Pacif-

ic Bell 323-931-8118.

WE BUY CARS New and old Running or

not Jeff 310-714-5808.

3400
Computers/SoftMrare

GATEWAY 2000 P150.32M6 ram, 1.5GHD.

3D card, sound card. 17" monitor, speakers,

modem+more. $700 310-820-6158

LAPTOPS/ DESKTOPS
NEW !! $60/month for 12 months and $1

buyout No credit, checks or lease.

<wwweanhcomp1 com/LH103 html

MAC Powerbook 5300c w/Word. Excel.

Adobe. 28 8modem. plus more Complete

w/portable color pnnter and black leather

case $975 Ethan@310-656-0555.

3500
Furniture

MATTRESS BONANZA!!
SEALY, STEARNS & FOSTER Also Ortho-

pedic twin-sets-$119 95. Fulls-$169 95.

Queens-$18995 Pillowtops-$299 95 So-

fas-$219 Delivery Beacon Mattress 1309

Westwood Blvd 310-477-1466

MATTRESS SETS!!!
Twin $79, Full $89, Queen $139, King $159,

Bunkbeds Delivenes, Phone Orders Accept-

ed 310 372 2337

3500
Furniture

4800
Auto Repair

MATTRESSES, FUTON, DESK Bookshelf

Dinptlfi SPts TTahlft Lamps Dftlivftfifts 7-

DO YOU NEED body work on your car (Por-

eion or Domestic)? Free estimate! Great

days open Kings hurniiure.

Monica Blvd 310-575-4243.

QUEEN MATTRESS SET Excellent condi-

tion $190. Call 310-837-7654.

nyb i sania
—

p rices ! PieasB call EUm at 8 l 8^/8^•34 1 4.

4900
Autos for Sale

WATERBED
KING SIZE flotation mattress Matiogany

wood Excellent condition $400 00 Please

call 310-274-0977.

3700
Healtii Products

FAT ABSORB TABLETS- All natural. Take

before meals-blower your fat absorption rate.

$31 80 310-479-8086 1 :00pm-9pm(PST) or

send check/ money order to IMG PO. Box
24026 LA. CA 90024.

*

LOSE WEIGHT NOW
ASK ME HOW

All natural nutntional health products Call

310-202-6044

3800
Miscellaneous

BINGE DRINKER?
WANT TO HELP OTHERS with your per-

sonal story^ Wide exposure Call Peter: 323-

860- 1230 ASAP

ENTERTAINMENT & SPORTS SCORES,
spreads, 'trivia! Cali- 1 -900-656-2700 ext.

8449 $2 99/min Must be 18+ Serv-u (619)

645-8434

NEW&USED CLOTHES for sale Everything

in tip-top shape Sizes: 8-10/Medium Cute

stuff Sweaters/pants/etc, Great prices/nego-

tiable. Great for the holidays! 310-557-2362.

4200
Rentals

OFFICE SPACE
FOR LEASE

884 Sq ft. $1700/mo. Utilities paid. Prime

Westwood location Call Anne or Yvonne
310-208-1987.

••••••••••
i( Piano Rentals ^
jf Low Monthly Rates jf^
•Hollywood Piano Rental Company^

213-462-2329 ^

1985 CHEVY BLAZER SIO 4x4 Tahoe pack-

age, mint condition. $3700 310-659-0278.

1988 T BIRD Power all with cruise control

Orig. owrier. 70.000 mi. $3000 310-559-

9240. ——

—

.
'

'• '" •.". ;

1990 MAZDA MIATA Red convertible.

Af^FM Cassette. Low mileage, Low main-

tenance. $4450obo. Must sell! 818-494-

2077.

1991 BMW 325i CONVERTIBLE 51.000mi.

Bronze ext,. t^n int $12.800obo Call David:

310-200-6522.

1995 MITSUBISHI ECLIPSE RS. Silver, au-

tomatic 1 -owner Have all receipts, very low

miles. $10,900. Best offer 213-830-2261.

67 FORD MUSTANG GTA. 289, V8. auto,

air, alpine stereo, excellent condition, must

sell $7000obo. 310-854-0568

HONDA CIVIC 89. Hatchback, blue, excel-

lent condition. 103.300miles, 4-speed, sec-

ond owner Leaving country, records avail-

able. $3600obo 310-206-5104.

asbjorn@chem.ucla.edu '
i

,

i
,

ii

-

i

'86 BMW 325- Excellent condition Sen/ice

records. Bronze. 5 speed. Power equipment.

A/C. Alarm, am/lm and cassette Sunroof.

$4250 818-789-7727

'86 M/VZDA RX7- 133K miles. Good running

condition Needs minor bodywork. 5-speed

and sunroof $1750 OBO. 310-546-5677.

Ihmei Destinations

'Mt^/4imencM 1
Round Trip Airfares

Lima $375

Cuzco S595

Santiago S689

Sao Faulo /Rio SG5G

Guayaquil / Quito S570

Buenos Aires S698

€'llt€*» fIfM'llIf l*l<*€*llll

$890

•4600-55009 I

\i,\ Krs 310 liSa hH:il/NOO 2H»« or>4«»

fHuMssioNM ^H.^\^I si.hvki
Simif) /\riirtti 4n S|.f( ult^'- -
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Ihraal Destbialloiis

SEMESTER AROUND THE WORLD
Travel to Greece, Spain, Costa Rica, or Aus-

tralia ar>d earn college credits. Call toll free

1-877-333-SATW(7289).

5700
Trawal Tldnls

CONSTELLATION
TRAVEL, INC."

ROUND TRIP FARES
Central America

Belize $418
Guatemala... $397
Costa Rica $360
El Salvador $360

Mexico
Mexico City $260

Guacialajara .......;. $266

South America
Llrna-.-.^rt •••••»• ••<••*»• !p<3*ta

Oaracas ..••••••'••'•••ii't-.i..4>^o^

Bolivia .....!.::..:.. $682

Bogota $494

New York $265

Washington ..."..,.•• $284

(213) 389-8933 Open 7 days ^ week

<.kt^ it<l<<l Crrt«.( A«v^rt Vi<« MO»/«F^T

Paris $348
Sydney $909

Sao Paulo $744
Mexico City $329

Fare* are RT Do not include uxes

Retthcuoni apply. Am jubiect lo change.

B« an on campus intern!

EARN FREE TRAVEU
call I'SSO-council for more details

.OIIIIC ITravel

GEE: Council on Inlrriuiioral

JEdttcaliomil Euhanfe

1 0904 Lindbrook Drive,

{Los Angeles

[3I0]-208.355I

www. counci Itravel . con

SPORTS
scores • odds • 5 ir picks

1.900.407.1600 ext. 5413

$2.99 ptr minute, must bt 18 ytars old

serve you as 619 645 8434

iHMT
nmHidaliyil

SQUICK CASHS
OWN A CAR? Get a cash loan in SOminutes

wliile you drive. No credit check. W.S.M.

888-300-8942^

STUDENT LOANS
GET YOUR Stafford Student Loan from Uni-

versity Credit Unkxi (Lender Code 832123).

Also receive low-cost financial services. 310-

477-6628; www.ucu.org.

JBOOO

INSURANCE WAR!
WE'LL BEAT ANYONE'S price or don't want

your business All dnvers Newly licensed

Student/statf/facutty discounts Request the

-Brum Plan" 310-777-8817 or 818-222

5596

Classifieds

825-2221

H-af^fMf-.^tiiS:

/lllstate
\Wre in good hands.

Insurance Company
(310) 312-0204

1281 WostwoocJ Blvd.
(2 biks So of \A/ils>-»ire)

PARS1 INSURANCE SERVICES. Low rate

auto insurance. $50 student discount to-

wards down payment. We can come to you.

818-784-1771.

6100
Computer/lntemet

SPORTS FANS MAKE $
<www UofSports com> Live sports chat,

scores, lines, odds. Virtual Vegas Fastest

payout on the web

Professloiial Services

AGRAD STUDENT w/M A in radio. Desktop

studio, and radiophonic voice can create

your radio commercial program. Appt 310-

275-355 L.Halfon.

EAGLE EYED EDITOR
PROOFREADS THESES, publications; tu-

tors English, study skills; trains time man-

agement, stress reduction. Nadia Lawrence

PhD 310-393-1951.

lUionng ifenraa

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

M subjects. Theses/Dissertations.

Personal Statements, Proposals and Books.

Intematicr^ students wekxxne.

SINCE 1985

Sharon Bear, Ph.D. (310) 470-6662

6200
ItoaNh Services

50%OFF WOMEN'S personal training Work

one on one with a trainer lo learn the skills

for a healthy lifestyle Acquire a program that

IS tailored to your needs. Contact f^arie Wit-

tman 818-490-3717.

ACNE SCARS?
OR CHICKENPOX scars? Patented laser-

assisted method. Proven success, rebuild

your own collagen. Call for details 310-385-

0590. _^_____^_
FREE PROFESSIONAL HAIRCUT Talented

junior hairstylist in Century City, looking lor

models interested in receiving a modern,

above shoulder haircut© no charge. For ap-

pointment call l^ollie@310-286-0211

HEALTH AND BEAUTY STEAf^ Developed

by Chinese doctor Revolutionary skin-care

product with exotic herbs, also cleanses in-

j ftrnally (cnlda tlu). 2.month& supply

GREEN CARD LOTTERY 50.000 Visas

awarded by US GOV. $35 for attorney pre-

pared application John Manley, Esq 12304

Santa f^onica Blvd #300 LA, CA 90025
310-820-7553 Deadline to apply:10/28

JAPANESE CONVERSATION CLASS San-

ta Monica College. Business and travel

Starling 10-31-98 through 12-12-98. Six Sat-

urdays, 9am- 12pm. $75 Participation en-

couraged 310-452-9214.

SpeecJy Resosrcri
Reports: W.(W per paee. Over 50.000 topics.

Miitrrials for research assistance use only!

6546 HOLLYWOOD Blvd ?.nd floor.
Rm 209 LA , CA 90028

Hiiurs Mim tri 10 3()am 6pm
rustom Sjlurdays. Ilpm 4pm Vlsa/MC7
Research f'„n t^a^.,! Aniex/

available
Call Today/!

l.SOO-356-fOOl
Fax

ENGLISH MAJOR NEEDED to help high

school student w/college essays and compo-

sitions. 3 1'0-390- 1761x1

GERMAN TUTOR NEEDED P/T Hrs flexi-

ble. 310-289-1404.

LOOKING for a nice Italian teacher for a

happy family Once/wk. 2 5hrs at our house.

Please call Sabnna: 310-285-9853.

Tutor wanted for 7/8yr. old. Music major-

piano and violin. Homeworit help. M-Th. 2-

3hrs/day afternoons. 310-395-6198

evening. 310-253-0066 day

TUTOR WANTED M-Th. 3hrs/day. Must

have transportation 310-454-1769.

TUTOR/DRIVER for 7th grader Pick up 3:30

tutor until 7pm. WLA area. Male preferred.

$10/hr. 310-475-3788

TUTOR PHYSICS and calculus BC for high

school senior $12/hr. Close to campus. Jim

310-475-3314 &310-475-9415.

TUTORS for high school students

Junior/senior/graduate students specializing

in English a must. Families located in Arca-

dia resident or Palos Verdes. 2hrs-$55/one

visit. 4times/mo 310-859-9140 Beverly Glen

Education Link@Beverly Hills.

TUTORS NEEDED
$15-20/hr. All sub)ects&all grades. Must be

college student w/own transportation. No ex-

penence nee. 310-358-5987.

7200
Typing

OUTREACH COUNSELING SERVICES
Fee based on ability to pay. Insurance&Med-

icare accepted. Encino: 818-81iJ-6145,

LA. 2 13-850-0204.

$35fUPS 1 HHH 701-8898.

6300
Legal AfMce/Attomeys

BANKRUPTCY
GET OUT OF DEBT NOW! Free Consulta

tion. Experienced attorneys, reasonable

fees. Law Offices of White and Associates

(Cheryle M. White. UCLAW '^e") 800-420-

9998 or 310-207-2089. 12301 Wilshire

Bl.Ste 550. WLA

ACCURATE. DEPENDABLE and SPEEDY
typing service Close to campus. Call Laurie:

310-478-6230.

HATE TO TYPE? Let me do it for you.

Fast-^accurate. Professional sicreen plays

excepted. $2/pg. Call-lris 310-839-3101 or

pnqo 310 -816 -aa 66.

7700
ChildCmWwnM
AFTERSCHOOL DRIVER for 2boys (12+15)

and help w/homeworV plus errands $10/hr.

Must be insured-t- have clean record. SM
area. 310-828-3363.

BABYSITTER REQUIRED for two girls, age

2&5.5. For two weekday mornings/after-

noon, for up to 12 hrs total. $10/hr 310-454-

4138

BABYSITTERS NEEDED. Evenings+wee-

kends. watch movies and study. Flexible

hours. BH home w/view and pool. Fax re-

sume 310-550-7092.

CHILD CARE for special 11 -year-old girl

w/disabilities in Tarzana. MArt//F 3:30-6:30

and Sundays 1030-3:30 Pay negotiable.

Call 8^8-343-4150.

DRIVE CHILDREN from school in West Hol-

lywood to Pacific Palisades in late afternoon.

Must have car and insurance. 31 0-454-7525.

ENERGETIC
MOMS HELPER Approx: 4-8pm M-F. flexi-

ble Salary negotiable. Needs car 3amazing

kids Pacific Palisades. Lauhe: 310-454-

6021.' r' I ' -II 111 — !

FEMALE BABYSITTER WANTED. Ages 16-

30yrs. Wednesday. Fnday. Saturday&Sun-

day. 5pm-7pm. $12/hr Must be enthusiastic,

outgoing & fun&have a natural ability to play

actively w/3-year-old tx)y Must dnve. Brent-

wood. 310-472-2783.

HOUSEKEEPER+BABYSITTER for 4y/o

girl. 5 nightWweek starting@5pm $25/night.

Must be experienced and have references.

Near Beverly Hills Call ASAP 310-271-

8217.

LOOKING for a German-speaking baby-sit-

ter(fluent). She must dhve. be available

evenings 3time/wk. $10/hr. Please contact

Sabrina: 310-285-9853.

LOVAAS/TRAINED THERAPIST WANTED
to fill hrs in existing in home program for au-

i.- ,fii::>t:.:;v;;;.ii^ ^r:/

i .
' Ik

PRIZE-WINNING
ESSAYIST AND FORMER PROFESSOR
w/two Ph Ds can help you produce winning

prose Theses, papers, personal statements

David <davedit@pacbell.net> 805-646-

4455

RELATIONSHIP SPECIALIST- Effective,

supportive, confidential counseling. Individu-

als and couples Carole Chasm. MA,
M.F.C.C. 310-289-4643.

Ilstic 2yi boy. Weeiccnct-t^s nL'uUL'd, $f2z:

WORD PROCESSING All types: research

papers, theses, resumes, fliers. Editing &
proofing available. Emergencies OK. Call:

818-598-1489 or email anmlwomn'@pac-
bell.net.

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-

es, dissertations, transcnption. resumes, fli-

ers, brochures, mailing lists, reports. Santa

Monica. 310-828-6939. Hollywood. 213-466-

2888.

GREEN CARDS NOW!
FILE YOUR GREEN CARD LOTTERY
Starling 10-1-98 through 10-26-98. Call at-

torney Doreen©2 1 3-25 1 -9588.

MYER LAW FIRM, Century City Auto acci-

dents, slips/falls, bankruptcy, discrimination.

sexual harassment. UCLA Graduate Scott D.

Myer. http://www.bestlawyer.com 310-277-

3000.

8400
Movers/Storage

BEST MOVERS. Licensed, insured Lowest

rates. Fast, courleous+carelul. Many stud-

ents moved for $98. Lie. -T- 163844. NO JOB
TOO SMALL! 1-800-2-GO-BEST

HONEST MAN W/14ft truck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok. Student discount.

Ask about 10% discount 310-285-8688 Go
Bruins!

JERRY'S MOVING&DELIVERY The careful

movers. Experienced, reliable, same-day de-

livery. Packing, boxes available Also, pick-

up donations for American Cancer Society

JerryO310-391-5657.

IMMIORATION
m

AnJGEL visa aNTER~
ReavmaMy Pnced. ReliaMe lmmi|iriU(in Servuc

Privately OwnctI and (>prn)U-d

ConfkkntialHy Guannt»«d

For a Free Comultation (all: 3I()-47R-2«W phone I

7300
Writing Help

WORD PROCESSING. Typing, proofing,

editing, rewriting, research, resumes, tutor-

ing, etc. Fax, email, bring work to me. Rush-

es. Student discount. 818-830-1546.

6800
Resumes

WINNING RESUMES. 1-hour service. Our

clients get results. Open 7 days. Visa and

Mastercard accepted. 310-287-2785.

7000
IWoring Offered

MATH/PHYSICS/STATISTICS/English/He-

brew. Computerized statistical analysis avail-

able.Tutoring sen/ice. Free consultation.

Reasonable rates, call anytime. Han (800)90-

TUTOR. www.my-tutor.com

$15/hr. Manhattan Beach(15min). Please

call Lisa Zucker 310-796-9855 or email li-

sagz@aol.com

LOVELY PROFESSIONAL FAMILY Desires

mother's assistant for children, hours 4-8pm.

M-F $6/hr Interested applicants please call

Renee: 310-558-8050.

MOTHER'S HELPER- Female preferred for

BH family 3 small children. Sundays only

7am-7pm. $100. 310-550-7104.

NANNY WANTED
Family in Pacific Palisades seeks PT nanny

for 2 kids ages 5 and 7. Starting now thru

Dec. 18, 1998. Afternoons from 2:30-

7:00p.m. Mon.-Fri. Must have car. Duties in-

clude driving kids, activities, and supervision.

$200/wk Great kids! Call Julie 310-454-

3550.

OCCASIONAL SITTER for 12-yr-old girl on

the Westside to be available evenings. Fun,

outgoing female. Must have references. 213-

688-1248.

PROF. MOM needs reliable UCLA student to

help with after school child care. Flex, hours

$9/hr. Excellent driving record and car re-

quired. Ca ll 310-206-7528.

Responsible.energetic person to care for

bright 8yr old boy 3p.m. -9p.m. 2-3 days/wk.

Flexible. $10/hr. Must have car and referenc-

es. (323)874-2705.

Music Lessens

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedicated pro-

fessional. At your home or WLA studio. 1st-

lesson free. No drum set necessary

Neil:21 3-654-8226.

GUITAR INSTRUCTION 15 years exp all

levels and styles. Patient and organized.

Guitars available. Sam 310-826-9117.

PHDS IN PSYCHOLOGY/SPECIAL ED.

Teach academics, testing, note-taking and

study strategies Individuals with LD. ADHD
and other difficulties. 8yrs-adults. 310-315-

1901.

GUITAR LESSONS by professional near

UCLA. All levels, guitars avail. Call Jean at

310-476-4154 wwwJWGS.com

6700
Pinlettloiial Services

MBA, LAW, MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS!
FRUSTRATED DEVELOPING your critk:al

personal statements? Get professional help

from well-known author/consultant 310-826-

4445.

www winningpersonstatement com

A FREE SESSION
PSYCHOTHERAPY/COUNSELINp for de

pression. anxiety, obsessions, post-traumat-

ic stress, etc Couples/Individuals Student

rales Cnme victims may be eligible for free

treatment Call Liz Gould

(MFC«32388) 0310-578-5957 to schedule

your free consultation

PRIVATE TUTORING
IN-HOME, one-on-one tutoring for most sub-

jects. English. Chemistry. Math. Physics. Bi-

ology Spanish. French, etc $15/hr. 310-

289-3292.

PRIVATE TUTORING
SECONDARY, PRIMARY LEVELS. All sub-

jects. Affordable rates. One on one. At your

home. Call ADMIRAL TUTORING: 310-477-

9685.

^ THE WRITING COACH
EXPERIENCED TEACHER, PhD offers tu-

toring, term paper assistance. English, So-

cial Science. History. Foreign Students Wel-

come Call: 310-452-2865.

UCLA ENGLISH ALUMNI, pro-wnter. young,

superio papers guaranteed High school and

below welcome Jeff 213-653-2240

WRITING TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford University

graduate Help with English— lor students of

all ages/levels $l7/hr 310-472-8240 or

310-440-0285

7400
Business Opportunities

$500/DAY. Nude modeling-women 18-I- all

types. No experience necessary. Safe, pro-

fessional environment. Refer a friend and

earn $50! 310-358-3865.

DRIVE YOUR DREAM FOR FREE. Any

make, model, or price. No down payment.

No security deposit. Great income potential.

888-891-8890

EARN $1000-$3000
Per week from home. Not MLM! No experi-

ence necessary. Travel industry. 800-345-

9688 X0296

Men-Women ages 18-24 for nude modeling

for magazines and fine art. Call 310-289-

8941 days for information

7500
Career Opportunities

SALES MANAGER. Cellular, PCS. experi-

ence preferred Salary+commission Fax re-

sume to 310-836-0800.

SECRETARY/RECEPTIONIST- Perform

various duties in Beveriy Real Estate Com-
pany Pantime/Fulltime Starting pay $9/hr

w/great future job opportunities Fax re-

sume 310-278-6801 Attn J Edward Smith

TELEMARKETING
Career opporiunities Limited positions avail

able w/financiai markets firm in Brentwood

Applicants must be hardwortung, articulate

and outqoir)g AlexO 3 10-444-4444

7800
Help Wanted

ADMINISTRATOR/PROJECT ASSISTANT,

(internship possibility). Computer literate.

IBM-Windows/Internet plus. Senior/graduate

w/strong writing/oral communication. No

dress code/reception duties. $7-$9.

17hrs/wk. Serious inquiries:Fax:310-395-

0509.

$1000'S

POSSIBLE TYPING
P/T At home. Toll free (1) 800-218-9000. Ext

T- 1650 for listings.

$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL mailing or cir-

culars No experier>ce req. Free information

packet. Call 202-466-1639.

MODELS NEEDED NOW
No experience required

Catalocj, Prmtwork, M.icjo/ines, Movies.

Video & TV Commercials

M^n ,ind Women of .ill Ages
Free ConsuM.ition

CALL NOW! 310-659-7000

$20/HR PT/FT
PROCESSING MAIL! Free supplies,

postage! Bonuses! Rush SASE to

CMA/UCLA Po Box 567443. Atlanta GA.

31156
signupOinfo infomachine com

$20/HR. TO START!
FAST advancement opportunities Profes-

sional, reliable, fun students wanted Very

llexit)ie scfieduling Quicksilver Publishing

818-872-3834 Call Now'

Display
206-3060

Campus HeciuilHieut
1300
CamiNis BecraHinent

1300
Campus Recnritment

1300 _
Campus ReuuHuieiil

Another Deloitte Consulting Difference

THEM:
We'll show you how

it's done.

7800
Help Wanted

A PERFECT STUDENT JOB

Do you need a job in the

afternoons during school (M-F)?

All day Saturday, tool Full tinrte

during Quarter Breaks and
Summer Vacations! Work

experience not necessary. Apply

today at

Westwood Sporting Goods.
1065 Gayley Ave,

Westwood Village,

310-208-6215.

$7.25/hr and up!
DO YOU have initiative? Become a UCLA
Community Service Officer and explore law

and public relations. Great Pay Flexible

hours. Student-oriented. Web:
www.ucpd.ucla.edu/ucpd/cso. Email:

cso@ucpd.ucla.edu. Phone: 310-825-2148.

$800 WEEKLY POTENTIAL. Processing

government refunds at home. No experience

necessary. 1-800-945-6880 Ext 1584

ACCOUNTING DEPT assistant. P/T entry

level position. M-F 2-6. Basic computer

knowledge, car with insurance, good oral

and written communication skills required.

$9/hr. 310-276-9166.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASST./OFFICE ASSIST

-

Internship in Down town LA. Start ASAP. $9-

10/hr dependir>g on experience. Need smart,

self rrxjtivated. detail orientated individual.

Req'sadvanced computer skills, ms office,

internet. Some research and phones in-

volved. Fax resume:21 3-61 7-2325 Attn:HR

ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT-F/T Typing,

faxing, photocopying, phones Office expen-

ence preferred but not required. Near UCLA.

Growth potential General hours 9-6 310-

581-2400

ANNOUNCERS, no experience necessary

Host musicAalk-shows for our radio stations

P/T $10-1 5/hr, $200*per/show. plus fantas-

tic benefits 213-468-0060 24-hours

Classifieds

825-2221

DELOITTE CONSULTiNG:
Let's work this through together.

The culture at Deloitte ConsultiiiR differs from other big firms. Here, individual agendas and corporate

arrogance are definitely out. Trust, respect, flexibility and collaboration hold sway. Our clients see the

difference. A recent article in Computerworld* stated that we are "collegial." "user-friendly." and "simply

easier to deal with than the other Big Six."

We'll put tremendous faith in your judgment, impressive resources behind your development. You'll work

hard here. But you will also have time for a fulfilling life outside the office. And you'll benefit from an

oiHMi. supportive environment where teamwork gets results.

If our way of doing things appeals to you. consixler building a future here at Deloitte Consulting.

RESUME DEADLINE TODAY! CAREER CENTER
make sure to go on InterviewTrak -

_ and drop your resume under DELOITTE CONSULTING

for Systems or Business Analyst positions.

We will be hosting a Management Consulting 1 01 session tomorrow,

>_- October 29th, 6;Q0 pm - 8;00 pm« Tfnnif Center.

A very different approach. For very different results.

/

Deloitte&louche Consulting
Group

_^ __ c199SDrloiitr&Iou(hr(omuttin9(rfou|ilU

IMoilK- Ai Tom hr C onsultinR Citdui. is ;in rqual o|»|Mirtiinity firm Wi- ntruit, rmploy. train. com|H'nsale. .ind pioinolr withoul r«-Kar<l lo rate.

rt-liKion. crivd. toiof. national origin, anc Kcndrr, si-xn.il orHMilation, marital st.itus, disability or vH«*ran status.

•July IK IW7

7800
Help Wanted

7800
Help Wanted

ASSISTANT for business office For more

details please call 310-278-2750 or fax re-

sume 310-278-0038.

ASSISTANT NEEDED FOR Real Estate in-

vestment company. P/T, casual dress, must

have car and insurance. $9/hr. Fax resume

to: 310-479-2402.

ASS'T for Beveriy Hills optometric pract En-

thusiastic, willing to learn and enjoy working

with people. Fridays 9-1. 'Dr. Seldon 310-

553-2224

STUDENT WORK
$1 2.25 to Start

• Flexible Schedule
• P/T Tune oil for Finals

(310)826-7715

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED Earn

$150-$250/night Wori< P/T while going to

school. Day/eve classes. 1-2week classes,

800-974-7974. International Bartender's

school. HUNDREDS OF JOBS!

CENTRAL CAMPUS
CENTRAL CAIVIPUS JOBS. Part-time )obs

available©ASUCLA Concessions We work

w/your class schedule. Supen/isory opportu-

nities. Half-off meals. 310-206-0736.

BARTENDERS
• Earn $100-$200 a day
• 2 week training A Job

Placement Included

• Its not a job -its a PARrV!!!

National Bartenders School

1 (SCO) 646 • MIXX (6499)

BEN & JERRY'S Ice cream parlor needs

scoopers and shift leaders for our 3

Westside locations Santa f^onica call Pam
310-450-0691. Brentwood call Jenn 310-

447-0695, and Century City call Nikki 310-

788-^682 and experienced cake decorators

call 310-546-1717.

BOOK SOUP
INDEPENDENT CUSTOMER service orient-

ed book store seeks experienced staff for all

positions West Hollywood. Fax resume Guy

0310-659-3410

CENTURY CITY FIRM
RECEPTIONST NEEDED. Flexible p/t shifts

available $10/hr To schdule an interveiw

call Angel: 310-201-2535 between 3:30-6

pm.

CITY OF BEVERLY Hills parking attendants

needed. Weekends only/$8.76/hr. Morning

and Evening shifts available Dept. of Trans-

portation. 455 N. Rexford Dr . Room 130. Ap-

ply in person. 310-285-2552.

CLERICAL/COMPUTER TYPIST for Laurel

Canyon area. $15/hr. 4hrs/wk. 213-650-

4404.

CLERICAUSALES. P/T or F/T. excellent op-

ponunity. Love of jewelry. Call between 12-

6pm. Shane's Jewelry. We have 2 openings

immediately 310-208-8404.

7800
Help Wanted

CSO OFFICE ASST
Apply now for an office assistant position at

the CSO Programs&Westwood Village Sub-

station Starling rate $7 25/hr. UCLA stud-

ents w/at least one yr remaining Public rela-

tions&basic clerical duties. For details call

310-825-9800.

CUSTOMER SERVICE
ACKERMAN REP(FT) ©University Credit

Union Apply© 1500 S. Sepulveda Blvd.. LA.

90025 or fax resume:310-477-2566 or web

at http://www.ucu.org

DANCERS. EXOTIC DANCERS for phvate

shows and parties in LA and Orange County

areas. Top $. 1 -800-899-8000.

DOG-WALKER NEEDED Mon-Fri. after-

noons in exchange for parking privileges.

Home-walking distance from campus. Bon-

nie: 310-474-9969.

DRIVER needed in Westwood flower shop.

M-F 2pm-9pm. Call 310-208-4000.

DRIVER to pick up 14-year old from Beverly

Hills High, bring to home in Sherman Oaks

or to after-school activities. Female pre-

ferred $10/hr. Robin®818-783-2268.

Spring Break '30

CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVES wanted for a

company that provides services for interna-

tional students Salary is commission only.

CaM 310-476-4674.

CASTING
EXTRAS needed for feature films, commer-

cials, and music videos Eam up to $240 per

day* No experier>ce needed WorV guar

anteed' Call today 213-851-6103

CP SHADES
A NATIONAL womens clothing retailer and

Manufacture based in San Francisco, is in-

ten/iewing for FT/PT sales positions in its

Santa Monica location. CP Shades offers a

challenging, exciting environment w/an ex-

cellent compensation package, vacation,

health&dental. a free outfit every month and

a great discount Best of all. is the chance to

work for a fnendly, growing company that

makes clothes which you'll want to own

Please fax resumes to 310-392-0586 or

come into our store at 2937 Matn St to fill out

an application

21

Take "2"

Mow Nlrlng Reps!

tH0« Trips on_
fliiV 15 Sales

19

1-10ll426-7nO

7800
Help Wanted

EARN & LEARN!
ENTERTAINMENT COMPANY seeks Com-
munications/MFA students to manage Na-

tional/lntercollegiate-event/screening re-

search programs. Make money, have fun! A
few hours a day Work from your place! Send —
availability and current academk: status to:

komedy@komedyu com

EDITOR/WRITER/RESEARCH Assistant.

MA/PhD/retired academic to assist wnting

on Biblical, historical subjects. Knowledge of

Hebrew/history/feminism helpful. 2-days/wk-

minimum-3hrs/day. Hancock Park area.

Fax:213-937-1680.

ENTRY LEVEL BOOKKEEPER. $7/hr. Cop-

ymat Westwood. 925 Westwood Blvd. LA Ca
90624. Contact John Ortega (store manag
er). P/T. Call 310-824-5276. Fax 310-824-

5543

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SEEKING assis-

tant to help build business. Duties: Cold call-

ing and light office work. CIBC Oppenheimer

Westwood. 310-446-7303.

F/T FILE CLERK for immigration law firm.

Century City. Computer-literate. Punctual,

detail-oriented, self-starter. $8/hr. Fax re-

sume: 310-553-2616.

F/T TELEMARKETING/Assistant Broker.

Westwood Brokerage Firm seeks telemar-

keter/asst. to broker. Will train and sponsor

the right person to become commodities bro-

ker. Contact Rick® 3 10-475-9977.

DRIVER-HOMEWORK HELPER: 20-

30hrs/week. 3 fun. active kkJs. CDL. in-

surance. Car. Leave message 310-752-

8270.

DYNAMIC. PRESENTABLE. ENERGETIC
marketing needed for sports medicine prac-

tice Office work, billing, patient interaction

Fax Resume 310-335 1543 or call 310-640-

3771

FEMALE DRIVER to take child from MarVls-

ta to UCLA area approximately 5:00-

6:00p.m. Mon.-Fri. Salary negotiable. 310-

471-4849.

FEMALE HAIR MODELS
(ALL NATIONALITIES) our models have ..

worked for Sebastian, Aveda, Paul Mitchell.

Redken. Toni&Guy. Beginner's ok! Most

ages ok! All heights ok! Great pay! Call 1ree'

rww! otto (24-hours) 1 -800-959-9301 . _ • '

FOREIGN StlJDENTS needed for occasion-

al translation/transcription from your native

language to English for TV production com- %
pany Fax letter of interest to Halan at 818
763-2485

Display
206-3060
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FT SALES PERSON wanted for upscale

children's furnishing store. Studio City/Sher-

man Oaks location Call Heather 818-784-

8215 Energy and sense of style must

GET PAID TO GET YOUR HAIR CUT AND
COLORED MODELS REQUIRED FOR
VERY EXPERIENCED INTERNATIONAL
HAIRDRESSERS K/IUST BE OPEN FOR
CHANGE I^UST BE AVAILABLE ON MON-
DAY NOVEMBER 16TH. PLEASE CALL
JENNY ©1-800-234-4672. ext 106 FOR
MORE INFO.

GIFT SHOP POSITION. Duties include run-

ning cash register, overseeing operation ' j

second cash register. Performing other du-

ties in shop as directed by manager. Diplom-

acy //hen interacting with volunteers and

customers is essential. Starting pay $8/hr-

opportunily for increase. Fax resume to 310-

825-9179. Attn:Gift Shop Manager or mail to

UCLA Medical Center Auxiliary Gift Shop

10833 Le Conte Ave. Los Angoles Ca.

90095.

GOFAST SPORTS
SALES REP College rep position. Tees&ac-

tive wear. Cool clothing line. Work your

hours, www.gofastsports.corn. Contact

Malt ©303-388-8239.

GIRLS wanted at exclusive sociaf club in

WLA. Conversation only No alcohol Flexi-

ble hours. Earn top $$$ 310-477-9871.

GREAT WORKPLACE!
TELEMARKETING for international educa-

tion agency. Nice clients, great-workplace in

SM. Hourly-^commission. Sales experi-

ence&knowledge of foreign language Import-

ant. 310-395-9393.

HOLIDAY$$$ Honest reliable person to

work with stocking and labelir>g merchan-

dise. No experience necessary. Flexible

hours. Oct-Jan Near UCLA 310-234-0127

HOME TYPISTS NEED-
ED

PC users needed. $45,000 income potential.

Call 1-800-513-4343 Ext B- 10105.

HOIVIE TYPISTS
PC USERS NEEDED $45,000 income po-

tential. Call: 1-800-513-4343 Ext B-10105

HOTEL HOUSE PERSON P/T Friday, Satur-

day 3- 11pm. Westwood Village Hotel 310-

208-3945.

MEDICAL RECEPTIONIST- p/t afternoon for

SM. GYN. Some filing, typing, and phone
experience desired. Starting salary $7-t-/hr.

310-828-4433.

HOUSEMOTHER for lovely senior Retire-

ment Resident in Westwood. F/T; live-in

r-oon-. and board +salary Call 310-?07-5R18

CLEHk pf. time. Duties include data enlry.

opening/routing mail, filing, classify.ng and

photocopying manuscripts, correspondence

Qualifications: accurate typing. MS
Word/Windows/Databases, organization,

altn to detail, clerical exp a plus. M-F

12:30pm-3:30pm. Westwood Medical Pub-

lishing Office. $8/hr. Call 310-208-3556 or

fax resume 310-208-2838. Email ob-

gyn@greenjournal org

JOBS JOBS JOBS
STUDENT JOBS w/the UCLA Library. We
work w/your class schedule. Flexible hours

during finals. Apply in person Charles Young

Research Library(YRL), formerly University

Research Library(URL). Room 11617 (first

floor). 310-825-7947. Please bnng your

UCLA Brum Card.

MAKE A DIFFERENCE
IN THE LIVES OF

CHILDREN
GREAT UCLA JOB! Work study and non-WS
positions available. Hours vary-Stop by

BruinCorps office. 105 Men's Gym for info.

MALE MODELS
Printwork. US under 25. Lean, any race,

leave name, number&physical stats. Free
interview Beginners welcome. 213-960-
1066. 24hrs.

MODELS WANTED by professional photo-

studio for upcoming assignment. Male/Fe-

male Pro/Non-Pro. Fashion/Commer-
cial/Theatrical. Call for appointment 818-

986-7933.

MODELS/WRITERS/SALES needed for new
fashion magazine. Great pay, flexible hrs, all

model types in good shape. 818-546-1966

MOVIE EXTRA WORK
* Revolutionary new program* Start Immedi-

ately* All types-18^•* Fun/Easy* No crazy

fees* Program for free medical* Call-24/hrs

213-850-4417.

OFFICE ASSISTANT Busy tutoring agency

in Pacific Palisades seeks office help 1 :30-

6:30, M-Th. $10/hr. Must be reliable/profes-

sional. Tutoring abilities a plus. 310-459-

4125. _^___
OFFICE CLERK-SM law firm seeks P/T of-

fice clerks. Phones, filing, faxing, photocopy-

ing&filing court documents. Must have

auto-i-insurance. Francis Che;310-453-6711

OFFICE. CLERICAL. SECRETARIAL work.

Need to be bilingual in English and Arabic

F/T and P/T more than 1 -person. 310-575-

1991

NORTH CAMPUS
NORTH CAMPUS JOBS. Part-time jobs
available ©LuValle Commons. We work
w/your class schedule. Supervisory opportu-
nities. Half-otf meals. 310-206-0736.

Daily Bruin Classified

I)

harmins
student deals %J

Every Wednesday and Friday, the Daily Bruin CljLssifieds provides Bruin Bargains, a place where sluUeiiLs are able lu advCTf^

absolutely FREE* some of the best deals in Westwood. Check weekly for updates so you don't miss out on great savings!

Today's Great Deals
Item Description Price Phone

486-66 COtVlPUTER.

56K MQULM V9Q—
j(w/everylhino - -
jfiiHmai rfltail txax

JtilK.

.$60-

AT&LEHQNE CARD

.

rallUSSIO/min -SUL

BACK MASSAQER^
BACKPACKS naw-Hllfinlna- 1(M0

aAH-SIQQLX2J- fWtlMl JStL

BARNEYS NEW YORK
BECL

. new t)lk leather jacKat

Sinplft mattr Aspnngs
£UCL.
Wll

BED^IWiN-
BIOCHEM153
BOOKCASE

.-newi)QjL^.alipcs

. only latter 3rci used

.

_6&helvBsZQak.

SSL

_fi2fr212--lQQ3

_62fr212:1QQ3

310-829-1566

- 31Q-47i532Z

31Q2Qa£21l
310-670-51&Q

iilQr31Q-433Q

.210-777:9149

Item
JVOSD1SK2TAEE-

Description
harrtly ii<u>fl mini«;yglflm

MAC SE COMPUTER
MAQNAVOiLRECORDEa.
MlNLMUEElti I

MODEM 56KV9a.
MODEM USR EXI

^ w/ snftwffr^p""'»f
Prtork lMrtinhfl?L<;

Price Phone
sino 3in-»?4-9R91

«>«;n 31 0-473-9705

-&IQ.
• hBtty rrnr.kftf

.new (XKiicia. 4 laptops

—

Vnm Sfik vQQ votce

-SHB-

N/A

MOVIF VIDEO (40).

MRBEER
N£WJ2".SPEAK£HS.

vanfMLS titles

newiiome brew kil

1PS>Art liquid ronled

ffiflfl

S40

JSSD

_J25.

_ 310-209^1575

310-4726241

CANON.B4W PRINIEB.
CASSETTE TAPES . _
CDSJM^IAEES
rFi I PHONF

.iiewjuauanly&ink- -SSQ-

4 iJtanK 90 min ea

COMFORTER-
CQMPLLIEH

UuakingsLze
3QQ mh//mQn]tQf/mofa

S45

<ann

310-236-4612

310236:4612

aiO:47tta321

310-470-5021

:g.T-??ifi-fi5Q1

NEW COMFY SOFA
NEW RAM . -

EAIIO. CHAIRS-
POPfllNTER-

hliifl«dipr.nvftrfiW jam

.._JilQ-824-748a
310-824-7488

?lO-?nft-fi?11

323-933-3882

31Q-a24-Q667

32mb edo ram in box

StflftI tramfi-antigLiftS
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Classifieds

825-2221

Dispid'

P/T ASSIGNOR for TES. Irv:. National mar-

ket research firm. Detail-oriented. Excellent

verbal communication skills. Personable. $6-

7/hr. Contact Fax:310-840-581 3/ call 310-

840-5800x234.

P/T RETAIL SALES- Outgoing personality

$8-l0/hr to Stan. Mornings, afternoons or

evenings and weekends Call Harvey for in-

len/iew: 310-287-2459.

PART TIIVIE CLERK for Century City law

firm. Flexible afternoon hours. General office

duties. Fax resume to Cindy: 310-553-1540.

PHOTO LAB p/t assist photo printer or com-

puter imaging Beverly Hills 310-274-3445.

MECEPTIONISTS WESTWpOD LAW oHic-

s Mon-Frl. 9-5. $7/hour, can do homework
njob. 310-470-3373.

RETAIL SALES
r.EEKING RESPONSIBLE, OUTGOING in-

i.viduals for part and full time sales positions

a~an upscale, attraclive, Century City retail

•.tore. Ivlusl enjoy working with children. Call

Lynn at Petit Jardin Children's Shoes 310-

476-0805.

SALES $12-20/hr. avg. commission +bene-

lits. Full or PT, excellent phone skills for grad

student or GPA 3.5 & above.' 310-358-6053

or fax 3 10-392-5234

Sales Clerk. $7/hr. Thurs+Fri 3pm-7:30pm
and every other Sat+Sun 11:30am-6:30pm

No experience necessary. Cashiering, work-

ing with patients UCLA Hospital. 310-825-

)069

bALES REP. Seeking highly-motivated, ar-

ticulate, ambitious sales reps for feature filn.

production and distribution company. No
glass ceiling. Always room for advancement.

Great pay. Flexible hours. 818-377-3750.

SALES&CLERICAL. P/T or F/T. excellent

opportunity. Love of jewelry. Call between

l2-6pm. Shanes Jewelry. 310-208-8404.

WE'RE SEEKING INDIVIDUALS to provide

support to the developmentally disabled. Call

Dwight Istanbulian at 818-361-6400 ext 129.

SEXUAL PROBLEMS?
Maintain control, maximize stamina, and last

longer. Amazing, unheard of solutions' Seek-

ing willing product testers. Apply at

www.newremedies.com

START TODAY
National Marketing Co. needs people ASAP
itr data entry. $10/hr to start. Full Time .

Culver City location Fax resume to 310-

. 'H 3550

STUDENT DRIVER Sherman Oaks family

needs qualified good dnver w/sense of hu-

mor to pick-up 12-y/o from school in Encino.

818-316-21 52day/8 1 8-906-8692evening.

STUDENT NEEDED. P/T nanny for energe-

tic child. After school Monday-Friday. No
housekeeping just TLC. N/S. Call 310-441-

5012

TEACHER AIDE Responsible, dedicated,

open-minded, culturally-sensitive. Child care

center, ages 3mo-4yrs. PT/FT, 6 EC E. units

completed/or in progress 213-737-7351

GXt.17

TELEMARKETERS AND SALESPEOPLE
kvanted. Business communications company
provides networking, phone systems* Nep-

t^l service. Fast-paced and professional en-

vironment Flexible hours 9-5 M-F. Salary

<ind commission. Jeanette ©310-391-7199.

TELEMARKETING
WA/VINDOWS COMPUTER SKILLS. Prefer

phone experience. Prefer students/grads

Flexible hours. 9am-5pm starting $8-

$10/hr+bonuses. 3-blocks/UCLA Harel

Maintenance. Ron-310-470-6175

TELEPHONE RESERVATION AGENTS
needed P/T for busy Brentwood travel office.

Salary-^commission&beneflts. Call for inter-

views. 310-440-4149.

TURN IDEAS into cash!!! Learn how easy it

IS to build a successful home business. Call

Money Corp 1-888-307-4282

TYPIST Small WLA Law firm seeks expeh-

enced typist. P.'T. minimum 70 WPM Call

310-445-1100

WAITERS WANTED Well-established

Szechwan restaurant located in WLA seek-

ing to fill following F/T and P/T positions:

waiters/waitress, take-out order packers

wanted. Full-time/part-lime for lunch and din-

ner shifts. Must be able to read/write

Chinese/English Exp preferred. Also look-

ing for drivers. 310-266-1183.

8000
biternsMps

BUSINESS/ENTERTAINMENT Grad student

needed to do FilrrVTV research on internship

basis with some pay for well established in-

ternational motion picture distribution com-

pany Please contact Tien 310-788-9555.

FREE ARTS FOR ABUSED CHILDREN is

seeking unpaid interns. Please contact Mark

at 310-313-4ART

INTERNSHIP Small film production compa-

ny at Paramount Pictures seeks self-motivat-

ed, intelligent and reliable interns to assist in

research, script reading&general office du-

ties. Please call Nick or Amy at 323-956-

8150.

PT PR FIRM POSITION for student. College

credit Assist in research, media lists, events,

some writing Email resumes to

<deborah dragon@edelman.com>

Top 10 internship program is looking for

dynamic, hardworking students. For more

information please call 213-243-7027.

UCLA INTERN needed for real-estate/bill-

board start-up. Great opportunity with tre-

mendous upside. Company may go public.

Call Mr. Netty 213-489-7165.

8400
Afiartiiieiits for Rent

INTERNATIONAL
STUDENTS

SANTA MONICA
SUBLETS

NORTH OF WILSHIRE. Near beach. Ibdrm
$733. Zbdrm/2bath $922 and $992. Will sub-

let 2-12 months to students with non-renew-

able visas and exit expiration date of less

than lyr. 818-761-1168.

PALMS APARTMENT 13minutes from

UCLA. Excellent building Rent reduction or

free rent. Light managerial duties. Couple

w/one child okay. 213-650-4404.

PALMS Single apt from $495. 1-bdrm, $595.

Stove. $600deposit f6r ' single and

$900deposit for 1-bdrm. 1-year lease. 310-

837-1502 leave message.

SANTA MONICA U1 Apt, near SMC. patio,

street parking, $775 310-395-1284 Low

Agent Fee www.westsiderentals com

SANTA MONICA 1 + 1 Apt, upper unit, laun-

dry, quiet, courtyard, parking $760.29 310-

395-1284 Low Agent Fee www.westsideren-

tals.com

SANTA MONICA Bachelor Apt, good loca-

tion, intercom, parking, utilities paid. $647.37

310-395-1284 Low Agent Fee www westsid-

erentals com

8100
Personal Assistance

SANTA MONICA Bachelor Apt. North of

Wilshire, pool, laundry, nice area, parking,

$560 310-395-1284 Low Agent Fee

www.westsiderentals.com

PHYSICAL ASSISTANT NEEDED For disa-

bled male sophomore living in Reiber hall.

Hiring for morning and/or evening shift. Ap-

prox: 1/2HR-1HR per each shift. $10/HR No
experience necessary. Call Alex 310-267-

8189 or 949-369-9871.

8300
^VMtinti

SANTA MONICA Single Apt. North of

Wilshire. laundry, parking, month-to-month,

$750 310-395-1284 Low Agent Fee

www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA Single Apt. Sunset Park

area. A/C. laundry, quiet, yard, parking, $665
310-395-1284 Low Agent Fee www westsid-

erenlals.com

ART GALLERY INTERN
2 BLKS FROM CAMPUS Seeks volunteer

interns. Flexible PT positions. Call Tim 310-

208-1896, 10-6

HEALTHY FEMALE VOLUNTEERS (17-

35yrs ) wanted for a study involving small

amounts of radioactivity at UCLA. $25/hr.

Call 310-825-1118 or 310-825-2871

SHERMAN OAKS. House to share. 3 story

contemporary. 15 minutes to campus, fur-

nished or unfurnished. Laundry. Jacuzzi.

$700/mo. 818-766-9922.

WALK TO UCLA EXTRA LARGE 1 bedroom
16ft. high ceiling. Step down living room, se-

curity, large balcony, parking. Iaundry,$1100.

476-8090.

WEST HOLLYWOOD 1-t-l Apt. balcony.

$850 323-634-7368 Low Agent fee

wwwwestsiderenlals.com

WEST HOLLYWOOD 1 + 1 Apt. w/c pets.

$745 323-634-7368 Low Agent Fee

www.westsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD Walk to campus. 1-bdrm A/C.

microwave, fireplace. 527 Midvale. OK for 2.

$1050/mo. 310-443-5743.

WESTWOOD- Single apartment. $795.

Brigfit. cheeriul, patio, pool Walk to UCLA.

Shopping, transportation. 1942 Pelham.310-

446-9348 or 310-207-7209.

WESTWOOD- Ibd/lba on Glenrock. 3-

blocks from campus, pool, large balcony

$775/mo. 310-234-7041.

8400
Apartments for Rent * PALMS *-

$675 ELEGANTLY
REMODELED 2bdrm, newly carpeted, oak

floors, tiled kitchen, garage, great Van Nuys

location Minutes to Sherman Oaks shop-

ping. Near library, buses, freeways. 9 mi.

UCLA. 818-399-9610

APT NEAR CAMPUS
WESTWOOD. Spacious bachelor. Close to

UCLA 310-444-1478. Ask for Fred.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ 2-BEDROOM $950-

$1195 LARGE UPPER/LOWER UNU-

SUAL CHARM SOME W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS
310-839-6294.

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT- Bright spacious

upper 2bdrm/2bath. Parking Fireplace, bal-

cony $1179/mo Call 310-473-8057.

Hollywood Hills 1 + 1 Apt. a/c. $695/mo. The

Rental Connection (323) 634-7368 Low
Agent Fee www.westsiderentals com

WLA. Large single. 1917 Spanish mission

building High ceilings, hardwood floors, sep-

arate kitchen&dining room. 1-yr lease. $750.

Betty: 310-479-8646.

2BD. 2BA.
TOWNHOMES. FIREPLACE,

GATED GARAGE.
ALARM

• 3614 Paris Dr. $1245
(310)837-0906
2BD. 2BA

4BD + LOFT. 3BA
3 STORY TOWNHOMES.

GATED GARAGE.
ALARM

* 3670 Midvale Ave. $1995
(310)391-1076

* MAR VISTA *
2BD. 2BA..

TOWNHOMES.
GATED GARAGE.

ALARI^. FIREPLACE

• 11931 Avon Way $1125

• 11748 Courtligh Dr. $1095
• 12741 Mitchell Ave. $1195
• 12630 Mitchell Ave. $1145

4BD. 4BA.. 3 STORIES
• 3954 Beethoven St. $1895

(310)391-1506
.Open House Mon. - Sat., 10-5.—
b^

^b*ek out our j^oommnte ^f«tiny
\UCLA Community Housing www.cho.uda.edu

Wednes(iay,0ctot>«r28,1998 29

^c? y
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825-2221

FREE Flu Vaccine for all registered UCLA students

Friday, 30 Oct. - CHS Patio, outside the bookstore / 1 to 4 pm

Bring your Bruincard / First come, first served

UCLA Arthur Ashe Student Health & Wellness Center

More information about other Free Flu Vaccine events in November:

www.saonet.ucla.edu/health.hfm or call 310 825-4073

li:

L

TODAY'S
rROSSWQRD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Mo 's neigtibor

4 Be in store for

9 Hearty's partner

13 Actor Ctianey
14 Royal
1

5

Trite

1

6

Remote area
18 Boredom
19 Eartti tone

20 Fort

22 Detective story

25 Blouse part

26 Beau
28 Wasp
32 "— Abner

"

35 Clay-target

trapstiooting

37 Poor
38 Fixed quantity

40 Pnscilla's hubby
42 Tnckle
43 Line of Cliffs

45 Singer Reese
47 Poor grade
48 Vampire's target

50 Frequents ttie

library

52 Rip
54 Sequin
58 Extremely tiappy

62 Female hiorses

63 Gray matter

64 Certain attilete

67 Cows' tiomes
68 Ligtit measure
69 Even score
70 Swallow
71 Leap for joy

72 Ques
comeback

DOWN
1 Scrapbook
2 Spacious
3 Door parts

4 Stiue and Young
5 Court (a

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

s A G A
c L O T
R U T
''k E T Y

amsB

SB
R
B E A

1

R
O L 1 D HEIS

T 1 C K
1 D O L

S E R E
M A N E

sweettieart;

6 Alptiabel

starters

7 Kinds
8 Snappish)

9 Longed (for)

10 "— Karenina
11 Extol

12 Writer Wiesel
15 Summon
17 Butterfly

catchers
21 "—la la!"

23 Gathier

(leaves)

24 Harvest
27 At no time
29 Social misfit

30 Entertainer

Sedgwick
31 Use a keyboard
32 Craving
33 Foot part

34 Perjurer

36 Linoleum

44

46

51

53

pieces
39 Jogging
41 Hit

Songs of

victory

Inflexible

Make lace
"^

Hosiery
problem
Firearm

55 Ttie fabulous
Garbo

56 Soviet

founder
57 — Park,

Colorado
58 Recedes
59 Bird's crop
60 Asian attire

61 Heart of ttie

matter
65 Fligtitless

bird

66 Slippery

as an —

idb
H
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WESTWOOD: 1-min to school. Spacious 1-

bdrm, furnished for 2-persons. $995/rTX). Call

310-209-1290, leave message. I can find

.roommates for you.

WLA 5MIN UCLA Large, sunny, single.

Kitchen area, stove, refrigerator, and water

included Pool $585 310-204-4332.

WLA- 2bdrm/2ba. $1275-1395 Prime loca-

tion. Bright, cheerful, patio. Walk to UCLA,
shopping, transportation 1246 S. Wellesley.

Near Wilshire Wont last 310-207-7209.

WLA $825-$850. 2bdrm/1.5ba. Dishwasher,

AC. carpet, drapes built-in. Extra large

fenced patio. 310-670-5119.

8500
Apartments FuraMied

1-MIN. TO UCLA
SINGLE- $750/mo. Includes gas, water,

electricity. Furnished, lyr lease. Clean,

secure, gated, intercom entry, laundry, pool.

310-824-1830.

I^AR VISTA. $535&up/month. Ask about

move in special. Attractive, furnished 1-

txirm. Large, pool, patio, barbecue area.

Ouiet-building. 3748 Inglewood Blvd. 310-

398-8579.

8700
Condo/DDiMnliouse for Sato

BEAUTIFUL STUDIO
Near Westwood Village Full amenity build-

ing. Balcony, pool, gym, parking Top condi-

tion. 24hr security. $115,000 310-824-2834

WESTWOOD 2 bedroom. 2 bath, a/c, fire-

place, new kitchen, 30ft. balcony, 2-car park-

ing, elegant cpndo, walk to UCLA $190K
310-391-2877

WHY RENT??
GET TOGETHER w/a couple of roommates
to share this great 2+2 unit. Close to cam-
pus. Or have your parents buy and then sell

at profit when you graduate- )usl reduced to

$299K. Creative financing ok Newer build-

ing.Century 21- Steve 213-917-7737/310-
977-6282

Guesthouse for Rent

WLA small bachelor. Close to bus route

Quiet area. Female student preferred

$380/mo. Utilities included. 310-312-0460.

Condo/ToMmiiouse for Rent

SANTA MONICA 2-I-2.5 Townhouse. Sunset

Park area, A/C. W/D. parking. $1595 310-

395-1284 Low Agent Fee
www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA 3+2.5 Townhouse. W/D.

marble fireplace, gated parking, good loca-

tion. $1750 310-395-1284 Low Agent Fee

www.westsiderentals.com

Guesthouse for Rent

LAUREL CANYON. Cape cod style, hard-
wood floors. 240sq-ft. $595includes cable
and utilities. Private deck, windows with
great view. 323-656-6867. Academic/gradu-
ate preferred.

SANTA MONICA 1 + 1 Guest House. Norlh of

Montana. A/C. yard, parking. $1500 310-

395-1284

SANTA MONICA Bachelor Guest House, fur-

nished, near SMC. parking. $650 310-395-

1284 Low Agent Fee www westsideren-
tals.com

WLA adorable guesthouse. Completely fur-

nished. Garden view. Studio w/loft $800.

Utilities Included. Ideal for 1 person. Call

Rorxla 310-470-9112.

House for Sato

GOVT FORECLOSED
HOMES FROM PENNIES ON $1. Delin-

quent Tax, Repo's. REOs Your area Toll

free (1)800-218-9000 Ext. H-1650 for current

listings

WESTWOOD SOUTH. Charming original

Spanish duplex w/pool. 2+1/2 up. 2+1 3/4

down. $579,000. Tom Brook, Agent. 310-

979-4000 ext 404.

9100
Houseboats for Rent/Sato

MARINA DEL REY Live on sailboat. Privacy,

beautiful view, parking, shower/bathroom,

deck, utilities included. $295/mo 213-653-

9371.

9300
Room for Help

BRENTWOOD PARK- Near UCLA PVT
room&bath. kitchen privileges for student

w/car. p/t painting, book-keeping, and/or

housekeeping. Help needed. 310-476-1510.

LIVE-IN with retired faculty family. Close to

UCLA. Room/board for work with family and
house. Need computer skills/car. Male pre-

ferred. 310-472-1944.

PALMS APARTMENT 13minutes from

UCLA. Excellent building. Rent reduction or

free rent. Light managerial duties. Couple

w/one child okay. 213-650-4404.

Room for Rent

BH Employed non-smoking female to shgre

luxurious apartment adjacent to BH. Pnvate

room/bath. Washer/Dryer. $550/mo Call

310-275-7737 or 310-395-3923.

FURNISHED ROOM in nice WLA home.

Street parking, on UCLA busline. $450/mo.

Separate/private bathroom N/S. Call even-

ings-3 10-450-87 19

LOS ANGELES-ROOM FOR RENT in 4-

bdrm house. $400 +1/4 utilities. Includes all

house privileges. Call 310-836-8774

MAR VISTA (Los AngeTes). 2bdrm/1 5ba

apartment Includes kitchen, living room, din-

ing room, parking Close to bus line.

$475/mo. VASANA. 310-398-3409

RANCHO PARK. 10MINUTES TO UCLA.

$275 and up..,Utilities included. Private en-

trance. No smoking/dnnking, drugs Honest

people Male preferred. 310-838-6547.

WEEKLY HOTEL RATES Jolly Roger Hotel

in Marina del Rey offenng special student

rates. $255.36/wk. tax, maid service, conti-

nental breakfast included. Call David. 800-

822-2904.

WESTWOOD. Private room/bath. Beautiful

view, large pool, total security, all util. includ-

ing laundry&garage. Walk-to-campus

$550/mo Available through next year. 310-

474-5012

WLA 1 -bdrm with private bath and entrance,

non-smoker. $375/mo. including utilities.

Available Nov. 5. 310-287-1449.

WLA Living room to rent. $350/mo. Close to

UCLA. 2nd floor, pool, gym, tennis, utilities

included. Female preferred. 310-445-9412.

WLA. NEAR UCLA. $495/mo. Large room.

0.5bath. Off-street parking. Quiet area, good

for UCLA student. Female preferred, N/S. 1
-

800-404-6202.

Roommates-Private Room

BRENTWOOD. Young professional seeking

mellow, amicable, young professional or

grad student to share spacios

2bdrm/1 5bath. $540/mo. Available 11/9

Jake:310-477-5754.

WEST HOLLYWOOD- Off Sunset Blvd. Fur-

nished 2bdrm/2bath to share. Pool. gym. Ja-

cuzzi, sauna. Valet parking $750/mo. Utili-

ties included. 310-652-7031.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. HI-RISE condo
Pool. Iblk to campus. Views. $500/mo. 310-

289-1404.

WESTWOOD- Walking distance to UCLA.
Large 3bdrm/2bath to share. Pnvate bdrm
w/parking Available immediately. $500. 310-

470-8053.
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Roommates-Shared Room
501 GAYLEY Seeking roommate to share

Ibdrm furnished apt. Must be clean/respon-

sible. $440/mo.+utilities. Move-in ASAP. Ref-

erences required. Call 310-824-1627.

WESTWOOD F/NS needed to share

Mbdrm/Mba in 2bdrm/2ba apt. Secured
building. 3 biks. to UCLA. $400/mo. +depos-
it. Call 310-443-9977.

WESTWOOD. Male roommate wanted to

share large Ibdrm apartment. Furnished,

utilities included. $550/month. 650 Landfair.

Call 310-209-9143.

Vacatton Rentato

IDYLLWILD BEAUTIFUL MTN. CABIN San
Bernardino Nat'l Forest. Fully equipped. Hot
tub. fireplaces. Views. Sleep 4+. $250/wee-
kend. 310-794-5515 310-391-6808
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9

11

13

34

(2)

UT

"W

28

11

13

25

NewtX: CBS News

News:^

SIsttr,

Sister K
Sister,

Sister IL

Charlie Rose (In Stereo)

NewsIC

Love
Connection

i Love Lucy

Change of

Hearts:

Roseanne
(In Slereo)

Ricki Lake

Primer Impacto

NewsIS:

News^e:

Fresh
Prince

NBC News

Fresh
Prince

Newshour With Jim
Lehrer K
News:ir

Judge Judy
(In Stereo)

Married.

With

Frasier (In

Slereo) E
Noticias IE

ABC WId
News
Real TV (In

Stereo) K
Simpsons
(In Stereo)

Mad About
YouK
Noticiero

Univision

Ent.

Tonight

Extra (In

Stereo) 3C

Friendslln
Stereo) sL

Life and
Times

Jeopardy!
:«i

Hard Copy

Home
Improve.

Frasier (In

Slereo) JE

Mi Pequena

Hollywood
Squares »

Access
Hollywood

Seinfeld(ln

Stereo) E
Huell

Howser

Wheel of

Fortune IK

LAPD: Life

on the Beat

Simpsons
(In Stereo)

News

raviesa

Nanny (In

Stereo) K
Maggie
Winters E

Dateline (In Stereo) "K

Dawson's Creek
"Tamara's Return" K
John Glenn, American
Hero (In Stereo) K
Dharma &
Greg K
NewsJE

Two Guys,
a Girl

News K

Beverly Hills, 90210
"Don't Ask, Don't Tell" E
7 Days "Vows" (In Stereo)
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54

39

43

57

75

38

26

19

16

27

12

14

42

32

66

56

58

12

65

Biography "Heidi Fleiss:

Hollywood Madam" (R)

American Justice

*• "/V/aqara"( 1953) Marilyn Monroe. A lemme
latale and tier lover plan her husband's demise

Profiles: Naked Nashville:

Hillbilly

World Today SL

76

26

44

42

39

41

40

64

(4.00) "Throw Momma
From the Trair)" (^967)

Cochran & Company
(Live)

* ''2 "Breaker Morarif"

(

1

Soldiers are court-martialed

Larry King Live X

Comedy
Half-Hour

Prime Time Justice

Make Me
Laugh

Sherlock Holmes
Mysteries (R)

Vivo por Elena

Law & Order "The Blue

Wall" s:

To Have & to Hold
"Driveway to Heaven" S
3rd Rock-
Sun

Newsradio
(In Stereo)

Charmed "Dead Man
Dating " (In Stereo) S

Chicago Hope (In Stereo)

Law & Order "Under the

Influence" (In Stereo) 'K

News (In Stereo) £

Leonard Bernstein; Reaching for the Note The life

of composer Leonard Bernstein (In Stereo) 3E

Drew Carey
(In Stereo)

News:^:

Secret

Lives

News:R:

Party of Five "A Mid-

Semester's Night Dream"

Star Trek: Voyager
"Extreme Risk ' (In Stereo)

** "The Curse of the Mummy's Tomb"
(1964. Horror) Terence Morgan.

979. Drama) Edward Woodward.
to appease a loreign power 'PC'

Newsstand: Fortune iL

Daily Show
(R)

Stein's

Money

Trial Story

Prime Time Public Affairs

Wild Discovery: Rhinos
and Elephants

Mysteries &
Scandals

Behind the

Scenes (R)

(4 30) PBA Bowling: Bay
City Classic Live)

3 Friends,

Jerry

Golden
Girls 3C

Cut (In

Stereo)

Catdog

3 Friends,

Jerry

Golden
Girls K

Discover Magazine
"Dea dly Hunt (R)

Talk Soup Fashion
Emergency

Secrets of Alcatraz (R)

News Daily

Wonderful World of Golf Nick Price

and Payne Stewart.

Show Me
the Funny

Ellen "The
Hospital" :^

Show Me
the Funny

Ellen

"Vows " 3C

Jams Countdown (In Stereo)

All That
Alex Sax"

Figure It

Out
Secret of

Alex

Oh No! Mr.

Bill

Mysteries &
Scandals

NFL's
Greatest

Nevt

Addams
Party of Five "Gimme
Shelter" (In Stereo) K
Biorhythm
(In Stereo)

Doug (In

Stereo) I
(4:30) NHL Hockey: Los Anqeles Kings at New Jersey Devils From
Continental Airlmes Arena (Live)

71

38

Lois A Clark-Superman

Saved by
Bell

USA High
(In Slereo)

Babylon 5 "Chrysalis" (In

Stereo) E
Hercules: The
LegetHlary Journeys I

** "Harley Davidson arxi the Marlboro Man " (1991)
Drifters resort to illegal means to save a buddy's bar

Beavis and
Butt-head

Rugrats(ln
Stereo) 3l

Sports
News

ER "The Right Thing" (In

Slereo) S:

Xena: Warrior Princess
"Sacrifice 11

" K

Sports
Tonight S

Desencuentro

Biography "Heidi Fleiss:

Hollywood Madam" (R)

20/20 K

News:<£ Final

Quarter 3]

ItewsS:

News

Lente Loco Fuera de
Serie

News 3!:

Newsi:

FriendsJIn
Stereo) ±

Late Show (In Stereo) [S:

Tonight Show (In Stereo)

Cheers (In

Slereo) E
Charlie Rose (In Stereo)

3C

News 21: Nightline JE

Jerry Springer :s^.

Married.

With

Newsradio
"Arcade" IK

Noticias S.

M'A'S'H s:

Mad About
YouSC

Noticiero

Univision

Murphy
Brown :<£

Life and
Times

Politically

Incorrect IE

Change of

Hearts

Living
Single s:

Late Late Show (In

Stereo) E
Late Night (In Stereo) :K

Nanny (In

Stereo) S
Earth
Revealed IT

News (R) IL

Love
Connection

Cops (In

Stereo) K
Star Trek: The Next
Generation K

**v, "7/76 /.one/y Man" (1957.

Western) Jack Palance, Neville Brand

Brooklyn
Bridge

Moneyline
(R)3:

Kickin' Aspen: Maximum
Comedy (R)

Cochran & Company (R)

Profiles:

Hillbilly

Naked Nashville:

Larry King Live (R) 'S.

Comedy
Half-Hour

[Drew Carey

Prime Time Justice (R)

Prime Time Public Affairs (R)

American Justice (R) Sherlock Holmes
Mysteries (R)

* '

', "Yankee Buccaneer" ( 1 952.

Adventure) Jell Chandler, Scott Brady.

**'': "Breaker Morant" (

1

Sokiiers are court-martialed

Newsstand: Fortune (R)

South Park
"Halloween"

Friar's Club Roast

Al Ritmo de la Noche

Law & Order "The Blue
Wall" m

News (R) "S.

Later (In

Stereo) K
News (R) (In Stereo) E

Instructional

Programming

Entertain-

ers

"Night-

Dead"

Maury Hypnotist Tom
DeLuca. b:

Cops (In

Stereo) K
Paid
Program

El Gordo y
la Flaca (R)

Happy
Days

Paid
Program

El Blablazo

*** "This Gun lor H/re"(1942. Drama)
Veronica Lake. Alan Ladd.

979, Drama) Edward Woodward
to appease a foreign power PG'

Sports
Tonight 'K

Trial Story (R)

Justice Files "Painful

Memories" (R)

Celebrity Profile "Sharon

Stone"

Sportscenter K

AXN Life,

Camera

Chicago Hope "A Day in

the Life " (In Slereo) 3l

Eye Spy
Video

Hey Arnold!
(In Stereo)

Ultimate

Fan League

Say What?
(In Stereo)

Allen

Strange

Last Word

Wild Discovery: Rhinos
and Elephants

Making of a Supermodel
(R)

America's
Horse (R)

Discover Magazine
'"DeadorAlive7""(R)

Talk Soup
(R)

Superbouts Alexis

Arguello vs. Ray Mancini

Night Stand

Sumo
Wrest.

* "Casper. A Spirited Begmmng" {\997 . Comedy)
The friendly ghost returns to save a naunted mansion

"Stranger in My Home" 0997) Veronica Hamel A
lawyer suspects a drifter may be her long-lost brother

Total Reauest Live (R)

(In Stereo)

Brady
Bunch

Wonder
Years K

Hardcore Football

"Dracula Dead and Loving It" ( 1 995) Mel Brooks'

parody of the famous Transylvaman bkxxjsucker.

Walker, Texas Ranger
"'In the Name of Goa' X

** "The Punisher" {^990, Adventure) A presumed-
dead pokceman wages a one-man war against crime.

True Life (In

Stereo)

Happy
Days

FOX Sports News

Revue (In

Stereo)

Laverne &
Shirley

Babylon 5 "The Fall of

Centaun Prime" (R) 'S.

"The Fury VV/frt/n"(1998, Horror) Ally Sheedy An
estranged family is besieged by evil spirits J.

Moneyline
(R)3:

Daily Show

Cochran & Company (R)

Showbiz
Today S
Friar's Club Roast (R)

Brooklyn
Bridge

Crossfire
(R)3:

Prime Time Justice (R)

"The Night Has
Eyes" (1942)

**Vj "Sanders ol the

fi;ver"(1936)

**'/, "The Clouded
Yellow" {^95))

Interna-

tional

South Park
'"Halloween"

Public Policy Conference

Paid
Program

Newsroom
3:

Daily Show
(R)

Paid
Program

Secrets of Alcatraz (R)

Howard
Stern

Howard
Stern (R)

Sportscenter K

700 Club

New
Attitudes IC

Cut (R) (In

Stereo)

I Love Lucy

FOX Sports News

Golden
Girls JL

Paid
Program

Paid

Program

Melrose Place (In Stereo)

Up Close
(R)

AXN (R)

Golden
Girls S.

Loveline (In Stereo)

Bewitched Mary Tyler

Moore i£

Last Word
(R)

Racehorse
Digest (R)

Pee-wee's
Playhouse

Paid
Program

Talk Soup
(R)

Paid
Program

Night Stand

Polo: Argentine Open
Final

Paid
Program

Unsolved Mysteries (In

Stereo)

Adult
Videos

Taxis

Ultimate

Fan League

"Dracula: Dead and Loving /f"(1995) Mel Brooks'

parody of the famous Transylvaman bloodsucker.

New York Undercover
"High on the Hog" IL

**
' } "The Stone Killer" (1973. Drama) Chades Bronson, Martin

Balsam An undennrork) kmgpm recruits Vietnam vets as herwhmen

Silk Staikinga Total

Eclipse" (R) (In Stereo) K

Eye Spy
Video (R

Newhart 3£

Xtreme
Sports (R)

Paid
Program

Homicide:
Life

After Hours
(In Slereo)

Dick Van
Dyke

Racing

* "Billy the Kid vs

Dracula (^966)

"The famr/v "(1970, Drama) Charles Bronson A
hit man stalks the oanQsler who sent him to prison

Silk Stalkinos "Three
Ring Circus" (In Slereo)

Bewrly
HillbilHM X

PREMIUM CABLE STATIONS
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20

34

33

35

(3:45)** "Winer (t992)

Matthew Modme 'PG-1J

OfftheWall
X

MadUbslL

* "That Thing You Do'" (1996) Tom Everett Scott

Small-time rockers hit it big with a catchy single 'PG"

CiMfMira In Conoart (R)

X
(3 45) Stalm" {}992) Based on the

siory of the Soviet delator's brutal reign

"FoarBor.
imT}}

sand a
rank Sutton

(4150)

'Pompalus

*** "The O0adZone"( 1963) Christopher Waken A
coma patient devetops the ability to foresee the future

"Under Wraps" 0^7. Adventure) Adam
Wyke. Mario Yedidia. Clara Bryant X

**'} "The Nakad Gun 2 1/2 The Smell

o^fMA'dSQl) Leshe Nielsen 'PG-13'

•e "Oraamer" (1079. tWna) T»n Mathesor A young
man stfugfllM to rich champion bowler status PG

'Uni¥9nal Sotdier II Bnlhan r> Arms" Matt Battagka

A tokkai leunaes with his s<ihng to light corruption

"HaMonfeentown" {\996) A young witch

helps tier famrty light off an evil force X
*** "MeninAlM*"(19B7) Tommy Lee Jones Secret

nts monitor aKtralarrtstnai activity onJarth I
"Stranger m Town" (1998, Drama) Harry

Hamhn. Graham Greene

Vpmrsal Sckim III Unhn^tmi
Basmss "(In Slereo) "NR

S«vwv
Ytara

The Dead Zone" ( l963) A coma patient

devetops the abAty to toresae the future

'^ •Murder at »6(»"(1997) Wesley Snoes The
president's son is implicated m a secretary s death R

Dinosaurs
X
Oz "Plan B" (R) (In

Stereo) X

Dinosaurs
X

* "The Ghosts of Buxley
Ha/r(1960) Dick O'Neill

Chris Rock'
(In Stereo)

"Wishmasler ' (1997) A gemotogist

trees an evil genie from his opal prison

*'i "Back of Beyond {^9X>,S^iap9nie)
PaulMercuno (In Stereo) 'R'

X

** "Famale Pewersions" (1996. Drama) A talented

lawyer becomes distracted by personal problems. 'R'

Zorro (In

Stereo) X

Sffso)
LMuiomo
B)i

s Frsak R) (In

Micksy
Club

LoveStrsst
Hot Set'

'; Superdad"i}97A)
Bob Crane 'G' X
"Tactical Assault" 1)996)

RutgerHauer 'R X
**'7 "Sex and the Other Man" (1995,

Comedy-Drama) Ron Eklard R

* "Spin* Losr (1997. Suspense) Leon
Regma Taytor (In Stereo) 'R' X rWKf^

LIEBERMAN
From page 36

involvement with her sport. As a

player, a person can get a better feel

for the game to carry over to coach-

ing.

"I feel I have a passion for the

sport that I can give back to other

people," she said. "I love teaching

people everything I know."

Having just celebrated Senior Day
with fellow Bruins Liz Willcmsc and

Larisa Kiremidjian on Sunday,

Lieberman has already begun her

soccer coaching quest. She is the

Beverly Hills High School boys' var-

sity coach for the :>econd year in a

row. In addition, she will continue the

tradition she started at age 12
-

coaching numerous soccer camps

during her summers.

Next fall, Lou (as she is affection-

ately called by family and friends)

plans to join the Bruin coaching staff

as a graduate assistant to head coach

Todd Saldana.

In preparation for her future in

coaching, Lieberman attained her

National Soccer Diploina from the

National Soccer Association of

America this past summer. And in

January, she plans to go a step further

and earn her Advanced Soccer

Diploina.

But with all these achievements

Whatever your

congregation

or spiritual group,

whether

you are... —

mon
Lutheran

Jewish

christian

/-^i c:t-

Whatever...

You can reach more

people by

advertising in the

Daily Bruin
Religious

Directory,

running every Friday

in the Daily Bruin.

to place an ad, call

Relic
Iklfe mL

under her belt, Lieberman still feels

that she needs to learn more. She

feels that, on the grand scale of

things, there is a wealth of knowledge

about the sport that she has yet to

uncover.

"I have so much more to learn,"

Lieberman added. 'That's why I'm

fortunate to have Todd as a coach.

He's taught me so much as my men-

tor.

"The situation with him being my
coach now at UCLA is perfect for

me. He just knows so much. 1 got

really lucky with him coming here."

Though Saldafia is in his first year

at UCLA, the Bruin midfielder

knows him well because of her time

spent playing for him on her Ajax

club team. He coached Lieberman

for two years prior to coming to

UCLA and was pivotal in

Lieberman's growth as a soccer play-

er.

On the other side of the coin,

instrumental in Lieberman's growth

as a person have been numerous peo-

ple.

At the top of the list are

Lieberman's parents.

"My mom's a big part of my life,"

Lieberman continued. "She's the

strongest and most beautiful person 1

know She's given me so much inner-

strength.

"She and my dad always taught

me to never give up."

And Lieberman has refused to

give up regardless of the odds she has

faced.

In January of 1995, Anthony
' Lieberman passed away at the age of

56. His struggle with melanoma final-

ly over, the father of six Lieberman

children would suffer no more.

"I was most definitely relieved that

his sutTering was over," Lieberman

reflected. "He suffered for far too

long, but he is in a better place now."

Lieberman also feels that while he

is in that better place, he is still watch-

ing over and protecting her. She feels

that her father would be proud of her

accomplishments and the goals she

has reached.

Since her father and family had

always been huge supporters of her

career, Lieberman decided to attend

UCLA after high school.

And while Lieberman's father did

know she would eventually attend

UCLA, he never got to see her play in

college.

"Itis really hard going through life

without your dad," Lieberman said.

"It was all really hard because he was

sick when I chose to go here. After I

iTiade my decision, things just went

downhill. 1 wasn't able to concen-

trate.

"But then soccer got my inind off

of it. That was pretty cool. 1 know my

See LIEBERMAN, page 34

W.POLO
From page 36

director and was a significant influence

in getting all these schools, including

Hartwick, to adopt the sport.

"Hartwick's been a five-year pro-

ject," Sharadin said. "I met with them

on numerous occasions over the last

few years, and you just continue

knocking on the door. And eventually,

you get fortunate in a sense if the uni-

versity decides to do it.

"Hartwick College had some gen-

der equity needs so they went ahead

and decided to add water polo. And it

really is a good fit for them."

Sharadin said it usually takes two to

three years for him and the collegiate

association to get institutions to add a

sport. But if the school has its own
agenda, the process goes much faster.

"Our goal is by the year 2000, we

have over 50," Sharadin said. "We
have our work cut out for us."

Also the agenda for USWP is

proposing a legislation to the NCAA
championship cabinet. The legislation

will request that the championship be

funded by the NCAA, and it is also

working to bring the championship

date nearer.

"Regulations require a two-year

wailing period," Sharadin said.

"We're going to ask for that waiting

period to be waived, the idea being that

since there haven't been a lot ofchanv

pionships added in the past few years

in the emerging sports - crew being the

only one, and that was listed four years

ago - we might be able to get this

through quickly."

While the sport continues to grow,

UCLA still remains dominant in the

collegiate circuit. UCLA's team has

won the collegiate national champi-

onship three seasons in a row out of its

four year existence. Baker predicted it

will take some time before the new pro-

grams become highly competitive.

'For the next four or five years, it'll

still be UCLA, Cal, Stanford and USC
who are going to battle for the NCAA
championship," he said. "It's still

going to take awhile for the newer

schools to catch up."

While the new generation of

women's water polo will enjoy the ben-

efit of participating in a NCAA cham-

pionship, former collegiate players,

like Payne, won't get to display the

NCAA championship label to their lis»

of accomplishments. On the other

hand, a championship is a champi-

onship, like Baker said.

"It would've been cool to play in a

NCAA championship, but 1 don't feel

I missed out on anything," Payne said.

"Our team still iccomplished a lot,

winning the national championship.

It's pretty much a same game, just

under a dilTerent name, and it's good

for the sport."

C»Zci

Chancellor Albert Carnesale,

The UCLA College of Letters and Science

and the Department of Economics

cordially invite you to attend the

UCLA Medal Ceremony honoring

Nobel Laureate, William F. Sharpe, ba '55, ma '56, ph.d. -61

and

the establishment of the newly appointed

Armen a. Alchian Chair in Economic Theory

Monday, November 2, 1998

4:00 p.m.

Bradley Hall, International Room

Reception immediately following
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;
o^^ a student budget pfesents some unique challenges.

to put It n:ce!/. And sometimes its tempting to ignore /our

credit card bill. But the results can follow you long after

graduation. That's why Citibank would like to offer you some

h-^e help— so you can better manage your money and

establish a good credit history.
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An open invitation for open minds.

Thursday, October 29, 1998

Equities

i^iHfrnm^tm^mm---——^ What will be your statement? -

To swing a hammer on top of the Berlin Wall

and help entrepreneurs break through...

to see a pony on a shirt and help it influence culture...

to move a computer company from dorm room to boardroom.
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LIEBERMAN
From page 31

dad is aware of what I'm doing. I hope

he's aware,

"I would love to see him on the side-

line more than anything else."

Lieberman knows, however, that she

mu.si get through the hard times because

that is what her father would want. He
would want her whole family to be

strong, and he would want his best

friend in the world to look out for his

survivors.

Alan Levy is that friend. And he has

definitely made it his business to look

out for the family.

"Alan has been a really big influence

in my life," Lieberman said. "He's been

like a second dad to me. I love him to

death. He's a big part of our family."

To Lieberman, family is the most

important thing in her life - even more

important than coaching, even more

important than playing.

After all, that was part of the reason

she fell UCLA was the best place for her

to be. Not only is it a big school with a

soccer program on the rise, but it was

clo.se to home. Lieberman is living only

10 minutes away from her family. Well,

most of her family.

Lieberman and her older sister

Michele and former teammate Sarah

Miller are all roommates and have been

for the past four seasons.

"Lou is my best friend," Michele

said. "She's always there for me.

Probably because we're the closest in

=5fetrf"the six siblings, wc hdv

individual and player who will turn out

to be a great coach and great person.

She feels a serious bond with the

younger Lieberman because Louise is

such a caring person, one who can con-

sistently be counted on to take care of

others.

"Lou's very dedicated to soccer,"

Miller said. "She's also a very caring

and thoughtful friend. When I'm sick

she always takes |i:are of me.

"But I really respect her soccer abili-

ty. I know she's a great coach," she said.

"She relates to people very well and she

breaks things down very well so people

can understand."

"I honestly think she'll be successful

as a coach. She wants to spread her

knowledge, and she does it well."

Lieberman's teammates tcel the con-

sistency that Miller spoke of and suggest

that it helps them become better players

as well. They understand that

Lieberman gives it her all whenever she

is on the soccer field. And even though

she doesn't star, to them, she deserves to

be a captain because she is a positive

example of athlete and individual for

her team.

"She brings an enthusiasm that not

many people have," sophomore mid-

fielder Sommer Hammoud said of her

senior teammate and fellow captain.

"When she's out there on the fickl she

wants to be out there, whether its prac-

tice or a game.

"Louise energizes you. You can feel

that she loves the game; she adores the

game."

Once you have a conversation with

tion that's not like most sisters.

"She would do anything for me, and

I would do anything for her."

Michele, age 22, and Louise are the

third and fourth of the Lieberman chil-

dren respectively. Louise, Michele and

Sarah played together for the Bruins in

1995 and 1996 with Sarah and Louise

playing together in 1997 as well.

Miller feels that Louise is the type of

< \\Wi- LIgbflrman you undcrt;tand that slic individual tiuly . concerned ;ihn i it

self doing anything other than playing

soccer and then coaching, she dabbled

in another sport. Before Lieberman had

to choose only one sport, she was also a

tennis player.

The deciding factor in her choice at

the beginning of her sophomore year in

high school was the team aspect of soc-

cer. She felt that tennis was too much of

an individual sport for her personality.

Lieberman said that there was no way

she was gomg to give up soccer, being

the team player that she is.

"If I wasn't playing soccer, I'd be

playing tennis," Lieberman said. "Yeah,

that was my other dream - to play at

Wimbledon."

In a family full of athletic children,

Michele and Louise were the odd

women out with their choice to pursue

soccer. Older sister Andrea played ten-

nis at UCLA, younger brother Jose is

playing tennis at the University of

I'lorida and younger si.ster Nicole is a

sophomore playing varsity tennis at

Beverly High. Nonetheless, older sister

Jo can be considered unique as well,

since she's not playing sports at all, but

attending medical school in Chicago.

Lieberman attributes her success to

the people she keeps close to her - fami-

ly and friends included. She is quick to

mention that her family ties are major

forces in how she has turned out as a

person. The passion that she feels for

her sport is also the passion she feels for

people in general. It makes her a more

caring and kind person.

Her experiences and trials and tribu-

lations have made Lieberman a selfless

the

MAZEIKA
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adores more than just the game of soc-

cer - she adores life. Her motto is to be

the best that she can be at everything she

does.

She is a dreamer, .she's ambitious and

whether it's motherhood, coaching,

being a sister, being a daughter or being

a friend, Lieberman wants to be the

best.

Iliough Lieberman cannot see her-

welfare of others. And she cares about

her own integrity as well.

"Values and morals are important to

me," Lieberman said. "I try to always be

honest. That's something to fall back

on, who and what you are.

"If you believe in who you are, then

TOu're alright."

And Lieberman believes in he/

motto, so she .should be just fine.

And as a Giants fan, I hope

that Mike Piazza gets booed for

all seven years of his ridiculous

$91 million contract.

Not only did he terrorize the

Giants during his Dodger

tenure, but he pulled an Albert

Belle by increasing yet again the

ludicrous salaries of baseball

players.

How could the Mets think o{'

paying $13 million a year to a

.10-year-old mediocre defensive

catcher who will only last the

length of his contract if he

changes positions?

The Giants have made it

known that their payroll will not

exceed ^40 million in 1999.

Therefore Dusty Baker will once

again have to make do with a

mediocre pitching staff thanks

to bums like Piazza and the

Mets driving the price of players

up.

• • •

With Paul Kariya back, Eric

Lindros playing like the domi-

nant player he should be, and

youngsters like Vincent

Lecavalier, Jeff Friesen and

Sergei Samsonov, the "Coolest

Game on Earth" looks ready to

once again have high-scoring

and fast-paced games.

DitT tmyono notice that the

Mark this date on your calen-

dar: Dec. 13, otherwise known

as Week 15 of the NFL season.

As long as Philadelphia

defeats Washington again on

Nov. 15 and Carolina continues

its losing ways, the Redskins and

Panthers will meet in what

should be a battle of the biggesl

losers in the NFL.
Both teams are currently win-

less with an 0-7 record and in

prime position to claim right

back Ricky Williams of Texas

with the No. 2 pick of the

upcoming NFL draft.

* * *

Who has the No. 1 pick, you

ask? That's easy.

The Cleveland Browns have

somehow managed to make a

deal with the devil - otherwise

known as Jerry Jones;

This is the only way I can

explain how the Browns will get

the No. 1 pick in the draft (a.k.a.

quarterback Tim Couch of

Kentucky).

The Browns will also get the

16th pick in the first round

(where they should take an

offensive lineman or a defensive

player).

Then the cycle will repeat

itself and the Browns will receive

the first and 16th pick in every

round.

With not a single penny

invested in a player, the Browns

will be the huge winners of the
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Chicago Fire won the Major

League Soccer title? I didn't

think so.

That's why the MLS, which

has lost money during all three

years of its existence, will length-

en its season to make more

money and to make sure their

playoffs don't conflict with the

World Series.

upcoming free agent pool.

Add the barrage of young

players and you can surely

expect the Browns to be an

upper tier team in the NFL in

no time.

Mazeika is the football beat writer.

You can e-mail comments to

vmdzeika@medid.ucla.edu.

Any large Pizza, your choice of toppings and crust, for $9.99

OO >l yi H ^ H 1114 Gayley Ave.

Oc.4"'4l I I Westwood Village

Medium 1 topping Pizza

for $5.95

Past, Free Deliverv

until 1 a.m. Sunday-Thursday

until 2 a.m. Friday & Saturday

National Hockey League

At A Glance

EASTERN CONfERENCI

Atlantic Division

W
Philadelphia

N.Y. Islanders

Pittsburgh

N.Y. Rangers

New Jersey

L T Pts GF GA

2 12 20 11

4 4 8 16 18

3 2 1 7 16 18

2 4 3 7 IS 23

3 3 6 12 13

Northeast Division

W >L T Pts GF GA

Toronto 5 2 1 11 26 21

Montreal 3 3 1 7 17 14

Boston 3 4 1 7 15 14

Ottawa 3 3 6 17 16

Buffalo 2 3 2 6 14 IS

Southeast Division

W I

Washington 3 2

Tampa Bay 3 4

Florida 2 1

Carolina 2 2

WESTERN CONFERENCE

Central Division

W L

t
T Pts GF GA

2 8 13 10

1 7 19 23

3 7 10 11

3 7 17 IS

Detroit

Chicago

St. Louis

riashville

5 2

4 2

3 3

2 S

T Pts GF GA

10 21 12

1 9 19 19

1 7 18 18

1 S 20 26

Northwest Division

W L T Pts GF GA

Vancouver 4 4 8 23 19

Edmonton 3 4 6 21 19

dm
Colorado

Monday's Gamos

Pittsburgh 2, Toronto

Phoenix S, Colorado 1

Tuts<lay's Gamos

N.Y. Islanders 1, Los Angeles

Buffalo 0, N.Y Rangers C, tie

Philadelphia 2, St. Louis 1

Nashville S.Vancouver 4

Wednesday's Games

Boston at Montreal, 7 p.m.

Chicago at Carolina, 7 p.m.

Los Angeles at New Jersey, 7:30 p.m.

Detroit at Florida, 7:30 p.m.

Pittsburgh at Calgary, 9 p.m.

Washington at Edmonton, 9 p.m.

Tampa Bay at Anaheim, 10:30 p.m.

Phoenix at San Jose, 10:30 p.m.

Thursday's Games

Montreal at Boston, 7 p.m.

Philadelphia at Ottawa, 7:30 p.m.

New Jersey at NY Islanders, 7:30 p.m.

Detroit at St. Louis, 8 p.m.

San Jose at Colorado, 9 p.m.

National Football league

At A Glance

AMERICAN CONFERENCE

East

W L T Pit. PF PA

Miami S 2 .714 114 79

Buffalo 4 3 .571 158 138

New England 4 3 .571 170 122

NY. Jets 4 3 .0 .571 166 122

Indianapolis 1 6 .143 112 193

Seattle 4 3 .571 154 99

San Diego 3 5 .375 103 139

NATIONAL CONFERENCE

East

W L T Pet. PF PA

Dallas 4 3 .571 174 115

Arizona 3 4 .429 108 155

NY Giants 3 4 .429 146 152

Philadelphia 1 6 .143 79 162

Washington 7 .000 93 227

Central

Minnesota

Green Bay

Tampa Bay

Chicago

Detroit

West

San Francisco

Atlanta

New Orleans

St. Louis

Carolina

7 1.000 241 116

5 2 .714 183 144

3 4 .429 94 121

3 5 .375 152 178

2 5 .286 147 192

6 1 .857 226 127

5 2 .714 175 151

4 3 .571 121 139

2 5 .286 139 167

7 .000 128 199

New England at Indianapolis, 1 :01 p.m.

New Orleans at Carolina, 1 :01 p.m.

New York Giants at Washington, 1:01

p.m.

St.Loulsat Atlanta, 1:01p.m.

Tennessee at Pittsburgh, 1:01 p.m.

New York Jets at Kansas City, 4:05 p.m.

San Francisco at Green Bay, 4:15 p.m.

Oakland at Seattle, 8:20 p.m.

OPEN: Chicago, San Diego

Monday, Nov. 2

Dallas at Philadelphia, 8:20 p.m.

All Times In the Sports Box are EST

NFL Individual Leaders

AK
Quarterbacks

Alt Com Yd TD Int

Testaverde.NYJ 132 78 984 11 1

Flutie.Buf. Ill 71 881 7 2

O'DonnelUln. 1911251381 9 1

Elway,Den. 128 781076 7 2

Brunelljac' 207 1311549 12 's"

Rushers

Sanders, Del.

R.Smith,Mln.

J.Anderson.Atl.

E.Smith,Dal.

Hearst, S.F.

Receivers

Moore, Del.

Freeman, G.B.

Irvln.Dal.

Sanders, Ariz

Morton, Det.

with 1 B Wally Joyner on a two-year con-

tract.

Att Yds Avg LG TD

155 765 4.9 73 4

143 699^.9 74 4

165 690 4.2 42 4

142 607 4.3 32 4

129 604 4.7 96 3

No Yds Avg LG TD

43 432 10.0 25 1

38 627 16.5 84

38 578 15.2 38

37 368 9.9 23

36 511 14.2 98

Transactions

2 4 I S 19 25

1 S 1 3 17 29

Picifk Division

OaNas

iMMfilCS

SanJMe

W L T Pts GF GA

S 1 1 11 19 11

3 3 2 • 17 II

3 2 1 7 17 12

2 3 1 5 11 11

4 2 2 U) 18

' Central

Jacksonville

Pittsburgh

Tennessee

Baltimore

Cincinnall

West

Denver

Oakland

lansasCity

5 2

5 2

3 4

2 5

2 S

714 164 146

714 106 100

.428 144 126

.28^ 102 134

.286 127 116

7 1.000 240 133

5 2 .714 IIS 127

4 3 .571 131 123

Sunday's Games

New York Jets 28, Atlanta 3

Green Bay 28, Baltimore 10

Minnesota 34, Detroit 13

Miami 12,New England 9, OT

San Francisco 28, St. Louis 10

New Orleans 9, Tampa Bay 3

Chicago 23, Tennessee 20

Oakland 27, Cincinnati 10

Denver 37, Jacksonville 24

Seattle 27, San Diego 20

Buffalo 30, Carolina 14

OPEN: Arizona, Dallas, Indianapolis, New

York Giants, Philadelphia. Washington

Monday's Game

Pittsburgh 20, Kansas City 13

Arinna at Detroit, 1:01 p.m.

Denver at Cincinnati, 1:01 p.m

Jacksonville at Baltimore. 1:01 p.m

Miami at BtifWa 1:01 |>.m

Mmnesou at Imih M. 1 :01 p.ffl

Rushers

Davis, Den.

Means, S.D.

Dillon, CIn.

George, Ten.

Faulk, Ind.

Pickens, CIn.

McCardell.Jac.

R.Smith.Den.

Harmon, Ind

Still, S.D.

Att Yds Avg LG TD

1751001 5.7 70 12

187 800 4.3 72 5

127 594 4.7 66 3

153 587 3.8 35 1

161 581 3.6 65 1

No Yds Avg LG TD

44 599 13.6 67 3

40 500 12.5 56 3

37 495 13.4 50 3

34 498 14.6 61 5

33 436 13.2 67 1

NK
Quarterbacks

An Com Yds TO Int

Cunningham, Min. 162 961427 14 2

S Young.S.E 270 1652249 20 5

Bmitein.Car 102 66 806 4 3

GaffttlM 144 851151 5 3

Qiaiidler,Atl 1S3 101)02 10 6

Major League Baseball

CLEVELAND INDIANS—Named Phil

Regan pitching coach. Announced that

Mark Wiley, pitching coach, will be reas-

signed.

OAKLAND ATHLETICS— Declined to

exercise their 1999 option on 3B Ed

Sprague.

TEXAS RANGERS— Exercised their 1999

option onOF Juan Gonzalez.

TORONTO BLUE JAYS—Agreed to terms

with INF Craig Grebeck on a two-year

contract.

COLORADO ROCKIES—Promoted Tom

Probst from assistant athletic trainer to

athletic trainer

LOS ANGELES DODGERS—Named Glenn

Hoffman, Charlie Hough, Manny Mota,

Rick Dempsey, Rick Down and Jim Tracy

coaches for the 1999 season.

MONTREAL EXPOS— Signed Jim Beattie.

general manager, and Bill Stoneman,

vice president of baseball operations, to

three-year contracts. Named Fred

Ferreira vice president -director of inter

national operations and signed him to a

four-year comract.

NEW YORK METS— Agreed to terms

with INF Luis Lopez on a two-year con

tran

SAN MEfiO MMES—Atfted to terms

National Football League _^
ARIZONA CARDINALS—Signed DL Jomo

Cousins from the practice squad. Waived

CB Dell McGee. Signed DL Mike Moten to-

the practice squad.

CAROLINA PANTHERS—Released OT

Ricky SIglar. Claimed CB Juron Bolden off

waivers from the Green Bay Packers.

NEW YORK JETS— Signed LB Rob

Holmberg. Placed LB Craig Powell on

injured reserve.

TAMPA BAY BUCCANEERS—Signed DL

Bryant Mix. Placed DE ChidI Ahanotu

and S Damien Robinson on Injured

reserve. Signed FB Kevin Mcleod to the

practice squad. Released TE Melvin

Pearsall.

National Hockey League

BOSTON BRUINS— Recalled C Marquis

Mathieu, LW Jay Henderson and D

Dennis Vaske from Providence of the

AHL.

CALGARY FLAMES— Acquired C Jeff

Shantz and C Steve Dubinsky from the

Chicago Blackhawks for RW Marty

Mclnnls, D Jamie Allison and C Erik

Andersson.

PITTSBURGH PENGUINS—Named Mark

Shuttleworth youth hockey coordinator.

Trivia Questions

1

.

What team was the first two-time

World Series chafnp?

2. What team was the first three-time

World Series champ?

3. Who holds the NCAA Division I record

for touchdowns in a season?

A n sw e r \

MpyfsAiMB (

l«H17

•^•ftnw^aqi I

r

PAC-10 FOOTBALL NOTEBOOK

Washington (5-2, 3-1)

I

i

1

use (5-3, 3-2)

Saturday 12:30 p.m. PST

Washington: Last year the Husky
defense was the story in a 27-0

Washington win at Seattle. USC
was shutout for the first time since

1 990 while mustering only 1 2 first

downs and 157 yards of total

ofTense (71 rushing, 86 passing).

But this year Washington ranks
ninth in the Pac-10 in defense and
most likely will have to overcome a

double digit deficit early in the

second half.

Husky player to watch: QB Brock
Huard

USC: Ranked ninth in pass

efficiency defense, the Trojans are

ready to avenge a demoralizing

loss to the Huskies last year with a

victory. New USC head coach
Paul Hackett could be in sole

ssession of second place in the

ac-lU. A 32-31 upset loss to Cal a

couple of weeks ago is the only

true blemish on their record.

Trojan player to watch: WR R.

Jay Soward

Predicted score: USC 44,

Washington 31

California (4-3, 2-2)

'at

mm ti Arizona St. (>4, 2-2)

Compiled by Vytas Mazeika, Daily Bruin staff

Oregon St. (4-4, 1-4)

Saturday, 1 p.m. PST

Cal: After scaring into UCLA,
the Bears must make sure there is

no letdown in a must win game. If

Cal wins, then a team that was
expected to be near the bottom of

the Pac-10 will be in prime

position for a top notch bowl

game. The only question is

whether this team's struggles in

the red zone can be solved by

using a two quarterback system.

Bear to watch: QBs Justin

Vedder and Samuel demons

OSU: A freshman quarterback

facing a nine-man front should

face major problems. The
Beavers hope freshman Jonathan
Smith will at least come out alive,

but there should be no hopes for a

repeat of last week's

performance. Against

at

Oregon (6-1, 3-1)

Washington, Smith put 34 points

on the board and threw for an

OSU-record 469 yards.

Beaver to watch: QB Jonathan
Smith

Predicted score: Cal 26, OSU 13

Washington St. (3-4, 0-4

Saturday, 2 p.m. PST

ASU: Maybe last week's overtime

thriller can put some life into an

underachieveing Sun Devil team.

Predicted to be an offensive

catalyst, quarterback Ryan Kealy

was demoted to the bench before

leading a furious comeback
against Stanford in last week's 44-

38 overtime victory.

Sun Devil to watch: TB J.R.

Redmond

WSU: After opening the season 3-

against non-conference foes, the

Cougars have collapsed in

conference play. WSU is 0-4 in the

Pac-10 and ASU must be licking

their fingers at a chance to jump
back into contention for a bowl

game. WSU finds itself under .500

for the first time in two years and

thgy figwr? tp stay that way.

Cougar to watch: CB Dee
Moronkola

Predicted score: ASU 38, WSU
17

M-^r>-*)c»f

\^./ Arizona (7-1, 3-1)

Saturday, 3:30 p.m. PST

Oregon: The loss of tailback

Reuben Droughns weakens one of

the best all-around teams in the

Pac-10. Akili Smith made up for

the loss of a running game with one
huge pass and one huge run last

week in Oregon's 17-13 victory

over USC. The defense stepped up
agains USC and the same must be

done against an explosive Arizona
team.

Duck to watch: QB Akili Smith

Arizona: This game should

determine which team finishes

second in the Pac-10, and the

Wildcats must be ecstatic to be

hosting this game. Arizona must
make sure Oregon's star

quarterback Akili Smith doesn't

explode. Since opponents are only

completing 44.5 percent of their

[S5passes and Just 2^.4 percent of

third downs, Arizona figures to at.

least stay close.

Wildcat to watch: WR Dennis
Nothcutt

Predicted score: Arizona 34r
Oregon 24

DO
YOU
HAVE
THINGS
TO SELL?

LUNCH SPECIAL I DINNER SPECIAL

$4.99 I $5.99

• RICE 'SAUD* SOUP

• CHICKEN TERIYAKI or

• FIRE BEEF

• VEGETABLE TEMPURA

•2 PCS. CALIFORNIA ROLLS

• RICE • SALAD • SOUP

• CHICKEN TERIYAKI or

• FIRE BEEF

• VEGETABLE TEMPURA

• 3 PCS. CALIFORNIA ROLLS

911 BROXTON AVE / LECONTE
WESrWOODVIllAGE
310 208 7781

MPANfSt FOOD
KC/HtAN fOOD
SAikt BOMBS

Off

cm ewr
mm

Valid w/ Student I.D.
One Coupon per person

ADVERTISE
IN THE

FOR MORE INFO CALL:

825-2221

GOODWILL

Hallovreen
20% 20%

20%

Xeccivc 20% offany cfotfiin^ itcmspurcfiascd at

c\n^ CroodwiCf Store, your ^afCowccn ?fcad<|uartcrs

for tfic 6cst costume in town.

Coupon expire* Xidfii^ftt. Octofter 3), 1998. Coupon mu»t 6e presented at time o/purcfia«e. ZO A>

Store £ocations

- Cano^ parfc, TIOT Owensmoutfi Ave.

-EaftCA..4S05WfuttierB(vd.

- CKenda(e. 1622 W. CKenoalU B(vd.

C JXl/ikAfC " M(^(^yfood, 1150X tVrmont Ave.

^' |llH -^ •• , £a Ximda, U535 tTeCf^rapft Kd.

Qui"^ il»|S Uort<l'
- £anc<wter. T67 Weft Ave.

' ^ *-£MAn9e(ef.342SonJernando.'Rd.

-iMAn^ciet. 15355. WeftemAve.

'tMAn^ciet. 195TS.^foo«er5t.

- £m An^cfet. 2823 S Fi^uenm dt

£fi$ An^cs. 11T26 Santa Xonica B(vd.

KoTtfi ?M(^m>od, 5855 £an(cerffum ^yd.

Pa(mda(e. 2140 E ?a(mda(e 6(vd.

• PanoMima Otif. U565 £an«rlcSt.

iRetcda. 7126 Xeseda 3(vd.

Santo/e Spring. 11223 E. Watfiin^ton B(vd.

San Jernando. 1132 Pico St.

Satagut. 26860 StepCtm^on Xd.

DonXiiyt. 14550 T)iclon)B(^.

WettCovina. 1035 Aimir ^d

i
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SPORTS
Today

With the growing recognition of female

sports throughout the United States,

women's water polo is In the process of

becoming an official NCAA sanctioned

sport.

ESTINY
r

Louise Lieberman's fate

rests in playing soccer,

coaching and her family

By A. GnQue Carter

Daily Bruin Contributor

Sometimes it is just meant to be, other times it's not.

In this world, there are those athletes that play a certain

sport until they can play it no more and then they coach,

but they're not necessarily go(xl coaches. Then there are

those that coach because they never could play, but they're

not guaranteed to be good either.

Finally, there are those that coach because they need to,

because that'stfag

CHILD

t

,

the time is right to reach out and grab that goal of coach-

ing.

The last type of leaders believe that some of the best

coaches are those that knew they were going to coach

from the beginning of their association with their sport,

like Louise Lieberman with soccer.

The 2 1 -year-old Lieberman has played soccer for 15

years, the last four as part of the UCLA women's soccer

team.

Ever since Anthony and Angelita Lieberman enrolled

their daughter in the neighborhood stKcer league at age

six, the Louise has had aspirations to coach.

Even though she was the "better player in (her) area,"

even though she was a standout on her club teams and

even though she's gone through the Olympic developmen-

tal program and is playing Division I soccer, Louise has

always known her destiny.

"I want to be a soccer coach," said Lieberman. "I can

offer my knowledge and love of the sport to other people

through coaching.

Lieberman believes playing will help her as a coach,

because, as an athlete, she learns much from direct

SeeUEBEIIMAN,f»a9e31

^ CHARLES KUO

As one of only three seniors on the team, midfielder Louise Lieberman
is the bright and sunny center of the women's soccer squad.

NCAA status nears for women's varsity teams
WATERPOLO: Sporl will

rise to national level

with funding eligibility

By Steve Kim
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Women's water polo becoming a

NCAA championship sport was

never a question of if, but when. When
there were only five vArsity teams in

the nation five years ago, it seemed

doubtful if colleges would have the 40

teams required to be eligible for

NCAA championships by the year

2000.

This month. New York's l-lartwick

College announced it will move its

women's water polo club team to the

Division 1 level. Hartwick's addition

brings the collegiate varsity team total

to 40 and makes the sport eligible for a

"fully funded NCAA championship.

"It's huge," said NicoUe Payne, for-

mer UCLA All-Amcrican goalie and

» current national teum member. "The

sport has come a long way, and it's still

growing. It's exciting to watch it

proffcw and become an NCAA
iport. It*s going to be great for the

isk to be able to play in a NCAA

Hartwick expects to begin varsity

competition in the 2000-2001 academ-

ic year, but U.S. Water Polo, the

national governing body for the sport,

is working with collegiate conferences

to petition the NCAA to sanction the

championship as early as possible, tar-

geting the spring of 2000.

Women's water polo is currently

governed by the Women's Collegiate

Rules Committee, which does not

have any afl'iliation with national gov-

erning bodies like the NCAA. With a

relatively small number of participat-

ing colleges, rules and protocol con-

cerning championships are less for-

mal and even qualified club teams can

participate.

USWP helps fund the national

championship, but it doesn't provide

any specific governance. As an

NCAA sport, the national champi-

onship will be fully funded, which is

the major difference between the cur-

rent and future situations.

Another difference is that the

championship will be comprised only

of varsity teams, whereas currently

the national championship can have

club and varsity y teams. And the

number of tournament participants is

likely to be reduced from the current

cap of 16.

"In the administrative level, there's

certain amount of credibility now that

can be associated with women's water

polo because it'll be an NCAA cham-

pionship sport," said Guy Baker, head

coach of the UCXA water polo prcv

gram and the U.S. women's national

team.

"Potentially where it can help the

sport is that some of the bigger schools

outside of Pac-IO, like the Big 10 and

SEC. will hopefully want to add on

women's water polo as part of their

growing women's sports program,"

Baker added. "If we can gel those

schools to come aboard, we can bene-

fit as a bigger sport."

Women's water polo has taken a

giant stride in size and popularity

within the past several years. In the

early '90s, it wasn't even sanctioned as

a high school sport in Southern

California. Most UCXA upperclass-

men who participate on the women's

team, Payne included, remember

"practicing and competing with the

boys on their high school teams not so

long ago.

Title IX and subsequent legal pres-

sures over gender equity prodded the

NCAA to declare women's water

polo as an emerging sport - one

intended to provide additional athletic

opportunities to female student ath-

letes - in 1993.

Since then, numerous colleges and

universities have added women's
water polo as a varsity sport (UCLA
added it in the 1994-1995 school year)

and helped dramatically increase the

number of high school and overall

female participants. USWP enrolled

1,960 females in '94; that count rose to

7,936 in '97, more than a 400 percent

increase.

The sport earned even more recog-

nition in September of 1997 when the

International Olympic Committee

approved it as an Olympic sport for

the year 2000 Sydney Games. And the

latest news, with Hartwick's squad

marking 40 collegiate varsity teams,

has affirmed the legitimacy of

women's water polo as a respectable

sport.

"It'll exciting to have the first

NCAA women's water polo champi-

onship and first Olympic champi-

onship in the year 2000. Thal'^ a

tremendous leap," Baker said."*
""""

USWP's Collegiate Water Polo

Association, a division that promotes

and assists colleges to add women's
water polo to their athletic programs,

has been a major player in the increase

in collegiate teams. Commissioner

Dan Sharadin serves as the collegiate

See W#010l page 31

Malone turns

radio host in

midst of long

NBA lockout
COLUMN: Piazza accepts

$91 million contract as

Browns deal with devil

Of deep thoughts, cheap shots

and bons mots. Karl Malone

cannot play for the Utah

Jazz, so he decided to come join a

Los Angeles-based team.

No, it's not what you think.

Malone is not with the Clippers

and if he were

to join the

Lakers it would

be like Brett

Rutlfr gning-

Vytas

Mazeika

from the Giants

to the Dodgers.

Malone is

now a radio talk

show host for

KXTA radio in

Los Angeles -

otherwise

known as

XTRA Sports

1 150. He will work five days a week

alongside Vic "The Brick" Jacobs^

from 1 p.m. to 3 p.m.

1 listened to some of the show on

my way to the Daily Bruin and was

rather surprised. My expectation was

for Malone to be rather nervous

while bailing out of any awkward

moments with a story about the good

old days - the days when the NBA
wasn't in a lockout.

Instead Malone sounded poised

and very sincere. Faced with a ques-

tion about the lockout, Malone men-

tioned how progress had been made
between the two sides. He added

how the stand-off could be resolved

in 10 days and how the players

should be back in camp within two to

three weeks.

Then Malone went off on a tan-

gent for about three minutes about

how he wants to diversify the topic of

conversation. From other sports to

life in general, Malone threw out top-

ics for his audience.

Another talk show host, Jim

Rome, has referred to Malone as a

"redneck" because of his ranch.

Malone actually commended Rome
on the ingenuous and proper charac-

terization.

So it should be no surprise, then,

that Malone talked about hunting.

Proposition 5 has ramifications on

hunting in Utah. And since the show

is also carried in Utah (at Malone's

personal request), a speech on the

proposition ensued.

Who knew NBA players knew
something about politics?

A caller then asked Malone his

opinion on life. When Malone start-

ed giving a soliloquy about being a

good person, I stopped paying atten-

tion. The novelty was gone and my
Walkman felt the need to listen to

some music.

Whether or not Malone's new
hobby is successful will be largely

due to the response from the L.A.

audience. (The same people who love

a Laker team that was swept in four

games by the Malone led Utah Jazz.)
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UCLA has made you less
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Community

mobilizes in

fight against

breast cancer

AWARENESS: Early

detection advocated

at fund-raising events

By Teresa Jun

Daily Bruin Contributor

This year, breast cancer claimed

the lives o l
' near ly 44.00U vu)mcn'

iGohen explains new security role
LECTURE: Protesters shout

(|ueslions as secretaiy of

defense speaks at UCLA

By Lawrence Ferchaw

Daily Bruin Staff

In front of an audience of students,

faculty and community members.

Secretary of Defense William Cohen

addressed international relations and

national security.

But the warm reception that

Cohen received by the audience in

Korn Convocation Hall of the

and men. more than enough people

to nil the ndison International

Field ofAjiaheim to stadium capac-

ity.

Meanwhile, an unsuspecting

woman is newly diagnosed with

breast cancer every 1 1 minutes.

Waging war against these oddsr-

local clinics, community organiza-

tions and even celebrities have

banded together this past month to

fight the No. 2 cause of cancer

deaths among American women.

In promotion of National Breast

Cancer Awareness Month, the Iris

Cantor UCLA Women's Health

Education and Resource Center

Iparticipated in half a dozen

women's health fairs throughout

Southern California. It also provid-

ed professional speakers and infor-

mational booths.

In addition, visitors to the Iris

Cantor Center received pink rib-

bons, breast self-examination

instructions and reminder stickers

all month long.

"All the women visitors in

October were given (these things),

regardless ofwhat information they

were looking for when they came

in," said Cindy Moskovic, director

of the Iris Cantor Center. This cen-

ter deals with all women's health

issues, including menopause, osteo-

porosis and breast cancer.

Celebrities also led the fight

against breast cancer this month by

walking to raise money for breast

cancer research.

Expedition Inspiration's third-

annual Take-A-Hike for Breast

Cancer Research, which was held

on Oct. 17 at Paramount Ranch in

the Santa Monica mountains, had

1,000 people in attendance.

Celebrities like Cindy Crawford,

Tea Leoni, KABC radio personali-

ty Stephanie Miller, and Leslie

Anne Down, Shawn Batten and

Priscilla Garrita, of "Sunset

Beach" fame all joined in the activi-

ties.

Many of these stars not only par-

ticipated in the event, but actually

led hikes throughout the day.

Cindy Crawford, whose grand-'

mother died from breast cancer,

was the event's honorary chair and

gave the welcome speech.

"There was great spirit at the

event - very warm, very genuine.

"

said Libby Hubncr, spokeswoman

for Take-A-Hike.

SceGMKBtpa9t12

Anderson School at UCLA was occa-

sionally peppered with chants against

the secretary and U.S. policy toward

suspected terrorists.

After an outdoor reception, the

audience filed into the auditorium

and was greeted by Richard

Rosccrance, director of the ij^llcr

for International Relations.

Cohen's speech was part of the

Bernard Brodie Distinguished

Lecture Series. Rosecrance said he

was "delighted" to.present the speak-

er and went on to recall the life of

Brodie, who was a professor at

UCLA and scholar in the area of

international relations.

"He's Ihe kind of person after

whom you would want to name a lec-

ture series," Rosecrance said after the

event.

Secretary of Defense William Cohen spoke at The Anderson School.

Chancellor Albert Carnesale intro-

duced Cohen, a former senator and

congressman, and remembered testi-

fying before congressional commit-

tees on which Cohen served.

"He was always nice to me,"

Carnesale said. Carnesale studied and

taught nuclear strategy and engineer-

ing and testified as an expert before

congressional committees.

Cohen led off his speech with a

series of jokes and recognized some

of the members of the audience,

including former Secretary of State

Warren Christopher.

Cohen went on to address past pre-

BAHMAN FARAHOeiyDdtty B(u<n

dictions in international relations that

turned out to be inaccurate.

"Not long ago, as Europe emerged

from the Cold War, many thought

NATO would be confined to the dust-

bin of history. Now it's experiencing a

See OWEN, page 6

Genetics department gets new home
CENTER: Completed building lets

researchers interact to forge path

to future of modern medicine

By Matt Grace

Daily Bruin Contributor

Inside the brick-red Gonda (Goldschmied)

Neuroscience and Genetics Research Center - a

new face on the row of medical buildings along

Westwood - the future of modern medicine is mov-

ing in.

The center will be the new home for the depart-

ment of human genetics and part of the Brain

Research Institute. It promises to lead UCLA into

the forefront of genetics, a field of science that will

soon become a part of everyday health care.

"I think the center of human genetics has

already made UCLA a major player in \ht scene of

human genetics," said Gerald Levey, dean of the

UCLA Medical School. "And I don't think one

could be a major research institution without hav-

ing a world-class genetics program."

"It will be critical for medicine of the 21st centu-

ry to have the knowledge of what (genes) do and

what happens if a gene is mutated or deleted, and

what role it plays on human disease," Levey said.

This knowledge will be the foundation behind

preventing diseases from occurring, rather than

waiting to treat a disease in response to symRKJifiis.

So once UCLA received the $45 million\dona-

tion from the Gonda family, it had the resources to

create a center that will soon be at the forefront of

international genetics research - an endeavor

which requires an mternationally renowned scien-

tist.

Lccna Pcltoncn, an expert m the genetics of

human diaeaMS, was wooed away from the

University of Helsinki in Finland after UCLA
offered the chance to lead their new department

into the 21st century.

"Genetics is essentially the future of medicine,"

Peltonen said. With the state-of-the-art laboratories

and a department filled with talented researchers,

she couldn't resist.

"That's a major temptation and challenge - that

you can create something new," Peltonen said, who

now holds the chair of the new department of

human genetics.

At UCLA, neuroscience is the single biggest

Dr. LMfia MfOfMfi is the new director of

the UCLA human gtnctics program.

scholarly discipline, drawing faculty from the

school of dentistry, the school of engineering, the

school of medicine and the College of Letters &
Science.

The Gonda family donation has enabled UCLA
to build the center and establish a department of

genetics which includes both the Brain Research

Institute and department of genetics, said Allan

Tobin, director of BRI.

Although not everyone within the department of

human genetics will be housed in the new building,

the center will allow scientists to slide from disci-

pline to discipline.

Susan Smalley, a human geneticist and professor

of psychiatry and biobehavioral sciences, for one,

studies behavioral disorders that begin in child-

hood, such as autism and attention-deficit hyperac-

tivity disorder, on a genetic level.

The center will give her "the molecular tools to

uncover susceptible genes for complex traits, such

as human behavior. Understanding of complex

behavior is something we can do now because of

the Human Genome Project," she said.

"It will enable us to uncover all the genes that

contribute to behavior."

The design of the building itself also promotes

interaction. There are open labs, "interactive

zones" and a cafe available for planned and

unplanned meetings - opportunities for geneticists

and neuroscientists to have meaningful discussions

and play with new ideas.

"The virtue of this building is its interactive-

ness." Tobin said. "We arc concentrating our

efTorls to foster interaction on three dimensions,"

and bringing together "perspectives from people

who are coming at neuroscience at different

angles.**

SeeiBK1ia^pife12
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UCLA, county honor

long-time employee
Carole Magnuson, the director of local rela-

tions for UCLA, retired Wednesday, after 21

years al the university.

Magnuson was honored by UCLA staff and

administrators at the James West Alumni

Center, where county supervisor and UCLA
alumnus Zcv Yaroslavsky presented her with a

commendation for her years of service to the

community.

Davis, Boxer to speak at

Bruin Democrats rally

Gray Davis and Barbara Boxer, the

Democratic candidates for governor and U.S.

senator, respectively, will speak al UCLA as part

of a rally sponsored by Bruin Democrats on

Nov. 2.

The rally in support of Davis and Boxer,

which will take place in Ackerman Grand

Ballroom at noon, comes the day

before California voters go to the polls

to choose their next governor and scna

tor.

Lt. Gov. Davis faces the Republican

Attorney General Dan Lungren in the guberna-

torial election. Incumbent Boxer faces

Republican challenger Matt Fong, the slate trea-

surer. Both races have been hotly contested of

late, with the Democratic candidates currently

holding the leads in various polls.

Pop singer Lisa Loeb will also perform at the

rally

Library adds large new

database to resources

The UCLA Library has added the

Encyclopedia Americana Online and has sub-

scribed to one of the single largest databases for

current worldwide news and information, Lexisr

Nexis.

Encyclopedia Americana offers access to

about 45,000 articles, including text and images.

Users can browse through nine

major subject areas as well as

search the database in three ways.

The Lexis-Nexis Online Database allows

users access to nearly 6,000 individual titles

from both foreign and domestic media.

Users with domain names of ucla.edu or

using BruinOnLine to dial up can access

Encyclopedia Americana Online and The Lexis-

Nexis Database through the "Digital

Resources" link on the UCLA Library home-

page at http://www.library.ucla.edu.

Doctor speaks on risks

related to prenatal care

Tuesday, Dr. Brian Koos, chief of UCLA's

Perinatal Research Program spoke on the con-

sequences of insufficient prenatal care, risks

associated with newborns, and infant health.

While Dr. Koos didn't discuss the case of the

30-year-old Santa Monica woman who gave

birth to twins on Monday at a Pacific Palisades

camp, he did use the incident to speak on the

dangers associated with such a delivery. This

meeting was held on the steps outside theUCLA
Medical Center.

Isia Vista prepares for

Halloween debauchery
Out-of-town visitors to the town of Isia Vista

near UC Santa Barbara may return with an

arrest record due to a "No Tolerance" policy

that will be in place during Halloween weekend.

According to this policy, in effect since 1993,

no warnings will be issued and only citations and

arrests will be made for unlawful conduct, even

for misdemeanors such as public intoxication.

In addition, the county noise ordinance will

also be strongly enforced, and there will be no

live or prerecorded amplified music in Isia Vista

beginning on Wednesday and lasting through

Sunday morning. Eighty to 90 percent of

arrestees each Halloween are from areas outside

of Isia Vista.

Compiled from Daily Bruin staff reports.

WHAT'S BREWIN'

Thursday 8 a.m.

Japanese Student Association

Westwood Village Community

Alliance (WVCA) (8:30)

Westwood Marquis Hotel

930 Hilgard Ave. in Westwood

Village

7 p.m.

Tony Berlant

UCLA/Armand Hammer
Museum • 443-7000

Friday

Muslim Uninn

1p.m.

OM.fcoy.^ KE^fcUR Wfo6l7^

REMINDER

MarkParisk^aol.com
/<n>»mc FEATURE CI998 lKW»mRlSl www.offthemark.com

ONLY A FEW DAYS LEFT:

For non-SOAA undergraduates to

ADD courses with PTE number and

$3 per course fee through URSA
Telephone

For non-SOAA undergraduates to

file Late Study List by petition with

$50 fee

For all undergraduates to DROP
nonimpacted courses without a tran-

script notation ($3 per transaction

fee through URSA Telephone)

Until undergraduate course mate-

rials fees are assessed based on

enrollment at end of fourth week

(see the Miscellaneous Fees section

in "Registration")

Until last day to submit final

drafts of dissertations to doctoral

committee for degrees to be con-

ferred in current term.

DONT FORGET:
Need an escort? Call 794-WALK.

Need someone to talk to? The

UCLA Peer Helpline is available to

listen. Call 825-HELP if you would

like to talk about sex. relationship

problems, loneliness, family violence

or any other issue on your mind.

3 p.m.

Afrocentric Book Forum (3:30)

Haines 158- 825-6060

4 p.m.

Delta Sigma Theta Sorority

TV tapmg of "The Parent Hood"

8244513

Japanese Student Association

Halloween meeting

Aclcerman 3508 • 293-5773

5 p.m.

Wesley Christian Fellowship

Pray for the Peace oi' the City -

Conference for students on

violence (5:30)

900 Hilgard Ave., third floor

Price: $15.00 -208-6869

Chinese Christian Fellowship

(CCF)

Bible study

Ackerman 2410 viLI-K

Jum'Ah Prayer

Young Grand Salon • 206-7877

2 p.m.

Dept of Comparative Literature

and English

Author reading/ signing

Rolfe 1301 -836-0444

7 p.m.

Chaira Christian Fellowship

"Stressbuster" barbeque for new

graduate students

900 Higard Ave., third lloor

Mclnilz Movies

Free screening of "Halloween"

James Bridge Theater • 206-8170

Grace on Campus
Christian fellowship

MS 4000A- 209-1299

6 p.m.

KACF - Korean American

Christian Fellowship

General meeting

Speaker: John Kim from

Lighthouse Bible Church

Kinsey51- 996-1948

8 p.m.

Midnight Special Bookstore &
Cultural Center

Open/featured poetry - 393-2923

Samahang Pilipino

Philip Vera Cruz Musical

Northwest Auditorium • 825-2727

What's Brewin' can be reached via e-mail

at what$brewin@>media.ucla.edu.
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UCLA'S Past
UCLA has witnessed 80 years of classes, students, professors,

research and memories. This series presents some chapters of

our history.
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Homecoming
may now be

blissfully free of

greased pigs and

pajama parties,

but memories of

school spirit

burn on through

campus lore

By Trina Enriquez

Daily Bruin Contributor

We've come a long way, baby.

While homecoming week now comes and goes with

barely a ripple, it once rocked the roundations of cam-

pus life.

Back in the davs when the University of California.

Southern Branch's football team was beaten by local

high school squads, "homecoming" was a nonexistent

word.

Nearly eight decades later, the No. 2 UCLA football

squad gears up for its homecoming face-off against

Stanford with a 16-0 winning.streak under its belt.

Those seven decades have marked an evolving

homecoming tradition at UCLA. Uomecoming offi-

cially began in 1927, during the Southern Bri«nch's lasj

year at its Vermont Avenue location.

Departmental teas and an alumni dances were the

order of the day, and that first year, pajama-clad revel-

A cheerleader shows her support for the Bruins

at a homecoming game.

UP

Photon courtesy of Univefstty Archives

Over 2,000 pajama-clad UCLA students celebrate during the 1 925 Homecoming bonfire.

ers danced around a huge bonfire which illuminated

the football field before UCLA defeated Occidental

College, 8-0.

"They had to turn the fire hose on the old wooden

gym to keep it from burning," said Johnny Jackson, the

Alumni Association's executive secretary, in the 1952

Homecoming Guide.

Other traditions like the homecoming parade and

coronation began in the 1930s.

The first parade, held in 1933, featured 52 floats

winding their way past boufiques and old-fashioned ice

cream shops throughout Westwood Village.

In those days, "Westwood was much more homey,

it had charm, ' said class of 1926 alumna Ann Sumner.

In the 1930s, the population hovered between 6,000-

7,000 students, and the smaller campus helped gener-

ate enthusiasm for homecoming events.

During World War II, however, when men were

called to servij in the armed forces and concern for

political affairs mounted, homecoming was temporari-

ly put on hold.

"We didn't have a real homecoming," said Anne

Berkovitz, class of 1947. "We focused more on what

was going on in the world rather than what was taking

place on campus."

Though a full-scale parade was canceled during the

war years, students in 1944 did manage to create

miniature floats that crossed the Royce Hall stage in an

effort to maintain homecoming spirit.

After the war was over, though, people began to

relax more, Berkovitz remembered.

Post-war years at UCLA represented a microcosm

of the exuberance sweeping America. Thus, fall home-

coming celebrations came back with a vengeance in

the early 1950s.

By 1947, fireworks accompanied a parade which, in

following years, would boast up to 80 floats and

100,000 onlookers thronging Westwood Boulevard.

An alumni picnic featuring piggyback relay races, a

coronation ceremony presided over by Provost

Clarence A. Dykstra and an All-University Dance at

the Biltmore Hotel marked the 1947 homecoming cel-

ebration.

Though interest in dressing down for the

"Pajamarino," as it was called, died out in the 1930s,

bonfires were still a major event.

Sumner recalled that students would begin stockpil-

ing material nearly three weeks before the bonfire was

actually lit, and in 1950, a bonfire blast shattered a

record 50 windows.

Enthusiasm for bonfires faded in following years

because of the danger they incurred, but that didn't

dampen spirits in^he early 1950s. Publications from^

the time touted homecoming as the largest collegiate^

event in the nation, requiring months of preparation.

The celebration had grown from a weekend of

dances and departmental teas in the late 1920s to a full

week of festivities by the early 1950s.

During 1951 's homecoming week, a torchlight

parade with a street dance and show took place on

Wednesday's Village Night.

Bruins even engaged the California Bears in a varsi-

ty debate as one of the week's events.

The following year, Royce Hall chimes rang out

"The Farmer in the Dell" in accordance with that

year's farm theme.

The 1952 homecoming committee staged a three-

day carnival complete with square dancing, greased pig

and pie-baking contests.

In addition, Westwood merchants decorated their

store windows and provided a colorful backdrop for

the parade, which culminated in the bonfire, lots of

band music and yelling at Pauley Pavilion.

Spectators numbered more than 100,000 as the

parade wound up in a street dance in a Westwood park-

ing lot.

Homecoming was a very big deal, emphasized Jim

Klain, a class of 1943 alumnus.

"A lavish Miss America-type contest preceded week-

long activities," Klain said. "UC President Robert

Gordon Sproul would come down and crown the

queen."

Collegiate spirit thus reigned from the 1930s

through the '50s, until it began to v/anf in the '60s and

'70s.

The 1963 parade was abruptly cancelled when

President John F. Kennedy was assassinated, but

beyond that, "the '60s were a freedom-loving lime."
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Arizona frosh dies after

apparent stairwell fall

TUCSON - A Manzanita-Mohavc resident

died early yesterday morning, more than a week

after he was found at the bottom of an outdoor

campus staircase with severe injuries, the

Arizona Daily Wildcat reported.

Brian Balcer, 18. had been in critical condi-

tion at University Medical Center since Oct. 17.

when he apparently fell from a (light of stairs

outside the second floor of the Art building.

Balcer died at 2:22 a.m., said Mike Downing.

Pima County medical examiner.

* Tm listing cause of death as accidental."

Downing said.

Police were unsure yesterday what led to

Balcer's death and were still investigating.

University of Arizona police Cmdr. Brian

Seastone said.

"We're not certain if he fell." Sgt. Michael

Smith added.

Minnesota candidates

spar on higher ed issues

MINNEAPOLIS Higher education

topped a debate among the three major candi-

dates for governor Tuesday, as two of the three

sharply criticized the only fmancia! aid proposal

on the board without offering alternatives.

Democrat Hubert H. "Skip" Humphrey III.

Republican Norm Coleman and Reform Party

candidate Jesse "The Body" Ventura faced off

Tuesday night before about 150 people at the

Blake School in Hopkins, the Minnesota Daily

reported. During the hour-long event, the candi-

dates debated higher education, taxes and each

other's ability to govern.

At the debate, Humphrey declared that he

wanted to be the "education governor" and reit-

erated his proposals to give $1,000 tax credits to

college students. He said the tax credit would

help provide education to students who other-

wise couldn't afford school.

Research shows genetic

link to learning speech
SEATTLE - Young children experiencing

difflculiy learning to speak may now have their

parents to blame ^ not for being poor or inade-

quate teachers of language, but rather for pass-

ing down genetic traits responsible for impeding

learning skills.

1 he Washington Daily reports that a team of

British and American scientists concluded

recently that, for young children having difficul-

ty learning to speak, heredity plays a much

stronger role than environment in affecting

proper language development.

Philip Dale, UW psychology professor, and

Robert Plomin, research professor of psychoUv

gy at the Institute of Psychiatry in London,

headed the team involved in the study. The sci-

entists examined a number of young twins from

England and Wales to find a correlation

between speech problems and genetic makeup.

Iowa State may become

Coca-Cola school

AMES, Iowa - Talks of a single-beverage

cola contract for Iowa State is currently being

considered by the university, reported the Iowa

State Daily.

A final decision will be made by late fall or

early winter, said Warren Madden, vice presi-

dent for Business and Finance.

A single-beverage contract is being explored

by the University Purchasing Department and

operators of the Iowa State facilities, in con-

junction with administration and faculty.

Cola companies being considered for the sin-

gle-beverage contract include Coca-Cola, Pepsi

and Royal Crown, with Coca-Cola the leading

bidder. -^

The single-beverage contract would last

about five to 10 years. Madden said.

Compiled from University Wire reports.

Studies conflict over advantages of anonymous HIV testing

RESEARCH: Authorities

say namca are helpftil Itf

cials.

The first sludv found that where

Arizona. Colorado. Missouri. New

Mexico. North Carolina. Oregon and

But in most states, people who

want to lake an HIV test anonymous-

Tennessee - the CDC said.

Lederal authorities favor the avail-

puhlidy lundi'd aiiu i ivinuus testing is •lexas. North ea rolma na.-
< .since man- ly :<till iiuve i iuii option, the name ;» o\ abllliy of both. Thwy buy namu mpoff

tracking spread of AIDS

By Brenda C. Coleman

The Associated Press

CHICAGO People seek testing

and treatment for the AIDS virus

much earlier if screening is kept

anonymous, according to research

published in today's Journal oi' the

American Medical Association. •

However, a second study found no

significant decline in the number of

those tested where names are

required to be disclosed to health of fl-

available - as it is in 39 states - people

eventually diagnosed with AIDS
sought HIV tests and HIV-related

treatment more than a year earlier

than other patients. -^

"That is one of the biggest (posi-

tive) effects of any public health prcv

gram anywhere." said the lead author.

Dr. Andrew Bindman o\' San

Francisco General Hospital Medical

Center.

Researchers said early testing and

treatment not only prolongs lives but

allows precautions to prevent the

spread of the disease.

The study involved 835 patients in

dated name reporting of HIV tests.

Name reporting has been required

since 1981 in all states for full-blown

AIDS cases and has been routine

even longer in all states for other dis-

eases ranging from tuberculosis to

gonorrhea and salmonella poisoning.

Not all states require the reporting"

of names of people who test HIV pos-

itive but who have developed AIDS.

Only 29 states require doctors and

clinics to report names of HIV-posi-

tive patients to public health officials;

three others require name reporting

in cases involving children, but not

adults.

those who test positive are not report-

ed unless they then disclose their HIV

status to their own doctor.

rhe second JAMA study found

that public clinics saw no significant

decline in the number of people tested

in states were names are required.

~Xhe CDC studied about 459,000

tests at health departments in six

states before and after public clinics

began reporting names of people who

tested positive for HIV.

Name reporting did not appear to

diminish the use of testing in the states

'Studied - Louisiana, Michigan,

Nebraska, Nevada, New Jersey and

ing is the only way to track the epi-

demic, but anonymous testing may

help curb it by getting people into

treatment earlier.

"rhe history of this disease- has

been a little different than ... other dis-

eases, because we haven't had a thera-

py until recently that was highly elTec-

tive," said Dr. Allyn Nakashima, lead

author of one study and a CDC med-

ical epidemiologist.

Public reluctance to give names to

public health officials for testing has

eased, since a person's anonymity dis-

appears when he or she becomes a

patient, she said.
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Minolta

Binoculars
Just in time for the UCLA football season, enjoy the game and the fans across

the way. with a pair of Minolta Binoculars. We have a limited number available

for a FREE Rental for the big game this weekend. See UCLA's players,

cheerleaders, or fans from any scat at the Rose Bowl. FREE Rentals are

available from Friday morning from 10AM to 3PM. There will be a $ 100

deposit required. All rentals must be returned by Monday at 6:30 PM.

Ifyou prefer choesefrom Bel Air Camera 's huge inventory of

Binoculars at super low discount prices !
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DEPTH OF FIELD
Depth of field is a term used by photographers to describe the acceptable range of focus within a picture.The photographers of the

Daily Bruin have gathered together a collection of moments from the past two weeks and put them into focus.
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(Clockwise from top left)

Ed Kezirian, assistant director of academic services for

the football team, rallies the defense against Berkeley in

Saturday's game.

Rob Brigham launches his bike off of the McClure

stage in Westwood Plaza. Brigham has been biking for

only one year.

Eric Davis, guitarist of the band Agent 5 1 , plays in the

Cooperage.

Camera
10925 Kinn>ss Ave at Gayley

FREE PARKINCl in the lot next door on Kinross Avenue
in Westw(X)d Village, just East of the4()5 Freeway

MON-FRI 9-7; SAT 9:3()-6,SlJN 12-5 * 3 10-208-5 150

Alpha Delta Pi member Desiree Soto, a second-year

psychology student, has her photo taken for her

sorority's composite.
(MMONU.
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Slowing stock market may siphon off budget surplus
ECONOMY: Global woes

may halt growth, lead to

gradual downward trend

By Dave SUdmorc
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Even as

President Clinton triumphantly con-

firmed the first budget surplus in 29

years on Wednesday, economists

began warning the ever-better news

will fade along with the economy and

the stock market.

"We learn, after decades of

deficit, that this past year we had a

surplus of exactly $70 billion,"

Clinton said at the White House.

It's the first since 1969 andrrepre-

sents a remarkable turnaround from

the record $290 billion deficit in

199^2 and even from I997's $22 bil-

lion in red ink.

Both the Clinton administration

and Congress began the year predict-

ing a small deficit. And just three

years ago. the Democratic president

and the Republican-majority

Congress shut down the government

in a bitter dispute over whether bal-

ancing the budget by 2002 represent-

ed too abrupt a shift.

Exceeding that goal four years

early proved surprisingly easy -

mostly because a booming stock

market flooded the government with

a 12 percent increase in income-tax

receipts.

And strong job growth increased

payroll-tax revenue and reduced the

government's spending on welfare

and unemployment benefits.

But now world financial turmoil is

expected to cut in half the rate of

U.S. economic growth to a lackluster

2 percent most of this year and next.

And the stock market, after plunging

from mid-summer highs, doesn't

appear likely to return to double-

digit percentage gains anytime soon.

It's not that the budget will lapse

into deficit anytime soon, most econ-

omists believe. But they caution that

the trend will probably be down.

Many predict next year's surplus will

Even gangs have right to bear pagers

COURT: Members need

technology to carry out

business transactions

The Associated Press

SAN DIEGO — Gang members

can keep their pagers, after a state

^^Sppeab court deck

countless lawful, legitimate and

everyday uses," said Justice Judith

Haller in the 3^ ruling. She said they

are used to contact workers in the

field and to keep in touch with fami-

ly members at home.

Even if gang members use the

devices to sell drugs, forbidding pos-

session of pagers and beepers for all

purposes violates their freedom of

t. Hatter at^id.

cannot be included in court orders

prohibiting members from meeting

or conducting some (5ther normally

legal activities in certain neighbor-

hoods.

An absolute ban on a common,

legal communications device goes

too far, even though injunctions

intended to rid neighborhoods of

gang activity have been upheld by

the state Supreme Court, the 4th

District Court of Appeal said

Monday in a case from Oceansidc.

"Pagers and beepers are not only

used for illicit reasons, but have

Similar bans have been included

in some other anti-gang injunctions,

said Deputy District Attorney

Thomas Lovett.

Cities and counties across

California have sought such injunc-

tions in the last few years to control

gang activity. ~ ~

The court orders typically name

certain people and gangs and pro-

hibit them from meeting, associat-

ing, drinking, using drugs, or bother-

ing people in a particular neighbor-

hood.

The state Supreme Court upheld

such an injunction in a San Jose case

in January 1997, ruling that gang

members had no legal right to meet

in a neighborhood plagued by gang

violence.

One man named in the injunc-

tion, David Englebrecht Jr., was

found in contempt by Einhorn in

April after being seen with two gang

members in the neighborhood, the

=eourt said. Deputy Public Defender
Dawn Ella Gilzean said Tuesday that

Englebrecht denies he is an active

gang member.

The court said Englebrecht could

be held in contempt for associating

with other gang members but not for

carrying a pager found on him.

Lovett, who represented the pros-

ecution in the appeal, said the ruling

shouldn't hamper the ctTort to move

gangs out of neighborhoods.

He said it might be possible to

meet the court's concerns by proving

a closer connection between pagers

and gang activity.

be smaller than this year's - in the

;ange of $50 billion to $60 billion.

"I don't see how you can avoid it.

A slowing economy just naturally

causes revenue to decline," said

economist Tim O'Neill of Harris

Bank in Chicago.

That compares to the $80 billion

surplus for next year - and black ink

far into the future - that congression-

al budget analysts projected this

summer.

Some are even more pessimistic.

Mark Zandi of Regional Financial

Associates in West Chester, Pa., says

the principal factors that led to the

surplus are gone or going.

Not only have economic and mar-

ket growth slowed, but a period of

COHEN
From page 1

rebirth," Cohen said.

He also outlined his strategy for

international relations and the use of

the military. The three components -

shape, respond, and prepare - are

aimed at forming a positive opinion

of the United States abroad, respond-

ing quickly and appropriately to

problems, and being prepared for the

future with technology.

"We have to be nimble, flexible

and muscular," Cohen sattf;

lower health-care inflation - which

held down Medicare spending
-*

appears to be ending. And military

spending, which edged lower this

year on top of post-Cold War
declines, probably will start increas-

ing.

"The surplus is going to vanish

almost as quickly as it appeared."

Zandi said. "We'll probably run sur-

pluses in 1999 and 2000, but after

that we're going to return to the red

ink."

In a sign of things to come, per-

haps, the Treasury Department said

this week that it will need to borrow

$30 billion during the October-

December quarter, roughly double

its projection of two months ago.

Rizvi, a third-year business econom-

ics student.

Cohen responded that it was a

good question, but when he began to

explain his answer, a few members of

the audience began to shout out,

"Stop the lies. Stop the killing."

Other audience members told the

protesters to stop, and applauded

loudly at Cohen's response to drown

out the protests. After a few more

questions, another student chal-

lenged Cohen again.

"I'm very glad people had a

chance to expfcss their opinions

After quoting a number of histori-

cal figures, including Winston

Churchill, Cohen concluded his

remarks and began taking questions

from the audience.

Christopher asked the first ques-

tion about the impact of increasing

the defense department's budget.

Cohen was then challenged by Syed

Rizvi, a student who wanted to know
why the the military acted so quickly

after the terrorist attacks on two U.S.

embassies in Africa.

"It took the U.S. three hours to

deploy and kill many civilians in the

Sudan. Why has it taken three

months to act in Kosovo?" asked

against the secretary as we ll as in

favor," Rosecrance said. "It would

have been very bad if all we had there

were essentially military-oriented

people."

About 10 protesters were present

during the event.

"We wanted to show that an event

like that cannot go unopposed," said

Ahmed Shama, president of the

Muslim Students Association.

One audience member didn't mind

the protests.

"I don't blame them for protest-

ing, but I'm glad it didn't get out of

hand," said Bridget Packett, a fourth-

year political :>cience student at

Pepperdine University.

/" o HAPPINESS IS BEING o^
JUL CALIFORNIA ICA97,

A BRUIN ALUM
Dear UCLA Students and Staff:

It has been a pleasure servingyour vision care needs

for over 25 years in the village. Pt^ase take advanta^^e

ofthese great offers listed below. .

.

UCLA Graduate 1967

$99 CONTACT LENSES & EXAM "SPECIAL"

Includes eye exam, fitting, follow-up, and two pair of

Bausch & Lomb daily or extended wear soft contacts.

$99 EYEGUSSES & EXAM "SPECIAL'

Includes lenses and frames from our special selection

(nnost Rxs) and eye exam.

IF YOU HAVE UCU VISION CARE INSURANCE:
• We gladly accept your insurance

• We get the forms for you - just call us.

• Sanr>e day appointn^ents available.

• We are experts in showing you how to niaximize your

benefits

• Terrific eyewear and contact lens selection

IF YOU D0N7 HAVE VISION CARE INSURANCE:
Take advantage of the specials, or we'll still give you 10%
off on any non-advertised iten^.

-^^^^^^^=1 Villagt Ey«« Optometry

ccypcaratxjn

310 208-3011
(groUhd floor of Momyt BuMdHig - acrou fromWtxxood Br«w«ry)

I partdng • S« habta EtpaAoi

Bring in this coupon and receive the

follouiing discounts on every CDyou buy!!

UP TO .99.. .50% OFF

$1.99 -&7.99... $1.00 OFF

$8.99 -$15.99.. .$2.00 OFF

$16.99 -$34.99.. .$3.00 OFF

$35.00 RND UP.. .$5.00 OFF

^EXCLUDING SALE ITEMS
Expires 11/6/98
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ASPIRING
MODEL?
"The Hardest Driving

Agency for New
Faces in L.A."

Our doors ore now open for new
faces. We ore currently seeking

higfily mofivotecJ men ond women for

lOO's of upcoming commerciols,

music videos, foshion and print jobs.

Classes ore offered on tfie Promenade
witfi Legendary acting coaches Diane

Shalot and John Sorno.

NO PORTrOUO NICtSSARV NO FEE

(310) 393-7600
Blake Ari IModelt ft Talent, Inc.

225 Santa Monica Blvd.. Suite 201

Santa Monica. CA 90401
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Historians warn against

impeachment of Ginton

PEimON: Scholars say

action would harm

office of presidency

By Milte Feinsilber

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON Former

Rep. Peter Rodino, who presided

over the impeachment hearings of

President Nixon, says President

Clinton's behavior does not justify

impeaching him.

In a petition to the nation, more

than 400 historians agVee and say

the impeachment of Clinton would

cripple future presidents.

Rodino, an 89-year-old

Democrat, said the charges against

Clinton - of lying under oath about

his sexual affair with a former

intern - do not reach the level

"where we have to consider it to be

a ground to remove from ofllce the

preiiident of the United States."

tions."

"If carried forward, they will

leave the presidency permanently

disfigured and diminished, at the

mercy as never before of the

caprices of any Congress. The pres-

idency ... will be crippled in meeting

the inevitable challenges of the

future," they said.

The decision to gather signatures

and make a public statement grew

out of a conversation between Sean

Wilentz o'( Princeton arid Arthur

M. Schlesinger Jr., a historian who

served in President Kennedy's

White House. Both were dismayed

about the implications of an

attempt to impeach Clinton.

Wilent/. said.

He said he sent e-mails to 30 or

40 historians who might share their

view, and w ilhin three days, 300 his-

torians agreed to sign the state-

ment.

."We touched a nerve," he said.

Schlesinger called . the reaction

"astonishing,"

U.S., Colombia sign anti-drug pact
COOPERATION: Leaders

join forces to fight for

*drug free hemisphere'

By tieorge Gedda
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON ^ President

Clinton and Colombian President

Andres Pastrana signed a joint agree-

ment committing their nations to

cooperate in combating drug trafl'ick-

ing and consumption on Wednesday.

"The fight against drugs is our

joint responsibility," Clinton said at a

Rose Garden news conference. "It

must unite us, not divide us," he said.

Pastrana hailed the renewed coop-

eration between the United States

and Colombia, not only on anti-drug

trafficking efforts, but also on the

environment, education and econom-

ics. "United, there is much we can

achieve," Pastrana said.

During a joint news conference,

Clinton said they also agreed to use

proceeds from assets forfeited by

drug tralTickers to bolster Colombia

counter-narcotics enforcement

efforts.

In addition, he said the United

States will provide $280 million in

new assistance to Colombia for the

fight against drugs as well as for ectv

His comments were made to his

hometown newspaper, the Star-

Ledger of Newark, N.J. Prcviou.sly

Rodino had little to say about the

Clinton matter. The House, which

authorized an impeachment

inquiry three weeks ago on a 258-

-176 vote, is expected to start the

inquiry after next week's elections.

ITie historians said the House's

actions are "extremely ominous for

the future of our political institu-

Among the signers were some of

the nation's best-known historians:

Doris Kcarns Cjoodwin. biograph-

er of I-ranklin and lileanor

Roosevelt and Lyndon Johnson;

Stephen Ambrose, who writes

about World War 11; Civil War hi.s-

torian James McPherst)n of

Princeton; Henry Louis Gates of

Harvard; civil rights leader Julian

Bond of the University of Virginia;

and John Hope Franklin of Duke.

The Assoc idie<lPre">s

President Clinton looks on as Colombian PresicJent Andres Pastrana

speaks at the White House ciuring a state arrival ceremony Wednesday.

nomic development.

Earlier, Pastrana opened his state

visit here by promising to seek a

"renewed partnership" with the

United States and to work toward cre-

ation of a drug-free hemisphere.

Pastrana said he will "act now to

achieve the dreams of peace to end

the fear and the killing and the cor-

ruption and begin a new era of social

and economic justice."

During the South Lawn news con-

ference, Clinton praised Pastrana for

his "courage and determination" in

efforts to end Colombia's three-

decades-old civil war.

"As you embark on your mission to

build an honorable and enduring

peace, count on the United States as a

friend and partner. Count on us, too,

as you work to bring prosperity to all

Colombians." Clinton said.

Clinton called on leftist guerrillas

and right-wing paramilitary groups to

respond to Pastrana's "bold initiative

for peace by ending terrorism,

hostage-taking and support for drug

traffickers."

The ceremony, darkened by gray

skies, featured a 21 -gun salute and full

military honors for RaBtrana. who
took olTice less than three months

ago.

U.S.-Colombian relations were

strained during the four-year tenure

of Pastrana's predecessor, President

Ernesto Samper, who was suspected

of ties to Colombian narcotrafilckers.

Alluding indirectly to that trying

period, Pastrana said, "I come here to

inaugurate a new era of relations

between Colombia and the United

States."

Devastating Hurricane iVIitch leaves 32 dead in Honduras
STORM: West Caribbean

region hit hard by rain,

flooding, 180 mph winds

"By Victor R. Calvano - ,-,,
'

The Associated Press

LA CEIBA, Honduras -
Hurricane Mitch pau.sed in its whirl

through the western Caribbean on

Wednesday to punish Honduras with

120 mph winds, sweeping away

bridges and Hooding neighborhoods.

At least 32 people were killed.

Mitch was drifting west at only 2

mph over the Bay Islands, a

Honduras tourist area popular with

American scuba divers and beach-

combers.

The storm was only 30 miles off the

coast, and hurricane-force winds

stretched 105 miles from the storm's

center. That meant the Honduran

coast and a gmxJ portion of the interi-

or was under hurricane conditions for

more than a day.

"The hurricane has destroyed

almost everything," said Mike

Brown, a resident of Guanaja Island

who was within miles of the eye of the

hurricane. "Few houses have

remained standing."

At its peak Tuesday, Mitch was

classified as the fourth-strongest

Caribbean hurricane this century

with 180 mph winds. By Wednesday

afternoon, the 350-miIe-wide storm

still packed a punch, but its sustained

winds were down to 120 mph.

The U.S. National Weather

Service said only three Atlantic

storms were stronger than Mitch at its

peak: Gilbert in 1988, Allen in 1980

and the Labor Day hurricane of 1935.

The rainfall - up to 25 inches in

mountain areas - began to take a toll.

More than 50 rivers had overran their

banks, and the government evacuated

more than 45,000 people from low-

lying areas, according to Gol.

Guillermo Pinel, chief of the National

Emergency Committee.

Many towns were cut off by

washed-out roads and downed

bridges, and severed phone lines on

the Bay Islands, making it diiTicult to

gauge the extent of the damage. The

government said 72,000 people were

forced to Hee their homes.

President Carlos Flores Facusse

declared the Caribbean coast a disas-

ter zone, and officials said 23 people

had died in Honduras alone, includ-

ing 14 on Guanaja.

Five people were killed in La

Ceiba, including three police officers

swept into a river in their car, said

regional police chief Maria Lisa

Borjas.

The Red Cross in neighboring

Nicaragua said eight people died

there in Hooding from Mitch's rains.

In a statement, the organization

blamed the deaths on the govern-

ment, saying it "hasn't adopted the

safety measures necessary for people

to cross rivers."

Mexican officials said a wave

kicked up by the storm washed a

Connecticut man off a catamaran

south of Cancun on Monday, and he

was presumed dead. He was identi-

fied as Robert Gates, 55, of Niantic.

Both highways out of La Ceiba, a

city of 40,000 people, were cut

Wednesday. To the east, the Saopin

bridge sagged into the water as the

swollen river weakened its pillars. To

the west, the Pico Bonito bridge was

entirely washed away.

Electricity was out in the entire

town, and the sea moved a half-block

inland in some places.
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NATO plans for more

spy planes over Kosovo
PRISTINA, Yugoslavia - Having deferred

airstrikes for the moment, NATO today

revealed plans for more spy plane Hights to

make sure President Slobodan Milosevic con-

tinues to withdraw forces from Kosovo and

allows tens of thousands of refugees to return

home.

A senior NATO general, Klaus Naumann
of Germany, said today the withdrawal of Serb

forces was not complete, but so far it repre-

sented a "considerable step in the direction of

fulfiUmg the demands."

With Yugoslav forces drawing back, the

Western military alliance did not set any new

deadlines for airstrikes alter the previous one

expired Tuesday

That was a bitter disappointment to

Kosovo's ethnic Albanian politicians, who had

been hoping that NATO would deliver a dev-

astating blow to the Yugoslav war machine

"Milosevic has known all along

that NATO would not be bombing,

that he would be getting away with

what he and his military police have

been doing here in Kosovo," Muhamet

Hamiti of the League of Democratic Kosovo

said today.

But by warning that the threat of attack

remains, NATO hoped to guarantee the safety

of ethnic Albanian refugees, who are terrified

of returning home unless government troops

and Serb police are held back.

U.N. envoy meets with

Myanmar government
YANGON, Myanmar A U.N. envoy met

Wednesday with a top member of Myanmar's

ruling junta, one day after meeting the govern-

ment's most outspoken critic, opposition

leader Aung San Suu Kyi

The meeting between Alvaro de Soto, a spe-

cial representative of U.N. Secretary-General

Kofi Annan, and intelligence chief

Lt. Gen. Khin Nyunt, took place a

few hours before the release of a

U.N. report sharply critical of govern-

ment repression.

The junta seized power in 1988 in

Myanmar, also known as Burma, after violent-

ly suppressing pro-democracy demonstra-

tions.

Suu Kyi's National League for Democracy

won a landslide victory in 1990 parliamentary

elections, but the military has refused to yield

power.

Western nations and human rights organi-

zations say the junta is responsible for substan-

tial human rights abuses. The U.N. Human
Rights Commission also has reported abuses

and sought to encourage government reforms

m Myanmar
The report, whose release Wednesday was

unrelated to de Soto's visit, expressed deep

concern about the continued harassment of

political leaders and the detention of political

prisoners in Myanmar

Chilean dictator has

immunity, court rules

LONDON - The High Court ruled

Wednesday that Augusto Pinochet is immune

from prosecution in British courts and

ordered the British government to pay the

former Chilean dictator's legal costs of

$560,000.

The court threw out two Spanish arrest

warrants, acted upon by British authorities.

The warrants sought Pinochet's extradi-

tion to face charges of murder, kidnapping

and torturing political opponents during his

17-year dictatorship

In his ruling. Lord Chief Justice Thomas

Bingham said it was "of course a matter for

acute public concern that those who abuse

sovereign power to commit crimes against

humanity should not escape trial and appro-

priate punishment"

Compiled from Daily Brum wire reports.
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STATE & LOCAL
Court refuses to review

claims of discrimination

CITY: Management test

results favor women

over African Americans

By Bob Egeiko

The Associated Press

SAN KRANCISCO The stale

Supreme Court rejected a white

woman's attempt Wednesday to

gain a promotion on a city job test

that may have helped women but

hurt African Americans.

Tlie justices unanimously denied

review of a lower-court ruling thai

allowed the San Irancisco Civil

Service Commission to disregard

results ol examinations lor

Municipal Railway managers

because the city found that African

Americans, already underrepre-

sented. passed at less than half the

rate of whites.

Women, who also held few Muni

m;«n;igt'riMl jnh>; farrd hcWcr im th^L

A city "validates" a challenged

test by finding that it measures skills

needed for the job. In this case, a

Civil Service Commission staff

report said the tests were job-relat-

ed, but the commission declined to

conduct a formaf study after find-

ing discrimination.

Pie written and oral tests for two

categories of transit manager were

given in 1992 and 1993. After a

challenge by Local 200 of the

Iransport Workers Union, the city

found that the results would harm

blacks, who made up nearly half the

test-takers.

Iinding an adverse impact on an

underrepresented minority group,

the city's human resources director

cancelled the tentative promotion

lists based on the scores.

Hie city was sued in Superior

Court by Madeline Harris, who had

scored at the top of the list in both

tests. She said discarding the results

had an adverse impact on women.

She also sued the citv in federal

tests.

But a government agency has no

'"duty to valitlate and utili/e a plain-

ly discriminatory set of tests." even

for the benefit of a group that is also

a victim of discrimination, said the

1st District Court of Appeal in an

Aug. 5 ruling. -.— ji^

court, a case that is still pending.

Upholding dismissal of the

Superior Court suit, the appeals

court said in a 2-1 ruling that a dis-

criminatory test cannot be used

unless a formal study shows the

results to be a good prediction of

job performance.

Evaluations complicated by socioeconomics

EDUCATION: Politicians,

districts find it difficult to

make fair assessments

The Associated Press

When taking economic and social

factors into consideration, some o\'

the region's lowest performing

schools shine, while schools that rank

high are diminished, the Los Angeles

I imes reported Wednesday.

And without a method for factor-

ing in demographics, school districts

statewide cannot evaluate the effec-

tiveness of high-perforiiiance schools

and search out those that arc under-

achieving, said Bruce luller. a

l'ni\ersity oi' California. Berkele\

associate professor of education.

"It's a real middle-class issue, as

the school choice movement catches

on in LA,.'" luller said.

Recogm/ing ihe impact of pover-

ty or transiency would highlight

schools where students are exceeding

academic expectations and point out

those that are underperforming.

Becau.se they now largely escape

Opinions on how to evaluate

schools are deeply divided.

Some educators say it's unfair to

brand schools as "the worst" mainly

because of circumstances their teach-

ers can't control. Others say it's

unfair to poor students to use a mea-

sure that does not hold their schools

to a single academic standard.

School systems in Dallas and

Icnnessee have taken on the educa-

tional assessment question. They're

using complex computer models to

level the lest score playing field by

taking into account demographic

infiuences.

The architects of these statistical

models promote ihem as the answer

to the inherent tyranny of ranking

schools by their students' scores.

The derailing o\' Superintendent.

Ruben Zacarias' list of 100 worst-

performing schools in the Los

Angeles L'nified School District illus-

trated the shortcomings of simply

using test scores to assess schools.

/.acaria won'^'plaudits when he

announced the plan. but. when it

came out in July 1997. all but five of

the schools had at least two-thirds oi

their students meeting the poverty

4w<j for free and rt'dt

Day Higuchi said.

When the time came to hold the

100 schools accountable, Zacarias

took little more than symbolic

action. He didn't issue a new list and

acknowledging that he needed to

find a method of also identifying

schools in middle- and upper-class

neighborhoods that were performing

below par.

Experts use a statistical procedure

called regression to control the

effects of demographics in testing.

Regression examines whether test

scores tend to increase or decrease as

social characteristics such as over-

crowding or transiency change.

Regression studies have consis-

tently shown that wealth is the

strongest influence on test scores. As

the percentage of poor students

increases, scores decline. But given

the same poverty level, some schools

do better than others.

A simple regression model uses

data from a large group oi' schools to

maj^e predictions - given a certain

level of poverty, the model forecasts

the .scores that one would expect to

see. By comparing that prediction to

a school's actual scores, one can

Mol ifL'
, uM(k' rpe rforming seh iutU guidt'line for free and reduced oo 'i t niLHi 'iuro whethor a iiohool is pt?r

and their high-scoring students, may
be hurt just as much as those at the

bottom. Luller said.

School districts nationwide are

enhancing accountability in public

education. The stakes are high for

schools and their staffs, who com-

pete for rewards w face penalties,

including losing their jobs.

lunches.

Critics complained that the plan

Ignored the reality that poor children

generally do not score as well as

those who are better o\'\'.

"You can hold people accountable

for things they can control, but you

can't hold them accountable just for

results," teachers union President

forming better than expected or

worse.

A regression model for Los"

Angeles elementary schools found

that about half the elementary

schools on the list of the 100 worst-

performing schools would have

earned a much higher ranking if

judged using that sort of model.
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here

ready

freshmanrecord

The UCLA Freshman •

Record is here. Pickup

your copy at 118

Kerckhoff Hall between

the hours of 9 to 5.
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CANCER
From page 1

**Thcrc was no rush for the celebri-

ties. Everybody was there in the right

spirit,"" she added, noting that men,

children, couples and senior citizens all

showed up to raise funds in honor of

loved ones who were fighting breast

cancer, including themselves.

Overall, the event raised $92,000, a

third of which will go to the Revlon-

UCLA Breast Center

The American Cancer Society has

also made strides in raising breast can-

cer awareness by publishing a free

directory of facilities offering free or

low-cost mammograms and Pap smear

tests to the public during the months of

October and November.

Within the last month, over 6,500

women have called to receive their free

directory, said Charles Green of the

American Cancer Society

With all the extra effort to promote

breast cancer awareness this month.

Dr. Helena Chang, director of the

Ad Lib CommunicatKXis

(From left) Rande Gerber, andy Crawford, Brenda HimeHard and

Stephanie Miller attend the Expedition Inspiration Take-a-Hike for

Breast Cancer Research to raise money for UCLA's breast cancer center.

Revk>n-UCLA Breast Center, said it

has really paid off.

While the dink is usually crowded

year-round with women seeking nuun-

mograms, this month has been extraor-

dinarily busy, she said.

*"We opened more clinics and stayed

open extra hours to meet the demand,"

she added.

By increasing awareness among
women and health-care providers,

Chang hopes to better cure patients

with breast cancer.

' "We need to cure - and the secret for

that cure is early detection," she said.

Though certain high-risk factors
-

like family history of breast cancer, late

menopause, excessive weight gain after

menopause and not having children -_

may create a higher risk of developing

breast cancer, 80 percent of women

who are afllicted by cancer show no

high-risk factors.

Chang recommends that women
give themselves monthly breast exams

starling at age 20 to make early detec-

tion possible.

With early detection ofbreast abnor-

malities and lumps, higher survival

rates and increased treatment options

are possible.

"This month has really promoted a

lot of awareness," Chang said, pleased

with the high number of women who

came in for mammograms this month.

"Hopefully it will last throughout

the year and into their remaining lives."

HISTORY
From page 3

Sumner said. "Old collegiate spirit

had faded."

•As the student population

steadily increased, college campus-

es were sometimes embroiled in

riots and students began giving up

such "childish" concerns as home-

coming, according to Sumner.

"Homecoming became less

important in light of other con-

cerns," said Klain, who had

worked as a public events manager

at Royce Hall.

"There were other kinds of pro-

grams students wanted to pay

attention to," Klain added.

The social fabric of the universi-

ty changed as the student popula-

tion grew to nearly 30,000 by 1970.

In light of that, KJain speculated

that perhaps the increasing size

and complexity of UCLA dissipat-

ed the focus previously placed on

events like homecoming.

Essentially, people were and

continue to be more focused in

doing their own thing.

"I suppose we live in a much
more cynical society," Klain said.

"Only a handful are interested in

that Miss America thing now."

The dwindling interest in home-

coming pageantry, however, won't

stop thousands of screaming fans

from invading the Rose Bowl this

Saturday.

GENETICS
From page 1

The center will focus on the

genetic composition of brain func-

tion and diseases; learning and

memory on a cellular and molecu-

lar level; and how genetics and cell

biology shape the these abilities.

^^The main thing that we look

forward to being able to do is exam-

ine the patterns of inheritance and

expression, not just for a few genes,

but for thousands of genes at a

time," Tobin said.

"We think that it will allow us to

understand cellular changes in

learning and memory on the one

hand" Tobin said, "and disease

pathology on the other."

"It will have an impact on the

way we teach genetics and the way

we do research."
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The USC-UCLA Joint Center for East Asian Studies

Presents-

"Democracy in China:
Retrospect and Prospect"

Wei Jingstieng
China's best-known dissident and Nobel Peace Prize Nominee

fit m 121, Dodd Hall

4:30 p.m.

Thursday, October 29,1998

The talk will be on Chinese with English Translation,

it is co-sponsored by UCLA's Hong Kong Student Union
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Nubira CDX
4-door Sedan

Introducing the Daewoo Leganza, the Daewoo Nubira

T

and the Daewoo Lanos. Nice new cars, complete

with new car handling. New car reliability.

New car smell. For not much more than

you'd pay for a used car.

With coverage so inclusive, your first three

years (or 36,000 miles) of scheduled

maintenance are taken care of

Used books.
Used furniture.

Used jeans.

Even oil and wiper blades. Ready for something new?
To learn more about Daewoo Introducing Daewoo

("Day-woo") and our special college

financing plan, check out

www.daewoous.com,

or stop by a

Daewoo Store.

We'll make sure

you don't feel used anymore.

DaeiMOo. A new car.

A neim experience.

=c

Daewoo ofVan Nuys

6001 Van Nuys Blvd.

(818)785-8504

<i^ DAEWOO
*

Daewoo of Huntington Beach

19232 Beach Blvd.

(714) 593-5851

Daewoo of Ontario

1251 Auto Center Drive

(909)937-6110
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VIEWPOINT
Tomon^ow

After all she has gone

through, Hillary Clinton

should leave the

president.

viewpoint^media.ucla.edu

Absence of TV makes memories fonder
ADDICnON: Television

lost to ex-roomie creates

void in program-sated life

Afew weeks ago, my former

roommate moved into a new

apartment. We had lived

together for over a year, and we had

been friends the year before that. I

had grown very used to our domestic

routine, and

now things are

different. There

is nothing

wrong with my
new roommate,

but I feel as

though I am
missing some-

thing very

important.

Yes, I miss

my tcltfviiiigp.

Patrick

Trie!

I can get back to this history. Right

now my current problems seem more

important.

There is a philosophical question

as to whether one can really observe

an absence. It is not just that I fail to

see my television, but I feel as though

I can actually see the lack of a TV. I

can sit on my sofa, put my feet on the

coffee table, and look at, well, noth-

ing. Our apartment came with an

inelegant but versatile piece of wood-

en furniture that was quickly con-

signed as a makeshift entertainment

center. My roommate's boom box

went on the bottom, and the TV went

on the lop. Now both are gone. Wc
never really used the boom box, so

that is not missed, but the TV's

empty space is like some enormous

horizontal abyss that cannot be

ignored.

Now that the television is gone,

what have I been doing with my time?

I wish I knew. Ont' wou ld think ituU-

attached to its philistinism. TV is so

easy, and I love to shy away from a

challenge.

I am still thinking of that space for-

merly occupied by my TV. 1 fibbed:

the space is not completely empty.

Whenever mail arrives for my ex-

roommate, I place it in that space

until I next see him. I suppose that in

my mind I have combined the depart-

ed roommate with the departed tele-

vision.

What happened to me? Well,

Hcrshcy Hall turned me into a

lounge rat. Two episodes of "The

Simpsons." two game shows, and a

full-length movie would be typical for

a single night. I thought things would

be better in my own apartment. The

television was, 1 claimed, only for

watching videos, so my roommate

and I never bought an antenna. Of

course, we learned soon enough that

a wire and a coal hanger could pro-

vidu un ua'cntablc Kubtit

videos preaching sexual abstinence

and Bible-based news analysis are all

delightful novelties to a secularist

such as myself. Much of this pro-

gramming is ludicrous, but it is far

from hackneyed. Also, I have enough

familiarity with evangelical

Christianity to find the theological

discussions enlightening (although

not in that "road to Damascus" kind

of way). TBN has a message, and it is

not 'buy these products." I truly

respect this, and on several occasions

I have been tempted to become the

first atheist to send the network a

love gift. '

I am not trying to make excuses

for myself I would not turn on the

TV just to Watch this novel and

intriguing Christian programming. I

would initially watch TV for

all the wrong reasons, but

when I felt myself sinking

into a drooling, tube-tied

Actually, it is

no longer my
television; it is now his television. It

used to be our television. It was one

of our joint purchases, but in the cus-

tody settlement I gave it up in

exchange for all of our other joint

purchases. This was my idea, but now

I wonder how good of an idea it was.

-5ure» 1 still have the cordless

phone, toaster and various other

household goodies, but he has my
television. I am so jealous. Perhaps

"covetous" is the right word.

Television and I have quite a histo-

ry. Like too many Americans, I

watched quite a bit of TV as a small

child. The real trouble, however,

started when I was around 8 and I got

my own set for my bedroom. (What

were my parents thinking?) During

certain antisocial years ofmy youth, I

must have averaged a good 30 hours

per week staring at that 13-inch

black-and-white set (I think I spent

about half of this time watching

**Growing Pains"). As I consider all

of this wasted time, I find it utterly

amazing that I am currently able to

write a complete sentence, keep my
mind on a particular topic for more

than 30 seconds at a time, and resist

advertising. I was one of the lucky

ones.

Friel Is a graduate student In mathemat-

ics. He welcomes comments at

pfriel@math.ucla.edu.

am reading more, but I am not. I

consider reading important and ben-

eficial, but a lifetime of television has

taught me that reading is an active

chore, while TV is a passive pleasure.

There are certainly things in this

world better than TV, and for a while

I actually took advantage of some of

them.

Things were better when I went to

college and left the bedroom TV
behind. I had more to do, I was more

social, and there were not so many
television sets to watch (TV watching

was frowned upon at my undergradu-

ate institution). Without much fuss

and pain. 1 managed to put an end to

my bad habits. Except for an

ephemeral Euro-MTV obsession dur-

ing a semester abroad, my college

years were almost completely TV-

free.

So there have been times when I

watched lots ofTV and times when I

abstained. Why do I care? Tons of

people watch lots of television, and

few of them feel so guilty (especially

after ABC's recent campaign). Why
should I be so different? Well, like

other self-styled intellectuals, I find

television utterly stupid. Its dramas

and comedies are hackneyed, its

news programming is little more than

caricature, and it shamelessly

encourages mindless consumerism.

One would think that graduate

school would make it even easier to

reject TV, but I have remained

un ua'c'ptablc Kubtititum. My oblivion, thmi it wan timu

Jerry Springer.

Now I no longer have Jerry. I am
also without Conan O'Brien, John

McLaughlin, Pat Sajak and many
other old friends. I have not gone

completely cold turkey, though. I

occasionally find ways of inviting

myself over to others' homes, and

then I find ways to linger.

I have made a good decision in

separating myself from television,

but it is hard. 1 do not read more. I do

not play more music. I do not write

more (except for my occasional

Viewpoint trifles), and I do not think

more.

What have I been doing? I have

been staying up late at night without

a sense of what to do, and I have been

pacing. I am a junkie.

second year of graduate school now

seems like a tremendous blur of car-

toons. "Soul Train" and get-rich-

quick infomercials.

To niake matters worse, it was

around this time

that I discovered

that the inlellectu-

al's disdainful

assessment of tele-

vision program-

ming is a bit shal-

low. Only when I

had my own televi-

sion and freedom

to explore Los

Angeles's many
channels did 1 dis-

cover the excep-

tion: TBN.
The Trinity

Broadcasting
Network is truly a

blessing, although

it can take a while

to discover its rich-

es. Sometimes it

seems like all

prayer and ser-

mon, but it is the

other program-

ming that makes

the network so

wonderful.
Dramas warning

youths about the

dangers of the

occult, music

to switch to good old

Channel 40. A few

moments of revitalizing

TBN would make it that

much easier to return to

:TrrT:

...
\i ^
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Faculty walkout reveals UCs undemocratic governing system
SUPPORT: Rallies for

affirmative action bare

Regents' political agenda

BytodtfaiGcytr

The University of California

admissions criteria were not "brought

down from the mountain on stone

tablets," they were written by people

in power, said Professor Sandra Hale,

of the women's studies and anthropol-

ogy departments. Hale summed up

fiiMqf fiasons why the faculty decided

tooTfanize around the issue of elim»-

Geyer is the Undttyduite Studtm

Assooabon Gnawl^Bttiniai vice pras-

idanLSns is a fourtlv^^nf soooioQy and

nating affirmative action in university

hiring and admissions at the faculty

rally on Oct. 21.

She brought up the decision-mak-

ing process of the UCs as well as the

validity and justification of the

Regents for ignoring the need to con-

sider race and gender in admissions.

On Oct. 21 and 22, Faculty

Responsible for Educational Equity

(FREE), including professors and

instructors from all over the

University of California, in collabora-

tion with students, held demonstra-

tions, marches, rallies and teach-ins in

a system-Wide walkout. Although stu-

dents from UC Davis to UC San

Diego have been coUectively organiz-

ing since the ipriiit around the drop

in numbers of people of color, tiK lyt-

tem-wide action by faculty oMflu a

criliari point in the struggle to

consideration of race and gender in

admissions.

Admissions decisions are made by

individuals, not gods, and as such we

have the full ability to critique and

evaluate them based on whether or

not they meet with University of

California goals, and with the pur-

pose of higher education and public

education as a whole. During the

walkout, several examples pointed

out where research has shown a bias,

with regards to race and income, by

primarily using GPA and SAT scores

to evaluate the students applying to

the university

Recent studies show that underrep-

resented students who graduate from

affirmative action prognms are sub-

stantially more likely to go into public

service and work m lownncome ariM

communities of color vs. private

sector and corporate jobs; they are the

very underrepresented students that

SP-1 and Proposition 209 have

excluded from the UCs.

The mission of the UC is to serve

all sectors of California with educa-

tion and research; this goal is not

being met by the elimination of affir-

mative action. If we are using criteria

that perpetuates race and class divi-

sions, can we truly argue that univer-

sity admission is not biased and serves

the entire state of California equally?

This is what is meant by "institu-

tionalized" racism, sexism and clas-

sism It is the system itself that dis-

criminates.

That the faculty spoke out against

the elimination of afTimMtive action

u no surprise, considering their

MMdiate opposition to the Regents'

dkctsion in July of 1995 The UC

administration, embodied in the

Regents, purports to run the universi-

ty under a system of "shared gover-

nance," intended to lead people to

believe that the university is insulated

from the instability of "political"

whims; the UCs are supposed to be

run by impartial experts on education

whose interest it is to serve the people

of California. But the general policy

of allowing the faculty to make deci-

sions regarding admissions and facul-

ty selection was ignored by passing"

SP-1 and SP-2; and so the Regents,

prompted by the governor, went

ahead and made SP-1 and SP-2 law.

The selection and background of

the Regents is of much interest here

Out of 26 Regents, 18 are appomted
by the governor for 12-ycar terms.

Sm 20
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System rewards regurgitation, not imagination
EDUCATION: While you

sell your soul for grades,

safeguard your identity

The longer I'm in college, the

more I think that true intellect

is dead. Ironically, the assassin

is our formal education system.

As I embarked upon the university

experience, I had visions of entering

some great bastion of individualism

and creativity. I envisioned myself

engaged in philosophical debates and

late-night beatnik poetry readings.

Instead. 1 found that I was not much
more than a njne-digil identification

number.

College is part

of a larger social

system that aims

to reward confor-

mity and punish

individualism.

I first came to

this glum revela-

tion as I sat in my
300-person phi-

losophy class last

year. It was a

sweltering spring —

^

in Haines 39, and

for once everyone was present due to

the impending midterm. We anxiously

awaited the professor's vyords of

enlightenment. He provided the fol

Alicia

Roca

The irony of course is that this

occurred in a philosophy class, per-

haps one of the only general education

classes, in which one can express any

opinion whatsoever. Sadly, he had no

interest in our thoughts or opinions.

His way was the only way, and we
lowly undergrads had no voice other

than that which he imposed on us.

I had the same daunting experience

in a poetry class. The teaching assis-

tant had a staunch idea of what each

poem meant. Her interpretation was

right, and anyone who dissented was

wrong. I ended up rewriting an essay

four times in an attempt for her

approval. I finally turned it in as it was

and decided to stand by my ideas. It

was at that point that I decided an "A"

for regurgitation was worth much less

than a "B" for individuality.

This leads me to the topic of

grades. As college students, we have a

love-hate relationship with the grading

system. Basically, we have been taught

that our worth is determined by them.

But people who get straight A's are

not necessarily the brightest, nor are

people who Hunk the least intelligent.

The people with A's merely have

better study skills. Overall, they have

better assimilated to the system's

expectations, those which tell us that

intelligence parallels repetition of

accumulated facts.

But where will we be in five years

lowing : "For those of yoti who com- when all oui meiiioi i/ed facts a i e k?F
plain that college is nothing but regur-

gitation, that's exactly what I want

you to do. Repeat what I tell you,

there is no room for creativity on this

exam."

There was a momentary hush fol-

lowed by nervous laughter. It wasn't

that this concept of regurgitation was

anything new to us, it was that he said

it so nonchalantly. In doing so, he

clearly acknowledged that we, the sup-

posed leaders and independent

thinkers of tomorrow, had been

reduced to the status of trained par-

rots.

Roca is a second-year communication

studies and English student. E-mail her at

aroca@ucla.edu.

gotten? We'll be left in a place where

we have to start formulating opinions

of our own, a skill that is not fostered

in the system.

True intellect cannot be captured

by the grading scale.

There are no A's, F's, or scantrons

in the real world. True infellect is

twofold. First, it is the ability to articu-

late insightful opinions regardless of

how "mainstream" they may be. The

most brilliant person of all is the inde-

pendent thinker who dares to chal-

lenge the status quo.

Part of cultivating intellect is facing

adversity, as most great thinkers have.

In the immortal words of Albert

See MKA, page 21
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UCLA Extension

article misleading
Katie Sierra's Oct. 23news story

about online courses at UCLA
("Online courses now more accessi-

ble, acceptable") contains seriously

misleading errors about the nature

of UCLA Extension's successful

offerings and of Extension's busi-

ness relationship with

OnlineLearning.net.

First, the statement that ''all

online classes offered through

UCLA Extension are designed by

OnlineLearning.net" is untrue and

upside down.

These are UCLA Extension class-

es. Only our instructors and

Continuing Education Specialists

are responsible for the curricular

design, content development and

instruction of online courses - just

as for live classroom courses.

This means, therefore, that

Extension's online courses conform

to the same campus academic

review and approval procedures

that apply for all of our offerings.

OnlineLearning.net (OLN) is

Extension's partner for the market-

ing and distr ibution of online cours-

es.

But it has no authority over mat-

ters involving'Curriculum or course

design - or the particular expression

of the curriculum, which belongs to

the instructors, in keeping with UC
policy.

A correct statement would have

been: "All online classes offered and

designed by UCLA Extension are

made available through OLN."
Second, it is equally misleading

to state that our online students,

including school teachers, are

enrolled anywhere but in UCLA
Extension.

See IITTEIIS, page 22
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three are faculty of two-year terms,

two arc alumni of two-year terms,

and only one is a student of a one-

year term. The decision to eliminate

affirmative action from the

University was a 14-10-1 vote in favor

ofSP-1.

Furthermore, the Regents whom
the governor appoints do not have to

meet any criteria or have any experi-

ence in education or administration,

yet they can override a decision made

by the faculty, nine chancellors and

staff, and they do they not have to

consider the students in their decision

making.

Even the UC president at the time

opposed SP-1. In fact, the governor's

Regents by and large are political

appointments, and arc quite often big

campaign contributors - one is the

wife of Gov. Pete Wilson's former

campaign manager.

Last week, the Undergraduate

Student Association Council

(USAC) passed a resolution support-

ing the faculty walkout system-wide,

encouraging students to learn more

about the issue itself and the particu-

lars of eliminating affirmative action

at the'UCs.

Besides the students' strong sup-

port o'i alTirmative action across the

state, this walkout is also about the

undemocratic governance of the uni-

versity and the mission of the the

in tttitutitTO;

Can 14 people override a consen-

sus among all parts of the university?

They can override it at the University

of California. This is stated in the res-

olution passed by USAC: "Whereas,

the UC Regents passed proposals SP-

1 and SP-2 to eliminate the considera-

tion of race and gender in July of

1995, defying the UC's policy of

Shared Governance by ignoring the

opposition voiced by the Academic

Senate, all nine chancellors of the

UC, stafT associations and constant

opposition from students," we stand

in solidarity with FREE to organize a

long-term campaign for equality and

social justice.

The manner in which Proposition

209 was framed and discussed was a

misrepresentation.

Polls across ^the United States

show broad support for affirmative

action programs. When a poll was

taken as to whether the initiative

would pass with language that stated

the elimination of "affirmative

action" it was overwhelmingly

opposed; but Proposition 209 did not

even mention "affirmative action."

The title alone, the California Civil

Rights Initiative, as one professor

pointed out, was a malicious misrep-

resentation designed to distort and

cloud the consequences of imple-

menting such a law.

Instead of educating the state on

the effects of Proposition 209's pas-

sage, the administration of each cam-

pus (which at the time of SP-I and SP-

2 was vocally against the measure)

has either remained silent or been

replaced by yes-men who perpetuate

the idea that we can be proud of the

"excellence" of the incoming classes

under Proposition 209; using GPA
and SAT scores as the only means of

measuring that "excellence."

We need the faculty even more

because of the unmitigated lack of

intelligent and critical discussion or

education by the administration on

affirmative action and the myriad

issues tied to this.

A campus implementing such a

policy is negligent if it doesn't know
afllrmative action's myths - that the

policy is an attempt to temper the

racist and sexist rhetoric that has

exponentially increased on campus.

That SP-I was a political move is

of no question Initiative 2000, a car-

bon-copy of Proposition 209. is up
for consideration in Washington
slate, whose population is only II
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percent people of color, and Regent

Ward Connerly is currently cam-

paigning there for it.

We have already witnessed the

effects in California, which has such

large numbers of underrepresented

communities in comparison; no

doubt Initiative 2000 would devas-

tate such a small population. It is no

wonder that Washington Was chosen

as a target state. But it is not the only

case; the passage of Proposition 209

in California has sparked similar uni-

versity policies, initiatives and laws

across the country.

We must denounce the Regents'

decision, and the continual misrepre-

sentation of affirmative action, as

wrong and cancerous to the well-

being of our society. Today, under SP-

1 and Proposition 209, African

American students are at lower num-

bers since the university has recog-

nized racial categories. Regent

Connerly had even at one point pro-

posed to eliminate the categories,

thereby removing any means of

knowing if the student population

reflected the state at all. Whereas a

university is supposed to gather the

information. Regent Connerly prtv

posed to erase it.

We all have opinions on the issue,

or rtiaybe we have none at all, but

what is painfully clear is that we are

not intended to know about it, dis-

cuss It or teach it.

In the face o'i that, wc must chal-

lenge assumptit>ns that allribulc fail-

ure to the people instead ofcrilici/ing

the system.

There is much lo learn about affir-

mative action and the reasons why

race, ethnicity, ctass and gender coiv

linue lo shape our lives, limit our

options, and grant us privilege over

others.

Whatever o\ir perspective, we

must always remember we are at a

public university to learn about and

understand our world and hopefully

to improve it.

ROCA
From page 19
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Einstein, "Great spirits have always

met Molent opposition from

mediocre niinds."

Second, true intellect is the ability

to think on your own without a priv

lessor, scholar or highlighted book

holding your hand. Real life is not as

black and white as college acade-

mics.

Lastly, true intelligence is present *

in all realms of life. Unlike what the

system's intellectual snobs would

have you believe, the classroom is

not the end all for intellect. In fact, it

often stifies it.

Some of the most brilliant people

in history and present day never had

formal education. As such, they

remained unfettered and unbiased

by academia. Many types of intelli-

gence go unrewarded and unac-

knowledged by the system. There

are great talents in the arts, music

and dance to name a few. There are

people who are street smart, tactical

geniuses and virtuosos. And let us

not forget the most important form

of intelligence - common sense.

Let me leave you with one parting

thought: where is our conformity

leading us.' I for one don't want to

end up in a cubicle working from 9

to 5 at a job I hale I want to dedi-

~~cate my life to something that feeds'**

my soul and mmd I want to find a

profession I'm passionate about -

one that fosters creativity and inde-

pendent thought

The first step to happiness is find-

ing a facet in school that makes you

passionate There is no denying that

school h necessary to "succeed" m

S«« MCA. pa9« 12
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the system - that's why we're all

here. But while we're here, it's our

responsibility to fmd a channel for

the creativity that is all too often sti-

fled in the classroom.

If we fmd that passion now, it is

probable that this drive will accom-

pany us for the rest of our lives.

lii the past year, I've learned that

to succeed in the system, certain

compromises must be made. But it

is up to each one of us how much we

compromise and at what cost.

LEHERS
From page 19

All UCLA Extension online stu-

dents pay their fees to the Regents

to enroll with us in the same manner

as those studying with us in class-

rooms.

UCLA Extension instructors

evaluate and grade their work; stu-

dent records reside exclusively with

Extension.

OnlineLearning.net provides a

very effective and attentive service

and technological infrastructure

that complements our own and

helps make our classes "user-friend-

But it has no academic or acade-

mic administrative relationship to

Extension
'

s online siudems.

Finally, juxtaposing the discus-

sion about UCLA Extension's

online classes with the insightful

comments attributed to Provost

(Brian) Copenhaver about Web-

based learning and the College is

perhaps also confusing.

\]\m'

The College's highly innovative

use of the Web and the UCLA
intranet for matriculated students

has no interface with UCLA
Extension's distance learning

efforjs.

In this light, it would have been

more illuminating to point out how
well our instructors are already ful-

filling the divergent (linear and non-

linear) expectations of the adult

learners taking Extension's online

courses. .

These classes range in subjects as

varied as "Introduction to

Nonfiction Writing," "JavaScript

for Educators," "Teaching English

as a Second Language,"

"Introduction to Visual Basic," to

"Principles of Accounting" or

"Human Resources Development."

I regret that your reporter did not

contact anyone at Extension for this

story.

Had she done so, we would have

gladly helped your readers with an

accurate understanding of UCLA's
real achievements, with respect to

UCLA Extension's leadership

among divisions of continuing high-

er education - on the ground and

online.

Rolicrt Lapiner

Dean

Continuing Education and UCLA

Extension

Fight for diversity

has not died
It is obvious that Marc Olson in

his Oct. 26 viewpoint ajticle

("Measure ensures the best get edu-

cated"') completely missed the point

of the walkout for Proposition 209,

which occurred last Wednesday and

Thursday.

Apparently, Olson has not seen"

the astonishing statistics, which'

report a devastating drop in the

number of minorities enrolled at

UCLA, or he would have never

referred to the proposition as bcmg
"dead."

First of all. professors walked

SMlfflMl^paitil
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out, not to harm students by putting

off teaching for two days, but they

did it to shed light on a problem that

is far from being "dead."as Olson

calls it.

It does not matter if 20 or 200

professors walk out. as long as even

one shows his or her concern.

Proposition 209 lives.

How dare anyone say that we

should all accept Proposition 209

and be happy, especially when the

mind-blowing effects of the proposi-

tion can be seen from walking on

campus any given day.

If we lived in a perfect world

without any racism, where everyone

had the opportunity to attend a

nationally recogni/ed high school.

Olson would be right.

Proposition 209 would be a dead

issue.

Unfortunately, our world is far

from being perfect and, thus, we

must make it as fair as possible for

everyone.

It is absurd that Olson questions

whether everyone has a right to

higher education; of course every-

one has the right to go to college. 1

understand and agree that it is not

"fair for bad students to be accepted

to college.

Keep in mind that affirmative

action did not help these undeserv-

ing students, but rather, it helped

u nderprivileged aludenla vt4t<^

worked just as hard as you and I did

in high school.

Here's something to think about:

will Olson's point of view change,

once the number of whites being

admitted to UCLA decreases

because more Asian Americans

have been let in?

Will Proposition 209 be consid-

ered 'dead' then? I seriously doubt

it.

Lakesha Breeding

Third-year

English

Behavior toward

women scientific

I am writing in response to

Maryam Baqi's column on the

objectification ofwomen in a purely

sexual sense, "Society, culture must

stop objectifying women's roles"

(Viewpoint, Oct. 23).

Baqi has some good points in her

column, but I think she misses the

root of the underlying problem (as

she perceives it).

Tlie idea that women are thought

of as only sexual is correct in many

senses.

There is a reason for that.

No matter how much we as

humans try to transcend our situa-

tions and become a truly enlight-

ened species, we are still compelled

to reproduce, in order to survive.

To ensure our reproductive ten-

dencies, we arc given the instinct to

mate.

This is not something we have

much choice about.

While this idea may seem

counter-intuitive with the world

population boom and all of the

problems it entails looming on the

horizon, it is necessary to recognize

that we are animals in the animal

kingdom.

Every other successful species in

this kingdom exhibits the inherent

characteristic of motivation to

reproduce.

If Maryam Baqi is looking for an

answer to the question she grapples

with in her column, then she should

look no further than the primordial

forces that be.
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20% 20%

20%
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any CroodwiCf Store, your ^a(Cowccn ^fcadquarters

for tfic 6cst costume in town.

Coupon expires Xidni^At. Octofier 31, 1998. Coupon must 6e presented at titne ojpurctiase. ZO A)

Store locations

- Cano^ parfc, 7107 Owcnsmoutfi Ave.

- East £.A., 4805 Wfiitticr Brvd.

- arcndafc. 1622 W. GCcnoab B(vd.

C /ll/i Krt^
' ^^^^^^^' ^^^^^ Dermont Ave.

J^"m ^"'
. £a Xirada. 14535 tTeCc^rapfi Xd.,

Qlilt "f i'MS World!
- ^«ncaster. 767 West Ave.

'

^ ' - £os An^eCcs, 342 San J«rnando Xd.

- £os An^cfcs, 1535 S. V7estcrn Ave.

- Hos An^cfcs, 1957 S. hoover St.

- £fis An^cfcs. 2823 S. Ji^ucroa St.

- Los An^e(cs. 11726 Santa Xonica B(vd.

- Xortft iKo((ifwood. 5855 £an(ccr5(iim Bfvd.

- PaCmdafc. 2140 E. Pa(mdafc Bfvd.

- panorama Citij. 14565 £anarl(St.

- Xeseeto, 7126 Xcscda Bfvd.

- Santa/e Spring, 11223 E. Wasftin^ton Bfvd.

-San Jiernando, 1132 PicoSt.

- Saugus, 26860 Seco Canyon !Rd.

- Dan Xuys. 14550 Dictory Bfvd.

- West Covina, 1035 Aniar Xd.

Chancellor Albert Carnesale,

The UCLA College of Letters and Science

and the Department of Economics

cordially invite you to attend the

UCLA Medal Ceremony honoring

Nobel Laureate, William F. Sharpe, ba -55, ma '56, ph.d. '6i

and

the establishment of the newly appointed

Armen a. Alchian Chair in Economic Theory

Monday, November 2, 1998

4:00 p.m.

Bradley Hall, International Room

Reception immediately following

event is co^ponwred by Herbert N. and Marda Htarris Howard

t
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UCLA ArcNve

celebrates life,

creative work

of director

FILM: inferno of Susumu

Hani' shows independent

movies by Japanese artist

By Ricky Herzog

Daily Bruin Contributor

Thanks to Quentin Tarantino,

independent films are all the rage in

theaters across the country, but the

genre was born Tar earlier than Uma
Thurman's sleek black bob in "Pulp

Fiction". Japanese genius Susumu

Hani is considered one of the fore-

runners of this edgier, ground break-

ing, lower-budget cinema.

Thursday through Nov. I, the

UCLA Film and Television Archive

presents "The Inferno of Susumu

Hani," a series of the acclaimed

director's documentaries and feature

films.

Born in Tokyo, Hani started out

as a still photographer then moved to

documentaries and, in 1961, made his

first feature film "Bad Boys".

Throughout his distinguished career,

Hani has received prizes from the

Venice. Cannes and Moscow film

festivals.

"Commercial studios

never pay attention to

the photo techniques.

"

Susumu Hani

Independent filnnmaker

Hani's unique style is deeply root-

ed in his beginnings as a still photog-

rapher, and he is experienced in

using hand-held equipment to under-

stand different photographic tech-

niques.

"I work with many still photogra-

phers - learning lenses and exposure

techniques." Hani said in a 1969

interview with "Film Comment".
"And I think this is lacking in com-

mercial film studios. Commercial

studios and old master directors

never pay attention to the photo

techniques. Most of the time they

completely lack interest in the pho-

tography."

Hani's style contrasts sharply with

the more sleek productions put out

under the studio system. His films

have different focuses than

Hollywood's mainstream counter-

parts.

"His films aren't like the typical

studio film where you shoot on a

set," said David Pendleton, pro-

gramming coordinator of the UCLA
Film and Television Archive

"It didn't have the typical con-

cerns of a big-budget production

because it wasn't a period piece or a

genre film He was interested in

using diKumentary techniques to tell

a story that would have a direct rele-

vance to hfc as It was bcmg lived at

the time."
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ENTERTAINMENT
Tomorrow

There are vampires among us. Author

Katherine Ramsland discusses her

real-life experiences with the gruesome

blood-suckers.

Before tuts CrOwded
forum

Music

There's something

special about the

decidedly ordinary

Dave Matthews Band

By Lonnie Harris _

Daily Bruin Staff

Now that the nation has entered a decidedly down time in pop-

ular music and fans are looking to new movements such as swing

or electronica to fill the gap, Dave Matthews Band finds an odd

space on the pop landscape.

The band's laid-back folk sound, accompanying standard rock

guitar with violin and saxophone, really doesn't do anything bold

or experimental with sound, like other current favorites Marilyn

Manson or the Beastie Boys. It really doesn't embody any particu-

lar message like spiritual rockers Radiohead or aggressive grunge

band Hole. In fact, perhaps the most unique thing about Dave

Matthews Band is that they don't do anything different.

Sometimes, however, a bit of traditional rock music is just what

is called for, and in their sold-out performance at the Great

Western Forum on Tuesday, the band delivered just that - two

hours of fun, fast, uncomplicated rock music.

It's not hard to figure out why the band connects so well with i.

college crowd. It's the perfect music to listen to while drinking a

beer and trying not to think too hard about anything. No one ever

accused the band of challenging their audience, and Tuesday's

show was no exception.

Unlike past performances, though, Dave Matthews Band

seems to be taking their live performances in a different direction.

Long associated with jam bands such as Phish and even the

Cjrateful Dead, the six-man outfit concentrated much more on

playing the songs and much less on excessive solos and grand-

standing. But while this allowed them to fit in a incredible amount

of their impressive song catalog (including radio favorites such as

"Ants Marching" and the current hit single "Stay"), it left some of

the older fans wishing for the return of the band they knew and

loved.

_it can't be e^sy keeping up such a high level of enthusiasm

among fans now that Dave Matthews Band is so popular Yet the

sellout crowd at the Forum seethed with jubilance at lead singer

Dave Matthews" every action. Ever the enthusiastic frontman.

Matthews bounded on stage like a manic Kern Strug and immedi-

Sce MAniKWS, pafe 31

Dave Matthews BarnJ played an intense two and a half hour show at the sold-out Forum, conHnning songs from both their new and old albums
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As a result ofTouchstone Pictures' release

of the Adam Sandler comedy "The

Waterboy/'the Daily Bruin office is over-

flowing with prizes.To claim onejust

bring a cup of water to the Bruin front

office, and you'll be flooded with an

"Admit Two" pass to a "Waterboy" screen-

ing or a "Waterboy"T-shirt. So, if you're

thirsty for a good laugh, and your cup

runneth over, you could be a winner!

Waterboy opens Nov. 6. Screenings will be

at GCC Galaxy on Nov 4 at 7021

Hollywood Blvd in Hollywood at 7:30 p.m.
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Keep the Faith

this Sunday
This Sunday at 7 p.m., country

vocalist Faith Hill plays at the

Thousand Oaks Civic Arts Plaza.

Although the half-hour drive may
seem long, the strong-voiced singer

will no doubt prove herself worthy,

belting out female-powered lyrics to

make any woman feel in control. With

her recent release, "This Kiss," fea-

tured on the "Practical Magic

Soundtrack," those not already famil-

iar with the multiple-album performer

will be soon. Her past efforts include a

throaty cover of "Piece of My Heart"

that would make Janis proud. A nice

change of pace from heartless pop

rock schlock. Hill's down-home per-

formance should be one to remember.

Don't forget to don some wranglers

and a firm brimmed Stetson to truly

enjoy the experience.

Festival focuses

on spirituality

The fifth-annual City of the Angels

Film Festival begins today with a

screening of the 1928 silent classic

"The Passion of Joan of Arc" and

runs through Nov. 8. The festival

attempts to create dialogue about

r^ntuai issuesijjc-scrccning and dis^

Spirituality." Some films included in

the four day event are Robert

Duvall's "The Apostle," "Breaking

the Waves" and Wim Wenders'

"Wings of Desire," the film upon

which the recent "City of Angels" is

based.

Screenings will be held at the

Directors Guild of America Theater.

All screenings cost $10 for students

and many are followed by presenta-

tions by guest lecturers.

Latin Anv|rican

flavor meets jazz

Not even a 26-year embargo could

keep Cuban jazz pianist Jesus

"Chucho" Valdes from playing at

Royce Hall with Brazilian composer,

keyboardist and singer Ivan Lins,

today at 8 p.m.

Valdes is well-known for his role in

the Cuban band, Irakere. Making a

short-lived appearance in America

in 1978, Irakere won a Grammy, but

due to a strict embargo against Fidel

Castro's regime, the band was not

able to pick up the award. Back in

America, Valdes, is promoting his

new album "Bele Bele en Habana."

In a separate set, Lins will be per-

forming songs from his new album,

"I'm Not Alone." Having won a

Grammy, Lins has collaborated with

UCLA Center for the Pefforming Arts

Cuban pianist Chucho Valdes will be joined by Brazilian keyboardist, singer and songwriter Ivan Lins

for a concert at Royce Hall tonight at 8 p.m.Valdes is promoting his new album/'Bele Bele en Habana."

Q» inry Jnnr^, ;inri hi^ ^nng^ have-

African struggle

told in words
On Oct. 31 at 2 p.m., award-win-

ning authors Niiniddin Farah and.

the Beyond Baroque Literary and

Arts Center's "Writing Africa Under

Siege."

Farah, a Somali-born novelist and

playwright, won the 1998 Neustadt

lnternHtion;H Pri7P One nf Afrira's

cussing films dealing with religion.

The theme of this year's festival is

'Chasing the Sacred: The Cinema of

been sung by artists such as Sarah

Vaughan, Elis Regina, George

Benson and Nancy Wilson.

Akinwumi Adesokan will read and

discuss their respective books,

"Secrets" and "Roots in the Sky" at

finest writers, Farah was exiled from

his country after publishing "Sweet

and Sour Milk."

Adesokan is a journalist and writer

from Nigeria and was awarded the

1998 PEN Freedom to Write Award.

The two authors will read selected

passages from their new books and

answer qiipstinns

The reading and discussion are

free. For more information, please

call (310) 822-3006.
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Drag troupe renders show with usual KI/\/\r -curdling honor
THEATER: Success of 'Vampire Lesbians' lies

in intentional overacting, general deviancy

By Vanessa VanderZarulen

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Lesbians. Vampires. Sodomy.

And that's jusi in the title.

This strange fairy tale of gothic horror provides plot twists and

staging as yet unavailable on Broadway. Because, well, quite

frankly, the socialites behind mainstream theater have got too much

class to run a campy vehicle like "Vampire Lesbians of Sodom."

The intimate back lounge of North Hollywood's Aaah Capella's

Cafe, however, provides the perfect setting.

Running at 10:30 on Friday and Saturday nights through Nov.

14, the trashy performance prides itself on poorly acted scenes and

a sparsely designed set. Yet, by emulating the style of low-budget

horror film productions from the past 50 years, the work hits its

mark. And who better to perform such a piece than an acting

troupe with two drag stars at its helm?

Padded Productions pairs the talents of young, spry Kelly

Mantle and older, more established Debbie David as the two vam-

pirical beasts in question. Playing smoothly off of each others'

devious quips, the duo carries the show through even its slower

scenes - if a play like "Vampire Lesbians of Sodom" can lay claim

to including slow moments. With sharp wits and well-timed deliver-

ies, the expressive faces of the leads almost trick audiences into

believing they've scored tickets to a top-notch performance.

Almost,

s After all, the plot does render a fine display of emotional cathar-

sis impossible. The opening scene has two hard-bodied gay guards

of the ancient land of Sodom slipping each other sexual innuendos

right and left. Their short skirts a-tlapping, the two eventually deliv-

er their employer - a monstrous succubus - a gum-snapping virgin

for the offering.

From here, the story gets wacky.

As the androgynous, blood-sucking creature (David) slurps life

out of the valley-speaking adolescent (Mantle), the distraught vic-

tim bites back. This retaliation incurs an eternity of vampirism

upon her, for which she bitterly blames the immortal haunt.

Chasing the aging ghoul from one time period to the next, the plot

weaves from Sodom to Hollywood circa 1920 to '80s Las Vegas.

And in true sappy, madc-for-TV style, the tale resolves itself some-

what merrily, with love gushing from one terror's cardiovascular

system to the next.

Like the steady slream'of blood pumping from the heart to the

aorta to the veins to the capillaries, the show goes on. And on. But

it doesn't go on for too lo!ig; w hen it reaches the edge of audience

members' capacity for slilted. over-acted and under-acted

sequences, the peculiar spectacle calls it quits.

And not a moment too soon for most tired viewers, the theatri-

cal performance completes its ini.ssion to shock and tickle a giggle.

Though It may not fulfill those in need of spiritual guidance, it docs

Shane Mathews (left) and Ethan Wilde play the guards

of the Succubus's temple in Sodom.

olTer a useful lessoh to the audience at large: never biif a .succufiu?

back when its trying to suck your blood. It'll just result in an eter-

nity of suckmess.

Photos courtesy of Padded Productions

Debbie David plays La Condesa and the Succubus

vampire in "Vampire Lesbians of Sodom."
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Get a Higher Score. Then Change the World. Call Today! 1-800-KAP-TEST

MANN

Westwood
VILLAGE
%lBroxton Practical Magic (PC- 13)

208-5576 THX - Dolby Digilal

MonTues. Th(1 15 4 15)7 15 10 00

Wed Theatre Closed

MANN

Santa Monica
CRITERION 3 What Dreams Mair Come (PG-13)

1313 3fd Si Dolby Digital - THX Sorry No Passes

Promenade Stadium Seatini

395-1599 Mon-Thu(12 30 3 45)7 30101

LAEMMLE

West Hollywood
8000 Sunset (at CreMent Heiglits) Free Parting

SUNSET 1 Trey Parker s Orgazmo

(213) 848 3500 Daily (12.15) 2 35 4:55 715 9 40

UNITED ARTISTS

Westwood

UA WESTWOOD Aft PvpH (R)

10889 Weltwonn SOOS OlglTal-THX-No Vlh until 11/2

4759441
\ Mon-Th 2:45 515 74510 30

GENERAL

Beverly Hills

Beverly Coniiection Presented in Digital Sound
BrMaolCliMly(R)

12:45 3:00 5:15 730 9 45

BRUIN
948 Broxton

239-MANN

Pteatantville (PG-13)

THX - Dolby Digital

MonTh (12:30 3 45) 7 00 10 15

CRITERION 4

CRITERION 5

ARtz (PG)

DTS Digital

Mon - Thu (12 00 2:30 5.00) 7:45 10:00
SUNSET 2

(213)848 3500

NATIONAL Soldier (R)

10925 Lindbrook THX-Oolby Digital -Sorry No Passes

208-4366 Mon -Thu (11 45 2 15 4 45) 7 30 10:15

FESTIVAL
10887 Lindbrook-

208-4575

Antz (PG)

THX - Dolby Digital

Mon -Thu (I 30 4 15) 7 00 9 45

Rush Hovr (PG-13)

THX - DTS Digital

Mon Thu (11 45 2:15 4 45)7 3010 00

CRITERION 6 A Nigtit at the Roibury (PG-13)

THX - Dolby Digital - Sofry No Passes

Mon -Thu (12 45 3 00 5 30) 8 00 10 30

Todd Soiod;' Nappinen
Mon-Th (12 00) 2 00 5 15

8 301000

UA WESTWOOD
10889 Wellworlh

475-9441

Onniw (NC-17)

Dolby Stereo • THX
No One Under 1 7 Admitted

Mon-Th 3:00 5:30 8.00 10:45

Beverly CoeMctioe Presented in OoKm SR Stereo

TlMllli|M«(PG-1»
12:002:204:45 7:15 9:45

SUNSET 3 David Arquette/Stanley Tucci/Kate Capshaw

(213)848-3500 Tlie Alarmist

Daily (2 55) 5 10 7 35 10 00

Beverly ConnectiOR

The Migiity (PG-13)

Dolby Stereo No VIPs until 10/26

REGENT
l045Bro)t1on Dolby!

208-3259 Mon - Thu (12 30 2.45 5.00) 7 30 10.00

Rush Hour (PG-13)

lySR

PLAZA A Night At the Roibury (PG-13)

i067Glendon Dolby Digital

208-3097 Mon - Thu (1 00 3 15 5 30) 7 45 1(3.00

WESTWOOD 1 There s Something About Mary (R)

lOSOGayley Stereo

208-7664 Mon-Th (1.00 4:00) 7.00 9.45

WESTWOOD 2

lOSOGayley
208-7664

WESTWOOD 3

lOSOGayley
208-7664

WESTWOOD 4

lOSOGayley
208-7664

Without Limits (PG-13)

Stereo

Mon-Th (1:15 4 20) 7:15 10-00

Rounders(R)
Stereo

Mon-Th (130 4 30) 7 30 10 10

Saving Private Ryan (R)

Dolby Digital

Mon Th M2 4S4 10)8 00

PACIFIC

Westwood
CREST Happiness (NR)

1 262 Westwood Blvd No One Under 1 7 Admitted

(S otWiisnire) THX - Dolby SR

474 7866 or Mon -Thu (12 30 3 45) 7 00 10 10

777-FILM (#025)

LAEMMLE
www.laemmle.com

WLA/Beverty Hills

Bargain Shows 1 1 For All Theatres

SUNSET 4

(213)848-3500

John Water's Pecker

Daily (100) 3 15 5 30 7 50 10 10

SUNSET 5

(213)848-3500

Stanley Tucci's Imposters

Daily (12 00) 2 30 5 00 7 30

SUNSET
(213)848-3500

Weeliend Shows:

fri Sal m\ Hours

Call Theater For Show Times

Sat Sun Morning Shows

Call Theater For Show Times

UA WESTWOOD
10889 Wellworlh

475-9441

Mon-Tue. Thu2 15 2 30 5 00 7 30 10 15

Wed 2 30 PM

Presented in Digital Sound

at Dreams May Come (PG-13)

11:45 2:154:45 7:3010:10

Opens 10/30: John Carpenter's Vampires

VINE
GENERAL

Westwood
AVCO CINEMA
10840 Wilstiire Blvd 1 Blk E of WnlwooO
475-071

1

Presented m Digital Sound
Beloved (R)

12:00 4 00 8 0()

ViN Tbealare Saving Private Ryaa (R)

Show Times (213) 463-6819 Dolby Slereo

2 movies lor fc 1:45 4:45 7:45

One Free Popcorn & Diet Coke writh this Ad

UCLA

Santa Monica

Santa Monica

CRITERION 1

1313 3rd St

Promenade

395 1599

Pteauetviile (PG 13)

THX Dolby Digital Sorry No Passes

Mon -Thu (12 45 4 00) 7 15 10 30

ilNC-17)

THX Dotov SR Sbrrv No Passes
CRITERION ?

1313 3rd

St Promertade

395 1599 Mon Thu (12.30 2 45 5 15) 7 45 10 15

ROYAL
11523 SM Blvd

477-5581

MUSIC HALL1
9036 Wiishire

274-6869

MUSIC HALL?
9036 WiisriiiK

274-6869

MUSIC HALL3
9036 WilShire

Thomas Vinterbergs

Celehratioti

Daily (12 20) 2 40 5 00 7 30 9 55

AFI Film Festival

For intorrr«lion and tickets

call 818-848 7394

MONICA 1

1322 2nd Street

394-9741

MONICA 2

John Water's Peciier

Daily (4 SO) 9 2S

Sep Adtn Neil Stop Wonderland
Daily (??b) 700

Sep Adm Bird By Bird with Annie

Mon- Th(1 00)

Roberto Bengmis
Lite is Beautilnl

Daily (155)4 35 7 15 9 55

AVCO CINEMA

AVCO CINEMA

Presented m Digital Sound

What Dreams May Come (PG 13)

II 15 1454 30 7 1510 0(5

Halloween H20
Thurs. 10/29 7pm. 9 30pm

Fri. 10^0 7pm. 9:30pm

ALL MOVIES ARE $2 00
Shows in Ackermin Grand Ballroom

Campus Evenlt Ml Mif //UwltNli awcta Kta tdv^c/

i-mail cecinloOatucia ucia edu phone (310) ITS tMl

Presented in THX Digital Sound
RoRin (R)

11 15 2:004 45 7 4010 30

tsabelle Huppert/ Daniel Auteuii

UlS«MflliM
Mon Th (5 35) 7^40 9 45

MONICA 3 i 4 AFI Fjim Festival

For inlortTvition and tickets call 323 856 7600

Beverly Hills

Boveriy CowMCtioa
La Cienaga at Beverly Blvd

Free 2 1/2 hour validated parking 659-591

1

MONICA

DeretiJacobi

LMthtHOevM
Mon Tue (5 10)7 209 30

visit out website

Sat Sun 1100 im

Call TIcaltr For Times

lMmmle.com

PreMMed m THX DigiUi Sound

Practical Mafic (P6-13)

123030(5
5.30 8 0010 30

Starts Wed Stefan R«uowitsky s TIM IMiirilBn
Wed Th(5l0)7 209J0

Presemed m THX Pyiai Sound

12« 3 30 MO 10 4(5

TO ADVERTISE IN THE

BRUIN
01 SPONSOI THE NEUEi

Call Rob at 310 2060903
«(-*•-
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Web site links buyers, obscure tunes
MUSIC Fans of London

acid, glam rock discover

common ground online

By Michelle Zubiatt

Dally Bruin Staff

Many artists in the music world

belong to a genre of underground

styles unaccessible in the main-

stream world of Hansons and Celine

Dions. You know the music, you

love the music, but when you want

to have the music, clueless

Blockbuster employees only offer

you blank stares.

But finally, computers can con-

tribute more to your life than papers

and midterm stress. By accessing

www.Cductive.com you hold the

means to creating your own CD.

You choose the songs, you choose

the order and you finally can find

those randont- numbers you love

without the hassle.

Up and running since January of

this year, the creators of Cductive,

Alan Manuel, John Rigos and

Thomas Ryan realized the difficul-

ties involved in accessing cutting-

edge music in a user-friendly envi-

ronment.

"Going into a chain store, the

employees usually know mostly

about mainstream music," Ryan

says.

"And going into a speciality shop

can be intimidating if you aren't an

expert on the type of music you are

looking for like Detroit techno or

London acid."

This web site sidesteps

the scorn of an annoyed

underground expert

and allows all the time

necessary for loitering

.

Luckily, logging on to Cductive

remains far easier. It sidesteps the

scorn of an annoyed underground

expert and allows all the time neces-

sary for loitering.

By clicking on the title of dis-

played songs, the new music plays,

exposing listeners to previously

undiscovered rarities.

The web site features a large sec-

tion of contemporary dance music

usually accessible to only full-time

ravers.

Continuously expanding, the site

adds new labels frequently and

offers some picks by well-known

bands such as Green Day, Beck, PJ

Harvey and Elliott Smith.

The only hitch involves having

the right computer and audio tech-

nology to be able to hear the music

before it can be selected. Other than

that, the process is extremely sim-

ple.

After reaching the site, one has

quite a few categories to browse

through.

Sifting through the genres tends

to be overwhelming in itself unless

one has a specific piece in mind.

Categories include acid jazz, left-

field, big beat, glam, alt-country and

lo-fi, just to name a few.

With the new additions of indie-

rock, ska and memorable artists

such as The Pixies and Nirvana, the

web site becomes a little more than

foreign, with band names that often

sound like weird diseases.

The site also acts as an informa-

See CDUCTIVE, page 33

peasants inherit

master's riches in movie
FILM: Brilliant direction,

talented cast pass down

experiences to audience

By Ricky Herzog

Daily Bruin Contributor

A huge inheritanjce from sopie-

one you despise would seem lo be

an unexpected-

ly wonderful ..^i..^^^^
blessing, but

life is always

more compli-

cated than

that. Director

Stefan
Ruzowitzky
builds a com-

plex social

drama on this

intriguing
premise.

"The Inheritors" is a brilliant,

almost mythical tale of seven

Austrian peasants who, after their

cruel master's mysterious murder,

inherit his entire farm. Set in the

The Inheritors' is a

brilliant, almost

mythical tale of seven

Austrian peasants who
...inherit (a) farm.

timeless past, when a strict social

stratification governed the land,

the peasants meet the resistance of

a community bent on upholding

the status quo (in other words, not

allowing peasants to become

important landowners overnight).

The powerful farmer Danninger

(Ulrich Wildgruber) becomes their

main opponent, pushing them

down at every possible turn. Along

the way,

^_„__^_^ Ruzowitzky
aptly chroni-

cles the peas-

ant's hopes,

mistakes, tri-

umphs and

tragedies. As

the film comes

to a head, one

intensely dra-

matic night

shapes their

lives forever:

In the hands of a lesser director,

"The Inheritors" could easily have

slipped into an over-sentimental-

See INHERITORS, page 33
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Inspired idea lets magic of Shakespeare vanish into thin air

THEATER: ^Seance' stifles

enchanting plays in effort

to increase accessibilitv

By Erin Beatty

Daily Bruin Contributor

*

The English language has changed

a bit since Ihc 16th century. Certain

words have been replaced, and occa-

sional phrases no longer make sense

to a contemporary crowd. F\*rhaps

this explains Shakespeare's lack of

popularity among children.

In "Hauntings - A Shakespearean

Seance," Ben Donenberg. producing

artistic director and founder o\'

Shakespeare Festival/LA, attempts

to combat this stifling roadblock.

Achieving a communal feeling is one

o\' the goals of Shakespeare

Kestival/LA. which started 15 years

ago with the mission to "enchant,

enrich and build community through

professional and theatrical traditions

that are accessible to all."

Using magic and a Modern
tnglish-speaking "spirit guide." who

enters between scenes o\' various

Shakespearean plays. "Mauntings"

tries to make Shakespearean drama

understandable to a wide and diverse

crowd.

4nd though "Hauntings" manages

to be entertaining and drastically dif-

ferent from any other presentation of

Shakespeare, it falls short of its goal,

often lacking coherency and leaving

the viewer overwhelmed and a bit

confused.

As the lights dimmed in the misty

theater, three loud, strangely dressed

actors came tearing through the

room. They climbed over the audi-

ence cradling eccentric noisemaker^i,

singing and panting unfamiliar lines

of iambic pentameter.

It was hard to tell whether or not

these actors were capable singers.

Though their talent became obvious

further on in the show, the

Shakespearean lines paired with the

melody-lacking music inhibited tlow

and hardly illuminated the meaning

of the language.

The three actors were then intro-

duced as the witches from Macbeth.

Clambering around Eugene Burger,

magician and spirit guide, they would

enter between scenes, singing their

awkward songs, providing comic

relief and accentuating the deeper

See HAUNTINGS, page 30

MICHAfl lAMONT

The Shakespeare Festival presents "Hauntings - A Shakespearean Seance" which conjures up the

ghosts of Macbeth, Hamlet and Richard III. Performances run through Oct. 31

.
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977 N. Broadway Ste. #E
Los Angeles, CA 90012

(213)617-0396
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HAUNTINGS
From page 29

meaning of Burger's magic.

Burger, a Merlin-esque magician

complete with a long beard and stout

build was an interesting addition to

the play. His deep voice and com-

forting tone made for a strong pre-

sentation.

His references to the "universal

themes of Shakespeare" could occa-

sionally be mistaken for an English

lecture, though his comments were

strong and thought-provoking.

A wonderful performer, Burger

never resembled the classic, cheesy

magicians, sticking knives into

boxes where scantily clad women
lay. Rather, he complemented his

magic with intelligence, allowing

each trick to represent a broader

theme.

One trick in the middle of the per-

formance involved a yellow piece of

thread, which Burger cut into pieces

only to magically put back together.

As he performed he explained that

the thread represented life, connect-

ing magic to the death of

Shakespeare's son and how the

Breaking apart the

Shakespeare made ...

the context of the

scene within its play

innpossible to fathom.

tragedy influenced him artistically

The tricks themselves were a bit

disappointing. Their lack of

overblown spectacle was classy, but

at times they reassembled those

tricks that someone's drunken

Uncle Bob would do in front of the

family at a Christmas party. Though

one couldn't tell how the trick was

pulled ofT, there was no motivation

to run up on the small stage and tear

apart the magician's clothes, search-

ing for his strategy.

Burger's purpose was to connect

and explain the various Shakespeare

scenes that came from "Macbeth,"

"Hamlet," "Richard III" and other

plays. He came on between scenes,

explain the text, perform a trick, pet

his witches and introduce the follow-

mg scene.

The scenes were chosen for their

ghostly nature, taking advantage of

Halloween's haunting theme. By

selecting a variety of scenes, the goal

seemed to be to keep the audience

on the edge, anticipating what fol-

lowed.

Unfortunately, breaking apart the

Shakespeare made the meaning

harder to catch, the lines harder to

decipher and the context of the

scene within its play impossible to

fathom.

See HAUNTINGS, page 31
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HAUNTINGS
From page 30

By having Burger appear inter-

mittently, speaking fluid contempo-

rary English, the audience wasn't

allowed the opportunity to adjust

completely to the Shakespearean

English.

Words would fly around the

room, and within two minutes, the

scene was over and Burger was dis-

cussing the play's essence.

The audience also lacked the nec-

essary historical background of the

play, so it felt as though they were

being tossed about, unaware of plot

or purpose.

The show sparkled in its concept,

truly trying to make Shakespeare

more accessible to the average per-

son.

It failed in its goal, though, leav-

ing the viewer confused and spin-

ning, attempting to put together the

convoluted whole.

THEATER: "Hauntings - A Shake-

spearean Seance" runs through Oct.

31 at West Hollywood's Pacific Design

Center. Tickets are $16.50-$25. For

more information call (213) 489-

4127.

MATTHEWS
From page 2S

ately dove into he band's first single

from their newest album, "Before

These Crowded Streets," the Native

American-thcmed "Don't Drink the

Water." Unfortunately, apparent

technical difficulties after this num-

ber delayed the show for about five

minutes, which killed the momen-

tum for the entire opening set of

three songs.

However, an extremely loud,

rocking version of the band's stal-

wart "Warehouse" put the show

(Dave) Matthews

bounded on stage like

a manic Kerri Strug.

back on track.

Because this tour is merely to

maintain record sales and is not

directly promoting a new album,

Dave Matthews Band opted for

almost a greatest hits collection of

songs, drawing tracks from all four

major studio albums, including

some deep covers that the band has-

n't played in concert since 1995.

This kept the crowd dancing and the

show moving along.

It's no surprise that Dave

Matthews Band, after nearly 10

years of steady touring, has become

known as one of the nation's best

live acts.

While some performers merely

go on to stage and play replicas of

studio tracks, Dave Matthews Band

really comes alive in front of a

crowd, giving new life to their admit-

tedly simple tunes, and filling their

performance at the Forum filled

with good cheer.
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HANI
From page 24

Hani's history in documentaries

molded the way he directs his feature

films. He got his start in documen-

taries when the Japanese educational

ministry commissioned Hani to

direct a short film about disorderly

children in school which would be

screened for inexperienced teachers

to show potential problems they

might face. But Hani brought his

own set of ideas to the project.

"I rejected their story and their

plan to use child actors or child

actresses because I was also one of

the troubled children," said Hani in

"Film Comment". "Many times I

escaped from schools. Of course I

was a stutterer, and I had a problem

of expression by language, and when

I entered the test for primary school

I was completely disturbed by teach-

ers and teachers were completely dis^

turbed by me, and so they said 'Wc

will not let you in school.' I was six."

These traumatic experiences of his

childhood allowed him to identify

with the youth he worked with in his

documentaries and features. He
understood that anyone could draw

upon their own emotional experi-

ences in order to turn in a realistic

performance; for this reason he

opted not to work with actors - a

move which furthered the documen-

tary-like feel of his fictional films.—"In Jananpsp cinema he is kind of

a missing link between some of the

better-known Japanese filmmakers

and the more radical new wave film-

makers," Pendleton said. "He
worked outside of the studio system

with non-professional actors - peo-

ple who had never acted before. He
used documentary training to be able

to get them to reenact things that had

happened to them or were similar to

things that had happened to them."

One film in which .Hani employs

this pseudo-documentary style is

"Bad Boys" (playing in the Archive

series today). The film, a story about

delinquent youths in reform school,

uses boys who had actually served

time at the reform school and who
recreated their experiences in a fic-

tional film. Various logistical difficul-

ties prompted Hani to use a more

unscripted method of filmmaking.

"When it was time to rehearse, it

was hard to bring everyone togethi.

er," said Hani in "Film Comment".

"Some of them had no house, no tele-

phone. I had to find them in the

shops. So I gave them the printed

manuscript, and the next day we
gathered in a small room, and I

hoped to start with reading the

script.

"1 found that half of the boys have

not their script. Some said they don't

know where it is and some said more

simply, '1 lost it.' So I understand:

they are almost all very uneducated,

so they dislike to read any kmd of

characters. So 1 changed my
method."

The result is a realistic and intense

look at their lives. With films like

these, Hani was an important figure

in the new wave of Japanese cinema

and in the origins of independent

films around the world.

"I think it's important that people

realize that independent filmmakers

have existed in all periods,"

Pendleton said.

"It's not just an '80s and '90s phe-

nomenon, and it's not just an

American phenomenon. If people

are hungry to see films that don't rely

on special effects or that don't rely

on huge mega-movie stars, they

might be interested in seeing Hani's"

films."

FILM: General admission is $6 and $4

for students and seniors Sfiowing

Thursday at 7:30 p.nn.: "Bad Boys*

'Childreri Hand in Hand" and
"Children in the Classroom' Showmg
Surnlay at 7 pm 'The Inferno of First

Love: "She and He" and 'Children Who
Draw'
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CDUaiVE
From page 28

tional playground. For instance, a

glossary defines many of the genres

in a paint-by-numbers sort of fash-

ion designed for the underground-

challenged.

Looking up glam rock, one is

likely to find "Glam is a mixture of

bubble gum pop and heavy-metaj

combined with make-up, glitter and

theatrics." If Marilyn Manson and

KISS come to mind, this descrip-

tion proves adequate.

Those without a clue as to where
to begin should visit the Cductive

Top 10. Currently the list includes

such names as Hole, Frank Black

and Mary Lou Lord, in January,

the web site will^add hip-hop as a

new genre to choose from, promis-

ing to increase to site's popularity

and success.
" "At first the labels were a little

hesitant to sign on," Ryan says.

"The stigma of the internet and the

questions of safety caused them to

think twice, twice. But now we are

building the label roster that's grow-

ing all the time."

Cductive helps the underground-

at-heart learn a little more, own a lit-

tle mort? and sound a little cooler.

INHERITORS
From page 28

ized account of the plight of the

peasant. Ruzowitzky, however,

always maintains a firm control

over the film. He deftly incorpo-

rates various perspectives, fleslied

out characters and beautiful, natur-

al cinematography.

Being largely an ensemble film,

the cast, made up of Austrian stage

and film actors, has the difficult task

of holding the film together with

powerful, believable chemistry and

interaction. They more than live up

to the job, as each character is

infused with a complexity and full-

ness all their own.

As Emmy, the intelligently deter-

mined peasant woman constantly

standing up to a community trying

to suppress her, Sophie Ross deliv-

ers the film's stand-out perfor-

mance, giving her character

strength, pride, vulnerability and

morality all at once.

The brilliance of"The

Inheritors/' aside from

stellar directing and

acting, is that it defies

genre.

The narrator Severin (Lars

Rudolph) provides the film's out-

side perspective, as a city man who

has moved back to the country and

refiects upon the events around

him. Though he has comparatively

little screen time, Rudolph manages

to turn what could have been a sim-

ple "everyman" character into an

emotionally complex human. And
as the peasant's nemesis and a sym-

bol of old world rigidity, Danninger

(Ulrich Wildbruger) has a grandly

commanding screen presence that

evokes a shiver of fear each time he

appears.

The brilliance of "The

Inheritors," aside from stellar

directing and acting, is that it defies

genre; it plays out as a morality tale,

p^chological drama, mythical his-

tory and class struggle rolled into

one. Though set m the past, the

themes and struggles depicted in the

film are universal, giving it a time-

less relevance Quite simply.

Ruzowitzky has created a small

masterpiece

www.

Shoppinj^

TEXTBOOKS...

You've gotta
have *em, so
why spend

more than you
have to? At

Shopping.com
you can buy
your books

online and save
up to 46% on
textbooks and
up to 80% on
bestsellers....

with no waiting
inline!

...and with all

that money
youYe gomg=

to save, you can
pick up any of

our
Billboard TOP
40 CD's for

only
$8.97 eachl

Then check out
our huge

selection of
computers and
over 260,000

computer
accessories,

supplies and
software titles.

the latest video
games for your

Sony
Playstation,
Nintendo64,
Sega Saturn,
Gameboy or

SNES,

camcorders,
stereos, VCR's,
magazines,
fragrances,
sporting

equipment,
a complete line

of furniture and
accessories

and all of the
^ other

TWO MILLION
things you're

going to need to

go to school!

mum
m urnm

mi m-n

""•^'.^FRE MOIDMU MGBt
Wrm PURCHASE OF 1 YEAR AIRTIME

MEXICO, CANADA, CEKTRAL AMERICA AND
NATIONWIDE COVERAGE

SWITCH YOUR EXISTING PAGER 'T' US!

WE DEUVER • PHONE ORDERS • CREDTT CARD
DISCOUNTS ON NEW MOTOROLA PAGERS AND VOICE MAIU

\^ ^Village qc
\^'^^ /"xpressmart ^of*

^^^^ ' 10974 Le Conte Ave. at Gayley ^/*^

ViSA FREE PARKING
(While shopping in store)

MasterCard]

CERVEZA

ACIFICO

6pk - 12oz Bottles

MOLSON
GOLDEN & ICE

6pk - 12oz Bottles

Sachin Mehta

7:00 - 9:00am
blues ami reggae

Kelly Dielz

Soul Food: R&B
with Kelly D

10:00 -12:00pm
M R&B, funk, and soul

Donald Bendz

Nevifs Shovtf
6:00 - 7:00pm

weekly news update

Donald Morrison

Around the Horn
si>oristaik, 7:00 -8:00pm

I

!

Cyrus McNally

Playing the KLA Mix
' KiAf^tesQ_(j) . 10:00pm

Justin Rubenstein's

Rap Free Radio
10:00 -12:00am

jazz and blues

Chris Brennan

Radrum Rof Natas
bankxrre thrash ami mtze -|2:00 - 2:003171

'-<
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Research Subjects
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FOR SALE
2700
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3500
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3700
3300
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7500
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7900
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8100
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Career Opportunities
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Child Care Wanted
Help Wanted
Housesitting
Internship
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Volunteer
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8400
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9100
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9700

Apartments for Rent
Apartments Furnished
Condo / Townhouse for Rent
Condo / Townhouse for Sale

Guesthouse for Rent
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House for sale

Houseboats for Rent / Sale
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Room for Help
Room for Rent
Roommates - Private Room
Roommates • Shared Room
Sublets
Vacation Rentals
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advertising Information

118 Kerckhoff Hall
308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles, CA 90024

INTERNET
E-Mail: classifieds@nfiedia.ucla.edu

Web: http://www.dailybruin.ucla.edu

PHONE
Classified Line: (310) 825-2221
Classified Display: (310) 206-3060
Fax:(310)206-0528

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Thu: 9:00am-4:00pm
Fri: 9am-2:30pm

One issue, up to 20 words $8.00
.each additional word 0.50

Weekly, up to 20 words 27.00
...each additional word 1 .50

Monthly, up to 20 words 90.00
...each additional word 5.00

For Classified Display ads,
please see our rate card

for variable rate information.

^^ ViSA

DEADLINES
Classified Line Ads:
1 wori(ing day before printing,

at 1 2 noon.
Classified Display Ads:
2 working days before printing,

at 1 2 noon.
There are no cancellations after

noon of the day before printing.

PAYMENT
Please make checks payable to

"The UCLA Daily Bruin." We
accept Visa, MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards. Allow 5
working days for mail payments.

HOW TO WRITE
AN EFFECTIVE AD

• start your ad with the

mercharKJise you are seliirig.

This makes it easier for readers to

quickly scan the ads ar>d locate

your items.

• Always include the price of your
item. Many classified readers
simply do not respond to ads
without prices.

• Avoid abbreviations—make your

ad easy for readers to understand.
• Place yourself in the reader's

position, ask what you would like to

know atK>ut the merchandise, and
include that in the ad. Include such
informatk^n as brand names, colors

and other specific descriptions.

The ASUCLA Communications tx>ard fully supports the University of California's policy on norxjiscnmination. No medium shall accept advertisements which present persons of any origin, race, sex, or sexual orientation in

a demeaning way or imply that they are limited to positions, capatjilities. roles, or status in society Neither the Daily Brum not the ASUCLA Communications Board has investigated any of the services advertised or the

advertisements represented m this issue Any person believing that an advertisement m this issue violated the Board's policy on nondiscrimination stated herein should communicate complaints in writing to the Business

Manager. Daily Brum. 118 Kerckhott Hall, 308 Westwood Plaza, Los Angeles. CA 90024 For assistance with housing discrimination problems, call the UCLA Housing Office at (310) 825-4271 or call the Westside Fair Hous-
ing Office at (310) 475-9671 Classified ads also appear on-line at httpT/www dailybrum ucia edu Racement on-line is offered as a complimentary service for customers arxj is not guaranteed The Daily Brum is responsible

for the first irKorrect ad msertioo only Mirxx typographical errors are not eiigible for refunds For any refund, the Daily Brum Classified Diepartment must be notified of an error on the first day of publication by noon

1300

ATTENTION JOB SEEKERS

Diversity

1100
^

CtfRpliS HJIHHWIiWflHf

GRADUATE STUDENT
BARBEQUE!

Need to relax? Chaira Christian Fellowship is

sponsoring "stress-buster" barbeque for

UCLA graduate students, staff, faculty, and

alumni, Friday. Oct. 30 7pm, 900 Hllgard

Ave.. 3rd floor. 310-208-3991.

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. Dbcussion, Fri. Slap Study, 2408 Ackarmon

Thun. Book Study, 2408 Ackarmon

MA/W Rm. Dantol A3-029

Wad. Rm. A3 029

DiKuuion, Al limas 12:10 - IKX) pm

ForakottoMe$orlndMduthwhotmmadrtnlilngpnblm.

.FomMl,

JAPANESE PASSPORT/VISA found 10/27.

Hideki. UCLA campus. Call0213-926-3218

voicemail/cellphone

.

FREE WINNERS. FREE SCORES, FREE
Lines, no money, no operators, no hassles,

www.Iine-busters.com

YOUR CREDIT UNION
Your on-campus&on-line financial sen/ices

source, for students, faculty&staff . Visit us at

Ackennan A-Level. on-line at www.ucu.org

or call 310-477-6628.

November 1 & 2
Century Plaza

' Hotel & Tower
2025 Avenue of the Stars

Los Angeles, CA
California Showroom

Hours:
Sunday- 9 AM - 4:30 PM
Monday- 9 AM- 1:30 PM&

3:30 PM - 7:30 PM

(805)682-5843, ext. 810

www.HispanData.com

NOW HIRING!
IBM Corp.

Paramount Pictures

Universal Studios

Philip Morris USA
Cox pable Communications

Walt Disney Co.

Dun & Bradstreet

American Express

City National Bank

LSI Logic

Hoechst Marion Roussel

New United Motor Manufacturing

Paine Webber
And many more.

laoo 1800 2100
RecmlkMal ^Icflvlifoi

Pregnant?

Panicked?

Call1-800-R-HERE-4-tr^

for the Pregnancy Care

Center nearest you.

Free tests. Confidential,

caring assistance.

We helped 24, 000 people last

year and we can help you.

The Right to Life League

of Southern California

••••••••••••••••******

Readings By Lauren

^ World Renowned

X Psychic Readings

'A'Tarot Card

'A' Reunites Lovers

'A' Advises on all Problems of life

^Special Student Discount

Tel: (310) 858-1168

HOME Of CHRIS FARLEY, MIKE MEYERS AND
ANDY DICK

0^i^"<^^©f>'''v^^^

www.iowest.com
learn long form improvisation from

the leaders in the field

PERFORMANCE OPPORTUNITIES

NEW CLASSES OFFERED
SUNDAY

NOV 8 12 JPM
WEDNESDAY

NOV 11 7 10PM

Rcvf vation-, o^ floss mfr

213 694-2935

€i468 Siintjt Monica Blvrt

got customers? ADVEimSE

ClASSiREO

Oispla'

^Zb-lZl'

Daly Brain CUssMM 1)wnilir,0(tot«29,199t 35

1300 1300 1300
^ %CNIOlBni for Sale

-1

The Boston Consultin(; Groui

ENTERTAINMENT & SPORTS SCORES,
spreads, trivia! Call 1 •900-656-2700 ext.

8449. $2.99/min. Must be 18-^. Serv-u (619)
645-8434.

NEW&USED CLOTHES for sale Everything

in lip-lop shape. Sizes: 8-10/Medium Cute
stuff. Sweaters/pants/elc. Great prices/nego-

tiable. Great for the hoNdaysl 310-557-2362.

CycleTime Company (Since 197'/

Moped * Motor Scooter * Motorcycle

Sales * Repatrs * Insurance

TWO WHEELED TRANSPORTATION
AT PRICES THATU MOVE YAl

1632 & La Cler>ega Blvd.

Q SIk Blocks Sooth o» Pico • (310) 27S-6734

BCG is a premier management consultingfirm

specializing in strategy consulting

All graduating seniors interested in our

Associate Program should submit a cover letter,

resume, transcript and SAT/GRE scores by

December 4, 1998 to:

4

Chris Noll at the

UCLA Career Center

Presentation & Case Interview

Workshop: October 28, 1998

Resume Deadline: December 4, 1998

First Round Interviews: January 14, 1999

Second Round Interviews: January 22, 1999

Final Interviews: Date will vary per office

OFFICE SPACE
FOR LEASE

884 Sq ft, $1700/mo. Utilities paid. Prime

Westwood location. Call Anne or Yvonne
310-208-1987.

The Boston Consulting Group, inc.

The Worldwide Leader in Corporate Strategy

AMSTERDAM
AnjtVTA
AtCKtAM)
Bav.kok
B<K11)N

BRI'SSEU

BUDAFLST
Bl'KMHi AIHF.S

OiK'AiXi

Dai .IAS

Diissf.ijxwi

Frankfirt
HAMBt RC
HklJilNKI

How Kov.
Jakarta

Kl'AlJ\ Ll'MPI'

LlSKIN

LOMION
Los AMin«
Maiwii)

MLI«(M'RNE

Milan
MoVTtRREV
Mnsn>«
MCMBAI

MlNKH
New York
(>Sli>

Paru
San Framtwo

SlIAMilUI

SlStiAFItMli

Stotkiioim
SVDNrV

Tokyo
TtWISTO
Warsaw
WASiUN(ni>s DC
7.URK1I

^ Piano Rentals ^
Jf Low Monthly Rates If
•Hollywood Piano Rental Company^

4700

noijiiii:!! Umlfi
MARTIAL ARTS. Katabami Ju-Jilsu Dojo tra-

ditional & authentic ju-jitsu, self-defense t'ai

Chi, yoga, chi gung, meditation. Master Alex-

ey Kunin: 323-512-2538.

UCLA RISK PERCEPTION STUDY. Receive

$10 for completing 3 questionnaires. Mexi-

can-American or Taiwanese-American only.

Call 310-825-6542.

^^PlP^ipWi ^^^NP 'P^^^^^rw%^

ACNE! ACNE! ACNE!
CLINICAL RESEARCH SPECIALISTS is

looking for people over 12 years of age with

moderate to severe acne (at least lOspots).

Qualified volunteers will be financially com-

pensated. For more information please call

Donna or Dalia 310-828-8887.

MALE TWINS NEEDED! For UCLA Re-

search Project. Ages 18-40. $20 for 1 hour.

Please call 310-825-9006.

NORMAL HEALTHY CHILDREN and adol-

escents 8-16yrs needed for UCLA research

study. Receive $25 for lab experiment and

developmental evaluation, and get a scientif-

ic learning experience. Call 310-825-0392.

POSTMENOPAUSAL WOMEN 45+ (Healthy

or with heart disease) wanted for a study on

coronary artery disease involving small

amounts of radioactivity al UCt^. $25/hr (2

days, 4hrs. each) Call 310-825-1118 or 310-

206-6675.

SperainM Oonort

/-lI'^Ol^ i iviVx/WV^ '^yj\j\\* \ \jO' •'-' » .JoJ Help

infertile couples while receiving financial

compensation up to $600/month and free

health screening Convenient hours, located

in Westwood. Call Kim 310-824-9941

YOUNG CAUCASIAN WOMAN needed to

help infertile couple with egg donation.

Please contact Dr. Coopersmith 818-986-

1618. Compensation provided Please Help!!

EGG DONORSi
WANTED

If you are a healthy
female between
the ages of 19 and
30 and have health

Insurance.

Compensation
$3500,00

Call MIrna Navas at

(310) 829-6782

/ wOfOmm9

COMPUTERS
DESIGN YOUR OWN system Used sys-

tems from $299. New 300 mhz system-$575.

Repairs and system upgrades. Diagnostics

$25. 310-216-0336.

MAC Powerbook 5300c w/WoaJ, Excel,

Adobe, 28.8modem, plus more. Complete
w/portable color printer and black leather

case. $975. EthanO310-656-0555.

MATTRESS BONANZA!!
SEALY, STEARNS & FOSTER. Also Ortho-

pedic twin-sets-$119.95, Fulls-$169.95.

Queens-$1 89.95. Pillowtops-$299.95 So-

fas-$219. Delivery. Beacon Mattress. 1309

Westwood Blvd. 310-477-1466.

MATTRESS SETS!!!
Twin $79, Full $89, Queen $139. King $159,
Bunkbeds. Deliveries, Phone Orders Accept-

ed. 310-372-23.17
;

MATTRESSES. FUTON. DESK. Bookshelf

Dinette Sets. T-Table. Lamps. Deliveries. 7-

days open. King's Furniture. 11961 Santa

Monica Blvd. 310-575-4243.

QUEEN MATTRESS SET Excellent condi-

tton. $190. Call 310-837-7654.

WATERBED
KING SIZE flotation mattress. Mahogany

wood. Excellent condition. $400.00 Please

call 310-274-0977.

AUTO
INSURANCE

''NO BULL"
Best Prices, Same Day

STUDENT DISCOUNTS

Motorcycles, SR22
Accidents, Tickets OK

CALL AA«IA NOW
FOR FREE QUOTE

TOLL FREE
1 (800) 225-9000

Free medical

^^ to couplet

using condoms as birth

control for 6 months.

FOR INFOmiATION CALL

(800)521-5211

issiliocls

CREATIVE ENTERTAINMENT is holdir>g

open audWons for rolas in features, commer-

dais. prtnt. music videos. Accepting submis-

sions for Oil 01 Otay, Ausim Powers II, Pacil-

icBa«. 323-931-8118.

WANTED:
LED ZEPPEUN FANAT-

ICSI!
Cal 31(M42*3054

RUMMAGE SALE!
WESTWOOD Presbyterian Church. 10822

Witshire Blvd. SaMO/31. 9am-4pm. Mon-

11/02, 9am- 1pm.

WE BUY CARS New and old. Runrang or

not Jeff 310-714-5808.
' —

~

FAT ABSORB TABLETS- Al r«lural. Take

before maals tiowar your fat abaorplion rate.

$31.80 31&479<8086. 1 :00pm-9pm<PST) or

sand chadt/ money order to IMG PO Box

24026 LA. CA 90024.

LOSE WEIGHT NOW
ASK ME HOW

Al fwturai nmittional haaNh ptoduolB CaN
310-202-6044

DO YOU NEED body wort< on your car (For-

eign or Domestk:)? Free estimate! Great

prices! Please call Efren at 818-782-3414.

* h i I 1^ It #-

1985 CHEVY BLAZER Si 4x4 Tahoe pack-

age, mint conditton, $3700 310-659-0278.

1988 T-BIRD Power all with cruise control.

Orig. owner. 70,000 mi. $3000 310-559-

9248.

1990 ACURA LEGEND, gokl, great condi-

tk>n. Runs welt. Garage kept. Fully k)aded.

$8500obo, please contact 310-459-1359.

1990 TOYOTA Corolla. ExceHenl condltton.

57k miles. Aulorruitk:. A/C, AM/FMCasselte.

4-dOOr $5000 EricO310-442-0781

1991 BMW 3251 CONVERTIBLE 51,000mi.

Bronze ext., tan int. $12,800obo. CaN DavM:
310-200-6522.

1995 HOr^DA ACCORD EX V-6 Automata,

leather. kMKlad. AN power. ABS. Moonrool,

custom wheals. CD. alarm kaylass entry.

Low mlas. Showioom new. $19,000 obo.

LaslieO310-827-2388.

1995 MITSUBISHI ECUPSE RS. Silvar, au-

tomatic, l-owrwr. Have al raoaipts, vary tow

miias. $10,900. Beat offer. 213-630-2261

67 FORD MUSTANG GTA. 289. VB, auto,

air. alpine stereo, excalant condMon, must

sal. $7000obo. 310-854-0568

GATEWAY 2000 PI 50. 32MB ram. 1 5G HO.

30 cam. sound card. ir monHor. apaakars.

modam^more $700 310«0^158

BINGE DRINKER?
WANT TO HELP OTHERS «Mh your per

sonai Story? Wide ai^naura Cat Paler 323-

680-1230 A8AP

HONDA CIVIC 80 flatcTtjactc. MM.
lent condition 103.300milas. 4-apaad,

ond owrwr Leaving country, records avaii-

abie $3800obo 310-206-5104

aat)fomOchem .uda.adu

W MAZDA RX7 133K miles Good running

oondMon Naads minor bodywork 5-speed

and sunroof $1750 060 310-546-5677

FROM $17.95/0AY
RENT-A-CAR Under 25 ok. Cash deposit

ok. Free miles altowance. Open 7 days/wk.

Major credit-cards accepted. 1-800-770-

0606.

StMiiSIfcR AROUND THE WORLD.
Travel to Greece, Spain, Costa Rk:a, or Aus-
tralia and earn college credits. Call toll free

1-877-333-SATW(7289).

Europe-Summer '98

$239 (each way plus taxes)

HAWAII - $ 1 1 9 o/w
CALL 3 10-394-0550

http://www.alrhitch.org

mt^Amenica.
Koiind Trip Airf.tics

I una %2T^

Cuzco S595

Santiago SG80

Sao I'.iulo / Kio SG5G

Guayaquil / Quito S570

Bm-nos Aires SG9K

C iit<'r» ffff(*/iif t*\vvUu
I' I A I ( ,.r. • i ; . I

. H.!. . A I ,
V. t>. .

ilMi (i.icti,i;;i'«. to lji|!.

For R«s UO »>ri2 H82I/H00 2H't 0.'">»"»

I'KDU SSIDN Al IH\VflsfHM(l
Siiith .Am* iti .tn *^[»i I Lili*.!*. "-i • i.<i . . c in

AQUA TRAVEL INC
WORIPWIPE LOWEST AIRPARK

MAKE YOURO^AR CAR HOTE
RESERVATION AT

http://Www.pffsinawob.coii^(iquatravel

24HOURSADAY
Lowest Domestic and

International Airfares

Tour Packages

EuroHpass

Hotel Accommodations

Car Rentals

*Asia*AMca*Ainlrala*Europe*Soi«h

Ameiioo^inon^xiKxxniMnoo^Hawar

Prtcw o* wbtKt to Chang* «4mout rwMc*.

AM*MHy may b* lml«d OTKl nm* rwtrtcttora may
appty. PlMlaiiM.

PHOr€ (310)441-3680

lOeSO WUslwti Siih 434, WeslMOd CA 90024

[)i':nl.TV
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discounts on

domestic travel, too,

(310) 824-1574

SLA TRAVEL
We've been there.

GUITAR INSTRUCTION 15 years exp all

levels and styles Patient and organized.

Guitars available Sam 310-826-9117 -

GUITAR LESSONS by professional near

UCLA All levels, guitars avail Call Jean at

310-476-4154 wwwJWGS.com

6700
PraiMskNial Swices

MBA, LAW, MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS!
FRUSTRATED DEVELOPING your critical

personal statements? Gel professional help

from well-known author/consultant 310-826-

4445
www.winningpersonstatement com

A FREE SESSION
PSYCHOTHERAPY/COUNSELING for de-

pression, anxiety, obsessions, post-traumat-

ic stress, etc. Couples/Individuals Student

rates Crime victims may be eligible for free

treatment. Call Liz Gould

(MFC#32388)©310-578-5957 to schedule

your free consultation

AGRAD STUDENT w/l^ A in radio Desktop

studio, and radiophonic voice can create

your radio commercial program Appt: 310-

275-3550 L Halfon

IMMIGRATION
(irrcn Cards • Citizrnship • Temporary Work Permits • Investor Visas—Company Start-ups

Rcasonuhie rates fur what you need including: Attorney Representation • Paralef>al Forms Preparation

AilNOEL V'SA CENTER"
^^'^'^''^"^"^^'^'^"'^

Immigrant and Non-immigrant Visa Services • Citizenship • Travel Permits

3 10-478-2899 phone Call for a Free Consultation 310-477-6833 fax

at «t8jr%M6

920 Westwood Boulevard

BOOK YOUR TICKLTS ON-LINE: www.statrdvel.com

ACTOR S HEAD SHOTS $85 (Student Spe-

cial) Black+White & Color. Studio/location.

Make-up artist included Agency approved.

Award studio 310-826-9077

EAGLE EYED EDITOR
PROOFREADS THESES, publications; tu-

tors English, study skills; trains time man-

agement, stress reduction Nadia Lawrence

PhD 310-393-1951.

7000
nrtorlny OffGred

PRIVATE TUTORING
SECONDARY, PRIMARY LEVELS All sub-

jects Affordable rates One on one. At your

home Call ADMIRAL TUTORING 310-477- •

%85

THE WRITING COACH
EXPERIENCED TEACHER, Ph D offers tu-

toring, term paper assistance, English, So-

cial Science, History Foreign Students Wel-

come Call: 310-452-2865.

WRITING TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford University

graduate Help with English—for students of

all ages/levels. $17/hr, 310-472-8240 or

310-440-0285.

7100
lUoiIng Wanted

$30/HR for tutor needed in Santa Monica for

SAT review and internet review 1-2times

/wk. Hours flexible. Prefer Tues&Fri. 310-

399-4826.

C PROGRAMMING TUTOR in the Torrance

area Start ASAP 310-539-8548

7000
Ikitorlng Offered

DRIVE YOUR DREAM FOR FREE Any
make, model, or price No down payment
No security deposit Great income potential.

888-891-8890 •

7500
Career Opportunities

SALES MANAGER Cellular, PCS, experi-

ence preferred Salary+commission. Fax re-

sume to 310-836-0800.

SECRETARY/RECEPTIONIST- Perform

vanous duties in Beverly Real Estate Com-
pany Parttime/Fulltime Starting pay $9/hr

w/great future job opportunities Fax re-

sume 310-278-6801 Attn J Edward Smith

TELEMARKETING
Career opportunities. Limited positions avail-

able w/financial markets firm in Brentwood.

Applicants must be hardworking, articulate,

and outgoing. Alex@310-444-4444.

GREEN CARD LOTTERY 50.000 Visas

awarripfi hy US fiOv^$:^5 tor augrneY pre-

50%OFF WOMEN'S personal training Work

one on one with a trainer to learn the skills

for a healthy lifestyle. Acquire a program that

is tailored to your needs. Contact Mane Wit-

tman 8 18-490-37 17

1-MO

SPORTS
scores • odds • 5 ^ picks

1.900.407.1600 ext. 5413

$2.99 per minute, mutt be 18 years old

serve you as 619645 8434

ACNE SCARS?
OR CHICKENPOX scars? Patented laser-

assisted method. Proven success, rebuild

your own collagen. Call tor details 310-385-

0590

FREE PROFESSIONAL HAIRCUT Talented

junior hairstylist in Century City, looking for

models interested in receiving a modern,

above shoulder haircut® no charge For ap-

pointment call Mollie@310-286-0211

HEALTH AND BEAUTY STEAM Developed

by Chinese doctor. Revolutionary skin-care

product with exotic herts, also cleanses in-

ternally (colds, flu). . 2-months supply

$35*UPS 1-888-701-8898

VIDAL SASSOON
SALON in Beverly Hills Advanced training

team is looking for models for $15 haircuts

Please call 310-775-8808

pared application John Maniey, fcsq i2304

Santa Monica Blvd. #300 LA, CA 90025.

310-820-7553. Deadline to apply 10/28

JAPANESE CONVERSATION CLASS. San-

ta Monica College. Business and travel

Starting 10-31-98 through 12-12-98 Six Sat-

urdays, 9am- 12pm $75. Participation en-

couraged 310-452-9214.

ENGLISH MAJOR NEEDED to help high

school student w/college essays and compo-

Mtmnfl f^lQ-gSO- 176^1 =

PERFECT STUDENT JOB
Pick up adorable 3 year old girl from

school in Santa Monica. Mon-Fn at 6 pm.

and care for her during school holidays

Call 310/369-5509
Mon-Fn before 6 pm

GERMAN TUTOR NEEDED P/T Hrs flexi-

ble. 310-289-1404

ALL-PURPOSE WRITING & EDITING

Help at any stage with any topic

Personal Statements. Courses. Theses.

Dissertations & Manuscripts

by PhD from UC
International Students Welcome

(323)665-8145

LOOKING for a nice Italian teacher for a

happy family. Once/wk, 2.5hrs at our house.

Please call Sabrina: 310-285-9853

NATIVE JAPANESE speaker wanted to

teach 5-year-old and 9-year-old beginning

Japanese Call Caroline@213-634-5254.

PRIVATE TUTOR wanted for high school

boy in math, writing and science Recom-

mendation required. Call Sabnna© 31 0-828-

6388

TTUO
CMMCaraWaiiM
AFTERSCHOOL DRIVER tor 2boys (12^15)

and help w/homework plus errands. $10/hr.

Must be lnsured-^ have clean record. SM
area. 310-828-3363.

BABYSITTER REQUIRED for two girls, age

2&5.5. For two weekday mornings/after-

noon, for up to 12 hrs total. $10/hr. 310-454-

4138

BEAR'S RESEARCH^
WRITING & EDITING

All subjects, Theses'Dissertations.

Personal Statements, Proposals and Books.

Interrwtional students welcome.

SINCE 1985

Sharon Bear, Ph.D. (310) 470-6662

TUTOR WANTED M-Th, 3hrs/day. Must

have transportation. 310-454-1769.

TUTOR/DRIVER for 7th grader. Pick up 3 30

tutor until 7pm. WLA area. Male preferred.

.$10/hr 310-475-378a

TUTOR: PHYSICS and calculus BC for high

school senior. $12/hr. Close to campus. Jim

310-475-3314 &310-475-9415.

Ftaancial AM

$QUICK CASH$
OWN A CAR? Get a cash loan in 30minutes

while you drive No credit check WSM
888-300-8942

STUDENT LOANS
GET YOUR Stafford Student Loan from Uni-

versity Credit Union (Lender Code 832123)

Also receive low-cost financial services. 310-

477-6628; wwwucu org.

Insuranoo

INSURANCE WAR!
WE'LL BEAT ANYONE'S price or don't want

your business. All drivers Newly licensed

Student/staff/faculty discounts. Request the

"Brum Plan." 310-777-8817 or 818-222-

5595

PARS1 INSURANCE SERVICES Low rate

auto insurance $50 student discount to-

wards down payment. We can come to you.

818-784-1771

rk I I

Legal Advloe/Attonieys

BANKRUPTCY
GET OUT OF DEBT NOW' Free Consulta-

tion. Experienced attorneys, reasonable

fees Law Offices of White and Associates

(Cheryle M White, UCLAW "86-) 800-420-

9998 or 310-207-2089. 12301 Wilshire

Bl ,Ste 550, WLA

GREEN CARDS NOW!
FILE YOUR GREEN CARD LOTTERY
Starting 10-1-98 through 10-26-98 Call at-

torney Doreen@213-251-9588

MYER LAW FIRM, Century City Auto acci-

dents, slips/fails, bankruptcy, discrimination,

sexual harassment. UCLA Graduate Scott D
Myer httpV/www bestlawyer com 310-277-

3000.

BARTENDER TRAINEES
EARN $100 -$200 DAILY

. 2 week class
Job Placement Service

800/952-2553
PROFESSIONAL

BARTENDERS SCHOOL
Discount with Student ID

—

'

PRIZE-WINNING
ESSAYIST AND FORMER PROFESSOR
w/two Ph Ds can help you produce winning

prose. Theses, papers, personal statements

David <davedit@pacbell net> 805-646-

4455

RELATIONSHIP SPECIALIST- Effective,

supportive, confidential counseling Individu-

als and couples. Carole Chasin, MA,
M FC C. 310-289-4643.

Rasumes

WINNING RESUMES. 1-hour service. Our

clients get results Open 7 days Visa and

Mastercard accepted. 310-287-2785

-$- STUDENT SPECIAL
Health Insurance $59/ month

Blue Cross of CA AiitiMri»ii Agi.

• PPO nil dcdiKlible • Free viviim & drnul

( all: ( 800 ) 696 - 4422

MtMM I sthealthinsurance.com

-/iiislaief
IbiAv in good hands.

Insurance Company
(310)312-0204

1 28 1 Westwood Blvd
(y tJiks So cjf \A/il5r^trw)

BEST MOVERS. Licensed, insured Lowest

rates. Fast, courleous+careful Many stud

ents owved for $98. Lie. -T- 163844. NO JOB
TOO SMALL! 1-800-2 GO-BEST

HONEST MAN W/14ft truck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok Student discount.

Ask about 10% discount. 31 0-285-"8688. Go
BruinsI

JERRYS MOVING&DELIVERY The careful

movers Expehenced. reliable, same-day de-

livery Packing, boxes available Also, pick-

up donations for American Cancer Soaety

JerTyO310-391-5657.

7000
Hitorkifi Offorad

.

FRENCH TUTORING
OR GRADE IMPROVEMENT for all levels.

Highly experienced teacher Also translation

Call Evelyne: 310-395-5953

TUTORS for high school students

Junior/senior/graduate students specializing

in English a must. Families located in Arca-

dia resident or Palos Verdes. 2hrs-$55/one

visit. 4limes/mo. 310-859-9140 Beverly Glen

Education Link@Beverly Hills.

TUTORS NEEDED
$15-20/hr All subjects&all grades Must bo

college student w/own transportation No ex-

perience nee. 310-358-5987

7200

ACCURATE, DEPENDABLE and SPEEDY
typing service. Close to campus. Call Laurie

310-478-6230.

HATE TO TYPE? Let me do it for you.

Fast+accurate Professional screen plays

excepted. $2/pg Call-ins 310-839-3101 or

page 310-915-2255

WORD PROCESSING All types research

papers, theses, resumes, fliers Editing &

proofing available. Emergencies OK Call:

818-598-1489 or email anmlwomn@pac-

bell.net.

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-

es, dissertations, transcription, resumes, fli-

ers, brochures, mailing lists, reports. Santa

Monica. 310-828-6939. Hollywood. 213-466-

2888

BABYSITTERS NEEDED. Evenings-^wee-

kends, watch moves and study Flexible

hours. BH home w'view and pool. Fax re-

sume 310-550-7092.

CHEERFUL, OUTGOING person to care for

2 boys, ages 9&6. P/T. Pick up from school

at 2:30. Help w/homework/extracurricular ac-

tivities. Prepare light dinners until mom gets

home. Approxiriiately 6or 630. Expenence

w/children necessary. M-F. Own car. 310-

838-8589

CHILD CARE for special 11 -year-old girl

w/disabilities in Tarzana. M/W/F 3:30-6:30

and Sundays 10:30-330. Pay negotiable

Call 818-343-4150.

freshmaiirecorcl

freshmanrecord

%

freshmanrecord

freshmanrecord

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES wrth dedicated pro

ieMtonal At your home or WLA studio 1st

l«tson free No drum set necessary

NeN:21 3-654-8226

MATH/PHYSICS/STATISTICS/English/He-

brew. Computerized statistical analysis avail-

able Tutoring service. Free consultation

Reasonable rates, call anytime. Ilan (800)90-

TUTOR www ny-tutor com

PRIVATE TUTORING
IN HOME, one-on-one tutonng lor nnost sub-

jects English, Chemistry, Math, Physics. Bi-

ology, Spanish. French, etc $15/hr. 310-

289 3292

WORD PROCESSING Typing, proofing,

editing, rewriting, research, resumes, tutor-

ing etc Fax. email, bnng work to me. Rush-

es Student discount 818-830-1546.

7400

UCLA ENGLISH ALUMNI, pro-writer, young,

supert papers guaranteed High school and

below vvelcome Jett 213-653-2240

$500/0AY Nude modeling-women 18+ all

types. No expenence necessary Safe, pro-

fessional environment Refer a frierxj and

earn $50! 310-358 3865.

Men-Women ages 18-24 for nude modeling

for magazines and fine art Call 310-289-

8941 days for information

lres|ponrecord

The UCLA Freshman

Record is here. Pickup

your copy at 118

Kerckhoff Hall between

the hours of 9 to 5.

Classifieds

825-2221

Displa'

IMyBrainCbuNM

7100 7800 KS
DRIVE CHILDREN from schoOl in West Hol-

lywood to Pacific Palisades in late afterrxxKi.

Must have car arxl insurance. 310-454-7525.

ENERGETIC
MOM'S HELPER. Approx: 4-8pm M-F, flexi-

ble. Salary negotiat}le. Needs car. 3amazing
kids. Pacific Palisades. Lauhe: 310-454-

6021.

HOUSEKEEPER+BABYSITTER for 4y/o

girl. 5 nights/week staning©5pm $25/night.

Must be expenenced and have references.

Near Beverly Hills Call ASAP. 310-271-

8217.

LOOKING for a German-speaking baby-sit-

ter(tluent) She must drive, be available

evenings 3time/wk. $10/hr. Please contact

Sabrina: 310-285-9853.

LOVAAS/TRAINED THERAPIST WANTED
to fill hrs in existing in home program for au-

tistic 2yr boy Weekend hrs needed. $12-

$15/hr Manhattan Beach(15min). Please

call Lisa Zucker 310-796-9855 or email li-

sagz@aol.com

LOVELY PROFESSIONAL FAMILY Desires

mother's assistant for children, hours 4-8pm.

M-F $6/hr Interested applicants please call

Renee: 310-558-8050.

MOTHER'S HELPER- Female preferred for

BH family. 3 small children. Sundays only

7am-7pm. $100. 310-550-7104

NANNY WANTED
Family in Pacific Palisades seeks PT nanny

for 2 kids ages 5 and 7. Starting now thru

Dec. 18, 1998. Afternoons from 2:30-

7;00p.m. Mon.-Fri. Must have car. Duties in-

clude driving kids, activities, and supen/ision.

$200/wk. Great kids! Call Julie 310-454-

3550.

PLAY WITH ME!!
Companion wanted for 6 yr. old ADHD boy

Child Development, Psych or Special Ed.

$20/HOUR-i-TIPS
FEMALE NUDE FIGURE MODELS needed
Professional studio. Absolutely no sex,

drugs, ateohol, snx>kir)g, or touching. Work
your own hours. Must have a great body and

a pretty face. Asian models especially need-

ed Marina Studios, Downtown LA: 323-222-

8044

$20/HR PT/FT
PROCESSING MAIL! Free supplies,

postage! Bonuses! Rush SASE to

CMA/UCLA Po Box 567443. Atlanta GA.
31156

signup@inlo.infomachine.com

$20/HR. TO START!
FAST advancement opportunities. Profes-

sional, reliable, fun students wanted. Very

flexible scheduling. Quicksilver Publishing

818-872-3834 Call Now!

$7.25/hr and up!
DO YOU have initiative? Become a UCLA
Community Service Officer and explore law

and public relations Great Pay Flexible

hours. Student-ohented. Web:
www.ucpd.ucla.edu/ucpd/cso. Email:

cso@ucpd.ucla.edu. Phone: 310-825-2148.

$800 WEEKLY POTENTIAL. Processing

government refunds at home No experience

necessary. 1-800-945-6880 Ext. 1584.

ACCOUNTING DEPT assistant. P/T entry

level position. M-F 2-6. Basic computer

knowledge, car with insurance, good oral

and written communication skills required.

$9/hr. 310-276-9166.

ADMIN. ASSIST, to RE. investor in Bel Air.

Word, Excel, phones, must have car. Part

time (Tues. 1-5. Wed. 9-3) $10/hr. Fax re-

sume to 310-471-4885.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASST./OFFICE ASSIST

-

Internship in Down town LA. Start ASAP. $9-
t>|u09n(. Floxiblo houro A lot of fun, roquiroo

j^^^,, doT^Mng on oxpononoo. H66d 6MA,

CLERICAUCOMPUTER TYPIST for Laurel

Canyon area. $1S/hr. 4hrs/wfc. 213-650-

4404.

CLERICAL/SALES. P/T or F/T. excellent op-

portunity. Love ol jewelry. Call between 12-

6pm. Shane's Jewelry We have 2 openings

immediately. 310-208-8404.

CLERK PART-TIME. Duties include: corre-

spondence, data entry, opening/routing mail,

filing, classifying and photocopying manu-

scripts. Qualifications include, accurate typ-

ing, familiarity with WordPer-

fect/MSWord/Windows/databases, be or-

ganized and detail oriented Clerical experi-

ence a plus. M-F 11:00am to 2;00pm. In

Westvw)od medical publishing office $8/hr

Call 310-208-3556 or fax resume to 310-

208-2838.

CLERK- Pleasant Santa Monrca law office

needs full-time or part-time. Filing and

phone 310-394-3578.

"computer assistance fylEEDED. Ex-

perience w/Adobe Premiere. Need help

creating short video clips, to be played in MS
PowerPoint. 310-208-2442

COMPUTER TUTOR. In-home. (Mac Perlor-

ma) $12/hr. cash Santa Monica. 310-393-

4573. Heidi.

COPY OPERATORS WANTED p/t or f/t.

3pm- 11pm and/or 8am-5pm. Experience a

plus. Please call 310-277-2679.

CP SHADES
A NATIONAL womens clothing retailer and

Manufacture based in San Francisco, is in-

terviewing for FT/PT sales positions in its

Santa Monica location. CP Shades offers a

challenging, exciting environment w/an ex-

cellent compensation package, vacation,

health&dental, a free outfit every month and

a great discount. Best of all. is the chance to

\Notk for a friendly, growing company that

makes clothes which you'll want to own.

P\i!d\n3 la« t«^i»iiHs in aiO'^ag -Qrifin nr

patience, firmness, and energy. 310-459

1320.

PROF. MOM needs reliable UCLA student to

help with after school child care. Flex, hours

$9/hr. Excellent driving record and car re-

quired. Call 310-206-7528.

PT CHILDCARE
FOR VERY SPECIAL 4-YEAR OLD GIRL.

International or bilingual background, car.

references required. Grand Piano. Beverly-

wood adjacent. Laird-310-287-1677.

Responsible.energetic person to care for

bright 8yr. old boy 3p.m. -9p.m. 2-3 days/wk

Flexible. $10/hr. Must have car and referenc-

es. (323)874-2705

self motivated, detail orientated individual

Req's:advanced computer skills, ms office,

internet. Some research and phones in-

volved. Fax resume:2 13-61 7-2325 AttnHR

ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT-F/T. Typing,

faxing, photocopying, phones. Office experi-

ence preferred but not required. Near UCLA,
Growth potential. General hours 9-6. 310-

581-2400.

HClp liwDralOO

Tjiii y:H:it)x;^"

• Earn $100-$200 a day
• 2 weeK training & Job

nacement included

• it's not a Job -it's a PARTY!!!

National Bartenders School

1 (800) 646 • MIXX (6499)

Wanted by Westwood's #1 Talent CastingCo.

Earn Top $$ In Movies, Television,

Commercials, and Modeling (petite, top, and

fashion models). No exp. nee. Also, The Show

Business Club needs interns. For Free

Consultation call Michael (310) 209-5052

ADMINISTRATOR/PROJECT ASSISTANT,

(internship possibility). Computer literate.

IBM-Windows/Internet plus. Senior/graduate

w/strong writing/oral communication. No

dress code/reception duties. $7-$9,

17hrs/wk. Serious inquiries:Fax:310-395-

0509.

$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL mailing or cir-

culars. No experience req. Free information

packet. Call 202-466-1639.

BOOK SOUP
INDEPENDENT CUSTOMER service orient-

ed book store seeks experienced staff for all

positions. West Hollywood Fax resume Guy

©310-659^3410

CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVES wanted for a

company that provides services for interna-

tional students. Salary is commission only

Call 310-476-4674.
"

CASTING
EXTRAS needed for feature films, commer-

cials, and music videos. Eam up to $240 per

day! No experience needed. Work guar-

anteed! Call today 213-851-6103.

CENTRAL CAMPUS
CENTRAL CAMPUS JOBS Part time fobs

available©ASUCLA Concessions. We work

w/your class schedule Supervisory opportu-

nities Half-oH meals 310-206-0736

CENTURY CITY FIRM
RECEPTIONST NEEDED Flexible p/t shifts

available $10/hr To schdule an interveiw

call Ang«l .310-201-2535 between 3 30-6

pm

Classifieds

825-2221

AMBITIOUS INDIVIDUALS WANTED for fi-

nancial planner trainee positions. Will train.

No experience necessary. All majors wel-

come. Call Gerald @ 323-981-1888.

ANNOUNCERS, no experience necessary

Host music/talk-shows for our radio stations.

P/T. $10-1 5/hr. $200+per/show. plus fantas-

tic benefits. 213-468-0080 24-hours.

ASSISTANT for business office. For more

details please call 310-278-2750 or fax re-

sume 310-278-0038. t

ASSISTANT NEEDED FOR Real Estate in-

vestment company. PfT, casual dress, must

have car and insurance. $9/hr. Fax resume

to: 310-479-2402.

ASS'T for Beverly Hills optometric pract. En-

thusiastic, willing to leam and enjoy working

with people. Fridays 9-1. Dr. Seldon 310-

553-2224

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED. Earn

$150-$250/night. Wor1< P/T while going to

school. Day/eve classes. 1-2week classes.

800-974-7974. International Bartender's

school. HUNDREDS OF JOBS!

BEN & JERRY'S ice cream parlor needs

scoopers and shift leaders lor our 3

Westside locations. Santa Monica call Pam
310-450-0691. Brentwood call Jenn 310-

447-0695. and Century City call Nikki 310-

788-9682 and experienced cake decorators

call 310-546-1717.

BIO-MEDICAL. ELECTRONICS, and clean-

room micro-cleaning Full/Part-time employ-

ment Some physical work required. Must

have transportation. Evenings/weekends.

Start $7.50/hr. Call Patrick Toll Free © 888-

263-9886.

CITY OF BEVERLY Hills parking attendants

needed Weekends only/$8 76/hr Morning

and Evening shifts available. Dept. of Trans-

portation. 455 N. Rexford Dr . Room 130. Ap-

ply in person. 310-285-2552.

CLERICAL Business/personal, organiza-

tional, light PR. phone, filing. Xerox, errands

Flexible-day/hrs. 4-20hrs/wk. $5.75-$7/hr

Ask Lucy 310-229-5225.

DIVE! Century City

restaurant seeks

outgoing personalities

with great smiles for our

Cashier and Host

Departments. Apply in

person daily at 10250

Santa Monica Blvd.,

11:30am-10pm.

come into our store at 2937 Main St. to fill out

an application.

CSO OFFICE ASST
Apply now for an office assistant position at

the CSO Programs&Westwood Village Sub-

station. Starting rate $7.25/hr. UCLA stud-

ents w/at least one yr remaining. Public rela-

tions&basic clerical duties. For details call

310-825-9800.

CUSTOMER SERVICE
ACKERMAN REP(FT) ©University Credit

Union. Apply© 1500 S. Sepulveda Blvd.. LA,

90025 or fax resume:31 0-477-2566 or web
at http://www.ucu.org

Searching for Models
^ Men and Women fof commefcials.

catalog & magazine ads. txochures, and
catwalk •Specializing in pptites •

$150to$250pef houf
* Beverly Hills

* No Fee * No Experience

(310)273-2566

DANCERS EXOTIC DANCERS for private

shows and parties in LA and Orange County

areas. Top $ 1 -800-899-8000.

DOG-WALKER NEEDED. Mon-Fri. after-

noons in exchange for parking privileges.

Home-walking distance from campus. Bon-

nie: 310-474-9969.

DRIVER needed in Westwood flower shop.

M-F 2pm-9pm. Call 310-208-4000.

DRIVER to pick up 14-year old from Beverly

Hills High, bring to home in Sherman Oaks

or to after-school activities. Female pre-

ferred. $10/hr. Robin©8 18-783-2268.

DYNAMIC, PRESENTABLE. ENERGETIC
marketing needed for sports medicine prac-

tice. Office work, billing, patient interaction.

Fax Resume 310-335-1543 or call 310-640-

3771.

EARN & LEARN!
ENTERTAINMENT COMPANY seeks Com-
munications/MfA students to manage Na-

tional/lntercollegiate-event/screening re-

search programs. Make money, have fun! A
few hours a day. Work from your place! Send

availability and current academic status to:

«

komedy© komedyu com

ENTRY LEVEL BOOKKEEPER. $7/hr Cop-

ymat Westwood. 925 Westwood Blvd. LACa
90024 Contact John Ortega (store manag-

er). P/T. Call 310-824-5276. Fax 310-824-

5543 ^^
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SEEKING assis-

tant to help buiki business. Duties: Cold call-

ing and light office work. CISC Oppenheimer

Westwood. 310 446-7303.

F/T FILE CLERK for immigration law firm.

Century City Computer-literate. Punctual,

detail-onented. self-starter $8/hr Fax re-

sume: 310-553-2616.

F/T TELEMARKETING/Assistant Broker

Westwood Brokerage Firm seeks telemar-

keter/asst to broker Will train and sponsor

the right person to become commodities bro-

ker Contact Rick© 3 10-475-9977

FEMALE DRIVER to take chiW from MarVis-

ta to UCLA area approximately 500-

6 00pm Mon-Fri Salary rtagottabie 310-

471-4849
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your

flu shot,

honey?

FREE Flu Vaccine for all registered UCLA students

Friday, 30 Oct. - CHS Patio, outside the bookstore / 1 to 4 pm

Bring your Bruincard / First come, first served

UCLA Arthur Ashe Student Health & Wellness Center

More information about other Free Flu Vaccine events in November:

www.saonet.ucla.edu/health.htm or coll 310 825-4073

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Jokes
5 Chocolate

substitute

1 Wear and —
14 Curly hairdo

15 San Antonio

tourist site

16 Rajati's wife

1

7

Type of opera
18 Ride a bike

19 Clumsy boats

20 Pastry-covered

disti

22 Feelers

24 Auttior

Gertrude —
25 Chandelier trim

26 Hardware item

28 Coffee-cocoa
combo

32 Slam
35 Exoept
37 Play by Stiake-

speare
38 Logger's tool

39 Manicurist's

board
41 Sculpture or

painting
"

42 Culmination

45 Barrier

46 "Once — a time"

47 Actress Hayes
48 Tiny tly

50 Heats ctiestnuts

54 Jeweled
tieaddress

58 Sliver ot wood
61 Not in use, as

farmland

62 Owl's cry

63 Musical

drama
65 Tad
66 Nastase of ttie

courts

67 Compare
68 Explorer

Heyerdahl
69 Water source

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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70 Endures
71 Lengtti of clotti

DOWN
Huffs and puffs

Walking
Fireplace^

Dnpping wet
Billowing

garment
6 Bar brew
7 Ctiaracterin

"M*A*S*H"
8 Muscat citizen

9 Runs off

10 Window above
a door

1

1

Get a salary

12 Singer Paul —
13 Stand up
21 "—jiffy!"

23 Actress

Ttiompson
25 Purple fruit

27 Wild goat

29 Applaud
30 Deli buy
31 Business-letter

abbr.

32 Jot^ann

Sebastian —
33 Wtieel part

34 Astronaut

Armstrong
36 Media mogul

Turner
37 Churcti song
40 Scraps of clotti

43 Desen/ed
44 Soon
46 Public —
49 — premium:

scarce
51 Bikini, e.g.

52 Brown stiade

53 Hikes
55 Honolulu tiello

56 Helicopter

blade

57 Trophiy

58 Freigtiter

59 Game on
horseback

60 Cut of meat
61 Strikes out

64 Soak (flax)

Dispid'
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7800

FEMALE HAIR MODELS
(ALL NATIONALITIES) our models have
worked for Sebastiar). Aveda, Paul Mitchell,

Redken, Toni&Guy. Beginner's ok! Most
ages ok! All heights ok! Great pay! Call "Iree*

now! otto (24hours) 1-800-959-9301.

FILE CLERK for law office. P/l. $8/hr Fax
resume: 310-785-5250 Attentton F Holley.

7800
Hill * »imp NJIIIBU

MODELS NEEDED NOW
No experience required

Cat.iloq Pfinlwork, Magazines. Movies,

Vick'O & TV Commercials

Men and Women of all Ages
Free Consultation

CALL NOW! 310-659-7000

FILE/OFFICE CLERKS INTERNET ACTRESSES
LAW FIRM has PT positions to fill at

$6.50/hr Minimum of 20hrs/wk. Interest in

law preferred Fax resume&proposed avail-

able hours to 310-274-2798 or mail to Lur-

le&Zepeda, 9107 Wilshire Blvd. Suite #800

Beverly Hills, CA 90210; anention Jimmy

-CLaaD

A PERFECT STUDENT JOB

Do you need a job in the

afternoons dunng school (M-F)?

All day Saturday, too! Full time

during Quarter Breaks and
Summer Vacations! Work

. expehence not necessary. Apply
today at

Westwood Sporting Goods.

1065 Gayley Ave,

Westwood Village.

FOREIGN STUDENTS needed for occasion-

al translation/transcription from your native

language to English for TV production com-

pany Fax letter of interest to Helen at 818-

763-2485

FT SALES PERSON wanted for upscale

children's furnishing store Studio City/Sher-

man Oaks location. Call Heather 818-784-

WANTED! Work at home Make your own
hours. WEBCAM Business needs flirtatiouswomen. Visit
http://GuestRoomCam com/moreinfo htm.

JOBS JOBS JOBS
STUDENT JOBS w/Ihe UCLA Library We
work w/your class schedule. Flexible hours

during finals. Apply in personiCharles Young
Research Library(YRL). formerly University

Research Library(URL) Room 11617 (first

floor). 310-825-7947. Please bnng your

UCLA Brum Card.

LE BEACH CLUB
AMERICAS FAVORITE TANNING resort is

expanding&has limited#of FT openings for

motivated, outgoing, tanning/sales consult-

ants Hourly+commission $9-1 8/hr Positions

are limited so call now&)oin LE BEACH
CLUB, the Very Best Call Carol 310-820

4067 or fax resume:310-791-0155

MAKE A DIFFERENCE
IN THE LIVES OF

CHILDREN
GREAT UCLA JOB' Work study and non;yVS

positions available. Hours varyStop by

BruinCorps office, 105 Men's Gym for info

7800
nMpmmN

PART TIME
RECEPTIONIST

NEEDED FOR SMALL BUSY REAL estate

office in Santa Monica Hours - Wed & Fn 1
-

5pm only $8/hr Fax resume to 310-395-

6361

PART TIME CLERK for Century City law

firm Flexible afternoon hours. General office

duties Fax resume to Cindy: 310-553-1540

PHOTO LAB p/t assist photo printer or com-
puter imaging Beverly Hills 310-274-3445

PT POSITION
OFFICE ASST computer skills must 30/hrs

week $7 50/hr starling. Excellent communi-
cations skills Call Nicole 310-652-6311.

RECEPTIONISTS WESTWOOD LAW oHic-

es Mon-Fri. 9-5 $7/hour, can do homework
on job 310-470-3373

RETAIL SALES
SEEKING RESPONSIBLE, OUTGOING in-

dividuals for pan and full time sales positions

in an upscale, attractive, Century City retail

store. Must enjoy working with children. Call

Lynn at Petit Jardin Children's Shoes 310-

476-0805.

7800
H6|p Wsnted

TYPIST Small WLA Law firm seeks experi-

enced typist P/T. minimum 70 WPM Call

310-445-1100

WAITERS WANTED Well-established

Seechwan restaurant located m WLA seek-

ing to fill following F/T and P/T positions

waiters/waitress, take-out order packers

wanted Full-time/pantime for lunch and din-

ner shifts Must be able to read/write

Chinese/English Exp. preferred Also look-

ing for drivers 310-266-1183.

WE'RE SEEKING INDIVIDUALS to provide

support to the developmentally disabled Call

Dwight Istanbuhan at 818-361 6400 ext 129

WORK OWN HOURS!
SKY DIVING/X GAMES Clothing College

rep position Tees&active wear Cool clothing

line www gofastsports com Contact

Matt@303-388-8239

lntgrmlil|is

A Annual ru
$8*1 8/HR. PLUS BONUS

PAID TRAINING • CONVENIENTSCHEDULING
(Mon. -Thurt. •««ning». 2 sMIU on Sal A Sun ditomoons)

Cor^act Elena Vasquw

310-794-0277
1083 GMiay Avonue. 4(h Ibor. WoUvwood

•M artM 10 al«r \iitof4( Mudy

ng l f) energy and sense of style musf-

GEFFEN PLAYHOUSE!
EXPERIENCED SALES REPS needed now
to sell '98-99 season tickets over the phone

P^. earn hourly plus commission! 310-208-

6599 ext. 159 (10866 Le Conte, Westwood)

GET PAID TO GET YOUR HAIR CUT AND
COLORED MODELS REQUIRED FOR
VERY EXPERIENCED INTERNATIONAL
HAIRDRESSERS MUST BE OPEN FOR
CHANGE MUST BE AVAILABLE ON MON-
DAY. NOVEMBER 16TH PLEASE CALL
JENNY© 1-800-234-4672. ext 106 FOR
MORE INFO

GIFT SHOP POSITION. Duties include run-

ning cash register, overseeing operation of a

second cash register Performing other du-

ties in shop as directed by manager. Diplom-

acy when interacting with volunteers and

customers is essential Starling pay $8/hr-

opportunity for increase Fax resume to 310-

825-9179. AttnGift Shop Manager or mail to

UCLA Medical Center Auxiliary Gift Shop
10833 Le Conte Ave. Los Angeles Ca.

90095

GIRLS wanted at exclusive social club in

WLA. Conversation only No alcohol Flexi-

ble hours. Earn top $$$. 310-477-9871.

NEW FACES WANTED
Inlri'iialioiial Talciil (>n>ii|) is iwiw

ItMikin;; for iirw iarrs & iii-w lali'iil lor
TrlfVisioii, riliii. ('oiiiiiu-i'rial.s, Miisi«'

Vhli'os, Print \ Moiii-lin<:.

All ii^fH, all typi's.

\(» h;\iM;i{ii;N<.i m (O.-^xio mi ii i s

M-i»irioM\(;Nnu (HI a) .{79-7070

MALE MODELS
Pnntwork UB under 25 Lean, any. race,

leave name, number&physical stats Free

interview. Beginners welcome 213-960-

1066 24hrs.

SALES $12-20/hr avg commission -fbene-

fits Full or PT, excellent phone skills for grad

student or GPA 35 & above 310 358-6053

or fax 310-392-5234

Sales Clerk $7/hr Thurs->-Fri 3pm-7:30pm

BUSINESS/ENTERTAINMENT Grad student

needed to do Film/TV research on internship

basis with some pay lor well established in-

ternational motion picture distribution com-

pany Please contact Tien 310-788-9555.

FREE ARTS FOR ABUSED CHILDREN is

seeking unpaid interns Please contact Mark

at310-313-4ART

INTERNSHIP Small film production compa-
ny at Paramount Pictures seeks self-motivat-

ed, intelligent and reliable interns to assist in

research, script reading&general office du-

ties Please call Nick or Amy at 323-956-

8150

Sprino Break 'OO

FrMPVllM
nitairrMOrtrtt

mo "2

ll0«llrtniR«Kl
2ffMTrl|ista.
Miy 15 Sales $499

nwspiMiitoirLcow 1-800-426-7710

GREAT WORKPLACE!
TELEMARKETING for international educa-
tion agency Nice clients, great-workplace in

SM Hourly+commission Sales experi-

ence&knowledge of foreign language import-

ant. 310-395-9393

HOLIDAY$$$ Honest reliable person to

work with stocking and labeling merchan-
dise No experience necessary. Flexible

hours. Oct-Jan Near UCLA310-2340127

HOME TYPISTS NEED-
ED

PC users needed $45,000 income potential

Call 1-800-513-4343 Ext B- 10105

HOTEL HOUSE PERSON P/T. Friday, Satur-

day 3- 11pm. Westwood Village Hotel 310-

208-3945

HOUSEMOTHER for lovely senior Retire-

ment Resident in Westwood F/T; live-«n

room and board +salary Call 310-207-5818.

HOW DOES $800/WK
EXTRA INCOME

Sound tc you? Amazirtgly profitable oppor-

tunity Serxl self-addressed stamped envel-

ope Group Five 6547 N Academy Blvd.

Dept N Cok)rado Springs, CO 8091 §

STUDENT WORK
$12.25 to Start

• Rcxibic Schedule
• H/T • Time a(\ lor Fiaals

(310) 826-7715

MEDICAL OFFICE needs full time medical

assistance to draw blood, Ekg Computer
knowledge, salary and benefits Century

CityA/VLA 310-476-4205

MEDICAL RECEPTIONIST- p/t afternoon lor

S M GYN Some tiling, typing, and ptK)ne

experience desired Starting salary $7t/hr

310-8284433

MODELS WANTED by professional pholo-

studio for upcoming assignment Male/Fe-

male Pro/Non-Pro Fashion/Commer
cial/Theatrical Call for appointment 818-

986-7933-———
. . — ^^^^^^—i

^

.... I

MODELS/WRITERS/SALES needed for new
fashion magazine Great pay flexible hrs, all

model types in good shape 818-546-1966

MOVIE EXTRA WORK
• Revolutionary new program' Stan immedi-

ately* All types- 18+'* Fun/Easy* No crazy

fees' Program for free medical' Cail-24/hrs

213-850-4417.

NORTH CAMPUS
NORTH CAMPUS JOBS Parl-lime |0bs

available @LuValle Commons We work

w/your class schedule Supervisory opporlu-

nities Half-off meals 310-825-1177.

OFFICE CLERK-SM law fimi seeks PR of-

fice clerks Phones, filing, faxing, photocopy-

ing&filing court documents Must have

auto-finsurance Francis Che 310-453-6711

P/T ASSIGNOR for TES. Inc. National mar-

ket research firm. Detail-onented, Excellent

verbal communication skills Personable $6-

7/hr. Contact Fax 310 840-5813/ call 310-

840-5800x234.

PfTFfT
DIVINE PASTA CO.

SM-BH-LA
ENTHUSIASTIC SALES PEOPLE-needed

for gourmet pasta shop/pasta bars Love of

food and sales a must S7/t)our Call Shawn

323-939-1148

P/T RETAIL SALES- Outgoing personality

$8-10/hr to start Mornings, afternoons or

evenings and weekends Call Harvey for in-

ten^iew 310-287 2459

PfT WORK, F/T-PAYt
BEVERLY HILLS firm seeks phone reps for

match making company Mon-TtHjrs 5 30

apm ExceNenipay Funiob Adam-310 777

6900

dnd nvtj r y u tfie i Sa t 4^8u ri li .3 a rti -e :30prri

No experience necessary. Cashiering, work-

ing with patients UCLA Hospital 310-825-

6069

SAi FS REP Seeking highly-motivated, ar-

ticulate, ambitious sales reps for feature dim

production and distribution company No
glass ceiling Always room for advancement
Great pay Flexible hours. 818-377-3750.

SALES&CLERICAL P/T or FfT, excellent

opportunity Love of jewelry Call between
12-6pm. Shane's Jewelry. 310-208-8404

SECRETARIAUSALES person in

Westwood. FT/PT Must be dependable, reli-

able, neat, good communication skills. Ask

for Don 310-477-1466 —

SEXUAL PROBLEMS?
Maintain control, maximize stamina, and las.

longer Amazing, unheard of solutions' Seek-

ing willing product testers Apply ai

www newremedies com

New Location

Santa Monica

Apply: October 29&30 (10-4 pm)
Now Hiring

•Management
•cashiers

•Competitive wages "Food Runners

•Flexible schedules 'Food Packers

•Free meals 'Kitchen personnel

•Promotion opportunities

: 1014 WilO^re Blvd. Santa Monico

Over 30 years

of alternative

media at UCLA

PAID IVIANAGEIUIENT

INTERNSHIP
Student Works Painting, a subsidiary of Na-

tional Servies Group is now hiring for.

Spring/Summer 1999. Duties include inter-

viewing, hinng, development of customer re-

lations, control of marketing and sales.' &
production management. Call 1-800-394-

6000 www collegeworks com

Top 10 internship program is looking lor

dynamic, hardworking students. For more
information please call 213-243-7027.

UCLA INTERN needed for real-estate/bill-

board start-up Great opportunity with tre-

mendous upside Company Imay go public.

Call Mr Netty 213-489-7165.

SOFTWARE SALES
OFFICE

Near LAX requires mature SALES ADMINIS-

TRATOR to assist w/customer service/

phones/order entry/bookkeeping/general of-

fice P/T or F/T Will tram $8-12/hr. Excellent

career opportunity. Longterm position Fax

resume:310-215-8071, hr@trantech.com

STARTTODAY
National Marketing Co needs people ASAP
for data entry, $10/hr to start Full Time

Culver City location Fax resume to 310-

398-3550

STUDENT NEEDED. P/T nanny for energe-

tic child After school Monday-Fnday No
housekeeping just TLC. N/S Call 310-441-

5012

TELEMARKETERS AND SALESPEOPLE
wanted Business communications company
provides networking, phone systems* Nep
tel service Fast-paced and professional en

'

vironment Flexible hours 9-5 M-F Salary

and commission Jeanette ©310-39.1-7199

TELEPHONE RESERVATION AGENTS
needed P/T for busy Brentwood travel office

Salary-fcommission&benefits Call for inter-

views 310-440-4149

TRANSLATOR NEEDED for autobiographi

cal manuscript from German to Eriglish Call

CarolineO 2 1 3-634-5254

TURN IDEAS mlo cashi" Learn how easy it

IS 10 buHd a lucoaaalut home buainaas Can
Money Cofp l -8ae-307<4282

8100
pflnrnnai fltwhtftwim

PHYSICAL ASSISTANT NEEDED For disa-

bled male sophomore living in Reiber hall

Hinng lor morning and/or evening shift. Ap-

prox: 1/2HR-1HR per each shift $10/HR. No
experience necessary Call Alex: 310-267-

8189 or 949-369-9871

8300
Volintoar

ART GALLERY INTERN
2 BLKS FROM CAMPUS Seeks volunteer

interns. Flexible PT positions Call Tim 310-

208-1896, 10-6

HEALTHY FEMALE VOLUNTEERS (17-

35yrs.) wanted for a study involving small

amounts of radioactivity at UCLA $25/hr

Call 310-825-1118 or 310-825-2871.

Apsrfniintt fof Iteiit

ApsftniMils fof nont

$675 ELEGANTLY
REMODELED 2bdrm, newly carpeted, oak

floors, tiled kitchen, garage, great Van Nuys

location Minutes to Sherman Oaks shop-

ping Near library, buses, freeways. 9 mi,

UCLA 818-399-9610

WLA l^rge single. 1917 Spanish mission

building. High ceilings, hardwood floors, sep-

arate kitchen&dining room 1-yr lease, $750
Betty: 310-479-8646.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ 2-BEDROOM $950-

$1195 LARGE UPPER/LOWER UNU-
SUAL CHARM SOME W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS
310-839-6294

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT- Bright spacious

upper 2bdrm/2bath Parking Fireplace, bal-

cony $1179/mo. Call 310-473-8057.

PALMS APARTMENT. 13rTiinutes from

UCLA Excellent building. Rent reduction or

Iree rent Light managerial duties Couple
w/one child okay 213-650-4404

PALMS. Single apt from $495 1-bdrm, $595.

Stove. $600deposit for single . and
$900deposit for 1-bdrm. 1-year lease. 310-

837-1502 leave message

SANTA MONICA Ul Apt, near SMC patio,

street parking, $775 310-395-1284 Low
Agent Fee www westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA Ul Apt. upper unit, laun-

dry, quiet, courtyard, parking $760 29 310-

395-1284 Low Agent Fee wwwwestsideren-
talscom

SANTA MONICA Bachelor Apt. good loca-

tion, intercom, parking, utilities paid, $647.37

310-395-1284 Low Agent Fee wwwwestsid-
erentals.com

SANTA MONICA Bachelor Apt. North of

Wilshire, pool, laundry, nice area, parking,

S56Q 310-a95-12fl4 Low AqrrI ' Frr
www westsiderentais com

SANTA MONICA Single Apt, North of

Wilshire. laundry, parking, month-to-month,

$750 310-395-1284 Low Agent Fee
www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA Single Apt, Sunset Park

area, A/C, laundry, quiet, yard, parking. $665
310-395-1284 Low Agent Fee www.westsid-
erentais com

SHERMAN OAKS House to share. 3 story

contemporary. 15 minutes to campus, fur-

nished or unfurnished. Laundry, jacuzzi.

$700/mo. 818-766-9922.

WALK TO UCLA EXTRA LARGE 1 bedroom
16ft high ceiling. Step down living room, se-

curity, large balcony, parking. Iaundiy,$1100

476-8090.

WEST HOLLYWOOD Ul Apt, balcony,

$850 323-634-7368 Low Agent fee

www.westsiderentals.com

WEST HOLLYWOOD Ul Apt. w/c pets^

$745 323-634-7368 Low Agent Fee
www westsiderentais com

* PALMS *—

^

2BD, 2BA.
TOWNHOMES. FIREPLACE.

GATED GARAGE,
ALARM

• 3614 Faris Dr. $1245
(310)837-0906
2BD. 2BA

4BD -^ LOFT, 3BA
3 STORY TOWNHOMES,

GATED GARAGE,
ALARM

• 3670 Midvale Ave. $1995
(310) 391-1076

* MAR VISTA *
2BD. 2BA.,

TOWNHOMES.
GATED GARAGE.

ALARM, FIREPLACE

• 11931 Avon Way $1125

• 11748 Courtligh Dr. $1095
• 12741 Mitchell Ave. $1195

• 12630 Mitchell Ave. $1145

4BD. 4BA., 3 STORIES
• 3954 Beethoven St. $1895

(310)391-1506
a Open House Mon. • Sat., 10 - 5

,

Qurtenx Ji^oommnte

ut?

Qhftk out our j^oommncr ^istin^s

UCLA Community Houring ¥vww cho uda edu ^^
62b'ZZ/]

Display

20b-3060
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8400
Apaitmants fdr Rant

WESTWOOD Walk to campus. 1-bdrm A/C.

microwave, fireplace 527 Midvale OK tor 2
$1050/mo 310-443-5743

WESTWOOD- Single apartment $795
Bnght, cheerful, patio, pool Walk to UCLA
Shopping, transportation 1942 Pelham.310-
446-9348|Or 310-207-7209.

WESTWOOD- Ibd/lba on Glenrock. 3-

blocks from campus, pool, large balcony.

$775/mo. 310-234-7041.

WESTWOOD: 1-min to school Spacious 1-

bdrm, furnished for 2-persons. $995/mo. Call

310-209-1290, leave message. I can find

roommates for you

WLA 5MIN UCLA. Large, sunny, single.

Kitchen area, stove, refrigerator, and water

included. f^)ol. $585 310-204-4332.

WLA- 2bdmV2ba $1275-1395. Prime loca-

tion. Bright.' cheerful, patio. Walk to UCLA,
shopping, transportation. 1246 S. Wellesley.

Near Wilshire. Won't last. 310-207-7209.

WLA $825-$850. 2bdrm/1.5ba. Dishwasher,

AC, carpet. drapes built-in. Extra large

fenced patio. 310-670-5119.

SANTA MONICA 2+2.5 Townhouse, Sunset

Park area. A/C, W/D, parVing. $1595 310-

395-1284 Low Agent Fee

www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA 3+2.5 Townhouse, W/D,

martle fireplace, gated parking, good k)ca-

tion, $1750 310-395-1284 Low Agent Fee

www.westsiderentals.com

lor Rant

WLA small bachek)r. Ck>se to bus route.

Quiet area Female student preferred

$380/mo. Utilities included 310-312-0460.

fsl^^rHP^F

Afiartmeiits Fwnisiiod

1-MIN. TO UCLA
SINGLE- $750/mo. Includes gas. water,

electricity. Furnished, lyr lease. Clean,

secure, gated, intercom entry, laundry, pool.

3 1 0-824-1830

MAR VISTA. $535&up/month. Ask about

move in special. Attractive, furnished 1-

bdrm. Large, pool, patio, barbecue area.

Quiet-building. 3748 Inglewood Blvd. 310-

398-8579.

8700
CondoAlmiiiioiiM Mr Sale

BEAUTIFUL STUDIO
Near Westwood Village. Full amenity build-

ing. Balcony, pool, gym, parking. Top condi-

tion. 24hr security. $115,000 310-824-2834.

IMAGINE OWNING WILSHIRE Corridor/Hi-

Rise 1-bdrnVbath for under $100,000 Walk

to-UCL/Willage, 24hr/security Open house

Saturday 11-1;30pm 10/31. 10501 Wilshire

Blvd. Agent-Bob, 31 0-478- 1835ext 109.

LAUREL CANYON. Cape cod style, hard-

wood floors, 240sq-ft $595includes cable

and utilities. Pnvate deck, windows with

great view 323-656-6867 Academic/gradu-

ate preferred.

SANTA MONICA 1+1 Guest House, North of

Montana, A/C, yard. pari<ing, $1500 310-

395-1284

SANTA MONICA Bachelor Guest House, tur^

nished, near SMC. parking, $650 310-395'

1284 Low Agent Fee wwwwestsideren-
talscom

WLA adorable guesthouse. Completely fur^

nished. Garden view. Studio w/loft. $800:

Utilities included. Ideal for 1 person. Call

Ronda 310-470-9112.

WESTWOOD SOUTH. Channing original

Spanish duplex w/pool. 2+1/2 up, 2+1 3/4

down ' $579,000. Tom Brook, Agent. 310-

979-4000 ext 404

LIVE-IN with retired faculty family. Close to

UCLA Room/board for work with family and
house Need computer skills/car Male pre-

ferred. 310-472-1944.

PALMS APARTMENT 13minutes from

UCLA. Excellent building. Rent reduction or

free rent Light managerial duties. Couple

w/one child okay. 213-650-4404.

BH Employed non-smoking female to share

luxurious apartment adjacent to BH. Pnvate

room/bath. Washer/Dryer. $550/mo. Call

310-275-7737 or 310-395-3923.

FURNISHED ROOM in nice WU home.

Street parking, on UCLA busline. $450/mo.

Separate/private bathroom. N/S. Call even-

ings-3 10-450-87 19.

HOLLYWOOD HILLS. Quiet room, secluded

hillside home, near Mulholland/Coldwater.

Microwave, refrigerator, cable. Offstreet

parking. Avail Decl. $450. 213-654-6968

LOS ANGELES-ROOM FOR RENT in 4-

bdrm house. $400 +1/4 utilities. Includes all

house privileges. Call 310-836-8774.

MAR VISTA (Los Angeles). 2bdnn/1.5ba

apartment. Includes kitchen, living room, din-

ing room, parking. Close to bus line.

$475/mo. VASANA. 310-398-3409

PAL MS- Room for rent in a two bdrm apt.

Private RB/BR. Security parking and en-

trance. Available 11/1/98. Call 310-841-

2390.

RANCHO PARK. 10-MINUTES TO UCLA.
$275 and up. Utilities included. Private en-

trance. No smoking/drinking, drugs. Honest

people. Male preferred. 310-838-6547.

SHERMAN OAKS- Room/ba in lovely resi-

dential area. Use of facilities. Minutes from

freeways. Minimal rent in exchange for dog-
care. 818-789-4093.

WEEKLY HOTEL RATES Jolly Roger Hotel

in Marina del Rey offering special studenr

rates. $255.36/wk. tax. maid sen/ice, conti-

nental breakfast included. Call DavkJ: 600-

822-2904.

WLA Living room to rent. $350*.no. Close to

UCLA. 2nd floor, pool, gym, tennis, utilities

included. Female preferred. 310-445-9412.

WLA, NEAR UCLA. $495/mo. Large room.

O.Sbath. Off-street parking. Quiet area, good
for UCLA student. Female prefen^ed, f^S. 1 -

800-404-6202.

Or IMMi

MID-WILSHIRE-BeauUtul. bnck, 1930's 3-

bdrm house. Fireplace, hardwood fkwrs,

separate phone, cable, washing ma-
chine/dryer, off-street parking. Non-smoker.
No-pels. $495. Chris. 323-931-5025.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. HI-RISE condo.

Pool. Iblk to campus. Views. $500/mo. 310-

289-1404.

WLA Close to UCLA/Brentwood/shop-
ping/freeways. 2-bdrm/2-bath condo to

share. Male or female. Partially furnished.

Secured partying and storage. $600/month

626-293-7090. P

PALMS- 2br/2ba. Share master bedroom.

Secured entrance/parking. ISmin. From
UCLA. «12S.M.bus. Fireplace, furnished.

Great location. $250/nx)nth+deposit. 310-

364-5614

WESTWOOD F/NS needed to share
MtKlrm/Mba in 2bdrm/2ba apt Secured
building. 3 biks. to UCLA. $400/mo. +depos-
it. Call 310-443-9977.

WESTWOOD. Male roommate wanted to

share large Ibdrm apartrrtent. Furnished,

utilities included. $550/month. 650 Landfair
Call 310-209-9143.

BRENTWOOD. Young professk)nal seeking

melk)w, amicable, young professk>nal or

grad student to share spacios

2bdrm/1 .5bath. $540/mo. Available 11/9.

Jake:3 10-477-5754.

IDYLLWILD BEAUTIFUL MTN. CABIN San
Bernardino Nat'l Forest. Fully equipped. Hot
tub, fireplaces. Views. Sleep 4+. $250/wee-
kend. 310-794-5515 310-391-6808
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News[^
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I Love Lucy

Change of
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Roseanne
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NewsS
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NBC News
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News 3:
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Noticlas £
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News

Real TV (In
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Mad About
YouE
Noticiero

Univlsion

Ent.

Tonight

Extra (In

Stereo) E
Friends (In

Slereo) Ml

Life and
Times

Jeopardy!

Hard Copy

Home
Improve.

Frasiei (In

Stereo) S
Ml Pequena

Hollywood
Squares E
Access
Hollywood

SeinfeldJIn

Stereo) E
Huell

Howser

Wheel of

Fortune E
LAPD: Ufe
on the Beat

Simpsons
(In Stereo)

News

raviesa

Promised Land "Chasm'
the Blues" (In Stereo) E
Friends(ln

Stereo) E
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Bros. E

Jesse "Boo!

He's Back"

Jamie Foxx
(In Slereo)

Nova "Hunt lor Alien
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Vengeance Unlimited
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NewsE

Simpsons
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NewsE

Simpsons
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Diagnosis Murder
"Alienated" (In Stereo) E
Frasier (In

Stereo) E
Steve
Harvey E

Veronica's

Closet E
For Your
LoveE

Mystery! "Touching Evil"

(In Stereo) (Part 4 of 5) E

48 Hours (In Stereo) E

ER "Masquerade" (In

Stereo) E
News (In Stereo) E

Out of the Past E

"Don't Look Down" (1998, Suspense) Megan Ward A
woman with a lear ol heights seeks unusual treatment

r4ewsE NewsE

Breaking the Magician's

Code: Magic-Revealed 4

'7nterno"(1998j Jonathan LaPaglia. A solar explosion

causes unimaginable devastation on Earth E
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Biography "Carol Burnett:

Just to Have a Laugh " (R)

Unexplained (R)

**• "Gentleman's Agreement" (}9A7) A reporter

poses as a Jew lor an artic e on anti-Semitism E
Profiles "Women ol

Country Music" (R)

World Today E

(4:00)*** "The Gods
Must Be Crazy" {^98^)

Cochran & Company
(Live)

Touch of Frost "Fun

Time lor Swingers" (R)

Vivo por Elena

Law & Order "Survivor"

S
* "? "Curse ol the Demon" (1 957,

Horror) Dana Andrews, Niall MacGinnis

Carmen Beatrice Una-Monzon sings the title role in this production o

Oesencuentro

Biography "Carol Burnett:
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Talk Soup
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FOX Sports

News
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Sports
Tonight E |(R)E
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Country Music" (R)
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Bunch
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Bewitched
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Talk Soup
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Better-

Worse

T.
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#
' } "Pet Sema/ary" (1989. Horror) Dale Midkitt An I "Operation Delta Force" (1997,
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'rankenstein and Me
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'

isnev Hallovveen Disney ghosts it', Fi
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"• I-

Disney Halloween Disney ghosi
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"Face^Off' (^997. Suspense
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Comedy) Jamieson Boulanger 'PG' E

oer

35
{Dead Man s Gun I Outer Limits A planet

A;i

"Universal Sc/d^f' <i992i A g«neiicaity enrianced Line's
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Rude
Awakening

* "The Ghosts of Buxiey

Ha/'" (1980) Dick O'Neiii

***"j "Little Dieter

Needs to Fly" n997) 'UP'

Inside the NFL (Ir:

Steff-O; "

Compro-
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Dead Man s

Gun (R;

* . "Nigh! o' tne Living Dead" ( 1 990
Horror; Tony Todd (In" Slereo' 'R

Zorro (In

Stereo E
Arlits (In

Stereo) E

* "The Prmce of r/dle$'*(1991.

Drama) Nick Nolle (In Stereo) 'R'

E

Mickey
Mouse Club

Sex and the

City (R) E
SUrgate SG-1 "Spirits

Spirits guard a pianet

Night Lile"{)9Bd.

Ml
HorJoT

*** "OWye/tef"(1957)
Dorothy McGuire G' E

WsMr Show-
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zaps four dead teenagers back to life (In Stereo) "iS
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school's athletic department and the

world. It's in this department's best

interests to make everyone look

good, so its workers are intent on

making athletes and coaches appear

to be every bit as valuable and inter-

esting as they are perceived to be.

Finally, a positive element an ath-

letic scholarship brings to a student

is education.

Academics are important because

life is about learning. One can learn

in so many environments, but with

academics there is the added feature

of structure. An education broadens

one's knowledge on topics that one

might not have known about.

In addition, the knowledge and

training that athletes can get from

school will help them succeed when

they enter the work force. Of course,

that's if they enter the work force.

Getting a college education that

will help one throughout his or her

career is essential. With education,

students can feel confident that with-

out actively participating in sports

after college, they will still be able to

get a job and to support themselves

at a comfortable level.

Life is about balance.

For an athlete, it

(means) consistency

among academics,

athletics, social life...

and personal time.

While athletes at most universities

are required to go to class and tutor-

ing or risk suffer suspensions and

reprimands, the absolute necessity

of having a plan of action after

sports is not stressed enough.

Life is about balance. For an ath-

lete, it needs to be about maintaining

consistency among academics, ath-

letics, social life, family time and

personal time. Though this is not

always understood, it is still one of

the most valuable lessons to be

learned while away at college.

In other words, once the dance is

over for Cinderella, there will be no

glass slipper for Prince Charming to

retrieve and bring back.

In the real world, after the univer-

sity has given an athlete the chance

at an education and the athlete has

given the university all pertinent

years of eligibility and revenue

opportunities, the relationship very

well could be over.

There are exceptions, but that is

the whole point of this piece: one

must approach being a student ath-

lete as if one will not be the excep-

tion. Thinking differently will surely

See GUTTER, page 41
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set one up for disappointment.

For example, if an athlete expects

to go to school to play sports as a

tool to get a free education, then the

sky is the limit. If pro scouts begin

knocking on the athlete's door,

that's an added bonus because they

were already prepared intellectually

through education.

On the flip-side, if the athlete is a

student in his spare time and being

in school just to see how fast he can

become a professional athlete, there

is no room for error. There winds up

being no opportunity for surprise;

there is only room for a huge let-

down. The athlete winds up consid-

ering himself a failure if his dream of

turning pro does not come to

fruition.

Avoiding this pitfall takes plan-

ning. Once the athlete realizes that

most great players will not make it

to the professional-ranks, it can

spark unparalleled academic suc-

cess. ;

It's not necessarily a good thing if

an athlete needs his sport to make

him feci complete.

An athlete is a package, so to

speak. The athlete must be aware

that the contents of the package will

shift and change. That change will

not necessarily be one of instant

fame and fortune. Accepting this is

what makes him a more complete

person.

Through my years as a journalist,

I've encountered persons on both

sides of the proverbial coin.

There are three types of people in

general who represent the most

extreme cases of establishing a plan

for life after athletics.

The first athlete plans to enroll in

medical school immediately follow-

ing undergraduate studies. This ath-

lete feels she can make the most of

this opportunity presented by her

school and get as much knowledge

at little cost as possible. She plans on

becoming a physician, not really car-

ing whether she makes it in the

WNBA or the ABL
The second athlete goes through

college "knowing" that he would

turn pro. Now that his eligibility is

up and he is undrafted in two sports

that he stood out in - basketball and

football - he is completely lost. This

athlete is clueless because he did not

even entertain the thought of "not

making it." He was "guaranteed" to

become pro, yet he is not pro; he did

nM fmish his education and he does

not have a job.

Finally, the third athlete is one

who does not excel in college (or

play at all, for that matter) and he

still believes that he belongs in the

pros. He feels that he was short-

changed by his coaches at the uni-

versity level - not given a chance to

show his talent to the world.

SeeGUtTEltpa9e43
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And while that may be true, realistically he should

understand that one year of high school football and

four years of standing on the sideline as part of the foot-

ball team (and not playing) will not quite cut it for pro

scouts. But he will not grasp this because so many peo-

ple have told him that he is "good," that he is "excep-

tional" and he "should be playing on Sundays."

What makes this case so bad though, is that this man
actually got his education; he actually got his degree.

Does this even enter into his thinking? No. He feels that

he belongs in the NFL and that's the bottom line. At

what point does he decide that his dream will not come

true? He does not know. He claims he will "never get a

job." But what about his family? What about living

comfortably? Dreams unrealized can result in lives

unraveled.

As I stated earlier, there is nothing wrong with

dreaming if that's what it is - dreaming. But if the

dreams are all you believe, that is when the problems set

in. Such is the case with the second and third athletes 1

mentioned and others like them.

Therefore, since they will not wake up from their

self-made pro fantasies, I would just like them to have

nightmares once in a while. Maybe a nightmare about

not making it professionally. Hopefully, that would

snap them back into reality.

It would be for their own benefit.

Just a little food for thought.

Class dismissed.

Carter is a journalist determined to bring a news element

to sports. Please forward questions and comments to

Theory@Blgfoot.com.
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ment "stupid and ridiculous."

"It was almost more luck than skill

if you actually made it," she said.

Every Bruin had at least one good

round in the tournament.

Moltke-Leth led the Bruins for the

second consecutive tournament, tying

for 24th with an 8-over-par 227.

"I'm still not playing as well as I

can. Lately, I haven't been focusing

100 percent on golf, and it's been

affecting my game," Moltke-Leth

said.

Leilani Bagby placed second for the

Bruins, tying for 37th place with a

score of 230. She had the Bruins' low-

est score during the challenging sec-

ond round with 75, only 2-over-par.

Alexandra Gassar tied for 41st

place, two strokes behind Bagby. In

the first round she fired a 73, the over-

all lowest score for the Bruins.

The tournament winner, Arizona,

was forced to fight from behind to win

the title.

After a third-place finish in the first

round, Arizona continued to move up

a place in each succeeding round. Its

team score was 9-over par 885.

Stanford, in first place on the first

day, moved down one place to claim

second with 887, and Washington took

third with 899.

PORTER
From page 46

reached .500 (nine wins and nine losses)

and feels that the team can continue to

improve. In fact, she has high aspirations

for UCLA. "I really see a National

Championship in the future of this pro-

gram".

For the present, though. Porter is focus-

ing on the next opponent. "We're taking

things one game at a time," she said.

While the Bruins

are ranked in the polls,
^—^^—

those standings don't

mean too much to her.

"We don't pay too

much attention to the

rankings, because any

team can beat any

other on a given

night".

During the Bruins' .

resurgence. Porter has

been a constant factor in Pac-IO play. Her

consistent production from the outside hit-

ter spot has proved to be the deciding factor

in recent matches against UC Santa

Barbara, Oregon, and Washington. Against

Santa Barbara, she posted 38 kills and 24

digs, breaking UCLA freshman records.

Despite her early success. Porter feels

she can improve greatly. "I can improve in

every area of the game, especially my
defense".

With UCLA playing cross-town rival

"Volleyball is my first

priority.
//

Kristee Porter

Volleyball outside hitter

use this Friday, the Bruins and Porter

must focus on their defense and stopping

the Trojans' Jennifer Kessy.

"I'm very excited to be playing USC",

Porter said, ."I want to come back and

improve (on my last match against the

Trojans)".

In that match USC downed UCLA in

four sets, behind Kessy's 27 kills. While

Porter had 19 kills of her own, she hit under

.200, well below her own standards. "I try to

get to .500; that's a good game for me," she

said

Porter was a thrce-
"~—^^~'~"~' sport star in high

school (volleyball,

track and basketball),

'^rfid said that she might

give basketball a try

this year. "Volleyball is

my first priority", but

said that "I really, real-

ly want to play basket-

^.^^ b?«ll as well."

The only thing stop-

ping Porter is her scholarship, which only

allows her to play volleyball and track. If

she had a basketball scholarship, she could

play any sport she wished, because a basket-

ball scholarship has highest priority for

UCLA.
Technicalities seem to be the only obsta-

cle Porter must overcome at UCLA. With

Porter's excellent play and high standards,

UCLA can feel good about its chances not

only against USC this week, but in the

future as well.
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•^ DRIVING & TRAFFIC SCHOOL
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$20'
Special Student and Staff Discount SS
Traffic School on Weekdays & Saturdays 'iiw*'

1093 Broxton Ave #218 (310) 208-3333 ,- -,

In Westwood Village, above the Wherehouse [|!i!il

Pari W^axiiiP' Salon
Body Waxing for Men & Women
with 100% Natural Pari wax.

Women Full leg and Bikini 825
Underarm $8
Lower Half leg 310
Bikini Wax $10
Lip or Chin 86

Eyebrow Wax 810
Eyelash Tint 310
Facial 850
Arm Wax 320

Threading 315

'We do Electrolysis
'

1435 Westwood Blvd. Westwood 473-0066 or 479-9325
* Open Sundays Walk -ins Welcome

ik ik iiOTICE ik ik^

BEL-AIR SHELL
Auto Care

Service Center

15% Disooynt
with..."

UCLA Student, House Staff,

and Faculty I.D.

Free Pick Up And Delivery

t
N

Location

(1 mile from UCLA)

Bel Air

1 Shell .

Moraga
S Exit S
<i> I la;
a; I I >

SI I

^

UCLA

T3
O
o

Hours of Operation:

8:00 AM - 5:00 PM
Monday Saturday

SCO ^0. th Sepulveda Blvd.

At Moraga
Lob A' <^e!ps. Cjliiornia 90049

Bei Air Shell
Tim Hansen

(310) 476-1979 Fax:(310) 476-7644

here

ready

Watch these
S(tchiti Mvhln

7:00 - 9:00am

My Diet:

Soul Food: R&B
with Kelly D

10:00- 12:00pm
iiU RC-H funk and miiI

Donald Hetid:

News Show
6:00 - 7:00pm

;
itifklv iietis ufkiilf

Donald Mormon

Around the Horn
si,>n>i.ik 7:00 -8:00pm

Cvnts McXally

Playing the KLA Mix
' iui,,^, 6:00 . 10:00pm

\<LA@29

lustin Ruthfistein 's

Rap Free Radio
10:00- 12:00am

pi:: and hiiHf^

('hn\ tiretinan

Redrum Roff Natas
tmnkitn timut aruimnzr 12:00 - 2:00am

III II 1^
/^ A " THE BEST DEAL

¥ PBPRESENTS:
IN TOWN!

luX

y
>vi

For Delivery,

Take-out, Or
Dine-In. • •

BRING IT ON!!!
$4 off any Giant 1

8** Pizza
$3 off any Large 1

6*" Pizza
$2 off any Medium 14** Pizza

Spaghetti Dinner $2.99

^C^fvuOi

1136 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA 90024

The UCU
Freshman Record is

here. Pick up your

copy at 118

Kercidioff Hall

between the hours

of 9 to 5.

CALL 209-1422
FOR FREE DELIVERY TIL 3KX> bruirJifeYEARBOOK

«'
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Pffformdnce & CcnIerSlagc Discussion

Ivan Lins/Chucho Valdes

Performance

8 pm, Roycv Hall

Tickets $30, SCA$ 12

For Ticket Info: 825-2101

CenterStage Discussion

7 pm, Hiiines Hall, H(m)H1 J*^

I'crformjncv Tickets Required

with Steve ioza, Faculty, UCLA
Dept. of Fthnotvusicology

Additional Info: 206- 1 144

A superstar in his native Brazil, singer,

keyboardist and composer Ivan Lin's

romantic pop songs and sentimental

ballads about his country have made
him a multi-Grammy award-winning

musician. Lins gained prominence in

the 198()s when his songwriting was

lapped by producer Quincy Jones.

Since then, he has been recorded by

many American stare, intludinj; CJij

Fitzgerald and Sarah Vaughn. Cuban

pianist Chucho Valdes has created a

Duzz in this country, performing with

such renowned musicians as Roy

Hargrove. These two outstanding art-

ists perform in separate sets in one

rich, multilingual evening of jazz

music.

•.- ••••••• t a, ,

-MURDfllOCUi

Saturdays for Families

Carnival Rhythms

Arn\and Hammer Museum
free - first Come, First Served

11 am - "lonkonnu Masquerade"

Kaiso Oanie and Khylhrn performs a

fusion of traditional daiue from Belize

and Montserrat. "Jonkonnu
Masquerade" features dancers in tat-

ters, riblxMis and mirrored headfjieces,

who dance for coins thrown at iheir

feet, symbolizing good fortune for the

coming year.

Noon - Not Too Spooky Tales

Japanese goblins and African-American

witches sound frightening, but story-

teller Harlynne Geisfer yarns her

FHalloween stories for the comfort and

pleasure of even the youngest listeners.

1 pm • Art Workshops

Enzo fina shows children how to make
musical instruments and create a sym-

ooofiy, fiov, 2

y phony o( rounds o»<ng ord >na <!y^

Dialogues on Art

Tony Berlant

7 pm, Geffen Playhouse

10886 Le Cunte, Westw(X)d

Free

loin one of the artists from Sunshine &
Noir as he presents slides and speaks

about his work.

Additional Info: 443-7000

Movies

H2O
7 and 9:30 pm
Ackerman Crad Ballroom

$2
'

—

..,.
'

'.:
. T"-T

also showing Oct. 30
Additional Info: 825-1958

Films

The Inferno of

Susumu Hani

lames Bridges Theater

$6 general, $4 students & seniors

The films of Susumu Hani have been

overshadowed by the work of his con-

temporaries - Nagisa Oshima,
Yoshishige Yoshida, Masahiro Shinoda

- yet it was Hani who was first her-

alded the "Nouvelle Vague laponais"

with his documentary techniques, his

freshness, his anti-authoritarian views

and subjects such as "problem" chil-

dren and women overcoming the

odds.

7:30 pm
Bad Boys (Furyo Shonen, 1961)

Hani's first feature film about young
delinquents in a reform school. The

boys in the film actually had served

time and were persuaded to recon-

struct their lives in a fictional context.

Children Hand in Hand
(Te O Tsunagu Kora)

In a provincial town, a backward boy

becomes the butt of other children's

malicious leasing and pranks. Hani

explores favorite themes of broken

families, traumatic childhood and the

difficulty of escaping.

Additional Info: 206-FJLM

BALLROOM DANCE
CLIIB AT UCIA

(310)284-3636

iHTt Art TMi Mtailif to yMT wfwUy MMe to m-CMpM «fl

• wmH 10 ^mft phm lo iit tMili mMm you wmM Mk yovr (

.t4SS, Nk: m-Ttm, V^OMl aS-S«77. Uti

• • •

objects, straws, rubber bands, tin foil,

paper plates and bottle tops.

Wearable Art

What to do with all of that discarded

junk from horned Gayle Gale shows

children how to transform buttons,

keys, cartons and other items into

clinking bangles and treasured jewelry.

2pm-^'Lalupa"

Using Italian masks and drumming to

recreate the magical feeling of "Dia de

los Muertos", mezzo-soprano
Alessandra Belloni performs her ver-

sion of a Sicilian folk opera by

Giovanni Verga about a woman
wrongly accused of being witch.

Additional Info: 443-7000

U

Performances & CenterStage Discussions

Trinity Irish

Dance Company

Didloj^ues on Art

From the Beat Generation to

the Millennium
Power tolhe People: LA. from the

late 1%0s through the 1970s

7- / pm, Geffen f^layhouse

10886 Le Conte Ave, Westwood

Free • First Come, First Served

Moderator: Hunter Drohofowska-Philp,

contributor, "ArtNews", Architectural

Digest" and Los Angeles Tunes; author

of forthcoinir}g biography on Georgia

O'Keefe

Additional Info: 443-7000

• • • • • • ••••••••
Films

The Inferno of Susumu Hani

James Bridges Theater

$6 general, $4 students & seniors

7:00 pm ,

-

.

The Infemo o» f trat Love

-frrformancrs -"; —
'

'

,

' '

2 and 7 pm, Roycc Hall

Tickets $30, SCA $12

(1/2 price for children 16 and under

for the 2 pm performance

For Ticket Info: 825-2101

CenterStage Discussions

/ and 6 pm, Haines Hall, Room 39
Performance Tickets Required

with Mark Howard,

Artistic Director

Additional Info: 206- 1 144

This Irish-American company was the

birthplace of progressive Irish dance,

paving the way for the current stef>-

dancing craze. Breathtaking aerial

grace, hard-driving percussive power

and lightening-fasl agility have made
these darKers repeated world champi-

ons.

Trinity Irish Dance Company

Jhk

(Hatsuku (igokuhen)

Hani's acclaimed film about the trou-

bled world of two sexually exploited

Tokyo teens.

She and He (Kanojo To Kare)

The film is about a suburban house-

wife and her growing defiance within

a passionless marriage.

Cnildren Who Draw
(E O Kaku Kodomotachi)

Hani's prize-winning dcKumentary.

Additional Info: 206-FILM

LtK lures

Frances Stark

7:30 pm
Graduate Studio,

8535 Warner Drive, Culver City

Free

Stark is a Los Angeles-based artist who
is interested in working with language

rather than visual images. Recent

drawings on paper are based upon
works of Goethe, Emily Dickinson and

the Beatles. Her work is shown at the

Marc Foxx Gallery in Los Angeles.

Jessica Bronson
Bronson is a video artist. An exhibit of

her work opens in December at the Los

Angeles Museum of Contemporary Art.

Additional info: 825-6540

Exhibition

Second Nature

Now through Nov. 6

New Wight Gallery • Free
'

This is an exhibition of work by

graduate students from schools in the

Southern California area and is curated

by the Board of Directors of the New
Wight Gallery. The focus of this show
is time-based works that investigate

nature through technological devices,

works included in this exhibit consist

of video, installation, audio, computers

and animation.

Additional Info: 825-328T

Exhibition

Cruisin', Styling and

Pedal-Scrapin'

Now through January 3, 1999

Fowler Museum

Organized by the UCLA Fowler

Museum of C ultural History; visiting

curator Patrick Polk is a Ph.D. doctoral

candidate »nd archivist/museum scierv

tist for tt>e Folklore arxi Mythology

Program ar>d Archives at ULA.

il Info: 443-7tM

Cominj* Up!!!

• David Sedarls
•' Sydney Symphony

Orchestra

• Peria Batalla

ForTickets Call 825-2101

•••••••••••••••••••••
trONE SHOW, TWO GREAT i

i PERFORMERS!!! i

.

i,
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Thursday • October 29 * 8 PM • Royce Hall

CenterStage Discussion • 7PM • Haines Haii Room 39

with Steve Loza, Faculty, UCLA Dept of Ettinomusicoiogy

For Additional info: call 206-1144

'
i 1 1 ?» : .1 I
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The Performing Arts Privilege Card (PAPC) offers

UCLA faculty and staff the opportunity to purchase

two tickets for the Performing Arts events for the

price of one* *Some restriction apply.

For Infomation Call (310) 825-2101

» r U » M T
COMMITTII
|»0« TMI AtTt

SCA TICKETS
UCLA students can attend events listed in this box for less than

the price of a regular student ticket, and the seats are among the

best in the house. Present your current student ID at the Central

Ticket Office (CTO) and ask for SCA tickets.

For additional inforn^ation on upcoming events or to receive a

brochure, call (310) 825-2101.

i/m/r 2 tidcels per ID per event. ID must be presented at time ofevent.

DATE IVENT
SCA REa MSCA
ma PRKI ONSAii

10/29

11/1

11/6

11/7

11/7

11/8

11/13

11/14

11/15

11/20

11/21

12/4

12/S

12/6

12/11

Ivan Lins and Chucho Vald^ (R) $T2

Trinity Irish Dance CiUnpany (R) $12

David $edari$(R)^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^« $ 6

Sydney Symphony Orchestra (R) $12

Peria Batalta (S) $8
Midori (R) $15

LACO(R) iB
Kathleen Battle (R) $15

Prazak Quartet (5) $9
Marlsa Monte (R) $16

Nigel Kennedy (R) $12

lACO(R) $8
Sonos Handbell Cnsemble <S) $ 8

Canadian Brass (R) $10

Tallis Scholar <R) $ 8

now
now
sold out

sold out

now
DOW
now
now
now
now
now
Nov. 2

Nov. 2

Nov. 2

Nov. 9

c/oSCA,
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ATKINS
From page 48

experienced so he could concentrate

on his own position," senior linebacker

Brendon Ayanbadejo said. "Because

he is an older player, he has had to step

it up and cover the mistakes of the

younger guys."

But acting as the calm in the center

of a swirling chaos. Atkins does not

talk down to the younger players.

Instead, he encourages them.

In a year where he is being consid-

ered for the Jim Thorpe Award, Atkins

does not even consider personal

achievement. His goal is making

UCLA's defense better.
"~^

"He is the defensive leader, but (he)

never says much," sophomore line-

backer Tony White said. "His actions

are what we follow because he is

always working hard. I sometimes feel

sorry for him because we get brain

locked, and he can't play his best

because he has to concentrate on help-

ing us."

Statistically, No. 35 Atkins is having

another outstanding season, already

accumulating 41 tackles, which is only

four short of his career high, set last

year. Though he only has one intercep-

tion, Atkins has four pass break-ups

and has had several chances for more

interceptions.

But as the season progresses, he will

freshmanrecord

freshmanrecord

Ireshmanrecord

Ireshmanrecord

freshmanrecord

The UCLA

Fresliman Record

is here. Pickup

your copy atll8

Kerckhoff Hall

between the hours

of 9 to 5.

bruiniireYEARBOOKHf<

get more chances.

After all, when the Bruin defense is

out on the field, Atkins can be found

everywhere, stuffing the run, smashing

wide receivers and looking to grab the

bailout of the air.

"It seems like there's three of him

running around on the field." corner-

back Ryan Roques said. "If you miss a

coverage he'll be there. You miss a

tackle, he'll be there. He is everywhere

on the field."

If Atkms was a car part, he would be

manual transmission, because he is

clutch.

Against C'al, he recovered a fumble

on the goal line stand before the hall.

Ihal was his second turnover that half,

as he also thwarted a Cal opening drive

by nilercepting a pass at the one yard

line.

Against Oregon and Arizona, the

two biggest games of the year, he

recovered a fumble in each game.

Atkins has a knack for turnovers,

recovering three fumbles and six inter-

ceptions last year. Fven though Atkins

has only picked oiJ one pass this year,

it is out of respect from other teams of

his skills.

"Quarterbacks (fear) hmi so much

that they throw the ball away from

him." Whitfield said. "Last year he had

so many picks that this year they keep

as far away from him as possible."

See ATKINS, page 47

M. BASKETBALL
From page 46

"They're ahead of schedule.

They're playing like juniors and

seniors as sophomores. Of course,

they think they're behind schedule

because they're perfectionists."

With Brandon Loyd the only

senior on the roster, the question oi'

on-court leadership will always be

present for this team.

Lavin is optimistic that his back-

court will continue lo be an exten-

sion of the coachmg staff. This con-

cept makes more sense when he

talks about Davis and Watson, who

started 32 and 33 games each Fast

year, respectively, and can relate to

this year's freshmen, who will also

be expected to do a lot for the

team.

The sunmier was an interesting

one for some current Brums and

some who thought they were going

to be.

Patreck Ceresa. a 6-foot-8-inch

power forward and veteran of the

Swiss National Team, impressed

prominent Division 1 coaches

across the nation enough to garner

several scholarships. Ceresa

spurned four-year offers from the

likes of Utah. Villanova and

Florida Stale to accept UCLA's
one-vear deal.

Ceresa attended high school in

Switzerland and thought his grades

were good enough for the NCAA.
The NCAA, however, ruled that

Ceresa's grades, which translated

into over a 3.0 average according

to him, were not up to par, and that

he was, in fact, not eligible to play.

Vejas Anaya. a 6-foot-8 power

forward of Lithuanian heritage,

was also set to become a Bruin,

before a chronic knee injury forced

him off the team. Anaya had

impressed many current Bruins

while playing with them over the

While new faces and

names were being

added to the team's

roster, veterans took

the opportunity to

hone their play.

summer.

Not all recent recruiting news

has been negative for the Bruins,

however.

Shooting guard Kareem Rush

verbally committed lo UCLA this

month. Kareem, who is a prize

recruit known for his outside shoot-

ing, is the younger brother of Bruin

forward JaRon out of Kansas City.

Another target of the coaching

stafTs is 6-foot-9 power forward

Carlos Boozer Jr. from Juneau,

Alaska. Boozer has narrowed his

list of schools to UCLA, Duke and

St. John's, and has said that he will

not commit until the spring signing

period.

Justin Davis, a 6-foot-8 power

forward out of St. Joseph's of

Alameda High School has given

the Bruins new hope by denying his

verbal commitment to Cal. After

wavering on his commitment.

Berkeley coach Ben Braun nulli-

fied Davis' scholarship ofl'er.
-^-^^-^

While new faces and names

were being added to the team's ros-

ter, veterans took the opportunity

to hone their play.

Over the summer. Bruins Reed,

Moose Bailey, Todd Ramasar and

Anaya all showcased their skills in

ttie Just Say No League, a basket-

ball league designed for college

players to keep in shape over the

summer.

The pieces have all fallen into

place for this year's Bruin hoops

squad, with recruits and returners

alike hungrier than ever. The Final

Lour is the ultimate destination,

and UCLA seems to be well on its

way.

Conv©nl©ntly locatod In Wostwood Vlllag©
Betwoen NA/ostwood Blvd. and Broxton Avo.

Across from Jorrv's Famous Doll

Complete Professional

Eye Examination

ReffilMPilct $55

•Nev»p,)!itntsonly.

Contact lens exam

additional

CONTACT LENS
PACKAGE*
Includes eye c«am.

tmmfi 2 month loHow-

up. Jnd pa» o* Oculji

Science daily

wPjf lenses

EYEGLASS
PACKAGE"

iiH iiiik's eye «ian>.

tijii't ,ind single vision

IVf stnption lenses

Eyes of

Westwood
can help you see

better, and look

better, too.

HYES OF WESXWOOD
Dr. ratricK Doyle, O.D.

• comprehensive, computer

assisted eye exams
• custom and disposable

contact lenses

• wide selection of today's

most fashionable eyewear

• Vision insurance plans

accepted

10930 WeybumAm
WesKvoodVaage

(310)208-1384

Barrington Associates

Investment Bankers

"T""

Barrington Associates

will be hosting an information session

for undergraduate students

interested in pursing a career in

investment banking.

November 3, 1998

The Career Center

7 P.M. TO 9p.m.

JERRY'S LIQUOR
2923 WILSHIRE BLVD, SM

(310) 828 5923

FOOTBALL SPECIALS

LARGE SELECTION OF
CHEAP WINE
& SPIRTS

1/2 Gal RUSSIAN VODKA
sn.99

IL GOLD TEQUILA
S9.99

CALIFORNIA CHAMPAGNL
$2,99

CALIFORNIA RFD WINH
$3.99

wmmm mm

.f;;/7--(fi>l^(/r;^p.

\W V_ $99?

COC^ltS Uciflf KEGS
$49.99 '

'^^

1

BUD, MILLER
KEGS

^59.9ft.

X

IMPORTED & DOMESTIC BEERS

BEST DEAL IN THE WESTSIDE
CALL US

WE WILL WELCOME ALL OFFERS

Pacific Bell

Pure Digital PCS
Pacific Bell mobile service

Nokia 6190

Nokia 5190

Startac 7000

Startac 8000

iviotorola 2000

Motorola 6000

Ericson 788

Motorola 6520
out the door
price -* tax

•activation

required

• Free Pager
• Free Caller id

• Free voice Mall

Free Call waiting

Free Three way Calling

• 500 Free weekend Minutes
• First minute incoming call free

Imperial Cellular

11659 Santa Monica Blvd.

1 block east of Barrington

(310)478-4444
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Intense, skilled practices

foretell exciting season
M. BASKETBALL: Player

maturity, deeper roster

boost coaches' hopes

By David Arnold and Greg Lewis

Daily Bruin Staff

The men's basketball team is

only in their second week of prac-"

tice, and already head coach Steve

Lavin is calling it "one of the most

competitive we've had since I came

here."

He's speaking of 1992, when

names such as Gerald Madkins,

Mitchell Butler, Don Maclean,

Rodney Zimmerman and Tracy

Murray were working for a spot in

the starting lineup.

"There were 1 1 players who

would eventually play in the NBA
on that one roster," said Lavin.

"The competition of the daily

scrimmages was at a level you can't

wish for."

Nowadays, everyone's talking

about Lavin's success in recruiting

and waiting to see how things will

turn out with names such as Dan

Gadzuric, Jerome Moiso, JaRon

Rush, Ray Young and Matt Barnes

I

had to split the starting lineup. This

could hurt the chemistry of the

starters, but it isn't something they

have to worry about now.

Things are different this year,

and the coaches are oozing opti-

mism about the conference season.

With a roster overflowing with tal-

ent and practices lasting up to three

hours, they have reason to.

~""^fcourse, there is the slight issue

of Baron Davis' knee, injured dur-

ing last year's NCAA Tournament.

Davis tore his anterior cruciate liga-

ment in the game against Michigan.

"We're all pleasantly surprised

with Baron's progress and rehabili-

tation," said Lavin. "There's still no

timetable on Baron, but we've done

that for a reason. We don't want

him to carry it out there when his

knee doesn't measure up to the nec-

essary strength, or the expecta-

tions. We don't want him to go

through the disappointment, even

though we're all pleased with the

stops and starts and so on."

Although, Davis' quick recovery

is not the only surprise to come out

of practice thus far.

Freshmen aside, sophomores

Travis Reed and Earl Watson are

the most improved players to

Porter bumps team record to top

leading the way for the Bru ins this l etu ii i to the teaiii :

year.

"The last couple of years, we had

some guys here who really worked

hard," said Lavin. "Really hard

working walk-ons, great guys, but

as hard as they worked, (practice)

didn't simulate Pac-IO conditions."

In previous years, to get the best

level of competition, the coaches

"Definitely, Travis and Earl are

the most improved in strength and

conditioning, and in decision mak-

ing and maturity," said Lavin. "I

think both players have made a

quantum leap from last season to

this season."

See M. BASKETBALL, page 45

FEATURE: Freshman star

of^squad isn't about to let

success get to her head

By Nick Taylor

Daily Bruin Contributor

Freshman Kristee Porter won
player of the week honors, lead the

team in kills all year long, and was a

three-sport star i^n high school.

Success seems to come easily for

Porter. So it would seem that she has

an ego to match her accomplish-

ments, right?

Not at all. Porter is a well-rounded

player who does not revel in her

achievements. Instead, Porter is

ready to do whatever helps the team -

even if it means long practices. They

"really help me as a player and our

t^am as well," she said.

While Porter is happy with her per-

formance this year, it makes her much
happier if the team wins than if she

personally has a good game. Despite

having over 20 kills in numerous

matches, she feels that if she is not at a

.400 hitting percentage, she is not

doing her job.

Before coming to UCLA, Porter

was most concerned about attending

a school with a winning program. She

felt UCLA, more than Texas and

Florida, best met that winning

requirement. She also said, "I needed

to get out of Texas," and added that

she really wanted a school with strong

academics. Porter said she got the

best of both worlds at UCLA: "I got a

comfortable school (for myselQ and

one I thought would win".

Coming to UCLA meant moving

away from home, but Porter has

adjusted well and says that the transi-

tion has not been difficult for her.

"Tamika (Johnson) has been great for

me," Porter said. "She has given me
lots of support."

Porter has also become friends

with everyone on the team. They

build camaraderie on the court and

encourage each other when someone

makes a mistake. The Bruins bond

through study hall during the week^
"Sometimes it's hard to just study,"

Porter said, because '\ve end up just

talking
."

Not only has she had an easy time

making friends, she has found time to

dominate on the volleyball court.

While helping lead the No. 20 Bruins

(9-9, 8-3 in Pac-IO) to a six-game win-

ning streak, her 4.86 kills per game

are good enough for third place in the

Pac-IO. And her 2.38 digs per game

are third on the team.

The Bruins have become a more

cohesive team as the season has pro-

gressed, and Porter feels this was due

to their familiarity with each other.

"Knowing the rotation and each

other's tendencies has helped us com-

municate with each other," she said.

Porter also noted that since the

Bruins have so many valuable players

on the team, every player has been

vital to their success.

Freshman Kristee Porter provides front-court strength as one of the

leading players on the UCLA women's volleyball team.

Porter, however, did give out

praise to Elisabeth Bachman and

Michelle Quon. "Michelle is great;

she just gets everything defensively,"

Porter said. "When Elisabeth gets

one of those straight down blocks,

that just fires the whole team up."

She is pleased the team has

See PORTER, page 43

Any large Pizza, your choice of toppings and crust, for $9,99

00>l VIH'fHlll^ Gayley Ave.

O^H^HI I I Westwood Village

Medium 1 topping Pizza

for S5.95

Fast, FrGG Deliverv

until 1 a.m. Sunday-Thursday

until 2 a.m. Friday & Saturday

N<)tion<il Hockov Le^iaue

At A GIdnce

EASTERN CONFERENa
AtUmic Oivition

PhiUdelphia

N.Y.IsUndm

Pittsburgh

N.Y.Rangm

NfwJ«rvey

W
5

4

3

2

3

Norttteast Division

Toronto

Boston

Montreal

Ottawa

Buffalo

W
5

4

3

3

2

Southeast Division

Carolina

Washington

Tampa Bay

Florida

W
3

3

3

2

I

1

4

2

4

4

L

2

4

4

3

3

L

2

2

4

2

TPts GF GA

2 12 20 11

8 16 18

7 16 18

7 15 23

6 12 17

T Pts 6F GA

1 11 26 21

24 16

19 23

17 16

14 IS

WESTERN CONFERENa
Central Division

Detroit

Chicago

Sl Louis

NashvMe

W
6

4

3

2

Nortfrwest Division

W
VanoNiver 4

Eomonlon 3

Calgary 2

Colorado 1

P»dfi( Division

OiNas

Los Angeles

Anahem
Saiioir^

W
5

4

3

2

T f>ts GF GA

3 9 19 IS

2 8 13 10

1 7 19 23

3 7 17 13

TPts GF GA

12 28 14

1 9 19 21

1 7 18 18

1 S 20 26

TPts GF GA

8 23 19

6 21 19

1 5 19 2S

1 3 17 29

T Pts GF GA

1 11 19 11

2 10 21 18

1 7 17 12

1 5 11 11

Detroit 7, Florida Z

Pinsburgh at Calgary (n)

Washington at Edmonton (n)

Tampa Bay at Anaheim (n)

Phoenix at San Jose (n)

Thursday^ Games

Montreal at Boston, 7 p.m.

Philadelphia at Ottawra, 7:30 p.m.

New Jersey at NY. Islanders, 7:30 pm.

Detroit at St. Louis, 8 p.m.

San Jose at Colorado, 9 p.m.

Friday's Games

Toronto at Buffalo, 7:30 p.m.

Carolina at NY Rangers, 7:30 pm.

Florida at Chicago, 8:30 p.m.

Anaheim at Dallas, 8:30 p.m.

Washington at Calgary, 9 p.m.

Pittsburgh at Vancouver, 10 p.m.

Tampa Bay at Los Angeles, 10:30 pm.

N<itiorKil Footb.ill L(>i)aui>

At A Gl.incp

AMERICAN CONFERENa

East

W L T Pa Pf PA

S 2 .714 114 79

4 3 .571 158 138

4 3 .571 170 122

4 3 .571 166 122

1 6 .143 112 193

Chicago

Detroit

West

San Francisco

Atlanta

New Orleans

St. Louis

Carolina

3 5

2 5

.375 152 178

.286 147 192

6 1

5 2

4 3

2 5

7

.857 226 127

.714 175 151

.571 121 139

.286 139 167

.000 128 199

Miami

Buffalo

New England

N.YJets

Indianapolis

Central

Jacksonville

Pittsburgh

Tennessee

Baltimore

Ondnnati

West

Denver

Oakland

Kansas City

Seattle

San Diego

5 2

5 2

3 4

2 5

2 5

.714 164 146

.714 106 100

.428 144 126

.286 102 134

.286 127 186

7 1.000 240 133

5 2 .714 115 127

.571 131 123

.571 154 99

4 3

4 3

3 5 .375 103 139

Sunday's Games

NewYorkJets28,AtUnta3

Green Bay 28, Baltimore 10

Minnesota 34, Detroit 13

Miami 12,New England 9, 0T

San Francisco 28, St. Louis 10

New Orleans 9, Tampa Bay 3

Chicago 23, Tennessee 20

Oakland 27, CincinnatilO

Denver 37, Jacksonville 24

Seattle 27, San Diego 20

Buffalo 30, Carolina 14

OPEN: Arizona, Dallas, Indianapolis, New

York Giants, Philadelphia, Washington

MondayltGamc

Pittsbwgh 20, Kansas Gty 13

Sunday, N0V.1

Ari2ona at Detroit. 1:01p.m.

Denver at Cincinnati, 1 :01 pirn.

Jacksonville at Baltimore, 1:01 p.m.

Miami at Buffalo, 1:01p.m.

Minnesota at Tampa Bay, 1:01 p.m.

New England at Indianapolis, 1:01 p.m.

New Orleans at Carolina, 1 :01 p.m.

New York Giants at Washington, 1 :01 pirn.

SL Louis at Attanu, 1:01p.m.

Tennessee at Pittsburgh, 1 :01 pm
Ney York Jets at Kansas Gty, 4:05 p.m.

San Francisco at Green Bay. 4:1 5 pim.

OaUand at Seattle, 8.20 pirn.

OPEN: Chicago^ San Diego

•EST

Gamecocks have lost seven straight. Is-

coach Brad Scott on way out? ...TEN-

NESSEE, M^IO.

No. 4 Kansas State (minus 25) at

Kansas

Jayhawks un score, but Wildcats score

more often. ... KANSAS STATE, 49-21.

NortliCaraHna(pl»27)atN«.S

Flofida State

Seminoles have top-ranked defense;

offense isn't bad, either. ... FUNUOA

STATE, 37-7.

No.6Flofida (minus 11 1/2)vs.No.11

Georgia (at JadoonvMc, Fla.)

For a change, the Gators out for revenge

vs. Dawgs... FUNUOA, 28-24.

Toas (plus 17) at No. 7 Nebraslu

Ricky Williams needs big day to strength-

en Heisman chances; Huskers offense

needs big day to avoid upset. ... NEBRAS-

KA. 34-21.

No. IToas A&M (minus 5 1/2) at

OUalMma State

Cowboys renoember last year— OT loss

cost them Big 1 2 South title. ... OKLA-

HOMA STAT12S-27.

iHnob (phis 34) at No. 10 PcMi State

JoePa's Lions tough to tackle after a week

ofl..reM STATE. 42-3.

Noi 12 Oitfon (plus 1 1/2) at No. 13

Winner keeps Rose Bowl hopes alhie. ».

,27-24.

No. 18 Missouri (plus 1) at Texas Tech

Tech lost last two by combined nine

points, figers lost to Huskers by seven. ...

MISSOURI, 27-24.

Southwestern teuisiaila tptUs 36) at

No.19Tulane

Green Wave working on perfect season. ...

Tulane 49-10.

No. 21 West Virginia (no Kne) at No. 20

Viiginialcdi

Will loss to k>wly Temple motivate Hokies?

VIRGHUA TECH, 28-24.

No. 22 Michigan (minus 12 1/2) at

Wolverines looking for 12th straight Little

Brown Jug win. ... MICHIGAN, 27-10.

No. 23 Georgia Tech (minus 12) at

Ma^tand

Joe Hamilton-to-Dez White connection

back on track GEORGU TECH, 3$-14.

Boston Colege (plus 15) at No. 2S

Hurricanes season can go out in a Cloud of

dust in Orange Bowl. ... MIAMI, 27-17.

Transactions

.14 3 1/2) at

Unbeaten Hogs could care less about Tiger

coaching troubles . AflUNSAS, 27-17.

DillasatPMadHpbia,8J0pum.

.IS If) at

-B 4 2 2 10 18 HAnONAL CONFBKNCE
East

N.Y.IiiMdm I.Los AftgelesO

Buffalo 0,NY Rangers 0, tie

PtMUdelphia2.StLoMsl

'5.Vinttuwr4

N.Y. Giants

W
4

3

3

1

I T Pet. Pf M
.571 174 115

.429 108 155

.429 146

143

4100

Cavaliers have 14-gan)e winning streak vs.

Demon Deacons. ...VMiNA, 31-17.

152

79 162

93 227

No.18MoSMe(niMil4)atl
Buckeyes' top-raled pass defense ready for

abi9gMie...«IOSTATE.4S-1t.

i1S)atN0LM

In only other meeting Knuie Rockne

coachedlnshto41-0wmin1925 .

,31-21.

im
I,MmMI2
2.(ll^B

7 1«0 241 m
5 2 714 It] M4
3 4 .429 M 121

l^lMlBV2)«lliL2IKlA
lownACaMWig

F«sulmf-.i(Ud»-H
23172) 17

M^Loaguel
DETROIT TJ^RS—Named AUn Trammell

first-base. outfiHd and base-njnning

coach, and Lance Parrish, third-base and

catching coach.

MONTREAL EXPOS—fired Jim Tracy,

bench coach; Jim Benedict, minor-league

pitching coordinatoi, and Phil Favia,

advance scout. Named Brent Strom minor-

league pitching coach, Alex Agostino

Canadian supervisoi; Mie Berger East

Coast supervisor and Dave Dartgler area

scout

NEW YORK METS—Signed LHP Al Leiter

to a four-year contraa.

PHILADELPHIA PHILLIES—Agreed to

tenns with CF Doug Giamile on a three-

yNr contract

SAN DftGO PADRES—Ewtdscd their 1999

option on C-1B Jim Leynt2. Named Mike

Basso managei; Don Aloander pikMng

coach, iim BoiMe coach and Jason

HMMinger trainer of MiWe of the

SfldlHm league

Spencer Folau.

DETROIT LIONS—Signed G Kerlin Blaise.

Waived TE Kevin Hickman. Signed T Defon

Thorp to the practice squad.

GREEN BAY PACKERS—Signed WR Jason

Tucker to the practice squad.

JACKSONVILLE JAGUARS—Placed TE Rich

Griffith on injured reserve. Signed S

R^wdfTibJ S^ttl^

KANSAS CITY CHIEFS—Waived S Melvin

Johnson.

MIAMI DOLPHINS—Placed 06 Craig

Erickson on injured reserve.

NEW ENaAND PATRIOTS—Signed WR
Henry Ellard.Waived WR Tony Gaiter.

OAKLAND RAIDERS—Released 06 Pat

6ames and resigned him to the praaice

squad. Signed OT Tim Kohn to the practice

squad. Waived DE Duane Ashman from the

practice squad.

PinSBURGH STEELERS—Signed L6

Steven Conley. Placed OT Justin Strzelczyk

on injured reserve.

SI LOUIS RAMS—Re-signed TE Aaron

Laing.

SAN FRANCISCO 49ERS—Signed OT Kirk

Saafford to a six-year contract. Waived S

Tony Blevins.

National Hockey League

BOSTON BRUINS—Signed F Marquis

Mathieu.

MONTREAL CANADIENS—Signed AUin

Vigneauh. coach, to a one-year contract

extension through the 2000-2001 season.

^PITTSBURGH PENGUINS—Recalled G

Jean-Sebastian Aubin from Kansas Gty of

thelHL

Maior Loapie Soccir

COIORADORAPIOS—Named Roy Mine

president

NEW ENGLAND REVOLUTK)N—Named G

Walter Zenga player-coach.

Trivn Qui'Stion\

1 Who was the first player to recofd a

triplendouble in the NBA AK Star game?

2. What was the last defending SuJMT

Bowl champion to fail to make the play-

offs'

3. When was die last time the San

FfanciMa49ers faded 10 win at least 10

games ina 16-game season.'

MMImiI FoiiktfiMHO
BMIMBRI WWENS--3pMd liMmr IBil (

fiueii)«M\i^«a||aiu;

I
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Poll places UCLA team No. 1 in nation
FOOTBALL Bruins take

top spot for undefeated

record, schedule strength

byJeffKmiotek

Daily Bruin Staff

It's called the BCS. Some think it's

just BS. But when the first Bowl

Giampionship Series (BCS) rankings

were announced Monday, the world

found out what BCS really stands for.

"Bruins' Crown Standings."

The complex BCS computer for-

mula cranked out the UCLA Bruins

as the top football team in the nation.

That's right, the UCLA Bruins are the

No. I team in the nation.

The poll, used to determine who

will play in the Fiesta Bowl on Jan. 4

for a shot at the national champi-

onship, placed UCLA on top, fol-

lowed by Ohio Slate, Tennessee and

Kansas State.

Although Ohio Stale has been No.

1 in the Associated Press and

ESPN/USA Tcxlay polls since open-

ing day, they couldn't lop the Bruins in

the more significant BCS poll. Thai's

because UCLA was ranked No. 1 in

each of the three computer polls

involved in the BCS and has played

the most difficult schedule in the

nation.

Confused? This should clear it up.

and USA Today.

• The strength of schedule. This is

computed using the cumulative

win/loss record of the team's oppo-

nents (weighted al 66.6 percent) and

the win/loss record of the team's

opponents' opponents (33.3 percent).

Points are given using a quartile rank,

so each team is ranked by their sched-

ule strength, and that number is divid-

ed by 25. -

• Team record. Every loss will rep-

resent one point in the formula.

As in golf, the lower the score, the

better. _,
, ,

The Bruins received two points

As long'as UCLA wins

its remaining games,

the Bruins should go

to the Fiesta Bowl.

from the average of their AP and

ESPN/USA Today rank, one point

for the average of the Ihrec computer

polls, 0.04 of a point from their sched-

ule strength (UCLA has the most dif-

ficult schedule, so No. I divided by 2'>)

and zero points for their zero losses.

That adds up to jusl 3.04 points.

Ohio Slate has 4.31 points, Tennessee

Pour equal componcntQ are used to follows, with 6.50 po i nt t> and kan>Mt^

UCLA is concerned. No. 1 may final-

ly translate into some of the respect

they deserve.

Now, when opposing players and

coaches (see USC's Paul Hackett,

Oregon's Akili Smith and Cal's

Dameane Douglas) don't give UCLA
its due credit, the Bruins can just point

to their record, l(X)king down on all

the other teams in Ihe BCS poll.

As long as UCLA wins its remain-

ing games, its BCS lead should remain

strong, and the Bruins should go to the

Fiesta Bowl. That's mainly a result of

the Bruins' difficult schedule, and the,

sudden strength of the Pacific 10 con-

ference.

UCLA defeated Arizona (7-1).

Oregon (6-1) and Texas (5-2). They

still have to play Washington (5-3),

use (5-3) and Miami (4-2). The

Bruins received a big boost when

Miami beat No. 13 Virginia last

Saturday.

Also on Saturday, Oregon,

Arizona, Texas and Houston were vic-

tors, aiding UCLA's schedule

strength.

Ohio Slate only has one ranked

opponent to play this year. No. 22

Michigan (5-2). Tennessee must play

Arkansas (6-0), Kentucky (5-3) and a

ranked opponent in the Southeastern

Conference title game.

If Kansas State can beat Nebraska

(7-1 ) and Missouri (5-2). they'll also be

in the hunt.

A rntw poll wil l btt rtlc imid

BASKETBALLNOTEBOOK

UCLA Student season Students who pur-

basketball tickets will chased and received

be available for confirmations of

pick-up next Tuesday receiving student

and Wednesday from season basketball

9 a.m. to 5 p.m. at tickets must present

the Pauley Pavilion their current Bruin ID

Ticket Office. to pick up the tickets.

ATKINS
From page 45

So now he is the field general. The

defense spins around his work ethic

and passion for football.

"He may not be vocal, but he leads

by example." Roques said. "It's like

he's been back there for 20 years

because he keeps the (defense) fiow-

ing."

And that's what the eye of a hurri-

cane does: it keeps the winds churn-

ing. Atkins is the key on a defense

which is learning to adjust to new

schemes. Defensive coordinator

Nick Aliotti claims that without

Atkins UCLA's defense would be in

"dire straits."

As for Atkins himsellV The few

words one does get out of the king of

the defense don't speak nearly as

loud as his actions.

"I may not have the best social

skills," admitted Atkins, "but to play

football you don't need to be socia-

ble. When I have to, I talk out on the

football field."

And that's how it is. The shyest

and quietest player on the field is one

of the most important. He creates the

hollering. He keeps the defense

hyped.

In the end, Atkins is the loudest

player out there in that he speaks vol-

umes by going all-out on every play.

Whitfield said all everyone needs

to know about his teammate in nine

simple words.

"Atkins equals football. Football

equals Atkins. Atkins is football."

tfvtfry

determine each team's "score" in the

standings.

They are:

• The average of each team's rank-

ing in the AP Poll and the ESPN/USA
Today poll.

• The average o\' three computer

rankings which are published in the

New York Times, the Seattle Times

State is next with 8.79.

What does all this mean? Just one

thing - if the season ended today,

UCLA and Ohio State would be play-

ing for all the chips in the Tostitos

Fiesta Bowl in Tempe. Ariz.

In the BCS. there isn't a difl'ercnce

between No. I and No. 2 in terms ol

who's playing where. Bui as far as

week, until the final standings are

announced on Dec. 6.

So for now, iill the Bruins have to do

is win. and that's something they've

dtlfie in their la.st 16 chances.

No scoreboard watching. No pan-

icking. No problem. Tlie Bruins are m
the drivers' seat, and they're not slow-

ing down.

PLAYER PROFILE
w
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Larry Atkins

IkUcs Unassisted

22

25

44

41

12

15

32

31

SoufCf Ud-ASpoftilntoftTutioft

JOYCE CHON/Oaily Bruin

Large

Golden Delicious

Apples

3 LBS. FOR

V Reg. $1.19/lb.

eatorade
9 varieties

32 oz. Umlte

Where's the Coke?
^^^^ Not at Thrifty^

2 Liter Bottles ^^^Llmlt 8

Sparkletts
m. • MOUNTAIN SPRING WATER

CRYSTAL FRESH DRINKING WATER

1 Gallon 59
Oscar Mayer Fat Free

Smol(ed Turkey Breast

19

6 oz. Reg. $2.59

6 pk - 12 oz. Bottles Reg. $5.99

IVIiiler Genuine Draft

IBpk 12 oz. Bottles Reg. $11.99

ri^ri^Pillsbury
'^ 3 Chocolate Chip Cookies

2/$5
18 oz. Reg. 3.19 ea.

Budweiser & Bud Light

0fQ #%£r WhileiO f/K supplies
12 oz. cans

Celeste Pizza
Cheese • Pepperoni • Deluxe

19

Umit 6 Reg. $1.99

• Crisp Hard CMer
• Apple Cranberry Cider

6 pk - 12 OZ. bottles Reg. $6.99

VIS4 Open 'til Midnight at 1057 Gayley Ave. 209-1 111 Master CofG
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SPORTS
Inside

Freshman Kristee Porter came from Texas

to help lead the women's volleyball team

to victory. Her close relationship to her

teammates plays a big part in her success

on and off the court.

Feature

Silent thunder
Bruin free safety

Larry Atkins is

proof positive that

actions speak

louder than words

By Rocky Salmon
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

He is the eye of the hurricane.

Quiet yet deadly, controlling a whirl-

wind of terror.

He speaks with his head lowered,

his voice hardly rising above the din

ofpatiiierKby;

He is a pre-season AH-American.

He is one of only two seniors on the

defense.

The driving force of UCLA's
team is Larry Atkins.

Moving from strong safety to free

safety this year, Atkins is the leader

""Out on the field for the Bruin

defense.

Usually when one thinks of the

safety position, one thinks of a play-

er who is loud and outspoken.

Atkins is far from that.

Rather than lead with hisvoice on

the field, Atkins teaches through

example and hard work.

"Atkins bites his tongue a lot on

and off the field." said cornerback

Eric Whitfield. "Even though he is

quiet, he talks when we need him to.

When he talks, his voice is heard."

This year his voice is being heard

through his actions, as he has

become the glue to the Bruin

defense, which is young and learning

a new defensive scheme.

Atkins has taken it upon himself

to teach the younger players. By

doing this, he must also covei; the

mistakes created by inexperience.

"He doesn't have the support he

had last year, where the team was

See ATKINS, page 45 BHAMAN FARAHDElTDaily Brum

Senior free safety Larry Atkins is a reticent leader for the Bruins on and off the field.

Bruins not dampened by wet finish
RECAP: Despite soggy

course, team improves

since last tournament

By Pauline Vu
Daily Bruin Contributor

The UCLA women's golf team

turned in a mediocre I2th-placc finish

the first round, battled rainy condi-

tions and a stubborn 1 5th hole the sec-

ond rourui, and saved their best rdlind

for last to land in ninth place at the

Stanford Women's Intercollegiate

Invitational.

"We had three solid rounds, and

we kepi moving up Cm happy with

the team." said coach Jackie Tobian-

Sieinmann

What makes the Bruins' play espe-

cially gratifying is their remarkable

improvement from the last tourna-

ment they played in, the Bama Fall

Preview.

Although that tournament was one

of the most challenging in the country,

what the Bruins

remember most '

is their next-to-

last place finish.

"The team

played much
better this time.

Each of the play-

ers improved,"

T o b i a n -

Steinmann said.

"Hopefully,

we'll keep gel-

ting bctter.'^fhe added.

The Stanford tournament was

nearly as tough as the Bama Fall

Preview, with II ranked teams and

eight ranked players.

"The team played much

better this time ...the

players improved."

Jackie Tobtan-Steinmann

Women's golf coach

With a team total of 923, 47-over-

par, the Bruins were tied at ninth

place with two of these ranked teams,

Oregon State (No. 20) and New
Mexico State (No. 18).

They also
~—^~"'"-~"

defeated defend-

ing NCAA
champion
Arizona State

(No. 3) and New
Mexico (No.

24). both of

whom soundly

defeated the

Bruins at the

Bama Fall

Preview.

Heavy rain on the second day of

the tournament postpt^ned play until

the afternoon. As a result, the course

was wet and the ball moved more

ilowly.

However, the worse result of the

rain was the 15th hole where, attempt-

ing to place the hole in an area unaf-

fected by the moisture, officials

placed it on a steep slope.

Many players who hit the ball saw

it roll past the hole and down the slope

and stop there, forcing them to hit it

again - and again, and again.

"The hole placement was probably

illegal. I saw girls take eight or nine,

even 1 1 strokes on this par4 hole,"

Tobian-Steinmann said.

"Players of this caliber do not take

that many strokes on a hole," she

stressed simply "And when you have

to carry that kind of score around, the

result is discouraging. It's sad to

watch."

Amanda Moltke-Lcth, the Bruins'

leading player, called the hole place-

SeeWjCOLF,pa9M3

AtNetes should

stay in school

before relying

on false dreams

COLUMN: Students can't

spurn college education

in hopes of going pro

Thank you for attending class

today. Please prepare your-

selves for a reality check.

Not every high school athlete gets

a college scholarship. Even more

importantly, not every college ath-

lete goes pro. 1 repeat, every college

athlete does not

turn pro.

Actually, I

can take it fur-

ther and say

that not every

A. CinQue

Carter

athlete with a

scholarship to a

university is a

shoo-in for the

pros either.

By no means

is this an

attempt to dis-

courage anyone

from having dreams. It is more so

an attempt to encourage the afore-

mentioned athletes to have more

dreams than just professional sports

participation.

This issue definitely needs to be

discussed because there are too few

realists out there and too many
agents and coaches and family

members giving athletes a false

sense of security.

I'd like to discuss what an athletic

scholarship does for a student. Yes,

a student.

The knowledge and

training that athletes

can get from school will

help them succeed

when they enter the

work force.

The scholarship gives the athlete

an opportunity to do a few things.

First of all, the "free ride," as it's

affectionately called, creates rev-

enue for the respective school that

the athlete attends. The money

comes in because universities get

funds from apparel companies and

the NCAA for being vehicles of

advertisement. This makes the uni-

versities more interested in seeing

its students succeed athletically.

The second incentive of a college

scholarship is a national (and some-

times global) stage to showcase an

athlete's talent. While not all facets

of every program get television cov-

erage, all get some kind of print

exposure. Even the smallest schools

get football and basketball high-

lights on ESPN and Fox Sports.

This, in turn, gives each program

some of the publicity it seeks.

Also, each university has a sports

information department that exists

solely to be the liaison between the
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Visit our booth in the

MAIN LOBBY AT fiCKERMfiN STUDENT UNION

% #^ikl

Like to automate payments like rent and cable so you don't have to remember to write

out checks? Then log on to the future with Internet checking from TeleBank.

That way, you get all the bennies. Like free online banking

over the internet. (No more stamps to lick.) Free ATM/Debit Card

with 24-hour ATM access through the CIRRUS* Network. Real, live

TeleBankers available when you are: 8 am to midnight, Monday-

Friday and 8 am to 6 pm on Saturdays (El). 24liour Auto Banker

to check on your balance or transfer funds.

Plus we'll pay you $25 for

^ ^^^ ^ m ^^^^Bk ^'^'"^ ^P- ("^9^'" cover a round

^^ \ M ^^^^^^^^VW ^^ ^^^^ ^'^^ nachos at the

^^^^^m^ ^^ ^^^0^^^^^^i ^^W ^^^^ Bowl.) Just mention

L^ '̂ W m ^^^^Mk^^^ ^^^ ^°^® #7750 when you

^ ^^r M ^^L ^^ ^^^^^^^^^^m ^P^*^ ^^^^ account.

TeleBank. We're ready

when you are. Member FDIC.

Hey, check this out

No mInliTHim balance

Free intemet access and Mil

payment

Free printed checks

Extended hours that meet a
student's schedule

Postagoiuild envelopes for your

deposits

Free ATM/Debit card

Froe ATM withdrawals*

Free unlimited check writing

Vsry tow^ or no fees

Keep more than $2500 In your

account and we'H pay you
(In interest, thatb)

AN of tMs for only $5 per month

*Wtl. almott ITM—Um lint 10 ptr montti

ar« «•• and ttw rMt am $1 Mdi

l-SOO
y/Ytv/.telebankonllne.com
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Proposition 1A

This huge bond measure

promises big bucks for higher

education - and the UC Regents

have already begun deciding

how to spend the money.
NEWS

Community Briefs

Features

World & Nation

State & Local
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Recent assaults target women 1
Pioneer filmmakers display

CAMPUS: Necessity to be

vigilant, report problems

emphasized by incidents

By Ann Hawkey
Daily Bruin Contributor

As women on campus go for their

nightly run, walk to their car after a

long day or wait for a bus that's

always running late, they might not

realize that they could be targets for

a number of crimes.

On Oct. 18, the university police

department (UCPD) received an

unusually high number of calls

reporting crimes against women,

each allegedly involving the same

suspect.

One call reported an attempted

kidnapping of a jogger on Veteran

Avenue , and three other chUs

on both Veteran Avenue and

Hilgard Avenue.

The calls were all received within

an hour of each other, and each

woman provided a description of

the suspect as well as his car.

One woman was also able to pro-

vide a license plate number, which

gave police a name and address of

the suspect, 35-year-old Donald

Boomhower.

Boomhower was arrested the

next day while leaving his home in

Culver City.

To try to prevent further crimes

like this, UCPD offers several pro-

grams focusing on women's safety.

The department offers educational

presentations, information about

crime prevention techniques and

various safety tips.

"We work with a lot of centers on

campus - the women's resource cen-

ter. the dorms, sororities - and we

able for any group that is interest-

ed," said Nancy Greenstein, direc-

tor of the community services divi-

sion at the UCPD. "We work with

groups and identify their unique

issues and then personalize our pro-

grams."

UCPD offers tips for safety in the

workplace, on the bus. at the bus

stop, in parking lots and on the

street.

Some basic tips involve being

aware of your surroundings, know-

ing self-defense techniques and

avoiding dangerous situations.

Also, the way women respond to

crimes when they happen can make

an important difference in identify-

ing the criminals and helping pre-

vent future crimes.

Remembering any details in a

crime, from a description of the sus-

pect to the type of car used, can help

reported incidents of lewd conduct, have educational programs avaii- SifSUFnY/pager

A treat for the kids

SJMl»* I AW« )N

Two residents of Hedrvik Hall pass out candy to trick-or-treaters from Graham Elementary School in Los

Angeles.The Office of Residential Life annually brings inner-cfty children to the dorms to trick-or-treat.

revolutionary techniques

SPEAKERS: Robert Drew,

Richard Leacock credited

with changing industry

By Marisa Yamanc
Daily Bruin Contributor

Pioneer filmmakers Richard

Leacock and Robert Drew will be vis-

iting UCLA from Saturday through

Monday, where they will showcase

their most prized films and give a

series of accompanying lectures.

"This is a historical event to bring

people here to see these films that will

never be shown on television any-

more," said Marina Goldovskaya,

event coordinator.

Leacock and Drew's filmmaking

tecli i i iques revolut ionized' American

history, said Goldovskaya.

Their groundbreaking films during

the 1960's created an entirely new

film genre, called cinema verite, that

greatly impacted the world of film.

Cinema verite is the art of document-

ing real life as it happens.

"They took the camera from the

tripod, helped make special equip-

ment and made the camera move."

Goldovskayasaid.

A new breed of lightweight 16mm
cameras allowed filmmakers in the

'60s, like Leacock and Drew, to be

more discreet as they filmed. The

result - a more realistic view of real

life.

"The smaller the camera, the better

it is ... you don't have to have actors

who don't know how to act," Leicock

said.

Though this change took place

nearly 40 years ago, contemporary

filmmakers still use this method.

"Today, television and documen-

tary and fiction film use what they had

found," Goldovskaya said.

Leacock, who now resides in

France, and Drew, who lives in New
York, will come to Los Angeles for the

International Documentary

Congress, a film festival held sporadi-

"calty every few years:

"I felt that I had to bring them to

the students because the students

have to know what their history was if

they want to know how to move for-

ward," Goldovskaya said.

"(Leacock and Drew) are of the

same calibe^ as Einstein in physics,"

she added. ' >-^ < .^ ,-, ,.
^^

—

Saturday, Leacock will give a pre-

See FESTIVAL, page 11

Ljong-ill L.A. county sheriff

Sherman Block dies at 74
OBrrUARY: Candidate dies

three days after surgery,

within week of election

By Antanda Gyvamibias

The Associated Press

Sherifi" Sherman Block, the long-

time leader of the nation's largest sher-

iffs department, died Thursday night,

less than a week before Los Angeles

County voters were to decide whether

to give him a fifth four-year term. He

was 74.

Block, who underwent surgery

Monday for removal ofa blood clot on

the brain, died at USC University

Hospital, county Supervisor Mike

Antonovich said through a spokesman.

The blood clot was discovered after

Block fell at his home on Saturday.

"Block was a man of honor and

integrity," Antonovich said.

The sheriff was seeking re-election

despite significant health concerns: He

had twice battled cancer and required

kidney dialysis several times a week.

Popular with voters in past years

despite a low-key, bland demeanor.

Block was in a tough battle for reflec-

tion. The challenge by a former subor-

dinate, retired Sheriffs Department

division chief Lee Baca, made Block

the first incumbent in more than a cen-

tury to be forced into a runoff.

Despite serious problems m the

department during his tcnuit. Block

avoided the kind of wrenching exami-

nations of leadership that engulfed

higher profile counterpart.s at the Los

Angeles Police Department

Bkx:k became the nation's highest

paid ekcted official, earning $234,016

a year more than the president *s

$200,000 annual salary.

He oversaw 12,400 employees,

including 8,000 deputies, responsible,

for policing 2.5 million people in unin-

corporated areas of Los Angeles

County as well as 40 cities that contract

with the department for service. He

also operated the nation's largest urban

jail system, with 19,000 inmates.

Block came to Los Angeles from

Chicago in the 1950s and worked his

way up department ranks, building an

influential roster of supporters. Even

as Block lay hospitalized after surgery

this week, politicians ranging from Los

Angeles Mayor Richard Riordan to

U.S. Sen. Dianne Feinstein attended a

fund-raiser for his campaign.

County supervisors appointed

block to the vacant sheriffs office in

January 1982 and he was first elected

to the post later that year. Over the

years he became a stalwart of the Los

Angeles political

scene.

Block's key

vulnerability in

this year's cam-

paign for re-elec-

tion was his

advancing age

and flagging

health, the sul>

jects of critical

radio ads aired

^-~by Baca in the

June primary campaign.

Near the end. Block received dialy-

sis treatment three limes a week for his

damaged kidneys Still, he insisted he

was fit enough to run the department,

noting that he worked by telephone

when undergoing dialysis

BlcKk guided the department

Sherman Block

Sec HiOl pa9' 10
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Halloween costumes

invade Mexican market
Halloween costumes and plastic pumpkins

have flooded into Mexico on the North

American Free Trade Agreement's commer-

cial tide, changing that country's Day of the

Dead festivities.

In response, Mexican nationals have united

to stop what they view as "gringo imperial-

ism," according to research by Professor

Stanley Brandes, chairman of the Department

of Anthropology at ,^^ University,-_oi'

California, Berkeley.

"All over Mexico today, there appears evi-

dence of resistance to the Halloween invasion

from the north," said Brandes, in an article

published this month in the Journal of

American Folklore.

He said that clerics in several Mexican

states have prohibited the celebration of

Halloween on the grounds that it represents a

threat to the sanctity of the Day of the Dead,

traditionally held on Nov. 2. In other signs of

resistance, the city of Oaxaca

moved to protect its competition

for the best home altar - set up to

honor the dead - by disqualifying any altar

that presents "foreign elements."

By contrast, the huge department store

chain, Sanborn, which caters to the Mexican

urban, middle class, has begun large-scale mar-

keting of Halloween costumes and candies

throughout the country, said Brandes. In spite

of Mexican resistance, he said, "Halloween

has indeed become a palpable part of Day of

the Dead festivities."

UCSF researchers

discover secrets of fat

Not only do Americans consume a lot of

fat, they are consumed by how to control it.

Now a research team led by scientists at the

Gladstone Institute of Cardiovascular Disease

and the University of California, San

Francisco has discovered a major piece in the

puzzle of how our bodies build and regulate

fat.

The researchers have found a

gene that encodes DGAT, a key

enzyme in fat production. Their study

results were published on Oct. 27 in The

Proceedings of the National Academy of

Sciences USA.

Known officially as acyl CoA:diacylglyc-

erol acyltransferase, the DGAT enzyme joins

other smaller molecules to produce, or synthe-

size, a specific group of fats called triglyc-

erides. Triglycerides are one of the major lipids

(fats) found in the bloodstream, and they con-

stitute more than 95 percent of the fat stored in

the;idipose (fat) tissue of mammals, thereby

serving as the major source of stored energy.

"This finding has implications for many

aspects of biology," said Robert Farese, Jr.,

M.D., Gladston scientist and UCSF assistant

professor of medicine, who is principal investi-

gator of the study.

"Identifying a gene encoding DGAT gives

us a valuable tool to evaluate this enzyme and

to explore triglyceride synthesis as it relates to

human energy cycles, obesity and cardiovascu-

lar disease. The finding also may have implica-

tions for potential development of drug thera-

pies aimed at lowering triglyceride levels or

treating obesity."

Los Alamos projects

receive research grants

Four projects at Los Alamos National

Laboratory have received Department of

Energy grants for advanced research in biolo-

gy-

The DOE, which announced the grants last

week, is funding projects that will build on the

wealth of information from the Human
Genome Project and other research activities

to solve complex biological problems.

Three of the grants to Los Alamos support

research in advanced technology develop-

ment, and one supports microbial genome

research. The total funding for the Los Alamos

projects is about $ 1.3 million.

Compiled from Daily Bruin staff reports.

WHArS BREWIN'TODAY

Friday 1p.m.
Arthur Ashe Student Health &
Wellness Center

Free flu vaccines for UCLA
students

THS Patio- 206- 1«I9

"Stressbuster" barbeque for new

gradate students

900 Higard Ave. Third floor

Melnitz Movies

Free screening: "Halloween"

Muslim Union

Jum'Ah Prayer

Young Grand Salon • 206-7877

2 p.m.

Koreatown Tutorial Project

Volunteer tutoring ~—
Lot 6 turnaround

Dept. of Comparative Literature

and English

Author reading/ signing

Rolfe 1301 -836-0444

7 p.m.

Chaira Christian Fellowship

James Undge Ihcatcr • 206-8170=

Grace on Campus
Christian Fellowship

MS4000A- 209-1299

8 p.m.

Midnight Special Bookstore &
Cultural Center

Open/ featured poetry • 393-2923

Samahang Pilipino

Philip Vera Cruz Musical

Northwest Auditorium • 825-2727

What's Brewin'can be reached via e-mail

at whatsbrewin@nnedia.ucla.edu
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LAST DAY:
For non-SOAA undergraduates to

ADD courses with PTE number and

$3 per course fee through URSA
Telephone

For non-SOAA undergraduates to

file Late Study List by petition with

$50 fee

For all undergraduates to DROP
nonimpacted courses without a tran-

script notation ($3 per transaction

fee through URSA Telephone)

Before undergraduate course

materials fees are assessed based on

enrollment at end of fourth week

(see the Miscellaneous Fees section

in "Registration")

To submit final drafts of disserta-

tions to doctoral committee for

degrees to be conferred in current

term.

DONT FORGET:
Need an escort? CaU 794-WALK.

Need someone to talk to? The

UCLA Peer Helpline is available to

listen. Call 825-HELP if you would

like to talk about sex, relationship

problems. loneliness, family violence

or any other issue on your mind.

Graduatins"?
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screams
Halloween is deeply rooted in traditions

dating hack to the dark ages and heyond
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By Meghan Ward
Daily Bruin Contributor

appease the restless spirits they believed were com-

ing to destroy their crops and kill their farm animals.

Today minohief makerg in Boma parts of th<

that it descends from a pagan holiday.

A few even believe that adults who distribute

60un candy ar< puUinR themse lves a t r isk because w itch*

People all over'lhe nation, young and old, will trans-

form themselves into ghosts, goblins and the Spice

Girls tomorrow night in preparation for All Hallow

E'en, a night that promises sweet tooths and ghoulish

spooks.

For most people, Halloween is a night of good

clean fun, complete with horror movies, haunted

houses, costume parties and bobbing for apples. —
Jake LaTray, of Tarzana, remembers Halloween

nights spent wreaking havoc in his hometown in

Montana.

"In high school we would play pranks on people,

like egging cars," he said.

Lesley Siegel, of Beverly Hills, said the greatest

danger trick-or-treaters face in Los Angeles is the

wrath of other trick-or-treaters.

"When I was in middle school, the bad kids would

throw eggs and steal candy from the other kids,"

Siegel said.

Raising hell on Halloween dates all the way back

to pre-Christian times in Scotland and Ireland, when

Celtic priests celebrated the new year on November

1st with a harvest festival called Samhain.

—Thus, the eve of Samhain, October 31st, was a

night when young people disguised themselves in

grotesque masks and carried carved lanterns

through the villages.

The Celtic priests believed that on that night the

earth would come in close contact with the spiritual

world.

Villagers lit bonfires, wore scary costumes and set

out food and drinks in order to either frighten or

try get a head start and begin their destruction of

property on October 30th, otherwise known as

Devil's Night or Mischief Night.

Melainie Mansfield, of Manhattan Beach, grew

up near Detroit where Devil's Night originated.

"It's a night when you're allowed to go crazy -

destroy things and play practical jokes. My friends

-and I would get together and climb trees and throw

eggs at cars," Mansfield said.

Aside from wrapping toilet paper around trees,

spraying shaving cream on bushes, soaping wind-

shields, egging houses and ringing doorbells, mis-

chief makers sometimes take the fun a step loo far.

In 1984, a record 810 fires consumed trash cans,

cars and abandoned buildings in some Detroit neigh-

borhoods.

Although Devil's Night is not celebrated in Los

Angeles, the destructive ritual has spread from the

Midwest to the East Coast, where New Jersey and

Washington D.C. face their own share of fires each

year.

The second predecessor to Halloween dates back

to the Dark Ages in Europe.

;When the Christian church was destroying tem-

ples built to pagan gods like Diana and Apollo, some

pagan worship turned into witchcraft.

Numerous Witch's Sabbaths are celebrated by

these pagans including the most important, the

Black Sabbath of Witches, which occurs on October

31st.

Some people, including some ardent Christians,

oppose the celebration of Halloween on the grounds

craft practitioners disguised as trick-or-treaters may

come to their doors in search of a personal object

which they can use to cast a spell.

Black cats, broomsticks, cauldrons and witch's

spells, all part of modern day Halloween folklore,

descend from this pagan holiday.

Today, however, you are just as likely to run into a

Princess Diana or a Monica Lewinsky on Halloween

night as you are a ghost or a goblin.

Sharon Chang, a fourth-year English student,

recounted her childhood days of trick-or-treating.

"Once I was a bride and wore my grandmother's

wedding dress. Other years I was a china doll, a

princess and a devil," Chang said.

The third precursor to Halloween was a Roman
Catholic Church celebration called All Hallow E'en.

When the Roman Catholic Church was appoint-

ing days of the year to various saints, they named

November 1st All Saints Day.

All Saints Day was also called All Hallow Mass

and the night before was designated All Hallow E'en.

Although the practices of carving pumpkins,

dressing up and trick-or-treating stem from both the

Celtic harvest festival and the pagan Black Sabbath,

Halloween is also recognized by the Roman Catholic

church as a day to remember the dead.

Presently, November 1st is celebrated in Mexico

and other Latin American countries as El Dia de los

Muertos, or The Day of the Dead.

Alfonso Gomez-Rejon, a Los Angeles resident of
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SPEAKERS: Groups of activists

upset by military presence in

Puerto Rico, Philippine Islands

By Andy Shah
Daily Bruin Contributor

After spending more than one-third of his

life as a political prisoner in a U.S. peniten-

tiary, Rafael Cancel Miranda is still fighting

against the American presence in Puerto

Rico.

Cancel Miranda, who was one of four

Puerto Rican activists arrested in 1954 for

shooting five Congressmen in the Capitol

building, was one of three activists who spoke

at UCLA on Wednesday and Thursday as part

of a conference called "Cuba, Puerto Rico

and the Philippines: 100 Years of Resistance

to U.S. Imperialism."

"We are not free yet," Cancel Miranda

said. "You are not free yet."

The event, coordinated by the Los Angeles

Coalition in Solidarity with Cuba, also fea-

tured Rafael "Ka Paeng" Mariano from the

Philippines, and Fernando Remirez de

Estenoz, Mariela Ramirez and Sergio

Martinez, from Cuba.

The Undergraduate Students Association

Council (USAC) and various student and

community groups sponsored the event.

"What's happening in other countries

affects all of us, from the food we eat to where

our tax money goes," said USAC president

Stacy Lee. "We have to increase our under-

standing of international issues."

The three main guests - Cancel Miranda,

"Ka Paeng" Mariano and Remirez de

Estenoz - spoke at forums and workshops

about their efforts to combat U.S. troops

being stationed in their countries.

"When the U.S. invaded Puerto Rico in

1898, thousands of Puerto Rican youths

protested in the streets," said Cancel Miranda,

who was the longest-jailed political prisoner in

the Americas.

Cancel Miranda, who was released from

prison in 1979, said ihc fight for Puerto Rican

independence impacts other countries as well.

"When (imperialists) threaten Puerto Rico

or Cuba, they threaten your country as well,"

he said.

Cancel Miranda claims U.S. troops were

responsible for violence against innocent peo-

ple.

"I am the son of a survivor of a massacre.

My parents saw 21 people die and 200 get

injured," he said. "But what's more worse

than physical massacre is massacre of the

mind, when human beings become scared to

be free."

Cancel Miranda, who is still fighting for

Puerto Rican independence and for the free-

dom of other jailed activists, stressed interna-

tional solidarity.

"We are all the same. It doesn't matter

where you are," Cancel Miranda said. "By

fighting for our freedom, you're fighting for

your own freedom."

Mariano, a Pilipino farmer, has been a van-

guard in the movement against the American

military presence in the Philippines.

"During the 300 years the Philippines were

colonized by the Spanish, there were more MANDV SIU

S«eCONFERENa,pa9e10

Rafael "Ka Paeng" Mariano speaks in the

Viewpoint Lounge on Thursday.
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School bond-measure up for vote

ELECTIONS: Prop. lA

aims to fund building

projects for education

By Hannah Miller

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The problem with class size

reduction, the measure which

shrunk California kindergartens

to 20 students two years ago, is

that schools needed room to grow.

The state had to hire thousands

of new teachers on emergency cre-

dentials, but fmding enough class-

rooms was another headache,

especially in already-overcrowded

districts. The Legislature devoted

$530 million to house the new

classes of 20, most of which went

to portable classrooms.

Schools estimated they needed

$500-700 million more for facili-

ties - and that was only to reduce

kindergarten through fourth

grade.

So, Proposition lA was born.

The measure (which passed by a

101-15 margin in the legislature)

would sell $9.2 billion in bonds for

school construction and repair, of

which $6.7 billion would go to K-

12 and $2.5 billion to higher edu-

cation.

The money is broken down into

allotments for new schools, fixing

old schools and to pay for local

districts that can't afford to match

the funds.

UCLA has already decided

where it wants to spend the money -

and in fact, the UC Regents are

banking on Prop. IA passing (see

related story).

"Today, facilities are aging, many

are outmoded, and most are in need

of repair," said Bill Hauch of the

California Business Roundtable.

Education in California is a very

expensive matter - the legislative

analyst figured that new construc-

tion alone would cost several billions

over the next five years, and that's

just to take care of the projected

growth of 300,000.

The problem is at its worst in Los

Angeles Unified School District,

where enrollment has grown 9.4 per-

cent in the last four years - and is

expected to bloom another II per-

cent in the next four.

Housing an additional 140,000

children in eight years has caused

PROPOSITION 1

A

Proposition 1 A. the CIm* Siu Raduction and Unrvcnity Public Education FacilitiM Bond Act would

provld* th« UC tyttam with about $210 noillion annually fof th« n«xt four years to fur>d facilities

projacts. In 19M-99 alona, the bond maasurt would fund 19 UC projects and 70 projects within the

four-year period. ^^^__^_^^____^^^__^^^^___^^_^__^^.^_^^^^^_

SERKELEY:

• Seismic corrections to College of Environmental Design and Molecular and (HI Biology buicBngs.

• Build two modem buildings to replace seismically hazardous facilities ttiat are unable to be repaired

DAVIS:

• Construct new consolidated science building and develop plans for new veterinary medldne building.

• Renovate campus facilities to provide academic space, landscape architecture and create space for life

science programs.

IRVINE:

• Construct new science building in order to accommodate projected enrollment growth.

• Expand new music building and build studio building to make space for dance, drama and studio arts

departments.

LOS ANGELES: J

• Build new facility to relocate neuroscience research from seismicaily hazardous facilities in the School of

Medicine and the Neuropsychiatric Institute, v^ich were damaged in the Northridge quake, and a new

research building.

• Add sprinkler systems and upgrade fire alarms in high rise structures.

• Complete structural strengthening of Kinsey Hall, which has been rated seismicaily "very poor."

MERCED:

• Provide for first phase of infrastructure and buildings at UC's tenth campus.

RIVERSIDE:

• Correct seismic problems at humanities building and campus library, which was rated seismicaily "poor",

requiring major structural reinforcement.

• Construct new entomology building to replace three obsolete buildings.

SAN DIEGO:

• Renovate basic science building, construct new lab building and provide new space for Eleanor Roosevelt

College.

• Increase capacity of electrical power supply to the west campus.

SAN FRANCISCO:

• Construct new building to replace seven-year-old UC Hall.

• Construct chilled water system to reduce critical heat loads in campus buildings.

SANTA BARBARA:

• Construct new environmental sciences and engineering-science buildings, renovate physics building.

^ • Renew fampus sfwff system whifh \\ in "poQf fonditinn

"

_
SANTA CRUZ:

• Construct new buildings for interdisciplinary sciences and physical sciences, renovate communications

building.

• Improve campus infrastructure at Mt. Hamilton which provides observation facilities for six UC campuses.

Sourer UCOnkr of thrPrnNitnl

Regent's budget banks

on passage of Prop. 1A

schools to resort to emergency mea-

sures such as holding classes in

libraries and buying cheap portable

classrooms.

But this huge expenditure is also

what causes criticism.

Opponents to the measure worry

that it will result in tax increases and

also argue that schools are overfund-

ed.

"They've already got $6.5 billion

in local bonds over the last 2 years,"

said Norm Rogers, a Davis business-

man who is campaigning against the

measure. "Plus they get $31 billion a

year from the state, plus additional

money."

— Opponents also charge that such

a massive lump-sum wouldn't have

been necessary if local school dis-

tricts had continually funded mainte-

nance on their schools.

"If the roof is leaking, it has noth-

NINA SACKS/Oaily Bruin

ing to do with money," said Rogers.

"It's just incompetence."

Proponents answer that argu-

ment by pointing out that bond mea-

sures aren't easy to pass, because

they require a two-thirds majority.

Although L.A. County voters passed

Proposition BB last year, not all

local districts have been amenable to

the idea.

And for the tax argument, propo-

nents say that the charges just aren't

true. They point to the measure's

endorsement by the California

Taxpayers Association.

"By failing to invest in our future,

we are denying the next generation

the opportunities that have given

California one of the most diverse,

creative and expansive economies in

the world," said Hauch of the

SeeSai00lS,page11

FUNDS: Money from

bond measure needed

for capital programs

By Edina Lekovk
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The University of California's

capital outlay budget is riding on

whims of California voters,

according to the UC Board of

Regents.

When the regents discussed

their 1998-99 budget two weeks

ago, most of it was contingent on

the passage of Proposition 1 A.

The largest bond measure in

the country,

according to i^^^—^—
Larry

Hershman,

UC vice pres-

ident of bud-

gets, the $9.2

billion voter

initiative

includes $6.7

billion for

K- 12 schools

and $2.5 bil-

The $9.2 billion

voter-initiative includes

$6.7 billion for

K-12...and $2.5 billion

for higher education.

Proposition lA would fund

facilities projects at all UC cam-

puses, including seismic correc-

tions, building renovations and

infrastructure modernization.

The regents are pushing the ini-

tiative, arguing expansion and

repair are critical in order to

accommodate the additional

45,000 students expected to enroll

at the UC by 2010.

"The Board of Regents strong-

ly supports Prop. 1 A," said board

chairman John Davies.

"We believe that providing safe

and modern facilities is crucial to

maintaining the University of

California's high-quality academic

programs and to providing the

next genera-

—i—>i—»— tion of

Californians

with access

to a UC edu-

cation," he

continued.

Legally,

the regents

can not cam-

paign for the

bond mea-

sure.

liun fur higtc

er education over a four-year peri-

od.

The board is depending on

California citizens to pass the

bond measure so that it can begin

badly needed seismic renovations

and new buildings to counter over-

population on its nine campuses.

While opponents contend that

Proposition IA is too large and

will require too much money from

the state's general fund, UC
President Richard Atkinson char-

acterizes the initiative as

California's responsibility to the

future. ^

"The University of California

makes an important contribution

to the state's economic vitality

through its research initiatives and

its education programs for an

increasingly knowledge-based

work force," UC President

Richard Atkinson said. ' ) v
•

'

"To support this public service,

I believe we must upgrade and

expand our facilities as enroll-

ments grow and as technologies

and academic programs evolve." .

Ac.corriing:

to UC Vice President of Legal

Affairs James Hoist, the board's

activities are limited to a strictly

educational campaign rather than

a political one.

As a result, regents and UC
ofllcials must legally present both

sides of the argument, and avoid

telling people how to vote. They

can distribute information, but are

not allowed to act as advocates for

the initiative, according to Hoist.

In addition, the regents cannot

donate money to Californians for

Higher Education, an organiza-

tion campaigning for the initiative

- only campus foundations are

allowed to do that.

"I think the key ingredient is

that we make the public aware of

what we can accomplish," said

Regent Russell Gould.

Atkinson said that every UC
chancellor would be writing opin-

ion articles and meeting with

newspaper editorial boards.

Atkinson has repeatedly

emphasized that while upcoming

S«e REGENTS, page 10
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FREE TUTORING
IN ENGLISH COMPOSITION, ESL, MANY
CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS, LIFE SCIENCES, &

MATH COURSES
Math/Science students must sign-up for courses desired.

230 Covel Commons - First week of the Quarter

Composition and ESL students by appointment

HOURS
Monday - Thursday

9:00 AM - 9:00 PM
Friday

9:00 AM -5:00 PM

Get Qcnnectsi! tw
ttie Scbcol Vbsp

PMUER
'Spraflx r«<

Drop-ins arc available M-TH 7:00-9:00pm

For more information call

228 Covel Commons (3 1 0) 206- 1 49

1

Restricted to UCLA students

1
'3}"^

Open Monday-Saturday

11054 West Pico Blvd., WLA
(1/2 Mock east of Sepulveda)

Check us out on the net
http://iifuiui.cellularfantaty.com

310-478-5440

wondering how
you can help

expand the

activation'

1 year airtime

Buy 6 mttis. of

voicemail and

get 6 mths. free

Lomnate mduOn S#nlrf Bsrtara lo the Mtvcjtn Ootik-f plus LH Vegti l»uqhhn Ptirtmn »ml /i

Join the Recycling

Advocates, a tasl( force that

worlds on expanding recycling

on-campus. Students, facul^

and staff are all welcome to the

group's weekly nfieetings,

held on Tuesdays

inRoyce152at6pm

for more intormalion call 82r>-30'
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WORLD & NATION Dow Jones Industrials

up: 123.06

close: 8,495.03

Nasdaq Indei

up: 19.84

close: 1.757.19

Yen: 116.97

Mark: 1.6543

School cNldren threatened in suicide attack

EXPLOSION: Militants

react to Mideast peace

accord with car bonib

By Dina Kraft

The Associated Press

GUSH KATII JUNCTION.
Gazu Strip - ll look only a second for

Israeli s()ldiers escorting the school

bus to realize something was terribly

wrong. Within moments, two people

were dead. Within hours, Yasser

Arafat launched an unprecedented

crackdown on Islamic militants.

Arafat put Sheik Ahmed Yassin

under house arrest Thursday after

his militant Islamic group, Hamas,

claimed responsibility for the bomb-

ing that targeted the red-and-white

bus full of elementary school chil-

dren.

The 40 students on board were

saved - not a single one was hurt -

but the car bomb killed an Israeli sol-

dier in the jeep, a 19-year-old immi-

grant from Ukraine now being

praised iis a fallen hero.

X

Tlie Ass(xiJtW Piess

Poiiiicui r^v^fbferations ryom the

explosion - the first suicide attack

against Israelis in six months - were

swift. Coming only six days after the

signing of a land-for-security agree-

ment in Washington, it was a destabi-

lizing new factor in what is already a

highly delicate prelude to implement-

ing the accord. That process is to start

next week.

Blocking the pact is the avowed

goal of Hamas, which bitterly oppos-

es any peace with Israel. Hamas has

Israeli explosives experts examine the remains of an Israeli military Jeep which was destroyed in^

bombing attack in the Gaza Strip Thursday.

carried c^ut attacks that have killed

scores of Israelis.

As the bus from Kfar Darom, an

isolated Jewish settlement in the

heart of the Palestinian-controlled

Gaza Strip, passed a busy intersec-

tion Thursday, a car with Palestinian

plates tried lo cut into the convoy and

ram it.

Tlie lead army jeep, one of two

escorting the bus, rushed to block the

car's path - and look the brunt of a

blast so powerful it flipped the jeep

like a toy, leaving it lying charred and

mangled in the soft, early morning

light.

It was a suicide blast; the car's dri-

ver died too. Six others - three

Israelis and three Palestinians - were

hurt. Israeli troops quickly sealed otT

the Gaza Strip, preventing any

Palestinians from leaving.

In response, Arafat's Palestinian

Authority took what has been one of

its strongest steps ever against

Hamas: it placed Yassin, the group's

spiritual leader who has been nearly

paralyzed and in a wheelchair since

See MIDEAST, page 11

U.S. markets

remain healthy,

purchasing

power vaults

ECONOMY: Low iiillalion,

wage gains let consumers

get more for their money

By Dave Skidmore

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - American

workers over the past year enjoyed

the largest wage and benefit gains in

six and a half years - and with low

inflation, it added up lo greater pur-

chasing power.

Compensation for civilian workers

- in and out of government - rose 3.7

percent over the fiscal year that ended

in September, the Labor Department

said Thursday.

That compared with 3 percent dur-

ing the previous year and was the

largest increase since the 12 months

through March 1992. It's especially

imprpsfiivp cnnsidfiring inflatinn was

South African truth-panel releases historic report

COMMISSION: Hearings revealed

apartheid horrors committed l)y

jvvhites, Mrican National Congress.

ByDanielJ.Wakin

The Associated Press

PRETORIA. South Africa - Ending a cathartic

exercise in truth-telling Thursday, the panel probing

apartheid's horrors called the system a crime against

humanity. It also condemned the chief enemy of

white rule, the African National Congress, for tor-

ture and killings.

In a sprawling report considered a milestone on

South Africa's road to putting closure to its violent

past, the Truth and Reconciliation Commission

spared feu parlies in the country's history from

1960 lo 1994, when all-race elections ended white

minority rule

*^ Publication of the 2.75()-pagc, five-volume report

culminaled more than two years of hearings of

apartheid's perpetrators and victims, who produced

some 21.000 statements.

The idea was to set the record straight after

decades of censorship and lies by white govern-

ments. But the hearings also were like collective psy-

choanalysis, an emotional exploration of a nation's

pain.

"Let the waters of healing flow from Pretoria

today ... to cleanse our land, its people, and to bring

unity and reconciliation, " Desmond Tutu, the

retired Anglican archbishop who headed the com-

mission, told President Nelson Mandela in handing

over the report.

"We will have looked the beast in the eye. We will

have come to terms wilh our horrendous pasl and it

will no longer keep us hostage." said Tutu.

Not surprisingly, the commission laid the heavi-

est burden of guilt on the while apartheid govern-

ments. The commissioners accused those -at the

highest level of power - lop olTicials who served on

the secretive State Security Council - of sanctioning

killings, torture and beatings of political opponents.

ITiey also condemned lawyers, judges, church

ofllcials and journalists, who through collaboration

See TRUTH, page 9

running around 3 percent a year then,

while during the year ended in

September, it was just 1.5 pcrceAt.

But with foreign financial woes

already slowing U.S. economic

growth and crimping corporate earn-

ings, it may prove difficult to main-

tain the same pace of progress next

year.

"With profit margins ... under

pressure in 1999, companies will do

their best to hold the line on wage set-

tlements," said economist Gerald D.

Cohen of Merrill Lynch in New York.

John A. Challenger, who runs a

Chicago outplacement firm.

Challenger, Gray & Christmas Inc.,

said companies already are econo-

mizing in the face of rising wage costs.

They publicly announced 161,000 lay-

offs from July to September, the most

in four years.

As a result, "people will be a little

jTiore careful about asking for raises,"

Challenger said.

Also, many economists believe

inflation will edge up to around 2.2

percent next year, so the advance in

Americans' purchasing power proba-

bly will slow.

Still, even with a deterioration,

labor markets will remain healthy by

all but the most recent standards. The

See WORKERS, page 11

WORLD & NATION BRIEFS

Bosnian Serb pleads

guilty to war crimes

THE HAGUE, Netherlands - Saying he

wanted to "cleanse" his soul, a Bosnian Serb

pleaded guilty Thursday at the Yugoslav war

crimes tribunal to killing 12 Muslims and

Croats during a 1992 murder spree - but

insisted he was innocent of genocide.

Goran Jelisic - who called himself "the Serb

Adolf during the attack on the northern

Bosnian town of Brcko in May 1992 - faces a

maximum life prison term for the killings. *

"It was my good will that I admitted the

crime and cleanse my soul," Jelisic, a 30-year-

old former farm machinery mechanic, told a

three-judge panel, displaying no hint of

remorse during a 40-minute hearing "There is

no reason for me to keep it within myself."

Because he also pleaded innocent to the

genocide charge, Jelisic must still stand trial at

the UN. court, likely in December Only then

wiP he be officially convicted of the murders.

presiding judge Claude Jorda said.

Dressed in jeans and a striped

sweater, Jelisic looked down at his

indictment as he entered guilty pleas to

a total of 3 1 war crimes and crimes against

humanity charges covering the murders, three

beatings and the plunder of property.

Dalai Lama urges talks

b^een China,Tibet

WASHINGTON - The Dalai Lama, who

arrives next week for a visit that will include a

stop at the White House, plans to take a key

step toward restarting direct talks with the

Chinese government on autonomy for Tibet,

his supporters said Thursday.

Chinese president Jiang Zemin, at, his

Beijing summit with President Clinton in June,

said "the door to dialogue and negotiations is

open." but only if the Dalai Lama acknowl-

edges that Tibet is an inseparable part of China

and that Taiwan is a province

Since then, the Dalai Lama has

met with advisers in his exiled gov-

ernment in India to craft a statement

that might satisfy Jiang and he is plan-

ning to deliver that formal response dur-

ing his Nov. 7-10 Washington stay, his

spokesman confirmed. The Dalai Lama is

scheduled to make several public speeches.

Lodi Gyari, special envoy to the Dalai

Lama, noted that Jiang discussed Tibet "in a

frank and open manner" during his news con-

ference with Clinton, surprising many Chinese

and suggesting he's willing to seriously talk

about Tibet's future.

"He showed that political will exists to

move forward on this issue," Gyari said in a

statement released Thursday announcing the

Dalai Lama's 10-day, U.S. tour, which will

include stops in Charlottsville, Va.. Pittsburgh

and New York.

Yu Shuning, a spokesman for the Chinese

Embassy, said his government will be closely

watching the spiritual leader's visit and his

contacts wifh US officials

Pinochet arrest does

not embarrass British

LONDON - Despite a court decision to

throw out arrest warrants against former

Chilean dictator Gen. Augusto Pinochet and

make Britain pay for his legal costs, Foreign

Secretary Robin Cook said in a statement

on Thursday that Britain was not embar-

rassed.

"The Foreign Office has consistently

taken the position that we want to see due

process of law carried out," Cook said.

Cook denied that Britain made a mistake

by arresting Pinochet on Oct. 16 on Spanish

charges of murder, torture and kidnapping

of political opponents during his 17-year

regime.

Lawyers for Pinochet pushed for immedi-

ate bail, with a hearing expected to take place

within the next few days.

Compiled by Daily Bruin wire reports.
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STATE & LOCAL
Northern Ireland seeks U.S. investments

BUSINESS: PoliUcians

try to encourage growth

in country during tour

By Martha Mendoza
The Associated Press

SAN JOSE - Politicians from

Northern Ireland wrapped up an I!

city North American tour in the

Sihcon Valley on Thursday, evange-

lizing about the benefits of doing

business in their newly united

nation.

"Our plea to people today is

invest in Northern Ireland and

grow there," Mark Durkan, senior

member of the Social Democrat

and Labour Party, told an audience

of high tech company managers

and owners.

"You will not just do good busi-

ness, you will do good," he said.

U.S. Commerce Secretary

William Daley urged the business

people to support Clinton adminis-

tration's peace efforts.

"There will be struggles, there

will be ciifficulties, but the fact of

Democrats say Starr spent

too much on investigation

The Associated Press

Mark Durkan, Northern Irelanci Social Democratic and Labour

Party member, gestures while speaking to business investors.

Ireland after hearing about the low

taxes, highly educated workforce

and - of special importance to the

Silicon Valley - the most advanced

digital fiber optic telecom network

in Europe.

"The image most people have of

edge research, a modern telecom-

munications system and a high

quality oflife," he said.

Seagate Technology Inc., the

world's largest manufacturer of

computer disk drives, now has

invested $400 million in Northern

BILL $40 million used

for parking, consultants,

equipment, apartments

The Associated Press

Kenneth Starr's $40 million bill to

taxpayers for his investigation of

President Clinton reportedly

includes a $400-an-hour ethics con-

sultant, private investigators and lux-

ury apartments.

Documents obtained by House

Democrats also found that Starr

spent $370 a month for a personal

parking space and $30,517 for a psy-

chological analysis of evidence, the

Los Angeles Times reported

Thursday.

Starr spent more than $729,000 on

five private investigators who were

hired to supplement dozens of FBI

agents assigned to the case, the news-

paper said. The New York Times also

detailed some of the payments to

investigators.

See STARR, page 8

Albright asks Chinese leaders

for release of Stanford scholar

EMBASSY: Officials allege

Hua Di gave out military

secrets, guilty of treason

the matter is thai Northern Ireland Nbrthftm \tt\MA Is outdated," said Ireland and employs 2,000 penptc"

is a good place to invest and do

business," Daley said.

The tour has produced no imme-

diate commitments, but organizers

said many U.S. executives have

shown renewed interest in opening

plants or facilities in Northern

Alan Gillespie, chair of Northern

Ireland's Industrial Development

Board.

"The reality is that Northern

Ireland has a well educated work-

force, excellent universities which

support businesses through cutting

there, said Dave Drennan, vice

president of business development.

The Scotts Valley, Calif, firm

opened a plant in Northern Ireland

in 1993 and has been adding on

See INVESTMENT, page 12

Madeleine Albright said Thursday.

Hua Di, 63, is suffering from cancer,

but has been unable to get treatment

since Jan. 5 when he was arrested for

treason.—Hi had rfturned to China fnr thf

By Martha Mendoia
The Associated Press

SAN JOSE - The U.S. government

is trying to help a Stanford University

scholar who was arrested during a trip

to his Chinese homeland and has been

languishing in poor health in prison

since January, Secretary of State

first time since he left in 1989 during

the Chinese crackdown on prodemoc-

racy forces because he was assured he

could do so safely, Stanford officials

said, breaking their silence on his

ordeal after 10 months.

Albright, speaking to business lead-

See SOIOLAR, page 9

The UCLA Freshman Record has arrived.

Pick up your copy at

1 18 Kerckhoff Hall between the hours of 9 to 5.

. -^^.*> -.-M^K ••• Ait^-.t.'

Shane's jewelry
GxAorcniteed Best Prices Finest Qucifity

Hqppily Serving the VCIA community for 30 years

' Engagement rings, diamonds,
promise rings wholesale prices

- Great selection of 14k, 18k,

pldtinwm, silver jewelry great gifts

- Custom Designs on premises
- Highly Accredited Store

25% off
to all students, alumni,

faculty 8. staff

did you hear?

you can help
expand the

1065 Broxton Avenue
Weetwood Village

(310) 208 8404
|^,;:> . *Brfng Coupon

'Pm9 parking in new Broxton lots

We accept
D&bit cardsm
'/>''.

Lull to Kji.ervc

SKokoy'^ |-)nvfite

(jcirfy room upstairs

for your mcofings,
f t I r iM t r H ^* ' '• f '^C

11 14 Gayley Ave.
Westwood Village

Until Sun-Thurs 1 :00 am
Fri-Saf 2:OOam

824-4111
BRUINMEAL

DEAL

^$4.25
2 Slices of Piiza and

1/2 order Mojo and Salad Bar.

with all you can drink
Dine-m or . .

earn out only beverage bar

FREE DRINK W/ '

ANY BUFFET
PURCHASE W/

UCLA STUDENT ID

SHAKEY'S
COMBINATIONm $i3A&

BUY16ET1
FREE

Any medium one topping pizza,

plus mo^o potatoes, and y<

ctioioeof:
• 4 pieces chiclien or
• New Gourmet sandwich

lOMMlowMigs
PMla 4k Salad

PIZZA
SPECIALS

Any largs 3 topping piixa or any

^^^i Specialty Ptzza

• SmecnUnes mclmde Vegetarutn. Sktikey s Sptaal. Bnin

. TkmcnM.lmtimmtd.tdMpitakpmpta0mmtearu
ckartf

1 A^EDIUA^
ONETOPPINC

PIZZA

Sunday,
Monday,
Tuesday

2 for 1 Special*

$5.95

Buy any large Pizza at
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Glenn back in space after 36 years

NASA: Government denies

critics' accusations that veteran

astronaut's trip a publicity stunt

The Associated Press

SAN ANTONIO. Texas - John (ilenns

scheduled return to space is no more than a

iinilti-million-'Jollar pubhcity stunt aimed at

boostmg interest in NASA, lamed test pilot

Chuck Yeager says.

ITie return to space is an et'tbrt to "rehabili-

tate"* Glenn's image and reward the one-time

Mercury hero for. backing the agency and

President Clinton. Yeager said.

Glenn's mission is "hype, and God only

knows NASA needs it real bad." said Yeager.

who broke the sound barrier 51 years ago.

"It's a payoff to Glenn for his support of

Clinton and also the NASA budget," said

Yeager, a retired brigadier general who now
lives in Auburn. Calif.

"And also. NASA needs the publicity, and

they couldn't have picked a belter guy to hype

the space program." he said.

The White House and NASA were quick

with denials.

Clinton had nothin^^ to do with the decision

See SHUTTLE, page 12

A student at John Glenn High School in Norwalk, Calif., holds a picture of the school's

namesake astronaut as she prepares to watch the launch of space shuttle Discovery.

AOL testimony pivotal to case
LAWSUIT: Microsoft

continues to defend

business practices

ByTedBridis

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON
America Online emerged

rhursday as a tough negotia-

tor during its high-stakes

deal with Microsoft and

Netscape for an important

contract in 1996. The deal

ultimately boosted

Microsoft's stake in the piv-

otal market for internet soft-

ware.

As the antitrust trial

ended its second week,

Microsoft sought to show

that a Netscape-AOL pro-

posal in 1996 included plans

to illegally collude to avoid

competing with each other.

A central allegation by

the government against

Microsoft is that it illegally

offered to divide the market

for internet software with

Netscape during a disputed

June 199.*^ meeting.

Microsoft produced tesli-

- AwiX 1'viUmii.T

site. .

Microsoft lawyer John

Warden cited e-mail by AOL
Chairman Steve Case sent

after an hour-long talk with

Netscape's chief executive

officer, James Barksdale, in

January 1996.

"I told him that if there

was indeed no board seat, we
would have to completely

run their Web site so there is

no risk of contention there."

Case wrote to other AOL
executives. "He seemed to

prefer that scenario."

Microsoft sought

to show that a

Netscape-AOL

proposal ...

included plans to

illegally collude.

ihe deal with Netscape

never materialized, and, in

fact AOL agreed in March
1996 to distribute

AOL subscribers who are

technically proficient

enough can still use

Netscape's software with the

service.

"Yes. if they can figure

out how to get to it."

Colburn answered

Thursday. "I would say it's

difficult for our subscribers

to use other browsers ... to

find and u.se them."

By late 1995, AOL gen-

uinely feared the burgeoning

growth of the Internet,

which was largely fueled by

use of Netscape's browser,

the software that lets people

view information on the

Web.

As a proprietary online

service, AOL saw rivals in

both the Internet and in

Micro.soft's then-new online

service, called MSN, which

was included as part of its

dominant Windows operat-

ing system.

The government con-

tends Microsoft won the

AOL agreement in 1996 not

on the merits oi its browser

software but because it

offered to include easy

access to AOL's sofiware in

MUWIV

i hursday it said showed that

AOL, the world's largest

internet provider, pressed

Netscape to give up a seat on

its board of directors and,

when it balked, demanded

that AOL be allowed to run

Netscape's popular Web

Mic'K>t;o lVn browniT riuhcr Windowt;, uBad by moBi oP

than Netscape's. AOL al.so

agreed not to distribute

Net.scape's browser to more

than 15 percent of its cus-

tomers, which the govern-

ment charged was exclusion-

ary.

Microsoft argued that

the world's desktop comput-

ers. Antitrust laws prohibit

using monopoly power in

one market to expand into

others.

"I'd say it was more than

See MICROSOFT, page 13
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Campus safety is a concern after an alleged attempt-

ed kidnapping of a woman jogging alone.

SAFETY
From page 1

police apprehend suspects.

"It really helped tie the cases

together that they were all able to

give the car description," said

UCPD detective Terry Brown.

"Also, the fact that all of these

women reported it within 45 min-

utes - all of that was extremely

helpful."

Boomhower is now being

charged with one count of assault

with intent to commit rape, one

count of attempted kidnapping

and three counts of indecent expo-

sure.

Boomhower posted his

$100,000 bail and is awaiting his

pretrial hearing, tentatively sched-

uled for Nov. 30.

One of the victims said she did

not realize how serious the incident

was until she talked to the police

and found out about the other vic-

tims.

"I didn't think too much of the

incident that night," she said. "I

called the police just to let them

know that (some) guy was out

there.

"I got pretty shaken up knowing

he tried to kidnap someone," she

said. "He didn't touch me or any-

thing, but it could have been much

more serious.

Even if the incident does not

seem to be a major crime, anyone

who seems suspicious should be

reported to UCPD, Greenstein

said.

"If there's someone who for

some reason makes you fearful, it's

best to call us," Greenstein said.

"It's our job; we're here 24 hours a

day. It's really jeasy for us to just

radio out to one of our patrol cars

to check on it."

Brown said although there is no

evidence of other crimes of this

type committed that day, crimes of

this nature often go unreported.

"Whether they feel like they

were actually hurt or not, it's still a

crime and we would encourage

them to report anything - from

indecent exposure to the more seri-

ous level, like what happened in the

(alleged) kidnapping," Brown said.

Despite the relatively low occur-

rence of this type of crime, the vic-

tim said she still does not feel com-

pletely safe on campus.

"The first couple of days after it

happened were pretty difficult,"

she said. "I was really scared walk-

ing around campus. I didn't feel

safe anywhere."

"Just because they put (this sus-

pect) in jail doesn't mean there

isn't somebody else out there that

could do the same thing," she said.

STARR
From page 6

Starr has spent more than four years investigating

issues ranging from Whitewater to Clinton's affair with

Monica Lewinsky. On Sept. 9, he delivered to the House

36 boxes with two copies of his report and evidence.

Starr spokesman Charles G. Bakaly III defended the

spending.

"Each independent counsel must secure employees,

office equipment and office space," he said. "We follow

government procurement guidelines."

But Jim Jordan, a spokesman for the Democrats on

the House Judiciary Committee, suggested -that Starr

overspent.

"At the very least, here's a story of a lack of account-

ability, of extravagance with taxpayer dollars and of arro-

gance on the part of Starr and his office," Jordan said.

Asked about hiring investigators when FBI and IRS

agents are available, Starr lawyer Jackie Bennett told The

New York Times: "It solves the problem, an insidious

problem, of people being transferred to us for a tempo-

rary period and then moving back to their agency."

Anonymous law-enforcement officials also told the

New York newspaper that such hires were encouraged

because federal agencies lacked the manpower.

Starr has declined to release detailed billing and

expense statements. The only financial reports previously

released through the General Accounting Office summa-

rized information and did not include line-item expendi-

tures.

The Los Angeles Times found that Starr's office spent:

•$19,000 a month for luxury apartments for eight staff

members.

SeeSTARR^pageU
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TRUTH
From page 5

or silence, perpetuated the apartheid

system.

"The recognition of apartheid as a

crime against humanity remains a fun-

damental starting point for reconcilia-

tion in South Africa," the commission-

ers wrote.

It indirectly suggested prosecution

for some key figures, including P.W.

Botha, the last hard-line apartheid

president; Winnie Madikizela-

Mandela, Mandela's ex-wife and an

ANC official; and Mangosuthu

Buthulezi, leader of the Zulu national-

ist Inkatha Freedom Party and a mem-

ber of government.

They were implicated in "gross

human rights violations," the report

said, adding that "prosecution should

be considered where evidence exists

that an individual has committed a

gross human rights violation,"

The commission can grant amnesty,

but only to those who ask for it and

who confess fully to politically motivat-

ed crimes. Botha, Madikizela-Mandela

and Buthelezi did not seek amnesty.

Despite its conciliatory goal, the

report's release seemed to intensify

division. F.W. de Klerk, the former

apartheid president who shared the

1993 Nobel Peace Prize with Mandela

for bringing an end to the racist sys-

tem, successfully sued to strike critical

comments.

Mandela's ruling ANC had less

luck: a judge blocked their lawsuit to

quash the report just hours before the

handover ceremony Thursday. The

ANC had backed the commission's

creation, and most commissioners

were identified with the liberation

struggle.

Still, the legal maneuvering out-

raged Tutu, who won the Nobel Peace

Prize in 1984 for his anti-apartheid

efforts.

"I have struggled against a tyranny.

I didn't do that in order to substitute it

with another," he told journalists.

Mandela conceded the report

would not produce instant reconcilia-

tion.

"Its release is bound to reawaken

many of the dilTicult and troubling

emotions that the hearings themselves

brought," Mandela said.

Much of the report describes tales

of torture, police beatings, months in

jail without trial, soldiers firing on

peaceful marches, the recovery of

remains of state-slain activists.

It contains a lengthy historical

review of apartheid and the struggle

against it. Historians consider the com-

mission's work a ready-made and vast

national archive.

Among its findings:

•Botha, prime minister and then

president from 1978 to 1989, "con-

tributed to and facilitated a climate in

which ... gross violations of human

rights could and did occur, and as such

is accountable for such violations."

•ANC party security officials 'Rou-

tinely used torture" against suspected

spies and dissidents. The organization

planted land mines that killed farm

laborers and their families, and killed

innocent civilians in bomb blasts.

The party has always argued that it

was fighting a just war against a tower-

ing evil - apartheid - and that it was

wrong to equate its actions with that of

the white security forces.

•But the commissioners, in effect

concluding the end did not justify the

means, said the ANC and other libera-

tion movements were "morally and

politically accountable" for gross viola-

tions of human rights.

•Madikizela-Mandela knew and

possibly participated in a series of

killings and the torture of suspected

dissidents by her gang of personal

bodyguards, known as the Mandela

United Football Club.

•In his role as Inkatha leader,

Buthelezi, now home affairs minister,

was responsible for abuses committed

by his followers, who engaged in a

bloody turf war with local ANC sup-

porters. The Zulu nation^ist party was

second only to the apartheid state in

bearing responsibility, the report said,

and its leaders were responsible for

killing enemies and inciting violence.

SCHOU\R
From page 6

ers in San Jose, said she asked the

American embassy in Beijing to "be

very involved with this."

"Everything that I have seen

about the case would make it clear

that there is absolutely no reason for

him to be held," said Albright. "This

is obviously an issue that will occupy

my time."

Albright did not discuss whether

the State Department has been

involved in the case before this week.

A former high-ranking official in

China's military, Hua was charged

with treason for allegedly leaking

Chinese military secrets. In recent

years, he has published reports in

international journals on China's

nuclear and missile programs.

Stanford officials denied on

Wednesday that he revealed any state

secrets in his work. They noted that

Chinese military officials had cooper-

ated in his research, some of which

was also available in the archives of

Stanford's Hoover Institution.

Hua, who had expected to become

a U.S. citizen in July, went to China

to attend family memorial services.

Suffering from breast cancer, he

has languished in a Beijing prison

without medical treatment, said John

Lewis, professor emeritus at

Stanford's Center for International

Security and Cooperation.

Stanford Provost Condoleezza

Rice and others discussed the arrest

af\er reports of it came out last week-

end in a Chinese-language newspa-

per in New York and in Hong Kong
media.

"Stanford values Hua Di as a col-

league and scholar, and we hope for

his immediate release," Rice said.

Rice, former Defense Secretary

William Perry, chairman of the cen-

ter's executive committee, and other

Stanford international security

experts have written to the Chinese

government on Hua's behalf

Several hundred American gov-

ernment, academic and cultural offi-

cials were aware of the arrest, but

they kept it quiet until now because

"we agreed our major object was to

get him out of that prison and we

needed to keep it out of the press to

maximize his chances for freedom,"

Lewis said.

"But our silence doesn't mean we

have been quiet," added Lewis, who

co-authored several articles on

Chinese missile programs in the early

1990s with Hua.

In Beijing, Bill Palmer, spokesman

for the U.S. Embassy there, said only

that *Ve have raised his case with the

Chinese."

He said he didn't know how they

responded.
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through years in which it dealt with nat-

ural disasters - earthquakes, fires and

floods - and grappled with such major

law enforcement problems as the

explosion of gang violence, drug traf-

ficking, soaring jail populations and

the 1992 riot that followed the acquit-

tals of police officers in the Rodney
King beating trial.

But there were also internal depart-

ment problems ranging from a drug

money-skimming scandal involving

members of an elite narcotics squad to

operational problems such as repeated

errant releases of prisoners from jails.

And there were costly lawsuits.

In 1995, a jury found that 25 of his

deputies made false arrests, used exces-

sive force and conspired to violate civil

rights during a disturbance that erupt-

ed when they responded to a report of

trouble at a Samoan American family's

party. The family was awarded $15.9

million in 1996, and just last month the

county had to pay 36 plaintiffs a total of

nearly $24 million - the amount to

which the original judgment grew dur-

ing years of unsuccessful appeals.

In 1992, investigators appointed by

the county Board of Supervisors issued

a scathing account of the department's

brutal style of policing in black and

Hispanic neighborhoods. In 1997, the

U.S. Justice Department cited his

department for civil rights violations in

its treatment of mentally ill prisoners.

Earlier this year, the Sheriffs

_Departmem Wtts^focked by allegations-

of bribery in the $20 million food-ser-

vices division of the downtown jail and

alleged inmate t>eatmgs provoked by

the deputies.

Despite his sometimes boring

demeanor. Block showed flashes of the

comedian. Last month he called a news

conference to talk about neighborhood

policing. It was the day before the

Jewish holiday of Yom Kippur and

prefaced his remarks by telling

reporters, "Tomorrow is the holiest

day of the year in my religion, so I'll be

praying for all of you."

Bom on July 19, 1924, in Chicago,

he spent his youth there and then

served in the Army during World War
II. He majored in engineering at

Washington University in St. Louis

before heading West.

He became a deputy almost by acci-

dent. Driving home one night from his

job as a counterman at what is now
Canter's delicatessen on Fairfax

Avenue, he was pulled over by a police-

man.

Remembering stories of police cor-

ruption from his youth in Chicago, he

expected the worst. Instead, the officer

advised him that a tail light on his car

was burned out and suggested he get it

fixed soon. Then the officer bade him

goodnight.

Block was so impressed that from

that moment, he wanted to become a

policeman. Three years later, in 1956,

he applied to the Sheriffs Department

and was accepted.

Over the years, he earned a bache-

lor's degree in police science, took

graduate courses in public administra-

tion and attended the FBI Academy in

Quantico, Va. He was the first deputy

in the department in work his way

through each successive rank to

become sheriff.

CONFERENCE
From page 3

than 300 revolts involving mainly

peasants and women," said Mariano,

the national chairperson of Bayan, an

alliance involved in freedom and

democracy movements in the

Philippines.

"Then the U.S. imperialists came

and took credit for liberating us from

Spanish colonialism," Mariano said.

"But the Philippines are still suffering

as a colony under the U.S."

Mariano explained that the new
president of the Philippines, Joseph

Estrada, is willing to sign the Visiting

Forces Agreement, which would "turn

the whole archipelago into a U.S. mili-

tary base."

"Because Estrada is willing to sign

this agreement, it shows that he is sub-

servient to the interests of the U.S.,"

Mariano said.

He explained that many Pilipino cit-

izens saw the military influx as a sign of

imperialism.

Remirez de Estenoz, formerly

Cuba's United Nations ambassador,

said the U.S. embargo on Cuba, enact-

ed in 1962, has had harsh effects on the

country's economy.

"Cuba is poor under this block-

ade," Remirez de Estenoz said. "The

U.S. threatens to sue companies who
do business with us."

Remirez de Estenoz said that the

downfall of the Soviet Union also con-

tributed to the bleak economic situa-

tion, since the Soviet Union was

jCuba's main trading partner.

"But we never wanted to foster any

tension with the U.S.," he said.

Remirez de Estenoz said that the

U.S. fostered tension with Cuba
because of the island's Communist

government.

"But who's the enemy?" Remirez

de Estenoz asked. "The Cuban peo-

ple? The economic situation is very

negative for them because of the

embargo."

Mariela Ramirez, a member of the

Federation of Cuban Women, said

that U.S. military bases on the island

have had severe effects on Cubans.

Mariela Ramirez alleged that

"there h^ been instances of biologi-

cal ana chemical warfare, and it hurt

many people, including women and

children."

Remirez de Estenoz said Cubans

plan to continue to combat the U.S.

presence in Cuba.

"The only condition we have is that

we want the U.S. to have absolute

respect for our rights, dignity, indepen-

dence and freedom," Remirez de

Estenoz said.

Members of student groups said

they sponsored the event to show sup-

port for movements in those countries.

"Even though these movements are

happening in the Philippines, they are

still connected to our experiences

here," said Katherine Carrido, vice

president ofSamahang Pilipino.

The speakers will speak again today

at Occidental College.

REGENTS
From page 4

UC facility projects are contingent

upon Proposition lA, the measure

will only fund about half of the uni-

versity's annual capital outlay needs.

"Bond measure lA isn't going to

be enough money to solve all the seis-

mic problems at UCLA and Berkeley,

but it should fund the other campus-

es." Hershman said

With enrollment growmg most

rapidly at the San Diego. Santa (ru/

Irvine and Riverside campuses, the

regents said that only the worst prob-

lems will be taken care of.

"That isn't going to be enough to

get Merced going," Hershman said of

the $55 million budgeted for the UC's

10th campus. "That could be enough-

for just infrastructure (but not the

facilities)."

Bond measures do not affect prop-

erty taxes, but instead enable the state

to borrow money and pay it back

from the state's general fund

"If Prop lA doesn't pass. It would

be a caustrophe.' Atkin.son said

Daily Bnjin News

SCHOOLS
From page 4

Business Roundtable.

To some extent, the outcome of

this election will decide the future of

school expansion.

The LAUSD, for one, is hoping

that the measure passes. The board

recently approved a $ 1.82 billion mas-

ter plan that will take funds from

Proposition BB (the city bond mea-

sure passed last year) and Proposition

1A to build 51 new schools.

In addition, Sacramento is talking

about expanding the class size reduc-

tion to more than fourth graders. The

success or failure of this measure will

affect the feasibility of whether the

state can try that.

The total financial impact for the

plan should be $15 billion, which

includes the principal of $9.2 billion

plus interest of $6 billion if the state

takes 25 years to pay it back.

"Prop. lA," said Assembly

Speaker Antonio Villaraigosa in a

statement, "is the crown jewel of this

legislature's achievements."

MIDEAST
From page 5

an accident as a teen, under house

arrest. Officers sealed off the sandy

slum streets near Yassin's house in

Gaza City and questioned passersby.

The house arrest was a stunning

move by Arafat, who^in the year since

Yassin's release from Israeli jail has

bent over backward to avoid open con-

flict with the Hamas leader.

Yassin, who has relatively small but

extraordinarily devout following, cus-

tomarily disavows direct knowledge of

actions by Hamas' military arm and

tries to play down any rivalry with

Arafat. Earlier in the day, he said the

group did not want a bloody con-

frontation with the Palestinian

Authority.

Thr rhim f>f rpspnnsihility cmnc in wage all-out war eft

"It's a revolution until victory," he

said.

That theme was echoed by a Hamas

official in the West Bank, who said the

group saw itself as targeted by the new

peace agreement, as it explicitly calls

on Arafat to crack down hard on

Islamic militants. In launching attacks,

the official said, Hamas feels it has

nothing left to lose.

It's a tactic that has worked before

for Hamas. After the signing of the

Oslo accords, a series of suicide-bomb-

ings paralyzed negotiations and helped

pave the way for the election of hard-

line Prime Minister Benjamin

Netanyahu.

Netanyahu, who is already under

intense pressure from right-wing set-

tlers and their supporters to back out of

the deal, telephoned Arafat after the

attack to say the Palestinians must

4errQrisni if I srael
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a call to Israel radio, and the caller hint-

ed more violence was in the offing.

is to pull back troops in the West Bank

over the next 12 weeks, as promised.

FESTIVAL
From page 1

sentation discussing his experiences

filming for Robert Flaherty, who is

considered the father of documentary

film. Leacock was one of the last peo-

ple to work with Flaherty,

Flaherty, who passed away in 1951,

directed documentaries such as "Man

of Aran" and "Industrial Britain" and

was nominated for an Oscar in 1949

for his film "Louisiana Story."

Sunday, Drew will be joining

Leacock to show a series of films they

made about President John F.

Kennedy.

On Monday, Leacock will discuss

the future of documentary filmmak-

ing and its association with digital

technology.

"This (technology) makes it possi-

ble to make films with less people and

much less money, and much better

quality," Leacock said.

All the lectures, which are free of

charge and open to the public, will be

held from from 2 p.m. until 5 p.m. and

will be located in the James Bridges

Theater on Saturday and Sunday and

in Melnitz 2534 on Monday.

On Monday evening at 7, there will

be a special documentary salon scries

screening of three documentaries,

including "Jane," which focuseji on

the early career of actress Jane

Fonda.

Goldovskaya said this film festival

will be an educational experience.

"Students will learn and hear from

them how and why and with what

means they did achieve what they

achieved," Goldovskaya said.
^"^

"This will inspire them for the rest

of their lives."

Chances

are, if you

walk up

these steps

you read

the
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WORKERS
From page 5

unemployment rate touched a 28-year

low of 4.3 percent in the spring, then

rose to 4.6 percent last month and

shouldn't be much higher than 5 per-

cent by the end of next year, analysts

said.

"Companies ... may be somewhat

more conservative in terms of bonus-

es and raises," said economist Lynn

Reaser of NationsBank Corp. in

Jacksonville, Fla. "But ... next year

should still see workers quite well off."

The good news this year on wages

can only help incumbents in

Tuesdayfc midterm elections despite

some recent slippage in consumer

confidence probably reflecting the

stock market's gyrations.

"The strong economy ... would

indicate that we might get, more or

less, the status quo in terms of the

composition of Congress." said econ-

omist Sung Won Sohn of Norwest

Corp. in Minneapolis.

In a telephone survey conducted

for The Associated Press last week,

voters said the key issues they care

about arc education, health care and

the economy.

Another report on Thursday por-

trayed a reasonably resilient labor

market First-time claims for uncnv
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Xi-

ployment insurance declined for the

first time in four weeks - falling by

18,000 to a seasonally adjusted

301,000.

However, the volume of newspa-

per help-wanted advertising fell slight-

ly in September, according to the

Conference Board, a private research

group in New York.

Thursday's wage numbers do raise

questions for inflation-wary Federal

Reserve policy-makers, who twice cut

interest rates over the past month in

an effort to inoculate the U.S. econo-

my from the global slump.

Until August, Fed policy-makers

had been poised to increase rates to

slow the economy and prevent wage

increases from fueling inflation.

Analysts said they don't believe

Thursday's report is enough to dis-

suade the Fed from another rate cut,

expected Nov. 17. And the stock mar-

ket reflected that belief. The Dow

Jones average of industrial stocks

jumped 123 points to 8,495.

liic compensation gain was higher

than it would have been normally

because wages and benefits in

finance, real estate and insurance rose

8 percent over the past year.

"This will change in the fourth

quarter as the world financial crisis

takes its toll on the industry." said

economist Bill Cheney of John

Hancock in Boston

i:
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BE THERE ...
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STARR
From page 8

•$30,517 for a psychological

analysis of evidence in the suicide of

former White House lawyer Vincent

Foster by the same Washington

group that looked into the suicide of

rock musician Kurt Cobain.

•$400 per hour for Watergate

counsel Sam Dash, who joined

Starr's team as an ethics consultant

in 1994 and often earned $2,000 for

five-hour weeks. The Georgetown

University law professor earned

$192,073 through September 1997

before signing a yearlong contract

for a maximum $104,000 yearly.

•$37,915 for 21 computers pur-

chased in March.

•$56,810 for a copier after the

office's administrative officer found

in January it would be cheaper to

buy than lease it for $1,299 a month.

•$32,380 for a "community atti-

tude survey and jury questionnaire"

to help Starr prepare a fraud case

against former Arkansas Gov Jim

Guy Tucker.

•$118,400 for University of

Illinois law professor Ronald

Rotunda, who helped write a

Supreme Court brief opposing

Clinton's bid to delay the Paula

Jones sexual harassment case.

Rotunda was paid $300 an hour,

later deciding he would stay on at no

charge.

•$434 for expenses at the Ritz-

Cariton in Pcntagoft- C itVi Van on

Jan. 13 - the day Linda Tripp, wired

by Starr's investigators, secretly

taped a luncheon meeting with Miss

Lewinsky.

INVESTMENT
From page 6

ever smce.

"The workforce is young, ener-

getic and committed to ongoing

growth," said Drennan. "We could-

n't be happier there."

The business development efforts

come as rival Protest and Catholic

leaders struggle over the formation of

a cross-community government,

called for in the Good Friday agree-

ment, signed in April after more than

30 years of religious and social con-

flict.

Daley has escorted U.S. business

leaders to Northern Ireland, and

joined the country's leaders on this

tour, to New York, Philadelphia,

Boston, Toronto, Denver,

Minneapolis, Chicago, Dallas,

Atlanta, Seattle and finally San Jose.

SHUHLE
From page 7

to place fellow Democrat Glenn on

the shuttle, White House spokesman

Roger Salazar said.

"The NASA administrator

(Daniel Goldin) makes the decisions

about who flies space shuttle missions

and for anyone to suggest otherwise,

I think we have to take issue," Salazar

said.

Glenn's presence played a role in

the media surge, which could be a

record, NASA spokesman John Ira

Petty said.

But he defended the four-term sen-

ator, saying he would help shed light

on such maladies of aging as dis-

turbed sleep patterns.

The first American to orbit the

Earth, Glenn at age 77 will become
the oldest astronaut to fly in space

when the shuttle Discovery lifts on"at

the Kennedy Space Center.

Glenn's role in the $422 million

mission is a "waste of money."

Yeagersaid

"Well. I'll tell you. if Glenn wasn't

.« senator, he wouldn't be going up in

the shuttle." Ycagcr uid

Daily Brain News

MICROSOFT
From page 7

a key part of the deal," said David

Colburn, an AOL senior vicQ presi-

dent. "It was more like the fulcrum."

Netscape's Web site was particu-

larly worrisome to AOL because it

was usually the first page seen by

Netscape's millions of customers

after they logged onto the Internet.

Microsoft sought to portray

AOL's interest in the Netscape site

as collusion, which also is generally

outlawed by U.S. antitrust laws. Also

under the Netscape deal, AOL had

proposed to stop selling some server

software that could compete with

Netscape's.

"Isn't that another reference to

divide markets or labor?" Warden
asked.

"No, and again, the division of

markets is your verbiage, not mine,"

replied Colburn.

Colburn later explained to Justice

lawyer David Boies: "What we were

trying to accomplish with Netscape

was a strategic relationship because

there was a competitor out there with

unusual leverage to get into our busi-

ness."

Boies argued that the AOL-
Netscape proposal wouldn't have

violated antitrust laws because AOL
didn't have much influence in the

server software business and

Netscape didn't have much influence

as an online service.

The government initially intended

Fridiy,0ctob«r30.1996 13

=T hu rsday to show parts ot Us pretrial

interviews on videotape with

Microsoft Chairman Bill Gates, but

time ran out.

Government lawyers have said

they intend to show in court roughly

eight of the 20 hours they spent this

summer questioning Gates, the

world's wealthiest man and the

famous executive synonymous with

Microsoft's dramatic success.

ATTENTION PARENTS:
• Do you want to help improve health care services for children?

• Do you have a child or adolescentwho is 4-17 years old and who
received help for an emotional or behavioral problem this year?

• Does your child belong to an HMO?
IF YOUANSWERED YES TO THEQUESTIONSABOVE YOU WANTTOBEA PARTOFCAHSIS

"i

Chiid & Adolescent Health Services and Insurance Survey

(CAHSIS)

What is CAHSIS? A UCLA study funded by NIMH about services that 4-17 year old children and

adolescents receive for emotional or behavioral problems.

What is involved? A 60-minute inten/iev/ with one parent, and a 30-minute interview with the adolescent if

he/she is 1 2-1 7 years old. Parents will be paid $25, and adolescents $20.

^-^»»

h
To enroll or team more about this important study, please call

the UCLA Center for Community Health at 31 0-794-3609.

HALLOWEEN
From page 3

Mexican descent, explained that El

Dia de ios Mucrtos is a lime when

the older Mexican families visit the

cemeteries, covering the graves of

deceased loved ones with flowers.

"It's a day to make fun of death.

"Sometimes they have little candy

skeletons with smiley faces and they

traditionally have tamales and a

sweet bread called pan de muerto,"

Gomcz-Rejon said.

Although few people in the

United States visit cemeteries on

Halloween, one popular destination

for Los Angeles trick-or-treaters is

Witch's Landing, a house that was

originally built for a movie.

"It's got thatched triangular

roofs and a little stream. It's owned

by a private resident now, but it was

designed to look like a witch's

house, so everyone goes there on

Halloween," Siegel said.

Another popular Halloween

hangout in Los Angeles is Santa

Monica Blvd. between Doheny and

La Cienega, where this year, an

expected 200,000 people will listen

to live music while parading the

streets in wild and crazy costumes.

Chang, who says she feels college

students are too old to go trick-or-

treating, spent last Halloween at the

West Hollywood parade.

"By the time I got there it was so

crowded that it took us a couple

hours to park and we were cold and

uncomfortable in our costumes,"

Chang said.

LaTray, who gave up trick-or-

treating back in the days when one

woman gave kids hand-knit mittens

instead of candy, said he sees noth-

ing wrong with celebrating a pagan

holiday

"I don't have anything against

Halloween." he said. "I'm a pagan

loo"
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VIEWPOINT
Monday

Film director,politicai

activist Rob Reiner shares

his perspective on Prop. 10

in an interview.

viewpoint@media.ucla.edu

Don't stand by your man
PRIDE Hillary should

leave Bill for being

unfaithful husband

I
swore on everything holy that I

wouldn't talk about Ginton in

my column.

"Lisa," I said. "You're a smart

cookie. Yes, you have opinions, but

there is such a

thing as giving r-^—v-.^

the people too

much of what

they really

don't want

anymore. Last

year it was

affirmative

action. This

time, it's the

president, and

anything more

would be

nvorkill"

So, in allegiance to my readers

and myself, I will not talk about Bill

(Clinton.

Instead, I'll talk about the other

Qinton - Hillary Clinton - because

her recent behavior has been one of

the true disgraces, one of the true

embarrassments our country has

had to suffer through.

At this point, you've either

assumed I've gone nuts or figured

that if you keep reading, I'll be there

any moment. Well, my fellow don-

keys and elephants, I kid you not.

My bone to pick is indeed with the

first lady, not her (injfamous hus-

band whose actions everyone would

generally associate with this nation's

disgrace and embarrassment.

Maybe I'm talking about her

because no one else is. Or maybe it's

because everyone should be.

It is my opinion that Hillary

should publicly leave her husband

immediately - while he is still in

office. Truth be told. Bill's personal

affairs, no pun intended, probably

should have never infiltrated the

public sphere in the first place. But

now that they sadly have, it is imper-

ative in respect of the first lady and

this nation's women that Hillary

leaves him.

I am simply ill at the sight of

today's Hillary, side by side, hand in

hand with the man who so deeply

betrayed her. I cringe as she looks

up to him in seeming admiration or

speaks sweetly on his behalf in those

media sound bites. And while those

smiles may very well be fake, a "put-

on" ifyou will, to convey to the pub-

lic that everything is A-OK at the

White House, they still transport a

ghastly message.

Folks, this is a leader. Granted,

she wasn't elected to the position,

but because of her relation to the

president she nevertheless stands as

one of the most prominent and rec-

ognizable figures. Thus, when she

quietly poses by Ginton 's side,

barkening back to the submissive

'50s wives that the decades since

have tried lo hard to dispel, she

sends the message that this type of

behavior by men is accepta64e ... is

forgivable ... is forfettabk Excuse

SMwvr is • second-year communica-

lion studies student who (oves noth-

N1Q mofe than imposing hef views on

She can be vatditd If you

)i

me if I'm wrong, but the last time I

checked, the marriage contract was-

n't a trivial article, though maybe in

this day and age that's what it has

been reduced to.

Now that I've laid out my
demands, I think it only fair to

acknowledge that this will never

happen. Hillary will never publicly

leave the president while he's still in

office, if at all. One reason? The

political power that her role affords

her is not something this woman is

eager to suddenly walk away from.

Do you want another reason? She

doesn't want to risk hurting him out

of either sincere concern (unlikely),

political allegiance (even more

unlikely), or fear of further damag-

ing his career (ding, ding, ding!).

The final possibility? Maybe this

super-intelligent woman has simply

been in the dark. Impossible, you

say?

White House aide Sidney

Blumenthal doesn't think so. And a

Newsweek story reporting

Blumenthal's grand jury testimony

of a conversation with the first lady

shortly after the scandal broke

seems to point to Hillary as the last

to know: "Mrs. Ginton told

Blumenthal that she was 'distressed'

that the president was being

attacked 'for political motives' (and

that) her husband had told her that

he had just 'ministered' lo a 'trou-

bled' young person. 'The president

had come from a broken home,'

Hillary explained 'It was very hard

to prevent him from ministering to

these troubled people'" (Oct. 12,

"Secrets and Lies," Evan Thomas).

Troubled, eh? The truly disturb-

ing part of this whole affair is that

officials teem to have been covertly

shroudifif Httvy from the pfjcn-

dent's mdncretioaiMKx the befm-

nmg. Ron Addai|loo. an aide in

Chnton's XVH GHipMgn for gbver-

nor in Arkansas, relayed that the

president was never eager to have

Hillary around headquarters:

"Ginton had surrounded himself

with a circle of admiring female

campaign volunteers ... if Ginton

heard that Hillary was coming over

to headquarters, he would arrange

to have (whichever girl wiis there)

slipped out the back door."

(Newsweek, Oct. 19, "Bill anci

Hillary's Long, Hot Summer," Evan

Thomas).

In the face of all this evidence,

which is so readily available to and

imposed upon the public eye, how

can we support Hillary staying with

this man despite his misdeeds - not

as a national leader, but as a hus-

band? Sure, I'm the first to applaud

Bill for his impressive leadership

record, and I will continue to

applaud him as our leader. But for

Hillary to keep clapping is a dis-

grace.

Now, as I say this, I realize that I

have a substantial opposition on this

issue, for many ofyou believe that

Hillary leaving the president means

the nation leaving the president.

After all, how can we respect and

allow our leader to represent this

country when his own wife walked

out on his pathetic existence? You

just might have a valid point, were it

not for the differentiation between

contracts. You see, when Bill and

Hillary married, they took a vow;

now that the vow has been seirred,

the contract could be considered

null. On the other hand, the presi-

dent vowed to serve and protect us,

and however well you think he has

performed that duty, he ha^ broken

no contract with the people of the

United Sutes. Abo, when we won-

der bow ¥ve can reapect him, let ui

keep m nund that the true re^Kct in

It, but

Sm H

Githolic Church paves

paths on life's journey

RELIGION: ^Universal'

faith explores, celebrates

nature with optimism

By Father Bob Sadowski

If life is a journey, does it make any

difference which direction we head? Is

there any meaning to the journey, or

must each person create meaning

from odds and ends discovered

through chance and circumstance? Is

the human search for fulfillment a

futile quest that ends in either illusion

or despair, or does this yearning reveal

a deep truth about our natures?

Having spent some time studying a

variety of religious traditions, I find

much to interest and inform me in

Hinduism, Buddhism, Confucian

identity to die, too. A new resurrection

awaits after graduation. The process

ofdeath and resurrection is the pattern

of our lives. A lifetime of these experi-

ences prepares us to face physical

death with the trust.that this too is part

of the pattern.

These three elements: 1) that the

goodness ofGod's creation is stronger

than sin, 2) the Incarnation, and 3) that

the Cross yields to Resurrection, form

the matrix that gives rise to the distinc-

tive elements of Catholic spirituality.

The Catholic Church is first and

foremost a community of people on a

journey.

Here Catholicism runs counter to

the cult of individualism that predomi-

nates American culture. If Catholics

feel uncomfortable with the question,

"Have you accepted Jesus as your per-

sonal Lord and Savior?" it is only

thought, Taoism, Judaism and Islam.

But the answers that I find most satis-

factory come from a particular tradi-

tion within

Christianity:Roman """~"'"~^""

Catholicism .

What is it about

Catholicism that

attracts me, as

well as over 900

million people

worldwide?

At its best,

Catholicism cele-

brates the good-

ness of creation.

While the Big

Bang may explain how the world was

created, the Catholic faith is more

interested in exploring what it means

to he created; "... and God saw that it

was good" (Genesis 1:21). The basic

Catholic instinct is to believe that this

goodness runs deeper and stronger

than all the attempts at evil, oppres-

sion, injustice and violence combined.

Ours is an optimistic faith.

This optimism is undergirded by the

Christian conviction that the great

mystery that we call God is no stranger

to the human condition, but dwells in

our midst. We believe, as other

Christians do, that the one we call the

Author of Life participated fully in

human form in the life of Jesus of

Nazareth.

While no one can claim to fully

understand God, we believe that in the

life, actions and teachings of Jesus, the

divine and the human fully intersect.

There is one pattern from Jesus' life

that stands above all others as we try to

make sense of our own lives; the cross

and resurrection stand at the center of

our faith.

For Catholics, suffering is not an

illusion to be transcended by enlight-

enment. Neither suffering and death

induce existential absurdity or despair.

Rather, we experience our entire lives

as a series of dying and rising. In high

school, we identify ourselves and our

lives with a certain community of

friends and experiences. Graduation is

the death of that life, and the gateway

to new life is, perhaps, becoming a stu-

dent at UCLA. Here a **ncw" identity

is formed, but the time comes for that

Father Sadowski is the director of the

University Catholic Cemer (UCQ. The

UCC is the Catholic ministry to the IXLA

conwminity and is locand at 940

HilQaid Am. E-mails may be addpesaed
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'The Catholic Church is

...a community of

people on a journey."

Father Bob Sadowski

University Catholic Center

director

because our Instincts see personal con-

version as always being situated within

a community of believers.

When adults

enter the
^"^~"~'-"—" Catholic

Church through

the Rite of

Christian
Initiation, it is

always a com-

munal journey

Similarly, we

Catholics see

our family of

900 million as

universal in

scope and

nature. In fact, the word "catholic"

means "universal." Because we exist

on every continent, we are constantly

challenged to avoid the myopia of

expressing our faith through any one

set of cultural symbols. As James

Joyce wrote, the Catholic Church

means, "Here comes everybody!"

Another distinctive feature of

Catholicism is our willingness to cele-

brate the presence of the sacred in the

world. God's continuing presence in

the world is the source of the sacra-

mental structure of the Catholic

Church. We experience the invisible

and intangible love of God in visible

and tangible ways. When the commu-
nity gathers, a meal of bread and wine

is transformed into a Eucharistic

Banquet: the presence of Christ in our

midst.

As Catholics consume the Body

and Blood of Christ, we ourselves are

transformed to be the presence of

Christ to the world.

To be true to that calling, the

Catholic Church takes staunch stands

on issues of peace and justice.
*

Education, health care for the poor,

hospices for AIDS patients, soup

kitchens, refugee services, battered

women's shelters, defense of the right

to life for both condemned criminals

as well as unborn innocents and

halfway houses for prostitutes and sub-

stance addicts are all part of the

Catholic call to continue doing the

work of Jesus.

We recognize that we oflen fail to

live up to our own best ideals. For this

reason, we also strive to be a commu-
nity of healing and reconciliation.

Sometimes we need to tak forgive-

ness; we offer forgiveness freely to

those who seek it.

Healmg. forgivenew, oetebntion.

joy: all are paiu of betnf a family

together by CM.
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The Forum, an in-depth look at a particular issue, appears every Friday. If you have any topics or suggestions for the
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TODAY'S TOPIC: Mainstream and alternative

religions offer solace, fellowship and guidelines to live by.

No flying broomsticks for

tliese present-day witches
CRAFT: Pagan Circle at

UCLA dissipates myths

on misunderstood religion

By Celeste Christie

This is my personal statement. I do

not speak for all Pagans. To speak for

all of us would, in fact, be impossible,

given the diversity of our group.

I'm a witch. And before you

assume that this automatically means

that I wear a conical black hat, have

warts on my nose, cackle maniacally

and make blood sacrifices to Satan,

let's get things straight: hdorrt we.ii a

witch understands the divine power

within them and uses that power to

change their lives and the world

around them for the better.

A witch is a healer, a psychic, a

keeper of mysteries, a teacher, a coun-

selor, an example and completely,

entirely human. He or she is a human
being who, through following the

craft, is continually learning the

secrets of life by looking at the won-

derful, wide world around her.

A witch is a lover of nature, a child

at heart and no stranger to wonder. A
witch finds ecstasy in everyday life

and finds everyday life sacred.

A witch is a follower of witchcraft.

conical black hat - never have. I have

nothing against conical black hats,

but they just aren't that fashionable. I

don't have warts on my nose. 1 don't

have green skin. I'm not a hag. My
hair's red, not black. 1 rarely cackle,

and when 1 do, it is not maniacal. 1

happen to be sane. And last, but most

certainly not least, 1 don't sacrifice

goats to Satan - or anyone for that

matter. In fact. 1 cringe at the sight of

road kill, just like everyone else, and

hate seeing lizards lose their tails. 1

don't kill living things: it's against my
nature and my religion.

Now that we've gotten what I'm

not out of the way - here's what 1 am.

A witch is a bender, a shaper of reali-

ty, a person with the ability to change

the world around her. That ability is

due to the presence of the divine in all

people, animals, plants and things. A

Christie is the founder of Pagan Circle. She

can be reached at starmama@ucla.edu.

Witihciaft is the leligiuii uf the

Ancient Ones; a religion that preced-

ed Christianity yet still survives,

found anew in one's heart. It lies deep

within all of us, buried in the arche-

types of our subconscious, in our

inherent polarities and similarities.

Witchcraft sees God as dual, in the

forms of the Goddess and the God,

and tripartite, as Son, Father, Spirit,

and Maiden, Mother, Crone. The
God and the Goddess are held in rev-

erence, yet not separate from human
beings, as all beings are One.

Nature, as part of everyone and

everything, and as the material repre-

sentation of the God and Goddess, is

to be revered and dealt with as we take

care of ourselves and others.

There are. however, no command-
ments in witchcraft, only personal

responsibility, reinforced by karma.

The Wiccan Rede, which states that

we can do as we wish as long as we do

See CHRISTIE, page 16

Speaks Out
What role does religion and spirituality play in your life?

YuriBalian

Second-year

English

"When I

was

younger, I

used to go to

church more

often, but

now that I'm

in college,

I've let spiri-

tuality fall by

the wayside. It's probably not a

good thing, though. I'm a

Christian. I believe in what I was

taught as a child, but my atten-

dance has gone down to a couple

times a year. Maybe cynicism has

set in, but 1 think it's just laziness

more than anything."

Anna-Lla Quinio

Second-year

Molecular, cell and developmental

biology

"Religion

is really

important to

me, especial-

ly on cam-

pus. Because

the atmos-

phere here is

pretty imper-

sonal, I need

a 'family' to turn to. The church

acts as that family. Spiritually, I

believe God is watching over me
and that there is a reason behind

everything in my life. While I'm

not God's puppet, I still feel

things happen for a reason."

August Hoffman

Teaching assistant

Education

"Religion

and spiritu-

ality play a

very large

role in my
life through

everyday

interactions

with people,

not through

the dogma of the Catholic

Church. Though I'm a practicing

Catholic, I recognize there are

many people who go to church,

but who are the most mean,

inconsiderate people around.

Others have never set foot in a

church but are the most outstand-

ing representations of what it

KaseyTodd

Second-year

Political science

Ranjun Chauhan

Fourth-year

Sociology

"Spiritual-

ity plays a sig-

nificant role

in my life, but

1 don't identi-

fy with any

organized

religion. 1

pray every

night and 1 do

believe in God. However, church

is not that significant to me
because a lot of people attend

church, but they don't really

believe in God and live righteous-

ly."- • •• '
:
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means to be fully liuiiiaii. 3u, it'r
not church that really counts but

how you deal with people."

Grace Lin

Second-year

Electrical engineering

"I don't

strictly fol-

low a reli-

gious base,

but spiritual-

ity plays a

large part in

my life. Take

(my) diet,

for example.

While I'm a vegetarian for health

and social reasons, it's also very

much for spiritual reasons. But

it's not really for religious rea-

sons. My family is ethnic Hindu

and religiously Sant Sangi, but I

don't carefully practice it." ^

"My faith

helps me
keep hope.

When things

are down,

I'll pray to

give me
peace of

mind. But,

I'm kind of

agnostic. I pray to God, a higher

being, but rationally, I don't

believe that it's true. I don't

know. I kind of create my own
religion."

Judaism solves challenges through religious, cultural awareness

IDENTITY: Face modern

dilemmas by honoring

history, community

By Lev Ginsburg

When I was asked to write this

piece for the Daily Bruin on what

religion means to me, I was attracted

to beginning with the following

conundrum: If having a well-devel-

oped cultural and religious identity

IS an answer, what was the question?

How does an awareness of one's

ethnic traditions and histories satisfy

students who are immersed in the

secular world and concerned with

the more pedestrian issues of career

selection and time management?

Ginsburg is a fourth-year history stu-

dent. He can be reached via e-mail at

levgins@ucld.edu.

My attempt to resolve these ques-

tions is the basis of my identity as an

American Jew. I experience Judaism

as a perpetually challenging engage-

ment with learning and Tikkun

Olam (Repairing the World).

Confronting the most challenging

intellectual and moral dilemmas

characterize the history of Jewish

thought. For inc, Judaism is predi-

cated upon continuing and honoring

a tradition of study and education.

Judaism demands that its practi-

tioners never blindly accept any

teaching but that learning be perpet-

uated as an interactive process.

Progress is achieved only insofar as

one's questions and answers become

more challenging and more compre-

hensive. What captivates me are the

debates with my peers and my teach-

ers: any conclusions that I may come
to are secondary (and rare!).

The act of formulating and pre-

senting.myjj05iUon defineiiimciiijf

what it means for me to be Jewish.

This learning process has taught me
that self-enlightenment of any sort

does not "come easy." Any literate

mind can read, memorize and recite

ancient words, but it is my convic-

tion that in order to do justice to

those wisdoms - and to honor those

scholars who generated them - one

must directly confront one's culture

and histories and continue to criti-

cally evaluate those legacies while

mining them for nuggets of signifi-

cance to one's self and to one's com-

munity.

As a Jew, I have always been

encouraged to point out the

strengths and weaknesses of an idea

and grow intellectually from my
appreciation of any dialectic ten-

sions which may arise. This

approach is as challenging as it is

rewarding. These skills are benefi-

cial in all sorts of endeavors.

,iispfeQl -oLj

developing a Jewish cultural identity

is the notion that all people have a

responsibility toward improving the

condition of the world and bettering

the lives of others. These contribu-

tions are individual but must include

teaching and practicing a lifestyle

which tolerates diversity and is open

to change. As a guiding motif,

Tikkun Olam accepts the premise

that imperfection is inevitable, but

efforts toward improvement are

compulsory. My Judaism is one

which is concerned with providing

social services to human communi-

ties, regardless of religious back-

ground. It is about valuing those

whose opinions may differ from

mine and being committed to pro-

tecting and defending their ability to

maintain those differences.

My Judaism is also about the

strengthening of in-reach programs

within the Jewish community,

ional exclusivity weakens the

brilliance of the world's religions.

Insularity is simply an untenable

posture for life in the 21st century.

We are responsible for each other

by default. In an age of uncertainty,

when the world faces increasing lev-

els of self-destructive group-particu-

larity, people are losing the ability to

talk with one another. Barriers to

intercultural communication pre-

vent the positive learning engage-

ment which I describe.

Just when technology can finally

begin to meet our almost ridiculous

demands for speedy communica-

tion, we all too often elect to present

ourselves as self-sulTicient islands in

a sea of independence. My back-

ground has taught me that we are

creatures of dependence, and we
hold each other's lives in our hands.

All we have is each other. Part of

repairing this world - irrespective of

SeeailStfMupi8£l6
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of his dishonored wife.

Many of you may ask, "Hasn't he

been punished enough?" I am not

advocating that Hillary leave him to

punish him, although a Newsweek

poll shows that nearly three quarters

of those surveyed still want him pun-

ished in some way, or investigated fur-

ther (Oct. 19). It is simply what needs

to be done in order to show this coun-

try that women do not sit well with

infidelity, even when it's by the presi-

dent of the United States.

Others will persist, "Won't this

drastically affect his ability to lead the

country, and in turn, weaken our

nation?" Maybe. But I'd like to think

that the people have already formed

their opinions of him and his actions

so that Hillary's leaving him wouldn't

throw us into national upheaval where

we could no longer trust our own

leader.

I think most of the damage to be

done has been done and most of the

trust to be lost has been lost.

While I'm not supporting placing

one woman above the best interests of

this nation, I am supporting the move

of one woman who stands for the dig-

nity of all women. Her move reaffirms

female power over male abuses of the

institution of marriage. Her respect is

not just hers but the respect of all of

this country's women. Unfortunately,

that move is hers and hers alone.

Hillary, the ball's in your court.

Cassette single with every purchase

for 1st 300 customers TODAY

To win a T-shirt or full length CD

on sale at Tower Records. Westwood

Located in North Campus Student Center • Mon-Thurs 7am-10pfn, Fri 7am-7pm, Sat 8am-6pm
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what one may believe about even

the existence of any other "world" -

is mending the fissures in the lines of

communication between groups

who won't accept how truly similar

and complementary they are and

can be.

One thing all good people must

share is a commitment to presenting

ourselves as tolerant and patient

souls, who want to listen as much as

we want to be heard.

The greatest challenge to

American Jews is that of preserving

a vibrant, historical past in an uncer-

tain social present. In the absence of

external enemies of any alarming

significance, my Jewish identity has

formed at a time in which Jews are

free to promote themselves as the

representatives of an ancient faith

which can resonate with the lessons

of both antiquity and modernity.

Question: After a history of per-

secution, how can contemporary

Judaism forge a future of learning,

virtue, responsibility and righteous-

ness?

Perhaps this question is the reso-

lution to the conundrum I posed to

you at the beginning.

I
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not harm or manipulate others or

ourselves, is the only law.

Witchcraft holds true the idea of

reincarnation, as witnessed in

nature. Our holidays celebrate that

all life is part of the cycle of birth,

death and rebirth. Rebirth is not a

punishment; life is not suffering.

Life, the Earth - these are rewards,

to be cherished and experienced to

the fullest.

So how did I come to the conclu-

sion that witchcraft was my person-

al path? I had been Christian before.

Raised by atheist parents, religion

was considered silly in my family,

especially Christianity. It didn't take

long, however, for the spiritual side

in me to surface. I went to Sunday

sccaMsnL|Mf(i7
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school with my friends, hoping it

would strike me, but it never did.

Where was the magic, the miracles?

I was agnostic through Catholic

high school, which I attended not

because I was forced to but because

1 was searching for spirituality.

Then senior year, I went on a reli-

gious retreat with my classmates

and "found God," or so they say,

which seems silly - as if he was

always there. It was a profoundly

religious experience, realizing that

the divine is there and loves us. I

thought I was Christian. I liked the

ideas of service and love for one's

neighbor, I liked the giving and lov-

ing Jesus, but could not make peace

with the sexist content and the sever-

ity of the God of the Old Testament.

I stopped praying. I stopped believ-

ing that Jesus was there.

All my life I had been drawn to

mythology, especially goddesses. So

when 1 stumbled into an IRC chat

channel called paganplacc, I was

deriniteiy curious. Asking questions

led to.more questions, to more ques-

tions, and so on. I started realizing

that what I was studying, research-

ing, reading about, was what 1 had

always believed. Like most witches,

pagans or Wiccans will tell you, it

felt like coming home, like discover-

ing a part of you that had always

been hidden beneath the surface

through years of society s concition-

ing. I found the love and acceptance

I had been looking for, and the ideas

that Christianity could not accept. I

found the goddess, not just the god.

After studying for some months,

I cast my first circle and celebrated

Mabon. For the first time, I felt the

magic I wanted in my life.

On Samhain 1 initiated myself

Still a solitary practitioner of the

craft a year later. 1 felt that the cam-

pus needed a strong community,

just as I needed to feel I wasn't

alone.

I founded Pagan Circle, based on

two principles. First, we strive to

educate the general UCLA commu-
nity about Paganism and Wicca, to

counterbalance harmful public mis-

conceptions by providing truthful

and accurate information about the

Pagan community. Secondly, we

aim to provide campus Pagans,

Wiccans and all other interested stu-

dents with a nurturing community

in which they can explore, learn, cel-

ebrate, create friendships, and meet

like-minded individuals in the

greater Los Angeles Area. We do

this by hosting weekly discussion

meetings, arranging field trips to

local Pagan shops and events, and

designing workshops and events

that teach people to explore their

environment, themselves, and their

spirituality.

At first, I thought that there were

only about five Pagans on campus.

Pagan Circle keeps growing, and I

now realize that there are more of us

than 1 thought.

Pagans, Witches, Wiccans and

others are everywhere. We are nor-

mal people, hold jobs, raise families,

have friendships, get married (or

handfasted).

We are just starting to break

through the barriers of hate and mis-

information and be recognized as

who we are: normal people with a

different way of looking at the

world.

The U.S. government recognizes

us as a religion.

Army chaplains are taught how

to serve the religious needs of

Wiccans.

Groups everywhere are fighting

for our religious rights.

Witchcraft is growing, filling the

abyss created by the patriarchal reli-

gions that have ruled the world for

so long, and revealing the goddess

and the wonder of the world to men

and women everywhere.

I'm glad to be a part of it.
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Bruins powered up for

massacre of Stanford

FOCJrBALL: No.l UCLA
just dying to cut down

lowly Cardinal's hopes

By Vytas Mazelka
Daily Bruhn Staff

UCLA head coach Bob
Toledo will show up to the Rose

Bow) at 3:30 p.m. on Halloween

dressed as one of 10 fmalists for

college coach of the year.

The Bruin football players will

take the Held egged with the label

ofNo. lin the country.

And Stanford will join the

Bniim in the Halloween festivi-

ties by fulTiUing their role as

Ichabod Crane to UCLA's
Headless Horseman.

The Bruins (6-0 overall, 4-0 in

the Pac-10) just finished a three

game strettiih in which they faced

the top defenses in the confer

ence. And now the hapless

are

could be a

Freddy Kniegcr

Cardinal (]

into town
massacre ~

style.

Will Stanford i#: over

play dead? The Bruins

countiiil on such a treat, am
the defense is preparing to meet

an offense which put up 38

points against Arizona State last

Thursday.

"We never know what to

expect ftom our opponents,

except to i^pe(^^k^iM|»" said

coractbitl: i^^K- 1^(

N<jp?Team iHUPiati
every team is going to

play us."

Roques knowsj^Hp^ ^^

not ease up on tnHNHd allow

the Bruins to eas0y ibtalii ^e
national cht

Roques «^o
more tttlented

But

See FOOT!
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Coach Bob Toledo conjures up nothing less

than magic from the depths of his playbook

By Jeff Kmiotek
Daily Bruin Staff

Merlin. Harry Houdini. David

Copperfield. Bob Toledo.

They have captured imaginations

I awe.

fluasters pf their magical

Eards of their work.

They have entertained and impressed

their audiences like no others.

)wt Bob Toledo?

sn't use smoke or mirrors or

^1. Toledo's mystique stems

'fcgcnuity with a football play-

>k

UCLA football coach Bob Toledo

Its Bruin fans to trick plays virtually

^ery week. But these gadget plays

aren't just for entertainment value -

;.|hey serve a purpose. They keep oppos-

^ defenses on their toes and anticipat-

ing the gadget play they'll be reliving on

the highlight reels.

"The big thing that trick plays do is

you an opportunity to make a big

and if diey're suooessful, it gives

you a momentum swing," said Toledo.

"Also they're exciting and entertaining

and fun for me to do in practice."

Toledo chooses his trick plays intent-

ly, exploiting the aggressiveness of each

defense. Every week, he searches

though his thick folder, appropriately

titled "special plays," searching for the

knockout punch. Toledo then visualizes

which play will be effective against each

team's scheme and personnel.

"I try to utilize what they're coaching

and use that against them," he said. **So

it's like a sleight of hand deal. You see

this, but that's not what you're gonna

get."

Against Arizona, the Bruins utilized

the option play throughout the Hrst halt.

See TOLEDO, page 23
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SPORTS
The men's and women's

cross country teams will travel to

Eugene, Ore. this weekend to

battle for the Pac-10 crown.

See inside for details.

UCLA, Indiana go head-to-head
M.SOCCER: Four lalenled

tocims be^in hcittle for title

in weekend tournainent

By Moin Salahuddin

Daily Bruin Contributor

It was a 1-0 iriplc-ovcrlime victory

in the 1997 NCAA Semifinals. A victo-

ry that will be etched in everyone's

minds forever.

I he I'C'LA Bruins and Indiana

lloosiers met in that epic match last

year, and the Bruins emerged victori-

ous. UCLA went on to win the NCAA
Championship»in the following game,

while the previously undefeated

Hoosiers went home.

Indiana will be seeking revenge this

year, except in a different context. I'he

top-ranked Hoosiers will be participat-

ing ihh weekend in the I4ih ttnnuttr

UCLA Pacific Soccer Classic present-

ed by Carl's Jr. The host Bruins (11-2),

Indiana (
15-1 ), Loyola Marymount (4-

S-l) and St. Mary's (5-9) will partici-

pate.

The tournament will start today at

Spaulding I'ield. in the first match.

Loyola Marymount (LMU) will take

on Indiana at 5:.^() p.m. Ihe third-

ranked Bruins will then play against St.

Mary's at 8 p.m. On Sunday. LM U will

face St. Mary's at l():."^() a.m. at the

North Athletic lield. Following that

game, UCLA will play arch-rival

Indiana at I p.m.

"This weekend, is going to be

tough," UCLA assistant coach Steve

Rammel said. 'We have to play St.

Mary's, and they're a good team.

Sometimes people will overlook them

and focus on Indiana. But I think our

guys will do well (tonight). If we do the

things we're supposed to be doing, we

should do well."

The rematch with Indiana will be

the biggest lest for UCLA since their

title match against Virginia last year.

The Bruins will face the top-ranked

defense in the nation, as the Hoosiers

sport a goals against average (GAA) of

0.26. The Bruins will counter with an

offense that scores over three goals a

game.

"We're all really hyped up for this

Indiana match," goalkeeper Nick

Rimando said. "Friday is going to be a

DfHHK KKlJfX^/[XiilyBfi)iM

Seth George controls the ball against Fresno State earlier this season.

tough match as well against St. Mary's.

We want to play as a team and come

out on Sunday with a victory Friday.

Indiana was a tough match last year in

the (NCAA) semifinals. We're looking

forward to that match and making a

statement."

In the NCAA semifinals last year,

each team held the other scoreless for

131 minutes until UCLA forward

McKinley Tennyson, Jr. scored the

game-winning goal. Tennyson, born

and raised in Indiana, sent the

Hoosiers home.

Despite losing, the Hoosiers pos-

sessed an incredible amount of talent

offensively. Returning for the rematch

will be 20-pIus scorers Aleksey Korol.

Lazo Alavanja and Demo Kovalenko.

And their defense might be even better.

SeeM.SOCaR,page23

Bruins vie for No. 1 spot against Cardinal

HOCKEY: Undefeated UCLA
hopes to maintain record,

skate toward Pac-8 victoiy

By Rocky Salmon
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

No more disappointments.

Last year, the U(TA ice hockey

team was loaded w iih talent and poised

to grab the Pac-8 crown and skate to

victory. • .

"
,•.

.

—
Except they got called back for icing.

We \sere the best team in the league

last year, but wc played inconsistently."

coach Daryl tvans said "There was a

lack of maturity on the team, but last

year was a blessing for this year
"

The team wi)uld eventually finish in

third place

This year, the team has blasted oft

from the start, reeling off three straight

victories against USC and Cal to begin

the season undefeated.

In their home opener against the

Trojans. USC melted under UCLA
pressure, as the Bruins sprinted away

with a 7-3 victory. Last weekend the

Bruins traveled up to C\il and won two

from them, 9-3 and 8-0.

So now UCLA will battle Stanford

w ilh home ice advantage for first place

in the Pac-8.

But this will not be a normal one-vs.-

two match, because UCLA was

knocked out of the play-offs last year by

the Cardinal in Oregon.
' Lvery year they have a good team

Ihey are disciplined and well

coached," Hvans said "They beat us

i\ds\ year) because we played into their

hands We should come out on top with

two wins"

Stanford has had a hockey team

longer than the Bruins, and when the

teams first started playing each other.

they had a talent advantage. Now
UCLA has all the talent.

The Bruins are led by goal scoring

wizard Ben Theule, who had 20 goals

and 24 assists last year. Backing him up

on defense is James Campbell, who led

all defetisemen in the Pac-8 in scoring,

notching 10 goals and 12 assists.

Then there is Mike Michelena. the

backstop. Last year, he boasted a 91

percent save percentage and has began

this season only giving up six goals.

Standing undefeated at 3-0. the

Bruins arc a favorite to win the Pac-8

crown but only if they keep the chem-

istry It took all last year to find

If not, the Bruins may once again

have a disappointing year But the huge

test comes against a talented Stanford

team that is always one of the upper-

echelon clubs

If this IS the year of the Brum, then a

Cardinal sweep is key to keep the

momentum aJive

Team regroups to snap

losing streak vs. USC

VOLLEYBALL: Squad to rely on altered rotation,

freshmen's impressive play to beat IVojans

By Nick Taylor

Daily Bruin Contributor

The No. 23 ranked UCLA
Bruins, riding a six-game win-

ning streak, will take t)n the No.

1 1 lYojans of Southern Cal this

Friday evening at Pauley

Pavilion. UCLA will look to

snap a four-game losing streak

to the Trojans, including a four

set loss (9-15. 15-9. 3-15. 6-15)

earlier this season.

UCLA will depend on the

impressive play of their fresh-

man superstars to beat the

Trojans. Kristee Porter had 45

W\ \h to compl ement 33 difi 'i ovt*f-

away Kessy's angle on the cross-

court shot.

The coaching staff have

opted to have the outside hitters

vacate their base positions,

which will allow the Bruins'

deep defenders to cover the

open space down the line.

While Kessy is a threat from

the outside, Marinkovic is

use's inside threat. Her 4.30

kills are si.xth in the Pac-10 con-

ference, and her height present-

ed problems for the Bruin

offense in their last meeting.

UCLA will counter with a

young and balanced offensive

attack. Porter and Bowles (th H4-

the past weekend's sweep of the and eighth in the Pac-10 in kills

Oregon schools. Freshman per game) lead the way, and

Ashley
Bowles had

35 kills and

21 digs in

the 2

matches.

The key

for the

Bruins will

be the out-

side-hitter

m a t c h u p

against
J enn i fer

Kessy and

J as m i n a

The key for the Bruins

will be the outside-

hitter matchup against

Jennifer Kessy and

Jasmina Marinkovic of

the Trojans.

Marinkovic of the I'rojans.

Kes.sy dominated the earlier

match with 27 kills, a hitting

percentage of over .500 and a

long serve that confused thci, Nihipali.

middle
blockers
Elisabeth

B a c h m a n

and Amy
Nihipali
will pro-

vide offen-

sive sup-

port and

impenetra-

ble defense

in the mid-

die.

In fact,

the most

electrifying play may not be a

kill from the outside, but a pow-

erful straight down block from

the duo of Bachman and

Bruin defense.

Porter said, "(We) are com-

municating much better," and

that Kessy's long serves were

attributed to bad communica-

tion on the part of UCLA. The

Bruins feel that if they can take

away Kessy's cross-court spike,

they can beat the Trojans.

"We would rather she go

down the line". Porter said, but

acknowledge that this strategy

is easier said than done.

To eliminate the impact that

use's clutch performer could

have on the match, the Bruins

plan to have their outside hitters

rotate to the middle of the

court, so that they can take

The Bruins will need both of

them to neutralize Marinkovic

and take away Kessy's cross-

court angles.

The match also lies in the

defense of Chaska Potter,

Michelle Quon, Erika Selsor,

and Mandi Lawson. While they

play deep defensively. Potter

has been adjusting to her role as

a defender until her injured

shoulder fully allows her to

attack offensively. The Bruins

try to get Potter eight to 12 kill

attempts per match.

If they can work her into the

offense against USC, she could

be the deciding factor in an oth-

erwise evenly matched contest.

BAHMAN fAMAHTX I /Tlwtv Bru<r i

UCLA's Chaska Potter spikes the ball over the stretched arms

of the University of Washington's blockers in a prevkxis game.

UCLA to defend Pac-1 soccer title
I

Bruins guard undefeated

conference record, rankPREVIEW: Anticipation builds as team

prepares to face crosstown rival USC

By A. CinQue Carter

Daily Bruin Contributor

It's for the love of the game.

When UCLA and USC clash, records don't mean a

thing. The Trojan-Bruin rivalry is so intense that the com-

petition is top-notch no matter what the sport.

Women's soccer is no exception to the rule.

The Bruins (15-2-1, 5-1 Pac-10) face ofl' the Trojans on

Sunday at the Los Angeles Coliseum in a match with seri-

ous Pac-10 and post-season implications. The Bruins come

into the contest No. I in the Pac-10 conference but tied with

Washington (5-
1
) and UC Berkeley (4-1 ) in the loss column.

"This game has a lot to do with the rivalry (between

UCLA and USC) and winning the Pac-10," sophomore

midfielder Sommer Hammoud said.

"The first thing we have in mind is winning the (confer-

ence), and we

have to win the

next three

games in a row

to do that. USC
the first of

WOMEN'S SQd3ER» 11 - * IIIW I W

Sunday \
1K)0p.m.

Los Angeles

lemorial

use

NINA SACKS/Daily Brum

IS

those three."

UCLA,
ranked No. 19

by the NSCAA
and No. 13 by

both Soccer

America and ESPN/ Soccer Times, comes into the contest

riding a three-game win streak, while USC (10-6-1, 4-2),

losers of theif first two conference games, has won its last

four. Also, the Trojans, unranked due to their early season

slide, are in fourth place in the conference, just one game

behind the first-place Bruins.

The conference race means so much eccause us victor

M.WATERPOLO: Team faces tough competition

against the Cardinal, 49ers in weekend matches

use Sports Infofmation

Bruin defenders look to shut out USC's Kim Clark

as they have done to other conference top scorers.

title, eventually won by UCLA with a 9-0 record, was

clinched by a Bruin victory over the Trojans, 3-2.

Their 1997 matchup drew a record 2,373 fans, 993 more

than the Bruins' previous home record, set vs. Stanford.

The cross-town rivals clashed, and UCLA walked away vic-

torious 3-1.

[n thitj year's hunt for the Pac-10 t itle, each tram is post-

will gain an automatic berth in the NCAA tournament.

While UCLA would have a legitimate shot at a berth with-

out the Pac-10 crown, USC's chances would be slim to

none.

"What makes (the game) so fun is the rivalry,"

Hammoud added.

That rivalry decided the Pac-10 crown last season. The

inghigh Pac-10 numbers. Defending champion UCLA, the

conference leader in points, has totaled 115 points this sea-

son, while the Trojans are third with 97. UCLA has five

players in double figures; USC has three. And while UCLA
posts a 0.53 goals against average (GAA) to lead the con-

See W.SOCaU page 22

By Steve Kim
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The second-ranked UCLA men's

water polo team will attempt to

maintain its clean conference

record when they play Stanford and

Long Beach State this weekend.

The Bruins host a rematch with

the Cardinal Saturday at noon at the

Rose Bowl Aquatics Center. The

No. 4 Cardinal have a 14-4 overall

record and are 4-1 in conference

games. Stanford lost both of their

games against the Bruins this sea-

son, the latest being just last week-

end, when the Bruins beat both

Stanford (64) and Cal (7-6) at their

home pool.

"We got a lot ofconfidence (com-

ing) out of last weekend," UCLA
assistant coach Adam Krikorian

said. "One of the hardest things to

do is to beat Cal and Stanford in the

same weekend at their place."

Losing twice to the Bruins,

Stanford is in a position to prove

itself against UCLA and also better

its conference record. The team is

capable of upsetting the Bruins, and

UCLA head coach Guy Baker

remembers a time when it did.

dent and are mentally prepared to

prevent history from repeating

itself. Their focus is to not slack on

their game play after such big win.

"Hopefully, we can match the

intensity of our last game," said

sophomore defender Andy Bailey.

"We expect Stanford to be more

intense than last week because it's

like a make or break game for

them."

Bailey, whose nose was broken

during last week's Stanford game, is

a scorer and is expected to play tliis

weekend. He joins the ranks of

numerous water polo players who

have broken their noses in practice

or competition.

"Yeah, my brother Sam had his

nose broken and some other people,

like our assistant coach Adam, had

too," Bailey said. "It's put back in

place now, and I have a black eye

because of it. It can get hit again but

you can't really worry about that."

UCLA carries a 12-2 overall and

undefeated conference record. It

will give the Bruins a significant lift

in ranking and tournament seeding

if it can keep a perfect conference

record against Stanford and Long

Beach State this weekend.

'In 1996, wc had the same ^cc They host e ighth-raniced Long

nario when we beat Cal' and

Stanford up north and we had to

play Stanford the following

Saturday," Baker said. "And we lost

in the Rose Bowl pool. It was one of

our worst games that year."

The Bruins are aware of that inci-

Beach State Sunday at noon at the

Sunset Recreation Canyon pool.

The 49ers feature leading scorers

Jeff Colyer with 32 points and

Corey Dolley with 26 points. They

SeeWATEIIPOLO,pa9e22

Any large Pizza, your choice of toppings and crust, for $9^99"
Fast, FfBB Dellverv

824-41 1

1

1114 Gayley Ave.

Westwood Village

Medium 1 topping Pizza

for S5.95
until 1 a.m. Sunday-Thursday

until 2 a.m. Friday & Saturday

National Hockey Leaque

At A Glance

EASTERN CONFERENCE

Atlantic Division

Philadelphia

Pinsburgh

New Jersey

N.Y. Islanders

NY. Rangers

W
5

4

4

4

2

Northeast Division

Toronto

Boston

Ottawa

Montreal

Buffalo

W
5

4

4

3

2

Southeast Division

Carolina

Washington

Tampa Bay

Florida

W
3

3

3

2

L

2

2

4

5

4

L

2

4

3

4

3

WESTERN CONFERENCE

Central Division

Detroit

Chicago

St. Louis

Nashville

W
6

4

4

2

T Pts GF GA

2 12 21 14

1 9 21 20

8 14 18

8 17 20

3 7 15 23

T Pts GF GA

1 11 26 21

2 10 25 17

8 20 17

2 8 20 24

2 6 14 15

T Pts GF GA

3 9 19 15

2 8 15 18

1 7 22 28

3 7 12 18

T Pts GF GA

12 29 17

1 9 19 21

1 9 21 19

1 5 20 26

Northwest Division

W
Edmonton 4

Vancouver 4

Calgary

Colorado

L T Pts GF GA

4 4 8 29 21

4 4 8 23 19

2 5 1 5 21 30

2 5 1 5 21 31

Pacific Division

Dallas

Los Angeles

Phoenix

Anahetm

San Jose

W L T Pts GF GA

5 1 1 11 19 11

4 3 2 10 21 18

4 2 1 9 21 14

3 3 1 7 16 14

6 2 2 14 26

Thursday's Games

New Jersey 2, N.Y. Islanders 1

Montreal 1, Boston 1, tie

Onawa 3, Philadelphia 1

St. Louis 3, Detroit!

Colorado 4, San Jose 2

Friday's Games

Toronto at Buffalo, 7:30 pm.

Carolina at NY Rangers, 7:30 pm.

Florida at Chicago, 8:30 pm.

Anaheim at Dallas, 8:30 pm.

Washington at Calgary, 9 p.m.

Pittsburgh at Vancouver, 10 pm.

Tampa Bay at Los Angeles, 10:30 p.m.

Saturday's Games

Carolina at Boston, 7 pm.

Buffalo at Toronto, 7 p.m.

Montreal at Ottawa, 7 pm.

Philadelphia at NY Islanders, 7 pm.

Florida at New Jersey, 7:30 pm.

Anaheim at St. Louis, 8 pm.

Colorado at Nashville, 8 pm.

Detroit at Dallas, 8 pm.

Pittsburgh at Edmonton, 10 p.m.

Tampa Bay at San Jose, 10:30 pm.

Sunday's Games

Onawa at Philadelphia, 7 pm.

Calgary at Chicago, 8 pm.

Phoenix at Los Angeles, 8 pm.

Washington at Vancouver, 10 pm.

National Football Leaque

At A Glance

AMERKANCONFERENa

East

W L T

S 2

4 3

4 3

4 3

1 6

San Diego 3 5 .375 103 139

NATIONAL CONFERENCE

East

W L T

Dallas

Arizona

N.Y Giants

Philadelphia

Washington

Central

Minnesota

Green Bay

Tampa Bay

Chicago

Detroit

West

San Francisco

Atlanta

New Orleans

St. Louis

farDlina

Pet. PF PA

.571 174 115

.429 108 155

.429 146 152

.143 79 162

.000 93 227

7 1.000 241 116

5 2 .714 183 144

3 4 .429 94 121

3 5 .375 152 178

2 5 .286 147 192

6 1

5 2

4 3

2 5

7

.857 226 127

.714 175 151

.571 121 139

.286 139 167

.000 128 199

Boston9,Mo(ttreal2

Caratina2,Chica9oO

LosAn9etes4,New)mey0

Detreit7,Ftorida2

Pittsbui9hS,Cai9ary2

Edmonton B,wisiMn^on 2

S,Tan^B«y3

i4,Saniose2

Miami

Buffalo

New England

N.Y Jets

Indianapolis

Central

iaclrsonvtlle

Pittsburgh

Tennessee

Baltimore

Cindnniti

West

Denver

Oaidand

Kansas City

Pet. Pf

.714 114

PA

79

.571 158 138

.571 170 122

.571 166 122

.143 112 193

S 2

S 2

3 4

2 S

2 5

.714 164 146

.714 106 100

.428 144 126

.286 102 134

.286 127 186

7 1.000 240 133

5 2 .714 lis 127

4 3 .571 131 123

4 3 .S71 1S4 99

Sunday's Games

New York Jets 28, Atlanta 3

Green Bay 28, Baltimore 10

Minnesota 34, Detroit 13

Miami 12,New England 9, OT

San Francisco 28, St. Louis 10

New Orleans 9, Tampa Bay 3

Chicago 23, Tennessee 20

Oakland 27, Cincinnati 10

Denver 37, Jaciisonville 24

Seattle 27, San Diego 20

Buffalo 30, Carolina 14

OPEN: Arizona, Dallas, Indianapolis, New

York Giants, Philadelphia, Washington

Monday's Game

Pinsburgh 20, Kansas City 13

Sunday, Nov. 1

Arizona at Detroit 1:01p.m.

Denver at Cincinnati, 1 :01 p.m.

Jacksonville at Baltimore, 1:01 p.m.

Miami at Buffalo, 1:01p.m.

Minnesota at Tampa Bay, 1 K)l p.m.

New England at Indianapolis, 1.01 p.m.

New Orleans at Carolina, 1 :01 p.ffl.

New Ybrl Giants at Washington, 1 :01 p.m.

St Louis at Attanu, 1.01 pjn.

Tennessee at Pittsburgh. 101 p.m.

New tbrk Jets at Kansas CMjk 405 pjn.

San Ffancisco at Green Bay, 4:15 pim.

Oakland at Seattle, 8:20 pjn

OPEN: Qiicafa San Die90

Monday,Nov.2

Dallas at Philadelphra, 8:20 pm.

All Times in the Sports Box are EST

AP Pro Football Picks

San Frandsco (pkis 3) at Green Bay

The quarterback matchup is interesting.

Steve Young, at 37, is having one of his

best years. Brett Favre, at 29, is not, revert

ing at times to the young Brett Favre with

1 1 interceptions in his last four games.

Bottom line? Young's playing better than

Favre. 49ERS, 37-31

Miami (plus 2) at Buffalo

More fun for Doug Flutie against a defense

that's given up fewer points than anyone

in the NFL and hasn't allowed a touch-

down in its last three home games. This

one's on the road.

Flutie Kazootie!...BILLS, 10-7

Denver (minus 1 1 ) at Cindnnati

Someone might beat the Broncos, but it

won't be the Bengals BRONCOS, 34-16

Dallas (minus 6) at Philadelphia

(Monday ni9ht)

Wouldn't ABC like to give this one

back COWBOYS, 26-3

Minnesota (minus 6) at Tampa Bay

The Vikings have to stumble somewhere.

The Bucs are 4 on the road, 3 at

home BUCS, 17-16

New York Jets (plus S 1/2) at Kansas

City

The Jets have played two good games in a

row Enough.CHIEFS, 17-16

Jadtsonvine (minus 3 1/2) at

Baltimore

The Ravens can't score. The Jaguars

can.JAGUARS, 24^

New ERflaiid (off) at hMlanrvfe

The Pats have lost two straight This could

be three, but they can't afford it...Plinil-

OTS, 24-11 :

-

'

,

'

..

'

,

Tennessee (plus S 1/2) at Pittsburgh

The Steelers rarely win by 5 1/2 points. But

they win STEELERS, 16-13

Oakland (plus 7) at Seattle

The Donald Hollas streak stops here...SIA-

HAWKS, 31-14

Arizona (plus 6) at Detroit

With these two, who knows.UONS, 24-

16

St. Loub (off) at Atlanta

Will there be any Falcons left

standing_.FAUONS, 13-10

New Orleans (phis 3) at Carolina

Mike Ditka and his guys get no

respect.SAINTS, 9-3

Transactions

Major League BasebaH

DETROIT TIGERS—Named Alan Trammell

first -base, outfield and base running coach,

and Lance Parrish, third-base and catching

coach.

MONTREAL EXPOS— Fired Jim Tracy, bench

coach, Jim Benedict, minor-league pitching

coordinator, and Phil Favia, advance scout.

Named Brent Strom minor leaque pitching

coach, Alex Agostino Canadian supervisor,

Mike Berger East Coast supervisor and Dave

Dangler area scout.

NEW YORK METS—Signed LHP Al Leiter to

a four-year contract.

PHILADELPHIA PHILLIES—Agreed to temis

with CF Doug Glanville on a thre^year con-

trad

SAN DIEGO PADRES— Exercised their 1999

option on C IB Jim Leynti. Named Mike

Basso manager, Don Alexander pitching

coach, Jim Bowie coach and Jason

Haeussinger trainer of Mobile of the

Southern League.

21/2)at

The Skins' loMig sbeik started with the

Giams-lfllieftMlspiay lie they did

Mlinueswith

BALTIMORE RAVENS—Signed LB Jerry

Olsavsky and LB JeffKopp. Placed LB Tynis

McCkwd on injured reserve. Waived 01

Spencer Fobo.
'

DETROIT UONS-Sgned G Ketin Blaise

Waived TE Kevin Hkkman. Signed T Deron

Thorp to the practKe squad.

GREEN BAY PMCKERS—SignedWR Jason

Tud«r to the practice squad.

JAOQONVlLEiAttlARS—PlacHlTE Ricti

MMitn njMfd reserve. Signed S

Rawambi Settles.

KANSAS CITY CHIEFS—Waived S Mehfin

Johnson.

MIAMI DOLPHINS—Placed QB Craig

Erickson on injured reserve.

NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS—Signed WR

Henry Ellard. Waived WR Tony Gaiter.

OAKLAND RAIDERS -Released QB Pat

Barnes and re-signed him to the practice

squad. Signed OT fim Kohn to the practice

squad. Waived DE Duane Ashman.

PinSBURGH STEELERS—Signed LB Steven

Conley. Placed OT Justin Strzelczyk on

injured reserve.

ST. LOUIS RAMS—Resigned TE Aaron

Laing.

SAN FRANCISCO 49ERS—Signed OT Kirk

Scrafford to a six-year contract. Waived S

Tony Blevins.

National Hodiey League

BOSTON BRUINS—Signed F Marquis

Mathieu.

MONTREAL CANAOIENS—Signed Alain

Vigneault, coach, to a one year contract

extension through the 2000-2001 season.

PinSBURGH PENGUINS— Recalled G Jean

Sebastian Aubin from Kansas City of the

IHL.

Maior Leaoue Soccer

COLORADO RAPIDS—Named Roy Kline

president.

NEW ENGLAND REVOLUTION-Named G

Walter Zenga player-coach.

Colcgcs

ALABAMA—Suspended junior DE Canary

Knight one game for missing dasses.

SOUTHWEST TEXAS—Named Doug Novsek

associate men's basketball coach.

Trivia Questions

l.The Naismith Trophy is awarded to col-

lege basketbatl's top player. Who was the

first person to win it three times?

2.What major league baseball team hokh

the record for winning the ntost games in

a season without winning their division?

3.What two basebal piafffs have won

battiftg tides as members of the nNm?
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W. SOCCER
From page 21

ference, the Trojans are in fourth placx with a

1.18 GAA and rising.

UCLA boasts five players among the con-

ference's top 16 scorers. Freshman forward

Staci Duncan is second in points (25), sopho-

more forward Tracey Milburn and freshman

midfielder Breana Boling are tied for ninth

with 18 points each, sophomore midfielder

Venus James is 1 1th (15) and senior forward

Larisa Kiremidjian is 1 6th ( 1 2).

Even more stellar is the Bruin defensive

combination of keeper Lindsay Culp and

defenders Skylar Little, Karissa Hampton

and Krista Boling. With three games to go,

the Bruins have already tied their season

record of shutouts with 10.

Gulp's performance is key; she is only con-

ference keeper giving up less than one goal

per game. The 0.55 GAA that Culp has pro-

duced includes a Bruin-best 9.5 season

shutouts.

The backline, nicknamed the "No Goal

Patrol," stands tall as well. Little, Hampton

and Boling, in two weekend victories, limited

Oregon to just three shots on goal last Friday

and then set a UCLA record by holding

Oregon State to a single shot.

"We pride ourselves on not giving up any

goals," Hampton said. "It's all about defense.

"If we go out there (against 'SC) prepared

like we were against OSU, then we'll handle

our business. Everyone has to go out there

and give it 1 10 percent.

"It's the seniors' last (home) game, and

every minute means something."

use will also want to send its seniors off in

=5=big way. The seven players m tl

1-2 vs. UCLA, and they would like to end up

even when they leave.

Making a -strong push for the women of

Troy on Senior Day wiU be standouts junior

midfielder Kim Gark and sophomore for-

ward Isabelle Harvey, fourth and fifth in Pac-

10 scoring respectively. The tandem places

use as the only school in the conference with

two players in the top-five in scoring.

Gark's 21 points include a seventh-place

ranking in goals (eight) and ranking sixth in

assists (five). Harvey, meanwhile, has posted

20 points which include eight assists (first

place in conference) and six goals (tied for

ninth).

In last year's 16-win season, the Trojans

counted on 49 percent of their scoring to

come from Clark. USC's pride and joy, who
was named one of five "national players to

watch" earlier this month by the Missouri

Athletic Club, finished last season second in

the Pac-10 in scoring with 43 points.

In just a little over two seasons, Clark, who
also plays basketball with her twin sister

Kristin, has moved into the top spot on USC's

career points and assists lists (80 and 26,

respectively).

For her achievements, Clark was named an

All-American last season by NSCAA/ Umbro
(third team), Soccer Buzz (third team) and

Soccer News (honorable mention).

The junior midfielder has paced the Trojan

attack. Nonetheless, USC has not faced a

defense such as UCLA's.

The Bruins intend to continue dominating

defensively, preventiiig USC coach Jim

Millinder from earning his 50th career victory

in this game.

"Everyone's just so fired up to play

(USC)," Hampton said. "Watching them on

film just livened us all up."

"We're a talented team and if we play like

we know we can, then things should turn out

^wanl theni lo. We just have to

the best of our abilities."

But since anything can happen, that's why

they play the game.

FOOTBALL
From page 18

should beat Stanford if they execute their plays

and play hard.

Since UCLA's last three opponents - Arizona,

Oregon and Cal - are either ranked in or close to

the top 25, Toledo has made sure that his team does-

n't suffer from a letdown this week against lowly

Stanford.

"I see (my players) as very intense, I see them as

very focused, and there is no time to relax," Toledo

said.

One ofthe top priorities for the Bruins is to make
sure their players either get or stay healthy.

Freshman tailback Deshaun Foster's left knee

has improved dramaticaUy, and he could even sees

some playing time against Stanford. But Toledo

emphasized that this scenario will only happen in

emergency circumstances.

All-American place kicker and punter Chris

Sailer, who has been bothered by a strained groin all

season long, has made progress as well.

Yet comerback Marques Anderson hasn't prac-

ticed all week, and Eric Whitfield may step in to

take his place if things don't improve by Saturday

afternoon.

With Totedo at the helm, the Bruins shoukln't

really worry about shuflling the line-up a little. For

the secoi^d consecutive year, Toledo has made the

cut for coach of the year.

"That's a tribute to the staff and the team,"

Toledo said. "I wouldn't get that award if it wasn't

for them. And again, it's an honor to be considered

for that award."

The nomination also says something about the

current status of the UCLA football program.

Opposing teams must feel like it's Halloween

every day, as UCLA's high-powered offense often

puts a scare into them.

The latest tribute to the Bruins' rise in the ranks

of the college football elite comes from the Bowl

Championship Series poll.

UCLA is No. I in the new computer poll,

designed to match up the top two teams in one of

the four big polls for a championship game.

"We like to see the polls and what people think

about us," Roques said. "But we take it week by

week, because the polls aren't going to mean any-

thing ifwe lose a game."

And since there is no stranger day than

Halloween, the Bruins will make sure Stanford

doesn't kill their championship hopes on Saturday.

WATERPOLO
From page 21

have more losses than wins, with a 7-9 overall and

1-3 conference record but have beaten Cal this

season, a formidable victory.

With that in mind. Baker again stresses that

the team to keep up its guard; he wants the team

to play the opponent with the respect, as if the

JfuiDS were playing a higher-fankedteam=:
"If we take the attitude like we j«st have to

show up and play just because we beat them last

time, it can be a let down game for us," Baker

said.

Baker played at Long Beach and coached

there under head coach Ken Lindgren. Both

coaches currently take part in the U.S. women's

national team of which Baker is the head coach

and Lindgren is the assistant.

Beside that. Baker says he doesn't take playing

Long Beach personally.

"It's been so long ago, coaching at Long
Beach," he said. "Most people I've worked with

-arclnng gnnf!

Baker added, "It's a conference game and it's

just as important as the Stanford game, so we
never want to let down."
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M. SOCCER
From page 20

Indiana's defense is led by goal-

keeper T.J. Hannig, who leads the

nation with a 0.26 GAA and has

allowed only four goals in 1,408 min-

utes.

The Bruins will counter with an

offense led by Player of the Year can-

didate Seth George. George has

scored 27 points this season while

midfielder Sasha Victorine has con-

tributed a team-high of seven assists.

The Bruin defense is similar to that

of Indiana, one that goalkeeper

Rimando has manned well. Rimando

has allowed only six goals this season,

for a 0.53 GAA.
The Pacific Soccer Classic has a

rich history. The host UCLA has won

the Classic a record nine times, includ-

ing the last two. Indiana won one

Classic title in 1987, while the LMU
Lions and the St. Mary's Gaels are

making their debuts.

The Classic has had many ofthe top

U.S. players participate in it, includ-

ing Paul Caliguiri, Cobi Jones, Alexi

Lalas, Eric Wynalda, Joe-Max Moore

and others. It has also produced four

NCAA Champions (UCLA in 1985,

1990, 1997 and Duke in 1986).

If the Bruins can win the tourna-

ment, as they have done the past two

years, they will place themselves in a

position for a top playoff spot.

"I think our team is doing well,"

head coach Sigi Schmid said. "We're

sui t uf ill the same posit ion we we re in tlic Bnimy:

having a good season at the time, was

going to be a defining moment."

To win the tournament, a point sys-

tem will be used where each win will

be two points while a tie is one point.

Head-to-head competition, goal dif-

ferential, and goals scored will be used

as tie-breakers, if necessary.

Besides the aforementioned

Hoosiers and Bruins, there are also

two local teams who could win the

prestigious tournament title.

St. Mary's has struggled this sea-

son, while taking home only five victo-

ries. The Gaels are led by junior for-

ward Jon Gordon and defender Leo

Cuellar. Goalkeeper Steve Reardon

has a 1.38 GAA while recording three

shutouts.

Loyola Marymount is coached by

"Indiana is a big game."

PeteVagenas

Junior midfielder

former Bruin Paul Krumpe and has

played their competition tough

despite their record. The Lions took

both the UCLA squad and

Washington to double overtime this

season, before losing 1-2. Brad

Myrand leads LMU with eight points.

Goalkeeper Jerad Bailey holds a 1.39

GAA and has accumulated 53 saves,

including a school-record 13 versus

"We play Indiana and I think noth-

ing has to be said about that,"

Rammel said. "They (Indiana) are

gonna be up for the game, just as we

will."

Both Indiana and UCLA field sim-

ilar teams in every aspect. The

Hoosiers and Bruins have potent

offenses and deadly defenses. Their

ability to control the midfield as well

as scoring at crucial times is evident by

their records. Along with their incred-

ible talent is the superb coaching of

both sides.

Coaching the Hoosiers is Jerry

Yeagley, who has the highest active

winning percentage (.827) of all soc-

cer coaches in the NCAA. Just behind

him is Schmid, who has compiled a

.811 winning percentage.

The all-time series between the

Hoosiers and Bruins, 5-5, is as even as

the talent that both possess. UCLA
has won the last two matches in this

battle of the titans.

"We're ready," Schmid said. "We
have a couple of injuries with Shaun

Tsakiris and Junior Gonzalez being

out. Outside of that, we're fairly

healthy. We might have Tennyson

back to play and that will help us too."

"Indiana is a big game," junior mid-

fielder Pete Vagenas said. "I foresee

us playing really well.

"We're gonna show the rest of the

country that we're back to defend our

title in that match against Indiana. It's

time to make a statement."

The Bruins need to make a winning

statement if they want to prove that

thfty flfe going to repgaras nationat^

last year at this point. I know we went

into our tournament last year and said

that our game with Duke, who was

However, almost all of the atten-

tion will be focused on the match

Sunday.

champions once again.

"We want the No.

said Rammel.

I spot back,"

TOLEDO
From page 19

setting up a gamebreaking trick

play in the third quarter.

With UCLA leading 31-28,

Cade McNown faked an option,

stepped back and lofled the ball to

a wide open Danny Farmer.

Farmer then easily beat his defend-

ers who were out of position trying

to stop the run. The 60-yard touch-

down proved to be the nail in the

coffin.

"We bait them into something,

and we do something else," said

Toledo.

Last week vs. California, Toledo

reached into his bag of tricks and

pulled out another treasure.

Toledo's slyness broke open what

had been a close game. Up by five,

tailback Jermaine Lewis took the

handoff from McNown and ran

right.

Just as the defense collapsed to

stop the run, Lewis found the

seams of the ball and fired to

receiver Jon Dubravac, who

slipped behind an unsuspecting

defender. Dubravac caught the

perfect spiral and ran in a 30-yard

score.

Toledo's trickery doesn't end

there, though. From the haWback

pass to quarterback quick kicks,

Toledo has a play ready for any sit-

uation.

He's been building his playbook

iinLC l ie began rnarhing-ttt^he:

lack of talent.

Now Toledo has an abundance

of talent, but the trick plays haven't

disappeared. While most football

powerhouses don't use debauch-

ery, Toledo's tricks remain a key

component to UCLA's magical

season.

"I go into every game with some

kind of trickery," said Toledo.

He feels trick plays come with

plenty of upside and little down-

side. Toledo's only concern is the

possibility of spies watching prac-

tice. Football practice is usually

open to the public, and a wide

array of people gather on the

bleachers to watch.

"There have been a couple of

games where we ran a trick play

and there's no way they should

know it's happening, and they've

defended it too well," said Toledo.

"I'm not big on closing practices.

But it is a concern, especially with

the Internet."

But for now, fans can still expect

a gimmick play every week.

Toledo's ability adds another

dimension to UCLA football

games, and his wizardry is enchant-

ing and entrancing. Even with the

added spectacle he provides, the

Bruins win football games, and

that's the bottom line.

Saturday is the holiday known

for mystery and magic, so will

Toledo conjure up a special play or

two?

"Oh yeah, it's trick or treat, isn't

WiWf\f pot M frw wrinklM t«v<wi^

University of the Pacific 19 years

ago, when he began using trick

plays to compensate for his teams'

sleeve."

"But it's Halloween every game

for me."
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A&E will review "The Cripple of Inishmaa"

which opened at the Geffen Playhouse.
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Vampires

quench

audiences'

tliirst for a

bloody

good time

i

By Stephanie Sheh

Daily Bruin Senior Staff
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Photoi by Neil Jacobs

(Above) In rural New Mexico on the eve of the 21 st century, Jack Crow, played by James

Woods, leads members of Team Crow, a contingent of mercenaries sent by the Vatican

to destroy a nest of vampires in the new John Carpenter movie "Vampires."

(Top) Thomas Ian Griffith plays the infamous Vaiek, a 600-year-old vampire seeking

omnipotence in the Columbia Pictures release "Vampires."

Author explores thriving vampire culture

miu ANMtNIM4

Ka^wiiiii JUmilawd vvears vampire

fangs at an October booksignir>g.

BOOKS: Phenomenon

captivates scholars,

younger crowds alike

By Stacy Sare

Daily Bruin Contributor

Perched in a Westwood hotel

room, author Kathcrine

Ramsland (who calls herself

Malefika) wears a pewter skele-

ton head with red, piercing eyes

around her neck and a ring from

a vampire ghost on her fmger.

She points to the vampire per-

sonal ad that she includes m her

newly published Harper Prism

book, "Picrcmg the Darkness;

Undercover with Vampires in

America Today
"

The personal ad reads

"Desperately Seeking Vampire

Must be sensual and seductive,

drink blood, thrive in the shad-

ows, and know how to stir my

inner chaos into an erotic charge

that will propel me into ecstasies

heretofore unknown.

Experience with immortality

necessary. Only serious appli-

cants need apply."

Ramsland, an Anne Rice

biographer, clinical psychologist

and former Rutgers University

instructor, recalls her childhood

fascination with the vampire

image.

"I've been interested in vam-

pires since I was a kid. I read

Dracula when 1 was 10 or 11 and

all kinds of vampire short sto-

nes," Ramsland recalls. "1

thought that I could go to sleep

and wake up a vampire. I was

fascinated with the image
"

Watching the scene for almost

u decade, Ramsland began

researching vampires in W8V
when she wrote a cover story for

the magazine "Psychology

loday on the culture's fascma-

tion with vampires. Ramsland

says her experience writing

Anne Rice's biography helped

her research.

"Because of my work on

Anne Rice, I've been the recipi-

ent of people's letters and con-

fessions - people wanted to tell

me about themselves," says

Ramsland. "They thought I

would be sympathetic, because I

love the vampire and because I

have a clinical background and

worked with dark subjects."

After writing Anne Rice's

and Dean Koontz's biographies,

Ramsland decided to lake a

at a new genre.

She decided to complete a

journalistic investigation after

she learned that reporter Susan

Walsh, who was researching

New York City's underground

vampire scene, vanished

Italian opera

"Falstaff"

comes home

after 1 6 years

REVIEW: Vecdi's comedy

from 19th century still

wins laughs from crowds

By John Mangum
Daily Bruin Contributor

Giuseppe Verdi's "FalstafT' occu-

pies a special place in the world of

opera.

It's the last grand statement from a

tradition of Italian comic opera that

stretches back to Mozart and

Rossini "Falstaff" is alsn Verdi's

final opera. Premiered in 1893, the

work brought the composer's career,

which spanned more than 50 years, to

a close.

But for the Los Angeles audiences,

"Falstaff" represents a beginning,

not an end. It was the first home-

grown production of any opera in

recent memory, presented under the

auspices of the L.A. Philharmonic

Association and lovingly prepared

under the watchful eye of the orches-

tra's then-music director, Carlo

Maria Giulini, in 1982.

Since then, the Philharmonic's

"Falstaff" has traveled the world,

appearing in such storied venues as

London's Royal Opera and

Florence's Teatro Communale. On
Wednesday evening, the production

had its homecoming, returning to the

Dorothy Chandler Pavilion after a

16-year absence. And what a home-

coming it was.

The production, now the property

of L.A. Opera, shows few, if any,

signs of its age. The sets and costumes

have been lovingly refurbished, and

the broad humor and gentle philoso-

phy of the opera were, for the most

part, conjured up successfully by

director Stephen Lawless.

The work, based primarily on

Shakespeare's "Merry Wives of

Windsor," presents the misadven-

tures of Sir John Falstaff, the quixot-

ic knight and self-styled Don Juan.

Naturally, the ladies he tries to seduce

make a fool out of him in the end, but

getting there is more than half the

fun.

Of course, the wonderfully talent-

ed cast made the most of FalstafTs

bumbling and everyone else's schem-

ing. While it lacked the superstar

names that the original production

had in abundance, the singers - most-

ly L.A. Opera regulars - made the

most of the riotous work.

As Sir John, baritone Gregory

Yurisich brought a feisty spirit to the

role. His interplay with Stephanie

Blythe's delightful Mistress Quickly

at the beginning of Act Two was espe-

cially memorable, not only for its

vocal detail, but also for Yurisich's

comic abilities.
-

In fact. Act Two's entire first scene

revealed the strengths of this produc-

tion Although It lacked the manic.

Three Stooges-style mayhem that

made the close of the second and

third acts so hilarious, this scene dis*

played Yunsich, BIythe and the Ford
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The award-winning Trinity Irish Dance Company steps up to perform

two shows on campus at UCLA.

Trinity gives UCLA campus

taste of true Irish tradition

DANCE: Royce Hall show

will help troupe receive

accolades, credit its due

By Danielle Myer
Daily Bruin Contributor

If a psychologist administered a

word association test with the phrase

them, taking heed of their internation-

al reputation as one of the best step

dancing troupes.

Dance Captain Sheila Ryan, one of

the founding members of the compa-

ny, recalls performing in Ireland last

April, where she won a gold medal at

the Irish step dancing world champi-

onships.

She says one of the dances really

blew judges away with its synchronici-
'

liish Daiiue." tlie aveiage peisuii ty and progressivism:

would immediately thmk

"Riverdance." But the popular Irish

step-dancing show isn't the only step-

group on the block.

For those living in a Riverdance

bubble, meet the Trinity Irish Dance

Company.

On Sunday at Royce Hall, the

Trinity Irish Dance Company, the

inspiration behind Riverdance and

innovative Irish step-dancing as

Americans popularly know it, heel-

clicks its way to UCLA.
"I always had sort of a left-of-center

approach to my choreogi'aphy," artis-

tic director Mark Howard says. "I was

always trying to let Irish dancing

move forward and breathe,"

Reacting to the lack of step-danc-

ing troupes in the United States eight

years ago, artistic director Mark
Howard stepped up to the challenge

and formed the first all-American

troupe, siphoning classically-trained

dancers from his private dance acade-

my.

Before Riverdance or Lord of the

Dance were a glimmer in an art-stic

director's eye, Howard waited in the

wings, working with his company

(which ranges from 20-25 years of

age) to create innovative routines and

revolutionize the Irish step dancing

world.

One of the progressive routines

(that Trinity conceived in Chicago

and worked into its program) marries

traditional Irish step with street tap-

dancing. TV. viewers may remember

seeing the musical "Bring in Da
Noise, Bring in Da Funk" and

"Riverdance" come together at this

year's Grammy's to perform a routine

much like the kind Howard and the

Trinity dancers created years ago.

Because of this Chicago base,

Trinity reaps the benefits of urban,

midwestern America. By leading an

American troupe in an urban center,

Howard can use contemporary

American dance styles (like ballet

folklorico) and use them to inspire his

own creations.

Howard says this leads to a visually

stimulating performance, rather than

a traditional, stoic, competitive dance.

"It could only happen (in America)

because we are exposed to so (many

genres)," Howard explains "We see

all these things that they don't sec in

Europe
"

Though the troupe has yet to take

an extended, .serious European lour, it

travels to Europe to compete in fcsli-

vaU Irish television stations recruit

"That's a really, cool feeling, when

you go to the world championships in

Ireland, when you're not from

Ireland, and you can bring something

to the table," Ryan says. "You really

have to be good for them to recognize

you if you're from outside."

Juxtaposing tap and Irish step or

African rhythms with Irish nelodies

demands that Ryan and the rest of the

company involve themselves with

many different cultural genres and

historical knowledge.

Many of the dances tell historical

stories about Irish immigrants in

America or Spanish immigrants in

Ireland, so the dancers also need to

understand the historical context of

their performance.

This progressive nature of the

Trinity Irish Dance Company has

kept it on the forefront of the Irish

step-dance movement.

"Among Irish dancing people,

Trinity has been known for quite a

while," says Christine Byrne,.owner of

the Byrne School of Irish Dance.

"Howard may not have gotten the

recognition outside of the Irish dance

community, but he will now."

Previously turning down n jmerous

offers to record a performance special

for HBO or low-budget television pro-

ductions, the company is now plan-

ning to make a video with a five or ten-

minute montage about the history of

progressive Irish dance and Trinity's

influence on Riverdance and Lord of

the Dance.

Howard explains that other Irish

step shows took a different, main-

stream route - one that isn't all bad.

By immediately vying for a commer-

cialized image, Riverdance and Lord

of the Dance not only profited, but

also raised awareness of the Irish step-

dancing movement.

"Michael Flatley borrowed heavily

from a lot of things that were going on

here (at Trinity)," Howard says.

"Riverdance would not exist if it was

not for Trinity Irish Dartce Company

... but we would not be where we are

now without Riverdance.

"They grew directly out of us, but

we benefited from that commercial

success," Howard says.

Though the mainstream audience

hasn't heard much abi>ut Innity. the

company is highly regarded on the

Irish dance circuit and some people

behind the scenes attribute

Riverdance's success solely to

2S

THEATER: Lives of three characters

cause laughter, personal evaluation

By Erin Beatty

Daily Bruin Contributor

The Zoo Theater feels something like a sardine can.

Forty-one audience members press against one another

with the communal goal of watching "Boys' Life." As

viewers loose feeling in their legs, they find themselves

taken with wonderful acting, brilliant humor and a wild

script.

Don, Jack and Phil are the three classically typical

guys, somewhat recently graduated from college. The

play opens on the three friends drinking, smoking a lit-

tle marijuana and wrestling each other to the ground.

The two-story set takes remarkable advantage of its

light space. The bottom is Don's apartment, elegantly

decorated with beautiful poster women, a bikmi-clad

mannequin's body and pink satin sheets.

Don, played by Matt Chaffee, is the "potential char-

acter." From the beginning, he shows his immediate

vulnerability, sort of the nerdy-guy-of-the-bunch quality

that alerts the audience that he will go somewhere.

His story, one of the many sub-plots which come

together to make an ingenious whole, is about Lisa. She

is that one special girlfriend who makes the guy want to

be a better man - though this idea has tired throughout

the '90s, it is skillfully crafied here, never evoking an

image of redundancy.

Phil, wonderfully acted by Samuel Bliss Cooper,

comes across as a bit psycho at times. His part of the

story develops a conscious-ridden character, ruled by

his unruly sexual motivations. While he is far from the

unly charac te r dragged around by his anatomy, Phtte

androgynous essence adds a quirky feeling to this qual-

ity.

Still, Phil's awkward femininity makes him sensitive,

and this appears to be his tragic flaw. Though he leads

with his hormones, he regrets with his heart, which

makes for a fascinating development.

Finally there is Jack. Played by Thomas Burr, a

UCLA alumni and skillful character-actor, Jack fills

the macho role. Constantly looking to be satisfied. Jack

faces the issue of masculinity, blatantly unable to deal

with his crumbling marriage, afl'ection for his son or liv-

ing continuously in the past.

Although the three individual characters draw the

viewer in. it is their interactions with one another which

pull the play together. As the play moves on, the audi-

ence must question where their loyalties lie and what

has kept them together for so long.

The short scenes race along, and though the viewer

may coriipletely loose the concept of passing time, they

are never bored, always caught in the moment of the

scene.

The humor is wonderful and beautifully delivered.

And as the audience laughs with the play, they stop to

catch themselves, realizing that something much more

draitiatic is occurring: catching the fear that faces these

individual men. and how lost they all truly seem to be.

When the play closes, the audience is left conflicted,

questioning whether they would rather stand up and

allow blood to flow through their legs or continue

watching to the finish. Without being asked, the view-

ers are forced to examine their own life, question their

own motivations, and really think about the play itself.

THEATER: "Boys' Life" runs through. Nov. 15, at the Zoo

Theater in Hollywood. Tickets are $10-15. For ticket Infor-

mation, call (323) 460-4233. —

FAI5TAFF

From page 24

of baritone Robert Orth at their best.

The cast as a whole presented care-

fully detailed interpretations that

enlivened moments of less obvious

comedy.

As Meg and Alice, the women
whom Falstaff tries to seduce,

Suzanna Guzman and Ashley

Putnam also created winning por-

trayals. Jamie Offenbach's whiny

Pistol and Charles Castronovo's

laid-bacl^ardolph were right on tar-

get as FalstafTs goofball sidekicks.

But the evening's most memo-
rable performances, alongside

Yurisich's Sir John, came from

Ashley Putnam and Greg Fedderly

as the young lovers Nanetta and

Fenton. Verdi gave both characters

memorable arias in Act Three, some

of the opera's only solo sections.

Putnam and Fedderiy brought these

off with aplomb, the soprano glow-

ing in her invocation of the spirits of

Windsor Forest and the tenor ele-

gant in his paean to love.

The LA. Opera Orchestra played

the score with the requisite measure

of delicacy and care under the baton

of conductor Gabriele Ferro.

During their brief appearance as the

demons, devils and sprites of

Windsor Forest in Act Three, the

members of the LA. Opera Chorus

seemed to enjoy themselves.

The production itself boasts some

evocative period sets, originally

designed by Hayden Griffin and

rebuilt specifically for this revival.

The scene change in Act Three, from

behind an inn to Windsor Forest,

used a particularly remarkable

efl'ect. The entire inn folded in on

itself, turning into the trunk of an old

oak tree and revealing the lights of

Windsor twinkling in the distance.

This inventiveness made the produc-

tion as much a treat for the eye as it

was for the ear.

Only one moment in the evening

jarred, just before the end of the

opera. Everyone joined to sing a rol-

licking fugue to the words, "All the

world's a jest, and man is born a

fool," sort of the final moral of what,

thus far, had been a good-natured

tale. — —
But on this occasion, the lights in

the theater slowly illuminated and

the singers moved like predators to

the front of the stage. They pointed

at the audience, some ofthem almost

snarling the words, and for a

moment, the whole thing took on an

uncomfortably self-righteous and

accusatory tone. Maybe that was the

desired effect, but it certainly wasn't

what Verdi would have wanted.

Thankfully, the lights dimmed
again, the performers drifted back

into the dreamy world of Windsor

Forest, and the opera concluded as

playfully as it had begun. . , ii',-"-

OPERA: L.A. Opera presents Verdi's

"Falstaff" in five performances through

Nov. 14. Tickets are $25- $137, $20 stu-

dent and senior rush tickets may be

available. For more information, call

(213)972-8001.

Gregory Yurisich (as Sir John Falstaff) and Ashl«y Putnam (as Alice Ford) star in Verdi's TalstaffT

which IS running through Nov 1 4 at the L.A. Opera.
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VAMPIRE
From page 24

'in a way, I wanted to do a book

on the scene in the '90s," Ramsland

says. "Then Susan Walsh disap-

peared."

In "Piercing the Darkness,"

Ramsland discusses her findings in

trying to locate Walsh, who was never

found. Although some sources

believed the subculture was connect-

ed to Walsh's disappearance,

Ramsland says she doubts the vam-

pire community had anything to do

with her it.

"It's very unlikely the vampires

did anything to her. She had been in

an S&M (sadomasochism) scene. She

danced topless at a go-go bar alleged-

ly owned by the mafia," Ramsland

says.

Ramsland dug through the pages

of research notes that Walsh had writ-

ten for her book, "Red Light: Inside

the Sex Industry," a book about the

pornography trade seen through the

eyes of insiders, hoping to find more

clues.

"The Gothic thing is a

major part of popular

culture/'

Paula Gunn Allen

UCLA instructor

Nothing in this book offered clues

about Walsh's whereabouts, except

perhaps a cryptic remark from one

go-go club manager, Ramsland says.

"The girls you 'don't see around

any more' are the ones who 'found

something out that was going down.'

In other words, there are some dan-

gerous customers and dancers who
get too close, (they) may end up sorry

... or worse," Ramsland says.

During Ramsland's venture into

the vampire scene, she traveled

across the country to learn the cus-

toms, rituals and traditions of the

vampire world.

"What really surprised me was the

great diversity in the vampire culture

and how the vampire is manifested in

people's lives," Ramsland explains.

"What the vampire means is different

from person to person."

In "Piercing the Darkness,"

Ramsland discusses role-players, the

vampire wannabees, the people who
believe they're real vampires and the

blood-curdling predators who take it

too far.

She also writes about blood, AIDS
and the protective practices of "psy-

chic vampires," "feeding circles" and

the secret surrenders of "the glorious

exit."

''Vampires can be in the

daylight,theycaneat

food, ... have families."

Katherine Ramsland

Author

But Ramsland isn't the only schol-

ar delving into the vampire culture.

English instructor Paula Gunn Allen,

who is teaching her second vampire

fiction class at UCLA, says she first

became interested in vampire culture

in the '80s.

'
I was teaching a creative writing

class at Berkeley. We were doing a

group short story and they wanted to

do a vampire narrative, so we did. It

was fun," Gunn says. "And then the

phenomena kept going, and going,

and going. After ten years it was still

(becoming) more and more trendy. I

decided I just had to find out what

was going on and the best way for me
to do it was to teach it."

Gunn, who has taught science fic-

tion, cyber fiction, gothic fiction and

Native American literature at

UCLA, says she is very interested in

popular culture, and believes that

Gothic culture plays a significant role

in contemporary society.

"The Gothic thing is a major part

of popular culture. There's some-

See VAMPIRE, page 27
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VAMPIRE
From page 26

thing going on in the youth cul-

ture," Gunn explains.

"It's some kind of cultural phe-

nomenon; a very major part of our

popular culture. This is valuable

because it reflects youth," she

says.

Gunn says she's heard good

things about "Piercing the

Darkness" and she's looking for-

ward to reading it.

Ramsland's journalist memoir

investigates the reality of the vam-

pire subculture; its dark and sen-

sual mystique and its nocturnal

and seductive lifestyles.

Ramsland says the vampires of

the '90s defy the traditional

images posed in the literary and

cinematic vampire stereotype she

knew as a child.

"Vampires can be in the day-

light, they can eat food, they can

have families, they can be nurtur-

ing," Ramsland says.

"None of the usual things like

garlic or crucifixes make any dif-

ference to them."

BLOODSUCKER
From page 24

But this ain't your mother's vampire

movie. Carpenter's film isn't full of cas-

tles and stufTy accents. Set in New

Mexico, the team of slayers tote heavy

artillery and are led by the cigarette-

smoking, priest-beating Jack Crow

(Woods). When Woods enters the suite

in the Four Season's hotel, though, it's

easy to see how this fast-talking, foul-

mouthed, charismatic wonder churned

out a character like Crow.

"He just brings this intensity to your

film," Carpenter says. "What I found

interesting is that he usually plays psy-

chotic heavies, cruel second-leads. And

now he gets to play this bizarre action

hero that beats everybody up."

Much of Crow's perverse humor

came from Woods himself. The actor

would keep making up lines after deliv-

ering his scripted ones, and Carpenter

kept the cameras rolling

"So, of course, if the film's running

I'm talking," Woods says. "And I start-

ed a rifT with Tim. I said, 'Let me tell

you something. You like a little meaty

once in awhile don't you?' He'd say,

'Well what do you mean?' 'You know a

big chub there. You got off on that did-

n't you? You got a little wood? A little

chubby?' He said, 'Chubby? I'm not

Chubby.' I said, 'No. Did you get a

chubby?' I said, 'You know with the

alter boys after you had a little couple

extra glasses of wine after Sunday by

the 11:30 mass. Take a little walk, feel

Hershey highway.'"

The actor continues, "I'm doing all

this shit. The next thing, I look at the

rough cut and go, 'You arc kidding me.

You put this in the movie?' Originally it

was written like, 'Crosses don't work.

Garlic doesn't work.' And I'm saying,

'You know these (vampires) will bend

See BLOODSUCKER, page 28
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TRINITY
From page 25

Michael Flatiey's commercial image, not the

fact that it's a better company.

"It was just a matter of timing," Byrne says.

"Flatley was the flamboyant figure that they

needed to put Irish dancing on a world stage,

to create a show ... but he wouldn't have been

able to do that without the groundwork laid by

the Trinity dancers."

So why do the dancers continue to perform

and strive to change the way people view Irish

step dancing when they aren't gaining the

same recognition as Riverdance or Lord of the

Dance?

"Riverdance would not exist

if it was not for Trinity Irish

Dance Company."

Mark Howard
Artistic director

ing) and seeing what a beautiful art form it is,"

he says.

Mark Howard and his company aren't con-

cerned that Riverdance has received more

commercial attention and popularity. For

them, the art is not about performing in front

of a small group or a huge crowd.

"I want the Trinity Irish Dance Company to

be here long after Riverdance, evolving as

something that only exists to create and inno-

vate," Howard says.

It's time for Trinity to make some noise.

BLOODSUCKER

According to Sheila Ryan, it's simple.

"Being a part of the organization has given

us an opportunity to validate what we've spent

all this time doing," Ryan says.

"A lot more people are seeing (Irish danc-

ON-CAMPUS: Trinity Irish Company will per-

form at Royce Hall on Sunday at 2 and 7 p.m.

Tickets are on sale now at the Central Ticket

Office or by calling (310)-UCLA-ART.

From page 27

you over and take a stroll up your strata chocolata.'

When I started the movie I said, 'John, you are going

to end my career. I can't say this on film. What are you

Co-Star Baldwin says he enjoyed working with

Woods because of his ability to perform during the

unscripted parts.

"There's four hands involved in sparing, not two,"

Baldwin explains. "A lot of actors only see it as two and

they're throwing punches and they're throwing punch-

er., but they don't know how to take them they don't

See BLOODSUCKER, page 29
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BLOODSUCKER
From page 28

know how to set up, to avoid. Woods is

a boxer as far as in actor terminology.

He really knows how to spar."

Baldwin explains that, as an actor,

one has to leave space to react to fellow

actors. He also says that an actor leaves

a different amount of space, depending

on who they are working with.

"Woods, obviously, you leave a lot

of space open. He's James Woods,"

Baldwin says. "Easily you can make

this lUatement, that he's one of the ten

most-revered character actors that our

country has right now. He may not be

Tom Cruise box-office-wise, but this is a

multiple Academy Award nominated

actor. He's very, very talented and the

body of work he has to display is

unprecedented so you leave a hunk of

space open when James Woods says, i

wanna try.' It's like, 'Sure, Jim, let's

go.

Although Woods admits that much

of the improvising on the set of

"Vampires" was a result of goofing off,

he says that it is important to know the

limits.

"1 mean we're kind of screwing

"Woods admits that

much of the

improvising on the set

of'Vampires'wasa

result of goofing off."

around, but we were screwing around

in character, 1 didn't screw around like

1 had a Fudgesicle stuck in my ass in

front of the camera," he says. "1 think

in a way there's probably a process at

work that we're semi-aware of and

semi-issuing as being silly, but this is a

tongue in cheek picture on one level."

On the other level, Woods says that

this type of movie can be harder than

some of his heavier movies, such as

"Salvador" and • "Ghosts of

Mississippi," because he has to make

the vampires real for the audience. The

actor points out that there is a delicate

balance between the humor and the

drama in the film.

"The story at hand, for the audience

to have good time, we really have to

take seriously that these vampires are

really lethal, really scary and really dan-

gerous," Wood says. "We really got to

get them. And if we don't do that then

we're short changing the audience.

Now along the way with each other wc

might talk the way we talk and that's a

character choice. And it's kind of walk-

ing on the edges of razor blade as it

were, but I think it works to have both

as long as one doesn't impact on the

other and destroy it."

A lot ofwork. But all in all, to be in a

vampire film? "It was so bitchin'ly

cool," Woods says.

FILM: 'John

opens today.

Carpenter's Vampires"

Open Daily

Lunch & Dinner
And Food To Go

Catcrins Available

TheRi Besins When You Get There!

207o off for Bruin Family on all food items on

our menu during evening

Bruin identification is required

Celebration festivities in our Sports Bar

Live Entertainrnent at 9:30

(Alternative & Classic Rock, Funk & Groove)

Close to tfie Rose Bowl!

FOR WHAT SOME STORES

CHARGE FOR GLASSES,

Drink Spedols:

34oz Boombo mug of Sierra

Nevodo, Bud ond Coors light

Newcastle & Mi<robrew

424 Fair Oaks Ave.

S.Pasodena,CA 91030

(626) 799-2266

THEY MUST HAVE
A PRETTY BIG PAIR
The same glasses that other stores charge hundreds for can

be found everyday for 40-60% less at your nearby For Eyes.

Considering our prices are as low as our selection is big, we

wonder why our competition seems so sure of themselves.

The store for people who can't see paying a lot for glasses.

Dr. Nader Dayani
ORTHODONTIST

SINCE 1980

UCLA FACULTY MEMBER

Member Amprican Association of Orthodontists

Specializing in braces for adults & children

jmaEYES

Invisible

European

• Remov/oble
• Traditional

Cosmetic Porcelain

Surgical Orthodontics

20'!n DISCOl-NT TO STl Dl-MS AND FAClm WITH VALID I.I).

(310) 826 - 7494

1 1645 Wilshire Blvd. #802

Los Angeles, CA 90025

(949) 552 - 5890

18124 Culver Dr., #A

Irvine, CA 92715

Teeth Whitening
upper or lower

$85
(̂I^SIMM)

•The treatmwit wi be as folows S 1000 00 pKjs

$ 100 00 for eoch monWi of li»alm«rrt r«nd»r»d

fex m«K* txac«. $W0 00 plM $ 10000 for •oct^

montti of treatment renderwj fof femo¥C*3*e

txocM and $1 700.00 plut $12500 par moNh for

ceramic tuocmk. $200 00 for d>ogrx)tl>c #udv

modalw) S 1 75.00 tor formal contiitaNon

exp*rat4or^ date 10-31-98

ACUVUE DISPOSABLES

4 BOXES $79
Now get 4 tx)xes o1

Acuvue disposable contacts and save'

One twx pnce $22

[FOR
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STUDENT SPECIAL

SAVE 20%
Present student ID for

an additional 20% off

No ottier discounts apply

FOR P v^ r c,

r
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

EYEWEAR SALE

2 PAIR $99
Our exciting Premier CoNKlion. 2 pair $99.

(1 patr is ragutarty $69 95) indudes -The IMorts'

tree sirtgie vision prsscnplion lanMS.

tmts. photogray and oweraia I

EaEvts

Comprebentlve eye eiimt availablf by independetit Doctors of Qptometry

West Lot ArhIm' 1927 Westwood Blvd (310)474-0522 • Wott Hollywood: 8404 Beverly Blvd (213)651-0502

EvMioi A SiNay btort. 1 bMr torvlco avollaMi.

Ey« examination by For Eyee VMOO Plan optometnst

glaucoma, caUracts and ottter condMom Our doctors can

for only S45 Compr<

W you «intn all types ol

lor

tor an

1
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Daily Bruin

Bruin Bargains

Housing

Cars for sale

Jobs

Friday, October 30,1 998

CLASSIFIED
Access the Classifieds

online to read or place

advertisements! Just go to

www.dailybruin.ucla.edu

index
ANNOUNCEMENTS

advertising information

1100
1200
1300
1400
1500
1600
1700
1800
1900
2000
2050
2100
2200
2300
2400
2500
2600

Canripus Happenings
Campus Organizations

Campus Recruitment
Campus Services

Birthdays
Legal notices
Lost & Found
Miscellaneous
Personal Messages
Personals
Pregnancy
Recreational Activities

Research Subjects
Sperm / Egg Donors
Tickets Offered

Tickets Wanted
Wanted

FOR SALE

2800
2900
3000
3100
3200
3300
3400
3500
3600
v> t \J<J

3800
3900
4000
4100
4200
4300
4400
4500

Appliances
Art / Paintings

Bicycles / Skates
Books
Calling Cards
Cameras / Camcorders
Collectibles

Computers / Software
Furniture

Garage / Yard Sales
HeaMh Prodijo^
Miscellaneous
Musical Instruments
Office Equipment
Pbts
Rentals
Sports Equipment
Stereos / TVs / Radios
Table Sports

One issue, up to 20 words $8.00

...each additional word 0.50

Weekly, up to 20 words 27.00

...each additional word 1 .50

Monthly, up to 20 words 90.00

...each additional word 5.00

For Classified Display ads,

please see our rate card
for variable rate information.

DEADLINES
Classified Line Ads:
1 working day before printing,

at 1 2 noon.
Classified Display Ads:
2 working days before printing,

at 1 2 noon.
There are no cancellations after

noon of the day before printing.

118 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles, CA 90024

INTERNET
E-Mail: classifleds@media.ucla.edu

Web: http://www.dailybruin.ucla.edu

PHONE
Classified Line: (310) 825-2221

Classified Display: (310) 206-3060
Fax:(310)206-0528

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Thu: 9:00am-4:00pm
Fii: 9am-2:30pm
The ASUCLA Communications board fully supports the University of California s policy on nondiscrimination No medium shall accept advertisements which present persons of any origin, race. sex. or sexual orientation in

a detneaninq way or imply that they are limited to positions, capabthties. roles, or status m society Neither the Daily Brum nor the ASUCLA Communications Board has investigated any of the services advertised or the

advertisements represented m this issue Any person believing that an advertisement m this issue violated the Board's policy on nondiscrimination stated herein should communicate complaints in writing to the Business

(Vlanager Daily Brum 1 18 Kerckhoff Hall 308 Westwood Pla/a Los Angeles, -CA 90024 For assistance with housing discrimination problems, call the UCLA Housing Office at (310) 825-4271 or call the Westside Fair Hous

inq Office at (310) 475 9671 Classified ads also appear on-line at http ^www dailybrum ucia edu Placement on-line is offered as a complimentary service for customers and is not guaranteed The Daily Brum is responsible

for the first incorrect ad insertion only Minor typographical errors are not eligible for refunds For any refund, the Daily Brum Classified Department must be notified of an error on the first day of publication by noon

^S

PAYMENT
Please make checks payable to

"The UCLA Daily Bruin." We
accept Visa, MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards. Allow 5
working days for mail payments.

HOW TO WRITE
AN EFFECTIVE AD

• Start your ad with the

merchandise you are selling.

This makes it easier for readers to

quickly scan the ads and locate

your items.

• Always include the pnce of your

item. Many classified readers

simply do not respond to ads
without pnces.
• Avoid abbreviations—make y9ur

ad easy for readers to understand.
• Place yourself in the reader's

position, ask what you would like to

know about the merchandise, and
include that m the ad. Include such
information as brand names, colors

and other specific descriptions.

Daily Bruin Qassified Friday, October 30. 1998 31

MARTIAL ARTS. Kalabami Ju-Jitsu Do)o Ira-

ditional & authentic ju-jitsu, selt-delense t'ai

Chi, yoga, chi gung, meditation. Master Alex-

ey Kunin; 323-512-2538.

1100
Campus HapfMrnings

GRADUATE STUDENT

1300
Campus Recruitiiient

1300
Campus Recniltment

1300
Campus Recniltmeiit

TRANSPORTATION •

4600
4700
4800
4900
5000
5100
5200
5300
5400
5500

Auto Accessories
Auto Insurance
Auto Repair
Autos for Sale
Boats for Sale

Motorcycles for Sale
Parking
Scooter / Cycle Repair
Scooters for Sale
Vehicles for Rent

BARBEQUE!
Need to relax? Chaira Christian Fellowship is

sponsoring "stress-buster" barbeque for

UCLA graduate students, staff, faculty, and

alumni Friday, Oct 30 7pm. 900 Hilgard

Ave., 3rd door. 310-208-3991.

UCLA READINESS GROUP. Weekly group

lor individuals questioning their alcohol or

drug use Contact Elizabeth Suti for further

information 310-?06-1148

TRAVEL

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. Discussion, Fri. Step Stvxly, 2408 Ackerman

T>)urs. Book Study, 2408 Ackerman

M/T/W Rm. Dentol A3-029

Wed. Rm. A3 029

OiKussion, All limes 12:10- 1:00 pm

for akotwiic* or mdividualt who hMV* a drinking problem

5600
5620
5640
5660
5680
5700
5720

Resorts / Hotels
Rides Offered

Rides Wanted
Taxi / Shuttle Service
Travel Destinations
Travel Tickets
Vacation Packages

1700
Lost ami FoumI

JAPANESE PASSPORT/VISA found 10/27

Hideki. UCLA campus Call@213-926-3218

voicemail/cellphone.

SERVICES
5800
5900
6000
6100
6150
6200
6300
6400
6500
6600
6700
6800
6900
7000
7100
7200

7300

1 -900 numbers
Financial Aid
Insurance
Computer / Internet

Foreign Languages
Health / Beauty Services
Legal Advice / Attorneys
Movers / Storage
Music Lessons
Personal Services
Professional Services
Resumes
Telecommunications
Tutoring Offered
Tutoring Wanted
Typing

Writing Help

1800
MlscaUanaous

FREE WINNERS, FREE SCORES, FREE
Lines, no money, no operators, no hassles

www.line-busters.com.

YOUR CREDIT UNION
Your on-campus&on-line financial services

source, for students, faculty&staff Visit us at

Ackerman A-Level. on-line at www.ucu.org

or call 310-477-6628.

1900

EMPLOYMENT
7400 Business Opportunities
7500 Career Opportunities
7600 Child Care Offered
7700 Child Care Wanted
7800 Help Wanted
7900 Housesitting
8000 Internship

8100 Personal Assistance
8200 Temporary Employment
8300 Volunteer

HOUSING
8400
8500
8600
8700
8800
8900
9000
9100
9200
9300

Apartments for Rent
Apartments Furnlshied
Condo / Townhouse for Rent
Condo / Townhouse for Sale
Guesthouse for Rent
House for Rent
House for sale '.

'

,

Houseboats for Rent / Sale
Housing Needed
Room for Help
Room for Rent
Roommates - Private Room
Roonrwnatas - Shared Room
SuMats
Vacation Renlali

my dearest baby tiger cat

NX'o^s can I cxprc.vs how proud I am
to Ix' >i)s' RcmcmtxT that this is

irucly your year to ".sfimo." 1 hop<.'

you cn|oy il Have fun at informals

Ix'cau.st' It's t)nly the Ix'ginnmg of a

fim-filU'd and cxt itin^ year 111 Ix"

tlKTf i-vcr^ step of thi' wav

to ){iiidc you arxl Ix'lp you

"When you re lost you can Kx)k Ik

you will find mo tinx" after tinu"

Love you Lots,

ybs Rocbelle

November 1 & 2
Century Plaza
Hotel & Tower

2025 Avenue of the Stars

Los Angeles, CA
California Showroom

Hours:
Sunday- 9 AM - 4:30 PM
Monday- 9 AM- 1:30 PM&

3:30 PM - 7:30 PM

(805) 682-5843, ext. 810

www.HispanData.com

NOW HIRING!
IBM Corp.

Paramount Pictures

Universal Studios

Philip Morris USA
Cox Cable Communications

Walt Disney Cor

Dun & Bradstreet

American Express

City National Bank

LSI Logic

Hoechst Marion Roussel

New United Motor Manufacturing

Paine Webber
And many more.

LsL

• ^i«:.^*il ...:'.. '**:•- *

18^ 1800

index

P^ZWP*^*^
^ Congratulations! 1 am so proud to^
have you at a M sis. 1 hope that this

ytar wM fet |Mit as memorable for

you as it wsa for ma. RamanilMr |ust

coN if you ovor nood atiythuiy; I'm

always hare far you. ifappy

infornMlii Novo wn cuz 1 luiow

fMl*)tMll

IL -^^ tAS^fffSfk^dH

HT il
Irene,

Even llu)u>;li I've only known

you for a sliort time, I tan

sincerely say thai Im so

happy ihai you're my lil' sis

This coming year will be a

wonderful experience for

lx)(h of us Have fun

tomorrow nighi and

rememl^er that I'll always be

here for ymi'

Lofvr YBS, Bcrni

iPSYCiinc
Readings By Lauren

"^K World Renowned

X Psychic Readings

"^Tarol Card

^Reunites Lovers

^Advises on all Problems of life

^Special Student Discount

Tel: (310) 858-1168

HOME OF CHRIS FARLEY, MIKE MEYERS AND
ANDY DICK

^f^xx)\J© \y^/^h

www.iowest.com
learn long-form improvisation from

the leaders in the field

PERFORMANCE OPPORTUNITIES

NEW CLASSES OFFERED
SUNDAY y WEDNESDAY

NOV 8" 12-3PM / NOV. 11~ 710PM

Reservations or class info

213/694-2935

6468 Santa Monica Blvd.

2200
RoseMtii Subjects

ACNE! ACNE! ACNE!
CLINICAL RESEARCH SPECIALISTS is

looking for people over 12 years of age with

moderate to severe acne (at least lOspots).

Qualified volunteers will be financially com-

pensated. For more information please call

Donna or Dalia 310-828-8887.

NORI^AL HEALTHY CHILDREN and adol-

escents 8-16yrs needed for UCLA research

study. Receive $25 for lab experiment and

developmental evaluation, and get a scientif-

ic learning experience. Call 310-825-0392.

POSTI^ENOPAUSAL WOIVIEN 45-f (Healthy

or with heart disease) wanted for a study on

coronary artery disease involving small

amounts of radioactivity at UCLA. $25/hr (2

days. 4hrs. each) Call 310-825-1118 or 310-

206-6675.

CREATIVE ENTERTAINMENT is holding

open auditions for roles in features, commer--

cials, print, music videos. Accepting submis-

sions tor Oil Of Olay. Austin Powers II, Pacif-

ic Bell 323-931-8118.

WE BUY CARS New and old Runninq or

not. Jctt 310 714-5808

Hoo
Computoii/Sofftwsre

GATEWAY 2000 P1 50. 32IVIB ram, 1 .5G HD,

3D card, sound card. 17" rtxinitor. speakers,

modem+more $700 310-820-6158.

MAC Powerbook 5300c w/Word, Excel,

Adobe, 28.8modem. plus more. Complete

w/portable color printer and black leather

case. $975. Ethan©310-656-0555.

CALII-ORNIA KING-SIZE WATERBED
$200 Queen-size waterbed. $100 Beige

sofa&loveseat. $100. Everything in great

condition. 310-268-1166

MATTRESS BONANZA!!
SEALY. STEARNS & FOSTER. Also Ortho-

pedic twin-sets-$119.95. Fulls-$169.95,

Queens-$1 89.95. Pillowtops-$299.95. So-

fas-$219. Delivery. Beacon MaHress. 1309

Westwood Blvd. 310-477-1466.

MATTRESS SETS!!!
Twin $79, Full $89, Queen $139. King $159,

Bunkbeds. Deliveries, Phone Orders Accept-

ed. 310-372-2337.

MATTRESSES. FUTON, DESK Bookshelf.

Dinette Sets. T-Table. Lamps. Delivenes. 7-

days open. King's Furniture. 11961 Santa

Monica Blvd. 310-575-4243.

WATERBED
KING SIZE flotation mattress Mahogany
wood. Excellent condition. $400.00 Please

lUbb CHEVY BLAZER biu 4x4 lahoe pack-

age, mint condition, $3700. 310-659-0278.

1988 T-BIRD Power all with cruise control

Orig owner 70.000 mi. $3000 310-559-

9248.

1990 ACURA LEGEND, gold, great condi-

tion Runs well Garage kept. Fully Ibaded

$8500obo, please contact 310-459-1359.

1990 TOYOTA Corolla Excellent condition

57k miles Automatic. A/C. At^FMCassette

4-door $5000 Eric©310-442-078l

1991 BMW 325i CONVERTIBLE 51.000mi

Bronze ext.. tan int. $12,800obo Call David:

310-200-6522.

1995 MITSUBISHI ECLIPSE RS Silver, au-

tomatic. 1 -owner. Have all receipts, very low

miles. $10,900. Best offer 213-830-2261.

HONDA CIVIC 89. Halchback.^-blue. excel-

lent condition. 103.300miles, 4-speed. sec-

ond owner. Leaving country, records avail-

able. $3600obo. 310-206-5104.

asbjorn@chem.ucla.edu

UCLA PROFESSOR selling '88 BMW 325 I

Black-convertible, top condition. New tires,

A/C. $7,500 obo. 310-820-8082 (day). 310-

394-6906 (anytime).

'86 BMW 325- Excellent condition. Service

records. Bronze. 5 speed. Power equipment.

A/C. Alarm, am/fm and cassette Sunroof.

$4250 818-789-7727.

'86 MAZDA RX7- 133K miles. Good running

condition. Needs minor bodywork. 5-speed

and sunroof. $1750 OBO 310-546-5677.

'92 LEXUS ES-300 White. 4-door. automat-

ic. Asking $17,000. Low mileage, good con-

dition. One owner. 310-475-9194.

mil 3 1 -274-0977 .

;$penii/Ei9 Donors

YOUNo uAuoAoiAN v'vuMAiS iieeued tO

help infertile couple with egg donation.

Please contact Dr. Coopersmith 818-986-

1648. Compensation provided. Please Help!!

Qara^oSidot

RUMMAGE SALE!
WESTWOOD Presbyterian Church 10822

Wilshire Blvd. Sat-10/31. 9am-4pm. Mon-

11/02, 9am 1pm

EGG DONORS
NEEDED
IF YOUARE A WOMAN

• between the ages of 1 9-32

• have no genetically linked

diseases in your

immediate family

• would like to know more

about how to become an

egg donor

Please Call...

fGG DOMORS ARE
COMPEMSATED
$3000 to $3500

CRRATIVL
iONniPTIOi

(949) 488-2868

must attend one education seminar
J

nOallB floailCIS

FAT ABSORB TABLETS- All natural. Take

before meals+lower your fat absorption rate.

$31 80 310-479-8086. 1 :00pm-9pm(PST) or

send check/ money order to IMG P.O. Box

24C26 LA. CA 90024.

LOSE WEIGHT NOW
ASK ME HOW

All natural nutritional health products. Call

3in-on9.6r)44

BINGE DRINKER?
WANT TO HELP OTHERS with your per-

sonal story? Wide exposure. Call Peter 323-

860- 1 230ASAR

ENTERTAINMENT & SPORTS SCORES,
spreads, trivia! Call 1-900-656-2700 ext.

8449 $2.99/min. Must be 18^. Sen/-u (619)

645-8434.

NEW&USED CLOTHES for sale. Everything

in lip-top shape. Sizes; 8-10/Medium. Cute

stuff. Sweaters/pants/etc. Great prices/nego-

tiable. Great for the holidays' T1^ <^^-' ?'^(^?

OFFICE SPACE
FOR LEASE

884 Sq ft. $1700/mo. Utilities paid

Westwood location'.

310-208-1987.

Prime

Call Anne or Yvonne

EGG DONORS
I

WANTED
If you are a healthy
female between
the ages of 19 and
30 and have health

Insurance.

Compensation
$3500.00

Call Mirna Navas at

(310) 829-6782

Classifieds

825-22P1

• Piano Rentals *
^ Low Monthly Rates W
•Hollywood Piano Rental Company^

2 1
3-462-2329 ^••••••****

r^^.T'm

DO YOU NEED body wort? on your car (For-

eign or Domestic)? Free estimate! Great

prices! Please call EIren at 818-782-3414.

19bb vOlVO 122s Excellent condition

2door automattc. 4 cytindef. whrte extenor.

vinyl/burgundy inierior Piooeer stereo &

equali/er $2.900 213-748-2618

Scooters for Sale m
lyoo tmMAmm i-MvA scooter. Minor Udriiage.

$500 562-728-1023

!VMiiGies for llint

FROM $17.95/DAY
RENT-A-CAR. Under 25 ok. Cash deposit

ok. Free miles allowance. Open 7 days/wk.

Major credit-cards accepted. 1-800-770-

0606.

jfj.r.-M^jt .'A.-y-y.-X: ;,. ^. .'.>.<

KOSUIlllf IIUIUII

j|lm^)inimi<^

010)474 4262

-Lrss than one mllr fwm liCLA ompu*.
Frcr ct>nlinrn(al brcmkiasl.

-AfTordablc. clean and comfortable rooms.
-Free cable TV A Uxral Telephone Calls.

Mlnuin iway from LA » tttM theater* and restaurants.

•Weekly rales available.

t Fnr r*,erratin,, mil fUOi 414.4262 t

\\>\\\

Ihml Oesllnitloiis
- »*-v"' -

'-'- "-'''-

SEMESTER AROUND THE WORLD.
Travel to Greece. Spain, Costa Rica, or Aus-

tralia and eam college credits. Call toll free

1-877-333-SATW{7289).

5«^/?VMnXM
Round Trip Airfares

Lima S375

Cu2CO S595

Santiago S689

Sao Paulo / Rio S656

Guayaquil / Quito $570

Buenos Aiics $698

Vhivu }lavlnt f*l(*<'liif

.11^0 piKkaerf to C.il.'tp<ii;ri''

For Re* 310 r>52 8821/800 289 0549
MROf ISVIONAL TRAVIl Sf HVK f.

*Mjiilh /Vnii (l( an Spfi lallM* • i • \>'i."' >

'

Europe
$239 (each way plus taxes)

HAWAII $1 19 o/w
Many other destinations!

CALL 3 1 0-394-0550
http://www.airhltch.org

GST 202863840

CONSTELLATION
TRAVEL, INC.

ROUND TRIP FARES
Central America

Belize $418
Guatemala $397
Costa Rica $360
El Salvador ^.;...i....$360

Mexico
Mexico City $260

Guadalajara $266

South America
Lima $349
Caracas $485
Bolivia $682
Bogota $494

USA
New York $265

Washingtori $284

(213) 389-8933 Open 7 days ft week
PORCMOSSM

HEALTH AND BEAUTY STEAM Developed

by Chinese doctor. Revolutionary skin-care

product with exotic herts. also cleanses in-

ternally (colds, flu). 2-months supply

$35+UPS. 1-888-701-8898

l^aHODYKSSKMIALS^l

facial

* waxing
* elecfrolysic

* ear piercing

idK
* ©yelash flnf

* preffy hands and feel
* Henna Body Arf

(310) 393-3621

I
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Contempo Nails
Manicures Pedicures

Fills & Silks

Sculptured Nails

Wax
& MORE!

333 Robertson Blvd. Bevedy Hills

(btwn. Gregory Way & Olympk: Blvd.)

Mon-Sat 9-7 pm. Sun laS pm.

Free Parking

No Appt. Necessary

3 Call (310) 855-8879
>Wrg^YTTT»tTIIIXIXZXXXXlX
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=$GrtJtCK CASHS
OWN A CAR? Get a cash loan in 30nfiinutes

while you drive. No credit check. W.S.M.

888-300-8942.

STUDENT LOANS
GET YOUR Staflord Student Loan from Uni-

versity Credit Union (Lender Code 832123).

Also receive low-cost financial sen/ices. 310-

477-6628; www.ucu.org.

Iteranoe

INSURANCE WAR!
WE'LL BEAT ANYONE'S price or don't want

your business. All drivers. Newly licensed.

Student/statf/faculty discounts. Request the

"Bruin Plan." 310-777-8817 or 818-222-

5595.
'

PARS1 INSURANCE SERVICES. Low rate

auto insurance. $50 student discount to-

wards down payment. We can come to you.

818-784-1771.

BANKRUPTCY
fKmw f>i IT ftp DCfiT NOWt Free Cuiisullil -

tion. Experienced attorneys, reasonable

fees. Law Offices of White and Associates

(Cheryle M. While. UCLAW. "86") 800-420-

9998 or 310-207-2089. 12301 Wilshire

Bl.Ste 550. WLA

GREEN CARDS NOW!
FILE YOUR GREEN CARD LOTTERY
Starling 10-1-98 through 10-26-98. Call at-

torney Doreen©213-251-9588.
""

MYER LAW FIRM. Century City Auto acci-

dents, slips/falls, bankruptcy, discrimination,

sexual harassment. UCLA Graduate Scott D.

Myer. http://www.bestlawyer.com 310-277-

3000.

/lllstate
YbiiVe in good hands.

Insurance Company
(310)312-0204

1281 NA/estvv/ood 01vd.
(2 tolks So of \A/lls>^lre)

ge

Bbbl MOVfcHb. Licensed, insureU. Lowest

rates. Fast, courteous+carelul. Many stud-

ents moved for $98. Lie. -T- 163844. NO JOB
TOO SMALL! 1 -800-2-GO-BEST

HONEST MAN W/14ft truck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok. Student discount.

Ask about 10% discount. 310-285-8688. Go
Bruinst

JERRY'S MOVING&DELIVERY The careful

movers. Experienced, reliable, same-day de-

livery. Packing, boxes available. Also, pick-

up donations for American Cancer Society.

Jerry©31 0-391 -5657.

Sonrloos

50%OFF WOMEN'S personal training. Work

one on one with a trainer to learn the skills

for a healthy lifestyle. Acquire a program that

is tailored to your needs. Contact Marie Wit-

tman 818-490-3717.

ACNE SCARS?
OR CHICKENPOX scars? Patented laser-

assisted method. Proven success, rebuikJ

your own collagen. Call for details 310-385-

0590.

Lossons

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedicated pro-

fessional. At your home or WLA studio. 1st-

lesson free. No drum set necessary.

Neil:21 3-6548226.

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years exp. all

levels and styles. Patient and organized.

Guitars available. Sam 310-626-9117.

IS LIFE GETTING YOU DOWN?
Talking to the RIGHT person can help!

AFFORDABLE, QUALITY THERAPY

Yvonne Thomas, Ph.D.

Licensed

Psychologist

(PSY 14489)

Life Transitions,

Depression, Loss,

Self-Esteem, Anxiety,

Premarital Counseling,

'

Sun/ivors of Emotional,

Physical, or Sexual Abuse,

Overeating, Body Image,

Adult Children of Alcoholics,

Multicultural/Multiethnic Issues,

Couples Conflicts or Break-ups. etc.

and C(
Ike that first step
ill W>r. Yvonne Thomas

(310)726-3944 Free Consultation

Convenient Westside location and flexible hours

Display

206-3060
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FOR ADULTS & CHILDREN
For a complimentary consultation or second opinion, please call

(310)447-5790
One year orthodontic

treatment including all initial

diagnostic records (X-rays,

models, pictures), and

retainers.

down payment

$74.00/month''
2 year orthodontic treatment including records and retainers. $108* a month. '9.9* APR OAC for 42

months includes a 10% student & faculty discount, No interest payment plans available (call for details).

• Ceramic or clear braces - Retainers (removable appliances)

• Straightening of teeth and bites - Tooth Whitening

- Space closure ' Preventive orthodontics for children

• Cosmetic recontouring

11645 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 1060, 5 blocks from UCLA

m
MAURICE FIROUZ, D.D.S.. Member American Association of

Orthodontists Member AAO, PCSO, CSSO. WLADS, CDA. ADA. UCLA
Graduate 1987, UCLA Lecturer 1990-'93. Over 3000 treated satisfied

patients.

Mosto Listons
7000
1Moi1n0 OftafBd

ClflTAR LESSONS tjy protBSStonat mM PfflVArTE TUTOfflNG-
UCLA. All levels, guitars avail. Call Jean at

310-47R41M wwwJWGScom

fTOO

MBA, LAW, MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS!
FRUSTRATED DEVELOPING your critical

personal statements? Get professional help

from well-known author/consultant. 310-826-

4445.

www winningpersonstatement com

A FREE SESSION
PSYCHOTHERAPY/COUNSELING for de-

pression, anxiety, obsessions, post-traumat-

ic stress, etc. Couples/Individuals Student

rates. Cnme victims may be eligible for free

treatment. Call Liz Gould

(fVlFC#32388)@310-578-5957 to schedule

your free consultation

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

All subjects, These^Dissertations.

Personal Statements. Proposals and Bocks.

Intemationai students welcome -

SINCE 1985

Sharon Bear, Ph.D. (310) 470-6662

IN-HOME, one-on-one tutoring for most sub-

jects. English, Chemistry. Math, Physics, Bi-

ology. Spanish. French, etc. $15/hr 310-

289-3292.

PRIVATE TUTORING
SECONDARY. PRIMARY LEVELS. All sub

lects. Affordable rates One on one. At your

home. Call ADMIRAL TUTORING; 310-477-

9685.

THE WRITING COACH
EXPERIENCED TEACHER. PhD offers tu-

toring, term paper assistance. English. So-

cial Science. History Foreign Students Wel-

come. Call: 310-452-2865.

UCLA ENGLISH ALUMNI, pro-writer, young,

superb papers guaranteed High school and

below welcome. Jeff 213-653-2240.

WRITING TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford University

graduate Help with English—lor students ol

all ages/levels. $17/hr 310-472-8240 or

310-440-0285

7100
lUUNviy iraniBu

EAGLE EYED EDITOR
PROOFREADS THESES, publications; tu-

tors English, study skills: trains time man-

agement, stress reduction. Nadia Lawrence

PhD 310-393-1951.

PRIZE-WINNING
ESSAYIST AND FORMER PROFESSOR
w/two Ph Ds can help you produce winning

prose. Theses, papers, personal statements

David <daveditOpacbell.net> 805-646-

4455.

RELATIONSHIP SPECIALIST- Effective,

supportive, confidential counseling Individu-

als and couples. Carole Chasm. MA,
M.F.C.C. 310-289-4643.

Counseling and Psychotherapy

...to examine life concenis/issues in

privacy and respect. Individuals.

couples, families. Stress, anxiety,

depression, self-esteem, relationships.

Lorraine M. Yamamura, Ph.D. Clinical

Psych. )lo>{ist PJiYl 1067 (310)392-5209

iBOOO i
WINNING RESUMES 1-hour service Our

clients get results Open 7 days Visa and

Mastercard accepted. 310-287-2785.

tooo •^

C PROGRAMMING TUTOR in the Torrance

area Stan ASAP 310-539-8548

GEOMETRY TUTOR for 9th grade girl.

UCLA female freshman/sophomore pre-

ferred. Needs transportation. Encino area

15 hrs/week or more $25/session. 818-789-

4377.

GERMAN TUTOR NEEDED PfT. Hrs flexi-

ble 310-289-1404

LOOKING for a nice Italian teacher for a
happy family. Once/wk, 2.5hrs at our house.

Please call Sabrina: 310-285-9853.

NATIVE JAPANESE speaker wanted to

teach 5-year-old and 9-year-old beginning

Japanese. Call Caroiine0213-634-5254.

PRIVATE TUTOR wanted for high school

boy in nwth, writing and science. Recom-
mendation required. Call Sabnna031 0-828-

6388

TUTOR FOR history, science, math 8th and
11th grade. Beverly Hills home. Flexible

hours. $10/hr 310-550-1012 ext. 2.

TUTOR WANTED for Life Science 1 $20/hr

Bio or biochem n^jor preferred. Tutoring, in

the evenings on canipus 626-912-2345.

TUTOR/DRIVER for 7lh grader Pick up 3:30

tutor until 7pm WLA area Male preferred.

$ia/hr 310-475-3788

TUTOR: PHYSICS and cateulus BC for high

school senior $12/hr Close to campus. Jim
310-475-3314 &310-475-9415. ^

MATH/PHYSICS/STATISTICS/Enghsh/He
bnm Compultrized statistical arwiysis avail

•bIt.Tutortng service Free consultation

MtMOOiMe rMM. call anytime lien (800)90

TUTOR www my-tutorcom

Classifieds

825-2221

TUTORS for high school students

Junior/senior/gradutta students specializing

in English a must. FamHies k)cated in Arca-

dia resident or Palos Verdes 2hrs-$5S/one

visit 4timesMK> 310-859-9140 Bevedy Qlen

Education Link •Beverly Hills

HATE TO TYPE? Let me do it for you

Fast-t^accurate. Professional screen plays

excepted. $2/pg. Call-lris 310-839-3101 or

page 3 10-9 15-2255

WORD PROCESSING AJI types research

papers, theses, resumes, fliers Editing &
proofing available. Emergencies OK Call

818-598-1489 or email anmlwomnOpac-
bell.net

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-

es, dissertations, transcription, resumes, fli-

ers, brochures, mailing lists, reports Santa

Monica, 310 828-6939 Hollywood, 213-466-

2888

7300
Writlny Ho^

-^<r*».

WORD PROCESSING. Typing, proofing,

editing, rewnting, research, resumes, tutor-

ing etc Fax, email, bring work to me Rush-

es Student discount 818-830-1546

7400
Bufinest Opporbmities

$500/DAY. Nude modeling-women 18-»- all

types No experience necessary Safe, pro-

fessional environment Refer a friend and

earn $50! 3 10-358-3865

DRIVE YOUR DREAM FOR FREE. Any
make, model, or price. No down payment.

No security deposit. Great income potential

888-891-8890

Men-Women ages 18-24 for nude modeling

for magazines and fine art. Call 310-289-

8941 days for in(orm,^tion

iSs ClffMf OHDOrflllliM

SALES MANAGER. Cellular. PCS. experi-

ence preferred. Salary-i-commission Fax re-

sume to 310-836-0800.

_SECRETARY/RECEPTIONIST- Perform

various duties in Beverly Reat Estate Com-
pany. Parttime/Fulltime. Starting pay $9/hr

w/great future job opportunities. Fax re-

sume:31 0-278-6801 Attn J.Edward Smith.

7700
OMCmHtfaiiM
AFTERSCHOOL DRIVER for 2boys (12-»^15)

and help w/homework plus errands. $10/hr

Must be insured-f have clean record. SM
area. 310-828-3363.

CHEERFUL. OUTGOING person to care for

2 boys, ages 9&6. P/T Pick up from school

at 2:30. Help w/homeworkyextracurrlcular ac-

tivities. Prepare light dinners until mom gets

home Approximately 6or 630 Expenence

w/children necessary M-F. Own car 310-

838-8589

CHILD CARE for special 11 -year-old girl

w/disabilities in Tarzana M/W/F 3 30-6:30

and Sundays 1030-330. Pay negotiable.

Call 818-343-4150.

DRIVE CHILDREN from school in West Hol-

lywood to Pacific Palisades in late afternoon

Must have car and insurance 310-454-7525.

ENERGETIC
MOMS HELPER Approx 4-8pm M-F, flexi-

ble Salary negotiable Needs car 3amazing
kids Pacific Palisades Laurie: 310-454-

6021.

HOUSEKEEPER+BABYSITTER for 4y/o
girl 5 nights/week starting© 5pm. $25/night

Must be experienced and have references.

Near Beverly Hills. Call ASAP 310-271-

8217

LOOKING for a German-speaking baby-sit-

ter(fluent). She must drive, be available

evenings 3time/wk. $10/hr. Please contact

Sabrina: 310-285-9853.

LOVAASn"RAINED THERAPIST WANTED
to fill hrs in existing in home program for au-

tistK 2yr boy Weekend hrs needed, $12-

$15/hr. Manhattan Beach(15min). Please

call Lisa Zucker 310-796-9855 or email li-

sagzOaol.com

MOTHERS HELPER- Female preferred for

BH family 3 small chiklren. Sundays only.

7am-7pm. $100. 310-550-7104.

NANNY WANTED
Family in Pacifk: Palisades seeks PT nanny
for 2 kids ages 5 and 7. Starting now thru

Dec. 18, 1998. Afternoons from 2:30-

7:00p.m. Mon -Fri. Must have car Duties in-

clude driving kkls, activities, and supervision.

$200/wk Great kids! Call Julie 310-454-

3550.

PLAY WITH ME!!
Companion wanted for 6 yr okJ ADHD boy
Chikl Devek)pment, Psych or Special Ed
Student Rexible hours. A k>t of fun. requires

patience, fimnrtess. and energy 310-459-

1320

PROF MOM needs reliable UCLA student to

help with after school chNd care Flex hours

$9^r ExoaNent driving record and car re-

quired Call 310-206-7528

ADMINISTRATOR/PROJECT ASSISTANT
(internship possibility). Computer literate,

IBM-WirKlows/1riternet plus. Senior/graduate

w/strong writing/oral communication. No
dress code/reception duties. $7-$9.

17hrs/wk Serious inquines Fax:310-395-

0509.

$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL mailing or cir-

culars No expenence req Free information

packet. Call 202-466-1639.

MODELS NEEDED NOW
No experience required

Catalog, Printwork. Magazines. Movies.
Video & TV Commercials

Men and Women of all Ages
Free Consultation

CALL NOW! 310-659-7000

$20/HR PT/FT
PROCESSING MAIL! Free supplies,

postage! Bonuses! Rush SASE to

CMA/UCLA Po Box 567443, Atlanta GA,

31156

signup@infoinfomachine.com

$7.25/hr and up!
DO YOU have initiative? Become a UCLA
Community Sen/ice Officer and explore law

and public relations. Great Pay Flexible

hours. Student-oriented. Web:

www.ucpd.ucla.edu/ucpd/cso, Email:

csoducpd.ucla.edu. Phone: 310-825-2148.

$800 WEEKLY POTENTIAL. Processing

government refunds at home. No experience

necessary. 1-800-945-6880 Ext 1584.

ADMIN ASSIST to RE. investor in Bel Air

Word, Excel, phones, must have car. Part

time (Tues. 1-5. Wed. 9-3) $10/hr Fax re-

sume to 310-471-4885.

ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT-F/T. Typing.

faxir>g, photocopying, phones Office experi-

ence preferred but not required. Near UCLA.
Growth potcntiat. General tiours 9-£^':

581-2400.

ANNOUNCERS, no experience necessary.

Host musicAalk-shows for our radio stations.

P/T. $10-1 5/hr, $200-»^per/show. plus fantas-

tic benefits. 213-468-0080 24-hours.

CLERICAL

Immediate Openings
Volt is looking for individuals with

the following experience:

RECEPTION
DATA ENTRY

WORD PR(XESSING
GENERAL OPnCE/FILE CLERKS
If you arc looking for temporary or

direct hire jobs, call for an appl.

VOLT SERVICES GROUP
12100 Wilshire Blvd. Suite M-90

los Angeles, CA 90025
{3101 207-0077 • Never A Fee • EOE W/S

ASSISTANT for business office. For more
details please call 310-278-2750 or fax re-

sume 310-278-0038

ASSISTANT NEEDED FOR Real Estate in-

vestment company P/T. casual dress, must
have car and insurance. $9/hr Fax resume
to: 310-479-2402.

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED Earn
$150-$250/night Work P/T while going to

school. Day/eve classes, 1-2week classes,

800-974-7974. International Bartender's

school. HUNDREDS OF JOBS!

BEN & JERRY'S ice cream parior needs

scoopers and shift leaders for our 3

Westside locations. Santa Monica call Pam
310-450-0691, Brentwood call Jenn 310-

447-0695. and Century City call Nikki 310-

788-9682 and experienced cake decorators

call 310-546-1717.

BIO-MEDICAL, ELECTRONICS, and clean-

room micro-cleaning. Full/Part-time employ-

ment. Some physical work required Must

have transportation. Evenings/weekends.

Start $7.50/hr Call Patrick Toll Free © 888-

263-9886.

CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVES wanted for a

company ttiat provides sen/ices for interna-

tional students. Salary is commission only

Call 310-476-4674.

CASHIERS. ASST MANAGERS. Starting

$8/hr. Evening shifts. 310-824-4111.

CASTING
EXTRAS needed for feature films, commer-
cials, and music videos Earn up to $240 per

day! No expenence needed Wort^ guar-

anteed! Call today 213-851-6103.

Seorchinq for Models
Man and Wbman for commarcials.

catak>g & maoazina adt. brochures, and
catwalk •Spaciaialng in p^titas •

$150 to $250 par hour
• Bavarty»«ls*

* No Faa No Expahanca

(31(H273-2M6

^7800

CELLULAR
REPRESENTATIVE

oELF-MOTIVATED PROACTIVE PEOPLE
needed to sell Campus Cellular Service Set

/our own hours, must like to make money,

discounts on cellular/paging service, will

train To set up an appointment call Kamyar
at 310-825-0881,

CENTRAL CAMPUS
:ENTRAL CAMPUS JOBS. Part-time jobs

available@ASUCLA Concessions. We work

w/your class schedule Supervisory opportu-

nities. Half-oft meals 310-206-0736

CENTURY CITY FIRM
RECEPTIONST needed. Flexible p/t shifts

available $lO/hr To schdule an interveiw

call Angel: 310-201-2535 between 3:30-6

pm.

CLERICAUCOMPUTER TYPIST for Laurel

Canyon area $15/hr 4hrs/wk 213-650-

4404.

CLERICAL/SALES P/T or F/T, excellent op-

portunity. Love of jewelry. Call between 12-

6pm Shane's Jewelry We have 2 openir>gs

immediately. 310-208-8404.

CLERK PART-TIME Duties include: corre-

spondence, data entry, opening/routing mail,

tiling, classifying and photocopying manu-
scripts. Oualifications include, accurate typ-

ing, familiarity with WordPer-

fect/MSWord/Windows/databases, be or-

ganized and detail oriented Clerical experi-

ence a plus. M-F 11:00am to 2:00pm. In

Westwood medical publishing office $8/hr.

Call 310-208-3556 or fax resume to 310-

208-2838.

CLERK- Pleasant Santa Monica law office

needs full-lime or part-time. Filing and
phone. 310-394-3578.

COMPUTER ASSISTANCE NEEDED. Ex-

perience w/Adobe Premiere. Need help

creating short video clips, to be played in MS
3tO-206^3«fF

COMPUTER TUTOR. In-home. (Mac Pertor-

ma) $12/hr cash. Santa Monica. 310-393-

4573. Heidi.

COPY OPERATORS WANTED p/t or f/t.

3pm- 11pm and/or 8am-5pm. Experience a

plus. Please call 310-277-2679.

CP SHADES
A NATIONAL womens clothing retailer and
Manufacture based in San Francisco, is in-

terviewing for FT/PT sales positions in its

Santa Monica location CP Shades offers a

challenging, e,xcit»ng environment w/an ex-

cellent compensation package, vacation,

health&dental, a free outfit every month and

a great discount. Best of all, is the chance to

work for a friendly, growing company that

makes clothes which you'll want to own.

Please fax resumes to 310-392-0586 or

come into our store at 2937 Main St. to fill out

an application.

CSO OFFICE ASST
Apply now for an ottice assistant position at

the CSO Programs&Westwood Village Sub-
station. Starting rate $7.25/hr. UCLA stud-

ents w/at least one yr remaining Public rela-

tions&basic clerical duties. For details call

310-825-9800

CUSTOMER SERVICE
ACKERMAN REP(FT) ©University Credit

Union. Apply@1500 S. Sepulveda Blvd.. LA,

90025 or fax resume:31 0-477-2566 or web
at http://www.ucu.org

Jers"DANCERS. EXOTIC DANCERS for pnvate

shows and parties in LA and Orange County
areas. Top $. 1 -800-899-8000.

A PERFECT STUDENT JOB

Do you need a job In the

afternoons during school (M-F)?
All day Saturday, too! Full time
during Quarter Breaks and
Sumnner Vacations! Wbrk

experience not necessary. Apply
today at

Westwood Sporting Goods.

1065 Qayley Ave,

Westwood Village.

DOG-WALKER NEEDED. Mon-Fri. after-

noons in exchange tor parting privileges.

Home-walking distance from campus. Bon-
nie: 310-474-9969.

DRIVER needed in Westwood ftower shop.

M-F 2pm-9pm Call 310-208-4000

DRIVER to p»ck up 14-year old from Beverty

Hills High. brir)g to home in Sherman Oaks
or to after-sctK>ol activities. Feniale pre-,

fen^ed $10/hr Rob<n08l8-783-2268

DYNAMIC. PRESENTABLE. ENERGETIC
mari(eting needed for sports medicir^ prac-

tice. Office work. kMling. patient mieraction

Fax Resume 310-335-1543 or call 310-640

3771

Display
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7800
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DIVE! Century Citv

restaurant seeks
outgoing personalities

with great smiles for our

Cashier and Host

Departments. Apply in

person daily at 10250
Santa Monica Blvd.,

11:30am-10pm.

7800
" « -

- »
-
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EARN & LEARN!
ENTERTAINMENT COMPANY seeks Com-
munications/MFA students to manage Na-

tional/lntercollegiale-event/screening re-

search programs. Make money, have fun! A
few hours a day Wortt from your place! Send

availability and current academic status to:

komedy@komedyu com

ENTRY LEVEL BOOKKEEPER. $7/hr Cop-

ymat Westwood. 925 Westwood Blvd. LACa
90024. Contact John Ortega (store manag-

er). P/T. Call 310-824-5276. Fax 310-824-

5543.

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SEEKING assis-

tant to help build business. Duties: Cold call-

ing and light office worit. CIBC Oppenheimer

Westwood. 310-446-7303.

F/T FILE CLERK for immigration law firm.

Century City Computer-literate, Punctual,

detail-oriented, self-starter $8/hr. Fax re*

sume: 310-553-2616.

FILE CLERK for law office. PfT, $8/hr. Fax

resume: 310-785-5250. Attention F. Holley.

Sprino Break 'SS

n
ItMflfttlt

Take "2
New Hiring R8PSI

2 Hoe Trips on_
oflh 15 Sales

19

H00428-7n0

INTERNET ACTRESSES
WANTED! Wori< at home, ^1ake your own

hours. WEBCAM Business needs flirtatious

women. Visit

http7/GuestRoomCam.com/nfX)relnfo.htm.

JOBS JOBS JOBS
STUDENT JOBS wAhe UCLA Library We
work w/your class schedule. Flexible hours

during finals. Apply in personCharies Young

Research Library(YRL). formeriy University

Research Library(URL). Room 11617 (first

floor). 310-825-7947. Please bring your

UCLA Bmin Card.

MAKE A DIFFERENCE
IN THE LIVES OF

CHILDREN
GREAT UCLA JOB! Work study and non-WS
positions available. Hours vary-Stop by

BruinCorps office, 105 Men's Gym for info.

MALE MODELS
Printwork. UB under 25. Lean, any race,

leave name, number&physical stats. Free

interview. Beginners welcome. 213-960-

1066. 24hrs.

MALE&FEMALE
MODELS

OUR MODELS have worited for Versace,

Abercrombie & Fitch, Estee Lauder, Levi's,

Banana Republic & morel Great Pay! Begin-

ner's ok! Call Iree* for a appointment (24-

hrs) 800-959-9301

MEDICAL RECEPTIONIST- p/t afternoon for

S.M. GYN. Some filing, typing, and phone

experience desired. Starting salary $7-f/hr

310-828-4433.

MEDICAL SECRETARY
-P/I- FRIENDLY, OUTGOING. HIGHL
TlVATED. GREAT TELEPHONE SKILLS.

WORKS WELL ALONE, FILING, WORD
PROCESSING. BEVERLY HILLS. FAX RE-

SUME:310-271-2262.

FILE/OFFICE CLERKS
LAW FIRM has PT positions to fill at

$6.50/hr. Minimum of 20hrs/v^. Interest in

law preferred. Fax resume&proposed avail-

able hours to 310-274-2798 or mail to Lur-

ie&Zepeda, 9107 Wilshire Blvd. Suite #800.

Beveriy Hills, CA 90210; attention Jimmy

Dean

FOREIGN STUDENTS needed for occasion-

al translation/transcription from your native

language to English for TV production com-

pany. Fax letter of interest to Helen at 818-

763-2485.

FRONT DESK PERSON for a busy Beverty

Hills chiropractic clinic. Bilingual a plus.

Windows95 experience a plus. Call Dwight:

213-655-1420.

FT SALES PERSON wanted for upscale

chikJren's furnishing store. Studio City/Sher-

man Oaks location. Call Heather 818-784-

8215 Energy and sense of style must.

GET PAID TO GET YOUR HAIR CUT AND
COLORED. MODELS REQUIRED FOR
VERY EXPERIENCED INTERNATIONAL
HAIRDRESSERS. MUST BE OPEN FOR
CHANGE. MUST BE AVAILABLE ON MON-
DAY, NOVEMBER 16TH. PLEASE CALL

JENNY© 1-800-234-4672. ext 106 FOR
MORE INFO.

GIFT SHOP POSITION. Duties include run-

ning cash register, overseeing operation of a

second cash register Performing other du-

ties in shop as directed by manager. Diplom-

acy when interacting with volunteers and

customers is essential. Starting pay $8/hr-

opportunity for increase. Fax resume to 310-

825-9179. AttniGift Shop Manager or mail to

UCLA Medical Center Auxiliary Gift Shop

10833 Le Conte Ave. Los Angeles Ca.

90095.

GIRLS wanted at exclusive social club in

WLA. Conversation only No alcohol. Flexi-

ble hours. Earn top $$$. 310-477-9871.

GREAT WORKPLACE!
TELEMARKETING for intemationai educa-

tion agency Nice clients, great-woricplace In

SM. Houriy+commission. Sales experi-

ence&knowledge of foreign language import-

ant 310-395-9393.

HOLIDAY$$$. Honest reliable person to

wori< with stocking and labelir)g merchan-

dise. No experience necessary Flexible

hours. Oct-Jan. Near UCLA 310-234-0127

HOME TYPISTS NEED-
ED

PC users needed $45,000 income potential

CaH 1-800-513-4343 Ext B- 10105

HOTEL HOUSE PERSON P/l Fnday. Satur

day 3 11pm Westwood Village Hotel 310-

2083945 ^
HOUSEMOTHER for lovely senior Retire-

ment Resident m Westwood F/T; live-in

room and board salary. Cal 310-207-5618

Classifieds

825-2221

SALES REP. Seeking highly-motivated, ar-

ticulate, ambitious sales reps for feature film

production and distributksn company No
glass ceiling Always room for advancement.

Great pay. Flexible hours. 818-377-3750.

SALES&CLERICAL. PfT or PfT, excellent

opportunity. Love of jewelry. Call between

t2-6pm. Shane's Jewelry. 310-208-8404.

SECRETARIAL/SALES person in

Westwood. FT/PT Must be dependable, reli-

ably, neat, good communk:ation skills. Ask

for Don 310-477-1466

SEXUAL PROBLEMS?
Maintain control, maximize stamina, and last

longer. Amazing, unheard of solutions! Seek-

ing willing product testers. Apply at

www.newremedies.com

SOFTWARE SALES
OFFICE

Near LAX requires mature SALES ADMINIS-

TRATOR to assist w/customer service/

phones/order entry/tX)okkeeping/general of-

fice. P/T or F/T, Will train. $8-12/hr Excellent

career opportunity. Longterm position. Fax

resume:310-215-8071. hrdtrantech.com

STARGATEA^/ATKINS ENTERTAINMENT.
Actors Wanted! No experience required.

Movies, TV, commercials. Guarantee inter-

views with top SAG agents. CALL NOW!!!!

310-577-9711.

START TODAY
National Mariteting Co. needs people ASAP
for data entry, $10/hr to start. Full Time .

Culver City location. Fax resume to 310-

398-3550

STUDENT NEEDED. PfT nanny for energe-

tic child. After school Monday-Friday. No
housekeeping just TLC. I^S. Call 310-441-

5012

lLK & MAKE MONEY
CUSTOMER SERVICE REPRESENTATIVE-

MODELS WANTED by professional photo-
' studio for upcoming assignment. Male/Fe-

male Pro/Non-Pro. Fashion/Commer-

cial/Theatrical. Call for appointment 818-

986-7933.

MODELS/WRITERS/SALES needed for new
fashion magazine. Great pay, flexible hrs, all

model types in good shape. 818-546-1966

MOVIE EXTRA WORK
* Revolutionary new program* Start immedi-

ately* All types- 18^!* Fun/Easy* No crazy

fees* Program for free medical* Call-24/hrs

213-850-4417.

NORTH CAMPUS
NORTH CAMPUS JOBS. Part-time jobs

available dLuValle Commons. We work

w/your class schedule. Supervisory opfwrtu-

nities. Half-off nieals. 310-825-1177.

OFFICE CLERK-SM law firm seeks P/T of-

fice clertts. Phones, filing, faxing, photocopy-

ing&tiling court documents. Must have

auto-^insurance. Francis Che:3 10-453-67 11

OPTOMETRIC OFFICE
P/T Assistant. Need excellent phone skills in

English. M*. Tu. Th. 9-5. ('Flexible). Call

310-837-7202. Leave message.

P/T RETAIL SALES- Outgoing personality.

$8-10/hr to start. Mornings, afternoons or

evenings and weekends. Call Harvey for in-

terview: 310-287-2459.

PAT WORK, F/T-PAY!
BEVERLY HILLS fimi seeks phone reps for

match making company Mon-Thurs 5:30-

9pm. Excellent pay. Fun job. Adam-310-777-

6900.

PHOTO LAB p/t assist photo printer or com-

puter imaging. Beveriy Hills 310-274-3445.

PT POSITION
OFFICE ASST computer skills must. 30/hrs

week. $7.50/hr starting. Excellent communi-

cations skills. Call Nicole 310-652-6311.

RECEPTIONISTS. WESTWOOD LAW offic-

es. Mon-Fri. 9-5. $7/hour, can do homework

on job. 31 0-470-3373.

RETAIL SALES
SEEKING RESPONSIBLE, OUTGOING in-

dividuals for part and full time sales positions

in an upscale, attractive. Century City retail

store. Must enjoy worthing with children. Call

Lynn at Petit Jardin Children's Shoes 310-

476-0805

needed for Campus Communications. Must

be a self-starter and like to make money
Hours needed - 9am-3pm. Paging/cellular

discounts available. $6/hr + commissior).

For more info call Kamyar at 310-825-0881.

TELEMARKETERS AND SALESPEOPLE
wanted. Business communk:ations conipany

provides networt<ing, phone systems* Nep-

tel service. Fast-paced and professional en-

vironment. Flexible hours 9-5 M-F. Salary

and commission. Jeanette ©310-391-7199.

TELEPHONE RESERVATION AGENTS
needed P/T for busy Brentwood travel office.

Salary-Kjommission&benefits. Call for inter-

views. 310-440-4149.

TRANSLATOR NEEDED for autobiographi-

cal manuscript from German to English. Call

Carotine0213-634-5254.

TURN IDEAS into cash!!! Leam how easy it

is to build a successful home business. Call

Money Corp. 1 -888-307-4282.

TYPIST. Small WLA Law firm seeks experi-

enced typist. P/T, minimum 70 WPM. Call

310-445-1100.

WE'RE SEEKING INDIVIDUALS to provide

support to the developmentally disabled. Call

Dwight Istanbulian at 618-361-6400 ext 129.

WORK OWN HOURS!
SKY DIVING/X GAMES Clothing. College

rep position. Tees&active wear. Cool clothing

line. www.gofastsports.com. Contact

Matte303-3d8-8239.

OPTOMETRIC OFFICE
P/T Assistant. Need excellent

phone skills in English.

M*, Tu, Th. 9-5. *(FIcxible). Call

(310) 837-7202
Leave message.

-^

SALES $12-20/hr avg commission -i-bene-

fits Full or PT exceMent phone skills for grad

student or GPA 3 5 & above 310-358-6053

or tax 310-392-5234

Sales ClerK $7/hr Thurs+Fri 3pm-7:30pm

and every other Sat*Sun 11:30am-€ 30pm

No expenerwe nacassary Cashienng. m>ik

ing with pMIWHS UCLA Hospital 310^5-

FREE ARTS FOR ABUSED CHILDREN is

seeking unpaid interns Please contact Mari(

at 3 10-3 13-4ART

INTERNSHIP Small film production compa-

ny at Paramount Pictures seeks self-rrwtivat-

ed. intelligent and reliable interns to assist in

research, script reading&general office du-

ties. Please call Nick or Amy at 323-956-

8150.

PAID MANAGEMENT
INTERNSHIP

student Wortts Painting, a subsidiary of Na-

tional Servies Group is now hiring for

Spnng/Summer 1999 Duties include inter-

viewing, hirir^g, devetopment of customer re-

lations, control of mari(etir>g and sales, &

production management Call 1-800-394-

6000 www.coliegeworks com

Top 10 interr^ship program is kx)king for

dyrumtc. fiardwortung students For more

infomialion please call, 213-243-7027

UCLA INTERN needed tor real-

board start-up Qraat opportunity nvNh (re-

mendous upside Conipany may go public

Cal Mr Naty 213-489-7165

your

flu shot,

honey?

FREE Flu Vaccine for all registered UCLA students

Friday, 30 Oct. - CHS Patio, outside the bookstore / 1 to 4 pm

Bring your Bruincard / First come, first served

UCLA Arthur Ashe Student Health & Wellness Center

More information about other Free Flu Vaccine events in November:

www.faonef.ucla.edu/health.htm or call 310 825-4073

TODAY'S

ACROSS
1 Baby bird

6 Actor Reiser

10 Pudgy
13 Vineyard

product

14 Can. province ^

1

5

Ice-cream tiolder

16 Jazz pianist

Blake
1

7

Higli point

18 Fierce wtiale

19 Adam's
grandson

20 Closet

trestieners

22 "Cool!"

24 Wild stirubs

28 Imagines
31 Ctiurctitax

32 Fix a pump
35 Manner
37 Barrette

38 Yale grad
39 Views
42 — carte

43 Swiss tieigtits

45 MIT grad
46 Arctiaeological

find

48 Type of

perception

50 Breyer product

52 "Saws logs"

54 Betiind, in a
tx>at

57 Dead end
60 Muddy the

waters
62 Zwieback
65 Asian nurse

66 Actress Cilento

67 Tennis pro

Arttiur

68 Do a floor job

69 Bygone
70 It's for tiorses!

71 Mounts

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

@E3@S BQQBIII] DSQQ
QQg] DDlUg] QQISD

QBDQDS QCaaSfSClDS
SDSDGD QQDSIQS

QOrSS QDQD OQiZJDISQ

(BSDSrZ) @G!]QD
QBDSDS DDQ[La

SQODISDSQ BQEIDiSiSi

DDDIl DDQSCl DdSQ
BSdrE DCISDS BaDQQ

gemstones
72 Artist's plaster

DOWN
1 S-shaped
molding

2 Twisted

3 Toil

4 Incident

5 Golfing peg
6 Tropical treat

7 Actor Guinness
8 Western state

9 Huron and Erie

10 Pro
11 Mandela's org.

12 It's in ttie bagi

15 Type of dust

20 Slender
21 Well-known

Ptiaraoti

23 Minerals

25 Map book
26 Texas food

27 Flower part

29 Exotic fruit

30 Incite to attack

32 Uses ttie library

33 Actress

Burstyri

34 Zoo animal

36 Just say no
40 Some
41 Kind
44 Hit

47 Like an
operating room

49 Skirt part

51 Slits

53 Tiffs

55 Turnpikes

56 Baseball teams
58 Frencti friend

59 Seasoning
61 Letterman's

rival

62 Team cheer
63 "Bom in the —

"

64 Bashful

66 Pug or poodle

T7

Display

?n^ 306(
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SHERMAN OAKS. House to share. 3 story

contemporary. 15 minutes to campus, fur-

nished or unfurnished Laundry, jacuzzi.

$700/mo. 818-766-9922.

WEST HOLLYWOOD U1 Apt, balcony.

$850 323-634-7368 Low Agent fee

www westsiderentals com

WEST HOLLYWOOD 1 + 1 Apt. w/c pets.

$745 323-634-7368 Low Agent Fee
www.weststderentals.com

WESTWOOD Walk to campus 1-bdrm A/C.

microwave, fireplace 527 Midvaie OK tor 2

$1050/mo. 310-443-5743.

$675 ELEGANTLY
REMODELED 2t>drm. newty carpeted, oak

floors, tiled kitchen, garage, great Van Nuys

location. Minutes to Sherman Oaks shop-

ping. Near library, buses, freeways. 9 mi.

UCLA 818-399-9610

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 2-BEDROOM $950-

$1195. LARGE. UPPER/LOWER UNU-
SUAL CHARM. SOME W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.

310-839-6294.

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT- Bright spacious

upper 2bdrm/2bath. Parking Fireplace, bal-

cony. $1179/mo. Call 310-473-8057.

OWNER'S UNIT
WLA$1695 3bdrm/2bath. Fireplae. wet bar.

balcony, redecorated. Near UCUV. Brockton.

Quiet location. 310-390-4610.

PALMS APARTMENT. 13minutes from

UCLA. Excellent building Rent reduction or

free rent. Light managerial duties. Couple

w/one child okay. 213-650-4404.

SANTA MONICA U1 Apt, near SMC. patio,

street parking. $775 310-395-1284 Low
Agent Fee www.westsiderentals com

SANTA MONICA 1 > 1 Art. uop»f unit. \9m-

WESTWOOD- Ibd/lba on Glenrock. 3-

blocks from campus, pool, large balcony.

$775/mo. 310-234-7041.

WLA. Large single. 1917 Spanish mission
buiMing. High ceilings, hardwood fkK>rs, sep
arate kitchen&dining room, lyr lease, $750
Betty; 310-479-8646.

for Rent

WESTWOOD: 1-min to school Spacious 1-

bdrm. furnished for 2-persons $995/rTX) Call

310-209-1290, leave message. I can find

roorrunates for you.

WLA 5MIN. UCLA Large, sunny, single

Kitchen area, stove, refrigerator, and water

included. Pool. $585 310-204-4332

WLA- 2bdrm/2ba. $1275-1395 Prime loca-

tion. Bright, cheedul, patio. Walk to UCLA,
shopping, transportation 1246 S Wellesley,

Near Wilshire Wont last. 310-207-7209

WLA. $825-$850 2bdrTn/1.5ba. Dishwasher.

AC. carpet. drapes built-in. Extra large

fenced patio. 310-670-5119.

Room for IMmi

BRENTWOOD Large home 3-bdrTn/2-bath

penthouse *\o\{ ar>d sundeck. New paint,

carpet.appliances 2-car side-by-skle park-

ing $379,000 A. Buchman 310-471-

6363ext123 Coldwell Banker

GOVT FORECLOSED
HOMES FROM PENNIES ON $1 Delin-

quent Tax. Repo's. REO's. Your area. Toll

free (1)800-218-9000 Ext H- 1650 for current

listings.

WESTWOOD SOUTH. Charming original

Spanish duplex w/pool. 2+1/2 up, 2+1 3/4

down. $579,000 Tom Brook. Agent. 310-

979-4000 ext 404.

WESTWOOD. 945 Hilgard. Perlect 1-bdrm
$775. utilities. 1 -block from campus/village

Keep calling:3 10-208-4256.

WESTWOOD- Single apartment, $795
Bright, cheerful, patio, pool Walk to UCLA
Shopping, transportation. 1942 Pelham 310-

446-9348 or 310-207-7209

FUilllSiMNl

1-MIN. TO UCLA
SINGLE- $750/mo. Includes gas. water,

electricity Furnished, lyr lease. Clean,

secure, gated, intercom entry, laundry, pool.

310-824-1830

MAR VISTA, $535&up/month Ask about

move in special. Attractive, furnished 1-

bdrm Large, pool, patio, barbecue area

Quiet-building. 3748 Inglewood Blvd. 310-

398-8579.

Room for IMki

BRENTWOOD PARK- Near UCLA. PVT
room&bath, kitchen privileges for student

w/car. p/t painting, book-keeping, and/or

housekeeping Help needed. 310-476-1510.

LIVE-IN with retired faculty family. Close to

UCLA Room/board for work with family and

house. Need computer skills/car. Male pre-

ferred 310-472-1944

9400
RooniOf Rort

dry. quiet, courtyard, parVing $760 29 310-

395-1284 Low Agent Fee www.westsideren-

tals com

SANTA MONICA Bachelor Apt, good toca-

tk}n, intercom, parking, utilities paid, $647.37

310-395-1284 Low Agent Fee wwwwestsid-
erentals.com

SANTA MONICA Bachelor Apt. Norlh of

Wilshire. pool, laundry, nice area, parking,

$560 310-395-1284 Low Agent Fee

wwwwestsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA Single Apt. North of

Wilshire, laundry, parking, month-to-month,

$750 310-395-1284 Low Agent Fee

www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA Single Apt. Sunset Park

area, A/C, laundry, quiet, yard, parking, $665

310-395-1284 Low Agent Fee www.westsid-

erentals.com

* PALMS *
2BD. 2BA.

TOWNHOMES. FIREPLACE.
GATED GARAGE.

ALARM
• 3614 Paris Dr. $1245

(310) 837-0906
2BD, 2BA

4BD + LOFT, 3BA
3 STORY TOWNHOMES,

gATEP GARAG5.m f̂tM

• 3670 Midvaie Ave. $1995
(310) 391-1076

* MAR VISTA *
2BD. 2BA..

TOWNHOMES.
GATED GARAGE,

ALARM. FIREPLACE

• 11931 Avon Way $1125

• 11748 Courtligh Dr. $1095
• 12741 Mitchell Ave. $1195

• 12630 Mitchell Ave. $1145

4BD. 4BA.. 3 STORIES
• 3954 Beethoven St. $1895

(310)391-1506
a Open House Mon. • Sat, 10 • 5 .•

SANTA MONICA 2+2.5 Townhouse. Sunset

Park area. A/C. W/D. parking. $1595 310-

395-1284 Low Agent Fee

www westsiderentals com

SANTA MONICA 3+2.5 Townhouse. W/D,
marble fireplace, gated parking, good k)ca-

tion. $1750 310-395-1284 Low Agent Fee
www.westsiderentals.com

f^NMlon'oMmlioiise to Sale

BEAUTIFUL STUDIO
Near Westwood Village. Full amenity build-

ing. Balcony, pool, gym, parking. Top condi-

tion. 24hr security. $115,000 310-824-2834.

SANTA MONICA 1+1 Guest House, North of

Montana, A/C. yard, parking. $1500 310-

395-1284

SANTA MONICA Bachelor Guest House, fur-

nished, near SMC. parking. $650 310-395-

1284 Low Agent Fee www westsideren-

tals.com

WLA small bachelor. Ciose to bus route

Quiet area Female student preferred

$380/mo. Utilities included. 310-312-0460

FURNISHED ROOM in nice WLA home
Street parking, on UCLA busline $450/mo.

Separate/private bathroom. HIS. 310-837-

1956.

HOLLYWOOD HILLS. Quiet room, secluded

hillside home, near Mulholland/Coldwater.

Microwave, refrigerator, cable. Otfstreet

parking Avail Dec1. $450. 213-654-6968

LOS ANGELES-ROOM FOR RENT in 4-

bdrm house. $400 +1/4 utilities. Includes all

house privileges. Call 310-836-8774

MAR VISTA (Los Angeles). 2bdrm/1.5ba

apartment. Includes kitchen, living room, din-

ing room, parking. Close to bus line.

$47a/mCL VASANA. 310-398 34(

MAR VISTA. 2-story house. Swimming pool,

kitchen-privileges, near bus. 2 rooms avail-

able. 1 -furnished $475/mo., 1 -unfurnished

$450/mo. 310-390-4329.

PAL MS- Room for rent in a two bdrm apt.

Pnvate RB/BR. Security parking and en-

trance. Available 11/1/98. Call 310-841-

2390.

RANCHO PARK 10-MINUTES TO UCLA.
$275 and up. Utilities included. Private en-

trance. No smoking/drinking, drugs Honest

people. Male preferred 310-838-6547.

WEEKLY HOTEL RATES Jolly Roger Hotel

in Manna del Rey offering special student

rates $255.36/wk. tax. maid service, conti-

nental breakfast included. Call David: 800-

822-2904.

WLA Living room to rent $350/mo Close to

LXXA. 2nd floor, pool, gym, tennis, utilities

included. Female preferred. 310-445-9412.

HUUIIMIHIUII f IIMIMI ROOni

bhtf^ i »vOoO Tuuiiy pt<jlt!:>&iuridi beeMng
/nellow, amicable, young professional or

grad student to share spacios

2bdrm/1.5bath. $540/mo. Available 11/9.

Jake:3 10-477-5754.

MID-WILSHIRE-Beautiful, brick, 1930s 3-

bdrm house. Fireplace, hardwood floors,

separate phone, cable, washing ma-
chine/dryer, off-street parking Non-smoker
No-pets $495. Chris, 323-931-5025.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE HI-RISE condo.
Pool. 1blk to campus. Views. $500/mo. 310-

289-1404.

WLA Close to UCLA/Brentwood/shop-
ping/freeways 2-bdrm/2-bath condo to

share. Male or female. Partially furnished.

Secured parking and storage. $600/nrK)nlh

626-293-7090.

: ;^i I

RoommalBi^aiarMl Room
PALMb- ^uu^oa. inare master bedroom.
Secured entrance/parking. ISmin. From
UCLA. #12S.M.bus. Fireplace, furnished.

Great location. $250/month+deposit. 310-

364-5614

WESTWOOD. Male roommate wanted to

share large Ibdrm apartment. Furnished,

utilities included. $550/month. 650 Landfair.

Call 310-209-9143.

WESTWOOD. Roommate needed.

$375/mo. Parking included. 1400 sq. ft. 310-

478-7833.

LtWILD BEAU f !I-'jl MTN. CAfitfctaan:

Bernardino Nat'l Forest. Fully equipped. Hot

tub, fireplaces. Views. Sleep 4+. $250/wee-

kend. 310-794-5515 310-391-6808

GET THE POINT?
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FRIDAY EVENING

BROADCAST STATIONS

A = Century Cable B = Channel Name C:^ Bruin Cablevision OCT. 30, 1998
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Newsi:

NewsX

CBS News

Sister,

Sister 'S:

Sister,

Sister s:

Charlie Rose (In Stereo)

i:

Newsi:

Love
Connection

I Love Lucy

Chanoe of

Hearth

Roseanne
(In Stereo)

Ricki Lake

Primer Impacto

Newsi:

NewslC

Fresh
Prince

NBC News

Fresh
Prince

Newshour With Jim
LehrerS:

News 3: ABC WId

Ju<tae Judy
(In Stefeo)

Married.

With

Frasier

"The Kid" K
Noticias 'K

Real TV (In

Stereo) S
Simpsons
(\n Stereo)

Mad About
YouX
Noticiero

Univision

Ent.

Tonight

Extra (In

Stereo) S
FriendsNn
Stereo) S
Life and
Times

Jeopardy!
X
Hard Copy

Home
Improve.

Frasier (In

Stereo) X

Hollywood
Squares S
Access
Hollywood

**•• "Star

Fisher Rebe

Charlie

Brown
Garfield's

Halloween

Dateline (In Stereo) K

Kids-

Damdest
Candid
Camera X

Trinity "No Seaets" (In

Stereo) X
Vars" (1977. Saence Fiction) Mark Hamill, Carrie

s and rotwts unite to oppose the evil Galactic Empire.

Hueil

Howser

Wheel of

Fortune X
LAPD: Ufe
on the Beat

Simpsons
(In Stereo)

News

BASIC CABLE STATIONS

44

33

54

39

43

57

75

38

26

8

19

16

27

12

14

42

32

66

56

58

12

65

76

26

44

42

39

41

40

64

71

38

Biography "Rush
LimDaugh: Always Right"

(4:00)** "A New Kind of

Love'' (1963)

Profiles "k.d. lang" Singer

k.d. lang. (R)

World Today X

A:00) "The Rocky Honor
^/cfure Show" (1975)K
Cochran & Company
(Live)

Prime Time Public AWaira

L.A. Detectives (R)

Hollywood Ghost
Stories

Mi Pequena Traviesa

Midsomer Murders
"Written in Bkx)d" (R)

Waahina-
tonWedi

Two of a
KindX
NewsX

Wall Street

Week

Boy Meets
World X

X

Brimstone "Heat" (In

Stereo) X
Legacy "Brother Love" (In

Stereo X
Vivo per Elena

Law & Order "God Bless

the Child" X

Gargoyles: Guardians of

the Gate

Sabrina-

WHch

X

Brother's

Keeper X
NewsX

Millennium "Thirteen
Years Later" X
Love Boat: The Next

Wave "Reunion" X
Desencuentro

Nash Bridges The
Tourist" (In Stereo) X
Homicide: Ufe on the

Street (In Stereo) X
Newt (In Stereo)K

Dracula - The True

Story (In Stereo)

2(V20X

NewsX Final

QuarttrX

NewsX

MariaPun-
taria

Darbaza
Cuando

X

X

Friendsfln

Stereo) X

Lata Show (In Stereo) X

Tonight Show (In Stereo)

X
Cheers (In

Stereo) X
Charlie Rose (In Stereo)

X
NawsX NightlineX

Jerry Springer X

Married.

With

Newaradio
Halloween"

NoticiaaX

M'A'S'H X

Mad About
YouX
NoSciaro
UnMalon

Murphy
Brown X
LHeand
Times

Politically

IncorractX

Changa(
HaartlB

DvSig"
SInggx

Lata Late Show (In

Stereo) X
Lata Night (In Stereo) X

Nanny (In

Stereo)X

(R)X

Friday

Night

News (R) (In Stereo) X

Auatin CHy Limits "Los

Lobos/JoeEly"(lnl

(R)X

Love
Connadlon

Copa(ln
StereoHE

Motown Live Destiny's

Child. Gerald Lavert

AIRItmodalaNocha

(In Stereo)

Ctaaaic

Arta

Entartainara (In Stereo)

Maury Guest'

phobias. X
swith

Cops (In

Stereo) X
Tracaand

B&ordoy
laFlaca(R)

5w"
Dajft

Paid
Program

^Kablazo

*•* "Them!" (\9SA) James Arness. Agents race to

investigate reports ol giant, mutated ants.

** "Trusr( 1990) Adrienne Sheliy Two teen-age

outcasts attempt to heal their damaged lives. 'R'

Larry King Live X

Comedy
HaH [Laugh

Prime Time Justice

Cold War "Korea" (R) X

At the

Angalika

Daily Show

Trial Story

Stein's

Money

Wild Discovery
"Unknown Jungle" (R)

Mysteries A
Scandals

Tour
Champ.

3 Friends,

Jerry

Golden
Girls X
Cut (In

Stereo)

Secret-of

Alex

Best of

Rush Hour

Coming
Attractions

Baseball

3 Friends,

Jerry

Golden
Girls X

Discovery
News

Storm
Warning!

Talk Soup

Lost Warriors of the

Clouds (R)

News Weekend

MLB Players Choice Awards Orlando, Fla.

Show Me the Funny:

Halloween (R) (In Stereo)

Ellen "Clip

Show" X
Ellen "Clip

Show" X
Jams Countdown (In Stereo)

Rocko's
Modern Life

Ultimate

Fan League

Lois & Clark-Superman

Saved by
Bell

USA High
(In Stereo)

You Afraid?

Last Word

Cousin
Skeeter (R)

FOX Sports

News

Babylon 5 "Revelations"

(In Stereo) X
Hercules: The
Legendary Journeys S

New
Addams Addams

Party of Five "I Do" (In

Stereo) X
Revue (R

(In Stereo'

Doug (In

Stereo) X
Break the

Ice

News (In

Stereo

Hey Arnold!

(In Stereo)

Sports
Tonight X

Animation
Calebration

Monayline
(R)X

Gallagher: Totally New
Societal customs. (R)

Cochran k Company (R)

Biography "Rush
Limbaugh: Always Right"

Hollywood Ghost
Stories (R)

Profiles "k.d. lang" Singer

k.d. lang. (R)

Larry King Uve(R)X

LA. Detectives (R)

*ii'/2 "The Haur)led Palace" {\%3,
Horror) Vincent Prk». Debra Paget

Midsomer Murders jLaw k Order "God Bless |*** 'Carrwa/d Souls"

"Written in Bkx)d" (R) jthe Chikf' X |(1962) Candace Hilligoss.

*'/i "Kor)ga" (1961) Michael Gough. Caniivorous

* "Trusf (1990) Adrienne Shelly Two teen-age

outcasts attempt to heal their damaged lives 'R'

plant serum turns a chimp into an ape-monster

CoM War "Korea" (R) X

*** "Seerte/uibs"(1988) Michael Keaton. Two
ghosts try lo scare away their home's new tenat

Prima Time Justice (R) {Trial Story (R)

Prime Time Public Affairs (Ri

Justice Files "Vigilantes"

(R)

Gossip

Sportscenter X

Lance Burton: Master

Magician (R)

Chicago Hope "Divided

Loyalty" (In Stereo) X
Eye Spy
Video

Rugrats (In

Stereo) X

ER "The Healers" (In

Stereo) X

NHL Hockey: Tampa Bay
Westero Forum. (Live)

Say What?
(In Stereo)

Animorphs
(In Stereo)

Wild Discovery
"Unknown Jungle" (R)

Haunted Hollywood (R)

NFL
Matchup

Conversths

World's Greatest Magic

Discovery
- (R)

Talk Soup (R)

Storm
Warning!

World's Stron
Competition 1 i5L

Sports
Tonight X
UpSSt
Citixan

Monaylina
(R)X

Comedy
HaH-Hour

Cochran & Company (R)

Public Policy Conference

At the

Angalika

Showbiz
Today

m

Animation
Calebfation

Crossfira

(R)X

Saturday Mght Livem

Prime Time Justice (R)

(196

iiiiitVi''ShooHhe Piano

Player" (1960)

Intama-
tfonal

Dream On

Chdcas-
Cooaaq

Diplomatic
Ucanaa

DaihfShow

iB)

Program

Lost Warriors of the

aouds (R)

Howard
Stsm

Howard
Stam(R)

SportscenterX

Magicians from around

the workj gather in Las Vegas to perform leats. (R)

t* 'l/sa"(1990, Suspense) Slad Keanan. A teen

ager's prank phone call attracts a serial killer

All-Time Top 10 Scary

music videos (In Stereo)

Brady
Bunch

Wonder
Years X

Lightning at Los Angeles Kings. From the Great

Celebrity

Death

Happy
Days

Xena: Warrior Princess

(In Stereo) X
*'? "S/eepwa/Aefs" (1992, Horror) Brian Krause, Madchen Amick,

Alice Krige. Evil beings feed on the lile force ol teen-age virgins

Celebrity

Death

Laverne &
Shiriey

FOX Sports
News

*** "The Outlaw Josey lVa/es"(1976. Western) Clint Eastwood, Chief Dan

George. Sondra Locke A Confederate sokJier vows to avenge his family's murder.

700 Club

AttitudesX
Celebrity

Death

I Love Lucy
X
FOX Sports News

Golden
GirisX

Celebrity

Death

Bewitched

Paid"

Program Program

Meiroae Place "Seaets
and Wives" (In Stereo)

Inside the

PGA Tour

AXN(R)

Golden
GirtsX
^ --»-->*-

-

Death

Mary Tyler

Moore X
Last Word

Up Close

IB)

Playh

Program

Talk Soup (R)

^aa

—

Program

PBA BowUna Bay City

Classic. Bay City. Mich.

Paid

Program

Unsolvad Mysteries (In

Stereo)

ceNoriiy

Death

Taxi "Art

Work"X
Ultimate

Fan League

Walker, Texas Ranger
"Evil in the Night" X

*** '"Carr/e"(1976) Sissy Spacek. A teen with

unusual powers seeks revenge on her classmates

**• "Patriot Games" {)992. Suspense) Harrison Ford. A former

CIA agent is stalked by a vengeful IRA terrorist. (In Stereo) X

**'/; "Dollar for the Dead"(1998, Western) A cowboy
and a mysterious partner search for hidden goki.

Celebrity

Death

NawhartX

Best of

Rush Hour

Paid

Program

Homicide:
Life

Celebrity

Death

Dick Van
Dyke

Inside Oak
Tree

** "Cr/rters" (1986) Dee Wallace Stone. Hungry

aliens eat their way through a Kansas famr^ing town

*Vi "Phantasm III: Lord of the Deacf'( 1994) The

sinister mortician returns with his spheres ol death.

*•• "Twilight Zone: The

Mov»"il
ilight

983

** "The Return of Swamp Th/np" (1 989) A muck-

monster thwarts a pk)t to unleasn giBnetic mutatkxis.

"Shocker-'

(1989)X

Family Ties

X

Catholic
St. Paul the Apostle

10750 Ohio Ave.

Los Angeles, 90024.

310-474-1527

M-F, 6:30am, Sam, 12:05pm,

5:30pm; Sat. 8am. 9am, 5:30pm;

Sunday: 6:30am, Sam, 9:30am,

11:30am, 5:30pm; Times of

Confession: M-F 4:45-5: 15pm;

Sat. 4:30-5pm. Weekly Bible

Study taught by UCLA Professor

Bill Creasy, Mon. 7am and 7pm in

the Upper Social Hall.

Christian
Chinese Bible Church

1637 Butler Ave.. LA

310-478-8971

Chinese Sunday Worship:

Sunday 11am in Sanctuary.

English Sunday Worship: Sunday

11am in Walker Hall.

Looking for a Bible-based church

close to campus? We're only min-

utes away from UCLA, come and

check us out!

Joshua House

2948 Colorado Ave., Santa Monica.

310-581-9924.

Sunday Evenings, 6:30pm.

A new weekly gathering of music,

message, and ministry for a new

generation (ages 18-32); where

the reality of life and the reality of

God meet in a relaxed and rela-

tional atmosphere. For those who

wonder if there's more to life... it's

a place to come. (An extension of

the Vineyard Christian

Fellowship)

Christian/Evangelical

Westslde Oikos Community

Church
1989 Westwood Blvd. (& La Grange),

310-441-2125

Sunday 1pm, 3:30pm. Rides pro-

vided at Sproui Turnaround at

12:30pm and 3pm Oikos

Christian Fellowship on Campus,

1178 Franz Hall, Thursday at

6:30pm. Start the year fresh with

Gk>d! He has wonderlul blessings

in store for your life Jotn us for

one of our worship services

where you will experience power-

ful worship, life-changing mes-

sages, & awesome fellowship.

Congregational
Westwood Hills Congregational

Church

1989 Westwood Blvd. (& La Grange)

310-474-7327

.[WHCChurchQaol.com] or call toll

free 888-WHCHURCH
Pastor Olaf Hoeckmann-Percival.

10am worship. Open and affirm-

ing of all. Christ centered, spirit-

filled worship. Conversational ser-

mons. Music to lift your spirit!

Children's church, retreats, Bible

studies, and lots of God's Love.

http://members.aol.com/whc-

church

Lutheran
University Lutheran Chapel

10915 Strathmore Dr. (at Gay\ey).

Westwood

310-206-4579

Sundays: Liturgical Worship

10:30am, Bible Study 12:15pm.

Contemporary Worship: 4:30pm.

Wednesdays: Soup Supper: 6pm.

Undergraduate Bible Study: 7pm,

Last Wednesday of the month,

Vespers Sen/ice, 7pm.

Retreat from the edge! In love, we

emphasize the grace of God while

sharing the light of Christ! Rev. Tim

Seals. Pastor; Rev. Paul Drake,

Campus Ministry Administrator.

Methodist
Westwood UMC/Wesley

Foundation

10497 Wilshire Blvd. (at the comer of

Warner Ave.)

310208-6869 or 310-474-4511

httpJ/home.earthlink.net/'-wumc

Sundays: 10:30am&5:30pm.

Traditional Worship: 10:30am in

Sanctuary; Grace Land

Contemporary Worship: 5:30pm

in Helms Hall; Wesley Fellowship,

Pray-Play-Eat Wednesdays,

6:15pm in URC Lounge. 900

Hilgard Ave. (at LeConte Ave.)

2:30-3:40pm.

Presbyterian

Brentwood Presbyterian

Church

12000 San Vicente Blvd.. Los

Angeles, 90049

310-826-5656

College Age Fellowship: Sundays

11 am- 12:30pm. Worship Sen/ices:

Sundays 8am, 9:15am., 11am&6pm.

BPC is an active, warm, and compas-

sionate church. Come worship with

us or check out our College Age

Fellowship. Shuttle sen/ice available

from "Sproui Hall turnaround" at

10:40am for C.A.F

Westwood Presbyterian Church

10622 Wilshire Blvd., Los

Angeles. 310-474-4535.

Worship times: 9a.m. and 11a.m.

Excellent music. Bible and theo-

logical classes led by university

faculty. Opportunities for spiritual

growth, fellowship and sendee in

hands-on ministries dealing with

hunger, homeless, child-abuse,

affordable housing needs. Next to

AVCO theaters

fniar. Ca»¥i^ Mbk af
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Watch too movies?
Instead of spfrnding two hours of your day watching a movie, why not €/ take 1 5 minutes to do something l)etter?

If you are a senior, you must make an appointment at the

Campus Pholo Studio to ^'et your senior portrait taken.

If your last name hei^nns with the letter M-R, you MUST
lake your photo hefoie November Ki

To make an appointment, call 206.8483.

Last Name
Beginning With

M,M,0,P,Q,R
S,T,U,^,W,X,Y,Z

Will be
Photographed:

October 19 thru October 30
November 2 thru November 13

November 16 thru December 4

KAPLAN
www.kaplan.com

^"^ .^.">ki,'y ^^•s:^^''' ^:i.4 '.,^-t^*".^.^ ^

-'^^j ..JX :.;. '^if' yVr
•-,1^—

^

•'^ --'^>^ 'Ji^--\
*.->4f--

Get a Higher Score. Then Change the World. Call Today! 1-800-KAP-TEST

MANN

Westwood

MANN

Santa Monica I
I' ll

LAEMMLE

West Hollywood

UNITED ARTISTS

Westwood u '

"
• "

GENERAL

Beverly Hills

VILLAGE
%1Bro)rton
208-5576

PrKtIcal Magic (PG-13)
THX • Dolby Digital

Ffi-Th(1 15 4 15)7 15 1000

CRITERION 3
1313 3fdSl.

Promenade
395-1599

What Draams May Coma (PG-13)

Dolby Digital THX
Ffi-Thu(12 30 3 45)7 301015

8000 Sunset (at Crauant Haights) Frae Paiting

SUNSni
(213)848-3500

Trey Parker's Orgazmo
Daily (12:15) 2:35 4:55 7 15 9 40

BRUIN
948 Broxton

239-MANN

Plaasanlvilla (PG-13)
THX - Dolby Digital

Fn-Th (12:30 3 45) 7.00 10:15

NATIONAL Soldiar(fl)

10925 Lindbrooli THX Dolby Digital -Sorry No Passes
208-4366 Fn Thu (1:00 4:00) 7:15 10:00

FESTIVAL

10887 Lindbrook

208-4575

AnH (PG)

THX Dolby Digital

Fn Thu (130 4.15) 7 00 9 45

n I .1

REGENT Rush Hovr (PG-13)
1045 Bioxlon Dolby Digital

208-3259 Fri- Thu (12:30 2 45 5 00) 7 30 10:00

PLAZA A Night At tbaRoibury (PG-13)
1067 Glendon Dolby Digital

208 3097 Fn- Thu (100 3 15 5 30) 7 45 10 00
Special Midnight Movie Tha Shining (RJ

$5 Admisston AM Fn - Sun 12

WESTWOOD 1

1050 Gaytey

208 7664

Without Limits (PG-13)

Stereo

Ffi-Th(1:15 4 20)7 1510 00

WESTWOOD 2
Rovntfare (R)

1050Gayley Stereo

208 7664 Fn-Th (130 4 30) 7 30 10 10

WESTWOOD 3 Savmg Privata Ryan (R)

i050Gayley Dolby Digital

208 7664 Fn-Th (12 45 4 10)800

WESTWOOD 4 Thtra s Somttliiiig About Maiy (R)

1050 Gayk-y Stereo

208 7664 Fn Th ( 1 00 4 00) 7 00 9.45

Santa Monica

CRITERION 1 John Carpeolir ^ Vam»iras (R)
12'' M :; :/ Stffpo StX)S 0<oW Sorry No Passer.
Pf'.fnt'ii). fn Said 15 4 15)7 0(59 45 12 15

19^ ' S<i< Sun Th. 1 1 15 4 14) 7.00 »:45

CRITERION 4 ARti(PG)
THX Stadium Seating - DTS Digital

Fn-Th (12:00 2 30 5 00) 7 45 10 00

CRITERION 5 Rnh Hoar (PG-13)
THX - DTS Digital

Fn -Thu (11 45 2.15 4 45)7 301000

CRITERION 6 A Night at tha Roibury (PG-13)
THX - Dolby Digital

Fri -Thu (12 45 3 00 5 30)8 00 10 30

PACIFIC

Westwood
CREST Happi«ass(NR)
1 262 Westwood Blvd No One Under 1 7 Admitted

(S o( Wiishire) THX Dolby SR
474-7866 or Fn -Thu (12 30 3 45) 7:00 1010
777-FILM (W25)

LAEMMLE

SUNSET 2 Todd Solod/' Hapainass
(213) 848-3500 Daily (12 00) 2 00 5 15 8 30 10 00

Fn - Sat 1 1 30 P M / Sat - Sun 1 1 00 AM

UA WESTWOOD Vampiras(R)
10889 Wellworth SDDS Digital-THX-No VIPs until 1 1/2

475-9441 Fn - Sun 12:00 2:15 4:45 7 15 9:45

Mon-Th 2:15 4:45 7 15 9:45

Sat Late Show 12:15 A.M.

Baverty Connection Presented in THX Digital Sound
Belovad (R)

12:00 3:30 7 10 10 40

Bavarty ConnactioR

SUNSnS
(213) 848-3500

"Sexy, witty, razor sharp"

Kevin Ttiomas. LA Times

All tha Raga
Daily (2 55) 5 10 7 35 10 00

UA WESTWOOD Orgizmo (NC-17)

Dolby Stereo - THX10889 Wellworth

475-9441 No One Under 17 Admitted

Fn -Sun 3 0053080010451245
Mon-Th 3:00 5:30 8 00 10:45

Presented in Digital Sound
Bride of Chucky (R)

12:45 3 00 5:15 7 30 9:45

Fri/Sat Late Show 12:00

Bevorly Connectio.

Bovtrty ConRactio.

Presented in Dolby SR Stereo

Tha Migiily (PG-13)

12:00 2 20 4:45 715 9 45
fij/Sal

SUNSn4
(213)848-3500

John Waters' Packer
Fri, Mon-Tu(1 00)3 15 5 30

7 50 1010
Wed -Th 5 20 10 10

Starts Wed The Alarmist

(2 55)5 10 7.35

UA WESTWOOD
10889 Wellworth

475-9441

Apt Pupil (PG-13)
Dolby Stereo SDDS - THX

Th-Fn2 45 5.15 7 45 10 30

Presented in Digital Sound
What Dreams May Coma (PG-13)

1145 2:15 4:45 7:301010

Opens 1 1/6: Saioe (R)

Walertoy (PG-13)

iMtnmle.com

WLA/Beverly Hills
amain Shours (> For All Tfc.itf.|

SUNSET 5 Stanley Tucci's Impostors

(213) 848-3500 Fn, Mon • Tu (12 00) 2 30 5 00 7 30
Wed • Th (2 30) 7 30

Starts Wed Gods i Monsters
Wed - Th (12 00) 2 30 5 00 7 30 10 00

SUNSET Weekend Shows:
(213)848-3500 Fri-Sal Atlei Hours

Happiness 11 30 pm
Completely Totally UMvrtv l^mid

Beyond 12 mid

Campfire Tales 12 30am
SickATwislad 1215am

Sal Sun Mornino Stiows
Damn Yankees lOam

Modulations lOani

Love is lite Devil 10am
Hapainettllam

MaanStrftts 10am

Santa Monica

GENERAL

Westwood
AVCO CINEMA
10840 Wiishire Blvd 1 Bik ( ol Westwood
475-071

1

Presented in Digital Sound
Beloved (R)

12 00 4:00 8 0(5

VINE
Vine Theaters Saving Private Ryan (R)

Show Times (213) 463-6819 Dolby Stereo

2 movies lor $5 145445745
One Free Popcorn & Diet Coke with this Ad

UCLA

MONICA 1

1322 2nd Street

394-9741

ROYAL
11523SM Blvd

477 5581

Thomas Vinterbero's

Ctlehratioii

Daily (12 20) 2 405 00 7 309:55

CMTfRNHi; PleateMvtUe (PC-131
THX Dotty OMtal

h, Th (12 45 4 00! 7 15 1030

MUStC HALLr
9036 Wilshire

274-6B69

MUSIC HAIL?
9CJ^ Wii-.tiiif

274 hHM

MUSIC HALL3
^)i\\h A'l- '^"

ClnotM Judatca
For information call 310-478- 1044

Mon-Fri 9 5

MONICA f-

isatifNe HafpofV Darnel Auteuii

Fn, Mon Th (5 35)740945
Sat S«n (12$) 3 305% 7 40945

SitlaiiRMowttA.

TiMMiMfNOT
M. Mon Th (5 10)7 20930

Sat SunM?MnO0^l0 7 2Ofr30

laemmlt

MONICA a

MONICA 4

MOMCA

Like watctimg a sexual madtiouse
~

S f Chronicle

Woman Called Sade AN
Fn TuCS(100)4?5 7 50
with WMe to Be Sacrified

Ffi- Toes (2 45) 6 10 9 35
Starts Wed Gods 1

1

}Nttl ^^
LHe is Beautiful

Daily (155) 4 35 7 1!)9L5

Heory Jaglom s

Od^Vu
OaiM 140) 4 20 7 00 9 40

^han Ru/owrttiky s

Daily (1 IS) 3 25 5.35 7 45 « 55

AVCO CINEMA

AVCO CINEIIM

AVCO CINEMA

Presented in THX Digital Sound
Bride ol Chucky (R)

12:30 2 45 5 00 7 30 9 45
Fn- Sat Late Show 11 45

Presented in Digltat Sound
What Dreams May CtNne (PG-13)

1.154 15 7;1510(»

Presented in THX Digital Sound
Ro«in(R)

12 45345700950

Opens 1 1/6 Watoitoy (PG-13)

tmmmm

Beverly Hills
Beverly CoMMClMn
La Cif iMg,< a» Beverly Blvd

Free i \u nour valKlaled parliing 659-591

1

HjO
Thurs 10/29 7pm, 9:30pm

Fri. 10/30 7pm, 9:30pm

ALL MOVIES ARE $2 00
Shows in Acli»rmin Grind Ballroom

CMifM tnm Ml kttp //Kiidealt Mad* kM tdiutec/

tHn«iretMie«aMictt mu M* pa*M:(3ia) ais-itu

TO ADVERTISE IN THE

IGMe
elT»tt

Beverly

Beverly CawMCMM

Le

Presented mi THX D^irtal Sound
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Rob Reiner answers questions

about Prop. 1 0. See page 1 5

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

Witty Irish comedy "The Cripple of Inishmaan"

opens at the Geffen Playhouse. See page 18
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Communications board operates without budget
OPERATIONS: ASUCLA
approves finances, seeks

more accurate report

By Neal Narahara

Daily Bruin Contributor

The Communications Board bud-

get for the 1998-99 fiscal year, which

was supposed to have gone into effect

on Aug. 1, has not been approved by

ASUCLA's board of directors.

The Communications Board pub-

lishes UCLA's student publications,

including the Daily Bruin, and has

been operating without a budget for

the past three months.

"(Student Media) would continue

to operate - but in absence of a plan,"

said ASUCLA Executive Director

Patricia Eastman. "It would make it

difficult for them to operate."

Despite the problems that have

accompanied this year's budget

review process. Communications

Board members still consider their

arrangement with ASUCLA a good

one.

"We could survive on our own ifwe

needed to," said Patrick Kerkstra,

chair of the Communications Board

and former editor in chief of the Daily

Bruin. "But we want to avoid that."

"It would be premature and irre-

sponsible to dissolve a 30-year rela-

tionship over one year of problems,"

he said.

According to the documents gov-

erning their relationship, the

Communications Bo ird is required to

submit its budget to the board of

directors for approval.

"Our role is fiscal oversight of the

Communications Board budget," said

Douglas Drew, a member of

ASUCLA's board of directors.

In the September meeting of the

board of directors. Drew was a vocal

critic of the Communications Board's

budget. He questioned the reasoning

behind the numbers and helped con-

vince the rest of the board to pass the

• •

budget only on the condition that

some of the projections were to be

changed. ^

"All we're doing is exercising fiscal

responsibility," Drew said. "If

Student Media got into a pickle finan-

cially, the university would ask us why

we weren't minding the store," he

said.

Because of the association's own
financial problems, it was just recently

able to pay more attention to Student

Media.
' "The recovery of ASUCLA's ser-

vices and enterprises was our top pri-

ority in the past, and as a result, we

weren't able to keep a watchful eye on

(the Student Media budget)," said

Rich Delia, chief financial officer of

ASUCLA, referring to the associa-

tion's financial crisis.

The Communications Board, for

its part, is unaccustomed to being

watched by such a such a close eye.

"Student Media has never needed a

bailout," Kerkstra said

In the past, the relationship

between ASUCLA and Student

Media has proven itself to be mutually

beneficial, according to both Kerkstra

and Eastman. ASUCLA indirectly

subsidizes Student Media through the

use of its buildings and services, and in

turn, the students' association can

See BOARD, page 12

East Asian Library enjoys 50th year
ANNIVERSARY: Archive

to expand, augment its

400,000 book collection

By Katie Sierra

Daily Bruin Contributor

Fifty years ago, the East Asian

Library was just a dream. Only

one book made up the future col-

lection of thousands: a Shanghai

telephone directory.

Friday, the East Asian Library,

along with the Department of

East Asian Languages and

Cultures celebrated their 50th

anniversary. The library has

grown with the support of the East

Asian studies department, now
housing more than 400,000 vol-

umes.

During the ceremony,

Chancellor Albert Carnesale con-

gratulated the library and the East

Asian studies department for the

role they have played in develop-

ing well-rounded students.

"This international focus

enhances the learning of all of our

students whether they're studying

international affairs or not,"

Carnesale said.

"It's just the multicultural per-

spective ... that helps us to prepare

leaders for a world that just keeps

shrinking," he added.

During the ceremony, many
noted the growth that the East

Asian studies department and East

Asian library have experienced.

While the library now has the

12th largest collection of East

Asian volumes in all of North

America, it hopes to soon become

one of the top 10 East Asian

libraries.

Robert Buswell, director of the

International Studies and

Overseas Programs with the

Center for Korean studies, said he

was not surprised by the success of

the East Asian studies department

and library

He said I ICLA's interest in Last

Asian studies has a lot to do with

Los Angeles' cconom>

Voters often left without

adequate information

ELECTIONS: Confirmation of judges among the

choices electorate must make with little data

OANIFLAOtCCA

Chancellor Albert Carnesale (left) receives a proclamation from

Gloria Werner of the Los Angeles City Council commemorating

50 years of the East Asian Library at UCLA.

"When you look at the economy

in Los Angeles, most of our trade

comes out of East Asia. There is a

lot of interaction between Los

Angeles and East Asia," Buswell

said.

However, the East Asian studies

department and library were not

always strong programs at UCLA.
In 1947 Richard Rudolph,

founder of the East Asian library

and former chairman of the

Department of Oriental

Languages, traveled to China to

purchase books in order to expand

the Chinese department at UCLA.
During this lime, China was in

the midst of a revolution and heavy

fighting While there was immense

pressure for foreigners to evacuate

the city. Rudolph did not let these

obstacles get in the way of his mis-

sion Before he left China he had

purchased over 9.(K)() volumes of

Asian hteralure

.

"I wanted to get more books for

the library, and I wanted to get

more books for myself," Rudolph

said. "But I guess the main thing

was that I just didn't want to be

forced to leave."

Speakers also discussed the

future of the East Asian library

and studies department.

Plans are being made to move

the East Asian library from its cur-

rent location on the second Hoor of

the Charles E. Young Research

Library to a brand new wing, the

East Asia Pavilion.

This will be the first major addi-

tion to the Research Library since

its construction in the early 1960s.

The new wing will house both the

East Asian Library ;ind the admin-

istrative offices for the five

research and study centers that

focus on East Asian studies

S«eUMUUrY.|»arn

By Emi Kqjlma

Daily Bmin Senior Staff

Less publicized, smaller, non-parti-

san offices - such as the confirmation

of judges - often leave voters in a

quandary over how to vote in the

California
elections.

State
supreme court

and appellate

justices will be

on the Nov. 3

ballot.

Voters will

confirm or

reject judges

for the

California
Supreme
Court in November's general elec-

tions.

Four associate justices - Janice

Brown, Ming William Chin, Ronald

M. George and Stanley Mosk - must

be confirmed by the public in order to

retain their positions on the California

Supreme Court, along with II appel-

late justices serving in the second

appellate district that includes Los

Angeles, San Luis Obispo, Santa

Barbara and Ventura counties.

Janice Brown

Associate justice Janice Brown

served as the legal affairs secretary to

Gov. Pete Wilson and as a justice on

the appellate level before she was

appointed to the bench of the state

supreme court.

Brown studied at UCLA's School of

Law.

Ming Chin

Ming Chin was appointed by

See JUDGES, page 13

APPELLATE COURT DISTRICTS IN CALIFORNIA

The California aooellate court svstem is broken down into six districts. Thev are:

Third Appellate

District

First

Appellate

District

Sixth

- Appellate

District

Second Appellate

District

Fifth Appellate

District

fourth Appellate
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Film student wins 1998

Goldwyn award
UCLA film student Lisanne Sartor was

named winner of the 1998 UCLA Samuel

Goldwyn Writing Awards Competition on Oct.

19, at a ceremony on the Westwood campus.

Sartor was one of five students selected as

finalists for the award from among more than

77 entrants from all nine UC campuses. Each

entrant -submitted scripts either in the form of

feature-length screenplays or theatrical plays.

Other finalists were Kris Young of UCLA, sec-

ond place; Bobbi Boes of UC Riverside, third

place; Danny Kaufman of UCLA, honorable

mention; and Melanie Marnich of UC San

Diego, honorable mention,

"The UCLA School of Theater, Film and

Television is grateful to the Samuel Goldwyn

Foundation for its generous and continuing

support of young writers from throughout the

UC system," said Dean Robert Rosen.

"Here at UCLA, we are proud of young

writers such as Lisanne, Kris and Danny and

the wealth of new talent from our

school represented by their achieve-

ment," he continued.

The winners of the cash awards, fully

supported by the Samuel Goldwyn

Foundation, were selected by screenwriter

Pamela Gray, winner of the 1992 Samuel

Goldwyn Writing Award; Academy Award-

winning actor/director/producer Dustin

Hoffman; and actor/director Tony Goldwyn.

The awards include a $6,000 first prize, $3,000

second prize, $1,500 third prize and two $1,000

honorable mention prizes.

Center opens to study

child development
In debates over how much time children

need from parents in this busy world of family

and work, few people have thought to ask the

children. But that will change, thanks to a new

$3 million Center for Working Families at the

University of California, Berkeley Headed by

Arlie Hochschild, a UC Berkeley professor of

sociology, the center is undertak-

ing a novel approach to the study

of child development. It will begin

by doing widespread interviews with

children as young as five years old to determine

how they feel about the care they receive.

Interviews with parents, teachers and child care

workers will follow.

"We assume we know what correct child

development is," said Hochschild, "but we

have only an adult notion of that. We haven't

asked the children." Launched last month with

a grant from the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation,

the UC Berkeley center is one of four national

research centers established by Sloan in the past

two years to study modern, dual-career fami-

lies.
"^

According to the foundation, which has

invested some $ 12 million in this new effort, the

centers are aimed at providing much-needed

information on how families provide quality

care for each other when their daily lives are

apparently so disrupted by the challenges of

contemporary life.

"There have been profound changes in

American families, driven by mothers ofyoung

children entering the workforce," said

Kathleen Christensen, program director at the

Sloan Foundation.

"The changes have been so rapid and dra-

matic," she said, "that we've been caught up in

living with them and haven't stepped back to

say, 'What's happening?'"

Hochschiid's center will take a thorough

look at ways in which a child's total environ-

ment - including home, school and parent's

workplace - influences his or her view of life.

"We're looking at many kinds of 'cuhures of

care' - small ones, large ones, fragile ones, solid

pnes, kin-oriented and market-oriented ones,"

said Hochschild. "Most studies to date have

looked at the child's socialization and intellec-

tual development in child care," she said.

"That's all well and good, but we need to find

out how the children feel. Parents may think

their children are thriving, but their children

may feel otherwise - or the reverse may be

true."

Compiled from Daily Bruin staff and wire reports.
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Expect morning low clouds and

fog giving way to a mostly

sunny afternoon. By tonight

the low clouds and fog will

return until Tuesday morning.

San Diego

68/58

Long Beach

70/54

Van Nuys

68/51

Sacramento San Francisco

67/43 64/48

JTODAY
Sunny

High 74/ Low 58

Tuesday

Sunny

High 72/ Low 58

Wednesday
r— - •'-i-4ff^.yy>^ -

-

-

Partly Cloudy

High 72/ Low55

Source: UCLA Dep»rtnn«rtt6f Atmotpherk Sciences

off the mark by Mark Parisi

REMINDER

LESSTHANTWOWEEKS LEFT:

To submit final drafts of dis-

sertations to doctoral comnfiittee

for degrees to be conferred in

current term.

For undergraduates to

change grading basis(optional

P/NP) with $3 per transaction fee

through URSA Telephone.
^

WHAT'S BREWIN'TODAY

Today Noon

University Catholic Center

Catholic Mass (12:10)

KerckhofT400

3p,m.

CSA
General meeting

Ackerman Union 3508

Asian Pacific Health Corps

Executives meeting

102 Men's Gym (5:30) • 825-0068

Baha'i' Club

Club meeting

Ackerman Union 2410 • 453-9594

6 p.m.

Monday

II 'II
,

I

6 p.m.

Kyric-Korean Catholics

Weekly meeting - Gifts & Fruits

Kerckhofri35

7 p.m.

Bruin Leaders Project

Have You Checked Your Attitude

Lately?"

Sproul Entertainment • 206-5071

Ballroom Dance Club

Tango lessons

Ackerman 2nd floor lounge

284-3636

GALA —"""^

Women's discussion group

KerckhofT400 • 825-8053

GALA
Men's discussion group

Kerckhofl' 133 (7:30) • 825-8053

Music Club

Meeting

Kerckhofl'152

7 p.m.

Midnight Special Bookstore &
Cultural Center

Fair the MediaWatch Group,

Fairness & Accuracy in Reporting

Monthly discussion • 393-2923

Catholic Students Association

Open poetry reading (7:30)

Viewpoint Lounge in Ackerman

Wednesday Noon

University Catholic Center

Catholic Mass (12:10)

KerckhofT400 -^-

9 p.m.

International Folk Dance Club

Learn line and partner dances

Ackerman Viewpoint Lounge

284-3636

Tuesday 5 p.m.

UCLA Club Med
PAO's Introductory Workshop tor

Pre-Mcdical Students

CHS 23-105 -206-5214

Episcopal Students, Faculty and

Staff

Worship and Fellowship

St. Alban's Church 580 HUgard

Ave. (Corner of Hilgard and

Westholm Avenue)

(310)2084830

6 p.m.

Pilipino Recruitment &
Enrichment Program (6:30)

Orientation meeting

Sproul Entertainment Lounge

835-2217

Thursday 11 a.m.

Raza Artistas del Pueblo/Friends

of Antonio

Memorial for Antonio Serrata

Charles E. Young Grand Salon,

KerckhoffHall- 206-2750

Noon

NSUKyodoTaiko
Performance and Workshop

Westwood Plaza

University Catholic Mass

Communion Service (12:10)

Kerckhoff400

What's Brewin'can be reached via e-mail at

whatsbrewin^media.ucla.edu
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Nommo and Ha'Am are

two of the six campus

newsmagazines that

have switched to a

new, smaller-format.
PATH ARMENIAN

new The student

newsmagazines

have changed their

size and stylet but

they have kept the

independent spirit

that has defined

them in the past —

By Pauline Vu
Daily Bruin Contributor

Before the late 1960s, The Daily

Bruin was UCLA's only student news-

paper.

However, in the midst of that turbu-

lent decade's outbreaks of student

activism, a new voice sprung up, soon to

be followed by several others.

The UCLA newsmagazines were ini-

tially conceived as a response to a per-

ceived lack of coverage by The Bruin of

issues pertinent to minority communi-

ties.

"Newsmagazines target a specific

group and talk about issues that face the

different communities," said Arif

Shaikh, editor of Al-Talib.

The seven newsmagazines - Nommo,
La Gente, Ha'am, Fem, Pacific Ties,

Ten Percent and Al-Talib - span a vari-

ety of cultures and issues.

Nommo, which serves the African

American community, was created in

1968 and was the first alternative news-

magazine at UCLA.
"At that time there was a lot of stu-

dent activism, and the Daily Bruin was-

n't doing a sufficient job covering

minorities," said Terelle Jerricks,

Nommo's editor.

Although the idea of an alternative

newsmagazine was initially met with

resistance, the Black Student Union

continued to pressure the ASUCLA
Communications Board, and with the

backing of Chancellor Young, was able

to get a resolution passed for its own

newsmagazine.

Nommo then became one of the first

college alternative newsmagazines in the

country.

La Gente, which focuses on the

Latino community, quickly followed suit

two years later with the backing of

Movimiento Estudiantil Chicano/a de

Aztlan, a Chicano/Latino student group

on campus.

The next magazine created was

Ha'am, which was also met with some

resistance. The first issue of Ha'am

reflected on the struggle organizers had

gone through to get the paper started.

*'I guess they felt Jews didn't need a

voice," said Rebecca Blustein, editor of

Ha'am.

Together, the feminist magazine, pre-

miered in 1974. It was later renamed

Fem.

"Together' was more passive. 'Fem'

was thought to be more active and polit-

ical," said Maryam Baqi, Fem's current

editor.

Pacific Ties was created in 1976,

along with the Asian American Studies

Center for the Pacific Asian American

community, and Ten Percent in 1980 for

the gay, lesbian and bisexual communi-

ty.

The last newsmagazine to be created

was Al-Talib, which is aimed at UCLA's

Muslim community. It was created in

1990 after some initial hesitation on the

part of the Communications Board.

""""^(The Board) was wondering if it

could represent the Muslim community

without talking about religious aspects,"

said Ahmed Shama, AI-Talib's former

editor

.

Ten Percent,the newsmagazine that

focuses on gays and lesbians, currently

See NEWSMAGAZINES, page 6

New Jewish facility will provide greater cultural services, awareness

riibCx Liiitlidliin \i\j\ i^. \j,.
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RAHMAN FAMAHDfL/DMly InMn

David Tobin, a second-year chemical engineering student carries

the Ibrah at the groundbre^^

HILLEL Guest speakers

address center's value to

community, university

By Lawrence Fcrdiaw

Daily Bruin Staff

David Tobin, a second-year chemi-

cal engineering student, left the cur-

rent home of Hillcl at UCLA,
Sunday, with a Torah in his arms lead-

ing a procession of students and com-

munity members as they made the

trip to the future home of the Yitzhak

Rabin Hillcl Center for Jewish Life.

The procession left the current

home of Hillel at Hilgard and Le

Conte and snaked its way through

South Campus before exiting the

campus and arriving at the ground-

breaking cerennooy for the new threc-

to open in the fall of 2000.

The new center will replace the cur-

rent space Hillel rents in the

University Religious Conference and

will house a library, a chapel, a com-

puter center, classrooms, a cafe and a

Kosher kitchen.

"The center attempts to provide a

place where Jewish students can call

their own," said Rabbi Chaim Seidler-

FcUcr, director of UCLA Hillel.

Scidlcr-Fcller was one of the speak-

ers at the groundbreaking ceremony.

Other speakers included Chancellor

Albert Carnesale; Laurie Lcvenson,

chair of UCLA Hillcl Campus

Council; philanthropist Lew

Wasscrman's grandson, Casey; City

councij member Mike Fcuer and

UCLA law Professor Carole

Goldberg

"This new buildmg will belong to

all of us." Goldberg laid

Hk ooMtrudioii ooit ii

sated by donations to Hillel as well as

money from the national organiza-

tion and the Jewish Federation.

Wasserman, film director Steven

Spielberg and Seagram company

chairman Edgar Bronfman each

donated $1 million to the building.

Through other avenues, the fund

raising effort is two-thirds of the way

towards its goal, announced Janice

Kaminer-Reznik, co-chair of the capi-

tal campaign.

"People assume everything comes

easy to UCLA Hillel," Kaminer-

Reznik said. "That's not true."

Hillel at UCLA has been around

for more than 65 years, but has never

had its own facility. The new facility

will allow Hillel to serve the Jewish

population on campus better, the

speakers said

"It's the extension of Jewish stud-

• ••••••'•••••••••••a >•**•«*••••• • • • > ••••t« •••••••• •• •• •
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TNrd parties defy mainline politics

PROFILE: Dan Hamburg

describes appeal behind

voting for smaller groups

By Emi Kojima

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

When Dan Hamburg heard that

the government wanted to build a

nuclear waste dump on an Indian

reservation in California, he and his

wife packed

their sleeping

bags and

hopped in

their car to

protest the

decision.

This type

ofcommunity

activism iswhat
Hamburg
says distin-

guishes third-

parties - smaller political groups in a

system in which Democrats and

Republicans dominate elected posi-

tions.

Hamburg is among the seven can-

didates in the California race to be

governor, of whom five are from

third-parties (see related story).

Hamburg runs on the slate of the

Green Party, an international party in

78 countries around ihc world and

about 35 U.S. states. In California,

the party has been around since the

1980s. Greens generally stand for

non-violen.:e, social justice, commu-

nity and economic democracy.

The twcvparty system has dominat-

ed the United Stales smcc the

Revolutionary days. Non-main-

stream parlies, however, have gained

popular support and played an

important role in raising issues that

the mainstream parties haven't

addressed.

"Third parties can serve as kind of

like itching powder. They irritate peo-

ple and provoke people to raise fssues

and concerns that the two-party tradi-

tional, mainline parlies do not," said

John Bader, a UCLA associate pro-

fessor of political science and associ-

ate director from the center for

American politics and public policy

in Washington, DC.
"They make people angry or start

thinking," he said. "But they them-

selves are never rewarded for their

efforts."

"They never win office," Bader

said.

Hamburg agreed that third-partie:

have forced other issues into the polit-

ical agendas of major parties, citing

the Socialist party's appeal in the

1930s that later led to governmental

programs such as Roosevelt's New
Deal Legislation.

Fifth-year biochemistry student

Katie Wang said that third-parties

serve a purpose, but that it will take a

long time before their influence

spreads.

"Not everyone knows them.

There's bias from the media, who

cover only the two main parties and

ignore the others,"

said Wang.

But others believe

that the two-party

system can be

changed. Melissa

Wu, a second-year

music student, sug-

gests that the third

parties appeal to

"younger people who

don't want to stick

with iheii pai ci iis'

"

views."

It is precisely to

students such vs Wu
who Hamburg
speaks to. As ex( ju-

tive director of

Voices of the

Environment
(VOTE) Action

Committee, he works

in challenging the

two-party system.

"The system will

change when people

stop legitimizing the

system ... by voting

for the lesser of two

evils," he said.

Hamburg wasn't

always a member of the Green Party.

He served aierm in U.S. Congress

from 1992 to 1994 as a Democrat,

then authorizing the Headwaters

Forest Act. He jumped to the Green

Party after helping out with colleague

Ralph Nader's campaign for the 1996

presidential election. Nader had the

largest showing of any minority party

in the Clinton-Dole race.

Hamburg is the highest-ranking

former elected officeholder of the

either the Democratic or Republican

parties to have jumped lo the Green

Party.

Some students see smaller parties

like the Greens as inaccessible to the

public. For example, Paul Ramos, a

fourth-year history student, said he

has never been interested in the

Green Party. He said that the party

emphasizes environmental issues too

much while not addressing problems

See HAMBURG, page 8

t«ill ARMENIAN

Dan Hamburg, the Green Party's candidate for

governor.

Letters and Science Counseling
Academic Wori(sliops in CovelCommons

(MSSiSM
The purpose of the Academic Workshop Program is to provide students with

an understanding of skills and techniques, an awareness of campus resources,

and a knowledge of self, so that personal and academic success at UCLA can

be achieved.

Letters A Sciences Counseling Workshop Leaders, 1998-99

(WORKSHOPS
The College of Letters & Sciences Counseling Services offers a wide variety

of workshops, described here, which are available to you throughout the 1997-

98 school year. Workshops are held in 203 Covel Commons. For more
information, call the "Academics in the Commons" office at 825-9315.

Additional workshops are offered in Letters & Sciences Counseling, A-316

Murphy Hall. Call 825-3382 for more information.

Nov. 2

Nov. 3

4:15 Car««r« in Education/Preparing for CBEST
7:00 Law School
7:00 Prapadng for GRE

4:15 Tim* Managamant
4:15 Study Skiila

7:00 Medical School

Nov. 4

Nov. 5

4:15 Public Spaaking Skiila

4:15 How to Improva Your Raading Spaad
7:00 Chooaing a Maior

7:00 STD Workahop

4:15 Prapartng to Wrtta Eaaay Exama
4:11 ^DiMBil IcHWBi and Ha Sub Wafcla

7:00 Pmpmtng for Onrtymin
7:00 Caraara and OradiMla tchoola for Ec

THIRD-PARTY PLATFORMS
Information from the 1998 Callfomia Voter Information and Ballot Guide

Green Party

• Wants to make Callfomia's economy

more ecological

• Wants to increase educational funding

• Supports affirmative action and

bilingual educational programs

Peace and Freedom Party

• Full employment with a shorter work

week.-^doubling of minimum wage

• Restoration of affirmative action

• Fewer prisons and more state money for

education

Libertarian Party

* Supports ending state income tax

* Supports ending the war of drugs

* Supports privatizing education'

Source 1 998 dhformiVotrflnfofmotion indS<lloiGuid«

Natural Law Party

• Natural health care programs to

prevent disease

• Refocusing education on more

creative more creative learning

• Ending the use of fertilizers and

pesticides in food

American Independent Pa.

• Pro-life in the abortion debate

• Supports improving quality of public

education and encouraging of families

to use private education

• Protection of the right to bear amis
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Ban linked to trade sanction removal

JOHNSUEHIRO/OdilyBiu.fi

Independent candidates

offer students options
RACE: Third parties give young voters opportunity

to elect leaders urging activism, personal freedom

By Emi Kojima and Nick Williams

Da lly Bruin Senior Sta ff

Nathan E. Johnson, American

Jndcpendent

UN: Hussein's decision

to expel arms inspectors

could lead to standoff

By Eileen Alt Powell

The Associated Press

BAGHDAD, Iracj ~ Iraq

announced Saturday it would bar

U.N. weapons inspectors from the

country, a move that could provoke

li fresh showdown with the United

Nations.

The decision by Iraqi President

Saddam Hussein and his top advis-

ers exempted only a handful of

experts from the International

Atomic Energy Agency, who moni-

tor suspected nuclear sites.

The ban was seen as a response to

a U.N. Security Council decision

Friday to review Iraq's progress on

eliminating prohibited weapons.

The council rebuffed Baghdad's

demand that the review lead directly

'0 the removal of the sweeping trade

sanctions imposed in 1990 after

ter," Leavy said.

The Iraqi statement said the ban

would continue "until the United

Nations looks at the issue in an hon-

est and positive way, leading to

Iraq's right to the lifting ofthe unjust

sanctions.".

Iraq also insisted that the Security

Council fire Richard Butler, chief of

the U.N. Special Commission that

oversees weapons inspections. Iraq

has long charged that Butler is work-

ing on behalf of the United States to

prolong the sanctions.

Officials at the U.N. Special

Commission in Baghdad declined to

take calls and issued no statements

Saturday.

It remained unclear if Iraq's deci-

sion would provoke the United

States and Britain into threatening

military action against Baghdad, as

they did earlier this year after the

Iraqi government prevented U.N.

inspectors from entering Saddam's

presidential palaces.

A compromise negotiated in

February by U.N. Secretary-

General Kofi Annan defused the

threat of airstrikes, but the United

States still maintains large forces in

the Gulf.

Annan expressed deep concern

over Iraq's latest announcement.

"If indeed the reports are right, it

is a serious breach and a major viola-

tion" of security council resolutions,

SeeRI/Utpage12
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While Gray Davis and Dan

Lungren butt heads in the final days

before the general election, five other

candidates continue to run their own

campaigns for governor.

These third-party candidates -

those from smaller parties in the pre-

domina.itly two-party system of

Democrats and Republicans - will

run in the Nov 3 election.

The most prominent third-party

candidate is Dan Hamburg of the

Green Party (for more information

see related article).

Other candidates are running on

the slate of the American

Independent Party, Libertarian Party,

Natural Law Party, and Peace and

Freedom Party.

~~ A bus driver m San Diego C ouniy^

Nathan Johnson of the AnieriLan

Independent Party is "for less govern-

ment and more individual responsihil-

ity.

The American Independent I'ari

has 280,000 registered party mem-

bers. It puts candidates on the b

in over 30 U.S. states.

"Students voting should be inierj

ested in having personal freedom.' h

said.

Johnson distinguishes himself

from the other candidates b; his

staunch position that there shcnildn'l

be abortions. "I am pro-life and mak^

no exceptions," he said.

He also supports a vouchei pro-

i i aqi fu rues invaded Kuwair
Ihe Security Council was to meet

Saturday to discuss the situation, a

U.N. official said. Council members
were quick to condemn Iraq's deci-

sion.

President Clinton's national secu-

rity advisers were reviewing the situ-

ation and consulting with allies and

U.N. officials, said David Leavy, a

spokesman for the U.S. National

Security Council.

"We view this as a serious mat- One of two U.N. nuclear inspection teams leaves the U.N. headquarters on the edge of Baghdad.

Education funds aim for dass size reduction

LET YOUR BUSINESS iHiJVE
Daily Bruin Advertising 82S-2161

See GOVERNOR, page 8 MONEY: OlflCialS WOFFy

^that teacher shortage will

continue despite money

THE BEST DEAL
IN TOWN!

)y Robert Greene

he Associated Press

WASHINGTON ^ The money
Congress approved to hire teachers

lat.onwide will go mostly to schools

n big cities such as New York and

Los Angeles, with less to most sub-

irbs and rural areas.

And because the money is not

iupposcd to be used to increase pay,

)nc question is whether it will help

cities solve their teaching shortages,

the result mostly of low pay and

tough working conditions.

The problem isn't a national lack

of teachers, most education officials

agree, but getting them to work in

elementary schools and other places

where more teachers are needed and

to teach specialties such as upper-

grade foreign languages and the sci-

ences that are going unfilled.

In addition, many cash-poor city

districts will need to think carefully

about whether to use the money to

hire new teachers when there's no

guarantee Congress will approve

another round of money next year.

"It's never going to be a clean for-

mula" of how to distribute the

money, said Anne Bryant, executive

director of the National School

Boards Association. "It's going to be

the district making the best decision

that it can to raise student achieve-

ment."

President Clinton trumpeted the

federal money as a way to cut pupil-

teacher ratios nationwide in the first

through third grades: from a national

average of 22 pupils per teacher to

18. That idea has broad voter appeal.

Instead of a measure providing

for 100,000 teachers to be hired over

seven years as Clinton originally

wanted. Congress approved a one-

year $1.2 billion appropriation pro-

viding the money for 30,000 teachers

to be hired for one year.

Although the Democratic rhetoric

of reducing class size always

appealed to suburban voters,

Education Department spokes-

woman Julie Green said the propos-

al always called for targeting most

benefits to the neediest districts.

School officials worry about the

long term.

"What would be required is the

will at the local level to backfill that

funding once the federal funding dis-

appears," said David Lombardo,

human resources director for public

$eenAOIER$,page6
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Arafat's recent

crackdown on

Hamas prompts

threat in leaflet

MIDEAST: Authenticity of

pamphlet unverified as

many radicals are jailed

By Laura King

The Associated Press

JERUSALEM - The military arm
of the radical Islamic group Hamas'

made an unprecedented threat

Sunday against Yasser Arafat,

demanding that the Palestinian leader

halt a crackdown against it or face vio-

lent vengeance.

The threat, in a leaflet faxed to news

organizations, cast a pall over this

week's efforts to begin implementing

the Israeli-Palestiniai> peace agree-

ment, but as of Sunday, both sides

were still pledging to move ahead as

scheduled.

i n recent days, A ra t dt s security

forces have rounded up more than 100

Hamas activists, detained some of its

top political leaders and put its ailing,

charismatic founder, Sheik Ahmed
Yassin. under house arrest.

That crackdown - and the Hamas
demand to halt it - marked a spectac-

ular smashup of the uneasy peace that

had prevailed between Arafat and

Hamas over the past 14 months, ever

since Yassin was released from Israeli

prison and returned to his faithful fol-

lowing in the Gaza Strip.

Until now, in deference to Arafat's

enduring role as a symbol of

Palestinian unity, Hamas had stopped

short of direct threats against him. But

the leaflet - signed by Hamas'

Izzedine al Qassam brigades - specifi-

cally accused the Palestinian leader by

name of having "reached the point of

treason" by moving against Hamas.

It called for an immediate end to

the crackdown in order to spare

Palestinians "the horrors ... of civil

war" and Arafat's camp the "fires of

revenge."

With so many Hamas ofllcials in

jail, few were available to vouch for

the leaflet's authenticity, and none

wanted to do so publicly. But its lan-

guage, style and phrasing were

markedly similar to past communica-

tions from Hamas' military wing.

One Palestinian government ofil-

See THREAT, page 13
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For Delivery,

Take-out, Or
Dine-In. .

.

BRING IT ON!!!
$4 off any Giant la" Pizza
$3 ofP any Large 1 6" Pizza
$2 ofF any Medium 1 4" Pizza

Spaghetti Dinner $2.99

jibi»*^en.\

II20I9B

1 1 36 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA 90024

1.

CALL 209-1422
FOR FREE DELIVERY TIL 3:00

Clinton attacks GOP
plans for tax cuts

NEW YORK - President Clinton Saturday

waded into one of the nastiest and costliest

Senate campaigns of 4hc year, accusing

Republicans of advocating tax cuts that would

J^enefit the wealthy and jeopardize efforts to

preserve Social Security.

Clinton said the GOP program would

deplete the nation's budget surplus "before we

did anything to fix Social Security and before

vve knew what it would cost."

The president flew to New York to cam-

)aign for Democratic Rep. Charles Schumer,

who is in a neck-and-neck, no-holds-barred

'ace to unseat Republican Sen. Alfonse

D*Amato. It was Qinton's second trip out of

lown in two days, following his visit to Florida

to watch John Glenn's return to space and a

p«tr of fund-raising events.

Clinton opened his New York trip at tlw

t Sebastian Parish C enter in the Woodside

section of Queens, addressing elder-

ly citizens. Republicans have

accused Clinton of trying to prey on

the fears of older Americans about

Social Security in a blatant political pitch

for votes.

Russian economic plan

hoping for foreign aid

MOSCOW - The Russian government

approved a long-awaited plan Saturday to pull

the country out of its economic crisis, steering

a middle course that the prime minister com-

pared to Franklin Roosevelt's New Deal.

The blueprint includes price controls and

support to industry, but steers clear of some of

the stronger, Soviet-style nieanns that were

rumored to be in the works. tlKast one key

issiMI- resumption of loans from the

In^Bational Monetary Fund - remained

un^ftlved

Anc Minister Yevgeny Primakov streued

that Russia is not turning its back on

free-market reforms, but is using the

power of the state to save them.

"The regulatory function of the

state is especially important during the

crisis. ... There have been many examples of

state controls helping a free-market economy
develop," Primakov said.

The economics minister said the plan relies

on as-yet-unreleased IMF loans, but Primakov

insisted that Russia would survive with or

without foreign aid.

"It would be easier for us to stand on our

feet if we get (outside) support, but if we don't

get it Russia will neither lie down nor fall on its

knees," Primakov said after the special

Cabinet meeting.

The IMF failed to reach agreement with

Russian ofllcials this week on resuming a

$22.6 billion bailout, which was signed this

summer but frozen after Russia defaulted on

some debts and devalued the ruble Aug 17.

IMF ofllcials had demanded to see'an anti-

crisis plan and some sign that it was being

implemented. The government, named after

Yeltsin fired the previous Cabinet the week

after the default, had been criticizet' for drag-

ging its feet on an outline for solving the worst

crisis since the 1991 Soviet eollapse.

Elderly and disabled

will lack medical care

WASHINGTON - A rash of health plans

dropping Medicare on Jan. 1 will leave about

440,000 elderly and disabled Americans with

confusing choices about how to get their med-

ical care. Those aflected will still have health

insurance, but for many the change will hit the

pocketbook.

''I'm really disappointed that an HMO at

this stage of the game could drop you just like

that,*" said Loretta Marino. 61. who qualified

for Medicare young because she has been dis-

abled by emphysema.

Compfed from Difly Brum wire reports.
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schools in Anne Arundel County,

Md., which would get about $1 mil-

lion in federal teacher money, enough

to pay about 28 teachers fQr one year.

Others say, however, the money
will fmd a ready use without forcing

schools to make risky hiring deci-

sions. That's especially true because

the bill specifies that some money can

be used to improve the quality of

teachers already on the payroll or to

hire much-needed special education

teachers - although it can't go to

increase salaries of existing teachers.

Congress also increased its sup-

port for special education by $500

million.

"We could look at our staffing for-

mulas in different ways and it would

give us the freedom to be a little more

creative." said Thomas Welch, princi-

pal of East Jessamine High School in

Nicholasville, Ky., just outside

Lexington.

Welch's school finally filled a

vacancy for a chemistry teacher the

day before school started this fall by

persuading one teacher out of retire-

ment for one semester until a full-time

replacement can arrive.

In many rural districts, early-grade

classrooms have fewer than 18 pupils

yet higher-level subjects have short-

ages. Oklahoma issued a record num-

ber of emergency teaching certifi-

cates this year to make sure there

were enough teachers, who earn less

than counterparts in the region.

''Assuming you give the money to

be able to pay better, perhaps thai

would help attract teachers to those

areas," said Randall Raburn, execu-

tive director of the Oklahoma
Association of School

Administrators.

But the federal money is not sup-

posed to be used to raise salaries of

existing teachers - either in rural

areas or in cities.

Still, Marshall Smith, the acting

deputy education secretary, says he

believes that if the money can some-

how be used to reduce class size, the

improved working conditions will

draw more teachers to hard-to-serve

districts, especially city ones.

"One thing that makes it easier to

teach is lower class sizes," Smith said.

"This creates a better environment

for teachers."

The money will be sent to districts

based 80 percent on school poverty

and 20 percent on enrollment. About

$60 million will go to New York City,

$48 million to Los Angeles County

and $28 million to Chicago's Cook

County. On the other hand, Fairfax

County, Va., the nation's 12th largest

school district just outside

Washington, would get about

$21,000, not enough to hire one

teacher.

CENTER
From page S

ies at UCLA," Carnesale said. "It

represents the cultural center, pri-

marily for Jewish students, but also

for faculty and staff."

The building is named after the

slain Israeli prime minister who was

assassinated three years ago Sunday,

according to the Jewish calendar.

"Yitzhak Rabin's vision did not

die with him," Seidler-Feller said. He
said that he spoke with Rabin's

widow, Leah, earlier that day and

she passed along her good wishes.

In addition to Rabin, Carnesale

also spoke of Rabbi Hillel, after

whom the Hillel organization is

named. He quoted one of Hiilel's

NEWSMAGAZINES
From page 3

lacks an editor. With people apply-

ing for the position, however, it

might run issues in the winter and

spring quarters.

According to Arvli Ward, the stu-

dent media director, UCLA is

unique in its newsmagazine pro-

gram.

"UCLA is a progressive place.

Other schools have newsmagazines,

but not as many and not as old," he

sayings that one should not '\yith-

draw from the community." The

chancellor then said the new center

will "enhance the efforts" of Hillel.

Students are the biggest benefac-

tors, Casey Wasserman said to the

group assembled at the dirt site just

across the street from the Faculty

Center, near the corner of Hilgard

and Westholme.

"The new building will enable

Hillel to reach out to more students

than before," Wasserman said.

Earlier this year, his grandfather

donated $10 million to UCLA.
The students present at the

groundbreaking, though outnum-

bered by community supporters,

were happy and looked forward to

the completion of the center.

"It's exciting that all students, fac-

said.

This year, the newsmagazines are

changing their look and frequency.

Instead of the tabloid-style newspa-

per they've always had, the news-

magazines - with the exception of

Al-Talib - will now grace a maga-

zine-like format.

Nommo and Ha'am are so far the

only newsmagazines to publish

issues with the new style.

"I decided to go with it because

we needed a change," Jerricks said,

"Overall, the response has been very

positive. People like the glossy cover

ulty and Hillel community member
can come together to celebrate thJ

beginning of the new house for th]

campus." said Elena Lempel, presl^

dent of the Jewish Student Union.

The presence of so many cummi
nity members at Hillel events is cuj

tomary, with the focus of the centej

being not just on students but thf

whole community, according t<

Lempel. She also said the new loci

tion, which is much closer to the cer

ter of campus, will increase studei

activity at the center.

The overall goal of Hillel is ti

increase Jewish interaction, an<

Seidler-Feller said he is hopeful thf
new center will help. ?

"We hope to generate a renai*

sance of Jewish life at 1 (LA.?
Seidler-Feller said.

and layout style."

Blustein is also enthusia^k aboul

the new layout.

"I've had a lot of posiiuc feedj

back. People enjoy the articles an(

the design," she said.

Al-Talib will retain its previous

layout and size, and continue to rui

two issues a quarter, instead t)f onl

issue like the other newsmagazines.]

"Al-Talib has a certain look, an(

we wanted to maintain the Al Tali!

look," Shaikh said. To change to th<

SteNEWSMA6AZINE$,page1

^Graduate
If you are a senior, you must make an

appoinimcnr at the campus Photo sitnlio

to get your senior poilrait lakfii.

If your last name begins with the kiier

M-R, you MUST take your senior ponruii

before November I >ih!

To make an appointment, call 20() S4.S3,

week rive events
FREE CONCERTS:

Square Biz
_-^JUina«rgrouncrvtip-lnop -—^
DJ J-Qu«st, DJ Assault, PaopI* Umdar tin* Stairs

TuMdayl 11/11, tpm to 1am
in Karckhoff Grand Salon

TIneExies
_ Worfnasday (11/4) at Noon
in Wastwood Plasa

FILMS:

UCLA
SInowcasc
l^tfHliirirKj lA A rind Hiii«iy

Tl^i> Saturday in tina AGB
ll'sl^b<Hh!! l»oorsup«ralSpifi

hn§tiiBdwilna¥t^

Tinuriday (11/1)* Friday (1 1 /•)

CcMandlObOOpm bedn dnoiM ttpvdnoM.

and...

Call imii!

Fraa Snaak Praviaw
Wadnasday at • PM
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New Releases
new

inspired, intelligent, and deserving of attention

Dtstrt Rowtr
The Extraordinary Journey of

a Desert Nomad
Waris Dirie

$25.00

Crtttcal ModtU
Interventions and

Catchwords

Theodor W, Adomo
$37.50

The Gtntttc Gods

Evolution and Belief in

Human Affairs

John C. Avise

$29.95

P L' P C E N T

1'/Ic5j^

DdNCing NaK

'< nt Mino FieiD

tNin fi m M«i Niii a inaii'i'

Kiiy IILLIS

THE CHAN'S CaEAT
CONTINENT

Dandng Naked In the Mind Field

Winner of Nobel Prize in Chemistry

Kary MuUis

reg price: $24.00

SUPER Disiount

our price: $16.80

The B1U of RIghU
Essential Reading

Akhil Reed Amar
reg. price: $30.00

SUPER Discount

our prica: $21.00

The Chan's Great

Continent

China in Western Minds

Jonathan D. Spence

reg price:$27.50

SUPER Discount

Books the campus will be talking

our prica: $19.25

about ...

^ Save 207o off ALL Hardcover Fiction EVERYDAY

Don't Forget

NY & LA Times
Hardcover Best Sellers

Fiction and Non Fiction

(upditod wotkiy)

Jnr</r l.ilis

Tomcat In Uva
rim O'Brien

reg. price: $26.00

our price: $20.80

An Arrow's Right

Mark Merits

rag. prica: $24.95

our^rKarTl9.96

CoUactad Fktlon

Jorge Luis Barges

reg price: $40.00

our prica: $32.00

© UCLfl BookZong
no. 206. 4041

Lu [Idlle Commons ills I

ilO.tt.
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gram for students in elementary

school - and with it more parental

control of where students go to

school. He advocates a similar sys-

tem for the UCs.

Johnson, who ran for state con-

troller in 1994 and for stale assembly

in 1996, said he believes in the right

to have guns, with no exceptions.

While he acknowledges a prob-

lem of student apathy in voting, he

said that independent parties offer

more options to voters.

"I encourage students to look

around and look at some of the

third-party options, they are more

able to express themselves in third-

parties. They can participate. We
also are anxious to have candi-

dates," Johnson said.

Steve W. Kubby, Libertarian

While the major parties run regu-

lar mudslinging commercials high-

lighting their opponents' faults,

Steve Kubby began running a

"South Park" parody commercial

Wednesday in support of his cam-

paign for governor.

This commercial is being run with

the idea that "your parents' politi-

cians are not your friends," said

Gene Cisewski, Kubby 's campaign

manager. Tactics such as these allow

Kubby to gather more support from

younger voters, according to

Cisewski.

Cisewski said that the major can-

didates are "too paternalistic" - that

they establish too many rules for the

general public. In order to live more

free of government control.

Cisewski suggests that younger peo-

ple should become more politically

active, usmg their "gel up and go"

and "be all you can be" energy.

"I'm running because I'm fed up

with bad government, corrupt politi-

cians and arrogant officials," Kubby.

said in a press release.

In addition to their pro-choice

views. Libertarians address educa-

tional issues.

The institution of vouchers for

elementary and high school and the

privatization of higher education are

major points highlighted by the cam-

paign.

Kubby wants to "privatize when

possible, by allowing the employees

of the university system to take

over," according to Cisewski.

Citing corporate take-overs by

employees like TWA, Cisewski said

the best road for colleges and uni-

versities is to take control away from

the government.

Harold H. Bloomrield, Natural

Law
Harold Blobmfield, a physician

and a psychiatrist, said that the

Natural Law party offers students

an alternative to the two-party sys-

tem.

"When I was in college, we

kicked ass. We made noise. We had

fun. This generation needs to wake

up." he said.

The Natural Law party, a relative-

ly new party founded in California

in April 1992, calls for a new vision

and leadership of government. It

promotes taking preventative mea-

sures to improve government by lis-

tening to scientific studies, accord-

ing to Bloomfield.

The next California governor will

appoint five new University of

California Regents in addition to

serving on the board himself.

Bloomfield said that he would

travel to the different UC campuses

to get student input of how to make

the appointments, should he

become governor.

Though he said that Proposition

209, the initiative that ended the use

of race and gender in admissions, is

a "tough call," he supports some

type of affirmative action in addi-

tion to encouraging private busi-

nesses to make more scholarships

available to students.

Bloomfield's platform includes

taking preventative measures in

health care and supporting more

creative approaches to teaching.

He has funded his own campaign.

Gloria Estela La Riva, Peace and

Freedom

At a recent gubernatorial candi-

dates' debate in San Francisco,

Gloria La Riva, the Peace and

Freedom candidate for governor,

briefly grabbed the spotlight. Even

though third-party candidates are

generally not invited to major

debates. La Riva showed up at a

debate, rushed onto ihe stage and

was dragged ofl'and taken to jail.

"Third parties ... are struggling

for access to the media," she said.

One of the more liberal parties.

Peace and Freedom's 80,000 mem-
bers are committed to this type of

activism. La Riva said that voters

should organize against Lungren

and Davis. Along with supporting

affirmative action and bilingual edu-

cation, La Riva said "socialism will

bring an end to the economical cri-

sis."

Socialism will also help education

by making it free to all students, she

said.

"I don't think students should go

into debt," she said.

She also cited these candidates'

promise of new prisons as an

"immediate, total anti-student posi-

tion." By building new prisons, La

Riva said money will be taken from

education.

A graduate of Branded

University, La Riva also ran for gov-

ernor in 1994.

HAMBURG
From page 4

that directly "affect people."

"By focusing on environmental issue

the Greens alienate themselves from th-

rest of the population," Ramos said

Kelly Austin, however, votes for thir^!

parties. "One of the detriments to ih.

dual-party system is that minority voices

are being excluded." said the gradua-.

student in comparative literature.

. Students are key to the grassrou'

efforts of government, Hamburg sa.J

with education being a top priority of h s

political agenda.

Higher education should be free, lu-

said."With the (state) surplus, we should

wipe out student fees at the UC and Ca!

State campuses," he said.

He also criticizes work-study prv>

grams, saying that "it's not natural that

students should be working" while in

school because of the threat of impending

debt from student loans.

It's no surprise that Hamburg should

be interested in education, after being '.

teacher. He founded an elementar.

school in Mendocino County that focu.v

es on alternative methods of education.

now in its 27th year.

Even faced with the gubernatorial

race, Hamburg said that "teaching junit)r

high was the hardestjob ofmy life."

With reports from Linh Tat, Daily Bruin

Contributor.
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NEWSMAGAZINES
From page 6

new format, he added, would make

Al-Talib "like any other magazme
cover."

Al-Talib is wildly successful in

terms of readership The youngest

UCLA newsmagazine, it is now also

the largest, with a circulation of over

20.000

It has also gone national, with the

majority of issues distributed outside

of Los Angeles to cities like Boston,

New York and Chicago.

"It's exceeded all our expectations.

and it's ranked with professional-run

Muslim magazines," Shama said.

While Al-Talib wants to change lit-

tle about itself, some of the other

magazines have taken the new format

as a chance to take on a new tone

Fem, which focused on the educa-

tion of the feminist movement in the

past, wants to focus more now on its

applicability to the average student

and everyday life.

"Feminism is relevant to both men
and women. We want to show femi-

nism is more than burning bras and

going to rallies," Baqi said.

Ha'am is also changing, and has

taken on a decidedly lighter lone this

year. The cover of Ha'am's October

issue featured Adam Yauch of the

Beaslie Boys and actress Winona
Ryder.

"The issues picked up faster than

ever before," Blustein said. "One per-

son came up to me and said, 'Now its

cool to be Jewish.'"

La Gente, yet to be published, is

eager to print in the new style.

"Our audience is mostly college

and high school students. (These)

people would rather read a magazine

than a newspaper. It's more youth-

ful," said Sandra Cano, La Gente's

editor.

There are divided views about

whether or not the new magazine
focus is necessarily better.

Joshua Atlas, a second-year Jewish

undeclared student, said Ha'am's
new format, though nicer, doesn't

affect him either way. He is indecisive

about the new tone, however.

"There are all these random facts

here and I thought, 'where the hell did

this come from?'" Atlas said, Hipping

through one issue.

"There's more stu^f and a wider

variety of issues, but it has lost a bit of

its seriousness. It'd be nice if it had a

balance with what it used to be," he

added.

No matter what their content, the
mrm^mii^

newsmagazine editors all agree on

their importance to the diversity .
:

this campus.

"The more media there are, the

more opinions and perspectives. Ii ,

better, especially at the university a:

this time, with affirmative actioi.

taken away and ethnic studies in

question," said Vy Nguyen, editor r:

Pac Ties.

Ward agreed.

"Freedom of press means more
than saying what you want to say," he

said. "You have to have access toi>.

and the newsmagazines have ver\

important roles in the communii\

they cover,"
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Get your film developed on campus.
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North Campus Shop open Monday-Saturday
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BOARD
From page 1

count Student Media as one of its con-

tributions to student services on cam-

pus.

According to the "Basic

Agreement Between ASUCLA
Communications Board and ASU-
CLA Board of Control," the govern-

ing document between the two orga-

nizations, the ASUCLA
Communications Board is a part of

ASUCLA, but it is more than a sub-

ordinate entity.

In order to maintain Student

Media's editorial independence,

ASUCLA is responsible for review-

ing the Communications Board bud-

get but is allowed no other decision-

making authority.

ASUCLA's control of Student

Media is further limited to evaluating

^ budget on three broad points. The

association may only evaluate in

order to assure the budget is bal-

anced, the numbers are accurate and

thai the budget does not grow or

shrink by more than 10 percent in a

year.

"ASUCLA is not supposed to be

the brains behind the

(Communications Board) budget,"

Kerkstra said "We need a certain flex-

ibility in creating it."

ASUCLA officials' concerns stem

from the Communications Board's

inability to deliver accurate financial

infuiinaiiuii in a timely munnci. Tlic

Communications Board budget

because, according to Delia, "He was-

n't doing a good job."

The new controller, less experi-

enced in Student Media operations,

was set in place to work with Student

Media Director Arvli Ward to create

the new budget.

According to Kerkstra, Student

Media budgets are not typical of

ASUCLA's other enterprises because

they are based on student participa-

tion.

"For example, right now we don t

have an editor for Ten Percent

(UCLA's gay and lesbian news-

magazine), and therefore we are not

spending any money on it," he said

"(That doesn't) mean we won't bud-

get any money for it next year."

This change in financial admini.s-

tration was not, however, the only

source of problems.

"In my opinion, Communications

Board needs to run things better.'

Delia said. "Last year we had prob-

lems too - their budget was late, and it

was not the accounting stafl^s fault.

'

One of the major problems for the

Communications Board was that it

met only once a quarter, allowing it

very little control over its own affairs.

Under Kerkstra, the board is sched-

uled to meet once a month.

This year's budget has run the

gauntlet up to this point, coming its

closest to approval when it was passed

in September, with the provision lh;it

a few minor, specific changes be

macic. Since iheni

JUDGES
From page 1

Wilson in 1996 to be an associate jus-

tice at the state supreme court. Before

serving on the state supreme court, he

acted as an appellate justice.

He was the first Asian American to

be president of the Alameda County

Bar Association in its 100 years of exis-

tence.

Ronald George

Gov. Wilson appointed Ronald

George in 1991. Before he was appoint-

ed to the state supreme court, George

worked as a justice at the appellate

level and served as the state deputy

attorney general from 1965 to 1972.

Stinley Mosk
Sitting on the bench for 34 years,

justice Stanley Mosk is familiar with

the legal process. He has also served as

state attorney general for two terms,

from 1959 to 1964.

When he ran for attorney general

the first time, he won the the hirgcst

majority than any other race in the

country - with a margin of upwards of

a million votes over his opponent.

Presiding over the complicated

California court system, appellate

judges take cases when they hav'c

already been tried but a party in the

suit doesn't agree with the court's deci-

sion - in other words, the apt>ellate

budget currently being considered has

gone through multiple reviews and

revisions this year.

"There have been several budgets

where (accuracy) has been an issue,'

said Jim I-ricdman, the chairman of

ASUCLA's board of directors. "Our

concern was whether the

Communications Board was struc-

tured in such a way to oversee their

operations."

There is, however, a basic contra-

diction in this concern. ASUCLA is

responsible for the financial adminis-

tration of Student Media.

The Communications Board has

had problems producing accurate

financial statements on which budgets

are usually based, due in part to a

change in the accounting staff

assigned to Student Media by ASU-
CLA within the past year.

ASUCLA fired the accounting

controller in charge of the

LIBRARY
From page 1

In recognition of the library's

50th anniversary, there will be an

exhibit showcasing some of the rare

materials from the East Asian

Library's collection. The exhibit

includes manuscripts and texts dat-

IRAQ
From page 5

the U.N. chief said in New York.

In London, a British Foreign

Office official who spoke on custom-

ary condition ofanonymity said that a

ban on weapons inspectors would be

"totally unacceptable." Britain cur-

Sanctions have

severely damaged the

Iraqi economy.

rently holds the council presidency.

The French Foreign Ministry said

it "profoundly deplores" Iraq's action

and msisted that Baghdad resume full

cooperation with the United Nations

In Moscow, an official at the

F-oreign Ministry said there was

nobody to comment on the move
Ru&sia and tciiow council niember

Communications Board decided to

retract its budget in favor of a new oiu

which would reflect more accurate

figures.

The submission of the new budgei

starts the whole approval process

over

"It's difficult, to say the least."

Delia said. "It should not take thi-

long to approve a budget."

The Student Media director and

the chair of the Communications

Board will now attend ASUCLA's
finance committee meetings in an

effor-t to open lines of communica-

tions and ease tensions.

"It's been a long road, but I'm con-

fident we're near the end," Delia said.

"Things will get better from here,'

Kerkstra agreed.

The Communications Board's

budget will be up for approval b\

ASUCLA's Board of Directors again

on Dec. 21.

ing from the eighth century to pre-

sent day.

Especially rare and valuable was a

handwritten manuscript in gold on

blue-dyed paper ruled with silver

lines that was only on exhibit for the

duration of the ceremony.

This exhibit will be on display in

the lobby of the Charles E. Young

Research Library until Nov. 30.

China previously have advocated try-

ing to finish the task ofdisarming Iraq

so that sanctions can be lifted.

Saddam's decision Saturday

caused jitters in Baghdad. The already

depressed Iraqi dinar depreciated

from 1660 to the dollar to 1760 within

minutes of the announcement,

according to currency traders.

Iraqi Trade Minister Mohammed
Mehdi Saleh told reporters the coun-

try would stand firm.

"This is the decision of the people

of Iraq and the leadership of Iraq tn

save the sovereignty of Iraq and the

right of the people to live," Saleh said

Sanctions have severely damaged

the Iraqi economy by limiting the sale

of oil, banning air travel and prohibit

ing most other financial dealings wit:

Iraq.

The Iraqi Information Ministi

issued a statement late Saturday sa.\

ing the government was not askin

the roughly 120 U.N. monitors an.

support stall to leave Iraq It adde.

that monitoring cameras and sensor

installed at wcapi>ns sites could con

tmue to openaf

I
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make thfe decision of whether to con-

firm judges randomly, based on name

recognition, partisan affiliation or the i

"musical nature of someone's name."

Students confirm Bader's suspi-

cions that voters are often uninformed

when they go to the voting booths.

Angel Roberson, a fifth-year sociol-

ogy student, said that she doesn't con-

duct any research before voting, point-

ing to lack of time and interest as rea-

sons for not doing research.

"I just rely on what's written (on the

ballot)," she said.

Andrew Reta, a fourth-year eco-

nomics student, votes down party

lines. "I just go for Republicans," he

said.

Bader said that people might choose

to not vote because they arc unin-

formed.

"Unfortunately, smaller elections

are horrible and a reason why people

don't vote. A lot of voters feel bad

when they are at the polls and look at

the choices they are asked to make

without knowing how to do so," he

said.

In fact, the number of people who

vote drops ofT further down the ballot

toward the smaller elections, Bader

said.

"I don't blame the public. 1 blame

the folks in charge - the media and the

candidates for not informing voters,"

he said.

Newspapers, however, don't have

the time or capacity to cover every

race, according to Nick Williams, the

court handles appeals, cases decided

at the appellate level can be appealed

to the state Supreme Court, the highest

court in the state system. It takes cases

on appeal from the six district appel-

late courts in California.

Few cases arc heard in the higher

court levels.
'-

Each justice has already undergone

an elaborate process of appointment .-

first, they are nominated by the gover-

nor, then investigated by a committee

and then confirmed by a group that

includes the California attorney gener-

al and other state officials. They must

be approved by voters in order to hold

their positions in the next gubernatori-

al election

Justices at the state supreme court

and appellate level sit on the bench for

12 years belore coming up for confir-

mation aizain.

Hiis type of non-partisan election is

unusual in the United States, accord-

ing to John Bader. an associate profes-

sor of political science and the assistant

director of center for american politics

and public policy in Washington. D.C.

"It's pretty unusual," he said. "It's

typical ol C alifornia to give voters deci-

sions that they are not always qualified

to make."

Bader suggests that many voters

THREAT
From page 5

cial - Imad Falouji, the communica-

tions minister and a former Hamas

member said he doubted the threats

were real 1 alouji, however, has been

trying to act as a mediator between

Arafat and Yassin.

Palestinian security officials took

the wii^nings seriously - and issued

some ohheir own in response.

"We have only one authority in this

land, which is the Palestinian

Authority." said Palestinian police

commander Ghazi Jabali. "We are

going to lake all measures to control

the situation."

The leatlel denounced the house

Hrres! of >assin, whom it called "the

prince of lu^Iy warriors ' and warned

Palestinian security forces against pur-

suing Moli.immed Dcif. a top leader

of Hamas military wing whose arrest

has been demanded by Israel

Strong "^teps by Arafat against

Islamic mrhiants are a key provision of

the Washu'i'ton pact, which the Icariet

referred to t> the "black agreement
'

I .
.1...

, .. ncc^rd. Pnle^Hinmn^ are

• u'v . • . ,. I.I tvrbJar-

deputy editor for the editorial pageoT"

the Los Angeles Times.

"We're not in the position - because

of the changing news - to give cover-

age to everything," he said.

The editorial board at The Times

makes endorsements for candidates

after inviting the candidates to speak at

the office and presenting their plat-

form at a meeting.

The paper ran one editorial on the

state supreme court justices on Oct. 19.

For the first time. Secretary of State

Bill Jones has published a guide for vot-

ers in the judicial elections - in printed

form and online.

"Frequently. California voters have

little or no knowledge of the ... justices

who are up for retention before they

must vote on election day," Jones stat-

ed in a letter preceding the guide.

On request, voters can get a judicial

guide from Jones' ofVice. It contains

lists ofjobs and educational experience

of the candidates, however, it lacks

candidate statements, which other

elected partisan offices have. The

Voter Registration Guide sent to the

homes of all registered voters includes

information on the justices.

With reports from Linh Tat, Daily Bruin

Contributor.

dover of another 13.1 percent cs\ the

West Bank by Israel.

The Palestinian side said it would

deliver a promised security document

to the Americans on Monday, and the

Israeli Cabinet is to begin discussing

the accord on Tuesday.

Meanwhile, extremists on both

sides - hard-line Jewish settlers on the

one side, Hamas on the other - have

been trying hard to derail the accord.

On Sunday, without any interfer-

ence from Israeli authorities, Jewish

settlers built a fence on a disputed plot

of land in traditionally Arab east

Jerusalem. infuriating the

Palestinians.

Hamas, for its part, tried last week

to blow up a school bus carrying

Jewish schoolchildren in the Gaza

Strip The children were unharmed

but an Israeli soldier was killed.

Already shaken by that attack,

Israel saw the threats against the

Palestinian Authority as a potentially

worrisome new complication

David Bar-lllan. a top aide to Israeli

Prime Minisiet Benjamin Netanyahu,

said he did iu»l kncm it the leaflet was

authentic but that Ha.nas militars

-'M^flllut -.1. : .;
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^^ R6sum6 Writing

G)me to die Career Network's rdsumd writing work

shop this Wednesday at 7 p.m. at die Alumni Center.

Learn how to write a winning r^sum^ that will get you

your dream job. For more information, call (310) 206^062.

BEAT'SC(X2)
Mark your calendar for Thursday, Nov. 1 9. Following the UCLA Men's

Basketball game against one 'SC (Santa Clara), we will ignite the night

air against our cross-town rival 'SC. The Beat 'SC Bonfire and Rally is

set to kick off around 9:30 p.m. on the IM Field. Cheer on 1998

Heisman Trophy candidate Cade McNown and UCLA Football in their

quest for a national championship!

HOTTER THAN EVER!

Did you know that UCLA Hockey is coached by former Los Angeles

King, Daryl Evans? Add to that a partnership with the Los Angeles

Kings anci CCM Hockey, and the strong talent on the team, and UCLA

Hockey is off to an awesome start. To top it off, SAA members get

free admission to UCLA Hockey, including this year's Beat 'SC hockey

game at Disney Ice in Anaheim, the Mighty Ducks' practice facility.

For more information, visit v^/ww.studentgroups.ucla.edu/icehockey/.

Nov. 17 vs.

Nov. 20 vs.

htev. 21 vs.

Dec. 4 vs.

Dec, 6 vs.

use
use

use
UCIA Alumni

Pickwick ke Center, Burbonk

Disney Ice, Anaheim

Pickwick lc» Center, Burbonk

Pickwick ke Center, Burbank

fcof^, North HiBs

Free Stuff!
The first 25 SAA members to show their BruinCard at the Alumni

Center's member services desk will receive a free Woferboy T-shirt

and Poster courtesy of Touchstone Pictures. Wafcrhoy, starring

Adam Sandler, opens in theaters nationwide on Friday, Nov. 6.

Did you know the average margin of victory

in the lost nine UCLA vs. USC football games

is less than five points^

UCLA Student Alumni Association

Alumni Center

Los Angeles, CA 90095-1397

For Event li Volunteer Information:

(310)UCLA<SAA

Fak (310! 825-8678

UCLA Alumni Association

Alumni Center

Los Angeles, CA 90095-1397

For Membership Information:

(310)UaALUM

Fox: (310) ll^MTS
l-moil: aiumniOMipport.iicki.edu
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VIEWPOINT
Tomorrow

Whether you know it

or not, it's your fault

that the world we live

in is polluted.

viewpoint@media.ucla.edu

Conversations often lost in Wonderland
WORDS: Random chats

on sushi, Chee-tohs beat

typical hellos, good-byes

You could say that life is a

string of conversations: a

meandering succession of

"hellos," "how are yous" and eventu-

al "good-byes" - and if you did say

that rd probably agree with you.

Besides, is there anything better than

a good conversation?

Just to set the

scene: in this

particular situa-

tion, you've just

finished class

and you've

decided to meet

your friend

Fritz to go to

lunch at

"TfePTiami's^- Ttre~

"Well, is there a Chee-tohs fairy?

Chester Cheetah maybe, who sprin-

kles orange dust on whatever those

arc.

"No, don't be silly - of course

not."

(At this point you're wondering

how you could possibly be friends.

Honestly, I really don't know.)

Fritz starts drumming his fingers

on the table, and you say, "What is it

now?"

"I'm not sure about eating live

fish," says Fritz.

"You're not going to eat live fish
-

it's only raw."

"You're sure?"

"Positive."

"You're sure? I might get sick. Do
you want my untimely death hanging

over your head?"

"Doesn't bother me."

By now Fritz is hysterical: "What?

And I thought that we were friends."

Spencer

Hill

^
Ooii't wony, I was on ly kidd ing.

new sushi place

on campus.

Fritz is count-
'

ing:"13,l4, 15,

16,17-"

"What are you doing?"

"Counting."

"Why?"

"Because I only want one serving

on my Chee-tohs. And one serving is

21 of these little curly-cue things. You

want one?"

"No, I don't want a Chee-toh. I

don't even think that they're really

food. Look at them. You only see

that shade of orange if you're work-

ing on the Manhattan project.

Besides we're here to have sushi."

"So, I can't have Chee-tohs?

What, is that a taboo or something? I

can't have Chee-tohs and sushi."

"Do I really need to explain this to

you?" (And, you're thinking to your-

self maybe I should, but you contin-
^

ue.) "Besides, look at your fingers -

you have that disgusting orange

residue on your fingers. Now that's

disgusting."

"Come on. It's only Chee-tohs

dust."

"Chee-tohs dust?"

"Yeah, Chee-tohs dust."

Hill is a fourth-year communication

studies student. E-mail him at

srhill@ucla.edu.

"I doubt that."

(Remember there are only two cir-

cumstances when you can wish death

on someone: if they're your friend or

if they're your enemy.)

"So, is it OK if we go grocery

shopping tomorrow as usual?" you

ask. T "

"I guess. I've been preparing.**

"What do you mean, you've been

preparing?"

"I had to drink a half gallon of

milk today, because I knew we're

going shopping tomorrow, and I

can't fit another gallon of milk into

the refrigerator. A half gallon may

seem like a lot, but I think that I

could handle more. I know what

you're thinking: 'Can he drink a

whole gallon in a day?' Well, I'm say-

ing 'Yes, he can.'"

"Are you aware that you're refer-

ring to yourself in the third person?"
-

"Yes, he is."
—"^—

;• ....,.:.'

"Snap out of it."

"OK, relax. Relax. At least I'm not

a Type A personality with an obses-

sive-compulsive speech disorder. You

always need to be talking for hours

and hours and hours, and when

you're not talking your thinking

about talking. I know that you try to

hold back, but you can't handle it."

"As though you should be talk-

ing?"

"Hey, I can handle silence; I'm

secure with myself as a non-verbal

communicator."

"OK. Stop talking."

"Only if you do."

"OK."

(Right now the two of you are star-

ing at each other, trying not to make

eye contact, because making eye con-

tact would be admitting that you're

actually doing this.)

The two of you just sit there, until

you say, "This is just ridiculous."

"I win."

"Come on. You can't be serious."

"
1 ... win," Fritz insists^

"You're a fool."

"I'm a fool. This was your idea."

"Fine. Fine. If that's all you need

to rebuild your self-esteem that's fine

with me," you say.

"Guess what? "I'm going to buy a

potted plant."

"You're what?"

"I'm going to buy a potted plant

for the apartment."

"Why?"

"It would look nice."

"No, it wouldn't. Why do you

L9^"ti6 m/^.&s'U'x^'rsi

need a potted plant? Let me review:

We live inside; plants live outside.

People like Martha Stewart just fool

themselves into believing that you

can bring plants inside. You don't see

people bringing trees and planting

them into the carpet? People don't

grow grass inside. Then why should

plants sit next to the entertainment

center?"

"I'm sorry I brought it up."

"Don't worry about it. Go get the

See HILL, page 16
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Vote yes on Prop. 5, backing Native American sovereignty

GAMBUNG: MEChA de UCLA
says Self-Reliance Initiative will

improve reservation life's quality

By U'i Fummoto

Vote yes on Proposition 5. The November

1998 ballot contains many important issues on

which voters will have to decide. Among the

most crlicial is Proposition 5, the Indian Self-

^liance Initiative.

iThis initiative is of utmost importance

because it affects the quality of life for many

California American Indians. Knowing the

facts on this issue should be of concern to all of

This artide is sumnrwtted on behaK of MEChA de

UCLA. Fummoto is the community and labor rela^

tions coordinator for MFCha and is an Asian

AfiMrtcan studlts and Chicana/o studies student

CmMNIahMrt Giida.who atoo imWiilwHiJ to Ihii

is a ipniifMMliirt ici«nre .and

us.

This initiative is not only receiving a tremen-

dous amount of media and commercial atten-

tion, it is also being presented as a very confus-

ing issue when in fact, it is not.

It is the hope of

MEChA de UCLA- to dis- -^^^—
cuss with you, the reader,

some of the key points of

Proposition 5 and to

encourage you to vote yes

on Proposition 5 on Nov.

3.

Before we discuss

Proposition 5, it is impor-

tant to know a little history

about the indigenous peo-

ple of California.

Prior to European con-

tact, there were thousands

of iodf^nous people who had their own cul-

ture

The lives of roa|i> California Native

AmencMa,* tipeoiilky tboie near the coast.

Gaming tribes will

reimburse the state for

all regulatory expenses;

thus, there will be no

cost to California

taxpayers.

were interrupted by the Spanish missionaries

and conquistadors who tried to force these

groups to work as slaves on their missions.

After Spanish colonial rule, Anglo settlers

and European immigrants moved to California

during the Gold Rush.^^-"^^ Throughout this

process of colonization,

millions of indigenous peo-

ple were killed by disease

and warfare.

When the state of

California was established,

they continued to write

laws that impinged on the

rights of the indigenous

people.

The state allowed peo-

pic to kill Native

Americans and to force

them into indentured servitude

Native California groups did survive, how-

ever, ap^ pyrrently there gr^ 104 reservations

in thu-slau.0at the Uving cooditii>ns and stan-

dard of life for many California Native

Americans is poor.

On the reservation, Native Americans suffer

from high infant morality rates, fetal alcohol

syndrome and lack of adequate health care or

education. Many lack adequate housing with

running water and electricity; poverty and job-

lessness is rampant and there are few resources

to help maintain their traditional ways and val-

ues. The reservations and tribes lack true eco-

nomic development, but many tribes have

found hope to improve their conditions

through Indian Gaming.

Based upon this history, what could possibly

be so detrimental about Indian Gaming and

Proposition 5? Many people argue that there is

a problem with Indian Gaming. MEChA de

UCLA, however, would argue that it comes

down to one fundamental point - Native

American sovereignty.

Native Americans were sovereign for many

years. It is just now that they must make their

_

Director

, .takes

action
Q&A: Reiner supports

use of tobacco tax to

help child development

By Paul Padilla

Daily Bruin Contributor

As you perused the Voters

Ciuide this weekend, if the name

looked familiar, it .should. And if

you watched television or listened

to the radio during this election

ye ar. \ \ the voice and (he t ace-

seemed to belong to someone

famous, they do.

The Rob Reiner behind Castle

Rock Entertainment, such

movies as "Stand by Me,"

•When Harry Met Sally,"

"Misery" and "A Few Good
Men," and character on "All in

the Family" is the same Rob
Reiner behind the California

Children and Families Initiative,

or Proposition 10.

He has gone from Meathead

(the son-in-law of Archie Bunker)

to the head of Proposition 10 and

from directing movies in

Hollywood to directing one of

this year's most Kotly contested

issues.

In this interview, Reiner, who
attended UCLA for three years

as a theater arts student, reveals

his current fight, the issues and

why he's fighting for them.

// 5 the day before (he election,

and I'm undecided on Proposition

10. What's the main reason I

should vote yes?

There's one overriding point

that supercedes everything else:

Every single penny devoted to

stopping Proposition 10 comes

from the tobacco industry. That's

all you have to know! By the end

of the campaign, they will have

spent $40 million! We'll have

spent only $6 million! That's

almost a 7-to-l -ratio!

So tell me why you think the

tobacco industry cares so much

about Proposition 10.

They know Proposition 10 will

hurt their bottom line. Whenever

tobacco taxes are levied, fewer

people buy tobacco. Big Tobacco

will do anything to protect its

profits, including spending gobs

of money to spout lies about

Proposition 10.

This is an industry that has lied

to the American people for

decades. They lied when they said

smoking doesn't cause cancer,

lied when they said nicotine isn't

addictive, lied when they

said they don't market

to children, and now
they're lying about

Proposition- 10.

Through lies, they have

killed people and now,

through lies, they are

trying to kill Proposition

10.

Some critics say that

Proposition 10 is simply

an anti-smoking hill dis-

Prop. 5 will not

enforce rights

of tribal pe

guiseci as children s

issues legislation. We 'w

so far only discus.sed the

tobacco industry. How do

you respond to this con-

tention?

No, of course this started with

children! We have cold, hard sci-

entific evidence now that says the

most critical time in a child's life

is the first three years. That's

when the foundation for a life-

time of learning and emotional

well-being is put in place. But

only 4 percent of public spending

is devoted to these children!

So we asked, "How are we

going to fund it?" It would be

criminal not to fund something

we know will save money by

changing social outcomes: lower-

ing crime, teen pregnancy, child

abuse, drug

Wu;»'i s j iiU A^,^l^ lJ^ l^^

Filmmaker Rob Reiner chairman of Proposition 10, rallies support

for the initiative at a recent engagement.

abuse, wel-

fare depen-

dency and

homeless-
ness.

All of

these things

will be

affected if

we give chil-

dren a good,

healthy start

in life and

get them

ready to learn in school.

So, we asked what is one

aspect of the healthy develop-

ment of a young child. Well, the

absence of tobacco. We know it

can cause Sudden Infant Death

Syndrome (SIDS), asthma, low-

birthweight babies, birth defects,

etc., etc. So, there was a logical

revenue stream with tobacco.

Some say that Proposition 10 is

an excessive tax and that it

encroaches on smokers' rights.

What do you say to this?

Smokers still have the right to

buy cigarettes if they want to.

Who's slopping them? It's a user

tax, and. no, it's not excessive.

Right now, California ranks 22nd

"One aspect of the

healthy development of

a young child (is) the

absence of tobacco."

Rob Reiner

Filmmaker and activist

in the nation in stale tobacco tiix.

To administer these funds.

Proposition 10 sets up a stale

commission and individual coun-

ty commissions. What about

bureaucracy and accountability?

We are creating a mechanism

by which we can release funds on

a county-by-county basis right

into the programs that are going

help young children. The reason

we're not doing it on the slate

level and through county general

funds is because that would be

bureaucracy. We have to go

through some mechanism,

though, because how else would

they get money to the kids?

Would
^:^^^^:::::;:^^:::^ we just col-

lect the

taxes and go

around
handing
$1,000 bills

to 3-year-

olds?
Somebody's

got to

administer

the funds.

So we're

going
through small commissions of

unpaid volunteers, all of whom
will be health care experts, early

childhood development experts

and early childhood education

experts.

No bureaucrats will sit on the

commissions. These experts will

be well-suited to know exactly

where in their respective counties

the loose block grants we give

them should go. We trust coun-

ties to know what they need.

Proposition 10 is just good,

sound public policy. We could go

on and on. We have enough pub-

lic policy makers from both

major political parties supporting

us to know we have a good law. _
We not only know we have a

good early childhood law with the

support of the California

Teachers and the Children's

Health Fund; we not only know

we have a good anti-smoking law

with the support of the American

Cancer, Lung and Heart

Associations; but we know we

have a good law, period, with the

endorsement of lawmakers like

Richard Riordan, Willie Brown,

Barbara Boxer and Mike

Huffington.

You are so passionate about this

issue; it's very evident. Why have

you gotten involved in social issues

in thefirst place? Specifically why

are you passionate about early

childhoodprograms?

I've always had a deep desire

to do good. I guess you could say

my parents helped instill that in

me. My mom was involved in

"Another Mother for Peace" dur-

ing the Vietnam War; my dad was

part of the moratorium against

the war. There was always discus-

sion of politics and civic things in

my house. It's how I was raised.

As far as early childhood caus-

es go, nothing super-dramatic,

but I went through a really rough

period in my life years ago.

I was going through a divorce,

I was really struggling. And like a

lot of people who are struggling,

it became very clear to me that

early experiences I had as a

young child had a profound

effect on how I was functioning

as an adult. I could see it in rela-

tionships with my friends, col-

leagues, members of the opposite

sex.

So I thought there must be

something in this in terms of

affecting social outcomes - ifyou

could improve a child's earliest

years in life and give him a more

loving, stimulating atmosphere to

I

• •V/MI

ELECTIONS: Initiative will grant

too much power to historically

abusive tribal governments

By Dwight Youpee

I will be voting no on Proposition 5, which

concerns Indian Gambling in California.

Here are just a few lay observations on trib-

al sovereignty and the present status of civil

rights on Indian reservations, as they may
relate to Proposition 5.

My tribe resides on the Fort Peck reserva-

tion in Montana, where I have lived, farmed,

ranched and taught elementary school most of

my life until moving to Californfa in 1979.

Although some of my comments on tribal gov-

ernment may seem somewhat harsh, I make

them in the spirit o\' my deep respect for my
people and my belief in the individual integrity

o\' those who serve in tribal government.

Indeed, some are very clo.se and dear relatives

and friends.

In regard to concerns about civil rights on

reservations, people are correct in their fears

o\' probable abuses. Ironically, the perpelua-

Yes..."lndian civil rights" sounds

"reasonable and just." In reality,

however, there is a stifling

absence of civil rights within

Native American country.-

—

SccaailBlpa9c17

tion of civil rights violations by tribal govern-

ments in Native American country may be

traced to the enactment of the Indian Civil

Rights Act of 1968. Yes, the concept of "Indian

civil rights" sounds "reasonable and just." In

reality, however, there is a stifling absence of

civil rights within Native American country.

Those familiar with the situation on Indian

reservations throughout the country - where

tribal governing and judicial institutions have

been in place for quite some time - are most

likely aware that, in practice, the Indian Civil

Rights Act has no civil rights enforcement on

Indian reservations. Indeed, tribal govern-

ments, in their role of governing within their

tribal jurisdiction, routinely ignore, override

and subvert their own established policies, pro-

cedures and regulations for the sake of expedi-

ence and convenience in dealing with matters

at hand. This is to the detriment of their people

and their non-Native American neighbors.

With the current stance of the federal court

system, complaints alleging civil rights viola-

tions by tribal governments are not being

addressed in federal court. The ominous stick-

ler grows out of the argument that a tribe can-

not be sued under the claim of sovereign immu-

nity.

Not surprisingly, "tribal sovereignty" has

become the proverbial "double-edged sword,"

with its sharpest edge - despotic power under

the guise of sovereignty - aimed toward Native

Americans themselves and the non-indigenous

who have chosen to engage in some sort of

association with tribes. Many tribes now have

long histories where tribal governments regu-

larly run roughshod over individual civil rights,

as well as intrude in the processes of their court

systems under the cover of such catch phrases

as "self determination," "sovereignty," "tribal

member preference" (not Indian preference),

and now "self reliance," (perhaps another term

SccVOIIPB^pagel?

Youpee is a Student Affairs officer and a n>ember of

tt)e American Indian Studies department
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NEW MEMBER CLASS

Anderson, Christina

Berg, Debra

Bergman, Johanna

Brooks, Lindsey

Carey, Colleen

Chrislofk, Heather

Cohen, Robyn

Cooley, Jennifer

de Jesus, Dani

Deas, Allison

Eadington, Nicolle

Ellis, Erin

Fillice, Molly

Famum, Ava

Foucher, Melissa

Gardner, Angie

Gislason, Catherine

Hahn, Whitney

Haight, Natalie

Hakim, Diala

Hart, Kelly

Harvey, Leigh

Hemmings, Meghan

Huff, Marisa

Hwang, Nancy

Kovacevich, Casey

Lawrence, Stephanie

Miller, Katie

Moore, Jennifer

Nelson, Ashley

Page, Jessica

Silver, Starr

Snyder, Paige

Stanley, Natalie

Leave your

in the Bruinlife Yearbook!

Last names beginning with

M,N,aP,Q,R

Book Now!^______
And save $34!
Schedule your portrait sitting during the periods

Med behmv, and receive ttiese bonuses:

• A set of proofs to Iceep ($6 value)

• An extra set of proofs sent to parents ($6 value)

• 10% off any portrait paci(age (up to $10 value,

depending on paclcage)

• 10% off on our popular graduation frame ($4.95 value)

• 50% off the sitting fee ($7.50 value)

PLUS if you purchase your Bruinlife Yearbooic at the

time of your portrait sitting, you'll also get $8 off the

price of the yearbooic.

a 10 too^^

^\^^^^
'.. appo

>\t\l^'

Last names beginning with

M, N, 0, P, Q, R

S, T, U, V, W, X, Y, Z

WiUbe

Nov. 2 through Nov. 13

Nov. 16 through Dec 4

To main your poi^ appointment, stop by Campus Photo Studio/ 6raduation Etc. located

en A4evel Adcerman IMon or cal 310-208-8433 (ext 68433 on campus).

Cainpus Photo/Grddudtion [tc

HILL
From page 14

sushi."

"You sure? 1 don't know. I still

don't know about eating this sushi 1

prefer food that's crispy, flaky, ten-

der and delicious."

"Crispy, flaky, lender and deli-

cious?"

"Yes, crispy, flaky, tender and

delicious."

"You sound like the advertising

line on some TV dinner."

"Is that right?"

"Yes. You're a walking advertise-

ment."

"So you're saying that I'm a sell-

out?"

"No, you're saying that I said that

you're a sellout, and I never said

that."

"Wait, wait - you said I'm a walk-

ing advertisement. When you said

that, you meant I'm a sellout."

"No, I never said that."

"What did you say?"

"I never said that you said thai

I'm a walking advertisement with ihc

intention of saying that you're a sell-

out; I would never say that."

"Oh, I would never say that.'"

"Really?"

"Really."

(You pause for a moment -
1 think

at this point we all would.)

"Well, I guess it sucks to be me."

"Well, that's what I've heard."

Maybe you're saying: "Well isiii

kindof amcanthinu to w i iu- in
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FURU^OTO
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Gov. Pete Wilson, Las Vegas casi-

nos, and others do not want

Proposition 5 to pass. Wilson has

negotiated a "backroom" deal with a

single tribe. The Pala Band signed a

Tribal-State compact with Wilson

that would be unfair to the all

California Indian tribes in this state.

This compact would take up to

three-fourths of the revenues that

tribes currently receive from gam-

ing. As a result. Indian funds for

health care, housing and education

would be eliminated.

More than 90 percent of

California Native American tribes

support Proposition 5.

Organizations that have come out in

support of the Indian Self-Reliance

Initiative are the National Latino

Caucus, the International Laborers

Union, the California Firefighters

Association, various Indian service

organizations, and more.

MEChA de UCLA urges every-

one to stand up for justice and unite

with American Indians to vote yes

on Proposition 5.

The struggle for self-determina-

tion of a sovereign nation is our

struggle as Chicana/o people.

Colonial powers and the State of

California have oppressed indige-

nous people for too long.

It's limg to gnsurg Ihal thg IJvins

your column?" Sorry, but I do ha\c a

point.

Perhaps conversations aren't real-

ly a string of "hellos," "how are

yous" and eventual "good-byes," but

maybe -just maybe - there's some-

thing more.

Hellos and good-byes only seem

to keep the conversation in place;

they're more "conversational book-

ends" than anything else; the rest in

up to you.

In the end, conversations are !
• c

sushi:Jhere's good sushi and the -.

bad sushi. GcKKiiLuhi keeps you

coming back for more and bad si. ui

leaves more than just a bad tasle m
your mouth.

I'm not sure where seaweed fiiN

into this, but what I do know is you

always need to know a good sushi

place. I'm sure of it.

FURUMOTO
From page 14

own decisions about what to do with

their land and community. Even

under U.S. law, although indigenous

people were "conquered" and colo-

nized, they have signed treaties that

guarantee them certain rights as sov-

ereign people. Native California

tribes have their own systems of gov-

ernance as well as rights to live as

they choose on their reservations

These rights should be respected

and upheld, especially if vvhat

California Indian tribes wish to do is

improve their quality of life.

Basically, Proposition 5 wouM do

the following: it would allow

California tribes to keep the gaming

they currently have at Indian casinos

on their own land to provide jobs,

education funds, economic develop-

ment, cultural preservation, housing

and health care programs for their

tribal members.

It gives up to 6 percent of the net

revenues from gaming machines at

Indian casinos to support programs

that will benefit non-gaming tribes

and Californians statewide.

It puts into state law strict gaming

regulatory procedures and health

and safety standards for Indian casi-

nos.

Gammg tribes will reimburse the

state for all regulatory expenses,

thus, there will be no cost to

California taxpayers

\

conditions of Calitornia Indians are

improved and that their tribal rights

are protected.

REINER
From page 1

5

grow up in. Now, that's not to say I

was deprived. I wasn't. I had a lot of

good things, and I've done fairly well

in life, but I could still .see the nexus

between my early years and my adult

years.

/.{'/ '.V j^o down the road a few years.

Are you still i^oini^ to he involved in

early i hildhood issues?

I don't see why not. I'm going to

keep trying to split my time 50/50

between making films and working

on issues that 1 deeply care about,

-including early childhood ones.

Something tells me I'm always going

to be actively involved in trying to

make a difference.

Something tells me that when you

retire from movies you're not ^oinf^ to

just sit hack and sip smoothies in

Tahiti.

(Laughing) No, I doubt it. I really

doubt it.

YOUPEE
From page 1

5

for a fast buck) as a means to

advance unknown or questionable

interests.

The point, and the tragedy for

both Native Americans and non-

Nativtf Americans alikeJs that such

situations are widespread through-

out reservations.

It behooves Califcynia voters to

consider whether Proposition 5 is

perhaps a "Pandora's box" that will

rain a multitude of social, political,

legal afid cultural troubles upon the

Native Americans and the citizens

of California

On a personal note, I have never

supported this type of gambling in

any venue Also, it appears Indian

gambling is already working to

instill yei another negative stereo-

typical image of Native Americans

m the minds of the general public

This cruelly adds to other vices

already associated with our people -

4^d wc all know what those i

here

record

The UCLA Freshman Record is

here. Pick up your copy at

1 18 Kercklioff Hall between

the hours of 9 to 5.
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A new documentary exploring the

lives of ex-prisoners in the South will

be shown on campus. Check out

Tuesday's issue for a preview.
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Audience aches for witty

'GiDDle of Inishmaan'

THEATER: Premiere of deadpan Irish comedy at

Geffen Playhouse features comic insults, quirky plot

By Cheryl Klein

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Before the title character in "The

Cripple of Inishmaan" hobbles onto

stage, his beloved aunties discuss their

nephew and give us a taste of what's

to come.
" Billy does have a sweet face, if you

ignore the rest of him," says Kate

(Barbara Tarbuck).

Eileen (Dearbhla Molloy) consid-

ers for a moment, then concludes in

high-pitched brogue, "He doesn't

really."

And these are the women who

raised him.

as he'd like to think otherwise, Billy

fits right in with his worry-wart aunts,

town gossip Johnnypateenmike (Max

Wright), doltish Bartley (J.D.

Cullum) and Bartley's wild, egg-

throwing sister Helen (Perdriu Ring),

whom he also happens to be in love

with.

The residents of Inishmaan spend

the first act bickering and speculating

- the plot seems to be primarily an

excuse for them to sling witty barbs at

each other. And the barbs live up.

Helen earnestly and honestly explain;.

Billy's failure as a ladies' man to him.

"Would you love you if you weren't

you? You barely love you and you are

Right Prom (he Start, ii'n clear thai yoo

Martin McDonagh's small town com-

edy, enjoying its West Coast premiere

through Nov. 22 at the Geffen

Playhouse, is more "Fargo" than

"Andy Griffith." An ensemble of nine

well-matched actors deliver

McDonagh's ruthless jabs and ironic

gossip with deadpan quirk only an

audience could love.

Inishmaan, an island off Ireland's

west coast, is a great place to visit, but

a stifling place to live in 1930s, espe-

cially if you're Billy - Cripple Billy to

the pre-politically correct townsfolk.

It's never dawned on the motley and

only marginally likable group that this

is not his preferred nomenclature. It's

easy to see, then, why Billy will, in the

great comedic tradition, do anything

to get ofl* the island.

His chance comes in the form of

real-life docudramatist Robert

Flaherty (though the playbill includes

a full three pages on the "Nanook of

the North" director, Flaherty never

takes the stage and only touches the

town tangentially). Hearing that the

filmmaker is in search of Irish starlets,

Billy tells boat owner Babbybobby

(Paul O'Brien) that he has only three

months to live and begs a pity-induced

ride to the nearby island Inishmore,

where the cameras are rolling.

In other words, Billy is not above a

little manipulation. McDonagh has

placed a multifaceted if unlikely lead-

ing man at the center of his play. Fred

Koehler fills out the role with his

incredulous crumpled face and intelli-

gent if impatient queries. Thankfully,

Billy is neither Tiny Tim sweet, nor

the archetypal tortured genius

trapped in his surroundings. As much

A few running gags become inside

jokes, letting the audience share the

small town sensibility. There's the

increasingly mysterious story of a

slain goose and cat, for instance, and

the boastful theory that everyone

wants to come to Ireland, so it must

be a pretty great place (the English,

the "colored people," the sharks,

eventually that German guy with the

funny mustache). The latter also*

underscores the town's desperate

longing for approval from the world

that is so alien to them.

Nevertheless, such banter wears a

little thin at the beginning of the sec-

ond act, which initially seems to

dredge up the punch lines of the first.

It appears things are officially headed

downhill when Billy, from a meager

hotel room in the States, delivers the

world's schmalziest monologue -

praying to his dead mother and hop-

ing that his spirit will prevail even as

tuberculosis wracks his body.

But before sighs ofdisappointment

can drown Billy's hacking cough (the

tuberculosis issue is a ping pong game

of does-he-or-doesn'l-he), McDonagh

delivers a clever punch of "don't

underestimate me."

The play constantly plays with our

understanding of comedic formulas.

When Billy at one point predicts the

compassionate Babbybobby's for-

giveness, Babbybobby proceeds to

beat his crippled friend with a lead

stick. By its close, the play has taken

(almost) more twists than the bizarre

but under-appreciated movie "Wild

Things.*'

"""

SetltltymrtltpattM

tMi^

Max WMflll and Hosalaan Linatum star in Martin McDonagh's

•The Cripflle of tnishmaan
"

Polygram Music

(Above) Fat

Boy Slim's

album is

titled

"You've

Cornea

Long Way,

Baby."

(Left) The

album

"Psyence

Fiction" fea-

tures DJ

Shadow
(left) and

James

Lavelle of

Unkle. _

A«M Records

By Trinh Bui

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Get ready for a listening experience in

sampled fury, electrically tempered by

two spinmasters of their respective elec-

tronic realm. .

With the release of

their promising

new albumsi

Fatboy Slim and

Unkle strive to

place the spotlight on

the latest innovations

in electronic music

One disc is a pre-

monition in a boy's

dreaiti, and the

other is a reflection

of the deejay's mel-

low party cool men-

tality. Both plan to

corrupt the young

and the almost

yopng through an

assault bristling with

beats hard enough

to curl back the

wood of a dance

floor.

Unkle's "Psyence

Fiction" is a collabo-

ration between Mo Wax founder James

Lavelle and the label's biggest hit-maker,

DJ Shadow, a.k.a. Josh Davis. It's an

album dressed up in hard hip-hop trips

with a penchant for straying into sci-fi

geek wizardry

For Unkle's almost high brow ecloctit-

ncss, the sophomore rcleaic of Fatboy

Slim, known to IRS tgents as Norman

Cook, is titled "You've Come a Long

Way, Baby" and follows in the same vein

as his first disc. With obnoxiously catchy

funk beats, "Better Living Through

Chemistry," made Fatboy the reigning

master of the big beat genre.

With two of the biggest electronic

albums to be released this year, both

Unkle and Fatboy come in with high

expectations. Unkle, with a supporting

cast including the likes of Thom Yorke

(Radiohcad), Mike D. (fieastie Boys) and

Richard Ashcroft (The Verve), infuses

styles from trip-hop, pop and rap creating

a beautifully ethereal mongrel sound.

A thinking man's electronic disc,

"Fiction" is a work meant for quiet times,

*a supplement to thinking and recollec-

tion. "Fiction" exemplifies where elec-

tronic music will go in the future.

Most noticeable in the new look is the

use of original lyrics recorded live,

instead of a sampled lyric, on this disc.

Consider the new feature as the oppos-

able thumb of electronic based music. It

gives DJs the versatility to add depth and

creativity to their three-hundred- sample

layered tunes.

If Unkle's music looks to the future.

Fatboy's music holds on tight to the old-

school past of electronic music "Baby"

takes dance music back home to the '70s

soul-funk flavor

Big beats with disregard for decadent

excess arc Fatboy's hallmark The tech-

niques and tricks used on "Baby" lend

themselves to other electronic discs by

using the ever popular 303, bringing a sin-

gle melody to a near climax before

exploding it with the rest of the melodies.

Sampled vocals are prevalent throughout

the disc.

What makes Slim's disc standout from

the average DJ disc is his affinity to sanv

pie classic music and not get too paranoid

with going experimental. His tomic radi-

ates a bra$h and youthful party quality

that infects anyone who happens to catch

an earful of this dangerous concoction.

"Fiction" and "Baby's" differences go

beyond-simple style, although both repre-

sent the best of electronic music, as well

as the divergent personalities of their cre-

ators.

Bom from Lavelle's mind 12 years ago,

"Fiction's" sole mission in existence is to

be the biggest sex, action entertainment

piece of vinyl around. The gestation peri-

od for "Fiction" took over a decade to

complete.

Conceived by Lavelle's energy and

passion and nurtured with Shadow's skill

at the turntables and mixing board,

"Fiction" grew into a healthy coMection

of moody and sometimes panic-ridden

delirium. The songs tell the talc of the

unbelievable hardship endured by the two

parents during "Fiction's" recording

-Guns Blazing - Drums of Death Part

1" opens up "Fiction" with a S.O.S. to

anyone willing to save lost souls.

"Blazing's" foreboding tempo thickens

with a music al background dominated by

a bass beat mimicking the heartbeat of a

man about to face his worst enemy.

Indeed, "Fiction's" tone maintains a

constant spacy, grounded mentality,

almost to the point of depressing and bro-

ken. The selection of guest vocalist con-

tributed to the feel of despairing nothing-

ness. Ashcroft recorded his vocals for

"Lonely Soul," after breaking up the

Verve in 1996.

"Soul" captures the frustration

Ashcroft was feeling at the time. He sings

to a dreary orchestral string harmony and

about "cutting the cord" and bidding

farewell to close but terminally flawed

friends.

Designed for introspection, "Fiction"

is a disc most suited for an astronaut lost

in space floating forever in an endless

void.
.^.-.-^^-_ .

Conceived in Fatboy Slim's mind while

under the influence of chemical experi-

mentation, "Baby" brings together noth-

ing but a good party music atmosphere.

Forget about listening to the disc in

search of some existential meaning,

"Baby" is strictly for funk brothers and

having a high time

Slim originally started his musical

career as a bassist for the socialist brit-

pop group. The Housemartins. Dropping

the cause of collective ownership for the

cause of collective partying, Slim moved

on to the Big Beat Boutique honing his

talent to bring out the dancers in us all.

The goofy-natured Brighton's latest

wildchild is just like her daddy Full of

spunk and juvenile tendency to have fun

over all else, this baby comes built for

groove action.

"Gangster Tripping," is possibly the

best dance single of the past decade.

Sampling a catchy guitar rifT and sewing

it to a foundation beat reeking in the

rhythm of classic African Baambaata

funk.

Ofcourse, it wouldn't be a Fatboy Slim

creation without campy sampled vocals

over the disco dynamite. "Rockefeller

Skank" personifies Slim's laid back

approach to life.

Laying down the track with Lord

Finesse's vocal sample with that deliri-

ously addictive twangy surf guitar riff

makes "Skank" a disco staple at any good

club for years to come.

"Baby" is the congratulatory disc for

the astronaut recently rescued from float-

ing in space forever.

A stark contrast to its "Fiction"

cousin, "Baby" adds a ray of bright color,

and vitality to its thoughtful but awfully

pale Unkle

Actor-comedian

Romano proves

that everybody

loves money

TELEVISION: Star of CBS

sitcom writes book based

on old Stand-up routine

By Drew Jubera

Cox News Service

Ray Romano is taking the path

worn out by comedians in the '90s:

stand-up, sitcom, book.

CBS' "Everybody Loves

Raymond" has emerged as one of

the few sitcom hits on any network

the last few years, holding its own in

a new time slot this season (9 p.m.

Mondays ) aga inst Fox's
"
-AUy-

McBeal."

And like Roseanrie, Paul Reiser

and Tim Allen, the quirky, home-

spun Romano is unloosing his own

thoughts in a book, "Everything

and. a Kite" (Bantam Books,

$22.95), his take on family and mar-

riage, based on his stand-up rou-

tine.

He's cashing in.

"We just had our fourth child

and initially I didn't want to do it,"

Romano says.

"The offer came in for X amount

of money and I said it's not about

the money. Then they came in with

an offer for X plus Y amount of

money and my wife said, 'I think

you should write a book.'"

"It doesn't just pop out

at you— there's no -

miniskirt sex or young

good-looking people."

Ray Romano
Comedian

Here's what else Romano had to

say about the show, the book and

his life:

Are you surprised by the show's

success?

I'm surprised we're doing this

well against the competition this

year, "Monday Night Football" and

"Ally McBeal."

It's always been a word-of-mouth

show. It doesn't just pop out at you

— there's no miniskirt, sex or young

good-looking people. But it has a

quirkiness and people identify with

it. Thank God for dysfunctional

families.

Has the show changed since mov-

ing to 9p.m.?

We haven't consciously changed

anything. We had a script the first

year, one that was just on (last

Monday), the Halloween episode

(that involved jokes with condoms).

It was written in the first year, but

the network wouldn't allow it on.

But I don't know (if they allowed it

now) because it's our third year or

because it's 9 o'clock, but it was no

problem this year.

Otherwise, we're just writing the

show to be funny. My brother is

going to start dating now. move out
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M.O.T.

"19.99"

M.OX, **19.99'' (Sire/ Warner

Bros.)

Feel the funk blasting out the speak-

er of your Lincoln Town Car. Here

they are, the slammin'-est killa hard

core Jewish MC's to explode onto the

hip-hop scene since, well, anyone.

Exploring the musical road not taken,

Ice Berg and Dr. Dreidle show the

world the mean Judaic streets, filled

with debris, big cars and coffee deal-

ers.

M.O.T. bring authentic credentials,

showing how they cut their teeth in the

concrete jungle. "My uncle is a part-

ner at Silverman & Clooney," they rap

on the warlike urban rumble of "So

Sue Me." With homies like that back-

ing their play, it's obvious that no

sucka MC will ever try and talk smack

about them.

The boyz don't limit themselves to

just gangsta boasting. They tackle

other important topics, like the joys of

kosher dining. "Throw your hams in

the air like you just don't care/ then

wash your hands and join us in

prayer." You ain't gonna fmd rhymes

like that nowhere else, shiomie.

All joking aside (which is awfully

hard to do when talking about M.O.

T), "19.99" is a catchy album. They're

not going to be mistaken for the next

big thing in hip-hop, but Berg and

Dreidle write some awfully funny

lyrics, which are layered over electron-

ic-y disco. Ice Cube they ain't, but their

wry wit sets them apart from your

average rapper. So for all the

meshugge mensch and nafke on the

streets, look to the M.O.T. for the hook

ups, 'cause they won't sell out to the

goyim.

Brent Hopkins

Pras, Tihetto Supastar''

(Ruflhouse/Columbia)

Not since the members of N.W.A.

went solo to pursue individual careers

has a rap group been able to duplicate

their accomplishments, until now. One

year ago, Wycelf Jean brought us to

his "carnival" and earlier this year,

bauryn Hill informed us about her

"misdemeanors." And the final com-

ponent, Prakazrel "Pras" Michel, pre-

pares to take center stage with the

other Fugees by showcasing his debut.

"Ghetto Supastar."

Distancing himself from the silky,

precise croons of Hill or the light-

hearted, mellifluous beats of Wyclef,

Pras enchants through the use of his

strong, speaker-rumbling voice. While

lyrical prowess is not his most note-

worthy trait, he understands how to

utilize his deep, booming vocals to the

best advantage by shifting bass-lines

that hit from all sides.

What might make this album so

appealing, though, besides the inclu-

sion of the title track, is the addition of

a five-song sampler disc with re-made

See SOUNDBITES, page 22
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INISHMAAN
From page 18

And the capable cast keeps up every step of the

way. The relationship between Wright's

Johnnypateenmike, who sputters and pries and

reveals admirable power to annoy, and his 90-year-

old drunken Mammy is reason enough to buy a

rush ticket.

Rosaleen Linehan's red-eyed, whisky shooting,

sharp-tongued Mammy loudly informs her son,

"You're the most boring old fecker in Ireland and

there's plenty of competition for that post."

Making such situations doubly funny is the fact that

Johnnypateenmike has no qualms about calling his

mother a "shite gobbed fecking bitch fecker" (a foul

mouthed bitch, according to the playbill's handy

glossary of Irish profanity) to her face.

There's a lot of hatred in such humor, just like

there's a lot of affection underlying some of the

play's seemingly cruder moments. McDonagh,

who went on to win a Tony for his 1998 play "The

Beauty Queen of Leenane," is clearly in tune with

ROMANO
From page 19

"The Cripple of Inishmaan" stars Dearbhia

Molloy, Barbara Tarbuck and Fred Koehler.

his subjects and gives his cripples wings. Even if

they merely fly in circles around a chilly little island.

THEATER: "The Cripple of Inishmaan" runs through

Nov. 22 at the Geffen Playhouse. Tickets are $30-$40.

Student rush is $10. For ticket information, call (310)

208-5454.

of the house. But I wanted that all along

anyway. We're not trying to be contro-

versial.

How different was _^—.....^_i..ii..i^^..i...

writing a book than

writing stand-up? "\ can Sell 3 joke with
Much more diffi- . , ...

cult 1 can sell a joke my attitude, delivery
with my attitude, deiiv- gnd body language. In

printj just had the

word."

There enough material for another

book?

Not now.

What's you son's reaction to seeing

something he said as the title?

The twins are 5, and I can't remember

ery and body Ian

guage. I have all that

going for me onstage.

In print, I just had

the word. In some

cases it did look fun-

nier in print than it did

in my stand-up, and in

some cases there were

things in my stand-up I couldn't even do

in print.

Ray Romano
Comedian

which one said it.

Anyone on the show

read it?

Patty Headon (who

plays Ray's wife) read

it.

She's very worldly

and intelligent, and I

warned her when I

gave her the book that

it's not Kafka.

She said she had a

great time with it. ...

Peter Boyle (Ray's sit-

com dad), I'm scared

to talk to off-camera.

See ROMANO, page 23
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30 OFF
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SOUNDBITES
From page 20

tunes from Tina Turner to Queen. It is

comforting to know that sometimes

the music industry is willing to give the

average consumer a little bit more

bang for their buck.

But the oddest and most entertain-

ing song on the album is far and away

"Blue Angels." It happens to include

elements from the abundantly perky

"Grease" soundtrack. Overlaying tra-

ditional hip-hop elements with a pop-

pish, bubblegum texture, the song is

almost embarrassingly infectious and

promises a huge following.

Pras shows great potential as an

artist, but compared to his "refugee"

counterparts, he is not quite as pol-

ished. His strength lies in his ability to

fuse together various samples ofmusic

and back them up with steady guitar

chords. But while he may seem raw at

times, the man is defmitely able to hold

his own with other artists and capture

the attention of any audience.

Teron Hide

Various Artists, ""Sabrina the

Teenage Witch: The Album*" (Viacom)

At first glance, "Sabrina," featuring

songs by the Spice Girls, Backstreet

Boys, and Aqua, looks like it ought to

appeal to preteen girls who love

"Titanic" and collect friendship

bracelets.

But while the songs are obviously

geared toward young girls, they're not

overly saccharine. The artists draw

from a wide range of genres, ensuring

that "Sabrina" is always interesting.

Sugar Ray's "Abracadabra" has a dis-

tinctly psychedelic '60s Gordon
Lightfoot sound to it. Five's "Slam

Dunk Da Funk" hearkens back to late

'80s camp rap and Matthew Sweet's

"Magnet & Steel" sounds just like '50s

doo-wop. Chumbawamba also per-

forms a new song.

Sabrina herself(Melissa Joan Hart)

even makes an appearance, singing

the classic '80s song, "One Way or

Another," showing she can actually

sing. Her voice blends with the music

perfectly, and you'd almost swear that

she was the song's original performer

rather than a TV star singing karaoke.

Although not exactly a sappy com-

pilation of bubblegum hits, "Sabrina"

still holds true to the spirit of the show.

The songs are bouncy and peppy.

Regular watchers of the show will be

interested to know that Sabrina

reveals the eighth clue to her family

secret somewhere on the album, and

that seems to be a big deal. So if you're

a devoted fan, you'll defmitely want

this CD. For everyone else, "Sabrina"

is just a cute, catchy little nostalgia

trip. As Britney Spears says, "Watch

the Soda Pop Tizz and pop. Bop she

bop she bop." Profound.

Michael Rosen

Various Artists, "Blade,** (TVT)

If there's anything that's ever been

missing from rap and techno, it's vam-

pires. Luckily, TVT's "Blade" arrives

to remedy this oversight. "Blade" is an

interesting blend of conventional rap

and techno music with supernatural

See SOUNDBITES, page 24
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ROMANO
From page 21

You really live at home until you

were 29?

Yeah, isn't that sad? I goofed

around in college, got a job, tried

again.

I wasn't the most responsible. I

was not even thinking about tomor-

row, so I never made money, wasn't

driven to get my own place.

Then I met my wife when I was

26. We started dating, so there was

no point in moving out then.

She accepted me living in my par-

ent's house. I got married at 29 and

her mother for a wedding gift put a

down payment on our first house.

We moved into the house the day

after the wedding.

So the show really is based on your

life?

That's the saddest part. We
change and exaggerate a little,

throw in a punch line here and

there, but it writes itself.

That ever lead to an identity crisis?

1 didn't know who I was to begin

with. It's just me. I'm just playing

myself on TV. It's not like I'm a dif-

ferent character. It's not that big a

stretch.

Trio Voronezh
lU^liyiJlilliil^lliiS^I^ U^tliMl

*•

DRIVING & TRAFFIC SCHOOL
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If your a senior, make an appointment with the Campus Photo Studio and get a date. Ifyour last name

begins with the letter M-R. you must make an appointment before November 13th. Call 206.8433 today
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PARIS*99
CeiArating our 20th anniversary in providing

Anurican quaUty summer education.

Over 100 courses

SuMMRR French Immersion

PJIOtl&AM& Art History

Acting for Film. Filmmaking

lltural Excursions

VBRSITY OF PARIS
m2200
75007 Paris, France

Fax (33/1) 40 62 07 17

2) 983^1414
r(33/l)4(

Tew York officel

Lmail: summer@a]^^^

No down
payment

All insurances

accepted ORTHODONTIC
SPECIALIST

COSMETIC CHOICES:
• Mini Metal Braces

• Clear Braces

(• Braces Concealed behind the Teeth

Our offices are located in:

BEVERLY HILLS

LARCHMONT VILLAGE
SANTA MONICA
Mb Down Payment

MOTT

^<mm":^ (310)550-1533

Barrington Associates

Investment Bankers

Barrington Associates

will be hosting an information session

for undergraduate students

interested in pursing a career in

investment banking.

November 3, 1998

The Career Center

7 P.M. TO 9p.m.

e • • « t • J

TheUClA

Freshman Record is

here. Pick up your

copy at 118

KerckhoffHall

between the hours

of 9 to 5.

Chancellor Albert Camesale,

The UCLA College of Letters and Science

and the Department of Economics

cordially invite you to attend the

UCLA Medal Ceremony honoring

Nobel Laureate, William F. Sharpe, ba '55, ma -56, ph.d. '6i

and

the establishment of the newly appointed

Armen a. Alchian Chair in Economic Theory

Monday, November 2, 1998

4:00 p.m.

Bradley Hall, International Room

t

«

«

Reception immediately following

bruirJifeYEARBOOK

This event is ccvsponsored by Herbert N. and Marcia Harris Howard Speaker Series.

^^' m.^

*^^m tmtmi rfMI ^>^ VCrCf-VCC \VMV1 »£wr
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LAFITNESS.
SPORTS CLUBS

SOUNDBITES
From page 12

terror. If only more artists would fol-

low this lead and branch out of the

'tap in yo ass / Jimmy Ray" schools,

we could witness the creation of a
completely new style.

Wolfpak's "Gangsta Bounce" is an
appropriately creepy song about
gangs and werewolves and gets extra

points for being the only song with a

random guy chanting, "Bounce,
bounce, bounce, bounce, bounce!" in

the background. Mystikal's use of tri-

angles is original, but Mantronik's

"Strictly Business," a sort of techno

version of "I Shot the Sheriff," is the

only real standout. However, Roger
S.'s "Wrek Tha Discotek" and New
Order's "Confusion" are both kind of
catchy.

A lot of the songs include the word
"Blade" so they get credit for sticking

to the theme. Besides the original sub-

ject matter, "Blade" is a mixed bag. It

contains some of the best rap songs

ever heard about vampires, but it

doesn't exactly redefine the genre. All

in all, the best thing about "Blade" is

that it has a really cool picture of
Wesley Snipes on the cover.

Michael Rosen
All Clty« ''Metropollt Gold,**

(MCA)
Afler raising a few eyebrows with

their single, "The Actual," All City

ilftkes their shot at a fttiMength debuir-
While it is apparent that All City will

hot break boundaries with their lyrical

content, they do possess above aver-

age skills on the mic (at times).

Consisting of emcees Mega and
Valentine, the group's moniker sug-

gests universal acceptance With the

simplistic concepts and beats found
on the album, they may achieve that.

The strongest track on the album
remains the DJ Premier produced
"The Actual." All City easily blends

with the beat provided by hip-hop's

perennial beat maker. The song will

have heads nodding from city to city

as Premier laced the duo with an

exceptional track. Those who bought
the single might be disappointed upon
hearing the rest of "Metropolis

Gold."
^

The rest of the album must be

judged on different terms. Most of

"Metropolis Gold" contains obvious-

ly club oriented dance songs. The sin-

gle served to start a buzz on All City

but it may have been with the wrong
crowd, as most of the people who
liked "The Actual" won't like the rest

of the album.

As club songs go, some of the ones

found on this album arc actually

decent. Serving as an example, "Ded
Right," produced by EZ Elpee, is a

nice up-tempo song featuring a

relaxed All City discussing an evening

of partying. Other tracks worth check-

ing out are "Favorite Things," "Move
On You (Remix)" and "Xtreme," fea-

turing Onyx. One of the best tracks on
the album is "Priceless," produced by
Pete Rock. Like "The Actual," this

song hardly represents the overall feel

of "Metropolis Gold."

Though All City manages to pull

off the smoothed-out club vibe, some-

times they come up very short.

"Daydreaming," is a horrible song

that makes listeners wonder if they are

listening to All City or a Will Smith

song. On "Live It Up," a corny chorus

kills the entire song, which has very lit-

tle going for it as it is. Other songs are

simply boring, such as "Just Live" or

"Metrotheme."

The main problem with

"Metropolis Gold" is All City's fail-

ure to separate itself from the sea of

cookie<Utter emcees. This album
might work for people in search of

something to dance to or play in the

ctr. Other than that, good luck to

Mega and Valentine The mediocre

moments outnumbw the high points

on "Metropolis Gold.* as at timet the

alhur;i.y^^ HO'PWr^ M<1 WW<t . ,

rhoufh nnt*?!* i^rHWr'^Thft. thrt^Tf •

Inr hereefthr
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Have a small item

to sell? Visit us at

118 Kerckhoff Hall

to place your ad in

the Bruin Bargains

section

— Daily Bruin
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Travel Tickets
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Health Products
Miscellaneous
Musical Instruments
Office Equipment
Pets
Rentals
Sports Equipment
Stereos / TVs / Radios
Table Sports

TRANSPORTATION •

4600
4700
4800
4900
5000
5100
5200
5300
5400
5500

Auto Accessories
Auto Insurance
Auto Repair
Autos for Sale
Boats for Sale
Motorcycles for Sale
Parking
Scooter / Cycle Repair
Scooters for Sale
Vehicles for Rent

TRAVEL
5600
5620
5640
5660
5680
5700
5720

Resorts / Hotels
Rides Offered
Rides Wanted
Taxi / Shuttle Service
Travel Destinations
Travel Tickets
Vacation Packages

5800
5900
6000
6100
6150
6200
6300
6400
6500
6600
6700
6800
6900
7000
7100
7200

7300

1 -900 numbers .

Financial Aid
Insurance
Computer / Intemet
Foreign Languages
Health / Beauty Services
Legal Advice / Attorneys
Movers / Storage
Music Lessons
Personal Services
Professional Services
Resumes
Telecommunications
Tutoring Offered
Tutoring Wanted
Typing

Writing Help

EMPLOYMENT
7400
7500
7600
7700
7800
7900
8000
8100
8200
8300

Business Opportunities
Career Opportunities
Child Care Offered
Child Care Wanted
Help Wanted
Housesitting
Internship

Personal Assistance
Temporary Employment
Volunteer

HOUSING
6400
8500
8600
8700
8800
8900
9000
9100
9200
9300
9400

attuo

Apartments for Rent
Apartments Furnished
Condo / Townhouse for Rent
Condo / Townhouse for Sale
Guesthouse for Rent
House for Rent
House for sale

Houseboats for Rent / Sale
Housing Needed
^^aom for Help
f<oom for Rent
Roommates - Private Room
Roommates - Shared Room
Sublets
Vacation Rentals
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advertising information

index

118 Kerckhoff Hall
308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles, CA 90024

E-Mail: classifieds@media.ucla.edu
Web: http://www.dailybruin.ucla.edu

PHONE
Classified Line: (310) 825-2221
Classified Display: (310) 206-3060
Fax:(310)206-0528

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Thu: 9:00am-4:00pm
Fri: 9am-2:30pm

One issue, up to 20 words $8.00
...each additional word 0.50
Weekly, up to 20 words 27.00
...each additional word 1 .50
Monthly, up to 20 words 90.00
...each additional word 5.00

For Classified Display ads,
please see our rate card

for variable rate information.

^^
The ASUCLA Communications board fully supports the University of Califormas policy on nondiscrimination No medium shall accept
a demeaning way or imply that they are limited to positions, capabilities, roles, or status in society Neither the Daily Bruin nof the Asl

DEADLINES
Classified Line Ads:
1 working day before printing,

at 1 2 noon.
Classified Display Ads:
2 working days before printing,

at 1 2 noon.
There are no cancellations after

noon of the day before printing.

PAYMENT
Please make checks payable to
"The UCLA Daily Bruin." We
accept Visa, MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards. Allow 5
working days for mail payments.

HOW TO WRITE
AN EFFECTIVE AD

• Start your ad with the
mercharKlise you are selling.

This makes it easier for readers to
quicltiy scan the ads and locate
your items.

• Always include the price of your
item. Many classified readers
simply do not respond to ads
without prices.

• Avoid abbreviations—make your
ad easy for readers to understand.
• Place yourself in the reader's

position, ask what you would like to

know about the merchandise, and
include that in the ad. Include such
information as brand names, colors
and other specific descriptions.

it advertisements which
i

UCLA Communications I

)resent persons of any origin, race, sex, or sexual orientation m
(card has investigated any of the services advertised or the

Hous-
._-,. t .' . . . , ,. - rr - - — -r- — / —- • .—»...>..,. V V. ,^ w.>u.u>< u.j u vu. i^yiH no. iici » avi »n.c lui v.,uaiuniais aiiu IS iiui Guaranteed. The Dailv Bruin is resoonsible
for the first incorrect ad insertion only IVIinor typographical errors are not eligible for refunds For any refund, the Daily Brum Classified Department must be notified of an error on the first day of publication by noon
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announcements!

1300
Campus RiNirultiiNiiit Gampus Rocraltinoiit

1300
CMnpus RacfultiMnt

1100
CmuMS Mappanlnp

Sempra Energy Dn-Campus Recruiting

hursday. November 12

UCLA READINESS GROUP. Weekly group
for individuals questioning their alcohol or

drug use. Contact Elizabeth Suti for further

I'rffonnaiion. 310-206-1148.

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. DiKussion, Fri. Step Slwdy, 2408 Ackerman

Thon. Book Sludy, 2408 Ackennon

M/T/W Rm. Dmtal A3-029

Wwi. Rm. A3 029
OiKussion, All limes 12:10- 1K)0pm

far akottoHc* or Indlvitiuah wtw havta drinUng probhm.

* LagalJtotlces

FILE NO. 98 1 595237. James Kohn and Ja-

son DeVries are doir>g business as Keep-
TheChang^. filed 09/04/98.

171

Lost ami Fouml

JAPANESE PASSPORT/VISA found 10/27

HIdeki. UCLA campus. Call©213-926-3218
voicemail/cellphone.

>1t Wfitifii-^rv
•

FREE WINNERS. FREE SCORES. FREE
Lines, no nr)oney, no operators, no hassles.

www.line-busters.com.

YOUR CREDIT UNION
Your on-campus&on-line financial services

source, for students, faculty&staff. Visit us at

Ackerman A-Level, on-line at www.ucu.org

or call 310-477-6628.

Sempra Energy, a dynamic new company in the emerging unregulated energy

services field, has immediate positions open in Los Angeles and San Diego in

Software Development. Not familiar with us? We are a Fortune* 500 company
and the parent of San Diego Gas & Electric, Southern California Gas Company
and several U.S. unregulated subsidiaries.

As a software developer you will participate in a project team environment,

developing and maintaining software systems that are deployed on multi-

platforms, including: Web Technologies, Window NT, MVS, Unix, and more.

Knowledge and some experience in systems analysis, design, development

and maintenance Is desired, www.sempra.com

For immediate consideration, please e-maila resume to ALiettK^^Sempracom
or mail to Sempra Energy. P.O. Box 12-1831 San Diego. CA 92112. Attn:

Amanda Lietti Deadline: Tuesday. Novemt)er 10. 1998. Preferred meicr
Computer Science Engineering (CSO. Information Systems, Matti

»!
Sempra"
Eneigy

^.11

IP§¥CIEIII€
Readings By Lauren

X World Renowned

M Psychic Readings

'A'Tarot Card

K Reunites Lovers

-M Advises on all Problems of life

M Special Student Discount

Tel: (310)858-1168
••••••••••••••••••••••
anoo t •»
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ACNE! ACNE! ACNE!
CLINICAL RESEARCH SPECIALISTS is

looking for people over 1 2 years of age with

moderate to severe acne (at least lOspots).

Qualified volunteers will be finarKially com-
pensated For nx)re information please call

Donna or Dalia 310-828-8887

EARN $10 in just 20minutes. The Anderson
School. UCLA, regularly conduct research

on decision-making The stud4«& uMatly
consists of filling out a questionnaire We
would Nke to compile an erDail list of those

students/staff members who are intereled i'

participating If you have raspondsd to an
Ufirlier ad, you don't need to respond again

If interested please entail

mstudtMOanderson ucia edu Notices will

be sent via emAit

MALE TWINS NEEDED' For UCLA R#?

March Proftct. Aqm 48-40 $20 lor 1 hour
PlMM CM 31(X«M4006

NORMAL HEALTHY CHILDREN and adol-

escents 8-16yrs needed for UCLA research

study Receive $25 for lab experiment and
developmental evaluation, ar>d get a scientif-

k: teaming experience Call 310-825-0392

POSTMENOPAUSAL WOMEN 45+ (Healthy
or with heart disease) wanted for a study on
coronary artery disease involving small
anxHints of radkwcttvlty at UCLA $25/hr (2
days, 4hrs each) Call 310-825-1118 Of 310-
206-6675. ~ ~-

^^
ANONYMOUS .<i> naadad. Help
intertile coupUtb ^i.^ .«H;«iving financial

companaalion up lo teocvmomh and lf«e

haallh acnaamng Convaniant hours. kxMWO
in Waamwod CiM Kim 310-824-9t41
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HOME TESTAN ALTEKNATt\

CONDOM DEStQN

study

aterial

earn uplgll^l 00 by participatin

of a diff^i|||it condom design a

\ \ Couples must be

¥ Male partner^ips^ 1 8-»- v Female p
V Wlliing^feport on 8 oo

r In a stable^ijpi^ionship

Current us^dl Birth

Norplant, liwjb, or

For more inforni||tion, please call

(800)311-1998

wit

age 18-45 ¥
uses V

e partner v
Pills, lUD,

izalion v

9 9 9

¥
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¥

9

¥
9

9
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¥
9

9
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9

9

¥
9
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MATTRESS SETS!!!
Twin $79, Full $89. Queen $139. King $159.

Bunkbeds. Deliveries. Phone Orders Accept-

ed 310-372-2337

MATTRESSES. FUTON, DESK. Bookshelf.

Dinette Sets T-Table Lamps Deliveries 7-

days open King's Furniture 11961 Santa

Monica Blvd 310-575-4243

WATERBED
KING SIZE flotation mattress Mahogany
wood. Excellent condition. $400.00 Please

call 310-274-0977

3700
Hofllth PitNlucts

FAT ABSORB TABLETS- All natural Take

before meals-blower your fat absorption rate.

$31.80 310-479-8086 1 :00i3m-9pm(PST) or

send cheeky money order to IMG P.O Box

24C26 LA, CA 90024

LOSE WEIGHT NOW
ASK ME HOW

All natural nutritional health products. Call

310-202-6044

MUSGOlfaUMMMIS

ENTERTAINMENT & SPORTS SCORES,
spreads, trivia! Call 1-900-656-2700 ext.

8449 $2 99/min Must be 18+. Serv-u (619)

645-8434

NEW&USED CLOTHES for sale Everything

in tip top shape Sizes: 8-10/Medium Cute

stuff Sweaters/pants/etc Great prices/nego-

tiable Great for the holidays! 310-557-2362

apOI1ll/E|^ DOWMTS

4200

Sdohii/Emi DoiiMn

EGG DONORS
NEEDED
IF YOUARE A WOMAN

• between the ages of 1 9-32

• have no genetically linked

diseases in your

immediate family

• would like to know more
about how to become an

egg donor

Please Call...

rGG DOMORS ARE
, COMPFMSArPD

$3000 lo $3500

CKIATIVI

ftON(i:PTI()J

(949) 488-2868
must attend one education seminar

EGG DONORS
NEEDED

If you are a v.'oman between the aj^es

of 21 and 35, the many cges your
body disposes of each month can be
usecf by an infertile woman to have a
baby Help an infertile couple realize
their dreams, enter the gene pcx)! and
help advance knowledge of Human

ReproJuction!. Financial
compensation, of course. Completely
confidential For more information,

please call USC Reproductive
Endocrinology at (213) 975-9990.

^':^i I

WMnOM

WE BUY CARS New and old Running or

not. Jeff 310-714-5808.

OFFICE SPACE
FOR LEASE

884 Sq ft, $1700/mo Utilities paid Prime

Westwood location. Call Anne or Yvonne
310-208-1987

••••••••••
J Piano Rentals *
X Low Monthly Rates "^
•Hollywood Piano Rental Company a

213-462-2329 ^
••••••••••

4700

EGG DONORS
WANTED

If you are a healthy
female between
the ages of 19 and
30 and have health

insurance.

Compensation
$3500.00

call Mirna Navas at

(310) 829-6782

3400
GompiiliiWSofliifare

COMPUTERS
DESIGN YOUR OWN system. Used sys-

tems from $299 New 300 mhz system-$575.

Repairs and system upgrades. Diagnostics

$25. 310-216-0336.

mm

GATEWAY 2000 P1 50. 32I^B ram. 1 5G HD.
3D card, sound card, 17" rrronitor, speakers,

modem+more. $700 310-820-6158

MAC Powertook 5300c w/Word. Excel,

Adol)e, 28.8modem. plus nx)re. Complete
w/portable color printer and black leather

case $975 Ethan©310-€56-0555.

MEDSPELLER 2 MEDICAL terminology

speltehecker for MS Word/Windows (all ver-

sions) $14.95 tax and shipping

www neocorgroup.com

AUTO
INSURANCE

''NO BULL"
Best Prices, Same Day

STUDENT DISCOUNTS

Motorcycles, SR22
Accidents, Tickets OK
CAUAAHANOW
FOR FREE QUOTg

TOLL FREE
1 (800) 22S-9000

too

^no
DO YOU NEED body work on yoor car (For-

eign Of DomeHic)? free estimate* Great
prtoMi PIMM mN Efren at 818 782-3414.

CflEAIIVL hNiLM.'.AlNML.Ni IS

open audMiona tor rotes m features, commar
ctais. prtrM. mualc vidaoa AooapMng aubmis

MOM tor Oil Of Clay. Aualir) Powers II. Pacil

icMl 323931-8118

MATTRESS BONANZA!!
SEALY. STEARNS ft FOSTER Alao Ortho^

padic twin-Mts-$l19.9S. FuNa-$ie0.95.

Quaans$l89 95 PiNowlopa-<29e.96 8o-
tM-$2ie DaliMry BMoon Hmmu 11

310-477-14

1968 VOLVO 122s ExcaNant condition

2door aiMNHic, 4 cyindar. wtiM ajMHor:
vviyl^iifipundy imanor. Plonaar stacao ft

$2.t00 213-748^18

^Autos for Sale

1985 CHEVY BLAZER SIO 4x4 Tafioe pack-
age, mint condition, $3700 310-659-0278.

1988 T-BIRD Power all with cruise control

Orig owner 70,000 mi. $3000 310-559-

9248.

1990 ACURA LEGEND, gold, great condi-

tion Runs well Garage kept Fully loaded
$8500obo. please contact 310-459-1359

1990 TOYOTA Corolla. Excellent condition
57k miles. Automatic. A/C. AM/FMCassette
4-door $5000 Eric©310-442-0781

1991 BMW 325i CONVERTIBLE 51.000mi
Bronze ext., tan int. $12,800obo Call David
310-200-6522

1995 HONDA ACCORD EX V-6 Automatic,
leather, loaded All power ABS Moonroof,
custom wheels, CD, alarm keyless entry

Low miles. Showroom new. $18,250obo.
Leslie@310-827-2388

HONDA CIVIC 89. Hatchback, blue, excel-

lent condition I03,300miles, 4-speed, sec-
ond owner Leaving country, records avail-

able. $3600obo 310-206-5104.

asb)orn@chem.ucia edu

UCLA PROFESSOR selling 88 BMW 325 I.

Black-converlible, top condition. New tires.

A/C. $7,500 obo 310-820-8082 (day), 310-

394-6906 (anytime).

'92 LEXUS ES-300, White. 4-door, automat-
ic Asking $17,000 Low mileage, good con-
dition. One owner 310-475-9194

5400
Scooters for Sale

1988 YAMAHA RIVA scooter. Minor damage
$500 562-728-1021

Thrmf ftntthnrtiom

Europe
$239 (each way plus taxes)

HAWAII - $1 19 0/W
Many other destinations!
CALL 3 1 0-394-0550
http://www.airhitch.org

GST 202863840

^wdAimentM
Round Trip Airfares

Lima S375
Cuzco S595
Santiago

Sao Paulo / Rio

Guayaquil / Quito

Buenos Aires —

$689— $656

$570

$698

C'llt<*0 }t€ti'hu f•!<•«•/• II
R T Air r.iif 4 t),iy< 3 N';;hls Hotel & City Sl^;ht^('elnl;

vO«^V/ Plu*t.iie»

jKe p.KkaKe* lo Gjljp.iKo*

For Res 310 «52 8821 /800 289 0549
HHOFF-SSIONAl. TRAVKL SKRVK E

South Amrrlian SprcUiLstA ( si • luifowio

Vtoo
IhrailTickflts

AQUA TRAVEL INC
WORLD WIDE LOWEST AIRFARES

MAKE YOUR OWNAR CAR NOTE
RESERVATION AT

hnp://www. prfsmaweb.com/aquotravel

24HOURSADAY
Lowest Domestic and

International Airfares

Tour Packages

Eurailposs

Hotel Accommodations

Cor Rentals

•Asia*Africa*Aus!ralia*Europe*Soutti

America*lndia*Canada*Mexico*Hawai*

Special domestic & internarionol Airtves Avoiloble
Puces aie suDjeci to change without notice

Avoilobiitiy rnov be limiteO ond some restrictions may
apply PKisToxes

PHONE (310) 441-^680

1 0860 Wilsliite, Suite 434, Westaood CA 90024

CONSTELLATION
TRAVEL, INC.

~

ROUND TRIP FARES
Central America

Belize $418
Guatemala $397
Costa Rica $360
El Salvador $360

Mexico
Mexico City $260
Guadalajara $266

Soutti America
Lima $349
Caracas $485
Bolivia $682
Buyula $494

USA
New York $265
Washington $284

(213) 389-8933 Open 7 days a week^ POW6«S0S5»4

SERVICES

ntoandai Aid

$QUICK CASH$
OWN A CAR? Get a casti loan In 30minutes
while you drive. No credit check. W.S.M.
888-300-8942.

-4

STUDENT LOANS
GET YOUR Stafford Student Loan from Uni-

versity Credit Union (Lender Code 832123).
Also receive low-cost financial services. 310-
477-6628: www ucu.org.

kisuranctt

INSURANCE WAR!
WE'LL BEAT ANYONE'S price or don't want
your business All drivers. Newly licensed.

Studenl/statf/faculty discounts. Request the
"Bruin Plan." 310-777-8817 or 818-222-
5595.

/iilstate
^ibuVe in good hands.

Insurance Company
(310)312-0204

1 28 1 Wostw/ood Blvd
<2 fc>lks So of WiisMIre)

^ STUDENT SPECIAL
Health Insurance $59/ month
Blue Cross of CA A«tiM>ri/ed acl

• PPO tMt deducliblc • Krte visinn & denial

Can: ( 800 ) 6% • 4422
w^M 1 sthralthinsurancccom

ACNE SCARS?
OR CHICKENPOX tears'' Palantad laa«r

•Mitiad nwtwo Proven sucotM. rabuMd
your own ootiian C«H tor (Maris 310>aW-
0600
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IS LIFE GETTING YOU DOWN?
Talking to the RIGHT person can help!

AFFORDABLE, QUALITY THERAPY

Yvonne Thomas, Ph.D.

Licensed

Psychologist

(PSY 14489)

Life Transitions,

Depression, Loss,

Self-Esteem, Anxiety,

Premarital Counseling,

Survivors of Emotional,

Physical, or Sexual Abuse,
Overeating, Body Image,

Adult Children of Alcoholics,

Multicultural/Multiethnic Issues,

Couples Conflicts or Break-ups, etc.

Take that first step
and call Dr. Yvonne Thomas

(310)726-3944 Free Consultation
Convenient Westside location and flexible hours

XkXjCQCQlJtl.XXIIYrX^niXX?

^ Contemoo Nails
Manicures Pedicures

Fills & Silks

Sculptured Nails

Wax
& MORE!

333 Robertson Blvd. Beverly Hills

(btwn. Gregory Way & Olympic Blvd.)

MorvSat 9-7 pm. Sun 105 pm.

Free Parking

No Appt. Necessary

Call (310) 855-8879
^»TYY^YTTT T TT»TTg»III lI II l f1

Tired qI high prices? Call

LAyU's EUcTRolysis

& SkJN Care

20% off with this coupon-

above $20 purchase

• permanent hair removal for men &
women

• permanent make-up

• Facials, waxing, body treatnoents, ear

piercing

• Physician referred certified, disposable

probes & sterilization

• Free consultation 1 5 minutes

• Gender Friendly

• West L.A.

(>10) 475-8979

Ih-|mntl\- i'c! mill' ni

HAIR REMOVAL
I, A '^ I'lf ' 111' 1^1 i;i< ' I imIiil;!'^!

LuCia (310) 208-8193

HEALTH AND BEAUTY STEAM. Developed

by Chinese doctor. Revolutionary skin-care

product with exotic herbs, also cleanses in-

ternally (colds, flu). 2-monlhs supply

$35+UPS. 1-888-701-8898.

VIDALSASSOON
SALON in Beverly Hills. Advanced training

team is looking tor models for $15 haircuts

Please call 310-775-8808.

Legal Mvioa/Attonieys

BANKRUPTCY
GET OUT OF DEBT NOW! Free Consulta-

tion. Experienced attorneys, reasonable

fees. Law Offices of White and Associates

(Cheryle M. White. UCLAW. "86") 800^20-

9998 or 310-207-2089. 12301 Wilshire

BI.,Ste 550, WLA

GREEN CARDS NOW!
FILE YOUR GREEN CARD LOTTERY
Starting 10-1-98 through 10-26-98 Call at-

torney DoreGn021 3-251 -9588

MYER LAW FIRM, CecHury City Auto acci-

dents, slips/falls, bankruptcy, discrimination,

sexual harassment. UCLA Graduate Scott D
Myer. http://www.bestlawyer.com 310-277-

3000

BEST MOVERS Lictnsed. insurtd Lowest

rates Fast, courteous^careful Mar>y stud

ems moved for $96 Lfc-T- 163844 NO JOB
TOO SMALL! 1 -a00-2-OO-«EST

HONEST MAN W/14ft truck and doMes.

•mel lobe, shoft notice ok Student diaoount

AHiabout lO%dMoount 3i0 2fl6<fl8n Go

6400
lliivsfi / Storage

JERRYS fWlOVING&DELIVERY The careful

movers. Experienced, reliable, same-day de-

livery. Packing, boxes available. Also, pick-

up dor^ations for American Cancer Society.

Jerry©310-391-5657.

Wl I

illlSiO tjftffffflt

DRUIUI LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedicated pro-

fessional. At your home or WLA studio. Isl-

lesson free. No drum set necessary.

Neil:21 3-654-8226.

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years exp. all

tevelsand aytes. .Patient and
Guitars available. Sam 310-826-9117.

GUITAR LESSONS by professional near

UCLA. All levels, guitars avail. Call Jean at

310-476-4154. www.JWGS.com

VOICE, PIANO LESSONS by professional

singer/pianist, Juilliard School. MM. All levels

welcome. 310-544-1240.

WINNING RESUMES. 1-hour service Our

clients get results. Open 7 days. Visa and

Mastercard accepted 310-287-2785

7000
Hiloitog Offorod

FRENCH TUTORING
OR GRADE IMPROVEMENT for all levels.

Highly expenenced teacher. Also translation.

Call Evelyne: 310-395-5953.

MATH/PHYSICS/STATISTICS/English/He-

brew. Computerized statistical analysis avail-

able.Tutoring service. Free consultation

Reasonable rates, call anytime. Ilan (800)90-

TUTOR. www.my-tutor.com

PRIVATE TUTORING
IN-HOME, one-on-one tutonng for most sub-

jects. English. Chemistry, Math. Physics. Bi-

ology, Spanish, French, etc $15/hr 310-

289-3292.

SPANISH LESSONS Native Spanish speak-

er. One-on-one tutonng for all levels. Elena

310-397-8585.

THE WRITING COACH
EXPERIENCED TEACHER, PM D offers tu

toring. term paper assistance. English, So-

cial Science. History Foreign Students Wel-

come. Call: 310-452-2865.

UCLA ENGLISH ALUMNI, pro-writer, young,

superb papers guaranteed. High school and

below welcome. Jeff 213-653-2240.

WRITING TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford University

graduate. Help with English—for students of

all ages/levels. $17/hr. 310-472-8240 or

310-440-0285.

MBA, LAW, MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS!
FRUSTRATED DEVELOPING your critcal

personal statements? Get professional help

from well-known autf>or/consultant. 310-826-

4445.

www.winnir)gpersonstatement.com

A FREE SESSION
PSYCHOTHERAPY/COUNSELING for de

pression, anxiety, obsessions, post-traumat-

ic stress, etc. Couples/1 ndivkluals. Student

rates. Crime victims may be eligible for free

treatment. Call Liz Gould
(MFC«32388)O310-578-5957 to schedule

your free consultation.

ACTOR'S HEAD SHOTS $85 (Student Spe-

cial) Black+White & Color. Studio/location

Make-up artist included. Agency approved.

Award studio. 310-826-9077

EAGLE EYED EDITOR
PROOFREADS THESES, publications; tu-

tors English, study skills; trains time man-

agement, stress reduction. Nadia Lawrence

PhD 310-393-1951.

PRIZE-WINNING
ESSAYIST AND FORMER PROFESSOR
wAwo Ph.Ds can help you produce winning

prose. Theses, papers, personal statements

David <daveditdpacbell.net> 805-646-

4455.

RELATIONSHIP SPECIALIST- Effective,

supportive, confidential counseling. Irxlividu-

als and couples. Carole Chasin, MA.
M.F.C.C 310-289-4643.

C PROGRAMMING lUiuH in me Torrance

area. Start ASAP 310-539-8548.

GEOMETRY TUTOR for 9th grade girl

UCLA female freshman/sophomore pre-

ferred. Needs transportation. Encino area.

1.5 hrs/week or more. $25/session. 818-789-

4377.

. GERMAN TUTOR NEEDED. P/T. Hrs flexi-

ble. 310-289-1404.

LOOKING for a nice Italian teacher for a

happy family. Once/wk, 2.5hrs at our house.

Please call Sabrina: 310-285-9853.

NATIVE JAPANESE speaker wanted to

teach 5-year-okf and 9-year-okJ beginning

Japanese. Call Caroline0213-634-5254.

PRIVATE TUTOR wanted for high school

tx)y In math, writing and science. Recom-

mendatk>n required. Call SabrinaO310-828-

6388.

TUTOR FOR history, science, math. 8th and

11th grade. Beverly Hills home. Flexible

hours. $10/hr. 310-550-1012 ext. 2.

TUTOR WANTED for Life Science 1. $20/hr

Bio or biochem major preferred. Tutoring in

the evenings on campus. 626-912-2345.

TUTOR/DRIVER for 7th grader. Pick up 3:30

tutor until 7pm. WLA area. Male preferred.

$10/hr. 310-475-3788.

TUTORS for high school students.

Junior/senior/graduate students specializing

in English a must. Families located in Arca-

dia resident or Palos Verdes. 2hrs-$55/one

visit. 4times/mo. 310-859-9140 Beveriy Glen

Education LinkO Beverly Hills.

IMMIGRATION

^NGEL VISA aNTER"
RcMOMMy Priced. RelMk I—yMlOB Sovkx

PnvMdy C>wMd Md Opmicd

For a Frtc ConMillabon Call: 3l(M7S-2im

ACCURATE, DEPENDABLE and SPEEDY
typing sen/ice. Close to campus. Call l-aune:

310-478-6230.

HATE TO TYPE? Let me do it for you.

Fast-i^accurate. Professional screen plays

excepted. $2/pg. Call-ins 310-839-3101 or

page 310-915-2255.

WORD PROCESSING All types: research

papers, theses, resumes, fliers. Editing &

proofing available. Emergencies OK. Call:

818-598-1489 or email anmlwomnOpac-
lDell.net.

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-

es, dissertations, transcription, resunr>es. fli-

ers, brochures, mailing lists, reports. Santa

Monrca, 310-828-6939 Hollywood, 213-466-

2888.

Counseling and Psychotherapy

...to examine life cc>ncema/iiiNuet in

privacy and respect. Individuals,

couples, families. Stress, anxiety,

depression, 5telf-esteem, relationships.

Lorraine M. '^'mamurtt. Ph.D. Clinical

Psychokijeiiit PSY11067 (310)392-5209

WORD PROCESSING Typing, proofing,

editing, rewriting, research, resun^es. tutor

ing etc. Fax. email, bring work to me. Rush-

es Student discount 618-830-1546.

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

Alsubinb.

r
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TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
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ACROSS
1 Dressed
5 Witty one
8 California wine

valley

12 Lubricated

14 Ear part

1

5

Stork's cousin
16 —acid
17 365 days
18 Nibble

19 Salad greens
21 Parthenon's

goddess
23 TIelp!"

24 Santa — . Cal.

25 Actor Silver

26 Mysterious

30 Burning
32 Opera songs
33 Punxsutawney

Phil

37 Cherry seeds
38 Antitoxin

39 Bestow
40 In doubt
42 Hymn of praise

43 Moody
44 Lingerie itenn

45 Piglet's mother
48 "Ahce" waitress

49 Is able to

50 South Pacific

island

52 People from
Kyoto

57 Hawaiian guitars

58 Pitcher

60 Private teacher

61 Factory

62 Bodies of water

63 Make invalid

64 Snub-nosed dog
65 Five-and

—

66 Auction, e.g.

DOWN
1 Ember
2 Key — pie

^^
PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

El^DIIlD QOmO

QQS SIZIS BBSSDD

nCQQQSSS QISDD

sias Dans sdqsci

3 Got down
4 Fender-bender

result

5 Adversities

6 Arab's robe
7 Red flower

8 Close by
9 Daisy Mae's —

boyfriend

10 Baby grand
11 Nile dam
1

3

Pours water
over

14 Soap-making
ingredients

20 Small bed
22 Mountain

lake

24 Run — of: get

In trouble with

26 Tree fluids

27 Actor Estrada
28 Quote
29 Grates
30 Assortment
31 Author — Allan

Poe

33 Lizard

34 Hurried

35 Track shape
36 Hackman or

Wilder

38 Most foolish

41 Clump
r- of grass
42 Fiesta item

44 Space
45 Act like a

candidate
46 Actor Jack —
47 Marine snail

49 Autos
51 Speck in the

ocean
52 Actress Hariow
53 Mother Teresa,

and others

54 Sicilian

volcano
55 Type of food
56 Writer —

Stanley

Gardner
59 Tiny
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Monday, Novembfr 2, 1996 lUtfMnQusifM

$500/DAY. Nude modeling-women 18+ all

types. No experience necessary. Safe, pro-

fessional environment. Refer a friend and
earn $50! 310-358-3865

EASY MONEY
Through Mail-Order. Full home-based start-

up kit. Products, sen/ice. informalion&tnter-

net advertising. Send $5.00 to: Money An-
gels. P.O Box756. Parlin. NJ 08859

Men-Women ages 18-24 for nude modeling
for magazines and fine art Call 310-289-

8941 days for information.

MULTIPLE STREAMS of Income from a per-

fect part-time home business. 1977 "Peo-

ples Choice Award" winner Recently fea-

tured in "Investor's Business Daily"+"Suc-

cess" magazine. 24hour message 1-888-

572-4846.

USE YOUR CONTACTS
REFER OUR MESSENGER SERVICE Le-

gal, entertainment, financial Make $ every

time they use us. 310-508-7008 - Jim.

FASHION DESIGNER
SEEKS ASSISTANT Duties include corre-

spondence, filing, phone, showing line, trav-

el. Polished, professional, fast, efficient a
must. Fax resume: 323-662-9055.

SALES MANAGER. Cellular, PCS. experi-

ence preferred. Salary+commisslon. Fax re-

sume to 310-836-0800.

noo
CMMCmViMlMl
AFTERSCHOOL DRIVER for 2boys (12+15)
and help w/homework plus errands $10/hr

Must be insured+ have clean record. SM
Area 310-828-3363.

BABYSITTER NEEDED for two nice girls,

ages 8&10. Beautiful Brentwood home
Flexible. Saturday evening, 6-lipm. $10/hr

310-471-1170.

CHEERFUL. OUTGOING person to care for

2 boys, ages 9&6. P/T. Pick up from school

at 2:30 Help w/homework/extracurricular ac-

tivities. Prepare light dinners until mom gets

home Approximately 6or 6 30 Expenence
w/children necessary. M-F Own car. 310-

838-6589

CHILD CARE for special 11 -year-old girl

w/disabilities in Tarzana MA/V/F 330-6 30
and Sundays 1030-3 30. Pay negotiable

Call 6 18-343-4 150

DRIVE CHILDREN from school in West Hol-

lywood to Pacific Palisades in late afternoon.

Must have car and insurance 310-454-7525

PERFECT STUDENT JOB
P":k up aclnrable 3 ye.ir old qirl from

school in Santa Monica MortFn at 6 pni

,ind cue for hor dunruj scfiool hr)lirl.iys

Call 310/369-5509
Mil) t ' f) /)/.')

HOUSEKEEPER+BABYSITTER (or 4y/o
girl 5 nights/week slarting©5pm $25/night

Must be expenenced and have references

Near Beverly Hills. Call ASAP 310-271-

8217.

LOOKING for a German-speaking baby-sit-

ter(fluent) She must drive, be available

evfenings 3time/wk $lO/hr. Please contact

S^Jrina: 310-285-9853

LOVAASn-RAINED THERAPIST WANTED
to fill hrs in existing in home program for au-

tistk: 2yr boy Weekend hrs needed. $12-
$15/hr Manhattan Beach(15min) Please
call Lisa Zucker 310 796-9855 or email li-

sag2Oaol.com

M9THERS HELPER WANTED in Laurel

Canyon PT hours flexible References
needed Please call 323-650-4914 (or nrK>r«

jnio

NANNY WANTED
Fwntty tn Paddc PaliMdM saato PT nanny
(or 2 Mda apaa 5 and 7 Sianino now thru

Dae 18. 1996 Attamoona (rom 2:30-

7:0Qp.m Mon -Fn Muat hava car. Ouiaa m-
clu<>i dnytng kidi. aclMlis . and tuparvliion

IMlM( Great kida< Can Juke 3l(MS4-
3590

PLAY WITH MEII
Companion wanted for 6 yr. okj ADHD boy

ChMd Development, Psych or Special Ed
student. Flexible hours. A tot o( fun, requires

patience, firmness, and energy. 310-459-

1320.

PROF MOM needs reliable UCLA student to

help with after school chik) care. Flex hours

$9/hr Excellent dnvir>g record arK) car re-

quired. Call 310-206-7528.

PT CHILDCARE
FOR VERY SPECIAL 4-YEAR OLD GIRL
Internatkxial or bilingual background, car,

references required. Grand Piano. Beverly-

wood adjacent. Laird-3 10-287- 1677.

7800
Httki IHsi^Mil

ADMINISTRATOR/PROJECT ASSISTANT
(internship possibility). Computer literate,

IBM-Windows/Internet plus Senior/graduate

w/strong whting/oral communication No
dress code/reception duties. $7-$9.

17hrs/wk Serious inquiries;Fax:310-395-

0509.

STORE DETECTIVES
SECURITY GUARDS Needed now. No exp
nee PT/FT Up to $12/hr Call today 562-

776-0878. for Valley 818-386-0170.

$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL mailing or cir-

culars No experience req. Free information

packet Call 202-466-1639.

$20/HOUR+TIPS
FEMALE NUDE FIGURE MODELS needed.

Professional studio. Absolutely no sex,

drugs, ak:ohol, smoking, or touching. Work
your own hours. Must have a great body and
a pretty face. Asian models especially need-

Manna studigcrOg*mowi% la 3?3^^2??-

8044.

$20/HR PT/FT
PROCESSING MAIL! Free supplies.

postage! Bonuses! Rush SASE to

CMA/UCLA Po Box 567443, Atlanta GA
31156

signupO info infomachine.com

$7.25/hr and up!
DO YOU have initiative? Become a UCLA
Community Sendee Officer and explore law

and public relations. Great Pay. Flexible

hours Student-oriented. Web:
www.ucpd.ucla.edu/ucpd/cso. Email:

csoftucpd.ucla.edu. Phone: 310-825-2148.

$800 WEEKLY POTENTIAL. Processing
government refunds at home. No experience
necessary. 1 -800-945-6880 Ext. 1584

ADMIN. ASSIST to RE. investor In Bel Air

Word, Excel, phones, must have car Part

time (Tues. 1-5, Wed. 9-3) $10/hr Fax re-

sume to 310-471-4885

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT Require-
ments: Smart, professional, detail-onented.

self-starter, w/strong wnting/oral communica-
tion, computer-literate, car w/msurance
20hrs/wk.$ 12.15/hr. Fax Diana Resume.
310-312-9536.

AMBITIOUS INDIVIDUALS WANTED for fi-

nancial planner trainee positions. Will train

No experience necessary. All majors wel-

come. Call Gerald 9 323-981-1888

ANNOUNCERS, no experience necessary
Host music/talk-shows for our radio stations

P/T. $10-1 5/hr, $200+per/show, plus fantas-

tic benefits 213-468-0080 24-hours.

ASSISTANT for business office For more
details please call 310-278-2750 or fax re-

sume 310-278-0038.

ASSISTANT NEEDED FOR Real Estate in-

vestment company. P/T, casual dress, must
have car and insurance $9/hr. Fax resume
to: 310-479-2402.

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED Earn
$150-$250/night. Work PH" while going to

school. Day/eve classes, l-2week classes,

800-974-7974, International Bartenders
school. HUNDREDS OF JOBS!

A PERFECT STUDENT JOB

Do you need a job in the

afternoons during scfiooi (M-F)?
All day Saturday, too! Full time
during Quarter Breaks and

.

Sunnmer Vacations! Work
experience not necessary. Apply

today at

Westwood Sporting Goods.

1065 Gaytey Ave,

Westwood Village.

OPTOMETRIC OFFICE
P/T Assistant Need excellent

phone skills in English
M*. Tu, Th, 9-5 •(Flexible) Call

(310) 857-7202

CLERICAL

Immediate Openings
Volt is looking for individuals with

the following experience:

RECEPTION
DATA ENTRY

WORD PROCESSING
GENERAL OFHCE/HLE CLERKS
If you are looking for temporary or

direct hire jobs, call for an appt.

VOLT SERVICES CROUP
12100 WiKhireBlvd Suite M 90

los Angeles CA 90025
(J10> 207 0077 • Ne^er A fee • EOE MS

DIVE! Century City

restaurant seeks
outgoing personalities

with great smiles for our

Cashier and Host

Departments. Apply in

person daily at 10250
Santa Monica Blvd.,

11:30am-10pm.

NEW FACES U/ANTED
Inlrrnutional Tulftit Crnii|i '\% now

liMikitif; for nrw farrs & nrw tulcnt for
Trh-viNioii, Film, CoiiiiiiercialH, Munii;

Vi«lr<»H, Print & Mo«lt*lin(;.

All agfH, all typrfl.

no kxi'kkiknck nkck.ssaiiv no fk.k.s

auditionim; now (8 18) 379-7070

DEN & JEWWV'S luH WBam panor rwws
scoopers and shift leaders for our 3
Westside locations Santa Monica call Pam
310-450-0691. Brentwood call Jenn 310-

447-0695, and Century City call Nikki 310-

788-9682 and experienced cake decorators
call 310-546-1717.

BIO-MEDICAL. ELECTRONICS, and clean-

room micro-cleaning. Full/Part-time employ-
ment. Some physical work required. Must
have transportation. Evenings/weekends.
Start $7 50/hr. Call Patrick Toll Free ® 888-
263-9886.

CASHIERS. ASST MANAGERS. Starting

$8/hr. Evening shifts. 3 1 0-824-4 111.

CP SHADES
A NATIONAL womens dolhing retailer and
Manufacture t>ased in San FrarKisco, is in-

terviewing for FT/PT sales positk>ns in its

Santa Monica k)catk>n. CP Shades offers a
challengir)g. exciting envirorvnent w/an ex-

cellent compensation package, vacation,

healthAdental, a free outfit every oionth and
a great discount Best of all, is the chance to

work tor a tnerxlly, growir>g company that

makes clotties whk:h you'll want to own.

Please fax resumes to 310-392-0586 or

come into our store at 2937 Main St. to fill out

an application.

CUSTOMER SERVICE
ACKERMAN REP(FT) ©University Credit

Unk)n. Apply01 500 S. Sepulveda Blvd.. LA,

90025 or fax resume:31 0-477-2566 or web
at http://www.ucu.org

DANCERS. EXOTIC DANCERS for pnvate
shows and parties in LA and Orange County
areas. Top $. 1 -800-899-8000.

DRIVER needed in Westwood flower shop.

M-F 2pm-9pm. Call 310-208-4000»

DRIVER NEEDED to pick up kids from

school and bring home. References
required and must be reliable 10-l2hour/wk

Lynda 310-659-9030.

DRIVER to pick up 14-year old from Beverly

Hills High, bnng to home in Sherman Oaks
or to after-school activities. Female pre-

ferred. $10/hr. Robin ©818-783-2268.

DYNAMIC, PRESENTABLE. ENERGETIC
marketing needed for sports medicine prac-

tice. Office work, billing, patient interaction.

Fax Resume 310-335-1543 or call 310-640-

3771.

EARN & LEARN!
ENTERTAINMENT COMPANY seeks Com-
munications/MFA students to manage Na-

Jional/lntercollegiate-event/screening re-

-^earch programs . Make money, have tunt A
few hours a day Work from your place! Send
availability and current academic status to:

komedy@komedyu.cofn

MODELS NEEDED NOW
No exp».'rionte re^iJirecJ

Catalog. Printwork, Maqo/ines, Movies,
Video & TV Commercials

M»;n and Womf-n of all Ages
Free Consultation

FUN CASUAL GRAPHICS studk) seeking a
marfcetir^saies assistant for paid intem-

ship^ot). Flexibie schedule. Fax resume:310-
301 -4443 AtlnChris.

GEFFEN PLAYHOUSE!
EXPERIENCED SALES REPS needed now
to sail '98-'99 season tickets over the phone.
P/T, earn hourty pius commission! 310-208-

6599 ext. 159 (10866 Le Conte, Westwood)

GET PAID TO GET YOUR HAIR CUT AND
COLORED. MODELS REQUIRED FOR
VERY EXPERIENCED INTERNATIONAL
HAIRDRESSERS. MUST BE OPEN FOR
CHANGE MUST BE AVAILABLE ON MON-
DAY NOVEMBER 16TH. PLEASE CALL
JENNY© 1-800-234-4672. ext 106 FOR
MORE INFO.

GIFT SHOP POSITION. Duties include run-

ning cash register, overseeirtg operation of a
second cash register Performing other du-

ties in shop as directed by manager Diplom-

acy when interacting with volunteers and
customers is essential. Starting pay $8/hr-

opportunity for increase. Fax resume to 310-

825-9179. Attn:Gift Shop Manager or mail fo

UCLA Medical Center Auxiliary Gift Shop
10833 Le Conte Ave, Los Angeles Ca,
90095.

GIRLS wanted at exclusive social club in

WLA. Conversation only No ateohol. Flexi-

ble hours. Earn top $$$. 310-477-9871.

GRAPHIC DESIGNER with programming
experience. Familiar with apple and PC. Fa-

miliar with all recent software in graphic

design. Prefer individual who has done pro-

duct packaging design, catalogue. Strong

references required. Self-disciplined and
able to work without great supervision. Call:

310-396-7080. Fax resume: 310-396-8112.

GREAT WORKPLACE!
TELEMARKETING for intemattonal educa-
tion agency Nk:e clients, great-workplace in

SM. Hourly^commission. Saias- ffnpari-

ence&knowledge of foreign lar>guage import

ant. 310-395-9393.

HOLIDAY$$$. Honest reliable person to

work with stocking and labeling merchan-
dise. No experience necessary. Flexible

hours. Oct -Jan. Near UCLA 310-234-0127

HOME TYPISTS NEED-—-—-ED—-^-^

CALL NOW! 310-659-7000

CASTING
EXTRAS needed for feature films, commer-
cials, and music videos. Earn up to $240 per

day! No expenence needed Work guar-

anteed! Call today 213-851-6103.

CELLULAR
REPRESENTATIVE

SELF-MOTIVATED PROACTIVE PEOPLE
needed fo sell Campus Cellular Service. Set
your own hours, must like to make money,
discounts on cellular/paging service, will

train. To set up an appointment call Kamyar
at 310-825-0881

CENTURY CITY FIRM
RECEPTIONST NEEDED Flexible p/t shifts

available $lO/hr To schdule an mterveiw

call Angel: 310-201-2535 between 3:30-6

pm.

Searching for Models
Men and Women for commercials,

catalog & magazine ads, brochures, and
catwalt( •Specializing in petites •

$150 to $250 per hour
* Beverly Hills *-

* No Fee * No Experience

(310)273-2566

V>M1MIMM»4^

Spring Break *00

Take "2

NowllrlnolleDsl

2Km Trips on.
fliiy 15 Sales ^9
1400-426-7710

PC users needed. $45,000 income potential.

Call 1-800-513-4343 Ext B- 10105.

HOTEL HOUSE PERSON P/T. Friday, Satur-

day 3- 11pm. Westwood Village Hotel 310-

208-3945.

HOUSEMOTHER for lovely senior Retire-

ment Resident in Westwood. F/T; live-in

room and board +salary. Call 310-207-5818.

HOW DOES $800/WK
EXTRA INCOME

Sound to you? Amazingly profitable oppor-

tunity. Send self-addressed stamped envel-

ope: Group Five 6547 N.Academy Blvd.

Dept.N. Colorado Springs, CO 80918

CITY BEAN COFFEE in Westwood is look-

ing for coffee lovers full-time/part-time. Apply
in person at 10911 Lindbrook Dr. 310-208-

0108

CLERICALVSALES PH" or F/T, excellent op-
portunity. Love of jewelry, Call between 12-

6pm. Shane's Jewelry. We have 2 openings
immediately. 310-208-8404

CLERK PART-TII^E. Duties include: corre-

spondence, data entry, opening/routing mail,

filing, classifying and photocopying manu-
scripts. Qualifications include, accurate typ-

ing, familianty with WordPer-
fect/MSWord/Windows/databases, be or-

ganized and detail oriented Clerical experi-

ence a plus. M-F 11:00am to 2:00pm. In

Westwood medical publishing office $8/hr.

Call 310-208-3556 or fax resume to 310-
208-2838.

CLERK- Pleasant Santa Monica law office

needs full-time or part-time. Filing and
phone. 310-394-3578.

CLOSERS ONLY!
PART TIME WORK

BEVERLY HILLS CO seeks tele-sales rep
to market M Jordan Merchandise. CaM 310-
247-9901

EDITOR/WRITER/RESEARCH Assistant
MA/PhD/relired academic to assist writing

on Biblical, histoncal subjects Knowledge of

Hebrew/history/feminism helpful. 2-days/wk-
minimum-3hrs/day. Hancock Park area.

Fax:213-937-1680

ENTRY LEVEL BOOKKEEPER $7/hr. Cop-
ymat Westwood. 925 Westwood Blvd, LA Ca
90024. Contact John Ortega (store manag-
er). P/T. Call 310-824-5276 Fax 310-824-

5543.

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SEEKING assis-

tant to help build business. Duties: Cold call-

ing and light office work. CIBC Oppenheimer
Westwood. 310-446-7303.

F/T FILE CLERK for immigration law firm

Century City. Computer-literate, Punctual,

detail-oriented, self-starter. $8/hr. Fax re-

sume: 310-553-2616.

FILE CLERK for law offk:e. P/T. $8/hr Fax
resume: 310-785-5250. Attention F. Holley.

FILE/OFFICE CLERKS
LAW FIRM has PT positions to fill at

$6.5a/hr. Minimum of 20hrs/wk. Interest in

law preferred. Fax resume&proposed avail-

able hours to 310-274-2798 or mail to Lur-

ie&Zepeda. 9107 Wilshire Blvd Suite #800
Beverty Hills. CA 90210; attention Jimmy
Dean

COMPUTER ASSISTANCE NEEDED Ex-
perience w/Adobe Premiere Need help
creating short video clips, to be played in MS
PowerPoint 310-208-2442

COMPUTER TUTOR In-home (Mac Pertor

ma) $12/hr cash Santt Monica 310-393-

4573 Heidi

FOREIGN STUDENTS needed for occask)n-
al translatk>rVtranschptk)n from your native

language to English for TV production com-
par»y. Fax letter of interest to Helen al filfl-

763-2485

FRONT DESK PERSON for a busy Bev«r1y
HiNs chiropractic chmc Bilingual a plus
Windows95 wpafience a plus Call Dwighi
213-655-1420

COPY OPERATORS WANTED p/1 or l/t

apm-l1pm arKVor 8am-6pm Expenence a
plus. Please call 310-277-2679

FT SALES PERSON
children's fumisNno stofv

man Oaks k)ceion Call

•215 Eneivy and aenee of

lor

r 818-784

must

INTERIOR DESIGNER for high-end West
Side homes/condos. $12yhr PT Fax resume
310-476-7284

INTERNET ACTRESSES
WANTED! Work at home. Make your own
hours. WEBCAM Business needs flirtatious

women. Visit

http://GuestRoomCam.com/moreinfo.htm

310-798-0592ext.66

LE BEACH CLUB
AMERICAS FAVORITE TANNING resort is

expanding&has limited#of FT openings for

motivated, outgoing, tanning/sales consult-

ants. Hourty+commission $9-18/hr. Positions

are limited so call now&join LE BEACH
CLUB, the Very Best. Call Carol 310-820-

4067 or fax resume:3 10-79 1-0 155.

MALE MODELS
Printwork. UB under 25 Lean, any race,

leave name, number&physical stats. Free
interview. Beginners welcome. 213-960-
1066. 24hrs.

MALE&FEMALE
MODELS

OUR MODELS have worked for Versace.

Abercrombie & Fitch. Estee Lauder. Levis.

Banana Republk: K morel Great Pay! Begin-

ners ok! Call "free" for a appointment (24-

hrs) 800-959-9X1

MEDICAL RECEPTIONIST- p/t afternoon for

SM. GYN. Some filing, typirig, and phone
expener>ce desired Starting salary $7+/hr.

310-828-4433

MEDICAL SECRETARY
P/T- FRIENDLY, OUTGOING. HIGHLY MO
TIVATED, GREAT TELEPHONE SKILLS.
•WORKS WELL ALONE. FILING WORD
PROCESSING BEVERLY HILLS FAX RE-
SUME 3 1 0-27 1 -2262

MODELS WANTED by proleaaiontt photo-

studn for upcoming assignment Maie/Fe
male Pro/Non-Pro Fashion/Commer-
ciai/Theatncai Call tor appomlmem 818-

9867933

Classifieds

B25-
" W-
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7800

STUDENT WORK
$12.25 to Start

• Rcxible Schedule
• P/7 - Time off for Finals

(310)826-7715

*New Faces/Models*
Wanted by Westwood's #1 Talent CattingCo.

Earn Top $$ In Movies, Television,

Convnerciais, and Modeling (petite, top, and

fashion models). No exp. nee Also, The Show

Business Club needs interns. For Free

Consultation call Michael (310) 209-5052

MOVIE EXTRA WORK
* Revolutionary new program* Start immedi-

ately* All types- 18-f!* Fun/Easy* No crazy

fees* Program for free medical* Call-24/hrs

213-850-4417.

NEED TELEMARKETER/OFFICE ASSIS-

TANT for a clothing company FT. Call 310-

473-7454.

OFFICE ASSISTANT Busy lawyer in West-

wood needs p/t file clerk/assistant. Apply by

e-mail to danOdanengel.com

OPTOMETRIC OFFICE
P/T Assistant. Need excellent pfione skills in

English. M*. Tu. Th. 9-5. (*Flexible). Call

310-837-7202. Leave message.

P/r RETAIL SALES- Outgoing personality.

$8-10/hr to start. Momings, afternoons or

evenings and weekends. Call Harvey lor in-

ten/iew: 310-287-2459.

P/T WORK, F/T-PAY!
BEVERLY HILLS firm seeks phone reps for

7800

match making compar^y. Mon-Thws 5;30-

9pm. Excellent pay. Fun job. Adam-31 0-777-

6900.

PART TIME
RECEPTIONIST

NEEDED FOR SMALL BUSY REAL estate

office in Santa Monica. Hours - Wed. & Fri. 1-

5pm only. $8/hr. Fax resume to 310-395-

6361.

PHOTO LAB p/t assist photo printer or com-

puter irrwging. Beverly Hills 310-274-3445.

\ r?
POSITION AVAILABLE as representative of

doctor's office to conduct "public" health

screenings at various WLA locations. Train-

ing provided. Must be personable and enthu-

siastic. Flexible hours. Monday-Sunday.

Good pay opportunity Contact Dr.

Fox@31 0-475-3488

PT POSITION
OFFICE ASST computer skills must. 30/hrs

week. $7. 50/hr starting. Excellent communi-

cations skills Call Nicole 310-652-6311.

RECEPTIONISTS WESTWOOD LAW offic-

es. Mon-Fri. 9-5. $7/hour. can do homework

on job. 310-470-3373.

RETAIL SALES
SEEKING RESPONSIBLE. OUTGOING in-

dividuals for part and full time sales positions

in an upscale, attractive. Century City retail

store. Must enjoy working with children. Call

Lynn at Petit Jardin Children's Shoes 310-

476-0805.

SALES $12-20/hr. avg. commissk)n +bene-

fits. Full or PT. excellent phone skills for grad

student or GPA 3.5 & above. 310-358-6053

or fax 310-392-5234.

Sales Clerk. $7/hr. Thurs-fFri 3pm-7:30pm

and every other Sat+Sun I1:30am-6:30pm.

No experience necessary. Cashiering, work-

ing with patients. UCLA Hospital. 310-825-

6069 ___^^
SALES REP. Seeking highly-nK)tivated, ar-

tk:ulate. ambltkxjs sales reps for feature film

production and distribution company. No
glass ceiling. Always room for advancenf>ent.

Great pay. Flexible hours. 818-377-3750.

SALES&CLERICAL. P/T or F/T, excellent

opportunity. Love of jewelry. Call between

12-€pm. Shanes Jewelry. 310-206-8404.

SECRETARIALySALES person in

Westwood. FT/PT Must be dependable, reli-

able, neat, good communicatkxi skills. Ask

for Don 310-477-1466

SEXUAL PROBLEMS?
Maintain control, maximize stamina, and last

longer. Amazing, unheard of solutions! Seek-

ing willing product testers. Apply at

www newremedies .com

SOFTWARE SALES

STARGATE/WATKINS ENTERTAINMENT
Actors Wanted* No expenence required.

Movies. TV. commercials Guarantee inter-

views with top SAG agents. CALL NOW!!!!

310-577-9711.

START TODAY
National Mari<eting Co needs people ASAP
tor data entry. $10/hr to start Full Time .

Culver City location. Fax resume to 310-

398-3550

STOCK BROKER TRAINEE- pA or f/t. Flexi-

ble hours. Paid training. Great opportunity.

WLA area. Close to UCLA. 310-914-9700

TALK & MAKE MONEY
CUSTOMER SERVICE REPRESENTATIVE
needed for Campus Communications. Must

be a self-starter and like to make money
Hours needed - 9am-3pm. Paging/cellular

discounts available. $6/hr. + commission.

For more info call Kamyar at 310-825-0881.

TEACHERS
FOR afterschool science club. K-6grade. 2-

5days/wk. $15/hr. Will train. 1-800-472-

4362.ext.245or308.

TELEMARKETERS AND SALESPEOPLE
wanted. Business communications company
provides networi^ing, phone systems+ Nep-

tel service. Fast-paced and professional en-

vironment Flexible hours 9-5 M-F. Salary

and commission. Jeanette ©310-391-7199.

TELEMARKETING
W/WINDOWS COMPUTER SKILLS. Prefer

phone experience. Prefer students/grads.

Flexible hours, 9am-5pm starting $8-

$10/hr+bonuses. 3-blocks/UCLA. Harel

Maintenance. Ron-310-470-6 175.

TELEPHONE RESERVATION AGENTS
needed P/T for busy Brentwood travel office.

Salary-K^ommission&benefits. Call for inter-

views. 310-440-4149.

TELMKTiGS:INBOUND800
NO Cold calls, info, listing co. seeks mo
tiv./aggress. indiv. Hriy/comnrVlx)nus. PT/FT.

7days. High income potential. 310-996-

6701x301. Near UCLA

TRANSLATOR NEEDED for autobiographi-

cal manuscript from German to English. Call

Caroline® 21 3-634-5254.

TURN IDEAS into cash!!! Learn how easy it

is to build a successful home business. Call

Money Corp. 1-888-307-4282.

WANT TO GO TO COOL ROCK CLUBS
FOR FREE? PROMOTE LOCAL BANDS
ON CAMPUS. CALL; 310-207-3991 OR
EMAIL:

GARRETT_HOFFMAN© HOTMAIL.COM

WE'RE SEEKING INDIVIDUALS to provide

support to the developmentally disabled. Call

Dwight Istanbulian at 818-361-6400 ext 129.

WORK OWN HOURS!
SKY OIVING/X GAMES Clothing. College

rep position. Tees&active wear. Cool clothing

line. www.gofastspons.com. Contact

Matt© 303-388-8239.

"PRETTY GIRLS." Great personality/valid

drivers license to check stock on local new-

stands 1 day a week. Susan Moore 310-471-

2287.

OFFICE

FREE ARTS FOR ABUSED CHILDREN is

seeking unpaid interns. Please contact Mari^

at 310-313-4ART.

INTERNSHIP OPPORTUNITY with Sports

Attorney: Junior, Senior interested in sports

management. Position is non-pakl. credit

okay. Hours are flexible T/TH preferred. Fax

resume and cover letter to (310)394-3551

LEGAL CORPORATE ADMINISTRATOR-
Paid internship. P/T-F/T. Flextole hours. WLA
area. Close to UCLA. 310-914-9700.

Motivated student to cor>duct mariceting as

an independent studies or internship project

for NP corp. Will be supen/ised by the editor

of wkjety published magazine. Great oppor-

tunity for experience&references. lowDediate

opening: lOhrs/wk; 11/96-03/99. Rosy: 310-

652-0306.

PAID MANAGEMENT
INTERNSHIP

Student Wort(S Paintirig, a subskJiary of Na-

tional Servies Group is now hiring for

Spring/Summer 1999. Duties include inter-

viewing, Nring. development of customer re-

lattons, control of martteting and sales, &

production rT«nagenr>ent. Call 1-800-394-

6000. www.collegeworks.com

Top 10 internship program is kx)king for

dynamic, hardworking students. For more

information please call 213-243-7027.

UCLA INTERN needed for real-esta'ebin-

Doard stan-up Great opportunity with fe-

Near LAX r^Quires matu'O SALFS A*"" '
'

V '»ooW<ae;

^T 0^ FT Will train $8-'' '' ^' Exreiieni

'V Lon-^ "" Far

'VbJ"*'!; J I w"C ' 3*Ci07l .
rit ^iiff"iaC' • wOT

mendous uosioe Company may go puo^.

Call M. Nertv iw.3-48^-~'C5

i*^^ ««.;.ai^\

ADVERTISIhU

Classifieds

825-2221

•orlltHl

HELPING DISABLED FEMALE- Hours vary

Mostly AM hours PakJ by county Must live in

Culver City or surrounding area. Call:213-

296-7655

mo%umotHC.
CAMPUS HtPmBKHTAnVK IMTEKN9HIP

•••king young mal^ and famale
to launch collog* campaign

Earn school cr«dit. markattng kkUlt, ratumc
exp«hence, and mofa importantly, free clothes

ptnonal btifltu too long to Nst.. mtrigimS?

justint9mo*sinK>.com
thnayOmosskno.com

or

tlrou'ntimimbtDindt

949.797.0210

* PALMS *
2BD 2BA

TOWNHOMES. FIREPLACE, GATED

GARAGE, ALARM

3614 Paris Dr. $1195

(310)837-0906
4 BD LOR 3BA

3 STORY TOWNHOMES. GATED
GARAGE, AURM.

FIREPLACE
3670 Midvale Ave $1995

(310)391-1076

* MAR VISTA *
2BD, 2BA,

TOWNHOMES. FIREPLACE, GATED
GARAGE, ALARM, FIREPLACE

• 11748 CourtMgh Dr. $1095
« 11913 Avon Way $1195
• 11931 Avon Way $1145

(310)391-1076
[^
Open House Mon. - Sat, 10-5

^j

LIVE-IN with retired laculty tamily. Close to

UCLA. Room/tx}ard tor work with tamily arxl

house. Need corriputer skills/car. Male pre-

ferred 310-472-1944

WLA $825-$850. 2bdrTn/1 .5ba. Dishwasher,

AC. carpet, drapes built-in. Extra large

fenced patio. 310-670-5119.

WLA Large single. 1917 Spanish mission

building. High ceilings, hardwood floors, sep-

arate kitchen&dining room. 1 -yr lease, $750.

Betty: 310-479-8646.

iof Rsnt

$675 ELEGANTLY
REMODELED 2bdrm. newly carpeted, oak

floors, tiled kitchen, garage, great Van Nuys

location. Minutes to Sherman Qaks shop-

ping. Near library, buses, freeways. 9 mi.

UCLA. 818-399-9610.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 2-BEDROOM $950-

$1195. LARGE. UPPER/LOWER. UNU-
SUAL CHARM. SOME W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.

310-839-6294.

OWNER'S UNIT

1-MIN. TO UCLA
SINGLE- $750/mo. Includes gas, water,

electricity. Furnished, lyr lease. Clean,

secure, gated, intercom entry, laundry, pool

310-824-1830.

MAR VISTA. $535&up/month. Ask about

tiiuwB III speulat Attractigg. ttnr

BH Employed non-smoking female to share

luxurious apartment adjacent to BH. Private

roonVbath. Washer/Dryer. $550/mo. Call

310-275-7737 or 310-395-3923.

BRENTWOOD GARDENS 1 bedroom, pri-

vate bath, use of kitchen, parking sbt, pool,

security Wdg Avail. 12/1 310-476-4296

HOLLYWOOD HILLS Quiet room, secluded

hillside home, near Mulholland/Coldwater.

Microwave, refrigerator, cable. Offstreet

parking. Avail Dect. $45(r. 213-654-6968

LOS ANGELES-ROOM FOR RENT in 4-

bdrm house. $400 4^1/4 utilities. Includes all

house privileges. Call 310-836-8774.

MAR VISTA. 2bdnfWl.5bath apartment. In-

cludes kitchen, living room, dining room,

parking. Close to bus line. $475/nrK). Female

preferred. Vasana. 310-398-3409.

PAL MS- Room for rent in a two bdrm apt.

Private RB/BR. Security parking and en-

trance. Available 11/1/98. Call 310-841-

2390.

WEEKLY HOTEL RATES Jolly Roger Hotel

in Marina del Rey offering special student

rates. $255 36/wk. tax, maid service, conti-

nental breakfast included. Call David: 800-

822-2904.

WESTWOOD. Private room/bath. Beautiful

view, large pool, total security, all util.includ-

ing laundry&garage. Walk-to-campus.

$550/nfX). Available through next year. 310-

474-5012.

WLA Living room to rent. $350/mo. Close to

UCLA. 2nd fkx)r. pool, gym, tennis, utilities

included. Female preferred. 310-445-9412.

WLA $1695. 3bdrm/2bath Fireplae, wet bar.

balcony, redecorated. Near UCLA. Brockton.

Quiet location. 310-390-4610.

SANTA MONICA 1+1 Apt. near SMC. patio,

street parking, $775 310-395-1284 Low
Agent Fee www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA 1 + 1 Apt. upper unit, laun-

dry, quiet, courtyard, parking $760 29 310-

395-1284 Low Agent Fee www.westsideren-

tals.com

SANTA MONICA Bachelor Apt. good loca-

tion, intercom, pariting, utilities paid, $647.37

310-395-1284 Low Agent Fee www.westsid-

erentals.com

SANTA MONICA Bachelor Apt, North of

Wilshire. pool, laundry, nice area, parking,

$560 310-395-1284 Low Agent Fee
www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA Single Apt, North of

Wilshire. laundry, parking, month-to-month,

$75u 310-395-1284 Low Agent Fee

www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA Single Apt, Sunset Park

area, A/C, laundry, quiet, yard, parking. $665

310-395-1284 Low Agent Fee www.westsid-

erentals.com

SHERMAN OAKS. House to share 3 story

contemporary. 15 minutes to campus, fur-

nished or unfumished. Laundry, jacuzzi.

$700/nrK). 818-766-9922.

WALK TO UCLA EXTRA LARGE 1 bedroom

16ft. high ceiling Step down living room, se-

curity, large balcony, parking. Iaundry.$1000.

310-476-8090.

WEST HOLLYWOOD U1 Apt. balcony.

$850 323-634-7368 Low Agent fee

www.westsiderentals.com

WEST HOLLYWOOD 1+1 Apt. w/c pets,

$745 323-634-7368 Low Agent Fee
www.westsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD Walk to campus, l-bdmi. A/C,

microwave, fireplace. 527 Midvale. OK for 2.

$1050/mo. 310-443-5743.

WESTWOOD, 945 Hllgard. Perlect 1-bdrm.

$775. utilities. 1 -block from campus/village.

Keep calling:310-208-4256.

WESTWOOD- Single apartment $795.

Bright, cheertul. patio, pool Walk to UCLA.

Shopping, transportation 1942 Pelham.310-

446-9348 Of 310-207-7209

WESTWOOD: 1-min to school Spacious 1-

bdrm, furnished tor 2-persons $995/mo CaH

310-209-1290, leave message I can find

roommates for yoj

bdrm. Large, pool, patio, bartecue area.

Quiet-buikling. 3748 Inglewood Blvd. 310-

398-8579.

fof Itant

SANTA MONICA 2+2.5 Townhouse. Sunset

Park area, A/C, W/D. pari<ing. $1595 310-

395-1284 Low Agent Fee
www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA 3+2.5 Townhouse. W/D.

marble fireplace, gated part<ing, good loca-

tion, $1750 310-395-1284 Low Agent Fee

wviwwestsiderentals.com

IDqmAi/TowiiInmm fOf Smo

IMAGINE OWNING WILSHIRE Corridor/Hi-

Rise 1-bdrm/bath for under $100,000. Walk

to-UCLA/Village. 24hr/secunty. Open house

Saturday 11-1 :30pm. 10501 Wilshire Blvd.

Agent-Bob. 31 0-478- 1835ext 109.

MID-WILSHIRE-Beautiful. bnck, 1930's 3-

bdrm house. Fireplace, hardwood floors,

separate phone, cable, washing ma-

chine/dryer, off-street partying. Non-snwker.

No-pets. $495. Chris. 323-931-5025.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. HI-RISE condo.

Pool. Iblk to campus. Views. $500/mo. 310-

289-1404.

WESTWOOD One spacious bedroom in

two-room duplex. Available now. Full kitchen,

balcony and 1 + 1/2 bathrooms. $625/mo. Call

Mark 310-479-0789.

WLA Close to UCLA/Brentwood/shop-

ping/freeways. 2-bdrm/2-bath condo to

share. Male or female. Partially furnished.

Secured parking and storage. $600/month

626-293-7090.

LAUREL CANYON. Cape cod style, hard-

wood floors. 240sq-tt. $595includes cable

arnj utilities. Private deck, windows with

great view. 323-656-6867. Academk:/gradu-

ate preferred.

SANTA MONICA 1+1 Guest House. North of

Montana. A/C. yard, partcing. $1500 310-

395-1284

SANTA MONICA Bachelor Guest House, fur-

nished, near SMC. parking. $650 310-395-

1284 Low Agent Fee www.westsideren-

tals.com

PALM-. -jr/2ba. Share master bedroom.

Secured entrance/parking. 15min. From

UCLA. «12S.M.bus. Fireplace, furnished.

Great location. $250/month+deposil. 310-

364-5614
-

WESTWOOD. Male roommate wanted to

share large Ibdrm apartment. Furnished,

utilities included. $550/rTK>nth. 650 Landfair.

Call 310-209-9143.

WESTWOOD. Roommate needed.

$375/mo. Partying included. 1400 sq. ft. 310-

478-7833.

WLA. 4-bdmi/3-bath -fguesthouse.

$260C/mo. Excellent quiet area. 3-miles from

UCLA. 650-493-8731.

IDYLLWILD BEAUTIFUL MTN. CABIN San

Bernardino Nat'l Forest. Fully equipped. Hot

tub, fireplaces. Views. Sleep 4+-. $250^wee-

kend. 310-794-5515 310-391-6808

BRENTWOOD. Large hofT>e 3-bdrm/2-t>ath

penttK>use +k)ft and sundeck. New paint,

carpet,appliances. 2-car side-by-side park-

ing $379,000 A Buchman 310-471-

6363ext123. Coklwell Banker.

WESTWOOD SOUTH. Charming original

Spanish duplex w/pool. 2+1/2 up, 2+1 3/4

down. $579,000. Tom Brook. Agent. 310-

979-4000 ext.404.

MARINA DEL REY Live on sailboat Privacy,

beautiful view, parking, shower/bathroom,

deck, utilities included $295/mo. 213-653-

9371.

WLA SMIN UCLA La'oe. sunnv. smglt.

Kitcrten ar(.a stove 'e:-' • :J i^ater

.:>t'i I

^M^pL'.'ji'M'ISiL: -^.'m: '^

Rooni lof iM|p

Ntf •fvoM : to

'.TO'T'^tjath, k;*cn«n p' for st.j :
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SALMON
From page 36

up and down the court looking like they

are on Prozac.

Five minutes to win. That's all it takes,

but unfortunately by then the players are

too dead to make a lay-up.

Golf isn't so bad. You get a playoff hole

where winner takes all, but it depends on

what hole you're playing. If you are

Happy Gilmore and can knock the snot

out of the ball, then you want to play on a

par-5, but if you are good at the short

game, then the sudden death favors you as

most sudden death holes are par-3's.

Last and deflnitely one of the least is

hockey. They have the soccer syndrome

during the regular season. This means that

there is one overtime, and if no one scores

the game ends tied.

What the hell is that? You're going to

tell me that I am going to play a game and

there will be no winner?

Obviously, that's not ari American

sport, because we need winners.

I want to look in the paper and see who

won the game, not who tied. Lie to me

then. Let the players flip a puck, and if

heads come up then home team wins. I

want a winner. Ties are as exciting as win-

ning the lotto and getting a penny.

So there it is.

I am past deadline and the soccer game

starts in two hours. If it goes into overtime

like the last playoffgame did, then hearts

will be pounding and sweat will be pour-

ing. But because of the tie, the Indiana-

UCLA game of last year will be a memo-

ry

So I say get rid of all ties and pick a

winner because ties are for losers.

A wise man once told me,(OK, I made

it up), "Life is one big sudden death. If

you don't play your cards right, you might

end up the loser."

Salmon wanted to lay off the serious mater-

ial for a bit. Email your thoughts on overtime

to him at rsaimon@ucla.edu.

SIDEBAR
From page 33

ference."

Before the game. Bruin

head coach Sigi Schmid moti-

vated his midfielders with

insults. Schmid pleaded with

his midfielders to try their best

to just neutralize Indiana's

much heralded field generals.

"We don't want to neutral-

ize, we want to beat them,"

Victorine said. "And I think

we did."

After the game, Vagenas

asked Schmid how the mid-

field performed, and the

UCLA coach confessed to

him that he thought the Bruin

midfield was superior.

*"! think the team is more

confident when they have us

in there," Vagenas said.

"When we weren't in there,

everyone had to focus on

doing a little more. Now they

can just focus on their jobs."

Seth George can focus on

scoring, Poltl on winning the

tough battles and the Bruins

on repeating as national

champions.
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For the Best Yogurt in LA • Yogurt Stiakes, Fresh

• 8 Sumptuous Flavors Juices & Smoothies

• SinM Toppings •Fat&SugarFree

• Fresh Fmit Daily Muffins and Cooldes

• Bigg Mochas

Created with

Homemade

Care
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H UCtA

Exhibit on view through November 30, 1 998
Charles E. Young Research Library

William Chen M.D.. FACS
Asian
Eyelid

Surgery

www.asiaiieyelid.coni

Call for free brochure, 1-800-beauty I

center

Hokuto Racing / Racing Sparco / Myrtle / Adier Racirig / Racing Hikari /

Kuitana

4X15'w^itto195/50VR-$649

4X16*w/Nitto205/40VR-$779

4Xirw/Nitlo215/4SZR-$999

(9 FIN

Jacnifezs

4X15'w/bres-$769

4X16'w/tires-$999

4X17-wftires-$1.359

4X15'w/tires-$999

4X17*wrtires-$1,359

We carry a HUGE selection of Rims and other auto

accessories.

818)753-8380

PGR: 626)291-4230

FAX: 818)754-0830

>
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PRICES EFFECTIVE THRU: November H, 199S

Tenzo R / K & N / PIAA / Tanabe / JG Engine Dynamics and MUCH MOREI

The Best Alaskan
Kiiig Crab is in

Santa Monica

Monday and Tuesday
Evenings

Treat yourself to a pound or cole slaw, potatoes
of Alaska's sweetest, most Romano or rice pilaf, fresh

tender King crab legs. vegetables and freshly

They're mesquite broiled baked sourdough bread,

and served in the shell Come savor the best that

with plenty of

drawn butter.

Your meal comes
with soup, salad

SANTA MONICA
]

Alaska has to offer.

4pm to 10pm
Monday and

Tuesday evenings.

174 Kinney St. (off of Main) Santa Monica, (310) 392-8366
Limited reservations available
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WATERPOLO
From page 14

point second half, overshadowing the

Bruins' one point and keeping it that

way until the end. This tin)e. Stanford

didn't slack on their defense.

''It finally took us three games to

figure out how to play UCLA on

defense," Stanford head coach Dante

Dettamanti said. "You can't take

away their counter attack, but you can

try to neutralize it as much as you can.

We couldn't go into the last third of the

season with three losses to UCLA, so

we needed this one badly."

Stanford isn't the only team that

needed the win badly. After this game,

both teams have one conference loss.

Now the race to earn top seeding at

the conference tournament is just that

much more competitive.

''Losing to Stanford, we don't nec-

essarily control our own destiny in the

tournament seeding," UCLA head
coach Guy Baker said. *'We had some
good opportunities at the goal, but I

don't think we did a lot of little things

necessary to win the game, whether it

was in passing, upping on defense, or

releasing for the ball. We had such a

good week of practice so it doesn't

make sense."

On Sunday, the Bruins tried to put

that loss behind them and focus on a

conference victory against eighth-

ranked Long Beach State.

They started out quickly with

sophomore two-meterman Sean Kern

netting two goals with assists by

sophomores Andy Bailey and Brian

Brown. Shane Linditrom and Matt

Sakatani of Long Beach each scored,

but Bruin senior Aaron Harries and

sophomore Adam Wright kept the

game in check with a point each to give

their team a 4-2 advantage in the Hrst

hair

The third quarter, on the other

hand, was a mess. Although four more

points were accumulated by Wright

(two points). Kern, and Mnior Sam
Grayeli. there was a series of offensive

spaiis by the 49ers, including a two-

pointer by junior Corey Dolley, that

gave them a six-point boost.

The game was tied by the fourth

quarter. Brown quickly put one away

to give the Bruini a 9-8 lead while

goalie Pana Bonderson successfully

guarded his cage for the remainder of

Uie game.

"We had opportunities to put this

game away early on." Wright said,

"but we let them get back into it. We
can't let that happen. It wi^ |^ ugly

win, but we'll take it."

Especially aAer losing to Stanford

the other day. the Bruins were quite

intent on not letting the Long Beach

game go astray. With both matches

being conference games, it was critical

that they won at least one of the two.

**If wf 4jdn't win this, we'd proba-

bly been out of the at-large bid."

Wri^tMid.
Ine Bruins are now 13-3 overall tnd

5-1 in conference. Stanford shares the

same conference record as UCLA.
which makes them even so far in the

tournament seeding. Stanford's next

conference game is against the No. 1

use Trq^ans, while the Bruins play

No. 3 UC Irvine.
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KARAOKE
Every Monday & "W^ednesday

IViglits 0pm-l:30am

\ ulvii iLiaiiirs. |MMil lalilrs. Sal< llilr IN

8447 Santa Mcinica Blvd., H€>llyw«MKl CA
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• 8ama day appointmants avallabla.

• Wa ara axpaits in showing you how to maximize your
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ANNUAL SCHOLARSHIP

S.W,C. is giving away two

$900 scholarships and

they're nonoacademic based

So, everyone is eligible!

ftf

wc

Look for applications at

littp://students.asucla.edii/SWC,

orat SWC's office at 404A Kercklioff Hall.

Any queitioni? CaU: (310) 825-7586

Deadline: Friday of Fifth Week
November 6, 1998.
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W.VOLLEYBALL
From page 34

appoint either, continuing her amazing

season by having over 30 kills in a

match for the third time this season.

Porter also hit for .321 for the match.

While Porter's offense was out-

standing, her defense showed her lack

of experience.

"Defense is a lot more important,"

Porter said. "I'm going to concentrate

more on defense in practice."

Erika Selsor made her presence

known on the court with 73 assists,

playing her heart out the entire match

with a never-say-die attitude.

It wasn't lack of heart, just this lack

of experience, that hurt the Bruins

against USC.

The Trojan seniors were just too

much for the young Bruins.

Outside hitter Jennifer Kessy domi-

nated UCLA with a team leading 21

kills in the match. Kessy, along with fel-

low senior Jasmina Marinkovic,

helped to put the Bruins back in their

seats.

Kessy is currently third on the USC
career kill and attacks list. After her

outing against UCLA, she only needs

58 more kills to take over the top spot

in career kills for USC.

Two sophomores, outside hitter

Antoinette Polk and setter Heidi

Munneke, were also big forces against

UCLA. Polk had 16 kills in the match

and Munneke added 61 assists.

"USC is a veteran team, and yelfiii.

Piwlnuiil
SvbuiarliM

Il«ii4iwl0f
only

52.25

^W ULulBESTRUDflHTS

an teams win close matches like USC
did tonight," Banachowski said.

UCLA started three freshmen

while USC didn't start any.

With this win, USC (15-5 overal!,

10-2 Pac-10) extends their winning

streak to four, after beating

Washington, and sweeping Oregon^^
and Oregon State last week.

Next up for the Bruins are Arizona

State and No. 16 Arizona at Arizona.

The last time UCLA faced these

teams, they lost a close one to Arizona

and swept Arizona State in three

straight games.

"You can't be afraid to play a^,

team," Porter said.

And with Friday's outing against

USC, they proved that they're not

afraid of anybody.

M.SOCCER
From page 36

the UCLA net, but they were constant-

ly stopped by Rimando and the Bruin

defense, anchored by tournament co-

defensive MVP Carlos Bocanegra.

"Our midfield shut them down pret-

ty good," Bocanegra said. "Our inten-

sity was sky-high today."

For Tennyson, who has helped

defeat Indiana twice, the victory was

especially sweet given the limited time

he played.

"I was just happy for the time that I

was given. I thank God for pulling me
through this injury today and hope that

I continue get better and help my team

out," Tennyson said, who estimates

he's 70 percent recovered.

"The past two weeks we've been try-

ing to get (Tennyson) back into shape

because we knew he'd be an important

part of the game for us. Everyone was

excited to see him come in," said Sasha

Victorine.

In all three of UCLA's champi-

onship years they have won the

Gassic, including last year.

"We feel real good," head coach

Sigi Schmidt said. "We talked before

about having six games to go and win-

nmg our league, but we wanted to

establish ourself in our tournament

like last year."

The Bruins arc now in position to

make another title run.

"When we match the other team's

intensity, our talent usually carries us

through," Pete Vagenas said"We
came in expecting an all-out war. but if

we match itt dhv teams' physical

toughness, there is no team that can

hang with us loccer-wae."

*
.%

*
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THE FINAL SCORE
?7:v.v' ': *;"

Stanford

I>UCLA

7

7

7

7

10

14 28

IStitaifiL
Stanknl - Lacey }-y*ri TO run (MiOcf kid)

UOA - K Brown 33-yanl TD nm (SaHer kid)

2nd Quarter

Stanford -Ddvis 49 yard ID pass from Husak (Milter kid)

UCLA - Poh-Oixon SB-yard ID pass from McNown (Sailer)

3rd Quarter

Stanford -Miller 36-yard FG

Stanford - Stewart 3 -yard ID pass from Fasani (Miller kid)

4th Quarter

UCLA - K Brown 2-yard TD run (Sailer kid)

UCLA - Foster 8-yard TD run (Sailer kid)

STATISTICS

Team Stanford UCLA

First downs 22 21

Rushes-yards 27-53 36-181

Passing yards 422 254

Passes completed-attempted-inteTccpted 26-460 19-31-2

Fumbles lost 3-3 1-0

Penalties-yards 12-83 12-125

Time of possession 30:14 29:46

INDIVIDUAHiADERS

MISHMG: Stanford -Laoy 9-34;

'

Husak7-9;BAIIen1H'

Walim1-2

UCU-K Brawn 15-94;

Foster 9-S1;Fanner 1-32;

Lewis 2-6;hke 1-2;

McNownB-minus4

PASSINd- Stanford -4luuk 25-45-

0^19; Fasani 1-1-0-3

UCLA -Mdtawn 19-31-

2-2S4

RECHVINC: Stanford - WaHen 10-

192; Pitts 6-W;

J AHen 3-46; Davis 2-51;

Glaspie1-3

UCLA- Farmer 6-78;

Poli-Dixon5-80;

K Brown 2-32;

Grieb2-27;Melsby2-17;

Price M7;Walendy 1-4

Microsoft/iiqosotr vj

Source; UCLA Spwts mfomution

FOOTBALL
From page 36

Allen and raked the ball out of his grip

at the one-yard line, an instant away

from Stanford taking the lead.

"I went for the strip. Luckily, it was

there and it came out," said Anderson.

X)HN SUEHIRO/Daily Brum

learned some lessons in the last couple

weeks. We've escaped, but we haven't

dominated."

"I'm just shaking my head big time.

I'm a fifth-year senior, I don't need

these worries, but 1 guess it's pail of the

game," said offensive lineman Shawn

Stuart.

The Bruins' weak performance is

Riwerful ^ ,

anagement Style
that fits in the
palm of your hand.

"SometlHies Uiat's wlieie yuui big nut the only tactor in the game s close

plays come from - luck."

"I thought we had it," said Husak.

"When I saw what had happened, it

was devastating. It's a shame that it had

to happen that way."

Another unlikely hero was tailback

DeShaun Foster, who surprised every-

one when he appeared in the game in

the second half. Foster, out for two

weeks with a sprained knee and expect-

ed to be sidelined longer, didn't even

know he was going to play until half-

time, when Toledo decided it was an

emergency.

Jermaine Lewis bruised his knee in

the first quarter, and Keith Brown was

a bit tired, so Foster got the nod and

proved himself. He ran nine times for

51 yards, including the game-winner,

an 8-yardTD trot with eight minutes to

go in the fourth quarter.

UCLA had its fair share of chances

to take control of the game early but

was continuously nailed by penalties.

Cade McNown threw a first-quarter

touchdown to Danny Farmer, but it

was called back on a holding penalty. In

all, UCLA committed 12 penalties for

125 yards.

"Mistakes just killed us," said

McNown. "I wish we could have

played better a little early on, and I

think we will next week. I think we've

call. Stanford overachieved, playing

their best game of the season. Husak

torched the Bruin defense for 419 yards

passing, the second-most ever against

UCLA. Receiver Troy Walters had the

bulk of the yardage, amassing 192

yards on 10 catches.

"We truly expected to win," said

Wallers. "We thought that they might

take us lightly and look ahead to USC
and Washington. But we didn't make

the big plays."

UCLA did come up with the big

plays, as they have all season. Although

their statistics were mediocre and they

made a number of errors, they still

found a way to win.

"How could you be displeased when

you win a game like that?" said defen-

sive coordinator Nick Aliotti.

"Sometimes you need a little bit of

magic, and we certainly had the rab-

bit's foot tonight."

The game ended on a sack by Travor

Turner, whose nickname is

Sackmaster, though it was his first ever

sack. Turner picked the right time to

live up to his name, completing the

UCLA comeback and keeping its win-

ning streak alive.

"The team just talked and said,

'Keep believing and never give up,'"

said Turner. "And we believed."

CASIO

• 8 MB built-in memory

• Automatic PC Sync

• CompactFlash card slot for unlimited

storage

• Bright backllt display, 240x320, with

auto off, touchscreen with stylus

• Includes cradle, buUt-ln microphone,

speaker and earphone jack

• Software functions: Note taker,

Voice Recorder, Calendar, Contacts,

Tasks, Inbox, Channels

New
.

m
Nino 320 Palm PC

'n^

SAME BALL
/ DeShaun Foster.

The tailback Foster

shook off his knee

injury and made a

surprise appearance In

the second half. He

sparked the Bruin

offense, rushing for 51

yards on nine carries.

His 8-yard TD run in the

fourth quarter was the

game winner.

URNING POINT KEY STAT
Marques Anderson's

stripped bail at the goal line

saved the Bruins lead as well as

their season. He raked the ball

out of the hands of receiver

Jeff Allen, who was a blink

away from scoring the go-

ahead touchdown.

Finish for

1 32yards \

Danny Farmer's 32-

yard reverse, his first

ever, fooled the

Cardinal defense and

got the Bruins into

the red zone for the

game-winning

fourth quarter score.

X)HN SUEHIRO/Daily Bruin

• 8 MB built-in memory

• Phone cable

• low-power 19.2Kbps data/fax

modem

$499

Nino 312 Palm PC

• 8 MB built-in memory

Nino 301 Palm PC

[• 4 MB built-in memory

H09
New.

,

Low Pnce' $359
New,

Low PrKel

SIDEBAR
From page 36

.year's game 1 think we were the better

team. We outplayed them . . But they

were better than us today."

Kovalenko said the reason UCLA
came out on top 2-1 on Sunday was not

thanks to a defensive scheme, but

rather the contributions ol Sasha

Victonnc, Pete Vagenas and Tom Poltl

- the heart of the Brum midfield

Jy important were the per-

formances of Victorine and Vagenas.

Neither player participated in last

year's game, therefore UCLA could

not properly showcase their talent in

the NCAA semifinal match.

"1 was really happy for Sasha and

Pete because we missed them last year

in the Final Four." said Bruin forward

McKinley Tennyson, Jr., who scored

the winning goal in last year's game

and added a goal and an assist on

Sunday 'You could really ice the dif-

ALL Philips Nino models include:

• 32-bit MlPS-based Philips R3920 RISC processor at 75 MHz

• 320x240 One Touch backlit display with 16 shades of gray .24 dot pitch

• Audio out, microphone, serial port

• Includes NiMH rechargeable battery, AC adapter, pack, two AA batteries

• Nino Dock & Nino carrying case

• 1-year parts/labor warranty

• Included Software: Windows CE 2.0, MS Pocket Outlook, NotePad,

Voice Recorder, Inbox, Channels, Calculator, Solitaire, 19 and

Voice Command

Rwtfktions and Payment Polici«: Hardware is avaiUW* on(y to UCLA students, seJected UCLA Extension students, UCLA faoHty, UCLA staff and UCLA

departiiwnU. Extensioo students should inquire at the Cowputer Sto»e reqatdinq etiqibiiity. UCLA Computer Stow price requires payment by currency, cashier's

check, or University CrwJit Union Withdrawal Ched aiade payable to The UCU Store. VISA, MasterCard, and Discover arc also accepted. Personal checks arc

Kcepted up to $1,000. tk««y ofders are not Kceptid. Siies tax iiitt be added to listed pricw. ..^^ ._^^l_J.

® Computer Store IlH I
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Bruins stay afloat against

49ers despite prior loss

WATERPOLO: Victory vs. Long Beach State does

little to compensate poor play in Stanford game

By Stcv« Kim
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Bittersweet, sweet and sour,

however it is described, it wasn't

either kind of weekend for the

UCLA men's water polo team.

The Bruins suffered a 7-5 loss to

Stanford Saturday but came back

to beat Long Beach State, 9-8,

Sunday.

The No. 2 Bruins fared well with

the No. 4 Cardiriai in the previous

weekend with a 6-4 win up North,

and it had beaten Stanford's team

even before that. Saturday, the

Bruins showed potential for a third

victory as they kepi an even game

at 4-4 in the first half.

Unlike the previous game,

where Stanford died out at the end,

the Cardinal surged with a three-

Young team yields to Trojan play

SeeWAHRPOiapageBI

»'*<**

-ffe."

w^

*-J^

AAHUN lour

Sam Grayeli assists in UCLA's 9-8 win over Long Beach State.The

Bruins, though, were not fortunate against Stanford, losing 7-5.

W.VOLLEYBALL Valiant

comeback effort ended

by veteran USC squad

By Kimbcily Edds

Daily Bruin Contributor

It wasn't supposed to be like this.

The No. 23 ranked UCLA women's

volleyball team snapped their six-game

winning streak when they lost an

intense game five to No. 11 USC, 18-

16, Friday night at Pauley Pavilion.

After dropping the first two games

to the Trojans 6-15 and 11-15, respec-

tively, the Bruins roared back to win

the next two, 15-9 and 15-11, only to

lose the match in game five.

Sloppy is the only way to describe

the Bruins' play in games one and two,

but they recovered in time to force a

game five.

The Bruins had a hard time making

their blocks, and initially, their passing

was weak.

"We didn't play hard at the begin-

ning, and we didn't put pressure on

use," UCLA head coach Andy

Banachowski said. "We needed to put

pressure on USC."

UCLA also had a lot of problems

with bad serves and misplayed balls,

which cost them a couple of crucial

points in game five.

Even though UCLA (9-10 overall,^
"4~Pac-10) lost the match, they she

that they can play with the top teams in

the nation, at least for the final three

games of the match.

"Everyone came together when we

needed to. We stepped up and showed

great teamwork," outside hitter

Elisabeth Bachman said.

Game five proved just how strong

the Bruins can be. UCLA scored first.

Daily Bruin Sports Monday, November 2. 1998 3S

UCLA comeback unable

to prevent loss at USC got customers?
ADVERTISE!!!

CALL 206-3060

ashman

AARON TOUT/Daily Bruin

K one past a USC block last Friday at

Pauley Pavilion.

and USC answered every point until

UCLA pulled ahead 14-12.

They soon lost the lead with three

unanswered Trojan points to make the

score 15-14.

UCLA fought to tie it up at 16, but

soon gave up the game to USC, 18-16.

Sophomore Elisabeth Bachman had

an amazing outing, finishing the night

hitting .524 with 24 kills. Bachman was

everywhere that USC was.

Freshnian Kristee Porter didn't dis-

See W.VOLLEYBALL, page 32

Any large Pizza, your choice of topplngsand crust, for $9.99

824-41 1

1

1114 Gayley Ave.

Westwood Village

Medium 1 topping Pizza

for S5.95

Fastp Free Delivery

until 1 a.m. Sunday-Thursday

until 2 a.m. Friday & Saturday

National Ho<li«l

EASTERN CONFERENCE

Atlantic Division

Philadelphia

New Jersey

NY. Islanders

Pittsburgh

N.Y. Rangers

W
5

S

5

4

3

I

4

4

S

3

4

Northeast Division

W
Ottawa

Toronto

Buffalo

Boston

Montreal

6

5

4

4

3

Southeast Division

T Pts GF GA

2 12 27 n
10 17 19

10 20 U
2 10 24 26

3 9 16 23

I Pts GF GA

12 30 n
1 11 30 31

2 10 24 19

2 10 2S 19

2 8 21 29

Carolina

Tampa Bay

Florida

Washington

W L T Pis GF GA

4 3 3 11 21 16

4 6 1 9 26 34

3 3 3 9 20 24

3 3 3 9 IS 18

WESTERN CONFERENCE

Central Division

,
Detroit

St. Louis

Chkago

Nashville

W I T Pts GF GA

6 4 12 31 20

4 3 2 10 23 21

4 5 1 9 23 29

3 5 1 7 23 28

Saturday's Games

Carolina 2, Boston

NY. Islanders 3, Philadelphia 2

Ottawa S, Montreal 1

Buffalo 6, Toronto 3

New Jersey 3, Florida 1

Dallas 3, Detroit 2

Nashville 3, Colorado 2

Anaheim 2, St. Louis 2, tie

Edmonton 4, Pittsburgh 1

San Jose 6, Tampa Bay 1

Sunday's Games

late Game Not Included

Ottawa 5, Philadelphia 4

Phoenix 3, Los Angeles

Calgary 4, Chicago!

Washington at Vancouver (n)

Monday's Games

Colorado at Carolina, 7 p.m.

Florida at NY. Islanders, 7:30 p.m.

Vancouver at Edmonton, 9 p.m.

Tuesday's Games

Boston at Buffalo, 7 p.m.

NY Rangers at New Jersey, 7:30 p.m.

Philadelphia at Pittsburgh, 7:30 p.m.

Calgary at Detroit, 7:30 p.m.

- National Football League

At A Glance

Oakland

Kansas City

Seattle

San Diego

6 2 .7S0 146 14S

4 4 .SOO 148 143

4 4 .500 172 130

3 S .375 103 139

NATIONAL CONFERENCE

East

W L T

4 3

4 4

3 5

1 6

1 7

Dallas

Arizona

NY. Giants

Philadelphia

Washington

Central

Minnesota

Green Bay

Tampa Bay

Chicago

Detroit

West

Atlanta

San Francisco

New Orleans

St. Louis

Carolina

Pet. PF PA

.571 174 115

.500 125 170

.375 160 173

.143 79 162

.125 114 241

7 1 .875 265 143

6 2 .750 219 166

4 4 .500 121 145

3 5 .375 152 178

2 6 .250 162 209

6 2

6 2

4 4

2 6

1 7

.750 212 166

.750 248 163

.500 138 170

.250 154 204

.125 159 216

Indianapolis at Miami, 1:01 p.m.

New Orleans at Minnesota, 1 :01 p.m.

New York Giants at Dallas, 1 :01 p.m.

Oakland at Baltimore, 1:01p.m.

St. Louis at Chicago, 1:01p.m.

Carolina at San Francisco, 4:05 p.m.

Washington at Arizona, 4:05 p.m.

Buffalo at New York Jets, 4:15 p.m.

Kansas City at Seattle, 4:15 p.m.

San Diego at Denver, 4:1 5 p.m.

Tennessee at Tampa Bay, 8:20 p.m.

Monday, Nov. 9

Green Bay at Pittsburgh, 8:20 p.m.

All Times In the Sports Box are EST

Internationa Hockey League

At A Glance

EASTERN CONFERENCE

Northeast Division

W
Cincinnati 7

Detroit 5

Orlando 5

Grand Rapids 3

tory; one for a shootout loss. Shootout

losses are only denoted in the SOL col-

umn, not the loss column.

Satwday's Games

Fort Wayne 1, Orlando

Chicago 4, Cleveland 2

Michigan 6, Milwaukee 5, SO

Manitoba 7, Indianapolis 4

Kansas City 4, Las Vegas 1

Long Beach 5, Cincinnati!

Sunday's Games

Detroit 5, Milwaukee 2

Chicago 4, Orlando 2

Monday's Games

No games scheduled

Tuesday's Games

Utah at Houston, 7 p.m.

Cincinnati at Long Beach, 10:30 p.m. ,

L SOL Pts GF GA

4 14 31 32

2 2 12 36 25

4 10 28 23

5 1 7 27 29

AMERKAN CONFERENCE

Eas-

Northwest Division

/ Edmonton

Vancouver

C4l9«fy

Coiorado

W L T Pts GF GA

5 4 10 33 22

4 4 1 9 25 21

it I % 2S 31

2 6 1 S 23 34

I
Pa<ific Division

DalUs

rnteMi

Los An^lf s

W
6

S

4

)

\

I

1

2

5

J

6

T hs GF GA

2 14 25 16

1 11 n 14

2 !0 21 24

3 9 21 19

2 4 20 27

Buffalo

Miami

New England

'n Y Jets

Indianapolis

'

Central

Jacksof>viUe

Pittsburgh

Tennessee

Baltimofe

Cmcmnaii

VIetl

W L T

5 3

5 3

5 3

. Si
1 7

Pet. PF PA

.625 188 162

.625 138 109

.625 191 138

625 186 139

125 128 214

Sunday's Games

Arizona 17. Detroit IS

Denver 33, Cincinnati 26

Jacksonville 45, Baltimore 19

Buffalo 30, Miami 24

Tampa Bay 27, Minnesota 24

New England 21, Indianapolis 16

Carolina 31, New Orleans 17

Washington 21, New York Giants 14

Atlanta 37, St. Louis 15

Tennessee 41, Pittsburgh 31

New York Jets 20, Kansas City 17

Green Bay 36, San Francisco 22

Oakland 31, Seattle 18

OPEN Chicafo. San Diefo

Central Division

Michigan

Fort Wayne

Indianapolis

Cleveland

W LSOL Pts GF GA

5 5 10 27 31

4 3 1 9 28 24

3 3 2 8 29 32

3 5 1 7 24 36

WESTERN CONFERENCE

Midwest Division

Chicago

Milwaukee^

Manitoba

Kansas City

W LSOL Pts GF GA

8 1 2 18 38 30

4 3 4 12 30 39

2 1 n 34 29

7 I 27 37

S

4

6 2 .7S0 209 165

5 ) 625 137 141

4 4 SOe IIS 157

2 6 .250 121 179

2 6 .2S0 1S3 219

DilasatnNMc«phM,S:20p.m

Swttwvest Division

W

AttMUaiNew

I 1.1 273 159

^Hkii^^M

141 fm.

1.-01 piM.

141 pin

LasWBfK

I

7

3

2

are

LSOL Pts GF GA

2 16 39 26

2 14 41 27

6 1 7 26 )1

6 1 5 26 )7

fwavK

Transactions

Major League Baseball

NEW YORK YANKEES—Exercised the

1999 contract option on C Joe Girardi.

National Football League

INDIANAPOLIS COLTS— Waived DB Ric

Mathias. Claimed DB Tony Blevins off

waivers from the San Francisco 49efS.

Natiwial Hockey LcagM

CALGARY FLAMES—Sent D Sami

Helenius to Chicago of the IHL.

CHICAGO BLACKHAWKS—Waived RW Ed

Okiyk. Re-asstgned RW Ty Jones to

Spokane of the WHL and D Alain

Naveddine to Portland of the AHL

NASHVILLE PREDATORS—Acquired C

Cliff%mmq and D Richard Limner from

the Hmnii C«y0les for future consider

atiens

VANCOUVER CANUCKS—lecaled C )0i»«

HeMeatnm Syracuse of the AHL Placed

Mf Ind ftUy on MHwH reserve

Major League Soccer

COLORADO RADIOS-Waived G Paul

Grafer, M Sean Henderson, and M Andre

Nunley.

COLUMBUS CREW—Waived Scott

Cannon, M Marcelo Carrera, and D

Ricardo Iribarren.

DALLAS BURN—Waived G Garth

Lagerway and F Juan Sastoque.

D.C. UNITED—Waived D Danny Care and

G Mark Simpson.

KANSAS CITY WIZARDS—Waived John

DeBrito and M Goran Hunjak.

LOS ANGELES GALAXY—Waived D Paul

Caligiuri.

MIAMI FUSION—Waived OCIe

Kooiman, M Kris Kelderman, D Matt

Knowles, D Joey Martinez, F Paulinho

McLaren, F Dan Stebbins and F Roger

Thomas.

NEW ENGLAND REVOLUTION—Waived D

Janusz Michallik, D Dahir Mohammed

and M David Nakhid.

SAN JOSE CLASH—Waived D Troy Dayak.

Oscar Draguicevich, M Vincete

figueroa, F Harut Karapetyan, D Tim

Martin, M Shawn Medved, F Bryan

Sepabole and M Martin Vasquez.

TAMPA BAY MUTINY—Waived G Doug

Petras, M Evans Wise and F Paul Young.

Trivia Questions

1 . Of the teams that comprise the NFL,

NHL, NBA and Major League BasebaH,

vrhich plays in the smallest town, as

measured by population?

2 Who scored 600 career goals in the

NHL in the fewest number of games?

3. Who scored 600 career goals m the

NHL m the largest number of games?

Anv wt-r ^

W.SOCCER: Trailing 4-1

in second half, Bruins tie

game before losing 5-4

ByA.CinQueCarter

Daily Bruin Contributor

Jn a game regarded by many wit-

nesses as "the greatest college soccer

game (they had) ever seen," the

UCLA women fell victim to the USC
Trojans 5-4 on Sunday in the Los

Angeles Memorial Coliseum in front

of a USC-record crowd of 1,057.

In the fourth and 29th minutes of

the first half, junior Kim Clark scored

goals to give USC a 2-0 halftime lead.

The Bruins did have their chances

but just could not convert.

The second half, however, would

be a different story altogether.

The Trojans would add another

goal early in the second half for a 3-0

lead, but the Bruins were a totally dif-

ferent team after the intermission.

"We just came out stronger in the

second half," Lieberman said. "We
figured to win we had to come out

stronger.

"We showed a lot of heart in the

second half."

Speaking of heart, forward Staci

said. "She showed a ton of heart."

Duncan's teammates tried to keep

her effort from going for naught by

scoring four of the next five goals to

deadlock the game at four goals

apiece in the 87th minute.

Defender Karissa Hampton creat-

ed her own shot in the 58th minute,

scoring a goal in the left corner of the

net, just out of the reach of Trojan

keeper Karin Puccinelli.

Just less then three minutes later,

sophomore Tracey Milburn dribbled

the ball up the field on the right side

and crossed it to sophomore Venus

James, who netted the shot past the

out of position Puccinelli.

In the 72nd minute, Clark earned

her fifth point of the game on an assist

to Isabelle Harvey, giving the Trojans

a 4-2 advantage.

Then in the 80th minute, James

retrieved a Bethany Bogart free kick

and knocked it in the net to cut deficit

to 4-3.

Seven minutes later, Duncan stole

the ball from a Trojan midfielder and

turned toward the goal. With James

on one side and Milburn on the other

side of her, Duncan sped toward the

net. Duncan then tapped the ball to

Milburn, who scored to tie the game

The Trojans, nonetheless, man-

uunean was held out o^ the smning aged te seal the victory m the ft^ih

lineup due to a bruised quadricep. As

recently as Saturday, Duncan was on

crutches, but would not be denied a

chance to bring the Bruins back into

the game.

"I'd like to give special credit to

Staci, playing with her (injury),"

UCLA head coach Todd Saldaiia

minute on a Courtney Barham goal.

"The exciting thing about this

game is that no one should leave feel-

ing that they didn't get their money's

worth," Saldaiia said. "Had we given

half the effort in the first half that we

gave in the second, there would defi-

nitely have been a different result."

THE CENTER FOR AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDIES

PRESENTS

The Julian

"Cannonbair

Adderley

Memorial

Scholarship

The Julian "Cannonball" Adderley Scholarship Fund honors the memory of a talented

and innovative African American musician and composer. The purpose of the fund is to

foster a greater appreciation of masic as a core component of African American culture.

The scholarship is available for undergraduate UQ.A students in Afro-American Studies,

the Arts, and Humanities. Awards are made on a competitive basis with consideration

given to achievement, scholastic promise, financial need, and how closely student goals

relate to those of the Adderiey Scholarship Fund. The award is $500.

The application deadline is December 4, 1998.

Applications are available from the Center for African American Studies,

160 Haines Hall. Questions, please call (3 10) 825-3776.

I
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SPORTS
Inside

The men's water polo team came out of

the weekend with a split decision, losing

to Stanford on Saturday and defeating

Long Beach State Sunday. Read the recaps

inside.

Bruins boot Hoosiers to claim Gassic
M.SOCCER: Improved

midfield contributes to

win over Indiana, 2-1

By Scott street

Daily Bruin Contributor

Halloween is over, but the Indiana

Hoosiers couldn't help but wish the

No. 23 coming off the UCLA bench

was a tardy trick-or-treatcr.

McKinJey Tennyson, Jr. is back.

The native Hoosier scored the

Bruins' first goal and assisted Seth

George on the game-winner as the

third-ranked Bruins (13-2-0) upset

top-ranked Indiana (16-2) 2-1

Sunday afternoon to claim their sec-

ond-straight Pacific Soccer Classic

title in front of 3,155 at the North

Athletic Field.

Tennyson, returning from a

strained quadricep, revisited his

heroics of a year ago when his goal irr

triple overtime sent UCLA past

Indiana into the national title game.

This year, his header past Hoosier

goalkeeper T.J. Hannig kindled a

furious UCLA attack that forced

Indiana to become tentative on both

offense and defense.

Pete Vagenas assisted on the goal,

which came off a corner kick from

Shea Travis.

Indiana struck back less than two

minutes later, when Dema
Kovalenko sent a misdirected pass

past Nick Rimando.

The two scores came amidst a

physical, game-long fight for control

of midfield.

**It was a neutral battle in mid-

field, with two teams that play with

three outstanding players who play in

midfield," said Indiana coach Jerry

Yeaglcy.

_ "They took us by surprise early

on," " added Kovalenko.

"Throughout the year, we haven't

faced teams that are that aggressive

with us. This is the most physical

team we've faced all year."

GENtVIEVt IIANG/Daily Brum

Seth George wrestles with an Indiana defender for the bail in a match at the North Athletic Field

on Sunday.

The game remained tied until the

15th minute, when Seth George, the

tournament's offensive MVP, took a

beautiful lob pass from Tennyson, Jr.

on a breakaway and shot it past

Hannig, his second goal of the tour-

nament.

Having given up only four goals

all season, the Hoosiers looked

momentarily Hustered as they tried

to regroup on UCLA's homefield.

"We put more players forward to

generate more opportunities, close-

in opportunities that a good team

should be able to take advantage of,"

Yeagley said. "But I also credit

UCLA; they are an excellent defen-

sive team."

Indiana regrouped and attacked

SeeM.SOCaR,pa9c32

New midfield, same result

ByVytasMazeika

Daily Bruin Staff

The Indiana Hoosier's plan was

to show up and teach those UCLA
punks a lesson.

They failed.

What Indiana wanted to know

was how the Bruin soccer players

could respect themselves after the

performance they gave in the

NCAA semifinal game last year.

The I-O triple overtime victory

by UCLA over Indiana was a game

dominated by the Hoosiers.

Midfield was Indiana territory, and

the Bruins could never set the

tempo of the game.

The Bruins prevailed, thanks to

a scheme designed to sit back and

take all the blows before counterat-

tacking. UCLA goalie Matt Reis

made some incredible saves en

route to the 1997 NCAA national

title - the third in UCLA history.

Indiana, the No. I team then

and now, came to the Pacific

Soccer Oassic to show the Bruins

that their 1-0 victory was a fluke.

At least after this year's loss,

Indiana took the defeat graciously.

"I just think that today they out-

played us," Hoosier midfielder

Dema Kovalenko said. "(In) last

SeeSlMBAlUpageSB

UCLA treats Stanford

to sack of plays, tricks

FOOTBALL Despite weak

game, team still manages

to squeak out a victory

ByJ^ffKiniotek

Daily Bruin Staff

The Bruins could have stayed home
Saturday night because they got their

Halloween scare during the day.

Less than a week after becoming

No. I in the important BCTS poll, the

Bruins (7-0, 5-0 Pac-lO) became

escape artists against Stanford, rally-

ing from a KVpotnt deficit to sqdeak

out a 28-24 win

THis was the same Stanford team

that had just ottc win and the worst

defense in the Pac-IO The same

Cardmal that came mto the Rose

Bowl as a four-touchdown underdog

agamst a team with a nation-leading

l^fvne winning streak

That's the wont we vc played all

year," said coach Bob Toledo. "But to

play as bad as we did and still win says

something."

The Bruins had destiny on their

side, overcoming penalties, tumoveis

and overall sloppy play to do what

they do best - win football games.

"We just had to come up with the

W, no matter how ugly it looked or

how pretty it looked," said comerback

Marques Anderson, who made the

biggest play of the game, maybe the

year.

Anderson, who had a sprained toe,

was almost held out of the game due to

the injury. But with 10 minutes

remaining before gameHtme, he was

given the signal to play, and the choice

was a blessing for the Bruins.

With four minutes left and UCLA
leading by four. Stanford quarterback

T(xid Hu.sak fired a p/ss to Jeff Allen,

who grabbed it and sprinted toward

the end zone Anderson caught up to

Forget overtime

shoot-outs - we

just care about

game winners

COLUMN: Various sports

use different schemes;

some work, some don't

UCLA men's soccer had one

of the biggest games in

school history against

Indiana yesterday. After a triple-over-

time victory last year in the play-offs,

this one was circled when the sched-

uling was done.

So I thought it would be fitting if I

wrote about soccer.

I wanted to

write something

new, maybe

about how the

P.C.UtlUed =
"tiP"^^^-

Rocky

Salmon

See S3
Danny Fanmr attempts to break a

Bowl kit Saturday.

tackle at the Rose

would be play-

ing for the title

of best club

team in the

western hemi-

sphere or about

the Chicago

Fire winning the

Major League ,

Soccer title.

But no, this would have to be dif-

ferent.

Since I was running over deadline,

I realized what my goal would be:

overtime, sudden death, extra

innings, shoot-outs, etc.

First off, you have soccer. Great

sport, crappy overtime. MLS thought

they would make it cool by having a

shoot-out where the player got to

dribble in and get off a shot in five

seconds. It's cool in the regular sea-

son, but not in postseason. A team

such as the L.A. Galaxy should not

be knocked out of the playoffs

because of shoot-outs.

Instead, they should make it like

football, where the first team to score

wins (obviously I would never win).

No shoot-outs! You don't see John

Carney and Morten Anderson kick-

ing 30-yard field goals till.someone

misses.
,

(Actually, you might if it's a

Chargers game.)

NFL football has a pretty good

scheme, but it's not fair.

NCAA football has found a nice

way to make overtime fair and excit-

ing.

Give a team a ball on the 20-yard

line and see if they score. Now let the

other team try. This makes overtime

more exciting than the Redskins

finally winning a game.

But even that's not perfect. The

perfection of overtime sports is extra

innings in baseball. What else could

be better? You can't hold back in

baseball. There is no guarantee that

there will be a next inning. You better

score now, or the other team can

score in their half of the inning

Both teams get a crack at scoring

before the game can end. If the

Padres score eight runs in the top of

the 1 3th, then the home team can

have a crack at it in the bottom of the

inning

Speaking of crack, basketball ha.s a

g(X)d idea, With its five minutes of

owrtinie. Unfortunatel). only four

points are tooftd as the players run

BruMoupons
Great Deals every 5th and 1 0th WeekT^

Aaron H. Shelly, D.D.S

Shakey's

Baja Fresh

Headlines

Scbl

Lamonica's

City Bean Coffee

Sparkling Coin Laundry

Cowboy Sushi

Rocco

i» «i

Moby Disc

espresso Roma "^T""

fi

Junior's

Frankie & Johnnie's

Thai house

Patrick Doyle, O.D,

Cellular Fantasy

Lits of good deals

iiside, pilgrim...

Stc SO
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2923 WILSHIRE BLVD., SANTA MONICA

(310) 828-5923

BRUIN FOOTBALL SPECIALS
' ^^ OVER 30 TYPES OF KEGS!CHEAP WINE & SPIRITS!

CALIFORNIA CHAMPAGNE $2.99

CALIFORNIA RED WINE $3-99 i|

1/2 Gal RUM $14.99 H /

1/2 Gal RUSSIAN VODKA $11.99

IL GOLD TEQUILA $9.99

JERRY'S LIQUOR VALUE CARD
CUT THIS OVTA KEEP IT FOR
HUGE DISCOUNTS ON YOUR ALCOHOL
PURCHASES.

OVER 21 W/ID ONLY

.k?\

*>S^^*

J^^.^

*^ --tr'KEYSTONE & NATURAL UGHT AND ICE CASES $939*

LARGE SELECTION OF IMPORTED & DOMESTIC BEERS

FRFF. ICF. W/ PITRCHASF. 50% OFF All. CITPS

I II II I

Oram

($129 Value)

(exclusive

professionah-^

model)

includes 4 brush

heads and timer

with complete exam,

x-rays and cleaning.

•New patients only

•Not good with any other offer

-•Expires 11/30/98 — '> III •^•^^m^immmmmtiiimmmrmm^atiml^m^ mmm^ummmm^

Give us the opportunity to introduce

ourselves to you and show you our new Santa

Monica office which is outfitted with the latest,

state-of-the-art equipment. Once you've seen our

dedication to excellence in Family Dentistry, you

won't go anywhere else!

AARON H. SHEILYD.D.S.

& ASSOCIATES^^
NITROUS OXIDE - TV- STEREO HEADPHONES

1502 Wllshire Blvd., Suite 303, Santa Monica,

Evening and Weekend Appointments

shelly9DDS4U.com

Teeth \A/hitening

(310) 394-0247
Member ADA and CDA

Complete Exam
including X-rays

reg. $175 (per arch)

mention this ad

($110 value)

For New patients expires 1 1/30/98
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^ HAIR & NAILS SALON
Fstablishcil 197H

FOR MEN & WOMEN
WELCOME UCLA STUDENTS!

HAIRCL/T, SI lAMPOO & CONDITIONINC/

^
-/

Specializing in:

I liohliohts - Rco. $60 now $4^

Cond it ion ins^, ^\\k\ Perm -

Rco. $41^ now $5r^ (Lono hdir cxti\i)

Ccllophjncs - Rco. $4[-> now $5L>

f ull Color - Rco. y^b now $41^

J\cLixci - $35

Wcixino - (price VcUics)

Mcisscioc iind f jcidls

Open 7 Days M -Sa 10^8:30, Su 11-7

1035 Westwootd Blvcd.

(Next to Ann Taylor in Westvvood Village)

208-7996
Visa, Mastercard, ATM accepted

\\//CCX^PC)N RFC/. $UvO(i

*25% OFF ALL
MAIKCARLPUODWCTS

FREE CONSULTATION
We do up-dos for all occasions

We also offer color corrections

^ \

I I \!i:, > \ Ml > s \1 c^\

Naifs - (

Acrvlic Nail:

1 111! Scl - Sll

Fill was SI3

.Manicure - S7

Pedicure - $13

$5 OFF
now SIS

now S 1 1

IU)W S(>

now S 1 1

Manicure <Sl Pedicure - $ 18

I I

Van(inted 2hr Pnrking w/color & Chemical

Mandated 1hr Parking w/hair Cut

Broxton Lot, Macys Lot. Glenrioii Lot, Monty's

Lot&GayleyLot

We accept
Debit cords

iS^BS
VfSA

r ^ ^
I MastwCofd

/;4/r
«r* Sun-Thurs till 1 :00 anr

Fri-Sat till 2:OOam

4111
1114 Gayley Ave.
Westwood Village

Dine-in or
carry out only

2 Slices of Pizza and

1/2 order Mojo and Salad Bar,

with all you can drink

beverage bar

o

iim~

Any medium one topping pizza plus

mojo potatoes, and your choice of:

• 4 pieces chicken or
• New Gourmet sandwich or
• 5 pieces of fish or
• 10 Buffalo wings or
• Pasta & Salad

(save over $5)

Any large 3 topping pizza or any

Specialty Pizza

Sunday, Monday, Tuesday
2 for 1 Special*

Buy any large Pizza at

regular price and

get the 2nd
~ for Free

* good
all da\

• Specialties include Vegetarian, Shakes's Special Bruin Deluxe and

BBQ Chicken
• Thin crust, hand tossed, or deep dish pan pizza at no extra charge

2 medium one topping only $1 1 .98
pizzas (save over $5)
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Every year, Bruinlife

yearbook recognizes

distinguished UCLA seniors

andfeatures them in the

senior section of the

yearbook. Past winners

have included some of the

best students UCLA has ever

produced. The handful of

winners are at the top of

their class in academics,

school involvement, and

community service. These

seniors excel in all areas of

UCLA life and areforever

remembered in the pages

ofBruinlife.

^ r i>%g!(,

-Ha.''

n^^

IniinlifeYEARIOOK

^
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SurBiLUio
EVERY

1 650 Westwood Blvd.

between Santa Monica

Blvd. and Wilshire

I I M C

(310)470-1558
M-F 8-9 • Sat. 8-7 • Sun 10-5

st
*^

MEXICAN -GRILL

Our salsas are made f^^H daily using only top quality produce.

We use only boneless, skinless, chicken breast marinated and

MEDIUM
DRINK
WITH ANY

. mUU PURCHASE

LIMIT ONE ORDER PER COUPON IIIMT ONE CHOKE PER

CUSTOMER. NOT VALID WITH ANY OTMER OFFERS.

CASH VALUE a l/nt. EXraES11/1SM.

SORRY. HO sunrmmoNS.
GOOD ONLY AT WESTWOOD VHIAQE.

WEST lA AND SANTA MONKA LOCATIONS.

charbroiled.

• Our lean steak is trimmed and charbroiled.

• Our special recipe beans are made Ff^eSH daily using no lard.

• Our FiSSH chips are made in 100% cholesterol-free canola oil

Also Good at New
Santa Monica Location

720 Wilshire Blvd.

(310)393-9313

West LA Location Westwood Village

221 Sawtelle Blvd. 1 091 6 Lindbrook

(31 0) 575-301

3

(31 0) 208-331

7

9>
><
H
_2
>+

Kinross Ave.

Lindbrook Ave
N

MEXICANGRILL

>

s
^

OTHER LOCATIONS: Newbury Park • Westlake Village • Simi Valley • Woodland Hills • Beverly Hills • Camarillo • Oxnard

Irvine • Laguna Niguel • Pasadena • Valencia • Northridge • Studio City • Marina Del Rey • Toluca Lake • Costa Mesa

MBiaH^Mpi '^m^mtm^m^lk

wf^

RICE AND
BEANS

BLACK OR PINTO
WITH THE PURCHASE

OF ANY ENTREE

LIMIT ONE ORDER PER COUPON UMH ONE CHOKE PER

CUSTOMER. NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFERS.

CASH VALUE IS 1/?0« EXP«ES11/1)/M.

SORRY. NO SUeSTfTUTIONS.

GOOD ONLY AT WESTWOOO VILLAGE.

WEST LA ANO UNTA MONICA LOUTIONS

^«^a>lMra

tmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm mmimmmmm^

Best ReconI Store in LA -U Weel^ ''Best ofU 1998

-:\.

<Bbrating our 25th y#

with thla iua hmni^ iVum^iVio^i

The finest siaction of new and usefediips/vhs
7S,0(» Uties in stocid HO.00O used cds 4ll guaranteed • The latest Mtf file 9r»8tesH

listening stirtkms to check 'em out!

* Bi^inthly parking tot sales -30,000 cds $1 .00each!

oreioroetaHs
* ibnaitng iNidget ctf sectton •1000's of cool brand nowJlHes $838 ittd le>s!

^^^''"T'^tik 2 Ojieft70ay8lOA[i.11PII|mWi|i^FH4lic3

1720 Ihltwood aw. UtAageleiCA 90024- (310)474<6»
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all. \-uLi call diuUv AiU l-ites ^4- riuit

10922 Kinross Ave. Westwood Village. 208-2424

Ottly aNm OriMtts tfyi* dtil

ffom dt$p tm tt* HMtt of

Ttxas tan c<nm| iood ii(^* ttUs^.

Diileiokg satidwtcits and ptzzag on
our $a^td p>«g4 daHy 6r$ads and anati,

piping 4o< 90up9 and frttH gardtn

satads. JVi not M« t^uai dUi
H'9 SeMotzs^'8*Vaf.

1061 BROXTON AVE. WESTWOOD VILLAGE 824-6375

BUY ANY SANDWICH OR PIZZA

AND GET 2NP SANDWICH

OR PIZZA FOR 'A PRICE.

% OFF M> SANDWICH Oe PIZZA MUST BE OF EQUAL OS LESSER THAN ST.

NOT MMJD Wrm OTHBt [HSOOUNT ORDERS 0)C COUPON PER PGKSOM

vdostuff

Your Chance to Win a Free DVD Player Gets Bigger Every Time You Rent

New Name for Movie/Game Rentals in Westwood

310-209-2020
1035 GAYLEY AVE., WESTWOOD VILLAGE
2 DOORS NORTH FROM BREADSITKS
OPEN 7 DAYS 1 1AM TO MIDNIGHT

RENT 3 a PAY FOR 2

ihi^N &WED witti Sto^ntW==^^.

When You Rent Any 2 Items

With This Coupon
*LJmit one coupon on each regular transaction for

each customer

'Excluding 99< rental itenis

supply last
—

*Valid through 11/30/98

s M

FREDDY & LIANA'S
SIGAL GEVOJANYAN

.^xt&t> yc^x^xoo> yMir)>i/> im^ tOC€tCZ\̂r)^^> ^^v 'W&yCiAX>f)ci 'JAu^i

U)o il\CV>\ il rvyxA^ ' UJoQyorwo (AC /^(A ytyC%o^€/>xC> a^ui^ ^.

.-i-

TWO TOPPINGS

208-8671
TAX INCLUDED
Coupon veNd at WMNnod locaHon only

Exp. 11/09/98

LARGE
PIZZA w/
Free Liter

WA%
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon
per pizza.

*

Coupon must b« given to

Ortver.

Urmt 3 pi2zas per eddrees

Open until 1 am

(u
'^iteor^

'"e.
^)

2 PIZZAS FOR THE
ONE OFFER VALID

MONDAY

TUESDAY
NIGHTS ONLY.

(After 5:30 pm)

No mediums and offer excludes

Sicilians. No half & half orders.

Must mention ad.

Coupon must be given to dnver.

<« « KM '

•«» tm ''hm «

TWO TOPPINGS

208-8671
TAX INCLUDED
Coupon valid at Waatwood locaaon only

Exp. 11/09/98

LARGE
PIZZA w/
Free Liter

13i
Offer good only with ttite

coupon, or>e coupon
per pizza.

*

Coupon niuet be givenio

Limit 3 pizzas per

Open until 1 am
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2 Large

1-lfem Pizzas
$1 .00 extra for Deep Dish (0625-19-302-0475)

feio)
824-5000

Large 1-ltem Pizza

& 2-lifer of Soda
$1 .00 extra for Deep Dish (0625-1 9-608-0395)

Sure the big

coffee roasters are

making tons of

money. Which is

fine by us. Because

th^'re also making
coffee that lacks

one basic ingnedient.

Taste. The smooth,

rich, delicious taste

found in Qty Bean

coffee. We handioast

our beans. Sbwty pains-

taking^. In small lO-pound

lots. For a fuller;

more distinctive

flavor And a

freshness that's

unmatched, lb try

a cup or pound of

Qty Bean coffee

for yourself^ visit us

today We're located

at 10911 Undbrook
Drive, in Westwood

J^
Village -just one

block norm of

Wilshiie. atWestwood BKd.

OFF
^,ANY
C) DRINK

With this coupon
(Latte/Cappuccino/Mocha)

Expires 12-15-98

CITY BEAN
10911 Lindbrook Drive

Westwood Village

(1 block north of Wilshire

at Westwood Blvd.)

FINE,FRESH-ROASTED CriYBEAN COFFEE.
^0-208^mJff

SPECIAL PROMOTION FOR 1st TIME CLIENTS

50% OFF
On Hair Services
(All Hairdressers Except Danny Vee)

Tuesday thru Saturday 9am to 7pm

234 South Beverly Drive

Beverly Hills, CA 90212

Drop Off
Laurtdry Special

per pound
wHfi fhi8 coupon

(rag. 7G« - min I7.d0)

Qame Day Qervice
Available

Qparlcling Coin Laundry
2 locafions

West Los Angeles West Hollywood

1 1927 W. Pico Blvd. 8961 Santa Monica Blvd.
(btwn Barrlogton & Bundy) (comer of Santa Monica ARofcertson)

(31 0) 31 2-8831 (31 0) 274-1 395

One Free Wash &

Dry
Valid on any fop load washer.
One coupon per customer per

week.

ExpifM IV30/98

Quiet
Good LijKting
Cozy Sofas

RoofHiy Tables
jLntiqite Tables
Lijbt Snacks

?l PMCE TO STUDY
7pm-MidnigKt

Free
*arld]

Reti^^s Papers Writing Help

P&ysics Bi»lo^ ClieiiiistTy

Matl B&j^lisK Spanislk ESL
College Applicationt ~
SAT ACT TOEFL

OtiT experienced tvtecf meet all tutoring needs.

AH Wtkme.

LUNCH SPECIAL | DINNER SPECIAL

S4.99 I ' ' $5.99 ^
• RICE* SALAD* SOUP
• CHICKEN TERIYAKI ti\

• FIRE BEEF

• VEGETABLE TEMPURA

•2 PCS. CALIFORNIA ROLLS

• RICE • SALAD • SOUP

• CHICKEN TERIYAKI or

• FIRE BEEF

• VEGETABLE TEMPURA

• 3 PCS. CALIFORNIA ROLLS

C W^ B .0 Y
91 1 BROXTON AVE / LECONTE
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

310 208 7781 •<a/JhP^
JAPANESE FOOD
KORtAN fOOD
SAKE BOMBS

All YOUcm
Valid w/ Student I.D

One CoupcMi per person

Hours of Operation:

8:00 AM - 5:00 PM
Monday - Saturday

800 North Sepulveda Blvd.

At Moraga
Los Angeles, California 90049

Bel Air Shell
Tim Hansen

(310) 476-1979 Fax:(310) 476-7644

NOTICE
BEL-AIR SHELL

Auto Care
Service Center

with...
UCLA student, House Staff,

and Faculty I.D.

i
N

(0

0)

lO
o

(1 mile from UCLA)

Bel Air

1 Shell .

Moraga
Exit

Wilshire

o
0)
>

a

UCLA

1
o
B
I/)

•'•••V^v m
The

..^W ''\

••ftw y>'' '< NEW
ExitriBllent FcxxJ & Wine

Live Music Tues-Sat

No Cover

Big Screen Monday Night Football

for

2930 Beve

(in the Glen Center off of Beverl

(310)475-9807

Nightly Special!

in

Bel Air!

t

1 Lnee Drink
with this ad

CO
len Circle

Blvd., just south of Mulholland)

.roccoinla.com

M l II «aap**airBi^ ^i^mmttmtmm

10974 Le Conte Ave. at Gayley

VISA
(While shopping In store)

We Now Have Mastercard/Visa!

^1
^"^IIII ^

Use your ATM or Visa/Mastercard

at Expressmart and get a

One & Half Liter of

One coupon per person • Expires November 8, 1998

One V/7 liter per coupon • Minimum 50C purchase
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k^ OUR CD'S ARE
PRICED SO LOW,

®

SEEMS EXPENSIVE
14622 VENTURA BLVO t115. SHERMAM OAKS^StlDMO-n/O* 6663 TO«>AMQA CANYON BLVD CANOQAPAAK'<llt>M3-211)

2tE CCXOfUOO 8LV0 PASAOENAMit>44»W7S> 1«M0KACHBLVO HUNTINaTCINB£ACHi(7t4)MI'32S1
2l14WH.SHinEBLVO SANTA MONtCAi310)S2r2M7<1t36 NEWPORT 8(.VD tOte2 COSTA MESAHTUieSI 4711

Website: http://www.mobydi8C.com
Email:record89mobydi8c.com

Every New &
Used CD

With this Coupon
$6.99 or More

(Excluding Sale Items)
Expires 11/13/98

Kow i-ar Must You. Go to 1-eel Good'?

"Maui Beacn Cafe nas already

pullea oil a coup...careruI lusion

cooking arm territic Hawaiian seaiooa."

MicWle Huneven, L4 Weekly

''Drinks at Maui Beacn Caie resemole

sunsets, Hawaiian flowers ana
otner tropical aelig>nts.

"

Ckpjm Rt^Um Lorn AngmLm Tim^

(not that far)

Westwood Vill
1019 m-BtwnoiJ A^

310/209-0494

"Tnis guy is special (Cnet Mako
or Maui Beacn Care).,.one or

tne linest cnets in Los Angeles."

Mario Martinoli, KABC Radio

"Maui Beacn Cafe is one of tne fresnest

places to open in tne past few months.

"

Jonathan Gola, "Best Asian Cuisine."

lutfi AtnjtiKii Maynnrw

'A
Maui Beach Oate i»

celebrating its

First Anniversary in
^Wemiwnoa Village.

Buy any item on tne menu at
our regular price ana receive
a second item of equal or

lower value FREE!

Maui Beach Cafe is one of tne fre«nest placet -to

open in tne pact few montn*."
Jonathan Gold, 'Best Asian Cuisine"

Los Angeles Magazine

1019 WestwooJ Blvd., WestWooJ Village • 310/209-0494

Coupon valid

Luncn only
-11:30 -4:00r)m
\/alia only on rood
Expirep 11/20/98

Maui Beacn Cafe is

elebi

» '«
'

I I I II f

celebrating its

First Ajiniversary in
^K^stwood Village.

- menu at
_„„ ^ 7^-*" receive

a second item of equal or
lower value FREE!

ii'n ii; ' H

Westwood VHTa
Buy any item on the
our regular price anc

"Maui Beacn Cafe is one of tne fresKest places to
open in the past few nfionths."

Jonatnan Gold, 'Best Asian Cuisine"
Los Angeles Magazine

1019 Westwood BlvJ., Westwood Village • 310/209-0494

Coupon valid

Luncn only
11:30 -4:00pm

V^lid only on rood
Expires 11/10/98

**ii4M j^:.

LIQUID CULTURE <©

C A F E
LoceliHi ai: /\ueeriioiv Scliocl of MeiicQeiueiu

(310)206-2976

after 5 p.m.

GOOD EVERYDAY

with this ad only

Expires 1 1 -30-98

J
UOLHD CUL T\JR£ «.

ROMA
CAFE

<£. KfecrsSft
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\

*

(

Red
Delicious
Apples

Reg. 990 /lb

Your
ViD^e
Grocer

Coke, Diet Coke & Sprite

2 Uter Bottle UmitS

4

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi & IVItn. Dew

2 Uter Bottle^

$1.88
6pk 12oz. cans

t«(^'-r-

WtBf^,9 varieties

6 pk - 12 oz. Bottles Reg. $5.99

Pillsbury
Chocolate Chip Cookies

18 oz. Reg. 3.19 ea.

32 oz. Umite

Tropicana
Season's Best Orange Juice

• Regular

• Homestyle
• w/Calcium ^ra^

• MOUNTAIN SPRING WATER
• CRYSTAL FRESH DRINKING WATER

IVIiller Genuine Draft

jJS PK 12 oz. Bottles Reg. $11.99

jLlllAHAfLAT>JV^ *** I****** *f***^

1 Gallon

Dannon Yogurt

64 oz. Limit 4 Reg. $2.89

i

8 oz. 6 varieties Reg. 89C ea

Boston Lager

12 pack - 12oz. bottles

lIliii3Eij[a
iCiusrHAJiDCiderI

i • f^

Htl^l'lUKi C'HT.U l'!i

• Crisp Hard Cider

Apple Cranberry Cider

6 pk - 12 oz. bottles

i*«i.i" •mfm'^i^^^'m

Deluxe

Salad Bar
I

Minimum Salad Bar Purchase of 1 lb.

I Over 50 healthy selections to chose from

I
Salad Bar Hours 10:30am - 8:30pm - Mon-Fri

• one coupon per person • expires Nov 6, 1998
• one salad per coupon • other restrictions may apply NLU #58

Any Sushi Item
Sushi from $2.25/pkg.

_ Available 7 days a week__

• one coupon per person • expires Nov 8, 1998
• one package per coupon • other restrictions may apply NLU #59

Open 'til IVIidnight at 1057 Gayley Ave. 209-1111 r ^ ^
Master Card

L . J
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asks:

aali Lukt at <l

#
I

I

I

I

I

I

i
I

I

I

The Westside's best deli is offering

Offer ends 1 2- 1 -98

Vf 1.800-475-DELIi
^ 2379 Wcstwood Blvd. at Pico ^

for students between 3:00 and 5:00 pm.
(Show your student ID to your server and get a great discount)
Offer only good for restaurant items, does not include deli, bakery, or delivery services.

UCLA 's Favorite, Most Respected & Trusted Jewelry Store
Friendly, Expert Service. Customer Satisfaction is iUlost Important

^ r* ci/ Discount
7 S yQTO ALL STUDENTS

FACULTY & STAFF S^a^te <i
SERVING UCLA
SINCE 1970

detect^"**
XoWest 'Tossdtle ^Trices

Platinum. 74'K. 76'K. dily/er

1065 Broxton Ave. Westwuod Vi llage (310) 208-8404

^ p ^

ll'voii arc ^Tudnatin^' this yi^ar, our of the most

iinportani decisions you'll have to make is whclhcr

or nol you want lo wear a cap in your s(»nior

porlrail. (ianipus Iliolo Sludio oilers you a

solulion-lakini^ pr(M)rs wilh holli poses. However,

heforeyou make this i^Tound-breakini;' decision,

you must make an appoint men!

.

JUST A REMINDER: llvour hisl name hei-ins

wilh Ihe lelter M-R, vou MUST lake vour senior

portrait before November i'i. To make an

a[)[)ointment, pleiuse call ^2()().8i:^'j

Last Name
Beginning With.

M,N,0,P,Q,R

SJMV,W,X,Y,Z

ymiibe
Photographed:

October 19 thru October 30

November 2 thru November 13

November 16 thru December 4

i

v',>' /';-<<^
'v*s>::-v»v..v.vi,

1|1

«0^

No mediums & offer

excludes SIclllms. No
half & half orders.

Mention ad. Qlve

coupon to driver.

We accept:

JCBt Vlpa, Mastercard,

American Express

DfaiersClub

Sorry, no checks.

PIZZERIA

(2 14-inch pizzas for the price of one)

Monday & Tuesday 11:30AM-1:00AM

FREE DELIVERY

11:30AIVI - 1:00AIVI

HOURS
Mon-Fri 11:30-1:00

Sot -Sun 12:00-1:00

':4^''^tfy<;i^, T

- >s\'#*ft>».'. .-rtvv^'

'

Drily toiiJi Swial

11i00aji.-4s00pjK»
• large Casiar Salad er

I^WiXlNB ^Ww9K m^tf^^K

• A»f Wee ea Hie tack
' aiallaMs ,:,

:^:,^^^^

• Iffalar eriak

$R95

//The Westside's Best riY Pizza!
//

WESTWOOD to BREMTWOOD to SANTA MOMICA
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Baskint^Robbins

;

Ice Cream & Yogurt

208-8048
10916 Kinross Ave • Westwood Village

10% OH w/ UCLA ID (In store)

WE DELIVER!

M-F: noon-10:00 pm

ZScoop
Sundae

$2,49
forone

m4 r - ^
Mo^tef Card

^ ^ A ^

($1 more
f6r3

MuiHlae)

Cappuccino i ^o
' - any cake

$1.99
(16m)
OR

$2.99
(2401)

.m

t^STOREONLY IN-STOXUNLY

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Daily Bnitn Coupon Pages Monday. November 2,1998

IN-STOREOR
DEUVERY

f-corspicu, Qiith^nti c Thai Cuisine Come 5) ccpe.rience. it at Thai Mods?

1049Gayley Ave

'

CiV?E\l food ^ Gveal Aa " CuSz\\ ?"]CSS, 8657 W. PicoBlvd

Westwood Village
| ^ |

i Lxds Angeles

(Next door to Breadstiks) "r^i^^xl \ ^ \ \ \
^ r^ (Bet. Robertson& La Cienega)

r- 1 I r rj
« J^ J <-^ (310)274-5492

MwwJ ^"^luttif^ '"'^^mitlf^ mmm^ ^"•^'imtt^^

=== 01-UK Dciiv
1 Liiiicli - Diiniei

(310) 208 - 2676

WE ACCEPT

—
C Restouront^

V/S4 MasterCard,

L ^ J
jJiUjJJ-JUJ'J

I

I

with thi<; AD
|

\^lid for dinner only dine in or take out
j

BVPltw; 1?/M/W I

We'll take goodi care of you,

no matter how bad it isl

Make that appointment today!

COUPON SPECIAL: $50- Examination, 6X.Ray^^*Tee,h Ceanmg

•TOOTH BONDING, BLEACHING
•Nitrous Oxide (Laughing Gas)

•Hypnosis • Electronic Anesthesia

•Open Late Hours, Free / Validated Parking

•Checks, Credit Cards & Insurance Forms Welcome
•20 Years in Private Practice in Westwood

Dr. LARRY FRIEDMAN, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)

1 762 Westwood Blvd. #460

(between Wilshire & Santa Monica Bl.)

For Appointment Call: (310) 474-3765

COSMETIC and
GENERAL
DENTISTRY

Make supe ycu
Gsa tfe pesabed

while at the game

rMnSSR
*NBwp«er(sor%.

Contact tors euni

atttnnaL

CONTACT LENS
PACKAGE*
Include* ey« eiam.

nnmg. 7 montt) teUowr^

up. and pair of Ocular

ScierKC daily

iwear lenae*.

EYEGLASS
PACKAGE*

Includes eye exam,
frame, and smgle vision

prescnpiion lerves.

• comprehensive, computer assisted eye exams
• custom and disposable contact lenses

• wide selection of today's most fashionable eyewear

• Vision insurance plans accepted

Eyes of Westwood
can help you see better,

and k)ok better, too.

Dr. PatrieR Doyle, O.D.
10930 Weybum Ave. -Westwood Village i

;» (310)208-1384 i

I

I

I

I

I

n \i / \\ h'/sTAi h\\\ r X R\/c

Drink Specials:

34oz Boomba mug of Sierra

Nevada, Bud and Coors

Light Newcastle &

Microbrew

fAo /a/i^ Ly€/yi/>^y^ ^W/xoy\. (Jf) \ov:l

Open Monday-Saturday

t1054 West Pico Blvd.,WLA
(1/2 block east of Sepulveda)

Checkus outon the net
http://uiujiii.celiularfantasy.com

310.478.5440 O

INCLUDES >

Open Dail''

Lunch & C
And

'

"1
'~

pager

activation

1 year airtlme

Buy 6 mths. of voicemail and get 6 mttis. free

/

Coverage includes Santa Barbara to the Mexican border plus Las Vegas. Laughlin, Phoenix and Tucson, AZ

IVoepMltfi^iMlvr^ipi^lMlllliiiMi
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%A^ SEAFOOD RESTAURANT

^»^.^ ;:;#>•<..

fe^l ,

»# H

™R?r f

ilf

THE HICHLY ACCLAIMED
OCEAN STAR SEAFOOD
IN MONTEREY PARK
HAS ARRIVED IN
SANTA MONICA

m «

SPECIALIZING IN I lONG KONG SlYLE SEAFOOD

FULL SERVICE DIM SUM. 7 DAYS A WEEK

DAILY LUNCHEON SPECIAL 11AM - 3PM

FULL BAR

CATERiNC AND BANQUET FACILITIES

OPEN FOR LUNCH &DINNER365 DAYSA YEAR

Ki>ifa

DINNER ONLY MON-FRI
EXP. 11/30/98

3001 WilsKre Bli^

Santa Monica, 9O4J01
(5 blocks >A^ost of Bundy Dr?^''^^

(310) 828-8812
p. -^iflgff*'-

^ *

VIEWPOINT
Chancellor Camesale talk«

about outreach. See page 1

3

•^.•iyi^^»m^>^^ti'»^9t*'>Mi^*^^**»>*''Mi^Mm00tfttm*m^ 1

ARTS & ENTERTAiNMEN

KISS celebrated Halloween with a show falling

to capture the spirit of the night. See page 16 ^l^vt

INSIDE TODAY

Internships, page 3

World & Nation, page 5

State & Local, page 6
s^ iWi^MWW^«»wwiyy*wd>WMWlwWi*'wNWW*<>wi»»'>^<lpt'i'' " «>s^w<M'<i>wiJ>w<JPIUw»'iwww*<i>MJi*WWWB^t<ii<w»>^ f>>MnNWIMillH»4|toMWM|tMMl*MHMWU i»

'
ttrntkyiMfmn)»»
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Union pushes for wage standard at UCLA
CONSTRUCTION: OfTicials

cite state laws; workers

say salary affects project

By Lawrence Ferchaw

Daily Bruin Staff

Contractors building De Neve

Plaza, UCLA's next residence com-

plex, are not required to pay employ-

ees the prevailing wage, a standard

ordinarily required on projects at

public institutions.

Prevailing wage is the pay rate

established by the state as the rate

wh ich m us t be paid to employee s on Board

angry.

"People ought to be paid a decent

wage and not a substandard wage,"

said Steve Skinas, business agent for

the local chapter of the International

Association of Bridge, Structural

and Ornamental Iron Workers.

The prevailing wage is determined

by the state Bureau of Labor

Standards as an average of the wages

paid to union workers in a specific

trade in a certain area, at a certain

time.

"It's for the benefit of the work-

er," said Ramail Noche, manage-

ment service technician for

California's Industrial Relations

public works projects. That UCLA
got an exemption from this require-

ment has at least one labor union

:?:

projects with one exception - the

construction of housing.

If the university can demonstrate

three things - that the fund source is

external (not paid for with state

funds), that the loan will be paid back

with fees charged to students or fac-

ulty and that the project would be

infeasible if the prevailing wage were

paid - then it can be exempted from

paying the prevailing wage.

All three tests were met on the De
Neve Plaza project, according to

Brad Erickson, director of real estate

for UCLA.
"We are complying with all applic-

able laws and policies," Erickson

.^aid StBJSBMBSSmLjmm

Though UCLA is exempt from

some state laws, the university is

required to pay prevailing wage on

The project is being paid for by a

SeeDENEVE,page9

BAhMAN FARAHDLl :
)", innrT

Workers continue construction on the DeNeve Plaza site behind the

Bradley International Student Center.

m^^^m^^^^

Candidates urge Bruins to cast votes
DEMOCRATS: Celebrities

join Davis, Boxer at rally

to earn campus support

By Andy Shah
Daily Bruin Contributor

Less than 24 hours before polls

opened for California's genera!

election, gubernatorial candidate

Gray Davis and senatorial candi-

date Barbara Boxer, along with

other state Democratic candidates,

congregated at UCLA for a rally

sponsored by the Bruin

Democrats.

About 2,000 people showed up

to hear politicians, celebrities and

student leaders champion the bene-

fits of voting for a Democratic tick-

et.

"The most important thing you

can do is vote." said State

Assembly Speaker Pro Tem Sheila

Kuehl. "The Bruins are going to

put the Democrats over the top."

Most of the Democratic candi-

dates for statewide offices attended

the rally, along with several celebri-

ties.

After a performance by singer

Lisa Loeb, actors Julia Louis-

Dreyfus, Christine Lahti and direc-

tor Rob Reiner explained why they

support the Democratic Party.

"Boxer and Davis are the good

guys," Louis-Dreyfus said. "They're

going to protect the environment

for me and my kids."

Reiner spoke in support of

Proposition 10, the initiative that

would tax tobacco products for (

early childhood development pro-

grams

"Tobacco companies arc contin-

uing to spread lies and are still mar-

kctmg to children," said Reiner,

who engineered the proposition.

"Wc won't let them kill Prop 10."

Boxer, who is up for re-election,

laid she has high hopes for this elec-

tion

Photos by MICHAEI ROSS WACHT/Ddily Brum

Speaking to UCLA students, Lt. Governor Gray Davis attacks opponent Dan Lungren's stance on

assault weapons and aborjtion.

"I feel in my heart that 1998 is

going to be the year of the great

voter turnout," she said.

The senator explained that young

adults were a key factor in her suc-

cess.

"Even though I don't have every-

body on my side, I have young peo-

ple's support," she said. "These are

people who care about a woman's

right to choose, a clean environ-

ment and campaign finance

reform."

Boxer said she will work for stu-

dents if she is re-elected.

"When you send noe back to the

Capitol, I will act to make your

dreams a reality," she said.

Gubernatorial candidate Davis

was then introduced by Monica

Bonilla, a third-year UCLA stu-

dent

Bonilla was abducted by her

father when she was 5 years old, but

at the time, parental kidnapping

was not considered a crime.

Bonilla said Davis supported her

mother in helping to find her and

established the missing children's

milk carton campaign and a missing

and exploited children's campaign

when he was in the State Assembly.

"I was 13 years old when I was

found, and Gray Davis kept his

promise to help find me," she said.

"There's no better gauge of charac-

ter than when someone keeps their

promise and sticks up for the pow-

erless."

Davis started by saying he would

work to keep UC tuition fees low.

"Every kid with a college degree

will pay us back more for this five

percent fee reduction," he said

He then criticized his opponent.

Republican Dan Lungren, by say-

ing he was too conservative.

''No; even Newt Gingrich is as

far to the right as he is. He's voted

against things Gingrich voted for,"

he said.

Davis said he would continue to

support a pro-choice agenda and

the assault weapons ban.

But he said his highest priority is

education.

"We must restore the K-12 sys-

tem to greatness and adopt world-

class standards," he said. "Students

should be able to read by the third

grade, and both teachers and stu-

dents should be tested each year

starting from the fourth grade."

Preceding the speeches by Boxer

and Davis were statements by other

state candidates.

While Cruz Bustamante, a candi-

date for lieutenant governor, chose

to perform a rap called "Get Out

the Vote." others expounded on the

Sc«liU!tpaffTT

Volunteers

make most of

participation

in elections

BALLOTS: Students take

time to register voters,

work at polling centers

- fr'-f --I--1-1U 1'

ByKarlaY.PIeitez

Daily Bruin Contributor

Many Bruins are going a step

beyond their civic duty of voting

today and are becoming active par-

ticipants in the political arena.

Joe Flores, a third-year political

science student, is among them, act-

ing as a student worker at the polls in

the San Fernando Valley. He has

helped register voters, set up polling

places and taught those who need

assistance how to fill out their ballots.

"It's nice to know you are doing

your part, but the best feeling is

knowing that you are helping your

community voice their opinions,"

Flores said.

Bill Jones, the Republican secre-

tary of state running for re-election,

is a strong advocate of getting stu-

dents to participate more in politics

by registering them to vote.

"Jones says students need to be

louder in politics - they should be

animated to get involved because

they truly have a strong impact," said

Charles Gallagher, Jones's deputy

campaign manager.

Moreover, new California legisla-

tion allows high school seniors to

work as clerks at the California polls.

204 students in L. A. County helped

out with June 1998 primary election.

One hundred and six high schools

will participate in this program for

the 1998 general election

"It's terrific that students know

the importance of voting, but ttu-
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UCLA Extension hosts

tourism conference

UCLA Extension will host the lOth Annual

Southern California Visitor Industry Outlook

Conference on Nov. 6 to discuss California's

tourism industry.

Industry experts, including economists and

tour operators, will evaluate the local impact of

the global economy crisis.

There will be no negative effect on California

said Tiffany Urness, research manager of the

California Trade and Commerce Agency's

Division ofTourism.

According to Urness' research. 80 percent of

California's tourist trade comes from residents.

International tourism will be represented by

Gloria Lan, president of Tour America, a com-

pany focusing on Chinese and Japanese tours.

The conference will be held from 8:30 a.m. to

3 p.m. at the Disneyland Hotel and will include a

luncheon and a tour ofTinsel Town Studios, at a

cost of $150. For further information call (310)

825-9971.

More applicants

expected for UCs
The University of California is anticipating a

record-breaking number of applicants for the

second year in a row. Applications are being

accepted during the month of November.

UC offices said 61,500 students applied last

year and this year, there are neyly 20,000 more

high school seniors according to the state

Department of Education. This could mean

over 2,000 more applicants.

About 27,000 openings will be available for

incoming freshman, said UC President

Richard Atkinson. Though competition will be

stiff, the UC guarantees admission to every stu-

dent who fulfills the minimum requirements.

However, transfer student applications have

been declining since 1993, said UC officials,

with 10,000 enrolled this fall, most from the

state's community colleges. Hoping to counter

that trend, the UC and community colleges

entered into an agreement last year to increase

transfers by more than a third by 2005.

Administrator,

researcher dies

UCLA researcher and policy director

Antonio Serrala died of kidney cancer on Oct. 6.

He was 54.

Serrata spent 14 years as part of the UCLA
community. He earned a masters' degree in soci-

ology at UCLA in 1987. Soon thereafter, he

began working full-time at the Chicano Studies

Research Center.

In his 1 1 years at the center, Serrata held

numerous position, including director of the pol-

icy unit, management services officer and staff

researcher.

One of Serrata's most significant accomplish-

ments was helping to formulate a statewide ini-

tiative to institutionalize research on Latino

commbftities throughout the UC system.

Serrata is survived by his wife, Vilma Ortiz

(an associate professor of sociology), his par-

ents, six siblings, and son and daughter. A
memorial service will be held for Serrata on

Nov. 5 in the Charles E. Young Grand Salon.

Doctor named head

of kidney foundation
Joel D. Kopple, MD, chief of the division

of nephrology and hypertension at Harbor-

UCLA Medical Center, was elected presi-

dent of the National Kidney Foundation on

Friday. .

Kopple, a professor of medicine and pub-

lic health at the UCLA School of Medicine,

had served as chairman of the National

Kidney Foundation's Advisory Board and

was a member of the Research Endowment

Board.

As president, Kopple hopes he can

expand the foundation's research funding

and enhance its professional education pro-

grams.

His focus also includes finalizing the pub-

lication and distribution of practice guide-

lines for nutritional therapy of maintenance

dialysis patients.

Compiled from Daily Bruin staff reports.
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Expect today to be mostly

sunny and fair. A slight cooling

trend will begin Thursday

increasing the chance of low

clouds along the coast.

-ft--/-.
.

San Diego Long Beach

70/56 75/56

Van Nuys

75/46

Sacramento San Francisco

65/50 61/52

Today

Sunny

High 71/ Low 54

Wednesday
Sunny

High 72/ Low 54

Source: UClA I ofXtmoipherlc Sciences

Thursday

Sunny

High 69/ Low 58

WHArS BREWINGTODAY

Today 2 p.m.

Koreatown Tutorial Project

Volunteer tutoring at John

Burrough Middle School

Lot 6 turnaround

3 p.m.

Dickson 2160E

(310) 443-0403, Ask for Ardith

Santiago

Catholic Students Association

Open poetry reading (7:30)

Vitwpoini LQunge in Ackermao.

UCLA Faculty Research

Lecture on chemistry

www.oid.ucla.edu/imp/webcast/

FRL Live.htm

Pray UCLA
Prayer meeting

AGO Christian Prat House

443-1434

^••^m^^m^matm^^^

off the mark by Mark Parisi

REMINDER

LESSTHANTWOWEEKS LEFT:

To submit final drafts of dis-

sertations to doctoral committee

for degrees to be conferred in

current term.

For undergraduates to

change grading basis (optional

P/NP) with $3 per transaction fee

through URSA Telephone.

DON'T FORGET:

The UCLA Police Department

provides free escort service every

day of the year from dusk until 1:00

a.m. Uniformed escorts are avail-

able to walk students, faculty and

staff members between, campus

buildings and local living areas or

Westwood Village. To obtain an

escort, call 794-WALK about 10 min-

utes before you need one.

Need someone to talk to? The

UCLA Peer Helpline is available to

listen. Call 825-HELP if you would

like to talk about sex, relationship

problems, loneliness, family vio-

lence or any other issue on your

mind.

5 p.m.

UCLA Club Med
PAO's introductory workshop

for pre-medical students

CHS 23-105 -206-5214

Psi Chi general meeting

Franz 3461

Episcopal students, faculty and

staff

Worship and Fellowship

St. Alban's Church 580 Hilgard

Ave. (Corner of Hilgard and

Westholm Ave) • 2084830

General meeting

Ackerman Union 3508

Amnesty International

meeting

Ackerman 2410 -824-3687

Asian Pacific Health Corps

Exec-meeting (5:30)

102 Men's Gym -825-0068

^fim'm^mmm

Wednesday Noon
University Catholic Center

Catholic Mass (12:10)

Kerckhoff400 •

— I
'

'i
• -11

'

... 4 p.m.

Jewish Music Groups

Acapella Yiddish vocals & a

Klezmer band (4:30)

General meeting

Schoenberg 1230 • 208-3081

5 p.m.

Asian Pacific Health Corps

General meeting

3508 Ackerman Union

825-0068
'

University Catholic Center

Catholic mass(5:15)

Lill 840 Hilgard Ave.

6 p.m.

Music club

Meeting

Kerckhoffl52

UCLA Recycling Program

Weekly meeting

Royce 156 -825- 3033

7 p.m.

Midnight Special Bookstore &
Cultural Center

Fair the MediaWatch Group,

Fairness & accuracy in reporting

hold their monthly discussion

group - 393-2923

UCLA Japanese Anime Club

Japanese Animation Showing

6 p.m.

Circle K International

General meeting

Haines 122

Mujeres Valdas

Baby shower

Bunche2173

All gifts will go to HIV/AIDS
infected children At The

"Caring For Babies With AIDS"

Residential Home

Sliding Scale

Weekly Readiness group for

individuals questioning their

drug and alcohol use • 206-1 148

Aesculapian Honor Society

First general meeting

Dodd 170 -838-7269

What's Brewin'can t>e reached via e-mai

at whatsbrewin0media.ucla.edu
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Internships provide valuable career experience

- as long as you don't get stuck filing, faxing

or doing other tasks of dubious importance

By Aimee Phan
Daily Bruin Contributor

Brenda Kleidosty had heard her fair share of Bill

Clinton jokes before leaving for her internship at the

White House last summer.

"People would say things like 'Stay away from Bill."'

number of college graduates seeking employment in a

limited number of positions, students need all the

advantages they can get.

"There are a lot of people with degrees," said

Jennifer Kalish, assistant to the director of the Center

for Experiential Education and Service Learning.

"Internships are becoming more and more important

ny's name to realize what the internship exactly entails.

"People are drawn to really big name companies,"

Kalish said. "They get dazzled and are willing to take

anything because of its name."

Billy Yang was one of those unfortunate students. In

his zest to work for a "Big 5" accounting firm the sum-

mer before his junior year, Yang took a position that

the thi rd-year communications student said. "I've for sluUeiits tu gel liaiiUv-uii cApeiienLc and make con*- involved computer work instead ot aud iting, which iF

heard millions of them."

Despite the jokes, Kleidosty said interning in the

speechwriting office at the White House was a memo-

rable experience.

"I was working with some of the most brilliant peo-

ple I had ever met," Kleidosty said. "It gave me the

incentive to work really hard, knowing that these 26-_

and 27-year-olds were already so successful."

Kleidosty is one of many students who are using

internships as a sneak peek into possible careers for the

future. Through summer or year-round internships, stu-

dents have the opportunity to learn more about the pro-

fessions they are interested in and the kind of work they

might be itoing.

According to Eunice Cabacungan. local programs

counselor at the EXPO Center, an internship is a worth-

while educational supplement that helps college stu-

dents prepare for the competitive career market.

"An internship gives students the chance to gain

career experience that will be helpful to seek full-time

employment," Cabacungan said. "It helps them decide

if this is what they want to do for a living."

The EXPO Internship and Study Abroad Services is

T satellite office of the Career Center that oversees

internship opportunities for students available at both

national and local levels. Through numerous programs,

Cabacungan and other counselors help students find

and secure internships in a variety of professional fields.

In addition to serving as an important educational

component, counselors say internships also look good

on a resume.

"It makes (students) look more marketable,"

Cabacungan said. "Employees are looking

for students who've had relevant

career experience."

And with the

growing

tacts."

Formerly known as the Field Studies Office, the

Center for Experiential Education and Service

Learning coordinates classes that combine lectures and

internships for academic credit. One of the biggest con-

cerns that Kalish has for her students is making sure the

internships are worthwhile experiences.

She said that while there are those internships that

truly immerse students into the work field, there arc

others that focus too much on faxing and filing, and lit-

tle on educating the interns.

"Realistically speaking, almost every internship has

clerical duties," Kalish said. "But we don't want that to

be the bulk of what the student is doing. If there's noth-

ing in the internship for them to be learning, wc don't

want them there."

Kalish said students can avoid these type of free-

labor positions by carefully screening internships

before agreeing to sign on.

"A lot of the time, students are so anxious to get the

internship that they'll agree to anything," Kalish said.

"They need to talk to their supervisors and decide if this

is worth their

time."
—

'
'
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A common /«

mistake stu-

dents make in

selecting
internships is

being too

impressed by

the compa-

what he really wanted to do.

"Even though I knew what I was getting into, I had

the expectation that I would be able to do other things I

was interested in," the fourth-year business-economics

student said. "When you're stuck filing, you don't get

into the field."

Having learned from his mistakes, Yang accepted

another internship the following summer with KMPG,"
another "Big 5" accounting firm. His work with them

was so successful that he was offered a job with the com-

pany following graduation.

"They treated me like a first-year staff member,"

Yang said. "I did a lot of auditing work that the first-

year employees would be doing. They had a lot of

respect for what I did."

Another advantage to Yang's KMPCJ internship was

a competitive salary, a perk that not all internships

have.

While there are a fair share of paid internships, most

offer compensation only through academic credit. This

can be a major drawback for students who rely on their

See INTERNSHIPS, page 8
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Crime Watch
Cir Theft

Three cars were reported stolen

last week, two of which,were

recovered within days of the thell,

A 1985 Chevrolet El Caraino

was stolen from Lot 9 last

Monday, and was located the next

day by Hawthorne police.

Also on Tuesday, a red

Toyota Celica was stolen

32, but Halloween brougl

for the owner when it

ered on Saturda^lUjl
Universit^^HKlso recov-

ered a nMIKura Integra,

Sunday^hich had origii^y tK^ni

repofled stolen t(

Aogeles police.

The owiier <SS il!

A stereo w<

from a 1997

Monday wit

entry, aiid a

burglarized

The suspect

and removed

400 was stolen

ngler last

o sign of forced

Geo Metro was

sday.

e the window

omputer and

other miscellafK ous property from

the Geo, Th<gp^ rtpcljandise

was worth froSo, £l police

f0U]|d fingerprints^ c^ence.

tlieft

Tbi" Daily Bruin ollices were

le of another campus com-

eft this week, with a com-

putli^Hy^ 1,300 reported stolen

t \VmMml There was no sif

forced ent

Three vali

Icn this week, woffi a tot

THW^^B^rcstolen from

Anderson^MllHk UCl A and

from garages on Strathmore Drive

and Keystone Avenue.

UCPD officers made five sepa-

rate visits to the Ackerman
Security OfQ|[|||K||ursday, pick-

ing upsix^
Misceflpoa*»

A mafl>ecaine the «im of bat-

tery onHbrday ni^, as three

unidentifl^puspecis attacked him

outside 867Sy|jj||ErikAve.

Also on SaAlay, two students

were allegedl^ftioking marijuana

at a Delta JBace stairwell in

Sunset

issued citations

for an alleged

code violation,

their pipe as evi-

'Compiled from UCPD media

reports by Ann Hawkey, Daily Bnin
contributor
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Virtual reality hamesses brain's ability to interpret sound
RESEARCH: By placing sound in new arrangements,

project helps workers better recognize information

By Matt Grace

Daily Bruin Contributor

A pair of UCLA scientists is tak-

ing advantage of the fact that your

brain is listening, even though some-

times you're not.

By positioning sounds in a virtual

audio reality, the researchers can

optimize a person's ability to inter-

pret and distinguish multiple sources

of information.

If all goes well, their project could,

spill over into the high-stress world of

air traffic controllers, airplane pilots

and surgeons, where photo-flash

decisions must be made in response

to a messy buzz of speech and beeps.

"The brain is programmed to

notice novelty," said Mary Shafer,

senior research engineer in flying

qualities at NASA-Dryden. So if

information can be presented in

novel way, a person will take notice.

Case in point: when someone says

a person's name in a conversation

across the room, the brain of the per-

son called designates priority to it,

and their attention shifts to the direc-

tion in which the cue came. -Virtual

audio essentially mimics the. brain's

ability to sort sounds in relation to

space.

"We're doing something your

brain already does," Shafer said.

"What we're trying to do is push

everyone away except for the person

that (the test flight controller) needs

to listen to."

By filtering an audio signal

through a computer, scientists can

position the sound into different "vir-

tual" arrangements around the head,

said Michael Orosz, a graduate stu-

dent in the department of computer

science.

"This simulates the effect of hav-

ing the sound come from the right or

left side of the body."

And it is the sensation of hearing

the sound from different points in

space that makes distinguishing the

sounds much easier.

The research focuses on two ways

people can distinguish sounds. First,

the ear can locate a sound by "phase

difference," or the delay in sound

being detected between one ear and

the other, and second, by a difference

in volume.

See SOUND, page 8
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Hang In There with BRAND'S Traditional Essence of Chicken.
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You need to be sharp and in good physical shape to consistently get good grades. And research

from King's College, the University of London, and Kwansei Gakuin University, Japan, shows that

BRAND'S Traditional Essence of Chicken helps relieve fatigue, improve memory and give you

overall energy.

BRAND'S Traditional Essence of Chicken is fat and cholesterol free with no preservatives or

artificial flavoring. And it's made naturally with 100% pure chicken. Forget caffeine or artificial

stimuli. Recharge your body and brain the natural way. Let BRAND'S Traditional Essence of

Chicken help you ace the big exams, small exams, any exam.
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WORLD & NATION Dow Jones Industrials
up: 114.05

dose:8,706.15

Nasdaq Indei

up: 29.52

dose: 1,800.91

Yen: 114.63

Mark: 1.1463

Former revolutionaries

welcome ex-hostages
IRAN: Moderates take

steps in restoration of

relations with America

By Sdieherezade Faramarzi

The Associated Press

TEHRAN, Iran - Iranian stu-

dent leaders who seized the U.S.

Embassy in 1979 on Monday invit-

ed former hostages to return to the

country where they spent 444 days

in captivity.

At a demonstration marking the

19th anniversary of the seizure, no
American flags were burned as a

courtesy to the American people.

The few cries of "Death to

America!" also lacked their. usual

spark.

All but about a half-dozen of the

students who were once zealous

supporters of the Islamic

Revolution and its leader,

Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini, are

Barry Rosen, a former press

attache at the embassy who now
heads the public atTairs depart-

ment of Teachers College at

C\ilumbia University, said he

would "be in favor ofgoing back to

Iran."

"The issue is ... those people

who spoke at the commemoration
today, one doesn't know where

they stand in terms of the whole

power network in Iran," he said.

"Is Iran ready to go that step to

invite hostages? I don't know."

"(But) I second the motion and

if that possibility occurs. I want to

be there." he continued.

Monday's rally outside the for-

mer U.S. Embassy was organized

by the Ofllce of Fostering Unity, a

student group that supports

Khatami. It decided to hold the

demonstration two days ahead of

the anniversary to avoid any clash

with hard-liners who plan a

demonstration Wednesday.

Some of the former students

Iraq seeks end to sanctions
DEAL: U.S. blamed for not

rewarding compliance

with eased punishment

By Edith M.Lederer
The Associated Press

now considcicd iiiudeiatfs who serve as high-rankmg ollicials in

back President Mohammad
Khatami's call for dialogue with

the American people.

"We invite all the former
hostages to come here and be our

guests," said Ibrahim

Asgharzadeh, speaker for the 400
'students who on Nov. 4, 1979,

overran the U.S. Embassy and
took 52 Americans hostage. The
crowd of a few thousand broke

into thunderous applause. ^

At least two of the former

hostages said they would be willing

to return to Iran.

Bruce Laingen, who as charge

d'affaires was the most senior

diplomat among the American
hostages, said Monday "any indi-

cation" from the Iranian leader-

ship "that it is open to a new rela-

tionship with both the people and
the government of the U.S. is very

welcome as far as I'm concerned."

"I've said I've looked forward

for a long time to going back to

Tehran eventually," Laingen said

in a telephone interview.

"I want to go at the right time

and in the right circumstances," he

said. "I want to consider that very

carefully. But I welcome this as an

indication of increasing openness

to the United States."

Khatami's administration, includ-

ing Vice President Massoumeh
Ebtekar, who acted as a translator

between the student captors and

the American diplomats.

Abbas Abdi, a former student

leader and an editor of the pro-

Khatami Salam newspaper, finds

nothing odd about the zealots-

turned moderates.

"Extremism is an exceptional

state," Abdi said. "It doesn't mean
that we have to have a revolution"

every day."

The newspaper he works for is

run by Seyed Mohammad Musavi

Khoiniha, the spiritual mentor of

the students during the occupation

of the embassy.

"It was good for our indepen-

dence," said Hassan Haji-Lari. "At

that time our country was in the

hands of foreigners. But now we
need to be moderate so we can get

on with building our country."

Dozens of riot police formed a

human wall between the demon-
strators and about 200 hard-liners

who tried to break up the rally with

their cries of "Death to America!"

The outside walls of the U.S.

Embassy - which was referred to

See EMBASSY, page 10

UNITED NATIONS - Iraq

blamed the United States on Monday
for forcing Baghdad to sever contact

with arms inspectors by blocking any

reference to lifting sanctions in a

review of Iraqi compliance with U.N.

resolutions.

Nizar Hamdoon, Baghdad's

ambassador to the United Nations,

said Iraq still wants a "comprehensive

review" that offers the prospect that

sanctions will be lifted or eased if the

Security Council finds Saddam
Hussein's government has eliminated

its weapons of mass destruction.

"The ball is in the Security Council

and the secretary-general's court," he

said.

President Clinton left open the

possibility of a military response to

Baghdad's announcement Saturday

options are off the table."

"Saddam Hussein's latest refusal

to cooperate with the international

weapons inspectors is completely

unacceptable," Clinton said shortly

after meeting with Cohen and his

other top national security aides.

Richard Butler, the chief U.N.
arms inspector, called the decision the

"worst confrontation" by Iraq with

the United Nations since the end of

the 1991 Gulf War. The sanctions

were imposed shortly after Iraqi

forces invaded Kuwait in 1990.

In Baghdad, Iraq's Parliament

unanimously endorsed the govern-

ment's decision to halt the work of

U.N. arms inspectors, and Deputy
Prime Minister Tariq Aziz branded
the monitors as a "threat to Iraqi secu-

rity."

The comments by Iraqi officials

SeelRAItpagell

that it was culling olT all dealings wlrf
U.N. weapons inspectors. He sent

Defense Secretary William Cohen on
Monday to consult with European
and Persian Gulf allies, saying "no

The Associated Press

Tariq Aziz, Iraq's deputy prime minister, speaks to reporters in Baghdad
on Saturday. Iraq has halted the operations of U.N. weapons Inspectors.

Ginton promotes patient bill of rights

CONGRESS: President

urges voters to support

HMO reform legislation

By Cassandra Burrell

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - In an election-

eve appeal, President Clinton today

asked voters to elect congressional

candidates • sympathetic to hi^s

"patient's bill of rights" that would put

tougher restrictions on managed-care

organizations.

This fall, the Republican-con-

trolled Congress rejected the Clinton

administration's version of patient

protection legislation, which would

give people more clout to challenge

decisions made by managed-care

organizations.

"This is a big human issue,"

Clinton said in a White House cere-

mony touting his plan and asserting

that the Republicans "who would not

join us" have unnecessarily made it a

partisan issue.

"Look folks, we gotta fix this," he

said, while urging Americans to vote

Tuesday. "I hope they will vote in a

way that sends a signal loud and clear

that America needs a real patient's bill

of rights."

The Democrats and Republicans

offered rival versions of patient pro-

tection legislation in the last

•Congress. Democrats want new con-

sumer protections, includingthe right

to insurance coverage of emergency
room care in crisis situations for

everyone with private health insur-

ance. They also want to lift a federal

ban which prohibits consumers from
suing health plans. Republicans argue

that more lawsuits will only drive up
medical costs.

Republicans want certain tax

breaks, including immediate 100 per-

cent deductibility for health insurance

bought by the self-employed or expan-

sion of tax-free medical savings

accounts.

Democrats and Republicans in the

Senate could not reach a compromise
on their rival versions, or even the

parameters of debate. Neither side

had enough votes to force its own leg-

islation onto the Senate floor. As a

result, the proposals have ended up on
the scrap heap.

At his White House appearance

today, Clinton was backed by Dr.

Robert Wienmann of San Jose, Calif.,

who is president of the Union of

American Physicians and Dentists.

He echoed Clinton's contention that

patients too are often subject to health

care decisions driven by profit

motives rather than by medical judg-

ments.

"As a result of Congress's failure to

act on the patient's bill of rights, mil-

lions of patients are deprived of pro-

tections," Wienmann said.

SeeaiNT0N,page9
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Hurricane Mitch claims

thousands of lives

CHINANDEGA, Nicaragua
Overwhelmed by death and chaos. Central

American officials on Monday estimated more
than 7,000 people died in floods and mudslides

triggered by Hurricane Mitch.

As Nicaraguan officials here struggled to

account for 1,500 people feared buried by a

mudslide, Honduran President Carlos Flores.

Facusse made an emotional appeal for interna-

tional aid and announced he was declaring the

equivalent of a state of«iege to combat looting.

"There are corpses everywhere, victims of
landslides or of the waters," the president said

in a nationally broadcast speech. "The most
conservative calculations of the dead are in the

thousands, not in the hundreds

"

"I ask the international community for

human solidaritv." he said.

The same was true across the border as

many as 1.500 people were buried near this

town in northwest Nicaragua when
the crater lake of the Casitas

Volcano collapsed, sending a wall of

mud and debris onto villages below.

"It looked like a line of helicopters fly-

ing really low and coming at us. You could see

houses, trees, everything being covered," said

Ricardo Antonio Garcia, a 23-year-oId farmer

whose leg was amputated after being crushed

in the mudslide.

Despite delay, goodwill

in Mideast continues
JERUSALEM - In a surprising show of

good will. Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu and Palestinian leader Yasser

Arafat agreed Monday - the day the nc\s

Mideast peace agreement was to take effect -

that implementation would have to be delayed

In a telephone call, Netanyahu promised

Arafat their land-for-security agreement would
be carried out as efficiently as possible

Specifically, Israel said it would
attempt to meet the target date of

Nov. 16 for the initial troop pullback

from the West Bank.

However, Israel charged that a

Palestinian action plan to fight terrorism, at

the heart of the new accord, was incomplete

and could knock back implementation cvfcn

further.

In Washington, State Department
spokesman James Rubin said "the necessary

plans were provided on time."

^ut Netanyahu's senior adviser, David Bar-

Illan, told The Associated Press that the docu-

ment was incomplete and sinless a newer ver-

sion was submitted. Israel's Cabmet would not

debate the accord as scheduled Tuesday.

Spending of savings

could cause problems
WASHINGTON - Americans spent at u

brisk pace m September, but to do it they had

to raid their savings for the first time in nearly

40 years. Economists warned that people can't

keep that up for long.

"We are spending a lot of money. It cannot

continue," said economist Sung Won Sohn of

Norwest Corp. in Minneapolis. "This low sav-

ings rate doesn't augur very well for economic
growth in the future."

The savings rate - savings as a percentage

of after-tax income - was minus 0.2 percent,

the worst performance since 1959 when the

government began tracking the rate on a

monthly basis, the Commerce Department
said Monday.

Negative saving occurs when people

finance their spending through credit cards,

home equity credit lines and other loans, by
selling stocks or other investments or by using

past savings

On an annual basis, the saving rate has not

been negative since the Depression year of

1933.

CompMcd from D«ily Brum wire reports

>
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Housing offers more than shelter

EDUCATION: Complex

provides tenants with

tutoring, scholarships

By DaraAMko Williams

The Associated Press

For rent: 14 bedroom apartments,

parking, laundry, study hall, library,

tutoring, child care, full college scholar-

ship available. That's how the ad reads

for the city's newest affordable housing

apartment building where education is

a key amenity.

The Parkside Apartments, on the

edge of downtown, were shown off

Monday. The 79-unit renovated build-

ing has underground parking, a laun-

dry room on every floor, a children's

play structure and a paved play area.

But the ground floor is different

from most public housing buildings: it

includes a classroom, library and child

care center.

"It's really a god-send," resident

Wanda Keith said with a broad smile.

She previously lived with two young

grandchildren in a small apartment

while her daughter, who was pregnant

with twins, lived in a shelter.

Now all six are in a sparkling, new

three-bedroom, two-bathroom apart-

ment. And the Los Angelitos child care

center will be moving there soon.

'*Now it's in my back yard and I

have my family together, the most

important thing," she said. "I have

everything I could possibly want."

See HOUSING, page 9

The Associated Press

Four-year-old Mariahna Barrow is held by her grandmother

Wanda Keith outside the complex containing their new apartment.
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Airline strike may impact

holiday traveling season

OPERATION: Attendants

ready to protest poor

wages, lack of benefits

By Amanda Riddle

The Associated Press

TEMPE - America West flight

attendants, fed up after four years

without a contract, voted Monday

to authorize a strike that potential-

ly could disrupt the busy

Christmas travel season.

''The importance of today is to

send a message that we are ready

to strike," said William

McGlashen, president of the local

of the Association of Flight

Attendants. "The ball is in the

company's court."

McGlashen said if America

West Airlines does not make con-

cessions during this week's negoti-

ations, the union will request a fed-

eral mediation board's approval

of intermittent strikes, which

would fall during the busy holiday

travel season.

A resounding number of union

members, 99 percent, voted to

authorize a strike, AFA
announced at a press conference

Monday.

However, America West assert-

ed Monday that flight attendants

will not be legally authorized to

strike during the holidays."We
feel absolutely confident that peo-

ple can rest assured that America

West will be operating reliably

during the holidays," said Stephen

Johnson, America West's vice

president of corporate affairs.

A federal mediator met with the

two sides Monday afternoon at

America West corporate offices.

Two more sessions are sched-

uled, one for the week of Nov. 16

See STRIKE, page 10
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Gap or no gap?
— That is the question.

H'you are {^adiialin^ this year, one olThe inosl

ini|K)rlanl decisions you'l I have lo make is whether

oi*^nol you want lo wear a caf) in your senior [)or-

Irail. Campus Pholo Studio otTers you a;>olution--

lakii^y; proofs witli l)otli poses. Jiowover, l)elore

you make this i;round-hieakini>' decision, you must

make an ap[)ointmcnl.

Jl'ST A REMINDER: If your last name Ix'^ins

Willi the letter M-R, \m Ml 'ST take vour senior

portrail hel'ore Novemher I'i To make an appoinl-

menl,plea.s(Malh2{)().Si:]:{

Last Name
Beginning With

M,N,0,P,Q,R

Will be
Photographed:

Vctober 19 thru October HU —
November 2 thru November 13

November 16 thru December 4
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Lew dewn price.

Nubira Sedan itaru at $12,500*

Nicefy-tiiMippedJor $13,8W

eutcar.

Introduciiig Daemroo. ExcefMloiial Value, JUitomatlcally.

You'll be pleasantly surprised by how much car you'll get for your money with

Daewoo. That's beausc each ofour ars comes well-equipped with features

others may consider options. And, since each car has just one price, there's

,

no sales pressure. No hassle. It's easy.

$8,999

LmotS-^loor

$unts at $8,999*

Smartiy-equipped

fir $11,669*

LUNCH SPECIAL I DINNER SPECIAL

S4.99 I $5.99

• RICE •SALAD 'SOUP

• CHICKEN TERIYAKI or

• HREBEEF

• VEGETABLE TEMPURA

• 2 PCS. CALIFORNIA ROLLS

• RICE 'SALAD •SOUP

• CHICKEN TERIYAKI or

• FIRE BEEF

• VEGETABLE TEMPURA

•3 PCS. CALIFORNIA ROLLS
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Our 3 Day Test Drive.

We know you can't get a real feel for a car from just a 10 minute test drive.

That's why we let you borrow a Daewoo for up to three days with

unlimited mileage. Take it to the city. Take it to the country. Take it around

campus and show it off to your friends.

We've Got Yeu Covered.

Each one ofour amazingly reliable and comfortable cars is so well-built,

we can cover them for the first 3 years or 36,000 miles

on all regular scheduled maintenance. Even oil and

wiper blades are included.

Even On Hie Road.

You'll also get Daewoo Priority Assistance (24-hour

roadside assistance) for the first 3 years or 36,000

miles should you need it.

rM^ ^I'J.^UW.MJ'JI.t.llL^IJ.ffifc^

To make it even easier, you can even take a look at all of the

new Daewoos and get detailed information on our website. How's that

for convenient? Just dick and go.Or learn more about Daewoo by stopping

by any Daewoo Store or talking to a Daewoo Campus Advisor.

We'll show you how you can get a lona car for a litdc dough.

Anewear.Anen

LeganzaSedmm

starts at $14,790*

Lwcttricusfy appointed

for $18,910*

Daewoo ofVan Nuys

6001 Van Nuys Blvd.

(818)785-8504

#f DAEWOO
Daewoo of Huntington Beach

'

1'9232 Beach Blvd.

(714)593-5851

Daewoo of Ontario

1 25 1 Auto Center Drive

(909)937-6110
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$10,000 In Credit Guaranteed!*
You can't be REFUSED! VISA

UCLA Special $29.99
You will receive an exclusive report of sources that will grant you unsecured
credit. We guarantee you will receive 4-6 credit cards with a total credit line of

$10,000 regardless of your credit history! Moaer Enterprises '^

5850 W. 3rd St. Suite 321 The Alternative Credit Solution
Los Angeles, CA 90036

(925) 355-4500
www. mager-enterprlses.com

'Guaranlead you wdl receive S10 000 m credit of your t?9 99 will be refunded Time varies wKh credM hislory

UCLA Catholic Students Association

presents an

Open
Reading

TONIQHTf
Tuesday, November 3. 1998

Ackerman Viewpoint Lounge

Bring a selection from your favorite poet

(even if it happens to be yourself) or just

come by to listen and enjoy.

Refreshments will be served.

Ati-. For more information e-mail: dbacich@ucla.edu
w^m

Funded by the Campus Programs Committee of the Program Activities Board.

INTERNSHIPS
From page 3

summers and afternoons as lime to

make money for tuition and living

expenses.

Kleidosty was one of those stu-

dents.

"It was hard because I was travel-

ling across the country for this unpaid

internship," she said. "So I worked

during spring quarter to save up for

it."

Despite the laclc of salary.

Kleidosty still found the internship

worthwhile.

"You don't count the minutes like

when you're on a job because it's your

time," Kleidosty said. "You don't feel

obligated to be there, but you are

because of the education."

According to Cabacungan, howev-

er, more companies are leaning

toward paying their interns.

"Many sponsors are realizing that

a paid internship is more attractive

since some students are putting them-

selves through school," Cabacungan

said.

By providing students with the

opportunity to make contacts and

explore possible jobs, good intern-

ships have the potential to enlighten

and influence students.

"An internship can be invaluable,"

Yang said. "Students should go for

the experience and not pass it up."

Daily Bruin News
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Walter Karplus works on a stereo system that will allow people like

air traffic controllers to process large amounts of sound data.
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SOUND
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The immediate goal ofthe project

is to improve the interface between

NASA-1 (the name for the test flight

controller at NASA-Dryden) and the

channels of iitformation he or she

must monitor, using "virtual audio."

NASA-1 is in charge of the overall

test program and is responsible for

listening to and sorting through a col-

lage of speech and audio cues.

"In the case of an emergency, this

information may well overwhelm

NASA-1," said Walter Karplus, pro-

fessor of computer science at UCLA
and principal investigator in this

research project.

If something goes wrong, NASA-
1 must react instantly - whether it be

to scrub the experiments on the

flight, order the airplane to return to

base or, in extreme situations, order

the pilot to eject, Karplus said.

Unfortunately, the sounds heard

by NASA-1 travel on a single chan-

nel, making the task of sorting the

signals, and determining which ones

are important at the time, all the

more difficult.

"In this system, NASA-1 wears

stereophonic earphones, and a com-

puter is used to process each speech

channel and present its contents to

NASA-1 in such a way that each

speech source appears to emanate

from a different point in space,"

Karplus said.

"Using virtual audio, the possibili-

ty that NASA-1 (could) be confused

or misled in listening to many simul-

taneous space signals is minimized,"

continued Karplus.

"Sound sources are located and

processed so as to draw NASA-l's

attention to the most urgent mes-

sages."

An important cue, such as an

engine trouble warning, can be high-

lighted by making it easier to hear.

Less immediate signals - which

could become important later on -

can be moved into the background

without being eliminated.

But there's a problem.

Sounds coming from either direct-

ly m front or directly behind the head

hit both ears at the same time, elimi-

nating the brain's ability to distin-

guish between the two cues - phase

and intensity - that are used to filter

noise, Orosz said.

If more than four or five different

sounds are coming in, "you're going

to have to put some (signals) in front

and some in back," Orosz said.

Otherwise, the sounds would have to

be placed close together, elTectively

counteracting the virtual audio.

"In the auditory world, if you

have sounds coming two or three

degrees apart in space, you can't dis-

tinguish them," Orosz said.

Currently, Orosz and a team of

cognitive psychologists from Purdue

University are exploring ways to

optimize the comprehension of large

volumes of information and to make

rapid decisions under pressure. ^

In addition, a software language is

being developed that will allow users

to customize it.

"The science itself is non-specif-

ic," Orosz said. "It's not just cutting-

edge technology, it's very Hexiblc

and applicable."

This makes a transition for virtual

audio into the real world, not only

feasible but highly probable.

Although most of the projects arc

developed specifically for NASA,
fallout from government contracts

often leads to commercial projects.

"For example, the (Federal

Aviation Administration) has

announced that within the next feu

years the managing of air traffic

around airports will become the

responsibility of pilots and not air

traffic controllers," Karplus said.

"This will place new loads upon

the pilot of each plane, and the

method developed at UCLA may

play a part."

Virtual audio could also be used

by fire chiefs in emergency situa-

tions, where they are required to han-

dle communication with multiple

sources. Similarly, Karplus envisions

surgeons working with virtual audio

Medical procedures that involve

collaboration between a number of

clinicians will require the "he'ad sur-

geon to process many voices coming

to him at once.

Virtual audio would prevent them

from confusing and cancelling each

other out and help to maintain vigi-

lance, Karplus said

'There may be someone w ho doc>

not talk very much, but the doctor

still needs to know he s there"

HOUSING
From page 6

The lease includes a promise from

parents and children in grades 3-12 that

they will participate in Century Lift, an

afterschool tutoring program at the

apartment complex. Students attend

four days a week for three hours, while

parents volunteer with the program

and are olTered life-skills classes.

Classes start luesday, even though

the apartment complex opened six

months ago.

Keith's grandchildren are too young

for Century Lift, but she's excited

about the possibility of tutoring when

they get older.

"I hope I don't ever have to move,"

she said.

Cjraduating seniors who have par-

ticipated in Century Lift at lea.st two

years and are academically eligible to

attend the University of Southern

California are given a four-year schol-

arship to the private university.

"It's just like it's an intellectual

amenity as opposed to a physical

amenity. Instead of a big swimming

pool we have something that appeals to

people who are concerned about the

education of their children," said G.

Allan Kingston, president and CEO of

Century Housing Corp., a nonprofit

developer that provided $500,000 for

the tutoring program and helped

finance the renovation.

"Our theme is 'More Than Shelter.'

We're willing to take the risk. If you're

ever going to make a real impact in the

inner city, you have to deal with more

than housing," Kingston said. "It's

about giving people a chance."

The Parkside, which has units with

one to four bedrooms and rent ranging

from $.^66 to $640 a month, is at capac-

ity. Of the 100 children living there, 53

are eligible for Century Lift.

The program started five years ago

and is otTered at seven other public

housing complexes in the city, where at

least twothirds of eligible students are

participating.

Century Lift is a cooperative eflbrt

between Foshay Learning Center,

Century Housing and USC. Tutors arc

hired from USC, Southwest communi-

ty college and Los Angeles Trade

Technical College. USC emeritus pro
fessors also advise parents about

finance, home ownership and helping

children with homework.

The program is too new to have high

school graduates yet, but elementary

students have shown noticeable

progress. One student who was below

his reading level jumped two reading

levels after one year in Century Lift.

^ "When (parents) come in, they see

how caring the tutors are and how we

really do have their children's best

interest at heart," said Cynthia Amos,

the lead teacher with Century Lift.
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mm vices when and where the need arises.

From page 5

Clinton released a report on

actions he has taken to put more

patient rights' protections in health

plans administered by the federal gov-

ernment. The Office of Personnel

Management, which oversees a feder-

al health benefits program serving 9

million federal employees and depen-

dents, has ordered the 285 participat-

ing health plans to come into compli-

ance with the patient's bill of rights.

The White House said any new leg-

islation should include:

• Easier access to medical special-

ists.

• Coverage ofemergency room ser-

DENEVE
From page 1
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bank loan which will be paid back by

student housing fees. UCLA offi-

cials estimate that the project would

cost 10 to 15 percent more if prevail-

ing wages were required.

Despite these explanations,

Skinas is still not satisfied. He
believes the university should still

require prevailing wage to be paid.

"It's a state campus," Skinas said.

"They got an exemption for one pro

ject; it's something they snuck

through on this project."

Though the university does not

require contractors to pay the pre-

vailing wage, it does not preclude

them from doing so. In fact, nearly

half of the 26 subcontractors on the

project said they pay prevailing wage

to their employees.

"We pay prevailing wage because

that's our standard," said Kathy

Szilagyi, project manager for Queen

City Glass, a subcontractor working

on De Neve Plaza.

Other subcontractors said they

are union contractors and therefore

required to pay prevailing wage to

employees as part of their contracts

with them.

One non-union subcontractor,

who will not be paying prevailing

wage on the project, said he evalu-

ates the job before deciding how

much he will pay employees

"We wouldn't pay it if we weren't

required to." said Mike Knocll. an

estimator for Performance

C oncretc

Skinas also. argued that b> not

• An internal and independent

external process to appeal decisions

made by health maintenance organi-

zations.

• Protections to ensure that HMOs
are held accountable when patients

are harmed or injured as a result of a

health plan's decisions.

Republicans countered adminis-

tration-supported legislation this year

with a bill of their own, which the

White House dismissed as full of loop-

holes.

The House has passed health care

legislation crafted by GOP leaders,

but the bill died when the Senate

failed to take it up for debate during

political maneuvering in the weeks

before the 105th Congress adjourned.

paying the prevailing wage, the qual-

ity of work would suffer, especially

with non-union labor. ' •
'

,
' .

"
''

'.

Erickson said the same safety and

building standards are in place

despite the difference in wages.

"Our quality standards and safety

requirements are stringent."

Erickson said. "It does not change

based on whether prevailing wages

are required."

The exception to the prevailing

wage requirement creates a situation

which puts students' interests in con-

flict with those of the workers, since

either way, students will be footing

the bill.

"It's a challenge," Erickson said

of th^^iicision oiwrirtiether or not

to pay (be prevailing wage.

The need to choose between pay-

ing workers well, and charging stu-

dents higher housing fees creates a

dilemma.

"Is it fair for students to pay 15

percent more, or is it fair to the peo-

ple getting 40 percent less'.'" Skinas

said.

"Maybe 'fair' should be stricken

from the English language," he

added.

Despite whether or Dot the situa-

tion is fair, UCLA is clearly faced

with a housing shortage. The number

of triple rooms in the residence halls

increased dramatically this year, and

many students still live in floor study

lounges

"Students are our primary cus-

tomers," Erickson said "When

we're faced with this challenge, we

choose to provide the most afford-

able hoiisinr to students faculty and

stafl'
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POLLING
From page 1

dents also need to take the initiative

to become active participants of the

American political society," Flores

said.

Many organizations on campus

share Flores's beliefs.

"Involvement in politics and vot-

ing is the key to voicing the wants of

our communities," said Henry Perez,

the chair of Movimiento Estudiantil

Chicano/a de Aztlan (MEChA).
MEChA, a non-partisan organiza-

tion, educates youth on how to be

politically active. MEChA also

addresses under-represented com-

munities on the importance of vot-

ing.

"Students need to understand that

it is crucial to get involved, because

decisions are constantly being made

by an elite few that are not in touch

with our communities," Perez said.

"We need to be well-informed and

educated on these issues so we can

fight back when there is an attack."

, Attempts to register and educate

voters are top priorities for

Democrats and Republicans alike.

Jones has even sent out out birthday

cards to 18-year-olds with a voter reg-

istration application.

"Students have a significant influ-

ence in politics. It is a well-known

fact that those candidates that arc-

supported by college students ha\c

higher chances of winning," said

Gallagher.

The Bruin Democrats understand

this and know how important the\

are to the campaigns of democratic

candidates.

"At first Davis was behind, but lOo

Bruin Democrat volunteers cam-

paigned for him. I think this is one o\

the reasons his polls went up," said

Tim Bradley, a Bruin Democrat.

Despite the efforts of these groups

to get students to become politically

mvolved there are some who remain

unregistered and indifferent to vot-

ing.

"I don't bother to register because

my vote is not going to make any dif-

ference. I guess when something real-

ly gets me fired up I will get involved

but I think voting is a waste of time,

"

said Michael Collins a second-year

undeclared student.

Still, there are those who admire

the elTorts of politically involved col-

lege students.

"It is terrific that students who

have the passion to get involved can

actually make a difference. I definite-

ly look up to them for their devotion

and optimism in our country," said

Susan Klein, a first-year political sci-

ence student.

WHERE TO VOTE IN WESTWOOD

Source: lA County ItegHltrRKarder/ County dnt

)OHN SUEHIRO/Daily Bruir

EMBASSY
From page 5

as the "den of spies" during the revo-

lution - were covered with anti-

American and revolutionary graffiti.

A poster on one wall showed a blind-

folded U.S. hostage.

The embassy is now used as a

school for the paramilitary revolution-

ary guards.

The student group that organized

Monday's rally is made up of associa-

tions of Islamic students from 50 uni-

versities around the country. It said in

a statement that the purpose of the

rally was to "crush the wall of mi.s-

trust" between the American and

Iranian people, a phrase used by

Khatami in his campaign to end Iran's

isolation.

STRIKE
From page 6

and one for Dec. 1-4, said Lisa

Bunch, chairperson of the negotiat-

ing committee.

McGlashen said the strong strike

vote sends a clear message to the air-

line.

"Today you have given the clearest

message that you could have given

them. Get to the bargaining table, get

a fair agreement, or we're walking

out," he told an angry crowd of about

100 flight attendants. Many wore

neon green shirts that read

"CHAOS" and chanted "No Fear"

after the vote was read

CHAOS, which stands for

Creatmg Havoc Around Our System,

is a method of random, unannounced

strikes.

The union wants America West's

2,100 night attendants to be paid the

industry average for the top 10 air-

lines. Currently, starting flight atten-

dants are paid $12,852.

The night attendants are also seek-

ing pay and pension benefits, addi-

tional sick days and the establishment

of per diems, or extra pay to cover

time way from work. They also want

the term of the union contract short-

ened from five to two years.

Right attendant Gerry Snodgras,

59, said many of the single mothers

who work for America West cannot

afford to dry clean their uniforms.

"We're not asking for the world.

we're asking for the national aver-

age." said Snodgras, an America

West flight attendant since I9S^

Sncxlgras said she is paid the inaM

mum salary and hasn't received a

raise in eight years
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Sen. Barbara Boxer delivers a speech to an energetic crowd in

Ackerman Grand Ballroom on Monday.

RALLY
From page 1

need to vote Democratic and spoke

in support of various propositions.

Diane Martinez, a candidate for

insurance commissioner, said that

Democrats needed more support

because they didn't have as much
money as their Republican oppo-

nents.

"My opponent got $10 million

from insurance companies," she said.

"We're being outspent."

Rally participants said the event

was inspiring.

"At first I was shaky on getting

^jeople to vote because I'm so busy.

but I'm totally motivated now," said

Deanna Ortuno, a fourth-year sociol-

ogy and Chicano/a studies student.

Members of the Bruin Democrats

said one ol' their goals wa.s to get

young people to vote.

"Our ii$e group has the lowest

voter turnout rate," said Melanie Ho,

the group's special events coordina-

tor. "We'll prove them wrong this

year."

Members of the groups who had

been working this past week on the

rally said it was successful.

"Many people doubted that a stu-

dent organization could bring in that

many people, but we filled the room

to capacity," said Dan Malashock,

president of the Bruin Democrats.

IRAQ
From page 5

came as Security Council members

begin discussions on a draft resolu-

tion that would reiterate, in a legally

binding document, the council's

demand that Iraq reverse its decision.

The sticking point, council sources

said, would be whether the council

would simply repeat its statement

Saturday that Iraq was in flagrant vio

lation of U.N. resolutions or was in

"material breach" of the resolutions -

language that could give the United

States and its allies the green light for

military action.

The Security Council sent a letter

Friday to U.N. Secretary-General

Kofi Annan outlining the framework

of a "comprehensive review" of Iraq's

compliance with U.N. resolutions.

But the letter did not meet Iraq's

demand that a review should mention

the possibility of lifting sanctions.

And when Baghdad received "the

political message" that the United

States was responsible for blocking

any reference, it responded by ban-

ning all dealings with U.N. weapons

inspectors, Hamdoon said.

The Iraqi ambassador called on the

secretary-general to become person-

ally m^Stvcd in attempts to resolve

the crisis

"The ball right now should K- in

the secretary-general s court because

he IN ihc man who has the trust ol

Ir.iq and he should be also the man

who has the trust of the Security

Council," Hamdoon said.

Annan played a key role in defus-

ing the last major crisis with Iraq,

which flared in February when the

Iraqis refused to let inspectors enter

the Iraqi president's palaces and

other sensitive sites. Annan flew to

Baghdad and reached an agreement

with the Iraqis allowing inspections to

resume.

But Annan's spokesman Fred

Eckhard stressed that Annan would

follow the SecuHty Council's instruc-

tions in trying to resolve the current

crisis.

"It is primarily the council's

responsibility," he said. "He does not

see it as a matter of his credibility."

Annan met Butler on Monday and

was told that technicians from the

U.N. Special Commission, which is

charged with eliminating Iraq's

weapons of mass destruction, were

being allowed to maintain surveil-

lance equipment.

"But this in no way constitutes an

adequate monitoring function, so

monitoring activities are effectively

blocked." Eckhard said.

Annan called Iraq's announce-

ment that It was cutting off all deal-

ings with U.N. weapons inspectors "a

total breach of Security Council rescv

lutions," and noted the council's

demand that Baghdad resume coop-

eration immediately

"The council as a whole has spo-

ken very clearly and thcv arc going to

remain engaged " Annan said
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EDITORIAL

Initiatives need

concise diction

to inform voters

BALLOT: Misleading ads confuse public

on which proposals should become law

Today, although many of us will cast our ballots, most of

us will not. The general populous has become disillusioned

with the voting process and, apparently, they have every

right to be.

Various problems exist within the voting process which,

in combination, result in poor turnout. Unconvincing can-

didates and the relentless mudslinging ofTV commercials

contribute to the circus that is the election campaign. Other

problems include the poorly worded and misleading initia-

tives and advertisements which prevent voters from mak-

mg the most m^ofmed decision.

Voters receive information on the initiatives through the

bailot handbook, paid advertising and the mass media. This

information, however, is usually biased and confusing - or

in the case of television, virtually impossible to obtain.

There is a greater incentive for proposition proponents

to persuade voters and not to educate them. Backers seem

to write proposals in a deliberately confusing way.

Proposition 8 is a blatant example of this; it is cluttered

with several measures (class-size reduction, creation of a

Chief Inspectors OfHce, parent-teacher councils, required

teacher testing and pupil suspension for drug possession

among them). The excessive number of measures, as well

as the confusing language, may cause well-meaning voters

to make misinformed decisions at the polls; since voters do

not have access to legal analysts to interpret propositions

for them, they may vote on measures that "seem" benefi-

cial.

Kven the titles of propositions (i.e. Proposition 209: The
'
California Civil Rights initiative and Proposition 227:

English For the Children) are purposely deceptive and can

confuse voters; many of those who voted for Proposition

209 thought that their vote supported affirmative action. In

many voters' minds, the terminology "Civil Rights

Initiativc'did not rcfiect the dismantling of affirmative

action.

Propositions are written in the ballot pamphlet for those

with a 12th to I4lh grade reading level. Because of this,

many voters are less likely to understand the issues, and

consequently, less likely to vote on initiatives.

Besides the voter pamphlet, voters rely heavily on the

mass media for information on initiatives. Unfortunately,

this mformation is usually limited to the bia.sed and unin-

formative propaganda from proponents and opponents oi'

a bill. Since there are no limits on the amount of initiative

campaign expenditures, corporations and public interest

groups saturate television and radio with advertisements

that give only partial or biased information.

The primary source of unbiased information, or "free

advertising," should be California's secretary of state
-

whose job requires the dissemination of election informa-

tion, in addition, the media holds a certain responsibility to

present the initiatives in a comprehensive and informative

manner. More reporters need to go beyond what the pro-

ponents and opponents of an initiative say; they need to

consult legislative analysts, legislators and law professors

(among others) in order to fairly present information to the

voters.

More importantly, the language of propositions needs to

be simpler. People need accessible, understandable and

honest information.

Initiatives are designed to empower the people and to

address the issues and problems that they feel are impor-

tant. Such powers, however, arc not effective if the voting

population cannot understand v.hat they are voting on.

Nature key to human success
ENVIRONMENT: Harmony

with surroundings true path

to more complete existence

Yet another cycle of seasons has

rushed along with the path of

our lives. It is already the fifth

week of the fall quarter and my summer

vacation has become another relic in my
cluttered museum of memory.

It has been

almost a year since

the first warnings

of the coming El

Nifto were broad-

cast by the mass

media. As the

months raged from

fall to winter, this

occasional media

blurb soon grew,

like a demented

tumor, into a per-
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Now that the

dark storms of yesterday have twisted

off to torment other parts of the globe,

we can collect ourselves and reflect on

the aftermath. It seems as though many

portions of Malibu and other coastal

cities were swallowed into the fetid bow-

els of the earth, and monstrous piles of

wrenched metal and shattered glass

were added to the city's automobile

graveyards.

Although the winter storms did not

amount to the apocalypse prophesied

by the animatron newscasters, the rains

and wind did throw an ample amount of

chaotic mud into the churning machin-

ery of our city.

Bedlam, however, is not the only

aspect of EI Niflo. The Earth is a living,

growing system; it constantly shifts and

changes to create homeostasis. Any nat-

ural events which do occur, even if ini-

tially deadly, are part of the earth's life
,

cycle, just as your coursing blood and

decaying cells are fiicets of your exis-

tence as a living being.

El Nino is one way in which the

Earth initiates change and growth; it is

a regenerative process. The dead sea-life

lefi behind by El Nino is a fertile medi-

um from which plankton and algae

flourishes. These elements are the foun-

dations of life on this planet as they arc

the starting point of nourishment for all

life. Moreover, when spring

approached, the heavy rains brought by

El Nino left the ground moist and ready

for growth.

Indeed, the animatron newscasters

Ko, a fourth-year psychology student,

thanks M. Marco for her inspiration, collabo-

ration and hot lovin'. He can be reached at

alexk@ucla.edu.

began warning people of the increasing

pollen count brought on the by the

bumper crop of Hora left in EI Nino's

wake. The storms may have caused hills

to slide and trees to fall, but in the end

this disruptive change planted the seeds

of renewal. Just as the Earth is the unre-

lenting destroyer, so is it a nurturing

mother.

Unfortunately, not many of us saw El

Nino that way.

The storms were more of a nuisance

than a welcome sign of new life. No one

talked about changing patterns of

behavior in a way that would make the

storm more bearable. Generally, not

many people understood that the

change in the seasons represented a shift

in the ebb and How of life on this planet;

a shift that could be followed to our ben-

efit. We simply gritted our teeth and

tried to go on with our daily lives.

It was not always this way.

Many of us have ancestors who lived

in pagan and shamanic societies which

^nature. Ourfollowed the=pattern s ol natufg;

ancestors understood what many of us

have forgotten.

Anthropology has focused on the dis-

covery of tools as humanity's main

achievement, the profound knowledge

that finally propelled us out of the cave.

However, thediscovery of tools was not

our most important discovery.

Rather, tools ushered in a new era of

aggressive domination, sexuality and

domination; primal man's lifting of the

bone tool represents the first act of phal-

lic extension.

Imagine a feral, alpha male, beating

his chest, wielding his large bone tool

and extending his range of dominance

and territory while symbolically claim-

ing his virility and potency; his face

flushed and his genitals swollen from the

exciting power endowed by the tool.

When we stepped out of the cave and

raised the bone tool, we initiated a pro-

totypical act that would be repeated by

sexually insecure emperors, soldiers and

policeman everywhere. In retrospect,

our mighty tool seems more like an iron-

ic mix of tragedy and comedy than an

overwhelming accomplishment.

Humanity's most enlightening

moment came from the understanding

of the cyclical, rhythmic patterns of the

earth. When humanity first consciously

undcTiitogcUhalihggarthJgfaavcd in a
-

cycle of growth and decay, and that

these patterns could be used as guide-

lines for planning life, we attained our

highest knowledge. We began to realize

our connection to something more vast

See KO, page 14
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lUHrssarv to maintain UC's tradition

ormiilliethnir campus environment

By Albert Carnesale

[n the aftermath o( Proposition 209. the issue o\^

diversity has galvani/ed the IICLA campus - and
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ioiBtelds. Attimes,t)owevei;tHie aspeitit^seem subordinate to the other.
~
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of researdi? Bring your submissions to 1 18 Kerd(hoff Hail or e-mail them to

viewpoint@media.uda.edu. Submissions are due Thursday at 10 a.m.

properly so. Kor the first time in many years, stu-

dent diversity is on the wane. This is a serious mat-

ter. It is. in my view,^ call to action. I am seeing to

it that we answer that call, that we do so by work-

ing in concert as a campus community, and that

we persist in our efforts until we achieve lasting

change.

Kor more than three decades. UCLA and the

University of California have worked diligently

toward ensuring that the student body of our

state's great public university system mirrors the

ethnic and cultural diversity of California itself.

Commendable progress was made; UCLA and

her sister campuses take pride in their role of

preparing leaders from and for all segments of our

society, not just a chosen few.

Although it is one of UCLA's most cherished

hallmarks, we do not seek diversity for diversity's

sake. Students learn not only from their profes-

Carnesale is the chancellor of UCLA.

when their classmates rellect many ditlerenl back-

grounds, experiences and cultures. UCLA has

proven conclusively that academic excellence and

ethnic diversity are compatible and, in fact, mutu-

ally reinforcing. If we are to continue serving the

full population of California, we cannot allow

those gains to evaporate.

Joday, nearly two years after (\ilifornia voters

approved Proposition 209 (which prohibits con-

sideration of race, ethnicity, national origin or gen-

der as factors in admissions decisions), we see the

first evidence o( the predicted outcome of this

action. It is a sobering reality; the 1998 freshman

class is significantly less diverse than was the enter-

ing class of 1997. If this trend were to continue,

UCLA would lose the wonderful enrichment to

education that a multicultural, multiracial envi-

ronment affords.

The formidable challenge for UCLA and the

UC in this post-affirmative action era - our man-

date, in effect - is to find ways to boost the acade-

mic performance of educationally disadvantaged

high school students so that more of them can

compete for admission to our respective institu-

tions. In other words, we face the daunting task of

repairing and rebuilding a damaged and very frag-

ile pipeline.

To tackle this problem, we have devised an out-

reach plan that includes short-term, intermediate-

term, and long-term strategies. "Outreach" is an

that are new and others that have been in place for

several years -^ designed to improve student

preparation through partnerships between the

university and K-12 sche)ols, community colleges,

families, community groups and local businesses.

Spearheading this ambitious undertaking is an

evolving campus-wide task force of students, staff,

administrators and alumni volunteers who are

dedicated to protecting diversity at UCLA.
Our strategy for the short term is an aggressive

recruitment, retention and information campaign

with one simple -message: underreprcsented stu-

dents are wanted, needed and welcome at UCLA.
Already there are encouraging signs that this

approach is the right one; last year's post-admis-

sion recruitment effort resulted in the highest ever

percentage of admitted underreprcsented stu-

dents choosing UCLA.
The intermediate strategy involves programs

that focus on K-12 students, particularly those

enrolled in Los Angeles County public schools. In

the Career-Based Outreach Program, for exam-

ple, specially trained UCLA students serve as

mentors to disadvantaged high school students,

who in turn work with middle schoolers.

Over the long term, we want to effect change in

the K-12 schools themselves by improving teach-

ing, curricula, materials, resources, leadership,

SeeaRNESALE^pagelS
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Public affection

rude, offensive

I completely agree with

Marc Siegel's view that "gay

conduct is treated more harsh-

ly" in our society than "straight

love" ("Sex in public not lewd

-just a mood". Viewpoint,

Oct. 26).

The fact of the matter is that

we live in a society where toler-

ance and acceptance of homo-
sexuals is often preached but

rarely practiced.

Heterosexual couples prac-

ticing a little Public Displays of

Affection (PDA) are rarely

frowned upon - much less

deemed "disgusting" or "nau-

seating" as I've ofien heard

people say about same-sex cou-

ples engaging in similar activi-

ties.

Nonetheless, I have to reject

Seigel's solution to simply

ignore couples who are getting

it on in public. I personally

hate most public displays o\'

affection, and if I saw anyone

having any type of sex in a

bathroom or a library, I would

DEHNISTRATED
By Ivan Minsloff

be thoroughly disgusted.

That is so nasty! I wouldn't

"wink" at their behavior and

move on. I would tell the horny

dogs to get a room! Behavior

like this is repulsive and rude,

and offenders of any persua-

sion should be equally pun-

ished ... and if possible,

neutered.

Yesenia Mendez

Fourth-year

Communication studies and dassio

More online

than just classes

I read with interest the arti-

cle by Katie Sierra ("Online

courses now more accessible,

acceptable," News, Oct. 23).

But I was concerned that read-

ers may be left with the errcv

neous impression that "online"

somehow defines the breadth

of distance learning capability.

The Distance Learning and

Instructional Media

Production division of

UCLA's Office of

Instructional Development

have been producing distance

learning courses in various

forms over the past 12 years.

During those years, a variety

of technologies have been

employed ranging from com-

puter-based audio-graphic

exchanges, two-way video and

audio, satellite-delivered pro-

grams and online instruction.

We have shared distance learn-

ing courses with virtually all

the other University of

California campuses and with

campuses within the California

State University system - as

well as with other national and

international institutions.

The article highlights

aspects of the growth of online

instruction in recent years.

Sierra's premise is that dis-
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material, some names nr\ay be kept on

file rather than published with the

nr>aterial The Brum reserves the right to

edit submitted material and to deter

mM>e Its placerT>ent in the paper All

MikMMMMms become the property of

The Brum The Communications Board

has a n>edi4 grievance procedure for

resolvirtg complaints against any of its

publications For a copy of the com
plete procedure, contact the

Publications offke at 118 Kerckhoff

HatI
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All Hair Care Products

Including All:

Shampoos,
conditioners,

Sprays, Brushes,

Combs

I

offer good thru

11/18

^^ >/W^

Barrington Associates

Investment Bankers

- .D^(^

310.206.OS22

Also iivailjble at:

Hill Top Shop. North Campus Shop,

Lu Valle Commons, Health Sciences Store

cat^P^I
cornet

UCLfer
open daily

I

www.uclastore.ucla.edu

Barrington Associates

will be hosllng an information session

for undergraduate students

interested in pursing a career in

investment banking.

November 3, 1998

The Career Center

7 P.M. TO 9p.m.

n

I'lllllV' Clieei-ir Si<H£

Kcll'Liiivev Combo
Jt a meal

Clue

Hitlfed CliiclveiiQ

Citsuy Cliici

Club

lliiivey

Add french fries, chips or cole

slaw and a medium dispensed

beverage to any 5" or 10" sub

for on/K $-1^60 more

\iii^fm^J t-agitaiil

Non-Thitrs Ikm-TpfR: Fri \%m4

LEHERS
From page 1
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tance Icaming (as defined by Drs

Michael Moore and Greg Kearsely

in "Distance Education, A Systems

View") is "... planned learning thai

normally occurs in a different place

from teaching and as a result

requires special techniques of

course design, special instructional

techniques, special methods of

communication by electronic and

other technology, as well as special

organizational and administrative

arrangement."

The field of distance learning

continues to be very rich in the

types of technologies used.

Although online instruction has

surged forward and indeed sup-

ports the needs of a certain popula-

tion, it is not to the exclusion of

other forms of distance learning

which utilize various, interactive

technologies such as two-way video

and audio, and satellite delivery

systems.

Students' learning styles, motiva-

tions, environments, as well as their

diverse fields of study and interests

all affect the choice of the learning

program and supporting technoK*-

gies.

Daytra Hansel

Office of Instructional Development

(OID)-Teleconferencing

& Distance Learning Services
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than ourselves. When our ancestors

realized that humanity, like Earth,

existed in terms of cycles of growth

and death, human consciousness

began to expand.

This realization revealed a plethiv

ra of knowledge and was the birth-

place of spirituality and science.

(Did not astronomy come from the

pagan and shamanic beliefs in

astrology?) Celebration of the

Earth's cycles is the true "old time

religion." Humanity's contempla-

tion of the forces of nature brought

the gift of wonder, and offered a

glimpse at the astounding possibili-

ties of the universe.

We have taken the knowledge

given by nature and propelled our-

selves to an unparalleled throne ot

power. At first, like children, we

lacked the wisdom to properly uti-

lize our newfound knowledge. Being

only human, the power of this

knowledge blinded us to limitation

and responsibility; we indulged in

the fantasy that we were gods who

were free to do what we pleased.

Hence, the ozone has holes.

Scientists project that at our current

rate of consumption we have fewer

than 50 years of resources left. The

rainforest is being destroyed to

graze cattle for hamburgers.

These harsh realities are the cur-

rency with which we have paid for

our godhood. Isn't human civiliza-

tion too old to still be defecating all

over the place? Has our growth been

so minimal?

To do nothing to counteract

atrocities is unacceptable. It is time

for us to emerge from our destruc-

tive ignorance and reawaken to

ancient truths. Let us find our wa\

back to a conscious, respectful con-

nection to the Earth. I call upon all

who are reading to investigate your

shamanic and pagan roots. Reject

this current culture that supports a

disconnection from nature.

By returning to the teaching of

our ancestors we can find a way

towards creative living on this plan

et. By expanding our consciousness.

as our ancestors did, wt am return

to harmony with nature. I suggest

investigating the philosophies of the

Native Americans or the ancient

KO
From page 14

Mayans. These civilizations had no

poverty, never polluted rivers and
never built concentration camps.

In addition, curbing our incessant

consumerism is a vital step towards

renewal. Break the addictive chain

of buying. If we were to refrain from

making purchases for one day a

week, the amount of waste eliminat-

ed solely in terms of glass and paper

packaging would be enormous.

There are no inevitabilities as

long as there is a willingness to

change.

CARNESALE
From page 1

3

counseling and student-support ser-

vices. We also hope that UCLA
research will help to illuminate the

root causes of educational disparity

so that it can be avoided entirely.

An infusion of more than $5 mil-

lion in new funding to UCLA from

the state and UC budgets will enable

us to significantly increase our out-

reach activities this year. We will be

able to work with more high schools

and middle schools to have a visible

presence in local communities and to

have more UCLA students partici-

pate.

HEAVEN CAN'T
WAIT

Wednesday, November 4

UCLA, Sunset Village

Covel Commons, SV Southbay

7:30 - 9:30 pm, no charge

The average soul reincarnates 60,000 times before one

begins to seriously yearn for self realization. 60,000

Lifetimes. That's a lot of Big Macs. And an awful lot

of reruns. If your odometer is getting up there and

meditation has become an integral part of your life, the

doorbell is ringing. And a genuine enlightened teacher

is waiting for you to answer. Don't miss this rare

opportunity to meet Mark Griffin and experience the

extremely advanced state of consciousness called

Nirvakalpa Samadhi (Nirvana).

310-828-0290

^l^KTI SPECIALS DAILY EVERYDAY

\^ .Tow'c' r in the 1larket

N\on. - Sunffoivets ..99<^

Taes. - Tu/ips ..99^

U/ed. - SpHng Bouquets . .J4.99

Thuts. - Getbets ..99^

Fn. - Ooz. Long Stem Roses
includes vase ot mapping

Evetyd$y - Otchids

^12.99

75*

UCLffer
open daily

I

www. uclastore. ucta.edu

I-
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An excitmg new development is

our plan to create a network of mul-

tipurpose community outreach cen-

ters in the neighborhoods where K-

12 students live. These "centers of

excellence" will enable UCLA facul-

ty, students and staff to work in part-

^nership with local schools, business-

es and community organizations to

provide outreach services at key

neighborhood locations equipped

with computers and other essential

learning tools. These methods will

enable us to participate actively in

urban communities on a daily basis.

To accomplish all of this, we must

harness the energy of the entire

UCLA family. The ultimate goals of

increased diversity and access to the

University can only be achieved if we

work together as a campus; commu-

nity.

Student input and participation

arc critical components of the out-

""reach effort. One could not imagine

a better role model than a UCLA stu-

dent when it comes to inspiring

young people to prepare for a college

education.

Student-initiated and student-run

outreach programs, coordinated by

the Community Service Commission

and the Community Programs

Office, are an important element in

our overall strategy.

To enhance these programs, we

will more than double the amount of

funding that was available last year. I

hope this will further energize

UCLA's student volunteers who

have a long and wonderful tradition

of helping inner-city schoolchildren

as tutors, mentors and advisers.

UCLA's outreach plan is a bold

and ambitious approach to an

immense challenge. It is unlikely that

large numbers of educationally dis-

advantaged students will immediate-

ly become UC eligible.

Meaningful results will take years

to achieve. Having embraced our

responsibility, however, we must not

be discouraged by the magnitude of

the task before us.

Outreach is not just a buzzword: it

is the only realistic approach to a

- problem we have worried about for

some time. Now we must tackle that

problem with intelligence, determi-

nation, creativity and vigor - quali-

ties in ample supply at UCLA. I have

pledged to work hard to protect and

enhance diversity on this campus. I

urge you to join me in that endeavor,

so that we can realize our shared

aspirations for UCLA and for our

society in the 2 1st century

...because you can't keep it ALL in your head!

•./«**

APPROACHING
ready:

\

The Lecture Notes
Advantage ^

/ Lecture Notes are a great supplement

to your own notes

/ Quality notetakers provide accurate,

organized and well written accounts of

your professors' lecture

/ Full attention can be given to your

lecture, allowing you to listen more

attentively and analytically

/ Available anytime during the quarter

/ Conveniently located on A Level,

Ackerman Union

LectureNotes
310.206.088^ • ALe.
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Show confirms

aging band

can KISS past

fame goodbye

MUSIC: Has-beens try to

rock and roll all night at

dull Halloween concert

By Vanessa VandcrZanden

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Maybe if they spent less time party-

ing every day, KISS could write better

songs, put on a more original show,

and plan a more rockin' Halloween

night.

Instead, the members of KISS did

nothing amazing in their Halloween

'98 hoopla event. Adveniscd an ^tac=

evening's most monstrous musical

bash, KISS headlined for Smashing

Pumpkins in a three-dimensional spec-

tacle, but the Dtxlger Stadium perfor-

mance left costumed fans feeling

dispirited. What began as a fun-loving

nostalgic romp though '70s glam rock

became an endurance test of how

much cheese self-respecting concert-

goers could wade through.

To begin with, any event that has

the Smashing Pumpkins, one of the

most original, steadfast bands to span

the '90s decade, warming up for a

painted crew of aging rockers, has

issues to work through from the out-

set. In addition, the early stage appear-

ance of the Pumpkins, going on at a

bright and rosy 7 p.m., left many fans

stuck in traffic during the high points

of their set.

Many of those that fmally chugged

up the bumper to bumper-clogged hill-

side had already missed much of the

whiny guitar-droning, mainstream-

breaking indie-band. Instead, they

opted to throw back beers with fellow

black-and-white face-painted KISS

fans in the crisp parking lot air, rather

than march around the Dodger

Stadium fortress in search of their elu-

sive seats.

After trudging past hot dog

venders, nacho chip sellers and row

after row of wrinkle-headed KISS

groupies, white face paste sticking to

their long, fried rocker hair, audience

members located their places in the

massive stadium. As if to add insult to

injury, those tricked out of catching

the Smashing Pumpkins, whose short

set ended by 8 p.m., were treated to a

pathetic group of mangy circus per-

formers.

Although the mid-band act gave the

gaping crowd something to watch

between performances, the tiny in-

field freak show was swallowed by the

open-air baseball arena. Displaying

less than death-defying stunts, such as

climbing up poles in tights and lying on

a bed of nails, the circus troupe talents

proved more of a side-ring distraction

than previously intended.

Meanwhile, self-absorbed fans per-

ambulated around the oujsidc track of

the baseball diamond, showing off

their colorful disguises and disregard-

ing the lackluster scene surroundmg

them.

By the time KISS t(K>k the stage

between two towermg video screens,

hyped fans were more than ready to

reap the rewards their S50 tickets

ifforded them Affixing their dispos-

20
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Monster mash

"Gods and Monsters" looks at the

strange death of "Frankenstein"

filmmaker James Whale. See

Wednesday for a preview.
IW'
w'
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Road
to

:iiv#iie

recovery i^AVt

A new documentary explores Project

Return, a program that provides job

training for Inmates returning to the

outside world

~%j0i

Photos courtesy o( ChafKf Films

Nelson Marks served 1 2 and a half years for armed bank robbery.

By Cheryl Klein

Daily Bmin Senior Staff

On any given night, viewers can expect to turn on the evening news and

see a bloody montage of car chases, gang shootings and arnied robberies. In

between segments. Gray Davis and Dan Lungren skirmish via commercial

spots over who is tougher on crime. If journalistic and political fervor are

any indication, crime is a hot issue.

Meanwhile, back in America's prisons, criminals arc piling up, shipping

out and being thrust back behind bars in frightening dimensions.

But convicts have a determined few people who arc working with them,

not just talking about them. Among the ranks is the s(imewhat unlikely duo

of Tulane University professor Bob Roberts and cx-bank robber Nelson

Marks. Together they form the backbone of Project Return, a 9(kiay rehar

bilitation program that equips soon-to-be-released prisoners with job skills

that will arguably deter them from returning to crime out of desperation.

When filmmaker Leslie Neale and her husband, toimer Doors drummer

John Densmore, discovered Project Return, they u f re proud to join the

effort by creating "Road to Return," an hour-Ioni' documentary which

screens on campus Friday at the James Bridges Theater

The road they embarked on to compile the perscnuil stories of the crimi-

nal justice system was eye opening in itself, Nealc s.i

.

"Especially as a woman, to walk into that world Not just the production

world of being the director, producer and writer and calling all the shots,

which was quite empowering, but also to be in the pi imarily male-dominat-

ed world of criminal justice," Neale says.

Any stereotypes she had about inmate behavior ^^ere quickly dashed.

"The only pass I ever got - and this was an all-male prison - was made by

the warden," she says.

Neale and Densmore took part in community-building workshops and

drum-beating rituals - two attempts at giving priscMiers a voice as opposed

to governing by fear - that the film depicts in powerful detail. In fact, the

documentary's acclaim thus far. as well as the prograns, may owe largely to

individual stories.

Take program head Marks, for example

n^elson went back to the bank that he had Tohbcd many years later and

11
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Inmates wait in lockdown at Angola Prison.
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See ROAD, page 19

An tnm«te is processed for release after having served two and a half years

for a sex offense charge.

Dickies finally manage to

mollify disgruntled crowd
MUSIC: Despite concert delays, complaints from

hecklers, veteran rockers satisfy riotous audience

By Brent Hopkins

Daily Bruin Contributor

Just watching the fans creep into

the dark confines of the Roxy, it

became apparent that the night was

going to be strange. In one corner

stood a ghost with sunglasses, anoth-

er held a not-so-innocent-looking

Dorothy and roaming through the

crowd was a creepily realistic seem-

ing Unabomber. And of course, the

punks. Lots of punks.

Whether they were authentic or

merely tricked out for Halloween,

the leather jacket and spiked hair

crowd was in full force for the three-

band punk show on Saturday.

Ihfi Qii&imil opening act.

onstage. Even when the Dickies took

the stage, decked out in a full range

of Halloween costumes, they were

still unsatisfied. Though they danced

furiously and cheered the headline

act's throwback punk music, they

continued to throw things onstage.

Leonard Grave Phillips, the

group's deranged-looking frontman,

seemed unconcerned, throwing the

objects right back, never losing his

composure throughout the evening.

The Dickies have been together

for more than 20 years, and look it.

Guitarist Stan Lee, with his long

curls draped over a maroon jacket,

could have been lifted straight from a

Miami Vice episode, as Phillips

pointed out. This is not to say that

Kingpin, never showed up, pushmg

back the opening of the concert for

an hour and a half. This lengthy delay

left the crowd ill at ease, kicking off a

long evening of restlessness.

When Lunatics On Parole finally

took the stage at 9:30 p.m., the ani-

mosity did not cool off at all.

Throughout the hour-long perfor-

mance, the crowd yelled obscenities

at the band, asking them in less than

polite terms to pack their things and

go home. Fortunately, the advice was

taken, and the torturously bad heavy

metal rantings ended within an hour.

After a lengthy delay, Agent Orange

took the stage.

"We're feeling a bit stiff up here. I

think it may be rigor mortis setting

in," tuxedoed singer-guitarist Mike

Palm said.

Though Agent Orange, mainstays

of the Southern California punk

scene, may be a bit older than most

punk acts, they certainly didn't seem

it in their energetic set. The mosh pit

started before Palm even sang a note.

The audience offered a few more

lewd comments during the hour of

hard-edged punk, but overall, they

seemed far more satisfied with the

band's quick-paced offerings. The

frenzied pit action continued

throughout "Too Young To Die,"

"Bloodstains" and a surf-tinged

cover of "Secret Agent Man." Fans

even jumped onstage to sing along

during "Somebody To Love," but

were quickly hurried off by security.

It was a fickle crowd that night,

just as apt to cheer the music as they

were to scream and throw beer

Phillips looked so young himself,

appearing more like a social security

collector than a punk singer.

The Dickies' sound, however, was

anything but old. Phillips' wild antics

onstage were not that of an aging

drug addict, as he referred to himself,

but those of an energetic teen. He

strutted about like an arrogant roost-

er, danced like a football player in the

end zone, kicked a stage rusher back

into the crowd and leaped around

like a ballet dancer - albeit one with a

severely impaired sense of rhythm.

His manic sprints, combined with his

furious high-pitched vocals, made for

a stage presence that was hard to dis-

like.

"I*m not a genius; I'm just a hard-

working guy," he said, describing the

efforts he put into the show.

The band's amalgamation of punk

and rock mirrored Phillips' energy.

Their twin guitars recalled a classic

sound somewhere between Boston"

and the Ramones, cranking out fast-

paced snarls that complimented

Phillips' childlike snarls nicely.

They worked through a fairly

dense catalog of songs, including

"My Pop the Cop," on which the

band showed some backing harmony

worthy of the Beach Boys; an ode to

substance abuse, "I'm On Crack";

and "Wagon Train," which Phillips

dedicated to deceased band mate

Chuck Wagon. The band also delved

into cartoon themes, sending up

punk-branded covers of both

"(ligantor ' and "The Tra La La

See DICKIES, page 21

Phn«m by BAMMAN FAJUHOt I

The Dickies play durir^g their Halloween show at the Roxy.
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Lennon box set chronicles his last decade

Photo loujtesy of West CodSt f nsetnt>le

Loren Lester, Gary O'Brien and Eleanor

Joy Lind star in "Deathtrap" by Ira Levin.

"Deathtrap"

Through Dec. 1

3

West Coast Ensemble Theater

Hollywood
Tickets: $20
(323) 525-0022

If ever more hypocrisy passed through the

lips of a single man, it would be when Sidney

Bruhl uttered to his wife, "The closer you stay to

the truth, the better off you are."

But truth is the only thing lacking in Ira

Levin's fascinating thriller "Deathtrap." The

show features a dynamic cast, superb direction

by Claudia Jaffee and an amazingly brilliant

script.

The audience senses the brewing potential of

a juicv plot when the play opens w ith Sidney

writer has penned many successful stage

thrillers but hasn't seen a hit in 20 years. So

when he invites young Clifford (Christopher

Prince) over to^he couple's quaint Connecticut

home, telling him to bring with him all traces of

his new play, the ground is lain for a suspenseful

mystery with a head-spinning maze of plot

twists.

"Deathtrap" captures the audience's atten-

tion through two and a half hours (with an inter-

mission) of intricate character and plot develop-

ment. The aim is to shock, and it doesn't let

down, from the action-packed first act to the cli-

mactic end that no one would ever expect.

But what really keeps them riveted is Levin's

clever, witty dialogue. He sprinkles the chilling

drama with an intelligent dose of humor and

even light-heartedly ventures into self-mockery

As Sydney discusses his protege's work,

which coincidentally is modeled after the play

itself and is also entitled "Deathtrap," the two

quip about whether audiences will find the story

believable. Familiar chuckles from the peanut

gallery suggest that the subtle jabs work.

Well, they wouldn't work without the cast's

dead-on delivery, led by Lester as the unscrupu-

lous wash-up. His ability to dispense comedy
and drama in subsequent breaths makes his

devious character strangely appealing. Prince

plays Clifford with an annoying "himbo" quali-

ty, but it seems appropriate in the wacky context

of the play.

The five-person ensemble works with a seam-

lesB chcmistryrwhtch is especial ly impressivct

present a strong effort, moving into a pleasant

rhythm after a choppy start (the troubles contin-

ue when one of the stage doors falls off its

hinges in a heated moment, but the consummate

professionals deal well).

Tina Witek shines as Helga Ten Dorp, a

Dutch psychic who stumbles upon the Bruhl

house in a telepathic frenzy Initially overblown

and hard to swallow, Witek finds a stride by the

time she slips into a hilarious monologue in the

second act.

Perhaps the only weakness in this otherwise

incredible production is toward the end of the

play, when the audience has digested its last sur-

prise. The final blow is almost too much to han-

dle, invoking nostalgia - or rather nausea - for

the equally roundabout film "Wild Things."

But the play about a play that's about this

play is certainly not roundabout. It makes per-

fect sense.

Louise Chu

"Fofo: EchoGreco"

Through Nov. 22
MET Theatre

Hollywood
Tickets: $10-20

(323) 960-2065

Few shows can showcase a 12-foot-tall clown

and be taken seriously. But "Fofo: EchoGreco,"

the small-scale spectacle now playing at

Hollywood's MET Theatre, both recreates the

Greek pageant of Dionysus, Theseus and

=Ariadne in futt ctreqwjo lor and B\\m thB =
debauchery a conscience.

And that's where the clown comes in. The

towering, hydrocephalic creature that ambles

onstage after Pan's introduction is Dionysus

(the costumed Solomon Eversole), the Greek

god of wine. His paper mache head lurching for-

ward like an infant's, the beast's tire-sized hands

grope the bewildered Theseus (Leif Tilden) as a

live, onstage band spins '60s Brit Pop-esque

tunes.

The effect is awe-inspiring, and, for a while,

the audience is as bewildered as the poor,

thrashing Theseus. But soon, like the circus-like

musical "Pippin'," the company switches from

visual wonder to playful meaning, conveying an

orgy of social messages, from environmentalism

to sexism.

Which is not to say that "Fofo," actually the

name given a group of actors, musicians, variety

artists and visual artists, delivers a self-con-

scious, art-house meaning with a capital "m."

Like the Dionysian bout of yore, the nearly plot-

less, circus-like production is in search of fun

and lighthearted revelry

Much of this carousal comes from Pan, spirit-

edly played by Ramon McLane. The satyr acts

as a drunk emcee, prancing from stage to the

band, in which he plays trumpet and harmonica.

His scattered leadership is tempered by The

Professor (Paul Raczowski), a nasal, corduroy-

clad academic who deftly frames the presenta-

tion with three lectures, one concerning a slide

presentation (yes, there is a slide show) of the

"Minotaur and the Minobike." Raczowski even

collects quizzes during the intermission, with

Classics-skimming questions like "Who was the

greatest Greelt trero?" (the mulitpl^-chglSF

MUSIC: Anthology ofTers

glimpse into moody rock

Star's post-Beatles work

By Steve Morse

The Boston Globe

Whether singing about working-

class heroes or whatever gets you

through the night, John Lennon was

rock's most genuine, most ardent, most

shoot-from-the-hip star. He was the cre-

ative fuel of the Beatles, but it was in his

post-Beatles solo career that his true

personality emerged. He wore many

hats - as peace activist, house-husband,

primal-scream advocate, black-

humored satirist, FBI antagonist,

mind-games analyst, impish wastrel,

and, almost without fail, musical seer.

All of these boldly unapologetic

stances are celebrated in a new, four-

CD boxed set, "The John Lennon

Anthology," due out Tuesday (it's

expected to retail for $70-$75). It col-

lects close to 100 previously unreleased

Lennon nuggets, from stunning home-

made acoustic recordings to studio out-

takes, live tracks, and highly personal

family conversations with wife Yoko

Ono and son Sean.

Together they paint a picture of a

burningly complex yet winsomely

funny artist whose influence on rock 'n'

roll was unsurpassed In his colorful.

vigorously candid way, Lennon paved

the way for Kurt Cobain. Billy Corgan,

and many other rock iconoclasts.

Like the three "Beatles Anthology"

volumes that preceded it, the new

Lennon anthology takes the listener

behind the scenes, showing songs as

they progress from demo to studio

tapes, providing studio banter (some

hilarious exchanges with producer Phil

Spector) and giving a diary-like expres-

sion of Lennon's innermost thoughts,

from romantic to cynical.

"I wanted this to embody a total pic-

ture of John," says executive producer

Ono, during a recent phone interview

from her home in the Dakota apart-

ment building in Manhattan, where she

lived with Lennon until he was mur-

dered by a crazed fan while entering the

building in 1980.

"I didn't want to include just the

proper stuff about John," she added.

"Some of it is not that proper, because

his black humor was a little bit too

sharp, but that was John. I didn't want

to censor it. I just wanted to show him

as he was. The brilliant self that he

was."

She succeeded admirably - and

maybe, finally this will help Ono's

image with some of those stuck-in-

cement die-hards who still scorn her as

the "Dragon Lady" who broke up the

Beatles. She has treated Lennon's cata-

log with dignity for many years - and

this new project is the most intimate,

and arguably the most creative, boxed

set in the history of the genre.

The timing also feels right. For many

Lennon lovers, it nas taken years of

healing to get to the point of being able

to hear his songs again without dissolv-

ing into regret. And this is the right

time, because it's also encouraging to

revisit the music of an artist who wasn't

mimicking trends, as so often happens

with today's "rock stars," but was cre-

ating his own.

Premiere of "Hero"

The cultural significance of the new

box jumps out from the start. It opens

with the first-ever take (a solo acoustic

version) of "Working Class Hero"

from 1970. Like a minstrel of the apoc-

alypse, Lennon snarls the famous lines:

"As soon as you're born, they make you

feel small/ By giving you no time

instead of it all/

Until the pain is so big you feel noth-

ing at all." And then a verse that still

gives chills: "When they've tortured

you and scared you for 20-ixid years/

Then they expect you to pick a career/

But you can't reitlly function, you're so

full of fear." The song didn't sit well

with the authorities, but neither did a

Uh of Lennon tunes. Next up is "God,"

in which he questions religious icons

and concludes "I just believe in me,

Yoko and me - that's reality." More

reality comes in a mesmerizing home

tape of "I Found Out," in which, atop

his muddy solo electric guitar, he sings,

"There ain't no guru who can look

through your eyes." And that's not to

overlook "I Don't Want to Be a

Soldier," with its tense line, "I don't

want to die." Vietnam, anyone?

And this is just on the first CD,

which lUso it^cludes the first take of hiF

ROAD
From page 16

apologized," Densmore says. "He

talked to some of the tellers and

found out they had kids like he did.

They had a real healing."

On the other side, there is 19-year-

old Fenesha Blunt, who speaks to the

camera in an oddly childlike tone

about her years as a prostitute and

drug addict and the equal number of

years she has

spent in jail. •«.^^^_
Of her own

volition, she

wrote to Project

Return, profess-

ing her desire to

break the cycle

and receive job

training.
Tragically, the

letter came when

the program was

struggling for

funds and she

was turned away.

Now she is in prison again, facing

a life sentence or even the death

penalty for her involvement in a rob-

bery and homicide.

Such events evoke questions

regarding the efficacy of "three

strikes" legislation, in which the

nature of the first two convictions are

ignored.

Both Neale and Densmore stress

that the answer lies in looking at con-

victs first as people

"She got this huge bubbly smile and

hope filled her eyes and she says,

'Well, I'd really love to go to college

like the other kids and wear blue

jeans and dreadlocks. ' And my heart

was breaking. Because I knew for her

that was never ever going to happen.

But in order to survive, she's got to

hold onto some kind of hope
"

Densmore adds, "Two of - in my

opinion - the most respected world

leaders today didn't come out of uni-

versities, which everybody thinks.

They came out

_^_^^^^^^^^^^^^ of prison.

Nelson
Mandela and

Vaclav Havel."

So what are

U.S. leaders

doing? A partial

answer may

come with

today's elec-

tions. Both par-

ties are undeni-

ably entrenched

in the issue of

crime, though

candidates reflect voters' fears when

they speak more often of harsher sen-

tencing than reform.

"To those more conservative folks

out there, this is not being soft on

crime," Densmore says. "Because 80

percent of everybody (incarcerated)

goes back out and commits a crime.

So it ain't worthing, this 'tough on

crime.'"

This is something politicians may

be privately aware of, Neale says. She

Project Return spends

about $4,000 per

person. Incarcerating

a convict for a year

costs between

$15,000 and $20,000.

I sa id, Fenesha, wtiat aie yuui spuke about the subject with l-mr
(Loren Lester) telling his fragile wife Myra
(Leigh K^lly) of a promising young playwright

with a talent worth killing for. The veteran

considering the show is double-cast (David

Mark Peterson, Eleanor Joy Lind and Gary

O'Brien star in the other cast). Together, they

answers include the perennial paragon of mas-

See CURTAIN, page 21

See LENNON, page 20

hopes and dreams? What are you

looking forward to?'" Neale says. See ROAD, page 20
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KISS
From page 16

able 3-D eyeglasses, swanning crowd

members looked to the foreboding out-

field stage for trippy visuals offered as

part of the spectacle's peculiar lure.

Yet, what larger than life, in your face

visions the audience did receive came

off as campy as snack-food commer-

cials geared toward fourth graders

between after-school cartoons.

As the black-clad, foam-costumed

rockers strummed away at repetitive

cords, the screens flashed a shot or two

of a guitar-handle jutting out beyond

the two-dimensional monitor, a KISS

band member sticking his tongue out

in the background.

Running as though hooked on a

continuous loop, this scene pervaded

the 3-D monitors every few minutes, as

though no other use could be dreamed

up for the expensive 3-D projectors.

Eventually, every band member
received a chance to sparkle in their

own gratuitous rock solo. So, as in

every show the novelty band has

played since their glory days back in

the 70s, drummer Eric Singer banged

away on his drum set as it elevated mys-

teriously high above the stage; bassist

Gene Simmons spewed blood from his

mouth as he flew by wires mid-air,

strumming his phallic vessel before it

exploded into flames; and lead singer

Paul Stanley soared high above the

squirming pit at his feet to a raised plat-

form a few yards behind the masses for

a solo of his own. In that respect, the

crowd got what they came for.

But by the time KISS ended their

show with an encore of "Rock and

Roll All Night," many were glad the

band didn't heed the lyrics of their

trademark song. A large fireworks dis-

play lit up the sky, allowing fans to

reflect on the surprisingly sparsely-

packed stadium for such a seemingly

huge event. As it turns out, while KISS

failed to pack in a sold-out show, they

did manage to sell out.

The psycho-circus event came as a

result of a multimedia ploy to launch a

new comic book, with KISS band

members as the lead characters, writ-

ten by the creator of Spawn. Along

with the new KISS album of unin-

spired songs and KISS action figures,

this Halloween event was geared to re-

instill the KISS name in a mass market

of easily-targetable icon-worshippers.

Sadly, this year's "next big thing" is

a bunch of rotting ex-rock stars hoping

to cash in on the remnants of stale fame

they reaped years ago and never

deserved in the first place.

MERCURY RECORDS

KISS returned to the stage for their '98 Halloween hoopla event at

the Irvine Amphitheater.

ROAD
From page 1
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Robbins, who narrates "Road to

Return" and brought prison life to

Hollywood both as an actor

("Shawshank Redemption") and

director ("Dead Man Walking," whose

real life inspiration. Sister Helen

Prejean, also appears in the documen-

tary).

"He told us, 'When I was doing

"Shawshank," I would have politicians

come up to me and say, "I know what

we're doing is only contributing to the

problem, but if I go out and say that, I

will be perceived as being sofl on crime.

I'll never get re-elected,'"" Neale says.

"So I hope the film begins to empower

politicians with a good side of the argu-

ment that we can rethink the problem."

She attests that many conservative

audiences have applauded both the

film and the project for its emphasis on

hard work, accountability and its eco-

nomic rationale. Project Return

spends about $4,000 per person. In

comparison, incarcerating a convict

for a year costs between $15, 000 and

$20,000.

Neale speculates that the hardest

audience to reach includes "people

who are locked in cynicism," a trait

that crosses political and demographic

boundaries. While both gubernatorial

candidates arguably fit this group,

Neale hopes college students haven't

reached that point yet.

"I don't necessarily have my pulse

on young adults right now, so I'm excit-

ed to see what the reaction is," Neale

says. "One of the things that happens

with the screenings is that people want

to talk a lot afterwards."

And that, even before increased

education and intervention and pro-

grams like Project Return, may be the

crucial first step on the road to return.

FILM: "Road to Return" screens Nov. 6 at

7:30 p.m. in UCLA's James Bridges

Theater. Admission is free. Call (3 1 0) 825-

7403.

LENNON
From page 19

idealistic anthem, "Imagine," done

with harmonium, as Spector is heard in

the background admonishing some

guests: "Can you be very quiet in the

kitchen, pleaaer

The first take of 'Imagine' was very

poMrrful" lays One, who was there

**lt's like John was singing without

kiiowmg llMt It woukl have luch an

incrediile nifnieiioe on the wofid

"Imafmc all the people hvmg for

today .../ Imagine all the people living

life in peace," Lennon sings in the

forceful, and yet heartfelt, tone that he

brought to everything he did.

"John didn't record something

unless it really came from his heart,**

Ono says. "Somebody once said that

the truth is a very precious thing and

you have to take it m small dosages

John thou^t it was important to have

a piece of truth told in every song he

did He didn't want to just give some-

thing gci^aj/^^^ ^
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DICKIES
From page 17

Song" from the Banana SplFts.

Cartoon rock has never sounded so

scary or fun.

Throughout the concert, Phillips

maintained an odd rapport with the

audience, alternately thanking them

graciously and telling them to shut

up. Even when he insulted them, his

wry sense of humor showed through.

"You guys were too cheap to buy

KISS tickets, weren't you?" Phillips

joked, referring to the mega-€vent

across town. ,

Some may have preferred the glitz

and production of the '70s superstars

to the stripped down sound of the

Dickies, but for most of the animated

crowd, it looked like the band was

serving just fine. It may.have taken a

long time for the evening to get

rolling, but the Dickies were certain-

ly worth the wait.

The crowd at the Roxy moved to the crashing guitar chords of the

Dickies on Halloween night.

CURTAIN
From page 18—

culinity, Anthony Quinn).

The rest of the play (or spectacle,

rather) plays out like a frat party with

fine wine, a trapeze artist and "inac-

tive phrases of activism." The visual

stupefaction does not end with the

clown; the play concludes with the

extraordinary acrobatics of Ariadne,

played by UCLA folklore and

mythology graduate student

Montana Miller, a pint-sized, muscu-

lar wonder who flips and contorts in

_pionsyus' giant "wedding rings."

~~
Miller, a perlormer with Cirque dir

Soleil and Harvard graduate, is, if

nothing else, alone worth the cost of

admission to the show. She communi-

cates not only precise technique, but

also a great interpretive ability that

conveys Ariadne's despondency as

she ascends to heaven. Which isn't

bad for a show about drinking and

debauchery.

Megan Dickerson

LENNON
From page 20

What makes the Lennon anthology

so extraordinary is hearing Lennon's

voice front and center on the home

tapes, before it often got mixed down in

the studio. His messages are thus even

more bold, as if he's singing right in the

"same room with the listener.

There are home recordings from

throughout his solo career, climaxing

with songs that ended up on I980's

"Double Fantasy" album. One is

"Watching the Wheels," his poetic ode

to house-husbandry, done hypnotically

on acoustic guitar. He thumbs his nose

at the corporate record industry by

singing that he's "no longer riding on

the mcrrv-go-round/ 1 just had to let it

go."

But it's not just the serious philo

sophical songs that emerge from the

home tapes. Lennon's wry. satirical

bent is illuminated m three sponta-

neous parodies o{' Bob Dylan. Lennon

atTects Dylan's pinched, nasal voice in

"Serve Yt)urseir' (a spoof of "You

Ciolta Serve Somebody"), singing,

"You've got to serve yourself, lads,

there ain't no room service here! .../

You got to save yourself and that's all

there is to it."

He takes another poke at Dylan by

mock-singing "Knockin' on Heaven's

Door" and then doing an untitled,

spontaneous talking blues about

Vietnam, this time imitating the dour

side of Dylan's voice: "The ofllcial

Soviet newspaper said the temple

members had protested the mindless

war in Vietnam and were persecuted

and were finally forced to seek refuge

in another country. Wow, it sounds like

a ballad to me!"

CMT-4he<nifr genius

Theic things just came out," says

Ono. •'It wam't like John was laboring

or finding words m a dictionary or any-

thing. It juit came out of his head It

was incredible
"

Another spontaneous creation was

the country twang of ."Life Begins at

40," a home tape of Lennon on guitar

and rhythm box. "We'd like to wel-

come you to the Dakota Country-and-

Western Club." he says, sounding like

Hank Williams. "Life begins at 40, age

is just a slate of mind .../And if that

don't work, I'll jerk around until my

next birthday."

This song, in particular, sounds as

though Lennon had drunk a beer or

two or three before devising it.

"Sometimes he had one too many

beers, and you can hear it," admits

Ono. "But he wiis still there as a singer

and a musician. He was still spot on."

'Hie sensitive-father side of Lennon

also comes out in some of the home

tapes. ITiere's one called "Loud," in

which son Sean is banging away on an

electric guitar. "1 like it very loud," says

Sean. "Well, that s how I like it too,"

says Dad. Another has Sean asking

where he was before he was born. "You

were still in the sky," says John. When

Sean wonders what he landed on when

he came down from the sky, John adds,

"A little cardboard box with a little

blanket in it
- like they bring tlK grt>-

cerics in, but it was you instead of the

groceries."

Lennon's unique wit fills this boxed

set, but so do his bold political pro-

nouncements, heard in a live version of

"Attica State," condemning the suffo-

cating conditions that led to the prison

riots there. Further highlights are two

versions ofthe provocative "Woman Is

the Nigger of the World," which show

Lennon to be ahead of his time in sup-

porting female empowerment.

The new anthology is chronological-

ly arranged - and the CDs arc titled

according to different eras: "Ascot,"

"New York City," "The Ust

Weekend," and "'Dakota." But after aU

of Lennon's many moods and stances,

it's compelling to see how positive he

was before his death He never became

the '*90^ear-okl guru " that he jokingly

predicted he'd baoomen imdiobmer

wiii Spector. but he was deTmitely it

with himidf
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IN DEIVIAND
The world is turning to informa-

tion. That's why employers turn

to the University of Michigan

School of Information to f<nd

top talent.

From archives to the World

Wide Web, from next-genera-

tion librarianship to information

economics, SI puts you in touch

with the training, tools, and tech-

nology you'll need to excel.

Students from diverse aca-

demic backgrounds — comput-

ers, humanities, math, and so-

cial sciences — gain direct ac-

cess to our world-class faculty.

The dynamic two-year master's

program develops your Intuition

about how things will work in

the future, then helps you em-

ploy your new insights in some

of the most progressive orga-

nizations in the corporate and

nonprofit sectors. Our innova-

tive Ph.D. program prepares

you for a research career in this

growing field.

The information revolution is

School of Information upon us. Prepare yourself to take

University of Michigan a leading role.

734.763.2285 Graduate Studies

in Information

www.si.umich.edu

INFORMATION

Man \ COMPAN IEf1rt\l€Ef¥EA^

To PROVE You CAN LEAD...

WE'LL GIVE YOU 10 WEEKS.
Ter) weei(S may not seem like much time to prove you're capable of bemg a leader But if

you're tough, smart arid determined, ten weeks and a lot of hard work could make you an

Officer of l^annes And Officer Candidates School (OCS) is where you'll get the chance to prove

you've got what it takes to lead a hfe full of excitement, full of challenge, full of honor Anyone

can say they've got what it takes to be a leader, we'll give you ten weeks to prove it for

more information call 1-800-MARINES, or contact us on the Internet at www Marines com

Marines
The Few. The Fwmmd.
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advertising information

One issue, up to 20 words $8.00
...each additional word 0.50

Weekly, up to 20 words 27.00

...each additional word 1 .50

Monthly, up to 20 words 90.00
...each additional word 5.00

For Classified Display ads,

please see our rate card
for variable rate information.

DEADLINES
Classified Line Ads:
1 working day before printing,

at 1 2 noon.
Classified Display Ads:
2 working days before printing,

at 1 2 noon.
There are no cancellations after

noon of the day before printing.

118 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles, CA 90024

INTERNET
E-Mail: classifieds@media.ucla.edu

Web: http://www.dailybruin.ucla.edu

PHONE
Classified Line: (310) 825-2221

Classified Display: (310) 206-3060
Fax:(310)206-0528

OFFICE HQUR8
Mon-Thu: 9:00am-4:00pm
Fri: 9am-2:30pm
The ASUCLA Communications board fully supports the UmvefSity of California's policy on nondiscnmination No medium shall accept advertisements which present persons of any origin, race, sex, or sexual orientation in

a demeaning way or imply that they are limited to positions, capabilities, roles, or status in society Neither the DatlyiBruin nor the ASUCLA Communications Board has investigated any of the services advertised or the

advertisements represented in this issue Any person believing that an advertisement m this issue violated the Board's policy on nondiscrimination stated herein should communicate complaints m writing to the Business

Manager Daily Brum, 1 18 Kefcktyjfl Hall, 308 Westwood Plaza, Los Angeles. CA 9CX)24. For assistance with housing discrimination problems, call the UCLA Housing Office at (310) 825-4271 or call the Westside Fair Hous-

ing Office at (310) 475-9671 Classified ads also appear on-line at http ^www dailybrum ucia edu Placement on-line is offered as a comphmentary^service for customers and is not guaranteed The Daily Brum is responsible

for the first incorrect ad insertion only Minor typographical errors are not eligible for refunds For any refund, the Daily Brum Classified Department must be notified of an error on the first day of publication by noon.

^S ViSA

PAYMENT
Please make checks payable to

"The UCLA Daily Bruin." We
accept Visa, MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards. Allow 5

working days for mail payments.

HOW TO WRITE
AN EFFECTIVE AD

• start your ad with the

merchandise you are selling.

This makes it easier for readers to

quickly scan the ads and locate

your items.
• Always include the price of your

item. Many classified readers

simply do not respond to ads
without prices.

• Avoid abbreviations—make your

ad easy for readers to understand.
• Place yourself in the reader's

position, ask what you woukl like to

know about the merchandise, and
include that in the ad. Include such
information as brand names, colors

and other specific descriptions.

r'.^i I

Mscailaiieoin

ENTERTAINMENT & SPORTS SCORES,
spreads, trivia! Call 1-900-656-2700 exl

8449. $2 99/min. Must be 18-*-. Serv-u (619)

645-8434.

4200
It6iitili

OFFICE SPACE
FOR LEASE

884 Sq ft, $1700/mo. Utilities paid. Pnme
Westwood location. Call Anne or Yvonne

310-208-1987.

IhWBl
'

i

^'

'MdAmfUM
Round Trip Airfares

Lima S375

Cuzco S595

Santiago $689

Sao Paulo / Rio $656

Guayaquil / Quito S570

Buenos Aires $698

i'ttzvo lffi(*liii f*i<*<*fiii
"1 ' »,i( F.i-e . 4 D.i>v 3 N t;htv Motfi & Cil> S.!:nl>ffn(;

VO%/U PluM.iiet

also p.Kkj|;rs to Gjl.ipjt:o«

For Rfs: 310 652 8821/800 289 0549
PROFESSIONAL TRAVtL SfRVlC E

South Amrhciui Sprculhls i m • ioi;i»t>» i..

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedicated pro-

fessional At your home or WLA studio. 1st-

lesson free No drum set necessary

Neil:21

3

-654-8226.

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years exp. all

levels and styles. Patient and organized.

Guitars available. Sam 310-826-9117.

GUITAR LESSONS by professional near

UCLA All levels, guitars avail Call Jean at

310-476-4154. www.JWGS.com

6700
Professional Services

* Piano Rentals *
^ Low Monthly Rates IT
•Hollywood Piano Rental Company^

213-462-2329 ^ 7••••••••••

1800
lllscelianeoiis

YOUR CREDIT UNION
Your on-campus&on-line financial services

2200

POSTMENOPAUSAL WOMEN 45+ (Healthy

or with heart disease) wanted for a study on

coronary artery disease involving small
cotifco, for KtuflontK

,
lac ui tyA^uff \fm u\ a i jmuu iitb u i i dUiudLiivny ai ucla. sysmrt?

Ackerman A-Level, on-line at www.ucu org

or call 310-477-6628.

2100
RacreatkNial Activftles

MARTIAL ARTS, Kalabami Ju-Jitsu Dojo tra-

ditional & authentic ju-jitsu, self-defense t'ai

chi. yoga, chi gung, meditation Master Alex-

eyKunin: 323-512-2538

2600
Wanted

CREATIVE ENTERTAINMENT is holding

open auditions for roles in features, commer-
riak print mii5;in virtRns Arrftptinp suhmis-

recycle.

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

AD subjects. Theses/Dissertalions.

Personal Statements, Proposats and Bocks.

International students welcome.

SINCE 1985

Sharon Bear, Ph.D. (310) 470-6662

SUPERVISE HOMEWORK/TUTOR for 7lh

grader, WLA3:30-6pm. Tues-Fri $10/hrCall:

310-839-4099 6-9pm or fax. 310-204-1826

TUTOR WANTED for Life Science 1 . $20/hr.

Bio or biochem major preferred Tutoring in

the evenings on campus. 626-912-2345.

TUTOR/DRIVER
For 7th grader. Pick up 3 30 tutor until 7pm.

WLA area Male preferred. $10/hr, 310-475-

3788.

TUTORS tor high school students.

Junior/senior/graduate students specializing

in English a must. Families located in Arca-

dia resident or Palos Verdes. 2hrs-$55/one

visit. 4times/mo. 310-859-9140 Beverly Glen

Education Link ©Beverly Hills.

7200
Typing

1100
Campus Happenings

UCLA READINESS GROUP. Weekly group

for individuals questioning their alcohol or

drug use. Contact Elizabeth Suti for further

information. 310-206-1148.

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. DbcuMion, Fri. Slep Stwdy, 2408 Ackermon

Tlmn. Book Sivdy, 2408 Ackerman

MA/W Rm. Dental A3-029

Wed. Rm. A3- 029

DiKuuion.Al limes 12:10- lK)Opm

ForaleohoHc»ofln<tMdumla»ttohmmatlrinUngprobhm.

1700 *
Lost and Found

JAPANESE PASSPORTA/ISA found 10/27.

Hideki. UCLA campus. CallO 2 13-926-3218'

voicemail/cellphone

.

1800 -^
FREE WINNERS, FREE SCORES, FREE
Unas, no money, no operators, no hassles.

www.Iine-busters.com.

2200
Rosoareh SuUocts

ACNE! ACNE! ACNE!
CLIfcjICAL RESEARCH SPECIALISTS is

looking for people over 12 years of age with

moderate to severe acne (at least lOspots).

Qualified volunteers will be financially com-

pensated. For more information please call

Donna or Dalia 310-828-8887

EARN $10 in just 20minutes. The Anderson

School, UCLA, regularly conduct research

on decision-making. The studies usually

consists of filling out a questionnaire. We
would like to compile an email list of those

'students/staff members who are intereted in

participating. If you have responded to an

earlier ad, you don't need to respond again.

If interested, please email

mstudiesOanderson.ucla.edu. Notices will

be sent via email.

MALE TWINS NEEDED! For UCLA Re-

search Project. Ages 18-40. $20 for 1 hour

Please call 310-825-9006.

NORMAL HEALTHY CHILDREN and adol-

escents 8-16yrs needed for UCLA research

study. Receive $25 lor lab experiment and

devek)pmental evaluation, and get a scientif-

ic learning experience. Call 310-825-0392.

days, 4hrs. each) Call 310-825-1118 or 310-

206-6675.

2300
Sporm/Egg Donors

ANONYMOUS sperm donors needed. Help

infertile couples while receiving financial

compensation up to $600/month and free

health screening. Convenient hours, located

in Westwood. Call Kim 310-824-9941

EGG DONORS NEEDED
COMPASSIONATE women from all races

wanted by infertile hopeful couples. Ages 21-

30. Compensation $3,500. Call OPTIONS
800-886-9373

WE'RE LOOKING FOR
A FEW GOOD SPERM. All races, 20-40 yrs.

$50 per acceptable donation. Call OPTIONS
a) 800-886-9373.

EGG DONORS
WANTED

If you are a healthy
female between
the ages of 19 and
30 and have health

Insurance.

Compensation
$5500.00

Call Mima Navas at

(310) 829-6782
• • •

sions lor Oil UI Oldy. AuSIIrt POWfefS II, PaCIf-

icBell. 323-931-8118.

WE BUY CARS. New and old. Running or

not. Jeff 310-714-5808.

3400
Computora/SoftMiare

FREE LONG DISTANCE/ACCESS TO inter-

net - without a computer Aplio $209.00/lnter-

net-Phone $309.00 (Exclusive distributor),

UCLA Faculty 310-230-4231.

MAC Powertook 5300c w/Word, Excel,

Adobe, 28.8modem, plus rrwre. Complete

w/portable color printer and black leather

case. $975. EthanO310-656-0555.

MEDSPELLER 2.0 MEDICAL terminology

spelk:hecker for MS WordA/Vindows (all ver-

sions) $14.95 + tax and shipping

www.neocorgroup.com

TWO COMPUTER SYSTEMS with 17in.

monitors. Like new, 166Mhz and 200Mh2.

$900 and $1100obo. Call 310-268-1124.

3500

MATTRESS BONANZA!!
SEALY, STEARNS & FOSTER. Also Ortho-

pedic twin-sets-$1 19.95, Fulls-$169 95,

Queens-$ 189.95. Pillowtops-$299.95. So-

fas-$219. Delivery. Beacon Mattress. 1309

Westwood Blvd. 310-477-1466.

MATTRESS SETS!!!
Twin $79. Full $89, Queen C 139, King $159,

Bunkk>eds. Deliveries. Phone Orders Accept-

ed. 310-372-2337.

CLINICAL RLSIAKCII SPLCIAI ISIS is lookinj; for

people 12 >cars of aj»e and up with moderate to

severe acne (at least 10 sj>ots). Qualified

volunteers will be Unaiu ialh compensated, lor

more iniorfnation please call >1() S2S SSS".

MATTRESSES, FUTON, DESK Bookshelf.

Dinette Sets. T-Table. Lamps. Delivenes. 7-

days open King's Furniture 11961 Santa

Monica Blvd. 310-575-4243.

WATERBED
KING SIZE flotation mattress Mahogany

wood Excellent condition $400 00 Please

call 310-274-0977.

3700
HooNIi Products

FAT ABSORB TABLETS- All natural Take

before meals>kMver your fat absorption rate

$3180 310-479-8086 1 00pm-9pm(PST) or

s«nd check/ mor>ey order to IMG PO Box

24C26 LA, CA B0024

LOSE WEIGHT NOW
ASK ME HOW

All ntturai nutmiorwi hM»> products Can
310-202-6044

4700
Auto tasuranos

RnandalAld

$QUICK CASH$
OWN A CAR? Get a cash loan in 30minutes

while you drive. No credit check. W.S.M.
888-300-8942.

STUDENT LOANS
GET YOUR Stafford Student Loan from Uni-

versify Credit Union (Lender Code 832123).

MBA, LAW, MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS!
FRUSTRATED DEVELOPING your critical

personal statements? Get professional help

from well-known author/consultant. 310-826-

4445.

www.winningpersonstatement.com

A FREE SESSION
PSYCHOTHERAPY/COUNSELING for de-

pression, anxiety, obsessions, post-traumat-

ic stress, etc. Couples/Individuals. Student

rates Cnme victims may be eligible for free

treatment. Call Liz Gould

(MFC#32388)@310-578-5957 to schedule

your free consultation.

EAGLE EYED EDITOR
PROOFREADS THESES, publications; tu-

ACCURATE, DEPENDABLE and SPEEDY
typing service. Close to campus Call Laurie:

310-478-6230.

HATE TO TYPE? Let me do it for you.

Fast+accurate. Professional screen playr

excepted $2ypg Call-Iris 310-839-3101 or

page 310-915-2255.

1700
CMMCwoWsntod

MOTHERS HELPER WANTED in Laurel

Canyon. PT hours flexible. References

needed Please call 323-650-4914 for more

info.

NANNY WANTED
Family in Pacific Palisades seeks PT nanny

for 2 kids ages 5 and 7. Starting now thru

Dec. 18, 1998. Afternoons from 2:30-

7:00p.m. Mon.-Fri. Must have car Duties in-

clude driving kids, activities, and supervision.

$200/wk. Great kids! Call Julie 310-454-

3550.

PLAY WITH ME!!
Companion wanted lor 6 yr old ADHD boy

Child Devetopment, Psych or Special Ed.

student. Flexible hours. A lot of fun, requires

patience, firmness, arxl energy. 310-459-

1320.

PROF. MOM needs reliable UCLA student to

help with after school chikj care. Flex, hours

$9/hr Excellent driving record and car re-

quired. Call 310-206-7528.

/Illstate
You*re in good hands.

Insurance Company
(310)312-0204

.1281 Westwood Blvd.
C2 t>lks So of \A/llst->lre)

A lso receive low-cos t financ ia l sB rvices. 3 io -

477-6628; www.ucu.org

Auto Repair

DO YOU NEED body wori( on your car (For-

eign or Domestic)? Free estimate! Great

prrces! Please call Efren at 818-782-3414.

4900
Aiilos lor Sale

1968 VOLVO 122s. Excellent condition.

2door automatic, 4 cylinder, white exterior;

vinyl/burgundy interior. Pioneer stereo &

equalizer $2,900 213-748-2618.

1985 CHEVY BLAZER SIO 4x4 Tahoe pack-

age, mint condition. $3700. 310-659-0278.

1988 SUBARU GL, 109k. auto, a/c, power

steering, good cond., smog check, new
parts. 818-766-9570, olafsi®hotmail.com

$1995 obo

1988 T-6IRD Power all with cruise control.

Orig. owner 70,000 mi. $3000 310-559-

9248.

1990 ACURA LEGEND, gold, great condi-

tion. Runs well. Garage kept. Fully loaded.

$8500obo, please contact 310-459-1359.

1990 TOYOTA Corolla. Excellent condition.

57k miles. Automatic. A/C, Af^FMCassette.

4-door $5000 Eric©3 10-442-0781

1991 BMW 3251 CONVERTIBLE 51,000mi.

Bronze ext., tan inL $12,600obo. Call Davkl:

310-200-6522.

UCLA PROFESSOR selling "88 BMW 325.1.

Black-convertibfe, top conditk>n. New tires,

A/C. $7,500 obo. 310-820-8082 (day), 310-

394-6906 (anytinoe).

'92 LEXUS ES-300. White. 4-door. automat-

te. Asking $17,000. Low mileage, good con-

drtkxi. One owner. 310-475-9194.

bisurance

INSURANCE WAR!
WE'LL BEAT ANYONE'S price or don't want

your business. All drivers. Newly licensed.

Student/staff/faculty discounts Request th(

•'Bruin Plan" 310-777-8817 or 818-222-

5595

CycleTime Insurance Services

•Motorcycle* Motor Scooter -Moped ^
g Liability Insurance is now* tfi« taw

It's !• than you think' I

No Kidding!

Call for a free quote.

(310) 275-6734

tors fcnglish, study 6RCTl6rt<atn6 t ime mafT"
agement, stress reduction. Nadia Lawrence

PhD 310-393-1951.

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! For valu-

able info on home-based business send

$1/SASE to: Unique Images, 550 South Bar-

nngton Ave., Apt. #1320, LA 90049.
I

PRIZE-WINNING
ESSAYIST AND FORMER PROFESSOR
w/two Ph.Ds can help you produce winning

p'r'j'-.n. Theses, papers, personal statements,

udvid <davedit@pacbell net> 805-646-

4455.

RELATIONSHIP SPECIALIST- Effective,

supportive, confidential counseling. Individu-

als and couples. Carole Chasin, MA,
M.F.C.C. 310-289-4643.

WORD PROCESSING All types: research

papers, theses, resumes, fliers. Editing &
proofing available. Emergencies OK Call:

818-598-1489 or email anmlwomn@pac-
bell.net.

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-

es, dissertations, transcription, resumes, fli-

ers, brochures, mailing lists, reports. Santa

Monica. 310-828-6939. Hollywood. 213-466-

2888.

7300
WrItliigHeip

WORD PROCESSING. Typing, proofing,

editing, rewriting, research, resumes, tutor-

ing. etc. Fax, email, bring work to mft RtiStli.

7800
s-a— a --a
Help IVIIIIBII

A PERFECT STUDENT JOB

Do you need a job in the

afternoons during school (M-F)?

All day Saturday, too! Full time

during Quarter Breaks and
Summer Vacations! Work

• experience not necessary. Apply

today at

Westwood Sporting Goods.

1065 Gayley Ave,

Westwood Village.

i«i«i

6200
Health Serwtees

HEALTH AND BEAUTY STEAM. Developed

by Chinese doctor. Revolutionary skin-care

product with exotic herbs, also cleanses in-

ternally (colds, flu). 2-months supply

$35-^UPS. 1-888-701-8898.

:i<
I I

legal AMoe/AttMneys

BANKRUPTCY
GET OUT OF DEBT NOW! Free Consulta-

tion. Experienced attorneys, reasonable

fees. Law Offices of White and Associates

(Cheryle M. White, UCLAW. "86") 800-420-

9998 or 310-207-2089. 12301 Wilshire

Bl ,Ste 550, WLA

Resumes

WINNING RESUMES. 1-hour service. Our

clients get results. Open 7 days. Visa and

Mastercard accepted. 310-287-2785.

7000
IMoiIng Offered

MATH/PHYSICS/STATISTICS/English/He-

brew Computerized statistical analysis avail-

able.Tutoring service. Free consultation.

Reasonable rates, call anytime. Man (800)90-

TUTOR. www.my-tutor.com

Sceotars for Sale

1988 YAMAHA RIVA scooter Minor damage.

$500 562-728-1023.

GREEN CARD
FOR WORK-PERMITS, green cards, and all

immigratk>n problems call experienced immi-

gratk)n attorney. Reasonable rates. 213-251-

9588 for attorney Doreen.

MYER LAW FIRM. Century City. Auto acci-

dents, slips/falls, bankruptcy, discriminatk>n,

sexual harassment. UCLA Graduate Scott D.

Myer. http7/www.bestlawyef.com 310-277-

3000.

PRIVATE TUTORING
IN-HOME, one-on-one tutoring for most sub-

jects. English, Chemistry, Math, Physics, Bi-

ology, Spanish, French, etc. $15/hr 310-

289-3292.

SPANISH LESSONS. Native Spanish speak-

er. One-on-one tutoring (or all levels. Elena

310-397-8585.

UCLA ENGLISH ALUMNI, pro-writer, young,

superb papers guaranteed. High school ar>d

betow wekx)me Jeff 213-653-2240.

C PROGRAMMING TUTOR In the Torrance

area. Start ASAP. 310-539-8548.

^gUHg^

ENGLISH/HISTORY TUTOR WANTED for

11th grader Santa Monk:a, 1.5hrs/day. 3

times/week. Call John day: 310-771-6378

eve: 1-310-748-1743

BEST MOVERS. Ucer^sed. insured. Lowest

rates. Fast. courteous-H^areful Many stud-

ents moved for $96. Lk:-T-163844 NO JOB
TOO SMALL! 1-800-2-GO-BEST

HONEST MAN W/Uft truck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok Student discount

Ask about 10% discount 310-285-8688 Go
Bruirw'

JERRYS MOVING&DELIVERY The careful

movers Expenenced, reliat)(e, same-day de-

livery Packing. boMS aviMable. Also, ptck

up donatk)ns for Anwrtcan Cancer Sociaty

J«rry«31 0-391 -5657

GEOMETRY TUTOR for 9th grade girt

UCLA female freshman/sophorrwre pre-

fenred. Needs transportation Encino area.

1 .5 hrs/week or more. $25/sessk>n. 618-789-

4377.

LOOKING for a nk:e Italian teacher for a

happy family Once/wk, 2 5hrs at our house.

Please call Sabrma 310-285-9853

NATIVE JAPANESE speaker wanted to

teach 5year-bkJ and 9-year-old beginning

Japanese Call Caroline02 13-634 5254

PRIVATE TUTOR wanted lor high school

boy m math, writing and adanoe Recom
mandatk>n raquired Call SatKinaO 310-828

6368

es. Student discount. 818-830-1546.

7400
Business Opportunities

$500/DAY. Nude modeling-women 18+ all

types. No experience necessary Safe, pro-

fessional environment. Refer a fnend and

earn $50! 310-358-3865.

INTERNET/E-COMMERCE TRAFFIC dou-

bling every 100 days - why not own your own
personal percentage? NYSE traded compa-

ny seeks brokers. 800-805-4768.

USE YOUR CONTACTS
REFER OUR MESSENGER SERVICE. Le-

gal, entertainment, financial. Make $ every

time they use us. 310-508-7008 - Jim.

7500
Career Opportunities

FASHION DESIGNER
SEEKS ASSISTANT Duties Include: corre-

spondence, filing, phone, showir>g line, trav-

el. Polished, professional, fast, efficient a

must. Fax resunie: 323-662-9055.

SALES MANAGER. Cellular, PCS, experi-

ence preferred. Salary+corDmisskxi. Fax re-

sume to 310-836-0800.

SECRETARY/RECEPTIONIST- Perform

various duties in Beveriy Real Estate Com-
pany. Parttime/Fulltime. Starting pay $9/hr

w/great future job opportunities. Fax re-

sume:31 0-278-6801 Attn J Edward Smith

7700
CMM Care WSanleil

AFTERSCHOOL DRIVER for 2boys (12+15)

and help w/homework plus en^ands. $10/hr.

Must be insureds have clean record. SM
area. 310-828-3363.

BABYSITTER NEEDED for 6-yr-old boy.

300-7:00 4day/wk w/flexibility. $8/hr, negoti-

able. Car required. References. Hollywood

Hills. Call 323-969-9309.

BABYSITTER NEEDED for two nice girts,

ages 8&10. Bevutiful Brentwood home.

Flexible. Saturday evening. 6-11pm. $10/hr.

310-471-1170.

CHEERFUL. OUTGOING person to care for

2 boys, ages 9&6 P/T. Pk* up from school

at 2:30. Help w/hon)ewort(/extracurhcular ac-

tivities. Prepare light dinners until mom gets,

home Approxinruitely 6or 6:30. Experience

w/chiklren necessary. M-F. Own car. 310-

838-8589

HOUSEKEEPER+BABYSITTER for 4y/o

girt. 5 nights/week starting05f)m $25/night.

Must be experienced and have references.

Near Beverty HiHs. Call ASAP. 310-271-

8217. ___^___
LOQKING for a German-spaaklng baby-sit-

ter(fluent). She must drive, be available

evenings 3tin>e/wk $10/hr. Plaaaa contact

Sabrirw 310-285-9853

LOVAASn-RAINED THERAPIST WANTED
to fill hrs in existing in home program for au-

tistic 2yr boy Waakand hrs naadad, $12-

$ysmt Manhattan BMCh(15min) Ptaaae

call Lisa Zudtar 310-706-0655 or amiN li

taozOMtxsm

ADMINISTRATOR/PROJECT ASSISTANT,

(internship possibility). Computer literate,

IBM-Windows/Internet plus. Senior/graduate

w/strong writing/oral communication. No

dress code/reception duties. $7-$9,

17hrs/wk. Serious inquiries:Fax:3lO-395-

0509.

STORE DETECTIVES
SECURITY GUARDS. Needed now. No exp.

nee. PT/FT Up to $12/hr Call today 562-

776-0878, for Valley 818-386-0170.

$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL mailing or cir-

culars. No experience req. Free information

packet. Call 202-466-1639.

$20/HR PT/FT
PROCESSING MAIL! Free supplies,

postage! Bonuses! Rush SASE to

CMAAJCLA Po Box 567443, Atlanta GA,

31156
slgnup©info.infomachine.com

$7.25/hr and up!
DO YOU have initiative? Become a UCLA
Community Service Offteer and explore law

and public relations. Great Pay Flexible

hours. Student-oriented. Web:

www.ucpd.ucla.edu/ucpd/cso, EmaiL

csoOucpd.ucla.edu. Phone: 310-825-2148.

$800 WEEKLY POTENTIAL. Processing

government refunds at home. No experience

necessary. 1 -800-945-6880 Ext. 1584.

ADMIN. ASSIST to RE. investor in Bel Air.

Word. Excel, phor>es, must have car. Part

time (Tues. 1-5. Wed. 9-3) $10/hr. fax re-

sume to 310-471-4885.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT. Require-

ments: Smart, prolessk)nal. detail-oriented,

self-starter, w/strong writing/oral communka-
tlon. computer-literate, car w/lnsurance.

20hr8/wk.$ 12.15/hr. Fax Diana Resume:

310-312-9536.

ANI^OUNCERS, no axperience necessary.

Host musk:/lalk-shows for our radk) statk)n8.

P/T. $10-15/hr, $2004per/show, pkjs fantas-

tte benefits. 213-468-0080 24-hours.

ASSISTANT for business offtee. For more

details please call 310-278-2750 or fax re-

sume 31 0-278-0038.

ASSISTANT NEEDED FOR Real Estate in-

vestment coo^pany. PfT. casual dress, must

have car and insurance. $9/hr. Fax resume

to: 310-479-2402.

Classifieds
Display

206-3060
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Don^t be
stranger, honey!

Come see me at

the Ashe Center

HEALTH FAIRE

FREE

Blood Pressure

& Cholesterol Screening,

Nutrition & Fitness QA,

Body Composition Testing,

Games and Give Aways,

and much more . . .

Tuesday, 10 November

Westwood Plaza

11:00 am to 2:00 pm

UCLA Arthur Ashe Student Health and Wellness Center

TODAY'S

Acr^oss
1 On terra firma

7 Domino spot

10 Reach across

14 — and Hardy
15 "Are you a man
— mouse?"

16 Weight of a

container

17 Creek
18 Mai—: cocktail

19 Largest

continent

20 Traveler

23 "Vamoose!"
26 As — : united

27 Makes a phone
call

28 — Man triathlon

29 Kitchen pest

30 Spasm
31 Shallow pools

33 Expert

34 Supermodel
Carol

37 Big Ten sch.

38 Apple-cider girl

39 — de cologne
40 Female rabbit

41 The woman
42 Luau memento
43 More dangerous
45 Guitarist Paul

46 Corn holder

47 Loch — monster
48 Yellow pigment

51 Sounds of

hesitation

52 Inebriate

53 Party game
56 Good-looking

guy. slangily

57 Beginning for

"view"

58 Homecoming
62 Entertainer

Sedgwick
63 Baker's meas.
64 Teeter-totter

66 Cattail, e.g.

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

BDiisQ BBSS omns
ILIEITITIUICIEISMAITIHIEINIAI

SB]s Qoa Qcac]

ISIKIEIPITI I ICIAILMPIAIEIAINI

SBZZ; QDB] SQIS
ITIAIHI I ITI I JlAlPlAlNlEiSIEI

IPIEIKIEMTIEINI ISIAILIEI

66 Grand — Opry
67 Passionate

DOWN
1 Hirt and Gore
2 Rested
3 Ben- —
4 Spaghetti-

sauce herb
5 Domain
6 Pollster Roper
7 Strong
8 Teed off

9 Two
10 Criticism

1

1

Ravioli, e.g.

12 Spirit in "The
Tempest"

13 Approaches
21 Dwarfed tree

22 Disgusting

23 Grain holders

24 Collision

25 Scoundrel
29 Inca Empire

locale

30 — of thought

32 Edmonton
hockey players

33 Alternative to

publish?

34 Farewell

35 Loamy soil

36 Brief

44 Entangled
45 Gave out *

(information)

surreptitiously

46 Gust of air

48 The — side of

the coin

49 Coarse
50 Skater

Sonja—
51 Actor Flynn

52 Villain's

look

54 Hairstyle

55 — Major:

constellation

59 Function

60 Bled,

as a color

61 Can. region

i

MODELS NEEDED NOW
No t?«pefience required

Catalog, Pnntwork. Maqa/ines. Movies.
Video & TV Commercials

Men and Women of all Ages
Free Consultation

CALL NOW 310-659-7000

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED Earn

$150-$250/night Work P/T while going to

school Day/eve classes, 1-2week classes,

800-974-7974. International Bartender's

school HUNDREDS OF JOBS!

BEN & JERRY'S ice cream parlor needs

scoopers and shift leaders tor our 3

Westside locations Santa Monica call Pam
310-450-0691, Brentwood call Jenn 310-

447-0695, and Century City call Nikki 310-

788-9682 and experienced cake decorators

call 310-546-1717.

BILLING/RECEPTIONIST needed. P/T posi-

tion. Answering phones, computerized bill-

ing, collections and filing. M-F, salary D-O-E.

310-551-1338 ask for Eric.

BIO-MEDICAL, ELECTRONICS, and clean-

room micro-cleaning. Full/Part-time employ-

ment. Some physical work required. Must

have transportation. Evenings/weekends

Start $7.50/hr. Call Patrick Toll Free © 888-

263-9886.

CASTING
EXTRAS needed for feature films, commer-

cials, and music videos. Earn up to $240 per

day! No experience needed Work guar-

anteed! Call today 213-851-6103.

CELLULAR
REPRESENTATIVE

SELF-MOTIVATED PROACTIVE PEOPLE
needed to sell Campus Cellular Service. Set

your own hours, must like to make nnoney,

discounts on cellular/paging sen/ice, will

train. Tt3 sat up an appo lrumcntmll Karriyan
at 310-825-0881.

CENTURY CITY FIRM
RECEPTIONST NEEDED. Flexible p/t shifts

available. $10/tir. To sctxjule an interveiw

call Angel; 310-201-2535 between 3:30-6

pm.

CITY BEAN COFFEE in Westwood is look-

ir)g tor coffee k>vers full-time/part-time. Apply

in person at 10911 Lindbrook Dr. 310-208-

0108.

CLERICAL/SALES. P/T or F/T, excellent op-

portunity Love of jewelry. Call between 12-

6pm. Shane's Jewelry. We have 2 openings

immediately 310-208-8404.

CLERK PART-TIME. Duties include: corre-

spondence, data entry, opening/routing mail,

filing, classifying and photocopying manu-

scripts. Qualifications include, accurate typ-

ing, familiarity with WordPer-

fect/MSWord/Windows/databases, be or-

ganized and detail onented. Clerical expen-

ence a plus. M-F 11:00am to 2:00pm. In

Westwood medical publishing office $8/hr

Call 310-208-3556 or fax resume to 310-

208-2838.

CLERK- Pleasant Santa Monica law office

needs full-time or part-time. Filing and

Phone. 310-394-3578.

Sprino Break *SO

DRIVER needed in Westwood flower shop.

M-F 2pni-9pm. Call 310-208-4000

DRIVER NEEDED to pick up kids from

school and bring home. References

required and must t)e reliable 10-12hour/wk.

Lynda 310-659-9030.

EARN & LEARN!
ENTERTAINMENT COMPANY seeks Com-
municatior)s/MFA students to nonage Na-

honal/lnlercollegiate-event/screening re-

search programs. Make money, have fun! A
few hours a day Wortt from your place! Send
availability and current academic status to:

komedydkomedyu.com

EDITOR FOR FLEDGLING Santa Monica

Publisher. Required: production duties, writ-

ing/editing skills, car. $8/hr. Hours flexible.

(310)450-6850.

EDITOR/WRITER/RESEARCH Assistant.

MA/PhD/rfetired academic to assist writing

on Biblical, histoncal subjects Knowledge of

Hebrew/history/feminism helpful. 2-days/wk-

minimum-3hrs/day Hancock Park area.

Fax:213-937-1680.

ENTRY LEVEL BOOKKEEPER $7/hr Cop-

ymat Westwood. 925 Westwood Blvd, LA Ca
90024. Contact John Ortega (store manag-

er). P/T Call 310-824-5276. Fax 310-824-

5543.

F/T FILE CLERK for immigration law firm.

Century City. Computer-literate, Punctual,

detail-oriented, self-starter. $8/hr. Fax re-

sume: 310-553-2616.

FILE CLERK for law office. P/T. $8/hr. Fax

resume: 310-785-5250. Attention F. Holley

FILE/OFFICE CLERKS
LAW FIRM has PT positions to fill at

$6.50/hr. Minimum of 20hrs/wk. Interest in

law preferred. Fax resume&proposed avail-

able hours to 310-274-2798 or mail to Lur-

ie&Zepeda. 9107 Wilshire Blvd. Suite #800.

Beverly Hills, CA 90210, attention Jimmy

Dean

BARTENDERS
• Earn $100-$200 a day

,1

21

nMrlfatt
lake "2

Now Hlrlno RbpsI

X FfM Trips on_
erihrlS Sales

19

1400-426-7710

CLOSERS ONLY!
PART TIME WORK

BEVERLY HILLS CO seeks tele-sales rep

to rDarket M. Jordan Merchandise. Call: 310-

247-9901.

COMPUTER ASSISTANCE NEEDED. Ex-

perience w/Adobe Premiere Need help

creating short video cipt. to be played in MS
PowerPoint. 310-208-2442

COMPUTER TUTOR. In-home. (Mac Perfor-

ma) $12/hr. cash. Santa Monica 310-393-

4573. Heidi.

COPY OPERATORS WANTED pA or f/t

3pm- 11pm and/or 8am-5pm. ExperierKe a

plus. Please call 310-277-2679.

OP SHADES
A NATIONAL womens clothing retailer arxJ

Manufacture based in San Francisco, is in-

terviewing for FT/PT sales positions in its

Santa Monica kx:ation. CP Shades offers a

challengir^g. excitir)g anvironment w/an ex-

cellent compensation packaQe, vacation,

health&dental, a free outftt e\«ry month arxl

a graat discount Best of ail, is tt)e ctiance to

woi1( for a fftandly, growing company that

makes dothes which you'H want to own
Ptaua lax resumes to 310 392-0586 or

ooma into our store at 2937 Main St to fill out

an appNoation

CUSTOMER SERVICE
ACKERMAN REP(FD •Univariily CradH
Union. Applye 1500 S Sipulwadt Blvd.. LA.

80025 or tax ratume:310^77-28i6 or wab
at hUpi^nwwii.ucu.org

• 2 week training & Job
Placement irKluded

• It's not a job -it's a PARTYIII

National Bartenders School

1 (800) 646 • MIXX (6499)

FRONT DESK PERSON for a busy Beveriy

Hills chiropractic clinic. Bilingual a plus.

Windows95 experience a plus. Call Dwight:

213-655-1420.

FT SALES PERSON wanted for upscale

children's furnishing store. Studio City/Sher-

man Oaks location. Call Heather 818-784-

8215 Energy and sense of style must.

FUN CASUAL GRAPHICS Studio seeking a

marketing/sales assistant for paid intern-

ship/job. Flexible schedule. Fax resume:310-

301-4443 AttnChris.

GEFFEN PLAYHOUSE!
EXPERIENCED SALES REPS needed now
to sell '98-'99 season tickets over the phone.

P/T, earn houriy plus commission! 310-208-

6599 ext. 159 (10866 Le Conte. Westwood)

GET PAID TO GET YOUR HAIR CUT AND
COLORED. MODELS REQUIRED FOR
VERY EXPERIENCED INTERNATIONAL
HAIRDRESSERS MUST BE OPEN FOR
CHANGE. MUST BE AVAILABLE ON MON-
DAY, NOVEMBER 16TH. PLEASE CALL
JENNY© 1-800-234-4672. ext 106 FOR
|more info.

IGIRLS wanted at exclusive social club in

^LA. Conversation only. No alcohol. Flexi-

ble hours. Eam top $$$. 310-477-9871.

GRAPHIC DESIGNER with programming

experience. Familiar with apple and PC. Fa-

miliar with all recent software in graphic

design. Prefer individual who tias done pro-

duct packaging design, catalogue. Strong

references required. Self-disciplined and

able to work without great supervision. Call:

310-396-7080 Fax resume: 310-396-8112.

OPTOMETRIC OFFICE
P/T Assistant. Need excellent

phone skills in English.

M*, Tu, Th. 9-5. *(Flexit)le). Call

(310) 837-7202
Leave message.

. GREAT P/T JOB
MAKE $10 to $15 per hour giving away web
pages. $6base-fCommission-ftx}nuses. Con-

venient Van Nuy kx:ation. Call David 818-

786-9660 Mon-Fri. 7am- 1pm.

GREAT WORKPLACE!
TELEMARKETING for international aduca-

tton agancy. Nice cbents, 0reat-wort(placa in

SM Hourly^-commission. Sates expen

ence&knowledge of foreign language impon

ant 310-395-9393

HELP ME SELL excettent woodan carvings

o( birds and animals, tun toys to flaa mar-

kal», w>hotaii>ari, arvJ gifli, ale 310-623-

3164

imp HamMI

HOLIDAY$$$. Honest reliable person to

work with stocking and labeling merchan-

dise. No experience necessary Flexible

hours. Oct-Jan. Near UCLA 310-234-0127

HOME TYPISTS NEED-
ED

PC users needed $45,000 income potential.

Call 1-800-513-4343 Ext B- 10105

HOTEL HOUSE PERSON P/T Friday, Satur-

day 3- 11pm. Westwood Village Hotel 310-

208-3945.

HOUSEMOTHER for lovely senior Retire-

ment Resident in Westwood F/T; live-in

room and board +salary. Call 310-207-5818.

INTERIOR DESIGNER for high-end West

Side homes/condos. $12/hr PT Fax resume
310-476-7284

INTERNET ACTRESSES
WANTED! Work at home. Make your own
hours. WEBCAM Business needs flirtatious

women. Visit

http://GuestRoomCam.com/moreinfohtm

310-798-0592ext.66

LOOKING FOR P/T administrative assistant.

Data input and filir>g in Westwood office. Call

Liz 310-443-5254

MALE MODELS
Printwori<. UB under 25. Lean, any race,

leave name, number&physical stats. Free

interview. Beginners welcome. 213-960-

1066. 24hrs.

MEDICAL SECRETARY
?n- FRIENDLY. OUTGOING. HIGHLY MO-
TIVATED, GREAT TELEPHONE SKILLS,

WORKS WELL ALONE, FILING, WORD
PROCESSING BEVERLY HILLS. FAX RE-

SUME:31 0-271 -2262.

MODELS WANTED by professional photo-

sktdio fof-tfpeowtf»9 d66«§nmefH Ma lo/Fe-

male Pro/Non-Pro. Fashion/Commer-

cial/Theatrical. Call for appointment 818-

986-7933.

MOVIE EXTRA WORK
* Revolutionary new program* Start immedi-

ately* All types-18-i-!* Fun/Easy* No crazy

tees* Program for free medical* Call-24/hrs

213-850-4417.

NEED TELEMARKETER/OFFICE ASSIS-

TANT for a clothing company FT. Call 310-

473-7454.

OFFICE ASSISTANT Busy lawyer in West-

wood needs p/t file clert</assistant. Apply by

e-mail to dan@danengel.CGm

OPTOMETRIC OFFICE
P/T Assistant. Need excellent phone skills in

English. M*, Tu, Th, 9-5. (*Flexible). Call

310-837-7202. Leave message.

P/T RECEPTIONIST- 20 hours/week after-
\

noons. Westside criminal defense law firm.

Great telephone etiquefte. Computer and

clerical skills necessary. Professional ap-

pearance a must. Fax resume to Sharon

Jones 310-312-8227.

P/T RETAIL SALES- Outgoing personality._
$8-10/hr to start. Mornings, afternoons or

evenings and weekends. Call Harvey for in-

ten/iew: 310-287-2459.

P/T WORK, F/T-PAY!
BEVERLY HILLS firm seeks phone reps for

match making company. Mon-Thurs 5:30-

9pm. Excellent pay Fun job. Adam-31 0-777-

6900.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT
To writer/ producer. S M. area. 310-535-

*

7166.

PHOTO LAB p/t assist photo p'rinter or com-

puter imaging. Beverly Hills 310-274-3445.

POSITION AVAILABLE as representative of

doctor's oftice to conduct "public" health

screenings at various WLA locations. Train-

ing provided. Must t)e personal:)la and enthu-

siastic. Flexible hours. MornJay-Sunday

Good pay opportunity. Contact Dr.

Fox 0310-475-3488

RECEPTIONISTS. WESTWOOD LAW offic-

es. Mon-Fri. 9-5. $7/hour, can do homework

on job. 310-470-3373.

RETAIL SALES
SEEKING RESPONSIBLE, OUTGOING in-

divkjuals for part and full time sales positions

in an upscale, attractive. Century City retail

store. Must enjoy working with children. Call

Lynn at Petit Jardin Children's Shoes 310-

476-0605. . ^
SALES $12-20/hr avg comatRlon -^bene-

fits. Fun or PT. excellent phone skHls for grad

student or GPA 3 5 A above. 310-358-6053

or fax 310-392-5234.

SALES REP Seeking higNy-molivatad, ar-

ticulate, ambitious sales raps for laature film

production and distribution comparty. No
glaae catlir^g Always room tor advarv:8ment

Great pey Flexible hours 818-377-3750

SALESACLERICAL P/T or F/T. excellent

opportunity Love o( je«velry CaH between
12'tpm. aiivw's JMMky aiO>20B«4CM
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SAT TUTORS needed. $15/hr Set your own
schedule. Must have transportation and high

SAT scores Call 1-800-472-8261.

SECRETARIAUSALES person in

Westwood. FT/PT Must be dependable, reli-

able, neat, good communication skills Ask

for Don 310-477-1466

SEXUAL PROBLEMS?
Maintain control, maximize stamina, and last

longer. Amazing, unheard of solutions! Seek-

ing willing product testers. Apply at

wwwnewremedies.com

SOFTWARE SALES
OFFICE

Near LAX requires mature SALES ADMINIS-

TRATOR to assist w/customer service/

phones/order entry/bookkeeping/general of-

fice. P/T or FA". Will tram $8-12/hr Excellent

career opportunity. Longterm position. Fax

resume:3lO-215-8071, hr@trantech com

STARGATE/WATKINS ENTERTAINMENT
Actors Wanted! No experience required

Movies, TV, commercials. Guarantee inter-

views with top SAG agents. CALL NOW!!!!

310-577-9711.

STOCK BROKER TRAINEE- p/t or f/t Flexi-

ble hours. Paid training. Great opportunity

WLA area. Close to UCLA 310-914-9700

TALK & MAKE MONEY
CUSTOMER SERVICE REPRESENTATIVE
needed for Campus Communications Must

be a self-starter and like to make money.

Hours needed - 9am-3pm. Paging/cellular

discounts available $6/hr + commission.

For more info call Kamyar at 310-825-0881 '

TELEMARKETERS AND SALESPEOPLE
wanted. Business communications company

provides networking, phone Syslems+ Nep-

lei service Fast-paced and professional en-

vironment. Flexible hours 9-5 M-F. Salary

^iiilniii i iii iss ii i i i .iMri iiHttn ft.^10-n91'7199.

8100
Pertoiuil Assistance

HELPING DISABLED FEMALE- Hours vary

Mostly AM hours. Paid by county Must live m

Culver City or surrounding area. Call:213-

296-7655.

8400
Apartmenti for Rant RoMB for RflMt

WLA Large single 1917 Spanish mission

building. High ceilings, hardwood floors, sep-

arate kitchen&dining room. 1-yr lease, $750

Betty: 310-479-8646

8400
Apartments for Rent

$675 ELEGANTLY
REMODELED 2bdrm. newly carpeted, oak

floors, tiled kitchen, garage, great Van Nuys

location. Minutes to Sherman Oaks shop-

ping. Near library, buses, freeways. 9 mi.

UCLA. 818-399-9610.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ 2-BEDROOM $950-

$1195 LARGE UPPER/LOWER UNU-
SUAL CHARM. SOME W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS ONLY 1'2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS
310-839-6294

BRENTWOOD $1,495/mo. 2bd/2ba. front,

balcony, stove/refrigerator, dishwasher, car

pet/drapes, laundry. )3arking, near UCLA,
shown by appt 11728 Mayfield #1 310-271-

6811

TELEMARKETING
W/WINDOWS COMPUTER SKILLS Preler

phone experience. Prefer students/grads.

Flexible hours, 9am-5pm starting $8-

$10/hr+bonuses. 3-blocks/UCLA Harel

Maintenance. Ron-310-470-6175.

TELEPHONE RESERVATION AGENTS
-needed P/T for busy Brentwood travel office.

Salary-^commission&benelits Call for inter-

views. 310-440-4149

TELMKTG:INBOUND800
NO COLD CALLS. Info listing co. seeks mo-

tiv./aggress indiv Hriy/comm/bonus. PT/FT

7days. High income potential. 310-996-

6701x301. Near UCLA

TRANSLATOR NEEDED for autobiographi-

cal manuscript Irom German to English. Call

Caroline@21 3-634-5254

WANT TO GO TO COOL ROCK CLUBS
FOR FREE? PROMOTE LOCAL BANDS
ON CAMPUS. CALL: 310-207-3991 OR
EMAIL:

GARRETT_HOFFMAN@HOTMAIL.COM

WERE SEEKING INDIVIDUALS to provide

support to the developmentally disabled. Call

.Dwight Istanbuhan at 818-361-6400 ext 129.

"PRETTY GIRLS." Great personality/valid

dnvers license to check stock on local new-

stands 1 day a week. Susan Moore 310-471-

2287.

OWNER 'S UN I T

WLA $1695 3bdrm/2bath. Fireplae, wet bar,

balcony, redecorated. Near UCLA. Brockton.

Quiet location. 310-390-4610.

PALMS. Single apt from $495 1-bdrm, $595.

Stove, $600deposit for single and

$900deposit for 1-bdrm. 1-year lease, 310-

837-1502 leave message,

SANTA MONICA l-t-1 Apt, near SMC. patio,

street parking, $775 310-395-1284 Low
Agent Fee www westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA U1 Apt. upper unit, laun-

dry, quiet, courtyard, parking $760.29 310-

395-1284 Low Agent Fee www.westsideren-

talscom

SANTA MONICA Bachelor Apt, good loca-

tion, intercom, parking, utilities paid, $647.37

310-395-1284 Low Agent Fee www.westsid-

erentals.com

WESTWOOD Walk to campus 1-bdrm A/C,

microwave, fireplace 527 Midvale OK for 2

$1050/mo. 310-443-5743.

WESTWOOD, 945 Hilgard Perfect 1-bdrm

$775, utilities 1 -block from campus/village

Keep calling:3l0-208-4256

WESTWOOD- Single apartment $795

Bright, cheerful, patio, pool Walk to UCLA.

Shopping, transportation, 1942 Pelham 310-

446-9348 or 310-207-7209

WESTWOOD 1-min to school. Spacious 1-

bdrm, furnished for 2-persons $995/mo Call

310-209-1290, leave message I can find

roommates for you

WLA 5MIN UCLA. Large, sunny, single

Kitchen area, stove, refrigerator, and water

included. Pool $585 310-204-4332

WLA- 2bdrm/2ba $1275-1395 Prime loca-

tion. Bright, cheerful, patio Walk to UCLA,

shopping, transportation, 1246 S, Wellesley

Near Wilshire, Wont last, 310-207-7209.

WLA, $825-$850 2bdrm/1 5ba Dishwasher.

AC, carpet, drapes built-m. Extra large

fenced patio, 310-670-5119,

8500
Apartments Furaished

1-MIN. TO UCLA
SINGLE- $750/mo Includes gas. water,

electricity. Furnished, lyr lease. Clean,

secure, gated, intercom entry, laundry, pool

310-824-1830

MAR VISTA, $535&up/month Ask about

move in special. Attractive, lurnished 1-

bdrm Large, pool, patio, barbecue are^

Quiet-building. 3748 Inglewood Blvd 310

WEEKLY HOTEL RATES Jolly Roger Hotel

in Manna del Rey offering special student

rates $255 36/wk tax, maid service, conti-

nental breakfast included Call David: 800-

822-2904.

WLA Living room to rent $350/mo Close to

UCLA 2nd floor, pool, gym, tennis, utilities

included. Female preferred 310-445-9412

wonderinghow
you can help

expand the

§MogtjStn

Roommates-Private Room

MID-WILSHIRE-Beautiful, brick, 1930's 3-

bdrm house. Fireplace, hardwood lloors,

separate phone, cable, washing ma-

chine/dryer, off-street parking. Non-smoker

No-pets, $495 Chns, 323-931-5025,

WESTWOOD, One spacious bedroom in

two-room duplex Available now Full kitchen,

balcony and 1 + 1/2 bathrooms $625/mo. Call

Mark 310-479-0789,

WLA Close to UCLA/Brentwood/shop-

ping/freeways 2-bdrm/2-bath condo to

share, Male or female Partially lumished.

Secured parking and storage. $600/month

626-293-7090.

9600
Roommates-Shared Room

PALMS- 2br/2ba. Share master bedroom.

Secured entrance/parking, 15min From

UCLA, #12SM,bus, Fireplace, furnished.

Great location $250/month+deposit 310-

364-5614

WESTWOOD Roommate needed.

$375/mo Parking included 1400 sq ft, 310-

478-7833,

Join the Recycling

Advocates, a task force

that \A/ofks on expanding
recycling on-campus.

Students, faculty ard staff

are aB w/elcome to the

groups \AAeeWy meetings,

held on Tuesdays
inRoyce152at6pm

Vacation Rentals

bitemslilps

FREE ARTS FOR ABUSED CHILDREN is

seeking unpaid interns. Please contact Mark

at 3 10-3 13-4ART

INTERNSHIP OPPORTUNITY with Sports

Attorney: Junior, Senior interested in sports

management. Position is non-paid, credit

okay Hours are flexible TTH preferred. Fax

resume and cover letter to (310)394-3551,

LEGAL CORPORATE ADMINISTRATOR-
Paid internship. P/T-F/T. Flexible hours. WLA
area. Close to UCLA 310-914-9700.

Motivated student to conduct marketing as

an independent studies or internship project

for NP Corp. Will be supervised by the editor

of widely published maga/ine. Great oppor-

tunity for experience&references. Immediate

opening: lOhrs/wk; 11/98-03/99. Rosy: 310-

652-0306. ^___
Top 10 internship program is looking for

dynamic, hardworking students. For more

information please call 213-243-7027.

Still looking

r
tHO^VMO INC.

C4MPUS nKprnesemATivw
mal* and f*fnal«

campaign

I
skills rssume

I mora irnportantty. fra* clotnm

797.0210

for a place to Wve?

Let ue help.

• Koommate Listings

• Apartmente for Rent

• General Ker\ta\

Information

'^UCLACoiiiinunitvHousinoOilice

East Pjitio of Sproul Hall* ©25-4491

www.cho.uclA.edu

SANTA MONICA Bachelor Apt, North of

Wilshire, pool, laundry, nice area, parking,

$560 310-395-1284 Low Agent Fee
www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA Sirigle Apt, North of

Wilshire, laundry, parking, month-to-nx)nth,

$750 310-395-1284 Low Agent Fee

www wests.derentals com

SANTA MONICA Single Apt, Sunset Park

area, A/C, laundry, quiet, yard, parking, $665
310-395-1284 Low Agent Fee wwwwestsid-

erentals com

WALK TO UCLA EXTRA LARGE 1 bedroom

16ft. high cftiltng. Step down living room, se-

curity, large balcony, parking, laundry. $1000
310-476-8090

WEST HOLLYWOOD Ul Apt, balcony

$850 323634-7368 Low Agent fee

www westsiderentals com

WEST HOLLYWOOD U1 Apt. w/c pets,

$745 323-634 7366 Low Agent Fee

«Mvw wMtatderentaia.coni

39e 'e579

8600
Condo/Townhouse for Rent

SANTA MONICA 2+2 5 Townhouse, Sunset

Parl< area, A/C, W/D. parking, $1595 310-

395-1284 Low Agent Fee

www.westsiderentals com

SANTA MONICA 3+2.5 Townhouse, W/D.

marble fireplace, gated parking, gooil loca-

tion, $1750 310-395-1284 Low Agent Fee

www. westsiderentals com

8800
Guesthouse for Rent

LAUREL CANYON. Cape cod style, hard-

wood floors, 240sq-ft. $595includes cable

and utilities. Private deck, windows with

great view. 323-656-6867. Academic/gradu-

ate preferred

SANTA MONICA 1 + 1 Guest House, North of

Montana. A/C. yard, parking. $1500 310-

395-1 284
-

SANTA MONICA Bachelor Guest House, fur-

nished, near SMC, parking, $650 310-395-

1284 Low Agent Fee www.westsideren-

tals.com

IDVLLW ILD UEAUT IFUL MTN. CABIN tidrV:

Bernardino Nat'l Forest. Fully equipped. Hot

tub, lireplaces. Views. Sleep 4+. $250/wee-

kend 310-794-5515 310-391-6808

http://www.tlme-data.com
by Larry White

Your Horoscope

November 1 to 7

WEEKLYOVERVIEW: Expectmany changes Qection Day as Moon
moves thru Aries, sign of new beginnings. Full Moon moves thru

Taurus Wednesday and Thursday. You should find many good
values in stores and services that appeal to home decorating, home
improvements and objects of art

House for Rent

WLA 4-bdrm/3-bath +guesthouse.

$2600/mo. Excellent quiet area 3-miles from

UCLA, 650-493-8731.

9000
House for Sale

BRENTWOOD. Large home 3-bdrm/2-bath

penthouse +loft and sundeck. New paint,

carpet.appliances. 2-car side-by-side park-

ing. $379,000 A. Buchman 310-471-

6363ext 1 23. Coldwell Banker

WESTWOOD SOUTH Charming original

Spanish duplex w/pool. 2+1/2 up, 2+1 3/4

down $579,000 Tom Brook, Agent. 310-

979-4000 ext 404.

9300
Room for Help

BRENTWOOD PARK- Near UCLA PVT

room&bath, -kitchen privileges for student

w/car, p/t painting, book-keeping, and/or

housekeeping Help needed. 310-476-1510

9400
Room for Rent

BRENTWOOD GARDENS 1 bedroom, pri-

vate bath, use of kitchen, parking slot, pool,

security bidg Avail 12/1 310-476-4296

HOLLYWOOD HILLS Ouiet room, secluded

hillside home, near Mulholland/Coldwater

Microwave, refrigerator, cable Otfstreet

partong. Avail Decl $450 213-654-6968

LOS ANGELES-ROOM FOR RENT in 4-

bdrm house $400 +1/4 utilities Includes all

house pftvileges Call 310-836-8774

MAR VISTA 2bdrm/1 Sbath apartment In-

cHidM kitchen, living room, dmtng room,

paildng Cloae lo bus line. $475/mo Female

preferred NAuana. 310-396-3409

MAO YOUR RISING SIGN If YOU KNOW IT

ARIES March 2 1 -April 20
Full Moon nnoves thru your money sec-

tor bringing benedficial opportunibes
that mignt add to your income. Don't

promise more than you can deliver.

TAURUS April 21- May 21

Sunsign plays host to Full Moon. It could
bring good luck thru the assistance of

.intluentials. Good Venus vibes extends
the boundries of your pxjpularity.

GEMINI May 22 -June 21

Your work and other income produc-
ing efforts should broaden your finan-

cial interests. This is the season to

appoint a designated driver.

CANCER June 22 - July 23

Soaal act vibesarehi-lighted.New goals

are within your reach. Full Moon moves
thru sector of hopes. Just ask and what
you wish for could come true.

LEO July 24 - August 23

Full Moon in career sector indicates the

power of your ability can insure career

success. Move ahead with real estate

ventures or home improvements.

VIRGO August 24- Sept 23

Move forward with confidence if you
are plannmg a money making venture.

An opportunity may open to use a long
neglected talent.

LIBRA Scpt24-Oct23
Star patterns should encourage many to

further joint investment opiK)rtunities.

A favorable period to tap tne channels
of creativity for recognihon.

SCORPIO Oct 24-Nov 22

Fortunate Full Moon influences accen-
tuate sector of business and personal
relationships. Keep your expectations
high and your spirits optimistic.

SAGITTARIUS llov23.Dec2l
Look for advancement in your present
position or a new job offer. Fxploring
new methods of utilizing skills could
come to attention of the right people.

PEOPLE BORN ON THESE DATES

ARE BORN EXECUTIVES. THEY

ARE EXCELLENT ORGANIZERS,

WONDERFUL LEADERS AND
HAVE FINANCIAL ABILITY. MOST

OF THE TIME YOULL FIND THEM

AS HEAD OFTHEIR DEPARTMENT

OR IN BIG ENTERPRISES.

PROFESSOR COSMO

CAPRICORN Dec 22- Jan 20

Favorable aspects may bring a new love

affair for eligibles, new opportunities

for Goats wit5i talent and those who are

attracted to speculative ventures.

AQUARIUS Jan2l-Febl9
Expand career opportunities thru
influentials at the office or holiday so-

cials. A developing domestic trend

could bring gainful home endeavors.

PISCES Feb 20-March 20
Accent on nearby places provides you
with opportunities to make new acquain-
tances. An 'acre of diamonds" could be
under your feet if you dig deeper.

Classified:

825-2221

Display
206-306r
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POLTL
From page 32

PoUrs stairway to soccer success. His

freshman year. Poiti participated on

the junior varsity squad, kept off of

the varsity team because of the

incredible talent on the team that

year.

"I made varsity my sophomore

year," Poltl said. "I stayed on the var-

sity squad through my senior year.

My junior season was the best for us;

we went to the CIF semifmals and I

was on the All-CIF first team that

year."

Despite his immense success in

high school, Poltl was not heavily

recruited by colleges. He applied to

many major schools, but only got

responses from the smaller ones.

Poltl spoke mainly to DC Berkeley

and UCLA just before the accep-

tance deadline. However, in PoltPs

mind, there was little choice to be

made.

"UCLA was my lifelong dream,"

Poltl said. "I came to youth camps

here. My room was plastered with

UCLA stuff. As soon as they asked

me to sign, I did."

So, Poltl satisfied a dream and

entered UCLA with a vision to com-

pete and better his game. However,

making the transition between high

school and college playing proved

difficult.

"High school and college soccer

are completely different," Poltl said.

"When you come into college as a

freshman, you are 17 or 18 while

everyone else is 20 or 21. It is really

hard to adjust at first."

"You get used to it though. You

learn as you go and fit in fairly well,"

he said.

The beginning of Poltl's soccer

n't play very well."

However, Poltl did play in every

game that season for UCLA, whether

as a substitute or a starter.

"I'm just glad I got to play," he

said.

, n . , Ai Poltl began to play more, his

n6r6.,AS $QOn 3S in6y„ _—desire to succeed increased. He start-

ed all 20 games his sophomore season

and finished as the No. 3 scorer on

the squad.

"I was less nervous at practice and

started to fit in more," Poltl said. "I

set my place on the team. My fresh-

man year I was just new here, but I

established myself. But my sopho-

more year, I knew what had to be

done."

During Poltl's junior season, the

Bruins lost several players to injuries,

including Sasha Victorine and Peter

Vagenas.

Poltl stepped in to fill the injured

players' spaces, and help his team

"(Playing for) UCLA was

my lifelong dream ... I

came to youth camps

asked me to sign, I did."

Tom Poltl

Soccer player

career as a Bruin had an unexpected

twist. One of the squad's older play-

ers became injured, and the young

and inexperienced Poltl was called on

to fill the void.

"I started the first two or three

games," Poltl said. "I didn't do too

well then. Seth George stepped in to

start the next 14 games because I did-

overcome the adversity ahead of

them. .

The Bruins became a team to be

reckoned with that year, and went on

to win the NCAA title despite the

injuries.

"We overcame all of the obstacles

we faced last year," Poltl said. "We
won the title, and with a lot of our

guys coming back, we have a good

chance to repeat."

Poltl is now in his fourth year on

the squad and has established himself

as a leader.

"My role on the team is to work

hard and do my part," Poltl said. "I

have to win balls and help Sasha

(Victorine) and Pete (Vagenas) play

better."

Poltl dreams of playing profession-

al soccer in the near future, especially

within the United States.

Se« POLTU page 27

Call the Campus Photo Studio today to get a date. Hurry, appointments are filling up fasti

TUESDAY EVENING

BROADCAST STATIONS

A -Century Cable B- Channel Name C:: Bruin Cablevision NOV. 3, 1998

6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 1:00

11

13

34

qjd^

w

28

9

11

13

25

ttowts;

Ntwss:

CBS News

Sittar.

Sister K
Sistsr,

Sisters:

Charlie Rose (In Stereo)

IE

Love
Coftnection

Mr. Cooper

Change of

HeartTE

Roeeanna
(In Stereo)

Rldd Lake Lie detectors

prove faithfuJrtess.

Primer Impacio

Newsi:

NewsS:

Fresh
Prince

Fresh
Prince

Newshour With Jim
Lehrer [E

NewsX

Judge Judy
(In Slereo)

Married.

With

FrasierMn
Stereo) B
NotidaaX

ABC WId

Real TV (In

Stereo) K
Slinpeons
(In Stereo)

MadAlKHit
YouK__
Noticiero

Univision

Ent.

Tonight

Extra (In

Stereo) S
Friends(ln

Stereo) A
Life and
Times

Jeopardyl

Hard Copy

Home
Improve.

Frasier(ln

Stereo) 3C

Hollywood
Squares 5]

Access
Hollywood

Seinfeld

"The Voice"

Huell

Howser

Wheel of

Fortunes

LAPO: LHe
on the Beat

Simpsons
(In stereo)

Mi Pequena Traviesa

JAG "Arigels 30" (In

Stereo) S
Mad About
YouSC

Encore!
Encore! K

Buffy the Vampire Slayer

'Homeconiing" (In Stereo)

Nova "Special Eflects:

Titanic and Beyond" 'S,

Home
Improve.

News 3:

King of the

HillX

Moesha
'Teacher"

Hughleys
(In stereo)

News [E

King of thegotmHill (R) X
ClueiesaX

BASIC CABLE STATIONS

44

33

54

39

43

57

75

38

26

8

19

16

27

12
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42

32

66

SB-
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m.

56

58

12

65

76
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44
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39

41

40

64

71

38

Biography: Aristotle

Onassis-Golden Greek

***Vj "People Will ra*"(1951) Caiy Grant. An

Live by Request Starring Gloria Estefan Singer

Gloria Estelan performs songs Irom viewers' requests.

C. Follies The portrayal

unorthodox physician raise's the Ire ofhis colleagues |o< politics in movies. K

Fosse
tole
Announced

Wortd Today X

U.OO) "The Return of Ihe

Pink Panther (W5)
Cochran A Company
Live)

me Time Public Affairs^

Vivo por Elena

Law A Order "Double

Blmd" X

48 Hours "Justice for All"

(In Stereo) TC

Just Shoot WorkingJIn
Stereo) S

Felicity "Cheating" (In

Stereo) S
Frontline "Fat " (In

Stereo) X
Spin City

(In Stereo)

NewsS:

Spin City

(In Stereo)

News£

Guinness World
Records: PrimetimeX
Greatest

PeU
Reunited
(In Stereo)

News Special "Election

Returns (In Stereo) K
NewsX

News Special "Election

Returns (In Stereo) X
News (In Stereo) X

Life and Times Tonight
"Election Special" S
News Special "Election

Returns ' (In Stereo Live)

NewsX Final

Quarter X
X

Desencuentro Primer Impacto: Edicion

Noduma

NewsX

FriendsHn
Stereo) X

Late Show (In Stereo) X

Tonight Show (R) (In

Stereo) X
Cheers (In

Stereo) X
Charlie Rose (In Stereo)

X
NewsX Nightline IK.

News Special: "Election

Day" X
Married.

With
M*A*S*H X

Special: "Election"

NoticiasX Noticiero

Univision

Murphy
Brown X
Life and
Times

Politically

Incorrect K

Late Late Show Actress

Susan Sullivan. X
Late Night (R) (In Stereo)

X
Nanny (In

Stereo) X
Psychology

News (R) X

Jerry Springer X

Living

Single X
Cops (In

Stereo) X
Star Trek: The Next
Ger>efation (In Stereo) X
Ai Ritmo de la Noche

Honey-
mooners X

Later (R) (In

Stereo) X
Honey-
mooners X

Instructiona

Programming

Entertain-

ers

Change of

HeartX

Cops "Las

Vegas"

X

Paid
Program

El Gordo y
laFlaca(R)

•• "Topper
Returns'

Love
Connection

Happy
Days

Paid
Program

El Blablazo

Biography: Aris

Oulssis-Goiden

Aristotle

Greek

* V, -Top Secret Affair" ( 1 957.

Comedy) Susan Hayward, Kirk Douglas.

**** "Oeaf/) 0/ a Satesman" (1985, Drama) Dustin Hoffman, John Malkovich,

Kate Reid. An aging salesman experiences an emotional collapse.

Larry King Live X

Comedy IMake Me
Network 1 |Uugh

Prime Time Justice

Late Edition Primetime

X
Daily Show

151
Trial Story

Stein's

Money

Wild Discovery "Beasts

of the East"

Mysteries A
Scandals

Model TV
(R)

New Detectives: Case
Studies-Forensic

Talk Soup {Fashion
Emergency

FBI Ries 'The Crazy
Don-

News Daily

(4:30) NHL Hockey: New York Rangers at New Jersey Devils

Continental Airlines Arena. (Live) M
Pee-wee's

Trom

3 Friends,

Jerry

Golden
Girts X
Real Wortd
(In Stereo)

Catdog

Board Wild

Playhouse

Golden
Girts X
Real Wortd
(In Stereo)

All That (R)

(In Stereo)

UHlmata
Fan League

Lds A CItrk-Superman

Saved by USA High
(In Slereo)

Show Me
the Funny

Ellen "So
Funny" X
Real Wortd
(In Stereo)

Figure It

Out

Last Word

Show Me
ttte Funny

Ellen (In

Stereo) X
Real Wortd
(In Stereo)

Secret-of

Alex

FOX Sports

Babylon 5 "A Distant

Star (In Stereo) 11

Herculee:The
Legendary Journeys X

** 'took Who's Taking Too" (1990) John Travoka A
toddtor must deal wilNiolty tra«w)g and a new stsler

Oh Not Mr.

Bill

Mysteries &
Scandals

Basketball

Prv.

Addams

Party of Five "Desperate

Measures" (In Stereo) X
Real Wortd
(In Stereo)

Doug (In

Stereo) X
Rugratsjn
Stereo) X
Football

WMy
ER "A Shih in the Night"

(in Stereo) X
Xana: Warrior Prtnceea'

Sporta
News

ReelWorW
(In Stereo)

Sports
Tonight X

Moneyline
(R)X

ProfUes:

Fosse

Larry King Uve (R) X

DC. Follies

Live by Request Starring Gloria Ettefan Singer ILaw A Order "Double

Gtofia Estelan perlonns songs Irom viewers' requests | Blind" X
he portrayal

of politk:s in movies. X
To Be
Announced

"The Return of the Pink Panther" {]d75) Bumbling

Inspector Clouseau investigates a jewel theft.

Cochran A Company (R) Prime Time Justice (R)

Prime Time Public Affairs (R)

**'/j "Top Secret Affair" ()%7) Susan Hayward A
publisher falls in tove with a man she meant to rum

\ltini "Little Lord
|Fatyr>/teroy"(1936)

t*** "Death of a Salesman" {^965, Drama) Duslin Hoffman, John Malkovich,

Kate Reid. An aging salesman experiences an emotional collapse.

***"j "Peop/ekV///ra//t"(1951.

Comedy-Drama) Cary Grant. X

Late Edition Primetime
(R)X
Viva Variety

(R)

Pulp
Comics II

Trial Story (R)

Justice Files "Robbing

Us Blind" (R)

Wild Discovery "Beasts

ol the East" (R)

True Hollywood Story "Kennedys: Power, Seduction

and Hollywood'" The lives of the Kennedys (R)

Sportscenter X Reno Air Show (R)

New Detectives: Case
Studies-Forensic

Talk Soup

i5i
Track and
Field

Night Stand

NBA Today

** "All the President's Men" (1976, Drama) Robert Redlord, Dustin Hoffman.

Jason Robards Woodward and Bernstein uncover the Watergate scandal. X
Chicago Hope "V-

Fibbing" (In Stereo) X
Real Wortd
(In Stereo)

Thomber-
rys

Real Wortd
(In Stereo)

Cousin
SkeeterX

Hardcore Football

WCW NMro Xtra (In

Stereo) X
Walker, Teias Ranger
'Family Matters" X"Dreamworker" (R) X

Figure Skating: Vad Festival Figure skating'

etftibUnn. (R)

Any Day Now "It's Who
You Sleep With " X
Real Wortd
(In Stereo)

Brady
Bunch

Goin' Deep (R)

Real Wortd
(In Stereo)

Wonder
Years X

Oh Baby^[ln

Stereo) X
Real Worid
X
Happy
Days

FOX Sports News

Maggie (In

Stereo) X
Biorhythm
(In Stereo)

l.averne A
Shirtey

Sports
Tonight X
Daily Show

Moneyline
(R)X
Stein's

Money

Cochran A Company (R)

Showbiz
Today

M

Crossfire

(R)X

Saturday Night Uve John
Goodman. X
Prime Time Justice (R)

***Vj "Summertime

(1955) Kathanne Hepburn

Interna-

tional

Viva Variety

(5)

Public Policy Conference

Paid
Program

Newsroom
X
DaHy Show
(R)

Paid
Program

FBI Files "The Crazy

Don"(R)

Howard
Stem

Howard
Stem (R)

Sportscenter X

700 Club

Attitudes X
Cut (R) (In

Stereo)

I Love Lucy
X
FOX Sports

Golden
GirisX

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

Melrose Place "Attack of

the Scalpel Woman"

Up Close

AXN (R)

Golden
Girls X

Loveline (In Stereo)

Bewitched

"Ram Man" (1968, Drama) Dustin Holtman, Tom Cruise. Valena Golino

The Oscar-wmnOTg study of an autistic man and his brother

*** 'Vk)od Mommg. V««rwm''(19e7)Rob<n Williams Based on

the OKptoits of Armed Forces DJ Adrian Cronauer (In Stereo) X
** "The Seventh Sar7"(1968)Di

jsnorrwedbya
Denv Moore. An

•jCJ,^

Mary Tyler

MooreX
Last Word

a

Paid

Program

Talk Soupa

Paid

Program

Night Stand

NHL Hockey. New York Range s at

New Jersey Devils (R) X
Ufe,

Camera
Paid
Program

Unsolved Mysteries (In

Stereo)

Pleasure
Chest

TaxiX

Ultimale

Fan League

Paid
Program

Homicide:
Ufe

Jama Countdown (In

Stereo)

NewhartX

Board WHd

a

Dick Van
Dyke

Football

Wkly

Hew York Undercover
'The Brotherhood" K

legatese"(1998. Drama) James Gamer A
veteran lawyer hands a high-profile case to a rookie

Silk Staldnga "Escorting

Disaster" (In Stereo) X
v> "The Exacist ///"(1990. Honor) George C Scott. Jason Miller,

Ed Flanders A munJer investoatnn leads k) a dash wUh the devil

Silk

Stalkings

PRLMIUfVI CABLf b I A T IONS
** V, -Addams fmilf VMM" (IMS) A oraecW nanny I "The Con^oincfd F^ar" (1998) Leele Mope. A dead

and mMderUnde Feeler tG-it K lsaent«t's son mns from an assassw and »w QA R

*«Vi 'fkumOangtilUff'
Vegas canine lals a

rWnOH 9MIIWI. A
MaaMoalui taart-aoar malcnas

m^, #*n ^ne WDNMn f) Akt
i^ Comedy) QaneWifcr TO-

's HMbnt"04^

19B1)ALas XiSdk
ditanniemlwinsa
t^'itiixmWimt'^outkiLMSi

W
Kna

(1907)Ackfnaysc
seal on a rrassnn to Mbfs

IT

Summer' (1997) Jannier Love Hewitt

#«i;ikan"ilUT)AnaocHk«iNone \mmlMd$fS l^f^^nT
BrilwieaiatMvocinLflailnBBlsi g (1996. Drama '

WKi

' (1996) Tenor reigns w^wn
sriocfriends gather tor a weekend getaway

14 Sync in Conoart (R) XIWlN oSney

lOCi
I? {k\ Stereo) X

Devy

Temnne/Wush'Tl
.

tMflies lerrorMis M Hoover Dam

vvmNMw PwaRanor ^ivw.
Comedy) Barbara Moore. tiT

ZofTO (In MMwy
Crockett

996) A deputy sheriF

*•

bndbrs TakmgtfFnt
rama) Beau Bridges. B
'(lifa.B»«maT AlrJS
mora avoMaMeM hoiM

itroublad

ZofTOlki

Stereo X
DmdZone

imersiniai

FM

** 'In Dark

Ptoce$"'R
'

itir* tn Search o^tfw

»» 'Tiiifciufc"(1996) Charias

Fiervslvnan stands

oomepaieni

anas Baring.

Cliib|C;aalwys"(1962) 'G X
1963) Chrieiop^ Waken A

the future

Tkind

up to ackHongued coMkers

'(igeaiChrii

Iheabillylodevelops the abilly loforeeee

Xlund IL«MitfWlH

"Xiood Luelrf(^jJmo6iu
overoome Ihev fears and infli

"Vmryofa
S«nalKmr'

wodaabtedmen
IT

Dispiciy

n
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POLTL
From page 26

"I'd like to make the U.S. National team,"

Poltl said. "First, I'd like to win my second

national title. Professional soccer is next, and

hopefully 1 can make the Major League

Soccer draft."

With the determination and attitude that

Poltl possesses, there is little doubt of him

making the draft. The question is where he

will end up.

Poltl, however, has a little unfinished busi-

ness to attend to.

"We want that second national title," he

said.

W.CROSSCOUNTRY
From page 31

with 92 points.

No 15 Arizona State, No. 16 Oregon,

Washington State and USC rounded out

fourth, fifth, sixth and seventh places,

respectively.

Arizona's Amy Skieresz, one of the best

runners in the nation, won the Pac-10 title,

covering the course in 16:59. Julia Stamps

of Stanford placed second in 17:24 and

Sally Glynn of Stanford placed third.

While UCLA is likely to drop out of the

Top 25, all is not lost for the Bruins. They

can still qualify for the NCAA

Championships, and they will get that

chance in two weeks at the Western

Regional meet in Fresno.

The Bruins can earn an automatic spot

by finishing in the top two, or receive an at-

large bid with a high placing. Peterson said

that the team is shocked but will bounce

back.

"I'm very confident we'll be able to

move on," Peterson said. "We don't seem

to dwell on things for too long. We have an

opportunity to redeem ourselves."

The Bruins, on the way home from the

meet', agreed to get up at 6:15 in the morn-

ing and run 10 miles on Sunday.

"They did that on their own," Peterson

said. "That's a really good sign."

W. BASKETBALL
From page 30

about the past and moving on with this newborn

season. They will have to do without the services of

the seniors and Jackson, who's out for the season

with a torn anterior cruciate ligament.

UCLA has now defined itself as a national power

and must defend its honor. Most pre-season polls

have the squad ranked in the Top 10, and the Bruins

are favored to win the Pac-10 for the first time ever.

"We are ready to take the next step," Olivier con-

cluded. "With continued hard work, focus and good

health, 1999 can be a very good year for the Bruins."

Test number one is tonight, versus the Riverland

Raiders at Pauley Pavilion.

Perry T. Wong D.D.S

(^

General & Cosmetic Dentistry

Preventive Care ^^
Emergencies - 7 days a week fp^

Delta Dental & most majOi insurances welcomed. ^-u,--«i-

Call for Specials (including teeth whitening) for

U.C.L.A. students, faculty, staff, & friends.

1990 Westwood Blvd., Ste. 238 • (310) 474-6802

FREE PARKING c ONLY 5 MINUTES FROM CAMPUS

Use your dollars

with sense.
The Associates Student Visa* can help you manase

collese expenses with fewer worries.

Your dollars so further with all these sreat benefits.

You Bet?-

AdvERTisE. It's a sire rhiiNq.

DAILY BRUIN
Classified 825-2221 • Display 206-3060

• 3% cash back on purchases*

• No annual fee

• Credit line up
to y^rSOO

To apply, call toll free

1-888-SEND-ONE
*S€e Rebate Terms and Conditions accompanyins the credit card

For more information and sreat discounts, visit our Web site at

www.studentcreditcard.com.

Going to the
Law School
Forum?
Stop by and

find out about
Golden Gate
University

School of Law

I
. I

ANNOUNCES
the film for week 5!!

WAS PLAYING:!
Private Ryan Is sleep!

Ith the fishes."

AsIc 3bout our:

IPAC

• ••

Ackerman NOW PLAYING:

Grand

Ballroom

Admission Only

$2

(310)825-1958 ^ www.campusevent5.uda.edu ^ cednfbOasuda.uda.edu

'

^ i <».' •-
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LOVEn
From page 32

tcr.

Boxing is a weird sport. Every time

it looks like it's got one foot in the

grave, somebody comes around to

save it. Oscar De La Hoya? Hell no,

Tm talking about Prince Naseem
Hamed. That boy is dope. He is the

most entertaining athlete I've seen in

a long time. He's only a feather-

weight, but at 40-0 with 31 knockouts

including 18 knockouts in his last 19

fights, the guy is ridiculously strong

for his weight class.

I thought Roy Jones Jr. was the

man, but "Nas" takes the cake. On
Saturday, he fought the No. 1 con-

tender, Wayne McCuUough, and liter-

ally toyed with the "Pocket Rocket"

for 12 rounds. Critics say that the

Prince is too much of a loudmouth

and showman, but that's what boxing

is all about. Imagine Hector "Macho"

Camacho's panache, Jorge "The

Clown Prince" Paez' flair, and

Muhammed "The Greatest" Ali's

ring savvy, cockiness, braggadocio

and raw skill rolled into one.

Is anybody else disappointed in

Monday Night Football this year?

The lack of quality games is astound-

ing. Compounding the poor game
selection by the brass at ABC is the

wonderful starting time of 5 p.m.

Who the hell gets home by five

o'clock and who the hell wants to fin-

ish the game by eight o'clock? Just

another example of the East Coast

bias in every single facet of the media.

On the other hand, at least I get home
in time for the second-half kickofT.

However, maybe this season was the

season to have crappy Monday Night

Football. The overall state of the NFL
is lousy - there are about four good

teams, two horrible teams and every

other team is exactly equal. How else

could you explain the Raiders having

six wins?

Wow, I want to play lacrosse. I was

watching it on ESPN2 the other night

(OK, I'm a sports junkie, so sue me)

and it looks hella fun. It's like com-

bining the best aspects of hockey,

football and soccer into one sport. I

was seriously wondering how this

sport never caught on in the United

States. It's fast, physical and cool. I

guess the silly uniforms just turned a

whole lot of people off.

I know this is way off of topic, but

did anybody watching the baseball

playoffs notice how much Yankee

southpaw Andy Petlitte looks like

Harry Connick Jr.? I can't wait for

"The Waterboy" to come out. If it's

anywhere near the hilarity of "Happy
Gilmore", it will be worth seeing

about five times in the theatres. Adam
Sandler is an honorary member of my
dream team in any sport.

A name to remehiber - Daunte

Culpepper, look for this guy to be on

the scene for a while once he reaches

the NFL. The quarterback from

Central Florida is truly a game-break-

er in every aspect. Imagine a Kordell

Stewart who can actually pass the

football. Apother name - Evan
Lovetl: this guy will be in the major

See LOVETT, page 29

This IS Bob.
This Is the Workshop

CONTACTS
FOR SALE

E]aBIDED»DMLV2|>»0 %
DISPOSABLES.....6Mo*99/%93iio

CHANGE BROWN EYES~.EXT '99/OAllV '89Pi

Hazel, Green, Blue

CHANGE UGHT EYES Bfi .'4»i

Blue, Green, Aqua

BIFOCAiyMONOVISION (n%'50|

ASTIGMATISM EXT t

EYE EXAM $15
y^/Cl Purchase

LOS ANGELES/ 1038 S. Robertson BM.,t1
Bevetty HWb AcH. Wed 3-5 Ffi 1 1-1

MAMBM 1842 W.Lincoin Ave., IG
Wed 11-1. Ffi 3-5

UMiBBCH 4130 Atlantic Ave., «105
:TtiOTy2^»,-Sat12:3e-^

SnnOCnY 1194SVefltuniBlvd.,«A

Tues 3-5, ThuR 11-1

No Appointment Necessary/Just Walk-in

VAUGHN LDOBALIAN,MJ).

FREE Care Kit w/Purchase

Ws no secret

you can help
expand the

pngnun
Join the Recycing

Ach/DcalBS( atEGK force that
vvofks on GKpancfng recydhg
on-campus. Students* raculty
and staff are al welcome Id
the^Dtp^ vN^eekly meetings.

for more information call 825-3033

mUCLAkmni
A s '. o c I .1 t I o n

KAPLAN
1-HI-liP-TIIT

For more information, contact

Alumni Career Services at

(310) 206-6061

CALLING
-

ALL FRESHMEN
Pick up yoDP

freshmanrecord

today!!!

The UCLA Freshman

Record has arrived.

Pick up your copy at

llSKerckhoffHai!

between the hours of

9to5.

^tvV\

brulnlifeYEARBOOK
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LOVEH
From page 28

leagues in no time, mowing 'em down
with his blazing fastball and wicked

knuckleball. Oh wait, that was just

my imagination again. I'm a star, Td
rather be a comet by far. Anyways,

Vm out like Afro Puffs and knee-high

socks ...

Evan Lovett is currently working on his

next masterpiece, "The Playa Way:

Forty Ounces and a Twenty Sack," and

should be sober enough to respond to

e-mails at elovett@media.ucla.edu.

M.CROSSCOUNTRY
From page 32

for the last week, finished 31st and

ran a personal best time of 24:57.

"Muite ran a good race," Larsen

said. "It was solid but he's capable

of more."

Will Bernaldo finished 41st in

25:23, while Mason Moore cap-

tured 50th place. Bryan Green and

Scott Abbott finished 52nd and

53rd respectively and ran the same

time of 26; 15. Matt Pitts was the last

Bruin to cross the finish line. He
placed 55th.

Even though UCLA finished

eigth, the Bruins entered the race

shooting for as high as fourth place.

According to Larsen, the team per-

formed well but made strategic

errors during the race.

UCLA looked good for the first

mile but slowed down and anticipat-

ed the fast pace to slow with them. It

didn't, but Larsen said the team got

a learning experience. Four of the

team's seven runners ran in their

first Pac-10 Championship race

ever.

"When the team is training that

hard, I'd like to see them shoot that

high," Larsen said. "We made some

"When the team is

training that hard,

I'd like to see them

shoot that high."

Bob Larsen

Cross country head coach

tactical errors but they're young

guys and they'll recover."

UCLA has two weeks to recuper-

ate before the Western Regional

meet in Fresno.

At the meet, teams will try to earn

qualifying spots for the NCAA
Championships and individuals will

be gunning for shots at the champi-

onships as well.

Hauser will be among those indi-

viduals. The course will also be

lengthened to 10,000 meters, but

Larsen said that should not hurt

Hauser.

"The key is to qualify as an indi-

vidual," Larsen said of Hauser.

"This was the first time that he's

went out and stayed with the leaders

at a championship race."

Call the Campus Photo Studio today to get a date. Hurry, appointments are filling up fast!

%ell here igm -th everything in the world [cmuHcnaaQi

and not having a rl upand my folks probably stin po'd that Tm not QOinq to be^^
i.iJi.i.ujilm.i.Li.i.i.ii-?i.muiJ.i.mi.iJJ..iJ<.iii.iiiBaai m y,ct ticn;^ ^gj/\ thank you verynmctr

and put itl^ use someplace ^^"^" t'^^y '* ^'^'^ '^"°'^ ^'^'^

]!T^I\^i!,\„
and want me ^''do it with them.HSHJI'^^^nnt onW tolerate but actually

^||g||jj
^||iBBBM my

doing it mV W3yAND help me gain an edge AND not put any limiu on how far

I can go and perhaps seelMwhat dfOVeme to POPoff in class so much was really just an

expression"^ ""^ creahve drm. wouldn't that be great?

Ito askThat's not fQQ ^UCh

i

BE VERY CAREFUL WHAT

YOU ASK FOR. BECAUSE THE

GEHING IS VERY GOOD AT

U S WEST. THE BEHER WE DO,

THE BEHER YOU WILL DO.

ANY PROBLEM WITH THAH

PLEASE JOIN US FOR OUR HBA
INFORMAHON SESSION:

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 4,

FROM 6-8PM

ENTREPRENEURS HALL,

ROOM 8-313

WE WILL BE CONDUCnNG MBA
INTERVIEWS:

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 23.

VISIT THE MBA CAREER
MANAGEMENT CENTER FQR
MORE INFORMAHON.

U S WEST

UNIVERSITY RELAHONS

R^SUM^ FAX LINE:

303-965-4339.

WEBSFTE: WWW.BHEAR0.COM.

EOE.

LIl^MESr
life's better here
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CALIFORNIA SPORTS

49ers still in

Packer's grip

For ull their offseason moves and focus on

overtaking their chief NFC rival, the San

Francisco 49ers still can't gel past the Green

Bay Packers.

'it's the same ol', same ol," said 49ers

receiver Jerry Rice.

Sunday's 36-22 defeat at Green Bay was

the 49ers' fifth straight loss to the Packers in

three years.

Steve Young fell to 0-8 lifetime against

Green Bay and 49ers coach Steve Mariucci,

who was Brett Favre's quarterback coach in

Green Bay, is winless in two tries against his

onetime student, including last Januarys 23-

10 loss in the NFC title game.

"I'm not going to say it's a 'thing.' but it's

a mountain we've got to climb," Young said.

"They're challenging our ability to win a

championship, and we've got to overcome

this."

It wasn't supposed to be like this.

San Francisco (6-2) dedicated its offsea-

son to catching the Packers, shoring up their

defensive secondary and offensive line. They

also had a healthy Rice and Garrison Hearst.

Rice missed the conference championship

while recovering from knee injuries that

sidelined him most of last season and Hearst

was ineffective in the title game after return-

ing from a broken collarbone that sidelined

him for a month.

But the Packers exposed many of the

same problems in their latest victory over the

Raiders see

Lewis' role

As Albert Lewis was scoring on an

interception return that led the Raiders to

their fifth straight win, Oakland coach Jon

Gruden realized he had made a big mis-

take — two months ago.

.

Lewis' 74-yard return, in the third quar-

ter of the Raiders' 31-18 win at Seattle on

Sunday night, was the first time he had

scored on an interception return in his 16-

year career. It helped Oakland improve its

record to 6-2.

Afier a 4-12 record last season, Lewis

thought about retiring. But he returned,

and was switched from corncrback to safe-

ty for the first time in his career.

(Jruden put Lewis on the inactive list

for the Raiders' opener this season at

Kansas City. But Lewis has played in every

game since then, filling in first for injured

strong safety Anthony Newman and more

recently for injured free safety Eric

Turner.

"That just goes to show you what a mis-

take that was on my part," Gruden said of

his decision to sideline Lewis for the open-

er. "Special teams had a lot to do with that

- we had a couple of other safeties we

were going to use on special teams."

Lewis and most of his teammates had

. the day off Monday, but one of the Raiders

who showed up for a workout said he was

impressive by Lewis' runback on the inter-

ception.

Basketball team prepares

to defend new reputation

ile slowed a lillle spewed, Old man

PREVIEW: Women's squad wants

to Stay near top orpoll, continue

their rise to national prominence

By A. CinQue Carter

Daily Bruin Contributor

No matter the sea.son, there is always some-

thing to prove.

After consecutive 14-13, (8-10 Pac- 10) seasons

in 1997 and 1998, the UCLA women's basket-

ball team had to prove that head coach Kathy

Olivier's recruiting actually meant something.

Last season, with the previous two recruiting

classes (including two consecutive Pac-10 fresh-

men of the year) all starting

their sophomore stints as

Bruins, Olivier had to prove

that she could win with tal-

ent.

That task became all the

more complicated following

-an 0-3 start, including a

blow-out loss to lowly St.

Mary's and two closely con-

tested home losses to

George Washington and

Notre Dame.

Apparently, UCLA became fed up with the

losing because they were able to put together a

face use twice last season.

Sophomores Janae Hubbard, Maylana

Martin Takiyah Jackson, Melanie^ Pearson,

Marie Philman, Carly Funicello and Erica

Gomez had to all step up and be impact players

for the Bruins to be successful against USC and

the rest of the conference.

They had to prove that they belonged as part

of the Bruin mystique. And they did.

Last season's UCLA team swept USC for the

first time in the Olivier era and swept seven other

teams in the Pac-10, including their nemesis

Oregon.

In addition, they grouped a 14-4 Pac-10 cam-

paign (tied for second) with wins against Seton

Hall and Rutgers, and a huge victory at Duke

and an overtime loss at North Carolina.

With four combined

losses coming at the

hands of Stanford and

Arizona (and only three

losses in their last 1 7 reg-

ular season games),

UCLA marched to

Alabama with upsets on

their mind.

"We now know what it

takes to be successful on

the road in the Pac-10

and to get to the tourna-

ment," Olivier said.

The seven sophomores combined forces

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

vs.

Rivertand

Raiders

Tonight

7|Mn.

Pauley Pavilion
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Women's cross country team

shocked after 8th place finish

RECAP: Bruins regroup

from disheartening loss

in Pac-10 championship
\

X>HN SUEHIRO/Daily Bruin

String of 20 wins in 26 games. tO finish at 20-9. with «veniors Tawana Grimes, Aisha Veasje^

By Donald Morrison

Daily Bruin Contributor

Everything that could go wrong

did go wrong for the No. 23 Bruins

at the Pac-10 Conference

Championships Saturday in

Eugene, Ore.

UCLA finished eighth with 167

points and failed to place any indi-

vidual in the Top 20. The Bruins

faced five other Top 25 teams and

had to run in the rain on a wet, slop-

py course where the wind chill

reached as low as 37 degrees.

The Bruins were shocked after

the race, said head coach Eric

Peterson. UCLA figured it would

finish as low as sixth if their runners

didn't perform well - but other

teams, like USC, surprised the

Bruins.

"(The race) was disastrous,""

Peterson said. "We went in with

pretty high hopes. We've been run-

ning so well. To have a complete

breakdown at the Pac-10 meet was

shocking."

Also shocking for UCLA was the

throughout the season, finished in

30th place in 18:35.

Melinda George and Kara

Barnard rounded out the scorers for

the Bruins at the meet. George fin-

ished 42nd in 18:59 while Barnard

placed 43rd in 19:01.

UCLA did not get off to a good

start. Once the course narrowed,

UCLA was behind the front pack

and was never able to catch up.

After the one-mile mark, no Bruin

was among the top 20 runners.

Peterson said that this was unchar-

acteristic of a UCLA team that has

been running aggressively at the

start of each race this season.

"After (the course

narrowed) it seemed

impossible for us to

pass other runners."

Eric Peterson

Women's cross country

head coach

if your last name begins with the letter M - R, you MUST take your senior

portrait before November 13. Call today to make an appointment.

"After (the course narrowed) it

seemed impossible for us to pass

fuel ihm infl highest finisher in the other runnt; r t>." Pbiukoh >;aid. '^TUc

ANNOUNCING THE
1998-1999

UNDERGRADUATE
RESEARCH DEVELOPMENT STIPEND AWARD
$2,000 FOR A TWO QUARTER (WINTER AND SPRING 1999)

SRP PROJECT

ELIGIBILITY GUIDELINES:
1. Student must require financial assistance.

2. Student must be enrolled in a minimum of 12 units during both Winter and Spring Quarters, 1999.

49ers.

Young was sacked nine times, the most in

any game in his career.

And despite three interceptions, Favre

was able to burn San Francisco's secondary

for three big plays - an 80-yard touchdown

to Antonio Freeman on the game's first play

followed by a 30-yarder to Robert Brooks

and a back-breaking 62-yarder to Freeman

to break a 22-22 tie.

'The team came a long way in a hurry after a

disappointing start," Olivier said. "We soon

grew a great deal in terms of confidence, both

individually and as a team as the season wore

on."

With all the combined talent that the Bruins

toted last season, at least a fourth place finish in

the Pac-10 was expected - but seven losses to the

Tina Thompson-era USC Trojans in eight

attempts did not bode well for a team that had to

Jamie Oenning and Caria Houser to defeat a

tough Michigan squad and almost beat the

host team.

A clock-keeping error prevented the Bruins

from advancing to the NCAA Sweet 16 and they

have had the last eight months to think about

that.

Now the Bruins face the task of forgetting

See W. BASKETBALL, page 27

speed," defensive tackle Grady Jackson

said with a laugh. "That's really amazing.

A lot of 38-year-olds would be sitting home

on the couch or working in the garden."

Lewis should be in the starting lineup

for a while longer. Gruden said Monday

that Turner, who is sidelined with a foot

injury, "could be a couple of weeks away"

from returning.

meet for the Bruins placed 25th.

UCLA's No. 1 runner, Christina

Bowen, was the last No. 1 runner on

any team to cross the finish line. She

finished the 3.1 mile race in 18 min-

utes, 24 seconds.

Julie Ott came in two places after

Bowen in 27th. Her time was 18:28.

Kelly Cohn, UCLA's No. I runner

gun went off and the team didn't get

out aggressively."

No. 2 Stanford wrapped up the

team title with 53 points while No.

12 Washington passed up No. '6

Arizona for second place with 74

points. The Wildcats finished third

3. Student should have minimum GPA of 2.5.

4. Student must complete 200 hours of research over two quarters (Winter and Spring) with an SRP
Faculty Sponsor.

y»PLICATION DEADLINE: Wednesdav, December 2, 199H

See W.CROSSCOUNTI(V, page 27 APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE IN THE

Any large Pizza, your choice of toppings and crust, for $9.9^

824-41 1

1

1114 Gayley Ave.

Westwood Village

Medium 1 topping Pizza

for $5.95

Fast Free Deliverv

until 1 a.m. Sunday-Thursday
until 2 a.m. Friday & Saturday

Ndtion.il Hockey Leaqup

At A Glance

EASnRNCONFEIttNa

AtUntk Division -~—.

N.Y. Islanders

Philadelphia

New Jersey

Pinsburgh

W
6

5

S

4

I

5

4

4

3

TPtt GF GA

12 26 24

2 12 27 22

10 17 19

2 10 24 26

N.Y. Rangers 3 4 3 9 16 23

Northeast Division

Ottawa

Toronto

Buffalo

Boston

Montreal

W
6

5

4

4

3

Southeast Division

Carolina

Tampa Biy

Florida

Washington

W
4

4

3

3

L

3

4

3

5

5

I

4

6

4

4

WESTERN CONFERENQ

Central Division

Detroit

St Louis

ChJCMfo

W
6

4

4

3

Northwest Division

W
Ednionton

VanoNMcr

Cjiyary

L

4

3

S

S

I

4

S

S

«

TPts 6F GA

12 30 22

1 11 30 31

2 10 24 19

2 10 25 19

2 8 21 29

T Pts GF GA

3 11 23 19

1 9 26 34

3 9 22 30

3 9 16 22

TPts GF GA

12 31 20

2 10 23 21

1 9 23 32

1 7 23 28

TPts GF GA

12 38 25

1 11 32 27

2 8 25 31

1 7 M k

Sunday's GaiiMs

Ottawa 5, Philadelphia 4

Phoenix 3, Los Angeles

Calgary 4, Chicago 1

Vancouver 4, Washington 1

MoiMlajr^GaiMs

Colorado 3, Carolina 2

N.Y. islanders 6. Florida 2

Edmonton S.Vancouver 3

TutsdayliGaiMt

Boston at Buffalo, 7 p.m.

N.Y. Rangers at New Jersey, 7:30 p.m.

Philadelphia at Pittsburgh, 7:30 p.m.

Calgary at Detroit 7:30 p.m.

WMMfMy>UIIMS
Tampa Bay at Washington, 7 p.m.

Colorado at Toronto, 7:30 p.m.

AHontreal at N.Y Rangers. 7:30 p.m.

Chicago at Florida, 7:30 p.m.

Nashville at Edmonton, 9 p.m.

St. Louis at Anaheim, 10:30 p.m.

Dallas at San Jose. 10:30 p.m.

N<ition.)l Football league

At A Gl.irue

AMERICAN CONFERENa

East

San Diego 3 S .375 103 139

NATIONAL CONFERENCE

East

W L T

5 3

4 4

3 5

1 7

1 7

Dallas

Arizona

N.Y Giants

Philadelphia

Washington

Central

Minnesota

Green Bay

Tampa Bay

Chicago

Detroit

West

Atlanta

San Francisco

New Orleans

St Louts

Carolina

Pet. PF PA

.625 208 115

.500 125 170

.375 160 173

.125 79 1%

.125 114 241

7 1 .875 265 143

6 2 .750 219 166

4 4 .500 121 145

3 5 .375 152 178

2 6 .250 162 209

Oakland at Baltimore, 1 :01 p.m.

St. Louis at Chicago, 1:01p.m.

Carolina at San Francisco, 4:05 p.m.

Washington at Arizona, 4:05 pm.

Buffalo at New York Jets. 4:15 p.m.

Kansas City at Seattle, 4:1 5 p.m.

San Diego at Denver, 4:15 p.m.

Tennessee at Tampa Bay, 8:20 p.m.

Green Bay at Pittsburgh. 8:20 p.m.

AN Times in the Sports Bm art EST

lntern<ition<il Hockey Leaque

Al A Glan(t'

EASTERN CONFEREMCE

6 2

6 2

4 4

2 6

1 7

.750 212 166

.750 248 163

.500 138 170

.250 154 204

.125 159 216

Northeast Division

Buffalo

New England

N.YJets

Indianapolis

Central

W L T

5 3

5 3

5 3

5 3

1 7

Pet PF PA

.625 188 162

.625 138 109

.625 191 138

.625 186 139

.125 128 214

Sunday^ Games

Arinna 17, Detroit 15

Denver 33. Qncinnati 26

Jacksonville 45, Baltimore 19

Buffalo 30, Miami 24

Tampa Bay 27, Minnesota 24

New England 21, Indianapolis 16

Carolina 31, New Orleans 17

WasMhgton 21, New York Giants 14

Attama37,St.Louis15

Tennessee 41. Pittsburgh 31

NewYM Jets 20, Kansas City 17

Green Bay 36, San Frandsco 22

Oakland 31. Seattle 18

OPEN: ChicaQa San Die90

Cincinnati

Detroit

Orlando

Grand Rapids

Central Division

Michigan

Fort Wayne

Indianapolis

Cleveland

W LSOLPts GF GA

7 4 14 31 32

5 2 2 12 36 25

5 4 10 28 23

3 5 1 7 27 29

W LSOLPts GF GA

5 5 10 27 31

4 3 1 9 28 24

3 3 2 8 29 32

3 5 1 7 24 36

not the loss column.

Saturday's Games

Fort Wayne 1. Orlando

Chicago 4, Cleveland 2

Michigan 6, Milwaukee 5. SO

Manitoba 7, Indianapolis 4

Kansas City 4. Las Vegas 1

Long Beach 5, Cincinnati 1

Sundbqr^ Games

Detroit 5, MiNvaukee 2

Chicago 4. Orlando 2

Monday's Games

No gan)es scheduled

Tnesitaqr^ Games

Utah at Houston, 7 p.m.

Gncinnati at Long Beach. 10:30 p.m.

Trans.utions

WESTERN CONFERBKE

Midwest Division

Chicago

Kansas Oty

W LSOlPls GF GA

8 1 2 18 38 30

4 3 4 12 30 39

5 2 1 11 34 29

4 7 8 27 37

fMkOMiion

jin Mae

W

s

4

3

1

I TPts tf GA

1 2 14 2S M
2 1 11 24 14

S 2 10 21 24

3 3 9 21 19

« 2 4 20 27

(20 .750 209 165

5 3 A2S 137 141

4 4 JIO IIS 1S7

2 « iSI 121 179

2 6 iSO 153 219

WH« ^^f vmBI^RI^MM V

DMsiw

W

ATUNTA BRAVES—Named Don Baylor

hitting coach and Glenn Hubbard first-

base coach. Moved Ned Yost from bullpen

coach to thinJ-base coach, Bobby Dews

from third-base coach to bullpen coach,

and Pat Coaales from (Irst-base coach to

bench coach.

CHICAGO CUBS—Agreed to terms with

RHP Rod Beck on a two-year contract

CINCINNATI REDS—Named Mark Walpole

assistant director of media relations.

LOS ANGELES DOOG05—Named Mike

Sdosda manafcr of Akuqueique of the

pa. NamedM Crandal spedal advisor

NEW YORK METS-—Named John Gftbons

manager o(NorWk of the International

CNy

10 01

6 2

44
44

273 199

146 145

141 143

172 1J0

UiKlifas

•

7

3

2

LSOlPis GF GA

2 16 99 26

2 14 41 27

6 1 7 26 31

I 1 S 26 P

contract extension.

SAN DIEGO CHARGERS—Signed S Dedrick

Dodged. Placed CB Paul Bradford on

injured reserve. Signed P Bill Kushner to

the practice squad. Placed WR Anthony

Rodgers on the practice squad-injured

list.

SEAHLE SEAHAWKS—Released PR WR

Ronnie Harris.

National Hockey League

CALGARY FLAMES—Recalled Sami

Hdenius.

CHICAGO BLACKHAWKS—Assigned F Ed

Okyzk to Chicago of the IHL

FLORIDA PANTHERS—Assigned F Dwayne

Hay to New Haven of the AHL.

LOS ANGELES KINGS—Recalled C Olli

Jokinen from Springfield of the AHL.

Placed C Jozef Stumpel on the injured

reserve list retroactive to Oct. 19.

VANCOUVER CANUCKS—Recalled G Mike

Valley from Syracuse of the AHL.

COUEGE

ILLINOIS COLLEGE—Named Ed Puck

baseball coach.

KENTUCKY—Suspended junior F Myron

Anthony, sophomore G Ryan Hogan and

junior C Jamaal Magloire for the first four

games of the men^ basketball seasoa

inchiding two regular-season games.

WENTWORTH INSTITUTE—Announced

the resignation of Jan Raich, men^ and

womcn^ voOeybal coach.

Tf ivi.i Oiit'st loiis

LUMw was the first NBA player to record

apidwtdr dwdilf?

2.VMio was the second?

3. letwccn die 19S3 and 19S4 seasons,

theNM wNnesMd the fMakst jump in

I?

Mttf

1
l

Home of L,,A, 's 2nd Best Chili

.

Featuring

KARAOKE
Every IVIonday & V^e<li:ies<lay

NigHts Qpm-l:30am

ViiliM^ «jjaiH4's, p4M>l l;ihlt's^ Sali'llili-' l\

8447 Santa M<>iii<*a Blvd., HollywcMxl CA
213-654-2287

UCLA College of Letters and Science

Undergraduate
Research

Centers
Humanities and Social Sciences: 1201A Campbell Hall, (310)825-2935

Life and Physical Sciences: 2121 Life Sciences, (310)794-4227

• • • • • • • • •

WHOSE LINE IS

ANYWAY?
f

Talk to your tM Summer Hit!!

not her assistant

At CGU you likely won't be
taught by other graduate

// students. From Day One, our
^ distinguished senior

faculty will work with

you to provid-e education

at a significantly higher

level. Check U5 out at

www cgu edu. then call or

e-mail for admissions info.

rccuAinq Onycu

Hosted by

Prew Carey

FREE TICKETS
Pates: November 7 and 8, 14 and 15

S 1 t/7S3'H70 ext. 946
wwwtvtlelcetuoiM

l«fifmoot Gr<idual*> Univ«»r*ity • 170 EmI Tenth Street • CIrtremont. CA yt/nftlbJ

(909) 621-8069 • fa« (909) 607 728S • - mail «dmn\«»tqu ecli<
• • • •
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SPORTS
Tomorrow

Skylar Little has been a strong

force for the 1 3th-ranked

women's soccer team. Get

a look at the personal side

of this defensive superstar. '

• •

.

Drive and deteimination
Feature

Tom Poltl has spent much of his

life perfecting his soccer skills,

so it's no surprise that he is a

leader of the Bruin soccer team

By Moin Salahuddin

Daily Bruin Contributor

Lightning-quick reflexes, deft touch and an

innate ability to score are three virtues that

only soccer phenoms possess.

Luckily, the UCLA men's soccer team has

an abundance of these players, one being

aeniof mhtfielder lorn Fohl.

However, Poltl is not your typical soccer

slar. His love and admiration for the game

run deeper than most. His desire and forti-

tude have been unmatched in his career. His

uncle Randy Poltl played as a free safety in

the National Football League. But the most

striking feature of this team player is his undy-

ing affection toward "Beverly Hills, 90210."

"My favorite television show is definitely

'90210'," Poltl exclaimed. "I'm just hooked

on it. It's just a great show to watch."

While "90210" is leaving the spotlight,

though, Poltl is merely entering it.

Poltl started playing soccer at the age of

four. His father was the biggest influence in

sports for him. His older brother took the

younger Poltl to play one day - and ever

since, he's been only a soccer player.

"My dad was the biggest influence on me,"

Poltl said. "My older brother also played, but

my dad coached me until I was 16 or 17.

However, soccer has not come easily to

Poltl.

~ "I've always had to work at it," Poltl said.

"I have a good work ethic and that's what

helps me. But then, I've always had to work

on my skill."

"You can never be too good at anything."

That attitude has carried PoUl to the upper

echelon of the soccer world. His team is the

defending national champion, ranked in the

top three in the nation, and in the midst of

seeking their second consecutive NCAA title.

"Tom Poltl is one of the key players on our

squad," said head coach Sigi Schmid. "He

CHARLES KUO/Daily Brum

Senior Tom Poltl rr^otivates his team with his incredible work ethic.

works extremely hard on both sides of the

ball, and is a great asset to our team.**

Poltl's success in soccer began early in his

youth. Club soccer was his first experience

with organized ball. He played on a club team

in San Diego for several years until he went

on to high school.

"It was pretty competitive," he said.

"There were state and national cups, but we

were never state champions. We had a pretty

good team, though."

High school soccer became the next step in

See POITL, page 26

Men's aoss country finishes 8th in Pac-1

RECAP: Hauser's fifth-place time

places him among nation's ehte,

helps team capture top 10 spot

By Donald Morrison

Daily Bruin Contributor

It was all treat on Halloween for UCLA
men's cross country runner Mark Hauser.

Hauser, competing against some of the best

runners in the nation at the Pac-10 Conference

Championships, finished fifth in Eugene, Ore.

Running in rain and on a wet, muddy
course, Hauser covered the five miles in a per-

sonal best time of 23 minutes, 51 seconds. His

performance was the highlight for a UCLA
squad that finished eighth in the race.

"Hauser was super." UCLA head coach

Bob Larsen said. "It was a great race for him.

It was thrillmg to sec him do that well I'm

really proud of him. He's matured so much

both physically and mentally ."

Hauser was among the leaders early on in

the race, crossing the two-mile mark in 9:20.

He kept pace with the front pack for three

miles before champion Abdi Abdirahman

from Arizona and Bernard Lagat of

Washington pulled away.

Abdirahman won the race by 10 seconds

and set the course record by finishing in 23:23.

He broke Karl Keska's 1997 record of 23:48.

With the victory, Abdirahman woif his third

Pac-10 crown of the year. He also won the

5,000 and 10,000-meter outdoor track titles.

Lagat, last year's Pac-10 champion, placed

second in 23:33. Matt Davis from Oregon fin-

ished third and Brad Hauser from Stanford

placed fourth.

"This type of race will qualify (Mark

Hauser) for the NCAA Championships,"

Larsen said. "He looked good the whole way

and never tensed up. It's a great feeling to

come home and have an individual that really

had an outstanding race. The guys on the team

reapcct him. He's been a great role model all

year long
"

Stanford edged out Oregon for the Pac-10

team title by only two points.

The Cardinal finished with 48 points while

the Ducks had 50. It seemed as if Stanford was

going to cruise to an easy win before the last

mile, when the Oregon runners closed the gap

and made it a close race.

What turned out to be the diflcrence was

Stanford's Jonathan Riley squeaking by

Oregon's Steve Fein for sixth place by one sec-

ond. Had Fein captured sixth, Oregon would

have tied Stanford and won the race because

the Ducks' sixth man finished ahead of

Stanford's sixth man.

Arizona placed third and Arizona State fin-

ished fourth while Washington State,

Washington and California rounded out fifth,

sixth and seventh places.

Despite the inclement weather in Oregon,

32 runners managed to finish the race under

25 minutes One of those runners was

UCLA's Paul Muitc Muite , who has been ill

•II season

seen in stream

of consciousness

COLUMN: NBA fans drowning

in their sorrow should consider

lacrosse, an engaging alternative

Now that it's November, I guess that

means it's time for basketball season ...

Oh wait, they're locked out, what a pity

... Hey, whatever happened to the NBA any-

way? ... I feel so bad for those guys, they must

really by struggling trying to make ends meet

during this lockout. Shaquille O'Neal might

have to settle for a Ferrari

instead of the new Bentley.

Speaking of being

locked out, how do you

think college football

teams such as Tulane,

^fHfl- and Afkan s tta

Evan

Lovett

feel? All of these teams are

undefeated and have

absolutely no shot to even

be considered for a nation-

al championship. Did you

have fun on Halloween?

The Bruins did; they were

dressed up as the jesters in —
college football's royal court. But at least they

won, I hope this was their one letdown of the

year. Look for a blowout next week against

Oregon State. And how 'bout them Bruins?

With that resounding win over Stanford on

Saturday, they really had to strike fear in the

hearts of Ohio State, Kansas State and

Tennessee. For that matter, I don't even think

that performance would have struck fear in the

heart of East North Dakota Tech. Hey, isn't that

who Kansas State played last week?

I love when people say "we"

when referring to their—

favorite team. Does it give

them a sense of unity or a

special bond with the club?

Hockey season sure is exciting. Those new

offense-oriented rules have really increased

scoring and fan excitement. The 3-1 games sure

get my adrenaline pumping. Adrenaline, adren-

aline, isn't that the substance that Mark
McGwire used and that major league baseball

wants to ban? Nope, that was androstendione,

but hey, I'm willing to bet that the 1998 season

got plenty of fans' adrenaline pumping, andro

or no andro.

Mike Piazza for seven years at $91 million,

seems like the Dodgers got out at the right time.

The guy is a great hitter, but it has been proven

many times that a catcher's career has the short-

est life span of any position player. By the way,

look for the Dodgers to be nearly unrecogniz-

able next year. No Ramon Martinez, no Eric

Young, no Bobby Bonilla, no Ismael Valdes, no

Jeff Shaw, no Eric Karros. More disappointing

than losing any of the aforementioned players is

the fact that they want to abandon Vero Beach.

Is nothing sacred anymore? Obviously not,

with the Fox Group running the show. They

want to clean house so they can go after Mo
Vaughn or (gasp!) Randy Johnson. Damn, it

would be sweet if we could score both of them. I

love when people say "we" when referring to

their favorite team Does it give them a sense of

unity or a special bond with the club"* I don't

know that, but I sure do know that Michael

Jordan wouldn't include "us" on the Bulls ro»-
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College admissions affect I "Gods and Monsters" examines the life

workplace diversity. See page 1 3 | of famous director James Whale. See page 1
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Davis defeats Lungren, Boxer pummels Fong
RESULTS: Democrats win

governor, Senate races;

GOP controls legislature

By Hannah Miller

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Democratic Lt. Governor (iray

Davis was carried by an unlikely

consortium of organized labor,

women and moderate Republicans

to victory Tuesday night over

Attorney General Dan Lungren,

winning 58 percent of the vote,

with 50.7 percent of precincts

rcpuiimB>

tion thai Calit'ornians want to take

a moderate path to the future. That

is who I am. I'hat is how I ran. And
ihat is how I will govern."

Davis, who in his six-year term,

will oversee crucial Congressional

rcdistricting after the next census

and appoint five U.C. Regents, has

promised to start his term with a

three-day session on reforming

education in California.

Lungren's defeat marked the

first failure of the tough-on-crime

theme that had worked electoral

magic for California's Republican

governors George Deukmeijan

and Pete Wilson.

Boxer, who was neck and neck-

Democratic Sen. Barbara Boxer

won a hard-fought race against

Republican challenger Matt f'ong,

coming from behind to win by 53 to

43 percent, also with 50.7 percent

of precincts reporting.

Democratic pollsters heralded

the clouble victory as a complete

break from the last 16 years of

Republican-led Californian policy.

"This great victory tonight is

more than just electing a candidate

for governor," said Davis in his vic-

tory speech. "It is a clear affirma-

ELECTION RESULTS

1^

Gray Davis

GOVERNOR

Gray Davis (D) 58%

Dan Lungren (R) 38%

Barbara Boxer

SENATOR

Barbara Boxer (D) 53%

Matt Fong (R) 43%

in the returns with Fong all night,

claimed her victory as a reaffirma-

tion of California liberalism.

"They said we couldn't do it,

that I was a lluke of history," Boxer

told supporters.

"They said that I was too pro-

gressive. They said that I was loo

supportive of the president. They

missed the deep support that I have

in every part of this beautiful stale

because we stand together on the

issues."

Fong, who stressed entrepre-

neurial opportunity and

military strength in his

platform, had garnered

support from many quar-

ters in his bid to be

California's firsl Asian

American senator.

"I wish them well, but

watch out," said the state

treasurer, dabbing his

eyes at the Republican

election-night headquar-

ters.

"Tomorrow in

America is another day.

We're coming back."

Nationally,
Democrats scored minor

gains in the House of

Representatives. Some

DAVID HILL

At voting booths around campus, students and faculty turned out to vote for state leaders and

ballot propositions.

Senate seats

and gover-

norships
changed
hands,
although
the balance

belween the

parties
remained
the same
nationwide.

Bui by no means was this a land-

slide - Democrats picked up four

seats in Ihe House - but it was sig-

nificantly better than the typical

mid-term election, in which the

party controlling the White House

loses turf in Congress.

Democrats, who asked voters to

Voters approve gaming,

reject energy propositions

RACE: Results prove

trend continues as

big spenders triumph

NINA SACKS/Daily Brum See ROUND-UP, page 9

By Mason Stodtstill

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

TV viewers across the nation

are breathing a collective sigh of

relief today, as they realize that

with the end of November elec-

tions comes the end of nonstop

political commercials - for now.

Because there are no spending

limits regarding statewide ballot

initiatives (propositions), various

activist groups for or against par-

ticular propositions were able to

spend an unlimited amount of

money on advertising.

Therefore, since five proposi-

tions accounted for over 98 per-

cent of funds raised in this elec-

tion, these five will be profiled

first.

At press time, 61 percent of

precincts had reported their

results.

See PROPOSITIONS, page 4

Report card evaluates

environmental progress

Pdlice charge suspects with murder

STUDY: Air quality gets

highest grade, wetland

protection finishes last

By Teresa Jun

Daily Bruin Contributor

Inspired by the popularity of

the UCLA Business School's

annual "report card on the econcv

my," the UCLA Institute of the

Environment recently published

its first "Southern California

Environmental Report Card."

The authors of this 34-page

report evaluated the status of four

major local environmental issues,

and aiMgncd a tetter grade to the

recent progress and efforts made

in each of these areas.

UCLA researchers involved in

this project hope to stir up public

knowledge and action around

Southern California's air quality,

water conservation, wetlands

preservation and wastewater

treatment.

The goal of the project is "to

acquaint the public with environ-

mental issues," said Michael

Stenslrom, interim director of the

Institute of the Environment

"It's to help people learn, so

they'll get involved and take

action - maybe vote more intelli-

gently." he said

"We hope legislators will see it

HOMICIDE: Investigation

into death of Chessmar

culminates in two arrests

Flowrs were part of a rrwnnorial outside the steps to the UCLA Co-op

where Christopher Chessmar was murrtmd this fall.

By Ann Hawkey
Daily Bruin Contributor

Two suspects have been arrested

in connection with the homicide of

Westwood resident Christopher

Emory Chessmar, whose btxiy was

found in an East Los Angeles park

last month.

Davod Lewis and James Heard,-

both 22. were arrested last week on

suspicion of murder

Both men are now being held in

Los Angeles County Jail. Bail has not

been set.
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Outreach project wins

prestigious award
The Pucntc Project, a University of

California and California community colleges

program that prepares educationally under-

served high school and community college stu-

dents, has been selected as one of the 10 best

government programs for 1998.

The Puentc Project, founded in 1981, set out

to increase the number of Mexican American

and Latino community college students who

transfer to four-year colleges such as the

University of California.

Open to all students, the program combines

teaching, counseling and mentoring to provide

students with a focused and sustained academic

program.

Puente serves more than 7,000 students

annually, with almost halfof all Puente students

transferring from conununity colleges to four-

year programs, compared with only 7 percent

of non-Puente students.

**At a time when Americans across the coun-

try are concerned about the educa-

tional advancement of minority stu-

dents, the Puente Project provides

solid evidence that with innovative leader-

ship, answers can be within our grasp," said

David Gergen, editor at large of U.S. News and

World Report and chairman of the Innovations

national selection committee.

The Puente Project, after an exhaustive

national competition, was chosen for an

Innovations in the American Government

award. The award, funded by the Ford

Foundation and administered by the Kennedy

School of Government at Harvard University

in partnership with the Council for Excellence

in Government, is considered one of the coun-

try's most prestigious public service awards.

Beginning each January, approximately

1,500 program applications are evaluated

according to four selection criteria: they must

be novel, be effective, solve a significant prob-

lem and be replicable by other government enti-

ties.

In September, 25 flnalists are chosen, each of

which receives a $20,000 grand from the Ford

Foundation.

"'In recognizing the success of

the Puente Prdject, the Innovations

program is pointing the way for conrniu-

nities and educators to bring about positive

change," said Puente co-director Patricia Mc
Grath.

Memorial for Israeli

leader at noon today
Yitzhak Rabin, the slain Israeli prime minis-

ter who was assassinated three years ago, will be

remembered at a memorial service in

MeyerhofT Park at noon today.

The service is sponsored by the Hillel Jewish

Student Center, which is naming its new build-

ing currently under construction aAer Rabin.

Participants will light candles and say

Kaddish, the Jewish prayer for mourning.

Rabin was assassinated in 1995 by a Jewish

extremist protesting the peace agreement he

signed with Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat.

Benjamin Netanyahu, Israel's current prime

minister, recently signed another accord with

Arafat, continuing the peace process in the

Middle East.

Singer to host holiday

dinner for homeless
For the fifth year in a row, Mable John, a

blues singer4umed-evangelist, will host a free

Christmas dinner for the homeless and destitute

of Los Angeles.

"Christmas All Over L.A. For the

Homeless" will take place on Friday, Dec. 1

1

from 10 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. on the parking lot of

the Inner City Christian Center.

At the dinner, the needy will receive free

food, clothing, gifts, and other items. At last

year's event, John provided free clothing and

food to over 1,000 families during the holidays.

This year, John and her volunteers plan to

service over 2000 families with items donated

from several name-brand companies.

Compiled from Daily Bruin staff reports.
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jitTe^s
Students realize that coffee

isn't the only way to get o

kick OS more and more of

them turn to coffeinoted

pills, water and even gum

off the mark
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by Mark Parisi LESSTHANTWOWEEKS LEFT:

To submit final drafts of dis-

sertations to doctoral committee

for degrees to be conferred in

current term.

For undergraduates to

change grading basis (optional

P/NP) with $3 per transaction fee

through URSA Telephone.

WHArS BREWIN'

Today Noon
University Catholic Center

Catholic Mass (12:10)

KerckhofT400

4 p.m .

CORRECTIONS

On Oct. 30, the Daily Bruin ran

,an article entitled *'Catholij Church

paves paths on life's journey" that

contained an error. The correct e-

mail address for Father Bob
Sadowski is frbob^ucla.org.

Also, the article on Nov. 2, titled

"Third parties defy mainline poli-

tics,'* contained an error. Reform
party candidate Ross Perot was the

candidate with the highest showing

of **minority party" candidates in the

1996 elections.

The Daily Bruin regrets the

errors.

Department of Spanish and

Portuguese

Geoffrey O'Connor discusses

and signs "Amazon Journal:

Dispatches From a Vanishing

Frontier"

Rolfe 4302 -825-1220

Jewish Music Groups

Acapella Yiddish vocals & a

Klezmer band (4:30)

General Meeting

Schoenberg 1230 • 208-3081

5 p.m.
Asian Pacific Health Corps

General meeting

3508 Ackerman Union
825-0068

University Catholic Center

Catholic Mass (5:15)

Lill 840 Hilgard Ave.

6 p.m.
Circle K International

General Meeting

Haines 122

Mujeres Valdas

Baby shower

Bunche2173

All Gifts Will Go To HIV/AIDS
Infected Children At The
"Caring For Babies With AIDS"
Residential Home

Sliding Scale

Weekly Readiness group for

individuals questioning their

drug and alcohol use - 206-1 148

Aesculapian Honor Society

First General Meeting

Dodd 170 -838-7269

Association of Chinese

Americans

General meeting

Royce 190

UCLA Education Society

Teach for America

representatives at general

meeting

Moore 3340

LASA
General Meeting

Haines 2

For morg Information. Call; 478-

9846

Bruin Victory Fellowship

Weekly Meeting (6:30)

Atrium Court sundeck

10965 Strathmore Dr. - 824-1714

Pilipino Recruitment &
Enrichment Program (6:30)

Orientation Meeting

Sproul Entertainment Lounge

835-2217

7 p.m.
Bruin Leaders Project

Who You Are Plays a Role in

How You Lead!

Bradley Hall Multipurpose

Room - 206-5071

SAA (Student Alumni

Association)

How to Write a Winning

Resume —'
'

.

'

..... '

.
..;

.;'

By H. Jayne Ahn
Daily Bruin Contributor

From Starbucks coffee to Jolt cola and Aqua Java

bottled water, caffeine is a popular choice of people

who want to ward off drowsiness and perk themselves

up.

"I gel a cup of coffee every morning because 1 like

the taste of it and it helps get mc going." said'Vindu

r.iiHp :i third-year graduate student.

However, higher

ingestion of caf-

feine sometimes

causes jittery nerves and

anxiety that can adversely

affect a student's performance.

"When I went to take my exam, I

had shakes in my hands and had to take

more Vivarin just to calm myself down,"

Polumbo said.

The Alumni Center - 206-6062

Midnight Special Bookstore &
Cultural Center (7:30)

John Ross will read & discuss

"Tonatuih's People: A Novel of

the Mexican Cataclysm."

393-2923

CALPIRG
Arctic National Wildlife Refuge

Slide show
Kerckhoff Grand Salon

Elisa Maldonado

Melnitz Movies

Screening: Micro cosmos

James Bridges Theater • 206-

8170

Thursday 11 a.m.
Raza Artistas del

Pueblo/Friends of Antonio

Memorial for Antonio Serrata

Charles E. Young Grand Salon,

Kerckhoff Hall • 206-2750

What's Brewin'can be reached via e-mail

at «vhatsbrewin#medta.ucla.edu

Over 75 percent of all undergraduates on this cam-

pus reported regular consumption of catTeine in a 1995

health survey conducted by the Student Health

Service.

"I turn to coffee when I feel tired and need to stay

awake," said Ivy Tso, a fourth-year economics student.

CatTeine, which naturally occurs in coffee beans, tea

leaves, kola nuts and cocoa beans, is a drug that mildly

stimulates the brain.

In addition, caffeine is added to some soft drinks

and food products including soft candy, pudding and

baked goods because it tends to enhance flavor.

Because the stimulant offsets drowsiness, gives a

person a lift and relievers pressure in blood vessels, it is

included in many over-the-counter medicines such as

headache relievers and nasal decongestants.

Many students find caffeine useful in keeping them-

selves more alert and awake, especially in late-night

study sessions during exam times.

"Once, I took Vivarin pills, coffee

and diet cokes while I was pulling

an all-nighter," said Dan
Polumbo, a first-year

law student.

'If a student is lired bui kepi awakc tiy the chenirratr

it can impair the student's performance (on an exam),"

said Dr. Nancy Holt, a physician at the Student Health

Center.

Students are much better olT doing the regular

studying and getting the good sleep than staying up all

night and drinking multiple cups of cotTee. she added.

Some students have reported stomach upsets and

ulcers after consuming caffeine and staying up late.

Both caffeine and stress can increase stomach acids

and cause these problems.

In general, with quickening of overall body process-

es and increa.sed sensitivity to sensory stimuli, many

people claim that caffeine not only makes them feel

more productive but does improve their performance

both in academic and social settings.

The recent surge of new products infused with caf-

feine attest to the popularity of this age-(Md drug.

Caffeinated bottled water has been available as an

alternative to coffee since 1995.

Joe Water, the first of its kind, was

invented by a former college stu-

dent who did not like the

. tasteof coffee dur-

i
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night study sessions. Like the founder of Joe Water, a

bulk of the customers of caffeinated products are on

college campuses across the country.

Additionally. calTeine-laced gum is available as an

alternative option. One stick is normally equivalent to

a cup of colTec. Some of its target customers are ath-

letes and drivers on the road.

Many soft drinks are also a significant source of caf-

feine, p

In addition to cola drinks, caffeine has been added

to other beverages including citrus soda, dark beer and

orange juice.

Although recent studies have shown that moderate

consumption of caffeine (200-400 milligrams or 2-4

cups of cotTee) does not pose a health risk for most

adults, its usage can produce a number of negative

effects.

Caffeine can delay feelings of fatigue and cause a

person to feel more awake - it can also inhibit night-

time sleep.

Ciude said she tries to limit her caffeine consump-

tion to one cup of coffee a day because she finds it dif

ficult to fall asleep at night if she drinks too much cof-

fee during the day.

In addition, a person's body often develops a toler-

ance for (and even a dependence on) caffeine, account-

ing for its addictive nature.

"I stopped drinking 3 cups of coffee daily when I

found that, other than making me nervous all the time,

it wasn't keeping my body awake anymore," said

Elizabeth Abdullah, a third-year sociology student.

With regular ingestion, the body is not only able to

tolerate more of the drug with less of an effect on the

central nervous system, but the body also becomes

accustomed to it and needs it to be in its "normal"

state.

In turn, the absence of the chemical in the body

brings a series of withdrawal symptoms, making it

hard to abruptly stop consuming it. Symptoms include

headaches, mild depression, and sluggishness.

"I cut down to 2 cups a day, but it only lasted about

two weeks," Polumbo said.

"I really need it to get me through the day," he

added.

In conjunction with the physical dependence on

caffeine, caffeine consumption is a behavior pattern

that some people enjoy and to which they become

accustomed.

"I am not really concerned about my caffeine con-

sumption. I worry about my other habits, such as

smoking," Polumbo added.

A common myth about caffeine is that it stlbers up

an intoxicated person. While it may make the person

less drowsy, it does not counteract any of alcohol's

other effects.

Many researchers agree that caffeine ingestion is

not linked to any serious health problems for most

adults

Nevertheless, with the drug's numerous negative

effects, students should lakejcaulion when deciding to

pull an all-nighter

"I've tried to wean my^lf olT it But I am one of

those people who need cofTcc." said Polumbo

\'
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CANDIDATES: Bustamante

new Ll Governor, Connell

remains Stale Controller

By Emi Kojima

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

California voters chose foqr

Democrats to fill six of the lesser-

known state offices in Tuesday's gen-

eral election.

At press time, 47 percent of the

state's voting precincts had reported

their results, and the following statis-

tics represent the most up-to-date

information available.

Lieutenant Governor

Cruz Bustamante, state assembly

speaker of 14 months and a

Democratic assemblyman for more

than five years, led in the race against

Tim Leslie - a state assemblyman - to

be the lieutenant governor. At press

time, Bustamante had 52 percent of

the votes against Leslie's 40 percent.

The lieutenant governor - the posi-

tion that Gray Davis held prior to his

election as governor Tuesday - pre-

sides over the State Senate, casting tie-

breaking votes when necessary. The

lieutenant governor also serves on the

boards of the University of California

and California State University and

assumes the role ofgovernor when the

governor leaves the state.

Secretary of State

Incumbent Bill Jones, a

Republican, retained his position

after facing Michela Alioto. a

Democrat businesswoman. He
received 48 percent of votes in com-

parison with the 45 percent for

Alioto.

The Secretary of State runs the

elections, enforcing the laws govern-

ing them and keeping records.

State Controller

Incumbent Democrat Kathleen

Connell had a steady lead over chal-

lenger Ruben Barrales, a Republican

county supervisor. She had 60 percent

of the popular vote against Barrales's

34 percent.

The controller docs accounting for

the state of California as well as the

bookkeeping of public funds as its

chief fiscal officer. The controller also

regulates the state payroll, serves on

the Board of Equalization and the

Board of Control, and conducts

audits and reviews of state money
operations.

State Treasurer

In the race for Matt Fong's former

position, Phil Angelides - a Democrat

financial manager and businessman -

led against Republican Curt Pringle, a

offices
state legislator and businessman.

Angelides had 52 percent of the popu-

lar support against Pringle's 41 per-

cent.

The Treasurer monitors state

investments and administers the sale

of state bonds, as well as serving on

commissions that deal with the mar-

keting of bonds. In addition, the trea-

surer pays out state funds spent by the

controller and other state agencies.

Attorney General

Bill Lockyer, the Democratic

Senate president, held the lead over

Republican Dave Stirling, chief

SeeOFFKES^pagelO

ELECTION RESULTS
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PROPOSITIONS
From page 1

Proposition 5: Passed

Proposition 5 deals with granting

certain rights to casinos o()erating on

tribal land. It was leading at press time,

with 62 percent of the votes.

Under current law, tribes that oper-

ate casinos are required to enter a com-

pact with the state outlining what can

and cannot be done at the casinos.

Many tribes had been operating with-

out such a compact.

Under pressure from Las Vegas

cHaiwQ interests , Gov^ Pete Wilson

Proposition 7: Failed

Proposition 7 is a tax credit incen-

tive program designed to coerce delin-

quent air polluters into meeting emis-

sions standards set by the state. The

voters rejected this proposition, with

57 percent weighing in against it.

The proposition would have allowed

for $218 million in tax credits annually,

through January 2011. This proposi-

tion would have a substantial effect on

the trucking industry, a major source of

air emissions in the state.

Proposition 8: Failed

The goal of this proposition appears

to be wrestling control from the state

supertmendetH ttmJ^nt rt lo pmsot

Proposition 9: Failed

Avote for 9 is a vote to force the big

three investor-owned utility companies

(Southern California Edison, Pacific

Gas & Electric and San Diego Gas &
Electric) to pay offbonds floated by the

state to cover a rate reduction when

utilities were deregulated. The proposi-

tion failed, with 73 percent of voters

saying no.

"A lot of myths were spread," said

CalPIRG volunteer and second-year

student Lauren Cohn. "If f)eople knew

what was going on, I don't see why peo-

ple wouldn't have voted for it."

Over $40 million was spent by the

big three utility oompaniae to ^•(fk\ th»

Daily Bruin News Monday, September 30, 19% 5
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attempted to use the state law requiring

such compacts to force tribes into elim-

inating slot machine-type games used

at many of their casinos. No compact,

the governor said, no slots.

"This proposition will standardize

Indian gaming in California," said

Jennifer Bazilius, a fourth-year anthro-

pology student and a member of the

American Indian Student Association.

The passage of the proposition

enables tribes to write their own com-

pact with the state and lets them keep

the slot machine-type games, which

bring in most of the casinos' revenues.

teacher councils and a politically

appointed chief inspector of schools.

The proposition garnered only 37 per-

cent of the vote.

One of the more confusing mea-

sures on the ballot. Proposition 8 con-

tained three provisions that already

exist in one form or another (class size

reduction, teacher testing and suspen-

sion for drug possession). Its passage

would have created a new office - the

chief inspector of schools - which

would have an unlipiited salary, stafl*

and budget, and would be appointed by

the governor.

X)HN SUEHIRO/0a«ly Bruin

proposition; its proponents spent $1.3

million.

Proposition 10: Undetermined

This 5(k:ent tax on every box of cig-

arettes would go to fund early child-

hood development programs. Dubbed

the "Meathead tax" after Campaign co-

chair Rob Reiner's character from "All

in the Family," Proposition 10 was too

close to call at press time, with 50.1 per-

cent in favor and 49.9 against.

The No on Proposition 10 campaign

was financed in part with $14 million

from Philip Morris Inc., since the

See PROPOSITIONS, page 10

Cohen travels to Mi • • East

to confer about Iraqi defiance

U>e Assot. laied Press

Dr. Andrew Infosino of San Francisco holds an "Operation Rainbow" teddy bear he was

given upon arrival in Houston from Nicaragua Tuesday.

Volunteers of Operation Rainbow

caught in path of Hurricane Mitch

• • •

WHOSE LINE
ANYWAY?
MCi Summer Hiffi

Hosted by

Prcw Carey

FREE TICKETS
Pates: November 7 and t 14 and 19

$ 1 %/75$-H70 ext. 946
wwwrvtieketieoin

STORM: Surgical tools

left behind as workers

escape from Nicaragua

By Mark Babinedc

The Associated Press

HOUSTON - The poverty

and despair Operation Rainbow

volunteers encounter on their

medical relief missions are acute,

even in the best of weather.

Their visit to Nicaragua on

Oct. 24 was typical of missions

the Sugar Land, Texas-based

group has undertaken over the

last 20 years: Go into the primi-

tive wilderness and perform

orthopedic reconstructive

surgery for indigent children.

Then, Hurricane Mitch struck

last week.

"You could see people floating

down the river, dead," said

Michael McCall, medical supply

organizer and one of 16 volun-

teers who returned to the United

States on Tuesday after a nearly a

week of dwindling fresh water

and no power.

A total of 19 Operation

Rainbow volunteers performed

three days of reconstructive

surgery on children in the town of

Esteli, which was cut olTby flood

waters as Mitch unleashed more

than two feet of rain.

Government officials believe

more than 7.000 people died in

the flooding, including 2,500 or

more in Nicaragua alone. And
the dying won't stop just because

flood waters arc receding, anoth-

er American who returned

Tuesday said.

"The weak, children, those

who are undernourished, they're

all people who probably succumb

or have serious problems," said

Dr. Andrew Infosino, an anesthe-

siologist who, like McCall, hails

from the San Francisco area.

Dengue fever, malaria and

cholera are among the diseases

that could prey upon flood vic-

tims left homeless among the raw

sewage and other unsanitary con-

ditions in the storm's wake.

"If you have cholera, it isn't

but a couple of days before you

get so dehydrated you die," said

Dr. John Herzenberg of the

Baltimore area. "The problem is

you can't transport these people,

there are no roads."

Esteli attorney Migdalia

Gurdian Centeno estimates more

than 2,000 are homeless or sick in

the city of 100,000 in northern

Nicaragua.

"They don't have help from

the government and they are

dying from hunger and sickness,"

she said.

The group's members gave

away extra clothing, towels, food

and shods to victims, anesthesiol-

ogy technician Raul Sanchez

said. He noted that even in the

face of tragedy, Nicaraguans

were the "most wonderful, warm

people
"

Three other volunteers could-

n't fit on the military helicopter

that airlifted most of the group to

Managua on Monday. Charily

ofl'icials were hopeful they would

arrive at Bush Intercontinental

Airport in Houston on

See VOLUNTEERS, page 11

HUSSEIN: U.N. urges Hussein

to cease standoff, cooperate

with inspection committees

By Robert Bums
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Defense Secretary

William Cohen mel with his British coun-

terpart in London Tuesday to discuss

Iraq's defiance of U.N. arms inspections.

They agreed "it is crucial that Saddam

Hussein reverse" his decision to end all

cooperation with the inspectors. While

House officials said.

After meeling with British Defense

Minister George Robertson. Cohen head-

ed to the Persian CJulf to consult with U.S.

allies in the region. He was to visit Kuwait

on Wednesday.

P.J. Crowley, a spokesman for the

White House National Security Council,

said President Clinton intended to call

world leaders to discuss the situation.

Iraq declared Saturday that it would

end all cooperation with U.N, inspectors.

although some work, includmg mainte-

nance on surveillance cameras at known

weapons sites, has been permitted to con-

tinue, officials said.

Joe Lockhart, the White House press

secretary, told reporters that Cohen and

Robertson "agreed that it was crucial that

Saddam Hussein reverse his actions, both

this past weekend and his lack of coopera-

tion" with the U.N. Special Commission

that is charged with ensuring Iraq's disar-

mament.

Also Tuesday. Vice President Al Gore

telephoned Saudi Arabia's Crown Prince

Abdullah, next in line to the ailing Kind

Fahd, to discuss the Iraqi problem and the

"next steps that are available to us,"

Lockhart said.

In Beijing. Chinese officials publicly

urged Iraq to end its latest standoff with

U.N. weapons inspectors.

"We express our concern and disquiet

over this decision by Iraq and appeal to it

to resume its comprehensive cooperation"

with U.N. inspectors, Chinese Foreign

Ministry spokesman Zhu Bangzao said.

Clinton administration officials were

tight-lipped on the specifics of Cohen's

mission, except to say he departed

Monday night. They would not say exactly

what he would discuss or which countries

he would visit.

• The Gulf allies, including Saudi Arabia,

have been reluctant to support U.S. mili-

tary action against Iraq. The Saudis earlier

this yeapT'ctuscd to sanction \3^
airstrikes against Iraq from Saudi soil.

Cohen had rushed back to Washington

over the weekend, abruptly aborting a trip

to Asia in order to attend national security

See IRAQ, page 11

Devel • • nations • • III ;ed to U.S.

proposal for emission reductions

CLIMATE: Initiative to halt

global warming turned down

by delegates to Li.N. summit

By Bill Cormier

The Associated Press_

BUKNOS AIRES, Argentina . A U S-

backcd proposal urging the developing world

to take a bigger role in combating global

warming has gotten a cool reception at a

U.N. climate summit.

Developing nations led by China blocked

efforts to discuss "voluntary" quotas for

poorer nations at the conference, the biggest

since a landmark global warming agreement

was reached last vear.

"ITiat item is no longer on the agenda"

said Michael Williams, the U.N. spokesman.

"Although it could come up in some informal

discussions."

Delegates at the two-week summit have

now turned their attention to other issues con-

cerning developing countries, Williams said.

On Tuesday, discussions on changing land

"use and forestry, along with how to help"

poorer countries b)etter develop emissions-

fighting technology dominated the day's

talks.

The issue of how poorer nations partici-

pate in slopping global warming is one of the

thorniest. Some nation.s, such as China and

India, balk at the idea of reducing greenhouse

gases, saying the rise in emissions results from

See WARMING, page 11

WORLD & NATION BRIEFS

U.S. diplomats ask

for cease-ffre in Congo
HARARE'.. Zimbabwe - Senior American

diplomats pressed forward in their mission

Tuesday to seek a cease-fire in the Congo war,

but received a frosty welcome in Zimbabwe.

After a two-hour meeting with President

Robert Mugabe, a senior State Department

official. Susan Rice, said it was too early to tell

whether her visit advanced the prospects for

peace.

"That will have to be determined in the

future," she told reporters before she and

other U.S. officials left for Rwanda.

Mugabe kept Rice, the U.S. assistant secre-

tary of slate for African aH'airs. waiting for sev-

eral hours before receiving her Mugabe has

sent 6.000 troops to Congo to .support its pres-

ident. Laurent Kabila, against a rebel force

Angola and Namibia have also sent troops to

aid Kabila

. The United Stales voiced concern over

escalation of the confiicl.

"Steps must be taken to prevent

another genocide in the region,"

Rice said, referring to the slaughter by

Hutus of 500.000 people in neighboring

Rwanda in 1994. Fhe victims were mainly

Tutsisand moderate Hutus.

Those killings ended when Tutsi-led rebels

won power in Rwanda in July 1994. Hutu

rebels used eastern Congo to regroup and

launch cross-border attacks into Rwanda.

Rwanda, which backs the rebels with troops

and arms, accuses Kabila of hating Tulsis and

failing to rid the border of the former Hutu sol-

diers and militias responsible for the 1994

genocide.

European banks

cut lending rates

The central banks m Spam. Portugal and

Sweden cut key lending rales Tuesday in an

efTort to keep their economies growing

riie cuts could put added pres-

sure on (icrmany. Trance and other

I-uropean countries to trim their

rates as well.

The Bank of Spain lowered its bench-

mark interest rate by 0.25 percentage point to

.V50 percent. Hours later, the central bank in

neighboring Portugal trimmed a quarter-per-

centage point from its benchmark lending rate

to 3.75 percent.

Earlier, Sweden's central bank cut its one-

week fixed securities repurchase rate to 3.85

percent from 4.10 percent.

Many European central banks need to

lower their key interest rates before the

European single currency is launched next

year

Ihe Bank oi' Spain has cut iU key bench-

mark rale three limes this year.

Henrik l.uniholdl an analyst al Bank of

America in Madrid, said the cut came "sooner

than we expected

That suggests thai you have to look at this in

a pan-European context"

Postal Service will raise

international rates

WASHINCJTON It will cost more to

send packages and mail overseas next sum-

mer.

The Postal Service said Tuesday it wants

to increase rates 3.3 percent on much inter-

national mail starling in July 1999.

However, the agency said the cost of send-

ing a letter to a foreign country would

remain at 60 cents for the first half-ounce for

most of the world.

Only for Canada is an increase in the cost

of letters expected, the agency said, but it did

not disclose the planned amount. Currently,

mail to Canada costs 46 cents for the first

half-ounce

Rates for domestic mail were already

scheduled to increase on Jan 10. gomg from

32 cents to 33 cents for the first ounce.
^

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports
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STATE & LOCAL
Government

buys old cars

in effort to curb

levels of smog
POLLUTION: l^rojecl ^ives

$500 for clunkers, though

donation to charity easier

The Associated Press

California is trying a new way to

reduce air pollution - buying old

cars.

The state will hand over $500 to

anyone turning in an old car in a

pilot program aimed at getting pol-

luting carsj)!!" the road as a way to

reduce ozone levels.

Similar programs have taken in

old cars in the past, but this is the

first time the government will mea-

sure emissions of the vehicles and

calculate the precise benefits.

If the pilot prt)gram succeeds in

Los Angeles, Riverside and San

Hurnardino miiniio. I he Ail.

Denny's expresses anger at former lawyer
LAWSUIT: Group disputes

assessment of plaintiff in

sexual harassment case

The Associated Press

SAN f-RANdSCO A company

that manages three Denny's restau-

rants has disavowed its former lawyer

who described the lead plamtiff in a

sexual harassment lawsuit as a "dis-

gruntled ex-employee who was fired

for cause."

Cheryl Sargent, who formerly

worked at a Denny's in Sonora. "was

not terminated for cause nor was the

subject of any disciplinary actions at

the time of her departure." Vanessa

Whang, a lawyer now representing

LAL Fnterpnses and JARH Foods,

said in a letter to The Associated

Press.

The U.S. l;qual f-.mploymenl

Opportunity Commissit)n also said

Sargent left Denny's voluntarily. She

'consistently performed well and was

sdected as a trainer at the Sonora

restaurant," said William .Tamayo, a

regional attorney for the EEOC.
which sued LAL in September.

LAL, a management company,

provided employees and managers

for the three restaurants operated by

J ARE'., the franchise holder.

The fcF.OC said a manager from

LAL made sexually explicit jokes and

touched the private parts of female

employees in 1995 and 1996 at restau-

rants in Sonora, Turfock and

Oakdale.

The company has denied the alle-

gations.

Sargent, who quit in 1996, was the

only plaintiff named in the suit.

Tamayo said the EEOC also has

heard from other women and would

seek damages for any women who
were harassed at the restaurants.

When the lawsuit was filed in U.S.

District Court in Sacramento, LAL
was represented by Sacramento attor-

ney David A. Prentice. Contacted by

a reporter for The Associated Press,

Prentice said he knew of no basis for

the lawsuit and described Sargent as a

'"disgruntled ex-employee who was

fired for cause."

Prentice no longer represents LAL
in the EEOC lawsuit and has not

returned repeated telephone calls

from The Associated Press since his

statement was called into question.

Commission eh'minates

anti-terrorism program
ENERGY: While euttin^^

eosts, erilics say board

compromised secin'ity

as great as they have ever been,

"

said Dan Hirsch, the president of

the Los Angeles-based group

Bridge the (Jap.

Hirwh i^ aUn ihi,' author of a

Section of Riverside may face

extensive medfly quarantine

AGRICULTURE: Ma lath ion

pesticide used to control

insects; 51 pests found

imposed Wednesday. Hidalgo said.

Harvesting and shipment of citrus,

avocados and other produce will be

restricted in the large quarantine

zone.

By comparison, a Medfly quaran-

tine gone in ^un Diego i^ounty is ju

square miles and the quarantine in

Orange County is 62 square miles.

On Monday, a 12-person team

including officers from the U.S.

Department of Agriculture and biolo-

gists from the California Department

of Food and Agriculture began plot-

ting the quarantine boundaries.

The quarantine zone could grow if

more Hies arc trapped in new areas,

said John Blasius, team member and

senior biologist at the stale agency.

State officials also sprayed the pes-

ticide malathion around the 15 loca-

SeeMEDFLIES,page10
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SO YOU THINK

A TATTOO MAKES

PERMANENT MARK?

Resources Board wHI dramatically

expand the program next year. Its

most ambitious hope is to scrap

75,000 cars a year, said air board

spokesman Richard Varenchik.

"That will result in a 25-lons-per-

day reduction in smog-forming emis-

sions by 2010." he said iuesday.

Kundraising organizations say the

car-scrapping program is not expect-

ed to eat into their efforts to raise

money by accepting old clunkers as

donations.

Dollar-wise, it may make better

sense for consumers to donate their

See CARS, page 9

The Associated Press

A watchdog group and federal

inspectors blasted a Nuclear

Regulatory Commission decision

to scrap a counter-terrorism prt)-

gram intended to strengthen secu-

rity at commercial nuclear power

plants.

"It took over a decade to get the

NRC to put in place an anti-terror-

ism program. And now, under llic

dark ol night, they are abolishing It

at a time when the risks are at least

1985 study arguing for the need to

increase protections against

attacks on nuclear facilities

The NRC program was killed in

September as part of a cost-cutting

reorganization, three weeks alter

the commission issued an advi.sory

recommending increased security

at nuclear plants, the Los Angeles

I imes reported Tuesday.

Critics accused the commission

of caving in to pressure to cancel

the prt)gram, which industry oftl-

See WATCHDOG, page 9

The Associated Press

LAKE ELSINORE - Agriculture

officials spent Iuesday mapping a

huge swath of southwest Riverside

Coiinty that could be put under quar-

antine in an attempt to slop the

spread of the Mediterranean fruit tly.

Federal and state officials were try-

ing to determine the exact areas for

the produce quarantine, which will

likely be between 150 square miles to

160 square miles, said Oscar Hidalgo,

spokesman for the California

Department of Food and

Agriculture.

The quarantine will likely be

'^•—m

Experience Christ at ULC

UNIVERSITY LUTHERAN CHAPEL
10915 Strathmore Drive

OfT the southwest corner of campus
at Strathmore and Gayley

(310) 208-4579

Sunday
Liturgical Worship, 10:30 a.m.

Bible Study. 12:15 p.m.

Contemporary Worship, 4:30 p.m.

I m i

CALLING
ALL FRESHMEN

Pick up your

Wednesday
5oup Supper, 6:00 p.m.

Undergraduate Bible Study, 7:00 p.m.

ULC is a member of University Religious Conference

LET'S TALK ABOUT A

BAD CREDIT REPORT.
•^blm

freshmanrecord

bruinlifeYEARBOOK

You may pick up your frtfhMirecord at the front desk of

Kerckhoff Hall between the hours of 9am-5pni, Monday-Friday You

need only your student ID Got any other questions' You may reach

us at (310) 825-2640 or at bruinlife^media uclaedu

Living on n student budget presents some unique challenges,

to put it nicely. And sometimes it's tempting to ignore your

credit card bill. But the results can follow you long after

graduation. That's why Citibank would like to offer you some

free help -so you can better manage your money and

establish a good credit history.

You can choose from information on How Credit Cards

Work, Budgeting. Building a Credit History and Fraud

Prevention. It's all k^e. i

Get yours now— just call J

1-800-690-8472. ^

Take charge

of your
money.
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ENVIRONMENT
From page 1

and learn something from what we're

saying," Stenstrom added, noting

that in the last six years. Congress has'

been less stringent in enacting envi-

ronmental laws.

Based on more than a year's plan-

ning, research and analysis, grades in

the report card reflect the profession-

al judgment of each of the authors, as

well as colleagues in their respective

fields.

Of the four issues analyzed in the

report, air quality received the highest

mark for overall historical progress.

Arthur Winer, professor of envi-

ronmental health sciences, assigned a

grade of "A" to public and agency

efforts made in enforcing federal

standards for chemical emissions and

dramatically reducing ozone levels in

recent years.

"The improvement in air quality in

Southern California ... is remarkable

when contrasted with the growth in

population and vehicles in Southern

California," Winer wrote.

However, despite the high grade

for achievement to date, Winer

warned that air pollution could grow

worse if current policies are not

adapted in the future to accommo-

date population growth and

increased emission due to automo-

biles.

For the future outlook of air quali-

ty based on present policies, Winer

about the same as water con-

sumption in 1970," despite

the dramatic increase in pop-

ulation over the last 17 years.

Berk wrote.

However, even though

"Los Angeles-area residents

have used water more effi-

ciently ... the transition to

more water-efficient technol-

ogy is far from complete,"

Berk wrote.

For water conservation

efforts, he gave the public a

"C" and water agencies a

"B," noting that recent efforts

have not demonstrated long-

lasting changes necessary for

the future.

Wastewater treatment was

analyzed by Stenstrom, who is also a

professor in the department of civil

and environmental engineering.

The operation of inland water

reclamation, or "recycling", plants

received an "A", while coastal plants

received a "C".

Stenstrom criticized the long delay

in the construction and enforcement

of full secondary treatment facilities,

which would lead to reduced waste

levels in the Pacific Ocean.

Before, with only primary treat-

ment plants, pollution in our waste-

water fell 40 percent before draining

into the ocean, he said.

Full secondary treatment plants

would ensure a 90 percent pollutant

removal rate before draining the

water into the ocean.

uSffljSOUTHERN CALIFORNIA ENVJROWMENTAL
II
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Air Qtiality - by Arthur Wimr, Ph.O.

Achievement to date: A

Future outk)ok t>ased on present polides: C

Water Conservation - by Ridtard BeHt, Ph.O.

Public efforu; C

Water agencies: B

Waste Water Treatment • by Michael Stenstrom, Ph.Dv PL
Inland plants: A

Coastal Plants: C

Wetlands Preservation - by Richard Ambrose Ph.O. and Johannes Fedtfema, Ph.O.

Overall: D-

Recent efforts: C

Grades are based on the professional judgment of each of the researchers as well as their colleagues.

I he reports most d i sma i marks

were given to the status and elTorts in

the preservation of Southern

California wetlands.

Richard Ambrose, assiKiate pro-

fessor in the department of

Environmental Health Sciences, and

Johannes Feddcma, assistant profes-

sor in the department of geography,

gave the current status of southern

California wetlands a "D-" and

recent efforts at restoration and pro-

tection a "C '.

"California leads the nation in wet-

land losses - more than 90 percent ...

have already been destroyed,"

Ambrose wrote.

"We've pretty much messed them

all up." he said, noting that in the last

30 years alone, vast areas of wetland

have been paved over and filled in.

Optimistically, Ambrose noted the

recent change in public sentiment

toward wetlands.

People are starting to realize that

wetlands are "not just smelly swamps

good for breeding mosquitoes," he

said.

They provide functions and values

such as fiood control, ground water

n'rh:irging rp<;p;irrh took, ;i h:»hit;it

NINA SACKS/Dariy Brum

more pressing, and thus will appear

as topics in future report cards.

Every year, the report card will

focus on "dilTerent aspects, to give

people an idea of whether they live in

a healthy or non-healthy environ-

ment," Ambrose added.

Mark Gold, executive director of

Heal the Bay and a self-described fan

of report cards, lauded the UCLA*
publication.

Though Gold personally disagrees

with some of the marks in the report,

he said its publication is a good thing.

"Getting the information out there

and generating public debate will lead

to a change for the better in our local

environment," he said.

Jan Lee, campus organizer for

CalPIRG, an environmental group,

that the report card is aagreed great

HOMICIDE
From page 1

Lewis was arrested on Oct. 27

in East Los Angeles, and was

arraigned in municipal court two

days later, according to the Los

Angeles County District

Attorney's Office.

He pled not guilty to murder

charges, and his preliminary trial

hearing will be s(ftieduled on Nov
17.

Heard, who was arrested on

Oct. 29 in the City of Bell, is

scheduled to appear in municipal

court to be arraigned on Nov. 9.

The hearing will take place in the

West Los Angeles Municipal

Court.

Chessmar, a 34-year-old

Loyola Marymount student, lived

in the University of California

Housing Association co-op at

10940 Ophir Dr.

His mother reported him miss-

ing to university police on Oct. 8,

and his body was found two days

later by a maintenance worker in

Arroyo Seco Park, south of the

110 freeway.

Chessmar died of multiple gun-

shot wounds in West Los Angeles

before being taken by car to the

park, detectives said.

To keep from hindering the

investigation, detectives would

not release further details about

the crime or the suspects.

"11 is still too early in the stages
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ROUND-UP
From page 1

make Nov. 3 into a referendum on

President Bill Clinton's sex scan-

dal, were jubilant.

"The Republicans overplayed

their hand," said Bob Mulholland

of the California Democratic Party.

One exit poll showed the scandal

playing a fairly minor role. Only 9

percent of voters said the Lewinsk>'

scandal mattered most in deciding

how they voted for senator.

Locally, incumbent Democrat

Henry Waxman won re-election to

the 29th Congressional district,

beating out Republican chalfenger

and former Bruin Mike Gottlieb,

with 73 to 24 percent of popular

votes and 37 percent of precincts

reporting. Waxman, a 12-term

Westside politician, had stressed

his support for environmental

issues.

In the messy, lightning-rod race

for the congressional seat in

Orange County's Garden Grove,

incumbent Loretta Sanchez beat

out Republican Robert Dornan, a

long-lime former US.
Representative, with 57 percent of

voter support.

But this election day did not nec-

essarily represent a turn to the left.

Overall, the

Republicans ^_,.««..^_
kept control ctI'

the House of

Representatives.

284-210, and the

Senate, 54-44.

The upcom-

ing impeach-

ment inquiry of

President Bill

Clinton will con-

tinue, but ana-

lysts predict that it will be toned

down because Republicans failed

to gain seats in Congress.

Outside of California, 23 of 36

gubernatorial races went for the

"The Republicans

overplayed their hand."

Bob Mulholland

California Democratic Party

CARS
From page 6

cars, because they can deduct the

vehicle's full Blue Book value on

their taxes, even if it does not run.

Also, nonprofit organizations han-

dle all paperwork and pick the cars

up.

"People who want to turn them

in to the stale them will have to

locations, and then somehow get

home," said Sam Gerber of the

Vehicle Donation Center.

The Vehicle^ Donation Center

takes about 900 donated cars a

month for six separate charities.

The state's $500 payment may be

adjusted, depending on results. The

program has a budget of $1.7 mil-

lion, with the work contracted out.

It is part of an effort to meet fed-

eral requirements to reduce ozone

GOP. Democrats scored some

upset victories, however, ousting a

pair of Southern governors and

electing a governor in Iowa for the

first time since 1966.

Republicans also retain their

gubernatorial control, running 32

out of 50 slatehouses.

In Texas. Gov. George W Bush

won re-eltc-

^^___^__^_^__^_^ tion. increas-

ing his

chances to

springboard
to the White

House in

2000.

His brother

Jeb won the

Florida slate-

house for the

Republicans.

Republicans also won governor-

ships in Illinois, Ohio, Michigan

and New York.

The California legislature, which

has been under Democratic control

"Even with the tremendous

strides California has made in

reducing air pollution, the millions

of people and cars in the greater

Los Angeles area require new and

creative ideas to continue making

clean air gains in that region," ARB
Chairman John Dunlap said in a

statement.

Ford Motor Corp. started a simi-

lar program in October, offering

$1,000 credit toward the purchase

for years, added another seven

Democratic seats.

UCLA's local state-assembly

member, Wally Knox, who spoke

on campus two years ago when

launching his first campaign, beat

challenger Republican Kevin Davis

with 73 percent o\' the vote. Knox
stepped into the spotlight last year

with the release of a report on the

widening income gap in L.A. coun-

ty.

The ghost of Proposition 209

lives on in Washington state, where

a measure banning affirmative

action in public-sector employmenl

and admissions passed by a wide

majority.

Washington's Initiative 200.

which was championed and partial-

ly bankrolled by UC Regent Ward
Connerly, could catch on in other

states after implementation.

With reports from Daily Bruin wire

services and Lawrence Ferchaw,

Daily Bruin staff.

cle, a company official said.

More than 300.000 older vehi-

cles were exchanged for newer

Fords and Mercuries in Germany,

said Nancy Corollo of Ford.

If their program in Southern

California succeeds they also may

expand.

"We have no idea how many
we'll get here (in Southern

California)," Corollo said. "We'll

assess the program at the of the year

WATCHDOG

drive the cars 16 WfACklng yards, IflVfllB. Owna it; thf main health- nf Fnrfl n r L i neoln in and decide if w» wi ll do i t nationa l.

From page 6

cials said was too expensive. Eleven

NRC inspectjjirs have filed written

objections to the elimination of the

program.

"If the concern in this country

were merely over accidental melt-

downs. I wouldn't hesitate to build

my house next door to a plant," said

Bruce Earnest, the NRC's security

inspector for plants in California and

Arizona.

"But if you start taking vital securi-

ty away from these plants, 1 am not

going to live 100 miles downwind.

And doing away with the program is a

major step in that direction."

The program was designed to pre-

vent someone from causing the devas-

tation seen at the Chernobyl nuclear

power station in Ukraine in 1986. An
accidental meltdown of a reactor core

led to more than 7,000 deaths.

At least 32 people were killed in the

immediate aftermath. Health officials

say at least 3,576 workers who took

part in the cleanup eflbrt have since

died of radiation exposure, but pri-

vate groups say the death toll is at

least twice as high. Independent doc-

tors say long-term elTects won't be

seen for several years.

The NRC program has identified

serious security lapses at nearly half

the nation's 104 nuclear power reac-

tors, the Times said.

At one reactor, a team "was able to

reach and simulate sabotaging

a new I nrcl or Lincoln zm
exchange for a 1989 or older vehi

cru ingh ft]»,»pment tn euuae u core

melt," said David Orrik, the NRC
security specialist who directed the

program.

In March. NRC inspectors were

able to scale fences at the Vermont

Yankee Nuclear Power Station in

Vernon, Vt. One inspector smuggled

a fake pistol past a plant security

check.

To perform well in program drills,

plants had to employ an average of 80

percent more personnel than their

security plans called for, Orrik said.

One of the exercises could cost a plant

$140,000 to $800,000.

gave a 'x. .

Richard Berk, professor in the

department of statistics and sociolo-

gy, olTered similar criticisms about

the progress of water con.servation in

the Los Angeles area.

The demand for water in Los

Angeles has remained relatively low

in the past decade.
~~~~~~

"Water consumption in 1997 is

for some endangered species, as well

as scenery for nature walks.

By focusing on these four local

issues, the authors hope to show the

public "how researchers at UCLA
view what we're doing with the envi-

ronment," Ambrose said.

While the status of wetlands will

not change dramatically in one year,

other ecological issues will become

way to promote issues about the envi-

ronment.

"Giving (an issue) a grade is a very

easily accessible thing for the public

to grasp, because it's not very jargon-

y," Lee said.

But beyond just assigning a grade,.

Lee emphasized the need for rccom-

See ENVIRONMENT, page 10

of the trial and discovery to

release any more information,"

said Detective Rick Peterson of

the LAPD Hollenbeck Division.

The arraignment of the sus-

pects is just the first of several

appearances they will make in

court over the course o£ the trial,

SeeN0MiaDE,page11

which are not always in the best damaging component of smog. ly."

TIME IS RUNNING OUT.....

_WE want you to become

the next

Student Regent!

The application deadline for the 1 999-2000

Student Regent pos\{\on is Nov. 13, 1998..,-.

Don't miss out on this great opportunity.

No experience necessary!!!

c
^

Become a member of the UC Board of Regents

Receive free tuition

All expense paid travel and accommodations

Your own private office on campus

APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE AT THE FOLLOWING LOCATIONS:

Center For Student programming, Kerckhoff 105

Office of Assistant Vice Chancellor, 1 1 04 Murphy Hall

Student Union Services Information Desk ( Ackerman A-Level)

Residence Halls Assistant Director's Offices - ORL
James West Center Information Desk

www.ucop.edu/regents
~^" ~"" ~ ' •^- -
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FOR MORE INFORMATION:

Mike Cohn x57041 or mcohn@saonet.ucla.edu

Rheena Bartolome-chewyl43@ucla.edu or see her out on Bruin Walk-MWF 1 lam-lpm
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Bminlife?

bniirJifeYEARBOOK

With a national championship football title in the

future, an expanded graduate section, better sports

cover^e, and award winning design, you'll want a

Bminlife Yearbook to remember this year.

Use your dollars

with sense.
The Associates Student Visa* can help you manase

collese expenses with fewer worries.

Your dollars go further with all these great benefits.

1 1
*

,

III I'll

Preserving history

one year at a time.

cash back on purchases*

No annual fee

Credit line up
to $2,500

—— To apply, caltol free

1-888-SEND-ONE.
•Sec Rebate Terms and CorxJrtKXis accompanying the credit card

For more mformalion and great discounts, visit our MMeb srte at
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Our Best Illustrator

Just Got Be

8.0 has arrived.
Already the industry-standard illustration software,

Adobe Illustrator 8.0 offers an unparalleled

combination of creative

freedom and productivity.

Its time-saving features and

superior integration with

S4>v:v"'M«'»:- :;;•: :::

Adobe Photoshop^

ImageReady") and

PageMalcer) as well as drag-

and-drop convenience with

Microsoft Office and other

graphics applications, help

you create eye-catching

artworic for print,

presentations, and the Web.

Smoother Integration

« Nfw paittt«s consistent across the

Adobe professional product line.

^Ixport iiyen into Photoshop format

Superior Accessibility

^N«w INhkII Too4 for drawing and

editing ^retfbmiCMfves

BoumHilO loxtt that quickly resize

shapes* text and paths

Enhanced Productivity

•Actloiii HU^Xm lets you automate tasks

«ilnkt Mitte easily keeps track of aU

images Unked to your files

«Smart Guides aligns objects precisely

• Enhanced l^ipplNir Tool quickly

transfer tikt formatting, in addition

to colors and patterns

Exceptional Creativity

•live editable Imtiliee including an

Art brush, Scatter brush. Calligraphic

brush and Pattern brush

•Ikidknt Mesh Tool blends multiple

colors in mi^ple direction

RMtnCtiOM MM n^^MUt ^DMQH'

depvtiMfits. Extamien ttu^Mitstk

dHd. or (MMnMy CicdH Union

ipliiMIQ.MMnyoiiK

..^ H m«iMi Miy to UCU studMiU soloctod UOA bKmalm ttudtnts. UCIA fxuityi UOA sUff and UCIA

inpiit at tlw Computir Stoic nfoidini oUfiMUty. UOA Compotor Stoic price icqutm payment by cunenqiL cashier'i

Mai Omk Made payaMt la Tkc UCIA Stoic. VBA. NaataCMd. and Discover are abo accepted. Perwnai dwda arc

Mt accaplad. Saict tii «« fee addad to liilBd prion.
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ENVIRONMENT
pages

and enforcing specific

action to protect the envi-

mei

courses

ronment.

Next year's report card is due out

next September, and planning is

already underway, according to

researchers.

The Institute of the Environment

is a relatively young department at

UCLA, founded a little over one year

ago. It promotes an interdisciplinary

approach to solving environmental

problems.

Having been in the planning for

about five years, the report card was

a "great idea," Ambrose said.

"We're still grappling with how to

do this in the future, but I'm sure it

will continue."

For a copy of the "Southern California

Environmental Report Card," please

call the UCLA Institute of the

Environment at (310) 825-5008.

MEDFUES
From page 6

lions where Medfiies were found.

Officials also have set hundreds of

traps to catch additional Medflies and

to determine the extent of the inva-

sion. Since Thursday, when the mfes-

tation was announced, 51 flies have

been discovered.

The quarantine boundaries will

likely include the current 125-square-

mile eradication zone, said Hidalgo,

who added that no flies have been

located outside the eradication zone.

Inspectors were trying to deter-

mine which growers will suffer finan-

cially from the quarantine, Blasius

said. Most of the affected farmers

have between five to 30 acres under

cultivation.

Their crops range from avocados

and citrus to wine grapes, persim-

mons and Asian pears.

The quarter-inch Medfly attacks

more than 250 varieties of fruits, nuts

and vegetables. The flies lay eggs in

ripening fruit, making the fruit inedi-

ble and unable to be sold.

PROPOSITIONS
Prom page 4

proposition is aimed directly at smok-

ers.

to be paid back. 75 percent of voters

approved the measure.

Proposition 3: Failed

Since this proposition has failed,

with 55 percent of the votes against it.

partisan nominating procedures may

go through some difficulties this year.

1 he remain ing proposiiiens. howcv- oecause oi a leepnoie in liie p^opo9^

er, did not receive as much money for

their campaigns as their more famous

cousins.

Proposition lA: Passed

This $9.2 billion education bond

measure passed with 62 percent of the

vote. This measure will allocate $2.5

billion for higher education spending

throughout public schools in the state.

Proposition 1: Pas.sed

Now, property owners whose

homes were damaged by toxic spills or

clean-up efforts can fix up their homes

without having to undergo a new tax

assessment. 71 percent of voters

approved of this measure.

Proposition 2: Passed

Proposition 2 requires the state to

pay back within one year (three years

in the case of an emergency) monies

borrowed from the transportation

fund. Previously, the state could bor-

row from transportation funds with no

restrictions on when these "loans" had

tion that allows for open primaries,

members of one party can now crash

nominating committees of opposing

parties and potentially throw the vote.

Proposition 4: Passed

The use of steel-jawed traps to catch

wild animals is now prohibited, much

to the delight of animal activists

throughout the state, as well as the 57

percent of voters who approved this

measure.

Proposition 6: Passed

Voters gave Proposition 6 a thumbs-

up, with a 59 percent **yes" vote for the

measure, banning the sale or exporta-

tion of horses for human consumption.

Proposition 1 1 : Passed

The measure allowing municipali-

ties to share sales tax revenues without

a popular vote grabbed 53 percent of

the vote.

For the most updated results, go to

http://vote98.ss.ca.gov :
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WARMING
From page 5

elTorls to sustain basic human needs.

Spurred on by China, the 163

nations decided by consensus Monday

to block the issue from even reaching

the agenda as they kicked off their two

week conference.

Debate on crthcr issues was contiim-

inji Tuesday as the delegates sought to

flesh out the 1997 ircatv prv)locol

agreed to in Kyoto, Japan.
" lo say the least, wc are disapptMnl-

cd ihat It appears thai countries uill

not have an opportunity lo explore this

matter in any detail," U.S. negotiator

Melinda Kimble told the delegates.

History was made last December in

Kyoto when go\ernments set 2012 as

the deadline lor cutting back on green-

house gases in the United States,

Japan, the 15-nation European Union

and 21 other industrial nations.

Although the cuts currently apply

only to those 38 natiiMis, greenhouse

emissions in India and China are

e.xpected by 2015 to exceed those of the

VOLUNTEERS
From page 5

Wednesday.

Most of the 16 who returned were

from Northern ("aiilornia, with others

from Utah and the Bailimore area.

Iliey took connecting llights IVoni here

to thwir home town s i iiC iiJav .

biggest polluter, the United States

Many scientists believe Earth is

gradually warming because of five

gases, chiefly carbon dioxide from

power plant and automobile consump-

tion. Oitics say dire warming scenar-

ios remain unproved and don't war-

rant potentially costly shifts away from

lossil fuels.

The United States is not among the

.^8 signatories of the accord so far, and

the Senate remains skeptical, absent

greater, efforts by the de\eloping

world.

^el nian\ developing countries

argue their economies can't assume

costly greenhouse gas reductions that

quotas would require.

They point out ijidustriali/ed

nations in the North loaded the atmos-

phere with carbon dioxide to begin

with.

With 1.5 million metric tons a year,

the United States leads in carbon diox-

ide emission - nearly twice as much as

China. Washington counters it is work-

ing to cut those emissions while also

seeking to make the United States

more eneruv-erricicnt

.

Resolve budget conflicts.

No bills.

No roomm

*'We left behind a tremendous

amount ol medical equipment,"

Inlosino said "While I'm sure it may

do doctors down there some good, it

will make subsequent missions that

nuich moredillkult
"

OperatuMi Rainbow deveiopnienl

director Carolyn l-.vcrson said the

equipment wouldn't immediately be

L'LkL\ DiHi,'nMii Mipnlu's will ht; ii.SL'dJIC

Some talked about anticipating a

good meal. Others were willing to settle

lor a hot shower.

In their haste to evacuate, the volun-

teers were unable to retrieve the

approximately SMKl.OOl) in medical

supplies left behind at listeli.

Nicaraguan officials promised the sup-

plies would be salegu.irded. but no one

is sure.

for the next trips in early 1999, which

are facial reconstructive missions to

Mexico and Bra/il.

The loss of supplies will make an

upcoming fund-raiser this month that

much more vital, said Hverson, who

with coworker Sue l-.llcn Ruggles pre-

.scnled the returning workers teddy

bears usually reserved for sick chil-

dren.

SM

prepaid foncard
,;f?f^-?
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^
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OFFICES
From page 4

deputy attorney general, in the fight

to take Dan l-ungren's former posi-

tion. With 47 percent of precincts

reporting, Lockyer had 50 percent of

the popular vote. Stirling had 4.^ per-

cent. The Attorney CJeneral acts as

the chief law ofllcer in the state.

Insurance Commissioner

Incumbent Chuck Quackenbush, a

Republican, was the projected winner

in the race against Diane Martinez, a

Democrat. He received 51 percent of

the popular vote against 43 percent

. for the challenger.

California's Department of

Insurance monitors insurance com-

panies within the state. As its head,

the commissioner directs the depart-

ment, licenses and checks insurance

companies, as well as answers to the

public's complaints against the insur-

ance industry.

Superintendent of Public Instruction

Delaine Bastin, the mcumbent for

the non-partisan ofllce led in the race

over challenger Gloria Matta

Tuchman
At press time, Bastin had 53 per-

cent of the popular voice to

Tuchman s 47 percent

The supermtendent of public

instruction is a non-voting member of

the governing boards of the state's

public colleges.

California Justices of the Supreme

Court

All the California Supreme Court

Justices on the ballot will return to the

bench. Chief Justice Ronald M.

George and Associate Justices Janice

R. Brown, Ming Chin and Stanley

Mosk were confirmed by an over-

whelming majority.

Los Angeles County Sheriff

Challenger Lee Baca had a steady

lead over the late incumbent,

Sherman Block - who passed away on

Oct. 30 - in the race to be the Los

Angeles County Sheriff. Baca is a for-

mer sheriffs chief.

If more voters chose Block, the

five-member Los Angeles County

Board of Supervisors would select an

interim appointee, who would serve

until another election could be held in

two years.

The sheriff controls the nation's

largest urban jail system. Block was

the highest-paid elected official in the

nation, drawing over $270,000 a year

- more than President Bill Clinton.

This election between Baca and Block

was lo be the first run-off election for

that position in 100 years

With reports from Bruin wire services

and the secretary of state s v^bsite, at

http://vote96.ss.ca.gov.

IRAQ
From page 5

meetings at the White House.

After spending an liour with

Cohen. Secretary of State Madeleine

Albright and other national security

ofliciiils Monday. Clinton said Iraq's

announced decision to stop cooperat-

ing with UN arms inspect ors will

h.^kfirc. He said "no options arc oW
the tabic" lor a possible response.

"Saddam Hussein's latest refusal

to cooperate \Mth the mternalKmal

weapons inspectors is completeK

unacceptable." Clinton said.

"Once again, though, it will back-

fire. Far from dividing the interna-

tional community and"achie\ing con-

cessions, his obstructionism v\as

immediatel) and unanimously con-

demned by the United Nations

Security Council. It has only served to

deepen the international communi-

ty's resolve," he said.

Clinton's remarks were meant to

underline that American military

strikes remain ar- option, although

Pentagon t^lTiciaU said no movement

of extra troops, ships or weapt)ns was

under way. In addition to about 110

li.S. Air lorce aircr.afi stationed in

the Gulf region, the U.S. Navy has 1.^

ships in the area, including a battle

group led by the aircraft carrier USS

I)wiglii I) I'isenhouci m the

Arabian Sea.

Also, SIX Air force H->J bomners

armed with air-launched cruise mis-

mIcs with 2,()0(>-pound warheads are

on station in |-ngland. They were sent

Ire tin their home base in Louisiana

duiing U.S. preparations this fall lor

4iossibJe^au-^rikcs again.st Serb forces

in the Yugoslav piH)\incc ol Kosovo.

"Until inspectt>rs are back on the

U>b, no options iire o\T the table.

"

Clinton said without elaborating

lor Iraq, the only path to lifting

sanctions is through complete coop-

eration with the weapons inspectors

without restrictions, run-arounds or

roadblocks."

"f«i-« \ett'^'» • rtcorO'*

"Pj^
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Just buy a Spree
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$50 - 209 minutes

$100 - 435 minutes

on the card.

HOMICIDE
From page 8

In an arraignment, charges

against the suspects are presented to

a judge, who then determines

whether the suspects will be made to

stand trial for the accusations against

them.

After an arraignment, a prelimi-

nary hearing is held where the possi-

ble evidence and testimony is dis-

cussed.

The prelimmaiN hearing is then

lollowed by another arraignment,

this time at the superior court level

The superior court arraignment,

leads to a pre-trial hearing, as well as

the jurv selection, which is then fol-

lowed by the trial

TTiJs process could take an indefi-

nite amount of time for each of the

suspects, said Nancy Greenstein,

director of the community services

division of the university police.

"It really varies with how they

interpret all the evidence," she said.

Both Lewis and Heard will be held

in the county jail until the completion

of the trial, unless they file successful

petitions for bail to be set.

The arrests came as good news to

Chessmar's former roommate in the

co-op apartment

"it s giv ing closure to the case, and

that's reallv what we were looking

lor," said Rishad Mitha. a fourth-

year sociology .student at I iCLA

Mitha said that Chessmar had

never mentioned either of the men

arrested in the case

i.-*?--
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Disabled kids

can play at

Griffith Park
Thumbs up to

the Los Angeles

City Council, which

has agreed to set aside two

acres of Griffith Park for a

playground designed with

the special needs of dis-

abled children in mind -

the first in the state.

The playground, which

will be 80 percent accessi-

ble to disabled children,

will enable children in

Legislation

protects

immigrants
Thumbs up to

President Qinton

for signing legisla-

tion that allows 20,000

immigrants to continue

receiving supplemental

security income benefits.

This legislation reverses

the measure in the 1996 wel-

fare reform law that kept

supplemental security

income rolls from non-U.S.

.citizens. Clinton called

wheelchairs to swing on

large platforms and play at

waist-high sand tables.

This park not only

makes recreational activi-

ties more accessible, but it

also addresses a broader

issue; every person is enti-

tled to access.

Hopefully the actions of

the city council are harbin-

gers of improvements to

come.

Funding will

support adult

education
Thumbs up to

f^ the Kellogg

Foundation for

awarding Columbia

University a $750,000

grant to fund a three-year

adult education and job

placement program.

The money will go to

Community Impact, a stu-

dent-based program that

provides education, social

services and occupational

training to neighboring

communities.

The Kellogg

Foundation is giving

money for a greater pur-

pose also ; the Community
Impact program improves

the standard of living for

many adults by empower-

ing them through educa-

tion and training.

Additionally, the foun-

dation gave money to an

already existing student

program instead of to a

large bureaucratic system.

It is indeed refreshing

to see that charity and

altruism are not dead,

even in corporate

America.

"these restrictions on legal

inunigrants *\induly harsh."

Legal immigrants con-

tribute just as much to our

society as U.S. citizens; they

pay taxes, so they deserve

the same benefits as every-

one else.

Restricting legal immi-

grants from welfare benefits

just because they are not

U.S. citizens would be harsh

and xenophobic.

Abduction of

tree shows

true spirit

Thumbs up to the

Phoenix Five, a

group ofUC
Berkeley students who stole

the Stanford mascot from

the Palo Alto campus last

week. The group, which

plans to return the tree

before the big game against

Stanford, said that it has no

plans to harm or alter the

tree.

The Stanford student

who wears the costume,

Chris Henderson, laments

that the "functional value of

the tree is worth millions,"

but the Phoenix Five's

actions promote school

spirit on both campuses in a

non-violent manner. The

mascot abduction is an

improvement from the 1996

incident, where a melee

broke out and Berkeley stu-

dents attacked the Stanford

mascot.

Thumbs up/Thumbs down
represents the majority opin-

ion of the Daily Bruin

Editorial Board. Send com-

ments and suggestions to

viewpoint@>n>edia.ucla.edu.

Editorial Board

Adam Yamaguchi

EdHor-kKhicf

Stefanie Wong
Editor

Andrea Perera

' Mason Stockstitt

News Editor

jannie Scanlon-jacobs
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Cyrus Zargar

Question of God readies all people
CHRISTIANITY: Religions lead

faithful in many directions in

search for omnipotent entity

God must be entertained by all the

strange goings on down here on

earth. One moment we fight

wars in His name and the next minute

we declare Him a figment of some des-

perate person's imagination. (The pro-

noun "we" assumes that either I can

make broad sweeping generalizations

about being human or the voice of

Richard Nixon indeed speaks through

me.)

Who cares about

God? Why do I

bother speakmg

about an omnipo-

tent, seemingly dis-

tant being?

Enough people

seem convinced that

this omnipotent enti-

ty does in i aci existF^

Julianne

Sohn

Just take a leisurely

stroll along the beau-

tiful, tree-and-con-

struction-fence-lined

Bruin Walk. Perhaps

some kind soul will offer you a few min-

utes of their precious time to enlighten

you on Christianity and also give you a

cool flyer.

Struggling with the existence of God,

and with Christianity in particular, never

ceases with an agnostic like me. (An

agnostic tends to be an indecisive being

who is not sure if there \s a god, but if a

said person does believe in a god, then

they don't know which way is the proper

form of worship.)

One second, becoming a Christian

seems like "the way" and the next it

seems like God is just away on an

extended vacation and all I can do is

leave a message with his secretary.

Maybe Buddha is around to answer

some questions. i^i^"

Even though I often doubt that any-

one is there to receive my earnest

prayers for a passing grade on a political

science paper, I still catch myself mutter-

ing a few words to the Man upstairs. (To

no avail of course. Maybe God's secre-

tary went on vacation as well. Perhaps I

should look into Hinduism while 1 wait.)

The years of stalking the works of vari-

ous atheist-philosopher types failed to

alter this strange habit of mine. Sure,

Friedrich "God is dead" Nietzsche

required much of my attention when I

was searching for meaning in God, but I

found that Albert "The Stranger" Camus
deserves some credit. He once wrote in

"The Myth of Sisyphus" that "(t)he cer-

Sohn is a fifth-year anthropology and political

science student now taking reservations for

the Lake of Fire at sohn@ucla.edu

tainty of a God giving a meaning to life

far surpasses in attractiveness the ability

to behave badly with impunity."

I suppose having a purpose in life does

have its advantages. (Somewhat similar

to having a purpose at UCLA. I still have

yet to find mine, which explains my five

year stay here.) Ultimately, most individ-

uals eventually glean some semblance of

meaning out of life, and Christianity does

offer a nice package in an ideal sense.

Camus does have a point in that

behaving badly loses its appeal once the

threat of punishment is removed. What's

the point of being bad? It would make for

a very different world if we just let our

ids take over and we did whatever we
pleased. (This would be a great study on

whether or not human beings are inher-

ently good or evil, but I would rather not

find it out after years of social control.

The horror, the horror!)

Although I disavow any formal associ-

ation with Christianity (due in part to

being labeled the devil by my dad when I

was younger), I still have quite a few

Christian friends. I've also managed to

learn about the basic concepts of salva-

tion and many interesting Bible parables^."

(It seems very likely that if things don't

change drastically in my life, I may be

doing backstrokes in the Lake of Fire.)

The influence of my Christian friends

and my Christian upbringing once reared

its ugly head during a heated game of

Taboo with a group of my more secular

friends last year. (Taboo is a game in

which you frantically try to clue your

See SOHN, page 15

This week's ?0 RUI\ i

Our university is committed to both students and breakthrough research in various

-—^ fields. At times, however, one aspect may seem subordinate to the other.-—
Has UCLA fulfilled its responsibility to both education and the advancement

of research? Bring your submissions to 118 Kerckhoff Hall or e-mail them to

viewpoint@media.uda.edu. Submissions are due Thursday at 10 a.m.
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Prop. 209 creates greater demand for minority employees
INDUSTRY: Companies

use diversity to serve

needs of community

I 1

1

'-I - —I— '

ByZadiSeal

On the eve of the third anniversary

of the passage of Proposition 209,

minority high school seniors are finaliz-

ing their lists of prospective colleges.

No doubt they are staring at the purple

University of California application

with the tiny, yet terrifying portentous

eight squares, each representing a deci-

sion to apply to a UC school. And no

doubt, these recruits are contem-

plating the dwin-

dling number of

minority college

students who are

walking the halls of

UC campuses.

It was foresee-

able that the

approval of

Proposition 209,

which would

repeal the 1971

mandate that UO
institute a race-

sensitive admis-

sions policy,

would diminish

the number of minority

students at LlCs

years ago by popularizing the catch-

phrase "students should be evaluated

on merit only" would have its own mer-

its evaluated.

Challengers of race-sensitive admis-

sions argue that individual merit should

be the exclusive determinant in UC
admissions. Conversely, supporters of

race-sensitive admission standards usu-

ally defend their position by denounc-

ing the use of merit as the sole means of

predicting high school students' future

success and worth to college

campuses.

But it is no longer

imperative
that

tion and experience, but also the ability

to relate to and persuade their diverse

customer base to buy their products.

Thus, if UCs aim to churn out col-

lege graduates who are desirable in the

job market, then UC admissions

offices must consider minority status as

well as academic achievement.

Therefore, it is appropriate that UC
admissions define merit as grades and

tests scores, extracurricular activities.

Professions also demand diversity.

The American Medical Association

and the American Bar Association, for

instance, continue to inform UC
schools that there is a lack of minority

lawyers and dcKtors to serve diverse

communities across America.

Minority lawyers, physicians,

accountants, executives and school

teachers are such hot commodities in

certain areas of the country, that

employers engage in bidding wars, pur-

suing the services of professional

minorities as if they were free

agents in professional

sports.

In Detroit, for

example.

t'

propo-

nition that the country had a pressing

need for well-educated black and

Hispanic men and women who could

accept leadership roles in their commu-

nities" and that black and Hispanic

professionals, especially physicians,

are more likely to practice in minority

neighborhoods.

Now that UCs have reinstituted

race-neutral admissions standards, will

the number of minority UC graduates

who serve racially diverse communities

lessen? It is likely the answer is yes.

Bowen and Bok's statistical analysis of

the effects of affirmative action show

that minorities who graduate from less

prestigious colleges are less likely than

minorities who graduate from more

prestigious colleges to become promi-

nent professionals, businessmen or

political or community ser-

vice leaders.

Sadly, the number

of minority students

accepted to UCLA
and Berkeley

dropped from 22.8

percent in 1997-98 to

12.9 percent in 1998-

99, the first year race-

neutral admission

standards affected the

\" racial makeup of the

UC student body.

California indus-

tries' demand for col-

lege educated minori-

Nevertheless, the proposition

became popular with many
Californians. As a stale that lacks racial

solidarity, Californians argued, race-

sensitive admissions standards* only

further exacerbate the cleavage

between whites and non-whites. Thus,

L'alifornians approved Proposition

209 because it seemingly cultivates a

colorblind society by endorsing a color-

blind admissions policy.

Last week, as UCLA professors

conducted their first strike in support

of race-sensitive admi.ssion policies,'

contentious discussion about the reper-

cussions of Proposition 209 once again

abounded on campus. It is appropriate

then, that Proposition 209, which

caught fire with California voters three

nents of race-sensitive admis-

•

sions defend their point of view

by suggesting that merit as well as

non-merit factors should be considered

by UC admissions personnel. Instead,

advocates of race-sensitive admissions

should operate on the same premise as

their adversaries: merit, and merit

alone, should determine acceptance

into UCs. This stance is effective

because it doesn't imply that "special"

favors or preferences need be fur-

nished or apportioned for minorities.

This "merit only" stance is practical

because minority status is no longer a

separate entity from merit.

Because of California's increasingly

diverse population, businesses require

from their employees not only educa-

the ability to overcome adversity and

minority status.

One must consider that in 1996,

minorities and women purcha.sed $30

billion worth of consumer goods from

the 500 largest US companies, com-

pared to $22 billion in 1990. This

explains why the California private

business sector, which is not mandated

by the government to implement affir-

mative action programs, has increased

its outreach programs in order to UKate

skilled, educated minority employees.

Firms believe they can maximize prof-

its if their salespeople reflect the com-

pany's multicultural customer base.

where only 2 percent of its

school teachers are African American

males, prospective black male teachers

are enticed by schools who offer to pay

for down payments on homes and cars.

Many cities in California are as ethni-

cally heterogeneous as some of Detroit.

Consequently, many of California's

companies try to lure minorities to

come work for them by ofTering such

fringe benefits as a promise to pay off

student loans.

William Bowen and Derek Bok

recently published "The Shape of the

River," the first comprehensive statisti-

cal analysis of affirmative action over

the past 30 years. They write that affir-

mative action "was inspired by a recog-

lies is higher ihan ever

before due to the metamorphosis of

California's economy over the past

thirty years. Technological advances

such as computers and machines have

lessened the demand for physical labor.

Hence, beginning in the 1970s, big

businesses began to shift their labor

force from the manufacturing sector to

the service industry. As workers were

displaced out of factories and into

offices, face-to-face interaction became

Ihe primary source of customer rela-

tions in many American industries.

This is why owners of businesses all

over the country - especially in

California - are embracing diversity in

See SEAL, page 14
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A close win is

still a valid win
UCLA's drop in the

Associated Press and

ESPN/USA Today polls is a

travesty.

Why should we get pun-

ished for proving our foot-

ball team can perform offen-

sively and defensively in

clutch situations while teams

like Tennessee and Kansas

State have the privilege of

feasting on their weaker

schedule?

1 don't see our school ris-

ing in the rankings after a

referee's error cost us an

upset over the Volunteers last

year. I don't see us rising

over other schools after a

near-victory over

Washington State in 1997.

Nor do I expect to.

A win is a win, and a loss

is a loss. Any championship

team would benefit from a

win, whether it was a

blowout or a victory

snatched from the jaws of

defeat .

This team is no different,

and that is something this

country will have to realize

soon.

Telly Tse

Fourth-year

History

SEAL
From page 1

3

hiring.

Businesses believe that minority

employees, when compared to non-

minority employees, can more effec-

tively pitch goods and services to

minority customers. This wisdom is

grounded in old-fashioned business

sense: the more an employee can relate

to and empathize with the customer,

the more likely it is that a sale w ill be

consummated.

By simply updating the antiquated

definition of merit, advocates of race-

sensitive admissions can position

themselves to support affirmative

action programs without injecting

rhetoric such as "racial preferences"

and "special favors" into their dia-

logue.

Employers often value

a college graduate's

minority status at the

same level as his or

her education and

work experience.

In other words, by arguing that

race-sensitive admission policies are

crucial to the advancement of our

state's economy, proF>onents of race-

sensitive admissions can incorporate

the merit only doctrine while still main-

taining a foundation to argue in favor

of race-sensitive admissions standards.

Yes, merit should be the only crite-

ria judged by UC admissions. In

today's racially diverse business envi-

ronment, employers often value a col-

lege graduate's minority status at the

same level as his or her education and

work experience Therefore, one's aca-

demic achievement and one's status as

an under-represented minority both

fcilBLl merit.
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SOHN
From page 12

team in about one word on a card

without using a list of words normal-

ly associated with the aforemen-

tioned word.) I drew the word

"bridge" out of the deck of cards

and the only words that popped into

my mind was "Jesus Christ."

I blurted those words out like

some mantra, praying that my team

would understand that Jesus was the

bridge between God and mankind,

metaphorically speaking. Needless

to say, my team didn't get points for

that one.

While I have my Christian friends

kindly showing me what it means to

be one of them, I have friends who

are atheists, agnostics and people

who just don't mind'tellipg me that

Christianity is a sign of a weak

mind.

Christianity proves to be such a

convenient way to ignore life's woes.

Stereotypically, people seem to

gravitate toward Christianity, or any

religion for that matter, during

moments of great hardship. I've

watched a couple of family members

reach for a faith when life became

quite harsh for them.

Philosophers such as Nietzsche

or Existentialists like Camus tend to

treat religion as objectively as possi-

ble. Who cares about this concept of

faith? Where is the proof of God?
Perhaps religious beliefs, just like

our thoughts , are all in our m ind s

In this way, religion is much like phi-

losophy, since both have thoughts at

their foundations. Yes, thoughts do

serve as the basis for philosophy as

well as religion.

When one looks at a Christian

(feel free to change Christian to any

other group), one cannot help but

associate their actions with their

words. Often times, like with all

human beings, things don't corre-

late. For example, you have the infa-

mous line "hate the sin, but love the

sinner." Correct me if I'm wrong,

but aren't we all sinners to some

degree or another?

And yet, certain people who are

so-called Christians single out those

in other minority communities are

less than loving, indeed. For exam-

ple, an outspoken anti-gay Christian

man attempted to protest the funer-

al of Matthew Shepard a few weeks

ago.

This past spring quarter, curiosity

dragged me from various Christian

Bible studies to various fellowship

meetings. As luck would have it, the

• one fellowship meeting that I attend-

ed had a speaker who was going to

talk aboutjiell.

But by the age of nine, I knew

that even though 1 was going to

church, there was no way that I

could fool any angels into letting me

into heaven. This happens when you

steal your baby brother's stuffed

teddy bear, "Mr. Beary", from him.

As with all human institutions

represented by very human people.

Christians are likely to falter in fol-

lowing their faith. The initial reason

why I became agnostic stems from

my observations of the hypocrisy of

Christians.

What brought me back to consid-

ering Christianity? I stumbled across

this strange historical figure named

Martin Luther, religious leader and

rebel. He wrote about the concept of

the "church of all true believers."

Regardless of what people claim to

be or what they do, those who have

true faith in God belong to this

"church."

I'm not a part of the church, but I

don't deny that it is a possibility. I

still find myself in a religious vacu-

um, and I choose to stay here

After all the years of searching

for Truth in life, I find that I'm back

to where I started For now, I will

learn how to do an efTectivc back-

stroke so that I'll be able to do my
laps around the Lake of Fire.
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Man of the lens

Legendary photographer Man Ray's
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Quartet's performance

rough around edges,

offers indication of

jazz band's potential

MUSIC: CaUilina Bar & Grill the

perfect place for untested group

to combine tradition, innovation

By Sam Toussi

Daily Bruin Contributor

Sometimes the most interesting aspect of a jazz

set is the faces of the musicians. The performers

communicate through gestures, facial twitches and

raised eyebrows. After a while, the music almost

seems less enticing than the stories rumbling within

the stormy players' hidden personas.

Such is the case with the Sam Sadagursky

Quartet. Led by saxophonist Sam Sadagursky,

piriniM Jacnh Zacks. bass cellist Dan Lutig and

drummer Eddie Perez, the group came ahve dunng

their "Young Artists Series" performance at the

Cataliha Bar & Grill. Playing at 7 p.m. and 9 p.m.

on Sunday evening, the group seemed to eke out the

sordid tales of their lives through the musical notes

gushing forth from their breathing instruments.

But indeed, these guys are young. When they

_£ame out on stage, the unseasoned musicians

looked almost nervous. But once they started play-

ing, they began to do what came naturally.

Strangely, the weakest link in the quartet seemed

to be Sadagursky himself, who struggled to empow-

er his sax. Consequently, his band-mates often

drowned out his contributions altogether. His orig-

inal composition, "Mrs. Musters," however,

revealed more promise for the young musician. A
jazz rendition of a relationship with an older

woman, the piece showed off the depth and versa-

tility of the fledgling quartet.

More so than Sadagursky, Zacks proved the one

to watch. The main composer of the quartet Is origi-

nal compositions, Zacks has a distinct sound that

blends traditional and experimental aspects ofjazz.

. His "Ginger and Honey" is a sensual romp which

'the boys had a blast playing*-;

But Zacks' face is almost" "tiiore intriguing than

his music. It's eviderit>hat the music is his baby just

by watching his facfas it contorts to every pang of

pain and every joy.

In terms of sJcill, the quartet as a whole has a long

way to go. But they already show that they have a

combination of reverence for tradition and the

desire to try new sounds that few young musicians

have.

It is only fitting, then, that a band with this com-

bination would play at the Catalina Bar & Grill.

The Catalina boasts a very cosmopolitan audience

which usually signifies a good jazz club. All kinds of

faces pile inlo the Catalina, spanning from one eth-

nicity to the next.

Jazz lovers, young and old, come to the hip joint

just to listen, drink and socialize. On this night, a

young rat-pack sat in front watching the Sam
Sadagursky Quartet play as older jazz fans admired

the quartet's budding talent. The name of the

Catalina may include "Bar & Grill," but it acts pri-

marily as a showcase for jazz talents.

All of the tables in the club are configured to pro-

vide a beeline to the three-sided, listener-friendly

stage. Fitting the quartet perfectly, the perfor-

mance space allowed the audience to envelope the

musician6 as if in a hug.

In this environment, food is optional. The place

filled to capacity once the performers took the

stage, with many audience members standing at the

back. However, a two-drink minimum is required

(Coca-Colas running $3.50 a pep) and a cover of S5

is enforced nightly.

But with entertaining jazz musicians like the Sam
Sadagursky Quartet playing every Sunday at both

7:00 p.m. and 9:00 p.m. and the rest of the week at

8:30 p.m. and 10:30 p.m., the Catalina patrons ain't

r ^

Photos by Anne Fishbein

Ian McKellen and Rosalind Ayres star in "Gods and Monsters," a film about James Whale, the director of the original Frankenstein movies.

_ Independent

film uses
- flcdenal

characters,

horrific Images

to examine
Zmm33

"Frankenstein

director

James Whale's

untimoly death

Cmlina Bar I. GfMI. 1640 Cahucnga

Call (323) 466-2210 for reserva

By Cheryl Klein

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

It was not a dark and stormy night. The only

monsters present lurked between the pages of his

own screenplay - but still. Bill Condon was scared.

The writer and director was on his way to meet

Ian McKellen, who turned out to be a very gentle,

blue-eyed knight. But a long and renown history

performing the theatrical canon, not to mention a

royal title, made the actor imposing all the same.

"I was thinking on the first day of read-

throughs, I'd tell him to do it the way (the Royal

National Theatre's) Trevor Nunn would tell him to

do it," Condon says.

But as the two chatted at executive producer

Clive Barker's house, a shared enthusiasm for their

project, a film version of Christopher Bram's novel

"Father of Frankenstein," eclipsed any fears.

The movie that emerged from their laboratory

(the rolling hills surrounding Los Angeles) is

"Gods and Monsters," a drama interlaced with

horror-genre homage and based on the somewhat-

mysterious death of James Whale, director of

"Show Boat" and the first two Frankenstein Hicks.

In 1957, Whale was discovered floating in the pool

outside his mansion in the Santa Monica moun-

tains. It had been more than two decades since his

last film and his rather disgruntled exit from an

increasingly corporate Hollywood.

If the image and circumstances call up visions of

Norma Desmond, spiraling elegantly toward her

final murderous performance, you're on the same

track as Bram. The author created Clay Boone, a

fictional young gardener who befriends the direc-

tor in his final days and finds himself darkly drawn

to the old man's stories.

•*I remember someone called it 'the gay "Sunset

Boulevard"' and I said that was redundant,"

Condon laughs. Though mildly disappointed at his

strapping employee's heteroscxuality. Whale's

need for companionship and the relationship that

ensues goes far deeper than that of aging diva and

boy toy - or even god and monster (though the

malleable Boone, played by Brendan Fraser, is sus-

piciously hulking and wears his hair in a flat top).

McKellen, who spends much of his spare time

as a gay rights activist, admits playing a character

whose lite paralleled his own in so many ways

appealed lo him. Whale too grew up in England

and began his career in the theater. And he was

openly giiv. a rarity in the early part of the century,

though not quite as scandalous as it was in the

"wholesome" 1950s, when production codes and

family values were all the rage.

"The side of me that wants to alert people to the

fact that gay people have as much right to be ful-

filled in iheir lives as anyone else doesn't often

impinge (m my work. But when it does and the two

overlap, I'm a very happy person. I think 'Gods

and Monsters' is an example of the film industry

growing up," McKellen says.

Satisfied that the movie steers clear of cliches,

he nevertheless worried that the small-scale inde-

pendent movie would get pigeonholed.

"Initially I thought, 'Clive Barker, openly gay.

Bill Condon, openly gay. Oh, me. My god.' I

thought this was a movie that would open up in the

Castro one day and never be seen again,"

McKellen says.

If a film's "gayness" or lack thereof seems like a

weak interpretation of its themes, try monsters and

muses. One can follow the trail of inspiration from

"Frankenstein" author Mary Shelley to James

Whale to - at least metadramatically - Bill

Condon. And just as Boone is intrigued at the

thought of capturing a Hollywood icon's interest,

the chance to collaborate with one of his greatest

inspirations beckoned Fraser.

"My eyes were wide open to working with Ian

because I admire him so much - and I have since I

first became aware of him. I saw a video tape in the

library which we were required to view (in school)

and it was Ian McKellen, 'Acting Shakespeare.'"

20

Ian McKellen and Brendan Fraser star together

in "Gods and Monsters," which opens today.

Thought-provoking film

offers no obvious heroes
DOCUMENTARY: Struggle by indigenotis population

in Brazilian rain forest has been glorified by media

By Sandy Yang
Daily Bruin Contributor

A subjective look at indigenous

populations in a depleting rain forest

is an ideal premise for a documentary

advocating the protection of an

almost-extinct culture and the envi-

ronment.

However, Academy Award-nomi-

nated filmmaker Geoffrey O'Connor

has a different use for the lush scenery

and the close contact with the Native

Americans in the Amazon rain forest.

His documentary "Amazon Journal"

is tackling a difl'erent approach, in

which romanticized, cause-for-the-day

"

propaganda is sacrificed for an honest

il sf:ldnm-sf!pn perspfictivf

"We wanted to tell a different story,

a story that just wasn't about the

black-and-white issues of environmen-

tal destruction, exploitation and

human rights cases." O'Connor says.

"We wanted to try to get to another

level."

.^ "Amazon Journal," a documentary

that was eight years in the making,

depicts various Native American

tribes in the Amazon rain forest that

must deal with the penetration of

Western Europeans into their territo-

ries. The film chronicles extreme

movements in the Amazon, including

the entrance of foreigners who mine

the tribes' homeland for gold and the

worldwide movement that erupted

around the campaign to save the rain

forest and the Native Americans.

For O'Connor, what was anticipat-

ed to be a straightforward depiction

of rights and wrongs concerning land,

disease, economy and human rela-

tions developed into a deeper explo-

ration into media-induced false per-

ceptions and unreal expectations

placed on his subjects. Throughout the

unraveling of the story, O'Connor's

camera also captured something else

that wasn't seen widely in the public

eye - a realism that defied the roman-

ticism.

Included is a story about the rise

and fall of Payakan, an indigenous

leader who was portrayed in the media

as a "noble savage" and a godsend to

the rain forest's preservation. This col-

orful portrayal helped the Native

American cause for land preservation,

yet it would be met with unpredicted

backlash. Payakan's godlike status

falls especially hard when allegations

of rape and misuse of funds surround-

ing this media-made pariah surface.

"When (the rape case came up with

Payakan), I realized I had the kernel to

the story," O'Connor says. "This per-

son who was portrayed as a savior of

the rain forest by the Western

European population ... was a hero,

but there was a contrasting perspec-

tive where he was portrayed as a vil-

lain. When I saw that happen, I

thought this was the starting point for

the second half of my film, or this was

the pinpoint to build the rest of the

film."

Stills and shots of the film portray-

ing explicit, candid portraits of the

Native Americans provide the exam-

jQlf.s of Ihfi romanliciyatinn that

sparked interest by Westerners.

Those drawn to the cause included

rock star Sting, who gave the Amazon
and the Native Americans even more

visibility throughout the world via his

concerts and even a spot on the TV
talk show "Donahue". O'Connor doc-

umented the results of these good but

misguided interests, including foreign-

ers who make themselves up like

Native Americans and hordes ofjour-

nalists who exploit the native tribes.

"As I was covering these stories, I

began to see that there were other

dimensions to this process,"

O'Connor says. "The way in which we

perceived (the Native Americans was

how) they perceived us. Suddenly I

saw the indigenous population roman-

ticized in a way that didn't really seem

wholly appropriate to me. That

romanticization became the fuel that

drove the rain fofiist movement."

O'Connor continues, "It is an event

that has a tragic element that in order
^

to empower, initiate and drive a social

movement, you also often have to cre-

ate (stereotypical) characters. But

what happens once you create those

(stereotypical) characters where you

blow an image out of proportion and

what happens to the individuals who

are suddenly put up on a pedestal?"

Along with the media issues,

O'Connor also looks at the strictly

political side of the issue, taking the

camera when he can into Brazilian

leader conferences and the Earth

Summit. Here, he focuses on the

hypocrisy of supposed Native

American advocates and the victory

See AMAZON, page 19

HMin Actum

Geoffrey O'Connor films Kiachodoo, a Yononr)aml shannan arK) one

of the central subjects of the documentary "Amazon Joumar
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Larry Sanders' struggles chronicled

B.B.King

"Blues on the Bayou"

B.B. King, '^Blues On The Bayou,"

(MCA)
Sometimes you've got lo get away

from it all. Pour a cool drink, cook

yourself a little dinner, kick off your

shoes and let B.B. King take care of

the rest. His laid-back swinging blues

make a perfect musical background

for a calm evening, as smooth as cof-

lee with ice-cold cream.

Kmg's credentials need no men-

lion. I le's been singing the blues for so

long, he's come to represent the genre

m many ways. With his dramatic

growls and stinging guitar solos. King

sounds like he'd be at home behind the

microphone at a New Orleans club,

which is where you'll be transported

when "Blues C)n I he Bayou" Unds its

way onto your (I) player.

I'or this latest jam. King brings

along a sharp backing band lo aug-

ment his longtime companion, ihc

rvLT-cnsp-sounding Lucille. It may

accompaniment is superb, with lan-

guid Memphis horns giving the 15

tracks a punchy background. James

Sells Toney also lends proficient key-

board work, both in the form of honky

tonk piano triplets on "Good Man
Gone Bad," and a squealing organ on

"Blues Boys Tune."

"Blues on the Bayou" is a sound-

track for relaxation. Munch that po

boy, keep drinking, and enjoy. By the

time "Blues We Like " comes on, you'll

be sighing with relief, and once the

closingstatement of "IfThat Ain't It I

Quit" hits, you'll feel like you've had a

full body massage.

Brent Hopkins

Beck, "Mutations" (I)C;()

Critics often credit his unique style

with the vision of music to come.

Dabbling in every genre from alterna-

tive to country. Beck Hansen utilizes

his folk and country roots lo produce

another successiul album, lilied with

a lot of mellow, acoustic numbers bu?

not a lot of future smash singles, this

B-side album proves worthy of UK-

sales It's sure to briny in

ihe Lalin-inlccted beat of

" Iropicalia' and a hidden track

remain all of "Odclay" Heck thai one

will find in the newest album Instead,

one finds a softer, lolky Beck corn-

seem strange lo personily a guitar in

this fashion, but her voice is as recog-

nizable as King's thrt)aty vocals. I he

plele with harmonica aikl BeiltlO or the dflld i»f wiiiiei

fmds a new direction not usually

explored by Beck. Only hints of his old

mixing habits surface above the basics

of melody and simplistic grooving

"Cold Brains," the second best pick

lo "Tropical ia." sweetly carries one

over the lyrics of despair and Beck's

usual confusion. "A trail of disasters.

A final curse/ Abandoned hearst. We
ride disowned, corroded lo the bone."

Melancholy and moving,

"Nobody's Fault Bui My Own" uses a

string section to flow passionately

along a line of soft vocals that show a

differently talented side of Beck.

The album can only be described as

different. Fans of a more mainstream

Beck will surely be disappointed, but

those in favor of an amazing song-

writer should find nothing different

here.

Michelle Zubiate

(;illian Welch, "Hell AmonR Hie

Yearlings," (Almo)

In these days of over-produced,

computer-engineered music, some-

limes It's nice to get back lo simpler

limes. On "Hell Among Ihe

Yearlings," Gillian Welch turns oul

spare, folksy songs, relying on only

miniiii.ii inslrumenls aiui her voice.

Ihe result: 1 1 tunes thai could easily

turn up in a New Lnglaiid tavern in

woman killing her attempted rapist.

Not exactly music to sit and sing

around the campfire, but Welch is a

good storyteller, so it's an entertaining

listen.

The album winds its way through

more subdued material, like the bluesy

"Goad Til Now," and "One

Morning," a mournful lament of a son

who rides his horse home lo die. All

feature the same low-key orchestra-

tion with only Welch and co-writer

David Rawlings. The guitar and banjo

accompaniment carry along the

melody nicely, but it is Welch's haunt-

ing vocals that give the tunes their

character. She sings with a world

weary air, lending an authentic sound

to the music.

Though their greatest success

comes on the acoustic numbers,

Welch and Rawlings can handle a

meatier electric style as well. The

stinging ramble of "Honey Now"
recalls Dylan's first electrified years.

Now, as winter looms on the hori-

zon, Welch's music seems like the per-

fect soundtrack to a chilly day. Brew

some coffee, light a fire and she'll take

you away from the Southern

California bustle.

Brent Hopkins

R.I .M., "Cp," (Warner Bros.)

Los ing a memher o l u long aland

merless after the depailure of Bill

Berry, proves that this is not necessar-

ily the case. Though his steady stick-

work is conspicuously absent from

their latest project, the band is getting

by just fine.

Those nostalgic for the old days of

R.E.M. may be disappointed. Gone

are the grinding guitars and rocking

feel - and the sound partially ushered

in by "New Adventures In Hi-Fi" con-

tinues to creep its way inside. The only

common links between "Up" and pre-

vious albums are Michael Stipe's

instantly recognizable voice and the

band's collective, songwriting talent.

They throw in rfToi'e "otT-beaT trrstru-

mentation, but the music does not suf-

fer at all.

"Up" has a much more subtle feel

lo it than the band's past work. The

songs linger in the background, unob-

trusively weaving their way into one's

consciousness without forcing you to

actively listen. The songs are superbly

crafted, layering eerie keyboards over

muffled guitar and bass, and Stipe's

soft half-spoken and half-sung lyrics

hovering over the band's foundation.

This formula works quite well,

whether it comes in the form of the

low-key rock of "Lotus" or the folky

"Daysleeper." One of the album's

most powerful moments comes on the

unllflied I'm Nm Ovar You." up:

Ivlliot Smith-esque tunes, lapping

your foot, the blues-inspired selection

"Hell" begins with ihe stirring

Caleb Myer," a disturbing tale of a

ing band can sometimes be a death-

stroke to their music. R.I-.M.. drum- See SOUNDBITES, page 21
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BOOK: Former talk show

host is subject of book by

author Garry ShandHng

By James Stemgold
The New York Times

His talk show is olT the air and his

life is in free fall after entering that

show business dark zone known as

"between jobs." But Larry Sanders is

still every inch the slightly ofl'-kilter

celebrity his fans came to know so inti-

mately in "The Larry Sanders Show"

on HBO. But he remains a man who

hides nothing embarrassing, as we dis-

cover in his soon-to-be-released book,

"The Autobiography of Larry

Sanders: Confessions of a Late Night

Talk Show Host" (Simon & Schuster),

which tells all and then some.

Lunch with Sanders is a journey

into a sort of entertainment nether

world. Things got ofT to an awkyvard

start with his suggestion that we meet

at Le Dome, the hottest show business

restaurant about 1 5 years ago but the

only place he said he was guaranteed a

good table. He arrived 20 minutes late

and instantly excused himself to make

the obligatory visit to a neighboring

table for some much-needed recogni-

tion.

"I have to say hello to my old friend

Peter Asher, you know, the famous

record producer, used to be with Peter
and Gordon," Sanders said. "He's a

great guy."

" Hey, Garry," said Asher.

Sanders hastily took him aside for

some whispered exchanges, then he

returned to our table wearing the look

of chagrin he made so famous on

"The Larry Sanders Show." which

ended its run last spring after winning

the first Emmy for its writers, the high-

ly regarded Peter Tolan and another

person named Garry Shandling.

Shandling, as it happens, is also list-

ed iis the "as told to" author of the

autobiography, but Sanders dismissed

him as a sort of secretary who took

some time to assemble the book only

because he had no other useful work.

As Sanders put it, "I said, 'Look,

maybe you can help me transcribe it

and organizationally help me, plus I

think it would be a joy for you just to

hear about my. life.' And he said.

OK."'

It was clear that Sanders was ofl'

the air; he ordered a big meal and ate

heartily. In fact, he said, he is happy

that he does not have to watch his

weight so closely any longer.

"Television really does add about 10

pounds to your physical appearance,

and actually television adds about 20

pounds to your ego, by the way." he

said. To try to keep his ego from being

deflated, he added, he has started a

new diet. "I have a nutritionist who is

Bruce Willis' nutritionist, and she has

increased my carb level to maintain

my ego at a very steady place, rate.

mounmin, actually," lie said, aUding^

that the nutritionist did not actually

work for Bruce Willis but just used the

name in the title of her business

because that appealed to insecure

celebrities.

"I actually go to Kevin Costner's

doctor; i don't know his first name or

last name, I just know him as Kevin

Costner's doctor," he said. "I have

Kate Capshaw's decorator doing my
wood floors and Candice Bergen's

hair stylist doing my hair tomorrow, in

fact. I made the mistake the other day

ofgoing to Jackie Chan's acupunctur-

ist, and I am so energetic that I can't

hi^ndle it."

Sanders insists in his book that he

will not trafllc in idle gossip, but he

goes on to reveal alTairs with a num-

ber of actresses and said those flings

were all behind him. He confessed,

however, that one of those flames still

burned bright, for the actress Winona

Ryder. As viewers of the talk show will

recall, Ms. Ryder spurned Sanders'

advances in favor of the comic who

replaced Sanders, Jon Stewart.

"I'm sure now that Winona knows

she made the wrong choice," Sanders

said. "We've all done that in our lives,

and that makes me love her all the

more because she's vulnerable and

makes mistakes. In fact. I got a note

from her the other day that says,

'Please stop calling me.' But the fact

that she sends a note means that

there's something more subliminal

there. We also have what I think is a

very romantic thing, which is that

AMAZON
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of one Native American leader who

would not wait and stand for the injus-

tice to his people anymore.

"Amazon Journal" will wrap up a

lO-year journey O'Connor has under-

gone in Brazil. It is also O'Connor's

fourth documentary about indigenous

people in Brazil. His previous film,

"At the Edge of Conquest: The

Journal of Chief Wai-Wai" received

an Academy Award nomination in

1993.

Although most filmmakers would

hope the audience gets their message.

e veiy tiiiie I drive by her house-stic-

closes the curtains. It's like a little sig-

nal we have."

O'Connor is glad his film doesn't send

a clear message - rather, it is a vehicle

for thought and questioning.

"It's supposed to push you into the

point of reflection, to reassess every-

thing that you have thought about

these issues ... (They) are used as a

starting point to move forward."

O'Connor says.

"When I was in San Francisco, I

showed it at the Roxy Theater there

and at the end, there was dead

silence," O'Connor says. "Someone

stot>d up and said, 'I don't know what

to think now. I don't know whether I

should support the Indians or support

the environmentalists, or what I

should think about anybody,' and I

said. 'I'm happy about that because

that's exactly what I wanted.'"

Long-time collaborator, co-e.xecu-

tive-producer and coordinating pnv

ducer of "Amazon Journal" Chris

Caris. hopes the film will reach the

audience emotionally and intellectual-

ly-

AtP«,. orr

A Raxayo woman nurses her

child.

"I think it's a bittersweet e.xperi-

ence for filmgoers." Caris says. "I

think they come away learning a lot.

Some of them come away angry of

what happened to the Indians and fas-

cinated with the pr^Kess of contact

with indigenous cultures (as well as)

the intermingling between the old

world and the new world. I think pecv

pie come away wanting to learn more

but satisfied with the journey that

they've taken."

Those not satisfied can divulge in

more information in O'Connor's

companion book to "Amazon

See AMAZON, page 21
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Frascr says that McKcllcn's first

one-man show "demystified iambic

pentameter so it can actually be

understood. And he did it in such a

deft way that it was truly inspiring."

"Gods and Monsters'* also reunit-

ed McKellen with longtime friend

Lynn Redgrave, who transformed

herself into a dour-faced Hungarian

to play Whale's housekeeper,

Hanna. Though the character is a

Mexican woman named Maria in the

book, Condon's research revealed

that most housekeepers of the era

were from Eastern Europe and the

two women who cared for Whale (of

whom Hanna is a composite) were

no exception.

Thus Redgrave wanted to do her

part for historical accuracy, so she

solicited a Hungarian friend to coach

her on the accent and select phrases.

"I told Bill, 'I think I can construct

a phone call all in Hungarian, would

you like that?' He said. Oh yes, I

could use it.' So I got every single

thing I learned to say and made up a

conversation that would make sense

in terms of what my daughter is sup-

posed to be asking me (on the other

end of the line)," Redgrave says

proudly. Out of gratitude toward her

mentor, she called the fictional

daughter Eva. after her friend.

But for the inner workings of her

character, Redgrave needed only to

consult her own past. Hanna's

staunchly Catholic ways repeatedly

divide her between love for the

friend that Whale has become and

the suspicio^>that he's going to hell

for his sexual indiscretions. The atti-

tude reminded her of the nanny that

served her theatrical family years

ago in England.

A live-in governess who took off

just one night a week and spent an

average of 15 years with each family

she worked with, Kitty (as she was

called), "was proud to say she was

still a virgin," Redgrave says. "My
family was very colorful, to put it

very very conservatively. Nanny
knew all about it and somewhat

turned a blind eye. Somewhat
reproving, but she would never be

disloyal ... I've lived long enough to

know that kind of woman. I don't

think they exist anymore."

But "Gods and Monsters" is all

about recreating and speculating on

the past; about digging away at the

motives and limitations surrounding

any relationship.

Fraser, in the quiet, thoughtful

tone that underlies his character and

dominates his real-life persona, gives

a final, slightly spooky interpretation

of the web Whale and Boone find

themselves in.

"It's sort of like what the spider

did to the fly. But the interesting

thing about the film is we never real-

ly know who the spider is and who
the fly is," Fraser says. "Or who the

god is and who the monster is, for

that matter."

FILM: "Gods and Monsters" opens

today at Westside Pavillion's

Landmark Theater.
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Journal" - which bears the same name

as the film. Here, O'Connor conveys

his experience in a more intimate

style.

From here, O'Connor is making

documentaries for the BBC in a series

about subcultures in America includ-

ing male porn performers and the

swingers scene. His departure from

making more films about the Amazon
is partly due to a lack of finance and

interest, but O'Connor feels he has cov-

ered most of these stories and filmed

them in a nonexploitative fashion.

"As someone who spent a lot of

time filming this, who has created a lot

of unique archive about this particular

era in which we witnessed an unprece-

dented interaction between a semi-

remote indigenous society and

Western European societies,^

O'Connor says, "I wanted to make a

contribution to this history of repre-

sentation that exists and to allow peo-

ple to reassess that history."

FILM: "Amazon Journal" will screen

today at 4 p.m. in Rolfe Hall 4302. A dis-

cussion will follow with director

Geoffrey O'Connor. Admission is free.
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SOUNDBITES
From page 18

introspective sketch hidden between

tracks. On it, Stipe sounds nakedly

honest, stripped of rock-star glam

and his emotions put on display.

With this venture. R.E.M. isn't

really going up. but they are going

out in interesting new directions.

Brent Hopkins

«

Vanilla Ice, ''Hard to Swallow,*"

(Republic)

Most people remember Robert

Van Winkle, 31, for his 1991 rap hit

"Ice, Ice. Baby" as Vanilla Ice. Now,

Ice is back with a new "invention,"

but after a four-year hiatus, this new
album hardly reflects the white-

bread, clean-cut Ice that became a

household name.

Instead, Ice has chosen to go more

punk rock, with a mix of distorted

vocals, heavy-metal guitar riffs and

electronica. Whether this make-over

is for the belter may best be summa-
rized by the title of Ice's new album,

"Hard to Swallow." Indeed, it is.

The songs are destructive and

degenerative, cHmaxing with Ice

yelling out refrains and screeching

guitars. The songs are no longer

innocuouj^ (with song titles like

"Fuck Me").

Sometimes sing-songy, Ice still

comes off as hard-core with lyrics

such as "Lit up a chronic and what

did I see, this bad-ass bitch creepin*

up on me."

An album highlight is a punk-rock

remake of "Ice, Ice, Baby" - which

seems like a parody.

On the final track, "Freestyle,"

Ice finally gets back to his rap roots.

However, original fans of the Iceman

may find themselves longing for a

more "word-to-yo-mutha" flavor of

Vanilla.

Howard Ho

Mlkk®l BtusdlBnt Umlon

KYODO TMKO
PERFORmm,

WORKSHOP

ANESE DRUMMING

WE3TWOOD PLAZA

1

URS, NOV. 5TH

12:00 - 1:00 PM

for by B©D/ySA©

12:00 '12:30 PERFORMANCE
12:30 - 1:00 INTERACTIVE
TAIKO WORKSHOP'-THAT

MEANS YOU!
COME CHECK OUT TAIKO,

CHECK OUT OUR GROUP, PLAY,

AND PARTICIPATE IN OUR
WORKSHOP!

IMMMMI*

UCLA PRE-LAW
SOCIETY

PRESEMTS...

6^" Annual

Law School Forum
Thursday, November 5* 1 998

7:00pm- 9:00pm

Bradley international Center

Featuring

University of Arizona • Boston College • Boston University • Cose Western

Reserve University • Columbus • DePaul University • Duke Low • Duquesne

University • Emory University • Georgetown Law • George Washington Law

• Harvard Law • Indiana University • Loyola University at LA • Loyola

University at Chicago • McGeorge Law • Northeastern University •

Pepperdine University • Santa Clara University • Seattle University • Stanford

Law • St. Mary's • Southwestern Law • Syracuse University • Tulane

University • UCLA • UC Berkeley • University of Connecticut • UC Davis • UC

Hastings • University of Pennsylvania •• University of Richmond • USC Law •

University of San Diego Law • USF Law • University of Texas-Austin • Wake

Forest University • Yeshiva University qnd more...

I
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Looking for great

deals? For the best

buys on campus, see

the Bruin Bargains

on page 26
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Professional Services

Tutoring Offered

Help Wanted

Rooms for Rent
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advertising information

1 1 00
1200
K'JOO

1400
UjOO
1600
1700
1800
1900
2000
2050
2100
2200
2300
2400
2500
2600

Campus Happenings
Campus Organizations

Campus Recruitment
Campus Services
Birthdays
Legal notices
Lost & Found
Miscellaneous
Personal Messages
Personals
Pregnancy
Recreational Activities

Research Subjects
Sperm / Egg Donors
Tickets Offered
Tickets Wanted
Wanted

FOR SALE
2700
2800
2900
3000
3100
3200
3300
3400
3500
3600
3700
3B0'J

3900
4000
4100
4200
4300
4400
4500

Appliances
Art / Paintings
Bicycles / Skates
Books
Calling Cards
Cameras / Camcorders
Collectibles
Computers / Software
Furniture

Garage / Yard Sales
Health Products
Miscettaneous^
Musical Instruments
Office Equlpnr)ent

Pets '

Rentals
Sports Equipment
Stereos / TVs / Radios
Table Sports

118 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles. CA 90024

One issue, up to 20 words $8.00

...each additional word 0.50

Weekly, up to 20 words 27.00

...each additional word 1 .50

Monthly, up to 20 words 90.00

...each additional word 5.00

For Classified Display ads.

please see our rate card

for variable rate Information.

DEADLINES
Classified Une Ads:
1 working day before printing.

at 1 2 noon.
Classified Display Ads:
2 working days before printing,

at 1 2 rK>on.

There are no cancellations after

noon of the day k>efore printing.

E-Mail: classifieds@medla.ucla.edu

Web: http://www.dailybruin.ucla.edu

Classified Line: (310) 825-2221

Classified Display: (310) 206-3060

Fax:(310)206-0528

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Thu: 9:00am-4:00pm

T" A^S^'Ilr^m^lon, t>oa.d M.y sup«x1s the Un.ven.ty of CaMor^a, ^..y on n S'me%cfrSoXrcat^s g^ia^n^Sit::.' a^'S '^'^:;;^!^"j!,^Ti^
'"

a dem.an.ng way or .mply that they are
^^'^^'^^^^^^^i;:^^^^^ here.n shouW con,mon.cate compla.nts .n wnt.ng to the Bus.ness

MasterCard,^ ViSA

PAYMENT
Please make checks payable to

"The UCLA Daily Bruin." We
accept Visa, MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards. Allow 5

working days for mail payments.

HOW TO WRITE
AN EFFECTIVE AD

• start your ad with the

merchandise you are selling.

This nrutkes it easier for readers to

quickly scan the ads and locate

your items.
• Always include the price of your

item. Many classified readers

simply do not respor>d to ads
without prices.
• Avoid abbreviations—nnake your

ad easy for readers to understand.
• Place yourself in the reader's

position, ask wf>at you would like to

know about the merchandise, and
include that in the ad. Include such
information as brarKi nanies, colors

and other specific descriptions.

TRANSPORTATION •

4600
4700
4800
4900
5000
5100
5200
5300
5400
5500

Auto Accessories
Auto Insurance
Auto Repair
Autos for Sale
Boats for Sale
Motorcycles for Sale
Parking
Scooter / Cycle Repair
Scooters for Sale
Vehicles for Rent

•»'i 1800
MISGOllaiieout

Alcoholics Anonymous
Men. Dbcimioo. FfLiiipAwdy, 2408 Ackfmon

TWs. Book Siu^, 7408 Ackarmon

MA/W Rm. DmIoI A3-029

Wwl. Rm. A3- 029

DiKwuion, AH limM 12:10- 1K)0pni

for akohoUct or ln<IMduak mtte h»v9 a drinking probhm.

FREE WINNERS, FREE SCORES. FREE
Lines, no money, no operators, no hassles.

www.nne-busters.com.

2200
Reseaivli Subjects

ACNE! ACNE! ACNE!
CLINICAL RESEARCH SPECIALISTS is

KK*''i"g tor people over 12 years of age with_

1100
Campiit Happenings

UCLA READINESS GROUP. Weekly group

lor individuals questioning their alcohol or

drug use. Contact Elizabeth Suti for further

information. 310-206-1148.

1700
Lost and Found

JAPANESE PASSPORTA/ISA found 10/27.

Hideki. UCLA campus. Call©21 3-926-3218

voicemail/cellphone. <

YOUR CREDIT UNION
Your oncampus&on-line financial services

source, for students, faculty&staff. Visit us at

Ackerman A-Level, on-line at www.ucu.org

or call 310-477-6628.

2100
Racraatfonal Adlvlltes

MARTIAL ARTS. Katabami Ju-Jitsu Dojo tra-

ditional & authentic ju-jitsu. self-deierise fai

Chi, yoga, chi gung. meditation. Master Alex-

ey Kunin: 323-512-2538.

moderate to severe acne (at least lOspols).

Qualified volunteers will be financially com-

pensated. For more infomnation please call

Donna or Dalia 310-828-8887.

EARN $10 in just 20minutes. The Anderson

School. UCLA, regularly conduct research

on decision-making. The studies usually

consists of filling out a questionnaire. We
would like to compile an email list of those

students/staff members who are intereted in

participating. If you have responded to an

earlier ad. you don't need to respond again.

If interested, please email

mstudies ©andersonucla.edu. Notices will

be sent via email.

1100 1100

TRAVEL

1100
Gampas Happenings

5600
5620
5640
5660
5680
5700
5720

Resorts / Hotels
Rides Offered
Rides Wanted
Taxi / Shuttle Service
Travel Destinations
Travel Tickets
Vacation Packages

5800
5900
6000
6100
6150
6200
6300
6400
6500
6600
6700
6800
6900
•7000

7100
7200

7:500

1 -900 numbers
Financial Aid
Insuremce
Computer / Internet

Foreign Languages
Health / Beauty Services

Legal Advice / Attorneys
Movers / Storage
Music Lessons
Personal Services
Professional Services
Resumes
Telecommunications
Tutoring Offered
Tutoring Wanted
Typing

Writing Help

REGENT UNIVERSITY
IffilCAS

On-Campus and Online Degrees For Today's Leaders!

INFORMATION RECEPTION
NOVEMBER 10, 1998 • 7-9 P.M.

ANAHEIM MARRIOTT
700 WEST CONVENTION WAY, ANAHEIM, CA

EMPLOYMENT •

7400
7500
7600

Business Opportunities

Career Opportunities
Child Care Offered
Child Care Wanted
Help Wanted
Housasitting
Internship
Personal Assistance
Temporary Employment
Volunteer

^m

HOUSING *

Apartments for Rent
Apartnrwnts Furnished
Condo / Townhouse for FWnt
Condo / Townhouse for Sals

Quasthouse for Rerrt

HoussforRsnt
House for sale

HousaboaU for Rent / Sals
Houslr>g Needed
Room for Help
Room for Rarrt

Roo ilss - Private Room
Room

egent University offers you more

an just a graduate degree. We
ou the perfect way to inte-

tyour faith and

professional

of study. Let

^tell you how

m at our

rmation reoep-

Youllhear

)Ut our degrees in Business,

Divinity, Education, Law,

( ounseling, Govenunent,

*** Regent

Communication, and Oi^ganizational

Leadership.

YOU WILL ALSO LEARN

ABOirn

• 15 Internet (Online)

Programs

• Regent's Society-

Transforming Mission

• Accreditation

• 22 On-Campus MA.
and Ph.D. degrees

• Financial Aid and Scholarships

• Worldwide Accessibility

1300
CmUHii

1300 1300
jig.

Campmll

LEK/ALCAR COMSIJLTING
^Strategy ^mergers and Acquisitions

rvalue Based management

"v^ Want to work in exciting industries?

-Entertainment, New Media/Internet, Healthcare, Teiecommunieations

^ Want to travel abroad?
-77% of associates work abroad in first 2 years

"v^ Want to get into a top MBA program?
-87% of assoeiat<»s that apply j^et a(cepted to Harvard, Wharton or Stanford

^ IlWORMATIOl^ SESSIOl^:
-November 4, 199B, 6:00 PM
-Tennis Center Club, refreshments will be served.

^ Bruinview registration deadline January 14, 1999

Please visit our website at www.lekalcar.com

3200

BOLEX 16mm H-Reflex M-Cond 4-lenses

$2500obo Great for film students & aspiring

film makers. Call 760-322-0812. Ask for Ra-

mon.

3400 _
CompuliiWSoflwara

FREE LONG DISTAIv|CE/ACCESS TO inter-

net - without a comptner. Aplio $209 00/lnter-

net-Phone $309.00 (Exclusive distributor).

UCLA Faculty. 310-230-4231.

MEDSPELLER 2.0 MEDICAL terminology

spellchecker for MS Word/Windows (all ver-

sions) $14.95 + tax and shipping

www.neocorgroup .com

TWO COMPUTER SYSTEMS with 17in

monitors. Like new. 166Mhz and 200Mhz.

$900 and $1100obo. Call 310-268-1124.

3500
Fundtura

MATTRESS BONANZA!!
SEALY. STEARNS & FOSTER. Also Ortho-

pedic twin-sets-$119.95. Fulls-$169.95.

Queens-$ 189.95. Pillowtops-$299.95. So-

fas-$219. Delivery. Beacon Mattress. 1309

WetUMOOd Blvd. 310-477-1466

MAtTRESS SETS!!!
Twin $79. Full $89, Queen $139. King $159.

Bunkbeds Deliveries. Phone Orders Accept-

ed. 310-372-2337.

MATTRESSES. FUTON. DESK. Bookshelf.

Dinette Sets. T- Table. Lamps. Deliveries. 7-

days open. King's Fumiture. 11961 Santa

Monica Blvd. 310-575-4243.

PSY.D.: CLINICAL-COMMUNmr
PSYCHOLOGY

Meets all Board of Psychology academic requirements for

California Psychology licensure v ,
-

:
:

M. S. COUNSELING -

MARRIAGE, FAMILY, AND CHILD
COUNSEUNG (MFCC)
Meets all Board of Behavioral Sciences academic
requirements for MFCC licensure in California

M. S. COUNSELING -

CQ^/C£:^^^RAT/o^/s:
• General Counseling
• gerontology
• Counseling in Higher Education

COME TO A FREE INFORMATION SESSION
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF LA VERNE

Wednesday, November 18, 6:30-8 p.m.
President's Dining Room, SW corner of 3rd & C Sts., La Verne

Contact Graduate Servicea to RSVP or to requeat detailad

information about application deadlines and admission requirements:

909/593-3511, ext. 4244; E-Mail - bakerjdulv.edu

CLINICAL RFSEARCH SPLCIALLSTS is lookinj; for

people 12 years of age and up with moderate to

severe aene (at least 10 spots). Qualified

volunteers will be financially compensated. For
more information please call 310-828-8887.

TO RSVP OR TO RECEIVE

T Tx TR TT^c^j^^ INFORMATION, CALL TODA!
University.

^^^^ 373.5504
index

t UMMHrty Dim.\^m BmK \l^2MM4B0

TXSS^SZl!^^ E-mail to: adnaniomMi^HiUdu —t Kf

NOR^v^Au tiLALiHY CHILDREN and adol-

escents 8-16yrs needed for UCLA research

study. Receive $25 for lab experiment and
developmental evaluation, arKl get a scientif-

•c learning expenence. Call 310-825-0392.

POSTMENOPAUSAL WOMEN 45^- (Healthy

or w^h heart disease) wanted for a study on

coronary artery disease involving small

amounts of radioactivity at UCLA $25/hr (2

days. 4hrs each) Call 310-825-1118 or 310-

206-6675

Classifieds

825-2221

Sgwnn^Egg Donon

ANONYMOUS sperm donors needed. Help

infertile couples while receiving financial

compensation up to $600/month and free

health screening Convenient hours, located

in Westwood Call Kim 310-824-9941

EGG DONORS NEEDED
COMPASSIONATE women from all races

vwanted by infertile hopeful couples Ages 21 -

30 Compensation $3,500 Call OPTIONS
800-886-9373

EGG DONORSI
WANTED

If you are a healthy
female between
the ages of 19 and
30 and have health

Insurance.

compensation
$?5QQ.QQ

Call MIrna Navas at

(310) 829-6782

WE'RE LOOKING FOR
A FEW GOOD SPERM. All races. 20-40 yrs.

$50 per acceptable donation. Call OPTIONS
at 800-886-9373.

:^\. '

WE BUY CARS. New and old Running or

not. Jeff 310-714-5808.

ADVERTISE
in

*•--.

"Display
206-30b(i
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Don^t be
stranger, honey!

Come see me at

the Ashe Center

HEAtTH FAIRE

FREE

Blood Pressure

& Cholesterol Screening,

Nutrition & Fitness QA,

Body Composition Testing,

Gomes and Give Aways,

and much more . . .

Tuesday, 10 November

Westwood Plaza

11:00 am to 2:00 pm

UCLA Arthur Ashe Student Health and Wellness Center

TODAY'S
rROSSWQRP PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Arrange in folds

6 Fraudulent
scheme

10 Melt

14 Propelled a boat

15 Optimism
16 "Les Miserabies"

author

17 Did a clerical job

18 Was sorry

19 Muslim official

20 Rose bush
22 Do a farmers

job

23 Units of energy
24 Type of gasoline

26 Sleep
30 Comfort
32 Adored one
33 Wild animat

35 Was fond of

40 Ship's stabilizer

42 Forbidding

44 Smudge
45 Rotate
47 Charles Lamb's

pen name
. 48 Saint's picture

50 Meddle
52 Kampala's

nation

56 Explorer Ericson

58 Warm-water
shark

59 Decompose, in

a way
65 Hamilton's

foe

66 Excited

67 Be in a state of

uncertainty

68 Vanities

69 Snout
70 Microscopic

animal
71 Director Clair

72 God of war
73 Tree houses

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

A S H O R E

1

P 1 p A N
L A U R E L o R A R E

S T R E A M T A 1 Ia s 1 A
G L OB E T R^ T T E R

S C R A MH o N fHo 1 A L S
1 R o N Pr N TBI II c^BH
L A G P N s P RO ^ J. J}
rasm DQQ Sam qbis
ISIHIEHLIET I mm I ISlKhlEIRI

ITIRIEIAISIU R E H U N T

[SffllSa BQS QSDQIQQ]

Bill
AW
N

DOWN
1 Remove

(one's hat)

2 Banister

3 Singer Guthrie

4 Equal
5 Whtrfpools

6 "I don't know"
gesture

7 Advrce
8 Mimicked
9 Awards
10 Greek letter

11 Damp
12 Spry
13 Outof this—

:

superb
21 Makes beer
25 Morays
26 Umbrella

spokes
27 Dutch cheese
28 Warsaw

resident

?9QarP0r—•""^ yonder
34 Sarge's pooch

r

36 Piece of news
37 Seaweed
38 Albany's

canal
39 Beloved
41 Like the

Sahara —

—

43 Take apart

(a knot)

46 Set free

49 Bathhouse
51 Coverlet

52 Brown pigment
53 Estimate
54 Rubber City

55 Scandinavian
57 Borders
60 Whirlybird

inventor

Sikorsky
61 Where Caesar

lived

62 Blvd. crossers

63 Money
owed

64 Historic

periods

J

Daily Bruin Classified

Itoillh Pioduds

FAT ABSORB TABLETS- All natural Take

before meals+lower your fat absorption rate.

$31.80 310-479-8086. 1 ;00pm-9pm(PST) or

send check/ money order to IMG P.O Box

24C26 LA. CA 90024.

LOSE WEIGHT NOW
ASK ME HOW

All natural nutritional health products Call

310-202-6044

PROTECT YOURSELF w/personal alarm,

pepper spray, stunguns. Call David 310-390-

1077e)(t 26 Low prices Catalog available.

4200
Rentali

OFFICE SPACE
FOR LEASE

884 Sq tt. $1700/mo. Utilities paid. Prime

Westwood location. Call Anne or Yvonne

310-208-1987.

* Piano Rentals *
'^ Low Monthly Rates y(
•Hollywood Piano Rental Company^

213-462-2329 7
•••••••••*•

4900
Autos for Sato

1968 VOLVO 122s. Excellent condition.

2door automatic, 4 cylinder, white exterior;

vinyl/burgundy interior. Pioneer stereo &

equalizer $2.900 213-7482618.

1986 FORD ESCORT. Grey-blue. 2dr. CD
w/detactwble face(new). clean, low mi., 5

spkr. a/c. $1250obo. Contact Marie 310-

207- 1252.

1988 T-BIRD Power all m\h cruise control.

Orig. owner. 70.000 mi. $3000 310-559-

9248.

1990 ACURA LEGEND, gdd, great condi-

tion. Runs well Garage kept. Fully loaded.

$8500obo, please contact 310-459-1359.

1990 TOYOTA Corolla. Excellent condition.

57k miles. Automatic. A/C, AM/FMCassette.

4-door .$5000 EricO310-442-0781

86" VW CABRIOLET. Red 83K. CD player,

alarm, new top. Fun convertible, great stud-

ent car. $3500 obo. 310-230-0193. leave

message. .

UCLA PROFESSOR selling '88 BMW 325 I.

Black-convertible, top condition. New tires,

A/C. $7,500 obo. 310-820-8082 (day). 310-

394-6906 (anytime)^

•92 LEXUS ES-300. White. 4-door. autornat-

ic. Asking $17,000. Low mileage, good con-

dition. One owner. 310-475-9194.

'92 TOYOTA TERCEL- 108KMiles. A/c, cas-

sette radio/stereo. $3,500. Light green. Ex-

cellent condition. 31 0-231-0046 (voice mail)

'94 WHITE ACURA INTEGRA- 45K. Very

sporty, perlect condition. Radio: Alpine sys-

tem. Racing look. Must see. $10,200 OBO.
310-526-2252.

5400
Soootars for Sato

1988 YAMAHA RIVA scooter Minor damage.

$500 562-728-1023.

Wednesday, Noveml)ef 4, 1 998 24

aMrtise
classified display

206-3060

classified line

825-2221

'(Uid/4Ht€fUM
Round Trip Airfares

Lima $375

Cuzco S595

Santiajjo SG89

Sao P.mlo / Rio SG56

Guayaquil / Quito $570

Buenos Aires S698

R T A ' f.iM- • 4 D,!.' 3 N ..' '• M'.!. ! 8, C Iv b' itM-imK

^0«7V/ PluSt.lM.S

also ij.ici<.>t;«'S to Cji.ip.ti;os

For Res 310 052 8H21/800 2H') 054S>

PHOFKSMON.XI TKAVI.L St KVK I

Soiilh iVninli .in S(,r( Ullsts ' >-i t i^i.i.i t in

t: I I

FtaandalAM

$QUICK CASM$
OWN A CAR? Get a cash loan in 30minutes

while you drive. No credit check. W.S.M.

888-300-8942.

STUDENT LOANS
GET YOUR Stafford Student Loan from Uni-

versity Credit Union (Lender Code 832123).

Also receive low-cost fir«r>cial services. 310-

477-6628; www ucu org.

r'l I I

CONSTELLATION
TRAVEL, INC.

ROUND TRIP FARES
Central America

Belize $418
Guatemala $397
Costa Rica..... $360
El Salvador. $360

Mexico
Mexico City $260

Guadalajara $266

South America
Lima $349
Caracas $485
Bolivia $682
Bogota $494

USA
New York $265

Washington ..,..*....$284

(213) 389-^933 Open 7 days a week
POnC«S0MM

/IIIStaiGf
YbuVe in good hands.

Insurance Company
(310)312-0204

1281 Westwood Blvd
C2 t>lks So of WllsMIre*)

INSURANCE WAR!
WE'LL BEAT ANYONE'S price or don't want

your business. All drivers. Newly licensed.

Stiirlftnt/ntBff/fflciitty diacouma. ftgotieattfag:

"Bruin Plan."

5595.

310-777-8817 or 818-222-

6100
Commiter/lntBiiiet

COMPUTER TUTOR: Knowledgeable, pa-

tient. Word-processing, spread-sheets, web-

pages, hardware, software. Affordable rates.

Call 310-206-5067 or e-mail __
jeo71ducla.edu

Want to escape

those winter blues?

HMltfi Servloet

HEALTH AND BEAUTY STEAM. Developed

by Chinese doctor. Revolutionary skin-care

product with exotic herbs, also cleanses in-

ternally (colds, flu). 2-months supply

$35+UPS. 1-888-701-8898.

(,kt(~p Kr^-^U \fte(J

Vi'? pfop'9

r»> • yii

^London
Paris

Cabo
Milan

French Ski

with ai

i weeic -

KtOonoc
•ppl)f.Afv wJbdncx

Travel

QEE: CewKii o« laltrMtiowil

EiacilloMi Euhaiifc

10904 Undbrook Drivel

|Los Angeles

[3 1 01-208-355

1

w M w . c oun c I i t t .

Advertise in

the paper that

over 58,000
people read.

AQUA TRAVEL INC
WORLD WIDE LOWEST AIRFARES

MAKE YOUROmAR CAR NOTE
RESB^ATIONAT

http^/www.prtsmaweb.com/oquatravel

24HOURSADAY
Lowest Domestic and

International Airfares

Tour Packages

Eurallpass

Hotel Accommodations

Car Rentals

*Asia*AMca*Ausliala*Europe*Soutti

Ameftca*lndto*Canada*Mexkx)*Hawal*

SptCifll MMMCc MMMRIMi MnVK AMMM
PfOM CM Mibtact *o chono* Mtmoui none*

AvoicibWtv rnov tf lm»»d and torn* rMtrtcttort moy
oppty «UI

PHONE (310)441^680

1 0650 \MMra, Sum 434. WBSiMnd CA 90024

Display Advertising

Call: 825 2161

Classified Advertising

Call: 825-2221

Ltjii JUifica/imDiilifB

BANKRUPTCY
GET OUT OF DEBT NOW Free Consulta-

tion. Experienced attorneys, reasonable

tees. Law Offices of White and Associates

;Chefy«e M Whrte. tXLAW "86^ 800-420-

9996 or 310-207-2069 12301 Wllshire

81 .Ste 550. Wl> ^ ""~*>|

25 Wednesday, November 4. 1 998 Daily Bruin Gassified

GREEN CARD
FOR WORK-PERMITS, green cards, and all

ioimlgration proWenns call experienced immi-

gration attorney. Reasonable rates. 213-251-

9588 tor attorney Doreen.

MYER LAW FIRM, Century City Auto acci-

dents, slips/falls, bankruptcy, discrimination,

sexual harassment. UCLA Graduate Scott D.

Myer. http://www.bestlawyer.com 310-277-

3000.

MovMi/SloniflB

BEST MOVERS Licensed, insured. Lowest

rates. Fast, courteous+caretui Many stud-

ents moved for $98. Lic.-T- 163844. NO JOB
TOO SMALL! 1-800-2-GO-BEST

HONEST MAN W/14ft truck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok. Student discount

Ask about 10% discount. 310-285-8688. Go
Bruins!

JERRYS MOVING&DELIVERY. The careful

movers. Experienced, reliable, same-day de-

livery. Packing, tjoxes available. Also, pick-

up donations for American Cancer Society.

Jerry©31 0-391 -5657.

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedicated pro-

fessional. At your home or WLA studio. 1st-

lesson free. No drum set necessary.

Neil:21 3-654-8226.

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years exp. all

levels and styles. Patient and organized.

Guitars available. Sam 310-826-9117.

GUITAR LESSONS by professional near

UCLA. All levels, guitars avail. Call Jean at

310-476-4154. wvirtv.JWGS.COm

A^XJEL V«SA CENTER*
ReaionaMy Pnceil. RcliaMc linini|trau«n Service

Pnvmicly Owned and ( )pcriicd

ConMwrtiatiti QutmrtMd

For a Fret CowultoUon C«M: 310-47».2«99 phooe

MBA, LAW, MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS!
FRUSTRATED DEVELOPING your critical

personal statements? Get professional help

from well-known author/consultant. 310-826-

4445.

www.winningpersonstatement.com

A FREE SESSION
PSYCHOTHERAPY/COUNSELING for de-

pression, anxiety, obsessions, post-traumat-

ic stress, etc. Couples/Individuals. Student

rates. Crime victims may be eligible for free

treatment. Call Liz Gould
(MFC#32388) ©31 0-578-5957 to schedule

your free consultation.

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING, EDITING AND TUTORING

Comprehw^sive Das«rtation Assistance Papers and

Ttwsas AI Subiacts. Personal Statements. Proposals.

and Books. Tutonng for Graduate Admissions Exams.

International Students Welconw.

SINCE 1965
Sharon Bear. Ph.D. (310) 470-6662

EAGLE EYED EDITOR
PROOFREADS THESES, publications; tu-

tors English, study skills; trains time man-

agement, stress reduction. Nadia Lawrence

PhD 310-393-1951.

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! For valu-

able info on home-t>ased business send

$1/SASE to; Unique Images, 550 South Bar-

rington Ave ., Apt. #1320. LA 90049.

PRIZE-WINNING
ESSAYIST AND FORMER PROFESSOR
w/two Ph.Ds can help you produce winning

prose. Theses, papers, personal statements.

David <daveditOpacbell net> 805-646-

4455.

RELATIONSHIP SPECIALIST- Effective,

supportive, confidential counseling. Irxjividu-

als and couples. Carole Chasln, M.A.

M.F.C.C. 310-289-4643.

SpoocJy
Rcporli: $i.M per
MaterMi for

—
6546 HOU.VWOOO Blvd. 2no floor.

Mm 20» LA.. CA 9002a

Over SS.OM toplci.
inseoaly!

RcaeMxh
avaHaMc

Hours Mon Fri IO:30ifn-6pfn
Saturdays. IIpm -4pm VIsa/MC/

AMrx/CaUT04mj>
I.8O0-3S6-W0I Fa>

WINNING RESUMES 1 -hour service Our

dtente gat rasuKs Open 7 days Visa and
310-287-2785

rii^sifieds
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IMoitDfl Off01 oil

7400
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MATH/PHYSICS/STATISTICS/English/He-
brew. Computerized statistical analysis avail-

able.Tutoring service. Free consultation.

Reasonable rates, call anytime. Ilan (800)90-

TUTOR. www.my-tutor.com

PRIVATE TUTORING
IN-HOME, one-on-one tutonng for most sub-

jects. Eriglish, ChemiMry, Math. Physics, Bi-

ology. Spanish, French, etc. $15/hr. 310-

289-3292.

SPANISH LESSONS. Native Spanish speak-

er. One-on-one tutonng for all levels. Elena

310-397-8585.

UCLA ENGLISH ALUMNI, pro-writer, young,

superb papers guaranteed. High scfiool and
below welcome. Jefl 213-653-2240

7100
IhilorinQ Wantnd

C PROGRAMMING TUTOR In the Torrance

area. Start ASAP 310-539-8548.

ENGLISH/HISTORY TUTOR
11th grader. Santa Monica,

times/week. Call John day:

eve: 1-310-748-1743

WANTED for

1.5hrs/day, 3

310-771-6378

GEOMETRY TUTOR for 9th grade girl.

UCLA female freshman/sophomore pre-

ferred. Needs transportation. Encino area.

1 .5 hrs/week or more. $25/session. 818-789-

4377.

LOOKING for a nice Italian teacher for a

happy family. Once/wk. 2.5hrs at our house.

Please call Sabrina: 310-285-9853.

NATIVE JAPANESE speaker wanted to

teach 5-year-old arxl 9-year-old beginning

Japanese. Call Caroline0213-634-5254.

PRIVATE TUTOR wanted for high school

boy in math, writing and science. Recom-
mendation required. Call SabrinaO310-828-

6388.

SUPERVISE HOMEWORK/TUTOR fo r 7th

grader, WLA 3:30-6pm, Tuee-Frt. SIO/hrCaF'
310-839-4099 6-9pm or fax: 310-204-1826

TUTOR WANTED for Life Science 1. $20/hr.

Bio or biochem major preferred. Tutoring in

the evenings on campus. 626-912-2345.

TUTOR/DRIVER
For 7th grader. Pick up 3:30 tutor until 7pm.

WLA area. Male preferred. $10/hr. 310-475-

3788.

TUTORS for high school students.

Junior/senior/graduate students specializing

in English a must. Families located in Arca-

dia resident or Palos Verdes. 2hrs-$55/one

visit. 4times/mo. 310-859-9140 Beveriy Glen

Education Link ©Beveriy Hills.

7200
lyplng

ACCURATE, DEPENDABLE and SPEEDY
typing service. Close to campus. Call Laurie:

310-478-6230.

HATE TO TYPE? Let me do it for you.

Fast+accurate. Professional screen plays

excepted. $2/pg. Call-ins 310-839-3101 or

page 310-915-2255.

WORD PROCESSING All types; research

papers, theses, resumes, fliers. Editing &
proofing available. Emergencies OK. Call;

818-598-1489 or email anmlwomn©pac-
bell.net.

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-

es, dissertations, transcnption, resumes, fli-

ers, brochures, mailing lists, reports. Santa

Monica, 310-828-6939. Hollywood. 213-466-

2888

7300
INJ1III119 IMtP

WORD PROCESSING. Typing, proofing,

editing, -rewriting, research, resunies, tutor-

ir>g. etc Fax, email, bring wori< to.me. Rush-

es. Student discount. 818-830-1546.

7400

$500/DAY Nude modeling-won>en 18+ all

types No experience necessary Safe, pro-

(aasional environment. Refer a friend and

earn $50! 310-358-3865.

EARN $1000-$3000
Per waak from home Not MLM' No expen

iry Travel industry 800-345

INTERNET/E-COMMERCE TRAFFIC dou-

bling every 100 days - why not own your own
persorwl percentage? NYSE traded compa-

ny seeks brokers. 800-805-4768.

USE YOUR CONTACTS
REFER OUR MESSENGER SERVICE. Le-

gal, entertainment, finarx:ial. Make $ every

time they use us. 310-508-7008 - Jim

7500
Caroar Oppoitunltlot

FASHION DESIGNER
SEEKS ASSISTANT. Duties include; corre-

spondence, tiling, phone, showing line, trav-

el. Polished, professional, fast, efficient a

must. Fax resume: 323-662-9055.

SECRETARY/RECEPTIONIST- Perlorm

various duties In Beveriy Real Estate Com-
pany. Parttime/Fulltime. Starting pay $9/hr

w/great future job opportunities. Fax re-

sume:31 0-278-6801 Attn J.Edward Smith.

diM Caiv Wintod

AFTERSCHOOL DRIVER for 2boys (12+15)

and help w/homewoik plus errands. $10/hr

Must be insureds have clean record. SM
area. 310-828-3363.

BABYSITTER NEEDED for 6-yr-old boy.

3:00-7:00 4day/wk w/flexibility. $8/hr, negoti-

able. Car required. References. Hollywood

Hills. Call 323-969-9309.

BABYSITTER NEEDED for two nice girfsT

ages 8&10. Beautiful Brentwood home.

Flexible. Saturday evening, 6-11pm. $10/hr.

310-471-1170.

CHEERFUL, OUTGOING person to care for

2 boys, ages 9&6 P/T. Pick up from school

at 2:30 Help w/homewori^extracurricular ac-

tivities. Prepare light dinners until mom gets

home Approximately 6or 6:30. Experience

w/chlldren necessary. M-F, Own car. 310-

CHILD CARE for special 11 -year-old girt

w/disabilities in Tarzana. M/W/F 3:30-6:30

and Sundays 10:30-3:30. Pay negotiable.

Call 818-343-4150.

Child care provider wanted. Must have car

for 2 children ages 10&13. 15-20hrs/wk. 3-

6pm, M-F. $8/hr+gas mileage. Contact 213-

892-9262.

DRIVER/HOMEWORK TUTOR Pick up
children ages 10 and 12 from school, drive to

activities, help with math. M-F 2:30-5:30

$10/hr. Santa Monica. Call or fax: 310-451-

4145.

EXPERIENCED CHILDCARE Afternoons,

14-20 hours weekly. Palisades. Good car,

good references. Fax Gillian Hyde 818-347-

4451.

HOUSEKEEPER-fBABYSITTER for 4y/o

giri. 5 nights/week starting®5pm. $25/night.

Must be experienced and have references.

Near Beveriy Hills. Call ASAP 310-271-

8217.

January3-June20, Monday-Friday. Noon-

6pm, Childcare and some driving for 2 fun

tx)ys 5&11. No pet allergies. Must have car.

speak English and drive stick-shift. $9/hr.

Call Betty Goldberg 310-395-7755.

LOOKING for a German-speaking baby-sit-

ter(fluent). She must dnve. be available

evenings 3time/wk. $10/hr. Please contact

Sabrina: 310-285-9853.

LOVAAS/TRAINED THERAPIST WANTED
to fill hrs in existing in home program for au-

tistic 2yr boy Weekend hrs needed. $12-

$15/hr. Manhattan Beach(15min). Please

call Lisa Zucker 310-796-9855 or email II-

sagzOaol.com

MOTHERS HELPER WANTED in Laurel

Canyon. PT hours flexible. References

needed Please call 323-650-4914 for more

info.

PLAY WITH ME!!
Compank)n wanted for 6 yr. old ADHD boy

Chik) Devek)pment. Psych or Special Ed.

student. Flexible hours. A lot of fun. requires

patience, firmness, and energy. 310-459-

1320.

7800

ADMINISTRATOR/PROJECT ASSISTANT
(internship possibility). Computer literate.

IBM-Windows/lntemet plus. Senior/graduate

w/strong writing/oral communication. No
dress code/reception duties. $7-$9,

17hrs/wk. Serious inquiries;Fax:310-395-

0509

STORE DETECTIVES
SECURITY GUARDS Needed now No exp

nee PT/FT Up to $12/hr Call today 562-

776-0678. for Valley 818-366-0170.

STUDENT WORK
$12.25 to Start

• Rcxibk Schedule
• P/T Time off for Finals

(310)826-7715

7800
IM^ Wanted

CAHtntt KKPtmtmATIVK
saekirta mala and famala

to lauftcn coll«9« campaign
Earn marfcatlng ckMls. resume

axparteric*. and mora importantty. frae clot^os

parson*/ bmnmtttt too long to «*t.. tutrtguodT

JustintOnfwssimo.com
trinayOnK>ssimo.com

or
(W >«/>• a MM* b«Mn(9

949.797.0210

ments: Smart, professional, detail-oriented,

self-starter, w/strong writing/oral communica-

tion, computer-literate, car w/insurance.

20hrs/wk.$ 12.15/hr. Fax Diana Resume:
310-312-9536.

A PERFECT STUDENT JOB

Do you need a job in the
afternoons during school (M-F)?
All day Saturday, too! Full time
during Quarter Breaks and
Sunnmer Vacations! Work

experience not necessary. Apply
today at

Westwood Sporting Goods.

1065 Gayley Ave,

Westwood Village.

ANNOUNCERS, no experience necessary

Host music/talk-shows for our radio stations.

P/T. $10-1 5/hr. $200+per/show, plus fantas-

tic benefits. 213-468-0080 24-hours.

ASSISTANT for business office. For more

details please call 310-278-2750 or fax re-

sume 310-278-0038.
'""" '

7800
IteilpVfaiirttd

$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL mailing or cir-

culars. No experience req. Free information

packet. Call 202-466-1639.

$20/HR PT/FT
PROCESSING MAIL! Free supplies,

postage! Bonuses! Rush SASE to

CMA/UCLA Po Box 567443. Atlanta GA.
-31156

signup9info.lnfomachine.com

$7.25/hr and up!
DO YOU have initiative? Become a UCLA
Community Service Officer and explore law

and public relations. Great Pay Flexible

hours. Student-oriented. Web:
www.ucpd.ucla.edu/ucpd/cso, Email:

csoOucpd.ucla.edu. Phone: 310-825-2148.

ACCOUNTING DEPT assistant. P/T entry

level position. M-F 2-6. Basic computer

knowledge, car with insurance, good oral

and written communication skills required.

$9/hr. 310-276-9166.

ADMIN. ASSIST to RE. investor in Bel Air.

Word. Excel, phones, must have car. Part

time (Tues. 1-5, Wed. 9-3) $10/hr. Fax re-

sume to 310-471-4885.

.ja)MiNlSTRATiVE ASSISTANT. Requifa- -I

CITY BEAN COFFEE in Westwood Is k)ok

ing for coffee k)vers full-time/part-tirT>e Apply

In person at 10911 Lindbrook Dr. 310-208-

0108.

CLERICAL/SALES POSITION. P/T or FfT,

excellent opportunity Love of jewelry. Call

between 12-6pm. Shane's Jewelry. 310-208-

8404.

CLERK PART-TIME. Duties include: corre-

sporxJerKe, data entry, openirig/routing mail,

filing, classifying and photocopying manu-
scripts. Qualifications include, accurate typ-

ing, familiarity with WordPer-
fect/MSWord/Windows/databases. be or-

ganized and detail oriented. Clerical experi-

ence a plus. M-F 11:00am to 2;00pm In

Westwood medk:al publishing otfk:e $8/hr.

Call 310-208-3556 or fax resume to 310-

208-2838.

CLERK- Pleasant Santa Monk:a law office

needs full-time or part-time. Filing and
phone. 310-394-3578.

CLOSERS ONLY!
PART TIME WORK

BEVERLY HILLS CO. seeks tele-sales rep.

to maritet M. Jordan Merchandise. Call: 310-

247-9901.

COMPUTER ASSISTANCE NEEDED. Ex-

perience w/Adobe Premiere. Need help

creating short video clips, to be played in MS
PowerPoint. 310-208-2442

COMPUTER TUTOR. In-home (Mac Perfor-

ma) $12/hr. cash. Santa Monk:a. 310-393-

4573. Heidi.

COPY OPERATORS WANTED pA or f/t.

3pm- 11pm and/or 8am-5pm. Experience a

plus. Please call 310-277-2679.

ASSISTANT NEEDED FOR Real Estate in-

vestment company. P/T, casual dress, must

have car and insurance. $9/hr. Fax resume

to; 310-479-2402.

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED. Earn

$150-$250/night. Wori< P/T while going to

school. Day/eve classes, 1-2week classes,

800-974-7974. International Bartender's

school. HUNDREDS OF JOBS!

BARTENDERS TRAINING INSTITUTE of

America offers professional courses for only

$98. Certificate of completion included. Call

today: 1-800-561-1781. Great Jobs!

BILLING/RECEPTIONIST needed. P/T posi-

tion. Answering phones, computerized bill-

ing, collections and filing. M-F. salary D-O-E.

310-551-1338 ask for Eric.

BIO-MEDICAL. ELECTRONICS, and clean-

room micro-cleaning. Full/Part-time employ-

ment. Some physical work required Must

have transportation. Evenings/weekends.

Start $7.50/hr. Call Patrick Toll Free O 888-

263-9886.

CASHIERS WANTED
SHAKEY'S PIZZA $8/hr Flexible hours. Call

Ramin 310-208-8040.

CASTING
EXTRAS needed for feature films, commer-

cials, and musk: videos Earn up to $240 per

day! No experience needed Work guar-

anteed! Call today 213-851-6103.

CELLULAR
REPRESENTATIVE

SELF-MOTIVATED PROACTIVE P£OPLE
naadad to saM Campus CaMuiar Sarvioa Set

your own hours, mutt tk& lo mate monay.

discounts on oelkJiar/paging san^ice. will

train To sat up an appointment call Kamyar

at 310-625-0681

MODELS NEEDED NOW
C.it.iloc), Pnntwork. M,ii|.i/iii('s, Movu."..

Video a TV Coininrrt i.ils

Mi-n .ind Wiimffi df .ill Aijt",

Ftct' Cdnsiilf.ition

CALL NOW! 310-659-7000

CP SHADES
A NATIONAL womens clothing retailer and
Manufacture based in San Francisco, is in-

terviewing for FT/PT sales posittons in its

Santa Monica location. CP Shades offers a

challenging, exciting environment w/an ex-

cellent compensation package, vacation,

health&dental, a free outfit every month and

a great discount. Best of all. Is the chance to

worit for a friendly, growing company that

makes clothes whk:h you'll want to own.

Please fax resumes to 310-392-0586 or

come into our store at 2937 Main St. to fill out

an application.

CUSTOMER SERVICE
ACKERMAN REP(FT) ©University Credit

Union. Apply© 1500 S Sepulveda Blvd., LA.

90025 or fax resume:31 0-477-2566 or web
at http://www.ucu.org

DATA BASE MANAGEMENT- Off-campus

work-study position. Homeless agency
needs data entry. $10-12/hr. 8-12hrs/wk. Ja-

cob: 310-996-0034.

DOMINATRIX - No sex. no nudity, flexible

hours. experierKe preferred but can train.

Safe, pleasant environment. 213-626-5346

DRIVER needed in Westwood flower shop.

M-F 2pm-9pm. Call 310-208-4000.

DRIVER NEEDED to pick up kids from

school and bring home. References
required and must be reliable 10-12hour/wk.

Lynda 310-659-9030.

EARN & LEARN!
ENTERTAINMENT COMPANY seeks Com-
munications/MFA students to manage Na-
tional/lntercollegiate-event/screenlng re-

search programs Make money, have fun! A
few hours a day. Work from your place! Send
availability and current academk: status to:

komedyO komedyu .com

EDITOR FOR FLEDGLING Santa Monica
Publisher. Required: production duties, writ-

ing/editing skills, car. $8/hr. Hours flexible.

(310)450-6850.

EDITOR/WRITER/RESEARCH Assistant.

MA/PhD/retired academic to assist writing

on Biblical, historical subjects. Knowledge of

Hebrew/history/feminism helpful 2-days/wk-

minimum-3hrs/day. Hancock Park area.

Fax:213-937-1680.

BARTENDERS
Earn $l00-$200 a day
2 wMlt^akWnaS Job

• im not • lob -ira a MunYiii

N6tfonil Biftendsfi School

1 (nnn) <, jr. - rviixx (C>.i<><»)

ENTRY LEVEL BOOKKEEPER $7/hr Cop-

ymat Westwood 925 Wastwood Blvd. LA Ca
90024. Contact John Oftaga (store maruig-

aO P/T Can 310-624-5278 Fax 310-624-

5543

F/T FILE CLERK for immigration law firm

Cantury City Compular-Marala. Punctual.

dalaN-orianlad. saM ataHar l8/hr Fax ra

auma: 310-563-2016

Display
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FILE CLERK for law office. PfT. $8A)r. Fax
resume: 310-785-5250. Attention F. Holley.

RLeOFRCE CLERKS
LAW FIRM has PT positions to fill at

$6.50/hr. I^inlnxjm of 20hrs/wk. Interest in

law preferred. Fax resume&proposed avail-

able hours to 310-274-2798 or mail to Lur-

ie&Zepeda, 9107 WlisNre Blvd. Suite #800.

Beverly Hills, CA 90210; attention Jimmy

Dean

FRONT DESK PERSON for a busy Beverly

Hills chiropractic clinic. Bilingual a plus.

Windows95 experience a plus. Call Dwight:

213-655-1420.

FUN CASUAL GRAPHICS Studio seelting a

marketing/sales assistant for paid intern-

ship/job. Flexible schedule. Fax resume:310-

301-4443 Attn:Chris.

OPTOMETRIC OFFICE
P/T Assistant. Need excellent

phone sliills in English.

M*. fu. Th, 9-5. (Flexible). Call

(310) 837-7202
Leave message.

GET PAID TO GET YOUR HAIR CUT AND
COLORED. ly^ODELS REQUIRED FOR
VERY EXPERIENCED INTERNATIONAL
HAIRDRESSERS. IWIUST BE OPEN FOR
CHANGE. IMUST BE AVAILABLE ON MON-
DAY. NOVE*4BER 16TH PLEASE CALL
-JENMYOt 8 234 4672. ^x^ U)6^-FOR-
I^ORE INFO.

GEFFEN PLAYHOUSE!
EXPERIENCED SALES REPS needed now
to sell '98-'99 season tickets over the phone.

P^, earn hourly plus commission! 310-208-

6599 ext. 159 (10866 Le Conte. Westwood)

GRAPHIC DESIGNER with programming

experience. Familiar with apple and PC. Fa-

miliar with all recent software in graphic

design. Prefer individual who has done pro-

duct pacl(aging design, catalogue. Strong

references required Self disciplined and

able to wor1( without great supervision. Call:

310-396-7080. Fax resume: 310-396-8112.

GREAT JOBS
UCLA CONCESSIONS

MAKE $8.50-11.00/hour working UCLA
Men's Baskett>all games O Pauley pavilion.

Call Sean for an interviewO206-0736.

GREAT PfT JOB
MAKE $10 to $15 per hour giving away web
pages. $8base-K;ommission^bonuses. Con-
venient Van Nuy kx^ation. Call David 818-

786-9660 Mon-Fri, 7am-1pm.

HELP ME SELL excellent wooden carvings

of birds and animals, fun toys to flea mar-

kets, wholesalers, and gifts, etc. 310-823-

3164

HOLIDAY$$$. Honest reliable person to

work with stocking and labeling nrierchan-

dise. No experience necessary Flexible

hours. Oct-Jan. Near UCLA 310-234-0127

HOME TYPISTS NEED-
ED

PC users needed. $45,000 income potential.

CaM 1-800-513-4343 Ext B- 10105.

HOTEL HOUSE PERSON PfT Friday, Satur-

-d»v-»Hgm. Woot¥vood Villaqo Hotel 310 -

INTERNET ACTRESSES
WANTED! Work at home. Make your own
hours. WEBCAM Business needs flirtatious

wonr>en.310-798-0592ext.66. Visit

httpV/GuestRoomCamcorrVrrwreinfohtm

LOOKING FOR P/T administrative assistant.

Data input and filing in Westwood offk;e. Call

Liz 310-443-5254

MALE MODELS
Prlntwork. UB under 25. Lean, any race,

leave name, number&physk:al stats. Free

Interview. Beginners wek:ome. 213-960-

1066. 24hr8.

MALE&FEMALE
MODELS

OUR MODELS have worked for Versace,

Abercrombie&Fitch. Estee Lauder, Levi's,

Banana Reput>lk: &more! Great Pay! Begin-

ner's ok! Call "free' for an appointment. Otto

(24-hrs)800-959-9301

MEDICAL SECRETARY
Prr- FRIENDLY OUTGOING, HIGHLY MO
TIVATED. GREAT TELEPHONE SKILLS.

WORKS WELL ALONE, FILING, WORD
PROCESSING BEVERLY HILLS FAX RE-
SUME;310-271-2262.

MODELS WANTED by professiorwl photo-

studio for upcoming assignment. Male/Fe-

male Pro/Non-Pro. Fashion/Commer-
cial/Theatrk^al. Call for appointment 819-

986-7933.

MOVIE EXTRA WORK
* Revolutionary new program* Start immedi-

ately* All types- 18+!* Fun/Easy* No crazy

fees* Program for free medical' Call-24/hrs

213-850-4417.

NEED TELEMARKETER/OFFICE ASSIS-
TANT for a ctothing company FT. Call 310-

-473-7454^: -

OFFICE ASSISTANT Busy lawyer In West-

wood needs p^ file clerk/assistant. Apply by
e-mail to danOdanengei.com

OPTOMETRIC OFRCE
P/T Assistant. Need excellent phone skills in

English. M*. Tu. Th. 9-5. ('Flexible). Call

310-837-7202. Leave message.

Pn or F/T FILING CLERK^ECEPTIONIST
100 UCLA Medk^l Plaza. Fax resume: 310-

208-0963.

P/T RECEPTIONIST- 20 hours/week after-

noons. Westskle crimiruil defense law firm.

Great telephor>e etk^uette. Computer and
clerical skills necessary. Professional ap-

pearar>ce a must. Fax resume to Sharon

Jorws 310-312-8227.

P/T RETAIL SALES- Outgoing personality

$8-10/hr to start. 2or3 late aftemoons&early

evenings and Saturday or Sunday. Call Har-

vey for interview: 310-287-2459.

P/T WORK, F/T-PAY!
BEVERLY HILLS firm seeks phone reps for

match making company. Mon-Thurs 5:30-

9pm. Excellent pay. Fun Job. Adam-31 0-777-

6900.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT
To writer/ producer.

7166.

S.M. area. 310-535-

PHOTO LAB p/t assist photo printer or com-
puter imaging. Beverly Hills 310-274-3445.

POSITION AVAILABLE as representative of

doctor's office to conduct "Tpublic" health

screenings at various WLA locations. Train-

ing provkled. Must be personable and enthu-

siastic. Flexible hours. Monday-Sunday.

Good pay opportunity. Contact Dr.

FoxO310-475-3488

PSYCHOEDUCATIONAL tutor needed for

tutoring offk;e in Pacifk: Palisades. College

degree required. 310-459-4125.

RETAIL SALES
ENERGETIC and outgoing P/T sales assis-

tant needed immediately for upscale SM
chikJren's retail store. Flexible hours. Call

310-451-0237.

SALES $12-20/hr. avg. commlsson +bene-

fits. Full or PT, excellent phone skills for grad

student or GPA 3.5 & above. 310-358-6053

or fax 310-392-5234.

SALES&CLERICAL POSITION P/T or F/T,

excellent opportunity. Love of jewelry. Call

between 12-6pm. Shane's Jewelry. 310-208-

8404.

SAT TUTORS needed. $15/hr. Set your own
schedule. Must have trar>sportatk>n and high

SAT scores. Call 1-800-472-8261.

SECRETARIAUSALES person in

Westwood. FT/PT Must be dependable, reli-

able, neat, good communication skills. Ask
for Don 310-477-1466

SEXUAL PROBLEMS?
Maintain control, maximize stamina, and last

longer Amazir^g, unheard of solutions! Seek-
ing willing product testers. Apply at

www.newremedies.com

SOFTWARE SALES
OFFICE

Near LAX requires mature SALES ADMINIS-
TRATOR to assist w/customer service/

phones/order entry/t)ookkeeping/general of-

fice. P/T or F/T. Will train. $8-12/hr. Excellent

career opportunity. Longterm position. Fax
resume:310-21 5-8071. hr©trantech.com

STARGATE/WATKINS ENTERTAINMENT.
Actors Wanted! No experience required.

Movies, TV, commercials. Guarantee inter-

208-3945.

GIRLS wanted at exclusive social club in

WLA. Conversatk>n only No akK}hol. Flexi-

ble hours. Earn top $$$. 310-477-9871.

INTERIOR DESIGNER for high-end West
Side homes/condos. $12/hr PT Fax resume
310-476-7284

Night and Occasional weekend sitting in

extremely fun household for 2 t)oys 5&11 . No
pet allergies, must speak English, and drive.

$9/hr. Call Betty Goldberg 310-395-7755.

PT and FT DRIVERS for lunch and dinner

:?RlfKrtto+;nr. Must spaak English. Contact vicwa t«th 1<y SAa agents. CALL NQWlllL

Dining In: 310-274-0123. 818-986-3287.

RECEPTIONIST. WESTWOOD LAW offic-

es. Morv-Fri. 9-5. $7/hour, can do homework
on job. 310-470-3373.

310-577-9711.

STOCK BROKER TRAINEE- pA or fA. Flexi-

ble hours. Paid training. Great opportunity.

WLA area. Close to UCLA. 310-914-9700.

!tpl
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TALK & MAKE MONEY
CUSTOf^ER SERVICE REPRESENTATIVE
needed for Campus Communications Must

t>e a self-starter and like to make money
Hours needed - 9am-3pm Paging/cellular

discounts available. $6/hr. -»- commission.

For more info call Kamyar at 310-825-0881

TEACHER P/T After-school program for

math K-7 grade Send resume to P.O. Box
0687. Temple City, CA91780. 626-285-9090

TEACHER/AIDE. Graduate student in edu-

cation to teach bright 3.5-year-old in the af-

ternoons. Westwood Develop afterschool

enrichment program including fieldtrips

Must love children. 310-229-5996.

TEACHERS/COUNSELORS needed lor af-

ter school enrichment program. 12 college

units needed. Experience with K-5. Flexible-

hours, great pay. Fax resume:31 0-445-5628
—^—^ - I WM - I I I II

TELEMARKETING
W/WINDOWS COMPUTER SKILLS. Prefer

phone experience. Prefer students/grads.

Flexible hours, 9am-5pm starting $8-

$10/hr+bonuses. 3-blocks/UCLA. Harel

Maintenance. Ron-310-470-6175.

TELMKTG:INBOUND800
NO COLD CALLS. Info, listing co. seeks mo-
tiv/aggress. indiv. Hrly/comm/ljonus PT/FT.

7days High income potential. 310-996-

6701x301 Near UCLA

TRANSLATOR NEEDED for autobiographi-

cal manuscript from German to English. Call

Carolinc@213-634-5254.

TYPIST- Capable typist to work w/wnter on

treatment for a screenplay. Some daytime

hours preferred Olaf: 310-234-1225.

UCLA SCHOOL OF Medicine seeks student

multimedia programmer w/expenence and
interest in digital video, streaming video ap-

plications, Adobe premiere. Knowledge of

Unix, html. Javascript required. Fax resume

to Dr. Anju Relan 310-794-7465 or 310-794-

'-^
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UCLA SCHOOL OF Medicine seeks student

programmer w/thorough knowledge of CCI
scripts(perl), Javascript, html. Experience

w/databases, unix desirable P^r, flexible

hours Fax resume to Dr. Anju Relan 310-

794-7454 or 310-794-9000 for info.

WANT TO GO TO COOL ROCK CLUBS
FOR FREE? PROMOTE LOCAL BANDS
ON CAMPUS CALL: 310-207-3991 OR
EMAIL:

GARRETT .HOFFMAN©HOTMAIL COM

WEl3SirE DESIGN $8-12/hr. Maintain and
expand my websites. 10-15hr/week flexible.

Moilerate skills needed Contact Austin

austinxxx@mindspring or 323-874-7312

WE'RE SEEKING INDIVIDUALS to provide

support to the deveiopmentally disabled Call

Dwight Istanbulian at 818-361-6400 ext 129.

"PRETTY GIRLS." Great personality/valid

drivers license to check stock on local new-

slands 1 day a week. Susan Moore 310-471-

2287

bitamshlps
MM««M«i|M*«tt>»»

ADMINISTRATIVE- The city of Tor? nee.

City Managers office currently has an tvppor-

tunity for an Administrative Intern. Please

contact Jay Scharlman: 310-618-5880.

FREE ARTS FOR ABUSED CHILDREN is

seeking unpaid interns. Please contact Mark

at 3 10-3 13-4ART.

INTERNSHIP OPPORTUNITY with Sports

Attorney: Junior, Senior interested in sports

management. Position is rx)n-paid. credit

okay. Hours are flexible T/TH preferred. Fax

resume and cover letter to (310)394-3551.

LEGAL CORPORATE ADMINISTRATOR-
Paid internship. P/T-F/T Flexible hours. WLA
area. Close to UCLA. 310-914-9700.

Motivated student to conduct marketing as
an indepernJent studies or internship project

for NP corp Will be supervised by the editor

of widely published magazine. Great oppor-

tunity lor experience&references. Immediate
opening: lOhrs/wk; 11/98-03/99. Rosy: 310-

6520306.

SUCCESSFUL STOCKBROKER seeking
graduating senior (6/99) for paid intern-

ship/partnership position. Interviewing imme-
diately. Call Todd Walsh at 1-800-894-3202.

Top 10 internship program is looking for

dynamic, hardworking students. For more
information please call 213-243-7027.

8100
Personal Assistance

HELPING DISABLED FEMALE- Hours vary.

Mostly AM hours. Paid by county. Must live in

Culver City or surrounding area. Call:213-

296-7655.

8400
Apartments for Rent

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 2-BEDROOM $950-

$1195. LARGE. UPPER/LOWER. UNU-
SUAL CHARM. SOME W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
310-839-6294.

Santa f^onica

Bfontwood

200+ Apartment & Roommate Ads

UCLA Comniunity Houjng 8?5 4491

East Pdtio of Spfoul Hall

BRENTWOOD $1.495/mo. 2bd/2ba. front,

balcony, stove/refrigerator, dishwasher, car-

pel/drapes, laundry, parking, near UCLA,
shown by appt. 11728 Mayfield #1 310-271-

6811

LOOKING FOR A PLACE to live on the west-

side? Call Westside Rental Connection 310-

395-1284. Low agent fee.

wwwwestsiderentals.com

OWNER'S UNIT
WLA $1695. 3bdrm/2bath. Firaplae. wet bar.

balcony, redecorated Near UCLA. Brockton.

Quiet location. 310-390-4610.

PALMS. Single apt from $495. 1-bdrm. $595.

Stove. $600deposit for single and
$900deposit for 1-bdrm. 1-year lease 310-

837-1502 leave message.

SANTA MONICA 1 + 1 Apt. near SMC, street

parking. $781 310-395-1284. Low agent fee

www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA Bachelor Apt. North of

Wilshire. pooLparking. laundry. $560. 310-

395-1284. Low&gent fee.

www westsiderentals com

SANTA MONICA Bachelor Guest House.

Furnished, close to SMCollege. parking

avail , $650 310-395-1284. Low agent fee.

www.westsiderentals com

SANTA MONICA Single Apt, 1/2 mile to

beach, pool, utilities paid, $725 310-395-

1284. Low agent fee.

www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA Single Apt, North of

Wilshire. laundry, street parking. $750 310-

395-1284. Low agent fee.

www.weslsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA Single Apt, Ocean Park

Area, parking, balcony, patio, $600 310-395-

1284 Low agent fee

www.westsiderentals.com

7 t^lnnks frnm

31U-39b-12B4.

SANTA MONICA Studio Apt
beach, pets ok. a/c. $byb
Low agent fee. www westsiderentals com

WLA Large single. 1917 Spanish mission

building High ceilings, hardwood floors, sep-

arate kitchen&dining room 1-yr lease. $750.

Betty: 310-479-8646.

SANTA MONICA Studio Apt, on the beach,

close to pier, controlled access, $772
(310)395-1284 Low Agent Fee.

www.westsiderentals com

SEE TO APPRECIATE
PALMS $800 2-bdrm, 1-bath large apart

ment in small.- quiet building. Completely re-

furbished, like new. 15min from campus.
310-398-6622.

WALK TO UCLA-large 1-bdrm w/high ceiling

$1100 &single bachelor . Step down living

room, security, balcony, security parking. .

310-476-8090.

WEST HOLLYWOOD 1 + 1 Apt. hardwood

floors. $950 323-634-7368 Low Agent Fee

www westsiderentals com

WEST HOLLYWOOD Single Apt, hurry won't

last. $595 (323) 634-7368 Low Agent Fee
www.westsiderentals.com

—
'

•

WESTWOOD 1+1 Apt. pool, cat ok. large

closets. $800 310-395-1284 Low agent fee.

wwwwestsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD, 945 Hilgard Perlect 1-bdrm

$775, utilities. 1 -block from campus/village.

Keep calling|:3 10-208-4256.

to4O0MPt
"ApMlRwnts lor Rent

WESTWOOD- Single apartment $795.

Bright, cheerlul. patio, pool. Walk to UCLA.
Shopping, transportation. 1942 Pelham.310-

446-9348 or 310-207-7209.

WLA 5MIN UCLA. Large, sunny, single.

Kitchen area, stove, refrigerator, and water

included Pool. $585 31 0-204-4332

.

WLA- 2bdmfV2ba. $1275-1395 Prime loca-

tion. Bright, cheerful, patio. Walk to UCLA,

shopping, transportation 1246 S. Wellesley.

Near Wilshire. Won't last. 310-207-7209.

WLA $825-$850. 2bdrm/1 .5ba. Dishwasher,

AC, carpet. drapes built-in. Extra large

fenced patio. 310-670-5119.

Apartments Funiislioii

1-MIN. TOUCLA
SINGLE- $750/mo. Includes gas. water,

electricity. Furnished lyr lease. Clean,

secure, gated, intercom entry, laundry, pool.

310-824-1830.

MAR VISTA. $535&up/month. Ask about

move in special. Attractive, furnished 1-

bdrm. Large, pool, patio, bartecue area.

Quiet-building. 3748 Inglewood Blvd 310-

398-8579.

GuesttKNise for Bent

LAUREL CANYON. Cape cod style, hard-

wood floors. 240sq-lt. $595includes cable

and utilities. Private deck, windows with

great view 323-656-6867. Academic/gradu-

ate prelerred.

Ilooni for Rent

LOS ANGELES-ROOM FOR RENT in 4-

bdrm house. $400 +1/4 utilities. Includes all

house privileges. Call 310.-836-8774.

MAR VISTA 2bdrm/1.5bath apartment. In-

cludes kitchen, living room, dining room,

parking. Close to bus line $475/nx). Female

preferred. Vasana. 310-398-3409.

NEXT TO CAMPUS
SHARE BEAUTIFUL old house. Quiet, con-

siderate, non-smokers. Female grad student

preferred $450 or $500. 310-279-1436.

(Rchard).

WEEKLY HOTEL RATES Jolly Roger Hotel

In Marina del Rey offering special student

rates. $255 36/wk tax. maid service, conti-

nental breakfast included. Call David: 800-

822-2904.

WESTWOOD ADJ. Room for rent. Own
bath, small kitchen. $425/mo including utili-

ties. No pets. Student preferred. 310-470-

7032

WLA Living room to rent. $350/mo. Close to

UCLA. 2nd floor, pool. gym. tennis, utilities

included. Female preferred. 310-445-9412.

House for Rent

WLA. 4-bdrm/3-bath +guesthouse

$2600/mo. Excellent quiet area. 3-miles from

UCLA. 650-493-8731.

House for Sale

BRENTWOOD Large home 3-bdrm/2-Datn

penthouse +loft and sundeck. New paint,

carpet,appliances. 2-car side-by-side park-

ing $379,000 A Buchman 310-471-

6363ext123. Coldwell Banker.

WESTWOOD SOUTH. Charming original

Spanish duplex w/pool. 2+1/2 up. 2+1 3/4

down. $579,000. Tom Brook. Agent. 310-

979-4000 ext.404.

Roomnuites-Prlvale Room

5/MIN TO CAMPUS
WESTWOOD: Available Nov 1st for non-

smoking male/female. Huge fully furnished

private bedroom in deluxe apartment. $650.

Call: 310-477-2678.

ASIAN/QUIET/CLEAN. WLA—Asian lady

needs quiet roommate. Nicely furnished.

Bus in front of house. Westwood/Pico. No-

smoking/pets Private bed sharebath.

$450/month+ulilities. 310-475-8787.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ - Quiet non-smoking

fernale roommate to share beautiful spa-

cious 3bdrm/1ba apt. Hardwood floors.

$410/mo. Call Meghan 323-651-4608.

MID-WILSHIRE-Beautiful. brick. 1930's 3-

bdrm house . Fireplace , Hardwood floors .

separate phone, cable, washing ma-
chine/dryer, off-street partying. Non-smoker.

No-pets. $495. Chris. 323-931-5025.

WESTWOOD. One spacious bedroom in

two-room duplex. Available now. Full kitchen,

balcony and 1 + 1/2 bathrooms. $625/mo. Call

Mari< 310-479-0789.

WLA Close to UCLA/Brentwood/shop-
ping/freeways 2-bdrm/2-bath condo to

share. Male or female. Partially furnished

Secured parking and storage. $600/montli

626-293-7090.

9300
Room for Help

BRENTWOOD PARK- Near UCLA PVT
room&bath, kitchen privileges for student

w/car. p/t painting, twok-keeping. and/or

housekeeping. Help needed. 310-476-1510.

^9400
Room for Rent

BRENTWOOD GARDENS 1 bedroom, pri-

vate bath, use of kitchen, periling slot. pool,

security bidg. Avail. 12/1 310-476-4296

Roommates-Shared Room
GAYLEY- 2minutes to UCLA. 2bdrm/2ba

cc.ido to share. Secure entrance, parking,

fully furnished. No pets/smoking. Female
preferred $450/mo. 310-208-7748

PALMS- 2br/2ba. Share master bedroom.

Secured entrance/parking. 15min. From
UCLA. #12S.M.bus. Fireplace, furnished.

Great location. $250/rTK)nth+deposit. 310-

364-5614

WESTWOOD. Roommate needed.

$375/mo. Parking included. 1400 sq. ft. 310-

478-7833.

-HANCOCK PK adjacent. Pri'/ate nn/bath in

house w/quiet couple. Kitchen, laundry rm

privileges, n/s. $450/mo. Utilities included.

Call 323-939-0988.

HOLLYWOOD HILLS. Quiet room, secluded

hillside home, near Mulholland/Coldwater

Microwave, refrigerator, cable. Offstreet

pa rising. Avail Decl $450. 213-654-6968

l^ieatlon Rentals

IDYLLWILD BEAUTIFUL MTN. CABIN San
Bernardino Nat'l Forest. Fully equipped Hot

tub, fireplaces. Views. Sleep 4+. $250/wee-
LnqH Oir|.-TO< rc<r 'i<a »>o< t»/*

Pick Up your copy at 1 18 Kerckhoff Hall between the hours of 9 to 5.
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Walk-on runner powerful part of team
FEATURE: Persistent training

helps Kelly Cohn beat injuries,

leads her to front of the pack

By Do^M Morrison

Daily Bruin Contributor

As a freshman, Kelly Cohn decided to walk

on to the UCLA women's cross country team.

She was not recruited or offered scholarships

to any college when she came out of Stockdale

High School in Bakersfield.

Cohn was a virtual unknown in high school.

She never won a CIF title or posed a challenge

to the state's best prep runners. On top of ail

that, women's cross country head coach Eric

Peterson was skeptical about her trying out

for the team.

Cohn has defied all odds, however, and

quelled all doubts people had about her, and is

making a name for herself at UCLA as the

team's No. 1 runner.

"I'm always very skeptical about (people

wanting to walk on to the team)," Peterson

said, "because I get a lot of inquiries about

people wanting to try out for the team.

"A lot of times, it doesn't work out. (Cohn)

showed up one day and looked strong. I

thought with a lot of work she might be able to

help us."

Cohn, now a redshirt sophomore, has

helped the team climb all the way up to No. 24

in the national polls. With the Western

Regional Championships two weeks away in

Fresno, Cohn is ready and focused to help the

season and had to sit out the last indoor and

outdoor track and field seasons.

Instead of mentally breaking down because

of the frustration of not running for so long,

Cohn stepped back onto the track and started

training again.

"It's hard to stay focused and not give up,
"

Cohn said. "I was very frustrated. Running is

what I do and it's what I love. My injury

helped me realize how important running is to

me. It also helped me realize to do everything

that needs to get done so that you can perform

at your best."

Cohn decided that this year she was going

to do her best. After the school year ended, she

remained on campus and got a job in

Westwood Village. Cohn trained at UCLA
during the summer and was committed to get

back into shape.

When she began training again, she had to

do it the hard way and start off slowly by jog-

ging only one lap at a time on the track before

she could work her way up to longer runs.

"She's had to persevere in the face of a

stress fracture and other health problems that

kept her out running for sixth months and

came right back and didn't miss a beat,"

Peterson said.

"Many people, when they come to a road-

block like that, quit. They give up and stop.

That wasn't the case for her. She hung in there

and went through all the emotions and frustra-

tions."

At her first race on Sept. 12 at UC Irvine,

Cohn's performance was anything but frus-

trating. She placed eighth at the invite in 18: 13

and led her team to a second-place finish and

Cohn has not only improved after every

race this season, but over the course of her

career at UCLA. After redshirting and sitting

out her first year, Cohn came back last cross

country season to be UCLA's No. 3 runner.

She placed 28tb at the Pac-IO meet and 26th

at the Western Regional meet, helping UCLA
finish fifth at the regional meet. Her perfor-

mance last fall was good enough to get voted

as the team's most improved runner.

"If you put in the work, you'll definitely get

the benefits from it," Cohn said. "If you want

to get something done you have to be disci-

plined."

Cohn's discipline is paying off for her and it

reflects on the whole team, too. Peterson said

that this year's team is the most competitive

team that he's ever coached, not only during

races, but at practice.

Teammates Julie Ott, Elaine Canchola,

Christina Bowen and Kara Barnard all give

Cohn a work out at practice. Peterson notes

that Cohn always steps up to her teammates'

challenges at practice. This, he feels, makes

Cohn even better.

"My teammates have had a major impact

on my improvement this cross country sea-

son," Cohn said. "Without one of our fresh-

men (Canchola) that is running in the top

seven, I think I'd still be running at 18 min-

utes.

"(Canchola) has the guts to go out hard at

the beginning of a race."

While Cohn is not one of the individual

favorites to win or to compete for the Western

Regional, she knows that her performance at

the meet will weigh heavily on the team's per-

team go up agamst some of the sirongesi victory over No. 13 Northe rnArizonar

teams in the nation.

She also wants to help the team to qualify

for the NCAA Championships in late

November.

Cohn has finished as UCLA's top runner in

all but two races that she has competed in this

season. She set a personal record time for the

5,000 meters (3.1 miles) at the Roy Griak

Invite in Minnesota when she placed 13th in

17 minutes, 48 seconds.

The impressive feat for Cohn is not that she

is UCLA's top runner after walking on, but

the fact that she is UCLA's top runner after

not running for sixth months, from December

to June of this year. Cohn sufTered a stress

fracture in her hip after the 1997 cross countj[y

She continued to improve as the season

progressed. The next week, on Sept. 19, at the

Aztec Invite in San Diego, Cohn placed 10th

in 18:01 as the Bruins finished third.

Cohn's most memorable race this season

was the Murray Keating Invite in Maine.

Cohn finished fourth in 17:49 as UCLA won

the race by 1 1 points. It wasn't Cohn's individ-

ual performance or the race itself that made it

memorable for her.

"It was the whole meet," Cohn said. "We
dominated the whole field and that was the

best feeling. To know that your part of it and

all these other runners look up to you because

your were put on a pedestal was just the best

feeling in the world."

formance.

Cohn could creep up on some runners at

the meet and surprise a lot of other coaches

and athletes who might not expect a Bruin to

be among the top runners.

Cohn could be the best walk-on runner in

the nation. It could be a matter of just weeks

before the rest of the conference and nation

remembers her name and the UCLA women's

cross country team.

Peterson feels she can do a lot of damage in

upcoming weeks.

"(Cohn's) a very valuable athlete and is

tough," Peterson said. "She's been training

like a madwoman. I'm not sure that I'd want

to be running against her at the end of the

year."

HUMMEL
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financial groups and NFL owners and com-

missioner Paul Tagliabue, I can bet the con-

versations went like this:

NFL: So Houston, do you have the plans

in place for your stadium?

Houston: Absolutely, in fact let me show

you how our dollars breakdown; from the

city tax fund we have ...

NFL: Fine, fine but what about support

from the community? This is very important.

Houston: Yes it is, in fact the public over-

whelmingly approved a hefty allocation of

public funds to . .

NFL: OK, that sounds fine, but I'm not all

that impressed quite yet. How about you

LA?
L.A.: Who me? Oh ya, the stadium deal ...

um ... yeah we have all kinds of money ... um
... let's see here ... my associates are working

around the clock on this I assure you.

NFL: That sounds tre-mendous! Let's talk

further next week - I like what I hear so far.

At the meetings in Kansas City, each

group presented videos, models, blueprints

and lastly, the financial breakdowns.

The owners had fallen asleep during the

Houston party's presentation. They were

made sleepy by the signatures of the mayor,

county officials and sports authorities pledg-

ing approval for the stadium's erection, fol-

lowed by pages of evidence for how, where

and when the financial backing would be

available.

They were awakened from their naps,

however, when Hollywood mogul Ovitz took

the podium. Like children, all one needs to

do to grab the owners' attention is play some

music and flash lights - and this is exactly
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what Ovitz did.

All too aware that his plan lacked the

strength of his Houston counterparts, Ovitz

did what a good Hollywood person should do

to wrestle back the advantage: cater to the

audience's love for a good movie with a senti-

mental plot.

He played a video featuring a cloudless

Los Angeles sky hovering over palm trees

with Beverly Hills children playing in the

street. Craftily and convincingly, Ovitz and

company produced a video that made the

return of professional football to Los

Angeles appear to be the answer to the com-

See HUMMEL, page 29
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sophomore All-American Adam
Wright have been especially suc-

cessful at play in dual combina-

tion.

"We have good chemistry in

the pool," Wright said. "We
know where each of us are all the

time and I definitely think we
work well together as diver and

two-meterman."

Kern continues to lead the

Stat sheet with 33 goals scored

thus far in the season. The 6-

foot-6 setter just keeps on accel-

erating.

The fact that he came from an

area with few reputable high

school water polo programs
magnifies his achievements as a

college athlete.

"Having played in Hawaii, he

came with a little bit of depth

sickness," said head coach Guy
Baker. "There are only two good

programs there, and they only

play each other two or three

times a year."

While the transition from

playing three intense games a

year to playing dozens can be

difficult to absorb, Kern didn't

take it as an disadvantage, but as

an opportunity to learn.

"Keeping that in mind I

always looked forward to when I

came into college, because I

would think guys from Hawaii

wou ld get more ou t of a 26-jtamc-

to make adjustments to their i

game.
j

"The key to Sean's success is

he's so in tune with how to gel

belter and improve so quickly,"

Baker said.
'

"You can talk to him and

make suggestions to change

something. Even after we watch

videos, he's instantly working on

it in practice. It's so rare."

It's one thing being physically

gifted, but having the right head

to guide and exploit that talent is

what sets realization apart from

potential. And Kern said he

makes a conscious effort to

adapt.

"The way 1 see it," Kern said,

"I'm going to do what I think

would be best in the pool. And :

then if Guy or Adam says try
I

something, and it works, I get it

down through repetition."
j

"And it's definitely an
|

improving year," he added.

"Guy's taught me a lot. And this i

year. I feel so much better, just
|

getting comfortable with the
i

school and my teammates."
|

Kern is all about advancing,
j

and his current success carries
|

huge momentum toward the

next step.

He'd like to eventually prac-

tice with the national team once

the NCAA season is over, but he

and h\% team's focus right now is

in winning every game on the

schedule's remainder.

Winning takes hard work, but

the h iph he pets from the out-

LiniE
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knows how to teach it to us.**

"I was brought up in an organized

home," Little said. "With Todd we

have a curfew and body-fat testing, for

instance. Todd's strict nature is making

the team better.

"I'm really happy with my team this

year, with the new players and the new

coaches. 1 feel we've made the transi-

tion well."

The last time Little had a transition

that went off without a hitch was the

transition from high school to college.

After being right by Jacqui's side for

18 years. Little went out on her own
and chose UCLA, while her sister

chose to compete at Santa Clara.

When speaking about the separa-

tion. Little says that it was easier for her

than it might have been for Jacqui

because her twin looked to Little for

support.

"I'm the more responsible one,"

Little said.

But even though Little was able to

move on, she still misses being with her

sister and friend. She was quick to

point out that she would drop studying

for a midterm without blinking if

Jacqui was upset and needed to talk.

"We're everything to each other.

Jacqui and I always motivated each

other in school and in practices," Little

said.

**It (is) just strange not having a best

friend around, but we talk on a daily

basis and we write letters once a week."

Speaking of sisters. Little's biggest

inspiration growing up was her older

sister Courtney. She looked up to

Courtney because, as Little said, she's

"very smart, a great athlete, pretty and

has lots of friends."

Little, however, has lots of friends

also. And she keeps them as close to her

as she can. She is always checking on

them and always concerned about their

well-being.

'Tm really happy with ...

the new players ancd

the new coaches."

Skylar Little

Soccer defender

"I am a generous person," Little

said. "I like to give things to other peo-

ple and make other people happy

instead of myself."

And Little makes her mother happy

just by being herself.

"My mom is a very good friend of

mine," Little said. "She's very support-

ive when it comes to my soccer and my
school.

"Just the other day (after a loss) she

had flowers for me and a big hug and a

kiss. It was very comforting."

Little is not about to leave out the

man who made it possible for her to

play for the Valley United club team

either. She simply feels that parents

offer different kinds of encourage-

ment.

"My dad's really supportive too, but

he concentrates more on the technical

aspects of my game. And my mother's

just like there no matter what."

While Little is feeling love from her

parents, everyone around her is feeling

the love from her as well.

Teammate and friend Louise

Lieberman summed Little up as a very

good leader and a positive, hard-work-

ing person. Louise feels that Skylar is

one of the main reasons that she gets so

motivated to play games.

"She's my warm-up partner (before

games), and she's so motivating,"

Lieberman ^aid of Little. "She just

loves the sport. Soccer's always on her

mind. She's just the epitome of a hard

worker."

Lieberman said that Little's work

ethic carries over to other parts of her

life as well. And she appreciates Little's

friendship.

"If you're her friend she'll take care

of you," Lieberman said. "And she's so

positive and so responsible. At whatev-

er she does, she tries to be the best that

she can be."

Now, what parent would not feel

comfortable with their child in the

hands of Miss Little?

OR NO
That is the question.

If you are graduating this year, one of the most

im|K)rtant decisions you'll have lo make is

whether or not you wani lo wear a cap in your

s(»nior portrait. (Campus Photo Studio olT(*rs

you a solution-taking proofs with lK)lh poses.

However, In^foreyou make this ground-

hreaking decision, you must make an

ap|K)intmenl.

JUST A REMINDKR: Ifyour last name hegins

with the letter F-L, you MUST take your senior

IK)rtrait before OctoWr JU)th. To make an

appointment, please call ^2(M).84.'J'i

season than guys in California,

who are used to it. I think that

part was an advantage to me
because I improved more so

than if I had played in California

all along."

The desire to better himself:

like breathing, like living, it's a

natural part of him. And Kern's

infatuation with progress is his

greatest attribute as an athlete.

"By the time polo players get

lo this age, they're so set in their

ways that it's hard to break

habits," Baker said. "It usually

takes guys a long period of time

come provides enough incentive

for him to pay the price in those

grueling practice hours.

"What motivates me is the

fun of the game," Kern said.

"It sounds kind of cheesy, but

I get a lot of satisfaction out of a

win. I like .seeing our team get-

ting better, and as a young team,

we're going to improve more
and more in the next couple of

years.

"Regardless of individual

recognition," he said, "I'm defi-

nitely going to be a lot happier

with this season if we win."

WIMMEL The bottom line is that the city of up the morning paper to find that

From page 28

munity's collective prayers.

Ovitz's video had editing, camera

work and style but like his current

proposal it's a lot of smoke, mirrors

and flashy lights; but underneath lies

a foundation held together by strings

and masking tape.

Although Los Angeles should be

praised for its diversity of ethnicity

and opinion, reaching a consensus on

putting up a stop sign is rigidly con-

tested by multiple sides, let alone a

football stadium.

Houston - mayor, county officials

and the public in general - are all in

agreement that an NFL stadium is

the way to go. Robert McNair is a

very popular and trusted individual

in t1ie Houston area for his efforts.

As far as the NFL's concern over

the television market, well, Houston

is a tiny city. Besides, based on the

television ratings for Raider and Ram
games while they were still in Los

Angeles, it is evident that the L.A.

community prefers the beach.

When the verdict comes in, in mid-

February, L.A. football fans - few as

they may be - will be thrilled to pick

they will have a team.

But the response of the majority of

the L.A. community upon hearing the

news will be, "Huh? We have a

team?! Alright! ... What sport was

that again?"

Meanwhile, an entire region in

Texas will put their heads in their

hands and wait for a current team to

relocate - whenever that may be.

So I ofTer one last plea to the NFL
to do the right thing.

When you have to decide on where

to put the 32nd NFL franchise, I say

choose emphatically and unequivo-

cally.

Hillel at UCLA

Rabin Memorial

Service

Wednesday
November 4th

Noon
Meyerhoff Park

Come and join us for a vigil in memory of

Yitzhak Rabin on the third anniversary of his

senseless assassination.

Shabbat at the Marquis
Enjoy a spiritual service in the Marquis Hotel, followed

by a free Shabbat meal, and an enlightening discussion

with Rabbi Seidler-Feller

''

'''
'\l''ii't FrM P1.V1

November 6, 6:30pm
Westwood Marquis Hotel

(Comer of LeConte & Hilgard)

RSVP for Dinner 208-3081

Sponsored h\ Hillrl Studtnt Center, a menihcf oj the IfHi

Graduatin
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Off field. Little twinkles like star
i: Soccer player

shines as inspiration to

her team, friends, family

By A. CinQuc Carter

Daily Bruin Contributor

The ideal schoolteacher is one who
wants to do what they are doing, not

someone who is doing it because

there is nothing else for them to do.

The best teachers are those that

nurture, care and help shape their

students in a positive manner.

Additionally, those teachers need

to be loving individuals with patience

and kind hearts, but they have to be

able to discipline as well. There has to

be some kind of balance between the

reprimands and rewards.

Skylar Martine Little, junior

defender on the UCLA women's soc-

cer team, has those qualities.

"I want to be a third- or fourth-

grade teacher," Little said. "I want to

help develop the kids, help them turn

into quality adults."

Those qualities do not only pertain

to her goal of teaching, but they also

apply to her relationships with her

teammates, family and friends.

"She is like an angel over all of us,"

roommate Jennifer Hansen said of

Little. "She exudes kindness. In fact,

w^ ba)) of kindness. St

takes care of us."

For someone to speak so kindly of

the 20-ycar-6ld Dutch native, you

would think they had grown up with

her. That's not the case with Hansen.

The two met their freshman year

when they were assigned to live

together in the dormitory.

the usual roommate nightmares, such

as stealing each other's clothes,

infringing on one another's privacy

or anything of the sort. From the

beginning Little and Hansen got

along.

Hansen attributed this to Little's

personality.

"Everybody wants to be close to

Sky," Hansen said. "We were

matched randomly but we automati-

cally clicked. I always liked her."

Hansen is just one of Little's three

roommates, the other two being close

friends from high school.

Of the four, Little is the designated

"mother of the apartment."

"We'll all come home from being

normal college students," Hansen

said, "and Skylar's already there.

She's immediately ready to check on

our homework and make sure that

we stayed out of trouble.

"And she makes us pancakes and

bakes us cookies. And when someone

has a birthday, I mean any of us or

anyone on the women's soccer team

or anyone on the men's soccer team,

she bakes them a cake. It's just in her

nature."

Hansen adds that Little is just

there anytime anyone needs to talk or

to laugh or to cry. Hansen feels that

Little has to be the most selfless indi-

vidual she has come across.

But throughout a lifetime of being

"With my torn meniscus,** Little

said, "I could only play one half (per

game) until my knee would really

hurt. I really went through a lot of

emotional and physical changes."

While soccer was what Little had

known since she and her twin sister

Jacqui were enrolled in a local league

at age five, she did not feel that life

without soccer would be devastating.

After all, she chose UCLA mainly

because there are other things to fall

back on if soccer did not pan out.

Little felt that being close to her par-

ents in Pacific Palisades and earning

a quality education at UCLA were

reasons enough to move to

Westwood.

Nevertheless, Little went to some-

one for a little support and help

deciding whether to continue playing

at UCLA. And that's where her

boyfriend Chris Sands, also a Bruin

athlete, comes into play.

During Little's dilemma. Sands

had just redshirted his freshman sea-

son of tennis. He had worked hard

the whole year but had not yet played

collegiately.

Sands explained to Little how

important it was that she had actually

played throughout her first year at

UCLA and noted that she should not

let her talent go to waste.

"Chris is the one that helped me
get through my slump," said Little.

Gf NEV»£Vt LIANG/Daily Brum

Junior defender Skylar Little proves her love for soccer with her stellar

performances in every game.

and helped lead the Bruins to a 19-3

overall, 9-0 Pac-10 record and to the

Prior to Saldai^a's coaching. Little

did not feel that she learned much
pcoplecanteanf^n. Litt le "He reaaaufg^me thttt I OOUld fiomg tlmd

'

louud ol the NCAA socccf-wise 9inC6 6he was last wittr

Surprisingly, they faced none of

needs a shoulder to cry on some-

times. Following a freshman cam-

paign in which she played in all 19 of

the team's games despite nagging

injuries. Little questioned whether or

not she wanted to go on in soccer.

She had to sit back and evaluate her

situation and decide if soccer was the

path she needed to continue down.

back. He made me realize how lucky

I was to have the talent that I do and

I just worked hard and made a come-

back."

Fortunately for the Bruins, Little

did come back. Little was an intricate

component of UCLA's success dur-

ing her sophomore season last year.

Little started all 22 games at defender

Tournament.

Little's return to soccer at UCLA
also enabled her to come across pre-

sent Bruin coach Todd Saldana.

Saldai^a is in his first year at the

helm of the Bruin program and Little

feels he has already been an asset to

her development.
^

her Valley United club team in 1996.

"With Todd and (assistant coach)

Lisa (Shattuck) and (goalkeeper

coach) Dino (Vanole)," LittlelBW,

"I'm going to start learning a lot

more. Todd knows the game and

See UTTIE, page 29

Any large Pizza, your choice of toppings and crust, for $9,99

QOA >l H H H 1114 Gayley Ave.

0iL4''4l I I Westwood Village

Medium 1 topping Pizza

for $5.95

Fast Free DelSverv

until 1 a.m. Sunday-Thursday
until 2 a.m. Friday & Saturday

N.ition.il Hockey Le.tque

At A (il.inc(>

EASTIRNCONFERENa

Atlantic Division _

PhiUdHphia

NewJmey

N.Y.IsUnden

Pittsburgh

N.Y.fUngm

W
5

6

6

4

3

Northeast Division

Ottawa

Toronto

Buffalo

Boston

Montreal

W
6

5

S

4

3

Southeast Division

Carolina

Tampa Bay

Florida

Washington

W
4

4

3

3

L

3

4

3

6

5

T Pts 6F GA

3 13 31 26

12 30 20

12 26 24

3 11 28 30

3 9 17 26

Edmonton S.Vancouver 3

Tutsday'sGMMS

Buffalo 4, Boston 2

New jersey 3, N.Y. Rangers 1

Philadelphia 4, Pittsburgh 4, tie

Calgary S.Detroit 2

T PU 6F GA

12 30 22

1 11 30 31

12 28 21

10 27 23

8 21 29

WESTEimCONFEIIENa

Central Division

Detroit

St. Louis

Chkago

Nashville

W
6

4

4

3

Northwest Division

W
Edmonton 6

Vancouver S

Calgary 4

Colorado 3

L

4

S

s

6

TPU GF GA

3 11 23 19

1 9 26 34

3 9 22 30

3 9 16 22

TPts GF GA

12 33 25

2 10 23 21

1 9 23 32

1 7 23 28

T Pts Gf GA

12 38 25

1 11 32 27

2 10 30 33

1 7 26 36

Tampa Bay at Washington, 7 p.m.

Colorado at Toronto, 7:30 p.m.

Montreal at N.Y. Rangers, 7:30 p.m.

Chicago at Florida, 7:30 p.m.

Nashville at Edmonton, 9 p.m.

St. Louis at Anaheim, 10:30 p.m.

Dallas at San Jose, 10:30 p.m.

TlMnday^GMits

Toronto at Boston, 7 p.m.

Pittsburgh at Ottawa. 7:30 p.m.

Carolina at N.Y Islanders. 7:30 p.m.

St Louis at Los Angeles, 10:30 p.m.

«>.i()ti«>

Dallas

Arizona

N.Y Giants

Philadelphia

Washington

Central

Minnesota

Green Bay

Tampa Bay

Chicago

Detroit

west

Atla.tta

San Francisco

New Orleans

St Louis

Carolina

5 3

4 4

3 5

1 7

1 7

7 1

6 2

4 4

3 S

2 6

6 2

6 2

4 4

2 6

1 7

.62S 208 IIS

.SOO 125 170

.37S 160 173

.125 79 196

.125 114 241

.875 265 143

.750 219 166

.500 121 145

.375 152 178

.250 162 209

.750 212 166

.750 248 163

.500 138 170

.250 154 204

.125 159 216

Mondsy. Nov.9

Green Bay at Pittsburgh, 8:20 p.m.

Moore, Det.

Morton, Oet.

Rice.S.F.

Irvin, Dal.

45 458 10.2 25 1

43 626 14.6 98 2

42 623 14.8 66 5

41 610 14.9 38 1
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NFL Indtvidu.il Lf.jderi

AMfMCANCONFMENa
Quarterbacks

Trans.ictions

Att Com Yds TD Int

At A Gl.in<t>

AMBnOMCONFEllElia

East

Padfk Division

Im

W L Tfis GF tiA

6 1 2 14 25 16

S 2 1 11 24 14

4 I 2 10 21 24

J I 1 9 21 19

1 6 2 4 » 27

Buffalo

Miami

New England

NY Jets

Indianapolis

Central

iacksonville

Pittsburgh

Tennessee

BaltimofV

Cincinnati

Otnm

W L

S3
5 3

5 3

5 3

1 7

Pet. PF PA

.625 188 162

.625 138 109

.625 191 138

.625 186 139

.125 128 214

Sunday^ Gamts

Arizona U.Detroit IS

Denver 33, Cincinnati 26

Jacksonville 45, Baltimore 19

Buffalo 30, Miami 24

Tampa Bay 27, Minnesota 24

New EngUnd 21, Indianapolis 16

Carolina 31. New Orleans 17

Washington 21, New York Giants 14

Atlanta 37, St Louis 15

Tennessee 41, Pittsburgh 31

New YbrkJeU 20, Kansas City 17

Green Bay 36, San Francisco 22

OaUand 31, Seattle 18

OPEN: Chkaga San Diego

Flutie,Buf

Testaverde.NY-J

O'Donneil.Cin.

Elway, Den.

BrunelUac.

•

Rushers

Davis, Den.

Means. S.D.

George. Ten.

Dillon, Cin.

Kaufman, Oak.

Receivers

Pickens, Cin.

McCarddUac

Faulk. Ind.

Hanison,lnd.

llSinith,Den.

137

166

228

154

227

86 1087 10

98 1244 12

145 1638 12

931289 9

144 1786 14

An Yds Avg LG TD

2021150 5.7 70 14

187 800

187 740

162 704

151 634

4.3 72 5

4.0 37 2

4.3 66 3

4.2 80 1

No Yds Avg LG TD

49 664 13.6 67 3

42 524 12.5 56 3

42 523 12.5 78 2

39 532 13.6 61 5

38 512 13.5 50 3

.750 209 165

.625 137 141

iOO 185 157

J50 121 179

i50 153 219

KMMlCily

1.

6 2

5 3

4 4

2 6

2 6

I 1.0Q0 273 159

6 2 .750 146 145

4 4 iOO 148 143

4 4 .SIO 172 130

3 5 J75 1«3 139

« I T ra ff M

DaNas 34, Philadelphia

^VHHVjy W9WW* W

Atlama at New England. 1.01 p.m.

QMinnilial Jadcsomnlle, 1:01 p.m.

DMNll it Pliadelphia. 1.01p.m.

Mtompilsit Miami, 101 pjn.

New Orleans at Minnesota, 1 01 p.m.

New York Giants at Dallas, 1 01 p.m.

Oakland at laMniore, 101 p.m

Stliirii«tQiicafo,l:Olp.m

CanlM at San Fnnasca 4 03 p.m

IdhiiilwiliH at MwM, 405 p.m

)alNiwlMJetv4:1SpLm

iOlyalSainle.41Spim.

,4:1Sm>

rallnpalmlJOpLin.

NATNMAlCONfERENa

Quarterbacks

Att Com Yds TD Int

Cunningham, Min 187 1171718 16 3

S.lllMin9,S.F. 309 189 2435 21 6

Beuef1ein,Car. 119 79 938 6 4

GarrettDai. 144 851151 5 3

QianaetAtl. 179 92 1538 12 7

Rushers

Sanders, Det

tJKmm
LSmMUM.
Hearst S.F

An Yds Avg LG TD

182 872 4J 73 4

187 862 4.6 48 6

156 745 4.8 74 5

165 701 4.3 32 5

146 703 4.8% 4

No Ms A«| 1611)

45 no 112 14 8

ANAHEIM ANGELS—Named Gary

Sutherland professional scouting coordi-

nator.

CHICAGO WHUE SOX—Declined to exer-

cise the 1999 option on IB Wil Cordero.

CLEVELAND INDIANS—Named Mark

Shapiro vice president of baseball opera-

tions and assistant general manager, Neal

Huntington director of player develop-

ment Paul DePodesta assistant to the

general manager, Josh Byrnes director of

scouting, and Brad Grant assistant direc-

tor of scouting. Announced that Mark

Wiley, pitching coach, refused his reas-

signment and left the organization.

OAKLAND ATHLETICS—Extended tt»e

contract of Billy Beane, general manager,

through the 2002 season.

TAMPA BAY DEVIL RAYS—Named Leon

Roberts hitting coach.

TORONTO BLUE JAYS—Named Dave

Stewart assistant general manager.

ATLANTA BRAVES—Named Glenn

Hubbanl first-base coach, Pat Corrates

bench coach, Bobby Dews bullpen coach

and Ned Yost third-base coach.

Announced that Clarence Jones, batting

instructor, was offered a minor-league

coaching poytion, and that Jim

Beauchamp, bench coach, accepted a job

as coordinator of minor-league outfield

instruction.

CHICAGO CUBS—Named Marty DeMerHtt

pitching coach. fUndy Bush minor-league

MciiniCNiinMr and Brad KeUcy nwd

wen it|ianit soMling supervisor.

AnniMKvd ttiat Ryne Sartdberg has

jiinid iie (hib as an instnicior. Ifaded

INr jflQ Dmms to the MMnmli nMns

la CMiplile an earlier trade for RHP MMv

lim^itk

dent of communications.

National Football League

KANSAS CITY CHIEFS—Signed DB Bracy

Walker and DB Keith Crawford. Signed CB

Jason Kaiser to the practice squad. Waived

DB Bucky Brooks. Waived LB K.D. Williams

from the practice squad.

NEW YORK JETS—Waived P Brian

Hansen. Signed P John Kidd.

SAN DIEGO CHARGERS—Waived S Lloyd

Lee. Released RB Chad Dukes from the

practice squad.

COLORADO AVALANCHE—Assigned D Dati

SmithtoHersheyoftheAHL.

DALLAS STARS—Assigned D Sergey

Gusev to Michigan of the IHL.

NASHVILLE PREDATORS—Assigned C Jeff

Nelson to MiKvaukee of the IHL.

NEW JERSEY DEVILS—Assigned 6

Richard Shulmistra to Manitoba of the

IHL.

COUKE
ASSUMPTION—Named Sean Mahoney

football coach.

KANSAS—Announced the resignation of

Dan Magner, women's soccer coach.

MEMPHIS—Suspended sophomore F

Shamel Jones and freshnwn F-C Kelly

Wise indefinitely.

WESTERN KENTUCKY—Named Leslie

Phelan softt>aH coach.

Triviii Out>st ions

1 What do Kenny Lofton and Tim

Stoddard have in common?

2.What school was the lowest seed to win

the NCAA BaskettMll Championship'

3. What current NFL team was originally

known as the Staleys before adopting

their current name?
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PAC-10 FOOTBALL NOTEBOOK

Washington (5-3) use (6-3)

Oregon (6-2)

Saturday 12:30 p.m. PST

Washington: Coming off a 33-10 bashing

by use, the Huskies are out of the hunt

for the Roses. Last year, the Ducks

stunned the sixth ranked Huskies 31-28 at

Seattle. The Husky defense yielded 33

points last week and 34 points against

Oregon State but have the highest sack

total in the Pac-10. if the Huskies are to

win they must throw for more touchdowns

than Oregon.

Husky to watch: QB Brock Huard

Oregon: The Ducks lead the league in total

offense and with a high-powered

quarterback in Akili Smith, the Ducks are

poised to get a Rose Bowl berth. But

Oregon is hurting after losing Reuben

Droughns, who led the Pac-10 in rushing,

for the season. Against Arizona last week

they managed only three points while

Arizona scorched them for 27 points. This

game will be a battle won in the air,

because both running games are hurting.—

Duck to watch: QB Akili Smith

Predicted score: Oregon 31,

Washington 27.

at

Compiled by Rocky Salmon, Daily Bfuin Senior Staff

California (5-3)

Stanford (1-7)

Saturday 3:30 p.m. PST

USC: Last year the Trojans chainsawed

Stanford, 45-21, because defenders Chad

Morton and Daylon McCutcheon sot

time on the ofTensive side of the field. This

year the Trojans are stacked on defense

while freshman Carson Palmer has

stepped in to take over at quarterback.

The defensive backfield had better not

take the Cardinal offense lightly or the

Trojans will walk ofT the field as losers.

Trojan to watch: LB Chris Claiborne

Stanford: The record says 1-7, but in each

of the last three games, they have had

chances to pull out a victory, only to come

up short. Even without a running back,

they are deadly with quarterback Todd

Husak, flanker Troy Walters and wide

receiver Deronnie Pitts. The Cardinal

defense is not strong but limited the high

powered Bruins to 28 points. If Stanford

can keep the Trojans from having big

plays, then Upset City here they fome^—

Cardinal to watch: Fl Troy Walters

Predicted score: Stanford 31, USC 28

at

Arizona St. (4-4)

Saturday 3 p.m. PST

Cal: Last week, the Golden Bears

squeaked by Oregon St. 20-19. The

Bears are playing aggressive and

athletic defense ranking second in

total defense in the Pac-10. Cal also

has a secret weapon in punter Nick

Harris who has a knack for pinning

the opponent inside the 20. Cal will

have to rely on their defense and

turnovers to beat the Sun Devils.

Golden Bear to watch:

LB Sekou Sanyika

Arizona St.: Ryan Kealy has finally

resurfaced and the Sun Devils have

won the last two games. Last year, the

Devils rolled over the Bears but this

year CaPs defense has stepped up.

With a home crown and J.R.

Redmond^ the Devils will win a semi-

thriller in a game that Arizona St.

needs to make a bowl game.

Sun Devil to watch: QB Ryan Kealy

Predicted score: Arizona St. 35,

Cal 28

Washington St. (3-5)

Saturday 6 p.m. PST

Arizona (^1)

Washington St.: The Cougars have

lost their last five games, which,

coincidentally, have all been Pac-10

games. In scoring defense and scoring

offense the Cougars are ranked second

to last in both, not a good combination.

The Cougars will have to pray for even

a hope of winning.

Cougar to watch: LB James Price

Arizona: Their only loss came at the

hands of the Bruins in a thriller in the

desert. Last week they demolished a

high powered Oregon squad by

limiting them to three points. Plus the

Cougars have to travel to Tucson

where the crowds are **bout it, bout it.**

With two athletic quarterbacks, the

Wildcats should stroll home with a win.

Wildcats to watch: QB Ortege Jenkins

and QB Keith Smith

Predicted score: Arizona 42,

Washington St. 13.
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Call 206-7562 to advertise your campus event. Daily Bruin

TIME-
TO
MAKE
THE
FUTU

INFORMATION SESSION

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 5

6:00 PM - 8:00 PM
THE CAREER CENTER

COME JOIN THE NEXT
GREAT SOFTWARE COMPANY.
Founded by five college students in 1989, the company has

grown to more than 500 employees by hiring graduates from

the best schools in the country. We're revolutionizing the way

products are bought and sold for Fortune 500 companies such

as Hewlett-Packard, Chrysler, Boeing, AT&T and Ernest and Julio

Gallo. ^

We are looking for top candidates from around the country to

join our re-engineering revolution. Candidates should be

extremely aggressive and creative. Strong communication and

presentation skills are required along with the desire for con-

tinuous development. We are looking for bright and talented

people from varied backgrounds. Only the best need apply. For

more information, check out our website at www.trilogy.com.

For more information about this event or abont Trilogy,

please contact coQrtney.dreyer(3trilogy.com.

TRILOGY
MU W«tt Courtyard Oriw

Auftin, Texu 78730 USA

r S12.4?S 3400

/S12.MS.39M

c racniiting^trilogy.caai

Trilogy u u* •qtul opportunity vaployvr
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SPORTS
Inside

Women's cross country runner Kelly Cohn

has battled injury and is surpassing all

expectations as a walk-on.

Feature

Star water polo player shoots for

ImproyemeDt and team's success

By Sttvc Kim
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

None of his teammates or coaches want him

to get his head up in the clouds. After all, he's

only a sophomore and has more than two years

of NCAA eligibility. Two years is a long time

for a team to deal with anyone's self-absorp-

tion. It's a good thing he's managed to keep

himself in check.

But when asked, they'll admit it. Same with

the coaches. Sean Kern is good. Not just good,

but exceptional.

Every sport has its bright young stars. Like

comets and eclipses, a water polo player like

him only arrives on occasion - a flash of

promising greatness in a sea of talent. Excelling

in an already standout team makes him all the

more worthy of acclaim.

"He's good at everything," assistant coach

Adam Krikorian said. "Sean can wear a lot of

PATIL ARMENIAN

Sophomore Sean Kern is the leading scorer on the men's water polo team.

hats for us, playing offense or defense. But'

what's most impressive about him is his mental

toughness. Especially for a freshman last year

and being still young this year, his focus on the

job that needs to get done right now, even if

he's had a bad game. You just can't rattle him."

Kern entered UCLA as a top national

recruit, with many touting him as one of the

best high school players in years. While most

players in this sport redshirt their first colle-

giate year, he jumped into his freshman com-

petitive season and emerged as the team's lead-

ing scorer and an NCAA All-American.

His individual honors call for due credit, but

they've been possible in large part through a

solid support system: his team. Kern and fellow

See KERN, page 29

Fan SI • tit >rt key to d defeat
FOOTBALL Hardcore

crowd foils Cardinal's

plans, fuels Bruin win

By Rocky Salmon
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The UCLA football team has

finally found a 12th Bruin.

The 12th player showed up in full

force to UCLA's game on Saturday

night and proved crucial. So crucial,

in fact, that head coach Bob Toledo

would issue the fans the game ball.

"We finally have a home field

advantage. It was great to see the

12th Bruin towels waving," Toledo

said. "People finally come to see us

and not the opponents. I was

pleased to see the great enthusiasm

and support they gave us."

For the Halloween game against

Stanford, 64,820 Bruins came out

and got the stadium rocking with

towels and Cade McNown
Heisman paddles.

In a season of Rose Bowl selk

outs, the Stanford game did not

appear to be a hot ticket because of

their 1-6 record, but the Brum faith-

ful still came out in droves.

The crowd started off tlow like

the Bruin ofTenfe and at tinies was

even quiet, but it soon proved iu

conHdence m the team

"Even though we were messing

up, I looked up and saw that iUI the

fans were still sitting and not going

anywhere," Bruin linebacker

Trevor Turner said. "That gave us

some adrenaline to know that they

were behind us."

The crowd would eventually get

into the game, and they sounded

like they had stored their enthusi-

asm in a megaphone after a boring

first half. As the offense came to life

so did the Bruin fans.

"The crowd is like us; when we

get close they started cheering loud-

er. They started off quiet but picked

it up when it counted," quarterback

Cade McNown said. "The noise

caused trouble because (Stanford)

couldn't call audibles quick

enough."

The crowd has become a vital

part of UCLA's 17-game winning

streak, and this factor was evident

in the Stanford game during the

fourth quarter.

With 13:48 to go in the game, the

UCLA defense and Bruin fans

would combine to rattle the

Stanford offense and change the

face of the game.

"The defense, when we hear that

crowd fired up, we start to swarm."

cornerback Marques Anderson

said.

And swarm they did

With the crowd buzzing and hyp-

ing the defense up. Sunford had

trouble audibilizing at the Iwc and

had to call three timeouts in a little

over two minutes.

Those three timeouts could have

changed the outcome of the game,

as Stanford was unable to score at

the end because they were out of

timeouts.

"We have an offense where we go

to the line and see what the defense

is giving us," Stanford wide receiver

Troy Walters said. "So we check off.

We were getting out of the huddle

slow so Husak had to use the time-

outs."

So Toledo handed over the game

ball to the fans - the noisiest bunch

Toledo said he has seen since

UCLA battled Washington in the

Rose Bowl, and the loudest crowds

he has seen since he began coaching

for UCLA.
A total of 280,467 fans - an aver-

age of 70,117 a game - have ven-

tured into Pasadena to cheer on the

Bruins this season. Their average is

second in the Pac-10 to Washington,

which stands at 71,149. The Rose

Bowl has finally become a real

home field advantage for UCLA as

the team has gone 22-8 under

Toledo.

In the midst of the race to the

FiesU Bowl the Bruins have one

extra weapon their fans. With only

one game remaining at the Roae

Bowl - the use game - UCLA
stands to have the best crowds in

Brum history

of next football franchise

COLUMN: Hollywood tries

to seduce NFL team away

from dependable Houston

The plans have been laid out

on the table. The presenta-

tions have all been made. No
tactic of sales-

manship has

been spared.

Now the Los

Angeles and

Houston com-

munities, as

well as NFL
fans in general,

must wait to

hear the ver-

dict.

The ques-

tion: who will

win the rights

to the next teal and black clothed

tackle-football team? (i.e. the

NFL's 32nd franchise)

But we shouldn't hold our

breath; we won't find out for anoth-

er couple of months. This perfor-

mance is bereft of suspense because

the decision has already been

made, just not publicly

The newest franchise, and proba-

bly the last for a while, will be

Jared

Hummel

awarded to Los Angeles - and it is

a travesty.

The show opened on Oct. 27 in

Kansas City where NFL owners

with their beer guts and coffee

breath watched as each of the three

interested parties made their open-

ing monologues.

The players include real estate

developer Ed Roski who, along

with his entourage, hope to reno-

vate the L.A. Coliseum; former

Hollywood agent Robert Ovitz

with his proposal to build a stadium

on a Carson landfill; and Houston

millionaire and philanthropist

Robert McNair.

Unfortunately for McNair and

his Houston group, they entered

the contest with the count at 0-2

and a curveball on the way. McNair

is not competing against Roski and

Ovitz; he's competing against the

second largest television market in

the country.

Unfortunately, the prospect for

television network revenue is blind-

ing the NFL to a solid business

deal in Houston that is ready to

begin construction upon hearing an

OK
Let's see, although I was not pre-

sent for the meetings between the

VIEWPOINT

Affirmative action needed in

UC admissions. See page 1

7

'Ladies' offer just the bare necessities at the

Universal Amphitheater. See page 20

INSIDE TODAY

Photo essay, page 5

World & Nation, page 7

State & Local, page 8
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SAGE threatens to strike for union recognition
WORKERS: TAs push for collective bargaining rights;

fall quarter freeze could cripple undergrad courses

By Barbara Ortutay

Daily Bruin Staff

Teaching assistants (TAs), readers,

tutors and research assistants may

soon begin a long-term strike to pres-

sure UCLA's administration into

granting collective bargaining rights

to their union.

Although there is no set date, the

strike will probably happen sometime

this quarter, according to Meredith

Neuman, Graduate Students

Association (GSA) internal vice pres-

ident and SAGE member.

The Student Association of

Graduate Employees, which is afilli-

ated with the United Auto

Workers,(SAGE/UAW) is pushing to

gain union recognition. For the past

five years their efforts have not paid

off.

Currently, TAs are not recognized

as legal employees of the university,

although in 1996 a San Diego judge

from the Public Employees Relations

Board ruled that teaching assistants,

tutors and readers have collective

bargaining rights. But this ruling did

not result in university recognition,

and it only involved the union at

UCSD.
Currently, SAGE is negotiating

with the university regarding union

recognition.

"We are waiting for the chancellor

to respond, but so far he has been

blowing us off," said Carolina

Wieland, head TA for political sci-

ence.

The administration has long con-

tended that academic student

employees are "students first and

employees second," so they do not

have collective bargaining rights,

according to Robin Fisher, associate^

dean of the graduate division.

SAGE members, however, argue

that the two are separate.

"We certainly are students, but we

are also TAs. That's our job,"

Wieland said.

Past strikes have lasted no longer

than a week, and even then, many

TAs continued to hold sections and

SeeSTMKE^pagelS

Chavez Center names chair

APPOINTM^NX/Alum

Maciasio focus on

student opinions

By Dennis Lim

Daily Bruin Contributor

A former student of UCLA
will soon return to teach in the

classrooms and lecture halls

where he once sat as a stu-

dent.

Reynaldo Macias, a

UCLA alumnus and profes-

sor of education at UC Santa

Barbara, was appointed chair

of the Cesar Chavez Center

for Chicana and Chicano

Studies last month.

"Most people feel a deep

connection to their alma-

mater, I certainly do," Macias

said.

Macias who received both

his bachelor's and his mas-

ter's degrees from UCLA,
said his wife and older son

also graduated from UCLA.
Macias' appointment

means interim chair

Raymund Paredes will leave

the position and return his full

attention to his job as associ-

ate vice chancellor of academ-

ic development.

While most have celebrated

the new appointment, repre-

sentatives from the

Movimiento Estudiantil

Chicana/o de Aztlan

(MEChA) welcome Macias'

appointment, but question the

time it took to appoint a new

chair.

"MEChA is satisfied that

the position has been filled,

but not happy with the fact

that it has taken a couple years

to appoint a new chair," said

Henry Perez, MEChA chair-

man.
—^"For the past couple of

years we have had a university

administrator as interim chair

who has not been able to

devote his full time to his

role," Perez added.

"I need to listen to

a lot of people

involved with the

center."

Reynaldo Macias

ings before we have any agen-

da ready," he said.

"I need to listen to a lot of

people involved with the cen-

ter, and see where they want it

to go and what goals they have

for the future," he added.

Macias hopes to address

issues such as curricular

reform, expansion of intern-

ship positions and growth

issues within the faculty.

Perez wants Macias to con-

sider changing the structure

of the Chavez Center to

include more student input

and opinion in its decision

making.

"The students will not be

satisfied until their input is

taken seriously in the deci-

sion-making of the center," he

said.

In remembrance

Chavez Center chair

Paredes agreed with

Perez's evaluation, saying he

could not adequately divide

his time between his two roles.

Paredes also said the

Chavez Center needed a full-

time chair; he served as inter-

im chair since the fall of 1996,

when then-chair Hector

Calderon left the position.

Macias hopes to unite the

center's members around a

common agenda for the

future.

Macias has not yet deter-

mined the substance of the

center's agenda, but hopes to

make it a product of staff, fac-

ulty and student input.

"There will be a lot of meet-

"It was created through

student and community strug-

gle. For that reason student

opinion should be considered

and sought after in most deci-

sions," Perez continued.

Paredes said that as a per-

sonal friend of Macias, he sees

the appointment of Macias as

a great advancement for

Chicana/Chicano studies at

UCLA.
"He's a prominent

researcher and administra-

tor," Paredes said. "He stud-

ied here, knows the campus

well, was involved in the early

Chicana/Chicano movement

and has connections to many

influential Latino groups."

"On top of all that he's a

very nice, accessible person,"

said Paredes. "UCLA is very

lucky to have him."

NICCH.E MILLER

Rabbi Chaim Seldler-Feller director of Hlllel at UCLA, speaks at a memorial for

Yitzhak Rabin in front of Kerckhoff Hall.

Faculty plans next step to protest end of affirmative action

ACTIVISM: Professors consider new tactics after

election of Davis as governor, successful walkout

ByltaMllOm

Daily Bnjin Contributor

Two days after afTirmativc action

advocates scored a victory with the tri-

umph of Gray Davts m the race for

C^Uonm fovernor. faculty at UCLA
llMir next move, after the

arguably successful system-wide facul-

ty walkout.

Faculty who took part in the walk-

out did so as a response to the low

admissions numbers for underrepre-

•entcd mmoritjes at UCLA hit year.

Many of them voioad diiplaiaure with

iie viivaniiy't outreach efTom, which

have been criticized for not making

enough of a difference.

"As far as I understand, most of the

outreach is in development," said

Rafael Perez-Torres, professor of

English and organizer of the event.

The two-day walkout protesting the

end of affirmative action, which

banned the consideration of race or

gender in UC admissions process,

tttractcd araand 200 faculty aad Ma-

dent protetten at UCLA alone

Universities across the nation acted

similarly by commemorating the

Students and Youth Day of Action in

Defense of Affirmative Action.

Overall, there were mwed responses

regarding the impact and the message

of the event.

"It's sad and unfortunate that pro-

fessors at the UC would rather spend

their time protesting and marching

rather than teadangour studento in the

aid Ron Low, deputy

press secretary for Governor Pete

Wilson.

Regent Frank Gark. who voted for

SP-1 and SP-2 (the UC Board of

Regents decisions which foreshad-

owed Proposition 209), felt that the

walkouts served no purpoae.

"I don't sec the rekvj^cc of a facul-

ty walkout on a legal matter that must

be decided upon by the Supreme Court

Set 14
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CONIMMNITY BmEFS

American Red Cross

gets set for blood drive

The American Red Cross is scheduled lo

hold a blood drive at the John Wooden

Center from Nov. 16 through Nov. 20. The

drive will benefit both the Red Cross and

UCLA campus organizations.

The week before the drive, each participat-

ing UCLA organization will be asked to sub-

mit a sign-up list of intended blood donors,

and each will receive $5 for every donor who

signed up and gave blood.

UCLA campus organizations can sign up

to participate for the "$5 program" with

Kristina Schoenrock at (310) 445-9926.

Memorial service

to be held for Postel

A memorial service for UCLA alumni and

Internet pioneer Jonathan Postel will be held

today at 11 a.m. in USC's Bovard

Auditorium.

Postel, who earned his B.S.,

M.S. and Ph.D. degrees at UCLA,
was one of the first to join a research pro-

ject to build the ARPANet, the precursor to

today's Internet. He spent 21 years of his

career at USC's Information Sciences

Institute, and made many contributions to

computer networking and Internet manage-

ment.

Postel died unexpectedly Oct. 16 at St.

John's Hospital in Santa Monica, at the age

of 55. The memorial service will be webcast

live at hltp://www.usc.edu/webcast/postel.

For additional information, call (310) 822-

1511.

Research award given

to education professor

Marcia Bates, a professor in the

Department of Information Science at

UCLA's Graduate school of Education &
Information Studies, was presented with the

1998 Research Award of the

American Society for

Information Science on Oct. 28.

The award recognizes Bates for her

research contributions in the field of informa-

tion science, and has only been presented

eight times in the last 57 years.

Bates' recent work^on the Getty Online

Searching Project was considered by. the

award jury to be particularly significant. In

that project, she focused on the way in which

Humanists search for information in an elec-

tronic environment.

Other honors include an award for best

paper published in the Journal of the

American Society for Information Science in

the area of research tactics in 1980, and elec-

tion as a Fellow of the American Association

for the Advancement of Science in 1990.

Fossil shows birds older

thari previouslythought

the last days of the dinosaurs is the earliest

known fossil of a modern land bird, says a sci-

entist from UC Berkeley.

The find, in conjunction with other recent

evidence, provides strong evidence that mod-

ern birds evolved long before most scientists

thought.

An analysis of the find, excavated from

Cretaceous deposits in eastern Wyoming,

appears in this week's issue (Nov. 5) of the

British journal Nature.

"This find suggests that by the end of the

Cretaceous period, around 65 to 70 million

years ago, modern birds were an important

group, at least in North America," said author

Thomas Stidham, a graduate student in the

Department of Integrative Biology at UC
Berkeley.

"These data also indicate that modern bird

groups, including parrots, may have been rel-

atively unaffected by the mass extinction at

the end of the Cretaceous period," he wrote in

a scientific correspondence in Nature.

The fossilized jaw of a parrot dating from Compiled from Daily Bruin staff reports

WHAT'S BREWIN'

Today 11 a.m.
Raza Artistas del Pueblo/Friends

of Antonio

Memorial for Antonio Serrata

Charles E. Young Grand Salon,

KerckhoffHall- 206-2750

Pacific Rim Business

Association (PRBA)
Connect with AT&T and

PRBA's Second general meeting

Haines 18

Spartacus Youth Club (6:30)

H*~i^MMMMiriaaHta« m^mtdi^i^Kimmmm^^mmimtm^ia^mmrf^

pff the mark by Mark Parisi

T«ry vica^ varif^ fo9. **/4o or4£''

LESSTHANTWOWEEKS LEFT:

To submit final drafts of dis-

sertations to doctoral committee

for degrees to be conferred in

current term.

For undergraduates to

change grading basis (optional

P/NP) with $3 per transaction fee

through URSA Telephone.

DONT FORGET:

The UCLA Police Department

provides free escort service every

day of the year from dusk until 1 :00

a.m. Uniformed escorts are available

to walk students, faculty and staff

members between campus buildings

and local living areas or Westwood

Village. To obtain an escort, call 794-

WALK about 10 minutes before you

need one.

Need someone to talk to? The

UCLA Peer Helpline is available to

listen. Call 825-HELP if you would

like to talk about sex. relationship

problems, loneliness, family vio-

lence or any other issue on your

mind.

Noon
NSUKyodoTaiko
Performance and workshop

Westwood Plaza

Spartacus Youth Club

Speak-out: protest supreme court

frame-up ruling!

213-380-8239

University Catholic Mass

Communion service (12:10)

Kerckhoff400

3 p.m.
Information Seminar - Clara

Chu, UCLA
Breaking the culture of silence:

literary services for linguistic

minorities

GSE&ISIll

4 p.m.

General meeting topic: Marxism,

the state and the struggle against

imperialism

MS 7608 -213-380-8239

7 p.m.
Hammer reading

Allen Grossman ""

Japanese Student Association

(JSA)

General meeting

Ackerman 3508 • 293-5773

4^

5 p.m.

John Paul II Society

Christian commitment in today's

society

Kerckhoff 152 -208-0941

6 p.m.
Bruin Leaders Project

Motivation through team

building

Covel Commons South Bay

Room - 206-5071

African Graduation

Committee meeting

Ackerman 3508 -8244513

Muslim Student Association

General community meeting

515 Kelton- 8244550

KACF-Korean American

Christian fellowship

Kinscy51 -996-1948

UCLA/Armand Hammer
Museum - 443-7000

Friday 9 a.m.
Advertising Club of Los Angeles

& Western State Advertising

Association

Career day for students

interested in careers

in advertising

214-6000

5 p.m.
University Catholic Center

Catholic Mass (5: 15) •

-•"
;

Lill 840 Hilgard Ave

Cinda DeAngelo

Chinese Christian Fellowship-

CCF(5:30)

Bible study

AU 2410 -312-1637

6 p.m.
UCLA Badminton Club

Weekly club meeting (6:30)

Men's Gym 200

7 p.m.
Christian Fellowship

General meeting: grace On
campus

MS 4000 -209-1299

Melnitz Movies

Screening documentary

"Road to Return" (7:30)

James Bridges Theater

206-8170

What's Brewin'can t>e reached via e-mail

at whatsbrewin9media.ucla.edu
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Good fans die hard

BAHMAN FARAHDf L/Oaily Brum

Tortilla chips, tequila and a television are the only the necessities for these UCLA football fans who tailgate

before the start of another game.

Tailgating before

football games brings

out the best in Bruins

who get together

every weekend to

relax and cheer their

team to victory

not come remotely close to being a great tailgating school.

"For a school that doesn't have a stadium on campus,

we're actually pretty good," Folk said.

However, she admitted, it is the East Coast schools like

Harvard and Lehigh that really know how to tailgate.

June Fears goes so far to admit that USC tailgates much

better than UCLA and that she has been to some USC tail-

gate parties.

"My daughter goes to USC. It's an old school, very tra-

ditional UC\ .A i .-^n't qu i te aa atrong in its wnity." ^h< said,

By Pauline Vu
Daily Bruin Contributor

John Varga became a devout Bruin fan in 1950 at the age

of 9 - a time when radio was the main form of entertain-

ment. Red Sanders was leading the football team into

national respectability and UCLA "started beating SC like

a drum."

Varga grew to love Bruin basketball as welt when John

Wooden came to town, and he began purchasing season

tickets for both sports and raising his children as Bruin

fans.

But it wasn't until 1982, when UCLA moved from

USC's Coliseum and took the Rose Bowl as its home field

that Varga took the last step toward true-Bruin fanhood.

He became a tailgaler.

"I love football. We didn't like (former coach Terry)

Donahue at all, but we suffered him for 20 years and still

remained loyal," Varga said.

"We were still here when UCLA was losing," he added,

referring to the team's mediocre years.

Such is the mark of a true tailgater.—'- With every Saturday comes the onslaught of college tail-

gating. Hours before the game, before other fans show up

and sometimes even before the players and the band shows

up, RVs and trucks pull into the parking lot, miniature bar-

beque pits are hauled from car trunks and plastic tables are

set up.

The tailgating scene differs from area to area - in some

places, people huddle around a tiny TV or radio, anxiously

awaiting the pregame show.

Others might have tiny picnic tables complete with

china, a tablecloth and wine glasses. Still other tailgaters

play a rousing game of football to pass the time.

Charlie Fears, class of 1942, and his wife June, travel to

each home game with the Orange County Bruins on their

charter bus.

Fears was captain of the 1942 team that defeated USC

and ended up going to the Rose Bowl.

"I played tackle. We played both offense and defense

then. It was in some ways rougher," Charlie laughed.

Immediately after he graduated in 1942, he fought in

World War II as a naval officer. After his return. Fears and

his wife would occasionally tailgate with friends. They

began tailgating regularly with the OC Bruins about 12

years ago.

"We go to every single home game," June said.

"And we've also been to Berkeley, Seattle and the Cotton

Bowl," she added.

Krista Folk graduated in 1989 but started tailgating as a

student in 1986. Tailgating has changed in one small aspect

throughout the years.

"I drink less now. We used to do it both inside and out-

side the Rose Bowl, but now we just drink outside. You

have to drive home later, and it's more responsible," she

said.

Folk paused briefly as the words sunk in, then wailed,

**Oh, that sounded really bad!"

UCLA Uilgating has a few distinctive memories and tra-

ditions Varga recalled that there once was a Bruin Beer

TOP TAILGATING SCHOOtS

Truck about 10 years ago that passed out free beer.

"They don't serve beer in the Rose Bowl anymore and

people have to get it out in the parking lot, which is fine," he

said.

"I'm not anti-beer or anything," he added, holding a

Miller in his hand.

Another Rose Bowl tradition is when the marching band

plays pregame fight songs to the tailgaters.

As a group of band members approach the OC Bruins,

the Fears began clapping in tune to "Sons of Westwood."

"They always come around here," June said.

At last Saturday's game there were loyal Stanford tail-

gaters as well. -^

Carl Marcoux and his wife Virginia from Orange

County reunited with his sister, Patricia Thomas, and her

husband George at the Rose Bowl. Carl and Patricia grad-

uated from Stanford in 1950 and George graduated in

1949.

Growing up in the Bay area, there was no question that

Carl and Patricia would be fans of the Cardinal.

"We always planned to go to Stanford," Carl said.

Although the Marcouxs live in Orange County, the

Thomas' still live up north and must sojourn down to Los

Angeles to watch Stanford play the Bruins. Sometimes it's

just an hour fiight, other times a six
'^~~^

to seven hour drive.

Carl, however, recalled that tail-

gate traveling wasn't always so easy.

"I remember when we went by

horse it was slower. Those old wag-

ons. And we always had to stop to

water the horses and camp out," he

joked.

Up in Stanford the Thomas' are a

common site at the Stanford

Stadium parking lot. They park in

the same lot at every game and,

before big games, park in the lot the

night before and then spend the

night at the Holiday Inn across the

street.

George recalled that one time,

after he and Patricia had parked

their car overnight and tried to get

into the lot, it grew full and the

police wouldn't let them into the lot.

"I told them, 'Look, my car's

right there,' but they didn't listen.

You can't reason with some people," he said.

The Thomas' had to carry all their tailgate equipment -

table, lawn chairs and food - from their hotel by them-

selves.

"Tailgating in the rain isn't much fun," added Patricia.

For the Stanford game, the Thomas' and Marcouxs

hoped UCLA would have lost. The matter is entirely differ-

ent when it comes to USC.
~

"We love to sec UCLA beat USC. Nobody likes USC. I

don't even think people who go to USC like USC," Carl

said.

Although UCLA has a loyal flock of Uilgaters, it does

Many UCLA tailgaters cite Arizona as a warm, welcome

place to enjoy themselves before a game, and also say that

Washington weather prevents enjoyable tailgating.

"The worst place to tailgate is Berkeley-it's too hilly and

there's no place to park," Patricia said.

UCLA's game management department set up an orga-

nized tailgate area in Lot H starting in 1994, the main fea-

ture being the Food Zone, which sells such vendors as

Subway.

There are other features at the Food Zone area, such as

radio stations like XTRA and KIIS, companies like

Claritin giving away prizes, and other organizations like the

Los Angeles Galaxy promoting soccer.

In fact, at this season's Washington "State game,

Winchell's Donuts built and broke the world record for the

world's largest fritter.

The football team also walks through the area before the

game.

"People get very excited. Everybody gets to say hi and

see the players. Everyone loves it," said Nadia Lazarovici,

Food Zone director.

Groups who order at least 30 tickets can reserve a space

in the area. They also have the option of ordering chairs,

tables and catering, though it is by no means necessary.

Tailgaters are diehard fans who show up eariy to

football games and have parties in the parking krt.

1) Penn State

2) Louisville

3) Illinois

4) Georgia

5) Ohio State

^ 6) Notre Dame

7) Michigan

8) Purdue

9) Kansas State

1 0) Iowa State

SwM TV I«ily<w't tUndboot 1997 91, by to Droafa
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No matter where you tailgate, tailgating is a time-hon-

ored tradition that's more than foot-

ball scores.

"You get together andibuild a

sense of camaraderie. You get all

fired up for the game," June Fears

said.

"It's just fun. You see people you

haven't seen in a long time,"

Patricia Thomas said.

Lazarovici docs not have a pref-

erence between organized and non-

organized tailgating.

"Reserved tailgating isn't more

fun. Everyone's there to have a

good time and enjoy the festivities

before the game," she said.

It can also be a time to meet new

people.

A few weeks ago Varga met a

man who played on Mark

McGwire's youth baseball team.

"He had pictures and everything.

People are nice here," he said.

Varga also dislikes USC and did not like the atmosphere

at the Coliseum when the Bruins played there.

"When I park my car, I like to know it'll be there when I

get back. I guess I just don't want to walk home," he said.

"And besides, we don't carry Uzi's," he said with a grin.

Varga's appreciation of the Rose Bowl is clear.

"This is the best place to tailgate; the atmosphere is nice

and it makes the game better. I hope UCLA never moves,"

Varga said."
~~ ~

He once bought 10 tickets to a game and threw a big tail-

gate party at the Rose Bowl.

"Everyone had fun, even the non-football fans," Varga

said.
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UOA classes, accessibility fare pooriy in student surveys

ACADEMICS: Princeton Review

reveals unhappiness with TAs,

professors devoted to research

By Sarah Knipp

Daily Bruin Contributor

Devout Bruins, prepare to be offended . In a

recent survey, UCLA received some harsh

blows to its academic prestige.

According to the Princeton Review, out of

311 colleges nationwide, UCLA ranked in the

top 10 in three categories ofacademic weakness.

UCLA fared poorly in surveys regarding bor-

ing classes, overuse of teaching assistants (TAs)

and professors who are difTicult to track down.

So who ar^hese enemies of UCLA? Not

slanderous USCstudents, but UCLA's own stu-

dent body.

"These surveys are completely subjective and

have nothing to do with reality," said Harlan

Lebo, a spokesperson for the College of Letters

and Sciences.

^lowever, not all students and faculty dismiss

the survey results as quickly

"I have had classes in which I had to fight to

stay awake,"said Kim Brayton, a third-year biol-

ogy student.

But even the boring professors, she said,

know their subject matter well.

"(But) I have never had a professor that was-

n't knowledgeable in his field. They always have

something to offer," Brayton said.

UCLA was ranked seventh in the category of

"professors sucking all life from materials."

"There isn't any doubt that when you have a

faculty of 20,000 some will slip through the

cracks, but by and large the quality of teaching

is high," said Raymund Paredes, associate vice

chancellor of academic development.

Paredes said he has witnessed an improve-

ment in UCLA's professors over the last 10

years, due largely to a greater emphasis on fac-

ulty performance in consideration for promo-

tions. *

Student complaints about UCLA professors

are not without reason, though, according to

Richard Anderson, associate professor of polit-

ical science.

Professors at UCLA are often hired based

on their published research and letters of rec-

ommendation, he said.

"What matters in this evaluation process is

their research and not their teaching,"

Anderson said.

He asserts that while research experience

may appear to be a drawback, it works out to be

an advantage.

"The best researchers are the best teachers,

but they are not necessarily well-liked by the stu-

dents," Anderson said.

Personally, Anderson admits that he is unlike

most professors at UCLA. His research is a

means to attain tenure, so he can continue to

teach.

But many professors focus on research.

"The leading people in our department are

the best people in our field ... but they can be dis-

tracted (and become) more interested in their

research than the students."

TAS TEACHING UPPER DIVISION

According to a student survey conducted by the Princeton Review,

UCLA ranked fourth in a survey concerning the nufDt)er of TAs who

teach upper division courses. No other University of California

schools were listed in the top 10 The school ranked No 1 has the

most number of TAs leaching upper division courses.

1

.

University of Alabama-Tuscaloosa

2. University of Iowa

3. University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

4. University of California - Los Angeles

5. State University of New York at Stony Brook

6. University of Minnesota - Minneapolis

7. Boston College

8. University of Michigan - Ann Arbor

9. Eastman School of Music

1 0. Purdue University - West Lafayette

5o(jr(f Pnntfton Rfv**
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In his own experience, English professor

Blake Almendinger said that his research has

distracted him from students at times, but has

enabled him to be a better teacher

"I can incorporate what I learn into my teach-

ing; (and) it keeps me from getting stale,"

Almendinger said.

According to Paredes, when professors are

"stretched thin," they depend more on their

TAs.

While the Princeton Review ranked UCLA
fourth for having "(Teaching Assistants) teach

too many upper-level courses," teaching assis-

tants at UCLA are not allowed to teach entire

courses.

The role of (TAs) at UCLA is essential,

according to Almendinger. The university can't

afTord to hire the number of professors neces-

sary to teach every class, he said. In addition,

TAs are often here to learn how to become pro

fessors.

"They are young, enthusiastic, prepare well

and quite often the following year will be pro-

fessors,"said Anderson.

But some students still criticize the quality of

their teaching assistants.

"A lot of my TAs have lacked communica-

tion skills and had extremely poor English,"

said Linda Loera, a third-year Latin American

studies student.

Some students are so dissatisfied that they

view their TAs as a hindrance rather than a

help.

"Most of my TAs have been incompetent.

They are medical students who are nervous and

unsure of what they are doing," said Nitin

See REVIEW, page 12

CRIME: Research shows

media mold altitudes

toward race, welfare

By Brian Fishman

Daily Bruin Contributor

According to one UCLA profes-

sor, unfair racial stereotyping is ram-

pant in local newscasts.

Frank Gilliam, a political science

professor, is researching the public's

reaction to the media's portrayal of

welfare recipients and so called "hero

deputies" on local television news-

casts.

"We look at the impact the news

has on the way people come to under-

stand crime, racial stereotypes, poli-

tics, etc," Gilliam said.

Gilliam, working with former

UCLA professor Shanto Iyengar,

shows random subjects 10 to 15

minute video clips of news broadcasts

in which some of the broadcast relates

to crime. He then introduces vari-

ables.

Some broadcasts, for example, will

label the perpetrator as belonging to a

particular racial group, while others

do not mention race.

Subjects are then quizzed about

their feelings on crime and race.

Gilliam ensures race is the only

variable in his experiment by using

the same report and digitally altering

the skin color of various characters in

the report.

And, though Gilliam's current

study is not yet complete, he has come

to preliminary conclusions about wel-

fare and the "hero deputy" phenome-

na.

"It's clearly the case that people's

attitudes about welfare abuse are

much more negative when they see a

black welfare queen, by as much as 10

percent," William said.

Gilliam is also investigating the so-

called hero-deputy syndrome, show-

ing subjects a newscast about a single

deputy that foiled an ATM robbery

He found that viewers were much

more likely to remember a white hero-

deputy than a minority.

Gilliam's former studies have also

looked at bias in reporting and found

that reporters are more likely to sug-

gest a crime was "horrible" if the per-

petrator was black.

But Bob Long, managing editor of

KNBC news, asserted there are mea-

sures in place to prevent bias.

"Editors insist on accuracy, bal-

ance, and attribution," he said:
^

Guarding against bias is a general

tenet of American journalism, Long

continued.

"Someone suspected of a crime is

always presumed innocent until

judged guilty. That's why we use

SeeSnRE0TYPES,page12

HATE HIDDEN COSTS!"
DR. ROSS J. SOMERS, OPTOMETRIST, (UCLA Alur^ni

That's why ail of my contact

lens packages are complete

You won't be surprised by

unexpected fees when you

allow us to CARE for you"

^P^

ONTACT LENSES
(Includes)

• Complete eye exam • Care kit

Computerized contact lens fitting • 6 months follow-up care

• Service agreement (like insurance) ^

COMPIttYF tilR F ^^^^ Wiishire Blvd. Santa Monica
^^fIWII \B b I Vl«al«li (comer of 1 6th Street, across from Jaguar showroom)

_\/ision plans & Medl-cal welcome/Appointments made 24 liours a day!

BAUSCH
&LOMB

II lllll Z*A
5 & 2 Beverly Hills

Acne Skin Care Clinic
15 years experience

Acn»-A Treatable
•Deep Pore Cleaning •Rejuvenation
•Chemical Peel •Free Consultation

Dramatic Results in One Montli
www.acneskln.com
920 S. Robertson #6
(Olympic ft Robertson)

«iBi B

The Japan Exchange and Teaching Program 1999

Teach English in junior and senior high schools in Japan

Learn about Japanese culture and people

Gain international experience

Requirements

Have an excellent command of the EnglisI) language

Obtain a l)aclielor's degree by June 30, 1999—
Be a U.S. citizen

Be willing to relocate to Japan for one year

Conveniently located in WestNA^ood Village
BetNA^een Westwood Blvd. and Broxton Ave.

Across from Jerry's Famous Deli

Complete Professional

Eye Examination'

*New patents only.

Contact tens exam

addKional

CONTACT LENS
PACKAGE*
Includes eye eiam.

fmirn. 2 morWi follow^

up. and p«r c« Ocular

Science datiy

wear lenaet.

EYEGLASS
PACKAGE*

Includes eye eiam,
frame, and smgle vtsMn

prescriplion lenses.

Applications are now available Thp deadline tor application is December 8 1996

For more mlormation and an app' " '• " contact int lonsiiiate General ot Japan m San Francisco Jau.ii, miurrruii;

CpniPf SOFremontSlreet.buaL ^200 San Francisco CA 94105 Call (415) 355-2462 or 1-800-INFOJEl

Eyes of

Westwood
can help you see
better, and look

better, too.

EYES OF WESXWOOD
Dr. Pata-lc^lc I>c»yl«, O.D.

• comprehensive, computer

assisted eye exams
• custom and disposable

contact lenses

• wide selection of today's

most fashionat)ie eyewear
• Vision insurance plans

accepted

10930Wbybum Am.
WlwwodVliy
PIOI 206-1084
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Training for China
Photos and story by DERRICK KUDO / Daily Bruin

After showing your student ID card at the

front desk of the John Wooden Center, you

notice a couple ofendangered male gymnasts,

which is odd since there is not a men's team

anymore. You stop to wonder why they are

there.

Jim Foody and Steve McCain, both ranked

in the top six in the nation, are among the few

males you see in Yates gymnasium.

Despite the lack of financial and moral

support. Foody and McCain were the only

two chosen to compete in the Chunichi Cup in

Nagaya, Japan.

The competition is one of the biggest inter-

national competitions next to the Olympics

and World Championships allowing only 15

of the best athletes from the world compete.

(Clockwise from top left)

Sttve McCain performs a parallel bars routine to prepare for the internation-

al competition in Japan.

McCain mentally relaxes while visualizing his horizontal bar routine. He uses

hypnosis and yoga techniques to facilitate his mental preparation for the

Chanuchi Cup.

Jim Foody holds an inverted Iron cross, which requires strength and balance,

during his still rings routine.

McCain has his ankle taped everyday by his coach, Doug Macey, who was

not only a UCLA gymnast himself, but also a trainer for the football team.

Foody, Macay and McCain are not only teammates inside the gym but are

also great friends who hang out on their off-tinf»e away from gymnastics.
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College Briefs
Hackers steal passwords

in Stanford e-mail system
STANFORD - The FBI is investigating a hack-

ing incident discovered Monday, in which 5,000

Leiand computer system passwords were stolen. It

was the first major break-in on Stanford

University's Leiand system, officials said.

The Leiand system is perhaps best known as the

hub of student e-mail accounts, the Stanford Daily

reported.

The break-in took place on Oct. 1 1, but, it wasn't

until two weeks later that officials discovered the

presence of a "sniffer," a software program that can

intercept login names and passwords in two Leiand

Systems workstations on the second floor of Sweet

Hall.

The hacking connection was made directly from

Sweden to Stanford. "(The fact that) there are sev-

eral addresses in Sweden and a machine in Canada,

combined with other factors, led us to believe these

individuals are in Sweden," said Stephen Hansen,

computer security officer.

Stanford, which is taking no new action to

improve its network security in response to the inci-

dent, has turned the case over to the FBI.

According to Dennis Michael, manager of

Leiand Systems, hacking is a very serious felony.

"It's a crime to use somebody's password with-

out their permission," he said

Floor of Connecticut

theater collapses

NEW HAVEN, Conn. - A second-floor projec-

tor booth of the aging Hyperion Theater collapsed

at 1:30 a.m. Sunday, just as many students were

returning home from Halloween night festivities.

The collapse sent slabs of concrete, bricks and

steel raining down on Hyperion Court and created

a thick cloud of smoke over Chapel Street.

No injuries were reported. The Red Cross evac-

uated some Chapel Street residents, and some

nearby businesses suffered damages.

The accident occurred when a loose truss beam

gave way inside the Hyperion Theater, a turn of

the century opera house (and later movie theater)

.

"It sounded like Metro North had been rerout-

ed through Chapel Street," said Charles Johnston,

a student who lives above Rainbow Cafe. "By the

time the fire alarm went off, everyone in the build-

ing was already up."

Earlier this year, the city had condemned the

building, which has been vacant for more than two

decades. Workers were completing emergency

demolition of the property when the booth fell.

The projector booth was a free-standing, rec-

tangular room above Union League Cafe.

Workers said there were no moorings on the struc-

ture.

Sunday afternoon, workers resumed demoli-

Nebraska students talk to

Einstein via computer
LINCOLN - Dr. Albert Einstein, world-

famous physicist and developer of the theory of

relativity, visited the University of Nebraska-

Lincoln last week to field questions from students

about his life and work, the Daily Nebraskan

reported.

"An hour sitting with a pretty girl on a park

bench seems like a minute," he said, explaining his

famous theory. "A minute sitting on a hot stove

seems like an hour. That's relativity."

Actually, although Einstein did postulate that

time was relative, he didn't arrive in Lincoln via a

time warp. Einstein, who died in 1955, "spoke" to

students through a "synthetic interview" process

developed by Scott Stevens and others at Carnegie

Mellon University.

Stevens, a former Nebraska assistant physics

professor, demonstrated his synthetic interview

with Einstein to students last week for Master's

Week at Nebraska.

Stevens and other researchers pored over

Einstein's writings and speeches, seeking to find

answers to questions commonly asked of the sci-

entist. After they had finished compiling the mate-

rial, they asked an actor to don a disheveled white

wig and recite four hours' worth of Einstein's say-

ings.

Over the preceding two wuekvi, 4,500 Leiand tion. secur ing the remaining walls of the Ihemer. The ttCtor was vid^Qt^ped. and the footage wag

account passwords, along with 250 non-SUNet ID

passwords and 250 off-campus passwords, had been

compromised. The accounts affected are mostly stu-

dent accounts. Only 5 to 10 percent of the accounts

involved are those of staff and faculty, Hansen said.

So far, the hacker has used only one ojiit of 5,000

accounts. The Web sites and home pages associated

"with the stolen passwords have not been atYected by

this incident, Hansen said.

The Red Cross evacuated some residents of the

Chapel Street area apartments because debris

blocked their fire exits.

New Haven's Schiavone Realty and

Development Corporation owns the Hyperion

Theater. The neighboring Union League Cafe

restaurant at 1032 Chapel St. suffered water dam-

age when falling bricks set off a second-floor sprin-

kler system.

stored on a computer. Then the researchers devel-

oped a voice recognition system so that people

could speak into a microphone and "ask" ques-

tions of Einstein.

The computer attempts to recognize what is

being asked, then searches for an Einstein saying

that answers the question.

Compiled from university wire reports

Deportations

of alleged

terrorists stall

in Ngh court

PALESTINIANS: Law

enforcement comes

to forefront of debate

By Laurie Asseo

The Associated Press

-'WASHINGTON - The

government's 1 1-year effort to

deport a group of Palestinians

accused of supporting foreign

terrorists led to a complex

Supreme Court argument

Wednesday over the meaning

of old and new immigration

laws.

The government has been

trying since 1987 to deport

eight Los Angeles-area

Palestinians and the Kenyan-

born wife of one of them.

Immigration officials say they

are members or supporters of

the Popular Front for the

Liberation of Palestine, which

the U.S. government has

1 tbelad a terrorist oraaniza-

tion.

The aliens say they are vic-

tims of selective enforcement

of U.S. immigration laws, and

that their fund-raising activi-

ties were within their free-

See DEPORT, page 10
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All you can Eat..,

Shabu Shabu & Seafood Buffet

(Sot.>n&Holi(loys $12.95)

Hours: Doily 1 1 :30Qfn-2:30pin

Sunday &Holidoys1 1 :30ofn- 2:30pm

1 00% Organically Raised

USDA natural beef

No Hormones

No Preservatives

(Sot., Sun &Holi(loys $20.95)

Hours: MonIlMirs6.-00pni- 9:30pm

Fri-Sot 5:30pm - 10:00pm, Sun 5:30pm • 9:00pm
5 minutes from UCLA

Privcrt9 Room for large parties
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WORLD & NATION Dow Jones Industrials

up: 76.99

(lose: 8,783. 14

Nasdaq Index

up: 35.14

close: 1,823.S7

Dollar

Yen: 116.75

Marii: 1.6683

Iraqi • f•vemment humors U.N. weapons inspectors

CRISIS: Britain, U.S. say failure

to reveal all biological arms

reason to continue sanctions

By Eileen Alt Powell

The Associated Press

BAGHDAD, Iraq - Each morning this

week, a convoy of U.N. cars - with the

required Iraqi escorts - has headed into the

field carrying weapons experts.

It suggests a certain normality in the search

for Iraq's weapons of mass destruction as

mandated by U.N. Security Council resolu-

tions that ended the 1991 Gulf War.

But U.N. officials contended Wednesday

that Iraqi officials were engaged in trickery

aimed at world opinion as the Security

Council debates the latest crisis with Iraq. On

Saturday, Iraq announced it was cutting off

links to the U.N. Special Commission charged

with ferreting out dangerous weapons.

In Baghdad and New York, U.N. officials

say that although Iraq allows the convoys to

go out, things have changed markedly for

UNSCOM, the commission searching for

Iraq's long-range missiles and chemical and

biological weapons.

nM<;roM spokesman F.wen Buchanan in

monitors from the separate U.N. body over-

seeing elimination of nuclear weapons, the

International Atomic Energy Agency.

It's sort of a pat on the back to the Vienna,

Austria-headquartered IAEA, which is close

to declaring Iraq free of nuclear weapons.

That's in contrast to insistence by UNSCOM
that Iraq is hiding other dangerous arms.

However, Iraq also has given what might

seem a reward to UNSCOM.

In a formally announced "exception" to its

ban on dealing with the commission, it is

allowing UNSCOM technicians to ride along

with the nuclear inspectors to repair monitor-

ing cameras and collect samples from sensors.

In fact, the experts are supposed to continue

the long-term monitoring designed to keep

Iraq from building more weapons in the

future, a task described by UNSCOM chair-

man Richard Butler as its most important

New York sees the convoys, which carry only

a few of the commission people, as yet anoth-

er attempt by the Baghdad regime to deceive.

"By letting our technicians go out, they (the

Iraqis) give the appearance that some sort of

monitoring is still going on," he said.

The convoys that leave U.N. headquarters

in Baghdad these days are carrying mainly

The Associated Press

work.

As part of the picture of normality, Iraq is

providing the escorts required under its agree-

ment with the United Nations.

Buchanan says, though, that what's going

on now is nothing like real monitoring.

"It's maintenance work," he added, explain-

ing UNSCOM has just a handful of air-sam-

pling sensors to check for chemicals and cam-

eras at no more than 20 to 30 sites, "a small

fraction" of several hundred suspected

weapons sites in Iraq.

"These things are a very minor part of

monitoring and not a substitute for physical

inspection," Buchanan said, contacted by

telephone from Baghdad.

He and U.N. officials in Iraq said the

Baghdad regime has not told them formally

why the nuclear monitors were alloNved to

continue their work while UNSCOM was

stopped.

"They've tried in the past to divide us up in

an attempt to show that UNSCOM is horrible

and the IAEA nice," Buchanan noted.

In fact, the almost-daily barbs from govern-

ment officials and the state-run media target

UNSCOM and Butler, its Australian chief.

On Wednesday, the newspaper Babil - pub-

lished by Iraqi leader Saddam Hussein's son

Odai - called UNSCOM inspectors "a group

of bandits, thieves and mercenaries whose

only aim is to aggravate our haid^liip^." =
It's not surprising Iraq gives different treat-

ment to the two U.N. agencies - which both

must declare Iraq free of weapons before the

Security Council can lift trade sanctions

imposed after the 1990 Iraqi invasion of

A United Nations nuclear nr^onitoring team in Baghciad confers shortly before starting

their fourth day of activity. ^_^^^

Countries meet to discuss

effects of global warming
POLLUnONr Group seeks

cost effective method to

reduce greenhouse gases

By Kevin Gray

The Associated Press

BUENOS AIRES, Argentina -

With much of the world agreed on a

timetable to cut pollution, a U.N. con-

ference on global warming turned its

attention Wednesday to ways to trim

the costs of the effort.

^ "It's important right from the start

to focus on how countries can reach

their targets at the lowest possible

cost," said Mark Hambly, a member of

the U.S. delegation.

Some European Union and devel-

oping countries disagreed, saying the

price of cleaning the environment

should not be the first consideration.

Delegates from over 160 nations are

in Buenos Aires to find ways to imple-

"ment a 1997 global warming treaty

reached in Kyoto, Japan.

At that time, countries agreed indus-

trialized nations should cut their pollu-

tion output by an average five percent

below 1990 levels by 2012.

U.S. officials opened the day's talks

saying efforts to reach those levels

should take into account the enormous

expense to scale back emissions.

See ENVIRONMENT, page 12

Factories, farms hit by economic slow down

$eelRA(tpage12

BANKS: U.S. expansion

decreases as countries

lessen demand for goods

By Alice Ann Love

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Although

most Americans are still benefiting

from plentiful jobs and low prices,

factories and farms are among those

feeling the chill as hard times

abroad cool the U.S. economy, the

Federal Reserve reported

Wednesday.

"The pace of economic expan-

sion moderated in September and

October," the Fed concluded from a

survey compiled by its 12 regional

banks.

Looking ahead, the central bank

said "businesses and consumers

remained cautious about the eco-

nomic outlook."

All but one of the Fed banks said

overall manufacturing activity in

their areas has slowed, with most

factories blaming decreased

demand for U.S. products overseas

or competition from inexpensive

imports.

For example, steel producers in

the Cleveland, Atlanta and Chicago

regions complained of a dramatic

increase in low-priced imported

steel.

In a separate report Wednesday,

the Commerce Department said

orders to American factories - an

indicator of manufacturing activity

in the months to come - rose a mod-

est 0.4 percent, leaning significantly

on demand from the military.

The Fed banks, in interviews con-

ducted before Oct. 26, found farm-

ers squeezed too, by low commodity

prices resulting from declining

world demand - and in some places

their troubles have been contagious.

"Rural mainstreet businesses ...

are fechng the effects of the down-

turn in the general farm economy,"

said the Fed's Kansas City bank.

Still, the central bank's report -

which will be used by Fed Chairman

Alan Greenspan and other officials^

who meet Nov. 17 to consider inter-

est rate changes - was remarkably

balanced, noting numerous offset-

ting signs of strength in the econo-

my.

Jobs are still plentiful just about

everywhere, the report said.

"Temporary employment agen-

cies ... report labor shortages in

SeeKONOMY,pa9e12

WORLD & NATION BRIEFS

Agreements involving

Mideast peace delayed
JERUSALEM - The Mideast peace agree-

ment, scheduled to begin this week, can't seem

to get out of the starting blocks.

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu, fac-

ing a surprisingly fierce revolt on the right, has

postponed Cabinet meeting after Cabinet

meeting set to approve the accord. He blames

Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat for not com-

ing up with promised security measures.

Palestinian negotiators sec the stream of

Israeli complaints as stalling and an attempt to

back out of the agreement. They appealed for

U.S. intervention.
I ' iiii II

American envoy Dennis Ross was expected

to time his arrival so that he came only after

the Israeli Cabmct ratified the accord - indi-

catmg an American reluctance to enter the

fny.

Politicians from both Netanyahu's coalition

and the liberal opposition blamed the chaos on

a lack of clarity, even sloppiness, in

the agreement reached at the Wye

summit in Maryland.

For example, the published text

does not refer to what Israel says was a

verbal agreement at Wye to arrest 30

Palestinians suspected of terrorism, some of

them serving in Arafat's police force.

Netanyahu is demanding written U.S.

assurances that they will be rounded up, but

there has been no U.S. backing so far for

Israel's claim that there was an understanding

on this issue.

Honduras calls for help

-after Hurricane Mitch

TEGUCIGALPA, Honduras - Unable to

provide Hondurans such basics as gasoline,

food and water, a government overwhelmed

by Hurricane Mitch's destruction made an

urgent appeal for international aid

Wednesday

Across Central America,

Hurricane Mitch has killed ii\ esti-

mated 9,000 people and destroyed

roads leading to areas where authori-

ties say thousands were still missing.

A revived Hurricane Mitch was expected to

hit South Florida on Thursday as a tropical

storm, bringing 4 to 8 inches of rain before

heading out toward the Bahamas. Mitch had

sustained winds of45 mph Wednesday when it

was still 250 miles west of Cuba, sending rain

and winds to the island nation. .

In Honduras, the largest cities have become

virtual islands accessible only by air. The U.S.

Air Force was helping Honduras deliver aid to

remote towns. Communications Minister

Tomas Lozano said.

Honduran officials estimated their coun-

try's death toll at 7,000 on Wednesday, though

no one knows how many really died. Some

1 1,000 people officially were listed as missing

As many as I million are homeless, said Col.

Rene Osono of the national emergency com-

mittee.

Strike at Eiffel Tower

locks out tourists

PARIS - A strike locked visitors out of the

Eiffel Tower for a fifth day Wednesday and

promised to keep the most visited monument

in Paris closed at least another day.

New, minor points of contention were

raised during two hours of negotiations

Wednesday, said the press office of the com-

pany that runs the monument. It did not pro-

vide details.

Eiffel Tower workers are demanding more

personnel.

Their strike is costing the company about

$55,000 per day.

Also on Wednesday, about 1,000 passen-

gers were stuck on a British ferry for more

than an hour after striking French ferry

workers prevented them from disembarking

in Calais.

CompMed from Daily Bruin wire reports

'^--
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STATE & LOCAL
Democrats use comfortable majority to revive vetoed bills

ELECTIONS: Republicans,

incumbents lose key seats

in state assembly, Senate

By Jennifer Kmt
The Associated Press

SACRAMENTO - California's

Democratic lawmakers, jubilant over

gains in the Legislature, are dusting off all

the bills vetoed by Republican governors

for the past 16 years: health care reform,

gun control, gay rights and protection of

the environment.

"It will be a lot of fun," a gleeful Senate

President Pro Tern John Burton said

Wednesday. "Democrats are not going to

go nuts. We are going to try to correct

some past wrongs or injustices."

Democrats picked up at least seven

seats in Tuesday's election - two in the

Senate and five in the Assembly, Three

Republican incumbents were defeated.

The new Democratic margins are 25-15

in the Senate and at least 48-30 in the

Assembly, which could increase pending

the outcome of the two races too close to

call until absentee votes are counted next

week.

Assemblyman Don Perata, D-

Oakland, was elected Tuesday to both his

Assembly seat and to a vacant state Senate

seat in a concurrent special election. He

will resign his Assembly seat and be

replaced in a special election early next

year.

The Democratic wins, along with the

election Gray Davis as governor, mark the

first time since 1982 that the governor has

shared the same party as the majority of

both legislative houses.

The new Legislature, which will be

swom in Dec. 7, is also more diverse than

the current one, particularly in the state

Senate, once a bastion of white males.

The number of Hispanics in both hous-

es increased from 18 to 24, including four

Republicans in the Assembly. Two years

ago. Assemblyman Rod Pacheco of

Riverside, who was re-elected Tuesday,

became the first GOP Latino elected to

the Legislature in 1 15 years.

The number of women increased in the

Senate from six to 10. The number stayed

the same in the Assembly at 20, although

both Democratic candidates in the two

close races are women. Only four of the 30

women in both houses are Republicans.

Now that Democrats have comfortable

majorities and a governor, they can try

again with the hundreds of bills vetoed

during the GOP administrations of Gov.

SeelKilSUTURE^pagelO

The Associated Press

California Assembly Speaker Antonio Villaraigosa discuss-

es the Democrats' various victories in Tuesday's election.
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State auto insurers implement

their own 'three strilces' rules

MOTORISTS: New standards hope to curb bad drivers,

drunk driving; critics say law an excuse to raise rdtes=

The Associated Press

SACRAMENTO - Scofflaw

motorists, beware.

The insurance industry's new

"three strikes and you're out" rules

ntake effect Thursday and apply to dri-

ving tickets issued thereafter.

California motorists who accumu-

late more than three penalty points

for bad driving during a three-year

period face losing their insurance or

seeing their rates double.

Industry officials said the modifi-

See AUTO, page 10

New sheriff announces plans for Los Angeles

COMMAND: Baca tal;es

over country's largest

law enforcement agency

bled a 32-year career by resigning

from the department to mount his

challenge, defeated 16-year Sheriff

.Sl^erman Block, 74, who died days

befW^ election but whose name

died.

Baca said he is also exploring the

idea of appointing an inspector

general for the department's belea-

guered jail system, which has come

remained nn the i.n.i Angeles under fire in recent months for

By Amanda Covarrubias

The Associated Press

Sheriff-elect Lee Baca on

Wednesday announced a transition

team to help him take over the reins

of the nation's largest sheriffs

department.

The 56-year-old Baca, who gam-

County ballot.

Baca appointed Chief Paul E.

Myron, a regional field operations

commander, as the new undersher-

iff and said Cmdrs. Bill Stonich and

Larry Waldie will oversee the

change of command. Undersheriff

Jerry Harper, who plans to retire,-

has been in charge since Block

three inmate deaths and several

alleged beatings.

"The public has to have absolute

confidence that when the Sheriffs

Department has an incident, the

individual can offer a message, as

well as a bridge to the community,

"
See SHERIFF, page 10
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Call to reserve Shakey's private

party ^oom upstairs for your

meetinqs, fund raisers, etc..

W« accept
D^bit cards Sun-Thurs

till 1 :00 am
Fri-Sat

till 2:00ann

BRUIN
MEAL DEAI

^$4.25^
2 Slices of Pizza and

1/2 order Mojo and S

alad Bar, with all you can

drink beverage bar

Dine-in or carry out only

824-4111
1114 Gayley Ave.
Westwood Village FREE DRINK W/ ANY

BUFFET PURCHASE W/'

UCLA STUDENT ID

SHAKErS
COMBINATION
4#>^$13.85
Any medium one topping

pizza plus mojo potatoes,

and your choice of:

• 4 pieces chicken or

• New Gourmcl sandwich

or
• 5pieces of fish or
• 10 Buffalo wings
• Pasta &. Salad

PIZZA
SPECIALS

Any large 3

topping pizza

or any Specialty

^^^^^ (save over $5)

• Sprcialttes include Vegetanan. Shakrx's Special.

Brutn Deluxe and RHQ Chicken

• Thin crust, hand tossed, or deep dish pan pizza at

ntt extra charge

ONE
MEDIUM
ONE
TOPPING
PIZZA

BUY1CET1
FREE

Sunday, Monday,

Tuesday 2 fori

Special*

Buy any large Pizza

at regular price

and get the

2nd for

:^$5.95
2 medium one topping pizzas'

only $1 1 .98 (save over $5)

Free

* good

all day

YOU
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Films

1968: Cinema in Revolution

Medium Cool

7:30 pm, l.ime^ liridgcs Theater

$6 fienerjl, $4 students & seniors

This lilm series 1968: CINEMA IN

REVOLUTION represents a period ol

time when lilm audiences were invited

to explore visual simulation like never

before. It was also the year that the

infamous Production Code and its cen-

sors were replaced by the more liberal

rating system. The X-rating became a

marketing tool. Sex, violence, drugs,

anarchy. While the revolution was

happening in th^ streets, on college

campuses and in town' squares, it was

being referenced by the new crop of

filmmakers either allergorically (BO-

NNIE AND CLYDE, CLOSELY

WATCHED TRAINS) or in real time

(EASY RIDER, MEDIUM COOL). Wild

and youthful idealism Miffiispd the Cfd

Perlorm.inco and CenterStage Discussion

Sydney Symphony Orchestra

Performance

8 pm, Koyce Ha 1

1

Tickets $40, SCA $12

Edode Waart, Chief Conductor and

Artistic Director, also featurinfi the

UCLA andAnfieles Chorales

For Ticket Into: 825-2 Wl

CenterStage Discussion

7 pm. Haines Hall, Room 39

with Timothy Calnin,

Artistic Administrator,

Sydney Symphony Orchestra

Performance Tickets Required

For Additional Into: 20b- 1 144

Following triumphant concert lours in

Europe and Asia, Australia's premier

symphony orchestra makes its Royce

Hall debut under world-renowed con-

ductor Edo de Waart.

and films such as THt MAUTT"

CHRISTIAN and HEAD reflected the

colors, music and general ambience of

a time of great hope which was bound

to crash and burn. The films in this

series reflect the turbulence and pro-

found creativity manifested around a

year like no other. Director Haskell

Wexler and other special guests are

scheduled to attend. —

^

*

Additional Info: 206-FILM

"Meml)ers" Roundtablc Series

Visual Songs

7 - 8:30 pm, Fowler Museum
Participation limited to 20.

Guest scholar Diane Daniel presents a

slide presentation examining Mbuti

women's drawings on pounded bark

cloth, focusing on their unique picto-

rial range and sophistication.

Additional Info: 206-0306

Movies

The Godfather

6:30 and 1 pm
$2, Ackerman Grand Ballroom

also showing Nov. 6

Additional Info: 825-1958

mm,m 6

Performance

David Sedaris

8 pm, Royce Hall

Tickets $25, SCA $8

For Ticket Info: 825-2101

David Sedaris gained national attention

when he chronicled his strange-but-lrue

experiiences as a Macy's Christmas Elf

on National Public Radio. A regular

contributor to Public Radio

International's award-winning weekly

program "This American Life" and best-

selling author of "Naked" and "Barrel

Fever," America's favorite smark aleck

returns to Los Angeles with a reading of

new material.

Sydney Symphony Ochestra

• •-• ••••••••••
Performance and CenterStage Discussion

Peria Batalla

Performance

8 pm, Schoenberg Hall

Tickets $22, SCA $8

David Batteau, Guitarist,

Claud Mann, percussionist,

Mike Elizondo, jr. bassist

For Ticket Info: 825-2101

CenterStage Discussion

HAS BEEN CANCELED

Post-Performante Discussion

with Feria Batalla, Schoenl^rg Hall

For Additional Info: 206-1144

As a daughter of a local Mexican singer

~an3 record store owner,

singer/songwriter PerL^, Batalla's excit-

ing hybrid of music has been influ-

enced by a spicy potpourri of Latin and

American styles, cutting across genres

and languages. Her powerfully intoxi-

cating voice has led her to peribrm

with such renowed artists as Leonard

Cohen, k.d. lang and the Gipsy Kings.

I

lJ,Hi(1 -i«^J.«'l''

PerIa Batalla

World in Music

Meisis und Musik

2 pm, Armand Hammer
Free, First come-first served

Fim Director, writer and musician Yale

Strom leads a musical travelogue

through Eastern Europe's Jewish com-

munities, bringing to life the history and

development of klezmer music.

Additional Info: 443-7000

Films

1968: Cinema in Revolution

Weekend

Antonio Das Mortes

7:30 pm, fames Bridge^ Theater

$6 geru'ral. $4 students A seniors

P/«'jv retf^r to J In column lor ik"'( nfXion

AddHional Info: 206-FILM

c:<>niiiijii L'p!!!

• Kathleen Battle

• Prazak Quartet

For Tickets Call 825-2101

Portormance and CenterStage Discussion

Midori

Performance

4 pm, Koyce Hall

Robert McDonald, piano

Tickets $50, SCA $15

For Ticket Info: 825-2101

CenterStage Discussion

3 pm, Haines Hall, R(wm 39

Alan Chapman, KUSC radio

Performance Tickets Required

For Additional Info: 206-1 144

Midori became an overnight sensation

at the age of 1 1 when she appeared as

a guest soloist with the New York

Philharmonic. Today, one of the

world's most celebrated prodigies has

blossomed into a inaster violinist, play-

ing with unparalleled widsom, confi-

dence and sensitivity.

• ••••••••••••••
Films

4fim

1 968 : Cinema in Revotntimr

Closely Watched Trains

WR: Mysteries of the Organism

7:00 pm, lames Bridges Theater

$6 general, $4 students & seniors

Plane rvier to I !/!> column lor description

Additional Info: 206-FllM

« » » « •••••• • • • • •

World in Music

Jewish Textures

2 pm, Armand Hammer Museum
Free, First Come, First Served

Soprano Martha Cowan, violinist

Searmi Park and pianist Elizabeth

Yaron performs works by Jewish com-

posers Ernest Bloch, Mario

Castelnouvo-Tedesco, Lukas Foss,

Gideon Klein, Darius Milhaud' and

Maurice Ravel. Musicologist Daniel

Goldmark introduces the program. This

concert is part of the UCLA Sounds

concert series and is sponsored by the

UCLA Center for Jewish Studies.

Additional Info: 443-7000

CB iiterStage^lscussion^
3PM • Haines Hall Room 39

with Alan Chapman, KUSC radio

For Additional Info: call 206-1144

UCLA Fowler Museum of Cultural History

November 8 beginning at 2PM
^

Slideillustrated curatorial lecture and reception for

The Art of the Lowrider Bicycle"
Visiting curator Patrick Polk explores bicycle form as it has been transformed;

"iricked-nut." "chopped-down" and embellished by afficionados working in the

lownder arlistic tradition.

Artists' walkthrough of the exhibition
Visitors join extraordinary artists and representatives of the Southern California

Bike Council in the gallery as they discuss the creation of lowrider bicycles. The

speakers also provide additional commentary on the bikes on view.

For Additional Info: call 825-4361

monom fiov. 9

Dialogues on Art

From the Beat Generation to

the Millennium

Conversations on Art in L.A.

"Global L.A.: the 1980s and 1990s

7 pm, Geffen Playhouse

10886 Le Conte Ave., Westwood

Free

Moderator: Howard Fox, curator of

contemporary art, Los Angeles County

Museum of Art.

Additional Info: 443-7000

S T U D ( N T
COMMITTII
>0* THI A»TS

UCLA Students can attend events listed in this box for less than

the price of a regular student ticket, and the seats are among the

best in the house. Present your current student ID at the Central

Ticket Office (CTO) and ask for SCA tickets.

,For additional information on upcoming events or to receive a

brochure, call (310) 825-2101.

Lkmt 2 tickets per ID per event. ID hntst be presented at tUne of event.

i i .n i Mn i i i I
• '

'
'

' '' '
' ' "" ' '

"'"
' "" '

DATE EVENT

m
•••••••••• • • • •

UCLA Philhamonia Orchestra

Ion Robertson, Conductor

8 pm, Schoenherg Hall

$7 general, $3 students and seniors

"Elegy for David" by Chihara; "Piano

Concerto No. 2 Matisse Jazz" by Reale:

Beethoven's "Symphony No. 3 Eroica";

and Dvorak's "In Nature's Realm".

Ticket Info: 825-2101

Films

1968: Cinema in Revolution

Easy Rider

SCA REC. SCA

PRICI PRICE ON SALE
'

11/6

11/7

11/7

11/8

11/13

11/14

11/15

11/20

11/21

12/4

42/5

S2/6

J2/11

i| M> ln|iii iw il MMilllillllU IIMVil'

OavidSecbrfett)

Sydney Symphony OrcHeii^ra <R)

Peria Balaira (S)

MktonW
UCO(R)
Kathleen SatUe (R)

Prazak Quartet (S)

Martsa Monte (R)

Nigel Kennedy (R)

lACO (R)

$onos Handbeil tfisemWe (S)

Canadian Erass (R)

TaH» Sdu>tar (R)

M>ycc HjII, (») Sthoe

ft $25 sold out

$12 $40 foldout

$» $22 now

$15 m sold 01^

$e $42 now

$15 S55 sold out

$9 $m now

$10 $30 sold out

$12 $35 now

$ 8 $42 now

$ e $25 now

$10 $30 now

$ 8 $30 f^ov^i.

Bonnie & Clyde

7:30 pm. lames Bridget Theater

$6 general. $4 students J, seniors

P/»M«' reirr lo ' '
'

< oiumn lor drsi rifMiut)

Additional Info 20b-FILM

CA 90095-1455. Fai: 825-71190 V-mail 825-5a77 Lii kUgslUtne^ Aff»f^y idhor
• • • • • • •
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LEGISLATURE
From page 8

Pete Wilson and former Gov.

George Deukmejian.

Democratic candidates around

the country, including Davis,

promised they would pass laws to

curb health maintenance organiza-

tions or other managed care plans.

About 17 million Californians get

their health care through such

plans, the largest group in the

nation.

Wilson vetoed this fall several

HMO reform bills, including one

to create a commission to regulate

HMOs and to require HMOs to

cover mental illness, contracep-

tives and vaccines for children.

"This opportunity for

Democrats is also a warning," says

Ed Howard of Consumers for

Quality Care, a group advocating

HMO reforms. "You make
HMOs a big issue and you had bet-

ter perform, or we will vote some-

one else into office."

Assembly Speaker Antonio

Villaraigosa, D-Los Angeles, said

the Legislature is likely to quickly

consider a new school accountabil-

ity bill.

Wilson vetoed a bill this fall that

would have given the state's 250

worst performing schools $50 mil-

lion to help them improve class-

room instruction. Wilson said

schools that don*t teach students

AUTO
From page 8

cations will allow companies to lower

premiums slightly for the vast majori-

ty of Californians who are catego-

rized as good drivers.

As for the bad drivers, insurers

said the revised regulations bring

California closer to the more strin-

gent rules used in most of the nation,

including New York and Florida.

In the past, drivers had to accumu-

late the three points within one year -

rather than three - to have their rates

go up.

Under the new system, California

drivers who receive one traffic ticket

and cause one accident resulting in

more than $500 in damage during the

next three years will have their poli-

cies canceled or face doubled insur-

ance rates.

The new rules increase the penalty

for carrying an open container of

alcohol in a car from one point to

two, a change that insurers say is

designed to discourage drinking and

driving.

But public interest groups said

insurers intend to use the new rules to

penalize drivers with nimor traffic

infractions and fender benders on

their records. They said they were

concerned that the changes will make
it hard for some motorists - those

who are piling up tickets - to afford

any insurance and will ultimately lead

to more uninsured motorists.

"This isn't a crackdown on drunk

driving. It's about making ordinary

drivers pay more for their insurance,"

said Lillian Salinger, an attorney for

the Proposition 103 Enforcement

Project, which fought unsuccessfully

to block the regulations.

Points are assigned to traffic tick-

ets in California based on how bad

the offense is. For example, an illegal

turn is one point, and alcohol related

offenses are two. Drivers are allowed

to go to traffic school to remove tick-

ets and points from their records.

About one million California dri-

vers will be negatively affected by the

new regulations during the next three

years, said Dan Dunmoyer, president

of the Personal Insurance Federation

in Sacramento.

On the other had, Dunmoyer said

about 90 percent of policyholders

may benefit from lower rates.

"If you drive legally and don't go

through stop signs and don't wrap

your car around a telephone pole,

you will pay less under this system,"

he said.

Should be sanctioned, not given

money.

Labor issues likely to be consid-

ered include a pay raise for state

workers, who haven't gotten one

for years, and a return to overtime

pay after eight hours ofwork a day,

which was abolished by a Wilson-

appoinled commission.

SHERIFF
From page 8

so the community has complete con-

fidence in what the department is

doing," Baca said in a news confer-

ence.

Baca, who resigned as a chief of

field operations in one of five

department regions, defeated Block

61 percent to 39 percent Tuesday to

become the county's first Hispanic

sheriff this century.

The victory by Baca, who will

take over a department that has been

allocated $1.3 billion and more than

14,500 budgeted positions for 1998-

99, completes leadership changes in

the area's two biggest law enforce-

ment agencies.

Voters went overwhelmingly for a

department insider rather than wait

to see who would be appointed if

they voted for Block, which would

have allowed the five-member coun-

ty Board of Supervisors to appoint a

successor to run the department

until another election.

The Los Angeles city police force

underwent wrenching leadership

problems when an outsider was

brought in after the 1992 riot to suc-

ceed longtime Chief Daryl Gales.

City leaders ultimately had to turn

back to a veteran insider, Bernard

Parks, to take over the Police

Department.

Baca bucked the political estab-

lishment by challenging Block in a

bitter and hard-fought campaign in

which the aging sheriffs health was

called into question.

Baca's spokesman Jorge Flores

said Wednesday it was time to put

aside hard feelings. All five members
of the Board of Supervisors had sup-

ported Block's re-election bid when

he was alive.

"When push comes to shove, pub-

lic safety is the primary issue for Lee

and the Board of Supervisors,"

Flores said. "I think in the end peo-

ple are going to come to terms with

the fact that Lee is sherifi'and public

safety is the real issue here."

Baca hopes to inspect all 55 com-

mands within the department before

assuming office the first Monday in

December, Flores said.

DEPORT Justice Department lawyer

Malcolm I.. Stewart argued that the

Trom page 6

speech rights.

At issue in Wednesday's argument

was whether the aliens are entitled to

have federal courts rule on their selec-

tive-enforcement claim before or

after their deportation hearings.

aliens can take their selective-enforce-

menl claim to federal court only after

a final deportation order by the

Immigration and Naturalization

Service.

But the Palestinians' lawyer, David

D. Cole, said free-speech arguments

based on the Constitution's First

Amendment should not have to wait.

"Bpraiisp imrprtainty about one's

rights chills those rights, prompt judi-

cial determination is necessary," Cole

said.

Chief Justice William H.

Rehnquist and Justice Antonin Scalia

questioned whether the selective-

enforcement claim only delayed the

deportation case.

"Everybody knows this is the

name of the game," Scalia said.

"String it out and the longer you

string it out the less chance the depor-

tation will be."

Scalia and Rehnquist said avoiding

such delays appeared to be one goal

of a 1996 immigration law allowing

deportation cases to be taken to court

only after the INS issues a final order.

TIME IS RUNNING OUT.
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ENVIRONMENT
From page 7

Parties from both sides are

expected to discuss the issue

through the next week when envi-

ronmental ministers from the coun-

tries arrive.

Many scientists believe Earth is

gradually warming because ofwhat

are known as greenhouse gas emis-

sions - mainly carbon dioxide from

factories, power plants and auto-

mobiles. Critics say dire warming

scenarios remain unproved and

don't warrant potentially costly

shifts away from fossil fuels.

Meanwhile, senior U.S. delega-

tion officials said "positive" talks

were taking place with developing

nations on ways to increase their

commitment to reducing green-

house gases.

One of the few industrialized

nations not to sign the Kyoto treaty,

the United States has said it would

only sign after poorer nations made

a bigger commitment to fight pollu-

tion.

Earlier this week, Argentina,

backed by Washington, sought to

add a discussion of 'Voluntary"

quotas for those countries to the

conference agenda. The move

failed when a number of develop-

ing nations led by China blocked

that effort.

While the United States went

into the discussions, a group of sci-

entists called on Washington to_

make a bigger commitment in tftT"

fight against rising temperatures.

AWcn Meyer, president of the

Union of Concerned Scientists,

said the United States should step

up its commitment "by having the

president sign the Kyoto Protocol

and announce some major domes-

tic policy initiatives to show we're

doing more at home."

STEREOTYPES
From page 4

words I :e *suspect' and 'alleged,'" he

said.

But some minorities fee! race is

used too often in news reports as a

way to place blame.

"If you don't put race in it, you

can't point the finger," said Jennifer

Knowles, a third-year physiological

science student.

Additionally, the media exagger-

ates the amount of violent crime in

society*, according to the study While

30 percent of crime is considered vio-

lent, Gilliam's study found that 78

percent of crime reported on televi-

sion is violent.

Thus, viewers overestimate the

amount of violent crime in society,

Gilliam said.

Gilliam claimed reporters do not

give enough background on the

crimes they cover and therefore give

the impression crime is often random.

"Reporters need to contextualize

their reports," he added.

Gilliam also found cases of signifi-

cant bias in the media's portrayal of

crime committed by different ethnic

groups.

Gilliam's study shows, "media cov-

erage of white crime is distinctly more
nonviolent than violent, even though

whites are only slightly less likely to

engage in violent rather than nonvio-

lent crime."

Conversely, media coverage of

black crime portrayed it as 22 percent

more violent than it is in reality.

"The news tends to exaggerate

existing racial differences in actual

crime rates by disproportionately

depicting blacks in the role of violent

perpetrators and whites as nonviolent

perpetrators," the study said.

Gilliam cited the need for more

minorities in managerial newsroom

positions and scoffed at the preva-

lence of minority news anchors.

"Please, those anchors are just

newsreaders," he said.

Gilliam also blamed the audience,

though, for contributing to the

media's bias.

"The audience has the persona of a

junkie," he said. "We say we don't

like violence, but we watch anyway."

IRAQ
From page 7

Kuwait.

The IAEA report that it found

no evidence of Iraq trying to

develop nuclear weapons has

been used by Iran's supporters

on the council to suggest easing

the sanctions, which have devas-

tated the country's economy.

Butler, meanwhile, has repeat-

edly said that Iraq has not fully

disclosed the extent of its biolog-

ical and chemical programs -

ammunition for the United

States and Britain to argue sanc-

tions should be maintained.

To try to force the council's

hand, Iraq announced Aug. 5

that both the IAEA and

UNSCOM must cease inspec^

lion acitVllles - unannounced
intrusive, spot-check visits to sus-

pected weapons sites.

The decision Saturday went

further, barring UNSCOM from

gping to previously identified

weapons sites - cutting off the

long-term monitoring that Butler

finds crucial to preventing a new

Iraqi arsenal.

ECONOMY
Prom page 7

practically all occupations," the

Cleveland bank said, adding that,

"in an attempt to fill vacant posi-

tions, employers have increased

wages and shown some Hexibility

in work hours."

The St. Louis bank reported

that strong demand for automo-

bile parts and aircrafi has offset

some slackening of demand in

other manufacturing sectors.

Retail sales have slowed a bit,

but big-ticket items from jewelry

to home furnishings are still mov-

ing out of stores quickly in most

places, and new homes construc-

tion is holding steady at unusually

high levels.

The Fed noted, however, that

ing," said economist Mark Zandi

of Regional Financial Associates

in West Chester, Pa.

The central bank unexpectedly

cut interest rates Oct. 15 for a sec-

ond time in less than a month as

Fed officials expressed growing

concern about the effects of the

world financial crisis.

That Fed rate cut has ignited a

rally on Wall Street with investors

believing the central bank will

move aggressively to keep the

U.S. economy out of recession.

On Wednesday the stock mar-

ket - also buoyed congressional

elections that that may have

slowed the momentum for

impeachment ^ of President

Clinton - extended its rebound.

The Dow Jones industrial average

rose 77 points to close at 8783.14.

While there had been a wide-

Increased uncertamty about eciF—spread belief the Fed would cnr
nomic conditions made lenders

more cautious," and said that has

slowed commercial construction

in some parts of the country.

"There's no clear signal being

sent by the Fed, but I think if you

sort of cut through some oT the

noise that there's a growing senti-

ment that conditions are slow-

rates again later this month, econ-

omists are now not so certain,

given recent reports showing the

economy has not slowed as much
as had been feared. The govern-

ment on Friday said economic

growth in the July-September

quarter was a surprisingly

resilient 3.3 percent.

REVIEW
From page 4

Chexall, a fourth-year biology and

English student. "People in my classes

don't even go to reviews because they

know it will only confuse them."

Chexall also disagreed with the

Princeton Review's assessment of pro-

fessor accessibility.

While UCLA was ranked fifth worst

in the category of "teachers making

themselves scarce," Chexall maintains

that his professors have always been will-

ing to offer outside help.

UCLA professors are required to

have office hours, and they do. However,

problenisiirise when students seek help

from professors only when exams are

approaching and papers are due,

Paredes said.

While most agree UCLA students

"have access to a good education, 5ni="

dents need to utilize their professors in

order to access it, Anderson said.

"Even though it's a public school and

it's so large, you can find an Ivy league

rate education if you just look for it,"said

Charisse Castroverde, a fifth-year

English and philosophy student, "but

students need a lot of initiative to find

it."
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begins with the letter M-R, you must make an appointment before November 13th. Call 206.8433 today.
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Where positive

reinforcement is

textbook behavioral theory

Macy's Westwood

Where positive reinforcement

happens every Friday

Heads up, Bruins:
This Friday is UCLA' Day

at Macy's Westwood.

All Bruins (students,

factnty and sta f f ) save'

on purchases (even

sale-priced stuff) this Friday.^

The savings are steep and the selection is superb.

Macy's Westwood is located at 10861 Weyburn Avenue,

across from the UCLA Medical Center. You can enter

from Weyburn or Le Conte Avenues.

Shop for more online: www.macys.com

•^-Current UCLA student or employee identification must be presented at time of purchase.

Not valid with any other coupon or discount offer. lOX savings does not apply to cosmetics,

fragrances or fine jewelry. Discount offer is valid November 6 at Macy's Westwood.
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WALKOUT
From page 1

of the United States," he said.

However, Perez-Torres explained

that since faculty were protesting, the

event was viewed differently.

'i think that the campus community

viewed this walkout in a different light

since.it was generated by faculty con-

cern," he said.

After the rally, organizers held a

meeting to discuss the walkout among

faculty. Faculty members were "happy

with enthusiasm" and there was a "high

level of interest" in the affirmative

action issue, Perez-Torres said.

"One of the most important things

about the whole event is that it encour-

ages the creation of links across cam-

pus and throughout the UC system,"

said Richard Yarborough, professor of

English.

"I suspect that (the faculty) will

come together sometime soon to dis-

cuss future activities," he said.

Organizers of

the walkout said

it would set a
-^——^^—

^

precedent for

future faculty

activities. Even

though no events

are planned,

organizers have

set botl^ short

and long-term

goals, Perez-

Torres said.

Organizers
have two immediate goals. First, they

hope to explore how diversity has

enhanced education at UCLA through

programs such as dorm teach-ins.

"The faculty's mission of teaching

Organizers plan on

bringing students and

faculty together

around the issue of

affirnnative action.

can serve to educate the broader public

regarding the complexities of the whole

issue of diversity," Yarborough said.

They are also pushing to get faculty

from across the

UC system to
"""^^^^-"••^ meet and discuss

upcoming plans

for each campus.

Among their

long-term goals,

organizers plan

on bringing stu-

dents and faculty

together around

the issue of affir-

mative action.

In addition,

the importance of racial, ethnic and

gender diversity for students will be

highlighted through a faculty mentor-

ship program.

They also wish to make faculty voic-

es heard concerning the issue of affir-

mative action.

"I think one of the most unfortunate

aspects of this discussion around diver-

sity and affirmative action is the lack of

coherence, lack of accurate discussion

of the issue and a dissemination of mis-

information," Yarborough said.

"It's important to try to counter as

much of this misinformation as possi-

ble," he said.

Among those speaking in support

on the second day of walkouts was the

Rev. Jesse Jackson.

"Considering that this was the first

action of the school year, I thought it

was very successful," Wong said.

"The turnout of the event was

impressive, and the fact that they gen-

erated significant community support

was also significant," he said.

With Davis as governor, the faculty

can look forward to more support from

the UC Regents, Wong said.

"I think the timing (of the walkout)

is especially significant in light of the

election," he said. "For the first time in

many years, we have leadership in the

governor's office and in the State

Assembly and Senate who support

affirmative action.**

"Now Davis will be making appoint-

ments to the UC Regents (and that

may support affirmative action)," he

said.

Low was quick to point out, howev-

er, that Davis' options are limited.

"The same people of California that

went to the ballot box to eliminate

(affirmative action) voted to elected

Gray Davis as the next governor of

California," he said.

"The bottom line is that Governor-

elect Davis is sworn to uphold the laws

of California, and Prop. 209 is the law

in California," he said.
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STRIKE
From page 1

grade papers olT campus.

But last month UAW, an interna-

tionally recognized union,

announced that it will lend support to

striking academic employees from

their S700 million strike fund.

With the support of UAW, the

strike may last longer. According to

Neuman, after a certain amount of

time, the strike fund will pay the strik-

ing TAs' wages.

According to Wieland, TAs will

stop working completely. She added

that it is illegal for unions to have a

partial strike, and that TAs could be

prosecuted if they continued to work

off campus during the strike.

If the strike occurs around finals

week, many undergraduates will be

s

wondering how

you can help

expand the

pn§txtt

Join the

Recycling

Advocates,

a task force

that works
on

expanding
recycling

on-campus.
Students,

faculty and
staff are all

welcome.

left without TAs to grade papers, lead

discussion sections and hold review

sessions. In addition, professors for

large lecture classes may have to

grade hundreds of finals by them-

selves, possibly pushing back the date

when grades become available.

Duncan MacRae, a political sci-

ence TA, said one way to get around

potential problems is to have a multi-

ple choice final.

Despite the drawbacks, many stu-

dents say they would support the TAs.

"Both ofmy parents are communi-

ty college professors, and I know how

important it is for teachers to get their

rights," said Brooks Osborne, a first-

year political science student.

Currently, graduate employees

receive limited health coverage, with-

out dental or optical coverage. They

also have no say in class sizes; that

number is determined by the

Academic Senate. tcr.**

"The strike is not something we "If you don't fulfill your duties,

are taking lightly," Wieland said. "In you're unlikely to be paid," he added,

the past five years, we have had teach- In order for employees to be rec-

ins, protests,

short-term
strikes and court

cases."

The adminis-

tration would

rather resolve

the issue in

court, Fisher

said. He added

that if the strike

does occur, the

chancellor will

deal with the sit-

uation.

"Any kind of professional situation

where people don't fulfill their duties

has the potential to harm people,"

Fisher said. "The legal process is bet-

"We are waiting for the

chancellor to respond,

but so far he has been

blowing us off."

Carolina Wieland

Political science TA

ognized as a

union, a majori-

ty of those

employees must

sign union cards.

According to

Neuman, SAGE
already has

"card majority."

After obtain-

ing card majori-

ty, unions are

usually recog-

nized by the

Labor Relations

Board, then by their employees,

Neuman said.

The university continues to appeal

the case, however, and refuse to rec-

ognize SAGE as a union.

While GSA has no official position

on the impending strike, GSA
President Joanna Brooks said gradu-

ate student academic employees

should have the right to unionize.

"Graduate students play such a

huge role in undergraduate education

that they deserve to be treated with

respect and dignity," Brooks said.

The University of California

Students Association, a statewide lob-

bying organization that focuses on

issues important to UC students, has

always counted union rights of gradu-

ate student employees as an impor-

tant item on its agenda, according to

Brooks.

But she said that she is not aware

of any new efforts by UCSA to push

the issue

.

With reports from Michael Weiner,

Daily Bruin senior staff.
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VIEWPOINT
Tomorrow

Empowerment of

women doesn't mean

they should act

just like men

viewpoint(^medid.ucld.e(lu

Punishment fits crime, hot cause
LAWS: Movement to help

specific groups trivializes

plight of all other victims

Recently, we all heard of the

brutal murder of Matthew

Shepard, a gay student at the

University of Wyoming. This act has

touched off a frenzied call for more

federal hate-crime legislation. The

idea is to protect certain minorities

who may be particularly subject to

violent crime. Despite its intentions,

however, hate-crime legislation poses

a great number of legal and ethical

questions which prove it not viable.

For the sake

ofthis article, a

hate crime shall

be defined as "a

crime in which

the defendant

intentionally

selects a victim,

nr in the rasp nf

Matthew

Gever

a property

crime, the prop-

erty that is the

origin, ethnicity,

gender, disabili-

ty or sexual ori- .

entation of any person" (Section

280003(a) of the Violent Crime

Control and Law Enforcement act of

1994).

Now that hate crimes are defined,

the question arises about whether

they should exist as a separate catego-

ry of crime. The proposed legislation

that is sitting before the House of

Representatives would expand feder-

al jurisdiction in the investigation and

prosecution of hate crimes.

Proponents of the bill claim that fed-

eral enforcement is necessary in order

to ensure the proper prosecution of

alleged hate crimes.

Also, there is the notion that

crimes perpetuated against another

on the basis of their collective identity

is a worse crime, since the motives are

so deplorable. For example. Stop

The Hate states that "The Hate

Crimes Bill is necessary because of

the extensiveness to which a hate

crime pervades and alTects an entire

community. Hate crimes are not

committed as an offense simply to

the targeted individual; they are com-

mitted against the entire community

to which that targeted mdividual

belongs The targeted indi\ idual

IS only meant to sutYer the

brunt of the crime as an

example" Id the rest of

Gever supports diversity

In fact, all colors and

creeds are featured in his

fantasies Reach out and

touch him at

his/her community."

(http://www.stopthehate.org/ofisite_f

rame.shtml?http://members.aol.com/l

egal inc/hcqa.htm)

Hate crimes are looked at as partic-

ularly lamentable since they can be

perceived as crimes against an entire

group, which is why they warrant

their own category.

While these arguments do have a

point, there are a number of problems

that exist with hate-crime legislation.

One problem deals with the idea that

hate crimes are somehow worse than

other crimes. If Matthew Shepard

had been beaten and killed for his

money, rather than his sexual orienta-

tion, would that act have been more

justified? A murder is a murder. Why
question the motives of the perpetra-

tor? This makes hate crimes "thought

crimes" more than anything. The

thoughts of the accused are now put

on trial.

In addition, giving a greater sen-

tencc to crimes of hate is an insult to

there is no forensic lab that can deter-

mine the unconscious motivations of

a scofflaw.

Hate crimes also constitute a small

percentage of actual crimes commit-

ted.

For example, in 1995, the FBI

reported 7,947 incidents of hate

crimes nationwide

(http://www.fbi.gov/ucr/hatecm.htm

#state). Compare that with the mil-

lions of crimes that occur in this coun-

try every year. Does that warrant a

separate category? Hate crimes com-

prise a minor percentage of the acUwiI

number of crimes committed, and the

government is wasting time and funds

trying to bring about more legislation

on this issue.

Another argument that is com-

monly brought up in favor of hate-

crime legislation is the idea that the

extra punishments will serve as a

deterrent for those planning such an

attack.

This is specious reasoning. Stifier

all other people who have been vie-

tims of violent crimes. This is merely

implying that the sufferings of one

victim are less than those of another,

despite what actually occurred. If a

person is dead, he or she is dead. The

motives of the attacker do not make

the victim any more dead. The

accused should be prosecuted on the

basis of the actual crime committed,

not for what he or she was thinking at

the time.

As for the argument that

attacking an individual can

be directed towards a

greater whole, this can be

m\ applied to nearly every

j#j crime. There are many

^ crimes that can serve to

intimidate a greater popu-

lation. Crimes committed

against children scare par-

ents as a whole. Crime commit-

ted on school campuses scare stu-

dents. The murder of abortion doc-

tors scares rational people every-

where. Based on this idea, virtually

any transgression can be construed as

a hate crime.

Another problem that emerges is

how to determine what is a hate crime

and what is not. For example, let's say

an African American is attacked by a

European American in the form of a

robbery. A crime is committed. But

because the attacker and victim are of

different ethnic backgrounds,

grounds exist for a hate<rime trial.

Determining ulterior motives is near-

ly impossible unless the attacker

express some overt form of racist

action. Now another trial is needed to

determine what the perpetrator was

thinking at the time of

the attack. And

punishments do not serve as a deter-

rent to crime, as exemplified by the

death penalty. This is the ultimate

form of punishment one can receive,

yet it has had no mitigating elTects on

the crime rate. So what makes anyone

think that a few extra months in

prison wijl serve as a deterrent?

Hate-crime legislation also sets the

stage for double jeopardy trials.

Since the federal government

would be given the power to prose-

cute in addition to the individual state

government, it would be able to try

someone again if it did not like the

outcome of the first trial. This violates

the 5th Amendment of the

Constitution which states "nor shall

any person be subject for the same

offense to be twice put in jeopardy of

life or limb." Current hate crime legis-

lation will circumvent the

Constitution by potentially putting

culprits in double jeopardy.

Legislation against hate crimes is

also a first step towards totalitarian-

ism. Imposing separate laws against

hate crimes merely lays the founda-

tion for laws against hate speech.

Hate speech can be construed as a

threat towards a particular group,

and could lead to pressure by certain

factions who seek to protect them-

selves from any verbal criticism.

Overall, legislation against hate

crimes is a frightening concept. The

idea creates a sense of arbitrariness in

the law. If our system ofjustice is

based upon equality before the law,

then all crimes should be treated with

equal regard, without one being treat-

ed worse than the other.

Racism can't exist under

strict Christian doctrine

ETHNICITY: Misguided,

unsupported followers

to blame for injustices

By Robert Chao-Romero

Whereas Alex Ko (Oct. 20)

views Jesus Christ as "the first

masochistic performance artist," I

view Him as the only way to true

racial reconciliation.

The viewpoints offered by

Daniel Inlender (Oct. 14), Alicia

Roca (Oct. 15) and Julianne Sohn

(Oct. 21 ) highlight racial and ethnic

division as an expected and famil-

iar reality, both at UCLA and in the

larger national community.

Proposed remedies to this cth-

nic strife are ubiquitous; however.

Americans who have asserted a

Christian identity.

Spanish colonial society cen-

tered upon a racial pigmentocracy

in which African slaves and colo-

nized indigenous peoples occupied

the bottom tiers of the racial hierar-

chy, providing the cheap labor nec-

essary for the Spanish economy.

After slavery was abolished in

Latin America, Chinese and

Filipino "coolies" provided a major

source of labor in places like Cuba
and Peru.

Even today, Latin American

society remains, for all practical

purposes, structured around this

racial hierarchy, elevating those of

European ancestry and scorning

those of indigenous, African and

even Asian descent.

Racism has also colored the

all hdve raii«n rial 6n iMt htcs.—thoughts and aciidt)^ of many

Can a person be

both a racist and

aChristian?

Some people have promoted affir-

mative action. Others advocate

mandatory diversity training

"workshops". Still others haye

pushed through ballot measures

such as Propositions 187, 209, and

(most recently) 227, as their solu-

tions to the race problem.

Regardless of the effectiveness

(or lack thereoQ of these approach-

es, I must applaud them for

attempting to

address the
"'"~''"""'""^"

racial tensions

which divide

our country. Yet

somehow, our

society is more

racially separat-

ed than ever.

In true.

Biblical Christianity, race and eth-

nicity do not matter. Indeed, both

"class and gender are also tran-

scended.

"Do not lie one to another, since

you have put off the old man with

his deeds, and have put on the new

man who is renewed in knowledge

according to the image of Him who
created him, where there is neither

Greek nor Jew, circumcised nor

uncircumcised, barbarian,

Scythian, slave nor free, but Christ

is all and in all" (Colossians 3:9-1 1;

New King James Version).

From a Biblical Christian per-

spective, we are all made in the

image of God. We are all descen-

dants of one man and one woman.

This same Creator who made us all

in His image wants us all to be in an

intimate personal relationship with

Him first, and then with each other.

From this standpoint, we can not

be in healthy, intimate relationships

with each other until we have estab-

lished a proper relationship with

God. Only after we have entered

into a personal relationship with

God that we are able to efl'ectively

discard the selfish nature which dri-

ves racism and ethntKentricity.

As a student of history. I am well

aware of the racist acts of many
whi) have claimed to be

"Christian". As a student o\ Latin

American and Asian American his-

tory, I am most familiar with the

racist acts of many Euro-

Americans and EuroLatin

Chao-fVxnero is a first-year history

doctoral student

throughout United States history

who have called themselves

"Christian."

As my background is in Asian

American history, I will give some

illustrations related to the Asian

American experience. From the

mid- 1850s to the 1960s (and some

would say to this day), Chinese,

Japanese, Korean, Filipino and

other Asian immigrants were vili-

fied by notions of^"^^^"
the "yellow peril".

Asians were

viewed by many
Americans as

threats to the

Anglo-American

political and

socio-economic

hegemony. Many
Asian emigrants were attacked,

and even killed, in uprisings in

mines and railroads, and many
were forced out of towns by urban

riots.

Chinese immigrants were scapc-

goated by white labor unions

(which viewed them as a threat to

job security) and by politicians

(who jumped on the anti-Chinese

bandwagon to gel reelected). In

addition, Asians were the targets of

discriminatory state and federal

legislation which barred their

immigration and which prevented

Asians living in the United States

from naturalization as U.S. citi-

zens.

Sadly, many (if not all) of the

perpetrators of such racist acts,

both in Latin America and in the

United States, probably identified

themselves as "Christian". I will not

begin to defend their bigoted

behavior. Rather, I will hold up

their actions to the light of

Scripture. To the Christian, this

light "is living and powerful, and

sharjjer than any two-edged sword,

piercing even to the division of soul

and spirit, and of joints and mar-

row, and is a discerner of the

thoughts and intents of the heart

'

(Hebrews 4:12; New King James

VersMMi). In so doing. I hope to give -

the reader, whether the reader is

Christian or non-Christian, the

opportunity to evaluate their

actions in light of Biblical stan-

dards.

For this purpose I will direct the

See 19
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Identifying the real issues

of affirmative action

Consideration of race is one way

to combat economic disparities

Some 29,000 high school seniors competed

last year for UCLA's 3,800 first-year seats.

With odds like that, tensions are running

high all over. UCLA affirms its commitment to

offering placement to the

top 12.5 percent of the high

school graduating class.

But how do we determine

who falls in that group?

With the passage of SP-I

and Proposition 209, state-

supported institutions may

no longer take race into

account when making

admissions decisions.

Affirmative action may be

moribund for now, but the

debate itself rages as fierce-

ly as ever. Some clamor

and call for Proposition

209's abolition, others call

for its implementation at

Adam
Komisaruk

kids; if only one of them comes from a family

that can plunk down the 50,000 clams for pri-

vate high-school tuition, then she's the one

who'll get the benefit of the well-paid teachers,

full-time counseling departments, computers

and well-stocked libraries. She's going to be

offered AP classes that can boost GPAs as high

as 5.0. Her family is also are more likely to

afford an SAT prep course that will give her that

extra edge.

That's not to trivialize the accomplishments

of students who happen to be privileged. But

raw intelligence can be hard to measure objec-

tively. If the UCLA Admissions Office doesn't

feel an applicant's academic credentials speak

for themselves, it automatically puts that student

in for a "holistic" or "comprehensive" review,

which takes personal characteristics, achieve-

ments and hardships into account as well. Fully

40 to 50 percent of the freshman class is admit-

ted in this stage.

One of the "diversity" principles isrthalthe

UCLA demographics should be roughly propor

tionate to the demographics of the community

as a whole.

Another is that students can benefit from

being exposed to unfamiliar cultures. Even if

the national level. Let's see ifwe can separate

some of the real issues in this ca.se from the false

ones.

.

<

Shouldn '/ a selective institution like UCLA
only admit qualified students?

Not to wax Clintonian, but that depends on

your definition of "qualified." If you think that

merit consists in GPA and test scores alone, we

probably don't have anything to talk about. The

educational playing field is uneven long before

college begins. Take two equally bright young

Komisaruk, a lecturer in the English department,

can be reached at komisaru@ucla.edu. His column

appears on alternate Thursdays.

OK, so you play the oboe oryou were captain

oj the tennis team. Hasn't Proposition 209 stopped

usfrom giving special consideration to things that

have nothing to do with achievement?

If you .scrapped the idea of "special considera-

tion" altogether, the admissions process would

quickly fall into disarray. For instance, UCLA
still gives special consideration to applicants.

you don't accept these principles, diversity tends

to be a good indicator of fairness. If a campus

starts to look homogeneous - as UCLA's

promises to do in the post-Proposition 209 years

- it's a good bet that something's out of whack.

Unintentional discrimination can be the most

pernicious kind.

the advantages that make an applicant competi-

tive. That these assumptions may be flawed is

not reason for pretending that inequalities don't

continue to exist.

To tell you the truth, I'd like to see the affir-

mative action debate move beyond the territory

from geographically underrepresentcd regions.

Somehow, I don't exp)ect we'll be seeing ballot

measures protesting the preferential treatment

of Nebraskans any time soon. The fact is that

UCLA has, and I think according to most peo-

ple should have, an interest in maintaining diver-

sity. Race, the focus of Proposition 209, is one

factor in that equation.

Isn't affirmative action racist by definition?

Affirmative action's underlying principle is

that a person's race, while not necessarily the

cause of a person's social and economic oppor-

tunities, tends to be a predictor of those opportu-

nities. An African American applicant is given

an edge in^ admissions because of the statistical

assumption that she or he will have had fewer of

ot race - not exclude it, mind you, just move

beyond it. I can't help but think that the place-

ment of Proposition 209 and other racially

inflammatory measures on the ballot, year after

year, is a clever diversionary ploy by the political

right.

The affirmative action question is ultimately a

question ofeconomic imbalance and the public _
investment in education. Yet rather than let the

economic issue be settled on its merits and risk

defeat, conservatives shift the ground of the

debate (while steadily denying it) to an area like

race, where they have a much more reliable

See KOMISARUK, page 19

LETTERS

Asians

buried

by stereotypes

As an Asian American woman,

I find it difficult to swallow these

archaic stereotypes about us. Why
does the United States, in 1998,

still want to pigeon-hole me as this

model minority, submissive, geisha

girl?

I have come to the conclusion

that society, even my own peers, do

not want to recognize me as an

American, but as a quiet, catering

China doll that steps on backs,

serves tea and eats dogs.

Throughout my life, people

(including school administrators)

have complemented me on my
"perfect" English and lack of an

accent. As a native bom-and-raised

Califomian, I would hope that my
English would be up to this coun-

try's standards. Would they even

think to say this to my blonde, blue-

eyed neighbor, even though her

parents were immigrants to this

country too?

Don't get me wrong; I love that

there are such eccentric faces and

personalities in this country (espe-

cially in Los Angeles), but I feel

like a foreigner in this country

because society will not see me as

an individual, but rather as an exot-

ic Oriental (or

Ornamental) from

some unfamiliar cul-

ture in the East.

~ Asian American women come

in all shapes and sizes, not just

homely, church-going, goody-

goody, Suzie Wong exotic sexpots,

and, of course, pissed-off angry lit-

tle Asian militants (like me).

Jennifer Lee

Fourth-year

Sodology

Weight is just

a number
In Aimee Phan's Oct. 26 article,

"Weighing In," she managed to

relay some good advice about how

not to gain weight or avoid the

"Freshman 15," but I want to

emphasize what I feel to be a very

important fact: weight does not

matter. What does weight tell you

about a person? Nothing! It's just a

number! Can you determine the fit-

ness level or health of an individual

simply by their weight? No!

Body fat, not weight, is the

proper indicator for good physical

health - and a healthier look -

which, unfortunately, seems to be

everybody's priority.

Mark Jacobs

Try solving meaning of life's mysteries

CMMMMkition stuAis

SPIRH'UALnT: Religion

only one road toward _
accepting higher power

By Aaron Blocher-Rubin

Are you spiritual, man? Can you

feel your guiding spirit, the higher

force from above, watching over us all

and leading you along life's twisted

trails? Have you searched the depths

of the outer world and found the all-

powerful forgiver-and-forgetter? Or

should I say, have you found God?

The nature of spirituality among

the human race is an attempt to

explain the deepest mysteries of life,

to account for the magical processes

we notice even in our daily lives,

specifically those for which mere sci-

ence can only offer a description.

Our lives in this world are simply

too shallow without some sort of

belief in a higher, almost-surreal

power. That's why I'm all for people

expanding their thoughts to a higher,

more imaginative level, beyond our

immediately apparent hands-on

worid, trying to connect with forces of

another dimension that feel like they

could have a great impact on our lives.

We need to feel that there is more to

Blocher-Rut)in is a third-year psycholo-

gy student.

life than that which the naked eye

shows us.

^ Some people, such as myself, try to

tap into the flow of the air, the energy

that connects us with other people or

things, and you know when you feel it.

Others seek out organized religion, so

as to have preset moral guidelines and

millions of other followers across the

world sharing the same ideas about

the rules of faith.

I think that this higher

force ...does exist ...in

ways that alter our lives.

For the first half of this article, bear

with me as I criticize and demean

every aspect of mainstream religion

that I can think of. First of all, it

makes me sick almost to the point of

vomiting profusely to think that there

are actually jxople out there taking

the Bible literally! Word for word! As

if one entirely objective writer sat

through all these fantastic catastro-

phes, saw them all magically solved,

and lived to write about it. People!

Come on! While I admit that I have

the utmost respect for faith in

Christianity and other mainstream

rdigioris, I also think people take it

too far m believing these spiritual doc-

uments and that this could become a

danger - times have changed, and

surely the rules of acceptable behavior

need to be updated.

Why doesn't someone write a new

Bible, the "Even Newer Testament"?

Let it take place in the '90s, and I'll be

Jesus who comes to enlighten you all.

Sorry, getting carried away.

Back to the point: the Bible, like

many other religious documents,

serves an important purpose in defin-

ing the values of the religion through

the use of parables. The stories are

definitely great stories, but they were

not written to make the bestseller list

in the "Non-Fiction" category - they

were designed to teach you something

important about proper morals and

faith in God.

What exactly is this almighty being

they call "Him?" He is our culture's

personified metaphor for the higher

force that gets to determine if our life

was worth living. So let's see here ... I

drink alcohol frequently and enjoy sex

before marriage, and confession to

some priest is not in my near future -

so am I going to Hell?

Am I going to rot away in torturous

flames for eternity (that really does

mean forever, doesn't it?) because I

have my own beliefs about what the

truth is, and feel I'm more justified to

have these than to believe in some

See page 18
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prophet with a cool name Hke Jesus

that no one's talked to for 2000 years?

I really doubt it!

In fact, my beliefs on the matter

are quite simplistic, which is surpris-

. ing to me because I feel like I have

such a complex mind. 1 think that this

higher force, for which I consider

God to be your basic metaphor, does

exist (assuming it's a single power) in

ways that alter our lives.

Have you read "The Celestine

Prophecy?" Neither have 1, but I hear

that it talks about these coincidences

we all experience that are too good to

be true, too amazing to be an acci-

dent. I do not pretend to be able to

understand or explain how and why
these happen. I constantly think

about it, wondering if somehow I

have the power to make things hap-

pen, to create the world before my
eyes, but I doubt that I personally

have any special power to put me
above others.

I think that by acting with our

hearts in a way we know is right, we

allow for good things to come to us -

and they do follow. Again, I respect

people submitting to forms of pre-

constructed religions, because it

reflects an attempt to spiritually con-

nect with this higher power, to feel its

presence within you and your life. I

also believe, however, that it is impor-

tant to stay open-minded about not
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knowing the whole truth of the situa-

tion, and .to know that religions are

only theories and representations of

the kind of power we know must be

out there.

Without a higher power, how can

we explain our existence? The key is

to look within yourself for a spiritual-

ity that blossoms as you do, that

grows as you grow. Don't break it

down to such a rudimentary level

where you can say, "God wants me to

act this way, so I will, because I want

to score a spot in Heaven. Right on.

man!"

Please.

Karl Marx described it all best with

his classic quote: "Religion is the

opium of the masses."

Everyone needs some consolation,

some good feeling, some reasons to

believe that there are" higher powers

than us and we should be good people

becausi^they will reward us and take

care of our problems. Some people"

choose drugs, some like religion.

Many go from step A to step B, after

a near-overdose in which they "found

God." Drugs are definitely powerful

enough to make you believe this.

Hell, there have been times when 1

thought I was the messiah!

Yet neither the drug nor the belief

in God is an accurate depiction of

reality. They both just show the power

of thought and perception in the

human mind.

Growing spiritually is very impor-

tant. I encourage and practice such

habits as meditation and reflection of

outside energies that guide our lives'

paths. How else can you explain run-

ning into your high school janitor,

who once gave you a dollar when you

forgot your lunch money, in

Afghanistan? The world isn't that

small - you had reasons to cross paths

again.

Trying to understand these reasons

and powers is fine; pretending you

can is naive. Most importantly, I say,

recognize the Spirit when it touches

you, because you have been blessed.

It isn't necessarily the Catholic

Providence, who coincidentally has

features remarkably similar to us

wonderful humans. The Spirit was a

mcanmgful power and deserves to be

recognized

At some point, after life is over,

after death is over, and after every-

thing after that is over and all has

been wrapped up in a nice, neat little

package, maybe we will all have a clue

as to what it all means For now, live

wcU. enjoy your days and prepare

your soul for the next level
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majority. Then - presto! - anger and

fear run high, polarizing the voting

population; the measure passes safely,

and economic realignment occurs

without economics ever once having

been mentioned.

The fight for afllrmative action

shouldn't obliterate racial identifica-

tion - too often "color-blind" is code

for "white". But it's playing into the

hands of the opposition unless it con-

textualizes itself within broader issues

of social justice.

Doesn V affirmative action do more

harm than good?

Here we get into murkier territory.

For decades the left and right wings

alike have questioned the theory and

practice of affirmative action -

whether it encourages a "victim"

mentality among minorities; whether

it makes its beneficiaries doubt their

self-worth; whether it has really

improved opportunity; whether a per-

son can succeed without it; whether it

should focus on class instead of race;

whether it should concentrate on

helping students survive here as well

as get here. These are the hard ques-

tions that need asking. Negotiating

them is necessarily a slow and diffi-

cult process. Alternative solutions

have to be proposed, tested and eval-

uated. The last thing we need is dras-

tic legislation that responds to a

-fluwed s;y s;n.'m t>y ican i ig it lu tin,'

LGCIFH to write

faith-centered stories and get them

in print!

Ihe courtesy of o

reservation is highly

recommended but not

required. Please call toll

free at 1.800.580.6447

or email nihr.org visit

our new website at

www.nihr.org

ground.

What can /do?

If it's activism you believe in, why

not train your sights on the VC
Regents? Although the Regents make

ail the important decisions affecting

the University, 18 out of 26 of them

are hand-picked by the governor,

rather than subjected lo a popular

vole or legislative confirmation.

They're also usually drawn from

the ranks o\' the business world rather

than from education (guess whose

interests they have at heart). You pay

their salaries: hold them accountable.

It took only one Regent to take affir-

mative action off the table. It only

takes one to put.it back on.

The Regents are meeting at UCLA
on November 19-20; why not drop

by? You can also call the administra-

tive office at (510) 987-9220 to

reserve a speaking slot.-

Faith Factor

Writing Workshop You'll learn how to:
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National Institute for

Healthcare Research
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• Help editors respond to the growing interest in faith-oriented stories

• Introduce readers to the role religion plays in many major news events

• Find ways to break out of the "religion page ghetto*

• Write with creativity, clarity and conciseness

• Take a story of spiritual substance and moke It newsworthy

• Write about research showing how faith impacts health and wellness

• Self-publish or find a publisher

Who will benefit:
• Students vA\o v^nt to express their faith in writing

* Journalism students needing to sharpen their skills for writing religion stories

• Ministry students needing polished styles for newsletters and articles

* Students in any field wanting better grades througfi better composition

Couno intlructor William R. Maltox, Jr. conduch worksho(» benefiting both profeuionals and beginners. His stories have appeared in ttie

Washington host, USA. Today, and many <yk\«r leading magozines ond newspapers. Ttw worKshop is mode possible through the John

lempieton FoundatKKi and the h4ational institute for Healthcare Research (NIHR).

The UCLA Alumni Associatiou is now accepting nominations for the

im

There's recently been a petition

drive for a ballot measure that would

reinstate California public schools'

prerogative "to consider economic

background, race, sex, ethnicity and

national origin of individuals other-

wise deemed qualified for purposes of

providing equal opportunity, promot-

ing diversity, and combating discrimi-

nation in public education."

Although the measure didn't quali-

fy for the latest election, it may not be

licked yet. I'm looking into the matter

and will give updates shortly.

CHAO-ROMERO
From page 16

reader to a few words of the Apostle

John; 'if someone says, 'I love God,'

and hates his brother he is a liar; for he

who does not love his brother whom
he has seen, how can he love God
whom he has not seen? And this com-

mandment we have from Him: that he

who loves God must love his brother

also" (John 4:20-21; New Kmg James

Version).

And so, m light of this BiWical

admonishment, were the perpetrators

of racist actions, whether in the United

States or Lalm America or elsewhere,

really Christians despite the fact that

they identified themselves as such*^

C an a person be both a racist and a

Christian'

In t^u^('hnsttanlty. all distinctions

of race aiKi ethnicity disappear at the

foci of the Cross

tstandi

enwv-

Jo be eligible, caiididalcs must

expect to receive a baclielor's,

<j:rafhiate or j)rofessi()nal degree in

Kail 1^)<)8. or Winter. S|)ring,

or Sun liner 199^).

Senior award recipients receive

an .\HT (larved (llass ring,

(iraduale sludent award

recipients receive a $r)()()

h(tnorariuni.

tstandi

All recipients are presented with a

LLfetijiie nitnnbership in the IKXA
Alumni Association and are lionored

at the Alumni Awards ceremony on

Mav29, 1W9.

Nomination forms are available at

the following locations and are due

bv Fridav. Februarv 5, 1999
• • •

• The Alunmi Center

hiformation Desk

• USAC President's Office

304 Kerckhoff Hall

• GSA Office

301 Kerckhoff Hall

• Career Center

• Academic Departments

For more information, please call

the Alumni Association at 206-0523
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Tomonrow

We will have the hjgh-and-dry on The

Waterboy,"the new Adam Sandler movie

about a socially inept mama's boy, which

sloshes into theaters this weekend.
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Barenaked Ladies cover

blemishes with charm

MUSIC: Band creatively

entertains crowd through

spells ol uninspired tunes

By Michelle Zubiate

Daily Bruin Staff

It's all about the juice. When a

beefy security guard named Juice

steals the show to a sold-out crowd by

simply strumming Van Halen's "You

Really Got Me Now," it means that

either the band itself needs some juice

or they know how to work a moment.

For the Barenaked Ladies at the

Universal Amphitheater on Tuesday

night, it was a little of both.

In 1988, Steven Page and Ed

Robertson started the Barenaked

rfiusicians. At one point in the perform

mance they alluded to Ben Stiller's

ignoring them at the MTV Music

Awards this year by running out into

the crowd and reenacting the mock

scene for the audience.

They also couldn't help but make

jokes at Puff Daddy's expense.

Pokmg fun at hip-hop dancing, they

referred to Combs' dancing as

'puffy". in itself and lacking the old-

school style which they claim to emu-

late.

The band also has a knack for

impromptu rap ditties that crack up

every member of the crowd through

their self-deprecating humor and

refreshing candor.

Their music itself remains light and

folksy at times. The recent hit "One

Week" had the same exciting effect on

MICHA[ I ROSS WACMM )dity Bruin

The Barenaked Ladies performed for a sold-out

crowd at the Universal Amphitheater.

Ladles while attend ing col lege in tue crowd through the rapping style

Toronto, Canada. An immedi<ite sue- and catchy chorus, while songs like

"Who Needs Sleep?" inspired head-

bopping but little else.

The music didn't do

much for crowd

members from this

generation of ADD
teenagers, but ele-

ments of a distinctly

older audience dug

every tune.

The Barenaked

Ladies definitely

knew how to utilize

their instrumental tal-

ents as well. Using

everything from

flutes to an upright

bass, the solos and the

more folksy of the

songs lent their fresh

appeal where the song

writing lacked compelling drives.

A lot of praise should also be given

to their opening band. Getaway

People, who jazzed up the crowd

rightly after only a few songs. They

used fun and energy as well to warm

up the audience with songs such as

"Oh, How She Gave Me Love." The

songs of the first band almost out-

shone the musical talents of their

hcadliners.

The evening's entertainment

depended upon the loyalties of its fans

to pull off a winner. Unfortunately,

those unfamiliar with the bland side of

Barenaked Ladies were sure to be dis-

appointed, forced to sit through stale

musical interludes to catch those few

moments of humor and true show-

manship.

cess within their Canadian borders,

they had not received much attention

in the United States until recently,

despite their reputation for high ener-

gy and amusing performances.

Taking their sound from a poppy

mix of folk, alternative', country and a

little white-boy rapping, the

Barenaked Ladies usually rely on their

charm and stage antics to sell out

shows. Otherwise, the decent yet often

uninspiring tunes would only rock for

middle-aged couples on Sunday

nights.

As catchy as their simple tunes may

be, their act wins the prize for creativ-

ity, not musical mastery. It's not

unusual for Page or Robertson to give

a small show between songs, making

fun of other tunes, actors or fellow
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Country blues licks and a down-honw rock feel help the Barenaked

Ladies jazz up the crowd with their witty antics.
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le image entrances you.

_ hazy blend of spirals, shad-

ps and edges sends the mind oit,

ing about a beautiful young

Ipmaji spinning around light-

teartedly in a richly layered ball

gown. Then you look into her eyes

•* deep, long gaze * until her soul-

fid iris comes into view, its complex

woiidngs processing the intrusive

light as she looks into the sky. And

jtly, you're taken beyond the

|oud$, observing the planets*

Uocentric orbits chaotically con-

rging.

The possibilities are dehriously

Hess...

J Man Ray's 1922 untitled print is

nothing more than a strip of

ipcr, sloppily bent into a spiral

A photographic technique

It he popularized, called the

iph, e^lains the muddled

cxpcnmcn* lies with the

iU)! and his willingness to

ndiat his eye conveys to

JAin Ray wrote in 1945.

of the experiment is

ft* - >dt •

»

in proportion to the desire to dis-

tort and enjoy."

The American ^painter, film-

maker and sculptor is |>est known

as a photographer. Man Ray»bom
Emmanuel Radnitsky, emerged in

the 1920s as an innovative young

artist with a career to span until Ms

death in 1976.;

An exhibit of 3vcr lOOj

pieces is currently showing i

^,

Paul Getty NJuseum Apiy
"A Practical Dreamenl

Photographs ofMan Ray"1
lection highlights his photo{

works from the 1920s to U
The images were created in^

York, Paris and Los Anj

where he lived during dil

periods ofhis life.

A contributor to the Dada'

Surreahst movement, Man R«

photographed a variety of images,

from portraits to Abstract pieces.

His subjects were intriguing in

themselves, but it was often bis

treadnent of the photos that 4xpw

people's attention.

The artist took a familiar medi-

um and cjqwrinjentcd witfi aimm-

SeeMmST«pa9C27
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Annette Bening, left, is a CIA operative who collaborates with the

FBI's Denzel Washington as he investigates attacks in New York City.

The Siege' assails audience

with reality-based action

[et'end TTlOVitj ^^^ terroriam taak force who gow

from charges that Arabs

portrayed stereotypically

By Tristan Thai

Daily Bruin Contributor

Hollywood studios sure have a

knack for releasing films at the right

time in congruence with the public

consciousness. A presidential sex

scandal? Enter "Primary Colors"

and "Wdg the Dog." An asteroid

heading dangerously close to a colli-

sion course with Earth? Well, here's

"Deep Impact" alTd "Armageddon."

And the latest film to come right on

the heels of front page news is 20th

Century Fox's "The Siege," which

will undoubtedly elicit reminders of

Osama Bin Laden's terrorist attacks

on U.S. embassies.

With a star-studded cast including

Denzel Washington, Annette

Bening and Bruce Willis, "The

Siege" takes place in New York City,

where a group of Arab terrorists sets

off a series of bombings. Martial law

is soon imposed on the metropolitan

city and leads to a battle between the

FBI, CIA and the Army over control

of the territory as they search for the

party responsible for the terrorist

attacks.

"It's a millennial fear," said veter-

an producer Lynda Obst

("Contact") at a recent press junket

in New York. "We all go in a panic

when there is a terrorist bombing;

we've seen other cities induce this,

but not on American soil. It's new

for us. Part of the purpose of this

movie is to be a cautionary tale that

helps instruct us in a debate about

what we do should this become a

reality"

As expected, the film has been

met with controversy among such

Arab-American organizations as the

Council on American-Islamic

Relations (CAIR). In addition to the

portrayal of Arab terrorists, a sub-

plot involving the internment of

Arab-Americans by the U.S. Army
in "The Siege" raised some eye-

brows, even before the film's

release.

"I think it was in response to the

trailers," said Denzel Washington

about the controversy. "I think they

were sensitive to certain things that

the trailers showed, and 1 think they

sat down and talked to the people at

the studio and changes were made"
Washmgton plays the chief of an

head-to-head with Bening's CIA
agent and Willis' army general. The

actor defends the film, because mili-

tary authority, dictated upon U.S.

citizens and leading to civil unrest,

can actually occur.

"It happened in 1992 after the

Rodney King verdicts. It can hap-

pen,r Washington said. "That's the

interesting thing about the film. It

confronts you, this 'What if? What

would you do?' Hopefully we won't

have to answer that question."

Director Ed Zwick ("Glory,"

"Courage Under Fire") agrees with

Washington about the rush to judg-

ment. After many meetings and a

recent screening of the film, one of

the concerned Arab-American orga-

nizations decided not ta protest

"The Siege." Instead, they will be

handing out informational leaflets

about Islam and about an open

mosque policy oncfi_ the film pre-

mieres.

"I think that protest was before

the fact. It was before seeing the

movie," Zwick said. "I think onoe

the movie's been seen now, it's been

revealed not to be monolithic and

not inflammatory, but rather some-

what thoughtful about the.se issues."

Sensitive to the concerns raised

by Arab-Americans, Zwick went

back and edited minor words and

phrases in the film that he felt might

be offensive. For instance, in a piece

of dialogue where the word

"mosque" is used, it is replaced with

"market." But, according to Zwick,

the changes he made were very cos-

metic, and did nothing to change the

outcome or tone of the film.

"I will never compromise a movie

for the sake of political correctness,"

he said. "And we did nothing sub-

stantive to the movie to change it."

Tony Shalhoub ("Big Night,"

"Wings"), an actor of Lebanese

descent who plays Washington's

partner in the film, believes that

"The Siege" is actually fair in its por-

trayal of Arab-Americans. After

playing a terrorist on a television

episode more than twelve years ago,

Shalhoub vowed not to do so again. I

Because of his ethnicity, however,

Shalhoub continued to receive

scripts with one-dimensional Arab

villains such as the ones seen m films

like "Executive Decision" and "True

Lies " "The Siege," however. prt>

- vided something different for the

character actor

Sm 25
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Comedy speculates about whatnot
RADIO: 'Laugh Dammit'

cast interview connects

porn to My Little Pony

By Cheryl Klein

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

They don't claim to be the next (fill

in your favorite sketch comedy group

here), but they are a lazy journalist's

dream come true. Sitting down with

most of the cast of "Laugh, Dammit!"

(Fridays, 7 to 8 p.m. on KLA) in a

Sproul dorm room is a lot like, well, sil-

ting down with a group of your funni-

est friends in a Sproul dorm room.

Second-year political science stu-

dent Scan Heckman manages the

group, which includes cofounder and

third-year English student Steve

Damewood, Tim Heiderich (third-

year, theater), Dave Viola (second-

year, English), and newcomers Sarah

Fisher (second-year, art) and Greg

Franzese (first-year, English).

Laid back and self-effacing, the

seven students wax comedic on every-

thing from Howard Stem to porn star

My Little Ponies. You might call it an

interview about nothing.

How do you get your ideas for your

Viola: Also known as reruns of

"Saturday Night Live."

Damewood: 1 want to be a writer

and it gives me an opportunity to write

down all the funny, weird ideas that

I'm not going to develop into a short

story or screenplay. They're just not

developable. So it's really just all the

crap of my psyche that goes into the

show.

I'm getting the feeling that improvis-

ing and playing off each other b not a

difficult thing to do. that you do it a lot.

Heckman: The frustrating thing

about the show is the walk back

because that's when everybody's

funny.

Damewood: We all have stage fright

or something.

Heckman: It was really bad during

; spring quarter because we turned on

the microphone and nobody knew

what to say. We've gotten much better

as the show's gone on. Greg and Sarah

don't know about the old days.

Fisher: Yeah, we're new.

Heiderich: Back in the '70s. We
were much more political back then.

^ What 's it likefor you two being new

in the group?

Franzese: It was hard getting

jumped in. It hurt more than I thought

—

i

t would.

Damewood: We have this big ball

that we roll around on a piece of paper

called th.^Wheel O' Comedy.

Fisher: It has subjects, verbs and

action words.

Fisher: There were like 10 guys and

one girl (Amy Haber, absent tonight).

And on the first show they had me bat-

tle it out against her.

Didyou win?

Fisher: I did.

Is that why she 's not here tonight':'

Fisher: She's" afraid of me.

Is a lot ofthe materialyou work with

campus-specific?

Heiderich: Well, I know people out-

side of campus wouldn't get it and a

couple of people on campus do get it ...

Viola: Namely ourselves.

Heckman: We have an upcoming

.segment in a couple of weeks about

solicitors on Bruin Walk.

Viola: I saw some guy handing out

flyers and he had a board over his body

that said, "Repent now faggots, dopers

and all other sinners." There's so much

you can do with that. Intolerance - so

good.

Do you ever try to have a "message"

with your comedy?Doyou have political

humor?

Franzese: A lot of the time if you're

making jokes, you're making jokes

about stereotypes or certain pcrsonas

that are around in society. Some peo-

ple might get ofTended, but they might

actually think. I haven't had anyone

say they thought about life after me

making fun of Jesus freaks, but ...

Heiderich: If we could reach one

person. If we can make one person

laugh, Sflmeday.

OANIELA DECCA

(Left to right) David Viola, Tim Heiderich, Greg Franzese, Sarah

Hsher, Steven Damewood and Sean Heckman are KLA's "Laugh

Dammit!"

Damewood: If you tell people a lit-

tle bit about yourself, they're much

more open. So we don't have to be

funny. People love us.

Fisher: Or if you give them free

CDs.

Heckman: Also now we've got this

digital equipment so we record sketch-

es, whereas last year we had to do it

live. ... I think improv has just gotten

more comfortable over time.

How often do you rehearse?

Heckman: Now we rehearse once

or twice and then we record it. Of

course, if Uic leuu ding's bad, ate:

Damewood: Broken hearts, broken

lives.

Viola: We stop looking at it as a

radio show and playing characters
-

we start being ourselves and talking

about my serious depression, Tim's

chlamydia.

Heckman: I think we've stopped

caring, basically.

Franzese: What I always thought

made great radio was a show about

itself. If you look at the shows that arc

doing well, like "Love Line" and

Howard Stern they're about nothing

but themselves.

difehczWhereas Hewftfd Stern's a

Thepress release is very honest about

the show's problems, and it seems like

you are too. How areyou working to get

past your stagefright?

record it over again.

Heiderich: It cuts down on the stut-

tering.

Viola: And the crying.

jerk, I think we're better. We have a

sweetness to us, you know what I

See LAUGH, page 24
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Rollins rocks crowd with humor.

MUSIC: Performer treats

audience to thoughtful

anecdotes, spoken word

By Brent Hopkins

Daily Bruin Contributor

As Henry Rollins took the stage at

the House of Blues on Election Day,

one had to wonder what the country

would be like if he were president.

After all, he exemplines*^ everything

one could want in a chief executive:

intelligence, charisma, wit and above^

all, a "take no prisoners" mentality.

Heads of state would cower and

meekly submit to his whims.

Congress would be putty in his hands

and terrorists would never think of

attacking a country under his com-

mand.

With a fiery, intense look in his

eyes and swathes of menacing tattoos

scrawled across his skin, Rollins is

not a man to be fooled with. On
Tuesday, he held the crowd riveted

with a spoken word performance

that was a far cry from his ranting

music.

"I had an interesting exchange 1

wanted to tell you about. I thought

you might get a kick out of it,"

Rollins began, launching into a story

ahnnt hi.s experiences^oiMhcjQiitL

hours. Rollins' rambling recital cov-

ered a range of topics as broad as a

football field.

His comedic approach combines

compelling story-telling with an intel-

ligent sense of humor. At times, he

played strictly for laughs, detailing

his youthful exploits as a pet shop

employee and ice cream clerk. His

skewering of rock and roll cliches

was hilarious, complete with a dead-

on imitation of KISS guitarist Paul

Stanley's raspy whine and wild stage

gyrations.

For these, the crowd was warm
and receptive, laughing loudly. Even

the soundboard technicians broke

out into laughter as he worked the

crowd.

One of Rollins' greatest strengths

lies in his self-mockery. Although he

turns his acid tongue toward many

different targets, one of his favorites

is himself. Never taking himself over-

ly seriously, he dismantled the gruff,

physically imposing persona he con-

structs on stage and presented him-

self as a normal human being, with

the exact same fiaws and self doubts

that plague everyone.

In a piece on dating told from a

woman's perspective, he cut the male

ego to shreds and deflated the arro-

gance with which so many people,

himself included, can surround them-

sel ve§ . Roll i n s doesn't pre tend to ygnu ina soc ia l c r i t ic. His scathing

meaningless laughs, the "aging alter-

native icon" also recounted his expe-

riences while traveling the world.

Whether it came in the form of tales

about shopping for suits in Bangkok

or going on safari in Kenya, his

accounts of life abroad were fascinat-

ing.

While these bits continued to

strike the funnybone, they were less

calculatedly amusing; the crowd

laughed, but not in the same explo-

sive fashion that they had with the

stand-up pieces. The stories were

more interesting than they were

humorous, showcasing life in places

most people only dream of visiting.

"I can tell the truth," Rollins said.

"I can speak with candor," referring

to an embarrassing anecdote about

his self-described slovenly apart-

ment. His words rang true in a differ-

ent context, however. Several times

in the show, he departed from come-

dy to lecture on more serious topics.

In the middle of a mildly amusing

bit on President Clinton's legal woes,

he suddenly jumped off topic and

began to address the saturation of

coverage regarding political sexual

improprieties rather than more seri-

ous topics, such as racial violence

and homophobia.

It Avas here that Rollins elevated

himself from foul-mouthed comic to

Dreamworks Reccxdv

Henry Rollins performed a spoken word review at the House of Blues

This is not just some average guy

on the street with a few funny stories;

the man is an informed, insightful

"I had a wonderful time hanging

out with you," he said.

M admire your endurance sitting

Part stand-up comedy, part narra-

tion, part moral sermon, the perfor-

mance seemed like it lasted only fif-

teen minutes instead of nearly three

have all the answers; he's a regular

guy capable of objectively assessing

the ridiculousness of life at times.

Rather than playing for the quick.

attack on racism and support of

diversity was well received by the

crowd, who applauded loudly at the

end of his protest.

iMnkef, 6M wtiose ideas warrant lis-
—

there and listening to me for nearly

tening to. When the evening drew to

a close, Rollins was characteristically

humble.

three hours."

With his charismatic perfor-

mance, it was no trouble at all.
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Director honors 'Frankenstein' aeator
FILM: Poignant contrasts

in Whale's life depicted

in *Gods and Monsters'

By Cheryl Klein

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Author Christopher Bram called

his fictionalized account of director

James Whale's last days "Father of

Frankenstein," and while Bill

Condon's script remains devoted

(often verbatim) to the novel, the

filmmakers were wise to change the

title.

Though Whale did give birth to

the screen version of everyone's

favorite flat-headed creature, he

took greater pride in some of his

other works - from "Show Boat" to

the personal paintings and sketches

that blanketed the walls of his home

in Pacific Palisades.

Of greater significance, the rela-

tionship between creator and creat-

ed is far more complicated than that

of parent and child, a fact which

"Gods and Monsters" acknowl-

edges with poignancy and style.

After suffering a series of stroke^

which leave him physically and intel-

lectually unharmed, Whale

(McKellen) finds himself involun-

tarily flashing back to his days in the

trenches during WW! and the mak-

ing of his most infamous feature.

When Whale asks his strapping -

and straight - gardener to pose for a

portrait. Clay Boone (Fraser)

becomes an unwitting witness to the

old man's ruminations.

The sparsely peopled drama owes

its brilliance largely to its leading

men. An ever-versatile McKellen

plays Whale as alternately charis-

matic and witty, and needy and vul-

nerable.

Fraser has far fewer lines, but his

reactions to Whale's stories and

advances lend depth to a potentially

unreadable character. His face con-

torts cathartically as he attempts to

reconcile his 1950s machismo with

his friendship with an openly gay

man and his blue collar life with an

intense, if vague, desire for some-

thing glamorous, dramatic and even

philosophical.

The resulting relationship is a

fragile blend of artist and muse,

teacher and pupil, pursuer and

desired. Taking a cue from his own

films. Whale tries to bring out the

monster in Boone, hoping an unso-

licited kiss will end his dwindling

life. Perhaps his most painful discov-

ery, however, is that life is not like

the movies. His "monster" refuses to

fall into a Ihuggish stereotype with-

out a fight.

Present throughout the dark,

dreamy, but ultimately human tale

are repeated dashes of metadrama

and nods to past movies (namely

"The Bride of Frankenstein" and

"Sunset Boulevard"), as is appropri-

ate to a movie about a filmmaker.

Director Condon resists the urge to

incorporate dark, stormy nights and

exaggerated dream sequences,

instead honoring his predecessors

with the same subtlety and respect

that Whale gave Mary Shelley and

Bram gave Whale.

An unnecessary if well-done epi-

logue brings "Gods and Monsters"

to an industry ending, but the film

would have benefitted from the

novel's spicy anecdotes from

Hollywood past.

But gripping and even humorous

(Whale introduces Boone to

Princess Margaret: "He's never met

a princess before, only queens"),

"Gods and Monsters" gives haunt-

ingly beautiful meaning to the

phrase "created a monster."

LAUGH
From page 22

mean? We're like a Hallmark special.

Heiderich: If you lick Dave, he

tastes like Kool-Aid.

What other comedians do you

admire?

Viola: "Mr. Show." I have every

season on tape.

Heiderich: I just look up to Steve.

I wish I could be as funny as he is in

maybe a couple of years.

Damewood: And I look down on

you, Tim.

Heiderich: So it's a mutual rela-

tionship.

Damewood: We get along well

together. It's a happy marriage.

Franzese: Kevin Smith. Kevin

Smith is my hero. Conan O'Brien is

also really funny.

Heckman: He's not funny, but I

really like Lome Michaels, the pro-

ducer of "Saturday Night Live."

Heiderich: I'm addicted to "The

Daily Show."

Franzese: And heroin.

Heiderich: Nothing makes me
laugh so hard as black tar heroin.

Viola: It's the pie in the face of the

'90s.

Is it hard to work over the radio

where anything you do has to be com-

pletely verbal as opposed to on TV
where you can rely on physical come-

dy as well?

Viola: There goes the laser show.

Fisher: It makes things easier

because you can describe things that

aren't really happening like. "Oh,

there she goes" or something like

that when really the person's still sit-

ting right there.

Viola: Look at that space ship.

Fisher: There's Elvis.

Heiderich: Or "I'm feeling espe-

cially tall and handsome this

evening."

Do you guys have comedic career

goals?

Fisher: I'm not quite sure yet. I

like acting and working with people.

Franzese: And prostituting.

Fisher: And prostitution.

Heiderich: They always talk about

those new technology careers.

Damewood: Have you seen those

ads? "If you can work a ladder, you

can get a job with us. Do you wanTa

job in television - and ladders - for

the future? The American way."

What is the funniest thing about

the elections?

Damewood: I think the funniest

thing is that there is no one in the

world to represent my views. I'm like

See LAUGH, page 26
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"This was a chance to play an Arab, a char-

acter that's presented in a really positive light.

A well-rounded character with a sense of

humor, not a goody-goody, but a man who has

his shortcomings, but is a real human being

and is on the side of right," Shalhoub said.

When questioned about the protests of

organizations like CAIR over the film.

Shalhoub felt that much of the hoopla was just

a natural reaction before seeing the film due to

the extreme nature of the subject matter.

"I think their latest perception of the movie

is that it's pretty balanced and thai they're kind

of relieved to see that it's going to open up dia-

logue, rather than just flat out perpetuate these

stereotypes," Shalhoub said. "This movie is

going to have more of a positive effect, and I

think they realize that now."

Another aspect of "The Siege" that interest-

ed the actors was the insight they gained into

the inner workings of the FBI and CIA. What

intrigued Bening most was how the script dealt

with real issues, such as the CIA's past involve-

ment with Osama Bin Laden-type militant

groups that now oppose the United States.

"It is worthy to bring up in a picture, this

sort of problem that we posed for ourselves,"

Bening added. "I think the fear is a real fear."

In addition to the insight into the CIA's

past, Bening also found herself interested in

the ambiguous nature of her character, some-

body who is not necessarily easy to like or dis-

like.

"This character's vulnerabilities and the

fact that she's made bad choices maybe, or

found herself in a situation that she was com-

promising herself ... interested tne. That's

human," Bening said. "This character interest-

ed me because she's alone, and I think most

female characters are defined by their prob-

lems in relationships. She is not. She is more

defined by her problems professionally."

While questions may arise about Bening's

character, Washington's role is more clearly

that of the FBI agent and hero.

Denzel's character in this movie turns out

to be the kind of moral authority that we are so

sorely missing and crying out for in various

stripes all over the country," Obst said. "It is

about what was and what is right about the

American character, and knowing right from

wrong."

After researching for his part with the FBI,

Washington came upon a newfound respect

for the organization.

"Having seen what I've seen and the work 1

did with the FBI, we should all be writing them

letters and saying thank you," Washington

said. "Because you have no idea what they're

out there doing. Not just the FBI, but their

cooperation with the CIA and the INS and

with airport security. Because they're making

it easy for us to walk around and not have to

think about things this film makes you think

about."

Though Washington plays the lead in "The

Siege." he explains that his character takes a

backseat in the film to the strong subject mat-

ter it brings up.

"It shouldn't just be about the character

Denzel Washington (left) plays an FBI chief who finds himself at odds with the Army

general played by Bruce Willis.

you're playing," Washington said. "Once we

blow up older people on this bus, it is not about

our personal problems, because who's going to

care?"

Even with such a volatile story line, the film-

makers behind "The Siege" have no qualms

about a studio film tackling issues that are

bound to offend.

"As an artist, I'm not interested in movies

about aliens or asteroids or sea monsters,"

Zwick said. "I'm interested about what we

really fear. And I think to talk about what you

fear in a culture is a very important thing to do.

I don't have the fear of putting it out there in

the dialogue, it's there in the culture. There is

fear, there is prejudice, there is racism. There's

a history in this country of repression. Let's

talk about it."

FILM: "The Siege" opens nationwide this Friday.
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Jeepers!

lTiat\s keen!

The UCLA Brain Mapping Center and

The Getty Research Institute for the History of

Art and the Humanities

present

a mixed media lecture

/\rfan(

HieBraiin

Picturing the Invisible

Barbara M. Stafford

William B. Ogden Distinguished Service Professor

University of Chicago

The Inner Vision

Semir Zeki

Professor, Welcome Departments of Cognitive Neurology

University College London

Tuesday, November 10 8 PM Royce Hall, UCLA

Starts Friday, November 6th!
FRbE ticl(ets available at the door

For infomnation, call 310^25 2699
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LAUGH
From page 24

Viola: Lisa Loeb really showed they

have their thumb on the pulse of our

generation.

the only liberal left in the United

States.

Viola: I smell a grassroots move-

ment.

Heiderich: I wrote you in, though,

for governor.

Heckman: I think the funniest thing

is that a one-hit wonder from five years

ago debuted over Gray Davis and

Barbara Boxer at the big rally.

Franzese: She's not a one-hit won-

der! I love her.

Do you talk aboutyourpersonal lives

on the show?

Heckman: The sad thing is that

nothing goes on in our lives.

Heiderich: The rest of the week we

just stay in bed.

Viola: KLA isn't the estrogen mag-

net I thought it would be.

Tell me about "Pom Star, or My
Little Pony

"

Heckman: That was a segment we

did the first week ... We have a list of

names that were either My Little Pony

names or pom star names.

Fisher: I thought of that connection

because they do have some funky

names.

Viola: So not because of their huge

genitals.

Fisher: There was something like

"Honey Morning Glory" or "Wild

Berry Leaves."

Heiderich: And "Having Sex

Cinnamon" and "Hung Like a Horse

Horse."

What else do you haw coming up?

Viola: There's one where one cast

member will be revealed to be a

woman. I haven't decided yet - whoev-

er happens to be around. Whoever I'm.

angry at.

Heiderich: I guess I should start

rehearsing this role now.

Damewood: Can we just get a tape

of this and play that on Friday? Can

you sound more like Barbara Walters?

Probably not. Doyou guys do impres-

sions?

Heiderich: Oh do we. He's got a

really good Tony Danza.

Viola: Angei-uh. Mon-uh. Jon-uh-

than! ... Tim why don't you do yours -

this is stolen from David Spade, by the

way.

Heiderich: "Uh, really, I don't

know."

Viola: You can put in parentheses

"in the voice of David Spade as Alex P.

Keaton."

So it's like a meta-impression.

Viola: It's very postmodern.

Damewood: If people don't get our

jokes it's usually because we're so

much above them.

Viola: We're the "Gravity's

Rainbow" ofbad radio.
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POLO, J.R GAULTIER,
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DIOR, POLICE, YOJI
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CONTACTS IN STOCK

75 Years of Expeiience
Hl-Tech Instruments

We accept most Insurance.

GLASSES
30 OFF

25 OFF

PACKAGES

All Designer

Frames

All Ultra

Thin Lenses

m
B. COHENMEHR, OD

3116 Wilshire Blvd. Santa Monica
(5 blocks west of Bundy. across from Big 5)

(310) 828-2010
Free Parking

Exam & Contacts or

Exam & Glasses*
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•Glasses: Frooi our special selection. Single vision CR 39
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BIXOME A STOCKBROKER NOW!
Full or Part-time

BARABAN TRAINING INSTITUTE

SERIES 7 EXAM PREPARATION

offers you:

• Series 7 and Series 63 Pre-Licensing Training

• 6-week Programs
• Weei<end classes

• Exam sponsorship available through

InterFirst Capital Corp.

• Full sen/ice broker-dealer affiliation for

licensed applicants

Mention this ad and receive a

SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNT!
Call now for information and enrollment

•vv;::;^3:

(818) 784-0048 or (800) 417-8625

RAMA Financial

16255 Ventura Boulevard, Suite 706

Encino, California 91436
e-mail: ruskytrdrdaol.com web: http'7/www.ramafin.com

To: Our Valued Customer

Issued By: Manasement
GIFT CERTIFICATE
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ARTIST
From page 21

ber of techniques - one for which he is

most famous for is the Rayograph. A
style developed as far back as the 1830s,

the process has objects on chemically

treated photographic paper. The sheet

is then exposed to light, capturing the

object's silhouette.

Man Ray also utilized the Sabattier

effect, also called solarization, which

created a darkly ethereal outline

around the subject. He reserved this

technique for intricate portrait studies,

often of famous people.

An unabashed experimentalist, Man
Ray often blurred the boundaries of

photography and abstract art. In a sig-

nature piece, "Le Violon d'lngres," he

features his then-lover Kiki as a Turkish

bather. Her head wrapped in an exotic

turban and her nude, hourglass back

facing the camera, the artist superim-

posed "F" holes on the print, inspiring

comparisons of the female body to a

musical instrument.

"(Le Violon dTngres) is a very classi-

cal, traditional nude in a lot ofways, but

he's got to paint these things on it (and)

make it into something else, make a

joke in a way," says Katherine Ware,

assistant curator of photographs at the

Getty. "(The title) is really a French

idiom meaning 'hobby' ... His hobby is

Kiki, or his hobby is photography, and

there are all these layers of meaning.

"He's always goofing around, joking

around, playing with your mind," she

continues. "People who miss that are

really missing a lot because he's trying

to get you to think, and humor is one

way to do that."

But Man Ray found little humor in

his stifling reputation in the States as an

extraordinary fashion photographer

(he found broader success overseas).

His only fashion print in the exhibit is

"Augustabernard Gown." The layout

displays his innovative vision of the

fashion world, ignoring the model's

face in favor of accentuating the

smooth line of the elegant, designer

gown.

Constantly reinventing himself as

well as his style, Man Ray was extreme-

ly aware of "formulating his own
image," Ware says.

He took many self-portraits through-

out his career, each gradually docu-

menting his evolution as an artist. From

an early self-image - an assemblage - to

one showing him as a pained "artiste,"

he ironically used his camera to portray

his love-hate relationship with photog-

raphy.

"He seemed to really favor his paint-

ings," Ware says. "He considered him-

self an artist with a capital 'A'."

Despite his conflicting feelings

toward the medium, Man Ray left an

indelible impression on the world he

captured in ways that offered a new per-

spective on reaJity.

He once said, "I have freed myself

from the sticky medium of paint and

am working directly with light itself."

PerhapsMan Ray is better known as

simply an artist.

ART: "A Practical Dreamer: The

Photographs of Man Ray" runs through

Jan. 1 7 at the J. Paul Getty Museum. For

more information, call (310) 440-7300.
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BEL-AIR SHELL
Auto Care 0^

Service Center

EYE EXAM $15
w/CL Purchase

LOSANGBfS/ 1038 S. Robertson BM,«1
Beverty Hills Adj Wed 3-3Fri 11-1

ANMBM 1842 W.Lincoln Ave., »G
Wed 1 1-1, Fn 3-5

LONG BEACH 4130 Atlantic Ave., #105
Thurs 3-5. Sat 12:30-3

STUDIO (XTY 1 1945 Ventura Blvd., «A
Tues 3-5, Thurs 11-1

No Appointment Necessary/Just Walk-in

VAUGHN LDOBALJAN,MJ).

FREE Care Kit w/Purchase

15% Discount
with...

UCLA Student, House Staff,

and Faculty I.D.

FrsB PIcli Up And Dollvory -

LA Darkroom
Rental Plus

t
N

Location

(1 mile from UCLA)

Bel Air

1 Shell

Hours of Operation:

8:00 AM - 5:00 PM
Monday - Saturday

800 North Sepulveda Blvd.

At Moraga
Los Angeles. California 90049

Bel Air Shell
Tim Hansen

(310) 476-1979 Fax:(310) 476-7644

VllfcJ. studio Rental
25'x40', 16' ceiling

Computer Rental
Scanning / Fiery Output

Color Loser

Darkroom Rental

UCLA Students

Save 10%
on rentals with this ad

Color / B &W

Expires

11/30/98

323-933-3352
1119S.LaBreaAve,LA.CA90019

/ o HAPPINESS IS BEING o

CALIFORNIA CA97

A BRUIN ALUM

.'/

Dear UCLA Students and Staff:

It has been a pleasure servingyour vision care needs

for over 25 years in the village. Please take advantage

ofthese great offers listed below. .

.

C/UCLA Graduate 1967

$99 CONTACT LENSES & EXAIVI "SPECIAL"

Includes eye exam, fitting, follow-up, and two pair of

Bauscti & Lomb daily or extended wear soft contacts.

$99 EYEGUVSSES & EXAM "SPECIAL" j

Includes lenses and frames from our special selection

(most Rxs) and eye exam.

IF YOU HAVE UCLA VISION CARE INSURANCE:
• We gladly accept your insurance

• We get the fornr^ for you - just call us.

• Same day appolntn>ents available.

• We are experts in showing you how to maximize your

benefits

• Terrific eyewear and contact lens selection

IF YOU OONT HAVE VISION CARE INSURANCE:
Take advantage of the specials, or we'll still give you 10%
•ft on any non-advertised items.

i^^^^^^^^i Villago Eyas Optomatry

corparaco^

310208*3011
(graUhd Roof o( Moniyt BuidInQ • sorM

I parking • fa hibli

Graduating^

if your last name

begins with the letter

M - R, you MUST take

your senior portrait

before November 13.

Call today to make an

appointment.

206.8433

Last Name
Beginning With

M,M,0,P,Q,R

ymiibm
Photographed:

October 19 thru October 30

November 2 thru November 13

November 16 thru December 4

bruinlifeYEARBOOK
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308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles, CA 90024
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E-Mail: classifieds@media.ucla.edu Monthly, up to 20 words 90.00
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For Classified Display ads,

please see our rate card
for variable rate infonnation.
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Books
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Collectibles
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.Office Equipnrwnt
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Rentals
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Table Sports
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Fax:(310)206-1359

Classified Display: (310) 206-3060
Fax:(310)206-0528
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advertisam^ts reofesanted in this issue Any person believing that an advertisement m this issue violated the Board's policy on nondiscrimination stated herein should communicate complaints m writing to the Business

Managar Daity Bruin 118 Kerckhoff Hall, 306 Westwood Plaza, Los Angeles. CA 90024 For assistance with housing discnmination problems, call the UCLA Housing Office at (310) 825-4271 or call the Westside Fair Hous-

ing 0?hce at (310) 475-9671 Classified ads also appear on-line at http //www dailybrum ucia edu Placement on-line is offered as a complimentary sendee for customers and is not guaranteed The Daily Brutn is responsible

for the first incorrect ad insertion only Minor typographical errors sre not eligible for refunds For any refund, the Daily Brum Classified Department must be notified of an error on the first day of publication by noon
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DEADLINES
Classified Line Ads:
1 working day before printing,

at 1 2 noon.
Classified Display Ads:
2 working days before printing,

at 1 2 noon.
There are no cancellations after

noon of the day before printing.

PAYMENT
Please make checks payable to

"The UCLA Daily Bmin." We
accept Visa, MasterCard, £md
Discover credit cards. Allow 5
wori(ing days for mail payments.

HOW TO WRITE
AN EFFECTIVE AD

• Start your ad with the

merchandise you are selling.

This nrtakes it easier for readers to

quickly scan tt>e ads and locate

your items.

• Always include the price of your

item. Many classified readers

simply do not respond to ads
without prices.

• Avoid abbreviations

—

mako your

ad easy for readers to understand.
• Place yourself in the reader's

position, ask wtuit you wouM like to

kr>ow about the mercharKJise, and
include that in the ad. Include such
informatk}n as brand names, cobrs
and other specific descriptions.
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4b00
4700
4800
4900
5000
5100
S200
5300
5400
5500

Auto Accessories
Auto Insurance
Auto Repair
Autos for Sale
Boats for Sale
Motorcycles for Sale
Parking
Scooter / Cycle Repair
Scooters for Sale

Vehicles for Rent

1800
Miscellaneoiis

1800
MsceHaiMous

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. Discussion, Fri. Sitp Study, 2408 AckanAon

Thurs. Boole Study, 2408 AdMrmon

M/T/W Rm. Dental A3-029

Wtd. Rm. A3- 029

DiKussion, All limts 12:10- l.-OOpm

For Bkotfollea or Indlvlduala who havt a drkMng probhm.

1700
UMIMNI nNnO

:v^(*-<WTy»ro1W^ ;»

UCLA READINESS GROUP. Weekly group

for IndivkJuals questtoning their ak:ohol or

drug use. Contact Elizabeth SutI for further

inlormatk)n. 310-206-1148.

travel
5l;U0

5620
5b40
5660
5680
5700

Resorts / Hotels

Rides Offered
Rides Wanted
Taxi / Shuttle Service

Travel Destinations

Travel Tickets
Vacation Packages _
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ADVERTISING

JAPANESE PASSPORT/VISA found 10/27.

Hideki. UCLA campus. Call©2 13-926-321

8

voiceoiail/cellphone

.

MlMittHMOIIS

FREE WINNERS. FREE SCORES. FREE
Lines, no money, no operators, no hassles.

www.line-busters.com.

Readings By Lauren

X World Renowned

K Psychic Readings

^Tarot Card

X Reunites Lovers

K Advises on all Problems of life

X Special Student Discount

Tel: (310) 858-1168 ,..,.,••••••••••••••••*•••••

YOUR CREDIT UNION
Your on-campus&on-line financial services

source, tor students, faculty&staff. Visit us at

Ackerman A-Level, on-line at www.ucu.org

or call 310-477-6628.

<-'.tV-..j>.*K->fA.>
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Computer / Internet

Foreign Languages
Health / Beauty Services
Legal Advice / Attorneys
Movers / Storage
Music Lessons
Personal Services
Professional Services

Resumes
Telecommunications
Tutoring Offered

Tutoring Wanted
Typing

Writing Help

Thk Boston Conslltincj Groui

itociBfllloiMii lUitiiHies

MARTIAL ARTS, Katabami Ju-Jitsu Dojo tra-

ditional & authentic ju-jitsu. self-defense t'ai

chi. yoga, chi gung, meditation. Master Alex-

ey Kunin: 32p-5 12-2538.

HOME OF CHRIS FARLEY, MIKE MEYERS AND
ANDY DICK

^l^^'ro^ ©\y^f^Pf^

www.iowest.com
learn long-form improvisation from

the leaders in the field
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7500
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7800
7900
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8100
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Business Opportunities
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Child Care Offered
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8500
8600
8700
8800
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Apartments for Rent
Apartments Furnished
Condo / Townhouse for Rent
Condo / Townhouse for Sale

GuesttKHJse for Rtnt
House for Rent _^ .»_._
House for tale

Houseboats for Rent / Sa)e
Housing Nseded
Room for Help
Room for Rsnt
Roommates- Private Room
Roommalas

index

BCG is a premier management consultingfirm

specializing in strategy consulting

All graduating seniors interested in our

Associate Program should submit a cover letter,

resume, transcript and SAT/GRE scores by

December 4, 1998 to:

" v>

Chris Noll at the

UCLA Career Center

%f^

Presentation & Case Interview

Workshop: October 28, 1998

Resume Deadline: December 4, 1998

First Round Interviews: January 14, 1999

Secondi$ound Interviews: January 22, 1999

Final interviews: Date will vary per office

The Boston Consulting Gsoup. int

The Worldwide Leader in Corporate Strategy

bUI^LUMW

SUNDAY
NOV 8 12 3PM

WEDNESDAY
NOV. 11 7 10PM

Sam

Reservations or class info

213/694-2935

6468 Santa Monica Blvd.

2200 _

ACNE! ACNE! ACNE!
CLINICAL RESEARCH SPECIALISTS is

looking for people over 12 years of age with

moderate to severe acne (at least lOspots).

Qualified volunteers will be financially com-

pensated. For more infomr^ation please call

Oonna or Dalia 310-828-8887.

EARN $10 in Just 20minutes. The Anderson

School. UCLA, regularty conduct research

on decision-making. The studies usually

consists of filling out a questionnaire. We
woukl like to cornpile an email list of those

students/staff members who are intereted in

parik;ipating. If you have responded to an

earlier ad. you don't need to respond again.

If interested, please email

mstudiesOandersonucla.edu. Notk:es will

be sent via enfuiil.

IWIALE TWINS NEEDED! For UCLA Re-

search Project Ages 18-40. $20 for 1 hour.

Please can 310-825-9006.

NORMAL HEALTHY CHUDREN and adol-

escents 8-i6yrt r>eedsd for UCLA research

study. Receive $25 tor lab experiment and

developmanlBl ewalualion. and get a sderrtH

ic laamir)g ei^Mflenca. CaU 310-825-0392

P06TMENOPAUSAL WOMEN 45^ (Haaithy

or wMh heaft dtoeaae) wsrsad tor a study on

ooronary arteiy dtosase mvoMng tmaii

amoums ol isdtaadMly at UCLA $2SA>r (2

days. 4hrs aech) Gal 310^2S-liia or 310-

CLINICAI. RESEARCH SPECIALISTS is looking for

people 12 years of age and up with moderate to

severe acne (at least 10 spots). Qualified

volunteers will be financially compensated. For
more information please call 310-828-8887.

Join a federally

funded study compal
a new spaicfe age condom

with a classic latex

condom.

Free medical care/supplies

J
to couples

using condoms as birth

control for 6 months.

FOR INFORMATION CALL

(800)521-5211

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

EGG DONORS
NEEDED

If you are a woman between the ages
of 21 and 35, the many eges your

bodv disposes of each montn can be
usea by an infertile woman to have a

baby. Help an inferhle couple realize

their dreams, enter the gene pool and
help advance knowledge of Human

Reproduction! Financial

compensation, of course. Completely
confidential. For more information,

please call USC Reproductive
Endocrinology at (213) 975-9990.

EGG DONORSI
WANTED

If you are a healthy
female between
the ages of 19 and
30 and have health

insurance.

Compensation

$?500,0Q

Call Mima Navas at

(310) 829-6782

ANONYMOUS spemi donors needed Help

infertile couples while receiving financial

compensation up to $600/month and free

health screening Convenient hours, located

m Westwood Call Kim 310-824-9941

EGG DONORS NEEDED
COMPASSIONATE ¥W)men from all races

wanted by mferitle hopeful couptes Ages 21 -

30 Compensation $3,500 Call OPTIONS
aOO-M6-9373

Liassitieds

825-2221

2300
Spem/Egg DomMn

WE'RE LOOKING FOR
A FEW GOOD SPERM, All races, 20-40 yrs.

$50 per acceptable donation. Call OPTIONS
at 800-886-9373.

4200
Rsntsls

OFFICE SPACE
FOR LEASE

884 Sq ft. $1700/mo. Utilities paid. Prime

Westwood location. Call Anne or Yvonne
310-208-1987.

WE BUY CARS. New and old. Running or

not. Jeff 310-714-5808. ^ Piano Rentals ^
jf Low Monthly Rates w
•Hollywood Piano Rental Company^

213-462-2329 ^
••••••••••
TRANSPORTATION

3200
Mnwras/uainconwFS

BOLEX 16mm H-Reflex M-Cond, 4-lenses

$2500otx) Great for film students & aspiring

film makers. Call 760-322-0812. Ask for Ra-

mon.

3400
Compiitart/SoftiMire

COMPUTERS
DESIGN YOUR OWN system Used sys-

tems from $299. New 300 mhz system-$575.

Repairs and system upgrades. Diagnostics

$25. 310-216-0336.

FREE LONG DISTANCE/ACCESS TO inter-

net - without a computer. Aplio $209.00/lnter-

nel-Phone $30900 (Exclusive dislritKitor),

UCLA Faculty 310-230-4231.

MEDSPELLER 20 MEDICAL terminology

spellchecker for MS Word/Windows (all ver-

sions) $14.95 + tax and shipping

www neocorgroup com

3500
rwimiira

MATTRESS SETS!!!
Twin $79, Full $89. Queen $139, King $159,

Bunkbeds. Deliveries, Phone Orders Accept-

ed. 310-372-2337.

MATTRESSES. FUTON, DESK. Bookshelf

Dinette Sets T-Table. Lamps Deliveries. 7-

days open King's Furniture. 11961 Santa

Monica Blvd. 310-575-4243.

4700

AUTO
INSURANCE

"NO BULL"
Best Prices, Same Day

STUDENT DISCOUNTS

Motorcycles, SR22
Accidents, Tickets OK

CALL AAHA NOW
FOR REE QUOTE

TOLL FREE
1 (800) 225-9000

4900
Autos tor Sale

QU*WAN RECORDS
rosmvc lAf/Hif HOP

MNTSHOWUS(
CAtXarMAIL QUWAN MX'UIIIM P() BOX ir7IS

LoiAiitrtn.CA WOIR

(233)730^127
DEADLINE: NOW!!!

KECyCLE

1968 VOLVO 122s Excellent condition.

2door automatic, 4 cytirKter, wtiite exterior;

vinyl/burgundy interior. Pior^eer stereo &
equalizer $2,900 213-748-2618.

1986 FORD ESCORT. Grey-l)tue. 2dr. CD
w/detachat}le face(new), clean, low mi.. 5

spkr., a/c, $1250obo Contact Marie 310-

207-1252.

1988 ALFA Spider Cool car. great tor stud-

9fW. must sen in 7 days! $4500otx> 310-828-

< 0382
i

.

• 1988 CADILLAC SEDAN DEVILLE $1500

dbo Call 310-470-0142

J 1988 T-BIRD Pomer ail wmi cruise control

Orig owner 70,000 mi $3000 310-559
* 9248

Don^t be
stranger, honey!

Come see me at

the Ashe Center

HEALTH FAIRE

FREE

Blood Pressure

& Cholesterol Screening,

Nutrition & Fitness QA,

Body Composition Testing,

Gomes and Give Aways,

and much more . . .

Tuesday, 10 November

Westwood Pidza

11 :00 am to 2:00 pm

UCLA Arthur Ashe Student Health ond Wellness Center

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS ^
1 Gentle person
5 Hireling

9 Questions
13 Brainstorm
14 Composer

Copland
15 Ooze
16 Everywhere
18 Shakespearean

villain

19 Kohl target

20 Sandra or Ruby
21 Ship's pole

22 Clear

24 Over there

25 Food
wrapping

29 Situate

30 Pub
33 Secret

35 Rule
37 Extinct bird

38 Trace
40 Type of rock

42 Consume
43 Inn

45 — Fe Trail

46 Cut
-48 Lennon's wife-

50 Movie spool

51 Doll. e.g.

52 Dey or Lucci

54 Buddy
56 Mongrel
57 Brown-sugar

candy
62 In the

wee hours
63 Wrestling

hold

65 Pitcher

Hershiser

66 Declares
positively

67 Land
measure

68 Neat
69 Caresses
70 Thump

i(f'

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

IFILIOIRI

I

IBIUINIDIAMTI I iLlLl

DQBDi Q!/g]DiB ODQBQ
IBIAILILIAISITMAIUISITIEIRIEI

M
U
K
R
O
N R

O
G R A D E
H V E R
A M E B A
N E S T S

DOWN
1 All walks of —
2 "An apple — ..."

3 Simple
4 Idol

5 Left, to a mule
6 Dryness
7 Encrypted
8 Type of jerk?

9 Sci-fi writer

Isaac —
10 Flowerlike

ocean creature

11 Barrels

12 Detect

14 Find the total

17 Nothing

23 To the third

power
24 Shows

boredom
25 Lakers and

Celtics

26 Basketballer

Shaquille

27 Started

28 Permit to

30 Price ticket

31 Itinerary

32 Twanqy
34 Poet James

Whitcomb —
36 Claims on

property

39 Zeus or Jupiter

41 Hearing organ
44 Connoisseur
47 Attractive

49 Singers Hall

and —
52 Debonair
53 Postal Creed

word
54 Thicken
55 Spy Mata —
56 Fellow

58 Nursery
tray

59 Actress Nina —
60 Neutral color

61 — out: used
thriftily

64 The Ghost and
— Muir"

Displa'

206-30^
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Autos for Sato jH ihMOl Destinations Ihwi Bostinations

1995 HONDA ACCORD EX V-6 Automatic,

leather, loaded. All power. ABS. Moonroof,

custom wheels. CD. alarm keyless entry.

Low miles Showroom, new. $18.250obo.

Leslie©31 0-827^2388^

86' VW CABRIOLET. Red. 83K CD player,

alarm, new top Fun convertible, great stud-

ent car. $3500 obo. 310-230-0193. leave

message.

UCLA PROFESSOR selling '88 BMW 325.1.

Black-convertible, top condition. New tires.

A/C. $7,500 obo. 310-820-8082 (day). 310-

394-6906 (anytime)^

•84 HONDA PRELUDE red. excellent cond,

looks great. $2000obo Call 213-514-1562

'92 LEXUS ES-300 White, 4-door, automat-

ic. Asking $17,000. Low mileage, good con-

dition One owner 310-475-9194.

'92 TOYOTA TERCEL- lOSKMiles. A/c. cas-

sette radio/stereo. $3,500. Light green. Ex-

cellent condition. 310-231-0046 (voice mail).

•94 WHITE ACURA INTEGRA- 45K Very

sporty, pertect condition Radio: Alpine sys-

tem. Racing look Must see $10,200 OBO.

310-526-2252.

5300
SoootM- / Gyde Itapair

CycleTime Company iSirrc- 1 *77)

Moped • Motor Scooter • Motorcycle j
n Sates • Repairs • Insurance

• EXCHANGE AD FOR FREE PICK-UP .

• OR PURCHASE DISCOUNT ,
' 1632S LaCienegaBlvd g

Six Blocks South ol Pico _

I u {310)275-6734
47'^a

5400
Soootars for Sato

1^88 YAMAHA RIVA st66W. Minor damage.

$500 562-728-1023

550b
VMMos for Rant

FROM $17.95/DAY
RENT-A-CAR. Under 25 ok. Cash deposit

ok Free miles alkjwance Open 7 days/wk

Major credit-cards accepted. 1-800-770-

0606.

I Sotd/liHtefUM
Round Trip Airfares

liina S375

i'xi/ro is^rj

Santiago

Sao Paulo / Kio

S689

$65G

Cituiyaqtiil / Quito

Hiiriif)'* .Aire*-

S570

SG98

( ii^<*o Vf(f<*/iii f*ivi'hu
H 1 A.I f >f • -J D.i.v i N .'i'^ Mi.l.-I A City $<.M\

For Hvs MO li'iZ HH2I/H00 l^H't l)54'i

fKOH.sMDNM m\MI SIHVKI
K.piith .Ami 11. IP '•1" ' i.4li»i'. --i M • 11,

Europe
$239 (each way plus taxes)

HAWAII $1 19 o/w
Many other destinatlonsi

CALL 3 10-394-0550
http://www.airhltch.org

GST 202863840

GET THE POINT?

ADVERTISE.

IDatty Bruin

..:*H.;.:

discounts on

deme$tic travel, too.

(310) 8244574

STA TRAVEL
We've been there.

{;5f *lMTr-6**6

920 Westwood Boulevard

BOOK YOUR TICKETS ON-LINE: www.statravel.com

ma.

f300
letpaiAiMce/inonMys

GREEN CARD
FOR WORK-PERMITS, green cards, and all

immigra'ion problems call expener^ed immi-

gration attorney. Reasonable rates. 213-251-

9588 for attorney Doreen

MYER LAW FIRM. Century City. Auto acci-

dents, slips/falls, bankruptcy, discrimination,

sexual harassment UCLA Graduate Scott D.

Myer. tittp://www.bestlawyer com 310-277-

3000

6400
Movors/Storago

BEST MOVERS. Licensed, insured. Lowest

rates. Fast, courteous fcareful. Many stud-

ents moved for $98. Lie. -T- 163844. NO JOB
TOO SMALL! 1-800-2-GO-BEST

HONEST MAN W/14ft truck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok. Student discount.

Ask about 10% discount. 310-285-8688. Go
Bruins!

JERRY'S MOVING&DELIVERY The careful

movers. Experienced, reliable, same-day de-

livery Packing, boxes available. Also, pick-

up donations for American Cancer Society

Jerry©310-391-5657.

8500
Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedicated pro-

fessional. At your home or WLA studio. 1st-

lesson free. No drum set necessary.

Neil:21 3-654-8226.

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years exp. all

levels and styles. Patient and organized.

Guitars available Sam 310-826-9117.

GUITAR LESSONS by professional near

UCLA. All levels, guitars avail. Call Jean at

31Q-476-4154. WYm.JW6S.WfD

Resumos

WINNING RESUMES. 1-hour service. Our

clients get results. Open 7 days. Visa and

Mastercard accepted. 310-287-2785

lUtOflng Offwod

Want to escape

those winter blues?

^kt(.p ^\.'.kf^i {/rfcJ <^,t'/vr«

London SJ?!"?
Paris $348

'

Cabo $173
Milan $588 ..

French SIci packaige

with airfare
'

INSURANCE WAR!
WE'LL BEAT ANYONE'S price or don't want

your business. Ail drivers. Newly licensed.

Sludeni/staff/taculty discounts. Request the

"Bruin Plan- 310-777-8817 or 818-222-

5595.

I week - $647
Farw M« Kt Do noc Indude OHM.

MtlritHow ipplr.Ar« wbi«ct to

Travel

CIEE: Couacil on InterMlmul
Cdacitioinil Euhange

10904 Lindbrook Drive.

Los Angeles

[3IO]-208-355l

/lllstatef
\biiVe in good hands.

Insurance Company
(310)312-0204

1281 WesKvood Blva
(2 talks. So. of Wilsrilre>

6100
Goin|iiitirAliit0ni6l

COMPtJTER TUTOR: Knowledgeable, pa-

tient. Word-processing, spread-sheets, web-

pages, hardware, software. Affordable rates.

Call 310-206-5067 or e-mail

jeo710ucla.edu

FLY CHEAP!!
• ROUND TRIP COURIER AIRFARES •
London $385 Sooul^0 Hong Kona |389
China fias Sydnoyi720 B«>gko0370
aO'M.-80°o OFF ALL FARES
AIR COURIER INTERNATIONAL

1-800-892-7216 24 hr*.

Health Services

HEALTH AND BEAUTY STEAM. Developed

by Chinese doctor. Revolutionary skin-care

product with exotic herbs, also cleanses in-

ternally (colds, flu). 2-monlhs supply

$35-fUPS. 1-888-701-8898.

VIDAL SASSOON
SALON in Beverly Hills. Advanced training

team is looking for models for $15 haircuts

Please call 310-775-fWfw

VOICE, PIANO LESSONS by professional

singer/pianist. Juilliard School. MM. All levels

welcome. 310-544-1240.

6700
Professioiial Services

MBA, LAW, MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS!
FRUSTRATED DEVELOPING yjur critical

personal statements? Get professional help

from well-known author/consultant. 310-826-

4445.

www.winningpersonstatement.com

A FREE SESSION
PSYCHOTHERAPY/COUNSELING for de-

pression, anxiety, obsessions, post-traumat-

ic stress, etc. Couples/Individuals. Student

rates. Crime victims may be eligible for free

treatment Call Liz Gould

(MFC#323B8) ©310-578-5957 to schedule

your Iree consultation.

ACTOR'S HEAD SHOTS $85 (Student Spe-

cial) Black+White & Color. Studio/location.

Make-up artist included. Agency approved.

Award studio. 310-826-9077

FRENCH TUTORING
OR GRADE IMPROVEMENT for all levels

Highly experienced teacher. Also translation.

Call Evelyne: 310-395-5953.

MATH/PHYSICS/STATISTICS/English/He-

brew. Computerized statistical analysis avail-

able.Tutoring service. Free consultation.

Reasonable rates, call anytime. Han (800)90-

TUTOR. www.my-tutor.com

PRIVATE TUTORING
IN-HOME, one-on-one tutoring for most sub-

jects. English. Chemistry. Math. Physics, Bi-

ology. Spanish, French, etc. $15/hr. 310-

289-3292.

SPANISH LESSONS. Native Spanish speak-

er. One-on-one tutoring for all levels. Elena

310-397-8585.
^ I I I I I ! I II > I

I '

THE WRITING COACH
EXPERIENCED TEACHER. PhD offers tu-

toring, term paper assistance. English. So-

cial Science, History. Foreign Students Wel-

come. Call: 310-452-2865.

UCLA ENGLISH ALUMNI, pro-writer, young,

superb papers guaranteed. High school and

below welcome. Jeff 213-653-2240.

7100
TMoring Wanted

ENGLISH/HISTORY TUTOR WANTED for

11th grader. Santa Monica, 1.5hrs/day. 3

llmu^/WHHfc C«il l .lnhn dfly: fl1Q-771-G37fl ,

^-t

eve: 1-310-748-1743

GEOMETRY TUTOR for 9th grade girl.

UCLA female freshman/sophomore pre-

ferred. Needs transportation. Encino area.

1.5 hrs/week or more. $25/session. 818-789-

4377.

SUPERVISE HOMEWORK/TUTOR for 7th

grader. WLA3:30-6pm, Tues-Fri. $10/hrCall;

310-839-4099 6-9pm or fax: 310-204-1826

TUTOR WANTED for Life Science 1 $20/hr.

Bio or biochem major preferred. Tutoring in

the evenings on campus. 626-912-2345.

TUTOR/DRIVER
For 7th grader. Pick up 3:30 tutor until 7pm.

WLA area. Male preferred. $10/hr. 310-475-

3788.

TUTORS for high school students.

Junior/senior/graduate students specializing

in English a must. Families located in Arca-

dia resident or Palos Verdes. 2hrs-$55/one

visit. 4times/mo. 310-859 9140 Beverly Glen

Education Link@Beveriv Hills

6700
Professional Services

jTmi.:rrrctTit\.iTTZX
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Contemoo Nails
Manicures Pedicures

Fills & Silks

Sculptured Nails

Wax
& MORE!

333 Robertson Blvd. Beverty Hills

(btwn. Gregory Way & Olympic Blvd.)

MofvSat 9-7 pm. Sun 10-5 pm.
FreeParWng

No Appt Necessary

Call (310) aSBSa79 H
CEXS4»»»gggg»g»«»ggggg»»xxx:

EAGLE EYED EDITOR
PROOFREADS THESES, publications; tu-

tors English, study skills; trains time man-

agement, stress reductiop. Nadia Lawrence

PhD 31 0-393-1951.

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! For valu-

able info on home-based business send

$1/SASE to: Unique Images. 550 South Bar-

rington Ave.. Apt. #1320. LA 90049.

FOLLOW YOUR STARS
By Jung and Emerson's precepts. Profes-

sional Astrology Consultation: career,

romance, finance. 23years teacher/lectur-

er/writer. Pauline Hassell 031 0-858-4979.

PRIZE-WINNING
ESSAYIST AND FORMER PROFESSOR
w/two Ph.Ds can help you produce winning

prose. Theses, papers, personal statenr>ents.

David <davedit©pacbell.net> 805-646-

4455.

RELATIONSHIP SPECIALIST- Effective,

supportive, confklential counseHng. Indivklu-

als and couples. Carole Chasin, M.A,

M.F.C.C. 310-289-4643.

ASPIRING
MODEL?
"The Hardest Driving

Agency for New
Faces in L.A."

Our doors ore now open for new

faces We ore currently seeking

highly mo'ivated men and women for

lOO's of upcoming commercials,

music videos, foshion and print jobs

Classes ore offered on the Promenade

with legendary acting coaches Diane

Shalot and John Sarno

NO P(jRiroilO NECf SSARy NO rtt

(310) 393-7600
Btalc# All Motfsls Jk Tfltonty Inc.

225 Santa Monica Blvd.. Suite 201

Santa Monica. CA 90401

I ^( liiiinK i'< I ;n itii'fii

HAIR REMOVAL

LiiCia (310) 208 8193
['I'M W.-s|\.M...i \\\y,\

IMMIGRATION
GrfCfi Cards • Citiunship • TcoHMrary Work Pcnnits • Investor Visas...Company Start-ups

Reasonable rates for what you need including: Atlonicy Rcprcscntalioa • Paralegal Forms Preparation

AnOEL V«5A aNTER^TotalconfWer^Guafar^

Immigrant and Non-immigrant Visa Services • Citizenship • Travel Permits

310-478-2899 phone Call for a Free Consultotlen 310-477-6833 fax

$QUICK CASH$
OWN A CAR? Q«t a cash loan in 30nfiinules

whie you drtve. No credit check. WS M.

888 300-8942.

STUDENT LOANS
GET YOUR Stafford Student Loan from Un«

vatalty Cr««l Union (Lender Code 832123)

Alto riMiwt low-coat financial servicea 310-

477<tni; iMMr.ucu.org

:x 'II

Legal JUMM/AflMMfi

BANKRUPTCY
GET OUT OF DEBT NOW! Free Consulta-

tion Expertariced attorneys, reasonable

fees. Law Offices of White and Associates

(Cheryle M White. UCLAW -*86*) 800-420-

9996 or 310-207-2069 12301 WHshire

Bi..8le 560. WLA

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

ComQt9tmnvv9 Oas^ftation Asaialanoa

Propoaaia and Bootes

Intarnatiooai Stodants Watooma S*H5a 1965

.P»t.O (310)47»4aa2

Counseling and Psychotherapy

...to examine life corKema/iamiea in

privacy and respect. Individuals,

couplea, ranMlics. Streaa, anxicCy,

dcpfvacion, adf-Mtoom, retationanipa.

Lorraine M. Yamamura, Ph.D. Clinical

Payohologiai PSY 11067 (310)392.S209

Daily Bruin Classified
Thursday, November S, 1 998 Jl

7200 7700
CMM CanWhim

7800
IMpWanlBd

7800 Irsoo
M

ACCURATE, DEPENDABLE and SPEEDY
typing service. Close to campus. Call Laurie:

310478-6230.

DO IT WRITE- Word processing, transcrib-

ir>g, typing, proofing, editing. Fast and accu-

rate. $28/hr. 24hr voicemail. WLA location.

310-441-5955.

HATE TO TYPE? Let me do it for you.

Fast-faccurate. Professional screen plays

excepted. $2/pg. Call-Iris 310-839-3101 or

page 310-915-2255.

WORD PROCESSING All types; research

papers, theses, resumes, fliers. Editing,

proofing. &transcnption available. Emergen-

cies OK. Call:8 18-598- 1489 or email

anmlwomnOpacbell.net.

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-

es, dissertations, transcription, resumes, fli-

ers, brochures, mailing lists, reports. Santa

f^onica, 310-828-6939. Hollywood, 213-466-

2888.

7400
Business OpiiortunHlet

Child care provider wanted. Must have car

for 2 children ages 10&13. 15-2Qhrs/wk. 3-

6pm, M-F $8/hr+gas mileage. Contact 213-

892-9262.

DRIVER/HOMEWORK TUTOR Pick up

children ages 10 and 12 from school, drive to

activities, help with math. M-F 2:30-5:30.

$10/hr. Santa Monica. Call or fax: 310-451-

4145.

EXPERIENCED CHILDCARE Afternoons.

14-20 hours weekly. Palisades. Good car,

good references. Fax Gillian Hyde 818-347-

4451.

HOUSEKEEPER-eBABYSITTER for 4y/o

giri. 5 nights/week starting05pm. $25/night

Must be experienced and have references.

Near Beverly Hills. Call ASAP 310-271-

8217.

January3-June20, Monday-Friday. Noon-

6pm. Childcare and some dnving for 2 fun

boys 5&11. No pet allergies. Must have car,

speak English and drive stick-shift. $9/hr.

Call Betty Goldberg 310-395-7755.

LOVAAS/TRAINED THERAPIST WANTED
to fill hrs in existing in home program for au-

tistic 2yr boy. Weekend hrs needed, $12-

$l5/hr. Manhattan Beach(15min). Please

call Lisa Zucker 310-796-9855 or email li-

sagz@aol.com

MOTHER'S HELPER WANTED in Laurel

Canyon. PT hours flexible. References

needed. Please call 323-650-4914 for more

info.

PLAY WITH ME!!
Companion wanted for 6 yr. old ADHD boy

Child Development, Psych or Special Ed.

student. Flexible hours. A lot of fun, requires

patience, firmness, and energy. 310-459-

1320.

PT CHILDCARE
FOR VERY SPECIAL 4-YEAR OLD GIRL.

International or bilingual background, car.

$500/DAV. Nudo modoitng-w6rt>6n 1B4. a ll l eleiencea required -fi^»g^

types. No experience necessary. Safe, pro-

fessional environment. Refer a friend and

earn $50! 31 0-358-3865. ,.

INTERNET/E-COMMERCE TRAFFIC dou-

bling every 100 days - why not own your own

personal percentage? NYSE traded compa-

ny seeks brokers. 800-805-4768

SALES/BusOpty. Earn over $55K.

CommAx)nuses P/T in 1999. No personal

sales, cost, effort necessary. Call 24hrs for

details. ABR/lnc. 310-859-5577

wood adjacent. Laird-31 0-287-1 677.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT. Require-

ments: Smart, professional, detail-oriented,

self-starter, w/strong writing/oral communica-

tion, computer-literate, car w/insurance.

20hrs/wk.$ 12.15/hr. Fax Diana Resume:

310-312-9536 (If you faxed resume on

Monday, please fax again).

ANNOUNCERS, no experience necessary.

Host musicAalk-shows for our radio stations.

P/T. $10-1 5/hr. $200+per/show, plus fantas-

tic benefits. 213-468-0080 24-hours.

ASSISTANT for business office. For more

details please call 310-278-2750 or fax re-

sume 310-278-0038.

ASSISTANT NEEDED FOR Real Estate in-

vestment company. P/T, casual dress, must

have car and insurance. $9/hr. Fax resume

to: 310-479-2402.

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED. Eam
$150-$250/night. Work PfT while going to

school Day/eve classes. 1-2week classes,

800-974-7974. International Bartender's

school. HUNDREDS OF JOBS!

BARTENDERS TRAINING INSTITUTE of

America offers professional courses for only

$98. Certificate of completion included. Call

today: 1-800-561-1781. Great Jobs!

BILLING/RECEPTIONIST needed. P/T posi-

tion. Answering phones, computerized bill-

ing, collections and filing. M-F, salary D-O-E

310-551-1338 ask for Eric.

BIO-MEDICAL, ELECTRONICS, and clean-

room micro-cleaning. Full/Part-time employ-

ment. Some physical work required. Must

have transportation. Evenings/weekends.

Stan $7.50/hr. Call Patrick Toll Free © 888-

263-9886.

CASHIERS WANTED
':hAKEY'S pizza. $8/hr Flexible hours. Call

- Ramin 310-208-8040.

CASTING
EXTRAS needed for feature films, commer-

iTWTT^utTc v/itfftos. Earn up to $24apt

day! No experience needed. Wort< guar-

anteed! Call today 213-851-6103.

DOMINATRIX • No sex. no nudity, flexible

hours, experience prefened but can train.

Safe, pleasant environment. 213-626-5346

DRIVER needed in Westwood flower shop.

M-F 2pm-9pm. Call 310-208-4000.

DRIVER NEEDED to pick up kids from

school and bring home. References

required and must be reliable 10-12hour/wk.

Lynda 310-659-9030.

EARN & LEARN!
ENTERTAINMENT COMPANY seeks Com-
munications/MFA students to manage Na-

tional/lntercollegiate-event/screening re-

search programs Make money, have fun! A
few hours a day. Wort( from your place! Send
availability and current academic status to:

komedyOkomedyu com

EDITOR FOR FLEDGLING Santa Monica

Publisher Required: production duties, writ-

ing/editing skills, car. $8/hr Hours flexible.

(310)450-6850.

EDITOR/WRITER/RESEARCH Assistant.

MA/PhD/retired academic to assist writing

on Biblical, historical subjects. Knowledge of

Hebrew/history/feminism helpful. 2-days/wk-

minimum-3hrs/day. Hancock Park area.

Fax:213-937-1680.

ENTRY LEVEL BOOKKEEPER. $7/hr. Cop-

ynwt Westwood. 925 Westwood Blvd. LA Ca
00024. Contact John Ortega (store manag-

er) P/T. Call 310-824-5276. Fax 310-824-

5543.

F/T FILE CLERK for immigration law firm.

Century City. Computer-literate, Punctual,

detail-oriented, self-statler. $8/hr. Fax re-

sume: 310-553-2616.

FILE/OFFICE CLERKS
LAW FIRM has PT positions to fill at

$6.50/hr Minimum of 20hrs/wk. Interest in

law preferred. Fax resume&proposed avail-

able hours to 310-274-2798 or mail to Lur-

ie&Zepeda. 9107 Wilshire Blvd. Suite #800.

yovoTTy Hfl la, CA 0OB1O, ottoni ton J immy

MALE&FEMALE
MODELS

OUR MODELS have worked for Versace,

Abercrombie&Fitch, Estee Lauder, Levi's,

Banana Republic &more! Great Pay! Begin-

ner's ok! Call Iree' for an appointment. Otto

(24-hrs)800-959-9301

MEDICAL SECRETARY
P/T- FRIENDLY, OUTGOING, HIGHLY MO-
TIVATED, GREAT TELEPHONE SKILLS,

WORKS WELL ALONE, FILING, WORD
PROCESSING. BEVERLY HILLS. FAX RE-

SUME:310-271-2262.

MODELS WANTED by professional photo-

studio for upcomirig assignment. Male/Fe-

male Pro/Non-Pro. Fashion/Commer-
ciat/Theatrical. Call for appointment 818-

986-7933.

MOVIE EXTRA WORK
* Revolutionary new program* Start immedi-

ately* All types-18+!* Fun/Easy* No crazy

fees* Program for free medical* Call-24/hrs

213-850-4417.

NEED TELEMARKETER/OFFICE ASSIS-
TANT for a clothing company FT. Call 310-

473-7454.

Night and Occasional weekend sitting in

extremely fun household for 2 boys 5& 1 1 . No
pet allergies, must speak English, and drive.

$9/hr. Call Betty Goldberg 310-395-7755.

OFFICE ASSISTANT Busy lawyer in West-

wood needs p/t file cleri</assistant. Apply by

e-mail to dan@danengel.com

*New Faces/Models*
Wanted by Weitwood's t1 Talent CastingCo.

Eam Top $$ in Movies, Television,

Convnerciais, and Modeling (petite, top, and

fasiiion models). No exp. nee Also, The Show

Business C\ub needs interns. For Free

Dean

PERFECT STUDENT JOB
Pick up adorable 3 year old girl from

school in Santa Monica. Mon-Fn at 6 pm.

and cart' tor her during school iiulidays

Call 310/369-5509
Mon-Fn Uelore 6 pm

'^

USE YOUR CONTACTS
REFER OUR MESSENGER SERVICE. Le-

gal, entertainment, financial. Make $ every

time they use us. 310-508-7008 - Jim.

1500
Career Opporfunnies

EXTRA INCOME
Earn $87,000/yr. PfT. from home. Will train

you and help you reach your goal. Call toll

free: 888-241-7931. ^^^_
FASHION DESIGNER

SEEKS ASSISTANT Duties include: corre-

spondence, filing, phone, showing line, trav-

el. Polished, professional, fast, effk:ient a

must. Fax resume: 323-662-9055.

SECRETARY/RECEPTIONIST- Perform

various duties in Beverty Real Estate Conj-

pany. Parttime/Fulltime. Starting pay $9/hr

w/great future job opportunities. Fax re-

sume:310-278-6801Attn J.Edward Smith.

Help Wanted

BARTENDER TRAINEES
EARN $100 -$200 DAILY

2 week class
Job Placement Service

800/952-2553
PROFESSIONAL

BARTENDERS SCHOOL
Discount with Student ID

COLLEGE QRADS
Entry Level MgtVSales positions m So. CA.

$30K 1st year, great future potential.

Gigatech Employment - Please fax resume

to PIO) 207-0060 or call (310) 826-8324.

Hiring Today!

bJ'^' »
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AFTERSCHOOL DRIVER for 2boys (12+15)

and help w/homework plus errands. $lO/hr.

Must be insureds have clean record. SM
area. 310-828-3363.

BABYSITTER NEEDED for 6-yr-old boy

3 00-7:00 4day/wk w/flexibility $8/hr. negoti-

able Car required References Hollywood

Hills Call 323-969-9309

CHILD CARE for special 11 -year-old girl

w/disabilities in Tarrana M/W/F 3 30-6 30

and Sundays 10:30-3 30. Pay negotiable

Can 8 18-343-4 150

Classifieds

825-2221

ADMINISTRATOR/PROJECT ASSISTANT
(internship possibility). Computer literate,

IBM-Windows/Internet plus. Senior/graduate

w/strong writing/oral communication. No
dress code/reception duties. $7-$9,

17hrs/wk. Serious inquiries:Fax:310-395-

0509.

STORE DETECTIVES
SECURITY GUARDS. Needed now No exp.

nee. PT/FT. Up to $12/hr Call today. 562-

776-0878. for Valley 818-386-0170.

$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL mailing or cir-

culars. No experierKje req. Free information

packet. Call 202-466-1639.

$20/HOUR+TIPS
FEMALE NUDE FIGURE MODELS needed.

Professional studio. Absolutely no sex,

drugs, alcofiol, smoking, or touching. Work

your own hours. Must have a great body and

a pretty face. Asian models especially need-

ed. Marina Studios, Downtown LA: 323-222-

8044.

$20/HR PT/FT
PROCESSING MAIL! Free supplies,

postage! Bonuses! Rush SASE to

CMAAXiLA Po Box 567443. Atlanta GA.

31156

signup® info.infomachine.com

$7.25/hr and up!
DO YOU have initiative? Become a UCLA
Community Sen/ice Officer and explore law

and public relations. Great Pay Flexible

hours. Student-oriented. Web:

www.ucpd.ucla.edu/ucpd/cso, Email:

cso©ucpd.ucla.edu. Phone: 310-825-2148.

ACCOUNTING DEPT assistant. P/T entry

level position. M-F 2-6. Basic computer

knowledge, car with insurance, good oral

and written communication skills required.

$9/hr. 310-276-9166.

ADMIN. ASSIST to RE. investor in Bel Air

Word, Excel, phones, must have car. Part

time (Tues. 1-5. Wed. 9-3) $ia/hr. Call 310-

476-1703.

CELLULAR
REPRESENTATIVE

SELF-MOTIVATED PROACTIVE PEOPLE
needed to sell Campus Cellular Sen/ice. Set

your own hours, must like to make money,

discounts on cellular/paging service, will

train. To set up an appointment call Kamyar

at 310-825-0881.

CITY BEAN COFFEE in Westwood is look-

ing for coffee lovers full-time/part-time. Apply

in person at 10911 Lindbrook Dr 310-208-

0108. __^
CLERICAL7SALES POSITION. P/T or ffT.

excellent opportunity Love of jewelry. Call

between 12-6pm. Shane's Jewelry. 310-208-

8404.

"^^WflV^ -'4-'^^UW'-<.'^^-**^^j( '

Spring Break '99

Jamaica
FTMPVtlM

21 Houn FfM Drinksl

BookbeforiNov.lO

Take '

2

"

Now Hiring Reps'

2 Free Trips on

only 1') Snips

mwplMhteuraxom

From

$499
1-800-426-7710

MODELS NEEDED NOW
Nil f'Kperienct' reriLiirecl

Catalog, Prmtwork M;ii|.-i/in»'s. Movies,

Vidf-'o & TV CoiniiU'rcials

Mf n .ind Women of all AofS
Free Consultation

CALL NOW! 310-659-7000

OPTOMETRIC OFFICE
P/T Assistant Need excellent

phone skills in English.

M*. tu, Th. 9-5. (Flexible) Call

(310) 837-7202
Leave message.

CLERK- Pleasant Santa Monica law office

needs full-time or part-time. Filing and

phone. 310-394-3578.

CLOSERS ONLY!
PART TIME WORK

BEVERLY HILLS CO. seeks tele-sales rep.

to market M. Jordan Merchandise Call: 310-

247-9901.

COMPUTER ASSISTANCE NEEDED. Ex-

perience w/Adobe Premiere. Need help

creating short video clips, to be played in MS
PowerPoint. 310-208-2442

CP SHADES
A NATIONAL womens clothing retailer and

Manufacture based in San Francisco, is in-

ten/iewing for FT/PT sales positwns in its

Santa Monica location. CP Shades offers a

challenging, exciting environment w/an ex-

cellent compensation package, vacation,

health&dental, a free outfit every month and

a great discount. Best of all, is the chance to

work for a friendly, growing company that

makes clothes which you'll want to own.

Please fax resumes to 310-392-0586 or

come into our store at 2937 Main St. to fill out

an application.

CUSTOMER SERVICE
ACKERMAN RER(FT) OUniverstty Credit

Unwn. Apply® 1500 S. Sapulveda Blvd.. LA,

90025 or fax resume:31 0-477-2566 or web

at http://www.ucu.org

DATA BASE MANAGEMENT- Off-campus

work-study position. Homeless agency

needs data entry. $10-12/hr. 8-12hrs/wk Ja-

cob 310-996-0034.

DATA ENTRY and Leasing Great position in

growing company Se/hr+commission. 310-

441-0735.

GREAT JOBS
UCLA CONCESSIONS

MAKE $8.50-11.00/hour working UCLA
Men's Basketball games Q Pauley pavilion

Call Sean for an interviewO206-0736.

GREAT P/T JOB
MAKE $10 to $15 per hour giving away web

pages. $8base+commission+bonuses. Con-

venient Van Nuy location. Call David 818-

786-9660 Mon-Frl. 7am- 1pm.

HELP ME SELL excellent wooden carvings

of birds and animals, fun toys to flea mar-

kets, wholesalers, and gifts, etc. 310-823-

3164 _^_
HOUDAY$$$. Honest reliable person to

work with stocking and labeling merchan-

dise. No experience necessary. Flexible

hours. Oct-Jan. Near UCLA 310-234-0127

HOME TYPISTS NEED-
ED

PC users needed. $45,000 income potential.

Call 1-800-513-4343 Ext B- 10105.

HOW DOES $800/WK

EXTRA INCOME
Sound to you? Amazingly profitable oppor-

tunity. Send self-addressed stamped envel-

ope: Group Five 6547 N.Academy Blvd.

Dept.N. Cotorado Springs. CO 80918

INTERNET ACTRESSES
WANTED! Wori< at home. Make your own

hours. WEBCAM Business needs flirtaltous

women.310-798-0592ext.66. Visit

http://GuestRoomCam.corTVffK)reinfo.htm

LOOKING FOR P/T administrative assistant.

Data input and filing in Westwood office. Call

Uz 310-443-5254

MALE MODELS
Prinlwori<. UB under 25. Lean, any race,

leave name, number&physical stats. Free

interview. Beginners welcome. 213-960-

1066. 24hrs.

*»

Seorchinq for Models

Man and Vttomwi for corrwrwrcirts.

catalog & maoazme ads. tyochum. and

catwalk •Specializing in piMas •

$l50«oS250perhour
^BevartyHila*

f^ No Faa « No Exparianoe

(310)273-2566

xoittBiniiwcai! wicftadt (310) 2t»-505r

OPTOMETRIC OFFICE
PyT Assistant. Need excellent phone skills in

English. M*. Tu. Th. 9-5. ('Flexible). Call

310-837-7202. Leave message.

PfT CLERICAL POSITION in Marina Del

Rey. 20-40 hrs/week Flexible schedule ok

between 9-6pm, M-F. Photocopy, type, file,

organize, mailings, enter data, answer

phones. Must be computer literate. Mac
skills preferred. Good writing skills desirable.

$8.hr. Fax qualifications to Shawn at 310-

821-9282.

P/T or F/T FILING CLERK/RECEPTIONIST
too UCLA Medical Plaza. Fax resume: 310-

208-0963.

P/T RECEPTIONIST- 20 hours/week after-

noons. Westside criminal defense law firm.

Great telephone etiquette. Computer and

clerical skills necessary. Professional ap-

pearance a must. Fax resume to Sharon

Jones 310-312-8227.

P/T RETAIL SALES- Outgoing personality.

$8-10/hr to start. 2or3 late aftemoons&early

evenings and Saturday or Sunday. Call Har-

vey for inten/iew: 310-287-2459.

P/T WORK, F/T-PAY!
BEVERLY HILLS firm seeks phone reps for %

match making company. Mon-Thurs 5:30-

9pm. Excellent pay. Fun job. Adam-31 0-777-

6900.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT
To writer/ producer. S.M. area. 310-535-

7166.

UCLA Annual Fund

$8.18/HR. PLUS BONUS
PAID TRAINING • CONVENIENT tCHEDUUNO

(Mon -Thua ivvnngj. wtHcnd tlNftt avallibK)

Contact LeiU

310-794-0277
1083 Gayley Avenue. 4tfi floor, Westwood

we are able to offer work study

I

ADVERTISING?

THE NEW BRUIN BARGAINS
OFFERS

FREE ADVERTISING FOR
ANY ITEM WORTH
$100 OR LESSIIi*

For IVIore Info
Call OIO) 828-2221

or com* by
The Dally Bruin at
IIS Karckhoff Hall

For items t>at>vaen
S101-SS00. $2 axtra

Display

206-3060
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FRONT DESK PERSON lor a busy Beverly

HiHsi chiropracttc clinic. Bilingual a plus

Windows95 experience a plus. Call Dwight:

21 3-655- 1420.

FUN CASUAL GRAPHICS studio seeking a

marketing/sales assistant for paid intem-

ship/job Flexible schedule. Fax resume:310-

301-4443 Attn:Chris.

GEFFEN PLAYHOUSE!
EXPERIENCED SALES REPS needed now

to sell '98-'99 season tickets over the phone.

P/T, earn hourly plus commissioni 310-208-

6599 ext. 159 (10866 Le Conte, Westwood)

GET PAID TO GET YOUR HAIR CUT AND
COLORED. MODELS REQUIRED FOR
VERY EXPERIENCED INTERNATIONAL
HAIRDRESSERS MUST BE OPEN FOR
CHANGE. MUST BE AVAILABLE ON MON-
DAY. NOVEMBER 16TH. PLEASE CALL
JENNY© 1-800-234-4672. ext 106 FOR
MORE INFO.

GIRLS wanted at exclusive social club in

WLA. Conversation only. No ateohol. Flexi-

ble hours Earn top $$$. 310-477-9871.

GRAPHIC DESIGNER with programming

experience. Familiar with apple and PC. Fa-

miliar with all recent software in graphic

design Prefer individual who has done pro-

duct packaging design, catalogue Strong

references required. Self-disciplined and

able to work without great supervision. Call:

310-396-7080. Fax resume; 310-396-8112.

NEU; FACES WANTED
Inlrrnutiiinal Tulfnt Croii|i in now

looking fur new fureii & new tuli^nt for

Teli'viitiun, Film, Contnierciula, Mut«i<:

VuleoH, Print & Modeling.
All ages, all ty]>«M.

NO KXI'F.IMKNCK NKCKSSAllY NO FKKS
AumnoNiNu NOW (818) 379-7070

STUDENT WORK
$12.25 to Start

• Rcxibk Schedule
• P/T - Time off for Finals

(310) 826-7715

mo
H -— liillM it

STOCK BROKER TRAINEE- p/t or fA. Rexl-

We hours Paid training. Great opportunity.

WLA area Close to UCLA. 310-914-9700.

STUDENT COMPANION NEEDED every

Sunday 11 -6pm tor rr^ture, male adult.

$9/hf. 310-475-9429.

TALK & MAKE MONEY
CUSTOIWIER SERVICE REPRESENTATIVE
needed for Campus Communications. Must

be a self-starter and like to make money

Hours needed 9am-3pm. Paging/cellular

discounts available. $6/hr. -f commission.

For more info call Kamyar at 310-825-0881.

TEACHER P/T After-school program for

math. K-7 grade Send resume to P.O Box

0687. Temple City. CA 91780. 626-285-9090.

TEACHER/AIDE. Graduate student in edu-

cation to teach bright 3.5-year-old in the af-

ternoons Westwood Develop atterschool

enrichment program including fieldtrips.

Must k}ve chiklren. 310-229-5996.

A PERFECT STUDENT JOB

Do you need a job in the

afternoons during school ((\^-F)?

All day Saturday, too! Full time

during Quarter Breaks and
Summer Vacations! Work

experience not necessary. Apply

today at

Westwood Sporting Goods.

1065 Qayley Ave,

Westwood Village.

•••kino mala and famala
to touncn coila9a campaign

Earn nwtotlng tkMlt. rMuma
•xpartanc*. md mora importantty. free chMhM.

ptnonal biftttM too long to HtL.. tntrtguoOf

iustintOmosaimo.com
trinayOmossimo.com

Of

949.797.0210

CLERICAL^

Immediate Openings
Volt is looking for individuals with

the following experience:

RECEPTION
DATA ENTRY

WORD PROCESSING
GENERAL OFRCE/FILE CLERKS
If you are looking for temporary or

direct hire jobs, call for an appt.

VOLT SERVICES GROUP
12100 iVilshire Blvd Suite M 90

los Anqeles fA 00025
(SIOi 20/0077 • Ne»er A Fee • EOE M/S

PHOTO LAB p/\ assist photo printer or com-

puter irr^aging. Beverly Hills 310-274-3445.- I ' » I I
— > ^^M^^—^^^^^^

POSITION AVAILABLE as representative of

doctor's office to corxjuct "public" health

screenings at various WLA locations. Train-

ing provided. Must be personable and enthu-

siastic. Flexible hours. Monday-Sunday
Good pay opportunity. Contact Dr.

Fox031 0-475-3488

PSYCHOEDIX:aTIONAL tutor needed for

tutoring office in Pacific Palisades. College

degree required. 310-459-4125.

PT and FT DRIVERS for lunch and dinner

shifts. $10-f/hr. Must speak English. Contact

Dining In: 310-274-0123. 818-986-3287.

RECEPTIONIST. WESTWOOD LAW offic-

es. Mon-Frl. 9-S. $7/hour, can do homeworK
on job. 310-470-3373.

RETAIL SALES
ENERGETIC and outgoing PfT sales assis-

tant needed imnf)ediately for upscale SM
children's retail store. Flexible hours. Call

310-451-0237.

SALES $12-2Q/hr. avg. commission -t-bene-

fits. FuN or PT, excellent phone skills for grad

student or QPA 3.5 & above. 310-358-6053

or fax 310-392-5234.

SALES4CLERICAL POSITION. P/T or F/T.

excellent opportunity. Love of jewelry. Call

between 12-6pm. Shane's Jewelry. 310-208-

8404.

SAT TUTORS needed. $15/hr. Set your own
schedule. Must have transportation and high,

SAT scores. Call 1-800-472-8261.

SECRETARIAL/SALES person in

Westwood. FT/PT Must be dependable, reli-

able, neat, good communk:atk}n skills. Ask

for Don 310-477-1466

SEXUAL PROBLEMS?
Maintain control, maximize stamina, and last

k>nger. Amazing, unheard of soiutkxis! Seek-

ing willing product testers. Apply at

www.r>«wremedies com

STARGATE/WATKINS ENTERTAINMENT
Actors Wanted! No experience required.

MoviM. TV, oomnr)ercials. Guarantee inter-

views with top SAG agents. CALL NOWIttl

310-577-9711.

TEACHERS/COLJNSELORS needed for af-

ter school enrichment program. 12 college

units needed. Experience with K-5. Flexible-

I pay. Fax MSume:340-445-562&^

PAID MANAGEMENT
INTERNSHIP

Student Works Painting, a subsidiary of Na-

tional Servies Group is now hiring for

Spring/Summer 1999. Duties include inter-

viewing, hiring, development of customer re-

lations, control of marketing and sales. &

production management. Call 1-800-394-

6000. www.collegeworks.com

PT PR FIRM POSITION for student. College

credit. Assist in research, media lists, events,

some writing. Email resumes to

detx)rah_dragon Oedelman.com

SUCCESSFUL STOCKBROKER seeking

graduating senior (6/99) for paid intern-

ship/partnership position. Interviewing imme-

diately. Call Todd Walsh at 1-800-894-3202.

Top 10 internship program is looking for

dynamic, hardworking students. For more

information please call 213-243-7027.

WESTWOOD STUDENT Federal Credit

Union offers internships on campus. No ex-

perience necessary. Come to an information

session on 11/12 at 5:30 at 124 Kerckhoff.

TELEMARKETING
W/WINDOWS COMPUTER SKILLS. Prefer

phone experience. Prefer students/grads

Flexible hours, 9am-5pm starting SB-

SI 0/hr-^bonuses. 3-blocks/UCLA. Harel

Maintenance. Ron-3 10-470-6175.

TELMKTG:INBOUND800
NO COLD CALLS. Info. Hsting co. seeks mo-

tivVaggress. indiv. Hr1y/comm/tx)nus. PT/FT.

7days. High income potential. 310-996-

6701x301. Near UCLA

TURN IDEAS into ca'sh!!! Learn how easy it

is to build a successful home business. Call

Money Corp. 1-888-307-4282.

TUTOR/BIG-BROTHER for 12-year-old. Set

flexible pm hours 2 times/wk. Chinese-

speaking preferred, not necessary. $8-

lOdoe. Contacy toydang©hotmail com

UCLA SCHOOL OF Medicine seeks student

multimedia programmer w/experience and

interest in digital video, streaming video ap-

plications, Adobe premiere. Knowledge of

Unix, html. Javascript required. Fax resume

to Dr. Anju Relan 310-794-7465 or 310-794-

9009.

UCLA SCHOOL OF Medicine seeks student

programmer w/thorough knowledge of CCI

scripts(perl). Javascript, html. Experience

w/databases, unix desirable. P/T, flexible

hours. Fax resume to Dr. Anju Relan 310-

794-7454 or 310-794-9000 for info.

WANT TO GO TO COOL ROCK CLUBS
FOR FREE? PROMOTE LOCAL BANDS
ON CAMPUS. CALL: 310-207-3991 OR
EMAIL:

GARRETT.HOFFMANOH0TMAIL.COM

WEBSITE DESIGN $8-12/hr. Maintain and

expand my websites. 10-15hr/week flaxible.

Moderate skills needed. Contact Austin

austinxxxOmindspring or 323-874-7312

WE'RE SEEKING INDIVIDUALS to provide

support to ttie devek>pnf>entally disabled. Call

Dwight Istanbulian at 818-361-6400 ext 129.

-PRETTY GIRLS.' Great personallty/vaW

drivers lk:ense to check stock on kxal new-

stands 1 day a week. Susan Moore 310-471-

2287

^nwr

fof Ront

1-MINUTE TO UCLA
1 txJrm, furnished, bright, clean, quiet, secur-

ity entrance, large ck)sets, carpet, pool, lyr

lease. $90Q/mo. 310-824-1830.

WL>V. Large single. 1917 Spanish misskxi

buikjing. High ceiNrigs, hardwood fk)ors, sep-

arate kitchenAdining room. 1-yr lease, $750.

Betty: 310-479-8646.

SAf^A MONICA Single Apt. Ocean Park

Area, pariung, bak:ony, patto, $600 310-395-

1284. Low agent fee.

www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA K^NICA Studk) Apt, 7 blocks from

beach, pets ok. a/c. $898 310-395-1284

Low agent fee. www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA Studio Apt. on the beach,

close to pier, controlled access, $772

(310)395-1284. Low Agent Fee.

www.westsiderentals.com

SEE TO APPRECIATE
PALM8 $800. 2-bdrm, 1-bath large apart-

ment in small, quiet building. Completely re-

furbished, like new. 15min from campus.

310-398-6622.

WALK TO UCLA-large 1-bdrm w/high ceiling

$1100 &single bacheksr . Step down living

room, security, balcony, security pari<ing, .

310-476-8090.

WEST HOLLYWOOD 1+1 Apt, hardwood,

floors. $950 323-634-7368 Low Agent Fee

www.westskJerentals.com

WEST HOLLYWOOD Single Apt, hurry wont

last, $595 (323) 634-7368 Low Agent Fee

www.westsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD 1+1 Apt. pool, cat ok. large

closets, $800 310-395-1284 Low agent fee.

www.westskjerentals.com

WESTWOOD, 945 Hilgard. Perfect 1-bdrm.

$775, utilities. 1 -block from campus/village.

K«wp eiilling :31Q -gQ0-4g56 .
-

HELPING DISABLED FEMALE- Hours vary.

Mostly AM hours. Paid by county. Must live in

Culver City or sunx)unding area. Call:213-

296-7655.

WESTWOOD- Single apartment. $795.

Bright, cheerful, patio, pool. Walk to UCLA.

Shopping, transportation. 1942 Pelham.310-

446-9348 or 310-207-7209.

WLA 5MIN. UCLA. Large, sunny, single.

Kitchen area^ stove, refrigerator, and water

included. Pool. $585 310-204-4332.

WLA- 2bdrm/2ba $1275-1395. Prime loca-

tk>n. Bright, cheerlul. patk). Walk to UCLA,

shopping, transportatk)n. 1246 S. Wellesley.

Near Wilshire. Won't last. 310-207-7209.

WLA. $1050. Large 2-bdrm/2-bath. Pool,

built-in stove and oven. Telephone entry,

large closets. Quiet, private. 1831 Federal

Ave. 310-478-7150.

WLA. $825-$850. 2bdrm/1.5ba. Dishwasher,

AC, carpet, drapes built-in. Extra large

fenced patio 310-670-5119

MAR VISTA, $535&up/month. Ask about

move in special. Attractive, furnished 1-

bdrm. Large, pool, patk), bart)ecue area.

Ouiet-buikfing. 3748 Inglewood Blvd. 310-

398-8579.

ADMINISTRATIVE- Tt>e city of Torrance,

City Manager's offk:e cun^ently has an oppor-

turiity for an Administrative Intern. Please

contact Jay Schar1nf>an: 310-618-5880.

FREE ARTS FOR ABUSED CHILDREN is

seeking unpakt interns. Please contact Matk

at 310-31 3-4ART.

INTERNSHIP OPPORTUNITY with Sports

Attorney: JunkK, Senior interested in sports

nfMirttgenf)er)t. Positkxi is rwn-pakl, credit

okay. Hours are flexlt)le T/TH preferred. Fax

resume and cover letter to (310)394-3551.

LEGAL CORPORATE ADMINISTRATOR
Pakl internship. P/T-F/T. Flextole hours WLA
area. Ctose to UCLA 310-914-9700.

Motivaled studsnl to corxiuci marketing as

an indapendent stuttM or iniemahip pfX)ject

for NP corp WMf tuptfviMd toy tw edMor

of widely pudkthad magazirw Great oppor

op^mng lOhrtAmli; lym^OnQ Roey 310-

662-0306

1380 VETERAN- 2bdmV2bath. $1525Aup

Park view, pool/jacuzzi, security, gated party-

ing, laundry, all appliances. Move-in Dec 1.

Cats conskJered. 310-477-5108.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 2-BEDROOM $950-

$1195. LARGE. UPPER/LOWER. UNU-
SUAL CHARM. SOME W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.

310-839-6294.

BRENTWOOD $1,495/mo. 2bd/2ba, front,

balcony, stove/refrigerator, dishwasher, car-

pet/drapes, laundry, pariting, near UCLA,
shown by appt. 11728 Mayfiek) #1 310-271-

6811

LOOKING FOR A PLACE to live on the west-

side? Call Westskle Rental Connection. 310-

395-1284. Low agent fee.

www.westsklerentals.com

OWNER'S UNIT
WLA $1695. 3bdmV2bath. Fireplae, wet bar.

balcony, redecorated. Near UCLA. Brockton.

Quiet k)catk)n. 310-390-4610.

PALMS. Single apt from $495. 1 -bdrm. $595.

Stove. $600deposit for single and

$900deposit for 1-bdrm. 1-year lease. 310-

837-1502 leave message.

SANTA MONICA 1+1 Apt. near SMC, Street

parking, $781 310-395-1284. Low agent fee.

www.west8kJerentals.com

SANTA MONK:a Bachelor Apt. North of

Wilshire, pool, paridng, laundry. $560. 310-

395-1284. Low agent fee.

www.vifestskjerentals.com

SANTA MONICA Bachetor Guest House.

Furnished, ctose to SMColiege. parking

avail . $650 310-395-1284 Low agent fee

www.woatskJerentals.com

SANTA MONICA Singlt Apt, 1/2 mNe to

beach, pod, utihtiM paid. $725 310-395-

1284 Low aganilM
.com

IMAGINE OWNING WILSHIRE Corridor/Hi-

Rise l-bdrrrVbath for under $100,000. Walk

to-UCLA/Villape. 24hr/security. Open house

Saturday 11-1 :30pm. 10501 Wilshire Blvd.

Agent-Bob, 31 0-478-1835ext 109.

LAUREL CANYON. Cape cod style, hard-

wood fk>ors, 240sq-ft. $595includes cable

and utilities. Private deck, windows with

great view. 323-656-6867. AcademkVgradu-

ate prefened.

WESTSIDE Large guesthouse studio.

$525.00 Free laundry, utilities included. 15-

minutes to campus, near bus. Beautiful quiet

garden. 213-965-9651.

IMNIM rO« Hani

WLA. 4-DdrTn/J-bath +guesthouse.

$2600/mo. Excellent quiet area. 3-miles from

UCLA. 650-493-8731.

DM. Emptoyed non-smoking female to share

luxurious apartment adjacent to BH. Private

room/bath. Washer/Dryer. $550/mo. Call

310-275-7737 or 310-395-3923.

BRENTWOOD GARDENS 1 bedroom, pri-

vate bath, use of kitchen, pari(ing slot, pool,

security bMg. Avail. 12/1 310-476-4296

HANCOCK PK adjacent. Private mry/bath In

house w/quiet couple. Kitchen, laundry rm

privileges, n/s, $450/mo. Utilities included.

Call 323-939-0988.

LOS ANGELES-ROOM FOR RENT in 4-

bdrm house. $400 +1/4 utilities. Includes all

house privileges. Call 310-836-8774.

MAR VISTA. 2bdrm/1.5bath apartment. In-

cludes kitchen, living room, dining room,

periling. Close to bus line. $475/mo. Feo^ie

preferred. Vasana. 310-398-3409.

NEXT TO CAMPUS
SHARE BEAUTIFUL old house. Quiet, con-

siderate, non-smokers. Female grad student

preferred. $450 or $500. 310-279-1436.

(Rk:hard).

PACIFIC PALISADES LARGE ROOM in

charming 2txJrm house. Washer/dryer, fire-

place, hardwood floors, dog-tover, 8 min. to

UCLA. $850/mo. utilities included 310-454-

4854.

SM. Beautiful master bedroom/private bath.

Fumished. Walkin-closet. Private balcony.

Dressing room. Cable. Security garage.

$560. Call evenings 310-829-7230.

WEEKLY HOTEL RATES Jolly Roger Hotel

in Marina del Rey offering special student

rates. $255.36/wk. tax, maid sen^ice, conti-

nental breakfast included. Call David: 800-
' 822-2904.

WESTWOOD ADJ. Room for rent. Own
bath, small kitchen, $425/mo. including utili-

ties. No pets. Student preferred. 310-470-

7032.

77LA Living room to rent. $3bu/mo. Clow 10

UCLA. 2nd floor, pool, gym, tennis, utilities

included. Female preferred. 310-445-9412

llooiMiuit8s»Pi1vito Booni

5/MIN TO CAMPUS
WESTWOOD: Available Nov 1st for non-

smoking male/female. Huge fully fumished.

private bedroom in deluxe apartment. $650.

Call: 310-477-2678.

ASIAN/QUIET/CLEAN. WLA—Asian lady

needs quiet roommate. Nrcely fumished.

Bus in front of house, Westwood/Pico. No-

smoking/pets Private bed sharebath.

$450/month+utilities. 310-475-8787.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ - Quiet non-smoking

female roomnrtate to share beautiful spa-

cious 3bdrm/1ba apt. Hardwood floors.

$410/mo. Call Meghan 323-651-4608.

CULVER CITY 1-bdmi. Vaulted ceiling, fire-

place, large, balcony, pool, jacuzzi, gated-

pari(ing, near mall. Will share room to de-

crease rent. $550/mo/private room. Must

see. Julius 310-845-0108.

PALMS/CULVER CITY AREA. Looking for

female interested in sharing 2-bdrm/2-bath

apartment. Rent under $500. Call for details."

310-837-3322.

STRATHMORE REG. MATURE MALE/FE-

MALE to share 2t)dmV2ba. w/pool and Ja-

cuzzi, gated-underground parting, laundry

room. Best buikJing in Westwood. $650/mo.

Blake031 0-208-541 8.

WESTWOOD Own room/bath ($480). Seek-

ing female professk>nal or graduate student

to share 3-bdrm/2-bath. Nonsmoker, no pets.

December 1st. 310-712-1217.

WESTWOOD. One spacious bedroom in

two-room duplex. Available now. Full kitchen,

batoony and 1+1/2 bathrooms. $625/nfK}. Call

Mart< 310-479-0789.

WLA. Beautiful room in 3-bdmfV3-floor town-

house. Private bath, vaulted-ceilings, huge

patk), garage, W/D. $600/mo. Female only.

12/1 or earlier. MeredithO310-478-1155.

BRENTWOOD. Large honr^e 3-bdrm/2-bath

penthouse +k>ft and sundeck. New paint.

carpet.appliances. 2-car skle-by-skle pari(-

\t)Q. $379,000 A. Buchman 310-471-

6363ext123 Coklweil Banker.

WESTWOOD SOUTH Chaoning original

Spanish duplex w/pool 2+1/2 up, 2+1 3/4

down $579,000 Tom Brook, Agent. 310-

97»<4000 OXt.404

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED beginning

Dec. 1. Share room in 2bdrm/1.25ba. Santa

Monk^a/Westwood Blvd., 10 min. bus to

UCLA. Can 310-470-0142.

GAYLEY- 2mlnutes to UCLA. 2bdmV2ba
condo to share. Secure entrance, periling,

fully fumislied. No pets/snK}king. Feo^le

preferred $450/mo. 310-208-7748

WESTWOOD 501 Gayley. Female N/S.

Large 1 -bdrm/1 -bath w/3people.

$360/mo+utilities. Must like animals. Kitch-

en&parkir)g. CleanAfully-furr>ished Stan late

Nov HopeO310-5O8-5734/213-629-1966.

WESTWOOD. Roomn^te needed.

$375/rTX). Parking included 1400 sq ft. 310-

478-7833.

SANTA MONICA Single Apt. North of

WNthirt, iMjndry, alrMt partong. $750 310-

395-12B4 LowaoantiM

BRENTWOOD PARK
roomftbath. Michan

vM^r. pA pairttng.

UCLA PVT
tor student

araVor

310-476-1510

IDYLLWILO BEAUTIFUL MTN CABIN San
Bamantno Natl Forest FuMy equippad. Hot

tub. UMplaoaa Vlaws Slaap 4+ $280fwaa-

kand 310-794-5515 310-391-

Displ.ii

206-3060
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13
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NewsS CBS News

Newsi:

Sister,

Sister i:

Sister,

Sister i:

Charlie Rose (In Stereo)

Newsi:

Love
Connection

Mr. Cooper

Change of

Hearts

Roseertne
"Lies" K

Ricki Lake Women
defend boyfriends.

Primer Impacto

NewsiE

NewsH

Fresh
Prince

NBC News

Fresh
Prince

Newshour With Jim
Lehrer K
Newsi:

Judge Judy
(In Stereo)

Married.

With

Frasier (In

Stereo) K
Noticlas S:

ABC WId
News

Real TV (In

Stereo) E
Simpsons
(In Stereo)

Mad About
YouK
Noticiero

Univision

Ent.

Tonight

Extra (In

Stereo) S
FrlendsMn
Stereo) A
LHeand
Times

Jeopardy!

Hard Copy

Home
Improve.

Frasier (In

Stereo) S

Hollywood
Squares E
Access
Hollywood

Seinfeld

"The Blood"

Huell

Howser

Wheel of

Fortune!]

LAPD: Ufe
on the Beat

Simpeons
(In Stereo)

News

BASIC CABLE STATIONS

44

33

54

39

43

57

75

38

26

19

16

27

12

14

42

32

56

58

12

65

76

26

44

42

39

41

40

64

71

38

Biography: Joseph
Kennedy Sr. -Dynasty

Unexplained "Voodoo
Rituals"

tit* "David and Bathsheba" {\95^ . Drama) Gregory
Pecl(. A king's affair leads to divinely wrougnt drought

Profiles "Life and Music
of Irving Berlin" (R)

World Today JE

(4:00) • "The Couch
Trip" (1967) Dan Aykroyd.

Cochran & Company
(Ln/e)

Mi Pequena Travlesa

Touch of Frost

"Unknown Soldiers"

Promised Land "Denver:

Welcome Home" K
Friends (in

Stereo) ±
Wayans
Bros. jE

Jesse (In

Stereo) K
Jamie Foxx
(In Stereo)

America on Wheels (In

Stereo) (Part 1 of 3) S

Diagnosis Murder "Write,

She Murdered" (In Stereo)

Frasier (In

Stereo) K
Steve
Harvey S

Veronica's

Closets

For Your
Lovei:

Mystery! 'Touching Evil"

(In Stereo) (Pari 5 of 5) K

48 Hours "Samantha's

Choice" (In Stereo) 3]

ER "Stuck on You" (In

Stereo) K
News (In Stereo) S:

Listen, Paula (In Stereo)

*'} "Mission: Impossible" (\9%. Adventure) Tom Cruise, Jon Voight. A botched

mission puts a spy on the run Irom his employers (In Stereo) S
News 3: NewsS

World's Wildest Police

Videos (In Stereo) (PA) K

News lS< NewsS:

World's Most Shockiiig

Moments

"Riddler's Moon" (1998) Kate Mulgrew. A disabled

teen's visions may aid drought-stncken farmers. K
Vivo por Elena

Law ft Order "Heaven" X

Oesencuentro

Newsi: Final

Quarteri:

NewsX

News

Biogi

Keni

*# "The Egyptian" (^%A. Drama) Edmund Purdom. Vrctor

Mature. An unlorlunate physician ministers to an ailing pharaoh. 'S.

graphv: Joseph
ir>eoy ar.-Dynasty

Street Scene Kurt Weill and Langston Hughes composed this musical portrait of

life in a New York tenement.

Larry King Live K

John
Henton

Prime Time

Make Me
Laugh

ustice

Prime Time Put>iic Affairs

Newsstand:
Entertainment Weekly S
Daily Show
(R)

Stein's

Money

Trial Story

Wild Discovery "Ice Age
Survivors" (R)

Mysteries ft |FYE!(R)
Scandals

Into the

Unknown

Talk Soup

Strange but

True? (R)

Fashion
Emergency

CoMege FoottMll: East Carolir^a at Cincinnati. (Live) S

Real ER (R)

Daily Mysteries ft

Scandals

3 Friends,

Jerry

Golden
Girls n
Cut (In

Stereo)

Catdog

Extremists

Countdown

EL
Golden
Girts X

Show Me
the Funny

Ellen 'The
Toast" K

Show Me
the Funny

Jams Countdown (In Stereo)

Ellen (In

Stereo) S

All That (R)

(In Stereo)

Ultimate
Fan League

Lois ft Clark-Superman

Saved t>y

Bell

USA High
(In Stereo)

WCW Thunder X
66

PREMIUM CABLE STATIONS

Figure It

Out

Last Word

Secret of

Alex

FOX Sports

Babylon S "A Spider in

the Web" (In Stereo) a
Hercules: The
Legendary Jowneys I
WCW Thunder X

Oh No! Mr.

BUI Addams

Party of Rve "Life's Too
Short" (In Stereo) X
Fanatic (R)

(In Stereo)

Doug (In

Stereo) X
Break the

loe

Beavisand
Butt-head

Rugratsjn
Stereo) X

Sports

Tonight X
MoneyUne
(R)X

Bienvenidos

Unexplained "Voodoo
Rituals" (R)

K

NewsX

FrIendsMn
Stereo) X

Late Show (In Stereo) X

Tonight Show (In Stereo)

X
Cheers (In

Stereo) X
Charlie Rose (In Stereo)

X
NewsX Nightline X

Jerry Springer X

MarriMl..

With

Newsradio
"Christmas"

NotidasX

M'A'S'H X

Mad About
YouX
Noticiero

Univision

Murphy
Brown X
Lite and
Times

Politically

Incorrect X
Change of

HeartX

Living

Single X

Late Late Show (In

Stereo) X
Late Night (In Stereo) X

Nanny (In

Stereo) X
Psychology

News(R)X

Love
Connection

Cops
"Texas"

X

Star Trek: The Next
Generation "Reunion" X

Touch of Frost

"Unknown Sokiiers" (R)

Profiles "Life and Music

of Irving Berlin" (R)

• "Sa/ome" (1953, Drama) Rita Hayworlh Herod's

stepdaughter helps plot to kill John the Baptist.

Larry King Uve (R) X

* The Couch Tr;p"(1987, Comedy) An escaped
mental patient becomes a hip radio psychotogist.

Cochran ft Company (R) Prime Time Justice (R)

Al Ritmo de la Noche

Law ft Order "Heaven"

(R)X

Later (RWIn
Stereo) X

News (R) (In Stereo) X

Classic Arts Showcase

Entertain-

ers

"Cowmun-
/on" (1969)

Maury Possible cheating

husbands. X
Cops "Las

Vegas"

X

Paid
Program

El Gordo y
la Flaca (1^)

Happy
Days

Paid
Program

ElBlablazo

* "Pimpernel Smith"

(1941) Leslie Howard.

•* "Dawcy and fla//JsA)eba" (1951, Drama) Gregory

Peck. A king's affair leads to clivinely wrougnt drought

Street Scene Kurt Weill and Langston Hughes composed this mustcal portrait of

life in a New York tenement. (R)

Newsstand:
Entertainment Weekly X
Gallagher: The Messiest

(RI

Trial Story (R)

Prime Time Public Affairs (R)

Justice Files "Why They
Kill"(R)

Miss Universe: Behind
the Scenes (R)

Sportscenter X

AXN Ufe.

Camera

Chicago Hope "Split

Deciskxis" (In Stereo) X
Eye Spy
Video

Thomber-

Celebrity

Death

Cousin
SkeeterX

Wild Discovery "Ice Age
Survivors" (R)

Wild on the South Seas

Cheeriead- ar^

Into the

Unknown

Talk Soup

a
Wheelchair
Sports

Strange but

True™
Night Stand

American
Muscle

'/» "Ni^t l//$rfors"(1996) Faith Ford. A graduate

student uncovers a bizarre militafy cover-up.

** "Moment of Tmth Stalking Badt" (1993, Drama)
A mother fights to protect her daughter from a stafcer.

Celebrity

Death

Bradv
Bunch

Celebrity

Death

Wonder
YearsX

deiebrity

Death

Happy
Days

NHL Hockey St Louis Blues at Los Angeles Kmgs. From the Great Western

Forum (Live)

ER "Fevers of Unknown
Origin'' (In Stereo) X
Xena: Warrior Princess

'The Path Not Taken' I

•** "Trading Places" {^963, Comedy) Eddie Murphy, Jamie Lee
Curtis Two men's lives are altered by a bet made beween tycoons

Walker, Texas Ranger
""Unfinished Busir>ess" X

"Revenge of the Nerds III The Next Generation"

(199e, Comedy) Robert Carradme, Ted McGmley

Sports ft

lluaic

Lavemeft
Shirley

FOX Sports

Sports

Tonight X
Daily Show

Moneyline
(R)X

Stein's

Money

Cochran ft Company (R)

Public Policy Conference

Showbiz
I
Crossfire

Today X |(R)X

Saturday Niqht Uve
Dennis Quaio. X
Prime Time Justice (R)

Fdrbidden"

(1932)

*•* "Pygmalion"

(1938) Lesfe Howard.

Interna-

tional

Make Me
Laugh

Paid

Program

Newsroom
X
Daily Show
(R)

Paid

Program

Real ER (R)

Howard
Stem

Sportscenter^

Howard
Stem(R)

700 Club

AttitudesX
CutM
Stereo

(m

I Love Lucy
X
FOX Sports News

Golden
GirisX

Lovellne (In Stereo)

Paid

Program
Paid

Program

Melrose Place (In Stereo)

I^
AXN(R)

Golden
QirtoX

Bewitched

Curtis

Tvtor

I IB

Word'

a

Camera

Paid

Program

Talk Soup

151

Paid

Program

Night Stand

College Football: East Carolina at

Cincinnati. (R)

Fiid"

Unaolved
Stereo)

iPrograi

Mysteries (In

Pleesura
Chest

Taxi "Going

Home''X

UHNMla
Fan League

*** "Red Rock IVesT (1993) Nicolas Caoe A drifter

is oflered a smaU fortune to kill a man's wife. X

'7rading Places"(1963, Comedy) Eddw Murphy. Jamie Lee
Two men's lives are altered by a bet made beween tycoon:

SSkaSdngTB^orce;

WCW Thunder (R) X WCW Thunder (R) X

raaw toth unoercover
"Buster and Claudia" ^ _
*t "Revenge of the Nerds III: The Next Generatkx)

StaMncn"!
Palm Beach StyJe" (R) X

iRobertCarradine.Tedl

Paid~

Program

Homkide:
Ufe

Jams Countdown (R) (In

Stereo)

NewhartX

Extremists

DicfcVan

Dyfca

Racing

"Amazon Women on
the Moon" {)%7)

Renegade "SeN-Deteose'

'R) (In Stereo) X
HiPs "Satan's Angels"

(4:00) "The Evenirm

S»Br(1996)'PG-13'X

Off the Wall

X
Mad Ub« .^

**'} IMibrLMVue //" (1994) Charlie Sheen The

Cleveland hdJera return tor another pennant race X
Growing
P^nsX

** "Bac/A«leckcne" (1965, Comedy)
Steve Gutter^berg, Alan Afkin PG 13

(4 30)**S "Hidden in

Amffnca"(1996)'PG-13'

(4 05) "L90 ^*<) •Lo$ngCh§$e''{)9K.l)rmfSi
andCoree'

Brotheriy

LoveX
•iHagic /storvf' (1995) A boy discovers a

world of swashbuckhrig adventure 'PG

'Vobra " { 1 986) A murder probe

reveals the possibility o< multipte killers

Firih

Element

"Never Say Never Aoam" (1983, Adventure) Sean Com
amaomans

*» The Nevmrnidng Story II The
Next C/iyOr^(t990) Jonathan Brandis

James Bond baflies a madman s nudear blackmail scheme

DeapetBiaty Seeking Suaan "
( 1 965) A houaewle

loses her ntemory and idopts a new-wave periona
-m m

'•^tarrom**
' ) "Loang crmae^ ( iwe. urama) neian lirren A

trout>l<?d women lasher out at he» young cefe4alwf "P

"Legend of the Mummy
Louis Gossctt Jr (InSti

*** 'The FUth E/emenr" (1997) A cabbie fiMs a

woman who may save Earth from dieaster. 'PG-13' (X

Tale Spin X
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fans on Tuesday with a $41 1 million

ballpark. The Cincinnati Reds and

Denver Broncos received the votes

necessary for new stadiums as well.

And Oscar De La Hoya meets his

toughest opponent yet. While spar-

ring, the undefeated - well, officially

undefeated, with a questionable win

or two - fighter injured his eyelid

and needed stitches.

My heart goes out to the family

and friends of Charleston Southern

football player Scott Wehnes who

died Tuesday from bleeding in the

brain one day after collapsing just

before practice.

Four Mid-Eastern Athletic

Conference officials were fired after

the supervisor of officials ruled they

missed a critical call that led to the

winning score in last weekend's

William & Mary-Hampton game.

And what about the officials that

blew it in last year's UCLA-
Alabama women's basketball game?

Same situation.

Are they finally back? The 5-2

Miami Hurricanes are ranked 26th

in the ESPN/coaches poll and 24th

in the AP poll this week. The 'Canes

trail first place Syracuse by one half

of a game in the Big East. The two

teams face off on Nov. 28. A Miami

win could mean the Big East title

and a world of momentum heading

into the Dec. 5 matchup versus

UCLA.
Who should be voted the PUA —

Tour Player of the Year? David

Duval, who edged out Tiger Woods

for lowest scoring average on the

tour at 69.13 and edged Vijay Singh

for the money title with $2.6 million?

Or should it be British Open and

Masters Champion Mark O'Meara?

Well, it comes down to a popularity

contest because the players decide.

Speaking of popularity, soccer,

one of the world's most beloved

sports, is really getting a tough break

lately. Just over a week after the

Chicago Fire defeated the DC
United for the MLS cup, there has

been a rash of violence at the UEFA
Cup.

In Italy, a linesman was injured by

a firecracker thrown onto the field

and the match called. In addition,

ten players were ejected in Tuesday's

15 games.

Just an observation: it was only a

matter of time before Lindsay

Davenport became No. 1 in the

women's tennis' world.

Can Pete Sampras finish the year

as the top-ranked men's player for

the sixth-straight year? I say he can

because, as the man himself has stat-

ed, he (leads) history two sets to one

in the fourth set and time is running

out.

He's too good. His closest compe-

tition are Marcejio Rios (No. 2) and

Patrick Rafter (No. 3). Rios can't

win a major and Rafter is never

healthy when it counts.

Andre Agassi and Serena

Williams have had quite some suc-

cess this season. In the last 12

months, Williams has shot up from

being ranked 453 to No. 17.

Agassi, a former No. 1, leads the

tour with 50 wins against 12 losses

this season and has risen from No.

141 to No. 5 this year.

After use defeated Purdue in the

Pigskin Classic, I predicted that

there was a quarterback controversy.

Head Coach Paul Hackett dis-

agreed. Well, it looks like I won.

After Carson Palmer saw playing

time in each of the games John Van

Raaphorst started, the reverse did

not occur last week when Palmer

finally started. Hackett didn't have

enough faith in his old starter to pull

Palmer Nope, no controversy there.

What a disturbing thought!

Neither ofthe last two winning

Super Bowl quartertMCki Ihm a win-

ning record in tiM big game. Jolin

CARTER
From page 34

Elway is a meager 1-4 and Brett

Favre is 1-1.

How long will Schea Cotton play

at Long Beach City College before

bolting to the NBA (if there still is

an NBA)?
Will the ABL suffer for disband-

ing the Long Beach franchise?

Probably. Many ABL supporters

(including myselQ are displeased

because of the slap in the face hand-

ed down by the league in regards to

the StingRays.

Soon after the team advanced to '

the ABL finals, losing to the back-to-

back champion Columbus Quest, it

was decided that the Long Beach

franchise was losing too much
money. Wow. Thanks for the memo-
ries. Fans have all of one whole sea-

^

son to reflect on.

Toby Bailey loves the opportuni-

ties he's presented with the Phoenix

Suns (if the season ever starts). He
feels that his skills can be showcased

there.

Toby's brother Moose has finally

found a home at UCLA.
Moose went from high school to a

Tennessee commitment to prep

school to almost committing to USC
to Penn State to UCLA. The

younger Bailey is now a full-fledged

membe'r of the men's basketball

team and couldn't be more satisfied

with his decision to attend school in

Westwood.

Whi le wr i t ing-tim column i t

occurred to me that: a) some of you

out there think I don't like men's

sports at all and you're wrong (I just

like women's sports, too); b) only

George Zidek and Tyus Edney from

the UCLA's 1995 national champi-

onship team are gelling paid to play

basketball right now; c) \ have no

idea why in the uorld would NBC
hire Marv Albert back; d) 1 don'l

know if Jim Lampley's voice annoys

anyone else; e) Randy Moss is laugh-

ing at all the naysayers now; f) jour*^

nalists are underpaid, and g) college

athletes should be paid to play their

respective sports.

Thank you for your time and

attention.

Carter is a seasoned journalist who
wanted to share his random thoughts

about sports with you this week.

Please forward questions or com-

ments to Theory@Bigfoot.com.

FOSTER
From page 40

in last week's win over Stanford, just

two weeks after the injury.

Not only did he just appear, but

his presence sparked the entire

offense and he scored the game-win-

ning touchdown. He rushed nine

times for 51 yards, including an

eight-yard scamper which gave

UCLA a 28-24 lead. Like his favorite

cartoon character Scooby-Doo,

Foster managed to save the day.

"Once he got injured, he worked

very hard to rehab it. He's a tough

guy," said head coach Bob Toledo.

"He had a very aggressive attitude

about getting back on the field. I was

pleasantly surprised he did as well as

he did (against Stanford)."

Toledo stated Foster is still not

100 percent, and may not be 100 per-

cent for the duration of the season.

"I don't know about thai," said

Foster. "I'm about 90 percent right

now, but I'll probably be 100 percent

by use or the bowl game."

Even at 50 percent. Foster is bet-

ter than most college tailbacks. He

possesses an extraordinary ability to

find holes, hit them hard and break

tackles.

"He's very special." said Toledo

"The thmg about him is he has greai

Stt 15
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FOSTER
From page 35

vision."

Al the time of his injury, Foster

ranked in the Top 10 in the Pac-10

in rushing, punt returns, kickoff

returns and all-purpose yards. Even

with the injury, he ranks eighth in

the conference in rushing.

His breakout game came against

Arizona, when he rushed for 118

yards and scored twice. It was the

highest total by a true freshman

since Skip Hicks in 1993. Foster's

first touchdown run of the game

came on an incredible 37-yard run,

in which he broke tackle after tack-

le before sprinting to the end zone.

On the year, he has amassed 334

yards oji 62 carries, an average of

5.4 yards per carry.

"I'm satisfied with my play to a

point," said Foster. "I know I'm

playing pretty well, but I still have

to pick up blocking and stuff like

that.

"The offense is complex. At first

I was having problems, but now I'm

cool with it."

Even when Foster isn't playing

football, he's still, well, playing

football.

After a long day of playing on

the field, he plays it on the couch on

his Sony Playstation. It's no sur-

prise that Foster's favorite game is

NCAA Football '99. He primarily

uses the UCLA Bruins and plays as

himself.

With all that Foster has accom-

plished at such an early age, one

question commonly arises. How
good can this guy be? Heisman can-

didate? Top draft pick?

Only time wiH tell, but Foster

certainly has the skills and the ath-

letic ability to make the answers to

these questions affirmative.

He puts most of the pressure for

his success on his offensive line.

"I go pretty much as the line

takes me. As good as they are is as

good as I'll be," he said.

"If (winning the Heisman tro-

phy) happens, that's cool with me,

but I'm not banking my whole life

on It.

For now, Foster is just doing

what is asked of him, and more. He

continually performs beyond

expectations, amazing everybody

but himself.

W.GOLF
From page 40

n't play very well, which was surprising,"

Tobian-Steinmann said.

Although Moltke-Leth's score was cer-

tainly respectable enough, on the first hole

in the first round she met trouble that cost

her at least three strokes.

She shot the ball into the water and

then, instead of being allowed to place the

ball at the designated dropping zone close

to where the ball fell in the water, the offi-

See W.GOLF, page 37
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cial forced her to place the ball farther from

the hole. She promptly shot the ball into the

water again.

The actual dropping zone was only 100

yards from the hole. The otTicial's chosen

spot was an additional 70 yards.

"The official gave "her the wrong ruling.

He said the actual dropping zone was for

tourists and not this tournament," Gasser

said.

Moltke-Leth ended up scoring nine on the

par-5 hole.

"It discouraged her, but she still scored

pretty well overall," Gasser said.

However, ifthe official had ruled correctly,

Moltke-Lcth would've finished the tourna-

ment only 5-over par and tied in 14th with

Moffat.

The Bruins fmished behind Oklahoma

State (No. 14) and Oregon State (No. 20), the

only two ranked teams at the tournament.

"We did OK and I'm proud of them.

Finally, we got it going." Tobian-Steinmann

said.

Gasser predicts only future success.

"I think we can make it to Nationals," she

said, "This good start wiU bring up our confi-

dence for the next time."

SELSOR
From page 38

shorter time that tfiey have to stay with our hit-

ters."

Selsor says she has a lot of fun playing in the

program, and is excited with the opportunities that

it creates.

"There are so many opportunities for me (at

UCLA), it's just incredible."

The 1998 team is filled with freshmen, and they

all feel they have bonded on and off the court.

Selsor is no exception.

"The freshman class gets along well as a whole.

The upperclassmen have made a considerable

effort to include us."

There certainly is a feeling of camaraderie

among the team, and as they head down the home
stretch, their confidence is buzzing. "I really

expect us to play well in this stretch," says Selsor.

As the NCAA tournament approaches, Selsor

is focused on making the tournament.

"I'm really focused on winning our (upcoming)

matches and getting in (the postseason). As long as

I'm doing my job and getting the hitters (attacks),

I'll be happy."

She adds that once UCLA makes the tourna-

ment, "records are thrown out," because any team

can beat their opponent. As in the USC match,

Selsor and the Bruins feel that they have shown
they can play with anybody in the country.

With Selsor running the offense, they certainly

can.
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Selsor sizzles as sensational setter

FEATURE: Powei*house Bruin offense

completed by phenomenal freshman

^quarterback' of top volleyball squad

By Nick Taylor

Daily Bruin Contributor

The 1998 UCLA women's volleyball team has been led

this season by two freshmen in the spotlight: outside hit-

ters Kristee Porter and Ashley Bowles.

While they continue to impress with their outstanding

statistics, none of their exploits wouFd be possible without

fellow freshman Erika Selsor.

"Erika is critical to our offense," says head coach Andy

Banachowski. "For a freshman to come in and (make that

big of an impact) is huge."

Senior Chaska Potter agrees.

"Erika is very important - I mean, she's our setter. She

is the next step in our offense."

So how did Selsor get to be so prominent in the Bruins'

plans this year? She was recruited from Linden, Calif, and

chose to attend UCLA over Texas A&M and Oregon.

"UCLA was my first choice all along," Selsor says.

"I'm really happy it worked out like it did."

UCLA reciprocates Sclsor's sentiments. Selsor has

provided a spark in the Bruin offense. The team's game-

plan is to have the ball in Selsor's hands as much as possi-

ble.

As the setter, she is similar to a quarterback because she

calls the plays. Just like UCLA's prized quarterback,

Selsor must also take into account the type of defense she

observes. The difference between her and Cade McNown
(besides the obvious) is that her options depend on the

type of pass she gets.

"It is difficult to play the setter position," she explains.

rfjiyatfaavfcteji4^tothe QJTenw

When Selsor sets the offense, she has many options.

She must decide what kind of set to give, where to send it

and who will hit it. While the Bruins do not expect Selsor

to get lots of kills, they would like her to mix in her tap-kills

more.

"I'd like Erika to do it more," Banachowski says,

"because she is deceptive when she does it

"

In order for the tap-kill to be successful, it needs to

catch the defense by surprise. Explains Selsor, "I don'l use

the tap-kill too often, but it keeps the defense honest."

Selsor also tries to mix up the defense with her own

attempts because it helps the Bruins' outside hitters.

"The longer the defense is with you," she says, "the

See SELSOR, page 37

W.VOLLEYBALL NOTEBOOK

JCristee Porter is being

When the defense retrieves the serve on a dig, it is

Selsor's objective to put the team in position and prepare

to set, or pass, the ball to the hitters up front for the attack.

Selsor must use whatever pass she gets and turn it into the

perfect set.

"It's a known rule that the second ball belongs to the

setter," Selsor later remarked.

Most setters will take the ball under any circumstance,

and Selsor is no different. Banachowski says, "She's quick

and wants to set that ball."

AllCf BHOWN

Freshman setter Erika Selsor is a key element

in the Bruin offense.

touted as the freshman

Player of the Year in the

Pac-10 Conference. Her

36 kills carried the Bruins

back to a near-upset

against USC last Friday, and she

now averages 5.01 kills per game.

The performance marked the

15th consecutive match she went

over double figures in kills, and

the third time she topped 30 kills.

• • •

UCLA's game plan against

USC was to slow down Jennifer

Kessy on the attack, and they

were successful in that objective.

Kessy had 21 kills, but attained a

hitting percentage of only .1 15 for

the evening.
• • •

Elisabeth Bachman hit a team

high .5,24 with 24 kills against

USC. She has racked up double

figures in kills the past six match-

es, totaling 108 kills overall.

Bachman's .357 hitting percent-

age leads the team.

The Bruin defense held USC to

a .260 hitting percentage, and

use's hitting percentage went

down in every game. Games I

through 5 were .444. .305, .209,

.200 and .135 respectively.

• • •

UCLA benefitted from a large

home crowd on Friday. The 2,188

that witncMcd ihcJmock-dewte

17 digs against the^

Trojans, and her 73 assists

were the second straight

match, and fourth overall,

that she had bettered 70

assists.

• • •

Ashley Bowles posted her

tenth double-double against USC
with 18 kills and 1 1 digs. She con-

tinues to lead the team with 2.68

digs per game.

UCLA jumped to third in the

Pac-10 in team hitting percentage

at .238. They rank fifth in kills at

15.74 a game and rank fourth in

assists with 14.74 per gapie.

• • •

UCLA rose to 20th in the USA
Today/AVCA coaches poll. They

dropped out of the rankings in

Volleyball Magazine. A good

showing over the weekend

against the Arizona schools

should vault them back into the

rankings.

UCLA must finish out the sea-

son on a high note if they want to

make the NCAA tournament.

They hold an overall record of 9-

10, and need to finish over .500 to

comfortably make the tourna-

ment. To do that, the Bruins must

win five of their last seven match-

es. Five of their last seven match-

es are at home, including their

last three.

The Bruins will bg favortd

dragout fight that was the volley-

ball game was the largest crowd

the Bruins entertained this year,

and they were instrumental in

helping the Bruins back from the

two game deficit.

t • t

Erika Selsor had a team high

against Arizona State the

Washington schools, Cal and

Pepperdine. The Bruins will also

look to make up for the close loss-

es to Stanford and Arizona when

they play both schools at home.

Notes compiled by Nick Taylor,

Daily Bruin Contributor

Any large Pizza, your choice of toppings and crust, for $9,99

824-41 1

1

1114 Gayley Ave.

Westwood Village

Medium 1 topping Pizza

for $5.95

Fastp Free Deliveiy

until 1 a.m. Sunday-Thursday

until 2 a.m. Friday & Saturday

Notion. il Hotkey It'.ujue

At A Ghincp

EASTERN CONFERENCE

JUUntic Division

W
Philadelphia

New Jersey

N.Y. Islanders

Pittsburgh

N.Y. Rangers

5

6

6

4

3

Northeast Division

W
Ottawa

Toronto

Buffalo

Boston

Montreal

6

5

5

4

3

I

4

4

5

3

5

I

3

4

3

6

5

T Pts 6F GA

3 13 31 26

12 30 20

12 26 24

3 11 28 30

3 9 17 26

TPt5 6F 6A

12 30 22

1 11 30 31

2 12 28 21

2 10 27 23

8 212 29

Southeast Division

W
Carolina 4

Tampa Bay 4

Florida 3

Washington 3

L T Pts GF GA

4 3 11 23 19

6 1 9 26 34

4 3 9 22 30

4 3 9 16 22

WESTERN CONFERENCE

Central Division

Detroit

St. Louis

Chicago

Nashville

W L T Pts GF GA

6 5 12 33 2S

4 3 2 10 23 21

4 5 1 9 23 32

3 S 1 7 23 28

N.Y. Islanders 6, Florida 2

Edmonton S.Vancouver 3

TiMsday^ Games

Buffalo 4, Boston 2

New Jersey 3, N.Y. Rangers 1

Philadelphia 4, Pittsburgh 4, tie

Calgary S.Detroit 2

WcdncsMj s Cmms
Tampa Bay S.Washington 2

Colorado O.Toronto 3

Montreal 4, N.Y. Rangers 1

Chicago 1. Florida 2

Nashville 2. Edmonton 3

St. Louis 3, Anaheim 1

Dallas O.San Jose 4

Thdnday't Games

Toronto at Boston, 7 p.m.

Pinsburgh at Ottawa, 7:30 p.m.

Carolina at N.Y. Islanders. 7:30 p.m.

St. Louis at Los Angeles, 10:30 p.m.

N.ttion.il Footb.ill lo.iqin>

At A Gl.iiuo

AMERKAN CONFERENCE

East

East

Dallas

Arizona

NY. Giants

Philadelphia

Washington

Central

Minnesota

Green Bay

Tampa Bay

Chicago

Detroit

West

Atlanta

San Francisco

New Orieans

St. Louis

Carolina

W L

S 3

4 4

3 S

1 7

1 7

7 1

6 2

4 4

3 S

2 6

6 2

6 2

44
2 6

1 7

Pet. PF PA

.62S 208 IIS

.SOO 12S 170

.375 160 173

.125 79 196

.125 114 241

.875 265 143

.750 219 166

.500 121 145

.375 152 178

.250 162 209

.750 212 166

.750 248 163

.500 138 170

.250 154 204

.125 159 216

Northwest Division

W
Edmonton 6

Vancouver S

CalQary 4

Colorado 3

I

4

5

5

6

T Pts GF GA

12 38 25

1 11 32 27

2 10 30 33

1 7 26 36

fadfic Division

DaNas

w
«

s

4

3

L TPts GF GA

1 2 14 2S 16

2 1 11 24 14

S 2 10 21 24

3 3 9 21 19

Buffalo

Miami

New England

N.Y. Jets

Indianapolis

Central

Jacksonville

Pittsburgh

Tennessee

Ballimoir~~

Qnbimatl

West

Dfmer

W L T

5 3

S 3

5 3

5 3

1 7

Pa PF PA

.625 188 162

.625 138 109

.625 191 138

.625 186 139

.125 128 214

Sunday^ Games

Arizona 17, Detroit 15

Denver 3 3, Cincinnati 26

Jacksonville 45, Baltimore 19

Buffalo 30, Miami 24

Tampa Bay 27, Minnesota 24

New England 21, Indianapolis 16

Carolina 31, New Orleans 17

Washington 21, New York Giants 14

Atlanta 37, St. LouH 15

Tennessee 41, Pittsburgh 31

New Yorit Jets 20, Kansas City 17

Green Bay 36, San Francisco 22

Oakland 31, Seattle 18

OPEN: Chicago, San Diego

SanJoie 1 « 2 4 20 27 Kansas City

Scidte

6 2 .750 209 165

5 3 .625 137 141

4 4 .500 185 157

16 .250 121 179

2 6 .250 153 219

8 1.000 273 159

6 2 .750 146 145

4 4 .500 148 143

4 4 .500 172 130

3 5 .375 103 139

3.

Dallas 34, Philadelphia

5mtaf.Wm.%

Atlmli It New England, 1:01 p.m.

CMimiti at Jacksonville, 1:01 pim.

ftmmallliHiillphia. 1:01p.m.

MbMpals at MMi, 1:01p.m.

New OrlNm at Mnnesou, 1 :01 pim.

New York Giants at DaNas. 1 :01 p.m

OiMwdatMllm«e,1.«1pjn.

StLinbatCMcaiiilDlpLm

CiiilM at San ImKkto, 4:05 piwi

ialNfwVirfcietv4:15Mi

Kansas City at Seattle, 4:1 5 p.m.

San Diego at Denver, 4: 15 p.m.

Tennessee at Tampa Bay, 8:20 p.m.

Green Bay at Pittsburgh, 8:20 p.m.

AH Timts in tht Sports BoK arc EST

College Footh.ill Poll

While Ohio State keeps rolling along at

No. 1 in The Associated Press' Top 25 col-

lege football poll, the Volunteers

became the fifth team to be ranked No.

2 this season.

Tennessee (7-0), after a 49-14 victory

over South Carolina, replaced UCLA in

this week's poll. The other No. 2s were

Florida State, Florida, Nebraska and the

Bruins (6-0), who held the spot for three

polls but fell to No. 3 after a closer-than-

expected 28-24 win over Stanford.

Ohio State (8-0), a 38-7 winner over

Indiana, easily held the top spot for the

ninth consecutive poll.

The Buckeyes also became the second

most popular No. 1 team in the history

of the AP poll. Since the poll began In

1936, this week's top billing marics the

72nd poll in which Ohio State has been

ranked No. 1.

Notre Dame tops the list with 94 No. 1

rankings. Ohio State was tied with

Oklahoma.

Ohio State received 63 of 70 first-place

votes and 1 ,743 points from the writers

and broadcasters on the AP panel.

Tennessee had three first place votes

and 1,642 points, while UCLA had one

first-place vote and 1,601 points.

Kansas State (8-0), whkh routed Kansas

54-6, remained No 4 with three first-

place vales and 1^3 ponlv Mewed

Vy fvOvMSf rfVflN jl^n, WIH nVMRf

Wisconsin, Penn State and Aniona.

Wondering about Nebraska? The

CamiMNKrs (7-2), wda iMlla Inas 20-

16, wwe No. 14— tkfIMMW wjrve

tow ant af Oie lap 10 liMi a NIl 14

ffMUni in Nie Inai pel afNw 1912 na^

Mn,ailMikafW<

Arkansas (7-0), a 24-21 winner over

Auburn, moved up three spots to No. 1 1,

followed Virginia, Notre Dame, Nebraska

and a rare three-way tie at No. 15

among Syracuse. Tulane and Virginia

Tech.
'.-. .-;. "V

"^
The three-way tie was the first since

Oct. 23, 1972, when Aricansas, SMU and

West Virginia were all No. 18.

Tulane (8-0), after a 72-20 win over

Southwestern Louisiana, has its highest

ranking since Dec. 3, 1979.

Missouri, a 28-26 winner over Texas

Tech, was No. 18, followed by Georgia,

Texas, Oregon, Michigan, Georgia Tech,

Miami and Air Force.

In the USA Today/ESPN coaches' poll, the

top five were Ohio State, Kansas State,

Tennessee, UCLA and Florida.

Texas (6-2) and Air Force (7-1) returned

to the Top 25, while West Virginia (4-3)

and Colorado (6-2) dropped out.

Tr.in^actions

lUier League Basctkall

OAKLAND ATHLETICS—Signed Billy

Beane, general manager, to a four-year

contract extension through the 2002

season.

ARIZONA DIAMONDBACKS—Named

Mike Rizzo and Jason GoligoskI scouts.

CHICAGO CUBS—Extended the contract

of Jim RIggleman, manager, through the

2000 season.

HOUSTON ASTROS—Named Joe MikuKk

minor-league base ninning and outfield

coordinator, Scott Makarevina coach of

Kissimmee of the Florida State League,

Al Pedrique manager of Michigan of the

Midwest League, Jorge Orta coach for

New Orleans of the PQ and Marit Bailey

coach for Jadison of the Teus League

Montana and OT Barry Stokes. Released

WR Horace Copeland. Released RB Ray

Nealy from the practice squad.

NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS—Signed DT

Leonta Rheams from the practice squad.

Signed LB Shawn Stuckey to the practice

squad.

NEW ORLEANS SAINTS—Placed OB

Heath Shuler on Injured reserve. Waived

DE Earnest Jones. Activated LB Ron

Warner from the reserve-non-football-

injury list and TE John Farquhar from the

reserve-physically-unable-to-perform

list.

OAKLAND RAIDERS—Placed LB John

Henry Mills on injured reserve. Signed

OT Bruce Wilkerson and DB Anthony

Prior.

SAN FRANCISCO 49ERS—Signed CB

Kelly Malveaux to the practice squad.

SEAHLE SEAHAWKS—Signed WR Bobby

Shaw from the practice squad. Signed LB

Hillary Butler and LB Derek Strey to the

practice squad.

COLLEGE

ST. 80NAVENTURE—Suspended G Tim

Winn from the men's basketball team

pending resolution of assault charges.

TEXAS A&M-COMMERCE—Announced

the retirement of Eddie Vowell, football

coach, effective at the end of the sea-

son.

Trivi.i Ouostions

I.What ignomlnous record does quar-

terback Jim Hardy hold?

2.Who IS the only player to surpass

1,000 yards rushing and receiving in the

same season?

3.What franchise has the most first- -
piace finishes (19) during the regular

season m NFL history?

LOS ANGELES LAKERS—AMMwad Ik

Anfcies Rni|s owners ^nipMMCMH2

and EOward P. Reiki Jr. have erndsed

tiiair apian le pMdiiie 25 percent of

vie INRI.

An\w**rs

W«»9>M«A»*N«Ut

>«'!

W50CCER NOTEBOOK

Entering the last weekend of the

regular season, the race for the Pac-

10 crown and automatic berth to

the NCAA playoffs is in full swing

with UCLA, VS^, Cal and

Washington lied in the Pac-10 with

two losses.

• • •

Freshman forward Staci

Duncan continues to lead the

Bruins offensively with 26 points

this season on nine goals and eight

assists. She holds the freshman

record for assists in a season and is

three away from breaking the

school record.

Duncan is currently tied for sec-

ond in points in the Pac-10, tied for

fourth in goals scored and second in

assists. She is tied for first on the

team in gamVwinning goals (four)

with fellow freshman Breana

Boling and James.
• • •

Sophomore forward Tracey

Milburn has been an asset to

UCLA's offense this season, total-

ing 21 points on nine goals and

three assists. Her 21 points put her

second on the team and sixth in the

Pac-10. Her goals tie her for first on

the team and fourth in the Pac-10.

She holds the longest scoring streak

on the team this season, with a goal

or assist in six straight games.
• • •

The Bruin defense, led by junior

Skylar Little, sophomore Karissa

HaiiipiuM and li eslmia i i Ki tsta-

Boling, has had a strong season.

The team needs one shutout to

break the single-season record of

10. The three defenders, along with

junior keeper Lindsay Culp, have

allowed only 15 goals in 19 games.

For the eighth straight week, the

Bruins lead the Pac-10 in goalkeep-

ing. Culp is also the only keeper in

the Pac-10 with a goals against aver-

age under 1.0(0.78).

UCLA has found itself ranked

nationally in goalkeeping, ranking

sixth in team defense and tied for

11th in shutouts (statistics for

games played up to Oct. 25).

e • •

UCLA seniors Larisa

Kiremidjian, Louise Lieberman

and Liz Willemse are leading the

young Bruin squad in its pursuit for

back-lo-back Pac-10 titles and a

return trip to the NCAA playoffs.

Kiremidjian is currently

UCLA's fifth-leading scorer with

llpoints. After scoring two goals in

UCLA's 5-1 win over Nebraska,

she was named to Soccer America's

"Team of the Week" and became

the first player in school history to

be named the College Soccer

Weekly "Player of the Week."

Lieberman was named to the

Soccer America "Team of the

Week" that same week for her goal

in UCLA-s 1-0 win over Baylor,

making it the first time in school his-

tory that two Bruins have made the

"Team of the Week" in the same

week. Lieberman is currently tied

for second on the team in assists

(four) and ranks second on

UCLA's career assists list with 1 7.

Willemse's 22 career points rank

her as the 10th leading scorer in

UCLA history.

UCLA is currently ranked 20th

by the National Soccer Coaches

Association of America, 20th by

Soccer America and 18th by Soccer

News.

Notes compiled by A.CinQue Carter,

Daily Bruin Contributor. ""
,
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Ackerman

Grand

Ballroom

Admission Only

$2

NOW PLAYING

ffl^s M)vieRMie'
rrr^* (310)825-1958 ^ www.campusevents.ucla.edu '^ cecinfb@asucla.ucla.edu

Your

Grocer

Sprite & Diet Sprite

24*/2 liter*
2 liter bottles *w/55^ In-store coupon Limit 4

Sparkletts*
JL . MOUNTAJN SnUNO WATER

• CRYSTAL PRCSN DRINKING WATER

oo

2.5 Gallon

• •

Yoplait Yogurt
~ r^ 11 varieties

6 pk - 12 oz. Bottles Reg. $5.99

TroDlcana
Pure Premium Orange Juice

(not from concontrate)

• Original

• Homestyle

64 OZ. UmH 4 Reg $3.39

Bounty
Hand Towels

99«
e RiC$1.3SeiL

Miller Genuine Draft

18pk 12 oz. Bottles Reg. $11.99

9 varieties

99

Sam Adams
Boston Lager

32 01. UmftS 12 iMKk - 12oc. bottles

Open 'til Midnight at 1057 Gayley Ave. 209-1 111
r ' ^
Mastc Cor

I
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SPORTS
Inside

The UCLA women's volleyball team

seems to rely on Its powerful hitters.

None of those devastating kills

would be possible, however, without

a secret weapon - setter Erika Selsor.

FEATURE ibster freezes
defenses

True freshmans spark has ignited

Bruin football and helped to kindle

teams magical winning streak

byJtfrKmiottk

Daily Bruin Staff

Going into the season, DeShaun

Foster knew the football team trav-

eled with three tailbacks, and he

just wanted to be one of them.

As a true freshman, he didn't

expect to be much of a contributor

to UCLA's championship run. But

now it is Foster who is running

UCLA to the championship.

Foster has burst onto the scene

to become the Bruins' big-play guy

-tie nas quiCKiy pccome a icgiumaic

threat to break any play for a long

touchdown, whether it be a run, a

reception or a kick return.

"DeShaun brings an energy to

our team because he's so young and

he wants to play," said center

Shaun Stuart. "He brings a lot of

talent and a lot of hard-nosed run-

ning to our game."

A year ago, Foster was enjoying

one of the best seasons in

California prep-football history as a

senior at Tustin High School. He
slaughtered the state record with 54

Hti^hmg touchdowns and averaged-

over 10 yards per carry His list of

high school accolades seems never-

ending.

"He is just a tremendous talent,"

said quarterback Cade McNown.
"He will get better, which is scary"

For most freshmen, the transi-

tion to college football takes a lot of

time to get used to, but Foster has

already proven himself as one of

the most dangerous tailbacks in the

conference.

"It's exciting," said Foster. "This

freshman class is having a lot of

Foster has scored six touch-

downs in six games played, and

would be leading the team in rush-

ing if he wasn't slowed by an injury.

After he scored the Bruins' first

two touchdowns against Oregon,

Foster sprained the medial collater-

al ligament in his left knee when he

was tackled at the end of a 10-yard

reception. He was scheduled to be

sidelined for a month, but in typical

Foster fashion, he shocked every-

body when he made an appearance

^>»MSTEt,page35-

Randy Moss,

soccer violence

occupy masses

longing for NBA

COLUMN: During lockout

people have to care about

race for Golfer of the Year

OK,
so here we are at day 128

of the NBA Lockout, and

day three of the NBA season

this isn't.

Much Ado About No Games To

Watch On Television. I am not suf-

fering, though.

Are the players

suffering? I do

not know.

Who is suf-

fering? The peo-

ple who work at

the arenas: the

concessions

workers, the

ushers, the secu-

rity staff, the

ticket office

employees, the

parking atten-

A. CinQue

Carter

BAHMAN f-AKAHO{.L/Ditfy Brum

True freshman DcShaun Foster has quickly become one of the Bruins' deadliest offensive threats.

TNrd-place finish bolsters team's spirit

W.GOLF: Controversial

call at tournament fails

to dampen confidence

By

Daily Bruin Gmtributor

At her lift tournament, Alexandra

Gasser fired UCLA's lowest overall

score of 73 in a q)ectacular first round

- then immediately followed that with

• Mtond round of 84, the worst score

Invitational in Hawaii, she was deter-

mined not to let inconsistency plague

her again.

"I don't like it when you start well

and then can't keep it up. I'm more

happy if you do bad at the beginning

and then catch up," Gasser said.

-^Shc is happiest, however, »^jen she

both starts well and finishes better, as

she did in Hawaii

.

Gasser followed up her 73 with

rounds of 73 and 70 to end up even-

par and lead the Bruins from seventh

plaoe to third place with a score of893,

So «4eii iIk shot another first-

round 73 at tiK PnnceviUc Rainbow

'Seventh place was (^appointing.

After the first round we told each

other, 'We're not going be nice next

time,'" Gasser said.

The Bruins saved their best finish

for their last tournament ofthe fall sea-

son, as this third place comes after a

couple of average tournament finishes

and one downri^t bad one.

'We're getting better with each

tournament. We seemed to gel this

time and pull it all together," said

coach Jackie Tobian-Steinmann.

Two other players in particular

helped the Bruins dimb to third.

Laura Moftat, like Gasser, pulled

offthe best performance ofher UCLA
career, sbooUng 221, only 5-over par,

to place 14th Amanda Mohke-Leth

shot only three strokes more than her

to tie for 17th place.

Both had been tied after the first

round in 26th place.

"All the foreigners played very

well," Tobian-Steinmann joked, "and

the Americans, they just played nor-

mal."
•

Gasser hails from Switzerland,

Moffat from Scotland and Moltke-

Leth from Denmark.

Leiiani Bagby fell from 26th place

to 42th, and JulieOh from 48th to 78th

plaoe.

**Leilani hung in there, but Julie did-

dants, the cooks and the media rela-

tions interns. They are suffering.

They have no money coming in. Will

it ever end?

I watched a football game on

Saturday Stanford might not have

come out of the game a winner, but

did UCLA?
I also watched a football game on

Sunday, and I still can't understand

what it is about the green and gold

uniforms that enable the Packers to

handle Steve Young and the 49ers

every single time they play.

And I watched a football game on

Monday OK, you got me. I watched

a poor excuse for a football game on

Monday. The Dallas Cowboys

defeated the lowly Philly Eagles. Big

deal. That kind of result is expected

for a team that has made the brilliant

moves that Philly has in the last cou-

ple of years regarding quarterbacks.

Let's see. Randall Cunningham is

the most celebrated quarterback in

^our team's history But if you don't

feel he's effective enough, bench

him. All right; Rodney Peete is more

effective than Cunningham, so start

him. On second thought, he's not

effective enough either, so bench

him. Now what? Oh yeah, let's start

Bobby Hoying. But he doesn't stay

healthy, so we'll replace him with

Rodney Peete, who gets hurt again.

And where are you now?

You're back where you started,

right? Oh no. Cunningham is now

leading the Vikings to the best

record in the NFC, while your team

is only a bit ahead of the helpless

Redskins.

And speaking of Cunningham,

he's only playing because Brad

Johnson, who replaced the leg-

endary Warren Moon, is injured. Of

course Randall is one of the top-

rated passers in the league, but

knowing Denny Green (the coach of

the Vikes) this won't matter when

Johnson is healthy

I always knew Cameron Dollar

had it in him to be a head coach.

What's the 411? San Diego

knows. Some of the greatest fans in

major league baseball rewarded their

SceCMIHt

WEEKEND
SPOTLIGHT

The Bruins will be a long way from home Saturday

as they take on Callfomia, leaving students to seek

entertainment elsewhere. See page 16
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Historical landmark alteration angers residents
WESTWOOD: Locals

oppose restaurant's

decision to paint dome

By Neal Narahara

Daily Bruin Contributor

The dome atop the former

Wherehouse building on the corner

of Weyburn and Kinross avenues has

been the center of a local dispute

since it got a fresh coat of white paint

this summer.

The building, constructed in 1929,

ing, the board had no idea that they

would paint the dome. According to

board officials, they were under the

impression that restaurant represen-

tatives only wanted to paint the walls

of the building.

"When you think of a building

being painted, you don't expect the

roof to be painted," said Gary Klein,

a Los Angeles city department of

planning official and adviser to the

design review board. "We had no

visual inclination to believe the dome
would be painted.

"1 think there was confusion at the

time. Now we're looking to get the

dome restored to its original condi-

tion," Klein said.

Since the dome is already painted,

however, neither the design review

board nor the city planning depart-

ment has the ability to force either

the tenant or owner to restore it to its

previous look. Smedra says he has no

is a declared historic, cultural mori^
ment, and many residents and busi:

fless owners were therefore con-

cerned when the appearance of its

once-colorful dome was altered.

In preparation for its December

opening, new tenant Michael Chow's

Euro Chow restaurant had the dome
painted white, matching the white

motif of the restaurant's interior.

"I'm not sure what's so controver-

sial about it," said Ira Smedra, the

owner of the building. "You couldn't

do structural changes, but (the ten-

ant) is allowed to repaint the dome."

Officials of the Westwood com-

munity design review board disagree

with this assertion. The board is

required to approve any changes to

the appearance of the building

before any changes are actually

made.

When representatives for Euro

Chow requested to paint the build-

CATIl ARMENIAN Insert 'ouftesy of Univeisity Ait hives

Westwood residents are angered by the painting of the dome, part of a designated historical landmark.

plans to do so, and Chow has not

been in the area to deal with the issue.

The only recourse for the board or

planning department would be to

request assistance from the depart-

ment of building and safety. If the

plans presented to the board did not

include the dome, the department of

building and safety could compel the

owner or tenant to restore what it has

changed.

"The community would like to see

it restored," said Terry Tippit, chair

of the design review board. "I would

hope (Chow) will listen to the com-

munity."

Some community membe rs hare

expressed distaste for the dome's

present appearance.

"1 think it was a mistake (to paint

the dome white)," said Lila Rioth, a

board member of the Westwood

homeowner's association and the

american institute of architects. "It

makes an incredible dilTerence in

how that area looks."

"I've talked to two or three people

who have noticed it and didn't like

it," Rioth said.

The dome building - originally the

headquarters of the Janss

Investment Corporation, the devel-

opers of Westwood Village,

Westwood Hills and Holmby Hills
-

was designed in the late 1920s by the

renowned architectural firm Allison

and Allison, the designers of Royce

and Kerckhoff Halls.

See DOME, page 8
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Neighbors worried over house activity

ARRESTS: Manager says

no major problems at the

Sober Living Apartments

By Ann Hawkey
Daily Bruin Contributor

Westwood Sober Living

Apartments, home to recovering

drug and alcohol users, has become

a well-known stop for Los Angeles

police officers since it opened in

September 1997 at 522 Landfair

Ave.

During the past year, the Los

Angeles Police Department has

made seven arrests of Sober Living

tenants, five for misdemeanor

crimes and two for felonies.

Three of these arrests were made
at the the apartment building or out-

side of it. Three more misdemeanor

crimes also occurred at the building,

but arrests were not made in these

cases.

"Unfortunately, there have been

some incidents where those who
reside there have come into contact

with the law, whether in the form o^

a citation or an arrest," said Officer

Sergio Guzman, LAPD's senior

officer for Westwood.

Calls to the location have become

io frequent that Guzman keeps an

file on the

the police activity there.

"I am monitoring it, and if we see

a specific pattern then we take it up

with the managers there," Guzman
said.

Between Aug. 30 and Sept. 26,

LAPD recorded seven calls for

police assistance at the location,

including three for assault with a

deadly weapon, one for theft, two

for a landlord/tenant dispute and

one for battery, although the origi-

nal calls may not accurately refiect

the situations officers found,

Guzman said.

LAPD has not recorded any calls

to the location since that time.

Manager Willie Hinton said that

any tenant involved in any violent

confrontation in the house will be

evicted.

He also said, however, that the

only arrest he could remember was

when a tenant was picked up outside

the complex for a jaywalking viola-

tion.

"They arrested him while he was

walking up the street," Hinton said.

See HOUSE, page 8

UCLA commission offers

incentives to lure donors
HEALTH: Medical Center

shortage prompts drive

to replenish blood supply

By Barbara Ortutay

Daily Bmin Staff

The Student Welfare Commission

(SWC) is out for blood again, and this

year they are competing with the

American Red Cross for UCLA
donors.

WHERETO GIVEBLOOD

In the past year LAPD has made seven arrests at the Sobfr Imng
ApartmenU located at 522 LMiAir Ave.

While in pre-

vious years the

SWC and the

Red Cross have

joined forces to

hold blood dri-

ves, this year

they arc both

holding their

own during

sixth and sev-

enth week,

respectively.

"In the past, SWC has done their

blood drives with us, but this year

they're not," said Red Cross organiz-

er Khstina Schoenrock

The SWC Mood drive is collecting

blood specifically for the UCLA
Mood aad Plalelet Center. Aooordini

m

This is wherf you can go to donate bk)od and save

lives.

A Call the Student Welfare Commission it

82S-7566 and make an appointment for next

WTO*

A Sign upfocan appointment on BruinWaftit

the SWC table.

A (k> to the John Wooden Center to donate Mood
and hetp save lives (walk-in donors are also

welcwne).

JOYCE CHON/Orty Bruin

to center coordinator Kevin Clark,

there are several reasons for holding a

UCLA-only blood drive independent

from the Red Cross.

"The UCLA Medical Center is in

dire need of blood," he said. "They

have been holding off surgery and

transplants because there is not

enough blood available."

Starting Monday at 10 a.m. and

continuing until 4:30 p.m. on

Thursday, students, staff and faculty

will be able to donate blood at the

John Wooden
Center racquet-

ball courts.

While walk-in

donations are

welcome, stu-

dents can also

sign up for an

appointment by

calling the

SWC.
The ^ie6

Cross is

attempting to

collect more blood this year by pitting

UCLA donors against their

crosstown rivals from USC.

Because blood supplies are deplet-

ed, the medical center tiat to buy
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COMMUmrY BRIEFS

Communications

head leaves UCLA
Jeffrey Hirsch, interim assistant vice chan-

cellor of University Communications and

director of University Publications, resigned

recently, leaving three people to replace him.

Hirsch was also interim executive director

of the public information office and had been

with the university since 1994.

Toby Inlender will be interim assistant vice

chancellor of University Communications, a

part of the External Affairs department. Both

public information and publications report to

Inlender. The search for a permanent

appointment is ongoing.

Dave Grcenwald, the editor of UCLA
Today (the faculty and staff newspaper pro-

duced by the university), assumes the duty of

interim director of publications.

Harlan Lebo, currently director of com-

munications for the College of Letters &
Science, assumes additional duties as he helps

to manage the public information office. That

,', -.'.i

'

office responds to media inquiries

and writes press releases for the

university.

Fund-raising event

to be held Sunday
This Sunday, the third annual John Wayne

Cancer Institute (JWCI) Terry Fox Run will

be held at the West Los Angeles Veterans

Center.

The event, in commemoration of a young

Canadian and his fight against cancer, will

feature both individual and team competi-

tions for a lOK Run, a 5K Fitness Run/Walk,

and a Children's Fun Run. Celebrities will be

making appearances at this year's event,

including Vanna White from "Wheel of

Fortune" and David Schwimmer of NBC's

"Friends."

Funds raised by the event will go to the

JWCI at the Saint John's Santa Monica

Hospital. In addition, Oscar de la Hoya will

be the honorary chairman. For further infor-

mation call the terry Pox Run
Hotline at (310) 582-7073.

Cancer detected

by using ultrasound

Researchers at the University of

California San Francisco report that a pain-

less, non-invasive ultrasound procedure is

able to detect over 95 percent of uterine can-

cer and disease in postmenopausal women.

The study is published in the Nov. 4 issue

of the Journal of American Medical

Association.

The test, called an endovaginal ultrasound

(EVUS), uses an ultrasound probe that is

placed directly into the vagina to obtain a

measurement of the uterine lining and

detailed images of the uterus.

Researchers found that EVUS was able to

identify 96 percent of uterine cancer and 92

percent of uterine disease in post-

menopausal women who experience abnor-

mal vaginal bleeding, an indicator of uterine

probteml

"This is an excellent test in post-

menopausal women who have vaginal bleed-

ing, and it can accurately exclude significant

underlying abnormalities, such as uterine

cancer," said Rebecca Smith-Bindman, MD,
UCSF assistant professor of radiology and

lead author of the study.

"If a woman's ultrasound results are nor-

mal, meaning that she has a thin uterine lin-

ing, then there is no need for subsequent

invasive testing with a uterine biopsy," she

continued.

Smith-Bindman added that, although

many gynecologists are knowledgeable

about and may use EVUS in postmenopausal

women with vaginal bleeding, few primary

care physicians and generalists rely on the

test because, until now, there has been a lack

of sufficient data proving its efficacy.

She also emphasized that physicians need

to be thoroughly trained to perform an

EVUS examination.

Compiled from Daily Bruin staff reports
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Today 9 a.m.
Advertising Club of Los Angeles

& Western State Advertising

Association

Career day for students

-w<eft?8«?dm pursuing oargors

Ctr for African American

Studies

"Road to Return" Screening

Bridges Theater

Call x68267 for information

in advertising

Call 214-6000 for more

information

1p.m.
Muslim Union

Jum'Ah

Kerckhoff Grand Salon

Call 206-7877 for more

information

Chaira Graduate Christian

Fellowship

Talks based on C.S. Lewis'

Works

University Religious Conference

900 Hilgard Ave. 3rd Floor

Call 208-3991 for information

r^

off the mark by Mark Parisi

M'itfsru^ vJlU. J4JOW UA^A SooMO
IS lAofiB^cM^fdM..-rmMVPMVy CM,
OF rAi. Oi\ OKMf^R <fi.rt\£.WP^MO

LESSTHANTWOWEEKS LEFT:

To submit final drafts of dis-

sertations to doctoral committee

for degrees to be conferred in

current term.

For undergraduates to

change grading basis (optional

P/NP) with $3 per transaction fee

through URSA Telephone.

DONTFORCET:
The UCLA Prfer Helpline is avail-

able to listen. Call 825-HELP if you

would like to talk about sex, relation-

ship problems, loneliness, family vio-

lence or any other issue on your

mind.

MwkPirisiOaQixxxn
Wm^ihf www.o(fthin«fk.com muHvcms\JK.9fmiimpinnpm

CORRECTIONS

On. Nov 2, the Daily Bruin ran an

article titled "East Asian Library enjoys

50th year" that contained an error. The

photo caption misidentified Gloria

Werner as a member ofthe Los Angeles

City Council; she is a university librari-

an. The Daily Bruin regrets the error.

Marschak Interdisclipinary

Colloquium

"Equilibrium Selection and

Social Evolution"

Anderson C-301

5 p.m.
University Catholic Center

Catholic mass (5:15)

Lill 840 Hilgard Ave.

Cinda DeAngelo

Chinese Christian Fellowship-

CCF(5:30)

Bible study

AU 2410 -312-1637

6 p.m.
UCLA Badminton Club

Weekly club meeting (6:30)

Men's Gym 200

7 p.m.
Christian Fellowship

Grace On Campus
MS4000- 209-1299

Melnitz Movies

Screening documentary "Road

to Return"

James Bridges Theater

Call 206-8170 for more

information

8 p.m.
Midnight Special Bookstore and

Cultural Center

Open & featured poetry

1318 Third Street Promenade

Santa Monica. CA 90401

Call 393-2923 for more

information

Saturday 2 p.m
Saturday at the Hammer Music

Performance: Meises and Muzik

UCLA/Armand Hammer
Museum • 443-7000

7 p.m.
Midnight Special Bookstore and

Cultural Center

Open & featured poetry

Guest speaker: Debra Kranin

1318 Third Street Promenade

Santa Monica, CA 90401

393-2923

Fragrant bath

products are

big business

now, but buyer

beware: some of

them may

Scents

contain harsh

chemicals

GALA
... ^,

^, ,

Women's discussion group

Kerckhoff400- 825-8053

Sunday Noon
UCLA Faculty Women's Club

Welcome newcomers to the

family day picnic

Rustic Canyon Recreation

Center -472-0315

7 p.m.
Midnight Special Bookstore

and Cultural Center (7:30)

Media ecology super

sessions

1318 Third Street Promenade

Santa Monica, CA 90401

393-2923

2 p.m.
Culver Chamber Music Series

Free concert with Rami Bar-Niv

Culver Cityr Presbyterian

Church

11269 Washington Blvd.

859-4684

What's Brewin'can b« reached via e-mail

at «vhatsbrewin9medta .ucla.edu
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By Marilyn King

Daily Bruin Contributor

Peach, Watermelon, Strawberry lemon-

ade, Sun Ripened Raspberry, Pear and

Apple scents all create emotions.

Do these scents make you hungry, of

make you want to put lotion on your legs?

Bath and Body Works, Victoria's Secret,

The Body Shop and many other retail

stores sell some form of scented lotions,

sprays, gels and soaps designed td make

one smell good.

What is the craze behind these products?

There are many reasons for their populari-

ty-

"You can pamper yourself with them.

They're luxury," said Lisa, a consultant at

Bath and Body Works. The most popular

flavor now is cucumber melon because of

its "clean, fresh smell," she said.

When asked about health benefits, Lisa

said that the products often relieve stress.

She loved the product so much that she

decided to work at Bath and Body Works.

Jennifer, a sales clerk at The Body Shop

said that their products relieve stress and is

a form of pampering oneself. One popular

brand at the store is Oceanus, which is a

naturally smelling scent. She said they also

help moisturize and replenish the skin with

nutrients. Smelling good is another reason

for their popularity

"People like to smell good and like good

scents. Bath and Body Works has all kintfs

of flavors. My favorite flavor is Sun

Ripened Raspberry," said Ladan Mohtadi,

a third-year biology student,

— Felicia Hernandez, a fitth-year microbi-

ology student, likes Pearberry fragrance

and that the scent lasts a long time.

"They (the fragrances) are not really

strong, they smell good, and they're not

that expensive," she said.

Alicia Kester, a third-year classical civi-

lization and English student, does not use

Bath and Body Works products, but rather,

prefers products from the Body Shop.

Kester said she believes the reason for

the whole aromatherapy and scent fascina-

tion is that they are popular with high

school students and make good gifts - but

in general, they provide her with no health

benefits.

Many consumers of these products

believe that they provide no substantial

health benefits.

"I know of no benefits involving the u.se

of fragrant products," said James Barnard,

professor of physiological science and

medicine.

Despite their popujarity. there arc rea-

sons to be cautious when buying these

products.

"Two main reasons for not using these

products are that they contain carcinogens

and neurotoxic substances," Barnard said.

Some of the carcinogens include ace-

tone, benzyl alcohol and ethanol.

In addition, Barnard said that 20 to 30

percent of the general population is allergic

to or dislikes such fragrances.

Recently, Barnard polled his physiologi-

cal sciences class about the popularity of

fragrant products.

Eighteen percent of the men and 15 per-

cent of the women in the class disliked the

smell of perfume, cologne and other fra-

grance products.

When fragrances were first made, they

were extracted from flowers. Today the

scents are mostly synthetic, Barnard said.

Instead of paying ridiculous prices for

extravagant fragrances, Barnard suggested

using soap and lotions that contain aloe

vera, a naturally occurring substance.

Aside from health concerns, some stu-

dents cite other reasons for not using these

products.

Maria Garcia, a political science and

classical civilization senior, does not use

Bath and Body works products.

Garcia's reason is simply because the

company discontinued her favorite scent,

Tea Rose. She liked the product for its

scent and thai it lasted longer than per-
I

I
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fume.

"The scents make people feel good and

other people notice me." she said "The

scent also attracts one to the opposite sex."
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Westwood homeowners root to save trees
RENOVATION: Village residents would like

construction company to leave trees alone

ByMaionStDdBtn
DaHy Bruin Senior Staff

While most in Westwood Village agree that the renovation of the

Monty's building on Glendon is a good i^ea, one glitch is holding up

the process: trees.

Two ficus trees, to be exact. The construction company performing

the renovation has tagged a number of ficus trees on Tiverton Avenue

for removal to make way for the construction project.

While some of the trees were slated to be boxed and re-planted later,

two of them were set to be cut down completely, upsetting some

area homeowners and business leaders.

"It is a pity to remove old, mature trees if they can be worked

around," said Kam Hekmat, president of the Westwood Village

Business Improvement District.

According to Bill Christopher, consultant to Arden Realty (the

owner of the building), the removal of the trees is necessary for the

staging ofconstruction equipment to be used during the renovation.

"Those trees are located where we have to erect our tower crane

in order to Hx up the building," Christopher said.

According to UCLA Campus Architect Charles "Duke" Oakley^

construction projects on campus often require the removal of trees.

"We save them whenever we can," he said. "When trees can be

moved, we move them around campus."

Numerous homeowners in Westwood have complained about

the trees' imminent removal to the Los Angeles Street-Tree

Division, a city agency that handles street and tree issues.

"We really like what Arden is doing to beautify the building,

said Laura Lake, co-president of the Holmby Hills-Westwood

Village Homeowners Association. "(But) who's going to speak for

the trees?"

Westwood's Design Review Board took the homeowners' com-

rpfennts into cansidcMtion, and/il decided to hold a second

a deal that somewhat resolved the homeowners' complaints.

"What we are proposing to do is to take the three trees nearest

Glendon, on Tiverton, and move them across the street toihe opposite

side ofTiverton," Christopher said.

According to Lake, the homeowners and businesses who objected

to the removal of the trees are satisfied with the deal - except for one

remaining provision

"What we want is for (Arden) to be responsible for the mainte-

nance and upkeep ofthe trees" after they've been relocated, Lake said.

Arden, however, said the city is responsible for those trees' upkeep

after the project is complete.

Regardless of this final hurdle, residents are confident that the situ-

ation will be worked out and the trees will survive.

"We will find people who want to accept these trees," Lake said.

hearing so concerns could be aired and a resolution could hopefully

be reached.

In addition, many businesses and homeowners expressed their

belief that Arden tried to get around public concern by applying for

the initial permits to remove the trees.

"The permit to change landscaping has been bifurcated,

Hekmat said. "There is one permit to remove and store trees on

Glendon and another to cut down trees on Tiverton." -—
Ten Chinese Flame trees have already been removed from

Glendon. The trees have been boxed and will be held until con-

struction is complete, at which point they will be replanted at the

site.

"(Christopher) got an over-the-counter permit to remove two

trees and was going to go back to get another permit for more trees

later," Lake said.

Despite these concerns, it appears a solution may have already

been reached. According to a number of sources, Arden has agreed to

DRIVE
Frompagel

blood from the Red Cross in order to function.

According to Qark, the center buys about half the

blood it uses.

"When people donate blood to the Red Cross, we
have to buy it back from them," he said.

"Ifonly half the eligible students, staffand faculty on

this campus donated blood once a year, we would be

self-sufficient," he added.

The Red Cross blood drive is holding a "$5 pro-

gram," which means that they donate $5 to campus

organizations for each person they sign up for blood

donation.

Student Welfare Commissioner (5mid Shaye said

another reason to hold a SWC blood drive was the

proximity to the Medical Center.

"When the Red Cross collects blood, by the time

they take it to the bank they can only use the red blood

cells," he said.

The plasma and platelets, two other important com-

ponents of blood, go to waste this way, according to

Shaye.

According to Clark, each component of a donor's

blood goes to a different patient, so three people bene-

fit from just one donation.

"UCLA is a trauma center, and we use a lot of

blood," Clark said.

The red blood cells are used during transplants and

surgery, while platelets are vital for cancer patients who
are undergoing chemotherapy.

"By donating blood at UCLA, students are helping

out someone else. The purpose of the SWC is to help

other students, and donating blood isjust one way to do

this," said Yoram Kohanzadeh, a first-year undeclared

student. Kohanzadeh is helping coordinate the blood

drivi.

Potential blood donors must weigh at least 110

DAVID Hill

A ficus tree awaits Its premature death at the hands of the

company thatis renovating the bar Monty's.

pounds, be in good health and must not have donated"

blood recently.

In addition, prospective donors must fill out ques-

tionnaires about their health history. The questions are

designed to screen the blood for diseases such as

Hepatitis, and HIV, the virus that causes AIDS.

Donors are asked about intravenous drug use, sexu-

al activity, body piercings and travel history.

After giving blood, donors will receive a free T-shirt,

a $5 food coupon for UCLA Restaurants and a chance

to win a UCLA vs. USC football ticket.

In addition, employees of Associated Students of

UCLA and UCLA will get a four-hour paid leave.

"We have 2,000 employees who have donated over a

gallon of blood each year," Clark said.

"This is something you can give back to the UCLA
community and it is also a social responsibility," he

added.

JACK KROLL, NEWSWEEK

'A sharp portrait of a true original. Levitch it a

nutty mix of Ikirpo Aonc and Allen Gintberg*"

ROD DRCHER. NEW YORK POST

'IKs likt wakhing o slor being bom'

'Niloriou$ ond Irogic, wiHy and profound*"

USA SCHWARZBAUM, EMTERTAINMENT WEEKLY

"A (ombinalion of Dodrv, pliilosophy

and unMhcrcd tonhKict
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The UCLfl Brain Mopping Center and

The Getty Research Institute for the History of Art

and the Humanities

'present

mixed medio lecture
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Picturing the Invisible

Borboro M. Stafford

(Uillicvn B. Ogc^n Distinguished Service Professor

Universitv of Chicogo

- The Inner Vision

Semir Zeki

Professor, UUelcome Departments of Cognitive Neurology

University College London
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Election losses spawn Republican leadership battled
CONGRESS: GOP plods on with

president's impeachment despite

frowning on their lack of agenda

By John Diamond
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Republicans slung by

(iisappointing election returns now talk about

impeachment of Presicient Clinton as a chore

while they girci for internal leadership struggles

prompted by a GOP campaign strategy tklTt fell

flat.
^

The House Judiciary Committee begrns

impeachment hearings later this month, and the

panel's chairman, Illinois Rep. Henry Hyde.

said Wednesday, "Our duty has not changed

because the Constitution has not changed."

• But what once seemed like a political wind-

fall for Republicans now looks more like a mill-

stone as election results and exit polling showed

widespread disapproval for congressional han-

dling of the impeachment issue.

Rep. David Dreier, R-Calif.. incoming chair-

man of the House Rules Committee, predicted

Republicans would rush to fini.sh impeachmcnl

proceedings by the end of the year - before the

lion to health care to Social Security, the House

is likely to be tied up not only with the impeach-

ment struggle but also a nascent internal battle

for GOP leadership posts, including the House

speakership.

Several Republicans, speaking on condition

of anonymity, said Indiana Rep. David

Mcintosh's name had surfaced as a potential

rival for House Speaker Newt Gingrich.

Two sources said Rep. Bob Livingston. R-

La.. chairman of the powerful Appropriations

Committee, had been contacting lawmakers to

gauge support for a possible challenge to the

leadership. And Rep. Steve Largent. R-Okla., is

also mentioned as a potential challenger for a

leadership post, possibly that of Majority

Leader Dick Armey of Texas.

Gingrich. R-Ga., waved off threats to his

position, saying potential opponents start from

a weak base. Though the GOP majority in the

House lost a.net five seats in Tuesday's election,

the results mark the first time in 70 years that a

Republican majority has lasted three straight

terms.

'it's pretty hard to argue that the only team

to have been successful in 70 years somehow
ought to be replaced by somebody who has not

ever won a nationwide election." Gingrich said.

Nevertheless, Gingrich admitted he might

have done things differently if he had it to do

over again - including focusing on tax cuts and

other substantive issues. And between

Gingrich's celebratory statements about the

returning GOP majority were signs of beWil-

newiy elMiad congrass takes office.

"The election has played a role in ensuring

that none of us has a desire to drag that out,"

Dreier said.

Hyde told Republican committee members

Wednesday that he plans to call as witnesses

only Independent Counsel Kenneth Starr and

an expert on the meaning of testifying under

"oath to help the committee decide whether

Clinton committed perjury in his testimony

about his relationship with Monica Lewinsky,

as Starr has alleged.

Under Hyde's schedule, the impeachment

inquiry would be completed by the end of the

year.

With Republicans and Democrats calling for

a return to issues ranging from taxes to educa-

derment over Tuesday's results.

"I frankly don't understand all of the things

that happened yesterday, and I'm not sure any-

one else in America does either," Gingrich said.

Republicans were openly questioning the

strategic decisions that Gingrich and other top

Republicans made to focus on Clinton's behav-

ior in the Lewinsky matter while they negotiat-

ed away hard-won gains during Congress' end-

of-session budget battle.

"When Republicans try to tell the American

people what they should think about someone

else's morality, we get thumped," said Mark
Miller, head of the moderate Republican

Leadership Council.

Conservative Republicans said the problem

wasn't the focus on morality but the lack of any

other agenda beyond Clinton's behavior,

"There's going to be a lot of tough questions

asked of those (Republicans) in charge," said

Randy Tate, executive director of the Christian

Coalition. "The returns show that if that is,your

one obsession, and you have nothing else to

offer and no other agenda, you're going to have

problems."

Democrats were only too willing to offc^

their interpretations of an election that left the

55-45 GOP majority jn the Senate unchanged

and whiuk'U tlii' Ri'piibliijan nuioriiv in the

The Associated Press

House Juciiciary Committee Chairman Henry Hyde takes questions during a news

conference in Chicago.

House to a 223-210 with one Democratic-lean-

ing Independent.

One open seat in Oregon remained in

Democratic hands today when the Republican

candidate conceded even before all absentee

ballots had been counted.

Clinton, while declining to comment on

impeachment, said voters want politicians to

return to issues - including an increase in the

minimum wage and campaign finance reform.

"But above all, now we have to seize this

opportunity to save Social Security," Clinton

said. He announced that on Dec. 8 and 9 the

White House will hold its first conference on

Social Security. "We can only do this if we

reach across party lines."

UN. demands that Iraq comply with weapon inspections
ARMS: Baghdad ignores

threats; Britain, U.S. able

to take military action

By Edith Lederer

The Associated Press

UNITED NATIONS - The U.N.

Security Council unanimously

demanded Thursday that Iraq resume

cooperation with U.N. weapons

inspectors immediately. Baghdad has

already announced it won't comply.

The Security Council made no

explicit threats to use force if Iraq

doesn't obey, but the United States

and Britain say they already have

authorization to take military action

from previous council resolutions.

The resolution did not include a

timetable for lifting crippling econom-

ic sanctions, which Iraq has demand-

ed as the price for reversing its deci-

sion to cut all dealings with the inspec-

tors.

The resolution puts into interna-

tional law the council's statement

Saturday that condemned Iraq's deci-

sion to halt cooperation with inspec-

tors as a "flagrant violation" of U.N.

demands.

But council members reaffirmed

their readiness to hold "a comprehen-

sive review" of Iraq's compliance with

U.N. resolutions, which could lead to

the lifting of the oil embargo if U.N.

inspectors declare Iraq has disarmed.

But this offer is contingent on Iraq

resuming cooperation with weapons

inspectors.

The council agreed to conduct the

review in September, in an attempt to

get Baghdad to allow U.N. weapons

inspectors to resume spot inspections,

which it banned on Aug. 5.

But Iraq reacted angrily when the

council sent a letter to U.N. Secretary-

General Kofi Annan last Friday with

the broad outlines of a review that did-

n't explicitly mention the possibility of

easing or lifting sanctions.

Blaming the Americans for cutting

all references to ending sanctions,

Baghdad on Saturday banned inspec-

tors from monitoring previously

searched facilities - leaving them with

little to do but change film and video-

cassettes on stationary cameras.

Iraq said Thursday it would reject

any Security Council resolution unless

it calls for the end of sanctions,

imposed after the Iraqi invasion of

Kuwait in 1990.

"Iraq's response is that it will not

deal positively with the members of

the council unless there is a clear stand

that the sanctions on Iraq will be lift-

ed," Iraq's vice president, Taha Yassin

Ramadan, told Associated Press

Television News at the Baghdad

International Fair.

Ramadan's remarks echoed a

front-page editorial in the ruling

Baath party newspaper al-Thawra,

which said Iraq would not abide by

any measure without an explicit

timetable for lifting economic sanc-

tions.

WORLD & NATION BRIEFS

Honduras takes care of

citizens after hurricane

TEGUCIGALPA, Honduras - Health

workers began a vaccination campaign

Thursday in crowded Honduran shelters and

slums ravaged by Hurricane Mitch, while the

country's president said the storm's fury had

set back development by decades.

Officials estimated more than 10,000 people

were killed in the storm that pummeled the

Central American coast for days last week.

Honduran officials revised the country's

confirmed death toll down to 6,076 on

Thursday after gettmg better information from

the ravaged countryside Another 4,621 people

were missmg. Earlier estimates had put the

number of dead at 7.000

Nicaragua, meanwhile, raised its death toll

to an cstimaled 4.000 The bodies of victims

from a massive mudslide on the flanks of the

Casitas volcano have been turning up in fields

and along nvers and shoreline:*. Nicaraguan

President Arnoldo Aleman said.

"More than 200 victims

appeared yesterday along the shore,

and fishermen in the area between

Leon and Chinandega tell us that the

stench along the ocean shore is unbearable,"

Aleman said in an interview with the Mexican

television network Telcvisa.

El Salvador reported 239 dead, and

Guatemala said 194 of its people had been

killed.

Six people died in southern Mexico and

seven m Costa Rica.

Unemployment rate

remains stable

WASHINGTON - The nation's unemploy-

ment rate held steady at 4 6 percent m October

despite sluggish growth m employers' payrolls

and the seventh consecutive |ob decline at fat-

tones in nine months

The unemployment rate held at the same

rate as September, though employ-

ers added just 1 16,000 positions to

payrolls, the Labor Department said

today.

Though the payroll figure was at least

80,000 smaller than economists had anticipat-

ed, they said the report showed the American

economy was holding up fairly well against the

slump in Asia and other dbveloping nations.

"Job growth is softening,"* said economist

Oscar Gonzalez of John Hancock in Boston.

But, he said, "considering that we are carrying

the global economy on our shoulders, we are

still running pretty fast," ^__

U.N.tribunal tries to

investigate Yugoslavia
THE'HAGUE. Ncthcrlandf. The presi-

dent of the U.N. war crimes tribunal branded

Yugoslavia a "rogue state" Thursday, saying its

government has refused to allow an investiga-

tion (^alleged atrtKities in Kosovu.

Authorities in Yugoslavia confirmed they

had denied visas to tribunal prosecutor Louise

Afbour and 1 1 members of her staff.

Gabrielle Kirk McDonald, the tribunal's

U.S. president, said Yugoslavia had once again

shown "utter disregard for the norms of the

international community."

"Essentially, it has become a rogue state,

one that holds the international rule of law in

contempt," she said.

Arbour would not say what her next step

would be.

She said her visa request was a matter of

courtesy and that she has a legal right to carry

out investigations in Kosovo.

Although wars in the former Yugoslav

republics prompted the U.N. Security Council

to create the tribunal, the tribunal argues its

jurisdiction also extends to what remains of

Yugoslavia.

Kosovo is in southern Serbia, the largest of

Yugoslavia's two remaining republics

Compiled from Daily Brum wire ser.vtces
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STATE & LOCAL
Rddio stations make big request to bands

MUSIC: Broadcasters ask

acts ^ play free concerts

to earn airtime for songs

The Associated Press

Thousands of radio stations across

the country are forcing rock bands to

perform free at charity concerts that

boost the station's ratings in exchange

for playing the bands' new releases, the

Los Angeles Times reported today.

"It's like a subtle new form of pay-

ola - and it's causing big problems for

bands," said Tom Ross of Creative

Artists Agency. "The fact is, the labels

are afraid to say no to the radio sta-

tions.

"It's not just airplay for the band's

song that they risk losing," said Ross,

who represents such acts as Eric

Clapton, KISS and Smashmouth.

"The implication is that it might hurt

airplay for the next act coming down

the pike."

About 200 broadcasters - mostly

rock and alternative rock stations
-

hold annual charity concert series.

Some say it's a win-win situation: they

bolster the stations' ratings while pro-

viding exposure to artists.

But using the promise of radio air-

play in exchange for free performances

is illegal, according to Charles Kelly,

chiefof the enforcement division Ln the

mass media bureau of the Federal

Communications Commission.

Federal law prohibits radio stations

from taking money or anything of

value in exchange for playing songs

without disclosing the payment to lis-

teners.

"If a broadcaster is getting some-

thing valuable, like an artist perform-

ing at the station's concert, in

exchange for playing the artist's song

and they don't identify the sponsor of

the record, then they are in violation ofi

the law," Kelly said. ^

Radio airplay has become a power-

ful promotional tool for recording

companies, since many people buy

music based on what they hear on the

air.

For years, record companies have

tried to influence the programmers

who decide which of more than 5,000

songs offered annually will be played

in the roughly 250 new slots per station

in each year.

Some companies have been

accused of trying to bribe deejays with

cash. That triggered several payola

investigations, including an ongoing

probe involving Spanish-language

music broadcasters and Fonovisa

Records.

Initially, record executives were

eager to underwrite the artists' involve-

ment with radio shows in order to

obtain airplay for new songs. But they

said they're now fed up with the hard-

ball tactics employed by broadcasters

regarding radio shows.

The nation's two most powerful

rock stations - KROQ in Los Angeles

and Z- 100 in New York - deny ever

asking bands to play free concerts in

exchange for airplay.

State demands deanup of

tainted district water supply

POLLUTION: $40 million

needed to protect, purify

contaminated reservoirs

By Seth Hettena

The Associated Press

SACRAMENTO - Drinking

water inspectors found piles of

manure, dead bugs, mice aod birds,

beer battles and cigarette butts in or

near reservoirs holdilig the water

supply for 83,000 people, prompt-

ing a $40 million cleanup.

"It's probably the worst that

we've seen in terms of potential for

contamination," David Spath, head

of the state's drinking water pro-

gram, said Wednesday.

The state has ordered the El

Dorado Irrigation District to clean

and cover 12 reservoirs with steel or

concrete over the next four years.

The district serves western El

Dorado County near Sacramento.

In the meantime, the elderly,

children, pregnant women and peo-

ple with weakened immune systems

are being advised to drink bottled

water or boiled tap water.

Officials with the El Dorado

Irrigation District say its drinking

water has easily met state stan-

dards, and frequent testing has not

turned up contamination problems.

The water in the reservoirs is chlori-

nated before it reaches homes.

No illnesses have been linked to

drinking water, and the district has

stopped using some of its dirtiest

reservoirs

William Heatland, general man-

ager of the irrigation district, said

he takes the matter very seriously

See WATER, page 8
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Okay. Cool. You've decided it's

time to get down to business!
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Join the

Recycling

Advocates, a
task force that

works on
expanding

recycling on-

campus.
Students,

faculty and staff

are all

welcome.

We're with you. At Regent,

we've created an M.B.A.

and an M.A. in

Management that's
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Graduate School of
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through online/distance

education. You'll Learn

It. You'll Live It!
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^
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Franz

Where positive

reinforcement is <

textbook behavioral theory

Macy's Westwood

Where positive reinforcement

lappens every Friday

Heads up, Bruins:
This Friday is UCLA
at Macy's Westwood.

Bruins (students,

faculty and staff) save

on purchases (even

sale-priced stuff) this Friday

The savings are steep and the selection is superb.

Macy's Westwood is located at 10861 Weyburn Avenue,

across from the UCLA Medical Center. You can enter

from Weyburn or Le Conte Avenues.

rrocys
Shop for more online: www.macys.com / ——-—

—

¥f

'.»

^Current UCLA student or employee identification must be presented at time of purchase.

Not valid with any other coupon or discount offer. 10% savings does not apply to cosmetics,

fragrances or fine jewelry. Discount offer is valid November 6 at Macy's Westwood.
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DOME
From page 1

In response to the Janss brothers' request for a

building to complement the architecture on cam-

pus, Allison and Allison created the

Mediterranean-influenced, domed building. As a

tribute to UCLA, the dome was covered with a

zigzag pattern consisting of blue and gold, glazed

ceramic tiles.

The tiled pattern, which had become dull with

age, was restored with acrylic paint and gold leaf-

ing in the 1980s. While the "restored" pattern and

color were slightly different from the original

design, Elliot Lewis, the building's previous owner,

said the dome has never before been painted white.

"We were careful to maintain the building in its

original condition," Lewis said. "(Painting the

dome white) is not something we would have imag-

ined anyone would do. It's not our taste."

The review board and the planning department

are confident that the dome will be restored.

"(The restoration) is a matter of interest for

both parties - the design review board as well as

the owner and tenant of the building," Tippit said.

Despite their confidence, the design review

board and the department of planning plan to

avoid any similar problems in the future.

"We've never had a case like this before," said

Tippet. "We'll be more specific now."

HOUSE
From page 1

"He spent the night in jail for it."

Managers of the complex also

said that no arrests had been made

inside the building. ^
Sober Living Apartments is not

a halfway house and does not offer

any medical treatment or counsel-

ing programs, which allows it to

operate without a license.

Despite the many visits made by

police, Hinton said he has not

heard any negative feedback from

neighbors.

"I'm not going to say it's not

going to happen, but it hasn't hap-

pened yet," he said. "We have the

door closed all the time - the only

way you can tell we're even here is

when we go in and out."

Hinton has managed the apart-

ments since they opened, a few

months after Sigma Alpha Mu fra-

ternity vacated the property.

Former members of the fraterni-

ty said they are uncomfortable with

the Sober Living Apartments in the

building.

**I do not like the fact that this

place is there, especially since I

used to live there," said Jared

Klein, a fourth-year American liter-

ature and culture student.

Fraternity members also said the

building was in such poor physical

condition, they doubted it could

even pass a health code inspection.

"The house had a lot of wear and

tear on the building that the land-

lord refused to fix," said Dave

Denicky, president of the fraternity.

"It might not have passed a health

inspection."

Hinton said tenants of the build-

ing have helped make the needed

renovations.

"It's 100 percent better than it

was when the fraternity was here,"

he said. "The tenants work on the

house. Ifl have tocall somebody in,

it's just because we don't have the

tools here."

Although the presence of Sober

Living Apartments on Landfair

Ave. has created some worry

among neighbors, Guzman said the

crime rates have not dramatically

increased, and he sees no signs that

it poses a threat to area residents.

WATER
From page 6

but feels the public is. being

unduly alarmed.

"The fact is that the water

they're drinking today is the

same water they were drink-

ing yesterday before the com-

pliance order," he said. "If

they're healthy and have no

problems they should have no

problems today."

But the district, like many

others, does not test for para-

sites such as giardia and cryp-

losporidium.
Cryptosporidium, which is

spread through human or ani-

mal feces, got into

Milwaukee's water supply in

1993, killing about 100 peo-

ple. More than 400,000 oth-

ers got sick.

El Dorado County

Supervisor Sam Bradley said

he happened to be drinking a

cup of tap water in his office

when he first saw the report

Tuesday.

"I took a mouthful of it

and just kinda stopped," he

said. "I thought, 'My god,

that's our drinking water.' 4—
told my wife to go buy some

drinking water today because

we're not going to drink that

water."

The district cleans water

drawn from the American

River and Jenkinson Lake

and stores it in reservoirs,

many of which are surround-

ed by homes, farms and

roads.

The state Division of

Drinking Water issued a

report on the district July

along with graphic photos.

Inspectors found numerous

examples of contamination.

All but one of the reser-

voirs are used for recreation.

In one case, a state health offi-

cial followed an offensive

odor that led him to piles of

what appeared to be dried

vomit a few feet from the

water's edge.
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THE BAKERY SESSION
ENHANCED CD

SENT FREE TO UCLA STUDENTS
SIMPLY LEAVE.YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS AT OUR
WEB-SITE, WWW.SPOTRECORDS.COM, AND ENJOY

AMERICA S #1 JAZZ SINGER BACKED BY HIS
SWINGIN' 17 - PIECE BIG BAND. REALLY, IT'S FREE!^

records

"An unalloyed success!
A performance by Ian McKellen that richly deserves

to be remembered at the end of the year."

J M.ot .M.iO.n IMF Nf VV VORK TiMrS

"Lovely, ••

There are so many colors to McKellen's performance,

better work by an actor will not be seen this yearl"
K.n.:,ML T.,..M l.OS A\C,ELf'. Tl'-ir^v

Universal Pictures and the Daily Bruin
Invite you and a guest to see

Meet Joe Black
At the Beverly Connection this Monday,

November 9, at 7:30 pm.

Tickets and other merchandise can be picked up at 1 1 8 Kerckhoff Hall

and are limited on a first-come, first-served basis.

One pass per person.

MEET JOE BLACK OPENS NATIONWIDE NOVEMBER 13
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Sun-Thurs till 1 :00 am
Fri-Sat till 2:OOam

FREE DRINK W/ ANY
"

BUFFET PURCHASE W/
UCLA STUDENT ID

Call to reserve Shakey's private

Darty room upstairs for your

meeiings, fund raisers, etc...

We
Debt

accept
t cardsM

VISA H
BRUIN
MEAL DEAL
4fi^ $4,25

824-4111
1114 Gayley Ave.
Westwood Village

2 Slices of Pizza and

1/2 order Mojo and Salad

Bar, with all you can drink

beverage bar
Dine-in or carry out only

'^

Q

:3f'

COMBINATIO^ $13.85

BUY1CET1

oneAny
topping pizza plus
mojo potatoes,
and your
choice of:

• 4 pieces chicken or

• New Gourmet sandwich

or

• 5 pieces of fish or

• 10 Buffalo wings

or

• Pasta & Salad

PIZZA
SPECIALS

Any large 3

topping pizza

or any Specialty Pizza

^ $9.98
(save over $5)

Specialties include Vegetarian, Shakey \s

Special, Bruin Deluxe and BBQ Chicken

Thin crust, hand tossed, or deep dish pan
pizza at no extra charge

ONE
MEDIUM'
ONE
TOPPING
PIZZA

Sunday, Monday,

Tuesday 2 fori

Special*

^

^ $5.95
2 medium one
topping pizzas

Buy any

large Pizza

at regular

price

and get the

2ncl for

Free

* good
all day

$1 1 .98 (save over $5)
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VIEWPOINT
Monday

Just because a woman

gives you oral sex

doesn't mean she

wants a relationship.

viewpoint@media.ucla.edu

SugarW spice as effective as feminism
EMPOWERMENT: Sexuality

doesn't preclude women

from achieving greatness

This past summer, I uncovered

the answer to one of life's

greatest mysteries: how the

Spice Girls managed to sell over a bil-

lion albums.

You see, the Spice Girls' market

consists almost entirely of girls below

the age of 12. This came to my atten-

tion after spending my vacation as a

counselor at a summer day camp,

where I had the great privilege of

making sure 14, 5-year-old girls got

through their summers without fatal-

ly injuring themselves or each other.

I cannot

begin to tell you

how many

. lengthy conver

sations about

the inner work-

ings of that Fab

Five I must

have partaken

in over Cheez-

its and Fruit

Roll-ups. In

fact, on looking

back, 1 think

that we were .

having the exact same conversation

over and over again.

"Catie, Catie, which one is your

favorite? I like Scary the best. No, no,

I like Baby, she always wears those

cute dresses and pigtails!"

"Gee girls, gosh. I just can't

decide. They're all so, soooo ...

"

"Catie, Catie! You wanna know

who 1 like? I like Ginger the best!"

And without fail, a chorus of "Me
too!" would ensue until this enraptur-

ing discussion finally came to a close__

after each girl finished recounting her

favorite scene from the movie "Spice

World". And it is from this enlighten-

Bailard is a third-year communication

studies student minoring in Native

American studies.

Catie Snow_

Bailard

ing experience that I drew an interest-

ing observation; by far the favorite

Spice Girl of the majority of little

girls is Ginger ... Ginger, who is unde-

niably the most scantily clad and

provocative marketing genius of the

group. Seeing that I

had just finished

taking a "Men,

devils or just plain

pigs?" seminar

(disguised as a

woman's studies

class), I could not

smother the urge

to contemplate

exactly why 5-

year-old girls felt

the strongest

affinity to the most

voluptuous member

of the Spice Girls.

I'll tell you why - it's

those damn men that did it.

un, nave they got nerve, hirst

that whole high-heel thing, and

now this. Join with me sisters
-

throw out those pink Daisy

razors, those Wonder Bras,

those form-fitting dresses and

help me fight the patriarchal

hegemonic monster that is

Man!

Stop right there. That's not

right at all. Put those clippers

away, I'm keeping these straw-

berry locks, thank you. Because in all

honesty, I like having shaved legs, I

enjoy wearing skirts, and there are

way too many steps on the way to

class to attempt any sort of brave,

brassiere-less feats.

But please don't get me wrong, I

hold a lot of respect for the women
out there who pursue those choices

out of a sincere preference for them.

As long as a woman is donning army

boots and buzz cuts because that is

how she truly feels the

most comfortable, more

power to her. My prob-

lem is with the women
who do it out of sheer

spite. And I have even

more trouble with the

women who try to make

me feel guilty for not

doing the same, as if

women like me have

been responsible for the

exploitation of women
through time. Just as the

epistemology of the past was

intrinsically flawed because of

their tendency to subjugate

women in society, some feminist

discourses have likewise fallen

short.

Also, if 1 were to ever work in

an office, I will never allow any-

one to tell mc that 1 would be

better off only wearing pants to

work. I refuse to believe that the

only way to receive respect in

the professional world is to

dress, look and act like a

man. Isn't that just rein-

forcing the conception

that this is a man's world?

I am also not saying that women
need to flaunt their feminine wiles to

get ahead in this world. I am simply

saying that femininity is not a syn-

onym for weakness, and it is definite-

ly not a precursor to promiscuity.

Men and women are different and

they have different strengths. There is

nothing wrong with admitting that
-

but there is something inherently

absurd in attempting to rank men

and women according to those

strengths.

Like Mother Earth and Father

Sky, men and women are inextricably

bound to one another. Not necessari-

ly as life partners, but undeniably as

equal forces in the shaping and

directing of humanity's future. Men
and women are complementary parts

of a whole, and any attempt to

address society's woes by villianizing

or forsaking the opposite sex will

never succeed.

» Recently I decided to approach a

professor, whose wisdom stretches

far beyond what I have accumulated

in my meager 20-year flight of fancy,

to ask her for a little insight into her

experience with how femininity in

America has changed over time. Her

breadth of experience, accomplish-

ments and confidence struck me; see-

ing as she is a woman who grew into

adulthood years before the feminist

movement of the 1960s, proving that

the ability to rise above has and will

always be within our own reach. I

was intrigued to hear that in her esti-

mation societyis attitude toward

women has actually changed mini-

mally through time.

Yet, there are many women who

have proven that they can find their

way to the top without any help, by

refusing to hide behind excuses and

pointed fingers. This reinforces that

no one is ever going to hold our

hands. But that still does not mean

that we will make any more

progress with fists of rage.

It's time to consider the possi-
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True Judaism found

in rituals, sacred texts

As a Jew, I was deeply disturbed by Lev

Ginsburg's portrayal of Judaism as an open-

ended intellectual enterprise which requires

very little in the way of ritual on the part of

its practitioner ("Judaism solves challenges

through religious, cultural awareness" Oct.

30). While Judaism has a strong tradition of

intellectual debate about many deep theo-

logical and philosophical issues, it is primar-

ily a religion of action.

The Torah, when recounting the establish-

ment of the covenant between the Jews and

God at Mount Sinai, records the Jewish atti-

tude towards the Torah, which is primarily a

book of laws regarding our behavior as

Jews, as "Na-Aseh V'Nishma." In English,

that translates to "We will observe, and then

'we will understand." That is, the Jewish view

of serving God that we must observe the

covenant in its fullness regardless of our

level of understanding of the ritual.

Ginsburg touches on some beautiful

aspects of Judaism such as Tikkun Olam

(bettering the world), various forms of

Tzedakah (charity) and so forth. While these

are critically important aspects of Judaism,

they are but a fraction of what

Judaism really is: an all-encom-

passing life-style in which not a

moment of the day goes by without an

acknowledgment of God's role in our lives.

Judaism, in its two primary holy texts, the

Torah and the Mishna-Talmud (the latter

two make up a unit known collectively as the

Oral Torah, due to the fact that it was trans-

mitted from teacher to student until being

put into writing around the second century

CE), sets forth the limits to which a person

can stray philosophically from the basic the-

ological precepts of Judaism while still call-

ing his views "Jewish." So a free exchange

of ideas is allowed within limits. For exam-

ple, a denial of the existence of God or a

denial of the Torah as the word of God is

clearly outside the bounds of Jewish

thought.

Ginsburg's ideology, it seems to me,

stems more from enlightenment ideals than

from any Jewish precedent in our 3,300 year

history. The equal validity of all points of

view is not a Jewish ideal nor one of any

major religion in the world.

A distinction needs to made before I go

on about the difference between being

Jewish and espousing Jewish belief. A Jew is

anyone who was born to a Jewish mother or

converted to Judaism according to

Halachah (Jewish Law). A
Jewish thought is one that has

its basis in 3,300 years of Jewish

learning and thinking. One can be Jewish

and still express an opinion that is not

Jewish.

True understanding of what Judaism is all

about is rarely, if ever, achieved - but we can

inch toward such an understanding by learn-

ing the plethora of Jewish texts.

Unfortunately, most American Jews today

are too Jewishly illiterate to truly delve into

the depth of these texts. I suggest, though,

that they start studying the sources of our

religion before they publicly present

Judaism in a false light.

NetandUvni

Hfth-ytar

Cybcrnetks

Don't limit prevention

efforts to fraternities

In response to "Prevention campaign tar-

gets frats" (News, Oct. 28), I feel that I must

react to the statements attributed to me. The

juxtaposition of what National Interfraternity

Council President Jonathan Brant was quot-

ed as saying and my response to his com-

ments might have caused some Confusion.

When I told the Bruin reporter that I

found Brant's speech offensive, I was refer-

ring to his statement that fraternity men need

rape education because they don't know any

better, a statement that was not included in

Chauntelle Tibbals' article. I was not refer-

ring to the efforts of the National

Broadcasting Company (NBC), the Rape

Treatment Center or the National

Interfraternity Conference (NIC) to help pre-

vent one of the most awful of all crimes. I was

solely offended by Brant's lack of faith in my
judgement and my integrity, just because I

am a member of a fraternity.

My point is that there are bad apples in

every bunch. It may come as a shock, but

there are hundreds of rapes committed each

day by people who have never been in a fra-

ternity. Obviously this new campaign can't

hurt (actually, it will probably do a whole

bunch of good), but why not create a pro-

gram that targets NCAA athletes? Or

Undergraduate Student Association Council

(USAC) board members? Or ASUCLA con-

cessions staff? Fraternities may not be per-

fect, but it is time to admit to ourselves that

they are not the root of all evil.

Scott Rcvlin

Fifth-ytar

History and psydtology
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Celebrate newmillennium forgiveness
RESPONSIBIUTY: Year 2000

provides opportunity to aid

Third World, pardon debts

By Fr. Giles LAsbury

There are hundreds of prognostica-

tions in the air concerning the coming of

the millennium. Most are based around

some sort of doomsday scenario or the

other (check out the predictions about

the Year 2000 computer snafu). There is

another rich tradition that comes into

play in regards to this turning of time -

both Jewish and Christian religious tra-

ditions call for the celebration of a

Jubilee Year. This is a yearlong period

that is observed every 50 years. It is a

time when the earth rests for a year, all

debts are forgiven, slaves are freed and

reconciliation is sought by all. Seen in

this light, the millennium is less of a

threat and more of an opportunity to

help create the sort of world that is more

livable for us all.

One of the most serious problems

affecting developing countries around

the world is the burden of international

debt and debt service that many of them

face. These debts have accumulated over

the decades and now threaten to crush

Father Asbury is the Episcopal Chaplain at |-,
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any hopes of economic development or

future growth.

The scandal of international debt had

its beginnings in the 1970s, when banks

and governments lent lavishly at low

interest rates without careful considera-

tion ofhow the debtor nations would use

the funds or repay the debt. About 20

percent of these loans went to purchase

weapons, while other loans supported

showcase development projects that

made little impact upon the lives of the

people. Frequently, the money went to

keep oppressive governments in power.

Few of these funds had an appreciable

positive impact on the lives of the citi-

zens of these debtor nations.

In the mid '70s, prices on commodi-

ties (which debtors used to repay these

loans) fell and interest rates began to

increase. Debtor nations earned less

than ever on their exports and paid

increasingly large percentages of their

gross national product (GNP) to service

their loans. Many nations had to borrow

additional funds just to make their inter-

est payments.

Over the next years, nations tried to

default on these loans and were forced to

seek the assistance of the International

Monetary Fund (IMF) to create plans to

assist in rescheduling the payment of

their obligations.

The IMF created a scheme called

"Structural Adjustment Programs" that

UCLA. He Is proud to be a part of the

University Religious Conference's

Interfaith Ministry to UCLA. He can be

reached at depadre@aol.com.
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education, health and social services.

These programs also devalued national

See ASBURY, page 12

Speaks Out
Do you feel there is a good balance between teaching and research at UCLA? Do they complement each other or do they conflict?

Stanley Osher

Professor

Mathematics

"Research is

important here. I

don't think you can

have someone

teaching at the level

we want at UCLA
without that person

being actively

involved in

research. But teach-

ing is important here, too. Most people

take it very seriously. At the other uni-

versities 1 was at before UCLA, teaching

was not nearly as important in promo-

tions."

Traci Mann

Assistant professor

Psychology

"I think teaching

makes your

research better and

I think research

makes your teach-

ing better. You have

to do both.

Granted, it is hard

to balance the two

because there are a

lot of things to juggle within each, but if

you work at it, you can definitely bal-

ance them."

Daniel Soh

Fifth-year

Microbiology and molecular genetics

"lliere are excep-

tions, but I think

teachers here are—

^

more focused on

taking care of their

research rather than

taking care of stu-

dents' needs.

Research is their

life. There's not

much closeness between students and

teachers, especially in the huge classes.

The TA's do all the work so the profs can

do their research."

Brian Femandez

Fifth-year

Microbiology and molecular genetics

"Teachers heavily

into research are

less interested in

teaching and help-

ing undergraduates.

They pay more

attention to their lab

workers and gradu-

ate students. The

best, most commit-

ted teachers are those who are solely

teachers - lecturers, for example."

Edgar Martinez

First-year

Mathematics

"I haven't

noticed any prob-

lems between

research and leach-

ing yet. The word

'research' hasn't

even been men-

tioned in most of

my classes. But in

one, my anthropolo-

gy class, I think the teacher's research

helps give her a much better background

which, in turn, better helps the students

visualize what the subject is all about."

Maggie So

Second-year

Undeclared

Nobel laureate

makes students

highest priority

LEARNING: Ignarro demonstrates

how to be both caring professor,

world-recognized research leader

"In the classes

I've taken, the

teachers have been

pretty passionate

about both teaching

and research. When
my professors have

tried to introduce

their research into

the class, I think it

has always enriched-the course."

By Krupali Tejura

As a medical studcint, I have come across sev-

eral professors who are more in tune with their

research than with their students.

As an undergraduate, I was part of Mortar

Board, an honor society which recognizes profes-

sors who excel in both teaching and researching -

a rare feat in the university system. I was fortu-

nate to have been taught by some of them. These

professors are not only talented lecturers about

their area of research, but are approachable and

willing to teach as-well.

This year, I was fortunate to have one of these

professors once again. My instructor is not only

one of the best at the School of Medicine, but he

is one of the best researchers in the world. Just a

few weeks ago, he received the Nobel Prize in

Medicine for his research on nitric oxide. I am
talking about my pharmacology professor, Dr.

Lou Ignarro.

Dr. Ignarro has won the Golden Apple Award

for 10 years in a row. This award recognizes the

most outstanding teacher in the School of

Medicine.

After being in his class for a few weeks, I began

to realize why. He is dynamic, funny and you can

see the passion in his eyes for teaching. I remem-

SeeTEJUIIiWpa9e12

Tejura is a student in the UCLA School of Medicine.
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TEJURA
From page 1

1

ber going to his office hours a week

before the midterm, even though the

time conflicted with one ofhis depart-

ment meetings. He told me not to

worry and to ask him all the questions

I had. He also told me I shoiUd e-mail

him if I had any more questions since

he checked his e-mail every 30 min-

utes or so.

I was amazed at how much he

cared.

Such stories of Ignarro are com-

mon among medical students. When
we learned that he had won the Nobel

Prize, we were all elated for him. We
surprised him with cake, a huge card

signed by all the class members, a bot-

tle of champagne and a few words of

congratulations. We as a class are

extremely proud of Dr. Ignarro and

his accomplishments. It is quite rare

to see a person win such an award

who can also teach.

Yes, it is possible to find those who
can teach and do research at any uni-

versity. It is rare, but once found it is

never forgotten.

ASBURY
From page 1

1

currencies, cut back on food subsi-

dies, cut wages and employment for

yorkers in government industries and

services, privatized or sold public"

industries (often to transnational cor-

porations) and moved from subsis-

tence agriculture of staple foods to

large-scale farms growing export

products.

All of these measures had a devas-

tating effect on the poor of the worlds

Cuts in education and health ser-

vices meant that campaigns against

illiteracy were curtailed; reduction of

health service meant the reappear-

ance of diseases thai were thought to

have ended 'Hic devaluation of cur-

rency meanly that each person's

income bought less, atwss K) govern-

ment services was decreased, and cuts

in government employment and the

privatization of industry meant fewer

available jobs tor growing popula-

tions. Finally, the shift to large-scale

export agriculture drove many off

their farms to the cities or towards ille-

gal emigration and reduced the food

available to feed families.

The International

Jubilee 2000 campaign

calls for a case-by-case

process leading to a

one-time cancellation

...of unpayable debts.

F.ach year, the Third World pays

the West three times more in debt

repayments than il receives in aid.

It has been said that this debt bur-

den is a scandal that, in numerical

terms, makes the international slave

trade of earlier centuries look like

petty crime. In some African nations

such as Mozambique, debt obligation

is equal to 50 percent of the national

budget (compare this to the United

States' 14 percent share of the bud-

get). In Mozambique, the annual

average income is $80 and the per

capita share of the debt is $223

(almost three years of every person's.

total earnings).

When an individual or a local gov-

ernment cannot pay its debts, they

take refuge in bankruptcy. When
Orange County was devastated due to

losses on poor investments, it

declared bankruptcy and slowly

See ASBURY, page 13
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recovered its economic stability, i

There are no provisions for such mea-

sures internationally and debtor

nations will be burdened with the

effects of these unpayable debts.

The International Jubilee 2000 cam-

paign calls for a case-by-case process

leading to a one-time cancellation of

the backlog of unpayable debts owed

by the world's poorest nations by the

year 2000. Many people express reluc-

tance at this ambitious goal.

They say it is overly idealistic and

that the relief would be squandered by

corrupt dictators or remote bureau-

crats. To prevent this possibility, credi-

tors will set conditions that must be

met before debt relief will ensue.

At the All Africa Conference of

Churches, Archbishop Desmond Tutu

called upon debtor nations to meet

four conditions to receive debt relief:

democratization, respect for human
rights, military reduction and a com-

mitment to use the money from relief

for the needs of ordinary citizens.

Achievement of this goal would

make an appreciable difference in the

lives of hundreds of millions of the

world's poorest citizens. It would per-

mit us to begin a new millennium on a

more equal footing and give the major-

ity of the world's inhabitants a chance

to join in a jubilee to celebrate the com-

ing of a new century and a new millen-
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bility that our society's schizophrenic

approach to sensuality has roots in

something other than a war of the

sexes.

If you will take time to remember,

a majority of this continent's first

European settlers were of the acetic

persuasion. You know whom I'm

tajking about - those crazy, fun-lov-

ing Puritans. My guess is that in a

less-tame world, many people found

safety hiding behind stringent regula-

tions and clearly defined roles. And
you don't have to listen too carefully

to hear the echoes of this mentality

still resounding in our own commu-

nities today. But where there is purg-

ing, I've noticed that hinging tends to

follow quickly on its heels, leaving

most of us stuck soru^here m the

middle to make spnse ol it all.

in print!Faith Factor

Writing Workshop You'll learn how to:

The courtesy of a
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required. Please call toil

free at 1.800.580.6447

or email niKr.org visit

our new website at

www.nihr.org
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* Self-publish or find a publisher
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We should be secure

enough to embrace

sensuality as a positive

element of human
nature.

We have gotten to the point where

we should be secure enough to

embrace sensuality as a positive ele-

ment of human nature. Hey, it is why

every one of us is here. Promoting

sex as something that is tainted and

lurid doesn't help anyone. So, I guess

I don't have any definitive answers

for you. Maybe there are a few clich-

es I could dig up about being true to

yourself But 1 guess that is really all

there is. because there really is no

one holding our hands.

Just be careful. Be careful of what

values and ideas you allow to perme-

ate into your subconscious, be care-

ful of what foundation you choose to

build your self-identity on, and let's

all try not to be such hypocritical,

horny, little prudes.

Sensuality is like the boogie man -

it only scares you as much as you let

it and it is only as bad as you make it

out to be.

In fact, Ginger Spice has just

become the newest Goodwill ambas-

sador for the United Nations.

Al-Talib
UCLA'S Muslim Student

Newsmagazine

r
FEM

UCLA'S Feminist Student

Newsmagazine

r
Ha'Am

UCLA's Jewish Student

Newsmagazine

V

La Gente
UCLA's Chicana/o & Latlna/o

student Newsmagazine

NOMMO
UCLA'S African Student

^ Newsmagazine

Pacific Ties
UCLA's Asian/Pacific Islander

Student Newsmagazine
825-1004

^ >

Ten Percent
UCLA's Queer Student

Newsmagazine
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Win prizes like education

in quarter system game

Speaks Out
With the football game in Oregon this

weekend, many students are left won-

dering what they should do to fill their

Saturday agendas. Students on campus

tell us what there is to do in Los Angeles.

Tiffany Huang

Third-year

Asian American studies

"I don't like to do

anything in LA. 1 really

don't like Los Angeles. I

guess my favorite thing

is going to hip-hop

shows."

Dr. Drew, Adam take sex advice show to next level

Kelly Boyer

Third-year

ifcychologyr

"I goto Leimert Park,

on Crenshaw and 43rd.

It's an African American

cultural mecca. You can

listen to jazz musicians

or hear poetry readings

or watch African dance

classes."

LX'II Publi!.hing

A guide to life and love is by the

hosts of MTV's "Loveline."

REVIEW: 'Loveline' program

spawns book of ridiculous

yet entertaining questions

By Lonnie Harris

Daily Bruin Staff

Though a bit of an exaggeration, it

seems that the tag line "The World

Famous KROQ ' is not wholly inaccu-

rate. While the L.A. radio station was

once merely an outlet for the latest in

modern rock, these days it appears to be a

veritable litmus test for pop culture

trends. Without KROQ, we'd have no

Carson Daly, no Chris Hardwick, and

certainly no "Loveline."

"Loveline" has been a KROQ main-

stay for years now. (Older Bruins may

remember the days when it was hosted by

a comic known as Poorman, while others

grew up with manic host Ricky

Rachman.) Recently the show was picked

The book is little more than a series of

transcripts from the nightly program,

written entirely in a question-and-answer

format. The first question this observa-

tion leads to is: what is the point of select-

ing several questions from the show and

putting in into a text? The answer is: who

knows? No one will accuse "The Dr.

Drew and Adam Book" of being great lit-

erature - it's not even really literature.

This is not to say that it isn't an enter-

taming read. The success of "Loveline"

no doubt stems from the voyeuristic

nature of human beings. People watch

"Loveline" for the same reason they

watch any talk show: because they want

to watch human misery unfold.

The Germans call it "schadenfreude,"

the ability of humans to take pleasure in

the downfall of others. And that's really

what "Loveline" is all about. While the

show doesn't revel in its exhibitionism,

like Jerry Springer is prone to do, one

gets the feeling from the book that both

Pinsky and Carolla know exactly what

first giving iho question and following it

by the respon.scs of Pinsky, Carolla and

whatever celt-brity guest happened to be

ontheshov^ ;hat night.

Though s^ inc sections in the book are

informative - such as when Pinsky

informs us that any lesions or ulcers on

the penis arc probably herpes (thanks for

the tip!) - most are merely for entertain-

ment purposes ("My girlfriend's best

friend wanh to give me a blowjob. What

should I d«

Perhaps itic biggest problem with read-

ing "The br Drew and Adam Book"

beginning i> .-iid is that it can't help but

be strikingly repetitive. Unlike Carolla, a

comedian u h no medical or psychiatric

background I'msky's main goal is to edu-

cate and inform - to help people.

This gives his advice a very sober, mun-

dane quality that rarely provides the

excitement or comedy inherent in an hour

of Montel Williams. Pinsky advises every

caller to end their abusive relationship,

try to work out their minor problems with

a spouse, take care of their baby and get

that unsightly wart tested. All of this is

very sound advice, and the callers would

be well served to follow it, but a gripping

read it is not.

Few tips found in the book will come

as a surprise to anyone with an ounce of

common sense. Most callers on

"Loveline" don'i exactly have a keen

grasp of the obvious; questions like

"Should I see a doctor for this horrible

rash on my genitals?" or "Is there a risk to

drinking blood?" don't need a medical

expert to answer them, and the space pro-

vided for such nonsensical queries seems

wasted for readers with IQs above 50.

Certain to never find its way onto

Oprah's Book List, "ITie Dr. Drew and

Adam Book" won't interest many pecv

pie, except die-hard fans of the show and

those simultaneously having problems

with body piercings and estranged loved

ones. Ev^n as a piece of fluff designed to

titillate, it falls some\^hat short. Jerry

SpringerViTCw trnnr-v^'Ringlcader" is

almost certain to contam more slea/c per

page, leaving "The Dr. Drew and .Adam

Book" with no place but the self-help sec-

tion far in the back of Barnes and Noble.

up by MTV, ati a non of lum-nig lu aruwei tht^y're appealing hi

Zach Lovelady

Second-year

Undeclared

^^^

"My favorite thing to

do on the weekend is

probably leave and take

a road trip somewhere.

In L.A., I like to party on

the beach, like on

Manhattan Beach."

Gene Mak

Second-year

Undedared

to the Jerry Springer Show.

On the heels of this success,

"Loveline" has spawned a book - "The

Dr. Drew and Adam Book," written by

current host Adam Carolla and the

show's resident physician. Dr. Drew

Pinsky, as well as some guy named

Marshall Fine.
^

Therefore, they have infused their

book with several gripping anecdotes,

stories and tragedies aired over the past

few seasons of the show. Questions are

placed in categories, such as "Safe Sex,"

"Teen Pregnancy" and

"Homosexuality." These questions are

then basically listed off in dialogue form.

hcK/ie OH eor^^sevA

"I like to check out

the soccer games and

just chill and hang out

with friends. Movie pre-

miers are also fun to go

and try to sneak into."

Rkardo Oropeza

Second-year

Musicology

oo

V3

V9

"I think the club

scene here in L.A. is real-

ly cool - places like the

Arena. My friends from

back home in the Central

Valley like to come here

for the clubs."

Nyramane Souphasith

Third-year

Sodology

"I like to go to West

Hollywood Just to hang

out with friends. WeMl go

to coffee shops, and

sometimes we go out to

clubs to dance.**

MIDTERMS: Good luck

retaining knowledge

in fast-paced courses

Alas, my fellow Bruins,

this week's football game

is an away game.

Unfortunately, that means rio

sing-along bus rides, no group

chants and no victory parties.

But hey. at least we get to play a

game of our own:

"Alright.

UCLA con-

testants,

you'll be

gambling

big bucks

once again

for the suc-

cess (or dis-

mal failure)

of your edu-

cational

future. Get

those hands

on your \

textbooks because it's time for

'Let's-Study-for-Midterms!'

graduate schools, their impor-

tance plummets shortly there-

after. Real world knowledge and

understanding then take over,

leaving the slraight-A students

heading straight for a dead end;

sure, :ney know how to get an A,

but do they know how to think?

Unfortunately, we are not

given the chance to think; we

must fcKus our energies on cog-

nitive economizing and studying

just what's important - what's

important, that is, to know for

the exam.

1 see the beginnings of this

everyday, with students cutting

corners on reading and skipping

irrelevant lectures. Personally, I

am famous for skipping the illus-

trations, graphs and footnotes in

my textbooks, even though they

may be quite relevant to the sub-

ject.

Another disappointment is

the lack of motivation that

results from this system. Because

the quarter system is so short, we

are forced to furiously memorize

with mnemonic devices, songs,

rhymes - whatever it takes to

Johnny, tell il iei i i wliai tliey'ie ' kwp tlie matei lal ni uui lieads
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playing for!"

"Bruins, you'll be playing for

a year's supply of Fly Away cof-

fee! That's right, when classes

are getting you down, turn to F1y

Away to keep you up, up and

awake ."

This game is real life. It's

called the quarter system.

Over these past weeks I've

witnessed things tantamount to

the horrors of war that soldiers

never talk about: freshmen cry-

ing like they've never cried

before, students entering the •

library for the first time and the

coffee industry gloating over

through-the-roof profits.

Only five weeks into our stud-

ies, and midterms have already

arrived. As I engage in this

ridiculous ritual, I am reminded

of the futility of a system that

' lauds itself for top learnmg, but

falls ever-so-short in that it fails

to facilitate that learning.

I once thought the purpose of

college was to become a more

worldly, knowledgeable individ-

ual. I imagined the focus to be on

synthesizing and analyzing, not

regurgitating and memorizing.

And yet, much of our undergrad-

uate education here at UCLA is

found in the latter. This system is

in dire need of renewal.

We've always been taught that

the smart student stays ahead in

his or her studies and never, ever

crams. But in a system where

we're behind before we even

begin, we are put in a situation

where we are forced to cram.

And when a semester's worth of

material is compounded into

only nine weeks, the system is

too quick to be substantial, yet

too substantial to be so quick.

One of the most grave conse-

quences of the quarter system is

the decrease in overall learning.

In so little time, material cannot

be adequately absorbed and

actively synthesized. The focus

shifts from learning for its intrin-

sic value to furiously cramming

for the sole purpose of getting an

A.

And while grades are certain-

ly key to applying for majors and

for just one moije day. After sev-

eral quarters of this monotonous

grind, however, it becomes hard

to maintain that determination

to study, when in the end we

know we'll retain only 1 percent

of it.

Furthermore, this creates a "

vicious cycle, whereupon losing

motivation causes us to study

less, and in studying less we get

lower grades. You get the pic-

ture.

A final thought: The fast-

• paced quarter system should be

blamed as the culprit behind s^o

many students' legitimate excus-

es of "I'm too busy" or "I don't

have enough time." We've been

chided by self-help gurus in this

society, who tell us that "not hav-

ing time" is no excuse, that we

have to make time. But for quar-

ter-systcm-sufferers, this really is

—

true! Sure, there's enough'time

in the day ... if sleep isn't figured

into the equation.

I despair at how many truly

significant and exciting endeav-

ors college students could

immerse themselves in, if only

they had the time.

Just think of the career-

preparatory activities that stu-

dents could fully utilize to their

future advantage, such as paid

internships or part-time jobs, if

only they had the time. When
academia overshadows every

other opportunity, how well-

rounded are we really?

So while our team is in

Oregon this weekend making

winning their top priority, and

we sit at home hitting the books,

let us ponder how well the

administrators and faculty are

making us their top priority. As

long as we are subjected to a

lightning-speed, over-accelerated

system in which learning finishes

last, this is one game we are

never going to win.

Silver is a second-year communica-

tion studies student who loves

nothing more than imposing her

views on others. She can be

reached (If you dare) at

silver799ucla.edu.

Photo illustration by JOE BARRY/Daily Bruin
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KRS-One raps about life's lessons

at the Key Club on Thursday night.
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Fountain
of youth

Adam Sandler keeps making

movies that make people laugh
Photos courtesy of Jon Farrrier

Henry Winkter (left) and Adam Sandler (right) star in "The Waterbov."

By Sam Toussi

Daily Bruin Contributor

Tonight, the third installment of a trilogy

will be released in theatres. No, the "Star

Wars" prequels don't come out for a year.

Tonight, Adam Sandler's new movie, "The

Waterboy," will be released in theaters nation-

wide.

"The Waterboy" marks the third install-

ment of the "Loser Trilogy" - following "Billy

Madison" and "Happy Gilmore."

This movie follows the life of Bobby

Boucher, a waterboy for a top college football

team who is incessantly picked on because

he's an idiot. Fired from his job, he gets anoth-

er position as a refreshment engineer with an

untalented football team that has lost 40 con-

secutive games. One day in practice, Bobby

snaps and he discovers a knack for destroying

opposing players with devastating tackles.

Hindered only by his overbearing, psychotic

mother (Kathy Bates) and his own stupidity,

Bobby takes his team toward a happy ending.

The movie was written by Sandler and long-

time friend Tim Herlily (like this year's "The

Wedding Singer") and was directed by anoth-

er longtime friend, l-rank Coraci. He met

Herlily and Coraci when he was at NYU and

still hangs out with them. There are no egos

among the group, and they seem to look at

what they do as play rather than work.

"We have fun," Sandler says. "We've

known each other so long that we know what

makes us laugh and what pisses us off, so it's

kind of like family."

Like the- other two movies, "The

Waterboy" features former "Saturday Night

Live" cast members who Sandler befriended

in his time there.

"1 like hanging out with buddies, and I

know I'll get at least a few days to hang out

with a buddy of mine so I'll write something

and tell him to come down," Sandler explains.

The movie features staples of the other two,

such as a conventional plot surrounded by

classic Sandler humor and the "Sandler

chick" who tempers and redeems the title

character.

"The Waterboy" also marks a distinct dif-

ference with "Madison" in particular and

highlights what it is that has made Sandier the

star he is today.

When "Madison" was released, it was the

hit thai was Sandler's big screen eommg out

party. Critics, however, faulted the film's main

character for being too mean spirited and

without any redeemmg qualities. Critics of

those critics said thai this was why the movie

was funny.

Sandler was labeled by some as being mean

spirited himself. Much has changed for

"And I've been on the receiving end of some-

thing, saying something and making me feel

that sick feeling you get in your stomach, so I

know Bobby."

Sandler seems to relish in the joy of acting

like a child. In interviews, he almost seems like

an overgrown little boy. "::..

"He's great with kids," Henry Winkler,

who plays Sandler's coach in the movie, says.

"He always has time for kids."

SeeWAnRB0Y,page18

Sandler's image since. "Happy Gilmore" was

a bit more sympathetic than Madison. Then

Sandler surprised everybody with "The

Wedding Singer" as he exposed a more ten-

der, romantic side. Both stripped the mean

streak and kept the laughs.

Now with "The Waterboy," Sandler may
have done his most sympathetic character yet.

Bobby does no one any harm. He loves his

mama. All he wants are friends. He is con-

stantly abused. He has a good heart.

It is probably true

that there is a little bit

of Sandler in every one

of his characters, even

Madison.

"I play a bad guy

every day of my life;''

Sandler says. "People

say, 'Here comes that

bad guy. I hope he

doesn't break our win-

dows again.'"

But the sweet, child-

• like nature of Bobby's

character is probably

the closest to what

Sandler really is in per-

son.

"I've been a jerk in

my life," Sandler says. Waterboy Bobby Boucher (Adam Sandler) serves his team.

Consider nude housekeeping to feed gourmet food needs
COLUMN: Partying, beer,

stingy parents call for use

of drastic fund-raisers

Usually, I make strange meals

out of leftovers that have

been rotting in the fridge for

days. Yesterday, it was potato salad,

with stale

pump)ernickel

bread bits as a

potato substi-

tute; slimy

cucumber

instead of crisp

celery; and

onions instead

of hard-boiled

eggs. Mixed

,

with stinky

cheese, mustard

and mayo, even

a dish like this

can satiate the college digestive sys-

tem. Add in a few midnight margari-

tas with a tequila bloody mary night-

cap, an<^ it suits me just fine.

Vanessa

VanderZanden

But once the "ghetto Ralph's" on

Wilshire Boulevard converted into a

newly remodeled "Ralph's Fresh

Fare" a few days ago, my appetite has

taken a turn for the gourmet.

All of a sudden, I realize that I

must create dishes such as "honey

poppy seed cornish game hens" with

"andouille and cornbread stuffing''

before desserts such as "caramelized

apple charlotte with lemon creme

anglaise."

Yes. I deserve class. Because, hey,

I'm a classy girl, and Ralph's is a darn

classy joint.

But high-brow cuisine does cost a

pretty penny.

Ring, ring.

'"HeUo?"

"Hi, Mom. How was Italy?"

"Pihe, dear. 1 purchased this beau-

tiful cobalt blue Viennese crystal vase

and ...

"

"Yeah, I got the photo you sent."

"
... and the Sicilians were so sweet,

talking with their hands and eating! I

just..."

"Oh, well, that's sort ofwhy Vm
calling - look, could I get some more

dough this month?"

"What happened to the rest of the

money we sent you?"

"Mo-om! I had to pay for our

Halloween party and stufT!"

"Well, honey, how much does a

keg split between two people cost?"

"Ugh! We didn't rem a keg! We
bought a full bar of cocktails so we

could make monkey glands and

devil's tails and exorcists, and we blew

the rest on batwich ingredients and

pumpkin patch birthday cake ...

"

"Well, what about the rest of the

money? You can't have spent all of it

on party supplies."

"No, of course not. But, gees, cans

of Old Milwaukee's Best don't grow

on trees, you know, and who do you

think pays for the Christmas tree

lights and leopard print faux fur that

decorates our apartment? I mean,

opium den decor doesn't exactly

come cheap!"

"Goodbye, honey, your brother's

on the other line. I have to pick him

up in a few minutes to go see 'Miss

Saigon' in the city. Ciao!"

Moms are so unfair. He gets free

tickets for a $60 show while I suffer

with broken nails, ghetto swill and

cracked tennis shoes. I can't even

afford to buy clothes at the Goodwill.

This Bruin gig doesn't pay jack and

I'm' broke. It's time to consult Cosmo.

"It says here people make, like, $85

an hour doing house-cleaning in the

bum"
"Man, Jen, four hours worth of

scrubbing stove lops and I'd nave

more spending money than I get in a

month!"

"I'm in if you are."

"I'm there! But what ifwe get a

bunch of weird rapists renting our tal-

ents out who only want to molest us as

we vacuum their cat-hair-strewn living

room shag throw rugs?"

"Uh - let's just rent our services

out to friends. They wouldn't do any-

thing that kinky."

"Well, maybe something close to it

- but rd trust 'em."

Ring, ring.

"Kirsten."

"What's up, Vanessa?"

"How much would you pay me
and Jen to clean your apartment

naked?"

"Well, I enjoy cleaning. I'd rather

rent myself out than pay you guys to

do my chores."

"C'mon - if we really needed the

money -"

"OK, two bits."

"Two bits?"

"You know, 'shave and a haircut,

two bits?'" .

"Cute. But we need hard bills here,

babe. Who else is over at your place?"

"Chad. I'll put him on."

"Nude house cleaning?"

"That's right, Chad. How much

would you give Jen and me?"

"I couldn't let you do th^. I'm too

much of a gentleman. That's objecti-

fying women and ..."

"OK, if you weren't you, but some

other guy - how much would you

pay?"

"If I weren't me, I'd pay you in

other ways. Like - I'd cook you

dinner for two weeks ...

"

"Ooh!"

"Or I'd give you free alcohol every
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Gate Blanchett stars as Queen Elizabeth I

In "Elizabeth."

-Elizabeth"

Directed by Shekhar Kapur

Starring Gate Blanchett Geoffrey Rush

and Ralph Fiennes

Survivors of "The Man in the Iron Mask" are

about to be rewarded for their suffering in the

form of "Elizabeth," another epic European-

royalty-comes-of-age movie.

This one, however, forgoes the self-righteous-

ness and '90s patina in favor of thoughtful char-

acter development, humor that works in the his-

torical context and genuinely beautiful filmmak-

ing.

The film picks up when England's queen-to-

be is a princess in countryside exile, despised by

her Catholic half sister. Queen Mary After serv-

ing time in the tower for her somewhat non-com-

mittal Protestantism, Elizabeth nevertheless

versatility and depth - the early Elizabeth is

playful, dancing hci lays away with the dashing

Lord Robert Dudley (her chemistry with Ralph

Fiennes both bums and evolves on screen), but

she is also savvy to the impending power and

danger of her position.

As she defends threats to Great Britain from

within and abroad, she also fends off suitors,

quickly aware that marriage and the production

o(an heir will turn her from ruler to well-dressed

housewife. Some of the film's funniest moments

fall in the capable comic hands of Vincent

Cassel, whose Duke of Anjou tries to impress

her with a reenactment of the Spanish Armada.

He plays mighty England in a boat costume;

body-bumping other boat-clad men out of the

picture.

The problem with living single, however, is

that Robert is off limits as well. The painful real-

ization that she can rely only on herself rends the

story bittersweet and allows Blanchett to stun-

ningly transform her character (especially in the

last 15 minutes of the film) from a bright but fal-

lible young woman to a wizened Virgin Queen

whose sacrifices crack her white, pancake make-

up.

Surrounding Blanchett is a worthy cast of

friends and enemies, including Sir Francis

Walsingham (Geoffrey Rush's cryptic snakiness

keeps us guessing as to what side he's on), the

caring but old school Sir William Cecil (a sympa-

thetic and grandfatherly Richard

Attenborough), and plotting, flamboyant Mary

of Guise (Fanny Ardant is a sort French Faye

lands on the throne when Mary succumbs to
^

cancer.

Here are the first hints of Cate Blanchett's

Uunaway). ^
Nearly all balance intense individuality with

historical accuracy - the film is de facto feminist

as opposed to the Drew Barrymore "I threw an

apple at a boy, so I'm a feisty heroine" school of

acting.

Kapur paints Renaissance England with the

lush costuming and landscapes typical of period

movies, but his shots of draf\y cathedrals and

starlit gondolas serve more than aesthetic pur-

poses.

Critics are fond of pinpointing movies of

Oscar potential and then putting them in their

place. But if "Elizabeth" strolls down the red

carpet, it may be a rightful heir indeed.

Cheryl Klein

The Waterboy-

Directed by Frank Coraci

Starring Adam Sandler and Henry

Winkler

Adam Sandler has made a career out of play-

ing losers, and with "The Waterboy," it looks

like he'll continue doing so.

In the movie, Sandler plays a waterboy

turned college football linebacker. He uses the

years of abuse he's received because of his less-

than-average intelligence as motivation to

destroy whomever on the gridiron happens to be

holding the ball.

The premise is thin, but then so are the

premises of all Sandler movies. That doesn't

make them any less funny. Actually, it seems as

though Sandler thrives on his ability to just roam

in a plot and discover what is funny

Set in the deep South, the bayou to be exact

(where football is king), "The Waterboy" derives

amount ofhumorfrom its tiackwoodsTgood

by his mother (Kathy Bates) who believes that

everything outside the home is evil, are surrcally

amusing. Jerry Reed is also spectacularly funny

as a Cajun hick who is utterly incomprehensible.

But the real laughs come at the expense of

Boucher himself He's an endearing character,

but the audience cannot help but laugh at how

intensely stupid and pathetic Boucher's life has

become. A virgin at 31, Boucher cannot even

understand the sexual innuendos his semi-psy-

chotic girlfriend Vicky (Fairuza Balk) tosses at

him.

Henry Winkler, of Fonzie fame, is also hilari-

ous as Coach Klein, a coach who has suffered a

severe nervous breakdown and is on his last

threads of sanity when Bobby joins the football

team.

The movie is also a real treat for the avid

sports fan. There are cameos by numerous

sports figures, including Jimmy Johnson, Bill

Cowher, Lynn Swann and Brent Musberger.

Also notable is an appearance by former NFL
linebacker Lawrence Taylor, who was arrested

for purchasing crack just recently.

It doesn't really give anything away to say

that this movie has a happy ending, but the way

it's done is wonderful. It practically mocks every

Hoosiers clone.

"The Waterboy" won't win any Academy

Awards but that's not the point, is it? "The

Waterboy" is a great time and delivers on every

promise Sandler has made his fans with "Billy

Madison,"»"Happy Gilmore" and "The

Wedding Singer."

Sam Tousat-

atmosphere.

The scenes set in Bobby Boucher's home, run See SCREEN, page 18
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One Free Popcorn & Diet Coke with this Ad

Vine Theaters Urban Legand (PG-13)

Dolby Stereo

4K)0 8:10

UCLA

Santa Monica
MONICA 1

1322 2nd Street

394-9741

Ian McKellen'Bren'liin Fraser

Gods & Monsters

Daily (2 00) 4 45 7 30 9 55

WESTWOOO 4

1050Gayley

208-7664

Thara's Soroalklao Ahoat Mary (R)

Stereo

Fri-Th (12:30 3:30)7:109:50

Bargain S t

ROYAL
1 1523 S.M Blvd.

477-5581

llhiilni

Thomas Vmlerberg's

CalahraUoa

Daily (12:20) 2:40 5:00 7:30 9:55

MONICA 7 f^oberto Bengim's

Lils is Baaatital

Daily (1:55) 4.35 7 15 9 55

AVCO CINEMA Presented m THX Digital Sound

Living Oul Loud (R)

12 00 2 20 4 45 7 15 9:40

Fri -Sat Late: 11:50

AVCO CINEMA Presented in Digital Sound

What Oraams May Coma (PG-13)

1.15 4 15 7 20 1000

Opens 1 1/13 Maet Joa Bladi (PG-13)

THE GODFATHER

Fri. 11/6 6:30pm. 10pm

ALL MOVIES ARE $2 00

Shows in Ackeimjn G'jnd Bjllroom

C*mpHt Ewnn - Ml hHp //Mudtnn Htdi «cla idii/CK/

i-mall ctclnloVmicli vdi td« fkOM 1311) m-IWI

MONICA 3 Heniy Jaglom's

DaiaVa
Daily (1.40) 4:20 7:00 9:40

Santa Monica
MUSIC MALL1 auMiaJidaiea

9036 Wilshire For inlormation call 310-478-1041

274-6669 Mo«- Fri. 9-5

M0WCA4 Stephan Ruzowittzky's

Tha lalMriion

DaiV (1:15) 3:25 5:35 7:45 9:55

Beverly Hills

Bavarty Coaaaction

La Cienaga at Beverly Blvd.

Free 2 1/2 hour validaied parking 659-591

1

CRITERION 1

1313 3rd SI.

Promenade
395-1599

WbaidolOziC)
THX - Dolby Dioital

Fri-Th (11:45 2:15 4:45) 7:15 9:45

MUSIC HALL2
9036WHshire
274-6869

WllliamatMa

Fri, Mon Tit (5:30) 7 45 9:55

Sat -Sun (1:00) 3: 15 5:31)7 45 9:55

MONICA WaauM swn
Sat-Sun11:QQrm- Bavany Coaaacwoa

DaMYa
SaNiMa d TIkat

Ul

TInMP(R)
13133rd THX -SOOS Digital- Stadium Seatma

St Promenade Fri -ThTl2J0 130 3:45 4:30]

396-1599 7«) 7:30 10:00 10:30

MUSIC HALL3
9036 Wilshire

Stefan RuzowMzky
Vk^ Ink ilinMiM MMnvn

Fri. Mon-Th (5:10) /:20 9.30

Sat - Sun (1250) 3:00 5:lO 7:20 9:30
visit our wet>site: www.laefiNiile.Mni

Presented in THX Digital Sound

Saifa (R) On 2 Screens

11 45 2i205«) 7:45 10.20

Presented in Dhiital Sound
1M4:()07OO9J0
Fri -Sat Late: 12O0

Presented In Olgtoi Sound

W«lBfkM(P6-1S) On 2 Screens

12:151:15 2J03J0 4:45 5:40

7«) BO) 9:15 10:15

Ffl-SaiL4le:11J0

TO ADVERTISE IN THE

BRUIN
MOVIE GUIDE
01 SPONSII THE NEUEI

Call Rob at 310 206^3903
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VANDERZANDEN
Frofnpay16

time you came over for the entire year.*"

"Chad, wow. I wish you were that

other guy."

"Sorry - I'm just too in touch with

feminist issues to even allow you to enter

my apartment as a sexual object ..."

"Right,IgotUgo."

Ring, ring.

"Hi, it's me. Ruben."

"Hey, I was just about to call you."

"I just wanted to say hi because ..."

"How much would you pay Jen and

me to clean your apartment naked?"

"What? I was just calling because ..."

"Whatever. Well, if you had an apart-

ment, how much would you pay Jen and

me to clean it naked?"

"$100." ... .
.

;..

**\n6 how nradi would you spend to

rent the apartment for one night in order

to facilitate the event?"

"$200."

"So, you'd be, like, paying $300 just to

let us clean in the nude?"

"Uh, sure, I guess. But I just wanted to

see what you guys were doing ..."

"Oh - drinking jug wine and studying

for midterms. The usual. We'll pass out

soon after playing records and discussing

how men destroy our sense of emotional

control."

"Yeah -
1 was gonna go to bed, too:

Good night!"

"Hmm ... it sepms like this nude house-

cleaning business migfit not pan out too

well, Jen. None of our friends have any

money anyway, and I'm too drunk to

think rationally anymore." -

"I'm tired and sick. I hate puking my
guts out every time you have to write a

column for the sake of creative stimula-

tion by way of roommate osmosis."

"Go to bed. I'm gonna listen to my 50-

cent Joan Baez double album while writ-

ing bad poetry before passing out with

our two cats, feeling neglected, manless

and pissed off in a wilted lily sort of a

way Is that cool? Jen?"

"Zzzz ..."

VanderZanden is a fourth-year English stu-

dent and music editor at The Bruin where

she sometimes works naked.

ilHi I

.
I

SCREEN
From page 1

7

'Velvet Goldmine*
Directed by Todd Haynes
Starring Jonathan Rhys-Meyers and
Christian Bale

If a film is about rock 'n' rollers, some

kind of sequence involving drug use and

perhaps a shot of the user's spaced-out,

drug-induced state can be expected.

"Velvet Goldmine," however, takes that

one step further. The film itself feels like a

drug-induced experience on screen.

What promises to be a fa^inating intro-

duction to the era of glam-rock stars, their

own motivations to don the feminine get-

(Jonathan Rhys-Meyers), who looks like a

dolled-up David Bowie in a skin-tight,

sequined jumpsuit, a neon mohawk and

layers of Marilyn-Manson-Iike makeup.

Ten years after Slade gets shot onstage, it's

1984, and a New York ^publication wants

to run a feature on rock has-beens.

Reporter Arthur Stuart (Christian

Bale) is assigned to uncover what he can

about the exiled rocker who faked his own

death and repelled his fans in the process.

Told like "Citizen Kane" (but not as well)

by the people who knew Slade, it seems

that those closest to him didn't know him

all too well. The drag-queen rocker behind

the freaky costumes and gaudy makeup is

still an enigma after the movie is finally

over.

cially in the wake of a bisexual trend

spurned by the glam rockers.

Slade's first manager, wife and lover

attempt to tell their stories about Slade

from his first musical attempts to hi»ascen-

sion into superstardom. Then he is filthy

rich and (surprise!) he engages in lots of

sex and drug use.

If that description seems vague, well,

the film itself is just as vague. Sometimes in

between, there will be some ridiculous

music-vidcolike sequence with swimming

images set to some forgettable rock song.

The film can even make live performances

and orgy scenes boring save for a perfor-

mance by Slade's musical inspiration

played by Ewan McGregor.

"Velvet Goldmine's" depth cuts as deep

up and thcJF inf<pQot on young, confused A§ the only poipnant part of the film, us Slude's sequined. chest bauring jump

WATERBOY
From page 16

He's very polite, very prop-

er (he didn't curse once dur-

ing the 45 minute session), he

doesn't take anything too seri-

ously, he is almost bashful of

the attention he receives -

though he enjoys it. He
remembers his idols as a child

and tries to get them involved

in his movies, as if he is acting

out some sort of childhood

dream.

Take, for example, the cast-

ing of Jerry Reed, most well

known for playing the

Snowman in "Smokey and

the Bandit." Reed plays a

bayou native who speaks in

incomprehensible Cajun.

"We wrote that down-

home language for him to

do," Sandler says. "He's actu-

ally from down there, and he

would definitely fix our script

more than anybody could. He
would tell us '(In a Cajun

accent) I would not say that, I

would say this.'"

Sandler also was a fan of

Winkler, better known as

Arthur "Fonz" Fonzerelli in

"Happy Days." He asked

Winkler to play the part of the

dysfunctional football coach.

"The first thing that hap-

pened," Win kler explai n s ,
-

tion."

Working with buddies and

idols is part of Sandler's

charm. It's a reflection of his

easy-going attitude toward

the movies he makes.

The opening credits of

"The Waterboy" read "A

Frank Coraci movie." Not

"film." It's not high art to

Sandler.

"I liked being able to go see

a movie with my buddies and

family and laughing and get-

ting to talk about the movies,"

Sandler remembers. "That's

why we make these movies."

Audiences seem to be

refreshed by Sandler's hum-

ble nature. He doesn't take

himself too seriously; in fact,

he describes himself as a buf-

foon.

"I look in the mirror and I

see a buffoon and that's all I

want 10 see," Sandler says.

"Let me look in the mirror

right now. Yeah, still goofy."

Yet, Sandler's growing fol-

lowing are not as willing to

see Sandler as simply goofy.

"Adam, who appears to be

one goofy guy, is brilliant,"

Winkler assures.

"I think he's a genius. I

would rank him as one of the

top actors today. You've got

to'tcnow him to understand.

He's in charge of every aspect

of his comedy. He's o (a\M-

teens takes a terrible turn into a generic

take at a behind-the-scenes life of a rocker.

The film is supposedly a fictional biog-

raphy on British glam rocker Brian Slade

Arthur's sexual confusion is heartfelt and

sad, especially in a scene where he is

caught masturbating to a picture of Slade.

The confusion is painfully present, cspe-

suit - gaudy and ostentatious under bright

lights with no clue of what lies beneath the

surface.

Sandy Yang

"was Adam put me in his

Hanukkah song. He asked me
if I would do this movie and I

said, 'Yes!' without hesita-

lous young man."

FILM: "The Waterboy" opens

nationwide today.

if your last name begins with the letter M - R, you MUST take your senior

portrait before November 13. Call today to make an appointment.

Mj^ ^Village Ofy

/" xpressmart ^o,
^^^^ " 10974 Le Conte Ave. at Gayley C^

^4
ff)

FREE PARKING
(While shopping in store)

Lifestyles
All Varieties

Bam^s
Hamc ofL.A. 's 2nd Best Chili
""—^~—^"^" Featuring -—-^——^—^-i

Every Monday & ^W^ednesday
IVi^hts ^pm-l:30am

Vidro ;j!:ainrs., |mm>I iajjlrs, Sal< llilr IV
8447 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood CA

213-654-2287

7.5^ reg. $2.39

CERVE2A

umcii

Centw Theairp Grnup/Mark Taper Forum and Caseroc Productions in association witti The Actors Gang

Present

jSt' "Mind reeling."
\

-Ben Brantley. NY Times

^;

"Flawless. ..honest and virtuosic."
-James Hannaham. Village Voice

\Neeks

I

6pl( • 12oz Bottles \ I M I . \ I'

Developnd & Directed by Jo Bonney

Nov11-Dec13, 1998

Wed -Sun at 8pm
Tickets S2j, $10 (with student ID)

The Actors Gniu) • {,2{)^ S.inta Monica Blvd.

L. I O.UCO.^ i i L, AliOIENl [ SERVICtS
.-.tViV T.}pf(AtinMn:;un roni . Orijup S ^l».•^ ?\'^, 'i7? 7?.',1

I ^ ^ ~& M «F '" ^^^t^

Daily Bruin

Have a small item

to sell? Visit us at 1 1B

Kerckhoff Hail to

place your order In

the Bruin Bargains

section.
CLASSIFIED

Bruin Bargains
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. I

Cars for sale

Jobs
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1300
1400
1500
1600
1700
1600
1900
2000
2050
2100
2200
2300
2400
2500
2600

Campus Happeriings
Campus Organizations
Campus Recruitment
Campus Services
Birthdays
Legal notices
Lost & Found
Miscellaneous
Personal Messages
Personals
Pregnancy
Recreational Activities

Research Subjects
Sperm / Egg Donors
Tickets Offered
Tickets Wanted
Wanted

FOR SALE
2700
2800
2900
3000
3100
3200
3300
3400
3500
3600
3700
JOUU
3900
4000
4100
4200
4300
4400
4500

Appliances
Art / Paintings

Bicycles / Skates
Books
Calling Cards
Cameras / Camcorders
Collectibles

Computers / Software
Furniture

Garage / Yard Sales
Health Products
Mlscetfaneous
Musical Instruments
Office Equipment
Pets
Rentals
Sports Equipment
Stereos / TVs / Radios
Table Sports

TRANSPORTATION •

4600 Auto Accessories
4700 Auto Insurance
4800 Auto Repair
4900 Autos for Sale
5000 Boats for Sale
5100 Motorcycles for Sale
5200 Parking
5300 Scooter / Cycle Repair
5400 Scooters for Sale
5500 Vehicles for Rent
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5600
5620
5640
5660
5680
5700
5720

Resorts / Hotels
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Rides Wanted
Taxi / Shuttle Service
Travel Destinations
Travel Tickets
Vacation Packages

SERVICES
5800 1 -900 numbers
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6000 Insurance
6100
6150
6200
6300
6400
6500

Computer / Internet

Foreign Languages
Health / Beauty Services
Legal Advice / Attorneys
Movers / Storage
Music Lessons

6600 Personal Services
6700 Professional Services
6800 Resumes
6900 Telecommunications
7000
7100
7200

Tutoring Offered
Tutoring Wanted
Typing

7300 Writing Help

EMPLOYMENT
7400
7500
7600
7700
7800
7900
8000
8100

Business Opportunities
Career Opportunities
Child Care Offered
Child Care Wanted
Help Wanted
Housesitting
Internship

Personal Assistance
Temporary Employment
Volunteer
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HOUSING
840Di
8500'

8600
8700
8800
8900
90C0
9100
9200
9300
9400
9500
9600
9700
980C

/\partments for Rent
Apartnrients Furnished
Condo / Townhouse for Rent
Condo / Townhouse for Sale
Guesthouse for Rent
House for Rent
House for sale

Houseboats for Rent / Sale
Housing Needed
Room for Help
Room for Rent
R9pmmates - Private Room
Roommates - Shared Room
Sublets
Vacation Rentals

advertising information

118 Kerckhoff Hall
308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles, CA 90024

E-Mail: classifiedsdmedla.ucla.edu
Web: http7/www.dailybruin.ucla.edu

Classified Line: (310) 825-2221
Fax:(310)206-1359

Classified Display: (310) 206-3060
Fax:(310)206-0528

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Thu: 9:00am-^:00pm
Fri: 9am-2:30pm

One i$sue, up to 20 words $8.00
...each additional word 0.50

Weekly, up to 20 words 27.00

...each additional word 1 .50

Monthly, up to 20 words 90.00
...each additional word 5.00

For Classified Display ads,

please see our rate card
for variable rate information.

ClassiflMl Une Ads:
1 working day before printing,

at 12 noon.
ClassifiMl Display Ads:
2 working days before printing,

at 12 noon.
There are no cancellations after

noon of the day k>efore printing.

PAYMENT
Please make checks payable to

"HTie UCLA Daily Bruin.'^We
accept Visa, MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards. Allow 5
working days for mail payments.

HOW TO WRITE
AN EFFECTIVE AD

• Start your ad with the
marchandiM you are selling.

Thia make* K aaalar for raadars to

quk:kiy scan ttta ads and k>cata

yourttams.
• Always include ttie price of your
ttem. Many classified readers
sknpiy do not respond to ads
without prices.

• AvokJ al)brsviatk>ns—fnake your

ad easy for readers to urKierstand.

• Place yourself in the reader's

positton, ask wturt you woukJ like to

krK>w about ttw mercharKlise, arxJ

ir>clude that in ttw ad. Include such
irtformatton as brar>d names, colore

and ottter specifw descriptions.

Th« ASUCLA Communications board fulty supports the Univwsity of C«lifomi«'s policy on nondiscrimination. No medium thai sccapt advartisamants which praaant parsons of any origin, race, sax, or saxual orientation in

a demeaning way or imply tttat they are limited to positions, capabilities, rdes. or status in society. Neither the Daily Bruin nor the ASUCLA Communications Bovd has invesligated any of the services advertised or the
advertisements represented in this'issue. Any person believing that an advertisement in this issue violated the Board's pokey on norvliscnmination stated herein should communicate complaints in writing to the Business
Manager, Daily Bmin, 118 Kerdthoff Hall. 306 Wsatwood Plaza. Los Anoeles. CA 90024. For assistance with houaing diacrimination problems. c«M the UCLA HoMing Office at (310) 82S-4271 or ctf the WMtside Fair Hou.
Ing office at (310) 475-9671 Classified ads also appear on-line at http7>Www dailytwuin.ucla.edu. Placement orvKne is offered as a complimentary service for customers arxi is not guaranteed. The Daily Bruin is responsible

CA 90024. For assistance with houaing diacrimination problems. c«M the UCLA Housing Office at (310) 82S-4271 or ctf the Westside Fair Hous-
V dailytwuin.ucla.edu. Placement orvKne is offered as a complimentary service for customers arxi is not guaranteed. The Daily Bruin is resf

for the first iricorrect ad insertion only. Mirxx typographical errors are not eligible for refunds. For any refund, the Daily Bruin Qasaified Department must be notified of an error on ihe first day of publication by noon.

1100
jCanviis HafiiKmlngs

UCLA READINESS GROUP Weel<ly group

for individuals questioning their alcohol or

drug use. Contact Elizabeth Suti lor further

information. 31 0-P06- 1148.

'4

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. DbcMiion, Fri. Sisp Stud/, 2408 Ackenfton

TWi. Book Study, 2408 Adcarmon

MA/W Rm. Dental A3-029

Wed. Rm. A3- 029

DiKussion.Al limes 12:10- 1K)0pm

For •(co/toNcf oi Indlviduah wfto hsv drinking pnbhm

1700
iect and RnbmI

CLINICAL RESEARCH SPECL\LISTS is looking lor
people 12 years of age and up with moderate to
severe acne (at least 10 spots). Qualified
volunteers w ill be financially compensated. Eor
more information please call 310-828-8887.

JAPANESE PASSPORTA/ISA found 10/27.

Hideki UCLA campus. Call@213-926-3218

voicemail/cellphone.

1800

Dog sitter/walker needed in exchange of

parkinglone block from campus) and money.

Must like dogs. German Shepherd pup. 209-

9195 Sasha.

FREE WINNERS. FREE SCORES. FREE
Lines, no money, no operators, no hassles

www.line-busters.com.

YOUR CREDIT UNION
Your on-campus&on-line financial services

source, for students, faculty&staff . Visit us at

Ackerman A-Level, on-line at www.ucu.org

or call 310-477-6628.

NORI^AL HEALTHY CHILDREN and adol-

escents 8-16yrs needed for UCLA research

study. Receive $25 for lab experiment and
developmental evaluation, and get a scientif-

ic teaming experience. Call 310-825-0392.

POSTI^ENOPAUSAL WOMEN 45+ (Healthy

or with heart disease) wanted for a study on

coronary artery disease involving small

amounts of radioactivity at UCLA $25/hr (2

days, 4hrs. each) Call 310-825-1118 or 310-

206-6675.

MAR 1IAL ARTS, KatabamiJu Jitsu Do|o tra-

ditional & authentic ju-jitsu, self-defense t'ai

Chi, yoga, chi gung, meditatksn. Master Alex-

eyKunin: 323-512-2538.

index

.!i^iVi>kixVki^^

ACNE! ACNE! ACNE!
CLINICAL RESEARCH SPECIALISTS is

looking for people over 1 2 years of age with

moderate to severe acne (at least lOspots).

Qualified volunteers win be financially com-

pensated. For nx)re information please call

Donna or Dalia 3 1 0-828-8887.

EARN $10 in just 20minutes. The Anderson

School, UCLA, regularly conduct research

on decision-making. The studies usually

consists of Tilling out a questionnaire. Wr^

would like to compile an email list of tt>ose

students/staff members who are intereled iri

participating If you have responded to an

earlier ad. you don't need to respond again.

If interested, please email

mstudiesOandersonucla.edu Notices will

be sent via email.

i:i.'A»&Vai2WAy<JWV4V^

Donors

ANONYMOUS sperm donors needed. Help

infertile couples while receiving financial

compensation up to $600/month and free

health screening. Convenient hours, located

in WesWvood. Call Kim 310-824-9941
II , I - -. ..1^ _ i» I I

EGG DONORS NEEDED
COMPASSIONATE women kom all races

wanted by infertile hopeful couples Ages 21 -

30. Compensation $3,500. Call OPTIONS
800-886-9373

MEN: Dorx)rs needed for insemination pro-

gram. Especially needed: Latinos, Jewish.

Italian. African-Amerk:ans. 35 or younger.

Please call 626-440-7450. Compensation
provkled.

WE'RE LOOKING FOR
A FEW GOOD SPERM. All races, 20-40 yrs.

$50 per acceptable donallon Call OPTIONS
at 800-886-9373.

EGG DONORSI
WANTED

If you are a healthy
female between
the ages of 19 and
30 and have health

Insurance.

Compensation
$3500.00

call MIrna Navas at

(310) 829-6782

3400
Gompiitors/SofliMaro

FREE LONG DISTANCE/ACCESS TO inter-

net - without a computer. Aplio $209.00/lnter-

net-Phone $309.00 (Exclusive distributor),

UCLA Faculty. 310-230-4231.

MEDSPELLER 2.0 MEDICAL terminology

spellchecker for MS Word/Windows (all ver-

sions) $14.95 -« tax and shipping

www.neocorgroup.com

MATTRESS SETS!!!
Twin $79. Full $89. Queen $139, King $159.
Bunkbeds. Deliveries, Phone Orders Accept-

ed 310-372-2337.

MATTRESSES. FUTON, DESK. Bookshelf.

Dinette Sets. T-Table. Lamps. Deliveries. 7-

days open. King's Furniture. 11961 Santa
Monica Blvd. 310-575-4243.

WE BUY CARS. New and oW. Running or

not. Jeff 310-714-5808.

ma
Jtaials

OFFICE SPACE
FOR LEASE

884 Sq ft. $1700/mo Utilities pakl. Prime

Westwood location. Call Anne or Yvonne
310-208-1987.

\nVERTISE

k.

CI;^»N^n

BOLEX 16mm H-Reflex M-Cond 4-lenses

$2500obo Great for film students & aspiring

film makers. Call 760-322-0812. Ask for Ra-

'i
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* Piano Rentals *
jf Low Monthly Rates "If
•Hollywood Piano Rental Company^

^ ^ 213-462-2329 ^
••••••••••

4900
Aiitot for Sale

1986 FORD ESCORT Grey-blue. 2dr CD
w/detachable face{new), clean, low mi., 5
spkr, a/c, $l250obo. Contact Marie 310-

207-1252.

1988 ALFA Spider Cool car, great for stud-

ent, must sell in 7 days! $4500ot)o 310-828-

0382.

1988 CADILLAC SEDAN DEVILLE $1500
obo. Call 310-470-0142.

1988 T-BIRD Powqr all with cruise control.'

Orig owner. 70,000 mi. $3000 310-559-

9248.

108 0LD6M BILE CUTLA66 C ICRA
Clean, zippy, powerful, automatic. $4950.

310-474-1672.

86' VW CABRIOLET. Red. 83K. CD player,

alarm, new top. Fun convertible, great stud-

ent car. $3500 obo. 310-230-0193. leave

message.

91 Acura Legend LS. One owner, black on

black, CD changer, never in accident All

service records, power seats, sun-roof.

$9900 (310)478-5378.

95 HONDA CIVIC DX
4door, 5speed, CD player, a/c, and alloys

$8,800 (818)345-6321-.

UCLA PROFESSOR selling '88 BMW 325.1.

Black -cohvertible. lop condition. New tires,

A/C. $6,700 obo. 310-820-8082 (day). 310-

394-6906 (anytime)

'84 HONDA PRELUDE red, excellent cond,

looks great, $2000obo Call 213-514-1562

'92 TOYOTA TERCEL- 108KMiles. A/c, cas-

sette radio/stereo. $3,500. Light green. Ex-

cellent condition. 310-231-0046 (voice mail).

•94 WHITE ACURA INTEGRA- 45K Very

sporty, perlect condition. Radio: Alpine sys-

tem. Racing look. Must see. $10,200 OBO.
310-526-2252.

%MMtt$ fttr ftont m
FROM$17.95/DAY

RENT-A-CAR. Under 25 ok. Cash deposit

ok. Free miles allowance. Open 7 days/wk.

Major credit-cards accepted. 1-800-770-

0606.

Classifieds

825-2221

I SMtij^mitiUL
Round Trip /\irfarcs

Lima $375
Cuzco S595
SHntiiifto S689
Sao Paulo / Rio SG56
Guayaquil / Quito S570
Hu«'nos Aires $698

C iiri'o }lavlm I'ivvim
H I Aif F.itf . 4 O.iys 1 NirtK, M.it..| 4 C't» S MsK.ni:

.iiNo p.Kk.i);es to Cd.ip.ttjo*

For Rfs 310 652 S82 1/800 280 0549
(•Kf)KsS|()>,U TRWKLSfKVK E

South Aincrtf^n Spri ullst% < vt • lul/cn-* in

Europe
$239 (each way plus taxes)

HAWAII- $119 o/w
Many other destinations!
CALL 310-394-0550
http://www.airhitch.orq

GST 202863840

ftaandaiMI
n

$QUICK CASH$
OWN A CAR? Get a cash loan in 30minutes

while you drive. No credit check. W.S M.

888-300-8942.

STUDENT LOANS—
GET YOUR StaHord Student Loan from Uni-

versity Credit Union (Lender Code 832123).

Also receive low-cost financial sen/ices. 310-

477-6628, wwwucu org

ktsmico

INSURANCE WAR!
WEIL BEAT ANYONE'S price or don't want

your business. All drivers Newly licensed.

Student/staff/faculty discounts. Request the

"Bruin Plan." 310-777-8817 or 818-222-

5595.

/lllslate
\buVe in 0ood haiid&-

Insurance Comparjy
(310)312^204

1281 Wostwood Blvd.
(2 biks So of WllsMIre)

6200
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HEALTH AND BEAUTY STEAM. Developed

by Chinese doctor. Revolutionary skin-care

product with exotk: herbs, also cleanses in-

ternally (colds, flu). 2-months supply

$35+UPS. 1-888-701-8898.

BANKRUPTCY
GET OUT OF DEBT NOW! Free Consulta-

tion Experienced attorneys, reasonable

fees. Law Offices of White and Associates

(Cheryle M. White. UCLAW. "86") 800-420-

9998 or 310-207-2089. 12301 Wilshire

Bl.Ste 550. WLA

GREEN CARD
FOR WORK-PERMITS, green cards, and all

immigration problems call experienced immi-

gration attorney. Reasonable rates. 213-251-

9588 for attorney Dpreen.

MYER LAW FIRM. Century City. Auto acci-

dents, slips/falls, bankruptcy, discnmination.

sexual harassment. UCLA Graduate Scott D.

Myer. http://www.bestlawyer.com 310-277-

3000.

RNovBrs/Storage ~^m
bto i Muvtho Liceribt'O, insurud. Lowest

rates. Fast, courteous-fcareful Many stud-

ents moved for $98. Lic.-T-163844 NO JOB
TOO SMALL! 1 800-2-GO-BEST

HONEST MAN W/14ft truck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok. Student discount

Ask about 10% discount. 310-285-8688 Go
Bruins!

JERRYS MOVING&DELIVERY The careful

nwvers Expenenced. reliable, same-day de-
livery Packing, boxes available Also, pick-

up donatkxis for American Cancer Society.

Jerry©'?i" "t t--

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedicated pro-

fessional At your home or WLA studio 1st-

lesson free No drum set necessary
Neil:21 3-654-8226. •

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years exp. all

levels and styles. Patient and organized
Guitars available Sam 310-826-9117.

GUITAR LESSONS by professional near
UCLA. All levels, guitars avail. Call Jean at

310-476-4154 wwwJWGScom

6700
Professkmal Servfcet

MBA, LAW, MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS!
FRUSTRATED DEVELOPING your cntical

personal statements? Get professional help

from well-known author/consultant. 310-826-
4445.

wwwwinningpersonstatement.com

A FREE SESSION
PSYCHOTHERAPY/COUNSELING for de-
pression, anxiety, obsessions, post-traumat-
ic stress, etc. Couples/Individuals Student
rates. Cnme victims may be el<gible for free

treatment. Call Liz Gould
(MFC#32388)@310-578-5957 to schedule
your free consultation.

BEAR S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

Comprehensive Dissertation Assistance

Ttieses, Papers, and Personal Statements

Proposals and Books
International Sluctenis Welcome Since 1985

Sharon B—r, Ph.D. (310) 470-6662

EAGLE EYED EDITOR
PROOFREADS THESES, publications; tu-

tors English, study skills; trains time man-

agement, stress reduction Nadia Lawrence

PhD 310-393-1951

FOLLOW YOUR STARS
By Jung and Emerson's precepts. Profes-

sional Astrology Consultation: career,

romance, finance. 23years teacher/lectur-

er/writer. Pauline Hassell ©310-858-4979.

PRIZE-WINNING
ESSAYIST AND FORMER PROFESSOR
w/two Ph Ds can helovou produce winning

prose. Theses, paper5T)ersonal statements

David <davedit©pacbell nel> 805-646-

4455.

RELATIONSHJP SPECIALIST- Effective,

supportive, confidential counseling. Individu-

als and couples Carole Chasin, MA,
M FCC. 310-289-4643.

6800
IUmhmiim

WINNING RESUMES 1-hour service. Our

clients get results. Open 7 days Visa and

Mastercard accepted. 310-287-2785.

MATH/PHYSICS/STATISTICS/English/He-

brew. Computerized statistical analysis avail-

able.Tutoring service. Free consultation.

Reasonable rates, call anytime. Ilan (800)90-

TUTOR www.my-tutorcom

PRIVATE TUTORING
IN-HOME, one-on-one tutoring for most sub-

jects. English, Chemistry, Math. Physics, Bi-

ology, Spanish. French, etc. $15/hr. 310-

289-3292

SPANISH LESSONS. Native Spanish speak-

er One-on-one tutonng for all levels. Elena

310-397-8585.

THE WRITING COACH
EXPERIENCED TEACHER. Ph D offers tu-

toring, term paper assistance, English, So-

cial Science, History. Foreign Students Wel-

come. Call: 310-452-2865.

UCLA ENGLISH ALUMNI, pro-writer, young,

superb papers guaranteed High school and
below welcome. Jeff 213-653-2240.

(

WRITING TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford University

graduate. Help with English— for students of

all ages/levels. $17/hr. 310-472-8240 or

310-440-0285

l^itnrtnf WfoiiM

ENGLISHA^ISTORY TUTOR WANTED for

11th grader. Santa Monica. 1.5hrs/day. 3
times/week. Call John day: 310-771-6378
eve: 1-310-748-1743

SUPERVISE HOMEWORKH-UTOR for 7th

grader, WLA3:30-6pm. Tues-Fn $10/hrCall:
310-839-4099 6-9pm or fax: 310-204-1826

TUTOR/DRIVER
For 7th grader. Pick up 3:30 tutor until 7pm.
WLA area. Mate preferred. $10/hr 310-475-
3788.

TUTORS for high school students
Junior/senior/graduale students specialising

in English a must Families located in Arca-
dia resident or Palds Verdes. 2hrs-$55/one
visit. 4times/mo. 310-859-9140 Beverly Glen
Education Link@Beverly Hills

7200
lyping
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DO IT WRITE- Word processing, transcdb
ing, typing, proofing, editing. Fast and accu-
rate $28/hr 24hr voicemail. WLA location

310-441-5955.

HATE TO TYPE? Let me do it for you.

Fast-t-accurate Professional screen plays-

accepted. $2/pg. Call-Ins 310-839-3101 or

page 310-91 5-2255.

WORD PROCESSING All types: research

papers, theses, resumes, fliers. Editing,

proofing. &transcription available. Emergen-
cies OK. Call:818-598- 1489 or email.

anmlwomndpacbell.net.

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-

es, dissertations, transcription, resumes, fli-

ers, brochures, mailing lists, reports Santa
Monica. 310-828-6939. Hollywood, 213-466-

288B

WORD PROCESSING, Typing, prooting.

editing, rewriting, research, resumes, tutor-

ing, etc. Fax. email, bring work to me. Rush-
es. Student discount 818-830-1546.

7400
Business Opportuidties

$500/DAY, Nude modeling-women 18-^ all

types No experience necessary. Safe, pro-

fessional environment. Refer a fnend and

earn $50! 310-358-386'^.^.

INTERNET/E-COMMERCE TRAFFIC dou-

bling every 100 days - why not own your own
personal percentage? NYSE traded compa-
ny seeks brokers. 800-805-4768.

111,.^. III. . » I ^.^^^^^^^^^^mm

MULTIPLE STREAMS of Income from a per-

fect part-time home business. 1977 "Peo-

ple's Choice Award" winner Recently fea-

tured in "Investor's Business Daily""•"Suc-

cess" magazine, 24hour message 1-888-

572-4846

SALES/BusOpty Earn over $55K
Comm/tX)nuses P/T in 1999. No personal

sales, cost, effort necessary. Call 24hrs for

details. ABR/lnc. 310-859-5577

USE YOUR CONTACTS
REFER OUR MESSENGER SERVICE. Le-

gal, entertainment, financial. Make $ every

time they use us. 310-508-7008 - Jim,

Carser Opportunities

CLINICAL RN/LVN
LOOKING FOR A change? Prominent West
LA Internal Medicine practice is looking for

an experienced RN/LVN with good tele-

phone, triage and phlebotomy skills. Fax re-

sume to 310-824-0298.

EXTRA INCOME
Earn $87,000/yr P/T, from home. Will train

you and help you reach your goal. Call toll

free: 888-241-7931.

FASHION DESIGNER
SEEKS ASSISTANT Duties include: corre-

spondence, filing, phone, showing line, trav-

el. Polished, professional, fast, efficient a

must. Fax resume: 323-662-9055.

SECRETARY/RECEPTIONIST- Perform

various duties in Beverly Real Estate Com-
pany Partfime/Fulltime Starting pay %9.'hi

w/great future job opportunities. Fax re-

sume:3 10-278-6801 Attn J.Edward Smith

* flMCaraMtani^^jjJIJJI

AFTERSCHOOL DRIVER for 2boys (12+15)
and help w/homework plus errands. $10/hr.

Must be insured^ have clean record. SM
area. 310-828-3363.

BABYSITTER NEEDED for 6-yr-old boy
3:00-7:00 4day/wk w/flexibility $8/hr, negoti-

able. Car required. References Hollywood
HiNs. Call 323-%9-9309.

CHILD CARE for special 11-year-okJ girl

w/disabilities in Tarzana. MJVJ/F 3:30-6:30

and Sundays 10:30-3:30, Pay negotiabte.

Call 818-343-4150.

Child care provider wanted. Must have car
for 2 children ages 10&13, 15-20hrs/wk. 3-

6pm, M-F $8/hr+gas mileage. Contact 213-

892-9262.

DRIVER/HOMEWORK TUTOR Pick up
children ages 10 and 12 from school, drive to

aci.vities, help with math. M-F 2:30-5:30.

$10/hr Santa Monica Call or fax: 310-451-

4145 '

EXPERIENCED CHILDCARE Afternoons,

14-20 hours weekly. Palisades Good car.

good references. Fax Gillian Hyde 8^8-347-
4451.

FATHER'S HELPER P/T on Weekends.
'Assist w/giris 6 and 10. Do activities w/them.

C(8fnputer literate Must have own car. 310-

556-3816.

HOUSEKEEPER+BABYSITTER for 4y/o
girl. 5 nights/week starling© 5pm.. $25/night.

Must be experienced and have references.

Near Beverly Hills, Call ASAP 310-271-

8217.
»

January3-June20, Monday-Friday, Noon-
6pm, Childcare and some dnving for 2 fun

boys 5&11, No pet allergies. Must have car,

speak English and drive stick-shift. $9/hr.

Call Betty Goldberg 310-395-7755.

LOVAAS/TRAINED THERAPIST WANTED
to fill hrs in existing in home program for ^au-

mm L'yr ooy weekend nrs needed , fig-

$15/hr. Manhattan Beach(15min). Please

call Lisa Zucker 310-796-9855 or email li-

sagzdaol.com

MOTHER'S HELPER WANTED in Laurel

Canyon. PT hours flexible. References
needed. Please call 323-650-4914 for more
info.

PLAY WITH ME!!
Companion wanted for 6 yr. old ADHD boy

Child Development, Psych or Special Ed.

student. Flexible hours. A lot of fun, requires

patience, firmness, and energy, 310-459-

1320.

PROFESSIONAL MOM NEEDS reliable

UCLA student to help w/afterschool child-

care. Flexible hours $9/hr Excellent dnving

record and car required. Call: 310-206-7528.

7800
Help Wanted

ADMINISTRATOR/PROJECT ASSISTANT
(internship possibility). Computer literate,

IBM -Windows/Internet plus. Senior/graduate

w/strong writing/oral communication. No
dress cade/reception duties. $7-$9,

17hrs/wit: Serious inquiries:Fax:310-395-

0509.

A PERFECT STUDENT JOB

Do you need a job in the

afternoons duiing school (M-F)?

All day Saturday, too! Full tinne

during Quarter Breaks and
Sunfimer Vacations! Work

experience not necessary. Apply
today at

Westwood Sporting Goods.

1065 Qayley Ave,

Westwood Village.

STORE DETECTIVES
SECURITY GUARDS. Needed now. No exp.

nee. PT/FT Up to $12/hr. Call today. 562-

776-0878. for Valley 818-386-0170.

$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL mailing or cir-

culars. No experience req. Free information

packet Call 202-466-1639.

$20/HR PT/FT
PROCESSING MAIL! Free supplies,

postage! Bonuses! Rush SASE to

CMA/UCLA Po Box 567443, Atlanta GA,

31156

signup@ info.infomachine.com

$7.25/hr and up!
DO YOU have initiative^ Become a UCLA
Community Service Officer and explore law

and public relations. Great Pay Rexible

hours Student-oriented Web:

www ucpd ucia edu/ucpd/cso, Email:

cso©ucpd ucia edu. Phone: 310-825-2148.

ACCOUNTING DEPT assistant. P/T entry

level position M-F 2-6. Basic computer

knowledge, car with insurance, good oral

and written communication skills required.

$9/hr. 310-276-9166

Displa'
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MODELS NEEDED NOW
No I'xpHfience re<|uirecl

CValug. Pnntwofk. M;i().i/ines, Movies,
Video & TV Commercials

Men and Women of all Arjes
Free Consuil.ition

CALL NOW! 310-659-7000

ADMIN. ASSIST to RE. investor in Bel Air.

Word. Excel, phones, must have car. Part

time (Tues. 1-5. Wed. 9-3) $10/hr. Call 310-
476-1703.

7800
IMIIIi WMitBd

CUSTOMER SERVICE
ACKERMAN REP(FT) ©University Credit

Ii- Union. Apply© 1500 S. Sepulveda Blvd , LA,

Ii.
90025 or fax resume:31 0-477-2566 or web
at http://www.ucu.org

DATA BASE MANAGEMENT- Off-campus
work-study position. Homeless agency
needs data entry. $10-1 2yhr. 8-12hrs/wk Ja-
cob: 310-996-0034.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT. Require-
ments Smart, professional, detail-onented,

^elf-starler, w/strong wnting/oral communica-
tion, computer-literate, car w/insurance.
.20hrs/wk.$ 12.15/hr, Fax Diana Resume:
310-312-9536 -(If you faxed resume on
Monday, please fax again)

ANNOUNCERS, no expenence necessary
Host music/talk-shows for our radio stations

P/T. $10-1 5/hr, $200-t-per/show, plus fantas-

tic benefits 213-468-0080- 24-hours,

ASSISTANT for business office. For more
details please call 310-278-2750 or fax re-

sume 310-278-0038,

ASSISTANT NEEDED FOR Real Estate in-

vestment company. P/T, casual dress, must
have car and insurance. $9/hr. Fax resume
to: 310-479-2402.

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED. Earn
$150-$250/night. Work P/T while going to

school. Day/eve classes, 1-2week classes,

800-974-7974. International Bartender's

school. HUNDREDS OF JOBS!

BARTENDERS TRAINING INSTITUTE of

America offers professional courses for only

$98. Certificate of completion included. Call

today: 1-800-561-1781. Great Jobs!

BILLING/RECEPTIONIST needed. F/T posi-

tion Answering phones, computerized bill-

ing, collections and filing. M-F, salary D-O-E.
310-551-1338 ask for Eric

BIO-MEDICAL. ELECTRONICS, and clean-

foom niic ro-ctean inq Pu ll/Po >t ( tmo empl»y-

DATA ENTRY and Leasing. Great position in

growing company $6/hr+commission. 310-

441-0735.

DOMINATRIX - No sex, no nudity, flexible

hours experience preferred but can tram.

Safe, pleasant environment, 213-626-5346

DRIVER NEEDED to pick up kids from
school and bring home. References
required and must be reliable I0-i2hour/wk

Lynda 310-659-9030.

EARN & LEARN!
ENTERTAINMENT COMPANY seeks Com-
munications/MFA students to manage Na-
tional/lntercollegiate-event/screening re-

search programs Make money, have fun" A
few hours a day Work from your place! Send
availability and current academic status to:

komedy@ komedyu .com

EDITOR FOR FLEDGLING Santa Monica
Publisher Required: production duties, writ-

ing/editing skills, car. $B/hr. Hours flexible.

(310)450-6850.

EDITOR/WRITER/RESEARCH Assistant.

MA/PhD/retired academic to assist wnling

on Biblical, historical subiects. Knowledge of

Hebrew/history/feminism helpful. 2-days/wk-
minimum-3hrs/day Hancock Park area,

Fax:213-937-1680

ENTRY LEVEL BOOKKEEPER $7/hr Cop-
ymat Westwood 925 Westwood Blvd, LA Ca
90024. Contact John Ortega (store manag-
ftr) PfT Gflll ,1in-R?d-S?76 Fax 31tJ.824.

7800
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INTL IMPORTING. Marketing and PR firm

seeks highly motivated, organized individual

w/excellent communication skills to worit in

last paced office. Facets of position include

Advertising. Coordinating Special Events,

Copywriting. Must be fluent in Italian. F/T

$1800/mo+benefits. Fax resume:2 13-653-

1768 Attn:John Patterson, VP

INTL IMPORTING, Marketing, and PR fimfi

seeks organized detail orientated adminis-

trative assistant to perlorm such functions as
data entry, faxing, photocopying, phones
Must be fluent in Italian. P/T, flexible hours.

$8/hr Fax resume:21 3-653-1 768. Attn:John
Patterson, VP

LOOKING FOR P/T administrative assistant.

Data input and filing in Westwood office. Call

Liz 310-443-5254

MALE MODELS
Pnnlwork UB under 25 Lean, any race,

leave f>ame, number&physical stats. Free
interview. Beginners welcome. 213-960-
1066, 24hrs.

MALE&FEMALE
MODELS

OUR MODELS have worked for Versace,

Abercrombie&Fitch, Estee Lauder, Levi's,

Banana Republic &more! Great Pay! Begin-

ner's ok! Call "free" for an appointment. Otto

(24-hrs)800-959-9301
,

MODELS WANTED bv professional photo-
studio for upcoming assignment. Male/Fe-
male Pro/Non-Pro. Fashion/Commer-
cial/Theatrical, Call for appointment 818-
986-7933.

MOVIE EXTRA WORK
• Revolutionary new program* Start immedi-

ately* All types-18+!* Fun/Easy* No crazy

fees' P/ogram for free medical* Call-24/hrs

213-850-4417.

NEED TELEMARKETER for a clothing com-
pany rr Call 3<0-475"?4S4.

Don^t be
stranger, honey!

Come see me at

the Ashe Center

HEALTH FAIRE

FREE

Blood Pressure

& Cholesterol Screening,

Nutrition & Fitness QA,
Body Composition Testing,

Gomes and Give Aways,

and much more . . .

Tuesday, 10 November

Westwood Plaza

11 :00 am to 2:00 pm

UCLA Arthur Ashe Student Health and Wellness Center

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PU77I

F

ACROSS
1 —sea diving PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

T55r 5 CdHiHJrr
cfiaracter

Le Pew
9 Wharf
13 Wheel part

14 Bedding plant

15 Reverse
16 Driver's concern
1

8

Caesar's road
19 Gretzky's game
20 Unnamed

person
22 Decade number
23 Shnnking — :

shy person
25 Poet

27 Knitter's need
28 Attain

32 Singer Yoko —
33 Greasy matter

34 Interfere

35 No, in Marseilles

36 — Palmas
37 Urgent

summons
38 Through
39 Light-bulb

inventor

41 Stroke of

lightning

42 Emulate Tom
^ Cruise

43 Happen again
44 Forty-niner's

discovery

45 Pen fills

46 Food for

livestock

48 Can. prov.

49 Half-man.

half-horse

52 Igneous rock

55 Diva's song
56 Treat from

Vermont
59 Rajah's wife

60 Wading bird

61 San — . Italy

62 Wise — owl

ment. Some physical work required Must
have transportation. Evenings/weekends.
Start $7.50/hr. Call Patrick Toll Free @ 888-

263-9886.

CASHIERS WANTED
SHAKEY'S PIZZA $8/hr. Flexible hours Call

Ramin 310-208-8040.

CASTINGr

F/T FILE CLERK for immigration law firm

Century City Computer-literate. Punctual,

detail-oriented, self-starter $8/hr. Fax re-

sume: 310-553-2616.

EXTRAS needed for feature films, commer-
cials, and music videos. Earn up to $240 per

day! No experience needed. Work guar-

anteed! Call today 213-851-6103.

CELLULAR
REPRESENTATIVE

SELF-MOTIVATED PROACTIVE PEOPLE
needed to sell Campus Cellular Service. Set

your own hours, must like to make money
discounts on cellular/paging service, wilf

train. To set up an appointment call Kamyar
at 310-825-0881.

CENTURY CITY architect/design firm seeks
FT exp. professional to run bQsy office.

P-C/Mac/MS savvy Benefits No phone calls.

Fax resume/sal. reqt: 310-286-2301/Nakao-

ka Assoc

CITY BEAN COFFEE in Westwood is look-

ing tor coffee lovers full-time/part-time. Apply

in person at 10911 Lindbrook Dr. 310-208-

0108.

CLERICALySALES POSITION PAT or F/T

excellent opportunity Love of jewelry. Call

between 12-6pm. Shane's Jewelry 310-208-

8404.

CLERK- Pleasant Santa Monica law office

needs full-time or part-lime Filing and
phone. 310-394-3578.

CLOSERS ONLY!
PART TIME WORK

BEVERLY HILLS CO. seeks tele-sales rep

to market M. Jordan Merchandise. Call: 310-

247-9901

COMPUTER ASSISTANCE NEEDED. Ex-

perience w/Adobe Premiere. Need help

creating short video clips, to be played in f^S

Poweipoint 310-208-2442

Searching for Models
Men ana V^omen (or commercials,

catalog & magazine ads, brochures, and
catwalk •Specializing in pptites •

$150 to $250 per hour
* Beverly Hills -

* No Fee * No Experience

(310)273-2566

FILE/OFFICE CLERKS
LAW FIRM has PT positions to fjl! at

$6.50/hr. Minimum of 20hrs/wk. Interest in

law preferred Fax resume&proposed avail-

able hours to 310-274-2798 or mail to Lur-

ie&Zepeda, 9107 Wilshire Blvd. Suite #800
Beverly Hills, CA 90210, attention Jimmy
Dean

FUN CASUAL GRAPHICS Studio seeking a
marketing/sales assistant for paid intern-

ship/job Flexible schedule. Fax resume:310-
301-4443 AttnChns.

Night and Occasional weekend sitting in

extremely fun household for 2 boys 5& 1 1 . No
pet allergies, must speak English, and dnve
$9/hr Call Betty Goldberg 310-395-7755.

OFFICE ASSISTANT Busy lawyer in West-
wood needs p/t file clerWassistant. Apply by

e-mail to dan@danengel com

P/1 CLERICAL POSITION In Manna Del

Rey 20-40 hrs/week. Flexible schedule ok

between 9-6pm, M-F. Photocopy type, file,

organize, mailings, enter data, answer
phones Must be computer literate Mac
skills preferred. Good writing skills desirakjle.

$8 hr. Fax qualifications to Shawn at 310-

821-9282.

GET PAID TO GET YOUR HAIR CUT AND
COLORED MODELS REQUIRED FOR
VERY EXPERIENCED INTERNATIONAL
HAIRDRESSERS. MUST BE OPEN FOR
CHANGE MUST BE AVAILABLE ON MON-
DAY NOVEMBER 16TH PLEASE CALL
JENNY@1-800-234-4672, ext 106 FOR
MORE INFO

3- _jm 'wp

GfRLS wanted at exclusive social ctotrirr

WLA Conversation only No alcohol. Flexi-

ble hours. Earn top $$$. 310-477-9871

GRAPHIC DESIGNER with programming
experience Familiar with apple and PC Fa-

miliar with all recent software in graphic

design. Prefer individual who has done pro-

duc^ packaging design, catalogue Strong

references required Self-disciplined and
able to work without great supervision. Call

310-396-7080 Fax resume: 310-396-8112

GREAT JOBS
UCLA CONCESSIONS

MAKE $8 50-11.00/hour working UCLA
Men's Basketball games @ Pauley pavilion

Call Sean for an interview ©206-0736

GREAT P/T JOB
MAKE $10 to $15 per hour giving away web
pages. S8base+commisslon + bonuses. Con-
venient Van Nuy location. Call David 818
786-9660 Mon-Fri, 7am- 1pm

HELP ME SELL excellent wooden carvmgs
of birds and animals, fun toys to flea mar-

kets, wholesaler', anl <\ii\\ ftr 310 823-

3164

. CP SHADES
A NATIONAL womens clothing retailer and

Manufacture based in San Francisco, is in-

terviewing for FT/PT sales positions in its

Santa Monica location CP Shades offers a

challenging, exciting environment w/an ex-

cellent compensation package, vacation,

heallh&dental, a free outfit every month and

el great discount Best of all. is the char>ce to

work for a fhendly, growing company that

makes clothes which you'll want to own

Please fax resumes to 310-392-0586 or

come into our store at 2937 Main St.lQ UlLOPl

an applk:ation..

Classifieds

825-2221

HOLIDAY$$$ Honest reliable person to

work with stocking and labeling merchan-

dise. No experience necessary. Flexible

hours. Oct-Jan Near UCLA 310-234-0127 ^

HOME TYPISTS NEED-
ED

PC users needed $45,000 income potential

Call 1-800-513-4343 Ext B- 10105.

INTERNET ACTRESSES
WANTED! Work at fx)me Make your own
hours. WEBCAM Business needs flirtatious

women.310-798-0592ext.66. Visit

"Ifltpy/GuestPgpmCam.com/moreinfo.htm

PfT or F/T FILING CLERK/RECEPTIONIST
100 UCLA Medical Plaza. Fax resume: 310-

208-0963.

P/T RECEPTIONIST in LA. Any major. An-

swering phones. Good pay Friendly environ-

ment. Call lor an interview. 310-204-5900 ext

180

P/T RECEPTIONIST- 20 hours/week after-

noons. Westside criminal defense law firm

Great telephone etiquette. Computer and
cloncal skills necessary. Protessional ap-

pearance a must. Fax resume to Sharon

Jones 310-312-8227.

Pn RETAIL SALES- Outgoing personality

$8-10/hr to start. 2or3 late afternoonsAoarly

evenings and Saturday or Sunday Call Har-

vey for interview: 310-287-2459.

PfT WORK, FH'-PAY!
BEVERLY HILLS firm seeks phone reps for

match making company Mon-Thurs 5:30-

9pm Excellent pay Fun job Adam-310-777-

6900.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT
To wnter/ producer. SM area. 310-535-

7166.

PHOTO LAB p/t assist photo pnnter or com-

puter imaging Beverly Hills 310-274-3445.

POSITION AVAILABLE as representative of

doctor's office to conduct "public" healtti

screenings at various WLA locations Treim-

ing provided Must bo personable and enthu-

siastic. Flevible hours. Monday-Sunday
Good pay opportunity Contact Dr

Fox@310-475-3488

PSYCHOEDUCATIONAL lutor needed lor

tutoring office in Pacilic Palisades. Collerj^i

degree required 310-459 4125.

PT and FT DRIVERS for lunch and dinner

shifts $10+/hr Must speak English. Cor:!a';!

Dining In: 310-274-0123. 818-986-3207

PT CLERK- MidWilshire law office. Some
Spanish needed Filing and telephone Flexi-

ble hours. 310-476-3369

RECEPTIONIST-MEDICAL OFFICE F/T,

start-ASAP. Bright, energetic person needed

for front office position in premier private in-

ternal medicine practice on UCLA campus
Experience a plus but attitude more import-

ant Very competitive salary and benefit

package for the right person. Fax resume to

310-824-0298.
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63 Necessity
64 Catch Sight of

DOWN
1 Cook's amoun*
2 Montreal

baseballer

3 Part of E-mail

4 Glimpsed
5 — Beta Kappa
6 Shade tree

7 Harmful
stuff

8 Praise

9 Calmed
10 "Do — others"

1

1

Middle Eastern
gulf

12 Days of—:
long ago

14 Layer
1 7 Bears abode
21 Least

23 Cargo
vehicles

24 Annoy
25 Boo-boo
26 Battery post
27 Chinese money

unit

29 Benefits

30 Hit it oft .

31 Warms
33 Actress

DeHaven
34 Shape
37 Shoe part

40 Nounsh
41 Where

cranbernes ^
grow

44 Lincoln's

home?
45 Provide

coverage for

47 Candle-power
48 Western assn.

49 "Killing 'em
Softly"^ co-star

50 Important

times

51 Actress Foch
52 Wager
53 Light source
54 Helan of —
57 Beginning of

"historic"

58 Went first
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RECEPTIONIST. WESTWOOD LAW oHk

es Mon-Fri 9-5. $7/hour. can do homework
on job. 310-470-3373.

RETAIL SALES
ENERGETIC and outgoing P/T sales assis-

tant needed immediately for upscale SM
children's retail store. Flexible hours Call

310-451-0237

&ALES $12-20/hr. avg. commission +t>ene-

fits. Full or PT. excellent phone skills for grad

student or GPA 3.5 & above. 310-358 6053
or fax 310-392-5234.

SALES&CLERICAL POSITION. P/T or F/T.

excellent opportunity. Love of jewelry Call

between 12-6pm. Shane's Jewelry 310-208-

8404.

SAT TUTORS needed. $15/hr. Set your own
schedule. Must have transportation and high

SAT scores. Call 1-800-472-8261

SECRETARIAL/SALES person in

Westwood. FT/PT Must be dependable, reli-

able, neat, good communication skills Ask
for Don 310-477-1466

SEXUAL PROBLEMS?
Maintain control, maximize stamina, and last

longer. Amazing, unheard of solutions! Seek-

ing willing product testers. Apply at

www.newremedies com

STARGATE/WATKINS
ENTERTAINMENT Actors Wanted! No ex-

perience required. Movies, TV, commercials.

Guarantee interviews with top SAG agents

CALL NOW!!!! 310-577-9711.

STOCK BROKER TRAINEE- p/t or f/t Flexi-

ble hours. Paid training. Great opportunity.

WLA area. Close to UCLA. 310-914-9700.

STUDENT COMPANION NEEDED every

Sunday 11 -6pm for mature, male adult

$9/hr, 310-475-9429.

TALK & MAKE MONEY
CU8TOI^£ft SfcRVICt REPRESENTATtVC-
needed for Campus Communications. Must

be a self-starter and like to make money.

Hours needed - 9am-3pm. Paging/cellular

discounts available. $6/hr. -f commission.

For more info call Kamyar at 310-825-0881.

TEACHER Prr After-school program for

math. K-7 grade. Send resume to P.O Box
0687. Temple City, CA 91780. 626-285-9090.

TEACHERS/COUNSELORS needed for af-

ter school enrichment program. 12 college

units needed. Experience with K-5. Flexible-

hours, great pay. Fax resume:310-445-5628

TELEMARKETING
W/WINDOWS COMPUTER SKILLS Prefer

phone experience. Prefer sludents/grads

Flexible hours, 9am-5pm starting $8-

$10/hr-fbonuses. 3-blocks/UCLA. Harel

Maintenance. Ron-310-470-6 175.

TELMKTG:INBOUND800
NO COLD CALLS Info listing co. seeks mo-
tiv./aggress. indiv Hrly/comm/bonus. PT/FT
7days. High income potential. 310-996-

6701x301. Near UCU
TURN IDEAS into cash!!! Learn how easy it

is to build a successful home business Call

Money Corp. 1-888-307-4282.

TUTOR/BIG-DhOTHER for 12-year-old Set
flexible pm hours 2 times/wk Chinese-
speaking preferred, not necessary $8-

lOdde. Contacy toydang@hotmail com

UCLA SCHOOL OF Medicine seeks student

multimedia programmer w/experience and
interest in digital video, streaming video ap-

plications, Adobe premiere Knowledge of

Unix, html. Javascript required Fax resume
to Dr. Anju Relan 310-794-7465 or 310-794-

9009.

UCLA SCHOOL OF Medicine seeks student

programmer w/thorough knowledge of CCI
scripts(perl). Javascript, html. Experience
w/databases, unix desirable. P/T, flexible

hours. Fax resume to Dr Anju Relan 310-

794-7454 or 310-794-9000 for info

WANT TO GO TO COOL ROCK CLUBS
FOR FREE? PROMOTE LOCAL BANDS
ON CAMPUS. CALL; 310-207-3991 OR
EMAIL:

GARRETT^HOFFMAN©HOTMAIL COM

WEBSITE DESIGN $8-12/hr. Maintain and
expand my websites. 10-15hr/week flexible.

Moderate skills needed. Contact Austin

austinxxx©mindspring or 323-874-7312

WERE SEEKING INDIVIDUALS to provide

support to the developmentally disabled Call

DwiQhtlstanbulian at 818-361

FREE ARTS FOR ABUSED CHILDREN is

seeking unpaid interns. Please contact Mark
at 3 10-3 13-4ART

INTERN WANTED GENRE Magazine, a na-

tional, gay lifestyle monthly, has non-paying

internship positions available in Editorial anc
Art Dept Great experience in all aspects o!

OuQIiShing. Contact 3,23-467-8300

INTERNSHIP OPPORTUNITY with Sports

Attorney; Junior, Senior interested in sports

management Position is non-paid, credit

okay. Hours are flexible T/TH preferred. Fax

resume and cover letter to (310)394-3551.

LEGAL CORPORATE ADMINISTRATOR-
Paid internship. P/T-F/T. Flexible hours. WLA
area Close to UCLA 310-914-9700

Motivated student to conduct marketing as

an independent studies or internship project

for NP corp Will be supervised by the editor

of widely published magazine Great oppor-

tunity for experience* references Immediate

opening; 10hrs/wk; 11/98-03/99 Rosy; 310-

652-0306.

PAID MANAGEMENT
INTERNSHIP

Student Works Painting, a subsidiary of Na-

tional Servies Group is now hiring for

Spnng/Summer 1999. Duties include inter-

viewing, hiring, development of customer re-

lations, control of marketing and sales, &

production management Call 1-800-394-

6000. www.collegeworks.com

PT PR FIRM POSITION for student. College

credit Assist in research, media lists, events,

some writing Email resumes to

det)orah_dragon@edelman.com

SUCCESSFUL STOCKBROKER seeking

graduating senior (6/99) for paid intern-

ship/partnership position Interviewing imme-

diately Call Todd Walsh at 1-800-894-3202

Top 10 internship program is looking for

dynamic, hardworking students. For more

aimaliofi-pieasft r.all 213-24a-7Q27.

HELPING DISABLED FEMALE- Hours vary.

Mostly AM hours. Paid by county Must live in

Culver City or surrounding area. Call:213-

296-7655.

Westwood Plaza
Apartments

SBISeS Gayley Rue.

#13 0rnce

1 Bedroom for S1050
Apartment faces beautiful
garden, air conditioning.
laundry room facility.

across from UCLA campus.

. Can
(3 IB) 2B8-B585
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ViMlffullBlltS for Roitl

Office hours 10-6 PM 7da
a wel\

Apartmiiiitf for It6iil

1-MINUTETOUCLA
1 bdrm, furnished, bright, clean, quiet, secur-

ity entrance, large closets, carpet, pool, lyr

lease. $900/mo. 310-824-1830.

1380 VETERAN- 2bdrm/2bath. $1525&up.

Park view, pool/jacuzzi, security, gated park-

ing, laundry, all appliances. Move-in Dec 1

.

Cats considered. 310-477-5108.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 2-BEDROOM $950-

$1195. LARGE. UPPER/LOWER UNU-
SUAL CHARM. SOME W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.

310-839-6294.

BRENTWOOD $1,495/mo 2bd/2ba, front,

balcony, stove/refrigerator, dishwasher, car-

pet/drapes, laundry, parking, near UCLA,
shown by appt 11728 Mayfield #1 310-271-

6811

"PRETTY GIRLS." Great personality/valid

drivers license to check stock on local new-
stands 1 day a week. Susan Moore 310-471-

2287.

ADMINISTRATIVE- The city of Torrance.

City Manager's office currently has an oppor-
tunity for an Administrative Intern. Please
contact Jay Schartman; 310-618-5880.

WESTWOOD STUDENT Federal Credit

Union offers internships on campus No ex-

perience necessary. Come to an information

session on 11/12 at 5:30 at 124 Kerckhoff

Female elementary education student to

work as PT asst. to educational therapist.

West Hollywood area late afternoons and

some evenings 10-15/hrs/wk. $9/hr. 323-

653-6%5.

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT- Bright spacious
upper 2bdrm/2bath. Parking Fireplace, bal-

cony. $1159/mo. 2weeks free rent! Call 310-

478-1971.

LOOKING FOR A PLACE'to live on the west-

side? Call Westside Rental Connection 310-

395-1284. Low agent fee.

www.westsiderentals.com

PALMS. Single apt from $495. 1-bdrm. $595.

Stove. $600deposit for single and
$900deposit for 1-bdrm. 1-year lease. 310-

837-1502 leave message.

SANTA MONICA U1 Apt. near SMC. street

parking, $781 310-395-1284 Low agent fee.

www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA Bachelor Apt, North of

Wilshire, pool, parking, laundry $560. 310-

395-1284. Low agent fee.

www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA Bachelor Guest House.
Furnished, close to SMCoHege, parking

avail
, $650 310-395-1284 Low agent fee.

www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA Single Apt, 1/2 mile to

beach, pool, utilities paid, $725 310-395-

1284 Low agent fee.

www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA Single Apt, North of

Wilshire, laundry, street parking, $750 310-

395-1284. Low agent fee.

www westsiderentals com

SANTA MONICA Single Apt. Ocean Park

Area, parking, balcony patio. $600 310-395-

1284 Low agent fee.

www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONIICA St.iriin Apt 7 hlnr.k.«; frnm

oeacn. pets ok. a/c, $by« 3iu-395-i;f«4.

Low agent fee. www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA Studio Apt. on the beach,

close to pier, controlled access. $772
(310)395-1284. Low Agent Fee.

www.westsiderentals.com

SEE TO APPRECIATE
PALMS $800. 2-bdrm. 1-bath large apart-

ment in small, quiet building. Completely re-

furbished, like new. 15min from campus.
310-398-6622.

Catholic
St. Paul the Apostle

10750 Ohio Aye.

Los Angeles, 90024.

310-474-1527

M-F, 6:30am, Sam, 12:05pm,

5:30pm; Sat. 8am, 9am, 5:30pm;

Sunday: 6:30am, 8am, 9:30am,

11:30am, 5:30pm; Times of

Confession: M-F 4:45-5: 15pm;

Sat. 4:30-5pm. Weekly Bible

Study taught by UCLA Professor

Bill Creasy. Mon. 7am and 7pm in

the Upper Social Hall.

Christian
Chinese Bible Church
1637 Butler Ave., LA

310-478-8971

Chinese Sunday Worship:

Sunday 11am in Sanctuary.

English Sunday Worship: Sunday
11am in Walker Hall.

Looking for a Bible-based church

close to campus? We're only min-

utes away from UCLA, come and

check us out!

L

Joshua House
2948 Colorado Ave., Santa Monica.

310-581-9924.

Sunday Evenings, 6:30pm.

A new weekly gathering of music,

message, and ministry for a new
generation (ages 18-32); where
the reality of life and the reality of

God meet in a relaxed and rela-

tional atmosphere. For those who
wonder if there's more to life... it's

a place to come. (An extension of

the Vineyard Christian

Fellowship)

Christian/Evangelical
Westside Oikos Community
Church
1989 Westwood Blvd. (& La Grange).

310-441-2125

Sunday 1pm, 3:30pm. Rides pro-

vided at Sproul Turnaround at

12:30pm and 3pm. Oikos

Christian Fellowship on Campus,
1178 Franz Hall, Thursday at

6:30pm. Start the year fresh with

God! He has wonderful blessings

in store for your life. Join us for

one of our worship services

where you will experience power-

ful worship, life-changing mes-

sages, & awesome fellowship.

Congregational
Westwood Hills Congregational

Church

1989 Westwood Blvd {&\La Grange)

310-474-7327

lWHCChurch@aol.com] or call toll

free 888-WHCHURCH
Pastor Olaf Hoeckmann-Percival.

10am worship. Open and affirm-

ing of all. Christ centered, spirit-

filled worship. Conversational ser-

mons. Music to lift your spirit!

Children's church, retreats, Bible

studies, and lots of God's Love.

http://members.aol.com/whc-

church

Lutheran
University Lutheran Chapel
10915 Strathmore Dr (at Gayley),

Westwood

310-208-4579

Sundays: Liturgical Worship

10:30am, Bible Study: 12:15pm.

Contemporary Worship: 4:30pm.

Wednesdays: Soup Supper: 6pm.

Undergraduate Bible Study: 7pm.

Last Wednesday of the month,

Vespers Sen/ice, 7pm.

Retreat from the edge! In love, we
emphasize the grace of God while

sharing the light of Christ! Rev Tim

Seals, Pastor; Rev Paul Drake,

Campus Ministry Administrator.

Methodist
Westwood UMC/Wesley

Foundation

10497 Wilshire Blvd (at the corner of

Warner Ave.)

310-208-6869 or 310-474-4511

http://home. earthlink. net/-wumc
Sundays: 10:30am&5:30pm.

Traditional Worship: 10:30am in

Sanctuary; Grace Land

Contemporary Worship: 5:30pm
in Helms Hall; Wesley Fellowship,

Pray-Play-Eat Wednesdays,

6:15pm in URC Lounge, 900
Hilgard Ave. (at LeConte Ave.)

2:30-3:40pm.

Presbyterian

Brentwood Presbyterian

Church

12000 San Vicente Blvd., Los

Angeles, 90049

310-826-5656

College Age Fellowship: Sundays

11 am- 12:30pm. Worship Services:

Sundays 8am, 9:15am., 11am&6pm.

BPC is an active, warm, and compas-

sionate church. Come worship with

us or check out our College Age
Fellowship. Shuttle sen^ice available

from "Sproul Hall turnaround" at

10:40am for C.A.F

Westwood Presbyterian Church

10822 Wilshire Blvd., Los

Angeles. 310-474-4535.

Worship times: 9a.m. and 11a.m.

Excellent music. Bible and theo-

logical classes led by university

faculty. Opportunities for spiritual

growth, fellowship and service in

hands-on ministries dealing with

hunger, homeless, child-abuse,

affordable housing rieeds, Next to

AVCO theaters. -

'

•my Prid»y. CaII Beckie DlbbM ai 310-

825-2221 itxt more infomutfion m

Classifiods

825-2221
Display
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WLA. Large single. 1917 Spanish mission

building. High ceilings, hardwood floors, sep-

arate kitchen&dining room. 1-yr lease, $750.

Betty: 310-479-8646.

Spacious, clean, and convenient location.

1bdrm./1ba. w/buill-in range and oven.

15min. from UCLA, lOmin. to J)each.

$630/mo. No pets. Irene (818)609-0308.

WALK TO UCLA-large 1 -bdrm w/high ceiling

$1100 &single bachelor . Step down living

room, security, balcony, security parking. .

310-476-8090.

WEST HOLLYWOOD 1+1 Apt, hardwood
floors, $950 323-634-7368 Low Agent Fee

www.westsiderentals.com

WEST HOLLYWOOD Single Apt, hurry won't

last, $595 (323) 634-7368 Low Agent Fee

www.westsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD 1+1 Apt. pool, cat ok, large

closets. $800 310-395-1284 Low agent fee.

www.westsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD 1bdrm/1-bath condo. 1 -block

from UCLA, fireplace, patio, wetbar, 1 under-

ground parking-space Non-smoking.

$1250/mo. furnished. 818-376-1409

WESTWOOD- Single apartment. $795.

Bright, cheferlul, patio, pool. Walk to UCLA.
Shopping, transportation. 1942 Pelham.310-

446-9348 or 310-207-7209.

WLA- 2bdrm/2ba. $1275-1395. Pnme loca-

tion. Bright, cheerful, patio. Walk to UCLA,
shopping, transportation. 1246 S. Wellesley.

Near Wilshire. Won't last. 310-207-7209.

WLA. $1050. Large 2-bdrm/2-bath. Pool,

built-in stove and oven. Telephone entry,

large closets. Quiet, private. 1831 Federal

Ave. 310-478-7150.

WLA. $825-$850. 2bdrm/1.5ba Dishwasher.

AC. carpet. drapes built-in. Extra large

fenced patio. 310-670-5119.

BEVERLY HILLS Lovely furnished guest-

house. Ibdrm, kitchen, eating area, show-

er/bath. UCLA graduate student preferred.

$950/mo. Available Dec. 1. 310-271-8811

WESTSIDE Large guesthouse studio.

$525.00 Free laundry, utilities included. 15-

minutes to campus, near bus. Beautiful quiet

garden. 213-965-9651.

fof Ron!

WLA. 4-bdrm/3-bath +guesthouse.

$2600/mo. Excellent quiet area. 3-miles from

UCLA. 650-493-8731.

BRENTWOOD. Large home 3-bdrm/2-bath

penthouse +loft and sundeck. New paint,

carpel.appliances. 2-car side-by-side park-

ing. $379,000 A. Buchman 310-471-

6363ext123. Cnlriwell Banker

WtESI^OOU SUUIH. unarming original

Spanish duplex w/pool. 2+1/2 up, 2+1 3/4

down. $579,000. Tom Brook. Agent. 310-

979-4000 ext.404.

BMtniiwuOD PARK- Near UCuA. PVT
room&bath, kitchen privileges for student

w/car, p/t painting, book-keeping, and/ot

housekeeping Help needed 310-476-1511

9400
Room for Rent

BF^ENTWOOD GARDENS 1 bedioom, pri

vate bath, use of kitchen, parking slot, pool,

security,bldg. Avail. 12/1 310-476-4296

HOLLYWOOD HILLS. Quiet room, secluded
hillskle home, near Mulhoiland/CokJwate(^.

Mkirowave, refrigerator, cable, pool, patio.

Offstreet parking, AvQil Decl. $450. 213-
654-6968

LOS ANGELES-ROOM FOR RENT in 4-

bdrm house. $400 +1/4 utilities. Includes all

house privileges. Call 310-836-8774.

MAR VISTA. 2bdrm/1 .5bath apartment. In-

cludes kitchen, living room, dining room,
parking. Close to bus line. $475/n)o. Female
prefeired. Vasana. 310-398-3409.

NEXT TO CAMPUS
SHARE BEAUTIFUL old house. Quiet, con-

siderate, non-srrwkers. Female grad student

preferred. $450 or $500. 310-279-1436.

(Richard).

WEEKLY HOTEL RATES Jolly Roger Hotel

in Marina del Rey offering special student

rates. $255.36/wk tax. nrwiid service, conti-

nental breakfast included. Call David: 800-

822-2904.

WESTWOOD ADJ. Room for rent. Own
bath, small kitchen, $425/nfX). including utili-

,ties. No pets. Student prefen^ed. 310-470-

7032.

WLA 1 large room w/balcony in spacious 3-

level townhouse. Share-bath. No-smok-

ing/no-drugs. Clean, quiet, responsible.

Available now. $470/mo. Parking. 310-204-

5661.

room to rent $350/mo. Close to

UCLA. 2nd floor, pool. gym. tennis, utilities

included. Female preferred. 310-445-9412.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ - Quiet non-snwking
fenfuile roommate to share beautiful spa-
cious 3bdrm/1ba apt. Hardwood floors.

I
$4 10/mo. Call Meghan 323-651-4606.

CULVER CITY 1-bdrm. Vaurted ceiling, fire-

place, large, bakx)ny pool, Jacuzzi, gated-

paiking, near n^all. Will share room to de-

crease rent. $550/mo/private room. Must
see. Julius 310-845-0108.

PALMS/CULVER CITY AREA. Looking for

female interested in sharing 2-b^rm/2-bath

apartment. Rent under $500 Call for details.

310-837-3322.

SANTA MONICA- Clean roommate to share

2t)drnfV1ba furnished, apartment. $550/mo.

Washer/dryer, non-smoker, between ages:

25-35. Fernale prefen^ed. Available 12/01.

310-394-6502.

STRATHMORE REG. MATURE MALE/FE-
MALE to share 2bdrnV2ba w/pool and Ja-

cuzzi, gated-underground parking, laundry

room. Best building in Westwood $650/mo.

Blake9310-20R-541R.

WESTWOOD Own room/bath ($480). Seek-

ing female professional or graduate student

to share 3-bdrnfV2-bath. Nonsmoker, no pets.

December 1st. 310-712-1217.

WESTWOOD. One spacious bedroom in

two-room duplex. Available now Full kitchen,

balcony and 1+1/2 bathrooms. $625/mo. Call

Mark 310-479-0789.

WLA. Beautiful room in 3-bdrm/3-floor town-

house. Private bath, vaulted-ceilings, huge
patio, garage, W/D. $600/mo Female only.

12/1 oreartier. Meredith©3 10-478- 11 55.

WESTWOOD 501 Gayley Female HIS.

Large 1-bdrm/l-bath w/3people.
$360/mo+utilities Must like animals. Kitch-

en&pari<ing Clean&fully-fumished Start late

N.-)v. Hope 031 0-508-5734/2 13-629- 1986.

IDYLLWILD BEAUTIFUL MTN. CABIN San
Bernardino Nat'l Forest. Fully equipped. Hot
tub, fireplaces. Views. Sleep 4+. $250/wee-
kend. 310-794-5515 310-391-6808

COOL
STUFI

STUFF

8500
Afiailiiieiits Fumislieil

MAR VISTA, $535&up/monlh. Ask about

move in special. Attractive, furnished 1-

bdrm. Large, pool, patio, bartDecue area

Quiet-building. 3748 Inglewood Blvd. 310-

398-8579.

rmployftri non awaking female tB'.9hare-lttw

urious apartment adjacent to BH. Private

room/bath Washer/Dryer. $550/mo. Call

310-275-7737 or 310-395-3923.

HANCOCK PK adiacent. Private rm/'bath in

house w/quiet couple. Kitchen, laundry rm
privileges, n/s. $450/mo. Utilities incluctcdr

Call 323-939-0988.

5/MIN TO CAMPUS
WESTWOOD; Available Nov 1st for non-

smqKing male/female. Huge fully furnished

privQio Bedroom in dotuxo Qpanmont. »bbt>7-

Call; 310-477-2678.

ASIAN/QUIET/CLEAN WLA—Asian lady

needs quiet roommate. Nicely furnished

Bus in front of house, Westwood/Pico. No-

smoking/pets Private bed sharebath

$450/monlh+utilities. 310-475-8787

l-EMALL KowiMMAIE NbbDEU beyinning
=^^ 1 SJwm foofH «f» 2b<ifw/4 g5ba Santa -

Monica/Westwood Blvd., 10 min, bus to

UCLA. 0311-310-470-0142.

GAYLEY- 2minutes to UCLA 2bdrm/2ba
condo to share. Secure entrance, parking,

fully furnished. No pets/sn;ioking. Female
preferred $450/mo. 310-208-7748

B
BARGAIN
RUIN
iRGAINl
wed. and fri.!

*

barmins
Student deals \J

Every Wednesday and Friday, the Daily Bruin Classifieds provides Bmin Bargains, a place where students are able to advertise

absolutely FREE* some of the best deals in Westwood. Check weekly for updates so you don't miss out on great savings!
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To place a FREE* ad

in the Bruin Bargains,

fill out information on

the right and submit

to the Daily Bruin

Classifieds.

• Item:

(15 characters maximum, including spaces)

• Description: __.

(20 characters maximum, including spaces)

• Price:

(example $25, $74ea, FREE. Please round to the nearest dollar

• Phone: ( )
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,
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W.SOCCER
From page 28

top teams, to lose a game over

the weekend to have any shot at

the conference title and its auto-

matic berth.

Saldana believes the NCAA
committee will select six to

seven at-large teams from West

Region to go to the tourna-

ment. He feels that two more

wins over the weekend will pro-

vide more evidence to the com-

mittee that his team belongs in

the group.

Are the Bruins at all worried

that they will end up like their

crosstown rivals did last year?

"I think they are concerned,"

Saldana said. "But I think they

are still very confident that

they've had a great season."

Although the Bruins do not

have direct control of whether

they will receive the automatic

berth or not, they do have con-

trol over their play against the

Arizona schools.

The team must sweep to

prove to the NCAA committee

that they indeed deserve a spot

in the tournament. This task is

something Saldana feels the

team is not afraid of.

"I didn't see anybody scared

when we said that it's really

imnnrtant tn win thfispipnrti two

games this weekend," Saldana

said. "I don't think that is some-

thing that this team fears. I

think they get excited about

challenges. They have shown

that for most of the season."

"This team really enjoys

playing together," Saldana con-

tinued.

"They don't want to see this

be the end of the fun that

they've had this year."

M.HOOK^
From page 28

sure than you already put on yourself," Stanford head

coach Mike Montgomery said, "What we've got to try

and do is forget everybody else's expectations and just

be responsible for ourselves."

But Stanford wasn't the only topic of interest

Thursday.

Rob Evans was introduced as the new ASU head

coach. Arriving from Mississippi, Evans will get his first

look at the Pac-IO this season.

"One of the challenges is to get the talent to the level

where we can compete with the rest of the people m the

league," Evans said.

That may be easier said than done, as the general con-

sensus was that the Pac-10 will be one of the strongest

conferences in the nation this season.

"The Pac-10 is at its height right now," California

head coach Ben Braun said.

Oregon State head coach Eddie Payne agreed.

"In my judgement the Pac-10 is the best league in the

country," Payne said. "There is the capability that eight

teams have a shot at the NCAA Tournament."

And although these particular coaches may be a bit

biased, coaches nationwide concurred.

In the ESPN/USA Today coaches poll released

Wednesday, four Pac-10 teams were ranked among the

top 20 - Stanford (2nd), UCLA (13th), Washington

(14lh) and Arizona (20th). California also received

votes.

No other conference had four teams in the top 20.

Duke was given the top rank, while Stanford.

Connecticut, Michigan Stale and Maryland rounded

out the top five.

The Associated Press poll had Stanford 3rd, the

Bruins 12th. Washington I4th and .Arizona 18th.

:^:; /-'.^ :, .^%..*.i»^
' -- ' - .. • ^

Karissa Hampton kicks one by flailing USC defenders in a game at the Coliseum earlier

this month.

Baron Davis' injury was recently evaluated, and was

given a mvgo for this week. The knee will be re-cvaluat-

ed at the end of the week.
• • •

The second annual Bruin Basketball Preview Day
will take place Sunday in the Pauley Pavilion.

The gates will open at 1:15 p.m.. Can contests will start

-itt I ;50 p.m. and basketball activities will begin at 2 p.m.

The day will consist of scrimmages by both the men's

and women's teams, followed by a three-point contest

and an autograph session.

All UCLA students with ID will be admitted free.

STREAK
From page 28

UCLA players and coaches

believe that if the Bruins just concen-

trate on themselves instead of the

opponent, wins will take care of them-

selves. The only talk in practice

involves individual games rather than

the winning streak and the Fiesta

Bowl.

This season's magic number for

the Bruins is 22. With 22 consecutive

wins, UCLA will not only have swept

their four remaining scheduled

games, but will have conquered their

opponent in the Fiesta Bowl.

Asked about win No. 22, Stuart

and Farmer simply said they're just

working on 18 - beating Oregon State

on Saturday.

"The streak is something that is out

there, but as a team it's not something

that we focus on," Stuart said. "I

think that's the reason we've been so

successful. We haven't been looking

at streaks and this and that. We've

just been trying to win each individual

game."

The consensus in Westwood is that

the toughest opponent UCLA will

face the rest of the season will not be

Oregon State or Washington or USC
or Miami or Ohio State or Tennessee

or Kansas State. Rather, their tough-

est opponent is themselves.

UCLA has suffered from mental

lapses in the past three games. The

team's offensive execution has suf-

fercd. while the lack of pressure on

team failed to score over 40 points for

the first time in 1998. Two goal line

stands allowed UCLA to win 28-16.

Last weekend's 28-24 win against

Stanford at the Rose Bowl, though,

was arguably the worst game played

by UCLA in the past two seasons.

A mediocre Stanford team was the

beneficiary of an offense that could

not put consistent drives together,

and a soft secondary was exposed by

the Cardinal duo of quarterback

Todd Husak and flaker Troy Walters.

"For this team to function, every-

body is going to have to play their role

to the best of their ability," McNown
said. "Whether that means a guy

catching 10 balls a game or a guy

throwing a block that springs a receiv-

er from the backside or something,

everybody has just got to play their

role to their best of their ability."

The Bruins may have been victims

of overconfidence. A winning atti-

tude is a positive thing, but UCLA
may have become complacent.

Stuart has said that right now, the

team is at its highest confidence level

ever, but there is a possibility that the

Bruins got carried away and thought

they could just step onto the field and

come out victorious.

"All of a sudden you start thinking

you're better than you really are,"

UCLA head coach Bob Toledo said.

"That's something that I always try to

guard against, but it's hard because I

want them to feel good about them-

selves.

"I'm not a negative person. I think

that if you think you're good, you

and No. 4 in the coaches poll.

Subsequently, the Bruins dropped

from the top spot in the BCS to No. 3.

"Now we understand (winning is

not enough)," Farmer said. "It's just

weird that you win and you can be

dropped. You have to win and you

have to play well. Teams can't win by

a point when they should be winning

by 30. What we have to realize is that

it's not about winning or losing but

about playing our best, no matter

what the score."

"(The pollsters) did what was

right," McNown said. "But still, I

wasn't concerned if we are at the top

of (the polls) or if we are a couple of

notches down."

There is a probability that the top

four teams in the country (Ohio State,

Tennessee, UCLA and Kansas State)

could finish with an undefeated sea-

son. This means two teams that play a

perfect season won't participate in

t|ie Fiesta Bowl, thanks to a computer

that takes into account a lot of subjec-

tive information.

Controversy could diminish the

meaning of the national champi-

onship once again, mirroring the

1995 season in which a Penn State

team finished 12-0 and placed second

to an also-undefeated Nebraska.

Toledo, one of the biggest propo-

nents of a college football tournament

to determine the national champion,

could have his UCLA team be left out

of the Fiesta Bowl because of the

unimpressive win against Stanford.

"Now if you don't play in the

Fiesta Bowl, and you don't play for^

Water polo squad

will face UQ UCSD
PREVIEW: Anteaters tough challenge for UCLA;

Bruins anticipate easy victory against San Diego

opposing quarterbacks has made have a better chance of wmnmg than the national championship you're a

defensive woes obvious.

Oregon bent but could not break

UCLA as the Bruins prevailed 41-38

in overtime despite two missed field

goals, several dropped passes and a

crucial red zone interception right

before halftime. '

. ..

Then, one week later at Cal, the

if you don't think you're good."

Coming into last weekend, the

Bruins were No. 2 in the Associated

Press and ESPN/USA coaches poll.

After the game, UCLA understood

that winning is not enough - you have

to perform up to expectations.

UCLA then fell to No. 3 in the AP

failure," Toledo said. "And that's sad.

That doesn't sit well with me."

So a 17-game winning streak which

seemed to have UCLA destined for a

national championship could end as a

22-game winning streak which will

spark controversy and reshape the

state of college football's postseason.

By Steve Kim
Daily Bmin Senior Staff

This weekend is a battle of the

UCs as the UCLA men's water

polo team hosts UCSD and UC
Irvine.

The Bruin^ play UC San Diego

today at 3 p.m. and face UC Irvine

Sunday at noon at the Sunset

Canyon Recreation Center pool.

The weekend schedule is for-

matted similarly to the NCAA
tournament, where a team plays a

semifinal game Friday and

advance to Sunday's champi-

onship.

Although 10th ranked UCSb is

unlikely to beat the No. 2 Bruins,

UC Irvine should pose a formida-

ble challenge later this weekend.

"UCSD has given good teams

close games but we're very capa-

ble of beating them," junior goalie

Parsa Bonderson said.

UCLA beat UC Irvine (by a

score of 4-3) early in the season,

but the Anteaters came on ton a

tew weeks ago in the Northern

California tournament, in which

the Bruins came in second. The

No. 4 team from Irvine faces a

tougher challenge on Bruin terri-

tory, but they could pull off anoth-

er victory like they did at the tour-

nament. ;'• ' •

"We played Stanford into over-

time and we only had a couple

hours of rest before the Irvine

game," explained Bonderson

about the Northern California

tournament. "When you're tired

you have to make up for that by

playing smart - but our team just

didn't execute it well."

"Every aspect of the game, we
did a very poor job," UCLA head

coach Guy Baker said. "And
Irvine took it to us and they played

a good game."

Self-criticism aside, UCLA is

quite capable of defeating both

teams.

The Bruins stand 13-3 overall

and 5-1 in conference.

They're coming off last week-

end's loss to Stanford and a close

win over eighth-ranked Long

Beach State, so they're more

intent on maintaining the game

record and adding a conference

win against Irvine.

"We've worked on some things

this week and Friday is a good d^
to test them out," assistant coach

Adam Krikorian said.

"We'll get some rest Saturday

and we'll play Sunday, like .the

schedule of the NCAA tourna-

ment. Irvine can surprise us but

there's no reason why we should-

n't beat them."
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1998 UCLA Blood Drive
Denote DIood

Save a LiSe!

FREE T-shirt

FREE S5 food coupon
for Restaurants on
campus*
FREE 4 hour leave
with pay for

ASUCLA/UCLA
employees
FREE chance to v/in

UCLA vs. USC football

gome

When: Nov. 9 •

Nov. iz
Time: 11:00 • 4:30

Where: John Wooden
Center
Racquetball

k. Room

Moke appointments on Druin Walk
OR

Call 825-7586

•Coupon valid or oil UCLA
resrouronrs except Espresso Roma

STUDENTS HQ
ASSOCIATION

COUNCIL P
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are, if you

walliup

these steps

~ you reaid
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3MB of FREE ston^
OverMO images in the
inuige gaUery

No HTML experience
ncccico

www.stuciciitadvfluitagtt.com

I IftHir oif-ttop onlin< rasouw

Advertise in

the paper

that over

58,000

people read.

Display

Advertising

Call: 8252161

Qassified

Advertising

Calk 825-2221

JERRY'S LIQUOR
2923 WBLSHIRE BLVD, SM

(310) 828-5923

BRUIN FOOTBALL SPECIALS
LARGE SELECTION OF

CHEAP WINE
& SPIRTS

1/2 Gal RUSSIAN VODKA
/ S1L99
II GOLD TEQUIIA

S9.99 I

CALIFORNIA CHAMPAGNE
S2.99

CALIFORNIA RED WINE
S3.99
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"Todd Solondz...One of the most

lacerating, funny and distinctive

voices in American film."

"Two thumbs up!"

HAPPINESS
b, Todd Solondz

't

Gnnd Mfli t'ire Relciisinn p'fspnts A Good W3c*ii''p''Kiilp: Films Production
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IMPORTED & DOMESTIC BEERS

BEST DEAL IN THE WESTSIDE
CALL US

WE WILL WELCOME ALL OFFERS
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Swimming and diving team liopes to overwhelm UCSD
PREVIEW: Despite youth,

Bruins optimistic about

chances to beat Tritons

ByKathtrineWorthtn

Daily Bruin Contributor

The UCLA Women's Swimming

and Diving Team looks for total

domination over their next victim

this weekend.

In their first meet three weeks

ago, the UCLA Women's

Swimming and Diving team tram-

pled the University of San Diego

Toreros.

This Saturday the Bruins face

another San Diego team - the

Tritons of UC San Diego. The

women are pumped to race again in

what promises to be an exciting

meet.

The diving events begin around

noon at the Sunset Recreation

Center pool and the swimming

events start at 12:30 p.m. at the

Men's Gym Pool.

The UCSD swimmers are looking

forward to a challenging meet.

Although UCSD is a top-ranked

Division HI team, the Bruins out-

number the Tritons, giving UCLA
the advantage.

Another challenge the Tritons

face is the adjustment to their new

head swimming coach who trans-

"This is a group that

likes to race. They're

ready to go."

Cindy Gallagher

Swimming head coach

ferred to UCSD at the beginning of

this season. In addition to this,

UCSD is competing in their first

meet of the season.

Tomorrow's meet is the Bruins'

second of the season. Both the

coaches and the athletes are opti-

mistic about the team's perfor-

mance tomorrow.

Tom Stebbins, the diving coach,

has high hopes for his batch of

young divers. The diving team only

consists of freshmen and sopho-

mores - but despite their ages and

their experience, they are diving

extremely well.

Stebbins is well aware of the tal-

ent his team possesses. The problem

is their youth, for they have not com-

pletely refined their talent.

"I think it will all come together in

the end," Stebbins said.

Swimming head coach Cindy

Gallagher is also working with a

team that has lost several seniors but

has gained 20 freshmen. Despite the

youth of the team, Gallagher has

confidence.

"This is a group that likes to

race," said Gallagher.

"I can already tell some kids are

much better racers than workout

swimmers. They're ready to go."

Tomorrow, Gallagher will take

advantage of the number of young

swimmers at her disposal by placing

them into four events during this

meet, an additional two events for

each swimmer.

Heather Teagle, a third-year dis-

tance swimmer, is looking forward

to the match.

"Each meet is another awesome

opportunity to race; something we

practice and work hard for."

UClfils next game may determine home-field advantage
PREVIEW: No. 1 Bruins

take aim at playoffs, focus

on two weekend matches

By Moki SilihiMfcln

Daily Bruin Contributor

Coiiglg off a victory over the top-

ranketftemi in the nation might leave

to Cal Poly San Luis Obispo to face the

Mustangs at 6 p.m.

"This is a big weekend for us," head

coach Sigi Schmid said. "We want to

win our league and we want the No. 1

seed. We want to be at home during the

playoffs, so these next four games are

vital for us. But we can't even think

about the last weekerKl without think-

ing about this one first."

The Gauchos (2-15. M) have stnig-

"Cal Poly San Luis

Obispo is a very, very

difficult ganne."

M
Sigi Schmid

^'s soccer head coach
v^ V

some teams vulnerable!

Hovyever, the UCLA men's soccer

team is hoping not to have a let-down

this weekend versus formidable compe-

tition in Mountain Pacific Sports

Federation (MPSF) action.

The top-ranked Bruins (13-2, 5-0)

.will go on the road to take on the UC
Santa Barbara Gauchos tonight at 7

p.m. UCLA will then travel on Sunday

gled all season long. Offensively, UCSB
is lethargic, having scored only 21 goals

this season. Leading the Gauchos is

Aron Wellman with Five goals. On
defense, the Gauchos are erratic, allow-

ing as few as one goal or as many as

nine. UCSB has allowed 49 goals this

season, nearly three goals per game.

"Santa Barbara is not having a good

season," Schmid said. "But they are

going to make it difficult. They lost only

2-0 to Stanford."

UCLA leads the overall series 25-2

and won last year's contest 6-1. In that

contest, junior forward Martin Bruno

came off the bench to score four sec-

ond-half goals.

The Bruins' next opponent will be

the Mustangs (9-5-2, 4-2). Cal Poly San

Luis Obispo has excelled this season,

defeating the likes of Loyola

Marymount, California and Stanford.

The offense is led by junior Brian

Lange, who has scored six goals this

season. On defense, the Mustangs are

led by freshman goalkeeper Brenton

Lunge, who boasts a goals against aver-

age of 1.69.

"Cal Poly San Luis Obispo is a very,

very difficult game just because the^

"fSlay on a small field,** Schmtd

"It's probably the worst field in the con-

ference. It's small, it's bumpy, and it

turns into the kind ofgame which is not

so much about soccer but it's about

effort."

Offensively, the Bruins are led by

player of the year candidate Seth

George. George has 12 goals, six of

which are game-winning, and seven

assists for 31 points this season. Junior

Sasha Victorine has also contributed

seven assists while McKinley

Tennyson, Jr. looks to be a big influ-

ence after returning from bis leg injury.

The UCLA defensive juggernaut is

led by sophomore goalkeeper Nick

Rimando. Rimando has been unstop-

pable, allowing only a fluke goal against

Indiana in their last match. According

to Schmid, Ryan Lee and Brandon

also been doing well.

"I think we've set our starting line-

up," Schmid said. "Sean Walker is

starting because he gives us a lot of

energy up front. Lee and Kay did great

against Indiana, too."

If the Bruins can utilize their many

offensive weapons well, the Gauchos

and Mustangs will have to settle for a

loss against the top team in the nation.

Any large Pizza, your choice of toppings and crust, for $9*99

824-41 1

1

11 14 Gayley Ave.
Westwood Village

Medium 1 topping Pizza

for $5.95

Fast Free Deliverv

until 1 a.m. Sunday-Thursday

until 2 a.m. Friday & Saturday

N.itional Horkpv L<><iqiip

At A Gl.uico

EASTBWCONFERENa
Atlamk Oiv»ion —

—

New knty 3, N.Y. Rangm 1

PhJiadHphM 4, Pittsburgh 4, tie

Calgary 5, Detroit 2

Philadelphia

New Jersey

NllsUnders

Pittsburgh

N.Y. Rangers

W
5

6

6

5

3

Northeast Division

Ottawa

Toronto

Buffalo

Boston

Montreal

W
6

6

5

5

4

Southeast Division

Carolina

Tampa Bay

Florida

Washington

W
5

5

4

3

I

4

4

6

3

6

L

4

S

3

6

5

L

4

6

4

S

TPts GF GA

3 13 31 26

12 30 20

12 26 24

3 11 28 30

3 9 17 26

TPts 6F 6A

12 30 22

1 11 30 31

2 12 28 21

2 10 27 23

2 8 21 29

TPts GF GA

3 11 23 19

1 9 26 34

3 9 22 30

3 9 16 22

WESmNCONFEIIENa
Central Division

Detroit

St Louis

Chicago

Nashville

W
6

5

4

3

Northwest Division

W
Edmonton 7

Vancouver 5

Calgary 4

Colorado 3

Pacific Division

DaHas

Phoenix

LosAngflfs

Anaheim

San Jose

W
6

5

4

3

2

L

5

3

6

6

I

4

5

5

7

L

2

2

5

4

6

TPts GF GA

12 33 25

3 10 23 21

1 9 23 32

1 7 23 28

TPts GF GA

12 38 25

1 11 32 27

2 10 30 33

1 7 26 36

TPts GF GA

2 14 25 i6

1 11 24 14

3 10 21 24

3 9 21 19

2 4 20 27

Tampa Bay S.Washington 2

Colorado O.Toronto 3

Montreal 4, NY. Rangers 1

Chicago 1, Florida 2

Nashville 2, Edmonton 3

Sl Louis 3, Anaheim 1

Dallas O.San Jose 4

Thursday's Gamts

Toronto I.Boston

4

Pittsburgh 4, Ottawa 2

Carolina 6. NY Islanders 3

St. Louis 2. Los Angeles 2

N.ttion.il Footli.ill l«>,)qut>

At A Gl.inco

AMEMCANCONFEiBia
East

W L T Pet. Pf PA

5 3 .625 188 162

5 3 .625 138 109

5 3 .625 191 138

5 3 .625 186 139

1 7 .125 128 214

Minnesota

Green Bay

Tampa Bay

Chicago

J)etro<t

7 1

6 2

44
3 5

2 6

West

AtlanU

San Francisco

New Orleans

St. Louis

Carolina

6 2

6 2

4 4

2 6

1 7

.875 265 143

.750 219 166

.500 121 145

.375 152 178

.250 162 209

.750 in 166

.750 248 163

.500 138 170

.250 154 204

.125 159 216

Buffalo

Miami

New England

N.YJets

Indianapolis

Central

Jacksonville

Pittsburgh

Tennessee

Baltimore

Cincinnati

West

Denver

Oakland

Kansas City

Seattle

San Diego

6 2

5 3

4 4 0-

2 6

2 6

.750 209 165

.625 137 141

.500 185 157

.250 121 179

.250 153 219

8 1.000 273 159

6 2 .750 146 145

4 4 .500 148 143

4 4 .500 172 130

3 5 .375 103 139

Monday't Games

Colorado 3, Carolina 2

N.Y Islanders 6. Florida 2

Edmonton S.Vancouver 3

TiMs4ay^(aiiws

Buf{ak>4,6oston2

NATIONAL CONFERENa

East

W L T

Dallas 5 3

Arizona 4 4

NY Giants 3 5

Philadelphia 1 7

Washington 1 7

Central

Pet. PF PA

.625 208 115

.500 125 170

.375 160 173

.125 79 196

.125 114 241

Swday^GaiMS

Arinna 17, Detroit 15

Denver 33. Cincinnati 26

Jacksonville 45. Baltimore 19

Buffalo 30. Miami 24

Tampa Bay 27, Minnesota 24

New England 21, Indianapolis 16

Carolina 3 1 , New Orleans 1

7

Washington 21. New York GianU 14

Atlanta 37. St. Louis 15

Tennessee 41, Pittsburgh 31

New Ybrk Jets 20, Kansas City 17

Green Bay 36, San Francisco 22

Oakland 31, Seattle 18

OPEN: Chicago. San Diego

MondaiTiGMM

Dallas 34. PhiladHphiaO

Sunday, Nfv. 8

Atlanta at New England, 1:01 p.m.

Cincinnati at Jacksonville, 1:01 p.m.

Detroit at Philadelphia, 1:01 p.m.

Indianapolis at Miami, 1:01 p.m.

New Orleans at Minnesota, 1:01 p.m.

New York Giants at Dallas, 1:01 p.m.

Oakland at Baltimore, 1:01 p.m.

St. Louis at Chicago, 1:01p.m.

Carolina at San Francisco, 4:05 p.m.

Washington at Arirona, 4:0S p.m.

Buffalo at New York Jets, 4:1 5 p.m.

Kansas City at Seattle, 4: 1 5 p.m.

San Diego at Denver, 4: 1 5 p.m.

Tennessee at Tampa Bay, 8:20 p.m.

Monday, Nov. 9

Green Bay at Pittsburgh, 8:20 p.m.

Al times In the Sports l«i art EST

AP Pro footh.tll Pj(k4

Buffalo (minus 3 1/2) at New York

The Jets are fovored by 3 1/2, just about

what they get for home field.

JETS. 20-16

Green Bay (minus 3) at Pittsburgh

Brett Favre has thrown 14 interceptions in

the last five games, not a good way to go

into Pittsburgh.

KonJell Stewart is 31st of the 34 quarter-

backs ranked by the NFL.

Brett has the stronger supporting cast.

PACKERS, 24-16

Kansas city (plus 3) at Seattle

The loser's probably out of the playoff pic-

ture. At least the Chiefs get better weath-

er indoors, so saatch Seattle.

CHIEFS. 19-16

AtlanU (plus 4 1/2) at New England

The Falcons haven't won in FoxtMro since

1980. when they beat the Pats 37-21 . Of

course, they've only played there once

since.

PATS. 37-21

Oakland (minus 3) at Baltimore

Who gets more TV time in this one, the

players or Art ModeN and Al Davis?

The losing owner, in this case Modell.

RAIDERS, 27-17

. Indianapolis (plus 9 1/2) at Miami

The future (Peyton Manning) at the past

(Dan Marino).

DOLPHINS, 24-16

San Diego (plus 16) at Denver

The future? (Ryan Leaf) at the present

(John Elway).

BRONCOS, 31-3

Tennessee (plus 3) at Tampa Bay

The Tennessee Travelers arc coming on.

The Bucs are 4-0 at home.

BUCS, 16-15

New York Giants (plus 8 1 /2) at Dallas

The Giants won't lie down like the Eagles.

They won't kick it to Deion either— not

after what happened to them six weeks

ago.

COWBOYS, 16-11

Detroit (minus 3 1/2) at Philadelphia

If anyone can lose to the Eagles, it's the

Lions, whoin 1995 lost 58 37 in a playoff

game at the Vet.

At the rate they score, it will take the rest

of the season for Philadelphia to get 58

points.

LIONS, 24-3

Carolina (plus 14) at San Francisco

The 49ers had better be a littie careful.

49ERS,27 16

Cincinnati (plus 10 1/2) at Jacksonville

The Bengals gave everything they had

against tite Broncos.

Do tiiey have anytiting left?

JAGUARS, 47-19

Washington (plus 4 1/2) at Arizona^

The Cards are charging.

The Cards are charging?

CARDS. 17-12

New Orleans (plus 14) at Minnesota

The Vikings rebound.

VIKINGS. 27-9

St. Louis (off) at Chicago

It's hard to tell with the Bears, but they

SHOULD win this one.

BEARS. 22-11

Last Week: 7-7 (spread), 7-7 (Straight up).

Season: 62-55-3 (spread). 77-43 (Straight

up).

Tr.tnsdctions

Maior Loauuc Bascbal

BALTIMORE ORIOLES—Signed OF Mike

Murphy and C Julio Vinas to minor-league

contracts.

CLEVELAND INDIANS—Signed RHP Dave

Burba to a two-year contract extension,

through the 2001 season.

DETROIT TIGERS—Promoted Ramon Pena

to assistant to baseball operations for for-

eign iffim.

TORONTO BLUE JAYS—Named Pat Kelly

major league advance scout

HOUSTON ASTROS—Named Warren

Miller and Alyson Footer associate direc-

tors of media relations.

LOS ANGEUS DODGERS—Named Ron

Roenicke manager and Guy Conti pitching

coach for San Antonio of the Texas

League.

PHILADELPHIA PHILLIES—Placed OF

Lenny Dykstra on the voluntary-retired

list. Named Ruben Amaro, Sr. assistant

director of minor league personnel and

roving minor-league infield coach. Signed

RHP Joel Bennett, RHP Steve Schrenk, RHP

Steve Montgomery, RHP Shad Williams,

LHP Billy Brewer, C Alberto Castillo, INF

Lou Lucca, INF Torey Lovullo and OF Lou

Frazier to minor-league contracts.

SAN DIEGO PADRES—Named Tom

LeVasseur manager, Darrel Akerfelds

pitching coach and Thad Bosley batting

coacKfertancho Cucamonga of the

California League.

SAN FRANCISCO GIANTS—Declined to

exercise ti^eir 1999 option on INF Rey

Sanchez.

National FoodkalUafuc

PHIUDELPHIA EAGLES—Signed S Brian

Oawkins to a contract extension, through

the 2003 season.

National Hockey Loagut

NHL—Suspended Buffalo Sabres RW

Matthew Bamaby for four games and

fined him $1,000 for striking Boston

Bruins F RJ. Axelson in the head on Nov. 3.

BOSTON BRUINS—Agreed to terms with

C Anson Carter on a two-year contract.

CALGARY FLAMES—RecalW G Jean-

Sebastien Giguere from Saint John of the

AHL. Recalled G Matt Eisler from

Johnstown of the ECHL.

EDMONTON OILERS—Assigned F Kyle

Peterson to Memphis of the CHL.

FLORIDA PANTHERS—Loaned D Filip

Kuba to Kentucky of the AHL.

COLLEGE

NCAA—Placed the Cincinnati basketball

program on two-year probation and

announced tite university will lose three

scholarships between 1999-2001 and be

limited in their recniiting.

ARIZONA—Announced G Quynn Tebbs

has left ti)e basketball team.

FLORIDA ATLANTIC—Announced Rob

Rollins and Jason Stelmacki have left the

basketball team.

IDAHO STATE—Fired Irv Cross, art»letic

director, and Tom Walsh, football coach,

effective at tiie end of their current con-

tracts.

Trivia Questions

I.Who was the first rookie to win Major

League Baseball's MVP award?

2.ln 1988, what player became the first

ever to record 40 stolen bases and 40

home runs in a single season?

3.Two pitchers recorded their 3,000th

career strikeout against journeyman Cesar

Geronimo. Who were they?

Answers

ueA}) ue|ON pue uosqio qog'£

0)asue)a$of
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uu^ipajji

•J". -^^^
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Bniins look to prove poll wrong
PREVIEW: Oregon Stale has big play potential, but

inexperience has kept Beavers from getting wins

By Rocky Salmon
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

UCLA, in a furious and confus-

ing game of poll position, has fallen

from their top perch 4n the Bowl

Championship Series (BCS) rank-

ings and head into Corvallis, Ore.

with a point to prove.

Last week, UCLA was leading the

BCS polls at a score of 3.04 to 4.71,

and was ranked second and third in

the AP and ESPN/USA polls

respectively. However, due to the

Stanford game, UCLA has dropped

to third in the AP and BCS (with a

score of 6.62) and to fourth in the

ESPN/USA polls.

What this means is that if the sea-

son ended tcxlay, the Bruins would

miss the Fiesta Bowl and would play

in the friendly confines of the Rose

Bowl.

The drop in the polls may have

been a wake-up call and a release of

mounting pressure for UCLA.
"The poll is hard not to distract

(the player^)," head coach Bob

Toledo said. "The kids are human.

When you are No. 1 everyone thinks

you are better than you really are.

"1 told the kids to seize the

"We have stubbed our toe, but

luckily, we haven't shot our foot off,"

Toledo said, in reference to the up

and down season.

For the first time in five games,

UCLA will have all their tailbacks

ready, and the pressure of being No.

1 in the country has been lifted off

their shoulders.

However, the Beavers are a sleep-

er team. Losing last week to Cal 20-

19 and to Washington the week

before in a heartbreaker 35-34, the

Beavers were poised to have their

best season ever.

"Against solid teams

...(Oregon) came up a

little bit short."

Cade McNown
Quarterback

The team has two big play guys in

quarterback Jonathan Smith and

Tim Alexander, who has 14 of the

Beaver's 37 plays over 25 yards.

moment before the btantord game.

But we didn't."

The Stanford game was supposed

to be a walk in the park for the Bruins

and Oregon State is slotted to be no

difT6rent. But after the close call last

weekend, the Bruins are not going to

take anyone lightly.

Agamst UbL he returned a kick-oti

for 100 yards and ranks third all-time

in total offense at OSU.

The Beavers have been unable to

make the right play at the right time

and come up with the right combina-

tion of strong defense and strong

offense.

But Oregon St. will not back

down against the undefeated Bruins.

If the Beavers can upset UCLA,
their season will be salvaged.

"I think they believe they can get

after us and make it a game, even

possibly win," said quarterback

Cade McNown.
"They've been in situations where

they could have won games these last

two weeks against solid teams but

they came up a little bit short," he

said.

With an undefeated season and

the hype of the BCS rankings, the

Bruins must come out focused on the

tough turf in Corvallis.

Oregon head coach Mike Riley

believes UCLA might slip.

"As the season goes on and we're

playing for all the marbles, things get

' tight," said Riley.

"All teams are aiming to defeat

UCLA, but UCLA has found differ-

ent ways to win."

Finding different ways to win has

been UCLA's forte, as has been rely-

ing on the big play: Marques

Anderson's strip, two goal-line

stands, Jermaine Lewis' pass against

Oregon and DeShaun Foster's rum-

bling in Tucson.

This game will be about the big

play against the big play. One team

has come up clutch in prime time

wh ile the other has faltered m\h inex-

Victories required to keep

UCLA competitive in NCAA

perience.

Furthermore, the game in

Corvallis will be the game to show

the pollsters that UCXA is back and

will not be affected by the rankings.

As McNown said, "(The team)

just wants to go out and play some

football." — 'mr'^^ni^

PREVIEW: Young players

must step up, lead Bruins

to overall winning record

By Kimboriy Edds

Daily Bruin Contributor

It's now or never for the No. 23

UCLA women's volleyball team.

After coming ofT a close loss to

No. II use last week, the Bruins

have a tough conference weekend

ahead of them when they host

Arizona State (10-10 overall, 7-6

Pac-IO) and No. 18 Arizona (18-4

overall, 9-4 Pac-10).

UCLA hopes to come away from

the weekend with a winning overall

record.

The Bruins (9-10 overall, 8-4 Pac-

IO) need tp step up if they want to be

competitive.

It should be no problem if fresh-

man standout Kristee Porter contin-

ues to play the way she has been

playing all season long: phenome-

nally.

In her last match Porter had 36

kills while hitting .321. This w;is

Porter's second 30-plus outing.

For the Bruins to even have a

chance al beating Arizona, they

more middle blocker Elisabeth

Bachman, will have to help Porter

out to get the best of the two

Arizona teams.

Bachman had an outstanding

showing against USC last week,

matching her career highs in both

blocks and kills and hitting an amaz-

ing .524.

UCLA needs Bachman to lead

the team against two strong teams in

Arizona and ASU.
If one word can describe what the

Bruins need to defeat the two

Arizona teams this weekend, it's

defense.

UCLA has an excellent chance of

beating Arizona if they can bring

their defense together to keep

Arizona middle blocker Keisha

Johnson and outside hitter Raelene

Morton at bay.

The matches this weekend have a

huge bearing on the NCAA
Tournaments, with both Arizona

and Arizona State being listed ahead

of UCLA in the NCAA District

rankings.

Pac-IO rankings will also be

affected by this weekend's match-

ups because Arizona, UCLA and

Arizona State are holding slots three

through five in the conference.

USC. who also plavs the two

need to have their star rookie per-

form the only way it seems she

knows how.

However, the weight of the world

isn't entirely on Porter's shoulders.

UCLA boasts an impressive roster,

full of young, energetic players -

which are hard to come by.

One of these standouts, sopho-

Arizona schools, is ranked second in

the Pac-10, behind undefeated

Stanford.

UCLA will meet the Arizona

State Sun Devils at 7 p.m. tonight in

Pauley Pavilion. The Arizona

Wildcats scamper into Westwood at

1 p.m. Sunday at the Wooden
Center.

—Red
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Apples

Reg. 99C /lb
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Grocer
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SPORTS
Monday

Sports will take an in-depth look

at campus gambling - the

unspoken ill that is afflicting

colleges nationwide.

Steiiway

UCLA's winning streak

looks impressive, but
«

the team says playing

one game at a time

is the recipe for success

By Vytai Maigika er one" and then "We need to win another one."

Udily bruin Matt

The Bruins' national championship hopes this season

may not depend on extending their current 1 7-game win-

ning streak to 2 1
- rather, the way in which they win their

four remaining games may be the deciding factor.

Winning is not enough anymore. College football

teams today need to win convincingly.

Early in the 1997 season, an 0-2 UCLA team was

expected to fall to 0-3 after a visit to then-No. 8 Texas.

The Bruins were unranked and not considered in discus-

sions about the national championship.

Seventeen wins later, not a single soul can help but

consider UCLA one of the four front-runners to partici-

pate in the Fiesta Bowl - the setting for the college foot-

ball national-championship game.

UCLA center Shawn Stuart, a graduate student

enjoying his fifth year in Westwood, remembers how
people said Texas would be the worst defeat in UCLA
history.

Three weeks earlier at Washington State, the Bruins

literally fell a yard short and lost 37-34. The following

week at the Rose Bowl, a furious second-half rally went

for naught, and Tennessee won 30-24.

Then an underdog, UCLA stepped onto the field in

Austin, Tex., and shocked the nation.

The 66-3 victory started a locomotive with so much
steam that 16 other teams have failed to stop the Bruins

since Sept. 13, 1997.

After that win the team said, "We need to win anoth-

tievcral one^game winning str eaks Idte i, UCLA lniUs

itself No. 3 in the Bow! Championship Series (BCS)

rankings and in serious national championship con-

tention.

"That's howa turnaround begins," Stuart said. "And
when you do that you focus on each team and give each

team its due credit. Then you can start winning games."

When UCLA travelled to Arizona and defeated the

Wildcats 52-28 about a month ago, Nebraska lost to

Texas A&M - and the Bruins claimed the nation's cur-

rent longest winning-streak.

Ironically, Texas A&M almost stopped the UCLA
winning streak at nine in the Cotton Bowl on Jan. 1,

1998. UCLA fell behind 16-0 in the first half before

quarterback Cade McNown led the heavily favored

Bruins to a 29-23 victory, a 10-2 record in 1997, the No.

5 ranking and 10 consecutive victories to end the season.

In 1998, with McNown back in the helm, UCLA
exploded out of the gate with four impressive victories:

49-31 against Texas, 42-24 at Houston, 49-17 against

Washington State and 52-28 at Arizona.

The Bruins came into those games intent on showing

their opponents just how good UCLA football really is.

"You don't win 17 games in a row by just waiting for

things to come," UCLA junior flanker Danny Farmer

said. "We had to go out and really work hard to get

good. We've concentrated on focusing how to win, and

the 17 games in a row are pretty special."

See STREAK, page 25

Stanford predicted to storm Pac-1
|

Bruins prepare to battle

for soccer playoff berthM.BASKETBALL: National polls rank UCLA,

Washington, Arizona among top 20 teams

ByBnntBoyd ^
^^LA was picked fourth in

Dally Bruin Staff
^"*^ P^"' ^^"'"^ ^^th Arizona

and Washington. The Bruins

were followed by California

(the only other team to receive

a first-place vote), Arizona

State, Oregon, USC,
Washington State and finally

Oregon State.

It is the first time in recent

years that neither UCLA nor

Arizona have entered the sea-

son as conference favorites,

and if the season plays out in

the expected fashion, it would

be the first time that neither of

those schools have won the

Pac-10 title since the 1984-85

season.

So, how's Stanford dealing

with the added pressure of

being favorites?

It's simple - they're not.

"There's not any more prcs-

S«elill00fS^pa9e24

The balance of power is

shifting in the Pac-10, and it's

heading north.

That was the statement that

Pac-10 media members and

conference coaches sent loud

and clear at the annual Pac-10

basketball media day

Thursday.

Stanford, returning all five

starters from its Final Four

team from a year ago, was

awarded 36 of a possible 37

first-place votes in a poll of

media members who cover

Pac-10 basketball.

The coaches agreed.

"All of us were aware by the

kind of ball club that Stanford

had last year that they would be

in the position they are this

year,** Arizona head coach

Lute Olson said.

JAMK SCANLON-JACOeVDwty Bruin

Earl Watson is one of two returning starters

for the UCLA basketball team.

PREVIEW: Even sweep

over weekend wouldn't

ensure postseason bid

By Chris Umpierre

Daily Bruin Contributor

UCLA women's soccer head

coach Todd Saldana remembers

last year's collegiate women soc-

cer season very well.

He remembers how the USC
women's soccer team was denied

a spot in the NCAA tournament

after finishing the year with a 16-3-

I record, 7-2 in the Pac-10.

And he very much doesn't want

that to happen to his team.

Saldafia's No. 20 Bruins come

into the final weekend of the regu-

lar season with a 1 5-3- 1 record (5-2

in the Pac-10) and - like the

Trojans of a year ago - are not in

control of their playoff destiny.

As absurd as it may sound, even

if UCLA, with its stellar record,

were to beat Arizona (3-10-2, 0-6-1

Pac-10) on Friday night in Tucson

and Arizona State (8-9, 4-3 Pac-

10) on Sunday in Tempe, they

would not necessarily be given a

berth in the NCAA tournament.

The only way a team can earn

an automatic berth to the playoffs

is to win their conference. At this

point, the Bruins are deadlocked

in a four-way tie for the confer-

ence lead with Washington,

California and USC.

Conference rules dictaie that in

the event of a regular season tie

the Pac-10 winner will be selected

by the best head-to-head record

against the other tied teams.

Since UCLA has a 1-2 record

against these other three teams,

they would need both California

and USC, who are 2-1 against the

S«eS$0Wpaie24

Rail against the latest Bruin

Walk fence. See page 1
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

: Gershwin's musical "Of Thee I Sing" opens at

the Freud this Wednesday. See page 20
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Increasing vacancies trouble administation
POSITIONS: lli^^h lurnoxiM"

rale produces ojUMiiii^s

lor vice chancellorships

By Lawrence Ferchaw

Daily Bruin Staff

Vacancies in ihc adiiiinistralion. a

result of a number ofdcparturcs from

UCLA in the past year, have some

administrators doing double, or

triple duty.

^'ou have to make sure \ou take

care o\' all tasks and issues." said

Keith Parker. >'i>u"\e yt>t to con-

stantly worry."

Parker is currentiv uearinu three

vices.

Ihere are currently eight vice

chancellor, assistant vice chancellor

and dean positions open. Most oi'

them are currently tilled with interim

appointees while searches for perma-

nent appointments are ongoing.

"There are lot of people here, and

you would expect turnover." said

Chancellor Albert Carnesale.

(\ou) expect more turnover at

times of transition in leadership." he

added.

One "departure, thai of Ted

Milchell. created two open p(>>itu>ns

\ice chancelk^r of extern.il affairs

and dean of the (iraduale School o\'

l\lucation and lnformatii>n Sciences

(CISI.AlIS). Both are beinii filled on

works on fund-raising, public infor-

mation and relatums with go\ern-

mental agencies.

'We're pleased \Mlh the job of the

iicling vice chancellor (Picher)."

Carnesale said. "We're considering

what process to use to make a perma-

nent appointment
"

Carnesale said Licher would be

OIK of the candidates for the position.

Wiihin P'xternal Affairs, there are

currenlK three interim appointments

as well, rhose positions are assistant

vice chancellor o\' university commu-
nications, assistant vice chancelli>r o\'

government and community rela-

tions, and assistant. \ ice chancellor of

finance and information manage-

ment.

The search committee is in its final

discussions with an appointment

coming st>on. accordinj^ to

Carnesale.

(ieorge Letteney. formerly coordi-

nator for INP'ORM (Information for

Resource Management), the univer-

sity's new budget and billing system.

is the interim assistant vice chancel-

lor oi llnance and information man-

agement and UCLA's chief financial

ofllcer.

Letteney assumed the position in

June and said a permanent appoint-

ment should be made m early P^)^>.

The respi>nsibilities are the

s.ime." l.eltene\ said o\' an interm'i

appoinimenl. '\'ou're not igniMing

the lone term, but vou tr\ to mini-

hais as assisiam \ice chancellor oi

government and community rela-

tions, directi^r o[' the SlafI"

Aflirmati\e Action office and execu-

tive officer for administrative ser-

Workshops

focus on

leadership

techniques
CONFERENCE: Sessions

leach how to elTedivt^lv

voice student opinions

By Barbara Ortutay

Daily Bruin Staff

To discuss and learn strategies for

campus and community activism. 20

student leaders attended a three-day

Grass Roots Organizing Weekend
(( IROW) workshop that began Priday

night.

Phe intensive training session cen-

tered around affirmative action and

student organizing. It was sponsored

by the I'lTdergraduiite Students

Association Council (I'SAC) external

vice president's office.

'In (jROW we deal with power.

"

said Pelicia Perez, one of the workshop

Iciiders. "We show students what

power they have and how to use it {o

reach their goals."

Perez is a member o\' Californians

for Justice, a non-profit lobbying orga-

nization that deals with minority issues

in California.

According to some students who

attended the workshop, its success

relied on not just the lecturing of work-

shop leaders, but everyopc's participa-

tion:

"1 feel like it's a class, but it's not

because it is so interactive. Vou Icarn

from all the people around you." said

Sophia Pak. a fourth-year phill)sophy

student and member of USAC exter-

nal vice-president Liz (jeyer's staff

Cieyer said most students who
attend (iROW workshops are expcri-

SeeCONFCRENO^pagelS

nil inicTiiii hiisis.

Michael licher. the interim \ice

chancellor o\' external affairs, is also

associate \ice chancellor of develop-

ment, rhe l:xternal Affairs division

Willi ilie I't'ivm dc'pariuro of oik'—miA' long lonn decisions."

Juarez, who formerly held that posi-

tion, resigned less than two weeks

ago.

"Hxternal Affairs is going through

some degree of change." Parker said.

Pwo o\' the graduate schools are

without permanent deans. Harold

Levine and John Mamer arc interim

deans of CJSP'&IS and Phe Anderson

School at I'CLA. respectively.

A search committee is just forming

for the CiSF.«&iS position while the

search is ongoing for The Anderson

School position.

Carnesale said he does not have a

definite time line for an appointment

to these positions, or many others,

because he would rather make the

b(/t appointment than restrict the

interim appointee. Jeffrey Mirsch.

assistant vice chancellor of uinversit)

communications. Tobi Inlender has

taken his place, at least for now.

The last interim position in exter-

nal affairs is the one held by Parker

assistant vice chancellor o\ go\ern-

ment and communitv relations. Steve

Winning hit

search.

Phe other vice chancellor position

open IS that o\' budget and finance.

See VACANCIES, page 12

Penn students

hospitalized

after possible

food poisoning

DORMS: Onicials dispute

ac(Misations that ilhiesses

stern IVoin dinin^^ halls

JfMlF SCANlON JACOBS/Ddily Bium

Freshman Kristee Porter helped UCLA in their 3-0 sweep against Arizona State on Friday. For

the story, check out tomorrow's issue. ,

By Ben Geldon

Daily Pennsylvanian

University Wire

PMILADPLPMIA - An outbreak

of nausea and vomiting that many stu-

dents charge was linked to tainted

food in the three main dining halls at

the University of Pennsylvania struck

at least three dozen people Tuesday

night, though the actual total could bo

almost twice that. Penn officials dis-

puted the food-poisoning claims, say-

ing the illnesses were likely the result

of an inlluenza-likcbug.

The exact number of victims is

unclear, with ofUcial and unofficial tal-

lies varying wildly. University

spokesperson Ken Wildes said last

night that 30 to }5 students visited

Student Health Services or^ the

Hospital of the University o\'

Pennsylvania, and .several more called

to ask for medical advice. Many also

suffered symptoms but did not seek

medical advice, students said last

night.

University and Philadelphia public

health officials are investigating the

maladies. Wildes said.

Phe bulk of the illness reports came

from Mill College Mouse, where some

residents estimated that as many as 50

students had become sick since dinner

Puesday night. At leas! a dozen more

students from other parts of campus

reported similar symptoms, many stu-

dents said.

"There's no common thread that

would tie (the illnesses) to food,"

SceRWO^pigeU
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COMMUNITY BRIEFS

UCSF receives grant

for women's health
Traditionally, the amount of federal funding

to support research in the area of women's

health has been significantly lower than funds

granted to other areas of medical research, said

a UCSF women's health expert.

To help support biomedical, translational

and clinical research relevant to women's health

and to develop the next generation of strong

physician researchers in this area, the National

Institutes of Health recently granted the

University of California at San Francisco $2.2

million to establish a Women's Reproductive

Health Research Career Development

(WRHR) Center. ; .,,,.; ... .. .... ..

'This new Center's mission is to promote

health and prevent disease in women by

expanding the pool of well-trained, imaginative,

productive investigators in the field of women's

reproductive health," said Dr. Robert N.

Taylor, Ph.D, UCSF professor in the deparl-

menl of obstetrics, gynecology and reproduc-

tive sciences, who will serve as the

program's associate director.

UniCamp, Pink's

celebrate anniversary

UniCamp. an educational and recreational

summer camp for low-income children livmg m
Southern California, is one of several charities

to benefit from the 59th anniversary of Pink's

Famous Chili Dogs m Los Angeles. In com-

memoration of its anniversary, the famous

HollywiH)d establishment donated to UCLA
UniCamp 59 percent of sales oh chili dogs

between 5 p.m. and 5:59 p.m. on Nov. 7.

UCLA alumnus and basketball great Jamaal

Wilkes was on hand to sign autographs during

Unicamp's designated 59 minutes and help sell

as many of the world famous chili dogs as possi-

ble. Wilkes has a long-standmg partnership with

the charity dating to 1 988, when he established

the Jamaal Wilkes UniCamp golf tournament,

which raises funds to send inner-city kids to

summer camp.

"Each chili dog sold will go

toward making a child's dream a

reality." said UCLA UniCamp
director Michael Delzotti. "For 59 min-

utes on the 59th anniversary of the most famous

hot dog stand in the country, two of Los

Angeles' longest-running traditions will come

together to fill the city's stomach and warm the

city's heart."

Founded in 1935, UCLA Unicamp is

UCLA's official charity and the nation's largest

university-based camp. UniCamp has hosted

nearly 55,000 children and 10,000 U(TA stu-

dent volunteers since its establishment.

Pesticide-related

illnesses investigated

While comparatively few in number, pesti-

cide-related illnesses and injuries nonetheless

pose a serious threat to California's agricultural

workforce. Unfortunately, many rural health

clinics lack the resources to adequately prepare

for pesticide poisonings.

To address this shortcoming the University

of California's Statewide Integrated Pest

Management (IPM) Project is hosting two

upcoming "train-the-trainer" workshops for

healthcare professionals in the San Joaquin

Valley and the Central Coast. The first work-

shop will be held Nov. 12 in Salinas; the second

Dec. 10 in Parlier.

Modeled after IPM's successful train-the-

irainers workshops for trainers of pesticide han-

dlers and fieldworkers, these courses will be

offered to physicians, nurses and others who

train medical stafl working with the agricultural

community.

Workshop participants will receive instruc-

tion on the resources available to assist with the

recognition and treatment of pesticide-related

illnesses and injuries and the importance of

reporting such cases. Information on effective

trainmg techniques and educational materials

will also be provided to help participants devel-

op interesting and elTective programs for med-

ical personnel.

Compiled from Daily Bruin staff reports.
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Today will be partly cloudy

with some scattered showers.

We will continue to see rain

for at least the first half of

this week.

Long Beach

74/58

Van Nuys

77/58

Sacramento San Francisco

71/52 66/38

WHArSBREWIN'THIS WEEK

Monday Noon
University Catholic Center

Catholic mass

KerckholT400

5 p.m.
( ;<tholif Stiuk'nts Association

Chang
Young Grand Salon -206-6822

7 p.m.

Catholic Students Association

(jroup study

Ackerman 35()S

Today

Partly Cloudy

High 67 / Low 45

Tuesday

Partly Cloudy

High 65 / Low 42

Wednesday
Partly Cloudy

High 69 / Low 45

off the mark by Mark Parisi

REMINDER

LAST DAY:

Last dav to suhmit final drafts of

dissertations to doctoral committee

for degrees to be conferred in current

term

LESS THAN A WEEK LEFT:

Last day for undergraduates to

change grading basis (optional P/NP)

with S3 per transaction fee through

URSAlclophone

o
x^i-i'-vivivi-iv!-:::-:-.-.-

L
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CORRECTIONS

On Nov. 5 the Daily Bruin ran an

article titled "'Siege' assails audience

with reality-based action" that con-

tained errors. CAIR (Council on

American-Islamic Relations) is an

Islamic-American organization.

Osama Bin Laden is only a suspect in

terrorist attacks on U.S. embassies

and has not been convicted of any

crimes. About 250 Muslims protested

the screening at the AVCO on

Wilshire Blvd. on Wednesday.

The Daily Bruin regrets the error.

T

(jcneral meeting

Ackerman .3508

6 p.m.

Kyrie-Korean Catholics

Weekly meeting - speaker

lather Bob

Kercklu>lTl35

Black Pre-Hv'alth Organization

CJeneral meeting with pre-

professional advising office

DoddHali 170

Bruin Leaders Project

The Time of 'N our Life: Beyond

Time Management tt) Life

Leadership

Covel Commons Soulhbay

room
206-5071

7 p.m.

UCLA/ Armand Hammer
Museum
Conversations on art - global

LA. • 44.3-7000

Ballroom Dance Club

Tango lessons

Ackerman 2nd F-loor Lounge

284-.Vi.3()

SAA
Interviewing techniques

workshop

Alumni Center, 1st Lloor

206-6062

9 p.m.
International Folk Dance Club

Learn fun line & partner dances

Ackerman 2nd F^'loor Lounge

284-3636

Tuesday Noon
Wesley Christian Fellowship

Bible study

KerckhoffPatio- 208-6869

4 p.m.

UCLA BookZone

Book Zone Author Series - Iris

Bruin Leaders Project

Diversity & Leadership

Covel Commons Southbay

Room -206-5071

Midnight Special

Bookstore and Cultural Center

Science in the public interest

(7:30) 1318 Third Street

Promenade • 39.3-2923

GALA
Men's discussion group (7:30)

Kerckhoff 133 -825-8053

Wednesday Noon
University Catholic Center-

Catholic mass ( 12:10)

Kerckhoff 400

6 p.m.

Pre-Optometry Society

(ieneral meeting

Haines 6

Wesley Christian Fellowship

University Religious

Conference

900HilgardAve. -208-6869

7 p.m.

Bruin Leaders Project

'"Who You Are Plavs a Role in

Mow You Lead"

Bradlcv Multipurpose Room
206-5071

SAA
Interviewing techniques

workshop

Alumni Center 1st Floor

206-6062

Midnight Special

Bookstore and Cultural Center

Guest Speaker: Amy
Goodman
(7:30) 1318 Third Street

Promenade • 393-2923

What's Brewin'can be reached via e-

irfail at whatsbrewin@media.ucla.edu

I
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Peace Cori^s volunteer Jo Anne Nagano of Los Angeles chats with a Nigerian woman (during her roun(ds as a health educator.

Nagano served as a Peace Corps volunteer for two years in Niger, West Africa.

Increase With a growing number of

UCLA student volunteers,

the Peace Corps hopes to

make a difference in countries

around the world

By Trina Enriquez

Daily Bruin Contributor

It's the toughest job you'll ever love.

Since its inception in 1961, the Peace

Corps has sent 151.000 volunteers to make

a difference in the lives of people in 130

countries scattered across the globe.

UCLA ranks ninth among universities

in the country in sending alumni abroad, a

distinction for which Peace Corps director

Mark Gearan will award Chancellor Albert

Carnesale in a closed ceremony today.

Nearly 1,500 UCLA alumni, faculty and

staff have served as Peace Corps

Volunteers, combating poverty, hunger,

disease and lack pf opportunity in the

developing world.

"At UCLA alone, volunteer inquiries

have nearly doubled," said regional

recruiter Carol-Anne Bullis, noting the

upward trend in interest that has developed

in recent years.

"Nowadays, students are looking to

more global careers, perhaps working lor

international corporations." Bullis said.

"Peace Corps is a way to gam that experi-

ence."

In an age when mail crosses thousands

o\' miles in minutes and people fly around

the globe in hours, the i*eace Corps is a way

to gain perspective on other cultures which

meet in a rapidly shrinking world.

The sensitivity to cultural dilTerences

gained b\ serNing as a- volunteer has been

an invaluable tool, according. to businesses

whose clientele have become more and

more international.

"You learn not to look at a situation only

as an American." said Chrislophe Tocco, a

class of 1991 graduate who recently

returned from service in Morocco.

"You might think something is wrong

from an American point of view, but to

people of your host country, its not

wrong," Tocco said. "They just look at it

from a different perspective."

Insight regarding perceptions of

America sharpens as two different cultures

come in direct contact abroad. Probably

one of the most startling realizations lies in

the way American culture is portrayed via

satellite.

The prevalence of American programs

and movies on foreign television renders

impressions that may take volunteers sever-

al months to counter.

"It took folks a long time to believe I

wasn't from the CIA," said Russell Davis,

resident director at Sunset Village, who

worked with small businesses in Honduras

inlhelatel9S()s.

"People would see images of American

lifestyle on TV and think. If the U.S. is so

rich, why would you come here unless you

were a spy or had to perform mandatory

service?'" Davis said. "We had to reassure

them that working there was our choice."

In lact, it often takes se\eral months to

gain people's trust as well as assess the

needs of the community and adjust to

another culture.

Volunteers may find themselves dealing

with other countries' perceptions of

Americans.

"Bad movies and TV prc^grams influ-

ence their perception of American

lifestyle." Davis said.

After establishing trust and rapport,

though, people of other countries usually

prove to be warm and open to volunteers.

"People live in big extended families,

and that offers a sense of community which

sometimes lacks in LA," Toc.co said of the

emotional support he received in Morocco.

Bullis, who also served in Morocco, like-

wise learned the importance of family and

human relationships.

"People really spend time with each

other at such a different pace than is com-

mon in the U.S.," Bullis said. "People are

so busy, so goal-oriented here; they don't

make time to enjoy just sitting and talking."

Though she lived without comforts con-

sidered commonplace in the United States,

Bullis said that she grew to prefer the sim-

pler lifestyle. After returning to the United

Stales, she concluded that Americans con-

sume too much, eat too much and buy too

much.

"I would ask for jam at the marketplace,

and the merchant would hand over the one

See PEAQ, page 7

He recalled how initially some mothers

would grab their children off the street

when he passed by.

"They thought I must either be an ath-

lete or a murderer or thief of some type,"

Davis said.

Carol Weymore was a teacher in Cahfornia before joining the Peace Corps.

Photo circa 196T.
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Universities ignore requirements
STANDARDS: Colleges

in Massachusetts accept

underqualified students

ByPsrtridaWen

The Boston Globe

BOSTON - Three stale colleges

and three University of

Massachusetts campuses have violat-

ed the state's new academic policies

by accepting too many freshmen who
did not meet admissions standards or

who needed remedial help, according

to a state auditor's report released

Friday.

While several schools cited in the

report denied any violations, Higher

Education Chancellor Stanley Z.

Koplik vowed to impose stiff finan-

cial penalties on schools failing to

meet the standards.

"We are not in the business of

making policy and ignoring imple-

mentation," he said. "The policy is

made for a purpose."

The report from Auditor Joseph

DeNucci looked at whether four-year

undergraduate campuses complied

with, tougher admission standards

that began in fall 1997. The audit

reflected a random sample of 10 per-

cent of each college's entering class

that fall.

The report also investigated

whether the schools followed rules on

remedial education. After many canv

puses were found to be educating

many undergraduates still struggling

with high school-level reading and

math, the state Board of Higher

Education adopted standards in 1995

to shift remedial assistance to com-

munity colleges and upgrade the qual-

ity of four-year institutions. .

Massachusetts ...

standards shifted

remedial assistance to

community colleges.

Friday F'itchburg State C ollege.

Westfield State College, and the

Massachusetts College of Liberal

Arts in North Adams were cited for

violating the 15 percent cap on the

number of "special admissions" stu-

dents admitted.

Special admissions students, who
are admitted based on potential, are

defined as those who fail to meet set

grade-point and academic criteria for

the schools, lliey also do not fit into

other specialized categories, such as

admission programs for the learning

disabled or vocational-technical stu-

dents.

The Lowell and Dartmouth cam-

puses of the University of

Massachusetts also were cited for vio-

lating the special admissions limit.

These two campuses, as well as

U Mass-Boston, were cited for violat-

ing the state mandate that no more

than 10 percent of freshman could be

enrolled in remedial reading, writing,

and math courses.

The auditor's office said it was

scheduling an audit of UMass-

Amherst.

Salem State College was cited for

violations in a previous audit, and

was excluded from Friday's report.

While some schools took issue

with the final numbers in the auditor's

report. Bob Powilatis, deputy state

auditor, said everything is based on

documents and records. "When we

say a report is official, we stand by it,"

he said. ^
Fitchburg state was the biggest

violator of the special admissions cap,

accepting 24 percent ofsuch students,

according to the auditor's report. The

school's own figures showed 15 per-

cent.

Fitchburg State spokesman

Michael Shanley said he believes

some "honest mistakes" created the

perception that the school violated

the limit. He said some students were

admitted under a program to help

those from disadvantaged socioeco-

nomic backgrounds. He said the audi-

tor look issue with the school's failure

to classify these students as "special

admissions."

Shanley said his school needs to

serve the community and also work to

raise academic levels. "We've spent a

lot of money to raise standards, but

it's not going to happen overnight,"

he said. "We can't abandon our com-

munities."

Christine McKenna, spokes-

woman for U Mass-Lowell, said she is

shocked that the auditor's final report

shows the campus violating the spe-

cial admissions cap. She said the audi-

tor's office had at one point told the

school it was in compliance.

McKenna said the school, howev-

SeeC0UiGE,page11

denn reiums lo earth atrer successful mission

Government

may take aim

at producers

of firearms

LAWSUITS: AcUon taken

against weapon makers

may be sign of new trend

By Anne E. Kornblut

The Boston Globe

BOSTON - Njuzi Ray died in an

anonymous blur of homicides.

Shot dead on a Brooklyn street in

1993, he was buried without a single

headline, and the man suspected of

pulling the trigger walked free when

a jury voted to acquit.

But five years later, the case is

going back to court.

And this time, thanks to an unex-

pected shift in the legal winds, it is

drawing widespread attention with

a new star defendant: the $2 billion

gun industry, which, like the tobac-

co industry before it, is facing a

rapidly growing number of lawsuits

nationwide.

In addition to three major civil

suits filed in recent years, the mayor

o^ New Orleans last week

announced the first lawsuit by a city

SHUTTLE: Aging senator

urges older Americans

to follow their dreams

By Marcia Dunn
The Associated Press

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla -

After a shaky reintroduction to grav-

ity, John Cilenn was "95 or 98 per-

cent back to normal" Sunday, walk-

ing briskly, telling jokes and urging

old folks to follow their dreams.

"1 feel very elated that things went

well. We got a lot of the data we were

looking to get and worked very hard

up there," NASA's 77-year-old geri-

atric test subject said his first morn-

ing back on Earth.

"Obviously, we'd like to ... go

right back up again, but that's not to

be. And so a sense of accomplish-

ment I guess I feci and a little bit of

letdown that the whole thing is over,

maybe, but nothing serious."

In his first post-llight news confer-

ence, (ilenn admitted he "didn't feel

too hot" when he stood and walked

out o'i space shuttle Discovery on

Saturday.

He was determined, though, to

join his six crewmates for the tradi-

tional walk around the shuttle.

"If I would have been on my
hands and knees I was going to do

it," said (Jlenn, who beat the oldest-

spaceman record by 16 years. "I was-

n't quite to that point, but obviously 1

was not doing my best gait out there.

1 was not disoriented, that would be

too strong a word for it. But you're

walking-very spraddle-legged so you

can keep your balance."

Even after a good night's sleep,

Glenn still was being careful Sunday

not to turn his head, which after nine

days of weightlessness would have

made him dizzy. He described it as

being "alligator headed."

Otherwise, h« looked and sound-

ed as fit as ever.

One of his much younger crew-

mates, in fact, was the only one to

come back wounded. Stephen

Robinson smacked his head when he

came barreling out of a tunnel in

weightlessness; he suffered a I -inch

gash over his right eye and the

embarrassment of iiaving to explain

it to reporters.-

(ilenn couldn't resist poking fun

at his crewmates and the fe\v hun-

dred journalists jamming the news

conference, postponed from

Saturday night*^ because his medical

tests ran so late.

Here's America's first man in

orbit complimenting his shuttle com-

mander, Curtis Brown Jr.: "I told

him last night he was almost as good

a commander as the one 1 had on my
first flight."

See GLENN, page 13

aga i nst the industry; as many as 00

mayors are threatening to follow his

lead. In Chicago. Mayor Richard

Daley may file suit as early as this

month.

Whether these cases will flop or

break the back ^^S. the powerful

firearms industry - represented in

Massachusetts by the headquarters

of one of the leading targets, Smith

& Wesson in Springfield - remains

to be seen.

But both sides agree: the suits

represent a dramatic change in the

way gun-control advocates - vic-

tims' families among them - are

fighting the industry, which for

years has faced antigun legislation

as its only threat.

"People are starting to think cre-

atively," said Tom Diaz, senior advi-

See GUN, page 7
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Accord suffers setback after suicide bombing
MIDEAST: Israeli cabinet

postpones vote to ratify

latest peace agreement

By Sari Bashi

The Associated Press

JERUSALEM With Israeli sol-

diers fanning out Sunday in search \:\'i

a" militant -islamic leader. Israel

demanded that Palestinian authori-

ties outlaw the military wings of two

radical groups.

Implementation of the new

Mideast land-for-security accord,

signed Oct. 23 in Washington, was

supposed to have begun last week.

but has hit various snags.

Most recently, Israel's Cabinet put

olTa vote to ratify the accord after a

suicide bombing Friday in Jerusalem

that killed the two assailants and

injured 21 Israelis. The radical group

Islamic Jihad claimed responsibility.

Sunday, the Israeli army set up

roadblocks, forbid residents from

leaving their homes for several hours

and carried out searches in the West

Bank village <oi Kabatiya for a leader

of the militant group.

The Israeli army said troops had

fired at a lleeing terrorist suspect

there and soldiers found a pistol and

fake Israeli identification cards in the

suspect's abandoned car.

David Bar-Illan, a top aide to

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin

Netanyahu, said Sunday that Israel

expects Palestinian leader Yasser

Arafat to formally outlaw the military

wings <!s'i Islamic Jihad and the larger

militant group Hamas.

Hassan Asfour. a senior

Palestinian official, said Hamas' mili-

tary wing, Izeddine al Qassam, and

the military wing o'i Islamic Jihad

were outlawed by the Palestinian

Authority in 1996. But Bar-Illan said

the Palestinian legislature had never

passed such a law.

The Wye memorandum states that

the Palestinian Authority "will inform

the United States fully of the actions

It has taken to outlaw all organiza-

tions (or wings of organizations, as

appropriate)"of a military, terrorist or

violent character, and their support

structure and to prevent them free-

dom oH action iii the areas under its

jurisdiction."

A Palestinian security official,

speaking on condition iW' anonymity.

said a joint meeting of Israeli and

Palestinian security officials was held

Saturday night to discuss security in

the wake of Friday's attack.

The idea of outlawing Hamas and

Islamic Jjhad was brought up in the

meeting and also proposed by

Netanyahu to Arafat during a phone

call, the official said.

'

The Palestinians said they could

ban activity by Hamas or Islamic

Jihad that endangered either Israelis

or Palestinians, but could not outlaw

them outright as political move-

*

See DISPUTE, page 13
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Speaker-hopefuls seek upper hand
WASHINGTON: Gingrich

steps down, clears way

Ibr change al GOP helm

6y Alan Fram
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - The men
who would be speaker engaged in a

frantic telephone duel for support

on Saturday, a day after Newt
Gingrich stepped down and left

shocked House Republicans

searching for a winning message.

Gingrich said he decided to

leave C\)ngress rather than "allow

the party to cannibalize itself."

On a day when Capitol Hill was

mostly empty except for tourists,

the two top contenders for

Gingrich's job feverishly worked

the phones from their offices.

Another possible candidate with-

drew from consideration.

"It's sort of like an Easter egg

hunt," said Rep. Christopher Cox,

R-Calif., one of the two leading

candidates, as he emerged briefly

from his office in a white cardigan

and brown corduroy pants. "It's

whoever gets the Easter egg first."

Down the same corridor, per-

ceived front-runner Rep. Bob
Livingston, R-La., telephoned

House Republicans to seek their

support, glued to his desk and

wearing a blue "USS Boxer" base-

ball cap for the aircraft carrier

where he once served.

"To us right now, getting votes is

more important than getting

Ttie Assoc Idled t'te'>s

House Speaker Newt Gingridi, shown at a Georgia elementary

school in 1996, has announced he will step down from his position.

press," said spokesman Mark
Corallo, explaining why Livingston

would not grant an interview.

Livingston did plan to appear on a

Sunday morning news show, how-

ever, and Cox scheduled appear-

ances on two others.

Livingston supporters, speaking

on condition of anonymity.

claimed he had more than 100 of

the 112 votes that will be needed

when House Republicans vote for

new leaders on Nov. 18. Such

pledges of support can be tenuous,

however, because the vote is by

secret ballot.

See GOP, page 10

Iraq refuses to cooperate

until oil embargo lifted

UN: Economically-unsound country would rather

lace military action than allow weapons inspectors

By Eileen Alt Powell

The Associated Press

halting cooperation with U.N.

weapons inspectors until the Security

BAGHDAD, Iraq As U.S. offi-

cials considered military action. Iraqi

ministers said Sunday they arc not

afraid of American attacks and would

not back down on their decision to

bar U.N. arms mspections.

Trade Minister Mohammed
Mehdi Saleh said Iraq has suffered

for so long under U.N. sanctions that

it has nothing to fear from new U.S.

threats.

"They will not kill in a military

strike more than they are killing with

sanctions every day," Saleh said,

referring to the U.N. Security

Council trade sanctions imposed on

Iraq after its 1990 invasion of Kuwait.

"Our country is prepared to face

any military aggression," he said.

Deputy Prime Minister Tariq Aziz

said the government was not moved

by last week's Security Council reso-

lution that held Iraq in "flagrant vio-

lation" of U.N. edicts for its decision

to stop cooperating altogether with

weapons inspectors.

'Traq adheres to its stance until the

Security Council fulfills its obligation

toward Iraq," Aziz told the official

Iraqi News Agency. He called on the

United Nations to lifi its ban on the

sale of oil - Iraq's economic mainstay

- "as a start toward the final lifting of

the whole embargo."

Iraq last month announced it was

(^tTunttil hfg i n,^ mnving tn l i ft the

embargo.

The Security Council has said the

embargo won't be lifted until U.N.

inspectors certify that Iraq has elimi-

nated its weapons of mass destruc-

tion, as required by U.N. resolutions

that ended the 1991 Ciulf-War over

the Kuwait occupation.

Iraq says the sanctions, which also

ban almost all other trade, have led to

the deaths of 1.5 million Iraqis in the

past eight years - many of them chil-

dren - by causing shortages of food

and medicine and a deterioration of

water and sewage .systems.

"We are losing 4.500 children per

month - that means nearly 60,000 per

year," Saleh said. "I don't think a mil-

itary strike would kill 60,000 children,

as sanctions are killing now."

Aziz, the most senior Iraqi ofllcial

lo comment on the latest U.N. resolu-

tion, spoke after meeting a delegation

of Irish and Scottish politicians who
said they oppose the use of force

against Iraq.

"Nothing is solved by military

action," said Tarn Dalyell, a Scottish

member of the British Parliament.

Dalyell said the delegation's

leader, former Irish Prime Minister

Albert Reynolds, planned to brief

President Clinton on the trip, adding:

SeeNUMtpagell
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U.S. may ease sanctions

on India and Pakistan

WASHINGTON - Encouraged by signs of

restraint. President Clinton plans to ease some

of the sanctions he imposed against India and

Pakistan after they carried out nuclear tests, a

senior ofilcial says. The news was welcomed

by spokesmen from both countries.

The U.S. official cited a moratorium

announced by both countries on further

nuclear testing and their promise to adhere to

the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty by

September 1999.

He also noted that the two countries have

committed themselves to strengthening export

controls on sensitive materials. In addition,,

they are discussing controls on the production

of nuclear materials, the official said Friday.

He spoke on condition of anonyfnily.

The plan to lift some sanctions against

Pakistan and India could improve chances for

curbing the two nations' nuclear weapons pro-

grams, a Pakistani official said.

"It is a very welcome step," said

Pakistani Foreign Ministry

spokesman Tariq Altaf, who was in

New Delhi, India, with a team sent by his

country for peace talks with India.

"Pakistan has always been saying the coer-

cive atmosphere should be removed." Altaf

said. "This is a good step. We welcome it."

Yeltsin returns to

Moscow after illness

MOSCOW - Russian President Boris

Yeltsin unexpectedly returned to Moscow late

Sunday, nearly a week before he was scheduled

to end his medically mandated vacation in the

southern resort town of Sochi, his press service

said.

Kremlin spokeswoman Vera Barysheva

declined tocomment on why thi president had

come back earlier thati expected. When
Yeltsin went to Sochi on Oct. 30, just over a

week ago, the Kremlin had said he

would be there two weeks to recu-

perate from exhaustion.

Yeltsin spokesman Dmitry

Yakushkin told Echo Moscow radio that

Yeltsin was feeling well and closely following

events.

"Boris Nikolayevich's state of health is

normal. He is in a good mood," Yakushkin

said.

In recent months, the 67-year-old Yeltsin

has steadily receded from public view, taking

frequent vacations and periodically checking

into government rest homes or sanitariums.

He has been described as suffering from

nothing worse than bad colds or, in the latest

case, exhaustion. But public skepticism is

growing, and Communists in the lower house

of parliament - who had firsthand experience

hiding leaders' ailments in the. Soviet period -

have begun to demand a fiitl'accOunUng ofhis

physical condition, for fear thaiii^co^ deteri-

orate further, leaiving the nation with no active

leader.

Ex-dictator says he feels

betrayed by Britain

LONDON - In his first public statement

since his arrest in London last month, former

Chilean dictator Gen. Augusto Pinochet says

he feels betrayed by Britain, a newspaper

reported.

"I am saddened that the experience of my
arrest has shaken my belief in Britain ... I did

not believe that I would be the subject of spu-

rious attempts by foreign prosecutors to con-

vict me on unproven charges," early editions

of The Sunday Times out of London quoted

Pinochet as saying in a four-page press

release. _• ' '-' ' •'-
•

'- • " • •

British police arrested the 82-ycar-old

Pinochet on Oct. 16 at the instigation of a

Spanish magistrate seeking to extradite him

on charges of genocide, terrorism and tor-

ture.
.

With reports from Bruin wire services
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Ford confesses to four murders
KILLING: Man turns self

in out of fear that he

mi^ht hurt ex-wife, son

By Jeff Barnard

The Associated Press

EURHKA -- Long-haul iruckcr'

Wayne Adam lord, who has con-

fessed to killing four women, told

authorities he turned himself in lo

prevent himself from killing his ex-

wife and leaving his cherished son an

orphan.

"He said he was ashamed of what

he was doing and his anger was most-

ly directed against his wife, and he

was getting more angry at her every

day" for keeping him from seeing

their son, Humboldt County

Coroner Frank Jager Jr. said.

"And ifhe didn't do something, he

would end up doing the same thing

to her and that wqrried him. because

ifsomething happened to her, his son

would be an orphan," Jager said

Saturday.

had sex with during his trucking

trips. Their nude bodies were all

dumped in waterways.

People who knew I'ord have said

he regularly complained that since

his separation and divorce from his

wife in Las Vegas over the past two

years, he has been frustrated in his

efforts to see their son. who turns

three next month. Their divorce

decree gave him limited visitation.

"He couldn't really give any rea-

son" for killing the victims, Jager

said. "He's got a lot of problems in

his background in relationships with

women, feelings of rejection, espe-

cially his wife. But he couldn't give

any reason."

In a three and a half-hour inter-

view with investigators just before

his arraignment Friday, Ford dis-

clt)sed the legation of the unidenti-

fied woman's head, which detectives

hope to unearth Sunday or N4onday.

.

Ford told them the head was

buried in the channel of the Mad
River, which runs near the travel

trailer where I'ord lived in Areata for

the past two years.

l-ord had kepKhem in a free/er in

his Airstream trailer in Areata for the

past year, but hid them in a hole at

the base of a tree just days jx'fore

turning himself in to authorities,

Jager said.

"He was disposing of some of

these parts in the Mad River behind

the (trailer) house." Jager said.

If the head can be found, patholo-

gists can compare it with dental

records of missing persons on file

from around the West, Jager said.

They could also reconstruct what the

victim looked like.

Saws and knives that may have

been used to dismember the victim

were also recovered from Ford's

campsite and trailer, Jager said.

Jager said he was afraid the head

may have washed out of the spot

where it was buried, but investigators

would be looking for it Sunday or

Monday.

I'ord told authorities the slayings

happened during rough sex.

"One of the things I asked him

was how many are there." Jager said.

"He said three or four, he's not sure.

Newport Beaclfs Chris Cox

to pursue GingriclYs old job

CONGRESS: RepubUcans must eleet representative

to assume hi^h-profile role of speaker of the house

Kord. J6. from Aroutu. WUB being Ju^t»r >.aid pathologintr. hope to Ht'huiiudiflloulttimGrL'oullingt i iHes-

The Associated Press

Rep. Chris Cox, a wonkish,

telegenic Orange County Republican

and onetime White House lavs'ver. is a

noted compromiser.

Newt (lingrich once said Cox is

"always looking for a .solution, not just

being against things."

Now the Harvard Law School

graduate and chairman of the CJOP

Policy Committee wants Gingrich's

old job.

He is campaigning earnestly for a

chance to become the first Californian

to hold the powerful post of House

Speaker.

Seven hours after Gingrich

announced Friday that he was step-

ping down. Cox went on CNN's
"Larry King Live" to throw his hat in

the ring.

On Saturday, he and the perceived

however, because the vote is by secret

ballot.

Cox earlier estimated that two-

thirds ofGOP members in the House

have not committed themselves to any

one candidate. He said among his sup-

porters are his fellow members of the

freshman class of 1988.

If Cox, 46, can pull out a victory,

the Newport Beach father of three will

be one of the youngest men to hold the

post. Supporters say he's also what the

GOP, which was lashed in last week's

elections, needs most - someone who
can work with the opposition.

Cox describes himself as a bridge-

builder, despite his Reagan-era cre-

dentials.

"He's soft-spoken and everyone on

both side of the aisle respects his

tremendous intellect," Rep. Dana
Rohrabacher, R-Huntington Beach,

said Saturday.
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sor at the Violence Policy Center in

Washington. "There have been sev-

eral waves of litigation against the

gun industry in the past, but the>

never got at the role of the industry.

.. There's been some inspiration

from the tobacco industry. I think

the gun case is really stronger than

the tobacco case was."

For years, gun-makers fended o{'{'

most lawsuits with relative ease, per-

suading judges to toss out product

liability cases with the industry

PEACE
From page 3

kind of jam available," Bullis said.

"After I had returned to the Stales,

going to a supermarket terrified me.

There were so many choices - too

many choices."

Davis came to similar realizations

upon the completion of his term.

"I became more aware of how
much I have and of the resources

available here," he said. "I also

became aware of how much we waste

here."

In Tocco's opinion, every

American should live in a developing

country for awhile, just to realize

what the United States offers and not

take that for granted.

According to Tocco, Moroccans
mrned worn tiros into WMtor jugs ttmf-

credo: Guns don't kill people; peo-

ple do. After all. gun-makers argued,

are car companies held responsible

for motorists who drive drunk?

That defense - like the cigarette

companies' defense that smokers

were lo blame for their own illnesses

- could be on the verge of crumbling

under new attacks by activist

lawyers and legislators, observers

say.

Rather than targeting damage
done b\ a particular aun, lawvers are

beginning to ask questions about

what the industry has done to pro-

tect the public safety, and lo market

its product responsibly, as other

He recalled a time when, while

channel surfing, he and several other

men from ihe village had happened

upon a music video featuring scantily

clad women draped suggestively over

the lead singer.

"The men turned to me and asked

if I could hook them up with an

American woman," he said. "They

had the impression that American

women were loose."

"As sexist as American men are, we

lake our views for granted, loo."

Davis continued. "That experience

forced us lo look at our own selves

and change our behavior."

Such individual changes character-

ize the scale o\' differences made in

the lives of people both here and

abroad.

"We don't go in and change the

world," Bullis said. "But because we
want tn Icjrn mi^ hclp.wr mal.c a iiif

manufacturers of other products

(beer, for example) are required to

do.

In Chicago, three families have

filed suit against a group of firearms-

makers using a negligence argu-

ment; The industry has been reckless

in Its marketing, they say. promoting

guns with gimmicks that allracl

criminals, such as fingerpnnl-resis-

lant" handguns or small weapons

that are easy lo hide.

rhal suit also argues ihal gun-

makers create a public nuisance by

Hooding the markel with handguns,

knowing that many evenlually end

up on urban streets, according lo

"How many of you would be will-

ing lo serve your country and the

cause of peace by living and working

in the developing world?" Kennedy

asked.

The response was enthusiast ic, and

the following year, Kennedy signed

the Peace Corps into existence.

Since then, thousands o\' volun-

teers have ranged an. age spectrum

from early 20s to late 80s. Ninety-

eight percent of volunteers hold a

bachelor's degree, and the remaining

two percent possess equivalent busi-

ness experience.

Volunteers can work at assign-

ments ranging from leaching English

and public health lo business advising

and environmental engineering.

Upon submitting an application, vol-

unteers may stale their work and loca-

tion preferences, though the ultimate

dai^iuM i^ left tu tiic upplicatiung

one of the attorneys, Locke
Bowman, legal director of the

MacArthur Justice Center at the

University of Chicago. Daley's law-

suit is expected to lake it- similar

approach.

"It's quite clear these gang-

bangers go to the suburbs lo buy

guns" because gun sales are banned

in Chicago, mayoral spokesman
Ji^hn Camper said. "We feel the gun

manufacturers are well aware of

this, and are serving this markel.

even though ihev're not supposed lo

be."

The extent to which the industry

IS aware of its role mav be the most

"People go when they're ready."

Tocco was one o( those who decid-

ed lo apply after working for several

years.

"I felt strange working for a corpcv

ration where [the only goal was mak-

ing money,""Tocco said. "I knew I

couldn't do that for the rest of my
life."

Davis experienced similar dissatis-

faction before he discovered the

Peace Corps option.

"I went to graduate school at USC
and found a level of arrogance there

that I wasn't prepared for," Davis

said. "It's a great school, but there's

an attitude, a level of privilege there

(that bothered me).

"I felt that as an individual, I want-

ed to give something back." Davis

said. "And after my assignment, I

came back less cynical. I learned to

ihu buauiv or

striking similarity to the tobacco

suits, analysts say, drawing compar-

isons between cigarette companies'

secret manipulation of nicotine lev-

els and gun-makers' alleged

approval of illegal gun sales.

Like cigarette companies, there's

even an inside source: Robert I.

Hass, a former head of marketing

for Smith & Wesson. Testimony by

Hass, alleging the industry's failure

to monitor illegal distribution, is

expected lo appear in the Brooklyn

case, known as Hamilton v. Accu-

Tek, which is scheduled lo go to trial

in federal court at the beginning of

next year.

lance of ihe two-year period in

accomplishing one's goals for service.

"It may not feel like a traditional

nine to five job, but cultural adapta-

tion is a huge part of the (time) com-

mitment," Bullis said. "You're expect-

ed lo assess the needs of the commu-
nity and gain the trust of the people so

projects will come out of that."

Davis cautions against joining the

Peace Corps for the wrong reasons.

"Some people need to understand

the difference between Club Med and

Peace Corps," he said. "It may be

beautiful where you are, but you're

there to work."

As Bullis said, once people's gut

feeling tells them the Peace Corps

holds something for them, "the chal-

lenge of any assignment is that you

have lo create it."

"And there aren't too many entry-

uum- Kw ihu buauiy or humuns insiaad of level Jofta oui of flolkge ihat ofTer that
held on $1 million bail in the slaying

of an unidentified woman whose

headless torso was found lloating

Oct. 26, 1997, in Ryan Slough out-

side Eureka. He was arraigned

Friday on a charge of first-degree

murder.

He has also confessed to killing

three other women he picked up and

use knife and sa<^ marks on bones

from five body parts Ford led them

to at a campsite outside nearby

Trinidad on Wednesday to match

them with the as-yet unidentified

torso. They also will use DNA analy-

sis to compare them.

Jager refused lo identify whal

body parts were found.

and dates and placing them in the

right order."

Jager said investigators from

Napa \vere interested in talking lo

I ord about one of their unsolved

cases, but he didn't expect him to be

talking to investigators any more

since he has been given a courl-

appointed attorney.

t rontTumiei, Kep. Bub Liviiig&tuii u l UN not the ll riit lime Cox has begn"

Louisiana engaged in a frantic tele-

phone duel for support from fellow

Republicans.

Livingston supporters, speaking on

condition of anonymity, said he had

80 or more of the 1 12 votes that will be

needed when House Republicans vote

for new leaders on Nov. IS. Such

pledges of support can be tenuous.

in line for a major boost to his political

career. Earlier this decade he consid-

ered a run for Senate, and he was men-

lioni,*d by several conservative publi-

cations as a possible running male for

Bob Dole in the 1996 presidential

campaign. Cox- said he sent in his

See COX, page 13

sold old cardboard boxes.

"Other countries can't afford to

throw them away like we do," he said.

Other countries^ also maintain tra-

ditional ideas regarding gender roles.

"American women have a certain

level of power because of the ability lo

-have a voice that matters." Davis said.

"In Honduras, that doesn't exist."

ference in small ways that eventually

lead to change and progress."

President John F. Kennedy may
have had precisely that philosophy in

mind when he first challenged 10,000

University of Michigan students who
had gathered at 2 a.m. to welcome

him shortly after his arrival in Ann
Arbor in October I960.

mittee.

Recent years have seen an increase

in the number of older people apply-

ing for assignments. Currently, the

oldest volunteer is 76.

"We have volunteers who had

served in the 1960s, came back and

had families, and are now ready for

another assignment," Bullis said.

the negative part."

Thus, volunteers like Davis, Tocco

and Bullis join the ranks of those who
forgo the comforts of home for two

years of adventure and service

abroad.

Bullis acknowledged the concern

many students have with the lime

commitment, but stressed the impor-

kind of responsibility," she added.

"A lot of people are really afraid to

give up family and material com-

forts," Tocco said.

"There are bad times and there are

problems," Tocco said. "But all I can

say is that at the end of two years,

you're getting 20 times more in

return."

GAUVAPPUS

I
I II * li ft

Reg. $l,19/lb.

Your
Vill^e

Grocer

Sprite & Diet Sprite

24*/2 liter*
2 liter bottles *w/550 in-store coupon Limit 4

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi & iVItn. Dew

2 Liter Bottle.

$1.88
6pk-12oz. cans

Bounty
Hand Towels

99«
(^ Reg $1.39 ea.

Tropicana
Pure Premium Orange JUice

(not from concentrate)

• Original

• Homestyie

64 OZ. Umit 4 Reg $3.39

Langers Filtered Apple Juice

64 OZ.

39
Reg. $2.39

SparWetts
M. . MOONTAIN SPfMNQ WATERMOONTAIN SPfMNQ WATER

• CRYSTAL FRESH DRINKING WATER

69
1 Gallon

Miller Genuine Draft

18pk 12 OZ. Bottles Reg. $11.99

Yoplait Yogurt
"^ 11 varieties

6oz. Reg 890 ea.

jU

Call to reserve Shalcey's private

party room upstairs for your

meetings, fund raisers, etc...

We accept
Debit cards
_^^A I .v..I

io^.c•^^'J| •,,,,l^

JSiL
r ^ ^
Most*. Card

^

Sun-Thurs
till 1 :00 am

Fri-Sat
till 2:OOam

BRUIN
MEAL DlAt

2 Slices of Pizza and

1/2 order Mojo and S
alad Bar, with all you can
drink beverage bar

824-411
1114 Gayley Ave.
Westwood Village

) ) /

/

FREE DRINK W/ ANY
BUFFET PURCHASE W/

UCLA STUDENT ID
'

Dine in or varr\ out only

( cJ\
'•1

^

J\

-/-

—

•>:

S\ ^ J

J 1
J

6 pk - 12 OZ. Bottles Reg. $5.99

VISA I Open *til Midnight
J.JJ-'JtJl»W» »»'

at 1057 Gayley Ave. 209-1111 MasterCard^

SHAKEY'S
COMBINATION

^$13.8!

J y
.^'\

Any medium one topping
pizza plus mojo potatoes,
and your choice of:

• 4 pieces chicken or
• New Gourmet sandwich
or

• 5 nieces of fish or
• lO Buffalo wines or
• Pasta & Salad

4gSi^$9

PIZZA
SPECIALS

Any large 3

topping pizza

or any Specialty Pizza

(save over $5)

• Specialties include Vegetarian, Shahey's Special.

Brutn Deluxe and BBQ Chicken
• Thin crust, hand tossed, or deep dish pan pizza at

no extra chargew —

ONE
MEDIUM
ONE
TOPPING
PIZZA

2 medium one topping
only $1 1 .98 (save over $5)

BUY 1 6ET

1

FREE
Sunday, Monday,

Tuesday 2 for 1

Special*

Buy any large Pizza

at regular price

and get the

2nd for

Free

* good
all day

m » • "«
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all you need

is on sale

until Nov. 151

Savings for

Ryan meets up with Irlends

wearing a polar ileece jacket

and tear away nylon pants

by Bussell Athletic.

\/<L Zip jacket i59.99

tear avva, pantij il9.99

Tom likes hanging out in a

classic ski sweater by

X-'treme Gear and cargo pants

l>y Mli*kQn£.

•vveater i^9.99

cargo pantLi ^39.99

Brian takes a break between

classes in a vest by Union Bay

and Levi's 5OL je»ns»

vpot i^7.99

i.evi ii i54.99

/»

a V e (LO ''/ oil all

Airwalk casual shoes

(j) Fast Track
JlO.<?06.0616

20-30% savings on

Calvin Klein

»>*>;

^^^^^^^^
^/is^/r) 'm^^^

oil entire stock ol

Calvin Klein underwear

Daily Bruin News Monday, November 9, 1998

this season's best fasliions?

Students

^.\^

Oil entire

Quiksilver collection lor men

:9R=JT

in Fast Track

Savings for
WOLlEi:

Heather wears a luzzy short

sleeve shell and cardigan by

Byer and double side slit skirt

by Qu rrantDi —
^hell 14.99

cardigan 19.99

i;ikirt 1^.99

Melanie takes note ol great

savings on a vintage tweed

blazer by House ol Blue,

t-shirt by Relerence Point

and Levi's jeans.

jacket 12.99

t-shirt 12.99

Levi s (501, 517, 550)

Jessica wears a chenille

sweater by Relesrencc^^qint and

cargo pants by Z.Cavaricc i>

;jweater il9.99

cargo pantj i^9.99i

•Don't lorget this

added discount!

Calvin Klein

,* •'•*.••' • •»""•#• • •

•.-, -*v. "

oil entire stock

ol SkecherB shoes

*10^ oft •xoluA«« CIiBi«u«, lr«craao«« •»< on* day •!•

ave \^ off entire stock of

Esprit apparel, wallets and bags

av^ off entire stock

of Calvin Klein intimate

a

open c1.^ilv wwvr^.ucUislof'

iw >.
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GOP
From page 5

The next Congress will have 223

Republicans, 211 Democrats and one

independent who usually votes with

Democrats.

Livingston got a boost when

House Whip Tom DeLay. R-Texas,

announced he would support his

quest for speaker. DeLay, the No. 3

House Republican, is considered the

safest of the top four House leaders

and is the only one not now being

challenged.

Gingrich, meanwhile, spoke pub-

licly for the first time since the aston-

ishing announcement Friday evening

that his meteoric 20-year House

career - including four frenzied years

as speaker - was over.

"As a practical matter for me la*

stay in the House would make it

impossible for a new leader to learn,

to grow, to do what they have to do,"

Gingrich said outside his home in

Marietta, Ga. He will resign not just

his speakership but also his seal in

Congress, he said.

Gingrich's decision came just days

after House Republicans saw their

majority reduced to the pomt that

just six defections by GOP lawmak-

ers would cost them defeats, instead

of the 11-vote margin they have had.

Not long ago. party leaders had

hoped to win 30 to 40 seats.

Since then, the GOP has been con-

vulsed with infighting over who was

to blame, with most fingers pointed at

the current House leaders.

Gingrich urged the GOP to unite,

saying. "The prospect of Al Ciore as

president and a Democratic

Congress should be enough to focus

every Republican in the country."

Among those Livingston phoned

was Rep. Vito Fossella, a 32-year old

Slaten island. N.Y.. conservative just

elected to his first full House term.

Fossella said he would probably sup-

port Livingston.

"I don't see anyone else who could

bring the party together and stress

what the party should be about: tax

cuts, stressing individual freedom,

and making the government smaller

and more efficient," Fossella said.

But Livingston, whose committee

writes annual spending bills worth

more than a third of the federal bud-

get, is a target of some conservatives

unhappy with the projects those mea-

sures often contain.

Conservative Rep. David

Mcintosh. R-ind.. said Livingston

would appeal to the GOP's "older

style of lawmaker ... the pork cau-

cus." adding, "i think he would lead

us back mto the minority."

Mcintosh said he would back Cox.

who he said stands for "balancing the

budget and the Reaganite agenda."

Also considering a run at the

speakership was GOP Rep. James

Talent o( Missouri, 42. the chairman

o\' the House Small Business

Committee and a three-term House

veteran who gets along with conserv-

atives and moderates alike. Talent

also planned to appear on a Sunday

news show.

See GOP, page 11

w
BKi
BLUE
BUS

You ore invited to attend o Community
Meeting held by Santo Monica's Big Blue Bus.

Time/Location:

Tomorrow, Tuesday November 1 0, 1 998, from

~3;00-4:30pftnn Kerckhoff Hail Room I
407~

This meeting is intended to give you on opportunity

to shore your thoughts about Big Blue Bus service.

Big Blue Bus staff will review recent service

improvements and discuss future plans,

Come and hear about what the Big Blue Bus is

doing and shore your thoughts and ideas!

Your input is valuable!

Ill Student Welfare Commission's

NEWSLETTER
COMMITTEE
RECRUITMENT

Positions needed:

Editor in Chief,

Writers,

Photographers, -

More
Positions

needed:

Columnists,

Editors,

etc!

Interested in a working for a

Health and Wellness Newsletter?

Want to be involved in student government .^

Then, pick up applications at Kerckhoff 404A!

If you have any questuions.

call SWC at (310) 825-7586,

or visit our website at:

http://students.asucla.ucla.edu/SWC

STUDENTS —

.

ASSOCIATION

COUNCIL 2

ADVERTISE IN
CLASSIFIED LINE

CALL: (310)825-2221

*AW"VWiPW ^F^F^^F"P^^P^F^^

5oc2 bcverlij riills Acne okin Care Clinic

15 Years ol Lxpcrience

31. suffered from an extreme case of

acne. I went to over 4 different

dermatologists, a couple skin care

clinics, and taken 6 numerous types of
<i^'
>ore

medicattons, both orally and topicftlly,

but none has worked as well as Beverly

Hills Acne-Skin Clinic. After several

months of treatment , there has been a

noticeable change in the condition of

my skin. I have received many
compliments to the change in my face

after the treatments. It has changed my
self-confidence, because before I was

very self-conscious about my skin.

Eliza

UCLA College Student, Sophomore

Acne-A Treatable

Upamatic Kesulls in 1 IVlonm
920 S. Potcrlson BU. #6

(310) im-VTbl

^ ' r

!

sA V

sA V

wm ^SB

o HAPPINESS IS BEING o A
CALIFORNIA rCA97i

A BRUIN ALUM
Dear UCLA Students and Staff:

It has been a pleasure servingyour vision care needs

for over 25 years in the village. Pliase take advantage

ofthese great offers listed below.

.

.

C/VCIA Graduate 1967

$99 CONTACT LENSES & EXAM "SPECIAL"

Includes eye exam, fitting, follow-up, and two pair of

Bausch & Lomb daily or extended wear soft contacts.

$99 EYEGLASSES & EXAM "SPECIAL"

Includes lenses and frames from our special selection

(most Rxs) and eye exam.

IF YOU HAVE UCm VISION CARE INSURANCE:
• We gladly accept your insurance
• We get the forms for you • just call us.
• Same day appointments available.
• We are experts in showing you how to maximize your

benefits
• Terrific eyewear and contact lens selection

IF YOU DON'T HAVE VISION CARE INSURANCE:
Take advantage of the specials, or we'll still give you 10%
oft on any non-advertised rtems.

— Village Eyes Optometry

==- Jon D.VbQel, O.D.
mZZ- ^--^ _:iiz^ » professonal corporatjcjn

310 208-3011
igro&xi floor of Momy'f BuNdng • acfots (rom Wt«M>ouJ Brawery

ViMdMtd pwlong • 8t hiMt EapiAot

GOP
From page 10

House Ways and Means
Chairman Bill Archer. R-Texas.

dropped out of the race, saying he

believed he could win but didn't wiuil

to run for personal reasons.

"I have been through one o\' the

most emotional days of my life. " said

Archer. 70. a 2S-year House veteran

who has said he will leave Congress

after his next twivyear term.

Gingrich plans to deliver a speech

Monday evening in Washington to

CiOPAC, the Republican fund-rais-

Daily Bruin News Monday, November 9, 1998 11

mg group that he once headed and

that aided his own rise to power.

Gingrich, who also planned to

travel to Pennsylvania to visit his

mother, said he was examining the

legalities of resigning from the

House. He is expected to leave before

the new Congress is sworn in Jan. 6.

The outgoing speaker received

telephone calls at his home Saturday

from top Republicans, said spokes-

woman Christina Martin, including

former President Bush and his son.

Texas Gov. (jeorge W. Bush- Former

Senate Majority Leadei Bob Dole o\'

Kansas began a call by saying.

'You're a great man.'" she said.

IRAQ
From page 5

"1 hope it does some good."

The United States and Britain have

threatened military action to force

Baghdad to allow U.N. weapons
inspections to resume.

On Sunday. Clinton was meeting

at the Camp David presidential

retreat with Defense Secretary

William Cohen, who just completed a

tour o[' the Ciulf. and National

Security Adviser Sandy Berger, who
consulted last week with Britain and

France.

COLLEGE
From page 4

cr, does not dispute the auditor's

calculation that it violated the reme-

dial education limitation. The audi-

tor found that 20 percent of the

freshman class was enrolled in

remedial courses.

At West field State. James

Stakenas. executive assistant to the

president, said a data-reporting

error explains why the auditor

found the school in \iolation of the

special admissions cap. I le said be

is confident his college ultimately

will not be penalized.

The penalties for colleges out of

compliance could be hefty, if the

sanctions ILoplik plans to propose

to the Board of Higher Education

are approved.

Koplik said offending schools

could lose state appropriation

funds for every freshman admitted

who dcx's not meet the new stan-

dards. He said schools get about

$2,500 in state funds for each stu-

dent. He said he also will propose to

bar any school from applying for

performance-improvement grants

if it is found in violation of the stan-

dards.

William Chen M.D., FACS
Asian
Eyelid

Surgery

www.asianeyeli(l.(om

Call for free brochure, 1-800-beauty I

f0^ p^ 6» |6bI& «!& «bI& ^S& ^0 O^ ^^ ^b 6Sb ^a^

m

liiyjlt#liyii)i)il
DRIVING & TRAFFIC SCHOOL

$20
Special Student and Staff Discount ijj^,

Traffic School on Weekdays & Saturdays W
1 093 Broxton Ave. #2 1 8 (3 1 0) 208-3333 ]8ft
in Wesrwood Village, above the Wherehouse 'l^^l

IM) liiMllMl lAL'^i 'im ^!^ Hi!^ (m li!M) IMI tei iSi ii

WIN A FREE TICKET TO

AUSTRALIA

if your last name begins with the letter M - R, you MUST take your senior

portrait before November 13. Call today to make an appointment.

« r II
I". '

^ -f^'-^/*?:^
••

Conie to the
OZ OPEN HOUSE
November 17, 7:30 pm

824-1574
920 Westwood Blvd.

Oz is THE place for travel adventure!

WE'LL TELL YOU ALL ABOUT:

Travel Packages, Bus Passes

Adventure Tours, Work Programs,

and much more!

CST #101 7560 60

«iy/'i»

APvawruKa rm.mmromr wtwcmul

A.jcL^r^ '^ AIR NEW ZEALAND ^^ T^Y^^/\iASiy^CUUtK W.LCOH. i..Oi..D ••ALLY WtV» btM ttMIV.

BOOK YUuH TlCKtlb Ur^-LIM

www.statravel.com

flight!

What are med
I I—i^i^—M.^^^^^M^—^"

schools really

looking for?

Increase your chance for admissions success!

Don't miss Tom Taylor
• Former chair of the Committee on

Admissions for the Association of American

Medical Colleges.

• Former med school admissions director with

over 30 years experience.

Tuesday , November 10th
6:00 pm

UCLA Knudsen Hall, Room 1240B

-sponsored by -

KAPLAN
1-lll-KAPTEST

www.kaplafi.com
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New R
new

inspired, intelligent, and deserving of attention

FICTION

''iyytl,

mi

ProbablUty 1 If A Lfon Could Talk

Why There Must Be Intelligent Animal Intelligence and the

Life in the Universe Evolution of Consciousness

Am/'r 0, Aael Stephen Budiansky

$22.00 $25.00

The 48 Laws of Powtr

Robert Greene

$24.95

0)1 engage your mind
p ^. T> r -«

A\cni;\iji\ or
c\^^\s AiM^ Till

Isaiah

Berlin
ot .'«1A^^|^|)

onardo's HounUIn of CUms Tha Proptr Study of Mankind Visual InttlUganct
d tht CMtt of Worms An Anthology of Essays How We Create What We See

Isaiah Berlin Donald D. Hoffman
Teg. price: $35.00 reg price:$29.95

Essays on Natural History

Stephen Jay Gould

reg price: $25.00

SUPfR Ois(ouiit

our price: $17.50

SUPER Dis((,unt

our prict: $24.50

SUPER Discount

our price: $20.96

Books the campus will be talking about ...

i*—^•.'—"^^Nf^i"^!**—

^

Save 207o off ALL Hardcover Fiction EVERYDAY

A life for a Life

Ernest Hill

reg. price: $23.00

SUPER Oistount

our price: $18.40

Cereus Blooms at Night

Shani Mootoo

reg. price: $23.00

SUPER Disiount

our price: $18.40

Waltzing the Cat

Pam Houston

reg price: $23.95

SUPER Discount

our price: $19.16

NY & LA Times
Hardcover Best Sellers

Fiction and Non Fiction

(updattd wtokly)

© UCLfl BookZone
il0,?06 i.041

lu Udlle Commons

ADMINISTRATORS WANTED
A number of positions in the administration are currently open or filled by Interim

appointments. Searches for the following positions wiH soon yield pemiancnt

appointments.

Position Who holds the offices Status of

on interim basis search

Vice Chancellor

External Affairs

Vice Chancellor Budget

and Finance

Assistant Vice

Chancellor University

Communications

Assistant Vice

Chancellor

Government and

Community Relations

Assistant Vice

Chancellor Finance

and Information

Dean of the Anderson

School

Dean of Graduate

School of Education

and Information

Studies

Chief Information

Officer

Sower U(IA PuMk Information Office

Michael Eicher

Open

Tobi Inlender

Keith Parker

Determining search

process

Interviewing

Gndidates

In final discussions

Position just opened

George Letteney

John Marner

Harold Levine

open

Appointment expected

early 1999

Search process

i
ongoing

Early stages of search

committee

Definif^ position

JOHN SUEHIRO/Daily Brum

VACANCIES
Fmmp«igt! l :

The single administrator will be

charged with organizing the current

The office as it is curreiitly titled has

never been filled, but it used to be

vice chancellor of academic planning

and budget. When academic plan-

ning shifted to the excmiivc vice

I lianccllor and the chancellor, the

old position was transformed to a

purely financial role.

• "We're looking for a finance per-

son rather than an academic,"

C'arnesale said.

The search committee is inter-

viewing candidates, and an appoint-

ment should be made soon, accord-

ing to Carnesale.

The last open position hasn't even

been defined yet. Executive Vice

Chancellor Rory Hume is currently

getting input on creating the position

of chief information officer - an

associate vice chancellor - who
should be appointed by the end of the

academic year to manage technology

issues on campus.

Carnesale said such a position is

necessary because "information

technology has become such an

important part o\' the infrastructure

of the university."

informuilon technology offices to

take advantage of any "synergies."

In his first year at UCLA,
Carnesale made four permanent

appointments, and all of ihc

appoin»''t^»; vvcrc from within UCLA.
"I'd be surprised if all the (future)

appointments were from UCLA,"
Carnesale said.

Yet, having candidates from

UCLA is not necessarily a disadvan-

tage.

"UCLA is a large university and

there are a lot of talented people

here. We don't want to discriminate

against the people here," Carnesale

added.

For the interim appointments,

besides some added work, there is

also the challenge of stepping into a

position for only a short time.

"You're more conservative in the

way you manage," Letteney said.

Parker agreed, citing the quick-

ness with which an interim appointee

must learn the issues and responsibil-

ities of the position.

"The biggest thing about an inter-

im appointment is supporting the

department staff in terms of their

ongoing work," Parker said.

op**!! dailv w^w.udastore. ucld.edu

Why
Bruinlife?

bruinlife-YEARBOOK
With ^ national championship fixHball ink* in tiic

future, an cxpancloci graduate .sedion, Ix'tter spKms

coverage, anti award winning design, you'll want a

Baiinlife Yearl'KK)k to reinemlxT this vear

DISPUTE
From page 5

ments.

Ahmed Qureia. speaker of the

Palestinian Legislative Council, said

Israel had no right to hinge imple-

mentation o\' the agreement on out-

lawing the terrorist groups.

"It's not up to them to decide." he

said.

I'riday's bombing led to finger-

pointing by both sides. Israel said it

showed Arafat's crackdown on ter-

rorists had not been sweeping

enough.

The Palestinians, however, have

accused Israel of at least partial secu-

rity responsibility for the attack,

because both attackers came from

Israeli-controlled areas, and had

recently served time in Israeli jails.

Israel as a rule is harshly critical o\'

-Xhc Palestinian Authority's security

dTorts when attackers come from

GLENN
From page 4

And when a camera tripod came

crashing down just as Cilenn was

explaining what it was like readjust-

ing to gravity, he crackc'd: "This is the

dangerous part."
* Cilenn said before heading to

Johnson Space Center in Houston

for a welcome-back ceremony and

Ihnr mori* wrrks of mrdiral iiMs

Pali;stinian-controlled areas or have

been released from Palestinian pris-

ons.

On Sunday. Palestinian Justice

Minister Freih Abu-Medein accused

Netanyahu of using the blast as a pre-

text for delaying implementation of

the peace accord.

"This attack is a gifi to Mr.

Netanyahu." Abu-Medein said. "All

the time he is praying to CJod to help

him ... to escape from the agree-

ment."

I nder the accord. Israel is to hand

over another 13 percent of the terri-

tory in the West Bank to the

Palestinians in exchange for various

security steps.

Israeli Defense Minister Yil/hak

Mordechai predicted Sunday that the

Israeli Cabinet would ratify the

agreement in coming days. "I esti-

mate that the government will meet

this week and wil^accept the decision

of liie majority (in favor of the agree-

ment)," he said.

lion; "Old folks have ambitions and

dreams, too. like everybody else and

why don't they work for ihem' Why
don't they go for il? Don't sit on a

couch someplace, that's my atti-

tude."

As for his own aspirations now
that he's back once more from space,

the retiring Ohio senator said he

doesn't have any big plans other than

to work with students at his alma

mater. Muskingum College, and at

Ohio Slate Llnivcr^ilv.

that his shuttle mission was every bit

as satisfying as his history-making

ride aboard Friendship 7 back in

1962.

"I got great satisfaction the first

lime out of just being up there and

being the first one to do this for our

country." he said. "And here I am all

these years later."

He had a message for his genera-

COX
From page 6

resume. However, Jack Kemp got the

slot.

Rohrabacher said Cox has a softer

tone than Ciingrich.

"(Cox) is principled but not abra-

sive," he said. "Unfortunately. Newt

was a bit abrasive at times. Newt was

.villainized ... and they didn't just blast

his agenda, they made him into the

devil incarnate. This hurl him. hurt his

effectiveness Iremendouslv."

"In the coming two years. I plan lo

work together with all of my col-

leagues for the good of the House, the

There will be no more space

nights. Cilenn promised, "unless

there's some rising demand that I go

back up again." His wife. Annie,

already has put her foot down.

"We've been married a long lime,

next April will be 56 years," he said,

"She's been through an awful lot. I

owe her a little consideration at this

point in life. I think."

good of the institution, and the good

of the country, to produce spectacular

legislation." Cox said in a Friday

statement.

The Minnesota native was elected

to Congress for the first time in 1988.

He had recently moved to Orange

County from Washington D.C.,

where for two years he was senior

associate counsel to another

Californian, President Ronald

Reagan
, i ,

-,
i

I le speaks fluent Ri'ssian and was a

corporate lawyer and Harvard lectur-

er. He graduated from the University

of Southern California in 197.^ and

earned his law degree and an MBA
from Harvard University.

Is yourcampus group lacking

members? YourMure members
read the Daily Bniin! Reach them

byadverbsing wHh us.

r2063060
Classified 825 2221

i-i^r^''
'

S^

Joe Bruin
looking for

his place

'*u

•il.
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Palm Pilot III

You've Got to
See It to

Believe It

Palm Pilot III

DEMONSTRATION
at the Grand Staircase, UCLA Store, B-Level

TUESDAY, Nov. 10J0am-4pm
WEDNESDAY. Nov. 11. 10am-4pm

All Palm Pitots:

• Complete Pocket and Desktop

Organizer

• One-touch syrtchronization w/PC

Windows Compatibility

• Measures 4.7" x 3.2" x 0.7",

weighs 5.7 02.

• 160x160 pixel display, includes

Pilot Stylus

• Backlit for viewing in low light

• Modem Add on Capability

• 8-12 weeks battery life w/ 2AAA

batteries (included)

• Includes RS-232 9-Pin connector

and 25-pin adapter for

PC Connectivity

• Pilot ROM Applications: Date

Book, Address Book, To Do List,

Memo Pad, Calculator, Security,

and HotSync; Palm Pilot III and

Pro also include e-mail and

expense tracking

• Mac Compatibility requires

Pilot Mac Pac

Palm OS 3.0

Built-in Infrared for data transfer
with another Palm HI
Record capacity:

• 6000 Addresses

• 5 Yrs. of Appointments
• 1500 To-Do-Items

• 1500 Memos
• 200 E-mails

Also available:

PaltT^llot Professional

Record capacity:

• 4000 Addresses

• 2400 Appointments

• 750 To-Do-Items

• 750 Memos

• 100 E-mails

Rwtrictions and Payment Poticiw: Hardwire ij available only to UCLA students, selected UCLA Extension students, UCLA faculty, UCLA staff and UCLA

departments. Extension students should inquire at the Computer Store regarding eligibility. UCLA Computer Store price requires payment by currency, cjshitr's

checit. Of University Credit Union Withdrawal Checii made payable to The UCLA Store. VISA, MasterCart, and Discover are also accepted. Personal checks are

accepted up to i 1,000. Money orders are not accepted. Saks tax will be added to listed prices.

® CompulGr Store
310. 8?^.. 69^.?

vi^;
opt>n drfilv vvwv
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Healthy Men Needed!

The Harbor-UCLA Research and Education

Institute in Torrance needs healthy men ages

18 - 50 for a study of a potentially long-

acting, reversible, male contraceptive, as well

as a study measuring the effects of a new

medication on sperm production, and the

prevention of hair loss.

Participants in these studies will receive

financial compensation, along with a free

physical and medical history.

For more information, call

31 0/222-81 91

RESEARCH \ND

EDUaTlONINSTniTE

Harbor-UCLA Research and Education Institute

1 124 W. Carson Street, Torrance, CA 90502

Terrace Food Court, 1st Roor Ackerman |

Mon-Thurs 9am-7:30pm; Fri 9am-6pm |

50C Off
Any Pre^^el a^ Ve^^er§~
canno^ ix cormhintd ^i(h. any ot^tr offtr, Eicjiirts \\l\3l^

DESTHUIiHNTS,'

FOOD
From page 1

Wildes said. "The thinking now is

that it is not food-related. It's some

sort of a viral infection."

Additionally, there was no one single

food that all the sick students ate.

Many sick students, however, said

their doctors told them it was food

poisoning.

Wildes said laboratory tests to

determine the source of the illnesses

are already under way, and results

will be back in a few days.

According to people who were at

the hospital's emergency room
Tuesday night, there were at least 1

1

people in the waiting room with food

poisoning symptoms

Students reported many symp-

toms, including vomiting, nausea,

diarrhea, fevers and headaches. In

addition to Hill, several students who
had eaten Tuesday night in Stouffer

Duimg Commons and Class of 1920

Commons said they had gotten

severely ill in the 24 hours following

dinner.

Officials at Dining Services

refused to comment, referring calls

to Wildes.

Wildes said several students who
had not eaten at the dining halls also

reported similar symptoms, which he

cited as evidence that the illnesses

were not from food poisoning.

Most of the sick students seem to

have been from Hill, where resident

Andy Schaps, a third-year engineer

ing student, said up to 50 Hill resi-

dents were showing symptoms of

food-poisoning, though not all had

gone to the hospital.

There were several

confirmed cases (of

student illnesses).

Hill Faculty Master James

O'Donnell said many students in his

residence had become sick, but he

had not received an exact count. Hill

House Dean Tracy Feld also sent an

e-mail to all 540 residents urging stu-

dents who felt sick to seek medical

attention.

One Hill resident who fell victim

to the malady, sophomore Seth

Scanlon, said doctors told him that

"dozens and dozens" of students

came in throughout the night com-

plaining of similar symptoms.

Several graduate associates at Hill

confirmed that many students in

their suites had been hospitalized.

Scanlon said he was feeling nau-

seous and threw up for two hours

before he decided to go to the hospi-

tal.

Once there, doctors gave him

antibiotics and an intravenous saline

solution to hydrate him. He stayed in

the ER for more than 12 hours.

Other students reported similar

treatment.

"It was pretty bad," Scanlon said.

"I didn't think I could keep anything

down."

Another Hill House resident, who

requested anonymity, said she was

"in excruciating pain" and was

throwing up for two hours.

Scanlon said the doctors hiid

ordered him to stay away from solid

fotKls for 24 hours, and then to slick

with bland foods like rice or apple-

sauce for several days.

In addition to the students from

Hill, there were several confirmed

cases m the Quadrangle and the high

rises. -,. '

'
'

' ''' ^' '' •''--'•

Second-year student Nick Kruse.

a Hill resident, said he went to

Student Health yesterday morning

and saw several other students with

similar symptoms

During his four-hour slay, more

'and more students were arriving and

several additional doctors shifted up

to handle the tide. Kruse said

Daily Bruin News

CONFERENCE
From page 1

enced organizers and activists.

"It's a networking of students who
have been organizing and addressing

issues on campus," Geyer said. 'They

can bring the knowledge back to rheir

organizations."

• The workshop began Iriday night

with a session explaining power rela-

tions that affect students.

For example, all voting students

can wield electoral power over their

governors, members of Congress and

senators. They may also be able to

exercise consumer power over corpo

rations and disruptive power by strik-

ing or holding demonstrations.

Workshop leaders also pointed out

power relations in colleges and univer-

sities. While administrators may hold

powerful positions above students,

students can affect enrollment num-

bers, fund raising and may interfere

with the careers of administrators.

The second day of the workshop

dealt with how to channel this per-

ceived power to reach an organiza-

tion's goal.

"It's important to show your power

in the most effective way you can,"

Perez said.

Students learned the specifics of

grassroots organizing, ranging from

how to set goals for an organization to

tactics that can be used to get what

they want.

Speakers emphasized the impor-

tance of focusing organizational

efforts un a specific tuigei, nut laige
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group or a broadly defined goal.

For example, instead of targeting

the UC Board of Regents as a whole,

organizers need to target a specific

regent to meet their demands, said

Perez.

In addition, speakers said the same

tactics don't work in every situation.

For example, while storming the chan-

cellor's office may be effective at one

university, it may not work at another.

Students may have recalled last

year's affirmative action protests,

when protesting students took over

Murphy Hall and. a few weeks later.

Royce Hall. The protests sought to

pressure the chancellor to defy

Proposition 209, which ended affir-

mative action policies in California.

But. workshop leader Aisha

Anderson said on her campus (the

University of Pittsburgh), the school's

code of conduct specifically prohibits

student takeover of buildings, and stu-

dents can be expelled for doing so.

"You need to take into considera-

tion the legal and other conse-

quences," Perez said.

Some students in the workshop

said they learned more than they

would in a classroom.

"What they teach us is not out of a

book," said Dawn Philip, a third-year

women's studies and political science

student and USAC external vice-pres-

ident staff member.

"These techniques have been time-

tested by activists," Philip said.

GROW was developed in 1985 by

the United States Students

Association (USSA), a national stu-

dent lobbying group based in

Washington, D.C.

Back then, USSA leaders attended

a five-day conference similar to

GROW, and wanted to pass on the

knowledge to student organizers by

turning it into a weekend-long event

so more students could participate.

Now, (jROW workshops are held

at colleges and universities across the

nation.

The original five-day workshop

was formulated bv the Midwest

Academy, a national training center

for grassroots activists and organiz-

ers.

This weekend's workshop attract-

ed not i>nly UCLA student leaders,

but activists from I 'SC and U( Santa

Barbara as well

"All o\ us are students v\orking on

common issues, regardless of school

or organization," said USA( presi-

dent Stacv I ec

.MurUct Leader VoiccNet OKere Gteul Forciijn Hult

Th» Wall Slf.-i loumal s Smort M, lu'r Mti

Announciiig Tlie World's
Lowest CaUing Card Rales,
From The BeslCalliiig Card

In America.
17.5c A Minute Anywhere In The US. Anytime.

If you're not using VoiceNet, you're getUng npped oil. Other cards, including
prepaid and "discount" cards, charge up to three to eight times our rates '.vith

no better quality.

The Best International Rates.

VoiceNet's rate trom the UK to

the US is less than AT&Ts from

New York to New Jersey.

Worldwide Six-Second Billing

And No Surcharge.

While the other cards over-

charge by rounding calls up
to the next minute, VoiceNet

rounds in precise six-second

increments after the first 30

seconds for added savings.

VoiceNet charges no per call fees, unlike the other cords that charge between
8Cte to $3.50 per call. Also, VoiceNet has no monthly fees or mimmums.

No Other Card's Quality.

Rotes And Service Even C<xnes Close.

99*''o of the people who start wiuh VoiceNet stay

with VoiceNet. That speaks volumes about
VoiceNet's quality, rates and service.

CaU Now And Sign Up

74-0962

Minulfis VoissMfit AUrSjitinl'MCl'
1

% us to us 9c $125 $1.19

3% US to US $0.61 S245 $2 09

Z'h US to UK $0.96 S1058 S7 36

4*^ US to Germany $1.63 $1155 $8 85

4V: US to Japan $2.21 $1380 $10 25

'/, UK to US $0.14 $4 96 $4 44

3Vt UK to US $0.96 $9.47 $8.79

47} Japan to US $4.32 $1199 $11.97
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You Are What You Eat Bars

;.
Peanut Butter

> Apple Cinnamon
': Chocolate Fudge

i Blueberry Almond

Your Choice!

No Other Cord Sovas You So Much.

oiceNet
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: I I

I
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TASTING
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Hill Top Shop North Campus Shop

Lu Valle Commons. Health Sciences Store open daily
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www.uclastore.ucla.edu
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in the Bruinlife Yearbook!

Last names beginning with |S

Book Now!
And save $34!^
Schedule your portrait sitting during the periods

listed below, and recehre these bonuses:

• A set of proofs to keep ($6 value)

• An extra set of proofs sent to parents ($6 value)

• 10% off any portrait package (up to $10 value,

depending on package)

• 10% off on our popular graduation frame ($4.95 value)

• 50% off the sitting fee ($7.50 value)

PLUS if you purchase your Bruinlife Yearbook at the

time of your portrait sitting, you'll also get $8 off the

price of the yearbook.

V)00^

Last names beginning with

M, N, 0, P, Q, R

S, T, U, V, W, X, Y, Z

WiU be phlMraphed

Nov. 2 through Nov. 13

Nov. 16 through Dec. 4

I

To make your portrait appointment, stop by Campus Photo Studio/ Graduatkm Etc. kx:ated

^~on A-Level Ackerman Unkm or cal 310-206-8433 (exL 68433 on campus).

Campus Photo/Gradudtion Etc
310.206.8^33

open daily ^w^.uclast
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VIEWPOINT
Tomorrow

Stay put here in

Los Angeles, because

it's hard to think

straight in Las Vegas.

viewpoint@media.ucla.edu

Getting a blow job does not mean 'I want you'
FAIRNESS: Most modern women

dislike antiquated, ehauvinislic

ideals of correct female behavior

For the past three years, I have searched

in vain for a "UCLA MOM" sweatshirt

without flowers on it Apparently, the

Associated Students of UCLA thinks that all

moms like (lowers. Sure, women might like to

smell them, but does that mean they like to

wear them? I like the smell of brownies, too,

but I wouldn't wear a brownie-patterned dress.

Yet every Mother's Day, the student store

brims with "UCLA MOM" shirts, even pots

complete with gardening tools and seeds. Who
has time to lounge around and garden? And
why do they assume it's women? Not all moms
are flower moms - mine

used to be a flower child.

Now, she's lucky if she

gets out to water the roses

once a month. My little

brother does it for her.—For ccnturicit. women
have been associated with

flowers: frail, sweet, blow-

ing in the wind, lovely to

look upon. Flowers are

given to - and put in the

soft tresses of - only the

finest ladies. Well. I ain'l

no llower. . n

Stephanie

Pfeffer

Maybe I'm a weed.

This crap has gone on forever. Anyone who
has ever read William Wycherly's 17th century

novel "The Country Wife" knows how long

women have had to pretend that they're inno-

cent in order to preserve their honorable repu-

tations while they're actually screwing like

crazy.

Even Virgin Mary, unbeknownst to her, has

contributed to these myths and false ideals. The

perfect, purest woman gets pregnant without

even foreplay? I*lease. To this day, only if we

act meek and embarrassed, speak softly, chuck-

le at your jokes, and play nice are we consid-

ered "good girls" and "classy ladies."

So stop telling me how to be a "lady." I don't

even like the word. "CJoddess" is fine. Lven

"woman" will suffice. But "lady" gives the

wrong connotation: a pleasant, innocent dar-

ling who dares not offend and never takes

charge. Ladies like to browse, pose and please

their men. 1. on the other hand, like to talk

about sex. And say the f-word.

The other day, my conservative buddy jok-

ingly called me the female Howard Stern. Not

even close to Stern's echelon of raunchiness, 1

remain much undeserved of this ambiguous

compliment.

Pfeffer is a fourth-year English and communication

studies student. E-mail her at spfeffer@ucla.edu.

I love

that pervert.

But it got me
th ink i ng 4

"Men aren't always looking for deep

conversation," the article continued.

And I loved this. "Consider the differ-

ence between a man's and a woman's

post-coital state: You're (addresses

women readers) thinking, 'I have a new

boyfriend. Where should we go to

brunch tomorrow?' But the only thing

going through his head, assuming he's

thinking anything at all, is 'Uh, excellent.

I just got laid'." Lovely. But to be cor-

rect, the woman is probably thinking,

"Uh. that sucks. I just faked an orgasm."

This utterly sexist column appeared in

the Fall 1998 issue of "Cosmocollege." a

maga/ine aimed at intelligent, collegiate

women. The column was written by an

anonymous male but his editors, presum-

ably women, are equally to blame.

A magazine for women should

destroy, not enforce, ridiculous notions

surrounding sex. But they allowed him to

warn their female readers (whom they

must think arc looking for marriage part-

ners), that college men only want non-

I wanted to be

the female

Howard Stern,

even if I aspired

to be him. tried

real hard and

slept my way to

the top, it would

never work.

Society does

eommittul so.k while oollege women wtint

not like women
to be nasty. If

we arc, we're

ridiculed, ostracized, misunderstood. Women
must have been absent the day that (Jod hand-

ed out the nasty permission slips.

Jake Stern's show, for example, and picture

total role reversal - all the men on his show are

women, all the women are men. How many
people would tune in to watch well-endowed

men rub lotion on each other.M Besides me?)

Howard Stern talks about blow jobs ... c(Hikl I

get away with the equivalent? Could any

woman >

Some brave women have tried with minimal

success. Take Roseanne Barr, who pushed soci-

etal buttons for years, first with her real-life

mother persona on her show, then with her

crotch-grabbing rendition of the national

anthem and finally with her lesbian kiss before

people even knew how to spell "Fllen".

And what happened? She was practically

blacklisted. Her childhood abu.se was exploited.

She's fat and ugly, people said. They hated her.

She's disgusting. Supposedly, she took it too

far. Yet she wasn't even in Howard's league.

Not even close.

Surprise, people: women can be nasty too.

Their fiower days are over. Ihey like sex. They

Mfi^vicf^

even talk about .sex. Explicitly. Boys, you can

bet that if a woman has seen any part of your

body, her roommates have received an impec-

cable description accompanied by a diagram.

They know the size, the shape, the amount of

hair on your butt. Don't fool yourself into

thinking that women adhere to supposed

norms of politeness. We have new norms now.

One of these new and improved norms deals

with who we choose to have sex with. Not just

^our boyfriends. Not just our boyfriends-to-be.

Some of us like to have sex without being

involved in a relationship. I can't speak for all

women but I can speak for quite a few when I

say that sometimes we like to have sex just for

sex's sake.

The absurdity of this misconception was

brought to my attention as I (lipped through a

major magazine last week and found an article

titled. "Just becau.se I slept with you doesn't

mean I'm your boyfriend." Um, and just

because I gave you a blow job doesn't mean
I'm your girlfriend! (Or that I ever want to talk

to you again.) Not only do some women have

no interest in relationships, but some just like

giving blow jobs. Bet that blows your mind.

long-term bliss.

"Not I" said the (ly.

Obviously the article stereotypes men
as well, but my focus is on women,

because, after all. I am one. The female

editors are as much at fault as the male

columnist. Many women contribute to

and enforce sexist stereotypes and gender

roles. They judge their sisters by old

school standards of what is appropriate.

She's a whore, a slut, just because she

nailed the guy you wanted.

Why can't we, as women, own up to

our own desires? We love sex. We should not

hate each other for loving sex. Men should not

hate us for loving sex. They should not get

olTended when we try to show them how we

can have better sex. We all have more

Roseanne in us than Donna Reed.

One of my old roommates, a female, was

practically a nympho by society's misinformed

standards. At 6 p.m. she would say, "I want to

have sex tonight" and by the end of the night

she would have had it. She would even give her

mom details about the guy's you-know-what. I

would say penis, but I'd hate to be crass. I'd

hate to be unladylike and use dirty words.

Don't dismiss it as the liberal '90s anymore,

Iblks. It's not just a phase, it's not a backlash

against the freaking conservatives who try to

.stifie gay rights, prevent schools from distribut-

ing condoms, dismantle the National

Endowment for the Arts. That deserved back-

lash exists, thank God. but this is not part of it.

This is about women having the freedom to

do what they want, act how they choose and

screw whom they feel.

And I don't want to have to say "excuse my
vulgarity" after that.

Election should be viewed as wake-up call, not defeat
CONGRESS: Republicans

must consider platform,

choose better leadership

By Martin Giippas

As IS the case in every election, no

sooner do the ptill returns come in the

pundits begin spinning the outcome. As

UCL.A s odlcial resident Rcfublican

hack, it IS my sworn dut> to present the

party line which is as (ollows

The Republican Party still domi-

nates both the House ol

Representatives and the Senate ll con

Irols .^1 out of .SO govern(»rships includ

mg 9 1)1 the M) largest stales ( )ne i>ut o(

Thippas is tho Brum Republtcan

ch*ifnr>an

8 Americans are now governed b/a
Bu.sh. And for the first time in 70 years,

the Republican party has controlled

congress for three consecutive terms.

Most aspects of American government

at the national and IcKal levels are con-

trolled by Republicans.

This is all true and bears repeating as

the media locus on IX*mocrat success-

es in this election. It should be pointed

out thai, but for the notable exception

o( C'alilornia, DenuKirats .ire essential-

ly celebrating that the\ didn't lose the

way the\ feared the) would and that the

other parts still controls most every-

thing, albeit by a niirrower margin

Bui ol c*>urse the Democrats know

something thai RepuWican loyalists an

alraid t« admit puWicK The (iOP

should have won this election Ihe fad

that It didn't win this elecln»n weakened

Ms ahililies lodireci p«>Ika and gave tin

Democrats greater hope of taking ba.ck

everything next time

Where did it all go wrong .'

In 1994, we swept to pt)wer on a

well-crafted platform of popular

national i.ssucs: welfare reform, a bal-

anced budget, return of p()wer to the

states, elimination of waste and bureau-

cracy, strong national defense and

most importantly, lower taxes and less

.spending. In 199S, the Republicans

passed a budget full of pork and com-

plete lack o\ fiscal restraint All talk ol

lax cuts has been abandoned

ITien. in the last week before the

electK>ns. the party chose \o invest its

mone\ on ads trying to exploit the

Clinton scandal This convinced the

people that the part\ is preoccupied

with Clinti>n instead ol "doing Ihe busi

ness i>f the counlr\" than b\ trying lo

m;ike the s*..«ndal .« campaign issue

It would .seem that the candidate

who did the best job as running on

Republican issues was Jesse "The

Btxly" Ventura, the reform party gov-

ernor-elect in Minnesota His cam-

paign centered more successfully on

pr(vfreedom and limited government

positions than any Republican since

'94. This may be because the voters still

believe that an independent candidate

like Ventura will do a bellei n>b <)! .stick-

ing to the policies he runs on after he s

been in power lor a fev^ years

In California, only the tui> incum-

bent Republicans won statewide ot lice

Throughout their campaigns. (ira>

Davis and the other I Xmuvrats Iramed

the debate and defined the opf'H»sirn

pari\ on their own terms

Davis did an excellent job of cLitn

»ni! niiKlerate viMcrs h> IVmiMng *'

L«»nsisienl tlH*n>e> i>f educaluM) aiul

crime, and by portraying Lungren as

an extreme conservative. Lungren had

few con.sistent themes and was not con-

vincing m portraying Davis as a liberal.

The same was true of Matt Fong. He
probably would have won the election

had it not been for the barrage ofads by

Barbara Boxer, who is the biggest liber-

al idealogue in the Senate. These ads

portra\ the very moderate Fong as

some kind of scar>. pollution-loving

jextremist who wants to poison children

and distribute automatic weapons to

them. In its search tor the moderate sta-

tus quo. the voting public just elected

the most partisan, and m many ca.ses

liberal, stale goxernmenl in decades

It can onb be a testament iv

kciniblkan success in the p.isi ilui

DenuKTah must run as moderaies u

Se«ClllffAS,p4q"18
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Bruin Walk fence ultimate symbol of all that is evil in world
BARRIER: Wall obviously

attempt by administration

to foster student division

By Christopher A. Kennedy

I \\rite this in regards to a fence.

There's a new fence down by

Ackerman. separating the people

from the people for a brief stretch and

then receding into nonexistence. A
hundred feel o\' glimmering steel,

erecting a nice, cozy little monument
to progress at all levels, to acknowl-

edge vet another o\' man's efforts

towards compartmentalizing the

world.

I hate that fence. It's

been there all of a few

days, and already I rail

against it like an unjust

law, beating my head

futilely against its

wobbly chain links.

If I were Joseph McCarthy, the

fence would be my Communist
plague, my Red Threat; were I

Charles Manson, the fence would lie

slaughtered in the walkway it now
obstructs. I am. however, a powerless

student of nothing, and therefore I am
herded back and forth by this hated

fence.

It's not that the fence i^ so obnox-

ious in itself. It doesn't really .stand

out from an\ other fence, it's not

bedecked with sicns or festooned u ith

garish streamers that blind the eye

and cloud the mind: it doesn't pr«.v

diice ear-splitting, blood-curdling

howls at random individuals to

shock iind scare the passing

pedestrians.

What it does is nothing.

It serves no concei\--

able purpose it does-

n't prevent anybod\

from doing any-

thing except cross-

ing from one fea-

lureless section o\

paxemenl lo anoth-

er featureless sec-

lion of pavement for

100 feel

.•\l either end of

Ihe 100 feel offence,

people can cross

iVeeK from one side

10 ihu oduM. all i fi

ceivable purpose, there was no clear

or even obscure need for a fence, and

I'm sure it was paid for with my
money.

I don't want a fence there, nobody

does, and yet there it stands, a self-

willed creation like the Creator him-

self. What sick maniac in the high

councils felt a fence was just the thing

lo spruce up the

reg'KMi ' Wh>
was . ll

approved by someone else? What
madness has taken hold of our admin-

istration so that they would erect such

an imprisonment of free will amidst a

university of higher learning and sup-

posed free thought?

So tear the fence down! Free us

from our disgraceful caplivation and

release us to walk freelv and without

prejudice! Force us not to choose

from left or right, one group or anoth-

er, but rather to mingle freely with

people of both sides, whether they be

right-walkers, left-walkers or middle-

walkers of some variety.

These labels do us no conceivable

good and may do irreparable harm.

I foresee a day when right-walkers

riot against the preferential treat-

ment of the cushy life of left-walk-

ers, and the lefi-walkers turn

their tear gas and napalm on

their right-walking

brethren. Haven't we

seen enough hate and

strife? Tear down
the fence, and

stand up for

humanity!

It's the kind o\' fence someone

could, if they were so inclined, climb

up and over at least once a miSuite

without breaking a noticeable sweat

or even breaihine heavilv for an

extended period of lime

I hale that fence. It's been there all

o\' a few days, and alread\ I r.iil

against it like an unjust law. beating

my head futilely against its wobbly

chain links. I throw myself against il

each lime I pass, hoping against hope

th'at this minor assault will be enough

to unseal this monstrosity from Us

death grip on (he sidewalk.

Kennedy is a first-year undeclared stu-

dent. He can be reached at

sburrito^ucla.edu.

well uith the world

once again. But for

that brief stretch, it's

hke being in a pris-

oner o\' war (POW )

Ciimp: rigid security.

can"l CO there must

sTay~ht»re. musmT
a.ssociate uilh those

on the olher side

I ha\c no idcii-

why the fence was

erected in the first

place: no doubt this

is one o\' the many
facets o\' the fence

thill enrage me
bevond rationality.

It serves no con-

Voters defy history, elect Democrats
POLITICS: Virlory tit polls

proves .Americans care

about issues, not scandals

By Melanie Ho

Last week on No\. .\ voters defied

176 years of American history. They

turned against a fad that has been as

familiar to political science students

as checks and balances and the Bill of

Rights.

In the sixth year of a Presidents

term, the Presidents party has histor-

ically lost seats in Congress. The last

lime the President's party won House

seats in a sixth-year election was 1822.

At the lime James Monroe was

President. Spam had ceded Florida lo

the United Slates a year before.

Abraham Lincoln had not yet

delivered the (iettysburg Address,

man had nni vvalked on the Moon
and the World Wars v\ould be in the

distant future ll uould be man\ \ears

betore the institution of slavers

Ho, the Brum Democrats director of spe-

cial projects, is a second-year political

.science—, student. E-mail-

would cease lo exist and before

women would be able to vote.

The historic nature of the Nov. 3,

1998 victories - overturning 176

years of electoral precedence -

demonstrates a dedication of the peo-

ple of ( alifornia to move forward.

Not only did Democrats defy history

by picking up fwc seats in the House

and holding on lo the same number in

the Senate but we swept most of the

positions in California's slate govern-

ment.

By electing lo our government

people from the party that cares

about the health, housing, schools,

jobs, civil rights and civil liberties of

all people. Californians showed our

dedication to our future.

This all occurred in the same elec-

tion that the pundits, conservative

spin-doctors and talk-radio-show

hosts said would be disastrous for the

Democratic parly. We were told that

ihe Nov. 3 election would be a refer-

endum on impeachment, that

Democrats in public life would be

.ilfected by the private business of our

president, that ue vsould.lose seals in

the House, the Senate and In stale

governments

-Historians wcre4)44 the only ones-

bruindem'^'ucla edu with comments proven wrong in this election

This election was nol about

impeachment nor partisanship nor

maintaining or defeating the status

quo. It was simply about issues - real

issues that real people care about.

The people of California and of the

United Slates wiuiled. overwhelming-

ly, to talk about schools, choice, the

environment, crime, health care and

the economy.

Californians. joined by those

nationwide, want to .see our public

officials running a government, not

running inquiries.

In the last term of Congress, the

majority party focused on these

inquiries and not on legislation to

save Social Security or reform educa-

tion. They failed to pass a Patients'

Bill of Rights which would guarantee

patients greater access to needed spe-

cialists and emergency rooms,

expand choice, protect the doctor-

patient relationship and hold HMOs
accountable for decisions that end up

harming patients. In short, they failed

to govern on the issues that main-

stream America cares about

If this election were lo be labeled a

referendum on anything, il would be

a referendum lor progress, specifical-

See HO, page 18

BORN AND RAISED
By Reuben Corona and Gus Campos

After several days of
frantically searching, Mrs.

Norton calls off the hunt
— for her missing sock<-

—
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MONDAY MADNESS IS HERE!
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From page 16

win tixlay. Now that they completely"

control the stale, the myriad groups on

the left who support the DemiKrals

will push for policy that is not likely to

be popular with many. The only conso-

lation tor Republicans can be that if

the Democrats gi\e in to this tempta-

tion, they will not be re-elected.

The voters didn't vote to choose lib-

eralism over conservatism; all polling

indicates that, although they want

moderate reforms, voters primarily

seek the status quo. Had Republicans

had more incumbents, those incum-

bents would have won.

As the leadership of the national

Republican Party has stressed after the

election the (jOI* still holds most of the

political power in the country

ITiis has been true since 1994. But if

the party doesn't quickly do what vot-

ers expect Republicans to do, it will not

be in power much longer.

When I sent this article to press

F'riday morning, I argued that the

CjOP's losses in the election were a

clear indication of the failure of the

Republican leadership, most especially

Newt Gingrich, to successfully pro-

mote a political agenda after 1995. I

called for the entire leadership to step

down and allow a new batch to take

over and renew the Republican party.

Since that time Gingrich has

stepped down. The Republicans in the

House will decide on new leadership in

a week. If t i iat IcaUci^hip

the problems of the last three years and

enacts an agenda that is again focused

on the issues that gave the GOP con-

trol of the Congress in 1994 this elec-"

tion will have served as a wake-up call

instead of a death knell.

The Republican party must show

that it has the ability to enact policy -

otherwise someone else will get the job.

If this isn't the case. Republicans

should not despair. The example of

Ventura shows that the electorate can

still find a way to elect leaders when the

two major parlies fail them.

If the (K)P doesn't take full advan-

tage o\' this second chance to prove

itself, it deserves to lose.

HO
/
From page 1

7

ly progress in education. '

California elected Democrats like

Gray Davis as Governor, Cruz

Bustamante as Lt. Governor,

Kathleen Connell as Controller, Phil

Angelides as Treasurer, Bill Lockyer

as Attorney Cjeneral, Delaine Eastin

as Superintendent of Public

Instruction, and Barbara Boxer as

U.S. Senator.

The results of the Nov. 3 election

will not only have an overwhelmingly

positive impact at both the state and

national levels, but they will also

effe^us directly as students. More
than anything, the victories on elec-

tion day were a victory for education.

According to the Bureau of Labor

and Statistics, the difference in pay

between a high-school educated

worker and one with a college educa-

tion is about 80 percent. Meanwhile,

since 1979, college tuition has also

gi>iie up in real terms by about 80 per-

cent. Calilbrnians understand the

importance of making sure that

e\ery who wants it can have the

opportunity to receive a college edu-

cation.

As a result, uc elected a governor

who has reduced college fees (5 per-

cent at the l^niversity of California

I CO. and California Stale

I niversities and college-. (CSII). and

SI per unit at commumtv colleges),

stood up to protect equal opportuni-

ty lor C alilornia students in educa-

tion, and has been a leading advocate

ol the expansion ol the l'( andCSl'

systems He has supported sludenl

aid. Pell grants and work study

ScellO,pife19

HO
From page 18

CallTi^rnians also passed Prop. 1

A

last week, which will fund a 9.2 bil-

lion dollar bond issue. These funds

w ill be used to alleviate overcrowding

in our schools by allowing more facil-

ities to built. It will repair older

schools, and allow for wiring and
cabling for education technology (the

Internet, etc!). Funds will also be

used to upgrade and build new class-

rooms for Calitornia's post-sec-

ondary institutions.

As college students and young

adults in California, the current state

of education is extremely important

to us. But our votes last week will also

ensure that we have the future we
desire years after we have officially

left the educational system.

During her first term in the

Senate. Boxer fought for a healthier

future (she actively supported man-

aged-care reform), a more environ-

mentally-sound future (she authored

a bill to protect children from envi-

ronmental polfulants), a more edu-

cated future (she introduced legisla-

tion that would create school enrich-

ment programs) and a safer future

(she fought against "junk guns").

She will continue to make sure

that California moves forward, not

only in terms of education, but in all

facets of life.

We do not live in a perfect world.

Vast inequalities exist in our educa-

tional anti rtonomit' systems Racial

^

tension often divides our stale. Our
political system is plagued by the lack

of campaign finance rules.

At the polls last Tuesday, however,

Californians demonstrated our

desire to improve our surroundings

and lifestyles by electing people who
will iry to solve these problems

through dialogue and understanding,

and who will help government to

assure that people have the opportu-

nities they need to have better lives.

The opponents of progress often

blame government for all of the prob-

lems in this country, spouting that

government can't get anything done

and that it doesn't help people.

Perhaps they've forgotten that the

Brady Law (which requires a five-day

waiting period and background

check before purchasing a handgun)

kept 41,000 fugitives, stalkers, drug

users and convicted felons from buy-

^ ing a gun within the first nine months

of its enactment. Or maybe they did-

n't know that Federal Home Loans

have helped 23 million Americans

buy homes.

Maybe they don'l know that the

government's Center for Disease

Control and Prevention helped rid

the world from smallpox and the

United States from polio.

This election, UCLA students

demonstrated our understanding of

the importance of government and

the political process through our

involvement in the campaigns. We
showed that we, as students, care

about the State of California.

At the Bruin Democrats-spon-

sored rally the day before the elec-

tion, over 1.500 attendants, most of

them UCLA students, demonstrated

their enthusiasm for getting-out-the-

vote, for improving education and

for using public service to help better

lives.

We need to make sure that amaz-

ing effort was not limited to the

excitement of campaigns and elec-

tions. We will continue, in such simi-

larly large numbers, to play an active

role in our government and in our

community.

Through legislation such as

Proposition I A and through the clcc=-

lion of officials such as Davis and

Boxer, the state of California has

shown that il cares, not just about

progress of the state in general, but

about students in particular.

As studenls. we need to stay active

and pa> attention lo the news around

us. we need lo shou that we too care

about the State of ( alifornia
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Tomorrow

David Crosby of Crosby, Stills and Nash

fame reemerges with a new band but

hopes to find the same success.

See Tuesday for the scoop.
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Executive

A revival of Gershwin's

musical satire *0f Thee I Sing'

presents political drama that

parallels modern turmoil m
the White House

Photos by CHARi tS KUO/Ddily Biu.n

Gregory Harrison (sitting) is helped up by other cast members during one of their scenes in the musical satire "Of Thee I Sing."

The cast members of "Of Thee I Sing" practice during their

dress rehearsal at the Freud Playhouse.

By Sam Toussi
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Daily Bruin Contributor

It seems as though the investigation into President Clinton's

relationship with Monica Lewinsky has been going on tor 70

years. In away, it has.

This Wednesday, the Freud Playhouse at UCLA and

Reprise Productions feature George and Ira Ciershwin's

Pulitzer Prize-winning "Of Thee I Sing". The show will run

until Nov. 22. The show departs from the regular premises of

musical theater by delving into political satire.

"I have been told that this was the first political satire musi-

cal ever done," says Gregory Harrison, who plays the lead

character of a presidential candidate. "Coincidentally, it

involves a young girl suing the President for breach of

promise."

Die coincidences found in "OfThee I Sing" and the modern

mess in America are not lost on anybody. The play follows John

P. Wintergreen, whose only qualification to be president is his

presidential sounding name. His only idea for a party platform

is that he should marry the winner of a beauty pageant and end

his bachelorhood. Wintergreen tells the country that he will

marry whoever wins the "Miss White House" pageant.

But troubles ensue when Wintergreen falls in love with his

secretary, Mary Turner (Maureen McGovern), and the whole

plan goes out the window. Diana Deveraux (Heather Lee), the

winner of the contest, wants her prize, and she sues to get it.

She even goes so far as to say that she will have Wintergreen

impeached. He is then dragged before the Supreme Court to

decide his fate and the press engages in a feeding frenzy.

"It lampoons the pompousness of government and all its

pronouncements," McGovern says.

While the plot itself does not mirror the Clinton-Lewinsky

scandal, the mood of the country and the press that surrounds

Wmtergrcen is strangely similar to the fren/y that has sur-

rounded ainlon for almost a year now Strange, because "Of

Thee I Smg" was written almost 70 years ago.

In interviews, the subject of the president's scandal is impos-

Sm SMv, ptl^ 2S Gregory Harrison and Maureen McGov«n practice their duet during the dress rehearsal in the Freud

Playhouse.

The Siege' holds audiences captive
FILM: Entertaining movie

doesn't address key social

issues like race, terrorism

By Tristan Thaj

Daily Bruin. Contributor

Hollywood has always had a bad

track record for propagating stereo-

types, wrongfull) portraying Arabs as

crazed fanatical terrorists in dense

actio^i films such as "True Lies," llius,

the objections raised by organizations

in various communities over the con-

tent of "The Siege" is understandable.

But the end result o\' "The Siege," a

surprisingl) entertaining popcorn

mo\ le that occasional implodes due to

cinematic cliches, is a film that's less

anti-Arab and more anti-American.

Afier a New York City bus explo-

sion, things kick into high gear as the

search goes on for who exactly is

behind the attack. Denzel Washington

'.vi'iiiipih centuiy ti'»

(Left to right) Annette Bening, Denzel Washington and Tony Shaloub

star in "The Siege," a film about a series of attacks in New York City.

York ensue, leading to the internment

o\' every young Arab-American male

they can find. All of this eventually

play.s I'BI agent Aiuhoiiy Hubbard, leads kj a battle between Wasliingioii

wishes,though, that more time was

spent on these issues rather than the

usual testosterone-driven action

an in-charge, take-charge, straight-tiv

your-face kind of guy. Fighting for turf

is special CIA case olTicer Elise Kraft

(Annette Bening). a mysterious gov-

ernment operative who seems to know

more than what she's prepared lo

reveal.

Washington and Bening work

together to deter more attacks, but fail

as a number of terrorist bombings suc-

cessfully silence the large metropolis.

Pretty soon, paranoia and fear strike

the leaders of the country and martial

law iN invoked, Lrightening images of

the U.S. Army marching into New

and Bruce Willis (the general leading

the siege) over the correct path to the

safety of the country.

The first half o\' "The Siege" is full

of the typical Hollywood shoot-or-

don't-shoot, bomb-on-the-bus, car-

chase sequences that may indeed raise

some eyebrows with the one-dimen-

sional depiction of Arab terrorists.

The second half redeems the movie,

however, as "The Siege" presents

questions about the history of U.S.

foreign policy and the racism that is

inherent once paranoia enters the

heart of the American populace. One

scenes.
~

With the exception of Willis, who

seems bored and uncomfortable in his

role as grulT army general William

Devereaux. the cast proves itself

exceptional, with Washington able to

light a fire in his eyes at any minute

and Bening playing the film's most

confiicted character. The biggest sur-

prise, however, is the sympathetic and

tortured performance given by Tony

Shalhoub, playing an L BI agent whose

son is taken away from home and sent

to an internment camp, Shalhoub has

See SIEGE, page 26

Students hokey-pokey with Disaster

MUSIC: Alter exploring punk music, band discovers

ska idcnlily, plays small venues, releases firsl album

By Midielle Zubiate

Daily Bruin Staff

In order lo achieve statu.s as a true

ska band, a group must comprehend

three vital points of knowledge. Lirst,

they must fool around until they've

found their sound. Second, they must

know ht)w to have fun and adapt to

any given situation. Tliird, they must

learn the hokey-pokey.

That's exactly what Middle Cla.ss

Disa.ster has learned. Now they not

only play impromptu hokey-pokey

dances at Sweet \(^ birthday bashes,

but headline shows at the Roxy such as

tonight's ska-feature show.

A relatively young band, together

SconiCG(alr>

Seven of the members of Middle Class Disaster are (top row from left

to right) Kkk SmMti. Karry CamplMi, SkolGMm and Amoi

(bottom row) SmMc AmoM, Andy Lopsi and ChHiloplitf CooIl

for only about three years, Disaster

consists of 10 members. In one way or

another, they found each other and

formed a group to play ska for fun,

and hopefully, one day, as a profes-

sion.

"Right now we do it because we like

it," .says Skot Ciillies, Disaster guitarist

and UCLA student. "I don't think any

of us would mind doing it profession-

ally, though. We play at a lot of parties,

but we don't play at venues like the

Roxy too much because of the hassle

of ticket sales. Luckily, this I'riday we

have a lot of people going .so it hasn't

been a problem."

Aside from F.nglish classes and

midterms, Ciillies devotes his free time

to hours of practice, performance and

recording lor Disaster. Recently, the

band has completed its first major step

of putting out a CD.

"It was definitely an interesting

process," Cjillies says. "It took us

about a year to do it because of school

and trying to get all ten of us there at

once. At times it was frustrating, but

we finally got through it. The title of it

is 'Not As Cool As You.'"

Gillies admits that the band has its

share of tense moments during

rehearsal, but when it comes to perfor-

mances, they always make the most of

it. The band learns to laugh at them-

selves to keep up their spirits and ener^

gy. So far, it has paid off In fact, it

helped them to think of a name for

themselves.

"The band used to just be a punk

band before we added on a member

and became ika," GiUies lays **Ont

day the teod «hm ptacliBiBg in the

with all thu cheety equipment.

^>fm
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Something phishy about new album

ALANIS MORISSETTE

"Supposed Former Infatuation

Junkie"

Alanls Morissette, "Supposed

Former Infatuation Junkie"

(Maverick/Reprise)

Thanks. India, Tor making a softer,

more centered Alanis, but what did

you do to her music?

Morissette's much anticipated sec-

ond album, "Supposed Former

Infatuation Junkie," contains seven-

teen songs that show she's taking a

gentler look at life after selling 16 mil-

lion albums. Gone is the grating gui-

tar crunch that gave "Jagged Little

Pill" its edgy character. The angry

grrl-powered vocals have turned into

reconciled soulfulness. Changes done,

the album sounds as though "not

good" is very much capable.

"Thank U," the first single off the

album, strikes with a repetitiveness

that will define this album. Her vocals.

tempered with peaceful understand-

"Sympathetic Character." It is a song

about breaking free from an abusive

relationship, her voice and the com-

position of the music moving with the

ardent mentality of regret: regret for

falling in and out of such a traumatic

relationship.

Guitars echo in a chaotic back-

ground in "Character," with

Morissette's nasal wail hitting a

touching high point.

But something is missing among

the self-searching pondciings fhe

raw emotional undercurrent that cut

through "Pill" has been dammed up

into a trickling of refined passivity.

An occasional blast of pre-enlight-

ened Alanis fury would have been

nice. Sad, since she wore anger so

well.

Trinh Bui

Swell, "For All the Beautiful

People*" (Beggars Banquet)

Still waiting for the era o\' synthe-

sized chaos to die, listeners appear

doomed to come across endless scores

of bands like Swell. Wanting to be

Nine Inch Nails, these bands think

that monotony and a whole lot of stat-

ic remain the key to a hit album.

Think again.

Swell's new album, "l-or All The

only lack creativity but do so for an

obscenely long amount of album time.

It's one thing to be just plain boring,

but don't force listeners to live

through five minutes of it.

The opening notes of many of the

songs suggest unique impulses,

though none ever last long enough.

Songs such as "Something To Do"

rehash the same limpid chords over

and over again underneath monoto-

ne. Ilat vocals that fail to complement

one another.

If you need some sleep music, by all

means, buy Swells latest endeavor.

True fans of music, though, should

steer clear o\' ihik unfortunate knock-

off.

Michelle Zubiate

NewRadicals, "Maybe You've Been

Brainwashed Too" (.M( A)

Judging from the debut, (jregg

Alexander loves to make people

happy. Reliving the sound of the SOs

without the gaudy glitz. Alexander

and his NewRadicals cull a collection

of fUishback tunes worthy of the occa-

sional urge to reminisce.

"Maybe You've Been Brainwashed

Too" starts off with promise.

Alexander has arranged the most joy-

ful, sunn> harmonies this side oi' the

confidence.

The Radicals" "You (iet What You

(jive." remains in the same category

of catchy fun. Using a great piano for

a bass. "Ciive" can onK make listeners

bop to a happv-go-lucky guitar riff

And anv song that finds a way to dis

Courtne\ Love and Marilvn Manson

in one breath is a good song.

But all good things must come to

an end. and in this case, the

NewRadicals lose it after the second

track. Alexander wastes his vocal dex-

terity by gratingly whining the rest of

the way through. Its unbearability is

very near listening to Shaggy belt out

reggae.

Alexander definitely has his heart

in the right place: singing to make

people smile in a time when everyone

else seems out to bring your day

down, but here's a hint, (iregg: ease

up on trying to be the next great-

white-wailer and you'll be alright.

Trinh Bui

Various Artists, "Ska Down Her

Way: Women of Ska Volume 2"

(Shanachie)

Long has the ska niche been domi-

nated by goofy guys showing off and

messing around. If you love ska and

'Although many may not have

heard of these female-based bands,

they're out there and they know how

to carry a tune without getting carried

away with the spectacle. "Ska Down

Her Way" provides yet another vol-

ume of simple skankin" melodies that

one can sing along with all da> long.

Although some bands can be rec-

ognized right avsay. such as the

Skatalites. other unfamiliar names

shouldn't discourage listeners from

giving the album a chance.

Coyabalites' "My Boy Lollipop" and

Radiation Kings' "Can't Find A
Way" remain just two of the picks that

drag listeners into the bubble-gum

melodies to become lost in sugary

sweet poppiness reflective o\' the

I95()s.

Other noteworthy numbers include

The Skandalous All-Stars "Sailin'

On" and NotchoMa's "I Need Your

Love."

Both songs carry enough talent in

the vocals alotie to sell the works, with

the moving rhythms providing a much

appreciated bonus.

The collection holds an easy-going

feel and is not for those into a more

hyper dose of fun. Instead, the album

gives these women of ska their due

recognition and finds melody a home.

ing, fluctuate between emotioih With Beauli l'u l IVoplC," U^OiJ the cwnccpt of Jackson :v The sung -Mothe r We Just need a .soothing change of 8ound, thi&

MUSIC: Studio recording

falls short of experience

of seeing band in concert

By Cyrus McNally

Daily Bruin Contributor

If Phish had the option of solely

releasing "live" material, they proba-

bly would. The average Phish-head

would leap at the chance to recreate a

concert experience in the privacy of

his or her own home while waiting for

the band to start up its next tour.

Aft?r all, a Phish concert isn't '}u?A a

concert - it's a musical experience.

Ask anyone who has .seen the alter-

na-jamsters float across the crowd in

a giant hot dog while playing their

instruments, or change wardrobe

four times during a single set or croon

"Freebird" in docvwop. Well, the

truth is, the raw, free-form energy

that is Phish lacks the smooth ambi-

ent charm of the modern radio churn.

Enter into the scene "The Story of

the Ghost" - the newest assault of

material unleashed by the masters of

modern improv. "Ghost," in a way,

celebrates the band's 1 5th anniver-

sary by completing a transition from

massive weirdness to becalmed

weirdness.

A previous attempt at making

Phit>h mor« rnarkcubtgitgttg

The album sold relatively well, and

gave the band a new excuse to hit the

rc^d. "Ghost" continues this line of

transition.

According to the band's chief cre-

ative force, guitarist Trey Anastasio,

"Cihosl" is little more than a bunch o(

.

jam sessions originally born at con-

certs, overdubbed with vocals. Tracks

like the somber "Frankie Sez" have

no dubs at all, taken straight from a

single session. Going into the record-

ing process, Anastasio admits that

the band never thought any of the

material would see the light ol' day,

and would remain solely concert fod-

der.

"We didn't even think we were

making an album." says Anastasio in

an interview three months before the

debut of "Ghost".

"We were just doing an experi-

ment," he adds.

In comparison to other Phish

albums, the experiment is a success.

In comparison to a lot of allerna-rock

dung coming out at the moment, it is

a success. In comparison to Phish's

live repertoire, though, it comes

nowhere close.

Anastasio says that the idea of

making a live studio album wasn't

always fruitful.

"(We think) 'Oh, we'll just go into

the studio and play loosely like we do

onstage,'" he says. "What you come

radiivready "Birds of a Feather",

souikI like an eccentric hybrid of

Santana and War - treated, crafty

guitar-licks with a laid back, Latin

tempo, seemingly too cool \'o\ the real

world. Most of the album is such a

complete departure from their pre\ i-

ous sound, one can't help but ques-

tion if this is a different band altiv

gether.

There are obvious exceptions,

however, one being the prominent

eight and a half minute "Ciyute". An
outtake from "Billy Breathes," the

song captures Phish in the full glory

of their past: lyrical nonsense, har-

monic complexities and just a touch

of atonality and dissonance which

could drive the average listener to the

brink o\' insanity if listened to for

extended periods of time.

However, songs like "Gyuie" are

just that - part of the past. And as the

band moves into a new direction,

Anastasio seems confident in what he

is doing.

"People have come up and told me

about what it means to them. But I

know what it's about for me.

Sometimes I think the album sounds

so difTerent for us that it's about shed-

ding the old Phish and moving on to

the new Phish."

After all, Anastasio says.

"Everybody's got their own ghosts."

Good ghosts or bad ghosts, this

Bminlife?

YEARBOOK

10 the mai;a.'n up with in that sicenai iu ii> a LiaJ, weak phan will plunk, duwn the leal h i ir k n

With a national championship football title in the

future, an expanded graduate section, better spoils

coverage, and.award winmiiRdesi^you 11 want a

^<

a simple strain of the vocal chords.

Morissclte tries to revert back to

some good old mad-as-hell ways on

ambience and kills it by assuming

ambient means brain-dead. Songs

such as "Make up Your Mind" not

Cant Ciet Enough" incorporates an

infectious rhythmic beat, helping the

morose lyrics move with rejuvenated

compilation of catchy tunes with a

sweeter female imich will surely satis-

Michelle Zubiate

I'y- See SOUND, page 26

was I996's "Billy Breathes", a much

more cohesive and toned-down

record than previous experiments.

re-creation of a concert without the

energy of the crowd."

Most tracks on "Ghost." like the

only when the band hits the road for

another tour, as this is what the true

Phish experience is all about.

Bruinlife Yearbook to remember this year.
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Disturbing XFiies' moves to land of swimming pools, movie stars

TELEVISION: Some fans

worry location could rob

series of shadowy aura

By Lynn Elber

The Associated Press

There's a lull on the set of "The X-

Files," allowing star David Duchovny

to smoothly demonstrate disco moves

to "Rock the Boat." Then he engages

in a trivia battle to name the band

responsible for the 1970s hit.

"Tell him what he's won." a playful

Duchovny says in his best qui/ show

voice after a crew member comes up

with the answer, the Hues

Corporation, it's easy for Ducho\ ny to

be cheerful now that he is finally living

and working in Southern C alifornia.

But what about all those dedicated "X-

Files" viewers who fret that moving the

Fo.x drama from misty, mysterious

Vancouver. British Columbia, will

undercut its dark nature?

(Jive these fans alien invasions, gov-

ernment conspiracies and grisly things

that go bump in the night. Don't sub-

ject them to lighlheartcd romps, espe-

cially bathed in sunshmc.

The harsh reality. There will.

unavoidably, be a brighter look as " I'he

X-Files" returns at 9 p.m. EST Sunday

for its sixth season. The first episode

opens with a wink toward the series'

new digs, says Chris Carter, its creator

and executive producer.

"It's a shot in which we're looking at

the sun, the bright, bla/ing sun. and we

hold on it maybe longer than we should

- to make a point - before we pan

down to a desert which we'd never see

in Vancouver." Carter says.

Before fans grab their sunglasses.

Carter asks that they consider the value

of a fresh approach. While Canada

provided wonderfully dense, forbid-

ding forests in which lo track the bad

guys. FBI agents I ox Mulder

(Duchovny) and Dana Scully ((iillian

Anderson) now are able to uander

over new terrain.

"Like most problems, if you can fig-

ure out a way to turn them into virtues

or an interesting solution, it's a good

thing," Carter says. "'I"he only thing

you can't get here is (visible) breath

and the nice condensed windows We
can still do that, but it doesn't come

free. When v\e need rain or fog or

atnu)sphere. we'll do it."

Locations used or planned iov this

season's shows include the Queen

Mary, the griind old lu\ur> ship

anch(^red in nearby Long Beach; a

decomniKssioned Air force base, farm

land, and even a spot that mimics

Virginia.

On this day, filming is taking place

in the Culver City High School gym.

just a few miles from Twentieth

Century Fox's lot on the westside.

Mulder is crashing a class reunion

dance as part of a fraud investigation.

"There are quite a few

funnier stories....

before we conie back

to solid 'X-Files^scare."

Chris Carter

Executive producer

There are drawbacks to filming in

the Los Angeles area.-Carter acknowl-

edges, such as higher labor costs and

the time it lakes to get around on the

extensive, usually jammed freeway sys-

tem.

The pa\c)ff is happier actors.

Ducht)\n> lobbied \'o\ the Los Angeles

move to be closer lo his actress wile,

fea Leoni. and Anderson, has

endorsed the change despite her alTec-

tion for Vancouver.

What else can Carter do to keep his

stars content?

"We're writing good scripts. David

is really excited, so is (lillian. and

they're both extremely happy not to

just be here but they think the work is

really good this year," Carter says.

"That's all you can do for them, ulti-

mately, is give them good material."

The busy Carter is dividing his

attention between "The X-Files" and

his other Fox series, "Millennium,"

which he is trying to nurture to story

and ratines health. Carter considers

"X-Files" his "first child" and is writ-

ing and directing a number o\'

episodes.

Duchovny also is taking the^oppor-

tunity to write an epi.sode and is slated

to direct.

The season will include a continued

emphasis on what Carter terms the

shcnv's "mythology." Mulder's obses-

sive quest to solve his sister's long-ago

abduction and uncover the intricate

conspiracy he believes festers in gov-

ernment's dark corners.

It \\on'\ be a one-note season.

Carter promises.

"I think this year there are quite a

few funnier stories in the beginning of

the year .... before we come back to

solid X-Files' scare." he savs. "We've

done some stutT that made me laugh

out loud this year."

There's also an innovative approach

in the episode, shot aboard the Queen

Mary: It was done in linear time, with

every shot connecting to the next.

Carter wrote and directed the hour in

which Mulder and Scully appear to be

caught in a Nazi-era time warp.

"I honestly think it's the best season

so far," says the soft-spoken Carter.

He is confident the audience's

enthusiasm will match his. He dismiss-

es the low summer ratings earned by

the series, blaming the numbers on the

ready availability of ^he show in syndi-

cation and on videotape.

And he's convinced "The X-Files"

movie, which did respectable box-

office business this past summer, has

the potential to bring in new viewers.

F'or those who skipped the film, a

recap oi it and o\' last season's finale

will smooth the way into Sunday's

episode.

There's something else to keep in

mind, a plot twist that X-philes might

find too bleak to ponder. Carter.

Duchovny and Anderson are bound to

the series for this .season, and then just

one more.

"That's gonna be the show. I think if

it goes past that it will be great, but

that's w hat I anticipate," Carter says.
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Sitar prodigy follows father to fame
MUSIC: Dedication of

Ravi Siiankar helps her

improve performances

By Mary Campbell

The Associated Press

NEW YORK - At 17. Anoushka

Shankar has studied sitar for more

than half her hf'e from her father,

Ravi Shankar.

She praetices three or four hours a

day on weekends and two hours on

school days, it was Anoushka's

mother. Sukanya, who suggested

sitar lessons when her daughter was

9.

"it wasn't my choice to do at

first," Anoushka said. "Once I actu-

ally started pla\ing. 1 greu lo enjoy

it."

She made her performance debut

at her father's 75th birthday celebra-

tion in New Delhi. India, in 1 ebruar\

1995. Since then, she has pla>cd with

him at all his concerts.

"It's always so much fun and excit-

ing being on stage with m> father. I

love it." she said. "When I watch him

do something particularly ama/ing.

it is incredible. If I do something I

think is good, it's a good teeling."

Her father said, "For me. it is a

great joy to teach her and guide her

toward the heights and depths of our

music. I have many students and very

talented ones, some already famous

all over the world, four or five in their

late 60s. Anoushka is my latest, from

the start o\' holding the sitar. When
you get a clay vase which is soft, you

can mold it so much."

Her first solo recording.

"Anoushka," was released in

October..When Angel Records sug-

gested it. she was surprised and excit-

ed. "My parents asked if 1 wanted to

do it," she said, "l wanted to. I didn't

think anyone would want it."

She recorded the CD's fi\e pieces

of music during a three-day weekend,

then went back later and redid one

small part. . . , .

The Shankar family was in New
York recently for a Carnegie Hall

concert

While .Anoushka uas pho-

tographed, her father explained:

"Our music is not written-down

music. What we do is learn from the

guru by imitating, by listening, and il

takes years to aNSimilate the whole

thing. Ihat is a special ability

Anoushka has since her childhood 1

guess it is in her blood or genes."

He identified three Western musi-

cians with the understanding and

potential to be great sitar players:

classical violinist Vehudi Menuhin.

the late jazz saxophonist John

Coltrane and Beatles guitarrst

Geo'rge Harrison, whom Anoushka

refers to as "l ncle George."

"He says he is the president of my
fan club." Anoushka said, referring

to Harrison.

She always knew her father had

greatness. "But I think 1 was too

young to be intimidated by that. I'd

watch my cartoons, then take half an

hour out and play. By the time I was

12, 1 knew it was something 1 wanted

lo do as a career."

Anoushka has taken piano lessons

since she was 12. "Piano was almost

like sharing soinething personal with

the public." she said. "I wasn't com-

fortable vMih thai. I enjoy perform-

ing sitar a lot more. I'll keep piano as

something I enjoy for myself"

For Anoushka. impro\isalion is

the most difficult part o\' playing

sitar.

"I'm gelling belter." she said.

"^'ou have to understand the ragas to

See SHANKAR, page 27

SING
From page 20

sible to dismiss, and both Harrison

and McGovern have strong views

about the issues at hand.

"I think he's a very smart man."

says McGovern. a staunch

Democrat. "He did something stu-

pid, but I still believe in his policies.

Tliat we're to the point oi' impeach-

ment is ludicrous"

Harrison has a view that is some-

what sympathetic to the president

also.

"It tells me more about America

than it does about Clinton." he says.

'I think Clinton's pretty typical of

people m power today. They tend to

get corrupted b> the pro.ximity of

temptation that's around them, but

to impeach him for something like

this ...." Harrison says, shaking his

head.

But the play has much more to

offer than a simple correlation to

the Leumskv scandal. Namely, it

offers McCiovern and Harrison in

Its two lead roles.

McCiovern is well known for

being a (jershwin expeii. She has

worked irr numerous Ciershwin

e\ents starting in 19S^ when she

took pari in the 50th anniversary of

(iershwin's death. Ihe perfor-

mances took place at the Kennedy

Center and the Brooklyn Academy

of Music and featured the likes of

Bob Dylan and Leonard Bernstein.

McGovern undoubtedly has a

love for Gershwin, but it stretches

back farther than her own career.

"I have had a passion for

Gershwin ever since I was a kid,"

McCjovern says. "I remember when

the recordings for 'Porgy and Bess'

came out when I was six or seven

vears old. and it just changed my
iife"

McGovern has had so much suc-

cess singing the works of Gershwin

that critic Clive Barnes went so far

as lo say. "McGovern can sing

Gershwin like Joan Suntherland

can sing Don/ietti."

"I'm not a classical singer, but 1

4nhabit that world, " McGovern
says. "I'm not a jazz singer, but I

inhabit that world. Gershwin's a

perfect composer for me to explore

because of his background in classic

and jazz and musical theater and

popular American standards."

McCiovern's own successful

career reflects such versatility. She

became known as "The Disaster

Iheme Queen" after singing the

Oscar-wmning themes for "The

Morning After" and
"
Ihe Poseidon

.Adventure." In the 1980s she found

success in cabaret acts where she

See SING, page 27
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THE SPANISH PRISONER

f a film by David Mamet
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Wanna help? Intern applications will be available soon.
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Ringo Starr, **Slorytellers'*

(VH I/Mercury)

Of all the Beatles, Ringo is the one

most often written ofTas just riding on

the talents and success of his band-

males. Ringo and the Fab Four gcK's

^lo in this latest album, proving that it

can be done. Besides performing some

old favorites like "With a Little Help

From My Friends," Ringo's more

recent work has a fresh, new sound,

unlike anything that we're used to hear-

ing from the ex-Beatle. ilie new tracks

resemble John Fogarty or Creedence

Clearwater Revival more than any-

thing, and one can't help but feel that

Ringo is desperately trying to carve out

a niche for himself. It's rather odd

hearing him perform bluesy guitar

riffs, but it's not unpleasant.

Between songs, Starr mumbles little

anecdotes about back-stage life with

the Beatles. The origin story of

"Octopus's (iarden" is worth hearing

if you can make out what he's saying.

The only disappointment was that it

turned out to be 'Back Off B(H)galoo"

rather than "Back on Tro/odone."

Michael Rosen

DISASTER
From page 21

The new singer walks in then and says You know

vyhat? You guys are all a middle class disaster.'

Since then, the name just stuck."

The band's sound consists of a ska core, formed

through the various influences and tastes of each

member of the band. The band also ranges in musi-

cal instruments from the usual guitars, drum and

baKs to a ska horn section and even a conga set.

Still fresh and enthusiastic, the band holds a lot

to oiler in terms of genuine excitement and fun.

MUSIC: For more info on Middle Class Disaster, check

out http://members.tripod.com/~MIDDLECLASS

SIEGE
From page 21

successfully graduated from his role as a silly cab-driver in

"Wings" to one of the most capable character actors

around, working with such esteemed writer and directors

as Stanley Tucci and the Coen brothers.

Though one can appreciate the profound issues raised

by "The Siege" in the heat of inevitable protests and

demonstrations, it unfortunately never rises to the level it

desires. Instead, "The Siege" falls into the safe and snuggly

category of a better-than-average action film that will do

nothing more than entertain for two hours, which come to

think of It, isn't so bad considering this year's awful crop of

films.

^ NOTICE ^
BEL-AIR SHELL

Auto Care
Service Center

15% Discount
with...

UCLA Student, House Staff,

and Faculty I.D.

Free Pick Up And Delivery
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Bel Air
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Hours of Operation:

8:00 AM - 5:00 PM
Monday - Saturday

800 North Sepulveda Blvd.

At Moraga
Los Angeles, California 90049

. Bel Air Shell
Tim Hansen

(310) 476-1979 Fax:(310) 476-7644

The UCLfl Brain Mapping Center and .

The Getty Research Institute far the Histary af Art

and the Humanities

present

Q mixed medio lecture

/\rfan<

**"Brain
Picturing the Invisible

Barbara M. Stafford

UJilliom B. Ogden Distinguished Service Professor

University of Chicago

The Inner Vision

Semir Zekl

Professor, UJelcome Departments of Cognitive Neurology

University College Londcxi

Tuesday. November 1 8 PM floyce HqII. UCLfl

FR€6

Rdmission

tickets ovQlloble at CTO
For informotion, coll 310-825 2699

FOR THE
OF ONE

i .^^n 208-8671
OFFER VALID

MONDAY
AND

TUESDAY
NIGhfFSONLY.

(After 5:30 pm)

No mediums and offer excludes

Sicilians No half 4 half orders.

Must mention ad.

Coupon must be given to driver.

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Exp. 11/16/98

LARGE
PIZZA w/
Free Liter

TWO TOPPINGS

•

Exp. 11/16/98

LARGE
PIZZA w/
Free Liter

TWO TOPPINGS

I

208-8671
TAX INCLUDED

Coupon vahd at \MMlwood localion only

Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon
per pizza.

*

Coupon must be given to

driver.

Limit 3 pizzas per address

Open until 1 am

208-8671
TAX INCLUDED ^ ....

Coupon vsM at Wtatwood tocation only Up6n Until I am

Offer good only with this

coupon, or>e coupon
per pizza.

*

Coupon must be given to

dnver

Limit 3 pizzas per address

it^ no secret
how . .

you can lieip
expand the

Join the Recycing
AdNAx:atBS, atask force that
works on expancfng recycing
orvcampus. Students, faculty

and staff are al welcome.

for more information cail 825-3033

CONTACTS
FOR SALE

EXTENDEDffD«Ly2ixS6o %
DISPOSABLES eMo>99/%93iio

CHANGE BROWN EYES..iXT 'SS/dailv '8%

Hazel, Green, Blue

CHANGE UGHT EYES B&i .<4%

Blue, Gfeen, Aqua

BIFOCAL/MONOVISION. Miy<50

ASTIGMATISM EXT ISh

EYE EXAM $15
w/CL Purchase

LOSANGELES/ 1038 S. Robertson B^d., 91'

Bevwiy Hills AtH- Wed 3-5 Fri 1 1 -

1

ANAHBM 1842 W.Lincoln Ave., «G
Wed 11-1. Fri 3-5

LONG BEACH 4130 Atlantic Ave., #105

Thurs 3-5, Sat 12:30-3

SniNOCnY 11945 Ventura Blvd., «A
Tues 3-5, Thurs 11-1

No Appointment Necessary/Just Walk -in

VAUGHN LDOBAUAN,MJ).

FREE Care Kit w/Purchase

*3.29i"«i

Non-fat Or RmI
Fffvit SMMfhios

UMIT 1 PER COWON
Exp.1i/15/%. Not good with ottter diKOunis

InMorvonly.

WE DELIVER!

M-F: Noon-1 0:00 pm

Baskint^lobbins
ktCrmm&Yogmrl

206-6048 • Wettwood Village I

I 10016 Kinross Ave ^<..^|
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was allowed to explore ditTerent styles. She

also went on to record her own album of

Gershwin's work.

Harrison heard the album and was

impressed, like anyone who hears

McGovern's voice - but he was more skepv

tical.

"She did a CD of this about 10 years ago,

and I thought, 'Of course they cleaned this

up in the studio. Nobody has a voice this

pure.'" Harrison says. "And 1 was dead

wrong. It's actually better in person. She's

an amazing singer. She puts us all to shame.

She certainly puts me to shame."

McGovern is quick to disagree with her

costar's assessment.

"He's wonderful," she says. "And a won-

derful singer, too."

Together, the two head up a talented cast

filled with many familiar faces from film and

television. Especially talented since "Of

Thee 1 Sing" was given only an eight-day

rehearsal period, a fact that scares and

amazes both McGovern and Harrison.

"It's astounding when you can put a show

together this quickly," McGovern says.

"We're all sort of reeling at the moment

(five days before opening). It helps that

everybody's having such a great lime, and

we all love the material.

"This is pretty scary, to come in and after

eight days of rehearsal perform an entire

musical for paying customers," she adds.

Harrison, who just returned from

Hungary a few weeks ago, came from his

home in Oregon to do the play. Being away

from the family might have actually been

beneficial for Harrison's performance.

"You have to eliminate everything in

your life." Harrison says. "You have to cre-

ate a situation where nothing else can have

any percentage of your attention."

THEATER: "Of Thee I Sing" opens Nov. 1 1 and

runs through Nov. 22. at the Freud Playhouse

at UCLA. Tickets can be purchased at CTO at

(310)825-2101.

SHANKAR
From page 25

be able to improvise. Some people find improvising

easier than learning the ragas. I'm lucky to have a real-

ly good memory. It's easy for me to remember and

play a long composition."

Anoushka hasn't played a solo concert and she's

nervous about doing it, finding it safer and more com-

fortable to watch her father while he plays and then

respond with her sitar when he cues her.

"When my father and I play together, it's like I'm

assisting him. He is the main artist. If he is improvis-

ing, he'll stop and I'll pick up. It is based on interac-

tion, it's entirely fun. In the middle of concert, he has

me play a solo."

did you hear?

you can help
expand the

Join the Recycling

Advocates, atask force

thatworks on expandhg

rec/dng orvcampus.

Students, faculty arxJ staff

aro al welconrie tothe

The Best Alaskan
King Crab is in

Santa Monica

ivcnings

Treat yourself to a pound or cole slaw, potatoes

of Alaska's sweetest, most Romano or rice pilaf, fresh

tender King crab legs. vegetables and freshly

They're mesquite broiled baked sourdough bread,

and served in the shell Come savor the best that

with plenty of

drawn butter.

Your meal comes
with soup, salad

S<KNTA MQNICa]
Alaska has to offer.

4pm to 10pm
Monday and

Tuesday evenings.

Cosmetic Surgery
FREE CONSULTATION

Laser Surgery, Computer Imaging Available

• Nose
• Acne Scars

• Lip Enhancement
• Face Lift/Eyelid Surgery
• Hair Flap/Scalp Reduction
• Chemical Peels

• Chin & Cheek Implants

• Liposuction
• Ear Reshaping
• Snoring
• Tonsils
• Hair Removal

174 Kinney St. (off of Main) Santa Monica.^SlO) 392-8366
Limited reservations available.

Steven Burres, M.D.
FAACS, AAFPS, AAOHNS, lACMA. CMA,

AMERICANACADEMYOFFACIAL PIASTICAND 'h^^

RECONSTRUCTIVESURGERY

Board Certified

(310) 385-0590

465 North Roxbuiy Dr., Beverly Hills

1119 Second St., Manhattan Beach

Affordable prices

Financing Available and Most Insurance Accepted

RntdUmof vary. RidOyilUmAkn, and Cmptic^^

TIME-
TO
MAKE

INFORMATION SESSION

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 10

7:00 PM - 9:00 PM
CAREER CENTER

COME JOIN THE NEXT
GREAT SOFTWARE COMPANY.
Founded by five college students in 1989, the company has

grown to more than 500 employees by hiring graduates from

the best schools in the country. We're revolutionizing the way

products are bought and sold for Fortune 500 companies such

as Hewlett-Packard, Chrysler, Boeing, AT&T and Ernest and Julio

Gallo.

We are looking for top candidates from around the country to

join our re-engineering revolution. Candidates should be

extremely aggressive and creative. Strong communication and

presentation skills are required along with the desire for con-

tinuous development. We are looking for bright and talented

people from varied backgrounds. Only the best need apply. For

more information, checjc out our website at www.trilogy.com.

Bring your resume for a chance to win a LEGO^n Mindstorm.

For more information about this event or about Trilogy,

please contact jennifer.hiUgartner@trilogy.com or call

directly at 512.685.3719.

TRILOGY
6034 W«st Courtyard Dnvr

Austin. Tm«s 78730 USA

t il2.A2b.3*00

t rtauiting<i>tnlo9y.com

www.tTilo9y.roiB/rtcru1t1ng
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advertising information
APPI^ESS
118 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles. CA 90024

INTERNET ^
E-Mail: classifieds@media.ucla.edu
Web: http://www.dailybruin.ucla.edu

PHONE
Classified Line: (310) 825-2221
Fax:(310)206-1359

Classified Display: (310) 206-3060
Fax:(310)206-0528

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Thu: 9:00am-4:00pm
Fri: 9am-2:30pm

One issue, up to 20 words
...each additional word
Weekly, up to 20 words
...each additional word '

Monthly, up to 20 words
...each additional word

$8.00
0.50

27.00
1.50

90.00
5.00

For Classified Display ads,
please see our rate card

for variable rate information.

fiS ^^^ ^SA

DEADLINES
Classified Line Ads:
1 working day before printing,

at 1 2 noon.
Classified Display Ads:
2 working days before printing,

at 1 2 noon.
There are no cancellations after

noon of the day before printing.

PAYMENT
Please make checks payable to

"The UCLA Daily Bruin." We
accept Visa, MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards. Allow 5
working days for mail payments.

HOW TO WRITE
AN EFFECTIVE AD

• start your ad with the

merchandise you are selling.

This makes it easier for readers to

quickly scan the ads and locate

your Items.

• Always include the price of your
item. Many classified readers
simply do not respond to ads
without phces.
• Avoid abbreviations—make your
ad easy for readers to understand.
• Place yourself in the reader's

position, ask what you would like to

know about the merchandise, and
include that in the ad. Include such
information as brand names, colors

and other specific descriptions.

The ASUCLA Communications board fully supports the University of CaliforrMas policy on nondiscrimination No medium shall accept advertisements which present persons of any origin, race, sex, or se*ual orientation in

a demeaning way or imply that they are limited to positions, capabilities, roles, or status in society Neither the Daily Brum nor the ASUCLA Communications Board has investigated any of the services advertised or the
advertisements represented m this issue Any person believing that an advertisement m this issue violated the Board's policy on nondiscrimination stated herein should communicate complaints in writing to the Business
MaiTaqer, Daily Brum, 118 Kerckhofi Hall, 308 Westwood Plaza, Los Anqeles, CA 90024 For assistance with housing discrimination problems, call the UCLA Housing Office at (310) 825-4271 or call the Westside Fair Hous-
ing office at (310) 475-9671 Classified ads also appear on-line at http //www dailybfum ucla edu Placement on-line is offered as a complimentary service for customers and is not guaranteed The Daily Brum is responsible
for the first incorrect ad insertion only Minor typographical errors are not eligible for refunds For any refund, the Daily Brum Classifif?d Department must be notified of an error on the first day of publication by noon

lANNOUNCEMENTSi 1800
Miscellaneoiis

1100
Campus Happenings

UCLA READINESS GROUP Weekly group

for individuals questioning their alcohol or

drug use Contact Elizabeth Suti for further

information. 310-206-1148.

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. DiKussion, Fri. Sl»p Study, 2408 Ackermon

Thun. Book Slu(fy, 2408 Ackerman

M/T/W Rin. Dental A3 029

W«d. Rin. A3- 029

DiKussion, All liriwt 12:10- 100 pm

For akohollei or Indivkkml* mho hav » drinking probtttn.

1300

Dog sitter/walker needed in exchange of

parking(one block from campus) and money.
Mu\i\ \m oogB, tiorman ^napnara^ujp. ^u».

9195Sasha.

FREE WINNERS, FREE SCORES, FREE
Lines, no money, no operators, no hassles

www line-busters com

YOUR CREDIT UNION
Your on-campus&on-line financial sen/ices

source, for students, faculty&staff Visit us at

Ackerman A-Level, on-line at www.ucu.org

or call 310-477-6628.

2100
Recreational Activities

MARTIAL ARTS, Katabami JuJitsu Dojo tra-

ditional & authentic ju-jitsu, self-defense t'ai

.Ml, yoga, chi gung, meditation Master Alex-

eyKunin: 323-512-2538.

2200
Reseaicli Subjects

MALE TWINS NEEDED! For UCLA Re-
search Project Ages 18-40. $20 for 1 hour
Please call 310-825-9006.

1300
CampiK RaGraHnMiit

BECOME A STOCKBROKER NOW!
Full or Part-time

BARABAN TRAINING INSTITUTE

SERIES 7 EXAM PREPARATION

offers you:

• Series 7 and Series 63 Pre-Llcensing Training

• 6-week Programs
• Weekend classes

• Exann sponsorship available through

InterFirst Capital Corp.

• Full service broker-dealer affiliation for

licensed applicants

Mention this ad and receive a

SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNT!
Call now for information and enrollment

(818) 784-0048 or (800) 417-8625

RAMA Financial

_— 16255 Ventura Boulevard, Suite 706
Encino, California 91436

e-mail: ruskytrdr@aol.com web: http://www.ramafin.com

1700

JAPANESE PASSPORTA/ISA tounrt 10 ?

7

Hideki UCLA campus CaH02i3 926 3^ib

vo*c«r^alt/celtp^K>n«

KECYCU

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

Preanant?

Panicked?

Call1-800-R-HERE-4-U

for the Pregnancy Care

Center nearest you.

Free tests. Confidential,

caring assistance.

We heiped 24, 000 people last

year and we can help you.

The Right to Life League

of Southern California

I ANONYMOUS sperm donors needed. Help

infertile couples while receiving financial

cornpflneation up ic~$600/rr>onin ang mm-
health screening. Convenient hours, located

in Westwood Call Kim 310-824-9941

EGG DONORS NEEDED
COMPASSIONATE women from all races

wanted by infertile hopeful couples Ages 21-

30. Compensation $3,500. Call OPTIONS
800-886-9373

MEN: Donors needed for insemination pro-

gram. Especially needed: Latinos, Jewish,

Italian, African-Americans. 35 or younger.

Please call 626-440-7450. Compensation
provided.

WE'RE LOOKING FOR
A FEW GOOD SPERM. All races, 20-40 yrs.

$50 per acceptable donation. Call OPTIONS
at 800-886-9373.

'^^'^'^''^ ^^^^'^''''NHIHI^^ BesMitii StMies

Ffc^ Birth

Control Mlb
UCLA Research Study.

$50 Per Visit To Clinic.

Smokers Ages 18-34 or

Non-Smokers Ages 35-44.

Coll Jessica

310-794-1884
NORMAL HEALTHY CHILDREN and ado!

ascents 8-16yrs needed for UCLA research

study Receive $25 for lab experiment and
developmental evaluation and get a scientif

ic learning expenence Call 310-825-0392

POSTMENOPAUSAL WOMEN 45* (Heal> y

or with heart disease) vvanled for a study on
coronary artery diSMse involving small

arnounts of radioacAv«ty at U^LA $25/hr (2

days, 4nrs Mth) Call 310-82?) 111« r' -^^^.

206 6675

WE BUY CARS New and old Running or

not Jeff 310-7l4-580e

CLASSIFI

ADVERTISING
..ax^N

Daily Bniin Classified Monday, Novemb«f 9, 199S 29

mP^*^

CLINICAL RESEARCH SPECLVLISTS is looking for

people 12 years of age and up with moderate to

severe acne (at least 10 spots). Qualified
volunteers will be financially compensated. For
more information please call 310-828-8887.

V^^cfV^^d-V^Vcf
I^ATTRESSES. FUTON. DESK. Bookshelf.

Dinette Sets. T-Table Lamps. Deliveries 7-

days open. King's Furniture. 11961 Santa

Monica Blvd. 310-575-4243.

WAlfTEP 4200

f^OAAE TESTAN ALTEJLNATl\

CONDOM VESIQN

earn up

ofadifff

1 00 by particlpatin]

It condom design ai

study

laterial

Couples must be:

Male partne^^||t 18-f v Female PffP^ age 18-45

V Willing't(K|teport on 8 cx)nmii uses ¥
In a stablein^ionshlp wij||[|iiine partner

Current usAlBirth CoM Pills. lUD,

Norplant, 0^, or SiHuzatton T

OFFICE SPACE
FOR LEASE

884 Sq ft. $1700/mo. Utilities paid. Prime

Westwood location. Call Anne or Yvonne

310-208-1987.

^ Piano Rentals ^
X. Low Monthly Rates x
•Hollywood Piano Rental Company^

213-462-2329 ^
••••••••••

d- For more infoi

I
(800) 3

w^ 9

[ion, please call $

1-1998 I

V d* 9 ? ?

EGG DONORSI
WANTED

If you are a healthy
female between
the ages of 19 and
30 and have health

insurance.

Compensation
$3500.00

call Mima Navas at

(310) 829-6782

4700
Auto Insurance

EGG DONORS
NEEDED

If you are a woman between the ages

of 21 and 35, the many eggs your

body disposes of each montn can be

usea by an infertile woman to have a

baby Help an infertile couple realize

their dreams, enter the gene pool and

help advance knowledge of Human
Reproduction! Financial

compensation, of course Completely

confidential. For more information,

please call USC Reproductive

Endocrinology at UlS) 97S-9990.

3200
Cameras/Camcorders

BOLEX 16mm H-Reflex M-Cond 4-lenses

$2500obo Great for film students & aspiring

film makers. Call 760-322-0812. Ask for Ra-

mon.

3400
CfNuputin/Sofliiara

COMPUTERS
DESIGN YOUR OWN system Used sys-

tems from $299 New 300 mtiz system-$575.

Repairs and system upgrades Diagnostics

$25. 3 10-216-0336 ^__^__
FREE LONG DISTANCE/ACCESS TO inter-

net - without a computer Apfio $209 00/lnter-

net-Pt>one $309 00 (Exclusive distributor).

UCLA Faculty 310-230-4231

AUTO
INSURANCE
''NO BULL"
Best Prices, Same Day

STUDENT DISCOUNTS

Motorcycles, SR22
Accidents, Tickets OK

CALL AA*IA NOW
FOR FREE QUOTE

TOLL FREE
1 (800) 225-9000

4900
Aiito^Jof Ssii

1500

MATTRESS SETS!!!
Twin $79. Full $89. Queen $139. Ktng $159.

Bunkbeds Dehvenes. Ptx>ne Orders Accept

ed 310-372-2337

1971 CUSTOf^ DJ5 JEEP 6-cylinder, auto-

matic transmission RigM hand dnve, roll t)af

and bikini top $2200. 310-475-4847.

1986 FORD ESCORT Grey-Wue, 2dr CD
w/detact)able face(new). clean, low mi . 5

spkr, a/c. $1250obo Contact Marie 310-

207-1252

1988 ALFA Spider Cool car. great lor stud

ent. must sell m 7 days' $4500obo 310-828-

0382.

Classifieds

825-2221

tem. Racing look. Must see. $9750obo. 310-

526-2252.

RMorti/llQMt

-Less than one mile from UCIA campus.
Free conttnenul breakfast.

-AfTordable, clean and comfortable rooms.
-Free cable TV A Uxral Telephone Call*.

Minutes away rrom LA'* brM (b<atm and nvlaurantx.

-Weekly rates available.

f For reserxations call. (310) 474 4262 f

Travel PetflnathMW

Round Trip Airfares

Lima — S375

Cuzco $595

Santiago S689

Sao Paulo / RJo SG56

Guayaquil / Quito S570

Buenos Aires $698

C'litfo llfK'liii I'IitIiii
R/T All Fare 4 D.iv< 3 Nir.hn Motel & Cit> Si»;htsi'fiiii:

^0%/V/ Plus t.UPS

also p.wii.iues to C.ii.ip.iKos

For Res; 310 652 8821/800 289 0549
PHOU SSIO-NAI. TRAVEL SF.HVK E

South Anifrtian SprrUllM* ( sT • li-lTM'i i"

Europe
$239 (each way plus taxes)

HAWAII $1 19 o/w
Many other destinations!

CALL 310-394-0550
http://www.alrhitch.org

GST 202863840

ftaancWIUi 1
1988 CADILLAC SEDAN DE'VILLE $1500
obo. Call 310-470-0142.

1988 T-BIRD Power all with cruise control.

Orig. owner. 70.000 mi. $3000 310-559-

9248.

1989 OLDSMOBILE CUTLASS CIERA
Clean, zippy, powerful, automatic. $4950.

310-474-1672.

1990 FORD FESTIVA- 94K miles, wtiite.

stick. One owner. Smogged/tagged and

ready to roll. Bonus- Great stereo. lncl;CD

changer/10" Woofer/MB Quart speakers

$1800. Would like to sell this Sat. 310-259-

3395

1995 HONDA ACCORD EX V-6 Automatic,

leather, loaded All power. ABS. Moonroof.

custom wheels, CD, alarm keyless entry

Low miles. Showroom new. $18.250obo

Leslie@310-827-2388.

86' VW CABRIOLET Red. 83K CD player,

alarm, new top. Fun convertible, great stud-

ent car. $3500 obo 310-230-0193. leave

message

91 Acura Legend LS One owner, black on

black. CD changer, never in accident. All

service records, power seats, sun-roof.

$9900 (310)478-5378.

95 HONDA CIVIC DX
4door, 5speed. CD player, a/c. and alloys.

$8,800(818)345-6321.

UCLA PROFESSOR selling '88 BMW 325.1.

Black-convertible, top condition. New tires,

A/C. $6,700 obo. 310-820-8082 (day), 310-

394-6906 (anytime).

'84 HONDA PRELUDE red, excellent cond,

looks great, $2000obo Call 213-514-1562

•92 TOYOTA TERCEL- lOSKMiles. A/c, cas-

sette radio/stereo. $3,500. Light green. Ex-

cellent condition. 310-231-0046 (voice mail).

•94 WHITE ACURA INTEGRA- 45K. Very

sporty, perfect conditton . Radio; Alpine ayg--

$QUICK CASH$
OWN A CAR? Get a cash k)an in 30minutes

while you drive. No credit check. WS M.

888-300-8942.

STUDENT LOANS
GET YOUR Stafford Student Loan from Uni-

versity Credit Union (Lender Code 832123).

Also receive low-cost financial services. 310-

477-6628; www ucu org

INSURANCE WAR!
WELL BEAT ANYONE'S price or don't want

your business. All drivers. Newly licensed.

Student/staff/faculty discounts. Request the

"Bruin Plan." 310-777-8817 or 818-222-

5595

/lllslatef
\buVe in good hands.

Insurance Company
(310)312-0204

1281 WostNA/ood Blvd
(2 talks So of WllsMlfo)

6200
HmRII S(HfVlCNMI

:.vi-^

HEALTH AND BEAUTY STEAM. Developed

by Chinese doctor Revoluttonary skin-care

product with exotic herbs, also cleanses in-

ternally (colds, flu). 2-months supply

$35-^UPS. 1-888-701-8898.

VIDAL SASSOON
SALON in Beverly Hills. Advanced training

team is looking for models tor $1 5 haircuts.

Please call 310-775-8808.

«^ «"*> -r '^ 4> 4- «> 4> 4> '^ v' -v * * -r •« 4> <^ «^ * •«> 'i'* * *

Contemoo Nails
Manicures Pedicures

Fills & Silks

Sculptured Nails

Wax
& MORE!

333 Robertson Blvd. Beverly Hills

(btwn. Gregory Way & Olympic Blvd.)

Mon-Sat 9-7 pm. Sun 10-5 pm.

Free Parking

No Appt. Necessary

Call (310) 88&M79
!tg»gXTTXgXIXXXXtXTgXXTTXXfJ

HAIR REMOVAL
,\^ Ini

LuCia (310) 208-8193

Tired of high prices? Call

LAyU's ElecTRolysis

& SkJN Care

20% off with this coupon-

above $20 purchase

• permanent hair removal for men &
women

• permanent make-up

• Facials, waxing, body treatments, ear

piercing

• Physician referred certified, disposable

prolx'S & sterilization

• Free consultation 1 S minutes

• Gender Friendly

• West L.A.

(510)475-8979

LagaliMoa^iUiafMys

BANKRUPTCY
GET OUT OF DEBT NOW! Free Consulta-

tion. Experienced attorneys, reasonable

fees. Law Offices of White and Associates

(Cheryle M. White. UCLAW. "86") 800-420-

9998 or 310-207-2089. 12301 Wilshire

BI..Ste 550. WLA

GREEN CARD
FOR WORK-PERMrrS. green cards, and all

imn>tgration problems caN experienced immi-

gration attorr>ey Reasonable rates. 213-251-

9588 for aHomey Ooreen.

MYER LAW FIRM. Century City Auto acci-

dents, slips/fan*, bankmplcy. discnminalion,

sexual haranment UCLA Graduate Scott D
Myer http //www.bestlawyer com 310-277-

3000

Display

206-3060
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7'

Don^t be
stranger, honey!

Come see me at

the Ashe Center

HEALTH FAIRE

FREE

Blood Pressure

& Cholesterol Screening,

Nutrition & Fitness QA,

Body Composition Testing,

Gomes and Give.Aways,

and much more . . .

Tuesday, 10 November

Westwood Plaza

11:00 am to 2:00 pm

UCLA Arthur Ashe Studenf Healfh and Wellness Center

IMortai Offfmd

y: 1 f
Man 1/2 Japanese would like to meet
Japanese woman 20 - 26 yrs. 5*6" +.

for friendship, possible marriage.
Tel. # (323) 937 - 4353
Fax # (323) 937 - 6332

Professional Tutoring

All Welcome
446-4814

Tutoring • Study • TestPrep

m

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

=K:R055=
1 Leather-working

tool^

5 Cleopatra's

snakes
9 Missing

1 3 Movie spools

1 5 Old word for

"you"

16 Entertainer

Sedgwick ^

1 7 Craze
18 Sunbathes
19 Cast a ballot -
20 Porch seats

23 Farm
youngster

24 Stashed away
25 Flying mammals
28 Hence
31 Stallone role

36 Frozen
37 Celt

38 Miami and
Orlando

39 Yosemite
feature

42 Sheets and
pillowcases

43 Mine entrance
44 Yale alumnus
45 Bordered—

—

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

Moirare/Storage

BEST MOVERS. Licensed, insured Lowest
rates Fast, courteous+careful. Many stud-

ents moved for $98. Lic.-T- 163844 NO JOS
TOO SMALL! 1 -800-2-GO-BEST

HONEST MAN W/14ft truck and deifies,

small jobs, short notice ok Student discount.

Ask about 10% discount 310-285 8688. Go
Brums!

JERRY'S MOVING&DELIVERY The careful

movers Experienced, reliable, same-day de-

livery Packing, boxes available Also, pick-

up donations for American Cancer Society

Jerry@310-391-5657

6500
Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedicated pro-

fessional At your home or WLA studio 1st-

lesson free No drum set necessary
Neil:2 13-654-8226

GUITAR INSTRUCTION 15 years exp all

levels and styles. Patient and organized

Guitars available Sam 310-826-9117.

GUITAR LESSONS by professional near

UCLA All levels, guitars avail Call Jean at

310-476-41'-;4 wwwJWGS.rom

6700
Professional Siervlces

PRIVATE TUTORING
IN-HOME, one-on-one tutonng for most sub-

jects. English, Chemistry, Math, Physics, Bi-

ology, Spanish, French, etc. $15/hr 310-

289-3292

THE WRITING COACH
EXPERIENCED TEACHER, Ph D offers tu-

toring, term paper assistance, English, So-

cial Science, History. Foreign Students Wel-

come. Call; 310-452-2865.

UCLA ENGLISH ALUMNI, pro-writer, young,

superb papers guaranteed High school and
below welcome. Jeff 213-653-2240

WRITING TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford University

graduate Help with English—for students of

all ages/levels. $17/hr. 310-472-8240 or

310-440-0285.

7100
nitoring Wanted

ACADEMIC ADVISORS
P/T SPANISH FLUENCY a must. Ph D pre-

ferred Leading distance university WLA
Work w/malure Latin students. Fax CD to'

310-471-6456

ENGLISH/HISTORY" TUTOR WANTED for

11th grader Santa Monica, 1.5hrs/day 3

times/week. Call John day; 310-771-6378
eve; 1-310-748-1743

7400
Business Opportunities

$500/DAY Nude modeling-women 18+ all

types No experience necessary Safe, pro-

fessional environment. Refer a friend and
earn $50! 310-358-3865.

INTERNET/E-COMMERCE TRAFFIC dou-
bling every 100 days - why not own your own
personal percentage? NYSE traded compa-
ny seeks brokers. 800-805-4768

MULTIPLE STREAMS of Income from a per-

fect part-time home business. 1977 "Peo-
ple's Choice Award" winner Recently fea-

tured in "Investor's Business Daily"-"Suc-
cess" magazine. 24hour message 1-888-

572-4846.

SALES/BusOpty Earn over $55K
Comm/bonuses P/T in 1999. No personal

sales, cost, effort necessary Call 24hrs for

details. ABR/Inc 310-859-5577

7500 _^
Career Opportunities

CLINICAL RN/LVN
LOOKING FOR A change'^' Prominent West
LA Internal Medicine practice is looking for

an experienced RN/LVN with good tele-

phone, triage and phlebotomy skills Fax re-

sume to 310-824-0298

EXTRA INCOME
Earn $87,000/yr P/T, from home Will tram

you and help you reach your goal Call toll

free- 888-241-7931

SECRETARY/RECEPTIONIST- Perform
various duties in Beverly Real Estate Com-
pany Pantime/Fulltime Starting pay S9,hr

w/great future job opportunities. Fax re-

sume;310-278-6801 Attn J Edward Smith

46 Before long

47 Oak or maple
48 Quiche

ingredient

50 Suffix meaning
"sort or"

52 Kind of

power
59 Made cloth

60 Muddy the

waters
61 Fable writer

63 Country singer

Randy —
64 Lump of

grease

65 Celebrations

66 "How the —
Was Won

"

67 Poet Millay

68 Where to get a
hero

DOWN
1 Body part

2 Have on
3 Letterman s

rival '

4 Oily films '

"

5 Memo abbr
6 Type of rug

7 Ram gear
8 Raw-fish dish

9 Jacob's son
10 Smell
1

1

Perches
12 — off: annoy
14 H H Munros

pen name
21 Pnnciples

22 At loose ends
25 Sacred book
26 Bitter

27 Binding

29 Give it the gas
30 Gather bit by bit

32 — premium:
scarce

33 Mid-distance

'

runner

34 — of the ball

35 Davis of

"bvening
Shade

37 Fowl
38 Physicians

group
40 Poor grade
41 Wedding vow
46 Of long

standing

47 Tailor's

need
49 Overeat
51 Dateless
52 Hockey great

Gordie —
53 Designer St

Laurent

54 Nick

55 Leo. eg
56 Napoleon's

place of exile

57 — of Wight
58 Ember
59 "Gee whiz!"

62 Greek letter

MBA, LAW, MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS!
FRUSTRATED DEVELOPING your critical

personal statements'^ Get professional help

from well-known author/consultant. 310-826-

4445.

www.winningpersonstatement.com

A FREE SESSION
PSYCHOTHERAPY/COUNSELING lor de-

pression, anxiety, obsessions, post-traumat-

ic stress, etc. Couples/Individuals. Student

rates Crime victims may be eligible for free

treatment Call Liz Gould
(MFC#32388)©310-578-5957 to schedule

your free consultation. »

By Jung and Emerson's precepts Profes-

sional Astrology Consultation; career,

romance, finance. 23years teacher/lectur-

er/wnter Pauline Hassell@310-858-4979

flllPrnVI^E HGMkWUMKu'lU I UM \of -m-

Counseling and Psychotherapy

...to examine life ciinceriis/issiics in

privacy and respect. Individuals.

couples, r-.iniilies. Stress, anxiety.

depression, self-esteem, relationships.

Lorraine M. Yamamiira, I'li.D. Clinical

Psychologist I'SVl 1067 (310)392-5209

grader, WLA3 30-6pm, Tues-Fn $io/hrCall:

310-839-4099 6-9pm or fax: 310-204-1826

TUTOR/DRIVER '

For 7th grader Pick up 3:30 tutor until 7pm.
WLA area. Male preferred $10/hr 310-475-

3788.

TUTORS for high school students,

jjunior/senior/graduate students specializing

in English a must. Families located in Arca-

dia resident or Palos Verdes. 2hrs-$55/one

visit 4times/mo. 310-859-9140 Beverly Glen
Education Link@Beverly Hills.

Tutor ami Homework Assistant

For 9th grade learning disabled child Need
patience and experience Also need biology

& geometry tutor for 10th grade child

$15-20/hr in Santa Monica

Call Dr Anne Coscarelli (310) 794 7678
* *

COLLEGE GRADS
Entry Level Mgt./ Sales positions m So. CA

$30k l5t year, great future potential.

toiga t fttth hmp lo ymon t Hloooo tow >ooun>u

to (310) 207-0060 or call (310) 826-8324.

Hirinq Today!

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

Comprehensive Dissertation Assistance

Theses. Papers, and Personal Statements

Proposals and Books
International Students Welcome Since 1985

Sharon Bear, Ph.D. (310) 470-6662

IMMIGRATION

Angel vsa qnter^
Rcavxiahly Prxnl, RrliaNr ImmignKMm .ServKf

Privately Owned ami Oprraird

ConMvrtMlyGuaranlNd
For Frtt Coiwulution Call: 31»-47».2«W phone

7200
lypfaig

DO IT WRITE- Word processing, transcrib-

ing, typing, proofing, editing Fast and accu-

rate. $28/hr. 24hr voicemail. WLA location

310-441-5955.

HATE TO TYPE'' Let me do it for you

Fast+accurate. Professional screen plays

accepted. $2/pg Call-ins 310-839-3101 or

page 310-915-2255.

WORD PROCESSING All types; research

papers, theses, resumes, fliers. Editing,

proofing, &transcription available. Emergen-
cies OK. Call:818-598-1489 or email

anmlwomnQ pacbell. net.

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-

es, dissertations, transcription, resumes, fli-

ers, brochures, mailing lists, reports. Santa
Monica. 310-828-6939. Hollywood. 213-466-

2888.

EAGLE EYED EDITOR
PR(X)FREADS THESES, publications; tu-

tors English, study skills; trains time man-
agement, stress reduction. Nadia Lawrence
PhD 310-393-1951.

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! For valu-

able info on home-based business send
$1/SASE to; Unique Images, 550 South Bar-

rington Ave.. Apt. #1320, LA 90049

PRIZE-WINNING
ESSAYIST AND FORMER PROFESSOR
w/two Ph.Ds can help you produce winning

prose Theses, papers, personal statements

David <daveditOpacbell.net> 805-646-

4455.

7300
WrttliigHelp

WORD PROCESSING Typing, proofing,

editing, rewriting, research, resumes, tutor-

ing, etc. Fax. email, bring work to me. Rush-

es. Student discount. 818-830-1546.

7700
Child Care Wanted

BABYSITTER NEEDED for 6-yr-old boy
3;00-7;00 4day/wk w/flexibility $8/hr. negoti-

able. Car required. References. Hollywood
Hills Call 323-969-9309.

BABYSITTER WANTED evenings and wee-
kends for sweet lyr oid. Call Karen @ 310-

207-5667 between 7- 10pm

CHILD CARE for special 11 -year-old girl

w/disabilities in Tarzana. MA/V/F 3:30-6:30

and Sundays 10:30-330. Pay negotiable.

Call 818-343-4150.

Child care provider wanted. Must have car

for 2 children ages 10&13. 15-20hrs/wk. 3-

6pm, M-F $8/hr-t^gas mileage. Contact 213-

892-9262.

DRIVER/HOMEWORK TUTOR Pick up
children ages 10 and 12 from school, drive to

activities, help with math. M-F 230-530
$10/hr Santa Monica. Call or fax; 310-451-

4145

EXPERIENCED CHILDCARE Afternoons,"

14-20 hours weekly Palisades. Good car,

good references. Fax Gillian Hyde 818-347-

4451.

FATHER'S HELPER PfT on Weekends
Assist w/girls 6 and 10. Do activities w/them.

Computer literate. Must have own car. 310-

556-3816.

January3-June20, Monday-Friday, Noon-
6pm. Childcare and some driving for 2 fun

boys 5&11. No pet allergies. Must have car,

speak English and drive stick-shift. $9/hr

Call Betty Goldberg 310-395-7755.

MOTHER'S HELPER WANTED in Laurel

Canyon. PT hours flexible. References
needed. Please call 323-650-4914 for more
info.

PROFESSIONAL MOM NEEDS reliable

UCLA student to help w/afterschool child-

care. Flexible hours. $9/hr Excellent driving

record and car required. Call; 310-206-7528

PT CHILDCARE
FOR VERY SPECIAL 4-YEAR OLD GIRL.

lnterr)ational or bilingual background, car,

references required. Grand Piano. Beverly-

wood adjacent. Laird-3 10-287- 1677.

7000

MATH/PHYSICS/STATISTICS/Enghsh/He
brew Computenzed statistical analysis avail

able Tutonng service Free consultation

Reasor^able rates, call anytime llan (800)90

TUTOR www my-tutor com

7800
IMpWMed
ADMINISTRATOR/PROJECT ASSISTANT

(internship possibility). Computer literate,

IBM -Windows/Internet plus. Senior/graduate

w/strong writing/oral communication. No
dress code/reception duties $7-$9,

17hrs/wk Serious inquines;Fax;310-395-

0509

Classifieds

825-2221

STORE DETECTIVES
SECURITY GUARDS Needed now No exp

nee PT/FT Up to $12/hr Call today 562-

776-0878. for Valley 818-386-0170

$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL mailing or cir

culars No expenerK:e req Free informalion

packet Call 202-466-1639

Display

206-3060
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cyMCm Offered i ^IteteMl^iterf

Hickory, Dickory. Dock

9al Is on the

complimentary

Beanie Babies

for firsi monfh

enrollmenf

STUDENT WORK
$12.25 to Start

• Flexible Schedule
• P/T - Tune off for Finals

(310)826-7715

< "^w

Searching for Models
Men and Women for corrvnercials,

catak>g & magazine ads, brochures, and
catwalk •Specializing m petHes •

$1 50 to $250 per hour
* Beverly Hills*

* No Fee No Experience

(310)273-2566

• Female Counselors Guild Members 15% off
• Door fo Door Transportafion

• Fully Insured

• Nannies are welcome fo ride with us

Transporfafion •Home-School •9chool-Home
Denfisf Appointments* Docfor's Appointments

Music Class 'Karate. Ballet, etc.

Contact: Sally

2040 Avenue of the Stars, #460
Century^City, CA 90067
310-551-0906

7800
IMkiWaiilBd

7800
Help Wanted

ifiARTENOER TRAtNECS t^EDED. Eaw:

A PERFECT STUDENT JOB

Do you need a job in the

afternoons during school (M-F)?

All day Saturday, too! Full time

during Quarter Breaks and
Summer Vacations! Work

experience not necessary. Apply

today at

Westwood Sporting Goods.

1065 Gayley Ave,

Westwood Village.

J

$20/HOUR+TIPS
FEMALE NUDE FIGURE MODELS needed.

Professional studio Absolutely no sex,

drugs, alcohol, smoking, or touching Work

your own hours. Must have a great body and

a pretty face. Asian models especially need

ed. Marina Studios, Downtown LA. 323-222-

8044

$20/HR PT/FT
PROCESSING MAIL! Free supplies,

postage' Bonuses! Rush SASE to

CMA/UCLA Po Box 567443, Atlanta GA,

31156

signup@inlo infomachine.com

$7.25/hr and up!
DO YOU have initiative? Become a UCLA
Community Sen/ice Officer and explore law

and public relations. Great Pay Flexible

hours. Student-oriented. Web
www ucpd ucia edu/ucpd/cso. Email

cso@ucpd ucla.edu. Phone; 310-825-2148

ACCOUNTING DEPT assistant. P/T entry

level position. M-F 2-6. Basic computer

knowledge, car with insurance, good oral

and written communication skills required.

$9/h r. 310-276-9166

ADMIN ASSIST, to RE. investor in Bel Air

Word, Excel, phones, must have car. Pari

time (Tues. 1-5. Wed. 9-3) $10/hr Call 310-

476-

1

703.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT Require-

ments: Smart, professional, detail-oriented,

self-starter, w/strong writing/oral communica-

tion, computer-literate, car w/insurance.

20hrs/wk.$ 12 15/hr. Fax Diana Resume:

310-312-9536 (If you faxed resume on

Monday, please fax again).

ANNOUNCERS, no experience necessary

Host music/talk-shows for our radio stations

P/T. $10-1 5/hr, $200+per/show, plus fantas-

Ik: benefits. 213-468-0080 24-hours.

ASIAN INTERNET
MODELS

GUARANTEED BASE PAY plus $40-60/hr

possible Safe and secure working environ-

ment General office staff also needed Cai:

310-398-2213 or 310-880-4726

ASSISTANT for business offtcf For more

details r
' 0-278-275'J or fax re-

sume 3 K- - .. -^ -

riave ca' and insula'.'. Synr Fax resume

to 310-479C'

Classifieds

825-2221

$150-$25G/nigtit. Work P/T while going to

school. Day/eve classes, 1-2week classes,

800-974-7974. International Bartender's

school. HUNDREDS OF JOBS!

BARTENDERS TRAINING INSTITUTE of

America offers professional courses for only

$98. Certificate of completion included Call

today: 1-800-561-1781. Great Jobs!

BILLING/RECEPTIONIST needed F/T posi-

tion. Answering phones, computerized bill-

ing, collectrons and filing. M-F, salary D-O-E.

310-551-1338 ask for Eric.

BIO-MEDICAL, ELECTRONICS, and clean-

room micro-cleaning. Full/Part-time employ-

ment Some physical work required. Must
have transportation. Evenings/weekends

Start $7.50/hr Call Patrick Toll Free @ 888-

263-9886

CASTING
EXTRAS needed for feature films, commer-

cials, and music videos Earn up to $240 per

day' No experience needed. Work guar-

anteed' Call today 213-851-6103.

Casting extras for video on how yoga helps a

golf game. Fax resume 310-476-7284

CELLULAR
REPRESENTATIVE

—
SELF-MOTIVATED PROACTIVE PEOPLE
needed to sell Campus Cellular Sen/ice. Set

your own hours, must like to make money,

discounts on cellular/paging sen/ice, will

train To set up an appointment call Kamyar

at 310-825-0881.

CENTURY CITY architect/design firm seeks

FT exp. professional to run busy office

PC/Mac/MS savvy. Benefits. No phone calls

Fax resume/sal reqt: 310-286-2301/Nakao-

ka Assoc

CLERICAL/SALES POSITION P/T or F/T.

excellent opportunity Love of jewelry Call

between 12-6pm Shane's Jewelry. 310-208-

8404.

CLERK- Pleasant Santa Monica law office

needs full-time or part-time. Filing and

phone. 310-394-3578.

COMPUTER ASSISTANCE NEEDED Ex-

perience w/Adobe Premiere. Need help

creating short video clips, to be played in MS
PowerPoint. 310-208-2442

CP SHADES
A NATIONAL womens clothing retailer and

Manufacture based in San Francisco, is in-

ten/iewing for FT/PT sales positk)ns in its

Santa Monica location. CP Shades offers a

challenging, exciting environment w/an ex-

cellent compensation package, vacation,

health&dental, a free outfit every month and

a great discount Best of all, is the chance to

work for a friendly growing company that

makes clothes which you'll want to own

Please fax resumes to 310-392-0586 or

come into our store at 2937 Mam St to fill out

an application

MODELS NEEDED NOW
No eipfrience required

Calatog. Prtoiworh. M»ga/i»if^ Mov»«5,

VWtoo A TV ConirT>erci«l»

M4>n and \Nnm«n cA all Ag«s
fttrv Cof»utt«tion

CUSTOIUIER SERVICE
ACKERMAN REP(FT) ©University Credit

Union Apply® 1500 S. Sepulveda Blvd., LA,

90025 or fax resume:31 0-477-2566 or web

at http://www.ucu.org

DATA BASE MANAGEMENT- Off-campus

work-study position. Homeless agency

needs data entry $10-12/hr, 8-12hrsywk. Ja-

cob: 310-996-0034.

DATA ENTRY and Leasing. Great position in

growing company $6/hr^commlsslon. 310-

441 0735.

DAY DELIVERY DRIVER needed for

Chinese restaurant Apply in person. Bet-

ween 3pm-6pm 8048 West 3rd St. At Cres-

cent Heights Blvd

DOMINATRIX - No sex, no nudity, flexible

hours, experience preferred but can train

Safe, pleasant environment. 213-626-5346

EARN & LEARN!
ENTERTAINMENT COMPANY seeks Com-
munications/MFA students to manage Na-

tional/lntercollegiate-event/screening re-

search programs. Make money, have fun! A
few hours a day Wort< from your place! Send
a^;aiiaBiinv ana curram acaaomic waiucig;:

komedy© komedyu com

EDITOR FOR FLEDGLING Santa Monica

Publisher Required: production duties, wnt-

ing/editing skills, car. $8/hr Hours flexible.

(310)450-6850.

EXPERIENCE LIFE
CASTING- Nude models needed lor upcom-

ing adult video. Females only, all shapes and

sizes, 18-»^. Very fun, very safe. 310-826-

9335

F/T FILE CLERK lor immigration law lirm

Century City Computer-literate, Punctual,

detail-oriented, self-starter $8/hr Fax re-

sume: 310-553-2616

FILE/OFFICE CLERKS
LAW FIRM has PT positions to fill at

$6 50/hr Minimum of 20hrs/wk Interest in

law preferred. Fax resume&proposed avail-

able hours to 310-274-2798 or mail to Lur-

ie&Zepeda, 9107 Wilshire Blvd. Suite #800

Beverly Hills, CA 90210, attention Jimmy

Dean

GIRLS wanted at exclusive social club in

WLA Conversation only No alcohol. Flexi-

ble hours Earn top $$$ 310-477-9871.

GREAT JOBS

CALL NOW! 310-659-7000

UCLA CONCESSIONS
MAKE $8 50-11.00/hour working UCLA
Men's Basketball games © Pauley pavilion.

Call Sean for an inten/iew©206-0736.

GREAT P/T JOB
MAKE $10 to $15 per hour giving away web
pages. $8base-i^commission+bonuses. Con-

venient Van Nuy location. Call David 818-

786-9660 Mon-Fri, 7am- 1pm.

HELP ME SELL excellent wooden can/ings

of birds and animals, fun toys to flea mar-

kets, wholesalers, and gifts, etc. 310-823-

3164

HOLIDAY$$$. Honest reliable person to

work with stockir)g and labeling merchan-

dise. No experience necessary. Flexible

hours. Oct-Jan. Near UCLA 310-234-0127

HOME TYPISTS NEED-
ED

PC users needed. $45,000 income potential.

Call 1-800-513-4343 Ext B- 10105.

HOW DOES $800/WK
EXTRA INCOME

Sound to you? Amazingly profitable oppor-

tunity. Serxl self-addressed stamped envel-

ope: Group Five 6547 N.Academy Blvd

Dept N Colorado Springs, CO 80918

INTERNET ACTRESSES
WANTED' Wort< at home Make your own
hours WEBCAM Business needs flirtatious

women3i0-798-0592ext66 Visit

http //GuestRoomCam com/moreinfo htm

NTl IMPORTING. Merrkeitr^g ano PR ttrm

seeks hiqniy motivated oraan zed mdi vidua'
* Comw '0 work t*^

/mung Must X>*i fiuen' ir; n

AM-

http://www. tlme^ata.com
by Larry White

Your Horoscope

Novwnbar 8 to 14

YftEKLY OVERVIEVJ: Mars, planet of tma^ in good aspect to

tupiter indicates a lucky period that should be beneficial to alL A
benefit or financial increase is possible forthose willing to lookand
worlc for it Activities in educational or religious fiel£ may bring
new friends.

RCAO TOUR RItINO SIGN \f YOU KNOW IT

ARIES March2|vApril20
Using a new approach to further your
aims at workplacemay turn the tables in

your favor. A change of pace could be
Denefidal for your well being now.

TAURUS April 21- May 21

Planets favor cooperative efforts with
business associates or "significant oth-

ers". A change you may not expect
could improve your financial picture.

GEHINI May 22 -June 21

Harmonious aspects make it easier for

you to deal with others in far away
places. If you didn't succeed before,
now is the time to try again.

CANCER June 22 - July 23
Moon in your sign Sunday/ Monday fa-

vors romantic eligibles. Also, talents
should attract new contacts for your
creative ability.

LEO July 24 - August 23
Good Venus vibes in your home sector.

The fruits of past efforts should be com-
ing to maturity. A home businesss can
add dollars to your income.

VIRGO August 24-Stpt 23
Domestic activities are favored. Shared
interests in metaphysics, religion, as-

trology may bring you in contact with
interesting new people.

LIBRA S«pt24.0ct23
March to the tune of your own drum-
mer. Positive aspects exist for expan-
sion thru a creative hobby. Increasing
efforts can bring additional dollars.

SCORPIO Oct 24.II0V 22
Yi>u may b« rormmg valuable group
assooates thru Holiday celebrations.
Don't "hide your lieht under a bushel".
Circulate in the rig^t places.

SAGITTARIUS llov23Dec2l
Take a breather from outside interests.

Pay more attention to the emotional
side of your life. In matters pertaining
to real estate, you could be in luck.

PEOPLE BORN WHEN THE SUN,

MOON OR MERCURY WERE IN

THR SIGi: OF SCORPIO ARE
VERY INTERESTED IN QUES-
TIONS ABOUT DEATH AND THE
AFTERLIFE. THEY HAVE MUCH
PSYCHIC ABIUTY AND CAN DO
WEU IN ALL TYPES OF POLICE
WORK AND RESEARCH.

ntOFESSOR COSMO

CAPRICORN Dec22-J«ii20
Domestic conditions, home fix-ups,par-
ties and real estate activities all snow
promising aspects. Party mixing and
mingling brings new opportunities.

AQUARIUS J«ii2l-F«bi9
Wishfntfillment also depends cm plic!
ingyourself in proper places. Mingling
witfi others to attain hopes and wishes
should be this week's focus.

PISCES Feb 20-Mttrcli 20

Take time for R&R (rest and relaxation).

Don't let the worries and depressions of
others get you down. Behind the scenes

connections are working in your favor.

FREE Numerology report of YOUR Personal Year ahead. Send your birthdate

information to COSMIC COLLEGE, P. O. Box 717, Manchester, N.H. 03105 or by

e-mail to: star20209time-data.coin Visit our website: http://www.tune-data.com

This feature is presentedfor entertainment purposes only.

7800
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Employmentfor Models
All type$- no experience

rnale or female

Commerciols • Videos • Magazines

Internet Sites

Call AGC Productions

^ 1800-2779U8 H

UCLA Annual Fund

$8.18/HR. PLUS BONUS
PAID TRAINING • CONVENIENT SCHEDULING

(Mon Thurs i««nings iwcekend shifts avaiiabltl

Contact Leila

310-794-0277
1083 Gayley Avenue 4th floor, Westwood

we are able to offer work study

* New Faces/Models*
Wanted by Westwood's «1 Talent CastingCo.

Earn Top $$ in Movies, Television,

Commercials, and Modeling (petite, top, and

fasliion models). No exp. nee. Also, The Show

Business Club needs Interns. For Free

Consultation call Michael (310) 209-5062

LIBRARY CONSULTING FIRM needs a

student for a project involving database

searching and data entry. Must be fluent in

Korean (tjoth speaking and writing) Contact:

Joanne Schwarz or Mitchell Thiompson at

310-289-1067.

LOOKING FOR P/T administrative assistant.

Data input and filing in Westwood office. Call

Liz 310-443-5254

MALE MODELS
Printwork UB under 25. Lean, any race,

leave name, numt)er&physical stats. Free

Interview. Beginners welcome. 213-960-

1066. 24hrs.

MALE&FEMALE
MODELS

OUR MODELS have worked for Versace,

AbercrombieiFitch, Estee Lauder, Levi's,

Banana Republic &more! Great Pay! Begin-

ner's ok! Call "free" for an appointment. Otto

(24-hrs)800-959-9301

MEDICAL HISTORIAN M-F, F/T or 10-3

General office duties, computer skills and

Spanish a plus Salary negotiable. 310-553-

2030

MODELS WANTED by professional photo-

studio for upcoming assignment Male/Fe-

male Pro/Non-Pro. Fashion/Commer-

cial/Theatncai Call for appointment 818-

986-7933

MOVIE EXTRA WORK
•

Revolutionan/ new program* Start immea

ateiy* Ali types-l8*'* Fun/Easv* No cra^y

• " '" jram for free medf.a'* Cap-24mrs

NEED TELEMARKETER for a clothing com-

pany FT Call 310-473-7454.

Night and Occasional weekend sitting in

extremely fun household for 2 twys 5&11 . No
pet allergies, must speak English, and drive. *

$9/hr. Call Betty Goldberg 310-395-7755.

P/T CLERICAL POSITION in Marina Del

Rey 20-40 hrs/week. Flexible schedule ok

between 9-6pm, M-F Photocopy, type, file,

organize, mailings, enter data, answer

phones. Must be computer literate Mac
skills preferred Good writing skills desirable.

$8.hr. Fax qualifications to Shawn at 310-

821-9282.

P/T DATA INPUT/ACCT'G CLERK 3

days/wk., MAC use, self-starter, acct'g. ex-,*

perience, SM creative/team environment.

$10-12/hr. 310-656-1001 Mimi/Han/ey

PfT or F/T FILING CLERK/RECEPTIONIST
100 UCLA Medical Plaza. Fax resume: 310-

208-0963.

P/T RECEPTIONIST in LA. Any major An-

swering phones Good pay Fnendly envtrbn-

ment. Call for an inten/iew. 310-204-5900 ext

180

P/T RECEPTIONIST- 20 hours/week after

noons. Westside crimlrul defense law finm.

Great teleptx>ne etiquette Computer and

clerical skills necessary. Professional ap-

pearance a must. Fax resunrie to Sharon

Jones 310-312-8227

P/T RETAIL SALES- Outgoing personality.

$8-10/hr to start. 2or3 late aftennoons&eaily

evenings and Saturday or Sunday Call Har-

vey for intennew: 310-287-2459. :>

PfT WORK, F/T-PAY!
BEVERLY HILLS firm seeks phone reps for

match making company Mon-Thurs 530-

9pm Excetiempay Funjoo Adam-3io-777-

6900

PART-TIME LAW STUDENT 20 hours/wk '

Flexible Collections small claims court, co-

'^ attorney on unlawfuis $9.'h'

.. /Jj fax310-829-263C

Displa
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Bain & Company
Career Opportunities

IN International
Strategy Consulting

Bain& Company
International Strategy Consulting

• Info. Session Wed. Nov. IV^

6:00 pm Bradley International

Center

• Bus. Association Consulting Roundtable
Nov. IT^*^

• Deadline for Submission of Resumes:
Jan. 21"'

Beimng • Boston • Brussels • Chicago • Dallas • Gene:va • I Iong Kong • London
LOS ANGELES • MA I MIIl) * MEXICO ClTV MILAN MOSCOW MUNICH • PAKJS RUMh SAN

Francisco • Sao I^aiilo • Seoul • Sinciapore • SiocKHom • Sydney • Tokyo • Toronto

1999 Aiv. Of The Stars, Suite M)()()

Los Angeles, CA 90067

Phone: (MO) 552-9100

An Equal (){)portunity limfjloyer

PERSONAL ASSISTANT
To wnter/ producer. S.M. area 310-535-

7166

personal assistant to real estate

developer, fax resume 310-826-3700.

PHOTO LAB p/t assist photo printer or com-

puter imaging, Beverly Hills 310-274-3445

PSYCHOEDUCATIONAL tutor needed (or

tutoring office in Pacific Palisades. College

degree required. 310-459-4125.

PT and FT DRIVERS for lunch and dinner

shifts. $10+/hr. Must speak English Contact

Dining In: 310-274-0123. 818-986-3287.

PT CLERK- t^id-Wilshire law office. Some
Spanish needed. Filing and telephone Flexi-

- bie hours. 3 1 0-476-3369.

7800
IMIpWmIn

7800
IM^Wsnted

receptionist
8:30-4:30 TU AND TH. Phones, filing, light

typing. $8/hr. Law Offices of David Hoffman.

Century City. 310-286-1000.

RECEPTIONIST-MEDICAL OFFICE. F/T.

Start-ASAP. Bright, energetic person needed

lor front office position in premier private in-

ternal medicine practice on UCLA campus.

Experience a plus but attitude more import-

ant. Very competitive salary arxJ benefit

package for the right person. Fax resume to

310-824-0298.

— RfcCEPTIONIST. WESTWOOD LAW oHic-

es. Mon-Fri. 9-5. $7/hour, can do homework

on job. 310-470-3373.

RETAIL SALES
ENERGETIC and outgoing P/T sales assis-

tant needed imnr>ediately for upscale SM
chikjren's retail store. Flexible hours Call

310-451-0237.

SALES $12-20^r. avg. commisswn +bene-

fits. Full or PT, excellent phone skills for grad

student or GPA 3.5 & above. 310-358-6053

or fax 310-392-5234.

SALES4CLERICAL POSITION. PfJ or F/T.

excellent opportunity. Love of jewelry. Call

between l2-6pm Shane's Jewelry. 310-208-

8404.

SAT TUTORS needed $15/hr Set your own

schedule Must have transportation and high

- SAT scores Call 1 -800472-8261

.

SECRETARIAL/SALES person in

Westwood. FT/PT Mutt be dependable, reli-

able, neat, good ccmmunicatKxi skills Ask'— tor Don 310-477-1486

SEXUAL PROBLEMS?
Maintain control, maximize slamine, and last

tonger Amazing, unheard of solutions' Seek

ing wiiHng product testers Apply at

www newremedtes com

STARGATE/WATKINS
ENTERTAINMENT Actors Wanted! No ex-

perience required. Movies, TV. commercials.

Guarantee interviews with top SAG agents

CALL NOW!!!! 310-577-9711.

STOCK BROKER TRAINEE- p/t or f/t. Flexi-

ble hours. Paid training Great opportunity

WLA area. Close to UGLA. 310-914-9700.
"— -..--. T '

STUDENT to set up computer/fax program

for restaurant in UCLA/Wilshire center

10920 Wilshire Blvd. Call Aaron 310-208-

2946

TALK & MAKE MONEY
-CUSTOMER SERVICE REPRESENTATIVE
needed for Campus Communications Must

be a self-starter and like to make money.

Hours needed - 9am-3pm. Paging/cellular

discounts available. $6/hr. -f commission

For more info call Kamyar at 310-825-0881.

UCLA SCHOOL OF Medicine seeks student

programmer w/thorough knowledge of CCI

scriptslperl), Javascnpt. html. Experience

w/databases. upix desirable. P/T. flexible

hours. Fax resume to Dr. Anju Relan 310-

794-7454 or 310-794-9000 for info.

WEBSITE DESIGN $8-12/hr. Maintain and

expand my websites. 10-15hr/week flexible

Moderate skills needed. Contact Austin

austinxxx©mindspring or 323-874-7312

WEEKEND BABYSITTER- 8yr. boy. 12yr.

girl. Most Saturday evenings, occasional

weekday evening. Palisades $8/hr.

References; some experience. 310-454-

2162.

WE'RE SEEKING INDIVIDUALS to provide

support to the developmentally disabled. Call

Dwight Istanbulian at 818-361-6400 ext 129

lEACHER P/T After-school program for

math. K-7 grade. Send resume to P.O. Box

0687. Temple City. CA 91780. 626-285-9090.

TEACHER/AIDE. Graduate student in edu-

cation to teach bright 3.5-year-old in the af-

terrxwns. Westwood. Develop afterschool

enrichment program including fieldtrips.

Must love chlMren. 310-229-5996.

TEACHERS
FOR afterschool science club. K-6grade. 2-

5days/wk. $15/hr. Will train. 1-800-472-

4362.ext.245or30e.

TEACHERS/COUNSELORS needed for af-

ter school enrichment program. 12 college

units needed. Experience with K-5. Flexible-

hours, great pay. Fax resume:310-445-5628.

TELEMARKETING
W/WINDOWS COMPUTER SKILLS. Prefer

phone experience. Prefer sludents/grads.

Flexible hours, 9am-5pm starting $8-

$10/hr-fbonuses. 3-blocks/UCLA. Harel

Maintenance. Ron-310v«70-6175.

TURN IDEAS into cash!!! Leam how easy it

is to buikl a successful home business. Call

Money Corp. 1-888-307-4282.

TirrOR/BIG-BROTHER for 12-year-okl Set

flexible pm hours 2 times/wk. Chinese

speaking preferred, not necessary $8-

lOdoe. Contacy toydangOhotmail com

UCLA SCHOOL OF Medicine seeks student

muMmedia pfogrammer w/experience and

inierett in digital video. slrearTw>g vkleo ap

plications. Adobe premiere Knowledge of

Unix. html. Javascnpt required Fax resume

to Or An|u Reian 310 794 7465 or 310 794

9009

ADMINISTRATIVE- The city of Torrance.

City Manager's office currently has an oppor-

tunity for an Administrative Intern, Please

contact Jay Scharlman: 310-618-5880.

FREE ARTS FOR ABUSED CHILDREN is

seeking unpaid interns. Please contact Mark

at 3 10-3 13-4ART

INTERN WANTED GENRE Magazine, a na-

tk)nal, gay lifestyle monthly, has non-paying

internship positions available in Editorial and

Art Dept. Great experience in all aspects of

publishing Contact 323-467-8300

PAID MANAGEIMENT
INTERNSHIP

Student Wori^s Painting, a subsidiary of Na-

tional Servies Group is now hiring for

Spring/Summer 1990. Duties include inter-

viewing, hiring, devetopment of customer re-

lations, control of marketing and sales, &
production management. Call 1-800-394-

6000. www.collegewori(s.com

PR INTERN
BUSY PR offk:e seeking Interns. Computer

literate. Unpakl but excellent learning oppor-

tunity. College-credit Fax resumes 323-931-

7354. Atten Anissa.

PT PR FIRM POSITION for student College

credit. Assist in research. nr)edia lists, events,

sonte ¥vrittng Eouiil resumes to

deborah_dragonOedelman.com

SUCCESSFUL STOCKBROKER seeking

graduating senior (6/99) for paid intem-

ship/partr)ership position lnterviewir)g imme
diately Call Todd Walsh at 1-800-894 3202

Top 10 internship program is kx)kir>g for

dynamic, hardworking students For more

mfomwtion please call 213-243 7027

Classifieds

H25-2221

WESTWOOD STUDENT Federal Credit

Unon offers internships on campus. No ex-

perience r>ecessary. Come to an informatk>n

session on 11/12 at 5:30 at 124 Kerckhofl.

8100

Female elementary education student to

worit as PT asst. to educational therapist.

West Hollywood area late afternoons and

some evenings 10-15/hrs/wk. $9/hr. 323-

653-6965.

PHYSICAL ASSISTANT NEEDED For disa-

bled nnale sophomore livir>g in Reiber hall.

Hiring for morning and/or evening shift. Ap-

prox: 1/2HR-1HR per each shift. $10/HR No
experience necessary. Call Alex: 310-267-

81.89 or 949-369-9871.

^400
Apaftmonti fbf Il6iil

1-MINUTETOUCLA
1 bdrm, furnished, bright, clean, quiet, secur-

ity entrance, large closets, carpet, pool, lyr

lease. $900/mo. 310-824-1830.

=C380-VETERAN- 2bdrnV20am;=Tl525Xup>

Park view, pool/jacuzzi. security, gated park-

ing, laundry, all appliances. Move-in Dec 1.

Cats considered. 310-477-5108.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 2-BEDROOM $950-

$1195. LARGE. UPPER/LOWER. UNU-
SUAL CHARM. SOME W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS
310-839-6294.

BRENTWOOD $1,495/mo. 2bd/2ba, front,

balcony, stove/refrigerator, dishwasher, car-

pet/drapes, laundry, parking, near UCLA,
shown by appt. 11728 Mayfield #1 310-271-

6811

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT- Bright spacious

upper 2bdrm/2bath. Parking. Fireplace, bal-

cony. $1159/mo. 2weeks free rent! Call 310-

478-1971.

LOOKING FOR A PLACE to live on the west-

side? Call Westside Rental Connection. 310-

395-1284. Low agent fee.

www.westsiderentals.com

PALMS. Single apt from $495. 1 -bdrm, $595.

Stove. $600deposil for single and

$900deposit for 1-txJrm. 1-year lease. 310-

837-1502 leave message.

SANTA MONICA 1 + 1 Apt, near SMC, street

pari<ing. $781 310-395-1284. Low agent fee.

www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA Bachelor Apt, North of

Wilshire, pool, partying, laundry. $560. 310-

395-1284. Low agent fee.

www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA Bachelor Guest House,

Furnished, close to SMCollege, parking

avail., $650 310-395-1284. Low agent fee.

wwwwestsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA Single Apt, 1/2 mile to

beach, pool, utilities paid, $725 310-395-

1284. Low agent fee.

www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA Single Apt, North of

Wilshire, laundry, street parting, $750 310-

395-1284. Low agent fee.

wwwwestsiderentals.com

SANTA MONK^A Single Apt, Ocean Parit

Area, parking. bak:ony patk), $600 310-395-

1284. Low agent fee.

www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA Studio Apt, 7 blocks from

beach, pets ok, a/c, $898 310-395-1284.

Low agent fee. www.westsklerentals.com

SANTA MONICA Studio Apt, on the beach,

close to pier, controlled access, $772
(310)395-1284 Low Agent Fee.

www.westsiderentals.com

SEE TO APPRECIATE
PALMS $800 2-bdrm, 1-bath large apart-

ment in small, quiet buikling. Completely re-

furt}ished, like new 15min from campus
310-398-6622.

Spacious, clean, and convenient kx:atk)n.

Ibdrm./lba w/built-in range and oven

ISmin. from UCLA, lOmin. to beach

$63(ymo No pets Irene (818)609-0306

WALK TO UCLA-large 1-bdrm w/high ceiling

$1100 &single bact)ek)r Step down living

room, aecurtfy, bak»ny, secunty parking.

310-476-0080

w4t^

Westwood Plaza
Apartments

501585 Gayley Rue.

#13 Office

1 Bedroom for S1050
Apartment faces beautiful

garden, air conditioning,
laundry room facility.

across from UCLA campus.

Call
(31B) 2BB-B5B5

Office hours 10-6 PM Iffi

WEST HOLLYWOOD 1+1 Apt, hardwood

floors. $950 323-634-7368 Low Agent Fee
www.westsiderentals.com

WEST HOLLYWOOD Single Apt. hurry won't

last. $595 (323) 634-7368 Low Agent Fee

www.westsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD U1 Apt, pool, cat ok, large

closets, $800 310-395-1284 Low agent fee.

www.westsiderentals com

WESTWOOD 1bdrm/1-balh condo, 1 -block

from UCLA, fireplace, patio, wetbar, 1 under-

ground parking-space. Non-smoking.

$1250/mo. furnished. 818-376-1409

WESTWOOD- Single apartment. $795.

Bright, cheertui, patio, pool. Walk to UCLA.
Shopping, transportation. 1942 Pelham.310-

446-9348 or 310-207-7209.

WLA- 2bdrm/2ba. $1275-1395. Prime loca-

tion. Bright, cheertui, patio. Walk to UCLA,
shopping, transportation. 1246 S. Wellesley

Near Wilshire. Wont last. 310-207-7209.

WLA. $825-$850. 2bdrm/1.5ba. Dishwasher,

AC, carpet, drapes built-in. Extra large

fenced patio. 310-670-5119.

WLA: .Singtff- SQQQ. Qne^efsog- no peti-
Stove, refngerator, full kitchen, car-

pet&blinds. Parking, laundry. 2 miles to

UCLA. Shown by appointment. 11321 Mas-
sachusetts Ave. 310-477-8750.

WLA. Large single. 1917 Spanish mission

building. High ceilings, hardwood floors, sep-

arate kitchen&dining room. 1-yr lease, $750.

Betty: 310-479-8646.

Apartments Furnished

MAR VISTA, $535&up/month. Ask about

move in special. Attractive, furnished 1-

bdrm. Large, pool, patio, barbecue area.

Quiet-building 3748 Inglewood Blvd. 310-

398-8579.

Guesthouse for Rent

BEVERLY HILLS Lovely furnished guest-

house. Ibdrm, kitchen, eating area, show-

er/bath. UCLA graduate student preferred.

$950/mo. Available Dec. 1. 310-271-8811

WESTSIDE Large guesthouse studio.

$525.00 Free laundry, utilities included. 15-

minutes to campus, near bus. Beautiful quiet

garden. 213-965-9651
,

House lor Sale

BRENTWOOD. Large home 3-bdrm/2-balh

penthouse -«-k)ft and sundeck. New paint,

carpet,appliances. 2-car side-by-side party-

ing. $379,000 A. Buchman 310-471-

6363ext123. Coldwell Banker.

WESTWOOD SOUTH. Charming original

Spanish duplex w/pool. 2-I-1/2 up, 2-1^1 3/4

down. $579,000. Tom Brook, Agent. 310-

979-4000 ext 404

for Helli

BRENTWOOD PARK- Near UCLA. PVT
room&bath, kitchen privileges for student

w/car, p/t painting, t>ook-keeping, and/or

housekeeping Help needed. 310-476-1510.

noon lor iieiii

BRENTWOOD- 1 Bedroom available in

bright, spacious 3bd/2ba apartment. AC,

W/D, dishwasher, furnished. Close to San

Vicente shops& restaurants $665/mo 310-

820-0711.

Employed non-smoking female to share lux-

urk)us apartment adjacent to BH Private

room/bath. Washer/Dryer. $550/mo Call

310-275-7737 or 310-395-3923

FURNISHED ROOM in WLA home Quiet

neighbomood, 3 mi. from UCLA $500/mo +

$250 deposit. Separate/private bathroom.

N/S. 310-837-1956 ^^
HANCOCK PK adjacent Private rm/bath in

house w/quiet couple Kitchen, laundry rm

pnvileges. n/s, $450/nx) Utilities included

CaN 323-939-0988

HOLLYWOOD HILLS Qmet room, secluded

hillside home near MulhoNand/CohAMrter.

Microwave refngerator. cable, pool, patio

Otfflreet parking Avail Decl $450 213

oS4-ovwO

Display

206-3060

i.
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LOS ANGELES-ROOM FOR RENT in 4-

bdrm house $400 »-1/4 utilities. Includes all

house privileges: Call 310-836-8774.

NEXT TO CAMPUS
SHARE BEAUTIFUL old house. Quiet, con-

siderate, non-smokers. Female grad student

preferred. $450 or $500. 310-279-1436.

(Rk:hard).

WEEKLY HOTEL RATES Jolly Roger Hotel

in Marina del Rey offering special student

rates $255.36/wk. tax, maid service, conti-

nental breakfast included. Call David: 800-

822-2904^

WESTWOOD ADJ. Room for rent. Own
bath, small kitchen, $425/mo. including utili-

ties. No pets. Student preferred. 310-470-

7032.

WLA Living room to rent. $350/mo. Close to

UCLA. 2nd floor, pool. gym. tennis, utilities

included. Female preferred 310-445-9412.

Roommatos-PrtwaleRooni Roounnatos - Frhwto Room

CULVER CITY 1-bdrm. Vaulted ceiling, fire

place, large, balcony, pool. jacuz2i, gated-

partting. near mall. Will share room to de-

crease rent. $550/nr>o/pnvate room Must

see. Julius 310 845-0108.

PALMS/CULVER CITY AREA. Looking for

female interested in sharing 2-bdjCm/2-t>ath

apartment. Rent under $500. Call for details.

310-837-3322. ^^^
SANTA MONICA- Clean roommate to share

2bdrm/1ba fumished apartment. $550/nfK).

Washer/dryer, non-smoker, between ages:

25-35. Female preferred. Available 12/01

310-394-6502.

STRATHMORE REG. MATURE MALE/FE-

MALE to share 2bdmfV2ba. w/pool and Ja-

cuzzi, gated-underground pari(ing. laundry

room. Best building in Westwood $650/mo.

BlakeO310-208-5418.

WESTWOOD Own roonr^ath ($480) Seek-

ing female professional or graduate student

to share 3-bdrnfV2-bath. Nonsmoker, no pets.

December 1st 310-712-1217.

WLA. Beautiful room in 3-bdmfV3-fk)or town-

house. Private bath, vaulted-ceilmgs, huge

patio, garage. W/D. $600/mo. Female only

12/1 oreariier. Meredith©310-478-1155.

Room

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED beginning

Dec. 1 Share room in 2t>dmfV1.25ba. Santa

Monica/Westwood Blvd., 10 min. bus to

UCLA. Call 310-470-0142.

GAYLEY- 2minutes to LXJLA 2bdrm/2ba

condo to share. Secure entrance, partting,

fully fumished. No pets/smoking. Female

preferred $450/mo. 310-208-7748

WESTWOOD 501 Gayley. Female N/S.

Large 1-bdrm/1-bath w/2people.

$360/mo-^utilities. Must like animals Kitch-

en&pari(ing. Clean&fully-turnished. Start late

Nov. Hope® 31 0-508-5734/2 13-629- 1986.

IDYUWILD BEAUTIFUL MTN CABIN San
Bernardino Nat1 Forest. Fully equipped Hot

tub. fireplaces. Views Sleep 4-»^. $250/wee-

kend. 310-794-5515 310-391-6808

AdVCRTISE
classified display

206-3060

classified line

825-2221

Roonmurtes-Prhrate Room

5/MIN TO CAMPUS
WESTWOOD: Available Nov 1st for non-

smoking male/female. Huge fully furnished

private bedroom in deluxe apartment. $650.

Call: 310-477-2678.

ASIAN/QUIET/CLEAN, WLA—Asian lady

needs quiet roonwiat^- N4GeJy^ furnished

Bus in front of house. Westwood/Plco. No

smoking/pets Private bed sharebath

$450/month+utilities. 310-475-8787.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ - Quiet non-smoking

female roommate to share beautiful spa-

cious 3bdrm/1ba apt. Hardwood floors

$410/mo. Call Meghan 323-651-4608

Pick up your copy of the Freshman Record at 1 18 Kerckhoff Hall between the hours of 9 to 5. You

need only your student ID. If you have any questions, please call 825.2640

*iy»

IreshmaniHird

MONDAY EVENING

B C 5:00
BROADCAST STATIONS

A = Century Cable B = Channel Name C = Bruin Cablevision NOV. 9, 1998

11

13

34

TTT

^8;

(7

19

11

13.

34

28

11

13

25

News IE CBS News

News IT

Sister,

Sister E
Sister,

Sister H
Charlie Rose (In Stereo)

3E

News "K

News It

Fresfi

Prince

NBC News

Fresh

Prince

Newshour With Jim
Lehrer JL

Ent.

Tonight

Extra (In

Stereo) E
FriendsMn
Stereo) t.

Life and
Times

Hollywood
Squares S
Access
Hollywood

Seinfeld

'The Gum"

Huell

Howser

Cosby (In

Stereo)!:

Sudderily

Susan ^

King of

Queens!:

Conrad
Bloom i:

7th Heaven "Johnny Gel

Your Gun ' (In Stereo) E
Legendary Ligfitfiouses

(InSlereoj (Part 4 ot b) .TC

NFL Footbal

Stereo Live) E
Love
Connection

Mr. Cooper

Green Bay Packers at Pittsburgh Steeiers. From Three Rivers Stadium. (In

Cliange of

Hearts:

Roseanne
"Secrets" 3E

Ricki Lake Fatherhood
proved by DNA tests.

Primer Impacto

Judqe Judy
(In Stereo)

Married..

Witfi

Frasier (In

Stereo) X
Noticias K

Real TV (In

Stereo) ±
Sirnpsons
(In Stereo)

Mad About
YouiL

Noticiero

Univision

Hard Copy

Home
Improve.

Frasier (li,

Stereo) E

LAPD: Life

on the Beat

Simpsons
(In Stereo)

News

BASIC CABLE STATIONS

44

33

54

39

43

57

75

38

26

19

16

i?T!l

G23

G]2I

56

58

12

65

76

26

44

42

39

27

12

14

42

32

66

fna

i?!!»l!i

41

Bioqrapfiy "John Wayne:
The Unquiet American"

Investigative Reports 'K

**'j "The Rams ol Ranchipur" {]9b^. Drama) The

Wile of a nobleman falls m love with an Indian doctor

Profiles "Fnda Kahio"

World Today IL

(4:00)* "The Brothers

WcMu//en"(1995)

Cochran & Company
(Live)

Mi Pequena Traviesa

Poirot "The Adventure of

the Cheap Flat"

News!:

Monday
Night Live

News!:

Melrose Place

"Suspicion" (In Stereo) IE

Malcolm &
Eddie K

Guys Like

Us fT

Vivo por Elena

Law & Order
"Entrapment" E

Everybody-
Raymond

Caroline in

the City S

Becker (In

Stereo) S
Will&
Grace i:

Charmed "Something

Wicca This Way Comes"

L.A. Doctors "The Code"
(In Stereo) X
Dateline (In Stereo) !: News!:

Newt (In Stereo) 'S.

Chihuly Over Venice (In Stereo) !: Digital-

Crash

** "Honeymoon in Vegas" ^992. Comedy) James
Caan A private eye loses his liancee in a poker game

News!: News!:

Ally McBeal "Happy
Trails" (In Stereo) 1!

Malcolm &
Eddie IL

DiRestafln

Stereo) t.

Desencuentro

News!:

News:s:

News

Crittlna... Edicion

Especial

NewaK

Friends(ln

Stereo) !:

Late Show (In Stereo) IS.

Tonight Show (In Stereo)

Cheers (In

Stereo) S
Charlie Rose (In Stereo)

NewsS: Nightline IT

Jerry Springer !:

Married.

With

Newsradio
"Rap" 3E

Noticias 'K

M'A'S'H K

Mad About
Yous:

Noticiero

Univision

Murphy
Brown!:

Life and
Times

Politically

Incorrect !:

Change of

HeartlC

Living

Single ffi

Late Lata Show Buck
O'Neil (In Stereo) IL

Late Night (R) (In Stereo)

31

Nanny (In

Stereo) !:

Earth

Revealed K
News (R) J£

Love
Connection

Cops (I

Stereo)

In

Star Trek: The Next
Generation (In Stereo) "JT.

*** "the Man in the Gray Flannel Su/f"(1956, Drama

Biography "John Wayne: I Investigative Reports (R) iPolrot "The Adventure of

The Unouiet American" IE |the Cheap Flat"

Gregory

Peck. A businessman searches tor the true meaning ol his life' J "Red Sorghum" (1988) Gonq Li, Jiang Wena
A widow starts a relationship with a lusty sen/ani NlR'

Larry King Live K

One Night
Stand

Prime Time Justice

Make Me
Laugh

Newsstand: Time (R) !:

Movie
Television

Daily Show
(R)

Stein's

Money

Trial Story

Prime Time Public Affairs

Who's Afraid of.

(R)

Cats

Behind the

Scenes (R)

Fashion
File (R)

Dead Sea Scrolls:

Unraveling the Mystery

Talk Soup Fashion
Emergency

Figure Skating Professional Championship From

Greenville, SC
3 Friends,

Jerry

Golden
Girls K

Pee-wee's
Playhouse

Golden
Girls K

Show Me
the Funny

Ellen (In

Stereo) 'K

40

64

71

38

Jams Countdown (In Stereo)

Catdog

Crank

All That (R)

(In Stereo)

Ultimate

Fan league

Lois & Clark-Superman

Saved by
Bell

USA High
(In Stereo)

Figure It

Out

Last Word

Show Me
the Funny

Ellen (In

Stereo) K
Cut (In

Stereo)

Secret-of

Alex

FOX Sports

Babylon 5 A Race
Through Dark Places" S
Hercules: The
Legendary Journeys S

' J "Diary ol a Periecl Murder" (1986) Father-

daughter lawyers defend a man accused ot murder.

Search for the Sunken
Treasure (R)

News Daily

Cheerlead-

ing

Oh No! Mr.

Bill

Mysteries &
Scandals

Cheerlead*

Ing

Mauinew
Addams

Party of Five "I Declare"

(In Stereo) S
Celebrity

Death

Doug (In

Stereo) 'S.

Sift & Oily

(In Stereo)

Rugratsjn
Stereo) S

Sports

Tonight S

Brooklyn
Bridge

Moneyline

(R)!:

Profiles "Fnda Kahio" (R)

*' J "Serenade" (1956. Drama) Mario Lanza. A
derelict singer is lorn between love and ambition.

Larry King Live (R) 'S.

tilt "The Brothers McMullen" (\995) Three Irish-

American siblings have different views on love.

Cochran & Company (R) Prime Time Justice (R)

***Vj "Red SorghurT)" (1988) Gong Li,

Al Ritmo de la Noche

Law & Order
"Entrapment" [g

News (R) IS

Later (In

Stereo) SC

News (R) (In Stereo) K

Instructional

Programming

Entertain-

ers

"Catherine

[the Great"

Maury Teen girls with

violent boyfriends. [IC

Cops "Las

Vegas" KJ

Paid
Program

El Gordo y
la Flaca (R)

Happy
Days

Paid
Program

El Blablazo

*** "M That Jazz"

(1979) Roy Scheider.

', "The Rams of Ranchipur" (\9b5. Drama) The

wife of a nobleman falls in love with an Indian doctor.

lang Wena
A widow starts a relationship with a fusty servant. 'I^Ih

Newsstand: Time (R) IL

Dr. Katz,

Therapist

Trial Story (R)

Bob and
Margaret

Prime Time Public Affairs (R)

Justice Files "Women
Who Kill" (R)

True Hollywood Story

"OI(sana Baiul' (R)

ESPNews

AXN

Who's Afraid of.

(R)

Cats

Skin

Sportscenter X

Life,

Camera

Chicago Hope The Day
of the Rope"

Road Rules
(In Stereo)

Hey Arnold!

(In Stereo)

In Stereo)

Road Rules
(In Stereo)

Allen

Strange

NFL's
Greatest

Dead Sea Scrolls:

Unraveling the Mystery

Talk Soup
(R)

ESPNews

Night Stand

NFL Films

Presents

"The NiQht ol the Tiv/sfers" (1996, Drama) A boy

helps save his family from a series of tornadoes S
'Twice Upon a T/me"(1998) Molly Ringwald A
woman makes a Thanksgiving wish lor a different life

Road Rules
All-Stars

Brady
Buncn

Road Rules
All-Stars

Wonder
Years 3;

NHL Hockey: Los Angeles Kings at Vancouver Canucks From General Motors

Place. (Live)

ER "John Carter, M D.'

(In Stereo) S
Xena: Warrior Princess

The Titans" (In Stereo)

Road Rules

Happy
Days

FOX Sports News

Fanatic (In

Stereo)

l^veme &
Shirtey

Sports

Tonight S:

Daily Show

Moneyline

(R)!:

Stein's

Money

Cochran & Company (R)

Movie
Television

Showbiz
Todaya
Saturday Night Live

Kevin Bacon, INXS ffi

Brooklyn
Bridge

Crossfire

(R)a:

Prime Time Justice (R)

"/ Wake Up
Screaming"

ttt "The Beggar's

Opera" (1953)

Interna-

tional

Bob and
Margaret

Paid

Program

Newsroom

Dally Show
(R)

Public Policy Conference

Paid

Program

Search for the Sunken
Treasure (R)

Howard
Stem

Howard
Stem (R)

Sportscenter K

700 Club

New
Attitudes X
Cut (R) (In

Stereo)

I Love Lucy

WCW Monday Nitro (In Stereo) T

WWF Raw (In Stereo) KWalker, Texas Ranger
'Night ot the Gladiator" K

ttVi "Matlock: The Witness Killings" {^ 992) Matlock

tooks into two murders Imked to a 1 5-year-old crime

Wild Women of Alaska
R)

WWF War Zone (In

Stereo) I
Tattoos: Women of the

Ink (R)

FOX Sports News

Golden
Giris!:

Paid

Program
Paid

Program

Melrose Place "A Tree

Talks in Melrose"

Up Close

{3
AXN(R)

Golden
Girls i:

Loveline Cast ot "The

Hughleys." (In Stereo)

Bewitched
"Playmates"

Mortal Kombat:
Conquest "The Essence"

New York Undercover
"Student Affairs" 3!

Mary Tyler

Moore IL

Last Word

Paid

Program

Talk Soup
(R)

Paid

Program

Night Stand

Auto Racina NASCAR Winston Cup --

NAPA 500. (Ft) S:

Ufa,

Camera
Paid
Program

Unsolved Mysteries (In

Stereo)

Pleasure
Cheat

TixTl""

Ultimate

Fan League

Babylon 5 "The Wheel of

Fire (R) (In Stereo) ac

Silk Stalkings 'When
She Was Bad" (In Stereo)

Sifl & Oily

(In Stereo)

Newhart 3£

Crank (R)

Paid
Program

Homicide:
Life

Jams
Countdown

Dick Van
Dyke

Racing

"Back in Action" ()99A)

Roddy Piper

Highlander: The Series
"Haunted" (In Stereo) K

**'/, "K/i;/e"(1971, Suspense) Jane Fonda, Donald Sutherland. Interstitial

Charles Cioffi A detective hunts a missing prostitute-friendly tycoon.
I
Fill

PREMIUM CABLE STATIONS

99

31

20

15

34

33

35

4 30)** "Head Above
'afe/-'(1996)'PG-13'B:

Oft ttte Watt Mad Libs 1

tt "rcys"(1992) Robin Williams A toymaker toils his

relative s plot to market war toys 'PG-i3' i:

Growirra

Pains if

'j "Free Willy 3 The Rescue" n997
Adventure. Jason James Richter PG

i4 30.**'. "Hidoer'ir

I A 2b '; The Pes'

(I99^i John Leguizamo

Brotherty

Lovei;
"Pippi Longstockmg" {)9^7

.

Adventure) Voices of Melissa Altro 'G'

"Good 8L/rger"(1997) A fast-food chain IMaking of

aims to gobble up a local burgef lomi 3C [Tt>e Ralic

"The Ultirrate L'e" M996) A man learns

about nis daughter & secret life I
Once ma B>ue Moor ' i 1 995, Cody Serpa A

bulbed youth pian<. to build his own spacecratt 'PG

Cadiiitc'^an^]^^'^) Three reunited

sitters try to solve their tatt^f s deatfi

"Excess 8a(Ma9e"( 1997) A thief steals [love Me Twice 2" i'\9%, Suspense)

a car with an netress ioci^ed m the trunl^ [Monique Parent. Roberta Davis 'NR

'B€dkf)cbs and Broomsticks" (^97)) Angela Lansburv A
novice witch uses magic to help Britain fight the Nazis 'G' fc

t'j "Eves Bayoi' '^997. Drama) Jurnee Smollett

A girl's family lito u'^'avf ^ "i 1960s Louisiana 'R' S.

Wait Disney Presents

'Cavalcade ol Songs" I

tt 'Alaska' 'h--

the tundra to fir.a

'

tt'} "Eati

Paut Bane!it (In

Raour ()9B2

Stereo) 'R

'urzf- Two youths brave

..ng father PG S

"Kiss the Girls" 1^997) Morgan Freema^i An
escaped victim and a torensc expert ut a Mlier 'R

C'j'^'^av

"Body Armor" ( 1 99"/ An exgovemmen!

I
agent deals witt^. a deadly virus 'R

!'; "Jerry Atogu«rp"( 1996. Comedy-Drama) Tom Cruise Acnsis
jot conscience costs a sports agent his fib (lr> btereo) 'R I

Women-
Passion

Zorro (In

Stereo) K
Mr Show-
Bob

Love Street

(In Stereoj

Mickey
Mouse Club

*Vj "The Night Flier"

(1997) Miguel Ferrer 'R'

*'/} "Johnny Tremain"

(1 957) Hal Stalmaster S:

* "Listen" (19%) Murder follows after

a woman eavesdrops on a phor>e line

ttt : "Donnie Srasco" (1^997. Drama)
Al Pacino (In Stereo) 'R'

"Hard Contract" ()969. Drama)

James Coburf (In Stereo) PG
[
"Business for Pleasure"

,

' 996) Caron Bernstein

Classifieds

825-2221

Displa*'

206-3060
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-1 $10,000 In Credit Guaranteed^ ]

Most^cor^ You can^t be REFUSED!
UCLA Special S29.90

^' HI will ir* fi\ r .III i\< liiM\ (.• !(.-p< Ml » )t s« )iiu c-s lii.ii Will L;i.int \ nil unsecured
i irJi! W.. ;_;.i.i!.inl(.c' \« HI \\ ill \X( <.M\c »

I
• urelil ( .iixK \\ illi .1 I< tMl i iX'^Ilt lliK' ( )l

siiM,.n,v,..uiks.<,rs.u.: .ivdii hiM.nv
Moger Enterprises

5850 W. 3rd St. Suite 321 The Alternative Credit Solution
Los Angeles. CA 90036

m^w.mager.enterpnses.com
(925) 355-4500

•^O

'ii -). I f"' •• v.iri.- A Vi '•-

H

I

lEnlq^yiliJeiwithialbeautifulmm
mat^fihiYfivi^kujJge^^

owhodohhc
No down
payment

All insurances

accepted

As hwa§

ORTHODONTIC
SPECIALIST

to the Neil
Diamond

COSMETIC CHOICES:
• Mioi Metal Braces

• Clear Braces

• Braces Concealed behind the Teeth

.^I^^BI '**"'^'^?'*'^'*^'
t

r \

Our offices are located in:

BEVERLY HILLS

LARCHMONT VILLAGE
SANTA MONICA
No Down Payment

manra (310) 550-1533

concert you
cant yuio
because of

Orthodontic Provider for

All Insurance Plans

VI

.<

Junior
asks:

f^^e 4f044> Ui44Uf/Uf\

I deli ^ood cU a I

"N

The Westside's best deli is offering

"I

I

for students between 3:00 and 5:00 pm.
(Show your student ID to your server and get a great discount)
Offer only good for restaurant items, does not include deli, bakery, or delivery services.

1-800-475-5771
2379 Westwood Blvd. at Pico

Offer ends 1 1 -3 1 -98

and

that stupid

l£ag
yours?gp

have in common?

every
Wednesday and
friday you can

sell them
all in the

Daily Bruin's

to ploce o free od coll

825 2221
ods for iterns over

$200 cost $2
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to, so I put some air under it. just lo

try to let him run under it/'Ohio

Stale quarterback Joe (Jermaine

said. "! guess their feet got tangled up

just a little bit and he made the play

on it. That's how the game goes."

Along with that interception, the

Buckeyes lost lour rumbles, includ-

ing two by (lermaine. The Michigan

State defense tenaciously blit/ed the

top team in the nation, and held an

offense that was averaging over 500

yards a game to only 353.

"We were the squirts

in the neighborhood

who had to pick a

fight with the bully."

Nick Saban
Michigan State coach

After yielding 17 points in the first

quarter, the only scoring OSU could

muster on the Spartans was a defen-

sive touchdown, as Damon Moore
sprinted 73 yards on an interception

return, which gave Ohio State a 24-9

lead with 9:51 to play in the third

quarter.

"We came in here with the attitude

that we were the squirts m the neigh-

borhood who had to pick a fight with

the bully," Michigan State coach

Nick Saban said.

Julian Peterson sparked the

Spartan defense when he replaced

injured defensive star Robaire Smith

in the first quarter. Peterson caused

two fumbles, both of which resulted

in Michigan State scores.

The defense came up big again

with 3:33 remaining in the fourth

quarter. T.J. Turner, Sorie Kanu and

Josh Thornhill stopped Ohio State's

Joe Montgomery for no gain on a

crucial fourth-and-one at the

Spartans' 26, forcing a turnover on*

downs.

Offensively, quarterback Bill

Burke paced MSU, throwing 46

times for 326 yards. Unable to run

the ball effectively, the four-touch-

down underdogs went to the air,

especially to wideout Plaxico

Burress. who traveled 125 yards on

just four receptions.

"It's the kind of thing

you'll never forget.

It's a game you like to

play in, that you dream

about as a kid."

Bill Burke

Michigan State quarterback

Kicker i*aul Edinger added five

field goals for the Spartans, a

Michigan State record.

"It's the kind of thing you'll never

forget," said Burke. "It's a game you

like to play in. that you dream about

as a kid."

With the win, Michigan State

became only the second unranked

team this decade to defeat a No. I.

The last time came in 1990, when the

Spartans defeated Michigan 28-27

As a result, Ohio Stale has fallen

out of the top spot in the polls. Both

the AP and the ESPN coaches poll

plummeted the Buckeyes down to

number 7.

"This hurts a lot," receiver Dec

Miller said "Every lime we'd break

(a huddle) we did it by saying,

'national champs ' Today, after the

game we just said, 'hard work '

It

hurts

FOOTBALL
From page 36

And that is how the Cardiac Kids

pulled it out. A last second touch-

down pass lo an unknown receiver.

With the impending doom of a

Fiesta Bowl dream crashing into the

woods with a loss to Oregon Stale,

the Bruins got that last big play to

turn the tides and leave with a stag-

gering 41-34 victory.

The win was good enough lo

jump to No. 3 in the AP polls after

Ohio Stale lost lo Michigan State.

"It's hard on IS, 19, 20-year-old

kids, and it's hard on a 52-year-old

man," Toledo said when someone

asked aboul the undefeated season

and the pressure.

'^I'm proud of our guys. Thdy
know how to win. They never give

up. they never quit. They just keep

battling."

SALMON
From page 40

up the spot against the New York

Knicks and the game went into dou-

ble overtime!

Now that was a game. But did the

Los Angeles fans stay lo watch?

Not many. Melrose Place was on.

Damn, why leave a game when

anything can happen in the fourth

quarter?

Why criticize a team that is one of

the elite year in and year out?

Because they cannot take home the

big one.

But Los Angeles should cherish

this team. It is so Los Angeles.

No more leaving at the

fourth quarter. No

more being quiet. No

more booing ...

Be proud, Los Angeles.

riie LA. Lakers should have a

show like the Real World because

their team is so Hollywood.

Last year was the Nick Van l-xel

(the Puck of the Real World)
'

escapades.

You also have Superman (a.k.a.

Shaq).

This year the Mod Squad goes

into action: Eddie Jones, Kobe

Bryant and Derek Fisher.

This is the year for whichevery

fan should have been wailing on the

edge of their seal . Instead of criti-

cism, there should be applause for

the Lakers for acquiring Tony Battie,

an important rebounder.

This would have been the year the

Lakers made it to the Big Dance.

But like party crashers, L.A. fans

and the media want to lower the roof

on the Lakers.

When the Lakers move to Staples

Arena, the time will be perfect for

everyone in Los Angeles to change

their ways towards the gold and pur-

ple team.

No more leaving at the start of the

fourth quarter. No more being so

quiel when your team is playing that

crickets can be heard from Saugus.

No more booing the team like

they had just pulled a (^huck

Knoblauch.

Be proud, Los Angeles. Be proud

the Lakers win so often and are so

talented.

If noi. then go to the Sports Arena

and watch the dippers Ihat will

make you appreciate the purple and

gold

Salmon »s a football beat writer who

picked the Clippers to win it all in

V^qpM. E-mail him a:

rsalmon^ucla edu
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UCLA STUDENT SPECIAL

Purchase a Mongolian BBQ
combo and receive one free

soft drink w/ student ID!

1 064 Gayley Ave.
Westwood Village

•SUPPLY*
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ARMY NAVY
STORES
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OTHER
SIZES

AVAILABLE CAL

*

98 *30 $M
CAL *C| EA i,

«J $5-98
*

EA*

SLEEPING BAG *

ARMY REISSUE *

HOllYflll

Lightweight
Carrying Case
Cover includedided %0

.95

o°50%°oiph
in our Sale Sectrion
Burtsank store Only

^, ^ Largest
9 * Stock of
Ennbloitis &

Security Badges^
ALUMINUM

Larga Survival Box *
* CI
^ With heavy duty Clasps ideal for

earthquake survival equipment storage

-0 #•

C)im51'x11-20"wt Approx 15lt)S
k

k

^W 7" DllDIAMETER * *
waterproof*
TALL

GOVT ISSUE

I 120 MM <B*
* STORAGE CONTAINER

H9.95
EA
PUttK

COVERALLS

$a9s
From 6

RUSSIAN GAS MASK.
was '16.''

$
now8.95

ASSORTED GENUINE

GOVT ISSUE BAGS

TEN DIFFERENT SIZES

$!

from 3.95
BURBANK

505 North Victory Blvd.
(018) Bas9asz
HOLLYWOOD

666a Hollywood Bivd
(213) aes aTxo

SANTA MONICA
^az^ Lincoln Oluci

(iio> asoai66

Tin: CLAY PIT
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20% Entire
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1998 UCLA Blood Drive

Donate DIood

Save a Life!

FREE T-shirt

FREE $5 food coupon
for Restaurants on
campus*
FREE 4 hour leave
with pay for

ASUriA/tiri A

employees
FREE chance to win
UCLA vs. use football

gome ticket

When: Nov. 9 •

Nov. 12
Time: li:oo - 4:30

Where: John Wooden
Center
Racquetball

k Room ^

SWC
STUDENT WELFARE

\

COMMISSION

Moke appointments on Bruin Wolk
OR

Coll 825-7586

*Coupon valid or oil UCLA
resrouronrs excepr Espresso Romo

STUDENTS -Q
r.WHf.WM:i nCOUNCIL >*

Letters and Science Counseling
Academic Wort(siiops in CovelCommons

^OlSSIQti

The purpose of the Academic Workshop Program is to provide students with

an understanding of skills and techniques, an awareness of campus resources,

and a knowledge of self, so that personal and academic success at UCLA can

be achieved.

loiters <ft Sciences Counseling Workshop leaders, 1998-99

^WORKSHOPS
The College of Letters & Sciences Counseling Services offers a wide variety

of workshops, described here, which are available to you throughout the 1997-

98 school year. Workshops are held in 203 Covel Commons. For more

information, call the "Academics in the Commons" office at 825-9315.

Additional workshops are offered in Letters & Sciences Counseling, A-316

Murphy Hall. Call 825-3382 for more information.

Nov. 2

Nov. 3

Nov. 4

Nov. 5

4:15 Careers in Education/Preparing for CBEST
7:00 Law School

7:00 Preparing for GRE

4:15 Time Management
4:15 Study Skills

7:00 Medical School

4:15 Public Speaking Skills

4:15 How to Improve Your Reading Speed

7:00 Choosing a Major

7:00 STD Workshop

4:15 Preparing to Write Essay Exams
4:15 Political Science and its Sut>-fiekis

7:00 Preparing for Qraduation

7:00 Careers and Graduate Schools for Economics Majors
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ed.

"I bet this was a fun game to

watch," Oregon St. Head Coach

Mike Riley said. 'I wish i could have

enjoyed it more."

The fourth quarter became a

i

m

AME BALL

/ Cade McNown, QB-McNown
proved once again why he

should t>e the favorite for the

Helsman Trophy. With 377 yards

passing, 37 yards rushing and 22

yards receiving, McNown showed

as usual, that he will do whatever it

takes to win.

URNING POINT

With 21 seconds remaining,

Brad Melsby streaked past the

Oregon State defense to find

himself wide open for the 61 -yard

bomb from McNown.

KEY STAT

1
The touchdown reception

was Melsby's first

touchdown of the year and

only his seventh catch.

JOHN SUtHIRO/Ddily Brum

heartbreaker for the Beavers, who

hung around the whole game but

gave up one big play.

Behind the special teams play of

punt returner Tim Alexander, who

had five returns for 171 yards, and

running back Jason Dandridge.

who averaged 8.1 yards per carry

with three touchdowns, the Beavers

took UCLA to the breaking point

once again.

After UCLA had taken the lead

in the fourth quarter on a pass to

Farmer. Oregon St. answered right

back with an 87 yard drive. With

V42 remaining, overtime loomed

above in the darkened clouds.

With an ensuing drive, McNown
completed a few quick hits and

moved towards another score. On
third and eight. McNown noticed

Oregon St. was offsides and hiked

the ball quick and took a knee. Hvcn

though he was stopped on third and

one. the play was crucial because it

shortened the field for Chris Sailer,

who nailed a 30 yd. field goal for a

.34-31 lead with only 2:16 remaining.

But then Alexander stung the

Brums on special teams. Alexander

took the ball across midlield and the

referee tacked on a few more yards

because o\' a late hit by Jason

Stephens. The defense buckled

down and Jose Cortez, OSU's kick-

er, nailed the game tying field goal.

Then the resilient Bruins created

THE FINAL SCORE

DUCLA
Oregon St.

17

10

7

14

17

10

41
34

1st Qm!?l STATISTICS

No scoring-

2nd Quarter

UCW -Sailer 21-yard FG

UCLA - Foster 7-yard TD run (Sailer kitk)

Oregon St. - Dandridge 38-yard 10 run (Cortez kick)

UCLA - Neufeld 28 yard ID pass from McNown (Sailer kick)

Oregon St. - Cortez 41 -yard FG

3rdQ"^fter

Team UOA OreqonSt

First downs 24 23

Rushes-yards 36-124 is-m
Passing yards 399 323

Pjnesoompieted-attefnptedHntmepted 24-38-1 23-47-1

Fumbles lost 0-0 3-2

Penalties-yards 74] H7
Time of possession 3321 2639

INDIVIDUAL LEADERS

Oegon St. - Simonton 1 -yard TO run (Cortez kick)

Oregon St. - Dandridge 33-yard TD mn (Cortez kick)

UCLA - Farmer 7-yard TO pass from McNown (Sailer kick)

4th ^Hi!!!^

UCLA -Farmer 43-yard TO pass from McNown (Sailer kick)

Oregon St. - Dandridge 3 -yard TD TO run (Cortez kick)

UaA - Sailer 30-yard FG

Oregon St. - Cortez 28-yard FG

UCLA - Melsby 61 -yard TD pass from McNown (Sailer kick)

WIJHIMG: UOA - Foster 12-40; Lewis 12-31; McNown 5-37; Brown 5-13;

Walendy 1-3; Price 1-0

Oregon 5L- Dandridge 1&-130;Sifnonton 15-43;

Smith 4-5

PASSING: liCLA -McNown 23-37-1-377;Lewi$1-l-<>-22

Oregon St.- Smith 23-471-323

RECEIVING: UQA -Poli-Dixon 9-82; Farmer 5-113; Lewis 3-23; Neufeld 2-36;

Melsby 1-61; Foster 1-22, McNown 1-22;Brt)wn 1-21;Grieb 1-19

Oregon Sl- Alexnader 10-77; Ainsworth 8-142; Banle 5-104

"MtHf U(LASportiln(ofm*|ion

magic out of saturated air. After a

poor kick by Cortez. the Bruins

broke out of the huddle at the

DC'LA .^9. While Mike Riley was

deciding what to do in overtime, an

unsung receiver. Brad Melsby.

showed up to shock the Beaver's

bench.

McNown stepped up into the

pocket and lound a wide open

Melsby for a 61-yard touchdown - a

game-winning grab giving LCLA a

seven point lead.

'I looked for Dannv. but he was

JOHN SUEHIRO/Daily Brum

kind of crowded." McNown said. "A

couple of guys jumped on him and

Melsby just popped open. I ihmk

they just miscommunicated on who
was coming up out of the midlield."

See FOOTBALL, page 35
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H

Pocketalk
Tne Ultimate wireless

Answering Machine"

Prepaid Cellular Phone

$4.95 anxrth
(1 Year service) D/VHPRS

•NO Credit Check
•No Contracts

•Free Long Distance

-Programming & Activation

-Includes Phone, Charger &
Battery

•No Monthly Bills

•No Deposit /

•2 Months Service t

unlimited Pages
$9-95/mo

•No Need to Call Back

Messages In Caller s Voice

, FREE volcemail

FREE Activation

instant Pager Repair

$99.95 ^1^

Activate Your Dead
Pager iSSSave
. %

"Bring This Ad To

Get special Deals"

Cellular

*^#

(310) 475-4030
,

\www cellularexpo com
2399 Vtfestwood Blvd w LA
Corner of M^stwooo ana pko bivo

Cellular & PCS
Accessories specials

Cell Phone Batteries From $9.95

cigarette Adapters From $8.95

For Motorola Phones

DO YOU HAVE THINGS
TO SELL?

ADVERTISE IN THE

argciin

<..<*i«4i»'*

FOR lUlORE INFO CALL:825-2221

UCLA MBA

Y

.

!••

THE ANDERSON SCHOOL
Cordially invites you to attend the

W^ Annual

MBA Information Day for Prospective Students

'*Making our Diversity Count
*'

Sunday, December 6, 1998 1 :00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.

UCLA^s Anderson Graduate School of Management

Executive Dining Room, Gold-Hall Room B2.09

$2

CITY lM<yl
Yintaje Clothing

OFF any,

purchase

of $10 or more
ONE PER HEK.S(3N

^iitlieiitie ^
Clothing

from: 60 %,

70's inJ 80's

'Westwood Village

10967 Weyburn Ave.

(310)209-0889

Hawaiian- Levi's* Hippie* T-Shirts* Army

6st Qonnected Top
the SctiocI Y68P

tm

..<*>>>%'''">>X';-:''-V'y»^>>>!"!<«:»:i!

^m
Please RSVP to niba.rsvp(g).anderson.ucia.edu or call Jean Chan

at 310-206-4365 bv December 3, 1998

v#

Business Casual Attire

Refreshments Fiovided

Parking for $5 in Lot 4

Open Monday-Saturday

11054 West Pico Blvd., WLA
(1/2 block east of Sepulveda)

pager

activation

Checkusoutonthenet ll^a^"^,
http://iMM».c«llularfMtaaiLcofn ^^ ^ "^- ^^

vofcemajl and

get 6 mttis. free310478-5440
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meet. Having seen his team members
dive well in practice, he says it's pos-

sible for them to better their meet per-

formances.

"They're inexperienced and they

don't know how to respond to pres-

sure but I think they've done a good

job starting (to) figure things out."

Stebbins said. "It just takes time."

Overall, the Bruin swimming and

diving team overwhelmed the lower-

division team from San Diego.

Gallagher gladly accepts the win, but

emphasizes it's not about the oppo
nents, but about each athlete gaining

more experience and putting m her

best effort.

"It doesn't matter who we're rac-

ing," Gallagher said. "It's more

important just getting up on the

blocks and doing it. And we did so

much better in this meet than last

meet so I expect we'll also be better in

the next meet than this one."

Next on the Bruin agenda are the

Sun Devils ofArizona State, followed

by UC Santa Barbara and the

University of Arizona. Some of these

are top college teams which will pose

a greater challenge in overall team

effort than UCSD. The Bruins host

the aforementioned squads this week-

end.

ONo State loses Grade problems hound athletes

No. 1 ranking

after falling to

Michigan State

RECAP: Unranked Spartans

dash national championship

dreams of Buckeyes, 28-21
*

By Dave Denicke

Daily Bruin Contributor

And then there were three.

Well before the Brums shut the door on

Oregon State, another OSU was fighting

for its survival.

The Ohio Slate Buckeyes, ranked No. 1

in virtually every poll known to man,

watched a 24-9 lead slip further and fur-

ther away.

By the time the clouds lifted over

Columbus, the Michigan State Spartans

proved to be the better team, using an

interception by cornerback Renaldo Hill

on the goal line to stop the Buckeyes 28-

24.

"I had to throw earlier than I wanted

See OHIO, page 34

EDUCATION: NCAA not

rushing to judgement

as to meaning of study

By Doug Tucker

Associated Press

Kansas City, Mo. - NCAA
athletes, with the exception of

white female players, are losing

ground in the classroom.

Led by an alarming dip

among white male basketball

players. Division I athletes who
entered school in 1991 showed

the first overall drop in gradua-

tion rates in four years.

According to NCAA statis-

tics released during the week-

end, 57 percent of Division I

athletes who were freshmen in

1991 had graduated by 1997. For

each of the three previous years,

the rate was 58 percent.

The NCAA began tracking

graduation rales in 1984, using a

formula that counts all transfer

students - even if they go else-

where and graduate - against

the rates of their original school.

It allows six years to complete a

degree program. Thus, gradua-

tion rates for the 1992 freshman

class will be compiled and

announced next year.

Almost every category for the

1991 entering class - which

includes males, females, blacks,

whites, football and basketball -

took a tumble.

White male basketball players

were hardest hit, plunging from

58 to 47 percent.

"That's a significant change,"

NCAA spokesman Wally

Renfro said.

"We've seen changes before,

but I'm not sure we've had that

big of a change."

White females athletes, hold-

ing steady at 70 percent for the

third straight year, retained the

highest rate among all classifica-

tions and were the only group

not to decline.

"I don't think we know the

answer," Renfro said. "A one-

year flip like this may not be par-

ticularly meaningful, especially

in light of the fact we changed

the reporting process."

For the first time, the NCAA
let the federal government col-

lect the data instead of having

the schools report directly.

"But I don't want to lay it off

on that entirely," Renfro said.

"The fact is we'll have to watch

the trends and see what hap-

pens."

The NCAA noted that 57 per-

cent for athletes was better than

the 56 percent graduation rate

of the general student body. In

fact, the athletes' rates have

been either 1 or 2 percentage

points higher than the general

student body's since 1986.

However, athletes at most

Division I schools, particularly

those in the money-making
sports of football and basket-

ball, often benefit from free aca-

demic support services such as

tutors.

In some cases, people are

assigned to awaken the athletes

and walk them to morning class.

Among big-time athletic

schools, Duke and Georgetown

showed particularly well. Of the

71 freshman athletes who
enrolled at Duke in 1991, 97 per-

cent graduated - 5 percentage

points better than the student

body.

At Georgetown, 92 percent of

athletes and 89 percent of stu-

dents in general got their

degrees.

F I

—DR. ROSS J. SOMERS, OPTOMETRIST, (UCLA Alumni)

f f 'That's why all of my contact

lens packages arc complete.

You won't be surprised by

unexpected fees when you

allow us to CARE for you"

CONTAa LENSES
(Includes)

• Complete eye exam • (are kit ^
Computerized contact lens fitting • 6 months follow-up care.

B41JS(^ • Service agreement (like insurance)

® (310)319-9999
&LOMB

coMPUiYE cm 1 531 Wilsfiire Blvd. Santa Monica
(corner of 1 6th Street, across from Jaguar Showroom)

Vision plans & Medjrcal welcome/Appointments made 24 hours a day!

• • •

Attention Bruin Singers and Dancers!
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Auditions

iTcolb IfcaxtTj
Film Screening

At Paramount's Studio Theater
on November 11th, at 7:00 PM

Where: Paramount Studios 5555 Melrose A ve.

(cross street: Gower, enter through Melrose Gate)

Cost: FREE!

When: Wednesday, November 11th at 7:00 pm

Party: Please join us after the screening at Kane,

for a private party in honor of the film-

Free Food and Drink!!!

——i.^_li (5574 Melrose, across the street from the studio)

About the film: in a small ••aaida town, a dark drama it

'

unfolding amongst a group of savan
young vampint who struggle with thair

4~
suparnaturally hsightanad taan angst
and thoughts of atarrtal lifa.

To RSVP, please call

(323) 692-9999 ext. 16
You must be on tt>« raaarvation list to be
admitted to the screentn and after party
^

for UCLA Music Theater Workshop's

Winter Quarter 1999 production of

"Once Upon A Mattress''

Directed by UCLAAlumna Carol Burnett

will be held on Wednesday, November 18

from 2:30 p.m. onward

You must have a ballad and an up-tempo song

(Be prepared to sing 16 Bars, we provide the accompanist)

Rehearsal period from January 11 thru February 25

Performances February 26, 27, 28 and March 5, 6, 7

Enrollment in Music Theater Workshop • 2 units

Call 825-4761 for an audition appointment
• • •

—T-
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Disappointing win over UCSD inspires strong play against UQ
RECAP: No. 2 Bruins defeat Tritons 16-10,

No. 4 Anteaters 9-6; up next No. 1 Trojans

By Steve Kkn
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Their winning scores may speak otherwise, but it was a week-

end of both clowns and ups for the UCLA men's water polo team

as they faced UC San Diego on Friday and UC Irvine on Sunday.

The No. 2 ranked Bruins beat UCSD, 16-10, and added a con-

ference win against UCI. 9-6.

Even though the Bruins defeated the No. 10 UCSD Tritons,

they were quite unhappy with their performance.

The unsatisfying victory - an ultimate sports irony.

The Bruins darted out to outscorc the I ritons 9-1 by the end of

the first half. However, a series of goals made by UCSD players

and a lackluster defense by the Bruins in the third quarter

decreased the point gap to I l-S. The Bruins got out of their third

quarter slump and once again increased their lead to the final

score of l()-IO.

Much like they did against the No. 8 Long Beach State the pre-

vious weekend, the Bruins let their guard down against a lower

caliber team in the third quarter after a successful first half

Forget the win, the coaches were disgusted with this negative

trend.

"It's unacceptable," UCLA assistant coach Adam Krikorian

said. "With the way we were playing in the beginning, we should

have been able to put away that team. This game typifies the way

we've been playing this season in that we'll have a great game or

weekend and come back to lose that focus and end up with a poor

game the next week. But then we always seem to be able to

regroup again like we did in the fourth quarter here.

"With this team," Krikorian said, "it's how much they want to

focus and how much efFort they want to put into the game."

If the Bruins didn't want it badly enough against UCSD, they

surely wanted it two days later against the Nn, 4 IICI.
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Blake Wellen looks to pass the ball past an opposing player from Cal State Long Beach in last week's game. UCLA
picked up two more victories this weekend.

They

showed it with an intense, fast-paced winning game.

The.Bi^ins charged ahead with a 2-0 lead in the first quarter, 5-

2 in the second and distanced the lead to 8-2 by the end of the third

quarter. Senior attacker Sam Grayeli turned his performance up

with three points in the game while sophomore two-meter-man

Sean Kern, who scored eight points two days earlier, added two

more points for his team.

^ The Anteaters raised their game to a more physical level and

scored four points in the fourth quarter. But their rally was too lit-

tle, too late, as sophomore defender Andy Bailey capped the

game's score to 9-6 during a 6 on 5 power-play.

"The first three quarters was probab ly as wdlas we could play

them," UCLA head coach Guy Baker said. "Fourth quarler, we
slipped a little but I said before the game if we won by three, I

would've taken it."

Prior to the UCI game, the Bruins conducted serious team

meetings about their game against UCSD (and similarly dull

games). Their change in attitude made the difference between

Friday and Sunday games.

"We Just accepted the fact that this is a young team that's in its

first year of being in the hunt for the NCAA championship,"

Baker said. "We're showing some inconsistencies but we're going

to try to find a way to get things done."

"What made the difference was that we were focused on the

task at hand," coach Krikorian said.

"We didn't get carried away with certain things in the water.

The Achilles heel of the team has been being able to come back

after a great win, which is really going to matter next weekend

against USC. So we'll see if we can put two great games together

in a row."

With a record of 17-3 overall and 6-1 in MPSF conference, the

Bruins look strong. The No. 2 ranked UCLA Bruins travel to the

other side of town to take on the No. 1 ranked USC Trojans this

Sunday.

The streak is on
UCLA is 8-0, their best start

since they began the 1954 season

with nine straight wins. The
Bruins have won six straight

games against ranked oppo-

nents, including three this year

(Texas. Arizona and Oregon).

UCLA is now I.VO when scoring

over 40 points under coach Bob
Toledo.

With the win. UCLA also

extended its overall streak to 18

games, the longest in the nation.

Poll position

UCLA is now ranked No. 3 in

both the AP and the ESPN/USA
Today. UCLA moved past Ohio

State, who lost to Michigan St.

28-24. in both polls. But in the

AP poll, Kan.sas State

leapfrogged UCLA. The Bowl

Championship Series (BCS) poll

will be released today.

Wild ending
In the fourth quarter. Oregon

State and UCLA combined for

."^82 o\' their 1,014 total yards.

The final 7:04 produced two

touchdowns and two field goals.

Spreading

it out

Bruins had been practicing for

weeks. Brian Poli-Dixon had a

career-high nine catches for 82

yards and Danny Farmer hauled

in five receptions for 115 yards.

Going for

the glory
Bob Toledo was going for it

all on the Bruins final game-win-

ning drive.

"We weren't going for a small

chunk. " he said. "We were going

for a chunk. We had a three-level

pass going, a deep intermediate,

and a short kind of route and

Melsby just ran past the guy. I

think the corner bit on the 20-

yard route (to farmer) and

Melsby made a great play and

Mcnown did a great job of see-

ing him. (Melsby) wasn't the pri-

mary receiver, he was the sec-

ondary guy."

Defense

disappears
1 he Oregon State offeiiNC

began the day second-lo-lasl in

the Pac-IO with .M5.9 yards per

game. But against UC LA, they

tiained 491 yards, includimi 2S(>

in the second half

Jason Dandndge. the

Beaver's backup tailback, ran
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U C LA
Department of Music

UCLA PHILHARMONIA
ORCHESTRA

Jon Robertson, Director

This concefl is dedicated to the memory^ ofDavid Cloud.

Paul Chihara - Elegyfor David

Antonin Dvorak - In Natuve's Realm

Paul Reale - Piano Concerto No.2 CMatisseJazz")

Nina Schumann, Piano Soloist

Ludwig van Beethoven - Symphony No.3 in E-flat Major, Op.55

Nine Bruins caught passed

against Oregon Stale, including

quarterback Cade McNown.
who took a pass from tailback

Jermaine Lewis for a 22-yard

gain. It was a trick play the

o\er the bruin delense lor l.si)

yards on l(> carries, an average

of over eight yards per carr\.

Oregon State also racked up 20(>

yards on kickolT returns.

Compiled by Jeff Kmiotek, Daily

Bruin Staff

Any large Pizza, your choice of toppings and crust, for $9.99
1

824-41 1

1

1114 Gayley Ave.

Westwood Village

Medium 1 topping Pizza

for S5.95

fast Free Dellverv

until 1 a.m. Sunday-Thursday

until 2 a.m. Friday & Saturday

APTop25Collleq»'

footb.ill Tt'.jfTii

lh« Top Twmty Rve te«m In The

Assodated Press college footlMll poll,

with first-pUce votes in parenthnes,

records through Nov. 7, total points tMsed

on 25 points fof a first place vote through

one point for a 2Sth place vote and rank

ing in previous pod:

Baltimore

(indnnati

Wnt
Denver

Oakland

Seattle

Kansas City

San Diego

3 6

2 7

.333 134 189

.222 164 243

9 1.000 300 169

6 3 .667 1S6 15«

S 4 .556 196 142

4 5 .444 160 167

3 6 .333 113 166

1.Tennes$ee(46)

2.KansasSt.(19)

3.U(LA(4)

4.Florida

S.FIoridaSt.d)

6.TexasA&M

7.0hioSt.

S.Wisconsin

9. Arizona

10. Arkansas

II.NetKaska

12.NotreDame

13. Missouri

14.Tulane

15. Michigan

16.VirginlaTech

17. Georgia

18. Texas

19.PennSt.

20. Oregon

2 I.Virginia

22. GeorgiaTech

?3.AirForce

24. Miami

25 Wyoming

Record

8-0

9-0

8-0

8-1

9-1

9-1

8-1

9-0

9-1

8-0

8-2

7-1

7-2

80
7-2

7-1

6-2

7-2

62
7-2

72

62
8-1

52
8-1

Pts

1,718

1,677

1,615

1,516

1,510

1,319

1,311

1,309

1,189

1,171

931

899

752

747

729

722

5%
577

575

498

360

315

260

244

69

Pv

2

4

3

5

6

7

1

8

10

11

14

13

18

15

22

15

19

20

9

21

12

23

25

24

NATMMAlCONFERENa
East

Dallas

Arizona

N.Y. Giants

Philadelphia

Washington

Central

Minnesota

Green Bay

Tampa Bay

Chicago

Detroit

West

Atlanta

San Francisco

New Orleans

St. Louis

Carolina

W I

6 3

5 4

3 6

2 7

1 8

8 1

6 2

4 5

3 6

2 7

7 2

7 2

4 5

3 6

1 8

Pet. Pf PA

.667 224 121

.556 154 197

.333 166 189

.222 89 205

.111 141 270

.889 2% 167

.750 219 166

.444 143 176

.333 164 198

.222 171 219

.778 253 176

.778 273 '186

.444 162 201

.333 174 216

111 182 241

Pittsburgh at Tennessee, 1 ;01 p.m.

SL louis at New Orleans, 1 :01 p.m.

San Francisco at Atlanta, 1:01 p.m.

Seattle at Oakland. 4:05 p.m.

Baltimore at San Diego, 4:05 p.m.

Dallas at Arizona. 4: 15 p.m.

Green Bay at New York Giants. 4: 1 5 p.m.

Tampa Bay at Jacksonville. 4: 15 p.m.

Chicago at Detroit. 8:20 p.m.

Monny, Nw. 1o

Denver at Kansas City. 8:20 pm.

N.ition.il Hockey Ledque

At A Gl.ince

Los Angeles

Anaheim.

San Jose

4

3

2

6

5

6

3 11 26 30

4 10 26 27

4 8 28 31

EASnmiCONFERENa

w L

5

3

4

7

6

Others receiving voles: West Virginia 38,

Southern Cal 36, Syracuse 30, Kentucky

20, Michigan St 5, Alabama 4, Texas Tech

4, Marshall 2,Colorddo 1, Purdue 1.

NAtional Football Leaqui>

At A Glance

AMERKAN CONFERENCE

fcast

WTT
Miami

N.Y Jets

Buffalo

New England

Indianapolis

CffllMi

6 3

6 3

S 4

5 4

1 8

Pel Pf PA

.667 16S 123

.667 220 ISl

.556 200

.556 201

1%
179

111 142 241

Pittsburgh

7 2 778 23} 176

S 3 .625 1)7 141

5 4 $55 216 179

Sunday's Games

Allania 41, New England 10

Jacksonville 24, Cincinnati 11

Philadelphia 10, Detroit 9

Miami 27, Indianapolis 14

Minnesota 31, New Orleans 24

Dallas 16, New York Giants 6

Baltimore 13, Oakland 10

St Louis 20, Chicago 12

San Francisco 25, Carolina 23

Arizona 29, Washington 27

New York Jets 34, Buffalo 12

Seattle 24, Kansas City 12

Denver 27, San Diego 10

lennessee 31 lampa Bay 7T '

Monday's Game
Green Bay at Pitlsuurgh, 8 20 pm

Sunday, Nm. IS

(iminnati at Minnesota. 1 01 pm
Mumi at Carolina, 1 01 pm
New England at Buffato. 1:01 pm
New )tort Jets at Indwnapotis. 1 01 pm
PMUMpiiia at W«shM9Mn, 1:01 piffl.

New Jersey

Pinsburgh

Philadelphia

NY Islanders

NY Rangers

Northeast Division

W L

Boston 6 6

Toronto 6 5

Buffalo 5 3

Ottawa 6 5

Montreal 5 5

Soutfieasl Division

T Pts GF GA

14 25 26

4 14 32 32

4 14 33 28

12 31 34

4 10 24 36

T Pts GF GA

3 15 36 26

2 14 40 41

3 13 30 23

12 37 34

2 12 29 32

Carolina

Tampa Bay

Florida

Washington

W L

6- 5

WESTERN CONFERENCE

Central Division

Detroit

St Louis

Chicago

Nashville

W
7

5

4

4

Northwest Division

W
Edmonton 8

Vancouver 6

(algary S

Colorado 4

Pacific Division

Mas
W
7

6

I

2

?

T Pts GF GA

3 15 34 29

2 14 36 39

3 11 27 35

3 11 28 35

T Pts GF GA

14 37 30

4 14 30 26

2 10 28 39

1 9 30 37

1 Pts GF GA

16 46 34

1 13 37 30

2 12 34 36

1 9 32 44

1 Pts GF GA

2 16 29 2)

1 13 27 15

Buffalo 2. Philadelphia 2. tie

NewJefsey4,nofida3

Boston 0, Pittsburgh 0. tie

N.Y. Rangers 6. Toronto 6, tie

Montreal 4, NY Islanders 2

Washington 8, Ottawa 5

Dallas 4. Los Angeles 3

Vancouver 5, Nashville 3

St. Louis 2. San Jose 2. tie

Sunday's Games

Tampa Bay 3, New Jersey 1

Boston 5, Carolina 2

Calgary 3, Colorado 1

Edmonton 3, Chicago 2, OT

Detroit 3, Anaheim 2

Monday's Games

Philadelphia at Montreal, 7 pm.

N.Y Islanders at Toronto, 7:30 p.m.

Los Angeles at Vancouver, 10 pm.

Tuesday's Games

Ottawa at Buffalo, 7 pm.

N.Y Rangers at Tampa Bay, 7.05 p.m,

N.Y Islanders at Pittsburgh, 7:30 pm.

Chicago at St. Louis, 7:30 p.m.

Colorado at Phoenix, 8 pm.

Los Angeles at Calgary, 9 pm.

Nashville at San Jose, 10:30 pm.

All Times in the Sports Box are EST

Major College Football Scores

EAST

Air Force 35, Army 7

Brown 27, Harvard 6

Bucknell 30, Holy Cross 14

Columbia 24, Dartmouth 14

Delaware 59, Connecticut 17

Duquesne 52, Si Peter's

Georgetown, DC 34,lonaO

Hartwick 34, Sacred Heart 17

Hofstra 41, New Hampshire J8, 20T

Lafayette 27, Fordham 20

Lehigh 41, Colgate 22

Manst 60, Canisius

M^ssachusens 23, Rhode Island 1

1

Monmouth, N.J. 4o, Wayter 20

MMMme Ji.BoilonCoie^e 26

Penn 27.Pnnceton 14

idwnw<2t.1Winowl4

Robert Morris 35, St. Frands, Pa. 3

Rutgers 36, Navy 33

S.Connecticut 41, Cent. Connecticut St. 14

Siena 20, Bryant 14

Temple 34. Pittsburgh 33

West Virginia 35, Syracuse 28 ,

Yale 28, Cornell 21

SOUTH

AUbama22,LSU16

AlcomSt.22,Miss.ValleySt.19

Appalachian St. 51, VMIO

Auburn 10, Cent. Florida 6

Austin Peay 20,Tusculum 7

Bethune Cookman 14, Hampton 13

Chattanooga 1 3, The Citadel

Davidson 21, Centre 6

E.Kentucky 19,SE Missouri 7

[.Tennessee St. 45, Wofford 24

Florida 45, VanderbHt 13

Florida A&M 50, Southern U. 48 -

Florida St. 45, Virginia 14

Georgia Southern 45, Furman 17

Grambling St. 3 1 , Alabama St. 6

Howard 32, S.Carolina St. 31

Jacksonville 58, La Salle 14

James Madison 31, Northeastern 17

Kentucky 37, Mississippi St. 35

Liberty 45, Norfolk St. 12

Marshall 28, Cent. Michigan

McNeeseSt.27,SWTexas0

Middle Tennessee 47, Tenn.-Martin 33

Morehead St. 27, Charleston Southern 20

N. Carolina A&T 47, Delaware St. 15

N.Carolina St. 38, Wake Forest 27

NE Louisiana 34, SW Louisiana 24

North Carolina 24, Maryland 13

Northwestern St. 53, Jacksonville St. 36

Samford 13, Morgan St. 12

South Florida 69, Cumberland, Tenn. 3

Tennessee 3 7, Ala Birmingham 13

Tennessee St 42, Tennessee Tech 21

Troy St 31,NichollsSt 10

Tulane 41, Memphis 31

W Carolina 10, Elon 7

WKemucky 48, S Illinois 28

MIDWEST

Bowling Green 58, Akron 21

Butler 39, Ouincy

Dayton 43, Towson 42

Illinois 3 I.Indiana 16

N. Iowa 42, Youngstown St. 14

Nebraska 42, Iowa St. 7

Ohio U. 49, E. Michigan 21

Purdue 56, Northwestern 21

SW Missouri St. 49, IHinois St. 42

SLJoseph's,lnd.32,Valparaiso 15

W. Illinois 26, Indiana St. 9

W.Michigan 24, Ball St. 23

Wisconsin 26, Minnesota 7

SOUTHWEST

Ari(.-Pine Bluff 30, Prairie View

Ariunsas 34, Mississippi

Kansas St. 49, Baylor 6

Louisiana Tech 69, Arkansas SL 21

Rice 14, Texas Christian 12

Southern Meth. 3 3, Tulsa 3

Southern Miss. 21, Houston 15

Stephen F. Austin 38, Sam Houston St. 7

Texas 37, Oklahoma St. 34

Texas A&M 29, Oklahoma

FAR WEST
Arizona 41, Washington St. 7

Arizona St. 55, California 22

Boise St. 55, New Mexico St. 51

Brigham Young 46, New Mexico 21

CSNorthridge 32, Portland St. 28

E. Washington 3 1 , Montana St. 24

N.Arizona 20,Weber St. 17

Nevada 26, Utah St. 21

Oregon 27, Washington 22

S.Utah 27, Cal Poly-SL0 17

Sacramento St. 36, Idaho St. 13

San Diego St. 10, Fresno St.

San Jose St. 45, Hawaii 17

Southern Cal 34, Stanford 9

St. Mary's, Cal. 27, Drake 21

UCLA 41, Oregon St. 34

Utah 34, Texas-El Paso 27, OT

Wyoming 27,Colorado St 19

Trivia Quettiont

1 President William Howard Taft is credit-

ed with originating two baseball tradi-

tions What are they'

2 For what sporting feat are the odds

approximately 12,500 to 1 against for an -

amateur player and 3,500 to 1 against for

a professional player'

3 What city is the NHL Hall of Fame locat

edm>

Tuesday, November 10, 1998

8:00 p.m.

Schoenberg Hall

Saturday. Nov It: Matthew l-lgail, Ciuitar Recital

Mii.sic hy \'illa-lx)hcx). j.S. Bach. Laiiio. aiul .Milan.

8:00 j-) 111 . Jan Pc^ppcr Theater

trctflff Admissiun ; 97 general, $3 studciito A senior citizens.

For hirther information, call (310) 825-4761

School of the Arts and Architecture at UCI.A

;

Kansas 23, North leias 14

Miami,0hio41,N Illinois 10

MKht9an27,PennSt

MKlli|MiSt.2S,0lMSl24

MnMh 31, Colorado 14

MurraySt 35.FIMOK21

^^^H Answers ^^^^^H

ounioK
auowaioi^Vi

uoseas ai(i|0 iffQHeq tsjy am iM
iMMMilfue MJWits ftumui muaMs as i

TIME IS RUNNING OUT.

WE want you to become

the next

Student Regent!

The application deadline for the 1 999-2000

Student Regent position is Nov. 13. 1998 ...

Don't miss out on this great opportunity.

No experience necessary!!!

Become a member of the UC Board of Regents

Receive free tuition

All expense paid travel and accommodations

Your own private office on campus

APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE AT THE FOLLOWING LOCATIONS:

Center For Student programming, Kerckhoff 1 05

Office of Assistant Vice Chancellor, 1 1 04 Murphy Hall

Student Union Services Information Desk ( Ackerman A-Level)

Residence Halls Assistant Director's Offices - ORL

lames West Center Information Desk

www.ucop.edu/regents
" ^— ^—-~~— —.^——
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

Mike Cohn x57041 or mcohn@saonet.ucla.edu

Rheena Bartolome-chewy143@ucla.edu or see her out on Bruin Wali(-MWF 1 lam-lpm
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Student s who have prepaid their

use football game ticket must bring their

prepaid coupon to the Central Ticket Office

no later than Friday to redeem their ticket.
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UCLA drowns Oregon St. in thriller

WRAP: Despite some

problems, Bruins cut

Beavers down to si/e

By Rocky Salmon
Daily Bruin Staff

The Cardiac Kids were al it

once again in Corvallis, Ore.

on Saturday.

With 21 seconds to play, the

Bruin football team pulled out

a miracle win to extend its win-

ning streak to IS games.

With a record of 7-0 coming

into the game;UC'LA was not

supposed to have trouble dis-

patching a 4-5 Oregon State

learn, but the Beavers Opened

up a dam of trouble.

Alter an overtime game
against Oregon, a close call

versus Cal. a last-second lum-

tilc-^.ttip ;iguirim St'iwil'ord.

UCLA was not about to disap-

point in the e.xciting and nerve

wrenching side.

But this was Cade
McNow n's day, and he was not

going to let his team lose.

McNown passed lor Ml
^ards and lour touchdowns" m
2.^ ol M passing. Me also

rushed for .'^7 yards and caught

a crucial pass Irom .lermaine

lewis lor a 22-yard gain alter a

4i)-vard^ seramble —
Trailing 24-17 in the middle

ol the third quarter, McNown
took the game into his own
hands. Dropping back in the

pocket; McNt>wn C(Uild not

pick up an opeii receiver but

had lots ol real estate in Ironl

ol htm. so he took olT lie

juked one defender and

bounced olT another beltne

being dragged down by hts

lace mask lor a gain of 30

yards.i

J\\M plays later. Lewis threw

to McNown. who rumbled lor

2^ more yards, setting up a

tyinti touchdown pass. And
that was where the fun start-

See FOOTBALL, page 36

lie A'.soc i.ltod ('ri'\',

Oregon State defender Andrae Holland (beh

Danny Farmer (front). Holland was called for

ind) breaks up a pass intended for Bruin receiver

pass interference on the play.

Swimmers, divers pleased with powerful performance
RECAP: L'CSI) (iefealed

l)\ lar^* margin; I (]|..\

hcippy to ^^(*t experience

By Steve Kim
Daily Brum Senior Staff

The L'CLA uomens swimmimi

and diving team defeated the CC
San Diego rriti>ns Saturda> at the

Men's (iym pool In fact, the Bfuins

overpowered their southern oppiv

nent with an overall score o\ 2\^

points to CCSDs 79.

—^"nmpctmg agamst a Division ill

team, the meet was more like a chal-

lenge uiihin the Brum team than

against the Tritons Lverv first place

was made bv either a Brums swim

mer or diver

Freshmen displaved some speed

at numerous events hrm Piohias

started the Bruins on a positive track

with a first place finish in the 1,000-

meter freestyle and Hilary Peter.son

followed up with a win on the 200-

meter freestyle. Nicole Beck contin-

ued the freshiium streak on the 100-

meier backstroke and Samanlha

Schacher took the 100-meter

freest vie.

Lreshman I yndee Hovespian was

the dtnibie breaststroke winner,

claiming both the 100 and the 200-

meter breaststroke. She improved on

her lOO-meter breaststroke time by

1.5 seconds from her last swim meet

while bettering her 200-meter breast-

stroke time by more than two sec-

(>nd<;
, ,

"I fell stronger and more in

shape." Hovespian said "We've

been working on a lot o\' technique

and I've never done weights before,

so that's helping loo Im changing

m\ stroke and getting more

endurance so I'm hoping to improve

some more

'

Returning Bruin swimmers also

lle.xed their swimming muscles.

Si»phomore Beth CJoodwin swept

the 100 and 200-meter butterlly and

the 2()0-meter backstroke belonged

to senior Amanda Hall. Another

senior. Becky Thompson took the

500-meler freest vie and junior Keiko

Prkc won the 5()-meter freestyle.

Price, a sprint freestyle specialist,

found out she could e.xcel in another

event, the 2()0-meter individual med-

ley ( IM ). The first-limer on this event

touched the wall first with a time of

2:0()48.

I've never raced it (IM ) in a meet

but ! always like doing it m practiceT"

Price said "I went up to the coaches

jokinglv and asked them. What
about me doing the 200-meier IM
instead o\ the 2(K)-meter free Irom

now on ' And they said no
"

In fact, nearl) everyone on the

UCLA team swam the 20(V-meier

IM. a part of coach Ciallagher's

experiment.

"We've been doing a lot of IMs in

our workouts," Ciallagher explained.

"So, I think everyone should be able

to swim the 2()0-meter IM. Its still a

race, you have go for it no matter

what event it is. And thev did a good

job."

The divers also had a superb

showing, with CCSD entering only

two divers. While freshman Brum
Chnssie Amorosia sat out with a di.s-

located elbow, her teammates swept

the top three places in both the 1 and

3-meter springboard events.

Sophomore Anne Baghramian

7iutscored the field on both events

"It was a good outing and every-

one improved upon the first meet."

diving coach lom Stebbirrs said

Stebbins says there's still more

room to improve, especiallv in deal-

ing with the pressures of a diving
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L.A. Laker fans

should not dis

their players,

team's talents

COLUMN: S(|Ha(l doestri

(i(\serve ridicule because

they haven't made Finals

I
must ask myself one simple ques-

tion: Do the L.A. Lakers have

the worst fans m the NBA".'

It seems like it.

liven with the NBA lockH)ut still

on, people aie still putting down the

Lakers.

Lirst let's get one thing straight: I

am not a Lakers fan. St)rry to say. I

like the Clippers (even though I

slioukint make lluil piihlic) and have

no love for the I,akers.

But w hy the

v.onstaiit i\o\i-

Rocky

Salmon

ging ol a conliii-

uously winning

team'.' Just

because they

haven't made it

to the NBA
Linals doesn't

mean they are a

bad team. .

They just are

not old enough.

Ihey have not

had time to gel.

Look at the Western (\Mifeh|:nc<'

representatives: the I 'tah .la//. The

.la// are an older, more-experienced

team that had lo struggle with all the

doubts when they couldn't make it to

the l-inals. But ihey finally gelled lo

become one of the premiere teams.

So get off the Lakers' back!

Kddie Jones is one of the best

young rising .stars in the NBA. so

why does the media keep reminding

:

him that he has not done well in ilie

playoffs?

Los Angeles must have

been spoiled by the

Showtime years

in the '80s.

WelUhe '80s are over.

So what, (live the guy a break.

Are you going lo tell me next that

Barry Bonds should not make the

Hall-ol-l ame because he can't hit

worth crap in the playiiffs. and that

Scott Brosius should?

One L.A. Times writer said that

Jones, alter not being spotted in any

Laker shoot-arounds during the lock-

out, was now disappearing before the

season toi> If my memory serves me,

Jones was an All Star last year and

carried the team in plenty of games.

Why blast on a key member of the

team? And this is before the season

even starts

The media and fans in Los

Angeles must have been spoiled by

the Showtime years in the 'XOs. Well,

the 'XOs are over, like new-wave hair-

dos and Van Haien

A third of the arena was emptv

last year when LIden C ampbell blew

,.M..i*-:*lA»h '^is^tl .Ji*;-^

Protest the conviction of

Abu-JamaL See page 1

7

& ENTERTAINMENT
This year's Italian film series brings the best

of Italian cinema to Westwood. See page 20
I «^.^
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Give blood, get cookies

/•^

1

PATH ARMFNIAN

The UCLA Blood and Platelet Center is holding a blood donation drive from 10

a.m. to 3 p.m. at the John Wooden Center this week.

De Neve project prompts

inquiry into safety issues

HOUSING: Slcel contracTor has

numerous violations on record

By Lawrence Ferchaw
Daily Bruin Staff

De Neve Pla/a, soon to be the home ol"

over 1,000 students, eurrently houses an ong(v

ing dispute over workplaee safety and build-

ing eode violations by one of the projeet's sub-

eontraetors.

Steve Skinas, business agent for the loeal

chapter of the International Association of

the fact that Sampson is not a union contrac-

tor, rather than the quality of its work.

"Every company gets (citations)," said Jim

Long, .senior project manager for Sampson
Steel. "The unions obviously don't like us."

UCLA had the project's general contractor

look into the allegations made by Skinas. One
administrator said the university was satisfied

with Sampson's response.

"To date, they have responded to all the

issues brought up and responded satisfactori-

ly," said Brad Erickson, director of real estate

for UCLA.
The 10 notices of non-compliance were

Sampson Steel,

a subcontractor on the

De Neve Plaza project, has

been cited for 23 violations

since 1991.

Br idge , Siruoiuru l und Ornameni Iron cited by KMA Uroup, d private building

Workers, found that

Sampson Steel, a

subcontractor on the

De Neve Plaza pro

ject, has been cited

for 23 violations

since 1991 -and that

on one project, it

had 10 notices of

non-compliance
with established

building standards.

Representatives

from Sampson Steel

said that not only are these violations "exag-

gerated," but the company has improved

since many of these violations were cited.

Skinas disagrees.

"1 don't believe Sampson '-s made any

overnight turnarounds in their shoddy work

and greedy ways," Skinas said.

Sampson representatives said the allega-

tions by Skinas' union have more to do with

inspection firm hired

by the Claremont

Graduate College to

inspect the work on

the construction of

the Peter Drucker

Management Center

~at Claremont.
~

RMA declined to

comment on the

, inspections.

The violations at

Claremont include

not having proof of

the grade of steel used, not having paperwork

for welder certification and not having a copy

of the welding procedures.

The most serious of these violations was

that a number of beams installed exceeded the

ma^imum load that they could hold.

Kerop Janoyan, a graduate student in engi-

SeeCONSTRUaiON^pageU

Cafe celebrates Bruins show bipartisan Democratic si

year of service

• lit

ANNIVERSARY: Weslwood eatery

works to aid Children's Hospital

By Kathryn Combs
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Today, Maui Beach Cafe, in Westwood, will cel-

ebrate its one-year anniversary with a dinner party

- the proceeds of which will benefit the UCLA
Children's Hospital.

But Jeff Knight, founder and CEO of Maui

Beach Cafe, said he's "not really into celebrating

(his) own success."

"It's been a tough year," Knight said.

"When you arc ... trying to redefine the rela-

tionship between the community and a retail orga-

nization, such as ourselves, it's extremely difficult

to do it on your own," he added.

Since Maui Beach opened one year ago, it has

been dedicated to helping the UCLA Children's

Hospital by holding various events to raise money

and cheer up patients there This commitment

grows partly out of Knight's personal expcrience.-

When Knight's son was 1 year old. he nearly

drowned Ensuing months broughi endless nights

in the hospital. Kn ^ht and his wife even held a

vigil by their son's bedside.

What Knight wishes to provi... through giving

to the ( hildren's Hospital is comfort to both par-

ser NOSPniL, piqe 14
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ELEQION: Republicans

unable to target issues

important to voters

By Christina Gorospe and

Nick Williams

Daily Bruin Contributors

Now that Tuesday's elections

are over, students and faculty say

the positive outcome for

Democrats can be attributed to

voters crossing party lines in

respon.se to a misguided

Republican campaign.

While Democrats focused

their campaign on specific issues,

voters from all parties say

Republican leadership relied too

heavily on associating the

Democratic Party with the presi-

dential impeachment hearings.

Lhis lack of focus by the

Republicans'^ caused some of

them to cast their ballots for

Democrats. .
—~~^

"Lungren is a little over my
head." said Kyle Brooks, a first-

year physiological science stu-

dent and a registered

Republican

Charlie Knudtson. a third-year

American literature and culture

student and a registered indepen-

dent, also voted Democratic.

"Republicans are stuck on

moralistic tangents," Knudtson

said.

Even .some voters who do not

claim Democratic party affilia-

tion are content w ith the outcome

of the election.

"I'm happy about the election

of Davis and Boxer; we need

more progressive leaders,"

Knudtson said.

Martin Chippas, Bruin

Republicans chairman,

attributes the Republican

losses in California -

including that of guberna-

torial candidate Dan
Lungren - to "poor cam-

paigning and not focusing

on the issues."

"The candidates never found

any issues that resonated with

anyone," Chippas said.

This election marks the first

"mid-tcrm election in which the

presidents party gained seats

since 19.^4

The Democratic gains

prompted the resignation of

House ol Representatives

Speaker Newt (iingrich Alter

saying Republicans have a lack of

confidence in House leadership,

Gingrich stepped" down last

week. This move was seen as a

direct response to the

gain of Democratic

seats in

Congress.

Students said they believe the

presidential impeachment issue

also influenced voter turnout and

the results of the election.

In the wake of Kenneth

See RESPONSE, page IS
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UC Berkeley health

book hits stands
Authors of a new UC Berkeley "do-ii-

yourself" health handbook, out in book-

stores this month, sifted through mountains

of scientific studies and conflictmg medical

advice to come up with recommended home

remedies for the 160 common health prob-

lems listed in the guide.

"The UC Berkeley Wellness Self-Care

Handbook: The Everyday (luidc to

Prevention and Home Remedies" can tell

you what to do if you're stung by a jellyfish,

the best cure for jet lag and cvcrylhmg you

ever wanted to know about wrinkle creams.

But it doesn't neglect how to recognize,

treat and prevent more standard ailments,

from hay fever and hair loss to skin cancer

and snoring

UC Berkeley clinical professor of health

and medical science John Edward

Swartzberg. also a clinical professor of medi-

cine at UC San Francisco, and IC Berkclcv

professor Sheldon Margen, pro-

fessor emeritus of public health

and nutrition and chair of the edito

rial board of the long-standing University

of California at Berkeley Wellness Letter,

wrote the guide.

Their handbook is an A-to-Z compendium

of ailments and disorders that "covers virtu-

ally every complaint that you can do some-

thing about on your own." said Margen.

Each entry contains a brief section

describing the disorder and what causes it,

then goes on to discuss what will happen if

lefi untreated, home remedies, prevention

and when to call your doctor.

Also included is an outline of health-relat-

ed milestones, from birth to old age. and pre-

ventive strategies that can be practiced at

any age to improve the quality of life and

lessen the chance of developing chronic,

long-term illnesses. Some surprises await in

the 576-page book

lor instance, sufferers of poison oak and

poison iv\ should turn first not to aloe vera

or other popular saKes, but to thai old stand-

by in the medicine arsenal, rub-

bing alcohol. Alcohol "deacti-

vates any remaining urushiol."

the oil that is the source of the allergic

reaction, says the handbook.

"Don't use a washcloth. This can spread

the urushiol. Instead, dab your skin with

alcohol-soaked cotton ball.s." the handbook

says.

UCLA AIDS Institute

awarded funds
The UCLA AIDS Institute was awarded

S7.3 million from the National Institute of

Health to continue UCLA's Center for

AIDS Research (CEAR). one of 17 centers

based at leading .AIDS research institution^

across the nation.

The five-year grant will support the

UCLA AIDS lnstituie*.> research programs

in the basic, clinical and behavioral sciences

"This grant will enable the I CL.X AIDS
Institute lo explore new. ireaimenl options

and launch innovative programs in interna-

tional research and biobehavioral health."

said Dr Irvin Chen, director of the UCLA
AIDS Institute.

"Current therapies have given us a win-

dow of opportunity to transform AIDS into

a full) manageable disease," Chen added.

"We hope to find new ways of translating

basic science advances into novel approach-

es to conquer Hl\" and improve care for our

patients."

First funded in 1988, the CEAR program

has enabled UCLA AIDS Institute

researchers to achieve numerous scientific

breakthroughs.

CEARs provide a pool of shared

resources - such as technical expertise,

equipment and training - to local AIDS
researchers

The centers also promote mterdiscipli-

narv and international collaboration, tech-

nolog> transfer through academic-industr\

collaborations, and public outreach.

Compiled from Daily Bruin staff reports.
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Tocfay we will see increasing

cloud cover associated with

another cold front that will

bring a small chance of rain

early Wednesday morning.

-^^^ r^^^^^^^^^ afts JU-

San Diego

66/54

Long Beach

70/49

Van Nuys

69/48

Sacramento San Francisco

57/44 58/51

Today

Partly Cloudy

High 69/ Low 50

Souror

WEDhilSDAY

Partly Cloudy~

High 68/ Low 53

Sciences

Thursday

Partly Cloudy

High 70/ Low 52
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REMINDER

LESS THAN TWO WEEKS

LEFT:

For undergraduates to

change grading basis (optional

P/NP) with $3 per transaction fee

through URSA Telephone.

To submit final drafts of the-

ses to master's committees for

degrees to be conferred in current

term.

DONT FORGET:

The UCLA Police Department

provides free escort service every

day of the year from dusk until I a.m.

Uniformed escorts are available to

walk students, faculty and staff mem-

bers between campus buildings and

local living areas or Westwood

Village. To obtain an escort, call 794-

WALK about 10 minutes before you

need one.

Need someone to talk to? The
UCLA Peer Helpline is available to

listen. Call g25-HELP if you would

like to talk about sex, relationship

problems, loneliness, family violence

or any other issue on your mind.

WHArS BREWIN'

Today Noon
Wcsk'N C'hrisiian Fellowship

Bible Sludy (12:15)

Kcrckhoiri\iiKi-20S-()S6V

2 p.m.

Korealown Tutorial Project

Volunteer Tutoring

2 p.m.

Armenian Student .Association

.Vd Cjeneral Meetinu

Ackerman Union 240S

3 p.m.

Eastern Philosophy Club

"Whulifl our true aeirr. =
John Burroughs Middle School

SangH. Lee

4p.i.m.
UCLABookZone
Book Zone Author Series - Ins

Chang

Charles E. Young Grand Salon -

Second Floor KerckhotTHall

5 p.m.

Pilipinos For Community Health

General Meeting

KerckhotT406- 825-2415

CSA
General Meeting

Ackerman 3508

Look for Julia

7 p.m.

Catholic Students Association

Group Study :

Ackerman 3508

Bruin Leaders Project

Diversity & Leadership

Covel Commons Southbay Room
• 206-5071

Midnight Special Bookstore and

Cultural Center (7:30)

Science in the Public Interest

1318 Third Street Promenade

Santa Monica, CA 90401

393-2923

GALA
Men's Discussion group

Kerckhofri33(7:30)

825-8053

Pray UCLA
Prayer Meeting (7:30)

515 LandfairAvc.' 267-9663

Wednesday Noon
University Catholic Center

Catholic Mass (12: 10)

Kerckhorf400

Ackerman 2412 -730-9194

4 p.m.

Psychology Department Faculty

Graduate School in Psychology

Workshop

Franz 1260 -825-2730

6 p.).m.

Pre- Optometry Society

General Meeting

Haines 6

Association of Chinese Americans

General Meeting

Royce 190

Russian Club

Russian Orthodoxy: An insight

into a culture

Kinsey 115 -267-2119

Wesley Christian Fellowship

"University Religious Conference

900 Hilgard Ave. (6:15)

208-6869

7 p.m.

Bruin Leaders Project

"Who You Are Plays a Role in

How You Lead!"

Bradley Multipurpose Room
206-5071

SAA
Interviewing Techniques

Workshop

Alumni Center 1st Floor

For More Information, Call:

206^062

Midnight Special Bookstore and

Cultural Center (7:30)

Guest Speaker: Amy Goodman
1318 Third Street Promenade

Santa Monica, CA 90401

393-2923

Wh«rs BrwMin'cjn be reached via e'fliai at

whatsbrc«Mn#media.uda«du

Stu(jents with

money to burn are

investing it in hopes

of generating

nnore money

,
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By Andy Shah
Daily Bruin Contributor

For many young adults, depositing a

paycheck into the bank gives them a feel-

ing of security. But instead of letting the

money sit there and collect interest, some

opt to take their money out of the bank

and invosi u.=

For many students, investing can be

especially rewarding if they start young,

because long-term investing tends to yield

more profits.

Investment options include the stock

market, bonds and mutual funds, among

others.

One is advised to consult an investment

specialist before investing.

Stocks

A share of stock represents owning part

of a company. A company issues stocks to

raise money for its business.

Since 1926, stocks have outperformed

all other asset classes, according to John

Hancock Funds, an investment manage-

ment company. Investors who endure stock

market fluctuations have earned more

returns than those who invested in bond and cash

equivalents.

But with every profit, the risk of loss is always

prevalent. Investing in stocks always contains risk,

said David Ravetch, a professor at the Anderson

Graduate School of Management.

"The stock market does involve risk, but it's

hard to predict," he said. "Sometimes it goes up,

sometimes down."

Stocks can cost any amount, usually deter-

mined by the market value, or what investors are

willing to pay for the stock. A stock's price may

also move down in anticipation of some future

event.

According to John Hancock Funds, a stock's

value can be measured by return, which is the dif-

ference between what you paid for the share and

what you sold it for, plus any dividends you

receive.

Tracking the ups and downs of the market is

done by many indices, the Dow Jones Industrial

Average (DJIA) being one of the most popular.

The DJIA tiacks the price movement of the stocks

of 30 established companies listed on the New

York Stock Fxchange. Other indices include the

Standard & Poor's 500 Index (S & P) and the

NASDAQ composite.

So why would anyone want to invest in stocks if

there is a higher risk involved?

One reason is to stay ahead of inflation.

Inflation causes the increase of prices. When

the price of a Big Mac goes up from $1.20 lo $1.50

or when gas goes up from $1.30 lo $1.70 a gallon,

one needs lo make more money just to keep up

with the rising cost of living.

Also, a long-term plan could yield great returns

for young investors.

According to John Hancock funds, when held

for a 15-year period, stocks have provided a posi-

tive total return 100 percent of the time.

Compare that to a one-year holding period,

which had 50 periods of positive returns and 20

periods of negative returns

But because many young people are strapped

cash, investing can seem like a daunting and

impractical task. But even a little bit of money

inA'ested can yield benefits in the future, Ravetch

said.

"You don't have to invest a lot of money all at

once to see rewards," he said.

Although there is no set time when one should

start investing, it is u§ually accepted that the soon-

er you start, the sooner you can reach your finan-

cial goals.

A small amount of money invested, given time,

can grow to a large amount of money.

Another advantage of stocks is that a stock-

holder has a voice in the company. For example, as

a shareholder of Microsoft, every year you'll be

invited to attend the annual shareholders' meet-

ing, where you can ask Bill Gates questions about

Microsoft.

Mutual Funds

A mutual fund is a pool of a group of investors'

money used to purchase a variety of investments.

There are many different types of mutual funds,

such as stock mutual funds, bond mutual funds,

money market funds, gold funds, global mutual

funds and real estate investment trusts.

Mutual funds are allraclive to many because

they are diversified investments.

"With mutual funds, you're putting your

money in many different investments, instead of

just one." Ravetch said.

Also, mutual funds are managed by profession-

al money managers, whereas stockholders often

have to keep track of their own stocks.

Most mutual funds charge management fees

from 2 to 4 percent (loaded funds), but there are

also no-load mutual funds

The performance of a mutual fund is highly

dependent on the fund manager Most mutual

funds have not done as well as the S & P 500 mdex,

an indicator of the stock market

According to Lipper Analytical, only 33 per-

cent of the mutual funds beat the S & P 500 index

in the last 35 years. In the last 10 years, only 21

percent the of mutual funds beat the S & P 500

index.

There arc thousands of mutual funds to suit

each individual's investment objectives.

Bonds

According to John Hancock Funds, a bond is a

loan in which the bond buyer lends money to the

bond issuer.

Individual bonds offer a steady and fixed

stream of interest income, and are usually issued

by corporations and governments.

For example, if you buy a 15-year corporate

bond, the corporation therefore agrees to pay you

the interest on the money they borrowed from

you.

The corporation also agrees to repay the princi-

pal in full on a specified date 15 years from the

time of purchase.

Bonds are a good source of income for when

one gets older.

Instead of letting money sit in a bank, some opt

to put it into a bond, which offers a source of

income for such people as retirees.

Investors expect bonds to be safe investments,

depending on the bond issuer's credit strength.

Also, high-quality bonds are considered safer

investments when compared to stocks.

As with any investment, there are risks

involved. If one invests for a long period of time,

the bond's value can be influenced by many

events, including inflation. So a long-term bond

will experience more price changes than a short-

term security

While investing is a game of chance and

involves adequate preparation and research, it is a

good way for young people to sink their teeth into

financial security at an early ife.
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Crime Natch
Hieft

A dorm room in Rieber Uall was

burglarized last Thursday when the

students left their room empty and

unlocked.

The thief took a compact disc

player, CDs and cash, all totalling

$400.

A computer scanner worth $539

was stolen from a Medical Plaza

loading dock Thursday.

Also Thursday, a $2,500 laptop

was stolen in Kinse^lfall, and anoth*

er laptop worth $1,200 was stolen

from an oQipe in the

Neuropsychiatric Institute.

A 1995 black Honda Civic that

wa^ stolen from the Sutiset Village

parking structure on Friday was

recovered the same day by the West

Los Angeles Division ofLAPD.
No suspects are in custody for the

theft.

In Lot 1 1, the hubcaps were stolen

ofTa groen 1998 Nissan Altima last

Wednesday.

The next day, in the same parking

lot, a $500 amplii icr was stolen from

a 1995 Honda Accord. There was no

sign offorced entry.

Paiicing permits were stolen from

cars parked in Lots 32, 3 and 8.

Unantiiorized People

Ten vandalism suspects were

interviewed by officers after

Adkerman Security Office reported

them painting the Bruin Bear statue

Wednesday.

Officers booked a photo of the

suspects painting the bear as e|i

dence.

University police escorted two

men from the Center for Health

Sciences last Tuesday, after they

were reported to be possibfy plan-

ning a burglary ofan office there.

Friday morning, aman was found

passed out and smelling of alcohol in

the sixth floor lounge in the Center

for Health Sciences.

In the Doris Stein Eye Research

Institute the same day, a man was

reported sleeping on the floor of a

stall in the men*s rest room on the

second floor.

Also Friday, a woman was seen

trying to pick alock outside an eleva-

tor in the CHS.

Bomb Threat

A bomb do^at was received at a

Medical Piaza Lobby early Thursday

mormng. fc
A d^ male voice called from

what may have been a pay phone to

report the threat. After investigation,

no suspicious objects were found.

Compiled from UCPD media reports

for the week of Nov. 2 to Nov. 8 by Ann
Hawkey, Daily Bruin contributor.

SouKcUnivcnliy Police

Listening to music found to stimulate activity in brain
RESEARCH: Scientists hope discoveries help to develop

new treatments for a variety of neurological disorders

By Jane E.Allen

The Associated Press

The rhythm, melody and harmony

of music stimulate several areas of the

brain, and classical musical training

during childhood enlarges some parts

of the brain, new imaging technology

reveals.

The new insights, along with impli-

cations for using music to restore lost

speech after strokes or other neuro-

logical injury, were discussed Sunday

at a news conference during the

Society for Ncuroscience annual

meeting.

Scientists have long wanted to

know how brain responds to the ele-

ments of sound and rhythm, how

music," said Dr. Mark Jude Tramo, a

neurobiologist at Massachusetts

General Hospital and Harvard

University Medical School. "Music is

biologically part of human life, as

music is artistically a part of human

life."

Anne Blood, a researcher in neu-

ropsychology at the Montreal

Neurological Institute and McGill

University in Canada, examined emo-
musical studies affect brain wiring y^n^l responses to music among
and how the brains of musically tal- lose with untrained ears,

ented people differ from those of their V Positron emission tomography, or

non-musical peers. pgx scans, demonstrated that differ-

" Undeniably, there is a biology of gnt regions of the brain respond to

pleasant, harmonious musical sounds

and to musical sounds that clash.

In addition, the brain regions

turned on during emotional responses

to music were different from those his-

torically observed in other kinds of

musical perception.

As the music increased in unpleas-

antness, an area on the right side of

the brain important to emotion - the

parahippocampal gyrus - became

active.

As the music increased in pleasant-

ness, the orbitofrontal cortex, frontal

pole and subcallosal cingulate regions

activated on the left and right sides of

the hrain Ihose also control emo-

tions.

"Some day this research will help

us to understand how different types

of music can help in different kinds of

neurological disorders," Blood said.

In another study, Lawrence

Parsons and colleagues at the

University of Texas in San Antonio

found that an area on the right side of

the brain interprets written musical

notes and passages. This corresponds

to an area in the left brain known to

interpret written letters and words.

See BRAIN, page 15
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WORLD & NATION Dow Jones Industrials
down: 77.50

close: 8,897.96

Nasdaq Index
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Iraq may rebuild arsenal if

inspections cease, QA says

UN: U.S. officials debate

whether to use air strikes

to reveal hidden weapons

By John Diamond
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Iraq could

rebuild its chemical and biological

arsenals if international arms inspec-

tions ceased, the CIA said Monday as

the Clinton administration prepared

options on the latest standoff.

Iraq has "the capability to quickly

resurrect weapons of mass destruc-

tion production absent U.N. sanc-

tions," the CIA reported to lawmak-

ers. Although the report predates the

latest flurry of activity involving Iraq,

a U.S. intelligence official said

Monday that the assessment reflects

the agency's current thinking.

Administration officials are debat-

ing whether continued inspections or

an open-ended threat of military

force can root out Iraq's suspected

secret weapons cache. Ten days ago,

Saddam Hussein declared a halt to

cooperation with the U.N. Special

Commission that searches for chemi-

cal and biological weapons.

President Clinton's national security

team has developed options for him

that include air strikes.

A concern that could rule out

strikes is that Iraq might respond by

permanently banning the interna-

tional search for illegal chemical and

biological weapons.

At the State Department,

spokesman James Rubin sought to

dispel suggestions that the United

States was alone in its effort to isolate

and punish Iraq for noncompliance

with international arms inspectors.

"What has happened in recent

weeks is we've seen the coalescing

and the clarity of the entire world

that Iraq is in noncompliance, that

this current problem is Iraq's fault,"

See IRAQ, page 13
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in race for House speaker
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CONGRESS: Candidate

gains as rival drops out

in scramble for positions

By David Espo

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Rep. Bob
Livingston, a pragmatic conservative

from Louisiana, took command of

the race to succeed House Speaker

Newt Gingrich on Monday as his

only rival dropped out and the sec-

ond-ranking Republicaaleadcr paid a

coijijtesy call.

"The truth is, the vote is in. Botr

Livingston is going to be our next

speaker jtfkl I'm withdrawing my
name fdlpji|at reason,'' said^Rep.

Christopher Cox of California, who
was a nttj^l candidate for less than

72hour$r^
Majority L^er Dick Armey of

Texas left the Capitol to visit

Livingsto4|Mys office in a congres-

sional building across the street, said

spokeswoman Michele Davis. "He
went over there to congratulate him,"

she said.

Armey, too, has enough votes to

ward off challenges, Davis said. Even

so, Rep. Jennifer Dunn of

Washington announced a bid to top-

ple"*;^rmey, joining Rep. Steve

Largent of Oklahoma in that race. "I

am asking you to support me as a

member who will serve as a fresh face

for the party," Dunn said in an e-mail

sent to GOP lawmakers.

Gingrich returned to the Capitol

for the first time since Republicans

lost seats in last week's midterm elec-

tions, an event that led to his stunning

decision Friday to step down as

speaker. The Georgian did not speak

to reporters as he arrived. A hand-

written sign was posted at the

entrance to the suite where he

presided over the Republican

Revolution the past four years:

See GOP, page 14

Leftist coalition gains in Venezuela
ELEQION: Stocks fall as

former coup leader gets

boost toward presidency

By Steven Gutkin

The Associated Press

CARACAS, Venezuela -

Venezuela's army and wealthy elite

reacted nervously Monday to a big

electoral victory by a leftist coali-

tion led by a former army officer

who tried to overthrow the govern-

ment six years ago.

Hugo Chavez's Patriotic Pole

movement won the largest share of

Venezuela's parliament in nation-

wide balloting for governors and

congressmen, sending the stock

market sharply lower and stirring

worries that the army might start

flexing its muscle.

But millions of Venezuelans,

angered over declining living stan-

dards in the country with the most

oil outside the Middle East, were

elated by Sunday's election results,

which gave Chavez a major boost

in his bid to win the presidency in

Dec. 6 elet
'

tiuns.
^

"The Venezuelan people have

awakened," said the 44-year-old

former army paratrooper who is

leading all presidential polls. "We
are going to build a new democra-

cy

Sunday's vote was a devastating

setback to Democratic Action and

Copei, the traditional parties that

have ruled Venezuela for decades.

Though final results were not

available Monday afternoon, the

early tally showed Patriotic Pole

winning 34 percent of the congres-

sional seats. Democratic Action

won about 22 percent, and Copei

won 1 1 percent.

Project Venezuela, a new party

led by Chavez's main challenger,

Yale-educated businessman

Henrique Salas, had about 12 per-

cent.

Venezuelans swamped polling

stations to elect 189 lower house

members, 48 senators, 23 gover-

nors and 391 state assembly mem-
bers.

Aware that his candidacy has

polarized the country, Chavez has

toned down his populist rhetoric in

recent months, calling for a version

uf Biitish Prime Minister {ony

Blair's Third Way - a compromise

between unfettered capitalism and

socialism.

It's not clear if the business com-

munity is buying it, however. The
election results were received joy-

ously in the hillside slums ringing

Caracas, but ominously in the

plush tree-lined neighborhoods

where the rich live.

"If he, is the Chavez who most

people think he is - the populist,

the Peronist, the guy who's going

to set the clock back - then this is

not only bad news, it's disastrous

news," said economist Roberto

Bottome.

"If on the other hand, he's the

Tony Blair who some people think

he is, it's not bad news. ... In the

meantime, if I were an investor, I'd

stay away," Bottome added.

Within the first 15 minutes of

trading Monday, the Caracas stock

exchange fell 2.5 percent on news

of Chavez's success, and ended

even lower, down 3.4 percent for

the day.

While strengthening Chavez's

presidential prospects, Sunday's

See VENcAlEii^ page tx
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from 13 percent of the West Bank, a key
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apparently executed.

David SchelTcrTrtie roving U.S.

ambassador on war crimes issues,

viewed the corpses in the devastated

central village o'i Malisevo as he toured

Kosovo with the Kosovo Diplomatic

Observer Mission (K DOM).
"This represents one of the problems that

is being experienced here with the cease-fire,

and that is that there are violations of the

cease-fire by both sides," Schelfer said,

adding that there i^ evidence o\' "uar

crimes."
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Hispanic voters gaining influence

VOTE: Ethnic group

successful in elections

due to support in polls

By Amanda Covarrubias

The Associated Press

Hispanic candidates made his-

toric gains across California in

Tuesday's elections, capturing

their first statewide office in more

than 100 years, their first mayoral-

ty of a major city and six more

seats in the state Legislature.

And analysts say that

California's Hispanic voters - as

the fastest-growing segment of the

state's electorate - are positioned

to become major players in the

2000 presidential election.

"A presidential candidate can-

not win the election without win-

ning California, and certainly

without winning Latino votes,"

said Leo Briones, a Los Angeles

political consultant. "Their effect

on national politics will be amaz-

thrce in the state House, and not in

predominately Latino districts,

then voters are going beyond eth-

nicity and saying, 'I know what

this person's position is on issues

that arc relevant to me and I'm

going to vote for this person,'"

said Marcelo Gaete of the

National Association of Latino

Llected and Appointed Officials.

"That's what we saw Tuesday,"

he said. "It's almost like the words

of our Founding Fathers are com-

ing true: All men are created

equal."

California, where Hispanics

comprise 30 percent of the popula-

tion, saw the largest gains.

Cruz Bustamante was elected

lieutenant governor. The

Democrat is the first Hispanic

elected to statewide office since

Romualdo Pacheco was elected

lieutenant governor in 1871.

Ron Gonzales was elected

mayor of San Jose and Lee Baca

was chosen sheriff of Los Angeles

County, which has the largest sher-

iffs department in the country.

California Legislature this centu-

ry, was named Assembly minority

leader. The top Democrat is

Assembly Speaker Antonio

Villaraigosa of Los Angeles.

Pacheco, of Riverside, was one

of four Hispanic Republicans

elected to the state Assembly on

Tuesday, boosting the total num-

ber in both houses from 18 to 24.

Hispanic politicians were not

the only ones to reap the rewards

of an invigorated Hispanic elec-

torate.

In New York, Rep. Charles

Schumer could not have wrested

the U.S. Senate seat from Alfonse

D'Amato without the support of

Hispanics.

Hispanics also were crucial to

Republicans Jeb Bush and his

brother, George W. Bush. Jeb

Bush was elected governor of

Florida and George Bush, who
speaks Spanish and stresses that

immigrants are welcome, was

elected to his second term as gov-

ernor of Texas.

Many saw the Democratic gains

Packard Foundation will

fund population research

Sanchez earned an unexpectedly

lopsided victory in heavily

Republican Orange County over

conservative Bob Dornan, whom
she unseated two years ago by a

bare 984 votes.

"It's the year of the Latino,"

Bustamante said the day after his

victory. "Latino candidates have

shown they are the crossover can-

didates. There is no radical ethnic

agenda."

Underscoring the trend. Rod

Pacheco, the first Hispanic

Republican elected to the

in cm irornla ^ led by Govarnor-

elect Gray Davis - as a backlash

against Republican Governor Pete

Wilson, who used anti-illegal immi-

gration rhetoric during his reelec-

tion campaign four years ago.

Republicans further alienated

Hispanics two years later when

they supported a ballot measure to

eliminate affirmative action. That

same year, congressional

Republicans revamped welfare

and cut off funds for services to

most legal immigrants

See HISPANIC, page 15

GROWTH: Substantial

grants aim to encourage

new methods of control

By Martha Mendoza
The Associated Press

SAN JOSE - In hopes of slowing

the world's population growth, the

Packard Foundation is granting

$333 million to international popula-

tion and reproductive health pro-

grams.

The grants make the David and

Lucile Packard

Foundation in

Los Altos, Calif.,
^^"^"'~^^""

the largest pri-

vate donor in the

population field,

and put the

group on par for

funding the issue

with countries

like Denmark

ity and for all life on earth," said

board member Julie Packard in the

foundation's annual report.

The population grants, to be

parceled out over the next five years,

are a small piece of the $9 billion that

the Packard Foundation is gradually

giving away.

Created in 1964 by David

Packard, co-founder of the Hewlett

Packard Company, and his wife

Lucile, the private family organiza-

tion divides its grants to nonprofit

organizations in six categories - sci-

ence, children, population, conser-

vation, arts and community.

When David

Packard died in

"'^~~^"^""
1996, most of

his money went

to the founda-

tion. Since then

grants have

soared, and the

foundation is

now the third

largest in the

and Swcdac

"People in the world

haven't been focusing

on the big isslje."

Peter Kostmayer

Population researcher
country.

r

cmBAN<e

READ

LOT BOOKS

ON FINANCE.
iiigly Mgii iilcant. Lveryone will be

paying attention."

Hispanics also gained political

ground in other states.

In Colorado, Denver attorney

Ken Salazar was elected attorney

general on Tuesday.

Hispanics gained four statewide

posts in New Mexico: attorney

general, auditor, secretary of state

and treasurer.

In Massachusetts, three

Hispanics were elected to the state

House, where before there hud

been none. Wisconsin gained one.

"When you go from zero to

"With this

infusion of fund-

ing, there's going to be a lot more

opportunity for people to under-

stand the issue better," said Alene

Gelbad at the Population Reference

Bureau in Washington, D.C.

About 5.9 billion people live on

the planet today, and the population

is growing by about one billion peo-

ple every 12 to 15 years, creating

environmental and social disasters,

some demographers say.

"We feel it's important to take

action now on a broad set of issues

to assure a livable future for human-

In 1997,

groups working

to slow population growth received

$14.8 million in Packard grants. By

this Sept. 15, the foundation had

given $35.5 million.

The funds have gone to a variety

of organizations, from a group that

markets and distributes manual vac-

uum aspiration equipment for abor-

tions, to documentary film makers

preparing a feature on a health orga-

nization in Bangladesh.

The funding will more than dou-

See POPULATION, page 13
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Germany remembers Kristallnacht

ANNIVERSARY: Jewish community

reflects on Nazi raid after 60 years

By Anne Thompson
The Associated Press

BERLIN With a "march of silence" and plans

for new synagogues, Germany's Jewish community

marked the 60th anniversary Monday of

Kristallnacht - the "Night of Broken (ijass" - when

Nazi storm troopers burned and ransacked Jewish

businesses and temples.

Germany's Jewish community numbered 530,000

before the Nazis took power; it now is 70,000 strong

and growing. But neo-Nazi inci-

dents also are on the rise, and —^——^—
Jewish leaders are more deter-

mined than ever that the

Holocaust not be forgotten
-

fighting what they see as a trend

toward emphasizing

Germany's future at the

expense of remembering its

past.

Politicians, including

Chancellor (jerhard Schroeder.

religious leaders and members

of the Jewish community gath-

ered for anniversary speeches in a cavernous, mosa-

ic-covered Berlin synagogue where windows were

shattered during the Kristallnacht violence that pre-

saged the Holocaust.

Topic No. I: How to remember the past while

moving Germany into the 2 1 st century and its seat of

government back to Berim, Adolf Hitler's capital.

"Normality is to be a

Jew and to be able to

live in Germany again."

ignatz Bubis

Leader of Germany's Jews

neo-Nazis mainstream arguments for anti-Semitic

assaults, such as the small swastikas found Monday

etched into a monument commemorating the mass

deportation of Berlin's Jews to concentr ilion camps.

"Whenever someone who is counteo among the

spiritual elite of the nation makes such statements,

they carry a weight of their own," Bubis told the audi-

ence of2.000. "It is certain that right-wmg extremists

will refer to Walser."

Ihe Kristallnacht anniversary has particular sig-

nificance this year, which saw the election of politi-

cians too young to have memories of World War II.

The generational change, coupled with the move to

Berlin and the new government's emphasis on a for-

ward-looking (jermany has sparked concern that

there is a desire to return to a—^—— "normal" Germany unbur-

dened by the Holocaust.

"For me, normality is to be a

Jew and to be able to live in

Germany again," Bubis said.

""Normality' cannot mean that

we supplant memory and live

with a new- anti-Semitism and

new racism."

Berlin's Jewi.sh community
— held Its first "march o\' silence"

Monday in remembrance of

Kristallnacht. Some 2,000-

3.000 people formed a sea of umbrellas on a dark,

drizzling afternoon. A march also was held in

Duesseldorf, along with ceremonies in Buchenwald,

Frankfurt, Hamburg and Munich.

The synagogue ceremony started with a descrip-

tion of Kristallnacht from historian Andreas

Nachama, leader of Berlin's Jewish community.

On the nighl of Nov. 9, 1938, Nazi leaders heard aUnderscoring all the speeches was the theme that

Ge rmans still st rugg le tor t he righ t way to prcaerve Jew hud ahoi a Germun dip lomat in Pari s . In

the horrors of the Holocaust as a lesson for future

generations.

Ignatz Bubis, the leader of Cjermany's Jews, lam-

basted what he calls an "intellectual nationalism"

represented in comments by a prize-winning

German author who says repeated media references

to Nazi atrocities are designed to perpetuate

German guilt.

Bubis contends novelist Martin Walser has given

reprisal, they ordered storm troopers into the streets

in (iermany and Austria, which Hitler had annexed

earlier.

They rounded up Jews and burned and broke win-

dows in synagogues and Jewish businesses - calling it

the "Night of Broken Glass." When the rampage

ended on Nov. 10, more than 1,300 synagogues were

See GERMANY, page 14
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Police inspect a Jewish stone monument in Berlin on the 60th anniversary of

Kristallnacht.
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Republican makes attempt to curb voter initiatives
WEST: Senator argues

that people's time, money

wasted by bad measures

By Judith Kohler

The Associated Press
•

DENVER - A Republican leg-

islative leader plans to sponsor a bill

in the upcoming session to make it

tougher for Coloradans to place

measures on the ballot.

Sen. Gigi Dennis, R-Pueblo, who
opposed two unsuccessful amend-

ments on San Luis Valley water,

thinks it is too easy to put bad initia-

tives before voters. All it takes is

money to pay people to circulate

petitions and buy advertising, she

said.

"The power of money is changing

public policy," said Dennis, the

newly elected Senate GOP caucus

chairwoman.

Three of the nine citizen-initiated

proposals on Colorado's Nov. 3 gen-

eral election ballot were approved.

In 1996, voters approved four of

eight, including a campaign fmance

law being challenged in court.

Legislators, alarmed at the long

list of initiatives each election, tried

but failed in the past two sessions to

make it tougher to put proposals on

the ballot. Voters in 1996 rejected a

move to require 60 percent, rather

than a simple majority, to amend the

Colorado Constitution.

Disillusion with initiatives is

growing in the West, where they

have been popular since springing

from political reforms in the late

1800s and early 1900s. All but eight

of the 24 states that allow initiatives

"We don't want to block

people's access, but are

there some guidelines

we can put in place?"

Gigi Dennis

Senator (R-Colo.)

are west of the Mississippi River.

In Colorado, statewide petitions

must be signed by five percent of the

total number of people who voted in

the last general election. Other slates

are tightening requirements.

Wyoming, one of the strictest

states, is even more stringent after

last week's election. Initiative sup-

porters not only need signatures

equal to 15 percent of votes cast in

the last general election, but also

must gather at least one signature

from 16 of the state's 23 counties.

Utah voters last week decided bal-

lot measures on wildlife manage-

ment need a two-thirds, rather than

simple, majority to pass.

Gerry Cummins of the Colorado

League of Women Voters does not

think Coloradans want restrictions

on ballot access.

"The state Constitution permits

citizens' initiatives, and voters in the

recent past have been reluctant to

weaken that at all," Cummins said.

"It's just part of the process, some-

thing we have grown accustomed to

in this state."

Colorado first used the initiative

in 1912, when 30 some proposals

made the ballot, she said.

Dennis is hoping the public will

agree to some kind of change. "We
don't want to block people's access,

but are there some guidelines we can

put in place?"

Members of Colorado Water
Congress, made up of leaders on

water issues, plan to discuss the

impact of the initiative process in a

meeting Tuesday in Denver. The dis-

cussion was prompted by

Amendments 15 and 16, each reject-

ed by about 76 percent of the voters

"You cannot take the

power of the initiative

awiy from the people."

Joan Johnson

Senator (D-Colo.)

Nov. 3.

Rancher and water developer

Gary Boyce spent about $1 million

promoting the measures, which

would have required flow meters on

agricultural and other wells in the

San Luis Valley and would have

made a local conservation district

pay fees on water drawn from under

state land.

Boyce said the measures were

needed to determine the rate of

water use in the southern Colorado

valley.

Opponents, including valley

farmers and ranchers, argued the

initiatives were intended to bank-

rupt the water district, neutralizing

opposition to Boyce's plan to ship

groundwater out of the valley.

Sen. Joan Johnson, D-Adams
County, sponsored the proposal

which clamps down on constitution-

al amendments. But she opposes

tightening requirements for citizen-

initiated laws.

"You cannot take the power of

the initiative away from the peo-

ple," she said.

Sometimes, an initiative is voters'

only recourse, Johnson said. She

noted the Legislature failed two

consecutive years to pass bills

strengthening regulation of large

hog farms.

Farmers, ranchers and environ-

mental groups won that fight this

month when 64 percent of the voters

approved an initiative similar to leg-

islation sponsored by Johnson.

"When you can't get public offi-

cials to even consider something,"

she said, "I don't know what else

you do."
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ONLY 10 OF THE FOLLOWING CAMERAS WILL BE AVAILABLE TO THE FIRST 10 CUSTOMERS EACH DAY

OIYMPUS
10 SOLD

Al-Talib

J
"A

UCLA'S Muslim Student

Newsmagazine

OLYMPUS STYLUS
ZOOM

Very popular camera with a Zoom Lens.
Automatic Focusing, Built-in Flash, and
AutoWind. Reftirbished cameras with a 90-
day warranty. Supplies are lipiited. One
household. "First come,
fu^t served.

N6006 Autofocus SLR
We got a bunch of these cameras we can now
offer at this low-low price. Last year this

camera sold for $39v. These demo models
include a Nikon 90 day warranty. We are
limiting the sale of
the N90 to 10 per
day. Hurry! First

come, first served
Nikon N6006 Demo.

Royal Gold

Canon Zr70 Zoom
Compact Canon Camera with 38-70 Zoom
Lens. Autofocus, Autoload, Autoflash,

Autowind. Just about everything. NEW
CAMERAS WITH Canon U.S.A. limited

Warranty/Registration Card.

ONLY 10 DEMO
CAMERAS WILL
BE SOLD EACH
DAY

when you have Film Developed at our

ON-SITE CUSTOM LAB
Here's how it works:
The regular pncc lor Kodak Royal Gold- 1 00 Film (72- •

exposures) IS $13.95 With this coupon you pay only {

59 95, plus you get a Mail In coupon worth $9.00 in future {
purchases at Ikl Air Claniera Thus your final cost is 95

\
cents Add $1()0 tor Royal Uold 200 hi Im. Add $2 00 •

for Royal Gold 400 Film Valid thru SUNDAY 1 1/1 5/98
|

Present this coupon when you bring us a roll of

film for processing & printing, and you will get

triple coupons. Coupons can be redeemed for.

film, extra pnnts, albums, frames, or a whole
bunch ofpremiums. Valid thm 11/30/98.

FEM
UCLA'S Feminist Student

Newsmagazine

J

r
Ha'Am

UCLA's Jewish Student

Newsmagazine

La Gente
UCLA's Chicana/0 & Latina/o

Student Newsmagazine

r
NOMMO
UCLA'S African Student

Newsmagazine

Pacific Ties
UCLA's Asian/Pacific Islander

Student Newsmagazine
82S-1004

V J

Ten Percent
UCLA's Queer Student

Newsmagazine

Camera

LA2i DISCOUNT
CAMERA & VIDEO SUPERSTORE

1 092S Kinross Avenue at Gmley Avenue
in Westwood Village, just East of the 405*reewav^

FREE Parking in lot next door, plus wk
2 Hours Validated Parking at Lots with this sign

3 1 0-208-5 1 50 * MON-fRI^-7. SAT 9 30-6 SON 1 2 5

Over 30 years
of altemative
media at UCU
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An open invitation for open minds.
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Equities

Division
What will be your statement?

To swing a hammer on top of the Berlin Wall

and help entrepreneurs break through...

to see a pony on a shirt and help it influence culture...

to move a computer company from dorm room to boardroom.

Make a mark with your mind.

Information

Session

5:00 pm -7:00 pm

Kerckhoff Hall

Grand Salon

MINDS. WIDE OPENr Casual Attire

www.gs.com

. \.
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1998 Forum on Careefs and Graduate Programs in

International

Affairs
^Monday, November 16, 1998

APSI A Panel: 6:30 to 7:00 PM
Graduate School Fair: 7:00 to 9:00 PM
UCLA James West Alumni Center

representatives from IntgrnatioBal Affairs Program!! from the fo llowing universitiesr

Georgetown University

Columbia University

UC San Diego

Tufts University

use

Harvard University

Johns Hopkins University

University of Denver

University of Washington

Syracuse University .

Princeton University

American University

University of Pittsburgh

University of Maryland

George Washington Universit>{

Sponsored by: UCLA Career Center, Alumni Association, Student Alumni Association.

School of Public Policy and Social Research d APSIA: Association of Professional Schools of
International Affairs

UCLAhami
UCLA Career Center

For more information, contact

Alumni Career Services at

(310) 206-6062.
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^ings

Here's your char>ce to investigate your

career options and earn experience as a
full-time entry level professional for 10
weeksl Just apply for a UCLA National

Internship!

Housing, UC President's Scholarship

Stiperxj Program, and a loan program are

available There is also a $3000 stipend

student director positbn available.

Housing is arranged at Randolph Towers in""

Arlington, VA
I

uri« r«,.i, c>r.i«.

EXPO
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Kefckhoff Hall
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Sampson Steel, one of the subcontractors on the De Neve housing

project, has several Cal/OSHA violations.

CONSTRUaiON
Prom page 1

neering, reviewed the non-compli-

ancc reports for The Bruin and said

that from what he read, he did not

see any large errors on the part of

Sampson.

"I don't see much of a major

problem." Janoyan said.

One professional building inspec-

tor, however, disagreed with this

assessment.

"That's some .i...^__
real deep shit,"

said Gene
Prowizor, owner

of A Aa Building

'The violations have

been greatly

The other violations against

Sampson Steel come from the

California Occupational Safety and

Health Administration

(Cal/OSHA). A total of 23 citations

were issued since 1991 and range

from not having a steel erection plan

m place to citations for employees

not wearing helmets.

Most of the violations are defined

as being "other than serious;" that is.

they would not directly result in

injury or death to an employee,

according to Dean Fryer, a

i.i....^^.i_ spokesman for

Cal/OSHA.

This descrip-

tion did not satis-

fy Skinas, who
ni s p I- ci ID li exaggerated. But ^^'^ "

^'i'",""." '^

Service, after

hearing the viola-

tion. Prowizor's

company is made
up of retired gov-

ernment building

inspectors. He
has no direct

knowledge of the

project, however.

The beams in question were

replaced, according to both

Sampson Steel and Jay German,
director of marketing and communi-
cations for Claremont College.

"Our concern is (that) what goes

in place complies, and it did,"

German said.

The replacement work was done
at the expense of Sampson Steel and
did not add any additional cost to

Claremont.

As a result of the 1994 Northridge

earthquake, there were a number of

changes in the building codes, caus-

ing confusion in the construction

business.

The Drucker Center was built in

1996. at a time when there was still

confusion in the

codes. _^__^«^^__-
"These notices

are dealing with

issues up in the

air," Janoyan

said.

Long acknowl-

edged the non-

c o m p I i a n c e

reports but said

the company has

changed since.

"We've initiat-

ed a quality con-

trol program," Long said. "There's

a new staff at this company ... it's

quite a different company."

Long also disputed the serious-

ness of the non-compliance cita-

tions.

"The violations have been greatly

exaggeriHed. But theyre legitimate.

I'm not saying they're not." Long
said. "It was not a runaway loconuv

tive."

_ Sampson Steel recentl> worked aL
Los Angeles International Airport,

where the general ct)ntractor was
satisfied with the company's work

"Sampson did a great job." said

Mark Caputo. an assistant project

manager with Peck Jones, the gener-

al contractor at the airport project

"Theyre a vers capable and quali

lied structural steel subcontractor
"

they're legitinnate."

Jim Long

Sampson Steel project

manager

Sampson Steel went

through changes in

recent years with the

implementation of a

quality control

program.

a violation,

regardless of how
it is defined.

"Even though

they don't sound

serious, it's a big

deal if it kills

someone,"
^^ Skinas said.

Since 1991, Sampson has had
three accidents involving employ-

ees.

One on Dec. 23, 1997, came after

a boom crane fell and injured a

worker. Cal/OSHA is still investi-

gating the incident.

Long contends the fault falls on

the machinery, which was rented,

rather than the employee operating

the crane.

"This was an anomaly, in my
view," Long said. "You see this once

in a decade. From our perspective it

has nothing do with us."

Another violation involved not

having protective caps on top of

reinforced steel bars sticking up out

of the ground.

"Everyone overlooks these until

someone falls and a piece of steel

.^__^.,_ goes through

their body,"

Skinas said.

Sampson is

expected to work

this week on some
of the smaller

buildings that

make up De Neve

Plaza and will

return in January

for the main

building of the

complex.

Sampson Steel went through

changes in recent years with the

implementation of a quality control

program and hiring of a number of

new employees, according to Long.

The company has also taken steps

to ensure the problems that hap-

pened at Claremont don't happen
again.

"On this job we made a point of

hiring the best steel detailer." Long
said . "We will make the schedule."

Still, Skinas said he doubts

Sampson's promises and plans to be

present when Sampson Steel arrives

on the job with a camera and a cellu-

lar phone to report any violation.s he

may see to Cal/OSHA
"They're going to have problems

because Im going to be out there

monitoring them." Skinas said
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IRAQ
From page 5

' '

ftubin said. "The blame of the whole

world is resting clearly and squarely

on the doorstep of Iraq and the shoul-

ders of Saddam Hussein. ... We don't

feel lonely."

Saudi and Egyptian officials have

urged the United States and the inter-

national community to pursue dipUv

matic rather than military solutions

to the standoff And former Irish

Prime Minister Albert Reynolds,

who helped lay the groundwork for

the Northern Ireland peace accord,

said Monday he believed Iraq had

met SO percent of IJ.N. demands on

weapons and that the ""remaining 20

percent, in my view, does not ju.stily a

strike or a return to contlict."

Once again, it appeared that only

Britain was ready to join the United

States in a threat of force against

Iraq. British Defense Secretary

(Jeorge Robertson warned during a

visit to Kuwait on Monday that the

international community's patience

was ""draining away."

The CIA concluded that despite

years of U.N. inspections and the

destruction wrought by the 1991

Persian Gulf War. Iraq retains the

key equipment and technology need-

ed to make chemical and biological

weapons and mount them on mis-

siles.

."Iraq could retain a small force of

Scud-type missiles, a small stockpile

of rhrmiral and hinlngiral miini-

about (nuclear) enrichment tech-

niques, testing data, foreign procure-

ment, and weapons design. ... Iraq

could be conducting covert nuclear

research and development that

would be ditTicult to detect."

Defense Intelligence Agency

assessments, also forwarded to

Congress, reached similar conclu-

sions, though the DIA said Iraq's

ability to revitalize chemical and bicv

logical weapons production was

"limited."

"It is certain that if sanctions are

lifted, Iraq will proceed expeditiously

with its nuclear, chemical and biolog-

ical programs as well as the corre-

sponding delivery systems." DIA
concluded.

U.N. inspections have uncovered

a great deal about Iraqi weapons prtv

grams, but U.S. officials are con-

cerned about what has been missed.

For example. U.S. intelligence sus-

pects that Iraq has two Scud missiles

stashed away and may have the com-

ponents to build more.

Iraq admitted to producing 85,000

'liters of the biological agent anthrax,

but U.N. inspectors estimate produc-

tion amounts were three to four times

more than declared. John Pike of the

I'ederation of American Scientists, a

Washington think tank that follows

national security matters, said U.S.

and European laboratories have

found evidence of the nerve gas VX
on spent Iraqi shells.

Mideast expert Anthony

Cordesman of the Center for

Slrairgir and InlernatiiMial Sliulifs
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tions. and the capability to quickly

resurrect weapons of mass destruc-

tion production absent U.N. sanc-

tions" and international inspections,

the CIA wrote. It also said Baghdad

"continues to withhold information

VENEZUELA
From page 5

vote could also cause anti-Chave/

factions to regroup in a unified

alliance, possibly led by Project

Venezuela's Salas.

Among those most vehemently

opposed to Chavez is army chief

Gen. Ruben Rojas Perez, who

recently implied the armed forces

would seek to block the former coup

leader's rise to power.

Sunday's election could galvani/e

opposition within the military and

feed persistent rumors of an impend-

ing coup to prevent him from coming

to power.

"'There will surely be problems

because of Chavez's conspiratorial

past and his lack of moral authority

to be the commander in chief of the

armed forces," said (ien. Fernando

Ochoa Antich, who was defense min-

ister during Chavez's attempted

coup.

President Rafael Caldera has been

trying to calm the waters by promis-

ing to respect the voters' will. His

Convergence Party, which broke

away from Copei five years ago, was

not a major player in Sunday's ballot-

ing.

As expected, Democratic Action

POPULATION
From page 6

ble in 1999 to about $75 million,

helping advocates who want to

move the issue to the forefront of

grassroots causes.

"People in the world haven't

been focusing on the big issue,' said

Peter Kostmayer, executive director

of Zero Population Growth in

Washington, D.C "Instead, they

are concerned with a variety of

subissues, from infant mortality to

environmental damage Packard is

going to help shift the locus."

There are those who aren t

pleased with the increased funding

said the U.N. Special Commission

""may never be able to determine the

exact types of lilological weapons

Iraq did or did not develop ... or what

it has done covertly" since the (uilf

War.

and Copei captured most of

Venezuela's 23 governorships on

Sunday. But Chavez's coalition won

seven races for governor in states

that comprise more than a third of

the country's population. And in a

surprise showing, Chavez's father,

Hugo de los Reyes Chavez, was elect-

ed governor of the western state of

Barinas.

Although the roots of Venezuela's

deep economic woes are complex,

most people blame the traditional

parties for squandering the country's

vast oil wealth.
""

1 f you have gold and diamonds in

your garden, there is no reason to live

in misery," said Luis Castillo, a 58-

year-old house painter who supports

Chavez.

Carlos Andres Perez, the former

president whom Chavez tried to

overthrow six years ago, won a senate

seat in his home slate of Tachira.

Promising to oppose a possible

Chavez administration, he said

Sunday's results ""did not help but

instead aggravated the circum-

stances in which Venezuela's social

and political life is played out."

While running for .senate, Perez

had been under house arrest pending

charges of illegal enrichment. His vic-

tory gives him parliamentary immu-

nity and his freedom.

You ore invited to attend a Community

Meeting held by Santa Monica's Big Blue Bus.

Time/Location:

Today, Tuesday Novembe^4A-l 998, from 3; 00-

4:30pm In Kerckhoff Hall Room 1 40.

This meeting is intended to give you an opportunity

to share your thoughts about Big Blue Bus service.

Big Blue Bus staff will review recent service

improvements and discuss future plans.

Come and hear about what the Big Blue Bus is

doing and share your thoughts and Ideas!

Your input is valuable!

y. stud,.

Pick up an feiformatlon packut at EXPO to fM out

tatamsMps avalabiB for Fal and Wkitor Quartor

mora abaut luidroila of

Steven Mosher, president of the

Population Research Institute in

Front Royal, Va., said groups work-

ing to slow population growth are

using dangerous experimental birth

control methods and coercing

women to have abortioii>.

"They're spending huge .sums of

money to insure that fertility rates

continue to fall below replacement

levels." said Mosher. "I'd love to get

a Packard grant myself to identify

abuses in population control pro-

grams."

Packard Foundation officials

plan to discuss just where I999's

$75 million will go during a news

conference in San I rancisco on

Thursdav

LEGAL
Department of Water and

Power

RNANCE
Merrill Lynch, Inc.

GIBS Oppenheimer

Corporation

BROADCASTING
KABC-TV
Fox Broadcasting Co.

INTERNATIONAL
Danzas Corporation

Los Angeles World Affairs

Council

TECHNICAL/
ENGINEERING
Unigraphics Solutions, Inc.

Justice Technology

Corporation

MARKETING
Paramount Pictures

Sony Trans Com, Inc.

GRAPHIC ARTS
LA County Graphte Arts

ENTERTAINMENT
The Kushner-Locke

Company
Walt Disney inmgineerinQ

NON-PROFIT
Am. F^rkinsons Disease

Association, Inc.

And much more...

PICK UP AN INFORMATION PACKET

& COME TO AN INFO. SESSION!

"^^ Room KW
Kerckhoff Hall

310 825 08.11

www s»cmct ucla cUu/career/expo.htm
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HOSPITAL
From page 1

cnt and child.

*VVe went through the worst that a

parent could possibly go through,"

Knight recalls.

"Having gone through that to the

extent that my wile and f did," Knight

said, "I just kind of look upon chil-

dren as being so innocent."

Knight's son survived the ordeal,

and when the Maui Beach Cafe

opened last year, a partnership was

forged between the restaurant and

the hospital. .

"When you spend time with these

ciiildren and see how innocent they

are. how could you not put more lime

and energy into it?" Knight said.

"(Besides.) I find children to be far

more interesting than adults.

Therefore, it is easier for me devote

time and resources," he added.

According to Knight, he looks at

his philanthropy from a patient's

point of view.

| saw the simple aspect of what

would make a patient happy." he said,

adding thai doctors are often too

busy worrying about a patient s prog-

nosis to give comlorl. "I want (the

children) to know when 1 walk m
lho.se doors that I have not forgoilcn

about them.

Hdward McCabe. executive chair

o[' the liCLA Children's Hospital,

said the cafe's contributions do nol

go unnoticed.

"I know the children love it,"

McCabe said, referring to a number

of cafe-sponsored "smoothie parties"

thrown in different wards of the hos-

pital.
: r

"It was fairly clear early in their

arrival that they wanted to work with

us (and) they had done some other

philanthropic work," he added, not-

ing the cafe's past work with the

Children's Hospital in San Diego.

Maria Orefice, director of devel-

opment with UCLA Children's

Hospital, said any and all contribu-

tions are greatly appreciated.

"Any kind of fund-raising is posi-

ti\e," she said. "We ... are no longer a

state-supported institution, so we

look to friends in the community, like

Maui Beach, and their help to sup-

port the (UCLA Children's

Hospital)."

Knight also sees this as a role in

shaping and guiding the direction o\'

Westwood.

"Lrom a very selfish viewpoint, I

have had a chance to really become a

conmiunity activist." he said.

He seeks to further build the com-

munity around the notion of philan-

thropy by helping other merchants to

build similar relationships with

UCLA.
"I feel good about the idea that 1

have had an mtlucnce in the directuMi

Westwood IS going,". he said.

"if you .search around, you find

Westwood is abundant with opportu-

nities and very shallow with people

supporting it," he added.

GOP
From page 5

"Office closed to tours."

(iingrich arranged an evening

speech before (iOPAC. a political

organi/atit)n that helped fuel his

extraordinary rise to power.

Inside the Capitol, though, he was

a lame duck, his power ebbing as

Republicans jockeyed for position in

the Congress that convenes in

J.inuary.

Infiuence was fiowing to

Livingston. 55. who chairs the

Appropriations Committee and was

elected last Tuesday to his llth full

lenii. Cox announced his decision on

ABC"s (iood Morning America, then

wrow a letter to fellow Republican

lawmakers. sayinu l.i\inL!>li>n

"deserves (uir unanimous support as

he lakes on this daunting challenge."

Ihe maneuvering continued in the

House while in the Senate, any threat

o\' a challenge to Majority Leader

Trent Lott. R-Miss., disappeared.

Sen. Don Nickles of Oklahoma, the

(jOP whip, sent a letter to colleagues

stating his intent to seek a .second

term as second-in-command.

Livingston, as a veteran of the

Hou.se Appropriations Committee,

has spent a career making deals with

lawmakers of both parties to build

support for legislation. While solidly

conservative - he is firmly opposed

to abortion, for example - he bristled

at several points over the last few

years when other conservatives want-

ed to use the spending bills that came
out of his committee to carry contro-

versial amendments dealing with

social issues.

GERMANY
From page 8

destroyed and more than 30,000 Jews

had been sent to concentration

camps. Several hundred people were

killed or committed suicide

Tixiay. some say Knstallnacht risks

being eclipsed b> another vsatershed

the Nov 9, I9S9. fall of the Berlin

V\all. which led to (ierman reunifica-

tion the next year

Nachama called it a "coincidence'

that the e\enls fall on the same dale

but saw commonahtN in bt)th result-

ing Irom totalitarianism

Normally genial - on one recent

day he lingered to explain details of a

diet that has enabled him to shed sev-

eral pounds - Livingston also has

occasional outbursts of temper. F*ast

targets oi' his anger say it passes

quickly,

One GOP source, who spoke on

condition of anonymity, said

Livingston has been assuring senior

committee chairman that he will not

resort to the numerous task forces

that Ciingrich created to oversee the

drafiing o\' legislation - an approach

that eroded the role of chairmen.

Livingstcin is al.so very much a man
o\' the House, unabashedly support

ing past pay rai.ses for members o\

Congress, for example, even thougli

ihc issue makes fellow lawmakers

squirm.

He had been on the verge oi

announcing plans to retire earlier ihi

year when he decided al the lasi

moment to seek one more term. He
said at the time that he wanted to be

ready to run for speaker if (iingrich

stepped down to campaign for presi-

dent.

There was intense jockeying for

other leadership positions,

Armey's spokeswoman said he had

enough votes to assure himself a new
term. "He went over to congratulate

Livingston and to tell him he has the

votes as majority leader and to talk

about clearing the air and how they

can work together," Davis said. The
two men have clashed in the past few

years, largely over appropriations

bills.

The third-ranking House
Republican, Rep. Tom DeLay of

Texas, was unopposed for a new term

as whip.

Kristallnacht from the Nazis and the

Berlin Wall from the communists.

There was hope, too, in Monday's

events. The eastern city of Dresden

broke ground for a synagogue on the

site of a Jewish temple destroyed in

the war.

And Berlin unveiled blueprints for

rebuilding its temple in the Mitte

neighborhood, a center of Jewish life

before the war.

While bt>th prewar synagogues sal

about 2.000 people, the new ones will

have .seats onl> for a few hundred Ol

the II million people who perished

under the Nazis, about b million were

Jews
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HISPANIC
From page 6

lo capitali/e on tho.se feelings.

Da\iN r.iii a TV ad in Spanish ^hou-

ing Kepublicun opponeni Dan
l.ungren and Wilson togeiher

Another energi/er for C'alil'ornia

llispanics was Proposition 5. Voters

o\erwhelmingl\ appro\cd the niea-

sure that allows .American Indian

tribes to operate Ne\ada-style slot

machines. Supporters sent out mail-

ings to Hispanic \olers in Spanish

that read; "Pete Wilson lreal\. NO.
Indian rights. ^'LS."

Wilson had neiiotiated leual eiini-

bling compacts w iih some tribes thai

many Indians felt violated their

right to self-determination.

'"Latinos identified with Indians

because thc\ are half-Indian ihcni-

selves and because they identif\ w ith

underdogs." said Briones. who

RESPONSE
From page 1

Starr's investigation on President

Clinton's relationship with Monica

Lewinsky, the Republican leadership

in Congress have begun impeach-

ment proceedings stemming from

perjury charges.

"The Republicans were overcon-

fident that the Clinton issue would

play out in their favor," said Steven

Reed, a firsl-year undeclared slu-

worked on the Yes on 5 campaign.

Hispanics comprised an estimat-

ed 13 percent of Tuesday's voter

turnout in California, where 1 mil-

lioii new Hispanic \t>ters havebcHJH

reiiistered in ihe last four \ears. .

What it means is California is no

longer dominated by the white

male." Brioncs said "It means you

can, win staiewide elections in

California by forming a coalition o\'

Latinos. African-.Xmericans. mod-
erate independents and nu>derate

and liberal Democrats."

.Antonu> Palada. a postal worker

in San I'rancisco's largely Hispanic

Mission District, said he \oted for

l)a\is because he was turned off by

Republicans' negative campaigning.

"They tend lo go against the

Latino community." he said. "\oii

can see the propositions they put on

the last election. Now ihey have to

pay for that. The Latino voters are

comint: out to vote."

science.

Aberbach said that Americans are

fascinated with the Lewinsky issue,

but the affair was not something that

would sway votes.

The increase in Democratic

Congressional seats was not enough

to get a majority in either house, but

both parties believe the CjOP has suf-

fered a significant loss.

"It limits our ability to control the

agenda nationally." said Steve

Davey. a first-year political science

sliideni and mrmher oi! Lh^
dent. "They stayed at home, assured

of their victory."

"We are just disgusted

with the Republican

impeachment inquiry."

Jeff Loew
First-year undeclared student

Jeff Loew, a first-year undeclared

student, said he believed Democratic

candidates got more votes because

of the American public's annoyance

with the Republicans' insistence on

highlighting the Lewinsky affair.

"We are just disgusted with the

Republican impeachment inquiry,"

said Loew.

"The Republicans were emphasiz-

ing something that the public was

apparently not interested in," said

Joel Aberbach, professor of political

Republican party.

"The most important part is that

the Democrats were able to seize the

center," Aberbach said.

Aberbach said that the

Democrats used a strategy of moder-

ation, a technique used successfully

by Clinton in the 1996 elections.

Some Democrats said that they

believe the results of the elections

indicate that Americans are moving

away from a more conservative

point of view.

"The country is going toward a

more liberal stance," said Roseanne

Rusiecki, a second-year biology stu-

dent.

"Il is a big step in the right direc-

tion," said Magali Garcia, a fourth-

year English student. "We have had

too many conservatives in office."

Republicans said they are di.sap-

pointed but motivated by the elec-

tion results.

"We lost pretty largely," said

Davey. "But we learned from this

race ... and we need to take those

lessons and work our butts off."

BRAIN
From page 4

Eight right-handed faculty conduc-

tors were asked to lie inside the PET
scanner while reading and listening to

the score of an unfamiliar Bach

chorale. They were instructed to point

out errors in

rhythm, harmo- ""^^^~"~"
ny or melody.

"All three

tasks activated

both left and

right brain

areas," Parsons

said. In addition,

all three ele-

ments strongly

activated the

cerebellum - a

small region of

the brain respon-

The understanding of

links between musical

language and spoken

language could help in

speech and language

rehabilitation.

in .some cases they can recover their

speech, he said.

Dr. Gottfried Schlaug of Beth

Israel Deaconess Medical Center in

Boston reported that the cerebellum is

larger in classically trained male musi-

cians than in men who don't play a

musical instrument.

Schlaug and

fellow
—~—^—"^"^ researchers used

magnetic reso-

nance imaging to

compare the

brains of 32

right-handed
string players or

pianists with 24

right-handed
men who did not

play instru-

ments.

They found a

5-percent differ-

sible for posture, balance, coordina- ence in the volume of the cerebellum.

tion and fine motor movements.

Parsons said the understanding o[

links between musical language and

spoken language ci)uld help in speech

and language rehabilitation. Alread>.

doctors are using a technique called

meh)dic intonation theraps thai

leaches stroke patients to sing rather

than speak what lhe\ want to con\e\

T-inding evidence like this is sort

of remarkable The structure seems to

adapt" to earl\ years oi' training and

practice. Schlaug said "Musicians are

not |ust born with these differences"

There were no similar findings in

women because of several complicat-

ing lactors. including loo small a sam-

pU'. he *»aid

li * f
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VIEWPOINT
Tomon^ow

America needs to

shame its citizens into

behaving well.

viewpoint#media.ucla.edu

^0^

"^^f^^
Topless law

unnecessary

on ballot

r^ Thumbs down

JY . to a Maine ordi-

^^-^ nance, which, if it

had passed, would have

punished women for dis-

playing their breasts in

public.

The proposition was

the result of a neighborly

dispute; one woman want-

ed to mow her lawn top-

less, and neighbor Mary
Thompson wasnTrcRr

Student work

promotes

voting

Thumbs up to

Voice Your Vote, a

University of

Michigan student group

whose efforts promoted

increased voter involve-

ment in the Nov. 3 election.

It hosted political debates

and distributed registration

forms with the housing leas-

es of first-year students.

Political debates enlight-

•A

.^^"'s/-

keen on the idea.

Thompson collected

125 signatures to have the

initiative placed on the

ballot, but it still did not

pass.

Not only would such a

proposition restrict a

woman's freedom.

The fact that such a

silly ordinance was even

placed on a ballot smacks

of wasted effort and

paperwork.

Society's ridiculous

preoccupation with

female nudity seems to

have gone too far.

Kids have a

say in LA.

city charter

Thumbs up to

the Los Angeles

Charier Reform

Commission for giving

high school students in

the Los Angeles Unified

School District the oppor-

tunity to write the pream-

ble for the next city char-

ter.

The commission will

award five winners a

$1,000 savings bond and

four runners-up a $500

savings bond.

This contest involves

and empowers students

who would otherwise

have little say in the leg-

islative process of their

city.

Although the contest is

a great idea, the legisla-

tors also need to remem-
ber to focus their atten-

tion and energies on fin-

ishing the long overdue

charter.

en and mform votcrsrtmd-

by providing registration

forms to students. Voice

Your Vote made the regis-

tration process even more

convenient. The fact that

such efforts came from a

student group makes them

all the more admirable.

Photographs

to be taken of

DUI suspects

^^^ Thumbs up to the

T-J Los Angeles City

wLim Council, which

voted last Tuesday to finger-

print and photograph all

suspects arrested for dri-

ving under the influence.

The LAPD currently only

fingerprints driving under

the influence (DUI) sus-

pects, which does not pro-

vide adequate identification

for finding offenders who
skip out on their court

dates. This practice may be

considered an infringement

on the accused's rights, but

any effort that keeps people

who drink and drive off the

streets is commendable.

Getting arrested for drunk

driving involves more evi-

dence than many other

crimes, due to requirements

like the Intoximeter test.

Driving under the influence

is a serious ofl'ensc that kills

many people annually; the

courts and police shouldn't

tolerate those who try to

avoid the law.

Thumbs up/Thumbs down
represents the majority opin-

ion of the Daily Bruin

Editorial Board. Send com-

ments and suggestions to

viewpoint@media.ucla.edu.
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VISIT: Take a vacation from

responsibility with overload

of sight, sound, smell, sin

Being in Las Vegas is such a trip.

Time moves intermittently For

10.5 minutes at least, I did not

think a single thought. 1 had just enough

experience to fill my head well past the

point where it leaks out of my ears.

Disgusting.

I would only

think to write this in

Vegas. The city pro-

motes a completely

different mindset,

one that is almost

impossible to

describe. When I get

back from Las

Vegas. I'll want to

remember what the

.experience was like.

and I'll try to

describe it.

——

.

But I will never remember, later on,

what it felt like to be in Vegas, and so I

figure I should try my best to describe it

now. while I'm still here But then, it's

hard to focus while I'm here^ and I'm

worried that I won't get any wntmg
done, that Til get back from Vegas and

all my writing will amount to three or

four fleeting thoughts

Dfttnr>ef is a fourth-year geography and

environnfwntal studies arxi ecorwmics stu-

dent Send feedback to dmittfntf#uda.edu

Tnars uiiiilliiiei rKX'mdittmer*

Mark

Dittmer

Weil these are those thoughts, however

many, and you can be the judge of

whether they're enough to adequately

describe Las Vegas.

Let me start from the beginning of this

trip, when my two friends and 1 went to

Treasure Island where we met some
other friends of ours from Seattle. In our

hotel room. 1 noticed everything. 1 heard

my friend unlocking and locking the win-

dow with my left ear. and Michael

Jackson's voice occupied my right (?ar,

but then his voice was interrupted by stat-

ic as my friend changed the radio station.

Leaving the hotel room, we crossed

the street and went to a relatively cheap

casino, where we gambled away some
money and spent some more at the bar.

Then we spent some more money on a

taxi, which drove us to a strip joint,

where we spent a whole lot more money
(It was at the strip joint, around 2 a.m.

when I noticed that 10? minutes had

gone by, and I had not thought a single

thought.)

When we left the .strip club at 2:.'^0

a.m.. we wound up back at the relatively

cheap casino where wc^'d started.

We've regrouped in so many difierent

rooms since we got here m our hotel

room, in our friends-from-Scattle's-hotel

rovim. m the elevator on the way up and
down from our hotel rooms, m lobbies,

waiting rooms and bathrooms, and on

adjacent bar stools at difierent bars.

Within the casinos that we've been to.

I've sat in at least 10 different chairs in

front of 10 different slot machines, usual

ly not to play, but to rest

That's just what I started doing when
we returned to that casino at 2 V) m the

morning. I found chairs to sit in, maybe
started to write a little and then began to

fall asleep.

"No sleeping in the casino!" said a

secucity guard, and my eyes opened

abruptly, and my heart skipped a beat. So

I got up and walked around the casino,

until I found another chair to sit in.

Lvery time I sat down. 1 would start to

fall asleep, but then I would catch myself,

and I'd stand up and walk around, just to

wake myself up and to avoid the No-

Sleep Patrol that had nailed me earlier.

I'm walking around ~ now that's

something I've done in so many different

casinos, past so many different singing

slot machines.

This might not impress everybody.

One might say, "Wow, so you've walked

to a bunch of different places, and when
you're not walking from place to place,

you're sitting or standing somewhere.

That's fascinating."

And maybe, by itself, it's not particu-

larly fascinating. Or maybe you have to

be in Las Vegas to really appreciate it or

to be fascinated by it.

Maybe in Las Vegas, the scenery is so

gaudy that it makes you appreciate every

minute and every episode of sitting,

standing or walking. For instance, my
friends and I, just now. are simply walk-

—
ing from one casino to another, and our

senses are being assaulted on all sides A
cold wind dries out our faces and makes
our noses run as we walk across a pedes-

trian overpass that offers an extensive

view of the strip, the mam avenue in Las

Vegas

Secnnm, piff 19
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Sever penchant for
«

racist death penalty
CAMPAIGN: Join working class

in Tight lo free activist Jama!

from capitalist legal system

By Michelle Oberman

The vindictive, racist frame-up o\'

Mumia Abu-Jama! now places his life

directly in the scales of justice as the

slate's executioners prepare their machin-

ery of death. On Oct. M), the Pennsylvania

Supreme Court officially rejected every

challenge lo his false conviction for the

1981 killing o\' Philadelphia police officer

Daniel Laulkner.

Meanwhile, the Philadelphia Lraternal

Order of Police and its supporters have

conducted an ongoing sinister, racist cam-

paign lo prepare the public for the legal

lynching of Jamal, whose case has become
the focus in the fight against the racist

death penally in ihe

United States. .^^^_i.-..i^_^
As a Black

Panther in the

1960s, Jamal was an

eloquent and out-

spoken opponent of

Iht^ rampanl rarist

Only through the social

power of the integrated

working class will the

terror by the

Philadelphia cops.

Now as an award-

winning journalist.

Jamal is an innocent

man ensnared by a

dccade.s-lonu political vendetta.

The potential execution uf Jamal

reveals the death pcnalts m all its sordid-

ness - as a legacy o\' black chattel shivery

meant lo sflcncc those who weiuki protest

Oberman, a fourth-year sociology student, is

writing on behalf of the Spartacus Youth Club.

executionw's hand

be stayed.

the racist brutality endemic to American

capitalism.

The Pennsylvania Supreme Court

brazenly ignored the mountain of evi-

dence proving his innocence, such as the

five witnesses who identified another man
as the person who shot Faulkner.

It is no accident that the ruling was

released only days before the elections - as

Pennsylvania CJov. Tom Ridge cam-

paigned for another term - amid a

heinous, murderous campaign o( bigotry

against homosexual rights and the right to

abortion.

Both the Democratic and Republican

Parlies promote the speed-up on death

rows around the country; this expresses

the impulse to genocide on ihc pad of

racist American capitalism. The *righl-lo-

life" terrorists who assassinated Dr.

Barnett Slepiana few weeks ago are the

same forces who howl for racist legal

lynching.

Only through the—^^^^——• social power of the

integrated working

class will the execu-

tioner's hand be

stayed.

When Jamal was

threatened w i th tfxa-

cution during the

summer of 1995. the

Spartacus Youth

Club (SYC) helped

build successful

1 a b o r - c e n t e r e d

protests in his defense. Such protests arc

again nece.s.sary. — —,-.—

Ihe integrated unions link the ghetto's

social discontent with labor's, power to

shut down production setting the stage

for black liberation through socialist reso-

lution.

foday. after decades of defeat, the

In fighting for the

freedom of Jamatthe

working class struggles

...(will) overthrow...

racist capitalist

exploitation.

labor movement itself is increasingly

combative, from the United Parcel

Service Teamsters strike last year to

the United Auto Workers \^\\n\

strike this summer.

In fighting for the freedom of

Jama l . ttie workmg cl ass st rug^

gles against the brutal racist sys-

tem that keeps it divided.

Such struggles will provide the

tinder for forming a multiracial

revolutionary workers party,

countering both the Democrats

and Republicans and ready to

overthrow the entne systenT~(>r

racist capitalist exploitation.

Students and youth should

join in the campaign lo free

Jamal by building demonstra-

tions on campus and participat-

ing in labor rallies.

DEHNISTRATED
By Ivan Minsloff
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Punish hate crimes with more time

LEGISLATION: Perpetrators of actions motivated by

racial, sexual bias should face harsher penalties

By Adrian Haymond

I read with interest the article

"Punishment fits crime, not cau.se"

by Matthew Gever (Viewpoint. Nov.

5). because I pretty much knew he

would stir up controversy with his

remarks. Cheers! He didn't di.sap-

point.

He starts out by stating that hate-

crime legislation poses "a great num-

ber of legal and ethical questions

which prove it not viable," after

which he lists a number of questions

that can be at best considered spuri-

ous. Let's take each of the questions

posed by CJever and study them on

their merits.

He first questions the idea that

hate crimes are somehow worse than

other crimes. He then states "a mur-

der is a murder." Wrong. By using

this same reasoning, we would say

that taking a five cent piece of candy

rates the same punishment as steal-

ing 50 million dollars from a bank.

This, of course, cannot be further

from the truth. There are degrees of

crime and even federal law dictates

Haymond is a senior budget analyst in

the College of Letters & Science^

It.

Someone who kills while robbing

a bank, holding a hostage or fleeing

from law enforcement can expect to

be charged with first degree murder,

which brings either life without

parole or the death penalty. In anoth-

er case, someone could kill in the

heat of passion, but only be charged

with second degree murder (or even

homicide).

We always question the motives of

the perpetrator so we can determine

the degree of punishment received.

Iliere's no "one size fits all" here.

Gever then brings up the opinion,

and it is only an opinion, that giving a

greater sentence to perpetrators of

hate crimes "is an insult to all other

peoples who have been victims of

violent crimes."

How is that, Gever?

In many instances, the sufferings

of victims can be much greater in the

commission of hate crimes.

Although everyone eventually dies,

the route to death can be more despi-

cable for some than others. Beating

someone to death, dragging them

behind a car for a mile or burning

people alive brings a very poignant

point; these people suffered quite a

bit before they died, and I'm sure

Matthew Shepard's killers wanted

him to feel pain and humiliation

before he expired. That is part of the

"hate" in hate crime.

As an addendum to the opinion

above, one tends to act out what one

thinks. A "passion" killer who stabs

someone 25 times was obviously just

a little ticked off at the hapless vic-

tim. A hate crime perpetrator thinks

of his or her victim as below them.

Therefore, killing, maiming or other-

wise hurting those victims improves

the gene pool, saves America from

the conquering invaders, and puts

them in their place (back to their

place of origin or six feet under).

Thoughts, Gever, are a part of the

entire process in determining the

extent of guilt. When Gever next rea-

sons that many crimes serte to intim-

idate a greater population, he follows

with arguments that are totally unre-

lated and tries to prove his point with

them.

Crimes against children do scare

parents (of which I am one), but this

is not usually the intent of the

pedophile. He's only concerned with

satisfying his sexual urges, not terror-

izing parents. Crimes against stu-

dents on campus do scare students,

but usually the intent is to gun down

SeeHAYMOIID^paqelg
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HAYMOND
From page 1

7

a particular rival or target, not to

change the entire student body into

masses of compliant jelly.

I'm sorry, (jever, but your reason-

ing just does not make sense! Let's

dispense with theories. A robber's

motive is money. If that person tends

also to hate the person's race, color,

creed or sexual persuasion, it's sec-

ondary; the person is alter the color

green. His hate may increase the

ferocity o\' the attack, but the initial

motive is purely financial.

if there is a pattern in robberies

and resultant other crimes that reveal

a racial hatred, then that's something

to go on. Bui we're quibbling with

points here, Gever.

Shepard's death qualifies as a

"hate crime" no matter what type of

spin you may use. The relatively small

number of hate crimes in comparison

to the other "millions of crimes" (as

you state, while not mentioning that

most crimes are misdemeanors) does

not preclude having a separate cate-

gory for hate crimes. Crimes against

police officers have always been clas-

sified as separate, but they make up a

very small percentage oi' all crimes in

the country. Folks just can't go

around shooting, robbing or mugging

peace officers.

This seems fair in order to send the

message that crimes against law

enforcement officers are verv serious

and Luiis ii um; LinLsu ii i'ss and a I.ilL

of respect to authority. Again. Gever

uses the wrong argument in this appli-

cation. As far as deterrents go. I agree

that s^pecial clauses for hate crimes

will not be effective deterrents for

those determined to do harm physi-

cally, mentally or financially to their

intended victims. I could care less

about deterrents.

What I do care about is getting

hate crime offenders out of the way -

let's say for about 25 to 50 years at

least - so I and others will not feel

threatened. (Of course, with some

extenuating circumstances, you can't

be too rigid, you know).

The term "double jeopardy"

shouldn't even be mentioned in this

article. The only time I've heard of

anything even close to the situation

Gever describes is the trial of the

police officers accused of beating

Rodney King. They were tried by

state courts which disregarded evi-

dence to acquit them, then by federal

courts who used all evidence available

to bring the men to justice.

In this country, the double jeop-

ardy defense is a last resort for crimi-

nals and racists trying to beat the rap

in a certain community or state. Such

miscreants hope that their state is will-

ing to coddle them and hold their

actions as somewhat heroic instead of

despicable.

The persons involved in hate

crimes invade and disregard their vic-

tims' civil rights. This is not the same

as accusing someone of murder and

would not be considered double jeop-

ardy, even under the Constitution.

That's why the police officers were

tried - and rightfully so. (As a side

note, reports of police beatings in Los

Angeles have gone down substantially

since then.)

Finally, (Jever shows his true liber-

tarian politics. He actually cares only

that government is becoming too

much like "Big Brother." (a legitimate

concern) and will do everything to

eliminate the danger, even if it means

denying hate crime victims justice.

Of course hate speech can be con-

strued as a threat.

Someone that tells me. "If I had an

"AK^T, I would do away with as many
lazy, shiftless, criminal-minded

Latinos and blacks as possible" is

someone to beware of Verbal criti-

cism of myself is one thing, but verbal

criticism of an entire group is another

and IS inherently stereotypical and

racist Verbal cnticisip that speaics of

M^^M^ ' 10 'l "it I 1^1—>. •
>•
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HAYMOND
From page 1
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destroying groups because of stereo-

types and racial differences is. and
should be unlawful.

Crying "fire" in a theater is unlaw-

ful. Planning to overthrow the gov-

ernment and bragging about it will get

you a visit from the FBI or C\\ (as it

should). Free speech is a right, but the

right ends when it begins to threaten

my existence - just as your right to

swing your fist ends at my nose.

To summarize. Gever makes many
assumptions based on his opinions

and political persuasion, but unfortu-

nately he cannot bring them tt>gether

in anything that makes logical sense.

The reasoning is Hawed, credibility

strained and statement.s o\ersimpli-

ficd. This is only a symptom ci' inn-

country which puts emotionalism and

sound bites ahead o\' reasoned think-

ing and logical debate.

To me. legislation against hate

crimes is not frightening; rather, ihe

opposite would be true. For in the

land of Gever's dreams, I would ha\e

to look o\er my shoulder constantK.

because. "Hey. I was only trying to

rob him - his color just got in the \sa\.

ril be back out in fi\e to 10 \ ears with

parole, but my victim is still dead.

.And since you can't judge my
thoughts - off the record. I enjo\ed

kicking every tooth in and seeing him

drown in his own jigaboo blood.' If

Gever can oversimplify and overre-

art whyc.in't !'>

Conveniently located in Westwood Village
Between Westwood Blvd. and Broxton Ave.

Across from Jerry's Fannous Deli

M 1 1 1 mil
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CONTACT LENS
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EYEGLASS
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Includes eve exam.
frame, and single vision

prescription lenses.

Eyes of

Westwood
can help you see

better, and look

better, too.

• comprehensive computer
assisted eye exams

• custom and disposable

contact lenses

• wide selection of today's

most fashionable eyewear
•Vision insurance plans

accepted

EYES OF WESTWOOD
Doyle. O.O,

1 0930 Weytxjm Ave.

Westwood ViHoge

(310)208-1384

You Are What You Eat Bars

FREE
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Apple Cinnamon
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Bluebeny Almond
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I
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DiHMER
From page 16

—But maybe my senses aren't being

assaulted; maybe I'm just more con-

scious of my senses when I'm in

Vegas. My nerve receptors are much
more active: they send me so many
signals. The shghtest tinghng in my
hand, or in my eyes, all of these tiny

sensations become emboldened, and

they arrive at my brain en masse.

And so my attention span is shorter

as my train ol thought is constantly

diverted.

When I'm in Los Angeles, I spend

a lot of time thinking about what I'm

going to do next; I think about the

past and the future and the practical

.consequences of my actions. Passing

time is more meticulously chroni-

cled; it passes in well-timed blocks.

And each block is focused on a dif-

ferent task or goal; for instance on

Tuesdays and Thursdays. I spend

one 75-minute block of time learning

about economics.

In Vegas, the present is too dis-

tracting to allow for this rumination

on the past and on the future. If. in

Los Angeles. I average 12 thoughts

per minute, then in Vegas, I average

about 12 gazillion thoughts per

minute. Since they come so fast,

none of them get a chance to devel-

op.-

If I happen t») have a profound

thought (as I usually do), it is inter-

rupted by a million other .sensory dis-

tractions. And so while I might nt)l

be goal oriented while I'm here, I

am. more firmly than ever, grounded

in the present.

While one could say that Vegas

distracts us from our goals. I'd like

to say that everyday life distracts us

friMii (Mie ever-important fact; we

spend all of our time either standing
j

or sitting still, or transporting our-
i

selves from one place to another. '

either b> ourseKes. or in the compa-

ny of others, (jo ahead, examine

your own life. Thafs whal'voudo '

Just dont think of it that wa>.

because you re thinking of a goal or

of a fear or vou re thinking of ^hang-

ing vour philosophy of life

This is all vvell and good, one

should ha\e goal.s and fears and a

philosophy ol lite Thus. I wouldn i

want to live in Vegas. It's just a good

place to spend a weekend

Tonighti
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Increase your chance for admissions success!

Don't miss Tom Taylor
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Admissions for the Association of American
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• Former med school admissions director with

over 30 years experience.
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UCLA Knudsen Hall, Room 1240B

- sponsored by -
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David Qosby breathes fans to life

MUSIC: Age, near-death

experience ripens ballads

of classic rocker at heart

By Vanessa VanderZanden

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

In the warm, sleepy red scats of the

Wiltern theater, audiences admired

the gold and silver-trimmed art deco

wails. Men and women who, in their

youths, had danced recklessly in the

front pit of beer-drenched venues,

smoking up, their limbs on fire, now

waited patiently for the evening's

entertainment to begin. For, just as

the Wiltern signals an era gone by, so,

too, does the music of C.F*.R.

The threesome, comprised of

David Crosby, Jeff Pevar and James

Raymond (the son Crosby met for

the first time four years ago while

recovering from a liver transphtnt),

played a two hour and lO-minute set,

primarily for family and friends, last

Saturday night.

While the first hour focused on the

flat. Love Boat lounge act pieces of

guitarist Pevar and pianist Raymond,

the second hour showcased the soul-

searching new melodies Crosby

wrote since his near-death experience

as well as old favorites. At times

joined by opening act Mark Cohn

and old friends Graham Nash and

Phil Collms. this segment of the set

pumped new life into a time-worn

routme.

Joking that he called his recent

album C.P.R. because "with my med-

ical history, the title was irresistible,"

. Crosby kept the atmosphere light,

while his music often e\pU)red the

darker realms of his psyche.

Reflecting heavily upon the wasteful,

excessive years of his chaotic life,

Crosby remained fresh, like a child

reborn; fragile, scared, and yet curi-

ous of the exciting new world open-

ing up around him. Kis soft, crisp

voice seared through notes as aching-

ly sweet as he had those many years

ago.

In no song did this quality reveal

itself so tenderly as in a piece which

Crosby wrote for his 3-year-old son.

"How do you explain this world

we face to all the innocents we

brought into this place." he swooned

searchmgly.

His driving, surly guitar struggled

to answer in line with the persistent

beat. The edgy lyrics drove on. pow-

erful and to the point "1 want a

world where 1 can tell the truth.

"

As though awakened in a need [o

shamelessly stand naked before his

son. before the world to confront

his past and gracefully make sense of

the future ahead, fiimblintf in this

MANDY SIU

David Crosby brought his usual charm to fans at the Wiltern Theatre

in Hollywood last Saturday.

confusing reality - he brought the

song home, his voice cracking.

"Without those lights in his eyes

growing dim. I want a dream for

him."

Likewise. "Old Soldier" brought

the house down, with Nash siniiing

alongside guest piani>i Colin IhiL.

bread and butter of Crosby's act ha\-

ing always been his knack for harmo-

nizing, this show-stopper melted the

coldest of ex-hippy hearts. Wailing

"too many battles for too many

years," Crosby's -rendition rang

almost too true.

Yet. even with his newfound

insightfulness. Crosby didn't eschew

his right to rage in true, rockstar style.

See CPR,page 24

Chang details Chinese holocaust's horrors

BOOK: Author will speak

at UCLA about her novel,

Japanese invasion's elTect

By Terry Tang

Daily Bruin Contributor

Mutilated, gang-raped or buried

alive, almost no man, woman or child

was spared. And most villagers ulti-

mately ended up lying with the thou-

sands of bodies piled like sandbags

along the Yangtze River. For more

than six weeks, the Chinese village of

Nanking transformed into a hell on

Earth.

That very few people know of the

city's page in World War II history

served as plenty of reason for Iris

Chang to hit the books.

Author of "The Rape of Nanking:

The Forgotten Holocaust o( World

War n," Chang will be at the Grand

Salon in Kerckhoff Hall today to dis-

cuss her historical account of the 1937

Japanese military invasion in one of

many villages in China UCXA is just

one of many stops for the best-selling

writer, who has lectured throughout

the country since early October about

the systematic slaughter in Nanking

One incentive for Chang to embark

on d nationwide trek is the emotion

her book evokes m readers who have

never heard of the city itself

"This one woman said the thought

after reading this book, that she didn i

have any more faith in human
nature," Chang says. "But, then after

seeing the heroism in this book, after

thinking about it and after seeing my
willingness to tell the truth, she felt

there was some hope. And she just

started crying."

The granddaughter of Nanking

survivors, Chang often

heard stories in her child-

hood of the atrocities com-

mitted by Japanese

troops. Nothing could

have prepared her, howev-

er, for the emotional and

physical stress from three

years of researching and

inspecting photos of the

demeaning torture and

pain which thousands of

Chinese civilians endured.

Aside from losing

weight and patches of

hair, Chang was often

plagued by random

visions of the victims.

"Sometimes 1 would be

shopping or walking

through the park, and

without any warning,

some image from 'The

Rape of Nanking' would

just flash in front of me,"

Chang says

"I would tell myself.

'Put It out of your mind '

I

didn't want the events to

spill over and poison the

rest of my life
"

At times, even the author's col-

leagues were too sickened by pictures

of scattered body parts and violated,

naked women to concentrate on fin-

ishing the book.

"When I was talking to the art

See CHANG, page 26
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The Rape of Nanking" by Ins Chang
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A political scandal in Washington, D.C. is

the plot for this new devious play

opening in Los Angeles.
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Vcnice
Gems from one of Europe's most

esteemed film festivals give

Los Angeles a taste of cinema -

Italian style

Meduiahim

The cast of "Radiofreccia," will have their film featured in this week's festival, "Venezia a Hollywood."

By Ricky Herzog

Daily Bruin Contributor

Aside from the Oscar-nominated "II Postinodhc Postman)." Italian

cinema has not had a highly visible presence in the United States in

recent years. C'onteniporary Italian cinema, however, is an art form that

has many other films to offer. Westwood will be lu'tiie to a showcase for

such films, the Italian film festival "Vene/ia a Hollywood," which will

see the North American debut of five acclaimed li.iiian films that played

at the Venice Film Festival last month.

(\vsponsored by the Roberto Rossellini I oiiiKlalion, the Italian

Cultural Institute and the Italian Heritage ("ulturc loundation. the fes-

tival runs Nov. 9 through Nov. 14 at the Istiliiio llaliano di C'ultura in

Westwood.

The films being screened span a wide variel\ of themes and subjects,

from a Polish family washing car windscretMb in Ri>me (Peter Del

Monteis' "The Ballad of the Windscreen Washers') to a man who starts

up a makeshift radio station which becomes a .second home to his friends

(Luciano Ligabue's "Radiofreccia"). And dosing' the festival is Roberto

Rossellini's Academy Award-nominated classic about life in Italy during

World War II, "Paisan," shown in the directc^r s original cut, unseen

since its debut.

As demonstrated by the eclectic group ol films being shown at

"Vene/ia a HoIIvwockI," Italian cinema is markedl) different from most

cinema produced in the United States. Free troni the constraints of

Hollywood financiers, Italian cinema is more an art form than a capital-

ist venture

"Although today ifs quite impossible to dctme an Italian style in

movies," says Dr Rubens Piovano. acting director of the Istituto

Italiano di Cultura. "because definitions such as minimalism or neivneo-

S«e rTAUAN, page 25

'Del Perduto Amore'is director Michele Placldo's story of politics and devotion set in 1950s Italy.
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Aquabats antics full of punk, pizazz
MUSIC: Ska group delights fans

with hyperactive performance

ByMkhellcZubiate

Daily Bruin Staff

They sport more staged fights and pratfalls than

WWF wrestling. They've got magic chickens, pro-

fessors and space monsters. You want to see

snakes falling from the sky? You got it. The

Aquabats always satisfy.

Last Saturday night The Palace hosted a fervent

explosion of hi-jinks for the crazily-clad audience

composed of kids from Orange County.

The ska group brings as much pi/azz to any

stage as it does a great collection of hyper, cra/y

tunes. Saturday proved no different as the group

gave a performance better than nicest so far and

showed that they could grow up and remain juve-

nile at the same lime.

Driving the house wild from the moment the

curtain went up, every kid in the joint was reaf-

firmed as a loyal follower of the group that still

embodies the true meaning of punkish ska. Hie

band ignored any limitation of the stage or ihcir

instruments and constantly ran about, jumping all

over each other, meshing characters into the

show's equation. I'hroughoul the evening they

never .seemed to lire of crowd-surfing. Hipping or

even fighting evil space monsters.

The mood of the night, though somewhat odd.

made every person feel comfortable with the chaos

which developed around them. While stage per-

formers designated as the "bad guys" beat up

MaKic (,'hii'ki'n on the balcony and p l uKtic snakes;—

cony, they announced their need to "protect the

kids" and displayed an endearing sense of cama-

raderie with their fans. TTie adventure was always a

collective one.

Despite the mini-plots and elaborate scenes, the

Aquabats did not hide their ability to rock hard.

Fans recognized the tunes from the opening notes

because of their simple, catchy melodies. Always

fun to jump and dance to, the band's most popular

song "Super Rad" held no less energy than it did

when It first saw air lime last year.

Other favorite picks such as "Red Sweater" and

See AQUABATS, page 24

rained onto the crowd, ihe Aquabats had a knack

for never forgetting the people in the audience.

Inviting participation from the floor and the bal-

Philharmonia's

first concert

in memory of

UCLA mentor

TRIBUTE: Performance

by music department

reflects on Cloud's life

By Sandy Yang

Daily Bruin Contributor

Tlie UCLA Philharmonia's

first concert of the year will be

dedicated to the memory o\'

David Cloud. UCLA's recording

engineer and longtime member

of the music department. A good

friend to many faculty members.

Cloud uas also a professional

endowed with an astounding

reservoir of musical knowledge.

Tonight's perfivrmance will

rctlecl Ihe joys in Cloud's life.

Included mi the program ^

Dvorak's ""In ^'alu^c'^ Realm."

Beethoven's "Symphonv No. .^

Lroica." "Hlegy for David" by

visiting Profes.sor Paul Chihara

and "l^iano Concerto No. 2

Matisse Jazz" by I^rofessor Paul

Reale.

Prrtft-^uii' inn RnhrrKntr-

(if)l(lf>nvoicp

The Aquabats brought their souped-up costumes and zany antics to The Palace in

Hollywood last Saturday-night.

chair of the UCLA Department

of Music, will conduct the perfor-

SeePHILHARMONIA,page24

did you hear?

you can help
expand the

Join the Recydjng Advocates, a
task force that works on expanding

recycling on-campus. Students,

facultyand staff are al wekxxne to

tfie groups weekly meetings, held

on Tuesdays in Royce 1 52 at6pm

TIME
TO
MAKE
THE

4B«kiMi4i«««HHMMMM*faMlM

INFORMATION SESSION

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 10

7:00 PM - 9:00 PM
CAREER CENTER

COME JOIN THE NEXT
GREAT SOFTWARE COMPANY.
Founded by five college students in 1989, the company has

grown to more than 500 employees by hiring graduates from

the best schools in the country. We're revolutionizing the way

products are bought and sold for Fortune 500 companies such

as Hewlett-Packard, Chrysler, Boeing, AT&T and Ernest and Julio

Gallo.

We are looking for top candidates from around the country to

join our re-engineering revolution. Candidates should be

extremely aggressive and creative. Strong communication and

presentation skills are required along with the desire for con-

tinuous development. We are looking for bright and talented

people from varied backgrounds. Only the best need apply. For

more information, check out our website at www.trilogy.com.

Bring your resume for a chance to win a LEGO^m Mindstorm.

For more information about this event or about Trilogy,

please contact jennifer.hiUgartner@trilogy.com or call

directly at 512.685.3719.

TRILOGY
6Qli West Courtyard Dnv»

Austin. Texas 78730 USA

f S12.*25.3*00

/ 512 685 3960

« rtcTUitirtq^'tnlo^y com

' tnloqy com /recruitinq

Trilogy IS an equal opportunity employer
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Odd 'Massacre' tortures audience interest
THEATER: Eccenlric play

reveals trials, ti'ibulalions

of Die Indian banishment

By Erin Beatty

Daily Bruin Contributor

Polly. Joan and Suzi DagenharcU
are ihrcc psychotic sisters responsi-

ble for guiding the audience through

a delusional adventure atop their

roof in hickville C\)lorado.

Steve Morgan Haskell's play

"Massacre," showing at Theatre of

Note through Nov. 28, begins with a

more-than-brief introduction from

Polly (a.k.a. psycho No. 1). l-rom

what can be gathered, Polly is the

youngest of the three sisters and still

lives at home with her familv. She

discusses sandwiches, zips up her lly

and in one scene, stuffs her bra to

ridiculous proportions.

Su/i. the hippie of the family,

apparently hitchhikes quite often,

smokes a little pot on occasitMi and.

like the rest of her family, has a bit oi'

a fetish for pecan pie.

iMnally. there is psycho No. 3:

Joan. This sister is the real estate

worker of the familv. When around

her sisters, she plays a silly psycho,

but when on the phone with her co-

wor ktfi
'

)*. ^ \\Q it> «i ticr iou t; o>.v <;h * >,

It is no surprise that the surface

interaction bases itself on a conflict

among the three sisters. Joan comes

home for the memories, and as she

prances her silly-psycho self about,

we understand that she just might

have an ulterior motive. It is soon

unveiled that Joan wishes to sell her

family's house that they Ciin no

longer afford.

But, of course, this story of family

betrayal is only the shell for a much

more subtle subtext. Berk, the crazy

roof-worker who just doesn't want

to go home, introduces us to the

dark and tangled web beneath the

surface.

One of Berk's many eccentricities

is his story of the flying spaghetti

plate. We learn that one lonely

evening. Berk, taking a break from

his home on the Dagenhardt's roof,

finds him.self alone at a restaurant.

( rhough the audience is not at all

shocked by this, now is a good time

to iiiention that the three sisters are

all oddly infatuated with the roofer.)

Anyway. Berk, all alone, becomes

absorbed in his loneliness, and want-

ing to be noticed, throws his plate of

spaghetti. While watching it soar, he

observes his meatballs diverge away

from the plate and lly onto the neck

oi a beautiful woman who does

indeed notice him. though ironically

wilh a smilr

which classically is the psycho who is

greedy for financial success and will-

ing to sacrifice her family's menuv
ries for financial gain.

Of course, this is merely a symbol

for something else, perhaps the uni-

See MASSACRE, page 26

I'holo courrosy o( Iticjttc of Note

(Clockwise from bottom) Dana Wieluns, Derrick Sanders,

Jacqueline Wright and Lauren Roedy Vaughn.

Reeve copes

with disability,

takes action in

new projects

FILM: Paralyzed actor

lobbies for spinal cord

research, returns to TV

By Ian Spelling

The New York Times

Christopher Reeve can't walk,

but that doesn't mean he's stand-

ing still.

Undeterred by the 1995 horse-

back accident that nearly killed

him, left him a quadriplegic and

derailed his acting career, Reeve

has redetlned himself as an influ-

ential advocate for spinal-cord

issues, as the Emmy Award-win-

ning director of HBO's 1996

movie "In the Gloaming" and

even as the author of an autobiog-

raphy, "Still Me" ( 1997).

Nevertheless, the star of four

"Superman" movies (1978, 1980.

198.^ and 1987), "Street Smart"

(1987), "The Remains of the

Day" (199.^) and "Village of the

ua itmeu (iw.>) yearned to lieF

again. He just wasn't sure how
that could be possible for a man

See REEVE, page 27
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Santa Monica
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%iBroxton TkeSeiMfR)
208-5576 Dolby Dioilal

Mon-Th (12:45 4:00)7:1510:20

BRUIN PIfauntville (PG-13)

948 Broxton Dolby Digital

239-MANN Mon - Th (12:30 345) 7:00 10:10

CRITERION 3
1313 3rd St

Promenade
395-1599

John Carpenter's Vampires (R)

Dolby SR - THX
Mon -Thu (1:15 4:15) 8:00 10:30

LAEMMLE

West Hollywood
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(213)848-3500
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UNITED ARTISTS
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208-4366

Wizard of Oz (G)
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THX - Dolbv Digital
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CRITERION 5 What Dreamt May Coma (PG-13)

THX • Dolby Digital
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UA WESTWOOD
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FESTIVAL
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208-4575
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THX - Dolby SR

Mon -Thu (1:15 4:00) 7 009:45

CRITERION 6 Aatz (PG)

Stadium Seating - DTS Digital

Mon -Thu (1.45 3 30 5:15) 7 15

suNsni
(213)848-3500

"Sexy, witty, ruofshirp"
Kevin Ttiomas. LA Times

AIIHMRaga
Daily (2:55) 5:10 7:35

Ewan McGregor in Todd Haynes'

VclvatGoltfmiM

Daily (1:30) 4:15 7:009:45

UA WESTWOOD
10889 Wellwonh
475-9441

The Miahty (PG-13)

Dolby Stereo - THX
Mon - Th 2:30 5:00 7 30 10:00

VINE

REGENT Practical Magic (PG-13)

1045 Broxton Dolby Digital

208-3259 Mon -Thu (1:45 4:15) 7:00 9:45

PLAZA Soldier (R)

1067Glendon Dolby Digital

208-3097 Mon - Thu (1215 2:45 5:15) 7:45 10:15

WESTWOOD 1 Belly (R)

l050Gayley Stereo

208-7664 Mon - Th (12 00 2:15 4:30) 7 00 9:30

PACIFIC

WESTWOOD 2

1050Gayley
208-7664

Beloved (R)

Stereo

Mon-Th (12 45 4:20) 8 00

WESTWOOD 3 Rvsh Hour (PG-13)

lOSOGayley Stereo

208-7664 Mon • Th (12:15 2 30 5 00) 7 20 9:40

WESTWOOD 4 Thtre's Something About Mary (R)

lOSOGayley Stereo

208 7664 Mon-Th (12 30 3 30)7 10 9.50

Santa Monica

Westwood
CREST Happiness (NR)

1262 Westwood Blvd No One Under 17 Admitted

(S o( WiiMiin) THX • Dolby SR
474-7866 or Mon - To. Thu (1 00 4 00) 7:00 10 10

777 FILM (#025) Wed (12 3() 3 20) 9 50

Starts Fri 1 1/13 I'll Be Home lor Christmas

LAEMMLE
www.laemmle.com

WLA/Beverly Hills

SUNSET S Ian McKellen/Brendan Fraser

(213)848-3500 Gods A MoiMttri

Daily (12:00) 2:30 5:00 7:30 10:00

SUNSET Waekend Shows:

(213)848-3500 FriSat After Hours

Plaasa Call lor Showlimas

Sat-Sun Morning Shows

Plaasa Call lor Showtimes

Santa Monica

GENERAL

Westwood
AVCO CINEMA
l0640W>i$hireeivt) 1 Bik E ol Westwood

475 071

1

Presented in THX Digital Sound

On 2 Screens -Walorfeoy (PG-13)

1003155307451015
Presented m Digital Sound

12:00 215 4:30 700 915

AVCO CINEMA Presented in THX Digital Sound

Livinfl Out Loud (R)

12 00220445715940

ViN Tkaatan E«tr Afttr (PG-13)

Show Times [213) 463-6819 Dolby Stereo

2 movies for j5 1:45 5:55

One Free Popcorn & Diet Coke with this Ad

Viae Thaalere Urfeaa Leoaad (PG-13)

Dolby Stereo

4 00 810

UCLA
Tha Spanish Prisoner

Fri 11/12 7pm, 9 30pm

ALL MOVIES ARE S2.00

Shows in Ackerman Grand BiNroom

Campiit Franti web http /Wudeittt asuda wla tdii/cK/

(-mall cecinioVatucia ucia edu pfioiw (310) US 1MI

MONICA 1

1322 ?n(j Street

394-9741

Ian McKellen/Brendan Fraser

Gods i MORSton
Daily (2:00) 445 7:30 9:55

AVCO CINEMA

ROYAL
11523 SM Blvd

4775581

Thomas Vinterbergs

Cclthralioti

Daily (12 20) 2 40 5 00 7 30 9 55

MUSIC HALL1
9036 Wilshiie

274-6669

Cinema Judaica

For information call 310 478 1041

Mon- Fri. 9-5

MONICA 2 Roberto Bengim's

Lila is Boautiful

Daily(1 55)4 35 7 15 9 55

MONICA 3 Henry Jagiom's

DtjaVu
Daily (140)4:20 7 00 9 40

MONICA 4 Slephan Ruzowitt/ky's

TIM laiMritOfB

Oady (1:15) 3 25 5 35 7 45 9 55

Presented m Digital Sound

What Dreams May Coma (PG-13)

1 15415720 1000

Opens 11/13 M«eUoe Black (PG-13)

Beverly Hills

Bcvtrly CoaiMCtion

La Cienaga at Beverly Blvd

Free 2 1/2 hour vaitdated partimg 659-591

1

CRITERION 1

1313 3rd St

Promenade
395-1599

WiartitOztG)
THX - Oo»y DnHal

Mon Th (11 45 2:15 4:45) 7:15 9:45

MOMCA

MUSIC HALLf
9036 Wilshire

274-6869

Willil

Mon-Th (5 30) 7 45 9:55

WMMM Mdwa Bffvirty Cwwtcfloa
Sat Sun 11 00 am

I editor

Pfesentfld in TMX Digital Sound
Satea (R) On 2 Screens

1145 2 20 500 745 1020
Presented in Digrtal Sound

100 4:00 7:00 9 30

2 Tki SMfa (R)

1313 3fd THX SODS DalUlSladNKTi Seating

SiProniMMia Mon-Th (12 30 130 3 45 4 30)

39S-1S99 7tK)7:30100010i6

MUSIC NM.L)
9036 Wrishire

SMan RunurHzky
TkaMwUm

Mon Th (5:10)7.20930

visit our wet>site Presented m DiQlUI Sound

WMBftavlK-ll) On2Screans
12:15115 2:303:30 4 45 5 40

7a)lff)915iai5

TO ADVERTISE IN THE

BRUIN
01 SNNSBI TIE KUEI

Can Rob at 3 1 206-0903
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CPR
From page 20

"From time to time, I am pos-

sessed by a terrible urge to rock" the

grey-haired, pot-bellied teenager

growled in a playfully demonic voice.

The roadie handed Crosby an elec-

tric guitar in place of his normal

acoustic fare, and he flew into a wah-

pedal infused piece. Stoked to draw

away from the more contemplative

tracks, Crosby shredded through riffs

that required no deeper explanation.

After an overpowering set like

that, the appreciative audience

wouldn't let Crosby off the hook so

soon.

Cheering wildly in a standing ova-

tion, the crowd brought Crosby back

onstage two separate times for a total

of three encore songs.

Including "Ohio" and a raspier,

angrier "Eight Miles High," Crosby

showed that he's still alive and kick-

ing, but wiser, stronger and worlds

more aware.

MANDY SIU

Jeff Pevar played a set with David Crosby Saturday at the Wiltern

Theatre.

PHILHARMONIA
From page 22

mance.

Robertson, a close friend to

Qoud for many years, picked these

pieces for the program. For

Robertson, the concert will not dwell

on a sense of loss. Rather, the stu-

dent-comprised Philharmonia will

commemorate Cloud's memory and

his awesome love for music through

the variety of genres performed,

from Romance and Baroque to

Negro Spiritual and 20th Century.

"We don't want this to be sad,"

Robertson says. "The music, there's

nothing sad about it. David was such

an alive and vibrant person."

Chihara seconds the sentiment in

"Elegy for David," the piece he

wrote especially for Cloud after he

passed away in September.

"There's a sadness in ("Elegy for

David") because a good friend of

mine passed away," Chihara says.

"(But) I wanted it to be happy, which

seems ironic. 1 wanted it to be musi-

cally joyous, so I put quotes in it

from some of the people I knew he'd

like, like Bach, Debussy ... because 1

knew he'd like us to remember him

(as someone who) loved music. It

was a joyous life he wanted to lead.

"I didn't want the piece to be

morbid," Chihara continues. "It is a

V

piece, I think, that if he were alive, he

would enjoy hearing in his honor."

More than just a good friend,

Cloud was also an advisor to

Robertson, Chihara and Reale, who
each had the chance to work with

him in different settings.

Reale met Cloud 25 years ago

while working in a radio show where

Cloud was the music director.

Afterwards, the two would work

together in about 20 radio shows.

Cloud's work in radio would lead

him to UCLA in the late '70s, when
he was recruited to develop a radio

station on campus.

Though the project never materi-

alized because of a lack of funds.

Cloud would stay at UCLA as a

technical assistant, recording engi-

neer and a professor of audio tech-

nology.

"He used to conic to my
rehearsals and gave me musical

advice," Reale recalls. "After David

pas.sed away, 1 contacted Robertson

with the idea that we would dedicate

this concert in his memory"
Chihara also met Cloud at a radio

station almost 30 years ago. and they

later reunited with the Los Angeles

Philharmonic, where Chihara was a

conductor and Cloud was responsi-

ble for recordings of the concerts.

"David was our consultant and

See PHILHARMONIA, page 26

Award Winning Journalist•

Host of the nationally syndicated radio show Democracy Now!
^ speaks on: j,

* Clinton's other*^Love Affair:

U.S. Support for Dictatorships^

from Chevron's Oil Fields in Nigeria to

Indonesia Occupied East Timor

*

1^

*

*
• •»

WEDNESDAY.
NOVEMBER 11. 1998

12 NOON
[CERCKHOFF GRAND SALON
across from Kerckhoff Coffee House

ir

Funded by the Campus Programs Commiliet- ot the Program Activities Board

AQUABATS
From page 22

"Captain Hampton and the

Midget Pirates" inspired much
moshing with their unrestrained

rhythms. More than just silly

lyrics ("I had a small friend/ Who

(The Aquabats')

talent is evident - a

unique blend of fun

and music.

had a fat friend/ Who had a big

friend/ Who ga\e birth to many
friends" ),the Aquabats played

Saturday night with a refreshing

quality that dilTered from the old

days of electric noise and lost

beats.

Their talent is evident - a

unique blend of fun and music.

ITie band proves that only in

groups like theirs does ska have a

future. Creativity remains the key

in a genre dependent upon good

times rather than serious hits.

And so the fury of the

Aquabats lives on.

Diamond
you cant

loto

finals

and

your
uriabointer
specials

have in common?
you can sell them

ail in the
Daily Bruin's

BRUIN
BARGAINS
825 2221
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ITALIAN
From page 20

realism don't cover the whole sce-

nario, generally our productions are

less spectacular, don't show special

effects, are not essentially based on
action and don't guarantee a happy
end. But less investments don't neces-

sarily mean less quality."

Under the Italian system, directors

are much more free to create as they

please because they are not bound to

a production company that controls

their movie.

"In Italy, the- films are not an
industrial product," says Renzo
Rossellini of the Roberto Rossellini

Foundation. 'The films are financed

by the state. They don't look at the

box office take, so the author of the

film is very free. They make the film

they want because they don't have to

talk to the industrial structure."

With an element of freedom not

always available in the United States,

Italian cinema is an art form which

presents various social and cultural

views of Italy, and thus serves as an

important medium for learning.

"(In Italy) they don't

look at the box office

take, so the author of

the film is very free."

Renzo Rossellini

Roberto Rossellini

Foundation

"Despite the general globalization

ofeconomy and culture, movies are a

complete means to describe a soci-

ety," Dr. Piovano says. "And it's

undoubtable that in viewing diverse

movies, enrichment comes from the

search for similarities and differ-

ences. Five films cannot represent

deeply Italy today, but surely they will

allow the American public to have a

glance of our conflicts, contradic-

tions, dreams, and feelings."

• These glances are important for a

culture that is not always highly rep-

resented in Los Angeles and the

United States.

"I think (Italy) is underrepresent-

ed," says Renzo Rossellini. "I think

in general in the United States we are

not very curious about what happens

outside the United States. I think it's

important to make something to help

Italian film come out of Italy.

Because a big problem is that the

films are shown only in Italy. Even in

Europe they have a very small mar-

ket. To give a just position to Italian

film is my goal. There are a lot of

Italian cultural institutes around the

world, and I try to convince the gov-

ernment to create a screening room

m each one."

So far. the Los Angeles branch is

the only Italian Cultural Institute in

the United States with a screening

room, making it an ideal location for

an Italian film festival showcasing

some of the best films Italy has to

offer.

"Italy offers some of the very best

cinema in the world," says Joseph

Ventrcss. president of the Italian

Hcnlage Culture Foundation. "It is

our hope that this presentation of

films will showcase the outstanding

quality that rarely is seen in

America."

FESTIVAL All screenings free at the

Istituto Italiano di Cultura, 1023 Hilgard

Ave. Reservations mandatory: (310) 443-

3250, ext. 1 14. Today at 6<X) p.m. and

8:15 p.m. - Francesca Archibugi's The
Pear Tree "Wednesday at 6:00 p.m. and

8: 1 5 p.m - Peter Del Monte's''The Ballad

of the Windscreen Washers " Thursday

at 6:00 p.m and 8:15 p.m - Michele

Ptacidos "Of Lost Love " Friday at 6<X)

p.m. and 815 p.m - Luciarx) Li9abue's

'Radiofreccia ' Saturday at 730 p.m

onhf - Roberto Rostdlir^i's "Paisan

'

Breads
Wheat White

Sourdough, Potato

Rye, Marbled Rye

Pumpernickel

7-6rain

Hawaiian

Onion Roll

French Roll

Condiments
Mustard, Dijon Mustard

Mayonnaise

Fat-free Mayonnaise

Horseradish

Pepperondni

Sprouts Cucumbers

Red Onions

t A fMS cons
tYK ANY DS&I

COMBO PURCflASS
a/13

RAWfOVIIWKM

.lNM»tltr 2116-6727 • Dell thm Thurs 7 Mam Tpn: tii 7 SOan) 4tnn
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IRIS CHAN

4:00pm

Charles E. Young
Grand Salon
Kerckhoff Hall

Iris Chang discusses and signs her

new book:

'The Rape

of Nanking

"A powerful work of history and moral

inquiry. Chang takes great care to

establish an accurate accounting of

the dimensions of violence."

II-

"Stomach-turning, tear-wrenching,

thoroughly riveting"

© UCLfl BookZone
novo6.<.04i

lu Udllp Commons
open daily aw^-.u i.Jilorr.uLiu.i'uu
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MASSACRE
From page 23

versal fear of being alone. Who
knows? Though ihe audience is terri-

bly confused at this nionienl. they

forgive, briefly recollecting the

childhood memories of 'On lop o\'

old smok\. all covered with cheese. I

lost my poor meatball, uhen some-

body snee/ed..."

Disappointed to discover that the

whole tlying meatball bit is merely a

brief illusion coming from the disil-

lusioned mind of Berk, the audience

is consistently brought back to their

senses by strange moments of song,

powerful acting, and various actors

crawling and pulling themselves

across the stage.

The subtext of the play, which is

alluded to by Berk, but never fullv

exposed, is centered on the hidden

story of the triaK and tribulations of

the Ute Indians, forced years ago to

leave their homes, but refused to do

so without a fighl.

Thus we discover the remarkable

parallel between the Ute Indians

and the Daggenhardts. both

betrayed and exiled.

So It seems only natural that the

play, eerie as it already is. mu>>t end

m a not-so-tragic massacre

Unfortunately, the slow-moving

murder draws on for hours, making
the most powerful massacre the

painful death of the audience's inter-

est.

THEATER: "Massacre" plays at the

Theatre of Note in Hollywood

through Nov. 28. Tickets range from

$7 to $12. For ticket information, call

(323)856-8611.

CHANG
From page 20

director and showing him the photos,

my editor had to hold up a piece of

paper between herself and the photos

so she wouldn't even catch a glimpse

of them by accident. She lost 10

pounds just editing this book," Chang
says.

"She would talk about how in the

middle of the night - she was under a

lot of stress anyway - she would go

into anotl)er room and start

Although Chinese history

Professor Benjamin Elman sees "The

Rape of Nanking" as a welcome edi-

tion to remind people of the tragedy,

he believes the book may give the

wrong impression that all Japanese

lack remorse.

"There are some Japanese people

who are sorry. Also, there is a differ-

ence in response between the official

government and the Japanese univer-

sities. It's also been di.scussed a little in

the Japanese media," Elman says.

"No matter what, (the Nanking mas-

IhrQwing snrrp) is ri vpry pmntinnal issue for

up.

Although some of the photographs

came from Chinese photo shop

employees who secretly duplicated

the graphic images, other pictures,

ironically, stem from the Japanese sol-

diers' desire to create souvenirs of

their murderous and sexual attacks.

In order to broaden the book's

Japanese perspective, Chang not only

watched documentaries that included

interviews with former soldiers, but

she corresponded with the Japanese

soldier who was the first to publicly

apologize for his role in the massacre.

As a result, he went into hiding in fear

of retaliation.

"I imagine it must take tremendous

courage for someone to come out and

speak openly about such things,"

Chang says.

"Most of them are very fortunate

because Japan, as a whole, had evad-

ed the kind of moral and financial

responsibility that Germany was not

able to do. But some of them are so

remorseful that they don't care if they

are ostracized or vilified in Japan.

They still have to talk about it."

A contributing factor to the lack of

awareness surrounding Nanking is

the Japanese government's refusal to

acknowledge the extermination of

more than 300,000 Chinese or repa-

triate the survivors, victims and their

families.

"This is a country that still contin-

ues to worship their class-A war crim-

inals in the Yasukuni Shrine in Tokyo.

Many consider this to be the moral

and political equivalent of moving

statues of Hitler and his cronies into

the biggest cathedral of Berlin and

honoring them as gods."

PHILHARMONIA
From page 24

ever-present archivist and musical

mentor," Chihara says. "He seemed to

know everything that was happening

in Europe and in the Eastern U.S.,

and provided valuable suggestions."

For Robertson, Goud's knowledge

and skills were a constant .source of

awe.

"(David Cloud would) be out in the

hall and I would very often a.sk him o\

the balance' (of sound), and what he

would saN I would do,'" Robertson

recalls Where you stand in the

orchestra, sometimes the sound goes

over \\Hir head and you don't gel the

proper balance, no you really have to

both Chinese and Japanese, especially

for the Chinese, who suffered the

most."

Although Chang refers to the mass

murders as the "forgotten

Holocaust," she asserts that her book

is not about winning popularity votes

over the Jewish atrocities at the hands

of the Nazis. The author cares more

about showing the degree to which

people can inflict cruelty on each

other.

"The Rape of Nanking' is really

just one small fraction of the brutality

that was inflicted upon the Chinese

civilians by Japanese soldiers during

World War II," Chang says. "The

20th century has been the bloodiest

century of all time. And no race, no

country has any kind of a monopoly

on brutality or genocide."

Chang, whose career path began as

a daily print reporter for the Chicago

Tribune, appreciates the more in-

depth fashion of writing novels. Also,

she has a new respect for people, such

as her grandparents, who faced the

hardship of starting from scratch

more than 60 years ago.

"I was truly upset that this hadn't

been done 60 years ago. No matter

how painful it was for me to write this

book, it was nothing compared to

what the survivors had been through

or what the victims had been through.

I felt I had to do it for them."

BOOK: Chang will lecture on "The Rape

of Nanking" Tuesday in the Charles E.

Young Grand Salon at Kerckhoff Hall at

4 p.m. and at the Los Angeles Public

Library at 7 p.m. For more Information

on the library lecture, call (213) 228-

7472.

rely on experts to tell you ... I trusted

him."

Although there won't be a formal,

spoken memorial for Cloud,

Robertson feels the tribute will lie in

"the sheer act of doing the memorial."

"He wasn't just a knowledgeable

person," Robertson says. "It was

more than that. It was his personality.

It was him. It was his interest. He was

very warm, very kind - a man who

would always be ready to go out of his

way for you. (It was) a tremendous

loss"

CONCERT: The UCLA Philharmonia

Orchestra will be performing m memory
of David Cloud at 8 p.m. in Schoenberg

Hall. General admission js $ 7, and tKkets

are $3 for students ar>d seniors

REEVE
From page 23

who couldn't move from the neck

downward.

Then he got the script for "Rear
Window." a proposed remake of the

1954 Alfred Hitchcock classic about a

wheelchair-bound man who thinks

he's witnessed a murder. The result: a

television movie that will air Nov. 22

on ABC.

"I'd been looking for an opportuni-

ty to find a role in which somebody as

severely disabled as I am could be the

hero of the piece." Reeve says by tele-

phone from his home in Bedford, N.Y.

"Too many times people with disabili-

ties are seen in a somewhat pathetic

light, or they're often the villain of the

piece."

ITie actor sounds upbeat, his voice

strong and clear, despite the occasion-

al wheeze of his respirator. The new
movie is a good bit different from the

Hitchcock film, he says, especially in

its approach to his character, recently

paralyzed architect Jason Kemp.

"In the original 'Rear Window,"

Jimmy Stewart sal in a wheelchair,

"

Reeve says, ""but he only had a broken

leg. Here the stakes are much higher

and the character is much more vul-

nerable."

"I thought it .^^_i..-_.—
would be a perfect

piece of material

to' do." he adds,

"to really demon-

strate what a dis-

when you're sailing a boat, you may
not be strong enough to trim the jib.

"But it's a gradual aging process,

and that allows for acceptance of

those changes. What happened to me
was a change that happened in an

instant.

"I can't ride or sail or play tennis,"

the actor says. "I can't do all of the

things I used to do, so I am no longer

a participant, but an observer.

"I taught my daughter Alexandra,

who's just about 15 now, how to ride

horses," Reeve says. "In the summers.

I'd coach her at horse shows, but it

was hard to be sitting there on the side-

lines when riding was such a satisfying

part of my life.

"I had to learn to find enjoyment in

watching others enjoy themselves."

Right now. Reeve describes himself

as being in the best physical shape he's

been in since the injury. He's without

wounds or infections, and his lungs

are clear.

He exercises every day and once a

week is hoisted onto a treadmill for

what he terms "a new and innovative

therapy" that triggers in a paralyzed

person's spinal cord the memory o(

what it was like to walk. Also. Reeve

has volunlcered for upcoming human

trials in nerve-regeneration treat-

ments.

lor many peo-

_-—^^^^^^— pic. part of coping

with tragedy is

learning to accept

loss. But Reeve

sounds extraordi-

narily confident

-»Wed: pcrmm

"I was just thrilled and

grateful to play this

(^Rear Window') role."
thai ho'tl =Jff!gtt;:

could do with his

own wits and with

the latest assistive

technology, such

as voice-activated

computers and sensors that open ele

valor doors and turn on lights."

The film, which co-stars

Horsier and Daryl Hannah, also

depicts Kemp's rehabilitation and

struggle to gel back to work. It's in his

spare lime that he starts peering out

the window and becomes suspicious

of the matt in the building behind his.

"So we really have three layers here

and I think it's got more dimension

than the original film." Reeve says.

"I'm not comparing the films in

terms o\' quality - Hitchcock was a

master but we've taken the origin. i!

subject material and really expanded

on it to makc.it relevant to today
""

rhe role offered Reeve some unex-

pected challenges. He knew abtuit act-

ing from a u heelchair - he"d played an

amputee in the Broadway show "The

lifth of July" ( 19S()) and. ironically, a

paraplegic in the HBO movie "Abo\e

Su.spicion" ( 1995) - but it was a differ-

ent thing entirely to be working from

personal experience.

"I couldn't use any body language,

which actors, of course, rely on," he

says. "The question was, 'Would my
face and voice be enough?"

"This role in 'Rear Window' was

the absolute opposite of Superman, in

that it required complete stillness," he

says. "To act in a film with these limi-

tations was really interesting.

"I felt that there was so much going

on in the story that, while the stillness

would draw the audience in, the won-

dering what the character is thinking

or worrying about, how he'll handle

the situations, would keep them enter-

tained," he says.

"It felt like getting back in the sad-

dle, so to speak," Reeve adds. "I've

been an actor for 28 years, and to get a

chance to act again was something I

never thought would happen.

"I was just thrilled and grateful to

play this plum role, and I was in a

groove and excited, not nervous."

It was a chance for Reeve to once

again be a participant, rather than an

observer Always physically active, he

found the loss of that capability to be

worse than he'd ever imagined, even

v\hen playing a paraplegic on film

"As you get into your 6(K and "^'k

you gradualK accept the idea that \ou

can r run around the tennis court as

last as vou used U)" hf savs "(h

Christopher Reeve

Actor

again.
"Tixtraordinarily"

is a big word, but I

believe it's a rea-

sonable expecta-

tion," the actor says, choosing his

words carefully "It's really a matter

o^'Ofgetting the drug companies on

board, in getting them to realize

there's a profit to be made not only in

making drugs for victims of spinal

cord injuries, but that it carries over to

MS, Parkinson's disease and stroke.

So it's to their advantage to invest in

the research that's being done on the

spinal cord.

"And that's beginning to happen

now" he says. "Really, we're down to

money and patents, who has the rights

lo what therapies."

Kce\e isn't ju.st sitting art)und wait-

ing, however. He's looking for scripts

to produce and /or direct, besides

looking ttM another appropriate .ict-

iiig role.

Even before his accident Rce\e

was politically active, but now he's

focused on lobbying for research

funds and promoting a national leg-

islative measure that would earmark a

portion of speeding ticket revenue for

spinal cord research.

Out of the spt^tlight, he's also

.spending time at home with his wife,

Dana, who recently returned to her

career as an actress, and their 6-year-

old son Will, who likes to engage his

father in bike-vs.-wheelchair races.

The actor's other children,

Alexandra and Matthew, live with

their mother, his former girlfriend

Gae Exton.

His accident transformed Reeve

from one of many high-profile work-

ing actors into a unique national sym-

bol. It has allowed him to reach new

audiences both as an artist and as a

spokesman, and to serve as a role

model for thousands of people in sim-

ilar circumstances.

Still, Reeve says, he'd give it all up

if he could.

"If somebody said. You can erase

that day, and your horse didn't stop at

the jump and you never had your acci-

dent,' that would be preferable," he

says^ '

"I feel very lucky that I'm in a posi-

tion lo help further the cause," he

adds

"Its been a ver\ interesting jour-

ne> into sell-<liscipline. into new ways

ol relating to iMhcr people, of moving

from acting to directing It s been vers

interesting and challenging
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PRICE
J

GetaniMacfor
just $29.99 a month

Ask your sales associate

for details

1199
Limited time only

w

. i -> w t t « set up.

Everything Is built In-the monitor,

surround sound stereo speakers,

CD-ROM drive, modem and more.

Nothing to hook up or hassle with.

Fast as a rocket.

With Its PowerPC 63 processor, IMac

can run even faster than Pentium II

computers.

Loaded with software.

Ready access to a suite of

general productivity and

entertainment software.

One-button Internet access,

Your choice of leading

web browsers.

Jaw dropping appearance.

Say goodbye to the plain

beige box.

Each iMac includes:

• 233MHz PowerPC 63 proctssor

• Backside level 2 512K cache

• 32MB EDO SDRAM (tuprndabU to 12SMI)

• 66Mhz system bus speed

• 4 GB IDE Hard Disk drive

• 24X (maximum) CD-ROM drive

• Built-in IS*' high resolution display

(13.8* dtagonal vtowabU Imagt sIm)

• 2MB SGRAM (•KpuidabU to 6MI)

Itoctlw the Super <«i|nt

H Coapon Book withi^
pMflGinlosh

Featuring cash rebates and

premiums on the hottest new

software and hardware products

including printers, scanners,

digital cameras, games,

productivity software, Internet

software, USB peripherals

for the iMac and more!

Over $2500 in savings value!

Limited time only.

• Built-in 10/100 BASE-TX Ethemtt

• Built-in 56K modem (supports V.90
and K56flex)

• PorU: two 12Mbps Universal Serial

Bus (USB), One 4Mbps Infrared

technology (IrDA)

• Built-in stereo speakers with SRS 3D
surround sound

• Mac OS B.1, AppU USB Keyboard,
AppU USB Mouse

Rnthctions and Payment Potides: Apple hardware is available only to UCLA students,

selected UCLA Extension students. UCIA faculty, UCLA staff and UCLA departinenU.

Extension students should inquire at the Computer Store reqardinq eligibility. UCLA

Computer Store pnce requires payment by currency, cashier's check, or University

Credit Union Withdrawal Check made payable to The UCLA Store. VISA, MasterCard, and

Discover are also accepted. Personal checks are accepted up to tl,000. Money Ofders

are not accepted. Sales tax will be added to listed prices.

® Computer Storg
31(J.82^.bi^S.

For information about

Apple Computer Loans, call

1-800-959-2775

VVV^.UCt.f T,
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CLASSIFIED
Have a small item to

sell? Visit us at 118

Kerckhoff Hall to

place your ad in the

Bruin Bargains

section

index advertising information
ANNOUNCEMENTS •

1 1 00 Campus Happenings
1200 Campus Organizations
1300 Campus Recruitment
1400 Campus Services
1500 Birthdays
1600 Legal notices
1700 Lost & Found
1800 Miscellaneous
1900 Personal Messages
2000 Personals
2050 Pregnancy
2100 Recreational Activities

2200 Research Subjects
2300 Sperm / Egg Donors
2400 Tickets Offered
2500 Tickets Wanted
2600 Wanted

FOR SALE
2700
2800
2900
3000
3100
3200
3300
3400
3500
3600
3700
3800
3900
4000
4100
4200
4300
4400
4500

Appliances
Art / Paintings

Bicycles / Skates
Books
Calling Cards
Cameras / Camcorders
Collectibles

Computers / Software
Furniture

Garage / Yard Sales
Health Products
Miscellaneous
Musical instruments
OfficeEquipment
Pets
Rentals
Sports Equipment
Stereos / TVs / Radios
Table Sports

118 Kerckhoff Hall
308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles, CA 90024

INTERNET
E-Mail: classifieds@media.ucla.edu
Web: http://www.dailybruin.ucla.edu

PHONE
Classified Line: (310) 825-2221
Fax:(310)206-1359

Classified Display: (310) 206-3060
Fax:(310)206-0528

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Thu: 9:00am-4:00pm
Fri: 9am-2:30pm

One issue, up to 20 words $8.00
...each additional word 0.50
Weekly, up to 20 words 27.00
...each additional word 1 .50
Monthly, up to 20 words 90.00
...each additional word 5.00

For Classified Display ads,
please see our rate card

for variable rate information.

^1

DEADLINES
Classified Line Ads:
1 working day before printing,

at 1 2 noon.
Classified Display Ads:
2 working days before printing,

at 1 2 noon.
There are no cancellations after

noon of the day before printing.

PAYMENT
Please make checks payable to
•The UCLA Daily Bruin." We
accept Visa, MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards. Allow 5
working days for mail payments.

HOW TO WRITE
AN EFFECTIVE AD

• Start your ad with the

merchandise you are selling.

This makes it easier for readers to

quicKly scan the ads and locate
your items.

• Always include the price of your
item. Many classified readers
simply do not respond to ads
without prices.

• Avoid abbreviations—make your
ad easy for readers to understand.
• Place yourself in the reader's

position, ask what you would like to

know about the merchandise, and
include that in the ad. Include such
information as brand names, colors
and other specific descriptions.

The ASUCLA Communications board fully supports the University of Califormas policy on nondiscrimination No medium shall accept advertisements which present persons ol any origin race sex or sexual onentation in
a demeaning way or imply that they are limited to positions, capabtlities. roles, or status in society Neither the Daily Bruin nor the ASUCLA Communications Board has investigated any ol the services advertised or the
advertisements represented in this issue Any person tjelieving that an advertisement m this issue violated the Board's policy on nondiscrimination stated herein should communicate complaints in writing to the Business
Mariaqer. Dailv Brum. 118 Kerckhoff Hall, 308 Westwood Plaza, Los Angeles. CA 90024 For assistance with housing discrimination problems, call the UCLA Housing Office at (310) 625-4271 or call the Westside Fair Hous-
ing Office at (310) 475-9671 Classified ads also appear online at http //www dailybruin ucia edu. Placement on-line is oHered as a complimentary service for customers and is not guaranteed The Daily Bruin is responsible
for the first incorrect ad insertion only Minor typographical errors are not eligible for refunds For any refund, the Daily Brum Classified Department must be notified of an error on the first day of publication by noon

TRANSPORTATION •

4600
4700
4800
4900
5000
5100
5200
5300
5400
5500

Auto Accessories
Auto Insurance
Auto Repair
Autos for Sale
Boats for Sale
Motorcycles for Sale
Parking
Scooter / Cycle Repair
Scooters for Sale
Vehicles for Rent

1100
Campus Happenings

Alcoholics Anonymous
JhiL Oisaiuioo, fh. Stop Uud^, 2408 j

TWs. Book Study, 2408 Adnnnon
M/T/W 9m. Dtntal A3-029

Wad. Rffl. A3- 029

DtKutsion, An times 12:10- 1:00 pm
For alcoholie* or lnaividu»l* wtto hay a drinking probhm

1800
Miscellanaoiis

Dog sitter/walker needed in exchange of

parking(one block from campus) and money.

__^ t4ika do9&. Garman Shopha rd pyp. 800
9195 Sasha.

2200
Research Subjects

NORMAL HEALTHY CHILDREN and adol-

escents 8-16yrs needed for UCLA research

afiiriy nwr.ff ivff 9,? Fi for Iwh i»>pffrimwnt mnti

1100
Campus Happenings

UCLA READINESS GROUP. Weekly group

for individuals questioning their alcohol or

drug use. Contact Elizabeth Suti for further

information. 310-206-1148.

1700
Lost and Found

JAPANESE PASSPORTA/ISA found 10/27.

Hideki. UCLA campus. Call@213-926-3218

voicemail/cellphone.

TRAVEL
5600
5620
5640
5660
5680
5700
5720

Resorts / Hotels
Rides Offered
Rides Wanted
Taxi / Shuttle Service
Travel Destinations
Travel Tickets
Vacation Packages

1300

FREE WINNERS, FREE SCORES, FREE
Lines, no money, no operators, no hassles.

www.line-busters.com.

YOUR CREDIT UNION
Your on-campus&on-line financial services

source, for students, faculty&staff . Visit us at

Ackerman A-Level. on-line at www.ucu.org
or call 310-477-6628.

2100
Recreational ActtvlUes

MARTIAL ARTS. Katabami Ju-Jitsu Dojo tra-

ditional & authentic ju-jitsu. self-defense t'ai

chi. yoga, chi gung. meditation. Master Alex-

eyKunin: 323-512-2538.

developmental evaluation, and get a scientif-

ic learning experience. Call 310-825-0392.

POSTMENOPAUSAL WOMEN 45+ (Healthy

or with heart disease) wanted for a study on

coronary artery disease involving small

amounts of radioactivity at UCLA. $25/hr (2

days. 4hrs. each) Call 310-825-1118 or 310-

206-6675.

Campus HooraMment Campus Heciulliiieiil

r
•

5800
5900
6000
6100
6150
6200
6300
6400
6500
6600
6700
6800
6900
7000
7100
7200

1-900 numbers
Financial Aid
Insurance
Computer / Internet

Foreign Languages
Health / Beauty Services
Legal Advice / Attorneys
Movers / Storage
Music Lessons
Personal Services
Professional Services
Resumes
Telecommunications
Tutoring Offered
Tutoring Wanted
Typing

Writing Help

EIMPLOYMENT
7400 Business Opportunities
/""i00 Career Opportunities
7()00 Child Care Offered
7700 Child Care Wanted
7800 Help Wanted
7900 Housesitting
8U00 Internship
8100 Personal Assistance
8200 Temporary Employment
8300 Volunteer

HOUSING
8400
8500
8600
8700
8800
8900
900C
91 OC

9200
930C

Apartments for Rent
Apartments Furnished
Condo / Townhouse for Rent
Condo / Townhouse for Sale
Guesthouse for Rent
House for Rent
House for sale

Houseboats for Rent / Sale^
Housing Needed
Room for Help
Room for R»nt
Roommates - Private Room
Roommates - Shared Room
Sublets
Vteatlon R«ntalt

index

FactSet is an equal opportunity employer

Software Engineers

Come work in an exciting, fast-paced industry with bright young engineers.

Info Session
Wednesday, November 11, 1998

Interviews
Thursday, November 12, 1998

FactSet is the leading provider of online financial, market, and economic

Ihformation. Our 'product is used by over 10,000 investment professionals

worldwide to research companies, industries, and economies

If you want to utilize your skills in C/C++, GUI frameworks, Perl / HTML,

algorithmic analysis and design, software engineering practices, Microsoft

Windows application development, and statistical/quantitative analysis.

You've found what you are looking for

www.fact8et.com

2300
Spenn/Egg Donors

ANONYMOUS sperm donors needed. Help

infertile couples while receiving financial

compensation up to $600/month and free

health screening. Convenient hours, located

in Westwood. Call Kim 310-824-9941

EGG DONORS NEEDED
COMPASSIONATE women from all races

wanted by infertile hopeful couples. Ages 21 -

30. Compensation $3,500. Call OPTIONS
800-886-9373

EGG DONORS
WANTED

If you are a healthy
female between
the ages of 19 and
30 and have health

insurance.

Compensation
$3500.00

Call Mlrna Navas at

(310) 829-6782

MEN: Donors needed for insemination pro-

gram. Especially needed: Latinos, Jewish,

Italian, African-Americans. 35 or younger.

Please call 626-440-7450. Compensation
provided.

WE'RE LOOKING FOR
A FEW GOOD SPERM. All races, 20-40 yrs.

$50 per acceptable donation. Call OPTIONS
at 800-886-9373

Hckols Oftarad

UCLA/USC FOOTBALL tickets (2). Sec-

tionlS, row24 seats 13/14 $130ea. Call Ke-

vin 310-479-0299. Leave message if not

home

WE BUY CARS New and old Running or

not Jeff 3 10-7 14-5808

3260

BOLEX 16mm H-Retlex M uonu 4-»6n»es

$2500otx) Qreai for frim students & asptnng
filmmakers Call 760-322 0612 AaktorRa
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2000
PotsoiibIs Pittavmtsle

I WMItaMM^

I m spicy and well-rounded,
seeking hot, down-to-earth
companion for VJIXH?!

,7
- /

bitroctocin^ tke sojxiwick combo

Hot J^eat\)a{l sab, roastei roseiiuinj

potatoes k large drii^k $3.83 HoTth Campus Student Cinter

"^uff^

lUHMMHPCSil SlBlliOS

9

1200
Booareii Simles

9

!5csi:-i?!S?:-?S:;iS?Sft

WAlfTED
HOME TESTAN ALTEJLNA Tt\

CONDOM VESIQN

earn up

ofadiffi

1 00 by partidpatifij

condom design ai

study

laterial

Couples must tie:

V Male partneW^I 8^ v i=emale pafPr age 1 8-45 v
T Willln|^W)rt on 8 coOiW'i uses V

V In a stable^pyionstilp wlU|pne partner

T Current us^^Birth Cqmibl Pills, lUD,

Norplant, dIJIp. or Sel^ation V

d" For more infornWion, please call ?

9-

¥
cf 7

(800)3iB-1998

9 cf -9

-9

9

3200
Cameras/Camcorders

NIKON FE-2 Cfirome body w/motor drive.

$345. Nikon FG, chrome body $145. Nikon

lenses: 85mm F2 $150; 50-135 F3.5 $225;

70-210 F4 $165. Additional lenses, please

call;81 8-766- 1600.

3400
Compiiters/Saftware

Compaq Presario Computer w/option2up-

grade. Color Sony monitor, key-

board&mouse. Window'95, office97, fax mo-

dem, much more! $4,000 value4$995.00

OBO. Need2sell ASAP! 323-651-1301.

FREE LONG DISTANCE/ACCESS TO inter-

net - without a computer. Aplio$209.00/lnter-

net-Phone $309.00 (Exclusive distributor),

UCLA Faculty. 310-230-4231.

Mlscellaneoiis

www.tattoofun.com
DECORATE YOUR BODY with temporary

tattoos. Easy to use-henna, barbed wire,

WWJD. cool designs.

QUnVAN RECORDS
POSmVE RAP/HIP HOP

lALEMT SHOWCASE

CALL or MAIL QUWAN RW ORDS W) BOX 1X715

Li>s Angeles. CA <X)()1K

(232)730-0127

DEADLINE: NOW!!!

3500
FmHure

MATTRESS SETS!!!
Twin $79. Full $89, Queen $139. King $159,

Bunkbeds Delivenes, Phone Orders Accept-

ed 310-372-2337

MATTRESSES FUTON DESK Bookshelf

Dinette Sets T Tab»e Lamps Deliveries 7-

days open Kirigs Furniture 11961 Santa

Monica Blvd 310-575-4243

4200
Rentalt

OFFICE SPACE
FOR LEASE

884 Sq ft. $1700/mo Utilities pakJ Prime

Westwood location Call Anne or Yvonne

310-208-1987.

••••••••••
if Piano Rentals ^
jf Low Monthly Rates m
•Hollywood Piano Rental Company;^

213-462-2329 ^
••••••••••

Classifieds

825-2221

Autos for Sale

1971 CUSTOM DJ5 JEEP 6-cylinder, auto-

matic transmission. Right hand drive, roll bar

and bikini top. $2200. 310-475-4847.

1986 FORD ESCORT. Grey-blue, 2dr. CD
w/detachable face(new), clean, low mi, 5

spkr, a/c, $1250obo. Contact Mane 310-

207-1252.

1988 ALFA Spider. Cool car, great for stud-

ent, must sell in 7 days! $4500obo 310-828-

0382.

1988 CADILLAC SEDAN DEVILLE $1500

obo. Call 310-470-0142.

1988 T-BIRD Power all with cruise control

Orip, owner 70.000 mi. $3000 310-559-

9248.

1989 OLDSMOBILE CUTLASS CIERA
Clean, zippy, powerful, automatic. $4950.

310-474-1672.

1990 ACURA LEGEND, gold, great condi-

tion. Runs well. Garage kept. Fully loaded

SasOOobo. please contact 310-459-135ai^_

€*Co(b ffcarts^
Film Screening

At Paramount's Studio Theater
on November 1 1 th, at 7:00 PM

Where: Paramount Studios 5555 Melrose A ve.
(cross street: Gower, enter through Melrose Gate)

Cost:

1990 FORD FESTIVA- 94K miles, white.

Stick. One owner. Smogged/tagged and

ready to roll. Bonus- Great stereo. lncl:CD

changer/10* Woofer/MB Quart speakers.

$1800. Would like to sell this Sat. 310-259-

3395

1991 FORD MUSTANG Convertible. Good
condition. Automatic. AM/FM Cassette, well-

maintained. White. $4200obo. 310-313-

8012.

86' VW CABRIOLET. Red. 83K. CD player,

alarm, new top. Fun convertible, great stud-

ent car. $3500 obo. 310-230-0193, leave

message.

91 Acura Legend LS. One owner, black on
black. CD changer, never in accident. All

service records, power seats, sun-roof.

$9900 (310)478-5378.

UCLA PROFESSOR selling '88 BMW 325.1.

Black-converlible. top condition. New tires.

A/C. $6,700 obo. 310-820-8082 (day). 310-

394-6906 (anytime).

84 HONDA PRELUDE red. excellent cond,

looks great. $2000obo Call 213-514-1562

'92 TOYOTA TERCEL- 108KMiles. A/c. cas-

sette radio/stereo. $3,500. Light green. Ex-

cellent condition. 310-231-0046 (voice mail).

'94 WHITE ACURA INTEGRA- 45K Very

sporty perfect condition. Radio: Alpine sys-

tem. Racing look. Must see. $9750obo. 310-

526-2252.

Ihraol DesttnaUons

'otdAAlfMfUM
Round Trip Airfares

Liim S375

Cuzco S595

Santiago S689

Sao Paulo / Rio S656

Guayaquil / Qujto S570

Buenos Aire* S698

$890 .

• US. i..ii.l..it,i ! t..i .. i

For Krs :II0 ti52 HH2\ IHOii 2NV« 054M
t'KnUVvKiNM TKAMl M H\ II I

When: Weidnesday, November 11th at 7:00 pm

Party: Please join us after the screening at Kane,
for a private party in honor of the film-

Free Food and Drink!!!

(5574 Melrose, across the street from the studio)

About the film: In a small seaside town, a dark drama is

unfolding amongst a group of seven
young vampina wtio struggle with their

supernaturally heightened teen angst
and thoughts of eternal life.

To RSVP, please call

(323) 692-9999 ext. 16
You must be on the reservation list to be
admitted to the screenin and after party

<~
r

llravel llGlcits

AQUA TRAVEL INC
WORLD WIDE LOWEST AIRFARES

MAKEYOUROWNAR CAR NOTE
RESaVAnONAT

http://www.prtsmaweb.com/aquatravel

24HOURSADAY
Lowest Domestic and

International Airfares

Tour Packages

Eurallposs

Hotel Accommodations

Cor Rentals

*Asia*AMco*Australo*EuR)pe*Soulti

Amef1ca*lndia*Canado*Mexlco*HavMir

SpMiol doniMlJc I MimQiionfll Airfsm AvakMi
PrtCM Ol* lublact to Chang* ^•'f'^wut notlc*.

AvatabWy may b« lml«d and torn* rwrrtcttont mof
oppty. PtuiTax*!.

PHONE (310)441^3680

10850 Wilshire. Suite 434, Westwood CA 90024

Hiincialiyii

Want to escape

those winter blues?

SQUICK CASH$
OWN A CAR? Get a cash loan in 30minutes
while you drive. No credit check. W.S.M.
888-300-8942.

STUDENT LOANS
GET YOUR Stafford Student Loan from Uni-

versity Credit Union (Lender Code 832123).
Also receive low-cost finar)C4al services. 310-

477-6628; www.ucu.org.

C^^fe-P i\f.kfls (jreeJ e.<^Cv<'.t

Vi<« htoi

London $3^
Paris

Cabo
Milan

French Ski paclcai

INSURANCE WAR!
WE'LL BEAT ANYONE'S price or don't want
your business. All drivers. Newly licensed.

Student/staff/laculty discounts. Request the

"Baiin Plan." 310-777-8817 or 818-222-

5595.

*«'»*>4

with airfare'

i week - $647^
fvm w* Kt Do not hchidt t

Kntrtetfont tpfkf.hn iub|«a eo dw^f^

(.OIIIK'i Travel

CIEE: Council on Internal

Educational Ekchan|>r

1 0904 Lindbrook Drive;

Los Angeles ^

[3IO]-208-355f

>iiistaie
VmiVv in good hands.

Insurance Company
(310)312-0204

1281 Westvs/ood Blvd.
(2 talks So of Wllshtre)

www. c oun c 1 a V p I . c

CycleTime Company '
' • K'77)

• Motorcycle • Motor Scooter • Moped
. Liability insurance is NOW the law •

It's !••• than you thinki

No Ktddmgl
m Call for a free quotel

(310) 27S-6734 g
' Exchange ad fof minimum $10.00 _
I Q ^ jdJKOunt witti inturance purchaaa '

dont panic!!!
you can help

expand the

Join the Recycing

Advocates, a task force

that works on expandng

recycing orvcampus.

Students, taciity and staff

arealwelooma

to nacyde

for more information call

825-3033

Displa*
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FREE Flu Vaccine for all registered UCLA students

Friday, 1 3 Nov. - Westwood Plaza, in front of Ashe / 1 to 4 pm

Bring your Bruincard / First come, first served / 200 doses

UCLA Arthur Ashe Student Health & Wellness Center

More information about other Free Flu Vaccine events in November:

www.soonet.ucla.edu/health.htm or call 310 825-4073

ACROSS
1 — pants

6 Dine

9 Microscopic
aninnal

14 Foreign

15 "— Doubtfire"

16 Goose eggs
1

7

Car problem
19 Actress Ekberg
20 Naval off.

21 Solemn promise
22 Poker tiand

23 Stare

open-mouthed
24 Foot unit

25 Outdoor areas
27 Zoo animal
31 Actor's quest
32 etiange \he

wording of

34 Strainer

36 Type of log

37 Coucti

39 — one's cool:

lose it

40 Pass into law
42 Trait carrier

43 Actress Sommer
44 Type of pickle

46 In poorer tiealtti

48 Cereal grain

49 Summer coolers

50 Dizzy

53 Goofs
54 Genetic

material

57Sidedisti
58 Dice throw

60 Choice group
61 Vast period of

time

62 Rubbish
63 Spotless
64 Inquire

65 Feel

DOWN
1 Underground
home

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

\a\M[
|R|Efi

ZOHaTI PISMLIC
guBe [

N silvk
cIhIaIiIf

DS T
) 1 E

[MjA|rmc^ 1 aHt a
)c kiiIng

D T E

^SMas ODQ
1 C Y G A E L C 1 T 1 E S
B R 1 D A L V E 1 L F A L L S
L 1 N E N S A D 1 T E L 1

E D G E Da N NT R E E

2 Actor Alda
3 Fruit seeds
4 Antique auto
5 Encroachment
6 Overact
7 Lean
backward

8 Expression of

disapproval

9 Flowering

shrubs
10 Waiter's

handout
1

1

Goddess of

discord

1

2

One and the

other

13 Quiet — mouse
18 Expired

22 Tit — tat

23 Parthenon
' site

24 Giant

25 Like a kid

26 Muslim deity

27 Bestowed
28 Threads

29 Chops down
30 Summon up
31 Ham on —
33 Number
35 Flock member
38 New Jersey city

41 Crushed, as
qrapes

45 Singer Starr

47 Beginnings
49 Outspoken
50 Impudence
51 Tennis pro

Nastase
52 Information

53 Baseballer

Slaughter
54 Pitcher

Nolan —
55 Loch —

monster
56 Former tennis

great

57 Dry, as wine
58 Neptune's

kingdom
59 Before

o2b'2Z/^

6100
ComputBf/lwiinwt

INTERNET CLASSES
SATURDAY. NOV 14th: How to Create a

Website and Target Marketir>g on the inter-

net Call now 818-886-1150 to enroll.

rrii I

IWMIII o6fVI€6l

HEALTH AND BEAUTY STEAKS Developed
by Chinese doctor. Revokitionary skin-care

product with exotic herbs, also cleanses in-

ternally (colds, flu). 2-months supply

$35+UPS. 1-888-701-8898

Legal Afhrlce/AttonMys

BANKRUPTCY
GET OUT OF DEBT NOW! Free Consulta-

tion. Experienced attorneys, reasonable

fees. Law Offices of White and Associates

(Cheryle M. White. UCLAW. "86") 800-420-

9998 or 310-207-2089. 12301 Wilshire

Bl ,Ste 550. WLA

GREEN CARD
FOR WORK-PERMITS, green cards, and all

immigration problems call experienced immi-

gration attorney. Reasonable rates. 213-251 -

9588 for attorney Doreen

MYER LAW FIRM, Century City Auto acci-

dents, slips/falls, bankruptcy, discrimination,

sexual harassment. UCLA Graduate Scott D
Myer. tittp://www.bestlawyer.com 310-277-

3000.

6400
Moirari/Storage

BEST MOVERS. Licensed, insured. Lowest
rates. Fast, courteous+caretul. Many stud-

ents moved for $98. Lie. -T- 163844. NO JOB
TOO SMALL! 1-800-2-GO-BEST

HONEST MAN W/14ft truck and dollies
.

small jobs, short notice ok. Student discount.

Ask about 10% discount. 310-285-8688. Go
Bruins!

JERRY'S MOVING&DELIVERY The careful

movers. Experienced, reliable, same-day de-

livery. Packing, boxes available Also, pick-

up donations for Amencan Cancer Society.

Jerry ©310-391 -5657.

RMumes

WINNING RESUMES. 1 hour sen/ice Our
clients get results. Open 7 days. Visa and
Mastercard accepted. 310-287-2785.

7000
lUtorlng Offorad

MATH/PHYSICS/STATISTICS/English/He-
brew. Computenzed statistical analysis avail-

able. Tutoring service. Free consultation.

Reasonable rates, call anytime. Han (800)90-

TUTOR. www.my-tutor.com

PRIVATE TUTORING
. IN-H0M£, one-on-one tutoring for most sub-

jects. English, Chemistry. Math, Physics, Bi-

ology. Spanish, French, etc. $15/hr. 310-

289-3292.

THE WRITING COACH
EXPERIENCED TEACHER, PhD offers tu-

tonng, term paper assistance, English. So-

cial Science. History. Foreign Students Wel-

come. CaH: 310-452-2865.

UCLA ENGLISH ALUMNI, pro-writer, young,

superb papers guaranteed. High school and
below welcome. Jeff 213-653-2240.

WRITING TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford University

graduate. Help with English—for students of

all ages/levels. $17/hr. 310-472-8240 or

310-440-0285.

7100
lUtorlng Wanted

ACADEMIC ADVISORS
P/T. SPANISH FLUENCY a must. Ph.D. pre-

ferred. Leading distance university. WLA.
Work w/mature Latin students. Fax CD to

nin.47i.fi4rin

7400
Business Opportunities

$500/DAY. Nude modeling-women 18+ all

types. No expenence necessary Safe, pro-

fessional environment. Refer a friend and
earn $50! 31 0-358-3865

INTERNET/E-COMMERCE TRAFFIC dou-

bling every 100 days - why not own your own
personal percentage'' NYSE traded compa-
ny seeks brokers 800-805-4768.

MULTIPLE STREAMS of Income from a per-

fect part-time twme business. 1977 "Peo-

ples Choice Award" winner. Recently fea-

tured in "Investor's Business Daily"+"Suc-

cess" magazine. 24hour message 1-888-

572-4846.

7500
Caroer Opportunities

CLINICAL RN/LVN
LOOKING FOR A change? Prominent West
LA Internal Medicine practice is looking for

an experienced RN/LVN with good tele-

phone, triage and phlebotomy skills Fax re-

sume to 310-824-0298.

EXTRA INCOME
Earn $87.000/yr. P/T, from home. Will train

you and help you reach your goal. Call toll

free: 888-241-7931.

SECRETARY/RECEPTIONIST- Perform

various duties in Beverly Real Estate Com-
pany. Parttime/Fulltime. Starting pay $9/hr

w/great future job opportunities. Fax re-

sume:31 0-278-6801 Attn J.Edward Smith.

7700
Child Care Wanted

AFTERSCHOOL DRIVER/SITTER for

Jonathan (4.75 yrs.old) M-F. 4-6pm. Days
flexible. Drive from sctKX)l to WLA home and
sit. Car. drivers license &insurance required.

Salary negotiable. 310.277.0507. Steve or

Marie.
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7800
H6^ Wanted

7800
Ht^ Wanted

7800
Itolp Wanted

7800
HalpWMitod

7800
Help Wanted

Bain & Company
Career Opportunities

IN International
Strategy Consulting

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedicated pro-

fessional. At your home or WLA studio. 1st-

lesson free. No drum set necessary.

Neil:21 3-654-8226

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years exp. all

levels and styles. Patient and organized.

Guitars available. Sam 310-826-9117.

GUITAR LESSONS by professional near

UCLA. All levels, guitars avail. Call Jean at

310-476V4154. www.JWGS.com

8700
Professional Services

MBA, LAW, MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS!
FRUSTRATED DEVELOPING your critical

personal statements'' Get professional help

from well-known author/consultant 310-826-

4445.

wwwwinningpersonstatement.com

TUTOR WANTED in home for junior high

student. Help with daily assignments. Fe-

male preferred. Mon -Thurs. 4-6pm. Call

310-470-9112.

TUTOR/DRIVER
For 7th grauer. Pick up 3:30 tutor until 7pm.

WLA area. Male preferred. $10/hr. 310-475-

3788.

TUTORS for high school students.

Junior/senior/graduate students specializing

in English a must. Families located in Arca-

dia resident or Palos Verdes. 2hrs-$55/one

visit. 4times/mo. 310-859-9140 Beverly Glen

Education Link@ Beverly Hills.

Tutor and Homework Assistant

For 9th grade learning disabled child Need
patience and experience. Also need biology

& geometry tutor for 10th grade child

Sl5-20/hr in Santa Monica.

Call Dr. Anne Coscarelli (310) 794-7678

7200
Typing

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

Comprehensive Dissertation Assistance

Theses. Papers and Personal Statements

Proposals and Books
International Students Welcome Since 1985

Sharon Bear, Ph.D. (310) 470-6662

A FREE SESSION
PSYCHOTHERAPY/COUNSELING for de-

pression, anxiety, obsessions, post-traumat-

ic stress, etc. Couples/Individuals. Student
rates. Crime victims may be eligible for free

treatment. Call Liz Gould
(MFC#32388)©310-578-5957 to schedule
your free consultation.

By Jung and Emerson's precepts. Profes-

sional Astrology Consultation: career,

romance, finance. 23years teacher/lectur-

er/writer. Pauline Hassell®310-858-4979

EAGLE EYED EDITOR
PROOFREADS THESES, publications; tu-

tors English, study skills; trains time man-
agement, stress reduction. Nadia Lawrence
PhO 310-393-1951.

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! For valu-

able info on home-b^sed business send
$1/SASE to Untque Images, 550 South Bar-

flr>gion Ave.. Apt #1320, LA 9004K

PRIZE-WINNING
ESSAYIST AND FORMER PROFESSOR
wAwo Ph.Ds can help you produce vvinntng

proee Theeet. papers, peraonal statements

Da«M <davedtt«pacbell net> 805-646

M95

DO IT WRITE- Word processing, transcrib-

ing, typing, proofing, editing Fast and accu-

rate. $28/hr. 24hr voicemail. WLA location.

310-441-5955.

HATE TO TYPE? Let me dotl for you.

Fast+accurate Professional screen plays

accepted. $2/pg Call-ins 310-839-3101 or

page 310-915-2255.

WORD PROCESSING All types: research

papers, theses, resumes, fliers. Editing,

proofing, &transcription available. Emergen-

cies OK. Call 818-598-1489 or email

anmlwomn@pacbell.net.

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-

es, dissertations, transcription, resumes, fli-

ers, brochures, mailing lists, reports. Santa

Monica. 310-828-6939. Hollywood, 213-466-

2888.

7300
Writing Help

WORD PROCESSING. Typing, proofing,

editing, rewriting, research, resumes, tutor-

ing etc Fax, email, bring work to me. Rush-
es Student discount. 818-830-1546.

CHILD CARE for special 11 -year-old girl

w/disabilities in Tarzana. M/W/F 3:30-6:30

and Sundays 10:30-3:30. Pay negotiable.

Call 818-343-4150.

Child care provider wanted. Must have car

for 2 children ages 10&13. 15-20hrs/wk. 3-

6pm, M-F $8/hr-»-gas mileage. Contact 213-

892-9262.

DRIVER/HOMEWORK TUTOR Pick up
children ages 10 and 12 from school, drive to

activities, help with math. M-F 2:30-5:30.

$10/hr. Santa Monica. Call or fax: 310-451-

4145.

EXPERIENCED CHILDCARE Afternoons.

14-20 hours weekly. Palisades. Good car,

good references. Fax Gillian Hyde 818-347-

4451.

FATHER'S HELPER. P/T on Weekends.
Assist w/girls 6 and 10. Do activities w/them.

Computer literate. Must have own car. 310-

556-3816.

January3-June20, Monday-Friday, Noon-

6pm. Childcare and some driving for 2 fun

boys 5&11. No pet allergies. Must have car,

speak English and drive stick-shift. $9/hr.

Call Betty Goldberg 310-395-7755.

MOTHER'S HELPER WANTED in Laurel

Canyon. PT hours flexible. References

needed. Please call 323-650-4914 for more
info.

NANNY to help w/2, 4, and 8-yr-old.

Tues/Wed/Thurs 12:45-4:45; Friday 12:45-

5:45; Saturday 12-9. Female preferred

Warm, energetic, have some expenence
w/children and have safe, reliable car.

$10/hr. 310-276-5330.

PROFESSIONAL MOM NEEDS reliable

UCLA student to help w/afterschool child-

care. Flexible hours. $9/hr. Excellent driving

record and car required. Call: 310-206-7528.

START BEGINNING DEC. 2-3after-

noons/wk. for 3-year-old boy. Days/hours

flexible. Car necessary. 310-471-8790.

7800
Help Wanted

ADMINISTRATOR/PROJECT ASSISTANT,
(internship possibility). Computer literate.

IBM-Windows/Internet plus. Senior/graduate

w/strong wnting/oral communication. No
dress code/reception duties. $7-$9,

17hrs/wk. Serious inquiries:Fax:310-395-

0509.

STORE DETECTIVES
SECURITY GUARDS Needed now No exp

nee PT/FT Up to $12/hr Call today 562-

776-0878. for Valley 818-386-0170.

$15/HR BRIGHT, EN-
THUSIASTIC

People to teach SAT Prep High test scores

required Transportation required We will

tram Flexible Hours Send Cover letter/re-

sume, incKjding your scores by 12/10/98 to:

A Competitive Edge, Attn Barry, 9911 West
Pico Blvd Suite 1025, LA 90035 No pnone
calls please

$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL mailing or cir

culars No tMpertence req Free information

packet Call 202-466-1639

Bain& Company
International Strategy Consulting

• Info. Session Wed. Nov. 11**'

6:00 pm Bradley International

Center

Bus. Association Consulting Roundtable
Nov. 17^''

Deadline for Submission of Resumes:
Jan. 21 st
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INTERNET ACTRESSES
WANTED! Work at home. Make your own
hours. WEBCAM Business needs flirtatious

women. 31 0-798-0592ext.66. Visit

http://GuestRoomCam.com/moreinfo.htm

INT'L IMPORTING, Marketing and PR firm

seeks highly motivated, organized individual

w/excellent communication skills to work in

fast paced office. Facets of position include

Advertising, Coordinating Special Events,

Copywriting. Must be fluent in Italian. F/T

$1800/mo+benefits. Fax resume:21 3-653-

1768. Attn:John Patterson, VP

INTL IMPORTING. Marketing, and PR firm

seeks organized detail orientated adminis-

trative assistant to perform such functions as

data entry, taxing, photocopying, phones.

Must be fluent in Italian. P/T, flexible hours.

$8/hr. Fax resume:21 3-653-1 768. Attn:John

Patterson, VP.

LIBRARY CONSULTING FIRM needs a

student for a project involving database

searching and data entry. Must be fluent in

Korean (both speaking and writing) Contact:

Joanne Schwarz or Mitchell Thompson at

310-289-1067.

MALE MODELS
Printwork. UB under 25. Lean, any race,

leave name, number&physical stats. Free

interview. Beginners welcome. 213-960-

1066. 24hrs.

MALE&FEMALE
MODELS

OUR MODELS have worked for Versace.

Abercrombie&Fitch, Eslee Lauder, Levi's,

Banana Republic &more! Great Pay! Begin-

ner's ok! Call "free" for an appointment. Otlo

(24-hrs)800-959-9301

MARKETING & SALES REPRESENTATIVE
of Dr.'s office to conduct "public" healtti

screenings. Must be personable and enthu-

Display

206 3060

$20/HR PT/FT
PROCESSING MAIL! Free supplies,

postage! Bonuses! Rush SASE to

CMA/UCLA Po Box 567443, Atlanta GA,

31156

signup@ info, infomachine.com

$7.25/hr and up!
DO YOU have initiative? Become a UCLA
Community Sen/ice Officer and explore law

and public relations. Great Pay Flexible

hours. Student-oriented. Web:

www.ucpd.ucIa.edu/ucpd/cso, Email:

cso©ucpd.ucla.edu. Phone: 310-825-2148.

ACCOUNTING DEPT assistant. P/T entry

level position. M-F 2-6. Basic computer

knowledge, car with insurance, good oral

and written communication skills required.

$9/hr. 310-276-9166.

ADMIN. ASSIST to RE. investor in Bel Air

Word, Excel, phones, must have car. Pan

time (Tues. 1-5. Wed. 9-3) $10/hr. Call 310-

476-1703. __^_
ANNOUNCERS, no experience necessary.

Host music/talk-shows for our radio stations

P/T. $10-1 5/hr, $200-t-per/show, plus fantas-

tic benefits. 213-468-0080 24-hours.

ASIAN INTERNET
MODELS

GUARANTEED BASE PAY plus $40-60/hr

possible. Safe and secure working environ-

ment. General office staff also needed. Call:

310-398-2213 or 310-880-4726.

ASSISTANT for business oHice. For more

details please call 310-278-2750 or fax re-

sume 310-278-0038.

ASSISTANT NEEDED FOR Real Estate in-

vestment company. P/T. casual dress, must

have car and insurance. $9/hr Fax resume

to: 310-479-2402.

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED. Earn

$150-$250/night. Work P/T while going to

school. Day/eve classes. 1-2week classes.

800-974-7974. International Bartender's

school. HUNDREDS OF JOBS!

BARTENDERS TRAINING INSTITUTE of

America offers professional courses for only

$98 Certificate of completk)n included Call

today: 1-800-561-1781. Great Jobs!

BIO-MEDICAL. ELECTRONICS, and clean-

room micro-cleaning Full/Part-time employ-

ment. Some physical work required Must

have transportation. Evenings/weekends

Start $7,50/hr Call Patrick Toll Free O 888-

263-9886

CASTING
EXTRAS needed for feature films, commer-

ciais, and music videos Earn up to $240 per

day* No experience needed Work guar

anteed' Call today 213-651-6103

Casting extras for video on how yoga helps a

golt game Fax resume 310-476 7284

Classifieds

825-2221

CELLULAR
REPRESENTATIVE

SELF-MOTIVATED PROACTIVE PEOPLE
needed to sell Campus Cellular Service. Set

your own hours, must like to make money,

discounts on cellular/paging service, will

train To set up an appointment call Kamyar

at 310-825-0881.

CENTURY CITY architect/design firm seeks

FT exp. professional to run busy office.

PC/Mac/MS savvy. Benefits No phone calls.

Fax resume/sal. reqt: 31 0-286-2301 /Nakao-

ka Assoc.

CLERICAL7SALES POSITION. P/T or F/T,

excellent opportunity Love of jewelry. Call

between 12-6pm Shane's Jewelry. 310-208-

8404.

CLERK- Pleasant Santa Monica law office

needs full-time or part-lime. Filing and

phone. 310-394-3578.

COMPUTER ASSISTANCE NEEDED. Ex-

perience w/Adobe Premiere. Need help

creating short video clips, to be played in MS
PowerPoint. 310-208-2442

CP SHADES
A NATIONAL womens clothing retailer and

Manufacture based in San Francisco, is in-

ten/iewing for FT/PT sales positions in its

Santa Monica location. CP Shades offers a

challenging, exciting environment w/an ex-

cellent compensation package, vacation,

health&dental, a free outfit every month and

a great discount. Best of all, is the chance to

wori< for a friendly, growing company that

makes clothes which you'll want to own.

Please fax resumes to 310-392-0586 or

come into our store at 2937 Main St. to fill out

an application.

CUSTOMER SERVICE
ACKERMAN REP(FT) ©University Credit

Union Apply© 1500 S. Sepulveda Blvd., LA,

90025 or fax resume:31 0-477-2566 or web

at http://www.ucu.org

DATA BASE MANAGEMENT- Off-campus

work-study position. Homeless agency

needs data entry. $10-1 2/hr, 8-12hrs/wk. Ja-

cob: 310-996-0034.

DATA ENTRY and Leasing Great position in

growing company. $6/hr+commission 310-

44 1 -0735.

DOMINATRIX - No sex, no nudity, flexible

hours, experience preferred but can train

Safe, pleasant environment 213-626-5346

EARN & LEARN!
ENTERTAINMENT COMPANY seeks Com-

municatk)ns/MFA students to manage Na

tional/lntercollegiate-event/screening re-

search programs Make money, have fun" A

tew hours a day Work from your ptece' SerKl

availability and current academic status to

komedyOkomedyu com

EXPERIENCE LIFE
CASTING- Nudfe models needed for upcom-

ing adult video. Females only, all shapes and

sizes, 18+. Very fun, very safe. 310-826-

9335.

F/T & P/T WORKERS NEEDED. 20hrs. for

P/T and 30-40hrs for F/T. Ackerman Union.

Contact Lyn for more info. 310-206-0892.

F/r FILE CLERK for immigration law firm.

Century City. Computer-literate, Punctual,

detail-oriented, self-starter. $8/hr. Fax re-

sume: 310-553-2616.

FILE/OFFICE CLERKS
LAW FIRM has PT positions to fill at

S6.50/hr. Minimum of 20hrs/wk. Interest in

law preferred. Fax resume&proposed avail-

able hours to 310-274-2798 or mail to Lur-

ie&Zepeda, 9107 Wilshire Blvd. Suite #800.

Beverly Hills, CA 90210; anention Jimmy

Dean

FULL TIME ESCROW ASSISTANCE Must

be energetic&bright. Needed for busy

Beverly Hills office. Excellent pay+benefits.

'Fax resume to 310-275-4991.

s iats tiLV FUjxiU iu tiuu t b, Mun.-8u ti QuuU pay

opportunity. For further job description -call

800-631-8643

MEDICAL HISTORIAN. M-F F/T or 10-3

General office duties, computer skills and

Spanish a plus Salary negotiable 310-553-

2030.

MODELS WANTED by professional photo-

studio for upcoming assignment Male/Fe-

Inale Pro/Non-Pro. Fashion/Commer-

cial/Theatrical Call for appointment 818-

986-7933. '

MOVIE EXTRA WORK
* Revolutionary new program' Start immedi-

ately* All types-18+!* Fun/Easy* No crazy

fees* Program for free medical* Call-24/hrs

213-850-4417.

NEED TELEMARKETER for a clothing com-

pany FT Call 310-473-7454.

MODELS NEEDED NOW
No experience required

Catalog, Prmtwork. Mag.i/mes, Movies.

Video & TV Commercials

Men and W/omen of all Ages
Free Consult.ilion

PART-TIME UW STUDENT 20 hours/wk.

Flexible Collections, small claims court, co-

ordinating with attorney on unlawfuls. $9/hr.

310-829-1700. fax 310-829-2630.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT to real estate

developer, fax resume 310-826-3700.

PHOTO LAB p/t assist photo printer or com-

puter imaging. Beverly Hills 310-274-3445.

PSYCHOEDUCATIONAL tutor needed for

tutoring office in Pacific Palisades. College

degree required. 310-459-4125.

PT and FT DRIVERS for lunch and dinner

shifts. $10+/hr. Must speak English. Contact

Dining In: 310-274-0123. 818-986-3287.

PT CLERK- Mid-Wilshire law office. Some
Spanish needed. Filing and telephone. Flexi-

ble hours. 310-476-3369.

RECEPTIONIST
8:30-4:30 TU AND TH. Phones, filing, light

typing. $8/hr. Law Offices of David Hoffman.

Century City. 310-286-1000.

RECEPTIONIST- Busy Beverly Hills real es-

tate related firm seeks FT computer literate,

customer sennce oriented receptionist. Ex-

cellent wage and benefit package. Fax re-

sume 310-275-4991.

RECEPTIONIST-MEDICAL OFFICE. F/T,

start-ASAP Bright, energetic person needed

for front office position in premier private in-

ternal medicine practice on UCLA campus.

Experience a plus but attitude more import-

ant. Very competitive salary and benefit

package for the right person. Fax resume to

310-824-0298.

RECEPTIONIST WESTWOOD LAW offic-

es. MonFri. 9-5. $7/hour, can do homewort^

on)Ob. 310-470-3373.

RETAIL SALES
ENERGETIC and outgoing P/T sales assis-

tant needed immediately for upscale SM
cn iiarfln'8 tqu ii mom naxmta hours , car
310-451-0237.

CALL NOW! 310-659-7000

GIRLS wanted at exclusive social club in
,

WLA. Conversation only. Ux alcohol. Flexi-

ble hours. Earn top $$$. 3^^-477-9871.

GREAT JOBS
UCLA CONCESSIONS

MAKE $8.50-11.00/hour working UCLA
Men's Basketball games © Pauley pavilion.

Call Sean for an inten/iew© 206-0736.

HELP SERVE DINNER Part or Full-lime

Monday evenings for 4hours. Wag-

es+meals. Males preferred. 310-208-3281.

HOLIDAY$$$. Honest reliable person to

work with stocking and labeling merchan-

dise. No experience necessary. Flexible

hours. Oct-Jan. Near UCLA 310-234-0127

Night and Occasional weekend sitting in

extremely fun household for 2 boys 5&11 . No

pet allergies, must speak English, and drive.

$9/hr. Call Betty Goldberg 310-395-7755.

P/T CLERICAL POSITION in Marina Del

Rey. 20-40 hrs/week. Flexible schedule ok

between 9-6pm, M-F Photocopy, type, fi';,

organize, mailings, enter data, answer

phones. Must be computer literate. Mac

skills preferred. Good writing skills desirable.

$8.hr. Fax qualifications to Shawn at 310-

821-9282.

SALES $12-20/hr. avg. commission +bene-

fits Full or PT. excellent phone skills for grad

student or GPA 3 5 & above. 310-358-6053

or fax 310-392-5234.

SALES&CLERICAL POSITION. P/T or F/T.

excellent opportunity. Love of jewelry. Call

between 12-6pm. Shane's Jewelry. 310-208-

8404.

SEXUAL PROBLEMS?
Maintain control, maximize stamina, and last

longer. Amazing, unheard of solutions! Seek-

ing willing product testers. Apply at

www.newremedies.com

STARGATE/WATKINS
ENTERTAINMENT Actors Wanted! No ex-

perience required. Movies, TV, commercials.

Guarantee inten^iews with top SAG agents.

CALL NOW!!!! 310-577-9711.

STOCK BROKER TRAINEE- p/t or f/t. Flexi-

ble hours. Paid training. Great opportunity.

WLA area. Close to UCLA. 310-914-9700.

TALK & MAKE MONEY
CUSTOMER SERVICE REPRESENTATIVE
needed for Campus Communications. Must

be a self-starter and like to make money.

Hours needed - 9am-3pm. Paging/cellular

discounts available. $6/hr. - commission.

For more info call Kamyar at 310-825-0881.

TEACHER P/T After-school program for

math. K-7 grade. Send resume to P.O. Box

0687. Temple City. CA 91780. 626-285-9090.

P/T DATA INPUT/ACCTG CLERK 3

days/wk.. MAC use. self-starter, acct'g. ex-

perience. SM creative/team environment.

$10-l2/hr. 310-656-1001 Mimi/Han^ey

P/T DRIVER wanted for mental health clinic

$9/hr. (B) license preferred but not required

UCLA Mental Health Clinic. 310-268-4565.

Employmentfor Models
Alltypes- no experience

male or female

Commercials • Videos • Magazir>es

Internet Sites

Call AGC Productions

^ 1-800-277-9U8 H

HOME TYPISTS NEED-
ED

PC users needed. $45,000 income potential.

Call 1-800-513-4343 Ext B- 10105.

A PERFECT STUDENT JOB

Do you need a job in the

afternoons during school (M-F)?

All day Saturday, too! Full tioie

during Quarter Breaks and
Summer Vacations! Work

expenence not necessary. Apply—-——
- today at ,,, '

,.

'

—

Westwood Sporting Goods.

1065 Qaytey Ave,

Westwood Village.

P/r or F/T FILING CLERK/RECEPTIONIST

100 UCLA Medical Plaza. Fax resume: 310-

208-0963.

P/T PET CARE ASSISTANT Help with dog

walking/cat care. Work holidays and varied

times. Must have car/insurance. Contact

Melissa: 310-313-5551.

P/T RECEPTIONIST in LA. Any major. An-

swering phones. Good pay. Friendly environ-

ment. Call for an inten^iew. 310-204-5900 ext

180

P/T RETAIL SALES- Outgoing personality.

$8-10/hr to start. 2or3 late aftemoons&early

evenings and Saturday or Sunday Call Har-

vey for inten^iew: 310-287-2459.

P/T WORK, F/T-PAY!
BEVERLY HILLS firm seeks phone reps for

match making company Mon-Thurs 5:30-

9pm Excellent pay Fun job Adam-310-777-

6900

Marketing Survey
People

**•****••***
Van Nuys Marketing
Research Company
lookine for outffoing
people to conauct

surveys.
Work evenings &

weekends

Encore
staffing Service

880 Apollo Street # 244
El Segundo, Ca. 90245

Ph. (310) 414-0200
Fax: (310) 414-0224

Display

206-3060
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SALES/MANAGERS $1.00(Vhr.??? P/T 1

week. Earn continuous, sizable comm/bo-
nuMS throughout 1999/2000. Minimal per-

sonal etiort. Call 24hrs. for details. ABR/lnc.

310-859-5577

TEACHER/AIDE. Graduate student in edu-

cation 10 teach bright 3 5-year-otd in the af-

ternoons. Westwood. Develop afterschool

ennchment program including tieldtrips.

Must love children. 310-229-5996

TEACHERS/COUNSELORS needed for af-

ter school enrichment program 12 college

units needed. Experience with K-5. Flexible-

hours, great pay. Fax resume;3 10-445-5628

TELEMARKETING
W/WINDOWS COMPUTER SKILLS Prefer

phone experierK;e. Prefer students/grads.

Flexible hours. 9am-5pm starting $8-

$10/hr+bonuses. 3blocks/UCLA Harel

Maintenance. Ron-3 10-470-6 175.

TELMKTG:INBOUND800
NO COLD CALLS. Info. listing co. seeks mo-

tiv./aggress. indiv. Hrly/comm/bonus. PT/FT.

7days. High income potential. 310-996-

6701X.301. Near UCLA

TURN IDEAS into cash!!! Learn how easy it

is to build a successful home business. Call

Money Corp. 1-888-307-4282.

TUTOR/BIG-BROTHER for 12-year-old. Set

flexible pm hours 2 times/wk. Chinese-

speaking preferred, not necessary. $8-

10doe. Contacy toydang@hotmail.com

UCLA SCHOOL OF Medicine seeks student

multimedia programmer w/experience and

interest in digital video, streaming video ap-

plications. Adobe premiere. Knowledge of

Unix, html, Javascript required. Fax resume

to Dr. Anju Relan 310-794-7465 or 310-794-

9009.

SECRETARIAL/SALES person in

Westwood. FT/PT Must be dependable, reli-

able, neat, good communication skills. Ask
for Don 310-477-1466

UCLA SCHOOL OF Medicine seeks student

programmer w/thorough knowledge of CCI
scripts{perl), Javascnpt. html. Experience

w/databases. unix desirable. P/T, flexible

hours. Fax resume to Dr. An|u Relan 310-

794-7454 or 310-794-9000 for info.

WEBSITE DESIGN $8-12/hr Maintain and

expand my websites. l0-l5hr/week flexible.

Moderate skills needed. Contact Austin

323-874-7312 or

austinxxx mindspring.com

.

WEEKEND BABYSITTER- 8yr. boy. 12yr,

girl. Most Saturday evenings, occasional

weekday evening. Palisades. $8/hr.

References; some experience. 310-454-

2162.

WERE SEEKING INDIVIDUALS to provide

support to the developmentally disabled. Call

Dwight Istanbulian at 818-361-6400 ext 129.

WLA LAW OFFICE seeks parttime bilingual

receptionist. Must be fluent In Spanish. Time

to study. Saturdays 10-3 Call Neil 310-445-

1100.

WORK STUDY COMPUTER ASSISTANT
needed for geography department. No Mi-

croSoftOS. MacOS, MSOffice and BOL.

Contact Tina: (tschroet@geog.ucla.edu;

1255 Bunche Hall.

7900
Housesittiiig

HALLIE'S HOUSESITTING. 310-313-9998.

7 years experience. References available.

Long or Shortterm. CONFIDENTIALITY
GUARANTEED.

ADMINISTRATIVE- The city of Torrance.

City Manager's office currently has an oppor-

tunity for an Administrative Intern. Please

contact Jay Schartman: 310-618-5880.

FREE ARTS FOR ABUSED CHILDREN is

seeking unpakJ interns. Please contact Mark

at 3 10-3 13-4ART

INTERN WANTED GENRE Magazine, a na-

tional, gay lifestyle monthly, has non-paying

internship positions available in Editorial and

Art Dept Great experience m all aspects of

publishing. Contact 323-467-8300

PAID MARKETING INTERNSHIP. We'll

teach&pay well. Seeking only ambitious, de-

tail-oriented, strong writing/oral communica-

tion, computer literate. Car w/insurance.

$12.15/hr. 20hours/wk. Fax coverletter/re-

sume:310-312-9536.

PR INTERN
BUSY PR office seeking interns. Computer

literate. Unpaid but excellent learning oppor-

tunity. College-credit. Fax resumes 323-931-

7354. Atten: Anissa.

PT PR FIRM POSITION for student. College

credit. Assist m research, media lists, events,

some wnting. Email resumes to

deborah_dragon@edelman.com

SUCCESSFUL STOCKBROKER seeking

graduating senior (6/99) lor paid intern-

ship/partnership position. Interviewing imme-

diately. Call Todd Walsh at 1-800-894-3202.

Top 10 internship program is looking for

dynamic, tiardworking students. For more

information please call 213-243-7027.

WESTWOOD STUDENT Federal Credit

Union offers internships on campus. No ex-

perience necessary. Come to an information

session on 11/12 at 5:30 at 124 Kerckhotf.

Fen^le elementary educaton student to

wortt as PT asst. to educational therapist

West Hollywood area late afternoons and

some evenings 10-l5/hrs/wk. $9/hr. 323-

653-6965.

PHYSICAL ASSISTANT NEEDED For disa-

bled male sophomore living in Reiber hall.

Hiring lor moming and/or evening shift. Ap-

prox: 1/2HR-1HR per each shift. $10/HR. No
experience necessary. Call Alex: 310-267-

8189 or 949-369-9871.

Vdhmteer

ART GALLERY INTERN
2 BLKS FROM CAMPUS. Seeks volunteer

interns. Flexible PT positions. Call Tim 310-

208-1896, 10-6

KSCYCLS

ApaitniMrts for RmI

1-MINUTE TO UCLA
1 t)drm. furnished, bright, clean, quiet, secur-

ity entrance, large closets, carpet, pool, lyr

tease. $900/mo. 310-824-1830.

1380 VETERAN- 2bdrm/2bath. $1525&up.
Park view, pool/jacuzzi. security, gated pant-

ing, laundry, all appliances. Move-in Dec i.

Cats considered. 310-477-5108.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 2-BEDROOM $950-

$1195. LARGE. UPPER/LOWER. UNU-
SUAL CHARM. SOME W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
310-839-6294.

BRENTWOOD $1,495/mo. 2b0/2ba, front.

balcony, stove/refrigerator, dishwasher, car-

pet/drapes, laundry, parking, near UCLA,
shown by appt. 11728 Mayfield #1 310-271-

6811

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT- Bright spacious

upper 2bdrm/2bath. Parting. Fireplace, bal-

cony. $1159/mo. 2weeks free rent! Call 310-

478-1971.

LOOKING FOR A PLACE to live on the west-

side? Call Westside Rental Connection. 310-

395-1284. Low agent fee.

www.westsiderentals com

PALMS. Single apt from $495. 1-bdrm, $595.

Stove. SSOOdeposit tor smgle and
$900deposit for 1-bdrm. 1-year lease. 310-

837-1502 leave message.

SANTA MONICA 1 + 1 Apt. near SMC, street

parking, $781 310-395-1284. Low agent fee.

wwwwestsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA Bachelor Apt. North of

Wilshire, pool, pari<ing, laundry. $560. 310-

395-1284. Low agent fee.

www.westsiderentals.com

TUESDAY EVENING

BROADCAST STATIONS

A = Century Cable B = Channel Name C = Bruin Cablevision NOV. 10, 1998

11

13

34

^
^
"TTT

QJBw
qjIq

28

9

11

13

25

NtwtiE

News[S]

CBSN«wt

Sitter,

SittrX
Sitter,

Sisters]

Charlie Rose (In Stereo)

Newt 3D

Love
Connection

Mr. Cooper

Changtof
Htartx

Roteanne
(Irr Stereo)

RIcId Lake Sexy-dressing

moms and daughters.

Primer Impacto

NewtX

NtwtS:

FfMh"
Prince

NBC Newt

Frtth
Prince

Ntwthour With Jim
LahrerOS

Newtffi

Judat Judy
(In Stereo)

Married.

With

Frasler "My
Fair Frasier"

Noticias IL

ABC WId

Real TV (In

Stereo) S:

Simptont
(In Stereo)

Mad About
You 3D

Noticiero

Univislon

Ent.

Tonight

Extra (In

Stereo) m
Friands(ln

Stereo) X
Lift and
Timet

Jeopardyl

E
Hard Copy
3:

Home
Improve,

frasler (Iri"

Stereo) X

Hollywood
SquaresK
Access
Hollywood

Seinfeld

"The Cafe"

Hueii

Howter

Wheel of

Fortune [ff

LAPD: Ufe
on the Beat

Simpsons
(In Stereo)

News

BASIC CABLE STATIONS

44

33

54

39

43

57

75

38

26

19

16

27

12

14

42

32

66

ja

56

58

12

65

76

26

44

42

39

41

40

64

71

38

Biography: Chesty Puller:

Marine s Marine
Inside Story: Danaerous
Seas; US. Coast Guard

••* "The McConnell Story" (1955) Alan Ladd. A
Korean War hero becomes a miiilary lest pilot

Profiles "Tony Bennett's

New York" (R)

World Today 3C

04:00) * "Johnny
Dangeroosiy" (1 984)

Cochran & Company
(Live)

Mi Pequena Traviesa

"Inspector Morse:

^^asonic Mysteries"

JAG "Mr. Rabb Goes to

Washington" (In Stereo)

Mad About
YouX

Just Shoot
Mem

BuffytheV
"Barwi Candy

rt Slayer

'In Stereo)

Nova "Deadly Shadow of

Vesuvius" (In Stereo) M
Home
Improve.

NewsX

King of the

HIIIK

Moeshafin
Stereo) 3C

Hughleys
"Soccer*' 3j

\E

King of the?ot
RTHill TR) S

Clueless (In

Stereo) ffi

Vivo por Elena

Law & Order "Legacy" 3)

"Mama Flora's fam//y" (1998) Cicely Tyson. Flora

recollects the events Irom the years 1944 to 1970. SI

Just Shoot Worfdnglln
Stereo) SJ

Felicity "Drawing the Line

(PaftirS

Dateline (In Stereo) [S

News (In Stereo) D

Frank Lloyd Wright (In Stereo) (Part 1

of 2) :g]

Spin City

(In Stereo)

2D

Sports

Night Bj

Newsi:

Guinness World
Records: Primetime 1!

Greatest

Pets

Desencuentro

Reunited
(In Stereo)

Legacy-
Gener.

NYPD Blue "Numb &
Number" (In Stereo) OE

News 3;

NewsS)

News

Primer Impacto: Edicion

Noctunui

News SI

News 3

Friendsfln

Stereo) K

Late Show Actor Luke
Perry, author Tom Wolfe

Tonight Show Music

guest Monica. (In Stereo)

Cheers (In

Stereo) S]

Chariie Rose (In Stereo)

3D

NewsX Nightline 2:

Jerry Springer ID

Married.

WHh
Newsradio
(In Stereo)

Noticias i:

M*A*S*H
"Exorcism"

Mad About
YouS;

Noticiero

Univision

Murphy
Brown D
Life and
Times

Politically

incorrect 3!

Change of

Hearts:

Living

Single !B3

Late Late Show Manlu

Henner. (In Stereo) 35

Late Night (in Stereo) K

Nanny
'Tanoo"

E

Psychology

News (R) S!

Love
Connection

Cops (In

Stereo) (ffi

Star Trek: The Next
Generation "The Loss" 3:

Cinema Combat: Hollywood Goes to War (R)

tick' I The King and /"(1 956, Musical) Yul Brynner. Deborah Kerr, Rita Moreno.

A governess sails to Siam to tutor the king's children. 'G'

Larry King Live 'SI

Melon
Crazy

Smbkv mo
Laugh

Prime Time Justice

Late Edition Primetime
i:

Daily Show
(R)

Trial Story

Steins
Money

Prime Time Public Affairs

Wild Discovery Legends
of the Killer Shark" (R)

Mysteries &
Scandals

Up Close Special

Model TV

(5L

3 Friends,

Jerry

Golden
GirisK

Pee-wees
Playhouse

Golden
Giris JD

New Detectives: Case
Studies-Forensic

T
Talk Soup Fashion

Emergency

FBI RIes Kiiling Spree"

News Daily

25th Anniversary - Battle of the

Sexes

Show Me
the Funny

Ellen (In

Stereo) S
Jams Countdown (In Stereo)

Catdog All That (In

Stereo)

Last Word FOXSports
News

Lois & Clark Superman

Saved by
Bell

USA High
(In Stereo)

Figure it

Out

Show Me
the Funny

Ellen The
Spa" K
Cut (In

Stereo)

Oh No! Mr.

Bill

Mysteries &
Scandals

Bloopers

Addams

Party of Five "Misery

Loves Company ' S

Secret-of

Alex

Celebrity

Death

Doug (In

Stereo) S

Sin & oily

(In Stereo)

Rugrats 'In

Stereo) E

Sports IMoneyline
Tonights |(R)E

"Johnny Dangerously'

Biography: Chesty Puller: I Inside Storv: Dangerous

Manned Marine Seas: U.S. Coast Guard
"Inspector Morse:

Masonic Mysteries"

Al Ritmo de la Noche

Law & Order "Legacy" Tj

News (R) SE

Later (In

Stereo) D
News (R) (In Stereo) X

Instructional

Programming

Entertain-

ers

"Cyrano de
Bergerac"

Maury Women controlled

by their men, 3E

Cops Las

Vegas" iSl

Paid

Program

El Gordo y
la Flaca (R)

Happy
Days

Paid
Program

El Blablazo

*** "Paffor)" (1970. Biography) George C. Scott, Karl Maiden. An account of * "All the Young Mer)" (1960. Drama)

Gen. George S. Palton's colorlul WWII career. 'PG' (Adult language, vioience)
,
Alan Ladd, Sidney Poitier.

*• "The Pumpkin
Eater" (1964)

Profiles 'Tony Bennett's

New York" (R)

Larry King Live (R) 3C

(1984) Michael Keaton. A
lad turns to crime to pay his mother's hospital bills.

Cochran & Company (R) jPrime Time Justice (R)

Prime Time Public Affairs (R)

*"j "The King and I" {^956, Musical) Yul Brynner. Deborah Kerr, Rita Moreno.

A governess sails to Siam to tutor the king's children. 'G'

Late Edition Primetime
(R)3]

Viva Variety

(R)

Pulp

Comics V

Trial Story (R)

Justice Files Cnme in the IWild Discovery "Legends
family. (R) [of the Killer Shark" (R)

True Hollywood Story Versace ' The life, career and

tragic dealh of fashion designer Gianni Versace. (R)

Sportscenter S]

AXN Ufa.

Camera

Chicago Hope "Take My
Wife, Please (In Stereo)

Eye Spy
Video

Rugrats in

Stereo) iL

Say What?
(In Stereo,!

Cousin
Skeeter £

NHL Hockey: Los Angeies Kings at Calgary Flames. From the Canadian Airlines

Saddledome. (Live)- -

Eft "Or Carter. IBabylon 5 "The Coming
of SMadows ' (h Stereo)

Hercules: T?>«

Legendary Journeys S:

Presume" !ln Stereo) E
Xena: Warrior Princess

"Prometheus" (In Stereo)

;WCW NKro Xtra (In

Stereo) D

**''i "The Devil's Brigade '{}%&. Drama) William Hoiden, Cliff Robertson, Vmce
Edwards. A WWII Army officer organizes a motley commando unit.

Walker, Texas Ranger
"Legend of Running Bear'

New Detectives: Case
Studies-Forensic

Talk Soup Night Stand

Soccer: United States at Australia.

"j "Flood: A Rivers Rampaae' {^997) Brave

citi2ens fight to save their smalltown from a flood. Bl

Any Day Now "Huh" (R)

(In Stereo) 3B

Total Reauest Live (R)

(In Stereoj ^^
Brady
Bunch

Wonder
Years i;

Hardcore Football

Oh Baby (In

Stereo) a
Real Worid
(In Stereo)

Happy
Days

Maggie (In

Stereo) 3:

Biorhythm
(In Stereo)

Laverne &
Shirisy

FOX Sports News

"CHiPs '99" (1998) Erik Estrada, Officers

Ponchereilo and Baker reunite to bjst car thieves.

**"j 'Shoot to K///"(1988, Adventure) Sidney Poitier

An FBI agent trails a killer wno has taken a hostage

Sports
Tonight a
Dally Show

Moneyiine
(R)3:

Stein's

Money

Cochran & Company (R)

Showbiz
Todays

Crossfire

(R)l]

Saturday Night Live

Rcseanne Amokj 3]

"Stars-

Stripes"

** "Bonjour Tristesse"

(1958) Deborah Kerr,

Interna-

tional

Prime Time Justice (R)

Viva Variety

Paid

Program

Newsroom
3]

Daily Show
(R)

Paid

Program

Public Policy Conference

FBI RIes "Killing Spree

'

(R)

Howard
Stern

Howard
Stern (R)

Sportscenter IE

700 Club

New
Attitudes IL

Cut (R) (In

Stereo)

Love Lucy
1(1

FOX Sports News

Golden
GiMs E

Paid

Program
Paid

Program

Melrose Place To Kill a

Whirlybird" 'In Stereo)

Paid

Program

Talk Soup
:r)

^Paid

Program

Night Stand

Up Close

AXN (R)

Golden
Giris TC

Lovellns 98 Degrees. [\r\

Stereo)

Bewitched Mary Tyler

Moore iE

Last Word
(R)

Auto Racing: NASCAR Craftsman

Truck Series

""[PaidUfe,

Camera
Paid

Program

Unsolved Mysteries (In

Stereo)

Pleasure !Sifl & Oily

Chest i(tn Stereo)

{Program

{Homicide:

Life

Uams
i
Countdown

Taxis lNewhart2r Dick Van

I

Dyke

Ultimate

Fan League

*v, "Dollar for the Dead" {^9%. Western) A cowboy
and a mysterious partner !',earcr. tcr nioden gold.

New York Undercover (In

Stereo- IL

*** "Battle of the Bulge (1965. Adventure) Henry Fonda. Robert Shaw. Robert Ryan.

Weather-beaten Amencan GIs ^ce a massive German assault.

Silk Stalklngs Pre-

Judgmeni Day" (R) 3C

Board Wild

(R)

Kings

Replay

**; "TheSieneot
Firebase Gloria" I ^d%\

Silk Stalklngs Loyalty"

fR) (In Sterec) X
** "Flight of the /n/rjOer ' (1991 , Adventure) Danny Glover, Wiilem

Datoe. A flight team defies orders and bombs a strategic target

PREMIUM CABLE STATIONS
(4:15) "Police Academy 5:

Assignment Marm Beach"

Off^WaHlltodUbeX
g:

I

4:30}* Two o^a^mtr
1963) John Travolta. 'PG

(4:15>** QuiCKSitver

(1966) Kevm Bacon. PG

p20) \tit* Chung Kty Express {
19W

* Tools Rush /n"(1997) Matthew Perry Pregnancy[ "SHent Rage" {^992) Chuck Norris ATexas
pushes one-shot k)vers mto a difficult marriage, iff [lawman takes on^a seemmqty indestructible killer R'

Growing
PirfnsX

ft- HJii! IDromeny
LoveX

"DuckTales the Movie - Treasure of

the Lost Lamp" (1990. Fantasy) G' S* "That Thing You £)p'" (1996) Tom Everett S'tmi

Smal'time rockers hit it big with a catchy siogie PG

• 'A Gnome Named Gnom" {}%9.
CofDedyi Anthony Michael Hall. 'PG'

S

"Exception to the Rule" (1997,

Suspense) Kim Catlrall R' E
Emman-
uelie

vtVmfT

(R^lf
Lang in Concert

"Stranger ni Town (1996. Drama) Harry

Hamlm. Graham Greene (In Stereo)

'School Dz" jDramai Bngide Lm Ching-hSiS 'PG-13'

Movie

"LA C(Xi''aienfia'"(^997 Mystery^ KevnSpacev Aycnjng

police officer searches 'of ustice m }%6% L.A. iin Stereo '
'R' "^

"How fo fle a Piayer 1997, Comedy)
BitlBeHarr^y (hSlereo i R' I

** 'Mmc " (1997) Mira Sonnrw A deadiv new breed

o> insect wreaks havoc on New York (In stereo) 'R' T
"Hard Eight

Little Witches (1996)Suschootgirts

fall prey to an anoeni book's evH spell

Walt Diertey Pieeems
"Mouseketeer Reunion

'

Strippers: The Naked Tne Siege:

St>ges(R)(lnStereoii: [RrstLook

* 'love Games" (1996) Satan gets two

couples to pfay his smful game. NR
'

JMictoy ** * The Littlest Horse

Tales From
the Hood"

Zorro'ln

Stereo) I {Mouse Club
I

Th/e/es"f 19771 G' S
"T>>eSerood4mv«/"M998)PatricKMuifioon A man
Tust thwart an anen conspiracv to at^'' Ijfir ?

t i "The Matchmaker ( 1 997 Comedy) A cynica; jCompro-
ArT>erican gsi puts insn matchmakers to the lest R' mising

19961 A veteran gambler I*** "Hard-floiiW' (1998. Drama, Chow Yun-Fat A trigger-happy

Hot Sprmgs
Hotel (R<

takes on a down-and-out proiega. TK |cop must smash a gun smuggling ring (In Stsreoi ;NR

»* J Hara Contract'

(1969) James Coburn

C. ._ fieds

825-2221

Displa"

206-3060
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FUTAGAKI
From page 40

with the top players in the nation.

"Futo." as he is affectionately known, start-

ed playing soccer at the age of four. His broth-

ers Brandon and Brent exposed him to the

sport he now calls his own.

"My parents told me that soccer would be

my sport." Futagaki said. "I was always kick-

ing around a soccer ball when I was younger."

"I wanted to play a lot." he continued. "My
parents encouraged me to play more and

more."

Soccer became Futagaki's life and when he

was ten years old. he entered club soccer.

"When I was younger, my club teams didn't

do particularly well." Futagaki said. "But later

on, we moved up divisions and did belter. My
last club team, the Mission Viejo Paleadores.

won the state cup and was one of the top teams

in the nation."

Futagaki then entered l-ountain Valley

High School and look his squad to the CI I"

finals his freshman season. Over the next sev-

eral years, Futagaki led his team to another

CIF final, been named a two-time All-Cll'

selection, and ranked in the top 25 recruits by

both USA Today and Soccer America as a

senior.

"My senior year I didn't gel lo play very

much because 1 was with lJnder-2() (National

team)." Futagaki said. "Our high school team

was great, and I'm glad that wc performed so

well."

During that senior season, lulagaki

received an incredible amount of atlenlion

from some of the nation's lop collegiate soccer

programs. Among them were national powers

Fresno State. San Jose State. St. John's,

UCLA . C lemson and others.

except one," Futagaki said. "That was one of

the main reasons I came to UCLA. If I went to

any other school, it would take several hours to

just see me play."

"I think it's great that he has the opportuni-

ty to play at a place like UCLA," head coach

Sigi Schmid said. "His dad and family are able

to watch him play."

Theiransition between high school and col-

lege is very difficult for most. For butagaki,

however, it was slightly different.

"It's been pretty easy to switch to college

soccer." Futagaki said. "The (youth national

team) got me prepared for the fast pace here.

High school really boosted my confidence. But

physically, the (youth national team) was the

best preparation I could ever have."

Futagaki made his debut in style for UCLA
during their preseason match vs. Cal Stale

Northridge, He entered the match late in the

second half and scored on a beautiful shot with

little lime lefi. In celebration, the young and

exuberant Lutagiiki jumped into the air and

made a leaping karate kick.

Indeed, his birth into Bruin-dom has been

with a certain Hair. That innocence, though,

was taken away from Futagaki as he had lo

balllc emotional problems mid-season.

"I think he's dealt with things well." Schmid

said. "I think it's a difficult situation for him

with his father at times. But it's not something

that he dwells on. You know it's there, and Us

a C(Micern to him. His family has been ver\

supportive of him,"

lutagaki's teammates and coaches have

also been supportive o^ Ryan and his father.

"All of my teammates were really positive."

Futagaki said. "They would ask me to come

over and talk. Ihey are all like family lo me."

That bond that Futagaki has created with

his teammates and coaches has strengthened

the \ii,\m\ chemiiitrv, And he ha^ started lo

UCLA-Indiana match last week.

Futagaki started the match, one of the most

important ones of the Bruins' season. He

played a majority of the minutes as UCLA
went on to defeat the top-ranked Hoosiers 2-1.

Because of that victory, the Bruins are current-"

ly the top ranked team in the nation.

"I was nervous but excited at the same

time," Futagaki said of starting. '"We were all

very focused and we just wanted to beat the

heck out of (Indiana)."

"We just wanted to show the world who the

lop team in the nation is."

Futagaki realizes his place on the team. His

goal is for the team lo win and hopefully repeal

as national champions once again.

"My role on the team is lo play outside mid-

field or attacking midfielder," Futagaki said,

"(jetting balls up to our forwards, making

runs, getting behind the (opponent's) defense

and just working hard. 1 just want to win."

Because of this dedication, I'utagaki was

selected to play on the U.S. l'nder-20 National

team, which was coached by Sigi Schmid. The

team traveled to Italy, Chile, Trinidad and

many other nations this past summer.

"International play is really fun," lutagaki

said. "You get to see all the other countries and

their own different styles of play. It was a great

experience."

lutagaki dreams of playing professional

soccer in either Furope or Japan. He would

love to play for Manchester United and in the

World Cup one day.

"I've always liked Diego Maradona,"

I'utagaki said. "Fven though he's not known

\[\ a good way, his style of play is unbelievable.

That new kid. Michael Owen, is also ama/-

imi.

"Hopefully, if I keep on working, I can be

one of those guys."

Ry;m Futagaki will ktvp on wnrking \\l

BASKETBALL
From page 36

get back here next year."

Tennessee won its sixth NCAA women's

championship last season with a 39-0 record.

"It not only makes any coach jealous, it

makes any politician drool." Clinton said of the

Lady Vols' success.

In addition to getting a Kentucky jersey,

Clinton got a Tennessee jersey from captains

Kellie Jolly and Chamique Holdsclaw.

"I now have a whole wardrobe," Clinton

said.

NBA-
From page 37

tip-off is slated for mid-December. Stern and

Ciranik have said a deal needs to be in place by

mid-December to avoid the cancellation of the

entire season.

If a deal is reached, McDyess would be one of

approximately 200 free agents who would be

signed during a three- to four-week period in

which teams would be scrambling to prepare for

opening night.

McDyess, who played for the Phoenix Suns

last season afier spending his first two seasons in

Denver, is one of the younger players who

would lose a substantial amount of money under

the proposal currently being offered by the

league.

Under the old collective bargaining agree-

ment, McDyess could have expected to receive a

seven-year contract worth about $120 million.

Under the owners' latest proposal, he would

qualify instead for a maximum salary equal to 25

"UCLA is known for their great academic

and soccer programs." Futagaki said. "It was a

combination of both of those that made it an

easy decision for me."

Futagaki became a Bruin for other reasons

also. He wanted to stay close to his family and

let his father have the chance to watch him play

the game he loves.

'He's come to every game this season

receive more playing time, much to the delight

of his father and family.

"So far, so good." Futagaki said. "It's been

all right. I had some slumps in the middle of

the season. But now. I'm getting my confi-

dence back."

"Hopefully. I'll just keep on rising."

- And rise he has. Futagaki has seen more

playing time recently, highlighted by the

will try to perfect his soccer game. He will play

for a professional team and be successful in the

soccer world. He might even be the next Owen
or Maradona. But most importantly, he will

play for the love of his father and his family.

"I accomplish all of my goals for my
father." Futagaki said. "I strive to do my best

for him. My main goal in life is lo do well for

him."

pc i crm »f the wxVm y cup (ubuut Sitmittiatt) , with

annual raises of 10 percent. If he signed a six-

year deal, it would be worth about $61 million.

The reason for McDyess' switch was not

immediately clear.

Tellem, who along with Falk was singled out

last week by Stern as holding up a new collective

bargaining agreement, did not return several

phone calls.

8400
ApaibiNNits to itont

SANTA MONICA Bachelor Guesi muse.
Furnished, close to SMCollege, parlcing

avail.. $650 310-395-1284. Lov^ tgent fee.

www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA Single Apt. 1/2 mile to

beach, pool, utilities paid. $725 310-395-

1284. Low agent fee.

www.westsiderentais.com

SANTA MONICA Single Apt, North of

Wilshire, laundry, street parking, $750 210-

395-1284. Low agent fee.

www.westsiderentalscon^

SANTA MONICA Single Apt OCvi&n F^rk

Area, parking, balcony. pat*o, $6X jl0-?95-

1204. Low agent fee.

www.westsiderentals.com

3/ NTA MONICA Studio Apt, 7 blocks fro.ii

beach, pets ok. a/c, $898 31 0-395- 1^84.

Low a^ert fee. www.westsiderentais.com

SANTA r^ONICA Studio Apt, on Ihe beach,

close to pier, controlled access, $«'7?

(310)395-1284. Low Agent Fee

www.westsiderentais.com

SEE TO APPRECIATl
PALMS $800. 2-bdnm, 1-balh laroe dpail-

ment in small, quiet buikjing. Completely re-

futtished, like new. 15min from campus.

310-398-6622.

Ap8i tiiMNits for R6nt

Spacious, clean, and coPvtni3r.* location.

1bdrm./1ba. w/buiit-in ronge and oven.

15min. from UCLA, lO.min. lo beach.

$630/mo. No pets. Iren-* (618)609-0308.

WEST HOLLYWOOD l-^1 Apt. hardwood

floors, $950 323-634-7368 Low Agent Fee

www.westsiderentals.ccm

WEST HOLLYWOOD Single Apt. hurry wont

last, $595 (323) 634-7368 Low Agent Fee

wwwwestsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD U1 Apt. pool, cat ok. large

closets, $800 310-395-1284 Low agent fee.

www.westsiderenlalscom

WESTWOOD lbdrm/1-balh condo, 1 -block

from UCLA, fireplace, patio, wetbar, 1 under-

ground parking-space. Non-smoking.

$1250/mo. furnished. 818-376-1409

WESTWOOD- Single apartment. $795,

Bright, cheerful, patio, pool. Walk to UCLA.
Shopping, transportation. 1942 Pelham.310-

446-9348 or 310-207-7209.

WLA. Large single. 1917 Spanish mission

building. High ceilings, hardwood floors, sep-

arate kitchen&dining room. 1-yr lease, $750.

Betty: 310-479-8646

WLA- 2bdrm/2ba. $1275-1395. Prime loca-

tion. Bright, cheerful, patio. Walk to UCLA,

shopping, transportation. 1246 S. Wellesley.

Near Wilshire. Wont last 310-207-7209.

WLA. $825-$850. 2bdrm/1.5ba. Dishwasher.

AC, carpet, drapes built-in. Extra large

fenced patio. 310-670-5119.

WLA: Single- $650. One person, no pets.

Stove, refrigerator, full kitchen, car-

pet&blinds. Parking, laundry. 2 miles to

UCLA. Shown by appointment. 11321 Mas-

sachusetts Ave 310-477-8750.

House ftir Rent

SANTA MONICA- ^bdrm/lbath. 2parking

spaces. New paint Cooler. Refridgerator

and stove $895/mo Call 9am-8pm 310-541-

2816.

House for Sale

BRENTWOOD. Large home 3-bdrm/2-bath

penthouse -f toft and sundeck. New paint,

carpet,appliances. 2-car side-by-side park-

ing, $379,000 A Buchman 310-471-

6363ext123. Coldwell Banker.

WESTWOOD SOUTH. Charming original

Spanish duplex w/pool. 2-f1/2 up, 2-t-l 3/4

down. $579,000, Tom Brook. Agent. 310-

979-4000 ext,404.

Housiii9 Heeded

PROFESSIONAL MALE, homeowner, seeks

housesitting position in LA area. Very flexible

w/dates. Must be quiet residence w/no in-

door cats. 310-207-6533.

Roonifor He|p

Aparlmeiils Fwnlslied

MAR VISTA, $535&up/month. Ask about

move in special Attractive, furnished 1-

txjrm Large, pool, patio, barbecue area.

Quiet-building. 3748 Inglewood Blvd. 310-

398-8579.

BRENTWOOD PARK- Near UCLA. PVT
room&bath, kitchen privileges for student

w/car, p/t painting, book-keeping, and/or

housekeeping Help needed 310-476-1510

Westwood Plaza
Apartments

581 585 Gayley Rue.

#13 Office

1 Bedroom for $1050
Apartment faces beautiful

garden, air conditioning,

laundry room facility.

across from UCLA campus

Call
(518) 2B8-85B5

Office hours 10-6 PM

Guesthouse for Rent

BEVERLY HILLS Lovely furnished guest-

house. ItxJrm. kitchen, eating area, show-

er/bath. UCLA graduate student preferred

$950/mo Available Dec 1 310-271-8811

WESTSIDE Large guesthouse studio

$525 00 Free laundry, utilities included 15-

minutes to campus, near bus Beautiful quiet

garden 213-965-9651

flays
ri weekl\

WLA 4-bdrm/3-batri ^guesthouse

$2600^mo Excellent qutet area 3miles from

UCLA 650-493-8731

Rooni for Rent

BRENTWOOD- 1 Bedroom available in

bright, spacious 3bd/2ba apartment. AC,

W/D, dishwasher, furnished Close to San

Vicente shops& restaurants $665/mo. 310-

820-0711.

Employed non-smoking female to share lux-

urious apartment adjacent to BH Private

room/bath Washer/Dryer $550/mo Call

310-275-7737 or 310-395-3923,

FURNISHED ROOM in WLA home Quiet

neighborhood, 3 mi from UCLA $500/mo +

$250 deposit Separate/pnvate bathroom

N/S 310-837-1956

HANCOCK PK adjacent Pnvate rm/bath in

house w/quiet couple Kitchen, laundry rm

privileges, n/s, $450/mo Utilities included

Call 323-939-0988

LOS ANGELES-ROOM FOR RENT in 4

bdrm houee $400 «i/4 utilities Includes all

houee pnvN«ges Call 310-836-e774

Room for Rent

HOLLYWOOD HILLS. Quiet room, secluded

hillside home, near Mulholland/Coldwaler

Microwave, refrigerator, cable, pool, patio.

Offstreet parking. Avail Decl, $450. 213-

654-6968

NEXT TO CAMPUS
SHARE BEAUTIFUL old house. Quiet, con-

siderate, non-smokers. Female grad student

preferred, $450 or $500. 310-279-1436.

(Richard).

WEEKLY HOTEL RATES Jolly Roger Hotel

in Marina del Rey offering special student

rates, $255.36/wk. tax. maid service, conti-

nental breakfast included. Call David: 800-

822-2904.

WESTWOOD ADJ. Room for rent. Own
bath, small kitchen, $425/mo. including utili-

ties. No pets. Student preferred. 310-470-

7032.

WESTWOOD. Furnished guest bed/bath.

Private entrance & parking. $475/month

w/laundry, utilities, cableTV, microwave,

refrigerator, yard Will accept $200/mo. in

trade for babysitting M-F,4-6pm. 310-277-

0507. Steve or Marie.

WLA BEDROOM-t- Private bath in pleasant

house. Share w/2. Pets okay. $650/mo.-t-util-

ities. (310)575-4412

WLA Living room to rent $350/mo. Close to

UCLA. 2nd floor, pool, gym, tennis, utilities

included. Female preferred. 310-445-9412

:U1i I

RoonNnstes-Prlvefo Room

5/MIN TO CAMPUS
WESTWOOD: Available Nov 1st for non-

smoking male/female Huge fully furnished

private bedroom in deluxe apartment. $650.

Call: 310-477-2678.

ASIAN/QUIET/CLEAN WLA—Asian lady

needs quiet roommate. Nicely furnished.

Bus in front of house, Westwood/Pk:o No-

smoking/pets Pnvate bed sharebath

$450/month-^utilities 310-475-8787

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ • Quiet non-smoking

female roommate to share beautiful spa-

cious 3t)drm/1ba apt Hardwood floors

$410/mo Call Meghan 323-65 1-4608

CULVER CITY 1-bdrm Vaulted ceiling fire

place, large balcony, pool. |dcu//i. galed-

parking. near mall Will share room lo de-

craase rent $550/rTxvprivate room Must

see Jutaus 3 10-045-0108

RoommeteS" PrtvifoRoom

PALMS Responsible, tidy, maie roommate
wanted to have own room, share bath in 3-

bdrm/2-bath $305/mo. 310-2800625 or 310-

839-5735.

PALMS/CULVER CITY AREA. Looking for

female interested in sharing 2-bdrm/2-bath

apartment. Rent under $500. Call for details.

310-837-3322.

SANTA MONICA- Clean roommate to share

2bdrm/1ba furnished apartment, $550/mo.

Washer/dryer, non-sn[X)ker, between ages:

25-35. Female preferred. Available 12/01.

310-394-6502.

STRATHMORE REG. MATURE MALE/FE-
MALE to share 2bdmV2ba. w/pool and Ja-

cuzzi, gated-underground parking, laundry

room. Best building in Westwood. $650/mo.

Blake031 0-208-54 18.

WESTWOOD Own room/bath ($480). Seek-
ing female professional or graduate student

to share 3-bdrm/2-bath. Nonsmoker, no pets.

December 1st. 310-712-1217.

WLA. Beautiful room in 3-t>drm/3-floor town-

t>ouse. Pnvate bath, vaulted-ceilings, huge
patio, garage, W/D. $600/mo. Female only.

12/1 oreadier. MeredithO310-478-1155.

Roomnuites»Sluired Room

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED beginning

Dec. 1. Share room in 2bdrm/1.25ba. Santa

Monica/Westwood Blvd., 10 min. bus to

UCLA. Call 310-470-0142.

GAYLEY- 2minutes to UCLA. 2bdnn/2ba
condo to share. Secure entrance, parking,

fully furnished. No pets/smoking. Female
preferred $450/mo. 310-208-7748

WESTWOOD 501 Gayley. Female N/S.

Large l-bdim/1-bath
, w/2people.

$36C/mo-i-utilities. Must like animals. Kitch-

en&parking Clean&fully-fumished, Start late

Nov. Hope031 0-508-5734/2 13-629- 1986.

WESTWOOD. Ten minute walk to UCLA
Own room/bathroom. Fully furnished, A/C,

high ceilings, carpet, fireplace, t>alcony, Ja-

cuzzi, all appliances, laundry, parking Non-
smoking grad student/professioruil preferred.

$725/MO Move in immediately 310-473-

0115

Classifieds

825-2221

lemuuii wemin
IDYLLWILD BEAUTIFUL MTN CABIN San
BernardKH) Natl Forest Fully equipped Hot

tub, firaplacae Viaws Slaap 44 $250/waa-
kend 310-794-5515 310-391 -0806

Dispid'

206 -3r
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Pick up your copy of the Freshman Record at 1 18 Kerckhoff Hall between the hours of

9 to 5. You need only your student ID. If you have any questions, please call 825.2640

Ireshmonrecord

CANTERBURY WESTWOOD FOUNDATION
EPISCOPAL/ANGUCAN MINISTRY TO UCLA

THE UNIVERSITY REUGIOUS CONFERENCE AT UCLA

The Episcopal Church welcomes you!
Regardless of race, creed, color, sexual

orientation or the number of times you've
been born.

L

Whether you feel you have been bom again or not, the Episcopal
Church invites you to come and join in fellowship and worship of the
Lord of Life. Canterbury Westwood Foundation is an Episcopal/Anglican
Ministry to the UCLA community. We gather on Tuesday evenings at

5:00 P.M. at St. Alban's Church for worship and fellowship. St. Alban's is

located at 580 HUgard Ave. (the comer of Hilgard and Westholme).

For further information call:Chaplain Giles Asbury at 310.208.4830 or send

a message to depadre@aoI.com

We are proud rnemlKT of the Intertaitli Ministry ot the University Religious Conference at ViAA.

W.VOLLEYBALL
From page 40

girls we were going to block at a cer-

tain angle and which girls were going

to block the line. That turned out to

work pretty well."

UCLA couldn't complain about

the all-around strength of its offense

either.

Sophomore Elisabeth Bachman,

freshman Ashley Bowles and Porter

led the Bruins, each posting double

figures in hitting. Bachman hit .654

with 17 kills, while Bowles added 19

kills to hit .450. Porter recorded her

Nth outing over the 20-kiil mark, hit-

ting at .340 with 28 kills.

UCLA had already garnered a win

on its shoulders

coming in to the

Arizona ^——^—

matchup, as it

opened the

weekend with a

15-1.1 16-14. 15-

4 wm over

Arizona State

on I'riday night.

This was the

Bruins' .second

3-0 win over

Arizona State,

as they defeated

the Sun Devils

15-1 1, 15-3, 15-2 in Tempe earlier this

season. Despite commg in to friday's

match with this previous victory, the

Bruins knew they would have to bat-

tlp for it win

"We know ...that we
need to win, but we're

not feeling any

extreme pressure."

Erica Selsor

Bruin volleyball player

TIME IS RUNNING OUT.
/:,WE want you to become

theneit

Student Regent!

The application deadline for the 1 999-2000

Student Regent posaion is Nov. 13, 1998...

Don't miss out on this great opportunity.

No experience necessary!!!

Become a member of the UC
Board of Regents

•Receive free tuition

•All expense paid travel and

accommodations

•Your own private office on

xampus

APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE AT THE FOLLOWING LOCATIONS:
Center For Student programming, Kerckhoff 105

Office of Assistant Vice Chancellor, 1104 Murphy Hall

Student Union Services Information Desk ( Ackerman A-Level)

> Residence Hall§ Assistant Director's Offices - ORL
James West Center Information Desk
www.ucop.edu/regents

FOB NOBE INFOUUnON:
Mike Cohn x57041 or mcohn#Monef.ucU.cdu

Rhwna Banolome<tiewyU3«ucU.edu or ««e her out on Brum Wilk-MWF 1 Ism-lpm

"We knew ASU was going to be a

tough opponent," Bachman said.

"Lvery team in the Pac-IO is improv-

ing. We knew we were going up

against a different team than last

lime."

The match started out as an uphill

battle for the Bruins, as both offensive

and defensive troubles kept them

trailing for almost the entire first

game.

After losing the lead at 2-1, the

Bruins fought to tie the score at 13

and eventually take the game. The
second game told a similar story, with

UCLA coming back from behind

with some key blocks to pull out the

win in deuce scoring.

After the slow start, a more
focused UCLA team roared back out

on the court to dominate game three.

The Bruins stepped up their level of

play with fewer errors, tough serving

and strong blocking to Hnish off the

match.

Most of the Bruins' initial troubles

came from a complacent offense and

lack of defense against ASU's .strong

counter attack. ASU outside hitters

Amanda Burbridge and Jami

Coughlin kept UCLA on guard, post-

ing 15 and 13 kills, respectively.

"We weren't playing our best vol-

leyball, and the whole team knew we
could play better." Bachman said.

"We did the things we needed to do as

individuals and as a team. Once we
got our spark, the

^^__^_^___^ rest just fol-

lowed."

Despite facing

strong Sun Devil

blocking, outside

hitters Porter,

Bowles and

Bachman record-

eci 19, 18 and 12

kills respectively.

Erica Selsor, the

glue of the Bruin

offense, provided

50 assists while

senior Chaska
IVMter dominated the back row with

12 digs, a team high.

With their double win this week-

end, the Bruins improved their record

tolllOoverallandlOlinthoPQQlQ.

POHER
From page 34

other matches. He described Potter's

passing and defense as always steady,

and said that her limitations on
offense have forced her to learn to

snap her wrist when she is on offense.

Potter agrees.

"I've finally

learned to snap ——

—

my wrist when I

hit." she said,

echoing what

assistant coach

Kim Jagd told

her during prac-

tice.

"Basically,"

she said. "I have

had to learn to

play smarter."

Before, when she could crank her

shoulder and smack the ball, she was

not as worried about its placement.

Now, because she relies on place-

ment and finesse, she has to outsmart

her opponent.

As the season winds down. Potter

is concentrating on making the

NCAA tournament. She thinks if

After the season is over

Potter hopes to

concentrate on her

other passion: music.

they keep playing, "steady, cohesive

volleyball and continue winning our

matches," they will make the postsea-

son.

After the season is over Potter

hopes to concentrate on her other

passion: music. She is in a band.

Chrysalis, and she plays acoustic gui-

tar. Ihey practice two to three hours

a week, and since

she IS the new"""""
person, she

wants to really

devote her ener-

gy to the group.

"I'm really

ready to focus on

music," Potter

said with a smile,

and feels that it

should take cen-

ter stage after the

season is over.

While the Bruins would love to

hear Potter sing and play her

acoustic, they would like to postpone

her music career a little bit longer.

That is, by winning and advancing

far into the NCAA tournament, with

Potter's all-around skills leading the

way. What a fitting end that would be

for her fine career.

Read by 40,000 or more
interesting, diverse people.

your market...your audience...

Advertise - It

Daily Bruin

LOVEH
From page 40

What happened to rewarding

those that actually benefit society

somehow'^ On the surfnco. athlotiei^ MhniilH no> wMstf thf ir timt^ with siiph

ficiaries of the fans' misguided spend-

ing. Fans who complain about the

salaries and the behavior of the play-

ers should not support them. Fans

who write letters to newspapers, send

e-mails to teams and call front offices

Here's your chance to gain valuable insights about what It takes to travel the road from

medical school to the physician's office.

A Speaker series for all Pre-Hedsl

Not to u
Missed!

We are proud to offer you the unique opportunity to meet and speak

with each of the following: a medical Student,

a med school advisor, and a physician.

EriU John Smar t ' Founder Emeritus of HypcHeamini Oct28th - 6pm - 8pm

TOPIC: The Path of Heart - A multimedia pre-med counseling session.

Dr. Edw,ird McCabc LeadPhy«dan&Dir.ofPeptofPfe<iatrics,UaA Nov.llth - 6pm - 8pm

earning themselves a third place con-

ference ranking. With the NCAA
tournament approaching, the Bruins

must finish the season with a record

over .500 to earn a tournament berth.

"We know it's important that we
need to win, but we're not feeling any

extreme pressure over it," Selsor said.

"We're confident in what we know
we're capable of. We can play with

any of the teams that are left in our

schedule. And if we play with them,

we can beat them."

The Bruins travel up to

Washington this weekend to face

Washington State on Friday and

Washington on Sunday

BAHMAN FARAHDEL/Ddity Brum

Ashley Bowles smashes the ball past an ASU blocker and helped

UCLA defeat Arizona in three straight games.

POnER
From page 39

ter her first three years, that position

has now been filled by Ashley Bowles

and Kristee Porter. So Potter filled in

for Tamika Johnson at the opposite

hitter position in UCLA's lineup.

UCLA runs what Banachowskf
calls a wheel rotation. The wheel is

divided into six spheres, one for each

player. Outside hitters Bowles and

Porter play diagonally apart from

each other, giving the Bruins hitters

on each side, so that setter Erika

Selsor looks to set up one of these

two As a result, the opposite hitter

position (Potter) does not get mans

kill attempts, but Potter doesn't seem

to mind.

"It's hard (to only get five sets a

game to attack)," Potter said. "I feel I

contribute in other ways. It's still

rewardirig". Potter now is second on

the team behind Bowles with 2.47

digs per game, and has improved her

game much from her freshman year.

^Her passing has gotten better and

better, and her defense is better than

ever." said Banachowski.

The numbers back up this claim.

She had a career-high 25 digs against

UC Santa Barbara and has topped

double figures in digs five times She

has also reached nine digs in two

serve no constructive service to the

common citizen.

Upon further review, however,

sports are an outlet - an outlet to let

go of frustration, to convey emotion,

to bond with one another, share tears

ofjoy and the agony of loss.

Sports are productive - to a cer-

tain extent. When people cross the

fine line between fan and fanatic,

that's when sports are brought into a

new dimension. That's also when the

business side of this entertainment

approaches the spotlight.

Fans are so loyal, so "die-hard."

that they will do anything to support

their team. Even if it means sleeping

in the snow for a week to get tickets

or taking a road

trip cross-coun- "~~~'~—~^~'

try in the '72

Econoline to see

their team in the

postseason.

These fans are

so engrossed in

their team that

they do not

mind the lack of

loyalty shown

by many ath-

letes.

CJranted, it cannot be expected for

a fan to just switch his allegiilnce sim-

ply because Joe Malaka signs a $120

million, six-year contract with the

division rival, but why even bother

getting so riled up in the first place?

Sports are not worth it. It's just a

game. It's good to get out there and

have something to support, but don't

make it a larger than life situation.

Athletes should be working-class

Americans with working-class lives.

They have their comparative

advantages, and they have found

their niche in life. But I am not dis-

puting the fact that every man needs

to make a living. I am disputing the

fact that these athletes are making

more than what they are worth,

based on a true value-to-society scale

The fact remains that athletes

deserve the money and the accolades

if society is willing to reward them

\'or their services. When people com-

"pTaih about "overpaid, selfish cryba-

bies," they are inevitably referring to

prc^fessional athletes But if owners

are willing to give them these "outra-

geous" contracts, why shouldn't thes

lake the mones and smile
'

Ihe plavers deserve the jih>iil>

more than the owners do The play-

ers are not at fault lor being tlic bene

Fans who complain

about the salaries and

the behavior of the

players should not

support them.

antics. They should actually do some-

thing that to catch the attention of

those involved in the business for-

merly known as sports - boycott

these events.

Don't attend the games if you are

going to complain.

Yes, athletes are coddled. That is

only because of the average fan's will-

ingness to allow this to happen. The

fan who spends $50 for a ticket in the

nosebleed section is as guilty as the

owners are for letting salaries esca-

late to the point where there are no

tax brackets left this side of Bill

(iates.

Look at the example ol Tyson

(liandler, a 15-year-old sophcunorc

at Compton
"""~'^~~~ Dominguez

High School. He

is already .seven

feet tall and

w ould be a bas-

ketball phenoni

based on height

alone. Add that

to the fact that

he has skills, tal-

ent and athleti-

-ci.sm to match his

TOnC: "What's up, Doc" - A Physician's Prescription for Success in Medicine.

Room CMS 23-105

Dir. of LEJV.D Center. UCLA School of Medkine Nov.18th - 6pm - 8pm

TOPIC: Keeping it Real - What UC Admissions Committees are Really Looking Fori

Room CHS 23- 1 03

On Campus at UCLA!
These events are FREE Students for Studeitti Eventif

Medical division of THE PRINCETON REVIEW

To Reserve a scat, please call (310) 108-5000 or (800) MD-BOUND

or via c-mail info. la revicw.com

Tells you when your term paper is due.

(Now if you could only find the time to do it.)

height, and Dick Vitale can't wail to

get this "Diaper Dandy" into the

realm of college basketball.

lake a closer look and see that

Chandler already has a personal

bodyguard and an insurance policy

At 15 years old.

He is all but guaranteed to have a

full scholarship to any college of his

choice. That is, unless he decides to

declare him.self draft eligible for the

NBA after his senior year, in which

case he would be a millionaire at 17.

Only in America can you find a 17

year-old millionaire. The land of

opportunity has presented a child

with the luxuries that should only be

afforded to those who are assets to

society.

So while America whines about

the lofty salaries and the questionable

actions of these quasi-heroes, we still

continue to pay the absurd ticket

prices that the owners demand, in

essence condoning the skyrocketing

salaries that the players receive.

.Athletes are not the ones to blame.

Lor those looking for a scapegoat,

there is only one place to look - a

mirror

Lovett is assistant sports editor for The

Brum Any questions or comments can

be emafled to etovett^media.ucla.edu.

The Palm III" connected organizer keeps

track of what's due and

other important stuff, like

your cute lab partner's phone

number and Saturday's parties.

Touch the HotSync* button to exchange and back up

info with your PC (even download e-mail' you haven't

read yet). About the only thing it can't do to make

your life easier is write that paper Organizers

from Palm Computing start as low as $299*

For an authorized Palm III retailer or campus

computer store, call 1-800-242-9005 or

visit www.palmcampus com.

Palm III
CaniKM Oigvinr

See a Palm III DEMONSTRATION
Noveml>er lOtli and 11th at the

UCLA Store.

«t »Xa»

I « «« Kv* («• Kao M»•«» IIM C

Hit iw6>w»»<»»*— r ' 1^*'
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1998 NCAA DIVISION I WOMEN'S SOCCER CHAMPIONSHIP

First round

Nov. 11

SMtliCaralM (11-^1)

Second round

Nov. 14 Of lb

Third round Quarterfinals

Nov. 20, 21 Nov. 27, 28

or 22 Of 29

Quarterfinals Third round

Nov. 27, 28 Nov. 20, 21

or 29 uf22

Second round

Nov.14orl5

1JlMlliCaraliM(2IMI^

UNCCIiarlettt(14-S-3)

1«.IIMiM« Mary (15-2-2:

FaMtMOM-O)

Maryland (10-10-1)

S.Virginia (13-6-2)

Wake Forest (13-^1)

(ieor9ia(12-S-1)

8.0artinouth (14-1-2)

Central Florida (11-7-0)

Wisconsin (10-7-2)

Final

Campus Field

University of North

Carolina-Oreensboro

Dec. 6

iiaMaOandfO-l)

S.PortUnd (16-2-2)

Kentucky (9-8-3)

Minnesota (13-5-1)

Seroifmab

Campus Held

University of North

Carolina-Greensboro

Dec4

12.5an Diego St. (18-M)

Washington (10-8-1)

Southern California (13-6-1)

First round

Nov. 1

1

CaNfbmii (13-7-0)

Padlk (14-2-3)

14.UCU(17-M}
r*

Stanford (ll-tf-J)

m"""!' ' ""

Brishui Young(18^

11.Hartford(154^))

Semifinah

Campus Field

University of North

Carofina-Greensboro

Dec4

Ctntrd Com. St. (11-7-0)

Hafvafd(11-4-1)

(.Omnectkut (19-1-2)

SynoMC (13-6-1)

Colgate (13-6-0)

7.Penn. St. (19-3-1)

13.Nebraska (15-3-1)

AUbamba (13-6-1)

TeusA&M (13-7-0)

4.Notre Dame (19-2-1)

/Xavicrd 1-6-2) L
1

Michigan (13-6-1) 1

Sounf mnmr NCAADumpMoshipt (om

Wright St. (7-10-2)

bMfima(1^7•1)

lO.CIemson (15-5-0)

UNC Greensboro (12-8-1)

Vanderbiit (1^5-0)

15.Baylor (15-4-1)

Northwestern (144-1)

EvansvUe (14-5-2)

2ilorida (20-1-0)

Redford (12-6-2)

James Madison (12-M)

X)HN SUEHIRO/Oaily Brum

NCAA basketball

champs honored

at reception in

White House

HONORS: Clinton elated

to get team jerseys from

Tennessee, Kentucky

By Sonya Ross

Associated Press

Washington - President Clinton

received another set of Kentucky and

Tennessee basketball jerseys for his

souvenir collection Monday.

For the second time in three years,

Kentucky was honored by Clinton at

the White House for winning the

NCAA men's basketball title. The

Tennessee women's squad made its

third straight trip to the White House

for winning the NCAA crown.

Kentucky co-captain Cameron
Mills gave Clinton an oversized

white-and-blue jersey that hung to the

president's knees.

"We gave you one of these back in

1996 and I don't recall you wearing

it," Mills joked.

"Cameron, for all you know I slept

in it," Clinton replied. "I'll have you

know 1 was 6-foot-8 before I was
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PREVIEW

Men's basketball

exhibition on

Tuesday night
The UCLA men's basketball

team will open its exhibition

schedule tonight when it hosts the

California All-Stars.

It will be the first chance lo sec

Bruin recruits JaRon Rush.

Jerome Moiso, Dan Gadzuric,

Matt Barnes and Ray Young in

action.
—r—-- r-— -^

In addition. Bob Myers, as a

member of the All-Stars, will make

his first appearance in Pauley

Pavilion since he concluded his

four-year Bruin career in 1997,

The game will begin at 7:.^0

p.m. in Pauley Pavilion.

Admission is free for students with

ID.

NBA lockout leads to agent changes

Women's basketball team

gives glimpse into future

RECAP: Bruins take on

eo-ed teams, participate

in Preview Day activities

By Heidi Boehnlein

Daily Bruin Contributor

The women's basketball team

offered a glimpse of what lies

ahead in the upcoming season in

front of family, friends and stu-

dents during Preview Day at

Pauley Pavilion on Sunday.

Scrimmages accounted for the

majority of the day's activities.

women's volleyball team and

senior Cade McNown of the fool-

ball team were also honored as ath-

letes of the month for October.

Much to the delight of the bas-

ketball players, many of their fami-

lies attended the event.

"Most of these families were

locals," said Olivier.

Some of the players, however,

are not as fortunate. Junior Janae

Hubbard's parents had lo travel

from iTcsno lo see her play. Il is a

highlight for her when her family

attends the games because she

rarelv gels a chance lo see ihem al

all.

NEGOTIATIONS: Younger

players concerned with

salary loss, seek stability

By Chris Sheridan

Associated Press

New York Antonio McDyess,

one of the most sought-after players in

the upcoming free agent market, will

have a new agenl negotiating his next

contract whenever the NBA lockout

ends.

McDyess fired agent Am Tellem

and replaced him with Tony Dull,

who also represents Shawn Kemp.

Tellem's office confirmed Monday.

Tlie agenl switch was the second

this offseason involving a high-profile

young client. Earlier. Stephon

Marbury of the Minnesota

Timberwolves fired agenl Fric

Fleisher and hired David halk afier

Marbury lost a lucrative sneaker

W. SOCCER
From page 36

non-conference record (10-1-1) that

their stumble in conference play only

became a minor setback.

The Trojans, on the other hand,

had a less-than-impressive pre-confer-

unmi tiwNuon and neediul \o w i n ihu

endorsement contract.

McDyess' move was one of the

scant pieces of NBA news Monday as

the IcKkout went through its 132nd

day with no end in sight.

No negotiations between owners

and players are scheduled, although

the union's negotiating committee

and several team player representa-

tives will meet in New York on

Wednesday to discuss strategy.

The NBA's chief negotiator,

deputy commissioner Russ CJranik.

spent Monday and Tuesday in Atlanta

for USA Baskelball's annual board

meeting. Ciranik is the president o\'

USAB
"My guess is we'll hear something

from the union afier their meeting

Wednesday." Granik said by tele-

phone from Atlanta. "There's really

nothing going on."

The sides haven't met since last

Friday, when a 90-minule meeting

failed to produce any movement from

either side. The union had been

ment without trouncing the Arizona

schools this past weekend.

"The sweep was big." Milburn

said, "because we knew we had lo do

it to contend for the title.'

Friday's contest against Arizona

provided lillle resistance \'or ihe

Bruin effort. UCFA destroyed the

Wildcats 4-0 in luscon.

expected to present a new proposal,

but none was offered.

The league and union are bickering

over how to divide about $2 billion in

annual revenues. The players, who
received 57 percent last season, now
want 60 percent. The league is offer-

ing a 50-50 split.

Union director Billy Hunter has

spent the past several days speaking

with players and agents by telephone,

in part to curb the gossip that players

arc hearing from some of the teams

since commissioner David Stern lifted

the ban preventing team personnel

from discussing the lockout with play-

ers.

Some agents said teams seemed to

be taking an informal poll of the play-

ers, trying to gauge whether they have

the stomach to withstand another

month or two without paychecks.

The season was supposed to start

Nov. 3, but now the earliest possible

See NBA, page 33 ^

with the slim lead, got a wake-up call

at the 59-minute mark when the Pac-

lO's leading scorer Stacey Tullock

assisted on a Sarah Blaska goal to tie

the game al one apiece.

"Despite the tie (at that time),"

Milburn added, "we had dominated

ASU. Wc had a lot of chances and 1

knew we would get more.

Sluti'i Dimctm. the BriiiMii' kiwWn^ 1 \tni'w niir Warn wttn gfting trr-
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W. SOCCER
From page 40

share of the Pac-IO title, giving them

two crowns in as many seasons.

Last season, a share of the Pac-10

j;rown would not have been enough

to get into the tournament. UCLA
got the Pac-IOs automatic bid and

everybody else in the conference was

sent packing. Despite USC finishing

at 16-3-1, 7-2 and Stanford finishing

6-2-1 in conference, they were

snubbed by the NCAA.
This season, parity makes the Pac-

10 one of the dominant conferences

represented in the tournament. The

Pac-IO and the Atlantic Coast

Conference each send five teams and

the Southeastern Conference and

Big 10 send six teams each.

The reason for the jump in confer-

ence representation is the parity in

the Pac-IO this season. UCLA, USC
and UC Berkeley all finished as co-

champions with 7-2 records, fol-

lowed by fourth-place Washington

(6-3) and fifth place Stanford (5-4).

Heading into the last weekend of

play the top four teams each had

chances to win the title outright.

Three of those teams each went 2-0

last weekend to share the title, while

Washington faltered against

Washington State and dropped out

of contention.

During the Pac-IO season, USC
defeated Berkeley, Stanford and

UCLA while the Bruins defeated

both Berkeley and Stanford.

Berkeley, in turn, defeated UCLA
and Stanford . Washington defeated

USC. And Stanford defeated

Washington.

Each of the top five teams was vic-

torious against at least one of the oth-

ers creating an unparalleled balance

in Pac-IO play.

"It feels good to still be co-

champs," sophomore forward

Tracey Milburn said, "even though

we lost two games (in conference).

"And to have five teams go (to the

tournament) shows how strong our

conference is."

Of the five teams, only the Bruins

and Trojans will be hosting games,

and only UCLA has a bye.

The Bruins earned this bye despite

losing the automatic conference bid

to USC. UCLA had a such a strong

SeeW.SOCaR,page37

eletleU piesiUe ii l."

Clinton congratulated coaches Pat

Summitt of Tennessee and Tubby

Smith of Kentucky "for knowing

how to turn talent into victory."

Smith, who replaced Rick Pitino

as the Wildcats' coach after the '96

season, said his team is capable of

repeating as champions this season.

"We have a great group of young

men returning," Smith said. "This

group is exemplifying all the great

qualities that last year's team did.

They're working hard to prepare to

See BASKETBALL, page 33

ihe women s team played 'My parent.s have rea l l\ liecir
against a practice squad com-

prised of men. A constantly hus-

tling women's team played lough

defense, resulting in a 39 to 14 vic-

tory.

"They looked great." head

coach Kathy Olivier said of her

team's performance.

Other events included on the

schedule were basketball shooting

contests for children and a three

point contest for co-ed teams com-

prised of players from the men's

and women's teams.

Freshman Kristee Porter of the

supportive ol mc throughout my
whole career. " Hubbard said, "and

that's really kept me motivated."

Olivier said she believes that

family and fan support is impor-

tant to the players.

"I think the support of the fans

is great, the community. I mean,

that's something that we're really

pushing. Hopefully we'll see every-

one out for the Connecticut game
and the games to come."

The first regular season home
game for the women's team is on

Nov. 17, against Connecticut.

automatic berth to ju^t to be consid-

ered for the tournament.

USC will host Washington in the

first round on Wednesday by virtue o\'

its superior overall record (13-6-1).

and the Trojans have won seven con-

secutive games. Ironically, their last

loss was Oct. 1 1 against the Huskies.

On Saturday, the I4th-seeded

Bruins will host the winner of the

Stanford-Brigham Young first round

game. UCLA defeated Stanford ear-

lier this season 2-1 and lost to BYU
last season, .3-1.

UCLA probably would have

earned an at-large berth in the tourna-

scorer and second in the conference,

scored two unassisted goals.

Additionally, sophomores Milburn

(second on the team and sixth in the

Pac-IO) and Venus James (third on

the team and eighth in the confer-

ence) scored a goal apiece to steer

UCLA through Arizona (3-12-2, 0-8-

1 Pac-IO).

Saturday's game was closer, but

the Bruins were still able to handle

business against Arizona State.

The Bruins took an early 1-0 lead

on a Milburn goal in the fourth

minute off of a Duncan assist.

UCLA, apparently comfortable

come back and pull it out."

And when ASU keeper Kristin

Slater knocked Sommer Hammond
off balance in the 86th minute, the

Bruins knew what the result would

be.

Bruin freshman Vanessa Clark

booted the ensuing penalty kick past

Slater for the 2-1 lead and the win.

"In our regular season we had a

few mi.stakes against San Diego State,

Cal and 'SC," Hampton said, "and

we've grown since then as a team.

And now we have a chance to prove

ourselves to all of those out there who
are doubting us."

Call the Campd^Photo Studio today to get a date. Hurry, appointments are filling up fast!

Al-Talib
UCLA'S Muslim Student

Newsmagazine

'

r

nCoub
FEM

UCLA's Feminist Student

Newsmagazine

^

# The Brentwood Yillage

ertifiecJ Farmers Market

& Hand Made Craft's

Wednesday 3:30 to 7:30 P.M.

Ha'Am
UCLA's Jewish Student

Newsmagazine

LaJSente
UCLA's Chicana/o & Latina/o

Student Newsmagazine

11600 block of Chayote
At Sunset and Barrington

upon expires Jan. 1. 1999

, rain or shine. The best of the best. Plants & Cut

& VcggiliJMflpPPmry. Breads and much
ight fioin the fSfWl m> middle man. Also Fresh

orn and Tamaies and other jzourmet goodies like

V««i||teflflKPlLis a Hand made cratt sectioi]

o call the KenDor Farm
(818)774-0755

Pick up your copv of the Freshman Record at 1 18 Kerckhoff Hall between llie hours of 9 to

5, You need only your student ID. If you have any questions, please call 82S.2640

freshmanrecord

• • •

NOMMO
UCLA'S African Student

Newsmagazine

Pacific Ties
PMcific Islander

t Newsmagazine

5-iooa
J

(Ten Percent

WHOSE LINE IS IT :

ANYWAY? :

A9C» SummerM
Hosted by

l?rcw Carey

FREE TICKETS

Pates: November Hand 15

S 1 «/755-5470 ext. 946
wwwrvtieketteoni
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CALIFORNIA SPORTS

''%^ Canucks 3 ^ Leaf benched

after Monday
Vladimir Tsyplakov scored with 3:57 left as

the Los Angeles Kings beat the Vancouver

Canucks 4-3 Monday night to snap a four-

game winless streak.

Luc Robitaille scored twice for the Kings,

who ended an 0-3-1 streak and won for only

the third time in their last 19 visits to

Vancouver.

Tsyplakov was parked in front of the

Vancouver net when Sean O'Donnell kept the

puck in at the blue line and wristed a shot

from the point. The puck hit a Canucks

defender and bounced to Tsyplakov, who

stuffed a shot under goalie Corey Hirsch for

his third goal of the season.

The goal came two minutes after

Vancouver's Markus Naslund scored to tie

the game 3-3.

The loss ended Vancouver's home unbeat-

en string at four games (3-0-1 ).

The game was played before an announced

crowd of 13,906, the smallest sinceGM Place

opened in September 1995.

Glen Murray, who had a goal and an assist

for the Kings, opened the scoring 5:22 into

the game when he beat Garth Snow on a

shorthanded breakaway. It was the Kings'

Fifth shorthanded goal of the season, tops in

the NHL.
Robitaille scored on a rebound seconds

later to make it 2-0 and knock out Snow, who

was replaced by Hirsch. Snow had missed the

last three games with a hip flexor.

Alexander Mogilny, playing in his 600th

-NHL gam€. put Ihe Canucks-eH- Iht board .

This time, the Leaf really has fallen.

Brash rookie Ryan Leaf was benched on

Monday after yet another poor perfor-

mance, and the San Diego Chargers gave

the starting job to Craig Whelihan, the only

other quarterback on their active roster.

The switch begins with Sunday's game

against Baltimore, the first of three straight

at home for the Chargers (3-6). It could be

for the rest of the year, or Leaf could be

back in if the Chargers find they need the

kind of offensive lift they do now.

Leaf has been pulled from games three

times this year, including Sunday's 27-10

loss at Denver. Unlike the first two times,

he's not getting the nod for the following

Sunday.

Leafs inaccuracy - he was 4-for-15 for

26 yards - was a big reason why the

Chargers lost at Denver even though John

Elway was in for just three plays and NFL
rushing leader Terrell Davis had only 69

yards.

"We need a little spark and I'm hoping

Craig can do some things and make some

plays to get us going," coach June Jones

said.

"It's gonna be weird not being the

starter," said Leaf, who got an $11.25 mil-

lion signing bonus as the second pick in

April's draft. "Hopefully we'll turn this into

a positive."

Leaf came into the league highly touted

but has struggled badly, throwing just two

touchdown passes while being intercepted

1 3 t imgs. H ii passer ral ina of 39 .9 is lowe&t-

FOOTBALL BRIEFS

ripping a 35-footer just inside the far post for

a shorthanded goal with 8:13 left in the open-

ing period.

Peter Zezel scored on a deflection to tie it

2-2 early in the second period, but the Kings

regained the lead later in the period on

Robitaille's team-leading eighth goal of the

season^

in the NFL.
"I'm disappointed, but you should be in

this case," Leaf said. "I don't want to hold

back the team in any way. Whatever gives us

the best opportunity to win the football

game, I want that to be achieved. ... You've

got to look at the team right now and not

just the maturation of me."

McNown honored

by Pac-10,team
UCLA quarterback Cade McNown was

chosen by the Pac-10 to be the Offensive

Player of the Week.

McNown threw for 377 yards, caught a

pass for 22 yards and rushed for 37 yards in

the victory over Oregon State.

Head coach Bob Toledo also made
McNown UCLA's Player of the Game for

his efforts against the Beavers.

"McNown finds the way to win football

games," Toledo said. "Wc haven't won 18

straight for no reason."

Defensive player

award withheld
Showing disappointment in his defense,

Toledo did not hand out a Defensive Player

of the Game Award because, "the Bruins

played too badly."
""^

Overall, the defense surrendered 491

offensive yards to the Beavers, including

an 8.1 yards-per-carry by Beaver running

back Dandridge. They would give up four

rushing touchdowns on the rainy Corvallis

turf.

"This season we have digressed," Toledo

said.

"As the season moves along you are sup-

posed to progress, but we haven't."

However, linebacker Cheyane Caldwell

received the Special Teams Player of the

Week since the kicking game was horren-

dous^

Many Bruins black and

blue with injuries

Several Bruins are injured from last week,

but are expected to play against Washington.

Offensive lineman Shawn Stuart has a turned

ankle, Mike Riley is expected to return, Ali

Abdul-Azziz has a sprained knee, DeShaun

Foster has a swollen knee, and Tony White

and Micah Webb have shoulder sprains.

Atkins top finalist for

Thorpe Award
Free safety Larry Atkins is one ofthe top 10

semifinalists for the Thorpe Award, given to

the best defensive back in the nation. Three

finalists will be selected on Nov. 23, and the

winner will be announced Dec. 10. Atkins has

compiled 56 tackles on the year and intercept-

ed a pass to end last weekend's game against

Jonathan Smith. Joining Atkins from the Pac-

10 is Chris McAlister from Arizona and

Daylon McCutcheon from USC.

UCLA - Oregon St.

game gets high rating

Last Saturday's game between Oregon

State and UCLA was the highest watched Pac-

10 game ever on Fox Sports West. The game

delivered a 4.5 rating per household, captur-

ing a 10.0 share in the L.A. market.

Compiled by Rocky Salmon, Daily Bruin senior

staff.
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injured Potter digs

back into volleyball
FEATURE: Co-captain

adjusts playing style to

lead Bruins to victory

By Nick Taylor

Daily Bruin Contributor

If you can learn from adversity,

and grow, it makes you a better per-

son. Chaska Potter began her UCLA
career with much promise.

She earned a starting role as a

freshman outside hitter and finished

second on the team to superstar

Jenny Johnson in digs per game. She

averaged nearly three kills per game,

and her future looked bright. Then,

the injuries came. They stayed, and

they would not go awa>.

Nagging injuries the last two years

limited f\nier to playing only 31 of

UCLAs 61 nialche> This year.

Potter played in only five oi the

Bruins" first 1 1 matches. Despite

these challenges. Poller feels that vol-

leyball has given her so much that she

has nothing lo regret.

Since she has played volleyball all

her life. Potter feels ihal volleyball

has helped her cope with everyday

problems on and off the court. So

now that her plavins davs are about

While the team was struggling.

Potter continued to exude her leader-

ship, as team co-captain, on the prac-

tice court and in the locker room. The

physical limitations from her right

shoulder, however, had nol fully

healed and prevented her from mak-

ing a difference.

UCLA had a 3-8 record, and need-

ed something to rejuvenate their

team. FVnter responded.

"I went in and told (head coach)

Andy ( Banachowski) that 1 wanted to

do what 1 could to help." Potter said.

While Potter and.the team's coach-

es had talked in length about Potter

redshiriing the year so that she could

play a full season next year, they were

nol sure what decision lo make.

Poller had played in a few of U'CL.^'s

early matches this year, and the lime

had come lo decide in Arizona:

The NC.A.-^ rules allow a player six

matches lo decide whether they want

lo redshiri the year, and the match al

Arizona uould have been Potter's

sixth What resulted in Arizona was a

turning point in the Bruins' season.

While lhe\ did lose in five games,

squandering two match points in the

fifth game. Poller established herself

as an integral pari of the Bruins. Her

presence on the fioor helped guide

the \\r\\\r\<
;

Any large Pizza, your choice of toppings and crust, for $9.99

824-4111 ^^^^^^5''®***^
W6stwood Village

Medium 1 topping Pizza

for S5.95

Past, Free Deliveiy

until 1 a.m. Sunday-Thursday

until 2 a.m. Friday & Saturday

nP Top ?S Colll.'(|.'

The Top Iwenty Five tcMnsJn the

Associated Pms coNege fbotbali poN.

with fint-plKt voles in parentheses,

reamh through Nov. 7,toul points hntd

on 2S points ibr a first place vote through

one point for a 2Sth place vote and ranlc-

ing in previous pol:

1.]cnnessee(46)

IKansasS(.(19)

3.UaA(4)

4.RoiMa

S.FIoridaSt(1)

6.TeusA&M

7.0hioSl

8. Wisconsin

9. Arizona

10. Arkansas

11.44ebraska

12.NotreOame

13. Missouri

14.TuUne

15. Michigan

16.VirginiaTech

17. Georgia

18. Texas

19.PennSt.

20. Oregon

21. Virginia

22.GeorgiaTech

:3.Airforce

24. Miami

25. Wyoming

Record

8^
9-0

8-0

8-1

9-1

9-1

8-1

9-0

9-1

8-0

8-2

7-1

7-2

8-0

7-2

7-1

6-2

7-2

6-2

7-2

7-2

6-2

8-1

5-2

8-1

Pts

1.718

U77
1,615

U16
1,510

1,319

1.311

1,309

1,189

1,171

931

899

752

747

729

722

596

577

575

498

360

315

260

244

69

Pv

2

4

3

5

6

7

1

8

10

11

14

13

18

15

22

15

19

20

9

21

12

23

25

24

Pinsburgh

Tennessee

Battimore

Cincinnati

WM
Denver

OtUand

Seattle

Kansas Qty

San Diego

6 3 .667 m 161

5 4 .555 216 179

3 6 .333 134 189

2 7 .222 164 243

9 1.000 300 169

6 3 .667 156 158

5 4 .556 196 142

4 5 .444 160 167

3 6 .333 113 166

MnoNAiaMFaiENa
East

W L T

6 3

54
3 6

2 7

1 8

Dallas

Ariiona

N.Y.GUnts

Philadelphia

Washington

Central

Minnesota

Green Bay

Tampa Bay

Chicago

Detroit

West

Atlanta

San Francisco

New Orleans

Sl Louis

Carolina

Pet. PF PA

.667 224 121

.556 154 197

.333 166 189

.222 89 205

.111 141 270

8 10 .889 296 167

6 3 .667 239 193

4 5 .444 143 176

3 6 .333 164 198

2 7 .222 171 219

Miami at Carolina, 1:01p.m.

New England at Buffalo, 1:01 p.m.

New York Jets at Indianapolis, 1 :01 p.m.

Phiadelphia at Washington, 1.-01 pim.

Pittsburgh at Tennessee, 1:01 p.m.

Sl Lous at New Orleans, 1:01 pim.

San Frandsco at Atlanta, 1:01 pjn.

SeMie at Oakland, 4HI5pjn.

BaitimoR at San Oiega4:05 p.m.

DaNasat Arizona, 4:15 pirn.

Green Bay at New York Giants, 4:15 pim.

iMnpa Bay at Jacksonvie,4:15 pm.

Chicago at Detroit, 8:20 pim.

Denver at Kansas City, 8:20 p.m.

N.ition.il Hocki'y Lt>.iqup

At rt Gl.uui'

EASTBtNCONFOENa
Atlantic Division

W L T

NewJersey 7 5

N.Y. Islanders 7 7

Pittsburgh 5 3 4

Philadelphia 5 5 4

N.Y Rangers 3 6 4

Calgary

Colorado

Pacific Dhnsion

Dallas

Phoenix
'

Los Angeles

Anaheim

San Jose

56 2

48 1

W L

7 2

6 2

5 6

3 5

26

12

9

Pts

16

13

13

10

8

34

32

GF

29

27

30

26

28

36

44

GA

23

15

33

27

31

SOUTHWEST

No major team scores reported from the

SOUTHWEST.

Ml WEST

Utah Sl 96, Simon Eraser 79

lampa Bay 3, New Jersey 1

Boston 5, Carolina 2

Calgary 3, Colorado 1

Edmonton 3, Chicago 2, OT

Detroit 3, Anaheim 2

7 2

7 2

4 5

3 6

1 8

.778 253 176

.778 273 186

.444 162 201

.333 174 216

.111 182 241

Northeast Division

W L T

Others receiving votes: West Virginia 38,

Southern Cal 36, Syracuse 30, Kentucky

20, Michigan St. 5, Alabama 4, Texas Tech

4, Marshall 2, Colorado 1 , Purdue 1

.

NrftioiMl rootb<)ll Lfiiqu^

At A Gl.tntf

MNEMCANCONFEKNa
EM

N.Y.lfts

fca f * a

nfwcnpOTO

W L

63
6 3

5 4

54

T Pet. PF PA

.667 165 123

.667 220 151

.556 200 196

.556 201 179

Sunday's Games

AtlanU 41, New England 10

Jacksonville 24, Cincinnati 11

Philadelphia 10, Detroit 9

Miami 27, Indianapolis 14

Minnesota 31, New Orleans 24

DaUas 16, New York Giants 6

Baltimore 13, Oakland 10

St.Louis 20, Chicago 12

San Francisco 25, Carolina 23

Arirona 29, Washington 27

New York Jets 34, Buffalo 12

Seattle 24, Kansas City 12

Denver 27, San Diego 10

Tennessee 31,taiipa B«y 22

Boston

Montreal

Toronto

Buffalo

Ottawa

66 3

6 5 2

66 2

5 3 3

6 5

Pte

14

14

14

14

10

Pts

15

14

14

13

12

GF

25

34

32

34

24

GF

36

34

41

30

37

GA

26

35

32

33

36

GA

26

33

44

23

34

Southeast Division

W L T

Carolina 6 5 3

Tampa Bay 6 6 2

Florida 4 5 3

Washington 4 6 3

WESHRN CONFERENCE

Central Division

W L T

Detroil

SL Louis

Chicago

1 8 .111 142 241

7 2 .771 213 17»

27,GfKnBay20

IS

7 6

53 4

4 7 2

4 7 1

W L T

8 5

66 1

Pts GF GA

15 34 29

14 36 39

11 27 35

11 28 35

Pts GF GA

14 37 30

14 30 26

10 28 39

9 30 37

Pts tf 6A

16 46 34

13 40 34

Montreal 5, Philadelphia 1

N.Y Islanders 3,Toronto1

Los Angeles 4, Vancouver 3

Tuesday's Games

Onawa at Buffalo, 7 p.m.

NY Rangers at Tampa Bay, 7:0S p.m.

N.Y Islanders at Pittsburgh, 7:30 p.m.

Chicago at St. Louis, 7:30 p.m.

Colorado at Phoenix, 8 p.m.

Los Angeles at Calgary, 9 p.m.

Nashville at San Jose, 10:30 p.m.

wcunesuay* bamcs

Edmonton at Toronto, 7:30 p.m.

Montreal at New Jersey, 7:30 pm.

N.Y Rangers at Florida, 7:30 p.m.

Sl Louis at Detroit, 7:30 p.m.

Carolina at Anaheim, 8 p.m.

Phoenix at Dallas, 8:30 p.m.

AN fimcs in the Sports B«« arc EST

Coflpqo B.tshPtb.ill

M,«jof Sfort's

EAST

Rhode Island 87, Teus Christian 85

Ala.-Birmingham 72, BC Haagtaden 60

Arizona Sl 83, Sakalai Lithuania 69

Arkansas 97, Converse AR-Stars 83

Arkansas Sl 79, Arkansas Express 61

Austin Peay 92. Sports Reach 81

Bowling Green 89,Estonia National Select

70

Cent. Connecticut SL 82. USD6L AAU 73

GtiZfnsBank84.Yale74

Court Authority 78, George Mason 77

East Carolina 101, Next Level All-Stars 82

Elon111,USA-Vasda91

Georgia Tech 94, Califbmia East 89

Idaho Sl 94, Frankston Blues 73

Louisiana Tech 106,VASDA Blue 76

McNeese SL 116, Race Express 62

Minnesota 84, Ural Great 68

Mississippi 75, North Melboume 56

Missouri 77, Phiilippine National Team 47

Murray SL 107, BCKandit 84

N.CChariotte 84, Chariotte Royals 74

N.C.-Asheville 80, Crossfire 66

New Mexico 102, California All-Stars 101

Ohio Sl 88, Marathon 67

Rutgers 92, Lithuanian Select 56

SE Missouri 77,CSKA of Bulgaria 60

Saint Louis 92, NBCIhunder 86

Santa Clara 63, Taiwan 50

Son's Blue Angels 79, S.Utah 74

Sweden (Visby) 82, Tennessee Tech 79

Tenn.-Martin 95,Worid College Basketball

79

Tennessee 90, Hungary BC Honved 71

Utah85,B(MatavPecf35

W. Michigan 99, Premier All Stars 74

Wisconsin 67, Califbmia All-Stars 40

Leiter from the Philadelphia Phillies for

LHP Paul Spoljaric

NEW YORK METS—Announced that gen-

eral manager Steve PhiHips has been

granted a leave of absence. Named Frank

Cashen interim general manager and

Gene Kerns East Coast scouting supervi-

sor.

SAN FRANQSCO GIANTS—Re-signed RHP

MarkGankier.

INDIANAPOUS COLTS—Placed FB Craig

Heyward on the non-football injured lisL

Signed FB Kantroy Barber from Buffato's

practice sguad.

National Hodey League

PHOENIX COYOTES—Recalled F Brad

Isbister from Springfield of the AHL.

ST. LOUIS BLUES—Placed G Grant Fuhr on

injured reserve. Recalled G Rich Parent

and G Brent Johnson from Worcester of

the AHL.

WASHINGTON CAPITALS—Assigned C

Matt Herr, D Nolan Baumgartner and G

Mike Rosati to Portland of the AHL.

Trivia Questions

LWhat six teams have appeared in the

Worid Series at least ten times?

2. Three of those teams have won more

Worid Series than they have lost. Which

three?

3.Who is the only player to have won the

NBAs MVP and Defensive Player of the

Year awards in the same season?

Answers
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SOUTH.
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MDWESl

Al—Announced the letwement of

unipiee Don Denkinger. Announced ttvat
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to come to an end, she looks back not

with regret but with a feeling of

accomplishment.

"I try to look al the positives." said

Potter. Insteaci of languishing in

despair, Potter kept working hard.

Even if she could not be on the court.

J'otter said she tried to find other

ways to help the team.

"She is calm, which helps keep this

group stay even keel." said

Banachowski. "We played so well

with her out there, she just realized

how imporlanj her contribution

was."

Potter's seven kills and .5."^8 hitting

percentage, along with 10 digs and

four block assists, perfectly comple-

Xhaska Potter returned from a shoulder injury to make an immediate impact on the Bruin's run toward

the NCAA Tournament.

mented the Bruins attack in that

match. Overall, she conlributes'with

superb passing and makes UCLA's
defense better while she is on the

court. I
-

1 n'
;

'
III I

Potter felt that it was a good deci-

sion lo play the rest of the season.

UCLA certainly has welcomed her

presenc" on the court. Since the

Arizona match, UCLA has won eight

of nine matches. Their winnmg streak

has vaulted them to third place ( 10-4)

in the conference.

Potter has also adjusted to a differ-

ent position in the Bruin rotation.-

While Potter had played outside hit-

See POTTER, page 34

UCLA
LIBRARY

ORION will be unavailable

from 9 p.m. on Friday, November 13,

through 5 p.m. on Sunday, November 15.

Please plan your Library use accordingly.

Access information on library holdings

through the MELVYL® System.

Check the stacks for individual items.

Ask at the reference or

circulation desks if you need help.

We apologize for any inconvenieince.
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SPORTS
Inside

The seeding brackets were released for

the women's soccer tournament.

Seeiftsli^© 39 for UCLA's rankings.

Ryan's

hope
Despite domestic hardships,

freshman Ryan Futagaki

perseveres as one of the

nation's top soccer players

By Moin Salahuddin

Daily Bruin Contributor

In one moment of time, the lives of Ryan

Fqtagaki and his family were changed forev-

er.

Futagaki, a freshman soccer superstar for

UCLA, knew something was wrong with his

father.

About six years ago, Futagaki's father

suddenly became sick. He wasn't able to

move his legs at first. Then his voice started to

go, and eventually it was completely gone. He
is now bound permanently to a wheelchair.

"It hit like that," Futagaki said. "We didn't

know what was going on. We went to some

doctors, and they didn't know. Eventually we

went to some specialized doctors and they

diagnosed that it was Amyotrophic Lateral

Sclerosis (a certain form of Lou Cichrig's dis-

ease). It affects only a few people, so it's fair-

ly rare. It was hard."

While Ryan's father dealt with his physical

ailments, the entire Futagaki family suffered

through a period of emotional distress. Those

times were temporary, however, and the

Futagaki family knew that optimism is the

key to recovery.

"It's been getting worse," Futagaki said.

"We go to one of the most knowledgeable

doctors on ALS now. He's taken a girl who
had the same symptoms as those of my dad

and was able to make her walk and talk

again."

Overpaid athletes

not necessary for

continuation of

life in universe

COLUMN: Protest teams, high

salaries since other professions

Tar more deserving of adoration

Athletes have a special place in society.

They arc above the law. exempt from

common trivialities

that annoy regular citizens

and privileged beyond

comprehension.

But is it their fault? No.

They take what is handed

to them. America whines

while these athletes sign

multi-million dollar con-

tracts, moans when they

get in trouble with the law

i\mi pnintii fingers wrhnr

Lovett

DAVID HILL

Ryan Futagaki has overcome adversity to help lead the team as a freshman.

While his father's body functions slowly

deteriorated, his soul began to grow. His

father focused on the positive aspects of his

life and that of his son, Ryan. He knew that

despite his physical condition, his love for life

would carry him and his family through a

period of uncertainty.

"It means a lot to him. I tell him that I love

him all the time. He cries a lot. It's really hard

for me to see him in this condition. He was

my coach, playing and kicking the ball

around with me. But he loves watching my
games. He would do anything for me no mat-

ter what."

His father started Ryan in soccer, knowing

that one day he would watch his son compete

See FUTAGAKI, page 33

the athletes do not live up

to the standard of "role

model."

Yet these fans that

whine, moan, and point fingers are the same

ones that pay hundreds of dollars to see these

athletes play. They are the same ones that

berate the justice system if an athlete is ever

convicted, and they are the same ones that buy

the shoes and other products endorsed by an

athlete who claims to be anything but a "role

model."

Society needs to reprioritize.

Doctors, teachers, law enforcement officers,

professors, judges and nurses deserve to be get-

ting all of the media exposure and endorsement

money.

Sports should be regarded as originally

intended: strictly as a form of entertainment.

These days, while it is considered entertain-

ment, it is actually much more serious than that.

People live and die vicariously through their

home teams, professional athletes are routinely

stalked and the personal lives of these super-

stars are infringed upon with the regularity of

Metamucil.

I know that the reprioritizing of society is

strictly a pipe dream, but it's a wonder how we

allowed the state of our civilization to get so out

of hand.

SeeU>VnT,page35

Bruins pounce on Arizona teams
RECAP: Dual wins provide

share in conference title,

trip to NCAA tournament

By A. CinQue Carter

Daily Bruin Contributor

The mission at hand for the UCLA
women's soccer team was to search

and destroy.

The Bruins were to search for

Arizona and Arizona State and

destroy them en route to a 7-2 Pac-10

record and an overall record of 17-3-1.

"Our mission was to blow the

Arizona schools out this weeiend,"

Bruin defender Karissa Hampton

said, "and show whoever was decid-

mg the NCAAs that we should be

gomg to the tournament
'

Mission accomplished

Not only did the Brums extinguish

Arizona Slate on Friday and Arizona

on Sunday but the> also earned a

SffW.S6CCIItpa9e)6

UCLA volleyball squad

back with a vengeance

Vwiessa Ctafk scored the game-winning goal against ASU Sunday

RECAP: Women improve

to third place in Pac-10

after defeating Wildcats

By Audrey Jing

Daily Bruin Contributor

Go home, Arizona.

The UCXA women's volleyball

team sent both the Wildcats and the

Sun Devils packing after three

games in last weekend's sweep over

the Arizona teams. The Bruins

tlowned Arizona on Sunday in the

John Wcx>den Center and Arizona

State last Friday in Pauley Pavilion

Alter losing a close five-game

match to Arizona earlier m the sea-

son, a new and improved Bruin

team kncKked out the Wildcats l*»-

10. I.'^-^. 15-13 in a shou of determi-

nation and confidence

"Our mam goal was to plav bet

ter," said coach Andy Banachowski.

"We wanted to play better than we

played last time when we lost in five

(games). We're a much better team

now, and we wanted to show that.

When you go out and beat a team 3-

0, that makes a statement."

Steady play was the name of

UCLA's game, as solid passing,

blocking and hitting from the very

start powered the Bruins to victory.

Both the offense and defense

seemed to be taking care of busi-

ness; the Bruins posted a strong

team hitting percentage of .418.

while also keeping Arizona hitters

at bay with a focused defense.

"We watched our game from last

lime before we played, and we real-

ized that wc weren't far enough

back to dig the balls they were hit-

ting." freshman Kristee Porter said

"We ftKused on bUx^king - which

Sce«.«tliflMLi,M9«)4

Feminism is more than just

shaved heads. See page 1

3

ARTS & ENTERTAINME

Tanino Ristorante opens its door to Westwood

patrons. See page 1

6
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Veterans Day, page 3

World & Nation, page 5

State & iocal, page 6
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Minority admissions dedine at law school
OUTREACH: Officials recognize need for recruitment

to encourage African Americans, Latinos to apply

By Brian Fishman
Daily Bruin Contributor

While protests, arrests and

vicious debate have surrounded the

repeal of affirmative action, diversi-

ty at the UCLA Law School has has

continued to decline.

This year, the number of African

American applicants dropped 55

percent from 1994 levels. The num-

ber of Latino applicants has also fall-

en by 44 percent since 1994, the year

before the decision to discontinue

affirmative action.

During the same period, the num-

ber of African Americans actually

admitted to the law school dropped

UC applications increase as

enrollment stays consiani

REGENTS: Criteria may

be expanded to ensure

qualified freshman class

By Edina Lekovk

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Admissions officers will be kept

extra busy this year with an estimated

increase of about 2,000 applications

for admission to the UCs, officials

said.

Based on an increase in the number

of high school seniors in the state, the

University of California is projecting

a record-breaking number of appli-

cants to its eight campuses serving

undergraduates.

-Many figures in the university see

enrollment growth as a responsibility

that the university named in its core

mission.

"We have a commitment, under

the Master Plan of Education, to

accept the top 12.5 percent of all high

school graduates in California," said

UC spokesperson Terry Colvin.

"The number of high school gradu-

ates increases each year, which means

we have to respond." he said.

Officials are predicting this

increase of almost 20,000 high school

seniors will mean roughly 2,000 more

applications to the university, pu.shing

the total number of applicants close to

64.000.

"Every indicator points to a record

number of applications from high

school seniors this fall," said UC
President Richard Atkinson.

"This translates into increased

competition for the roughly 27,000

openings we will have for freshmen

for fall 1999." he added.

The only effect of this change for

UCLA may be increased competi-

tion, however, because the university

is not planning to increase the number

of students admitted.

While the number of applications

may be increasing, UCLA is trying to

keep its enrollment figures constant.

"In the past, we've received the

largest number of applications in the

system, and we have every reason to

believe that will happen again," said

Rae Lee Siporin, director of admis-

sions at UCLA.

See ADMISSIONS, page 10

MORE AND MORE APPLICATIONS
The university expects a record nunfiber of applications for admission this year. The number

of applications has been increasing steadily over the past several yed5.

1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 W7

I \KwikMftk«km

from 26 percent to 8 percent while"

the number of Latino admits fell

from 17 to 12 percent.

The last time affirmative action

was used in admissions was for the

incoming class of 1996.

According to the Black Law
Student Association, the lack of

minority students has been com-

pounded by their obscurity.

The association, which welcomes

incoming African American stu-

dents, has only located six of the

eight students enrolled, said Teresa

Kerr, association president

"We want to introduce them to

our organization, but in this case we

can't find all the students enrolled."

Kerr said.

She added that the end of affirma-

tive action has driven away prospec-

tive applicants because they no

longer feel welcome.

The fear of declining diversity

was enough to dissuade many stu-

dents from applying, said Andrea

Sossin-Bergman, assistant dean of

law school admissions.

"Even before the end of affirma-

tive action, the number of (minority)

applicants started to decline,"

Sossin-Bergman said.

"We can't admit people who
don't apply," she added.

But, Kerr said the law school has

not done enough to encourage

minorities to apply.

SeeENROLIillENT^pageS

Forty winks

CHARLES KUO/Oatly Brum

Mike Moule,a second-year economics student, takes a nap by the Macgowan fountain around

noon on Tuesday.

Program pushes for success of Southeast Asians

CENTER: Group to help

disadvantaged students

improve academically

By Andy Shah

Daily Bruin Contributor

For many years, Tung Pham lis-

tened to stories of fellow Vietnamese

students getting bad grades, drop-

ping out of school and how they usu-

ally dealt with their problems by

themselves.

Pham, co-president of the

Vietnamese Student Union (VSU),

and other UCLA students decided

that the problem had to be addressed.

So after four years of student effort,

SEACLEAR was born this quarter.

SEACLEAR. which stands for

Southeast Asian Campus Learnmg,

Education and Retention, is a new

retention project aimed at improving

dropout rates and academic perfor-

mances of Southeast Asian students

(including Vietnamese. Cambodian.

Thai. Laotian and Hmong students)

**We want to help Southeast Asian

students succeed, and we want to be a

clearinghouse of information on

Southeast Asian students, " Pham

said.

The project, which will open its

doors next quarter, includes one-on-

one academic peer counseling, acad-

emic and professional workshops,

study halls and an exam resource

library.

The idea for the project was gener-

ated four years ago, but the actual

proposal was written this summer

and was approved by the Campus

Retention Committee this fall.

Pham said it was "really difficult"

getting the project approved by the

committee because there were no sta-

tistics on college entrance and

dropout rates for Southeast Asian

students.

"The university doesn't track

Southeast Asian students; they lump

us together with all the other Asians.*'

he said "They only started tracking

Vietnamese students la.st year."

Pham .said proponents ot the pro-

ject had to legitimize their proposal

to the committee.

•Wc had to bring in census data

showing the socioeconomic status of

Southeast Asians, and we had to tell

the committee members our own per-

sonal stories of how Southeast Asian

students struggle," he said.

Tram Linh Ho, a member of the

Vietnamese Student Union and

Campus Retention Committee mem-

ber, said proponents of the project

had to point out the differences

between East Asians, who tend to be

better off financially, and Southeast

Asians.

"Southeast Asians are the newest

wave of immigrants in the Asian pop-

ulation," Ho said. "We have prob-

lems with poverty and college

entrance that other Asian groups

don't necessarily have."

According to 1990 census statis-

tics, 16.6 percent of Vietnamese, 5.5

percent of Cambt>dians, 6.7 percent

of Laotians, 3 percent of Hmong and

34 4 percent of Thais in California

have college degrees.

Ho said that these statistics reflect

the effects the Vietnam War and

immigration to the United States had

Sm 10
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Lab scientists create

fast supercomputer
A team of scientists from two national labo-

ratories reached a supercomputing milestone

this weekend, getting their simulation of metal-

lic magnetism to run at 1.002 Teraflops - more

than 1 trillion calculations per second.

The achievement, reached using a 1,480-

processor Cray T3E supercomputer at the

manufacturer's facility in Minnesota, caps an

already remarkable scaling up of the code to

run on increasingly powerful massively paral-

lel supercomputers.

Over the summer, the team of scientists at

Oak Ridge National Laboratory working with

the National Energy Research Scientific

Computing Center (NERSC) at the Lawrence

Berkeley National Laboratory performed a

1,024-atom first-principles simulation of metal-

lic magnetism in iron which ran at 657

Gigaflops (billions of calculations per second)

on a 1024-processor Cray/SGI T3E supercom-

puter.

Helpline available

for teen smokers
Teens who smoke but want to quit can now

receive help from the California Smokers'

Helpline, a free, statewide, telephone-based

tobacco cessation program developed by

researchers at the University of California,

San Diego (UCSD) Cancer Center and fund-

ed through the California Department of

Health Services.

The Helpline teen service, designed for 14-

to 17-year-old tobacco users, offers several

options to help with quitting, including coun-

seling in English or Spanish by cessation coun-

selors, motivational self-help materials and

referrals to local cessation resources.

"The teen service is based on our success

with the adult California Smokers' Helpline.

We developed this program because teen

smoking is on the rise, and few cessation pro-

grams are designed to meet this age group's

developmental needs for a successful quit,"

said Sharon Cummings, research coordinator

for the helpline.

Cummings also noted that

much of the work with teen smok-

ing to date has been aimed at preventing

teens from starting. Many adolescents, howev-

er, have already become daily smokers, and to

successfully quit they need support tailored to

their age.

Nuclear material

recovery undierway
A technology demonstration for separating

the plutonium components from surplus

nuclear weapons received a green light from

the Department of Energy last week and is

now underway at Los Alamos National

Laboratory.

Two pits, the plutonium components at the

heart of nuclear weapons, were taken apart

during the first activity in the demonstration.

The ARIES Demonstration Line -

Advanced Recovery and Integrated

Extraction System - integrates the technolo-

gies needed to remove plutonium from the

cores of surplus nuclear weapons and convert

the plutonium into an unclassified form for

international inspection. The plutonium is

packaged for long-term storage and disposi-

tion.

Energy Secretary Bill Richardson, who ded-

icated the ARIES facility in September, said,

"This is a significant step that, when complet-

ed, will provide the United States with the

means to assure that surplus plutonium is

never again used to make nuclear weapons."

"This demonstration is the culmination of

several years of work by Los Alamos and

Lawrence Livermore, our sister lab," said

Randy Erickson, program manager for

nuclear materials management.

"We designed and installed the equipment,

developed all the operating protocol and safe-

ty procedures and now are in a position to get

the key data needed to design a full-scale facil-

ity for conversion of plutonium from pits to an

unclassified form for disposition."

Compiled from Daily Bruin staff reports.
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UCLA'S Past
UCLA has witnessed 80 years of classes, students, professors,

research and memories. This series presents some chapters of

our history.

DAY TO
REMEMBER

Students, faculty and staff take time on

Veterans Day to honor those members of

the military who have fought for our country

There is a 60 percent chance of

showers in the morning hours which

will taper off to a 30 percent chance

in the afternoon and evening.

Also, expect partly cloudy skies.

WHArS BREWIN'

Today 11 a.m.
Filipinos For Community
Health and Vietnamese

Reaching Out to Aid the

Community
Bone Marrow Drive

Bruin Bear on Bniin Walk

Campus Crusade For Christ

Weekly meeting (6:30)

Boelter 5440 • 474-7632

7 p.m.
Rniin I .eaders Prnject

off the mark by AAark Parisi

HcfU\\f\G To Wopp>/

ooTSfiDVjn:..

LESSTHANTWOWEEKS LEFT

For undergraduates to

change grading basis (optional

P/NP) with $3 per transaction fee

through URSA Telephone.

To subnfiit final drafts of the-

ses to master's committees for

degrees to be conferred in current

term.

DONT FORGET:

206-7994 is a 'safety hotline'

that takes reports from students,

faculty or staff on potential cam-

pus safety hazards. These condi-

tions are then investigated and

corrected.

The Women's Resource

Center provides free, confidential

crisis counseling for sexual

assault and domestic violence

related issues to any UCLA stu-

dent. Trained staff can answer

questions and help students take

advantage of the many services

available to ttiem. For more infor-

mation and assistance, please

call 206-8240 or 825-7661.

Noon
Bible Stories in the Old & New
Testament

Bible study

Ackerman Union 3508

University Catholic Center

Catholic Mass (12:10)

Kerckhoff400

2 p.m.
Armenian Student Association

Third general meeting

Ackerman Union 2408

3 p.m.
Eastern Philosphy Club

"What is our true self?"

Ackerman Union 2412 • 730-

9194

4 p.m.
Pyschology Department Faculty

Graduate School in Psychology

Workshop
Franz 1268

825-2730

Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual,

&Transgender Studies Program

Second annual lecture series

Kinscy 355 -206-0516

6 p.m.
Prc-Optometry Society

General meeting

Haines 6

Association of Chinese

Americans

General meeting

Roycc 190

Russian Club

Russian Orthodoxy: An insight

into a culture

Kinsey 115 -267-2119

Wesley Christian Fellowship

University Religious Conference

900 Hilgard Ave. (6:15)

208-6869

"Who You Are Plays a Role in

How You Lead!"

Bradley Multipurpose Room
206-5071

SAA
Interviewing Techniques

Workshop
Alumni Center first floor

206-6062

Midnight Special Bookstore and

Cultural Center (7:30)

Guest speaker Amy Goodman
1318 Third Street Promenade
Santa Monica, CA 90401

393-2923

Department of Political Science

and School of Public Policy and

Social Research

The 14th Annual BoUens-Ries

Lecture

Faculty Center (California

Room)
206-5581

8 p.m.
Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority

Informational

Kerckhon*131

Thursday Noon
Bruin Leaders Project

"Express Yourself!"

206-5071

University CatholicCentcr

Communion Service

Kerckhofl'400

1p.m.
Internship Workshop
Franz 3461 - 825-2730

3 p.m.
Information Seminar - Richard

Lanham, UCLA
What's Next For Text?

GSE&ISIII

What's Bivwtn' can b« reached via e-maii

at whatsbrewin#media.ucla.edu

ByH.JayneAhn
Daily Bruin Contributor

Alexander Hicks, who fought in the

Army during World War 11, realized after-

wards "how easy (he) gol offal the war," sig-

nal-calling in l-ngland. North Africa and

Italy.

"But 1 knuw a kH tff pvvpic wh^? haU Ml

in 1978.

Since the United Slates' involvement in

Ihe Vietnam War. the activities of the holi-

day have had a dilTerent emphasis. Now
there are fewer rtiilitary parades and cere-

monies as veterans and their families place

gifts and stand a quiet vigil at the names of

their loved ones.

Today, some feci that the holiday is losing

:
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Sure, 1 am very sorry lor them. It was just

luck that I was put in as a signal caller," the

aging veteran said.

Rach year, on Nov. 1 1, most Americans

observe a moment of silence, remembering

those who fought for peace.

"It's a day of rellection and conscious-

ness to remember the veterans," said Bodie

Olmos, a fourth-year theater arts student.

In 1921, an unknown World War I

American soldier was buried in Arlington

National Cemetery, a place that has become

a f(Kal point of reverence for America's vet-

erans.

Today, a combfned color guard represent-

ing all military services executes "Present

Arms" at the Tomb of the Unknown.

National ceremonies for Veterans Day also

include the laying of a presidential wreath at

the tomb as a symbol of the nation's tribute

toits war dead.

In addition, people participate in UKal

ceremonies and events that are held to

honor veterans and their service to the coun-

try.

"ITiis year, we expect around 800 people

at our ceremony and parade, 'said Beverly

Fit/gerald, the chief public alTairs olTicer at

the Veterans Administration (ireatcr Los

Angeles Healthcare System.

Fitzgerald also mentioned a number of

celebrities and dignitaries, including Mayor

Richard Riordan and Secretary of the Army
Louis Caldera, who will attend the day's

events

.

In 1918, at II a.m. on Nov. II. the First

World War ended with the signing of an

armistice. American soldiers who survived

the war marched in parades through their

hometown, and politicians gave speeches

and held ceremonies of thanks for the peace

they hifd won.

Twenty years later. Armistice Day

became a national holiday, remembering

the sacrifices men and women made during

the war to ensure what the people thought

would be a lasting peace.

Another world war broke out the follow-

ing year, however, and claimed the lives of

more than 400,000 American soldiers.

To pay tribute to those who served in

World War II, Armistice Day was changed

to Veterans Day, an occasion that today hon-

ors those who have served America in all

wars.

In the 1960s, Congress passed a law to

change the national commemoration of

Veterans Day to the fourth Monday in

October But when people realized the his-

toric significance of the date Nov 11. the

observance was returned to its original date

Its meaning, especially among the younger

generations.

"When we were growing up, (the holi-

day) meant something because you had

close relatives who had served in the mili-

tary and brought that experience back and

you knew what they went through. That was

always shared and repeated," Fitzgerald

said.

"Now there is a generation gap between,

the aging population of veterans and young

people who don't relate to the kind of expe-

rience the veterans had," she added.

"I see some people my age who look at

this day and think it's just an excuse to get

out of school. Iheir world is so centralized

around having everything provided for

them, and they don't realize all the work that

went into making this country what it is,"

said Amanda Beyne. a fifth-year Lnglish stu-

dent.

But she also mentioned that having a

number of war veterans in her family is what

brings it closer lor her than it might be for

some other people.

"If 1 didn t have somebody in my family

who had gone through the experience. 1

don't know whether I'd feel the same way

about it." she said.

Olmos said that although he still honors

and respects the work o^ the veterans, he

too, sees the spirit of the national holiday

fading, especially among youth.

Visiting gravesites of

veterans at ...cemeteries

remains a common activity

for grade school students in

observance of the day.

"My generation has been brought up on

history of wars so much that they don't real-

ly want to hear about it. It's almost like

putting it behind and moving on," he said.

Bill Bates, who served in the military for

two years, said he sees how the perception of

Veterans Day is changing.

"I see it more commercialized these days.

It's a day for barbecue. It's a day off for

many people. " he said.

Nevertheless, visiting gravesites of veter-

ans at state and national cemeteries remains

a common activity for grade school students

in observance of the day

"Wc have a number of schools bringing

(i(NfVI(V{ I lANd/D.iily Bfuin

An Annerican flag waves over the graves of honored soldiers in commemo-
ration of Veterans Day at the Los Angeles National Cemetery.

their students and talking to them about

what it is to be a veteran, who tho.se veterans

were that served for the country, and why

they are in the VA hospital," Fitzgerald said.

"Students who go over to the cemetery

and view the gravesites and flags realize

what a solemn experience it is," she added.

What students might not realize is that

gravesites of the veterans are part of the

National Cemetery System (NCS).

The NCS dates back to the Civil War,

when the War Department recognized the

need for preserving records of deceased sol-

diers and their places of burial.

In 1862, Congress enacted legislation

authorizing President Abraham Lincoln to

purchase "cemetery grounds" to be used as

national cemeteries for those who died in

the service to the country.

The NCS since then extended the burial

rights to honorably discharged veterans and

spouses of the deceased soldiers.

Today, there are 115 national cemeteries

in 39 states as well as 34 soldiers' lots and

monument sites. More than 2 million veter-

ans of every war - from the Revolutionary

War to the Persian Gulf War - are honored

and commemorated at the VA national

cemeteries. _
The Los Angeles National Cemetery,

commonly known as the "veterans ceme-

tery" among students on campus, is one of

SIX national cemeteries m the state.

"Since we have the veteran cemetery

here, it's almost an everyday reminder.

Hopefully, remembering the past will help

prevent future wars and loss of lives." Olmos

said.

On Veterans Day, an "Avenue of Mags,"

where interment flags are donated by the

next-of-kin of deceased veterans and placed

along a road within the cemeteiy, flies in

memory of men and women "who offered

their lives in the service of our country," as

one plaque on the walls of the columbarium

reads.

Additionally, the cemetery has interments

of 14 Medal of Honor recipients. The Medal

of Honor is the highest military award pre-

sented by the President in the name of

Congress. These include war heroes from

the Civil War, Indian Wars, Korean

Campaign, Boxer Rebellion and World War

II.

"With the aging population of veterans

from World War II, our next group of sol-

diers are from Vietnam and Korea," said

Marianne Davis, a public alTairs officer at

the VA medical center adjacent to the ceme-

tery. "Neither of these wars were glamorous:

they were pretty horrific, traumatic experi-

ences."

**(Commemorating them) is a way for all

of our veterans to receive the acknowledge-

ment that they deserve, an opportunity for

them to finally hear a thank you," she added.

tammPnt 8?'' ^""^^ ^'* "" "'""^^ ^nnrr- o-»r; 00C1. \/ip...^^jp^.p-)c -nf/:. f|^,.}fip^i TTii rj-jrrifio^ n'<nlv' "^OA ^O^'^ ^ilo'O'*^ '^1/^''
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Students deprived ofjoys of art, music education
TEAOflNG: Performance

opportunities vital for

development, study finds

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Only one in

four students gets the chance to sing,

play an instrument or perform plays

in class each week( even though most

American schools offer some type of

arts education program, an

Education Department study found

As many schools increase their

spending on such areas as computers

and special education, less money is

available to pay for arts classes. But

the failure to give students instruction

or performance opportunities in

music, arts and theater is serious', said

Education Secretary Richard Riley.

"In nearly every field in which we

need to foster new ideas in order to

succeed - from computers to commu-

nications - people with an education

in the arts are playing critical concep-

tual roles,** he said Tuesday

Renee Williams of the National

School Boards Association said arts

education programs vary among
school districts but a trend against

them has emerged.

"When school districts are

strapped for funds, the programs that

seem to gel cut first before athletics or

anything else are the arts programs,"

she said. "Some people just don't see

the importance of it. that there has

been recent research done on how
these types of curriculums in music

and art can help with brain develop-

ment."

The first National Assessment of

Educational Progress in the arts,

which covered only classes during

normal school hours, found music is

the most commonly offered arts class.

Some form of the subject was taught

at least once a week in 81 percent of

schools. Just nine percent of schools

offered no music courses at all.

Visual arts were taught at least

once a week at 77 percent of schools,

and 17 percent offered no such class-

es.

Weekly theater arts classes were

offered at 17 percent of schools, but

74 percent of schools failed to offer

that subject at all.

Dance was the least available art.

offered at least once a week at seven

percent of schools surveyed and

unavailable at 80 percent.

Not surprisingly, students with fre-

quent instruction did better than

those with fewer classes when tested

on knowledge and skills in the arts,

the study found.

Synagogue near Auschwitz

rededicated as sign of

RESTORATION: Leaders to

build adjoining museum,

center for Jewish culture

By MonMca Sdsiowska

The Associated Press

OSWIECIM, Poland - For the

first time since the Holocaust, Jewish

prayers echoed in a run-down syna-

gogue in this Polish town - the only

remaining Jewish temple near the

=Att9chwH2 dettth cttiBp!z:

• •

the communists.

In March, Polish authorities

returned the property to the Jewish

community, making it the first build-

ing to be returned under a 1997 gov-

ernment restitution program for for-

mer Jewish religious properties.

The foundation is collecting funds

to renovate the synagogue, which

until recently was used as a carpet

warehouse, and set up an adjacent

museum.
Schwartz expects restoration work

to take up to two years and cost about

-SIO miilioo,

—

The Lomdei Mishnayot

Synagogue, the only synagogue out of

a dozen in Oswiecim that was not

destroyed by the Nazis, was re-dedi-

cated at a ceremony Tuesday.

"Our goal is to recreate a perma-

nent structure symbolizing Jewish life

in a place which for too many years

has only represented Jewish death,"

said Fred Schwartz, founder of the

New York-based Auschwitz Jewish

Center Foundation, which is sponsor-

ing the restoration of the synagogue.

The synagogue, built at the turn of

the century, was used until 1939,

when Nazi troops entered Poland.

After World War II, it was seized by

Before the war, 7,000 Jews wor-

shiped at a dozen synagogues in

Oswiecim, a town of 1 1,000 people in

southern Poland where the Nazis

built the Auschwitz-Birkenau concen-

tration camp during World War II.

Tuesday, only one Jewish resident

lives there, an elderly man.

A former resident, retired real

estate broker Hirsch Kornreich,

returned for Tuesday's ceremony

from his home in New York.

"It breaks my heart to come to this

place." said Kornreich, the only sur-

vivor from a 144-mcmber family that

See SYNAGOGUE, page 8

Medical journal takes alternative li • f

REMEDY: Doctors judge

some Chinese therapies

with scientific scrutiny

By Lauran Nccrgaard

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - It's an

ancient Chinese remedy that many

U.S. doctors will find bizarre: heat-

ing the herb mugwort next to the

little toe of a pregnant woman to

help turn her baby out of the risky

cine, some work and some don't.

Chinese herbs helped irritable

bowel disease, a painful problem

for thousands of Americans that

Western medicine doesn't always

relieve. But chiropractic spinal

manipulation didn't help tension

headaches. Yoga might help fight

carpal tunnel syndrome, but

acupuncture failed to relieve nerve

pain in HIVsufTerers.

And saw palmetto seems to

shrink an enlarged prostate, but

the herb Garcinia'cambogia, sold

in over a dozen herbal weight-loss

cine. Treatments either work or

don't," he said. "We are opening

the door to what we hope is an

important flow of information

between different cultures in sub-

jects that matter to people."

Take that Chinese remedy for

feet-first breech births, called mox-

ibustion. "It is bizarre. ... People

will wonder how on earth this got

into JAMA," Lundberg acknowl-

edged. But "the data for this trial is

really very good."

As birth nears, fetuses are sup-

posed to turn over so they are born

biectli position just before birih. prodUflls, didn'l h^lp (hfl ovar- hgad first. When they don 't^=dqg

But when thousands of doctors

this week open the Journal of the

American Medical Association,

they'll find a scientific study that

says the Chinese therapy really

works and Western women should

jryit.

In one of the first attempts to

rigorously scrutinize the alterna-

tive medicine therapies that an esti-

mated four in 10 Americans now
try, the journal judged alternative

remedies that were subjected to

strict scientific study - and found

that just like in conventional medi-

weight shed pounds.

About 83 million Americans try

alternative therapies, everything

from unregulated herbal mixtures

and megadose vitamins to massage

therapy and acupuncture, one

study found. That's 25 percent

more people trying alternative

remedies than in 1990.

So scientists have an obligation

to separate the effective therapies

from the quackery. Dr. George
Lundberg, JAMA's editor, said

Tuesday.

"There is no 'alternative' mcdi-

tors sometimes turn the baby by

vigorously kneading the woman's

abdomen, or women get a

Caesarean section.

In the Chinese practice, the herb

Artemisia, better known here as

mugroot, is rolled into a cigar

shape and set on fire. The smolder-

ing herb is held close to the preg-

nant woman's little toe. The heat,

practitioners claimed, stimulates

an acupuncture point on that toe

that increases fetal movement,

SeeMEDiaNE,page9
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WORLD & NATION
Dalai Lama seeks help from U.S.

to improve relations with CNna

Dow Jones Industrials
down: 33.98

dose: 8,863.98

Nasdaq Index

up: 4.57

dose: 1.865.62

DolUr

Yen: 122.28

Mark: 1.6828

TIBET: Washington

promises assistance

to spiritual leader

By Laura Myers

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - The

Dalai Lama said Tuesday that

distrust between himself and

China is currently too deep to

reopen Tibetan autonomy talks,

but he's looking forward to a

time when there'll be "no more

accusations." r' ^

The exiled spiritual leader

said he was assured in a White

House meeting with President

Clinton that U.S. officials

would raise the status of Tibet

with Chinese officials "at every

opportunity."

That could occur as soon as

next week when Clinton sees

Chinese President Jiang Zemin

at thg Asia Pac ific Econom ic

Cooperation forum, said White

House spokesman Joe

Lockhart.

In the White House meeting,

"Clinton expressed his strong

support for efforts to foster a

dialogue between the Chinese

government and the Dalai

Lama and his representatives to

resolve differences," Lockhart

said.

The Dalai Lama said that

"I'm trying to build some trust."

Calling himself a "simple

monk," the saffron-robed

leader emphasized that he was

not seeking independence for

his Himalayan homeland, but

that he wasn't ready to make

any other declarations sought

by Jiang until he receives specif-

ic signals from Beijing through

back-channel negotiations.

"This distrust will not disap-

pear in a day," he said in a state-

ment distributed at the White

House after he met with

President and Mrs. Clinton.

The Dalai Lama was hoping

to use his Washington visit to

respond to an overture from

Jiang, made during the Chinese

president's June summit with

Clinton. Jiang said the door to

dialogue with Tibet is open ifthe

Dalai Lama says Tibet is an

inseparable part of China, that

Taiwan is a province of China

and that he doesn't seek inde-

pendence for Tibet.

In back-channel negotiations

between the Dalai Lama and

Beijing, the two sides were

working out language for such a

gesture, but those talks failed

amid Chinese anger over the

Buddhist leader's latest visit to

the United States and his meet-

ing with U.S. officials.

"I do not wish to make a uni-

lateral statement without the

opportunity of prior informal

consultation with the Chinese

leadership," he said in the slate-

SceMEinM6,paqe9

Israeli cabinet to ratify peace accord
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MIDEAST: Netanyahu

delays debates after

Jerusalem bombing

By Dafna Linzer

The Associated Press

TEL AVIV, Israel -.Prime

Minister Benjamin Netanyahu

announced Tuesday he would

convene his Cabinet to ratify

the Mideast peace accord

signed in Washington last

month, indicating he is now

satisfied with Palestinian secu-

rity assurances.

Netanyahu has postponed

the Cabinet debate three

times, saying he needed more

clarifications from the

Palestinians about their cam-

paign against Islamic mili-

tants.

Last Friday, the ministers

had just begun their second

day of debate when the mili-

tant Islamic Jihad group car-

ried out a suicide-bombing in

Jerusalem's market, killing the

two bombers and wounding 21

Israelis'.

In response, Netanyahu

broke off the Cabinet meeting

and said he would not recon-

vene the ministers until the

Palestinian Authority outlined

how it would prevent attacks

against Israelis.

On Tuesday he said new

guarantees led him to believe

that Yasser Arafat's

Palestinian Authority would

take "practical steps" iigainst

Islamic militants.

The Cabinet was scheduled

to meet in Jerusalem on

Wednesday.

Both the United States and

the Palestinians welcomed the

announcement.

In Washington, State

Department spokesman

James Rubin said, "We are

pleased. It should be possible

for both sides to carry out all

the steps in the Wye agree-

ment."

Secretary of State

Madeleine Albright had urged

Netanyahu to stick to the orig-

inal 12-week timetable of the

accord under which Israel is to

withdraw from 13 percent of

the West Bank by the end of

January, in exchange for a

Palestinian aiiti-terror cam-

paign.

If the Cabinet ratifies the

agreement, Israel might still be

able to meet its first commit-

ment on Nov. 16, an initial

troop pullback from two per-

cent of the West Bank.

*i hope that the agreement

will be ratified tomorrow and

that they will begin to make up

for lost time," said senior

Palestinian negotiator Saeb

Erekat. He said the delays

have already held up, among

other things, the opening of

the Palestinian airport and the

establishment of several com-

mittees stipulated in the

accord.

While agreeing to place the

accord before his Cabinet,

Netanyahu suggested he

would stop the troop with-

drawal if the Palestinians did

not meet an Israeli demand

concerning the procedure for

See ACCORD, page 9

WORLD & NATION BRIEFS

World Bank to help

Central America
WASHINGTON - The World Bank said

Tuesday it was making $200 million available

from existing projects to assist Central

American nations devastated by Hurricane

Mitch.

The multilateral lending institution said it

was working on measures to prevent debt ser-

vicing from constraining the ability of

Nicaragua, Honduras, El Salvador and

Guatemala to meet their emergency needs.

"The World Bank has teams in all four

countries workmg hand-in-hand with the

authorities to assess the damages and establish

the priorities," said World Bank President

James Wolfensohn "We have authorized the

release of funds from existing projects and we

arc preparing emergency assistance for those

countries that will need additional assistance
"

The International Monetary Fund said

Michel Camdessus. Us managing director, will

visit Central America next week to

study the most efficient way to pro-

vide IMF assistance with the most

pressing and immediate problems, an

IM F spokesman said.

He said the IMF is "considering various

ways in which it can best help the affected

countries," including using existing loans or

activating special contingency funds.

In a related development. Tipper Gore,

wife of Vice President Al Gore, announced in

Honduras that the United States will provide

another $10 million to help people in the

region deal with the devastation caused by the

hurricane.

The Associdted Press

Monitors from the International Atomic Energy Agency in Baghdad prepare to visit

sites with the potential to produce nuclear-related material.

Iraq aims to shut America out

of weapon inspection dispute

^/WenONS; Clirilon meet5^WfflF==«?!»«^?!^^.'^'^

officials at Pentagon to discuss

possible Allied military action

By Eileen Alt Powell

The Associated Press

BAGHDAD, Iraq - Iraq is reaching out

for Arab support in its dispute with U.N.

weapons inspectors in hopes of leaving the

United States isolated in its campaign to rally

backing for the use of force against the Iraqis.

Iraq's foreign minister, Mohammed Saeed

al-Sahhaf, chose an Arab television station
-

Qatar's Al-Jazeera - for his first interview on

the dispute. The crisis began Oct. 31 when Iraq

halted cooperation with U.N. weapons inspec-

tors.

Al-Sahhaf warned that "any use of military

force against Iraq would lead to destabilizing

the region."

Hours later in Washington, President

Clinton met with senior Pentagon officials

Tuesday to explore options for a possible mili-

tary attack on Iraq. Defense Secretary

William Cohen stepped up the movement of

U.S. ships into the region.

"The military option is still on the table,"

Cohen said.

The United States and Britain have threat-

ened military action to force Iraq to resume

cooperate with the weapons inspectors.

The monitors must certify that Baghdad is

rid of weapons of mass destruction before the

sanctions can be lifted. Sanctions were

Nizar Hamdoon, Iraq's ambassador to the

United Nations, said Tuesday that "we have to

prepare ourself for a strike, obviously - this

does not mean that we don't encourage diplo-

macy."

He said Iraq has kept channels open

through U.N. Secretary-General Kofi

Annan's special representative in Baghdad,

Prakash Shah, but that "nothing really has

moved today."

In mobilizing support for Iraq, the coun-

try's trade minister, Mohammed Mehdi Saleh,

said Tuesday that America "will lose from any

strike that takes place, and Iraq will gain."

Asked how, Saleh said "politically." It

reflected Iraq's thinking that sympathy for the

Iraqis - especially on the Arab streets - would

leave the United States isolated in its cam-

paign against the Baghdad regime.

Saleh made his comments at the closing cer-

emony of a Kklay trade fair in Baghdad that

drew delegations from 30 countries, 17 of

them Arab or predominantly Muslim.

The tactic of appealing to the Arabs is one

indication of how differently the current dis-

pute is unfolding compared to one that ended

earlier this year.

When Iraq refused U.N. inspectors access

to President Saddam Hussein's palaces,

Russia, France and Turkey rushed envoys to

Iraq to try to head off a military strike by the

United States.

The dispute was resolved on Feb. 23 when

Annan traveled to Baghdad and reached a last-

minute agreement with Hussein to open the

palace compounds.

German chancellor

makes promise ofjobs

BONN, (icrmany - Chancellor Gerhard

Schrocdcr used his first major policy address

Tuesday to pledge his government would lap

Germans" creativity to slash the counirv s job-

less rolls.

Schroeder defied attempts in the

speech to label his administration,

saying it would follow neither leftist

nor rightist policies. It would, he said, be

simply "modern,"

With that, he joined others on Europe's new

left, such as British Prime Minister Tony Blair,

who advocate a "Third Way" between strict

capitalism and a costly social welfare state.

That general theme helped Schroeder

unseat longtime leader Helmut Kohl in

September, but his speech added little to

define exactly where he stands.

Clinton wants to sign

global warming treaty

WASHINGTON - Clinton administration

officials want to sign the Kyoto global warm-

ing treaty this week to help energize a world-

wide climate conference in Argentina, govern-

ment sources sa>

No final decision had been made on

whether to sign the agreement this soon. But

treaty critics charged Tuesday that any such

high-profile signing would further jeopardize

the accord's chances of winning Senate ratifi-

cation.

"I urge you to resist making empty gestures

that will only make the potential future

approval of the (Kyoto) protocol by the Senate

more difllcult," Sen. Robert Byrd, D-W.Va..

wrote President Clinton after hearing a sign-

ing was likely.

U.S. officials have said all along that the

United States intends to sign the treaty before

the March deadline. It would not become

binding on the United States unless the Senate

ratifies it, something lawmakers are in no

mood to do.

The administration has said it won't ask the

Senate to consider the treaty until other devel-

oping countries, such as China, agree to par-

ticipate

Compiled from Daily Bruin wvtre reports.
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STATE & LOCAL
Sex hormones

found to affect

memory, brains

of older p*

RESEARCH: Steroids may

help to prevent common
degenerative diseases

6yJancE.AIIcn

The Associated Press

Sex hormones can influence brain

development in the young, memory in

the old and may explain why young

men tend to develop neurological

problems like autism and dyslexia

while older women suffer from depres-

sion and anxiety, scientists say.

"We are recognizing with some sur-

prise the extent to which the brain

ScellOIUNONES,|Ni9e11

Court invokes law to curtail frivolous litigation

DECISION: Measure used

to protect government

agencies from citizens

By Martha Bdlisle

The Associated Press

BUELLTON - Grazinjg cattle,

the occasional horseback rider and

rutted dirt roads carved decades ago

by oil explorers are the only signs of

civilization on the grass-ccvered hills

of Mission Oaks Ranch.

Developer Dan Alef wanted to

change that. He asked Santa

Barbara County officials for permis-

sion to divide his 3,877-acre proper-

ty into 31, 100-acre ranchettes for

peace-seeking urban refugees like

himself.

They rejected his request.

Alefsued and lost.

He appealed and lost again.

But in its rejection, the 2nd

District Court of Appeal invoked a

statute that some say transforms a

law designed to protect free speech

into a dangerous tool that might be

abused by officials to quell citizen

discontent.

The appellate court cited

California's "strategic lawsuit

against public participation," also

known as the SLA PP. It ordered the

54-x^ar-old developer to pay attor-

ney's fees for Santa Barbara County

and the consultants it hired.

It's the first time the SLAPP law

has been used to protect a govern-

ment entity. Some say it will make

fighting City Hall riskier. The court,

however said "public entities are

'persons' for the purpose of the

SLAPP statute ... Our Constitution

protects everyone, even politicians."

The court cited a previous

SLAPP ruling concerning a deputy

sheriff and district attorney to sup-

port its decision.

Lawmakers crafted the statute to

rein in people who try to silence or

intimidate others through frivolous

lawsuits and force them to pay for

attorney's fees incurred by the vic-

tims.

In this case, the courts painted

Alef as the bully and said he tried to

use his lawsuit to pressure the county

and its consultants into approving

the ranchette proposal. His parcel of

land is about 30 miles northwest of

Santa Barbara.

"What the court said was that

SLAPP can be used against the citi-

zen instead of in favor of the citizen

who is seeking redress," said Burt

Pines, Alefs attorney. "If this

stands, it will have a chilling effect on

citizens who try to bring suits against

the government."

Many who support the ruling sug-

gest that applying the SLAPP
statute to a case against the county is

a natural progression of the law,

which was enacted in 1995 and

amended last year.

"The prototypical SLAPP situa-

tion is when a developer (sues) an

environmentalist because he oppos-

es a development," said Mark
Goldowitz, director of Oakland-

based California Anti-SLAPP
Project. "But the statute has a wide

range. This is ao incremental devel-

opment in the law."

Board of Supervisors

Chairwoman Gail Marshall, whose

district includes Mission Oaks

Ranch, praised the decision. She

said the board gets choked by the

countless lawsuits and appeals it

handles.

"I'm happy we were able to assert

our rights," Marshall said at her

Solvang office, just south of Alefs

ranch. "I thought this was a very friv-

olous lawsuit. It's unfortunate; we

get a lot of them."
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ENROLLMENT
From page 1

**Undcr the guidelines of

Proposition 209, they are still

allowed to do outreach

seen that," Kerr said.

Sossin-Ber:gman,

we haven't

however.

claimed the law school does have

outreach programs, and this year

has named an assistant dean in

charge of outreach.

She also pointed to the Law
Fellows program, aimed at training

undergraduate students to prepare

for law school.

This program is designed to teach

MINORITY ADMISSIONS ATTHEUOAUW SCHOOL
The number of minorities accepted dropped signHkanttywith the end ofaffirmative actioii.
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the Asian

Students

disadvantaged students how to take

the LSAT and to offer assistance

writing personal statements.

In 1997, the program's inaugural

year, 19 students participated, and

this year officials hope recruit 45

students to the program, said

Sossin-Bergman.

Additionally, the school gives

names of minority admits to the

various campus ethnic groups.

Those groups then try to woo the

potential students into attending

UCLA.
"It's going to lake money or

people power," said Shui-Ming

Cheer, president of

Pacific Islander

Association

Kerr echoed these sentiments,

complaining student groups can't

run outreach programs by them-

selves.

"We just don't have the

resources," she said.

Kerr said UCLA needs to work

harder to appeal to California stu-

dents.

"It used to be that the draw of

UCLA was diversity," Kerr said.

She added that with the end of

affirmative action, students admit-

ted to UCLA who may also have

been admitted to more prestigious

eastern schools will now go farther

east, rather than stay in California.

"I don't think it's a hostile envi-

ronment, but it can be a culture

shock if you are used to a more
diverse environment, she said.

The school needs to take other

factors, besides grades and LSAT
scores into account in admissions,

Cheer said.

Sossin-Bergman said the law

school does consider alternative

means of determining applicant

merit.

"We can't admit

people who don't

apply."

Andrea Sossin-Bergman

Assistant dean of law school

admissions

X)YCE CHON/Daily Bruin

"We actually state that we will

take under consideration socioeco-

nomic factors (in admissions)," said

Sossin-Bergman.

Cheer was conciliatory towards

law school faculty, asserting they

have supported affirmative action.

"The vast majority are in favor of

affirmative action," Cheer said,

"but they don't want to take a more

political stance."

SYNAGOGUE
From page 4

perished in Auschwitz.

"I used to pray here as a child.

My father used to pray here, my
grandfather used to pray here and

my great grandfather did," he said

in a mixture of English and Polish

"I'm a bridge between what it was

like and the future."

Kornreich used to live in an

adjoining building, which will

become a museum and cultural cen-

ter of Jewish history in Poland.

A Jewish leader in Warsaw, jour-

nalist Konstanty Gebert, welcomed

the re-dedication.

"Thanks to this place, Jews will

not fee! like strangers in a strange

city," he said.

Polish, Israeli and American offi-

cials looked on as Rabbi Haskel

Besser said prayers in Yiddish and

then nailed traditional mezuzahs to

the door frames.

U.S. Ambassador Daniel Fried

and Israeli Ambassador Yigal

Antebi praised the project and

spoke about the 700-year coexis-

tence of Jews and Poles in

Oswiecim.

Sen. Frank Lautenberg of New
Jersey praised Poland's efforts to

revive Jewish life after the fall of the

Iron Curtain.
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MEDICINE
From page 4

helping the baby move out of breech

position.

Dr. Francesco Cardini, an Italian

obstetrician and acupuncturist, divid-

ed 130 women with breech fetuses in

two Chinese hospitals into two groups:

One got moxibustion for 30 minutes a

day in late pregnancy, the other got no

treatment. After two weeks, ultra-

sound tests showed 75 percent of mox-

ibustion-treated women's babies had

shifted out of breech position, vs. 48

percent of the "control" babies.

Cardini can offer no biological

explanation for why it works. Heat,

not smelling the herb, seems to be the

key but the heat is not enough to burn

the mother, he stressed.

ACCORD
From page 5

revoking clauses of the PLO founding

charier.

The Wye agreement, signed in

Washington on Oct. 23, says the

Palestine National Council and other

Palestinian organizations will meet in

mid-December to "reaffirm" a

January letter by Arafat to President
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There are no side effects so it

wouldn't hurt - and would be cheap -

for U.S. women to try, said Dr. John

Pan, a George Washington University

obstetrician who heads the school's

Center for Integrative Medicine.

The only drawback is that the burn-

ing herb smells like marijuana, noted

Pan, who plans a study of moxibustion

on Washington, D.C., women.

Many doctors are skeptical of any

alternative therapy. As one doctor

wrote in JAMA, a colleague at

Harvard recently asked why scientists

don't just study astrology, too.

But others say the public is self-

medicating with alternative remedies,

often not even telling their doctors and

putting themselves at risk.

The journal cited the example of a

53-year-old obese patient with high

cholesterol vyho's at high risk of heart

disease. She hates exercise, won't diet

and fears prescription drugs, instead

believing untested herbs will help her.

When does a treatment stop being

"alternative" and become accepted?

Critics note JAMA lists chiropractic

and acupuncture as alternative, even

though the National Institutes of

Health says acupuncture effectively

treats surgical pain and controls nau-

sea from cancer chemotherapy. The

government also lists chiropractic as

effective for low-back pain.

But JAMA called them alternative

because the two therapies commonly

are claimed to help other ailments

without proof. Lundberg said.

JAMA and its nine sister journals,

long considered a bastion of main-

stream medicine, this week are pub-

lishing 80 studies and related articles

on various alternative therapies.

Clinton that lists the PLO charier

clauses considered annulled.

Israel insists the agreement requires

the PNC to take a formal vote, while

the Palestinians say only approval of

the letter by acclamation is required.

"If the Cabinet approves the Wye

agreement, it will add to the decision

the following stipulation: the imple-

mentation of the rest of the agreement

will be conditional on the PNC con-

vening and voting to change the char-

ter," Netanyahu said in a statement.

lirekat indicated that the

Palestinians would not change their

opposition to a vote.

"Netanyahu should count on the

Palestinian Authority carrying out the

agreement to the letter. I hope he will

refrain from the u.se of threats and con-

ditions because they undermine the

much needed partnership and cooper-

ation that the Palestinians and the

Israelis need."

MEETING
From page 5

ment, adding it was necessary to

ensure "a positive response."

He suggested he would now be

more "low key" on the matter.

"Sometimes more open discus-

sion is useful, sometimes more

silence is useful," he said outside

the White House.

Later, he siiid he was looking

forward to the day Chinese author-

ities stop doubting his sincerity

over wanting Tibet to remain a part

of China. "After my formal

response, 1 want no more accusa-

tions."

As Chinese people move to

Tibet and Chinese ofllcials destroy

monasteries and jail nuns and

monks, the Dalai Lama said he

feels "there is an urgency" to reach

a resolution. "As far as preserva-

tion of ribetan Buddhist culture,

time is running out," he said.

The Dalai Lama met first lady

Hillary Rodham Clinton in the

White House and Clinton dropped

by for 30 minutes to brief him on

his talks with Jiang, the Dalai

Lama said. He said he told the pres-

idential couple, with whom he has

met several times in the past few

years, "I feel (it's) like a reunion of

old friends."

He also had separate meetings

with Secretary of State Madeleine

Albright and Vice President Al

Gore.

The Dalai Lama said he was

encouraged by Jiang's willingness

to discuss Tibet with Clinton dur-

ing a news conference televised live

across China, a rare event in the

controlled society.

And he complimented Jiang's

leadership, saying he had "taken a

number of steps which not only

bode well for China, but also con-

tribute to improving China's inter-

national standing. On Tibet, too.

President Jiang has indicated his

personal interest."

Nonetheless, with Chinese otTi-

cials in Beijing denouncing his

meetings with U.S. officials, he said

it was clear that now was not the

proper time to seek a public recon-

ciliation.

"After the experiences of the

past four decades or so it is not sur-

prising that there is an atmosphere

of deep distrust between Tibetans

and Chinese," he said in his state-

ment.

The Dalai Lama Hed Tibet for

India in 1959 amid a failed uprising

against the then 8-year-old rule by

newly Communist China, accused

of killing nuns and monks and

destroying thousands of Tibetan

monasteries.
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RETENTION
From page 1

on Southeast Asians.

"Many people came here as

refugees. Others came for a better

Hfe, and many of them came here

with nothing," Ho said. "And if both

of your parents are working 12-hour

days, and you're working yourself,

you're not going to have many men-

tors to guide you."

Ho added that because many
Southeast Asians are recent immi-

grants, some do not speak Enghsh

ADMISSIONS
From page 1

"(However), we don't believe that

we're going to sec a significant

increase in next year's (admissions)

numbers. We have a target - we're not

trying to get more students."

UCLA plans to admit a low num-

ber of students to keep enrollment at

only 3,850 for the 1999 freshman

class. Students applying to UCLA,
therefore, will not only have to meet

the UC's minimum eligibility stan-

dards, but will be required to achieve a

level of "competitive eligibility."

In order to meet the UC's mini-

mum admission requirements, appli-

well, or even at all.

Johnny Nguyen, Undergraduate

Students Association Council

(USAC) budget review director, said

he once received a letter telling him

he was subject to academic dismissal

from UCLA.
Nguyen said that he would have

benefitted from a retention project

like SEACLEAR when he was di.s-

missed.

"I had to deal with it by myself,

and many others have to also," he

said. "It's a cultural thing. Many stu-

dents have to go home on the week-

ends and work in their parents'

cants must be among the top 12.5 per-

cent of all California high school

seniors, about equal to a 3.3 GPA.
At UCLA and UC Berkeley, how-

ever, which receive far more applica-

tions than they can accommodate,

additional admissions criteria above

the minimum requirements are

applied.

Between 50 and 75 percent of the

freshmen classes at these campuses

will be selected on the basis of grades,

test scores and "academic promise."

The remaining students will be chosen

on the basis of grades, test scores and

additional criteria set by the campus,

including "potential to contribute to

the university's educational environ-

ment and intellectual vitality," accord-

shops, and they don't have much time

to study because they are always

working."

Nguyen said he hopes the project

will provide mentorship to students

having academic and personal trou-

ble.

"They need someone to confide in,

because they can't deal with their

problems all by themselves," he said.

This quarter, the project named
Triet Vo as their new director. He is

currently undergoing training and

will assume his position next quarter.

The project is depending heavily

on volunteers to take on leadership

ing to admissions officials.

"Becau.se the level of competition

for admission to certain campuses

and programs is very high, students

should consider applying to more

than one campus or program," said

Caria Ferri, UC statewide admissions

director.

"You may not receive your first

choice, but if you are qualified, you

will be admitted to a campus where

you can fulfill your educational

goals," she said.

This is where diversity becomes a

central issue. In place of the applica-

tions' previous consideration of racial

background, the UC application now
only considers economic background

and "difficulties" because of the pas-

roles since budget constraints do not

allow the project to have hired staff,

Nguyen said.

Ho said the project is going to

recruit new members by consulting

with student groups, such as VSU
and United Cambodian Students.

Nguyen added that the project is enti-

tled to a list of Southeast Asian stu-

dents who are subject to dismissal, a

list that was private before.

Ho said that an established project

like SEACLEAR, which will be

housed in the Men's CJym, will allow

volunteers to effectively help

Southeast Asian students.

sage of Proposition 209, which elimi-

nated the use of race as a considera-

tion in admissions.

Increa.scd competition could most

drastically affect UCLA and UC
Berkeley, two campuses that have

already suffered significant setbacks

at the hands of Proposition 209. To

combat these drops, Atkinson .said the

university will continue to guarantee

every qualified student admission to

one of its campu.ses.

1 he UC Board of Regents named

accommodating enrollment growth a

top priority in its 1998-99 budget and

plans to focus its efforts on creating

more classrooms, reducing teacher-

student ratios and expanding on-cam-

pus housing facilities at all nine cam-

"We've had informal study halls

before the project, but now it's

stronger because we're a real reten-

tion center," she said. "And we can

now help students from a cultural

frame of mind.

"If you identify with your mentor,

it'll be easier to connect with them,

and that will help you build self-

esteem," she added.

OUTREACH: For more information

about the project, contact Trinh

Huynh, USAC facilities commissioner

at (310) 825-1483 or via e-mail at

usafac@asucla.ucla.edu.

puses.

The San Diego, Santa Cruz, Irvine

and Riverside campuses are witness-

ing the most rapid rates of enrollment

growth.

Additionally, the passage of

Proposition I A last week will provide

extensive capital projects throughout

the UC system, creating more and

safer space for students.

"We expect the peak (student pop-

ulation) to come around 2005,"

Colvin said.

" By that time, we should have some

significant construction completed

from Prop. IA and, by that time, we

will also hopefully have opened UC

SeeA0MISSI0NS,page11
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DAYS OF OUR TEETH'S LIVES
Dr Bo has a thing for his Patient, Carly. but risks

conviction for Unprofessional Conduct in the "Dental

Raider' charges! Nurse Jennifer must now call

Receptionist Whitney for help And Dr Roman has a

Dental Falling out with Nurse Isabella which affects-

'

the Root Canal Treatment!

-r
DENTAL SOAP
OPERA CUJOE

Cleaning Expires 5 /31 /99

•TOOTH BONDING, BLEACHING
•Nitrous Oxid* (Laughing Gas)
•Hypnosis • Eioctronic Anosthosia
•Opon Lato Hours, Froo / Vaiidatad Parking
•Chacks, Cradit Cards tk Insuranca Forms Walcoma
>20 Yaars in Privata Practica in Westwood

COSMETIC and
GENERAL
DENTISTRY

Dr. LARRY FRIEDMAN, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1762 Westwood Blvd. #460 (between Wilshire & Santa Monica Bl.)

For Appointment Call: (310) 474-3765

WEIL Give You 10 Weeks.
Ten weefits may not seem like much time to prove you're capable of bemg a leader But if

you're tough, smart and determined, ten weeks and a lot of hard work could make you an

Officer of Marines And Officer Candidates School (OCS) is where you'll get the chance to prove

you've got what it takes to lead a life full of excitement, full of challenge, full of honor Anyone

can say they've got what it takes to be a leader, we'll give you ten weeks to prove it For

more information call 1-800-MARINES. or contact us on the Internet at www Marines com

We teach teachers.
r

a
S**?;!*-.:

JHatmes
Tke few. The Rromd.

W A K I ^ ( 1)111(1

/cru4mq Cn.Vru

educators

CGU's teacher education
program is a model for

preparing teachers for the
classroom. Most of our
students become full-

salaried teachers after
one summer of

-instruction. Plus many of
our doctoral graduates
become faculty members

at colleges across the
country Check us out at

www.cgu.edu, then call or
e-mail for admissions info.

i^Claremont

ADMISSIONS
From page 10

Merced," he said. ,.
,

.

This year also marks the first

time applications for admission

are available online.

According to the latest num-

bers, some 6,000 prospective stu-

dents have downloaded the UC
application from the university's

Internet application center

(http://www.ucop.edu/path-

ways).

Also, based on the number of

electronic applications, which

have been available over the

Internet since September, UC
admissions officers ex[)ect over

10 percent of this year's appli-

cants to submit their paperwork

electronically.

Through outreach efforts, the

Board of Regents has repeatedly

emphasized its continued com-

mitment to admitting a freshman

class at each campus that reflects

the ethnic and social diversity of

the state's population.

The UC "will make every

effort to accommodate the aspi-

rations of all qualified students."

Atkinson said.

HORMONES
From page 6

responds" to sex steroids, said Douglas

Meinecke of the National Institute of

Mental Health in Washington. "These

hormones - testosterone, progesterone

and estrogen - have profound effects on

the brain and the brain is profoundly

responsive."

Researchers hope that ihe hormones,

which are one way that cells talk to one

another, can be used to fend otT the rav-

ages of aging and disease. Already, estro-

gen replacement therapy has been

observed to protect older women against

Alzheimer's disease.

Meinecke led a news conference

Monday on the role of sex steroids in

development and aging at the Society for

Neuroscience annual meeting.

Nancy Forger, a psychologist at the

University of Massachusetts at Amherst,

said she's found that sex hormones can

prevent cell death.

Men have more motor neurons in

their spinal cords that govern muscles

attached to the penis, she found. Those

neurons are found both in males and

females before birth, but in the absence

of male hormones, the neurons degener-

ate in females.

Forger is trying to learn how male hor-

mones save these cells and understand

the role of proteins, or neurotrophic fac-

tors, that regulate growth and survival of

neurons. Neurotrophic factors might

offer alternatives to estrogen in helping

preserve memory and thought processes,

she suggested.

Margaret McCarthy, a physiologist at

the University of Maryland School of

Medicine in Baltimore noted that boys

suffer from more neurological disorders

than girls. They're more likely to have

schizophrenia, autism and dyslexia, while

girls are more likely to sutler neurologi-

cal illnesses later in life such as depres-

sion, anxiety disorders, panic disorders

or eating disorders.

(Ujjj|ll|li^(l!J^l)lli^(U^

#liy)t)(i)(i
DRMNG & TRAFFIC SCHOOL ^

$20

IliMi

© liSyii iMi iSl ^M) iS^ iMi iMi iMi i^ iM' iMi it^'JDj

Special Student and Staff Discount ir,|,r,|

Traffic School on Weekdays & Saturdays '»«'

1093 BroxtonAve. #218 (310) 208-3333 ,- -,

In Westwood Village, above the Wherehouse IJtJJill

DoYo

Takes

The Workshop That

Gives You:

With a national championship football title in

the future, an expjinded graduate section,

better spoils coverage, and awaixl winning

design, you'll want a Bminlife Yearbook to

reineml)er this year.

p
1. , ^% V

> Skills

> Questions

> Preparation

iruin life
mtUCUUumni lUPLAM

MII-IIP-TIST

For more information, contact

Alumni Career Services

at 310-206-6062.
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TIME IS^UNNING OUT
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TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS OPPORTUNITY,.,

WE) want you to

become the next

Student Regent!

Max Espinosa, the current STUDENT
REGENT, will be available to answer

any questions or concerns you have

regarding the university and the

1 999-2000 Student Regent

application. Just a little reminder that

the application deadline is FRIDAY,

NOV. 13. Don't miss out on

receiving:

• FREE TUITION
• Position on the UC Board of Regents

• All expense paid travel and accommodations

•Your own private office on campus

•And most of all an experience of a lifetime!

WHERE: kerckhoff iss

WHEN: WED., NOV. ll 6-7pm

APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE AT
THE FOLLOWING LOCATIONS:

Center for Student Programming,

Kerckhoff 1 05

Student Union Services Information

Desk ( Ackerman A-Level)

James West Center

Information Desk

www.ucop,edu/regents

FOR MORE
INFORMATION CONTACT:
Mike Cohn x57041 or mcohn@saonet.ucla.edu

Rheena Bartolome-chewyl 43@ucla.edu

Bruin Walk-MWF llam-lpm
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with finding your TA

attractive? ^:^
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EDITORIAL

Funding from state

should aid outreach,

rework K-1 2 system

DIVERSITY: Current policy ignores broad issue,

focuses solely on helping UC-qualified students

With all the talk about outreach

lately, one might think legislators,

university officials and student

groups have devised the perfect

solution to California's education-

al inequities. While outreach

elTorts may successfully reverse

the ciTects of Proposition 209 in

the short term, diversity at the uni-

versity level can only be addressed

when the state legislature amends-

California legislation tried to

engender educational "equity" by

allocating $38.5 million for UC-
widc outreach efforts. UC-com-

petitive students (those with GPAs
in the lop 12.5 percent in the state)

and students who have suffered

disadvantage economically "or in

terms of their social environment"

are the focus of UC outreach.

Of the S5 million that UCLA
inequities existing within the K-12

school system.

The California legislature allo-

cated outreach funds to target

only "UC-competitive" students,

reinforcing the existing, two-tiered

educational system - which sepa-

rates the students who will suc-

ceed from those who might not.

Programs initiated and run by

students, on the other hand,

attempt to reach all students in

need. Yet, these programs arc not

receiving the support or money
they deserve from the university.

Beyond outreach, there are

underlying problems present with-

in the state's educational system.

Outreach efforts alone, though

noble in ideology, cannot correct

those wrongs.

Outreach efforts are only neces-

sary at the university level because

the K-12 school system is so

flawed.

Until the state legislature funds,

supports and creates programs

that generate educational equity

within the K-12 education system,

university outreach efforts will

remain only a short-term solution

to a far greater problem.

The California legislature

needs to address the problems

existing within the state's K-12

schools. California schools rank

41st in spending per pupil, have

the second-highest student-to-

teacher ratio in the nation, and

many suffer from inadequate and

unsafe facilities.

Considering that California

schools educate one out of every

eight students in the country, per-

haps the state should spend the

money necessary to ensure that K-

12 students receive the education-

al opportunities they are entitled

to.

The short-term solution of out-

reach will not solve the disparities

present within the educational sys-

tem.

This past September,

received for outreach purposes,

the university has decided to focus

most of its attention, and money,

on school-centered partnerships.

Efforts in high schools include

ensuring the availability of the

requirements needed for UC
admissions eligibility, creating

more Honors and Advanced

Placement courses, and providing

underrepresented, UC-competi-

tive students support from UCLA
undergraduates through projects

like the Career-Based Outreach

Program.

Conversely, student-run, initiat-

ed efforts such as those run by the

Community Programs Office

attempt to improve the education-

al opportunities for all students,

regardless of their "competitive"

status. Also, their broad-based

methodology concentrates on

more than just improving the aca-

demic skills of students; student

programs develop leadership

skills and community service par-

ticipation as well.

The $50,000 currently allotted

to the 20-plus student-initiated

programs isn't enough to serve the

2,000 undergraduates and 19

schools involved.

Considering that the program's

broad-based approach to outreach

provides more students with more

opportunities, it is unfortunate

that the recent grant from the state

restricts the university from giving

the office money unless it is used

foT UC-competitive outreach.

Ultimately, outreach efforts

can only go so far.

Both student and university

endeavors are only short-term

solutions to far greater problems

and inequalities within the state's

educational system.

It is not the function of the uni-

versity to cure the ailments of K-

12 schools.

UCLA alone cannot possibly

correct all the problems facing the

state's educational system.
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UCLA: Home of weather gods, pharaoh
SUGGESTIONS: Bettering

our lives means bearing

shame, renting movies

Now thai former World

Wrestling Federation

(WWF) superstar Jesse

"The Body" Ventura has become

governor of Minnesota, maybe

you've wondered what else can be

done to belter our nation. Maybe
you haven't. I don't really care, but

I'm going to tell you anyway.

In the age of the lO-step program

and the radio therapist, I would like

to propose a

new method of

self-improve-

ment in

America: it's

called shame.

That's right,

screw all this

positive rein-

^orccmc »( ciap.

device whose sole purpose is to

make jerky -just because it comes

with a complimentary "salad-spin-

ner", "kiwi-splicer" or "potato

juicer." We've advanced to such a

high echelon of culture that we can

actually spend money on stuff we

don't even need and still be content

America: the land of the free and

home ofthe COD (Cash on

Delivery).

I feel that
^—^^-i

America's other

great contribution

to world culture

has to be its cine-

ma. Now I'm not

talking about

fancy-pants, art-

house films about

mildly retarded

rednecks' homici-

dal tendencies or

Marky Mark's 13-

inch schlong

If we ...had the

master controls to

UCLA's weather

machine; then it

wouldn't always rain

during finals.

dork from 'The Big Chill' saves the

world with a Powerbook. Oh, yeah,

and the guy from 'Spaceballs' is a

fighter pilot who also happens to be

the president ofthe United States.

Anyhow, I figure it'll cost about

$500 million."

Hollywood Executive: "Go with

it!"

So anyhow, there comes a time in

every Viewpoint~—~'^—"" columnist's life

where the writer

starts to spout

tyrannical orders

on how to better

the nation. I guess

I'm done with

that. Why don't 1

tell you some pro-

posals I have for

bettering life in

Westwood and life

at UCLA.
First, I would

("Boogie Nights"). No, I'm talking officially announce my candidacy

about Tfiixl Amtfri^an inovim;; qvutm \w A lUPuwc i ful iites

Daniel

Inlender

if someone is

humiliated

enough, the

person will do

anything to

make sure it doesn't happen again.

So the next time you see someone

walking down the street who has

some glaring error, be sure to point

it out. Literally, point and yell.

In fact, perhaps someone should

patent a shame alarm clock. Imagine

waking up every morning to some

voice spouting out insults that make

sure your lazy butt gets out of bed.

How about a VCR that you can

call and program over the tele-

phone? You'll never have to say

"Damn, I missed Baywatch Nights"

ever again. How about a pizza place

that also delivers movies? How
about a car that runs on boots? How
about a beer that tastes great and is

less filling? Book me a 30-minute

infomercial spot at 3

a.m., baby. I'm

on my way up.

Although it

has room for

improvement,

America has

made some great

contributions to

the world. Take,

for example, run-

away con-

sumerism. In

those so-

called "cul-

tured"

countries

such as

Britain, Italy

and Burma, you

won't see people

spending count-

less dollars on an

elephant-sized

films.

You know what I mean. The ones

that cost a tenth of a billion dollars,

star the entire cast of Melrose Place,

and whose premise involves swarms

of gigantic bugs decapitating people

or getting decapitated themselves. I

can't help but wonder at the creative

process behind some movie con-

cepts.

Something like one one-thou-

sandth of every movie that ever gets

written actually makes it to the big

screen, and somehow this tactic still

works. Hollywood Screenwriter:

"Hey, I've got this idea for a movie.

It's about these telepathic aliens with

15 mile-wide spaceships who invade

earth and start killing everyone

except the main characters and their

pets. Then, at the

end, the

Government. OK, that's not going

to happen any time soon. But it

should. I mean come on, a monarchy

has worked for Britain for hundreds

of years, why shouldn't it work for

UCLA? Stacy Lee could act as a

"prime minister" of sorts, doing all

the work, and I could be the figure-

head leader. I'd walk around campus

with a scepter and a crown, and

everywhere I'd go students would

prostrate themselves before me and

mutter something about not being

worthy.

Then again, the tour guides might

have a tough time explaining that to

a bunch of prospectives. "On the left

we have Powell Library, and on the

right we have our pharaoh."
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Society imposes femininity on women Muslims, Islam under attack

CULTURE: Standards of

beauty, self-esteem mask

individual value, strength

By Debrali Shurman

This submission is in response to

Catie Bailard's column titled "Sugar

'n' Spice as effective as feminism"

(Viewpoint Nov. 1 1

)

As tempting as it is to adopt Ginger

Spice as a model for female empower-

ment, I must say I strongly disagree

with Bailard's column. Her belief that

feminism consists of "army boots and

buzz cuts" and a fight against "the

patriarchal hegemonic monster that is

man" is not uncommon, but it is com-

pletely untrue.

Contrary to (the ignorant) popular

belief, feminism is not a battle against

men, but rather a movement that tar-

gets the socially constructed ideologies

of racism, sexism and classism.

It is Bailard's simplistic view of fem-

inism that creates a dichotomy

between women who shave their legs

and those who shave their heads. When
women feel insecure about showing

their faces in public without cosmetics^

it is time to re-evaluate our society's

standards of beauty. Media images of

female beauty leave much to be desired

when creating role models for girls.

1 ^\An(\ Mppnlled in the line at the

In terrorist movie 'The Siege^

grth

See INLENDER, page 14

Inlender is a third-year

psychobiology stu-

dent. He can be

reached at din-

lende^ucla.edu.

eery store as I read the magazine cov-

ers. the creators of which prey on the

exlemaliy implemented insecurities of

America's women. Month after

month, each magazine manages to

include the newest way to shed those

"extra" 10 pounds as well as how to

dress in order to catch that man.
.,

Personally, I have better things to do

than to read about that new lace halter

top that will just drive him mad, and 1

find it insulting that such ridiculous

advertising strategies are directed

toward my sex.

Bailard also fails to acknowledge the

painstaking attempts of assimilation

Shurman is a third-year microbiology

and molecular genetics student.

that women of color make every day.

For decades African American,

self-inflicted. 1 highly doubt that the

aim of such women is to make Primp

Chicana, Latina, Asian and Native

American women have been subjected

to a white standard of beauty that is

apparent in mainstream magazines

and other media.

True beauty transcends make-up

and fashion; a beautiful woman is such

with or without these accessories. My
point is that socially accepted practices,

such as shaving one's legs, are dictated

arbitrarily by society's whims. Women
who attempt to deviate from such

human idiosyncrasies are deemed

"abnormal" by those who can't see that

the "norm" isn't all that normal to

begin with.

Perhaps the guilt that Bailard feels

other women force upon her is actually

'

n ' Curt felfls feel guilty, but rather to

point out that the tolerance for individ-

uality is limited for those cast in the role

of "feminine."

Visions ofGinger Spice dance in my
head as I imagine a generation of

women raised with the belief that span-

dcx dresses and platform shoes are the

means of empowerment. Perhaps they

ir.ight grow up to be Ally McBeal-like

corporate women who wear tiny skirts

(doesn't it get cold where Ally lives?)

and manage to sustain a career while

squandering their time daydreaming

about men and being irrational. Will

the women of tomorrow be able to rise

above such ridiculous role models?

We had better hope so.

FILM: Hollywood inflicts

pejorative view of group

on susceptible audiences

By Salar Rizvi

The headlines read "Crafting a

'Siege' Mentality" as the faces of

Denzel Washington. Annette

Bening and Tony Shahloub stare

aghast at the machinations of some

would-be terrorist. The new movie

"The Siege," by Edward Zwick. is

doing just that: pushing a mentality.

This is far from a movie review, but

rather a review ofthe consequences

of such a film.

No punches are pulled as the

movie spends most all of its time

attaching the terrorist label to the

Muslim identity. In fact, this movie

does not just identify Islam with ter-

rorism; it identifies Islam as a cause

for terrorism.

Many people believe that this is

just another political-action thriller,

so what's the big deal? The big deal

is that not many people know

enough about Islam and Muslims to

differentiate between what's, real

and what's not.

This movie follows a long line of

films that have shaped our mflntali-

through all the generalizations I had

built up through the years.

One unfortunate aspect about

the movie is that it takes place in the

present. The time reference is estab-

lished by clips of President Clinton

defending the bombings of civilians

in Sudan and Afghanistan. This

establishes that whatever is to fol-

low can happen right here, right

now.

Roger Ebert, in his review of this

movie, asked if this film was really

necessary; I ask the same question.

In a time when relations overseas

are tense and the Muslim image has

been maligned, we are presented

with a movie thaft blatantly connects

Muslims with terrorism.

Personally, I found many images

in the movie very disturbing. One
such image was the misrepresenta-

tion of the Muslim's wudu (Arabic

for purification or cleansing). This

is something Muslims do before

prayer in order to make sure that

they are clean during prayer. In the

movie such action was linked to a

"pre-bombing" ritual and was cast

in a frightening light. Now, any time

someone sees a Muslim making

wudu, a thought of bombing and

terrorism might be triggered in his

mind.

I've heard some people .say that

ties against a race or people.

Think back to the Cold War and

all the movies you saw portraying

Russians as the cold, heartlpss

enemy of democracy. Sometimes

these images are subtle, and some-

times they are blatant, but either

way we internalize and use them to

shape our particular perspective. I

grew up disliking the Russians and

their culture of "war" simply based

on the movies I watched and that

they were always in the news. It

took some actual effort to break

Rizvi is a third-year business-econom-

ics student and vice president of the

Muslim Students Association.

the end of the movie gives an OK
finish to a two-hour stereotype-fest

of Muslims and Arabs. My answer

to that is that the ending does not

erase all the connections and links

made during the movie between

Islam and terrorism. It seems the

film makes terrorism part of the

Muslim culture. You eat, you go to

work, you sleep, you commit sense-

less acts of violence ... you know:

the normal day.

Islam is much against the ran-

dom acts of violence that were

depicted in "The Siege."

One incident involving the

See RIZVI, page 15
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IN
Information drives our economy and

enriches our lives.

With a graduate degree from the

University of Michigan's School of

Information, you can expect to

shape the future of information

systems and services in corpora-

tions, universities, communities,

government, and nonprofit orga-

nizations. You can expect to make

a difference.

Recent SI graduates consult for

Fortune 500 companies, manage a

movie studio's creative assets, launch

successful information start-ups. and

develop new digital library collections

and services. From archivist to webmaster, from

community information specialist to informa-

School of Information

University of Michigan

734.763.2285

tion entrepreneur, SI provides the training

you'll need to take a leading role in

the age of knowledge.

In our dynamic two-year

master's program, students from

diverse academic backgrounds
— humanities. con.,-uters. math

and social sciences— gain direct

access to our world-class faculty

and facilities. Our innovative doc-

toral program prepares you for a re-

search career at the leading edge

of this emerging discipline.

There's a whole new world of

information out there Someone's

got to take charge of it.

Graduate Studies in Information

www.si.umich.edu

INFORMATION

ifs no secret

you can help
expand the

pngnun
Join the Recycfng

AcMx:ates, atask force that
workson GBq^andng recydng
orvcampus. Students, taaJty
and staff are al >valoome.

for more information call 825-3033

I'f

TXei >dou*&^ ^tc^
THURSDAY

9-7
SATURDAY

9:30-6
^tfadm

FRIDAY
9-7

SUNDAY
12-5

$500 fjriven

Away Each Day
to 1st 11 Customers

l....$100 Gift Certificate

2....$ 50 Gift Certificates

4....$ 25 Gift Certificates

20...$ 10 Gift Certificates

: 10 SOLD

OLYMPUS STYLUS
ZOOM

Very popular camera with a Zoom Lens.
Automatic Focusing, Built-in Flash, and
AutoWind. Refurbished cameras with a 90-

day warranty Supplies arc limited. One
household. "First come, ^ ""

first served.

N6006 Autofocus SLR
We got a bunch of these cameras we can now
offer at this low-low price. Last year this

camera sold for $399. These demo models
include a Nikon 90 day warranty. We are

limiting the sale of
N6006to 10 per

day. Hurry! First

come, first served

Nikon N6006 Demo.

3-Roll$ of .

Kodak

Royal Gold
Here's how it works:
Tb<; regular price lor Kodak Royal Gold-100 Fllm(72-

cxposure$) IS SI 3.95. With this coupon you pay only

$9 95. plus you gel a Mail In coupon worth $9 00 in future

purxrhascs at Bel Air Camera Thus ytHjr final cost is 95

ccnti Add SI 00 lor Royal (iold2(K) Film. Add$2(X)

for Roytl Gold 400 Film Valid Ihnj SUNDAY 1 I/I 5/98

Canon Zr70 Zoom
Compact Canon Camera with 38-70 Zoom
Lens. Autofocus, Autoload, Autoflash,

Autowind. Just about everything. NEW
CAMERAS WITH Canon U.S.A. limited

Warranty/Registration Card.

ONLY 10 DEMO
CAMERAS WILL
BE SOLD EACH
DAY

I ,mj d T ^ ".^KM ~ ~ * --»^-^--'

iripie coupons
when you have Film Developed at our

i ON-SITE CUSTOM LAB
Present this coupon when you bring us a roll of

film for processing & printing, and you will get

triple coupons. Coupons can be redeemed for

film, extra prints, albums, frames, or a whole

bunch ofpremiums. Valid thru 11/30/98.

Camera

LASi DISCOUNT
CAMERA & VIDEO SUPERSTORE

1 0925 Kinross Avenue at Gaiyley Avenue
in Westwood Village, just East of the ^05 Preewav

FREbParking in lot next door, plus m
2 Hours Validated Parking at Lots with this sign !

3I0-208-SI30 • MON-FRI^-7. SAT 9 30^. SUN 1
2-5

INLENDER
From page 1

2

Although ! suppose they could just

say the crown and scepter was a

"pledge thing," and just leave it at

that.

My next idea involves the weather

here at our school. We are all famil-

iar with university "fund raising"

and the climate-controlling green

light at the top of Murphy Hall,

which shines brightly upon the uni-

versity whenever people show up

with cash and are willing to give it

up to the school - after a fair

amount of kissing-up. Unknown to

all of us, however, is that this green

light is actually part of the adminis-

tration's conspiracy to manipulate

the weather in a two-part scheme to

get cash while simultaneously turn-

ing us all into creative loners.

Think about it: every time a big

weekend comes, where potential

financial supporters show up -

alumni reunions, prospective stu-

dents' families and so on - the

weather is impeccable. All the stu-

dents find their way out onto the

green and socialize in the veritable

Utopia which is UCLA. When the

visit ends, however, the money light

turns off. In a matter of minutes,

UCLA becomes overcast and log-

filled, and we are all forced to leave.

Things shouldn't be this way.

If wc ourselves had the master

controls to UCLA's weather

mtichint;> then it wou ldn't always:

rain during finals.

I would also formally like to

protest the limited amount of video

rental places in Westwood Village.

It's not that there isn't a good

selection or that there aren't enough

films to go around. Far fiom it - I

rarely rent movies, and when 1 do

it's usually stufi'that will never be

checked out, such as "Police

Academy 6." It's just that when

UCLA students do rent a film from

a place and then return the film

about three years late - as we slack-

ers tend to do - we can never rent

there again for fear of facing the

devastating late-fee that we

incurred. So wc arc forced to fre-

quent another establishment.

We need a couple

hundred more video

stores here in

Westwood. Did you

hear that,

Blockbuster?

The problem, of course, is that

the same thing happens again: three

years late there is an incalculable

fee. After that second film, however,

there is almost no place else to go in

the immediate vicinity. There is only

one solution to this problem. I figure

if every student rents a video a week

for their entire time at UCLA,
they'd rent about 120 films before

graduation. That means we need a

couple hundred more video stores

here in Westwood. Did you hear

that. Blockbuster?

Well, it's been quite a ramble, but

I think it's about time to wrap it up.

In closing, I would just like to say

I hope that everyone has a happy

Thanksgiving (I know it's 15 days

from now, but I can't wait).

And when you're sitting around

the table thankmg the Lord in ..: ;-

Heaven that those wacky pilgrims

got themselves persecuted over in

Europe and decided to high-tail it

over to America, be sure not to

overdo it on the pumpkin pie and

the stuffing

Otherwise, the shame calorie

monitor will give you hell the next

morning.
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movie theater audience really struck

me.

A scene in the movie had authori-

ties interrogating a youth about

where he had gotten his money. You

could see that the youth had already

been tortured by having cigarettes

put out on his neck.

The interrogating officer in the

movie (Denzel Washington) was

smoking a cigarette and made a

motion toward his neck, which com-

pletely messed up the mental state of

the young man.

At this point in the movie, mem-
bers of the audience began to laugh.

How is it that you can actually

laugh at the fact tKat someone has

been tortured in his life?

Torture and pain may be foreign

to us, but they are a stark reality in

the Middle East.

I have actually heard some

accounts of what the corrupt leaders

do to people who are standing up,

and I tell you that it's enough to make

any human being cry for weeks.

It's really sick when a movie can

go to the extent of making someone

impervious to the anguish of human

life; I guQss they call it desensitiza-

tion.

What's really unfortunate about

this film is that many young children

will be going to see it.

If adults are not able to

differentiate from

what's real and what's

not, what hope is there

for a 13-year-old kid?

If adults are not able to differenti-

ate from what's real and what's not,

what hope is there for a 13-year-old

kid? Such youths are in a very vulner-

able stage in their development. They

are beginning to develop their world

view and their perspective on life.

They make simple inferences and

create causal relationships. X
(Muslim) is put in the same frame as

Y (senseless violence), therefore X
must imply or cause Y.

;

I highly doubt that any of our

youth will go home, analyze the film,

go over it with a fine-toothed comb,

read about the history of the Muslims

and come out with a correct view.

How many of us would do that?

Unfortunately, it is this very repre-

sentation in the media that has con-

stantly made us jump to rash conclu-

sions.

After the Oklahoma City bomb-

ing, Muslims and mosques around

the nation were threatened. Muslims

became the victims of hate-crimes.

Muslim children were targeted and

had to be watched over. This was all

due to our assumptions. I know that

one mosque in the area received a

bomb threat targeting the building

and Muslim children.

This pressure did not let up until

Timothy McVeigh was implicated in

the bombings.

Even if some of us in society are

able to distinguish between blatant

Hollywood stereotypes and reality,

that does not discount the people out

there who cannot.

Hollywood must stop producing

such prejudiced films as "The Siege."

If you must have an enemy, don't

label him or her with one race, cul-

ture or religion. And certainly don't

imply to the viewers that any group is

the enemy because of its race, culture

or religion.

Until the power elite of

HollywtHHl realizes this. Muslims will

constantly suffer from negative

stereotypes in films

Tlic question is when will the prej-

udice stop*

=^

Turn
unwanted
stuff

to
CA$H!

ADVERTISE
IN

THE

1^ almoin

Buy any
FREE printer promotion

coMfvia
PRESARIO

andgeta

U200 Printer

Plus Compaq Savings on Minitowers!

PRESARIO 2256

AMD-K6 Processor w/MMX, Running

at SOOMhz, 48MB RAM, 4.0 GB HD,

32X CD-ROM— -.^^^.^
• Integrated K56flex

56K modem
• 1-year Limited Warranty

^Includes FREE Compaq U200 Printer (a $129 value)

Monitor not included

PRESARIO 5020 jJIlt^^M
Intel Ctleron Processor, Running at 300Mhz,

64MB RAM, 8.0 GB hard d1$k, 32X CD-ROM
« Integrated K56flex S6K modem
• ATI 3D Rage IT Pro Graphics; 2X AGP w/

Accelerated 30 Graphics; HPEG2

• 2 MB SyncGraphics Video memory

• 1-year Limited Warranty

*lndudes FREE Compaq 13200 Printer (a $129 value)

Monitor not included

PRESARIO 5610 tl^^l^M
Intel Pentium n Processor, Running at 350Mhz, 64MB

RAM, 8.0 GB hard disk,

32X DVD-ROM, Iomega Zip Drive

• Integrated KS6flex S6K modem
• ATI 3D Rage LT Pro Graphic; 2X AGP

w/ Accelerated 3D Graphics; MPEG2

f 4 MB SyncGraphics Video memory

• 1-year Limited Warranty

^Includes FREE Compaq 13200 Printer (a $129 value)

Monitor f\oX irKluded

Restrictions and Payment Policies: Hardware is availaMc

only to UCLA studenU, selected UCLA Extension students,

UCLA faculty, UCLA staff and UCLA departments.

Extension students should inquire at the Computer Store

regarding eligibility. UCLA Computer Store price requires

payment by currency, cashier's check, or University Credit

Union Withdrawal Check made payable to The UCLA Store.

VISA, MasterCard, and Discover are also accepted.

Personal dwcks are Kcepted up to tl.OOO Money orders

ait not KOKf/OtA. Sales tax wHl be added to listed prkses.

Need a Monitor?

Compaq Multtaiodia Monitors

MV400 14713.2" VIA Monitor $179

MV500 15713.7" VIA Monitor $299

MV700 17"/15.9" VIA Monitor $449

® Computer Stnrp m I
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Tomorrow

Ever wonder why there are so many

performers hanging around on the

Third Street Promenade?

C3»

Italy's old country found in

Westwood's newest eatery

FOOD: Restaurant's lovely mosaics, glowing candles

enhance atmosphere of transformed local landmark

By Megan Dkfcerson

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The stately pillars lining Westwood

seem a far cry from the whitewashed

tiles of Baja Fresh or the pricey three-

foot-tall menus of Jerry's Deli. Tanino

Ristorante, the newest restaurant play-

ing a part in Westwood's much-touted

revitalization, is as culturally far-

reraoved from the typical culinary vil-

lage rest-stops as

California is

from Europe

and is thus worth

an Italy-sized

price tag.

Nestled in a

landmark,

RESTAURANT REVIEW
Tanino Ristorante and Bar

Address: 1043 Westwood Blvd.

Los Angel

Lund)Hours:

tion, with items like sea urchin sauce

and black truffle leaping off a page of

linguistically trying phrases. For those

yearning for authenticity, a full Italian

meal, from antipasto to doici (dessert),

can cost up to $70. The more primor-

dial need-driven can taste the atmos-

phere and the basic cuisine for an easy

$9, a price on par with the less-ambient

Olive Garden down the street.

In the tradition of authentic Italian

restaurants, the

pasta menu
offers just one

dish per A dente

noodle product.

If you order the

spaghetti, there

is no need to

Tanino looks the

part of a dimly-lit

chapel in the

Italian country-

side, with deli-

ciously high ceil-

ings, intimate candles and wall mosaics.

The fireplace glow, dancing off the

golden tiles, recalls the chapel scene in

"The English Patient," in which Juliette

Binoche views beautiful Italian mosaics

with only the aid of a simple flare.

Tanino conveys this same, movie-per-

fect magic, almost to the point that

what one digests could become incon-

sequential.

But, for up to $25 a plate, the Rxxi of

the Italian countryside - and not just its

luscious ambiance - of course plays a

substantial part.

The menu does not want for ambi-

Dinner

n p.m. every day

Phone Number (310)208-2344

Entree Price Range: $10-$2S

JOHN SUEHIRO/Daily Bruin

oFfcTa sad, man-

gled order for

the Italian

"spaghetti al

nero di seppie e

seppioline." Just

say spaghetti,

and you'll soon be slurping down
spaghetti with squid ink and baby

squid. Which, as squid ink and baby

squid go, is quite a tasty - and horizon

broadening - experience. Just keep in

mind that squid ink is, well, ink and as

such, does its job well in impishly stain-

ing the teeth and lips.

The capelli alia checca (angel hair

pasta with tomato, basil and garlic, $9)

soothes the tongue with a typical zest,

but the light, chopped tomatoes furnish

a freshness uncommon in the ubiqui-

See TANINO, page 21
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Julie Carson performs In "Finally Fallen," part of the^UCLA

department of world arts and cultures' Upstart Series.

Photos by C*fo) fVtenen

TiMie Alvam (front) and Chrtety BoNngbrolw perform In "Finally Fallen," a series of dances baMd on the personal experiences of the choreographer.

For choreographer

JuUe Carson, personal

experiences help ^hape

the emotional and

insightful dances

w^hich she creates

By Sandy Yang
Daily Bruin Contributor

Taninaa new ItaNan restaurant which occupies a historical building

onWmwood Ikmkmni, aliowi |liom lo an>»r >ts architectural

during their

The subjeoi of postmodernism is daunting enough,

but mix dance into this concoction of high art, and

visions of elitist intellectuals and incomprehensible

expressions can intimidate even the most open-mind-

ed of people.

With "Finally Fallen," however, this postmodern

dance concert ofters familiar subjects and entertain-

ing performances, aiming to touch the universal feel-

ings of holding on and letting go.

In the performance's seven pieces, choreographer

and UCLA MFA candidate Julie Carson uses all

forms of art to convey individual stories. Like the lay-

ers of dance, songs and theatrics in the performances,

Carson also infuses layers of emotions and meanings

to the pieces. Feelings of discovery, loss, fear and frus-

tration are shown in the light of humorous and

humanistic situations.

"One of the pieces is about five women standing in

line for the women's restroom and they dance to a

piece by Bach," Carson says. "You can see it as a com-

edy, but if you then go to the next layer and go further,

(you can say) these women aren't getting anywhere,

and it's very easy for these men to do exactly what they

need to do."

Another piece in the concert also draws on a lemalc

experience. This solo dance performance portrays a

young woman at the final fitting for her wedding gown

as she contemplates the role she is about to take on.

For Carson, the process of making this piece became

a personal revelation.

"I was married once before for the very first time,

and it wasn't a very happy marriage." Carson says,

going on to explain how the bride soon sheds her

dress. "I didn't intend for that to be the end of the

scene ... but at one point, 1 said 'Improvise it' and

(Mollie. the lead dancer) kept going and ended up

rolling, getting the dress off of her, kicking it off and

walking away ... there was something so honest about

it. When I originally went to make it, I had no inten-

tion of revealing that about myself."

Comprised of 1 3 female dancers, the performances

are not a feminine portrayal of life, but rather an

exploration of issues that touch everyone. Though the

pieces are not autobiographical of Carson's life, the

performances are both intentionally and unintention-

ally drawn from her experiences. But Carson finds

that the most personal performances are the ones that

elicit the most tangible and universal feelings.

Such a work deals with the fear Carson encoun-

tered when her mother phoned lo say she had taken

Carson's father to the hospital for heart pains. Using

that moment of vulnerability and fear, Carson built a

piece around the feeling that followed immediately

afier the phone call.

"It was about my parent's mortality. It was about

me giving up the idea that they are my security,"

Carson says. —
"It's also about not telling each other when you're

scared, when you say everything's all right and every-

thing's not all right," Carson continues. "I have per-

formed it before, and one of my teachers came up to

me later and he said, Julie, that dance' and I looked at

him, and he touched his heart. And I think I commu-
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Don't be afraid

to admit love

for Matchbox 20,

Debbie Gibson

COLUMN: Ultrahip pundits

miss out on true talent by

shunning popular music

OK, Doctor. I need help. Ever

since I started working at the

Daily Bruin a year ago I've

been aware of my problem, and final-

ly, I'm going to get olTmy chest the

source of all my shame. So here it

goes ...

I love

Matchbox 20!

My editor

hates this

already, but it

necdsttu lie sa id.

Michelle

Zubiate

I love them just

like I love

Smashmouth
and just like I

love ska. I'm

hooked on all

that is pop,

cheesy and, by '^ ~
extension, mainstream. You can quit

your smirking. I need help, dammit!

What's wrong with Third Eye

Blind and Sugar Ray? Not a damn
thing. And what the hell is so right

about U2 and Dave Matthews?

Alright, alright. Don't get all hot and

bothered. I'll move on.

I remain the subject of scorn every

time I come into the Daily Bruin

office and choose a CD to review.

Instinctively I reach for those horn-

filled treasures such as ITie Aquabats

and Cherry Poppin' Daddies.

They've got catchy tunes that 1 can

really sing along to:

I figure that someone's got to rep-

resent the average listener. 1 know
I've been chosen as the beacon of

wisdom to embrace those bands

sadly referred to as one-hit wonders.

For giving them a chance. I should be

praised not ridiculed.

But instead I couldn't lift my head

for a week after giving Matchbox 20

a good review. I constantly get e-

mails from my old editor, Mike

Prevatt, telling me that Sugar Ray

now tours with Vanilla Ice.

1 was rear-ended on my way to see

Reel Big Fish. Is someone trying to

tell me something? Figuring the

answer is yes, I begin my mission

toward full recovery. I will become

the music critic that the readers

admire. One way or another I'll find

the source of my musical tastes.

My past?

Well, I guess it all start when I was

a little baby and opened my big

brown eyes to see Chuck E. Cheese

perform "Doo Wah Ditty" My mom
said I immediately smiled and put my
chubby little digits together. Some
things never change, but even then I

knew it wasn't gas.

I cheered when I saw my first

record album. New Edition. "Mr.

Telephone Man" and "Cool It

Down" meant far more to me than

Barbie dolls or Care Bears ever

would.

I soon matured and began wooing

fourth grade boys with Debbie

Gibson's "Lost In Your Eyes." Hey,

Gibson was the bomb. When I heard

If
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Armageddon Sex Groove excites crowd ^"^"^te

PLACEBO

"Without You I'm Nothing"

Placebo, ""Without You Tm
Nothing'' (Virgin)

Attention all fans of the rock

world: we've found a band that finally

breaks away from the curse of the

one-hit wonders. With pure talent, the

UK-trio Placebo releases their second

album "Without You I'm Nothing."

Since their debut in 1996, Placebo

has matured into a band worthy of

much praise and airtime as an alterna-

tive band capable of real driving

melodies and quirky beats.

Their first single, "Pure Morning,"

already surpasses expectations.

Gaining success and experience every

year, including certified-gold UK
sales with their first self-titled album

and some opening dates on U2's

Popmart tour. Placebo continues to

grow musically.

The unusual lyrics of "Pure

Morning" characterize the new

friend in need's a friend indeed/ A
friend who bleeds is better.")

The album remains a compilation

of creative picks, ranging from soft

contemplative mixes to upbeat, com-

pelling tunes such as "Brick

Shithouse."

"Brick Shithouse," destined to be

the album's next single, also uses

Placebo's recurring dark theme.

Vocalist Brian Moiko describes it as

"a ghost story, about somebody

watching their lover make love to the

person who killed them."

Every song is unique and the

album breaks free of the monotonous

tendencies alternative music often

employs. The tunes carry the listener

over moving lines and gripping

rhythms using just the right amount

of mixing to complement the sound,

not kill it.

Placebo's best songs include

"Every You Every Me" and

"Summer's Gone," but the whole

album remains a perfect choice to

kick back and enjoy a real band creat-

ing some serious music.

Michelle Zubiate

Adamski, "Adamski's Thing** (ZTT
Records)

It is no surprise that Adam Tinley's

sound of Placebo. Mflrt dflfK flfld fpunh MlflaM ttfl fl BOlo artlBi ;;onwB

provocative than the first album, the

song embodies haunting words that

match the more sinister melodies. ("A

gle "Killer," featuring Seal on vocals,

the keyboardist and producer has just

recently come out of hiding with an

eclectic mix of danceable space pop.

With song names like "Memories

of the Future," "Climbing Up" and a

cover photograph of the artist sport-

ing astronaut gear, one can't help but

think that the listener is about to

embark on a journey through space.

Like any journey, this one has its

ups and downs. Songs range from

immediately likeable to severely

danceable to downright annoying.

The opening track, "Memories of the.

Future," begins with a synth-based

rhythm, which could easily be mistak-

en for something by the Prodigy.

The albums most obvious single

will be "Intravenous Venus," a repeti-

tive club tunc dedicated to the addic-

tiveness of sex and the withdraw that

follows.

Songs like "One of the People"

might stir up images of a strange cross

of Leftfield and Fine Young
Cannibals, with a hint of more mod-

ern acts as Jamiroquai. At the oppo-

site pole of "One of the People" is

"Piccadilly Circus," a short instru-

mental in the veins of Moby or

Orbital.

Among catchy, beat heavy pop dit-

lies, maud l in orchestraf gomp<

throughout, and Adamski paints a

picture of an artist without a home.

"Thing" offers the public an

escape from today's standard cut-

and-pasle alternarock trends - that is,

if acid house or experimental elec-

tronica is your thing. If it's not,

Adamski makes it worth giving a

chance.

Cyrus McNally

Mighty Mighty Bosstones, **Live

From the Middle East** (Big Rig/

Mercury)

"The Middle East" refers to a

Cambridge club, not to a section of

Eurasia. You learn something new

everyday. Just like hoW many people

have finally figured out that the

Mighty Mighty Bosstones aren't just

a ska band, they're a skacore band.

The Bosstones alternate between

angry heavy metalish core and fast,

reggae-style ska instrumental -

sometimes in the same song.

Sometimes at the same time.

There's been some argument that

Dicky Barret's voice isn't what it used

to be, but this album should put that

rumor to rest.

It's still the same as it ever was,

which really isn't saying much. What

he lacks in tonality, though, he more

makesiup for in volume . I Ic iliic^

out just in time to ride the back wave

of the current electronica craze.

Better known for his 1990 No. 1 sin-

tions, and deep space electronica

explorations, the recurring theme of

alienation and loneliness develops

The crowd wants it the old way,

and he does, and they love it. Other

than Barret's rasping, the Bosstones

are in top condition: Nate Albert's

guitar is fast and furious, Dennis

Brockenborough's trombone is free

and easy, and Tim Burton's powerful

sax work carries it all along.

The Bosstones are as loud as ever,

but this sort of music isn't about

understanding what they're saying.

Unless you really need to know that

there aren't any hidden obscenities,

then "Hope I Never Lose My Wallet"

contains most of the CD's discernable

lyrics.

Unfortunately, the CD also

includes the overexposed, "The

Impression That I Get," one of those

songs that catch on and just won't go

away.

The CD is also full of nonsensical

band yells about being on a three day

swerve.

"How does it feel? It feels good!!

Scream for me!"

You gotta be sweating your tweed.

Dicky gives some kid something that

he wore with Aerosmith, which is the

nicest thing he's done since he made
two drunks apologize to each other at

the 9:30 Club in DC.
The Bosstones still rule - as the

kid^ nnwndays are so fnnri of .taying.

If

THEATER: Comedic show delivers shocking satire of

president's scandal, nuclear warfare to small audience

ask the audience whether he should

do it "the old way or the new way"

before the song," Dr. D."

Michael Rosen

See SOUND, Page 20
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UCLA
LIBRARY

ORION will be unavailable
from 9 p.m. on Friday, November 13,

through 5 p.m. on Sunday, November 15.

Please plan your Library use accordingly.

^ Access information on library holdings

through the MELVYL® System.

Check the stacks for individual items

^ Ask at the reference or

circulation desks If you need help.

By Danielle Myer
Daily Bruin Contributor

For the players in "The First

Annual Armageddon Sex Groove,"

size doesn't matter - the size of the

stage, role or audience. They man-

aged to milk it all.

Performing at the Copperview
Theatre to an audience of 10 peo-

ple, two of whom left after inter-

mission and others who fell asleep,

the company did a fabulous job of

maintaining their focus and deliv-

ering a disturbingly perverse yet

ultimately comedic show - for

those who stayed awake.

The play's two main plots con-

sist of the president's sex scandal

(which eerily mirrors the Clinton

and Lewinsky headlines) and
nuclear bombs being dropped on

Mexico and Malaysia by a genius

gone psycho. As the plot unravels,

so do the crass jokes and lap

dances. Although the show doesn't

kee^) the audience in hysterics,

ther^ are subtle and not-so-sublle

one-liners that elicit a short cackle,

an amused guffaw or an embar-

rassed sigh.

Though the cast is few in num-

ber. Lheir nresence onstage is

also wrote the play, performs the

part of Gen. Ramsbottom, one of

the key comical figures and steals

any scene with his drunk swagger

and sarcasm.

The general's daughter,

Georgina, played by Cynthia Abein
is also a memorable character. Our
introduction to her includes a

seductive dance to pumping rap

music and a loud scream.

"The First Annual

Armageddon Sex

Groove" is a bit of a

paradox ...something

about the show leaves

the audience talking

excitedly about (it).

Though her lap dancing and

lewd attitude left some viewers

noticeably squeamish, her energy

and determination to make a small

presence onstage is role seem big is appraiiriit^d

always powerful. Notable perfor-

mances come from quite a few of

the actors. Marcus Hennessy, who

Lt. South, played by Curt Alan

Bonnem, delivers some witty lines

and takes his character to extremes

by standing at attention when deliv-

ering dialogue and incessantly

yelling, "Rrrroger that!" until one

of the other actors tells him to shut

up.

The set that the players have to

work with is simple yet sufficient

for the tiny theater, and the actors

manage to keep their own space

and never appear cramped.

The set changes are simple and

fast and the minimalist approach is

successful.

"The First Annual Armageddon
Sex Groove" is a bit of a paradox.

The plot has a few holes in it. and

the comedy isn't totally fluent, but

something about the show leaves

the audience talking excitedly

about what they've just seen.

Sure, some of the comments
may be along the lines of "What
the heck was that?"

But above all, the company
demands a response from their

small audience, good or bad. The
actors look like they're having fun

and have their groove thing on tor

the whole show. If the second

annual "Armageddon Sex

Gfoove" IS as odd as the firsf.

Hennessy may have found himself

a series. •

THEATER: "The First Annual

Armageddon Sex Groove" is playing

at the Copperview Theatre through

From page 1
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"Electric Youth" I knew Td found

my anthem for juvenile indepen-

dence. 1 even wanted to look like her.

Yes, I know I'm Mexican.

And yes ... I loved New Kids. Stop

laughing! Everyone did. "NKOTB
forever" is still carved to my dresser,

and my old dairy pages still read in

hot pink ink "Michelle + Joey = True

Love." But that's not unusual. Every

girl loved them. If they try to deny it

they're lying. But if someone loved

that Danny guy they're the one who
should be on the couch. He looked

like a monkey.

But I don't think my childhood is

the problem. Doctor. Every little girl

choreographed steps to Janet

Jackson's "Rhythm Nation" and

dreamt of being a Mou.seketeer.

Right?

High school?

Oh, well I wasn't always the devot-

ed KROQ worshipper you see before

you. In fact, I hated the station for

the majority of my high school lite.

Just call mc a virtual musical

chameleon. I listened to different gen-

res depending on who I kicked it

wilh.

Freshmen year remains the worst.

In an effort to be cool and have cool

friends, I joined a party crew. You
remember them. Do they still exist?

Well, I learned the art (if you can call

it that) of dancing to deep hou.se. I

Nov. 2 1 . Tickets are $ 1 2 to $ 1 5. For

more information, call (323) 469-

4343.

learned to dance the way the boy.s

did. Never mind. All you need to

know is that I loved the classics of

Power 106 including those deep
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house songs such as "Yolanda" and

"Fire Alarm."

I listened to the Baka Boys every

morning. Remember the Roll Call?

Here was mine. "With a chick-chick-

boom it's Michelle upon the mic.

And I'm down with Power cause you

know they rock it right." Oh yeah.

"And my love goes out to my home-

boy Caesar cause just like Power you

know he's got the flava."

Damn I'm good. But Caesar

dumped me a week after I made it up,

so I never called in.

The remainder of my years I gravi-

tated toward 92.3 The Beat, a station

I am still partial to whenever KROQ
isn't doing it for me.

But going into UCLA I found the

Daily Bruin, and I could love any-

thing I wanted. It's still not cool

though. I go to ska shows, and I am
back in high school. Boys who are

still 16 hit on me, and I get hurt when
a mosh pit suddenly forms around

me.

So I started my own personal sys-

tem of therapy. Everyday I struggle I

try to listen to what is considered true

music. For instance, I am getting into

Depeche Mode. Baby steps.

Whenever. I reach for No Doubt I

tell myself "Don't do it" and pop in

Depeche Mode instead. I plan on

even going to the concert in

December. I love "Personal Jesus"

and "Enjoy the Silence." Baby steps,

though.

My roommate is even trying to ^

help. She's made me listen to Tori

Aiims duU EHiut Sin l tli. Peisonally I

think all of Amos' music sounds the

See ZUBIATE, page 20
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Tavin Singh ^O.lCr
Records)

Combining the mystic elements of

his Indian history with the technologi-

cal of the West, Tavin Singh mixes an

album that takes a worldly look at elec-

tronic music.

Stuck between two worlds that reject

his culture and race, Singh's music lies

in-between of English sensibility and

Indian culture. The music from his

dilemma is sweet and enchanting.

Singh's opening track 'Traveller"

laces together earthy, forestry ambi-

ence and leads into a breathtaking

orchestral epiphany. A testament to

Singh's wanderlust, "Traveller" cap-

tures his exploration of the musical

landscape of the world.

Still keeping a the definitive drum *n'

bass sound, dark cchoy bass drums,

Singh adds a touch of India, a very pop-

ular country for musicians lately, to

each track. A whiz kid with the tabia

drums, Singh bangs away at any chance

he gets on those drums and it usually

sounds in-line with his ethereal sam-

ples.

"O.K." takes into its many arms, the

sitar, flutes and pipes kneading togeth-

er an electronic disc for the natural

lover and inward thinker in all of us.

And that might be the biggest problem

with "O.K."

It's hard to dance to and trying to

keep a funky beat throughout a com-

plete track is near to impossible. Singh

meanders through a song like "Light"

putting what he is thinking straight to

tape.

A lot of transition from dance to

trance, the mellow atmosphere makes

for an experience strictly for the lounge

chair dancer.

THnh Bui

The Brooklyn Funk Essentials, **In

The BuzzBag/' (Shanachie)

Liquor and chainsaws. Oil and

water. Peanut butter and hotdogs.

Funk and Turkish music. These all

sound like they shouldn't go together,

but surprisingly enough, the final pair

compliments one another nicely. On
"InTheBuzzBag,"

The Brooklyn Funk Essentials, a

New York based funk-improv-poetry

group, aided by Lago Tayfa, a group of

Turkish-Romanian gypsies, come up

with some offbeat musical offerings

that are surprismgly good. Neither

strictly funk or Turkish music, the

album genre hops through 10 tracks

that encompass far more than New
York and the Middle East.

When attempting funk, on "Magick

Carpet Ride" and "Selling Out," BFE
comes across as a jazzier version of

James Brown, with extended horn

solos, rock-steady rhythm, and loping

bass. The Turkish touch is always there,

however, whether instrumentally in the

form of ouds, baglamas, and uarbukas,

or vocally, in the entrancing vocals of

Ipek Senot.

This distinctive addition adds new

flavor to BFE's music, allowing it to

avoid monotony. The album is not lim-

ited to Stax-like funk, it also delves into

electronica on "Bye and Bye," reggae

on "Istanbul Twilight, " and whirling

dervish ska on "Ska Ka-Bop."

The tunes found on "In The

BuzzBag" aren't likely to turn up in too

many other places, which is a shame.

There may not be much of a Turkish

Funk niche out there, but until there is

one, BFE and Lago Tayfa fill it nicely.

Brent Hopkins

ZUBIATE
From page 19

same and Smith thinks he's m fhe

Beatles. But Vm trying. It's just a

little much at once.

She also force feeds me Dave

Matthews She was very proud of

me when I started listening to the

song "Crush" all on my own. She

wasn't proud, however, when I

turned the CD off immediately

afterward.

Maybe my colleagues will

respect me if I listen to their

music. Maybe Mike Prevatt would

appreciate it if all I listened to was

Brit-pop and lived life through U2
and the Verve.

Maybe current A&E editor

Trinh would accept me if I listened

to all that DJ mixing, trip-hop crap

like Fat Boy Slim and Deejay

Punk-Roc.

Maybe my friend Ken would

think I was cool if I brought home

rap CDs or Puff "Royal Knock-

ofT' Daddy.

Will the world feel right if I did-

n't listen to Everclear? I don't

think so. Will people start reading

my concert reviews if they weren't

about Save Ferris? Probably not.

The truth is, I still don't know

who I am,, so how should I know

what kind of music represents my
inner genius? When I look in the

mirror in the morning I say,

"Damn. It must be wonderful to

be you despite the fact that you lis-

ten to The Wallflowers."

I don't listen to the Backstreet

Boys, N'Sync or Celine Dion.

Doesn't that count for something?

In my world the only gods are

Jakob Dylan and Billie Joe

Armstrong. Sometimes my hor-

mones control my musical desires.

I block out the negativity in the

office and focus on what is impor-

tant, my personal happiness. To

change my tastes because of peer

pressure would be hypocritical and

against everything I stand for as

an individual.

Screw it. I'll start listening to

country.

When not in therapy, Zubiate, an

undeclared second-year student,

can be reached at zubiate@ucla.edu
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FALLEN
From page 17

nicated."

For UCLA senior Jennifer

Lafferty, who dances in

*' Intermission" and the last piece,

•'Finally Fallen," the pieces also draw

memories and emotions from her own

life, which she brings to her dancing.

"For me, ('Finally Fallen') brings

out the issue with leaving my family

for the first time when I went away to

school," Lafferty says.

For Carson, it is also a very person-

al piece that ties in all the other per-

formances.

•'After you've made a significant

amount of work and you know you're

going to put (them) into a concert,

you have to find some thread that

holds all the pieces together in some

kind of concept," Carson says. "I am
just really taken by the idea of letting

go.

Lafferty says, "What (Julie) has

done is taken her own experiences

and transferred those emotions into a

dance. Especially for people who have

never been to dance performances, it

will be interesting for them to be able

to see a life situation put on a stage."

Translating emotions and stories to

the stage proved to be a long and

metamorphosing process for both'

Carson and the dancers. Each dancer

puts in five to 15 hours a week for

rehearsals, while the pieces are con-

stantly reworked.

"It was extremely intense," says

UCLA senior Mollie Quinn, who
appears in three pieces.

"It's a schedule where you really

have to come focused. You can't

come and have other things going on.

As dancers, we have to understand

that we have to come prepared for

whatever might be faced
"

Come Friday night, the hard work

and the emotional process that went

into the performances will be realized

on the stage.

"It's an amazing amount of work,"

says Carson, "but I know I'll treasure

the experience."

DANCE: "Finally Fallen" will be per-

formed at the UCLA Dance Building

Theater 200 at 8 p.m. this Friday and

Saturday. For more information, call

(310)825-3951

$5 OFF
I

I

I

I

I

Bring this coupon to the Kinko's listed

below and receive $5 off a Deluxe

12-month Flip Calendar.

«

kinko's
9334 WiUhin Blvd., HoUywood 271-1258

^ic BM., Los Angetes 477-7756

1520 WestHDod BM., Los Angeles 475-0789

601 Wilshiie BM., Santa Honia 576-7710

I

I

Offer good on Mux* 12-month fHp calwdar only. Offer Is linrited to one coupon per cu$to«»r. Coupon must be

presented at time of purthase and is not valid with other offers or discounts. Offer valid at time of purchase only

ind may not be discounted or credited toward past or future purchases. Offer valid at participating Kinko's locatiorn

only. Offec expires 12/J1/98. ©1998 Kinko's, Inc. All rights reserved. Kinko'i is a registered trademark of Kinko's

Ventures, Inc. and is used by permission. Kinko's requires written permission from the copyright holder in order to

reproduce any copyrighted materials.

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

(reproduce any copyrighted materials.

AACS8S I
Op^" 24 Hours • Ask about free pickup and delivery

Build FREE
WEBPAGES

CREATOR
3MB Of HUEE Storage

• Over 600 Images In tiie

Image gallery

No HTML experience
neeoeci

W¥fW.ttM€l«wtatfv«iitag«.coni

I

you can help
expand the

Join the Recycling

Advocates, a task force

that works on expanding

recycfing on-campus.

Students, faculty and

staff are aH wekxxne.

program
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TANINO
From page 16

tous Italian dish. The seafoodlinguine

($14.50) brims with briny brew,

spilling over with scallops, calamari

and firm, buttery mussels. The pasta

in all dishes is cooked to an ideal con-

sistency, not too firm, not too mushy.

After the main meal (or meals, as

the case may be), "la dolce vita" is

fruitful at Tanino. The restaurant

purveys a dessert menu blooming

with pear and lemon tarts. There is

no dessert tray, but waiters are more

than happy to list otT the menu by

heart.

Although it is supposedly the

house specialty, the panna cotta ($6),

or vanilla baked cream with mixed

berries, is a little less-than-dolce, and

the raspberries and strawberries lose

their flavor in the thick froth. Still, as

with the entire restaurant, presenta-

tion is everything; the panna cotta

arrives at the table perched at the cen-

ter of a bowl big enough for a small

rabbit and is accented by a jauntily

placed sprig of mint.

The two things that come gratis in

this world of lovely affectations and

mosaics are renewable in the extreme.

One will never want for water at the

Tanino tables, as an eager waterboy

replenishes the glass goblets like an

aquatic missionary. Bread baskets, the

second, typical fountain of free, come

a little dry but often to the table.

This is a place to go

when you want to get a

little dressed up ...and

eat baby squid.

The ample service adds to the

atmosphere of delicate authenticity;

although the waiters run the ethnic

gamut from French-bred to Italian-

born-and-raised, they convey an

Italian comfortability to the place.

Tliat is, a restrained comfortability -

this is not a place to enter with the

wear of the day showing on your per-

son. This is a place to go when you

want to get a little dressed up, shed the

mundane attachments of the day and

eat baby squid.

Tanino achieves thislioity-tbity but

down-home air with both out of the

ordinary menu items and the build-

ing's inherited grace. A full, ten-foot

mirrored bar separates the two sec-

tions of the vaulted room, sheltering

alpine shelves of Italian goblets and

liquors.

Up a slightly curved, debutante-

style rod-iron staircase, lies the second

floor, where cozy nooks await patrons

drunk on amore. One ofthe managers

said the restaurant will eventually

transform the small, intimate area

into a grotto for jazz concerts and

other small ensembles.

The palatial environment already

has Italian singer Andrea Bocelli

piped in to enliven the ears and wet the

appetite, so live music will just be the

icing on the panna cotta. This atten-

tion to detail and old-world feel - from

the marble entrance to the quaint

bathrooms - make Tanino a welcome

addition to Westwood's often-prosaic

street of edibles.

UCLAs Best

Every year, Bruinlife

yearbook recognizes

distinguished UCLA seniors

,,j<; _w..v <V ;: ?

'*irv.

„*^P** 4^ 4js» ««^ wi- ;

I I J

1^

andfeatures them in the

sen ior section of the

I
yearbook. Past winner

%.. •

^ave iyicluded some of the

best students UCLA has ever

pigduced. The handful of

\ winners are at the top of

0^ir class in academics,

school involvement, and

mmuq ity service. These

%nior^ excel in all areas of

ifc ami areforever
T

fememljered in the pages

ofBruinlife.

aUCL? bruinlife
Y t A R 8 1^
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advertising information

118 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles, CA 90024

One Issue, up to 20 words $8.00
...each additional word
Weekly, up to 20 words

INTERNET ...each additional word

E-Mail: classifieds@media.ucla.edu Monthly, up to 20 words

Web: http://www.dailybruin.ucia.edu ..each additional word

0.50
27.00
1.50

90.00
5.00

For Classified Display ads,

please see our rate card
for variable rate information.

DEADLINES
Classified Line Ads:
1 working day before printing,

at 1 2 noon.
Classified Display Ads:
2 working days before printing,

at 1 2 noon.
There are no cancellations after

noon of the day before printing.PHQNE
Classified Line: (310) 825-2221

Fax: (31 0) 206-1 359
Classified Display: (310) 206-3060
Fax:(310)206-0528

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Thu: 9:00am-4:00pm
Fri: 9am-2:30pm
The ASUCLA Communications board fully supports the University of Cahfornos policy on nondiscrimination. No medium shall accept advertisements which present persons of any origin race, sex, or sexual orientation in

a demeaning way or imply that they are limited to positions, capat>lities, roles, or status in society Neither the Daily Brum nor the ASUCJ^ComrriijnicatMDns Bm^^^
'!^^^j!9^^^.?'ll,2!l^JfZ'^,^,^^^l^a?!J!^L.

i^ ViSA

PAYMENT
Please make checks payable to

"The UCLA Daily Bruin." We
accept Visa, MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards. Allow 5
working days for mail payments.

HOW TO WRITE
AN EFFECTIVE AD

• start your ad with the

merchandise you are selling.

This makes it easier for readers to

quickly scan the ads and locate

your items.
• Always ifKlude the price of your
item. Many classified readers

simply do not respond to ads
without prices.
• Avoid abbreviations—make your

ad easy for readers to understand.
• Place yourself in the reader's

position, ask what you would like to

know about the merchandise, and
include that in the ad. Include such
information as brand nanrws, cok)rs

and other specific descriptions.

advertisem^ts r^resented -n this issue Any person believing that an advertisement in this issue violated the Boards policy on nondiscnmmation stated herein should communicate complaints in writing to the Business

inaqer Daily Bmin 1 18 Kerckhoff Hall, 308 Westwood Plaza. Los Angeles, CA 90024 For assistance with housing discrimination problems, call the UCLA Housing Office at (310) 825-4271 or call the Westside Fair Hous-

„« Office at (ilO) 475-9671 Classified ads also appear on-line at http;//www dailybrmn ucia edu Placement on-line is oMered as a complimentary service for customers and is not guaranteed The Daily Bruin is responsible

foMhe first irJcorrect ad insertion only Minor typographical errors are not eligible tor refunds For any refund, the Daily Brum Classified Department must be notified of an error on the first day of publication by nooa

Mai
ing

1800
MlsceUaneous

FREE WINNERS. FREE SCORES, FREE
Lines, no money, no operators, no hassles.

www.line-busters.com.

1100
CaiiifNit Happenlngi

UCLA READINESS GROUP. Weekly group

for individuals questioning their alcohol or

drug use. Contact Elizabeth Suti for further

information. 310-206-1148.

Alcoholics Anonymous
Moo. DiKussion, Fri. Sitp Study, 2408 Ackarmon

Thtin. Book Study, 2408 Ackermon

M/T/W Rffl. Dwitol A3-029
' Wod. Rm. A3- 029

DiKuuion, AH fimts 12:10- IKWpm

For mIcohollcB or mdlvkhmit who haw m drinking problem.

1700
Lost ami Found

JAPANESE PASSPORTA/ISA found 10/27.

Hideki. UCLA campus. Call©213-926-3218

voicemail/cellphone.

1800
MISGollanooiit

Dog sitter/walker needed in exchange of

parking(one block from campus) and money.

Must like dogs. German Shepherd pup. 310-

209-9175 Sasha.

20011

YOUR CREDIT UNION
Your on-campus&on-line financial services

source, for students, faculty^staff. Visit us at

Ackerman A-Level, on-line at www.ucu.org

or call 310-477-6628.

2100
RacmUonal AdMHes

'-'"

MARTIAL ARTS. Katabami Ju-Jitsu Dojo tra-

ditional & authentic ju-jitsu, self-defense t'ai

Chi. yoga, chi gung, meditation. Master Alex-

ey Kunin: 323-512-2538.

2200
Research Subjooli

NORMAL HEALTHY CHILDREN and adol-

escents 8-16yrs needed for UCLA research

study. Receive $25 (or lab experiment and

developmental evaluation, and get a scientif-

ic learning experience Call 310-825-0392.

POSTMENOPAUSAL WOMEN 45-»- (Healthy

or with heart disease) wanted for a study on'

coronary artery disease involving small

amounts of radioactivity at UCLA $25/hr (2

days. 4hrs. each) Call 310-825-1118 or 310-

206-6675.

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

ANONYMOUS sperm donors needed. Help

infertile couples while receiving financial

compensation up to $600/month and free

health screening. Convenient hours, located

in Westwood. Call Kim 310-824-9941

cheap & cheesy

(but Id a good Vi^ay)

DMfiDiskFiua \

teseeroti Siiwitoi

Birir
Ceiilrol Mb

UCLA Research Study.

$50 Per Visit To Clinic.

Smokers Ages 18-34 or

Non-Smol<ers Ages 35-44.

Call Jessica

310-794-1884
2300
Spami/En Donws

EGG DONORS NEEDED
COMPASSIONATE women from all races

I
wanted by infertile hopeful couples. Ages 21-

30. Compensation $3,500. Call OPTIONS
800-886-9373

MEN: Donors needed for insemination pro-

gram. Especially needed: Latinos, Jewish,

Italian, African-Americans. 35 or younger.

Please call 626-440-7450. Compensation

provided.

WE'RE LOOKING FOR
A FEW GOOD SPERM All races. 20-40 yrs.

$50 per acceptable don^tkjn. Call OPTIONS
at 800-886-9373.

EGG DONORSI
WANTED

If you are a healthy
female between
the ages of 19 and
30 and have health

Insurance.

Compensation
$35QQ.QQ

Call Mima Navas at

(S10)

WE BUY CARS. New and old. Running or

not. Jeff 310-714-5808.

f^\J

NIKON FE-2 Chrome body w/motor drive.

$345 Nikon FG. chrome body $145. Nikon

lenses: 85mm F2 $150; 50-135 F3.5 $225;

70-210 F4 $165. Additional lenses. pl«aM
call:81 8-766- 1600

Cu,.,t^^ ; iuia.'iu L^omputer w/oplior^up-

grade Color Sony mor>ttor. key-

boardftmouM VAnOan/WS. oiloa07, tex mo-

dwn. much mon\ $4,000 «aluo4i005.00

080 NMdtoai ASAPt a23«M301
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3400
Coiu|iiilvi/SQllw8re

FRFE LONG DISTANCE/ACCESS TQ inlfiii^

Autos tar Sale

net - without a computer Aplio $209 00/lnter-

net-Phone $309.00 (Exclusive distnbutor),

UCLA Faculty 310-230-4231.

LAPTOP COMPUTER FOR SALE!! Only lyr

old and it comes w/new printer and sidebag

$1700 00 Call 310208-4772 if interested.

3500
nnRm
MATTRESS SETS!!!

Twin $79. Full $89. Queen $139. King $159.

Bunkbeds. Deliveries. Phone Orders Accept-

ed 310-372-2337.

MATTRESSES. FUTON. DESK. Bookshelf.

Dinette Sets T-Table. Lamps. Deliveries. 7-

days open. King's Furniture 11961 Santa

Monica Blvd 310-575-4243.

{?
1 986 Honcfa Civic SI ^

White, 5 speed, AC
2 door hatchback,

AM/FM/CD, Moon Roof,

Economical and Reliable.

(323)650-6836
y^^j'^^yyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy^.̂

MIscellaiMout

www.tattoofun.com
DECORATE YOUR BODY with temporary

tattoos Easy to use-henna, barbed wire.

WWJD, cool designs.

BECWCftl fmi IFUPEB
Or it will end up in a pile in the

corner of your room!
(AfMl yoM nMd tt»«l tpaoe for your dbly ctothet!)

4200
R6ittals

OFFICE SPACE
FOR LEASE

g84 9q ft
, $ i y00/mo . Utilities pa id Prirne

"

Westwood location

310-208-1987

Call Anne or Yvonne

••••••••••
* Piano Rentals *
Jf Low Monthly Rates Jf
^Hollywood Piano Rental Company^^ 213-462-2329 ^
••••••••••

4900
Autos for Sale

1971 CUSTOM DJ5 JEEP 6-cylinder, auto-

matic transmission Right hand drive, roll bar

and bikini lop. $2200 310-475-4847.

1987 HYUNDAI EXCEL GL Hatchback Red.

with AC, radio/cassette, manual transmis-

sion, runs great, excellent for student.

SlOOOobo 310-285-1211 or 310-281-8481

1988 ALFA Spider Cool car. great for stud-

ent, must sell in 7 days' $4500obo 310-828-

0382.

1988 CADILLAC SEDAN DEVILLE $1500

obo. Call 310-470-0142.

1989 OLDSI^OBILE CUTLASS
Clean, zippy, powerful, automatic

310-474-1672

CIERA
$4950.

1990 ACURA LEGEND, gold, great condi-

tion Runs well Garage kept. Fully loaded

$8500obo, please contact 310-459-1359

1990 FORD FESTIVA- 94K miles, white,

stick One owner. Smogged/tagged and

ready to roll Bonus- Great stereo. lncl:CD

changer/10" Woofer/MB Quart speakers.

$1800 Would like to sell this Sal 310-259-

3395 ^^^
1991 FORD MUSTANG Convertible Good
condition Automatic. AM/FM Cassette, well-

maintained White $4200ot)O. 310-313-

8012. ^^^^
91 Acura Legend LS One owrver. btack on

black. CD char>ger. never in acctdent. All

service records, power seats, sun-roof

$9900 (310)478-5378.

UCLA PROFESSOR selling '88 BMW 325 I

Black-convertible, top corvjition New tires,

A/C $6,700 obo 310-820-0082 (day). 310-

394-6906 (anytime)

"84 HONDA PRELUDE red, excrtlent cond,

looks great $2000obo C«H 213-514-1562

Classifieds

825-2221

5680
l^aml DasUnaUons

I Sotcd AtMfUca I

Round Trip Airfares

Lima 53/5

Cuzco S595

Santiago S689

Sao Paulo / Rio SG56

Guayaquil / Quito 5570

Buenos Aires 5698

C'll2<*0 llfirlllf l*M*<*llll
R T Aif f.Mt * 4 0.i»^ 3 NiRhts Hotel & Cily Si(;h1speing

VO«7v Pluitairt

For Res 310 652 8821/800 289 0549
PROFKSSIONAL TRAVEL SFRVIC E

South AmrriranSptclaUsUcM • loi.ofno

S700
Vrawl nckals

Want to escape

those winter blues?

C^ff^P <vC<<<J (/rt(^{ ^<l>^i<«

Vi<« btOblt

London $392^^^

Paris $348
Cabo $173
Milan $588 -

French Ski package
with airfare

I week - $647
F«r«» tr* KT. Do not inckidt taxM.

RcKTictfora tfipty.An tubt«a to chtngi.

Travel(>()mK'i

CIEF.: Council on Interiul

Educitionil Ekchansf

10904 Lindbrook Drive.

Los Angeles

[3IO]-208-355l

SQUICK CASHS
OWN A CAR'' Get a cash loan in 30minute&

¥^rie you dnve No credit check WSM
888-300-6942

FInaiicialAlil

STUDENT LOANa
GET YOUR Staltord Student Loan from Uni-

versity Credit Union (Lender Code 832123).

Also receive low-cost financial sen/ices. 310-

477-6628; www.ucu.org.

Insurance

INSURANCE WAR!
WE'LL BEAT ANYONE'S price or don't want

your business. All drivers. Newly licensed.

Studeni/statl/faculty discounts Request the

Bruin Plan." 310-777-8817 or 818-222-

5595.

6100
Coniputar/lntMiwI

COMPUTER TRAINING
MAC OR PC BASICS 2-3 hr. software tutori-

als Call Amy: Chomping at the Byte 310-

455-1154 or email amy43©gte.net

INTERNET CLASSES
SATURDAY NOV 14th: How to Create a

Website and Target Marketing on the inter-

net. Call now. 818-886-1150 to enroll.

Frustrated and disappobited

wUh UCLA?
Why It the place

so impersonal and difficult?

h'or same atisut'rs ilnxL iiiil

http://unlversltysecrets.com

6200
Heami Servtoes

HEALTH AND BEAUTY STEAM. Developed

by Chinese doctor. Revolutionary skin-care

product with exotic herbs, also cleanses in-

ternally (colds, flu). 2-monihs supply

$35+UPS 1-888.701-8898

6300
legal Advlce/Attonieys

BANKRUPTCY
GET OUT OF DEBT NOW! Free Consulta-

tion. Experienced attorneys, reasonable

fees Law Offices of White and Associates

(Cf ^ryle M White, UCLAW. "SB") 800-420-

9998 or 310-207-2089. 12301 Wilshire

Bl ,Ste 550, WLA

GREEN CARD
FOR WORK-PERMITS, green cards, and all

immigration problems call experienced immi-

gration attorney Reasonable rates 213-251-

9588 for attorney Doreen.

MYER LAW FIRM, Century City. Auto acci-

dents, slips/falls, bankruptcy, discrimination,

sexual harassment. UCLA Graduate Scott D
Myer http://www.bestlawyer.com 310-277-

3000.

6400
Movers/Storage

BEST MOVERS. Licensed, insured. Lowest

rates Fast, courteous+careful. Many stud-

ents moved for $98. Lie. -T- 163844. NO JOB
TOO SMALL! 1-800-2-GOBEST

HONEST MAN W/14ft truck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok. Student discount

Ask about 10% discount. 310-285-8688 Go
Bruins'

JERRY S MOVING&DELIVERY The careful

movers Experienced, reliable, same-day de-

livery Packing, boxes available Also, pick-

up donations for American Cancer Society.

Jerry©310-391-5657.

Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedicated pro-

fessional At your home or WLA studio. 1st-

lesson free No drum set necessary

Neil:21 3-654-8226

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years exp all

levels and styles. Patient and organized

Guitars available. Sarn 310-826-9117

GUITAR LESSONS by professional near

UCLA All levels, guitars avail Call Jean at

310-476-4154 www.JWGS com

6700
ProtoHioiial Services

MBA, LAW, MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS!
FRUSTRATED DEVELOPING your cntrcal

persor^l statements? Get professional help

from well-known author/consultant 310-826-

4445.

www winningpersonstatement com

IMMIGRATION

NGEL VtSA aNTER"
lUawmMy mead. RetaMt

ftnvwcty (>MMi

Om«MW%A
Far ffm CmwUMIhi CiH: >M^9S-

mScrvivc

FREE Flu Vaccine for all registered UCLA students

Friday, 1 3 Nov. - Westwood Plaza, in front of Ashe / 1 to 4 pm

Bring your Bruincard / First come, first served / 200 doses

UCLA Arthur Ashe Student Health & Wellness Center

More information about other Free Flu Vaccine events in November:

www.saonet.ucla.edu/healfh.htm or call 310 825-4073

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Viscous mud
6 Dross
10 Jai —
14 Comfortable
15 Singer

McCartney
16 Foray

i^ 7 Granny Smith,

eg
1

8

Opera set in

Egypt
19 Beginner
20 Positive vote

21 Fair attraction

24 Camper's need
26 Autumn

ornamentals
27 Astray

29 Story

31 Claim on
property

32 Urban -

34 Pigment
37 Copperhead s

weapon
39 Lend an —
40 Sirloin

42 To the stern

43 Real
46 Top
47 — over (studied)

48 Except
50 Electrical unit

53 Nap
54 Meat-eating
57 File identifier

60 Press
61 Composer

Stravinsky

62 Cherokee or

Seminole
64 Have supper
65 Gael
66 Overhangs
67 Plant-to-be

68 Slippery

ones
69 Lived

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

DOWN
1

2
3
4

5
6
7

8
9

Carriage
Bounding gait

Restless
Hall-of-Famer
Ott

Good look

Flash
Den
German car

Clyde River
port

10 Tennis pro

Ashe
11 Hen
12 Publicized

13 Dreamboats
22 Finishes

23 Winter fabrics

25 Western resort

27 Thomas —
Edison

28 Feudal estate

29 Impostor
30 She had a

theme
33 Fountain or

w

Seeger
34 Misleading
35 Thanksgiving

fare

36 -— out: scrapes
by

38 Native New _^
Zealander

41 Legend
44 Fissure

45 Cartoon gal

"Little
—^

47 Wrote
49 Acted like a

robin

50 Alkalis'

opposites
51 An Osmond
52 Lying face-

down
53 Varieties

55 Molding
56 Bakery buy
58 Cain's

brother

59 Tops
63 Uncooked

DispUr
206-'"'"
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BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

C<xnpr«h«ntiv« Dits*ftation Asttstanca

Th«SM, Pap«rt. and P«r«onal Slat«m«nis

PropoMis and Books
Intamational Students Welcome Since 1965

Sharon Bear. Pti.D. (310) 4704M2

A FREE SESSION
PSYCHOTHERAPY/COUNSELING lor de-

pression, anxiety, obsessions, post-traumat-

ic stress, etc. Couples/Individuals. Student

rates. Crime victims may be eligible for free

treatment. Call Liz Gould
(MFC#32388)031 0-578-5957 to scfiedule

your free consultation.

By Jung and Emerson's precepts. Profes-

sional Astrology Consultation: career,

romance, Unance. 23years teacher/lectur-

er/writer. Pauline Has8ellO310-658-4979.

EAGLE EYED EDITOR
PROOFREADS THESES, publications; tu-

tors English, study skills; trains time man-

agement, stress reduction. Nadia Lawrence

PhD 310-393-1951.

SfDoody Rosoarchi
Rcportr $6.00 per pep. Over 90,000 loptd.
Matcrtab ror rcsMrai smIsUuicc um only!

0546 Hollywood Blvd. ?.nd ploom,
RM.200 L.A . CA 9002a
Hours: Mon-Fri IO:30im-6pm

Cttstom Saturdays. II pin-4pin Visa/MC/
Research n^n -r^^-^i KmtnJ
avaUaMc CaU Today!

t-800'3S6-900l Fm

PRIZE-WINNING
ESSAYIST AND FORMER PROFESSOR
wAwo Ph Ds can help you produce winnir>g

prose. Theses, papers, personal statements.

David <davedit9pacbell.net> 805-646-

4455.

WINNING RESUMES. 1-hour sen/ice. Our
clients get results. Open 7 days. Visa and

Mastercard accepted. 310-287-2785

7000

ENGLISH TUTOR
Term paper/ESL problems? English tutor-

Four years experience, published author.

CallJessica 310-231-1107.

MATH/PHYSICS/STATISTICS/Engllsh/He-
brew. Computerized statistical analysis avail-

able.Tutoring service. Free consultation.

Reasonable rates, call anytime. Ilan (800)90-

TUTOR. www.my-tutor.com

PRIVATE TUTORING
IN-HOME, one-on-one tutoring for most sub-

jects. English. Chemistry. Math, Physics. Bi-

ology, Spanish, Frerxjh. etc. $15/hr. 310-

289-3292.

. THE WRITING COACH
EXPERIENCED TEACHER, PhD offers tu-

.toring, term paper assistance, English, So-
'

cial Science, History. Foreign Students Wel-

come. Call: 310-452-2865.

UCLA ENGLISH ALUMNI, pro-writer, young,

superb papers guaranteed. High school and

below welcome. Jeff 213-653-2240.

WRITING TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford University

graduate. Help with English—for students of

aH ages/levels. $17/hr. 310-472-8240 or

310-440-0285.

MATURE
ENGLISH TUTOR

ESL
Help with papers,accent

attenuation,reasonable rates

Call Bob Jarsky (310) 477-5203

7100
1Moi1n9 WsnMI

ACADEMIC ADVISORS
P/T. SPANISH FLUENCY a must Ph D. pre-

tended. Leading distance university. WLA.
Work w/mature Latin students. Fax CD to

310-471-6456.

TUTOR WANTED in home for junior high

student Help with daily assignments. Fe-

male prefened. Mon.-Thurs. 4-6pm. Call

310-470-9112^

TUTOR/DRIVER
Fof 7th grader. Pk* up 3:30 tutor until 7pin

WLA area. iltH pwlyred. SlOmi. 310-475-
^^^ —'

*-
\

—

—

•
. .

"
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'

TUTORS for high school students

Junior/sentof/graduale students specMiztng

in Engitsh a must FamNies tocalKJ in Aica-

dto fMidenl or Palos Vardas 2hrs-t8fi/ona

«M 4limaa/mo 310-859-9140 Bavarly Glen

itton L»nt(«Beverly HiNs

7100
M a I Bum laiM^ga^^
iiiMNn§ njniiMi

Inlnr and llonwuorL' AssislanI

for 9th grade learnir>g disabled child Need

patience and experience. Also n«ed biology

& geometry tutor for 10th grade child.

$15-20/hr in Santa Monica

Call Dr. Anne Coscarelli (310) 794-7678

TUTORS WANTED $15/hr. Santa Monica,

Brentwood. BH. Math, chemistry, physics.

SAT prep, spanish/french. Experienced, reli-

able, must have own car. 310-679-2133.

7700 7800 7800
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DO IT WRITE- Word processing, transcrib-

ing, typing, proofing, editing. Fast and accu-

rate. $28/hr. 24hr voicemail. WLA location

310-441-5955.

HATE TO TYPE? Let me do it for you.

Fast-faccurate. Professional screen plays

accepted. $2/pg. Call-ins 310-839-3101 or

page 310-915-2255.

WORD PROCESSING All types: research

papers, theses, resumes, fliers. Editing,

proofing, &transcription available. Emergen-
cies OK. Call:8 18-598- 1489 or email

anmlwomnQ pacbell . net.

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-

es, dissertations, transcription, resumes, fli-

ers, brochures, mailirig lists, reports. Santa

Monica, 310-828-6939. Hollywood, 213-466-

2888.

73«r-"
WrIUiiQ Holp

WORD PROCESSING. Typing, proofing,

editir^g, rewriting, research, resumes, tutor-

ing, etc. Fax, email, bring wor1( to me. Rush-

es. Student discount. 818-830-1546.

COMPANION/TUTOR to 16 yr. girl with

handicap. 3 afterrxx)ns and Sat, Sun. Need
lots of energy and fun-lovir)g. Must have car,

good record References. Det)bte: 310-858-

8933.

FATHERS HELPER. P/T on Weekends
Assist w/giris 6 and 10. Do activities w/them.

Computer literate. Must have own car. 310-

556-3816.

MOTHERS HELPER WANTED in Laurel

Canyon. PT hours flexible. References

needed. Please call 323-650-4914 for more
info.

NANNY to help w/2, 4, and 8-yr-old.

Tues/Wed/Thurs 12:45-4:45; Friday 12:45-

5:45; Saturday 12-9. Female preferred.

Warm, energetic, have some experience

w/children and have safe, reliable car.

$10/hr. 310-276-5330.

PROFESSIONAL MOM NEEDS reliable

UCLA student to help w/afterschool child-

care. Flexible hours. $9/hr. Excellent driving

record and car required. Call: 310-206-7528.

START BEGINNING DEC. 2-3after-

noons/wk. for 3-year-old boy. Days/hours

flexible. Car necessary 310-471-8790.

7800
UMbk ^tfsnlml

ADMINISTRATOR/PROJECT ASSISTANT,
(internship possibility). Computer literate,

IBM -Windows/Internet plus. Senior/graduate

w/strong writing/oral communication. No
dress code/reception duties. $7-$9,

17hrs/wk. Serious inquiries:Fax:310-395-

0509.

STORE DETECTIVES
SECURITY GUARDS. Needed now. No exp

nee. PT/FT. Up to $12/hr. Call today 562-

776-0878, for Valley 818-386-0170.

$15/HR BRIGHT EN-
THUStASTta

A PERFECT STUDENT JOB

Do you need a job in the

afternoons during school (M-F)?

All day Saturday, too! Full time

during Quarter Breaks and
Summer Vacations! Work

experience not necessary. Apply
today at

Westwood Sporting Goods.

1065 Qayley Ave,

Westwood Village.

ASIAN INTERNET
MODELS

GUARANTEED BASE PAY plus $40-60/hr

possible. Safe arxl secure working environ-

ment. General office staff also needed. Call:

310-398-2213 or 310-880-4726.

ASSISTANT for business office. For more
details please call 310-278-2750 or fax re-

sume 310-278-0038.

ASSISTANT NEEDED FOR Real Estate in-

vestment company. P/T, casual dress, must
have car and insurance. $9/hr. Fax resume
to: 310-479-2402.

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED Earn

$150-$250/night. Work P/T while going to

school. Day/eve classes, 1-2week classes,

800-974-7974. . International Bartender's

school. HUNDREDS OF JOBS!

BARTENDERS TRAINING INSTITUTE of

America offers professional courses for only

$98. Certificate of completion included. Call

today: 1-800-561-1781. Great Jobs!

BIO-MEDICAL, ELECTRONICS, and clean-

room micro-cleaning. Full/Part-time employ-

ment. Some physical work required. Must
Evenings/weekends.

7400

$500/DAY. Nude modeling-women 18+ all

types. No experience necessary. Safe, pro-

fessional enviror>ment. Refer a frierxj and

earn $50! 310-358-3865.

EARN $1000-$3000
Per week from home. Not MLM! No experi-

ence necessary. Travel industry. 800-345-

9688x0296

INTERNET/E-COMMERCE TRAFFIC dou-

bling every 100 days - why not own your own
personal percentage? NYSE traded compa-
ny seeks brokers. 800-805-4768.

MULTIPLE STREAMS of Income from a per-

fect part-time home business. 1977 "Peo-

ple's Choice Award" winner Recently fea-

tured in "Investor's Business Daily"+"Suc-

cess" magazine. 24hour message 1-888-

572-4846.

7500
Carear Opportunities

CLINICAL RN/LVN
LOOKING FOR A change? Prominent West

LA Internal Medicine practice is looking for

an experienced RN/LVN with good tele-

phone, triage and phlet>otomy skills Fax re-

sume to 310-824-0298.

EXTRA INCOME
Earn $87.000/yr. P/T, from home. Will train

you and help you reach your goal. Call toll

free: 888-241-7931.

SECRETARY/RECEPTIONIST- Perform

varkxjs duties in Beverly Real Estate Com-
par)y. Parttime/Fulltinf>e Starting pay $9/hr

w/great future job opportunities. Fax' re-

sume:31 0-278-6801 Attn J.Edward Smith

People to teach SAT Prep. High test scores

required. Transportation required. We will

train. Flexible Hours. Send Cover letter/re-

sume, including your scores by 12/10/98 to:

A Competitive Edge, Attn: Barry, 9911 West

Pico Blvd. Suite 1025, LA. 90035. No phone

calls please.

$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL mailing or cir-

culars. No experience req. Free information

packet. Call 202-466-1639.

$20/HR PT/FT
PROCESSING MAIL! Free supplies,

postage! Bonuses! Rush SASE to

CMAAJCLA Po Box 567443, Atlanta GA,

31156
signupQ info, infomachine.com.

$7.25/hr and up!
DO YOU have initiative? Become a UCLA
Community Service Officer and explore law

and public relations. Great Pay Flexible

hours. Student-oriented. Web:
www.ucpd.ucla.edu/ucpd/cso. Email:

csoducpd.ucla.edu. Phone: 310-825-2148.

ACCOUNTING DEPT assistant. P/T entry

level position. M-F 2-6. Basic computer
knowledge, car with insurance, good oral

and written communteation skills required

$9/hr. 310-276-9166

Start $7.50/hr. CaFl Patrick Toil" Free d 855^

263-9886.

CASTING
EXTRAS needed for feature films, commer-
cials, and music videos. Earn up to $240 per

day! No experience needed. Work guar-

anteed! Call today 213-851-6103.

Casting extras for video on how yoga helps a

golf game. Fax resume 310-476-7284.

MODELS NEEDED NOW
No experience required

Cnt.iloy. Printwork, Mnfjn/ines, Movies,
Video & TV Commercials

Men ,ind Women of nil Ages
Free Consultiition

EXPERIENCE LIFE
CASTING- Nude models needed for upcom-

ing adult video. Females only, all shapes and

sizes, 18+. Very fun, very safe. 310-826-

9335.

F/T & P/T WORKERS NEEDED. 20hrs. for

P/T and 30-40hrs for F/T. Ackerman Union.

Contact Lyn for more info. 310-206-0892.

F/T RLE CLERK for immigration law firm.

Century City. Computer-literate, Punctual,

detail-oriented, self-starter. $8/hr. Fax re-

sunf>e: 310-553-2616.

FILE/OFFICE CLERKS
LAW FIRM has PT positions to fill at

$6.50/hr Minimum of 20hrs/wk. Interest in

law preferred. Fax resume&proposed avail-

able hours to 310-274-2798 or mail to Lur-

le&Zepeda, 9107 Wilshire Blvd. Suite #800.

Beverly Hills, CA 90210; attention Jimmy
Dean

FULL TIME ESCROW ASSISTANCE. Must

be energetic&bright. Needed for busy
Beverly Hills office. Excellent pay+benefits.

Fax resume to 310-275-4991.

GIRLS wanted at exclusive social club in

WLA. Conversation only. No ateohol. Flexi-

ble hours. Earn top $$$. 310-477-9871.

GREAT JOBS
UCLA CONCESSIONS

MAKE $8.50-11.00/hour working UCLA
Men's Basketball games Q Pauley pavilion.

Call Sean for an inten/iewO206-0736.

HELP SERVE DINNER Part or Full-time

Monday evenings for 4hours. Wag-
es+meals. Males preferred. ai 0-208-3281.

HOLIDAY CASH
SALES REPS. Holiday rush Need extra

Chnstmas cash or a career change for the

new year? Call 310-657-4376.

HOLIDAY$$$. Honest reliable person to

work with stockirig and lahaling merchaai

CALL NOW! 310-659-7000

Marketing Survey
People

•*••**•*•***
Van Nuys Marketing
Research Company
looking for outgoing
people to conduct

surveys.
Work evenings &

weekends

Encore
staffing Service

880 Apollo Street # 244
El Segundo, Ca. 90245

Ph, (310)414-0200
Fax: (310) 414-0224

7700

AFTERSCHOOL DRIVER/SITTER for

Joruithan (4 75 yrs.old) M-F, 4-6pm Days
flexible. Drive from school to WLA home and
sit. Csr, drivers license Amsurance reputred

Satery negotiable. 310.277 0507 Steve or

Marte.

CNid cere provider werHed Must have car

for 2 chMdren ugus IDA 13 15-20hrs/wk 3-

6pm. M-F Samr^fges mNfege Coniect 213-

892 9262

ADMIN ASSIST, to RE. investor in Bel Air.

Word. Excel. phor)es. must have car. Part

time (Tues. 1-5. Wed. 9-3) $10/hr. Call 310-

476-1703.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASST P/T Position. SM
pedtatnc physk^al therapy rf:k:e. flexible 20
hrs^fveek (M-Th) Exceptiortal vert>al skills,

respor^sible. rettabte, arxJ detail ohented irxJi-

vidual Experience with MAC Word, Ouk:k-

books. database. medk:al termirK>k>gy help-

ful, irtdude salary history. Fax resume: 310-

582-1165

ANNOUNCERS, no experiefK» necesMry
Host muak:/Mk-ihows tor our radio stations

Pn $l0-1S/hr. $2004per/»how, plus tantas

tic benefits 213-468-0060 24-hours

CELLULAR
REPRESENTATIVE

SELF-MOTIVATED PROACTIVE PEOPLE
needed to sell Campus Cellular Sen/ice. Set

your own hours, must like to make money,
discounts on cellular/paging service, will

train. To set up an appointment call Kamyar
at 310-825-0881

CENTURY CITY architect/design firm seeks

FT exp. professional to run busy office.

PC/Mac/MS sawy. Benefits. No phone calls.

Fax resume/sal. reqt: 3 10-286-2301 /Nakao-

ka Assoc.

CLERICAL/SALES POSITION. P/T or FH".

excellent opportunity. Love of jewelry. Call

t>etween 12-6pm. Shane's Jewelry. 310-208-

8404.

CLERK- Pleasant Santa Monica law office

needs full-time or part-time. Filing and

phone 310-394-3578.

CLOSERS ONLY!
PART TIME WORK

BEVERLY HILLS CO. seeks tele-sales rep

to market M Jordan Merchandise. Call: 310-

247-9901

COMPUTER ASSISTANCE NEEDED Ex-

perience w/Adobe Premiere. Need help

creating short video clips, to be played in MS
PowerPoint. 310-208-2442

CP SHADES
f^ NATIONAL womens clothing retailer and
Manufacture based in San Francisco, is in-

terviewing for FT/PT sales positions in its

Santa Monk:a location. CP Shades offers a
challengir>g, excitir^ envtronnient w/an ex-

cellent compensation package, vacation,

fiealtfiAdental. a free outfit every month and

a great discount Best of all, is the chance to

work tor a friendly, growing company t'hal

makes ctothes which you'll want to own.

Please fax resumes to 310-392-0586 or

come into our store at 2937 Main St. to fiH out

an application.

DATA ENTRY and Leasir>g Great position in

growing company $6/hrcommission 310-

441-0735

DOMINATRIX - No sex. rw nudity, flexible

hours ei9>eflence preferred but can tram

Sate, pleasani environment 213-626-5346

:: <ieds

dise. No experience necessary. Flexible

hours. Oct-Jan. Near UCLA 310-234-0127

HOME TYPISTS NEED-
ED

PC users needed. $45,000 income potential.

Call 1-800-513-4343 Ext B- 10105.
^
HOMEWORK TUTOR for second grader at

home. 3nights/wk. $12/hr. Diana 213-299-

7322.

INTERNET ACTRESSES
WANTED! Work at home. Make your own
hours. WEBCAM Business needs flirtatious

women.310-798-0592ext.66. Visit

http://GuestRoomCam.com/moreinfo.htm

INTL IMPORTING, Marketing and PR firm

seeks highly motivated, organized individual

w/excellent communication skills to work in

fast paced office. Facets of position include

Advertising. Coorillhating Special Events,

Copywriting. Must be fluent in Italian. F/T

$1800/mo+benelits. Fax resume:21 3-653-

1768. Attn:John Patterson. VP

INTL IMPORTING, Marketing, and PR finri

seeks organized detail orientated adminis-

trative assistant to perform such functions as

data entry, faxing, photocopying, phones.

Must be fluent in Italian, P/T, flexible hours.

$8/hr Fax resume:21 3-653-1 768. Attn:John

Patterson. VP.

JOBS JOBS JOBS
STUDENT JOBS w/the UCLA Library. We
work w/your class schedule Flexible hours

during finals Apply in person:Charles E.

Young Research Library(YRL), formerly Uni-

versity Research Library(URL). Room 11617

(first-floor). 310-825-7947. Please bnng your

UCLA Bruin Card.

LIBRARY CONSULTING FIRM needs a

student lor a proiect involving database
searching and data entry. Must be fluent in

Korean (both speaking and writing) Contact:

Joanne Schwarz or Mitchell Thompson at

310-289-1067.

MALE MODELS
Printwork. UB under 25 Lean, any race,

leave name, number&physical stats. Free
interview. Beginners welcome. 213-960-
1066, 24hrs.

MALE&FEMALE
MODELS

OUR MODELS have worked for Versace.

Abercrombie&Fitch. Estee Lauder, Levi's.

Banana Republic &more! Great Pay! Begin-

ner's ok! Call Iree" for an appointment. Otto

(24-hrs)800-959-9301

MARKETING & SALES REPRESENTATIVE
of Dr's offk:e to corxJuct "publk:'' health

screenings Must be personable ar>d enthu-

siastic Flexible fKXjrs, Mon.-Sun Good pay
opportunity. For further job descnption call

800-631-8643

MEDICAL BACK OFFICE/ Billing assistant

F/T Dermatology Typing skills Beverly Hills

Fax resume 310-550-1920

MEDICAL HISTORIAN M-F. F/T or 10-3

General office duties, computer skills and
Spanith a plus Salary negotiable 310-553-

2030

Displa*

20b-:<n

Bain & Company
Career Opportunities

IN International

Strategy Consulting

Bain& Company
International Strategy Consulting

^Info. Session Wed. Nov. ll**"

6:00 pm Bradley International Center

^Bus. Association Consulting Roundtable Nov. 17th

Deadline for Submission of Resumes: Jan. 21'*

Bering • Boston • Brussels •Chicago • Dallas • Geneva • Hong Kong • London •Los Angeles • Madrid
Mexico City • Milan • Moscow • Munich • Paris • Rome • San Francisco • Sao Paulo • Seoul • Singapore

Stockholm •Sydney • Tokyo • Toronto

/ 999 Ave. Of Ihe Stars, Suite 3000
Los A ; igeles, CA 9006 7

Phone. (3W) 552-9WO
An lujtdal Opportunity Employer

MODELS WANTED By professional photo-

studio for upcoming assignment. Male/Fe-

male Pro/Non-Pro. Fashion/Comrribr-

cial/Theatncal. Call for appointment 818-

986-7933.

MOVIE EXTRA WORK
* Revolutionary new program* Start immedi-

ately' All types- 18+!* Fun/Easy* No crazy

fees* Program for free medical* Call-24/hrs

213-850-4417.

STUDENT WORK
$12.25 to Start

• Flexible Schedule
• P/T - Time off for Finals

(310)826-7715

NEED A HOLIDAY JOB? GUESS is in

search of fun, outgoing, energetic people for

Century City, Beverly Center, Westside Pavi-

lion, Rodeo, and 3rd Street. We offer aggres-

sive salaries. Retail experience is a plus. In-

quire within. Please contact Gina 213-765-

3556.
•

NEED TELEMARKETER for a clothing com-

pany FT. Call 310-473-7454.

P/T CLERICAL POSITION in Marina Del

Rey. 20-40 hrs/week. Flexible schedule ok

t>etween 9-6pm, M-F. Photocopy, type, file,

organize, mailings, enter data, answer

phones. Must be computer literate. Mac
skills preferred Good writir>g skills desirable

$8.hr Fax qualifications to Shawn at 310-

821-9282.

P/T DATA INPUT/ACCT'G CLERK 3

days/wk., MAC use, self-starter, acct'g ex-

perience. SM creative/team environment

$10-12/hr. 310-656-1001 Mimi/Harvey

P/T DRIVER wanted for mental health clinic

$9/hr. (B) license preferred but not required

UCLA Mental Health Clink:. 310-266-4565.

P/T PET CARE ASSISTANT Help with dog

walking/cat care. Work holidays and vaned

times Must have car/insurance. Contact

Melissa 310-313-5551

P/T RECEPTIONIST m LA Any mafor An

Mvertng phones. Good pay Fnendly environ-

ment Call for an interview 310-204-5900 ext

180

P/T WORK, F/T-PAY!
BEVERLY HILLS firm seeks phone reps for

match making company. Mon-Thurs 5:30-

9pm. Excellent pay. Fun job Adam-310-777-

6900.

PART-TIME LAW STUDENT 20 hours/wk

Flexible. Collections, small claims court, co-

ordinating with attorney on unlawfuls. $9/hr.

310-829-1700. fax 310-829-2630

PERSONAL ASSISTANT to real estate

developer, fax resume 310-826-3700.

PHOTO LAB p/t assist photo printer or com-

puter imaging. Beveriy Hills 310-274-3445

PSYCHOEDUCATIONAL tutor needed for

tutoring office in Pacific Palisades. College

degree required. 310-459-4125.

PT CLERK- Mid-Wilshire law office. Some
Spanish needed. Filing and telephone. Flexi-

ble hours. 310-476-3369.

RECEPTIONIST
8:30-4:30 TU AND TH. Phones, filing, light

typing. $8/hr Law Offrces of David Hoffman

Century City. 310-286-1000.

RECEPTIONIST- Busy Beverly Hills real es-

tate related firm seeks FT computer literate,

customer service oriented receptionist. Ex-

ceNent wage and benefit package. Fax re-

sume 310-275-4991.

RECEPTIONIST-MEDICAL OFFICE. F/T.

start-ASAP. Bright, energetic person needed

for front office position in premier private in-

ternal medicine practice on UCLA campus.

Experience a plus but attitude nnore import-

ant Very competitive salary and benefit

package for the right person. Fax resume to

310-824-0298.

SALES $12-20/hr avg. commisswn -t^ne-

fits. Full or PT, excellent phone skills for grad

student or GPA 3.5 & above 310-358-6053

orfax310-3925234.

SALESACLERICAL POSITION P/T or F/T,

excellent opportunity Love of jewelry. Call

tDetween 12-6pm Stone's Jewelry 310-208-

8404,

SALES/MANAGERS $1,000mr??? P/T 1

week Earn cor>t»nuous sizable comm/bo

nuses throughout 1999/2000 Mmiawl per

sonal effort Call 24hrs for details ABR/Inc

310-859-5577

• Earn$l00-$200aday ;.• J
• 2 week training & Job ^ ' -^

Placement included

• It's not a Job -it's a PARTYlll

National Bartenders School Jk.
1 (800) 646 • MIXX (6499)

SECRETARIAL/SALES person in

Westwood. FT/PT Must be dependable, reli-

able, neat, good communication skills. Ask
for Don 310-477-1466

SEXUAL PROBLEMS?
Maintain control, maximize stamina, and last

longer. Amazing, unheard of solutions! Seek-

ing willing product testers. Apply at

www.newremedies.com

STARGATE/WATKINS
ENTERTAINMENT Actors Wanted! No ex-

perience required. Movies, TV, commercials.

Guarantee interviews with top SAG agents.

CALL NOW!!!! 310-577-9711.

STOCK BROKER TRAINEE- p/t or fA. Flexi-

ble hours. Paid training. Great opportunity.

WLA area. Close to UCLA. 310-914-9700.

TALK & MAKE MONEY
CUSTOMER SERVICE REPRESENTATIVE
needed for Campus Communications. Must

t>e a self-starter and like to make money.

Hours needed - 9am-3pm. Paging/cellular

discounts available. $6/hr + commission.

For more info call Kamyar at 310-825-0881

TEACHER P/T After-school program for

math. K-7 grade. Send resume to P.O. Box
0687, Temple City. CA91780. 626-285-9090

TEACHER/AIDE. Graduate student in edu-

cation to teach bright 3 5-year-old in the af-

ternoons. Westwood. Develop afterschool

enrichment program including fleldtrips.

Must love chiklren. 310-229-5996.

Employmentfor Mixlels
AJI types- no «xperi«nce

moU or (•mote

Commercials • Videos • Mogozines

Inlvmct dilas

Coll AGC Productions

TEACHERS/COUNSbLOHS needed for af-

ter school enrichment program. 12 college

units needed. Experience with K-5. Flexible-

hours, great pay. Fax resume:31 0-445-5628.

TELEMARKETING
W/WINDOWS COMPUTER SKILLS. Prefer

phone experience. Prefer students/grads.

Flexible hours, 9am-5pm starting $8-

$10/hr+bonuses. 3-blocks/UCLA. Harel

Maintenance. Ron-3 10-470-61 75.

TELMKTG:INBOUND800
NO COLD CALLS. Info, listing co. seeks mo-
tiv./aggres.>. indiv. Hriy/comnVbonus. PT/FT.

7days. High income potential. 310-996-

6701X.301. Near UCLA

TURN IDEAS into cash!!l Learn how easy it

is to build a successful home business. Call

Money Corp. 1 -888-307-4282.

TUTOR/BIG-BROTHER for 12-year-old. Set

flexible pm hours 2 times/wk. Chinese-

speaking preferred, not necessary. $8-

lOdoe. ContacytoydangOhotmail.com

VALET PARKING ATTENDANT $8.50/hr

F/T or P/T. Chuck's Parking Service taking

applications now. Park cars at the best

Hollywood parties. Call 818-788-4300.

VALET PARKING ATTENDANT P/T. Must

be available weekends and for special ev-

ents. Clean driving record required. $6.50/hr

4tips . 213-663-7275.

WEBSITE DESIGN $8-127hr Maintain and

expand my websites. l0-l5hr/week flexible.

Moderate skills needed. Contact Austin

323-874-7312 or

austinxxxO mindspring.com

.

WEEKEND BABYSITTER- 8yr boy. 12yr.

giri. Most Saturday evenings. occask>nal

weekday evening. Palisades. $8/hr.

References; some experience. 310-454-

2162
^P^^^—^^i^W^—^P^^^—^^^^—^^^—^M^^^^^l I !

WE'RE SEEKING INDIVIDUALS to provide

support to the developmentally disabled. Call

Dwight istanbulian at 818-361-6400 ext 129.

WLA LAW OFFICE seeks parttime biimguai

receptk)ni8t Must be fluent in Spunith Time
to study Saturdays 10-3 Call Neil 310-445-

1100

7900
HotitssHtinj

HALLIE'S HOUSEStTTING. 310-313-9998

7 years experience. References available.

Long or Shonterm. CONFIDENTIALITY
GUARANTEED.

INTERN WANTED GENRE Magazine, a na-

tional, gay lifestyle nx>nthly, has non-paying

internship positions available in Editorial and

Art Dept. Great experience in all aspects of

publishing Contact 323-467-8300

PAID MARKETING INTERNSHIP. We'll

teach&pay well. Seeking only ambitious, de-

tail-oriented, strong writing/oral communk:a-

tion, computer literate. Car w/insurance.

$12.1 5/hr 20hours/wk. Fax coverletter/re-

sume:31 0-31 2-9536.

PT PR FIRM POSITION for student. College

credit. Assist in research, media lists, events,

some writing. Enr>ail resumes to

deborah.dragonO edelman.com

Top 10 internship program is looking for

dynamic, hardworking students. For more
information please call 213-243-7027.

WESTWOOD STUDENT Federal Credit

Union offers internships on campus. No ex-

perience necessary. Come to an information

session on 11/12 at 5:30 at 124 Kerckhoff. *•

eceiunfl nieie eno fwnele
to launcli colUf ciwpelgn

Eam mar1(«ting atiMt. rMunw
•iip«*1anoa. and txmm importantty. Iraa ctothaa.

940.797.0210

Classifieds

825-2221

Display
206-3060
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Female elementary education siuderrt to

work as PT asst. to educational therapist

West Hollywood area late afterrKx>ns arid

some evenings 10-15/hrs/wk. $9/hr. 323-

653-6965.

PHYSICAL ASSISTANT NEEDED For disa-

bled male sophomore living in Reiber hall.

Hirir>g for morning arxl/or evenir)g shift. Ap-

prox: 1/2HR-1HR per each shift. $10/HR. No
experience necessary. Call Alex: 310-267-

8189 or 949-369-9871.

8300 ^
Vofentow

ART GALLERY INTERN
2 BLKS FROM CAMPUS Seeks volunteer

interns. Flexible PT positksns. Call Tim 310-

208-1896, 10-6

CasaBlanca West

Large Furnished
& Unfurnished

Bachelor $675
available Dec 1"

w^HlWw Vv^RffV| w^^n^ WRMnM n vVNli^^niM|

Mpw doMti. low Secunty Depoiil

530 Veteran
208-4394

8400
Aparimants for Rant

1-MINUTE TO UCLA
1 txJrm, furnished, bright, clean, quiet, secur-

ity entrance, large closets, carpet, pool, lyr

lease. $900/mo. 310-824-1830.

laan veteran- 2bdrm/2bath. $1525&up.

Westwood Plaza
Apartments

581505 Gayley Rue.

#13 Office

1 Bedroom for S1050
Apartment faces beautiful
garden, air conditioning.
laundry room facility,

across from UCLA campus.

(318) 2B8'B5B5
Office hours 10-6 PM 7 da

a weII

"Park view, pool/jacuzzi, security, gated park"

ing, laundry, all appliar>ces. Move-in Dec 1.

Cats conskJered. 310-477-5108.

WLA. Large single. 1917 Spanish mission

buiWing. High ceilings, hardwood floors, sep-

arate kitchen&dining room. 1-yr lease. $750.

Betty: 310-479-8646.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 2-BEDROOM $950-

$1195. LARGE. UPPER/LOWER. UNU-
CHARM SOME W/HARDWOOD

FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
310-839-6294.

BRENTWOOD $1.495/nrK) 2bd/2ba, front,

balcony, stove/refrigerator, dishwasher, car-

pet/drapes, laundry, parking, noar UCLA,
shown by appt. 11728 Mayfield #1 310-271-

6811

Still looking

for a place to live?

L<5t ue help.

» Koommate Lietings

f Apartmente for Kent

> General Kental

Information

'^UCLA Community Housino Office

EMOt Fatio of 5proul H»\\»&2S-AA9\

www.cho.ucUi.0du

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT- Bright spacious

upper 2bdrm/2bath Parking Fireplace, bal-

cony $1159/mo. 2weeks free rent! Call 310-

478-1971.

PALMS 2bdrm Iba. upper apartment, balco-

ny, built-in, parking. New paint/carpet/blinds.

Refrig. $815 310-476-6532.

7 ,\LMS. Single apt from $495. T -bdrm. $595.

Stove. $600deposit for single and
$900deposit for l-bdrm. 1-yfiar Iftase .110-

837-1502 leave message.

AliiiUiMili fOf lltnt

WESTWOOD IbdrnVI-balh condo. 1-bkx:k

from UCLA, fireplace, patk}. wett>ar. 1 under-

ground parking-space Non-smoking.

$1250/mo. furnished 818-376-1409

WESTWOOD- Single apartment. $750-

$795. Bright, cheerful, patk), pool. Walk to

UCLA. Shopping. transportatkKi. 1942 Pel-

ham.31 0-446-9348.

WLA- 2bdrm/2ba. $1250-1295. Prime k)ca-

tion. Bright, cheerlul, patk). Walk to UCLA,
shopping, transportation 1242 S. Wellesley

Near Wilshire. Wont last. 310-207-7209.

WLA. $825-$850. 2bdrm/1.5ba. Dishwasher.

AC, carpet. drapes built-in. Extra large

fenced patio 310-670-5119.

WLA: Single- $650. One person, no pels.

Stove, refrigerator. full kitchen, car-

pet&blinds Parking, laundry. 2 miles to

UCLA. Shown by appointment. 11321 Mas-
sachusetts Ave 310-477-8750.

IMNISO iOr lUm
SANTA MONICA 2bdrm/ibath. 2parking

spaces. New paint. Cooler Refridgerator

and stove $895/rTX) Call 9am-8pm 310-541-

2816.

WLA. 4-bdrm/3-bath +guesthouse
$2600/mo. Excellent quiet area. 3-miles from

UCLA 650-493-8731.

n I I

House for Sale

WESTWOOD SOUTH. Charming original

Spanish duplex w/pool. 2-1-1/2 up, 2-»-1 3/4

down. $549,000 Tom Brook, Agent. 310-

979-4000 ext.404.

9200
Housbig Needed

Apertments Fornlslied

MAR VISTA, $535&up/month. Ask about

move in special. Attractive, furnished 1-

txJrm. Large, pool, patio, barbecue area.

Quiet-building. 3748 Inglewood Blvd. 310-

398-8579

8700
Condo/liownliouse for Sale

BRENTWOOD. Large home 3-bdrm/2-bath

penthouse +k)ft and sundeck New paint,

carpet.appliances. 2-car side-by-side park-

ing. $379,000 A. euchman 310-471-

6363ext123. Coldwell Banker

PARIS-LA EXCHANGE SOUGHT Charm-
ing.quiet. architect's house (50m2) w/private

garden in east Paris for similar in SM or

nearby from 12/1/98. Please call

01U33-^1 43 48.94 24or
100523.1630@compuserve.com

PROFESSIONAL MALE, homeowner, seeks

housesitting position in LA area. Very flexible

w/dates. Must be quiet residence w/no in-

door cats. 310-207-6533.

9300
Room for Help

BRENTWOOD PARK- Near UCLA. PVT
room&bath, kitchen privileges for student

w/car, p/t painting, book-keeping, and/or

housekeeping. Help needed. 310-476-1510.

Room for Rent

Guesflioiise for Rent

BRENTWOOD- 1 Bedroom available in

bright, spacious 3bd/2ba apartment. AC,
W/D. dishwasher, furnished. Close to San
Vicente shopsArestaurants. $665/mo. 310-
820-0711.

BEVERLY HILLS LovelY (umlShfld quest- RRENTWOOD. Luxurious apartment. F^

SEE TO APPRECIATE
PALMS $800. 2-bdrm. 1-bath large apart-

ment in small, quiet building. Completely re-

furbished, like new. 15min from campus
310-398-6622.

nousa. i pqrm. Kiicrifln. aafing area, snow-
er/bath. UCLA graduate student preferred.

$950/mo. Available Dec. 1. 310-271-8811

WESTSIDE Large guesthouse studio.

$525.00 Free laundry, utilities included. 15-

minutes to campus, near bus. Beautiful quiet

garden. 213-965-9651.

male only Furnished bedroom own bath. Full

kitchen privileges. Parking. $525/mo-utilities

included. 310-477-3173.

Employed non-smoking female to share lux-

urious apartment adjacent to BH. Private

roonrVbath. Washer/Dryer. $550/mo. Call

310-275-7737 or 310-395-3923.

barmins
student deals C-J

Every Wednesday and Friday, the Daily Bruin Classifieds provides Bruin Bargains, a place where students are able to advertise

absolutely FREE* some of the best deals in Westwood. Check weekly for updates so you don't miss out on great savings!

^foday^ Great Peals ^
Item Description Price Phone Item
2MTX SLANT SPKR 1 2"4"+horn in each $60ea 310-234-0083

ACOUSTIC SPEAKER like new- p£^ir $225 310-472-3691

ANSWERING MACHINE record-a-call $20 310-838-4614

APPLE COMPUTER apple 2e w/copier $99 218-643-2619

ATARI SYSTEM want to buv N/A 310-208-6035

BABY STROLLER graco $17 310-829-1568

BASEBALL CAP Dodger 1 0th players 82 $20 310-829-1568

BASKETBALL TIX Arizona vs UCLA $20 310-572-1380

BASKETBALL TIX need full stdnt pkg N/A 818-781-7593

BASKETBALL TIX UCLA vs Arizona St. $20 310-572-1380

BICYCLE LIGHT cateve halogen liqht $8 310-722-1792

BICYCLE SAFETY rear flashing light $6 310-722-1792

BICYCLE U-LOCK kryptonite brand new $15 310-722-1792

CELL PHONE /CASE extend life battery $45 310-470-5021

CHRISTMAS DECOR tin. centeroiece. more $15 310-829-1568

COMFORTER king size blue $10 310-470-5021

COMPUTER 300MHZ cyrix/14" montr/2 lab $500 323-256-6501

COMPUTER & TV 300mhz/tv/ethernet $500 323-256-6501

CRUTCHES PAIR aluminum adjustable $10 310-838-4192

DEPECHE MODE ticket for Dec 22 $45 310-443-9700

DEPECHE MODE TX Dond 1 2/22 2x lodae $60e?
$80

310-837-3989

DIAMOND PENDANT oval 14k chain 310-288-6609

DKNY JACKET LRG new. mens, black denim $60 310-312-4909

END TABLE 2'x2' wood $15 310-470-5021

FAX MACHINE sanvo (works) $45 218-643-2619

FLY REEL Dflueoer 1494 $20 323-933-3882

FLY RODS-6WT fenwick eaaie 5p#2p $60 323-933-3882

FOOTBALL TIX want ucla/usc $30-45 310-655-5220

GAMEBOY POCKET +3 aames $45 310-234-0083

GLASS GLOBES for 6 Ikiht recept. $12 310-838-4192

HARD DRIVE 540mb $25 • 323-256-6501

HOCKEY TIX ducks vs. kinas $25 310-825-9174

IROH t eOARP no description 110 910-434-11

W

JACKETS SEQUIN

Description
2 vintage nice sm.

Price Phone
$45 310-288-6609

LAPTOP 56K MODE 56k modem 4 laptop $100 323-256-6501

LAPTOP ETHERNET PCMCIA ethernet $100 323-256-6501

MINIMUFFIN MAKER
NEW EDORAM
PHLLIPS VELO 1

PLAYSTATION CD

electric betty crocker

boxed 32MB edoram
$6 310-838-4192

$29 310-208-0861

12 mb w/dock likenew

future cop LAPP
$319 310-209-1264

$10 310-686-4183

PLAYSTATION CD NFL blitz $10 310-686-4183

PLAYSTATION CDS
PRO DJ MIXER

alundra. ogre battle

2 channel new in box

$25ea 310-267-9912

$60 818-344-8046

PSYCH TEXTBOOK psvch 127 new $65 310-378-7711

RECORDS ASSORTED
REFRIDGERATOR
RHINESTONE BELT

331/3 Ip Spanish, more $6
w/freezer compartment

vintage small

$180

310-829-1568
310-824-3395

$50 310-288-6609

SCANNER-FLATBED
SCHWINN LETOUR
SILVERWARE

hp scantjet iicv-color ISi.
ladies 10 speed $60

310-824-4902
310-471-7496

oneida 40pc set new $15 323-933-3882

SOFA CHAIR with fokjawav twin bed AAQ_ 310-208-0861

Tl 82 CALCULATOR like new IZQ- 310-214-3235

TYPEWRITER elec w/memory 14L 310-470-5021

TYPWRITR RIBBONS
UCLA B-BALL TIX

smith carbona $10 310-838-4614

student season package $150 949-721-8093

UCLA BBALL TIXS season bball tickets S250 626-979-6831

UCLA FOOTBALL TIX

UCLA STUDENT TIX

UCLA VS use TIX

vs. use
UCLA vs. use

N/A 310-214-3235

N/A 310-208-6035

2b(. 20vd line. lOfOw $100ea 818-752-2215

UNOPENED SOFTWARE
VAPORIZERHOTSTEAM

r>ew lotus snmrsuite 97
devllbiss works fine

JZL 310-208-0861

JS. 310-838-4192

VCR darwood fwofks) I^ 218-643-2619

VENETIAN BUND new ikea 40x60 $1Q^« 323-933-3882

VIDEO VHS COLOR resoiratofv system llfiSiL 31 0-939-4914

VIDEO VHS COLOR
VINTAGE SWEATERS

wound care: uteers flQffg 310-838-4614

seouin trim 3 l»»« 310-288-6609

To place a FREE* ad

in the Bruin Bargains,

fill out information on

the right and submit

to the Daily Bruin

Classifieds.

•Item:

(15 characters maximum, including spaces)

j» Description: «^«.«« ^ . .,^

(20 characters maximum, including spaces)

• Price:

(example $25. $74ea. FREE Please round to the nearest dollar—NO OBO)

• Phone ( ) -

Item:

(15 characters maximum, including spaces)

• Description: —«^. — —
(20 characters maximum, Including spaces)-

• Price:

(example $25. $74ea. FREE Please round to the nearest dollar—NO OBO)

• Phone ( ^_) -

Ci.issifiecJb

8^b-2221
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IDYLLWILD BEAUTIFUL MTN CABIN San
Bernardino Nat'l Forest. Fully equipped Hot

tub, fireplaces. Views. Sleep 4-f . $250/wee-
kend. 310-794-5515 310-391-6808

FURNISHED ROOM in WLA home Quiet

neighborhood. 3 mi. Irom UCLA. $500/nrH). +

$250 deposit. Separate/private bathroom.

N/S. 310-837-1956.

HOLLYWOOD HILLS. Quiet room, secluded

hillside home, near Mulholland/Coldwater

Microwave, refrigerator, cable, pool, patio.

Offstreet parking. Avail Decl. $450. 213-

654-6968

LOS ANGELES-ROOM FOR RENT in 4-

bdrm house. $400 -t-IM utilities. Includes all

house privileges. Call 310-836-8774.

PACIFIC PALISADES LARGE ROOM in

charming 2bdrm house. Washer/dryer, fire-

place, hardwood fkx>rs, dog-lover, 8 min. to

UCLA. $850/mo. utilities included 310-454-

4854.

WEEKLY HOTEL RATES Jolly Roger Hotel

in Marina del Rey offering special student

rates. $255.36/wk. tax. maid service, conti-

nental breakfast included. Call David: 800-

822-2904.

WESTWOOD. Furnished guest bed/bath.

Private entrance & parking. $475/month
w/laundry, utilities. cableTV, microwave,

refrigerator, yard. Will accept $200/mo. in

trade for t)abysitting M-F,4-6pm. 310-277-

0507. Steve or Marie.

WLA BEDROOM-t- Private bath in pleasant

house. Share w/2. Pets okay. $650/mo. •-util-

ities. (310)575-4412

WLA Living room to rent. $350/mo. Ck>se to

UCLA. 2nd fkx>r, pool, gym, tennis, utilities

included. Female preferred. 310-445-9412.

RoommitBi^ilvilii Room
CULVER CI FY 1-bdrm. Vaulted ceiling, fire-

place, large, balcony, pool, Jacuzzi, gated-

parking, near maH. Will share room to de-

crease rent. $550/mo/private room. Must
see. Julius 310-845-0106.

PALMS Responsible, tidy, male roommate
wanted to have own room, share bath in 3-

bdmV2-bath $305/mo. 310-280-0625 or 310-

839-5735.

PALMS/CULVER CITY AREA. Looking for

fen^ale interested in sharing 2-bdmn/2-t)ath

apanment. Rent under $500. Call for details.

310-837-3322.

SANTA MONICA- Clean roommate to share

2bdrnV1ba furnished apartment. $550/mo.

Washer/dryer, non-smoker. t>etween ages:

25-35. Female preferred. Available 12/01.

310-394-6502.

STRATHMORE REG. MATURE MALE/FE-
MALE to share 2bdrm/2ba. w/pool and Ja-

cuzzi, gated-underground paridng, laundry

room. Best building in Westwood. $650/mo.

Blake 0310-208-541 8.

VETERAN-^OHIO- 2&2 with loft condo. Pos-
sible 3/2 24hr. guard. Secure park., spa,

pool, washer and dryer $1550/mo. Call Kar-

en®310-372-2950. Avail. 12/1

WESTWOOD Own room/bath ($480). Seek-
ing female professional or graduate student

to share 3-bdrm/2-Dath. Nonsmoker, no pets.

December 1st. 310-712-1217.

WLA. Beautiful room in 3-tx1rm/3-floor town-

house. Private bath, vaulted-ceilings, huge
patio, garage, W/D. $600/mo. Female only.

12/1 or earlier. MeredithO310-478-1155.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED beginning

Dec. 1. Share room in 2bdrm/1.25ba. Santa

Monica/WestwoQd Blvd., 10 min. bus to

UCLA. Call 310-470-0142.

LANDFAIR. Female roommate needed.
Available Jan. 1. Share room in 2-bdrm/1.5-

bath. 2-story apt, 5min to campus. $390/mo
futilities. 310-443-5757.

WESTWOOD 501 Gavley. Female N/S.

Large l-bdrm/l-bath w/2people.

$360/mo+utilities. Must like animals. Kitch-

en&pari(ing. Clean&fully-fumished. Start late

Nov. HopeO310-508-5734/213-629-1986.

WESTWOOD. Female roommate wanted to

share 1 -bdrm/1 -bath spacious apt on Land-
fair $490/mo. Available ASAP. Call 310-208-

8311.

WESTWOOD. Ten minute walk to UCLA.
Own room/bathroom. Fully furnished. A/C.

high ceilings, carpet, fireplace, balcony, Ja-

cuzzi, all appliances, laurxjry, pari^ing. Non-

smoking grad student/professional preferred.

$725/MO. Move in immediately. 310-473-

0115.

9700
SubWi
WESTWOOD. Roomfnate needed to sublet

1-txJrm. $40+utilities for Winter/Spring quar-

ters. Preferably female. Call 310-208-8560.

CALLING
ALL FRESHMEN

Pick up yoiip

freshmonrecord

JodaylM

^U'>\

bruinlifeYEARBOOK

You may pick up your fresliiiioiirecord at the front desk of

Kerckhoff Hall between tlie hours of 9ani-5pni, Monday-Friday. You

need only your student ID. Got any other questions? You may reach

us at (310) 825-2640 or at bruinlife@media.ucla.edu.

WEDNESDAY EVENING
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A = Century Cable B = Channel Name C = Bruin Cablevision NOV. 11, 1998
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GeneraUon "Data's Da/'

AlRitmodeiaNoche
Rockciastte, Memo Rtot

(R)[S)

Later (In

Stereq)_ffi

Newt (R) (In Stereo) SI

Inttructional

Programming

Entertain- "Last Time-
Paris"

Maury Assistance for

people in need CE

Copti
Stereo) ffi

Paid"

rnrr

Program

El Gordo V
laFlaca(fi)

H?ppy
Payt

Paid

BiiEl Blablazo

33

54

39

43

57

75

36

26

6

ssra

58

Biography "Harrison

Ford: Tne Reluctant Hero"
American Juttice "Spree
Killers" (R)

•*• "The Fighting Sullivans"(^9AA. Drama) Five
devoted brothers meet with tragedy at Guadalcanal

12

65

76

26

44

42

19

16

27

12

14

42

32

166

39

Profilet "John Galliano"

(R)

World Today (E

(4:00) •• "There Goes
the Neighbotfiood" (]992)

Cochran & Company
(Ltve)

Sherlock Holmtt
Mysteries (R)

••• "The Green Berets"
(

Law & Order "Menace"
ffi

968, Drama) John Wayne, Jim Hutton.

•Vj "Remember My Name" 1)976) An ex-con's
' q is marred by her ni

Larry King Live ffi

A cynical anti-war newsman is assigned to a career soldier. 'G' ffi

homecoming is marred by her nusband's marriage. 'R'

Comedy
NerworK ,

Prime Time Justice

Make Me
Laugh

Prime Time Public Affairs

Newsstand: Fortune IE

Daily Show

Trial Story

Stein's

Money

Wild Discovery:
Incredible Journeys

Mysteries &
Scandals

Behind the

Scenes (R)

(4:30) PBA Bowling:
Wichita Open. (Live)

41

40

64

71

38

3 Friends,

Jerry

Golden
Girts ffi

Pee-wte's
Playhouse

Golden
Girls ffi

Discover Magazine
"Behind the headhnes"

Talk Soup Fashion
Emergency

Guillotine (R)

News Daily Mysteries A
Scandals

College Basketball: Coaches vs. Cancer Classic
Championship. New York.

Profiles:

Fosse

Sports
Tonight ffi

Brooklyn
Bridge

Moneyline
(R)m

Pee-wee Herman (R)

Cochran & Company (R)

American Justice "Spree
Killers" (R)

Sheriock Holmes
Mysteries (R)

"Scarlet Street"

Profiles "John Galliano"

151

*•* "0-Day, ffteS;xf/)oUune"(1956) Robert Taylor. *•• "The Green Serefs" (1968, Drama) John Wayne. Jim Hutton.
Two officers recall relalionships with the same woman,

jA cynical anii-war newsman is assigned to a career soldier. 'G' ffi

Larry King Uve (R) ffi

Andy Kaufman: I'm

From Hollywood (R)

Prime Time Justice (R)

Prime Time Public Affairs (R)

* Vj "Remember My Name" (1978) An ex-con's

homecoming is marred by her nusband's marriage. 'R'

Newsstand: Fortune (R)

ffi

South Park upright

Citizen

Trial Story (R)

Justice Files How to

avoid being scammed. (R)

Celebrity Profile "Heather
Locklear

'

Show Me
the Funny

Ellen "Ballet

Class" ffi

Jams Countdown (In Stereo)

Catdog

Xtrtmc
Sports

All That (R)

(In Stereo)

Ultimate
Fan League

Lois & Clark-Superman

Saved by
Bell

USA High
"Buddies'

Figure It

Out

Last Word

Show Me
the Funny

Ellen "Guns
•n' Ellen" ffi

Cut (In

Stereo)

Secret-of
Alex

Oh No! Mr.

Bill Addamt
Party of Fivt "MYOB" (In

Stereo) ffi

CelebrHy
Death

Doug (In

Stereo) ffi

FOXSportt

Babylon S "Gropos" (In

Stereo) ffi

Herculetr The
Legendary Journeys ffi

"The People Under the Stairs" ()99) , Horror) A
youth finds a lerrifyir>g secret in a house's recesses.

Football

Wdjr

Sifl A Oily

(In Stereo)

Rugrats(ln
Stereo) ffi

Sportscenter ffi

AXN
Camera

Chicago Hope "Missed
Conceptions ffi

Eye Spy
Video

Hey Arnold! Allen
"n

"
(In Stereo)

Say What?
(fn Stereo)

Brady
Strange jBuncn

Wild Discovery:
Incredible Journeys

Truth About Blondes (R)

Basketball
Prv.

NFL's
Greatest

Discover Magazine
"Behind the hieadlines"

Talk Soupa
In the
Sporttlight

Night Stand

nBXT
Great

"Earthquake in Wew Vqrff" (1998) Greg Evigan. A cop
searches for his family in the aftermath of a quake

'Twice Upon a r«me"(1998) Molly Ringwald. A
woman makes a Thani(sgiving wish for a differe

Sports
Tonight ffi

Daily Show

Moneyline
(R)ffi

Stein's

Money

Cochran & Company (R)

Profiles:

Fosse

Showbiz
Today ffi

Brooklyn
Bridge

Crossfire
(R)m

Saturday Night Live Aiec

Baklwin. ffi

Prime Time Justice (R)

Public Policy Conference

*•• "Chartie Bubbles'

(1968) Albert Finney.

interna-

tional

South Park

&
Program

Newsroom
ffi

Daily Show

iSi
Paid
Program

Guillotine (R)

Howard
Stern

Sportscenter ffi

Howard
Stem(R)

700 Club,

<sgt

Total Reauest Uve (R)

(in Stereo)

BaeetMll: MLB All-Stars vs. Yomturi Giants.

Wonder
Veers ffi

ER "Let the Games
Begin" (In Stereo) ffi

Xena: Warrior PrincesT
"Death in Chains" (R) ffi

* "The Tuskeoee Airmen" {}995. Drama) An all

black squadron otfighter pitots serves in Wodd War II

Walker, Texas Ranger
"On Deadly Ground ffi

12J
different life.

True Life (In

Stereo)

H«ppy
Days

FOX Sports News

Revue (In

Stereo)

LavemeA
Shiriey

Babylon 5 "Objects in

Motion" (In Stereo) ffi

••'/i "De/rverar)ce"(1972, Drama) Burt fleynoWs. Jon
canoe trip tums into a nigNmarish struooie for survival.

"Killers tn the House" (1998) Mario Van Peebles Four
criminals terrorise a yoiyig family in their new home.aye

Attitudes ffi

Cut (R) (In

Stereo)

Love Lucy
ffi

FOX Sportt Newt

Golden
Giritffi

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

Melrote Place "Amanda's
Back" (In Stereo)

Up Close

AXN (R)

Golden
Girls ffi

Lx)veline Allison Smith.

Stereo)

(In

Bewitched
"I Confess

"

Mary Tyler

Moore ffi

Last Worda

Racehorse
Digest (R)Digei

uftr
Camera

Pild"
Program

Talk Soupa
College Basketball

Paid
Program

Night Stand

Unsolved Mys
Stereo)

Paid
Progi

stem

iram

ies (In

Pleasure
Chest

Taxi ffi

"Babylon 5. River oi Souls ( 1 998) Babylon 5 is

besieged by immortals seeking a stolen relk:. ffi

Ultimate
Fan League

New York Undercover (In

Stereo) ffi

'Tales From the

terror

Silk Stalkings "Talk Dirty

10 Me" (R) (In Stereo) ffi

Dai

Sifl A Oil)

(In Stereo)

Newhartffi

Xtreme
Sports (R)

Paid
Program

Honticide:
Ufe

Jams
Countdown

Dick Van
Dyke

Radng

*•* "The Big Red One
(1990) Lee Kfan/in.

Silk SUlkinos "Se

PREMIUM CABLE STATIONS

\rkside: The Movie" 1)990) A
Romero's Tv series

Jngs "Services

Rendered"
(
m Stereo) ffi

Interstitial

FUl

34

33

35

(3:30) ***1Ci^ and
Presenf Danger" (1904)

Off the Wan
IB

MadUbeffi

'4:30)* "Like Father.

Liw^on''(19e7)'PG-13'

4:30) •f^tonny 4 Co
"

1976) Den MoCann 'PG

LAe5on'-(19e7)'PG-i3'

• "7?)eSairTf"(1997)Val

disguise finds romance anc

GrowifM Brothedy
Loved]

Kilmer. A master of

danger ir England. 1!danger
it^/i 1Bafm«) i Robin' {)997. Adventure) The

imic duo returns to take on an icy villain 'PG-IS*

PaintX
*') "Veaat Vacation" {)W7 , Comedy) The Gnswokl

dynai

Annie" (1982) Alwrt Mnney The Broadway

•PG'clan empartcs on yet another outrageous outwg

"The Defenders lakng the First ()996) beau
Bridges The suspects r\ a hale crime try to cut a det

*** 'Braailrdbwn''(10g7, Suspense)
Kurt Russell. (In Stereo) 'R' ffi

Brenda Starr" (1986, Adventure) Brooite Shiekls. An artist is

smash about the adventures c< an orphan girt fG' ffi {drawn into the comic-strip reportef's wodd (In Stereo) "PG* BE^^ - - r^-—« ' .
A lOt -^ ~"Speed 2: Cruiae CorrtroT (1997) Sandra Buik)ck

madman seizes the helm of a luxurious ocean lyier ffi

•* V2 "Abnolule Power (1997) Cknt Eashvood A

** "The Second Jungia Book Mimgii UV, lOrioiy /Ubuntar)''(1907.

ar)dBatoo" (1997) Jamie WilliamsVPG lAdventure) Dan HaggertyVG' ffi

master thiel stumbles mto a preskttnlial conspiracy

(R) (InT^ieT^
Stereo)!:

tte'The Package' {)9&d

Chria Aoek'
(In Stereo)

*** "Veep Crimson' (1996. Drama) An obese I "Kama
mother abandons her chikjren to be with a gigoto. 'NR* \Sutra

ee'TheBkMLii
Brooke Shiekte (in Stereo) "R*

Gene Hackman. An Army
officer is irtvojvedln ah iriiernetwr^el conspiracy R'ffi

(IMO.Diama) |* "Amnesia "(1906) A lusty molel owner

Walt Disney IZorro (in

Preeenta ) Stereo) ffi

Hookers at the Point (R)

(In Stereo) ffi

enslaves a memory-wipaired myvs^er

ifidtoy

Club
tV* TTie Misadventures
ol Mertin Jones" {)9M]4)ffi

**H "Texas Chansaw Masucre: The"
Next Generation" (1995. Horror) 'R' ffi

AedShoeLx>vt Street'
'The Affair"

"HH and Run" (1 007) Kan baim a man
hits the road with a troublesome call gtfl

oe I* Ihai

ffiJCorey

Kari Saim A

Lake" 0996)
Havn 'NR

"Haumed

Classifieds Dispid'
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Team plays below par

duringHifficult season
M.GOLF: UCLA finishes

*

12th in last tournament,

won one match all year

By Pauline Vu
Daily Bruin Contributor

The one bright spot of the 1 1 th-

ranked men's golf team's perfor-

mance at the Golf World

Invitational was sophomore Jeff

McGraw.
As the rest of the Bruins started

poorly and lagged behind, McGraw
shot out to sixth place and held onto

it throughout the tournament for his

second-best collegiate Hnish, a 3-

under-par 213. He was just one

stroke off second place.

"I had a pretty decent tourna-

ment, but I still could've done a little

better," McGraw said.

But the Bruins concluded their

fall season with their worst tourna-

ment fmish last weekend.

"We didn't play very well. As a

whole we have to get much better as

a team," said coach Brad Sherfy.

They came in 12th in a field of 18

teams; however, this was certainly

one of thgir mos t challcnginfr4our-

Jerry Pate and a sixth place finish at

the Northwest Classic.

The third Bruin, freshman

Parker McLachlin, came in behind

Schlagenhauf at 47th place.

McLachlio scored a consistent 75

for every round.

"Parker's playing pretty consis-

tently, but he can play much better

than he's been playing," Sherfy said.

Jason Semelsberger came in

fourth for the Bruins; however, his

low-caliber play was extremely

uncommon. He shot an 83 in the

first round and came in 85th place.

Semelsberger had trouble in the

first round with the 17th hole.

"The first day they set the holes

very difficult. For a college tourna-

ment, their placement was on the

difficult side, bordering on the

bizarre. It was very unfair," Sherfy

said.

The 17th hole was placed, literal-

ly, next to a small clifT. Putting just

one inch off the hole might result in

a 40-foot drop.

"It resembled a miniature golf

hole," Sherfy said.

Semelsberger. who has the

team's second-lowest stroke aver-

age, ended up shooting a 10 on the

par^ hole.

naments, with 14 ranked teams,

including those ranked first through

eighth.

After the first round the Bruins

ended up in 15th place. The second

day they improved, shooting 12

stokes less and taking themselves up

to 12th place.

They ended with a score of 290,

26ovcr-par.

The second highest-placing

Bruin, B.J. Schlagenhauf, tied for

44th place at 8-over-par.

This season so far Schlagenhauf

has led the team in top 10 finishes

with a second-place finish at the

Topy Cup, a first-place finish at the

"He wii able to improve

admirably in the course of the tour-

nament, eventually taking 73rd

place. He improved his second

round by 1 1 strokes.

Ross Fulgentis rounded out the

team with a 78th place finish.

_Jlie team ends its season with

one tournament win - Sherfy said

the team still needs to improve.

"This fall we haven't played any-

where near potential. We have one

or two guys out of five guys playing

well, but we really need four or

five," he said.

Defending champions UNLV
took the tournament title.

KMIOTEK
From page 32

Explain that one to me. That's a

pretty big gap in two polls that are

intended to figure out the nation's

best team. Finally, UCLA is No. 3

in the Jeff Sagarin computer poll,

which is published in the USA
Today. And who is this leff Sagarin

guy anyway? What did he do to

deserve a poll? I've got an IBM and

Microsoft Excel, so why not the Jeff

Kmiotek poll? We can print it in the

Daily Bruin. I mean, it is one of the

biggest papers in all of Westwood.

Anyway, my point is that this

whole BCS thing is a mess. It's

bowl-oney.

There's got to be a way that a

national champion can be deter-

mined on the field and not on a

hard drive. The BCS poll is an

unnecessary distraction to players

and fans. And it's getting kind of

annoying that at every press confer-

ence, a plethora of questions are

asked concerning the BCS, and the

same answer is given time and time

again.

"We're not concerned about the

BCS. We're just taking one game at

a time and we'll worry about the

poll when the season is over."

Yeah, right. Now teams know

they need to win "convincingly." A
win is no longer good enough; only

a blowout impresses the computers.

UCLA was first in the BCS when

the initial poll was released three

weeks ago, but fell to third following

a close win against Stanford. True,

they didn't play very well, but they

won the game. Doesn't that count?

"What they're telling us is that it

doesn't matter just to win. You must

score a lot of points, and that some-

times leads to running up the score, _

and I don't buy that. It sends the

wrong message," said UCLA coach

Bob Toledo.

Last weekend, Kansas State dis-

played awful sportsmanship in an

apparent bid to up their BCS posi-

tion. Leading 42-6 against helpless

Baylor, the Wildcats scored a touch-

down on a quarterback sneak on the

Letters and Science Counseling

Academic Wotksltops in Covel Commons

CJA/QRKSHQPS

The College of Letters & Sciences Counseling Services offers a

wide variety of workshops, described here, which are available to

you throughout the 1998-99 school year. Workshops are held in

203 Covel Commons. For more information, call the "Academics

in the Commons" office at 825-9315. Additional workshops are

offered in Letters & Sciences Counseling, A-316 Murphy Hall.

Call 825-3382 for more information.

Nov. 1

6

Nov. 1

7

Nov. 1&

Nov. 19

4:15 Alternatives to Medical School

4:15 Identifying Your Learning Strengths

7:00 Career Options: What can I do with a Major in

4:15 B.A. in Sociology

4:15 Public Speaking Skills

4:15 Careers in Busir>e8S

7:00 Law School

7:00 Effective Note Taking

4:15 Identifying Your Ijearning Strengths
.

4:15 Reeunte Writing for Technical Majors

7:00 Information about Geography and
GkK>graphy/Environment Studies Major

7:00 Medical School

4:15 Choosing a Major

4:15 DeaMng wHh Procrastination

7:00 Why an Engllah Ma^^r

7HX)Tlm«

game's final play, instead of kneel-

ing like they should have. It was a

tasteless play, but all the computer

sees is a 49^ victory. It wasn't PC -

but a PC doesn't know that.

Kansas State should lose ground

'

in the poll on grounds of bad judg-

ment. But they won't, so I'll move

on.

Despite narrow wins over

Stanford and Oregon State, the

Bruins are still in a good position to

play for the whole enchilada in the

Fiesta Bowl. Of course, in this single

elimination tournament known as

the college football season, they

must keep winning.

UCLA holds a BCS lead over

Kansas State solely based on

strength of schedule (SOS). But if

the Bruins keep winning squeakers,

they might be yelling SOS for "Save

our Season."

Kansas State finally begins to

play solid opposition this Saturday

against Nebraska, and if they win

big, they could sink UCLA in the

poll. No more games against

Rancho Cucamonga Christian

Technical Institute for the

Performing Arts for the mighty

Wildcats.

After Nebraska, they play No. 13

Missouri and then a ranked oppo-

nent in the Big- 12 title game. If

Kansas State sweeps those games,

their SOS will be greatly improved.

UCLA has three tough games left,

but only No. 24 Miami is ranked.

But, as Cade McNown likes to

say» there is still a lot of football left

to be played, and anything can hap-

pen.

So my advice to college football

fans - forget the BCS poll for now.

Stop thinking about it, stop analyz-

ing it, stop speculating. The only

poll that matters is the final one.

"I'm not concerned if we're No.

1 or No. 2, "said Toledo. "I just

want to be one of the two."

And if the Bruins aren't, they'll

just have to settle for the Rose

Bowl.

What a shame.

Jeff is a football beat writer. Don't for-

get to e-mail him at Jizzeff@aol.com.

W.HOOPS
From page 32

somewhat off," though she "felt

great."

Juniors Martin, Philman and Janae

Hubbard all scored in double figures,

with Martin achieving her second

straight double-double (13 points and

1 1 assists).

Olivier said that she believed the

team would need some time to adjust

to Gomez's quick pace and the added

enthusiasm that she brings to the

game.

"With Gomez back into the mix,

she gets people so excited that they

play ... at a faster pace," Olivier said,

"and we kind ofhave to get adjusted to

that."

Gomez also noted that the team's

communication needed to be

improved. Hubbard, who played very

little in the first halfdue to foul trouble,

scored 12 of her team-high 18 points in

less than 10 minutes.

"I felt good about it," Hubbard

said. "I finally got into a groove."

Hubbard did what she could to

prove that being named the best shoot-

er in the Pac-10 by The Sporting News
was no fluke.

The Bruin center was perfect from

the free throw line, and eight-of-11

from the field.

Philman also shot well, totaling 17

points. Philman also had seven

rebounds, second only to Martin's 1 1.

With the two pre-season wins

behind them, UCLA will next focus on
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preparing for a big game against

Notre Dame.

Gomez said she believes that the

team will be mentally prepared for the

game, though it still needs to iron some

things out.

"We play at the level of our compe-

tition, I think," Gomez said, "and

(Notre Dame's) a pretty high-ranked

team."

Is the team really ready for an oppo-

nent like 17th ranked Notre Dame?
"We better be," Olivier said with a

slight edge in her tone. "We're playing

them on Saturday. I think (we're also)

mentally ready. This team is a confi-

dent basketball team."

GYMNASTICS
From page 30

During their first season in

1993, Foody and McCain were

UCLA's top freshmen, both qual-

ifying for the NCAA
Championships.

McCain went on to win the

NCAA high bar title as well as the

same title at the U.S.

Championships. He also made the

National Team, 15th in the nation.

Representing UCLA, however,

would be short-lived. After the

1993 season UCLA had to comply

with Title IX, which states that

there must be an equal number of

men's and women's scholarships

in the NCAA. The university

chose to drop the men's swim-

ming and men's gymnastics pro-

gram.

The team attempted to sue the

university into reinstating the

men's team, but the court ruled in

UCLA's favor. The men were left

with one year of NCAA eligibility

and the feeling that they had been

abandoned.

"It was difficult t^^ feel

respectable after they dropped the

program. I've been doing gymnas-

tics for 15 years, and all of a sud-

den because there's no program,

I'm suddenly a schmuck training

in the gym," McCain said.

Although the option was there.

Foody and McCain, like the rest

of the team, chose not to leave

I in A for Mnrt»h<T <rhr>ol »fnrt-

BASKETBALL
BASEBALL
SOCCER

^. sports -^^

Prat«rfiltt«St Sororities, Intra'tnural Team*

FOOTBALL
HOCKEY
RUGBY

SAMEDAY LETTERINQ, NEXTDAY SILKSCREENINa,
EMBIMNDERINa, TWILL LETTERINO

SPECIAL PRICING FOR GROUPS
wuT u*. CALL FOR FREE ESTIMATE «ulky

(310) 207-4226 (818) 708-2330
hftp.V/pfanrloJjfsiifr.comlinOMim

CA
IMM VINTMU HV*.,
VUBANA, CA M.H#

^

TOYON RESEARCH CORPORATION
Toyon research Corporation is a nationally-recognized

business engaged in systems analysis, technology studies

and development, modeling and simulation, and

commercial software development. We have an

expanding number of government and commercial

clients.

We are employee-owned and located less than a mile

from the University of California Santa Barbara Campus.

We offer a simulating working environment offering

challenging and complex problems to solve, a team

approach to tackling such problems, free exchanges of

innovative ideas, and opportunities for rapid

advancement. Toyon offers comfXflitive .salaries and

outstanding benefits, including generous company
funded Pension, Profit Sharing and Bonus Plans.

We are always looking for exceptional UCLA graduate in

the areas of Electrical Engineering, Applied Mathematics,

and Computer Science

If you are interested in learning more about us plea.se

make an app)oinimenl to meet with us on campus

November 20lh in the career center!

www.toyon.com
U.S. CitiaEenship Required

retained its program.

The mood then was one of frus-

tration, but the two harbor little

resentment today. Having no

NCAA competition didn't afl'ect

their eligibility for competing at

Nationals.

— In 1994, Foody won the NCAA
high bar title while McCain went

to Nationals and placed third all-

around in the nation. He later

went to World Championships

where he was the second highest

scorer on the U.S. team.

But just as everything was

falling into place, McCain began

having a personal dilemma.

"I just started getting bored
and depressed about things. A lot

of people were putting pressure on
me, and I was sick of being thc-

gymnast," McCain recalled.

The frustration was to persist.

He was forced to skip gymnastics

in 1995 because of a shoulder

injury. In 1996 McCain placed

third at Winter Nationals and, at

World Championships, placed

I Ith on the parallel bars and 13th

on the floor exercise. But the year

ended badly when McCain didn't

make the cut for the Olympics.

He admitted this was his own
fault.

"1 was a perfectionist and 1 kept

making things worse than they

really were. 1 was a time bomb,
detonating at Olympic iryouts,"

McCain said.

Depressed, he left for Africa

with a friend who grew up there.

In his mind he told himself he had

given up gymnastics for good.

In the middle of their travels, he

was one day dragged by his friend

to go work out at a gym.

He went to a gym inihe middle

of South Africa - and everyone

there recognized him.

"1 couldn't believe it. Everyone

wanted my autograph and was
asking me to help them," he

recalled, the shock of it still evi-

dent in his face.

"I realized how hard I had been

on myself. I was I Ith in the world

on the parallel bars and I thought

that was nothing tKcausu I d idn't

to continue with gymnastics. After

the program was canceled, a

shoulder injury took him out of

action until 1996.

..^ Discouraged, Foody gave him-

self one last chance in 1997 - he'd

either make the National team or

quit gymnastics.
**! didn't want my parents still

paying my rent by the time I was

24 just because I liked doing gym-

nastics forlfun," Foody said.

Foody stepped up to his own
challenge, however; he placed sev-

enth at Nationals and went to

World Championships as an alter-

nate on the U.S. team.

Foody had another scare this

summer at Nationals. In the two-

day event, he had a horrible first

day and came in 30th place. The

National team accepts only 14

members.

"I lacked the mental strength.

My head just didn't seem to be in

the right place the first day,"

Foody recalled.

But Foody had a stellar second

day. He shot up the ranks, improv-

ing better than any other gymnast

in the two days. The second day

alone he came in sixth and ended

Nationals 12th in the nation,

where he stands today.

The two have high hopes for the

Chunichi Cup. In 1989 McCain
left the country for the first time

for an international meet. The
country he went to then was

Japan.

"For a year 1 had dreams I was

win the gold medal," he added.

McCain came back to the

United States with a renewed

sense of energy and began enjoy-

ing activities outside of gymnas-

tics, such as yoga and hypnothera-

py
His enthusiasm immediately

made an impact in his gymnastics.

In 1997 he placed I Ith in the

United States and earlier this year

he had a spectacular summer
Nationals, placing fifth in the

nation.

Foody also struggled for a time

deciding whether or not he wanted

back in Japan," he laugltgtf;

Foody just wants respect.

"A lot of the best guys in the

world will be there. I'm not expect-

ing to go kick anybody's ass. I just

want people to look at me and say.

That guy's good,'" he said.

They are headed on the right

track. If, until the Olympics, gym-

nastics C(Mitinues to pose a beck-

oning challenge, then Foody and

McCain have decided, whether

it's with yoga, hypnotherapy or

practicing enough hours a week to

fill a part-time job, to accept that

challenge.

Just look at their hands.

HAMPTON
From page 32

the breaks she could get by staying at

UCLA
And not only has her staying power

paid off in the sense that she is one of

only six players to start every game this

season for the Bruins, but Hampton also

has been able to mature while in

Westwood.

"(By) being away from home,"

Hampton said, \ feel I'm able to grow

up. This is better for me because I can't

depend on that comfort zone of home.

"Being in L.A. has helped me deal

with my problems and become more
mature."

The distance has also brought mother

and daughter even closer together.

"It seems like we've gotten closer

since she's moved away," Provost said.

"And I'm so glad that we are close

because she is my all.

"I've always wanted her to excel, and

I'm proud of what she's accomplished in

school and in sports."

Hampton has excelled this season on

the 17-3-1 Bruin squad.

The sophomore is a major part of the

Bruin back line, which has posted a

school-record 1 1 shutouts and has given

up only 16 goals through 21 contests this

season.

Hampton feels that head coach Todd
Saldaiia, in his first season at the Bruin

helm, has a lot to do with her success this

season.

'*I was ready to give up last year

because of my situation but I was deter-

scoring. We all have to work together to ^
be successful and we work together well.

"Our whole team works together well.

It's an honor to be a part of it."

And her teammates feel her passion,

They feel that Hampton is a motivator

and someone who can always be depend-

ed on.

"Karissa's really hardworking and she

always gives 100 percent," midfielder

Venus James, a fellow sophomore said.

"She's really focused and just helps

the team. She really motivates me."

"Karissa has goals for herself and for

the team, and she just knows she is going

to achieve them."

One of those personal goals James

mentioned is Hampton's aspirations to

be a firefighter. She has wanted to be a

firefighter ever since she can remember.

With two uncles who work for the

Tacoma Fire Department, Hampton's
inspiration to fight fires came from with- -

in the family. Hampton feels that her

uncles' profession is valiant, and she

respects them for what they do.

Everything Hampton does in some *

way relates back to family ties, becau.se

to the Tacoma native, family is every-

thing.

"My family is just important to me
overall," Hampton said. "I've been

greatly influenced by my family. We're

all really close. There's just so much love

there.

"Everyone's always helping each

other, having each other's backs. My
family would always be there for me.

"We're like a team. Ifone person's not

there, then someone else will step up."

Prevost believes that Hampton is a

mined to p lay, f faw l thai unyihlng you very warm and curmg ind iv idual amF
want to do is possible if you put your

heart and mind into it. Now we h^v^ a

new coach, and I'm glad I came back.

"Todd is so awesome. 1 just love being

here. It's just so great to be playing at

UCLA."
Though Hampton has known success

in sports, she never has felt like she

would want to deal in an individual sport.

She wants to be part of a team.

She wants to feel the reciprocity

between members trying to achieve the

same end.

"We're a unit back there," Hampton
said of the Bruin back line. "And it's our

job as a team to stop the other team from

attributes those traits to what Hampton
picked up from her mother while grow-

ing up.

And Hampton's kind heart is a major

part of her motivation for joining her

uncles in firefighting.

"The reason I want to be a firefighter

is that I want to save people's lives,"

Hampton said. "I want to help people

that are in danger.

"Being a firefighter is such a team

thing and I love being part of a team."

Speaking of teams; if Hampton
becomes as good at neutralizing fires as

she is at neutralizing forwards, then

Tacoma blazes have no chance at all.

Graduating?
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AtNetes hold Olympic hopes In hand Bruins sparkle, flicker

against All-Star teamGYMNASTICS: McGaii

Foody struggle to qualify,

achieve greatness in sport

By Pauline Vu
Daily Bruin Contributor

"You can always tell how gotxl a

gymnast is by his hands/' said Steve

McCain, throwing wide his palms.

His hands are rough and callused,

raw pink in some spots and a dingy yel-

low in others where the skin has dead-

ened.

"The worse they are, the better," he

added.

Teammate Jim Foody is a little

embarrassed by his hands. "I wish they

didn't have to look like this.

Sometimes I go to the store and ask for

change and the cashier stares at them,"

he said. __:^
Like McCain, Foody's hands have

been sorely worked, with small flaps of

hard, dead skin clinging to its surface.

Like McCain, Foody's wrists bear

scars from being cut into by the hand

grips where the skin literally ripped

and bled.

And like McCain, Foody feels a cer-

tain pride in his hands. "When my
hands are this beat up, it shows I've

been working hard. It gives me more

confidence," he said.

Currently ranked fifth and 12th in

in turn, picked

McCain and Foody

to be the sole repre-

sentatives of the

United States.

For McCain and

Foody, the path to

where they are

today was a turbu-

lent one.

McCain got his

start in gymnastics

when he was 9, not

at a club or studio,

but on Saturday

mornings in front of

his living room tele-

vision.

"I used to watch

this karate show

where they jumped off roofs and did

these ridiculous, amazing flips," he

said, 1:.^ _

He taught himself back hand-

springs, roundoffs and other moves in

his backyard. Before he had taken a

single gymnastics class, he could walk

up the stairs on his hands.

His mother decided she would put

him in gymnastics. He refused, defiant-

ly declaring that he wouldn't take "bal-

let." And right around then, the 1984

Olympics started.

As he watched the U.S. men's team

win the gold for the first time ever,

McCain was hooked, imitating the

Steve McCain,

forms Thomas

Uie fialiuii, lespetlively, 8teve MtCam men in Ins living luuin. I I c the n totatty

DfRRtCK KUOO/Odilv Bfuin

a UCLA gymnast for six years, per-

flalrs on the floor-exercise mat.

UCLA. So McCain was going to be a

Bruin as well.

Foody got his start five years earlier

at age 4. When he went to watch his

older sister compete at her gymnastics

meets, he would run around and play

on the mats. This enthusiasm made his

parents place him in tumbling classes.

But gymnastics was just one of his

many sports. "I was pretty good at st)c-

cer and baseball, but there are so many
more people who play, them," Foody

said.

Although he was on the Junior

National Team and had other impres-

sive accolades, he never thought he

a>uld4ua.a» offer from UCI A

M. HOOPS: After strong

first half, UCLA falters

but hangs on to win

By Brent Boyd
Daily Bruin Staff

If this game was a sign of things

to come, the men's basketball team

should provide plenty of excite-

ment for its fans this season.

And frustration, for that matter.

In its 95-89 exhibition victory

over the California All-Stars

Tuesday night in Pauley Pavilion,

UCLA at times looked unsto|>

pable, and at others looked unbear-

able. There was very little middle

ground.

Take, for example, a six-minute

27-1 blitz in the first half that

enabled the Bruins to take a 49-22

lead.

But that was followed by a 154

run to close out the half by the All-

Stars, which included a four-and-a-

half minute scoreless drought by

UCLA. The Bruins were ahso on

the wrong end of 10-0 and 10-3 sec-

ond-half runs.

"We made some mistakes. We
ran livp with thnsfi if thfiy arf play=-

and Jim Foody are the remnants of a

once-great UCLA men's gymnastics

tradition, dismantled in the wake of

Title IX.

They leave today for one of the top

international meets in the world, the

Chunichi Cup in Japan, which handed

the USA Gymnastics Federation two

invitations.

dedicated himself to the sport.

"I watched that Olympics and

thought. That's it. I'm doing that.'

From then on I got focused. Until I

came to college, I never missed a prac-

tice in my life," McCain said.

His college choice was decided by

the 1984 Olympics as well: three mem-
bers of the men's team were from

But when the offer came, he decided

to come here.

"The No. 1 and 2 guys on the 1992

Olympic team were from UCLA. I

wanted to make the Olympic team,

and it seemed like they were doing

something right here," said Foody.

See GYMNASTICS, page 29

ing aggressive," UCLA head coach

Steve Lavin said.

The Bruins turned over the ball

25 times and missed 15 of 23 free

throws. But this was offset by the 27

forced turnovers, a nearly 60 per-

cent field goal percentage in the

first half, and numerous alley-oops

and dunks.

"In the first halfwe played great,

but we need to pump it up big

time, ' guard Earl Watson said.

Watson was the primary reason

UCLA jumped out to its early lead.

He had a double-double by halftime

( 1 1 points, 1 1 assists), and in a in a

four-minute stretch in the first half,

he had five assists, six points, a steal

and a rebound.

"He's one of those spirited play-

ers, he is probably the most

improved on the team," Lavin said.

Watson finished with 15 points

and 13 assists. He also had 10

turnovers.

Other Bruin notables included

freshman forward JaRon Rush

(team-high 17 points) and center

Jerome Moiso (6of-7 shooting for

13 points and seven rebounds).

The All-Stars featured ex-colle-

giate players, including two former

Bruins - forward Bob Myers and

guard Mitchell Butler.

Myers finished with five points,

while Butler added 14.

Andy Bostick led the All-Stars

with 27 points.

This was the 10th game in as

many days for the All-Stars. They

have beat Fresno State and Hawaii,

and fell by single digits to

^ Pcpperdiac^Itah, RYII, I.ITFP
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and New Mexico.

Freshman forward Dan
Gadzuric missed the game due to

tendinitis in both knees. He may
play Thursday against the Taiwan

National Team.

Rico Hines will not play until the

regular season opener against

Santa Clara Nov. 19.

Any large Pizza, your choice of toppings and crust, for $9>99

824-41 1

1

1114 Gayley Ave.

Westwood Village

Medium 1 topping Pizza

for S5.95

Fast Free Delivery

until 1 a.m. Sunday-Thursday
until 2 a.m. Friday & Saturday

AP Top 2S Collloqi'

Footb<ill Teams

The Top Twenty Five teams in The

Associated Press college foottMll poll,

with f(rst-pla<e votes in pafeniheses^ ^i-*

records through Nov. 7, total points t>ased

on 2S points for a first ptace vote through

one point for a 2Sth place vote and rank-

ing in previous poll:

Pv

2

4

3

5

6

7

1

8

10

n
14

13

18

15

22

15

19

20

9

21

12

23

25

24

Others receiving votes: West Virginia 38.

Southern Cii 36. Syracuse 30. Kentucky

20. Michigan St. 5, Alabama 4, Tens Tech

4. Marshall 2. Colorado 1. Purdue 1.

N<ttiun.il Footb.ill It-.tqu*-

At A Gl.intf

Record Pts

l.Tennessee(46) 8-0 1.718

2.KansasSt.(19) 9-0 1.677

3.1KLA(4) 8-0 1,615

4. Florida 8-1 1.516

S.RoridaSt.d) 9-1 1.510

6.TexasA&M 9-1 1,319

7.0hioSt. 8-1 1.311

8. Wisconsin 9-0 1,309

9. Arizona 9-1 1.189

10. Arkansas 8-0 1.171

ll.NetKaska 8-2 931

12.NotreDame 7-1 899

13. Missouri 7-2 752

U.Tutane 8-0 747

IS. Michigan 7-2 729

16.VirginiaTech 7-1 722

17. Georgia 6-2 596

18. Texas 7-2 577

19.PennSt. 6-2 575

20. Oregon 7-2 498

21.Virginia 7-2 360

22.GeorgiaTech 6-2 315

23.Airforce M 260

24. Miami 5-2 244

25. Wyoming 8-1 69

Central

Jacksonville

Pittsburgh

Tennessee

Baltimore

Cincinnati

West

Denver

Oakland

Seattle

Kansas City

San Diego

7 2

6 3

5 4

3 6

2 7

.778 233 176

.667 164 161

.555 216 179

.333 134 189

.222 164 243

9 1.000 300 169

6 3 .667 156 158

5 4 .556 196 142

4 5 .444 160 167

3 6 .333 113 166

NATIONAL CONFERENCE

East

W L T

Dallas

Arizona

N.Y. Giants

Philadelphia

Washington

Central

Minnesota

Green Bay

Tampa Bay

Chicago

Detroit

West

Atlanta

San Fra icisco

New Orleans

St. Louis

Carolina

6 3

5 4

3 6

2 7

1 8

Pet. PF PA

.667 224 121

.556 154 197

.333 166 189

.222 89 205

.111 141 270

Sunday, N«v. IS

Cincinnati at Minnesota, 1:01 p.m.

Miami at Carolina, 1:01 p.m.

New England at Buffalo, 1:01 p.m.

New Yoit Jets at Indianapolis, 1K)1 p.m.

Philadelphia at Washington, 1:01 p.m.

Pittsburgh at Tennessee, 1:01 p.m.

St. Louis at New Orleans, 1 :01 p.m.

San Francisco at Atlanta, 1:01 p.m.

Seattle at Oakland, 4:05 p.m.

Baltimore at San Diego, 4:05 p.m.

Dallas at Arizona, 4: 15 p.m.

Green Bay at New York Giants, 4:1 5 p.m.

Tampa Bay at Jacksonville, 4:15 p.m.

Chicago at Detroit, 8:20 p.m.

Monday, Nov. 16

Denver at Kansas City, 8:20 p.m.

N.ttion.il Hockey Lodque

At A GLincp

EASTERN CONFERENCE

Northwest Division

Edmonton

Calgary

Vancouver

Colorado

W L T Pts GF GA

8 5 16 46 34

6 6 2 14 39 40

6 6 1 13 40 34

4 8 2 10 33 45

Testaverde,NY-J

Elway, Den.

Brunell, Jac.

O'Donnell.Cin.

Flutie.Buf.

197 120 1502 15 3

157 94 1301 9 3

239 149 1897 15 6

258 162 1766 12 2

167 98 1241 10 5

Bell to the Cincinnati Reds for 26 Bret

Boone and LHP Mike Remlinger.

PITTSBURGH PIRATES—Purchased the

contract of OF Brian Ralph from Duluth-

Superior of the Northern League.

Pacific Division

Dallas

Phoenix

Los Angeles

Anaheim

San Jose

L T Pts GF GA

2 2

2 2

W
7

6

5 7 3

3 5 4

2 7 4

29 23

28 16

16

14

13

10

8 30 35

34 38

26 27

8 10 .8^ 296 167

6 3 .667 239 193

4 5 .444 143 176

3 6 .333 164 198

2 7 .222 171 219

7 2

7 2

4 5

3 6

1 8

.778 253 176

.778 273 186

.444 162 201

.333 174 216

.111 182 241

AMBBCANaMFEIBKE
East

N.Y.IHS

W I

6 3

6

S

S

1

Pet. PF PA

.667 165 123

.667 220 151

i56 200 196

.556 201 179

.111 142 241

Swiday'sGaiiits

Atlanta 41, New England 10

Jacksorwille 24, Cincinnati 1

1

Philadelphia 10, Detroit 9

Miami 27, Indianapolis 14

Minnesota 31, New Orleans 24

OalUsl6,NewYorkGMnts6

Baltimore 1 3, Oaklartd 10

St. Louts 20, Chicago 12

San Francisco 25. CaidhU 23

Arizona 29, WMMiflon 27

New pMt Jets 34.MMMO 1 i

Seanle 24, Kansas Qfy 12

Denver 27. San Oicfo 10

J1,lHnalay22

Atlantic Division

Pittsburgh

New Jersey

N.Y. Islanders

Philadelphia

N.Y Rangers

Northeast Division

Boston

Montreal

Toronto

Buffalo

Ottawa

Southeast Division

Carolina

Tampa Bay

Florida

Washington

W L T Pts GF GA

6 3 4 16

7 5 14

7 8 14

5 5 4 14

4 6 4 12

35 34

25 26

36 38

34 33

34 38

W
6

6

6

S

6

L T Pts GF GA

6 3 15 36 26

142

4

34 33

14 41 44

14 32 25

1 13 39 36

W L TPts GF GA

6 S 3 15 34 29

6 7 2 14 38 49

4 S 3 11 27 35

4 6 3 11 28 35

Central Diviaan

St. Louis

Clwaft

W L TPts GF GA

6 3 4 16 35 28

7 6 14 37 30

$ 7 1 11 34 39

4 I 2 10 30 44

Monday's Games

Montreal 5, Philadelphia 1

N.Y Islanders 3, Toronto 1

Los Angeles 4. Vancouver 3

Tuesday's Games

Ottawa 2, Buffalo 2, tie

N.Y Rangers 10, Tampa Bay 2

Pinsburgh 3, N.Y Islanders 2

St. Louis 5, Chicago 2

Colorado 1, Phoenix 1, tie

Calgary 5, Los Angeles 4, OT

Nashville 4, San Jose 2

WMnosdajTS vamos

Edmonton at Toronto, 7:30 p.m.

Montreal at New Jersey, 7:30 p.m.

N.Y Rangers at Florida. 7:30 p.m.

Sl Louis at Detroit, 7:30 p.m.

Carolina at Anaheim, 8 p.m.

Phoenix at Dallas, 8:30 p.m.

Thursday's Games

Buffalo at Washington, 7 p.m.

Edmonton at Ottawa, 7:30 p.m.

Montreal at NY Islanders, 7:30 p.m.

Florida at PhHadelphia. 7:30 p.m.

Toronto at Chtcaga 8:30 p.m.

Vancouver at Calgary, 9 p.m.

Nashville at Los Angeles, 1030 pjn.

Carolina at San Jose, 10 30 p.m.

ANThMs in tlie Sforts Ui are EST

ittuii.il Footh.iH li'.iqut'

Inriividu,*) t <'.«rt«>rv

Rushers

Davis, Den.

Means, S.O

E.George, Ten.

Dillon, Cin.

Kaufman, Oak.

Receivers

Pickens, Cin.

Faulk, Ind.

Harrison, Ind.

McCaffrey, Den.

R.Smith,Den.

Att Yds

2221219

206 878

214 874

178 780

167 713

No Yds

52 694

46 539

44 564

43 755

43 548

Avg LG TD

5.5 70 15

4.3 72 5

4.1 37 3

4.4 66 3

4.3 80 1

Avg LG TD

13.3 67

11.7 78

12.8 61

17.6 48

12.7 50

NATIONAL CONFERENCE

Quarterbacks

Att Com Yds TD Int

Cunningham, Min. 189 117 1718 16 3

S.Young,S.F. 309 189 2435 21 6

Beuerlein,Car. 160 104 1203 7 4

Chandler, Atl. 201 107 1778 14 9

Garrett, Dal. 147 86 1155 5 3

Rushers

Sanders, Det.

J.Anderson.Atl.

R.Smith,Min.

E.Smith,Dal.

Hearst. S.F.

Receivers

Freeman, G.B.

Rice.S.F.

Moore, Det

Morton, Det.

lrvin,Dal.

Att Yds

2021012

219 966

176 882

194 871

168 793

No Yds

51 903

48 710

48 481

45 658

44 633

Avg LG TD

CO 73

4.4 48

5.0 74

4.5 32

4.7 %

Avg LG TD

17.7 84 8

14.8 66 5

10.0 25 1

14.6 98 2

14.4 38 1

27.GfecnMy20 An Cam Ws TDM

NEW YORK YANKEES—Re-si9ned 38

Scott BiWMSia a three-year (Miiact.

ATLANTAmWCS— Traded LNP Piwiy

^Wl^^f 1^ MiOUV* IIKn^ ^^W Mvfr ^^V

National Football League T"
ATLANTA FALCONS—Placed WR Jammi

German on injured reserve.

BUFFALO BILLS—Signed RB Rene

Ingoglia to the practice squad.

CINCINNATI BENGALS—Waived FB

Michael Blair. Activated LB Canute Curtis

from the practice squad.

CLEVELAND BROWNS—Named Richard R

Bedell chief financial officer.

MINNESOTA VIKINGS— Placed S Torrian

Gray on injured reserve. Activated CB

Anthony Bass from the practice squad.

National Hockey League

NHL—Suspended New Jersey Devils C

Bobby Holik for two games and fmed

him $1,000 for a tripping incident on

Nov. 7.

CALGARY FLAMES—Assigned RW John

Tripp to Johnstown of the ECHL.

PHOENIX COYOTES—Recalled G Scott

Langkow from Las Vegas of the IHL.

VANCOUVER CANUCKS—Re-signed D

Bryan McCabe.

Trivid Questions

1 .What are the three oldest teams in the

NBA?

2.Who were the Pennsylvania Steagles?

3.Who, in 1983, described the NHL's New

Jersey DevHs as a 'Mickey Mouse opera-

tion' after his team had beaten the Devils

13-4?

fln\w«>rs

uoseas

auo X|uo paisei mautuadxa am-sauieu
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PAC-10 FOOTBALL NOTEBOOK

Washington State (3-6,0-6)

Saturday 12:30 p.m.

Stanford (1-8,0-6)

Washington State:

The Cougars are second to last in the Pac-10 in

scoring offense, rushing defense and scoring

defense.Their main game breaker, returner Dee
Moronkold,will see plenty of action this game
because the Cardinal will score a lot. He has run back

two kickoffs for touchdowns and leads the Pac-10 in

kickoff yards at 34.1 yards. Washington State won last

year, led by the defense of Lamont Thompson who
created two turnovers in the win. But this year, the

Cougars have become mere kittens in search of kitty

litter.

Cougar to watch: Lamont Thompson CB

Stanford: .

How can a 1 -8 team be so talented? The offense Is

led by the Pac-10 leader In passing (at 296.0 per

game).Todd Husak,the quarterback, has an Ail-

American flanker out wide in Troy Walters, who

almost defeated Washington ^\^\^ i?y himself last

year. Walters had eight catches for 1 18 yards and two

touchdowns and a 77-yard punt return for a

touchdown. With Walters on the field, the Cougars

will be the second victims of the Cardinal.

Cardinal to watch: Troy Walters FL

Predicted score: Stanford 42, Washington St. 16

Arizona State

(5^,4-2)

Compiled by Rocky Salmon, Daily Bruin Senior Staff

at

Oregon (7-2,4-2)

Arizona (9-1,5-1)

Saturday 1 p.m. f

Arizona State:

The Sun Devils have won three straight to position

themselves for a bowl berth. Last year they

devastated the Ducks 52-31 and have won the last

three meetings. J.R.Redmond has become the team

and is leading the Pac-10 in all purpose yards.

Sun Devil to Watch:The Whole Secondary

Oregon:The Ducks are 12-1 in November since 1994

and have already qualified for a bowl berth.These

Ducks are hungry after losing two heartbreakers to

Arizona and UCLA. After superstar running back

Reuben Droughns went down with an injury, the

offense has been handed to Akili Smith. Smith leads

the league in total offense and touchdowns.The

Ducks will roar in Eugene.

Duck to watch:WR Tony Harley

Predicted score: Oregon 42. Arizona State 38

California (4-5,3-3)

Saturday 3:30 p.m.

Arizona:

The Wildcats are in the hunt for a Rose Bowl berth

after losing only one game, (to UCLA).The Wildcats

are led by two athletic quarterbacks and running

backTrung Canidate leads the Pac-10 in rushing at

1 94.2 yards a game. Dennis Northcutt is a deadly

threat returning kicks, and the Wildcats are prepared

to eat some Golden Bears up at Berkeley.

Wildcat to Watch: Dennis Northcutt,WR

CahThis series is one of the closest in Pac-10 history.

The Bears hold a 9-8-2 edge, with the teams splitting

the last two games. Last year the Bears took Arizona

to the edge In double overtime with the Wildcats

winning 41 -38.The year before was a classic as well,

as the game went into four overtimes with the Bears

winning 56-55.THe last 1 1 have been decided by

seven or fewer points. But don't count on the Bears

sniffing the Wildcats this year.

Golden Bear to watch: Deltah O'Neal

Predicted score: Arizona 37,Cal 21

Opportunities created here.
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M&A

Bring together today's hottest areas of convergence — technology and financial

services. Add a work environment that connbines industry knowledge in IT,

comnnunications and media with M&A transaction experience. You'll see something

new beginning to take shape: career opportunities unlike those at other investment

banks or consulting firms. Join the firm that specializes In creating opportunities for

our clients and professionals. Broadview. With offices in the US, Europe and Asia.

For more Information reach us at www.broadvlew.com or submit resumes to

associaterecrulter@broadview.com.

Technology Investigate career opportunities in

M^A Investment Banking
Resume Drop Dates:

November 6-12 via BruinView

Broadvie^AT NKW VOMK

BROADVIENA^ •otroN
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Tumbling toward glory

Jim Foody and Steve McCain travel to

Japan for the prestigious Chunichi Cup.

S^e Inside page.

Hampton extinguishes

rivaling offense and

kindles team spirit

By A. CinQue Carter

Daily Bruin Contributor

Sacrifice is the ultimate symbol of respect and honor.

Often, what is good for the individual is not good for the col-

lective, and therefor^ the indlvidUiU musi make adjusimenis If

the team is to be successful.

And sometimes just doing one's own job is not enough.

In firefighting, there are many components involved in

attaining success by saving lives and property.

The same holds true in soccer. Forwards, midfielders,

keepers and defenders depend on one another to play in sync

for the team to be victorious.
. ^

Soccer defender Karissa Hampton dreams of becoming a firefighter after she graduates

Additionally, in firefighting, as' well as in soccer, sacrifices

sonietimes have to be made for the good of the group.

Karissa Hampton, a 19-year-old soccer defender and

future firefighter knows much about sacrifice, for she was

raised in a single-parent home. Hampton was raised in

Tacoma, Wash., and has played soccer since age 5.

Hampton's mother, Ann Prevost, always did without

extras so that Hampton would not have to do without them.

Prevost made those sacrifices because she felt that was the

right thing to do.

"She sacrifices everything for me to have the best,"

Hampton said of her mother. "She always wants me to have

the best opportunities, and she always supports my deci-

sions."

Prevost is so supportive because she feels that her only

child's happiness is the most important thing in her life.

Prevost said, "I've always felt that Ishould do everything I

could to make Karissa happy.

"She's the apple of my eye, and everything she does makes

mc proud.'' — —— ^
Both women agree, however, that their relationship has

come a long way.

Hampton realized that when she was younger and would

argue with her mother, it was only because she thought she

"knew everything." She would soon discover otherwise.

As time progressed, Ha'mpton began to realize that when

Prevost disagreed with something she did, it was out of pure

concern. It was mainly about a mother not wanting her daugh-

ter to go astray and hang out with the wrong crowds. Prevost

just wanted her daughter to have life easier than she had it.

"My mom's such a strqng person," Hampton said. "I'm so

grateful for her. I realize and appreciate everything she does

for me.

"And she really raised me well even though she was a single

mother."

Both Hampton and Prevost agree that they are each other's

best friends, and Prevost loves expressing how glad she is

about how Hampton turned out.

'I am very happy and very pleased with Karissa," Prevost

said. "She's turned out to be a very beautiful person, and she's

definitely my best friend."

Hampton feels that she can make a lot of important con-

nections by being a Bruin. And if the unthinkable ever hap-

pened - if she could not play soccer anymore - Hampton

would still get the "whole college experience" at UCLA that

she might not have gotten at other places.

Actually, the unthinkable almost did happen. Following a

freshman season in which she played in only 1 1 games for only

about 20 minutes per game, Hampton pondered a return

home to Washington, mainly because she felt homesick.

Nonetheless, she was able to weather the storm and realize

See HAMPTON, page 29

Pre-season wins buoy Bruin morale
RECAP: Team defeats Slovakia after

Australia, prepares for Notre Dame

By Heidi Bochnlein

Daily Bruin Contributor

In its last tune-up before opening the season on the

road against Notre Dame, the UCLA women's bas-

ketball,team had another impressive showing.

After a 111-51 victory over Australia's Riverland

Raiders in the first exhibition game of the year, the

No. 6 Bruins easily handled Slovakia Monday night at

Pauley Pavilion.

The Bruins fell behind in the first 10 minutes of the

game, but they came back with a strong second half to

overtake Slovakia 82-55.

The Bniin total field goal percentage was 53, while

Slovakia shot only 37 percent.

"As far as the turnovers go, it's something we can't

do," said head coach Kathy Olivier. "We can't turn

the ball over 27 times. There's no way."

According to CMivicr, the defense did better than

anticipated. She said that she was pleased with the

transition defense, as well as the team's ability to kcq)

the opponent off the foul line.

That defense forced 34 turnovers. Maylana

Martm, Marie Philman and Erica Gomez each had

numerous steals to lead UCLA, which totaled with

13

(iomez. returning from a knee mjury which had

hampered her all summer, returned to produce nine

poinis and eight asiuUs Also, the junior point guard

atinbulcd her eight turnovers to her "timing being

Championship polls only

a bunch of bowl-oney
COLUMN: Complicated

ranking system takes

value away from wins

I

Junior fbrwird

S«f 2B

grabs the baM In a tight

Bratislava pippin on Monday.

t'sallabunchofBCS.The

teams playing for all the tortilla

chips in the

Tostitos Fiesta

Bowl will be

determined by

a couple of

microchips.

The new Bowl

Championship

Series poll has

turned football

fans into com-

puter nerds

and made PCs

more impor- '

lant than TDs.

Yes, m 1998, a good DOS IS -
needed for a chance to play for all

the glory The whole bowl situation

was supposed to be resolved this

season. Simply enter a bunch of

numbers into a computer, double*

click a couple times and bam - out

comes two teams worthy of playing

for the niitional championship on

Sdtx 4 at the h testa Bowl

Jeff

Kmiotek

No problemo, eh? It's not like

more than two teams will go unde-

feated. Error: system overload. It

seems like this solve-everything sys-

tem has created more problems.

As a Bruin fan (whoops, I'm sup-

posed to be an unbiased reporter),

I'm satisfied with the polls right now

because UCLA is No. 2 in the BCS
behind Tennesee, meaning they'd be

in Tempe if the standings hold. Bur

still, the whole poll can vacillate

with a slight byte change. There

have been three polls so far and

three No. I teams. UCLA led the

first poll with 3.04 points. Not a bad

GPA, but what does it really mean?

It comes from a complex combo

of quartile rankings, computer

polls, adjusted deviations and so on.

That probably means nothing to

you, just as it does to most players

and coaches.

_ When you take a closer look at

these polls, it makes you question

their validity. For example, in the

Seattle Times poll, UCLA is No 1.

That's great and all. but m the

New York Times poll, UCLA is

fifth and Ronda State, which lost to

North Carolina Slate, is first.
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High demand cripples campus child care
SERVICE: IVo^n'iinis oHimi

(^\|)(Misi\(\ iiiKnailiihIo lo

__.|)ar(MUs working al I (>Li_

By Hannah Miller

Daily Brum Senior Staff

Aliiiough lis ciukl care is rated lUio

of the top 10 programs in the nation.

UCLA stills Tails to pro\iile care loi

tliousamis oi' stalT. laculty and stu-

dent parents with widcK \ar\inu

schedules who need inC\pensi\e child

care,

the highcr-paul stalT." said Cia\

\1cl)i>nald. the director o\' l'CL,\

(hiUI Care Services. " Iheres a need

lor assistance loi: sonic sialT and lac-

"trtty:^----
'

' ''''': '"''
-

Iheie are exactly 253 spots al the

Hellagu\ Iniversily Village. Colina

C ilen and leiiiauld child care centers

-combined, and those are for people

wiio can airi>!d the payments, which

can be as much as SN.V''> per monlh

\'or infant care or S7()5 per month for

toddlers.

"That's a mortgage pa\nient.

ThaVs hair my salary," said Kathy

lorerfi. an operations manager in

Humanities computing who

opts {o place her 5-monlh-

HILD CARE

UCLA
First in a three-part series.

Thursday: The state of child care at UCLA

Friday: Daycare means choices, choices, choices

Monday: Putting a price on child care

In a nationwide survey conducted

this yCiir by the'* High Scope

r.ducalional Research l-oundation.

I'C'LA's Child Care Center ranked

on a par with far better-funded cor-

porate child care, but that care i.s

spread thin. I-xcellent child care is

offered on-campus and near universi-

ty housing which puts I'C'l.A way

ahead o\' most other colleges but at

rates which limit child care to a select

lew.

^^IhiN is essentiallv .i pi pim am lor

iMd foivy in luMik'-cMie iii

Agoura Hills.

"Right now 1 can't afford

It. I just srgned up on the

waiting list, and I hope by

the time I get in we'll be able

to cover the cost."

The limited number oi

spaces creates a waiting list,

which currently hovers at

around 400. Depending on

the age o\' the child and

whether parents are staff, faculty or

students, it lakes about one-and-a-

half years to nab a spot.

That waiting list was as high as SOO

just a few years ago, before Child

Care Services expanded its facilities

by using space in already-existing

buildings.
j

The waiting list has also been

shortened by a massive outreach

effort that connects IK'LA parents

with M){) home-care providers and

i:o da\-c>iic centers. UCLA Child

MCUtE CARE TO GIVE
A 1995 survey conducted byQmd Care Services

(the most recent available) showed the demand

for child care far outstripping supply.

Care Services provides technical sup-

port for many of the providers, which

are scattered throughout Los Angeles

and the San I'ernando Valley and

offer a variety of care and pricing.

As recently as 1970. however,

there was nary a nanny to be found

for campus parents.

UCLA Child Care didn't exist

until a small group of graduate stu-

dents in the 1970s demanded some

babysitting. then-unheard-of.

Chancellor Charles Young gave them

the old horticultural building, which

used to sit where the 100 Medical

Pla/a building is now located.

rheir successes had to be defended

from attacks in the late 1970s from

Young, who saw child care as

nonessential in an acadeimc institu-

tion. To save their facility, the adviso

ry committee had to make the center

financially self-supporting. This

arrangement has left the center's

champions in a state of perpetual

fund-raising, but at least they aren't

lacing a world of criticism.

"The way people perceive child

See CARE, page 16

Morgan Center remodeling begins JoumaHst recalls massacre

CONSTRUaiON: Campus

projtMM will rroair olTico

spare, \w\\ hall ol rariir

By Lawrence Ferdiaw

Daily Bruin Staff

Another green fence means anoth-

er construction project and another

detour as the J.I). Morgan Center

gets an added building and renova-

tions to the existing structure.

The Morgan Center is the home to

UCLA's athletic department and

contains olTices and an athletic hall o\'

fame. The expansion will create over

21,000 square feet of office space with

a total project cost of over $10 million

and also see the relocation of the

Bruin statue.

The project is funded by the athlet-

i ic department and external sources,

according to Ron r.nholm. the pro-

ject manager for the Morgan Center

construction

A represent.itive from the athletic

department said the expansion is necr

essary. despite the inconvenience it

may cause to people walking in the

urea.

"All our ofHces are not in one

building. " said associate athletic

director Ken Werner "We want to get

everyone centrali/ed
"

The construction process began

two weeks ago with the installation of

a fence around part of the structure.

The first of the two phases of con-

struction begins with the demolition

of the existing hall of fame building

and construction of a new. three-story

building. This part is expected to be

completed in September 1999.

With the first floor of the new

building devoted \o ihc hall o\ fame,

the other two floors will hou.se a new

press room and sports olllces.

During the second phase, workers

will renovate the existing building to

add more office space for coaches,

some of whom do not currently have

offices in the Morgan Center. Added

space will also be given to sports

See MORGAN, page 14

of East Timorese people

UCLA's r>ewest construction site has inconvenienced students walking

to and from class and will require the relocation of the Bruin Bear

ACTIVISM: liulonesiati

soldiers used weapons

made in United Stales

By Chauntelle Anne Tibbals

Daily Bruin Contributor

On Oct. 12. 1991, the Indonesian

military killed more than 270 East

Timorese citizens with American

M-16 rifles. On Wednesday,

UCLA's East Timor Education

Project acknowledged the memo-

ries of those killed.

Independent journalist Amy
(joodman, who was in East Timor

during the Santa Cruz massacre in

1991. spoke about the current state

of the country and the United

States' involvement.

"We must be aware of what is

being done in East Timor, and

throughout the world," (ioodman

said.

(ioodman and another reporter

were beaten by Indonesian soldiers

with American weapons at the masr

sacre She said she felt the only rea-

son the two of them were not killed

was because they were Americans.

"If (the Indonesian military) had

killed us, they might have had to pay

a price that they did not have to pay

for killing the Timorese. They might

have lost their weapons supply," she

said.

Since 1996, Goodman has been

broadcasting a radio show.

Democracy Now!, on the listener-

sponsored Pacifica Network. Each

week, she speaks about current and

historical aspects of different situa-

tions usually not covered by main-

.slream news.

The initial invasion of East

Timor occurred in 1975. Ninety per-

cent of weapons used by the

Indonesian military had been sup-

plied by the United States.

In 1996, the Nobel Peace Prize

was awarded to Carlos Belo and

Jose Ramos-Horta for their efforts

to "find a diplomatic solution to the

conflict in East Timor based on the

people's right to self-determina-

tion." according to the Nobel Prize

committee

Many United States corpora-

tions, such as Nike, utilize the low

factory worker wages in Indonesia.

Sfc pife16
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SPORTS
Tumbling toward glory

Jim Foody and Steve McCain travel to

Japan for the prestigious Chunichi Cup.

Sie inside page.

Hampton extinguishes

rivaling ofFense and

kindles team spirit

By A. CinQue Carter

Daily Bruin Contributor

Sacrifice is the ultimate symbol of respect and honor.

Often, what is good for the individual is not good for the col-

leutive. and therefore the individual must make adjustmems if

the team is to be successful.

And sometimes just doing one's own job is not enough.

In firefighting, there are many components involved in

attaining success by saving lives and property.

The same holds true in soccer. Forwards, midfielders,

keepers and defenders depend on one another to play in sync

for the team to be victorious.

Soccer defender Karissa Hampton dreams of becoming a firefighter after she graduates.

CiLNtVTtv! L iAW,/ r j3i iv Brum

Additionally, in firefighting, as well as in soccer, sacrifices

sometimes have to be made for the good of the group.

Karissa Hampton, a 19-year-old soccer defender and

future firefighter knows much about sacrifice, for she was

raised in a single-parent home. Hampton was raised in

Tacoma, Wash., and has played soccer since age 5.

Hampton's mother, Ann Prevost, always did without

extras so that Hampton would not have to do without them.

Prevost made those sacrifices because she felt that was the

right thing to do.

"She sacrifices everything for me to have the best,"

Hampton said of her mother. "She always wants me to have

the best opportunities, and she always supports my deci-

sions."

Prevost is so supportive because she feels that her only

child's happiness is the most important thing in her life.

Prevost said, "I've always felt that I should do everythmg I

could to make Karissa happy.

"She's the apple of my eye, and everything she does makes

^me proud." '' ,'
'

'

>,

'" "
'

'

'

' —
Both women agree, however, that their relationship has

come a long way.

Hampton realized that when she was younger and would

argue with her mother, it was only because she thought she

"knew everything." She would soon discover otherwise.

As time progressed, Hampton began to realize that when

Prevost disagreed with .something she did, it was out of pure

concern. It was mainly about a mother not wanting her daugh-

ter to go astray and hang out with the wrong crowds. Prevost

just wanted her daughter to have life easier than she had it.

"My mom's such a strong person," Hampton said. "I'm so

grateful for her. I realize and appreciate everything she does

for me.

"And she really raised me well even though she was a single

mother."

Both Hampton and Prevost agree that they are each other's

best friends, and Prevost loves expressing how glad she is

about how Hampton turned out.

I am very happy and very pleased with Karissa." Prevost

said. "She's turned out to be a very beautiful person, and she's

definitely my best friend."

Hampton feels that she can make a lot of important con-

nections by being a Bruin. And if the unthinkable ever hap-

pened - if she could not play .soccer anymore - Hampton
would still get the "whole college experience" at UCLA that

she might not have gotten at other places.

Actually, the unthinkable almost did happen. Following a

freshman sea.son in which she played in only 1 1 games for only

about 20 minutes per game, Hampton pondered a return

home to Washington, mainly because she felt homesick.

Nonetheless, sh^ was able to weather the storm and realize

See HAMPTON, page 29

Pre-season wins buoy Bruin morale
RECAP: Team defeats Slovakia after

Australia, prepares for Notre Dame

By Heidi Boehnlein

Daily Bruin Contributor

In its last tune-up before opening the season on the

road against Notre Dame, the UCLA women's bas-

ketball team had another impressive showing.

After a 111-51 victory over Australia's Riverland

Raiders in the first exhibition game of the year, the

No. 6 Bruins easily handled Slovakia Monday night at

Pauley Pavilion.

The Bruins fell behind in the first 10 minutes of the

game, but they came back with a strong second half to

overtake Slovakia 82-55.

The Bruin total field goal percentage was 53, while

Slovakia shot only 37 percent.

"As far as the turnovers go, it's something we can't

do," said head coach Kathy Olivier. "We can't turn

the bail over 27 times. There's no way."

According to Olivier, the defense did better than

anticipated. She said that .she was pleased with the

transition defense, as well as the team's ability to keep

the opponent off the foul line.

— That defense forced 34 turnovers. Maylana

Martin, Marie Philman and Erica Gomez each had

numerous steals to lead UCLA, which totaled with

13.

Cionicz, returnmg from a knee injury which had

hampered her all summer, returned to produce nine

points and eight assists Also, the junior point guard

attributed her eight turnovers to her "timing being

Championship polls only

a bunch of bowl-oney
COLUMN: Complicated

ranking system takes

value away from w^ins

I
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Junior forward Maytoiui Martin grabs the baN in a tight

squeeze between Slovan Bratislava players on Monday.

t's all a bunch of BCS. The

teams playing for all the tortilla

chips in the

Tostitos Fiesta

Bowl will be

determined by

a couple of

microchips.

The new Bowl

Championship

Series poll has

turned football

fans into com-

puter nerds

and made PCs

more impor-

tant than TDs.

Yes, in 1998, a good DOS is

needed for a chance to play for all

the glory. The whole bowl situation

was supposed to be resolved this

season. Simply enter a bunch of

numbers into a computer, double-

click a couple times and bam - out

comes two teams worthy of playing

for the national championship on

Jan 4 at the Fiesta Bowl.

Jeff

Kmiotek

No problemo, eh? It's not like

more than two teams will go unde-

feated. Error: system overload. It

seems like this solve-everything sys-

tem has created more problems.

As a Bruin fan (whoops, I'm sup-

posed to be an unbiased reporter),

I'm satisfied with the polls right now
because UCLA is No. 2 in the BCS
behind Tcnnesee, meaning they'd be

in Tempe if the standings hold. But

still, the whole poll can vacillate

with a slight byte change. There

have been three polls so far and

three No. I teams. UCLA led the

first poll with 3.04 points. Not a bad

GPA, but what does it really mean?

It comes from a complex combo
of quartile rankings, computer

polls, adjusted deviations and so on.

That probably means nothing to

you, just as it does to most players

and coaches.

When you take a closer look at

these polls, it makes you question

their validity. For example, in the

Seattle Times poll. UCLA is No. 1.

That's great and all. but in the

New York Times poll, UCLA is

fifth and Rorida State, which lost to

North Carolina State, is first.

•mmtmltrmi^
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High demand cripples campus child care
SERVICE: IVo'iranis oHtMi

(^\|)(MVsi\(\ iiMa\iiilal)l(' to

paivnls workin^ial I (^L\

By Hannah Miller

Daily Brum Senior Staff

Although Its ciiikl care is rated one

of the top 10 prograiiis in the nation.

I C'l.A stills fails \o provide eare for

thousands o\' stiilT. I'aeult) and stu-

dent parents with \videl> varsing

schedules who need ine\pensi\e child

eaie

the hiviher-paid stall." s^iid (ia\

MelXxiald. ihe diieett>r ol I CIA
( hikl Care Ser\ lees. Theres ,i need

\ov assistance for some staff »uid fac-

uit\."
" ^""

' ^ '

Iheie are exactly 25.> spots at the

Mellamo. I'niversitv N'lllaiie. Colina

Cilen and I'ernauld ehild eare centers

combined, .md those are lor people

will) can afford the payments, which

can be as much as SS.^5 per month

for infant care or S765 per month l\>r

toddlers.

riiats ,1 nu>rt!:ai!e payment

liiafs hall m> salar>.'" said Katli>

loreto. an operations manager in

Humanities computing who
opts \o place, her 5-nu)nlh-

Child Care

AT UCLA
First in a three-part senes.

Thursday: The state of child care at UCLA

Friday: Daycare means choices, choices, choices

Monday: Putting a price on child care

In a nationwide survey conducted

this year by the High Scope

f-ducational Research foundation.

I'CLA's Child Care Center ranked

on a par with far better-funded cor-

porate child care, but that care is

spread thin, r.xcellcnt child care is

offered on-campus and near universi-

ty housing which puts I'CLA way

ahead ol most other ci^lleges but at

rates which limit child care to a select

lew.

~^lhis is essentially a jiioyrain fnr

old t ores m luMiie-care m
•Agoura Hills.

"Right now 1 can't alToid

It. 1 just signed up on the

waiting list, and 1 lu^pe by

the time I get in we'll be able

to cover the cost."

Ihe limited number of

spaces creates a waiting list.

which currently hovers at

around 400. Depending on

the age of the child and

whether parents are staff, faculty or

students, it takes about iMie-and-a-

half years to nab a spot.

Ihat waiting list was as high as SOO

just a few years ago. before Child

Care Services expanded its facilities

bv usinu space in alreadv-existmu

buildings.

Ihe waiting list has also been

shortened by a massive outreach

effort that connects UCLA parents

with .^00 home-care providers and

I 2()_dav -cnrc centers. L'CI.A Child

^•>

ii(^- '•'•k 4M4>NV</«^

nwtobyCHAitUSKMO

GrapMc bv JEFT CHEN/Dtity tnin

MORE CARE TO GIVE
A 1995 survey conducted by Child Care Services

(the most recent available) showed the demand

for child care far outstripping supply.

.Afedbyfacu/i

Vmra:UCUOMCmStnkn lipaR

Care Services provides technical su|>

port for many of the providers, which

are scattered throughout Los Angeles

and the San lernando Valley and

offer a variety of care and pricing.

As recently as 1970. however,

there was nary a nanny to be found

for campus parents.

UCLA Child Care didn't exist

until a small group of graduate stu-

dents in the 1970s demanded some

babysitting. then-unheard-of.

Chancellor Charles Young gave them

the old horticultural building, which

used to sit where the 100 Medical

Pla/a building is now located.

Iheir successes had to be defended

from attacks in the late 197()s from

Young, who saw child care as

mMK'ssential in an academic mslilu-

tion. To save their facility, the adviso-

ry committee had to make the center

financially self-supporting. This

arrangement has left the center's

champions in a state of perpetual

fund-raising, but at least they aren't

lacing a world of criticism.

"The way people, percx'ive child

4ee CARE, page 16

Morgan Center remodeling begins Journalist recalls massacre

CONSTRUaiON: Campus

projtMi will (Mrair olTiro

spa(u\ nrvv hall oirartie

By Lawrence Ferchaw
Daily Bruin Staff

Another green fence means anoth-

er construction project and another

detour as the J. I). Morgan Center

gets an added building and renova-

tions to the existing structure.

Ihe Morgan Center is the home to

UCLA's athletic department and

contains offices and an athletic hall o(

laine. The expansion will create over

21,000 square feet of office space with

a total project cost of over SIO million

and also see the relocation of the

Bruin statue.

The project is funded by the athlet-

ic department and external sources,

according to Ron L'nholm. the pro-

ject manager for the Morgan Center

"construction.

A representalue from the athletic

department >aid the expansum is nec-

essar\. despite the inconvenience it

max cause to people walking in the

area

'All our offices are not in one

building." said associate athletic

director Ken Weiner "We want to get

everyone cent I ali/ed"

Ihe construction proces> began

two weeks ago with the installation of

a fence around part of the structure.

Ihe first o\' the two phases of con-

struction begins with the demolition

o\' the existing hall of fame building

and construction of a new. three-story

building. I his part is expected to be

completed in September 1999.

With the first lloor of the new

building dcNoted to the lull of lame,

the other two Hoors will house a new

press room and sports offices.

During the second phase, workers

will renovate the existing building to

add more office space for coaches,

.some of whom do not currently have

t)ffices in the Morgan Center. Added

space will also be given to sports

See MORGAN, page 14

of East Timorese people

UCLA's r>ewest construction site has inconvenienced students walking

to and from class and will require the relocation oif the Bruin Bear.

ACTIVISM: Indonesian

soldiers used weapons

made in United Stales

By Chauntelle Anne Tibbals

Daily Bruin Contributor

On Oct. 12, 1991, the Indonesian

military killed more than 270 liast

Timorese citizens with American

M-16 rifles. On Wednesday,

UCLA's Last Timor Lducation

Project acknowledged the memo-

ries of those killed.

Independent journalist Amy
(joodman, who was in Hast Timor

during the Santa Cruz massacre in

1991. spoke about the current state

of the country and the United

.States' involvement.

"We must be aware of what is

-being done in Hast Timor, and

through(nit the world." (loodman

said.

(iiKxlman and another reporter

were beaten by Indonesian soldiers

with American weapons at the mas-

sacre She said she felt the only rea-

son the two of them were not killed

was because ihcv were Americans

"If (the Indonesian military) had

killed us, they might have had to pay

a price that they did not have to pay

for killing the Timorese. They might

have lost their weapons supply," she

said.

Since 1996, CJoodman has been

broadcasting a radio show,

Democracy Now!, on the listener-

sponsored Pacifica Network. Each

week, she speaks about current and

historical aspects of different situa-

tions usually not covered by main-

stream news.

The initial invasion of East

Timor occurred in 1975. Ninety per-

cent of weapons used by the

Indonesian military had been sup-

plied by the United States.

In 1996, the Nobel Peace Prize

was awarded to Carlos Belo and

Jo.se Ramos-Horla for their efforts

to "find a diplomatic solution to the

conflict m East Timor based on the

people's right to self-determina-

tion." according to the Nobel Prize

committee.

Many United States corpora-

tions, such as Nike, utilize the low

factory worker wages in Indonesia
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ORION to go offline

for maintenance
From Friday. No\. I3lh through Sunday

Nov. 15 ORION, the UCLA Librarv s onlm'c

information system, will be unavailable. Durmy
this time, library stall' will be conducting a main-

tenance and consolidation project lor

Administrative Information Sy.siems comput-

ing hardware.

While ORION is down, users will be able to

access information about library hoiding.s

through MELVYL, available at

http://www.library.ucla.edu.

While library users will still be able to check

materials out, they will not be able to place hi)ldN

or recalls, page items from the Southern

Regional Library Facility, or place express

requests.

The UCLA Library is planning on launching

a new, revamped "OR ION 2" before the end o\'

the quarter.

Library hours and hours of reference services

in the individual units will remain unchanged.

HIV-cocktails

fight onset of AIDS
l\>leni aniiretroMral therapy as pre-

.scribed for and used b\ Hl\'-inl'ecied people

has significantly delayed the onset of ,Ml)S

symptoms and death, according to the most

complete public health study of the new ther-

ap\

Researchers from the UCLA School of

Public Health and other institutions found

that since the so-called "AIDS cocktail"

became available, the length of time between

infection with HIV to development of AIDS
was 63 percent longer than before the thera-

py was available.

In addition, the length of time from infec-

tion with HIV to death has been extended h\

21 percent and the overall hazard i^f d\mg
dropped b\ 40 percent in the period when the

cocktiiil was available, comp.ired to the peri-

ods betore the introduction o\' the potent

antiretroviral ihertipies. according \o the

report in the Nov. 4 edition of the Journal o\

-Amern
.\ssociaiio!i

The studv ls the most detailed

effort thus far to measure the efteciivc-

ness of potent antiretroviral therapy outside

clinical trials, where both physicKins and

patients must adhere to a strict protocol.

"This studv shows that potent antiretrovi-

ral therapy, as used in the community, is mak-

ing a dramatic difference in the lives o\' Hl\'-

infected people. '" said Dr. Roger Detels, pro-

fessor of epidemiology at the UCL.A School

of Public Health and lead author (M' the study.

"Potent antiretroviral therapv significanl-

l> extends AIDS-free time and survival of

people with Hl\' infection, despite the ditfi-

culty o\' staying on the complex treatment

regime and the existence o\' side effects." he

added.

The findings are from the Mullicenler

AIDS Cohort Studv (MACS), a long-term

studv of the ii.itural historv of the .AIDS epi-

demic. The study has followed more than

.*^. ()()() gav men from Baltimore. Chicago.

Pittsburgh and Los Angeles since h)S4.

Origin of Hawaii's

plume discovered
• .'\ massive piume o\ \\o\ rock rising through

the Earth and erupting through the ocean floor

has been building islands in the central Pacific,

including those o\' Hawaii, for at least SO mil-

lion years. Now scientists at the University oi'

Calitorniii. Santa Cru/. may have located the

origin (.>f the Hawaiian plume at the boundarv

hetv^een Earths mantle layer and its metallic

core.

How deep the Hawaiian plume extends has

long been a subject of debate among earth sei-

enlists, said Sara Rus.sell. a UCSC earth sci-

ences graduate student. Rus.sell worked with

riiorne Lay, professor and chair o\' earth sci-

ences at UCSC. and Edward Ciarnero.

research seismologist at the L'C Berkeley

Seismological Laboratory, on the new study,

published in the November h) issue of the sci-

entific journal Nature.

Compiled from Daily Bruin staff reports

A moderate Santa Ana

condition will set up today,

bringing with it strong winds

in the canyons and passes.

With it comes a warming trend.

San Diego

70/55

Long Beach

74/51

Van Nuys

75/47

Sacramento San Francisco

61/40 62/46

TODA^
Partly Cloudy

High 72/ Low 52

Source

Friday

Sunny

High 77/ Low 55

Sciences

Saturday

Sunny

High 75/ Low 55

off the mark by Mark Pari si

MarkParis»<9aoi.com
ATLANTC FEATURE 019M MARK mRISI www.oftthemark.com

REMINDER

LESS THAN TWO WEEKS LEFT:

For undergraduates to

change grading basis (optional

P/NP) With $3 per transaction fee

through URSA Telephone.

To submit final drafts of the-

ses to master's committees for

degrees to be conferred m current

term.

DONT FORGET:

206-7994 is a "safety hotline"

that takes reports from students,

faculty or staff on potential cam-

pus safety hazards. These condi-

tions are then investigated and
corrected.

The Women's Resource
Center provides free, confidential

crisis counseling for sexual

assault and domestic violence

related issues to any UCLA stu-

dent. Trained staff can answer
questions and help students take

advantage of the many services

available to them. For more infor-

mation and assistance, please

call 206-8240 or 825-7661.

WHArS BREWIN'

Today 9 a.m.
I ("LA BusincsN AsMKialioii

Mi>ck intcr\ lews

KcrckiiotlCirand Salon

(iiiilil .^ p.m )

473-60.-

Agape Undergraduate Christian

I'eliovvsiiip

Wlial did Jesus Do?

Lo\e Ministrs ofJesus

Center of Health & Sciences

.i|()-2()S-.V)9l

Ask lor Rubin Lin

Noon
Spartaciis \ou\h CMiib

Speak-out: I'.S. Imperialism, (iel

\o\\v BUH>d> Hands OtThaq
\le\erlioiri\irk • (:i.^).>N()-S:.Vj

Bruui Leaders Proiect

•'LApress Yoiirselt^"" • 2(ir>-5()7 l
'

IniveisitN CatholicCenter

Communion service

Kcivkhoir4()()

Ammaihouse.ccMii

•Meet Joe Black "(7:30)

MannWestwood h"ourple.\

1050 CJa\ ley Ave.

(32.^)857-9100

Midnight Special Bookstore and

Cultural Center (7:30)

(iiiest speaker Octavia Butler

1 3 IS Third Street Promenade

Santa Monica, CA 90401

39.3-2923

1 p.m.
lniern>hip Work.shop

Lran/MM • S25-27.^0

3 p.m.
Inrormation Seminar -Richard

Lanham. CCLA
WhatsNext lor lexf

CiSlcVilS Ml

Friday

4 p.m.
Japanese Student AssocKition

CieneritI meeting

Ackerman >50s"' 293-5773

•1939" Club Chairin Hi>Iocau.st

Studies

Necessar\ .\ppri>prialions: luo

Models lor the Reception of the

Holocaust

Bunche(>275-S2.>-53S7

5 p.m.
John l\ml II Sc»ciety

Christian ( oiiimitmeiil in toda\ >

Societ)

Kerck'hoir 152 -208-0941

6 p.m.
Spartacus ^'outh Club (6:30)

Presentation & Discussion:

Mar.xism. the State and

the Struggle Against Imperialism

Haines f44- (213)380-8239

7 p.m.
Dialogues on Art: Cjeorge Herms
CCL.A;Hammer Museum
443-7020

10 a.m.
CCLA Oral History Program

Oral history chat with Joanne

Cirant

Smith Room. Dept. of Special

C ollections

A1713^'RL -82.^-4932

11 a.m.

J, he Wellness C\)mmunit\

Cancer patients use nutrition to

help Tight cancer

livent: Saturday. No\ 14. 1998

Contact BiMinie Schulman

314-2555

5 p.m.
Chinese Christian Lellouship

((( I )(5:30)

Bible Stud\

Al 2410 -'312-1637

6 p.m.
Korean American Christian

1 ellowship

Kinses 51 -996-1948

CCLA Badminton Club

Weekly club meeting (6:30)

Mens(i>m200

Wilshire Blvd. lemple

Pulit/er Pri/e winning Cartoonist

Lecture

726 Wilshire Blvd

Tickets: S 10

What s Brewin can be reached via e rnaii

at whatsbrewini?'media.ucla edu
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^ STAGE
This week's Real Druins

examines tiie life of q

student who balances

acting with classes

CtioIosliynAMII A|iK( A

Gerritt VanderMeer warms up at the beginning of his voice class.
~~^ '"^

By Jena Coghlan
Daily Bruin Contributor

Gerritt VanderMeer, an actor and

Masters of F-'ine Arts student at the school

of Theater, Film and Television, had his

defining moment in high school, rollowing

his performance in the play "Lovers and

Other Strangers" he identified himself as

an actor.

"Being an actor is all about doing your

job right. It's so rare," VanderMeer said,

about how one can love his job so much in

today's fast-paced, competitive society.

-It's like you get up there on stage and

you can do no wrong." he added.

There's a special recipe to

VanderMeer's drive. Determination, com-

mitment and passion are qualities that

might seem unique to an aspiring actor in

Los Angeles, where they're a dime a dozen,

but VanderMeer exudes all of these.

The 25-year-old actor began as an engi-

neering major at Purdue University in

Indiana. By his senior year, though, the

idea of a nine-to-five job didn't appeal to

his real passion - acting.

"All my friends were going to get steady,

40-hour-a-week jobs to support them-

selves." he said. "It wasn't the way I want-

ed to spend my life."

In addition to not wanting to do be an

engineer, VanderMeer didn't think he'd be

good at it.

"I didn't have the talent for it." he said.

But he finished what he had started, and

obtained both engineering and theater

undergraduate degrees.

Even though he was accepted to schools

all over the country VanderMeer chose to

come to UCLA.
"There are two places to go and be an

actor New York or Los Angeles. Ihcrc

seems to be no comparison elsewhere."

Here, VanderMeer studies dance, voice

and drama. I'or example, his modern
dance class teaches how physical presence

would be incorporated into stagework.

"He's an endless .subject," said Jacque

lleim, VanderMeer's modern dance pro-

fessor, of his exuberant personality.

Toby Levine, an MFA graduate stu-

dent, said VanderMeer has a lot of energy,

which makes his characters very interest-

ing.

"He has the ability to become complete-

ly manic at any given moment," Levine

said "It brings the character to life."

Building character is a lifelong chal-

lenge, which VanderMeer related to his

acting skills.

"They say it takes 1 5 years to be an actor

and 20 years to be a master." said

VanderMeer. "It doesn't happen

overnight. I know when I am working

when I feel euphoria."

In VanderMeer's current project, "The

Winter's Tale ', he plays Antigonus, King

Leontes' portentous right-hand man, as

well as a clown. The Shakespeare play

focuses on rationale opposed to the per-

verted nature ofjealousy.

"It's fun to make characters interesting.

To downplay a stereotypical role and just

get really excited about the world,"

VanderMeer said.

The connection to the audience is very

important to VanderMeer.

"It's about the process," he said.

"Doing your job right is when the situa-

tions are all coming together. The audience

and you are perfectly joined."

VanderMeer operates on a hectic sched-

ule. His day begins at 6:30 a.m. with a trip

Real Bruins
Every other Thursday, the Daily Bruin takes a look at members of

the UCLA community. In this continuing series, we highlight the

many different activities Bruins are involved in.

to the Wooden CtMner where he l i fia had a paint ing e l a.vv lU conect hini, study

weights for an hour. From there, he goes to

classes and acts as a teaching assi.stant for a

beginning acting cla.ss in Macgowan Hall.

At night, he stays busy by developing stage

and tclcv ision projects.

As an aspiring actor, VanderMeer is

affected by the Hollywood myths of quick

fame and luxury goods. But he under-

stands the dream of making it big happens

once in a blue moon.

"When I graduate, I will literally be a

struggling actor. Really, an actor is some-

one who's in business for himself," he said.

"Yeah, everyone has horror stories.

Fveryone's scared - the directors, the pro-

ducers, the writers - of themselves losing

their jobs because the industry is so fickle,"

he added.

VanderMeer thinks the most important

thing to an actor, however, is having an

identity to set himself apart from the

crowd.

"If he was a painter," said Mel Shapiro,

VanderMeer's theater professor, "and I

his work. But would I make him another

Van (iogh? We don't need another Van
(logh. Acting has a specific purpose; it has

nothing to do with becoming rich or

famous."

Ultimately, though, VanderMeer's over-

all love is teaching. In addition to his grad-

uate studies, he spends six hours a week

working with students at a performing arts

high school in Mar Vista.

"What I demand of myself carries into

the students. I have a huge responsibility to

the people who taught me theater," he said

of his mentors.

At the high school, VanderMeer also

works at "creating an environment where

the students are excited, engaged, and the

learning goes much deeper into them-

selves."

Acting is like an infinite number of hur-

dles, each stage important to the challenge,

which he describes as difficult.

" But it's what I want to do for the rest of

my life," VanderMeer said.

Susannah Conn (left) and Gerritt VanderMeer watch a student perform a

monologue from a play during their Shakespeare class.

^—T* irfHH^MilAv
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Course to examine race relations

FACULTY: Bruin alumnus

Angela Oh focuses on

Asian Americans in class

By Oasol Kim
Daily Bruin Contributor

As she relaxed under the shad-

•ow? of imposing monuments in

Murphy Sculpture (iarden in

1981, former UCLA student

Angela Oh rellecled on how she

could help children she cared for

through the Chicano Youth Barrio

Project.

Seventeen years later. Oh will

return to the campus as a visiting

professor, but now her goal will be

to care for the students at UCLA.
"I love being around people

that are younger and provoking

me to think what I have to offer in

terms of making a contact with the

future," Oh said. _-

Oh will instruct "Race in

America," an Asian American

studies course, during winter quar-

ter.

"(The Asian American Studies

Center) wants for her to use her

experience as a Presidential

Advisory Board member as a point

of departure in her teaching the

they speak in terms of the tension

between African Americans and

Caucasians, and not Asian

Americans or Uispanics, noted de

la Cruz.

"Angela (wants us to) consider

the fact that race relations in

America is no longer to limited

black and white, but includes other

communities of color." he said.

Many students arc enthusiastic

about the class.

"(Angela Oh) got me
thinking about a lot

of issues and what

my steps will be (for

the future)."

Cathy Young
Political science student

"I think (Ohs presence will

have) one of the biggest impacts

that this campus ever had as far as

Asian American relations go.

because she's a national figure."

said Heidi Myun. a second-year

political science student.

fourth-year political science stu-

dent and the external director of

the Asian Pacific Coalition (A PC).

"I am leaving unsettled. She got

me thinking about a lot of issues

and what my steps will be (for the

future)." she said,

Hyun. whose father's store was

saved at the hands o\' some of his

African .American customers

when it was threatened during the

Los Angeles Riots, was impressed

by the active role Oh dispiased in

protecting the image o\' the

Korean American community

"The reason wh\ I came to hear

her speak is because the (riots)

totally impacted my life and I

know she was a huge advocate for

Korean Americans." Hyun said.

Oh hopes to attract a wide

range of students to her class, not

just Asian Americans.

"I'm hoping my class attracts a

wide cross-section of people, both

in terms of racial and ethnic back-

ground, but also in terms of per-

spective of where ue need to be

moving as a society." Oh said.

The last lime Oh was in a

UCLA classroom was in I9SI.

when she completed her masters

degree. She also received her

undergraduate degree at UCLA in

1^)77.

^

c Imhs, tespee ia lty i n) the t s «<ue of

going beyond the use of the black

and white paradigm in understand

race relations," said l-nricjue de la

Cruz, assistant director o\' the

U(T.A Asian American Studies

Center.

Normally in America, when
people talk about race relations.

I think It I?; a M^i pUi-. for ht»r u\ Xlu^ ^iiintul prominoiu'e lui a

come and teach here, lor us to

have her for a whole quarter is a

real privilege." she added.

Oh came li^ UCL.A on luesday

to promote her class and share her

ideas concerning race relations.

"Her lecture was really eye-

opening." said Cathy ^ Young, -IT

member o\ the special counsel to

the AssembK Special Committee

on the Los .Angeles crisis after the

riots in h)^:.

Since then, she has served on

U.S. Senator Barbara Boxer's

See OH, page 15

Author on campus addresses

neglected wartime massacre

SPEAKER: Book recouiils

Japan's atrocities against

C'hinese in World War II

By Karen Thompson
Daily Bruin Contributor

Ins Chang, author of" Ihe Rape of

Nanking: The L\)rgi)tten Holocaust.

'

spoke about the Japanese army's

World War 11 massacre of thou.sands

oi' innocent Chinese people, [o an

audience of more than 120 students in

the Charles Young
CJrand Salon on

Tuesday.

Chang's UCLA
appearance was one

in a series of national

tour-dates following

the recent paperback

relea.se of her book.

Chang's talk

focused on her book,

which details the

events of .seven weeks

in I93S, during which

300.000 Chine.se sol-

diers and civilians

were killed, and

20.000 women were

raped and mutilated

side of World War II." said Chang, as

she began her summary of what she

called "one of the worst atrocities in

the world's history."

"There's been a real wellspring o\'

interest in this book since it tlrsi came

out in hardback, so I was delighted

when I heard that she could come."

said Richard Bryer. BookZone's

book buyer and event organi/er.

Chang disputed assertions by some

Japanese groups that the Nanking

incident - which included the skin-

by the Japanese army

in the town o\'

Nanking >

"It's unfortunate,

but I think that in

large sections o\' the

U.S., outside of

UCLA, very lew

Americans are aware

o\' the whole Pacific
Author Iris Chang discussed her book at UCLA.

Call to reserve Shakey's private

party room upstairs for your

meetings, fund raisers, etc

\A/e accept
Debit cards Sun-Thurs

till 1 :00 am
Fri-Sat

till 2:OOam

BRUIN
MEAL DEAI

2 Slices of Pizza and

1/2 order Mojo and S
alad Bar, with all you can

drink beverage bar

Dine- in or earn' out onl\

824-4111
1114 Gayley Ave.
Westwood Village FREE DRINK W/ ANY

BUFFET PURCHASE w/
UCLA STUDENT ID '

w
\

T-

SHAKEY'S
COMBINATION
4eS^$13.85
Any medium one topping
pizza plus mojo potatoes,
and your choice of:

• 4 pieces chicken or
• New Gourmet sandwich
or
• 5 pieces of fish or
• lO Buffalo wings or
• Pasta & Salad

PIZZA
SPECIALS

Any targe 3

topping pizza

or any Specialty Pizza

^^^^^
(save over $5)

* Specialties include Vegetarian. Shakey's Special.

Bnun Deiuxr and BBQ Chicken
• Thin crust, hand tossed, or deep dish pan piufl at

no extra ckarfie

ONE
MEDIUM
ONE
TOPPINC
PIZZA

BUY1CET1
FREE

Sunday, Monday,

Tuesday 2 for 1

Special*

Buy any large Pizza

at regular price

and get the

.. '
,

2nd for

Free

4lSD^$5.95
2 medium one topping pi:

Oniy $1 1 .98 (save over $5)

(OmltS)

* ^ood
all day
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Depth of Field
Depth of field is a term used by photographers to describe the acceptable range of focus within a picture.The photographers of the

Daily Bruin have gathered together a collection of moments from the past two weeks and put them into focus.

[[AHSWALlfY BAMMAN fARAHDFL/Djily Biuin

NKiaE MILLER

MARYClECfK

(Clockwise from top left)

Hala Attia, a second-year engineering student,

heads down the fun slide at Bruinfest, the

Student Alumni Association's annual homecom-

ing celebration in Westwood Plaza.

Eighteen-month-old AvrumI Glaser surveys

construction on the the new Yitzhak Rabin Hillel

building site.

The KyodoTaiko performs in Westwood Plaza.

The traditional Japanese drum student group is

sponsored by the Nikkei Student Union.
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A pair of Daschunds, all bundled up for the fell,

take a stroll along Santa Monica's Third Street

Promenade.
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Yale faculty member
under investigation

Nl'iW HAVI:N. Conn. - l"ormcr l^rolcssor

Antonio Lasaga, who resigned suddenly from

his position last Iriday. is the subject ota I'eder-

al child pornography investigation, television

station WfSB-IV reported yesterday.

According to the Yale Daily News. Ilil

agents found several pornographic pictures of

children and two computers that were used to

download, store and print child pornography,

the station reported, citing unnamed IB!

sources.

The evidence was uncovered in Lasaga's

Saybrook rooms during a search executed by the

J BI last Friday.

Top Yale olTicials confirmed last night that

the l-'Bl is investigating Lasaga. but they refused

to comment on the scope of the investigation.

No criminal charges had been filed against

Lasaga as of yesterday evening.

The inventory of items removed has not yet

been released to the public, but that information

could be known as early as tomorrow, sources in

the New Haven Federal District Court clerk's

office said.

Lasaga shocked students and colleagues

when he resigned from his position as master

last Friday.

gemment by

Nebraska Union says

homeless policy stays

LINCOLN A policy iinpleniented a

month ago restricting the northwest corner of

the Nebraska Union building after 6:30 pni. to

students will stay in effect, the Union Board

decided Tuesday night, the Daily Nebraskan

reported.

*Saad Alavi. union night manager, said the

policy is working well and has made students

more comfortable.

jfs helping the problem." Alavi said.

*•( Iransienls) know where they can be. and we

know where they should be
"

The Union is a public building. Alavi said,

and people cannot be restricted from entering.

"It wouldn't work to put this policy into

effect in the Crib," he .said. "UPC has events

there on Thursdays, and it works in the north-

west corner only Monday through Iriday

becau.se of Saturday football games."

Daryl Swanson, union director, agreed the

implemented policy is working.

Although the restriction has led to an

increased number of transients in the Crib

area, there have been no serious problems, he

said. Most transients are cooperative when

asked to stop a particular behavior or when

reminded to leave the northwest corner after

6:30 p.m .

"It appears that it is being self-enforced," he

said. "We have to credit the homeless and tran-

sient population for that."

'

Swanson said once the north entrance is

opened, a campus security officer will be sta-

tioned in the union during weekday evenings.

"The presence of a uniform is usually a great

help," he said "(CSOs) are able to communi-

cate better as problems arise."

Texas A&M dorm fire

raises safety questions

COLLEGE STATION. Texas Following

the Nov. 2 fire that destroyed a third-lloor

room in Dorm ^) mk\ caused thevlosure of the

dorm for the remainder o\' the semester, ques-

tions about the availability and maintenance

of fire extinguishers have been r.iised by stu-

dents.

According to The Battalion. .Andv Wheeler,

member o\' A Battery and .i senior biology

major, said during the fire, he went to four dif-

ferent fire-extinguisher cases in the dorm

before he found an extinguisher.

James Rainer. safely coordinator for the

l-nvironmenlai Health and Safety

Department, said most fire extinguishers are

typically kept in resident adviser and graduate

hall director rooms in Residence Life dorms

and in commanding officer rooms in Corps

dorms.

Ron Sasse, director of Residence Life, said

the reason fire extinguishers are kept in RA
rooms is to prevent students from using extin-

guishers when there is not a fire.

"We keep them there so students don't use

them as pranks and empty them," Sasse said.

"If someone comes in one night and has had

a little too much to drink and they think it is

fun tn grnh one the extinguisher is emptv

when someone really needs to use it," he

added.

Wheeler said he never knew the fire extin-

guishers were kept in commanding officer

rooms instead of the fire extinguisher cases in

Dorm 9.

"I've never been told that, and I've been in

my buddy's (a commanding ofi icer) room and

I never saw one there," he said.

More basketball players

choose NBA before B,A.

MINNEAPOLIS. Minn. For the past

eight years, the lure of million-dollar contracts

has persuaded more men's basketball players

to drop out of college in favor of short-term

professional careers, the Minnesota Daily

reported.

"We can sit around and talk about gradua-

tion ratios, but that's not realistic. It's all about

money," said (iophers coach Clem Haskins.

"You can't pass up an opportunity to make

$50 (million) or $60 million dollars. Why
would a young man wait until he is 60 or 70 to

make a million dollars when he can become a

millionaire at 19 or 20?"

In 1997, only 41 percent of men's basketball

players across the country who received schol-

arships graduated within six years. That is 4

percent less than those who graduated in 1996.

according to an NCAA survey released this

month.

The NCAA reports that the University of

Minnesota fared worse than the national aver-

age last year.

Only one player out of the four who entered

the team in 1990-1991 graduated in six years,

which means that the University's graduation

rate of 25 percent falls about 15 percent short

ofthe national average.

I he statistics don t allot for players who

transfer to a different school - they're counted

as nongraduates even if they graduate from

their new school.

The numbers also don't allow for students

who come back to school after their profes-

sional days are over.
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Vietnam veteran reunited with long-lost hero at ceremony
MILITARY: Squad sergeaiit,

platoon leader recall heroism

during war, helicopter mission

By JowptrSchuman
The Associated Press

WASHINOTON Amid ihc Veleran>

Day crowds at the Vietnam V'elcriins

Memorial, Donel Erickson happened onto the

rtian who carried him \'Tom a fi relight ihtce

decades ago and saved his life.

On June ^), 1%9, 1st Ll. Stephen Manos, a

platoon leader only three months in \ letnam.

pulled squad Sgt. lirickson awa\ from a skir-

mish alter lirickson was shot through both

legs. Maness was awarded the SiKer Star.

"You never find out what happened to peo-

ple." Maness. now 51. .said \Vcdnesda> "It uas

such a people mill." he said "He was gone,

and the ne.xt day someone came in and ti>ok

his place."*

|-rickson and Maness might \er> well ha\o

missed each other at the Wall's Veterans Day

ceremony, unaware that they li\c only miles

apart: lirickson in Washington. Miinc'^s in

suburban l"airl'a.\ Station. \'a.

Balmy weather and a clear blue sk> prompt-

gj th^HISinds to come pa\ their respects and

dozens of U.S.. and brigade and company

Hags, including one representing the 196th

Light Infantry Brigade - khaki, with a field o\'

sky blue and a looped yellow rope with both

ends atlame. That's the one that brought

Maness and Erickson together.

Erickson, 52, was standing with other vet-

erans ofthe I96lh. talking about their war. "I

come down here every year looking lor my

unit." said l:rickson, who now works as an

education specialist for the BurCiiu o\' Indian

Affairs.

In the sp.ice of 10 iiunutcs. several other

vets came by to shake hands and say they too

were with the 1 96th.

One was Maness.

When he said hewas with Erickson's unit,

the .Vd Battalion ofthe 21st Infantry ofthe

196ih Light Infantry Brigade, the two looked

each other o\er .ind then started asking ques-

tions: "Do you remember ..."

Suddenly. Erickson said. "I've got a picture

o\' you." sind the story unfolded: their unit

came under heavy lire in the mountains west

o\' lam Ky after helicoptering in to rescue a

smaller reconnaissance unit. Erickson left a

covered area to pick up a lallen comrade and

was shot by a sniper. Maness. the pUitoon

leader he barcK knew, went in and carried hmi

out.
The Assix idtod Tio-.s

Donel Erickson (right) takes part in Veterans Day ceremony at the Vietnam Veterans

remember. The group, mostly men. held

U.N. workers, humanitarians

flee Iraq amid safety concerns

s^t VETERANS, pag* lb Memorial in Washington on Wednesday.
telephone or at his Cheshire residence last night.

His jiouse was occupied by at least one indi-

vidual. Lights were on, curtains were drawn,

and the windows were papered over.

University officials refused to comment on

when they first learned ofthe FBI investigation.

Interim Saybrook Master Harry Adams has

said President Richard Levin telephoned him

Thursday and asked him to fill the post.

Fragile pact maintained in Mi
PALESTINE: Slim niar'iin

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports.
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CRISIS: Milllarv brains

build-up of vvarplanos in

(juH'as tension mounts

By Eileen Alt Powell

The Associated Press

. BACjHDAD. Iraq Convoys o(

buses hastily evacuated all U.N.

weapons inspectors and most

humanitarian workers from Iraq

amid drenching rainstorms

Wednesday, raising fears that a mili-

tary strike by the United States and

Britain was imminent.

Iraq showed no sign of backing

down from its refusal to deal with

the arms inspectors - the nub ofthe

crisis. The evacuation of more than

200 U.N. staffers was at first not

reported by the Iraqi media, and

there was little evidence of Iraqis

panicking or rushing to stock up on

food.

Prakash Shah, the special envoy

oi I N. Secrel.ir\-Cieneral Kofi

.Amiiin. >iiid the withdrawal ua> "in

the backgr<Hind of possible military

action against Iraq."

The United Stale^w-aiKl Britain

ha\e been threatening a military

strike since Iraq announced Oct. .^^1

that It was halting the activities o\'

the U.N. Special Commission,

known as IJNSUOM. which is

responsible for eliminating Iraq's

weapons of mass destruction.

With U.S. warships m the

Persian (iulf region and the

Pentagon beginning a major

buildup o\' warplanes and troop.s.

President Clinton said that not

enforcing the U.N.'s demands for

arms inspections would be a costly

mistake.

rhe U.N. Security Council held

an emergency session on Iraq on

Wednesday, and the secretary-gen-

eral called on Iraqi leader Saddam

Hussein to immediately resume

See CRISIS, page 10

results in ^reen liiihl for

laiid-lbr-peaee aecMU'iis

By Dafna LInzer

The Associated Press
"^

.IliRUSALLM Israel's govern-

ment narrowly ratified the land-lor-

peace agreement with the

Palestinians on Wednesday, setting

the stage for withdrawal from West

Bank territory and an expansion o\'

Palestinian aulonomv.

Prodded by the United Slates.

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu

pushed the deal through the Cabinet

with far less support than he antici-

pated. To secure the votes of hard-lin-

ers opposed to any deal offering land-

for-peace. he also attached condi-

tions which may provoke a new crisis.

Right o\' 17 ministers voted in

favor, \'\\c ministers abstained and

four voted against the deal struck

between Netanyahu and Palestinian

leader Yasser Arafat at the Wye sum-

mit in Maryland. The plan calls for

Israel to withdraw its troopN trom \}

-percent t»t tJH' Wc>t Bank HV-e\t.-W}vge

\'or .sccunls i!uaranioc>.

\ppro\al of the deal came alter

weeks o\' dela\. caused in part by a

Nuicide-bombing by Isliimic militants

at a .lerusalem market th»il injured 21

l.sr.ielis.

Secretary o\' State Madeleine

.Albright called the \ote an iipporlanl

step m the peace process. The

Palestinians welcomed ratification

with caution, but dismissed the condi-

tions as "violations."

Jewish settlers, some of whom will

find themseKes in isolated West Bank

areas afier the withdrawal, lashed out

at the government for giving up land

that settlers ci>nsider to be their bibli-

cal birthright.

"I'or Sale: State o\' Israel, a give-

away," read a large banner at a

protest rally where over 10.000 set-

tlers and their supporters gathered in

Tel Aviv as the Cabinet met.

Saying that land w as "precious and

important,' Netanyahu attached

conditions to be met before he relin-

quished control, saying Israel

reserved the right to annex large

areas ol the West Bank if Arafat

made gt>od on a threat to unilaterally

declare Palestinian statehood in May.

Netanyahu's second condition

entailed bringing each stage oi' the

phased pullback to the Cabinet for

separate approval over the ne.xt three

months, a move that would likely stall

any handover. Ministers will be asked

to determine whether the Palestinians

have met their security obligations

under the accord.

He also demanded that the

Palestine National Council hold a

formal vote by mid-December to

revoke clauses in the Palestine

Liberation Organization founding

charter that call for Israel's destruc-

tion.

In a fourth stipulation, Netanyahu

said that in an additional pullback,

which Israel committed itself to last

year, the Palestinians would receive

no more than I percent of the West

Bank.

"The conditions are part of game

between Mr. Netanyahu and his

right-wing ministers," senior

See AGREEMENT, page 12
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WORLD & NATION BRIEFS

Police end national

strike in Zimbabwe
HARARE. Zimbabwe Police fired tear

gas at thousands of demonstrators protesting

price hikes and killed a rioter Wednesday dur-

ing a one-day national strike that brought

much of Zimbabwe to a standstill.

State radio said police fought running bat-

tles with about 25.000 strikers in townships

around the border town of Mutare. 170 miles

east ofthe capital. Harare The rioter was shot

to death in Mutare.

Police also used tear gas to disperse sinkers

in the farming center o( Marondera. 45 miles

_east of Harare, witnesses said. Mobs stormed

a farmhouse near the town, witnesses said, set-

ting It on fire and kilhng the occupant, a mid-

dle-aged woman.

There was no otTicial confirmation of the

incidents

In Harare, most lactones and businesses

shut down Wedncsdav Police and army

troops backed by helicopters

patrolled township suburbs where

riots erupted last week because of a

W percent rise in gasoline prices.

The gasoline increase has pushed up

prices of food and essential goods by one-

third. On Tuesday, sugar and cooking oil

prices increased by 20 percent.

Government may not

make war reparations

Lawyers for Japanese Latin Americans

imprisoned during World War II said they are

concerned the government cannot make good

on a promise to pay them $5,000 each as repa-

ration

A federal claims judge on Monday agreed

to push back final approval o\' a settlement

agreement from Nov 17 to Jan 7. That would

finalize the deal after a trial starts m a related

lawsuit that claims the US government short-

changed the redress fund

"We support the settlement, but

we want to be sure the money will

be there," attorney Robin loma said

Tuesday.

Lstimates had indicated there was not

enough money to pay the 700 ex-internees

who met a filing deadline, let alone an addi-

tional 400 people that attorneys want includ-

ed, said Ayako Hagihara, co-director of Los

Angeles-based Campaign for Justice-Redress

Now for Japanese Latin Americans.

CIA opposes release of

spy involved in Mideast
WASHINCnON - CIA Director George

Ten I vehemently opposed the release of con-

\ictal spy Ji^nathan Pollard and told

President Clinton during Mideast peace talks

that such a release would make it impossible

for him to continue as director, a Clinton

administration official said today

Tenet, who played a central though low-

profile role in the peace talks, knew that

Pollard's release was a high priority for Israel

and expected the subject to come up at the

talks last month in rural Maryland. Pollard, a

former naval intelligence officer, is serving a

life sentence for handing over thousands of

top-secret documents to Israel in 1984 and

1985.

As the talks between Israeli Prime Minister

Benjamin Netanyahu and Palestinian leader

Yasser Arafat dragged on, it appeared that the

U.S. refusal to release Pollard would become

a deal-breaker..

Tenet grew concerned that Clinton might

yield to Netanyahu's demand, said the admin-

istration official, who spoke on condition of

anonymity.

At that point. Tenet told Clinton the US
intelligence community feels strongly about

Pollard's betrayal and that any sense that

Tenet had acquiesced m his release would

make it dilTicult for him to continue in his job

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports
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SimiLi&XOCAL
Bay Area crackdown targets homeless
BAN: Police attempt to

curb crime, drugs with

more stringent policies

By Jordan Lite

The Associated Press

-^N+'RANCISCO In Ihc city's

Uaight-AshbiKy district and along

Berkeley's historic Telegraph

Avenue, "gutter punks" own the

streets. Trash and drugs abound. It's

hard to walk on some blocks without

tripping over teen-agers passing pipes

in doorways.

These scenes have been tolerated

lor decades. But olTicials in both San

Francisco and its liberal neighbor

across the Bay have decided that com-

passion has its limits.

Prompted by complaints of petty

theft, aggressive panhandling and

even violence - a 64-year-old woman
was attacked by a pit bull recently

along Berkeley's Telegraph Avenue -

both cities have begun cracking down.

Berkeley's city council decided

Tuesday night to delay a proposed

brtn on >i>dtfw««lk-KU t>ny, »iL>tchtMrd-

mented Friday requires people con-

victed of public drunkenness to serve

two months in jail or enroll in a sub-

stance abuse program within 60 days

after three arrests.

"This police department gets criti-

cized all the time for being insensitive

to people living on the street. We're

very concerned (but) we only have a

limited number of

options." said San

Iranci.sct) Police

Chief Fred Lau.

"People deserve to

live in an environ-

ment that's sale
"

But critics say

politicians only want

l(> make the home-

less disappear by

mimicking New
York City Mayor

Rudolph (iiuliams

quality of life" cam-

paign that swept

street dwellers out of

tourist and commer-

cial areas

"What we see is

poiicinu a \ery

unpitpui.ii wkimcnt

There are only 1,900 shelter beds

for as many as 16.000 homeless peo
pie living in San Francisco, where a

variety of social services have long

been magnets for street dwellers. Up
to 1,200 homeless live in Berkeley.

As many as 40 percent of the street

See HOMELESS, page 12

ing and most dogs along historic

Telegraph Avenue. But nearly KM)

people have been arrested oi\ drug-

related offenses in the last three

weeks, and officials approved more

police overtime to crack down on

drug dealing and loitering.

In San Francisco, police have
begun forcing repeat offenders into

drug treatment or jail. A plan imple-

o\ people iind ch.in-

iieliiig anger tt)ward

ihem and. rounding

them ijp." said Paul

Boden. who used to

li\e on the Ntreet and

now directs San

('(Kilition

Momelessnes.s.

Sidestepping Prop. 209

won't make it go away

< ik ii<"^lfci^<il«U

on A man sleeps m a doorway of a civic auditori-

um near San Francisco's City Hall.

EDUCATION: Initiative

lar^e step t)ack\vard

for public institutions

The Associated Press

SAN 1 RANCISCO - The

state's voler-appro\ed anti-affii-

mati\e action iniliati\e has

prompted man> contractors and

public agencies to re^iNl efforts [o

di\crNif\. eroding ad\ancemenis

women and minorities have made

in education and emplovment. a

sUicr>\j.a\s.

Proposition 2()9"s most imme-

diate impact was in education.

Ihe initiative "has >eriousl\ .set

back efforts to integrate

California's public institulionN.

Ihat impact is going to grow over

time." said Theodore Wang, pro-

gram directi>r o\' ChincNe for

.MTirmalisc .Actu)!!. which

Proposition 209, which voters

passed in 1996 but did not take

effect until last August because o\'

court challenges, has caused wide-

spread confusion among contrac-

tors and agencies. The statewide

ballot measure banned preferen-

tial treatment based on race and

gender.

Cities like San Francisco ha\e

continued affirmative action pro-

grams while others have not. San

Diego County eliminated its

liqual Opportunity Office, includ-

ing all 15 staff member>. Other

locales are focusing on outreach to

women and minorities wiihiuii

using race or gender as a facti^r in

hiring and admissions.

"By eliminating that office, you

eliminate even looking at whether

there's any discrimination, and if

there is, any efforts to tr\ to

reverse that." said Beth Parker,

program director o\' l-qual Rights

Advocates, which co-sponsored

re^ea^ell t he <tudy i ue^day

I he true e\lem ol the inilia-

ii\e\ efrecl i> unknown, however,

hecau.^e o\' Cio\. IVle \\'ilson\

e\ecuti\c order in M;irch barring

>tate agencies from collecting data

on woman- and minoriiy-owned

firms that u m >iate contracts.

Tht studV also found that

iho MurNey.

Confusion also arose with fed-

eral contracts, which are unaffect-

ed by Proposition 209. Any pri>-

ject with federal funding still has

affirmative action requirements,

but contractors sometimes are

unwilling to comply, the study

found.

SAMAHANG PIUPINO PROUDLY PRESENTS • ••

LTURAl
INO

IGHT

n/jsf-iimami usTNifiiroicnTUiuiDMiCEBiisi^i!!
tmwewwtmwifitii

H/IS-IIP HOf/MODEIN MlliniNI STYU RISICS
fMisi sill miMMtidnfl409 forIthm sM.

ll/ia^lllGttllUIIiSKS
mwieiniwmiiim

HNilttSICS
l-lliMeumlllelonnaaViMnithitlowiiit

wSiwiKiii iMHk unto, winwiilitHnttmWaXiam^
apiiiMspttuMrtfim2t3

ISambhangllfK for attending BASICS:

Qh8i^ warmly!!! We will be outside!!

IIF you have&fmouestions, please call SamqtjerTg x52727 or

SPEAR X66949. Tl

\Samahang Members Please Note:

>%K'jjffim<ei:LmLimvii^timQmi[^Mmm^ mf

NOMINATIONS^WEEK7MEETING
ELECnONS ^ WEEK9MEETING

Come to RUNfor Board, NOMINATE afriend, or VOTEfor
the candidates!!!! To he eligihle to vote, attend at least 2 meetings before

eUctions...SEE YOU THERE!!!

Samahang Pilipino

Education and Retention

(SPEAR)

GRADUATE/PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL ____
"ROUNDTABLES" WORKSHOP

Interested in pursuing your educational career? Find

out about your opportunities and options. Come join

SPEAR arid ASU's Academic Support^ Program (ASP)

and get your questions onswered by graduate students!

Wednesday.il/18 @ 6:00 pm. Kerckhoff Art Gallery

UW nilDS CAREER DINNER
Join the Pilipina/o Undergraduate Law Students Asso-

ciation (PULSA) and SPEAR in meeting Pfltjsinos In the

law field. Ask questions and get some valuable advice

from your peers and Pilipino alumni in the real world!

Friday. 11/2Q g 7'QO pm. gproul Turnarc^nd to Carpopl

AND DON^T FORGET..

STUDY HALLS
Wednesday Nights of Week 7 and 9

8 pm to Midnight, Men's Gym 201 and 203

**Study List now available to form study groups

AND IF you NEED A RIDE...

At Dproul Turnaround

at 10pm and Midnight for

Drop off/Pick up for Study Hall!

Funded by the Campus Retention Committee
of the Student Retention Center
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Macy's By Appointment

Evening separates are the

way to go for holiday

dressing. Utj personal m^**^!*'^
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.^^j.

mix for maximum rd&ult^r^'Pi^'

Call (800) 922-6722 for

a complimentary

»
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Shop for more online: www.macys.com
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CRISIS
From page 7

cooperation with U.N. weapons

inspectors.

UNSCOM officials in Baghdad

did not learn of plans to evacuate

until chief weapons inspector

Richard Butler called from New York

at 4 a.m. Baghdad time Wednesday

and ordered the entire staff out, said

UNSCOM spokeswoman Carolme

Cross.

Speaking from Bahrain where she

was evacuated. Cross said 103 staffers

of UNSCOM and the International

Atomic Energy Agency had pulled

out. The UNSCOM field officer in

Bahrain, (Joran \Vallen, said no one

from the commission was left in Iraq.

In addition, about \M) of the 450

humanitarian workers in Iraq with-

drew Wednesday and were headed to

the Jordanian capital of Amman by

road. There was confusion over the

numbers, and earlier U.N. officials,

speaking on condition of anonymity,

estimated 300 were leaving.

U.N. officials said about 40 more

humanitarian workers would leave on

Thursday, but apparently U.N. work-

ers will remain in the northern

Kurdish areas.

The departing UN. workers gave

hugs to colleagues remaining behind

- including Iraqi staff but refused to

talk to reporters. Some U.N. staff

staying behind were seen carrying

their suitcases into U.N. headquar-

ters, and it appeared they would both

work and sleep inside.

As the buses were leaving, U.N.

workers hung mesh screens over the

glass windows of the headquarters on

the outskirts of Baghdad - likely a

precaution against Hying glass in the

event of a military strike.

Iraq says it will not resume cooper>

ation with UNSCOM unless the

Security Council moves to begin lift-

ing trade sanctions imposed to punish

Iraq for its 1990 invasion of Kuwait.

Shah told reporters he was in close

contact with Iraq's Deputy Prime

Minister Tariq Aziz.

The official Iraqi News Agcnc\

reported that Aziz had sent a letter to

Annan complaining about the with-

drawal of the weapons inspectors,

saying that U'NS(X)M uas follow ing

U.S. orders and was using the United

Nations as "false cover."

The news agency also reported that

Saddam held two meetings

Wednesday with his mi'litary com-

manders and defense officials, includ-

ing the chief of the air force and air

defenses. It gave no details on the

meetings .

Eric Fait, spokesman for U.N.

humanitarian programs here, said

only core U.N. officials would remain

in Baghdad. He declined to give fig-

ures, lall told reporters that the with-

drawal was "precautionary " and

"solely with the safety of U.N. staff in

mind/"

Most o\' the relief woilvers moni-

tored the U'.N.'s oil-lor-food pro-

gram, which allows Iraq to sell limited

quantities of crude oil to buy food and

medicine for its 22 million people.

It is not clear how the withdrawal

will affect the program. The pullout is

likely to halt the work o\' other spe-

cialized agencies such as the U.N.

Children's I'und, the U.N.

Development Program and the

World Health Organization.

Among those staying in the coun-

try were Shah, the U.N, envoy, and

Hans von Sponeck, the head of U.N.

humanitarian operations who took

up his post in Iraq on Monday.

The crisis had been simmering

since Aug. 5 when Iraq said it was

halting the work of U.N. inspectors,

who carried out unannounced spot

checks o\' suspected weapons sites.

On Oct. 31, Iraq expanded its work

ban to U'NSCX^M monitors, who con-

duct long-term surveillance to ensure

Iraq doesn't rearm.

Iraq is required to eliminate its

weapons of mass destruction under

I'.N. resolutions that ended the 1991

(iulf War fought by U.S.-led allies to

force Iraq to end its occupation o\'

Kuwait.

BEAT $C WEEK '98

Come Join us at the—

at*9:3ir^M

Look for daily activities all next week
R
A
1.

I.

Y

u c

1
a For More Information Call (310) UCLA-SAA

UCUUumni
Association
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Faculty & Stafl

Get your PAPC
Tickets Now!!!
It's 2 for 1*

For Info:

Call 825-2101

: Whafs
This Week?

YOUR WEEKLY GUIDE TO ON-CAMPUS ARTS RELATED EVENTS

,I10V.I3
• •••••• •;•#:'• •'• • •

Dialogues on Art

From the Beat Generation to

the Millennium

Conversations on Art in L.A.

George Herns

7 pm, Armand Hammer Museum
Free

One of the artists from "Sunshine &
Noir" presents slides and speaks about

his work.

Additional Info: 443-7000

Movies

The Spanish Prisoner

7:00 and 9:30 pm
Ackerman Grand Ballroom

$2

Additional Info: 825-1958

,nov.i4

Concert

Matthew Elgart

Guitar

8 pm, Schoenberg Hall

Jan Popper Theater

$7 general, $3 students and seniors

UCLA alumnus Matthew Elgart will

perform works by Villa-Lobos, Bach,

Lauro and Milan.

Ticket Info: 825-4761

Performance and CenlcrStage Discussion

Kathleen Battle

Performance

8 pm, Roycc Hall

Tickets $55, SCA$I5
For Ticket Into: 825-2101

CenterStage Discussion

7 pm, Haines Hall, Room 39
with Kari Windin^stad, soprano

Performance Tickets Keqi:ired

for Add ff tonal Into; i!Oh 1144

• ••••••••••••••
('oncert

Los Angeles Chamher
Orchestra

Jeffrey Kahane, conductor

8 pm, Royce Hall '

'~

also Saturday, November 14

at Alex Theater

LACO's solo-caliber musicians shine

in four small enseml)le pieces, int lud-

inj; Copland's Appalac hian Spring,

whi( h reaches bac k to a Shaker hymn
for inspiration. This piece was written

for, modern dance pioneer Martha
Ciraham. Kespighi's tongue-in-cheek

The Birds reunites the orchestra to

capture the cucktxis, clucks, songs ans

chirps of a whimsical aviary.

Ticket Info: (213) 622-7001 Ext. 215

Flawlessly lucid vocals have put

soprano Kathleen Battle in a class by

herself. Kecipjent ol numerous honors

including five Grammy awards, Battle

has distinguishc»d herself as one of the

greatest and most visible opera singers

of her generation. Battle returns to

Royce Hall in what should prove to be

j)ne ol the most exciting concert-going

events of the season.

Master Class

Pra/ak Quartet

3 pm, S(hocnhvrg Hall, Room / i4 i

Master Class led by the Artists

Sfunc IS Limiird - Rrst'rv.ition'i Rrifiiiicil

For Additional Into: JOli- 1 N4

Founded in 1*)72 by students at the

I'rague ( onservatory, the award-win-

ning I'razak Quartet is one of the lead-

ing international chamber music
ensembles today. Join us as they work

with L)( LA Music students in this very

spec iai Master (lass.

-A(tin.ikin^ W<Mksh<>|>ii

leffrcy K.ihane

MFA tJpstart Series

lulie Carson

"Finally Fallen"

8 pm, Dance Theater 200
also Saturday, November 14

Tickets $10, general, $8 students

The program combines drama and
humor wrapped in improvisalional

song and contemporary dance. The
program takes audience on a roller

coaster ride of emotional curves, rises,

dips and dives. In her work, Carson

seeks to explore and express the

uneven moments we experience in

life. Using elements of dance and thea-

ter, she communicates the fluctuating

nature of human existence. Along with

singers/dancers Susannah hiall and

Tracy Flint, Carson opens the program

with an improvisational vocal work
entitles "Winging It,". "Intermission"

set to ).S. Bach's Concerto #1 in A
Mirwr," addresses the all-too-familiar

predicament of inadequate facilities in

wcxnen's re&lrooms. The "dance"

unfolds as five women stand in line for

almost five minutes...holding on.

Ticket Info: 825-2101

A Wheely Fantastic Adventure

/ / am to 12:30 pm.
Fowler Museum
Special 2 fart Family Program in

Collaboration with the J. Paul, Getty

Museum
Free

Workshop I at the Fowler Museum,
Workshop II at the Getty Museum.
(Morning or afternoon sessions for

families to choose from: 11 to 12:30

p.m., or 2 to 3:30 p.m.)

Reservations Required: 825-8655

Saturdays for Families

Spanish Fiesta

Armand Hammer Museum of Art

Free, First Come-First Served Basis

"Spanish Fiesta", a day of program-

ming for children and families as part

of the Museum's ongoing series

Saturdays for Families.

1

1

am - Baile Flamenco!

Alma Mc^ftdez and the children's

group Fiesta Dancers perform Spanish

folk dances, including a "jotas" from

Aragon, "La Madre del ("ordero," and
"paso dobles' from Andalusia.

1 2 pm • Talcs from Spain

Storyteller Dona Perfecta (a.k.a. Marii

Elena Gait^n) fuses Spanish myth and
ancient moorish magic.

2 pm - De Li Ritmo

Experience the rythms of alegrias, bul-

erias and sevitlanas by this women's
ensemble as they carry you away in a

fury t)f Flamenco guitar sounds.

AddttiofWil Info: 443-7000

,f]0V.I5

Pf.iz.ik fJii.ifU'l

Dialogues on Art

llyn loulkes - Artist talk

7 pm, Armand Hammer Museum
Free

In (oniunction with exhibition

"Sunshine & Noir", Foulkes will

present slides and speak alxnit his

work.

Additional Info: 443-7000

ifiDfUfiov.ie

Romantic Dance lesson Series

7 pm, 2nd Fir. Lounge, Ackerman

Ballroom Dance ( lub is a community,

service pro)ec t brought to you by the

students, staff, faculty & alumni of
UCLA.

Additional Info: 284-3636

IDOKDMV.ie
Concerts

UCLA Wind Ensemhie

Thomas lee, conductor

8 pm, Schoenberg Hall

Free

"Seeing Stars" premiere performance

by UCLA professor/composer David

Lefkowitz; Sousa's "Stars snd Stripes

Forever" conducted by the winner of

the 1998 essay contest (to be
anncxjnced).

Ticket Info: 825-2101

Music Depi.
Fall Events
"Holiday Concert"

December 2
8 pm Royce Hall

UCLA Jaz2 Ensembles
Decemtyer 4

8 pm Sctioer^rg

"A Percussion Holiday'

December?
8 pm Sctx)enberg

^^ For Info call 825-3951 ..J^

I

I

• •••••••••• te**
Performance and CenterStage Discussion

Pra/ak Quartet

Performance

4 pm, Schoenberg Hall

Tickets $30, SCA $9
For Ticket Info: 825-2101

CenterStage Discussion

3 pm, Schoenberg Hall,

Ian Popper Theater

with Vaclav Remes, Vlastimil

Hoiek, losef Kluson, Michal Kanka,

Artists

Performarue Tickets Required

For Additional Info: 20b- 1 144

The quartet will perform an all -Czech

program. Dvorak "Romantic Pieces",

lanacek "String (.Quartet No. 2",

Dvorak "String Quartet, Op. 106"

<_/Vcttri/t

'ojpfinn

e<Ma/

^ CenterStage Discussion <

Saturday, November 14 at 7PM
^

. Haines Hall, Room 39 J

\ with Kari Windingstad, soprano /

> For additional info: call 206-1 1 44 .<

^Performing Arts Privilege Card
PAPC offers UCLA faculty and slaH the opportunity

to purchase two tickets to UCLA Center lor Ihe

Performing Arts events for substantially less than Ihe

general public All PAPC card holders receive a free

second ticket with the purchase ol a lull price ticket

based on availability

For Info call (310) 825-2101

UCLA students can attend events listed in this box for less than the

price of a regular student ticket, and the seats are among the best

in the house. Present your current student ID at the Central Ticket

Office (CTO) and ask for SCA tickets.

For additional inforrriation on upcoming events, SCA tickets or to

receive a PAPC or brochure, call (310) 825-2101

.

limit 2 ticketsper ID per event. 10 must be presented at time ofevent

Om IVENT
PRICE PRICE ON SALE

11/13 Harlem Nutcracker (W)

11/13 LACO(R)

11/14 Kathleen eattle (R)

11/1S Harkm Nutcracker (W)

11/15 Praiak Quartet (S)

11/20 Marisa Monte (R)

11/21 Nigel Kennedy (R)

12/4 lACOfR)

12/5 SontKHandbelllnsernWe^S) $ 8

1 2/6 CanatJJan $rai« («) $10

12/11 Tallin $cliolar (R) ,^,,^^, $ 8

$Z $42 mi
$15 $55 sold out

» » •
,
«:.;.;:;

$9 iso now

$10 130 mm

*PAPC PAPC
PRICE ON SALE

2for1 soldout

thr) now

2lar1 now

2hrX now

2fQrl soMout

Wtial's Art This Week? is your weekly cuide to of»-canipus arts-relaled events. This "ArlsPage" is sponsored by several orcani/ations on campus. Litlings are free, but subfect to space availability. Materials must
be sent 10 days prior to the week whidk you would like your event listed (photos are welcome). Please send your materials to: ArtsPaf^e Editor c/o SCA, Campus Mail code 145503, B% Royce Ma«, Los Anteles,

CA 90095-1455, Fax: 825-7890, V-mail 825-5877. Lii ki^Unes - ArfaT^ge fdHor
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AGREEMENT
From page 7

Daily Bruin News

Palestinian negotiator Saeb Erekat

told The Associated Press. "We
refuse them completely."

"This is a clear and serious viola-

tion of the Wye River agreement

and we call on the American admin-

istration to come down to the area to

observe who is implementing the

agreement and who is not imple-

menting," F.rckat said.

At the same time, the government

announced plans to speed up con-

struction of a new Jewish neighbor-

hood on a disputed Jerusalem hill-

top and confiscate sections of West

Bank land for settler bypass roads.

Israel also announced it would

not meet a Monday deadline to

withdraw troops from 2 percent of

the West Bank. Netanyahu adviser

David Bar-lllan said the troop rede-

ployment cannot take place until

parliament has approved the deal in

a vote planned for Tuesday.

Accordingly, a pullback would likely

take place "towards the end of next

week."

The United Slates spurred Israel

to act in the fmal days before the

Cabinet vote, urging the govern-

ment to stick to the original

timetable of the agreement.

HOMELESS
From page 8

on waiting lists for emergency shel-

ters. And when detox beds are

unavailable, people convicted under

the latest plan will simp ly be cited and

President Clinton spoke with

Netanyahu on Tuesday night about

the land-for-security agreement and

about the U.S. showdown with Iraq

over weapons inspections.

An Israeli official said the United

States has let it be known that its pol-

icy of being lough on Iraq was

encountering problems in the Arab

world because Israel had not moved

forward on its implemenlalion of

the agreement.

people in San Francisco are mentally

ill, and 30 percent have substance

abu<»e problems, said Brown spokes-

woman Kandace Bender.

Brown has launched job training

programs and implemented an $11

million on-demand drug treatment

program. But waiting lists arc long,

and not all of the 40 providers con-

tracted with the city accept patients

without health insurance.

Also, more than 140 families are

released again.

"We are not going to criminalize

the homeless," Bender said. "On the

other hand, it is a problem to trespass

on businesses, to defecate on public

property."

But Boden claims the city is going

too far. even photographing homeless

people and hanging their pictures in

Hquor stores warning merchants not^

to sell them alcohol. Lau said he was-

n't aware of any such program.

- lomuiid in 1068

Celebraiiti^ 30 V(V/r.s us tlic Nation's First hulcpetulent Cradimte

School o] Psycholog}', l^ycluhinalysis and Marital & Family Vun-apy.

Bachelor's Degree

Master's Degree

Doctoral Degree

Accelerated Prograni in Behavorial Sludies|

Psychology, Marital «& Family Therapy

Psychology, Marital and I-amily Therapy,

Counseling Psychology, l^ychoanalysis

#^
litate Programs meet educational reqwremenugflK

H, for Psychology or M F T license.'-* '''^^fiBI^R

h- For Information or Interview Call Toll-Free

1-877-CGI-2468
( 2 4 ? 4 )

V -

CGl-Westwood
1 145 (.ayley Ave.

3rd rioor

lx)s Angeles, c:A ')()()?

4

(310) 208 4240

CGl-lrvine
University Tower

4 I*)') Campus Drive

Irvine, CA ')2C>12

(949) 737-5460

%

web site: urww.cgi.edu

• %'••• • • •

Attention Bruin Singers and Dancers!

Auditions

for UCLA Music Theater Workshop's

Winter Quarter 1999 production of

"Once Upon A Mattress''

Directed by UCLAAlumna Carol Burnett

will be held on Wednesday, November 18

from 2:30 p.m. onward

You must have a ballad and an up-tempo song

(Be prepared to sing 16 Bars, we provide the accompanist)

Rehearsal' period from January 11 thru February 25

Performances February 26, 27, 28 and March 5, 6, 7

Enrollment in Music Theater Workshop • 2 units

Call 825-4761 for an audition appointment

Build FREE
WEBPAGES

WEB
3MB Off FREE Storage

• Over 600 images in the
image gallery

• No HTML experience
needed

www,studeiitadvantag€>com

I Your one-stop onUnc resourcettop

Al IbN IHJN
Pick up your copy of the Freshman Record at 1 18

Kerckhoff Hall hetNveen the hours of 9 to 5. You

need oiilv vour student II). if vou have anv
4 4 * i

questions, please call 825.2640
«?

Ireshmanrecord

Graduati
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New Wave Friday The KLA morning show 7am

Jambalay

Tim Gates

Adina Yashar

Laura Eng

Rayna Khaitan

Matt Cole

Laugh, Dammit

Qectromagnetic

Playing the KLA mix 9-7pm

Comedy

Industrial

rfi'>*^^ii
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MORGAN
From page 1

information and to the creation of a

"Study lounge for student athletes.

According to Wciner. one priority

is private olTices for coaches, since

the cubicles which some coaches now

use don't provide the privacy neces-

sary for talking with student athletes.

What has many students upset is

the green fence that went up last

week, which disrupts a path that

many students use on their way to

classes.

"I thought it was just another

obstacle," said Virgil Thompson II, a

first-year computer science student.

When Thompson learned what the

fence was for, and that the athletic

department is expanding because it

-needs more space, he didn't mmd the

detour.

"Since they need room, it's fine.

"

Thompson said.

Another student said the expan-

sion is justified by the quality of ath-

letics at UCLA.
"Considering the athletic depart-

ment is so good, yeah (they should

expand)," said Elizabeth Blair, a sec-

ond-year political science student.

With the department growing in

size, the expansion is long overdue,

according to Weiner.

'Ihere's a growth component

that's 10 years behind the curve, " he

said.

The new fence for the Morgan

Center project joins another fence

that was put up in the winter of 1997

for the expansion of Lot 4 under the

intramural and soccer fields. That

fence cut of! Bruin Walk, forcing the

detour that now takes many students

between the Morgan Center and the

James West Alumni Center.

Both fences should be removed by

May 2000. according to Einholm.

"On construction projects, there's

always concern by students ... (but)

it's a fact of life," Enholm said. "We
need to contain the construction site

for safety."

With the expansion of the Morgan

Center comes the temporary loss of

the grass area that is now next to it.

The new building will cut into some of

that space, but a new park, now

known informally as Regent's Park,

will take its place.

Weiner called this new park more

"utilitarian." it will face the quad area

of Westwood Plaza.

At the completion of the Morgan

Center project, workers will do some

of the landscaping, with the remain-

ing work to be done in a separate pro-

ject.

The Bruin statue, now just outside

of the temporary fencing, will have a

new home when the project is com-

plete. The bear will be moved onto-

Bruin Walk, just south of the entrance

to the Wooden Center and placed on

a new base. Capital Programs will

also make a few other improvements

in the area, including construction to

reduce the likelihood of nooding,Jn

that area.

"It's going to be quite nice," said

Marc Fisher, director of design for

See MORGAN, page 15

1998 Forum on Careers and Graduate Programs in

International

Affairs
Monday, November 16, 1998

APSI A Panel: 6:30 to 7:00 PM
Graduate School Fair: 7:00 to 9:00 PM
UCLA JamesWest Alumni Center

Meet representatives from Internationa! Affairs Programs from thfJloIlowin^ universities:

Georgetown University

Columbia University

VC San Diego

Tufts University

use

Harvard University

Johns Hopkins University

University of Denver

University of Washington

Syracuse University

Princeton University

American University

University of Pittsburgh

University of Maryland

George Washington University

Sponsored by: UCLA Career Center. Alumni Association, Student Alumni Association,

School of Public Policy and Social Research & APSIA: Association of Professional Schools of

International Affairs

mUCUUumni
m

UCLA Career Center

For more information, contact

Alumni Career Services at

(310) 206-6062.

^^—

•

TIME IS RUNNING OUT^
/C
WE) want you to become

the next

Student Regent!

The application deadline for the 1999-2000

5fu(/en( fJegenf position is Nov. 13, 1998...

Don't miss out on this great opportunity.

No experience necessary!!!

APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE AT THE FOLLOWING LOCATIONS:

Center For Student programming, Kerckhoff 105

Office of Assistant Vice Chancellor, 1 1 04 Murphy Hall

Student Union Services Information Desk ( Ackerman A-Level)

Residence Halls Assistant Director's Offices - ORL

James Vypst Center Information Desk
" www.ucop.edu/regents

''•'• ~^

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
Mtkc Cohii x'')7041 w mcohnftsaonctut la.edu

Kh««end Bartolomt' fh€?wyl4i«ucla.edu or see her out on Bruin Wilk-MWf 1 lam-lpm

,1 sfnKstt.r, tor a Wcir, tor a liti'tiiiR'

THERE'S NO PLACE LIKE AUP.

///(( /s Anwr'min.

ititcmiitional.

I Ih Si Kin:; /s l\iris.

tii'slt. IS \()urs.

AMERICAN UNIVERSITY OF PARIS

Paris: 31. avenue Bosquet, 75343 Paris cedex 07, France • (33/1) 40.62.0720

New York: 60 Fast 42nd Street, New York, NY 1001 7 • (212) 983-1414

tvww.aup.edu • admUsionsi^up.edu • nyofflce<i*aup.edu

Healthy Men Needed!

The Harbor-UCLA Research and Education

Institute in Torrance needs healthy men ages

1 8 - 50 for a study of a potentially long-

acting, reversible, male contraceptive, as well

as a study measuring the effects of a new

medication on sperm production, and the

prevention of hair loss.

Participants in these studies will receive

financial compensation, along with a free

physical and medical history.

For more information, call

31 0/222-81 91

'RFAUICHA.ND

EWCATlONIMSrmTE

Harbor-UCLA Research and Education Institute

1 124 W. Carson Street, Torrance, CA 90502

Announcing The World's
Lowest Colling Cord Roles,
From The BestColling Cord

In Americo.
17.5c A Minute Anywhere In The US. Anytime.

!f 7oi:'r«r'.'^! 'iir.nj Voic^Mo; yen begetting nppod jii. Gth«^r • iras \rr.K.i:.:

i.^ii, diarge up to three to «?jg!v

I, ;.••
: i'i'.i.;'V

The Best International Rotes.

V :.•••! Jft,; : Vv' ::\tn tiie U:l to

the US is'.er-s than AT&To trotr.

Woridwide Six-Second Billing

And No Surcharge.

Vv'hile the other cards owe-:

charge by rounding calls up
to the r>»xt minute. Voic>?ri--'t

round" in precise six-3eccn'"i

increments after the hrst
"^

:.econds ior odded ^a'.^ngs.

VgiceNet charges no per call lees, unlike the other cards that charge be*--

3lTc to S3.5n per call. Also. VoiceMet has no monthly fees or minimums.

No Other Card's Quality.

Rotes And Service Even Comes Close.

.
u '..- f*^ 'P''^

•''- -'-'"^'^ '''"
• -'-er'e' c\

.'ith VdiceNet. That speaks volumes about

^s quality, rates and servTC«r

"...Marfc»tUad«rVoic«N«»0«««GT»at Foreign Ra»«..." |

—Tb* Wall Str*«< louroal • Smart Mon<-r. iv*

Mimitei VoiceNet AT&r Sprint MCI 1
V: US to US 9c SI 25 $1 19

rij us to us $0.61 S2 45 S2 09

3'; US to UK $0.96 S10 58 $7 36

47; US to Germany $1.63 S1155 S3 35

4'/; US to Japan $2.21 $13 80 S1025

V; UK to us $0.14 34 96 $4 44

3V; UK to US $0.96 S9 47 S8 79

4V; Japan to US $4.32 S1 199 S1 197

No Olhw Card Scrr«« Tou So Moch.

Can Now And Sign Up

oiceNet
Tht Ifltt Calliig Cird In Amtriet

Ml
D.r«. « 2992011

74-0962
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MORGAN
From page 14

Capital Programs.

The improvements will also

increase the amount of open space in

the area, despite the addition of the

new building, according to Fisher.

The fences will remain in place for

another year and a half, and Blair

claims they are an eyesore on cam-

pus.

"It's the iTiost annoying thing."

Blair said. "I think it's ugly and

shouldn't be there."

OH
From page 4

Federal Judicial Nominations

Committee for the Central

District of California. This

committee evaluates prospec-

tive federal appointments, in

1997 she was appointed to the

President's Advisory Board.

Oh said she looks forward

to coming to UCLA and

hopes to affect change within

the minds of students.

"I want to shake the stu-

dents up in terms of the way

they've been thinking about

themselves in connection to

community." Oh said .

"I want them to be able to

find a way to be inspired, to

work beyond the parameters

that they have been working in

until now," she said.

"(They need) to reach out

to other people that are entire-

ly different from themselves

based on their desire to reach

the highest aspirations that we

need to hold as this society."

she added

VETERANS
From page 7

"This guy. he saved my life," Erickson

said.

Emotionally moved. Maness respond-

ed. "I remember. I carried you to the heli-

copter, to the dust-off. You were really in

pain."

"I had your blood all over me,"

Maness said. He never saw Erickson

again, until Wednesday.

Erickson was flown to a hospital in

Danang and almost lost a leg. saved by

several operations. Maness received the

Silver Star for the episode, for what his

citation describes as "gallantry in action

against an armed hostile force."

Erickson said later ihathe had tried to

track down his savior since the war but

had mistakenly remembered his lieu-

tenant's name as "Manning."

On Wednesday, they hugged, grasped

hands and talked for more than 20 min-

utes, about officers they hated and
friends killed in combat whose names are

on the Memorial's wall. They exchanged

telephone numbers.

"I don't think too much about

Vietnam, but when I meet these guys

again ..." Maness said before leaving.

Full liar X Ihnnnii yy J %^ _|_ Tj ±_ ^ W
1301 5th Street.
Santa Monica

STN I «»IZON« IN S«NU MONICA

24 HR INFO LINE (310) 313-3293

THU

The Back yard
Ultifnale Root) Regojr 0*ncfhjH-Nip Hop Eip«rttncf
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1 11 (J Th.' WcxxMellds

Hostvil by Q BWOV ProducltotI* Dcmii .•! >)|»n

BSWP (713) ai8-0 7»«> INFO (71 3) M,ll 4>(«b

DANCE DANCE DANCI'
miDAY NICNT fEVER

IIV§ with

.

FUNKY HIPPEEZ DISCO SHOW
and DJ Marcus

rLASHBACK SATL<K!3Ay5

SAT

SUN

M - SD^s Live!
Brinqi yoii anolhcr •vvninq of action pachcd
DANCE anierlaininent wilh DJ »Col1y bOy

4 7 PM Roiy McHafgii* and Fficndt

LP<jkPfT)ia^OClP<li
Fundraiser

'THE TROY
HORN BAND

100J Fisherman s Wharf,
Redondo Beach

24 HR INFO LINE (310) 379-4755
BEGINNING

THU
11/19

v%ith DJ sCotty bOy
rmxin' up the best m KROQ,

Electronic & New Wave
Hosted by Bic Tad from

the Kevin ft BeanMorning Show
he will have lots of give-a-ways
including T-shirts, cd's & more!

AixJ Prt-Ncntiii}; Liw 0\\ Stajje

80 sumthin'
performing all your flashtyack

favorites! Drink specials all night.

FRIDAYS
I
COMING SOON I

GROTiC CiTY

[EVERY

• Ik
1 featuring

Jeff Young - Ste»le Curr -

Kevin Mccormick Arno Lucas -

Mam Coldenberg Maurlcio lewak
,na.>-v.P>c .,:„.,.. SHOWfTIME 9 50PM

TKD PRESENTS

TUE "AN(MAL HOUSE"
Com« Cclcbtatc Higher Lc«minq With 0\

$9 B«cn w/ DJ s spinning 70s, 80 s R&B House

AHlMAi MOUSI AUSTARS SpecUlly InvHes iU

rratcmltlct and Soiorltics

SAT yot Just another 70s nkiht...

THEE 70s NIQHT
Fedtunng the World's Grooviest Live

Disco A Funk Show with

WED
RrGGiiF
VvTTTT^

Special Guest DJ RON MILLER

r-UNi&y HlPP66^

College Club

This establishment supports higher education.

Tlie Student Commumcation Network

www.collegeclub.com toll tree 888 E-Mail Me

Present Student ID (or club discount

o HAPPINESS IS BEING o^,
JUL CALIFORNIA I'A

A BRUIN ALUM

INFO MEETINGS;

Thursday

Tuosdav
Thursdcjv

Tuesdcjv

1 .' '^V)rf^ I'.pni

DEADLINE:
Monday. Nov, 30, 1998. 5pm

Meetings are

held at EXPO,

room 109

Kerckhoff Hall.

Applications

and info about

the Washington

D.C. program
will be given out

at the meetings.

Huiub yuui utiuncu lu itivubiiyuiu your

career options and earn experience as a
full-time entry leyel professional for 10

weeks! Just apply for a UCLA National

Internship!

Housing, UC President's Scholarship

Stipend Progrom, dnd d loan program are

available. There is also a $3000 stipend

student director position dvailable.

Housing is arranged dt Rdndolph Towers in

Arlington, VA.
"V tRf'O mMrnvhiiit A
W Study Abiuwl 5;«rw«:«»

UriA r«icef rcnte<

EXPO
Rm. 109

Kerckhoff Hall

310.825.0831

http://www.saonet.ucla.eclu/career/expo.htnn

Dear UCLA Students and Staff:

It has been a pleasure servingyour vision rare needs

for over 25 years in the village. Pliase take advantage

ofthese great offers listed below. .

.

C/UCLA Graduate 1967

NOTICE

$99 CONTACT LENSES & EXAM "SPECIAL"

IrKludes eye exam, fitting, follow-up, and two pair of

Bausch & LofT^b daily or extended wear soft contacts.

$99 EYEGLASSES & EXAM "SPECIAL"

Includes lenses and frames from our special selection

(most Rxs) and eye exam.

IF YOU HAVE UCLA VISION CARE INSURANCE:
• We gtadly accept your ir^urarKe

• We get the forms for you - just call us.

• Same day appointments available.

• We are experts in showing you how to maximize your

benefits

• Terrific eyewear and contact tens selection

IF YOU D0N7 HAVE VISION CARE INSURANCE:
Take advantage of the specials, or we'll still give you 10%
off on any non-advertised items.

-^^^^^^^=1 V1II«g« Eyes Optometry

Jon D.XAjgel, 0,P,
a profesaonat ccjrporauan

ORION will

be unavailable
from 9 p.m. on Friday, November 13,

through 5 p.m. on Sunday, November 15.

Please plan your Library use accordingly.

»^ Access information on library holdings

through the MELVYL® System.

^> Check the stacks for individual items.

^^ Ask at the reference or

circulation desks if you need help.

310208-3011
(groOhd fkxx ol Montya BiAJing - acroM Irom W»t¥wx)d Brvwtfy)

I parting • 8« hflbli r

We apologize for any inconvenience.

i«i*>
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CARE
From page 1

care has really evolved." said Suzy
Klemer. who has served on the child

care advisory committee for 20 years.

"It's gone from an attitude of 'Why
don't those mothers just stay home?'
to recognizing the crushing need"

Administrators aren't blind to the

fact that UCLA's benefits are judged
alongside private-sector employers,

mcludmg private colleges with huge
endow ments. and the burgeoning pri-

vate research industry in biotechnol-

ogy.

"It is extremely important in

assisting, recruiting, and retaining

the very best faculty," said associate

vice chancellor Sam Morabito, "and

in helping student families who are

trying to complete their degree

work."

But an overwhelming need still

goes unanswered, due to factors as

random as welfare reform and the

booming Westside real estate market.

None of this seems to matter to the

yelping, exploring masses at the

Bellagio Child Care Center one
weekday afternoon during "clean-up

time."

Two girls, ignoring the teachers,

shoot miniature hoops, missing all

eight attempted baskets. A boy feeds

sand to a shrub shaped like a

dinosaur. A filthy girl in purple

throws her jacket on the ground and
waits to see if it moves.

The staff picking up plastic balls

tt) work as caregivers, McDonald
said.

The Child Care Center takes

advantage of the local student popu-

lation to keep the crucial staff-to-

child ratio high. But fmding full-time

qualified staff is increasingly prob-

lematic for the center, which is force

to pay wages that are less competitive

every year.

"Retention is becoming a problem

all over the country," said Klemer.

"And staff continuity is an important

part of quality care."

Caregivers find that the low wages

are often not enough to save for their

own children's education.

In addition, governmental

changes have dried up the pool of

available caregivers. With class-size"

reduction, many child care workers'

obtained emergency teaching creden-

tials and began teaching; welfare'

reform forced many single mothers

into the work force, increasing the

demand for child-care.

There's been a growing shortage

of child care in the Westwood and
West Los Angeles areas. The housing

boom increased Westside rents so

much during the last decade that

many small day care centers were

forced to go out of business.

So parents are left with the wait

list, which has been hovering at the

same level for the last five years.

Morabito doesn't predict any expan-

sion of facilities anytime soon.

At Bellagio, though, tucked away
in the most hilly, farthest reach of

campus, the staffand toddlers benefit

and iitackmg nup cots IS largely com- jiui i i the small class size and lOW
posed of students. Some "graduates"

of UCLA Child Care have returned

INVASION
From page 1

The U.S. government has yet to inter-

vene in Indonesia's occupation of

East Timor.

"Indonesia is a great asset for the

United Stales. As an American citi-

zen, 1 would like, some control over

where my lax dollars go," said

Garrick Ruiz, a filth-year American

literature student and. founder of the

East limor Education Project at

UCLA.
"1 his is a situation that people do

not know about, and ihe link between

(the United Stales') policy, and East

Timor's occupation is so clear," he

said.

Afier viewing a documentary on

Noam Chomsky, a known critic of

the U.S. foreign policy, Ruiz

explored the situation in East Timor
more thoroughly and began writing

teacher-to-child ratios. They are the

lucky few.

I'-

(

about what he had learned.

Subsequently, he became involved

in the East Timor Action Network, a

nationwide organization. Eventually,

he found other interested students

and started the Education Project at

UCLA.
"Part of the reason I began work-

ing on the issue of East Timor is

becau.se people are still being killed,"

Ruiz said.

"Another man was executed bv the

military last month. This genocide is

not something that has happened in

the past," he added.

According to the Network, one

third of all East Timorese citizens

have been killed with the approval of

the U^S. executive branch.

.

Proportionally, this "wholesale

slaughter is the largest example o\'

genocide since the holocaust." Ruiz

said.

See INVASION, page 17
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Open Monday-Saturday

11054 West Pico Blvd., WLA
(1/2 block east of Sepulveda)——

Check us out on the net:
http://ufiifui.cellularfantaty.com
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INVASION
From page 16

Zara Benosa. a second-year

international Developmcni Studies

student, became aware o\' the Hast

linior issue during high school. She

Siiid reading an article wrillen by

Rill/ aboul liasi linior prompted her

currcnl involvement with the

l:ducalion Projecl.

"Reading (Ruiz's) arlicie iiboul

l-asl limor was ama/ing to me It did

not seem like this issue was out in the

open at all." Benosa said.

With (loodman's speech, Beno.sa

said the luUication Project hopes to

raise UCLA's general awareness o\'

the situation in Last Timor. By speak-

ing out against the U.S. govern-

ment's attitude toward Indonesia's

activities, the group wants to create

awareness about the issue.

"Students in tast Timor who
speak out have to fear for their lives

and the lives of their families. I do not

have that fear, so i am trying to utilize

my situation." she said.

"Working on the issue makes me
auare of how we take our security for

granted in this countr\. I always try

\o be aware o\ the realit> they must

ii\e with everv day. "' she continued.

Overall, the I'ducation Project

tind the Action Network both aim to

change U.S. foreign policy and su|v

port the self-dcterniiiuition o\' the

Iimorese.

"As Americans, we must decide if

we want to represent the sword or the

slueld to the Timorese." Cioodman
said. "We must decide what we want

done in our name
"

CHANG
From page 4

ning. crucifying and bayoneting o\'

adults, children and babies -

occurred in the heat of battle, or that

it never happened at all.

She also criticized the Japanese

government for failing to pay repara-

tions to its victims and censoring text-

books which included descriptions of

the incident.

"There are revisionist forces who
try to write the victims out of history.

Some members o[' the audience

were struck by the graphic nature o\'

Chang's descriptions. Kelli

Nakayama, a fourth-year Hnglish stu-

dent was especially affected by

Chiang's talk.

"I'm Japanese and it was some-

times hard to listen to her talk about

the violence of the Japanese mili-

tary." said Nakayama. "I really had

no idea about the level of brutality,

especially against women. That was

really horrifying," added Nakayama.

Other students attended Chang's

speech after learning of the incident

Th i s gas a liiIJ and :>yst f:n i ai i i. uuw- dm iiig ihi'ir Ch ltm' \\m\Ty i^mrm,.

sacre that was perpetrated against "I came because I'm taking (a class

innocent Chinese civilians and about) wtMiien and children in

Chinese history. It'sunarmed Chinese

prisoners o\' war."

Chang said.

"! really admire

her courage to tell

the ttulh." said

Sct>tt Ma. a fourth-

year molecular biol-

ogy student. "She's

an inspiration."

Changs appear-

ance drew several

Chinese American

students whose relatives were in

China, or specifically in Nanking at

the time of the uicident. Like Chiing.

whose grandparents narrowly

escaped the massacre, some h.ul

heard stories i)f the incident frohi rel-

atives.

"My grandfather was in Nanking

_at the time. I le's told me that the only

reason the Japanese kept him alive

was because they used him as a lap-

dog, a messenger. He was their

errand boy." said Hric Pong, a sec-

ond-year pre-business economics stu-

dent.

"I really admire

(Chang's) courage

to tell the truth."

so interesting that

the Japanese gov-

ernment has the

ability to brush this

trndcr the table."

Scott Ma
Fourth-year student

said Judy Berg, a

V fourth-year histiuy

student.

ihe event was

the second in

Bi)ok/one's author

series, which began

with an appearance by Donald

Norman, who spoke about the future

of computers.

Tollowing her talk, (hang
answered questions from the audi-

ence and signed books. She conclud-

ed her speech with a reminder o\' the

importance of history.

"As scholars, as members of the

human race, we have to be ever-vigi-

lant tt) ensure that accurate rect)rds o['

atrocities remain open to the public,

because that's the only way we can

learn from the past and use these inci-

dents as cautionary tales," she said.

iiy^Ul lii^ l&^ li^ liiMi UL^ ^^
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$20-'

iMfl)DRIVING & TRAFFIC SCHOOL
Special Student and Staff Discount

jjj.yj|

Traffic School on Weekdays & Saturdays '»«'

093 Broxton Ave #2 1 8 (3 1 0) 208-3333 jjBft

In Westwood Village, above the Wherehouse lUiSfll

lilM)

W
iiyjai
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Shane's Jewelry
Knov^^ For The Best Pnces Finest CH/wRtyAnd Excdierrt

Hcippily Serving The UCLA Community For 30 Years

' EvygagerYyeryt rings, diamonds,
promise rings wholesale prices

- Great selection of 14k, 18k,

platinum, silver jewelry great gifts

- Custom Designs or\ premises
- Highly Accredited Store

1065 Broxton Avenue
Westwood Village

(310)208 8404
Coupon

parking in new Broxton tots

25% off
to all students, alumni,

faculty &^ staff
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,

I
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A-Level, Ackerman Union
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Meeting Room Reservations
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VIEWPOINT
Tomorrow

If you don't know the

words to your favorite

song, blame it on your

apathetic attitude.

viewpoint@media.ucla.edu

After,
office
hour

Are student-TA relationships

fact or fiction?
-

Durini! my initial tr;niiinii as a

teaching assislaiU ( lA) I uas

given sonic warning con-

cerning possible relations with stu-

dents A professor intornied mc.

along with a large group o\ m\ peciv

that bec.iuse I possessed kni>\\ ledge

which students lacked, there would

ilH'vUah l v I-h;
-———--—--—-

department are. lor a varicts olrea-

stuis. not my type. Cirailuate students

m other departments arc. loi .i \ari-

et> of rciisons. distant. I lack the

interest aiul opportunities to i>ieet

man> people without l-C'LA connec-

tions. I would think that I am tairly

typical ol'grad students in these

reuardai,

Patrick

Friel

some students

who toiind said

knowledge (and

the lA who had

it) .se\>. I nuui-

aged to dismiss

this silly

thought with a

chuckle.

Now I am in

my seventh

quarter as a TA.

and I can

reassess that

warning in light of experience. Now
it earns a rather solid gulTaw.

How do my students see me' I am
a slightly disheveled figure, sur-

rounded by a cloud of chalk dust,

struggling in vain to explain the

chain rule, eigenvectors or some-

thing else of limited interest, i won-

der if anything could be less sexy.

1 think it is more likely that the

"attraction would run in the opposite

direction. Ciraduate students in my

Friel is a graduate student in mathemat

Ics. He welcomes comments at

pfriel@math.ucla.edu.

So undergraduates ha\c .1 lot ot

appeal, and it jUst so li.ippeiis thai

main ol'the undergrads I meet are

my students. ( )ver the last two years

I ha\c had several students I found

cute. cool, pretts. intriguing or just

plain hot

I ha\eacled-Oii lhsj.se allaiclioni.

onl\ a couple v^f times, .iiul then onl\

when the object of my attraction was

wo longer my .student. Still. 1 have

not been completely unaware i>t"lhe

possibilities while the quarter was

still in session.

lUit let me return to m\ TA train-

ine. I was inrormed of the uni\ersi-

ty's sexual harassment policy. I was

warned that students might find me
sexy but that the feeling should not

be mutual. I expected a clear-cut ban

on relationships w ith students, but

none was offered. I was merely given

a strong warning against such cases,

which is quite different from prohibi-

tion.

The training put an idea in m\

head and then proceeded to tCiich

me that the idea was a bad one. but

was not necessarily against the rules.

I feel as though I was teased.
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It is not my intentK>n to start

sounding gung-ho about the notion

of I As sleeping vsith their students.

.Any kind of romantic or lustful rela-

tionship (or e\en friendship, for that

matter) when grades hang in the bal-

ance is unethical This should be

enouiih to rule out such relations \\^

TAs in certain departments. I'or

some, thouuh, the situation is differ-

ent.

My role as a T.A is more as the stu

dent's helper than as the student's

evalualor ! provide numerical grad-

ing only for a .small portion of the

student's work, and I am never

responsible for letter grades. Such a

situation may seem daniierouslv

close to the unethical, but it is not

quite.

It is, in theory, possible for there

to be a relationship between a I'A

and a student in which grades do not

get in the ua>. Such a relationship

would be atypical; it would be kept

secret, there would always be some

fear of getting caught, and there

would be a difference in age and stit-

tus. There is something attractive in

all of this - to me. anyway, but I am
probably not the best judge of such

things. Do relationships like this

actually exist?

Accounts of affairs between stu-

dents and their TAs, ethical or other-

wise, seem confined [o anecdote.

Not too long ago I heard of a pos5T=

—

biy apocryphal story that supposedly

took place at a I 'C campus.

.\ female student approached a

male TA. appearing to demonstrate

passions for both her teacher and the

subject. The two wound up coupled,

but once the student realized she was

getting an A and the TA's favors

were no longer needed, she somehow

lost one of those passions. My sexual

harassment training seemed full o\'

stories of the same ilk, most of which

were not even purportedly based in

realitv.

The anecdotes we hear all seem to

be about something going wrong: the

student uses the TA to gel a good

grade or the TA uses the student to

get a good bedfellow We never hear

stories in which neither party winds

up abused. Is this because such sto-

ries are kept quiet, or is this because

—

there is no such story to be told?

One might wish to think that these

things do not happen, that apart •

See FRIEL, page 20

Outreach projects do not reach far enough
DIVERSITY: Stuci(Mits' slru^^^Hos

to overcome adversity unfioticed

by current university programs

By Zuhairah Scott

Over the weekend I went to visit Shataka, my
best friend since the seventh grade. During my
stay we reminisced about how Shataka and I had

our first kiss on the same night, and how we used

to make demo tapes with her boom box in hopes

that one day wc would be discovered as the next

Whitney Houston and Janet Jackson.

Wc laughed and talked for hours, although

when it was time for me to go back to UCL.A. an

uncomfortable feeling came over me and a mil-

lion questions plagued my mind Why was 1 the

only African-American student from my high

school that came to I'CLA' Wliy didnt Shataka

go on to attend a University of California

school'^

I couldn't dismiss these mental quandaries by

simply stating that she did not have the academ-

Scottwho is a fourth-year political science and pub

k policy student is Academic Affairs Commissioner

for the IMdergraduate Student Association Council

ic abilitv or desire to achieve at a school like

UCLA.
Although Shataka was not in the honors pro-

gram, she could articulate and critique any argu-

ment posited, and she read more books in her

spare time than I did

in all my high .school

years. The barriers to

her academic success

had less to do with

her individual acade-

mic capabilities and

more to do with

.social and political

environment and the

inherent inequities

embedded within the

public educational

system.

The fact that Shataka 's mother never went to

college and that she was discouraged by college

counselors to even consider the thought o( col-

lege played more of a role in explaining her level

of academic attainment than her own intellectu-

al limitations.

The barriers that prevented Shataka from

coming to a school like UCLA are the siime bar-

riers that prevent hundreds of students of color

from achieving this goal Unfortunately, it is

This year UCLA's approach to

outreach has been broadened

for an "elite," select group

of students.

often assumed that students who do not make it

to elite" universities like UCLA only fail to do

so because of some deficiency in their academic

preparedness or ability. One seldom looks at the

plethora o\' social, political and economic fac-

tors that hinder and

discourage the acad-
^""'"""^^~^~'""'"~"

emic achievement of

disadvantaged stu-

dents.

Tracking, testing

bias, low parental

educational attain-

ment and scKioeccv

nomic status often

Qome in second

when considering

the academic ability,

desire and potential to achieve that a student

pi>ssesses.

for years, UCLA has reinforced this flawed

reasoning by attempting to address the lack of

academic success in disadvantaged communi-

ties with a unilateral approach to outreach that

solely focuses on improving the information

provided to students about the admissions

process and the requirements needed to become

eligible for admissions

This year UCLA's approach [o outreach has

been somewhat broadened for an "elite" select

group of students. These students are provided

with more individual assistance than others with

mediocre grade point averages.

All of these approaches fail to address accu-

rately the root o\' the problem. None of them

even consider or mention the vast amount of

social, political and personal dilemmas that con-

tribute to the lack of academic success within

disadvantaged communities.

The level of academic achievement among
marginalized students is a multifaceted problem

that can only elYectively be addressed by using a

holistic approach to outreach in which all stu-

dents who have the desire and potential to

achieve are provided with the opportunity and

resources to do .so.

A holistic approach is one thatempowers stu-

dents to increase their academic, social, person-

al, political and community development by

challenging them to take a self-determinant

approach to all aspects of their education The

use of a hohstic approach originated with the

student-initiated retention projects within the

Student Retention Center (SRC).

Currently, student-initiated outreach projects

within the Community Programs OlTice (CPO)

S«eSCI1Tpafe20

True beauty lies witNn, but not when you live in LA.
SOCIETY: Big breasts, pecs

not insight into true worth

of individual, personality

As a child, I spent mo.st of my
time in frilly pink dresses that

inhibited just about every nor-

mal body movement. The huge petti-

coat took up about a foot on either

side o\' me so

that I could

barely see my
feet. The

scratchy talTeta

layers made me
feel as if I had a

perpetual case

of the chicken

pox. and my
pristine patent-

leather shoes

made my main

form of trans-

portation skid-

ding. Ihe final

touch of pink bows and auburn

ringlets made me look like a Latina

Shirley Temple.

I was cute. I was pretty. I was

mom's little angel. I was also more of a

doll than a person. Hie question now

is: why - as an adult - do 1 still put

my.self on display and hold myself to

such rigorous standards of beauty?

I havf sprnt ihf past If) ytrars nf

Alicia

Roca

jn^

gence ignored in the wake ofbeauty.

so was personality (and for that mat-

ter, individuality).

The irony is this: knowledge is

something that you work hard to

amass. It accumulates over time,

through much elTort. It slays with you

for the duration of your life, regardless

of age or plight. Physical beauty, on

the other hand, is somethii\g that

either you are born w ith or pay a lot o\'

money to attain. Aside from that, it

fades, and when it's gone, you need

si>mething to fall back on. Tlie (ectv

nomically) average person has no con-

trol over the si/e o\'

his nose or the width

ofher hips. Yet still

we are often judged

by such arbitrary and

superficial measures.

It is also ironic

that beauty is a sub-

jective. indi\ idual

thine indued bv riuid.

societal standards.

|-ach individual has

his or her own per-

ception ofbeauty.

one that is often cul-

turally based. Yet still

we are given staunch

ideals, ba.sed in the

larger mainstream

culture, of what is

right and wrong in

terms of physical

straight hair is beautiful. It's never,

"You are beautiful, as you are." It's

always, "That which you don't have, is

beautiful. So get it."

This has become even more evident

to me since moving to Los Angeles. I

was relatively secure with my physical

self-image when living in San

Francisco. In general, I found that city

to be more accepting of dilTerent types

ofbeauty. Moreover, there was not as

much of an emphasis on physical

appearances.

Los Angeles, however, is the mecca

of unattainable imaaes. The "ideals"

life in school cultivating intellect. I

love to read - in fact. 1 spent many

recesses with books in grade school,

file importance of education was

always stressed in my home, and I was

continually encouraged in my academ-

ic endeavors. .And yet. intelligence

jilvvays seemed to lake a backseat to

physical beauty - not just at home, but

everywhere. And not only was intelli-

Roca is a second-year communication

studies student. E-mail her at

aroca@ucla.edu.

attractiveness.

These ideals do

not take cultural vari-

ation into account.

Often we are taught

that what we do pos-

sess is not quite ade-

quate. If you are

Asian you are told

that wide eyes are

beautiful. If you are

African American

you are told that

ofbeauty are everywhere in this city,

even on the news. Yet these ideals are

beyond reach for about 95 percent of

us.

A great deal of these "ideal" images

make a statement about body weight.

The L.A. mentality is perfectly cap-

tured in a bumper sticker I saw in

Santa Monica. It said "No FC (fat

chicks) allowed." To paraphra.se, in

Los Angeles if you weigh more than

95 pounds (and you're female), you're

fat.

That's unacceptable.

As a result of being surrounded by

messages such as

these, towards the end

of my first year in Los

Angeles I felt over-

weight. I had main-

tained a weight of

about 120 pounds

throughout high schcnM

and never really strug-

gled with weight issues.

When I came to col-

lege, lack of home
cooking coupled with

my distaste for dorm

food led me to lose the

Freshman 15.

1

weighed less than I'd

weighed in years and

felt overweight at 105

pounds. Logic told me
that I was being ridicu-

lous but there was a

It didn't help when I wenl home
and everyone went on and on about

how great I looked. It made me won-

der if there had been something wrong

with me before. And what if I put the

weight back on at home? Would the

compliments cease?

In this society we all too often deter-

mine our worth through the wrong

things. As students we measure intelli-

gence with a grading scale. As women
we judge beauty by weight and breast

size; as men by pectoral and bicep size.

As professionals our value is measured

by income and the accumulation of

material things.

We often ignore those things that

are not visually apparent. In the

prcK'ess we overlook that which is

invisible to the eye and at the core of a

human being - compassion, wisdom,

passion and drive.

A Chinese proverb states that it is

the beautiful bird who is caged.

Physical beauty has a duplicitous

nature; it is lovely to possess and love-

ly to admire. It generates praise and

admiration. Yet it can also lead to

skewed perceptions when pursued too

vehemently. Consequently, before

long in this cycle, we are captured by

society's ideals and our wings are

clipped.

I have come to the conclusion that I

will never fully live up to the standards

of physical beauty our society holds

dear. I wi|l never be six feet tall and

cerLlirtpangofinade- 100 pounds. Nor Will I ever 111 L055

quacy when I looked in

the mirror. It wasn't

that I thought 1 was

overweight as a whole,

it was just that my
thighs were a little too

big. my hips were too

wide or my stomach

wasn't Hat entnigh. It

wasn't that I looked

bad, it was that I didn't

look perfect.

Angeles' particular brand ofbeauty -

blonde hair and blue eyes. But over

the years I've been slowly tearing away

the layers of talTeta that bind me and I

have come to a realization: I am not a

le.sser person for falling short of soci-

ety's ri^id expectations, and neither is

Anyone el.se. I am beautiful in my own,

non-traditional way. Most importantly,

my beauty lays far beneath the surface

level. If you look, you'll find that yours

does al.so.

Next week's
^
GRUlM

Next Friday, Viewpoint will discuss UCLA

athletics.WitfrW! game soon

approaching, we want to know why com-

petition and rivalry are important to you. Is

school pride integral to your college experi-

ence? Or, is school pride just one more

symptom of societal brain-washing?

Bring your submissions to

118 Kerckhoff Hall or e-mail them to

viewpoint@media.uda.edu.

The deadline for submissions is

Nov. 19 at 10 a.m.

Pagans, witches not linked with Satan

RELIGION: News article

furthers misinformation,

unwarranted stereotypes

By Lauren Thomas i

We at the UCLA Pagan Circle feel

the need to respond to offensive inac-

curacies in the "Origins of Halloween"

article featured in The Daily Bruin

(News, Oct. 30). The assertion that

Halloween (Samhain) descended from

a "Black Sabbath of Witches" or

"pagan Black Sabbath" is not only a

long obsolete theory among religious

and historical scholars and patently

false, but is outrageously insulting to

the Pagan and Wiccan community of

UCLA.
Using the term "Black Sabbath" (a

negative, "evil" reversal ofa holy rite of

Christianity) implies a connection of

Witchcraft and Paganism to Satanism

- a connection which simply does not

exist.

Witches and Pagans do not worship

Satan or acknowledge the existence of

such a being; he is a part of the

Christian and Muslim religions. This

false misconception is much like the

commonly-held falsity that the penta-

gram (five-pointed star) is a Satanic

symbol. In fact, the pentagram is an

ancient symbol of protection and wis-

dom (like the swastika before the Nazis

perverted its sacredncss for their own

purposes). Pythagoras and his follow-

ers wore pentagrams in order to recog-

nize one another - and, in Medieval

times, some Chri.stian knights used the

pentagram as their symbol.

To modern Witches and Pagans the

pentagram is a sacred symbol meaning

many things - four points correspond

to the elements air, earth, fire and water

with the top point corresponding to

spirit, or "Akasha." The pentagram

While Paganism and

the nnany paths

that fall under it are

pre-Christian in nature,

they are in no way

anti-Christian.

may also represent a human being with

their legs and arms outstretched, sur-

rounded by the universal wisdom or

God (or Godess), which represents

humankind at one with deity and the

environment. Satanists turn the symbol

upside-down, which puts the elements

of fire and earth at the top (fire symbol-

izes willpower and passion, earth sym-

bolizes prosperity and earthly goods)

and spirit, spirituality, at the bottom.

Satanists also turn the cross upside-

down. This in itself does not make the

cross or pentagram a Satanic symbol.

The vital point here is that while

Paganism and the many paths that fall

under it are pre^Thristian in nature,

they are in no way anti-Christian. Most

Pagans and Wiccans (Witches) do not

even associate with Satanists.

Myths and falsehoods like these are

the result of hundreds of years of reli-

gious propaganda and misinformation

spread about pre-Christian and non-

(ihristian religions. We are unsure

where the author of this article did her

research, but it was probably not

among the thousands upon thousands

of Pagan web sites that provide accu-

rate information and history about our

religion and holidays (for a very thor-

ough and far more accurate history of

the holiday of Halloween/Samhain, an

excellent page is

www.geocities.com/Athens/Forum/72

80/samhain.html).

The ASUCLA Communications

Board and The Daily Bruin claim to

"prohibit the publication of articles that

perpetuate derogatory cultural or eth-

nic stereotypes" and avow to "reject or

modify" material 'Vhose content dis-

criminates on the basis of ancestry,

color, national origin, race, religion,

disability, age, sex or sexual orienta-
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FRIEL
From page 18

from sonic unplcasanl cases of

harasMiicnt. sliklcnts and TAs keep

ihcir interactions ciuilc professional.

If >.ucli relalionNhip> were purely fic-

tional, thoiiL'h. would ue hear about

theiii as much iis we do? One is

unlikeK to admit to such an affair,

but some of the examples that are

discussed seem to make sense onl>

when the possibilit> of an actual

affair is rccogni/ed. I have heard o\'

a cute and flirtatious male TA whose

sections were full i>f seemingly

receptive students. I have heard col-

leagues celebrate the presence of

attractive students in their sections

and bemoan the lack thereof. Why
would any of this matter if closer

relations were off limits' Based on

these trends, it seems the line sepa-

rating the professional and the per-

sonal must be crossed, but how
often'.'

lo answer this we should consider

where the I A-student affair (even

one unaffected by grades) lies on the

moral map. liven if one takes a rela-

tively liberal view on matters of lust,

the issue is a bit complicated. It is

more than a simple affair, but it is

nothing like incest, it is at the

boundary between the licit and the

illicit; It is. depending upon one's

view, either an outer extreme of

acceptable behavior or something

wrong but easily forgivable.

I cannot help but think that it has .

SAVE!

SAVE!

SAVE!50-80% Off
EVERYTHING ON CLEARANCE MUST GO!
FRIDAY, SATURDAY, SUNDAY
^JTAa/ 1090 Westwood Blvd.
lrfSr*^irS^ 310.824.1688The Ultimate Gift Store

something in common with a

"menage a trois".

I realize that this analogy is sud-

den, but it may be useful. The differ-

ences between the two are obvious

enough: the TA-student affair is not

what one would call "kinky," and

unlike the threesome, it is not a sta-

ple of pornography (and I would

know).

Ihe "menage a trois" is. however,

at an ethical boundary between the

acceptable and the unacceptable.

Also, it seems to be as.sociated with

numerous, usually fabricated stories

of something going wrong; either

one member is excluded or all the

relalioiiNhips fall apart. Its similari-

ties to a i"A-siudent relationship m
these ways may be more important.

. Do threesomes happen in real

life? Yes. they happen enough for

people to be aware of them and for

people to incorporate them into

occasional fantasy. They are not. -^

however, frequent events, and there

is a large discrepancy between the

number who have considered them
and the number who have participat-

ed in them.

This IS probably how it is with TA-
student affairs. They are rare and

fraught with diftlcullies. but they are

interesting enough and frequent

enough to keep people interested.

So there it is. This subject of train-

ing workshops and idle conversation

is not too significant; the mere fact

that 1 chose it as a column topic

should indicate that it is not a big

issue, rhat sort of relationship hard-

ly happens. People really should stop

talking about it so much.

it is. however, too intriguing.
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From page 18

ulili/e this holistic approach to out-

reach to serve disadvantaged stu-

dents. These projects have also begun
to establish collaborative efforts with

the communities that they serve to

J
incorporate them in the struggle to

^'achieve academic success The C'PO
projects facilitate the implementation

of this holistic approach through peer

counseling, tutoring and mentoring

none of which plays an integral or col-

laborative role in the university's out-

reach eflbrls.

5^$aiTT,p»9f 21
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From page 20

Despite this fact, the university has

failed to see the \alue of this type o(

approach to outreach and has signifi-

cantU underfunded and delciiita-

mi/ed the success of these projects.

InstCiid of building upi>n outreach

proiectN ^uch as the ,\frican

Education Project i.MiP). which ha>

provided Saturday School cmirses l<>

poor children within C\)mpton for the

past 25 years, the universit\ has devel-

oped new pn^grams targeted toward

an "elite" group i>f students. In order

\o participate in these programs, stu-

dents must have a certain (jPA and

be enrolled in certain courses.

This outreach apprcnich is hierar-

chical and exclusive in the sense that

It provides more services and assis-

tance to students with high CiPAs and

mere informational services for stu-

dents with mediocre ( i P.As. This form

of outreach is not onl> antithetical \o

the term "outreach" itself but ii in

iilso detrimental to the students that

outrCiich programs are designed \o

serve. Ihis Npeaks \o the umverMivs

failure to effectivelv address and

understand the pioblem of educaiion-

al equalitv and the barriers to hieher

education thai disadvantaged stu-

dents face.

The universitv does include si>me

means o\' addressing the systematic

and institutional problems (such as

tracking) that hinder the acadenuc

success oi students. But because o\'

the n ii ii[)leMt> o l eUuLatio i ia! i

inequalitv within the public school
j

svstem. this t>pe o[' school-centered I

reform will take years before it can i

substantively increa.se the students o\'\

color within the I'C svsteni.

Nowhere in I'CLA's immediate;

approach to outreach is there jmen-
^

lioli ofproviding a Holistic apprt^iacT!

nor is there evidence of an approach i

that effectively serves all students
j

who have the desire to participate.

The fact that the student-initiated

outreach programs within the

Conimunit) Programs Office (C'PO)

provide the university with the oppor-

tunity to achieve these goals, yet have

received less than I percent o\' the

over $7 million in public funding alkv

cated to UCLA for outreach efforts,

speaks to the university's commit-

ment to providing equal educational

opportunity to all students who desire

to achieve a higher education.

-Ati a publicly funded university,

I'CLA has the responsibility to devel-

op outreach programs that effectively

.address and strengthen the students

and the communities in which they

live.

In order to most successfully serve

disadvantaged students and achieve

equality in educational opportunity,

outreach efforts must focus on each

aspect of the students experience

that effect their academic success and

must ensure that all students with the

desire and potential to achieve a high-

er education al.so have the opportuni-

iv.

THOMAS
From page 1
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tion" - but Witchcraft, and Paganism

in general, have been seriously

maligned and discriminated against in

this article.

Witchcraft, or Wicca. has been rec-

ognized as a legitimate religion by the

Federal Cjovernment since h)X5. and

therefore its more than 5()().()(X) follow-

ers in the I nited States are entitled to

the same rights of freedom and nc^n-

perseculion under the Constitution as

anv other religion.

To publish this article in the same

issue with the \iew point article bv

LC'LA Pagan Circle founder C elesie

Christie (about dispelling myths and

misconceptions about our religion)

wus an extrcmelv perplexing decisu>n

hv tht- 1 >ailv Brum
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ARTS ENTEKTAINMENT
Rapper's delight

Xzibit, Alkaholics and Ras Kass headed

the bill at the House of Blues

Wednesday night. See Friday's issue

for review.
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Taking
Music

it to the

Live performers

add ambiance to

the Promenade

in Santa Monica

i
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By Brent Hopkins

Daily Bruin Staff

As slorcrronls begin io opi-n atui

slu)ppcrs sIdwIv start ti^ make their Uci\

down Santa Monica's Third Street

i*ronienade. a small group begins to fil-

enls up and down the blocked otTbi>ule-

vard. This Ice accords them a piece ot"

sidewalk space and the right to solicit

donations. Artists cannot charge for

their performances, but they can keep all

the money the\ earn from the contribu-

lionsolpasservby. Some days are slower

ter onto t tie concrete '^ idewtilk^ borne lhn iu »iher^ . accord i nt; to h-kock. i t tiu i-

carr\ guitars, others hefl amplifiers, a

lew bring sheet music, and one pushes

an upright piano.Their equipmenl

varies, as do their performance st\les.

but all come uith the same goal; to pla>

some music and maybe make a little

nu>ney while they're at it.

A?tirvcnue. it can be a rollercoastcr

ride. It definitely has its ups and downs."

said Rich Smith, a neoclassical keyboard

player improvising melodies on a

Saturday afternoon.

I'or a fee o\' $.>7 per year, the City o(

Santa Monica issues permits allowing

these performers to showcase their tal-

tarisl and singer who perliMins with his

young daughter. Danielle Martin
" ihere's a whole science to which

days are the best days lo come out and

work." he said

According to l)-Rock. Mondays and

Wednesdays are generalK slow.

" lucsdays arc good, because a lot of

people seem lo gel paid here, livery

day's different; it's not always the same

Promenade." D-Rock explained. "One

da\ might be moving and fast, the next

day there nught be no one out here.'"

See STREET, page 28
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Jennifer Love Hewitt (left) and Brandy star in "I Still Know What
You Did Last Summer."

Actors still know how

to make teens scream
FILM; ScMiurl (l('liv(M\s

rainilinr casl, ncnv Iwisis

4)11 |)()|)ul('ir hlockhuslrr

By Terry Tang

Daily Bruin Contributor

To hear Jennifer Love Hewitt tell

It. filmini^ "I Still Know What You

Did I asi Summer" on location in

Mexico was a leal-life horror movie.

Instead o\' llccing a fisherman's

lu>ok. the c.ist encountered poiso-

nous scorpion>. \enomous snakes

and Hying dung

beetles. There is ^^——^-^
still a hint of dis-

gust in the

actress' voice

when Hewitt

describes the

various crea-

tures that haunt-

ed the entire

cast.

"All of a sud-

den, your fellow

actor would just reach up and slap

you across the face and it was to get

one of these (beetles) off because it

was mating season for ihem. And
they pee acid on your skin. We had a

bunch of people that had to have

surgery to have the marks lasered off

their skin when we got home."

Hewitt says.

"For the first day. I was about as

100 percent girl as you could get. By

the second day, I was like 'die, die.

die'" There was just something really

powerful about just squishing this lit-

lle icrrible thing
"

In spite of the infestation and 110

degree weather, the film finished

shooting on time. Opening nation-

wide this Iriday, (he sequel's young

cast includes sopluum)re screamers

Hewitt and I reddie Prin/e. Jr.. as"

well as some new blood m the form of

Brandy. Mekhi IMiifer ("Soul l-ood")

and Matthew Settle.

Once again, the movie centers on

the terrified teens running from the

masked fisherman. Although the

characters fight the same villain,

director Danny Cannon believes

audiences will still find the story

engaging.
" Ihere's a thing about this slicker

guy in the same

"I had problems

because I was so

happy and energetic."

Brandy

Actress

way that there's

a thing about

Jason, and

there's a thing

about Freddy,"

Cannon says.

"There's a thing

where these kids

are growing up

and they're Icrri-

lied of all kinds

of things - of

sex, of relationships, of getting a

job."

Although finding work is not a

typical dilemma for the group of

teenagers the movie assembled, they

all have experienced anxiety as a

result of feeling different from oth-

_ers.

~ "When I was younger, when I did

have a chance to go to junior high

and one semester of high school, I

had problems because I was so happy

and energetic People didn't really

like me like that I guess they thought

Sm 26
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Hip-hop play targets L.A. youth
THEATER: Vliisir nilture

inspires (nu'-nifin sfiou.

rea(*hes divtM'sc audience

By Cheryl Klein

Daily Brum Senior Staff

The tcndcncN is \o build up .iii

ininiuniu .

\o. 1 •.s«)uld m)l like to sec a

uuck) ncu cuiucdy >iarnng Jackie

("hail .iiul a niDnkcy."'

'No. I Ciimu)! prolcct abu>cd

uomcn and children l<>da>
'

"No. 1 do no\ \NiiiU. 10 join

acronyni-ol'-the-week club."

lUil if a Brum Walk loiterer

approaches \ou uith a 4-b\-6 ineh

card depictiiiL' a hip-hopper caught

niid-rant and unleashes vi rap about.

"V'ou iiolta govheck out this show,

this is why, it's about >ou. (io. \[\

SiO. b(H)ni,"" gi\e il a listen.

Because the thinu i>. Dannv
I loch (the hip-hopper on the ll\er)

Is listening to \ou.

His solo shou. "Jails. H«>spitals

and Hip-Hi'p" pre\ie\sed as i

progress in uork" at I'Cl.X last

year and is nou enjoying a fise-

week run at the .Actors' (iang in

shghiK more sojidilied form. What
lloeh tcrn^ "a pl<i\ with a cast o\'

one" is a monltige otMgnettes star-

niiL' |() "diverse and eccentric char-

Danny Hoch is the star of a one-man show called "Jails, Hospitals and
Hip-Hop," which runs at the Actors' Gang through Dec. 13.

actor to turn down a part on

"Sclnleld" (thc> wanted him to play

a cancalun/ed Latino pool mani.

But each i^ the product of a htW-

time spent with ears perked to his

surroundings; his native New ^'ork

supplies plent) o\' dialects to speak

in and problems to speak about.

I loch attributes his eiir tor language

to his nu>ther. a speech Piithologisi.

There was no linguistic stan-

dard uhen ! was growing up."

Hoch sa\s. • The sliindard was a

m\riad oI'ditTerem t\pes of Fiigiish

and Spanish and Patois

There is no question

of respect -the New
York Times calls (the

one-man show)

"vibrant" and

"dizzying."

' "It uas (ni) mother's) job \o

teach people to reclaim their lan-

guage people wlui had lost their

\oice bo.vcs due to a stroke or a car

accident ov police gunshot uihukK
or cancer." Hoch says. And the

iroiu was that a lot of these peopK-

ing.

The \oices that speak through

his green-eyed Caucasian frame iire

4iiesmert/i'ng in their range, honestv

;ind tumor. And once the actor

htmseir gets going - on the prison

industrial Ci>mple\ or Hi>llywood

executives - it's hard not to get

swept up b\ the cadence and social

claritvothis speech.

He likens himself to the most

ancient form of ihespian. the solo

performer who also served as politi-

cian, educator and even religious

figure.

Indeed. Hoch is something o[' a

hip-hop preacher, fighting the elit-

ist bastions o\' traditional regional

theater in order to give his people

more than a cameo in the artistic

world.

There is no question of respect

the New ^ork TimcN calls "Jails.

Hospitiils and Hip-Hop" "vibrant."

"di/zying"* and a be\y o\' other

adjcctiNCs thill would as>ure imvst

perl'ormers that their work here

was done. But Hoch can take or

leave the Times reviews, but more
impiutanl are the ads. .

His former producers wanted to

.
spend a very llattering sum o\'

monev to ciMuince newspaper
readers to shell out S.v> for tickets.

Hoch wasn"i keen on attracting the

upper middle-class crowd of seniors

Ih.il lend 10 fill QUI ihiMii,'r-> at the
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Soprano opera singer Kathleen Battle will come to Royce Hall

Saturday night.

- iiw iirGs^'Un tifiinvv

for Outstanding

Individual
.Achievement and

a Laurence

Olivier award for

her debut at the

Roval Opera

House C'ovent

Ciarden.

On Saturday

evening, in her

only Los Angeles

performance.
Battle will be

accompanied by

pianist and oper-

atic conductor

I ed Taylor

Tickets for the

S pill, perfor-

mance are $55.

S49. S39 and $l(>

for students. Lor

more information

on the show,

plea.se call 825-

2101.

Singer Kathleen Battle

comes to Royce Hall

She's the type of per.son who can get away
with diva-esque behavior.

Kathleen Battle, the lyric soprano appear-

ing at Royce Hall on Saturday, has shared

the stage with violinist Itzhak Perlman.

soprano leaye Norm ;i n and tenor ti Lu (» iant)

All-Czech program for

the Prazak Quartet
l-Atending what the Houston i\)st called

"a pensive, beautifully balanced tapestry,"

the Prazak Quartet assumes the Schoenberg

stage Sunday to perform an all-C/ech pro-

sramoT picas fur slringi).
.

Strmg QtJHfHM Niv 2 *'4ntfmale Le<tei^"^mi

Aiitonin Dvorak's "Romantic i*ieces."

The quartet's virtual anonymity in the

public sphere has caused critics to tout the

group as displacing undiscovered greatness,

saying that "the least-trumpeted musicians

are often the best.""

Ihe IVa/ak Quartet, however, has actual-

ly been around since 1972. when the musi-

cians were still students at the Prague

Conservator).

While the names Vaclav Remes, Vlaslimil

Hoiek, Josef Kluson and Michal Kanka are

unlikely to register with the average

.American's ears, they have made their mark
in international competition, and have cut

five CDs
The Pra/ak Quartet performs at 4 p.m. in

Schoenberg. Tickets are SM) and $10 for stu-

dents. Call (."^lO) S25-210I for more informa-

tion.

The beat goes on at

baroque books center
L'very Thursday at S p.m.. Beyond

Baroque Literary and Arts Center hosts the

New Beat writing workshop with writer

Philomene Long.

"Beat writing is a distinctly American lit-

erary form inspired by the rhythms of ja/./

and the controlled accident oi' /en." Long
said.

Long has a great deal of experience with

the subject, and this is apparent in his works

like "Bukowski in the Bathtub" and "The

(ihosls of VLMiitx* Wcsl" with John Thomas
The quartet's only Los Angeles slop will

feature performances of Leos Jancek's

The workshop will discuss the techniques

pioneered by the San Lrancisco

H^etraissance. the New York SdiooL~aTnL
Venice West, such as the wild scribbling of

Jack Kerouac and Allen Ciinsburg's concen-

tration and eciMiomy of breath.

The workshop costs $120 per month and
is located on (>SI Venice Blvd. For more
information and/or registration, call (310)

S22-.3()(Kv

Theater group hosts

award finalists' plays
Ihe National Repertory Theater

Loundation will present a series of dramatic

readings of their Lighth Annual National

Play Award Linalists on Saturday and
Sunday.

The awards will be held at the McGroarty
Cultural Arts Center (7570 McGroarty
Terrace) in Tujunga.

Live finalists were selected from over 235

submissions nationwide. One play will be

awarded the I99S National Play Award win-

ner in December and will receive a $5,000

cash prize.

The plays that will be performed include

"A Namib Spring," by Patrick Baiiani, at II

a.m. Saturday; "Welcome Party," by

L'lizabeth Nell Dubus, at 3 p.m. Saturday;

"Landscapes," by Mickey Kessier, at 7 p.m.

Saturday; "The Sins of Sor Juana," by

Karen /acarias, at ! I a.m. Sunday; and "An
Unhappy Woman." by MichaeTT.TH>Ti€,at 3

p.m. Sunday.

Readings arc free. Lor directions, call the

McGroarty Center at (818) 352-5285. For

reservations, call (213) 465-9517.

Willi gangsta rap delusions lo

Dannv lloeh, probablv the onlv

So I ihink a lot o\ that gave ine a

sense of tremendous value in listen- See HOCH, page 27

Pavarotti and Placido Domingo.

Her thick resume includes five Grammy Compiled by from Daily Bruin staff reports.

Yoli ape copiliallif inviled

10 liecome a lawyen
Join us at our School ol Law Open House

on Saturday, Novemliep 21, 10:00 a.m.

if you've ever thought about being a lawyer,

think about attending our Open House

You'll meet our faculty, our staff and our

students, participate in a mock class, and

attend information sessions on admissions,

financial aid, student life and career services.

We're now acceptmg applications for

Fall 1999, so call us for more information

BORDERS' COME INSIDE.'

BOOKS, MUSIC, VIDEO, AND A CAFE:

THEDOORS

i

i III

Youll itt iht lulurr home 0/ our

•inj' Sihool u/ Liu' fniiiJmij

or for a reservation

As important as your

choice of law schools is, this

IS one invitation you should

definitely accept

CHAPMAN
UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL 01 I A W
Snutllrr t /,j<:v$ Lutfa iypportumtivi

888-242- 1913
_La-i>f A-d- ro -((l 4i h a^^ m a n » d w

RAY MANZAREK
^^ MICHAEL C FORD

Perform and sign at Border's
Concert In the Round

SUNDAY, NOV ly^ AT 3:00Plvn

Saturday, Novfmber 21, 1998 10 00 am
Chapman Uiuvcrsitv ^3.^ N Glasscll Strecl, Orange C"A 42K(>()

Please reserve your space bv Thursdav Novcmhcr l^»

vrd

•
•'^'- .1005

Mic:hid<-'l C TofcJ

Jackie Woilner host All Things Comedic
at Borders Concert In the Round.

SATURDAY. NOV 14 " AT RQOPhA

"Comady Borders'* every Sunday nigM at 7:00 PM.

1360 Westwood Blvd. • 31(M7S-3444

KAPLAN
www.kaplan.com

7 X .. Ji^*^)f^k!tit:^-i

As the GRE gets harder, Kaplan makes it easier. Call Today! 1-800-KAP-TEST

MANN

Westwood

MANN

Santa Monica

VILLAGE
961Brox1on

208-5576

BRUIN
948 Broxton

239 MANN

'
' ^^ The Seige (R)

Dolby Digital

Mon-Th(12;45 4 00)7:15 10 20

CRITERION 3
1313 3fdSt.

Ptotnenade

395-1599

CRITERION 4

John Carpenlet's Vampires (R)

Dolby SR - THX
Mon-Thu(1 15 4 15)8 0010 30

LAEMMLE

West Hollywood
8000 Sunset (al Creuent Heights) Free Parting

SUNSET 1-
(213)848-3500

— Gate Bianchen/Geoffrey Rusn
Eliiabath

Daily (12 00 110) 4 05 7 00 9 55

UNITED ARTISTS

Westwood
UA WESTWOOD John Carpenter s Vampires (R)

10889 Wellworlh SODS Digital THX No VIPs until 1 1/9

475-9441 Mon - Th 2 30 5 10 8 00 1030

GENERAL

Beverly Hills
Beverly Connection Presented in Digital Sound

Vampires (R)

11:45 2:15 4:45 7 301000

Pleasanlville (PG-13)

Dolby Digital

Men -Th (12:30 3 45) 7 00 10 10

Pleasantville (PG-13)

THX - Dolby Digital

Mon -Th( 12:45 4 00) 7.00 10 15

SUNSET 2

(213)848 3500
Todd Solod/' HappiaMS

Daily (2.00) 5:15 8 30 1000
UA WESTWOOD
10889 Wellwonh
475-9441 Mon

Apt Pupil (R)

SODS Digital - THX
Th 2 10 4 50 7 30 10 15

Beverly Connection Presented in THX Digital Sound
Practical Magic (PG-13)

12:30 3 00 5:30 8:0010.30

NATIONAL
10925 Lindbrook

2084366

Wiiard of Oi (G)

THX Dolby SR Sorry No Passes

Mon -Th (145 4 30) 7 15 10 00

FESTIVAL
10887 Lindbrook

2084575

REGENT
l045Bioxton
208-3259

Ant2 (PG)

THX - Dolt)v SR
Mon Thu (1:15 4 00) 7 00 9 45

Practical Magic (PG-13)

Dolby Digital

Mon -Thu (145 4 15) 7 00 9 45

CRITERION 5 What Dreams May Come (PG-13)

THX - Dolby Digitil

Mon -Thu (11 30)9 30

CRITERION 6 Aniz (PC)

Stadium Seating - DTS Digital

Mon Thu (1:45 3 30 5 15) 7 15

PACIFIC

SUNSET 3
(213)848 3500

SUNSET 4

(213)848-3500

SUNSET 5

(213)848 3500

SUNSET
(213)848 3500

PLAZA Soldier (R)

1067Glendon Dolby Digital

208 3097 Mon - Thu (12 15 2.45 5:15) 7.45 1(5 15

WESTWOOD 1 Belly (R)

1050Gayley Stereo

206-7664. Mon - Th (12:00 2.15 4.30) 7 00 9 30

WESTWOOD 2
l050Gayley

208 7664

Beloved (R)

Stereo

Mon -Th (12 45 4 20) 8 00

WESTWOOD 3 Rush Hour (PG-13)

lObOGayley Stereo

208 7664 Mon Th (12 15 2 30 5 00) 7 20 9 40

WESTWOOD 4 There's Something About Mary (R)

1050Gaytey Stereo

208-7664 Mon -Th (12:303.30)710 9 50

Santa Monica

Westwood
CREST Happiness (NR)

1 262 Westwood Blvd No One Under 1 7 Admitted

(S ol Wiishi(t) THX - Dolby SR
474-7866 or Mon - Tu. Thu (1 00 4 00) 7 00 1010
777-FILM (#025) Wed (12 3() 3 20) 9 50

Starts Fri 1 1/13 I'll Be Home lor Christmas

LAEMMLE
www.laemmle.com

WLA/Beverly Hills

Bargain Shows (

ROYAL
11523SM Blvd

477-5581

"Sexy, willy, ra/orsharp'
Kevin Thomas LA Tunes

All Hm Rage
Daily (2 55) 5 10 7 35

Ewan McGregor in Todd Havne*;'

Velvet Goldmine
Daily(1 30)4 15700945

Ian McKellfn/Bipndiin Fiancf

Gods & Monsters
Daily (12 00) 2 30 5 00 7 30 10 00

Weekend Shows:

Fri Sal Alter HuufL

Please Call lor Showtimes

Sat Sun MQinino StiOYYS

Please Call lor Showtimes

UA WESTWOOD
10889 Wellwonh
4759441 Mon

The MigMy (PG-13)

Dolby Stereo - THX
Th 2 30 5 00 7 30 10 00

VINE

GENERAL

Westwood
AVCO CINEMA
10640 Wiishire Blvd 1 Bik ( Ot Westwood

475 071

1

Presented in THX Digital Sound

On 2 Screens Walerboy (PG-13)

1:00 3 15 5 30 7 45 10 15

Presented in Digital Sound

12.00 2.15 4:30 7 00 915

Vine Theaters Evtf Alter (PG-13)

Show Times (213) 463-6819 Dolby Stereo

2 movies lor 55 1.45 5:55

One Free Popcorn & Diet Coke with this Ad

Vine Theaters Urban Legend (PG 13)

Dolby Stereo

4:00 810

UCLA

Santa Monica

Thomas Vmterbergs
Celebration

Daily (12 20) 2 40 5 00 7 30 9^;')

MUSIC HALL1
9036 Wil'.hire

274 6869

CAITERION 1

1313 3rd Si

Promenade
395 1599

—^ WM«(tfolOi(G)
THX Dolby DiQiIal

MonTh(11452l5445)715945

CRITERION 2 TN Seige (R)

1313 3(d THX SODS Digital Stadium Seating

St Promenade Mon Th (12 30 130 3 45 4 30,

395 1599 7 00 7 3010 0010 30

MUSIC HALL?
9036 Wilshire

274 6869

MUSIC HALL3
9036 Wilshire

Cinema Jutfatca

Fur intormation call 310 476 1041

Mon- Fri 9 5

WilliamslOM
Mon Th (5 30) 7 45 9 LI)

Stelan Ru/owit/ky

Mon Th (510)7 209 30

MONICA 1

1322 2nd Street

394 9741

MONICA 2

MONICA 3

MONICA 4

Ian McKellen/Brendan Fraser

Gods A Monsters

Daily (2 00) 4 45 7 30 9 55

AVCO CINEMA

AVCO CINEMA

Presented in THX Digital Sound
Living Out Loud (R)

12 0022044571594(3

The Spanish PrisoMr

Fri. 11/12 7pm. 9 30pm

ALL MOVIES ARE $2.00

Shown in Ackerman Grand BaHroom

C«ni»Hi EtrtMi - Ml htty //Hidtiti.MacIl Kl* tdii/cw/

•-mall ctcinloOnvcl* itcia ad* pkOM Oil) ttS-KH

MONICA

Roberto Bcngini's

Lite is BeavtilHl

Daily (155) 4 35 7:15 9 55

Henry Jaglom's

DejaVe
Daily (140) 4 20 7:00 9 40

Slephan Rij/owiri/ky i;

The Inheritors

Daily (1 15)325535745955

Weekend Shows
S?l [igfi 1 1 .00 a.m.

Please Call lor Showtimes

Presented m Digital Sound
What Dreams May Cottm (PG-13)

1:15 4 15 7:20 10 (»

Opens 1 1/13 Meet Joe Blach (PG-13)

Beverly Hills
Beverly Connection

La Cienaoa at Beverly Blvd

F ree 2 1^ hour validated parking 659-59 1

1

Beverly Connection

Visit our websitf totfnmle.com

Presented in THX DigiUI Sound
StiM (R) On 2 Screens

11452205007451020
Presemed m Digital Sound

1 00 4 00 7 00 9 30

Presemed m DtVUl Sound

WHMtw (PG-IS) On 2 Screens

12 1S1 15 2 30 3 30 4 45 540
7t)D8t»»15 1015

TO ADVERTISE IN THE

BRUIN
MOVIE GUIDE
01 SNNSOI THE lEMEl

CallRobat3l0206O903
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Illustrations make reading more enjoyable for kids

BOOK: Pictures Bring stories to life, make written

word delightful learning experience for children

ByBcthGirtdicon

New York Times

Picture bboks for young children

appear simple and are often slight.

And yet they have to meet standards

rarely or never imposed on other

branches of literature. How many
books on your shelf could you bear to

read 800 times? How many new books

that you love would be equally appeal-

ing to your mother?

Consider, too, the burden of siKial

utility the picture book lugs around. It

is a book that a child loves enough to

want to hear over and over again until

she has memorized every word (and

she cannot be fooled by any playful

substitutions of phrasing her captive

reader may attempt the five- or six-

hundredth time through). Such a book

has taught a child what every one of

those loved words looks like on the

page. It has taught her what reading is

for. approximately how it is done, and

that it IS a delight.

A book that uses pictures not only

to illustrate but also to comment, to

tell a slightly different story from what

the words say. is doing something very

sophisticated indeed, and yet accom-

plishing it with grace. ;.:

Happy is the child who falls in love

with a picture book of real and lasting

charm, and twice as happy the parent.

In my sons childhood, the book of

choice was "Father Fox's Penny

Rhymes." by the Vermont sisters

Clyde and Wendy Watson (a gem
worth tracking down, if you don't

already know it). For many new-mint-

ed book lovers it will be "Hurry.

Hurry. Mary Dear." another near-per-

lecl collaboration.

SUMMER
From page 23

I should be sad or unhappy." says

Brandy.

"They tried to confront me in

front of 90 girls. 1 could probably

just hang with one girl But. come
on. not 20 girls."

Bestowed with the name of his

deceased comic father of TV's

"Chico and the Man", fame. Prinze

also dealt with a different set of

problems. As a child, he was forced

See SUMMER, page 29
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DO YOU NEED BRACES?

SlSXimsultation
(originally $6.5)

Expires 8/3 1/98

Faculty Group Dental Practice

100 UCLA Medical Plaza. Suite 350
For appointments call: (310) 825-3579

OWNING YOUR FIRST HOME
JUST GOT REALLY EASY! !

You can buy a home with a
3% Downpayment,

the 3% can be a gift or a loan...

and so can the closing costs!!

YOU NEED GOOD CREDITAND INCOME, NOT
A CARLOAD OF SAVINGS, TO BUY A HOUSE.

• Imagine owning your first home a lot

sooner than you thought possible!

• Don't rent. OWN!
• Loan rates as though you put 20% down!
• 30-year fixed rates!

-CALL FOR COMPLETE DETAILS-

(310) 828-4127

«lCJ][M][Ma
(ASSOCIATES )

THI HOfMB LOAN •MQAUtTt

•\ SiihMili.in 1)1 ArinivlkMii aiul Wall.ki-. Iik

I.KvnM'il by iho ('.ililoniia IX-partnu-ni ol RimI I-sI.iK-

l.kvnv»l>l»l<''4'»<

(A tVpi 01 Ri: liconso imtirnuiion ('>I6) 227 (i«».M

27 1 4 PICD BOULEVARD. SUITE 2D7. SANTA MDNICA, CALFDRMIA 9D4D5 i^

"SERVINGTHEHDMELOAN INDUSTRY SINCE 1 963"

mrUCUUumni
asBammg

THE UCLA ALUMNI ASSOCIATION INVITES YOU TO APPLY TO THIS YEAR'S

LEADERSHIP TRAINING PROGRAM

Applications now availablefor the Winter/Spring Session

•I I

"TJjis program ghes suuieru panidpimis a signified

Michael Ning '81, chair, Drumity/Outmxh Council

Member, AA Board of Directors

Sponsored by die UCLA Alumni Association Diversity/Outreach Council, this training program will help you to develop practical leadership and small-

group teamwork skills and expose you to a wide range of communities. Participants will meet and interview alumni guests of diverse backgrounds.

Program Includes:

• Weekly evening leadership training sessions

with alumni leaders

• Several trips to alumni work sites

• Two quarter commitment

Participating Organizations (partial list):

• Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu, accounting

• Lehman Brothers, investment banking

• Los Angeles County District Attorney's Office, law &
government

• Morey/Seymour & Associates, political consulting

• DreamWorks SKG, entertainment

How to Apply

10 participants wiD be seleaed based on leadership potential and a desire to further develop leadership and professional skills. Applications will be

available at the following locations: Alumni Center information desk, Asian Studies, African American, Chicano, Latino, Jewish, Women's and

Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual & Transgender Centers.

Appbcatkms are available starting November 9, 1998

and arc due on November 23, 1998 O 5:00 pm.

If you have any questions, please contact

Marii BeckHcyman C (310) 824-4^7 or e-mail

Divcnky/Oulrach Council Members: American Indian

Aam., Ajian Pacific Alumni Assn., Bbdi Alumni Assn., Indian

Assn., Korean Alumni Assn., Lambda- Lesbian flc Gay
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HOCH
From page 24

depicting.

"Our generation has never been

invited to the theater." Hoch says.

"We've been dragged to the theater

bN our teachers to see some rap ver-

sion ot" Hamlet." As if we're sup-

posed to relate to it because it's in

rap Or we're dr^igged to some boring

Siinuiel Beckett play or some ridicu-

lous Tom Stoppard pla\ that has

nothing to do with us."

And as much as he appreciates

accolades from liberal grandparents.

he says that members bf his genera-

tion "don't feel comfortable sitting

around 45-year-olds from the sub-

urbs who are dressed up on a Friday

night."

"We want to chill and relax and be

entertained, but at the- same time, not

stupid, Hoch says. "We don't want to

t'eel stupid: we want to think."

Alter what he deems a "tragedy"

with the Los Angeles run of his previ-

ous show "Some People" (a small but

loyal group of young people paid S2(i

night after night only to be drowned

out b\ older theater goers), the street

team was born.

Actually, the concept itself was

"If you're 15 to 30...

you're in the hip-hop

generation.
//

Danny Hoch
Actor

nothing new. Record companies have

been sending spokespeople out to

hawk CDs via word-of-mouth and ll\-

ers passed hand to hand for years.

But in theater, the idea is as radical as

the show itself. Hoch also insisted pn

a $10 student price for all shows.

"I'm not like some super capitalist

marketer here, but I know that when

McDonald's wants to market a new

burger, they don't charge $45. They

charge 99 cents, and then they get

everybody addicted." Hoch says.

In other words. Hoch is attempt-

ing to speak to the mainstream with-

out succumbing to its downfalls, a dif-

ficult task for an artist currently try-

ing to market his first film.

Making "While Boys," a movie

that asks the question 'What are

black entertainers saying to white

America'.'" required Hoch to delve

into the chasm of studio strategizing

that is Hollywood.

He wasn't anxious to deal with the

same folks who criticized his televi-

sion script about a racially mixed

group of high school students who
"save" themselves despite the

absence of Annie Potts by telling

them "America is mostly white peo-

ple - they don't want to watch that."

But "While Boys" navigated its

way into production and awaits a

spring release. Once again, though,

Hoch relies on hip-hop habits in

order to reach his audience.

See HOOl, page 28

EARN UNIVERSITY CREDITS WHILE
SURFING & STUDYING SPANISH!

NOW REGISTERING. We offer a one-month intensive

course to be held in San Jose, Costa Rica, with three-day-

weekend excursions to various surf spots and Pacific

beaches. You will get 4, 8 or 12 college credits-

transferable to universities/colleges across the USA—for

completing this 1- ,
2- or 3-month course. You will stay with

a local host family Sun. - Thurs. nights, and in beach
hotels Fri. & Sat. nights. Surfing lessons are available as

well!! Ask abqut our Jan -March. 1999 special!

Call 800-497-3422, 407-725-4809, or fax 407-725-7956,

or e-mail wwsa@cape.net for more information.

http://www. wwsurfingadventures.com

don*t panic!!!
you can help

expand the

Join the Ftecyding

Advocates, a task force that works on

expanding recycling on-campus.

Students, faculty and staff are all _,__
welcome to our weekly meetings

Tuesdays at6pm in Royce 1 56.

for more information call

825-3033

t THE BEST DEAL
^<»i^(A^ IN TOWN!
PRESENTS:

MORE HHOT DEALS ON ^
OUR WEB SITE ^
HH0T.COM/PIZZA

$4 off any Giant 18" Pizza

$3 off any Large 1
6** Pizza

$2 off any Medium 1
4'* Pizza

Spaghetti Dinner $2.99

Exp. 11/28/98

1 1 36 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA 90024

I

I

I

(310) 209-1^22
FREEDEUVERY

Sun-Mtod till liOOam • Ttiur-Sat till StOOam

.^^^ ^Village o^

^ ^ r xpressmart h^,^
^ ^^^^ 10974 Le Conte Ave. at Gayley ^I^S

FREE PARKING
(While shopping in store)

CERVEZA

A£iFira

6pk - 12oz Bottles

6pk - 12oz Bottles

Westwoodd villoae^oto rv Club

one year
SGholarship

to Study

Undergraduate students,

college graduates and
graduate students are eligible.

X
Q)

05
CD

O
Ô
"O
CD

d

c
o
a

Announcing the

2000-2001
Rotary Foundation
Ambassadorial
Scholarship
for One Year of

Study Abroad

A $23,000 non'-degfeer -^^

"

scholarship to study abroad
for one academic year.

Don't miss this opportunity!

Info sessions

Mon, Nov. 16

Tues, Jan 26

Wed. Feb. 3

5:00-6:30 prr,

5:00-630 pr-

5,00 6:30 on".

^^t* *****-**"

EXPO
Rm 109

KefcKhoft Hall

310 825.0831 Kercknor hq
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LA Darkroom
Rental Plus

PI
'

e

Studio Rental
25'x40', 16' ceiling

Computer Rental
Scanning / Fiery Output

Color Loser

Darkroom Rental
Color / B & W

\iiik Students

Save 10%
on rentols with this ad

323-933-3352
1119S.LaBreaAve., LA.CA90019

Expires

11/30/98

III

ALE HOUSE CAFE
Home ofover 30 beers on tap!

Mill San Vicente Blvd. in Brentwood

vmmmwmmi^i^
* 1

^° DRAFT BEERS
25$ BUFFALO WINGS
FREE POOL!!!

^TWODOILM TUE/DM
IF WE HAVE IT.JT'S ONLY

TWO DOLLARS!
$2 BEERS $2 SHOTS $2 MIXED DRINKS $ 2 MENU ITEMS

I Philly Cheese STEAKS Nachos Jack Daniels Etc >

DOMESTIC DRAFTS

ONLY 990!
AND WE

STILL HAVE
SI 50 WELL
DRINKS!

n^nvo-DoiURwmw
^•^IF WE HAVE IT...IT'S ONLY TWO DOLLARS!
$2 beers.$2 shots, $2 mixed drinks. $ 2 menu items
(Philly Cheese Steaks, Nachos. Jack Daniels, Etc )m DJ JAM NIGHT

Dance all night and enjoy '
Mo Cover

drink specials every 1/2 hour!!

CU or LIVE AAUSIC EVCPV MkSMT No Cover

/* •

SUttJlYMlSnr SDCCIAL

DMFn^DOKSnC
I MIKI \i\MI N! DlsllWIION ()! |||i |{KI \IUi)()|) l( |.\(()M\|l \

HOIKS: Ml S:()0 J:(H), S^S 6:00 2:00

{\\{\) S-J 2SSS* 21 cK OMK W ID

www

Shoppiiiir

TEXTBOOKS...

You've gotta
have 'em, so
why spend

more than you
have to? At

Shopping.com
you can buy
your books

online and save
up to 48% on
textbooks and
up to 80% on
bestsellers....

with no waiting
inline!

...and with all

that money
you're gomg-

to save, you can
pick up any of

our
Billboard TOP
40 CD's for

only
$8.97 eachi

Then check out
our huge

selection of
computers and
over 280,000

computer
accessories,
supplies and

software titles,

'm.

the latest video
games for your

Sony
Playstation,
Nintendo64,
Sega Saturn,
Gameboy or

SNES,

camcorders,
stereos, VCR's,
magazines,
fragrances,
sporting

equipment,
a oomplete line

of furniture and
accessories

1%
and all of the

other
TV70 MILLION
things you're

going to need to

go to schooll

HOCH
From page 27

"It I left that film in Hollywood's

hands, forget it. It wcnild cither ne\er

get released, or it would ow\\ play in

art houses, and it's so not an art

filiii.'" Hoeh says.

"So I'm getting a record conipan\

to market the film the way they'd

market an album llolKvsood. I don't

think e\en knows what ti) di> with

that Mtuation I. ike I said, we dont

need them."

And there \ou ha\c it; llochs

unrelenting faith is iu>l onl\ m him-

Ncll but in his generation, lie feels

that lodii>'s \outh stands as a com-

munity in itself, united across class

and ethnic lines more than any previ-

ous generation.

lie knows it's not easy,

'The same people I went to high

school with at the High School for

the Performing Arts who were like.

M*ah. we're going to go to 1..A. and

make a lot K^i money, and then we're

going to come back to New York,

iind ue're going to change the world

and have revolution in the streets, it's

10 years later, and a lot of those peiv

STREET
From page 23

What began as a one-man street

show, with i)-Rock acc()mpanying

pie are out there in L.A. paying <>'i^

their houses in Hollywood Hills, pay-

ing off their BMW "

"But Hoch insists that "whether

you listen to rap or not. you're in the

hip-hop generation, if youre 15 to

.^0. You are. Period. liven if you live

in Arkansas and you think Ice Cube
is an asshole and you listen to

Leonard Skynard all day. \ou're >iill

in the hip-hop generatit>n"

Which beats (Jeneration \ as

nomenclature any day.

Because." Hoch says, "hip-hop is

the most powerful, the nK>st effective

and the last culture o^ resistance in

this ci>untr\,"

He pauses "I said a moulhlui
'"

Ihank giuKlness sometuie did.

THEATER: Danny Hoch's "Jails,

Hospitals and Hip-Hop" runs through

Dec. 13 at the Actors' Gang in

Hollywood. Tickets are $25, $10 for

students. For more information, call

(213) 628-2772. Hoch will perform

part of his show followed by a ques-

tion and answer session for UCLA stu-

dents on Nov. 18. For more informa-

tion about this event, call Rosie Wong
at the School of Theater, Film and

Television, (310) 206-0426.

himseiroil gUil.ir. O^i'jahded lo a duo
five years ago. Danielle, originally

just an observer, began lo absorb the

Ivrics to the cKissic rock tunes her

father performed. After a few

months of listening, she g.ive singing

a try.

"I decided i wanted to sing with

my dad," she said. "I found out it

was a lot o\ fun. so I wanted lo do it

ti>o
'

When iioi perlorming on the

street. l)-Rock, who composes his

own music, has built a rcperloiie oul

oi the songs he grew up with. He
cited musicians from Otis Redding

to Led /eppelin as inlluences. .md

the st>ngs he plays wJule ow the

Promenade rellect these sounds.

Crowds seem particularly drawn to

the I'agles' "Hotel California" and

H(^b Dvlan's "Knockmi: On
Heasen's Door." on which Danielle

backs her father up on harmonica—
^1 he mones in nice. Ixii l)-Kodt-

chance to fine tune his playing

before an audience. Rather than

working to please them with a more

commercial sound, he keeps fiddling

w ith the notes until he finds what he

wants. He believes this produces a

better reaction in the long run.

"it's an interesting experience to

play music live, because you've got

the whole world passing by you, and

the last thing on their mind is your

music." Briggs said. "You've got to

play until you like it. and then people

start to hear.

"

Not all the performers bring gui-

tars with them to entertain the

crowd, (icoffrey Crowley, a student

at HamilttMi High, plays baroque

llute music as linirists wander past.

Strictly a weekend player at the

Promenade, he's also a member ^^^

the orchestra at Santa Monica
College iUul at his own high school.

Allen B. (jordt)n, known for his

large piano and intense perfor-

mances, drew an interested crowd

for his ragtime and Tin Pan Alle>

offerings. Ihese vastly different

stvles add a charming ambiance to

the weekend shopping experience.—|-nr thai matter, instrumentr
also enjoss other side benefits.

"Basicall\. m\ whole life is my
family." D-Rock said. "I'm just glad

tluil I Ciin sing with m\ family."

Jeffrey Briggs. a solo guitarist,

comes out for different reasons. A
three-year veteran of I hird Street,

Briggs improvises llamenco. classi-

cal. Renaissance, medieval and

baroque tunes for passers-by from

his folding chair. Absorbed by the

ancient melodies, he plays with his

eyes closed tightly through extended

passages lasting 20 minutes or more,

rarely pausing for a break.

With his biggest payoff bringing

in $50 in a few hours, he claims the

pay isn't great, but it's enough to

support himself with.

"Right now. I'm doing it to make
money, but I love to play for people,

"

he said.

'It's not a lot (of money), but you

have at least the enjoyment that

you're doing something."

In the past. Briggs has appeared in

clubs and played in musicals, but cur-

rently, the bulk of his income comes

from his act on the street. While his

virtuoso playing may not attract as

many donations as the more mam-
stream acts, he continues to stick

with flamenco He has had a fascina-

tion with the style since the age of 4,

when he was first introduced to it by

his lather

"There are plenty of ways to make
a living. si> if Nou can be a musician.

\ini might as well plas the music you

it>ve to pla\." Briggs said

The li\c venue gi\es Brigi's .i

aienl even required for some enter-

tainers. Jamie Starr, easily visible in

a green sequined jacket, does a llaw-

less impression o'i Michael Jackson's

dance moves. Spinning around and

dazzling shoppers with his footwork,

Starr lip-syncs along with a stereo as

the crowd drops dollars into a buck-

et.

There's also Steve I-pstein, in his

guise of Frank Imnotya, a humorous

impression of the chairman of the

board, Krank Sinatra. Hpslein brings

only a CD player to accompany his

lounge act. Working with a

makeshift combination of an amplifi-

er, car battery and microphone, he

belts out Rat Pack standards.

For him. the Promenade offers

not only exposure and income, but

satisfaction as well.

"It's like a day's salary if I work

enough." Fpstein said. "I make a lot

more when I work in clubs, but this

way I'm my own boss. On the whole,

I'm happier here."

The relationship between the per-

formers and the community is a sym-

biotic one. The music fills the air

with a pleasant background to shop

to. and the performers are able to

take home a little money and gam
exposure Before he returned to fin-

gering his guitar, Briggs spoke highly

of the support received from his

patrons

"It s nice that the City of Santa

Monica is enlightened enough to

enc(Hirage the arts in a real wa\.

"

Briggs waid. and not lust the sym-

ph»»nv the i>rcheslra and mus<.'un<->
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A tropical vacation goes wrong for college friends played by (from

left) Jennifer Love Hewitt, Brandy and Jennifer Esposito.

SUMMER
From page 26

to deal with invasive reporters and

publicity that most children did not

have to face.

" These reporters showed up at my
school and they were outside by the

bus I didn't know who they were,"

Prinze says. "I was 12. And I was like

'Ch, I don't tiilk to strangers.' A
month later, it happened again."

Despondent over his divorce.

Prinze. Sr. committed suicide in

1977. No matter how many reporters

come knocking on his door to

inqu i re about h i>. father, however, the

situation. I hate going to things and

going 'Wow. look at this actor play-

ing this part.' I like going "Wow. I for-

got that for two hours that was

Johnny Depp playing Donnie

Brasco." That was Donnie Brasco to

me," says Hewitt.

"When you go home after 19

hours of believing that you're scared

and that someone is after you and

e\erything, it's still fresh in your

mind and you have to go to sleep. I

have nightmares, definitely."

One anxiety that Brandy faced

was doing scenes w ith sexual innuen-

do with on-screen boyfriend Phifer.

Making her film debut, she was

afra id how hor mother would read lo

22-year-old Prinze. Jr. would never

consider changing his name. /

"(My father) died when I was 10

months old. So. that's a gift." Prinze

says. "The thing is, that's more

important to me. respecting that

than this business. I've always done

right by my family and by me and

I've always followed my heart. So, \\

I never have another ii>b again, its

cool. I take care of my family and the

people that I love. And thats the

most important thing to me And
after that, it's my work. Keeping m>

father's name was something that

was very imporlairt thing to me at a

young age."

In spite of achieving success and

teen-idol status at the tender age y.'^i

19. Hewitt - who is getting her own

r\' show spun o^i o^ "Part> o'i Five""

and will produce her own film next

year - always has bultertlies in her

stomach when it comes to acting.

^11 terrified of c\cr>lhing^ I'm

terrified of not doing a goinl job. oi

them (the audience) laughing in my

face. But. that doesn't stop me from

doing it," Hewitt says.

"I want to be able to sa> th.it

everything that I wanted to do ow the

planet. I did at least once that I at

least did it. So. of course, I"m scared

all the time."

Being scared was one side effect (^^

making the movie. Although the

young scream queen had practice

from the first horror flick, Hewitt

says she still had nightmares during

the second round.

"When I'm at work, I really try to

psyche myself out and make myself

believe that I 'in really in this terrible

her 19-year-old daughter's kissing

and touching.

"My mom wasn't in Mexico. So.

that's whv I uot awav with a lot o\

Stuff. She saw the movie and she had

a heart attack," the singer .says. "She

said 'Brandy, my daughter is growing

up." I siiid 'No Mom. That's ju.sl a

movie." She says. Brandy, is this

what you do behind my back'.'" I say

"No! I don"t lu»\e a boyfriend."""

Aside from sexual tension, the

film has brushes with vulgar lan-

guage, under-age drinking and pot

smoking. Fven though the movie pri-

marily aims at the impressionable

adolescent audience. Cannon is not

apologetic about including these

taboos.

"I"m. not about to run awa\ from

any oftticsrthings. Pei»ple ^o smoke

pot; the kids didn't ( in the film). They

chose not to."" Cannon says. "The

bad lanuuaee I will apologize for

because yi>u go w ith il. and those kids"

needed to put a certain amount of

energy into the film. And I need it

then because I need to be honest

about it as well."

Although Brandy is grateful to

play a role more feisty than her sit-

com persona on TV's "Moesha." she

understands that her fans may not

drstinguish her from her on-screen

character.

"It's hard being a role model

because I'm scared to death about

this movie. I don't want people to

think, 'Oh my (iod. Brandy's chang-

ing.'"

FILM: "I Still Know What You Did Last

Summer" opens Friday.

J*

Mttkhi PhWtr (left) and Brandy play college sweethearts in"! Still

Know What You Did last Summer
"

Learn More About Social Work

Oneof^h^ Country's Fastest- Growing Professions-^

UCLA Social Welfare

Information and Recruitment Fair
Saturdayy November 14, 1998

10:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.

Meet with social welfare students, professors, and alumni and get some answers

lo your questions about:

* social work and other social service career opportunities

* the master of social welfare (MS>XO and Ph.D. degrees

* how U(>LA compares to other local social work programs
* how the application process works
* financial aid

Sponsorcd by the Ocpamtmcnt of Social wclfarc
Multi-Caucu* Coalition

For more iNriRMATioN, CALL (3 1 O) a2S-33 1 5

X
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Classified Line Ads:
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Classified Display Ads:
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There are no cancellations after

noon of the day before printing.

118 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles, CA 90024
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PAYMENT
Please make checks payable to

"The UCLA Daily Bruin." We
accept Visa, MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards. Allow 5
working days for mail payments.

HOW TO WRITE
AN EFFECTIVE AD

• Start your ad with the

merchandise you are selling.

This makes it easier for readers to

quickly scan the ads and locate

your Items.
• Always include the price of your
Item. Many classified readers

simply do not respond to ads
without pnces.
• Avoid abbreviations—make your
ad easy for readers to understand.
• Place yourself in the reader's

position, ask what you would like to

know about the merchandise, and
include that m the ad. Include such
information as brand names, colors

and other specific descriptions.

lANNOUNCEMENTSi ^ggg
Miscellaneoiis

Dog sitter/walker needed in exchange of

parking(one block from campus) and money
Musi like dogs German Shepherd pup 310-

209-9175 Sasha

2100
Recreational Activities

MARTIAL ARTS, Katabami Ju-Jitsu Do|0 tra-

ditional & authentic )u-|itsu, sell-defense fai

chi, yoga, cMi gung, meditation Master Alex-

ey Kunin: 323-512-2538.

2200
Researdi Studies

1100
Campus Happenings

UCLA READINESS GROUP Weekly group

for individuals questioning their alcohol or

drug use Contact Eli.rabeth Suti for further

information. 310-206-1148.

FPEEr" WINNERS. FREE SCORES, FREE
Lines, no money, no operators, no hassles

www Ime-busters.com.

YOUR CREDIT UNION
Your on-campus&on-line linancial services

source, (or students, faculty&statf Visit us at

Ackerman A-Level, online at wwwucuorg
or call 310-477-6628.

Cc^^Xo^fx futiAM,!

1800
iWisceilaneous

••••••••*•*•••••••*••*

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. OiKustion, Fri. Step Study, 2408 Ackennan

Thun. Book Study, 2408 Ackannon

M/T/W Rm. Dtnfol A3-029

W«d. Rm. A3- 029
DiKussion, All limes 1 2:10 - 1 0O pm

For akoholKt or kulividual* who /wv« a drinking probhm

]p^Y'€mi€
Readings By Lauren

>t World Renowned

I M PsA/cliic Readings

>rii""<>t Card

>< Reunites Lovers

M Advises on all Problems of life

K Speeiai Student Diseounl

Tel: (310) 858-1168

il

••••••••••••••••••••••
1300
Campus Recfuttment

1300
Campus ReCTuitment

2200
Research Suiijects

Join a federally

funded study comparing
a new space age condom

with a classic latex

condom. .

Free medical care/supplies

to couples

using condoms as birth

control for 6 months.

FOR INFORMATION CALL

(800)521-5211
MALE TWINS NEEDED" For UCLA Re-

search Proiect Ages 18-40. $20 for 1 hour

Please call 310-825-9006.

NORMAL HEALTHY CHILDREN and adol-

escents 8-16yrs needed for UCLA research

study Receive $25 lor lab experiment and

developmental evaluation, and get a scientif-

ic learning experience. Call 310-825-0392

POSTMENOPAUSAL WOMEN 45-h (Healthy

or with heart disease) wanted for a study on
coronary artery disease involving small

amounts of radioactivity at UCLA. $25/hr (2

days. 4hrs each) Call 310-825-1118 or 310-

206-6675.

PSY.D.: CLINICAL-COMMUNrrY
PSYCHOLCX3Y

Meets all Board of Psychology academic requirements for
California Psychology licensure

M. s. Counseling -

Marriage, Family, and Child
counseung (mfcc)
Meets all Board of Behavioral Sciences academic
requirements for MFCC licensure in California

M. S. Counseling -

CONCENTRATIONS:
• General Counseling

CouNSEL»JG in Higher Education

COME TO A FREE INFORMATION SESSION
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF LA VERNE

W«dnM(toy, NovvmlMr 18, 6:30-8 p.m.
PrMktent's Dining Room, SW cornm of 3rd A C Sts., La Verne
Contact GrmthtmU Sarvicm to R8VP or to nqumot dofilod

infonrmUmi attout application daadNnaa and admiaaion raquiramant»:

tSWIt3-3S11. est. 4244; E-Mail • tellerj« ulv.edu

Ff0O Binh
Control Pilb

UCLA Research Study.

$50 Per Visit To Clinic.

Smokers Ages 1 8-34 or

Non-Smokers Ages 35-44.

Call Jenica

310-794-1884
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4700

The Boston Consulting Groui

BCG is a premier management consultingfirm

specializing in strategy consulting

All graduating seniors interested in our
Associate Program should submit a cover letter,

resume, transcript and SAT/GRE scores by

December 4, 1998 to:

Karen Chow, Recruiting Coordinator

355 South Grand Ave., 33rd Floor

Los Angeles, CA 90071

Presentation & Case Interview

Workshop: October 28, 1998

Resume Deadline: December 4, 1998

First Round Interviews: January 14, 1999

Second Round Interviews: January 22, 1999

Final Interviews: Date will vary per office

AUTO
INSURANCE
''NO BULL"
Best Prices, Same Day

STUDENT DISCOUNTS

Motorcycles, SR22
Accidents, Tickets OK

CALL AA*IA NOW
FOR FREE QUOTE

TOLL FREE
1 (800) 225-9000

4800
iWhis tor Sale

The Worldwide Leader in Corporate Strategy
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7^RH1I

zz ^••••••'••'•••••-/'•••-/'••y:

1986 Honda Civic SI
White, 5 speed, AC
2 door hatchback,

AM/FM/CD, Moon Roof,

Economical and Reliable.

(323)650-6836
-^•••••••••••••/'•••-/'•••xxy

1989 OLOSMOBILE CUTLASS CIERA
Clean, zippy, powerlul. automatic. $4950.

310-474-1672.

1990 ACURA LEGEND, gold, great condi-

tion. Runs well. Garage kept Fully loaded.

$8500obo, please contact 310-459-1359.

1990

stick.

FORD TESTIVA-

2300
Spenn/lgg Donors

^ --_»_ » m.

TIGKOIS flanifNI

ANONYMOUS sperm donors needed. Help

infertile couples while receiving financial

compensation up to $600/month and free

health screening. Convenient hours, located

in Westwood Call Kim 310-824-9941

EGG DONORS NEEDED
COMPASSIONATE women from all races

wanted by infertile hopeful couples. Ages 21-

30. Compensation $3,500. Call OPTIONS
800-886-9373

EGG DONORSI
WANTED

If you are a healthy
female between
the ages of 19 and
30 and have health

insurance.

Compensation
$3500.00

Call Mima Navas at

(310) 829-6782

UCLAAJSC TICKETS WANTED Call 310-

207-7070.

Wtoted

WE BUY CARS. New and old. Running or

not. Jeff 310-714-5808

EGG DONORS
NEEDED

it you are a woman between the ages

of 21 and .^5, tht- many eggs your
b(xiy disposes of t\ich month can be

used by an infertile woman to have a

baby Help an infertile couple realize

their dreams, enter the gene pool and
help advance knowledge of Human

Reproduction' Financial

compensation, of course. Completely

confidential For more information,

please call USC Reproductive
Endocrinology at (213) 975-9990.

MEN; Donors needed for insemination pro-

gram Especially needed Latinos, Jewish,

Italian, African-Americans 35 or younger

Please call 626-440-7450 Compensation

provided

3200
Cameras/Camcorders

NIKON FE-2 Chrome body w/motor drive

$345. Nikon FG, chrome body $145. Nikon

lenses 85mm F2 $150; 50-135 F3 5 $225;

70-210 F4 $165 Additional lenses, please

call 818-766-1600.

3400
Computers/Software

Compaq Presario Computer w/option2up-

grade. Color Sony monitor, key-

board&mouse Window'95, office97, fax mo-

dem, much more' $4,000 value4$995 00

080. Need2sell ASAPi 323-651-1301.

COMPUTERS
DESIGN YOUR OWN system Used sys-

tems from $299 New 300 mhz system-$575.

Repairs and system upgrades Diagnostics

$25. 310-216-0336.

FREE LONG DISTANCE/ACCESS TO inter-

net - without a computer. Aplio $209 00/lnter-

net-Phone $309.00 (Exclusive distributor),

UCLA Faculty 310-230-4231

LAPTOP COMPUTER FOR SALE!! Only lyr

old and it comes w/new pnnter and sidebag

$1700 00 Call 310208-4772 if interested

MATTRESS SETS!!!
Twin $79. Full $89. Queen $139. King $159.

Bunkbeds. Deliveries. Phone Orders Accept-

ed. 310-372-2337.

MATTRESSES, FUTON. DESK Bookshelf.

Dinette Sets. T-Table Lamps. Deliveries. 7-

days open. King's Furniture. 11961 Santa

Monica Blvd. 310-575-4243.

3800

www.tattoofun.com
DECORATE YOUR BODY with temporary

tattoos. Easy to use-henna, barbed wire.

WWJD. cool designs.

4200
Rentals

OFFICE SPACE
FOR LEASE

884 Sq ft, $1700/mo. Utilities paid Prime

Westwood location. Call Anne or Y^ynne

310-208-1987.

••••••••••
* Piano Rentals *
^ Low Monthly Rates X
•Hollywood Piano Rental Company^

213-462-2329 ^
••••••••••

94K miles, white,

and
ready to roll. Bonus- Great stereo. lncl:CD

changer/10" Woofer/MB Quart speakers.

$1800. WoukJ like to sell this Sat. 310-259-

3395

1991 FORD MUSTANG Convertible. Good
condition. Automatic. AM/FM Cassette, well-

maintained. White. $4200obo. 310-313-

8012.

1991 ISUZU TROOPER 4wd, 50k. while.

$9,500 Call Liz; 213-653-2498

90' DIHATSU 4-door. 5-speed, a/c, am/fm,

like new. very dependable, looks great.

Below low blue book. $2800obo. Call 310-

277-3665

91 Acura Legend LS. One owner, black on

black, CD changer, never in accident. All

service records, power seats, sun-roof.

$9900 (310)478-5378.

92' HONDA CIVIC HB CX ,78K. very reliable,

inexpensive operation&insurance. $4,200.

Call Micah 310-470-9483

UCLA PROFESSOR selling '88 BMW 325 I.

Black-convertible, top condition. New tires,

A/C. $6,700 obo. 310-820-8082 (day). 310-

394-6906 (anytime).

Scoolnrt fof Sale

CycleTime Company (Since 1977)

Moped • Motor Scooter • Motorcycle

Sales * Repairs * Insurar^ce

TWO WHEELED TRANSPORTATION
AT PRICES THAT'LL MOVE YA!

1632 8 La Cienega Blvd 1

5^ Six Blocks South ol Pico '(310) 275 6734 |

5500
Vehicles for Rent

FROM$17.95/DAY
RENT-A-CAR. Under 25 ok. Cash deposit

ok Free miles altowance. Open 7 days/wk.

Major credit-cards accepted. 1-800-770-

0606.

5600
Resoilt / Hotels

'llhtzikunf lufrMotcl

\jcss than one mile from IKAA campus

I fiT a>nlini'nt;»l brcakfasi

Aftofdjhii-, clean and comfonahic rcxmis

^1 rcc cable TV A l/xral Telephone (jIU

-Weekly and Kruup r^tes available

For reienoHoms calt, (310) 47< 4^62c c

WE'RE LOOKING FOR
A FEW GOOD SPERM All races 20-40 yrs

$50 per acceptable donation Call OPTIONS

at 800-886-9373

Classifieds

825-2221

DESK. $40 and oak TV stand, $25 Also new
coffee table&end table Wrought iron, glass,

ptne From Z Gattery 310-451-3047

JMos for Sale

1971 CUSTOM DJ5 JEEP 6-cylinder, auto

matic transmission Right hand dnve, roll bar

and bikini top $2200 310-475-4847

1987 HYUNDAI EXCEL GL Hatchback Red
with AC. radio/cassette, manual transmis

sion, runs great, excellent for student

$1000obo 310-285-1211 or 310-261-8461

iiivei uesiaiaipiis

TRAVEL
London. .$371

Sy4iiey»««*M« *«$023

HewYork. $33d

Mexico City ,$323

Rome. ..$530

^ fares an round tnp Ik iKtiRtMM
Some restnctwos may apply. CSTM^yMlMt

(310) 824-1574
920 Westwood Blvd.

STA TRAVEL
Wt^l

www.statravel.com

'rndtk AmtnlM
Round Trip Airf.ircs

Lima S375

Cuzco $595

Santiago S(>i<9

Sao Paulo / Rio SG56

Guayaquil / Quito $570

Buenos Aires $698

iuxvii IfcM'liii f*i<*<'fiii
R T A,, r ... • ) II 1.-. ! *. 'V n u \ .1. S

.lis,. l.'.tc*«.»^. V !>' C.ll.t; I. .s

For Res HO »i52 NSJl/HOO 2ho or>J't

I'KOI I S>«I<IN.\I IKWH *>! H\ l< I

Smilli Aim Ml .111 Si. I ( Ullst^ --l . 1 .1

Want to escape

those winter blues?

Cr^fi'p <ir». .'I\ \/rf(A {.C •-<''-

UndbiT'^f;
Parisf $;

Cabo
Milan $5|

French Ski pafclafi
<«AA^i

with airfar;

I weiek -
sYi

FarM an RC Do not Indudt'tiNM.
'

MttrMona appiy.Ara lubtwt to dianci.'-i>

(>()iiiRi Travel

GEF.: Council on InlrrnatioMi

Educational EkchanKC

10904 Lindbrook Drive;

Los Angeles *"^

[3IO]-208-355J

w w M . c o u n c ) I t r a V e I . c o III

AQUA TRAVEL INC
WORLD WIDE LOWEST AIRFARES

MAKE YOUR OWNAR CAR NOTE
RESERVATION AT

http://Www. prismaweb.conVaquotravel

24HOURSADAY
Lowest Domestic and

international Airfares

Tour PacKages

Eurailpass

Hotel Accommodations

Car Rentals

*Asia*Aftlca*Austrato*Et«i)pe*South

Amertoa*lndia*Canado*Mexlco*Hawol*

Sptciot doflfiisljc I MwiMtionol Aiitans AvqIoUi
Piicei at9 iub(0Cl to chong* withoul noNon.

AvotobMly mov be IrnHad and torn* fwtrtctlom may
oppty PtMlOMt

PHONE (310)441.3680

loeao Wilsl<ie, Suite 434. Weslwood CA 90024

<i

uispiciy
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DnmlllGkels

FLY CHEAP!!
it ROUND TRIP COURIER AIRFARES •
.ondon $385 SmuI $300 Hong Kona $389
Chtoa $288 Sydn»y $720 Bangkok M70
aO' .>-80"/o OFF ALL FARES
AIR COURIER INTERNATIONAL

1-800-892-7216 24 hrs

Financial AM

$QUICK CASH$
OWN A CAR? Get a cash loan in 30minutes
while you drive. No credit check. W.S.M.
888-300-8942.

STUDENT LOANS
GET YOUR Statlord Student Loan trom Uni-

versity Credit Union (Lender Code 832123)
Also receive low-cost financial services. 310-

477-6628; www.ucu.org.

ywstaie
^biA« in ^Dod hands.

Insurance Company
.(310)312-0204

1281 W«stwoocl Blvd.
C2 t>lks. So. of \A/llsh>lro)

-$- STUDENT SPFXIAL
Health Insurance $ S 9 / month

Blue Cross of CA AaiiMri/cii Aft.

• PPO ni» dcducliblc • Free visiiwi & denial

CaH: ( 800 ) 696 - 4422

wvwi. 1 sthealthinsurancc.com

Health Services

HEALTH AND BEAUTY STEAM Developed

by Chinese doctor. Revolutionary skin-care

product with exotic herbs, also cleanses in

ternally (colds, flu). 2-months supply

$35-kUPS. 1-888-701-8898.

SOOTHING MASSAGE -REFLEXOLOGY-
By Latin Lady. Call 818-548-0505 12am-6pm

VIDAL SASSOON
SALON in Beverly Hills. Advanced training

team is looking for models for $15 haircuts.

Please call 310-775-8808.

Dcliiillclv Pcniiaiicnt

HAIR REMOVAL
I- A s loriiiiust {|(( iioloi^Kl

LuCia(310) 208-8193
liiji Wtstvvood Blvd.

UoaiMvloe/Attorneys

BANKRUPTCY
GET OUT OF DEBT NOW! Free Consulta

tton. Experienced attorneys, reasonable

teas. Law Offtces of White and Associates

(Chtryte M White, UCLAW "86") 800420
9896 or 310-207-2089 12301 Wtishire

Bl..8le 550. WLA

CiassifiPrts

825-2221

BZDD
;a».j»

'

-.;^.g;aK;!^iBKifeaaiagr

6700
Profs11hwiil

7S00
Career Oppertunlties

CIIXXTXIIIXXTTIITTTITTTTTT-

H Contemoo Nails
Manicures Pedicures

Fills & Silks

Sculptured Nails

Wax
& MORE!

333 Robertson Blvd. Beverly Hills

(btwn. Gregory Way & Olympic Blvd.)

Mon-Sat 9-7 pm. Sun 105 pm.
Free Parking

No Appt. Necessary

Call (310) 855-8879
^xiiixixixxxxxxxxxxxiixxij

6300
Legal Advloe / Atlomeys

GREEN CARD
FOR WORK-PERMITS, green cards, and all

immigration problems call experienced immi-

gration attorney Reasonable rates. 213-251-

9588 for attorney Doreen

MYER LAW FIRM, Century City Auto acci-

dents, slips/falls, bankruptcy, discnmination,

sexual harassment. UCLA Graduate Scott D
Myer http //www bestlawyer.com 310-277-

3000

6400
Movers/Storage

BEST MOVERS. Licensed, insured Lowest

rates. Fast, courleous+carelul. Many stud-

ents moved for $98 Lie. -T- 163844 NO JOB
TOO SMALL! 1-800-2-GO-BEST

HONEST MAN W/14ft truck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok. Student discount.

Ask about 10% discount 310-285-8688 Go
Bruins!

JERRY'S MOVING&DELIVERY The careful

movers Experienced, reliable, same-day de-

Itvery. Padctng, troxcg avaitatatc. Atso. pidc

^-^ IMMIGRATION—^-"^
drren Cards • Citizenship * Temporary Work Permits • Investor Visas—Company Start-ups

KcaMnabk xMts tor what you need includin)E: Attorney Repre^ntalion • Paralegal Form& Preparation

Ai.NGEL V^'SA amU{' Total coni^^ienmG^r^'^

Immigrant and Non-immigrant Visa Services • Citizenship • Travel Permits

310-478-2899 phone Call for a Free Coasultation 310-477-6833 fax

SECRETARY/RECEPTIONIST- Perform

various duties in Beverly Real Estate Com-
pany Parttime/Fulltime Starting pay $9/hr

w/great future pb opportunities Fax re-

sume:310-278-6801 Ann J.Edward Smith.

ASPIRING
MODEL?
'The Hardest Driving

Agency for New
Faces in L.A."

Our doors ore now open for new
faces. We ore currently seeking

highly motivated men and v^omen for

100'$ of upcoming commercials,

music videos, fashion and print {obs.

Classes are offered on the Promenade
with Legendary acting coaches Diane

Sholot and John Sarno.

NO PORTfOUO NCCESSARY NO Til

(310) 393-7600
Blake Ari Models & Talent, Inc.

22b Santa Monica Bivd , Suite 201

Santa Monica, CA 90401

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

Comprehensive Dissertation Assistance

Theses, Papers, and Personal Statements

Proposals and Books

international Students Welcome Since 1985

Sharon Bear. Ph.D. (310) 470-6662

Up donations for American Cancer Society

Jerry©310-391-5657.

INSURANCE WAR!
WE'LL BEAT ANYONE'S price or dont want

your business. All drivers. Newly licensed.

Student/staff/faculty discounts. Request the

"Bruin Plan." 310-777-8817 or 818-222-

5595.

6100
Computar/lnteniel

COMPUTER TRAINING
MAC OR PC BASICS 2-3 hr. software tutori-

als. Call Amy; Chomping at the Byte 310-

455-1154 or email amy43@gte net

INTERNET CLASSES
SATURDAY. NOV 14th: How to Create a

Website and Target Marketing on the inter-

net. Call now 818-886-1150 to enroll.

Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedicated pro-

fessional. At your home or WLA studio^ 1st-

lesson tree. No drum set necessary.

Neil:21 3-654-8226.

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years exp. all

levels and styles. Patient and organized.

Guitars available Sam 310-826-9117.

GUITAR LESSONS by professional near

UCLA. All levels, guitars avail. Call Jean at

310-476-4154. www.JWGS.com

Counselitifi and Psychotherapy

ti> i-miminf lift- rimfrnis/issiiKS in

privacy and respect. Individuals,

couples, faniilivs. Stress, anxiety.

depression, self-esteem, relationships.

Lorraine M. Yamanuira, I'h.I). (Clinical

Psychologist PSY11067 (310)392-5209

Resumes

RESUMES PREPARED
STUDENT DISCOUNT available. 310-349-

8928.

WINNING RESUMES 1-hour sen/ice. Our

clients get results. Open 7 days. Visa and

Mastercard accepted. 310-287-2785.

7000
Hiloilng Offered

yL 1 f
Man 1/2 Japanese would like to meet
Japanese woman 20 - 26 yrs, 5'6" -»-,

for friendship, possible marriage.
Tel. # (323) 937 - 4353
Fax # 323) 937 - 6332

6700
Professional Services

^ MBA, LAW, MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS!
FRUSTRATED DEVELOPING your critical

personal statements? Get professional help

from well-known author/consultant. 310-826-

4445.

www.winningpersonstatement.com

A FREE SESSION
PSYCHOTHERAPY/COUNSELING for de-

pression, anxiety, obsessions, post-traumat-

ic stress, etc. Couples/Individuals Student

rates. Crime victims may be eligible for free

treatment Call Liz Gould
(MFC#32388)®310-578-5957 to schedule

your free consultation.

EAGLE EYED EDITOR
PROOFREADS THESES, publications; tu-

tors English, study skills; trains time man-
agement, stress reduction Nadia Lawrence
PhD 310-393-1951.

PRIZE-WINNING
ESSAYIST AND. FORMER PROFESSOR
w/two Ph Ds can help you produce winning

prose Theses, papers, personal statements

David <davedit©pacbell nel> 805-646-

4455

ENGLISH TUTOR
temi paper/ESL problems? English tutor-

Four years experience, published author

Call Jessica 310-231-1107.

MATH/PHYSICS/STATISTICS/English/He-
brew Computerized statistical analysis avail-

able.Tutoring service. Free consultation

Reasonable rates, call anytime. Han (800)90-

TUTOR. www my-lutor.com

PRIVATE TUTORING
IN-HOMt, one-on-one tutonng for most sub-

jects. English, Chemistry, Math, Physics, Bi-

ology. Spanish, French, etc $15/hr. 310-

289-3292.

THE WRITING COACH
EXPERIENCED TEACHER, PhD offers tu-

toring, term paper assistance, English, So-

cial Science, History. Foreign Students Wel-

come. Call: 310-452-2865

UCLA ENGLISH ALUMNI, pro-writer, young,

superb papers guaranteed High school and

below welcome Jeff 213-653-2240.

WRITING TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford University

graduate Help with English—for students of

all ages/levels. $17/hr. 310-472-8240 or

310-440-0285.

MATURE
ENGLISH TUTOR

ESL
Help With papers.accent

attenuation,reasonable rates

Call Bob Jarsky (310) 477-5203

ALL-PURPOSE WRITING & EDITING

Help ai any stage with any topic

Personal Sialcincnts. Courses. Theses.

Dissertations & Manuscnpls

by PhD from UC
Iniemalional Students WelcoriK

(323) 665-8 1 45

7100
lUtorkifi Wanted

ACADEMIC ADVISORS
P/T SPANISH FLUENCY a must Ph D pre-

ferred Leading distance university WLA
Work w/mature Latin students Fax CD to

310-471-6456

7100
luionnQ WMnMi

TnU))' and Homework Ass isia tit

For 9th grade learning disabled child Net'd

pdtience and experience Also need biology

& geometry tutor for 10th grade t hild

S15-20/hr in Sanrta Monica

Call Dr. Anne Coscarelli (310) 794 7678

COLLEGE GRADS
Entry Level Mgt./Sales tx»ittons m So CA.

$30k I*:' year, great future potential.

Gigatech Employment - Please fax resume

to (310) 207-0060 Of call (310) 826-8324.

Hiring Today!

SHADOW TEACHER w/expenence be-

havioral management for ADHD boy 6-yrs-^

old. 7hrs/day Please call Janet 310-275-

1670 evenings

TUTOR FOR history, science, math 8th and
11th grade Beveriy Hills home. Flexible

hours. $10/hr 310-550-1012 ext. 2.

TUTOR WANTED in home for |unior high

student, Help with daily assignments. Fe-

male preferred Mon -Thurs. 4-6pm. Call

310-470-9112

TUTOR/DRIVER
For 7th grader. Pick up 3:30 tutor until 7pm.

WLA area Male preferred. $10/hr. 310-475-

3788.

BARTENDER TRAINEES
EARN $100 -$200 DAILY

• ; ^ 2 week class
' _. 'V Job Placement Service

Y 800/952-2553
PROFESSIONAL

I BARTENDERS SCHOOL
Discount with StuUeo; ID

TUTORS for high school students

Junior/senior/graduate students specializing

in English a must. Families located in Arca-

dia resident or Palos Verdes 2hrs-$55/one

visit. 4times/mo. 310-859-9140 Beverly Glen
Education Link@Beveriy Hills.

soft

7700
Child Care Wanted

AFTERSCHOOL DRIVER/SITTER lor

Jonathan (4.75 yrs old) M-F, 4-6pm. Days

flexible. Drive Irom school to WLA home and

sit. Car, drivers license Sinsurance required.

Salary negotiable 310 277 0507 Steve or

Mane.

Child care provider wanted. Must have car

for 2 children ages 10&13. 15-20hrs/wk. 3-

6pm, M-F $8/hr-Hgas mileage Contact 213-

892-9262

CHILDCARE for baby and 2-year-old in

Sherman Oaks. Tues/Thurs/Sat/Sun. Fax re-

sume and references to 81 8-905-5435 or call

818-905-5431.

COMPANION/TUTOR to 16 yr girl with

handicap 3 afternoons and Sat, Sun. Need
lots of energy and fun-loving Must have car.

good record. References. Debbie: 310-858-

8933.

Typing

DO IT WRITE- Word processing, transcrib-

ing, typing, proofing, editing. Fast and accu-

rate $28/hr. 24hr voicemail. WLA location

310-441-5955.

HATE TO TYPE? Let me do it for you.

Fast+accurate. Professional screen plays

accepted $2/pg. Call-Iris 310-839-3101 or

page 310-915-2255.

WORD PROCESSING All types: research

papers, theses, resumes, fliers. Editing,

proofing, &transcription available. Emergen-
cies OK. Call:818-598-1489 or email

anmlwomn@pacbell.net.

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-

es, dissertations, transcription, resumes, fli-

ers, brochures, mailing lists, reports. Santa
Monica, 310-828-6939 Hollywood, 213-466-

2888.

7300
Writing Help

WORD PROCESSING. Typing, proofing,

editing, rewriting, research, resumes, tutor-

ing, etc. Fax, email, bnng work to me. Rush-

es. Student discount. 818-830-1546.

DRIVER 2:45-3:45 TUES/WED/THUR5.
$10/hr. License and good dnving record.

Own car. Pickup:Santa Monica. Dropoff:Bev-

erly Glen. Female preferred. 310-470-5873.

FATHER'S HELPER. P/T on Weekends.

Assist w/girls 6 and 10. Do activities w/them.

Computer literate. Must have own car. 310-

556-3816.

MOTHERS HELPER WANTED in Laurel

Canyon. PT hours flexible. References

needed. Please call 323-650-4914 for more
info.

NANNY to help w/2, 4, and 8-yr-old.

Tues/Wed/Thurs 12:45-4:45; Friday 12:45-

5:45; Saturday 12-9. Female preferred.

Warm, energetic, have some experience

w/children and have safe, reliable car.

$10/hr. 310-276-5330.

PROFESSIONAL MOM NEEDS reliable

UCLA student to help w/afterschool child-

care. Flexible hours. $9/hr. Excellent driving

record and car required. Call: 310-206-7528.

PT CHILDCARE
FOR VERY SPECIAL 4-YEAR OLD GIRL.

International or bilingual background, car,

references required. Grand Piano. Beverly-

wood adjacent. Laird-310-287-1677.

Responsible/kind/fun, UCLA student, to ba-

bysit for three nice boys, ages 6,9&13. Sat

evenings; occasional weeknights. Should

like books&boardgames, be prepareed to

play. $9/hr. Pacific Palisades 310-454-4504.

START BEGINNING DEC. 2-3after-

noons/wk. for 3-year-old boy. Days/hours

flexible. Car necessary. 310-471-8790.

7800
Help Wanted

7400
Business Opportunities

$500/DAY. Nude modeling-women 18+ all

types. No experience necessary. Safe, pro-

fessional environment Refer a friend and

earn $50! 310-358-3865.

INTERNET/E-COMMERCE TRAFFIC dou-

bling every 1(X) days - why not own your own
personal percentage? NYSE traded compa-
ny seeks brokers. 800-805-4768.

MULTIPLE STREAMS of Income from a per-

lecf part-time home business 1977 "Peo-

ple's Choice Award" winner Recently fea-

tured in "Investor's Business Daily" -(-"Suc-

cess" magazine 24hour message 1-888-

572-4846

7500
Career Opportunities

CLINICAL RN/LVN
LOOKING FOR A change? Prominent West

LA Internal Medicine practice is looking for

an experienced RN/LVN with good tele

phone, triage and phlebotomy skills Fax re

sume to 310-824-0296

ADMINISTRATOR/PROJECT ASSISTANT,

(internship possibility). Computer literate,

IBM-Windows/Internet plus. Senior/graduate

w/strong writing/oral communication. No
dress code/reception duties. $7-$9,

17hrs/wk. Serious inquines;Fax:310-395-

0509.

STORE DETECTIVES
SECURITY GUARDS. Needed now. No exp.

nee. PT/FT Up to $12/hr. Call today 562-

776-0878, for Vallev 818-386-0170.

$15/HR BRIGHT, EN-
THUSIASTIC

People to teach SAT Prep: High test scores

required. Transportation required. We will

tram. Flexible Hours Send Cover letter/re-

sume, including your scores by 12/10/98 to

A Competitive Edge, Attn: Barry, 9911 West

Pico Blvd Suite 1025, L A 90035 No phone

calls please

$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL mailing or cir-

culars No expenence req. Free information

packet Call 202-466-1639
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$20/HOUR+TIPS
FEMALE NUDE FIGURE MODELS needed
Professional studio Absolutely no sex.

drugs, alcohol, smoking, or touching Work
your own hiours Must have a great body and
a pretty face. Asian mode>s especially need-

ed Marina Studios, Downtown LA: 323-222-

8044.

$20/HR PT/FT
PROCESSING MAIL" Free supplies.

postage! Bonuses! Rush SASE to

CMA/UCLA Po Box 567443, Atlanta GA.
31156

signup® info infomachine.com

$7.25/hr and up!
DO YOU have initiative''' Become a UCLA
Community Service Officer and explore law

and public relations. Great Pay. Flexible

hours. Student-oriented. Web
www ucpd jcla.edu/ucpd'cso. Email

cso@ucpd ucla.edu. Phone: 310-825-2148

ACCOUNTING DEPT assistant PT entry

level position M-F 2-6 Basic computer
knowledge, car with insurance, good oral

and written communication skills required

$9/hr 310-276-9'l66.

7800
He4> Wanted

A PERFECT STUDENT JOB

• Do you need a job in the

afternoons during school (M-F)?

Ail day Saturday, too! Full time

during Quarter Breaks and
Sumnner Vacations! Work

experience not necessary. Apply
today at

Westwood Sporting Goods.

1065 Gayley Ave,

Westwood Village.

7800
lie^ Wanted

$8.18/HR.PLUS BONUS
PAID TRAINING • CONVENIENT SCHEDUIING

(Mon -Thuru avarMngs, 2 shifts on Sal A Sun aftomoont)

310-794-0277
H*U Gaykiy Avunue -Jiii ti^n WMf*vwx«1

vra <«« Hbki to JOix iMurtt 4irt>

ADMIN. ASST
PAT Position, SM pediatric physical therapy

office, flexible 20 hrs/week (M-Th) Excep-

tional verbal skills, responsible, reliable, and
detail oriented individual. Experience with

MAC: Word, Quickbooks, database, medical

terminology helpful, include salary history.

Fax resume 310-582-1165

ANNOUNCERS, no experience necessary

Host music/talk-shows lor our radio stations

P/T. -$10-1 5/hr, $200-^per/stiow, plus fantas-

tic benetits 213-468-0080 24 hours

ASIAN INTERNET

w If
FtHplovmentfor Modeh« 1

i

All types no experience

male or female

Commercials • Videos • Magazines

Internet Sites

Call AGC Productions

^ 1-800-277-9148
JL

MODELS

CENTURY CITY architect/design firm seeks

FT exp. professional to run busy office.

PC/Mac/MS savvy Benefits No phone calls

Fax resume/sal roqt 310-286-2301/Nakao-

ka Assoc.

CLERICAUSALES POSITION P/T or F/T,

excellent opportunity Love of lewelry Call

between 12-6pm. Shane's Jewelry 310 20»-

8404

QUAHANTeeP BASE PAY p lus $4(^-00l !i

possible. Safe and secure working environ-

ment General office staff also needed Call

310-398-2213 or 310-880-4726.

ASSISTANT NEEDED FOR Real Estate in-

vestment company. P/T, casual dress, must

have car and insurance $9/hr Fax resume

to: 310-479-2402.

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED Earn

$160-$250/night. Work Pa white going to

school. Day/eve classes, 1-2week classes,

800-974-7974. Internat-onal Bartender's

school HUNDREDS OF JOBS'

BARTENDERS TRAINING INSTITUTE of

America offers professional courses for only

$98. Certificate of completion included Call

today: 1-800-561-1781 Great Jobs!
"

BIOMEDICAL, ELECTRONICS, and clean-

room micro-cleaning. Full/Pantime employ-

ment. Some physical work required Must

have transportation. Evenings/weekends

Stan $7.50/hr Call Patrick Toll Free @ 888-

263-9886.-! " » '
' *

CASTING
EXTRAS needed tor leature films, commer-

cials, and music videos. Earn v.o to $240 per

day! No expenence needed Work guar-

.intoed' Call today 213 !'r.:-6103

Casting extras for video on how yoy .
i

golf game Fax resume 310-476 7284

CELLULAR
REPRESENTATIVE

SELF-MOTIVATED PROACTIVE PEOPLt
needed to sell Campus Ctjliuiar Service. Set

your own hoiirs, must liKo to make money,

discounts on oeliularpaymy service, will

tram To set up an appointment call Kamyar

at 310-825-0881.

CLOSERS ONLY!
PART TIME WORK

BEVERLY HILLS CO seeks tele-sales rep

to market M Jordan Merctiandise Call 310-

247-9901,

COMPUTER ASSISTANCE NEEDED Ex-

perience w/Adobe Premiere Need lielp

creating short video clips, to be played in MS
PowerPoint. 310-208-2442

CP SHADES
A NATIONAL womens clothing retailer and

Manufacture based in San Francisco, is in-

terviewing for FT/PT sales positions in its

Santa Monica location. CP Shades offers a

challenging, exciting environment w/an ex

cellent compensation package, vacation,

health&denlal. a free outfit every month and

a great discount Best of all. is the chance to

work for a friendly, growing company that

makes clothes which you'll want to oWn.

PJease fax resumes to 310-392-0586 or

come into our store at 2937 Mam St to fill out

an application

Searching for Models
Men and Women for commercials,

catalog 4 magarine ads. broctiures. and
ratwalk a Specraitzing m pet'tes •

$150 to $250 per hour
Beverly Hills >

No Fee No fcxperience

(310)273-2566

DATA ENTRY/CLIENT CONTACT $9/hr

PT/FT -fBonus. -fMedical Excellent writing

and phone skills. Mac experience a plus!

310-358-6053 or fax:310-392-5234.

DELIVERY PERSON/CLERK Part-time de-

livery, stockwork Early afternoon. Need car

w/valid insurance. $8/hr. Herbert's Pharma-

cy 310-859-3887.

DOMINATRIX - No sex. no nudity, flexible

hours, experience preferred but can tram.

Safe, pleasant environment 213-626-5346

EXPERIENCE LIFE
CASTING- Nude models needed for upcom-
ing adult video. Females only, all shapes and

sizes. 18+. Very fun. very safe 310-826-

9335.

F/T & P/T WORKERS NEEDED 20hrs for

PT and 30-40hrs for F/T. Ackerman Union
Contact Lyn for more info. 310-206-0892.

FT FILE CLERK for immigration law firm.

Century City Computer-literate, Punctual,

detail-oriented, self-starter. $8/hr Fax re-

sume: 310-553-2616

FULL TIME ESCROW ASSISTANCE. Must
be energetic&bright. Needed for busy
Beveriy Hills office Excellent pay^ benetits

Fax resume to 310-275-4991

GET PAID TO LEARN the Slock Market

Professional Day Trading Firm looking fpr

entry-level assistant Call Ray. Oam-2pm
310-470-4025.

GIRLS wanted at exclusive social club in

WLA Conversation only No alcohol Flexi-

ble hours Earn top $$$. 310-477-9871

GREAT JOBS
UCLA CONCESSIONS

MAKE $8 50-11 00/hour working UCLA
Men's Basketball games ® Pauley pavilion

Cwt! rifnn <nr wn int(!i-uiffw«i»nn.n?nn —

FREE Flu Vaccine for all registered UCLA students

Friday, 1 3 Nov - Westwood Plaza, in front of Ashe / 1 to 4 pm
Bring your Bruincard / First come, first served / 200 doses

UCLA Arthur Ashe Student Health & Wellness Center

More information about other Free Flu Vaccine events in November

www.saonet.ucla.edu/health.htm or call 310 825-4073

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Marketing Survey
People

•*•*•*•*••**
Van Nuys Marketing
Research Company
looking for outgoing
people to conduct

surveys.
Work evenings &

weekends

Encore
staffing Service

860 Apollo Street # 244
El Segundo, Ca. 90245

Ph. (310) 414-0200
Fax: (310) 414-0224

^Models/New FacesiAr
Wanted by ttie Westside's #1 Talent CastingCo.

Earn Top $$ in Movies, TV, Commercials, and

Modeling ( top/glamour ). No experience.

Single/Sized, teens/twenties, 5'0"/5'9",

blonde/reds/brunettes. Free consultation.

Mictiael (310) 209-5052

MODELS NEEDED NOW
No fxperiencf ftrquifeti

Cataloq Prmtwork Magazines Movies.

Vid««o & TV Commercials

M#Ti and Women of all Ages
Ffpf Consultation

CALL NOW 310-659-7000

ReMaiiiont

Globdl Inspirdtion

Local
Sensation!

Fu/io's omo/ing poslo hos iniluences l(om

^
oiound the woiW f lom Red Cutiy Shonghoi Chicken

to Rigotoni Aliu/io, oil dishes aie ptepoied with

quolity ond core We'ie getting reody to open out

newest locotion in Brentwood, ond we hove sensotionol

port time ond full time opportunities With youi

previous lestouront experience, you con be 0|

valuable membei of out team ond continued

success We offer full benefits with 401 k foi full time

employees and o supportive work environment

NOW HIRING
•Bortenders •Servers

• Host/Hostess • Bussers • line Cooks

• Prep Cooks • Dish Washers

IttNIWOOO'll/SOSMVkMlilM.

\w moflogement opportunities.

initwmto4)S974l68S

At equal opportMWty Mpiew Itnt yumm m unmsol fun'

Fuzio
UNIViaCAl ^AftTA

HELP SERVE DINNER Part or Full time

Monday uvenirigs lor 4hours Wag-
cs+moals Males preferred. 310-208-3281

HOLIDAY CASH
SALES REPS Holiday rust) Need extra

Ctiristmas cast! or a career ctiange for the

now year^ Call 310-G57-4376

HOL»DAY$$$ Honest rettatjte person to

work withi stocking and labelino merchan-

dise No experience necessary Flexible

hours. Oct-Jan. Near UCLA 310-234-0127

HOME TYPISTS NEED-
ED

PC US4M-S needed. $45,000 income potential

Call 1-800-513-4343 Ext D- 10105

HOMEWORK TUTOR for second grader at

tiome 3nights/wk $12/hr Diana 213-299-

7322.

HOST(ESS). PT/FT available Trendy

Ctiinese Cafe in Century City Apply Yin

Yang 10250 Santa Monica 2-5prn Elaind

3 10- 556-3333

HOW DOES $800/Wj<

EXTRA INCOME
Sound to you'' Amazingly prolitable oppor

tunity Send sell addressed stamped envel-

ope. Group Five G547 N Academy Blvd

Dopt N Colorado Springs, CO 80018

INTERIOR DESIGNER loi liigh-etid West

Side tiomes/condos $12/hr PT Fax resume
310476-7284

INTERNET ACTRESSES
WANTED' Work at home. Make your own
hours WEBCAM Business needs flirtatious

women 310-7980592ext 66 Visit

http://GuestRoomCam.com/moreinfo htm

INTL IMPORTING, Marketing and PR firm

seeks highly motivated, organized individual

w/excellent communication skills to work in

fast paced office Facets of position include

Advertising. Coordinating Special Events,

Copywnting Must be fluent in Italian F/T

$1800/mo+benefits. Fax resume:2 13-653-

1768 Attn John Patterson. VP

INTL IMPORTING, Marketing, and PR firm

seeks organized detail orientated adminis-

trative assistant to perlorm such functions as

data entry, faxing, photocopying, phones

Must be fluent in Italian P/T, flexible hours.

$8/hr. Fax resume:2 13-653- 1768. Attn:John

Patterson, VP.

JOBS JOBS JOBS
STUDENT JOBS w/the UCLA Library We
work w/your class sct)edule. Flexible hours

during finals Apply in personCharles E.

Young Research Library(YRL), formerly Uni-

versity Research Library(URL) Room 11617

(first-floor). 310-825-7947 Please bring your

UCLA Bruin Card

LAB TECHINICIAN
P/T For Andrology lab in Westw(x>d Re-

quires BS in Life Science Phletwtomy

skills-»^previous med lab expenence a plus

Evenings+every Saturday Fax resume
attn DonnaO310-443-525e

ACROSS
1 Tavern fare

5 Honolulu
welcome

10 — and tioarty

14 "God's Little -
"

15 Annoyed
16 President's —

Office

1 7 Tory op(K)nent

18 Wept
19 Courteous

gestures
20 Yearn
21 Easily

23 Tycoon Onassis
25 Take to court

26 Radical ctiange

31 Window parts

35 Female
sandpiper

.36 Editor - Gurley
Brown

38 Sister's

daughter
40 Precious

ointment
42 Discolor

44 fVledical ptioto

45 Searcti tiigti and
low :

'

47 Neckwear
49 Anger
50 Boredom
52 Type of bicycle

54 Mrs Cantor
56 Hoaltti resort

57 Sense of hiiimor

62 Defeat

66 President's .

prerogative

67 Dud
68 Director

Kazan
69 Part of a list

70 Country
roads

71 Close tigtitly

72 Crate

73 Say "Ctieese!

"

74 Heavy book

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

DOWN
1 Act like a baby'''

2 Repeat
3 Anothier name

for Ireland

4 Jamaican
music

5 Historical

documents
6 Italian money '

7 Ken or Lena
8 Pays attention

9 Totals

10 Homeless one
1

1

Declare openly
12 Grassy area
13 Ctiicago Loop

trains

22 Crooner Martin

24 Cheerleader s

shout
26 Vases
27 Keep the —

:

shenffs job

28 Long-legged
bird

29 Can. province

30 Smallest

amount
32 Reject

33 Ghostly
34 Startle

37 Amiable
39 Ogled
41 Hound for

payment
43 Trivialities

46 Bankrupt
48 Kitchen meas.
51 'The — of the

King"

53 Most faded
55 Crosswise, in a

ship

57 Greek cheese
58 Rocky

Mountain
people

59 Alaskan city

60 Hawks' arena
61 Carol

63 Bread spread
64 Thailand,

formerly

65 Bargain event
66 Singer Damone

w TTWW
16

15

m
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LE BEACH CLUB
AMERICA'S FAVORITE TANNING resofi is

expanc^ing&has limitedfof FT openings for

motivated, outgoing, tanning/sales consult-

ants. Hour1y-K:ommission $9-18/hr. Positions

are limited so call now&join LE BEACH
CLUB, the Very Best. Call Carol 310-820-

4067 or fax re8ume:310-791-0155.

LIBRARY CONSULTING FIRM needs a

student for a project involving database

searching and data entry. Must be fluent in

Korean (both speaking and writing) Cont^:
Joanne Schwarz or Mitchell Thompson at

310-289-1067

MALE MODELS
Printwork. UB under 25. Lean, any race,

leave name, number&physical stats. Free

interview. Beginners welcome. 213-960-

1066. 24hrs.

MALE&FEMALE
MODELS

OUR MODELS have worked for Versace,

Abercrombie& Fitch. Estee Lauder, Levi's,

Banana Republic &more! Great Pay! Begin-

ner's ok! Call Iree" for an appointment. Otto

(24-hrs)800-959-9301

MANAGEMENT STUDENT WANTED to

assist small business. Near Fairfax, $10/hr,

10+hours per week. Fax resume to 323-954-

7235.

MARKETING & SALES REPRESENTATIVE
of Dr.'s office to conduct "public" health

screenings. Must be personable and enthu-

siastic. Flexible hours. Mon -Sun Good pay

opportunity. For further job description call

800-631-8643

MEDICAL BACK OFFICE/ Billing assistant

F/T Dermatology.Typing skills Beverly Hills

Fax resume: 310-550-1920

MEDICAL HISTORIAN. M-F. F/T or 10-3

General office duties, computer skills and

Spanish a plus. Salary negotiable 310-553-

2030.

MODELS WANTED by professional photo-

studio for upcoming assignment. Male/Fe-

male Pro/Non-Pro. Fashion/Commer-
cial/Theatrical. Call for appointment 818-

986-7933.

MOVIE EXTRA WORK
* Revolutionary new program* Start immedi-

ately* All types-18-«-!* Fun/Easy* No crazy

fees* Program for free medical* Call-24/hrs

213-850-4417.

NEED A HOLIDAY JOB? GUESS is in

search of fun, outgoing, energetic people for

Century City Beverly Center, Westside Pavi-

lion, Rodeo, and 3rd Street. We offer aggres-

sive salanes Retail experience is a plus. In-

quire within. Please contact Gina 213-765-

3556.

NEED TELEMARKETER for a clothing com-

pany FT Call 310-473-7454

P/T CLERICAL POSITION in Marina Del

Rey 20-40 hrs/week. Flexible schedule ok

between 9-6pm, M-F Photocopy, type, file,

organize, mailings, enter data, answer

phones. Must be computer literate. Mac
skills preferred Good writing skills desirable

$8 hr Fax qualifications to Shawn at 310-

821-9282.

P/T DATA INPUT/ACCTG CLERK 3

days/wk . MAC use. self-starter, acct'g ex-

penence. SM creative/team environment

$10-12/hr. 310-656-1001 Mimi/Harvey

P/T DRIVER wanted for mental health clinic

$9/hr. (B) license preferred but not required.

UCLA Mental Health Clinic. 310-268-4565.

r

P/T MEDICAL ASST ENT FrQOt&back Ex-

perience preferred Computer knowledge

lOhrs/wk. including Thurs. evening Aevery-

oiher Sat. morning. Parking included Fax re-

sume.31 0-657-8835.

P/T PET CARE ASSISTANT Help with dog

walking/cat care Work holidays and varied

times Must have car/insurance Contact

Melissa. 310-313-5551.

P/T RECEPTIONIST in LA Any major An-

swering phones. Good pay. Friendly environ-

ment. Call for an interview. 310-204-5900 ext

180

PART-TIME LAW STUDENT 20 hours/wk

Flexible. Collections, small claims court, co-

ordinating with attorney on unlawfuls. $9/hr.

310-829-1700, fax 310-829-2630.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT to real estate

developer, fax resume 310-826-3700.

PHOTO LAB p/t assist photo printer or com-

puter imaging Beverly Hills 310-274-3445.

PSYCHOEDUCATIONAL tutor needed for

tutoring office in Pacific Palisades College

degree required 310-459-4125.

PT CLERK- Mid-Wilshire law office Some
Spanish needed Filing and telephone. Flexi-

ble hours 310-476-3369.

RECEPTIONIST
8:30-4:30 TU AND TH. Phones, filing, light

typing $8/hr. Law Offices of David Hoffman,

Century City 310-286-1000

RECEPTIONIST- Busy Beverly Hills real es-

tate related firm seeks FT computer literate,

customer service oriented receptionist Ex-

cellent wage and benefit package. Fax re-

sume 310-275-4991.

RECEPTIONIST-MEDICAL OFFICE. F/T.

start-ASAP Bnght. energetic person needed

for front office position in premier private in-

ternal medicine practice on UCLA campus.

Experience a plus but attitude more import-

ant. Very competitive salary and benefit

package for the right person. Fax resume to

310-824-0298.

SALES $12-20/hr. avg. commission -fbene-

fits. Full or PT, excellent phone skills for gracJ

student or GPA 3 5 & above. 310-358-6053

or fax 310-392-5234

SALES&CLERICAL POSITION P/T or F/T,

excellent opportunity. Love of jewelry. Call

between 12-6pm. Shane's Jewelry. 310-208-

8404.

SALES/MANAGERS $1,000/hr.??? P/T 1

week Earn continuous, sizable comni/bo-

nuses throughout 1999/2000. Minimal per-

sonal effort. Call 24hrs. for details. ABR/lnc.

310-859-5577.

SECRETARIAUOFFICE HELP P/T. after-

noons. Filing, some paperwork, some dnv-

ing. Prefer Mandarin-speaking. $8/hr, DOE.
310-553-0442 or fax resume 310-553-3009

SECRETARIAL/SALES person in

Westwood. FT/PT Must be dependable, reli-

able, neat, good communication skills. Ask
lor Don 310-477-1466

SEXUAL PROBLEMS?
Maintain control, maximize stamina, and last

longer Amazing, uiiheard of solutions! Seek-

ing willing product testers Apply at

www newremedies com

SOFTWARE TECHNICAL LEAD, Fast-grow-

ing software company in SFV lookii.g for a

Mac/PC expert to lead our technical/QA ef-

forts. Involves end-user tech support, QA. IS

for our Mac network, and FileMaker pro-

gramming Please email resume in TEXT
ONLY form (no attachments) to resume @no-
vadevcorp.com

STARGATE/WATKINS
ENTERTAINMENT Actors Wanted! No ex-

perience required. Movies. TV. commercials.

Guarantee interviews with top SAG agents.

CALL NOW!!!! 310-577-9711.

STOCK BROKER TRAINEE- p/t or f/t Flexi-

ble hours. Paid training. Great opportunity.

WLAarea. Close to UCLA 310-914-9700.

TALK & MAKE MONEY
CUSTOMER SERVICE REPRESENTATIVE
needed for Campus Communications. Must
be a self-starter and like to make money.
Hours needed - 9am-3pm. Paging/cellular

discounts available $6/hr -t- commission.

For more info call Kamyar at 310-825-0881.

TEACHER P/T After-school program for

math K-7 grade. Send resume to P.O. Box
0687, Temple City CA 91780. 626-285-9090

TEACHERS/COUNSELORS needed for af-

ter school enrichment program 12 college

units needed Experience with K-5. Flexible-

hours, great pay Fax resumeSI 0-445-5628

f^~ n fl i

Take your portrait now and save $8
on the Bruinllfe Yearbook

Ifyou are a senior, you must make an appointment
at the Campus Ptioto Studio to get your senior

portrait taken.

Ifyour last name begins with the letter M-R, you
MUST take your photo before November 13.

Ifyour last name begins with the letter S-Z, you
MUST take your photo before December 4. You
can make an appointement this week in order to

reserve a spot. Hurry, appointments fill up fast!

To make an appointment, call 206.8433.

Last Name
Beginning With

bruinllfeYEARBOOK

M,N,0,P,Q,R

Will be
Photographed:

November 2 thru November 13

November 1 6 thru December 4

Pick up your copy of the Freshman Record at 1 18 Kerckhoff Hall between the hours of 9 to 5. You need only your student ID.

- ji . if you have any questions, please call 825.2640 „_
,

fresbMnrecord
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TELEMARKETING
WWINDOWS COMPUTER SKILLS Prefer

phone experience Prefer students/grads.

Flexible hours, 9am-5pm starling $8-

$10/hr-t-bonuses. 3-blocks/UCLA. Harel

Maintenance. Ron-310-470-6175.

TELMKTG:INBOUND800
NO COLD CALLS Info, listing co. seeks mo-
tiv/aggress mdiv Hrly/comm/bonus PT/FT.

7days. High income potential. 310-996-

6701x301 Near UCLA

TRANSCRIBER
For established entertainment writer Accu-

rate, dependable person for on-going posi-

tion. Pay&credit Work on your own time

310-275-5755 ASAP

TURN IDEAS into cash!!! Learn how easy it

is to build a successful home business. Call

Money Corp 1-888-307-4282.

VALET PARKING ATTENDANT. $8 50/hr.

F/T or P/T. Chuck's Parking Service taking

applications now. Park cars at the best

Hollywood parlies Call 818-788-4300

VALET PARKING ATTENDANT P/T. Must

be available weekends and for special ev-

ents. Clean driving record required $6 50/hr

+tips 213-663-7275.

WEBSITE DESIGN $8-12/hr. Maintain and

expand my websites. l0-15hr/week flexible.

Moderate skills needed Contact Austin

323-874-7312 or

austinxxx@mindspring com.

WEEKEND BABYSITTER- 8yr. boy, 12yr

girl. Most Saturday evenings, occasional

weekday evening. Palisades. $8/hr.

References; some expenence. 310-454-

2162.

WE'RE SEEKING INDIVIDUALS to provide

suppon to the developmentally disabled. Call

Dwighl Istanbulian at 818-361-6400 ext 129.

WLA LAW OFFICE seeKS parltime bilingual

receptionist Must be fluent in Spanish. Time

to study. Saturdays 10-3. Call Neil 310-445-

1100

7900
Houseslttiiig

hitsniships

PR INTERN
BUSY PR ottice seeking interns. Computer

literate. Unpaid cut excellent learning oppor-

tunity College-credit. Fax resumes 323-931-

7354. Atten Anissa

Top 10 internship progiam is looking for

dynamic, hardworking students. For more

informalion please call 213-243-7027.

HALLIES HOUSESITTING 310-313-9998.

7 years experience References available

Long or Shortterm. CONFIDENTIALITY
GUARANTEED

lnteni$lilp$

INTERN WANTED GENRE Magazine, a na-

tional, gay lifestyle monthly, has non-paying

internship positions available in Editorial and

Art Dept Great experience in all aspects of

publishing. Contact 323-467-8300

PAID MANAGEMENT
INTERNSHIP

student Works Painting, a subsidiary of Na-

tional Servies Group is now hiring for

Spnng/Summer 1999 Duties include inter-

viewing, hiring, development of customer re-

lations, control of marketing and sales, &

production management Call 1-800-394-

6000 www.collegeworks com

PAID MARKETING INTERNSHIP We'll

teach&pay well. Seeking only ambitious, de-

tail-oriented, strorig writing/oral communica-

tion, computer literate Car w/insurance.

$12.15/hr. 20hours/wk Fax coverlefter/re-

sume:310-312-9536.

MOS8IMO INC.

CAMPUS RePRCSeNTATIVE
seeking male and female

to launch college campaign
Earn marketing skills, resume

experience, and more importantly, free clothes.

personal b9n9tlts too long to UsL.. intrtgiMd?

justintdmossimo.com
trinay@mossimo.com

or

(It rourm a hW ttuhmd)

949.797.0210

Kv^Sl

Aim liiNNili lof Rent

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT- Bright spacious

upper 2bdrm/2bath. Parlong. Fireplace, bal-

cony. $1l59/mo. 2weeks tree rent! Call 310-

478-1971.

MARINA DEL REY. LIVE ABOARD. For rent

27-toot sailboat. Fleet 3. Near beaches, gym.

$400first/$400last/$400deposit. 805-328-

1900. Leave message.

PALMS 2bdrm Iba. upper apartment, balco-

ny, built-in, parking. New paint/carpel/blinds.

Refrig. $815 310-476-6532.

8100
Personal Assistance

Female elementary education student to

work as PT asst to educational therapist.

West Hollywood area late afternoons and
some evenings 10-15/hrs/wk $9/hr. 323-

653-6965.

PHYSICAL ASSISTANT NEEDED For disa-

bled male sophomore living in Reiber hall

Hiring for morning and/or evening shift. Ap-

prox: 1/2HR-1HR per each shift $10/HR No
experience necessary Call Alex: 310-267-

8189 or 949-369-9871.

8400
Apartments for Rent

1-MINUTETOUCLA
1 bdrm. furnished, bright, clean, quiet, secur-

ity entrance, large closets, carpet, pool lyr

lease $900/mo. 310-824-1830.

1380 VETERAN- 2bdrm/2bath $1525&up.

Park view, pool/jacuzzi, security, gated park-

ing, laundry, all appliances Move-in Dec 1.

Cats considered. 310-477-5108.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 2-BEDROOM $950-

$1195. LARGE UPPER/LOWER UNU-

SUAL CHARM. SOME W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.

310-839-6294

BRENTWOOD $1,495/mo 2bd/2ba, front,

balcony, stove/refrigerator, dishwasher, car-

pet/drapes, laundry, parking, near UCLA,

shown by appt. 11728 Mayfield #1 310-271-

6811
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BROADCAST STATIONS

11

13

34

(iX.

HT

W
TTT

TlT

"TiTT

"W

28

11

13

25

NewsSi: CBS News

NewsS:

Sister,

Sister E
Sister,

Sister 3E

Charlie Rose (In Stereo)

Newsi:

Love
Connection

Mr. Cooper

Change of

Hearts

Roseanne

Newsi:

NewsS:

Fresh
Prince

NBC News

Fresh

Prince

Newshour With Jim
Lehrer b;

News[l£

Judge Judy
(In Stereo)

Married.

With

Ricki Lake Mates'

indiscretions revealed.

Primer Impacto

Frasier (In

Stereo) IE

Noticias 'S,

ABC WId
News
Real TV (In

Stereo) ±
Sirnpsons
(In Stereo)

Mad About
You:Bj

Noticiero

Unlvision

Ent.

Tonight

Extra (I

Stereo)

In

Friends (In

Slereo) ±
Life and
Times

Jeopardy!

Hard Copy
3C

Home
Improve.

Frasier (In

Stereo)

Hollywood
Squares B]

Access
Hollywood

Promised Land
"Anywhere but Here" gl

Seinfeldjin

Stereo) BJ

Huell

Howser

Wheel of

Fortune S
LARD: Life

on the Beat

Siinpsons
(In Stereo)

News

BASIC CABLE STATIONS

44

33

54

39

43

57

75

38

26

BTBi

l«PI?i

as
@39

8

19

16

27

12

14

42

32

1^39

|jQ!l

56
Biography: Nancy
Reagan-Leading l-ady

58

12

65

76

26

Unexplained "Exorcists"

(R)

Mi Pequena Traviesa

[Touch of Frost

"Unknown Soldiers"

Friends (In

Stereo) ±
Wayans
Bros. H

Jesse "The
Kiss" iB)

Jamie Foxx
(In Slereo)

America on Wheels (In

Stereo) (Part 2 ol 3) 3E

Diagnosis Murder "Rear

Windows '98" (In Stereo)

Frasier (In

Stereo) W
Steve

Harvey S

Veronica's
Closet QS

48 Hours "Quest for

Immortality" (In Stereo) E

For Your
LoveBj

News

ER "Hazed and
Confused" (In Stereo) IE

NewsIS

News (In Stereo) [ffi

Mystery! "The Life and Crimes of

William Palmer" (In Stereo) (Part 1 of 2)

Thieves of

Time [SI

*** "The Birdcage" (\99e. Comedy) Robin Williams, Gene Hackman, Nathan

Lane. A son's engagement throws a kink inio a gay couple's life. (In Stereo) W
NewsS] News

World's Wildest Police

Videos (In Stereo) S

News[R: NewsS]

When Good Pets Go Bad
(In Slereo) ffi

Lost Sou/s"(1998) John Savage. Supernatural

beings terrorize a family in their new home, ffl

Vivo por Elena

Law & Order "Barter 'SI

*•*' J 'The Dtary of Anne Frank" ()9S9. Drama) Joseph Schildkraul, Millie

Perkins. A Jewish girl hides from Ihe Nazis in an Amsterdam altic

Profiles "Michael Flaliey

" Eire Apparent" (R)

World Today IL

(4:00)• "Something

W//d (1986) Jell Daniels.

Cochran & Company
(Live)

^

In My Life

Larry King Live "Si

Margaret
Cho (R)

Prime Time Justice

Make Me
Laugh

Prime Time Public Affairs

Baby, That's Rock 'n' Rol

iDesencuentro

Biography: Nancy
Reagan-Leading Lady

NewsIS

NewsB)

News

FriendsJJn

Slereo) W

Late Show (In Stereo) Late Late Show Actress

Maureen O'Hara. m
Tonight Show (In Stereo)

Cheers
"Grease" W

Charlie Rose (In Stereo)

Murphy
Brown \S1

[Me and
Times

NewsiS: Nightline X

Jerry Springer W

Married.

With

Newsradio
(In Slereo)

Bienvenidos

Unexplained "Exorcists

'

(R)

iNoticias IS

M*A*S*H
"Ping-Pong"

Mad About
You OS

Noticiero

Univlsion

Politically

Incorrect W
Change of

HeartOKl

Living

Single m

Late Night (In Slereo) m

News(R)[B]

Later (In

Stereo) (S

Nanny (In

Stereo) IS

Psychology

News (R) m

Love
Connection

Cops "Las

Vegas" BB

Star Trek: The Next
Generation (In Stereo) M

•* "A Tree Grows in BrooKlyn" (\9A5) A girl

comes of age in a poor Brooklyn neighborhood. 'PG'

*** Vj "Ju//a"(1977, Drama] Jane Fonda, A friend

draws a writer into wartime Resislance efforts. 'PG'

Songs of Leiber & Stoller (R)

: A Celebration of the

Newsstand
Entertainment Weekly S
Daily Show
(R)

Stein's

Money

Sports
Tonight K

Trial Story

44
Spytek The art and
science of espionage. (R)

42
Mysteries &
Scandals

39
College Football: Georgia Tech at Clemson. (Live) E

Bill

fflHH

41
Golden
Girls :S

40

64

71

38

FYE! (R)

Spytek "The Real 007"

Talk Soup Fashion
Emergency

Spytek The art and

science ol espionage. (R)

News Daily Mysteries &
Scandals

3 Friends,

Jerry

Countdown

Golden
Girls i:

Show Me
the Funny

Ellen "Sleep

Clinic" 3]

Jams Countdown (In Slereo)

Catdog

Extremists

All That (R)

(In Stereo)

Ultimate

Fan League

Lois & Clark-Superman

Saved by
Bell

USA High

WCW Thunder 'E

Figure It

Out

Last Word

Show Me
the Funny

Oh No! Mr.

Bill

Ellen

"Gladiators"

Cut (In

Stereo)

Party of Five "Point of No
Return" (In S ereo) OE

Celebrity

Death

Secret-of

Alex

FOX Sports

News

Babylon 5 "All Alone in

the Nighi" (In Stereo) g
Hercules: The

(In Slereo) Legendary Journeys 'S.

66

PREMIUM CABLE STATIONS

WCW Thunder X

Addams

Doug (In

Stereo) E
Break the

Ice

SIfl & Oily

(In Stereo)

Moneyline
(R)b:

Profiles "Michael Flatiey

" Eire Apparent" (R)

Larry King Uve (R) D

** "Something IV/W"(1986. Comedy) A mysterious

woman whisks a meek executive lo adventure

Cochran & Company (R) Prime Time Justice (R)

Prime Time Pul)lic Affairs (R)

Touch of Frost

"Unknown Soldiers" (R)

In My Life (R)

Newsstand:
Entertainment Weekly [g

Baby, That's Rock 'n' Rol

Songs of Leiber L Stoller

Comedy Showcase

Sports
Tonight m
Dally Show

Trial Story (R) Cochran & Company (R)

Public Policy Conference

Justice Files 'Justifiable

Homicide" (R)

Behind the Scenes (R)

Sportscenter X

AXN D?S^

—

Camera

Chicago Hope "Mother.

May I B:

Sports k Music Festival (R) (In Stereo)

Spytek The art and

science of espionage. (R)

Ungerie (R)

Outside the

Unes (R)

Spytek "The Real 007"

Talk Soup

Up Close Special (R)

Night Stand

Spytek The art and

science of espionage. (R)

American
Mu»cto (R)

•'/, Anything to Surv/ve" (1990) A shipwrecked

family battles nature on the coast of Alaska.

"Justice for Annie, a Moment of Truth Mov(e" (1996) A
woman tries to prove that her daughter was murdered.

Rugratsjn
Stereo) IE

Thornber-
rys

Cousin
Skeeteri:

Brady
Bunch

Wonder
Years SI

Happy
Dayt

NHL Hockey Nashville Predators at Los Angeles Kings. Great Western Forum

(Ltve)

Celebrity

Death

ER "Don't Ask. Don't Tell"

(In Stereo) 31

Xena: Warrior Princess

"Hooves and Harlots" K

*• "McL/nfocfc.'"(1963, Western) John Wayne, Maureen O'Hara

A cattle baron meets his match in a sirong-willed woman

Cartoon
Sushi

LavemeA
Shifiey

FOX Sports

Al Ritmo de la Noche

Law & Order "Barter" (Bl

News (R) (In Stereo) SI

Classic Arts Showcase

Entertain-

ers

"A Farewefl

to Arms"

Maury Paternity tests

prove fatherhood. M
Cops (In

Stereo) Bl

Paid
Program

El Gordo y
la Flaca (R)

Happy
Days

Paid
Program

El Blabiazo

\i,*ir "The Fallen IdoT'

1(1948) Ralph Richardson.

***'/! "The Diary ol Anne Frank" {^9S9) A Jewish girt

hides from the Nazis in an Amsterdam attic

: A Celebration of the

Moneyline
(R)l]

Stein's

Money

Showbiz
Today IB

I
Crossfire

|(R)i]

Saturday Night Uve
Mk:ha8l J. Fox. OD

Prime Time Justice (R)

*•* "The Snapper"
(1993)CoimMeaney. 'R'

Interna-

tional^

Make Me
Laugh

Paid

Program

Newsroom

Daily Show
(R)

Paid

Program

Howard
Stem

Sportscenter I

Howard
Stem(R)

Melrose Place "Kyle of

the Desert" (In Stereo)

700 Club

Attitudes [B

Golden
Girls m

Cut (R) (In

Slereo

I Love Lucy

FOX Sports News

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

UpClott

AXN(R)

Golden
Girts U

Loveline Cast of "Conrad

Bkxxn." (In Stereo)

BewHchtd Mary Tyler

Moore IB]

Last Word

Paid

Program

Talk Soup

a

Paid
Program

Night Stand

College Football: Georgia Tech at

Clemson. (R) M
Lifs;

Camera
rad"
Progri

sterieiUnsolved Mysteries (In Homicide:

Stereo) I
Ufa

lYol (In Slereo)Pleasure
Chest

TaxilS

Ultimate

Fan League

Walker, Texas Ranoer
Righl Man, Wrong Time'

*v, "0/oodsporf" (1988, Adventure) A Westerner wins

a martial arts competition m Hong Konr

**v, "Maia League" (1989) Tom Berenger. A ragtag

team tries lo turn its poor pertormance around 3C

* "An Officer and a Gentleman" {)9S2. Drama) Richard Gere.

Debra Winger. A hardened toser enlists in the Naval Aviation Corps.

WCW Thunder (R) X IWCW Thunder (R) Kl

New York Undercover I Silk Stalklngs "Partners

"Cotor Lines" (In Stereo) |tn Crime" (In Stereo) H
V, "Cover-Up" {)9^) Dolph Lundgren An American

irter uncovers a Middle Eastern conspirar-

Program

Newhart X

Extremists

15L

Dick Van
Pyka

Racing

***Vj "The Shootist"

(1976) John Wayne

Renegade "The Pipeline"

(R) (In Stereo) [B

Parry Mason "The Case
of the Fugitive Nurse

"

99

31

20

15

17

BTOi

34

33

35

(4:00) "Romeo S
Ju//er(1996)'PG 13'3i:

Off the Wall
ir:

MadUbsS:

4 30) * Space Jam"
i
19%)Michaiel Jordan S
4 30) • "Alone m the

7oods" ( 1997) -PG'

(410)
^•Carrxjsr 3"

*** "Moment ol ImpacT ( 1 998) Larisa Loktev. A

family must cope with its lather's debilitating injury

Growing
Pains [E

Brotherly
Lovei;

1967.tilt' } "The Jungle Book" ^ _.

Adventure) Voices of Phil Harris. 'G' IB

iTeenKlNers* "The Mam Event" {}979) Bartxa Streisand A

bankrupt tycoon's only asset is a cowardiy boxer 'PG'

V, "The Spitfire Gr)/r( 1996) Alison Elliott An ex

con fnds suspicion and fnwKbhy m a small town (B

Vj "Prisoner ol Zenda. /nc "( 1 996) A ruthless

bus«iessman ptots to have ha nephew kidnapped

* "The Untouchables" {yWT) Incomjpllble '•Sleepers" (1996, Drarn?) Kevin Bacoa A revenue crime

government agents move against Al Capone 'R' i: jreunrtes four friends from Hell 5 Kitchen (In Stereo) H K
* "Femgully the Las/ It'-'j "Healhcliff The Atovie" (1986^

fteyrforBsf (19^) 'G' S Comedy) Voice of Mel Blanc.
'Q' «!

The Siege
First Look

The Second Amval" (\9M) Patrick Muktoon. A man

must thwart an ahen conspiracy to destroy Earth 'R'

* "A Sokiter's Swwlhearr"(l99e, Drama) A ILkic's (R)

soidier's gtrttriend arrives at his base n Vietnam 'R' (B|(Part 2 o« 2)

*« Tigh(ing'8adlr"(t9e2. Drama) Tom
SkerrKt. Palfi LuPone "R

** Thar Beach" (1996) A rotund teen

and his pal head out for tun n the sun

Walt Disney Pratants A
Ranger's Guide to Nature"

ln8idettwNFL(ln
Stereo) (B

Rude IRadShoe
Awitoning iDiartas I [Deadly Syw

t*^ 'Snand the Other iMan' (1995.

Come<ly-DTama) Ron EMard W

DaMl Man's Gun "Seven

Zorro (In

StereouB

Mkm{\r\
Slerao) (B

B

* -Genffaman's Bar (1995, Adult) NeHh

Hunter, Betsy Monror (In Stereo) 'R*

MIckay
Mouaa Club

Saiandtha

*Vi Ihe Three Lives of

Jhomasina'

Mr.Stww-
Bob

1964) 'PG'

OMaa's

City (R) IB |B^ GokT'Rm
Itogar Corman PraaanU ** "Night

."BuSet of Bkxxf' J Wswi'^R'

*4* 'Ay MphT (1996) Stanley Tuoci.Struggivi^

rastauralaurs prepare a least ky Loua Prima 'R

Classifieds

825-2221

Display

20b -3060
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CARTER
From page 44

AYANBADEJO
From page 44 ______

now, while I had no idea what was going on then. It's so

interesting that one can appreciate something, that hap-

pened to them so long ago that they did not necessarily

appreciate then.

He gives players confidence the moment they come

into his grasp. A coach that tears a player's psyche

down, with plans of building it back up later, can actual-

ly shatter confidence beyond reproach.

Al makes his players believe that they not only have

the ability to succeed, but also that they can bounce

back from mistakes. He always has faith in his players

and he lets them know it.

He never wants his players to stop trying.

What is his motivation? I would really like to know'

because he is definitely mine. I just look at Al and think.

"That is a great man," and wonder if he even knows it.

From the time I met Al and played for him at the age

of 10, it was totally apparent to me that he would be an

important figure in my development. Did I ever pay

him to help me with my free-throw shooting or my
jump shot or my dribbling? No. Yet he was always there

no matter how much time I wanted to spend in the

gym.

If things were going bad, I always knew ! had the

park to make me feel better. Had the park not been

there, I know not what kinds of trouble I might have

happened upon.

Al made sure that I would never find out. He would

always sacrifice his own personal gralificatii>n just to

make sure someone else would be okay. I just sit back

and think about the times that Al would catch the bus in

the rain just to see his teams or ex-playcrs play What

kind of unparalleled dedication is that'.'

! grew up with a lather in my home, but many pctv

pie did not. I he effort Al put forth in all his dealings

with kids really is falher-esque. I just know tluit those

Femi has helped him get to this point, and in

the upcoming National Football League

draft. Act V will take place.

A national championship will close Acts

I-IV in Brendon's life. His struggle to make

it to the NFL alongside "brother Femi. a

practice squad running back with the

Minnesota Vikings who originally went

undrafted two years ago. should be his ren-

dition of Act V.

The reason Brendon knows a lot about

Bottom's performance and the confiicts in

"A Midsummer Night's Dream" is because

of his contributions to the Warner
Flementary School.

Thanks to a program started by fourth-

year student Mike Skolnik. one of

Brendon's many friends. Brendon volun-

teers to bring theater to elementary schools.

Brendon feels the need to give back to

the community and EQOP (Equal

Opportunity Productions) was the perfect

opportunity.

FQOi* started last quarter and a large

number o^ volunteers produced 'A

Midsummer Night's Dream" and had the

kids of the Warner Flementarv School act it

out.

Last week Brendon volunteered fi>r the

first lime this quarter. The kids are doing a

\ersion of 'Huckleberry I inn
'

"Mostly" it's all theater majors, so I go

there and I'm like one o\ the only history

major and I kind o{ feel awkward because

they know e\erything to get the kids ready

and open up their minds and get ready to

see players coming at him from behind.

That's not correct, though.

The eye tattooed in the back of

Brendon's head is the same eye tattooed in

between Femi's shoulder blades.

When Femi was about to leave for San

Diego St.. Brendon bought him a card with

the eye on the front. Inside, the card said

"The inner self is indestructible, like the

pyramids."

Soon after Femi received the card, Femi

had the eye tattooed. In a show of solidarity.

Brendon decided to imprint the eye on the

back of his head.

"I was like that's a good meaning and .so

I kind of relate it to mine and my brother's

relationship." Brendon said. "Our relation-

ship is indestructible and no one can break

us down in any way."

Lemi will call and sometimes leave about

{\\c messages after every game. Several of

those calls are even made during the game.

Messages range from criticism on

Brendon's performance to the expression ci^

Femi's emotional link to the game.

During the week, these two brothers find

a way to talk to each other another four or

['\\x times.

"Sometimes we don't talk about any-

thing." lemi said. "We don't talk about

football, but about life and what's going

on."

These two brothers feel like they're living

dual lues, lemi finds himself spending

money on Saturdays to watch I'CLAs
fiiotball games on Pay-Per-View.

Femi then undergoes a metamorphosis

and becomes Min'nesol.i's \ersion o'i

Brendon If UCLA wins, lemi feels like

BieiuUin. If I ('LA were \o U)se. Lemi
that came up with cmly then ^M^uln^^^ in tlii'ii Imniiv

appreciate him that iiuich more (or should appreciate

him more, anyway).

Al has always been more than just a co.ich. Me luis

also beeh more than just a recreation and piirks worker.

And that is what a hero is all ahoiU to me. Ihank

you.

A. CioQue Carter is a seasoned journalist determined to

bring a news element to sports. Please forward questions

and concerns to Theory(fl>Bigfoot.com.

uait iiutiiiu." Hri'ndoii ^a i d. I find th;tt I Uould ioclju-.i a', depier^'d tMlniibriffi^

Akili Smith and flanker Damon GrilTin,

took the game into overtime.

This game was the biggest of the year for

a UCLA team that was vying for the

national championship. Oregon was ranked

llth in the nation and ESPN's College

CJameday came to the Rose Bowl for the

first time.

This was the time for Brendon to step up.

"Last year I was a support player,"

Brendon said. "Although I led the team in

tackles for losses last year, most of that stuff

went unnoticed. I was basically just a role

player. Just go out there, be consistent, hus-

tle around and do my job."

Now he's a senior, which makes him a

leader by default. People look to him to

make a big play. Brendon says he prefers

the job this year because people look to him

to get the job done.

The inability of the defense to perform to

expectations is wearing him down. Brendon

has high standards and he feels the defense

hasn't come close to meeting them yet.

When Steve Cox, his junior college coach

at Cabrillo who coincidentally played with

UCLA head coach Bob Toledo a long time

ago. .sent film to the Bruins displaying

Brendon's abilities, it was for this kind oi

situation.

Come game time. Brendon is a player

who thrives on emotion. UCLA sophomore

linebacker Lony White, who called Brendon

"quiet and mellow"' off the field, character-

izes his teammate's behavior on the field as

a "leader who is kind of cra/> and li>ud."

While sees players feed ofi Brendon s

intensity. He's the first player to burst out in

celebration when the defense makes a great

play.

beci)me ow^ o\ the kids versus being one o^

the members out there."

Kids gi\e no second thought lo the ques-

tions the\ ask. During Brendon's expv^sure

lo the Warner lilementar\ School this ques-

tion must ha\e popped up: "Excuse me mis-

ter, why do you have an eye in the back i>l

your head?" ~

C"onsidering that Brendon is a line-

backer, the obvious answer is that he can

||im losing is like me losing." I'emi said.

We"re not only brothers. we"re best

friends. When 1 got to L.A. and ue kick it.

we kick It. We talk all the lime If UCLA
lost. I would feel like I lost."'

Against Oregon earlier in the season, the

metamorphosis was most evident.

Lemi watched his brother make sevcfitt"

plays during the game, but the Ducks,

behind contributions from quarterbiick

Vt II I ! me iieore .
^ h '

.^ ^ and Ihe game heail -

ing into oxertime. Femi could no longer

postpone a pre\ious engagement.

Iherefore Femi took his cellular phone and

had Kylie Wong, a Stanford linebacker last

season and a member of the Vikings this

season, relay the cvcmUs of the game over the

phone.

rhen Wong told Lemi UCLA won the"

SeeAYANBADUO,page37

8400
Apartments for Rent

PALMS Single apt from $495. 1 -bdrm. $595
Stove. $600deposil for single and
$900deposit for Ibdrm 1-year lease. 310-

837-1502 leave message.

PALMS Spacious 2-bdrm/2-bath. own
fOomSibath $537 60 +1/2ulilities N/S, N/D
Security building. Seeking mature, responsi-

ble, very clean person Call Mary 310-204-

4494

WLA. Large single. 1917 Spanish mission

building High ceilings, hardwood floors, sep-

arate kitchen&dining room. 1-yr lease, $750

Betty: 310-479-8646.

CasaBlanca West

Large Furnished
& Unfurnished

Bachelor $675
available Dec 1*'

Cable ready, pool, laundry, sundeck,

super dosett. Low Security Deposit

530 Veteran
208-4394

8400
Apartments for Rent

SEE TO APPRECIATE
PALMS $800 2-bdrm, ibath large apan-

ment in small, quiet building Completely re-

fuftished, like new. 15min from campus.
310-398-6622

SHERMAN OAKS SINGLE $700/mo. 1-

month Free Rent' Pool/gated parkmg/secun-

ty/dishwasher/gym. Furnished available:

Fax/TV/CDplayer/2-beds/m:-
crowave/desk/lamps/tables/more Available

Nov.20. ISmin from UCLA. Call 818 994-

0712.

SPACIOUS UPPER DUPLEX 3bdrm/2ba

new Berber carpet, washer/dryer, stove/re-

frig $2300/mo. 6507 W 6th St, LA, CA
90048 Call Liz: 213-653-2498.

WE3TW00D lbdrm/1-bath condo, 1 -block

Irom UCLA, fireplace, patio, wetbar, 1 under-

ground parking-space. Non-smoking
$1250/mo furnished 818-376-1409
I—^1 I -l.i i.^M I III M . I I I . I

WESTWOOD- Single apartment $750-

$795 Bright, cheerlul, patio, pool Walk to

UCLA Shopping, transportation 1942 Pel-

ham 310-446-9348

WESTWOOD. Large 1-bdrm $950. Malcolm

.Ave. near Westwood&SM Blvd. 14unit build-

ing w/pool, parking, laundry, hardwood
floors, stove 818-995-8866 ext.312. Monica.

WLA- 2bdrm/2ba. $1250-1295 Prime loca-

tion. Bright, cheerlul, patio. Walk to UCLA,
shopping, transportation. 1242 S Wellesley.

Near Wiishire Won't last 310-207-7209

WLA $825$850. 2bdrm/1 5ba Dishwasher,

AC, carpet, drapes built-in Extra large

fenced patio 310-670-5119

WLA: Single- $650 One person, no pets

Stove, refrigerator. full kitchen, car-

pet&blinds Parking, laundry 2 miles to

UCLA. Shown by appointme.nt. 11321 Mas-
sachusetts Ave 310-477-8750.

8800
Guesthouse for Rent

9400
Room for Rent

BEVERLY HILLS Lovely furnished guest-

house Ibdrm, kitchen, eating area, show-

er/bath UCLA graduate student preferred.

$950/mo Available Dec 1 310-271-881^

House for Rent

SANTA MONICA- 2bdrm/1bath 2parking

spaces New paint Cooler Refridgerator

and stove $895/mo Ca:l 9am-8pm 310-541

2816

WLA 4-bdrm/3-balh -fguesthouse

$2600/mo Excellent quiet area. 3-miles from

UCLA 650-493-C731.

Westwood Plaza
Apartments

581585 Gayley flue.

#13 Office

1 Bedroom for S1050
Aparlment faces beautiful

garden, air conditionirig,

laundry room facility.

across from UCLA campus

. Ca//
151§) 2§8-85§5

Office hours 10-6 PM l^

AfMrtments Furolslied

MAR VISTA. $535«iup/month. Ask about

move in special Attractive, furn'shed 1-

txjrm Large, pool, patio, barbecue area.

Quiet-building 3748 Inglewood Blvd 310-

398-8579

House for Sale

WESTWOOD SOUTH. Charming original

Spanish duplex w/pool. 2*1/2 up. 2+1 3/4

down $549,000. Tom Brook. Agent 310-

979-4000 ext 404,

9200
Housing Needed

PARIS-LA EXCHANGE SOUGHT Charm-
ing,quief, architect's house (50rn2) w/pnvate

garden in east Pans lor similar in SM or

nearby from 12/1/98. Please call

01U33+1 43.48 94 24or
100523 1630©CompuServe ccm

PROFESSIONAL MALE, homeowner, se"KS

housesitting position in LA area. Very flexible

w/dates. Must be quiet residence w/no in-

door cats 310-207-6533.

9300
Room for Help

BRENTWOOD PARK- Near UCLA PVT
room&bath, kitchen privileges for student

w/car, p/t painting, book-keeping, and/or

housekeeping Help needed. 310-476-1510.

8700
^Condo/Towwhousefdr Sile

BRENTWOOD Large home 3-bdrm/2 bath

penthouse -fioft and sundeck New paint,

carpet.appkances 2-car side-by-side park

ing $379,000 A Buchman 310-471

6383wt123 CoidlMl I

Room for Rent

BRENTWOOD- 1 Bedroom available in

-bright spacious 3bd/2ba apartment. AC.
W/D, dishwasher, furnished Close to San
Vicente shops&restaurants $665/mo 310-

820-0711

BRENTWOOD Luxurious apartment Fe-

male only Furnished bedroom own bath Full

kitchen pnvileges ParKing $525/rT>o-utilitiM

irKluded 310-477-3173

CULVER CITY Female roommate Private

room/share bath Nonsmoker, no pets Grad
student preferred. $500 (includes utilities).

Day 818-503-1424. Eve;3i0-837-9943 San-
dv.

Employed non-smoking female to share lux-

urious apartment adjacent to BH Pnvate

room/bath. Washer/Dryer $550/mo Call

310-275-7737 or 310-395-3923

HOLLYWOOD HILLS Quiet room, secluded

hillside home, near Mulholland/Coldwater

Microwave, refngerator, cable, pool, patio

OHstreet parking Avail Decl $450 213-

654-6968

LOS ANGELES-ROOM FOR RENT in 4-

txlrm house $400 +1/4 utilities. Includes all

house privileges Call 310-836-8774.

WEEKLY HOTEL RATES JoHy Roger Hotel

in Marina del Rey offering special student

rates $255.36/wk. lax, maid service, conti-

nental breakfast included Call David: 800-

822-2904.

WESTWOOD. Furnished guest bed/bath

Private entrance & parking. $475/month

w/laundry, utilities, cableTV. microwave,

refrigerator, yard. Will accept $200/mo. In

trade for babysitting M-F,4-6pm 310-277-

0507. Steve or Mane.

WESTWOOD Room for rent Own bed-

room/bath. Backyard, kitchen/laundry, gated

parking, N/S, clean, quiet, female student

Close to UCLA $525/mo -J-utilities 310-477-

0112

'WLA BEDROOM* Private bath in pleasam

house Share w/2. Pets okay $650/mo -futil-

ities (310)575^4412

WLA Living room to rent, $350/mo Close to

UCLA 2nd floor, pool, gym. tennis, utilities

included Female preferred 310-445-9412.

9500
Roommates-Private Room

MID-WILSHIRE-Beautiful, brick. 1930s 3-

bdrm house. Fireplace, hardwood floors,

separate phone, cable, washing ma-
chine/dryer, off-street parking. Non-smoker
No-pets $495 Chris, 323-931-5025

PALMS Responsible, iKly, mate roon>ma4e

wanted to have own room, share bath in 3-

bdrm/2-bath $305/rT>o 310-2800625 or 310-

839-5735

SANTA MONICA- Clean roommate lo share

2bdrnViba furnished apartment $550/mo
Washer/dryer. rwn-smoKer, between ages
25-35 Female preferred Avaiiabte 12/01

310-304-6502

9500
Roommates - Private Room

VETERAN fOHIO- 2&2 with loft condo Pos-
sible 3/2 24hr guard. Secure park., spa,

pool, washer and dryer $1550/mo Call Kar-

en ©310-372-2950. Avail. 12/1

WESTWOOD Own room/bath ($480). Seek-
ing female professional or graduate student

to share 3-bdrm/2-bath. Nonsmoker, no pets.

December 1st. 310-712-1217.

Roommates-Shared Room

LANDFAIR. Female roommate needed.

Available Jan 1. Share room in 2-bdrm/1 5-

bath 2-story apt, 5min to campus. $390/mo
-futilities. 310-443-5757.

WESTWOOD 501 Gayley Female N/S.

L.irge l-bdrm/1-bath w/2people.

$360/mo+utilities. Must like animals. Kitch-

en&parking. Clean&fully-furnished Start late

Nov. Hope@310-508-5734/213-629-1986.

WESTWOOD Female roommate wanted to

share 1 -bdrm/1 -bath spacious apt on Land-

fair. $490/mo. Available ASAP Call 310-208-

8311.

WESTWOOD Ten minute walk to UCLA.

Own room/bathroom. Fully furnished, A/C,

high ceilings, carpet, fireplace, balcony. \c-

cuzzi, all appliances, laur>dry, parking. Non-

smoking grad student/professional preferred

$725/MO. Move m immediately 310-472-

0115.

WLA Share room in spacious 2-bdrm/2bath

apt 5-minutes to UCLA. Security building,

gated garage, A/C, laundry Low security de-

posit. $310/mo Callie@213-680-4462

9700
Sublets

BRENTWOOD 1-MILE UCLA INDEFINITE
SUBLET Huge ibdrm 2 pools, weight

room. gatPd, parking, laundry. Quiet cul-de-

sac Priced low $900 818 909-7600

WESr.'^'OOD Roommate needed to sublet

1-bdrm $400+ utilities per month for Win-

ter/Spnng quarters Preferably female. Call

310-208-8560

I'.'l.l

Vacation Rentals

IDYLLWILD BEAUTIFUL I^TN CABIN San
Bernardino Natl Forest Fully equipped Hot

tub. firepiaces Views Sleep 4+ $250/wee
titnd. 310-794-5615 310-391-6806
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AYANBADEJO
From page 36

coin toss. Femi replied that the

Bruins were sure to defer and let the

defense take the field.

Brendon proceeded to sack Akili

Smith two consecutive times.

Femi then listened to how UCLA
intercepted a fourth-down hail mary
pass and UCLA went on to win 41-

38.

"He called me, as soon as I guess

he got those messages, and said.

'Yeah! Two back-to-back sacks!" and

he didn't even see them," Brendon

said. "He was real excited for me."

The emotional outbursts Brendon

went through after the two sacks left

him spent. He had never been as

exhausted as he was after that game.

If the Bruins had lost that game
the Ayanbadejo brothers would have

both been depressed for quite a

while. UCLA's national champi-

onship hopes no longer would exist.

That's why Minnesota's loss a cou-

ple of weeks ago al Tampa Bay didn't

leave the brothers completely deject-

ed. An undefeated NFL season is not

necessary for Femi's Super Bowl

hopes.

"They can still lose a few more

games and still make it to the Super

Bowl," Brendon said. "But to do

what (the Bruins) are trying to do, we

can't lose at all. His team is trying to

go to the Super Bowl just as much as

we want the national championship."

Brendon and Femi have avoided

calamity and are well on their way to

joy - joy being a championship for

the Ayanbadejo brothers.

"We're far from there, but it can

happen," Femi said.

It can and will happen, just as long

as Brendon and Femi are not awak-

ened from their own Midsummer
Night's Dream - a.k.a. Late-Season

Championship Dream.

WATERPOLO
Frompage39 ; ;r

time Harries has put into making

the team, his coach recognizes the

difl'erence between now and then.

"He's put so much lime into it

since and it's a neat story because

he's playing well this year," Baker

says. "He's scoring goals for us on a

consistent basis and he's made his

way into our nine-player rotation."

Harries and Bonderson take the

notion of a balanced college life to

the extreme. Killer GPAs and mem-

bership on a national champi-

onship team may not be all that's

valuable in life, but no one can deny

them of their hard earned bragging

right.

It's apparent they're both over-

achievers and it's in their nature to

want to do more than what's

required.

"I've always liked to be involved

in a lot of things, perhaps too many
things," says Harries, who'll gradu-

ate after this quarter. "Taking on

those three big responsibilities was-

n't easy, but I just like being

involved."

FREE MOniROlA PAGER
WITH PURCHASE OF 1 YEAR AIRTIME

MEXICO, CANADA, CENTRAL AMERICA AND
NATIONWIDE COVERAGE

SWnCH YOUR EXISTING PAGER "2 "US!

WE DELIVER • PHONE ORDERS • CREDIT CARD
DISCOUNTS ON NEW MOTOROLA PAGERS AND VOICE MAIL!

you can help
expand the

-Join the Recycling

Advocates, a task force that

works on expanding

recycling on-campus.

Students, faculty and staff

are all welcome.

M
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Students with I.D.
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BONILLA
From page 41

behind Piazza)."

Rojas, who turns 32 next month,

was a major disappointment for the

Mets last year, going 5-2 with a 6.05

ERA and two saves in 50 games. He

is signed for 1999 at $4.5 million.

Rojas made his big league debut

with Montreal in 1990. His best sea-

son was in 1996, when he went 74
with a 3.22 ERA and 36 saves for the

Expos. He signed with the Cubs fol-

lowing that season and was a bust.

going 0-4 with a 4.22 ERA and 13

saves before being traded to the

Mets in August. He was 0-2 with two

saves and a 5.13 ERA after the trade.

Bonilla w^s in <> Mexico and

unavailable for comment.

Rojas, speaking from the

Dominican Republic, said he was

pleased about the deal, saying it was

"like I'm starting a new career."

"I think the last two years, I

haven't pitched that often." Rojas

said when asked to explain his diffi-

culties. "I used to pitch every day."

The Dodgers will use Rojas in a

setup role for closer Jeff Shaw.

SOSA
From page 40

No. 59 through 62, a heavily taped

blond bat made by Rawlings. The

bat for No. 63 split in half and was-

n't kept, Ralph said.

"I was at his locker when the

game ended, when he brought the

bats in," Ralph said. "Sammy
signed, numbered and dated each

one. Sammy's been signing a lot of

things with '66' since the season

ended. He would never purposely

try to deceive anyone."

WATERPOLO
From page 40

says, laughing. "I try to get eight

hours so if something were to go, it'd

be maybe lounging time or watching

jryj^

Harries, for example is a member of

Phi Kappa Psi fraternity, which also

takes a lot of his commitment.

"I find there's enough time to

study and go out if you carefully man-

age your time," Harries says. "I try to

study throughout the quarter so it

doesn't build up too much at the end.

Then I just study two or three days

before a test.

"I actually like to sleep a lot and

that's one thing that never goes," he

Whichever wav you approach it,

these two get the job done. Their aca-

demic accomplishments helped the

water polo team get the highest aver-

age GPA among the UCLA men's

sports teams.

Head coach Guy Baker says while

Harries and Bonderson get the high-

est grades, many other team members

also do well in studies. One of the rea-

SeeWAnilPOlO,page39

did you hear?

you can help

expand the fngtm

Join the Recycling

Advocates, atask force
thatworkson

expanding recycling

orvcampus. Students,

facultyand staff are all

\A^elconrie to ourweekly

meetings, Tuesdays at

6pminRoyce156.

Call the Campus Photo Studio today to get a date. Hurry, appointments are filling up fast!

AND SO CAN YOU!

Pick up your copy of the Freshman Record at 1 18 Kerckhoff Hall between the hours of

9 to 5. You need only your student ID. If you have any questions, please call 825.2640

frestoiillllrecorcl

K>

CELIA FOX
LA. UNDERGROUND
Directed by: Stanly Ralph Ross

Hottest new comedion Ground

" Sail FraiKisco Chronicle -

RefreshmolY funn^ skits,

- LAWeekl)^-

Wpff in Fonts

:^-' :^'^ Rock City News -

:;:j^:'-''

StudentssEieeiiwith College I.D.

Doors opiiat 9:00 Show starts at 9:30

ivery Friday Night Nov. 13 thru Dec. 18

Masquer's Cabaret and Dinnei Theater

8334 West Thnd Siteei in Beveily Hills

Foi Reservations Call 2I3-390-SS86
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WATERPOLO
From page 38

sons IS their disciplined training regi-

men rubs otT on other facets of daily

routine. And. as Baker explains, they

can't rely on a secure income playing

water polo for a living.

"From water polos perspective,

the reason why they're here is Wn a

degree." Baker says. "Water polo is

great but there's no professional

water polo. Some of these guys go on

to play in the Olympics, some of these

guys are the best players in the world.

but no matter how good of a water

polo player you are. you still have to

fall back on your degree. So they take

school seriously."

And that is retlectcd by

Boiiderson's approach to academics.

'| consider academics a priority

becau.se I've never considered sports

as uhat I'm best at." Bonderson says.

"I always thought of myself as a stu-

dent who just happens to have some

athletic ability."

Bonderson may downplay his ath-

leticism, but he and Harries are key

players in this year's championship

quality team. Bonderson is the starl-

ing goalie, while Harries is part o\' a

nine-man game rotation. They were

mere walk-ons a few years ago.

"1 was coming to UCLA and I

wanted to give water polo a try even

though it wasn't absolutely neces-

sary." Bonderson recalls. "I tried con-

tacting Ciuy for the longest time but 1

just never got a response until I

walked on the pool deck before prac-

tice and asked him il 1 could play.

"It turns out the first two years I'm

there." he adds, "our team wins the

national championship. It was nice,

even though 1 didn't play."

Bonderson played understudy to

All-American goalie Matt Swanson at

the time Since Swanson's gradua-

tion, he gradually worked his way up

to his starting position.

Harries has a similar story in thaf-

he also walked on as a freshman. At

the time, he was also rushing his fra-

ternity, which added to the pressure o\'

making the cut. His improvement was

dramatic, as Baker says.

"Aaron couldn't even make our

swimming warm-up set at first,"

Baker recalls. " I'he only rea.son we

kept him on the team was because he

was 6-4. 215 pounds, left handed and

threw the ball hard. If we ever thought

he'd ever play here, it was remote."

That remoteness became more and

more of a reality as Harries was deter-

mined to make the team.

r—+^*Trying to walk on to a national

championship team was pretty tough

because there's a lot of competition,"

Harries says. "1 really got in shape

and work hard. I wasn't fast when 1

first came in but my swimming's

improved drastically and it's been a

good experience. 1 really enjoyed

di>ing it."

Knowmg the amount of work and

See WATERPOLO, page 37
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Power

INTERNATIONAL
Danzas Corporation

Los Angeles World Affairs
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ENTERTAINMENT
Sony Pictures

Entertainment
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Televteion
Merrill Lynch, Inc.

Paramount Pictures

BROADCASTING
CBS2 News
Fox Broadcasting Co.

PHILLIPS
GRADUATE
INSTITUTE

5445 Balbo.i Blvd.

I:ncino.CA9I3I6

f:-m.iil: .idniit@pgi.cdu

Web: wwu'.pgi.cdu

Tel: (8 1 8) 386-5638
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information sessions. Call ior
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Give yourself financial flexibility. Call us for The Associates Student Visa® card. And set all this:
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• No annual fee

• Credit ^ine up to $2,500
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1-888-SEND-ONE.
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WATERPOLO
From page

hours a day plus frequent weight

training and additional morning

practice hours.

Time commitment with the team

is one thing, physical energy output

is another.

"It limits when you can study but

it also makes it tougher after prac-

tice, when you're completely worn

out," Bonderson says. "You try to

do some homework but you're like,

'Maybe I should take a nap.'"

Assistant coach Adam Krikorian

graduated from the UCLA water

polo program few years ago. He
knows from first-hand experience

how challenging it is to be both a

student and an athlete.

"I don't know what it's like in

other sports but when you get back

from practice, you're just dead."

Krikorian remembers. 'I remem-

ber many times reading a book and

it wouldn't even be late, it'd be like

seven o' clock. And next thing you

know, it's eight and your head is in

the book, drooling.

"It's such a demanding sport and

Guy demands more out of you in

practice," he continues. "To see

what those guys have done and to

be as good as they are in the water at

the same time is extremely impres-

sive."

As intense as it is to take on two

full-time endeavors, they like the

challenge of excelling in both and

don't see any reason for giving up

one for another. In fact, they even

make lime for social activities.

See WATERPOLO, page 38

Mystery of Slugger drives officials batty

BASEBALL: Hall of Fame

claims New York mayor

does not own Sosa's bat

By Michael Blood

The Associated Press

CJoing, going ...gone.

N.Y. Mayor Rudolph Giuliani

thought he had a valuable piece of

baseball history - the bat Chicago Cubs

slugger Sammy Sosa used to hit his

66th, and final, home run of the season.

But the National Baseball Hall of Fame

said he was wrong, and went a long way

to resolve the mystery Wednesday.

Ihe bat Sosa save Giuliani.

inscribed m part "Home Run No. 66'."

is a Louisville Slugger. But Sosa hit No.

66. and Nos. 64 and 65 for that matter,

with a black bat with gold stripes made

by Hoosier, accordmg to the Hall of

Fame, which has the trophy bat on dis-

play at its museum in Cooperstown,

NY
"The proof is in the bats." said Hall

of Fame spokesman John Ralph, who

checked the bat against game video-

tapes and photographs of the historic

hit.

"To my knowledge, in the last

month of the season I never saw

Sammy use a Louisville Slugger bat."

Ralph added.

The baseball-loving mayor had no

immediate comment, but (iiuliani said

Wednesday he would put his bat on dis-

play, regardless. The mayor has said

Sosa told him the bat was the one the

right fielder usedto hit No. 66.

"One way or another, its become

even a more famous bat now," the

mayor said.

There was no word from Sosa, who

is playing baseball in Japan with other

major leaguers. His agent, Adam Katz,

did not return repeated phone calls.

From the start, Ralph said he was

certain the Hall of Fame had the bat

used for homers 64. 65 and 66 because

he picked it up from Sosa at his kxrker

after the game in Houston. Sosa also

donated the bat he used to hit homers

See SOSA, page 38

MARK COPELAND'S

THE BAKERYSESSION
ENHANCEDCD

SENT FREE TO UCLA STUDENTS
SIM PI Y I I AVI YOUR NAM! AM) A DM) KISS A I OlIK
Wl B-Sn K.WWVV.SPOTKI ( t)KI)S.( <)M, AM) I NjOV

AMI KICA'S #1 JAZZ SI NCI I R B A C k I I) R V H I S

SWINCilN' 17 PIFCr BU; BAND. RI Al I Y, IT'S I R I I !
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records

.*r' ~ N CONTACTS
Disposables

Clear sptietes. wkly o( biwkly

all ma|ui brands

Soft Daily or

Ext. wear
Clear, spheres. B & L

Soft Astigmatic or

Hard Gas Perm.
B & L. Boston

129

EXAMS
-or Glasses
Inc. glaucoma test)

For Contacts
(Inc. 2 mo. follow-up)

ARMANI, CALVIN KLEIN,
SAKI, MODO, GUCCI,

MOSSIMO, ALAIN MIKLI,

POLO, J.P. GAULTIER,
VERSACE, DKNY, PERSOL,

DIOR, POLICE, YOJI
YAMAMOTO, HUGO BOSS

and many more!

OVER 5,000 FRAMES &
CONTACTS IN STOCK

75 Years of Experience
Hi-Tech Instruments

We accept most insurance.

DR. B. COHENMEHR, OD
3116 Wilshire Blvd. Santa Monica
(5 blocks west of Bundy, across from Big 5)

(310) 828-2010
Free Parking

GLASSES
30 OFF

25 OFF

PACKAGES

All Designer

Frames

All Ultra

Thin Lenses

gn Exam & Contacts or

Exam & Glasses*
'Contacts Clear. Spheres B&L Oarly or Exi Wear or 2 Boxes

ol Clear. Spheres weeJiiy Disp All Maior Brands

'Glasses From our special selection. Single vision CR 39

E»p«f«s 1 1 /25/P8 M«y nol b» cotnb«n»d wim oHwf disccninls of plans

ARMY REISSUE
Hollyflll

Light weight
Carrying Case
Cover included̂16ided ^F

.95

ower aooo icems
o«50% OiP~
in our Sale Section
Burbank store Only

,,, ^ Laryes«
^' ^ Stock of
^mliloms &

Security Badge
* CI. ALUMINUM *

• Bxcra Larga Survival Box *
^ With heavy duty clasps ideal for

^,

earthquake survival equipment storage.

s\t^t^>

p^ CLIP AND SAVE

.<^°::>f>..^<*<^^
'Not valKJ on Sicilians or tMth any othtr oMtr. Must mention ad

Exp. 11/19/98

LARGE
PIZZA w/

Free Liter

TWO TOPPINGS

TAX INCLUDED

Exp. 11/19/98

8.50
LARGE
PIZZA w/

Free Liter

TWO TOPPINGS

TAX INCLUDED
^ ~ "" — • p*- CUP AND SAVE

Exp. 11/19/98

LARGE
PIZZA w/

Free Liter

TWO TOPPINGS
TAX INCLUDED

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon

per pizza.
*

Limit 3 pizzas per address.

Open until 1 a.m.
Coupons must be given to driver.

Coupon valid at Westwood location only.

p>^ CLIP AND SAVE - -

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon

per pizza.

'

Limit 3 pizzas per address.

Open until 1 a.m.
Coupons must be given to driver.

Coupon valid ot Westwood location only.

"268'-867i

"

Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon

per pizza.
*

Limit 3 pizzas per address.

Open until 1 a.m.
Conpim must be given to drivtr

(iMMHmU at MlKliMmJ ImoIhii mIw

Dim 31"X11"20" wt Approx 15 IBs
*

* ^W^ 7" DIAM
• Vfc. P"^^ iUrtlOht I. W

DIAMETER i^ *

waterprooF*
TALL

ISSUE

! 120 MM ^O^
« STORAGE CONTAINER

$19
.95
EA
PiMtIC

MVUI

$fi98
From 6

RUSSIAN CAS mask:
was '16.*

$
now 8.95

ASSORTED GENUINE

GOVT ISSUE BAGS
TEN DIFFERENT SIZES

$
from S.95

BURBANK
SOS North Victory Blvd.

(018) Ba5-9ass

HOLLYWOOD
CG6a Hollywood Blvd.

(2ts) aes-aTso

SANTA MONICA
«asi Lincoln Blvd

(S10) as8-ai66
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Lackluster seasons for Bonilla/ Rojas bring trade
BASEBALL: Dodgers, Mets

swap high-profile players

due to injuries, struggles

ByJohnNadel
Associated Press

The Los Angeles Dodgers senl

Bobbv Bonilia to the New \oA Mets

lor reliever Mel Rojas on Wednesda\,

giving l\No high-salaried pla\ers com-

ing off poor seasons an opporiunii\ io

revitalize their careers.

In addition, the deal paves the way

lor 20-year-old Adrian Beltre to pla\

third base on an everyday basis for the

Dodgers next year.

"This deal should be beneficial for

both teams," Dodgers general manag-

er Kevin Malone said. "Our bullpen

needs Mel Rojas big time. They need-

ed a bat to protect Mike Piazza.

"If both these players had per-

formed up to their capabilities, we

probably wouldn't be standing here

right now. No risks, no rewards.

Hopefully this will work out. Bobby

will do what he can do in New York;

Mel will do what he can do."

Bonilia. who grew up in New ^'ork,

was a member of the Mets for three

and a half years before being traded to

Baltimore in 1995.

When the Dodgers hired Davey

Johnson as their manager last month,

it spelled the end of Bonilla's tenure

t "-^

with them. The two clashed when

Johnson managed the Orioles and

Bonilia didn't want to be a designated

hitter. Johnson has said any differ-

ences were resolved.

Meanwhile. Rojas was mostly

ignored late last season as the Mets

battled for an NL wild-card berth.

The switch-hitting Bonilia. ham-

pered by injuries, batted .249 with 11

homers and 45 RBIs in 100 games last

year, following offseason surgery on

his left wrist and left Achilles' tendon.

He was traded to the Dodgers on

May 15 along with Gary Sheffield.

Charles Johnson, Jim Eisenreich and a

minor league pitcher for Piazza and

Todd Zeile as part of the Florida

Marlins' payroll purge.

Piazza was traded to the Mets a

week hiter and recently signed a $91

million, seven-year contract with

them.

Bonilia. 35, is under contract for

two more years at $5.9 million per sea-

son. A big leaguer since 1986, he has a

career batting average of .285 with 273

homers.

The Dodgers are also sending cash

to the Mets to pay what Malone called

a "minimal part" of Bonilla's salary

for next season.

Mets manager Bobby Valentine

said Bonilia, who has played mostly

third base in recent years, will play left

field or right field with the Mets.

"1 think Bobby Bonilla's a guy who
comes with some risk who also comes

with a lot of reward," Valentine said.

"We certainly hope he is able to play in

the outfield. The risk is whether he

catches the ball when it comes down.

'We believe his determination and

athleticism is going to allow him to get

in the shape he needs to be in to not

only catch it when it comes down but

do the things we need a major league

outfielder to do on an everyday basis."

Valentine pointed out that Bonilia

has been successful batting behind

such standout hitters as Barry Bonds

in Pittsburgh and Sheffield in Rorida.

"Experience is a great teacher, you

can't teach experience," Valentine

said. "We needed somebody (to hit

See BONILIA page 38

Looking for a
baby sitter?

m^

I

m li

How about one inrith a
college education? ^%i

rf'^

William Chen
Asian
Eyelid / \

Surgery
''"'"'

www.a$ianeyelicl.com

Call for free brochure, 1-800-beauty I

Advertise in the Daily Bruin
Classified section.

Callus at 825-2221 •-"«> CLASSIFIED

IVIONGOI^
UCLA STUDENT SPECIAL

Purchase a Mongolian BBC
combo and receive one free

soft drink w/ student ID!

1 064 Gayley Ave.
Westwood Village

tel:

(310) 824-3377

UCLA
LIBRARY

ORION will be unavailable

from 9 p.n;i. on Friday, November 13,

tiirough 5 p.m. on Sunday, November 15.

Please plan your Library use accordingly.

»-> Access information on library holdings

through the MELVYL® System.

Check the stacks for individual items

»^ Ask at the reference or

circulation desks if you need help.

We apologize for any inconvenience.
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-|lo. 18 UCLA (17-3-1, 7-2) earned 4 bye

for the first round ot the 1998 NCAA
women's soccer tournament and will play

BYU who defeated Stanford in the first

round. Th« match between UCLA and

BYU will be on Nov. 14 at 1 p.m. at the

North Athletic Field.

UCLA co-champions

inthePac-10
The Bruins are Co-Pac-10 Champions

with Cal and USC, but due to tic-breaking

rules, received an at-large bid and not the.

automatic bid. UCLA is the only team ot the

five Pac-IO teams selected (Stanford,

Southern Cal, UC Berkeley and

Washington) to receive a first-round bye.

UCLA is 5-3 against tournament teams,

defeating Nebraska, Baylor. Stanford,

Washington and UNC-Charlottc and losmg

to San Diego Slate, Southern Cal and U(
Berkeley.

UCLA in post'Season

for third time
This will be UCLA's third trij the

NCAA tournament in the program s six-

year history. UCLA made its first appear-

ance in 1995, falling to Washington 2-1 in

the first round.

The Bruins ylvanced all the way to the

The Bruins a|vanced to the quarter fmals

to play No. 2 s^ Notre Dame, but fttt to

the Fighting Irish 8-0.

UCLA vs. BYU
and Stanford
The No. 1 3 Cougars (1 M-0) won the only

match-up between the two teams, defeating

the Bruins 3-1 last season. Ilie Cougars lost

to San Diego State 2-1 in the fourth over-

time of the title game of the WAC
Championship.

The Bruins defeated the Cardinal (11-6-2,

5-4) 2-1 earlier this season in Pac-10 confer-

ence action. After defeating Stanford last

season for the first time in school history,

I 'CLA evened up the series record to 2-2-1

with the win earlier this vear.

Iiajj five players in the top-25 in scoiing, ibiit^-

in the top-J 3 *m goals scored, and three in the

top-10 in assists in the Pac-10.

Seniority

Back-to-back

Pac-10 champions
UCLA won lis second consecutive Pac-

10 title, finishing league play with a 7-2

record. ITie Bruins are co-champions with

USC and Cal, who also finished the season

with a 7-2 Pac-10 rewrd. UCLA finished

last season with a 9-0 record in league play,

winning UCLA's first women's soccer Pac-

10 tiUe. -u^

Scoring arsenal

—IfCI ^\ nlTcnsr thi

r quarter-fmals last season. The squad

knocked off No. 7-seeded Portland 1-0 in

the first round, joining Notre Dame as the

only two teams to defeat the Pilots at home.

Beth Thompson recorded her first career

goal in the 43rd minute to lead UCLA to its

biggest win in school history.

UCLA travelled to Dallas for the second

round, defeating SMU 3-2'»behind goals

than any team ever to take the field for

UCLA, with five players scoring in double

figures. The '98 squad's 139 team points

lead the Pac-10 and are the second highest

point total in school history

For the first time in school history, the

Bruins have scored ft>ur goals in three con-

secutive games (Oregon State. USC and

Helping lead UCLA's young squad,

senior forward Larisa Kiremidjian has con-

tributed greatly this season. She ranks fifth

on the team in scoring with 12 points (5g,

2a).

Kiremidjian currently ranks third on

UCLA's career points (35) and goals scored

(14) lists.

Also providing senior leadership this sea-

son is midfielder Louise Lieberman. She is

currenUy ranked sixth on the team in points

with eight (2g, 4a). Lieberman was named to

the Soccer America's "Team of the Week"
earlier this season after scoring the lone goal

in UCLA's 1-0 win over No. 25 Baylor.

Lieberman and Kiremidjian made the

"Team of the Week" in the same week,

marking the first time in j^chool history that

two Bruins have received this honor in the

same week. Lieberman is currently tied for

second on the team in assists (four) and

ranks second on UCLA's career assists list

with 17.

No goal patrol

The '98 Bruin defense, led by junior

Skylar Little, sophomore Karissa Hampton
and freshman Krista Boling, has had a

strong season. In the win against Arizona,

tfa^on is deeper UCLA recorded i ts llth shutout, breuking-

the school record of 10 set by last season's

squad. The Bruin defense limited Oregon

State to a school record one shot. Navy,

Loyola College of Baltimore and Villanova

had just two shots. Oregon only managed
three shots on goal.

Notes compiled by A.GnQue Carter, Daily Bruin

contributor

MEN'S BASKETBALL BRIEFS

Bruins finish

exhibition schedule
Ihe UCLA men's basketball team will

conclude its two-game exhibition season with

a contest against the Taiwan National Team
tonight at 7:30 p.m. in Pauley Pavilion.

I ho Bruins are coming off a ^)5-S9 victory

over the California West All-Stars and will be

li>okmg to tune-up for their regular season

opener against Santa Clara Broncos on

Thursday. Nov. 19.

laiuan is 0-6 thus far into its exhibition

schedule.

St. Mary's. San Jose Stale, and Cal State

Stanislaus are among the teams Taiwan has

lost to.

Stanford beat Taiwan 8.V35 on Nov. (>.

Recycle

Reci^cle

Recycle

Reci^cle

Recycle

Recycle

Recycle

I

Any large Pizza, your choice of toppings and crust, for $9.99

QOA ^iHH 1114 Gayley Ave.

O^H^HI I I Westivood Village

I

Medium 1 topping Pizza

for $5.95

Fast Free Delivery

until 1 a.m. Sunday-Thursday
until 2 a.m. Friday & Saturday

N<itional Football Leaaue
At A Glance

AMERICAN CONFERENa
East

W I T

Miami

N.Y.JfB^

Buffalo

New England

Indianapolis

Central

Jacksonville

Pittsburgh

Tennessee

Baltimore

Cincinnati

West

Denver

Oakland

Seattle

Kansas City

San Diego

1 8

7 2

6 3

5 4

3 6

2 7

Pet. PF PA

.667 16S 123

.667 220 151

.556 200 196

.556 201 179

111 142 241

.778 233 176

.667 164 161

.555 216 179

.333 134 189

.222 164 243

9 1.000 300 169

6 3 .667 156 158

5 4 .556 1% 142

4 5 0. .444 160 167

3 6 .333 113 166

NATIONAL CONFERENCE

East

W I T

6 3

S 4

3 6

2 7

1 8

Dallas

Arizona

N.Y. Giants

Ptiiladelphia

Washington

Central

Minnesota

Green Bay

Tampa Bay

Chicaoo

Detrort

West

Atlanu

San Francisco

New Orleans

St. Louis

UnUm

8 1

6 3

4 S

3 6

2 7

7 2

7 2

4 S

3 6

1 8

Pet. PF PA

.667 224 121

.556 154 197

.333 166 189

.222 89 205

.111 141 270

.889 2% 167

.667 239 193

.444 143 176

.333 164 198

.222 171 219

.778 253 176

.778 273 186

.444 162 201

J33 174 216

.111 182 241

Tennessee 31,Tampa Bay 22

Monday's GanM
Pittsburgh 27, Green Bay 20

Sunday, Nov. IS

Cincinnati at Minnesota, 1:01 p.m.

Miami at Carolina, 101 p.m.
—

New England at Buffalo, 1 01 p.m.

New York Jets at Indianapolis, 1:01 pm.
Philadelphia at Washington, 1 :01 p.m.

Pittsburgh at Tennessee, 1:01 p.m.

St. Louis at New Orleans, 1 01 pm.
San Francisco at Atlanta, 1 01 p.m.

Seattle at Oakland, 4 05 p.m.

Baltimore at San Diego, 4:05 p.m.

Dallas at Arizona, 4 15 pm
Green Bay at New York Giants, 4: 1 5 p.m.

Tampa Bay at Jacksonville, 4 1 5 p.m.

Chicago at Detroit, 8:20 p.m.

Monday, Nov. 16

Denver at Kansas City, 8:20 p.m.

National Hockev Leaaue
At A Glance

EASTERN CONFERENCE

Atlantic Diviyon

Vancouver

Colorado

Pacific Division

Phoenix

Dallas

los Angeles

Anaheim

San Jose

W
7

7

5

4

2

1 13 40 34

2 10 33 45

1 T Pts GF GA

2 2 16 30 16

16 29 25

13 34 38

12 31 31

8 30 35

3 2

7 3

New Jersey

Pittsburgh

NY Islanders
,

Ptiiladelphia

NY Rangers

Nortfieast Division

Toronto

Boston

Montreal

Buffalo

Ottawa

Southeast Division

Carolina

Tampa Bay

Flohda

Washington

W
8

6

7

5

4

T Pts GF GA

16 28 26

16 35 34

14 36 38

14 34 33

12 35 42

W L T Pts GF GA

7 6 2 16 44 46

6 6 3 IS 36 26

6 6 2 14 34 36

5 3 4 14 32 25

6 5 1 13 39 36

W I T Pts GFGA
6 6 3 IS 38 34

6 7 2 14 38 49

S S 3 13 31 36

4 6 3 11 28 35

AtUnU41,NewEn9Und10

ladoomieK Cindnnati 1

1

Phiaddphia 10, Detroit 9

MtaiTM 27, RwanapoNs 14

IRSTBINCONFERBia
Central Division

1 31,New Orleans 24

0ilas16,New\MGiants6

BaRmorrn.OiltaidlO

St.Lows20,CMiaio12

San FranoKO 2S, UMilna 23

AnBma29,WMNMDn27
New IMi ifts )4,MUo 1

2

SmMiK Kansas City 12

BlNwr27.SanOHfDlO

Detroit

St. Louis

ChKafo

Northwest Dwwon

W
8

6

S

4

T Pts GFGA
16 43 32

4 16 37 )4

1 11 M )9

2 10 )0 44

C«l|lfy

W L T Pts GFGA
8 6 16 48 37

6 6 2 14 39 40

Tuesday's Games
Ottawa 2, Buffalo 2, tie

N.Y Rangers 10, Tampa Bay 2

Pittsburgh 3, NY Islanders 2

St. Louis 5, Chicago 2

Colorado!, Phoenix 1, tie

Calgary 5, Los Angeles 4, OT

Nashville 4, San Jose 2

Wednesday's Games
New Jersey 3, Montreal

Florida 4. NY Rangers 1

Detroit 6, St. Louis 2

Toronto 3, Edmonton 2

Anaheim 5, Carolina 4, OT

Phoenix 2, Dallas

Thursday's Games
Buffalo at Washington, 7 p.m.

Edmonton at Ottawa, 7:30 p.m.

Montreal at NY Islanders, 7:30 p.m.

Florida at Philadelphia, 7:30 p.m.

Toronto at Chicago, 830 p.m.

Vancouver at Calgary, 9 pm.

Nashville at Los Angeles, 10:30 pim.

Carolina at San Jose, 10:30 p.m.

Friday^ Games
Pittsburgh at New Jersey, 7:30 p.m.

Boston at NY Rangers, 7:30 p.m.

Dallas at Detroit 7:30 pm.

.Tampa Bay at Colorado, 9 pm.

Anaheim at Vancouver, 10 pm.

Al Timet In the SfortsB« are EST

APCollpqp rootball Piths

No 10 Arkansas (plus 11) at No. 1

Tennessee

VoK 06 Tee Martin getting better and bet

ter, Bhng on Couch and KentuckyI ... TEN-

N£SSEl»-17

No 1 1 Netorasb (pkis 10) at No 2 Kansas

State

WMdcats pianrang to end 29-ttafne losng

streak aoamsi HuslKTS. ... NEMASKA, 24-

21

No 3 UCLA (minus Ti^tWidiiyii
Can IrainiMnwe anovier dose cal?

MASNM61DN,3S-34

^•«di(jfiiM(piNs3l 1/2) it Na 4 Honda

Gators look like title contenders under QB

Doug Johnson. ..FLORIDA, 49-10.

No 5 Florida State (minus 26) at Wake

Forest

Seminoles wrap up seventh straight ACC

crown without QB Chns Weinke. ... FLORIDA

STATE, 45 10.

No. 1 3 Missoun (plus 5 1/2) at No. 6 Texas

A&M
Aggies looking for 10th straight win, but

Mizzou QB (orby Jones is healthy again. ...

MISSOURI, 27-24.

No 7 Ohio State (minus 25) at Iowa

Buckeyes take out frustrations on Hayden

FrysHawkeyes....0HI0SIATE,4214.

No. 8 Wisconsin (plus 3 1/2) at No. 15

Michigan

Wolverines are 8-0 vs. Top 10 teams under

coach Lloyd Carr. MICHIGAN, 24-20,

No. 9 Arizona (minus 1 1 ) at California

Zona won in double OT in '97; Cal in four

OTs in '%.... ARIZONA, 41 -21.

No 12 Notre Dame (minus 20 1/2) at Navy

Irish have won 34 in a row over

Midshipmen. ... NOTRE DAME,31-17.

No.l4Tulane(minus15 1/2) at Army

Green Wave's Shaun King makes the differ-

ence. ...TULANE, 35-21.

No. 16 Virginia Tech (plus 4 1/2) at Syracuse

Mokies heap of trouble as Orangemen look

to bounce bade. ...SYRACUSE, 31 -24.

No. 1 7 Georgia (minus 3) at Auburn

Dawgs out to avenge only home loss of

'97. ...GEORGIA, 34-24.

No 18 Texas (minus 2 1/2) at Texas Tech

Longhorns need a win to stay alive in Big

12ra(e...TEXAS,27-24.

Northwestern (plus 24) at No. 19 Penn

State

Lions are SO under JoePa the week after

being shut out. ..PENN STATE, 35- 14.

Arizona State (plus 8 1/2) at No 20 Oregon

Shootout looms between Sun Devils' Ryan

Kealy and Ducks' Akili Smith. ..OREGON,

45-42.

North Carolina (plus 10) at No 21 Virginia

Tar Heels' last win in Charlottesville was

1981...VIRGINIA, 37 21

Na 22 Geof9ia led) (minus 7 1/2) at

Clemson (Thursday night)

ACC title hopes still alive for YHlow iadcets

...GEORGM TECH 31-17.

No 23 Air Force (minus 4) it No 2S_^
i*t — - -

Fiicom' versatile QB Blane Moroan too

mudi for Cowboys AIR FORCE, 27-24.

Noi 24 Miami (minus 23) at Temple

Humcanes' 06 Scott Covington could have a

bt9day....MMMI,4M3.

Tr<4n\,*rtion\

ANAHEIM ANGELS—Named Marcel

Lachemann minor-league field coordinator,

Bruce Mines roving defense instructor, John

McNamara roving catching instructor, Gene

Richards roving hitting instructor, Mike

Couchee roving pitching inslOKtor, Bob

Clear roving special assignment instructor,

and Bnan Grapes roving strength and con-

ditioning instructor Named Carney

Lansford manager. Rick Wise pitching

coach, Leon Durham hitting coach, and

Alan Russell trainer of Edmonton of the

PCL; Garry Templeton manager, Howie

Gershberg pitching coach, Bill Lachemann

hinino coach, and Doug Baker trainer of

Erie ofthe New York-Penn League; Mario

Mendoza manager, Kernan Ronan pitching

coach, John Orton hitting coach, and Geoff

Hostetter trainer of Lake Elsinore of the

California League; Mitch Seone manager,

Greg Minton pitching coach, Tyrone Boykin

hitting coach, and Adam Nevala trainer of

Cedar Rapids of the Midwest League; Tom

Kotchman manager, Jim Bennett pitching

coach, and Todd Gaus hitting coach of Boise

of the Northwest Leaoue; Joe Urso man-

agerits Class A Butte farm club with Zeke

Zimmerman as pitching coach, Orlando

Mercado as hitting coach and Jaime Macias

as trainer of Butte of the Pioneer League.

NEW YORK YANKEES—Re-signed 3B Scott

Brosius to a three-year contract.

ATLANTA BRAVES—Traded LHP Denny

Neagle, OF Michael Tudcer and RHP Rob Bell

to the Cincinnati Reds for 2B Bret Boone

and LHP Mike Remlinger.

CHKAGO CUBS—Extended the contract of

Ed Lynch, general manager and vice presi-

dent, through the 2001 season.

PinSBURGH PIRATES—Purchased the

contract of OF Bnan Ralph from Duluth-

Superior of the Northern League.

SAN FRANCISCO GIANTS—Acguired LHP

Alan Embree from the Arizona

Diamondbacks for OF Dante Powell.

NaliMiii BaAetbil Association

SEAniE SUPERSONKS—Promoted Billy

McKinney from vice president of basketball

operations to executive vKe president of

basketball operations, and gave him a

three-year contract extension through the

2001 2002 season.

Blair. Activated LB Canute Curtis from the

practice squad.

CLEVELAND BROWNS—Named Richard R

Bedell chief finandal officer.

MINNESOTA VIKINGS— Placed S Torrian

Gray on injured reserve. Activated CB

Anthony Bass from the practice squad.

WASHINGTON REDSKINS—Waived LB

Patrise Alexander.

National Hockey League

NHL—Suspended New Jersey Devils C

Bobby Holik for two games and fined him

$1,000 for tripping Flonda Panthers LW
Paul Laus in a Nov 7 game.

BOSTON BRUINS—Assigned LW Jay

Henderson and C Marquis Mathieu to

Providence of the AHL.

CALGARY FLAMES—Assigned RW John

Tripp to Johnstown of the ECHL.

COLORADO AVALANCHE— Acquired D Cam

Russell from the Chicago Blackhawks for

LW Roman Vopat and a 1999 sixth-round

draft pick.

NEW JERSEY DEVILS— Recalled RW Bobby

House from Albany of the AHL.

PHILADELPHIA FLYERS—Assigned LW

Jason Zent and LW Dan Kordic to

Philadelphia of the AHL.

PHOENIX COYOTES—Assigned D Michel

Petit to Las Vegas. Recalled G Scott

Langkow from Las Vegas of the IHL.

VANCOUVER CANUCKS—Re-signed

Bryan McCabe.

COUECE
DEPAUL—Announced that junior F

Demarcus Gaines has left the men's basket-

ball team.

ST BONAVENTURE—Announced that it will

add women's lacrosse and golf in the 1999-

2000 academic year, and that women's vol-

leyball has been eliminated, effective

immediately.

Trivia Questions

1 What is major league bisebaH's oldest

franchise?

2.Who was the first basebaN player to earn

a $1,000,000 annual salary'

3 What school has the kxioest wmnmg
.itreak in Division I foolbaN history?

flnvwffs

ATLANTA FALCONS-Placed WR iammi

German on nfured reserve

BUFFALO BILLS- Sioned R8 Rene In909lia

to the practKe squad

CAROLINA PANTHERS—PUced CB Doug

Evans on miured reserve Signed C Danny

/«a

CMCRtiATI BENGALS- Waived FB MKhael
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MEN'S SOCCER BRIEFS

The ic>p-rankcd UCLA nicn s sticcer team went undctcatcd lasi

VNcekcnd. The Bruins defeated the l.C'-Sanla Barbara Gaucho.s 3-2

last Friday nichi On Sunday. L'CLA defeated (\il l*oly San Luis

Obispo 2-0. Wnh those viclorie>. the Bruin> improve to 1.^-2 overall

(M) m conference)

I C'l A hope.> lo extend tlK'ir current 27-eanie home wmmni:-

streak this weekend, the second ionue.st streak in NC\-\A hislor\.

• • •

Missouri Athletic Club l*la\er of the \'ear candidate. Selh

CJeorge. has been on hot streak o\' his own as o\' late. Cieorge leads

L'CLA with 14 goals, seven game-winning goals, eight assists - for

}>C) total pc^inls. A second-team All-American in 1997. Cieorge has

become the only player in the league lo win the MPSF Player of the

Week honors twice this year. He ranks fifth all-time in career goals

(48). si.xth in career points (\2}) and first in career game-winning

goals (IS).

• • •

Junior midfielder Pete Vagenas has been as hot as Cieorge lately.

Vagenas. a pre-season All-American. has scored a goal or an assist in

each o\' the last six games.
• • •

Sophomore forward McKinley Tennyson. Jr. is coming back

from a leg injury. Tennyson, a member of the 1997 Final Four All-

lournamenl team, was instrumental in the Bruins" victory over

Indiana. Tennyson scored the first goal and assisted Seth Cieorge on

the game-winning goal.

• • •

Redshirt freshman Brandon Kay's first start helped UCLA to a 2-

1 victory over the previous lop-ranked Indiana Hoosiers. Kay. a

transfer from Cal Poly San Luis Obispo, has started the last three

matches for the Bruins.

The Bruin midfield continues to dominate the opposition. Junior

Sasha Victorine ranks second on the team in assists wilh seven. Led

by Victorine, UCLA has scored 46 goals and allowed only nine this

season. Junior Shea Travis has surpassed all expectations this sea-

son. His five goiils rank fifth on the team and are a career-high.

Steve Martin and Campbell Scott star in this "brain-twister about an

electronics whiz whose invention gets him caught up In a world of

corruption, intrigue & murder". This film is guaranteed to keep you guessing!

...also receive free
Laugh Factory
tickets valid until

1/28/98!
MovieFone*

• • •

Stip l iumiMi' gua lKeepei. Nick Kimando. and jun ior hleve bhuk
. .... — .1.. I... Jl.*... I'/'^l A*.. .J.-kT. ..%.... Dt .^. .tn^l.\ 1.- yxt^it l\^ tKii tr\r^

^^{••^ » f --,-- - -- •

are currently leading UCLA's defense. Rimando is one of the top

keepers in the nation, sporting a goals-against-average (CiAA) of

0.49. Shak is a former walk-on who has led the Bruins in shutting out

1 1 of their 17 opponents this year.

Notes compiled by Moin Salahuddin and Scott Street, Daily Bruin

Contributors.

STUDENTS

COUNCIL

Thursday 11/1 2/98 7PM & 9:30PM Ackerman Grand Ballroom $2

LA^
for more info: (310) 825-1958 www.compusevents.asuclo.edu ceinfo@asucla.ucla.edu

GALA APPLES

Reg. $1.19/lb.

Your
Village

Grocer
•3«T

Sprite & Diet Sprite

24*/2 liter*
2 liter bottles *w/550 In-store coupon Limit 4

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi & Mtn. Dew

2 Liter Bottle^

$1.88
6pk-12o2. cans

Bounty
Hand Towels

99«
Reg $1.39 ea.

"^^ Troplcana
Pure Premium Orange Juice

(not from concentrate)

Original

Homestyle

64 OZ. Limit 4

j^Sjy

Reg $3.39

Langers Filtered Apple Juice

64 OZ.

39
Reg. $2.39

SparMetts
Ji. • MOUNTAIN SPttINO WATENMOUNTAIN SPttINO

• CRYSTAL FRESH DRINKING WATER

69
1 Gallon

Miller Genuine Draft

18pk 12 OZ. Bottles Reg. $11.99

Yoplait Yogurt
~ ^ U varieties

6oz. Reg 890 ea. 6 pk • 12 OZ. Bottles Reg. $5.99

VtSA Open 'til Midnight at 1057 Gayley Ave. 209-1111 MasterCard
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Tomorrow

Cade McNown, UCLA quarterback and

Heisman trophy candidate, will be

fe^atured in the Weekend Spotlight.^

FEATURE

Ayanbadejo hopes

for a triumphant

end to his journey

By Vytas Mazeika
Daily Bruin Staff

AcFV of "A KTidsummcr NTgRt's

Dream" represents William

Shakespeare's stance that once a

calamity is turned to joy, the cycle

will start again.

All the strife started by Oberon

and Titania, King and Queen of the

hairies, is resolved by Act IV. fhe

comedy seems to have come to a

conclusion - except for the perfor-

mance of the "mechanicals" play".— \\\\'k Pyramu'i and Ihishy play-

championship

has little artistic merit, but some-

Ijow the disastrous play turns into a

success. Bottom, one of the

mechanics who is part of a rather

crude joke earlier in the play, gives

a comical performance which sums

up "A Midsummer Night's Dream
"

_r a play which moved from poten-

tial calamity to the delightful end

that once seemed inevitable.

At the moment. Brcndon

Ayanbadejo, who is well aware o^

the plot of "A Midsummer Night's

Dream", is doing his best to emu-

late Act V.

The calamity was that Brendon.

a senior linebacker for the UCLA
football team, wasn't recruited out

of high school. He wasn't always

sure he'd end up in Westwood.

Not too long ago he attended

Cabrillo College, a junior college

near his home, while his brother

lemi was at San Diego State

University.

Ihe developing plot in

Brendon's life is now near comple-

tion. He's a team leader and one o^

only two seniors o'i a UC'l.A

defense that is part of the No. 2

team in the country.

Brendon's strong bond with

See AYANBADEJO, page 36
Senior linebacker Brendon Ayanbadejo generates terror in every opposing team.

tiAHMANtARAHDH/l'.ily Blum

AtHetes rise above academic pressures

CHARKS KU0/1)«tv Bfuin

^arsa Bond«rson and Aaron HarrlM are just two of the many
athletes at UCLA that successfully juggle school and sports.

FEATURE: School, sports

balance out for players

on lop water polo squad

By Steve Kim
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

As if it's a bree/e to gel a near per-

fect CiPA at UCLA. And as if it's a

cmch to practice some five hours a day

on lop of that. How dare they make it

look so easy, leadmg grade curNes and

defeating opposing water polo team at

the same lime? .,.•;

,

Outrageous. Just who do these guys

thmk they are.'

It's not easy.' as they'll tell you - but

senior Aaron Harries and junior Parsa

Bonderson have mastered the art o'i

juggling tough academic courjtes with

one hand and draining water polo

practices with the other

Harries, a Brum twometerman, is a

fifth-year physiological sciences major

with a 3.83 GPA. This pre-medical

school student scored 32 on the

MC'AT and is currently in his interview

process with schools like Harvard.

Columbia and Northwestern.

Bonderson, a goalie, is in his fourth

year double majoring in physics and

math/applied science. He has a 3.93

CjPA and is plannmg to go to graduate

school in his fields of study. Of the 11

classes he took last academic ^ear, he

earned A+*s on the greater majority.

Both Harries and Bonderson have

been GTF regional academic All-

American

Maintaining such high grades are

difficult enough, let alone with an

extracurricular activiiv such as

Division I water pol(> Being on the

team requires them to practice three

S«e MMTUFOIO, paqe 40

Learning sports

more than just

way to kill time

for heroic coach

COLUMN: A! hirdson^

proNcs UNunwork, love

irnporlani part of^anie

I
was rcllccting on what a hero

actually is the other day and I

came up w ilh a coach 1 had in eic-

mentar\ school. He was my basket-

ball coach at the lime, but is still a

<iparl of my life today.

He is m\ hero.

His name is Al Bird.sonii. 1 am
quite sure vou have never heard oi"

him because he is not famous, he does

not iiave a for-

tune and he does

not seek gralifi-

Cin ion.

A. CinQue

Carter

In fact, he is

one of the most

sclHess. kind-

hearted individ-

Uiils I have ever

come across.

Ofct>urse, Al

is not the only o\

his kind, so this

piece is about

more than just

him. But since he has had such an

intluence on me, I will use him as the

example.

Tlie thing about Al is that years

after our initial interaction, he is still

interested in what goes on in my life

and in the lives of others that he has

coached and encountered as well.

Through our junior high and high

school years of playing basketball he

was always there with moral support.

If you had a good game, Al was there

to celebrate with you. If you had a bad.

game, he was there still saying things

to make the situation better.

But It is quite possible that there

never vsDuld have been any post-ele-

mentary school era to speak of had Al

not been there.

1 rom the beginning, he was abtnit

keeping his kids out of trouble. He
docs not have kids of his own, but at

the park, we were - and still are - his

kids. Ilie gym would always be open

as late as possible so that people could

play basketball, watch basketball or

just talk.

Al always did more than his part to

keep us from getting into trouble.

If ever he would catch kids fighting

he would stop it and tell them to 'take

it to the gym." Hiis meant that it v^^s

now time to take everyone that was

outside onto the court to run drills

and drills and drills. And while he did

not force anyone to go into the gym,

you would always want to stay in Al's

good graces, so you would cooperate.

After running the countless num-

ber of drills together, the kids would

be too tired to even think about con-

tinuing the fight.

ITiinking about those drills now. I

realize what exactly he was doing. Not

only was he creating a bond between

the athletes by having us run the drills

together and then shake hands, but he

was conditioning us and teaching us

the importance of teamwork at the

same time

I guess his ingenious plan has come

to fruit because I see things so clearly

S«« Oynn, page 36

WEEKEND
' O T L I G H T

The Bruins continue on their path to a national

championship, making a stop in Washington

against the Huskies. See page 1
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Gays question effects of Shepard's death
PREJUDICE: Students, tarull>

eoneerned whelher su[)poi"l

w ill e\er erase (liscM'ifHiiialioii

By Andy Shah
Daily Bruin Contributor

Ihe murder ol' Matthew Shepard. llic 21-

\ear-okl \V\oming college student beaten .ukI

killed because he vsas gav, generated an oui-

pouring of grief from people worldwide.

Bui the killing left members o\ the I C'l.A

comnuinity uondenng if these expressuuis o^

N\nip.ilhy toward lesbum, gay, bisexual aiui

traiisgciuler (I (JBI) pei>ple were a step loi-

waid m erasing piejudice. o\ |Ust lip sciMiw

"His murder brought more awareness aiul

attention (to l.CiB I" discrimination), but I dont

knmv if that means there will be ini>re tolerance

'on campus." said Brandon Del Campo, a filth-

Near history student and an i>rg.ini/er o{ the

Oct. 21 silent demonstration m Royce Quad in

memory of Shepard.

"j-or things to get better, people need to gel

rid o'i the ignorant speech they use in then

e\er\da\ lives." he continued.

Dawn Philip, a third-year political science

and women's studies student, said the brulalit\

ol the murder caused the great outpouring of

griel.

."It^s_sad that someone had to die lor peopje

lo have sympathy lor the c.iuse." she said.

Sanio said harassment lowanl members ot

the comimmilN is still rampant She said her

1 here was a lot ol discussion (al'xiut lA lii I olTice receives .n Icasi one call a ^\.\\ coinplaiii-

discMmmalu)n) amonu both iia\ and siiamht

students. facull> and staff." said Roiiiue Sanlo.

director ol the l.CiBI Campus Resource

(enter. But I di>ubl some people who werenl

allies before are i\(m\^ anything to improve the

situation now."

About a nn)n th alter Shepaids murder,

ing iibout discnminatmn.

"Students call me ever\ day telling me they

were harassed or their professor used anti-giiy

language." she said.

But ciMnnuimty members s.iid the threat o\'

danger on campus is lessening.

"There are a li>t nu>re people working toward

members of the I'CL.A l.CiBT community are

questK>ning if the sympaths expressed alter the

killing will translate into less discrimination

aeainst the communitv.

making I '("I.A a safer campus," Sanlo s.iid.

Philip said that while the campus is "relati\e-

See HOMOPHOBIA, page 8

NKOU Mill IK

Professor James Schultz, director of the LGBT studies program, lectures before his

introductory class on lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender studies.

Child care difficulties haggle working parents
STAFF: llrrali(^ (Miiplovee

schedules make il hard

lo inaleh icnhmm^^ needs

By Hannah Miller

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

i*icking the right da\ care can be

like choosing from the menu at .lerry's

famous Deli, it takes hours, it's a

tremendously time-consuming

process and it always involves sacri-

fices.

Child Care

AT UCLA
Second in a three-part series

Thursday: The state of child care at UCLA

Friday: Daycare means choices, choices, choices

Monday: Putting a price on child care

"A lot of people arc conflicted

about someone else taking their

child," said Ciay McDonald, director

of DC'LA Child Care Services.

"Parents agonize cner it."

Not only is child care centered in a

battleground over gender and social

roles, but it's often simply a practical

nightmare. What hours do the parents

need care' How many people do they

want looking after their children*^ Do
they need care m the San Icrnando

Valley, Riverside County or close lo

campus'

These questions are exactly why

Child Care Services provides an out-

reach service with hundreds of child-

caie options.

"The whole purpose oi the net-

work," said McDonald, "is so that

workers can know what child care

providers are there"

|-*or example, one caregiver special-

i/esin watching the children of nurses,

whose 12-hour shifts usually dont lit

with standard S 30 a.m. to .S p.m day

care schedules.

Medical Center employees have

some o{ the most erratic hours.

Doctors go on call, residents work late

hours and lab work can stretch for half

a day at a time.

On any given afternoon,

many of the parents stream-

ing out o^ the Bellagio Child

Care Center are spouses o\

medical students or physi-

cians doing their residencies

atUC [.A.

"(My daughter) likes it

here, " said Veronique Hart, as

her three-and-a-half-year-old

jumped up and down and

screamed "Monsters!"

Hart's job does not offer

child care, and her husband, a

medical student, depends on her to

pick up Simone before the Child Care

Center closes at 5:.1() p.m.

"The hours are agreeable, I sup-

pose," Hart said. "They could be more

flexible
"

I'lexibility isn't the only issue for

parents. For Paul Duweui, it's the

Teletubbies.

"Child care changed him in days!"

said Duweui, pointing to his still-a-bit-

shy tot Colin, clinging to his leg "Just

from the interaction with people

Before, he just watched TV all the

time 'Teletubbies " Now he's much
more oulgomg

"

Like [>uweui. many parents prefer

that child eare

provides a minia-

ture social scene

for their children.

Many home-care

providers (those

who take care of

children in their

private home)

limit the number

of children toU)ur

or eight. Ihat

allows a small

ratio of caregivers

to children, which

many feel is

important lor

children to feel

secure and to sim-

ply ensure that

children are get-

ting enough atten-

tion.

Home care is

by far the most

common form of

day care, for a

number of rea-

sons: the intimate

setting, the securi-

ty and the simple

fact that lower

costs make for

lower fees.

The ratios at UCLA, just named

one of the top 10 programs in the

country by High Scope Educational

Research Foundation, are set as low

as tW(vto-one for infants, and four-to-

one for toddlers.

La'Tonya Reese Miles, a graduate

student in the English department,

said that her IVmonth-old son Jabari

has made friends with his five play-

mates.

"He cried a lot when we started,"

( HAHl ( ', K( K)/r).jily BfiJin

UCLA's Kirk Stark and his wife both took leaves

from work to care for their daughter Olivia.

Miles said. "But now if we're not

ready to leave, he'll put on his coat,

walk to the door, and say bye bye.'"

lor Miles, the most important

thing she looks for in child care is that

the day care has some structure "TTit

childcare's like a school I want lo

make sure he's socially challenged."

she said.

But Miles" case demonstrates one

failure of UCLA child care the limila-

Student-run

recycling plan

to spring up

in Rieber Hall

PROGRAM: UCLA lags

far behind other UCs,

schools - until now

By Barbara Ortutay

Daily Bruin Staff

Whether it was paper, plastic or

aluminum, Karen Yeh used to

recycle before she came to UCLA.
But since moving in to the resi-

dence halls, the third-year molecu-

lar, cell and developmental biolo-

gy student throws away most of

her garbage, including cans and

bottles.

"I don't know what else to do

with it," she said.

As a resident of Rieber Hall.

Yeh will soon be able to recycle

aluminum cans, plastic and glass

bottles in the hall's student-run

pilot recycling program.

If successful, the program may
expand to other dorms, according

lo Rieber Resident Director Greg

Hetcher.

"(Ours is) the building it's going

lo be tried out in." Relchcr said

_!!We are going lo have bins on

every floor

"

TTie bins will be in place in the

study lounges of every floor by the

end of this week, according to

Relcher On the third and fourth

Sff* HCTaJMi, ptfc 9
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Phen-fen causes

only small Injury

Patients who took the diet drug Redux

(dexfenfluramine) or a drug combination

known as phen-len for longer than three months

showed some cardiovascular abnormalities, but

at levels not currently regarded as clinically sig-

nificant, according to a study to be presented by

a VC Irvine College of Medicine researcher at

the American Heart Association's Annual

Scientific Sessions.

The study was sponsored by Wyeth-Ayersl

Laboratories, the company that marketed

Redux and Pondimin (Wyeth's trade name for

fentluramine). The combination of lentlu-

ramine and another drug, phenterminc. was

commonly known as phen-lcn

The study, presented by Dr. Julius M.

(Jardm, chief of UCTs Division of Cardiologs.

showed that patients taking the drugs for longer

than three months had an increase in a cardio-

vascular problem called valvular regurgitation,

or "leaking" - but at levels that are currently not

considered harmful. Patients who

had taken the drugs for fewer than

thrive months showed no increase in

one form of regurgitation, but those taking

phen-fen showed increases of a mild degree of

another type of regurgitation, lurther studies

are planned to obtain additional data on these

issues, Ciardin said.

Scholars study

gap between races

Reducing the gap between while and black

performance on academic achievement tests is

one of the few feasible policy measures most like-

ly to move America toward real racial equality

yet the issue has been ignored by social scientists

and the lederai Department of r.ducation.

A major commitment to new research is

needed to obtain vshat vse now lack ii basic

understanding of why the gap persists, argue

twt) scholars from the I '('LA School of Public

l\>licy and Social Research and Harvard's John

I-. Kennedv School of (iovernmenl in their new

book. "The Black-White Test

Score Ciap" (Brookings)

_IlThe available evidence shows

that traditioftal explanations for the gap

do not work very well." write Meredith Phillips,

an assistant professor o\' policy studies at

L'C'LA. and Christopher Jencks. the Malcolm

Wiener Professor of Social Policy at Harvard,

co-editors of the book.

"Current research raises as many questions

as it answers. Most social scientists have chosen

safer topics and hoped the pn^blem vsould go

av^ay. It hasn't."'

While research has failed to identify the chief

causes of the problem, it does show that there is

cause for optimism. Phillips and Jencks assert in

the book, which the New York Times called

"masterful" and "sobering" in a recent review.

"The black-white test score gap does not

appear [o be an inevitable fact o\' nature." lhe\

vsrote. "While it is clear that eliminaling the test

score gap wDuld require both enormous effort

by both blacks .md whites and would probabl\

take more than one generaticxn. we believe it can

be done,"

Nobel Laureate

receives UCLA Medal
Nobel Laureate William F. Sharpe, who

earned three academic degrees from L'CLAs
economics department, was awarded the uni-

versitxs highest honor, the I'CL.A Medal.

Nov. 2.

Sharpe. the STANCO 25 Professor of

linance at Stanford University's Graduate

School o\' Business, received the medal at an

event inaugurating the newly appointed Armen

A. Alchian Chair in Lconomic Theory. Sharpe.

whi> won the Nobel Prize in liconomic Sciences

in 1990. was a student o\' Alchian's at DCLA
and considered him to be a valuable role model

as well as his thesis adviser

"He taught his students to question every-

thing." Sharpe said of Alchian. "In his classes we

were able to watch a. first-rate mind work on a

host o\' fascinating problems. I have attempted

to emulate his approach to research ever since."

Compiled from Daily Brum wire reports
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An off-shore pressure gradient

will be the reason for keeping

us under sunny skies and

with warm temperatures

throughout the weekend.

Van Nuys

82/46

Sacramento San FrancH

64/42 64/45

Today

High 78/ Low 52

Source: (/(

Satui^ay

Sunny

High 76/ Low 53

Scicncei

Sunday

Sunny__

High 75/ Low 52

WHArS BREWIN'

Today 10 a.m.
I'CLA Oral History Program

Oral history chat with Joanne

( I rant

Smith Room. Dept. of Special

Collections

AI71.n'RL- 825-49.12

8 p.m.

Chaira Ciraduate Christian

fellowship

lalks based on C.S. Lewis'-works

I University Religious

Conference

9()()Hilgard Ave. .Vdl-loor

2m-vm

na»mi
1 he Wellness Community

Cancer patients use nutrition to

help fight cancer

F.vent:Sat..Nov. 14. 1998

Contact Bonnie Schulman

.T 14-2555

off the mark by Mark Parisi

>6oR ^((f^iA^ia^^ of tABr

REMINDER

LAST DAY:

v»>/

?ltiOCC\\lO S^aRP^S VoR A6 ftxSJS

For undergraduates to change

grading basis (optional P/NP) with

$3 per transaction fee through

URSA Telephone.

LESS THAN TWO WEEKS LEFT:

To submit final drafts of theses

to master's committees for degrees

to be conferred in current term.

DONT FORGET:

206-7994 IS a 'safety hotline"

that takes reports from students,

faculty or staff on potential cam-

pus safety hazards.

The Women's Resource

Center provides free, confidential

crisis counseling for sexual

assault and domestic violence

related issues to any UCLA stu-

dent. Trained staff can answer

questions and help students take

advantage of the many services

available to them. For more infor-

mation and assistance, please call

206-8240.

2 p.m.
Korealown Tutorial Project

N'olunieer tutiMing

John Burroughs Middle School

I ol 6 Turnaround

5 p.m.

Center for the Sludv o\' Religion

at UCLA
(iuesl speaker

Dodd 170

Chinese Christian Fellowship

(CCI )(5:.^())

Bible Ntudv

Al 2410 -'.^12-1637

Department of World Arts and

Cultures Upstart Series

Ml'A candidate Julie Carson and

dancers in "Finally Fallen"

rheater 200

Admission: $S-IO

lnfo:S25-.395l

-Ciet tickets at Centra] Ticket

Office -825-2101

Committee for the Scientific

Investigation of claims of the

paranorniiil

Saturday November 14. 1998

"Hollywood, the Media & the

Supernatural"

LA. Renaissance Hotel

9620 Airport Blvd

Free with Student ID • 716-1425

Theater Underground

The Bald Soprano

MacCiowan 1154

6 p.m.
Korean American Christian

Fellowship

Kinsey5l -996-1948

I CIA Badminton Club

Weekly club nieeling (6:30)

Men s (iym 200

Wilshire Blvd. Lemple

Pulit/er I'ri/e-winninii

cartoonist will be giving

lecture

726 Wilshire Blvd.

iicketsiSlO

Fvent: November 14 at l.M) pm

7 p.m.
Christian Fellowship

( I race on campus

MS4000- 209-1299

Melnit/ Movies

Screening "He (iot (Jame"

James Bridges Theatre (7:30)

206-8170

Saturday 2 p.m.
De Li Ritmo music performance

at the UCLA Hammer Museum
44.V7020

Monday Noon
Center for the Study o\' Religion

at UCLA
Teaching islamic Culture

Bunche n).^8.^

University Catholic Center

Catholic mass (12:10)

Kerckhoff400

5 p.m.
Bruin Leaders Project (till 7

p.m.)

Introduction to the social change

model

Southbay Room at Cove!

Commons
206-507!

Whats Brewin can be reached via e mail

at whatsbrewin@>media.ucla.edu
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It's a fact of life at most college campuses: if you're under

21, you need a fake ID. But unfortunately for many students,

getting away with this ruse isn't as easy as it sounds.

By Aimee Phan
Daily Bruin Contributor

Life in Los Angolcs can really suck if you're

unctcr 21. That is, unless you have a fake ID. Since

most clubs and bars in Los Angeles require patrons

to meet the minimum drinking age of 21, many col-

lege students see the fake ID as a solution.

"Almost everyone I know wants one if they don't

already have one," said Jessica, a third-year socioUv

gy student. Ld feel left out if all my friends were

going to bars without me."

While possessing false identification is consid-

ered a misdemeanor in the eyes of the law, most stu-

dents are willing to overlook potential legal conse-

quences in favor of the benefits, such as admission

into dance clubs and access to buy alcohol.

Thanks to growmg computer technology and the

Internet, students now have a variety of choices in

getting a counterfeit ID Some of these options

include either altering expired driver's licen.ses.

ordering bogus identification software kits on the

Internet or buying a Inends ID and having them

report it stolen

A traditional, and still popular, strategy is buying

counterfeit out-ol-state IDs from underground deal

crs.

Elizabeth, a third-year history student, purchased

her fake ID tor $35 last year after a friend told her

about an ice cream shop in San Francisco that also

sold counterfeit driver' licenses.

"It was very open for everyone to see," Elizabeth

.said. "We just walked past the ice cream counters

and there was another counter displaying all these

din'erentlDs."

Since the quality of buying out-of-state IDs can

be poor, others prefer altering their own expired dri-

ver's licenses in hopes of it looking more genuine.

This could be risky, though, if the person tampering

with the ID isn't careful enough.

Jessica was one of those unfortunate people.

Alter paying a friend of a friend $75 to change the

date on her driver's license, .she was sh(Kked when

the he returned it to her completely distorted.

"It definitely looked like the ID had been tam-

pered with." Jessica said "I got totally cheated."

While Elizabeth was luckier with her fake ID. she

said she only uses it at smaller liquor stores and bars

that are lenient on identification

"I would only tiike it to places where they'd just

glance at the birthday and not really examine it."

Elizabeth said But never at places that are really

strict on carding."

One of those places would be Maloney's in

Westwood, a bar notorious for their strict doormen

and consistent ability to screen out most fake IDs.

Danny Kaye, head doorman at Maloney's for the

lalst four and a half years, said it is the bar's respon-

sibility to prevent underage drinking as much as

possible to keep their liquor license.

From examining IDs top to bottom and quizzing

patrons on personal information, Kaye said the

doormen are required to make a "good faith effort

that the people entering the bar have legal identifi-

cations."

Sometimes it's really easy to spot them.

"There are some really obviously fake ones

where people scan them with a flatbed scanner,

paste their pictures on them and re-laminate them,"

Kaye said "Or they'll scratch or bleach out the date

of birth."

Often it's the person who gives him or herself

away.

'

"We'll ask them for their date of birth and they

don't know or they just get it wrong. " Kaye said

"Or the ID doesn't come close to describing them

S«f IMNTIFIGmON, pa^e 7
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Improved dining hall services curb meal coupon use
ASUCLA: Extended hours,

food variety adds to rise

in dinner attendance

By Neal Narahara

Daily Bruin Contributor

Despite higher numbers of dorm

residents than in previous years, the

Associated Students of UCLA
(ASUCLA) has seen less students

using their meal credits to eat on cam-

pus.

in October, the number of meal

remuneration coupons at ASUCLA
campus restaurants used is down
from last year, mainly because of the

improved service by Dining Services

in the dorms, according to the associ-

ation.

Coupon usage has gone down by 8

percent for lunch and 14 percent for

dinner from last year.

"The dorms are doing ir really

good job (with meal service)," said

Robert Williams. ASUCLA assistant

food services director.

This year.dorm dinner aitendence

has held steady with more than 90

percent of all students with meal

plans eating at dining halls.

"Normally (this late into the quar-

ter) there is a drop-off to 73 or 74 per-

cent, but not this year." said Mary

Niven. associate director of Housing

Dining Services.

Among the major .factors con-

tributing to the decline of meal

coupon use are expanded dinner

hours, allowing residents access to

meals from 7 in the morning until

midnight.

'Housing (Dining Services) has

become more customer-service ori-

ented." Niven said.

"There is value in coming back (to

the dining halls) because there are

meal options available throughout

the day.", she said. •'• -'v:''- ' ":
.

'.

Dining Services is also offering

more variety in its service, such a cof-

fee bar and deli-style foods at Bradley

International Cafe

"It looks like one of the retail oper-

ations down on campus." Niven said.

I he meal coupons have created a

friendly rivalry between ASUCLA
campus restaurants and Dining

Services.

"it's incumbent on(ASU'CLAand
Dining Services) to do the absolute

best we can to make the students

want to eat with us." said Dave

Nirenberg. associate food services

director for ASU'CLA.

Although overall customer counts

for ASUCLA do not seem to have

been affected by the decline in meal

coupon usage, it is a matter of con-

cern according to ASUCLA offi-

cials.

"We're concerned any time any

aspect of our customer count goes

dt>wn," Nirenberg .said. "We're 1

ing those sales."

Lhe dorm meal coupons have beefi

a steadily declining source of income

for the students" association in recent

years but are still considered to be an

important part of their profits.

"We don't want to gel rid of it."

William*, said. "Wc think it's a great

pri)gram."

"It's a way to introduce students to

our meal options on campus." he

said.

Dorm meal coupons are credits

that on-campus residents can obtain

to use their dorm meal plans to eat in

ASUCLA facilities. Many residents

who don't want to return to the halls

during the school day will use the

coupons to help pay for lunch.

The meal coupons, worth S1.K5 for

lunch and SI.90 for dinner, are paid

for by dining services and a 30-cent

subsidy from ASUCLA.
The meal coupon program was

realed to give students more lle.xibil-

ity when there were only 19-meal

plans available.

"Meal coupons have been around

since I was a resident in the residence

halls in 1972." Niven said, "it's prob-

ably been M) years (since the program

started)."

Since its inception, the program

has operated continuously, with one

exception. Lor several weeks in the

fall of 1996. Housing tried to termi-

nate the meal coupon program due to

their offering of smaller meal plans.

In response to student concerns, the

coupons were reinstated.

Despite the recent decline in use.

Dining Services has shown no inter-

est in trying to eliminate the program

again.

"Students should be able to choose

where they have their meals," Niven

said. "I'm happy with the results - we

have a program that students find

value in."

Mattel presents $25 million to hospital Conference discusses role

of race, gender in militaryDONAtlON: Toy company

contribution in honor of

aiding children in need

^ Katie Sierra

Daily Bruin Contributor

Life-size replicas of some of

Mattel's most famous characters,

such as Barbie and the Cabbage Patch

Kids, created a child's fantasy land at

the UCLA Children's Hospital on

Thursday.

That was the day that UCLA
received a $25 million donation from

Mattel toy company. Ihis donation is

the largest ever given to a children's

hospital from a corporate company.

This money will be used to con-

struct the new children's

hospital/medical center, slated for

completion in 2004.

In addition, the hospital has been

renamed the Mattel Children's

Hospital at UCLA.
Jill Barad. CHO and Mattel board

chair, has been credited as responsi-

ble for the donation. She sirid Mattel

wants to give back to the children who
are responsible for Mattel's success.

"We felt that there was no better

way of showing that we wanted to

give back to the children then to

ensure their futures forever ... in what

will be a state of the art research fiicil-

ity fortheir health, ' Barad said.

Barad and Gerald Levey, provost

of medical sciences at UCLA, have

been working together for about a

year trying to

is to be in a hospital, particularly for

children," said Ned Mansour. presi-

dent of corporate operations for

See DONATION, page 7
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WORLD & NATION Dow Jones Industnals N«sdaq Index
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Yen: 121.79

Mark: 1.6871

Arab nations will not support Iraqi arms stance

deal.

Levey said

he appreciat-

ed Mattel's

support and

credited them

with a

renewed spir-

it.

'You have

really electri-

fied those o\

us who work

at UCLA.
and we are so

very grateful

for what you

have done."

Levey said.

Plans for

the new hospi-

tal include a

lobby featur-

ing Mattel

toys and inter-

active games,

•We all

know how
intimidating it

FORUM: Talks connect

sexual harassment to

During her presentation, Moore

specifically discussed Nisei women,

first-generation Japanese-

Americans whose parents immi-
Hhniritior, .torootypoF "Sr;!,;;^Jw dZg

Barbie, one of Mattel, Inc.'s toy representatives, auto-

graphs a program for a Children's Hospital patient.

By Natasha Behbahany
Daily Bruin Contributor

Desert Storm Barbie and si.x-

inch helicopter pilots with braids

decorated the pamphlet-filled table.

Thursday, the Center for the

Study of Women hosted its first-

ever discussion on gender and the

military.

The conference. tilled

"Militarism and National Security;

The Role of Cicnder," explored lop-

ics ranging from sexual harassment

in the military to issues of race and

nender.

Brenda Moore, an assi.stant pro-

fessor of sociology at State

University of New York (SUN Y) at

Buffalo, discussed the lack of inte-

gration between gender and race in

the army. ^—

Moore, who has served ttr the

army, described the military as a

microcosm of the whole of society.

"While the military is leading in

race integration, it is lagging in gen-

der." Moore said.

World War II.

Due to anti-Japanese sentiment

surrounding the start of WWII,
both Nisei women and men, though

citizens, were not able to enlist in

the army, said Moore. After 1941,

only Nisei men could enlist while

women were still excluded. "It was

a definite indication of sexism," she

said.

Relationships between men and

women in the army were discussed

by Laura Miller, a professor of soci-

ology at UCLA. Miller confronted

issues surrounding sexual harass-

ment and its connection to race.

Miller said that within the mili-

tary. African American women are

more likely to be targets of sexual

harassment, but they are usually

among the ranks of the enlisted.

"There is a les.ser possibility of

power among the enlisted, making

African American women more

susceptible (to harassment),"

Moore said. She explained that

people in lower ranks are more

See MILITARY, page 9
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Open Dally

Lunch A Dinner
And Food To 6o

Catcrins Availabk

dont panic!!!
you can help

expand the

Jc3Jn the Recydhg Adv^ocates, a
task force that works on
expancftig recydng on-campu&
Students, faciity and staff are al

\A«lcxme to oirweeWy meetings

Tuesdays at6pm in Royoe 1 56.

for more information call

825-3033

The Rarii Bejins When You Get There!

20% off for Bruin Family on all food items on

our menu during evening

* Bruin identification is required

Celebration festivities in our Sports Bar
,

Live Entertainment at 9:30 (no cover)

(Alternative & Classic R^ck, Funk & Groove

• Close to the Rose Bowl!

Drink Specials: 424 fqJ^ 0(
34oz Eoombo mug of Sierra , |. .

ii J D J j^ ,. ., $. Pasadena,
Nevada, Bud and Coors Light . ^ -^ ^ -J-
Newcastle i Microbrew (626) 79^

424 Fair Ooks Ave.

S. Pasadena, CA 91030

(626) 799-2266

It's a WONDERFUL LIFE

With a GREAT SMILE!

^PFPTAT • ^^0 Examination, 6 X-Rays & Teeth
Oi lL\^l/\L/. 4^^U- Cleaning Expires 5 /31 /99

•TOOTH BONDING, BLEACHING
•NHrews OkM* (LaugMng Gas)
•Hypnosis • Bloctrenic AfMsth««ta
'Qpt\ Lat« Hours, Froo / VaUdirtod PaH(in«
•Chaoks, CradH Cards ft Itisuranea Forms Walcomo

COSMETIC and
GENERAL
DENTISTRY

• 20 Yoars in Privato Practico in Wostwood

Dr. LARRY FRIEDMAN, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1 762 Westwoocj BlvcJ #460 (between Wilshire & Santa Monica Bl

)

For Appolntmont Call: (310) 474-3765

...experiencing

a **moment of

nonexistence?*'

U.N.: Foreign ministers

voice opinion on debate

over weapons inspection

By Leon Barklio

The Associated Press

BAGHDAD. Iraq - A second

group of U.N. relief workers left Iraq

today, and Arab ministers warned

that Iraq alone would be responsible

for the consequences of halting U.N.

weapons inspections.

Meanwhile, Iraq's deputy prime

minister accused President Clinton

of blocking the lifting of U.N. sanc-

tions against his country.

"ThWxid is being blocked contin-

uously.N^ubbornly, illegally by

(Clinton's) government," Tariq Aziz

told reporters in Baghdad.

U.N. humanitarian program

spokesman Eric Fait said 25 workers

left instead of the 40 that officials ini-

tially decided would go. He did not

elaborate. Another 130 left

Wednesday for Amman, Jordan, the

same day all 103 United Nations

weapons inspectors tlew to Bahrain.

About 295 humanitarian workers

remain in Iraq, mostly in the Kurdish

north, which is unlikely to be target-

ed. All relief workers thus far evacu-

ated have been based in southern and

central Iraq. Fait said.

The United States and Britain

have been threatening a military

response since Iraq announced Oct.

31 that it was halting the activities of

the U.N. Special Commission,

known as UNSCOM, which is

responsible for eliminating Iraq's

weapons of mass destruction.

Today, Arab foreign ministers

held Iraq responsible for the conse-

quences of refusing to cooperate

with the inspectors.

The statement by foreign minis-

ters of eight Arab nations appeared

to be a warning to Iraq that it should

not count on Arab support in its dis-

pute with the United Nations.

The statement made no mention

of the United States or any possible

military action against Iraq, but

expressed hope that "wisdom and

restraint prevail so that the United

Nations can reach a

solution to the cri-

SIS.

Aziz dismissed

the statement, say-

ing the Arab minis-

ters should blame

the United States,

not Iraq. "We are

sincere in. dealing

with this situation,"

he said.

A major buildup

of warplanes and

troops in the

Persian Gulf con-

tmued today, t' lv^

in addition to 174 aircraft, 21 ships

and nine vessels armed with

Tomahawk missiles, according to the

Pentagon.

Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat

today urged the United States to

exercise restraint and avoid striking

at Iraq, a move the Palestinian leader

said would be detrimental to Mideast

peace.

Despite mounting military

threats, Iraq showed no sign of allow-

ing U.N. arms inspections to resume.

Official Iraqi newspapers published

a statement today by the ruling Baath

party urging Arab nations to rally

behind Iraq and strike at American

interests in case of U.S. aggression.

In a front-page editorial, the

Baath party newspaper al-Thawra

said the U.S. military preparations in

the Persian Gulf were part of

American "psychological warfare."

"Iraq no longer pays attention to

these empty threats," it said, assert-

ing that Iraq will not back down.

The official al-Qadissiya newspa-

per said President Saddam Hussein's

Cabinet discussed the crisis

Wednesday.

U.S. Navy war-

ships, including an

aircraft carrier and

a submarine, are

scheduled to cross

the Sue/ Canal next

week on their way

to the gulf, canal

officials said today.

Ihere are

already 23,400 U.S.

troops in the (iulf A United Nations employee attaches a sign to a bus parked at U.N. headquarters.

Ginton grants

$60 million

for affordable

child care

SCHOOL President

entreats cooperation

between both parties

By Sarah Wyatt

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - President

Clinton announced $60 million

for new after-school programs

Thursday and urged Republicans

and Democrats to work together

more often to provide affordable

child care.

"On these issues, we should be

as impatient as our children in the

back seat of the car," who con-

stantly ask, "Are we there yet?"

Clinton said.

In the budget agreement

between the White House and the

Republican-controlled Congress,

after-school proRrams received:

Iw AssiKi,ilf<l Ctrss
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Israel lukewarm about honoring peace accord

AGREEMENT: Giving up

territories lor housing

enrages Palestinans

By Mark Lavie

The Associated Press

JERUSALEM Israel offered

mixed signals on its commitment to

the Mideast peace plan Thursday,

pledging to turn over territory vshiic

accepting bids for construction of a

Jewish housing project in a disputed

area of Jerusalem.

Prime Minister Benjamin

Netanyahu pushed ahead with plans to

honor the peace deal signed al the Wye

summit in Maryland, one day after he

secured narrow Cabinet approval for

it by attaching conditions likely to slow

down the handover of land.

Netanyahu's decision to appease

hard-liners with new conditions and to

revive housing construction on a dis-

puted hill outraged the Palestinans,

who demanded that the United States

step in and resolve the latest conllicts.

Dennis Ross, the U.S. envoy, was to

arrive Friday to over.see fuirilimenl of

the accord.

"It is now crucial to have the

American side join us ... to oversee

implementation of the agreement."

chief Palestinian negotiator Saeb

Frekat told ITie A.ssociated Press.

"We will not accept any post-agree-

ment negotiations and will not accept

any conditions outside." the accord

it.self, he said

The deal calls for a staged troop

withdrawal from 13 percent of the

West Bank in exchange for Palestinian

security measures.

Israel's plans to hand over the first

parcel of land by the end of next week,

said David Bar-Illan. a senior adviser

to Netanyahu.

I here were signs on the ground that

the process may move ahead: At the

Palestinian airport in Gaza - set to be

opened under the deal - Israeli and

Palestinian ofllcials practiced security

procedures for checking passengers.

However, Palestinians focused

attention on Israel's decision to accept

bids for construction at a Jerusalem

hilltop Israelis call Har Homa and

Palestinians know as Jebel Abu

CJhneim.

Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat

called the project "a big obstacle," to

peace, but stopped short of saying it

would harm the peace process. In

Washington, State Department

See MIDEAST, page 7

five times the money they were

awarded last year. While this will

pay for 183 grants in 600 schools

across the country, nearly a thou-

sand additional applicants were

turned down.

"In the new economy, we can

no longer think of high-quality

child care and after school pro-

grams as luxury items," Clinton

said. "In every period of econom-

ic and social change, what once

was a luxury item becomes quick-

ly standard equipment."

"We did not pass the child care

proposal; I hope we can do better

next time," he said.

In 1996, the after-school pro-

gram had $1 million; in 1997,

funds increased to $40 million;

and in 1998, $200 million was ear-

marked for after-school pro-

grams. Clinton praised coopera-

tion between Republicans and

Democrats for the steady increase

in after-school grants.

"Hillary and I are -I think it's

fair to say - virtually obsessed

with the idea of expanding after-

school programs and affordable

child care and to see this reaching

across party lines ... is a deeply

moving thing to me," Clinton

said.

See PROGRAMS, page 7

WORLD & NATION BRIEFS

U.S- companies may
be more competitive
WASHINCiTON President Clinton

signed legislation today enforcing an interna-

tional anti-bribery agreement intended to

make U.S. companies more competitive in

foreign markets.

The agreement, which requires major U.S.

trading partners to pass anti-bribery laws, is

part of a Clinton administration strategy for

increasing U.S. exports even amid Asia's ec(v

nomic crisis. U.S. industry claims bribery of

foreign officials costs it billions ol dollars a

year in lost contracts.

The United States is one of the few coun-

tries with laws against using bribes to advance

foreign business deals. American executives

have" complained for years that the 1977

Foreign Corrupt Practices Act puts them at a

disadvantage in trying to win business con-

tracts m other countries

"I'm sorrv to sav it cost us a lot ol busi-

ness over the last 20 years to do the

right thing, but it is clearly the right

thing,", Clinton said. "American

companies deserve a level playing

field ... and now we will have it."

Congress passed legislation making the

United States part of the agreement on Oct.

21.

Speaking to a "town hall meeting" of stu-

dents, teachers, business leaders and members

of his advisory Fxport Council, Clinton also

expressed concern that U.S. steel companies

are suffering from a surge of cut-rate steel

imports from Japan. South Korea and other

economically distressed Asian nations.

IRS hotline fields

taxpayers' complaints
WASHINGTON Taxpayers with hard-

to-fix problems will have a new toll-free hot

line 'giving them access to Internal Revenue

Service adv«)cales wht) have briKider authority

to intervene and tell aggressive

enforcement agents to back off.

The hotline number - (877) 777-

4778 - will appear prominently in this

year's tax form instructions. It is among

the wholesale changes ordered by Congress to

bring more independence and authority to the

80 taxpayer advocates and their problem reso-

lution caseworkers.

"We're trying to make it so that when you

do business with the IRS. we're on your side,

as long as you're trying to be cooperative and

do a reasonable job of paying your taxes." IRS

Commissioner Charles Rossotti said in an

interview this week.

Announcement of the hot line Thursday

coincides with two related events Saturday:

the second annual "Problem-Solving Day,"

when people can quickly resolve longstanding

difficulties at 40 IRS offices around the coun-

try, and the first meeting in Miami of a citizen

adviKacy panel that will recommend ways to

improve the service

The IRS has had a problem resolution pro-

gram and taxpayer advocates since 1977, but

they were frequently difficult for taxpayers to

reach and had limited authority to intervene in

disputes.

Yeltsin cancels more

dinners due to health

MOSCOW Boris Yeltsin canceled a din-

ner with the visiting Japanese prime minister

Thursday, and the Kremlin insisted it had

nothing to do with the Russian president's

health.

Prime Minister Yevgeny Primakov attend-

ed the dinner in Yeltsin's place, a Kremlin

spokesman said on condition of anonymity.

The cancellation wasn't connected to

Yeltsin's health and he was feeling fine, the

spokesman said. Members of the Japanese

delegation wouldn't comment on the change

of plans

With reports from Bruin wire services.
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STATE & LOCAL
LAPD forces inspector general to resign Board decides to reduce

student-to-teacher ratioCOMMISSION: Dismissal

spurred by substandard

reform efforts by Mader

By Amanda Covamibias

The Associated Press

The head of the civilian Police

Commission said lliursday that the

Police Department's first inspector

general, a position cr^'ated after the

Rodney King beating and the 1992

riots, was forced to resign in an effort

to strengthen reforms.

Katherine Mader was forced out

because of substandard work, not

because her civilian bosses are turn-

ing a blind eye to abuses, commission

Executive Director Joe CJunn said.

"Our main goal is that the inspec-

tor general post remain a powerful

force in this city," (Junn said, "['very

citizen has to be assured that the

board will always be vigilant when it

comes to protecting them from police

abuse or misconduct."

Creation of the inspectt)r generals

position was one of the nn)st impor-

tant reforms to come from the 1991

(^hristopher Commission report.

,';
»

••
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Police Commission Director Joe Gunn reaf-

firms board commitment to oversee agency.

reassure the public that the LAPD
would be held accountable for its

actions and that wayward officers

would be disciplined.

Mader's resignation on Tuesday

renewed questions about the I\>lice

written in the aftermath ot the King

beating, that found a pattern of police

brutality within the LAPD.
The 1992 acquittals of four white

olTicers in the King beating led to

three days of civil unrest that left ."^.^

dead and caused $1 billion in daiii-

( nmmi!>M»n^ tieti ication to moMitefc

more receptive tc)

receiving critical

information about

the department,"

Mader said " Today

we have a popular

police chief, low

crime rales and no

major Rodney King-

type- of incident.

l\*ople feel secure

and are less likely to

be interested in

learning that there

are still problems in

the disciplinary ;>ys-

tem."

At a nev\s confer-

ence outside down-

town police head-

quarters. (Junn said

Mader was forced to

resign by the five-

member commis-

sion because of sub-

standard work.

Gunn, a former police comman-

der, said the board did not have a

problem w ith criticism of the depart-

ment but rather with Mader's report-

writing and police officer evaluations,

w hich he said were not aUv avs backed

EDUCATION: Marathon

meeting results in vote

to fund school initiatives

The Associated Press

The Los Angeles Board o\'

T;ducation has voted to reduce the

student-teacher ratio in ninth-grade

Knglish classes to 2()-to-l and

delayed voting on other issues such

as pay raises after a marathon 12-

luHir meeting.

"This is the most dysfunctional

we've ever been." said board mem-

ber Jeff Tlorton in a an outburst

Tuesday evening after his colleagues

initially voted against class-size

reduction.

Morton's outburst apparently

was effective - board members scat-

tered to the halls brielly and

returned to change their votes.

In its longest meeting on record,

and one of its most contentious,

board president Victoria Castro

recessed the meeting shortly before

2 a.m. Wednesday, with 1 1 of the

items - including funding for library

books and an academy for teachers

See CLASS, page 9

Team debates sewage disposal

MEXICO: Ocean dumping

considered as possible

way to gel rid of waste

The Associated Press

Tijuana River Valley drew com-

plaints from residents, who worried

about the odors and mosquitos the

pools might generate.

Another option was dumping the

effluent into the ocean, in October,

the state Regional Water Qualit\

C\introl Board agreed to allow treat-
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upftyhiirdevidLMiav

She also conducted one investiga-

tion without the commission's per-

mission, he said.

He declined to provide specific

cases.

A majority of board members

wanted to fire Mader. but she quit

first, he added.

SAN DIKCiO.. AliiiMiiiinaliLMi ii al. tuit st i ll tmir.. vwagr tn hr div

DONATION
From page 4

Mattel . ; .

"We endeavor to provide an

absolutely loving and nurturing envi-

ri>nment fof everybody
"

Mattel's donation will cover nearly

75 percent of the costs to reconstruct

the new children's hospital. This prcv

ject IS only part of the plan to rebuild

the CCLA Hospital and Medical

Center. The entire cost for the new

facility will reach an estimated $1..^

billu>n.

Dr. i-dward McC\ibe. IMiysician in

Chief o\' the Mattel's Children

Hospital at I'CL.A. said he was excit-

MIDEAST
From page 5

spokesman .lames Rubin said Israel

had made '"a bad decision" in going

ahead with the plan.

The hilltop is part of land Israel cap-

tured from .lordan and annexed after

the 1^)(>7 Mideast War. The

Palestinians Impe to establish the capi-

tal <>!" a future state in the area.

( jri>und-breaking there last year led

to i\ilestiiiian rioting and a 19-nionth-

long stalemate in negotiations broken

only after Netanyahu and Palestinian

PROGRAMS
kom pjqo i

ed about UCLA's new relationship

with Mattel.

"it is Mattel's giving back that will

make a dramatic and everlasting

chance in the lives of our children,

our family and our community,"

McCabe said.

Renowned architect l.M. Pei will

design the new 102-bed Children's

Hospital as well as the rest of the hos-

pital and medical center.

The children's part will begin con-

struction in 2000 and will replace the

current facility, which was damaged
during the 1^)94 Northridge earth-

quake.

The Mattel foundation, founded

in h>78. contributes more than S4.5

million annuallv to orualii/ations ben-

leadei* Yasser Arafat signed the latest

peace deal.

Netan\alui has promised repCiited-

1> the (>.()()() new homes \\ouk\ be

ready in 20(M).

\abil .AbiHirdeneh. an aide to

Arafat, called the project and a series

of ne\s Israeli conditions on the peace

acciMd. "a \iolatu>n o\' the ... agree-

ment and of all agreements
"

The conditions Netanyahu

attached \o the accord included a

demand that the Palestine National

Council lu>ld a forniiil \ote by mid-

December to revoke clauses in the

Palestine Liberation Oruani/ation

cold." said Rep. Bill Cioodling. R-Pa..

chairman of the Tiouse Committee on

F.dutfat ion and the Workforce .

efiting children.

"Mattel has a history of investing

in causes around the world that

improve the quality of life for children

in need." McCabe said. .

Patients from the hospital showed

their appreciation to Mattel by pre-

senting the company with a hand-

made card and lab coats with the

Mattel logo on it.

Before the Mattel corporation pre-

sented UCLA with a $25 million

check, however. Levey made a

promise.

'We at UCLA promise that the

medical care, the research, the inncv

vation and the education that goes on

at this institution will make you proud

of our association." l.evev said.

roundiiii: charier that call for Israel's

destruction

Israel also reserxed the right to

annex large areas of the West Bank if

.Ar.ifit made good on a threat to uni-

laterally declare i'alestinian statehood

in Ma\.

He also uants each stage o\' the

phased pullback to be presented to his

Cabinet liM" separate approNal over the

next three months, a move that would

likcK stall any handover.

Ministers would be asked to deter-

mine vxhether the Palestinians have

met their security obligations under

the acC'iM'd.

education is a priority second to

none." said Sen. Arlen Specter. R-

Pau who htfads thtf Appropriat ion s.

IDENTIFICATION
From page 3

A guy will come in with an ID that

says he's 5-foot-7 imd he's really 6-

foot-2." •

Kaye guessed that he and the

other doormen encounter around

25 to M) fake I Ds a night. While they

do have the option o\' calling the

UCPD to report them, most under-

age hopefuls are just turned away.

"'We give them a stiff warning

that the next time we will confiscate

them," Kaye said. "Sometimes we
will have to confiscate and cut them

up in order to protect ourselves and

the iMher bars in Westwood."

Doormen and bouncers aren't

the only ones on the lookout for

lake IDs.

Because the \Ds are illegal, the

police are also interested in taking

away these cmmterfeit IDs from

minors.

SEWAGE
From page 6

tially treated .it the new South Bay

International Wastewater

Treatment Plant to Tijuana.

Mexico. Ihere. it would be further

cleaned and sold to the region's

huge border manufacturing indus-

try.

"in Mexico, it is not considered a

sewage problem, but a problem

finding, wity:> lu harness

—

ucul

Officer Russell McKinney of the

UCPD has seen his fair sJiare of

fake IDs.

While McKinney realizes what a

popular accessory a fake ID can be

for college students, he warned of

the damaging repercussions of get-

ting caught.

"It's a misdemeanor in the state,"

McKinney said, "ifyou go into gov-

ernment work or anything that

needs a background check, it will

come up that you have an arrest

record."

A misdemeanor could result in a

fine, jail time, or both, depending on

a judge's decision.

Despite the potential legal pun-

ishments, most students are willing

to take the chance for the promise of

a more exciting social life.

'" ihere's really nothing you can

do between the ages of IS and 21,"

complained Lli/abeth. "You can

vote, buy cigarettes and ride a bike

without a helmet. That's about it."

All o\' the sewage treated at the

new wastewater plant comes from

Mexico, llowing north of the border

and sometimes contaminating the

I ijuana River and neighboring

beaches.

i'he latest idea must be approved

by state water quality officials, the

International Boundary and Water

Commission, or IBWC, in this

country and its counterpart in

Mexico.

The existing sewage treatment

lint at the U>rder it designed to prod^

ages.

Essentially, the post was created to

ing complaints against olTicers.

In an interview published

Thursday in the Los Angeles Times,

Mader said the commission no longer

welcomed her scrutiny of the nation's

second-l.irgest police department.

"When I first came to the job. the

commissioners and the public were

of entrepreneurs says the best way to

deal with sewage llowing north into

the I'niled States across the Mexico

border is to pump it south for treat-

ment iind sell it to the maquiladora

industry for manufacturing

The idea has been proposed after a

"ttS. government plan to treat the

eftluent in open-air ponds in the

charged } 1/2 miles off Imperial

Beach in order to keep it from llow-

ing across beaches south of San

Diego.

However. Bajagua. a privately

financed treatment proiect, is float-

ing the ide;i o\' pumping sewage, par-

See SEWAGE, page 7

Some Republicans were not so

enthusiastic about spending federal

money on after-.school programs, say-

ing that it discriminates against par-

ents who choose to stay home and

care for their kids after school.

_ "The president's proposal left at-

home moms and dads out in the

"There is no more impox^nt

responsibility than caring for a young

child, and families who choose to

forgo a second income should not be

penalized." (ioodling .said in a state-

ment.

Despite some criticism, the White

Hou,sc event focused on cooperation.

"The objective of child care and

subcommittee on labor, health and

education.

After-.school programs are aimed

at keeping children motivated and

safe. Studies show that half of violent

juvenile crime occurs between 2 p.m.

and 8 p.m . when children are unsu-

pervised and more likely to experi-

ment with drugs, alcohol and sex.

sources ol' water," said Enrique

Landa, a partner in AguaClara, the

San Diego firm proposing the pro
ject.

"instead of dumping it in the

ocean, we recycle the water,"

Landa said. "We take it to where

it's most needed, south of the bor-

der."

i

vide what is known as primary treat-

ment, in which solid wastes are sepa-

rated from the waste water. Its efflu-

ent, however, has consistently failed

laboratory tests for acute toxicity.

Experts say that providing sec-

ondary treatment, such as a system

of open-air ponds, would solve the

problem.

UCLA
LIBRARY

k

from 9 p.m. on Friday, November 13,

through 5 p.m. on Sunday, NovemberJS

Please plan your Library use accordingly.

»-> Access information on library holdings
*

through the IVIELVYL® System.

^ Check the stacks for individual items

»> Ask at the reference or

circulation desks if you need help.

We apologize for any inconvenience.

BRUIN
MEAL DEAD

2 Slices of Pizza and

1/2 order Mojo and S
alad Bar, with all you can

drink beverage bar

Dine-in or cam' out onl\/r^/

Call to reserve Shake/s private

party room upstairs for your

meetings, fund raisers, etc...

We <

Deb a
:3ccept
^ carets

^ I
^h;IS*

^^^
f-:mc-zmcr^ 1

L-rdI

Sun-Thurs
till 1:00 am

Fri-Sat
till 2:00am

824-4111
1114 Gayley Ave.
Westwood Village

/

<
> /

FREE DRINK W/ ANY
BUFFET PURCHASE W/'

UCLA STUDENT ID '

J
i^

--<•«.., 1/

V
/I

N)
^-

\

.^n

7-y

\\
- T

\ '

J

SHAKEY'S
COMBINATION

^$13.85

J
Vw

/N J
'I I

^'y^\ c

Any medium one topping
pizza plus mojo potatoes,

and your choice of:

• 4 pieces chicken or
• New Gourmel sandwich

• 5 nieces o\ fish ox
• 10 Buffald wings or
• Pasta & Salad

PIZZA
SPECIALS

Any large 3

topping pizza

or any Specialty Pizza

^$9.98^^^^^^ (Save over $5)

• Sf)ei tallies mcludt' Vegetarian Shakes's Special

Hruin Deluxe and HHQ Chicken

• Thin crust, hand tossed, or deep dish pan pi:za at

no extra charffc

ONE
MEDIUM
ONE
TOPPING
PIZZA

BUY1CET1
FREE

Sunday, Monday,

Tuesday 2 for 1

Special*

Buy any large Pizza

at regular price

and get the

2nd for

Free
~- (Limn 3)

* good

all da\4eSS>^$5.95
2 medium one topping pizzas'

only $1 1 .98 (save over $5)
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Turn
unwanted
stuff

CASH!!!

ADVERTISE IN THE

argain

\^

^^^^^ ^Village 0^

# /"xpressmart ^?off^ ^^^^ ' 10974 Le Conte Ave. at Gayley ^^C

ff}

10974 Le Conte Ave. at Gayley

FREE PARKING
(While shopping in store)

CERVEZA

UIFICO

6pk - 12oz Bottles

6pk - 12oz Bottles

Use yoijr_dollars

with sense.
The Associates Student Visa® can help you manage

college expenses with fewer worries.

Your dollars go further with all these great benefits.

• 3% cash back on purchases*

• No annual fee

• Credit line up
to $2,500

To apply, caltol free

"T-888-SEND-OI\E.
•See Rebate Terms and Conditions accompanying the credit card

For more information and great discounts, visit our NJWeb site at

www.gtudcrHcredHcfd.cofn.

PREFERRED CHILD CARE - TOP PREFERENCES

Child age

0-3

Students

Non-working spouse

(25.6pmem)

J

/luljl #AHA jwnAflA —vnnuumriiwi

(J5.4 percent)

Staff

Non-worliingspoiAe

. (22.0|)ment)

' MufWfyjdwol

(28.8penent)

Faculty

Non-feUthfcinhome

(337percnH)

QMldc««cmter

(41.2 percent)

Sou'c*

CHOICES
From page 1

liiMis .ind expense.

When Miles - whose husband is

tilso a sludenl - I'lrsl reali/ed she was

preijnanl. she discuvered that I ("I.A

Child Care wouldn't come close to

nieeling her needs

Not only was the waiting list loo

long, but student grants were onl>

available "if \ou were making no

nione>."' Miles said.

I!\en part-time work usUiilly dis-

qualifies students Iroin grants. So

Miles called a municipal child-care

line to find a provider near her. Now
she pays SI45 per week for lull-time

home care, which compares to

S:()2.5()aweekatCCLA.

In this area, child-care experts say

there's a delicate balance to be struck.

Corporations have occasionally made

It "loo easy" Ic^r parents to leave then

children in day care as a way o\'

encouraging them ti^ work longer

lu>urs.

Hut more ol'ten. parents I'eel torn

HOMOPHOBIA

tMlllA HWANG'Daily Brum

over ihc decision to place their chil-

dren in ihe car^' o\' others. It's an

understandable phenomenon, espe-

cially when grandparents are applying

pressure for parents to slay home. It's

a generation gap in understanding.

.Although the percent.ige ol" single par-

ents and two-mcome families has been

climbing steadily since the late I9()(K.

those involved in the child care field

say that child care is still feared and

resented by some segments of society.

I'CLA Child Care confronts the

problem head-on. sponsoring regular

workshops on topics such as 'Do You

Have lo Keel Ciuilty?" and publishing

a Working Parents newsletter to help

parents confront their fears and prob-

lems.

"limes change and situations

chamie." said Iob\ Cronin. a senior

administrative analyst in the

Neuropsychiatric Institute who was

involved in UCLA child care at its

very beginning.

Ihere's a lot more non-traditional

students nowadays. But it always

takes 15 years to make anything

catch." ~"i

programs.

liut ?.Hii,li;iHs s.i i i.l lli.it d i suii i ii i i. i
-

o«ir
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From page 1 ^

ly safe" and the possibilities of physi-

cal threat aren't that high, conditions

could be better.

Chris Keintges. a student from

Holland, said he ci>mes from a "more

liberated soeielvr^—

'

:

—*-

lion can .seep into classrooms and

even professors* curriculums.

Tamarlokat. president of the (Jay

and Lesbian Association ((JALA),

said she was offended by a paper

topic in one o\' her philosophy class-

es.

"Lor me. UCLA is like a time

machine: how gay life was like 15

years ago in I'urope. closeted and in

the background. " he .said

Some L(iBr faculty and staff

members said that their ci>lleagues

and the administration treat them

equ.ilK.

"Some (people) were

just stunned that there

was a gay guy on their

team.
"

' '

—
^'-The topic was to discuss the

morality of drug use, prostitution and

homosexuality." she said. "I can't

believe the professor equated homo-

sexuality w ith the other two topics."

fokat said she felt the topic tagged

a "negative connotation" on homo-

sexuality and affected students in the

class.

"If this kind.of stuff is taught m a

classroom, some students' biases

may get reaffirmed because this took

place in an academic setting." she

said.

Other students said some areas o\'

campus life still perpetuate discrimi-

nation auainsl L(iBT students. ^

Brandon Del Campo
Former track athlete

"As an out gay facult) member. 1

have experienced onl\ respect and

suppt)rt from my colle.igues at

UCLA." said JanTcs Schult/. direc-

tor o\' the IXiHI Studies program

and a professor of (Jerman.

Schult/ said UCLA is inclusise o\'

l.CiMr issues.

"UCLA isgenuincK supportive of

L(iBr Studies and L(JBr facully,"

he said "On the other hand, it took

years of organizing by L(iBT faculty

and staff to get health coverage for

our domestic partners, and we still do

not enjo> many o\' the other benefits

that our married colleagues do."

Dawn Bond, the resident director

for the Hilgard Houses and an IXJBT

"rap group" facilitator, said she has

been treated "very equally."

"There is an effort made within

my department to focus on inclusivi-

ty." she said.

Bond said that while "homopho-
bia exists everywhere on campus,"

the residence halls have made
attempts to address the issue.

"Residence halls do work to create

safe communities." she said "There

are a lot of resources here, like rap

groups, diversity training and dorm

Ihe sports world is ver\ homo-

phobic. " said Del Campo. who ran

tr^ick for UCLA for four years. "1

wasn't comfortable coming out my
firstnear on the team."

Del Campo came out during his

second year, and said he got varied

reactions.

"Many people were supportive,

but some were just stunned that there

was a gay guy on their team." he said.

The Undergraduate Students

Associated Council (USAC) general

representatives' office is currently

trying to target homophobia on cam-

pus by broadening the current cam-

pus hate crime policy.

"Right now, if you say. "Lm going

to kill you." you can get arrested, but

not if you say, 'I wish you were

dead."' said Mike de la Rocha.

USAC general representative. "We
want to include both categories."

Currently, a bill pushing to include

gender, sexual orientation and dis-

ability as categories for hate crimes is

stagnant in Congress.

L(JBT community members said

that it is difficult to tell if conditions

on campus will improve.

Philip said homophobia can sub-

side when some people become more

aware of their conduct___

RECYCLING
From page 1

floors, where students live in tl>e

lounges, bins will be located next to

the elevators

Most dorms, including Richer,

already have recycling programs' that

are run Hy housekeeping.

I his program isdilferent bjecause it

is entirely student-run. according to

Iletcher It is not related to the pri>-

gram that alreadx exists in the ^e^l-

dence halls.
t

Student \oluiileers will clear the

bins on ii regular basis." Iletcher said

Ihe new program is spoiisopcd b\

the uni\ersit\'s I acilitics

NLinagement and the Business and

Linance departments.

Currentl). there are large garbage

bins on e^ich tloor. where students can

throw iill rec\clabes. Residents, how-

e\er. often dump garbage in these

bins, which ma\ be becau.se the> m\'

no[ clearly marked as recycling bins.

Once the new program begins, the

ok\ bins that are currently used for

recNclmg will be used .as trash cans.

Orgam/ers o\' the new program

Siiid tluit one reason for starting it is to

ha\e more student input in rec\ cling

The new program w ill feature sepa-

rate bins ior newspapers, and cms
and bottles. While this program will

help increa.se recycling m the dorms,

the rest of the Ciimpus is still without

glass or aluminum recycling facilities

Jan lee. a California Public

Interest Research (iroup

but there is no centralized effort

telling the administration that stu-

dents want this," she said.

- -Lee added that CALPIR(J is work-

-jng ^vith the (Jraduate Students

Association's Ijivironmental

Coalition and the Undergraduate

Students Association Council exter-

nal \ice president's o\T\i:{: to get cen-

tra i/ed recycling under wa\.

There is no re.ison why one of the

\op schov^ls doesn't recycle most of Us

garb.ige." Lee said "We're like a

small cit\ . we produce a \o[ of waste."

Compared to other uni\ersities.

UC L.\ IS behind in its rccscling

elforts. Lee said

"Li>\t>la Mar\ mount recycles ()0

percent o\ its waste.." she said "It

makes us look rCiill) b.id
"

She added that while there iUe no

ex.ict stiitistics on how much garbage

is recycled at UCL.A. it is consider-

abl> lower than main v^ther umversi-

lic including { V Berkele\. \\' San

DiegtKind UC Santa Cru/

Assistiint Nice Chancellor Jack

Powa/ek said aluminum and glass

rec\ cling is not a mam C(Micern at

UCL.A because these materials

account lor .i \er\ small .inunmi ivl the

trash I CL.A generiites.

"We ha\e been diMiig waste aiuiK-

sis. since h)^>'^ and we loiind that the

amount of gl.iss and aluminum waste

Is less than one percent." Powa/ek

said

1 ee said the lack of rec>cling facili-

ties on campus is a ct>ncern for a lot of

students. Some, she said, walk .irouiul

all da> with empty soda cans because

Whatever your -

congregation

or spiritual group,

whether

you are...

'"men
Lutheran

)ewish

w¥fw.stMdentadvaiitag€>com
Your oiw-stop onMnc resource

(( ALPIR( i I ciimpu- or^(im,'or. -aul ihere me no plnco!. to lecicli' ilium

that currently, UCL.A onl\ recvclcs

Piiper.

lacilities M.magement officials

said that while there are iu> alumiiuim

or glass rec\ cling efforts done on cam-,

pus. cans and bottles are sorted for

recycling by the garbage company

nfter ct>ltectit>n. .
n. — -"i

'

.

Lee said that (^ALPIR(J. a VC-

wide environmental and consumer

group, is working on a recycling pro-

gram that incorporates the entire uni-

versity. no{ just select areas.

" rhere are all these riindom elforts

by people who really want recycling.

MILITARY
From page 4

often hara.ssed sexually by higher-

ranked officers.

" She also introduced sexual racism

I here are a lot o\ cans being

thrown away." said Jane Biiskm. a

thiril-year fine arts student .iiul

( AlPlRd member. "Honestly, ct^l-

lege students li\e off of soda."

In addition to environmental con-

cerns. Lee said there are also social

-44nplicatu>ns as to why recycling is

important.

"Many people don'[ think about

where this trash is being incinerated."

she said.

"Often it is low-income. minorit\

communities. It may seem like a small

issue, but it isn't."

-^X-:.

Christian

M^-^i.hnriisL

Whateve r...

"People need to take it a step fur-

ther and feel just as bad when some-

one says a degrading comment to a

gay person, not only when someone

is killed." she said.

as a susceptibility factor.

Moore said that African

American women are stereotyped as

sexually aggressive and that "men

have an interest to experience wild

sexual partners."

Ihe issue of sexual harassment has

personal meaning for Jeremiah

Ashbrook. a t\)urth-year UCLA
l-niilish stuilcnt. whose friend was

sexually harassed in the military.

"I found many of the answers lo

the questions regarding the i.ssue {o\

sexual harassment) very illuminat-

ing." he said.

Judith Hicks Stiehm. a political

science professor at Ilorida

International University, was con-

cerned with inequality between the

sexes in th? military.

According to Stiehm, the US. mil-

itary has the highest percentage of

women in the military among all

nations. She argued that because o\'

this, women should be allowed to go

into battle just as often as men do

"Iherc is no public suppi>rt for

CLASS
from page 6 -^-^—^^-^

and administrators - undecided

The board did vote to lemporari-

1\ set aside about S2S million o\

Superintendent Ruben /.acarias'

educational initiatives

That left just enough for an addi-

tional 1 percent salary increase

women in battle," she said.

Ihe talks were not limited to

domestic issues, however. Ann
Iickner. professor at the School of

International Relations at USC. dis-

cussed the role of gender in interna-

tional relations and feminist perspec-

tives on global and national security.

She also invited many of her students

to the event.

Melissa Welebir. one of Iickner's

students, said that gender is not a

dominant issue in the study o\ inter-

national rehitions. but their class

aims to analyze how different gender

perspectives fit into international

relations.

Another o\ Iickner's stuilents.

Y(>anna (Jerwel. said she finind the

discussit>n interesting and that

though she was required to attend,

she didn't kn(nv much about the

army before this discussion.

With the recent passing of

Veteran's Day. Moore said that

though the military still has a long

way to go. the gap between men and

women within the military is narrow-

ing.

"I never looked back at my mili-

tary service and called myself a vet-

eran, (but) women are starting to

identify themselves as veterans."

"This is our day (too)."

The 7 5. ()()() employees in the

nation's second largest public

-iichot>l system ar^ seeking a 4 per-

cent pay raise on top of the 2 per-

cent increase they received this

\ear.

Ihe board also approved spend-

ing more than SK million lor stall

training in early literacy. F-.nglish

language development and math

and science

You can reach more

people by

advertising in the

Daily Bruin

Religious

Directory,

running every Friday

in the Daily Bruin.

Iff i: 1 .MTi:i> STATUS ok \.mi:im< a «;^

-I %
•SET

> liJUI^IIIliLiJLa UT»..innui».r&i.

We also know the value
ofag(X)dtime.

In an a^c of mcrf^crs, acijuisitions and general uncertainty,

Lonu Beach Mortuagc remains a solid, succcssfiil company
rising ro the top ot the mort^a^c industry, as vvc have just

posted our best earnings, Mi\ (piarter I W8. But we don't let that

stand in the way of our having a ^ood time alon^ the way. If

you're lookinj^ for a j^rowin^, prosperous orji^anization w here

you can work hard AND play hard, we have opportunities for

Sales Account Kxccutivesin these choice l(x:ations: Ft. Uauder-

dale, Florida; Dallas, Lexas; and several Midwestern locations,

including (Uiicago, Illinois. Don't miss out!

On-campus interviews
Wednesday, November 18^

Lo set up an interview, please use the BruinView Online
Recruiting System or contact the Career Center. KOF

DISCIOVER YOIIR TRl 'K WOR^FH.

St Study

o

Pick up an feiformatton packet the EXPO to ffeid out mora about hundreds of

taternships avalable for FaH and Wtater Quarter:

LEGAL
Department of Water and

Power

FINANCE
Merrill Lynch, Inc.

CIBS Oppenheimer
Corporation

BROADCASTING
KABC-TV
Fox Broadcasting Co.

INTERNATIONAL
Danzas Corporation

Los Angeles World Affairs

Council

TECHNICAU
ENGINEERING
Unigraphics Solutions, Inc.

Justice Technology

Corporation

MARKETING
Paramount Pictures

Sony Trans Com, Inc.

GRAPHIC ARTS
LA County Graphic Arts

ENTERTAINMENT
The Kushner-Locke

Company *

Walt Disney Imagineering

NON-PROFIT
Am. Parkinsons Disease

Association, Inc.

And much more...

WHtandmApi

PICK UP AN INFORMATION PACKET
& COME TO AN INFO. SESSION!

JSS. ZaBSL
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Room 10*>

Kcrckh.>ff Hall
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VIEWPOI
Monday

On the highway of life,

you need your own

directions and fresh,

minty breath.

viewpoint@media.ucla.edu

Public
APATHY: No one knows

the words to today's rock,

but no one seems to care

So
I was driving my car through

Westwood ... no, wail. No one

drives in Los Angeles there's a

Jot of swearing and stopping and cut-

ting of I involved, but not driving.

I was at a standstill in my car in

Westwood. and in my boredom, I

switched on oP

faithlul: the

radio All of a

sudden, the gen-

tle, soothing

sounds of

Nirvana filled

my automobile,

almost over-

powering the

LA. smog. And
as I got into the

song, hearing

the hard drum-

't seem to care about lyrics
"Widda lightsow, i/.less danger-

ous, here we are now entertain us;

amullado. un awana. a muskeet ya,

yada yada .... "' As I continued merci-

lessly through the song, making thai

toothless freak next to me sound like

Sinatra. I realized that I had oftlcially

become just one more young person

condemned to tacitly accept not

knt)wing the lyrics to some of today's

(and yesterday s) most popular alter-

native rock songs.

In our parents' day, music and

lyrics were dillcrcnt. I or one, they

were intelligible. The Beatles, for

instance, offered user-friendly songs

like "Let It Be "
- where the title was

pretty much the song. Albeit the lines

were tiresome and whiny, but they got

their point acro.ss. Now Im certainly

not advocating we all go out and burn

our Pearl Jam CDs in favor of the

godforsaken Beatles Anthology.

Personall), I think the style of the "^^Os

far surpasses that of decades ago, but

I still qui//ically ponder how I and

others have so blindly allowed our-

selves to be taken in bv the *9()s trciul

m alternative rock, where it's cool to

be unintelligible.

Whether this is the singers' or

songwriters' intent, I don't know. But

I can sav this: if these lyrics were to

be translated, decoded or interpreted

from their original, almost-hiero-

glyphic form, it stands to reason that

we wouldn't understand most of it

anyway. When I finally di> find out

the words to some song that's been

bugging the heck out of me for days.

I often conclude that the guy might

as well have been wailine in

Lisa

Silver

Portuguese.

Aside from the infamously unin-

telligible Nirvana, consider some <^'i

the other succvrssful groups many o'i

us may listen to. I'or instance. 31

1

offers new and innovative sounds at

the price of lyrics that run together

and on lop of each other. Rage

Against the Machine has routinely

presented its core rebellious audience

with a slew of fast-paced, mangled

words that rage against something,

we're just not sure quite what. Or

consider the Diive Matthews Band,

whose mile-a-miiuile, convoluted

lyrics confound and confuse in songs

like Ibo Much" and "So Much To

Sa> ". lividently, Matthews has so

much to say that he just can't get it

out audibly.

And yet, all of these bands and so

m.my more remain successful despite

the fact that some of their most

ardent followers may not understand

what they're saying. Why do we. the

listeners and consumers, put the food

on the table for these stars (and fifty
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Terrr^jnally ill should live life to fullest

mmg and leel-
'

"

ing Kurt Cobain's anger. I began to

gel angry loo!

I got so angry in fact, that I began

pounding my fists on the steering

wheel and lapping my (left) foot to

the beat. After all. I was running low

on gas. and the 5()-year-old guy nex]

to me was smiling in my direction

(sans teeth, mind you) while belting

out show tunes. I was fuming in my
own personal hell, and the music

really began to get inside ^.-A me. I was

relating. I wasempathi/ing. And

then. I was singing.'

Silver is a second year communication

studies student, who loves nothing

more than imposing her views on oth

ers. She can be reached (if you dare) at

silver79i^ucla.edu.

I 'll the i r closest t nend !*;) by huyinf^

their tapes and CDs. attending their

concerts and buying their band para-

phernalia".'

I believe that these behaviors

relied not just a shift in attitudes

toward what is now considered

important about music, but the wide-

spread (yet legitimate) apathy of

today's younger generation.

What has become meaningful in

music now is the sound - the beat,

the range of instrumenls, the explo-

ration K^S, melodies and harm(>nics.

and the evpression i^f vimcc

We seem \o be mv>re interested in

feeling the song than in listening to it.

M.iyhe this is because we want it. or

maybe this is bec.iu^e it is all we are

See SILVER, page 12

LETTERS

Alumni band

integral to UCLA
football tradition

twi
|,CAMU4

In her Nov. 5 article "(lood

Fans Die Hard," Pauline Vu

neglected to mention one of the

most entertaining aspects of the

pregame tailgate parties at the

Rose Bowl; the UCLA Alumni

Band. The Alumni Band plays a

free twohour concert near the

Focxi Zone in Lot H prior to every

UCLA game at the Rose Bowl.

The concerts begin three hours

before each game and have

become a major part of the tailgat-

ing tradition for UCLA fans ( I'he

Alumni Band is in its 23rd year K^i

performing, dating back to the

days when home games were

played at the L.A. Memorial

Coliseum!)

Many of the tailgaters men-

tioned by Vu in her article arrive

early specifically to be able to set

up their parties near the area

where the Alumni Band perlbrms

The Alumni Band, composed <.A

former UCLA Band members

from all generations, plays an

entertamtng mix of popular songs,

big band lUandards, marches and,

of course. UCLA fight songs from

all eras The Varsity Spirit Squad

also performs with the Alumni

Band beginning one and a half

hours before each game.

It's hard to imagine how Vu

missed out on such a long standing

and enjoyable part of the pregame

tailgate tradition!

Jo«IFicrber|

Alumnus '12

Musk dirtctor

UCLA Alumni Band

Blood Center's

staff too small to

meet obligations

The UCLA Blood Center's

recent attempt to encour.ige blood

donations by setting up a tempo-

rary donation point at the Wooden

Center is to be admired Less

admirable, however, is when those

in charge failed to anticipate the

extra manpower that this effort

would require, thereby forcing the

postponement and cancellatu>n ol

regularly scheduled donations a t ^

the mam donation center, which is

exactly what happened on

Monday
If the Blood Center doesn't

have sufficient personnel to meet

all Us obhgal ons. then perhaps it

should re-evaluate its scheduling

procedures so as not to waste the

time and disrupt the schedules <>\

those who do volunteer to give

blood.

I'he good folks at the Center

wtHild do well to leave overbook-

ing to the major airlines.

Ron Richards

Graduate student

SlavklNiguistics

Nanking city,

not village

I applaud the Daily Bruin's cov-

erage and promotion of author Iris

Chang's lecture and signing for her

book The Rape of Nanking; I'he

forgotten Holocaust of World

War 11" (Arts and l-ntertainment.

Nov. 10). However. I just want to

let Terry Tang know that Nanking

was not a 'village'.

Present day Nanjing, seat of the

Jiangsu provincial government in

the People's Republic of China, is

a walled city that is one of China's

six ancient capitals. \\ the time of

the Japanese invasion. Nanking las

it was then known) was the seat k^\

jjovernment of the Nationahsts^

Next week'sL-ORm\L

who evcniualh fled to laiwan after

dclcal by the Communists and dec-

laration of the People's Repubhc

olC'hma

E4Hui

SMMri-yNt

IKUSckMldllMidiw

Next Friday, Viewpoint will discuss UCLA

.

athletics. With the 'SC football game soon

approaching, we want to know why cotn-

petition and rivaky are important to you. Is

school pride integral to your college experi-

ence? Or is school pride just one more

symptom of societal brain-washing?

Bring your submissions to

118 Kerckhoff Hall or e-mail them to

viewpoint@media.uda.edu.

MEDICINE: I.ove, caring

key lo mental well-being

in our fragmented soeiety

By Eric Achtyes

Si.\ty-seven-year-old Joseph

Saikewicz lies in a state hospital in

Massaehiisetts, dying from

leukemia. Chemotherapy, the indi-

eated treatment, has a 30 to 40 per-

eent ehanee oS. remission whieh

eoiild last from two to 13 months.

This story, while familiar, is

unique in that Joseph has been

severely retarded from birth, never

possessing an IQ greater than ten or

a mental eapaeity higher than that o'i

a ehild aged two years and eight

months. Mis family does not want to

be involved in deeisions regarding

his eare, so a legal guardian has been

appointed by the eourts.

Ihe guardian deeides thiil Mr.

Saikewicz. who has lived in a state-

funded institution tor over 40 years,

would not benefit sufficiently

from this unci>mlortable.

expensive and perhaps

unhelpful form <>i treat-

ment. The disease is

allowed to run its

course, and Joseph

Saikewicz is allowed to

die.'

Mui l l I MS

in our society that toJay death is

now legitimized as an "easy" way

out.

Salmon still struggle upstream to

spawn, even though it would be

much less trouble to stay in the

ocean. A' fo,\ will still gnaw <>^i its

own paw to escape a hunter's trap,

even though it would be much easier

to lay down and die. The very nature

of things around us tells us that

death is an enemy to be avoided at all

costs!

So what has led our 'enlightened""

society to dictate that certain lives

are wo longer worth living? While a

rigorous inquiry into the status ^^'i

the nature of humankind is beyond

the scope oi this letter, i do believe

that our current problem could be

remedied in part if we could restore

our ability to relate to o\\^ another as

members of a community of shared

blessmus and trials.

The deadline for submissions is

Nov. 19 at 10 a.m.

been • said

recently lo f^'
advocate the

right to choose

between life and

death.
Paternalistic atti-

tudes have been

discredited and

autonomy exalted.

Though the state t>f

Michigan recently reject-

ed a proposition that

would make physician-

assisted suicide legal in the

home o{ Dr. Jack

Kevorkian, various other

states have already implement-

ed such policies and our country is

jusf one or two court decisions away

from legalizing passive euthanasia.

Active euthanasia, crypthanasia

(putting someone to death without

r—their informed consent) and worse

may soon follow.

Since life is a necessary precondi-

tii)n for liberty and the pursuit o'i

happiness, it seems odd that our judi-

cial system would not actively seek

to preserve this most basic of

human rights.

At an even

deeper level. I

find it profound-

ly sad that any

hum.m being

would feel like

such a burtleii

that they would

prefer death to a

life of dependen-

cy on others. It

* seems that the

virtues of disci-

pline and unity

in struggles

have been so

completely lost

There is no doubt that caring day

in and day out for someone with a

severe disability is difficult and tir-

ing.

Caregivers o'i extremely needy

individuals require time to rest, time

for fun. and time away just like any-

one else, (jiven this, could we not

propose the idea that, for one night

every month, those of us who are not

full-time caregivers perform the

labor y^i these burdened individuals

so that they could go and enjoy a

night out or a weekend away? Would
it impose so much on my free time

that I would not be willing to help my
fellow human beings cope with their

sutfering'.'

In this new relationship. I would

become more sensitive to the needs

of the full-time caregiver as well as to

the disabled individual. Ihe disabled

person would profit from more out-

side contact and, by seeing her care-

givers maintaining some \.^\ their

leisure time activities, would not

feel as though she w.is as much <s\

a burden. A commitment to

learn proper care techniques is

all that would be required \^\

me.

A successful model (^'i

such a program was

held at a camp-

ground where I was

employed as a lite-

guard. Ihe first

iveck summe r was

designated Special

Needs Week.

I amilies caring

for patients with

disabilities

ranging from

mildly handi-

capped to severe

•retardation were

invited lo come and

camp. (lOod care

for the special needs

campers was

assured by pairing

each camper with an

adolescent "buddy""

who would spend the

week with them, taking care

o{ them and allowing the par-

ents lime to relax.

The.se handicapped children

and adults taught me lessons

that I could not have learned in

any other way. Ihey showed me
the simple joys of human expe-

rience devoid of all the compli-

cating factors present in my
own life.

SeeACHYTES,page13

Achtyes is a staff

research associ-

ate in the depart-

ment of chem
istry and bio-

chemistry.

Speaks
Not only is a new group of legislators making decisions in

the state and in Washington, D.C., but Newt Gingrich has

resigned from his position as speaker of the House.

What issues should incoming legislators focus on?

Grace Chai

First-year

Business economics

"Here in

California,

issues in edu-

cation need

to be

addres.sed

now. l-or us

college stu-

dents. I wish

there was

more funding for I'lnancial aid

programs. Nationally. Td like lo

see government fix problems here

instead fixing problems else-

where. We constantly hear about

ihe plight of the poor around the

world, but look al the poi)r on

our streets,""

Lucio Hernandez

Fifth-year

Ethnomusicology

There

are a lot of

issues that

need to be

addressed,

but one oi

the most

important is

education.

Funding has

to be increa.sed. Some schools

don't even have money for text-

books. In Washington, the

Republicans have been bashing

Clinton way too much. They

should censure him and move
on."

41, ^iiii» „ A

David Tram

Fourth-year

International economics

"I hope

the new

quits focus-

ing on

impeach-

ment.

Clinton did

do some-

thing wrong,

but an impeachment could create

a major problem for our econcv

my. Another major issue is for-

eign policy. Our economy is now,

more than ever, very dependent

on how well we do in foreign

trade and foreign diplomacy."

Judy Oreste

Second-year

Neuroscience

"I think

Congress

should stop

focusing on

Clinton's

private life.

They need to

focus on

more impor-

tant issues,

such as education. Funding needs

to be increased and class-sizes

reduced. I feel Congress should

also focus on more immediate

issues right now, such as helping

Honduras."

Michael Scates

Fourth-year

Psychology

"I want

the entire

Clinton

scandal

dropped.

Ihat

shouldn't

be an issue

any longer

on Capitol

Hill. On the state level, I feel

diversity needs to be a big issue

in government, i'roposition 209

has to be overturned. California

needs to set the standard and

reinstilute diversity."

Leon Bedrossian

Third-year

Psychology

"Ciovernment

needs to focus

on less bureau-

cracy and spend-

ing our tax dol-

lars in much bet-

ter ways. For

example, it's

raining outside

and those sprin-

klers along the freeway are going on.

rhey spend millions on this. They

could pay a guy 20 or 30 grand to

push a button."

Speak to over 50,000
people.

Apply to be a Viewpoint
columnist.

Applications for the winter quarter will be available beginning

Monday, Nov. 16, and can be picked up at IIS Kerckhofl'Hall (the Daily

Bruin office). Your completed applications should be returned to

Andrea Perera's mailbox at the Daily Bruin office by or before Monday,

Nov. 30 at 5 p.m.

'
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opinion of the Daily Brum Editorial Board
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All submitted nr>aterial must bear the
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ber, registration number or affiliation

with UCLA Names will not be withheld
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The Brum complies with the

Communication Boa'd s policy pro

hibiting the publication of articles that

perpetuate* derogatory cultural or eth

nif stereotypes

When multiple authors submit

material, some names may be kept on

file rather than published witt> the

mjterial The Brum reserves the right to

edit submitted material and to deter

mine its placement m the paper All

submissions t>ecome the property of
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resolving complaints against any of its

publications. For a copy of the com
plete procedure. contact the

Publications office at 118 Kiprckhoff

Hall
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Phone Book

C4CA/^s em. itc±f f>fwM hcek

What are the advantages of Yellow Pages advertising?

.Circulation
20,000 copies will be

hand distributed on

campus during the first

week of winter quarter

(January 12-16, 1998).

.Value
Your ad can be produced for

free, allowing you to save

cash on your investment

while providing results for

your advertising dollar.

Longer Shelf Life
Your Yellow Pages ad has a longer

life span than any other media. It

is directive media, which means
people access your ad when

they're ready to buy.

.Availability
Your Yellow Pages ad

has maximum reach

and exposure ap-

pearing 24 hours a

day, 365 days a year.

. Instant Access
Customers have immediate

access to your advertising, and

the UCLA Yellow Pages puts your

sales message in their hands at

the moment they are ready to buy.

Jo advertise call (310) 825-8500 or (310) 206-3010

dei .CMue^ ^ikei^
THURSDAY

9-7
SATURDAY

9:30-6

FRIDAY
9-7

SUNDAY
12-5

x/^

^^00 r^ivPfi ^ •-^1 0^ ^»^t Certificateqj^vu VJiY^
2....$ 50 Gift CertificatesAway Each Day 4....$ 25 Gift certificates

to 1 St 27 Customers 20...$ 1 Gift certificates

ONLVIOOfTHEFOLLOWINGCAMElUSWILLBEAVAILABLETOtHEFiRStlOCliSTOmMH

ourMPUs
10 SOLD

Hlkon

OLYMPUS STYLUS
ZOOM

Very popular camera with a Zoom Lens.
Automatic Focusing, Built-in Flash, and
AuioWind. Refurbished cameras with a 90-

day warranty Supphes are lijiiited^ Oncper
liousehold. r irst come,
first served.

N6OO6 Autofocus SLR
Wc got a bunch of these cameras we can now
otier at this low-low price. Last year this

can\era sold lor $399. These demo models
include a Nikon 90 day warranty. We are

limiting the sale ol

N60()6to lOpr
day. Hurry! First

come. t1rst served

Nikon N6006 Demo

SILVER
From page 10

givenlo work with. Regardless of^^
intent, though, the feeling has

become key After all, if listening to

music is an auditory process, we may

be keyed into those aspects of instru-

mentation and melody that hit us

first, only later processing the verbal

components.

AntUher consideration is we often

make up our minds about songs

wilhm the first ."^0 seconds of hearing

them, and when we do form an opin-

ion, you will rarely hear: "You know,

the singer just didn't speak to me,

man. I didn't get what he was say-

ing." What you will hear, however, is

"The sound is cool" and "I like the

way it sounds." We are, in fact, prod-

ucts of the television, where we zip

through ten stations in the blink of

an eye. The same goes for radio,
'~

where our impatience and desire to

find something we like give artists

only half a minute to persuade us to

stay.

Another thought is that if today's

music (still recovering from and rein-

venting alternative styles as it is)

lellects Its audience, then we may

still be in the rebellious stage where

angrily shouted utterances and exple-

tives aren't meant to be understood

by (or repeated to) our parents.

Another one of the awesome pow-

ers of music is the identity factor it

curies, namely that many songs

have the ability to speak to a genera-

p^

lion and make the people i elate tF

the song. Today, the sound of a tune

is about all we can attest to. .At least

beatniks knew more than just the

beat of their songs.

Generations ago, music was an

art lorm ever-rencctive of the poli-

tics, social action and ovciall climate

of the times^ It spoke out ^^w issues
""

and voiced concerns. Many music

listeners of today's college genera-

lion have proven ihcm.selves t(> he

less poliiically-minded m\^ more

indivKluallv focu.sed.

It remains on the part

of the listener to

determine whether

such tunes are music— or mayhem.

.^

Royal Gold

I nese uemo inotieis

ly warranty. We are

$199

Canon Zr70 Zoom
Compact Canon Camera with 38-70 Zoom
Lens. .Autofocus, Autoload, Autoflash,

.'\utowind. Just about everything. NEW
C'AMFRAS WITH Canon U.S.A. limited

Warranty/Registration Card
ONLY 10 DEMO
CAMFRASVVILL
WW SOLD EACH
D.W

oupons
. when vou have Film Developed at our

! ON-SITE CUSTOM LAB
Here's how it works:
ITif regular price I'oi KiKlak Royal(H)ld-100 tilm(72-

cxposurcs) IS S13 *).s With this toup*>n you pay only

$9 9S, plus you gel a Mail In coupon worth $9 (K) in luiun

purchases at lie! A ir
( 'amcra Thus your tmal cost is *>5

cents Add S I (K) lor Royal Ciold 2(K) Rim, Add $2 (K)

fix Royal Gold 400 Film Valid thru SUNi:)AY I l/l 5/98

Camera

Present this coupon when you bnng us a roll of

film lor processing & printing, and you will get

triple coupons Coupons can be redeemed for

film, extra prints, albums, frames, or a whole

bunch ofpremiums. N'alidthni ll'.^O'Oi*,

LAl DISCOUNT
CAMERA & VIDEO SUPERSTORE

1 0925 Kinross Avenue at Gayley Avenue
in Wt'srwoocJ Village, jusr E«^st of the 40S*r(»cWfi\/

FREt Parking in lot next d(X)r, plus 'H
/ f \( )t

jf> V'r^iiaiffY) Parking at Lots with this sign Ml
ilUi?OtibibU • MON-fRI9-7, SAT9.30 6. SLfN 12b

Keep in mind, however, that I am
not just throwing another stone at

(ieneration X or Y, or whatever the

media is calling us now. I see this

societal apathy and personal focus as

arguably warranted, due to an acade-

mic svslem that fosters increasiim

competition, imposing strains on our

time and o\\\ sanity.

iVrhaps retlective of this, modern

day songs iiave louiid their target

audience.

Luckily for us. some people are

actuall) taking action to inform the

masses as to what these singers are

getting millions to write. f"or

instance. M IV has created a new

program where lyrics are put on the

screen while the videos of artists

play

Alsi>. more .md more CDs arc

beginning \v> iiuludc their songshcels

on the inserts

In addition, thronjis of new bands

.md stvles like swing are emeruing.

otferinj! us plenty ol alternatives

where we might aciually learn most

of the lyrics.

Bui for those gioups who ct)nliti-

ue to propagate sound without

"Underst.indablev^ords. it TetnaiTTs irrr'

the part ol the listener to determine

whether such tunes are music or

mavhem
Cntil this changes, we all remain

\ictims. vulnerable to understandinti

the songs we love, onlv so much as

the singers will sing clearly .even

though well love them anyway

ACHYTES
Prom page 11 -

This program continues to be

enormously successful. and

although it is sponsored by the

Christian Reformed Church, there

is no reason why other programs

like it could not be established

around the country to match carine

citizens with needy Ciireeivers Such

a shared educational experience

would serve to unite our society in

the effort to prolong life, rather than

seeking to justify death as a way out

of a painl'ul or difficult situation.

I reali/e that many ot the patients

over whom the present nght-livdjc

discussion is focused face terminal

illnesses or persistent \egetative

states. Their ciMiditu>ns are far

worse than those y?i\ most o'i these

campers. Nevertheless. 1 belie\e

true value can be found in the li\es

of even the most severe cases.

Philosophicailv speaking. 1 iim

unaware why certain lives, or any

other for that matter, should be

worth anything. Value is something

we assign based upon comparisons.

One car. one coin, one piece K'\'i

clothing is more rare, more com-

plex, more whatever than another,

and so it is associated with higher

value. But do these comparisons

have any meaning in the ultimate

sense? Is a llower really more valu-

able than a pebble just because it is

alive or pretty?

The only way these comparisons

®Danny Vee Salon
SPECIAL PROMOTION FOR 1st TIME CLIENTS

50% OFF
On Hair Services
(All Hairdressers Except Danny Vee)

25% OFF on Skin Care & Massages
Tuesday thru Saturday Sam to 7pm

Sunday by appointment only.

234 Sooth Beveriy Drive

Beveriy Hills, CA 90212

BASKETBALL
BASEBALL
SOCCER—^- oHstde^

sports -^^

FCXDTBALL
HOCKEY

—
' RUGBY

Fr^trriUtkst, Sororities, liitra-mural Tcami

SAMEDAY LETTERINQ, NEXTDAY 8ILKSCREENINQ,
EMBROIDERING, TWIU LETTERINO

SPECIAL PRICING FOR GROUPS

310.278.8850

we&T L.A. CALL FOR FREE ESTIMATE
(310) 207-4226 (818) 708-2330

MLUV

ASK roil DONAU) OH MAIICO

11710 tANU MONICA IVO.,
LOS ANOIUS, CA tOOaS

hllp://p(()ncloJJsi((r.roin
ASH romioujN

IfBU VIimNU SUB.,
niOANA, CA tlSM

can h;ivc mmv uIi iiumIc vahd ih in ff

there is a "best" thing iVom which li>

derive tlie other ciMiiparisiMis. i.e. a

phitonie roriu. or perhaps a Cn^d.

AUernativeK. one is left to uiaiuirae-

ture nieahmu aiul vahie lor ones

ow n lite. Hut this too i> arbitrar\ aiul

ultimately nieaninuiess.
'^ Mother Teresa sa\\nhe Villiie iii all

human life as created in the *" image

ofCJod" and aclualK had the guts to

live out those beliefs. She teaches: "I

will remember al\va\s the last time I

\ isited Venezuela in South America.

A rich tanuly had gi\en the sisters

land to build a children's home, so I

went to thank them. And there in the

laiuily I lound their eldest child was

terribly disabled. And I asked the

mother What is the child's name'.'"

The mother answered. Prt)tessor o\'

Love, because this child is teaching

us the whole time how to express

love in action.' There was a beautiful

>mile on the mother's .. faciL-

Professor o\' Love they called their

child, so ternblv disabled. si> disfig-

ured."

I he grailual lessening o\' the

wt>rth attributed to human life is noi

the result of our ability to artificially

extend life further than we cmild

before, for that is a blessing. Rather,

it is due to the isolationism that

plagues our society.

People, either voluntarily or

involuntarily, spend more time with

their computer, car or dog than with

those fellow human beings who

mean the most to them. We place the

pursuit of unnecessary material

goods or the promotion of our

careers over and above our family

and our friends. The words of St.

Lrancis of Assisi jolt us back to our

senses. He reminds us that it is only

"in giving that we receive."

No. we have no need for Dr.

Death. Rather we have a need for

each other.

The lessons of love and interde-

pendence are ones that will not die

no matter how far the human race

"evolves". There is Truth, and when

it is found, one must cling to it with

all one's might. I reali/e this may

sound like a piece of grandmother's

—advice that "mtclhpent" young peo-

ple besmirkingl) relegate to the

proper corner of old-fashionisnis

But I believe these les.sons to be

true, and I find it tragic that the wis-

dom they contain seems to he grow-

ing ever more dim m the neon

enlightenment of 2lsl-century

America

LUNCH SPECIAL I DINNER SPECIAL

$4.99 I $5.99

•RICE •SALAD* SOUP

• CHICKEN TERIYAKI or

• FIRE BEEF

• VEGETABLE TEMPURA

•2 PCS. CALIFORNIA ROLLS

• RICE • SALAD • SOUP

• CHICKEN TERIYAKI or

• FIRE BEEF

• VEGETABLE TEMPURA

• 3 PCS. CALIFORNIA ROLLS

91 1 BROXTON AVE / lECONTE
WESrWOOD VILLAGE

310 208 778J .

Kt'KlAN fOOU
SAikt BOMBS

Off

cmm
mm

Vahd w/ Student ID.
Olio Coupon per person

Announcing, the UCLA Model United Nations 6th

Annual Model United Nations Conference.

The conference is to be held this weekend, Friday

through Sunday, November 13-15.

6

\

The Right Honorable Kim Campbell, Former Prime Minister and

Consul General of Canada will be the keynote speaker at the

Opening Session to be held today, Friday, November 13, at 3:00

pm in Aekerman Grand Ballroom.

Observers weleome.

-Call (310) 825- 1241 (exL 51241 on campus) for more information.

Ihis event is spoaiored by the ( ampa^ Progrims ( ommittcf and the A.St '('LA

Board of I)irectiir.5/t ISA(' Progranuning F'und.
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Tale of two quarterbacks tells of team rivalry

FEATURE: McNown, lluard

to rearh end of story as UCl.A

prepares to battle Washington

By Rocky Salmon
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Legends. Epic journeys. Long Homeric

poems. Stories and tall tales abound in the

world.

The* Iliad. Romeo and Juliet. McNown

atmosphere every time UCLA and

Washington have clashed since both pla\-

ers became starters in 1996.

rhe tans speak of how McNown was

almost a Husky instead of a Bruin and o^

how Brock Huard almost did not make the

trip to Seattle.

But as late would have it, the tale must

be told. In fact, the rivalry almost never

occurred, but destiny intervened.

For three years, McNown played high

school football in Holister, Calif., then he

moved to Oregon, where the Northwest

a i idfiuaid.
"

The latter tale is one that hangs in the
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COMPARISON

Brock Huard versus UCLA

1996

1997

Attempts Comptetions Interceptions Yards TOs

16 10 153

37 25 2 271 1

C^e McNown versyslteWripcm

Attempts Completions Interceptions Yards IDs

1996 31 17 1 218

1997 23 16 320 3

Souttf IXIA Sports Information

lore beginij. =^^

McNown played quarterback at West

Linn High School and did so well that he

was rated the No. 3 prospect coming out of

the West. McNown finished his senior year

with 17 touchdown passes and 1,711 yards

passing and was selected to play in the

Shrine Game as quarterback.

Most people would think he would be

the most recruited quarterback coming out

of the Northwest, but there was someone

else there who overshadowed the fiery

McNown: Brock Huard.-

While playing for his dad at Pullyaup

High School in Washington, Brock lit up

the scoreboards with 28 touchdowns and

1,977 yards passing. He was the No. I

prospect coming out of the. Northwest and

regarded as the No. 2 prospect in the coun-

ts Huard had his choice of almost any

school, but with his brother, Damon
Huard, playing quarterback at

Washington, Brock leaned toward staying

It home.

As the legend has it, McNown said that

he would go to the school that Brock didn't.

So Brock chose Washington, and

McNown went to UCLA.
But while Huard redshirted his fresh-

man year, McNown was thrown into the

fire and lead UCLA to a berth in the Aloha

Bowl where UCLA was stomped by

HOW THEY STACK UP
Cade McNown Brock Huard

CareerTO passes 60 49

Career passing yards 9,476 5,455

Games with 300 9 3

yards passing
•>

Career completions 625 397

Career record 28-12 22-10

Career interceptions 38 26

Best season passing 168.6 156.42

effidency rating

Games started 32 25

Sout(» IKIA Sports Inlofmatw

Since nearly

everyone will be

making the trek

up to Seattle for

the game, the

Daily Bruin has

provided these

tips for traveling

Bruins.
; J
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JOHN SUEHIRO/Oaily Brum

The showdown would have to wait

another year.

Or would it?

In spring, after the football season,

McNown and Huard finally met in an

activity outside of football for the first time.

It was during an Athletes in Action trip

to Santa Barbara that the two quarterbacks

spoke to each other.

"We met for the first time there, and he

was a nice guy," McNown said. "I had

never met him while we were being

recruited, and that spring was the first

time. Now we don't have time to talk

because of football and school,

bill it's cool."

See MCNOWN, page 25

JOHN SUEHIRO/Ddily Bfuin

Bruins on the path toward

tough crowd in Washington

PREVIEW: Dcroiisowill

he key <is lliiskios sock

lo av(Migo last \oar\s loss

ByJeffKmlotek
Daily Bruin Staff

rhe streak is still alive, although

it's been on and o{{ life suppv^rt for

the last month. Alter recovering

from deficits o^ at least one touch-

down in each o'i the last {\\x games,

the No. y Bruins take their national-

best IS-game winning. streak into

Seattle to battle the Huskies.

If they can stave off Washington

(5-4. 3-3 in Pac-IO) and extend their

streak, they'll receive a speci.il

bonus - a berth in the h^^) Rose

Bowl. Although the focus of this sea-

son has been on the Bowl

Championship Series ( BCS) and the

race for the national championship,

the Brums haNcnl forgotten about

the once prestigMus Rose Bi>wl.
**
We're going \o treat this game

like it should be treated. ' said head

coach Bob loledo "Its the Pac-H)

championship game If we win the

game, we reach one of oui big goals

to play in the Rose Boul I hen uc

can worry about next week."

But if the Bruins (S-O, (»-() in Pac-

10) and most notably their defense

perform like they have in the last

three games, they will have their

hands fiill against junior quarter-

back Brock lluards squad in hostile

Musky Stadium

In what will be his final game ill

Musky Sladium if he joins the pro-

fessional ranks. Huard uill be

pumped lo pummel ihe Bruiiis and

erase the Huskies' .>2-2S loss a year

ago at the Rose Bowl, I his contest

will also mark the last home game

for V) I 'W seniors

The expected capacity cro\<d o{

72. 500 will be the loudest the Bruins

have heard all year, thus il will be

Mlal for I'C'LA to score earl\ and

often to take theiti out of the game.

"It's the U>udest Pac-10 stadium

in my opinion. It's going to be a

tough atmosphere wet. cold, on

AstroTurf and \ery. \ery loud." said

loledo

But loledo and his staff wont be

attempting To~coiiiT>al the noise 1n

selling over it

"Ive tried th.il beliire I yell and I

scream I gel headaches. I gel

SefRMniAU,pa9e25

Road to Heisman can't distract McNown
FOOTBALL: Despite media

pressure, Ibeus remains

oil iiatioFial title for team

By Rocky Salmon
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Driving down Westwood

Boulevard or the HON. he hovers

above the long line of cars.

Like /.eus striking down the

opposition with a lightning rod. the

blue and gold Heisman hopeful is

poised.

"Ileismania" the big letters say.

Hying ihriHigh the dense smoggy air

and crackling into the driver's mind.

Willi the ball perched in his hands

and his head tilted back a bit, the

advertisement shows the LK'LA

quarterback geared up to throw a

61 -yard bomb lo win a game.

He is as golden as the statue that

everyone is pushing for him.

I'Neryone but himself.

While everyone asks about the

Heisman. star senior quarterback

Cade McNown. waves it aside and

continues to do what comes natural

lo him: wm. Uighlccn \Mns in a.row,

lo be exact

"I gave up thinking about it (the

Heisman) before the season start-

ed." UCLA's all-time touchdi>wn

leader said.

"I am not trying to win voters.

The field is a not a courtroom, and I

don't have to come in and (lobby)

my case. I leave it all to the SIDs and

PR guys
"

No, McNown is not about slats.

McNown is about winning.

When crunch time comes around.

No. IS steps into the huddle and

stuffs the pressure in his pocket. A
calm and collected leader, he moves

on up and makes the big plays.

If McNown was a video game, he

would ha\e lo be "Killer Instinct."

"I love being in that situation,"

last year's national passing efficien-

cy leader said.

"I don't gel all tight. Something

in me just keeps me calm.

"Personally, I like the play calling

when we arc tied or are down. The

field IS opened up more, and wc try

different things."

He is, as his offensive line has

called him. a big lime player

As the world swirls around him

on the field, with pressure pounding

at him from every side, McNown
hangs in there. So much, in fact, that

he has stiff-armed the man\ pres-

Mir.ej» of .a Heisman media watch.

"I don't read the paper or care

tibout what others say." McNown
said

| don't take it to heart no matter

if il is positive or negative. There is

always pressure ii^ li>olball but it

isn't bad ^ it's fun

But as the winning streak pro-

gresses and the lU S moves UCLA
up and down in ihc poll, offensive

coordinator Al B(>rges thinks that

the Heisman is the last of his wor-

ries.

•"I think the pressure of winning

may get lo hini. but not the

Heisman," said Horges.

So as the Bruiii^ keep trying to

reach for that n.itional champi-

onship, McNovMi ^m11 cunlinually

carry the team on l.i^ back. Because

that is what gamer- Jo Ihal is why

they win.

F.ven the NFI -.outs are start-

ing lo lake notice "I McNown's

desire and will ti> ^ ;i

"There were couple o{

scouts out here. I^ruin head

coach Bob Toledo >.iid

"They are bci 'Miing less

concerned with hi^ mechanics

because they've gt-i some big

guys in the Nl I who got

great arms (but) c.inl win I

think they're sec.ng that

there's somethm;' ahiuit

Cade llial i:> spciii.ii, ^
Clutch, grinv :md a

gamer There ine-

thing about McSown
that is special mdc 'd

HowTO GETT
HUSKY STADIUM

Get on the 1-405 North

Take I
- 5 North for roughly 1,050 miles

Lxit right on!^ff€.45th Street {NO. 16^
Turn right on 1 5th Avenue N.E.

Turn left on N.E. Pacific Street

Turn left on Montlake Boulevard

Turn right onto Walla Walla Road

Entrance will be in front of you

FLIGHT INSTRUCTIONS
Southwest airlines has flights leaving every hour to

Seattle/Tacoma from LAX. Only $171 each way. Four hours'

travel time.

WHATT
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In case that 1 3 tol 7-hour drive

here are a few off-the-beaten-path

you'll want to check out on the way

THE MYSTERY SPOT

*Hs*

/

^
f^hoto by DFRRICK KUDO/Ddily Brum

Thousands have visited this natural phenomena

discovery in 1 940. Just 70 miles dov^ the 1 52 frai

Banos, this Santa Cruz hot spot is sure to be adelig|

paranormal fans everywhere.

- 1953 Branciforte Dr., Santa Cruz

THE BURLINGAME MUSEUM OF
PEZ MEMORABILIA

Pez was invented in 1 927 by Australian candy executive r >

Eduard Haas, but it wasn't until they began putting cartoon

heads on the dispensers in the 1950s that these Items ,

became the collectibles that they are today.

-214 California Dr.,Burlingame

THE BEST PLACE TO WATCH
TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS

That would be the corner of S.E. Madison and 20th Avenue

in Portland, about xi mile east of 1-5, according to readers of

the Williamette Week, an alternative Portland newspaper.

Just take an hour and wait, there's sure to be a fender-

bender before too long.

- 2080 S.E. Madison, Portland

SEATTLE CENTER MONORAIL
Unlike the one at Disneyland, this monorail actually takes

people someplace they want to go. For only $1 each way,

this relic (left over from the 1962 World's Fair) will whisk

you from downtown Seattle to the Seattle Center, a giant

mall-entertainment complex, in just two minutes.

- 305 Harrison St., Seattle
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Upcoming

movie lineup

reeks with

redundancy
COLUMN: You worri miss

much in musl-see films

due lo unoriginal plots

Judging from this year's crop o\

Hollywood movies, studio exec-

utives don't think nuich ol the

viewing public. I reali/e this is a

strong statement, but as I glance over

a list olsome upcoming titles coming

out ol" Hollywood. I leel that the

minor hyper-

bole IS justified.

i hi ii i a ni?l tfc

onnie

Harris

say that there

are no good

movies entering

thealerNfn

these ne.xt two

months. To be

honest, there

area tew title

I'm pretty excit-

ed to see. and

I'm extremely

cvnical when it

comes to new movies.

My notable sht>rt "musl-see " list

tor the next lew weeks includes

Terrance Malick's WWII drama

"The Thin Red Line." Robin

Williams' comedy/drama "l^atch

Adams" and DreamWorks" animat-

ed epic "The Prince ol" I'gypt."

Ihal's just about it. Ihe only other

contender would have been Stanley

Kubrick's 'T-yes Wide Shut." but

that film's release has been pushed

back once agai4i to l'ebruar\. so it is

not oltlcially a holiday movie.

j-vcrything else just seems like

typical lh>llywood crap. Actually,

perhaps I misspoke. It seems a wee

bit worse than usual. Hollywood has

never been accu.sed ol" treating audi-

ences as smart, but some new

movies coming out insult the intelli-

gence of even the average Jerry

Springer guest.

Speaking of Jerry Springer, his

new film tops my list for insulting

new movie fare. Yes. you read that

correctly. Jerry Springer's movie.

"Ringmaster," opens this

Thanksgiving weekend at a theater

near you. The movie is a fictional-

ized account of what goes on

behind-the-scenes at the average
" rhe Jerry Springer Show" episode,

as if fiction could be any more

bizarre or outlandish than reality.

Can't you just hear the film execu-

tives behind this one giggling at the

public's willingness to sit through

garbage?

Another hit on the "worst idea

for a movie, ever" list is Michael

Keaton's "Jack Frost." Let me say.

before I reveal the synopsis of this

film. I am not making it up In "Jack

Frost," Kealon plays a dad who

Monday

"Fosse: A Celebration of Song and Dance"

heads for the Ahmanson Theatre.

ENTERTAINMENT

doesn't have lime to pay aiieniion to

his son. When he dies in a horrible

car crash, he comes back lo life as

his sons snowman! C an you honest-

ly believe this movie is even being

made ' If that's not the setup for a

horrible, Showtime original picture.

Alkaholiks fans swoon at the bunnpin'

House of Blues perfornnance
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ALKAHOLIKS
From page 16

lldivofs.il Pictures

By Tenoch F lores

Daily Brum Contributor

Wednesday night's pcrlormancc

at the Hoiiscol Blues in llollywDod

left the crowd begging for more,

rhe restless fans came to get drunk:

literally and figuratively.

Though never achieving mass

ct>mincrci.il success, ihc Alkaholiks

and .\7iT)it (both members ol the

collective kiu>un as l.ikwii Crew)

ha\c one ol the most devoted fan

bases m hip-hop. And if there is one

thing that the l.ikwit Crew is

known for (besides kicking some o\'

the best rhymes and di)wnmg

immense quantities of alcohol) its

ri>cking a live show.

Sporting a red L.A.. Dodgers

cap. deejay f>Swit"i took his place

behiiui the wheels o\' steel. Not

about lo take an engineer's word

for It. Swift checked the turntables

until he was satisfied w ith the sound

levels. Sound check ci>mplele. lash

siormed the stage much lo ihe

the t|uasi-mosh pit w hich developed

at the iVont o\' the stage. Ihe silua-

lion cooled down when the group

began "Ihe Ne.M Level" as it was

apparent that most o\' the crowd

came to watch a show and nol bile

the S2() they paid by getting kicked

out.

As the Alkaholiks" performance

rossd';. oliiii»i\. aikl \\\\} '.lu^w ua.'. ftt'tiun u'ltuiing Joun. l;uli hiuicd-u-

almost underway. J-Ko. the third

member ol the- .Alk.iholik crew,

soon followed .md the band began

their performance.

.Alter w.irmmg things up wiih a

feu somis. the "

Alkaholiks
Turned It upr-n jhe show never
nolch b\ per-

forming iheir

bass heavy song

Da ii ii m n !

"

from this point

the show never

let dmvn as the

fms were treat-

ed lo shot after

couple of quick freestyles. If there

uas one drawback lo their show ii

was that lash didn't kick more

freestyles.

fhe eulmiMalu>n oi the

______^__ .Alkaholiks" per-

let down as the fans

were treated to shot

after shot of

Alkaholik hits.

shot v)!.Alkaholik hits. On occasion.

l^-Suift would take a break fri>m

the turntables and kick rhymes with

the crew as he continued lo pnne
that he's one of the best deejays on

the mic.

Ihose fajnilioi with lIul

I
.' M'K;i t KLU.tMM i> \'n.

Tash of The Alkaholics gives it up to the crowd during their set

at the House of Blues on Wednesday night.

Alkaholiks know belter than lo lace

up that S 120 pair of sneakers if they

plan lo be in the front row Keeping

true to their lradilu>n. the l,iks

sprayed the cr^nvd with a heavy

dose o\' alcohol much to the fans'

approval. With songs such as "Only

When I'm Drunk' and "Last Call

(for alcoht)l)," no one expected this

lo be family night at the House of

Blues.

ihe best reaclicMi the group

drew from the audience resulted

when they performed their first sin-

ule, l*>').Vs "Make Room." Soon

afterwards, things got a bit hectic in

I o r m a n c e

brought on a

surprise guest:

New York Citys

DMX. lash per-

suaded him lo

stagger onstage,

take the mic and

grunt out a few

lines before

returning lo his

spot amongst fans.

Dressed in what appeared lo be

a SW.AJ Team/Bomb Squad outfit.

,\/ibil ne.xt took the stage while the

song "Chamber Music" played.

The audience reacted wildly as an

a;nlhusiaslie .\/.ibil bounced

around lo a track that fCiituies the

constant thump of a military

march. Joined by deejay Sir .linx o\'

Ice Cube fame. X/ibil proceeded lo

give ihe people what they canic for.

X/ibil performed some cuts o\'\'

his first album and then went on lo

"Nobody Sound Like Me" from his

latest work, "40 Dayz and 40

Nights " The only drawback to

Xzibil's otherwise spotless perfor-

mance came when he invited fellow

rapper Defari on stage to do the

song "Handle Your Business." The

See ALKAHOLIKS, page 17

Brad Pitt enraptures Claire Forlani in

"Meet Joe Black."

"Meet Joe Black"

Starring Brad Pitt and Anthony Hopkins
Directed by Martin Brest

By the end of Martin Brest's three-hour opus "Meet
Joe Black," we haven't just met Brad Pitt's other-world-

ly enigma - we've gotten to know him pretty damn well.

The film, a supernatural romance set in a world of deca-

dence, runs far too long for its own good. Though it has

some fun with its admittedly outlandish premise, the

movie becomes too stifled by its own severity.

The Joe Black in question is a human incarnate of

the Angel of Death, who has come lo Earth to usher

fabulously wealthy publishing magnate Bill Parrish

(Hopkins) into the next world. Fortunately, Black has a

sweet deal for Parrish; if he allows Death to live with

him at his palatial estate, he gets lo prolong his life by a

few precious weeks. Of course, Parrish has no choice

but to agree, and thus begins the (i rim Reaper's adven-

lutc'iiimtutigilic' living;

(Claire Forlani), the tone of ihe picture contradicts this

conclusion. While "Black" does enjoy an occasional

moment of levity, this is weighty material all the way

Director Brest tries his best lo say something about life

and death, and the prtxluction has aimed itself at some-

thing beyond the level of pure entertainment.

To be sure, this perspective dix.'s allow for some

delightful camera work as well as some choice dialogue

(the screenplay is 10 times as witty and literate than the

average Hollywoixl tear-jerker). Unfortunately, Brest

also gives his actors far too much room to indulge them-

selves in their characters, and the cast tends to overplay

many of the scenes. Dramatic pauses abound, the tears

flow throughout, and even the extremely talented duo

of Pitt and Hopkins cannot completely escape the draw

toward mekxlrama. The most guilty for the overacting

malady, however, is newcomer Forlani, obviously

uncomfortable with the heaviness of the material (she is

perhaps best known for her comedic turn in Kevin

Smith's "Mallrats"). Forlani. instead of challenging the

audience with an intelligent female presence, plays a

swooning schoolgirl, completely taken with Black's

charms and unable to resist his quirky manner.

All minor points aside, what brings down "Joe

Black" in the end is its unstoppable determination to be

meaningful. Instead of giving us memorable characters

and a thought-provoking screenplay, Brest has to cram

his message down our throats, forgetting that all the

frilly language and sweeping visuals in the world can't

make an audience care about a dull film w ith glacial

pacing.

Lonnie Harris

"I Still Know What You Did Last Summer"

Though this could have been the setup for a light

comedy, especially w hen one considers that Death

enters a romance w ith Parrish's feisty surgeon daughter

SiariJng Jennifer Love Hewitt, Freddie Prinze Jr.

and Brandy

Directed by Danny Cannon
According lo the laws of horror filmdom, sequels

suck and almost never surpass the original movie. The
problem with "I Still Know What You Did Last

Summer." the latest TV-teen-slasher flick, is that the

film delivers the same lukewarm chills as its predecessor

did.

Still traumatized by her ordeal with the one-handed

Ben Willis - who makes Captain Hook look about as

threatening as Tinkerbell - Julie James (Hewitt) tries to

move on at college in Boston. Unfortunately, she con-

tinues to be plagued by nightmares of the murderous

fishernwn gutting her. Despite the eflbrts of her

boyfriend Ray (Prinze) and spirited roommate Karia

(Brandy), nobody can cheer Julie out of her slump.

Julie's anxieties disappear momentarily, however, when
KarIa wins a trip for four lo an exotic island in the

Bahamas. Anticipating a vacation in paradise, the girls

set olTwilh their friends ryreil (Mekhi Phifer) and Will

(Matthew Settle). Unknown to anyone. Willis follows

the gang to the island where a gory cat-and-mouse game
ensues.

The hardest obstacle for the movie to overcome is its

unbelievable villain. Except for the token messages

reading "I still know." there is rarely any verbal or phys-

ical interaction between Willis and the squeaky-clean

teens. As a result, the fisherman emerges more like a

carttx>n monster than a deeply disturbed man with a

complex history.

It seems the script neglected the teens, too. Even

with a Nox/ema-perfect cast of up-and-comers lo do
the screaming, only Brandy slicks oul as a spunkier girl-

next-<loor who is nol afraid to gel down and dirty.

Despite the abundance of some gruesome splicing,

the story flows with feu moments of suspense. Hie only

ambiguity stems from Irving to guess which of the mam
characters w ill sur\i\e lo make the ihird movie.

Although a movie sequel usually guarantees a lliird-

insiallment. this franchise is better olT buried.

Terry Tang

song is one of the best cuts

off the new album and fea-

tures a lyrically sharp

Defari. The problem

arose when Xzibit also

invited singer Jewel (of

Death Row Records) lo

join him.

While Jewel has a won-

derful voice, she only

served lo distort the

acoustics of the song.

Xzibit and Defari's verses

were all but drowned out

while Jewel crooned

away.

That aside, Xzibit's

finale quickly turned the

tide back in his favor as he

finished with the song

"What U See Is What U
Get." The song is the first

single from his new album

and has received heavy

rotation on L.A. radio sta-

tions as well as some video

shows. Though not a very

surprising way to finish

his performance, it served

to leave the crowd very

satisfied.

Both Xzibit and the

Alkaholiks met the

crowd's high expecta-

tions, performing with a.

consistent enthusiasm

and h itfh JcHrccti of cmo
tion.

Fans at the House of

Blues gol what they came

lo see, and then some.

Alumnus strums into UCLA with style

KAPLAN
w¥vw.kaplan.com

/ : . JP^i!eJ-f-^ * abL-*.iT '^'::.^^ ..;S^:^ ^^^k" "i ';*'-'^»'-~

As the GRE gets harder, Kaplan makes it easier. Call Today! 1-800-KAP-TEST
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MUSIC: Giiilarist Elgarl

improvises own pieces,

classics al Schoeiiberg

By Harshan Jeyakumar

Daily Bruin Contributor

Sm IS

Most potential uirtists either dis-

cover their own talents or are discov-

ered by someone else at a young age

After many years they also receive

the golden opportunity, the "big

break." that puts them over the edge

into the spotlight Matthew Elgart. a

musician performing m Schoenberg

Hall this weekend, however, needed

neither of these phenomena lo work

his way into success as a classical

guitarist.

A UCLA alumnus, tigarl will be

returning to his alma mater to per-

form pieces written by Bach, various

Renaissance composers and himself

this Saturday at the Jan Popper

Theater. —-'''
"

•'-"'- '' ' '-'
'

^

•''
.

"I've just always done it, since I

was a young kid." Elgart said of his

musical inclination. "My father is an

artist; my entire family is geared

toward the arts I have two cousins

who were big band people and

another cousin who is a fine drunv

mer in Germany
"

Elgart was drawn lo UCLA's

music department by the late Ted

Norman, who was the head of the

department during HIgarts career as

a college student. But his musical

career began long before that. With

long-time friend Peter Yates, he

formed the Elgart-Yates guitar duo

in 1975 and has been performing

ever smce.— , _
"We go to Europe every year, but

one of the mam places we play is

UCLA, because Peter teaches here."

said Elgart, referring to Yatess posi-

tion as head of the guitar depart-

ment

The two were fellow students for a

brief period of time, and ihcy pro-

ceeded to earn their masters and

doctoral degrees together. With the

help of Norman, they began to trav-

el to Europe for performances, a trip

they have now managed 15 times to

date.

Elgart is a composer, m addition

lo a musician, which is somewhal
''* in the genre of classical music.

. "Actually, its not so rare for gui-

tarists. There are a lot of classical

guitarists who do write their own
music as well as perform, but gener-

ally speaking things tend to be very

specialized," Elgart said "There's so

much time involved in being a per-

former, m terms of practicing, that
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HARRIS
From page 16

I don't know what is. The main prob-

lem, as I see it, is that the studio sys-

tem discourages creativity.

Executives are desperate to turn a

profit, so like all businessmen, they

turn to the commodity that proved

profitable in the past and then try to

repeat that product's success. A
group of suits at Warner Brothers

sat down and thought, 'You know,

we haven't had one of those fathcrs-

who-ignore-their-sons-sothey're-

fprced-t(vby-some-bi/arre-cosmic-

turn-of-€vents movies lately. Let's do

one." To which all the other execu-

tives replied, "That sounds fine. But
-what kind of wacky shenanigans can

ensue? We've already done the dad

who can't lie story, the dad who

switches places with his son story,

and even the dad who dies and

becomes a ghost story." So, of

course, the only logical choice was to

have father turn into a snowman. 1

mean, it just makes sense.

This same lack of creativity is

responsible for a whole mess of

movies on this winter's slate.

Obviously, (Jus Van Sanl's shol-by-

shot remaice of "l*sy.dHV' is a prod-

uct of an underactive imagination.

"Hey, fellas, I've got an idea. Let's

take a movie by one of the greatest

d i rectors of all time , throw some—
mediocre actors into it. and just

reshoot the damn thing!

"

As well, the new comedy "You've

Got Mail" smacks of redundancy. It

stars Tom Hanks and Meg Ryan,

who teamed up previously in Nora

Ephrons "Sleepless in Seattle." a

romantic comedy-of-errors in which

a cute couple \vas separated and

spent the entire film coming togeth-

er. Now. the duo is making "You've

(jot Mail." a sweet romantic comedy

in which they're .separated and

spend the entire movie coming

together. Oh. and the director's

Nora Ephron.

-UUhat's not quite

enough for the impatient movie-goer

with an attention span of four sec-

onds, why not check out "I Still

Know What You Did Last

Summer," sonamed because the

filmmakers were afraid that "I

Really Need More Money So I'm

Making Another Movie About What

Jennifer Love Hewitt Did Last

Summer. In Which She Parades

Around In The Rain With A Wet T
Shirt" wouldn't fit on the marquee.

The film follows Hewitt's character

as she tries to escape her memories

of being attacked by the man whom
she thought she killed last summer

(which is now two summers ago,, for

you math people) by vacationing in

the Bahamas. Of course, she discov-

ers that she is still being pursued by

the random, lifeless, fisherman vil-

lain from the first horrible edition of

the series.

Why do these movies get made?

Isnl the public hungry for some-

thing else besides this same tired

nonsense'.' Apparently not. With

great, original movies such as "The

See HARRIS, page 19
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Igl It's never too late to join SWC's...

i ocFiNSE aams
Rape Prevention by Using Practical

in
Street Fighting Techniques

@ These classes are

isi

at John Wooden
Rec. Center Every

Sunday at 6-8PM.

For More Information:

CaH (310)825-7586

or visit SWC at:

404A Kerckhoff Hall

or
http://students.

asucla.edu/SWC

EXI»RESSIC>IM
XIMOE FILJVt Fl

^SMART AND COMPASSIONATE!

Packs a chilling emotional wallop/'-MoitSav<e«^AusnNCHftONKLi

''A SURPRISINGLY POIGNANT DOCUMENT.''
-Kinavrii Twrtm, LOS ANOflH TIMIS

''THE MOST PASSIONAHLY ENGAGING FILM IN THE SERIES/'
-Ntvo ChMki, SAN nUNCBCO OfltONKU

OF WF<;TFPM (WIW l7ATmM:pAPT

dont panic!!!
you can help

expand the

Xecyding
pngrsun

Join the Recycling

Advocates, a task force

that works on expanding

recycling on-campus.

Students, faculty and staff

are all welcome.

for more information call

825-3033
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J HW.riM.H

^i- '.

Director

ptNtlOPt SPMttRtS IN nftSQti

at 7:30 & 9:40 Friday, Mov. 13

&Saturdoy, Nov. 14!

she rea//y wants
to recycle

SPHEERIS FILMS, INC. presents o PENELOPE SPHEERIS film

FINAL CONFLICT LITMUS GREEN NAKED AGGRESSION THE RESISTANCE

(o-producer ROSS ALBERT producer SCOH WILDER diredor PENaOPE SPHEERIS

r'^ /
•f

lANOMAd i EXCLUSIVE ONE WEEK ENGAGEMENT
STARTS FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 13

':-:-,jrr«yori(3<..(j . ,'io! «;< aPi Culy 5 20. 7:30. 9:40; Sa;'jr::av 3. Sunday Matinee 3:10
NUART

The '98-99 Phone Book

CiC/f4's em sicf> fthem

What are the a€tvantages of Yellow Pages adtvertising

Circulation
20,000 copies will be hand

distributed on campus during

the first week of winter quarter

(January 12-16, 1998).

.Value
Your ad can be produced for

free, allowing you to save

cash on your investment

while providing results for

your advertising dollar.

Longer Shelf Life

Your Yellow Pages ad has a longer

life span than any other media.

It is directive media, which means

people access your ad when

they're ready to buy.

Availability
Your Yellow Pages ad has

maximum reach and exposure

ap-pearing 24 hours a day,

365 days a year.

instant Access
Customers have immediate access

to your advertising, and the UCLA

Yellow Pages puts your sales

message in their hands at the

moment they are ready to buy.

To advertise call (310) 825-8500 or (310) 206-3010

HARRIS
From page 18

Opposite Of Sex" and "Zero •

lifteci" hiding in obscurity on

the video racks while tluflsuch

as "Enemy of the State" prepares

to make $40 million in one week-

end, it's hard to feel encouraged

for the future of the film busi-

ness. All of us who prefer to see

new, exciting things on movie

screens, instead of typical

Hollywood garbage, are going to

have to look harder and harder

in the coming months to find

something genuinely worth see-

ing Bui that '-s just my opinion

I could be wrong.

Harris is a fourth-year history stu-

dent and is the film editor at The

Bruin.

ELGART
From page 16

people usually specialize and don't

really'venture off to other territory."

tigarts performance at UCLA
will be completely solo, which is

something that he doesn't often get a

chance to do. Recently his work has

been split about equally between his

duo with Yates and solo perfor-

mances.

"One thing that 1 do is work with

lots and lots of composers all over the

world. Ihis program I'm going to be

doing now is virtually all old music,"

explains Llgart.

In other words, the composers are

all long dead, such as Bach, Villa-

.Lobos, Lauro and Milan. There will

be three short pieces that originated

in the 20ih century proper one is by

Elgarl himself, and the others are by

Josef Hauer, an Australian compos-

er.

Elgart is not restricted to just imi-

tating the work of previous com-

posers. '. '

' '' '

•
'

'
' •' '

'

*—
"There's a lot o^ different

approaches that one can take. The

fact is that every player, if he gets

involved in the music, adds some-

thing, although I don't think it neces-

sarily translates so much in terms oi

notes," said Elgart, "A classical score

is kind of like a very detailed plan. Or,

if you like, it's akin to Shakespeare.

It's like a little play - each one tells a

story. How you interpret it has to do

with your training and mostly your

emotions, in terms of how you relate

to the piece and what you think it

means to you."

"(Elgart) has a lot of variety in his

performances," said Yates of his part-

ner. "He is quite a Buch expert; his

renditions range from serious to

lighthearted. He brings a particularly

coloristic approach to his work."

"Improvisation, personal training,

and style manifest themselves in sub-

tle ways," explained Elgart. "But

these aspects are no less obvious, I

think, to even untrained listeners."

Elgart has put on a variety of

events for UCLA, and one that he is

quite proud o'i is his participation in

the Segovia Project. Andrees Segovia

was the main classical guitarist of the

20th century. The project, a tribute to

Segovia's work, included a perfor-

mance incorporating one of

Segovia's guitars, lent to the project

by the New York Metropolitan

Museum of Art.

"I had the pleasure of doing the

pre-concert talk for that at the

Wadsworth Theater," said Elgart.

Elgart can include international

acclaim in his resume, too. He vividly

remembers playing in Amsterdam in

the Gaudeamus Festival, a recently

started music festivity that puts on a

large amount of concerts in a two-

week period. Every year, it attracts

elite musicians from around the

globe, including places like the Royal

Conservatory in England. Spain,

Israel, Japan and China.

"Playing for such a select group

and having it go over well was partic-

ularly gratifying because there were

some very laudable people there,"

Elgart said. "It's also a lot of fun."

MUSIC: UCLA alumnus Matthew

Elgart performs at Jan Popper Theater

in Shoenberg Hall Saturday at 8 p.m.

Tickets are $7 for general admission

and $3 for students and seniors. For

more information, call 825-4761. To

order tickets, call 825-2 1 1

,

it^ no secret

you can help
expand the

program ^^
vJoin the Recycling ^^

AdNAx:atBS, a task force that ^
works on expandng recycling

on-campus. StixlerTts, taciity

and staff arB all welcome.

MARK COPELAND'S
r

4

for more information call 825-3033

THt BAKERY SESSION
ENHANCnnCD

SENTFREE TO UCLA STUDENTS
SIMPLY LI-AVF YOUR NAMH AND ADDRhSS AT OlIK

Wl.B SITF .WWW SPOTRLCOKDS.COM. \hD I N|C)Y

AMI RICA'S #1
I
A//. SINC.I R BACkl n BY HIS

SWIN(;iN' 17 IMI ("I Bli; BAND. Rl Al I Y. US hRKl !

records

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS AND PACIFIC STUDIES

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA. SAN DIEGO

Prepare yourself for the career opportunities of the future with a

Master of Pacific International Affairs (MP I.A.) or joint

PhD programs in Political Science and International Affairs and

Economics and International Affairs

The M PI A and PhD degrees focus on business and policy issues facing

the regions of the Pacific Rim especially the countries of Latin America,

China, Japan, Korea, and Southeast Asia

Students have the opportunity to specialize in such fields as:

International Management
Comparative Public Policy

International Relations

Apptmd Economics-

Intemational Technology Management

L

For further information contact:

Graduate School of Intemational Relations & Pacific Studies

University of California. San Diego

9500 Oilman Drive

La Jolla. CA 92093-0520

Phone: (619) 534-5914 - Fax (619) 534-1135

/ Email: irps-apply@ucsd.edu

World Wide Web site: http://www-irps ucsd edu?

GALA APPLES

.>•

Reg. $1.19/lb.

Your
Vills^e

Grocer
[<i

Sprite & Diet Sprite

?2 liter
2 liter bottles *w/550 In-store coupon Limit 4

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi & IVItn. Dew

f&A(^

WW 2 Liter Bottle^

$1.88
6pk-12oz. cans

Bounty
Hand Towels

(g) Reg $1.39 ea.

^V--A

^T^'
...<^

• Iicana
Pure Premium Orange Juice

(not from coficentrate)

• I
Orif^nal

Homestyle

64 02.

Langers Filtered Apple Juice

64 oz. Reg. $2.39

Sparkletts
Jl • MOUNTAIN SPRING WATER

• CRYSTAL FRESH DRINKING WATER

1 Gallon

t4

touV

Reg $3.39

er Genuine Draft

ISpk 12 oz. Bottles Reg. $11.99

Yoplalt Yogurt
/r > 11 varieties

6oz. Reg89< ea.

"VA CERVEZA

Paeifieb

6 pk - 12 01. BottiM R0g. $5.99

VISA Open 'til Midnight at 1057 Gayley Ave. 209-1111 MastefCard

L ^ J

),•
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Daily Bruin

Campus Happenings

Travel Tickets

Internships

Apartments for Rent

Friday, November 13, 1998

CLASSIFIEB
Have a small item to

sell? Visit us at 118

Kerckhoff Hall to .

place your ad in the

Bruin Bargains

section.

index
ANNOUNCEMENTS

1100
1200
1300
1400
1500
1600
1700
1800
1900
2000
2050
2100
2200
2300
2400
2500
2600

Campus Happenings
Campus Organizations
Campus Recruitment
Campus Services
Birthdays
Legal notices
Lost & Found
Miscellaneous
Personal Messages
Personals
Pregnancy
Recreational Activities

Research Subjects
Sperm / Egg Donors
Tickets Offered
Tickets Wanted
Wanted

FOR SALE
2700
2800
2900
3000
3100
3200
3300
3400
3500
3600
3700
3800
3900

4100
4200
4300
4400
4500

Appliances
Art / Paintings
Bicycle^ / Skates
Books
Calling Cards
Cameras / Camcorders
Collectibles

Computers / Software
Furniture

Garage / Yard Sales
Health Products
Miscellaneous
Musical Instruments
Office Equtpment
Pets
Rentals
Sports Equipment
Stereos / TVs / Radios
Table Sports

TRANSPORTATION •

4600
4700
4800
4900
5000
5100
5200
5300
5400
5500

Auto Accessories
Auto Insurance —
Auto Repair
Autos for Sale
Boats for Sale
Motorcycles for Sale
Parking
Scooter / Cycle Repair
Scooters for Sale
Vehicles for Rent

TRAVEL
5600 Resorts / Hotels

>

5620 Rides Offered
5640 Rides Wanted
5660 Taxi / Shuttle Service

5680 Travel Destinations

1

5700 Travel Tickets
5720 Vacation Packages

SERVICES <

5800
"

1 -900 numbers
5900 Financial Aid

1 6000 Insurance
6100 Computer / Internet

6150 Foreign Languages
6200 Health / Beauty Services
6300 Legal Advice / Attorneys
6400 Movers / Storage
6500 Music Lessons
6600 Personal Services
6700 Professional Services
6800 Resumes
6900 Telecommunications
7000 Tutoring Offered
7100 Tutoring Wanted
7200 Typing

7300 Writing Help

1 EMPLOYMENT <

7400 Business Opportunities

7500 Career Opportunities

7600 Child Care Offered
7700 Child Care Wanted
7800 Help Wanted
7900 Housesitting

8000 Internship

8100 Personal Assistance
8200 Temporary Employment

'

8300 Volunteer

1 HOUSING <

8400 Apartments for Rent
8500 Apartments Furnished
8600 Condo / Townhouse for Rent
8700 Condo / Townhouse for Sale

8800 Guesthouse for Rent
8900 House for Rent
9000 House for sale

9100 Houseboats for Rent / Sale

9200 Housing Needed
9300 Room for Help
9400 Room for Rent

> 9500 Roommates - Private Room
t. r\r\ Roommates - Shared Room

Sublets
yHOO Vacation Rentals

• index •

advertising information

One issue, up to 20 words
...each additional word
Weekly, up to 20 words
...each additional word
Monthly, up to 20 words
...each additional word

$8.00
0.50

27.00
1.50

90.00
5.00

For Classified Display ads,
please see our rate card

for variable rate information.

DEADLINES
Classified Line Ads:
1 working day before printing,

at 1 2 noon.
Classified Display Ads:
2 working days before printing,

at 1 2 noon.
There are no cancellations after

noon of the day before printing.

118 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles, CA 90024

INTERNET
E-Mail: ctassifieds@media.ucla.edu
Web: http://www.dailybruin.ucla.edu

PHONE
Classified Line: (310) 825-2221
Fax:(310)206-1359

Classified Display: (310) 206-3060
Fax:(310)206-0528

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Thu: 9:00am-4:00pm
Fri: 9am-2:30pm
The ASUCLA Communications board fully supports the University of California's policy on rnxxJiscnmination No medium shall accept advertisements which present persons of any origin, race. sex. or sexual orientation m
a demeaning way or imply that they are limited to positions, capabilities, roles, or status in society Neither the Daily Bruin nor the ASUCLA Communications Board has investigated any of the services advertised or the

advertisements represented m this issue Any person believing that an advertisement in this issue violated the Board's policy on norxjiscnmination stated herein should commur^cate complaints m writing to the Business

Manager. Daily Brum. 1 18 Kerckhofi Hall. 308 Westwood Plaza, Los Angeles. CA 90024 For assistance with housing discrimination problems, call the UCLA Housing Office at (310) 825-4271 or call the Westside Fair Hous-
ing Office at (310) 475-9671 Classified ads also appear on line at http l/ww^ dailybrum ucia edu Placement on-line is offered as a complimentary service for customers and is not guaranteed The Daily Brum is responsible

for the first incorrect ad insertion only Minor typographical errors are not eligible for refunds For any refund, the Daily Brum Classified Department must be notified of an error on the first day of publication by noon

MasterCard ^
PAYMENT
Please make checks payable to

"The UCLA Daily Bruin." We
accept Visa, MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards. Allow 5

working days for mail payments.

HOW TO WRITE
AN EFFECTIVE AD

• Start your ad with the

merchandise you are selling.

This makes it easier for readers to

quickly scan the ads and locate

your items.
• Always include the pnce of your

item. Many classified readers

simply do not respond to ads
without prices.

• Avoid abbreviations—make your

ad easy for readers to understand.
• Place yourself in the reader's

position, ask what you would like to

know about the merchandise, and
include that in the ad. Include such
information as brand names, colors

and other specific descnptions.

1100
Campus HappefUngs

UCLA READINESS GROUP Weekly group

for individuals questioning their alcohol or

drug use Contact Elizabeth Suti tor further

information. 310-206-1148.

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. Dbomion, Fri. Slap Study, 2408 Ackarmon

Ihun. Book Study, 2406 Adwrmon

M/TAV Rm. Dwitol A3^29
Wod. Rm. A3- 029

Discussion, Allimts 12:10- IKMpm

FptalcahoMncilndMdmHwttohmmadhnlilngprvbhm

1800
Miscellaiieoui

FREE WINNERS, FREE SCORES. FREE
Lines, no money, no operators, no hassles

wwwline-busters.com

YOUR CREDIT UNION
Your oncampus&on-line financial services

source, tor students, faculty&staff . Visit us at

Ackerman A-Level, on-line at wwwucu org

or call 310-477-6628.

UCLA Research Study.

$50 Per Visit To Clinic.

Smokers Ages 1 8-34 or

Non-Smokers Ages 35-44.

Call Jatsica

310-794-1884

Bicycles for Sale

GARY FISHER MOUNTAIN BIKE- 21 speed

Big Sur. 19' Rock Shox. Brand new Addi-

tions made. $700.00 obo. 310-392-9617.

Asian Dreamairls •

NEW 11x17
1999 ASIAN

I TOPLESS & BIKINI

CALENDAR!
hctlliriiii; \1 (lotmDus

^sianCiaknulirdirls!

tW l*««*(.,|rii.l.ii Slipt>.S4

SMI. I»^$|X'J^.S^SM|.

Ihrii S.'^•'>.^^^MI. l..iir

|tll'•^.S^s^ll IKII (.1.1111

VKlr»( j|.ili.t: S4 0II Vul...

1 inifom V> rn « rKitr'

Mi'nr\ Kklk il iiiit IVIikIxi.I'

1-800-777-1167

Miiltinii Ji.i I .uti<r\

IXdil Siinul HIvJ SiJili MNNI

I..V All^:. Irs, ( \ 'MMUt,

www.asiandreamgirls.com

2100
IWCI<HIIUIIBI ACDVmwS

MARTIAL ARTS, Katabami Ju-Jitsu Dojo tra-

ditional & authentic iu-|itsu. self-defense t'ai

chi, yoga, chi gur>g, meditation Master Alex-

ey Kunin: 323-512-2538.

TENNIS PARTNERS
LOOKING FOR NEW TENNIS PARTNERS''
Westside Executive Terwiis League

Cal C«thi 310 281 3054

NORMAL HEALTHY CHILDREN and adol-

escents 8-16yrs needed for UCLA research

study Receive $25 for lab experiment and

developmental evaluation, and get a scientif-

ic learning expenence Call 310-825-0392.

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

ANONYMOUS sperm donors needed Help

infertile couples while receiving financial

compensation up to $600/month and free

health screening. Convenient hoiu^. located

in Westwood. Call Kim 310-824-9941

EGG DONORS NEEDED
COMPASSIONATE women from all races

wanted by infertile hopeful couples Ages 21 -

30. Compensation $3,500. Call OPTIONS
800-886-9373

EGG DONORSI
WANTED

If you are a healthy
female between
the ages of 19 and
30 and have health

Insurance.

Compensation
$3500.00

Call Mima Navas at

(310) 829-6782

)^L-**X' »*»y-

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

MEN Donors needed lor insemination pro-

gram. Especially needed; Latinos. Jewish,

Italian, African-Americans. 35 or younger

Please call 626-440-7450. Compensation

provided.

SCANDINAVIAN individual needs egg donor

with similar features. Excellent compensa-

tion. 310-451-9880.

WE'RE LOOKING FOR
A FEW GOOD SPERM. All races, 20-40 yrs.

$50 per acceptable donation. Call OPTIONS
at 800-886-9373

'i.'l I

^i* - - - » . -

llliKOO ItMuM
UCLA/USC TICKETS WANTED Call 310-

207-7070.

CainofM/Comcoiilofi

NIKON FE-2 Chrome body w/motor drive

$345. Nikon FG, chrome body $145. Nikon

lenses: 85mm F2 $150; 50-135 F3.5 $225;

70-210 F4 $165. Additional lenses, please

call:81 8-766- 1600.

3400
Compiiters/Soflwvare

Compaq Pre^rio Computer w/option2up-

grade. Color Sony monitor, key-

board&mouse. Window'95. office97, tax mo-

dem, much more! $4,000 value4$995.00

OBO, Need2sell ASAP! 323-651-1301.

FREE LONG DISTANCE/ACCESS TO inter-

r»et - without a computer Aplio $209 00/lnter-

net-Phone $309.00 (Exclusive distributor),

UCLA Faculty 310-230-4231.

LAPTOP COMPUTER FOR SALE!! Only 1yr

uld and it comes w/new printer and sidebag,

$1700 00 Call 310208-4772 if interested,

3500
FumKure

MATTRESS SETS!!!
Twin $79, Full $89, Queen $139, King $159,

Bunkbeds, Deliveries, Phone Orders Accept-

ed. 310-372-2337.

MATTRESSES, FUTON, DESK. Bookshelf.

Dinette Sets. T-Table. Lamps. Deliveries. 7-

days open King's Furniture. 11961 Santa

Monica Blvd. 310-575-4243.

3800
MIscolfanioous

www.tattoofun.com
DECORATE YOUR BODY with temporary

tattoos. Easy to use-henna, barbed wire,

WWJD, cool designs.

WE BUY CARS New and old Running or

noLJeft 310-714-5808.

lioiiltls

OFFICE SPACE
FOR LEASE

884 Sq ft, $l700/mo Utilities paid Pnme
Westwood kx:alK)n Call Ar>r>e or Yvonr>e

.310-208 1987

* Piano Rentals ^
^ Low Monthly Rates ^
^Hollywood Piano Rental Company^^ 213-462-2329 ^
iririr4iritifititif
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4300
Sports Equtpment

ELECTRIC TREADMILL Was $350 now
$150 Call 3 10-64 1-3598

Ihnwl Destinaiioiis

6400
Moveis/Storago

Europe-Summer '98

$239 (each way plus taxes)

HAWAII - $119o/w
CALL 3 10-394-0550

http://www.alrhitch.0r9

BEST MOVERS. Licensed, insured. Lowest

rates Fast, courteoustcareful Many stud-

ents moved for $98 Lic.-T- 163844 NO JOB
TOO SMALL! 1 -800-2-GO-BEST

HONEST MAN W/I4ft truck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok. Student discount.

Ask about 10% discount. 310-285-8688. Go
Bruins!

JERRYS MOVING&DEUVERY The careful

movers Experienced, reliable, same-day de-

livery. Packing, boxes available. Also, pick-

up donations for American Cancer Society.

Jerry@310-391-5657.

4600
Auto Accessories

Car Cover w/lock fits BMW 3 series 1983-91

Waterproof/breathable. Excellent cond , no

markings Pd/$265 sac/$75 Bike rack for

same new $35 (310)206-9774,

4900
Autos for Sale

1971 CUSTOM DJ5 JEEP 6-cylinder, auto-

matic transmission, Right hand drive, roll bar

and bikini top. $2200 310-475-4847,

1987 HYUNDAI EXCEL GL Hatchback Red,

with AC, radio/cassette, manual iransmis-

sion, runs great, excellent for student.

SlOOOobo 310-285-1211 or 310-281-8481,

1990 ACURA LEGEND, gold, great condi-

tion Runs well. Garage kept Fully loaded.

$7500, please contact 310-459-1359.

1990 FORD FESTIVA- 94K miles, white,

stick One owner. Smogged/tagged and

ready to roll. Bonus- Great stereo, InclCD

changer/ 10" Woofer/MB Quart speakers

$1800 Would like to sell this Sal 310-259-

3395

5900
Financial Aid

$QUICK CASH$
OWN A CAR? Get a cash loan in 30minutes

while you drive. No credit check, WS M,

888-300-8942,

STUDENT LOANS
GET YOUR Stafford Student Loan from Uni-

versity Credit Union (Lender Code 832123)

Also receive low-cost financial services 310-

477-6628; www ucu org.

Insurance

INSURANCE WAR!
WE'LL BEAT ANYONE'S price or don't want

your business. All drivers. Newly licensed

1991 FORD MUSTANG Converlible Good

condition. Automatic. AM/FM Cassette, well-

maintained. White. $4200obo 310-313-

8012 ^
1991 ISUZU TROOPER 4wd, 50k miles,

white, $9,500 Call . 213-653-2498

90' DIHATSU 4 door. 5-speed, a/c, am/fm,

like new. very dependable, looks great.

Below low blue book $2800obo Call 310-

277-3665

92' HONDA CIVIC HB CX ,78K, very reliable,

inexpensive operation&insurance $4,200,

Call Micah 310-470-9483

5500
Vehicles for Rent

FROM $17.95/DAY
RENT-A-CAR Under 25 ok. Cash deposit

ok Free miles allowance. Open 7 days/wk

Major credit-cards accepted, 1-800-770-

0606.

bfuaonf;6ian;facu»v oiccourm! nuguuggg:

Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedicated pro-

fessional At youi home or WLA studio, 1st-

lesson free. No drum set necessary,

Neil:2 13-654-8226

GUITAR INSTRUCTION 15 years exp all

levels and styles. Patient and organized

Guitars available. Sam 310-826-9117.

GUITAR LESSONS by professional near

UCLA All levels, guitars avail. Call Jean at

310-476-4154. www JWGScom

6700
Professional Services

MBA, LAW, MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS!
FRUSTRATED DEVELOPING your critical

personal statements? Get professional help

from well-known author/consultant, 310-826-

4445,

www winningpersonslatement com

A FREE SESSION
PSYCHOTHERAPY/COUNSELING for de-

pression, anxiety, obsessions, posl-lraumat-

ic stress, etc Couples/Individuals, Student

rates. Crime victims may be eligible for free

tfpaimpnt Call [
I 17 Gould

"Brum

5595

Plan" 310-777-8817 or 818-222-

/lllslate
YouVe in good hands.

Insurance Coimpany
(310)312-0204__

1281 Westwood Blvd.
(2 t3lks So of Wilsr-ilfo)

6100
Computer/Internet

TF7FC#323H8)eyiu-b/8-byb/ !o gcneauie

your free consultation.

EAGLE EYED EDITOR
PROOFREADS THESES, publications, tu-

tors English, study skills; trains lime man-

agement, stress reduction, Nadia Lawrence

PhD 310-393-1951

—^ PRIZE-WINNING
ESSAYIST AND FORI^ER PROFESSOR
w/two Ph Ds can help you produce winning

prose Theses, papers, personal statements,

David <davedit@pacbell net> 805-646-

4455. ^ _^

Frustrated and disappobUed

with UCLA?
Why is the place

so impersonal and difficult?

I'm Minir (tii\in'i^ ihiiLaiil

http://universitysecrets.com̂

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

Comprehensive Dissertation Assistance

Theses. Papers, and Personal Statements

Proposals and Bool^s

International Students Welcome Since 1985

Sharon Bear, Pti.D. (310) 470-6662

5600
Resorts / Hotels

Westzaoocf Inn ^{otei
KM.MVulslwf Il•»ll^•^inl*^•^^»<•«l (

A •««i.'i i Aim r t t.'<.J

-less III.Ml (iiif mill- trom I i.lA i.im|iu^

-I rtf amiiiK'nt.tl hri'.ikt.iM

AHdiiIiMi-. iliMn .mil tonifon.il'li- rcHnivs

I riv i.iblr IV :« I.ihmI rclc|ili('Mf Cill-

-W'frklv .iikI >{ii'ii|> r.ili-s .i\,iil.iWi'

nr resertalians call (.ilO) 474-42ft2Ht-4S/- i4-i

COMPUTER TRAINING
MAC OR PC BASICS 2-3 hr soltwaie tutori-

als Call Amy Chomping at the Byte 310

455-1154 or email amy43@gte net

INTERNET CLASSES
SATURDAY NOV 14th; How to Create a

Website and Target Marketing on the inter-

net Call now. 818-886-1 1 50 to enroll,

6200
Health Services

A HOLIDAY GIFT TO LOOK YOUR BEST
Talented stylist at world renown salon is of-

fering, for a limited time a fabulous precision

cut and style for a very small charge (Wed

evenings only). Contact Mollie 310-286-

0211,

HEALTH AND BEAUTY STEAM Developed

by Chinese doctor Revolutionary skin-care

product with exotic herbs, also cleanses in-

ternally (colds, flu), 2-monlhs supply

$35-i-UPS 1-888-701-8898

Israel Destinatioiis

SMtiAim&uM
Round Trip Airfares

Lima S375

Cuzco S595

Santiago $689

Sao Paulo / Rio S656

Guayaquil / Quito S570

Bucnov Airrs SG98

C ii:<*» ll«M*liii V\vvUu

SOOTHING MASSAGE -REFLEXOLOGY-
By Latin Lady, Call 818-548-0505 12am-6pm

6300
Legal AdvlGe/Attonieys

BANKRUPTCY
GET OUT OF DEBT NOW' Free Consulta-

tion. Expenenced attorneys, reasonable

fees Law Offices of White and Associates

(Cheryle M White, UCLAW "86") 800-420-

9998 or 310-207-2089 12301 Wilshire

Bl ,Ste 550, WLA

$890
M.it.. k C.!, Sitr^tsrrmt

For Rr* .110 hVt\i HH;^ 1 HOO iHW or)4

(>kiiH SNMiN \i IKAVl i "-I N\ K I

Smith Apk n> *n S|»ri k^U^I'^ ^
'

• i"

GREEN CARD
FOR WORK-PERMITS, green caids, and all

immigration problems call expenenced immi

gration attorney Reasonable rates 213-251-

9588 lor attorr>ey Doreen

MYER LAW FIRM, Century City Auto aca

dents, slips/falls, bankmptcy, discnmination,

sexual harassment UCLA Graduate Scott D

Myer http //www bestlawyer.com 310-277

3000

6800
Resumes

RESUMES PREPARED
STUDENT DISCOUNT available. 310-349

8928,

WINNING RESUMES, 1-hour service. Our

clients get results Open 7 days. Visa and

Mastercard accepted 310-287 2785

7000
lUtoring Offered

ENGLISH TUTOR
Term paper/ESL problems'^ English tutor-

Four years expenence, published auttior

CallJessica 310 231-1107.

MATH/PHYSICS/STATISTICS/English/He-

brew. Computerized statistical analysis avail-

able Tutoring service. Free consultation.

Reasonable rates, call anytime Han (800)90-

TUTOR www my-tutorcom

PRIVATE TUTORING
IN-HOME, one-on-one tutoring for most sub-

jevts, English, Chemistry, Math, Physics, Bi-

ology, Spanish, French, etc. $15/hr. 310-

289-3292

THE WRITING COACH
EXPERIENCED TEACHER, Ph D oflers tu-

toring, term paper assistance, English, So-

cial Science, History. Foreign Students Wel-

come. Call: 310-452-2865.

UCLA ENGLISH ALUMNI, pro-writer, young,

superb papers guaranteed. High school and

below welcome Jetl 213-653-2240

MATURE
ENGLISH TUTOR

ESL
Help with papers.accent

attenuation.reasonable rates

Call Bob JarskY (310) 477-5205

Classifieds

825-2221

your

(lu shot,

honey?

FREE Flu Vaccine for all registered UCIA students

Friday, 1 3 Nov - Westwood Plaza, in front of Asfie / 1 to 4 pm

Bring your Bruincard / First come, first served / 200 doses

UCLA Arthur Ashe Student Health & Wellness Center

More information about other Free Flu Vaccine events in November:

www.saonet.ucla.edu/health.htm or call 310 825-4073

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

-Acm)ss
1 Mollusk

5 Emmy's relative

9 Dalai —
1

3

Tops
14 Reads quickly

15 Actor Stiarit

16 Givetorlti (ligtil)

17 Reconsider

19 Lincoln's

nickname
20 Rind

21 Garden flowers

22 Bumpier
24 Sign of ttie

future

25 Lubricate

26 Slretcti

30 Rocky
33 Suit part

34 Zeus or Jupiter

35 Word of woe
36 Stage of a

)ourney

37 — lang syne
38 Long-tailed

animal

39 Viewed
41 Just

43 Designates
45 Wtieel part

46 Seizes
47 Beetle

'"

51 Ballet duet

54 Soottie

55 — by myself

56 Swimmer's aid

58 Glut

59 God of love

60 Diplomat

61 Queen of

Olympus
62 Dispatched

63 Week parts

64 U\\(\ cfieese

DOWN
1 Net

=PfflEV»0O5 PUZZLE SOLVEO=

B e" E rHa L H AHH A L E

A C R eBr 1 L E oBo V A L

W H 1 gBc R 1 E DIIB OW S
L O N gBh A N D sIdIo W^

REE
N A R

sms
U P HlElA V A LMPlA N E

SCOUR
E N N

E L E
S T A I

V E T OBL E MO NME L I A

NIECE

SCOT
RAY
R E

D
U NTN Y B O N EML O S S

E N S P E E D
SBta

CAS EHS M I L EBT O M E
T E MBL A N E SMS E A L

2 Caribbean 27
dance 28

3 French farewell 29
4 Rocky 30

Mountain hrs 31

5 Yellow pigment 32
6 Arrestee's

need 36
7 Place to rent a 37
room __ ^^

nS" Arctic people 40
9 Mooing 41

10 Author 42
Kingsley 44

1

1

Nutmeg 47
spice

12 War deity 48
14 Cold 49
18 Ontario river 50

20 Baseball great 51

Rizzuto 52

23 Heaps 53
24 Designer

Cassini 54

26 — up the score; 57

ties 58

Chills and fever

Type of call

Whirlpool

Peel

Dash
Piece of

insulation

Dregs
Type of ant

Step __
Pushed aside

Obstreperous—de-camp
Swallow
Capital of

Nigena
Bleated
Very very

Shine
Overwhelms
Challenge
Like — of

bricks

Turn green'i'

One — million

The woman

Display'

206-306(
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ACADEMIC ADVISORS

P/T SPANISH FLUENCY a must. Ph D pre-

ferred. Leading distance university. WLA
Work w/rr^ture Latin students. Fax CO to

310-471-6456.

SHADOW TEACHER w/experience be-

havioral management for ADHD tx)y 6-yrs-

okJ. 7hrs/day. Please call Janet 310-275-

1670 evenings.

TUTOR WANTED in home for junior high

student. Help with daily assignments. Fe-

male preferred Mon.-Thurs. 4-6pm Call

310-470-9112.

TUTOR/DRIVER
For 7th grader. Pick up 3: 30 tutor until 7pm
WLA area f^ale preferred. $l0/hr. 310-475-

3788

TUTORS for high school students

Junior/senior/graduafe students specializing

in English a must. Families located in Arca-

dia resident or Palos Verdes 2hrs-$55/one

visit 4times/mo 310-859-9140 Beverly Glen

Education Link@Deverly Hills

TUTORS WANTED $15/hr Santa Monica,

Brentwood, BH Math, chemistry, physics,

SAT prep, spanish/french Experienced, reli-

able, must have own car 310-679-2133

Tulor and Homework Assistant

For 9th grade learning disabled child Need

patience and experience Also need biology

& geometry tutor for 10th <)r,ide '. hild

$1'>-20/hr in Santa Monira

Call Dr Anne Coscarelli ( nO) /94 /(,7H

7200
Typing

DO IT WRITE- Word processing, transcrib-

ing, typing, proofing, editing Fast and accu

rate. $28/hr. 24hr voicemail. WLA location

7700
ChM CarsWanM
Child care provider wanted Must have car

for 2 children ages 10&13. 15-20hrs/wk 3-

6pm, M-F. $8/hr+gas mileage Contact 213-

892-9262.

CHILDCARE for baby and 2-year-old in

Sherman Oaks. Tues/Thurs/Sat/Sun Fax re-

sume and references to 818905-5435 or call

818-905-5431.

CHILDCARE NEEDED for 4 yr. old girl.

Tues, Wed. Thurs afternoons in BH Child-

care development training/female preferred

Must have good California driving record

$10/hr. 310-553-2925.

COMPANION/TUTOR to 16 yr girl with

handicap. 3 afternoons and Sat, Sun Need
lots of energy and fun-loving Must have car,

good record References Debbie: 310-858-

8933.

DRIVER 245-3:45 TUES/WED/THURS
$10/hr License and good driving record

Own car PickupSanta Monica Dropoff Bev-

erly Glen. Female preferred 310-470-5873.

LOVELY PROFESSIONAL FAMILY Desires

moihers assistant for children, hours 4-8pm
M-F $6/hr Interested applicants please call

Reriee 310-558-8050

MOTHERS HELPER WANTED in Laurel

Canyon PT hours flexible References

needed Please call 323-650-4914 for mor<3

info

NANNY to help w/2, 4, and 8-yr-old

Tues/Wed/Thurs 12 45-4 45, Friday 12 45-

5 45. Saturday 12-9 Female preferred

Warm, energetic, have some experience

w/children and have safe, reliable car

$10/hr 310-276-5330

Responsible/kind/fun, UCLA student, to ba

bysit lor three nice boys, ages 6,9&13 Sat

evenings; occasional weeknights Should

like books&boardgames, be prepareed to

play $9/hr Pacific Palisades 310-454-4504

START BEGINNING DEC. 2-3after-

.nonns/wk tnr .l-yftar-nlrl hny nays/hniirs

- '^'it'«-. *M& '.

IIW|I WSHIIBa

MODELS NEEDED NOW
No experience required

Catalog, Printwork, Maga/ines. Movies,
Video & TV Commercials

Men and Women of all Ages
Free Consultation

7800
iMpWMled

7800
IMpWHlM

CALL NOW! 310-659-7000

DATA ENTRY/CLIENT CONTACT $9/hr

PT/FT +Bonus +Medical Excellent writing

and phone skills Mac expenence a plus'

310-358-6053 or fax 310-392-5234.

DELIVERY PERSON/CLERK Part-time de-

livery, stockwork Early afternoon Need car

w/vaiid insurance $8/hr Herbert's Pharma-

cy 310-859-3887

HATE TO TYPE? Let me do it for you

Fast^accurate. Professional screen plays

accepted $2/pg Call-Iris 310-839-3101 or

page 310-915-^255.

WORD PROCESSING All types: research

papers, theses, resumes, fliers. Editing,

proofing, &transchption available. Emergen-

cies OK. Call:818-598-1489 or email

anmlwomndpacbell net

4lexible. Car necessary 310-4^1-8790

TWO UCLA PROFESSORS living in Pacific

Palisades seek assistance at home on two or

more late afternoon/evenings/week (help

with errands, cooking. childcare-3&7 year

old girls). Salary is negotiable. (310)206-

9290.

ADMIN. ASST
P/T Position, SM pediatric physical therapy

office, flexible 20 hrs/week (M-Tti) Excep-

tional verbal skills, responsible, reliable, and
detail onented individual Experience with

MAC: Word, Quickbooks, database, medical

terminology helpful, include salary history

Fax resume 310-582-1165

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT Work for

the Rose Parade and get paid Must know
excel Start immediately $9/hr 310-230-

0811.

ANNOUNCERS, no experience necessary

Hobi music/talkshows for our radio stations

P/T $10 15/hr, $200 f per/show, plus fantas-

tic benefits 213-468-0080 24-hours.

ASIAN INTERNET
MODELS

GUARANTEED BASE PAY plus $40 60 hr

possible. Safe and secure working environ-

ment General office staff also needed Call:

310-398-2213 or 310-880-4726

ASSISTANT for business office. For more
details please call 310 278-2750 or fax re-

sume 310-278-0038

ASSISTANT NEEDED FOR Real Estate in-

vestment company P/T. casual dress, must
have car and insurance $9/hr. Fax resume
to: 310-479-2402

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED Earn

$150-$250/night. Work PfT while going to

school. Day/eve classes. 1-2week classes.

9Q9 974 7074, tntcmfHignfll DBrtender'a :

DOMINATRIX - No sex. no nudity, flexible

hours experience preferred but can tram

Safe, pleasant environment 213-626-5346

EXPERIENCE LIFE
CASTING- Nude models needed for upcom-
ing adult video. Females only, all shapes and

sizes, 18+. Very fun, very safe 310-826-

9335

FfJ & P/T WORKERS NEEDED. 20hrs for

P/T and 30-40hrs for F/T Ackerman Union

Contact Lyn lor more info 310-206-0892.

F/T FILE CLERK for immigration law firm

Century City Computer-literate, Punctual,

detail-onented. self-slarler $8/.hr. Fax re-

sume: 310-553-2616.

FULL TIME ESCROW ASSISTANCE. Must

be energetic&bright Needed for busy
Beverly Hills office Excellent pay-^benetits

Fax resume to 310-275-4991.

GET PAID TO LEARN the Stock Market

Professional. Day Trddmg Firm looking lor

entry-level assistant Call Ray 8arn-2pni.

310-470-4025.

GIRLS wanted at exclusive social club m
WLA Conversation only No alcohol. Flexi-

ble hours. Earn top $$$. 310-477-9871

.

GREAT JOBS
UCLA CONCESSIONS

MAKE $8 50-11 00/hour working UCLA
Mens Basketball games @ Pauley pavilion.

Call Sean for an interview@206-0736

HFIP SFRVF niNNFR Part nr Fiill-limR

MALE MODELS
Printwofk UB under 25 Lean, any race,

leave name, number&physical stats. Free

interview Beginners welcome. 213-960-

1066 24hrs.

MALE&FEMALE
MODELS

OUR MODELS have worked for Versace.

Abercrombie&Fitch. Estee Lauder, Levis.

Banana Republic &morel Great Pay! Begin-

ner's ok! Call "free" for an appointment Otto

(24-hrs)800-959-9301

MANAGEMENT STUDENT WANTED to

assist small business. Near Fairfax. $lO/hr.

10+hours per week Fax resume to 323-954-

7235

MARKETING & SALES REPRESENTATIVE
of Dr.s office to conduct "public" health

screenings Must be personable and enthu-

siastic Flexible hours, Mon -Sun, Good pay

opponunity For further job description call

800-631-8643.

MEDICAL BACK OFFICE/ Billing assistant

F/T Dermatology Typing skills Beverly Hills

Fax resume 310-550-1920.

MEDICAL HISTORIAN M-F, FAT or 10-3

General office duties, computer skills and

Spanish a plus Salary negotiable. 310-553-

2030

MODELS WANTED by professional photo-

studio for upcoming assignment. Male/Fe-

male Pro/Non-Pro. Fashion/Comrner-

cial/Theatrical. Call for appointment 818-

986-7933.

MOVIE EXTRA WORK
• Revolutionary new program* Start immedi-

ately' All types-18+!* Fun/Easy' No crazy

fees* Program for free medical' Call-24/hrs

213-850-4417.
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7800
Help Wanted

7900
HousesltUng

7800
noip iwsniBii

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-

es, dissertations, transcription, resumes, fli-

ers, brochures, mailing lists, reports. Santa

Monica, 310-828-6939. Hollywood, 213-466-

2888

7300
WHtlngHelp

WORD PROCESSING Typing, proofing,

editing, rewriting, research, resumes, tutor

ing. etc Fax, email, bring work to me Rush-

es. Student discount 818-830 1546

ADMINISTRATOR/PROJECT ASSISTANT,
(internship possibility). Computer literate,

IBM-Windows/Internet plus Senior/graduate

w/strong wnting/oral communication No
dress code/reception duties. $7$9.
17firs/wk Serious inquiries Fax 310-395-

0509.

STORE DETECTIVES
SECURITY GUARDS Needed now No exp

nee. PT/FT Up to $12/hr. Call today 562

776-0878. for Valley 818-386-0170.

A PERFECT STUDENT JOB

Do you need a job in the

afternoons during school (M-F)?
All dny Saturday, too! Full time
during Quarter Breaks and
Summer Vacations' Work

experience not necessary. Apply
today at

Westwood Sporting Goods.

1065 Gayley Ave,

Westwood Village.

school. HUNDREDS OF JOBS!

BARTENDERS TRAINING INSTITUTE of

Amenca offers professional courses for only

$98 Certificate of completion included Call

today: 1-800-561-1781. Great Jobs!

BIO-MEDICAL, ELECTRONICS, and clean-

room micro-cleaning Full/Pan-time employ-

ment Some physical work required. Must

_have transportation. Evenings/weekends
Start $7.50/hr Call Patnck Toll Free @ 888-

263-9886

Brentwood Bread Company has all positions

available w/good pay Hinng ASAP. Flexible

hours No experience required 310-826-

9400

CASTING
EXTRAS needed for feature films, commer-
cials, and music videos Earn up to $240 per

day' No experionce needed Work guar

anteed" Call today 213-851 6103

Casting extras for video on how yoga helps a

golf game Fax resume 310-476-7284

CENTURY CITY architect/design firm seeks
FT exp professional to run busy office

PC/Mac/MS savvy Benefits. No phone calls.

Fax resume/sal. reqi. 310-286-2301/Nakao-
ka Assoc

Monday evenings for 4hours Wag-
es-i^meals. Males preferred 310-208-3281.

HOLIDAY CASH
SALES REPS. Holiday rush. Need extra

Christmas cash or a career change for the

new year? Call 310-657-4376.

HOME TYPISTS NEED-
ED

PC users needed. $45,000 income potential.

Call 1-800-513-4343 Ext B- 10105

NPPn ft hO l . inAY JOB? aueSS I^:i3n:

search of fun, outgoing, energetic people for

Century City, Beverly Center, Westside Pavi-

lion. Rodeo, and 3rd Street. We offer aggres-

sive salaries. Retail experience is a plus. In-

quire within. Please contact Gina 213-765-

3556.

OFFICE PERSON- for chiropractic office in

Santa Monica. F/T $10.00/hr. Social skills a
must. 310-236-7708.

.

SALES/MANAGERS $1 OOO/hr/>?? P/J 1

week Earn continuous, sizable comm/bo-
nuses througtiout 1999/2000 Minimal per-

sonal effort Call 24hrs for details. ABR/lnc.

310-859-5577.

SECRETARIAL'OFFICE HELP P/T. after-

noons. Filing, some papenwork, some driv-

ing Prefer Mandarin-speaking $8/hr. DOE
310-553-0442 or fax resume 310-553-3009

SECRETARIAL/SALES person in

Westwood. FT/PT Must be dependable, reli-

able, neat, good communication skills. Ask

for Don 310-477-1466

SEXUAL PROBLEMS?
Maintain control, maximize stamina, and last

longer Amazing, unheard of solutions! Seek-

ing willing product testers Apply at

www newremedies com

SOFTWARE TECHNICAL LEAD Fast-grow-

ing software company in SFV looking for a

Mac/PC expert to lead our technical/QA ef-

forts. Involves end-user tech support. QA. IS

for our Mac network, and FileMaker pro-

gramming Please email resume in TEXT
ONLY form (no attachments) to resume® no-

vadevcorp.com

STARGATE/WATKINS
ENTERTAINMENT. Actors Wanted! No ex-

perience required. Movies, TV, commercials.

Guarantee interviews with top SAG agents.

CALL NOW!!!! 310-577-9711

STOCK BROKER TRAINEE- p/t or f/t. Flexi-

ble hours. Paid training Great opportunity

WLA area. Close to UCLA 310-914-9700.

TEACHER P/T After-school program for

math. K-7 grade. Send resume to P.O. Box

0687, Temple City, CA 91 780. 626-285-9090.

TEACHERS/COUNSELORS needed for af-

ter school enrichment program. 12 college

units needed Experience with K-5. Flexible-

hours, great pay. Fax resume:31 0-445-5628.

HALLIES HCUSESn
7 years experience. References available.

Long or Shortlerm CONFIDENTIALITY
GUARANTEED

8000
kitarnshlps

PAID MANAGEMENT
INTERNSHIP

Student Works Painting, a subsidiary of Na-

tional Servies Group is now hiring for

Spring/Summer 1999 Duties include inter-

viewing, hiring, development of customer re-

lations, control of marketing and sales. &
production management. Call 1-800-394-

6000 www collegeworks com

PAID MARKETING INTERNSHIP Well
teach&pay well. Seeking only ambitious, de-

tail-oriented, strong writing/oral communica-
tion, computer literate. Car w/msurance.

$12 15/hr 20hours/wk Fax coverletter/re-

sume 310-312-9536.

Scott Wynne, Producer&president of Wynne
Entertainment located at Sony Pictures on
the lot, IS locking for interns 1-2 days/week to

pertorm coverage on scripts Job includes

reading 2-3 scripts/week and writing cover-

age on them Help needed in office also.

Great learning experience in a fun&exciting

atmosphere. David@310-244-3445 Or fax

resume:310-244-0447.

Top 10 internship program is looking for

dynamic, hardworking students. For more
information please call 213-243-7027.

8100
Personal Assistance

PHYSICAL ASSISTANT NEEDED For disa-

bled male sophomore living in Reiber hall

Hiring for morning and/or evening shift. Ap-

prox: 1/2HR-1HR per each shift $10/HR No
experience necessary. Call Alex: 310-267-

8189 or 949-369-9871

8400
Apartments for Rent

CasaBlanca West

Large Furnished
& Unfurnished

Bachelor $675
available Dec 1*'

fit

Cable ready, pod, laundry, sundeck,

super closets. Low Security Deposit

530 Veteran
208-4394

8700
Condo/Tovmhouse for Sale

8RENTWOO0. Large home a-bdrm;2-bath

penthouse +toft and sundeck. New paint,

carpet.appliances. 2-car side-by-side park-

ing. $379,000 A, Buchman 310-471-

6363ext123. Coldwell Banker.

9500
Roommates^Prlwate Room

Guesthouse for Rent

BEVERLY HILLS furnished guesthouse.

Ibdrm. kitchen, eating area, shower/bath

UCLA graduate student preferred No pets

$950/mo. Available Dec. 1. 310-271-8811

House for Rent

WLA. 4-bdrm/3-bath +guesthouse

$2600/mo. Excellent quiet area. 3-miles from

UCLA. 650-493-8731.

PALMS 2bdrm Iba, upper apartment, balco-

ny, built-in, parking New paint/carpet/blinds.

Rofng $815 310-476-6532.

PALMS Single apt from $495. 1-bdrm, $595.

Stove. $600deposit for single and

$900deposit for 1-bdrm 1-year lease. 310-

837-1502 leave message.

SHERMAN OAKS SINGLE $700/mo. 1-

month Free Rent! Pool/gated parking/securi-

ty/dishwasher/gym. Furnished available:

Fax/TV/CDplayer/2- beds/mi-
crowave/desk/lamps/tables/more Available

Nov.20 15min from UCLA. Call 818-994-

0712.

House for Sale

WESTWOOD SOUTH. Charming original

Spanish duplex w/pool. 2+1/2 up. 2+1 3/4

down. $549,000. Tom Brook. Agent. 310-

979-4000 ext.404

Housing Needed

PARIS-LA EXCHANGE SOUGHT Charm-

ing.quiet, architect's house (50m2) w/private

garden in east Paris for similar in SM or

nearby from 12/1/98. Please call

01 1+33+1.43.48 94.24 or

1 00523. 1 630Ocompuserve.com

F mEmjiloymentfor Models
All types- no experience

male or female

Commercials • Videos • Magazines

Internet Sites

Call AGC Productions

3k 1800 277 9148 -if,

HOMEWORK TUTOR lor second grader at

home 3nighfs/wk. $12/hr Diana 213-299-

7322.

HOST(ESSV PT/FT available Trendy

Chinese Cafe m Century City Apply Yin

Yang 10250 Santa Monica 2-5pm. Elaine.

310-556-3333

7400
Rusiness Opportunities

$500/DAY Nude modeling-women 18+ all

types No experience necessary Sale, pro-

fessional environment Refer a fnend and
earn $50! 310-358 3865

INTERNET/E-COMMERCE TRAFFIC dou-

bling every 100 days - why not own your own
personal percentage? NYSE traded compa-
ny seeks brokers. 800-805-4768

7500
Career Opportunities

SECRETARY/RECEPTIONIST- Perform

various duties in BeveMy Real Estate Com-
pany Parttime/Fulltime. Starting pay $9/hr

w/great future job opportunities. Fax re-

sume 310-278-6801 Attn J Edward Smith

7700
Ctdid Care Wanted

AFTERSCHOOL DRIVER/SITTER for

Jonathan (4 75 yrs old) M-F, 4-6pm Days
flexible. Drive -from school to WLA home and
sil Car. drivers licen^ &insurance required

Salary negotiable 310.2770507. Steve or

Mane

BABYSITTER SAT AFTERNOONS/EVE.
kids ages 10A12. non-smokirtg lemale, ex

ceHent English, own trar«portation, happy,

ouipDino pevaomMy, Bmnmuuii 310-472-

$15/HR BRIGHT, EN-
THUSIASTIC

People to teach SAT Prep High test scores

required. Transportation required We will

train Flexible Hours Send Cover letter/re

sume. including your scores by 12/10/98 to

A Competitive Edge. Attn: Barry, 9911 West
Pico Blvd. Suite 1025. LA. 90035 No phone
calls please

$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL mailing or cir-

culars No experience req Free information

packet. Call 202-466-1639.

$20/HR PT/FT
PROCESSING MAIL! Free supplies.

postage' Bonuses! Rush SASE to

CMA/UCLA Po Box 567443, Atlanta GA
31156

signup@ info infomachine com

$7.25/hr and up!
DO YOU have initiative'' Become a UCLA
Community Servk:e Officer and explore law

and public relations Great Pay Flexible

hours Student-oriented Web
www ucpd ucia edu/ucpd/cso. Email

csoOucpd ucla edu. Phone 310-825-2148

ACCOUNTING DEPT assistant PH entry

level position M-F 2-6 Basic computer
knowledge, car with insurance, good oral

and wrttlen cornmunication skills required

tamr 310-276-9166

CITY BEAN COFFEfc in Westwood is look-

ing lor coffee lovers hill-time/part-lime. Apply

in person at 10911 Lindbrook Dr 310-208-

0108

CLERICALySALES POSITION P/T or F/T,

excellent opportunity Love of jewelry Call

between 12-6pm Shane's Jewelry 310-208-

8404

CLOSERS ONLY!
PART TIME WORK

BEVERLY HILLS CO seeks tele-sales rep

to market M Jordan Merchandise Call 310-

247-9901.

COMPUTER ASSISTANCE NEEDED Ex-

perience w/Adobe Premiere Need help

creating short video clips to be played in MS
PowerPoint. 310-208-2442

COPY OPERATORS WANTED p/t or f,l

3pm- 11pm and/or 8am-5pm Experience a

plus Please call 310-277-2679

Searching for Models
Men and Women for commercials,

catalog & magazine ads, brochures, and
catwalk •Specialiiing m petites •

$150 to $250 per hour
• Beverly Hills «

No Fee No Fxpenence

(310)273-2566

CP SHADES
A NATIONAL womens clothing retailer and
Manufacture based in San Francisco, is in-

terviewing for FT/PT sales positk)ns in its

Santa Monica location CP Shades offers a

challenging, exciting environment w/an ex
cellent compensation package, vacation,

health&dental, a free outfit every month and
a great discount Best of all, is the chance to

work for a friendly, growing company that

makes clothes which you'll want to own
Please fax resumes to 310-392-0586 or

come mto our store at 2937 lUain St to fill out

anappNcation

INTERIOR DESIGNER for high-end West
Side homes/condos $12/hr PT Fax resume
310-476-7284

INTERNET ACTRESSES
WANTED' Work at home Make your own
hours WEBCAM Business needs flirtatious

women 310-798-0592ext 66 Visit

httpV/GueslRoomCamcom/moreinfohtm

INT'L IMPORTING, Marketing and PR firm

seeks fughly motivated, organized individual

w/excellent communication skills to work in

fast paced office. Facets of position include

Advertising, Coordinating Special Events,

Copywriting Must be fluent in Italian. FA"

$1800/mo+benefits Fax resume 213-653-

1768 Attn John Patterson. VP

INTL IMPORTING, Marketing, and PR firm

seeks organized detail orientated adminis-

trative assistant to pertorm such functions as

data entry, faxing, photocopying, phones.

Must be fluent in Italian P/T. flexible hours

$8/hr Fax resume:2 13-653- 1768. Attn:John
Patterson, VP

JOBS JOBS JOBS
STUDENT JOBS w/the UCLA Library We
work w/your class schedule Flexible hours

during finals Apply in person Charles E
Young Research Library(YRL), formerly Uni

versity Research Library(URL) Room 11617
(first-floor) 310-825-7947 Please bnng your

UCLA Brum Card

LAB TECHINICIAN
PT For Andrology lab in Westwood Re
quires B S in Life Science Phlebotomy
skills-fprevious med lab experience a plus

Evenings^every Saturday Fax resume
aim Dorwa© 3 10-443-5258:

LIBRARY CONSULTING FIRM needs a

student for a proie^t involving database
searching and data entry Must be fluent m
Korean (both speakir^ and writing) Contact

Joanne Schwarz or Mitchell Thompson at

310-289 1067

P/T CLERICAL POSITION in Marina Del

Rey. 20-40 hrs/week. Flexible schedule ok

between 9-6pm. M-F. Photocopy, type. file,

organize, mailings, enter data, answer
phones Must be computer literate. Mac
skills preferred Good writing skills desirable.

$8 hr. Fax qualifications to Shawn at 310-

821-9282.

P/T DATA INPUT/ACCTG CLERK 3

days/wk.. MAC use. self-starter, accfg ex-

perience, SM creative/team environment.

$10-12/hr, 310-656-1001 Mimi/Han/ey

P/T DRIVER wanted lor mental health clinic

$9/hr (B) license preferred but not required

UCLA Mental Health Clinic 310-268-4565.

PT MEDICAL ASST ENT Fronl&back Ex-

penence preferred Computer knowledge.

lOhrs/wk including Thurs. evening &every-

other Sat. morning Parking included. Fax re-

"sumeS 10-657-8835

PT PET CARE ASSISTANT Help with Oog
walking/cat care Work holidays and varied

times. Must have car/insurance Contact

Melissa: 310-313-5551

PT RECEPTIONIST in LA. Any major. An-

swenng phones. Good pay Friendly environ-

ment. Call for an interview. 310-280-2989

ext 180

PART-TIME LAW STUDENT 20 hours/wk.

Flexible. Collections, small claims court, co-

ordinating with attorney on unlawfuls $9/hr

310-829-1700, fax 310-829-2630.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT to real estate

developer, fax resume 310-826-3700.

PHOTO LAB p/t assist photo printer or com-
puter imaging Beverly Hills 310-274-3445.

PSYCHOEDUCATIONAL tutor needed for

tutoring office in Pacific Palisades. College

degree required 310-459-4125

RECEPTIONIST
8:30-4:30 TU AND TH. Phones, filing, light

typing $8/hr Law Offices of David Hoffman.

Century City 310-286-1000.

RECEPTIONIST- Busy Beverly Hills real es-

tate related firm seeks FT computer literate,

customer sen/ice oriented receptionist. Ex-

cellent wage and benefit package. Fax re-

sume 310-275-4991.

RECEPTIONIST WESTWOOD LAW OF
FICES PT or F/T Mon-Fn. 9-5 $7.50/hour

Can do homework on job 310-470-3373

SALES $12 20/hr avg commission -fbene-

Itts Full or PT. excellent phorte skiUe fof grad
student or GPA 3 5 & above 310-358-6053
or fax 310-392-5234

SALES4CLERICAL POSITION PT or FH".

excellent opportunity Love of lewelry Call

between 12-6pm Shane's Jewelry 310-206

8404

Classifieds

825-2221
Displa^

TELEMARKETING
WA/VINDOWS COMPUTER SKILLS. Prefer

phone expenence. Prefer students/grads.

Flexible hours, 9am-5pm starting $8-

$10/hr-»-bonuses. 3-blocks/UCLA. Harel

Maintenance Ron-310-470-6175.

TELEPHONE Survey Research jobs UCLA
campus, starts Nov. 19. $9-12/hr. English

and bilingual Spanish, Vietnamese, Manda-
nn. and Russian needed. 825-3658

TELMKTG:INBOUND800
NO COLD CALLS. Info listing co seeks mo-

tiv./aggress. indiv. Hrly/comm/bonus PT/FT

7days. High income potential. 310-996-

0701x301. Near UCLA

TURN IDEAS into cash!!! Learn how easy it

is to build a successful home business Call

Money Corp. 1-888-307-4282.

TUTOR/BIG-BROTHER for 12-year-old. Set

flexible pm hours 2 times/wk. Chinese-

speaking preferred, not necessary. $8-

lOdoe. Contact toydang@usa.net

TYPIST. Small WLA Law firm seeks experi-

enced typist. P/T. minimum 70 WPM. Call

310-445-1100.

VALET PARKING ATTENDANT $8.50/hr.

F/T or P/T Chuck s Parking Service taking

applications now. Park cars at the best

Hollywood parties. Call 818-788-4300.

VALET PARKING ATTENDANT P/T. Must

be available weekends and for special ev-

ents. Clean dnving record required. $6 50/hr

-i-lips. 213-663-7275.

WEB DESIGNER w/html knowledge. Flexi-

ble hours. $12-14/hr. Close to downtown.

Call Rona at 213-607-0874.

WEBSITE DESIGN $8-12/hr. Maintain and
expand my websites. 10-15hr/week flexible.

Moderate skills needed. Contact Austin

323-874-7312 or

austinxxx9 mindspring.com.

WEEKEND BABYSITTER- 8yr. boy, 12yi.

girt. Most Saturday evenings, occasional

weekday evening Palisades. $8/hr.

References; some expe.'ience. 310-454-

2162^

WE'RE SEEKING INDIVIDUALS to provide

support to tho developmentally disabled. Call

Dwight Istanoulian at 818-361-6400 ext 129.

Westwood Plaza
Apartments

sei5B5 Gayley Rue.=1 # ! 3 Offtcp —

9300
Room for Help

BEAUTIFUL VIEW ROOM in exchange for

light housework 1 block east of UCLA, porth

end Owner occupant. Dr. Lorraine O'Con-

nell. Call 9-4 310 279-1812.

i>fiek; +990'*-^-^

bdrm house Fireplace, hardwood floors,

separate phone, cable, washing ma-
chine/dryer, off-street parking. Non-smoker.
No-pets $495. Chns. 323-931-5025.

PALMS Responsible, tidy, male roommate
wanted to have own room, share bath in 3-

bdmV2-bath $305/mo 310-280-0625 or 310-

839-5735

PALMS. Spacious 2-bdrm/2-bath, own
room&bath $537.50 -»^1/2utilities.- N/S, N/D.

Secunty building. Seeking mature, responsi-

ble, very clean person. Call Mary 310-204-

4494.

SANTA MONICA- Clean roommate to share
2bdrm/1ba furnished apartment. $550/mo.
Washer/dryer, non-smoker, between ages:

25-35. Female preferred. Available 12/01.

310-394-6502

VETERAN-i-OHIO- 2&2 with lott condo. Pos-
sible 3/2 24hr guard Secure park., spa,

pool, washer and dryer $1550/mo. Call Kar-

en@310-372-2950. Avail. 12/1

WESTWOOD Own roorWbath ($480). Seek-
ing female professional or graduate student

to share 3-bdim/2-bath. Nonsmoker, no pets.

December 1st. 310-712-1217.

WESTWOOD Professional to rent bedroom
in large 3-bdrm 72 5-bath house. $600 ^1/3u-

tilities. Fireplace, palio. W/D. Call 310-477-

8922.

WLA Roommate wanted. Luxurious pent-

house. 2-bdrm4^loft/3-bath. Spacious, two

balconies. A/C. fireplace, private patio, share

w/1 male/1 female. $650>uttlites. Dave 310-

478-1122.

WLA/PALMS- Own bdrm/bath in charming

2-I-2 $450/mof utilities. Female graduate

student preferred. 310-837-2292

Roommates-Sharad Room
LIVC-IN. SMALL QiMARY, Near UnJYgfgQl, tjAVLbV

'immM 16 WLA. aMfffvaia

1 Bedroom for $1050
Apartment faces beautiful

garden, air conditioning.

laundry room facility,

across from UCLA campus.

Call
(31 B) 208-8505

Office hours 10-6 PM l&
SPACIOUS UPPER DUPLEX on W 6th St.

3bdrm/2fullba new Berber carpet, wash-
er/dryer, stove/refrig. $2300/mo. Call : 213-

653-2498.

8400
Apartments for Rent

3BDRM + LOFT
WESTWOOD New, view, large, secured,

alarm doors, washer/dryer inside unit,

month-to-month, pets ok. Beginning of Dec.

310-998-1501.

1-MINUTETOUCLA
1 bdrm, furnished, bright, clean, quiet, secur-

ity entrance, large closets, carpet, pool, lyr

lease $900/mo. 310-824-1830.

1380 VETERAN- 2bdrrTV2bath. $1525&up.

Park view, pool/jacuzzi, security, gated park-

ing, laundry, all appliances. Move-in Dec 1.

Cats considered. 310-477-5108.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 2-BEDROOM $950-

$1195. LARGE. UPPER/LOWER. UNU-
SUAL CHARM. SOME W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
310-839-6294.

BRENTWOOD $1,495/mo. 2bd/2ba. front,

balcony, stove/refrigerator, dishwasher, car-

pet/drapes, laundry, parking, near UCLA,

shown by appt. 11728 Mayfield #1 310-271-

6811

BRENTWOOD- $1,850. Spacious, sunny,

upper 3bdrm/2ba w/balcony. North of

Wilshire. New paint&carpet, refrigerator,

built-in stove, parking, laundry on site, quiet

8-unit building. 11921 Goshen Ave. #4. Open

Sat&Sun. 10-4Dm. 310-571-0293.

WESTWOOD- Single apartment $750-

$795. Bright, cheertui, patio, pool. Walk to

UCLA. Shopping, transportation. 1942 Pel-

ham 310-446-9348.

WESTWOOD. Large 1-bdrm. $950. Malcolm

Ave. near Westwood&SM Blvd 14unit build-

ing w/pool. parking, laundry, hardwood

floors, stove. 818-995-8866 ext 312, Monica.

WLA- 2bdrm/2ba $1250-1295. Prime loca-

tion. Bright, cheerful, patio. Walk to UCLA,

shopping, transportation. 1242 S. Wellesley

Near Wilshire. Won't last. 310-207-7209.

WLA. $1050 Large 2-bdrm/2-bath Pool,

built-in stove and oven. Telephone entry,

large closets. Ouiet, private. 1831 Federal

Ave. 310-478-7150.

WLA. $825-$850. 2bdrm/1.5ba. Dishwasher.

AC, carpet, drapes built-in. Extra large

fenced patio. 310-670-5119

WLA: Single- $650. One person, no pels.

Stove, refrigerator, full kitchen, car-

pet&blinds. Parting, laundry. 2 miles to

UCLA. Shown by appointment. 11321 Mas-

sachusetts Ave 310-477-8750.

WLA Large single. 1917 Spanish mission
building. High ceilings, hardwood floors, sep-
arcte kitchen&dming room. 1-yr lease, $750.
Betty: 310-479-8646.

Apartments Funilslieil

MAR VISTA, $535&up/month Ask about

move in special. Attractive, furnished 1-

bdrm. Large, pool, patio, barbecue area.

Ouiet-building. 3748 Inglewood Blvd. 310-

398-8579.

Part childcare, part housesitting. Prefer Grad

student. Must like kids. Gillian Hyde 818-

347-5425.

9400
Room for Rent

BRENTWOOD- 1 Bedroom available in

bright, spacious 3bd/2ba apartment AC,

W/D. dishwasher, furnished. Close to San

Vicente shops&restaurants. $665/mo 310-

820-0711.

BRENTWOOD Luxurious apartment. Fe-

male only. Furnished bedroom own bath. Full

kitchen privileges. Parking. $525/mo-utilities

included. 310-477-3173.

CULVER CITY Female roommate Private

room/share bath Nonsmoker, no pets. Grad
student preferred. $500 (includes utilities)

Day 818-503-1424. Eve 310-837-9943 San-
ely

HOLLYWOOD HILLS. Quiet room, secluded

hillside home, near Mulholland/Coldwater.

Microwave, refrigerator, cable, pool, patio.

Offstreet parking. Avail Decl. $450. 213-

654-6968

LOS ANGELES-ROOM FOR RENT in 4-

bdrm house. $400 f 1/4 utilities. Includes all

house privileges. Call 310-836-8774.

WEEKLY HOTEL RATES Jolly Roger Hotel

in Marina del Rey offering special student

rates. $255.36/wk. tax. maid sen/ice, conti-

nental breakfast included. Call David: 800-

822-2904.

WESTWOOD. Furnished guest bed/bath.

Private entrance & parking. $475/month

w/laundry, utilities, cableTV, microwave,

refrigerator, yard. Will accept $200/mo. in

trade lor babysitting M-F,4-6pm. 310-277-

0507. Steve or Marie.

WESTWOOD. Room for rent. Own bed-

roonVbalh. Backyard, kitchen/laundry, gated

patking. N/S. clean, quiet, lemale student.

Close to UCLA. $525/mo.+utilities. 310-477-

0112.

WLA BEDROOM+ Private bath in pleasant

house. Share w/2. Pets okay. $650/mo.-»-ulil-

ities. (310)575-4412

WLA Living room to rent. $350/mo. Ck)se to

UCLA 2nd floor, pool. gym. tennis, utilities

included. Female preferred. 310-445-9412.

condo to share. Secure entrance, parking,

fully furnished. No pets/smoking Female

preferred $450/mo. 310-208-7748

LANDFAIR. Female roommate needed.

Available Jan. 1 . Share room in 2-bdrnfV1 .5-

bath. 2-story apt, 5min to campus. $390/mo

utilities. 310-443-5757.

WESTWOOD 501 Gayley. Female N/S.

Large 1-bdrm/l-bath w/2people.
$360/mo-f utilities Must like animals. Kitch-

en&pari(ing Clean&fully-furnished. Start late

Nov Hope®310-508-5734/213-629-1986.

WESTWOOD Female roommate wanted to

share 1-bdrm/l-bath spacious apt on Land-
fair. $490/mo Available ASAP Call 310-208-

8311

WESTWOOD. Ten minute walk to UCLA.
Own room/bathroom. Fully furnished. A/C,

high ceilings, carpet, fireplace, balcony, Ja-

cuzzi, all appliances, laundry, parking. Non-
smoking grad student/professional preferred.

$725/MO. Move in immediately. 310-473-

0115.

WLA. Share room in spacious 2-bdrm/2-bath

apt. 5-minutes to UCLA. Secunty building,

gated garage, A/C, laundry. Low security de-

posit. $310/mo. Callie9213-680-4462.

9700
Sublets

BRENTWOOD. Bdrm w/bath in huge fully-

furnished 2-bdrm apartment. Gated parking.

$6504-utilities. Available Dec 1. Call Moe
310-471-9193.

WESTWOOD. Need female subletter to

share room from now to July. $330/mo. 562-

625-9875.

: S'lj

VaoatlOQ Rentals

IDYLLWILD BEAUTIFUL MTN. CABIN San

Bernardino Nat'l Forest. Fully equipped. Hot

tub, fireplaces. Views. Sleep 4+. $250/wee-

kend. 310-794-5515 310-391-6808

^taariHM«M^M^M^a*HrfaMka
a ^l

KECYCLE
<'^.

did you hear?

you can help

expand the prngmi

Join the Recycling

Advocates, atask force
thatworkscn

expanding fBcydng

on-campus. Students,

Acuity and staff are al

welcome to cxrweekly

meetings, Tuesdays at

6pminRcyoe156.
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Christian
Chinese Bible Church
1637 Butler Ave, LA

310-478-8971

Chinese Sunday Worship:

Sunday 11am in Sanctuary.

English Sunday Worship: Sunday

llanfi in Walker Hall.

Looking for a Bible-based church

close to campus? We're only min-

utes away from UCLA, come and

check us out!

Joshua House
2946 Colorado Ave., Santa Monica.

310-5619924.

Sunday Evenings, 6:30pm.

A new weekly gathering of music,

message, and ministry for a new
generation (ages 18-32); where

the reality of tite anctttmi^satity of

God meet in a relaxed and rela-

tional atmosphere. For those who
wonder If there's more to life... it's

a place To come. (An extension of

Vineyard Christian Fellowship)

Christian/Evangelical

Westside Oilcos Community
Church
1969 Westwood Blvd. (& La Grange),

310-441-2125

Sunday 1pm, 3:30pm. Rides pro-

vided at Sproul Turnaround at

12:30pm and 3pm. Oikos

Christian Fellowship on Campus,

1178 Franz Hall, Thursday at

6:30pm. Start the year fresh with

God! He has wonderful blessings

in store for your life. Join us for

one of our worship services

where you will experience power-

ful worship, life-changing mes-

sages, & awesome fellowship.

Congregational
Westwood Hills CongrBgatinnal

Church

1989 Westwood Blvd. (& La Grange)

310-474-7327

[WHCChurch@aol.com] or call toll

free 666-WHCHURCH

Pastor Olaf Hoeckmann-Percival.

10am worship. Open and affirm-

ing of all. Christ centered, spirit-

filled worship. Conversational ser-

mons. Music to lift your spirit!

Children's church, retreats, Bible

studies, and lots of Go^'s Love.

http://members.aol.com/whc-

church

Lutheran
University Lutheran Chapel
10915 Strathmore Dr (at Gayley).

Westwood

310-208-4579

Sundays: Liturgical Worship

10:30am. Bible Study: 12:15pm.

Contemporary Worship: 4:30pm.

Wednesdays: Soup Supper: 6pm.

Undergraduate Bible Study: 7pm.

LaGt WodooGday of tho mot#»T

Vespers Service, 7pm.

Retreat from the edge! In love, we
emphasize the grace of God while

sharing the light of Christ! Rev Tim

Seals. Pastor; Rev Paul Drake,

Campus Ministry Administrator.

Methodist
Westwood UMC/Wesley

Foundation

10497 Wilshire Blvd. (at the corner of

Warner Ave.)

310-208-6869 or 310-474-4511

http://home. earthlink. net/-wumc
Sundays: 10:30am&5:30pm.

Traditional Worship: 10:30am in

Sanctuary; Grace Land

Contemporary Worship: 5:30pm

in Helms Hall; Wesley Fellowship,

Pray-Play-Eat Wednesdays,

6:15pm in URC Lounge. 900

Hilgard Ave. (at LeConte Ave.)

2:30-3:40pm.

Presbyterian

Brentwood Presbyterian

Church

12000 San Vicente Blvd., Los

Angeles, 90049

310-826-5656

College Age Fellowship: Sundays

11 am- 12:30pm. Worship Services:

Sundays 8am, 9:15am., 11am&6pm.

BPC is an active, warm, and compas-

sionate church. Come worship with

us or check out our College Age

Fellowship. Shuttle service available

from "Sproul Hall turnaround" at

10:40am for C.A.R

Westwood Presbyterian Church

10822 Wilshire Blvd., Los

Angeles. 310-474-4535.

Worship times: 9a.m. and 11a.m.

Excellent music. Bible and theo-

logical classes led by university

faculty. Opportunities for spiritual

growth, fellowship and service in

hands-on ministries dealing with

hunger, homeless, child-abuse,

affordable housing needs. Next to

AVCQ itiyalyrw,

The Religious Servicei Direaory is printeJ

every Friday. Call Beckie Dibble a( 310-

825-2221 for more information.

MCNOWN
From page 1

5

So the sprint' hc^\^TC \hc ^iins ';t;iri.

later. I'CLA had turned the tables and

was ranked No. 9. with Washington

ranked right behind them at No. 15.

This game silenced all Bruin critics.

McNown exploded, nas^inij lor 32IJ.
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Slstsr.

SistsrS:

Charlie Rose (In Stereo)

NewsX

Love
Connection

Mr. Cooper

Change of

Hearts;:

Roseanne

Ricid loike Fans meet
tavorite celebrities.

Primer Impecto

NewsX

Fresh
Prince

NBC News

Fresh
Prince

Newshour With Jim
Lehrer s:

NewsS:

Jud^ Judy
(In ^ereo)

Married.

With
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Stereo) A.

Noticias JL

ABC WId

Real TV (In
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(In Stereo)

Mad About
YouB:

Noticiero

Univision

Ent.

Tonight

Extra (In

Stereo) a
Frlendslln
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U(e and
Timet

Jeopardy!

Hard Copy
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Home
Improve.

Frasier
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HoHywood
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Hollywood
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Darndest
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Camera K
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Buddy Faro "Talk Show
Heller (In Stereo) K
Trinity "Hang Man Down'
(In Stereo) ^'i "Terminator 2: Judgment Day" {]99\ Science Fiction)

Cyborgs battle tor a youth who holds the key to the luture.

Hueil

Howser

Wheel of

Fortune i:

LAPD: Life

on the Beat

Simpsons
(In Stereo)
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Biography: Camilla

Parker Bowles
Investigative Reports
"Charles at 50

'

• "j "By the Light of the Silvery Moon" (1953)
Misunderstandings hinder a couple's marriage plans

Profiles "David Hellgotl"

Worid Todays

(4 00)** "'J "The Late

S/)r(1996)Kathy Bates

Cochran & Company
iLJvei_

Mi Pequena Traviesa

Dalziel and Pascoe
"Child's Play" (Part 2 o( 2)

Washing-
ton Week

Two of a
Kindi:

News 3:

Wall Street

Week

Boy Meets
Worlds:

NewsS;

Brimstone "Slayer ' (In

Stereo) S
Legacy "The Search
Party" (In Stereo) JL

Vivo por Elena

Nash Bridges "Warplay"
(In Stereo) s:

Homicide: Life on the

Street S:

News (In Stereo) 'S.

Championship Ballroom Dar^cing (In

Stereo) JL

Sabrina-

Witch

News IT

Brother's

Keepers

NewsiK!

Millennium "Through a

Glass. Darkly" X
Love Boat: The Next
Wave (In Stereo) JL

Remember
WENNS

Law & Order Matrimony"

**'j "Ml Vida Loca" (\993

Two Latino gang women try

Drama) Anqel Aviles.

to son out their lives. 'R'

"Tall S/ory" (1960) A college coed is

smitten by a lanky basketball hero.

Larry King Live s:

One Night

Stand
MakeM
Laugh

Prime Time Justice

Prime Time Public Affairs

Cold War "Alter Stalin

"

(R)s:

Daily Show
(R)

Trial Story

Stein's

Money

Wild OiMOvtry:len'
Millkxi Penguins

Mysteries t
Scandals

Coming
Attractions

Discovery
News

Storm
Warning!

(4:30) College Basketball BCA Classic
•• Arizona vs Tennessee (Live)

Talk Soup 'Down Under"

From Sydney, Australia

3 Friends.

Jerry

Golden
Qlrlsi;

Playhouse

Golden
Girls X

Show Me
the Funny

Secrets of the Pharaohs

(?)

News Weekend

College Basketball BCA Classic

Albuquerque. N.M (Live)

Movie
Television

Sports
Tonight IL

Fishing

With John

Moneyline
(R)i:

Rowan Atkinson: Not
Just Another Pretty Face

Cochran & Company (R)

Desencuentro

Biography: Camilla

Parker Bowles

Divine

Mission

20/201:

News 3)

NewsS:

News

MariaPun- iDerbez en
teria Cuando

Investigative Reports
"Charles at 50" (R)

K

News 3:

FriendsMn
Stereo) IL

Late Show Singer-actress

Cher. (In Stereo) K
Tonight Show (In Stereo)

s:

Cheers (In

Stereo) IE

Charlie Rose (In Stereo)

JL

Newsi: Nightline 'K

Jerry Springer JL

Married.

With

Newsradio
""Kids" b:

Noticias i:

M*A*S*H E

Mad About
YouK
Noticiero

Univision

Murphy
Brown 3:

Life and
Times

Politically

Incorrect s:

Change of

Hearts

Living

Single JL

Late Late Show Jerry^

Springer. (In Stereo) JL

Late Night Music guest Al

Green, (in Stereo) 'tE

Nanny (in

Stereo) JC

News (R) i:

Friday

Night

News (R) (In Stereo) S

Austin City Limits (In

Stereo)

News (R) S:

Love
Connection

Cops "Las

Vegas'" S
Motown Live Johnny Gill,

Ashlord & Simpson.

Al Ritmo de la Noche

Classic

Arts

Entertainers (In Stereo)

Maury Brave youths tell

their stories. K
Cops (In

Stereo) JL

Trace and
Negest

El Gordo y
la Flaca (R)

Happy
Days

Paid
Program

El Blablazo

"House on Haunted Hiirn 958,

Horror) Vincent Price. Carol Ohman
Profiles '"David Helfgott"

(R)

Larry King Live (R) K

Remember
WENNK

Dalziel and Pascoe
"Child's Play " (Part 2 of 2)

Law & Order
i:

'Matrimony"

*'j "Ml Vida Loca" (^993,

Two Latino gang women try

**"2 "By the Light of the Silvery Woon" (1953)
Misundersiandings hinder a couple's marriage plans

Drama) Angel Aviles

to son out ineir lives 'R'

Cold War "After Stalin"

(R)s:

**'i "Up in Smo/ke "(1978. Comedy) Thomas Chong
Two potheads trek to Ti)uana to stock up on drugs.

Prime Time Justice (R) I Trial Story (R)

Prime Time Public AHairs (R)

Justice Files Doctors and
nurses who have killed.

Gossip

DePaul at New Mexico.

Show Me
the Funny

Oh No! Mr.

Bill

Women's College BasketbaH: Four m
the Fall Tournament Semifinal

Jams Countdown (In Stereo

saog*

•Sttoi
Ruth Hour

(In Stereo)

UHimale
Fan League

Lois 4 Clarii-Superman

iModby
Ml 'ln9teroo)(InSteyo)

Dumber-(lS
onderstau

Figure It

Out

Last Word

Cut (In

Stereo)

Seaet-of

FOX Sports

News

Babylon S Acts of

Sacrifice ' (In Stereo) 'X.

Hercutes: The

y Journeys 1Loper^dary

4. Comedy)

Celebrity

Death

Doug (In

Stereo) X
Sports

Addams
AXN Ufe,

Camera

Wild Discovery: Ten
Million Penguins

World's Best Casinos
(R)

Sportscenter IT

Discovery
News (R)

Storm
Warning!

Talk Soup "Down Under'

From Syoney. Australia

NFL
Matchup

NFL's
Greatest

t* "Killer f(S/j (1979) Lee Maiors Thieves try to

recover gems from a lake lull of piranhas

Women's College Basketball Four in the Fall Tournament Semifma
vs Stanford From Sar Jose. Calrt (Live)

Arkansas

News (In

Stereo)

RugratsJ
Stereo) X

In

MTV Europe Music Awards The fifth annual MTV
Europe Music Awards (In Stereo)

KaMaml
Stereo)

(In Animorphs
(In Stereo)

Brady
Bunch

ER "Last Call (In Stereo)

X

Women's College Volleybail UCLA at Washington
State (Live)

Vumb iburrjber'hn^. Comedy) Jim Carrey. JiA Daniels

Two wsiew wonders ma a caah-ladan bnetcase to A^wn

XefM: Warrior Prinoeis
"TfieBtacKWoi ,R)I

Wonder
Years?

Football

Wkly

Mariah-

Break

Happy
Pays

FOX Sports News

Unsolved
Mysteries

Mariah-

Break

Laverne &
Shirley

"City Slickers II The Legendof Curly s Go'tf' (1994. Comedy)
Biity Crystal Mitch and tnends ride out in search of hidden treasure

Waiker, Teias
The Prodigal Son

Sports
Tonight S
Upright
Citizen

Moneyline
(R)3:

One Night

Stand

Cochran & Company (R)

Movie
Television

Showbiz
Todays:

Saturday Night Live

Jeremy Irons. Fishbone

Fishing
With John

Crossfire

(R)3C

Prime Time Justice (R)

Public Policy Conference

* "Stan the Revolution

Without Me" {]970)

* "fa// Story" (I960)

Jane Fonda.

* "Cold Dog Soup"
(1990) Randy Quaid. NR'

Interna-

tional

Dream On

Choices-
Conseq

Diplomatic
License

Daily Show
(R)

Paid

Program

Secrets of the Pharaohs
(R)

Howard
Stern

Howard
Stern (R)

Sportscenter X

700 Club

Unsolved
Mysteries

Cancun
Undercover

I Love Lucy
X
FOX Sports News

Ellen

"S5,000" JL.

Panama
City Beach

Bewitched

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

Melrose Place "Coop de
Grace" (In Stereo)

Inside the

PGA Tour

AXN (R)

Ellen (In

Stereo) JL

Spring
Break-Loud

Mary Tyler

Moore k
Last Word
(R)« "City Slickers II The Legendof Curly s Gold" {\99A. Comedy)

Billy Crystal Milch and tnends nde out m search of hidden treasure

Ud Close
(R)

Life,

Camera

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

Talk Soup "Down Under"

From Syoney. Australia

PBA Bowling Wichita

Open From Wichita, Kan.

Paid

Program

Party of Five

"Inten/ention (In Stereo)

Paid

Program

Chicago
Hope

Say What Karaoke (R) (In Sierecj

Taxii:

Ultimate

Fan League

*** Twms (1988. Comedy) AmoM Schwarzenegger. Danny
OeVeo. A ganimNy enhanced man seeks ha tfwrtohangad Iwin

*•* "0ig (1968, Comedy) Tom Hanks A l3year-okJ|**^ 'S/op'OrVyMom M'iMS/ioor'( 1992) A spunky
boy IS iranstonned mto a 35-year okl marv I |widow meddles m her poiice detective son s lile X

* -^om in fas/ LA "(1987) CheechMarir, ALos
Angeles native IS mictaken tor an iagai aken

• Twins
manaeeksha

Newhartir

Best of

Rush Hour

Dick Van
Dyke

Racing

'Chasers '(1994) Tom
Berenger

'( 1988. Convedy
)
A genet

shodchangeo iwfi.

* "Owf or)aL/mb"f1992)

Matthew Brodenck X
cally enhanced

82b-2221
Displa
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cd bla/ing. ihc Northwest legends

finally met.

The next chapter in the epic tale

took place in Seattle on Oct. 1^). 19^)6.

Washington was ranked 25th m the

nation, and UCLA was struggling

with a 2-3 record

This would be a huge lest lor both

quarterbacks. In the game Huard got

the best ol" McNown. but only because

the Huskies won, 41-21. Huard was 10-

16 with no touchdown passes or inter-

ceptions, while McNown finished the

game with one interception.

Mash forward to Nov. 15 one year

FOOTBALL
Froinpagel4

hoarse, it bothers everybody in the

cpiTimunily," said Toledo.

"So my thing is to whisper in

practice, and we signal a lot. (Our

players) just have to see the ball

snapped."

Once the Bruins get the ball

snapped, they shouldn't have much

of a problem with the Huskies

young secondary. The Huskies

rank dead last in the Pac-10 in pass-

ing yards allowed (276.3) and have

only intercepted three passes in

eight games. In its last three games,

Washington has given up over 400

passing yards per game, including

508 to Oregon btate.

For the Bruins, the offensive

line's ability to protect Cade

McNown will be vital. The O-line

has allowed a Pac-IO-low 10 sacks

(1.3 per game), but will be up

against a Washington defensive

front that leads the nation with 48

sacks (5.3 per game).

\ards and three touchdowns, while

Huard completed 25 passes for 271

yards but threw two picks. UCLA
slaughtered the Huskies 52-28, which

helped distance the two quarterbacks

in style.

With 44 rushing yards. McNown
showed why he was the more versatile

quarterback.

"We are different quarterbacks so

you really can't compare us,"

McNown said. "Besides both being

left handed and being from the

Northwest, he's taller so they put him

at the back of the pocket and put more

The Huskies will be without

defensive end Josh Smith, however,

who has 7.5 sacks, due to a knee

injury.

If McNown does get enough

time in the pocket, the Bruins

should have no problem advancing

the ball through the air.

But UCLA will also need to re-

establish their running game in

order to have a successful passing

game. Last week against the

Beavers, UCLA's tailback trio of

terror - Jermaine Lewis, Keith

Brown and DeShaun Foster -

rushed for just 84 yards on 29 car-

ries.

"Running the football (is key),"

said offensive coordination Al

Borges. "If you're put in a pure

receivers out on the line. Our play calls

are more for the run, and the pass is

used as a big play."

Now the story must end after three

great years. This year will be the rub-

ber match, to see who will win. mantv

e-mano. But while McNown has led

UCLA to IS consecutive victories,

Huard has had troubles with injuries,

and his Huskies are trying to qualify

for a bowl berth.

"I don't think it will be much of a

quarterback shoot-out but a team

shoot-out," offensive coordinator Al

Borges said. "But I think how each

quarterback plays is going to influence

how the game comes out."

So now Saturday will be the last

hurrah for a legend that materialized

out of thin air about two quarterbacks.

PLAYER PROFILE

IkttMipU Completions TD ToUlffftilSt

245 \22r-~ 7 1709

336 176 12 2482

312 182 24 3142

244 138 17 2342

Jki-

1,137 618 60 9,675

Soudf UClASpo>t\ln(o<nwtK)<i
TTT

ERNEST LEE/Odily Brum

not even from the same state, who die-
" the last chapter o\' a storied legend of

taled where each was going to attend two Heisman caliber quarterbacks,

college. El Fin.

Ntn.l4 wilKbe the last diary entry -

Jonathan Smith.

"As a season goes along, you're

supposed to improve," said Toledo.

"But in my opinion we've

digressed. We're our own worst

enemy. We've got to get back to

some fundamentals."

"We're giving the

effort, but we just

have to execute our

defense better."

Ryan Roques
UCLA cornerback

passmg situation, they ii sack tne

quarterback."

Like McNown, Huard must be

licking his chops to face UCLA's
defense, which ranks second-to-last

in the Pac-lO with 270.6 yards

allowed per game. Against Oregon

State, UCLA's secondary allowed

323 yards to redshirt freshman

things on the defense so they don't

know what's coming at them."

If the secondary does step up

and contain Washington's passing

game, the Huskies won't stand a

chance.

Their leading rusher is their

backup quarterback. Marques
Tuiasosopo, and not one Husky has

eclipsed the 100-yard rushing mark

in any game this season.

"There are so many things we

have to sew up," said McNown. "1

know the defense wants to play

well. I believe they can, and I

believe they will."

Last year, the Bruins crushed the

Huskies to keep their Rose Bowl

hopes alive. In this rematch, a

UCLA victory will be the clincher.

Cornerback Ryan Roques

blamed the problem solely on a lack

of execution.

"We're giving the effort, but we

just have to execute our defense

better. We're going to try to play

better coverage and switch some

I he brums are siill in the driver's

seat, although it's been a wild, wild

ride.

UCLA has been living life on the

edge, but every game they do what

it takes to win.

Said Toledo, "When you win 18

games in a row, you're doing some-

thing right."

WATERPOLO
From page 26

record.

Adding a heated rivalry to this

equation will result in a fierce aquat-

ic battle.

"Sunday's game, without a doubt,

is going to be the most exciting water

polo game of the year," Krikorian

predicted. "For a lot of our guys, it's

going to be the most intense game

they've ever played. It's going to be a

great experience for us. We're still a

young team and this experience is

going to help us in the long run."

So who will rise above the rivalry

this Sunday? With such a close dual,

the outcome is less certain than pre-

vious Brum games. As ihe Brums
say, much has to do with playing

smart and dealing with mental adver-

sity.

Baker added to the suspense as he

ambiguously answered, "We'll show

up on Sunday."

The top two teams in one pool -

the rest will take care of itself ^

mns
-to-stu(ient (feals

Kvery Wednesday and Friday, the Daily Bmin Classifieds provides BRiin Bargains, a place where students are able to advertise

absolutely FRKH* some of tlie best deals in Westwood. Check weekly for updates so you don't miss out on great saving^!

Todays Great Deals
Description

"*"'
Item

2Mfxl;L^Nt"SPKR _
ACOUSTrc SPEAKER
ANSWERING MACHINE

ATARI SYSTEM
BABY STROLLER__
BASEBALL CAP
BASKETBALL TIX

BASKETBALL TIX

BICYCLE LIGHT __
BICYCLE SAFETY
BICYCLE U-LOCK _

BOOM BOX
CHRISTMAS DECOR__
COMPUTER & TV _ ^
CRUTCHES PAIR
DEPECHE MODE
DEPECHE MODE TIX

DEPECHE MODE TX
DESK W/SHELF
DIGITAL PRINTER
DKNY JACKET LRG
GAMEBOY POCKET
GLASS GLOBES
IRON -)- BOARD
KITCHEN TABLE
LAPTOP 56K MODE
LAPTOP ETHERNET
MINJMUFFIN MAKER
MODEM PCMCIA 56K

Price Phone

12"4"+homineach
Ijke new- pair

jecord::a:-ca|

wanttpbyy
graop

$eOea

$2^
J^
N/A

1!7_
Dodger 10th players 82

Arizona vs. UCLA
UCLA vs. Arizona St,_
gateye halogen light

rear flashing light
, ,

:.

$20

$20A
_$6.

kryptonite brand new $15

tape, cd, radio, used $2Q.„

tin, centerpiece, more SIS

300mhz/tv/ethemet _____: _„|6aL.
aluminum adjustable $10

ticket for Dec. 22 $46

la forum 12/18/98 $40,

pond 1 2/22 2x lodge $eOea

black ^.^^ $50

real photographs new $99

new, mens, black denim $60

-»-3 games $45

for 6 light recept. $12

no description $10

black w/glass top $30

56k modem 4 laptop $100

PCMCIA ethemet $1.00

electric betty crocker $6

v90 4 laptops new $75

310-234-0083

310-472-3691

310-838-4614

310-208-6035

310-829-1568

310-829-1568

310-572-1380

310-572-1380

310-722-1792

310-722-1792

310-722-1792

818-783-0764

310-829-1568

323-256-6501

310-838-4192

310-443-9700

626-445-5445

310-837-3989

310-473-5502

310-824-7488

310-312-4909

310-234-0083

310-838-4192

310-434-1165

310-473 5502

323-256-6501

323-256-6501

310-838-4192

310-824-7488

Item
MODEM USR EXTER
NEWEDORAM
NOKIA 2190 PCS
PHLLIPSVEL01
PLAYSTATION CD
PLAYSTATIOriCD
PLAYSTATION CDS
PSYCH TEXTBOOK
RECORDS ASSORTED
REFRIDGERATOR
SCANNER-FLATBED
SLEEPING BAG
SNOWBOARD
SNOWBOARD
SOFA CHAIR .

Description
_vorce sportster pc

boxed 32.MB edprarn_

trvl&hm chrgr, leather

12mbw/docklikenew

future cop: LAPD _
NFL blitz

alundra. ogre battle

psych 127 new_

Price
$100

$29
$70

^19.

Phone
310-824-7488

310-208-0861

__ 310-824-27^

310-209-1264

m.
310-686-4183

310-68&4183

331/3 Ip Spanish, more

w/freezer cpmpartmerit.

hp Scanjet iicv-color

green; hardly used

wanted for 5'4" girl

wanted for 5'8" man_ ;

$25ea

Sod

$6 -_
$180

SoD

ML
N/A
N/A

Tl 82 CALCULATOR
TOSHIBA LAPTOP
TWIN MATTRESS
TYPWRITR RIBBONS ^

UCLA B-BALL TIX

UCLABBAaTIXS_
UCLA FOOTBALL TIX

UCLA STUDENT TIX

UCLA VS. use TIX

UNOPENED SOFTWARE
VAPORIZERHOTSTEAM
VIDEO VHS COLOR
VIDEO VHS COLOR
WORKING DESK_

with foldaway twin bed S40

JIke new 1 S^70

multimedia cdrom mdm N/A

ly/o ^—

.

smith cartx)na $10 .

student season package $15QL

.

season t)ball tickets- S2S0

vs. use N/A

UCLA vs. use N/A

2 tx. 20yd line. 1 0row $100ea

new lotus smarsuite 97 t75

devilbiss works fine $5

respiratory system $10ea

wound care: ulcers $10^..
brown, 2 drawers _^ _^

3JP-267-9912
310-378-7711

3ig-829-1_568

_310-824-3395

31J3-J24-4902

818-783-0764

310-824-2722

310-824-2722

^10-208-0861

310-214-3235

310-824-7488

jri8-783-0764

310-838-^14

949-72118093

626-979-6801

310-214-3235

310-208-6035

8t8-752-22'l5

310-208-0861

310-838-4192

310-838-4614

310-838-4614

818-783-0764

To place a \-\<\\V* ad

in the Bmin Bargains,

fill out infoniiation on

the ri^ht and siibniil

lo the DaiK Bruin

(ilassifieds.

• Itcni

(IS characters maximum, including spaces)

Descnplion

\

——
t20 characters maximum, mciuding spaas)

"

I
• I'rict

! (example $2S, r4ea, FKKK Please round lo llie nearest dollar NO OBO)

;
• Phone ( )

-

i

I

I

I

i •

• Item:

( 1 S characters maximum, including; spaces)

Dtsicnplion

-—^ (20 characters maxinuim. jncUiding spaa*^

.J

Pna'

;
(example $2S, $7^a. FKKK Please mund to the nearest dollar—NO OBO)

; 'Phone { )

Classifieds

825-2221

Display
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Bruins eye chance to qualify

for upcoming chanipionship

PFfeviEW: UCLA's Mauser

finished eighth last year,

hopes lo improve Saturday

By Donald Morrison

Daily Bruin Contributor

Tlic time is now lor UCl.A senior

men's cross country runner Mark

llauser.

Mauser, the Bruins' No. I runner, gets

the opportunity he's been waiting lor all

season long on Saturday - to quality, lor

the NCAA Championships.

He'll get that opportunity at the

Western Regional Cross Country

Qualifying Meet at Woodward Park in

lYesno, Calil. Uauser. who finished in a

surprising eighth place at last year's

regional meet, has a strong possibility ot

qualifying lor the NCAA ( hampioiiships

since the NCAA increased the si/e of its

field of runners.

Hiere are now 3S individual qu.iliricis.

four from each region from non-qu.ilil\-

ing teams and two at-large berths. If

Mauser finishes in the top seven again on

the l().()(M)-meter (6.2-mile) course, he will

likely receive a berth in the NCAA
Championships.

'

"(Mauser's) gotten even stronger this

year." UCL.A cross country coach Bob

against at the Pac-IO Championships

where he finished fifth in the five-mile

race.

Larsen says he doesnl necessarily have

to finish in the top \'\\c again to qualify for

the NCAA Championships but could fin-

ish that high, as his workouts have been

going very well. Last week. Mauser ran

four one-mile repeats and. on his last mile,

was clocked at lour minutes Hat.

"I dont think ( Mauser) uent all out on

that last mile. " l.arsen said. "It looked like

he had a little bit more jn reserve I dont

think he realized he went th»it last Mis

workouts have been super."

Mie challenge Mauser will get will be

also be super. Hell be lacing some of the

nation's toughest runners like Abdi Abdi-

Rahm.m. the Pac-IO cross countr> cham-

pion, from Arizona. He'll also go up

against Bernard l.agat from Washington

State (List vear's Pac-IO cross countrv

champion) and the defending 10.001)

meter owldotir NCAA champion. Brent

Mauser from Stanlt)rd.

(lie team h.is pride in their perfor-

mance and they didni run as vsell as they

would've liked to at the Pac-IOs." l.arsen

said. Were hoping that the squad in gen-

eral will have a i!0(»d stronu race"

Paul Muite lo»>ks to ha\e .i big race lor

UCI.A. Hie sophomore broke the 2.'^-

minute barrier for ^\\\: miles at the Pac-IO

meet for the first time, runnme 24:57

l.a i se i i sa>s l ie mi l he a good l o.ooo-

meter runner and could surprise some

pei>ple at the regional race.

Joining Mauser and Muite will be Will

Bernaldo and Mason Moore. Matt Pitts.

Bryan (ireen and Dan Brecht \mII iilso

run for UCI.,\and try togivethe iiruinsa

lift in their tmighest. and possibly last, race

of the season. '

~~

Top five finish would fulfill promise
PREVIEW: Goal ofreachin^ \CA.\ Championships

may he met if LCLA ran run well at Fresno meet

By Donald Morrison

Daily Brum Contributor

("he UCLA women's cross coun-

try team will have only one shot to

accomplish its most important gOiil

K.^\ the season, {"hat chance Ci)mes

Saturday as the Bruins compete in

the Western RegUMial Cross

C»)untrv Qualifying Meet at

Woodward P.irk in I resno. Calif.

The goal is to qu.tlity for the

NCAA Championships in a week-

and-a-half in Lawrence. Kan

I 'CLA set that goal at the beginning

of the season and will need to finish

in the top five at the meet \o have

iin> realistic shot at ad\ancing.

This year, the NCAA expanded

the field (^'i teams invited to the

NCAA Championships to ^^1

teams. 'Mie top tv\o teams at the

nine regit>nal meets get auttniiatic

berths uhile the NCAA uill select

1.^ at-large teams.

UCLA head coach Lric Peterson

said the team is ready to rebound

from Us disastrous eighth-place fin-

ish at the I'ac-IO meet two weeks

ago and is running strong.

J know that when we have taken

the time, as we have in the last week-

and-a-half to put things into per-

spective; we're gi>ing to run better

than we did at the i*ac-IO meet."

Peterson said, 'ilie pressure is on a

bit. it's a one-time shot to run well

enough to get ourselves into the

national championships"

i'he Bruins will run in arguably

the toughest iegK>nal meet in the

nation. L( LA will go up against

I'ne teams ranked in the Top 20

nationally. No. 2 St.mli^rd is the

favi>rite to win the meet, while No. 9

Washington and No. 1 1 Arizonii

expect to battle for second place

Ni>. 14 .Arizona State and No K>

Oregon figure to challengeDCLA
for the fourth spot at the meet.

Christina Bowen (who finished

as UCLA's No I runner at the Pac-

IO meet). Kara Barnard and

Melinda (Jeorge all need to finish

between IS minutes and IST5 for

UCLA to finish high. Peterson says.

Me is confident that they can all ^<\

that.

Id like the team to close the gap

between our No. I runner and our

No. 5 runner. " Peterson said. "If we

can do that we'll have a solid perfor-

mance."

Ihe Bruins hope that they will

have one more race to run after this

t)ne and with solid performances

from all \^i the athletes, they could

get It.

ilie gt)al (^'i being able to run

and compete in the NC.AA
Championships is by far the most

importiint thing we feel we can do

for ourselves to gain that kind (>\

maturity and competiti\e oppt)rtu-

nities that this team needs."

Petersi)n said.
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UCLA shooting for sweet victory !

Badiman leads Bruins

WATERPOLO
From page 28

lin.il game. With two months gone

by. UCLA head coach (iuy Baker

>..i v>; th i>i m .i t c h i i> u tun u lo he wo hau* at haml. iind SC ! >. the I ong Bcnich StutLMiftcrwurd ji .

nents. the plavcMs do then share.

Since the Bruins play the lYojans

two weekends in a row. they are

mentalK preparing li>beat a single

"We concentrate on the team

determine who gets the top seed in

the C(Milerence before the upcom-

ing MPS}- tournament. Sundiiy's

game is the last conlerence match

lor the Bruins, while *SC has

another conference game with

PREVIEW; .Notre Dame not

just preparation for game

against No. 3 Connecticut

By A. CinQue Carter

Daily Bruin Contributor

On March 15, the members of the

UCLA women's basketball team walked

off the court for the last time in the 1997-

98 season with empty feelings in their

hearts. Despite working hard in the sec-

ond round of the NCAA Tournament,

apparently defeating Alabama and earn^

ing a trip lo the Sweet 16. the game was

taken away from them by the officials.

"The team still thinks about the

Alabama situation," head coach Kathy

Olivier said. '"But it's one of those rare

situations when a negative has become a

positive because it has brought us closer

togetherasa team.

"

Light long months later, the Bruins

are ready to lake the court again and

prove lo the world that they really do

belong.

Saturday afternoon, the No. 6 Bruins

will open the season on the road against

the 17th-ranked Notre Dame Lighting

Irish.

The Irish came into Pauley Pavilion

last season and earned their first-ever

victory at UCLA. In the 93-91 double-

overtime victory, the visitors tallied

three players with over 15 points.

Senior guard Sheila McMillen had a

Thai loss brought UCLA's
record to 0-3 and seemingly

turned the Bruins' season

around.

After picking up an easy home

victory over the University of

San Diego, the Bruins went on lo

win 19 of their next 25 games, in

route to head coach Kathy

Olivier's best-ever season finish

(20-9). best-ever conference fin-

ish ( 144. 2nd) and first-ever tour-

nament appearance.

This lime around the Bruins

cannot alTord to begin the season

slowly.

Ranked sixth in both the

Associated Press and

ESPN/USA Today Coaches'

Poll, UCLA is finally a national

contender. And Notre Dame will

be the only luneup before

Tuesday's highly anticipated

showdown with No. .3

Connecticut.

ITie Bruins lead the Irish K-3 in

the all-time series, going 2-2 on

the road. This, however, will be

UCLA's first visit lo the Joyce

Center since Dec. 22, 1989, when the

Irish beat the Bruins 67-65 in overtime.

Notre Dame returns four starters

from last season's 22-10 squad, which

made its third .straight NCAA tourna-

ment appearance w bile advancing to the

Sweet 16 for the second-consecutive

year. Senior captain McMillen is the

lone reluming senior starter.

JnJflbshingtoaijattles

breakout gumcva. the Bruirti^.f»6Ui'irtfe in ThB Bruiia aciually tctuin fuui -^

BAHMAN f ARAHlXlA)jily Bdiin

Coach Kathy Olivier thinks adversity

has brought the team closer together.

Erica Gomez return lo lead the Bruins,

alongwithjuniorcenlerJanae Hubbard,

Juniors Melanie Pearson and Marie

l*hilman will crack the starting lineup

also.

Ciomez will be looking for her second-

straight All-Conference selection after

ranking season in the Pac-IO last .season

with 5.86 assists per game. She will be

key lo the Bruins' success or lack there-

PREVIEW: UCLA team

hopes lo capture spot

in NCAA tournament

By Nick Taylor

Daily Bruin Contributor

The No. 16 IICLA women's

volleyball team has reached

above .500 for the first lime

this season (11-10), and. they

aresli'eaking toward a strong

tournament showing.

If ihe Bruins can finish with

a record oi .500 or better, the

NCAA will be hard-pressed to

keep them out. Therefore, the

Bruins must win at least three

of their last five matches.

On L'riday, the Bruins will

face Washington State, and on

Sunday they will do battle with

Washington.

Ihe Bruins will be led by

Pac-IO Player of the Week
L^lisabeth^Bachman. Bachman

hit .370 with 12 kills in three

games against Arizona State.

Bachman then followed that

performance with one of the

most dominant efforts of any

player all year.

She had 17 kills in three

gumca and hud no !?rrtfrsi for i»

When asked about it.

Bachman just shrugs it off.

"Oh, it's no big deal," she said.

It is a big deal, however, for

Bruin opponents.

While Bachman has raised

her numbers to 3.31 kills per

game and 1.49 blocks per

game, she has been a steady

offensive force and provided

the inspirational plays the team

needs.

"When Liz getsi)ne of those

blocks," Porter said, "it just

fires us up."

The Cougars are led by pow-

erful Wendy Rouse (3.53 kills

per game), who hit 40 kills over

the weekend. She is helped by

Wendy Blackshire (2.06). Joy

Sperry (2.28) and Colleen

Smith (2.25). But the Cougars

will be without star Jennifer

Stinson (4.22 kilts per game),

.so the Bruins do catch a break.

Against the Huskies. UCLA
must contend with Kristina

Lallling. who nearly single-

handedly won the third game

for the Huskies the last lime

the teams met (a four-game

UCLA victory).

She will have help from

Leslie Tuiasosopo and Malena

Thompson, who both had dou-

bic t'JHure^ in kil lii aaain&t-

Oregon.

The matches will be crucial

to UCLA's tournament hopes.

If Ihey keep up their impres-

sive play of late, they will be in

position to come home from

Washington, looking forward

to the tournament.

Larsen said. He had some excellem

workouts before the Pac-IO meet, lie has

lo .slL«p up to lO.OOO meters (from ^\\\i

miles), but he ran that distance well last

season at the regional meet, it's a very dif-

ficult field"

Hauser will get a chance to run against

basically the same teams, plus other

regional schools like l\>rtland. that he ran

played on a clean slate.

"There's alwavs things you can

learn from any game during the

ye.ir." Baker said. "But that

games so long ago now. it's like a

whi>le new game."

While the coaches brCiik down
the previous SC game and ctimc-

up with a way to beat their oppcv

only team we play for the next two

weeks." sophonuire pla> maker

Adam Wright said. "So we've

been focusing ox\ just them. We're

pretty excited to fiice them again.

especially in a game that can give

us'the No. I seed in conference."

— Like Wright said, this gameV
importance lies on the fact it will

If the Bruins beat the Trojans,

they can claim the No. I ranking.

On the other hand, the lYojans

will solidify their conference and

national ranking if they win, with-

out a chance fi)r the Bruins to fur-

ther better their conference

See WATERPOLO, page 25

a career-high 29 points while canning all

five of her three-point attempts to lead

the Irish. Sophomore Kelley Siemon

lied a school record as she was a perfect

12-for-12 from the free throw line as she

finished with a career-best 20 points.

And Danielle Green finished with 19

points. •

" '
" '

'

'. '
'

'

'

:

'"'

starters of their own, with three compli-

mentary players ready lo contribute as

well.

"We probably return more quality

experience," Olivier said, "than just

about any team in the country."

Junior All-America candidates for-

ward Maylana Martin and point guard

"Gomez is the leader we need her to

be." Olivier said. "She will get the job

done for us. Last season (after taking a

year olT due to injury) she was getting

used to playing with her new teammates.

"Now she has a year under her belt

and the consistency will show."

.654 hitting percentage - the

highest hitting percentage of

any Bruin player this year.

She was UCLA's second

player to win the honor.

Kristee Porter won it earlier in

the year after the UC Santa

Barbara week.

Any large Pizza, your choice of toppings and crust, for $9,99

Westwood Village

Medium 1 topping Pizza

for $5.95

Fast, Free Delivery

until 1 a.m. Sunday-Thursday
until 2 a.m. Friday & Saturday

National Football League
At A Glance

AMERICAN CONFERENCE

Last

W I T Pet. PF PA

Miami 6 3 .667 16S 123

N.Y.Jets 6 3 .667 220 151

Buffalo 5 4 .556 200 1%
New England 5 4 .556 201 179

Indianapolis 1 8 111 142 241

New York Jets 34, Buffalo 12

Seanle 24. Kansas (ity 12

Denver 27, San Oiego 10

Tennessee 31, Tampa Bay 22

Monday's Came
Pittsburgh 27, Green Bay 20

Northwest Division

Edmonton

Calgary

Vancouver

Colorado

W L T Pts Gf GA

8 6 1 16 48 37

6 7 2 14 39 40

7 6 1 13 40 34

4 8 2 10 33 45

Central

Jacksonville

Pittsburgh

Tennessee

Baltimore

Cincinnati

West

Denver

Oakland

Seanle

Kansas City

San Diego

7 2

6 3

5 4

3 6

2 7

.778 233 176

.667 164 161

.555 216 179

.333 134 189

.222 164 243

9 1.000 300 169

6 3 .667 156 158

5 4 .556 196 142

4 5 .444 160 167

3 6 .333 113 166

NATIONAL CONFERENa
Last

WIT Pel. Pf PA

Dallas 6 3 667 224 121

Arizona 5 4 .556 154 197

NY. Giants 3 6 .333 166 189

Philadelphia 2 7 .222 89 205

Washington 1 8 .111 141 270

Sunday, Nov. IS

Cincinnati at Minnesota, 1:01 p m.

Miami at Carolina, 1:01 p.m.

New England at Buffalo, 1 01 p.m.

New York Jets at Indianapolis, 1:01 pm.

Philadelphia at Washington, 1:01 p.m.

Pittsburgh at Tennessee, 1:01 p.m.

St. Louis at New Orleans, 1 01 p.m.

San Francisco at Atlanta, 1 :01 p.m.

Seattle at Oakland, 4 05 p.m.

Baltimore at San Diego, 405 p.m.

Dallasat Ari;ona,4 15 pm
Green Bay at New York Giants, 4:1 5 p.m.

Tampa Bay at Jacksonville, 4:1 5 p.m.

Chicago at Detroit, 8:20 p.m.

Monday, Nov. 16

Denver at Kansas City, 8:20 p.m.

National Hochev Le<ique

At A Glance

EASHRN CONFERENCE

Pacific Division

Phoenix

Dallas

Los Angeles

Anaheim

San Jose

W
7

7

5

4

3

L

2 2

3 2

T Pis GF GA

16 30 16

16 29 25

13 34 38

12 31 31

8 30 35

Central

Minnesota

Green Bay

Tampa Bay

Chicago

Detroit

West

Atlanta

San Francisco

New Orleans

St. Louis

Ciroiina

8 1

6 3

4 5

3 6

2 7

.889 2% 167

.667 239 193

.444 143 176

.333 164 198

.222 171 219

7 2 .778 253 176

7 2 .778 273 186

4 5 .444 162 201

3 6 .333 174 216

1 8 .111 182 241

Sunday^ Ganws

Attanu 41, New England 10 -

Jacksonville 24, Cirxinnati 1

1

PhiUdelphta 10, Detroit 9

Miami 2 7, Indianapolis 14

Minnesota 3
1 , New Orleans 24

0iites)6.NewYorkGtams6

laMiiiiiv13,Oaiaand10

St.Louis20.ClM(a9o12

San FtMOKo 25, Ciftim 23

AflHM 29, WiftMnQMn 27

Atlantic Division

New Jersey

Pittsburgh

NY Islanders

Philadelphia

NY Rangers

Northeast Division

Toronto

Boston

Montreal

Buffalo

Ottawa

Southeast Division

Carolina

Tampa Bay

Florida

Washington

W
8

6

8

5

4

W
8

6

6

6

6

T Pts GF GA

16 28 26

16 35 34

14 36 38

14 34 33

12 35 42

L T Pts GF GA

6 2 16 44 46

15 36 26

14 34 36

14 32 25

13 39 36

6 3

7 2

3 4

5 2

W L T Pts 6f GA

6 7 3 15 38 34

j_r; 14 38 49

6 5 3 13 31 36

4 7 3 11 28 3S

WBTERNCONffRENa
Central DtvisHX)

W I T Pts Of GA

Oftroit I 6 16 43 32

SLLnh 6 4 4 16 37 34

NlMIr 6 7 1 11 )4 39

Qmiqo 4 9 2 10 K) 44

Tuesday's Gam«
Ottawa 2, Buffalo 2, tie

NY Rangers 10, Tampa Bay 2

Pittsburgh 3, NY Islanders 2

St Louis 5, Chicago 2

Colorado 1, Phoenix 1, tie

Calgary 5, Los Angeles 4, OT

Nashville 4, San Jose 2

Wednesday's Games

New Jersey 3, Montreal

Florida 4, NY Rangers 1

Detroit 6, St. Louis 2

Toronto 3, Edmonton 2

Anaheim 5, Carolina 4, OT

Phoenix 2, Dallas

Thursday's Games
Buffalo 2, Washington

Edmonton 1, Ottawa 1,0T

Montreal 0, NY Islanders 4

Florida 2, Philadelphia 1

Toronto 10, Chicago 3

Vancouver 4, Calgary 3

Nashville 3, Los Angeles 1

Carolina 0, San Jose 3

Friday's Games
Pittsburgh at New Jersey, 7 30 p.m

Boston at N Y Rangers, 7:30 p.m.

Dallas at Detroit, 7 30 p.m.

Tampa Bay at Colorado, 9 pm.

Anaheim at Vancouver, 10 p.m.'

AH fimcs in the Sforts B«K are EST

AP Pro football Pt(k\

The San Francisco 49ers have won 1 3 NFC

West titles m 1 7 seasons The Panthers.

Rams and Saints have one each with no

MMiner m 1912 btume of a stnke that

forced Ihe NFL to have miy contmncr

standmqs

Now Its Adantjs chance

The 49ers go to the Georgia Dome tied

with the Falcons for first at 7 2. A win by

the Falcons would give them a good shot

at their first division title since 1980, the

season of the "Grits Blitz."

The 49ers are favored by 3 1/2, largely

because they're the 49ers San Francisco is

26 8 1 against Atlanta since 1981, includ

ing a 3 1 20 win in San Francisco on Sept.

27 in a game that wasn't as close as the

score

Things have changed.

Atlanta won its biggest road game in years

last week, routing New England 41 10 in

Foxboro, The 49ers, meanwhile, were barely

squeezing by Carolina as Steve Young rest

ed a pulled abdominal muscle

Another role reversal The Falcons are confi

dent, the 49ers aren't.

"It's scary that we're 7-2 and we haven t

played well, "says Jerry Rice.'lf you ask me,

'Do we have the team to go all the way?'

No, not right now. Not the way we're play

ing."

There have been bigger upsets.

FALCONS, 31-20

Dallas (minus 3 1/2) at Arizona

A mini- version of the 49ers Falcons.

Look more closely. The Cards' last three

games were two- point wins over 2 7

Detroit (now 2 7) and Washington (now 1

8) and a 34-7 loss to the Giants (now 3 6).

Besides, when the Cowboys go to Tempe,

they usually have the crowd on their side.

COWBOYS, 21-8

Denver (off) at Kansas City (Monday night)

1, John Elway's ribs hurt and he may not

play

2, The Chiefs are desperate.

3, Deep down, Mike Shanahan wouldn't

mind taking off some pressure by losing

one

BRONCOS, 21 13

Pittsburgh (plus 1) at Tennessee

The second meeting in three weeks When

that happens, go with the loser of the first

game

STE£LERS,41-31

Seattle (minus 1) at Oakland

The second meeting in three weeks When

that happens, go with the loser of the first

game

SLAHAWKS,31 18

New England (plus 2 1/2) at Buffalo

The Patnots infury list continues to grow

BILLS, 16 10

Green Bay (minus 7 1/2) at New York

Giants

Under MieHotmorcn. the Packers are l

10 Mtiide on arMoai turf and are about

out of runmnq backs But Brett ^tmt is

enough firepower against the punchless

Giants.

PACKERS, 20-10

Tampa Bay (off) at Jacksonville

The Bucs are desperate But they're 4 on

the road and the Jags have won 19 of 20 at

home.

JAGUARS, 22 15

'

Cincinnati (off) at Minnesota

Jay Fiedler will almost surely be the quar-

terback for the Vikings.

He'll be all right if he just throws jump

balls.

VIKINGS, 24 20

Miami (minus 3) at Carolina

Miami is 5-0 at home, 1-3 on the road and

the win was at Indianapolis.

PANTHERS, 9-6

New York Jets (minus 6 1/2) at

Indianapolis

A perfect time for a letdown by the Jets. So

Tuna will rant and rave this week.

JETS, 27-10

Baltimore (minus 1) at San Diego

Ryan Leaf has been benched for Craig

Whelihan, 0-8 as a starter last season.

RAVENS, 15-11

St. Louis (plus 3) at New Orleans

Mike Ditka promised Kerry Collins the start

and Collins has got it.

SAINTS, 1716

Chicago (off) at Detroit

Charlie Batch is only a rookie, but has more

expenence than Steve Stenstrom.

LK)NS,20-17

Philadelphia (plus 4 1/2) at Washington

Isn't one of these enough?

REDSKINS, 19 8

Last Week: 5-10 (spread), 8 7 (Straight up).

Season: 67-65-3 (spread), 85-50 (Straight

up).

Trantactiont

Mafor League BasebaN

BALTIMORE ORIOLES - Agreed to terms

with RHP Mike Iimlin on a four year con

tract Named Marv Foley first base coach

and Bruce Kison pitching coacti

CLEVELAND INDIANS- Named Dave Keller

hitting coordinator

SEAHLE MARINERS -Agreed to terms

with RHP Jose Mesa on a two year con

tract Named Jim Slaton pitching coach for

Tacoma of the KL
LOS ANGELES DODGERS Agreed to terms

wMh MF Juan Castro on a two year con

net.

NBdfyOm METS- -Agreed to terms with

WyHum Itntm on a two-year comiact

PITTSBUiGH fWATfS—MMWd Marty

Brown manager, Scott Lovekamp pitching

coach and Jeff Livesay coach of Altoona of

the Eastern League; Curtis Wilkerson man-

ager, Blaine Beatty pitching coach and

Ramon Sambo coach of Williamsport of

the New York-Penn League; Scott Little

manager and Jim Bibby pitching coach of _
Lynchburg of the Carolina League and

Tracy Woodson manager. Doc Watson

pitching coach and Ben Ogilvie coach of

Hickory of the South Atlantic League.

SAN FRANCISCO GIANTS- Agreed to terms

with OF Ellis Burks on a two-year contract.

National FootbaN League

CLEVELAND BROWNS—Named Lewis C.

Merletti vice president and director of sta-

dium and security affairs.

National Hockey League

NHL Suspended lampa Bay D Enrico

Ciccorie for one game and fined him

$1,000 for elbowing Marc Savard of the

New York Rangers in a game on Nov. 10.

DETROIT RED WINGS— Assigned DYan

Golubovsky to Adirondack of the AHL.

PHILADELPHIA FLYERS- Acquired RW
Keith Jones from the Colorado Avalanche

for LW Shjon Podein.

TAMPA BAY LIGHTNING-Recalled D Mike

McBain from Cleveland of the IHL.

Trivia Questions

1 What do the 1904 World Series and the

1994 World Senes have in common?

2. What is the smallest weight class in pro

fessional boxing?

3 What famous monarch originated the

use of the golfing term caddy?

Answers
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you can help
expand the

Join the Recycling

Advocates, a task force that

works on expanding

recycling on-campus.

Students, faculty and. staff

are all welcome.

for more Information call

825-3033

recycling attention

V .-
this guy does it

you should loo

Conveniently located in Westwood Village

Between Westwood Blvd. and Broxton Ave.
Across from Jerry's Famous Deli

«25 Complete Professional

Eye Examination-

Regular Price $55
•New patients only.

Contact lens exam
additional.

$99
CONTACT LENS
PACKAGE*
Includes eye exam,

fitting. 2 month follow

up. and pair of Ocular

Science daily

wear lenses

$99
EYEGLASS
PACKAGE*

Includes eye exam.
frame, and single vision

prescription lenses.

Eyes of

Westwood
can help you see

better, and look

better, too.

• comprehiensive computer

assisted eye exams
• custom and disposable

contact lenses
• wide selection of today's

most fashionable eyewear
• Vision insurance plans

accepted

EYES OF WESTWOOD
Or. Patrick Ooyle. O.D.

10930 Weytxim Ave.

Westwood Vloge
(310) 20S- 1364

FREE
Contact Lens Solution

. Ifyou are a senior, you must make an

appointment at the Campus Photo Studio to get
^our senior portrait taken.

If your last name begins with the letter M-R, you

MUST take your photo before November 13.

If your last name begins with the letter S-Z, you
' MUST take your photo before December 4.

You can make an appointement this week in

order to reserve a spot. Hurry, appointments fill

up fast!

To make an appointment, call 206.8433.

*^^^ r-

bruinlifeYEARBOOK

Take your portrait now and save

$8 on the Bruinlife Yearbook

Last Name
RRginnina With

M,N,0,P,Q,R

Will be
Photographed:

November 2 thru November 13

November 16 thru December 4

'^> V rr < r •U-N
^r^
n ^
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SPORTS
Only six days left to claim 'SC tickets

.

Students who have prepaid coupons for

the use football game need to go to the

Central Ticket Office by Wednesday,

l^ov. 18 to receive their tickets.

UCLA shows off against Taiwan team
M.HOOPS: New, youn^ Bruins strut slulT

on (M)ur[ (luring 98-()5 (vxhihilion victory

By AJ Cadman
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

I he tiMiil tuncup lor Ihc

UCLA men's baskctbiill tc.iin

proved lo be nu^ ot a pli»>-

groiind pickup game ol inter-

national proportions than a

measuring stick to evaluate the

status of this year's team.

In their W-()5 exhibition vic-

tory over the laiwan National

Team. UCLA showcased an

array of talent and athletic

prowess.

True Ireshman J.iKon Rush

sc»)red 21 points in 2.^ nimulcs

for the Hruins in his second

straight preseason start Mis

back to back alley-oop dunks

from L^arl Watson earlv in the

saw his lirsl action in the exhi-

bition season, alter sitting out

Tuesday's contest against the

( "alilorni.i All-Stars due to ten-

donitis. Me notched II points

and nine rebounds in 16 min-

utes. Mis two-hand dunk fol-

lowing a missed lay-up sent the

crowd or 6.02V at I'.iuley into a

Iren/y

Lreshman Ray Young
,

scored in double-digits lor the

second straight game with 10

points, and sophonn>re Ryan

"Moose" liailey had 15 points

and live assists m 26 minutes

tor the Hruins Me was six o\'

nine from the field and a per-

fect two lor tuo tiom beyond

the arc

'We have lo iiave belter

fit^.t lui ll ignm.'d the Ituiiii di' i i'n>.iu' l >>>uvu^rk a4''Vt'j>>i-

oflense alter a sputtering start

"I don't think we came out

lackadaisical. We just didn't

know what to expect (from the

laiwan National Leam)." said

junior forward Sean Larnham.

Rush continued to set the

momentum o\' the game later

in the half with a thunderous

dunk off a pass from fellow

freshman Matt Barnes on a

twD-on-one breakaway. I 'CLA
would eventually go on a 21-10

run to dose out the first half.

L^arl Watson scored 16

points on seven o\' 15 slu'oting

for* the evening. Me also

chipped in seven assists in 2S

minutes
~"

'i like to push the b.ill up

the Hoor with a young team,

because they sometimes get

hesitant in a half-court offense

early in the season." said

Watson.

I'rcshman Dan CJad/uric

to be moving our feet." said

head coach Steve l.a\in

'We're like a band Ihe

longer we play togelher. ihey

belter the music is
"

Ihe laiwan National Team

had posted a record o\' 0-7

before their arri\.ir and .ipp.ir-

ent \anishmg act at Paule>

Ihe record included losses to

San Jose Slate. St. Mary's. Cal

Slate Stanislaus and St.mford

( heng Lung ( hin sccued 24

pomUs on ip, o\ 17 shooting,

including three o\' four from

behind the three-point line

UCLA h.ul runs o\' nine and

eight points early in the sect>nd

halt to pull away from laiwan.

Phe Bruins shot .^1..^ percent

for the game and 66.7 percent

from the chanty stripe.

I he Brums open the season

Nov. 19 against the Santa

Clara Broncos at Pauley

Piivilion
UCLA guard Ryan Bailey goes up for a rebound against Lin Sing-Hwa of

the Taiwan National Team.

Bruins, Trojans

square off

to determine

MPSFs No. 1

PREVIEW: llralrd ri\alr\

adds anolhcr chapUM* as

vvaUM* polo Icanis meet

By Steve Kim
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Two nu)nlhs after liicir latest

clash, ihe besl water po\o iCiim m ihc

naliv>n will be determined as the No.

2 UCLA Brums face the No. I USC
Irojans Sunda> at iun>n in the "SC

pool.'

Always :a force. Southern Cal

boasts a'i^-Toverall and 6-0 MPSl
conference record their best seasiMi

so far "ihc team has a reputation for

reciuiiing m liirope and leaiures

soplu)more (ieorge Csas/ar with 4S

points scored and Marko Pintanc

with 43 points. Cioalie Rictund

Mclivoy averages 8.."^ saves per game
and has a goals against average o\

6.S.

"I don't think SC has one weak-

ness, and I like to say the same ihing

about us." L'CLA assistant coach

Adam Krikorian said. "Both teams

are very solid all around. It's a matter

of who executes belter."

Ihe Bruins almost mirror their

rivals in player quality. Sophomore

Iwo-melerman Sean Kern leads his

leam scoring field with A} points and

earned MPSL' co-player of the week

hi^nors with Trojan Peter Janov.

Junior goalie Parsa Bonderson out-

saves McFvoy with a 5.94 goals

against average.

Ihe last lime these two teams

played was mid-September's

Southern California tournament, in

which the Lrojans won 11-7 in the

See WAHRPOia page 26

Grueling schedule culminates in NCAA tournament bye
PREVIEW: Bruins receive

game olT despite sharing

title with Bears, IVojans

By A. CinQue Girter

Daily Bruin Contributor

Talk about the importance o\'

scheduling a tough preseason.

The back-ttvback Pae- 10 champi-

on UCLA women's sixrcer team is

thanking its lucky stars for receiving

the NCAA tournament bye despite

sharing the Pac-IO title with

Southern Cal and VC Berkeley.

Those teams were directly

responsible for two Bruin losses.

UCLA, however, was the only Pac-

IO tournament team awarded a bye.

The.No. 17 Brums (1 7-3-1) can

directly attribute their bye to a

strong pre-conference schedule in

which they went 1 0-1 -I, and lo con-

ference victories over Stanford and

Washington

ironically, the Cardinal and

Huskies boll; fell in tournament

pby on Wednesday, with Stanford

losing 6-1 lo Brigham ^oung

I 'niversity.

Hie Bruins get their shot at the

No. 18 Cougars at 1 p.m. at North

Athletic I leld.

Hosting an NCAA Tournament

game is unfamiliar ground for the

Bruins who have a 2-2 all-time

record in the Big Dance. Last sea-

son, the Bruins finished 19-.M) over-

all and 9-0 in the Pac-IO. but si ill had

to travel in

each round ——^^——^—
of the

Tournament.

UCLA
opened up

with a 1-0 vic-

tory over sev-

enth-seeded

Portland and

a }-2 victory

over unseed-

"We ... have to play like

we know we can play."

Sommer Hammound
Sophomore midfielder

game, and set .i school record for

shutouts ( 10) and victories ( 19).

Bui despite the Bruin's accom-

plishments and impressive record,

an early season loss to BYU had

them thinking that they might not

even make the lournamenl. Ilie 7-1

Bruins hosted the Cougars and

wound up surrendering three goals

for the only time in the regular sea-

son.

"We have a
"^"^^~"~"

lot of motiva-

tion to beat

them." sophtv

more mid-

fielder
Sommer
H a m m o u d

said of BYU,

"because o\'

last year We
dominated

ed Southern Methtxiist University

However, an 8-0 setback lo sec-

ond-seeded Noire Dame brought lo

a screeching halt the fairy tale Brum

season - a season in which in which

the team would win Us first-ever

Pac-IO crown. NCAA tournament

them but fell short in the end"

UCLA head coach lodd
Saldana is m his first year at the

Brum helm Saldana has totaled 49

wins in his four years of collegiate

coaching and will be UH)king for the

50th this weekend He has coached

LJCLA lo a career high 17 wins this

season.

Ihe new Bruin leader.is one o\'

the major forces responsible for ihe

Bruin attack. That offense is more

potent than any team to take the

field for UCLA, with five players

scoring in double figures. This

squad's 139 team points lead the

Pac-IO and are the second highest

point total in school history.

"We just have to play like we

know we can play," I lammoud said.

"Hverything will fall into place."

I hese offensive and defensive

players will join forces with junior

keeper Lindsay Culp, Hammoud,
freshmen midfielders Bree

Edwards and Vanessa Clark, and all

the contributing reserves to pri>

duce the best result possible in the

NC.^A Tournament
"Were going to the 1 ournament

to win," Hammoud said "We want

to get to the I inal Four

"We're not satisfied jusi s«iying

we made \\{(S the Tournament. And
I have complete confidence in our

team We will definitely play our

hearts out

"

W<i>rv ir t>

Freshman defender Krista Boling

is a major part of UCLA's success.
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woman's role. See page 1
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UCLA ushers in new era of neurosurgery
INNOVATION: Viewing brain

during operation gives doctors

best way to evaluate progress

By Teresa Jun

Daily Bruin Contributor

Until about a month ago, Patricia Ullrich

had no idea a cancerous tumor was devel-

oping in her brain.

When doctors finally located it, they told

her the tumor was inoperable because it was

so close to the brain's primary motor area.

The risk of disturbing the motor strip

while removing the tumor - which poten-

tially rnuld paralyzf. the right side nf

CHARLES KUO/Daily Brum

Patricia Ullrich, front left, and Oswaldo Favero had brain lesions that were successfully removed, thanks to the iMR suite, a futuristic

operating room whose development was spearheaded by UCLA neurosurgeon Dr. Gregory Rubino (background).

Ullrich's body - was too high, doctors said.

But just three weeks ago, Ullrich came to

the UCLA Medical Center to undergo

surgery in the new interventional magnetic

resonance (iMR) surgical suite and came

out with her brain tumor successfully

removed.

UCLA's new iMR suite - one of only

three in the nation, and the only available in

the western United States - makes it possi-

ble for surgeons to remove a cotnplete

tumor during a single operation, while pro-

tecting areas adjacent to the tumor.

Traditionally, surgeons would perform

follow-up operations to remove traces of a

brain tumor, missed during the first opera-

tion, that would show up on the magnetic

resonance imaging (MRI) images taken the

next day.

With iMR technology, doctors no longer

SeeSURGillY^pagell

Prop. 227 still sparks controversy
SCHOOLS: Initiative bans

bilingual education, but

some classes won't stop

ByKarlaY.PIeitez

Daily Bruin Contributor

"Yo se, maestra," shouts a first-

grade class at Noble Elementary, in

hopes ofbeing chosen to demonstrate

their Spanish writing skills.

The teacher, Diana Nason, uses

Interactive Writing, a teaching tech-

nique in which the students are first

taught words in their native language

that they then learn in English.

The idea is that more students will

participate if they are taught in their

first language. The more involved

they arc. the more natural their learn-

ing will become.

On June 2. voters thought that

when Proposition 227 passed, stu-

dents would be taught only in English.

But the battle over bilingual educa-

tion isn't completed yet.

Noble Elcmcmary is one of the

Los Angeles Unified School District

( LAUSD) schools which continues to

use bilingual education because the

staff believes it is a necessary tool to

help children learn

"With the passage of Prop 227,

kids must now be placed in all-English

speaking classrooms. Obviously these

students aren't as active of partici-

pants as those students we have in our

bilingual classes," said Maria

Manzur, Noble Elementary's assis-

tant principal.

Proponents for Proposition 227

argue that students should have a tem-

porary one-year immersion period.

"During the immersion period

teachers can use the 'preview and

review' method, which allows teach-

ers to use the student's first language

in order to introduce new subjects

and to quickly review the main points

of the new subject," said Betsy

Jimenez, the bilingual coordinator for

Langdon Elementary.

Much to the chagrin of

Proposition 227 supporters, parents

still have the option to place their chil-

SeeEDUaTI0N,page15

• •UCLA child care

to serve, make ends meet
STAFF: State grants, fees ^"^^ "p ^'"«"^'^' assistance for

cash-strapped students.

from parents maintain "We patched together a budget to

h » » h •

Ki f
make it work," said Toby Cronin,

services DUl ai nign COSl
^^^ ^^ ^^e first parents involved in

UCLA child care in the 1970s. "We
had to get heavy into fundraising.

But now (Child Care Services) is

faced with some problems - the

salaries of the teachers are no longer

competitive."

The core of the child care services'

budget is

parent

L>AVH> '«l

.

Diana Nason teaches a student how to write. Nason's class is stMl bilin-

gual because of waivers filed by her students' pMvnts.

By Hannah Miller

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

University funding is all about pri-

orities.

One year of child care or one year

of tennis

courts?
Four years

of child

care or one

year of

Pauley
Pavilion?

Ten years

of child

care or one

year of the

Science
4i n d

Engineering Library?

UCLA's contribution to its own

child care center covers about 1 5 per-

cent of its costs Unlike other

employee benefits, child care is sup-

posed to be self-supporting, based on

an agreement made 30 years ago that

has raised prices, limited spaces and

Child Care

AT UCLA
Third In a three-part series.

Last Thursday: The state of child care at UCLA

Last Friday: Daycare means choices

Monday: Putting a price on child care

fees, which

currently

covers 64

percent of

its cost.

This diet is

augmented

by, in order

of contri-

bution, the

state of

California,

funds from UCLA, private dona-

tions - and if all goes well this year,

some federal money
Overall, the financial picture does-

n I allow much riwm to breathe

About 80 percent of the child care

Sm

J
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COMMUNITY BRIEFS

Atkinson chosen by
governor for task force

University of California President Richard

Atkinson has been named to Gov.-elect Gray
Davis's '^education transition group" to advise

him on educational issues. The group will devel-

op proposals the governor-elect will offer for

consideration at a special session of the state

Legislature that Davis intends to call in early

January, shortly after taking ofTice.

Atkinson's specific assignment is to advise

Davis on higher education. Atkinson became

president of the nine-campus university on Oct.

1, 1995, replacing outgoing UC President Jack

Peltason, who served for only one year.

Atkinson had previously served as chancellor of

UC San Diego.

Earlier, he was director of the National

Science Foundation and was a long-term mem-
ber of the faculty at Stanford. He is an interna-

tionally respected scholar in cognitive science

and psychology.

Scientists win

poster contest
Three Los Alamos National Laboratory geol-

ogists recently received the X-ray Ruorescence

Poster Award for best poster during the 1998

Denver X-ray Conference held in Colorado

Springs, Colo.

Dave Bish, Steve Chipera and Dave
Vaniman, all of Los Alamos' Geology and
Geochemistry Group, received certificates for

their poster titled "CHEMIN: A Miniaturized

CCD-based Instrument for Simultaneous X-ray

DifTraction and X-ray Fluorescence Analysis."

CHEMIN is an acronym for chemistry/mineral-

ogy. The geologists' poster beat out about 30

other posters presented during the five-day con-

ference, sponsored by the University of Denver

and the International Centre for Diffraction

Data.

The poster details the collaborative efforts of

researchers at Los Alamos, the NASA Ames
Research Center in California and NASA's Jet

Propulsion Laboratory to develop a miniature

instrument that uses a

upled device and an X-

ray source to determine the crystal

structures and chemical compositions of

soils, ice, rock powders and other samples.

UC releases study on
gasoline additive
The University of California delivered a

multi-volume report on the gasoline additive

MTBE to Gov. Pete Wilson. The report results

from passage of SB 521, (Mountjoy) which

appropriated $500,000 to the university 10

months ago to perform an unbiased and author-

itative study of the human health and environ-

mental impacts of MTBE, and to recommend to

the governor whether MTBE should continue to

be used as a gasoline additive in California.

The report presents the results of new
research and of a thorough literature review to

address each of 1 1 topics stipulated in the legis-

lation. The authors of the report, each selected

by a rigorous peer-review process, are a consor-

tium of University of California faculty from

iguT oftheUC campuses, .

Through 60 years, 500 pounds of manure and countless buckets

The overall effort was administered by the

university's Systemwide Toxic Substances

Research and Teaching Program, a multicam-

pus research effort directed from the UC Davis

campus, which also sponsored or cosponsored

several public workshops to keep interested par-

ties informed about progress on this report

through the year.

The report recommends a gradual phase-out

of MTBE from gasoline in California, with a

series ofsuggested options for doing so in a man-
ner that will allow for a thorough study of the

environmental impacts of any chosen strategy.

The report also concludes that technical

advances in new automobile emission controls

and combustion systems, and in new gasoline

formulations, have dramatically decreased the

air quality benefits associated with adding oxy-

genates to gasoline, making the potential for

water contamination by MTBE a cost that is not

offset by a corresponding benefit.

Compiled from Daily Bruin staff reports.
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Today Noon
Center for the Study of Religion

at UCLA
Teaching Islamic Culture

Bunche 10383

University Catholic Center

Culholic MuaHTltIO)

Charles E. Young Research

Library Portico • 825-0746

Noon
Wesley Christian Fellowship

Bible study (12:15)

Kerckhoff Patio

off the mark by Mark Parisi

REMINDER

«rRW£"S MiWlfir CRI5/S

LESS THAN TWO WEEKS LEFT:

To submit final drafts of theses

to master's committees for degrees

to be conferred in current term.

DONT FORGET:

206-7994 is a "safety hotline"

that takes reports from students,

faculty or staff on potential cam-
pus safety hazards.

The Women's Resource
Center provides free, confidential

crisis counseling for sexual

assault and domestic violence

related issues to any UCLA stu-

dent. Trained staff can answer
questions and help students take

advantage of the many services

available to them. For more infor-

mation and assistance, please
call 206-8240.

The UCLA Peer Helpline is avail-

able to listen. Call 825-HELP if you
would like to talk about sex, relation-

ship problems, loneliness, family vio-

lence or any other issue on your

mind.

Kerckhoff 400

5 p.m.
Bruin Leaders Project (till 7

p.m.)

Introduction to the social change

model

Southbay Room, Covel

Commons 206-5071

5 p.m.
CSA
General meeting

Ackerman Union 3508

UCLA Rotaract

Monthly meeting (5:30)

Kerckhoff 131 -267-7442

6 p.m.
Kyrie-Korean Catholics

Weekly Meeting

Speaker Eugene Lee

Kerckhoff 135

6 p.m.
Music Club

Meeting

Bring musical instruments to play

Kerckhoff 152

hparish@ucla.edu

7 p.m.
GALA
Women's discussion group

Kerckhoff400' 285-8053

Ballroom Dance Club

Salsa lessons

Kerckhoff Grand Salon

284-3636

GALA
Men's discussion group (7:30)

Kerckhoff 133 -825-8053

9 p.m.
International Folk Dance Club

Learn fun line and partner

dances

KerckhoffGrand Salon

284-3636

Tuesday 9 a.m.
UCLA Library Staff Association

30th annual book sale

Who
Spark

"The Economic Crisis:

Benefits, Who Pays?"

Forum and discussion (6:30)

Ackerman Union 2410

443-1470

7 p.m.
Catholic Students Association

Group study

Ackerman 3508

Michael Feuer - L.A. City

Councilman, 5th District (7:30)

General meeting

California Room, UCLA Faculty

Center -(213) 661-9731

Wesley Christian Fellowship

What Would Jesus Do?
Bible study

900 Hilgard Ave. • 208-6869

What's Brewin'can be reached via e-mail

at whatsbrewjn^media.ucia.edu

UCLA has witnessed 80 years of classes, students, professors,

research-^ fflffROfies . This se ries presents some chjiptefs^

University Archives

Trapped by UCLA night owls while on a raid, several USC students are tied to a UCLA flag pole

and put on display for all of the students to see. (circa 1 969)

The football teams who battle for

victory on the field are not the only

heroes of the UCLA-USC rivalry.

There are the other heroes, the

unsung heroes, the heroes who prefer

secrecy instead of full glory in the

light of day.

They are the pranksters, and they

represent UCLA on another level, on

another Held. They fight not with ath-

letic ability, but with, for example, the

guts to cut off Tommy Trojan's arm

and re-weld it so that he was sticking

his sword up his anal cavity.

Just as exciting as some football

games are the intrigue and planning

that go into some of the greatest

pranks of the rivalry history, pranks

that span botii sides of battle.

One o\' the first pranks, and the

one with the most long-lasting reper-

cussion, was the theft of the Victory

Bell.

In 1939 the UCLA Alumni

Association dedicated an old locomo
tive bell, the Victory Bell, to the stu-

dent body. At subsequent football

games the bell would toll out the num-

ber of points UCXA had.

After the 1941 Washington State

game, the LJCLA Rally Committee

was loading the bell into a truck when

six Trojans, disguised as Bruins,

began to help them.

Suddenly, the six Trojans leapt into

the truck and took off with the

Victory Bell.

The next year was one of secrecy

and vengeance. The Victory Bell was

hidden, and its location moved about

once every five weeks. At one point it

was hidden in the Hollywood Hills,

other times down in Santa Ana, and

once under a hay stack.

The Bruins retaliated. That year

some Bruins masqueraded as Trojans

to get close to USC's guarded

romniy Trojan statue. They then kid-

napped the unsuspecting guards and

threw blue paint on the statue.

That year. Bruin raiding parties

systematically searched the USC
campus and IVai houses for the bell.

Ihe USC Homecoming bonfire was

lit prematurely. When threats to kid-

nap USC's student president, Bob

McKay, escalated, the two schools

decided it was time for a cea.se-fire.

McKay and Bill Farrer, the IK LA
undergraduate president, met and

signed a pact that called for the cessa-

tion of destructive activities and for

the return of the Bruin Victory Bell
-

See RIVALRY, page 10
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Volunteer residents set pace in research fundraiser
WALK: Participants hope event will honor survivors,

draw attention, money toward heart disease, stroke

By Hemesh Patel

Daily Bruin Contributor

At 24, Sebastian Hitzig underwent

open-heart surgery for an infection in

his heart valve and suffered two

strokes during the operation He then

suffered cardiac arrest while working

out at the gym
Sunday, residents of Los Angeles'

Westside participated in the American

Heart Association's (AHA) Heart

Walk at UCLA The event was held to

benefit survivors such as Hitzig

While the event was hosted by

celebrities such as Christine Devme

(an anchor from Fox News) and KFl-

AM 640 talk show host Debra Rich,

local officials were also present to

show their support for the cause.

Everyone has come together "to

walk all over heart disease and stroke,"

Devine said. Heart disease and stroke

kill more than 960,000 Americans

each year

The walk started at Pauley Pavilion

and continued to the northeast side of

campus where participants turned

around and returned to the Pavilion.

"I never did drugs or alcohol, I

wanted to get associated with the pro-

gram and get the word out about heart

disease," said Hitzig, who is now 26.

In Los Angeles County during

1996, 25,233 residents died from heart

disease and stroke, according to the

association. This figure represents 42

percent of all deaths in Los Angeles

County.

"The American Heart Association

affects the quality of life of millions

and millions of people in this commu-
nity," said Carol Lugo , executive

director of the program.

In addition, cholesterol and blood

pressure screenings and computerized

risk assessments were offered to walk-

ers at the event "

Dr Thomas Klitzner, president-

SMMMaNftU DMiMFarralo

HAHMAN fAKAHWl/l)*N Blum

Lisa Fnilos. a nursing graduate student, takes the blood pressure of

V an employee at the UCLA Medical Center.
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Six states pass marijuana legislation

MEPICINErMany voters

—

back drug's medical use,

protection of prescribers

By Jakub Oleksy

Daily Bruin Contributor

Following in the footsteps of

California's Proposition 215, voters in

six states spoke out against current

federal government policies by pass-

ing proposals legalizing marijuana for

medical purposes.

In the Nov. 3 elections, voters in

Alaska, Arizona, Colorado, Nevada,

Oregon and Washington passed sepa-

rate proposals allowing doctors to

prescribe marijuana for patients.

"The government cannot regulate

morality," said Anna Hsia, a second-

year political science student, sum-

ming up her opinion of the results.

In Washington, DC, a similar ini-

tiative was voted on, but the D.C.

Board of Elections and Ethics is with-

holdmg results in order to comply

with rules set forth by Congress

against the use and possession of mar-

ijuana. Most voters supported the ini-

SeeMARUUANA,page12

MEDICAL MARUUANA LAWS IN DtPFEMMTSTATES
Six different states have developed laws aHowing formedkal use ofmarQuana. Arizona

voters struck down an initiative that would have made medkal marijuana iilefii.

Nevada Question 9

Permits patients to obtain and use marijuana urider the prescription of a
physician. Results: Passed 59 percent

Permits patients to obtain and use marijuana under tfiepre^^ption of a

physician. Results: 57.75 percent

Permits patients to obtain and use marijuana with specific limits and
provided for a state-controlled permit system. Results: Passed 54 percent

Permits qualified patients, under the care of a physician, to obtain and use
a limited amount of marijuana. Results: Passed 59 percent

lAHzon^ Proposition 300 W/KKKKK^
Wouldn't allow patients under a previous successful propostilon to use or
obtain marijuana until federal laws are changed. Results: Failed 57 percent

Washington Initiative 59

Permits patients to use, cultivate and distribute marijuana if "recommended"
by a doctor. A doctor's prescription is not required. Results: Not Released

Permits patients to possess marijuana under the written advisement of a
physician. Results: Passed 57 percent, not certified.

Califbrrila Phif^rtrdh frr"^^
Permits patients to obtain, cultivate and use marijuana for medical
purposes. Results: Passed in 1996

Soufo S»(fftify o( Suif \ OffKf

Former law school dean

new Dartmouth provost

ADMINISTRATION: Susan Prager chosen to lead

nation's ninth-oldest institution of higher learning

JOYCE CHGN/Daily Bruin

By Kathryn Combs
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Iriday, former UCLA Law
School Dean Susan Wcsterberg

Prager was named provost of

Dartmouth College.

Prager, who left UCLA last

June after a 16-year stint as dean,

was well-known for leading

fundraising efforts for additions

to the Hugh and Hazel Darling

Law Library at UCLA - one of

the top 20 libraries in the coun-

try.

"As a legal scholar, dedicated

teacher and bold academic
leader, Susan Westerberg Prager

brings to Dartmouth the right

combination of experience and
commitment," said Dartmouth
president James Wright Friday.

"She will have an opportunity

to put her vision and leadership

skills to work at an important

time in the life of this institution,"

he added.

Scheduled to become provost

effective Feb. I, 1999, Prager will

become Dartmouth's chief acad-

emic officer. As a result, she will

oversee Dartmouth's College of

Arts and Sciences, the Amos
Tuck School of Business

Administration, the Thayer
School of Engineering and the

Dartmouth Medical School.

"I am deeply honored to have

this opportunity to work with a

faculty so renowned for its dedi-

cation to teaching and excellence

in research," Prager said, upon
learning of her appointment.

"I am also excited by the

prospect of working with some of

the nation's most talented and

See PRAGER, page 1
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Palestinian leader warns Israel of armed conflict
PEACE: Benjamin Natanyahu

says Yasser Arafat's comments

are possible declaration of war

By Nicolas B.Tatro

The Associated Press

JERUSALEM - Palcslinian leader Ya.sser

Arafat on Sunday hinted at armed conflict with

Israel, warning darkly that "our rifle is ready"

and repeating that he will declare statehood ne.xt

year.

A senior adviser to Israeli Prime Minister

Benjamin Netanyahu said Arafat's comments

were a "declaration of war on the peace

process." David Bar-IIIan told The Associated

Press that Netanyahu "views such statements

with the utmost severity" and would bring them

up when his cabinet meets later this week.

The escalation of rhetoric came as U.S. envoy

Dennis Ross sought to jump-start the latest

Mideast peace accord.

In the West Bank, soldiers and protesters

clashed when a group of Palestinians tried to pre-

vent a bulldozer from beginning work on a

bypass road fbr Jewish settlers. The road will

require the confiscation of 40 acres of Arab land

in al-Khader, near Bethlehem.

About 30 soldiers beat back 20 protesters,

who responded with a hail of stones. Soldiers

shot rubber bullets and tear gas canisters into the

crowd. Two Palestinians were treated for tear

gas inhalation, including Palestinian lawmaker

Salah Tamari, and one Israeli soldier was

injured.

.

Ross met with Israeli officials Sunday and

negotiators were scheduled to confer later in the

day in an efTort to get the delayed peace deal

back on track. He urged moving the debate ofT

the airwaves and to the negotiating table.

"One thing that is key: It is always better for

the two sides to talk to each other instead of at

each other," Ross told reporters after meeting

with Israeli Eoreign Minister Ariel Sharon.

Hie deal calls for Israel to withdraw from an

additional 13 percent of the West Bank in

exchange for stepped-up Palestinian security

measures.

Sharon said Arafat's comments made it "diffi-

cult to conduct negotiations" and reiterated that

Israel would annex the areas of the West Bank it

holds if Arafat declares a Palestinian state.

Palestinian officials indicated Arafat's strong

language came in response to Israeli annexation

threats and as a result of the delay in implement-

ing the withdrawal agreement. The first pullback

had been slated for Monday, but Israel said it

would be delayed for several days.

rhe Assoc wied ('it.".s

Palestinian women try to stop an Israeli soldier from shooting rubber bullets at stone-

throwing youths as clashes break out in a Palestinian village in the^West Bank.

Iraq says any attack by U.S.

would be illegal aggression

CRISIS: Baghdad claims letter seeking peace means

any attack against it would violate international law

ByWaielFaleh

The Associated Press

BAGHDAD, Iraq - Iraq's letter

welcoming back U.N. arms inspectors

means any attack carried out by the

United States would amount to "naked

aggression" without legal grounds, an

Iraqi official said Sunday.

The Iraqi letter, sent Saturday to

U.N. Secretary-General Kofi Annan,

said the government of President

Saddarri Hussein was reversing deci-

sions taken in August and October to

halt cooperation with the inspectors.

President Clinton's National

Security Adviser, Sandy Berger,

described it as failing to meet

American conditions by being "neither

unequivocal nor unconditional" and

said a punishing military strike

remained an option.

The U.N. Security Council

adjourned late Saturday after five

hours of inconclusive discussion and

scheduled a further session on Sunday.

Khudeir ad-Duleimi, acting director

of external information and editor of

the state-run Baghdad Observer, told

Associated Press Television News that

Iraq's letter "deprived the United

States of any pretext to commit its

aggression."

"If they want to launch an aggres-

sion, it would be a naked aggression

without any political or legal justifica-

tion," he said.

U.N. sanctions were imposed after

Iraq invaded Kuwait in 1990, sparking

war in the Persian Gulf. They limit the

sale of oil and other trade dealings and

have devastated the Iraqi economy.

The Security Council has said the

sanctions will not be lifted until the

U.N. Special Commission and the

International Atomic Energy Agency

certify that Iraq is free of weapons of

mass destruction.

Qjnton, Starr to go before Congress
PROSECUTOR: House

will consider both sides

of impeachment story

By Pete Yost

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - For the first

time in his four-year investigation.

Independent Counsel Kenneth Starr

will publicly lay out his case against

President Clinton - in a congression-

al forum riven with partisan politics.

Starr's motives and tactics, as

much as the president's actions, will

be the focus of the House Judiciary

Committee hearing set for Thursday.

Democrats plan to portray the

independent counsel as a right-wing

prosecutor on a rampage against

Clinton in concert with the presi-

dent's political opponents. For

Republicans, the hearing represents

the best opportunity for Starr to

rnake his case forcefully against

Clinton.

In his impeachment report to the

House, Starr accused the president

of 11 offenses that he considers

impeachable and alleged a pattern of

lies by Clinton and his loyalists in the

Monica Lewinsky case.

Former Iran-Contra prosecutor

Lawrence Walsh, a strong critic of

Starr for pursuing the Lewinsky alle-

gations, said, "I think his actions

deserve all the scrutiny he's getting,

but I'm not at all sure Starr won't do

well.

"The sympathy of the public dur-

ing a televised hearing is with the wit-

ness ... I think of the appearance of

Oliver North, who ran away with the

congressional hearing in Iran-

Contra."

Starr is no stranger to tough ques-

tions in a tense environment. As

President Bush's solicitor general, he

took them for years from Supreme

Court justices. Nonetheless, he is

vulnerable on several points:

•He aggressively investigated the

Lewinsky matter before getting for-

mal authorization from the Justice

Department, having Lewinsky's

friend, Linda Tripp, wear a body

wire Jan. 13 to record a conversation

with the former intern. Attorney

General Janet Reno didn't approve

an expansion of Starr's mandate

until Jan. 16.

•When Starr's prosecutors con-

fronted Lewinsky Jan. 16, she asked

to speak to her lawyer. Fearful that

targets of their probe might be

tipped off, Starr's investigators told

Lewinsky any deal for immunity

from prosecution was null and void

if she called her attorney.

Justice Department regulations

say a person's lawyer must be pre-

sent for discussions involving an

immunity deal.

•Tripp, the prosecutor's star wit-

ness who triggered the Lewinsky

probe by secretly taping the former

intern's admissions of a presidential

affair, is herself under scrutiny. Starr

is probing whether her tapes were

tampered with and whether Tripp

lied about them when she testified

the tapes she turned over to prosecu-

tors were originals. The FBI has con-

cluded some of the tapes are in fact

duplicates.

WORLD & NATION BRIEFS

Albright meets with

wife of dissident

KUALA LUMPUR, Malaysia ^ Secretary

of State Madeleine Albright met Sunday with

the wife of jailed dissident Anwar Ibrahim,

ignoring warnings not to meddle in Malaysian

affairs.

Albright called the ousted deputy prime

minister a "highly respected leader," and met

for a half-hour in her hotel room with his wife,

Azizah Ismail. Azizah has sought international

criticism for the way her husband has been

treated since he was arrested and put on trial.

Anwar faces charges of corruption and sex-

ual misconduct that he says have been crafted

by his political enemies The trial has sparked

protests and calls for Prime Minister

Mahathir's resignation.

"I'm very happy with the meeting We had

a lot of support from Secretary of State

Albright," Azizah said, before bemg whisked

away by police escorts
,

Albright, who arrived in Kuala

Lumpur on Saturday night for a

meeting of Pacific Rim nations, cut

short her visit because of U.S. tensions

with Iraq. But she insisted on seeing

Azizah before meeting with Russian officials

and returning to Washington on Sunday night.

Evidence prepared to

convict Khmer Rouge
PHNOJV1 PENH, Cambodia - Enough

documentation exists to convict the Khmer
Rouge leadership for war crimes and genocide

committed during its brutal four-year rule of

Cambodia, a researcher said Sunday.

Youk Chhang said the Documentation

Center of Cambodia, which he directs, has

selected 53 Khmer Rouge documents out of

an archive of more than 3.000 to be presented

to a visiting team of U.N. experts assessing the

possibility of an international tribunal against

the communist guerrilla group

"We have plenty of information

and have selected specifics bearing

the names of the leadership,"

Chhang said.

"I am not a lawyer, but as a survivor of

the Khmer Rouge genocide, I think it is

enough," he said. "But let the experts and

lawyers decide."

Sir Ninian Stephen, former governor-gener-

al of Australia, and Stephen Ratner, an author-

ity on international law and war crimes from

the United States, arrived Saturday in Phnom

Penh for a week-long visit. The third member

of the team, Rajsoomer Lallah, former chief

justice of Mauritius, is to arrive Monday.

The three were appointed by U.N.

Secretary-General Kofi Annan in July to

assess existing evidence against top Khmer

Rouge leaders, held responsible for the deaths

of as many as 2 million people by execution,

starvation and disease

Hun Sen and Prince Norodom Ranariddh,

then coprime ministers, wrote Annan in June

1997 requesting assistance in bringing the

Khmer Rouge to justice.

Supreme Khmer Rouge leader Pol Pot died

of an apparent heart attack in April, but many

top members of the guerrilla group are still

alive and at large.

New Jersey company
recalls cheese pretzels

WASHINGTON - Some 458 cases of Ched-

dar cheese-filled pretzels are being recalled by a

New Jersey company because they may con-

tain peanut butter not marked on the label.

People who are allergic to peanuts could

face serious allergic reactions if they eat the

pretzels, said the company. J&J Snack Foods

Corp. of Pennsauken, N.J.

"liie pretzels were sold after Sept. 9 in the

United States through direct home delivery,

under the label "Schwan's Soft Stuffed

Pretzels with Cheddar Cheese Filling."

Compiled from Bruin wire reports.
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Levi's lose ground, distinction as tool' Famous calculus instructor

TRENDS: Industry leader

loses ground to rivaling

labels, young consumers

By David Kligman
The Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO - Kathy
Britton's biggest fashion faux pas wa^

buying a pair of black Levi's for her

1 5-year-old daughter last Christmas.

Kayla Britton didn't know how to

tell her mother that kids today just

don't wear Levi's.

"Moms are the kind of people who
wear Levi's," said the girl from

Woodland Hills who quietly passed

the jeans off to her 27-year-old sister.

"And dads, too. All old people wear

them."

It wasn't long ago that it was hip to

be seen in a pair of Levi's. But not

today, especially among 15- to 24-

year-olds who instead favor those that

are less expensive or more fashion-

able - with flared legs, dark denim or

baggy all over.

That left Levi'.s scrambling to woo
young people to its brand again. This

week, the San Francisco-based com-

pany is expected to unveil a new
advertising and marketing campaign

that will aggressively target just the

youth market,

Levi Strauss & Co.'s roots date

back to 1873, when Bavarian immi-

grant Levi Strauss and tailor Jacob

Davis crafted the first pair of blue

jeans when they added rivets to work

pants. For more than a century, Levi's

was considered a mainstay - not just

in American fashion but also an

important part of U.S. culture.

But times turned tough in recent

years as Levi's struggled to hold off

increased demand for rival labels.

Levi's sales fell from $7.1 billion in

1996 to $6.9 billion last year.

Among the best sellers: well-known

labels from the (iap and lonrny

Hilfiger, newcomers such as MUDD,
LEI and JNCO and lower-priced

jeans from Sears and Wal-Marl.

"The other brands have been able

to establish a sense of fashion and

fashion excitement and newness even

though it's the same old same old,"

apparel industry consultant Harry
Bernard said. "Levi's has not figured

See JEANS, page 9

retires to coach teachers
INSPIRATION: Jamie Escalante, from the 1987 movie

*Stand and Deliver,' quits due to student shortage

The Associated Press

MONTLBLLLO - For the first

time in 35 years, Jaime E.scalante

isn't in the classroom. But the "Stand

and Deliver" hero is continuing to

teach - by teaching teachers.

Escalante, whose success coach-

ing East Los Angeles youngsters in

mathematics brought him national

fame, talked about his methods to

125 educators at a Saturday seminar

in this eastern Los Angeles suburb.

He retired from a Sacramento

school before the start of the fall

semester. The Bolivian-born teacher

.
felt he wasn't making the necessary

personal connection with students

and parents at Hiram Johnson High

School.

His methods, including a lack of

textbooks and a bantering style that

mixes insults and praise, didn't work

at the Northern California school,

where he stopped teaching advanced

calculus for lack of students.

See TEACHER, page 14
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-budget <>

lion a year) is spent on salaries and

benefits, which leaves few possibilities

for further maintenance and expan-

sion.

"Child care started with 30 to 40

children, and now we have four loca-

tions," said Sam Morabito, the associ-

ate vice chancellor who oversees Child

Care Services. "It's a model program.

But we will never get to the point

where we can serve all families."

The biggest donor is the state of

California, which subsidizes the on-

campus centers. The state gives an

annual grant of about $384,000, ear-

marked for the neediest students.

"That sounds like a lot," said Gay
McDonald, the director of Child Care

Services. "But the families make a very

small co-payment."

The state grant limitations lie in its

eligibility requirements. The child care

- center wi ll dole^uf grants to students,

commitment to the group it was origi-

nally founded to serve.

"There are many students who can

afford to pay some amount for child

but it is usually at levels that preclude

students from holding even part-time

jobs.

"Right now there are only two

options for students," wrote Lynn
Swartz, a former chair of the Student

Fee Advisory Committee (SFAC) who
studied child care intensively. "One.

students who are very low-income and

manage to make it off the very long

waiting list are provided top-notch

child care free of charge. Two, stu-

dents can (also) pay the full fee for the

service."

The Child Care Center has come
under fire in the last two years from the

Student Services Committee and

SFAC, who have criticized the center's

care." Swartz sa id. "Thiey just can't

afford the full cost of UCLA child

care."

The advisory committee recom-

mended that the center offer partial

grants.

The student committees also took

issue with the practice of UCLA col-

leges "buying" spots - reserving spots

for faculty members based on their col-

lege's contribution to the child care

centers. Although a great chunk of the

UCLA money comes from registra-

tion fees, there are no equivalent spots

for students.

After the committee's recommen-

dations. Child Care Services is hoping

SeeFUNIMIHi,pa9e9
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LaTonya Miles, a graduate student In English, and her husband Robert
use private child care, not UCLA's for their son Jabari because of cost.

William Chen M.D., FACS
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IQ augment the money available for students

this year by extending a student scholarship

program based on money it has scrimped and

saved.

For 20 years, UCLA Child Care Services

has been building up a small endowment, one

bake sale and magazine subscription at a

time.

They've also done things such as the

"Endowed Child Chair." For $5,000 each,

donors receive a tiny Windsor chair, their

name on a plaque in the lobby of the Bellagio

center and the knowledge that their money

will bless a young child with a chance to

receive child care.

In addition, the Higher Education Act,

which was re-authorized this past September,

offers $45 million more specifically to child

care for low-income student parents.

That chunk ofmoney will be allotted in fis-

cal 1999 to institutions that ask for it.

Universities that already have programs are

favored for such grants, and UCLA hof)es to

be a beneficiary.

Although these government grants would

help cover operating expenses, they don't

make a dent in the need for mote facilities.

"That would cost in the millions,"

McDonald said. "First, you've got to have

land to build it on. And construction compa-

nies don't care if it's for children."

At premium Brentwood and Westwood

real estate prices, that land won't be coming

cheap. In addition, many employees com-

mute from the San Fernando Valley or

Orange County, placing the need farther and

farther out.

"The size of the service seems to be fixed

and growth is nowhere in sight," wrote the

advisory committee's Swartz. "UCLA does

not see child care as a priority and chooses to

put its resources elsewhere."

JEANS
From page 6

out how to differentiate themselves.

A year ago, Levi's said it would lay off 7,400

workers, more than a third of its North American

work force, and close 1 1 of its 27 U.S. plants, to

compensate for lower demand in the overall jeans

market.

Recently, Levi's said it would halt all produc-

tion of five-pocket jeans for 60 days beginning

Dec. 1. Some 4,000 workers at seven of Levi's 20

U.S. plants will be affected.

"Jeans remain the single most popular item in

young people's wardrobes, but the days of the

classic, five-pocket model are over," said Irma

Zandl, who runs a youth marketing firm in New
York. "Something classic sends the clear message

that Levi's are only for older people."

The sinking demand for Levi's is clearly seen in

Helen Bulwick's strategic retailing class at UC
Berkeley, when she asked how many of her stu-

dents were wearing Levi's.

"I've got 60 of their core customers in my class-

room and not one was wearing a pair of Levi's,

and not one even owned a pair," she said.

Meanwhile. Michael PcLeon, a 24-year-old

from San Francisco, says he favors J. Crew and

Abercrombie & Fitch jeans to Levi's.

"Clothing kind of expresses your attitude,"

DeLeon said. "Levi's clothing doesn't say too

much to me. It's just kind of plain."

Levi's acknowledges that it's struggling to

recapture the teen and young adult market, and

trying to win back young customers. The compa-

ny has expanded its market research, even going

so far as giving cameras to teens to photograph

what they wear each day.

"Levi's is still the No. 1 jeans brand in the

world, and although we have experienced a loss in

market share, we're taking aggressive, proactive

steps to become stronger than ever,'^ said Levi's

spokeswoman Cassie Ederer, who declined to

give details of the new marketing plan to be

announced this week.

aliforIlia's

MCAT Review
Program

(Classes begin on Janiiary 3rd.)

t^ERKELEY (800) 622-8827
incatprep@berkeley-review.com

Specializing in MCAT Preparatiorf www.beriieley-review.com

— Irvine • Westwood • Stanford • Berkeley • Davis—
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BRUIN
MEAL DEAI

2 Slices of Pizza and

1/2 order l\/lojo and S
alad Bar, with all you can

drink beverage bar

Dine-in or carry out onl\

m^
Call to reserve Shakey's private

party room upstairs for your

meetings, fund raisers, etc...

ZD r^v
We accept
Dehit cards Sun-Thurs

till 1 :00 am
Fri-Sat

fill 2:OOam

824-4111
1114 Gayley.Ave.
Westwood Village FREE DRINK W/ ANY

BUFFET PURCHASE W/'

UCLA STUDENT ID

•^; -/ *s.

_u

-f^p/ (

SHAKEY'S
COMBINATION
^^$13.85
Any medium one topping
pizza plus mojo potatoes,
and your choice of:

• 4 pieces chicken or
• New Gourmet sandwich
or

'nieces of fish or
BufTalo wings or

PIZZA
SPECIALS

Any large 3

topping pizza

or any Specialty Pizza
• 1

• Pasta & Salad

^^^^^^
(save over $5)

• Specialtirs include Vrgeiarian, Shakev's Special.

Brum Deluxe ami BBQ Chicken
• Thin crust, hand tossed, or deep dish pan pizza at

ru) extra charge

ONE
MEDIUM
ONE
TOPPINC
PIZZA

BUY1CET1
FREE

Sunday, Monday,

Tuesday 2 for 1

Special*

Buy any large Pizza

at regular price

and get the

2nd for

Free

2 medium one topping
only $1 1 .98 (save over $5)

(UmNS)

* good
all da\
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under one condition. The bell was to

be made a permanent trophy of the

annual game between UCLA and

use, with the winner taking the bell

home for the year.

Then the Kelps (which reportedly

stands for Knights Earls Lords

Potentates Sultans), a men's spirit

organization that was to conduct

some of UCLA's most ingenious

pranks for the next decade, was creat-

ed in 1948 by Ed Hummel. One of

their first pranks came during USC's

1953 Homecoming parade.

"USC used to have their

Homecoming parade on Wilshire, in

the hoity-toity section of L.A. What
the Kelps did was smuggle their float

into the parade," said Cadillac

McNally, a later member of the Kelps

during the early 1960s. "They re-rout-

ed the parade into a dead-end street."

In 1958, the Kelps instrumented a

prank that has found its way into

Bruin lore and campus tour speeches.

Unable to physically reach a

Tommy Trojan guarded by over 100

students, the Kelps rented a heli-

copter and proceeded to drop 500

pounds of manure on the statue.

There is still a debate today, howev-

er, whether or not the plan backfired.

Several Kelps who participated in

the prank were quoted in Neil

Steinberg's book, *'lf At All Possible,

Involve A Cow; The Book of College

Pranks," as saying the backdraft blew

the manure hack in their faces.

into the late 1980s.

The Thursday before the 1988

game, the "Daily Bruin" ran a head-

line that read, "Presidential

Candidates Dukakis, Paul agree:

"There is a wash of air that blows

much of what you throw out of a heli-

copter back at you. We were covered

with the stuff. How much landed I do

not know," said Irv Sepkowitz, who
masterminded the plan, in the book.

However, McNally is adamant that

that sort of talk is merely a USC
.scheme.

"That's what 'SC would like you to

think. (The backdraft) can't happen.

When you open a helicopter door,

things get sucked out, not blown back

in," he said.

USC has had its own share of

clever pranks. In 1957, a USC student

decided to sabotage the card stunts

that the Bruin fans were famous for.

He joined the UCLA Rally

Committee, attending the weekly

meetings with dedication, while pos-

ing as a UCLA student.

The night before the football game,

J\c rearranged some of the cards to be

placed in the corner of the student

section. The next day, when the first

card stunt was Hashed, a "USC" in

bright red and gold lettering stood

conspicuously in one corner.

The card trick leader, stunned,

quickly called to change to the next

stunt - to no avail. The infiltrator had

fixed every stunt to display "USC."

For the entire eight-minute presen-

tation, throughout every stunt, the

"USC" flashed in the corner, eliciting

cheers across the stadium from USC
fans.

The next year, 1958, the Trojans

came up with another inventive

prank.

A few days before the game issue

of the Daily Bruin was released, some

USC students sneaked into the print

shop where The Bruin was printed,

obtained copies of the stories in the

issue, and created a bogus edition of

the newspaper.

Then they kidnapped the truck dri-

ver who was about to deliver the gen-

uine editions of the Daily Bruin and

replaced them with the illegitimate

ones.

The stories were the same, but the

tone was entirely difl'erent.

"I can't see any hope for our

team," said UCLA coach George

Dickerson in the faux paper.

"I'd feel much better about our

chances against those terrific Trojans

if we had a couple of players who
understood the game," one player

added

The bogus editions ofboth newspa-

pers were \o continue. ofTand on, well

UCLA is for losers." There was^tso"

an article about Hustler publisher

Larry Flint receiving "UCLA Media

Man of the Year" honors.

The next day the "Daily Trojan"

ran a more realistic headline with

"USC celebrates lOOth year of acade-

mik excellence" along with an article

in the Sports section about the instru-

mental role the USC song girls, lead

by captain Cheryl Sleezum, played in

football recruiting at USC.
One of the last major pranks

played in recent years was in 1989

when USC students released hun-

dreds of chirping crickets in Powell

Library. Two paper signs taped to the

wall read:

"Hope you enjoy studying today.

Bruins. USC beat UCLA. Signed, the

Trojan Boys."

And then there are the not-quite-

successful pranks.

McNally recalled that in 1962, five

members of the Trojan Knights came

to the UCLA campus during "Beat

'SC Week" to distribute leaflets say-

ing that the Kelps organization was

made up of Bruins too stupid to play

football. The Trojan Knights also

planned to conduct other acts of may-

hem.

They were caught by the Kelps,

however, who were on round-the-

clock patrol of the campus.

"We caught them by Royce Hall

and took them to the Fyi House for

interrogation, to see if they knew how
to spell, if they knew how to add, what

their plans were," said McNally, who
came in time to see the interrogation.

The Kelps shaved a "UCLA" on

the heads of the Trojan Knights, with

at least one letter on each head. They

shaved their eyebrows as well and

painted their faces blue. Then they fed

them breakfast and tied them to the

flag pole for a pep rally. The campus

police eventually rescued the

Knights.

In 1979, though, it was the Bruins'

turn to be caught, when the LAPD
found half a dozen Bruins trying to

saw the head off Tommy Trojan.

Eight years later, a police helicopter

spotted 13 USC students attempting

to convert the letters of the

"Hollywood" sign into "USC."

There were also years when the

rivalry spilled into violence and con-

troversy.

In 1966, a riot ensued on the

UCLA campus after USC was cho-

sen over UCLA to go to the Rose

Bowl by the Pac-8, despite the fact

that UCLA had a higher standing.

Hundreds of students^ marched

into Westwood and onto the 405 free-

way. The mob of students stopped

traffic for three hours on Westwood

Boulevard. One car with a USC stick-

er was spotted and forced to stop.

Although its owner escaped harm, the

car didn't. The trunk was pounded in

and the wires ripped out of the

engine.

A controversy erupted in 1982

when UCLA moved from the

Coliseum to the Rose Bowl. At the

Coliseum, even when the Bruins sup-

posedly had home field advantage.

USC's Trojan horse. Traveler IV,

would make rounds around the field

whenever the Trojans scored a touch-

down.

A movement was started to stop

Traveler from being allowed into the

Rose Bowl. Hundreds of letters

poured into the Daily Bruin and an

anonymous ad was placed in the

newspaper urging students to ban the

horse from their new stadium.

Ultimately, however, the ruling

was made: Traveler would be allowed

to come to the Rose Bowl.

So one UCLA student decided

that if USC could have a horse in the

stadium, so should the Bruins. He
borrowed a Clydesdale horse from

the Anheuser-Busch Company, and

RIVALRY
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during the game, whenever the Bruins

scored a touchdown, Joe Bruin came
riding out around the stadium on a

horse of his own.

In recent years, there have been

fewer pranks and none on a large

scale, like some of the pranks of yore.

Jack Powazek, the assistant vice-

chancellor for facilities management,

recalled that a few years ago four

Trojans came over to UCLA and

caused $5,000 worth of damage with

spray cans.

The Trojans were caught and

forced to pay the money it took to

clean it up.

"GrafTiti is a serious crime. If peo-

ple are caught, we will pursue them to

the fullest. Putting paint on things and

sandblasting the paint off costs

money to do that," Powazek said.

However, he stressed, that was an

atypical year. Damage is not normally

that great.

Despite this, many Bruins and for-

mer Bruins look fondly upon the

many rivalry pranks that have

spanned the decades.

"We wanted to have more fun than

those dorks at 'SC. And if you can't

be on the field, this was one way you

could participate," McNally said.

M-.^^-.^-'-^^

UCLA Law School

Former UCLA leader Susan Prager will soon be provost at Dartmouth.

PRAGER
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energetic students," she added.

Prager will be filling a position

vacated Aug. 1 by Dartmouth's cur-

rent president, James Wright.

Prager is a noted champion of

diversity and one of the longest-serv-

ing deans in the country.

"Diversity is very important in a dis-

cipline where the discipline is about

what the law ought to look like," said

Prager in a previous interview.

She received her B.A. and M.A.

at Stanford, and her law degree from

UCLA in 1972, where she was editor

in chief of the UCLA Law Review.

One year later, she was appointed to

the UCLA faculty and was made a

professor in in 1977.

In addition.'Prager has served for

14 years as a trustee of Stanford

University, and has been director of

the Law School Admissions

Council, the body responsible

administering and scoring the

LSAT
Her appointment has not come as

a surprise to UCLA officials.

"She is a magnificent academic

leader and (I'm) very pleased for

Dartmouth that they have been able

to attract her to that cold climate,"

said Stephen Yeazell, a professor of

law at UCLA.
Prager noted that the excellent

faculty at Dartmouth was part of her

attraction to the university.

"I come to Dartmouth attracted

by many of its qualities, including

the faculty's achievements in inter-

disciplinary teaching and research,"

she said.

"Without question, Dartmouth is

characterized by a spirit of innova-

tion in a warm and caring academic

community," Prager said, of the

ninth oldest university in the nation.

SURGERY
From page 1

have to wait until after the surgery to

assess tissue status and degree of

removal.

A screen next to the operating

table shows real-time MRI images

throughout the surgery. This allows

the surgeon to see and remove more

of the diseased tissue without disturb-

ing healthy areas of the brain.

This makes the risk of additional

operations virtually unnecessary, and

in the case of Ullrich and her tumor,

allows d(Ktors to operate safely in

sensitive areas of the brain.

"He could see where there was still

tissue before he closed me up, instead

of having to go back in (to surgery)

the next day," Ullrich said

"It's really amazmg It saved me
another surgery," she added. "And

It's going to save a lot of other lives

and unnecessary surgeries."

According to Dr. Gregory

Rubino, the UCLA neurosurgeon

who organized the iMR project and

performed Ullrich's surgery, "This

new method is safer because we can

constantly check the patient's brain

while taking out the tumor."

During an operation, both the

tumor and brain tissue is "reas.sessed

every 15 minutes, and before we

close the patient, we can verify com-

plete removal." Rubino added.

This technology involves more

than just placing a million-dollar

MRI scanner in an of)erating room.

The entire room is specifically

designed to be compatible with the

magnetic field of the scanner.

Due to the sensitivity of the MRI
machine, lead and iron-based equip-

ment are not allowed in the room,

meaning most of the instruments and
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Beat 'SC Week Activities

Mini-Fair

Car Smash

IT am< - 1 p>m. in W«$lwood Ploza

Wednmdmy
} 1 o.m, - I p.m. in WesH/ood Ploza

Thursday
ftqfjy and Bonfire 9:30 - 1 1 p.m. ih urdke ;>taajum

{All student am Unvlted to help

For more information on these Beat 'SC

activities/ call {310} UCLA-SAA*

Career Network Workshop
Latino Networking Niglii is Wednesday, Nov. 18 at 7 p.m. in the

Alumni Center. Meet professionals in a variety of career fields

and make your Bruin Connections work for you. Pre-registra-

tion is required! Call (310) 825-6423.

Spring Sing Talent and Company information Meeting on Tuesday,

Nov. 24 a\ 7 p.m. in the Alumni Center. For more inforrnalion, call

(310) UCLASAA.

FREE Stuff!
^ \ '^*:^^'^ / /

%•*>-_ *>*'
^^h*-****^

SAA members who show their

- BruinCord at the Aumni Center's

membership desk, may pick up a free

UCLA musical button while supplies lost.

UCIA Student Alumni Association

Alumni CmiIw

LosAngelM^CA 90095-1397

For E^mt & Volunlaor Information:

(310)UaA-SAA

Fox PIO) •25-8678

UCLA Alumni Association

Alumni Center

Los Angeles, CA 90095-1397

ror iftemDefmip hnuinemon.

piojuaAiUM
Fox: PIOI 825-8678

E^nai: okMmNOtupport.ucla.e(lu
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Blazing new technology...
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COMPAQ
PRESARIO

ES
Series

-M

PRESARIO 2412ES

HIl Proctssor,

32MB RAM, 4.0 GB hard disk, 32X CD-ROM
with MV400 Monitor (14712.9- VIA)
• Windows 98, MS Internet Explorer 4.1/ MS Works 4.5,

MS Bookshelf, MS Encarta, Learning Paq Bundle. Quickrestore CD,

& MI>EG Video PUyback

t Warranty: 3'year CPU, 1-year monitor

Atso avaltabU with: MV500 Monn»r (18713.7" VIA). $1,099
MV700 MoftHor (17715.9" VIA) .$1,299

,%!j!VH!;
'

AMD K6-2 Procossor with MMX and 3D Nowl
Ttchnology, Running at 300Mhz,

64MB RAM, 8.0 6B hard disk, 32X DVD-ROM
• .Windows 98, MS Internet Explorer 4.1, MS Works 4.5,

; MS Bookshelf, MS Encarta, Learning Paq Bundle, Quickrestore CD,

& MPEG Video Playback

• Warranty: 3-year CPU, 1-year monitor

AUo avilUbU with: MVSOO Monitor (157ii.r VIA).....,$1,349

>IV700 Monitor (1771S.9- VIA) ..,...$1,549

PRESARIO 1235ES jjl^^l
AMD-K6 Procossor with MMX, Running at 266Mhz,
32MB RAM, 4.0 GB hard disk,

24X CD-ROM
• $6K Integrated Modem with updates to ITO V.90

• Windows 98, MS Internet Explorer 4.1, MS Works 4.5,

MS Bookshelf, MS Encarta, Learning Pag Bundli, Quickrestore CD,

& MPEG Video Playback
^

• Warranty; S-yoar CPU, 1-year monitor

*R«strktiom Mid

cMRN^i dwelt, or

CtWCkt Mt MGHli

t Midtt: HmAvm* is tvaiUbW on(y to UCLA students. wUctid UCU Extcnskm students, UCU Ikuttyi UCIA sUff and UCLA
MMb ilmiy in^yiw at ttw CMipatcr Stwc itqti^ iiM|iail|, UCLA OMiputer Stwe price nqiilfes payMent by currenqi

UMMTiNy CMdH Union Withdrawal Check m»6t payable to The UCLA Stsn. VISA, NastefCad, and Discover aie also Kctflod. F^nonal
i up to S1,000. Money oiden arc not accepted. Sales Ux will be addod to bUod prices.

@ [ompulei Store
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JAMIE SCANLON JACOBS/Daily Bfuin

Scott Imler is the president of the Los Angeles Buyer's Club. The club

provides marijuana to its mennbers for medicinal purposes.

MARIJUANA
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tiative, according to a poll from the ini-

tiative's campaign.

"People are in pain," said Professor

Kathleen Boyle of the UCLA Drug
Abuse Research Center. "These peo-

ple would be happy if the feds just left

them alone."

In 1996, Californians approved

Prop. 215^ The Compassionate Use
Act - allowing for patients and their

caretakers "who possess or cultivate

marijuana for medical treatment" to

be exempt from the current laws pro-

hibiiing these ucl iona. -

The proposition also provides pro-

tection for physicians who recom-

mend marijuana for their patients.

Since its passing two years ago,

however, the number of marijuana

clubs that appeared soon after

Proposition 215 passed have signifi-

cantly declined. '

The clubs provide marijuana for

patients with a marijuana prescrip-

tion.

In addition, Boyle said the centers

teach people how to smoke. "There's a

lot of information shared at these cen-

ters," she said.

A conference

of 28 marijuana
————

—

clubs was held in

Santa Cruz in

October 1997.

Since that time,

only three

remain, accord-

ing to Scott""^

Imler, founder

and president of

the Los Angeles

Cannabis
Research Center.

"The rest have been shut down by

government officials and police since

the conference," Imler said.

The Cannabis Research Center,

located in West Hollywood, is one of

the three that remain and currently

has 548 members.

The newly passed proposals in

other states can expect to face similar

difficulty to that of Proposition 215.

Already, Nevada's state attorney

general is refusing to comply with the

measure, and Colorado officials will

not certify their proposal, according

to statements.

To further the problems faced by

each proposal, recent congressional

hearings reiterated Congress's stance

that marijuana will remain illegal in all

circumstances until further research is

done.

But last week, U.S. District Judge
Marvin Katz took an important step

in changing federal policies.

Katz proposed a settlement in

which 160 plaintiffs who sought to

guarantee their right to possess mari-

juana for medical reasons would be

allowed to. under a "carefully moni-

tored, scientifically controlled" prcv

gram.

The defendants have asked for 60
days to examine the proposal

A huge victor) for supporters if

approved. Katz's proposal would be a

milestone in the national fight to legal-

ize marijuana for medical uses.

The government is also beginning

to investigate the medical benefits of

marijuana.

In a recent statement. Attorney

General Janet Reno said that although

there is no present scientific support

for the medical use of marijuana, the

government has "encouraged research

in this area. That research is ongoing."

One of these studies is currently

being conducted at the University

California, San Francisco. The
National Institute of Health, a govern-

ment agency, is funding the study.

Doctors are examining the medical

Congress's stance is

that marijuana will

remain completely

illegal until furthejL

research is done.

benef its oi marijuana as well as iiied-

ical benefits of synthetic drugs that

mimic the effects of marijuana.

The UCLA Neuropsychiatric

Institute and Hospital is conducting

another study, which will be per-

formed jointly by Imler and Boyle.

Imler will act as a consultant to Boyle

in a university-wide AIDS Research

Program funded project.

This 2-year project will examine the

possibility of marijuana to alleviate

symptoms related to HIV/AIDS and

its treatment.

"Successful users" - people who
benefit from

^^^^^^^^^ marijuana - will"""^^
be interviewed,

said Boyle.

"I'm also try-

ing to find peo-

ple that marijua-

na didn't work

for, or who like

Marinol (a syn-

thetic drug mim-

icking the effects

of marijuana)

better," said

Boyle. So far, she has not been able to

find such patients.

"People like the controllability of

marijuana. They can smoke it until

they feel it and then stop," Boyle said.

She added that doses of Marinol are

often too high, and leave patients in

near unconscious states.

Many students at UCLA voiced

their support of these state proposals

and such research projects.

"Marijuana should be used only if

there is concrete evidence that it helps

the patients and it has strict restric-

tions," said Julie Dimashkieh, a third-

year political science student.

Jill Nakawatase, a second-year

chemistry student, agreed. "If it helps

people, why put restrictions on it?"

The support, however, is not over-

whelming.

"From early childhood, we are

taught that drugs in general are bad.

But now, by legalizing marijuana for

medical purposes, we are deteriorat-

ing this view," said Paul Fricscn, a

first-year computer science student.

"Children can get the wrong mes-

sage."

As the debate about marijuana on

campus continues, the national debate

docs the same But Imler believes that

eventually the politics behind the

debate will cease

"Medical marijuana is a mcdicmt*

of common sense," Imler said

HEART
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elect of the Western States Affiliates

this year was $1 15,000.

Many volunteers with the walk par-

ticipated to support family members

who suffered from heart disease and

stroke.

of the association, was a second-time

participant this year. He said UCLA
has benefited in the past through

research grants and funding.

The American Heart Association

has held a walk at UCLA three times

in the past, said Klitzner. This year he

participated as a pace setter and was

responsible for recruiting a team cap-

tain.

"In the past, __^^._^_
UCLA has

received over a

million dollars

(for research),"

said Tamra
Mariott, an execu-

tive director with

the AHA.
According to

Mariott, 1,500

people were expected at the walk.

Those participating in the walk

included 200 company teams,

between 200 and 250 representatives

from the UCLA Medical Center and

40 to 50 members of the Alpha Phi

Sorority. •

"(The Heart Walk) is a national

event, and 12 walks have been held in

Los Angeles County so far this year,"

said Mariott. The fundraising goal

"It is important to get involved to

have outreach, support and aware-

ness," said Linda Shufflebotham, a

volunteer for the heart walk and nurs-

ing student at Santa Monica College.

Some people involved this year

participated in the walk for the first

time.

"If everyone gets together and

makes a small

^_^_,.^^.„.. contribution.

the results can

be huge." said

K i r s t e n

Salmeen, a

first-time walk-

er.

Other festiv-

ities involved

children's
entertainment

and performances by Caravana, an

Afro-Latin rock band.

Walk participants warned that

heart disease and stroke can strike

anyone.

"Fifty percent of teenagers are

showing signs of heart disease by the

age of 16," said disease survivor Tim
Messer. "It kills athletes, teenagers

and children. It's an equal opportuni-

ty killer."

Walk participants

warned that heart

disease and stroke can

strike anyone.

WIN A FREE TICKET TO

AUSTRALIA
'/^

m '~/..

V^J

r^^ ^y»' •'4

Come to the
OZ OPEN HOUSE
November 17, 7:30 pm

824-1574
920 Westwood Blvd.

Oz is THE place for travel adventure!

WE'LL TELL YOU ALL ABOUT:

Travel Packages, Bus Passes

Adventure Tours, Work Programs,

and much morel

CST #1017560-60

^iAS^^y^dUa.

»oytttrr%m» rmAmmromT mtwok*

AIR NEW ZEALAND
WILCOMI ABOAKO. MIALLT

STA TRAVEL

BOO*- VO'IR TICKETS ON-LINF

www.statravel.com
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Photo Greeting Cards
Send a personalized holiday hello. .

.

No fuss, all fun. Choose from 6 new and

diverse commemorative greetings. Save time

and impn'nt a personal greeting. Horizontal

or vertical format available.

Order by

Dec 13 for

Guaranteed

7-Day

Service or

FREE!

Photo Gift ideas
...or customized gift, a fun way

to share your favorite photos.

Get your photos

processed and

submit print with

photo gift order.

Order photo gifts no

later than December

6th for Christmas

delivery. Allow 14

days for delivery.

f.

Photo Greeting Cards & Gift Ideas are

available at Essentials, B-Level Ackerman;

Campus Photo Studio, A-Level Ackerman;

North Campus Shop; Health Sciences Store;

Hill Top Shop

(3 Photo Processing

a. Ceramic Photo Plate

b. 18oz white Mug .

.

c. 15oz white Mug . •

.

d. lloz white Mug . •

e. Photo Mouse Pad . •

f. Photo T-shirt

Adults S-M-L XL ...

Adults XXL

Child S'M'L

g. Ceramic Ornament

Sweatshirt (not shown)

Adults S'M'L XL ...

Adults XXL

Child S'M'L

Memory Lane Calendar

(not shown)

.$17.95

.$24.95

.$19.95

.$16.95

.$14.95

.$17.95

.$19.95

.$17.95

.$17.95

.$27.95

.$31.95

.$27.95

.$24.95

p* n I
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Conveniently located in Westwood Village
Between Westwood Blvd. and Broxton Ave.

Across from Jerry s Fumuub Deli

Daily Bruin News

^25 Complete Professional

Eye Examination*

$99
CONTACT LENS
PACKAGE*
Includes eye exam.

fitting. 2 month follo«v-

up. and pair of Ocular
Science daily

wear ler>s«s.

$99
EYEGLASS
PACKAGE*

IrKtudes eye exam.
frame, and single vision

prescription lenses.

ITTW. -.t^Kltgrfi;

Eyes of

Westwood
can help you see
better, and look

better, too.

EYES OF WESTWOOD
Doyle, O.D.

FREE
Contact Lens Solution

SURGERY
From page 1

1

• comprehensive computer
assisted eye exams

• custom and disposable
contact lenses

• wide selection of today's
most fashionable eyewear

• Vision insurance plans
accepted

10930 Weytxjm Ave
WeshvoodVMoge
(310)208-1384

and titanium.

Despite the expense and excruci-

ating care and detail that went into

creating the iMR surgical room, the

project (funded primarily by

research grants) is worth it because it

represents a "big step in neuro-

surgery," said Anna Wang-
Mathieson, neurosurgery specialty

coordinator in the operating room.

"It's a big advancement," she

said. "An MR is a picture of what's

going on inside (the patient). If

something happens, we'll know right

away."

This breakthrough was the next

natural step in the evolution of MR-
involved surgeries, according to

Rubino.

Previous methods involved imper-

fect resolution and a two-room
model, Rubino said.

The current model, involving new
instruments and a "fringe field," or

low magnetic field, allows the patient

to be operated on just a few feet away
from the MRI machine and then

periodically slid into the magnetic

field for images as necessary, Rubino
explained.

Typically, an MR image is pro-

duced on the eve of a surgery to pro-

vide a map of the tissue and affected

area during the operation.

"But there can be problems

because when you're operating, stuff

DAILY DOSE Fall 1998

Brought to you by your (ampus (olfe? (onnection ' Xercldioff (ollee House ' Northern Lights ° Jimmy's

Are you

•-•-•-.-...

if that describes youoOrfefir

mug is i must-have! You

(ould save up to $35*

over the (ourse of d quarter on

fill-ups. Available for $/..99

(Includes first fill-up) in all (offee

house locations.

*bdspd on getting two cups a day, fivf days a week for

10 weeks.

The award for Host

Improved 9oes

to...Decaf!
*

We heard through the grapevine that

our customers weren't happy with the

guality of our decaf products. We

listened and have improved the guality

in several ways: better guality decaf

coffee beans, superpurified water and

a faster turn rate mean fresher, better

tasting decaf all day!

I -i -rirt — Show your mug

and get

lefllMor S0<!
'"Mt'»
;?:s'5F

Focus OD

moves around and changes," RuUinu
said.

The iMR suite avoids these kinds

of problems by providing a minute-

by-minute assessment of what's

going on.

Though the room was designed

mainly to accommodate brain surg-

eries, Rubino thinks the technology

will appeal to surgeons of other spe-

cialties as well.

"Other surgeons would want the

added safety factor," he said, citing

vascular surgery as an example.

"It's the next step in seeing

because you can see beyond the sur-

face. It's like you can see into the

brain," he said.

" Two other such surgical setups

currently exist in the United States at

the University of Minnesota and

Case Western Reserve University in

Cleveland, Ohio.

It may be a while before this new
technology becomes more universal,

however.

"It would be an expensive dream
to have it at all hospitals, but maybe
they could be introduced at major

academic institutions located strate-

gically throughout the United

Slates," Wang-Mathieson said.

"With it, we can always see what's

going on during the actual surgery,"

she added. "It's a dynamic process.

That's the beauty of it."

Coffee is 99% water so it makes

sense that better water makes better

coffee. iUI of our campus coffee houses

have begun to superfiltrate the water

we use to make your coffee. This

filtration process removes viturally all

impurities making the coffee we serve

taste that much better.

TEACHER
From page 6

"It's sad, it's sad, it's sad," he said

Saturday. "All the memories you have,

and then it's the end of the line and you

don't have anymore. You have to

adjust the way you are living. You miss

the kids."

Escalante, 67, was portrayed by

Edward James Olmos in the 1987

movie about how Escalante got low-

income students at Garfield High

School in East Los Angeles to pass

standardized tests used for college

admissions.

Escalante wore his trademark cap

as he spoke to educators about his

cfTorts to capture students' imagina-

tion by paintmg math formulas on the

walls in a sort ofeducational graffiti, by

insisting that students "look at me
when I kx)k at you," and by telling stu-

dents their IQs were so high that even

they began bragging to the principal

"Hey. wc are gifted'"
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EDUCATION
From page 1

4n

—

bil ingual cdi

requesting a waiver.

A waiver permits students to be

part of classes that are taught in both

their native tongue and English. A
school must have at least 20 waiver

requests in order to create a bilingual

classroom.

Despite this opportunity, school

educators are concerned that many
schools aren't informing or educat-

ing parents of their options of teach-

ing students in their first language

after the passage of Proposition 227.

"Schools need to inform parents

that children do learn English in bilin-

gual education and that waivers for

bilingual education give their chil-

dren the opportunity to learn the fun-

damentals and the language,"

Manzur said.

"Time is needed to clarify and help

parents understand their options.

This takes an effort that some schools

are not willing to make," she said.

Proposition 227 supporters say

that the best way to learn a language

is to be constantly exposed to it. Tliey

argue that complete immcr.sion into

English classrooms will be beneficial

to all students.

Educators worry that

(immersion) will make
=^tearnin9-di#icute=

"Bilingual education was sup-

posed to help our children conquer

the business language, but instead it

is a program that retards our chil-

dren's knowledge of English," said

Michael Lichestein, a former

Proposition 227 campaign volunteer.

"With Proposition 227 now in

efTect, our children have the lawful

and moral right of being taught the

English language and are now more

likely to have good economic oppor-

tunity in the future," he added.

But educators worry that this

method will make learning difficult

for the Limited English Proficient

(LEP) students because student par-

ticipation will decrease.

"Children whose native language

is not English will fail in English class-

rooms," said Carlos C3uzman, the

Sepulveda Middle School Bilingual

Program Coordinator. "The lan-

guage is new. When the teacher is

talking, students are not understand-

ing and become frustrated."

"They have no root or base to the

academics, making it almost impossi-

ble to learn," he added.

Educators also worry that those

students who are affected by

Proposition 227 may have no one to

turn to and ask for help.

Proposition 227 supporters say

that the bilingual program does more

harm than good because students

may not be able to emerge from it.

"The best path for academic

achievement for language-minority

students is to learn English and learn

it quickly," Lichestein said. "Too

many bilingual programs shunt these

students into slower learning tracks

where they rarely learn sufficient

English."

Guzman, however, said that since

there is a large number of LEP stu-

dents who are in need of special ser-

vices, it is the government's job to

provide these students with their

basic human rights.

"If I were to take home books in

English. I wouldn't do my homework

because I wouldn't know what to

do," said Karen Beatriz, 6, a Noble

Elementary student.

**My parenU don't know English,

sttmes they even have to ask

me how IdMy iomc things in Engiiih.

Mott of the time I know because it's

something I learned m cUss." she

nid

Consider a career in teaching.

-~ljj: «C=> -

TEACHING CREDENTIAL PANEL
Representatives from:

• UCLA
• Cal State Northridge

• Cal State Los Angeles

• Occidental College

• LAUSD Internship Progrann

(Ennergency Credential Program)

Thursday, November 19, 1998
Charles E. Young Grand Salon

in Kerckhoff

6:00-8:00 PM
All majors welcomed!!

Come and find out about the different credential programs in the area

* Refreshments will be served

Sponsored by: UCLA Education Society

Questions? E-mail: tbegian(«> ucla.edu

ALL Cosmetics
Offer good until Nov. 22

(Oct V \>)iU I

MAYBELLINE

REVLON

in the Market

LIMP-

Im t«iir ins9^

'Does not apply to Clinique cosmetics

or Tommy/Tommy Girl fragrances

UCtfkrSelected items also available at: ^^ ^^ ^^ I I J I U M L
Hill Top Shop Lu Valle Commons

and Health Sciences Store open daily
)
www.uclastore.ucla.edu

It's lit© llniJ

of the line!
The alphabet, that is.

Last names beginning with

S, T, U, V, W, X, Y, Z

Have your portraits

taken NOW and save $341

Schedule your portrait sitting during the periods

listed beloWp and receive these bonuses:

• A set of proofs to keep ($6 value)

• An extra set of proofs sent to parents ($6 value)

• 10% off any portrait package (up to $10 value,

depending on package)

• 10% off on our popular graduation frame ($4.95 value)

• 50% off the sitting fee ($7.50 value)

PLUS if you purchase your BruinUfe Yearbook at the

time of your portrait sitting, you'll also get $8 off the

price of the yearbook.

names begimbig with

S, T, U, V, W, X, Y, Z

photographed

Nov. 16 through Dec. 4

Stop by Cmp» PMo Slydto/

Union or cal 310-206-8433 («L 68433 on

Oradnolion Etc locaM

[rV'^pus Photo/GidLl -^*'nn ftc
I
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GOP leader steps down
courageously, selflessly
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CONGRESS: llislory will

evaluate Newt Gingrich

on his dreams, service

ByAIMollo
Arizona Daily Wildcat (U.Arizona)

TUCSON, Ariz. - At first I was

excited. Getting invited to the usually

off-Iimits-to-interns staff meeting

was pretty exciting, especially con-

sidering the kind of day it had been

so far.

Just a few hours earlier,

Republicans began announcing their

challenges to the i louse leadership.

The Speaker's Office had just

responded with a press release and,

as far as I thought, the war was on.

Newt Cjingrich

was going to «^^«,i...««_
-UaLu—on thtf

Road to novvhere needs map
PIREaiON; When lost,

make sure to keep your

pens and mints handy

So
you close the door to your

apartment because you're off to

a party. You check to see if you
remembered to bring your key - as

though at that point you could do
anything about

it; when the

door's locked,

the door's

locked. You

turn the corner

and you walk

down the hall

with your friend

Bruce.

He's the

important one

because he has

the directions in

his hand. These

aren't any ordinary directions -

they're written with times next to the

street names: drive 30 seconds on
Veteran toward Wilshire, turn right

onto Rochester and drive 20 seconds

west, and so on.

So you get into the car and you

say. "All right, where do we start?"^

"He says drive 30 seconds down
Veteran"

You start the car up and drive

down Veteran sittmg in silence,

because you're both counting to

HMI is a fourth-year communication

sturftes student. E-mail comments to

srMMiida.edu.

Spencer

Hill

yourself: "One one-thousand, two

one-thousand, three one-thousandr—

four one-thou.sand and so on."

Timf passes by and then Bruce

says, "We should have turned by

now, but I don't see the street."

"Come on, we still have a little bit

of time." If I may state the obvious:

apparently you're using different

clocks.

You continue to drive, but still

you're not finding Rochester, and
disturbing thoughts slowly creep up
in your mind: how do we adjust the

timing if there's traffic? And what if

we have to stop at a light?

"So, what are we going to do?"

"Should we just start from the

beginning again?"

"I guess."

So, the two of you go back to the

beginning and this time you count

out loud: "One one-thousand, two

one-thou.sand."

"This is really stupid," you say.^

"Yeah, but how else are we going

to do this?"

"Maybe we should look at the

map."

Never believe someone else's

directions, because they don't actual-

ly think about how to get there; they

just flip on autopilot and drive home.

You're thinking, "At least this is just

Bruce and me. and no one else

knows about how embarrassing this

is."

You sit m silence for a few blocks,

then Bruce says: "I got one of those

*Havc you seen us''' postcards in the

mail You know, looking for lost chil-

dren
'

-Yeah
'

"And, you know how they have
^ those missing kids on the cards and —
now they can age the children so you

see what the children will look like,

even though they've been missing for

three years?"

"Yeah."

"I wonder who does tho.se com-
puter-imaging deals."

"Why?" As though you need to

ask.

"I'm thinking of growing a goa-

tee."

"And ... OK. Wait, now it's com-
ing to me. You want to ask them to

show you what you'll look like with a

goatee, don't you?"

"Yep."

"You're crazy."

"That's for you to know and for

me to find out. Just think, you could

go to them if you wanted to know
what you'd look like with a different

hairstyle, so you wouldn't have to

guess. Plastic surgeons could
~"

"Hold up. If you grow a goatee,

make sure you trim it, because if you

don't it will look like a gerbil's

attacking your face."

"Don't worry; 1 will."

The conversation stalls, which is

just as well. Now you're back to

silenc^, as Bruce digs down mto his

pocket and takes out some Tic-Tacs

and offers you one: "You want one'"

"No."

"You sure? They're fresh and

minty"

"No."

"Only one and a half calories per

breath mint." Now he's starting to

See NRL Mf^ ^^

challengers for

his seal.

We took the

Congressional

subway under

Independence

Avenue to the

Capitol build-

ing. Upon
entering the

Speaker's
Office, I took a

seat ofl' to the

side, and wait-

ed for Ciingrich

to get on the

conference
phone from CJeorgia.

"This is .so exciting," I remember
saying to the person next to me, as I

prepared anxiously to hear him tell

us the plan of action.

What happened was very dilTer-

jent from what I had expected.

ment. On the other, I was deeply .sad-

dened to hear the man I had for so

long looked up to call it quits.

ITie mood around the room was

one of disbelief. With the exception

of perhaps his top aides, it appeared

that most of those present were

unaware of the decision.

As shocking as it was, the

Speaker's announcement to step

down is not so difllcult to under-

stand. Gingrich had become the

whipping post for Democrats across

the country. Fueled by over $100 mil-

lion in attack ads and the willing

assistance of the media, his political

and ideological adversaries were able

to demonize him in the minds of the

easily led and poorly informed.

Many Republicans had become
tired of the liberals running from the

issues by run-

,.^__^_,_^^^ ning against

Gingrich. A=
It was Speaker

Gingrich's leadership

that created and has

maintained a

Republican majority

through three

consecutive elections,

a feat not matched in

nearly seven decades.

The Speaker of the House of

Representatives, known by those

gathered in that room simply as

Newt, told us he was resigning from

Congress.

Wow.
On one hand, I felt privileged to

be among the first few to learn of the

end of an era in American govern-

Mollo, a senior studying political sci-

ence at the University of Arizona, is an

intern in Speaker of the House Newt
Gingrich's office. He can be reached at

AI.Mollo^wildcat.arizona.edu.

small group

within the

party had, for

this reason,

vowed not to

support him as

Speaker.

— H a d

Gingrich
fought this

Clinton-style,

he would have

likely retained

his post. But he

courageously

and selflessly

placed the

good of his party and America

before his own.

For this he should be congratulat-

ed.

Only time will tell what this will

mean for the future of the GOP. I

Jear that this "What have you done-

for me lately?" attitude can only fur-

ther weaken the party. It was

Speaker Gingrich's leadership that

created and has maintained a

Republican majority through three

consecutive elections, a feat not

matched in nearly .seven decades.

Politics on Capitol Hill is seldom

pretty, but at least one intern feels

that you should stand behind the

man who made you. You live by the

sword, you should be prepared to die

by it.

SeeM0LL0,page19

Speak to over 50,000 people.

Apply to be a Viewpoint

columnist.

Applications for the winter quarter will

be available beginning Nov. 16 and can be

picked up at 11 8 Kerckhoff Hall

(the Daily Bruin office). Your completed

applications should be returned to

Andrea Perera's mailbox at the Daily Bruin

office by or before Nov. 30 at 5 p.m.

penalty

does not

discriminate
1 am sorry to disappoint

Michelle Oberman (Viewpoint

Nov. 10, "Sever penchant for racist

death penalty"), but the death

penalty was not created just to

"oppress" anyone. The death penal-

ty can apply to anyone of any race.

If there is any apparent discrimina-

tion, it is against men in favor of

women. (Hmmm, I wonder if the

National Organization for Women
will fight that disparity.)

rhe death penalty has been

around for a long time. It is given to

those that a jury believes has ripped

their own humanity from them-

selves. It is not a "tool of oppres-

sion", but rather the state's way of

dealing with criminals (of any race)

who have committed severe

crimes.

Tlie death penalty, which pun-

ishes persons who commit hideous

crimes, can not be aimed at all peo
pie of a certain race because most

people (of all races) are not crimi-

nals. Does Oberman suggest other-

wise?

Daniel B. Rego

Third-year pre-potitical science

S^cr^ttMV of Bruin Republka

mask grabbed me
from behind, p laced a

Dorm telephone

rates seem like

highway robbery
For all you students living in the

dorms who thought making long

distance phone calls would be a

breeze, check your mailbox. I

recently have become a tragic vic-

tim, currently seeking counseling,

afier receiving my obnoxious

phone bill, (iranted I make a

bunch of love calls to my girlfriend

in Santa Barbara, but there is a fine

line between phone service and

highway robbery.

I felt like someone in a black ski

pocket knife across

my neck and told me to cough over

$52.30 or I would be disconnected.

Somebody is getting screwed

and it isn't the phone company.

Call your friend for one minute

to ask them to pick you up some-

where and it costs you ... drum role

please... 14 copper Lincolns!

(Don't laugh, because the> add up

to half my paycheck.)

Besides the outrageous price,

just dialing up the number is wast-

ed energy. My fingers cramp every

time I dial the customary 25 num-

bers to make a long distance phone

call. And who is the annoying guy

who always echoes in your ear

when you miss a number, "We're

sorry. Your call can't be completed

as dialed. Please check the number

again and dial again or dial zero for

assistance."

He needs a beating.

Let's not forget about the

sneaky $14 per month service rate

or the in.sulting $10 activation fee.

Why not charge me for having a

phone in my room ? Somebod>

plea.se wake up Alexander Graham
Bell and update him on the result

of his invention.

ITie worst part is, we can't take

advantage of the numerous tele-

phone campaign ads currently

Hooding the airwaves. I am per-

those suited dogs bark about or the

10-10-321 preached by John

Lithgow. Not that we need another

seven numbers to dial, but "saving

50 percent on calls over 20 min-

utes" sure would help.

Didn't Murphy Brown mention

a dime a minute?

My father, in his old age, likes to

remind me about the "good old

days." how 14 cents u.sed to buy

him a Snickers bar or a levy packs

of Wrigley gum. Now fathers (and

mothers) across the country can

understand why their college stu-

dents never call, .lust blame it on

the phi)necoiiipanv,

Mitchell Getz

Second-year student

Undedared

Women can choose how to live

RESPONSE: Feminists,

society shouldn't judge

people on appearances

By Catie Snow Bailard

Oh Deb, Deb. Deb -
1 enjoyed

your response to my column. Your

discussion in "Society imposes femi-

ninity on women" (Viewpoint. Nov.

1 1. written by Debrah Shurman) was

filled with a lot o'^ fine feminist

rhetoric that 1 whole-heartedly agree

with, but unfortunately you seemed

to have missed the entire point of my
column. And seeing that you neglect-

ed to read the entire column before

writing your response. I cannot sup-

press the gnawing urge to bring a few

points to our readers' attention.

First, 1 never held Ginger Spice to

be the "model for female empower-

ment." 1 simply stated that we should

not be so quick to denigrate a

woman and her abilities because she

made the choice to market herself

as a voluptuous woman.

Bailard is a third-year commu
nication studies student.

E-mail her at

bailardPucla.edu.

You see, anyone who read beyond

the headline and first two para-

graphs would quickly realize that the

whole point of my column was that

no woman should be chastised for

exercising free will in how she choos-

es to present her.seif.

But it seems that you happened to

miss the part where I stated that "as

long as a woman is donning army

boots and buzz cuts, because that is

how she truly feels the most comfort-

able, more power to her." The

women who I am wary of, however,

are the ones who "try to make me
feel guilty for uot doing the same."

I am also weary of all women who

allow their own appearance to be

swayed by external forces, who
switch between dressing like glam

girls to hippies according to what

group she allows to pick out her out-

fit for her that week.

You see, I don't care how a

woman lives her life, as long as she is

being true to herself and not telling

others how they

should or

should not live. The point is that all

women should have the ability to

choose for themselves and that those

who choose to be feminine should

not be looked down upon by those

who choose not to be - and vice

versa, of course.

Secondly, if Shurman had read a

little more carefully she would have

also noticed that my "simplistic

view" of feminism was not how she

portrayed it in her response. I took a

feminism course devoted to blaming

society's woes on the male gender; in

fact, I made a point of saying that the

course was simply a seminar dis-

guised as a women's studies class -

disguised, because that is not what a

true women's studies class consists

of.

Women's studies could be a beau-

tiCifl epistemology - but unfortunate-

ly there are women out there who
have allowed it to deviate from its

original purpose.

rhere are women who insist that

there must be "a dichotomy

between women who shave

their legs and who shave their

heads," like you stated. I

allowed for no dichotomy. In

fact, the point of the article

was to combat those women
who back-handedly perpet-

uate such a dichotomy by

portraying feminine worhen

<ha v ina thtf i r Ich ij w i th

razors of self-inflicted guilt.

And lastly, I did not'

See BAILARD, page 19

BORN AND RAISED
By Reuben Corona and Gus Campos

There comes a time in every

rodents life, when he^has to
cross the road."

This week's

On Friday, Viewpoint will discuss UCLA athletics. With the 'SC

football game soon approaching, we want to know why competition

and rivalry are important to you. Is school pride integral to your

college experience? Or is school pride just one more symptom of

social brain-washing? Bring your submissions to

1 1 8 Kerckhoff Hall or e-mail them to viewpoint@media.ucla.edu.

The deadline for submissions is Nov. 19 at 10 a.m.

DAILY BRUIN
1 18 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza

Los Angeles, CA 90024
(310)825 9898

http //www dailybruin ucia edu

Unsigned editonals represent d nriajority

opinion of the Daily Brum Editorial Board

All other colunnns, letters and artwork

represent the opinions of their authors

All submitted nrtaterial must bear the

author s name, address. te*ephor»e num
ber, registration number or affiliation

with UCLA Names will not be withheld

except in extreme cases

The Brum complies with the

Communication Board's policy pro

hibiting the publication of articles that

perpetuate derogatory cultural or eth

nic stereotypes

When multiple authors submit

material, some names may be kept on

file rather than published with the

material The Brum reserves the right to

edit submitted material and to deter-

mine its placenwnt in the paper All

submissions become the property of

The Bruin. The Communications Board

has a nr>edia grievance procedure for

resolving complaints against any of its

publications For a copy of the com-

plete procedure. contact the

Publkations office at 1 1B Kerckhoff

Hall
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SCHOOL OF INTERNATIONAL AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS

Learn about

our tivo dcffree

projjrams

To study at the School of International

and Public Affairs is to arrive where the

world's pathways of learning, policy,

and action.converge.

At SI PA, (-olumbia University' connects

in countless ways with New York C>ity,

and with economic and political net-

works that span the globe.

Here, guided by distinguished scholars

and policy professionals, tomorrow's
leaders train for responsible action.
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fhe Awards Are Ours

ards Are Yours.

'The Best ^torts Clubs*

*Best Exercise Classes"
1998 Winner Pasadena Star

'

1998 Winner - San Gabriel Valle)' Tribune ,

1998 Winner - Whittier Daily News
,

Th« Best Healtii Club" ^
The pes* "!"... ^^^m

get a little annoying. So, you listen to

the sounds of silence again and hope

that this m4ip will see you through..

All of a sudden, Bruce opens up

the glove compartment and starts fil-

ing through everything: "Bruce,

what are you doing?"

"I'm looking for a pen. I had a

thought and 1 want to write it down
before I forget about it."

"Writers," you say. You'd think

they would find something better to

do with themselves than try and cap-

ture their every little thought. Bui

you should at least account for why
you don't have any pens, because

after all you should have a pen in the

glove compartment of your car.

"Well, you know who has my last

pen? My professor. I'm in one of

those seminar classes. So, I'm sitting

next to the professor and about two-

thirds of the way into the class he

says that he needs a pen and paper,

because he forgot to bring some with

him. So he says, 'Does anyone have

a pen?'

"I look around and reach into my
bag - because I want to score points

with the prof- and I pick up a pen. I

don't want him to think that I'm

easy, so I pause for a few seconds

and then I give it to him. He uses it

for the entire class. Then it's time to

leave and guess what he does?

"He picks up the pen and the

paper and walk^ out of the room.

l^^ mmer

ff'lftvbicsPngram'
The Toughest Workout"

Less than 7 per weelc.
With a one-time registration fee of M49.

Westwood
Corner of Westwood & Wilshire

(310) 209-5002

LAFITNESS
SPORTS CLUBS

'A Premier Fitness C^mlers

"How many pens does he think

that I have? Does he think that I'm

not going to notice? I know pens -

that pen he took was no cheap pen."

"Exactly." Bruce sa>s. "Why
should you use anything less than

the best?"

"Nothing less than the best."

"Your professor is going straight

to hell," Bruce says.

"Don't swear."

"'Hell' isn't swearing."

"Yes, it is. 'Heir and 'damn' are

gateway swear words. Pretty soon

you'll be using all kinds of interest-

ing metaphors that you could never

get away with saying in say ... the

UCLA Daily Bruin for example.

For example, of course," you say.

Then comes one of those breaks

in the conversation that's supposed

to come every seven minutes, and

Bruce starts to fidget nervously.

Then Bruce says: "You know I .^
have a confession to make."

"What is it?"

"You're not making this easy ....

You know when you sit in class and

you ask for a pen from the person

sitting next to you?"

"Uh-huh."

"Well, when people give me a

pcji, 1 don't ever intend to give it

back. In fact, I never have."

"So you have this hidden stash of

pens in your bag."

"Weli.uhh-"
"Well what? You do, don't you? I

should make you walk to the party

tonight. Empty out your pockets."

"What?"

"Empty out your pockets. Do it

now."

Bruce empties out his pockets

and you find that Bruce has been

pocketing little knickknacks from
your apartment, the tire pressure

gauge and the pen from the glove

compartment.

And, all you do is sit back and try

and take a little inventory: "OK, so

now I've got a kleptomaniac friend,

and we're lost somewhere in Los

Angeles. What are we going to do?"

And. all Bruce can say is: "Want a

Tic-Tac?"
' IljU!?TgO«Tb§hciw!hatsom(J

people just know where they're

going and others struggle to hold

onto whatever they have

But in the end. there's nothing in

your pockets that will get you where

you're going, unless you have pre-

pared ahead of time

But at least your breath will smell

nice

Newt G ingricli. It will not judge him
by two-bit ads claiming he wanted to

'

starve hungry school children or by a

Newsweek front page portrayal as

"The Gingrich That Stole Christmas".

Such nonsense can only satisfy the

weak minds of the truly ignorant.

Gingrich certainly had his critics,

but history will not judge him by them

either. Rather it will judge him by his

actions. And mostly, it will judge him

within the framework of the words of

another great Republican leader,

President Theodore Roosevelt.

"It is not the critic who counts; not

the man who points out how the

strong man stumbles, or where the

doer of deeds could have done them

better. The credit belongs to the man
who is actually in the arena, whose

face is marred by dust and sweat and

blood; who strives valiantly; who errs,

and comes short again and again,

because there is no effort without

error and shortcoming; but who does

actually strive to do the deeds? Who at

best knows in the end the triumph of

high achievement and who at the

worst, if he fails, at least fails while

daring greatly, so that this place shall

never be with those cold and timid

souls who know neither victory nor

defeat."

Whether one believed in his poli-

tics or policy, few can deny the monu-

mental importance of this leader. A
man who stood firm for what he

believed to be right and made no ap5F
ogy for it. Most of all, a man who
dreamed great dreams for the future

of America.

"Well Al, you've made history,"

my internship coordinator Nicole

told me as we got back on the eleva-

tor. "Newt's last intern."

That's something I will always be

proud of. I want to thank Speaker

Gingrich for the opportunity to aid

him in his historic service to our coun-

try.

Even if in a way too small to be

noticed by most, I am truly honored

to have served a man I consider a

hero.

All the best, Newt. You'll be

missed.

BAILARD
Prom page 1 7-

address the American mass media's

attempt to assimilate women of

color because my column was not

aimed at attempting to define beau-

ty-

This is a subject better left alone,

because there are already enough

pervading stereotypes and pressures

convoluting the minds of young

girls. It is not time to "re-evaluate

our society's standards of beauty"

because it is that very need to evalu-

ate beauty that has created the prob-

lem. My point was rather that no

woman should be looked down
upon or judged by another for any

way she chooses to portray herself.

Also, spending your life complain-

ing about "socially constructed ide-

ologies of racism, sexism and clas-

sism" does little more than ultimate-

ly bolster their strength.

If you spend your life obsessing

about everything society has done to

keep you down, you will soon

become too weighted to rise above

it.

So in closing, next time you sec a

column with a controversial head-

line like "Sugar 'n' spice as effective

as feminism," before you allow

yourself to get all worked up, you

should remind yourself that editors

manufacture and use those head-

lines purposefully to get your atten-

tion. You sec, it IS usually a good

idea to make sure you truly under-

stand what is being said before you

decide to mount an unstable soaf>-

box.
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Cultural Study uncovers

role of breasts In society

BOOK: Women reveal

life stories, own bodies

to bring gender together

By Megan Dickerson

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Author and documenlarian

Meema Spadola sends a titillating

message within the first few pages of

"Breasts: Our Most Public Private

Parts."

"I believe that every woman has a

breast story - and I don't mean a

story about her breasts," Spadola

writes, in a clear-cut, no-frills style.

"I mean the story of her breasts. The

premise is simple: Breasts are the

most public pri-

vate part of our

bodies,"

omnipresent
anatomical enti-

ties, but the sto-

ries behind them

often stay

beneath layers of

political padding

and culturaL

BOOK REVIEW
Breasts: OurMost

thing about what it means to be a

woman, or a pubescent girl; what it

means to have breast cancer, or

breast feed, or grow older. We might

better understand how we think

about our sexuality and how we see

our bodies in relation to ourselves

and to our partners."

Spadola has accomplished this

goal, which is not as lofty as it may
seem. It's all about common experi-

ence; from training bra anxiety to

nipple shape and size, the insecuri-

ties of others make the female reader

seem "normal" - if there is such a

thing. Spadola writes that because

most women rarely see other

women's bodies, many often have a

"fairly warped" view of what consti-

tutes "normal" breasts.

Some of the

most interesting

anecdotes come

from women of

Public Private Parts

Author: Meema Spadola

Publisher: Wildcat

Canyon Press

Price:$13.95

Pages: 249

advanced years.

NINA SACKS/Daily Bruin

corsets. Spadola,

one of the filmmakers behind HBO's
1995 "Breasts: A Documentary",

took this into extensive considera-

tion, fabricating a 249-page declara-

tion of breast independence.

In her newly published. Wildcat

Canyon Press paperback, Spadola

portrays breasts as more than just

another biologically functional body

part, but a paramount sociocultural

factor. Through a sociocritical look-

ing glass, it is clear that bosoms are

two simple pieces of flesh that can

easily mold a woman's entire out-

look on the world. ^—-i^—^^

—

-^—-^

The book, part social critique and

part slumber-party dish, represents

thexiozens of women Spadola inter-

viewed while

filming her doc- """"
umentary three

years ago. Most
of the women,
except for the

very young,

were interrogat-

ed and filmed

sans bras or

shirts.

Perhaps it

was this literal

unveiling that

prompted some of the very frank dis-

cussion that populates the pages of

"Breasts." Although it sometimes

adopts a tone of female bonding,

Spadola effectively and objectively

unveils topics often taboo in a breast-

bandaged society.

In chapters such as "Natural but

Not Easy" and "Man Magnets vs.

Baby Magnets," mothers talk about

nipple pain and breast-feeding guilt.

In "The AA to FF on Identity,"

women talk about the horrors of

being labeled a "C-cup" or "A-cup".

and what those monikers represent.

In other portions, under section

heads such as "Sexuality" and

"Health," strippers with nipples the

size of pinkie joints extol the virtues

of breaiU as professional tools, while

recall their first sexual

"Breasts" achieves a

delicate balance

between serious

investigation and

fluffy female bonding.

expcncnces

'*And through this." Spadola

*^Me might just kam some-

females experi-

enced in every

stage of breast

development
and decay.

One such

woman, 84-

y e a r - o 1 d

Fannie, told Spadola the storj' of

how her mother treated her B-sized

breasts as a sort of dowry. Since her

family was weak in funds, her moth-

er found strength in Fannie's

breasts, which were considered large

in the '20s and '30s. Fannie's breasts

substantiated her hope chest.

Few outlets outside a "Fried

Green Tomatoes"-esque nursing

home can offer such a truthful, octo-

genarian perspective on an often

covert topic. But "Breasts," while it

often seems to be just a transcript of

what must be an exciting documen-

tary, puts down on paper a history,

an exploration and a "wherc-do-we-

go-from-here" perspective on the

way we see————«— breasts.

As such, the

novel makes an

interesting read

for members of

the male persua-

sion.

Of course, a

book blaring

"Breasts" in

bright red and

orange lettering

from the shelves

of Barnes and Noble inspires an

immediate literary attraction - that

is, if one is perusing the "Women's
Studies" rack in a carnal mood. But

for men. "Breasts" can offer some

insight into things often seen as

objects, plastered on the ogled pages

of Playboy and Hustler.

"Breasts"- achieves a delicate bal-

ance between serious investigation

and fluffy female bonding. It is also

an interactive experience.

Making good on her assertion that

"every woman has a breast story."

Spadola closes the book with a "Tell

us about your breasts" addendum.

Those with a bosom story to tell

can send their tales to the publisher,

for possible inclusion in later edi-

tions.

All you need are breasts and an

open mind - two things that are

more intertwined than many would

imagme.

from an all-star cast of actors

for his new movie about the people

society makes famous
Melanie Griffith and Kenneth Branagh are only two of the many celebrities in Woody Allen's new movie.

t'holos couitt">y of Miramax him

By Lonnie Hanis

Daily Bruin Staff

"Celebrity" is certainly the word to describe

Woody Allen's new project. Not only does the movie

explore issues of fame and stardom in modern

America, but it also features a whole slew of the peo-

ple suggested by the title. Included in the cast are

such "celebrities" as Kenneth Branagh, Judy Davis,

Charlize Theron, Hank Azaria, Winona Ryder,

Gretchen Moll, Melanic Grifllth and (of course) the

biggest star ofthem aH, I conardo DiCaprio. (He has

a small role, ladies. Son > ) It is mainly on the strength

of these performances that "Celebrity" succeeds at

all. Not, to discount the work of Allen, undeniably

one of the greatest writers the movies have ever

known, but this current project tends to ramble on

for a while without voing anywhere, probably

because ofAllen's pers(Muil connection to the topic at

hand.
•-:--•-_—.

^
;,.,;- ,,
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What little story the !ilin has centers around the

recently separated coupL* Lee and Robin (Branagh

and Davis, respectively > He's a struggling freelance

journalist and amateur screenwriter trying desper-

ately to attain the level ot tame that the subjects of his

articles have achieved. She's his quiet, mousy ex-wife

who becomes an instant star after dating a television

producer (Joe Mantenga).

Like all Allen movie^. the actual workings of the

plot are secondary U) individual scenes and

moments. Many of these short interludes are clever,

fast and funny. There : le moments in "Celebrity,"

specific lines of dialogue, that are as witty as anything

Allen has ever written. ( )ne. for instance, finds Lee at

the apartment of hot ris iig star Brandon Darrow (a

perfectly cast DiCapriv*), and unwittingly getting

embroiled in some group sex action. Under any other

direction, this moment uouid have seemed forced or

phony - cheap comed\ designed to elicit nervous

laughter. Allen's hand ^ so- light, however, that the

audience can't help but ! 'ugh at the absurdity.

A lot of credit also much be given to the illustrious

crop of performers, wh > are not only perfectly cast

but rise to the occasion and deliver the laughs.

Branagh and Davis are relied upon to anchor the

story and keep it centered despite the screenplay's

tendency to digress. The\ succeed beautifully, espe-

cially Branagh in a than iv less role Allen obviously

based on himself (a I eat also accomplished by

Edward Norton in the director's past "Everyone

Says I Love You" ) The iilm's most unexpected trea-

sure, however, is Theron as a supermodel who is not

only obsessed with her public image but who has a

S««aLE8llfTY,pa9«24
(Left to right) Kenneth Branagh, Leonardo DiCaprio, Gretchen Mol

and Adrian Grenier play craps in a scene from Woody Allen'^ "Celebrity*

Appreciating

artist's abilities

doesn't require

liking his style

COLUMN: Many people

subjectively judge niusic

instead of seeing it as art

The machine-brewed coffee

stings the back of my throat

as the raspy poet from

Minnesota picks his guitar and

sings about life. I listen to that

squealing organ and close my eyes,

subconsciously tapping my foot to

the beat. Now it comes time for the

harmonica

solo, the one

my dad likes,

the one that

Brent

Hopkins

Kenneth Branagh and Winona Rider cling to the world of

fanf>e ar>d fortur>e in "Celebrity':

rem inds me of

a beautifully

clear day long

ago. when I

first saw this

sprawling cam-

pus, and began

to think about

freedom. I'm

losing myself in

the energy of

an electrified Bob Dylan singing

"Like a Rolling Stone."

Then it comes.

"He sucks. He doesn't know how
to sing."

I'm snatched out of my day-

dream and smashed back into the

reality of my musicology class. It

seems a philistine has found his way
into the audience. According to this

genius, Bob Dylan, one of the most

acclaimed and popular artists in the

history of recorded music, knows

nothing about singing. Apparently,
"

since Dylan isn't using the same

voice you might hear on Top 40

radio, he's a musical idiot.

Otherwise, he'd sing better, right?

Wrong, moron.

I hear people spout off about this

all the time, and I'mguilty of it

myself every now and then. People

seem to think that just because they

don't particularly like the way the

music sounds, it's invalid. This

joker in my class continued on at

length about how Dylan couldn't

carry a tune, and thus was a bad

singer. The man has been recording

music for almost 40 years, toured

all over the world, won countless

awards, and his music is recognized

as being some of the most infiuen-

tial art in the 20th century. I think

he probably knows a thing or two

about how to sing.

We all have types of music we
prefer and types that we can't stand.

Personally, I don't like heavy metal.

I find its tone unpleasant, its lyrics

ridiculous and its melodies repeti-

tive. I'd rather not listen to it. I

don't dismiss it as being irrelevant,

however. I've seen the frenzied

emotion it can invoke in its listen-

ers, and the passion with which they

devote themselves to it. Simply

because I don't care for it doesn't

mean it's musically worthless, as the

vocal pmhead sugpMts.

I don't know what it is about that

musicology class that attracts these

people, but they all seem to sit

ju-
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Sound Brres

PAUL OAKEHFOLD

'Tranceport"

Paul Oakenfold, **Traiicepoi1''

When veteran DJ Paul Oakenfold

jumped into the dance scene years ago,

he did it strictly for the love. How far

he has come since those days.

Oakenfold, long regarded as the

,
premiere trance dj, introduces his lat-

est batch of trance and progressive

house mixes. "Tranceport," a compila-

tion of tunes geared to thoroughly

mesmerize with high frequency beats,

splices together pulsing foundation

beats and throws some synth key-

boards over the top making for some

discotheque appropriate music.

Track listings merely identify differ-

ent sections in a long, continuous DJ

session. There are no specific songs on

"Tranceport." "Three Drives on a

Vinyl" transitions into "Tilt vs. Paul

Van Dyk" effortlessly.

"Tranri^port" delivers a wispy, vaci.

uous sound. Oakenfold decided to

spin strictly happy, uplifting trance. It

is light fare and offers a refreshing

break from deep, dark jungle and

drum and bass electronica.

Warning: "Tranceport" should only

dwell in the CD player for parties. It

thrives to make people dance.

And to all the brave souls who listen

to Oakenfold's manic creation while

sitting in one place: The beats will drip,

drip on the brain like Chinese water

torture.

Trinh Bui

Rusted Root, "^Rusted Root''

Hippie outfit Rusted Root has been

churning out fun folk rock for years

now. Unlike other jam bands with

which the group is also often associat-

ed, however. Rusted Root chooses on

its new self-titled release to .maintain

the same sound as found on its previ-

ous albums. Gone are the attempts for

experimentation on the new releases

from other jazzy rock bands such as

Dave Matthews Band and Phish.

While Rusted Root's new album

includes an engaging collection of 12

songs, it doesn't really push the range

of the band past the boundaries it

already crossed years ago. ^

Rusted Root first came to national

attention with its debut album. "When

I Woke," still the best compilation of

songs in the band's catalog. Pieces

such as "Send Me on My Way" got the

band booked on the touring HORDE
Festival in 1996, where it played with

like-minded bands Dave Matthews

and Blues Traveler.

There, as well as on its next release,

"Remember," Rusted Root showed a

tremendous gift for incorporating

world music (especially that of India

and Africa) into traditional American

rock 'n' roll. The result was a collection

of fresh-sounding music that still resr

onates with American crowds reared

on classic rock.

On "Rusted Root," the band con-

tinues this trend well, especially on

tracks such as "She Roll Me Up" and

"Live a Long Time." The latter's mix

of poppy harmony with a strong beat

ranks it among the band's most soulful

tunes.

The real highlight of the disc, how-

ever, turns out to be perhaps the most

conventional. The band covers the

Rolling Stones* classic rock anthem,

"You Can't Always Get What You

Want," with an exuberance and inten-

sity rarely found on Rusted Root CDs

and hints at a possible new direction

for the band to explore in future

recordings.

For now, lead singer-songwriter

Mike Glabicki and company seem

content to produce slightly off-kilter

folk rock to please a generation of

young hippies who may have missed

the Grateful Dead but still love a good

live-band.

Lonnie Harris

Sloan, **Navy Blues'*

In their native land of Canada,

Sloan members are superstars, and

rightfully so. Their first three albums

overflow with pop hooks, tight three-

part harmonies, and smart, tongue in

cheek lyrics. "Navy Blues" is their

most accomplished work yet, and it

may even win them the American fol-

lowing that has eluded the band thus

far.

The blatant '60s worship in 1996's

"One Chord to Another" has been

replaced by a beefier, more swagger-

ing /70s vibe. "She Says What She

Means," "Iggy and Angus" and

"Money City Maniacs" feature the

kind of big choruses and dual guitar

lines that could be found on an old

Thin Lizzy album without forsaking

the band's trademark melodic punch.

Piano-based songs such as "Thank

You" and "C'mon C'mon (We're

Gonna Get It Started") tread familiar

Beatle-ish territory but have enough

sonic decoration and enthusiasm to

push them beyond mere retro status.

"Sinking Ships" and "Suppose

They Close the Door" display the

appeal of Sloan's sound. Both songs

use rapid tempo shifts and ominous-

sounding guitar work to add to the

vengeance and paranoia expressed in

the lyrics. But no matter how despair-

ing the lyrics may be, there is always an

instantly hummable chorus that

emanates optimism.

Sloan is a rarity in rock in that all

four members write and sing. The spir-

it and the togetherness of the playing

on "Navy Blues" show that Sloan is a

band in the truest sense of the term. As

the album cover displays, four heads

are better than one.

Adam Tolbert

Andrea Martin, "The Best of Me"
There are currently several schools

of hip-hop that represent a shift

toward themes of greed and sex. Puff

See SOUND, page 26
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CD collection offers juicy stories, tidbits of Hollywood's past, present

LORE: L.A. tour guide

shares current secrets,

history of Tinseltown

By Carol Bidwell

Los Angeles Daily News

It was just another day in the star-

studded world of bachelor Stephen

Schochet.

He"d just Icfl TV icon Aaron

Spelling's house, dropped by Rodeo

Drive and cruised the Sunset Strip.

Now, he stood on a hilltop above

Hollywood Boulevard, the glitter that

is Tinseltown spread out at his feet.

Nearby, a long line of tourists

patiently waited for him, cameras at

the ready to record the day they spent

with Stephen Schochet - tour bus

guide.

'i love Hollywood, with all its sto-

ries," said Schochet, 35, snapping

photos of couples from Texas and

Australia with the Hollywood sign in

the background. "And I love to tell all

the stories I find to the people on the

bus."

With the Hollywood news he finds

in the entertainment trade papers and

the screen history he digs up in the

public library, the Marina del Rey res-

ident is working to parlay a nine-year

career as a tour guide with VIP Tours

and Charters near Los Angeles

record producer Ivor Francis,

Schochet has produced a cassette tape

titled "Tales of Hollywood" that

traces the roots of motion-'picture pro-

duction. The two also collaborated on

a lushly orchestrated double tape/CD
biography of animator and studio

head Wall Disney. And the two are

putting together a mini-library ofCDs
containing 100 two- or three-minute

history vignettes, based on the

American film Institute's recently

released list of the 100 greatest films,

that they'll try to syndicate to ritdio

stations nationwide. •

"Stephen has a story about every

actor, every director, every producer

in the city, so there's no shortage of

stories about every movie," said

Francis, brother of "General

Hospital" star Genie Francis and

owner of Emerald City Records. "We
hope the CD library is done by the end

of the year."

Initially, Schochet considered writ-

ing a book of Hollywood tales, "but it

just seemed like my strength was as an

oral storyteller."

Well, he has had nine years of prac-

tice.

"I'm always driving past the same

places, so I started to look for new sto

ries to keep the tour fresh," Schochet

said.

He didn't start out as a tour guide.

After college, he went to work for a

limousine company and began

ed for people in the limo," Schochet

said. After telling some of his stories

to appreciative limo passengers such

as Sammy Davis Jr., it occurred to

him that he'd have a lot more fun

telling the stories to a bigger audience.

He signed on with the tour company.

Marco Khorasani, general manag-

er for VIP Tours, said Schochet otTers

tidbits of Hollywood history, as well as

the latest entertainment news and gos-

sip, to tour bus passengers.

"He has so many stories."

Khorasani said. "Every day, he comes

up with something new and entertain-

ing for the tourists to listen to. They

seem to love it. And he always shares

his stories with the other tour guides,

which they love."

Schochet's tour route varies only

when construction bars the way:

From LAX-area hotels, he heads

through Marina del Rey, Venice,

Westwood, Beverly Hills, Holmby
Hills and up Sunset Boulevard to

Hollywood. Out-of-towners can

briefly stroll along Rodeo Drive, get a

panoramic view of Hollywood from

the parking lot of the hilltop Japanese

restaurant Yamashiro, check out

stars' handprints and footprints at

Mann's Chinese Theater, then lunch

at Farmers Market before heading

back to their hotels.

Along the way, Schochet points out

the mud flat that may someday be the

new DreamWorks studio complex;

Room on the Sunset Strip.

Keep an eye out for movie stars, he

lells tourists - no telling where you

may spot them.

"Jimmy Stewart was always dri-

ving around in a green Volvo waving

at the buses." Schochet said. "George

Burns. I used to see all the time,

always with a big smile, always waving

at buses. One time I was loading up

the bus at Rodeo Drive, and Kirk

Douglas came by (and) .said. 'How are

you?' to everybody."

Tourists love to visit the Regent

Beverly Hills Hotel near Rodeo
Drive, where Julia Roberts, and

Richard CJere filmed lobby scenes for

"Pretty Woman."
"People want to stay in the suite

they stayed in in the movie." Schochet

told his passengers. "But they can't; it

doesn't exist. It was filmed on the lot

at Warner Bros. Studios."

But where are the stars?

"If you really want to see some-

body like Leonardo de Caprio of

Gwyneth Paltrow or whoever's the

star of the moment, the Skybar (on the

Sunset Strip) is the place to do it," he

advised.

Schochet offers up some possible

luminaries of the future: a handful of

grungily dressed young men lounging

on the sidewalk in front of the sad-

looking Laugh Factory on Sunset

Boulevard. "Those are all young

comedians," Schochet tells the

Seinfeld."

Heading into the hills, the tour bus

paused in front of former president

Ronald Reagan's home. "You can see

the bulletproof guard shack,"

Schochet announced.

Composer Quincy Jones' home
"has 25 rooms on six floors;" "Steel

Magnolias" producer Ray Stark, who
owns the home once occupied by

Humphrey Bogart and Lauren Bacall,

is "so afraid of burglars, he bought a

used police car and he parks it in the

driveway;" and at Hugh Hefner's

Playboy mansion, Schochet shares:

"They had a wild party the other

night, lots of people running around

in the buff."

But the home that drew oohs and

aahs from the tourists was Spelling's

palatial 56,500-square-foot home,

where the ornate wrought-iron gates

opened, and a cream-colored

Mercedes drove out just as the bus

drove by.

"Nope, that's not Aaron,"

Schochet told the excited tourists.

"He waves at the buses."

Anyplace else the tourists want to

see?

"How about O.J.'s house?" sug-

gested somebody in the back of the

bus.

"It's not on our route, and we're

not supposed to go there because the

neighbors got really annoyed by all

the tour buses," Schochet said regret-
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• Same day appointments availat)le.
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Ye have vays of waking you recycle.

Student Welfare Commission
Fan 98

Learn to save lives! Be trained and certified

Adult and Child CPR: Mon. 1 1 /1

6

Infant CPR: Wed. 11/18
Standard First Aid: Sat. 11/21

CPR/FifstAidlfoiningPfoject

To receive certification. BRING a SASE to class.

All weekday classes in Ackermon Union 351 7 from 6pm- 1 0pm.

All weekend classes in Ackerman Union 351 7 from 1 2pm-4pm.

Sign up at KH404A on bulletin board and leave a

$5 deposit by check or money order in the mailbox.

fundable upon clq« attendgnce-witb-

valid undergraduate student ID. Make checks

payable to Cash, and leave a separate check for

each class. Cancel at least one day in advance.

For more information, call 825-8462 Or visit

http://students.ucla.edu/swc Also contact us if you

are interested in becoming an instructor, no prior

-

CPR training is required to apply.

"75 STUDENTS
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CELEBRITY
From page 21

unique condition Icnown as "polymor-

phous eroticism" - the ability to

become aroused by being touched on

any area of the body. Theron, who pre-

viously was given meaningless roles in

such trifles as "2 Days in the Valley"

and "Devil's Advocate," finally has

gotten a role that makes use of her siz-

able comic talent.

Like Cameron ,i__^_i_
Diaz before her,

the model has

reached a stage in

her career where

she is more than a

body.

Tremendous
acting is also

required to carry ,

the film through

some of its more patchy or self-indul-

gent sequences.

Allen, as always, cannot resist the

temptation to throw a prostitute into

the film, even where it doesn't belong.

This time it's Bebe Newirth who has

inherited hooker duty, and she does a

better-than-average job of giving the

caricature some unique personality.

One scene, in which Newirth demon-

Tremendous acting is

also required to carry

the film through ...

patchy sequences.

HOPKINS
From page 21

strates proper oral sex technique for

Davis, could have been disastrous in

the hands of two amateurs, but

becomes - in the capable hands of this

duo - one of the film's funniest, if silli-

est, sequences.

If "Celebrity" has a downfall, it may
be the conclusion.

At about the 90-minute mark, the

film changes from an all-out satire of

fame into a "message" film about how
America worships idols who are unde-

serving of their

-. place in society.

A worthy subject

for a movie, no

doubt, but it is

possible that

Allen has a little

too much at

stake here.

Later scenes

in the film, cen-

tering mainly

around Branagh'S relationship with

young ingenue Nola (Ryder) smack of

pretension, much like the conclusion

to Allen's last film, "Deconstructing

Harry."

The film, like its predecessor, is

much better when it observes human
behavior rather than comments on it.

"Celebrity "opens Nov. 20 nationwide.

This is not to say that all music is

good, either. There are some things

out there that are pretty hard to
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behind me, wherever I am. They sit

there, not thinking about what's

going on, loudly proclaiming their

dislike of the subject.

I don't get it, I really don't. You
don't have to be a hardcore music

fan to appreciate a few tunes. Even

if you don't really like them all that-

much, to dismiss them as being

without merit is ridiculous.

argue for - 1 hear them all ihc time:

HOPKINS
From page 24

eycT, is that just because a song

doesn't have harmonious vocals,

electric guitar, a good beat or what-

ever doesn't make it bad.

This seems to be a point lost on

my fellow students, who offer senti-

ments such as, "Dude, we've been

here for. like, an hour - we should

go." The class is two hours of sitting

around, listening to short excerpts

of popular music. It's not like this is

thermonuclear physics or anything.

Two hours of sitting in one place,

essentially listening to the radio with

a colorful commentary from the

professor is not going to kill you.

I can understand that it might get

a little monotonous. If you're not a

huge fan of the day's playlist, you

could get bored. As an alternative to

listening to the professor talk,

though, you can instead watch the

videos he sometimes shows. The
gallery has a response to this, as

well.

"I hope he, like, plays a movie

today, so I can leave."

Since we aren't tested on the

videotaped material, they use it as

an excuse to depart. God forbid

there should be something interest-

ing on there.

I think my favorite one came
from a large young man wearing

athletic warm-ups, who was so excit-

ed by the whole class that he

lusL'd himi»c'lf by thrcroc

I don't care if you don't want to be

there. When you sit there like a

third grader and amuse yourself at

the expense of the rest of us. it kind

ofgetstoyou.

When these whiz kids can bring

themselves to think about some-

thing class related, rather than "that

party where I got so wasted last

night," they seem to have a very

interesting standard to judge the

music that we're listening to. It

doesn't matter what the artists are

saying, or which instruments they're

playing - the important thing is the

way they look.

The critics look at Little Richard

and proclaim him to be "a homo."

They don't care abottt-I^olly

Parton's music, they prefer to dis-

cuss her breasts.

I'm glad to have these opinions

shot off all around me, but I was not

aware of the fact that Little

Richard's unusual outfits or

Parton's figure are the driving infiu-

ence behind their music.

Sure, the way the artists look

when they perform is significant,

but it has no bearing whatsoever on

the way they sound when we're lis-

tening to them on the stereo.

This half-hearted musical criti-

cism is not limited to just the aisles

of musicology classes. You can find

it wherever there's a radio playing.

People love to shoot their mouths

off about things they don't know
very much about. (I, of course, have

never done this in my whole life.)

My roommate has an album of

Christmas songs performed by bodi-

ly functions, and you really can't

support some guy belching into a

microphone as a serious musician.

Just because something has a musi-

cal note in it doesn't make it good.

^The important Hip-side to that, how-

:sa

See HOPKINS, page 25
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of paper at his friends who were sit-

ting nearby. This young scholar pro-

claimed in a rush of brilliance, "I

would so not be here if Coach didn't

ask to see my notes."

Apparently, the idea of going to

class to actually learn something

(rather than just getting proof of

attendance) is an alien one. I don't

care if it's not your favorite subject.

ing fjiccK^ Music; airnnwi to hu a favor im targm

of these attacks.

What they neglect to remember is

that just because they don't like it. it

isn't pointless.

If you reject everything you don't

immediately like, you're going to

lead an awfully boring life.

Hopkins thinks his own guitar playing

really sucks.

ADVERTISE!!!

CALL 206-3060

Laser Disc LASIK
now offers an alternative to dependency on

eyeglasses or contact lenses.

Brian S. Boxer Wachler, M.D., Director of the UCLA Laser Refractive Center at

the Jules Stein Eye Institute, discusses Laser Disc LASIK and other refractive

procedures to correct nearsightedness and astigmatism. You'll find out how Laser

Disc LASIK and other techniques work, the expected results, costs. . . and if

you're a candidate for these procedures.

Join us at one ofthefollowing times:

Thursday, November 19, 12:15 - 1:00 p.m. or 5:30-6:15 p.m.

Jules Stein Eye Institute Auditorium

100 Stein Plaza. UCLA

R.S.V.P. at (310) 794-7216 or miel@jsei.ucla.edu

Refreshments will be provided. JULES STEIN EYE INSTITUTE

cohcbS

SMOKE SIGNALS *

November 20, 1998

7PM & 9:30PM
@ Ackerman Grand Ballroom

Only S2 admission! (c'mon all

you cheapies!)

PLUS! ADDED BONUS!
The main actress, IRENE

BEDARD, will speak after the

9:30 screening!

IIMTE^IMSIHIIPS ^J

thursday

november 19, 1998

@ westwood plaza

12 noon ^

Money, Power, a Successful

Love Life. Well, we can't

guarantee all that, but you
can have a damned lot of

fun working here.

Pick up applications @ 300A

Kerckhoff

MoxicFonc

"^HEA'Z.

PfJSVJHVVJ

THURSDAY
Nov. 19, 1998

in WESTWOOD
(STHE MANN
REGENT THE-
ATER (1045

Broxton) 7:30pm

BIGGEST HOME OPENER IN WOMEN'S BASKETBALL!!

for more into 1 .310.825 1958

www campusov/ents ucia edu cocinfo asucla ocIl

Maylana Martin- Pre-Sieason All-American

"^"^Z^o,^.
Tuesday Night, 7pm @ Pauley Pavilion "^^^l^ur?'

^STUDENTS FREE W/ I.D.*
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SOUND
From page 22

Daddy and Missy Elliot seem to be

behind every hit song that invariably

contains a variation of these two

themes.

Apart from this lies the school ofthe

Fugees, where rap, R&B and hip-hop

are relatively clean and sweet. This is

where Andrea Martin's new album

should be placed.

Not only does she have the harsh,

street-wise elegance of Lauryn Hill,

but Martin also collaborates with Hill

on the final track, "The Best of You."

Martin, who has written hit songs

for En Vogue, Toni Braxton and SWV,

makes a good effort on the mic.

Writing most of the songs on her debut

album as well, she proves her potential

as an R&B star.

The songs are not ground-breaking,

however. Rather, they mostly rely on

pre-established pop standards.

The songs are extremely radio-

friendly and bound to be hits. Hill's

bubble gum pop sound definitely

comes through. Occasionally, Martin

breaks out into Jamaican reggae,

which adds vitality to the album.

The first track, "Let Me Return the

Favor," sets the mood of the album

with its insistent beat and uplifting

vocals. "Steppin" is a slow jam remi-

niscent of Whitney Houston. In the

title track, there are hints of Mariah

Carey's infamous shriek. "Dear Lord"

brings out Martin's gospel soul.

The best parts of this album are the

collaborations with artists such as Hill,

Wyclef Jean, Tracy Chapman and

Queen Lalifah.

Like the Boys II Men album,

"Evolution," Martin's debut will not

change the face of hip-hop and R&B.

But for those who appreciate some-

thing clean in a genre of increasing vul-

garity, Martin is definitely a winner.

Howard Ho

Various Artists, "In Their Eyes: *90s

Teen Artists vs. '80s Teen Movies** .

You remember those moments:

John Cusak stands outside his love's

window, holding a stereo above his

head,j)laying Peter Gabriel's "In Your

Eyes.T'

Most of the hit brat-pack movies of

the '80s hold a special song in our

hearts. Unfortunately, someone's out

to kill those memories.

Looking at the play list you're

bound to gasp and squeal. Songs cov-

ered include favorites from movies

such as "Pretty in Pink," "The

Breakfast Club" and "Ferris Bueller's

Day Off."

Unfortunately, the covers remain as

warped interpretations by '90s punk

bands who choose to destroy each

song with untalented, annoying vocals

and unamusing tempo changes.

For instance, "In Your Eyes" drags

along endlessly with The Stinky PufTs

draining all the love and emotion out

of the original.

The only noteworthy exception

goes to Marigold's take on "If You

Leave." It sounds very similar to the

version first introduced by Orchestral

Manouevres In The Dark (OMD) but

See SOUND, page 27

SOUND
From page 26

adds some guitar quirks that actually

work.

Change can be either good or bad.

Unfortunately, those who truly love

'80s music love it for the cheesy quali-

ties and don't want it forced to fit a

'90s punk formula.

Michelle Zubiate

Einstuerzende Neubauten, ^Ende

Neu"
Einstuerzende Neubauten reminds

one of nothing so much as

"Sprockets," that old Saturday Night

Live skit starring Mike Myers as pre-

tentious German artist Dieter. Since

its 1980 formation in Berlin, this avant

garde industrial group has won praise

for its daring innovations in instru-

mental accompaniment and experi-

mental subject matter. Using a wide

variety of objects as instruments,

including metal plates, phytagorean

bells and motors hitting amplified

wires, Einstuerzende Neubauten's

works evoke images of a futuristic

mechanized nightmare society.

One may have high expectations for

this album afterhearing the first track,

"Was ist ist" (What is is). The song has

a zany, absurdist quality much like

Frankfurt comedy duo Badesalz.

Unfortunately, the next eight tracks

never fulfill this early promise.

Those who understand German
know that the German- portions of the

album make only slightly more sense

that the English parts. "Die Explosion

im Festspielhaus," literally translated

the "Explosion in the Playhouse," is

mostly Blixa Bargeld whispering the

song's title over and over.

"Nnnaaammm" is an extended

piece that speaks on our obsession

with technology. It sounds like 10 min-

utes of the original message, "New No
New Age Advanced Ambient Motor

Music Machine." Try saying that five

times fast.

"Der Schacht Von Babel" is a

moody, mysterious song about the

drab, pointless existence of miners

forced to dig the subterranean

"Tunnel of Babel." "Stella Maris" tells

the story of two lovers who dream

each other into existence.

On one hand, it's all a bold experi-

ment, defying musical convention and

commenting on the Kafkaesque futili-

ty of human existence. On the other

hand, it's not a pleasant listening expe-

rience.

Most of it sounds like something

one's little sister would bang out on a

fisherprice piano and call "The Scary

House Song."

It's nearly impossible to figure out if

the songs really have any meaning just

by listening to them, but they've help-

fully included a book of translated

lyrics and song interpretations to rem-

edy the situation.

Ignore the CD and just read the

book; otherwise, you might miss some
great lines about "milky way cum
shots" and "electro-smog therapy."

Meanwhile, "You'll find me if you

want me in the Garden unless it's

pouring down with rain." In a'word,

duh.

Michael Rosen

iflpMteimkaM

OWHOOOHnC
No down
payment

All insurances

accepted

COSMETIC CHOICES:
• Mini Metal Braces

• Clear Braces

• Braces Concealed behind the Teeth

Our offices are located in:

BEVERLY HILLS

LARCHMONT VILLAGE
SANTA MONICA
No Down Payment

^'-^immr^ (310) 550-1533 Orthodontic Provider for

All ln;>urance Plans

We also know the value
ofa good time.

In an age of mergers, acquisitions and general uncertainty.

Long Beach Mortgage remains a solid, successful company

rising to the top of the mortgage industry, as we have just

ptjsteil uu i Uesi raiiiings, 3iil quaiiei 1*^8. But we Uoii't let thar
stand in the way of our having a good time along the way. If

you're looking for a growing, prosperous organization where

you can work hard AND play hard, we have opportunities for

Sales Account Executives in these choice locations: Ft Lauder-

dale, Florida; Dallas, Texas; and several Midwestern locations,

including Chicago, Illinois. Don't miss out!

On-campus interviews
Wednesday, November 18***

To set up an interview, please use the BruinView Online
Recruiting System or contact the Career Center. EOE

Discover yourtrue worth.

BORDERS COME INSIDE."

BOOKS, MUSK, VIDEO, AND A CAFE. Junior
John Allen Paulos discusses &

signs "Once Upon A Number'*

Tuesday, Nov 17* at 7:30pm

Vi*- --^

onct'

HUIJlIx asks:

......liiArNi

-^AMLS Paula Parisi discusses & signs
iv i K< N

'Tjfank and the Making of James

Cameron'".

Wednesday, Nov. 18* at 7:30pm

I deli ^ood at a

The Westside's best deli is offering
"UCLA friends of English present"

their monthly open-mic poetry

night, entitled Night Muses.

Wednesday, Nov. 18* at 7:45pm

David Bennahum discusses

& signs ''Extra Life*.

Thursday, Nov. 19* at 7:30pm

.x-^

W

YouTclon't have to buypizza for evei^ne
on your floor. But isn't it nice to know

that you could?
Give yourself financial flexibility. Call us for The Associates Student Visa® card. And set all this:

• 3% cash back on purchases

• No annual fee

• Credit line up to $2,500

^^

To apply, cal tol free

1-888-SEND-ONE.
*Sk kebole lerms and Conditions accompttiying the aedil cvd

For mof€ information arvj srest discounts, visit our NMeb site at

•com.

Jim Carroll signs "^oid of Course

and Pools of Mercury^.

Friday, Nov. 20* at 6:00pm

"Comedy Borders"

every Sunday ni^ at 7:30 PM.

1360 Westwood Blvd. • 310-475-3444

for students between 3:00 and 5:00 pm.
(Show your student ID to your server and get a great discount)
Offer only good for restaurant items, does not include deli, bal^ery, or delivery services.

1-800-475-5771
2379 Westwood Blvd. at Pico

Offer ends 11-31 -98

DIGITAL CELIULAR SERVICE AS lOW AS:

CMLS FOR

Less
Than

per
minute

20 Included minutes

• 500 Weekend minutes
• FREE First minute incoming call

• FREE Vokxmai, cal vuaiting and cal fonwartfng
contract $20 KtivaUon Im appUvt. $10 Sh monttity »cc«m charge l(•Raquirvs 1 year

3 months. $1g- aftar 3 months. Aorttes to a>l conaumar rate plans
'or tha Drst

Motorola Select^'' 2000e Phones Offer
These Remarkable Features:

19 99
•f tax

after $100°^-mail in rebate

•Stores up to 100 numt>ers with built-in phone book

•Ring options include choice of melodies or special tones

•Simple, easy-to-use control buttons

•Lightweight and extremely durable magnesium frame

WIREBMLINES c.

CELLULAR-PAGING-PCS
THE NEW NAME FOR:

Cellular Palace • American Way Paging

AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE FOR:

L/^;;^^^ IM| Pacific Bell

CELLULAR ** ^^ ^^^^^ ^^^
AirTouch

Cellular

BRAND NEW MOTOROU PAGERS

$
as low as 3999

-Ftax, only with this ad

NO CONTRACTS REQUIRED
Includes: • FREE 3 months of airtime

• FREE 3 months voicemail
• FREE activation

BRAND NEW SAMSUNG PAGERS
State-Of-The-Art

4 Colors To
Choose From

CSMAUEST PAGER IN THE WORLD!)
Includes: • FREE one year service

• FREE 6 months voicemail
• FREE activation

OVER 15 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE make us your local full service, reliable and affordable source for all your wireless communk:ation needs.

VAN NUYS
6800 Balboa Blvd.

Comer of Balboa & Vanowen
818-904-9191

SAN GABRIEL WESTMINSTER
140 W Valiey Blvd #214 9500 Bolsa Ave #G A L

In Focus Shopping Center Comer of Bolsa & Bushard

626-312-2822 714-418-2075

TARZANA
18734 Ventura Blvd.

Between Reseda & Wilbur

818-881-6969

LANCASTER
43557 13* St West

Comer of 13'' St WMt & Ave K
805-951-9100

LOS ANGELES
1653 S La Cienega Blvd.

Between Pico & 10 FWY
310-278-2007

CERRITOS
11803 E South Street

WEST LOS ANGELES
12036 Wilshire Blvd.

Comer of Wilshire & Bundy
310-571-7100

ROWLAND HEIGHTS MONTEREY PARK
18447 ECdimaRd 141 N.AIIankc Blvd « 111

Comer of South St & PKX^eer

562-860-9466

B«twMn FuNsrlon A ^<og^l^^ B«lw«en Amtrton & Qarvvy
626-30S-4S55
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Campus Happenings

Travel Tickets

Internships

Apartments for Rent

Monday, November 16, 1998

CLASSIFIED
Have a small item to

sell?Visitusatl18

Kerckhoff Hall to

place your ad in the

Bruin Bargains

section

Index advertising information
ANNOUNCEMENTS • ADDRESS

1 200
1300
1400
1500
1600
1700
1800
1900
2000
2050
2100
2200
2300
2400
2500
2r.OO

Campus Happenings
Campus Organizations
Campus Recruitment
Campus Services
Birthdays
Legal notices
Lost & Found
Miscellaneous
Personal Messages
Persoruris
Pregnancy
Recreational Activities

Research Subjects
Sperm / Eog Donors
Tickets Offered
Tickets Wanted
Wanted

FOR SALE
2700
2800
2000
3000
3100
3200
3300
3400
3500
3600
3700
3800

4000
4100
4200
4300
4400
4500

Appliances
Art / Paintings
Bteycles / Skates
Books
Calling Cards
Cameras / Camcorders
Collectibles
Computers / Software
Furniture
Garage / Yard Sales ^

Health Products
Miscellaneous
Musicai I

Office Equipment
Pets
Rentals
Sports Equipment
Stereos / TVs / Radios
Table Sports

TRANSPORTATION •

4h00
4700
4800
4900
5000
)100
SL'OO

5300
5400
5500

Auto Accessories
Auto Insurcuice

Auto Repair
Autos for Sale
Boats for Sale
Motorcycles for Sale
Parking
Scooter / Cycle Repair
Scooters for Sale
Vehicles for Rent

TRAVEL
5'jOO

5 (,20

5(,40

5t,60

5nH0
5700
5720

5800
5900
6000
6100
6150
6200
6300
6400
()500

6600
6700
6800
6900
7000
7100
7200

Resorts / Hotels
Rides Offered
Rides Wanted
Taxi / Shuttle Service
Travel Destinations
Travel Tickets
Vacation Packages

1 -900 numbers
Financial Aid
Insurance
Computer / Internet

Foreign Languages
Health / Beauty Services
Legal Advice / Attorneys
Movers / Storage
Music Lessons
Personal Services
Professional Services
Resumes
Telecommunications
Tutoring Offered
Tutoring Wanted
Typing

Writing Help

EMPLOYMENT
7400 Business Opportunities
7500 Career Opportunities
7600 Child Care Offered
7700 Child Care Wanted
7800 Help Wanted
7900 Housesitting
8000 Internship
8100 Personal Assistar>ce
8200 Temporary Employment
I ^r^fs Volunteer

HOUSING
Apartments for Rent
Apartments Furnished
Condo / Townhouse for Rent
Condo / Townhouse for Sale
Guesthouse for Rent
House for Rent
House for sale
Housetx>ats for Rent / Sale
Housing Needed
Room for Help
Room for Rent
Roommates - Private Room
Roommates - Shared Room
Sublets
Vteatton Rentiris

index

118 Kerckhoff Hail
308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles, CA 90024

E-Mail: cla8sified89media.ucla.edu

One issue, up to 20 words $8.00
...each additional word
Weekly, up to 20 words
...each additionaJ word
Monthly, up to 20 words

Web: http://www.dailybruin.ucla.edu ...each additional word

0.50
27.00
1.50

90.00
5.00

For Classified Display ads,
please see our rate card

for variable rate infomriation.

DEADLINES
Classified Line Ads:
1 working day before printing,

at 1 2 noon.
Classified Display Ads:
2 working days before printing,

at 1 2 noon.
There are no cancellations after

noon of the day before printing.

Classified Line: (310) 825-2221
Fax:(310)206-1359

Classified Display: (310) 206-3060
Fax: (310) 206-0528

OFFICE HCKJRS
Mon-Thu: 9:00anfv^:00pm
Fri: 9am-2:30pm
The ASUCLA Communications board Kitty supports the University of Calitornia's policy on norxJiscnmination. No medium shall accept advertisements wtiich present persons of any origin, race. sex. or sexual onentation in

a dem*anir>g way or imply that they are limited to positions, capobilittes, roles, or status in society Neither ttie Daily Bruin nor the ASUCI-A Communications Board has investigated any of the services advertised or the

advertisements represented in this issue. Any person believing that an aidvertisement m this issue violated the Board's policy on norxjiscrimination stated herein should communicate complaints in writir>q to the Business

^S

PAYMENT
Please make checks payable to
"The UCLA Daily Bruin." We
accept Visa, MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards. Allow 5
working days for mail payments.

HOW TO WRITE
AN EFFECTIVE AD

• Start your ad with the

merchandise you are selling.

This makes it easier for readers to
quickly scan the ads and locate

your items.
• Always include the price of your
item. Many classified readers
simply do not resporKf to ads
wittK>ut prices.
• Avoid abbreviatk}ns—nruike your
ad easy for readers to urxlerstand.
• Place yourself in the reader's

positton, ask what you woukJ like to

know about the merchandise, and
include that in the ad. Include such
informatk>n as brand names, cotors

and other specifk: descriptions.

Marwoer. Daily Bruin. 1 18 Kerckhoff KMI. 306 Westwood Plaza. Los Angeles. CA 90024. For assistarKe with housing discnmination problems, call the UCLA Housing Office at (310) 825-4271 or call the Westside Fair Hous-
ir>g Omce at (310) 475-9671 . Classified ads also appear or>-lme at http://www.da(lyt)ruin ucla.edu Placement on-line is offered as a complimentary service for customers and is rKit guaranteed The Daily Brum is responsible

for the first incorrect ad insertion only. tMnor typogri^shical errors are rwt eltgit)le for refur>ds. For any refurtd, the Daily Bruin Classified Department must t>e notified of an error on ttie first day of putilication by noon.

UCLA READINESS GROUP. Weekly group
(or individuals questioning their ak:ohol or

drug use. Contact Elizabeth Suti for further

information 310-206-1148.

Alcoholics Anonymous
A4on. Discussion, Fri. Sisp Study, 2408 Ackannan

TWs. Boole Study, 2408 Ackermon

MA/Wlbn.DsnlalA3-029

Wsd. Rm. A3- 029

. Discussion, AN times 12:10- 1:00 pm
For aleehotet or kMll¥kkmla wtto /m«v a drinUng prothm.

1700

LOST- Prescription glasses in a dark pink

case. Please call. 310-267-9767.

1800

FREE WINNERS, FREE SCORES. FREE
Lines, no money, no operators, no hassles.

www.line-busters.com.

YOUR CREDIT UNION
Your on-campus&on-line financial services

source, for students, faculty&staff. Visit us at

Ackerman A-Level, on-line at www.ucu.org

or call 310-477-6628

«00 ^
MARTIAL ARTS. Katabami Ju-Jitsu Dojo tra

ditior^al & authentic ju-jitsu, self-defense t'ai

Chi, yoga, chi gung, meditation. Master Alex-

eyKunin: 323-512-2538.

TENNIS PARTNERS
LOOKING FOR NEW TENNIS PARTNERS?
Westside Executive Tennis League.

Call Cathi 310-281-3054.

*:^3&^^.SSn'tiiB

tMifcWjfi

MALE TWINS NEEDED! For UCLA Re-

search Project. Ages 18-40. $20 for 1 hour.

Please call 310-825-9006.

NORMAL HEALTHY CHILDREN and adol-

escents 8-l6yrs needed for UCLA research

study Receive $25 for lab expenment and

devek)prT>ental evaluatkxi, and get a scientif-

ic learning expenence Call 310 825-0392

ANONYMOUS sperm donors needed Help

infertile couples whtle receiving flnar>clal

conp«nMt»on up to $600/month and free

hMNh tcftMning Conv«ni«nt houn.
inJAHMlwood C«H Kim 310-424-M41

1300
Gawpm RacraHMMil

-iJfJE5.
IF?̂

«f
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Accredited by the Western Association of Schools and Colleges (W.A.S.C)

PsY.D.: Clink:al-Community
Psychology

Meets all Board of Psychology academic requirements for

California Psychology licensure

M. S. COUNSELING -

marriage, family, and child
Counseling (MFCC)
Meets all Board of Behavioral Sciences academic
requirements for MFCC licensure in California

M. S. COUNSELING -

CONCENTRATIONS:
• GENERAL Counseling ^

• gerontology
• Counseling in Higher education

I*,

COME TO A FREE INFORMATION SESSION
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF LA VERNE

Wednesday, November 18, 6:30-8 p.m.
President's Dining Room, SW comer of 3rd & C Sts., La Verne
Contact Graduate Services to RSVP or to request detailed

information about application deadlines and admission requirements:

909/593-3511, ext. 4244; E-Mail • bakerjdulv.edu

-•^.,

Make A
Difference
Loving Couple Seeks

EGG DONOR
Age 21 - 29
5'3" to 5'r

Small to Medium Build

Dart( Hair (straight/wavy)

Prefer Light Eyes
(but dark ok.)

PLEASE HELP US CREATE
THE FAMILY OF OUR __

DREAMS.

COMPENSATION $4500

CREATIVE CONCEPTIONS INC
1-888-411-EGGS
(949) 488-2868

EGG DONORS
NEEDED

If you are a woman between the ages
of 21 and 35, the many eges your

bodv disposes of each monUi can be
usecl by an infertile woman to have a
baby. Help an infertile couple realize

their dreams, enter the gene pool and
help advance knowledge of Human

Reproduction! Financial
comper\sation, of course. Completely
confidential. For more information,

please call DSC Reproductive
Endocrinology at (213) 97S-9990.

EGG DONORS NEEDED
COMPASSIONATE women from all races

wanted by infertile hopeful couples Ages 21 -

30 Compensation $3,500 Call OPTIONS
800-886-9373

SCANDINAVIAN individual needs egg dorx>r

with similar features ExceNent compensa-
tion. 310-451-9880.

2308
Spam/Egg

EGG DONORS
'ANTED=

If you are a healthy
female between
the ages of 19 and
30 and have health

Insurance.

Compensation
S3500.00

Call Mirna Navas at

(310) 829-6782

WE'RE LOOKING FOR
A FEW GOOD SPERM All races, 20-40 yrs.

$50 per acceptable donation. Call OPTIONS
at 800-886-9373.

2S00

UCLA/USC TICKETS WANTED Call 310-

207-7070.

Mf^MVml

WE BUY CARS. New and old. Running or

not. Jeff 310-714-5808.

GARY FISHER fvlOUNTAIN BIKE- 21 speed

Big Sur 19' Rock Shox. Brand new. Addi-

tions made. $700 00 obo. 310-392-9617

NIKON hfc-<c chtutiie body w/motor drive.

$345. Nikon FG. cfirome body $145 Nikon

lenses; 85mm F2 $150; 50-135 F3.5 $225;

70-210 F4 $165. Additional lenses, please

caU:81 8-766-1 GOO.

Compaq Presarto Computer w/optk)n2up-

grade Cotor Sony monitor. key-

boardAmouse Wir>dow'95. office97. fax nK>-

dem. much more' $4,000 value4$995 00

080 Need2sell ASAP! 323-651-1301

ll^cstcoooil InniXfotcf
1083) WU*v Boulevard mtoriMxxt CA WOM OIQ) 474^i62

-Less than one mile from VClt\ campus
-Free contincnui breakfast

-Affordable, clean and comfortable r(x>ms

-Free cable TV a Local Telephone Qills

-Weekly ai^d jjroup rati-s available.

For resenalioHS cull, (MO) 474 426i\

SMMI
Ihwel Destinations

d- For more infonWion, please call $

I
(800)3lp-1998

I

9 ¥ 9

Europe
$239 (each way plus taxes)

HAWAII- $119o/w
Many other destinations!
CALL 310-394-0550
http://www.airhitch.org

CST 202863840

9

3400
MNIVUwVv/^niTiVJnPr

COMPUTERS
DESIGN YOUR OWN system. Used sys-

tems from $299. New 300 mhz system-$575.

Repairs and system upgrades. Diagnostics

$25. 310-216-0336.

FREE LONG DISTANCE/ACCESS TO inter-

net - without a computer. Aplio $209.00/lnter-

net-Phone $309.00 (Exclusive distributor).

UCLA Faculty. 310-230-4231.

UPTOP COMPUTER FOR SALE!! Only lyr

old and it comes w/new printer and sidebag.

$1700.00 Call 310208-4772 if interested.

9
\ SMtkAmnjUcL

Round Trip Airfiu^cs

Llnia $375
Cuzco $595

Sao F»aulo / Rio $656
Guayaquil / Quito $570
Buenos Aires $698

C'ift<*o Vf(f<*/iif VXvvUw
R T A . r,!ii • : n i,-. ) N.. >•(•. H,,!. i a va, •>if;h('.c,..n(;

^0«7\/ Plu^t.n.s

,lKf, p.lC k'.ll".*"' to G.ll.l|l.)t.O«.

For Rrs 310 <ir>2 HH:21/H0() JMM 0r>4V»
i'K< n \ S«.|()\ \l 1 K,\\> 1 Sf HV l( K

• diilh \iiun( .in Viii ( i.ih..)* I ^i . jm ;n i<> in

MATTRESS SETS!!!
Twin $79, Full $89, Queen $139. King $159,

Bunkbeds. Deliveries. Phone Orders Accept-

ed. 310-372-2337.

MATTRESSES, FUTOhf; o'feSK. Bookshelf.

Dinette Sets. T-Table. Lamps. Deliveries. 7-

days open. King's Furniture. 11961 Santa

Monica Blvd. 310-575-4243.

Car Cover w/lock fits BMW 3 series 1983-91

Waterproof/breathable. Excellent cond., no
markings. Pd/$265 sac/$75. Bike rack for

same new $35. (310)206-9774.

AhIo Insiavni^jjjjjj^^

www.tattoofun.com
DECORATE YOUR BODY with temporary

tattoos. Easy to use-henna, barbed wire,

WWJD, cool designs

390Q

GUITAR FOR SALE Fender Squier Strato-

caster (white), excellent condition, includes

strap, stand. $215 OBO Jean: 310-209-

0975, jplinOucla.edu

4200
IkNittfs

OFFICE SPACE
FOR LEASE

884 Sq ft. $1700/mo. Utilities pakl. Prime

Westwood locatkxi. Call Anne or Yvonne
310-208-1987.

—AUTO -^

INSURANCE
''NO BULL"
Best Prices, Same Day

STUDENT DISCOUNTS

Motorcycles, SR22
Accidents, Tickets OK

CALL AA* IA NOW
FOR FREE QUOTE

TOLL FREE
1 (800) 22S-9000

AQUA TRAVEL INC
WORLD WIDE LOWEST AIRFARES

MANE YOURGWNAR CAR NOTE
RESERVATION AT

hnp://www.pfl$m(iweb.com/aquatravel

24HOURSADAY
Lowest Domestic and
International Airfares

Tour PackoQes

Eurailpass^ Hotel Accommodations
Car Rentals

*Asla*AfMca*Austnilo*Europe*Soum

Amer1ca*lndia*Canada*Mexlco*Hawal*

Speciol domestic & Inlwnotionai Airfares AvoNoble
Prk:es ore tut)|ect to change wtthout notice

Avoiloblltty may be imlted and tome restrtcttorn may
appty PlusTaxet

PHONE (310)441^680
10860 Wilsdire, Suite 434, Weslwood CA 90024

\ Piano Rentals ^
W Low Monthly Rates ^
^Hollywood PiarK) Rental Company^
7 ^ 213-462-2329 «
••••••••••

ADVERTISE
in

Clas

206-

198/ HtUNuAi tAL^bL GL Hatchback Red.
with AC, radio/cassette, manual transmis-

sion, runs great, excellent for student.

SlOOOotX). 310-285-1211 or 310-281-8481.

1991 FORD MUSTANG Convertible. Good
corxJition. Automatic. AM/FM Cassette, well-

maintained. White. $4200obo. 310-313-

8012.

1991 ISUZU TROOPER 4wd. 50k nr)lle8.

white. $9,500 Call : 213-653-2498

90' DIHATSU 4-door. 5-speed, a/c, am/Tm,

like r)ew, very deper>dable, looks great.

Bek>w k>w blue book. $2800obo. Call 310-

277-3b65

92' HONDA CIVIC HB CX .78K, very reliable,

inexpensive operatk>n&in8urance. $4,200.

CaH Micah 310-470-9483

$QUICK CASH$
OWN A CAR? Get a cash toan in 30minutes
while you drive. No credit check. W.S.M.
888-300-8942.

STUDENT LOANS
GET YOUR Stafford Student Loan from Uni-

versity CredH Unkxi (Lender Code 832123).
Also receive k>w-co8t financial 8ervk:es 310-

477-6628; www.ucu.org.

Classifieds

825-2221

^l^mjK^fm ^^BiiWIW^^ •

INSURANCE WAR!
WELL BEAT ANYONE'S price or don't want
your business. All drivers. Newly licensed

Student/staff/faculty discounts. Request the

•Bojin Plan." 310-777-8817 or 818-222-

5595.

-^ STUDENT SPECIAL
Health Insunmce $59/ month

Blue Cross of CA AvHutrueil Aft.

• PPO mi deduclibic • Free vision & denUl

Call: ( 800 ) 696 - 4422
v^'UM'. I sthealthinsurance.com

ERASE DEBTS; REBUILD CREDIT
WITH/WITHOUT BANKRUPTCY Renowned
(UCLAW. '73) attomey. Lon B Isaacson off-

ers superb servk;e/low fees. Free consulta-

tion. 213-487-7200

GREEN CARD
FOR WORK-PERMITS, green cards, and all

immigration problems call experienced immi-

gration attomey Reasonable rales. 213-251-

9588 lor attomey Doreen

MYER LAW FIRM. Century City Auto acci-

dents, slips/falls, bankruptcy, discrimination,

sexual harassment. UCLA Graduate Scott D.

Myer. http://www.bestlawyer.com 310-277-
3000,

/ilislate
YmAie in good hands.

Insurance Company
(310)312-0204

1281 Wostw/ooci ^Ivd.
<2 tolks. So. of \A/llst^lr«)

MowBrt/Storag*

6100
CompulMr/lnlHiwt

COMPUTER TRAINING
MAC OR PC BASICS 2-3 hr. software tutori-

als. Call Amy: Chomping at the Byte 310-

455-1154 or email amy430gte.net

frustrated and disappointed

wUh UCLA?
Why it the place

so Impersonal and difficult?

Forsonu- ansuvrs check' out

http://universltysecrets.com̂

BEST MOVERS. Licensed, insured. Lowest
rates. Fast, courteous-fcareful. Many stud-

ents moved for $98. Lie. -T- 163844. NO JOB
TOO SMALL! 1 -800-2-GO-BEST

HONEST MAN W/14ft truck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok. Student discount.

Ask about 10% discount. 310-285-8688. Go
Bruins!

JERRYS MOVING&DELIVERY The careful

movers. Experienced, reliable, same-day de-
livery. Packing, boxes available. Also, pick-

up donations for American Cancer Society.

Jerry©31 0-391 -5657,

6500

DRUIM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedicated pro-

fessional. At your home or WLA studio. 1st-

lesson free. No drum set necessary.
Neil:21 3-654-8226.

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years exp all

-levels and styles. Pationt and organiaeOr-

Hsfllth SsnrtOM

SOOTHING MASSAGE -REFLEXOLOGY-
By Latin Lady, Call 818-548-0505 12am-6pm

VIDAL SASSOON
SALON in Beveriy Hills. Advanced training

team is looking for models for $15 haircuts.

Please call 310-775-8808.

Tired of high prices? Call

LAyU's ElECTRolysis

& SkJN Care
20% off with this coupon-

above $20 purchase

• permanent hair removal for men &
women

• permanent make-up
• Facials, waxing, body treatments, ear

piercing ^________._...__
• Physician referred certified, disposable

probes & sterilization

• Free consultation 15 minutes

• Gender Friendly

• West LA.

(JIG) 475-8979

Guitars available. Sam 310-826-9117.

GUITAR LESSONS by professional near
UCLA. All levels, guitars avail. Call Jean at

310-476-4154. www.JWGS.com

6700
Prataiioiial Senrlces

MBA, LAW, MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS!
FRUSTRATED DEVELOPING your critteal

personal statements? Get professional help

from well-known author/consultant. 310-826-
4445.

www.winningpersonstatement.com

A FREE SESSION
PSYCHOTHERAPY/COUNSELING for de-

pression, anxiety, obsessions, post-traumat-

ic stress, etc Couples/Individuals. Student
rates. Crime victims may be eligible for free

treatment Call Liz Gould
(MFC#32388) ©310-578-5957 to schedule
your free consultation.

NGEL V5A CENTER"
ReuonaMy Priced. ReluMc InuniftniiMm Servux

PnvMciy Owned Mtd ( ){irTaicd

ConMwrtaMy GMrarMMd
For Free ComulUition Call: 310-47S-2899 phone
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Contempo Nails
Manicures Pedicures

Fills & Silks

Sculptured Nails

Wax
& MORE!

333 Robertson Blvd. Beverly Hills

(btv\ffi. Gregory Way & Olympic Blvd.)

Mon-Sat 9-7 pm, Sun 10-5 pm.
Free Parking

1^ Appt. Necessary

Call (310) 888-8879

H
H
M
H
M
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Counseling and Psychotherapy
...to examine life concenis/isHues in

privacy and respect. Individuals,

couples, families. Stress, anxiety,

depression, self-esteem, relationships.

I^>rraine M. Yamamura, Pli.D. Clinical

Psychologist PSY 11067 (310)392-5209

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

Comprehensive Dissertation Assistance

Theses. Papers, ar>d Personal Statements

Proposals and Books
International Students Wek:ome Since 1965

Sharon Baar, Ph.D. (310) 470-6662

I ;'ill;Mi 1\ i ^ I III,

HAIR REMOVAL

LuCia (310) 208 8193
!'. ).")1 \\. siv(M,.| i;l\,|

ALL-PURPOSE WRITING & EDITING

Help at any stage with any topic.

Personal Statements, Courses, Theses,

Dissertations & Manuscripts

by PhD from UC
International Students Welcome

(323)665-8145

Iji|al AMra/AtlanMys

BANKRUPTCY
GET OUT OF DEBT NOW! Free Consulta-

tion. Experienced attorneys, reasonable

fees. Law Offices of White and Associates

(Cheryte M WNte. UCLAW "86") 800-420-

9906 or 310-207-2089. 12301 Wilshire

Bl.Ste 550, WLA

EAGLE EYED EDITOR
PROOFREADS THESES, publications; tu-

tors English, study skills: trains time man-
agement, stress reduction. Nadia Lawrence
PhD 310-393-1951. . > -

;': -

PRIZE-WINNING
ESSAYIST AND FORMER PROFESSOR
wAwo Ph.Ds can help you produce winnirig

prose. TNMes, papers, personal statements.

David <daveditOpact>ell.net> 805-646-

4455.

Display
206-3060
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Had

your

flu shot,

honey?

RESUMES PREPARED
STUDENT DISCOUNT available 310-349-

8928.

WINNING RESUMES. 1 -hour service. Our
Clients get results. Open 7 days. Visa and
Mastercard accepted. 310-287-2785.

nMorinfl Offofwl

ENGLISH TUTOR
Term paper/ESL problems? Er>glish tutor-

Four years experience, published author.

Call Jessica 310-231-1107.

FREE Flu Vaccine for all registered UCLA students

Tuesday, 1 7 Nov. - Westwood Plaza, in front of Ashe / 1 to 4 pm

Bring your Bruincord / First come, first served / 200 doses

UCLA Arthur Ashe Student Health & Wellness Center

More information about other Free Flu Vaccine events in November;

www.saonet.uclQ.edu/health.htm or call 310 825-4073

ACROSS
1 Spiked ttie

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

:«!ttfifih:

6 Jets or Lakers
10 Actor Grey
14 Evade adroitly

15 "What — is

new?"
16 Singer Guttirie

17 Improvise

18 Migtit's partner

1 9 Barn's neigtibor

20 Comet ot 1997
22 Sun-dried bricks

24 Stierbets

25 Poocti

26 Egg disti

30 Paradise
32 Written

reminder
33 Swirl

35 Ivory sources
40 Artlessness
42 Timeless
44 Ran at low

power
45 Church area
47 Cleopatra's river

48 Impudence
50 Analyzed
52 Glossy paint

56 Corn units

58 "Kubla Khan"
locale

59 Non-
professionals

64 Mine entrance
65 Skirt length

67 Tennessee—
Ford

68 For fear that

69 Negative votes
70 Choice group
71 Squirrel's abode
72 No its, — , or

buts
73 Doled (out)

DOWN
1 Jacob's wife

SHQCD simos BQcaa

Bssmnsa qssd sbqDOS ass oQaQ
smanaass qdcs

s!iDa[iQS!inm@s sesds

2 "M*A*S*H"
actor

3 Pick over
4 Entertainer

Sedgwick
5 Reynolds of film

6 Arizona town
7 Passed
8 "— was

saying . .

."

9 Threaten
10 Actor —

Robards, Jr.

11 African

antelope
1 2 Actress Barkin
13 Not tight

21 Group of eight

23 "Divine

Comedy"
author

26 Hawks' arena
27 Hoover Dam's

lake

28 Runner
Zatopek

29 Tennis score

31 Pigments
34 Distribute the

cards
36 Vases
37 Bad mood
38 Leafy

vegetable
39 Winter vehicle

41 Bordered
43 Aquarium fish

46 Begged
49 Certain grad
51 Respect
52 Praise
53 Consumer

advocate Ralph
54 Licork;e-llke

flavoring

55 Not glossy
57 Wrong
60 Novelist Stan-

ley Gardner
61 Fixed quantity

62 — of passage
63 Fruit pit

66 Charged
particle

wondering how

you can help

expand the

7

jBCjfCuig

pn§nsR

Join the-^

Recycling

Advcx^ates,

a task force

that works
on

expanding
recycling

on-campus.
Students,

faculty and
Staff are all

welcome.

(HHi vvillikei's!

I want (o lid{)!

for more information call 825-3035

7400
UrtoriBfl OffiiMl

MATH/PHYSICS/STATISTICS/English/He-
brew. Computerized statistical analysis avail-

able.Tutoring service. Free consultation.

Reasonable rates, call anytime. Ilan (800)90-

TUTOR. www.my-tutor.com

PRIVATE TUTORING
IN-HOME, one-on-one tutoring tor most sub-

jects. English. Chemistry. Math. Physics. Bi-

otogy. Spanish. French, etc. $15/hr. 310-

289-3292.

THE WRITING COACH
EXPERIENCED TEACHER, Ph.D offers tu-

toring, term paper assistance. English. So-

cial Science. History. Foreign Students Wel-

come. Call: 310-452-2865.

UCLA ENGLISH ALUMNI, pro-writer, young,

superb papers guaranteed. High school and

below welcome. JeH 213-653-2240.

MATURE
ENGLISH TUTOR

ESL
Help with papers.accent

attenuation,reasonable rates

Call Bob Jarsky (310) 477-5203

«
$500/DAY. Nude rrvodeling-women 18-f all

types. No experience necessary. Safe, pro-

fessional environment Refer a friend arvJ

eam $50! 310-358-3865.

INTERNET/E-COMMERCE TRAFFIC dou-

bling every 100 days - why not own your own
personal percentage? NYSE traded compa-

ny seeks brokers. 800-805-4768.

MAKE ONE MILLION DOLLARS! Or receive

$2,000 for just participating. Send $2 for re-

vealing info: TRADING PLACES, 222 S.

Figueroa Street #1212b, LA, CA 90012

7500
GanM* OpportunlliM

7100
•W^ inn III, III
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SHADOW TEACHER w/experience be-

havioral management for ADHD tx)y 6-yrs-

old. 7hrs/day. Please call Janet 310-275-

1670 evenings.

TUTOR WANTED in tiome for junior higti

student. Help with daily assignments. Fe-

male preferred. Mon.-Thurs. 4-6pm. Call

310-470-9112.

TOT0R/DRIVER

BELLWEB ADVERTISING company Posi-

tions available woriting in internet advertis-

ing. Good communication skills, basic com-

puter knowledge. 213-607-0874.

REAL ESTATE consulting firm seeks self

starter w/attention to detail Conduct follow-

up phone interviews and data entry to exist-

ing clients. No cokj calling or sales. Home
buying experience preferred but not re-

quired. Requires PC proficient, excellent

communication skills. 25-30 hrs/wk/flexible

plus 2 evenings. $10-12/hr. Fax 310-914-

1810.

REPORT PRODUCTION PUBLICATIONS
WLA real estate consulting firm seeks well-

organized, detail-oriented, motivated individ-

ual w/excellent computer skills to design,

edit, proof, and produce client reports and

presentations, spreadsheets, proposals, etc.

Excel. Word. Powerpoint, and familiarity w/ll-

lustrator a plus. Graphic orientation. P/T

w/potential growth to F/T after 3months. $10-

$1 5/hr. Fax 310-914-1810.

SECRETARY/RECEPTIONIST- Perform

various duties in Beveriy Real Estate Com-
pany. Parttime/Fulltime. Starting pay $9/hr

w/great future job opportunities. Fax re-

sume:31 0-278-6801 Attn J.Edward Smith.

For 7th grader. Pick up 3:30 tutor until 7pm.
WLA area. Male preferred. $10/hr. 310-475-

3788.

TUTORS NEEDED
PRIVATE TUTORS needed for educational

consulting firm's junior and senior high

school clients. Basic math thru calculus,

physics, chemistry. French, tiistory, writing,

and SAT. Must have excellent written and
veit>al communication skills. Experience re-

quired. Senior and grad students only. Car
necessary. Hours vary on as needed basis

Competitive salary. 310-474-5783 or fax re-

sume:31 0-475-6346.

VALLEY TUTORS
PRIVATE TUTORS needed for educational

consulting firm's west valley clients. Basic

math thru calculus, physics, chemistry,

French, Spanish, history, writing, and SAT
Must have excellent written and verbal com-
munication skills. Experience required. Sen-

iors and grad students only. Car necessary.

Hours vary on as needed t>asis. ConDpetitive

salary. 310-474-5783. Fax resume: 310-475-

6346.

*
COLLEGE GRADS

Entry Level Mgt7Sales positions in So. CA.

$30k 1st year, great future potential.

Gigatech Emptoyment - Please fax resume

to (310) 207-0060 or call (310) 826-8324.

Hiring Today!

r

7700
GMlii Care W^uiM

7200

ACCURATE. DEPENDABLE and SPEEDY
typing sen/ice. Ctose to campus. Call Laurie:

310-478-6230.

DO IT WRITE- Word processing, transcrib-

ing, typing, proofing, editing. Fast and accu-

rate. $28/hr. 24hr vok:email. WUV location.

310-441-5955.

HATE TO TYPE? Let me do it for you.

Fast-faccurate. Professk}nal scree(M)lays

accepted. $2/pg. Call-lris 310-839-3101 or

page 310-915-2255.

WORD PROCESSING All types: research

papers, theses, resumes, fliers^ Editing,

proofing, &transcription available. Emergen-
cies OK. Call:8 16-598- 1489 or email

anmiwomnOpacbell.net.

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-

es, dissertations, transcription, resumes, fli-

ers, brochures, nnailing lists, reports. Santa

Monica, 310-828-6939. Hollywood. 213-466-

2888.

7300
llllllil I II HalUa
1VIIUII9 nW|i

WORD PROCESSING. Typing, proofing,

editing, rewriting, research, resumes, tutor-

ing, etc. Fax, email, bring wori( to me. Rush-

es. Student discount. 818-830-1546.

I • tfieds

825-2221

AFTERSCHOOL DRIVER/SITTER for

Jonathan (4.75 yrs.old) M-F, 4-6pm. Days
flexible. Drive from scfiool to WLA home and
sit. Car, drivers lk:ense &insurance required.

Salary negotiable. 310.277.0507. Steve or

Marie.

BABYSITTER SAT AFTERNOONS/EVE;
kids ages 10&12; non-smoking female, ex-

cellent English, own transportatksn, happy,

outgoing personality, Brentwood 310-472-

4684

Child care provider wanted. Must have car

for 2 children ages 10&13. 15-20hrs/wk. 3-

6pm. M-F. $8/hr+gas mileage. Contact 213-

892-9262.

CHILDCARE for baby and 2-year-old in

Sherman Oaks. Tues/Thurs/Sat/Sun. Fax re-

sume and references to 81 8-905-5435 or call

818-905-5431.

CHILDCARE NEEDED for 4 yr. old giri.

Tues, Wed, Thurs. aftemoons in BH. Child-

care development training/female prefen-ed.

Must have good California driving record.

$10/hr. 310-553-2925.

COMPANION^-UTOR to 16 yr. giri with

handicap. 3 afternoons and Sat, Sun. Need
lots of energy and fun-loving. Must f^ave car,

good record. References. Det>bie: 310-858-

8933.

DRIVER 2:45-3:45 TUES/WED/THURS.
$10/hr. License and good driving record.

Own car. Pickup:Santa Monica. Dropoff;Bev-

eriy Glen. Female preferred. 310-470-5873

LOVELY PROFESSIONAL FAMILY Desires

mother's assistant for children, tiours 4-8pm.

M-F $6/tir Interested applicants please call

Renee: 310-558-8050.

NANNY to help w/2. 4, and 8-yr-old.

Tues/Wed/Thurs 12:45-4:45; Friday 12:45-

5:45; Saturday 12-9. Female preferred.

Warm, energetic, have some experierKe

w/children and have safe, reliable car.

$10/hr. 310-276-5330.

PT CHILDCARE
FOR VERY SPECIAL 4-YEAR OLD GIRL.

Intematkxtal or biUngual backgrourKl, car,

references required. QrarKJ Plarx). Beverty-

wood adjacent. Laird-310-287-1677.

RMpontDiiiModlun. UCLA student, to t>a>

>y«lt lor tfwM niot boy», agM 6,9&13 Sat

}v»ningt; orcMion>i w—knightt . ShouM
ike booksAboaitfgain— , be prgp«r*ed to

3iay. $8^r. Pacific PallMdM. 310-454-4504

Display
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START BEGINNING DEC. 2-3after-

x>ons/wk. for 3-year-okJ boy. Days/hours

flexible. Car necessary. 310-471-8790.

TWO UCLA PROFESSORS living in Pacific

Palisades seek assistance at home on two or

more late aftemoorVevenings/week (help

with errands, cooking, childcare-3&7 year

old giris). Salary is negotiable. (310)206-

9290.

liirikk WsiHnil

ADMINISTRATOR/PROJECT ASSISTANT
(internship possibility). Computer literate.

IBM-Windows/lntemet plus. Senior/graduate

w/strong writing/oral communication. No
dress code/reception duties. $7-$9.

17hrs/wk. Serious inquiries: Fax:310-395-

0509.

STORE DETECTIVES
SECURITY GUARDS. Needed now. No exp.

nee. PT/FT. Up to $12/hr. Call today 562-

776-0878, for Valley 818-386-0170.

$15/HR BRIGHT,
ENTHUSIASTIC

People to teach SAT Prep. High test scores

required. Transportation required. We will

train. Flexible Hours. Send Cover letter/re-

sume, including your scores by 12/10/98 to:

A Competitive Edge, Attn: Bany, 9911 West
Pico Blv0. Suite 1025, LA. 90035. No phone
calls please.

$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL mailing or cir-

culars. No experience req. Free infomiation

packet. Call 202-466-1639.

$20/HOUR+TIPS
FEMALE NUDE FIGURE MODELS needed.

Professional studio. Absolutely no sex,

drugs, alcohol, smoking, or touching Work
your own hours Must have a greal body a?W~
a pretty face. Asian models especially need-

ed. Marina Studios, Downtown LA: 323-222-

8044.

7300
mi WMIUBO

$20/HR PT/FT
PROCESSING MAIL! Free supplies,

postage! Bonuses! Rush SASE to

CMAAJCLA Po Box 567443, Atlanta GA,
31156
signupOinfo.infomachine.com

$7.25/hr and up!
DO YOU have initiative? Become a UCLA
Community Sen^ice Officer arxj explore law

and public relations. Great Pay Flexible

hours. Student-oriented. Web:
www.ucpd.ucla.edu/ucpd/cso. Email:

csoOucpd.ucla.edu, Phone: 310-825-2148.

ACCOUNTING ASSISTANT
Chemk:al Company with Westwood Village

Office. Walk from Campus. $13/hrPT. Flexi-

ble Schedule. Bookkeeping experience pre-

ferred. FAX Resume 310-208-0351.

ACCOUNTING DEPT assistant. P/T entry

level position. M-F 2-6. Basic computer
knowledge, car with insurance, good oral

and written communication skills required.

$9/hr. 310-276-9166.

ADMIN. ASST
P/T Position, SM pediatric physical therapy

office, flexible 20 hrs/week (M-Th) Excep-

tional verbal skills, responsible, reliable, and
detail oriented individual. Expenence with

MAC: Word. Quickbooks. database, medical

terminology helpful, include salary history.

Fax resume: 310-582-1165

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT Wort( for

the Rose Parade and get paid. Must know
excel. Start immediately $9/hr 310-230-

0811.

ANNOUNCERS, no experience necessary.

Host musicAalk-shows for our radio stations.

P/T. $10-1 5/hr. $200+per/show. plus fantas-

tic benefits. 213-468-0080 24-hours.

ASIAN INTERNET
MODELS

mmMk
ASSISTANT for business office. For more
details please call 310-278-2750 or fax re-

sume 310-278-0038.

ASSISTANT NEEDED FOR Real Estate in-

vestment company. P/T. casual dress, must
have car and insurance. $9/hr Fax resume
to: 310-479-2402.

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED. Earn
$150-$250/night. Wortt P/T while going to

school. Day/eve classes. 1-2week classes.

800-974-7974. International Bartender's
school. HUNDREDS OF JOBS!

BARTENDERS TRAINING INSTITUTE of

America offers professional courses for only

$98. Ceriificate of completion included. Call

today: 1-800-561-1781. GrealJobs!

BEAUTIFUL GIRLS
Make fabulous money if you're dependable
and fiave a great txxly Very special position

for lingerie Modeling/massage. 310-387-
7904.

BEST JOB IN TOWN. PLUSH UCLAW OF-
FICE (MID-WILSHIRE) SEEKS SPANISH-
SPEAKING CLERK w/car $7-$20/hr Call

George 213-487-7200 and fax resume 213-
383-2884

BIO-MEDICAL. ELECTRONICS, and clean-

room micro-cleaning. Full/Part-time employ-

ment. Some physical work required. Must
have transportation. Evenings/weekends.

Start $7.50/hr Call Patrick Toll Free @ 888-

263-9886.

Brentwood Bread Company has all positions

available w/good pay Hiring ASAP. Flexible

hours. No experience required. 310-826-

9400.

BUSY BRENTWOOD HOUSEHOLD needs
sharp person for grocery shopping/ local er-

rflnrl.«>/walK i1 i;hj Miia::ltgr-on:fflB W08l»

GUARANTEED BASE PAY plus $40-60/hr

possible. Safe and secure worthing environ-

ment. General office staff also needed Call:

310-398-2213 or 310-880-4726

side/have car and clean DMV. 3 weekday
mornings and Sunday afternoons, perma-
nent position 10-15 hrs.wk Call after 3pm.
310-273-7396

http://www.tlme-data.com
by Larry White

Your Horoscope

Novemt)er15to21

WEE^CLVOVERVTEW: Shoppers are certain to findhidden treasures
whenNewMoonmovesthrough ScorpioWednesdayandHiursday.
Socialand affectionateexchanges are opportune ifyou initiate action
with a light touch tfiat is casual, cordial and easyeoine. Best days for
love: 17ttiL 18th & 19th.

>

MAD YOUR RISINO SIGN IP YOU KNOW IT

ARIES March 2 1 -April 20
People at a distance can be beneficial to
your personal aims from 18th. In work-
ing with "significant others" the signs
point to favorite conclusions.

TAURUS April 21- May 21
New Moon brings favorable influences
for partnerships and other meaning-
ful relationships. Romance's course
should be on the right track now.
GEHINI May22.Jun«2l
Favorable time to sign contracts. In
work or career situations a ^ood time
to make changes, to eliminate the
things holding you back.

CANCER June 22 - July 23
Opportunities to meet new people to
further creative and romantic interests
should beyour focus. Do what you know
best and success is assured.

LEO July 24 - August 23
Go ahead with real estate ventures or
home improvements. New Moon in
domestic sector indicates a talent can
become a home money maker.

VIRGO August 24 - Sept 23
New Moon's accent on sector of nearby
places provides you with opportunities
to meet new people and to realize new
ways for boosting your income.

LIBRA S«pt24-Oct23
Whatever your creative abilities, they
can be put to good use. New goals and
ambitions are indicated as New Moon
moves through your income sector.

SCORPIO Oct 24-Nov 22
The force is with you now. Positive new
directions in personal, business or ca-
reer matters snould be easy to obtain as
New Moon moves througn your sign.

SAGITTARIUS N*v23-0«c2i
Imagination put to constructive use
thru practical application can become
a home based money-maker. A home
•ocial may lead to something pleasant.

WECANT STOPTHE PLANETS IN

THEIR CYCLES BUT BY BEING
AWARE OF THEIR ASTROLOGI-
CAL SYMBOUSH WE aN PLAN
OUR LIVES ACCORDINGLY AND
AVOID MANY OF THE WRONG
ROADS THAT MAY UE AHEAD AS
WE TRAVEL UFE'S
JOURNEY.

PROFESSOR COSMO

CAPRICORN Dec 22- Jan 20
Fulfillment of wishes also depends on
placing yourselfin theproper places. Min-
gling with others to attain whatyou want
most should be this week's focus.

AQUARIUS Jan2|.F«b 19

You may become involved with impor-
tant changes connected with your job,
communi^ or career. Take life one day
at a time and make it a masterpiece!

PISCES Feb 2»-Marcli 20
Connections in faraway places can help
you cash in on abilities. Also new areas
of knowledge now are a good invest-
ment towards your futvirc accxihty. _

FREE Numerology report of YOUR Penonal Year ahead. Send your birthdale

information loCOSMIC COLLEGE, P. O. Box 717, Manchester, N.H. 0310S or by
e-mail to: star20209time-dataxom Visit our website: httptZ/wwn

Tkis/trntmrr is fraentedfor emtertmmmtemt pitrptma only.

I^ttkft ^yi^ai4^Mi I

CASTING
EXTRAS reeded for feature films, commer-
cials, and music videos. Eam up to $240 per
dayl No experience needed. Work guar-

anteed! Call today 213-851-6103.

Casting extras for video on how yoga helps a
golf game. Fax resume 310-476-7284.

CENTURY CITY architect/design fimi seeks
FT exp. professional to run busy office.

PC/Mac/MS savvy. Benefits. No phone calls.

Fax resume/sal. reqt: 310-286-2301/Nakao-
ka Assoc.

CITY BEAN COFFEE in Westwood is look-

ing for coffee lovers full-time/part-time. Apply
in person at 10911 Lindbrook Dr 310-208-
0108.

CLERICAL7SALES POSITION. P/T or F/T.

excellent opportunity. Love of jewelry. Call

between 12-6pm. Shane's Jewelry. 310-208-
8404.

CLOSERS ONLY!
PART TIME WORK

BEVERLY HILLS CO. seeks tele-sales rep.

to market M. Jordan Merchandise. Call: 310-
247-9901.

COI^PUTER ASSISTANCE NEEDED. Ex-
perience w/Adobe Premiere. Need help
creating short video clips, to be played in MS
PowerPoint. 310-208-2442

COPY OPERATORS WANTED pA or f/t.

3pm- 11pm and/or 8am-5pm. Experience a
plus. Please call 310-277-2679.

CP SHADES
A NATIONAL womens clothing retailer and
Manufacture based in San Francisco, is in-

terviewing for FT/PT sales positions in its

Santa Monica location. CP Shades otfers a
challenging, exciting environment w/an ex-

cellent compensation package, vacation,

health&dental, a free outfit every month and
a great discount. Best of ail, is the chance to

work for a friendly, growing company that

makes clothes which you'll want to own.
Please fax resumes to 310-392-0586 or

come into our store at 2937 Main St. to fill out

an application.

CUSTOMER SERVICE- F/T, heavy phones.
Will train. $8.75/hr plus beneifts Near UCLA.
Fax resume: 310-889-1893.

DATA ENTRY/CLIENT CONTACT. $9/hr

PT/FT +Bonus. +Medical. Excellent writing

and phone skills. Mac experience a plus!

310-358-6053 or fax:310-392-5234.

DELIVERY PERSON/CLERK. Parl-time de-

livery, stockwori< Eariy afternoon. Need car

w/valid insurance. $8/hr Herbert's Pharma-
cy. 310-859-3887.

DOMINATRIX - No sex. no nudity, flexible

hours, experience preferred but can train.

Safe, pleasant environment. 213-626-5346

F/T & P/T WORKERS NEEDED. 20hrs. for

P/T and 30-40hrs for F/T. Ackerman Union.

Contact Lyn for more info. 310-206-0892.

F/T FILE CLERK for immigration law firm

Century City. Computer-literate, Punctual,

detail-oriented, self-starter $8/hr. Fax re-

sume: 310-553-2616.

FULL TIME ESCROW ASSISTANCE. Must
be energetic&bright. Needed for busy
Beveriy Hills office. Excellent pay-fbenefits.

Fax resume to 310-275-4991.

GET PAID TO LEARN the Stock Mart<el.

Professional Day Trading Firm looking for

entry-level assistant. Call Ray 8am-2pm.
310-470-4025.

GIRLS wanted at exclusive social club in

WLA. Conversation only No alcohol. Flexi-

ble hours. Earn top $$$. 310-477-9871.

* Models/New Faces*
Wanted by the Westside's «1 Talent CastingCo.

Eam Top $$ in Movies, TV, Commercials, and

Modeling ( top/glamour ). No expenence.

Single/Sized, teens/twenties, 5'0"/5'9",

Monde/reds/bmnettes. Free consultation.

Michael (310) 209-5062

HOLIDAY CASH
SALES REPS. Holiday msh. Need extra

Christmas cash or a career change for the

new year? Call 310-657-4376.

HOME TYPISTS NEED-
ED

PC users needed. $45,000 income potential.

Call 1-800-513-4343 Ext B- 10105.

HOMEWORK TUTOR for second grader at

honrie. 3nights/wk. $12/hr Diana 213-299-

7322

HOST(ESS). PT/FT available. Trendy

Chinese Cafe in Century City Apply Yin

Yang 10250 Santa Montca 2-5pm Elaine

310-556-3333

HOUSEMOTHER for k>vely senior Retire-

mant Resident in Westwood F/T; live-in

room and board -i-satary Can 310-207-5ei8.

INTERNETACTRESSES
WANTED! Work at home. Make your own
hours. WEBCAM Business needs flirtatious

women.310-798-0592ext.66. Visit

http://GuestRoomCam.corT\/moreinfo.htm

INT'L IMPORTING, Marketing and PR Wrm
seeks highly motivated, organized indivklual

w/excellent communication skills to work in

fast paced office. Facets of position include

Advertising, Coordinating Special Events,

Copywriting Must t>e fluent in Italian. F/T
$1800/mo+benefits. Fax resume:2 13-653-
1768. Attn:John Patterson. VP

INTL IMPORTING. Marketing, and PR firm

seeks organized detail orientated adminis-

trative assistant to perform such functions as
data entry, faxing, photocopying, phones.
Must be fluent in Italian. P/T, flexible hours.

$8/hr Fax resume:2 13-653-1 768. Attn:John
Patterson, VP.

JOBS JOBS JOBS
STUDENT JOBS wAhe UCLA Library. We
wori< w/your class schedule. Flexible hours

during finals. Apply in person:Charies E.

Young Research Library(YRL), formerty Uni-

versity Research Library(URL). Room 11617
(first-floor). 310-825-7947. Please bring your

UCLA Bruin Card.

LAB TECHINICIAN
P/T For Andrology lab in Westwood. Re-
quires B.S. in Life Science. Phletx}tomy

skills-»^previous med lab experience a plus.

Evenings+every Saturday. Fax resume
attn:Donna©310-443-5258.

LE BEACH CLUB
AMERICA'S FAVORITE TANNING resort is

expanding&has limited#of FT openings for

motivated, outgoing, tanning/sales consult-

ants. Houriy+commission $9-18/hr. Positions

af# iimW^d so ceil fK)w*jOK> LE BEACH
CLUB, the Very Best. Call Carol 310-820-

4067 or fax resume:3 10-79 1-0 155.

LIBRARY CLERK- p/t. $8-10/hr Reliable,

detail orientated person to search library

catalogues for document delivery company
in Westwood. Fax:310-208-5971 AttnSal. or

email <sal@infotrieve.com>

MALE MODELS
Printwork. UB under 25. Lean, any race,

leave name, number&physical stats. Free
interview. Beginners welcome. 213-960-
1066. 24hrs.

MALE&FEMALE
MODELS

OUR MODELS have worthed for Versace,

Abercrombie&Fitch, Estee Lauder. Levi's,

Banana Republic &more! Great Pay! Begin-

ner's ok! Call '•free" for an appointment. Otto

(24-hrs)800-959-9301

MANAGEMENT STUDENT WANTED to

assist small business. Near Fairfax. $10/hr.

10+hours per week. Fax resume to 323-954-

7235.

MARKETING & SALES REPRESENTATIVE
of Dr.'s office to conduct "public" health

screenings. Must be personable and enthu-

siastic. Flexible hours, Mon.-Sun. Good pay
opportunity. For further job descriptton call

800-631-8643.

MEDICAL BACK OFFICE/ Billing assistant.

F/T Dermatology.Typing skills. Beverly Hills.

Fax resume: 310-550-1920. •

MODELS WANTED by professional photo-

studio for upcoming assignment. Male/Fe-

male Pro/Non-Pro. Fashion/Commer-
cial/Theatrical. Call for appointment 818-

986-7933.

MOVIE EXTRA WORK
* Revolutionary new program* Start immedi-

ately* All types- 18+!* Fun/Easy* No crazy

fees* Program for free medical* Call-24/hrs

213-850-4417.

NEED A HOLIDAY JOB? GUESS is in

search of fun, outgoir>g, energetic people for

Century City Beverly Center, Westside Pavi-

lion. Rodeo, and 3rd Street. We offer aggres-

sive salaries. Retail experience is a plus. In-

quire within. Please contact Gina 213-765-

3556.

OFFICE PERSON- for chiropractic office In

Santa Monica. F/T. $10.00/hr. Social skills a

must. 310-236-7708.

P/T CLERICAL POSITION in Marina Del

Rey. 20-40 hrs/week. Flexible schedule ok

between 9-6pm, M-F. Photocopy, type, file,

organize, mailings, enter data, answer
phones. Must be computer literate. Mac
skills preferred. Good writing skills desirable.

$8.hr. Fax quallfk:atk)ns to Shawn at 310-

821-9282.

PfT DRIVER wanlad for nwntal health clink:

$9/hr. (B) UoanM prafarrad t>ut not required.

UCLA Mental HMNh OMc. 310-268-4565

P/T MEDICAL A88T ENT FrontAback Ex-

perience prsfanvd. Computer kfwwiadge
lOhrs/wk Including Thgrt. evening lievery-

ottwr Sat morning. Parking Inckided Fax re-

sume :3 10-657-MM.

Classifiecis

825-2221

Display

206-3060
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P/T PET CARE ASSISTA^fr Help with dog
waMnj^cat care. Work holidays and varied

tknea. Must have car/irwurance. Contact

310-313-5551.

P/T RECEPTIONIST In LA. Any major. An-
swering phones. Good pay. Frieridly environ-

ment. Call for an interview. 310-280-2989

ext.180.

UTIGATION PARALEGAL
Small AV rated firm seeks paralegal
wttM min. 1 yr exp. In Insurance
defense. Must be proficient In MS
C)fplce'97. Mall to ofnce mar^oer:
1301 Dove St., #480, Newport Beach,
CA 92660

PAID INTERNSHIP
CUSTOMER SERVICE, data entry/software

testing. MS Office helpful. Great position for

pre-med pharmacy arxj psych students. 2-

openings. Fax 310-208-4836 or

danielledO moodscier>ces.com.

PART-TIME LAW STUDENT 20 hours/wk.

Flexible. Collections, small claims court, co-

ordinating with attomey on uniawfuls. $9/hr.

310-829-1700. fax 310-829-2630.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT to real estate

developer, fax resume 310-826-3700.

PHOTO LAB p/t assist photo printer or com-
puter imaging. Beverly HUls 310-274-3445.

POSTAL JOBS
TO $18.35/HR

INC. benefits. No experience. For app. and
exam information call 1-800-813-3585 ext-

0712. 8am-7pm 7days fds.inc.

MODELS NEEDED NOW
Ni* •'Mf *»'f it'iii f r fifiiir I'll

C.it.il>H|. Prinfvvnrk, M.i().i/iMf,. Moui
Vk|.i> K TV Cofnmt rc.i.il',

Mi'ii .md Woincn (if .ill A<|t"j

f Iff Curv.iilt.ili'in

CALL NOW 310-659-7000

PSYCHOEDUCATIONAL tutor needed tor

tutohr)g office in Pacific Palisades. College

degree required. 310-459-4125.

RECEPTIONIST- Busy Beverly Hills real es-

tate related firm seeks FT computer literate,

customer sen^e oriented receptionist. Ex-

cellent wage and benefit package. Fax re-

sume 310-275-4991.

RECEPTIONIST WESTWOOD LAW OF-
FICES. P/T or F/T Mon-Fri. 9-5. $7.50/hour.

Can do homework on Job. 310-470-3373.

SALES $12-20/hr. avg. commissk>n -fbene-

fits. Full or PT, excellent phone skills for grad

student or GPA 3.5 & above. 310-358-6053

or fax 310-392-5234.

SALES&CLERICAL POSITION. P/T or F/T,

excellent opportunity. Love of jewelry. Call

between 12-6pm. Shane's Jewelry. 310-208-

MQl

Searching for Models
Men and Women for commercials,

catalog & maaazine ods.'txochures. and
catwalk •Specializing in petites •

$150 to $250 per hour
* Beverly Hills A

^No Fee A No Experierx:e

(310)273-2566

SALES/MANAGERS $1,000/hr.??? P/T 1

week. Bim continuous, sizable comm/tx)-

nuses throughout 1999/2000. Minimal per-

sonal effort. Call 24hrs. for details. ABR/lnc.

310-859-5577.

SECRETARIAL/OFFICE HELP P/T, after-

noons. Fiting, some paperwork, some driv-

ing. Prefer Mandarin-speaking. $8/hr, DOE.
310-553-0442 or fax resume 310-553-3009.

SECRETARIAUSALES person in

Westwood. FT/PT Must be dependable, reli-

able, neat, good communication skills. Ask
for Don 310-477-1466

SEXUAL PROBLEMS?
Maintain control, maximize stamina, and last

kKiger. Amazing, unheard of solutions! Seek-
ing willir>g product testers. Apply at

www.newremedies.com

SOFTWARE TECHNICAL LEAD. Fast-grow-

ir>g software company in SFV looking for a

Mac/PC expert to lead our technical/QA ef-

forts. Involves end-user tech support, QA, IS

for our Mac network, and FileMaker pro-

gramming. Please email resume in TEXT
ONLY form (no attachments) to resumeOno-
vadevcorp.com

STARGATE/WATKINS
ENTERTAINMENT Actors Wanted! No ex-

pertence roquirad. Movies, TV, commercials

Guarantee Interviews with top SAG agents.

CALL NOWIIH 310-577-971 1

.

CI A AnniKil \ iifuj

$8.1M1R. PLusMMur

t1«-7M«77
^t^ "— tail .fc I

work »tuOy

WBKr

STOCK BROKER TRAINEE- p/t or lA. Rexi-

bie hours. Pakl training. Great opportunity.

WLAarea. Ctose to UCLA. 310-229-8979.

TEACHER P/T After-school program for

math. K-7 grade. Send resume to P.O. Box
0687. Temple City. CA 91780. 626-285-9090.

TEACHERS
FOR afterechool scier>ce club. K-6grade. 2-

5days/wk. $15/hr. Will train. 1-800-472-

4362 ext 245or308.

TEACHERS/COUNSELORS needed for af-

ter school enrichment program. 12 college

units needed. Experience with K-5. Flexible-

hours, great pay. Fax resume:31 0-445-5628.

TELEMARKETING
W/WINDOWS COMPUTER SKILLS. Prefer

phor)e experience. Prefer students/grads.

Flexible hours, 9am-5pm starting $8-

$10/hr-fbonuses. 3-blocks/UCLA. Harel

Maintenance. Ron-3 10-470-6 175.

TELEPHONE Sun/ey Research jobs. UCLA
campus, starts Nov. 19. $9-12/hr. English

and bilingual Spanish, Vietnamese, Manda-
rin, and Russian needed. 825-3658

UPSCALE
DAY SPA

LOOKING FOR OUTGOING,

MOTIVATED & FRIENDLY

RfCgPT/Q/V/gT^
CUSTOMER SERVICE REP.

GREAT ENVIRONMENT
FTTPT

TEMP & PERM AVAIL.

CALL FOR APPT
(213)822-9007 - PARISSA

WEST HOLLYWOOD

TELMKTG:INBOUND800
NO COLD CALLS. Info, listing co. seeks mo-

tiv./aggress. indiv. Hriy/comm/tx)nus. PT/FT

7days. High income potential. 310-996-

6701x301. Near UCLA

TURN IDEAS into cashlll Learn how easy it

is to build a successful home business. Call

Money Corp. 1-888-307-4282.
.

TUTOR/BIG-BROTHER for 12-year-old. Set

flexible pm hours 2 times/wk. Chinese-

speaking preferred, not necessary. $8-

lOdoe. Contact toydangOusa.net

TYPIST Small WLA Law firm seeks experi-

enced typist. P/T, minimum 70 WPM. Call

310-445-1100.

UCLA
BANDS

Looking for bands (rock,

reggae, rap, & altemative)

nnade up of UCLA
students or alunnni for

pakl appearance

Please call 310-479-1364

UCLA ATHLETIC DEPT Students. P/T. Du-

ties irKlude supervising student staft ar>d

performing various office tasks. Previous su-

pervisory and computer skills preferred.

$8.49 with 15-20hrs/wk. Call 310-206-6662

for details.

VALET PARKING ATTENDANT $8.50/hr.

F/T or P/T. Chuck's Parking Service taking

applk:atk>ns now. Patln cars at the best

Hollywood parties. Call 818-788-4300.

VALET PARKING ATTENDANT PfT. Must

be available weekends and for special ev-

ents. Clean driving record required. $6 50/hr

+\ips. 213-6637275.

WEB DESIGNER w/html knowledge. Flexi-

ble hours. $12-l4/hr. Close to downtown.

Call Rona at 213-607-0874.

WEBSITE DESIGN $8-12/hr. Maintain and

expand my websites. 10-15hr/week flexible.

Moderate skills needed. Contact Austin

323-874-7312 or

austinxxxOmirxJspring.com.

WE'RE SEEKING INDIVIDUALS to provide

support to the developmentally disabled. Gal
Dwtght IstanbuMan at 818-361-6400 ext 129.

WILDLIFE JOBS
TO $21 .60

INC BENEFITS Game wvrdent. aecurtly.

makHBrmno9, park rangers. No etipeftenoe

mwkKi For app.4«xafn Inteimaiton 1-MO-

S13-3H6 •xi'0713 tMn-7pfn 7daye lda.irK:

YOUNG MALES
$10-$2Q^R Artist seeks totally clean-sha-

ven male, bi or gay preferred, under 21 for

figure modeling, etc. Inexperierx:ed ok. Dan-

ny:8 18-980- 1666.

"PRETTY GIRLS.' Great personality/valid

drivers license to check stock on kx:al new-

stands 1 day a week. Susan Moore 310-471 •

2287.

HALLIES HOUSESITTING. 310-313-9998.

7 years experience. References available.

Long or Shorttenn. CONFIDENTIALITY
GUARANTEED

INTERNS. /Vcclaimed producer on the Sony
k>t seeks interns. Please call Rk:k 310-244-

3964.

INTERNSHIP available immediately at small

Los Angeles t}ased intematior^l music agen-

cy. Credit only. Flexible hours. Great perils.

Fax resume lo:310-777-3669.

PAID INTERNSHIP
WESTWOOD LAW FIRM- Flexible hours.

Learn a tot. $7.50+. Good typing skills, com-

puter literate, excel experience preferred.

Call 310-475-0481. Resumes preferred:

310-446-9962.

PAID MANAGEMENT CONSULTING IN-

TERNSHIP Westwood-based Robert Cha-

ries Lesser & Co., the nation's leading real

estate advisory firm, is hiring Associate In-

terns. Duties include preparation of marine*

and financial feasibility analysis for real es-

tate proiects. Must have strong quantitatiYfi_

and quaniilallve skills. Seniors preferr6?Jr

Email:BkellyO rclco.com
Web :www. rcico .com

PAID MANAGEMENT
INTERNSHIP

Student Worits Painting, a subsidiary of Na-

tional Servies Group is now hiring for

Spring/Summer 1999. Duties include inter-

viewing, hiring, development of customer re-

lations, control of mariteting and sales, &
production management. Call 1-800-394-

6000. www.collegewori(s.com

PAID MARKETING INTERNSHIP We'll

teach&pay well. Seeking only ambitious, de-

tail-oriented, strong writing/oral communica-
tion, computer literate. Car wAinsurance.

$12.15/hr. 20hours/wk. Fax covertetter/re-

sume:310-312-9536.

PR INTERN
BUSY PR office seeking interns. Coniputer

literate. Unpaid but excellent learning oppor-

tunity. College-credit. Fax resumes 323-931-

7354. Atten: Anissa.

Scott Wynne, Producer&president of Wynne
Entertainment located at Sony Prctures on
the lot, is looking for interns 1 -2 days/week to

perform coverage on scripts. Job includes

readirig 2-3 scripts/week arxj writing cover-

age on them. Help needed in office also.

Great learning experience in a fun&exciting

atmosphere. DavidO310-244-3445 Or fax

resume: 3 10-244-0447.

SEEKING psychology and educational

graduate volunteers to pursuit inner action

w/5lh grade students in Brentwood school.

Great opportunity to develop and conduct re-

search project on learning series while men-
toring students. Charles Tripp: 805-296-6711

after 4pm.

Top 10 internship program is looking for

dynamic, hardworking students. For more
information please call 213-243-7027.

WANT A KEWL'
INTERN JOB?

InterrVadmin assist, for Intemet entertain-

ment Co. P/T. flexible, $7.50/hr. Fun, fast-

paced environment. Fax resume: 310-754-

4009 or email mnOrelebritysiqhtinqs rem

PBo

HEARING IMPAIRED young adult needs

help in reading/communication skills. 2-

3dys/wk, daytime. Fee negotiable. Prefer

someone with special education back-

ground. 310-472-5648.

I !SS
3BDRM + LOFT

WESTWOOD New, view, large, secured,

alarm doors, washer/dryer inside unit,

morith-lo-month, pets ok. Beginning of Dec.

310-998-1501.

1-BDRM $650
NEAR SHERMAN OAKS GALLERIA. Huge
apt. kleal for roomnnates. Garden courtyard,

pool, A/C, phone-entry. Minutes to campus.
818-997-7312.

1-MINUTETOUCLA
1 t}drm, furnished, bright, clean, quiet, secur-

ity entrance, targe ctosets, carpet, pool, lyr

lease. $900/mo. 310-824-1830.

1380 VETERAN- 2bdrm/2bath. $1525&up.
Parit view, pool/iacuz2i, security, gated peril-

ing, laundry, all appliances. Move-In Dec 1

.

Cats considered. 310-477-5108.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ 2-BEDROOM $950-

$1195. LARGE. UPPER/LOWER. UNU-
SUAL CHARM. SOME W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
310-839-6294.

BRENTWOOD $1.495/mo. 2bd/2ba, front,

balcony, stove/refrigerator, dishwasher, car-

pet/drapes, laundry, parking, near UCLA,
shown by appt. 11728 Mayfield «1 310-271-

6811

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT- Bright spacious

upper 2bdrm/2bath. Parking. Fireplace. t>al-

cony. $1139/mo. 2weeks free rent! Call 310-

478-1971.

BRENTWOOD- $1,850. Spacious, sunny,

upper 3bdrm/2ba w/balcony. North of

Wilshire. New paint&carpet. refrigerator,

built-in stove, periling, laundry on site, quiet

8-unit building. 11921 Goshen Ave. #4. Open
Sat&Sun. 10-4pm. 310-571-0293.

KM^
O^ihirc 0^*L»oo.-l

I0S30 wa*lw« Mvd. WMM^od, CA 90024
Enioy d the Vmuntt of o (rv« stor SotlJ in your own corpon* kNlt!

Fumtihtd and uniumnhad unili ONotabb rtorkng at $1300 Anwnrtm

indudi, MM of tfw art computv room, fikwu atntir. buiuitu o«Mr «m4

oorvwnct room, oonbirgt Mrvioai, and morv

For mow inferrrrtion col (310| 470-4474

MARINA DEL REY LIVE ABOARD. For rent

27-foot sailboat. Fleet 3. Near beaciws, gym.

$400first/$400last/$400deposit. 805-328-

1900. Leave message.

PALMS 2txJrm Iba, upper apartment, balco-

ny, built-in, pari<ing. New paint/carpet/blinds.

Refrig. $815 310-476-6532.

PALMS. Single apt from $495. 1-bdrm, $595.

Stbve. $600deposit for single and
$900deposit for 1-bdrm. 1-year lease. 310-

837-1502 leave message.

SHERMAN OAKS. SINGLE. $700/mo. 1-

month Free Rent! Pool/gated pari<ing/securi-

ty/dishwasher/gym. Furnished available:

Fax/TV/CDplayer/2-beds/mi-
crowave/desk/lamps/tables/more. Available

Nov.20. 15min from UCLA. Call 818-994-

0712.

SPACIOUS UPPER DUPLEX on W. 6th St.

3bdrm/2fullba new Beri^er carpet, wash-

er/dryer, stove/refrig. $2300/mo. Call : 213-

653-2498.

CasaBlanca West

Large Furnished
& Unfurnished

Bachelor $675
available Dec V ^

Gated Parking

Cable ready; pool, laundry, lundeck,

wper doiets. low Security OeposH

530 Veteran
208-4394

VENICE. Own bdnn/ba in 3+3. $550/mo.

Street partclng. Steps to beach. Fern. pref.

Ava. 8/1. 310-574-0016 or 310-823-6394.

WESTWOOD- Single apartment. $750-

$795 Bright, cheerful, patio, pool. Walk to

UCLA. Shopping, transportation. 1942 Pel-

ham.310-446-9348.

WESTWOOD Large 1-bdrm $995 Malcolm

Ave. near Westwood&SM Blvd. 14unit build-

ing w/pool, parking, laundry, hardwood
floors, stove 818-995-8866 ext 312. Monica

WLA- 2bdmV2ba $1250-1295 Prime k)ca-

tion Bright, cheerful, patio Walk to UCLA,
shopping, transporiatkxi 1242 S Walattey.
Near WMahire Won't last 310-207-7209.

WLA Large iingla. 1917 Spanlah mHiion

bumnQ High oaMngs. hardwood floors, sap

arate kltcher^AdlninQ room l-yr laaaa. $750

Batty 310-479-8646

WLA. $825-$850. 2bdrm/1.5ba. Dishwasher.

AC, carpet, drapes built-in. Extra large

fenced patk). 310-670-5119.

WLA: Single- $650. One person, no pets.

Stove, refrigerator, full kitchen, car-

pet&blinds. Parting, laundry 2 miles to

UCLA. Shown by appointment. 11321 Mas-

sachusetts Ave. 310-477-8750.

ApartaMiilt FunMieil

MAR VISTA. $535&up/month. Ask about

move in special. Attractive, furnished 1-

bdrm. Large, pool, patk>. barbecue area.

Quiet-buikJing. 3748 Inglewood Blvd. '310-

398-8579

MAR VISTA 2bdrm/1.5ba Stove/retrig.,

washer/dryer, patio, parking space, pool,

spa, new paint, newer carpet, quiet. Close to

UCLA $1025/mo 310-390-1105

87eo_

BRENTWOOD. Urge home 3 bdrrTV2 bath

penthouse -ftoft and sundeck. New paint,

carpet,appliances. 2-car side-by-side park-

ing. $379,000 A. Buchman 310-471-

6363ext123. Coldwell Banker.

CuftittiOttii tor ilenl

BEVERLY HILLS furnished guesthouse.

Ibdrm, kitchen, eating area, shower/bath.

UCLA graduate student preferred. No pets.

$950/mo. Available Dec. 1. 310-271-8811

Mfftifw ffff R6nt

WLA. 4-bdrm/3-bath -fguesthouse.

$2600/mo. Excellent quiet area. 3-miles from

UCLA 650-493-8731.

.'Ill

WESTWOOD SOUTH. Chamfiing original

Spanish duplex w/pool. 2+1/2 up, 2+1 3/4

down. $549,000. Tom Brook, Agent. 310-

979-4000 ext 404.

PARIS-LA EXCHANGE SOUGHT Chann-
ing,quiet, architect's house (50m2) w/private

garden in east Paris for similar in SM or

nearby from 12/1/98. Please call

01 1 +33+1 .43.48.94.24 or
^

100523. 1630 ©compuserve.com

IbiMftMK- Amp* Ikykn

BEAUTIFUL VIEW ROOM in exchange for

light houseworic. 1 block east of UCLA, north

end. Owner occupant. Dr. Lorraine O'Con-

nell. Call 9-4. 310-279-1812.

LIVE-IN. SMALL SALARY Near Universal.

Part childcare, part housesitting. Prefer Grad

student. Must like kids. Gillian Hyde 818-

347-5425.

9Hi
RooiR for Ront

tSSlfM.'Cl'.

825-22? 1

BRENTWOOD- 1 Bedroom available in

bright, spacious 3bd/2ba apartment. AC,

W/D, dishwasher, furnished. Close to San
Vicente shops&reslaurants. $650/mo. 310-

820-0711.

BRENTWOOD. Luxurious apartment. Fe-

male only. Furnished t>edroom own bath. Full

kitchen privileges. Padding. $525/mo-utilities

included. 310-477-3173.

CULVER CITY Female roommate. Private

roonrVshare bath. Nonsmoker. no pets. Grad

student preferred. $500 (includes utilities).

Day:81 8-503-1 424. Eve:31 0-837-9943. San-

dy^

HOLLYWOOD HILLS Quiet room, secluded

hillside home, near MultK)llarKl/Coklwater.

Microwave, refrigerator, cable, pool, patio.

Offstreet paridng. Avail Decl. $450. 213-

654-6968

LOS ANGELES-ROOM FOR RENT in 4-

bdrm house. $400 +1/4 utilities. Includes all

house privileges. Call 310-836-8774.

WEEKLY HOTEL RATES Jolly Roger Hotel

In Marina del Rey offering special student

rates. $255 36/wk tax. makJ sen/ice. conti-

nental breakfast inckided Call DavkJ: 800-

822-2904

WESTWOOD $475
WALK TO UCLA Beautifully furnished huge

private bedroom. Kitchen, laurxlry. Parking.

MALE STUDENT PREF Available 12-01-98

310-473-5769

WESTWOOD Furnished guest bed/bath

Private entrance A parkir>g $475/month

w<laundry, utilities. caMaTV, microwave,

refrtoarator. yard WM aooapl $200/mo m
trade for btfcyalWng M-F.4-«pm 310-277-

0507 SlavaorMarte

uispiay

20b " •'
'
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SWIMMING
From page 38

the event. While Wines sat out on the

200-meter breast, Hovespian and

Noddle came in first and second to

continue the Bmin breaststroke domi-

nance.

While Arizona divers swept the

one-meter board and occupied the

first two places of the three-m^ter

board event, Baghramian was the only

Bruin to place in the top three.

Baghramian's score of 271.275 quali-

fies her for the NCAA zone meet.

"We like the challenge of swim-

ming against fast teams," Gallagher

said of Arizona. "There's a few teams

which can win the NCAA's this year

and Arizona is one of them. They're

really good and we knew that going in

but it's great to be challenged by a

great team."

M.SOCCER
From page 39

crucial after being shutout for the

first time since Sep. 12, 1996.

"We came off of Washington
and it was essential that we estab-

lish ourself," said Tennyson. "I

think we did that with the (win) and

hopefully we'll continue to do that

through the tournament."

The victory salvaged a disap-

pointing weekend for the Bruins,

who had hoped to celebrate it with a

fourth straight MPSF title and top-

seed in the NCAA West Regionals.

"It was a great disappointment

(to lose Friday night)," senior mid-

fielder Tom Poltl said. "But all

things come to an end. It was a

great four years for me."

"(Today) meant the world to

me," added George. "I thought it

was really important that we come
out and clobber them, even though

our center midfield was discombob-

ulated.

"I'm just going to really miss this

place and everything about it. Even

the air is different than anywhere

else. It's home."

George, last year's Final Four

Offensive MVP, will forever be

remembered as one of the most pro-

lific scorers in school history. But

more than anything else, he and his

senior teammates hope to become
the first class to win two national

championships.

"All the goals mean hardly any-

thing to me," George said. "It's

more important to me to win. 1

don't care who scores the goals."

The Bruins now look to defend

their NCAA title, with the first

round probably set for Sunday.

"We don't have any momentum

right now, and that's the only prob-

lem I can see," said George. "But if

we can get some momentum out of

the first game and come out of it

with a good win, then we'll take it."

The Bruins will likely play that

opening game with Tennyson start-

ing at forward, where he started

today for the first time in over a

month after coming off a quadri-

ceps injury.

"Tennyson coming back gives us

a little more muscle up front," said

Poltl. "He's working real well for us

(right now)."

The NCAA Tournament pair-

ings will be released Monday
evening.

"When you look at an eight-team

bracket, I imagine we should at

least be No. 2 and that would mean
we get our first two games at

home," said coach Sigi Schmidt,

noting that the Bruins' third game

could match them against

Washington in Seattle.

"I think we have the ability (to

win the title)," he added. "I think

we proved in the Indiana game that

we can play with anybody and in

the Washington game the second

half was all ours, except we didn't

finish."

Perhaps the seniors haven't

played their final game in

Westwood, though one day in the

coming weeks they will. But they

will leave behind a distinct legacy.

"They (the seniors) have all

meant a lot to the team/* said

Tennyson.

"Seth is a devastating scorer and

I've taken that aspect of him, and
Tommy's work ethic is unheard of.

Last year I came in and tried to

learn from them and even now that

I'm a sophomore I'm still trying to

learn from them."

FOR THE
OF ONE

OFFER VALID

MONDAY
AND

TUESDAY
NIGHTS ONLY.

(After 5:30 pm)

No mediums and offer excludes

Sicilians. No half & half orders.

Must mention ad.

Coupon must be given to driver.
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Exp. 11/23/98
- LARGE

PIZZA w/
Free Liter

TWO TOPPINGS

•

208-8671
TAX INCLUDED

Coupon valid at Westwood location only.

Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon
per pizza.

*

Coupon must be given to

driver.

Linnit 3 pizzas p>er address.

Open until 1 am

Exp. 11/23/98
LARGE
PIZZA w/
Free Liter

TWO TOPPINGS

•

208-8671
TAX INCLUDED
Coupon valid at Westwood location only.

Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon
per pizza.

*

Coupon nnust be given to

driver.

Limit 3 pizzas per address.

Open until 1 am
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Room for Rent

WESTWOOD. Room for rent. Own bed-

roonVt)ath. Backyard, kitctien/laundry, gated

parking, I^S, clean, quiet, female student.

Ck>se to UCLA. $525/mo.-t-utilities. 310-477-

0112.

WL> BEDROOM^ Private l>ath in pleasant

house. Share w/2. Pets okay. $650/n[x>.-futil-

ities. (310)575-4412

WLA Living room to rent. $35C/nfK). Ck>se to

UCLA. 2nd fkx>r, pool, gym, tennis, utilities

inckided. Female preferred. 310-445-9412.

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT your own bed-

room and full bath in a 4txlrm apt $A9SJmo
w/all amenities (3l0>477-6322

PALMS Responsible, tidy, male roommate
wanted to t>ave own room, stiare t)ath in 3

bdrm/2-bath $305/fTK) 310-280-0625 or 310

839-5735

Classifieds

825-2221

9S00
Roommatof-Prlvate Room

PALMS-Female w/2cats to share spacious

2+1 apartment. $425/mo+1/2bills. Smoke
outside. Small, quiet building, nice area.

Male/Female. Voicen^ail 818-508-9606 or

aemiliaOucla.edu.

PALMS/CULVER CITY 2bdrm Iba Cute, se-

cured buikJing/parking, ck)se 405 access,

near beach, r^ew carpet, fiave cat. No nrwve-

in fee/deposit. $437.5C/rTx>. * 1/2utilities. Fe-

male prefen^ed. 310-559-5551.

REDONDO BEACH
Large master bdrm w/own bath in Sbdrm apt.

Share w/2 other females. Female preferred.

$600/nfK). Anr>enities included. 310-209-

0049

VENICE/SANTA MONICA 1 bdrm available

in 4bdrm house w/2bth. Washer/dryer, fire-

place. Backyard&hardwood fkxKS $425/mo,

avail 12/1 Female I^S preferred. 310-450-

3177

VETERAN+OHIO 2&2 with loft condo Pos-

sible 3/2 24hr guard Secure park . spa.

pool, washer and dryer $i550/mo Call Kar-

enO 31 0-372-2950 Avail 12/1

Roommttes - Private Room Roommatet-Shafeil Room

WESTWOOD Own roonr^/bath ($480). Seek-

ing female professional or graduate student

to share 3-bdrrTV2-bath. NonsnK)ker, no pets.

December Ist. 310-712-1217.

WESTWOOD. Professional to rent bedroom

in large 3-bdmn72.5-bath house. $600 -^1/3u-

tilities. Fireplace, patk), W/D. Call 310-477-

8922.

WLA Roomniate wanted. Luxurious pent-

house. 2-bdrm+k>ft/3-bath. Spack>us, two

bakxxiies, A/C, fireplace, private patk). share

w/1maie/l female. $650+utilites Dave 310-

478-1122.

WLA/PALMS- Own bdrm/bath in charming

24-2. $4S0/nx>+ utilities. Female graduate

student pcateired. 310-837-2292 . - .

LANDFAIR. Female roommate needed.

Available Jan. 1 . Share room In 2-bdrrTV1 .5-

bath. 2-story apt. 5min to campus. $390/nrK)

utilities. 310-443-5757.

WESTWOOD 501 Gayley. Female N/S.

Large l-bdrm/l-bath w/2people.

$360/mo-futilities. Must like animals. Kitch-

en&pari(ing. Clean&fully-fumished. Start late

Nov. Hope0310-508-5734/2 13-629-1986

WESTWOOD. Female roommate wanted to

share 1 -bdrm/1 -bath spack>us apt on Land-

fair. $490Mk). Available ASAP. Can 310-208-

8311.

Roon^

GAYLEY 2m»nute8 to UCLA 2bdrm/2ba

condo to share Secure entrance, partung.

fully furnished No pets/8nf)Oking FeoMle

preferred $450/mo 310-208-7748

WESTWOOD Ten minute walk to UCLA.

Own roorrVbathroom. Fully furnished. A/C.

high ceilings, carpet, fireplace, bakx)ny, Ja-

cuzzi, ail appliances, laurxJry, periling. Non-

smoking grad student/prolesaionti prefeaed

$725/MO Move in immediately. 310-473-

0115

WLA Share room in spacious 2-bdmV2-bath

apt 5-minules to UCLA Security building,

gated garage /V/C, lauridry Low security de-

posit i310/mo CailieO213-880-4462

Buy One 2-Scoop
Sundae,

Get One Free

Or 1 for $2.49
LIMIT 1 PER COUPON

Exp.1 2/31/98. Not good with other discounts.

In store only.

WE DELIVER!

M-F: Noon-10:00 pm

iv^^.i 9H Bi

Ba$klii(^Robbins
Ice Cream & Yogurt

208-8048 • Westwood Village

I 10916 Kinross Ave s^

CONTACTS
FOR SALE

EXTENDED ixD«LV2i>$6o ...*35ft

DISPOSABLES.....6Mo*99/%93w

CHANGE BROWN EYES...EXT '99/daiiv *89rt

Hazel, Green, Blue

CHANGE UGHT EYES Bti .M9ft

Blue, Green, Aqua

BIFOCAiymONOVISiON oily 'SO

ASTIGMATISM EXT m

UMGiaCH

snnoaiY

EYE EXAM $15
w/CL Purchase

U)SMCEL£S/ 1038 S. Robertson BM^VI
Bevwiy HJMs Adj Wed 3-5 Fri 1 1-1

1842 W.Lincoln Ave., MG
Wed 11-1, Fn 3-5

4130 Atlantic Ave., mos
Thurs 3-5, Sat 12:30-3

1 1945 Ventura Blvd., fA
Tues 3-5, Thurs 11-1

No /Appointment Necessary/Just Walk-in

VAUGHN LD0BALJAN,MJ).

FREE Care Kit w/Purchase

9700
SobMi
BRENTWCXDD. 1-MILE UCLA. INDEFINITE

SUBLET. Huge 1-bdrm. 2 pods, weigfit-

room, gated, par1(ir>g, laundry. Quiet cul-de-

sac. Pricedlow^$90a8182909^760^

BRENTWOOD. Bdrm w/t}ath in huge futty-

fumished 2-t)drm apartment. Gated parWng.

$650+utilities. Available Dec 1. Call Moe
310-471-9193.

WESTWOODv Need female subletter to

share room from xwn to July. $33(ymo. 562-

625-9675.

WESTWOOD. Roommate needed to sublet

1-bdrm. $40(MjtiMies per mortt\ for Win-

ter/SpfW^ quarters. Preferably female. Cal

310-206-6650.

IDYLLWILD BEAl/riFUL MTN CABIN San
Bernardino Nafl Forest Fully equipped Hot

tub. Iireplaces Views Sleep A*. |250/wee-

liend 310-7M-5515 310-391-

Display
206-30Bn
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7i^e<U!UiKkk:i^ ^^f^

l()S2() Wilshiiv Houkvarcl
WcsCwood, (A 9002 1

(310) r \ \li^l

-Less than one* inik* from I (LA canipiis-

-I rc'c* cofUiiKiital l>rc*aklast-

Af (urckil)k*, ckan aiul comlortahk' rooms

1 rc'c* cahk* iA «S: Local Ickpliono (^alls-

-\\('c-kl\ ami i;roii|) rates a\ailal>Ic-

1or Reservations call:

(310) 474-4262

JPLjp^\rsf\jnL^to
Get The Inside Scoop On The Application Process:

UCLA lAW STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS' ANNUAL
MINORITY STUDENTS

LAW SCHOOL ADMISSIONS WORKSHOP

Workshop Program Will Include:

• Presentation Dy Admission Committee Representatives

•-Presentation by Financial Aid Representatives

• UCLA Lavs^ School Faculty & Student Panel
• Question & Answer Sessions
Bring your Personal Statement, Resume, Letters of Recommendation
For Tips and Evaluation

Occurring On:
Thursday, November 19, 1998

6:00pm - 9:00pm
LJCLA School of Law

Room #1447
Pizza and Drinks will be provided

Workshop open to all interested students

Sponsored By:

La Raza Law Students

Association

(310) 206-5158

Asian Pacific Islander

Law Students

Association (APILSA)

(310) 825-1304

Black Law Students

Association (BLSA)

(310) 20&8396

C? D » 1 C 3
'

» C D C 3 C D C 3 C D I 1 C : C D C ^

§

D UCLA AIDS PBOJECTw
rf^f^

Q

D

fin<McU<(, fi>iMe*it4. tAc ^vut etACi B

UCLA AIDS WALK o

Interested in becoming a

—student leader in -

D

D

W.SOCCER
From page 40

it and it goes in. That time it did."

Conversely, most of UCLA's shots

had chances to go in but could not pen-

etrate the invisible wall that protected

the BYU goal.

"We weren't followmg our shots,"

Bruin leading scorer Staci Duncan

said. "We didn't capitalize on second

chances. You've got those days where

they just don't go in. It's a disappoint-

ment."

Defender Karissa Hampton con-

tinued Duncan's sentiment. "We just

didn't finish. We weren't there to put

(the ball) in the back of the net
"

Duncan, a freshman, and the

.sophomore Hampton will have many
more years to turn this "disappoint-

ment" around, but seniors Louise

Lieberman. Larisa Kiremidjian and

Liz Willemse have danced their last

dances as Bruins.

"It hasn't completely hit me yet,"

Lieberman said after the match. "But

it's a little sad right now."

Lieberman and Kiremidjian have

been major contributors to the Bruins'

back-to-back Pac-IO championships,

and major forces in UCLA's success-

ful season. And early season success is

what enabled the Bruins to host this

game.

On the positive side for the Bruins,

though, is the fact that they return

every starter next season

"We've achieved a lot of success,"

Saldafia .said "This team has huge
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W.HOOPS
From page 34

career-bests offensively, they also

confounded the UCLA backcourt,

helping to force 30 turnovers.

"We started out slow and allowed

them to get their confidence,"

UCLA coach Kathy Olivier said.

"They have some good outside

shooters and good quickness. They
have a good mix. We struggled with

that."

The Bruins closed within nine

points on LaCresha Flannigan's

full-court drive in the final 10 sec-

onds. But then Ericka Haney made
a 3-pointer at the buzzer, putting the

Irish ahead by 12.

Martin registered her 40th

straight game in double figures with

26 points, while Pearson finished

with 21 after scoring a career-best

30 points in a double overtime loss

to the Irish last season.

MEET
From page 38

race. Hauser managed to stay with

him and the rest of the leaders for

close to 1.5 miles.

"It was good that (Hauser) went

hard the first mile because the first

mile at the NCAA Championships is

usually pretty fast," Larscn said.

This will be the fifth straight season

that a Bruin will run in the NCAA

TT

tl

Q

planning the first ever

UCLA AIDS WALK?
Directors are needed to head the

foUoviing committees:

Outreach

I swc

Programming

Advertising

i?ersonne\

Finance

F^cruitment

For more inrormaHon^ call

SWddetlX Welfare C®nim£ss£®r7 ah

(310) 825-7586 —
^viiir SWC ar 404A KerckkoFF Hall or ar

D

D

D

http://stuclents.asucla.ucla.edu/SWC
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potential. It was confirmed this year."

This is the case, because as Saldafia

said the young Bruins, while being a

"very hard-fighting and opportunistic

team," had to "get comfortable with

facing teams that are just here to get

the job done."

"I'd rather have the keeper come
out every time," BYU's Shauna

Rohbock said, referring to the second

goal. "I touched it to the side ... and

shot it through. She (UCLA goal-

tender Lindsay Culp) didn't have the

best angle on my shot.

"After that goal we realized 'Hey,

we can play with these guys.' We real-

ized that while they were much more

physical, we were faster and could

beat them."

The Bruins controlled the ball for

most of the game but relinquished that

control following the 2-0 deficit. Little

confirmed that the first goal didn't

change the Bruins' emotions at all but

the second one was a different story all

together.

She felt that the Cougar confidence

grew after the second goal and stated

that some of the Bruins started putting

their heads down at that same time.

BYU coach Jennifer Rockwood, in

her fourth year at the helm, believed

that the Cougars had gotten lucky in

their second-ever playoff game. She

said that the Bruins outplayed them

and her team was "fortunate to come
out with the win."

"We fought it out," an elated

Rockwood said. "It comes down to

being able to get the ball into the net."

In 20 out of 21 games this season

the Bruins had been able to put the ball

in.

But on that day and on that field it

was not to be. Therefore, UCLA will

have to wait until next fall for the

youth movement to continue.

"They're an outstanding team,"

BYU coach Rockwood said. "They're

very good and I'm sure they'll be

extremely strong next year."

W.H00PS
From page 38

scoring nine pomls m a 43-second

span, mcludmg two 3-pomters sand-

wiched around a runner m the lane,

puttmg the Irish ahead 64-50 The
Bruins didn't get closer than nine

points the rest of the wav

While Green and Ivcy scored

Sm 35

Championships. Mebrahtom
Kefiezighi, last year's NCAA
Champion, ran in the previous four

NCAA Championships.

The course will be a tough, hilly

10,000-meter course. Coach Larsen

also said that it will be difilcult for

Hauser since he is a middle-distance

runner, but doesn't expect him to be

largely affected since Hauser is in the

best shape of his life.

UCLA, as a team, accomplished

its goal by finishing in the top ten. The

Bruins placed ninth with 212 points.

Stanford, after edging Oregon two

weeks ago for the Pac-IO crown, easi-

ly won its second-straight regional

title with 37 points.

Oregon wrapped up a qualifying

berth to the NCAA Championships

with a second place finish.

Meanwhile, Washington Stale upset

Arizona for third place. The Cougars

finished with 129 points, while the

Wildcats tied for fourth with Portland

with 133 points.

The Wildcats have been ranked in

the top five in the nation but will have

to wait until Monday afternoon to see

if the NCAA selection committee will

give it a qualifying spot in the NCAA
Charnpionships.

For the Bruins, Will Bernaldo

placed 30th with 31:49. Matt Pitts

placed 55th with 32:43. Pitts also

placed 55th with 32:43 two weeks ago

at the Pac-IO Championships with less

than half as many runners. Freshman

Bryan Green had one of his best

races, placing 56th.

Green, ran in his first-ever colle-

giate 10,000-meter cross country race.

Paul Muite, still recovering from the

flu that hit him a couple weeks ago,

came in 64th in 32:57.

"(Bernaldo) had a great race,"

Larsen said. "I'm really proud of him.

He was very fatigued the last 1,200-

meters of the race but stayed with a

group of runners and managed to

beat some of them. He dug deep and

helped the team.

"Pitts came up with one of his best

races ever. This race equals the one he

ran at the Pac-IO meet last year."

The Brums defeated Pac-IO foe

California. and almost caught eighth

place Arizona State Lar.sen said the

team ran well, especially since two of

the team's top five runners have never

competed in a Western Regional race

before

"It was a gotxi race for the team."

Larsen said "Getting ninth was a

good way for the guys to end the

son

'

5 & 2 Beverly Hills

Acne Skin Care Clinic
15 years experience

Acne-A Treatable
•Deep Pore Cleaning •Rejuvenation

•Chemical Peel

Dramatic Results In One Month
%vww.acneskin.coni
920 S. Robertson #6
(Olympic & Robertson)

(310) 289-1762

Before
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After
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LET BUMI^E CATER YOUR HOUDAY
Any size, any time, any event.

Receive A $1 Discount On Any
BUMPtE Cc

-----

OFFER EXPIRES: 1/15/99

sots* SALADS
OfLACRy« CATEWMQ

10% DISCOUNT
on any catedng ontor

with this coupon.

951 Westwood Blvd.

(310)209-1070
\
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CONTACTS
Disposables

Clear, spheres, wkty or biwkly.

all maior brands

Soft Daily or

Ext. wear
Clear, spheres, B & L.

Soft Astigmatic or|

Hard Gas Perm.
B & L. Boston

129

P'^'l&fcFor Glasses
I ^•SJC"^- glaucoma test)

^or Contacts
\ \ line. 2 mo. follow-up)

EXAMS

ARI^ANI, CALVIN KLEIN,
SAKI, fVIODO. GUCCI,

IVIOSSIMO. ALAIN MIKLI.
POLO, J.R GAULTIER,

VERSACE, DKNY, PERSOL,
DIOR, POLICE, YOJI

YAMAfVIOTO, HUGO BOSS
and many more!

OVER 5,000 FRAIMES &
CONTACTS IN STOCK

75 Yea^rs of Experience
Hi-Tech Instruments

We accept most insurance.

DR. B. COHENIMEHR, OD
3116 Wilshire Blvd. Santa Monica
(5 blocks west of Bundy, across from Big 5)

(310) 828-2010
Free Parking

GLASSES
30 OFF

25 OFF

All Designer

Frames

All Ultra

Thin Lenses

PACKAGES
Exam & Contacts or

Exam & Glasses*
'Contacts: Clear, Spheres. B&L. Daily or Ext Wear or 2 Boxes

o( Clear, Spheres weekly Oisp All Maior Brands

'Glasses: From our special selection. Single vision CR 39

gn

/<^.»!f /i-^Oirifs
{ V
^^.^Wy .----^-^jj:?^

E«pifes 11/30/9H May nol be combmed with olhf discounts Of plans

Tfic Vi<C£7k Cfjkano/a loctino/a flfm & tTefevision dissociation

is prou5 to present our i2tli AnnuafJestivafSe Cine

"Loaded Cameras, Broken Silence"

fri. nov 20thpm
Reception Will Follow

Featuring

and Other

Different Films Will

Screen Each Day

Special Guests

sat. npy 21st
1:00pm

GUEST OF HONOR
SaulLcoiclau

wiU screen "The Sixth Sun"_

about the Uprisings in Chiapas

loUowlng the Student Screenings

(a) The James Bridges Theater
Melnitz Hall, UCLA

(on the Northeast comer of Campus)

gratis gratis gratis EVENT IS FREE gratis gratis gratis

The Event is CoSponsored By The UCLA Department of Film and Television.

Paid for by The Campus Programs Committee of theProgram Activities Board,

The Board of Director's Interaction Fund AJSAC Programming Committee,

The UCLA Chicano Studies Research Center, and Melnitz Movies.

call 310-840-6578 or

email LoadedCam@aol.com
for more info
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HOW TO ORDER YOUR [PERSONAUZi r^ CALENDAR:

O^uxm 12 Month
• Provide 1 2 photos or cx>llages

to be enbrged or raduoed to

or) 8.5'xl r area.

• Bring in o 1 3lhpKoto to use for

your cover, or me Pulse wil

provide a pra-designed cover. ^
• Gyvers wiN be lomirxitBd orxJ ihe

calerKJor v^ll be spiral bourxJ.

• Sir^le mon#is wiN be shown

belov^ your image in a flip style.

YOUR CAMPUS SOURCE FOR COPYING & IMAGING
/f-

AckerTTKin 206-0894 • LuValle 825-7568

Year At A Glonco
* Provide one pnolo

or collage to be
enbrged or reduced

to an 8.5'x1
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shown togeiher below

your image.
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12 Month
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Letters and Science Counseling
Academic Worlcsiiops in CavelCommons

gjA/QRKSHQPS

The College of Letters & Sciences Counseling Services offers a

wide variety of workshops, described here, which are available to

you throughout the 1998-99 school year. Workshops are held in

203 Covel Commons. For more information, call the "Academics

in the Commons" office at 825-9315. Additional workshops are

offered in Letters & Sciences Counseling, A-316 Murphy Hall.

Call 825-3382 for more information.

Nov. 16

Nov. 1

7

Nov. 18

4:15 Alternatives to Medical School
4:15 Identifying Your Learning Strengths

7:00 Career Options: What can I do with a Major in

4:15 B.A. in Sociology

4:15 Public Speaking Skills

4:15 Careers in Business
7:00 Law School
7:00 Effective Note Taking

4:15 Identifying Your Learning Strengths

4:15 Resume Writing for Technical Majors
7:00 Information about Geography and
Geography/Environment Studies Major

7:00 Medical School

Nov. 19 4:15 Choosing a Major

4:15 Dealing with Procrastirurtion

7:00 Why en English Maior

7:00 Time Management

THE FINAL SCORE

[> UCLA 13

Washington 3

7

7

6

7

10

7

36
24

1st Quarter_

UOA - Levvb 2-yani TD run (Saler UdO

Washington - J^rzynka 35-yant FG

UCLA -SaHer 27-yard FG

UCLA-Saii«f25-yafdFG

2nd Quarter

Washington - Qem«i 22-)antTD njR

(iarzynkakkk)

UCLA - Roqutt 77-yard TO punt

return (Saileflcick)

3rd Quarter

UCLA- Sailer 25yardFG

UCLA -Sailer 47-yard FG

Washington - Cleman 1-yard TD run

(iarzynka kick)

4thQM!!L
UCLA- Foster 1-yardTD run

(Sailer kick)

UCLA -Sailer 29-yard FG

Washington - Juergens 6-yard TO

pass from Huard (Jarzynka kick)

STATISTia

Team UOA Washington

First downs 20

Rushes-yards 46-206

Passing yards 233

fosesconiiiieted- 12-2S*1

i»i IIMI iitu 1^ M^haaM^i^^k^
MEniptttHIWIUipttu

Fumbles lost 2-0

Penaities-yafd) 5'$0

Time of possession 31:30

INDIVIDUAL LEADERS

25

203

17-34-1

1-1

5-53

28:30

RUSHIM6: UCLA - Foster 11 -73; Price 5^; Lewis 10-36;

Brown 1 1-27; McNown 8-23;Waiendy 1-3

Washington - Hurst 1 7-1 14; Cleman 16-lOQ;

Huard 5-22; Tuiasosopo 1-12

PASSING: UCLA- McNown 12-24-0-233; lewis 14-1-0

Washington - Huard 17-34-1-203

RECEIVING: UCLA - Farmer 4-1 34; Melsby 2-40;

Poli-Otxon 2-20;Walendy l-14;Brown 1-9;

Lewis 1-9; Price 1-7

Washington - DeSaussure 4-81 ; Looker 4-61

;

Harris 2-29; Hooker 2-19; Jarzynka 1-9;

Juergens 1-6; Hurst 3-(neg 2)

Soufcf UdASpoflilnformition
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FOOTBALL NOTEBOOK

Another

record

for Cade
Cade McNown passed

for 233 yards and rushed for

25 yards to further stake his

claim as the Pac-lO's greatest quar-

terback. His 12-yard pass to Brad

Melsby in the third quarter put him

ahead o\' Steve Stenstrom as the

Pac-lO's all-time career leader in

total offense. McNown currently

has 10,231 total yards and count-

ing.

Rush

defense

all awash
''\m The Huskies hadn't had

a 100-yard rusher all sea-

son. Against the Bruins,

they didn't have one 100-yard rush-

er, they had two. Freshman Willie

Hurst had 114 yards and fellow

freshman Braxton Cleman totaled

100 yards. Washington's 248 rush-

ing yards was a season-high.

Sailer nails

JOHN SUEHIRO/Oaily Brum

FOOTBALL
From page 40

spot in the Fiesta Bowl and a shot to

capture the national championship.

"I'm very pleased with our foot-

ball team. Fm really excited to win

the Pac-10 championship and we're

exL ited to represent UCLA m the

Rose Bowl," said Bob Toledo.

UCLA hosts use this Saturday,

then finishes up the season two

weeks later at the University of

Miami. Those games won't have any

Rose Bowl implications, but the

Bruins must win both to remain in

the Fiesta Bowl hunt,

For now, the Bruins are the Pac-

10 champs, after responding to the

challenges of coach Toledo by suc-

ceeding in this game, which was

deemed a "must-win."

The night prior to the game,

UCLA's video coordinator pre-

pared a tape that showed highlights

of UCLA's first eight games.

"My big emphasis for this game
was that if you want to get on the

highlight film when the season is

over, yoy've got to make some big

plays," said Toledo.

The Bruins took Toledcr's chal-

lenge to heart and responded right

away. UCLA won the coin-toss, elect-

ed to receive and put together an

almost fiawles? touchdown drive.

Brad Melsby made a key 28-yard

reception and Jermaine Lewis

capped off the nine-play, 65-yard

drive with a 2-yard touchdown run.

"It's kind of fun to get seven points

on the board early in the game," said

McNown. "We were already in front

of the eight-ball."

But the Huskies grabbed the cue

stick, and on their first offensive play,

quarterback Brock Huard hit receiv-

er Andre DeSaussure with a 53-yard

completion. It seemed ominous that

Huard would exploit UCLA's strug-

gling secondary throughout the

game, but that play proved to be a

fluke. The Bruin cornerbacks stepped

up and allowed just one more pass

over 20 yards, limiting Huard to 150

yards following that play.

"Defensively, we rose to the occa-

sion," said Toledo. "We simplified it a

bit and tried to change it up more by

putting in more zones. 1 think if you

do one thing too much, people will

get you."

For the Bruins, simple was better.

And while Huard was kept in check,

McNown had yet another quality per-

formance. He was given a big assist

from the offensive line, which didn't

allow a sack to a Washington defense

that led the nation with 48 sacks (5 3

per game) McNown threw for 233

yards, including a 61 -yard bomb that

Dwftiy Farmer caught with a spectac-

ular fingertip grab

Farmer led all receivers with 1.34

AME BALL
-/ Ryan Roques shaked and

baked his way to a 77-yard

punt return touchdown that gave

UCLA a 10-point lead headir^ into

the half. He also busted an 81 -yard

kickoff return which set up a fleW

-OoaL

URNING POINT

Just when Washington was

making some noise with a

touchdown at the end the 3rd

quarter, UCLA came back to drive

the ball 74-yards and take a

commanding 36-1 7 lead. The

Bruins ran the ball eight times,

averaging eight yards per carry.

KEY STAT

5 Sailer returned to form and

proved himself to be the

* reliable kicker he was a year

ago. Sailer saved the Bruin offense

by cleaning up with three points

when they couldn't get seven. He

made all five of his field goal tries,

including a 47-yarder.

Kickoff return five field goals

among longest
The 81 -yard kickoff return by

Ryan Roques in the first quarter

was UCLA's longest since Oct. 25,

1980. when JoJo Townsell ran

back a kickoff 100 yards for a

score. Roques 77-yard punt return

for a touchdown was UCLA's first

since Paul Guidry's 70-yarder in

1995.

Roques' yardage

rivals Huskies'
In the first half. Roques' return

yardage equaled the total offense

Chris Sailer's five field goals

equaled his total through the first

eight games. Sailer entered the

game with five field goals made in

13 tries. He nailed kicks of 27, 25,

25, 47 and 29 yards. The school

record is six field goals, set by John

Lee in 1984 against San Diego

State.

UCLA maintains

ranking in polls

UCLA retained its No. 3 rank-

ing in the AP and ESPN/USA
Today Polls. Tennessee and

Kansas State, who both received

uf the Wabliingtuii huskies.

Both Roques and the Huskies

amassed 208 yards before inter-

mission.

"I just love getting the ball in my
hand," said Roques. "It's a big

rush."

b ig scales SatuiUay, leiiiaiii ahgiF
of the Bruins. Kansas State rallied

in the fourth quarter to beat

Nebraska 40-30, and Tennessee

miraculously pulled out a 28-24

victory in the final minute against

Arkansas. The BCS poll will be

released today.

JOHN SUEHIRO/Datly Brum

yards on four catches, his fifth 100-

yard game of the season.

Although the olTense was solid -

possibly their most balanced game of

the season - they were plagued by

missed opportunities in the red zone.

But fortunately for the Bruins,

when the offense failed to punch it

into the end zone. Sailer kicked it

through the goal posts. Sailer nailed a

career-high five field goals, including

a season-long 47-yarder.

"The score would have really piled

up if we had taken care of some busi-

ness in the red zone. You love to score

touchdowns, but Chris came
through," said McNown.

The lack of touchdowns allowed

the Huskies to linger around and they

barked back with a Braxton Cleman

22-yard touchdown run at the close of

the third quarter, cutting the UCLA
lead to 26-17.

But then it was the offensive line's

time to shine. After McNown began

the fourth-quarter drive with a 10-

yard completion, the Bruins rushed

the ball eight straight times for 64

yards, culminating with a DeShaun

Foster 1-yard touchdown leap. The

Bruins reclaimed the momentum and

put the Huskies to sleep.

For the first time in five weeks, the

Brums and their fans were able to.

relax in the fourth quarter and enjoy

the victory In fact, UCLA Athletic

Director Peter Dalis was able to stick

his fabric Rose Bowl insignia on his

lapel with about five minutes left.

"Nobody can lake the Rose Bowl

away from us." said Toledo "But

obviously, there is more football to be

played
'

SALMON
From page 40

year player was an integral part of

last year's win, but may have to sit

this one out after his test came back

showing he had used some type of

foreign substance.

"Okay, he may have failed the test,

but we're looking into it," head coach

AJ Cadman said.

"It may be just an acute case of

poppyseed infatuation. If that is the

case, then he will definitely miss

Friday's game and be sent to a treat-

ment center. Poppyseed and Kool-

aid is a bad mix."

So Mazeika has filed a complaint

to the commissioner.

"I just got two words for those

who think I did drugs - *suck it'," the

transfer from North Texas said.

Across the ball on offense, all-pro

A. CinQue Carter is once again hold-

ing out for a higher salary. Last year

Carter did not play because he want-

ed Cris Carter type of money, and

Davis was not willing to fork out $4.5

million a year. So he sat at home and

watched the game on Fox SportsNet.

Now after returning to camp, after

Mack caved in and dished out $4.5

million for this year. Carter has faked

a calf injury and now is asking for

Jerry Rice money. But with the trade

for eight-year wide receiver Trinh Bui

from the San Diego Chargers for a

ninth round draft pick. Mack and

Cadman have conferred and realize

that Carter does not have to get paid.

Still, there are grumblings on the

team.

As one player who wished to

remain silent said, "Carter is football

Football is ( arter. Carter - football.

Football - Carter. If you don't got —
Carter, you don't got Carter."

To hurt matters more. (Jreg

Lewis, a third down specialist, is ask-

ing for a trade to the I IC Santa Cruz

newspaper.

"My life has always been about

UCLA I live and breathe UCLA.'
the second year man from Rancho

Cucamonga said "But when I met

the Banana Slug staff, I fell in love

with the chemistry and the cama-

raderie.

"There is none of that at the

Bruin. You got Salmon wanting to

run the wishbone, Cadman wanting

to run the no-huddlc. and Boyd want-

ing to run the basic one-back. It's a

mess and I hate it."

Mack has begun looking for a

trade to setid Lewis to the Slugs for

two real banana slugs and 18 pounds

of bananas.

But it seems that with all the dis-

Tractions and the Heisman hype of

Boyd, UCLA is ready to rumble. In

last week's last preseason game the

defense shored up behind the stellar

pass rushing of Ernest Lee, Chris

Bates and David Arnold. The corners

buckled down except for several long

bombs, and the wide receivers made
spectacular grabs.

But the biggest surprise was the o-

line, which gave the passer time to

throw and the quarterbacks who
were all on target.

Heisman hopeful Boyd, passed for

490 yards, with 67 yards rushing and

four touchdowns. Cadman had rela-

tively few snaps but passed for 200

yards and moved to slot receiver.

While the biggest surprise came

from Air Force transfer. Rocky

Salmon, who ran for 396 yards

including three touchdowns and

aired it out for 236 yards.

Even with all the problems, the

team is .stacked with talent due to the

excellent salary cap maneuvering of

Mack.

Now the Bruin will meet for a

clash which has Fiesta Bowl implica-

tions.

This Friday, at 3 p.m on the IM
Field the Bruin will face off against a

-hungry Trojan learn m a bailie of

s(Kial classes

So come out and watch The Bruin

destroy the Trojans.

Salmon is high off Otter Pops and nrwy

have misconstrued some quotes This

column was an effort to show what's

wrong with Pro sports E-mail Trojan

hate mail to rsalmon^ucla edu

5fuclerv+ Vvelya^^e CZ^an\n\\ss\ov\^s

NEWSLETTER
COMMITTEE

IIECilul MENT
Positions

needed:

Tditor in Chief,

Writers,

(P/iotograpfters,

!\{ore

Positions

needed:

CoCumnists,

Tditors,

etc!

Interested in working for a

Health and Wellness Newsletter?

Want to be involved in student government?

Then, pick up applications at Kerckhoff404A!

Ifyou have any questions,

caUSWC at (310) 825-7586, .

or visit our website at:

http://studait&asuclaucla.edi]/SWC

.STUDENTS
ASSOCIATION

COUNCIL

Paid for fcyyUSAC

Thinking About
Medical Scliool? 1. 1.

>., AN ANEURyS^I

(ft: V\^

1

1

California's

\:J review program

.continues to set the standards that

1 others want to follow!

ERKELEY

Ite Berkeley Review Frorides!

15 Weeks Of Review And Testing Of

Important MCAT Concepts^^uf^^^f^

100 Honrs Of Scheduled Lecture Topics

In The Clas$rooni,f.^/_»/_,/.,^u^u/^^

300 Honrs Of OfTice Honrs To Supplement

The Lecture Topics^-f^/^ff./^^

20 Honrs Of Supplemental MCAT-Style

Problem Solving Sessions^^^/^^jujUju/

10 Full-Length Mock MCAT Exams

During The Program^f^^^^^^^

7 Scheduled Fufl-Length Mock MCAT

Eiam Testing Datesf^f^^^ff^.*/-^^

2800 Pages Of Review Notes Covering

Important MCAT Concepts^^,/^^^^

1300 MCAT-Style Passages With Clear

And Detailed Solntions^f^^ff^f^^

Exceptional Instructors For Each Of

The Six Topic Areas Of The MCAT4444

Excellent Review Materials That You

Get To Keep And Take Home,/^^^^

Application Assistance, Interview

Workshops, And Mock Interviews^^^^

l-m-li22-ll$27
www.berkeley-re?iew.com
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Triangular meet gives mixed results

it *

WRAP: Bruins win, lose, tie against

UCSB, ASU, UA respectively in LA.

ByStcvtKim
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The UCLA swimming and diving team evened out

their home meet results this weekend with a win, tie and

a loss. The Bruins beat the UC Santa Barbara Gauchos

with an overall scoring of 198-85 while tying Arizona

State University 150-150. UCLA hosted the No. 3

University of Arizona and walked away with a 198.5-

108.5 loss.

'

" '

Friday's competition was a triangular meet between

UCLA, ASU and UCSB that basically left UCSB in the

dust. The real competition was between ASU and

UCLA, and for a while, ASU had the upper hand.

The Sun Devils won the earlier events such as the

200-meter medley relay, 1000-meter freestyle, 200-

meter free and fly, and 100-mcter breaststroke and

backstroke. Second and third places earned by the

Bruins helped in the overall scoring, but it wasn't until

the 50-meter free when things started looking positive

for UCLA.
Junior Keiko Price, along with her freshman team-

mates Angela Belloni and Katie Ryan, swept the first

three places of the 50-mcter free. Price, sophomore

Beth Goodwin and Ryan later dominated the 100-

meter free as well.

"We really pulled on the second half," UCLA head

coach Cyndi Gallagher said. "We had a momentum

break with the 50-meter and 100-metcr free. That

changed everything."

Goodwin added another win on the lOO-meter but-

terfly and the diving scores that followed gave the

Bruins a big point boost. Sophomore Anne

Baghritmian won both the one and fhrpptmctpr

Hauser qualifies for NCAA;

UCLA places 9th in Pac-1
WRAP: Top Bruin runner

will compete'for nation's

long-distance running title

By Donald Morrison

Daily Bruin Contributor

UCLA men's cross country runner

Mark Hauser came out Saturday at the

Western Regional qualifying cross coun-

try meet in Fresno, Calif, and accom-

plished one of his biggest goals of the

year.

The senior from San Diego became

the second Bruin in as many years to

earn a qualifying berth in the NCAA
Championships. Hauser, running at

Woodward Park, finished seventh in the

region with a time of 30 minutes, 46 sec-

onds over the 10,000-meter (6.1 mile)

course.

"It was a good time for (Hauser) on a

tough course," UCLA head coach Bob

Larsen said. "He looked nice and strong.

He went out with the leaders for the first

mile and then ran easy the rest of way to

qualify."

Hauser came by the first-mile mark in

4:34 but decided to cruise the rest of the

way to assure himself of a qualifying

berth to the NCAA Championships.

I le'll now have one week to get ready for

the NCAA Championships held in

Lawrence, Kan.

Abdi Abdirahman from Arizona, the

1998 Pac-10 champion, won the regional

See MEET, page 35

A^&^S"i)M}A
NIfOll MILLtM

Sophonnore Delilah More prepares to dive

at the swim nneet hosted by UCLA this

weekend.

Wildcats stormed in with their nationally top-ranked

team. They won just about every event with a talented

squad including Olympian Trina Jackson and back-

Notre Dame defeats Bruins on court

board events.

"Everyone missed one dive and we responded to the

misses Arizona State had by coming back with great

dives," UCLA diving coach Tom Stebbins said.

With most of the races done and points added up,

determining the winning team came down to the 400-

meter free relay. A Bruin team came short of winning

and had to settle for a meet tie. The Bruins were able to

improve upon last year's loss to ASU.
The next day was when the University of Arizona

^P""8' MiiiknPfnaliKnapp.

RECAP: Women's basketball

team loses opener to Irish,

couldn't overcome bad start

The Associated Press

South Bend, Ind. - With Notre

Dame's 6-foot-5 center Ruth Riley on

Ilie Bruins had their share of highs. Price took the

50-meter free again and Goodwin out-touched her com-

petitor in the 1 00-meter fly like she did the day before.

Another Bruin strength was shown in the breast-

stroke events. Junior All-American Amber Wines final-

ly broke out ofa flu-infected early season with a 1 :04.55

lead in the 1 00-meter breast-stroke. Freshmen Lyndee

Hovespian and Jen Noddle followed closely to sweep

See SWIMMING, page 33

l l ie beiitli must \}\ the second hal t in ""^, . , ,

"

tory.

"I thought Niele and Danielle were

outstanding," Notre Dame coach

Muffet McGraw said. "I thought Niele

was the first one to step up. When Ruth

fouled out and they cut it to six, Niele

hit the big shots."

UCLA, which trailed by double dig-

its for most of the game, threatened

second half, cutting-

foul trouble, the guard tandem of Niele

Ivey and Danielle Green dominated

No. 6 UCLA from the perimeter as the

No. 17 Irish beat the Bruins 99-82

Saturday in the season opener for both

teams.

Ivey scored 25 points and handed

out 1 1 assists - both career bests -

while Green scored 23 in the Irish vic-

the Irish lead to six points while Riley

sat on the bench with four fouls. Her

absence opened up the middle for

Maylana Martin and Melanie Pearson,

who scored from the lane to cut Notre

Dame's lead to 54-48 four minutes into

the period.

But Ivey answered a minute later.

SeeW.HOOPS,pa9e34

Any large Pizza, your choice of toppingsand crust, for $9,99

824-41 1

1

1114 Gayley Ave.

Westwood Village

Medium 1 topping Pizza

for $5.95

fa^t. Free Delivery

until 1 a.m. Sunday-Thursday
until 2 a.m. Friday & Saturday

National Football Leaque
At A Glance

AMERICAN CONFERENCE

East

Dallas 35, Arizona 28

Oakland 20, Seattle 17

San Diego 14, Baltimore 13

Jacksonville 29, Tampa Bay 24

Detroit 26, Chicago 3

Miami

Buffalo

NY. Jets

New England

Indianapolis

Central

Jacksonville

Pittsburgh

Tennessee

Baltimore

Cincinnati

West

Denver

Oakland

Seattle

Kansas City

San Diego

W L

7 3

6 4

6 4

5 5

2 8

8 2

6 4

6 4

3 7

2 8

Pet. PF PA

.700 178 132

.600 213 206

.600 243

.500 211

175

192

.200 166 264

.800 262 200

.600 178 184

.600 239 193

.300 147 203

.200 167 267

9 1.000 300 169

7 3 .700 176 175

5 5 .500 213 162

4 5 .444 160 167

4 6 .400 127 179

NATIONAL CONFERENCE

East

Dallas

Arizona

N.Y. Giants

Philadelphia

Washington

Central

Minnesota

Green Bay

Tampa Bay

Chicago

Detroit

West

Atlanta

San Francisco

Nev^ Orleans

St Louis

Carolina

W I

7 3

5 5

3 7

2 8

: 8

9 1

7 3

4 6

3 7

3 7

8 2

7 3

5 5

3 7

1 9

T Pet. PF PA

.700 259 149

.500 182 232

.300 169 226

.200 92 233

.200 169 273

.900 320 170

.700 276 196

.400 167 195

.300 167 224

.300 197 222

.800 284 195

.700 292 217

.500 186 204

.300 177 240

.100 191 254

HoiHtay's (lamt

Denver at Kansas City, 8:20 p.m.

Sunday, Nov. 22

Arizona at Washington, 1 :01 p.m.

Chicagoat Atlanta, 1:01 p.m.

Detroit at Tampa Bay, 1:01 p.m.

Green Bay at Minnesota, 1:01 p.m.

Indianopolis at Buffalo, 1:01 p.m.

Jacksonville at Pittsburgh, 1:01 p.m.

Philadelphia at New York Giants, 1:01

p.m.

Seattle at Dallas, 1:01p.m.

Carolina at St. Louis, 4:05 p.m.

Kansas City at San Diego, 4: 1 5 p.m.

New York Jets at Tennessee, 4: 1 5 p.m.

Baltimore at Cincinnati, 4: 1 5 p.m.

Oakland at Denver, 4: 15 p.m.

New Orleans at San Francisco, 8:20 p.m.

Monday, Nov. 23

Miami at New England, 8:20 p.m.

N<ition<il Hotkt>v Leaque
At A Glance

EASTERN CONFERENCE

Atlantic Division

St. Louis

Detroit

Nashville

Chicago

Northwest Division

7 4 4 18 42 35

8 7 16 44 37

6 8 1 13 38 45

410 } 11 36 62

Edmonton

Vancouver

Calgary

Colorado

Pacific Division

Dallas

Phoenix

Anaheim

Los Angeles

San Jose

Wl TPts GFGA
9 6 1 19 53 39

8 6 1 17 49 39

6 8 2 14 42 45

5 8 2 12 41 46

W
9

8

5

5

3 7

L T Pts GF GA

3 2 20 37 27

2 18 34 17

4 14 34 36

3 13 38 46

4 10 33 35

Mmnesota 24, Cincinnati 3

Miami 13, Carolina 9

Buffalo 13,New England 10

Indianapolis 24, New York Jets 23

Washington 28, PhiiadHphia 3

Tennessee 23, Pinsbur9h 14

New Orleans 24, St Louis 3

Atlanta 3 I.San FranoKO 19

(fNn lay 37, Nmv Vorl Giants 3

New Jersey

Pittsburgh

NY. Islanders

Philadelphia

NY. Rangers

Northeast Division

Toronto

Buffalo

Boston

Ottawa ..

Montreal

Southeast Division

Carolina

Florida

Tampa Bay

Washington

W
9

7

8

6

4

L T Pts GF GA

6 18 33 35

4 18 42 38

16 43 43

4 16 41 36

7 5 13 38 45

W L T Pts GF GA

9 6 2 20 56 50

3 4 18 40 26

7 4 16 40 32

6 3 15 43 41

8 2 14 35 44

W L T Pts GF GA

7 7 3 17 43 40

6 6 3 15 33 41

6 9 2 14 40 61
'5

7 3 13 33 40

WtSTERN CONFEIIENa

Central Division

W I Ths 6f GA

Saturday's Games
Dallas 3, Boston 1

Toronto 2, Ottawa 1

Edmonton 4, Montreal 1

Washington 5, NY Islanders 3

Philadelphia 6, New Jersey 1

Buffalo 6, Chicago 1

Pittsburgh 4, Florida

St. Louis 5, Nashville 1

Phoenix 4, Tampa Bay 1

Anaheim 1, Calgary

Carolina 5, Los Angeles 3

Sunday's Gaiiws

Late Game Not Included

Ottawa 2, Chicago 2

Colorado at Vancouver (n)

Monday's Gamts
Detroit at Calgary, 9 p.m.

Los Angeles at Anaheim, 10:30 p.m.

Tuesday's Games
Montreal at Carolina, 7 p.m.

Philadelphia at Pittsburgh, 7:30 p m.

Chicago at Nashville, 8 p.m.

NY Islanders at Colorado, 9 p m

AN Thnes in tlie Sports Box are 1ST

Culleqc Football Roundup

The top-ranked Volunteers (9 0, 6-0 SEC)

had three turnovers and dropped several

passes, but got a gift fumble recovery

near midfiekl to set up Travis Henry^ 1
-

yard TD run with 28 seconds left for a

2t-24 vklwy over Nol 9 AflWHis (1-1,

S-1).

No. 2 Kansas State (10-0, 7 Big 12)

beat No. 17 Nebraska (8-3, 4-3) for the

first time in 30 years but had to over-

come five turnovers, including three

fumbles and an interception by Michael

Bishop, for its 40-30 win.

And No. 3 UCLA (9-0, 7-0 Pac-10), afteT

four consecutive close calls, stayed

ahead of Washington from the start but

relied more on Chris Sailer's foot than

Cade McNown's arm for a 36-24 victory

over the Huskies (5-5, 3-4).

In The Associated Press' Top 25 media

poll, the top three teams remained

unchanged — No. 1 Tennessee, No. 2

Kansas State and No. 3 UCLA. In the USA

Today/ESPN coaches' poll, the first three

were Kansas State, Tennessee and UCLA.

The BCS standings, which determine the

teams In the Fiesta Bowl on Jan. 4 with

the national title on the line, are

released Monday. Last week's standings

had a 1-2-3 ranking of Tennessee, UCLA

and K-State third.

Also, No. 4 Florida and No. 5 Florida State

kept their title chances alive with easy

victories, the Gators (9-1,7-1 SEC) beat-

ing South Carolina 33-14 and the

Seminoles (10-1, 7-1 ACC) topping Wake

Forest 24-7.

On Saturday, it's Gators vs. Seminoles at

Tallahassee, Fla, with the usual high

stakes— the loser Is out of the title

chase.

The state of Florida won't be the only

big-game stage on rivalry Saturday.

Tim Couch and Kentucky (7-3, 4-3), fresh

from a 55-17 rout of Vanderbilt, visit

Tennessee, while K-State travels to No

19 Missouri (7-3, 5-2),a 17-14 loser to

No. 6 Texas A&M (10-1, 7-0), and UCLA

takes on rival Southern California (7-3,

5-2) at the Rose Bowl.

Several conference races became less

tangled Saturday:

— UCLA, which owns the nation's

longest major college winning streak at

19 games, clinched the Pac 10 title and

will play in the Rose Bowl if it doesn't

qualify for the Fiesta Bowl.

—No. 1 1 Michigan (8-2, 7-0 Big Ten), a

27-10 winner over No. 1 3 Wisconsin (9-

1,6-1), will return to the Rose Bowl with

a wm over No 7 Ohio State (9- 1 , 6 1 ) in

Columbus on Saturday. Under coach

JoIn) Cooper, the Budieyes are 1 -8-1

afainst M'dMgan.

—The Big 12 title game on Dec. 5 is set

— Nirtk winner Kansas Sute vs. South

winner Texas A&M. The winner gets an

automatic BCS bowl berth. The Wildcats

have an 18-game winning streak.

— Florida State, by virtue of an earlier

win over Georgia Tech, wrapped up the

ACC's automatic BCS bowl bid with its

victory at Wake Forest.

—The SEC title game on Dec. 5 is shap-

ing up as a Tennessee-Arkansas

rematch.

—With No. 24 Syracuse's last-play 28-

26 win over No. 23 Virginia Tech, the

Orangemen (6-2,4-1) and No. 22 Miami

(6-2,4-1) are tied for the Big East lead.

Miami is at Syracuse on Nov. 28 with the

title — and BCS bowl berth — most

likely at stake.

In other Top 25 games, it was: No. 7 Ohio

State 45, Iowa 14; No. 8 Arizona 27,

California 23; No. 10 Notre Dame 30,

Navy 0; No. 1 2 Tulane 49, Army 35; No. 14

Georgia 28, Auburn 17; Texas Tech 42,

No. 25 Texas 35; No. 16 Penn State 41,

Northwestern 10; No. 15 Oregon 51,

Arizona State 19; No. 18 Virginia 30,

North Carolina 1 3; No. 20 Air Force 10,

Wyoming 3; and No. 22 Miami 42,

Temple 7.

No. 1 Tennessee 28, No. 9 Arkansas 24

At Knoxville,Tenn.,the Razorbacks had

the ball at the Vols' 49 and a 24-22 lead

when disaster struck with 1:43 left.

Quarterback Clint Stoerner, who had

three TD passes, tripped as he pulled

away from the line of scrimmage on a

second down play. He left the ball on the

ground as he tried to regain his balance

and Tennessee recovered at the Hogs'

43.

Henry, who finished with 197 yards, car

ried five straight times and scored the

winning TD with 28 seconds left.

'We huddled up and Tee (Martin) and

the offensive line told me to take it to

the promised land," Henry said.

No. 2 Kansas State 40, No. 1 7 Nebraska

30

At Manhattan, Kan., Michael Bishop was

a one man wrecking crew — the guar

terback passed for 306 yards and two

TDs and ran for 140 yards and two

touchdowns as the Wildcats finally

ended their drought against the

Huskers.

Bishop's 1 1 -yard TD pass to Darnell

McDonald with 5 25 to go put K State

ahead 34 30t>efore linebacker Jeff Kelly

capped the ntomentous win with a 23-

yard himble return for a score with three

seconds left.

It took the purple-clad K-State fans 34

minutes to tear down the north goal

post in celebration of the biggest win in

the school's 103-year football history.

The loss gave Nebraska three regular-

"season defeats for the first time since

1977.

No. 3 UCLA 36, Washington 24

At Seattle, McNown had no TD passes,

but a 77-yard punt return for a score by

Ryan Rogues and five field goals from

Chris Sailer was all the Bruins needed

against the Huskies, who need a win

over Washington State next week to

avoid their first losing season in 22

years.

Transactions

National Football League

TENNESSEE OILERS—Announced they

are changing their nickname to the

Titans, effective by Dec. 26.

Nafional Hockey League

NHL—Suspended Chicago LW Reid

Simpson for two games and fined him

$1,000 for throwing a water bottle at a

spectator on Nov. 12.

LOS ANGELES KINGS— Recalled D Mark

Visheau from Long Beach of the IHL.

Activated RW Sandy Moger from injured

reserve.

NASHVILLE PREDATORS— Re-assigned F

Jeff Daniels to Milwaukee of the IHL.

COLLEGE

TIFFIN—Named Cameron Cruickshank

football coach.

Trivia Questions

l.What Major League Baseball team has

had the most Rookies of the Year^

2.What do the women's basketball pro-

grams at the University of Tennessee,

University of Texas and University of

Connecticut have in common'

3.Who was the first African American

head coach in the NBA?

Anwvers
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UCLA follows UW loss

with win over Beavers
RECAP: Team gives up

Pac-10 crown, probably

west region's top seed

By Scott Street

Daily Bruin Contributor

There will be no fourth consecu-

tive MPSF title for the UCLA
seniors. That, along with a school-

best 27 game home
winning streak, evap-

orated into the

Westwood air Friday

night.

But as they have

done several times in

their four years, these

Bruin seniors showed
the resolve of champi-

ons.

Less than 48 hours

after being mathe-

matically eliminated

from the MPSF title

by falling to No. 10

Washington 2-0 on
Friday, the Bruins

rode the emotions of

their senior class to a

1-0 victory over

-Oregon State (7- IQ-l.

3-6 MPSF) Sunday
afternoon.

Seth George fur-

ther cemented his

place in UCLA histo-

ry by firing the win-

ning goal past

Beavers goalkeeper

Colin McMillen in

the 35th minute, after

McKinley Tennyson, Jr.'s shot rico-

cheted off the goal-post. It was
George's twentieth career game-
winning goal, the most in UCLA,
history. ,

|

The highly touted Bruin defense

took over from there, notching their

13th shutout of the season.

For UCLA, whp likely will drop
out of the top ranking, the win was

Dalur BAui
^

SeeM.SOCaitpa9e33

1998 Forum on Careers and Graduate Programs in

International

Affairs
•\\\s.» "^-vvsf^?

•nf-^-*-.

mo^

Monday, November 16, 1998
APSI A Panel: 6:30 to 7:00 PM
Graduate School Fair: 7:00 to 9:00 PM
UCLA JamesWest Alumni Center

Meet representatives from International Affairs Programs from the following universities:

Georgetown University

Columbia University

UC San Diego

Tufts University

use

LEAHSWAILFY

UCLA forward McKinley Tennyson, Jr. fights

in mid-air for control of the ball during the

2-0 loss to the Washington Huskies.

Harvard University

Johns Hopkins University

University of Denver

University of Washington

Syracuse University

Princeton University

American University

University of Pittsburgh

University of Maryland
George Washington University

Sponsored by: UCLA Career Center, Alumni Association. Student Alumni Association,

School of Public Policy and Social Research & APSIA: Association of Professional Schools of
International Affairs

mUCLAIumni
Associ.ition

e^i
UCLA Career Center

For more information^ contact

Alumni Career Services at

(310) 206-6062.

BEAT 'SC WEEK '98

Monday, Novgmbgr 16:

Mini Fair
pie eating contest, pie throwing, pin the trojan on the trojan,

pinata bashing, and dunk tank

il:00 a. . - 2:00 p^

in Westwood Plaza

$mm and RALLY
R
A
L
L
Y

u c

1 a
Thursday 9:30 p.m. in

Drake Stadium
Associiition

For more infoimation call (31 0) UCLA-SAA

i
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SPORTS
Men's soccer

UCLA played their last games before the

playoffs against Washington and Oregon

State this weekend. See inside to check

out how they did.

te

;:5

DERRICK KUDO/Daily Bruin

University of Washington punter Ryan Fleming tries to stop Ryan Rogues' 77-yard touchdown punt return.

UCLA Roques UW for solid victory
REGVP: Balanced game,

insane punt return gives

Bruins "relaxed' victory

ByJcffKmiotek
Daily Bruin Staff

It was a Roques and Bowl after-

noon for UCLA on Saturday.

The No. 3 Bruins (9-0, 7-0 Pac-

10) clinched the Pac-lO champion-

ship and earned a berth in the 1999

Rose Bowl by rocking Washington

(5-5, 3-4) 36-24 at Husky Stadium.

Rocking, as in Ryan Roques.

The tailback-turned-cornerback

returned a kickoff 81 yards in the

first quarter, and later scored on a

77-yard punt return to give UCLA a

20-10 lead and a mountain of

momentum going into halftime.

With less than a minute remain-

ing in the first half and the Bruins

clinging to a 13-10 lead, Roques

took a punt at the UCLA 23-yard

line and took off.

"We were going for the punt

block, so I knew there wasn't going

to be any specific direction for me
to run, so I was just thinking, i'm

going to run to daylight,'" sard

Roques.

But there wasn't much daylight,

so Roques created his own. He
escaped a couple tackles, juked a

couple defenders and turned on the

afterburner as flailing arms'trailed

him to the end zone.

"That was insane," said receiver

Brian PoU-Dixon.

Added defensive coordinator

Nick AUiotti, "(Roques) is a stud."

"It was unbelievable effort and

desire and heart. If every guy plays

as hard as he did on that play, we
won't have any trouble winning,"

said quarterback Cade McNown.
And thanks to that play, as well as

the exceptional performance of

kicker Chris Sailer, the offensive

line and the entire defensive unit,

UCLA didn't have much trouble

winning.

As the Bruins celebrated their

19th consecutive victory amidst

hundreds of cheering fans in the

southwest stands. Rose Bowl repre-

sentative Mel Cohen was there to

present UCLA's reward - the Rose

Bowl.

It's a great prize that the Bruins

are treasuring, but the Granddaddy

OfThem All is not the grand prize.

The Bruins are still aiming for a

See FOOTBALL, page 36

BYU ends season for young soccer squad
WRAP: Returning every

starter next year, UCLA
saddened but optimistic

MICHAll ROSS WACHT/OMiy truin

Tracey MiltNirn attempts to score late in the game against BYU

last Saturday The kick was ofiF-target and the Bruins went on to

lose the game 2-0.

Saturday afternoon at the North

Athletic Field the UCLA women'

soccer team twinkled brighter than,

their opponent Brigham Young

University did. At the same time,

however. BYU i2(M-0) out-shincd

UCLA (174-1).

The Bruins gave their all, but fell 2-

to the visiting C\>ugars in the sec-

ond round of the NCAA tourna-

ment In the Bruins' first-c^cr homc-

toumament gjune. they out-thot their

gmttls 17-13 but were unable to con-

vert on numerous scoring attempts

throughout.

"The first 60 minutes we played

good soccer," coach Todd Saldaiia

said, "and had enough chances to

win.

"

Through the first 76 minutes, actu-

ally, the Bruins stayed within striking

distance, trailing only 1-0. In the 23rd

minute BYU midfielder Sarah

Higham took a miraculous shot from

the right side of the box that went

through the upper-left hand corner of

the net. In tact, ifthe ball had been an

inch or two higher or wider, it would

have deflected off the pole.

"That goal was a career goal,'

Saldana said

Said BYUs Higham of her sur-

prise goal, "Sometimes you just take

Rival staffs

of newspapers

will do battle

in Blood Bowl

COLUMN: Daily Bruin

team plagued with egos,

salary disputes, drugs

It
is one of the oldest rivalries of

all time. It has been around ever

since newspapers hit the kiosks at

UCLA.
A game comes along every year to

determine who is champion, and it is

the only time to come face to face

with the villain.

The rivalry is so bitter and so heat-

ed that the name given to it conjures

up images of

battered bodies

%

Rocky

Salmon

spirits.

This game is

the Blood Bowl.

The Blood

Bowl is one of

the hidden

gems of UCLA:
a match-up of

the Daily

Trojan versus

the Daily Bruin.

Where ath-

leticism meets money.

Where desire meets BMW.
Last year the Bruin devastated the

Trojans behind a quick air attack and

a stifling defense which created more

turnovers than a Betty Crocker's

bakery.

Oh yes, the Bruins stomped out a

25-0 thrashing.

But a lot has changed since then.

The Bruin has gone through a lot

of turmoil, and has become a micro-

cosm of the NFL.
One player is holding out for a

higher salary, one has been suspend-

ed for violating team drug policy, the

other has demanded a trade, and the

list goes on and on.

Just like the problems that face

the NFL, the Bruin has lost part of

its dynasty because of egos and

money.

The biggest change comes at GM,
where the Bruin dispensed of Al

Davis and brought in Traci Mack,

because Davis refused to re-sign

starting quarterback Brent Boyd.

Boyd is the key to the Bruin team.

Not only does he lead the league in

pass efllciency, but he draws in the

crowds. Before Boyd, there were no

sponsors and the crowds were non-

existent. Now the crowd attendance

is up in the high teens.

You see. Mack has traded for and

signed players who she thought

would provide better team chem-

istry, but something happened in the

pre-season.

Egos became a big part of the

team.

"1 brought in David Arnold and

AJ Cadman to shore up a shoddy

secondar\ . but the two are always

fighting," the tearful former GM of

the San Francisco 49ers said.

To add to the bad news in camp,

defensive coordinator and defensive

end /linebacker. Vytas Mazeika was

suspended last Friday because he

violated .team drug policy. The three-

The U.S. military presence In

Iraq is needless. See page 1

1

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

Diva Kathleen Battle puts on a rousing

performance at Royce Hall. See page 1

5

INSIDE TODAY

Student Activism, page 3

World & Nation, page 5

State & Local, page 6
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Burnett gives archival materials to library
DONATION: Comedian

preseiils collection from

lon^-riinniii^^T\' series

By Marisa Yamane
Daily Bruin Contributor

One of UCLA's distinguished

alumni, actress and comedian

Carol Burnett donated an exten-

sive collection of archival materials

from "The Carol Burnett Show" to

UCLA on Monday.

"I'm just so thankful 1 could get

all o\' this stuff out of my apart-

ment " joked Rtirnett *

any liini archive are really its col-

lections, and today, ours is signifi-

cantly enriched with (this) gift."

said Werner.

Ihcse collections will be avail-

able to the UCLA community, as

well as to the public.

"What makes these collections

very special is not only the inspira-

tion and information that they will

provide to faculty and students,"

Werner said.

"(Ft's) also the fact that any citi-

zen with a legitimate research

interest can arrange to study and

use these materials," she added.

"The Carol Burnett Show " ran

tor 1 1 years on CBS, from 1967 to

The gift, which consists of rare

musical scores, videotapes and

scripts will be housed on two parts

of the campus: the UCLA Library

and the UCLA Film and Television

Archive.

Included in the collection are

videotapes documenting all 284

episodes and scripts, including

rehearsal schedules and rundowns

for each show.

"If you are in a musical theater

production ... if you want to do a

duet, the tapes are there to go look

at," Burnett said.

This collection includes each of

the parts needed to recreate any

episode of "The Carol Burnett

Show." Burnett added.

(jloria Werner, university librar-

ian, said she and UCLA are appre-

ciative of this valuable addition.

"At the heart of any library or

l*)?^. Dur i ng tliat time , t h e show

collected a total of 25 Emmy
awards and is now considered an

American television classic.

"We all had such fun in the 11

years of our show," Burnett said.

"There are wonderful medleys -

there are salutes to composers,

there are original musical come-

dies ... that shouldn't die."

Part of the collection also

includes original orchestral scores

and music numbers from "The

Carol Burnett Show," as well as

musical arrangements from many

of Burnett's other performances.

In 1985, UCLA honored

Burnett with the highest accolade

given by the university, the UCLA
medal. The award was presented to

Burnett in recognition of her loyal

dedication to the school.

Burnett also sponsors a scholar-

DfRRICK KUOO/D«»y Bfuin Seniof Suff

Alunnna Carol Burnett spoke Monday afternoon at the Jan Popper Theater. She donated a collection of

music, videotapes and scripts from "The Carol Burnett Show," which aired on CBS from 1967 to 1978.

ship. Given in her name, the award

is presented annually to students in

musical theater and is in memory

of an anonymous benefactor.

Ironically, Burnett, who came to

UCLA to announce her gift, ended

up receiving one in return.

Richard Eshleman, who was a

cast member with Burnett in 1953,

presented her with a framed pic-

ture taken in front of a local hang-

out for college students.

"This is a picture of us at

See ARCHIVES, page 8

Women learn defense techniques
WORKSHOP: Seminars

teach effective methods

for overcoming attackers

By Barbara Ortutay

Daily Bruin Staff

When a firm "no" and a friendly

shove just don't get the message

across, women may need stronger

and more convincing ways to protect

themselves from rape.

"Grab his ear, grab his hair, grab

his hair!" yells Oren Guttman.a
fourth-year neuroscience student, in

his women's self-defense class.

Surrounded by 14 female stu-

dents, CJuttman and co-instructor

Som Kohanzadeh demonstrated

how to fend off an attacker while

being shoved down to the ground as

part of their women's self-defense

and rape prevention class.

Sponsored by the Undergraduate

BAHMAN ^ARAHOfL/DMty Brmn

Effin RcflMMi, a first-year physics student, participates in a self-

defense class sponsored by the Student Welfare Commission.

Students Association Council's

Student Welfare Commission, the

class runs free of charge every

Sunday night in the John Wooden

Center.

"Only women are allowed to take

this workshop," said Kohanzadeh, a

fourth-year cybernetics student.

"We're teaching women rape pre-

vention techniques, so if a guy is in

here, that kind of defeats the pur-

pose."

While some students have been

taking the class all quarter, there are

always drop-in visitors, according to

organizers. The class is designed so

students can join any time.

In addition to teaching martial

arts techniques, instructors also

educated students about date rape

by role playing real-life scenarios.

Guttman emphasized the impor-

tance ofprevention and being aware

of one's surroundings.

"Rape can happen by people you

know," Guttman said.

But rape is rape no matter who

docs it. According to 1997 universi-

ty police crime statistics, all four

reported cases of rape at UCLA
that year happened while the victim

was on a date or at a party

Acquaintance rape, also known

as date rape, is prevalent on college

Successful pledge drives

rt advocacy groupSI • III

CALPIRG: Environmental

organization adds fees to

supporters' BAR accounts

By Cathy Collins

Daily Bruin Contributor

Thanks to the efforts of dozens of

student volunteers, last week 1,120

UCLA students pledged to support

the California Public Interest

Research Group (CALPIRG), a stu-

dent-run environmental advocacy

group.

CALPIRG, which has chapters at

seven UC campuses, must receive

support from 15 percent of the stu-

dent body to continue to exist on cam-

pus, according to an agreement with

the UC Board of Regents. Each quar-

ter, CALPIRG volunteers organize a

drive to sign up enough students to

meet the 15 percent requirement.—

Students who pledge CALPIRG
agree to pay a $5 fee for three quar-

ters that is added to their Billings and

Receivables (BAR) account. The

money goes to a general state fund

and is reallocated by a sute board

made up of students from each

pus, according to Sujatha Jahagirdar,

a full-time employee of CALPIRG at

UCLA.
Jahagirdar called the drive "grass-

roots organizing at its finest." She

said 60 student volunteers spent a

total of 330 hours talking to students

on Bruin Walk.

CALPIRG is the only student

advocacy group on campus that

receives support from fees added to

students' BAR accounts. Jahagirdar

said that the pledge drive not only cre-

ates a secure funding base for the

group's many programs and lobby-

ists, but it also follows the group's phi-

losophy of student activism.

"We want students to become

involved. One of the easiest ways to

do this is to have them pledge on their

BAR statements. Other student

groups can choose to set up an

account in this way, but they haven't,"

Jahagirdar said.

Prior to 1990, students could

pledge to support CALPIRG by pay-

ing a waivable fee that automatically

appeared on their billing statements.

Students who did not want to pay the

fee had to check off a box on their

S«f
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Bubbles could threat-

en space travel

Bubbles the size of footballs could wreak

havoc on a pluitibing system - especially one

aboard a spacecraft halfway between here

and Mars.

That is one of the reasons a team of

researchers at the UCLA School of

Engineering and Applied Science is taking

part in a $6 million NASA research program

to examine the effects of boiling in space.

Headed by Vijay Dhir, chairman of the

Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering

Department, researchers will examine >yhat

happens when liquids change state and

become vapor. The research is essential for

future space exploration missions to Mars

and beyond.

Although boiling water on earth is a rela-

tively mundane exercise - producing few, if

any, surprises - it can effect everything from

power systems to life support fluids aboard a

spacecraft.

Dhir's team will be studying

both the positive and negative

effects of the phenomenon.

While on one hand, boiling is a very

efficient mode of heat transfer to produce

power, formation of large bubbles can have

negative impact on life-supporting liquids

and on energy conversion system's perfor-

mance.

UCSF works on new
arthritis treatment

To accelerate the introduction of more

effective, safer treatments for arthritis, the

UC^an Francisco has established a special

research center for testing promising experi-

mental drugs for the disease.

The Rosalind Russell New Arthritis

Treatment Program offers patients innova-

tive therapies that target specific cells known

to promote inflammation and joint damage.

The program was established with major

financial support from the Rosalind Russell

Arthritis Center, which has

played a key role in funding

research on arthritis at UCSF for

twenty years.

Arthritis, the world's number one crip-

pler, afflicts more than 40 million Americans

and that flgure is expected to grow dramati-

cally as baby boomers age.

Current treatments, such as medications,

are only partially effective and they can

cause serious, sometimes even fatal, side

effects.

"The kinds of treatments we're testing

represent the first real potential for genuine

breakthroughs in more than a generation,"

according to UCSF-Stanford Health Care

rheumatologist David Wofsy, UCSF profes-

sor of medicine and director of the New
Arthritis Treatment Program.

"The revolutionary developments in mole-

cular and cell biology over the last 10 to 15

years are finally beginning to pay off in a new

generation of arthritis treatments that

promise fewer side effects and greater effec-

tiveness," Wofsy said.

Orange County quality

of life rates highly

With Orange County among the fastest-grow-

ing counties in the nation, many fear that it is los-

ing its suburban character or becoming "just like

Los Angeles".

UC Irvine's first 1998 Orange County Annual

Survey shows that despite its rapid growth and

change, Orange County is not becoming more

like Los Angeles. Orange County residents give

higher ratings than Los Angeles County resi-

dents on a number of measures, including their

quality of life, local public services, job opportu-

nities and county government.

"Many people think that Orange County has

grown and changed so much in recent decades

that its suburban quality is gone. That fear has

been best expressed in the view that Orange

County has become 'just like Los Angeles,"*

said Mark Baldassare, UCI professor of urban

and regional planning.

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports.

off the mark by AAark Parisi

LESS THAN TWO WEEKS

LEFT:

To submit final drafts of theses

to master's committees for degrees

to be conferred in current term.

DONT FORGET:

206-7994 is a "safety hotline"

that takes reports from students,

faculty or staff on potential campus
safety hazards.

The Women's Resource

Center provides free, confidential

crisis counseling for sexual assault

and domestic violence related

issues to any UCLA student.

Trained staff can answer questions

and help students take advantage

of the many sen/ices available to

them. For more information and

assistance, please call 206-8240.

The UCLA Peer Helpline is

available to listen. Call 825-HELP
if you would like to talk about sex.

relationship problems, loneliness,

family violence or any other issue

on your mind.

WHArS BREWIN'TODAY

Today 9 a.m.
UCLA Library Staff Association

30th annual book sale

Charles E. Young Research

Library Portico • 825-0746

Noon
Wesley Christ ian Fcllow!<hip

UCLA/ Armand Hammer
Museum
Lly Foulkes, Dialogues on art

443-7020

Pray UCLA!
Prayer meeting (7:30)

515 Landfair • 443-1434 •

Bible study (12:15)

Kerckhoff Patio

5 p.m.
Amnesty International

Meeting

Ackerman 2410 -824-3687

UCLA Sociology Undergraduate

Association

General meeting

Haines 265 • 208-6788

CSA
General meeting

Ackerman Union 3508

Psi Chi

General meeting

Franz A279

UCLA Rotaract

Monthly meeting (5:30)

Kerckhofn3l •267-7442

Michael Feuer - L.A. City

Councilman, 5th District

General meeting

California Room, UCLA Faculty

Center -213-661-9731

Wesley Christian Fellowship

What would Jesus do?

Bible study

900 Hilgard Ave. -208-6869

10 p.m.

ICC InterChristian Council

ICC meeting

515 Landfair -443-1434

Wednesday 9 a.m.
UCLA Library Staff Association

30th annual book sale

Charles E. Young Research

Library Portico - 825-0746

Noon

6 p.m.

UCLA Recycling Program

Party!

Roycel56-825..3033

National Society of Black

Engineers

Meeting

Eng. 13154-206-6620

Music Club

Meeting. Bring musical

instruments to play

Kerckhoff 152

hparish@ucla.edu

Spark

"The Economic Crisis: Who
Benefits, Who Pays?"

Forum and discussion (6:30)

Ackerman Union 2410

443-1470

7 p.m.
Catholic Students Association

Group study

Ackerman 3508

Student Accounting Society

Weekly meeting

"International Opportunities in

Accounting"

Ackerman Union 2408

201-4771

Black Faculty and Staff

Association (BFSA)

"The Doctor is Back in the

House: Interviewing Techniques

and Tips"

James West Alumni Center

794-2327

University Catholic Center

Catholic mass (12:10)

Kerckhoff 400

3 p.m.
Eastern Philosophy Club

"How can we stop people from

committing suicide?"

Ackerman 2408 - 730-9194

What's Brewin'can be reached via e-mail

at whatsbrewin#medla.uda.edu
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Many students head

dovirntown every iveek

to make a difference

in the lives of some of the

thousands of homeless

people in Los Angeles Photos by DERRICK KUOO/Daily Brum Senioc Staff

Thousands of homeless men, women and children line the streets of downtown Los Angeles each day.

ByTrinaEnriquez

Daily Brutntontrtbutor

(CALPIRG) strive to do what they can to alleviate the

homelessness and hunger that may be Qverlooked-bx-

low-end retail jobs are the only option for these youths,

most ofwhom read at only an eighth-grade level.

Downtown Los Angeles is merely a car ride away

from UCLA, yet it seems like an entirely different world.

Barbed wire tops chain-link fences, bars cover win-

dows of buildings with chipping paint and thousands of

people with no place to call home crowd the streets every

day

While attending a lop-notch university nestled

between Bel Air and Beverly Hills, perhaps students are

unaware that 4,000 college-age youths sleep on the

streets of Hollywood each night.

Th« OaNy •fuio fISSN lOSO-M»M» n publtthcd and copyrighted by th» ASUCLA Communications Board M r»g/ht% ar* reserved Reprinting o^ any material m thu pubtication wMthout the w^ritten permituon of the Cofiwiunleattons loard it strictly prohibited The
ASUCLA Communications Board hilly supports the UrHvertity at CaMorma's polKy on non-d«scrwnination The student media reserve the right to refect or modify advertising «vho*e content discriminates on the batis ofancestry, coter, national origin, race. riMgton,
dtMMNy, age. IM or iMuat orlanutton. T>w ASUa> Communk^liora Board has • media grievance procedure for resold

Iw—rti thai ai« pHntad In #w fMly Iniin an indapan^MNly paM puhMcattons and do not reflect the views of tfte tditonal Board or #«e iiaff
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Student Aqivism
First in a three-part series exploring the

ways student groups on campus tackle

issues plaguing society.

Perhaps students are unaware that at least 20,000

homeless men, women and children spend their cold

nights huddled in cardboard boxes.

And 20,000 is a conservative estimate, according to

Charles King, assistant director at the Midnight

Mission, a shelter in downtown Los Angeles

"People don't get counted in the skid row area

because they have no addresses and aren't stationary"

King said. "I'd say the actual number is about 80,000"

The homeless often move from place to place to avoid

police sweeps. Just because you don't see them, though,

doesn't mean they aren't there.

"
I think college students generally empathize with the

plight (of the homeless), but feel at a loss to help some-

how," said Uma Chandavarkar, a fourth-year microbiol-

ogy and molecular gertclics student who feels students

tend to be more idealistic.

"They may get our pocket change, but is it really help-

ing them?" she added.

At UCLA, students involved in Hunger Project and

the California Public Interest Research Group

SLEEPING ZQNi:
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In downtown Los Angeles, police sweeps regulate the

times and places that homeless people can sleep

others.

Hunger Project incorporates tutoring and job devel-

opment, as well as food salvage, into their outreach pro-

gram.

"There's nothing different about homeless people,"

said Cecilia Leung, Hunger Project director. "It's not

their choice to be homeless. We try to help get them out

of the cycle of poverty"

CALPIRG is currently involved in promoting

Hunger and Homelessness Week with activities like

Rice Krispie Treat sales and "peanut butter and jelly

jams" on Bruin Walk. The Rice Krispie Treat profits

and jelly sandwiches are then donated to LA. shelters.

The organization also stages "necessity drives",

where volunteers hand supermarket shoppers a list of

foods needed by area shelters and solicit one canned

good from the list. On their way out, shoppers give the

goods to CALPIRG volunteers, who then distribute

the food to various shelters.

In an effort to take outreach programs even further,

organizations like Covenant House California focus on

homeless people within the 18 to 21-year-old age range

- youths who might otherwise be in college, but lack the

support and the skills to get there.

"Some kids run away because living on the street is

better than (enduring) abuse," said Patti Wright-

Johnson, media relations director at the Covenant

House. "Throwaways are kicked out or asked to leave

for such reasons as coming out with their sexual identi-

ty-

Some of these youths turn to "survival sex" in order

to make a living. One extreme case involved" a nine-

year-old boy who prostituted on Santa Monica

Boulevard at the instruction of his drug-addicted moth-

er.

Every night, a Covenant House van drives around

the Hollywood area, picking up college-age youths who

are ready to make changes in their lifestyle. These

changes, however, aren't easy.

According to the Menninger Project, 48 percent of

these youths are weak in job-readiness due to lack of

job history and marketable skills. Ninety-seven percent

are unemployed upon admittance.

The Covenant House provides a sanctuary for those

18 to 21 -year-olds hiding from abusive relatives, pimps

and gang members. The inside of the complex can't be

seen from the street, which provides a sense of protec-

tion for people looking for a way to pick themselves up

off the street.

Residents can then use Covenant House as a home

base while looking for a job. In the meantime, they can

avail themselves of health and recreational facilities

inside the complex.

"Generally we try to keep them as busy as possible,"

said Wright-Johnson. "But it'd be nice to have mentors

their own age to talk to."

Gicnls are required to work or look for a job during

the day if they want to stay at Covenant House.

But what kind of jobs can the residents get' What

skills do they have*^ Can they go back to school.'

Often, minimum wage for day labor, fast fo(xi and

"Junior college has become an extension of junior

and senior years of high school," said Bill Stierle»

Employment Skills Program coordinator for the

Covenant House. "(Plus) the tracking system of adult

school is junky. Giving (our clients) an A doesn't mean

they're progressing."

In response to this, the Covenant House is currently

implementing a comprehensive software program that

will help residents progress to a reading and math level

which can advance them beyond low-end jobs and even-

tually become independent.

HOMELESSNESS IN LOS ANGEfcES
1 8 to 21 -year-old homeless people areoftenl^i^

shuffle of outreach efforts.

Many have a history of unsuccessful out^4iomf

placements in foster care, group homes ami other

institutional settings*

Many have little or no support from theirf«nlits

and communities.

At least 80 percent have experienced someform pf

neglect, abandonment or emotional, physical,

and/or sexual abuse, making thb issue one ofthe

most common problems ofour youth.

72 percent have neither graduated firtmi Mgh sdiool

nor received a GED (high school equhralency).

Although the average youth has finished the lOth

grade, many are functionally illiterate and/or suffer

I

from leamlng disabilities. Many have a history in

spedal education, often due to emotional histablQty

which inhibited their abilities in the mainstream

dassroom.

Sourer (owMntHouv (ilifomU Youth ProMe
^

•^—

X)HN SUEHIRO/Oatly Brum

A lot ofencouragement during this time continues to

be crucial, however, since many of the youths don't have

the support system ofa family. In fact, many were foster-

care wards who ran away because they didn't get along

with their families in the first place.

Volunteers at hunger and homelessness projects

sometimes speak of the emotional poverty that plagues

many homeless people.

They hunger not only for food but for the compassion

and support of others.

"We take you. Period. We'll give our clients chance

after chance to come back," said Melinda Munoz, a spe-

cial projects assistant at the Covenant House.

"Sometimes It takes awhile to realize how rotten it is."

"Try being sick on the street and figuring out who to

trust," Munoz added "Sometimes it takes time to real-

ize that you can make it."

. \
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WORLD & NATION
Israel suspends tr
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pullout in West Bank
CONFLICT: Netanyahu

warns that Palestinians

mustn't declare statehood

By Karin Laub

The Associated Press

JERUSALEM - Prime Minister

Benjamin fJetanyahu announced

today that he is suspending an Israeli

troop pullback in the West Bank -

scheduled for later this week - until

the Palestinians drop plans to declare

independence in May.

The Palestinians accused

Netanyahu of making excuses to get

out of his commitments.

Netanyahu made the announce-

ment in a speech to parliament that

began a two^ay debate on the agree-

ment, under which Israel is to with-

draw from 13 percent of the West

Bank by the end of January.

The prime minister was upset over

rrrrnt rrnvirk.^ hy Palest in ian Ic^ider

Yasser Arafat, who has renewed a

pledge to declare statehood in May
and said "our rifle is ready" to defend

Jerusalem.

"I do not intend to implement any

withdrawal under these circum-

stances ... until these things are cor-

rected in public." Netanyahu told

pailianicnl. He was interrupted fre-

quently by heckling.

Netanyahu said he would convene

his Cabinet on Wednesday to review

the suspension of the withdrawal. On
Sunday night. Israeli and Palestinian

negotiators had agreed that Israel

would withdraw from 2 percent of the

West Bank by I-riday.

The land-for-security agreement is

assured the support of about 90 of

parliament's 120 legislators, and

Netanyahu's speech was mainly

aimed at hard-liners who have threat-

ened to topple his coalition.

— Netanyahu today portrayed him-

self as a tough negotiator who would

not put up with what he said were

repeated attempts by the Palestinians

to violate the accord.

"In the past year and a half, we

haven't moved an inch," Netanyahu

said. "Unlike others, we do not

believe in illusions, a new Middle

East. The Palestinians will test us

every day and we will stand firm."

Later, he spoke more vehemently.

"What sort of thing is this, this

threat of violence with rifles? If we do

not accept the Palestinian demand of

a division of Jerusalem, they will use

those rifles against us?" he said on

Israel TV's Channel Two. "There

cannot be such dictates."

Arafat adviser Ahmed Tibi

accused Netanyahu of "trying to

avoid and escape implementation."

He also accused Israel of violating

the accord with inflammatory state-

ments - a reference to Israeli Foreign

Minister Ariel Sharon's call to Jewish

settlers to seize land in the West Bank

before a troop withdrawal.

Before his speech, Netanyahu tele-

phoned Arafat to seek clarifications,

but was not satisfied with the

Palestinian leader's responses, Israel

radio said. Palestinian officials con-

firmed the phone call, but refused to

discuss its contents.

In an attempt to soften Arafat's

words, two senior aides said the

Palestinians were committed to the

peace agreement and that talk about

statehood in May was intended to

piuJ Luel iiUu nui d i agging t>ui

U.N. personnel retum to Baghdad
INSPECTIONS: Averting military crisis, Iraq agrees

to allow officials to search for advanced weaponry

negotiations on a permanent peace

agreement.

The latest agreement does not

specifically refer to a possible declara-

tion of statehood, but urges both sides

to refrain from unilateral actions.

The Israeli daily Ilaaretz said

Monday that Arafat and President

Clinton reached a verbal understand-

ing during last month's Mideast sum-

mit that if little progress was made in

final-status talks by May, ihc United

States would not oppo.se a unilalcrai

declaration of statehood.

In Washington, the State

Department spokesman, James P.

Rubin, said Arafat's remarks "are

wrong." But referring to Israel's

obligation to begin the withdrawal,

Rubin said the commitments the two

sides made last month were not limit-

ed by conditions.

A group of 30 Jewish settlers set up

two mobile homes on a remote West-

Bank hill west of the Jewish settle-

ment of Kedumim today. Settler

leader Daniela Weiss said the action

came in direct response to Sharon.

"We understood that the attitude

of the Israeli government is that he

who holds the land determines policy

and we are acting accordingly," Weiss

told Israel radio.

Israel radio said police ordered the

settlers to leave.

See MIDEAST, page 8

By Eileen Alt Powell

The Associated Press

BAGHDAD, Iraq - U.N.

weapons inspectors are to return to

Baghdad on Tuesday in the first test

of Iraq's pledge to cooperate fully in

eliminating its weapons of mass

destruction.

The return of U.N. personnel to

Iraq began Monday, as 30 relief

workers who had pulled out in fear

of a U.S. military strike arrived at a

military air base outside the capital,

Baghdad, aboard a special U.N.

plane from Jordan. Another 120

workers were due overnight on a bus

convoy through the Jordanian

desert.

Prakash Shah, U.N. Secretary-

General Kofi Annan's envoy to

Baghdad, said in an interview that

Iraq was being watched closely to

measure its cooperation with U.N.

inspectors searching for forbidden

weapons.

"Many members of the Security

Council want the question of Iraq's

cooperation with the inspectors to

SeeRAftpage9

The Associated Press

Thirty U.N. relief workers who were evacuated fronn Iraq last week for fear of a U.S. military strike board

a plane for Baghdad in Amman on Monday. About 150 more U.N. relief workers will also return.

Social Security mailing stirs controversy

BENEFITS: Letters sent to

many Americans brings

scrutiny of reform efforts

By Alice Ann Love

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON Millions ol'

Americans are getting letters about

the Social Security benefits they'll

someday be entitled to receive - even

those nowhere near retirement age.

Lawmakers planned the mailing

years ago, hoping to help people

understand how the nation's retire-

s

^ment system worksr . :

•:•'•' -^

Now, the letters are proving both

timely and a little controversial as

President Clinton and Republican

leaders plan negotiations that may
lead to significant changes to Social

Security next year.

So far, 50 million letters - also

meant to enable people to check for

mistakes in their Social Security

records - have been mailed, said

Kenneth S. Apfel, the agency's com-

missioner. Another 25 million will go

out before April.

"We're not only committed to

making sure Americans understand

our program, we're committed to

providing Americans with access to

it," Apfel said Monday at Bowie

State University in Maryland, where

he spoke to students from 14 histori-

cally black colleges.

The Clinton administration also

announced a test to let people apply

for Social Security benefits by calling

a toll-free phone number. Now.

See LETTERS, page 8

WORLD & NATION BRIEFS

A year after massacre,

Luxor begins recovery
LUXOR, Egypt - Fending off a scorching

sun with dark glasses and a straw hat, the

Egyptian guide Sabri Bekheit recites myriad

events in the 3,400-year history of the Temple

of Hatshepsut.

It was dedicated to the queen herself, her

father Pharaoh Tutmosis I and the god Amun.

The temple was once used as a Coptic

Christian monastery and was first studied, in

modern times, by experts sent by Emperor

Napoleon.

Bekheit failed to mention one detail to his

audience of foreign tourists: Last November, a

band of Muslim militants charged mto the

temple and killed 58 foreigners, a massacre

that kept the site nearly empty for almost a

year.

"It was a disgrace. It wasn't part of the tem-

ple's history." Bekheit said during a break in

the shadow of the temple portico's giant

columns.

No wonder Bekheit and others in

Luxor would like to forget last Nov.

17. Only now are the southern city and

Egypt's all-important tourist industry

recovering from the massacre.

Hotel occupancy is creeping up in Egypt.

Security forces are far more evident at Luxor's

ancient temples, at Cairo's Pyramids and the

city's storehouse of the past, the Egyptian

Museum. And the Islamic militants who
pulled off the attack are, at least for now, in dis-

array.

industrial production

declines nationwide
WASHINGTON - Production at the

nation's factories, mines and utilities slipped in

October - the fourth decline in Five months -

despite a modest rebound in manufacturing.

The Federal Reserve's industrial produc-

tion index fell a seasonally Mlmitcd 0.1 per-

cent. Utility output plunged 3.4 per-

cent.

Demand for electricity had been

at elevated levels over the summer but

then fell back as temperatures returned to

more normal levels. Production at mines and

oil wells fell 1.1 percent.

Output at factories rose 0.3 percent, partly

recovering from a 0.6 percent drop in

September, the Federal Reserve said today.

From a year ago, factory production was an

anemic 1.8 percent higher. Manufacturers'

export sales have fallen sharply since an out-

break of world financial turmoil that began in

Thailand in the summer of 1997.

Demand in the United States has remained

strong, but factories nevertheless have been

losing Jobs since the spring Manufacturing in

October was buoyed by a 2.9 percent increase

in automotive products and gains for appli-

ances, computers, fui niturc and construction

supplies.

That helped offset drops for farm and

industrial equipment

Britain ends animal

testing for cosmetics

LONDON - Britain today became the first

European Union country to ban the use of ani-

mals in all cosmetic product testing, but the

move will not block animal testing for drugs

and scientific research.

The ban, adopted after an agreement with

cosmetics companies, will have scant effect on

most animal testing in Britain.

Last year, experiments were carried out

involving 2.6 million animals, of which only

1,266 were used for testing cosmetics, the

Home Office said.

The decision was welcomed by animal

rights activists, who have long protested the

practice.

Last year, British cosmetic companies

agreed voluntarily with the government to stop

testing rmished ooemetic products on animals

ComDied from Diiv Bniin wipe fffvicts
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States to examine tobacco settlement, possible compensation
LAWSUIT: Before signing pact,

attorneys general want to read

fine print, understand options

BySUpWoNcnbtrg
The Associated Press

NEW YORK - Several state attorneys gen-

eral say they are impressed with the proposed

$206 billion tobacco settlement but want to

examine the details before deciding whether to

sign.

A formal announcement of the agreement

was expected Monday. Negotiators for eight

states and the nation's four biggest tobacco

makers reached the agreement Saturday, a

plan that will settle state claims seeking gov-

ernment health costs for treating smoking-

related illnesses.

It has been shipped to the 46 states that have

lawsuits pending against the industry or have

not yet filed suits, with a reply demanded by

midday Friday. It has been crafted in private

meetings over the past five months.

The deal would be the biggest U.S. civil set-

tlement ever, and it would remove an enor-

mous financial and legal threat to the industry

should it lose a court case to one or more of the

states.

The industry would commit $1.7 billion to

research and programs aimed at discouraging

smoking, especially by youngsters. It also

would accept limits on how it markets ciga-

rettes, though companies could still use human

figures like the Marlboro Man and maintain at

least one sports sponsorship a year.

Mississippi, Florida, Texas and Minnesota

have settled with the industry for a total of $40

billion.

Wisconsin Attorney General James Doyle

said the agreement is much better than the

$368.5 billion settlement the various attorneys

general reached last year that collapsed in

Congress. The new deal doesn't need

See TOBACCO, page 9
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DEADLINE:

Monday, Nov. 30. 1998, Spm

Meetings are

held at EXPO,

room 109

Kerckhotf Hall.

Applications

and into about

the Washington

D.C. program

will be given out

at the meetings

Here's your chance to investigate your

career options and earn experience as a
full-time entry level professional for 10

weeks! Just apply for a UCLA National

Internship!

Housing, UC President's Scnolarship

Stipend Progrann, and a loan program are

available There is also a $3000 stipend

student director position available

Housing is arranged at Randolph Towers in

Arlington, VA.
Te »no .nwnihip* »

Shidy *>Hoad SarvKit

U("l* '"•(CD' r.crtlcf

EXPO
Rm. 109

i Kerckhotf Hall

310.825.0831

httpV/NAAAAA/.saonet.ucla.edu/career/expo.htm
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INVASION TOOTH DECAY
Join the fight against

PLAQUE
Cleaning Expires 5 /31 /99

COSMETIC and
GENERAL
DENTISTRY

•TOOTH BONDING, BLEACHINQ
•Nitrous Oxid« (Laughing Qas)
•Hypnosis • Eloctronic Anosthosia
•Opon Lata Hours, Fraa / Validatad Parking
•Chocks, Crodit Cards A insuranco Forms Woicomo
•20 Yoars in Privato Practico in Wostwood

Dr. LARRY FRIEDMAN, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1762 Westwood Blvd. #460 (between Wilshire & Santa Monica Bl.)

For Appointment Call: (310) 474-3765

Build FREE
WEBPAGES

WEB
• 3MB off FREE Storage

• Over 600 images in the
image gallery

I

• No HTML experience
needed

www.stMdentadvantage^com
I Your oif-stop onHne resource |

We also know the value
ofa good time.

In an age of mergers, acquisitions and general uncertainty,

Long Beach Mortgage remains a solid, successful company
rising to the top of the mortgage industry, as we have just

posted our best earnings, 3rd quarter 1998. But we don't let that

stand in the way of our having a good time along the way. If

you're looking for a growing, prosperous organization where

you can work hard AND play hard, we have opportunities for

Sales Account Executives in these choice locations: Ft Lauder-

dale, Florida; Dallas, Texas; and several Midwestern locations,

including Chicago, Illinois. Don't miss out!

.. On-campus interviews
Wednesday, November 18*

To set up an interview, please use the BruinView Online
Recruiting System or contact the Career Center. EOE
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When the UCLA Men's Basketball

team wins - you win at the North
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@ Oregon State
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UCLA AIDS PROJECT
mudb'presents the ftstever

U€M AIDS WUM
Interested in becoming a

student leader in

planning the first ever

UeUt MDS WALK?
Directors are needed to head tiff

following committees:
Programming Outreach

Advertising Finance

Personnel Recruitment

For more infromation, call

Student Welfare Commission at:

rSIOJ 825-7586
or visit SWC at 404A Kercl<hoff Hall or at

http://stu(lents.asucla.ucla.edu/SWC

STUOCNTS "O
craBsoa Q
COUNCIL Q.

SuiHmcn999: Become a UCLA
Stale CapHoC Jntcmf
What do Sacramento interns get?

Professional experience relevant to both public

& private sector careers. Students from all

majors are encouraged to apply.

Internships available in these areas:

Government

Legal

Environmental

Non-profit

INFO SESSIONS
Tuesday Nov. 1 7 5-6 pm
Tuesday Nov. 24 5-6 pm

At EXPO Internship & Study

Abroad Services:

Room 1 09, Kerckhoff Hall

Counselor: Katharine Gallagher

Deadline: No\^ 23. 1998

Lf^M/Public Health

Sciences

Engineering

...and much, much more

VuPOMTWoi

WCl« C*<«.< Cmi.'

EXPO
Rm 109

Kefckhoft

iiGla smiijier iiteni

sanramnto'n
http:/A^ww.saonet. ucla.edu/i .htm

DEFENSE
From page 1

campuses, according to Guttman,
and students need to be aware of it.

Brett Wheeler, the men's educa-

tion and outreach coordinator at the

Women's Resource Center, said

while rapes reported to UCPD range

from zero to six each year, the

Women's Resource Center alone sees

about 90 people each year who were

sexually assaulted or know someone
who was.

This number doesn't include stu-

dents who go to Student

Psychological Services or other coun-

seling services to report sexual

assault, according to Wheeler, so the

number may even be higher.

"We see a lot of people about this,

a lot more than you hear about it on

campus," Wheeler said. "And I'm

sure there is a lot more going on that

wedon't hear about."

Kohanzadch said the class empha-
sizes raising awareness about

acquaintance rape.

"We talk a lot about the date-rape

situation. For example, when you're

standing up against a wall (at a party)

and a guy corners you - how to get

outofit,"hesaid.

But many students who took the

class seemed more concerned about

getting attacked while walking home
in the dark.

"I walk home from studying in the

library late at night," said Tweedy
Tran. a second-year biology student.

'I want to be able to protect myself in

any situation."

Lindsay Shaw, a third-year psycho-

biology student, said her boyfriend

encouraged her to take a self-defense

class.

**Vm a 100-pound girl walking

around LA. in the middle of the

night," she said. "I know some things

from kickboxing class, but wanted to

learn something practical."

The class emphasizes using

women's natural strengths for self-

defense, as well as specific techniques

for every possible situation.

One choking technique, for exam-

ple, is especially useful when some-

one is attacked low, from below the

shoulder.

Students stood around gasping

and giggling as Guttman. firmly hold-

ing Kohanzadeh's head under his

armpit, demonstrated how to choke

an attacker.

"If you didn't get his neck, the face

is OK loo," he said.

Some of the techniques, while not

fool-proof, can badly injure or even

kill someone, according to Guttman.

But, in a potential rape situation, any

form of self defense is fair game.

"When it's that situation, you have

no choice, and you have to do any-

thing you can to get out of that situa-

tion," Kohanzadeh said.

"It's either you or them,"

Guttman added.

Wheeler said a good self-defense

class should emphasize rape preven-

tion, in addition to what to do when
someone is attacked,

"Since a lot of rape is acquain-

tance rape, that person you're kick-

ing in the groin may be someone you

know," he said.

Wheeler emphasized that rape is

nnt just a women's issue

"Rape is a men's issue. They are

also victimized by it, when they or

someone they know gets raped," he

said. "Not all men are rapists, in fact

most of them aren't. But men need to

take an active role in stopping rape."

ARCHIVES
From page 1

Skippy's, which was the local bar."

said Burnett, as she showed the pic-

ture to the audience.

Burnett and Eshleman were part

of the Stumptown Players, a theatri-

cal performing group made up of

both undergraduate and graduate

students.

This coming winter quarter,

Burnett will, for the first time, guest

direct the UCLA Musical

Workshop's production of "Once
Upon a Mattress."

"I cannot tell you what a pleasure

it is to come full circle like this, and

to be able to bring something home
again, and to come back to my
school," Burnett said.

LEHERS
From page 5

over age 25 - about 123 million people

..r will get an annual update.

scheduling an in-person appointment

at a local office can take weeks.

"We are making filing Social

Security claims as easy as picking up

the phone," Vice President Al Gore
said in a statement. "*'''":. "'^^

During the test, people in some
Atlanta, Chicago and Dallas area

codes will be able to use an "800"

number. It is scheduled to work

nationwide by September 2000.

Anyone can request a copy of their

Social Security records, called a per-

sonal earnings and benefit statement.

Between 3 million and 4 million

Americans do so each year.

In 1989, Congress directed Social

Security to phase in automatic mail-

ings of the statements within a decade.

The mailings, which cost about 70

cents a person, started in 1995. If

you're over 47, you should already

have received one. Those ages 40 to

47 will get one soon. And starting in

fall 1999, every American worker

MIDEAST
from page 5

Both sides have been tradmg

inflammatory remarks in recent days

that have raised questions about

whether the land-for-sccunty agree-

ment will be carried out on time

Despite the latest row, it appeared

unlikely the agreement would coi-

The statements include a chart of a

person's yearly earnings since he or

she began working, the Social

Security taxes deducted from pay-

checks and an estimate of the monthly

benefits the individual would receive

if the person continued working at the

current wage until retirement.

The statement also predicts the size

of monthly disability checks the per-

son would receive if hurt and unable

to work, as well as survivor benefits a

family would get from Social Security

ifthe person died.

The letters warn that "future

changes could affect the overall level

of benefits received."

Still, some lawmakers complain the

letters fail to reflect the precarious-

ness of the retirement program's

future.

"We should use the forms to

inform beneficiaries that the trust

fund will not be able to pay benefits ...

unless Congress acts to save the sys-

tem," said Sen. Don Nickles, (R-

Okla).

lapse. Implementation has been held

up by Israel repeatedly, but with some

U.S. pressure, Netanyahu has moved
ahead.

U.S ofllcials said today it was time

for Israelis and Palestinians to coop-

erate "We have repeatedly called on

both sides to refrain from provocative

language." said Larry Schwartz,

spokesman for the US Embassy m
Tel Aviv

Daily Bruin News Tuesday, No¥ember 1 7, 1996

CAMPAIGN
From page 1

form. But, the UC Office of the

President felt that many students

were unaware that they were paying

to CALPIRG and other organiza-

tions, according to Jerry Mann, the

director of student support services

for ASUCLA.
"The Ofllce of the President felt

that it was unfair for students to have

to pay for something they were not

fully cognizant of," Mann said.

Mann said that the removal of this

fee effectively killed CALPIRG at

UC campuses, until it came up with a

new method of funding from student

pledges on campus.

CALPIRG negotiated a new con-

tract with the regents in 1994 that

made its existence contingent on the

number of students that would sign

up through pledge drives every quar-

ter. After students sign up, the bill

appears on their BAR accounts if

CALPIRG signs up the required 15

percent of the student body.

"We wanted the 15 percent

becau.se we wanted (CALPIRG's
existence) to be a community deci-

sion," Jahagirdar said.

CALPIRG volunteers described

the pledge drive as both challenging

and rewarding.

"When students realize that you're

working for issues they care about -

the environment, consumer protec-

tinn they're gent^rHlly more witttftg-

ond-year pre-political science student

and one of four CALPIRG state

board members from UCLA.
Azadeh Khatibi, a second-year

biology student and CALPIRG vol-

unteer, described how the drive

allows the organization to determine

what issues are important to students.

"When people pledge, they check

off what they want to support on an

issue survey. 1 know people, for exam-

ple, at UCLA, are really excited

about getting involved in recycling, so

they check it off on the sheet."

Khatibi said.

CALPIRG is a division of the

Public Interest Research Group

(PIRG), a consumer activist group

with 70 chapters across the nation.

The CALPIRG chapter at UCLA
focuses jon tour specific campaigns,

hunger and homelessness, recycling,

pesticides and clean water.

The amount of money that is real-

located by the state board to the

UCLA chapter depends on the types

of programs that are funded on cam-

pus. Different campaigns that

CALPIRG is working on include

stopping the use of pesticides in

schools of the Los Angeles Unified

School District, creating a centralized

recycling program at UCLA, hosting

speakers about hunger and homeless-

ness, and funding lobbyists for clean

water bills, Jahagirdar said.

"Pledge week is important not

only because it symbolizes a huge

accomplishment on the part of the

phnp<gp, hui it uIho ullowa us to figh^

This Wednesday!!!

grdc

UCLA

Thomas Lee, Conductor

*

to pledge." said Cathy Chang, a sec- those immense problems," shesaid.

TOBACCO
From page 6

congressional action.

"The question is whether the public

health advances and the money

involved is enough for Wisconsin to

say that it's time now to move past lit-

igation and focus on cessation,"

Doyle said Sunday.

Nebraska Attorney General Don

Stenberg was leaning toward accept-

ing the deal because it appeared the

state would gain more than it could by

pursuing its case.

One of the chief architects of the

settlement, Washington state

' Attorney General Christine CJregoire,

- conceded that the deal fell short of

what industry critics would like.

"There is more to be done legisla-

tively, but we think this represents

more than they can expect to receive

in the courts," she said.

Connecticut Attorney General

Richard Blumenthal told The

Hartford Courant that the deal falls

short of the 1997 agreement but "may

be the best we can achieve now."

Tobacco analysts will be watching

Massachusetts, Maryland and

Michigan for their reaction.

Massachusetts Attorney General

Scott Harshbarger was a .state nego-

tiator but walked out of the talks in

late August and questioned the indus-

try's commitment to curbing under-

age smoking. Maryland and

Michigan are considered to have

strong cases against the industry.

Public health advocates declined to

recommend whether the states should

embrace the settlement.

"It's a positive step forward in the

war on tobacco, but it's not the answer

and doesn't itself provide a national

tobacco control policy." said Diane

Canova. speaking for the American

Heart Association.

She said federal legislation is still

needed to give the Fotxi and Drug

Administration authority over tobac-

co products.

Anti-smoking activist Bill Novelli

of the Campaign for Tobacco-Free

Kids said local public health officials

were being alerted to make sure the

money that would go to the states

through the year 2025 "isn't diverted

to non-public health areas."

"There is going to a huge food fight

over these dollars," he said.

The four companies involved are

the Philip Morris Cos., R.J. Reynolds

Tobacco, Brown & Williamson

Tobacco and Lorillard Tobacco. The

negotiating states in addition to

Washington were California, New

York, North Carolina, Colorado,

Oklahoma, North Dakota and

Pennsylvania.

Premieres the new composition by '^^ ^ ^
UCLA Faculty Composer .^ ^

David Lefkowitz * *

^Seeing St
^ , ^ *

*
Program also to include:

^ Shostakovich, Finale from Symphony No. 5

* ^

*-^ * Hoist, First Suite in E Flat

*
Grainger, Colonial Song*

Cindy McTee, Circuits*

* * Sousa, The Stars and Stripes Forever
*
'Peter Morris, Gues< Conductor

Wednesday, November 18
Schoenberg Auditorium, 8:00 pm

Admission is FREE!

IRAQ
From page 5

be tested and proved on the ground,"

Shah said.

At the United Nations, chief

weapons inspector Richard Butler

underscored the warning, calling the

latest crisis with Iraq the most serious

since the 1991 Persian Gulf war. Biittef*

said Iraq had one more chance to tell

the truth about its weapons programs.

"The material we need exists. It is in

the possession of the government of

Iraq They can choose to give it to us or

not. It's their call and it's the crucial

call." he said "I hope they're listening

bccau.se the consequences are very

icvcrc"

The threat of military action wa.s

averted Sunday when President

Clinton anmxinccd the United Stales

had accepted the Iraqi government %

lo lift lb three-month ban on

^

»

U.N. weapons inspections.

The U.N. Security Council has said

economic sanctions imposed after

Iraq's 1990 invasion of Kuwait will not

be lifted until U.N. arms inspectors

and the International Atomic Energy

Agency certify that Iraq has eliminat-

ed its lethal weaponry.

Diplomats and Iraqi officials

revealed Monday the behind-the-

scenes drama in Baghdad that led to

Iraq's sudden announcement

Saturday that it would reverse course

and end its blockade of arms inspec-

tors.

Iraq issued a tw(vpaged letter

promising to renew cooperation with

U.N. inspectors, but Washington

viewed an attached annex as contain-

ing unacceptable conditions

Later that night, it l(X)k repeated

phone calls to Baghdad to produce

three separate 'cUrifications" that

Iraq's decision was unconditional

which ftnaUy satisfied the Americaitt

:i

Kappa Delta

We regret to inform you that

all of the collegiate members

were left out of the

Greek Directory.

If you need to contact them,

you can reach them on the

House Phone. 208-9 14

1

^^

it.
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Imagine a world

with no scores and

no inequality. A mere

image is all you'll get.
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Child care

at university

too limited

f
Thumbs down to

the UCLA child care

programs for failing

to provide affordable and

accessible care to the thou-

sands of faculty, staff and

students who need it.

UCLA child care is sup-

posed to be for all those

affiliated with the university,

but the high cost of care lim-

its the programs to the select

Rieber Hall

aids recycling

Thumbs up to

Rieber Hall's stu-

dent-run recycling

program, where student vol-

unteers will regularly empty

new recycling bins located in

the study lounges. Though

there are currently large recy-

cling bins on each floor in the

dorms, residents often dump
garbage into them.

Student volunteers will be

able to recycle aluminum

cans, plastic and glass bottles

few that can actual ly afftw J ^»h lh6 tt6w progt'uni -

It.

T^iere is also a limited

number of spaces available

in the programs; currently

parents have to wait about

one and a half years to get a

spot. The hours for child

care further limit the avail-

ability and accessibility for

parents with schedules set

outside the standard busi-

ness schedule.

The university's child

care program is cost prohib-

itive, inaccessible and much

too small for a university of

UCLA's size.

Regulations

prohibit

chain e-matl^

Thumbs up to the

University of

Arkansas for creat-

ing and enforcing a Code of

Computing Practice, which

locks students e-mail

accounts for two days if they

initiate or send chain e-mail

messages.

Sending chain e-mails

violates the University

Code, which defines viola-

tors as those students who
"annoy, harass, threaten ...

another person."

E-mail is a privilege that

the university provides; the

university has a right to cre-

ate and enforce rules.

Chain e-mails, aside from

being exceedingly annoying,

violate the university code.

Truly outraged students

always have the option of

registering for any one of a

number of free e-mail ser-

vices from Internet

providers like Hotmail and

Yahoo.

UCLA, however, currently

only recycles paper.

Hopefully student efforts

will be enacted at the other

residence halls as well. A
large university like UCLA
needs to make more environ-

ment friendly options avail-

able to its students, staff and

employees.

Chicago sues

gun makers
Thumbs up to a

Chicago lawsuit

which holds 38

firearms manufacturers, dis-

tributors and dealers

accountable for the illegal

and irresponsible sale ofguns

in the city.

——The lawsuit is based in

part on an investigation by

undercover police officers,

who bought scores of guns

from stores in Chicago. Store

clerks were witnessed advis-

ing undercover olTicers how

to avoid scrutiny in multiple-

gun purchases. Officers also

noticed "straw purchases,"

where unlicensed customers

blatantly gave their money to

a person who was licensed

and had them buy the gun

instead.

Although the lawsuit is not

necessarily the best way to

enact gun control, the spirit

of the suit is intended to

make a point: manufacturers

need to be held accountable

for the legal, and allegedly

illegal, sale of their guns.

Thumbs up/Thumbs down
represents the majority opin-

ion of the Daily Bruin Editorial

Board. Send comments and

suggestions to

viewpoint@media.ucla.edu.

Editorial Board

Adann Yannaguchi

Editor-in-chief

Stefanie Wong
Managing Editor

Andrea Perera

Editor

Mdion Stockstill

News Editor

Jamie Scanlon-Jacobs

Staff Representative

Cyrus Zargar
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Privatizing stifles social justice
CORPORATIONS: Increasing

dependence on sponsors

leads to class segregation

Last year, when the new BruinCard

system was being instituted, I was

angry and anxious about the com-

ing change. I was being forced to submit

to a corporate-sponsored re-tooling of

(he social environ-

ment. The UCLA
bureaucrats had

seen fit to mark our

IDs with a corpo-

rate logo; we now

carried the insignias

of our newly adopt-

ed clan in our purs-

es and wallets.

Words like "big

brother" and "mark

of the beast" flashed

in my mind as I con-

templated the dark-

er ramifications of such direct corporate

infiuence on a public institution. But the

card is only a symptom of a greater

malignancy. UCLA has become a testing

ground on which corporations can exper-

Ko is fourth-year psychology student.

Look him up at alexk@ucla.edu.

Alex Dong

Kg

iment with social architecture. We are

guinea pigs in an experiment to test out

the viabihty of a totally corporate envi-

ronment.

UCLA is taking'the final step toward

its conversion to a private space.

At its heart, this conversion represfents

the division between people. If you exam-

ine Southern California, you will notice

that an incredible disparity of wealth

among people already exists. For

instance, verdant hills and posh, gated

communities surround UCLA. Yet, one

need only drive 15 minutes east into

Hollywood to see a completely different

social landscape.

Rampant homelessness mars the side-

walks like infected sores on a leper's

body. Throngs of working-class people

jam the streets and buses. A large police

presence, resembling a military occupa-

tion, patrols these less aflluent areas.

Equipped with weapons, the police func-

tion as a calculated imposition of social

order in an area that has a history of

unrest and dissidence. When armed

agents of the established social order are

everywhere, the poor think twice about

rebellion.

In a landscape where the poor are

minutes away from the rich, the police

force is an effective buffer between the

areas of poverty and affluence.

With this division in place, the elite

class is left alone to withdraw into gated

havens and clean marketplaces - and

they thereby create a separate social

space: a private commune of the wealthy

and powerful that is self-contained and

deliberately detached from the surround-

ing public space.

Indeed, this is a trend that is spread-

ing, and it represents the antithesis of the

participatory, democratic society.

This withdrawal represents the final

push to make an irrevocable separation

between social classes. This is the new

Eden that many people are striving to

create. Unfortunately, this is also the

ideal to which UCLA aspires.

UCLA is becoming a private, corpo-

rate institution. It is corporate in the

sense that business entities, like AT&T,"

have a direct connection to the function-

ing of the campus. This kind of corporate

influence is outrageous, but it is preva-

lent in America. And yet a larger, more

insidious plague underlies this corporate

conquest, for the corporate manipulation

of a public institution also entails the

transformation of the institution's social

environment. In this very place, the

democratic process and public accessibil-

ity are discarded for services and the

privilege of participation in a private

environment.

See KO, page 12

Speak to over 50,000 people.

Apply to be a Viewpoint columnist.

.Applications for the winter quarter will be^viiilable beginning Nov. 16^

and can be picked up at 1 IS Kcrckhoff Hall (the Daily Bruin office). Your completed

applications should be returned to Andrea Perera's mailbox at the Daily Bruin otTice by

or before Nov 30 at 5 p.m.
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Overgrown U.S. military unnecessary today
. PENTAGON: With fewer enemies,

more cost-efTective alternatives,

America should change policies

Until two days ago, America was beating

the drums of war. Since Iraq's Saddam

Hussein had refused the United Nations'

chemical-weapon inspections mandated by the

1991 Gulf War cea.sefire. President Clinton

promised military strikes.

Hussein blinked, and

Clinton called olThis dogs.

Troops stand at the ready,

however, in case Hussein

should renege, lliis averted

crisis gives us a chance to

scrutinize one of the least-

scrutinized areas of

American government -

the military - and its role in

the politics, economics and

ethics of post-Cold War

society.

GLOBAL
CAMPUS

Ju.sl how imestedarv mc

in the military?

Adam

Komisaruk

The wealth that our

country pours into its elephantine defense net-

work is almost beyond comprehension.

Whatever you thought about the Soviet '"men-

years. If it could squeak by with 12 (instead

of 13) C- 17 transport aircrafts, we could

triple the budget for the National

Endowment for the Arts. Slicing five per-

cent from the total military pie would

restore Aid to Families with Dependent

Children (AFDC), abolished under

Clinton's welfare-reform bill.

Aren 't defense programsjob programs?

Defense is one of the least etTicient

departments in government.

According to the Center for Defense

Information, every SI billion of the

Pentagon's budget creates about 25,000

jobs; the same amount could create 36,000

housing jobs, 40,000 education jobs and

47,000 health-care jobs.

Skilled workers displaced by military

cuts would have plenty of places to go: our

overcrowded schools, crumbling infrastruc-

ture and antiquated commercial transporta-

tion systems. Besides, most government

welfare for the Pentagon tlows directly into

the cotVers of aerospace corporations that

are contracted to build their expensive toys.

It's just one of many examples of public

funds being pumped into the only thing

Clinton has ever really cared about - pri-

vate enterprise. You know these compa-

nies' names: Cieneral lilectric, Boeing,

Rockwell, Lockheed-Martin, etc. Their

aw", lis collapse leaves no monolliMc enamy lo utfiid has atiuaily been to uui jubu lailio-

feed the American war machine. Nevertheless,

defense spending remains near Cold War levels.

The new budget agreement for the 1999 fiscal

year allocates about $271 billion in taxpayer

money for defense - $3 billi(j)n more than last

year and $9 billion more than the White House

and Congress originally prcrfnised.

^
It's also about $120 billion over the combined

military budgets of Russia, China and all the

"rogue" states, and $50 billion over that of the

European allies. Just to put that in perspective:

the Pentagon got to have 30 Super Hornet fight-

ers this year. If it could make do with 23 of them,

there'd be enough money left over to give free

tuition to every first-year student on the

University of California's nine campuses for four

«.
—

Komisaruk, a lecturer in the English department,

can be reached for comment at

komisaru@ucla.edu. His column usually appears on

alternate Thursdays.

than create them, laying otT workers by the

thousands or replacing them with part-

timers, even as profits and executive

salaries climb steadily.

Doesn 't the United States need to remain a

strong worldpower?

Even if you say yes, our obscene levels of

defense spending are out of all proportion to any

real or imagined threat. Lacking an international

confiict, our government will invent one. Clinton

claimed that military threats were the only way to

get Saddam Hussein to submit to chemical-

weapon inspections, an obligation from which

our own military is blissfully free. But the United

States was never committed to a diplomatic solu-

tion in the first place. Originally, we made

weapons inspection the job of the Central

Intelligence Agency (CIA), which meant that we

were really interested in gathering intelligence.

not keeping the peace. Eventually the United

Nations Special Commission (UNSCOM) took

over, but it refused to adopt the aggressive

enforcement policy recommended by then-head

Scott Ritter. -^f^r-

Suspecting that UNSCOM was pulling its

punches under U.S. instructions, Ritter - who is

no dove himself- resigned in frustration. Ilien,

announcing that all negotiations had failed, the

United States prepared to bomb Iraq back to the

stone age. Doing so wouldn't have destroyed

Iraq's chemical-weapon facilities, since we didn't

know where they were. But it would have

destroyed the lives of countless civilians, already

made wretched by a U.S. embargo.

A good dust-up like this is just what the mili-

tary-industrial complex needs to justify itself to

taxpayers. Don't expect that Clinton will send his

troops home now. If anything, he will credit

American military might for averting war and

then increase our presence in the Middle East.

It's the old "peace through strength" argument,

which is akin to strolling around Los Angeles

with an 'jelephant gun" bragging, "See? It

works!" War itself tends to be bad PR, but the

perpetual threat of war is an excellent business

i solution.

IVhat about terrorism?

The greatest international terrorists are

American creations. Sheik Omar Abdel

Rahman, who masterminded the World Trade

Center bombing in 1992, was coddled for years

SeeKOMISARUICpagelS
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This week's

On Friday, Viewpoint will discuss UCLA athletics.

With the 'SC football game soon approaching,

we want to know why competition and rivalry are important to

you. Is school pride integral to your college experience?

Or is school pride just one more symptom of

social brainwashing? Bring your submissions to

118 Kerckhoff Hall or e-mail them to

viewpoint@media.ucla.edu.

The deadline for submissions is Nov. 19 at 10 a.m.

DAILY BRUIN
118 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaia

Lo% Angeles, CA 90024

(310) 82S 9898
http//¥vww.datlybruin.ucla.edu

Unsigned editori«K repretent « m4|ority

optnion of th« Dwiy Bruin Editorial Board

All other colurvms, tetters end artwork

represent the oomions of their authors

All submitted material must kwar the

auttMH's fsamc. addftu. lilaphoiw nun>

ber. registration number or affiliation

wnth UCLA Nanr>es will not be withheld

except m extreme cases

The Brum complies with the

Communication Board's policy pro

hibiting the puWtcalton of articles that

perpetuate derogatory cultural or eth

nic stereotypes

When multiple authors submit

material, some rtames may be kept on

file rather than published wrth the

material The Brum reserves the right to

edit submitted material and to deter

mine its placement in the paper All

submissions becorT>e the property of

The Brum. The Communications Board

has a media grievance procedure for

resolving complaints against any of its

publications For a copy of the com-
pietp procedure contact the

Publications office at 118 Kerckhoff

Hall
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$l*Cou|»on Cou|»on$l*
The Brentwood Village

Certified Farmers Market

& Hand Made Craft's

Every Wednesday 3:30 to 7:30 P.M.

11600 block of Chayote

At Sunset and Barrington _
Coupon expires Jan. 1. 1999

All year round, rain or shine. The best of the best, Plants & Cut

Flowers, Fruits & Vegetables, Eggs, Poultry, Breads and much

much more! Straight from the farm, no middle man. Also Fresh

popcorn and Tamales and other gourmet goodies like

Freshly caught Fish. Plus a Hand made craft section.

For more info call the KenDor Farm

(818)774-0755Coupon Coupon

TODAY AT We're giving away

posters, T-sliirts, and

CD-ROMS!

Tournament will be

held at 2:00pm

COME TO ACKERMAN UNION A-LEVEL AND EXPERIENCE THE

ULTIMATE 2D FIGHTING GAME FOR THE PLAYSTATION

GUEST OF HONOR
MR. DAISUKE ISHIWATARI
The producer, main planner,

character designer, music

composer, and illustrator of

Guilty Gear (also the voice

actor for Sol)

*^/i^-^

Starts at 1 1 :00am
Be There!

Adtfrman Union. A-kvtL open daily • w w w. uc I a $t or e. uc l« . ed u

UCLA^iinfHT iiHinH

KO
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Look around you. UCLA is one

step away from becoming a
"

detached, social space. We have all

the goods and services we need on or

near the campus. The economy

could conceivably be altered to a

cashless, closed system in which eco-

nomic exchange occurs between an

exclusive social class. Indeed, the

population is predominately com-

posed of a select group of intellectu-

als and members of the middle and

upper class.

Moreover, many services are prcv

vided not by members of the commu-

nity, but by a third-party corporation.

Funds and resources are allocated

toward the creation and upkeep of

these conveniences and services and

not toward the general welfare;

'

Associated Students of UCLA is

floundering in debt not for creating a

textbook-lending program but for

building a shopping mall. Key deci-

sions by ASUCLA are not made by

direct democratic vote or a congress

of elected student representatives,

but by appointed otTicials. Have you

ever met or been contacted by

Patricia Eastman, the business-

woman who heads ASUCLA? Have

you ever felt that you had meaning-

ful, democratic input into the deci-

sions made at UCLA? How many

decision-makers are part of the work-

ing class?

UCLA was chartered as a public

institution. By its very nature, it

should not be self-contained and

detached from the greater public

community.

in short, this process should not

be occurring. It is the height of

hypocrisy and a display of flagrant

discrimination. Unfortunately, like

so many other public institutions.

UCLA has become a privileged

resource that is only easily accessible

by a handful of people in our society.

UCLA has become a de facto private

institution.

Alarmingly, UCLA is only follow-

ing a trend that is spreading across

America. Gated housing communi-

ties, private social clubs and private

schools are growing more prevalent.

The spaces of interaction between

social classes are^rowing apart as

people are withdrawing to exclusive,

private environments. Consequently,

the public space is deteriorating.

Involvement and contact between

different people on a personal, com-

munity level will become uncom-

mon.

What of those in the poor and

working classes? What will happen

to them as this transition takes place?

The plight of the oppressed classes in

this new regime is troubling, and we

need only to look back upon UCLA
to see it.

The poor will function as they

always have in our society: as a ser-

vant or slave class. The poor are the

ones who pick up our food, clean our

bathrooms and service our daily

needs. As all spaces become private,

this servant status will become more

pronounced. Equality of access and

opportunity will fade away as ideals.

The demand for convenience,

more goods and services, and a safe,

exclusive environment will replace

these ideals. Public institutions like

UCLA will systematically exclude

poor people from any participation

and involvement that docs not

involve a servile position.

Poor people should be at school to

learn and not to clean. The democra-

tic ideals of total participation and

equal opportunity will become trite

ironies to be discussed by those who

saw them crumble.

If the rift between the illusion of

an American democracy and the

reality of an American oligarchy is

not bridged, then we can only look

forward to violence Humanity's

yearning for freedom and self deter
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mination is strong. The continued

oppression of a large portion of the

population will eventually lead to

rebellion and riot; the bomb will

replace the ballot as the means of

gaining freedom. Fires will burn and

people will die if we do not create

social justice. Let us take action

before the bloodshed begins. Not

even America is immune from

destruction.

KOMISARUK
From page 1

1

by the CIA. Overlooking his proven

terrorist record, the agency had given

him a visa in exchange for his inform-

ing against the Soviets in Afghanistan

during the 1980s.

In that same "freedom fighting"

period, the CIA also supplied

weapons and training camps for one

Osama bin Laden, who allegedly

repaid the favor by blowing up the

American embassies in Kenya and

Tanzania last August. With egg on its

face, the United States - hastily, unilat-

erally and in clear violation of interna-

tional law - retaliated by bombing

pharmaceutical plants in Sudan and

Afghanistan, which we "mistook" for

chemical-weapon mills.

Atghanislan, by the way, is gov
erned by the brutal Taliban regime,

which the United States supports. If

these marriages of convenience don't

sound logical or moral to you, it's

because they aren't. Justice is the least

of the considerations in U.S. foreign

policy.

You may be interested to know that

last July, when 120 nations votedio

establish an International Criminal

Court for the prosecution of war

crimes, the United Slates was one of

seven to vole against it (we wanted a

guarantee of immunity for our own

military).

Another one was Israel, who.se

U.S.-sanctioned intransigence in ced-

ing land to the Palestinians helps cre-

ate an international siege-envirOn-

ment. We also show no intention of

settling our SI. 5 billion in outstanding

debt to the United Nations; as soon as

this figure outstrips our last two years'

payments, we will lose our vote in the

U.N. general assembly.

This kind of arrogance and

hypocrisy demands a nationwide

debate on defense, an issue that's

almost disappeared from the tabic.

The public needs to shift the deHni-

tion of "leadership" from "missile

diplomacy" to social justice and

human rights, and let our elected offi-

cials need to know that we're expect-

ing them to follow suit.

The government can start by .ibol-

ishing the CIA, which exists solely to

subvert democracy in the pursuit of

American capitalism around the

globe. Soon-tcvbe-relired Sen. Pal

Moynihan ( D-N.Y.) has been suggest-

ing this move for years, and we need

more people in government w ith the

guts to stand up to the American war

machine. Now. that would be real

patriotism.

School voucher update:

Last week the Supreme C\iurt

refused to hear challenges to a

Milwaukee, Wis. statute that allows

parents to enroll their children in pri-

vate schools at public expense.

Opponents argued thatihe law violat-

ed the separation of church and state

because the vouchers could be used at

parochial schools.

Affirmative action update:

Ron Takaki, a professor of Asian-

American studies at Berkeley, has

drafted a bdkM propoHil that s m need

of orfMUKnand b«l»n. E-mail me

tfyou'ftamaied

Tlie UCJtPV Cf)icano/a /atino/a

ftfin Sr Tefcvtsion Assoftotion

18 PTOV& to present our i2tf)Xnnuar jcstivaf^c One

"Loaded Cameras,

Broken Silence"

fri.DQv20thsat.^r^p21s^9%

gratis gratis

EVENT IS FREE

gratis gratis

different films will screen each day

at The Jcnnes Bridges Theater

Melnitz HaU, UCLA

Perfonnancas By

MyjimS VI MJAIZ
and Other Spedd Guests

20% Off
ALL Cosmetics
Offer good until Nov. 22

MAYBELLINE

REVLDN

In the Market

Saturday, following the student screenings

Guest of Honor, Saul Landau, will screen

"The Sixth Sun" about the uprisings

in Chiapas, Mexico

call 310-840-6578

or email LoadedCam@aol.com
The Event is Co-Sponsored By The UCLA Etepartment of Film and TelevisKDn

Paid (oi by The Campus Piogiams Committee ot the Program Activities Board,

The Board o( Duector's Interacton Fund AJSAC Programming Committee.

The UCLA Chioano Studies Research Center, and Melrutz Movies

ilk "'<Mijff*»»'» Cl»»v»»< iS,TS3

•Does not apply to Clinique cosmetics

Of Tommy/Tommy Girl fragrances

EEUXIkinxm
UCLftsIirSelected items also available at: ^^ ^^ j^^f I J I U M L

Hill Top Shop Lu Valle Commons

•ind H.'aith Scl^'nces Store open dailylwww.uclastore.ucla.edu

wondering hov.-

you can help
expand the

Join the

- Recycling

AdvcKiates, a
task force that

works on
expanding

recycling on-

campus.
Students,

faculty and staff

are all

welcome.

IN Many companies it iakes years

To Prove you Can Lead...

(w

Well Give You 10 v^eeks.
Ten weeks may not seem like much time to prove you're capable of being a leader But if

you're tough, smart and determined, ten weeks and a lot of hard work could make you an

Officer of Marines And Officer Candidates School (OCS) is where you'll get the chance to prove

you've got what it takes to lead a pe full of excitement, full of challenge, full of honor Anyone

can say they've got what it takei to be a leader, we'll give you ten weeks to prove it For

more information call 1-800-MARINES, or contact us on the Internet at www Marines com

Marines
fir PmiF. Tke Ptmmd.
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r
•^ •* ^u
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Film & Television
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On-Campus

Theater & Fine Art

Daily Bruin

ARTS ENTERTAINMENT
Wednesday

After four years, Ice Cube returns to

the music scene with a double album

and chats with the Bruin about his

latest creation.

Tuttday, November 17, 1998
Tuesday, November 17, 1998

Neoclassical concert enlivens Royce
ORCHESTRA: Symphony

celebrates anniversary

in restored auditorium

By Michael Rosen-Molina

Daily Bruin Contributor

With the aid of binoculars, if one

squinted just right, cellist Douglas

Davis of the Los Angeles Chamber

Orchestra looked kind of like

Luciano Pavarotti. Performing in

the recently renovated Royce Hall

auditorium, the L.A. Chamber

Orchestra played to a full house on

Friday.

Davis' resemblance to the famous

tenor paled in comparison, though,

to the surprise prompted by

Nicholas Ariondo and his accor-

dion. One doesn't see enough accor-

diowg in symphonic orch^strai

today. But there were bigger surpris-

es to come.

In its third performance in Royce

since extensive earthquake damage

forced the hall's closure in 1994, the

orchestra returned to celebrate the

30th anniversary of its conception

with this special concert series.

.

The majestic, vaguely classical

theater provided ^_..^.._
the perfect atmos-

phere for a neo-

classical concert

with its ornate

carved ceiling,

simple stone pil-

lars and the

inscription read-

ing, "Education is

learning to use the

tools which the

race has found indispensable." strode on stage to rousing applause.

Of course, there have been some Once the concert began, the audi-

changes since the last time the public ence almost collectively leaned for-

Once the concert

began, the audience

ainnost collectively

leaned forward in

rapt attention.

saw Royce Hall. The decorative

chandeliers that once dangled from

the ceiling are gone, wisely removed,

although the chances of getting

crushed by a falling chandelier in an

earthquake arc slim.

Besides a last-minute program

change, in which the program's sec-

ond half was performed first and its

_^__,_„^ first half second,

everything went

as expected. The

audience listened

intently as the

musicians tuned

their instruments.

Admittedly, it was

a very impressive

tuning.

Conductor
Jeffrey Kahane

ward in rapt attention.

The orchestra performed two

neoclassical pieces: Stravinsky's

"Octet for Wind Instruments" and

Hindemith's "Kammermusik No.

I," as well as Copland's

"Appalachian Spring" and

Repighi's "Gli Uccelli," "The

Birds"

The eerie flutes and melancholy

bassoons brought a harder, clearer

feel to Stravinsky's "Octet for Wind

Instruments." The soothing winds

mimicked baroque phrases and clas-

sical forms, a conventional neoclas-

sical trait. At the same time.

Stravinsky's purposeful objectivity

kept one from completely losing

oneself in the piece.

Even people who have never

heard Copland before will find

"Appalachian Spring" familiar.

Besides appearing in numerous

commercials, the score evokes its

Battle
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The L.A. Chamber Orchestra performed at the recently renovated Royce Hall on Friday night.

sou rce matenni, the sprmgume ma

tivities of a small 19th-century

Shaker community, with scattered

fragments of folk tunes. Snatches ol'

music sounded like they could have

come straight out of popular

Christmas carols, including one seg-

ment that sounded eerily like

"Rudolph the Red-Nosed

Reindeer."

Elaborate, high-pitched trilling

simulates bird song in 'Gli Uccelli,"

quite possibly the best coniposilion

of the evening. "Expertly and affec-

tionately schmaltzy," according to

the program, this nostalgic piece

recalled the simple pleasures of a

leisurely walk through nature.

Judging trom the audience's reac-

tions, t-he composition's escapist

character still speaks to listeners in

today's hectic world.

Written shortly afte^W^d War

I. Hindemith's "Kammermusik No.

I" plays with a certain darkness. \t^

somber tone is sustained by low

trumpets, accordions, glockenspiels

and even what appeared to he a can-

ister of sand. Audience meniber>

See CHAMBER, page 17

Diva Kathleen Battle

uses her voice as a tool

to become her music and

to take her audience into

another time and place

CDs bring psychedelic '60s back to life

MUSIC: Latest boxed set

resurrects long since

forgotten music, bands

By Vanessa VanderZanden

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

One hundred eighteen tracks of

obscure '60s garage band music com-

bined on four albums with a 98-page

glossy booklet outlining the biogra-

phies of each group: is this $60 box set

worth the effort?

"A lot of stuff I would have swum

though pools of mopkey vomit to do

right by," says sound producer Bill

Inglot in the booklet's introduction.

Psychedelic colors spin out of con-

trol on the album covers of each CD
in the "Nuggets: Original Artyfacts

from the First Psychedelic Era, 1965-

1968" collection. These bad-trip-

visions, fortunately, represent the

contents of the CD cases only in so

far as the music's energy is con-

cerned

Although the vast amount ofmuiic

feels almost too extensive for the

casual '60s punk listener to digest all

at once, a steady-paced perusal of the

various selections fails to overwhelm.

Perfect for those afternoons set aside

to write essays and study for tedious

exams, "Nuggets" works best as a

backdrop while poring over the pecu-

liar informational notes included.

The first disc holds the catchiest,

most intense works in the set. It con-

tains 27 hits released on the original

1972 "Nuggets" collection - upon

which the box set expands. "I Had

Too Much to Dream (Last Night)" by

The Electric Prunes kicks the album

off. A restless and eager lead singer

Jim Lowe propels the spindly-guitar

work forward and dares the tinny-

drums to catch up.

Like most of the wackily-named

bands in the selection, it failed to

secure the Prunes a stable spot on

charts for future works, although the

track brought the vivacious pop

group national success at its initial

release

Another notable component of the

first album comes in the form of

17
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"Nuggets," a boxed set of CDs, has compiled the very best of

underground '60s music that has since been lost in the haze.

By Ai Goldsmith

Daily Bruin Contributor

It is said that music is the language of angels.

The exquisite voice of Kathleen Battle, which filled Royce

Hall last Saturd<i. night, seems to be cTvifWgh to convince even

a skeptic of the reason for such a saying. -

Battle's silvcr\ soprano whispers of an infinite bgauty and

serenity that makes one- believe every beautiful image she sings

of. Her art is a {lossamer web. and she is the muse that spins it.

Battle is apctlormer who moves and enchants her audience

through sweet srnority. riii|ne.r thjTn thcweight and power of a

dramatic voice. Baltic also knows thctimportance of choosing

""repertoire thai mhIs her voice type. 'Hie result of such planning""

is a program dt iiiiinaled by art songs and lyrical arias that show-

case her nexibility'betwecn the i}ctavt3s-and llatlcr her lighl

.soprano vojce. . ,,

Accompanied b> operatic conduclt)r Ted Taylor on piano,

Battle prcsenteil selections from operas and oratorios by

Handel and Mo/irl. Baltic then sang songs by Mo/art, such as

"In a Dark and I >»nely Wood" and " I'iK"hloe,".a love song.

"To Chloe" u.'^ folli>wcd by one of Richard Strauss's collec-

tion of songs! lilled "Maiden as Mowers." This piece, with texi

by Dahn, com.ins four short songs in whiclv fmrr types of

women are con .pared lo cornnowcrs. poppies, ivy and

waterlilics.

Battle sang llie^e songs with sensitivity and tlare. In the

coquettish "Poppies," her voice became more playful and joy-

ous, much to tin' audience's delight. She sang many other

pieces by Cjacuitii' Doni/etli, French composer (iabriel Faure,

Joaquin Turina ind Brazilian composer Heitor Villa-Lobos,

ending with a set of six spirituals, which are Battle's signature

recital pieces.

Throughout ihc performance, it was obvious that Battle was

in charge. She was in command of her Voice, the accompani-

ment and the audience - even when an audience member called

out for medical attention. After both she and the audience were

assured of the ill person's well-being, Battle continued with the

set. Her fluid voice and commanding presence brought her lis-

, teners back to an idyllic state without missing a beat.

See BATTLE, page 18
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Kathleen Battle, one of the reigning divas of classical music, exuded a childlike Innocence at Saturday's Royce performance.
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Show merges comedy with romance Fruitful fall harvest yields

! insipid network programsTHEATER: Witty dialogue

sells audience on tales of

thoroughly modern love

By Brent Hopkins

Daily Bruin Staff

The Hudson Backstage Theater

is a far cry from Shakespeare's

Globe Theater. Seating is limited,

machines hum in the background,

and crickets can be heard chirping

at quiet moments in the play. This

sparse decor, combined with mini-

mal sets and subdued costumes,

forces the audience to focus on the

dialogue, which is the strength of

Emmett Loverde's "Mergers and

Acquisitions."

A series of short scenes on

romantic relationships, the pro-

duction is a long stream of one-lin-

ers, with a non-stop barrage of

retort after retort. While it's hard-

ly earth-shattering material, the

crisp interplay between characters

is involving and easy to follow.

The opening vignette, "Power

Plays," features Loverde, a UCLA
theater alumnus who plays Mollis,

a man confused with the intrigues

of infidelity. He discusses his own

unfaithfulness with a fellow bar

desire to settje down and propose

to his girlfriend, and a wandering

eye that hungers for cheaper plea-

sures. Murphy is well-suited for

the sharp-tongued Kimberley,

upbraiding the confused Hollis at

every chance. Loverde fills the

role of Hollis capably but lacks

flair, seemmgly undermatched

with Murphy's dynamic stage

presence.

Following this, a blind date at a

coffeehouse unfolds in "A Timely

Maneuver," in which Reggie Blake

(Paul Cummings) and Jane

Marwood (Lynne Donahoc) flirt

in a most unconventional manner.

Operating under pre-determined

time limits, Blake inquires whether

Marwood wants to sleep with him

five minutes after meeting him,

making use of a ticking kitchen

timer to test her reaction.

In a strange game of cat and

mouse, each works around the

other's assumptions in an attempt

to win a second date. Both

Cummings and Donahoe handle

their roles with ease, retaining

both the self-consciousness and

arrogance of a first date. Neither

wants to appear vulnerable to the

other, yet both are not completely

certain of their place in the con-

versation, thus appearing overcon-

over a billiards match, the dia-

logue jumps around, making it

seem less convincing than the oth-

ers. Michael Artura is well-cast as

the arrogant Rudy but only seems

to hit his stride when playing off

two other characters, rather than

when paired with Meredith Oritt's

Sarah Mears - who appears in

most of the scene.

The characters are underdevel-

oped in this bit, spouting amusing

lines without substantial back-

ground to support them. The argu-

ment seems built around previous

conflicts which are not explained

sufficiently to lend credence to the

conflict between Rudy and Sarah.

The emotions displayed onstage

are credible, but their motivation

is obscure.

In closing, Loverde delivers

"Good Business Sense," a mar-

riage proposal brought into the

statistical world. Exceedingly

exact businessman Bartholomew

Braniff (Jonathan Arkin) attempts

to woo his girlfriend, Claudia

Mears (Candace Duke), with a cal-

culated business presentation of

why she should marry him.

Bringing a new depth to anal-

retentiveness, the flawless perfor-

mance by Arkin is the highlight of

the play, with his exasperated con-

pamJTT, Kimberley (Jutia

Murphy), as she needles him mer-

cilessly and challenges him to con-

front his past.

Hollis is caught up between his

t idcnt. ^^
The third offering, "Play How

You Play," is probably the weakest

of the series. Set around an argu-

ment between a man and a woman

hdenee mixed with a sensitive

undercurrent. This, combined with

timely advice from the recurring

See MERGERS, page 19

TELEVISION: New shows

prove disappointing as

favorites slide in ratings

By Matthew Gilbert

.The Boston Globe

Weren't bananas once sacred?

Didn't their warm yellow color once

whisper "all-natural" and not

"Dharma"? And since when did they

serve as vehicles for cultural wisdom

like: "TV. Zero Calories"? These

could be the questioning thought bal-

loons above grocery shoppers' heads

as they discover tiny ABC ads stuck

onto their bananas, clingy reminders

of a medium that is in the midst of

some major slippage.

Because as desperate as ABC is to

grab the American public, as boldly as

the third-rated network is invading

even the still-life purity of the fruit sec-

tion, network TV lineups this season

hardly deserve our attention. The ad

slogan "TV. Zero Calories" has a figu-

rative meaning that is quite

inescapable right now, as prime-time

series represent a low in psychic nutri-

tion. Sure, ABC's wily ad campaign,

called "We Love I V," may gei w io "Wurkmg;^

with "The Secret Lives of Men" or

"Two Guys, a Girl and a Pizza Place."

Ultimately, the ABC campaign itself,

with hip nuggets like "Hello? It's

Free," offers more passing sophistica-

tion than the TV shows themselves.

Part of the reason the season is a

stinker are the nearly 40 series that

premiered in September and October,

which have proven themselves to be

an average lot at best. Lodged in

between the uncountably many news-

magazines, including five nights of

"Dateline," the class of '98 ranges

from the mediocre cookie-cutter com-

edy of "Conrad Bloom" to the dull

medical-cliche festival that is "L.A.

Doctors," with the jury still out on

three promising cases: "Sports

Night," "Felicity," and "Will &
Grace." The most you can say about

"Jesse" or "Maggie Winters" or "The

King of Queens" is that they're not as

bad as "Encore! Encore!" or

"Becker." And disasters like "The

Secret Diary of Desmond PfeifTer"

and "Wind on Water" have already

met their maker.

Not that this is shocking news: Of

the three dozen shows introduced in

the fall of 1997, only four ("Ally

McBeal," "Dharma & Greg,"

^aforkmgr^nd "Vernn ira'sClmct"^
put down our bananas and tune in,

but even the ad concept of the century

can't keep us turned on when faced

were renewed this year; "Veronica's

Closet" because of its golden

See SEASON, page 18
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CHAMBER
From page 1

4

especially loved this piece; some

later plunged into an in-depth dis-

cussion of sand-shaking. The

restrained mood of the piece made it

rather disconcerting when its later

movements broke into a march and

a lox-trot. although it is by no means

offensive.

The audience responded just as

favorably to the rest of the selection,

compelling the performers to return

to the stage for a second bow after

"The Birds" and "Octet for Wind

Instruments." When the pieces are

taken out of the context of post-war

Europe, it is more difficult to appre-

ciate the composers' original inten-

tions. And with a style not so much

given to the grand sweep of baroque

or the elegant symmetry of classical

music, modern neoclassical pieces

are an acquired taste.

Although too sterile for some sen-

sibilities, the orchestra's fine rendi-

tion made up for iTiost of these short-

comings. Conductor Kahane's

enthusiasm for his work was obvious

and the orchestra played to perfec-

tion, and it is apparent that its good

reputation is merited.

NUGGETS
From page 14

"Moulty" by The Barbarians. Here,

the one-armed drummer (Victor

"Moulty" Moutlon) uses a beat-style

voice-over to persuade audiences to

over step obstacles on the path to

success. Growing their hair longer

than most musicians in their era,

they had a "barbaric" reputation for

wearing leather sandals, opposing

the then standard Beatles-inspired

boots.

The second volume eeks out a

boppier, lighter collection of head-

whipping pop hits. Yet, in keeping

with the first album, even the flippier

tunes carry an undertone of soul that

modern rock music tends to slide

over.

. For instance, '*! Ain't No Miracle

Worker" by the Brogues climbs

through a tough sea of driving beats

that pound on in the ever-pursuing

whirlwind of organ chords and gui-

tar riffs. It's followed by the impas-

sioned "7 and 7 is" by Love.

Practically screaming about becom-

ing a man and ice cream cones, it's

like liquid testosterone; the original

kind that Metallica and other poo-

dle-haired '80s rockers only wish

they could emulate.

Although many songs cream over

soft lyrics, like how one song's title is

"I'm Gonna Make You Mine" by

The Shadows of Knight, while two

songs later The Seeds follow with

"Can't Seem to Make You Mine,"

the cheesiness comes off as self-

aware fun. This cheesiness was

intended at least by those who com-

piled the tracks, if not by the young,

idealistic artists performing those

tunes many years ago.

Finally finding themselves in an

era where music leapt free from the

See NUGGETS, page 18
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BookZone
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authqrIWarren
Series

co-sponsored by

UCLA SCHOOL of

PUBLIC POLICY and

SOCIAL RESEARCH &

UCLA DEPARTMENT of

POLITICAL SCIENCE

^fn.
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In THE Stream
OF History

b^apinC > ixetKii Potti> (Of a H«in tr*

w
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Wahiifn Chri«i rorHLR

November
4:00pm

Charles E. Young
Grand Salon
Kerckhoff Hall

Former Secretary of State Warren

Christopher discusses and signs his

new book:

In the Stream

of History
"Shaping Foreign Policy for a New Era

n

^
Remarks by President Clinton upon

Warren Christopher's resignation:

"For all Secretary Christopher's skill at diffusing

crises, I believe his lasting legacy was built J)ehind

the headlines, laying the foundations for our future.

Under his leadership we've taken on new threats like

terrorism, the spread of weapons of mass destruction,

and environment degradation.''
'"i^

UCLfl BookZone

>u Uddp Lonininii:

BAHLE
From page 14

Battle's incredible stage presence

also called for utmost attention from

the audience and accompanist Ted

Taylor. She seemed to perform

through every aspect of movement or

pause. Battle, keeping with her trade-

mark perfectionism, actually made
Taylor stop and start again to achieve

the ideal sound. Ultimately, every ges-

ture was calculated to captivate the

audience.

(Battle's) voice is like a

finely tuned instrument:

each note is perfectly

formed to produce a

certain effect.

Yet, despite such diva-like indul-

gence and attitude, Kathleen Battle

exuded a .sense of innocence, a child-

like charm.

Battle seemed delighted with the

audience's response - some of whom
were ready to clap before the last note

died away - and she walked off the

stage between pieces with a tri-

uinpiunt ym bashful rowte

soars through phrases, arpeggios and

cadenzas; her technique is excellent

and polished; she knows how to float,

to hang her voice in air.

Although Battle has great control

over her voice and gestures, she

lacked some energy and zeal when she

sang "On Louises's Letters" by

Mozart. "On Louises's Letters" is a

piece in which the character Louise

angrily burns letters from her unfaith-

ful lover. The song calls for more

anger than Battle expressed; adding

more ferocity would have infused the

piece w ith more drama.

As for dramatics. Battle expressed

a range of emotions through voice

and body language in the encore

piece. She sang a selection from an

opera, Mozart's "Marriage of

Figaro."

In the encore piece. Battle's face

became radiant and her gestures and

expression became that of the charac-

ter she was singing about.

it was a wonderful transformation,

beautifully bringing out her love for

her art. Battle's encore performance

revealed her passion for the operatic

stage, and she appeared to revel in the

role.

Whether Battle sings art songs or

opera, either she or her voice takes on

the persona of the words she sings.

As Battle sings "When she speaks,

it is like the silvery/ murmuring of

waves," in "Waterlily" from Strauss's

"Maiden as Flowers," her voice

Battle's stage presence is not the

only thing that makes her a diva. Her

voice is like a finely tuned instrument:

each note is perfectly formed to pro-

duce a certain effect. She lingers or

r

Image.

Battle's clear, pure voice makes any

aural, abstract image tangible, making

one "believe the dreams of elves that/

were ever dreamt of by Romanticism."

(Strauss, "Waterlily.")

-_- *rTM^

MERGERS
From page 16

character of Spike the bartender

(Doug Mortenson), the only com-

mon link throughout all four

scenes, makes "Good Business

Sense" the most enjoyable work of

the evening. Braniff seems to be the

pinnacle of arrogance, with his

schematic objectification of

romance bringing groans from the

audience, but once his motivations

are explained, his character takes

on a whole new light.

"Mergers and Acquisitions" will

likely never be remembered along-

SEASON
From page 18

weeks, it's nonetheless a drama suffer-

ing from buddy sentimentality and

cliched crimes. "ER" began the sea-

son with plot lines that were annoy-

ingly stunted and, in the case of the

new character played by Kellie

Martin, formulaic, although recent

weeks have shown some improve-

ment. And "Chicago Hope" has been

off its game for a while now.

"Spin City" and "Working," both

of which looked like urban sitcoms

that needed time to flourish, haven't

been able to tlesh out distinctive

ensembles. "Working," in particular,

is having serious identity problems.

NUGGETS
From page 1

7

confines it had seen in the days of

Frank Sinatra and fine voiced per-

formers of the same crooning ilk,

strange songs abounded. Many such

hits find their way onto the third vol-

ume, which begins with The

Hombres' Bob Dylan-inspired

Nashville beat-wail, "Let it Out (Let

it All Hang Out)."

With the lyrics, "Saw a man
walkin^Tipslde down, T^^y TVs off

the blink / Made Galileo look like a

boy scout / Sorry 'bout that / Let it all

hang out," the twangy rockers took

the musical times in a whole new

direction.

And it continues on right through

to the fourth album. Past harmonica

heavy pieces, like the Daily Flash's

"Jack of Diartionds" and jive-happy

pieces complete with doo-wop style

back up vocals, like on The Rare

Breed's "Beg, Borrow and Steal," the

box set rambles harmlessly, motivat-

ingly and tumultuously through the

wild years of rock and roll's infancy.

Having lost faith in God, the coun-

try and their parents, kids of this era

needed someone or something to rely

on, to stand behind, relate to and

believe in. Some say it was only rock

and roll, but it's a lot more than that,

as any confused youth can tell you

today.

Some say it was only

rock and roll, but it's a

lot more than that, as

any confused youtK

can tell you today.^I

Many songs, like "Hey Joe" by the

Leaves (covered by Jimi Hendrix) and

"Farmer John" by The Premiers (cov-

ered by Neil Young) are easily recog-

nizable hits that have stood the test of

time. Olthers, like "Are You Gonna Be

There- (At the Love-In)" by The

Chocolate Watchband, have become

dated for obvious reasons.

However, all songs pay homage to

the experimental side ofpop music that

continues today. Spritely, dark and

chaotic, the works play off the angst

and beauty of a constantly changing

world.

SEASON
From page 16

Thursday-night slot and "Working"

as NBC's token effort to nurture an

NBC-owned potential hit. We've

learned not to expect miracles in the

fall harvest.

But adding insult to injury this sea-

son have been the returning shows,

which far outnumber the new. They
should be the old friends we can rely

on, especially when the freshmen are

an unmspircd lot. "Frasicr," for

mstance, seems to have lost its great

luster, with uncomfortably familiar

scripts and unmeasured perfor-

mances from Kclscy Grammcr.
whose character's ego is km humor-

ously human as he flounders without

a job Maybe the writers are folding

under the pressures of the "Seinfeld

slot, which serves as the tent pole for

NBC's Thursday lineup; maybe

"Frasier" is a show that, in its sixth

year, is simply past its peak.

"Homicide," too, is an old depend-

able that's undergoing shaky times,

largely due to the departure of key

actors Andre Braugher and Reed

Diamond. It's looking dangerously

like "Homicide Lite," trading in its

emphasis on crime and race for a

more fickle tone, the sex appeal of

new- cast member Michael Michele,

and its detectives' personal dramas.

"The X-Files" returns on the heels

of a mediocre, unrevealing movie and

with an increasingly tiresome enthusi-

asm for teasing viewers with red her-

rings. While the imminent departure

of Jimmy Smits has added a curiosity

factor to "NYPD Blue" in recent.

Sm If

"hverybody Loves Raymond," Which

has potential as a "Seinfeld"-ian

domestic comedy with garish family

members, is in the middle of an

uneven season that's depended too

much on the theme of husbandly

horniness. The once witty "Mad

About You," meanwhile, is nearly

unwatchable, no longer such a far cry

from bottom-of-the-barrel shows like

"Two Guys, a Girl and a Pizza Place,"

"Caroline in the City," and

"Veronica's Closet." And "Dharma

& Greg" has thoroughly exhausted

the culture-clash humor that distin-

guished it last year, its cutesiness has

gotten tired fast.

We're at a moment when syndicat-

ed reruns of shows like "Frasier" and

"Mad About You" often seem fresher

than the prime-time originals. Of all

the returning series, only a handful

remain in consistently good form:

"Friends" stays witty despife Hbss^

"and Rachel's endless seesawing; "Ally"

McBeal" continues to push the enve-

lope, if sometimes too far (i.e., the

Biscuit's pet frog); "Just Shoot Me" is

joyously mean, sharply written, and

conceptually clever; and "The

Practice" has quickly become TV's

most beautifully acted, tightly written,

and;i4dictive drama. It fully deserved

its Emmy win.

The ramblings of a cranky critic

still grieving the end of "Seinfeld,"

yes? But viewers are also reacting

against this TV season, unwilling to

find much happiness in the return of

"Fantasy Island."

None of the new shows has the

buzz that distinguished "Dharma &
Greg" and "Ally McBeal" last season,

and even "Felicity," the WB series

that won universal praise from critics,

many of whom called it this season's

"Ally McBeal," has made a disap-

pointing ratings show. "Will &
Grace," "Sports Night," and "The

Hughleys" are the only half-hour

shows to generate some excitement,

but they have scored low to moderate

ratings. "Trinity," the much-anticipat-

ed drama from the creator of "ER.

"

has been shelved by NBC for an mdef-

mite period "Jesse" has a hot spot

between " Friends" and "Frasier." but

it's performing only slightly better

than last season's dismal "Union

Square" A number of new series,

including "The Brian Benben Show."

"Living in Captivity." and "Costello.

have alreads disappeared without

even a blink from viewers

And man> of the returning scries

arc lacing ratings problems

side the classics, but it does deserve

credit for amusing and insightful

character interaction.

Loverde shows keen insight into

the subtleties of interpersonal rela-

tionships, evidenced in the tight dia-

logue. There are no journeys into

the inner motivations of the human

mind, but the play does pick up on

many of the oddities of romance

and other matters of the heart.

THEATER: "Mergers and Acquisitions"

runs at the Hudson Backstage

Theater through Dec. 13. Tickets are

$15. There is a "UCLA Night" on Nov.

22, in which tickets are $5 for all UCLA

students, faculty and staff.

Compared with a year ago at this

time, the top-rated "ER" has dropped

some 18 percent, "Touched by an

Angel" is down 14 percent, "Home
Improvement" is down 29 percent,

and "Mad About You" is down over

40 percent. While "Frasier" is up 15

percent from last year, thanks to its

new time slot, it has lost 24 percent of

the "Seinfeld" audience - particularly

male viewers, in the first five weeks of

the season. NBC programming in

general was down a whopping 17 per-

cent.

Of course, that's not only because

the post-"Seinfeld" season is tepid.

Cable TV is responsible for a more

gradual erosion of network viewer-

ship that is entering its third decade.

A few cable products, like A&E's

Take One Home
for the Holidays

New Holiday Price!
For a limited time only!

JMac /233 MHz PPC G3

"Bibgi'apfty" and comedy Centra l 's

"South Park," are becoming part of

our TV lexicon, and the recording

industry recently discovered the

power of VH 1 's "Behind the Music,"

which has been causing spikes in CD
sales. Because cable series and movies

have won so many Emmy nomina-

tions in the 1990s, the National

Academy of Cable Programming felt

confident enough to eliminate the

CableAQE awards this year, after 19

years. f-r

We're at a moment
when syndicated

reruns often seem

fresher than the

prime-time originals^

Get an iMac for

just $29.99 a month
Ask youi sales associate

for details

32MB SDRAM

4 GB IDE HD .

24X CD-ROM

512K L2 Cache

10/100 BT Ethernet

56 Modem

Plus New Features: OS 8.5

6 MB SGRAM video memory
Built-in An RAGE lie accelerated 3D

graphics card

Receive the Super Savings

Coupon Book with any

Macintosh CPU purchase

Featuring cash rebates and

premiums on the hottest new

software and hardware products

including printers, scanners,

digital cameras, games

productivity software, Internet

software, USB peripherab for

the iMac and more!

Over $2500 in savings value!

Limited time only.

Power Madntos,
T

S1503

» I ^r I

mmm^

32MB RAM, 4 GB IDE HO, 24X CD-R0M7

512K L2 Cache, lOBt Ethernet

Power Mac G3/300 MHz
64MB RAM, 6 6B IDE HD, 24X CD-ROM,

1MB L2 Cache, Iomega Zip Drive, lOBT Ethernet

S1879

Also. TV viewership is now split

not just among four biggies and cable,

but smaller networks like the WB and

UPN. both of which grew to five

nights of programming this year, as

well as the Interi>et.

Rather than inspiring creativity at

the major networks, of course, viewer

loss has tended to trigger fear of risk,

and pandering to the demographics

that will draw advertisers. Recent

reshuffling at the networks has placed

bottom-line-conscious businessmen

like Scott Sassa and Mel Karmazin in

top positions at NBC and CBS,

respectively, which may mean the per-

petuation of those crummy "Friends"

clones and cheaply produced news-

magazines. It may mean more desper-

ation to hold on to both a guaranteed

hit like "ER," for which NBC is pay-

ing $ 1 3 million an episode, and brand-

name stars like Paul Reiser and Helen

Hunt, each of whom now receives $1

million per episode of "Mad About

You." It may leave less room for

financial gambling on inventive new

shows.

Network fiuster will also mean

more pushy ad campaigns like NBC's

"Must-See TV." The more we reject

network TV. the more ABC will force

its "We Love TV" notion upon us.

reaching its longuirm through super-

markets and onto bananas and into

fruit b<.>wls across the country But the

reality may be that, while we once did

love network TV unconditionally, the

romance is slowly but surely going on

the blink

S2255Power Mac 63/300 MHz
64MB RAM, 8 GB IDE HD, 24X CD-ROM,

1MB L2 Cache, Iomega Zip Drive, 6MB SGRAM,

24-bit video input/output, lOBT Ethernet

S2819Power Mac G3/333 MHz
128MB RAM, 9 GB 7200 RPM Ultrawide SCSI HD,

24X CD-ROM, 1MB U Cache. 6MB SGRAM.-

lOBT Ethernet
^ ^
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PowerBook
W E R B

S2631
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PowerBook G3/233 MHz
32MB RAM, 2 GB HD, 14.1" TFT display,

20X CD-ROM, 56K Modem, (No Floppy Drive)

S3289PowerBook G3/266 MHz
64MB RAM, 4 GB HD, 14.1" TFT display,

20X CD-ROM, 56K Modem, (No Floppy Drive)

S4229PowerBook G3/300 MHz
64MB RAM, 8 GB HD, 20x CD-ROM, Ethernet,

14.1" TFT display, 56K Modem, (No Floppy Drive)

PowerBook G3/300 MHz
64MB RAM, 8 GB HD, l.SxDVD CD-ROM, Ethernet,

14.1" TFT display, 56K Modem, (Nq Floppy Drive)

S4699

• For Information about

Apple Computer Loans, call

1 -800-959-2775

@ CoTTipuler Store

Restrictiom and Payment Polid«: Apple hardware is availaMe only to UCIA

students, setected UCIA Extension students. UCLA faculty, UCLA sUff and UCLA

departments. Extension students should imjuiie at the Computer Store reqarding

eligibility. UCLA Computer Store price requires payment by currency, cashier's check,

or University Credit Union Withdrawal Check made payable to The UCLA Store. VISA,

HasterCard, and Discovtr aic abo accepted Personal checks are accepted up to

$1,000. Money of#rs «t not Kccpted. Siies tax will be added to listed pricts.

UL Lllsio?r
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dmpus Happenings

Travel Tickets

Internships

Apartments for Rent

Tuesday, November 17, 1998

CLASSIFIED
Have a small item to

sell? Visit us at 118

Kerckhoff Hall to

place your ad in the

Bruin Bargains

section

index
ANNOUNCEMENTS

11 •

.

Campus Happenings
1 . ; Campus Organizations
1 .

, Campus Recruitment
1400 Campus Services
1 ^;iJO Birthdays
uoo Legal notices
1700 Lost & Found
1 HOO Miscellaneous
1 jOO Personal Messages
^000 Personals
L^G50 Pregnancy
2100 Recreational Activities

22vJ0 Research Subjects
Sperm / Egg Donors2<00

2400 Tickets Offered
2':00 Tickets Wanted
2b00 Wanted

FOR SALE
2700
2R00
2^*00

3000
3100
^200

3300
3400
3500
>t M M I

3700
3^500

390^^

4000
4100
4200
4300
4400
41-00

Appliances
Art / Paintings

Bicycles / Skates
Books
Calling Cards
Cameras / Camcorders
Collectibles

Computers / Software
Furniture

Garage / Yard SatHS
Health Products
Miscellaneous
Musical Instruments
Office Equipment
Pets
Rentals
Sports Equipment
Stereos / TVs / Radios
Table Sports

TRANSPORTATION •

4/00
4800
4900
5000
5100

5300
5400
5500

Auto Accessories
Auto Insurance
Auto Repair
Autos for Sale

Boats for Sale
Motorcycles for Sale
Parking
Scooter / Cycle Repair
Scooters for Sale
Vehicles for Rent

TRAVEL
5<,00
-",(.20

St.40
St.60
Sh80
5700

Resorts / Hotels
Rides Offered
Rides Wanted
Taxi / Shuttle Service
Travel Destinations _
Travel Tickets
Vacation Packages ^

'v<00

:3M00

tjOOO

6100
6150
6200
6300
h400
6500
6600
6700
6800
6900
7000
7100
7200

1 -900 numbers
Financial Aid
Insurance
Computer / Internet

Foreign Languages
Health / Beauty Services
Legal Advice / Attorneys
Movers / Storage
Music Lessons
Personal Services
Professional Services
Resumes
Telecommunications
Tutoring Offered
Tutoring Wanted
Typing

Writing Help

EMPLOYMENT
7400
7500
•t.OO

7 700
7300
7tOO
'^ .00

'•100

r.'OO

8^00

Business Opportunities
Career Opportunities
Child Care Offered
Child Care Wanted
Help Wanted
Housesitting
Internship

Personal Assistance
Temporary Employment
Volunteer

HOUSING
8400
8500
8600
8700
8800
8900
9000
9100

Apartments for Rent
Apartments Furnished
Condo / Townhouse for Rent
Condo / Towimhouse for Sale

Guesthouse for Rent ^

House for Rent
House for sate

Hou—boats for Rent / Sale

Housing NMdtd
Room for Help
Room for Rent
RoonvnalM • Private Room
Roommatos - Shaped Room

index

advertising information

118 Kercl^hoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles, CA 90024

INTERNET

One Issue, up to 20 words $8.00
.each additional word

Weekly, up to 20 words
...each additional word
Monthly, up to 20 wordsE-Mail: classifieds@media.ucla.edu

Web: http://www.dailybmin.ucla.edu ...each additional word

0.50

27.00
1.50

90.00
5.00

For Classified Display ads,

please see our rate card
for variable rate information.

Classified Line: (310) 825-2221
Fax:(310)206-1359

Classified Display: (310) 206-3060
Fax:(310)206-0528

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Thu: 9:00afTv4:00pm
Fri: 9am-2:30pm
The ASUCLA Communications board fully supports the University of California's policy on nondiscnmination. No medium shall accept advertisements which present persons of any origin, race, sex, or sexual orientation m
a demeaning way or imply that they are limitea to positions, capabilities, roles, or status in society Neither the Daily Bruin nor the ASUCLA Communications Board has investigated any of the services advertised or the

advertisements represented in this issue Any person believing that an advertisement in this issue violated the Board's policy on nondiscnmination stated herein should communicate complaints m wnting to ttie Business
Manager, Daily Brum, 118 Kerckhoff Hall, 308 Westwood Plaza, Los Angeles. CA 90024 For assistance with housing discnmination problems, call the UCLA Housing Office at (310) 825-4271 or call the Westside Fair Hous-
ing Office at (310) 475-9671 Classified ads also appear on-iir>e at httpT/www dailybruin ucia edu Placement on-line is offered as a complimentary service for customers ar>d is r>ot guaranteed. The Daily Brum is responsible
for the first incorrect ad insertion only. Minor typographical errors are not eligible for refunds For any refund, ttie Daily Brum Classified Department must be notified of an error on the first day of publication by noon.

SQ^

DEADLINES
Classified Line Ads:
1 working day before printing,

at 1 2 noon.
Classified Display Ads:
2 working days before printing,

at 1 2 noon.
There are no cancellations after

noon of the day before printing.

PAYMENT
Please make checks payable to

"The UCLA Daily Bruin." We
accept Visa, MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards. Allow 5
working days for mail payments.

HOW TO WRITE
AN EFFECTIVE AD

• start your ad with the

mercharHlise you are selling.

This nruikes it easier for readers to

quickly scan the ads and k)cate

your items.
• Always include the price of your
item. Many classified readers

simply do not respond to ads
without prices.

• Avoid abbreviations—make your
ad easy for readers to understand.
• Place yourself in the reader's

position, ask what you woukj like to

know atx>ut the merchandise, and
include that in the ad. Include such
information as brand names, colors

and other specific descriptions.

Man 1/2 Japanese would like to nneet
Japanese woman 20 - 26 yrs. 5'6" +,

for friendship, possible marriage.
Tel. # (323) 937 - 4353
Fax # (323) 937 - 6332

2300
^pm/EwDonon

2500
IfcMt WMeii

1100
Cuinpiif HapponbKjjt

UCLA READINESS GROUP. Weekly group

for individuals questioning their alcohol or

drug use. Contact Elizabeth Suti lor further

Information. 310-206-1148.

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. DbcusiMn, Fri Slip Study. 2408 Ackwmon

Ttwra. look Study, 2408 Adurmon

M/T/W Im. Drntd A3-029

<W«d.Rni.A3-029

Dbcuuion.Allimw 12:10- IKWpm

fte jIniAeiea or *idMi*M<i vfM fWM a dHnttwfrsMHL

2100
RecroatkNial Activities

MARTIAL ARTS. Katabami Ju-Jitsu Dojo tra:

ditional & authentic ju-jitsu, self-defense t'ai

Chi, yoga, chi gung, meditation. Master Alex-

ey Kunin: 323-512-2538.

TENNIS PARTNERS
LOOKING FOR NEW TENNIS PARTNERS?
Westside Executive Tennis League.

Call Calhi 310-281-3054.

2200
Research Subiects

MALE TWINS NEEDED! For UCLA Re-

search Project. Ages 18-40. $20 tor 1 hour.

Please call 310-8125-9006,

1700
Lest simI FouhI

LOST- Prescription glasses in a dark pink

case. Please call: 310-267-9767.

FREE WINNERS, FREE SCORES. FREE
Lines, no money, no operators, no hassles.

www.line-busters.com.

YOUR CREDIT UNION
Your on-campus&on-line financial services

source, for students, faculty&staff. Visit us at

Ackenrian A-Level, on-line at wwwucu.org

or call 310-477-6628.

NORMAL HEALTHY CHILDREN and adol-

escents 8-16yrs needed for UCLA research

study. Receive $25 for lab experiment and

developmental evaluation, and get a scientif-

ic learning experience. Call 310-825-0392.

POSTMENOPAUSAL WOMEN 45+ (Healthy

or with heart disease) wanted for a study on

coronary artery disease involving small

amounts of radioactivity at UCLA. $25/hr (2

days, 4hrs. each) Call 310-825-1118 or 310-

206-6675.

? ? 9 cf ¥ 9
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ANONYMOUS spemi donors needed. Help

infertile couples while receiving financial

compensation up to $600/month and free

health screening. Convenient hours, located

in Westwood. Call Kim 310-824-9941

EGG DONORS flEEDED
COMPASSIONATE women from all races

wanted by infertile hopeful couples. Ages 21 •

30. Compensation $3,500. Call OPTIONS
800-886-9373

SCANDINAVIAN individual needs egg donor

with similar features. Excellent compensa-

tion. 310-451-9880.

WE'RE LOOKING FOR
A FEW GOOD SPERM. All races. 20-40 yrs.

$50 per acceptable donation. Call OPTIONS

at 800-886-9373.

EGG DONORS
WANTED

If you are a healthy
female between
the ages of 19 and
30 and have health

Insurance.

FUTURE Cade McNown, 1 1 yrs old, yes, he's

left handed, need's two UCLA/USC football

tickets for he and his dad. 818-222-6877.

waniBo

WE BUY CARS. New and old. Running or

not. Jeff 310-714-5808.

27uu

Compensation
$3500.00

Call Mima Navas at

(310) 829-6782

FRIDGE FOR SALE
AMANA FRIDGE: 1 YEAR OLD. Mint condi-

tion. 18.5 cubic feet. Top freezer. $450.00

Jennifer 310-393-6623.

n Dreamairls'
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WAtfTED
^OAAE TESTANALTEHNATn

CONDOM VESIQN

Bic)fctet fbf Site

GARY FISHER MOUNTAIN BIKE- 21 speed
Big Sur. 19' Rock Shox. Brand new. Addi-

tions made. $700.00 obo. 310-392-9617.

3400
Goinpulsii/SolliiBiii

FREE LONG DISTANCEyACCESS TO inter-

net - without a computer. Aplio $209.00/lnter-

net-Phone $309.00 (Exclusive distributor),

UCLA Faculty. 310-230-4231.

LAPTOP COMPUTER FOR SALE!! Only lyr

okl and it comes w/new printer and skJebag.

$1700 00 Call 310208-4772 if interested

earn up

ofadiffi

1 00 by partidpatin]

condom design

study

terial

Couples must Oe:

Male partneMji' 184- ^ Female

Wlllin^nnort on 8

In a staMelplMonship

V Current us^|| Birth

Norplant, dilb. or

age 18-45

lusesv

partner

Pitts, lUD,

itbnv

PJLn;w HICAN/IIALIAN m«la(211 tS-

oofMWMaur awaiiibls lor msnAMomwVoou-

piM. Ca« LUCHC^t 24^ Los AngttM pag«r

$19(yhour I WIN tiav«l any-

<t For more infoi

\
(BOO) 3

rf 9 ? V rf 7 9

loa please call $

1 998 3

V <f 9 9 IP 9

MATTRESS BONANZA!!
SEALY STEARNS & FOSTER Also Ortho-

pedic twin-sets-$79.95. Fulls-$99 95,

Queens-$1 39.95. Pillo«^ops-$299 95.

Kings-19995. Delivery. Beacon Mattress.

1309 Westwood Blvd 310-477-1466.

MATTRESS SETS!!!
Twin $79. Full $89. Queen $139. King $159.

Bunkbeds. DeMvenes. Phorw Orders Accept-

ed 310-372-2337

MATTRESSES. FUTON. DESK Bookshelf

Dinene Sets T Table Lamps Deltvenas 7

diys open Klrig's Furniture 11961 Santa

Monica BMJ 310-57S-4243

tss: S20.MOVINQ
F«a

MCh; tidiuuiii Mt $200. Lamps $10. mort
310-306-3760

'- -\

ESni
GUITAR FOR SALE Fender Squier Strato-

caster (white), excellent condition, includes

strap, stand. $215 OBO Jean; 310-209-

0975. jplinOucla.edu

4200
Rontals

OFFICE SPACE
FOR LEASE

884 Sq ft, $1700/mo. Utilities paid Prime

Westwood location. Call Anne or Yvonne
310-208-1987.

Al-Talib
UCLA'S Muslim Student

Newsmagazine

Car Cover w/lock fits BMW 3 series 1983-91

Waterproof/breathable. Excellent cond., no

markings. Pd/$265 sac/$75. Bike rack lor

same new $35. (310)206-9774.

4ii00
Autos lor Sato

1987 HYUNDAI EXCEL GL Hatchback Red.

with AC, radio/cassette, manual transmis-

sion, runs great, excellent for student.

$1000obo. 310-285-1211 or 310-281-8481.

1990 MAZDA 323. Red. 2-door hatchback.

Super condition, 101)<. A/C, 5-speed. $2350.

3 1 0-826-83 16^ _^_______
1991 ISUZU TROOPER 4wd. 50k miles,

white. $9,500 Call : 2 13-653-2498

.

87' MITSUBISHI burgundy, 2-doors, excel-

lent running condition, perfect for student,

good gas mileage, refurbished. $1150obo

Call 323-658-6463

90* DIHATSU 4-door, 5-speed. a/c. am/fm,

like new, very dependable, looks great.

Below low blue book. $2800obo. Call 310-

277-3665

92' HONDA CIVIC HB CX ,78K. very reliable.

Inexpensive operation&insurance. $4,200.

Call Micah 310-470-9483

5600
Resorts / Hotels

Westu^oocf Inn ^otei

• Irv. ih;in om- mill- from K^.\A ciinipMN

-I rir continqiiitl brijkf.iM

Affordalilc. clean and conifonabic rooms

-I ri-i- ctbli- IV Ik l.(K.il 1olcplK)iif C.ills

-Wfckly and ,«roup rales availahic

For rfsenalions call, (ilO) 474 4262C £

Classifieds

825-2221

'mutkAmmlM
Round Trip /Mrfaics

Lima $375

Cuzco S595

Santiago S689

Sao Paulo / Rio $656

Guayaquil / Quito $570

Buenos Aires $698

C'iit<*o IfcK'liii f*i<*(*/iii

.ilso (i.ick.i^rs to G.il.-tii.iCOt

For Res: 310 652 8821/800 289 0549
PROFKSMONAl, TRAVEL StKVK E

South Anifnciui Spri uiIinLs ( M • i<)i;uj<*i(i

5700
Travel Ifcketo

COMPUTER TRAINING
MAC OR PC BASICS 2-3 hr. software tutori-

als. Call Amy: Chomping at the Byte 310-

455-1154 or email amy43©gte.net

Want to escape

those winter blues?

Ckft^p (k^<(5 (/r«<^( «N<lvi«.

London $392
Paris $348
Cabo $173
Milan $588

French Ski

with airfare' «
i week - $647,1
Fares ar« 10! Do not Indude omss.

'^

lUscricttons apply.Are subject to chsf^*.'

Ifravel-( nniKJ!

GEE: Council on InterMlioMl

Educalionil Eichaofc

10904 Lindbrook Drive;

Los Angeles ^
[3IO]-208-355i

IMMllll SQiwKlll

A HOLIDAY GIFT TO LOOK YOUR BEST
Talented stylist at world renown salon is of-

fering, for a limited time a fabulous precision

cut and style for a very small charge. (Wed.

eveoings only). Contact Mollie 310-286-

0211.

SOOTHING MASSAGE -REFLEXOLOGY-
By Latin Lady. Call 818-548-0505 12am-6pm

6300
Legal Advlce/Attonieys

BANKRUPTCY
GET OUT OF DEBT NOW! Free Consulta-

tion Experienced attorneys, reasonable

f fees. Law Offices of White and Associates

(Cheryle M White. UCLAW "86") 800-420-

9998 or 310-207-2089 1<?301 Wilshire

Bl.Ste 550, WLA

ERASE DEBTS, REBUILD CREDIT
WITH/WITHOUT BANKRUPTCY Renowned
(UCLAW, 73) attorney. Lon B. Isaacson off-

ers superb service/low fees. Free consulta-

tion. 213-487-7200

GREEN CARD
FOR WORK-PERMITS, green cards, and all

immigration problems call experienced immi-

gration attorney. Reasonable rates. 213-251-

9588 for attomey Doreen.

MYER LAW FIRM. Century City. Auto acci-

dents, slips/falls, bankruptcy, discrimination,

sexual harassment. UCLA Graduate Scott D.

Myer. http;//www.bestlawyer.com 310-277-

3000

FREE Flu Vaccine for oil registered UCIA students

Tuesday, 1 7 Nov. - Westwood Plaza, in front of Ashe / 1 to 4 pm

Bring your Bruincard'/ First come, first served / 200 doses

UCLA Arthur Ashe Student Health & Wellness Center

More information about otf^er Free Flu Vaccine events in November:

www.saonet.ucla.edu/health.htm or call 310 825-4073

Movwi/Stofifie

BEST MOVERS. Licensed, insured. Lowest

rates. Fast, courteous-^careful. Many stud-

ents moved for $98. Lie. -T- 163844. NO JOB
TOO SMALL! 1 -800-2-GO-BEST

HONEST MAN W/14ft truck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok. Student discount.

Ask about 10% discount. 310-285-8688. Go
Bruins!

JERRY'S MOVING&DELIVERY. The careful

movers. Experienced, reliable, same-day de-

livery. Packing, boxes available. Also, pick-

up donations for American Cancer Society.

Jerry©310-391-5657.

5900
Financial Aid

$QUICK CASH$
OWN A CAR? Get a cash loan in 30minutes

while you drive. No credit check. W.S.M

888-300-8942.

STUDENT LOANS
GET YOUR Stafford Student Loan from Uni-

versity Credit Union (Lender Code 832123).

Also receive low-cost financial services. 310-

477-6628; www.ucu.org.

6000
insurance

INSURANCE WAR!
WE'LL BEAT ANYONE'S price or don't want

your business. All drivers. Newly licensed.

Student/staH/facully discounts. Request the

"Brum Plan " 310-777-8817 or 818-222-

5595.

CycleTime Company (Smce V

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedicated pro-

fessional. At your home or WLA studio. 1st-

lesson free. No drum set necessary.

NeHr21

3

-654-8226.

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years exp. all

levels and styles Patient and organized.

Guitars available. Sam 310-826-9117.

"GUITAR LESSONS by professional near

UCLA. All levels, guitars avail. Call Jean at

310-476-4154. www.JWGS.com

6700
Professional Services

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

Comprehensive Dissertation Assistance

Theses, Papers, and Personal Statements

Proposals and Books

International Students Welcome Since 1935

Sharon Bear, Ph.D. (310) 470-6662

Motorcycle • Motor Scooter • Moped
Liability insurance is NOW the law

It's less than you thinki

No Ktddmgt

Call for a tree quotel

(310)27&4734
Exchange ad lof mntmum $10 00
dtacount with msuranca purchaaa

/lllslale'
YoiAv in ^ood hands.

Insurance Company
(310)312-0204

1 26 1 NA/^stwood Blvd
C2 t3«*c« So of WHat^lf>

MBA, LAW, MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS!
FRUSTRATED DEVELOPING your critical

personal statements? Get professional help

from well-known author/consultant. 310-826-

4445.

www.winningpersonstatement com

A FREE SESSION
PSYCHOTHERAPY/COUNSELING for de-

pression, anxiety, obsessions, post-traumat-

ic stress, etc. Couples/Individuals. Student

rates. Crime victims may be eligible for free

treatment. Call Liz 1 Gould

(MFC#32388)©310-578-5957 to schedule

your free consultation.

EAGLE EYED EDITOR
PROOFREADS THESES, publications; tu-

tors English, study skills; trains time man-

agement, stress reduction Nadia Lawrence

PhD 310-393-1951 __^__
PRIZE-WINNING

ESSAYIST AND FORMER PROFESSOR
wAwo P^.Ds can help you produce winning

prose ThM68. papers, penoruil statements

Davk) <dav«d«tepacbetl net> 805-646

4455

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Animal's track

6 Bandleader
Arlie —

10 Swerve
14 Act like a

sculptor

15 Story

16 Arm bone
17 Regions
18 Opera song
19 Jar covers

20 Garden veggie

22 Type of bar or

register

23 Nothing but

24 B.C.'s neighbor

26 Gridiron scorers

30 Wander
34 Greek epic

35 Bouquet unit

36 Ye., to Henri

37 Dilly

38 Desen/e
40 Gists

41 —out a living:

scrape by

42 Unusual
43 Stray^alL

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

N A 1 V EIT
AlPIS1 RNIAILI

1 D L E DB N 1 L E

^011 DSSDSQ
X A N A DIUHA M

1

A^T E U R S
A D 1 TM 1 D e R N 1 E

L E S THN E s s L 1 T E

T R E s ea N D E T E D

44 Holds back
46 Move like a "—

dnake
48 Tiger's home
49 Luau garlands

50 Theory
53 Trunk
59 — and void

60 Which thing?

61 Courageous
62 Soft dnnk
63 Assistant

64 Spooky
65 On the bnny
66 Fragrant flower

67 Shouts

DOWN
1 Stnkebreaker

2 Peel

3 Pitcher

Hershiser

4 Egg-shaped
5 Reply

__6 Paper fastener_
7 Type of eagle

8 Tell — : fib

9 Sleepiest

10 God of fire

1

1

Charles Lamb's
pen name

12 Finishes

13 Poison-ivy

symptom
21 Annapolis grad

25 Time penod
26 Greased
27 Stroke of luck

28 — mignon
29 Water, in

Montreal

30 Me. to Miss

31 Flour mixture

32 Musician Blake

33 Stainway pari

35 Beginning for

"view"

38 Battleship

J9 Stammenng
sounds

40 Believe it or —
42 Carnival city

43 Defy orders

45 Garden shrub
46 Furniture piece

47 Diamond —
49 Takes on cargo
50 Ancient

Peruvian
51 Pairs

52 Actress
Sommer

54 Toledo's place

55 Alberta tribe .

56 — Marx
57 Wicked
58 Female

sandpipers

TT

'.•j:^W-

Display

206-3060

-

1

,.it-
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RESUMES PREPARED
STUDENT OISCCXJNT avaHabie. 310-349*

8928

7000
IMOltUQ Off01oil

ENGLISH TUTOR
Term paper/ESL problems? English tutor-

Four years experierKe, published author.

CallJessica 3 10-231-11 07.

MATH/PHYSICS/STATISTICS/English/He-

brew. Computerized statistical ar^lysis avail-

able. Tutoring service. Free consultation.

Reasonable rates, call anytime. Ilan (800)90-

TUTOR. www.my-tutor.com

THE WRITING COACH
EXPERIENCED TEACHER. PhD offers tu-

toring, term paper assistance. English, So-

cial Science, History. Foreign Students Wel-

come. Call: 310-452-2865.

UCLA ENGLISH ALUMNI, pro-writer, young,

superb papers guaranteed. High school and
below welcome. Jeff 213-653-2240.

WRITING TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford University

graduate. Help with English—for students of

all ages/levels. $17/hr. 310-472-8240 or

310-440-0285.

MATURE
ENGLISH TUTOR

ESL
Help with papers.accent

attenuation,reasonable rates

Call Bob Jarsky (310) 477-5203

7100

7200
Typing

7300
Writing IMp

WORD PROCESSING Typing, proofing,

editing, rewriting, research, resumes, tutor-

ing, etc. Fax, email, bring wortt to me Rush-

es. Student discount 818-830-1546

7400
i^iM ihIiimHIiUPDOiBBHDOv

7400

MAKE ONE I^ILLION DOLLARS! Or receive

$2,000 for just participating. Send $2 for re-

vealing info: TRADING PLACES, 222 S.

Flgueroa Street #1212b, LA. CA 90012

7S00

BELLWEB ADVERTISING company. Posi-

tions available worKir>g in internet advertis-

ing. Good communication skills, basic com-

puter knowledge. 213-607-0874.

REAL ESTATE consulting firm seeks self

starter w/attention to detail. Conduct follow-

up phone inten/iews and data entry to exist-

ing clients. No cold calling or sales Home
buying experience preferred but not re-

quired. Requires PC proficient, excellent

communication skills. 25-30 hrs/wk/flexible

plus 2 evenings. $10-l2/hr. Fax 310-914-

1810.

REPORT PRODUCTION PUBLICATIONS
WLA real estate consulting firm seeks well-

organized, detail-onented, motivated individ-

ual w/excellent computer skills to design,

edit, proof, and produce client reports and

presentations, spreadsheets, proposals, etc

Excel. Word. Powerpoint, and familiarity w/ll-

lustrator a plus. Graphic orientation. P/T

•»*i*t(Ti«i(Hia*i(*ti ii«ai«a^aa»r til t^afctatiai ••>.:

$15/hr. Fax 310-914-1810.

ORGANIC CHEMISTRY
TUTOR NEEDED seeking graduate student

only to tutor student. Call Joy 213-939-0470.

SHADOW TEACHER w/experience be-

havioral management for ADHD boy 6-yrs-

old. 7hrs/day. Please call Janet 310-275-

1670 evenings.

TUTORS NEEDED
PRIVATE TUTORS needed for educational

consulting firm's junior and senior high

school clients. Basic math thru cakrulus,

physics, chemistry, French, history, writing,

and SAT. Must have excellent written and

vertoal communication skills. Experience re-

quired. Senior and grad students only Car

necessary. Hours vary on as needed basis.

Competitive salary. 310-474-5783 or fax re-'

sume:3 10-475-6346.

VALLEY TUTORS
PRIVATE TUTORS needed for educational

consulting firm's west valley clients. Basic

math- thru calculus, physics, chemistry.

French, iSpanlsh, history, writirig. and SAT.

Must have excellent written and verbal com-

municalTdn skins. Experience required. Serr-

tors and grad students only Car necessary.

Hours vary on as needed basis. Competitive

salary. 310-474-5783. Fax resume: 310-475-

6346.

SECRETARY/RECEPTIONIST- Perform

various duties in Beveriy Real Estate Com-
pany Pantime/Fulltime. Starling pay $9/hr

w/great future job opportunities. Fax re-

sume:31 0-278-6801 Attn J.Edward Smith.

7700
CMM Care Mtaiited

DO IT WRITE- Word processing, transcrib-

ing, typing, proofing, editing. Fast and accu-

rate. $28/hr. 24hr voicemail. WLA location.

310-441-5955.

HATE TO TYPE? Let me do it for you

Fast+accurate Professional screen plays

accepted. $2/pg. Call-ins 310-839-3101 or

page 310-915-2255.

WORD PROCESSING All types: research

papers, theses, resumes, fliers. Editing,

proofing. &transcnption available. Emergen-

cies OK. Call:8 18-598- 1489 or email

anmlwomn9pacbell.net.

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-

es, dissertations, transcription, resumes, fli-

ers, brochures, mailing lists, reports. Santa

Monica. 310-828-6939. Hollywood. 213-466-

2888.

$500/DAY. Nude modeling-worrien 18^ all

typM. No •xpfience rtecessary Safe, pro-

tesaional anvHonnMnt Refer a friend and

earn $50! 310-358-3865.

INTERNET/E-COMMERCE TRAFFIC dou-

bting every 1 00 days - why not own your own
partonal paroantaga? NYSE tcadad compa-

ny aaaiia broliam. •00-a05-47M.

: leds

8i'b-2221

BABYSITTER SAT AFTERNOONS/EVE;
kids ages 10&12; non-smoking female, ex-

cellent English, own transportation, happy
outgoing personality. Brentwood 310-472-

4684

Child care provider wanted. Must have car

for 2 children ages 10&13. 15-20hrs/wk. 3-

'^ 6pm,^ M-F $8/hr-^gas mileage. Contact 213-

892-9262

CHILDCARE for baby and 2-year-old in

Sherman Oaks. Tues/Thurs/Sat/Sun. Fax re-

sume and references to 81 8-905-5435 or call

818-905-5431.

CHILDCARE NEEDED for 4 yr. old giri

TyeSj^ Wed, Thurs. afternppns in BH. Child^

care development training/female preferred

Must have good California driving record.

$10/hr. 310-553-2925. -

COMPANIONrrUTOR to 16 yr girt with

handicap 3 afternoons and Sat, Sun Need
lots of energy and fun-loving Must have car,

good record. References. Debbie: 310-858-

8933.

DRIVER 2:45-3:45 TUES/WED/THURS
$10/hr. License and good dnving record

Own car. PickupSanta Monica. DropoffBev-

eriy Glen. Female preferred. 310-470-5873.

DRIVER NEEDED $10/hr Balboa Park to

Brentwood. Monday-Thursday 5:30pm pick-

up Good driving record/references. Proof

insurance required. Day: 310-453-1266 Eve:

310-476-4790.

LOVELY PROFESSIONAL FAMILY Desires

mother's assistant for children, hours 4-8pm.

M-F $6/hr Interested applicants please call

Renee: 310-558-8050.

MOTHER'S HELPER wanted in Westwood

M-F. 2-7pm. Drivers license and references

needed. Hours/flexible. $10/hr. Fax resume

310-208-0334 or call 310-208-6004

NANNY to help w/2, 4. and 8-yr-old.

Tues/Wed/Thurs 12:45-445; Friday 12:45-

5:45; Saturday 12-9. Female preferred

Warm, energetic, have some experience

w/children and have safe, reliable car.

$10/hr. 310-276-5330.

P/T RESPONSIBLE, expenenced babysitter

able to cook and clean up after meals Tues-

Sat. 7 9am and Spm-evening Possible live-

in. 310-393-4054 between 8am-8pm

Responsible/kind/fun, UCLA student, to t>a-

bysit tor three nice boys, ages 6.9&13 Sat

evenir)gs; occasiorul weeknights ShoukJ

like books&boardgames, be prepareed to

play $9/hr. Pacific Palisades. 310-454-4504

START BEGINNING DEC 2-3after

noons/wk lor 3-year-old boy DaysAxHjrs

flexible Car necesaary 310-471-8790

^'MtK^ZWIUJl

ChndCmWMsd H, fc, —*- -
HMpiiliiioii

TWO UCLA PROFESSORS living in Pacific

Palisades seek assistance at home on two or

more late aftemoon/evenings/week (help

with errands, cooking, chtidcare-3A7 year

old giris). Salary is negotiable. (310)206-

9290

7800
iMpmnioii

***Retall Sports Chain ***

All Posibons. FiiU tiine and/or Pait tune

ExoeUent pay, commission and benefits

Santa Momca Location

(310)829-7030

ADMINISTRATOR/PROJECT ASSISTANT
(internship possibility). Computer literate,

IBM-Windows/lntemet plus. Senior/graduate

w/strong writing/oral communication. No
dress code/reception duties. $7-$9,

17hrs/wk. Serious inquiries:Fax:310-395-

0509.

STORE DETECTIVES
SECURITY GUARDS. Needed now. No exp.

nee. PT/FT. Up to $12/hr. Call today 562-

776-0878, for Valley 818-386-0170.

$15/HR BRIGHT,

ENTHUSIASTIC
People to teach SAT Prep High test scores

required. Transportation required. We will

train. Flexible Hours. Send Cover leper/re-

sume, including your scores by 12/10/98 to:

A Competitive Edge. Attn: Barry. 9911 West

Pico Blvd. Suite 1025. LA. 90035. No phone

calls please.

$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL mailing or cir-

culars. No experience req Free information

packet. Call 202-466- 1639

$20/HR PT/FT
PROCESSING MAIL! Free supplies,

postage! Bonuses! Rush SASE to

CMA/UCLA Po Box 567443, Atlanta GA,

31156

signupQ info, infomachine.com

-QQ-¥
J7.25/hr and up!
-Myg. *n i

!
ia t iye

'

3 Booome a-

ASSISTANT for business office. For more

details please call 310-278-2750 or fax re-

sume 310-278-0038.

ASSISTANT NEEDED FOR Real Estate in-

vestment company P/T. casual dress, must

have car and insurance. $9/hr. Fax resume

to: 310-479-2402.

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED Earn

$150-$250/night. Wort< P/T while going to

school. Day/eve classes, l-2week classes.

800-974-7974. International Bartender's

school. HUNDREDS OF JOBS!

BARTENDERS TRAINING INSTITUTE of

America offers professional courses for only

$98. Certificate of completion included. Call

today: 1-800-561-1781. Great Jobs!

BEAUTIFUL GIRLS
Make fabulous money if you're dependable

and have a great body Very special position

for lingerie Modeling/massage. 310-387-

7904.

BEST JOB IN TOWN. PLUSH UCLAW OF-

FICE (MID-WILSHIRE) SEEKS SPANISH-

SPEAKING CLERK w/car. $7-$20/hr. Call

George 213-487-7200 and lax resume 213-

383-2884

MODELS NEEDED NOW
No experience required

Catalog. Printwork. Magazines. Movies.
Video & TV Commercials

Men and Women of all Ages
Free Consultation

CALL NOW! 310-659-7000
iJGiA-

Community Sen/ice Officer and explore law

and public relations. Great Pay Flexible

hours. Student-oriented. Web:

www.ucpd.ucla.edu/ucpd/cso. Email:

cso©ucpd.ucla.edu. Phone: 310-825-2148.

U C L A
BANDS

Looking for bands (rock,

reggae, rap, & altemative)

made up of UCLA
students or alumni for

paid appearance

Please call 310-479-1364

7800
I,, %Mtmm^^mMNMpnMIIW

DELIVERY PERSON/CLERK Part-time de-

livery, stockwork. Early attemoon. Need car

w/valid insurance. $8/hr. Hertoert's Pharma-

cy. 310-859-3887.

DOMINATRIX - No sex, no nudity, flexible

hours, experience preferred but can train

Safe, pleasant environment. 213-626-5346

F/T FILE CLERK for immigration law firm.

Century City. Computer-literate, Punctual,

detail-oriented, self-starter. $8/hr. Fax re-

sume: 310-553-2616.

GET PAID TO LEARN the Stock Market.

Professional Day Trading Firm looking for

entry-level assistant. Call Ray. 8am-2pm.
310-470-4025.

GIRLS wanted at exclusive social club in

WLA. Conversation only. No ateohol. Flexi-

ble hours. Earn top $$$. 310-477-9871.

HELP SERVE DINNER Part or Full-time

Monday evenings for 4hours. Wag-
es+meals. Males preferred. 310-208-3281.

HOLIDAY CASH
SALES REPS. Holiday rush. Need extra

Christmas cash or a career change for the

new year? Call 310-657-4376.

HOME TYPISTS NEED-
ED

PC users rweded $45,000 income potential.

Call 1-800-513-4343 Ext B- 10105.

HOMEWORK TUTOR for second grader at

home. 3nights/wk. $12/hr. Diana 213-299-

7322.

HOST(ESS). PT/FT available. Trendy

Chinese Cafe in Century City. Apply Yin

Yang. 10250 Santa Monica. 2-5pm. Elaine.

310-556-3333.

HOSTESS WANTED. Posto Restaurant in

Sherman Oaks. Tuesday-Saturday a must.

4-10pm . $6 50/hr-t-t ips. FT/PT positions

ava il . 0Tg-784-44^(3g

b

etween 2 3:3upm.

OPES1000 E

From Home! Earn $3/Envelope You Stuff,

Guaranteed. For Free Informatiqn, Call 323-

782-4055 Dept. 110

ACCOUNTING ASSISTANT
Chemical Company with Westwood Village

Office. Walk from Campus. $13/hrPT Flexi-

ble Schedule. Bookkeeping experience pre-

ferred. FAX Resume 310-208-0351.

ACCOUNTING DEPT assistant. P/T entry

level position. M-F 2-6. Basic computer

knowledge, car with, insurance, good oral

and written communication skills required.

$9/hr. 310-276-9166.

ADMIN. ASST
P/T Position, SM pediatric physical therapy

office, flexible 20 hrs/week (M-Th) Excep-

tional verbal skills, responsible, reliable, and

detail oriented individual. Experience with

MAC: Word. Quickbooks. database, medical

terminology helpful, include salary history

Fax resume: 310-582-1165

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT Work for

the Rose Parade and get paid. Must know
excel. Start immediately $9/hr 310-230-

0811.

ANNOUNCERS, no expehence necessary.

Host music/talk-shows for our radio stations.

P/T. $10-15/hr. $200+per/show, plus fantas-

tic benefits. 213-468-0080 24-hours.

ASIAN INTERNET
MODELS

GUARANTEED BASE PAY plus $40-60/hr.

possible Safe and secure working environ-

ment. General office staff also needed. Call:

310-398-2213 or 310-880-4726.

BARTENDERS
Earn $10Q-$200 a day

• 2 week tratrong A Job
iMctuded

BIO-MEDICAL. ELECTRONICS, and clean-

room micro-cleaning. Full/Part-time employ-

ment. Some physical work required. Must

have transportation. Evenings/weekends.

Start $7.50/hr. Call Patrick Toll Free @ 888-

263-9886.

Brentwood Bread Company has all positions

available w/good pay. Hiring ASAP, Flexible

hours. No . experience required. 310-826-

9400.

BUSY BRENTWOOD HOUSEHOLD needs

sharp person for grocery shopping/ local er-

rands/walk dog. Must live on the West-

side/have car and clean DMV. 3 weekday

mornings and Sunday afternoons, perma-

nent position 10-15 hrs.wk. Call after 3p.m.

310-273-7396.

CASTING
EXTRAS needed for leature films, commer-

cials, and music videos. Earn up to $240 per

day! No experience needed. Work guar-

anteed! Call today 213-851-6103.

Casting extras for video on how yoga helps a

golf game. Fax resume 310-476-7284.

CENTURY CITY architect/design firm seeks

FT exp professional to run busy office.

PC/Mac/MS savvy. Benefits. No phone calls.

Fax resume/sal. reqt: 31 0-286-230 1/Nakao-

ka Assoc.

CITY BEAN COFFEE in Westwood is look-

ing for coffee lovers full-time/pan-time. Apply

in person at 10911 Lindbrook Dr. 310-208-

0108.

CLERICAL/SALES POSITION. P/T or F/T,

excellent opportunity Love of jewelry. Call

between 12-6pm. Shane's Jewelry. 310-208-

8404.

HOUSEMOTHER for lovely senior Retire-

ment Resident in Westwood. F/^ livje-in

room and board -fsalary. Call 310-207-^818'

INTERNET ACTRESSES
WANTED! Work at home. Make your own
hours. WEBCAM Business needs flirtatious

women.310-798-0592ext. 66. Visit

http://GuestRoomCam.com/'moreinfo.htm

INT'L IMPORTING, Marketing and PR firm

seeks highly motivated, organized individual

w/excellent communication skills to work in

fast paced office. Facets of position include

Advertising. Coordinating Special Events,

Copywriting. Must be fluent in Italian. F/T

$1800/mo+benefits. Fax resume:21 3-653-

1768. Attn:John Patterson, VP

INTL IMPORTING. Marketing, and PR firm

seeks organized detail orientated adminis-

trative assistant to perform such functions as

data entry, faxing, photocopying, phones.

Must be fluent in Italian. P/T, flexible hqurs.

$8/hr Fax resume:2 13-653- 1768. Attn:John

Patterson, VP

JOBS JOBS JOBS

LmGATJQN PARALEGAL
Small AV rated firm seeks paralegal
with min. 1 yr exp In Insurance
defense. Must be proficient In MS
Office '97 Mail to office manager:
1301 Dove St . #480, Newport Beach,
CA 92660

• in MM a |a» -ITS • PARTYIIf

National Bartenders School

1 (800) t»4G • MIXX (fo^yQ)

CLOSERS ONLY!
PART TIME WORK

BEVERLY HILLS CO. seeks tele-sales rep.

to market M. Jordan Merchandise. Call: 310-

247-9901.

COMPUTER ASSISTANCE NEEDED. Ex-

perience w/Adobe Premiere Need help

creating short video clips, to be played in MS
PowerPoint. 310-208-2442

COPY OPERATORS WANTED p/t or f/t

3pm- 11pm and/or 8am-5pm Experience a

plus. Please call 310-277-2679.

CUSTOMER SERVICE- F/T, heavy phones
Will train $8 75/hr plus beneifts. Near UCLA
Fax resume: 310-889-1893

CUSTOMER SERVICE/SALES for live TV
shopping Telephone reps P/T am/pm shifts,

$7-9 start, sales/data-entry exp , excellent

communication skills, reliability a must. Type

45wmp Fax resume: 323-769-3521

DATA ENTRY/CLIENT CONTACT $9/hr

PT/FT -t-Bonus ••Medk:al Excellent wnting

and phone skills Mac experierK^e a plus*

310-358-6053 or fax 310-392-5234

iSTDDENT JOBS w/the UCLA Library. We
work w/your class schedule. Flexible hours

during finals. Apply in person:Charles E.

Young Research Library(YRL). formerly Uni-

versity Research Library(URL) Room 11617

(first-floor). 310-825-7947. Please bring your

UCLA Bmin Card.

LAB TECHINICIAN
P/T For Andrology lab in Westwood. Re-

quires B.S. in Life Science. Phlebotomy

skills-t-previous med lab experience a plus.

Evenings+every Saturday. Fax resume
attn:Donna@310-443-5258.

LIBRARY CLERK- p/t. $8-10/hr. Reliable,

detail orientated person to search library

catalogues for document delivery company
in Westwood. Fax:310-208-5971 AttnSal. or

email <sal@infotrieve.com>

MALE MODELS
Printwork. UB under 25. Lean, any race,

leave name, number&physical stats. Free

interview. Beginners welcome. 213-960-

1066. 24hrs.

MALE&FEMALE
MODELS

OUR MODELS have worthed for Versace,

Abercrombie&Fitch, Estee Lauder, Levi's,

Banana Republic &more! Great Pay! Begin-

ner's ok! Call "free" for an appointment. Otto

(24-hrs)800-959-9301

MANAGEMENT STUDENT WANTED to

assist small business. Near Fairfax, $10/hr,

10+hours per week. Fax resume to 323-954-

7235.

MEDICAL BACK OFFICE/ Billing assistant

F/T Dermatotogy Typing skills Beverly Hills

Fax resume: 310-550-1920

MODELS WANTED by professional photo-

studto for upcoming assignment Male/Fe-

male Pro/Non-Pro Fashion/Commer-
cial/Theatncal Call for appointment 818-

986 7933

Display

206-3060
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MOVIE EXTRA WORK
* Revolutionary new program* Start immedi-

ately* All types^-18-^!* Fun/Easy* No crazy

fees* Program for fr«e medical* Call-24/hrs

213-850-4417.

NEED A HOLIDAY JOB? GUESS is in

search of fun. outgoing, energetk: people for

Century City, Beverly Center, Westside Pavi-

lion, Rodeo, and 3rd Street. We offer aggres-

sive salahes Retail experience is a plus. In-

quire within. Please contact Gina 213-765-

3556.

OFFICE PERSON- for chiropractic offk:e in

Santa Monica. F/T. $10.00/hr. Social skills a

must. 310-236-7708.

P/T CLERICAL POSITION in Marina Del

Rey. 20-40 hrs/week. Flexible schedule ok

between 9-6pm, M-F. Photocopy, type, file,

organize, mailings, enter data, answer

phones. Must be computer literate. Mac
skills preferred. Good writing skills desirable.

$8.hr. Fax qualifications to Shawn at 310-

821-9282.

P/T MEDICAL ASST ENT Front&back Ex-

perience preferred. Computer knowledge"

lOhrs/wk. including Thurs. evening &every-

other Sat. morning. Parking included. Fax re-

sume:31 0-657-8835.

P/T RECEPTIONIST in LA. Any major. An-

swering phones. Good pay. Friendly environ-

ment. Call for an interview. 310-280-2989

ext.180.

PAID INTERNSHIP
CUSTOMER SERVICE, data entry/soltware

testing. MS Office helpful. Great position for

pre-med pharmacy and psych students. 2-

openings. Fax 310 208-483^ or

danielled@ moodsciences.com.

PART-TIME LAW STUDENT 20 hours/wk

P low ibto i CQlloct ionsi small claims court , co.

ordinating with attorney on unlawfuls. $9/hr

310-829-1700, fax 310-829-2630.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT to real estate

developer, fax resume 310-826-3700.

PHOTO LAB p/t assist photo printer or com-

puter imaging. Beverly Hills 310-274-3445.

^POSTAL JOBS~ TO$18.35/HR
INC. benefits. No experience. For app. and

exam information call 1 •800-8 13-3585 exi-

0712. 8am-7pm 7days Ids.inc.

PSYCHOEDUCATIONAL tutor needed tor-

tutoring office in Pacific Palisades. College

degree required. 310-459-4125.

7800

TELEMARKETING
W/WINDOWS COMPUTER SKILLS. Prefer
phone experience Prefer students/grads.
Flexible hours, 9am-5pm starting $8-

$lO/hr+bonuses. 3-blocks/UCLA. Harel
Maintenance. Ron-310-470-6 175.

TELEPHONE Survey Research jobs. UCLA
campus, starts Nov. 19. $9-12/hr English

and bilingual Spanish, Vietnamese, Manda-
rin, and Russian needed. 825-3658

TURN IDEAS into cash!!! Learn how easy it

is to build a successful home business. Call

Money Corp. 1-888-307-4282.

TUTOR/BIG-BROTHER for 12-year-old. Set

flexible pm hours 2 times/wk. Chinese-

speaking preferred, not necessary. $8-

lOdoe. Contact toydangQusa.net

TUTORS-For grades K-12. Experience

w/children required. All levels of Math, Sci-

ence, English, and History including Algebra

II, Chemistry, Cateulus, etc. Spanish and

French. Sophmores+older preferred. $15/hr.

Fax resume to 310-474-7413.

TYPIST. Small WLA Law firm seeks experi-

enced typist. P/T, minimum 70 WPM. Call

310-445-1100.

UCLA ATHLETIC DEPT Students, P/T. Du-

ties include supervising student staff and

performing various office tasks. Previous su-

pervisory and computer skills preferred.

$8.49 with 15-20hrs/wk. Call 310-206-6662

tor details.

VALET PARKING ATTENDANT $8.50/hr,

F/T or P/T. Chuck's Parking Service taking

applications now. Park cars at the best

Hollywood parties. Call 818-788-4300.

VALET PARKING ATTENDANT P/T. Must

be available weekends and lor special ev-

ents. Clean driving record required. $6.50/hr

4 II
I

IS ?\rnM'rfr'\ =
WEB DESIGNER w/html knowledge. Flexi-

ble hours. $12-14/hr. Close to downtown.

CallRona at 213-607-0874.

WEBSITE DESIGN $8-12/hr. Maintain and

expand my websites. 10-15hr/week flexible

Moderate skills needed. Contact Austin

323-874-7312 or

austinxxx@mindspring.com

RECEPTIONIST WESTWOOD LAW OF-
FICES. P/T or F/T Mon-Fn. 9-5 $7.50/hour.

Can do homework on )ob. 310-470-3373.

SALES $12-20/hr. avg. commission +bene-

fits. Full or PT, excellent phone skills for grad

student or GPA 3.5 & above. 310-358-6053

or fax 310-392-5234.

SALES&CLERICAL POSITION P/T or F/T

excellent opporlunity_LQ«e^4fiwelry..J^ll_

between 12-6pm. Shane's Jewelry 310-208-

- 8404. :

SALES/MANAGERS $1.000/hr.??? P/T 1

week. Earn continuous, sizable c6mm/bo-

nuses throughout 1999/2000. Minimal per-

sonal effort. Call 24hrs. for details. ABR/Inc

310-859-5577.

SECRETARIAUOFFICE HELP P/T, after-

noons. Filir>g, some paperwork, some driv-

ing. Prefer Mandarin-speaking. $8/hr, DOE.
310-553-0442 or fax resume 310-553-3009.

SECRETARIAUSALES person in

Westwood. FT/PT Must be dependable, reli-

able, neat, good communication skills. Ask

for Don 310-477-1466

SEXUAL PROBLEMS?
Maintain control, maximize stamina, and last

longer. Amazing, unheard of solutions! Seek-

ing willing product testers. Apply at

www.newremedies.com

SOFTWARE TECHNICAL LEAD. Fast-grow-

ing software company in SFV looking for a

Mac/PC expert to lead our technical/QA ef-

forts. Involves end-user tech support, QA. IS

for our Mac networ1<, and FileMaker pro-

gramming. Please email resume in TEXT

ONLY form (no attachments) to resume© no-

vadevcorp.com

STARGATE/WATKINS
ENTERTAINMENT Actors Wanted! No ex-

perience required. Movies, TV, commercials

Guarantee interviews with top SAG agents.

CALL NOW!!!! 310-577-9711.

WE'RE SEEKING INDIVIDUALS to provide

support to the developmenlally disabled Call

Dwight Istanbulian at 818-361-6400 ext 129

WILDLIFE JOBS
TO $21.60

INC. BENEFITS. Game wardens, security,

maintenance, park rangers. No experience

needed For app.+exam information 1-800-

813-3585 ext-0713 8am-7pm 7days tds.inc.

YOUNG MALES
$10$20/HR Artist seeks totally clean-sha-

ven male, bi or gay preferred, under 21 lor

figure modeling, etc Inexperienced ok. Dan-

ny:810-980-1666.

^BEirY -GlRLS-'^Gifiat ^Mtrsonality/^id

drivers license to check stock on local new-

stands 1 day a week. Susan Moore 310-471-

2287.

7900
Houseslttliig

EXTREMELY RELIABLE, Vassar graduate,

N/S female, seeking to housesit in WLA/ Hol-

lywood Hills, Jan-March 1999. 310-479-

5098, puss #1 for Dana.

HALLIE'S HOUSESITTING. 310-313-9998.

7 years experience. References available.

Long or Shortterm. CONFIDENTIALITY
GUARANTEED.

INTERNS. Acclaimed producer on the Sony

lot seeks interns. Please call Riuk 310-244-

3964.

INTERNSHIP available immediately at small

Los Angeles based international music agen-

cy. Credit only. Flexible hours. Great partes.

Fax resume to:3 10-777-3669.

NATIONAL GUN VIOLENCE ORG seeks in-

tern to wort< on outreach and fundraising in

entertainment industry. Positkjn involves

contact with filnVmusicAv industries. Strong

organizational, communications, writing

skills, stipend available. Contact 310-230-

8177

PAID INTERNSHIP
WESTWOOD LAW FIRM- Flexible hours.

Learn a lot. $7.50+ Good typing skills, com-

puter literate, excel experience preferred

Call 310-475-0481 Resumes preferred:

310-446-9962.

STOCK BROKER TRAINEE- p/t or f/t Flexi-

ble hours: PakJ training Great opportunity

WLA area Close to UCLA 310-229-8979

TEACHER P/T After-school program for

math K-7 grade Send resume to PO Box

0687. Temple C ity. CA91780 626-285-9090

TEACHERS/COUNSELORS needed for al-

ter school enrichment program 12 college

.iinits n»i»ded E>q)erience wtth K-5 FldJdWe-

hours, great pay Fax resume:31 0-445-5628

Classifieds

825-2221

PAID MANAGEMENT CONSULTING IN-

TERNSHIP Westwood based Robert Cha-

rtes Lesser & Co . the nation's leading real

estate advisory firm, is hiring Associate In-

terns Duties include preparation of martlet

and financial feasibility analysts for real es-

tate protects Must have strong quantitative

and quahtitattve skills Seniors preferred.

Email BkeliyOrclcocom
Web:»MMW.rclco.com

8d00

Scott Wynne, Producer&president of Wynne
Entertainment located at Sony Pictures on

the lot, is looking for interns 1 -2 days/week to

perform coverage on scripts Job includes

readir)g 2-3 scripts/week arxJ writing cover-

age on them. Help needed in offk:e also.

Great leamrhg expenence in a fun&exciting

atmosphere. Davkld310-244-3445 Or fax

resume:3 10:244-0447.

SEEKING psychology and educational

graduate volunteers to pursuit inner action

w/5th grade students in Brentwood school

Great opportunity to devek>p and conduct re-

search project on learning series while men-
toring students. ChaMes Tripp: 805-296-6711

after 4pm.
.

Top 10 internship program is looking for

dynamic, hardworking students. For more

infonnation please call 213-243-7027.

WANT A 'KEWL'

INTERN JOB?
Intern/admin assist, for Internet entertain-

ment Co. P/T, flexible, $7.50/hr. Fun, fast-

paced environment. Fax resume: 310-754-

4009 or email mo@celebntysightings.com

8100
Personal Assistance

HEARING IMPAIRED young adult needs

help in reading/communication skills. 2-

3dys/wk, daytime. Fee negotiable. Prefer

someone with special education back-

ground. 310-472-5648.

8400
Apartments for Rent

3BDRM + LOFT
WESTWOOD New, view, large, secured,

alarm doors, washer/dryer inside unit,

month-to-month, pets ok Beginning of Dec.

310-998-1501.

1-BDRM$650
NEAR SHERMAN OAKS GALLERIA. Huge

apt. Ideal for roommates. Garden courtyard,

pool, /VC, phone-entry. Minutes to campus.

818-997-7312.

_1-MINUTE TO UCLA_
1 bdrm, furnished, bright, clean, quiet, secur-

ity entrance, large closets, carpet, pool, lyr

lease. $900/mo. 310-824-1830.

1380 VETERAN- 2bdrm/2bath. $1525&up.

Park view, pool/jacuzzi, security, gated park-

ing, laundry, all appliances. Move-in Dec 1.

Cats considered. 310-477-5108. '•

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 2-BEDROOM $950-

$1195. LARGE. UPPER/LOWER. UNU-
SUAL CHARM. SOME W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.

310-839-6294.

BRENTWOOD $1.495/mo. 2bd/2ba. front,

balcony, stove/refrigerator, dishwasher, car-

pet/drapes, laundry, parking, near UCLA,
shown by appt. 11728 Mayfield #1 310-271-

6811

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT- Bright spacious

upper 2tKJrm/2bath. Parking. Fireplace, bal-

cony. $1139/mo. 2week8 free rent! Call 310-

478-1971.

CasaBlanca West

Large Furnished

& Unfurnished

Bachelor $675
available Dec 1"

super ck)sets. Low Securitjf Oepoilt

530 Veteran
208-4394

WESTWOOD SOUTH. Chamiing onginal

Spanish duplex w/pool. 2-^1/2 up, 2+1 3/4

down. $549,000. Tom Brook. AgenL 310-

979-4000 ext.404.

HomingHeeded^
Still looking

for a place to live?

Let ue help.

• Roommate Listings

• Apartments for Rent

• General Rental

Information

'^IICLA Community Housino Office

|Efl»t Ratio of 5proul Hall* 325-4491

www.cho.ucUi.edu

BRENTWOOD- $1,850. Spacious, sunny,

upper 3bdrm/2ba w/balcony. North of

Wilshire. New paint&carpet, refrigerator,

built-in stove, parking, laundry on site, quiet

8-unit building. 11921 Goshen Ave. #4. Open
Sat&Sun, 10-4pm 310-571-0293.

PALMS 2bdrm tba, upper apartment, balco-

ny . bu il t in. porh ing Now pa inWoarpot/bltwUfrF-

PARIS-LA EXCHANGE SOUGHT Charm-
ing,quiet, architect's house (50m2) w/private

garden in east Parts for similar in SM or

nearby from 12/1/98. Please call

011+33+1.43.48.94.24 or

100523. 1630Ocompusen/e.com

Roontef He^

BEAUTIFUL VIEW ROOM in exchange for

light housework. 1 block east of UCLA, nodh
end. Owner occupant Dr. Lorraine O'Con-
nell. Call 9-4. 310-279-1812.

LIVE-IN. SMALL SALARY. Near Universal.

Pad childcare, part housesitting. Prefer Grad
student. Must like kids. Gillian Hyde 818-

347-5425.

9400
Room tor Rant

BRENTWOOD- 1 Bedroom available in

bright, spacious 3bd/2ba apartment. AC,

W/D, dishwasher, furnished. Close to San
Vicente shops&restaurants. $650/mo. 310-

820-0711.

BRENTWOOD. Luxurious apartment. Fe-

male only. Fumished bedroom own bath. Full

kitchen privileges. Parking. $525/mo-utilities

included. 310-477-3173.

CULVER CITY Female roommate. Private

room/share bath. Nonsmoker, no pets Grad

student preferred. $500 (includes utilities).

Day:81 8-503- 1424 Eve:31 0-837-9943 San-

Jk
Refrig $815 310-476-6532.

PALMS Single apt from $495. 1-bdrm, $595.

Stove. $600deposit (or single and

$900deposit (or 1-bdrm 1-year lease. 310-

837-1502 leave message.

SHERMAN OAKS. SINGLE $700/mo, 1-

month Free Rent! Pool/gated parking/securi-

ty/dishwasher/gym, Furnished available

E ax/ T V / C D p I a y e c/ 2 - b e d 5 /mj .-

crowave/desk/lamps/tables/more Available

Nov 20. 15min from UCLA .Call 818-994-

0712,

SPACIOUS UPPER DUPLEX on W 6th St.

3bdrm/2(ullba new Berber carpet, wash-

er/dryer, slove/relrig. $2300/mo. Call :
213-

653-2498.

WESTWOOD- Single apartment. $750-

$795. Bright, cheerful, patio, pool. Walk to

UCLA Shopping, transportation. 1942 Pel-

ham.310-446-9348.

WESTWOOD. Large 1-bdrm. $995. Malcolm

Ave. near Westwood&SM Blvd 14unil build-

ing w/pool, parking, laundry, hardwood

floors, stove. 818-995-8866 ext.312, Monica.

WLA- 2bdrm/2ba. $1250-1295 Prime loca-

tion. Bright, cheerful, patio. Walk to l|?tA,

"slTdpplng, transporfalidh. 1242 S. Welle^Iey.

Near Wilshire. Wont last. 310-207-7209.

WLA. $825-$850. 2bdrm/1.5ba. Dishwasher,

AC, carpet, drapes built-in Extra large

fenced patio. 310-670-5119.

WLA; Single- $650. One person, no pets.

Stove, refrigerator, full kitchen, car-

pet&blinds. Parking, laundry. 2 miles to

UCLA. Shown by appointment. 11321 Mas-

sachusetts Ave. 310-477-8750.

WLA. Large single. 1917 Spanish mission
building. High ceilings, hardwood floors, sep-

arate kitchen&dining room. 1-yr lease, $750.
Betty: 310-479-8646.

HOLLYWOOD HILLS Quiet room, secluded

hillside home, near Mulholland/Coldwater.

Microwave, refrigerator, cable, pool, patio.

Offstreet parking. Avail Decl $450. 213-

654-6968

LOS ANGELES-ROOM FOR RENT in 4-

bdrm house. $400 +1/4 utilities. Includes all

house privileges. Call 310-836-8774.

WEEKLY HOTEL RATES Jolly Roger Hotel

in Marina del Rey offering special student

rates $255.36/wk. tax, maid sen/ice, conti-

nental breakfast included Call David: 800-

822-2904.

WESTWOOD $475
WALK TO UCLA Beautifully furnished huge

private bedroom. Kitchen, laundry. Parking.

MALE STUDENT PREF Available 12-01-98.

310-473-5769.

WESTWOOD. Furnished guest bed/bath.

Pnvale entrance & parking. $475/month

w/laundry, utilities, cableTV, microwave,

refrigerator, yard Will accept $200/mo. in

trade for babysitting M-F,4-6pm. 310-277-

0507. Steve or Mane.

WESTWOOD. Room for rent. Own bed-

room/bath. Backyard, kitcherVlaundry, gated ^

parking, N/S, clean, quiet, female student.

Close to UCLA. $525/mo.+ullllties. 310-477-

0112.

WLA Living room to rent. $350/mo. Close to

UCLA. 2nd floor, pool, gym, tennis, utilities

included. Female preferred 310-445-9412

Aparfmenls Furabhed

MAR VISTA, $535Aup/month. Ask about

move in special. Attractive, furnished 1-

bdrm. Large, pool, patio, barbecue area.

Quiet-building. 3748 Inglewood Blvd. 310-

398-8579.

CondQ/Towidieose liir ileirt

MAR VISTA 2bdrm/1.5ba Stove/refrig.,

washer/dryer, patio, parking space, pool,

spa, new paint, newer carpet, quiet. Close to

UCLA. $1025/mo. 310-390-1105.

8700
Condo/ltoMfmioiise for Sale

BRENTWOOD. Large home 3-bdrm/2-bath

penthouse +toft and sundeck New paint,

carpet,appliances. 2-car skJe-by-side park-

ing. $379,000 A Buchman 310-471-

6363ext123 '"--•Mw^ii Banker

GuetttMNite for Rent

BEL AIR Guesthouse, %675/mo.. 1 mtle to

UCLA, pets ok Lisa 310-472-4833

BEVERLY HILLS fumished guesthouse

ibdrm. kitchen, eating area, thower^th

UCLA gndusle student preterrtd No pets

rDec 1 310-271 -8»ll

Roomnurtet-Pilvele Heom

5-MIN TO CAMPUS .

WESTWOOD: Available now for nonsmoker,

utilities included. Huge fully furnished private

t>edroom in deluxe apanment. $600. Call:.

310-477-2678.

ASIAN/QUIET/CLEAN. WLA—Asian lady

needs quiet roommate. Nk:ely fumished.

Bus in front of house, Westwood/Pico. No-

smoking/pets Private bed sharebalh.

$450/month+utilities. 310-475-8787.

BEVERLY GLEN CANYON Private room in a

house. Mountalntop view, quiet, sunny.

Washer/dryer, 10 min. to UCLA. Studkxjs.

non-snx)king male tenant. $400 incl.. utili-

ties. Leave message for Jim at 310-470-

2142.

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT your own bed-

room and full bath in a 4bdrm. apt. $495/mo.

w/all amenities. (310)477-6322.

PALMS. Student, dean, non-smoker. Spa-

cious 3bdrm, convenient location. Rent

$433, need first&last. Contact 310-838-0543

before 8pm.

PALMS/CULVER CITY 2bdrm Iba Cute, se-

cured building/parking, ck>se 405 access,

near beach, new carpet, have cat. No move-

In fee/deposit $437 50/rTX). + 1/2utilities. Fe-

male prefened 310-559-5551.

REDONDO BEACH
Large master bdrm w/own bath in 3bdrm apt

Share w/2 other females Female pflerred .

$600/nx>. Amenities included. 310-209-

0049

VENICE- Own bdrm in 3+3 Slipa to beech
FemaiepraferredAvaNible 12-01 06 Stiwi

paiMng. no pels $485 OOMw 310-574-0016

or 1lO-a23-Mi4

Display
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VENICE/SANTA MONICA. 1 bdrm availatXe

in 4bdrm house w/2bth. Washer/dryer, fire-

place. Backyard&hardwood fk>ors. $425/mo,

avail 12/1. Female N/S preferred. 310-450-

3177.

VETERAN+OHIO- 2&2 with loft condo. Pos-

sible 3/2 24hr. guard. Secure park., spa.

pool, washer arxJ dryer. $l550/mo. Call Kar-

en©31 0-372-2950. Avail. 12/1

WESTWOOD Own room/bath ($480). Seek-

ing female professk>r^l or graduate student

to share 3-bdrm/2-bath. Nonsmoker. no pets.

December Isl. 310-712-1217.

WESTWOOD. Professional to rent bedroom

In large 3-bdrm72.5-bath house. $600 +l/3u-

tilitles. Fireplace. patkD. W/D. Call 310-477-

8922.

WLA Roommate wanted. Luxurious pent-

house. 2-bdrm-fk}ft/3-bath. Spack>us, two

bakx>nies. NO,, fireplace, private patio, share

w/1 male/1 female. $6504utilites. Dave 310-

478-1122.

WLA/PALMS- Own bdrm/bath in chamiing

2-t-2. $450/mo+ utilities. Female graduate

student preferred 310-837-2292

Imo
BooniiiUitei^Siiarod itoow

BRENTWOOD- Charming, sunny

2txJrnrV2bath to share in heart of Brentwood.

Female/professional grad student, non-

smoker preferred. $475/mo plus utilities.

Available 12-01-98. Andrea 310-826-4512.

GAYLEY- 2minutes to UCLA. 2bdrnfV2ba

condo to share. Secure entrance, parking,

fully furnished. No pets/smoking. Female

preferred $450/mo. 310-208-7748

LANDFAIR. Female roommate needed.

Available Jan. 1. Share room In 2-bdrm/l.5-

bath. 2-story apt. 5min to campus. $390/nx)

+utilities. 310-443-5757.

WESTWOOD 501 Gayley. Female N/S.

Large 1-bdmr»/1-bath w/2people.

$360/mo-futilities. Must like anirrwls. Kitch-

en&parking. Ciean&fully-furnished. Start late

Nov. Hope©3 10-508-5734/213-629-1986.

WESTWOOD. Female roommate wanted to

share 1 -bdrrT\/1 -bath spacious apt on Land-

fair. $490/mo. Available ASAP Call 310-208-

8311.

Wl>. Share room In spacious 2-bdrm/2-bath

apt. 5-minutes to UCLA. Security buikJing,

gated garage. A/C, laundry. Low security de-

posit. $310/mo. Callie©2 13-680-4462.

9iii

BRENTWOOD Bdrm w/bath in huge fulty-

fumished 2-bdrm apartment. Gated parking.

$650-t-utilitie8. Available Dec 1. Call Moe
310-471-9193^

WESTWOOD. Need female subletter to

share room from now to July $330/mo. 562-

625-9875.

\^\\\\\

wiClDOii IMIIlall

CABO SAN LUCAS:New Year*s©Solmar

Beach Club (5-star resort). 12/26-1/2/99.

Sleeps four, partial kitchen, beach front.

$1200. Airline tickets available. 310-474-

8125.

IDYLLWILD BEAUTIFUL MTN. CABIN San

Bernardino Nat'l Forest Fully equipped. Hot

tub. fireplaces. Views. Sleep 4+. $250/wee-

kend. 310-794-5515 310-391-6808

listen
to the game

on your TV
^Z Connecticut Huskies vs. ^6 UCLA

KLA. UCLA's

student mn
radio station, is

broadcasting the

biggest home
opener in

women's
basketball

history live on

channel 29 in

the dorms.

KLA@29
KLA e c»->aTnel 29 n the dorms

^asis^y.c^fxytk.

"^^< .>: j'Xt. .>f\ • 3*.-

>:^..??r>^

TUESDAY EVENING

BROADCAST STATIONS

A = Century Cable B = Channel Name C = Bruin Cablevision NOV. 17, 1998

(2)

TIT

TIT

®r

11

13

34

28

9

11

13

25

News 'K CBS News News IL

News 3:

Sister,

Sister "K

Sister.

Sister K
Cfiarlie Rose (In Stereo)

rraws JL

Change of

HtartX

Mr. Cooper

Love
Connection

Roseanne
(In Stereo)

RicKl Lake Dumped m
favor of secret loves.

Primer Impacto

News i: NBC News

Fresh
Prince

Fresh
Prince

Newshour With Jim
Lehrer "K

News S

Judge Judy
n Ste(In Siereo) Stereo)

Married.

With

Frasler (In

Stereo) te

Noticias 3:

ABCWtd
News

Real tV (In

Sinuwons
(In Stereo)

MadAlMUt
YouX
Noticiero

Univislon

Ent.

Tonight

Extra (In

Stereo) K
Friends (In

Stereo) t
Life and
Times

Jeopardyt

Hard Copy

Home
Improve.

Frasier (In

Stereo) b:

Hollywood
Squares i:

Access
Hollywood

Seinfeld

"The Slicer"

Huell

Howser

Wheel of

Fortune IC

LAPD: Life

on the Beat

Simpsons
"Das Bus

'

News

Ml Pequena Traviesa Vivo por Elena

JAG "People v Mac" (In

Siereo) S
Mad About
You3C

Just Shoot
Me:s:

Buffy the Vampire Slayer

"Revelations" (In Stereo)

"My Father's Shadow: The Sam Sheppard Story"

(1998, Drama) Peter Strauss. Premiere. (In Stereo) E
Just Shoot
MelC

Workingjin
Stereo)!?:

Felicity Julie copes with a

ma|Of crisis. S
India: Land of the Tiger (In Stereo) (Part 3 of 3) E

Home
Improve.

Newsi: NewsS: News 3:

King of the

HillX

MoMha(ln
Stereo) a)

Hughleys
"Sydney"

S

King of the

Hill (R) K
Cluelats (In

Stereo) IS,

Spin City

(In Siereo)

bpons
Night S
Newsi: [News "K

Guinness World
Records: Primetime S
Greatest

Pets

Reunited
(In Stereo)

Desencuentro

Dateline (In Stereo) IL . News 'S.

News (In Stereo) 3E

Too Close to Heaven-
Gospel Music

NYPO Blue "Brothers

Keepers" (In Stereo) (PA)

News:s:

News

BASIC CABLE STATIONS

44

33

54

39

43

57

75

38

26

8

19

18

27

12

14

42

32

56

58

12

65

76

26

44

42

39

41

40

64

71

38

Biography "Mick Jagger"

"j "Po/n/e/anA"(1967)

Inside Story: Danaerous
Seas: U.S. Coast Guard

ee Marvin. A gangster
vows revenge on the parlrier who left him To die.

Profiles "Jose Carreras

A Lite Story" (R)

World Today S:

(4:00)**v, "Heaven Help
l/s"(1985)

Cochran & Company
(Live)

•** "Torch Song Trilogy"

"Inspector Morse:

Masonic Mystenes"

Lee Marvin:

Portrait

A Personal

Law & Order
"Turnaround" (Part 2 of 3)

Biography
(R)

'Mick Jagger"

1988) Harvey Fierstein, Anne Bancroft.

* * V, -Bad Day at Black Rock "
( 1 955,

Drama) Spencer Tracy. Robert Ryan

A sensitive drag queen seeks tove in a disapproving world 'R

Larry King Live S:

One Night

Stand
{Make Me
[Laugh

Prime Time Justice

Prime Time Public Affairs

Late Edition Primetime

Daily Show

Trial Story

ItiFT
Money

Wild Discovery "Lions of

the Kalahari" (R)

MysterlM A
Scandals

Model TV

New Detectives "Traces

of Guilt"

Talk Soup Fashion
Emergency

Great Structures of the

World

News Dally

(4:30) NHL Hockey: Philadelphia Flyers at Pittsburgh Penguins.
From the Civic Arena. (Live) jE

3 Friends,

;>erTy

Goldan
GirtaX

Pet-wee's
Playhouse

GoMtn
Girls X

Show Me
the Funny

Ellen X

Jams Countdown Method Man. (In

Stereo)

Catdog

Board WUd

AN That (R)

(In Stereo)

Uramate
FanLaagut

Figure It

Out

LaatWord

Show Me
the Funny

Ellen (In

Stereo) X
Cut (In

Stereo)

Sacrtt-of

Alex

FOX Sports

"National Lampoon's Animal House" (1978) Delta

House members try to save their repulsive fraternity

Savaiby
Ban

USA High
(k> Siereo)

Harculaa: Tfir
Legendary Joumaya 11

Oh Not Mr.

Bill

Mysteries A
Scandals

Bloopers

19)

Addams

Party of Rva "Leap of

FaHh" (In Stereo) X

Death

Doug (In

Stereo) X
^orta
News

SHI A Oily

(In Stereo)

Hay Arnold!
(In Stereo)

Football

WWy

Sports
Tonight X

Brooklyn
Bridge

Moneyline
(R)X

Primer Impacto: Edlcion

Nocturna

Inside Story: Danaerous
Seas: US Coast Guard

News K Late Show (In Stereo) X

Friends (In

Stereo) K Stereo) iC

Tonight Show (In Stereo)

X
Cheers (In

Charlie Rose (In Stereo)

NewsS NighttineX

Jerry SpringerX

Married.

With

Newsradio
"Twins" X
Noticias X

M'A'S'H X

Mad About
YouX
Noticiero

Univision

Murphy
Brown X
Life and
Times

f olitfcafty

Incorrect IE

Change of

HeartX

Living

Single X

Late Late Show (In

Stereo) X
Late Night (In Stereo) X

Nanny (In

Stereo) X
Psychology

News (R) X

Love
Connection

Cops (I

Stereo)

Star Trek: The Next
Generation (In Stereo) X

Profiles "Jose Carreras:

A Life Story" (R)

* "Pete Kelly's B/ues '(1955, Drama)
Jack Webb. Janet Leigh. Lee Marvin.

Larry King Live (R) X

**"S//vefSfrea/f"( 1976, Comedy) Gene WikJer. A
long train ride leads an editor to love and mingue.

Cochran & Company (R) Prime Time Justice (R)

Prime Time Public Affairs (R)

Sherlock Holmes
Mysteries (R) (Part 2 of 2)

Lee Marvin:

Portrait

A Personal

Al Ritmo de la Noche

Law & Order
"Tumaround" (Pari 2 of 3)

News (R) X

Later (RWIn
Stereo) X

News (R) (In Stereo) X

Instructional

Programming

Entertain-

ers

'Of Human
Bondage"

Maury Scarred women tell

ttieir stories. X
Cops "Las

Vegas"

X

Paid
Program

El Gordo y
la Flaca (R)

Happy
Days

Paid

Program

El Blablazo

**'/^ "The Scarlet

Pimpernel" ()93S)

•• "Torch Song Tntogy"(1988) Harvey Fierstein, Anne Bancroft.

A sensitive drag queen seeks love in a disapproving world. 'R'

• V, "St. Louis Blues "(1958. "The Lonely

Biography) Nat King Cole, Pearl Bailey. [Man" (1957)

Late Edition Primetime
(R)X

Viva Variety Pulp
Comics IX

Trial Story (R)

Justice Files "Young
Guns (R)

True Hollywood Story
"Brandon lee" (R)

SportscenterX

AXN Dfs;

—

Camera

CMcago Hope "Second
Chances" (m Stereo) B
EjftSpy
Video

Thombaf-

Say What?
(In Stereo)

Cousin
SkaalarX

Hardcore FoottMil

"National Lampoon's Animal House" (1978) Delta

House members try to save their repulsive fraternity.

(4:05) PGA Golf: Grand Slam ol Golf - First Day. From
Course in Hawaii. QC «

Xana: Warrior Princaaa
(R) (In Stereo) 1!

66

PREfVIIUM CABLE STATION

the Poipu Bay Resort GoN

Waftar, Tana Ranger
"DeadVVisk)n"[E

Wild Discovery "Lions of

the Kalahari" (R)

Making of a Supermodel

(5)

World'a Strongest Man
CompaHtlori 1997 (R)

New Detectives "Traces

of Guilt" (R)

Talk Soup

i5L
Track and
Field

Queen (In Stereo) (Part 3 of 3)

Night Stand

NBAs
Great

Any Day Now "Duck and
Cover" m) (In Stereo) X
Total Request Uva (R)Total Reqi
(In Stereo)

Brady
Bunch

Goln' Deep (R)

Wonder
Years X

Babylon 5 "There All the

Honor Lies" (In Siereo) X

Oh Bab
Stereo)

(In

Real World
(In Stereo)

Taxi (Part 1

of 2)1]

FOX Sporta Nawa

Maggie (In

Stereo) X
Will Smith
Enemy

Taxi (Part 2

of2)m

Lois A Clarfc-Suparman

Sports
Tonight X
Dally Show

Moneyline
•R)X

teln's

Money

Cochran A Company (R)

Showbiz
TjdayX

Brooklyn
Bridge

Crossfire

(R)X

Saturday Night Live Sara
Gilbert. X
Prime Time Justice (R)

* * • "The Member ol the

Wedding" {}9S2)

Interna-

tional

Viva Variety

(R)

Public Policy Conference

Paid

Program

Newsroom
X
Daily Show

Paid
Program

Great Structures of the

World

Howard
Stem

Sportscenter X

Howard
Stem(R)

700 Club

Attitudes X
Cut(R
Stereo'

(In

1 Love Lucy
X
FOX SporU News

Golden
GiriaX

Paid

Program
Paid
Program

Melrose Place "Last Tram
to Baghdad"

Up Close

AXN(R)

Golden
GiriaX

Loveline (In Stereo)

BawHched

ER "Fear of Flying" (In

Stereo) X
** "FranAie and JohnrTy"( 1991. Comedy-Drama) Al Pacmo.
An ex-con tries to break through a waitress's icy veneer. X

MaryTylar
MooreX
LaatWord

•National-

House''

1
New York Undercover
"kilemal Affairs" X

** Taniir'' (1983. Drama) James Gamer. GO Spradiin An Anny ]•• "Chrome SoMers" (1992) Gary Busey. Vietnam
oMwer commandeers a tank to rescue his son. Tme Aoprommate. veterans reunite to avenge thair tnend's murder.

Paid

Program

Talk Soup

a

Paid
Program

Night Stand

NHL Hockey: Philadelphia Flyers at

Pittsburgh Penguins. (R) X
LHe,

Camera
Paid

Program

Unsolved Mysteries (In

Stereo)

Plaaaure

Cheat

TaxlKl

Ultimate

Fan League

Sex-Rated
Countdown

mio

NcwhartX

Board WHd

a

Paid
Program

Homicide:
Ufe

lour(R)

Dick Van
Dyke

HaHaof
Fame

•• "Stand and Deliver" { 987 Drama)
Edward James Olmos, Rosana OeSolo.

SilkStakinga
"Appearanc^" (In Stereo)

Mason
defends a murder i

SHk
Stalkiny

hrtaratitiai

FW

34

33

(4:00) *** 'TTw FWi
Elawanr(19g7)'PG-13'

M the Wall IMadLlbaX

(4::MiUH'\Us
Vacyon"(igg7riiPG'S

oifhe uvMW
;4g#«* ^Mandb'

ititii oaaHjiMbv (19601 Michael Kaaton. Two
try to scare away iheir home's new tenants. B

LovaB
Bug'aLNe

**H The Btoorfo^Heroat" (1969.

Adventure) Rulger Hauer IT IE

** "Slaer (1997) Shaquite O'Neal An amwr-dad
superhero baKas a tormar colaaoue PG-IS* K
^%o»m Aa floM» liteti&«W TiavTT;^
superhero baKas a tormar colaaoue

'

brothers try to tiwait Vwir Miar's businaas i

_ . .Rmoeri

**« iCharfoffe'; Web'hm) Alarale IBug'a LJIe

spider helps %am a pig from siaucMer

ttytolh

vlThng/ (1966) Two BrSBT
') TUdi Swinlon B Harv-ipars dtoQwer f>a» homoaaawally

FMh itirit TriMrte Parts" (1967 Comadv) Radn's Howard
Stem becomes king of the New Yorfc aini»avas "R B

[ pig from ilau^er .

TSeAa*vn«ki»r"(1997) Malt Damon A rookie
^-

g big nauranoe company Blawyerjoas up iQ|*wj > hy

**% "The Bofsblub'[\Wf

^tuyj "Akein Wonderlancr hxT)
Voices of Kathryn Beaumont. 'G' B

(ki Siereo) B

[
^jU^i ftp'(iy) Townapayii tri

IsuJoda-nMnoad man In a oMWly

,D»ina)
Slawo)'ff

wHi Diaiwy Pfaaaiiia
"Two Happy Amigos" B

Scorpion (In SNreo
'

|loaar baoowiaa a pawn in a

me:
WB Ml

Zorro,
Stereo))B

**•* The Urtt)uchaMM"(1967.
Drama) Kevin Costrwr. (In Siereo) "R* B

**«Vi Ti«'s6^q«u"(1997. Drarna)JurniM9niolM

iidiay \iri, 'lotto, the Avenger'

Mouaa Club 1(1956) Guy Wiiams. B

A giri'starnilyia unravels in 1960s Louiaiana.'R'B

^rk^lV»'^}m^oimofli/lyS»er§^{^9K)An^lmnoa |Cawpro-
noMlBfs darsonal la sinks to diamal dabita "R mMm
** WafWi'^lMU rotund lean > 'UmrnkPemXi
andhispilhaadomiBrlunin»aaun. ISuapahaa) CWatophai

"A Breed

Hot aBnnBB

aJ>'(iM.
ISuapahaalCWatopharLawbany

IlirO'^

2221
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STEINBERG
From page 28

late as any in sports. Aside from

Young, Moon and Karros, Steinberg

and partner Jeffrey Moorad have

secured the trust of Dallas Cowboys

quarterback Troy Aikman, New
England Patriots quarterback Drew

Bledsoe, Kansas City Chiefs line-

backer Derrick Thomas, boxer Oscar

De La Hoya, New York K nicks guard

John Starks and Pittsburgh Steeler

quarterback Kordell Stewart.

"(Steinberg) is the king of the hill,"

says rival agent Drew Rosenhaus.

"You have to respect his accomplish-

ments."

Steinberg has outlined his path to

the success in his new book, "Winning

With Integrity," co-authored by

Michael D'Orso. In the book,

Steinberg shares his insight on life and

business and his "twelve essential

rules of negotiation."

Steinberg explains that the ratio-

nale behind authoring the book was

that "people are terrified of negotia-

tion, but everybody is negotiating on a

daily basis, whether it be student and

professor, husband and wife, or buy-

ing a new car.

"People need to employ regular

tactics to be happier, the negotiating

process is important in every facet of

life."

Two highlights from the twelve

steps include his first rule, "align your-

self with people who share your val-

ues," and "establish a climate of coop-

eration, not conflict."

Steinberg writes, "Successful nego-

tiation is the result of comprehensive

research, and bridging the gap

between your position and theirs with

a persuasive, mutually satisfying

proposition based upon facts, reason

and fairness."

The success of Steinberg's negotia-

tions have led some to blame agents

for the escalating salaries in sports.

He sees the issue a different way,

placing the blame on the development

of the television industry. Steinberg is

quick to point out the fact that each

football team gets $73 million per year

from the numerous television con-

tracts that the NFL has with networks,

so the owners have no shortage of

money.

What is striking, however, is the

fact that Steinberg has advised clients

to take a contract cut in exchange for

lower ticket prices. He understands

the value of the new generation of fans

and wants them to have access to their

role models.

With Steinberg and his athletes

doing their best to give back to the

community and become role models,

he hopes that younger fans will notice

the involvement and stay committed

to sports.

"We need to grow the sport. The

fans can be scared directly away from

the sport when they see the growth in

ticket prices and salaries," Steinberg

said.

Leigh Steinberg has revolutionized

what it means to be a sports agent. He
has shown his merit as one of the pre-

miere agents in the world of sports, in

Se«STEINlEM,pa9e26

COME VISIT OUR 2 UCLA
lOCATIONS AT

SAAARTDICITAL® 75 PLAN

Mi, m^t ^*,m'P*m'

§14.99
MONTHLY CHARGE / (FiRST 3 MONTHS)

K
AND

LU VALLE COMROHS

Minutes
(Per Month)

HonkAzoria Kenneth Brono^h Judy Davis leonordoOiCaprio Melanie Griffith

fomkeJanssen Michael lerner JoeMante^no BebeNeuwirth Winona Ryder Chorlizeiheron

rail
ncnMB

'^S IIImm Jfi

R-

'l/V'M

'tM-IH'* i..'.ifl'n -Mfn^lon <ti

me.
mm If

ma J.i,

iHiiililV

0[ mm

VMMt <•»

^mf

Oft CONTACT
SHEILA BUTLER AT
(310) 447-3TOO

1000
FREE WEEKEND
(Minutes Per Month)

i.\\\\ witmux (ONI ui •ciottivmr
MIRAMAX

To celebrate the opening off

Celebrity

Q^ IN OVERALL CALL QUALITY

The Daily Bruin and Miramax Films

give you a chance to be treated like a

star, including a night at the

Westwood Marquis and prizes from

The Perfect Body and Madison's

Sign up to win
at the Daily Bruin office

at 1 1 8 Kerckhoff

before Friday November 20th at 3pm

Come join the celebrity party to enter and

to see if you win from 10pm-2am on

November 20th at

tolLiSiniirScHooI?

•$29.99 P" MONTH CHARGE FOR THE FOLLOWING 9 CONSECUTIVE MONTHS.

RESTRICTIONS APPLY. LIMITED TIME OFFER. SeE SALES REPRESENTATIVE FOR DETAILS.

** According to NetScan June 98- Ask for details.

i

Get The Inside Scoop On The Application Process:

UCLA LAW STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS' ANNUAL
MINORITY STUDENTS

LAW SCHOOL ADMISSIONS WORKSHOP

Workshop Program Will Include:

• Presentation by Admission Committee Representatives

• Presentation by Financial Aid Representatives

• UCLA Law School Faculty & Student Panel

• Question & Answer Sessions

E?ring your Personal Statement, Resume, Letters of

Recommendation For Tips and Evaluation

Occurring On:

UCLA Sctiooi of Law
Room #1447

Pizza and Drinks will be provided

Workshop open to all interested students

— Sponsored By:

La Raza Law Students

Aaaoclatioii
(310)206-5106

Asian Pacific IslandM* Law ttudwits

Association (APILtA)

(3101^816-1304

Black

aso(

PIO)

Studonts

(USA)
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TOURNAMENT
From page 28

was a world championship poomsc routine per-

formed by a sixth-degree black belt.

His poomse was considerably more complex

than those performed by the kids, incorporating

jump kicks and somersaults in addition to the

standard arsenal of punches and kicks. In addi-

tion, his routine was accompanied by a dramat-

ic musical soundtrack.

The next grandmaster demonstrated power

and strength by shattering a baseball bat with a

well-placed kick. He then illustrated precision

and intense concentration by kicking an apple

from a student's mouth with a 360-degree jump

kick - blindfolded. -*• •

The final demonstration was performed by

the U.S. Eagles tae kwon do demonstration,,

team. This troupe of skilled young martial

artists electrified the crowd with their displays

of power and fiexibility, jumping high into the

air to destroy wooden targets.

Unfortunately, the U.S. Eagles' demonstra-

tion was marred by a mishandled stunt which

resulted in a serious injury to one of the team's

senior members.

Master Song Myung, 39, suffered a concus-

sion when an attempt to perform a particularly

risky stunt failed. Myung, a 30-year veteran of

tae kwon do competitions and performance^,

was taken by paramedics to the UCLA Medical

Center. Information about his further status

was not released.

The sparring competition was the final event

of the day. Competitors were grouped into cate-

gories by age and weight class. They were

escorted to their rings where they faced each

other in timed matches, where the goal was to

score as many points as possible by hitting one's

opponent with combinations of punches and

kicks.

Trophies were presented to the first, second

and third-place competitors in each weight

class. Though not everyone could go home with

a trophy, the opportunity for self-enrichment

was rewarding in itself.

"I had a great time," said 1 0-year-old Jennifer

Hines from Cypress. "Even though I didn't win,

I had a great time.".

STEINBERG
From page 25

negotiating as well as donating. When form-

ing a relationship with a client, he is forming

more than a business relationship - he is

forming a friendship.

"He is like an older brother to me. I was

able to accomplish things that I never would

have tried in a million years. I don't know

what I would have done without him,"

Young said of his partnership with Steinberg.

Steinberg is speaking on Wednesday at 5:30

p.m. in the Korn Auditorium of the Anderson

complex. Admission is free.
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alifornia's

MCAT Review
Program

iction. Materials, dt Resiilts-

(Classes begin on January 3rd.)

The

Berkeley (800) 622-8827
incatprep@berkeley-review.com

Specializing in MCAT Preparation www.berkeley-revicw.com

—Irvine • Westwood • Stanford • Beriteley • Davis—
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y /? KDOS
Ice cream & smoothie bar

$1.00 OFF Smoothie or Milkshake

^--T-yf'
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WHikULAOi

• •

orwiiiKsnaKe X ^^'^ — ^^
OFF $1 00 OFF

Anv 6 inch sub or salnd
Not Cood witn Any omer coupon. Special, or Offer

Delivery &
Catering

Bilmples Subs & salads

951 westwood fitvd (O corner of weyburn)
Phone (310) 209-1070

Any 6 inch sub or salad

Not Good witn Any Otner Coupon, special, or Offer

Delivery i Catering

Dlimpies Subs 6 Solods

951 Wesiwood Wvd (O corner of Weyburn)
Phone (310) 209-1070

LOVEH
From page 28

nearly decapitated Nebraska quar-

terback Eric Crouch on fourth down
during Nebraska's potential game-

winning drive in the fourth quarter,

everybody watching the game knew

that a face mask penalty was going

to be called.

That is, everybody except the ref-

eree. No flag was thrown, and

Kansas State got the ball on a

turnover-on-downs and pounded in

one more touchdown to seal (or

steal, depending on how you look at

it) the victory.

I'm not bitter, just jealous.

Human error is a part of every

sport, it just so happens that this

time it benefitted Kansas State and

in the process screwed UCLA.
UCLA is still in good position to

get into the Fiesta Bowl. By virtue of

the BCS poll, the Bruins would take

on Tennessee if both teams win the

rest of their games, provided the

voters in the AP poll and the coach-

es' poll don't have a sudden change

of heart.

But we "have seen debacles of the

greatest magnitude happen previ-

ously. Penn State went undefeated

in '95 and didn't even get a share of

the national title. The same fate may
beset the Bruins if Bill Snyder's

Wildcats and Phillip Fulmer's

Volunteers win astoundingly and the

Bruins revert to their "Kardiac"

ways.

The voters say that they are dis-

courutjcd whtfn tlit; Bniiffs^ na'd m but ih« Bruins want it, and by win-

the Volunteers stay undefeated and

the Bruins are left in Pasadena play-

ing for the roses, then Sat., Nov. 14,

will be the reason why.

That will be remembered as the

weekend that K-State and Tennessee

proved worthy of their champi-

onship dreams.

It's too bad UCLA ends up get-

ting lost in all of this. Finally decid-

ing to put together a complete game
at Washington, the Bruins were

overshadowed by the nail-biters.

A 36-24 victory over a top confer-

ence rival and automatic berth to

the Rose Bowl should be fodder for

sports sections and highlight shows

everywhere. But it's just another

routine victory on a weekend where

both No. 1 and No. 2 could have

been knocked off.

With use and Miami left on the-

schedule, the Bruins need to win,

and they need to win big. They have

by far the toughest two games left of

the Fiesta contenders. Tennessee

has Kentucky, Vanderbilt and the

SEC Championship game. Kansas

State faces Missouri and an

unnamed opponent (probably Texas

Ai&M) in the Big 12 championship

game.

If the voters realize that the

Bruins have done nothing but win

against tough teams in adverse situa-

tions, the Bruins will be playing for

the whole pinata come Jan. 4.

In case the voters are not swayed,

UCLA will have to settle for what

once was the most prestigious bowl

game in college football.

It's not a bad consolation prize,

*#>#• -jf^. BIGGEST HOME OPENER IN WOMEN'S BASKETBAEEH

VS.
#6

fi4r

# .••

.0 _^ Maylana Martin- Pre-season Atl-American

o<

TONIGHT, 7pm @ Pauley Pavilion

^STUDENTS FREE W/ I.D.*

M,

'^t^Zy'^'One,
the,

'"«^oo..

pull it out in the last minute. They

say that by not blowing out teams,

they are not a legitimate No. 1 team.

Yet the come-from-behind victories

this weekend by Tennessee and

Kansas State show "heart", "guts"

and "the will to win."

If the Bruins, the Wildcats and

ning from here on out, they deserve

it.

Lovett is a hard-hitting safety who
guarantees at least two interceptions

in Friday's Blood Bowl against USC. He

can be reached at

elovett@media.ucla. .
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Trojans
WRAP: Poor execution,

intimidation key factors

in loss to top opponent

By Steve Kim
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The heated water polo game at

the USC pool stirred quite a lot of

water - as expected. With splashes

here, splashes there, the water was

boiling. When the clock finally

buzzed and the water calmed, the

USC Trojans emerged as the win-

ner over the UCLA Bruins, 9-6.

The UCLA men's water polo

team knew exactly what hit it - the

No. 1 ranked team. And it wasn't

as if the team wasn't prepared - it

just didn't test well.

"We had so many decent oppor-

tunities offensively that we didn't

take advantage of," UCLA head

coach Guy Baker said. "You just

can't play a bad game against 'SC."

The Trojans led early with a two-

point goal by Marko Pintaric and

another goal by James Castle. The

Bruins followed on the right track

as sophomore Sean Kern scored

with an assist from sophomore

Adam Wright and as Wright scored

with an assist from Kern.

The Trojans scored two more

goals in the second quarter while

the Bru ins scored one , to lead S.3 in

Bruins out of the water
The point deficit, however, was too

much for them to catch up to the

Trojans.

"It was a tough game," Castle, a

Trojan junior two-meterman, said.

"Both teams played well, some
breaks came our way,»and we came

out victoriously."

Prior to the highly anticipated

game, the Trojans ironically touted

themselves on their ability to

outscore their competition in the

fourth quarter. Though they

weren't able keep their perfect

record of fourth quarter advantage,

they accepted the 9-6 win against

their rival anyway.

While the Bruins were

off that day, the game
provides useful

experience to the

young team.

"We would've liked to have

done better, but we'll take the win,"

USC co-head coach John Williams

said.

"We have to do a better job on

our 6-on-5 offense because we

missed three or four we could've

scored.

UCLA coaches were just as crit-

ical.

"For some reason, when we play

them, we don't play the same,"

Baker said.

"We were just bad," assistant

coach Adam Krikorian added. "I

think 'SC's got our number. In cer-

tain ways, I don't think we were

comfortable with 'SC. I think we
were intimidated and we need to

get over that hump."

Krikorian said while the Bruins

were off that day, the game pro-

vides useful experience to the

young team - experience that's

needed to get a better feeling for

their more seasoned rivals. It'll

come in handy for another 'SC

encounter, which comes this

Saturday in Bruin territory. The

game will not influence conference

standing, so it's all about pride,

rivalry and redemption.

While the Trojans secure the

No. I MPSF ranking with 19-1

overall and 6-0 conference game

records, the Bruins drop to third

with 15-4 overall and 6-2 in confer-

ence.

The Bruins admit to playing an

unusually off game - but this expe-

rience makes them more deter-

mined to perform better this week.

"We didn't execute our game

plan and we definitely didn't play

like we did all week in practice,"

sophomore playmaker Btian-
the half They continued their surge

with a 3-1 advantage in the third

quarter.

The Bruins finally turned on dur-

ing the fourth quarter with goals by

Wright and Kern, while their oppo-

nents were only able to score one.

"And we are going to continue to

work on good defense because

UCLA is a very good team. Our

goalie had a great game today but

we probably gave them more

opportunities than we would've

liked."

BroWn said.

"It's all psychological. They're

in our head and we just need to get

them out because once we execute

our game plan, we can beat them. It

would at least be a better game than

what it was right there."

Any large Pizza, your choice of toppings and crust, for $9.99

824-41 1

1

1114 Gayley Ave.

Westwood Village

Medium 1 topping Pizza

for $5.95

Fast Free Dellverv

until 1 a.m. Sunday-Thursday

until 2 a.m. Friday & Saturday

National Football League

At A Glance

AMERICAN CONFERENa

East

Bu^alo

N.Y.Jets

New England

Indianapolis

Central

Jacksonville

PittstHjrgh

Tennessee

Baltimore

Cincinnati

West

Denver

Oakland

Seattle

Kansas City

San Diego

"WTT
7 3 O'

6 4

6 4

5 5

2 8

Pet. Pf PA

.700 178 132

.600 213 206

.600 243 175

.500 211 192

.200 166 264

8 2 .800 262 200

6 4 .600 178 184

6 4 .600 239 193

3 7 .300 147 203

2 8 .200 167 267

10 1.000 330 176

7 3 .700 176 175

5 5 .500 213 162

4 6 .400 167 197

4 6 .400 127 179

NATIONAL CONFERENa

East

W L T

7 3

5 5

3 7

2 8

2 8

OaHas

Arizona

N.Y. Giants

Philadelphia

Washington

Central

Minnesota

Green Bay

lampaBay

Chkjgo

Detroit

Wbt

AdanU

SanFrandsco

NewOtems

Sl Louis

Pet.- Pf PA

.700 259 149

.500 182 232

.300 169 226

.200 92 233

.200 169 273

9 1 900 320 170

7 3 .700 276 196

4 6 .400 167 195

3 7 .300 167 224

3 7 .300 197 222

Yil> W 284 195

7 3 .700 292 217

5 5 iOO 186 204

3 7 JOO 177 240

19 .100 191 2S4

Miami 13, Carolina 9

Buffalo 13, New England 10

Indianapolis 24, New York Jets 23

Washington 28, Philadelphia 3

Tennessee 23, Pittsburgh 14

New Orleans 74, St. Louis 3 ~"

Atlanta 31, San Francisco 19

Green Bay 37, New York Giants 3

Dallas 35, Arizona 28

Oakland 20, Seattle 17

San Diego 14, Baltimore 13

Jacksonville 29, Tampa Bay 24

Detroit 26, Chicago 3

Monday's Game

Denver 30, Kansas City 7

Sunday, Nov. 22

Arizona at Washington, 1:01 p.m.

Chicago at Atlanta, 1:01p.m.

Detroit at Tampa Bay, 1 :01 p.m.

Green Bay at Minnesota, 1 01 p.m.

Indianapolis at Buffalo, 1 :01 p.m.

Jacksonville at Pittsburgh, 1:01 p.m.

Philadelphia at New York Giants, 1 .01 p.m.

Seattle at Dallas, 1:01p.m.

Carolina at St. Louis, 4.05 p.m,

Kansas City at San Diego, 4: 1 5 p.m.

New York Jets at Tennessee, 4:1 5 p.m.

Baltimore at Gncinnati,4:15 p.m.

Oakland at Denver, 4: 1 5 p.m.

New Orleans at San Francisco, 8:20 p.m.

Mondays Nov. 23

Miami at New England, 8:20 p.m.
'

AP Coilegp Football Top 2S

The Top Twenty five teams in The

Associated Press coNege football pot, with

first-place votes in parentheses, records

through Nov. 14, total points based on 25

points for a first place vote through one

point for a 2Sth place vote and ranking in

previous poll:

6.TexasA&M

7.0hioSl.

8. Arizona

9. Arkansas

lONotreDamc

11. Michigan

12.Tulane —
13. Wisconsin

14. Georgia

15. Oregon

16.PennSt.

U.Nebraska

18. Virginia

19. Missouri

20.Airforce

21.GeorgiaTed)

22. Miami

23.VirginiaTech

24. Syracuse

25.Texa$

10-1

9-1

10-1

8-1

8-1

If2

9^

9-1

7-2

8-2

7-2

8-3

8-2

7-3

9-1

6

7

9

10

12

1,361

1,350

1,262

1.127

1,081

1,054 n3~
869 14

849 8

788 17

754 20

705 19

616 11

528 21

456 13

434 23

6-2 365 24

7-2 206 16

6-3 140 —
7-3 117 18

Tampa Bay

Washington

6 9 2 14 40 61

5 7 3 13 33 40

WESTERN CONFERENa.

Central Division

W I TPts Gf GA

StLouis 7 4 4 18 42 35

Detroit 8 8 16 47 42

Nashville 6 8 1 13 38 45

Chicago 4 10 3 11 36 62

Others receiving votes: Kentucky 66, Texas

Tech 65, Southern Cal 56, West Virginia 23,

Wyoming 10, Mississippi St. 8, Purdue 8,

Marshall 6, Colorado 3, N. Carolina St. 3,

Brigham Young 1.

National Hockey League

At A Glance

EASTERN CONFERENa

Atlantic Division

W L T Pts GF GA

NewJer^ 9 6 18 33 35

Pittsburgh 7 4 4 18 42 38

NY Islanders 8 9 16 43 43

PNtadelphia 6 6 4 16 41 36

N.YRangers 4 7 5 13 38 45

Northwest Division

Edmonton

Vancouver

Calgary

Colorado

Pacific Division

Dallas

Phoenix

Anaheim

Los Angeles

San Jose

W L T Pts GF GA

9 6 1 19 53 39

8 7 1 17 50 41

7 8 2 16 47 48

6 8 2 14 43 47

W L TPts GF GA

9 3 2 20 37 27

8 2 2 18 34 17

6 6 4 16 37 37

5 10 3 13 39 49

3 7 4 10 33 35

Sunday's Games

Ottawa 2,Chicago 2

Colorado 2, Vancouver 1

Monday's Games

Calgary 5, Detroit 3

Anaheim 3, Los Angeles 1

Tuesdayls Games

Montreal at Carolina, 7 p.m.

Philadelphia at Pittsburgh, 7:30 pin.

Chicago at NashvUe, 8 pim.

NY Islanders at Colorada 9 pjn.

Northeast Division

Toronto

Bufbfo

Boston

OnaM

24,CiMimiali3

1.1ennes$ee{37)

2.KamasSL(29)

3UCLA(4)

4.FMda

SFMdaSt

Record

90

100

90

9-1

101

1,709

1.699

U18

U26

Pv

1

2

3

4

5

L TPts GF GA

6 2 20 56 SO

7 3 4 18 40 26

t 7 4 16 40 32

6 6 3 IS 43 41

6 I 2 14 35 44

W
9

Southeast Division

Honda

W
7

6

L Ths tf M
7 3 17 43 40

6 3 IS 33 41

Toronto at Wishirtgton, 7 p.m.

Detroit it EdmoiMon, 9 piin.

Vancouver it PhoeMx, 9 pjn.

N.Y Rangers it Anaheim, 10.10 pjn.

Los Angeles at San Jose, 10:30 pjn.

Mnmii ii«MSfomtaOM esr

(ollfi)»- Bathelball

Mondayls CoHege Baskctfaal

Major Scores

By The Associated Press

EAST

~Navy 78, Rice^T
~ "

Penn St. 90, VMI 66

SL Francis, N.Y 88, Lehigh 74

Villanova 86, George Mason 76

SOUTH

Aubum94,RoridaA&M47

Clemson 66, Stetson 39

E. Tennessee St. 64, Middle Tennessee 59

Florida 76, Georgia Southern 62

Florida Atlantic 88, St. Thomas, Fla. 80

Georgia Tech 103, Charleston Southern 63

Jacksonville St.84,Miss.ValleySL 75

LSU 75, Texas-Pan American 56

Mississippi 91, Belmont 42

Morehead St. 97, Huntington 79

Old Dominion 84, Elon 70

Tenn.-Martin74,Lyon56

Vanderbilt 89, Austin Peay 79

Winthrop 79, Mercer 63

MlOMflESr

Ball St. 75, Michigan 64

Bowling Green 70, N. Iowa 68

L Illinois 80, Missouri Baptist 54

Indiana St. 79, W.Michigan 77

Kansas SL72,CalSt.-Fullerton 51

Marquette 85, Morgan Sl 51

Toledo 108, Grand Valley St. 58

Wisconsin 75,Wis.-Mihfvaukee63

SOUTHWEST

Arkansas St. 66, Baylor 64

Oklahoma St 90, Northwestern Sl6S

FMtWEST

AirForce94,MfoAonl75

Fresno St 114,CalP0ly-Sl0 101

Washington 70, N.C -WImington 63

North Carolina 65, Ha. International 44

Purdue 77, IIL-Chicago 61

St.John's105,N.C.-Asheville50

EXHIMTION

"Akron 94, Rose Cltyl3

Delaware Dynamite 71, Fairleigh Dickinson

66

Hofvtra %, Converse-All Stars 69

Minnesota 98, Philippines 55

Samford67,VASDA60

Transactions

Maior League Bascbal

NEW YORK YANKEES—Acquired RHP Dan

Naulty from the Minnesota Twins for 3B

Allen Butler.

NEW YORK METS—Announced the return

of Steve Phillips, general manager, from a

temporary leave of absence.

National Hodey League

MONTREAL CANADIENS—Traded G Jocelyn

Thibault D Dave Manson and D Brad Brown

to the Chicago Backhawks for G Jeff

Hackett. D Eric Weinrich, D Alain Nasreddine

and a 1999 third or fourth-round draft pick.

NEW YORK RANGERS—Agreed to temis

with D Eric Cairns.

Trivia Questions

1 What do iy CoUi Christy Mathewson,

Honus Wagner, Babe Ruth and Waiter

Johnson have in common?

lOnly four schools have won more than

five Division-I football national champi-

onships. Which four were they?

3.Who is the only naming back to njsh for

more than 1.500 yards for four straight sea-

som?

Answers

Preseason MT

First Round

GeorgHKCalofChartaMnU

Gonzagan.MenipNsTS

il7,Niaian73

0|M61<Mi««
7661

If

"^iNOMipeaaMii

I

^l
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Water Polo

The No. 2 men's water polo team had

a aosstown showdown with No. 1 USC

on Sunday. Find out how they did inside.

Tu«day,Novemberl7,1998

Agent brings philanthropy to sports
CLIENTS: Leigh Steinberg

focuses on community

service, role modeling

By Evan Lovett

Daily Bruin Staff

He has negotiated over $2 billion

in contracts. He was the technical

advisor and inspiration tor the box-

ofllce smash 'Jerry Maguire". He

has represented six of the last 10 No.

I overall picks in the NFL draft. He

represents more than 120 athletes in

six different sports.

In an era where agents carry the

stigma of being shady, deceitful and

cutthroat, Leigh Steinberg has been

called "the Peter Pan of professional

sports" by former Disneyland presi-

dent Jack Lindquist.

Yet super-agent Steinberg is hard-

ly the stereotypical sports agent.

"I will not represent an athlete

unless he's willing to retrace his

roots. Iliat way, the athlete will have

a positive impact in the community,"

Steinberg said

'I"hus far, clienlN represented by

Steinberg have donated more than

550 million to various chanties.

UCLA alumnus Lric Karros is an

active community member who has

endowed a baseball scholarship for

the Bruins. San Francisco 49er quar-

terback Steve Young started the

F'orever Young Foundation, an

establishment that has donated over

S2 million to various children's char-

ities around the Bay area.

"I'm fortunate to be in a financial

situation where I can make a differ-

ence," Young said. "1 try to have a

positive impact and be a good role

model.

"

Quarterback Warren Moon o\'

the Seattle Seahawks has enjoyed a

prosperous, 2 1 -year relationship

ucs 50 his father

Warren, former presi-

dent of the Los Angeles

Human Relations

Council, and his moth-

er Betty, a former

librarian.

"My father instilled

in us the belief that we

could make an impact

To this day, I believe

that to be true."

Steinberg said.

Born and raised in

Los Angeles, he was

senior class president at

Hamilton High and

attended CCLA in

1967.

He transferred to

UC Berkeley the fol-

lowing year, and was

elected class president

in 1970. He went on to

Boalt Law School,

.'.ft K ,t,-,Vit:.ir.i

Leigh Steinberg, author of "Winning With

Integrity" and superagent, is speaking

at the Anderson School on Wednesday.

"I spend t ime and efl oit i n bring- with !^>(emhe rg. li e i\\w na^ lunded

ing an athlete to a situation where

they will become a role model,"

Steinberg said. "If they're not inter-

ested in being a positive role model,

they can go back to the sandlot," he

said.

Steinberg puts his clients in a posi-

tion to get the absolute most out of a

potential deal. The unique aspect is

the pre-contract pact that he makes

with each client, not agreeing to rep-

resent their interests until they agree

to give back to the community.

more than 100 students' college edu-

cations at various colleges.

"Our lives aren't the real world.

Leigh helps keep us in touch with

what's real." Moon said.

Steinberg has set up scholarships

at Corona del Mar High School and

Los Angeles Hamilton High, lie has'

also endowed money for a building

at the University of Californias

Boalt School oi' Law, from which he

earned his law degree.

Steinberg attributes his core val-

where he wai once

again class president and had

numerous job offers lined up after

graduation But fate would soon

intervene.

During law school, he was placed

in the same dorm as the freshman

football team and befriended quar-

terback Ste\e Bartkowski. When the

Atlanta L'alcons used the first pick in

the 1975 NFL draft on Bartkowski.

he asked Steinberg to negotiate his

deal.

A career was born. Steinberg

negotiated a then-record rookie con-

tract of $650,000 over four years. He

earned the contract by seizing the

moment they interrupted a Johnny

Carson broadcast to show

Bartkowskfs tlight landing in

Atlanta - and sold fans and media

alike on the star quarterback

In the 23 years following his very

first deal. Steinberg has attained a

client list and reputation as immacu-

SeeSniNBERG,page25

Comebacks by

top teams may

spell 'Rose Bowl'

for No. 3 Bruins

COLUMN: Kaiisa.s SUile,

Tennessee wins niighl kill

I'CLA's national title hid

One down, one to go. Lhe

Bruins clinched a berth to

what used to be the

"(iranddaddy of them all"- the

Rose Bowl.

Too bad the Rose Bowl may end

up being just a nice consolation

prize.

With visions in their heads of

being in Tempe.

Ariz., on Jan. 4

for the Fiesta

Bowl, the

UCLA football

Evan

Lovett

Children compete at tae kwon do tournament
RECAP: Program to help

disadvantaged children

Jiolds exhibition in Pauley

By rimothy Lopez

Daily Bruin Contributor

'

On Saturday, the familiar squeal

of sneakers on hardwood at Pauley

Pavilion was noticeably absent,

replaced with the dull thuds of clash-

ing of padded sparring gear.

Young people of all ages filled

Pauley Pavilion, whose hallowed

basketball court had been segmented

into 15 boxing-style rings, to put

their skills to the test at the 1998

Inner-City Games Tae Kwon Do
Tournament.

'i like tae kwon do because Tm
learning how to defend myself, and

it's making me stronger," said 8-

year-old Eric Jones of Los Angeles.

"And it's really fun."

For the past eight years, the Inner-

City Games to provided the under-

privileged youth of Los Angeles with

an opportunity to enrich their lives

through participation in sports.

Founded in 1991 by Daniel

Hernandez, an East L.A. native, and

with the support of celebrities, for-

mer Olympians and local politicians,

the games feature several weeks of

competition in a variety of sports

The intended participants are kids in

low-income areas

"We work through the housing

projects - there are 21 housing pro-

jects in the city of Los Angeles," said

Hernandez, '"tad we know that they

are economically disadvantaged

kids

**We brmg them in and let them

CHARLES KUO/Ddily Brum Senior Staff

Children line up to receive their awards at the Inrter-City Games Tae Kyy/on Do Tournament held at

Pauley Pavilion on Saturday.

know that we have activities for

them."

Thousands ofyoung people ages 8

to 16 compete individually or as

teams representing youth clubs,

recreation centers, parks and other

facilities throughout the city.

This year's sports included boys

baseball, girls softball, boys and girls

basketball, volleyball, tennis, gym-

nastics, swimming and others.

The Inner-City Games promotes

diversity and teamwork as well as

physical fitness Also, the decision to

hold the tournament at UCLA was a

pointed one

"It's a great place It gives kids the

opportunity to see higher education

and higher learning, so that they

know what to sirive for as well," said

Paul Gonzalez, 1984 Olympic gold

medalist in boxing and co-founder of

the Inner-City Games.

The tae kwon do tournament was

divided into two segments - the

"poomse" competition and sparring

tournament.

"Poomse" is a tae kwon do term

meaning "forms" In this event, com-

petitors are challenged to demon-

strate their skill by simulating hand-

to-hand combat with several imagi-

nary attackers.

Each competitor performed a set

routine of physically demanding

punches and kicks Following this

routine, each contestant was judged

based on specific criteria. Balance,

rhythm, mental concentration and

proper breathing all impacted a com-

petitor's score, as did target accura-

cy, speed and power. Scores varied,

but all participants were given

medals.

The opening ceremony began

after all of the poomse competitors

had completed their routines and

received their medats:

First was a series of advanced tae

kwon do demonstrations by several

international grandmasters and their

students. The first demonstration

Sm 26

team docs not

want to settle.

They want it

all.

And they

could have

been in prime

position this

weekend, were

it not for two

gut-wrenching, eye-popping, heart-

slopping, comc-from-behind victo-

ries in Knoxville, Tenn. and

Manhattan, Kan.

There could have been two

miraculous upsets. Upon further

review, there definitely should have

been at least one'

The rays of light from above,

however, were shining down on Na_^

1 Tennessee and No. 2 Kansas State

just enough for the Volunteers and

-AVildculsaojnamUimaheir positions-

inline polls (the two voting polls, at

least) for one week longer.

Tehnessee, playing at home in

Neyland Stadium, was not about to

let more than 106,000 orange-clad

Volunteer fans go home unfulfilled.

Trailing 24-10 the y^^kansas

Razorbacks midway through the

third quarter, the Volunteers pulled

off a comeback that would have

made UCLA's "Kardiac^Kids"<9f •r

this year very proud.

Sophomore tailback Travis

Henry volunteered to be the man
for Tennessee,carrying the team on

his back from that point on.

Gaining 99 of his 197 yards in two

critical possessions, he showed why

the Volunteers deserve to be consid-

ered an elite team in 1998.

But he didn't do it by himself

Somewhere along the line, fate

decided to intervene. A bungled

snap led to a safety and a possession

for Tennessee, and though they

went three and out on that posses-

sion, they were to get the ball back

at the most opportune time in a

Bruin-esque way.

Arkansas quarterback Clint

Stoerner slipped, fell and dropped

the ball at the Razorback 49-yard

line with less than two minutes left.

Tennessee recovered, and Henry
^^~^

capped the comeback with a one-

yard jaunt that led to the victory.

Kansas State pulled off a come-

back, too, except their fateful inter-

vention came in the form of a refer-

ee When linebacker Travis Ochs

S«*liVin',pafe27
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Builders agree to pay for Gourtside repairs
HOUSING: UCLA accepts $14 million from companies

to end lawsuit over leaks in Sunset Village dormitories

By Lawrence Ferchaw

Daily Bruin Staff

UCLA and the construction com-

panies involved in building Sunset

Village settled a lawsuit this month,

with the university receiving $14 mil-

lion from the other parties to pay for

building repairs.

UCL.A, the architect, general con-

tractor and subcontractors settled the

suit which came after Courtside, one

of the buildings that make up the vil-

lage, experienced varying degrees of

leakage over the past year through the

roof and windows.

Courtside was the building that

bore the brunt of the leakage, while

Canyon Point, Delta Terrace and

Covel Commons experienced lesser

degrees of leaking.

Temporary repairs were made,

with permanent repairs not scheduled

until the fall of 2000, according to

Sam Morabito, associate vice chan-

cellor of business and finance.

"We're pleased with the settle-

ment," Morabito said. "For the

amount received, we believe we can

do the repairs."

UCLA had asked for $30 million

in the suit, according to Morabito, but

that number included the costs of liti-

gation.,

Courtside, and all of Sunset

Village, was completed in 1992. The

entire village of seven buildings had a

total project cost of over $87 million,

but only about $50 million was for

building expenses.

The degree of leaks varied from

room to room and from building to

building within the Courtside com-

plex.

"It wasn't a big leak or anything,"

said Angela Chen, a second-year eco-

nomics student. Chen said that water

leaked into her room through the win-

dow and damaged some papers near-

by.

For other students, however, the

leaks themselves were not the prob-

lem, it was what the leaks left behind.

"It smelled like mildew a lot, espe-

cially when we turned the air condi-

See COURTSIDE, page 8

Bears away!

MICtlAK RO'/. WACMT/Dd.ly Bfuin Senior Sldff

Josephine Bear repels off the scoreboard In a pre-game crowd

warm-up at last night's women's basketball game against UConn.

Regents consider mending hospital

PREVIEW: LJC oflicMals

plan to replace Lot 14,

rebuild Medical Center

By Edina Lekovic

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Construction on campus will be

far from over if the UC Board of

Regents approves a new project

for the replacement of the Center

for Health Sciences.

If all goes as expected, the

board will approve the $1.2 billion-

plan during its three-day meeting

at UCLA.
This project is in response to the

damages caused by the 1994

Northridge earthquake, which left

many campus buildings with sig-

nificant structural damages that

^fe¥clow current "life safety stan-

dards." "'^. '

-
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Slated for completion in 2010,

the project will mean "the recon-

struction of South Campus," said

Warren Robak, a health sciences

spokesman.

The Center for Health Sciences

currently houses the in-patient

care, research and educational

activities of the Medical Center, the

Neuropsychiatric Hospital (NPH)
and the health sciences schools.

UC BOARD OF REGENTS

Who: The Regents

What: Monthly meeting

When: Today through Friday

Where: Covel Commons

THE AGENDA
The board will be reviewing

a number of health-related

issues, Including the UCLA
Medical Center expansion

and an update on the UCSF-

Stanford merger. The meet-,

ing will also see a report on

the UC's outreach efforts.

JOYCE CHON/Datly Brum

" The new eight-story structure

will be completed in two phases,

and it will combine the now 668-

bed Medical Center, the 188-bed

NPH and the, 120-bed Children's

Hospital.

After the earthquake, the

Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA) said that if there

was another earthquake, the three

hospitals would be deemed non-

operational, unless they undergo

significant structural repairs.

Rather than repair the current

facilities, however, the regents

found that replacing the entire

structure would not only be more

cost-effective, but would allow

for needed technological and

infrastructural upgrades.

It would cost twice as much to

repair the old facility as to build

a new one, according to David

Langness, health sciences

spokesman.

"The hospital was built in a

very old-fashioned way,"

Langness said, "with a 1940s

design and a 1950s construc-

tion."

Langness also cited the distant-

location of the nurse's stations

from patients' rooms and the

presence of only eight elevators

to serve the hospital's 500

patients as two examples of its

outdated l^youJt:
———

—

^-r

The replacement of the Medical

Sciences complex will allow the

project not only to reach comple-

tion sooner, but the amount of con-

struction will be minimized and

patient care will go without inter-

ruption.

The new structure, designed by

renowned modern architect I.M.

See REGENTS, page 9

TransDortation Services awarded for commitment to clean air

ENVIRONMENT: Vanpools,

monitoring system, buses

earn kudos from district

By Christine Byrd

Daily Bruin Contributor

UCLA Transportation Services

was awarded one of the 12 1998

Clean Air Awards by the South Coast

Air Quality Management District

(SCAQMD) for its "innovative trans-

portation project" at a special cere-

mony in Los Angeles last month.

Mark Stocki, the director of

Transportation Services, 'was on

hand to accept the award at the ban-

quet at the Biltmore Hotel downtown

on Oct. 28. The award "recognizes

our outstanding efforts and commit-

ment to innovative transportation

programs that help clean the air," he

said.

Air quality management cited

UCLA's vanpool program, traffic

management system, compressed

natural gas (CNGKueled buses and

on-site fueling station as points of

commendation. UCLA
Transportation Services uses an inte-

grated approach, said Sam Atwood,

spokesman for SCAQMD.
"Someone has obviously put a lot

of time and thought into it," he said.

Atwood said UCLA has shown

long-standing commitment to its van-

pool system. It is the nation's largest-

college vanpool program with 130

vans serving 1,362 faculty, staff and

students each day. according to

Charles Carter, marketing coordina-

tor for Transportation Services.

The vanpool reduces pollution by

over 200,000 pounds annually.

according to SCAQMD. «^« . .

"They're cleaning the air every

day that they'te on the road," said

Gordon Anderson, Transportation

Services compliance coordinator.

Atwood said there are less state

regulations to encourage vanpooling

today, so it is refreshing to see large

organizations implementing pro-

grams like this.

UCLA has a state-of-the-art

Campus Automated Traffic

Monitoring System (nicknamed Cat

& Mouse). The system uses computer

technology to monitor automobile

traffic entering and exiting UCLA,
and the impact it has on the commu-
nity. In 1990, UCLA entered into a

traffic mitigation monitoring agree-

ment with the city in which UCLA
guarantees to limit the traffic it gen-

^a9»f
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The natural gas buses used by the UCLA Transportation Services are

one reason why the department was honored by the SCAQMD.

^
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Vine mealybug found
in San Joaquin Valley
The vine mealybug, a pest that poses a seri-

ous new threat to the California grape industry

and efforts to reduce pesticide use, was found

for the first time this summer in the San

Joaquin Valley, according to Walter Bentley,

University of California integrated pest man-

agement entomologist.

The vine mealybug's first confirmed find in

the United States came four years ago in

Southern California's Coachella Valley.

It was then identified in a tablegrape vfne-

yard south of Arvin in June 1998 and since

then small populations have been detected at

two other nearby vineyards.

A native of the Black Sea area and an estab-

lished pest of grapes, date palms and figs in

South Africa, Egypt, India and Israel, the vine

mealybug is a separate, and much more dam-

aging, species than the grape mealybug
already found in the San Joaquin Valley.

"If the vine mealybug spreads in California,

it will be a very serious problem,"

Bentley said. "And everybody

expects it to spread."

Since the pest prefers warmer, non-

freezing areas, Bentley said the renowned wine

producing vineyards of Napa, Mendocino and

Sonoma counties, plus those in the mild

Central Coast counties ofSan Luis Obispo and

Monterey are threatened by the possible

spread of vine mealybug.

"In those areas, the vine mealybugs would

just take off," Bentley said. "And they are

already having difficulty controlling two other

mealybugs."

Former ambassador
speaks at UC Riverside

Jesus Silva-Herzog, one of Mexico's most

distinguished political figures, will give a free

public lecture on issues that test the U.S.-

Mexico relationship at 7 p.m. on Nov. 19, at

the University of California, Riverside.

The lecture, "Drugs, Development and

Migration: Challenging the

U.S.-Mexico Relationship" will

be held in the University Theatre

on campus. It is one of several public

presentations by Silva-Herzog, who is visiting

UCR from Nov. 8 to Nov.. 21 as part of the

University of California Regents' Lecturer

Program.

In the presentation, Silva-Herzog is expect-

ed to discuss realistic prospects for U.S. and
Mexican cultural and economic integration by

focusing on those issues that traditionally have

driven the bilateral dialogue.

Silva-Herzog, an economist trained in

Mexico and the United States, is perhaps best

known for his leading role in renegotiation of

Mexico's international debt following the

global collapse of the oil market in the early

1980s.

He has served as Mexico's finance minister,

as ambassador to Spain, secretary of tourism

and, most recently, ambassador to the United

States. He was instrumental in working with

the Clinton Administration to hammer out an

emergency assistance package, which was

repaid by Mexico before it was due.

UC Berkeley debuts

natural gas buses ~
Officials at the University of California,

Berkeley, announced the debut of a passenger

bus that is the first in the world to run on a new
technology that offers the power of a diesel

engine without the environmental and health

hazards of diesel emissions.

UC Berkeley officials joined with the Bay
Area Air Quality Management District and
other air quality agencies on Tuesday to

announce this new technology, known as the

High Pressure Direct Injection system

(HPDI).

The HPDI system is manufactured by the

British Columbia-based Westport Innovations

Inc. It was recently placed in a UC Berkeley

passenger bus to convert the vehicle from

diesel fuel to natural gas.

Compiled from Daily Bruin staff reports.
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Friday 1 p.m.
UCLA Library Staff

Association

30th Annual Book Sale

Charles E. Young Research

Library Portico • 825-0746
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To submit final drafts of theses

to master's committees for degrees

to be conferred in current term.

DONT FORGET:

206-7994 is a "safety hotline"

that takes reports from students,

faculty or staff on potential campus
safety hazards.

The Women's Resource
Center provides free, confidential

crisis counseling for sexual assault

and domestic violence related

Issues to any UCLA student.

Trained staff can answer questions

and help students take advantage

of the many services available to

them. For more infomiatlon and
assistance, please call 206-8240.

The UCLA Peer Helpline Is

available to listen. Call 825-MELP
If you would like to talk about sex.

relationship problems, loneliness,

family violence or any other issue

on your mind.

Student Accounting Society

Weekly meeting

"International Opportunities in

Accounting"

Ackerman Union 2408

201-4771

Black Faculty and Staff

Association (BFSA)
"The Doctor is Back in the

House: Interviewing Techniques

and Tips"

James West Alumni Center

794-2327

Fieldwork and Research

Workshop

34161 Franz Hail • 825-2730 •

University Catholic Center

Catholic Mass (12:10)

Kerckhoff400

Second professor lecture

Guest speaker: Professor Ana
Simons

Haines 304 • 824-3526

Bruin Leaders Project

Ethics, Values, Decision Making
and Leadership

206-5071

6 p.m.
Association of Chinese

Americans

General meeting

Royce 190

Dept. of Psychiatry and
Biobehavioral Sciences

Readiness group

Every Wednesday
Ongoing group for individuals

questioning their alcohol or

drug use

Contact Elizabeth Suti for more
information

206-1148

UCLA Club Med
Guest Speaker Louise Howard
CHS 23-105

Just by watching the vast flood of facesTlowing down
Bruin Walk in the morning, it's easy to see how one could get

lost in the shuffle, especially a first-year student.

"We usually suggest that students develop a support sys-

tem," Pruett explained, "whether it be their roommates, new

friends, TAs, professors, or clubs and groups on campus."

Joining a club or organization can be a good way to meet

other students with similar interests, but on the flip side it

may be time-consuming - something freshmen might not

want to add to their pile of pressures.

"I haven't really had the time, with all the stress from the

quarter and everything," Huerta said, "but I was planning to

(get involved) during second quarter, once I got used to

everything."

The time it lakes for students to adjust to college life

depends on the individual. However, there is a trend as to

when most come to seek help - usually about five to six

weeks into the quarter.

"It's hard to know if that is related to midterms or exams,"

said Pruett. "Probably what happens is when students first

enter the university it's kind of exciting for them, but once

they get used to it they start missing home."

The difference between high school and college is of such

major proportions that it isn't surprising that many students

take a while to switch gears. What is puzzling is that not

enough prepping is done by high school counselors before-

hand.

"If counselors prepared them for these changes, it would

help," Piuett ^aid. "The atadcnnt environment is vny d i f'

Moving away from home for the first time

con cause a lot of stress for students, but

Student Psychological Services is there to help

. u

". 2 p.m.
The Center for International

Relations, Studies and Overseas

Programs, and the Institute of

Global Confiict and

Cooperation

Louis W. Pauly of the University

of Toronto presents "Capital

Mobility and the New Financial

Order"

Bunche 11382-825-0604

3 p.m.
Eastern Philosphy Club

"How can we stop people from

committing suicide?"

Ackerman 2408

730-9194

4 p.m.
UCLA BookZone
Book Zone Author Series -

Warren Cristopher

Charles E. Young Grand Salon--

2nd Floor Kerckhoff

5 p.m.
Anthro Undergrad Student

Association

Mahu
General meeting

Campbell 3232

Wesley Christian Fellowship

Bible study (6:15)

900 Hilgard Ave.

208-6869
)i

7 p.m.
Psychology Alumni Association

Second Annual Distinguished

Alumni lecture

11718 Franz Hall

825-9285

Bruin Libertarians

Weekly meeting (7:30)

Treehouse (Ackerman 1st Floor)

712-5762

10 p.m.
KLA Radio

Weekly Classical Music Show
hosted by Jocelyn Wang
Dorm Channel 29

What's Brewin' can be reached via e-mail

at whatsbrewin9media.ucla.edu

By Michelle Navarro

Dally Bruin Senior Staff

Now that the last remnants of midterms are dropping

off and the scent of finals is starting to waft in from

the lecture halls, a few illnesses among students are

starting to pop up.

To combat the flu, the Arthur Ashe Center offered free

vaccinations. But unfortunately for sonie fir^Uyear students,

there Isfnu vaccfnaTton avaitable for what's been spreading^

around the dorms: homesickness.

With all the welcome barbecues, meetings and boxes full

of free samples that first-year students were hailed with at the

beginning of the year, it still wasn't enough to ease their tran-

sition from life at home to life on campus.

Not only did freshmen have to say goodbye to family and

the comforts of home, but they also had to jump right into

the whiplash of the quarter system, cope with living with

strangers and attend lecture halls big enough to fit their

entire high school senior class.

No amount of barbecue chicken can prepare anyone for

that.

"They come in (to SPS) because of the transition from

being in high school to being in college," said Hal Pruett,

Director of the Student Psychological Services on campus,

"They're dealing with a lot ofchanges. It's hard to know how
much of that is homesickness. For one thing, it's a big change

from having your own room to a multiple-living situation."

It's enough to make anyone miss lying on a couch with full

control of the remote, having privacy in the bathroom or

even getting a hug from a loved one.

"It's the difference in environmeTit," said Nora tfuerta, a

first-year computer science and engineering student. "At

home, my family was very huggable. When you're used to

that contact every day, you get kind ofan empty feeling when

you come back to the dorms."

Huerta, who lives three hours north of Los Angeles, said

she gets homesick every week and copes by putting pictures

all over her wall, calling home and talking to newfound

friends.

Pruett mentioned making new friends as a way to help

deal with the change in lifestyle.—^—,

—

-^—i—
But where does one start at a school as large as this? After

all, UCLA is where nobody knows your name.

ferent. In high school there is someone who makes sure you

are in class. At a university, people don't know if you are in

class or not. The responsibility falls on the student more than

in high school."

For most students, the problems eventually work them-

selves out over time, but Pruett said there is a small percent-

age that decide they can't handle it and drop out.

If students ever find themselves in that serious of a

predicament, perhaps it would be wise to seek counseling

before making any major decisions. Pruett said the Student

Psychological Services has been able to intervene with stu-

dents who were planning to drop out.

Pruett emphasized that the solution to such problems may

be difTerent for everyone. One first-year student who found

trouble adjusting to the living arrangements agreed.

"Some adjust better than others," said Ashwinii Hari, a

biology and psychology student, "But you make such good

friends that you never have trouble.

Mark Davidovizh didn't have trouble making the transi-

tion.

"I love it here," the first-year undeclared student said,

lounging by Puzzles and smoking a cigarette. "You have the

freedom to do whalever^^u^want without having to ask

someone."

Eventually, freshmen will get into the groove of eating

Panda Express and making 20-minute hikes to class. It just

takes time and the will to stick it out.

There is also no need to do it alone since counselors,

friends and other freshman going through the same transi-

tion are in abundance.

"I'll get used to it," Huerta concluded, "once I get friends

who I'm close to like the ones I'm close with back home."

For help and counseling, contact the Student Psychological

Services at (310) 825-7985.

Promotions, tenures depend on accurate student evaluations
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CRrriQUE: Thoughtfully

written comments may

result in quality teaching

By Shannan Rouss

Daily Bruin Contributor

In about two weeks when evalua-

tions circulate through classes, stu-

dents will make their contribution to

ensuring quality teaching at UCLA.
In their haste, few students consider

the impact evaluations have on the fac-

ulty.

"There are two reasons for evalua-

tions at UCLA - for promotion and

tenure decisions, and for improvmg

mstruction." said Teresa Dawson-

MuAoz, assistant director of the Office

of Instructional Development (OID)

Majiy students, however, have

questions about the authority of their

responses.

Alicia Sherman, a fourth-year soci-

ology student, recalled one class in

which "all the students complained to

the TAs and they agreed that the pro-

fessor was unbearably boring.

"I know that a number of us

expressed our dissatisfaction in the

evaluations, and the following quarter

she was (still) the only one teaching

the complementary course," Sherman

said.—Vijay Gocl, a fourth-year physiolog-

ical science student, is unique - he is

one of the few students who takes the

time to write comments on the evalua-

tion form Yet. he is discouraged by the

results of his efforts "I am certain

there are some professors who won't

change no matter what," he said.

For the most part, it appears pro-

fessors are immune to student criti-

cism, provided they've made other

contributions.

"Despite the proclaimed policy of

equal weighting for teaching and

research contributions, I think most

personnel actions are clearly weighted

towards the latter," said Professor Jon

Davidson, past chair of the Academic

Senate Committee on Teaching.

Tom Wortham, chair of the English

Department, explained that teaching

is as important as research when

assessing a professor's merit.

"You can get a good researcher

who's a bad teacher or you can get a

good researcher who's a good

teacher" when reviewing candidates,

he said.
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Disaster victims depend on international aid

REUEF: Worldwide effort

to help survivors recover

from devastating storm

By lleana Vega
Daily Bruin Contributor

Allisson Banegas, a graduate stu-

dent and native Honduran, is one of

the many students at UCLA affected

by the devastation caused by

Hurricane Mitch in Central

America.

"I have no other family connec-

tion (besides my grandmother). The

connection to the land that saw me
be born and grow is still very

strong," Banegas said, speaking of

the strong relationship she has with

Honduras.

She said that a close friend living

in Honduras had to cancel the large

wedding she had planned because of

the hurricane.

Honduras was among many
countries in Central America devas-

tated by Hurricane Mitch in late

October. Others include Nicaragua.

Guatemala and El Salvador.

Mitch is the deadliest hurricane

ever to hit the Atlantic coast and one

of the four most powerful in history,

according to the Kansas City Star. It

has caused floods and landslides,

killing an estimated 11,000 in

Central America - while about

13,000 are still missing. It left almost

three million people homeless and

without support.

Honduras was one of the hardest-

hit areas, "wiping away 50 years of

progress," said Carlos Flores, the

president of Honduras.

While students like Banegas have

SeeHURRKANE,page8

The Associated Press

Marco Centeno's family lost all of its belongings In the disaster

that killed thousands of people and left millions homeless.

MEGiA arranges

drive to ship out

relief, provisions

to l^tin America

HELP: Group joins forces

to send food donations,

aid homeless survivors

By Diana Ting

Daily Bruin Contributor

In a torrent of wind and rain.

Hurricane Mitch engulfed Central

America within days of its sighting,

ruthlessly claiming more than 1 1,000

lives and leaving three million home-

less.

Mitch, said to be the deadliest

Atlantic storm since "The Great

See DRIVE, page 8
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ACCORD: Netanyahu,

Arafat work toward

peace settlement

By Laurie Copans

Tlie Associated Press

JERUSALEM - Israel's

parliament overwhelmingly

approved the latest Mideast

land-for-peace accord with the

Palestinians, paving the way

for an Israeli troop withdrawal

from West Bank territory on

Tuesday.

The Knesset endorsed the

agreement by a vote of 75-19,

with nine abstentions. The

approval was a vote of confi-

dence in Israeli Prime Minister

Benjamin Netanyahu who

signed the agreement with

Kurds march to
PROTEST: Demonstrators

rally, strike for asylum

of Workers Party's Ocalan

captured leader

Paiestmian leader Yasser

Arafat at the White House last

month.

Arafat defused the latest cri-

sis that threatened parliamen-

tary approval by earlier dis-

avowing violence and endors-

ing negotiations to achieve a

permanent peace agreement.

Netanyahu called Arafat's

pledge "positive" and appeared

to interpret it as backing down

from threats to unilaterally

establish a Palestinian state in

May, perhaps using force.

On Monday, the Israeli

prime minister suspended

Israel's troop withdrawal from

2 percent of the West Bank,

scheduled for later this week,

until Arafat retracted the

threats.

After reviewing Arafat's lat-

~cst statements, Netanyaliir

adviser David Bar-Illan said

the prime minister "considers

this a retraction."

Netanyahu said Israel's

Cabinet would still have to

decide Wednesday whether the

Palestinians have lived up to

their obligations and whether

to give the go-ahead for the

pullback.

By Vania Grand!

Tlie Associated Press

ROME - Kurds marched

through Rome in a 10,000-strong

protest Tuesday to demand asylum

for their captured leader - a demand

Italy's premier said would be denied

unless the rebel commander has

truly renounced terrorism.

The march was the largest yet in

days of growing protests since

Italian police arrested Abdullah

Ocalan at Rome's airport Thursday.

Kurds are streaming into Rome
and launching rallies and hunger

strikes across Europe in opposition

to Turkey's request that he be extra-

dited for trial. More than 4,000

protested Tuesday outside the

Interior Ministry in Bonn, Germany.

Ocalan leads the Kurdistan

Workers Party, or PKK, which is

fighting for autonomy for Kurds in

southeastern Turkey. The 14-year-

old conflict has killed 37,000 people.

Supporters m;irr.hrd pa.it the

Colosseum and into Piazza Venezia

on Tuesday, waving red flags and

making the streets of downtown

Rome ring with their cries.

Kneeling 'in the piazza, they

chanted, "We love you, Ocalan. We
are with you, Ocalan. We will die for

you, Ocalan."

"We want to show the world that

PKK is not a terrorist organization.

It is a people's organization," said

Mustafa Rizgari, who came from

Ttip Asyx iatw) <'^p^^

Kurdish women shout slogans during a 10,000-strong march in downtown Rome in support of rebel

PKK Party leader Abdullah Ocalan.

Denmark with about 40 other Kurds

to show solidarity with the rebel

leader.

'If a million people love him, how

can he be a terrorist?" Rizgari asked.

Premier Massimo D'Alema told

Parliament's lower house Tuesday

that Ocalan "rejected all terrorist

actions" in a statement issued

Monday. "Now it's a matter of see-

ing whether he sticks to it."

"Our country doesn't intend to be

a host for terrorist activities,"

D'Alema said.

Turkey, one of Italy's NATO allies

and a strong trading partner, is push-

ing hard for Ocalan's extradition.

However^^. extradition appears

unlikely because Ocalan is on trial in

absentia for capital crimes in

Turkey. Italy's courts have consis-"

tently refused to extradite suspects

to countries where they could be exe-

cuted.

Federal Reserve announces lower interest rates

ECONOMY: Cheaper monthly loan

payments to bank may translate to

winning situation for consumers
i

1

By Dave Skidmore
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - The Federal Reserve

moved to protect the economy Tuesday by cutting

interest rates for the third time in seven weeks but

signaled to Wall Street not to expect any more

reductions soon.

After meeting privately. Federal Reserve

Chairman Alan Greenspan and his colleagues

announced they had cut two benchmark interest

rates, each by a quarter percentage point.

The rate charged among banks on overnight

loans fell to 4.75 percent and the rate on the Fed's

own loans fell to 4.5 percent.

Major banks responded by cutting their prime

Tending rates to 7.75 percent. That^iU translate

into cheaper monthly payments on a variety of

consumer and business loans, including credit-

card balances and auto loans.

Wall Street reacted favorably at first, but then

they read the fine print.

The Dow Jones industrial average shot up 75

points from Monday's close but then finished

down 25 points at 8,986.

In its statement, the Fed said, with the latest

cut, "financial conditions can reasonably be

expected to be consistent with fostering sustained

economic expansion while keeping inflationary

pressures subdued
"

Economists say that virtually rules out another

rate cut at the Fed's next scheduled meeting on

Dec. 22, unless there's unforeseen deterioration

In theeconomy or financial markets.

The next chance would come after policy-mak-_

ers meet in early February.

"I would think the Federal Reserve would be.

more prudent now and wait and see how the^rcon-

omy develops in the United States and other coun-

tries," said economist Norman Robertson of

Smithfield Trust Co. in Pittsburgh.

"But I think the Fed exercised good judgment

today, providing some degree of insurance

against a more severe economic decline in the

coming year."

WORLD & NATION BRIEFS

Serbia may accept

Yugoslavian control

PRISTINA, Yugoslavia - Struggling to find

a peace formula backed by all Kosovo factions,

a U.S. envoy met Tuesday with ethmc Albanian

guerrillas whose support is crucial for any deal

on the province.

The meeting came as a lop ethnic Albanian

politician involved in the US-mediated talks

said for the first time that his side would consid-

er accepting less than independence from

Serbia, the main republic of Yugoslavia.

Fehmi Agani said his side had proposed giv-

mg the largely ethnic Albanian province the

same status as Yugoslavia's two republics
-

Serbia and Montenegro.

"A pericxi of three to five years would be

enough to see whether such a union could func-

tion." said Agani, a lop aide to the Albanian

leader Ibrahim Rugova "If it could, we would

want to stay in it If not I don'l see why we would

stay"

Agani called for a referendum to

decide on the final status of Kosovo

at the end of the trial union

His comments were the first time an

ethnic Albanian leader has openly accept-

ed the idea of autonomy, though even he indi-

cated peaceful coexistence probably wasn't pos-

sible.

Serb authorities have previously ruled out

Yugoslav republic status for Kosovo.

And the Kosovo Liberation Army rebel

group has not indicated they would accept any-

thing less than the independence they have been

fighting for. They have also criticized Rugova's

readiness to compromise.

Clinton not happy with

Japan's economic plans

WASHINGTON - President Clinton met

with senior economic advisers Tuesday on the

eve of his departure for Asia as the White House

said It still IS not satisfied with Japan's efforts to

revive its sickly economy.

The president leaves early

Wednesday on a six-day journey to

Japan, South Korea and Guam that

was hurriedly rearranged after the week-

end showdown with Iraq. A presidential visit to

Malaysia for an economic conference was

scrapped, although Clinton sent Vice President

Al Gore in his place.

Clinton's trip comes two days after Japan

unveiled a $196 billion package of spending and

tax cuts to pull the nation out of its worst reces-

sion since World War II. The White House is

concerned the package will turn out to be less

than advertised.

Report finds increase in

physically abused kids

WASHINGTON - Growing numbers of

youthful ofTendcrs in America are subjected to

physical abuse, excessive incarceration and

detainment in adult facilities. Amnesty

International USA contends.

William Schuiz, executive director of the

human rights group, said the report should serve

as a warning.

"These kids will be back on the streets one

day" Schuiz said. "Nothing is guaranteed to

turn a confused, angry teen-ager into a bitter

adult than abusing them when they are in prison,

ignoring their mental health concerns and hous-

ing them with adults."

Among the report's findings:

• Thirty-eight states now house juveniles in

adult prisons with no special programs or edu-

cational services for the young prisoners.

• Children in adult facilities are five times

more likely to be sexually assaulted and twice as

likely to be beaten by staff than those in juvenile

facilities.

• Between 1986 and 1995. the number of chil-

dren confined in custody before their cases were

heard or folUiwing conviction grew by more

than 30 percent.

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports.
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EVALUATIONS
From page 3

Any time decisions affecting the

faculty are made, student evaluations

are just one part of a comprehensive

review process.

According to some faculty mem-
bers, factors such as grade expecta-

tions, class size or student interest

can bias evaluations, often giving stu-

dent opinion less credibility.

"I don't like the evaluation sys-

tem," said Kathryn Norberg, a pro-

fessor in the history department.

"Smaller courses always produce

higher ratings."

Often, class popularity also direct-

ly affects a student's evaluation.

"The courses that are more acces-

sible and basically deal with sexier

issues are getting higher scores inde-

pendent of the professors," said

Robert Emerson, chair of the sociol-

ogy department.

Faculty claim another weakness of

the student evaluation is Us simplistic

ranking system, which employs

vague terms like "poor" and "excel-

lent" to describe a course.

Although the back of the form is

left open for comments, few students

take the time to express their opin-

ions.

"Instructors often say they are dis-

appointed students do not write

more comments," said Dawson-

Munoz.

Both Wortham and Emerson said

a narrative component should be

part of the evaluation.

"A number doesn't convey much,

(and) it doesn't put a lot of responsi-

bility on the student in terms of artic-

ulating a critique," Emerson said.

Peer evaluations are a supplemen-

tary method for assessing professors.

"In the history department, we don't

rely on the (student) evaluations

alone," said Norberg. A faculty com-

mittee also reviews courses every few

years.

Although Wortham admits stu-

dent evaluations are limited, peer

evaluations are an insufficient alter-

native as well.

"Unless you have sat through the

class, done all the work (and) partici-

pated in discussion, ^ou are not real-

ly as qualified as a student," he said.

While Wortham argues students

are qualified to judge the quality of

instruction, they can be misused to

justify arbitrary actions.

"Student evaluations are a loaded

gun put in the hand of certain admin-

istrators," said Jeff Smith, a lecturer^

in the writing department. After 12

years at UCLA, Smith was not

approved for reappointment.

"They seize on some student say-

ing something bad about you for (his

or her) own agenda," he said.

Smith said evaluations are biased

to favor more liberal graders.

"If angry students can "get you

fired, you are going to give higher

See EVALUATIONS, page 9
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AVOID CHAPTER 1

1

You'll learn n lot at college, and one of the most impoi'tant

things you can learn is how to avoid "Chapter I I" bankruptcy.

You see, having a credit card can be a very useful thing. But

misuse it. and you could wind up in serious trouble. That's why

Citibank would like to give you a free education in personal

financial management.

Call us and we'll send you your choice of easy-to-undcrstand

newsletters on How Credit Cards Work. Budgeting. Building

a Credit History and Fraud Prevention. It's all free.
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Christopher discusses and signs his

new book:
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of History
"Shaping Foreign Policy for a New Era
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Remarks by President Clinton upon

Warren Christopher's resignation:

"For all Secretary Christopher's skill at diffusing

crises, I believe his lasting legacy was built behind

the headlines, laying the foundations for our future.

Under his leadership we've taken on new threats like

terrorism, the spread of weapons of mass destruction,

and environment degradation."
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COURTSIDE
From page 1

tioning on," said Rachel Chang, a

fourth-year communication studies

student.

Settlement negotiations began

before the summer, aft^r UCLA filed

A civil lawsuit m Los Angeles

Superior Court against more than 20

of the companies involved in the con-

struction, ranging from the architect

to the contractors who handled the

roofing and windows.

Construction companies did not

immediately return calls from The
Bruin.

The settlement does not necessari-

ly mean that any o'i the companies

involvjed are admitting any wrongdcv

ing in the case.

"When parties settle, they want a

stipulation that they are not admit-

ting to anything," said Glen

Fichman. campus counsel.

Settlements are rcommon in con-

struction cases, according to

Fichman, because of all the costs

involved in handling the cases

through a trial.

DRIVE
From pa^e 4

Hurricane" of 1780 killed 22,000

people, has left its victims struggling

to recover since unleashing its wrath

on Oct. 28.

"The process costs involved in liti-

gation can be quite high," Fichman

said.

The costs involved in trying the

case, and that the companies offered

UCLA a dollar amount which would

allow for the repairs caused the uni-

versity to stop short of going to trial,

according to Fichman.

'We thought we got a good result

by settling," Fichman said. "The

amount we received was a fair

amount."

Courtside went through tempo-

rary repairs earlier this year to pre-

vent any further leaking, but the

money for the lawsuit will pay for per-

manent repairs which will include fix-

ing roofs and replacing windows. '

"We've done temporary repairs to

get the buildings as watertight as pos-

sible," Morabito said.

During the temporary repairs,

some students were moved to the

UCLA Guest House for a short time.

Permanent repairs will not take

place until De Neve Plaza is complet-

ed. The added housing provided by

De Neve will allow housing officials

to close Courtside to do the repairs,

according to Morabito.

by the floods," Chavez said

"He was trying to get on higher

ground (when he saw the flood), but

a mudslide made him lose his bal-

ance," she continued.

Chavez also has a cousin who is

missing. He was working in the fields

near Honduras the last time he was

ill an effuu ui help viLiimu uf the Been. BocauKC a)mmuni;;ai;on it; dif-

hurricane, UCl^A's Movimiento
Fstudiantil Chicano y Chicana de

Aztlan (MEChA) organized a food

drive that started last Wednesday
and will continue "until necessary."

"MEChA understands that an

organized effort by students at

UCLA is needed to provide relief to

the survivors of this devastation, and

so our organization was committed

to launching a food drive," said

MEChA Chair Henry Perez.

The organization is working with

the Community Programs Office,

which is in charge of organizations

and clubs on campus. But, since

MEChA itself does not have the

money or equipment to ship the food

to Central America, it had to find a

larger organization to work with.

MEChA joined forces with unions

and church groups to formi the

Coalition of ImrnediateT^TTenfoT

Central America, to ship donated

goods to hurricane victims.

Perez said the combined efforts of

the coalition will ensure that the food

and materials arrive in Central

America "in a timely manner."

When other campus organiza-

tions, such as Bruin Belles, Jewish

Student Union and Latin American

Students Alliance <LASA), heard of

MEChA's efforts to help victims of

the hurricane, they offered to collect

canned goods from their members as

well.

The success of the food drive is

even more important to many
UCLA students because they have

family and friends in Central

America.

Third-year history student

Baudelia Chavez has family in

Nicaragua, one of the countries

struck hardest by widespread flood-

ing.

"in Matagalpa (a farming com-

munity in northern Nicaragua), I

have an uncle who is recovering in

the hospital after being swept away

ficult at this moment, Chavez does

not know what has happened to her

family since.

What she does know is that they

have lost too much to Mitch.

"My family lost part of their

home, friends lost their lives. They all

lost their livelihoods," Chavez said.

"And since they worked in the

fields, they had nothing to (fall back

on). They had only their livestock,

and those too are now gone," she

continued.

Chavez's family will not be the last

to face the disastrous aftermath of

Mitch, as aid workers still anticipate

more fatalities due to hunger and dis-

ease.

Supplies of food and medicine are

much needed. And although the sup-

plies are starting to reach flood vic-

tims in various areas, it is still difll-

^Ttlo acxess other paTts of th^

nation — -

Clean drinking water is also in

short supply. In an appeal on Nov.

10, Honduran President Carlos

Flores described the devastation of

his country by the hurricane.

"We lost in 72 hours what we have

taken more than 50 years to build, bit

by bit," Flores said.

Elena Lempel, president of Jewish

Student Union, urged students to

help hurricane victims by donating

food and medical supplies.

"Even though it's Thanksgiving

for us and everyone wants to help the

homeless in the United States, these

people (in Central America) don't

have any support," she said.

"They can't go down the street

and buy something because there's

nothing there," Lempel continued.

Drop boxes for donations are located

at 407 Kerckhoff Hall, 102 Men's Gym,

7449 Bunche, 58 Haines, 5310 Rolfe

and Campbell Hall. For more informa-

tion, contact MEChA in 407 Kerckhoff

Hall, or call(310) 206-6452.

HURRICANE
From page 4

been personall) affected by

Hurricane Mitch, the state, city and

university have been organizing

efforts to help with the relief effort

At UCLA, a food drive spon-

sored by Movimiento Estudianti!

Chicano de Aztlan (MEChA) and

the Community Programs Office

have set up drop boxes-all over cam-

pus (see related article, page 4)

" Much of the policy response to

Mitch in Washington and other

national capitals has been to erase

the debts owed to them by these dev-

astated countries

The California National (iuard
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HURRICANE
From page 8

will deploy seven of its C- 1 30 aircraft

to help transport relief supplies

around the country to those coun-

tries ravaged by Mitch.

Several efforts also are being

made throughout Los Angeles to

provide supplies for citizens of

Central America.

Money, canned food and medi-

cine are being accepted in all the

consulate offices for the four worst-

hit countries in Central America.

The Red Cross and other organi-

zations throughout the city are

accepting these goods as well.

"Without help from people-living

EVALUATIONS
From page 6

grades than you otherwise would,"

he added.

Dawson-Munoz, however, disput-

ed Smith's assertions.

"National literature ... suggests

that there are no correlations

between teachers giving high grades

and students giving them high evalu-

ations," she said.

Wortham also defended the accu-

racy of student evaluations. "If it is

the perception that students give

higher marks to the more generous

graders, then it's ba.sed upon myth

here it would be very difTicult to

prosper," said Tesla Coler, a

Honduran consulate official.

Coler said these countries are in

dire need of food and medical sup-

plies.

After a decade of civil wars and

economic chaos in the 1980s

,Central America had only just

begun rising to its feet again.

Overall, experts said it may take

billions of dollars to get these weak

economies back on their feet.

Moving them forward may take

decades.

Banegas said she hopes that once

all the media frenzy dies out, "peo-

ple's willingness to help and open

their hearts to the needy won't die

out" as well.

'and not reality," he said.

"Two of the most demanding

graders in the (English) department

get among the highest scores," he

added.

Regarding a challenging organic

chemistry course. Goel said, "A lot of

people failed, but she was an excel-

lent teacher," proving harder grading

does not necessarily garner criticism.

Dawson-Murioz said she hopes

students will be mindful of this when

judging their professors.

"With a little patience, thoughtful

students can often teach instructors

to teach better, just as thoughtful

instructors can leach students to

learn more effectively," she said.

AWARD
From page 1

erates as it develops. Anderson said

this requires Transportation Services

to constantly look for ways to deal

with traffic that is created by new

buildings on campus.

Since UCLA was last honored at

the first annual Clean Air Awards in

1989, it has continued its efforts

toward cleaner air by phasing out its

dicsel fueled buses and replacing

ihem with CNG buses.

An on-campus CNG fueling sta-

tion was installed in 1994 to serve

other university vehicles that run on

this cleaner burning fuel. Last

January, Transportation Services

purchased 11 CNG-fueled bu.ses at

T240,000 each tcm-place its outdaTcd

diesel fleet. This is the typical cost lor

a new bus. Carter said.

The new buses seat only .V^ - '(wo.

less than the older diesel buses - but

have standing room for 10 to 15 more

and meet required guidelines for

wheelchair capacity, said Anderson.

"We hope all transit agencies will

move to replace their diesel buses

with ones that run on cleaner burn-

ing fuel such as compressed natural

gas," Atwood said. These buses serve

1.4 million passengers annually on

the campus routes, according to

Carter.

Although no black smoke pours

from the tailpipes and there Is a spe-

cial CNG insignia on the buses,

many passengers still do not realize

they are riding buses run by cleaner

REGENTS
From page 1

Pei, will replace what is currently

Lot 14, a retired steam plant and a

waste management facility.

Essentially, it will cover the area

from Westwood Boulevard, to

Gayley Avenue, just south of the

police station. . .

• v ;..

"One of the things that made this

place (Lot 14) distinctive was that

the research space would be adja-

cent to patient care areas. " Robak

said

To compensate for the loss of

1,450 parking spaces, the campus

will open 7(M) new spaces in Lot 4

burning fuel.

Karthik Vaidyanathan. a fourth-

year microbiology student, said that

he takes the bus from Ackerman
turparound every day but had no

idea that it runs on CNG.
"It runs just like a typical bus. H'

it's good for the environment, then 1

think it's a good idea," he said.

The Quick Charge LA. program,

of which UCLA is a member, was

also given a Clean Air Award by

SCAQM D in the category of "model

community achievements." Quick

Charge is a $.^.5 million project

involving 29 public and private orga-

nizations to introduce electric vehi-

cles by installing 200 electric charg-

ing stations around Los Angeles,

including one on campus.

Transportation Services is in the

process of purchasing two electrical-

ly charged vehicles a Ford Ranger

and a Honda EV ht both 'of which

were featured at the UCLA
Transportation Fair in Westwood

Plaza earlier this year.

The Ford Ranger will replace a

parking enforcement vehicle, and the

Honda EV will be used for a variety

of errands by Iransportation

Services' internal staff. As campus

vehicles owned by other departments

need to be replaced. Transportation

Services will be encouraging them to

purchase electric vehicles as well.

"This year's winners represent the

best and brightest m the effort to

achieve clean air," said William

Burke, governing board chairman

for SCAQM D "However, our work

is far from finished."

and 550 spaces in Janss Plaza,

between the Men's Gym and the

Dance Building, prior to the demoli-

tion of structure 14. The new hospi-

tal itself will contain, 500 spaces

underground.

During today's meeting the

regents will tour the current and

future site of the new medical com-

plex.

They will also hear a presentation

regarding the new MedicalCenter

and hospital

Westwood homeowners are also

expected to speak durme.the public^

comments portion of the irieeimg.

The UC Board of Regents will be

meeting at UCLA through Friday
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help our kids, you have
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EDITORIAL

Pn• tit •sition 209
In modem sodety, we can't all be No. 1

has nationwide

mino effect• •

TREND: Washington becomes latest state

to pass anti-afTirmative action legislation

What began as an isolated propt^sition in California has

evolved into what may become a nationwide trend to stifle

diversity at universities. California's Proposition 209 has

spawned Initiative 200. which recently passed in Washington

state, and similar legislation is popping up in other states as

well. Considering the drops in minority enrollment at UCLA.
in particular, it is disturbing to see the beginning of what may be

the end to an essential and valued commodity within public

learning institutions.

UC Regent Ward Connerly, who spearheaded the campaign

for Proposition 209 in California, pushed for the passage of

Initiative 200 in Washington: the ambiguous wording of

Initiative ZW is nearly identical to the ambiguous wording that

Connerly authored in Proposition 209.

Connerly plans to create similar anti-affirmative action legis-

lation in other states, namely Nebraska and Michigan. His

efforts are disconcerting to say the least; considering the effects

Proposition 209 has had on California, one can only fear for the

future ofdiversity in other, already less diverse states.

A diverse student body creates an environment where differ-

ent ideas can be voiced and exchanged, which is necessary at

any educational institution. Different perspectives are assets to

academic and cultural growth; students need to encounter opin-

ions which challenge their own if they are ever to grow, change

or truly expand their knowledge.

Diversity at a university is achieved when there are differ-

ences in students' geographic origin, socioeconomic status, and
ethnic or national origin. By abolishing race considerations in

the university admissions process, states considering initiatives

like Proposition 209 and Initiative 200 will restrict the means by

which a university can achieve such diversity. Consequently,

such measures limit the students' abilities to interact with and
learn from people from other races and points of view.

F'roposition 209 resulted in a devastating 42.6 percent drop

in African American students admitted to UCLA's 1998 fresh-

UTOPIA: In spite of lolly

goals of Founding Fathers,

society anything but equal

A few insane, hoary-headed men
drafted this piece of parchment

200 years ago called the

"Declaration of Independence." They
were obviously fugitives from some men-
tal institution because they had the

audacity to write that "all men are creat-

ed equal, that they are endowed by their

Creator with certain unalienable Rights,

that among these are Life, Liberty and

the pursuit of

Happiness."

These supposed

ly self-evident

truths don't seem

clear enough at

times.

While killing

time on a rather

slug-paced spring

afternoon, I man
aged to find a co l - Juliattttg

Who cares if you can't spell "mycor-

rhizae" or "rubber ducky"? One's cre-

ativity should never be inhibited. (I seri-

ously suspect that Dan Quayle did in fact

discover "creative spelling." And some-

one once said that the vice presidency

was a useless office.)

But before you go around proudly

strutting your new discoveries, just

remember not to hurt the feelings of

those less creative. Heaven forbid that

anyone try to stand out and make others

feel less equal.

Oddly enough, this talk reminds me of

an episode of "The Twilight Zone." (Yes,

I'm a recovering couch potato.) The
story takes place sometime in the near

future when society is able to eradicate

all the ugliness from society due to the

wonders of plastic surgery.

The protagonist

refused to have

the surgery

done, because

she thought that

people wouldn't

know what is

beautiful

jstic piece of history. All men are indeed

equal under the law. In reality, things

aren't so simple. We the People of the

United States retain colored perceptions

of the world around us, and these biases

inevitably affect the way we deal with

each other.

Regardless ofhow open-minded peo-

ple think they are, one can never escape

favoring one group or one person over

another. The idea of everyone winning

and no one losing subscribes to a very

rudimentary example of dictating behav-

ior based on the "common good."

Why is it that there are images of

chickens and prisoners floating around

in my head? Could it be that I learned

something from all those political sci-

ences classes I've slept through? (For

SeeSOHN,pa9e12

Sohn

man class. The number of Chicano and Latino students admit
ted decreased by 33 percent. Overall, there was a 10 percent

decrease in the number of minority students admitted UC-wide.

Although the University of California and UCLA may be

content to parade the fact that this year's freshman class is acad-

emically the strongest of any previous class, academically quali-

fied students cannot replace the benefits that a diverse student

body provides.

California universities are not the only schools to enact anti-

afllrmative action legislation. At the University ofTexas in

1997, the number of African American students entering the

university was less than half the number who entered in previ-

ous years. The law school admissions for African American and
Hispanic students, for the same year, decreased by nearly 70

percent.

Considering such staggering decreases in the percentages of

minority admissions in California and Texas, it's questionable

whether Washington state voters realized the consequences

Initiative 200 would bring. Washington state's population is 86

percent white, and at the University of Washington, the under-

graduate and graduate population contains less than 8. percent

of Native American, African American and Hispanic students

combined. With such a small percentage of minorities enrolled

at the university and living in the state, the need to protect diver-

sity becomes all the more important

Although affirmative action opponents claim our society

should be colorblind in order to "level the playing field," the dis-

mantling of affirmative action programs did nothing but dimin-

ish the diversity of California schools. Efforts like Washington's

Initiative 200 indicate that other states are soon to follow.

Editorial Board

umn in U.S. News
and World Report

by John Leo, called

"We're all Number I," (June 22, 1998).

The column was dedicated to youth soc-

cer leagues on the East (right) Coast.

Apparently, some brilliant administra-

tor devised a plan to ensure that all
"^

children who played soccer would be

winners and there would be no losers.

The idea was to take no scores and

just play for the hell of it. Besides, it's

better to have an entire league of win-

ners than to have one champion team
and a bunch of loser teams.

This logic amazed me. The first

signs of revolution were at hand. Who
would have imagined that the seeds of

Utopia would begin in the context of

youth soccer? Such benevolence

should spread to all facets of life, so

that we all can truly be equal, just like

those madFounding Fathers said^

Imagine a world where we all grad-

uated with a 4.0 GPA regardless of %

how much effort we put into

stu(dying).

Imagine a world with no

"crosstown rivalry" as well. Instead of

being crosstown rivals, we could be

crosstown buddies. (I'm going to rush

to the use student store and buy

myself a nifty Trojan baseball cap. I

wonder how I would look with a

UCLA T-shirt and a USC baseball

cap.)

Sohn Is currently searching for any ofthe

Founding Fathers' strajghtjackets. If you

have info regarding this matter, contact

her at jsohn@ucla.edu.

knowing what is

considered ugly.

These scvcallcd

Hounding Fathers

drafted an

ideal-
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On Friday, Viewpoint will discuss UCLA athletics. With the 'SC football game soon

approaching, we want to know why competition and rivalry are important to you.

Is school pride integral to your college experience? Or is school pride just

one more symptom of social brainwashing? Bring your submissions to

118 Kerdchoff Hall or e-mail them to viewpoint@media.uda.edu.

The deadline for submissions is Nov. 19 at 10 a.m.
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Nothing in

life Is free,

not even lunch
As a student spending her sec-

ond year living in on-campus

housing, I rely on the cafeteria for

most of my meals. While I agree

that the dining services have

attempted to institute marked

improvements in terms of the

availability and variety of food

they offer to residents, these

changes have not been significant

enough to warrant the claim in

Neal Narahara's article (News

Nov. 13), "Improved dining hall

services curb meal coupon use."

This article implied that the ser-

vices in the residential dining halls

are so overwhelmingly wonderful

that students would rather run

back to the dorms in the middle of

the day to eat lunch rather than

stay on campus and

eat in one of the

many ASUCLA
restaurants.

I would instead attribute this

stampede to the cafeterias to the

fact that, as the article stated, a

student lunch coupon is only

worth $1.85. Other thanTaco Bell,

there is nowhere, especially on the

UCLA campus, where $1.85 can

buy a person a satisfying lunch.

The meal coupons are simply a

rip-off. Students have realized this

and have chosen to make the trek

back to the dorms for lunch,

where they at least have a better

chance of getting their money's

worth. The trek may be long and

inconvenient but at least, unlike

lunch, it's free.
,

'

Jessica langenhan

Second-year

Biology

See LETTERS, page 13

Before ing fingers, examine own abilities

Speak to over 50,000 people.

Apply to be a Viewpoint

columnist.

Ap[)licatio i is l o r the winter quarter will =

be available beginning Nov. 16

and can be picked up at 118 Kerckhoff Hall

(the Daily Bruin office). Your completed ~

—

applications should be returned to Andrea Perera's

mailbox at the Daily Bruin office

by or before Nov. 30 at 5 p.m.

EXCUSES: Incompetency,

not racist ideas, prevent

workers from advancing

ByJillPesselnidi

*i wasn't given that assignment

because I am black," my co-worker

Cathy said to me recently after a staff

member asked for my assistance.

"But I have been here longer, and

1 deserve to be given more opportu-

nities. You have only a few months of

experience," I replied.

Cathy thinks she does not receive

choice assignments because she

belongs to a race that has traditional-

ly been discriminated against

in the workplace, though the

reality is that she just doesn't

have what it takes lb do her

job.

Why do individuals in

this society use race as an

excuse for their own fail-

ure? From the beginning of

her employment, Cathy

has used race to excuse her

own inabilities.

When Dan, a senior

co-worker, constructive-

ly criticized her first

major effort on her sec-

ond day on the job, she

immediately turned

against him. She later

asked me if Dan had criti-

—

when Dan went on vacation, she con-

fided to me that she believed that he

was a racist. I was Habbergasted to

say the least, and tried to discuss the

situation with her rationally.

Though 1 am not African

American and can never truly under-

stand virulent racial prejudice, I con-

tinually told her that these work

decisions are based on experi-

ence and nothing else.

Cathy has told others

beside me about her belief

in Dan's racist tenden-

cies, including a fellow

African American

ardy because of these accusations

due to the volatility of such claims.

It is unbelievable to me that a per-

son can enter a stable, friendly work-

place and create such havoc because

of her own self^steem problems and

low level of talent.

I understand that these claims are

proven true in

some work-

places, so it

would be

wrong to

pass

cized me at first; I honestly

answered that the exact same

thing had happened to me. She

still insisted that Dan's response

must have been because she was

African American. Since that

incident, she has created a hostile

working environment for others

because she does not like Dan.

Every time I was assigned to

some task that she would have pre-

ferred doing, she acted petty and jeal-

ous, never questioning her own tal-

ent. The disgusting result was that

Pesselnick is a fourth-year communica-

tion studies and history student.

co-worker. She, too, did not under-

stand such allegations, especially

given her own plea.sant relationship

with him.

Why does Cathy feel the need to

tell people in the office that Dan is a

racist? His reputation stands in jeop-

this off without really looking at the

situation closely. After doing this,

nothing, absolutely nothing, has led

me to believe that Dan is racist or

that others do not give Cathy assign-

ments because she is African

American.

The glaring question remains, why

does Cathy believe that everything is

a race issue? I don't have any con-

SeePESSELNICICpagelS
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A Summer of Service
in Latin America

Every summer since 1965, AMIGOS has provided an opportunity to over

19,000 high school and college students to live and serve in Latin America.

Countries Served

Mexico

Honduras

Costa Rica

Dominican Republic

Ecuador

Paraguay

Bolivia

Brazil

Projects Administered

Community Sanitation

Family Health Promotion

Environmental Education

Dental Hygiene

Home Improvement

Family Gardens

Skills-Developed

Communication

Leadership

Interpersonal

Foreign Language

Cross-Cultural Sensitivity

Management

^ Amieos de las Americas ^^^

Be a volunteer this summer!
Application Deadline: March 15

Scholarships Available

For more info contact Jennifer Martin

jmartin@amigoslink.org

did you heat?

you can help
expand the

Join the Recycling

^Advocates, a tasic force that

not only works to ex|>and

recycling on campus, but
also throws a party every
week, on Tuesdays at 6pnfi

InRoyce 156.

5618 Star Lane*Houston, TX 77057*800.23'1.7796*www.amigoslink.org

...a journey in understanding a world of differences!

Buy any two Toco Bell

Express items and get

a tnlro item FREE
with iMvaroM pwcfcose after Spin;

offer good throv^ 11/25/98

Ian kit [RVTtss Hon
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those who are trapped in the some-

what drab south campus or who have

, never had the pleasure of being in a

'

political science class, the chicken

and the prisoners refer to gaming the-

ory.)

Supposedly, all men have been cre-

ated equal ever since this nation was

founded, but is this theory plausible?

Within the Bill of Rights, it is out-

lined that people are free to choose

whatever form of worship they want

(in the First Amendment). In *

Amendments 15 and 19, it is explicit-

ly stated that you cannot deny the

rights of a person based on race,

color or gender. (So it seems that We
the People don't understand what

equality is since it must be enforced

through various amendments.)

Although these amendments exist,

they don't negate the biases that we
all have. In the context of that soccef*"^

column in U.S. News and World

Report, some of the young players

were interviewed and one boy said

that he kept score in his head. So,

regardless of what rules are imposed

in that league, there are those who
still kept score to see who really won.

What a shame. Things aren't look-

ing so great for this Utopia. I was

looking forward to buying a USC
cap. Equality is yet another concept

forever condemned to exist in the

realm of ideas, which is not necessari-

ly a terrible fate.

Y'ears ago, when 1 was a dopey—
junior high school student, I read a

story about a Dystopia, where all

people were coerced into being

equal. A certain IQ, way of dress,

physical ability and way of thinking

were enforced constantly. Those who
dared to try breaking out of that sys-

tem were killed.

Within the UC system, the issue of

afllrmative action always rears its

controversial head. (Do you hear that

buzzing? It's the flies feasting on the

corpse of a beaten horse.) Currently,

students entering UCLA are admit-

ted based upon their academic merit.

Ideally, with all things being truly

equal and simple, this system is per-

fect.

But something isn't quite right.

Some people want affirmative action

implemented. They argue that diver-

sity is threatened and that less fortu-

nat0i^eople have a right to an educa-

tion. Others claim that life isn't fair—
and that those whining about it

should just sit down, shut up and

work harder.

Life truly fails to come remotely

close to what is just and fair. But to

dismantle attempts at making the

world less unjust - affirmative action

- by saying it contradicts the

Founding Fathers' ideal (that all men
are created equal) assumes pre-exist-

ing equality. This equality never exist-

ed.

Ideals are beautiful things to try to

attain. But for some strange reason,

whenever people try to implement

some sort of social system in this

world, things become a little strange.

For example, Marxism tries to cre-

ate a world of true equality and com-

munal social order, but somehow
communism developed with a very

small elite lording over the masses,

which was contrary to the original

ideals of communism. No matter

how many times we call our system

of government a Democracy (a gov-

ernment by the people), it is still a

Republic (a government by represen-

tatives of the people).

Perhaps if people were more
abovcboard about their opinions

(instead of masking them) and will-

ing to consider other people's opin-

ions, then we would be on our way

towards a more just society It surely

won't be perfect, but it's a beginnmg

Those crazy Foundmg Fathers.

Perhaps the Smithsonian will unveil

•an exhibit showing the straitjackets

they used to wear Whoever heard of

equality''
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Crete explanations, but she must

have had some past experiences in

which race played a huge role in

causing her some misfortune. I can

sympathize with this, though creat-

ing problems in a new working envi-

ronment on only your second day is

bad judgement and immature behav-

ior.

I venture to say that Cathy is not a

diamond in the rough in the work-

places of America.

Individuals like her must realize

that quickly making negative judge-

ments about others is just what they

themselves are accusing their ene-

mies of doing unjustly.

Bad work is bad work,

and it has nothing

to do with race.

Everyone feels upset if they can-

not accomplish their goals. If these

goals are unrealistic - based on their

own abilities - this strains ajl future

choices.

What it comes down to is that all

people must evaluate their strengths,

and if they find criticism at every

corner, they should leave themselves

open to chew over the reasons

behind ilie c i itiuisiii. Bdii wurk is bad

work, and it has nothing to do with

race.

It is scary that people like Cathy

do not listen to reason, and they will

never truly understand their own

weaknesses.

LEHERS
From page 1

1

Patients should

have right to die

Eric Achytes' article, "Terminally

ill should live life to fullest,"

(Viewpoint, Nov. 13) totally avoids

addressing the main issues that drive

the righl-to-die nriovement: pain, loss

of control, pain, loss of dignity, pain.

One suspects that he has never

witnessed the slow death of a person

with cancer, either as a close relative

or a health care professional.

Those of us who have experienced

such deaths cannot understand why

anyone, in his ivory tower, would

advocate an extra month or two of

agony for a vague philosophy of "liv-

ing life to the fullest."

Though the right-to-die movement

recently suffered another "defeat" in

Michigan, we have achieved a partial

victory in getting the medical estab-

lishment to pay more attention to

end-of-life care. Unfortunately, it is

apparent from such things as the

depressing statistics of the recent

"support" study, that their feet must

be held to the fire a while longer.

Meanwhile, the statistics in

Oregon - that there are 10 assisted

suicides for every 2,000 people dying

- indicate that the issue is more psy-

chological than practical. For those

10, there probably were 100 people

who were reassured in their dying

days that they had the right to some

control of their end, which coincides

with the percent of deaths estimated

to be painful: about 5 percent.

And this year, in California, we

achieved the victory of abolition of

the triplicate forms, so that physi-

cians can prescribe the pain allevia-

tors that are needed by their patients

for a comforlable death without the

fear of a bureaucrat in Sacramento

tapping their shoulder.
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M.A. in Clinical Psychology

Meets educational requirements

for the MFCC license

M.A. in Psychology

To prepare for a human services

position or doctoral program

Psy.D. in Clinical Psychology

APA-accredited, M.A. required

• highly respected, accomplished faculty,

who are also practicing professionals

• wide variety of theoretical orientations

• outstanding pass rates on past MFCC oral

exams

• small classes; accessible faculty

f

The Graduate School of Education and

Psychology regulaKy holds program

information sessions at its centers in

Los Angeles, the San Fernando Valley,

and Orange County. Please call

(310) 568-5605 to find out the date

and time of the next meeting.

• flexi ble schedules; afte rnoon and evenlng^
^^

classes

• active assistance in locating internships

• dynamic career possibilities: clinical practice,

consulting, business, the courts, academia,

and human services

For applications or brochures:

(310) 568-5605

For program information:

(800) 888-4849

PEPPERDINE UNIVERSITY
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION AND PSYCHOLOGY
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Get The Inside Scoop On The Application Process:

UCLA LAW STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS' ANNUAL
MINORITY STUDENTS

LAW SCHOOL ADMISSIONS WORKSHOP

Workshop Program Will Include:

• Presentation by Admission Committee Representatives

• Presentation by Financial Aid Representatives

• UCLA Law School Faculty & Student Panel

• Question & Answer Sessions

Bring your Personal Statement, Resume, Letters of

Recommendation For Tips and Evaluation
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Occurring On;

UCLA School of Law
Room #1 447

Pizza and Drinks will be provided

Workshop open to all Interested students

Sponsored By:

Raza Law Studants
Association

(310) 206-5158

Asian Pacific Islandor l.aw Stikionts

Associstion (APILSA)

(310) 825-1304
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ARTS ENTERTAINMENT
''Going once, going twice ..."

From Van Gogh to Monet, art's strange

science of appraisal and pricing is

examined in Thursday's issue.

Music evokes sentiments

of internment camp stay
SURVIVOR: Inspired by World War II experience with

family, professor premieres emotional composition

By Sandy Yang
Daily Bruin Contributor

They were torn from their homes

and forced to give up their liveli-

hood. Families were separated.

The memories of the 1941 intern-

ment of 120,000 Japanese-

Americans lived on last weekend in a

choral concert titled "Minidoka

(Reveries oQ," written by visiting

Professor Paul Chihara, one of the

survivors of the relocation camps.

"It's a song about my youth and

my parents and the others of that

generation who have passed away,"

Chihara said. "It was like a dream
piece, a memory piece like looking at

old pictures."

Before the Chamber Singers' per-

formance of "Minidoka," Chihara

spoke to the sold-out crowd about

the personal experiences that helped

him generate the piece, which he

described, in William Wordsworth's

words, as "a strong emotion recol-

legted in tranquility." The standing

ovation that followed the perfor-

mance indicated that the sentiment

was felt by each person in the audi-

ence in some way.

June Berk, an executive assistant

to the director of the Japanese

American National Museum, under-

stood too well the emotions and

memories portrayed in "Minidoka."

Though Berk and her family were

relocated to Arkansas, many miles

iMMri6mpfoudpa»orAmflri6a'fl uway from Minidoka, Idaho, ihe

history. Few textbooks and history

classes will detail the circumstances

behind this blatant denial of free-

dom.

Although most of the people who
lived through this experience have

passed away, "Minidoka" manages

to recreate the atmosphere and feel-

ings of being a child in these camps
almost 60 years ago.

Performed by the San Francisco

Chamber Singers, "Minidoka" was

named after the camp in which

Chihara and part of his family lived

for four years. It premiered at the

California Palace of the Legion of

Honor in San Francisco, where

"Minidoka" was one of the pieces in

a series of concerts about composers'

personal experiences in World War
II.

"The pieces that were in the con-

cert were things in this century that

were not patriotic," Chihara said..

"They were often very anguished,

personal expressions of intimate

thoughts and memories."

same emotions pervaded the experi-

ence of spending part of a childhood

in the relocation camps, away from

one's home and family.

Berk's brother had also joined the

army and was not allowed to see his

family before leaving for war.

"It was emotionally stirring, and

for me, it evoked a lot of memories of

my childhood (in the relocation

camp)," Berk said. "Paul was able to

capture the emotions of someone
who had been in camp. He conveyed

that to the wider audience who was

there, who were mostly people who
had not been in camp."

With a mix of different percussion

instruments backing the choral per-

formance, the 15-minute concert

included Japanese folk music and

American pop songs that were inte-

grated to capture the atmosphere of

the '40s while living in the camps.

The songs were in English,

Japanese and Latin, providing the

SeeOIIIURiCpagel?

Visiting professor Paul Chihmrm premiered his r>ewest composition,

¥vhich dealt with his Japanese heritage, in San FrarKisco.

Cool
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After making a splash in Hollywood,

Ice Cube returns to the music industry

with the release ofhis new

---^double album 'War and Peace —-—

By Tenoch Flores

Daily Bruin Contributor

It's been four years since O'Shea Jackson, better know as

Ice Cube, put out a solo project. But the man's been busy,

what with the Westside Connection project, acting, directing

and screenwritin^ He's no longer that angry jerry-curled

teenager sporting a black jacket and a Raiders cap.

"I think now. I know more about the world," C^ube con-

templated.

Ice Cube is a full-fledged member of the mainstream. He is

a pop icon, whether or not William Bennett likes it. His appeal

stretches beyond the confines of his Compton, Calif., home-
town, with kids in the suburbs knowing his songs and owning

his albums. He's also appeared in various films.

In short: he's made it. On the heels of his success in the film

industry. Cube is set to release his double album, "War and

Peace."

Musically, it's been a while since Ice Cube gave his fans

something they were satisfied with (going all the way back to

"Death Certificate"). With the release of "War and Peace," he

hopes to change that.

Constantly undergoing transformations as an artist from

album to album, this time proves no different. When his

movie "The Players Club" was released. Ice Cube's "new"
style surfaced on the soundtrack with the song, "We Be

Clubbin ." It seemed that Cube was making the transition to

dance music rather than the usual gangsta rap that he helped

to create.

"I've said things, and there's no reason to (restate) them t>r

no reason to go cover old ground." Cube said. "I'm always

into going mto new records, new thmgs Sometimes I do
records that reflect the old NWA style, sometimes I don't

want to do that"

Be that as it may. "Wc Be Clubbin'" is a far cry from his

"F- the Police" days with NWA. Ironically, NWA's "Straight

Outta Compton" is what helped to thrust Ice Cube into the

mainstream despite its anti-establishmcni message. The con-

troversial album appealed to all ethnicities, allowing NWA to

make its mark on the American music scene.

'Even though that was a hard-core underground record ...

that record was still pop," reflected Cube. "Everybody had

that record, and everybody knew about that record. I think

that was the initial thing, and then 'Boyz N The Hood' kind of

threw me over that fence to where ... evei ybody knew me."

If "Straight Outta Compton" helped ice Cube get his foot

in the door, then Hollywood gave him the mortgage to the

house. After starring in John Singleton's "Boyz N The
Hood," Ice Cube became a hou.schold name. Those who had-

n't heard of O'Shea Jackson now caught wind, thanks to the

likes of Siskel and Ebert and other critics heralding

Singleton's film.

"I kind of fell into that (acting)." Cube recalled. "I wasn't

really thinking about acting, but 1 ran into John Smgleton in

1988 and he was just a junior at USC ... he was telling me he

had this script and hopefully in a couple ot \ears he'll do it and

he's got people looking at it. I didn't really pay him (any)

attention."

Columbia Pictures ended up picking up the script, and

after what Ice Cube described as a terrible audition, he reread

the script, gave it a second shot and got the part.

"From doing one movie, that experience just gave me the

buzz and from then on. I've been just trying to get involved

with any project that I feel I can contribute to." he explained.

The fl<K>dgates were thus opened Alter acting m varituis

films. "Cube decided to step things up a bit In 1995 C ube

starred in a film that he had also written. Friday " The pub-

lic's initial reaction was one of bewilderment not only was Ice

Cube writing a movie. but it was going to be a comedy*^

"I like to do projects like 'Fnday" and stulTlike that to kind

LiM Pcardon

Ice Cube's new album/'War and Peace," is fresh out in stores now.

of show the other side of who I am." he stated, "because I'm

not serious 24 hours a day and nobody is or nobody should be.

I have a sense of humor, it comes out every now and then."

Was he ever right. "Friday" not only proved to be a great

comedy, (with the help of Chris Tucker), but it overachieved

at the box office. The film remained in the top five for quite

some time, and once again. Hollywood took notice.

After the success of "Friday." Cube took his shot at direct-

ing in "The Players Club." The film (also written by Cube)

was about a "gentlemen's club" and the women who worked

there as dancers. Receiving marginal reviews, the movie went

on to do quite well at the box office Projects that he has on lap

include (what else) a sequel to "Friday" which he just finished

writing and a film which stars him alongside Cieorge dooney

and Mark Wahlberg.

So where has all this success in HoIlywm)d left his music'

Well. It seems as though no one can have it all Enigmatically.

while his success in the film industry shows no signs of cur-

tailing, his music seems to be headed in another direction.

The new double album, "War and Peace," (actually, the

second part. "Peace" will be released in early 1999) looks to

leave Ice Cube fans saying "maybe next time." Much like the

less than enthusiastically received "Lethal Injection," this one

appears to be headed for the same fate. Though it will

undoubtedly achieve commercial success. Ice Cube fans

grumble under their breath.

"'War' - that record is pretty much (about things that are)

going on right now. How it is." Cube explained. "Peace' is

more of a visionary record...how it should be. I'd say my
Peace' record is my .. conscious record and my War' record

is (more of a) street record The reason I title my album that is

because I think that is the conflict of life"

S^eCUtE,pa9«18
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Isabella' morphs

ancient Italian

theatrical art for

modern viewers

PLAY: Actors incorporate

masks, improv, acrobats

to show tradition's beauty

By Erin Beatty

Daily Bruin Contributor

It's the same old classic story: boy

meets girl, boy falls in love with girl,

girl betrothed \o old man, and some-

one misplaces the fish with the con-

tract stuffed inside and the chicken

stuffed with a settlement.

So goes the story of the upcoming

"Triumph o\^ Isabella," a UCLA per-

formance by the students of the

Muiitcr of Fine Ann ' Truininfcr
Program at the School of Theater,

lilm and Television opening in the

Little Theater tonight. The produc-

tion, an original piece adapted and

directed by John Achorn, will be per-

formed in the classic tradition of

Italian commedia dell'Arte.

This Italian theater form predomi--

nated theater in the 16th through the

1 8th centuries. Using mime, acrobat-

ics, humor and masks, the perfor-

mance tries to web dialogue with

action, creating a complete sensory

experience.

'Ultimately, the audience is the

other member of the cast, and we
incorporate the audience by breaking

the wall between the audience and

cast," says John Achorn.

Here lies the most difficult task in

modern commedia dell'Arte: using

masks and actions to create an enter^

tainment quite foreign to the modern

viewer.
. - 'y:.-:^-' :::-

'

Commedia dell'Arte is an art form

in constant metamorphosis. Its

vibrant performance has helped

shape, establish and develop modern

theater throughout the ages.

"Commedia was created in the

early 1500s, and to me it pretty well

establishes modern theater," Achorn

explains. "It was the cradle of mod-

ern theater, especially modern come-

dy."

The theater type relies on various

stock characters taken from many
parts of Italy, who interact with one

another under constantly changing

circumstances.

Among these characters is

fantalone, an old, greedy miser;

Arlecchino, a street-smart peasant

who, over time, evolves into the devil-

ish lover; Colombina, the female

counterpart of Arlecchind, trnd-many

more.

Though the plot of each separate

performance changes, the main char-

acters consistently remain the same,

maintaining and developing their

own personal qualities.

"Always (the character's) circum-

stances are changing, sometimes they

may be somebody's father or daugh-

ter, and in the next play they would be

marrying one another," Achorn
explains.

~ ~~~~ ^

This movement and constant

adaption is a critical quality of corn-

media dell'Arte. Each play differs,

adapted for the various actors per-

lorming in it Yet. each actor con-

tributes to the character he or the per-

\^
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BLOCK

"Timing Is Everything"

Block, "Timing Is Everything"

Jamie Block doesn't write catchy

songs. If you listen to his album

once, you'll most likely forget it;

none of the 13 tracks grab hold of

you and ingrain themselves into your

mind. The second or third time the

album finds its way onto your steretv

however, you'll start to realize some-

thing - that this Block guy's a pretty

good songwriter. His music may not

infect you on first contact, but it has

a way of growing on you.

a. A singer and songwriter hailing

from Chapel Hill. North Carolina,

the same town that spawned both

Ben Folds Five and Squirrel Nut

Zippers, Block brings both a low-key

growl and nifty rhythm guitar skills

to "Timing Is Everything." It's not

exactly straightforward rock 'n' roll.

tfofw»f4ttfvyt^ine. bu t it

the pit of novelty music. His lyrics

can be cryptic, but with titles such as

"I Call Her Vicious," and "The Pink

House Must Burn," it's hard to take

the material too seriously This isnt

cornball comedy, though, it's good

music with a witty edge. We're not

talking timeless comedy here either,

but it is a lot smarter than most stuff

you'll find out there on the airwaves.

Musically, its hard to pigeonhole

Block; he tries punchy lounge on

"Catch A Falling Star, " folk on "I-

95." and "Sick Of Life" and
'

schmaltz rock on "I Used to Manage
PM Dawn " l^ach has a different

feel, but one of the most impressive

tricks Block employs is a full array

of sound effects, fading in and out

on both stereo tracks, which gives

the tunes a rich, complete feeling.

Block may confuse you. and he

won't leave a lasting impression until

you listen carefully, but "Timing Is

Everything" is a clever album.

Brent Hopkins

Trance Atlantic Air Waves, **The

Energy of Sound"

Looking for some pleasant, inter-

esting trance? Do not buy this album.

Enigma 3) is a llagrant move to cash

in on unsuspecting, potential trance

buyers.

Sure, the idea *d{ crossing Enigma

with more beat-driven music might

sound pretty cool, but this is about as

dull and lifeless a collection of

remixed music as possible on the

market today.

If you're not in the mood for think-

ing (or dancing) but need some tunes

to veg out to while waiting for dawn

on a school night, this could be the

album for you.

A novel but failed experiment is

the oversimplified remix of "Axel F,

"

better known as the theme song to

"Beverly Hills Cop." Cutting out

most of the synthesizer wizardry that

gives the original composition the

genius it is, Cretu and Gad opt for

repeating the one main keyboard riff

over and over. They add in some

cheesy distorted guitar 'samples that

sound like any of your favorite '80s

hair baods, an overused beat, some

meaningless vocal samples, and

voila! - elevator music for a new gen-

eration.

Other tracks that foltow the same

line include a remix of Vangelis'

tfitishil i n Tho debut of Tranoo Atlantic A i r "Pu istur." a Miam i V ici thamt song

electronica studio sorcery that

sounds cool with headphones or

large quantities of Class I substances,

but why bother when bands such as

the Future Sound of London or

Orbital can lake you so much fur-

ther?.

Well, there reallv is no reason to

bother. If you're looking for real

trance, save your dollar. There ar.e

much more inventive artists out there

that do the same thing a whole lot bet-

ter.

Cyrus McNally

The Eels, '*Electro^hock Blues"

You already feel broken on a cold,

miserable day on a wretched campus.

And there is no future bright enough

for you glowing on the horizon.

Everyone you know has killed them-

selves or seems dedicated to getting

there sometime soon.

Now. Now it is time to appreciate

the Eels' latest work, "Electro-Shock

Blues."

Haunting lyrics about death and

emotional numbness all tumble

toward something that holds the

promise of being at least livable..

Line after line of gut-wrenching

hta rtacht a rt propt iUd by tUr iU
good stuff.

Block has found a way to write

humorous songs without falling into

Waves - a duo with Enigma's

Michael Cretu and multi-instrumen-

talist Jens Gad (who is featured on

("Crockett's Theme") and Alan

Parson's "Lucifer."

There is the occasional moment of

chords. Beats ring with no soul or

purpose - to question what role a

soul plays anyway.

Feel low? They'll take you lower,

to a nightmare of flat, jaded depriva-

.tion.

"Going to the funeral now and

feeling I could scream/ Everything

goes away/ Driving down the high-

way through the perfect sunny

dream/ A perfect day for perfect

pain," singer and songwriter E

heaves wearily in "Going to Your

Funeral Part I

"

From here, the tale unfolds - every

song becoming slightly more uplift-

ing and emotionally stable like a

Downward Spiral in reverse. And it's

not an over-stated affair. It stays

sweet and sincere, through insanity

and its counterpart.

"Springfield's looking pretty dusty

today/ I see their dreams coming

undone/ The view from inside ward

nine affords this much/ A town teem-

ing with the unloved/ Close the win-

dow and lock it so it's good and

tight."

But restitution does arrive. Relief

from this perilous descent into inner-

oblivion emerges like a long lost com-

panion. The joints are rusty, but they

still can move.

Baby steps. Maybe a warm breeze

will carets tlie hunHry skin, and that

will be enough. For now.

See SOUND, page 17
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The new Lanos.
Low down pricOi

All out car.

N$Mni Sedan sutn$ mt S1Z500*
Nktfy-eqmpptdfor $13,810'

IwtrodMClwg Daewoo. Excofrtfonal Value, Automatically.

You'll be pleasantly surprised by how much car you'll get for your money with

Daewoo. That's because each ofour cars comes well-equipped with features

\ others may consider options. And, since each car has just one price, there's

> no sales pressure. No hassle. It's easy.

S8,999

ljm»$3-iloor

sunn at $8,999*

Smartiy-tquipftd

for $11,669*

Our 3 Day Teet DHve.

We know you can't get a real feel for a car from jast a 10 minute test drive.

That's why we let you borrow a Daewoo for up to three days with

unlimited mileage. Take it to the city. Take it to the country. Take it around

campus and show it off to your friends.

Mfe've Gel You Coveretf

.

Each one ofour amazingly reliable and comfortable cars is .so well-built,

we can cover them for the first 3 years or 36,000 miles

on all regular scheduled maintenance. Even oil and

wiper blades are included.

Ewen On The Road.
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You'll also get Daewoo Priority Assistance (24-h()ur

roadside assistance) for the first 3 years or 36,000

miles should you need it.

cikdc CZEZBIIQSBII!^
To make it even easier, you can even take a look at all of the

new Dacwoos and get detailed information on our website. How's that

for convenient? Just click and go.Or leam more about Daewoo by stopping

by any Daewoo Store or talking to a Daewoo Campus Advisor.

We'll show you how you can get a lotu car for a litdc dough.

Lepnua Sedan

starts at $14,790*

Laxurioudy appointed

for $18,910*

' tNtonr% MVl pfogram nwntonim at our Ohwoo stores

Daewoo ofVan Nays

6001 Van Nuys Blvd.

. (818) 785-8504

(^DAEWOO
Daewoo of Huntiiig;ton Beach

19232 Beach Blvd.

(714) 593-5851

Daewoo of Ontario

1251 Auto Center Drive

(909)937-6110

ISABELLA
From page 1

5

forms, bringing in his or her own adaptations and

interpretations.

Rather than a script, commedia uses a format

called a scenario, which is a plot within which the

actors must create their own lines.

Roxanne Meyers, who plays Colombina in the

play, explains.

"John would ask us to bring in our own mater-

ial based on our character, so that's how the play

came together." Meyers says.

Developing and learning the characters was

one of the most difficult aspects of the play, say

actors. Aside from the physical demands of the

acrobatics, contorting their bodies in foreign

ways, the hardest part was learning to act with a

mask.

Scott Clark, a third-year graduate student who
plays Arlecchinno, claims that modern expres-

sion is somehow inhibited by costume constric-

tions.

"For me, a lot of the challenge was just getting

used to the mask ... it's different communicating

with a mask on your face," Clark says. "There is

an entire physical life that is really foreign to what

we normally do."

Communicating with the body and adapting

an ancient art form to a modern crowd was one of

the most difficult tasks in "The Triumph of

Isabella."

Yet these are the characteristics that develop

the beauty of commedia dell'Arte, an art form

that is constantly adapting while miraculously

maintaining traditional techniques and charac-

ters.

THEATER: "The Triumph of Isabella" runs Nov. 18 to

Nov. 22 at 8 p.m. with matinees at 2 p.m. on Nov. 21

^d Nov. 22. AH performances are tn the tittleTheater:

SOUND
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"See this watch she gave me.'

Well it still ticks away/ The days

I'm claiming back for me," L

effortlessly floats the words to

"The Medication Is Wearing

Off"

Vanessa V anderZanden

t'2, "The Best of 1980-1990/ The

B-Sides"

Hallelujah! A savior has risen

to trample all infidels within the

music realm. Ironically, one of

the finest albums to arrive this

year is a collection of old songs

and assorted B-sides. But this is

not some ordinary greatest hits

compilation, rather it's the

anthology of a group that has sur-

vived while thousands have fall-

en: U2.

Taking the best tracks from

albums previous to "Achtung

Baby," the band from Ireland

proves time and time again its

ability to combine undeniable

lyrical prowess with lasting mem-
..orable melodies. Whether it's a

gentle ballad or melancholic mix,

U 2 rarely misses its mark and

remains the envy of all one-hit

wonders.

Hopefully, by now the general

population has heard the likes of

the inspiring "Pride (In the Name
of Love)" or the immortal "With

Or Without You," because it is

the inclusion of the B-Sides that

makes this already terrific prod-

uct even better.

If you were lucky enough to

purchase the album in its first and

second week of release, then the

bonus disc was a welcome addi-

tion.

Not surprisingly, many of the

songs are moderately raw. but

they are, nonetheless, very easy

listening on the ears. The most

noteworthy choices being the

upbeat "Dancing Barefoot" 'or

the remake of the Righteous

Brothers' "Unchained Melody."

"The Best of 1980-1990"

arguably contains not just the

best songs from U2, but includes

some of the most noteworthy

tracks of the decade.

For those unwilling to risk buy-

ing an entire CD, take a chance

on this album. This is the closest

thing to a sure bet in life - at least

musically.

Teron Hide

CHIHARA
Fronfipagel4

languages heard in the camps by

the different generations of

Japanese Americans.

Specific recollections of the

experience included the inclusion

of "Way Beyond the Hills of

Idaho," a popular song of the

lime that came to have other

meanings, including the separa-

tion Chihara's family faced as a

result of relocation. While

Chihara and his siblings and

mother were in Minidoka, his

father was relocated to another

camp. The family would not

reunite until four years after the

separation.

"You could just picture Idaho

called home and somewhet^ way

beyond the hills of Idaho was his

father," Berk said. "It was very

emotional. I started crying."

Although the injustice was

bleak and humiliating. Chihara,

who was 4 years old then, does

not deem his stay at Minidoka as

exclusively a painful experience,

which is suggested in the playful-

ness of the music. There, the

future composer tasted his first

musical experiences, singing pop-

ular songs for the people in the

camp, away from surroundings

that were. afraid and intolerant of

Asian Americans at the time.

"The world was very hostile to

us." Chihara recalled. "So in a lot

of respects, even if it was a relo-

cation camp, when we left, it

seemed like home."

movements against the injus-

tices. What fuels the piece is his

desire to write from his own
memories and to share his experi-

ences through music.

"It didn't happen to some-

body else, it happened to us,"

Chihara said. "I want others to

hear it play, becau.se not only will

they understand me, but a whole

generation of Japanese

Americans."

Chihara continued, "I'm sure

thai will be a disappointment to

some people who are activists,

but that's not my purpose. I

wanted to humani/.e it. In a way,

that's a political statement too.

Maybe the most powerful kind

because it would make" clear to

others that Americans were put

there"

at Macgowan Hall with ticket prices ranging from $6

to $12. For more information, call (310) 825-2101.

as a desolate area with hills tnat

you could see, and this bleak

desert was where (Chihara)

his own emotions and recollec-

tions. A renowned, versatile com-

poser and present UCLA profes-

sor of Basic Musicianship and

Composition, Chihara has writ-

ten for various symphonies and

the Los Angeles Philharmonic,

ballets, musicals, choral concerts,

television shows and films in his

distinguished career.

Kor the first time, however.

Chihara has written explicitly

about his own life in "Minidoka."

Ihough Chihara has com-

posed music for the subject of

relocation camps twice before,

including the film score to

"Farewell to Man/.anar" and an

instrumental piece by the same

name for the Lincoln Center in

New York, no restrictions wtre

placed gn this current piece.

I hrough "Minidoka.

'

Chihara is not recreating the his-

tory nor advocating any political

lor C hihara. "MinidoJca" was

the most personal and intimate

piece because it drew solely from

which took Chihara two years to

See CHIHARA, page 18

KAPLAN
www.kaplan.com
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As the GRE gets harder, Kaplan makes it easier. Call Today! 1-800-KAP-TEST

VILLAGE
961Bro)rton

2085576

MANN

Westwood

The SeiM (R)

Dolby Digilal

MonTh(100 4 10)7 2010 30

BRUIN
948 Bfoxlon

239MANN

Plaasantvillt <PC-13)

Dolby Digital

Mon-Th (12:30 3:45) 7.00 10 10

NATIONAL
10925 Lindbrook

208-4366

Wizard of Oz (G)

THX-Dolby SR -Sony No Passes

Mon-Th (1:45 4:30) 715 10 00

FESTIVAL
10887 Lindbrook

208-4575

Antz (PC)
THX - Dolby SR

Mon-Thu(1:15 4:00)7 00 9 45

MANN

Santa Monica
CRITERION 3 Wizard ol Oz (G|

1313 3fdSl THX • OTS Digital

Promenade Mon Thu(12 00 2 15 4 45)7 15 9 45

395-1599

CRITERION 4 John Carpenter s Vampiras (R)

THX Dolby SR Stadium Seating

Mon -Th (11:45) 10 15

CRITERION 5 Plaauatvilla (PG-13)
THX - Dolby Digital

Mon Thu (12:45 4 00) 7:00 10 15

CRITERION 6 Aatz (PG)
Stadium Seating - DTS Diigital

Mon - Thu (2:00 3 45 5:45) 7 45

LAEMMLE

West Hollywood
8000 Sunset (at Creuent Haights) Free Parfcing

SUNSET 1 Cats Blanchftt/GfoHrey Rush
(213)846 3500 Elizabeth

Daily (12 00 1:10) 2 50 4 05 7 009 55

UNITED ARTISTS

Westwood
UA WESTWOOD I Still Know What You Did

10889 Wellworth Last Summer (R)

475-9441 Dolby Stereo- No VIPs until 11/23

Mon-Tu 150 4 15

Wed Th 150 4: 15 7:00 9 45

GENERAL

Beverly Hills
Beverly Conaection Presented in Digital Sound

Wateitev (PG-13) On 2 Screens
'15 1 15 212 30330445540

7 00800915 10 15

Bevtrty Coaaaclioii

SUNSET 2 Todd Solond/' Happiness

(213) 848 3500 Daily (12 30) 3 45 7 00 10 00

UA WESTWOOD I Still Know What You Did

1 0889 WRilworth Last Summer (R)

4/5 9441 SDDS Digital - THX - No VIPs unlil 1 1/23

Mon-Tu. Th 2 30 5 00 7 45 10 30
Wed 5.00 7 45 10.30

Presented in OiQltal Sound
VMifirts(R)

11:45 2:15 4:45 7:3010:00

REGENT Practical Magic (PG-13)

1045Broxton Dolby Digital

208-3259 Mon -Thu (1:45 4 15) 7 00 9 45

PLAZA John Carpenter's Vamiirts (R)

l067Glcndon OolbySR
208-3097 Mon -Thu (1:30 4:15) 7:00 9:45

WESTWOOD 1 Wkat Dreamt May Come (PG-13)

1050Gayley Stereo

208-7664 Mon-Th (12:45 3:45) 7:30 10 00

WESTWOOD 2 Belly (R)

1050Gayley Stereo

208-7664 Mon - Th (12 00 2:15 4 30) 7:00 9 30

WESTWOOD 3 Rusii Hoer (P£-13)

1050 Gayley Stereo

208-7664 Mon-Th (12 15 2 30 5 00) 7 20 9 40

PACIFIC

SUNSET 3

(213)848 3500

SUNSET 4

1213)848 3500

SUNSET 5

(213)848-3500

Vancouver's legendary punk band
Hard Core Legend

Daily (5 40) 7 55 10:10
UA WESTWOOD
10889 Wellworth

475-9441

Ewan McGregor in Todd Haynes'

Velvet Goldmine
Daily(1 30)4 15 7 00 9 45

Ian McKellcn/Brendan Fraser

Gods & Monsten
Daily (12:00) 2.30 5 00 7:30 10 00

American History X (R)

SDDS Digital • THX
No VIPs until 11/23

Mon-Th 2 00 4 30 7:15 10:15

VINE
VIM Tkeaters RmsH How (PG-13)

Show Times (213) 463-6819 Dolby Stereo

2 movies (or $5 2:30 610
One Free Popcorn & Diet Coke with this Ad

Westwood
CREST I'll Be Home For Ckristmas (PG)

1262 Westwood Blvd THX • Dolby Digital

(S o( Wiithire) Mon - Th (12:30 2:50 5 10)

474-7866 or 7:309:45

777-FILM (#025)

LAEMMLE

SUNSn Weeliend Shows;
(213)848 3500 Fn Sat Attef Hours

Please Call lor Sliowtimes

Sal-Sun Mornino Shows IQQQam

Please Call tor Sbowtimes

Santa Monica

GENERAL

Westwood
AVCO CINEMA
1 0840 Wiishite Blvd 1 Bik E ol Westwood

475-0711 Presented in THX Digital Sound
On 2 Screens Meet Joe Black (PG-13)

130 5 30 9 3(5

Presented in Digital Sound
12 00 4 00 8:00

Vine Theaters Bride of Chvckv (PG-13)

Dolby Stereo

4:25 8:05

UCLA

AVCO aNEMA Presented in THX Digital Sound

SnMke Signals

Fn. 1 1/20 7pm. 9:30pm

ALL MOVIES ARE $2 00
SI>ow$ in Acktrmm Grand BiHroom

CamfM [vtiNs - Ml: Mpt/Miieeatt M»cit vela tee^cac/

••m«<l:cactilo«a«K<a Ida tea aMae |31S) in-IIH

laeminle.com

WLA/Beverly Hills
Biryaia Shows (> For All Theatres

MONICA 1

1322 2nd Street

394-9741

Ian McKellen/Brendan Fraser

(Sods 4 RAonsltrs

Daily (2 00) 4 45 7 30 9 55

12:15 2:30

Wslerho«(PG-13j
4:45 7:15 9:4S

AVCO CINEMA

MONICA 2

WESTWOOD 4 There's Something Ahoet Mary (R)

lOSOGayley Stereo

208-7664 Mon-Th (12 30 3:30)7 109:50

Santa Monica
CHITERION 1 I'll N Heaw lor Chrtstmas (PG)

1313 3rd St. THX - Dolby DiQiUI Sorry No Passes

Promenade Mon Th (11 45 2 00 4 30) 7 15 10 00

395-1599

CMTEfUON 2 The Solfa (R)

1313 3rd THX DoK>y Dional Stadium Seatina

StPromertedc Mon Th (12 30 3 451 7 00 10 00

395 1599 THX Oolt>yDianai

MonThd 30 4 30)7 30 10 30

ROYAL
11523SM 6h^
477-5581

Thomas Vinterberg's

(<elohratton

Mon -Th (5 00) 7:30 9 55

floberto Bengini's

Lite ts NsotitMl

DaiV (1:55) 4:35 7:15 9:55

Presented in Dtgital Sound
Living Out Lood (R)

12 00 2 30 5 00 7 3010:00

MONICA 3

NNISIC HALL1
9036 Wilshire

274-6869

Eduardo Mignogna's

AotMoSna
Mon • Th (5 00) 7 25 9 45

, Henry Jaglom's

Deia Ve
Daily (1^0)4 20 7 00 9 40

MONICA 4 Todd Haynes
'' ' VlllvMGoMiiiioe

-**-^
D|llf(r«0) 4 20 7tX) 9-40

MUSIC HALL2
9036 Wilshire

274-6869
Mon • Th (5 30) 7 45 9 55

MUSIC HALU
9036 Wilshire

Stetan Ru^owrtAy
The lehixisw

Mon-Th (510)7 209.30

Sal SunMorninos IIQQam

Plaeea CeM For

Beverly Hills

Beverly CoooecBoo
La Cienaga at Beverly Blvd

Free 2 1/7 hour validated parking 659 591

1

Presented m THX Digttat Sound
I'N N HONM lor ChrtihOBl (PG-13)

12:30 2:45 SIS 7 15 9 4()

Presewied m Digliai Sound
Mpe (R) On 2 Scroons
11451 bo 220 4«)5«)

7 00 7 459:3010:20

visit our website

TO ADVERTISE IN THE

01 SPaRSOl THE HEUEI

CallRobat310 206O903
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CUBE
From page 14

The new album isn't stingy with the

tracks ( 17 songs). However, his "new" style

doesn't exactly play over well. Where he

used to bounce over tracks using a rugged

yet smooth flow, the new Cube hollers and

yells a little too much. This kind of thing

can get annoying for 17 songs. Combine

that with one too many appearances by his

sidekick Mr. Short Khop. and an album

emerges that could have been improved.

There are highlights on "War" including

"Ghetto Vet" and the title track "War and

Peace," which places a soft-speaking

female beside Cube's rough lyrics. A well-

executed track, this is one that everybody

will like.

Cube collaborates with Korn on "F—
Dying" in which he rejects a visit from the

grim reaper. Ice Cube decided to make this

song because as he put it, "People ... are so

preoccupied by death. ..everybody's gonna

get there. It's not like you're gonna miss

the boat ... so why rush it?"

Most of the tracks on "War" leave

something to be desired. Unfortunately, it

doesn't seem as though Ice Cube suffered

from a lack of enthusiasm on this project,

(as it is never dull) but rather, he focused

his enthusiasm in the wrong direction.

Though he admitted that he would

never be able ro please everybody, he stat-

ed, "Ice Cube fans . . that's all I concern

myself with nowadays because I've been in

this game too long to try to get more peo-

ple to like me. Its all about either youre

down with what I'm down with or your

not. and if you're not. I'm cool with that

too."

Yet, Ice Cube fans don't know what to

make of his new style of delivery Perhaps

the "Peace " disc will provide redemption.

Maybe it will just take some getting used

to. Whatever the case may be. this is a new

Ice Cube.

"For 10 years I've been telling you how

it is and ... I've done that. It's all about

doing new stuff now. " he said.

CHIHARA
From page 1

7

complete.

Though the relocation expei-ience was not tragic or bru-

tal and did not parallel the horrors of the Holocaust, it was

still a hardship for the thousands of families who were sep-

arated and forced to leave their lives.

In the piece. Chihara said he hopes the songs offer the

realization that those interned were normal American peo-

ple.

"(We were) people who liked to watch baseball and

went to school and wanted to get married, and all of a sud-

den we're treated like aliens," Chihara said. "I want people

to realize what a sad situation that is to experrence,4>ut we

survived it."

The Anderson School Sports Business Association

presents

Leigh Steinberg
. fili,i v I ill t • :i\e •, r, ( t"fi.tiv» Nmo'jticn

GETTING WHAT YOU'RE WORTH

WITHOUT SELLING VOUR SOUL

Wednesday, November 18

Korn Hall

Anderson School

WINNING
WITH

INTEGRITY

Build FREE
WEBPAGES

5:30-6:30pm

SPEECH
6:30-8:00pm

BOOK SIGNING STEINBERG
WITH MICHAEL D R S

CREATORHI
• 3MB Off FREE storage

• Over 600 Images in the
image gallery

• No HTML experience
needed

¥n¥w.studenta€lvaiitaM.com I—JI Your ow-stop onMif rasource

Leigh Steinberg has negotiated over $2 billion in contracts for the athletes he

represents, who include Troy Aikman, Steve Young, Drew Bledsoe, Bruce Smith,

Will Clark, Oscar de la Hoya. Ray Leanord, and Kordell Stewart. He is widely

recognized as America's leading sports attorney and as an authority on the

business of sports.

Leigh will be speaking about the business of sports, current events in the sports

Industry, and will be holding a Q&A session and a book signing (books can be

purchased at event).
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Dally Bruin

Do you want to place

an ad that everyone

at UCLA will read?

Advertise in the Daily

Bruin classifieds:

310-825-2221
CLASSIFIED

Campus Recruitment

Autos for Sale

Typing Services

Child Care Wanted

Wednesday, November 18, 1998
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Appliances
Art / Paintings
Bicycles / Skated
Books
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Cameras / Camcorders
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advertising information

One issue, up to 20 words $8.00
.each additional word

Weekly, up to 20 words
...each additional word
Monthly, up to 20 words
...each additional word

0.50
27.00
1.50

90.00
5.00

For Classified Display ads,
please see our rate card

for variable rate information.

DEADLINES
Classified Line Ads:
1 working day before printing,

at 1 2 noon.
Classified Display Ads:
2 working days before printing,

at 1 2 noon.
There are no cancellations after

noon of the day before printing.

118 Kerckhoff Hall
308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles, CA 90024

INTERNET
E-Mail: classifieds@medla.ucla.edu
Web: http://www.dailybruin.ucla.edu

PHONE
Classified Line: (310) 825-2221
Fax:(310)206-1359

Classified Display: (310) 206-3060
Fax:(310)206-0528

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Thu: 9:00am-4:00pm
Fri: 9ani-2:30pm
The ASUCLA Communications board fully supports the University of California's policy on nondiscnmination No medium sfiall accept advertisements which present persons of any origin, race, sex. or sexual onentation In

a demeaning way or imply that they are limited to positions, capabilities, roles, or status in society Neithier the Daily Bruin nor the ASUCLA Communications Board has investigated any of the services advertised or the
advertisements represented in this issue Any person believing that an advertisement in this issue violated the Board's policy on norxjiscnmmation stated herein should communicate compJamts in writing to the Business
Manager. Daily Brum. 118 Kerckhoff Hall. 308 Westwood Pla/a, Los Anqeles. CA 90024 For assistarKe with housing discnmmation problems, call the UCLA Housing Oftice at (310) 825-4271 or call the Westside Fair Hous-
ing office at (310) 475-9671 Classified ads also appear on-line at httpv/www dailybrum ucia edu Placement on-line is offered as a complimentary service for customers and is not guaranteed The Daily Brum is responsible
for the first incorrect ad insertion only Minor typographical errors are not eligible for refunds For any refund, the Daily Brum Classified Department must be notified of an error on the first day of publication by noon
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PAYMENT
Please make checks payable to

"The UCLA Daily Bruin." We
accept Visa, MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards. Allow 5
Working days for mail payments.

HOW TO WRITE
AN EFFECTIVE AD

• start your ad with the
merchandise you are selling.

This nruikes it easier for readers to

quickly scjin the ads and locate
your items.
• Always include the phce of your
item. Many classified readers
simply do not resp>ond to ads
without prices.
• Avoid abbreviations—make your
ad easy for readers to ur>derstand.
• Place yourself in the reader's

position, ask what you woukl like to

know atx>ut the merchandise, and
include that in the ad. Include such
information as brand names, colors
and other specific descriptions.

1800
MHscoHsiiMiis

1100
Campus Happenings

UCLA READINESS GROUP. Weekly group

for individuals questioning their alcohol or

drug use. Contact Elizabeth Suti for further

information. 310-206-1148.
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Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. DiKussion, Fri. Stap Study, 2408 Ackirman

Ifmn. Book Study, 2408 Adurmon
MA/W Rm. Dental A3-029

Wod. Rm. A3- 029

Diicussion, Al limM 12:10- IKWpm
For atcohoUct or IndMdumlt wtto haw* a drlrMng probtmn

1300
.,

Cainpus RaoiuKiiMNit

FUR-FREE FRIDAY1998
"March for the Animals" 11am. 11/27, Santa

Monica Blvd & Canon. Beverly Hills with

"Last Chance for Animals." Join us! Protest

Neiman Marcus West. Info 310-271-6096.

1300
Gampm ItocnMrnant

Get Real Experience

and Help Others.

AmeriCorps*VISTA has thousands

of positions available NOW.
When you join AmenCorps*VISTA. you'll not only

improve your resume—you'll improve the community

you ser\'c

As an AmeriCorps'VISTA member, you might help start

a youth center, establish a job bank in a homeless shel-

ter, set up a literacy project, or organize a domestic

violence program . . and the list goes on

In return, you'll get a living and relocation allowance,

health care, money for school, and the satisfaction of

helping others

Interested' Contact Monica dugel, your AmenCorps Rep

at (619) 524-1280 or mgugel@cns gov

www.amcncorps.oi^

1700

LOST- in • dark pink

eaB: 310-267-0787.
M Have you (Men taken advantag* of, M

S^

played, chaaiad? Do you have a Q
Mend «who's Wnky haMs mn ruining M

^ your reiaionaNp? Qal paW for your Q
FREE WINNERS. FREE SCORES, FREE ^ alory. TtaMng for a new tatovMon

-

Unm. MO money. i«o operaieii . no haMtes M ttmt. (310)434-5tW
ftlllllll l l lllllll

2000
' *.i)i^'?^^

Like Mom's Home Cooking
Thonksgiving Special at the Coop

Nov 23-25- 10:30am-7:30pm
I i<:'

Serving Turkey wiifn Dressing

Mashed Potatoes or Yams
Veggies, Cranberry Sauce

£jRoll M.25

206-0740 • Open Daily •

Ackerman Union A-Levei UCbfliii^HRESIHUHHHIS

1000
Mscalaiieoiis

YOUR CREDIT UNION
Your on-campus&on-line financial sen/ices

source, for students, faculty&staff. Visit us at

Ackerman A-Level. on-line at wwwucu.org
or call 310-477-6628.

2300
Spwm/Egg Donors

y:' 1 f
Man 1/2 Japanese would like to meet
Japanese woman 20 - 26 yrs, 5'6" +.

for friendship, possible marriage.
Tel. # (323) 937 - 4353
Fax # (323) 937 - 6332

PUERTO RICAN/ITALIAN male(211 es-

cort/masseur available for men.'women/cou-
ples. Call LUCHO's 24/hr Los Angeles pager.

562-220-0262. $150/hour. I will travel any-

where!

2100
Recraatioiial Actlvltfes

MARTIAL ARTS, Katabami Ju-Jitsu Dojo tra-

ditiorul & authentic )u-jitsu, self-defense t'ai

chi, yoga, chi gung, meditation. Master Alex-

eyKunln: 323-512-2538.

TENNIS PARTNERS
LOOKING FOR NEW TENNIS PARTNERS?
Westside Executive Tennis League.

Call Cathi 3 10-28 1-3054

NORMAL HEALTHY CHILDREN and adol

ascents 8-1dyrs needed for UCLA research

study Receive $25 for lab expertmerK arxl

developmental evaluation, and get a sdenlM-

Ic leam^ OMperience Call 310-825-0392

POSTMENOPAUSAL WOMEN 4S^ (HeeNhy
or with heert dieease) wanted tor a study on
cororMry artery disease Involving small

amounu o( radioacivHy at UCLA t2S/hr (2

days. 4tw« each) CaN 9lO-etS-iii8 or 3t0-

206-0875

ANONYMOUS sperm donors needed. Help
infertile couples while receiving financial

compensation up to $600/month and free

health screening. Convenient hours, located

in Westwood. Call Kim 310-824-9941

EGG DONORSI
WANTED

If you are a healthy
female between
the ages of 19 and
30 and have health

Insurance.

Compensation
$3500.00

Call Mirna Navas at

(310) 829-6782

EGG DONORS NEEDED
COMPASSIONATE women from all races

wanted by infertile hopeful couples Ages 21 -

30 Compensation $3,500 Call OPTIONS
800-886-9373

OVUM DONOR NEEDED tor infertile black

couple Physically fit. University-educated fe-

male 21-29y/o Needed to donete eggs

Donor Fee 310 723-2888

SCANDINAVIAN indMdual needs egg donor

with simMar features Excellent compenaa-
tion 310-451-9880

WE'RE LOOKING FOR
A FEW OOOO SPERM AN races. 20-40 yrs

$50 per acoepMbie dVMHvt Gal OPTION^.
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FUTURE Cade McNown. Ilyrs oW, yes. he»

left harxled. need's two UCLA/USC football

tickets lor he and his dad. 818-222-6877.

UCLAAJSC TICKETS WANTED. Top dollar

paid. Call Mark at 310-440-3390 with the

quantity ar>d location of your tickets.

WE BUY CARS. New and old. Running or

not. Je« 310-714-5808.

Car Cover w/lock fits BMW 3 senes 1983-91

Waterproof/breathable. Excellent cond., no

rtiarkings. Pd/$265 sac/$75. Bike rack for

sarDe new $35. (310)206-9774.

FRIDGE FOR SALE
AMANA FRIDGE: 1 YEAR OLD. Mint condi-

tion. 18.5 cubic feet. Top freezer. $450.00

Jennifer 310-393-6623.

2900
Bicfelet tor Sato

GARY FISHER MOUNTAIN BIKE- 21 speed

Big Sur. 19' Rock Shox. Brand new. Addi-

=^tons made $700 00 obo, 310-392 9617.

3400
riiii^iiiliii iffnlfwriiriifB^

FREE LONG DISTANCeACCESS TO inter

net - without a computer. Aplio $209.00/lnter

net-Phone $30900 (Exclusive distributor)

UCLA Faculty. 310-230-4231.

Aiitoi tor Sato

1990 MAZDA 323 Red. 2-door hatchback

Super condition. 101K. A/C, 5-speed. $2350.

310-826-8316.

1991 ISUZU TROOPER 4wd. 50k miles,

white. $9,500 Call : 213-653-2498

90' DIHATSU 4-door. 5-speed. a/c. am/fm.

like new. very dependable, looks great.

Below low blue book $2800obo. Call 310-

2773665

92* HONDA CIVIC HB CX .78K. very reliable,

inexpensive operationAinsurance. $4,200.

Call Micah 310-470-9483

MED$PELLER 2.0
MEDICAL TERMINOLOGY SPELLCHECKER

FOR MS WORD/WINDOWS
(ALL VERSIONS)

$14.95 +TAXAND SHIPPING
WWW.NEOCORQROUP.COM

Fimllm

MATTRESS BONANZA!!
SEALY. STEARNS & FOSTER. Also Ortho-

pedic twin-sets-$79.95. Fulls-$99.95.

Oueens-$1 39.95. Pillowtops-$299.95.

Kings- 199.95. Delivery. Beacon Mattress.

1309 Westwood Blvd. 310-477-1466.

MATTRESS SETS!!!
Twin $79. Full $89, Queen $139. King $159.

Bunkt)eds. Deliveries. Phone Orders Accept

ed. 310-372-2337.

MATTRESSES. FUTON. DESK. Bookshelf.

Dinette Sets. T-Table. Lamps. Deliveries. 7-

days open. King's Furniture. 11961 Santa

Monica Blvd. 310-575-4243.

MOVING; Student desk $85; Desk/chair $20;

File cabinet, stereo cabinet, bookcase $25

each; Bedroom set $200; l^mps $10; mote.

310-306-3760.

I: I I

naaarnif iMmNs

'll'cstu'oinf fufi 'Motel
KHA) WiW*r IVulrtiid yUattmni. CA •n024 OlO) 47MJ62

-U'.vs than one mile from HCIjK campus,

-Free continental breakfast

-Affordaliif, clean and comfonable rooms

^^^ -Iree cable TV A Local Iclcplione Calls ^^_
fljp -Wrrkly and g^'up ratrs available oBP
PMfor reMervationt caU, (310) 474-4262PM

10530 Wathira Uvd. WmKvomI, CA 90034

Inpf dk ll« luJiun«> ol o ln« Itar hcXll m your own CD«poralt Will

fumiihad aid unturnitUd urxh oMxbblt ttviing ol $1300 AnitcMkM

indudi. AM of (ha o«1 axnpUir (oom. Kfnau c*n»r, bunntu canlir wi#t

ijjflmwtM reem, concNrgi mtvioh, and mora

for mon tdomfHan erf piOt 470-4474

5680
Itami DMlinatlom

.>\t,\yft^'HKmm'

GUITAR FOR SALE Fender Squier Strato-

caster (white), excellent condition, includes

strap, stand. $215 OBO Jean: 310-209-

0975. jplinOucla.edu

OFFICE SPACE
FOR LEASE

884 Sq ft, $1700/nK). UtIlrtles paid Prime

Weitwood kxation Call Anne or Yvocwe

310-206-1987

I SMtJAmenica
Koiiiul Trij) Aiifaris

I.liiu $37!

Cu/to S59!

Santi.u;a SG8^

Sao PaiUo / Rio SG5C

(iii.iya(|iiil / Quitf> Sr)7C

Hiiriios .Aires $C9<"

I iii<'«* VffM*liii f*i«*f'liii

$890
y i.T K. s • J SSJ I S(KI .'

(Hot I
«.v|i iN \l U< W I 1 »>l t'

Want to escape those winter blues?

r Uc/t^(5 O-r^^l ^c'^vc«. V^c« />«a&(«.

London $392
Paris $348
Cabo $173
Milan $588

French SIci paclcage with airfare

I weeic - $647
Fares are RT. Do not Include taxes. Restrictions apply.

Are subject to change.

Counci Trawl
GEE: Council on International

Educational Exchange

10904 Lindbrook Drive,

LosAngeles [3IO]-208-355l

www .counciltravel.com

AQUATRAVEUNC
WORLD WIDE LOWEST AIRFARES

MAKE YOUROWHAR CAR HOTE
RESOVATIONAT

hnp://www.prism(iweb.com/aquatravel

24HCURSADAY
Lowest Domestic and

Interna! lonol Ahtores

Touf Packages

Eurallpass

Hotel Acconrimodations^

Car Rentals

•Asla*Alrtca*Ausfralta*Europe*Soum

America*lndla*Canada*Mexlco*Hawai*

Speclol domestic & Intemotional Airfares Available

Prtcet eve subject to chpnge without nottca

AvcMlablrtiy moy bo limited and jome rejtrictionj moy
apply PKjsToxe*

PHONE (310)441-3680

10850 Wilshire, Suite 434, Weslwood CA 90024

nmiiidal AM

$QUICK CASH$
OWN A CAR? Get a cash loan in 30minutes

while you drive. No credit check. W.S.M.

888-300-8942.

STUDENT LOANS
GET YOUR Staflord Student Loan from Uni-

versity Credit Union (Lender Code 832123).

Also receive low-cost financial services. 310-

477-6628; www.ucu.org.

INSURANCE WAR!
WE'LL BEAT ANYONE'S price or don't want

your business. All drivers. Newly licensed.

Sludent/staff/faculty discounts. Request the

"Brum Plan." 310-777-8817 or 818-222-

5595.

/lllstalef
¥mA« in food hands.

Insurar>ce Company
(310)312-0204

1 28 1 W/vstVA/ood Blvd

.

C2 t>»k». So of WUfilf>

2 Piano Rentals ^
W Low Monthly Rates ^
^Hollywood Piano Rental Cormmtv^i

^^ ^13-462-2329 «

BECVCH fMS Mffn
Or it will end up in a pile in the

coftw of your rooirrt ^

6100
Compiitif/liilBnMl

'gamecebi

Thp Pr^nrr« fnr ;^ll umir PC (wmina nPfds.
., _.. . ^.— - ... -..

t
—

Frustrated axid, disapp(m\ted

with UCLA?
Why is th« place

so impersonal and difficult?

For some answers check oui

http://universitysecrets.com
A

6200
Health Sarvlcet

A HOLIDAY GIFT TO LOOK YOUR BEST
Talented stylist at world renown salon is of-

fenng, for a limited time a fabulous precision

cut and style for a very small charge. (Wed.

evenings only). Contact Mollie 310-286-

0211.

IS LIFE GEHING YOU DOWN?
Tailing to the RIGHT person can help!

AFFORDABLE, QUAUTY THERAPY

YVonn* ThonuM, Ptt.D

Licensed

Psychologiet

(PSY 14489)

Life Ti«nsitk>ns,

Depreesion, LoM,
Seif-E»teem, Anxiety,

Premarital Counseting,

Survivors of Emotional.

Physical, or Sexual Abuse,
' ~- Overeating, Body Image.

Adult Children of Alcoholics,

Muttlcultural/Muttiethnic Issues,

Couples Conflicts or Brealt-ups. etc.

TMie that firet elep
and oaN Dr. Wenne Tbomaa

(310) 7;'b-3944 Free Consultjtion

Con\/enient Wi'Stsidf' locntion and tiprhio houro

SOOTHING MASSAGE -REFLEXOLOGY-
By Latin Lady. Call 818-548-0505 12am-6pm

6300
legal Advloa/AlloiiMys

BANKRUPTCY
GET OUT OF DEBT NOW! Free Consulta-

tion. Experienced attorneys, reasonable

fees. Law Offices of White and Associates

(Cheryle M. White. UCLAW. "86") 800-420-

9998 or 310-207-2089. 12301 Wilshire

Bl.Ste 550. WLA

ERASE DEBTS. REBUILD CREDIT
WITH/WITHOUT.BANKRUPTCY Renowned

(UCLAW. 73) attorney. Lon B. Isaacson off-

ers superb service/low fees Free consulta-

tion. 213-487-7200

GREEN i^ARD
FOR WORK-PERMITS, green cards, and all

immigration problems call experienced immi-

gration attorr>ey Reasor^ble rates. 213-251-

9588 for attorney Doreen.

MYER LAW FIRM. Century City Auto acci-

dents, slips/falls, bankruptcy, discrimirwtion.

sexual harassment UCLA Graduate Scott D.

Myer http7/www.bestlawyer com 310-277-

3000.

BEST MOVbRb Liceneed, insured Lowest

ral«s Fast. court«0(»fcaf«(ul IMany stud-

ents moved for $96 Uc-T- 163644 NO JOB
TOO SMALL! 1-600-2-QO6EST

0400
Hovera/Slofafla

HONEST MAN W/14ft truck and domes,

small jobs, short notice ok. Student discount.

Ask about 10% discount. 310-285-8688. Go
Bruire! ^_^^
JERRY'S MOVING&DELIVERY. The careful

movers. ExperierKed, reliable, same-day de-

livery. Packing, boxes available. Also, pick-

up dor^tions for American Cancer Society.

Jerry 0310-391 -5657.

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedicated pro-

fessional. At your home or WLA studio. 1st-

lesson free. No drum set necessary.

Neil :2 13-654-8226.

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years exp. all

levels and styles. Patient and organized.

Guitars available. Sam 310-826-9117.

GUITAR LESSONS by professional near

UCLA. All levels, guitars avail. Call Jean at

310-476-4154. www.JWGS.com

0700
rmffotUoinl lemlcoi

fABfii, LAW, MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANT^!
FRUSTRATED DEVELOPING your critrcal

personal statements? Get professional help

from well-known author/consultant. 310-826-

444S.

www.winningpersonstatement.com

A FREE SESSION
PSYCHOTHERAPY/COUNSELING for de-

pression, anxiety, obsessions, post-traumat-

ic stress, etc. Couples/Individuals. Student

rates. Crime victims may be eligible for free

treatment. Call Liz Gould

(MFC#32388)©310-578-5957 to schedule

your tree consuttatian. , ==

Sp^ody Rosearch
Reports: $6.00 per pace. Over 50,000 topics.

Mslerisis for rcscarai assistance use only!

6546 Hoi-LYwooD Blvd. 2no floor.
Rm 209 L.A.. CA 90028

Hours: Mon-Fri IO:30am-6pm
Custom Saturdays. II pm-4pin Visa/MC/
Research r-^n t^^« i Amex/
available

CaU Today!
I-800-356-9001

Fax

luionnQ IfaniM

ORGANIC CHEMISTRY
TUTOR NEEDED seeking graduate student
only to tutor student. Call Joy 213-939-0470.

SHADOW TEACHER w/experience be-
havioral management for ADHD boy 6-yrs-

old. 7hrs/day Please call Janet 310-275-

1670 everMr)gs.

TUTORS NEEDED
PRIVATE TUTORS needed for educational

consulting firm's junior and senior high

school clients. Basic math thru cateulus.

physics, chemistry. French, history, writing,

and SAT. Must have excellent written and
verbal communication skills. Experience re-

quired. Senior and grad students only. Car
necessary. Hours vary on as needed basis.

Competitive salary 310-474-5783 or faJt re-

sume:31 0-475-6346.

VALLEY TUTORS
PRIVATE TUTORS needed for educational

consulting firm's west valley clients. Basic

math thru calculus, physics, chemistry.

French, Spanish, history, writing, and SAT
Must have excellent written and verbal com-
munication skills. Expenence required. Sen-

iors and grad students only Car necessary.

Hours vary on as needed basis. Competitive

salary. 310-474-5783. Fax resume: 310-475-

6346.

7200
typing

DO IT WRITE- Word processing, transcrib-

ing, typing, proofing, editing. Fast and accu-

rate. $28/hr. 24hr voicemail. WLA location

310-441-5955.

HATE TO TYPE? Let me do it for you.

Fast+accurate. Professional screen plays

accepted $2/pg Call-Iris 310-839-3101 or

page 310-915-2255.

WORD PROCESSING All types: research

papers, theses, resumes, fliers. Editing,

proofing. &transcription available. EmfirgRn-

cies OK, Call:818-598-1489 or email

anmlwomn@ pacbell . net.

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-

es, dissertations, transcription, resumes, fli-

ers, brochures, mailing lists, reports. Santa

Monica. 310-828-6939. Hollywood. 213-466-

2888.

7600
GMM Can Offmd

MOTHER'S HELPER
VERY RESPONSIBLE PERSON for babysit-

ting/carpooling/tutoring. 3 kids. Must have
car&insurance $i0/hr for the right person.

Call Sunny: 310-271-7309.

7700
ChlM Care Wanted

BABYSITTER SAT AFTERNOONS/EVE;
kids ages 10&12; non-smoking female, ex-

cellent English, own transportation, happy,

outgoing personality, Brentwood 310-472-

4684

BABYSITTER WANTED one night/wk every

other week. You pick the night. $6/hr.

Contact Liz 818-789-4547

CHILDCARE for baby and 2-year-old in

Sherman Oaks Tues/Thurs/Sat/Sun. Fax re-

sume and references to 818-905-5435 or call

818-905-5431

CHILDCARE NEEDED for 4 yr. old girt.

Tues. Wed. Thurs. afternoons in BH. Child-

care development training/female preferrea.

Must have good California driving record.

$10/hr. 310-553-2925

DRIVER 2:45-3:45 TUES/WED/THURS
$10/hr. License and good driving record.

Own car. Pickup:Santa Monica. DropoftBev-

erly Glen. Female preferred. 310-470-5873

DRIVER NEEDED $10/hr Balboa Park to

Brentwood Monday-Thursday 5:30pm pick-

up. Good driving record/references Proof

insurance required. Day: 310-453-1266 Eve:

310-476-4790.

MOTHER'S HELPER wanted in Westwood
M-F. 2-7pm. Drivers license and references

needed. Hours/flexible $lO/hr. Fax resume
310-208-0334 or call 310-208-6004

NANNY to help w/2. 4. and 8-yr-old.

Tues/Wed/Thurs 12:45-4:45; Friday 12:45-

5:45; Saturday 12-9. Female preferred.

Warm, energetic, have some experience

w/children and have safe, reliable car.

SfQ/hr 3iQ. i> 7rj - rinno —

1V00

MODELS NEEDED NOW
C.nl.jloc). Prmtwoik, M.h|j/iiu's. Wovies,

Vick'O & TV Coninu-rci.its

Mi-n ;ind WomtMi ol .ill Ages
Free Consult.ition

CALL NOW! 310-659-7000

$7.25/hr and up!
DO YOU have initiative? Become a UCLA
Community Service Officer and explore law

and public relations. Great Pay Flexible

hours Student-oriented. Web:
www.ucpd.ucla.edu/'ucpd/cso. Email:

cso©ucpd.ucla edu, Phone: 310-825-2148.

1000 E
=$;3(ftfe

OPES
From Home! Earn $3/Envelope You Stuff,

Guaranteed. For Free Information, Call 323-

782-4055 Dept. 110

ACCOUNTING ASSISTANT
Chemical Company with Westwood Village

Office. Walk from Campus. $13/hr.PT. Flexi-

ble Schedule. Bookkeeping experience pre-

ferred. FAX Resume 310-208-0351.

ADMIN. ASST
P/T Position, SM pediatric physical therapy

office, flexible 20 hrs/week (M-Th) Excep-

tional verbal skills, responsible, reliable, and
detail oriented individual. Experience with

MAC: Word. Ouickbooks, database, medical

terminology helpful, include salary history

Fax resume: 310-582-1165

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT needed in

Westwood office. 20-25hrs/wk. $9/hr Call Liz

310-443-5254

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT Work for

the Rose Parade and get paid. Must know
excel. Start immediately $9/hr 310-230-

0811.

ANNOUNCERS, no experience necessary
Host mijsin/talk-shnws for our radio stations

FREE Flu Vaccine for all registered UCLA students

Monday, 23 Nov. - Westwood Plaza, in front of Asfie / 1 to 4 pm
Bring your Bruincord / First come, first served / 200 doses

UCLA Arthur Ashe Student Health & Wellness Center

More information about other Free Flu Vaccine events in November:

^^^.saonef.ucla.edu/health.htm or coll 310 825-4073

EAGLE EYED EDITOR
PROOFREADS THESES, publications; tu-

tors English, study skills; trains time man-

agement, stress reduction. Nadia Lawrence

PhD 310-393-1951.

PRIZE-WINNING
ESSAYIST AND FORMER PROFESSOR
w/two Ph.Ds can help you produce winning

prose. Theses, papers, personal statements.

David <davedit@pacbell.net> 805-646-

4455.

IMMIGRATION

Angel v«sa aNTER'
RcavMtably Pncnl. RcluMe lininigr.iu«ii Service

Privately Owned and Opcniiti

ConMentmlity Guanntted

For a Fre« ComulUUon Call: 3I0-47R.2W9 phoiw

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

Comprehensive Dissertation Assistance

Theses, Papers, and Personal Statements

Proposals and Books

International Students Weteome. Since 1935

Sharon B«ar, Pti.D. (310) 470-6662

Rosuniei

RESUMES PREPARED
STUDENT DISCOUNT available. 310-349-

8928.

7000
IkiliNkig OffOrad

MATH/PHYSICS/STATISTICS/English/H^-

brew. Computerized statistical analysis avail-

able.Tutoring sen/Ice. Free consultation.

Reasonable rates, call anytime. Han (800)90-

TUTOR. www.my-tutor.com

THE WRITING COACH
EXPERIENCED TEACHER. Ph D offers tu-

toring, term paper assistance. Er>glish, So-

cial Science. History. Foreign Students Wel-

come Call: 310-452-2865.

UCLA ENGLISH ALUMNI, pro-writer, young,

superb papers guaranteed High school an6

below wek:ome. Jeff 213-653-2240.

WRITING TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford Un«v«rMy
graduate Help with English—for studerti of

all agpi^twH. $17/hr 310-472.0240 or

310-440O285

7300
nt til ---

WORD PROCESSING. Typing, proofing

editing, rewriting, research, resumes, tutor

ing. etc. Fax, email, bring work to me. Rush
es. Student discount. 818-830-1546.

7400
Business Opportunities

$1200-$2000
EARNING POTENTIAL in your first couple of

weeks. Learn more about "The Perfect Busi-

ness". Call 818-566-9503. '

$500/DAY. Nude modeling-women 18+ all

types. No experience necessary. Safe, pro-

fessional environment. Refer a frierxJ and
earn $50! 310-358-3865.

—EARN $1000-$3000—
Per week from home. Not MLM! No experi-

ence necessary. Travel industry. 800-345-

9688 X0296

PfT RESPONSIBLE, experienced babysitter

able to cook and clean up after meals Tues-

Sat, 7-9am and 5pm-evening. Possible live-

in 310-393-4054 between 8am-8pm.

Responsible/kind/fun, UCLA student, to ba-

bysit for three nice boys, ages 6.9&13. Sat

evenings; occasional weeknights. Should
like tX)oks&boardgames, be prepareed to

play. $9/hr. Pacific Palisades. 310 454-4504.

START BEGINNING DEC 2-3after-

noons/wk. for 3year-old t>oy Days/hours

flexible. Car necessary. 310-471-8790.

TWO UCLA PROFESSORS living in Pacific

Palisades seek assistance at home on two or

more late afternoon/evenings/week (help

with errands, cooking. childcare-3&7 year

old girts). Salary is negotiable. (310)206-

9290.

7800
neip wemeii

INTERNET/E-COMMERCE TRAFFIC dou-

bling every 100 days - why not own your own
personal percentage? NYSE traded compa-
ny seeks brokers. 800-805-4768.

MAKE ONE MILLION DOLLARS! Or receive

$2,000 for just participating. Send $2 for re-

vealing info: TRADING PLACES. 222 S.

Figueroa Street #121 2b. LA. CA 90012

7500
Career Oppertunltles

BELLWEB ADVERTISING company Posi-

tions available wori<ing in internet advertis-

ing. Good communication skills, basic com-

puter knowledge. 213-607-0874.

REAL ESTATE consulting firm seeks self

starter w/attention to detail. Conduct follow-

up phone interviews and data entry to exist-

ing clients. No cold calling or sales. Home
buying experience preferred but not re-

quired. Requires PC proficient, excellent

communication skills. 25-30 hrs/wk/flexible

plus 2 evenings. $10-1 2/hr. Fax 310-914-

1810.

REPORT PRODUCTION PUBLICATIONS
WLA real estate consulting firm seeks well-

organized, detail-oriented, motivated individ-

ual w/excellent computer skills to design,

edit, proof, and produce client reports and

presentations, spreadsheets, proposals, etc

Excel. Word. Powerpoint. and lamiliarity w/ll-

lustrator a plus Graphic onentation. P/T

w/potential growth to F/T after 3montt>s $10-

$15A>r Fax 310-914-1810 -

ADMINISTRATOR/PROJECT ASSISTANT,

(internship possibility). Computer literate.

IBM-Windows/lntemet plus. Senior/graduate

w/strong writing/oral communication. No
dress code/reception duties. $7-$9.

17hrs/wk. Serious inquiries:Fax:310-395-

0509.

UCLA
BANDS

Looking for bands (rock,

reggae, rap, & altemative)

made up of UCLA
students or alumni for

paid appearance

Please call 310-479-1364

STORE DETECTIVES
SECURITY GUARDS. Needed now No exp.

nee. PT/FT Up to $12/hr. Call today 562-

776-0878. for Valley 818-386-0170.

$15/HR BRIGHT,
ENTHUSIASTIC

People to teach SAT Prep High test scores

required. Transportation required. We will

train. Flexible Hours Send Cover letter/re-

sume, including your scores by 12/10/98 to;

A Competitive Edge, Attn: Barry, 9911 Wesi
Pico Blvd. Suite 1025. LA 90035. No phone
calls please.

$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL mailing or cir-

culars No expenence req Free information

packet Call 202-466 1639

P/T. $io-i5/hr, $200+per/show. plus lanias-

tic benefits. 213-468-0080 24-hours.

ASIAN INTERNET
MODELS

GUARANTEED BASE PAY plus $40-60/hr

possible. Safe and secure wori<ing environ-

ment. General office staff-also needed Call

310-398-2213 or 310-880-4726

ASSISTANT for business office. For more
details please call 310-278-2750 or fax re-

sume 310-278-0038

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED. Earn

$1 50-$250/night. Wort< P/T while going to

school. Day/eve classes. 1-2week classes.

800-974-7974. International Bartenders

school. HUNDREDS OF JOBS!

BARTENDERS TRAINING INSTITUTE of

America offers professional courses for only

$98 Certificate of completion included. Call

today: 1-800-561-1781. Great Jobs!

BEAUTIFUL GIRLS
Make fabulous money if you're dependable

and have a great txxJy Very special position

lor lingerie Modeling/massage. 310-387-

7904.

REST JOB IN TOWN. PLUSH UCLAW OF-

FICE (MID-WILSHIRE) SEEKS SPANISH-
SPEAKING CLERK w/car. $7-$20/hr. Call

George 213-487-7200 and fax resume 213-

383-2884

BIO-MEDICAL. ELECTRONICS, and clean-

room micro-cleaning Full/Part-time employ-

ment. Some physical work required. Must

have transportation. Evenings/weekends

Start $7 50/hr. Call Patrick Toll Free @ 888-

263-9886.

Brentwood Bread Company has all positions

available w/good pay. Hiring ASAP. Flexible

hours. No experience required. 310-826-

9400.

BUSY BRENTWOOD HOUSEHOLD needs

sharp person for grocery shopping/ local er-

rands/walk dog Must live on the West-

side/have car and clean DMV 3 weekday
mornings and Sunday afternoons, perma-

nent position 10-15 hrs wk. Call after 3p.m.

310-273-7396.

CASTING
EXTRAS needed for feature films, commer-

cials, and music videos Earn up to $240 per

day! No experience needed Work guar-

anteed! Call today 213-851-6103.

Casting extras for video on how yoga helps a

golf game. Fax resume 310-476-7284.

CENTURY CITY archilect/design firm seeks

FT exp professional to run busy office

PC/Mac/MS savvy Benefits. No phone calls

Fax resume/sal reqt: 31 0-286-2301 /Nakao-

ka Assoc

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ibbilitfdb

0^5-2221

Display
20h-3060

SECRETARY/RECEPTIONIST- Perform

various duties in Beverly Real Estate Com
pany Parttime/Fulltime Stating pay $9/hr

w/great future |0b opportunities Fax re-

sufT>e:310-278-6801 Attn J.E(»ward Smith

Classifieds

82b-2221

— $20/HR PT/FT —
PROCESSING MAIL' Free supplies,

postage' Bonuses' Rush SASE to

CMA/UCLA Po Box 567443,

31156
signupO inf infomachirte com

Atlanta GA,

***Retall Sports Cliain ^**

All Positions Full tunc and/or Part timr

Excellent pay. awnnvssian and hendits

Santa Monica Location

(310)829-7030

ACROSS
1 Put up with

6 Box
10 "Pretty Woman"

star

14 Caesar's tongue
15 Bo Derek film

16 fVluslim prince

17 Expel
-18 Designer .

^

Chnstian —
19 Baseball great

Berra
20 Item in a

tourist's bag
22 Tame
24 Rock-concert

sight

26 Used a blender
27 Souvenir
31 Remote
32 Not together

33 Toronto
Maple —

36 Dad's mate
39 High flyer?

40 Tnps
41 Ready to be

picked
42 Fall mo.
43 Weightltfter's

pnde
44 Poker stakes
45 That lady

46 Open
48 Duplicated

exactly

51 Smidgen
52 Predicament
54 Asian

temple
59 Persuade
60 Hit the —

:

get mad
62 Sense organs
63 Curher and —
64 Additional

65 Cove
66 Sassy
67 Rushed

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

S l P lO O I RM S IH a]wMV
|

E
|

E
|

R
CAR VeWt A L EMU L N A
ARE A SpiA R I aWl I D S
BEL LpTeTp P E RMC A S H

BIGaiiQ DQQ
o F F E NISIEHM E A

P
D E R

1 l 1 A opHlPlo S Y O U 1

L u L 1 T P U B S
Has QI3QIS DO G 1 E
idieitiaiiinismsilii T H E R

BB]B] nsas
1 D E A
N U L L

C K E
A S E A

F o T
W H A T
A 1 D E
R O S E

C K E R
RAVE
ERIE
ELLS

68 Marketplace

DOWN
1 Sir — Guinness
2 — California

3 Object
4 Vegas cubes
5 Competitor
6 Food fish

7 Like the Sahara
8 Portion of ice

cream
9 Winter apparel
10 Hot spring

1

1

Overact
12 Not flexible

13 Guitarist

Clapton
21 Qty.

23 Histonc
periods

25 Type of bear
27 Type of shark
28 Heroic
29 "Melrose Place"

character

30 Before, in

poems
34 Urban trains

35 Not in a
whisper

36 Baseball glove
37 Oil cartel

38 Netting

40 Elbows' .-.

neighbors
41 Genetic

material

43 Look after

44 Tirana's place
45 Aboveboard
47 Doze
48 Bend
49 Beer
50 "Wilt

52 Witticism

53 Days of —

:

long ago
55 Bell

56 Scandinavian
capital

57 Caribou or elk

58 Movie dog
61 Nourished

Display
206-3060

/
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• Earn $100-$200 m day
• 2 ¥ve«k training A Job

Placement includod

• It's not a )ob -it's a PARTYIII

National Bartenders School

1 (OOO) 646 • MIXX (6499)

CITY BEAN COFFEE in Westwood is look-

ing for coffee lovers lull-time/pan-time. Apply
in person at 10911 Lindbrook Dr. 310-208-

0108.

CLERICA17SALES POSITION. PfT or FfT.

excellent opportunity Love of jewelry Call

between 12-6pm. Westwood Village. 310-

2088404.

COt^PUTER ASSISTANCE NEEDED. Ex-

perience w/Adobe Premiere. Need help

creating short video clips, to be played in MS
PowerPoint. 310-208-2442

COMPUTER NOVICE seeks computer sci-

ence student on hourly basis to teach basic

programs. 9-5p.m. 310-475-7533.

COPY OPERATORS WANTED p/t or f/t.

3pm- 11pm and/or 8am-5pm. Experience a

plus Please call 310-277-2679.

CUSTOMER SERVICE- F/T, heavy phones

Will tram. $8.75/hr plus beneifts. Near UCLA.
Fax resume: 310-889-1893.

CUSTOMER SERVICE/SALES for live TV
shopping. Telephone reps. P/T am/pm shifts,

$7-9 start, sales/data-entry exp., excellent

communication skills, reliability a must. Type

45wmp. Fax resume: 323-769-3521.

DATA ENTRY/CLIENT CONTACT $9/hr

PT/FT -i-Bonus. +Medical. Excellent writing

and phone skills. Mac experience a plus!

310-358-6053 or fax:310-392-5234.

DELIVERY PERSON/CLERK. Part-time de-

livery, slockwork. Early afternoon. Need car

w/valiri insiirancfl jfl/hr Hartoe^fk Pharma-

cy. 31U-Hby-3««/.

F/T FILE CLERK for immigration law firm

Century City. Computer-literate, Punctual,

detail-onented. self-starter. $8/hr. Fax re-

sume: 310-553-2616.

GET PAID TO LEARN the Stock Market.

Professional Day Trading Firm looking for

entry-level assistant. Call Ray. 8am-2pm.
310-470-4025.

GIRLS wanted at exclusive social club in

WLA. Conversation only. No alcohol. Flexi-

ble hours. Earn top $$$. 310-477-9871.

LITIGATION PARALEGAL
Small AV rated firm seeks paralegal
with min 1 yr exp In Insurance
defense Must be proficient in MS
Office '97 Mall to office manager:
1501 Dove St , #480, Newport Beach,
CA 92660

HELP SERVE DINNER Part or Full-time

Monday evenings for 4hours Wag-
es-i-meals. Males preferred. 310-208-3281.

HIGHLY ENERGETIC, CHEERFUL
UPTONE TELEMARKETING personality

wanted to market Beverly Hills alternative

.health care physician. PT 8/hr+commission/

benifits. Call 310-271-3773

HOME TYPISTS NEED-
ED

PC users needed. $45,000 income potential.

Call 1-800-513-4343 Ext B- 10105.

HOST(ESS). PT/FT available. Trendy

Chinese Cafe in Century City. Apply Yin

Yang.* 10250 Santa Monica. 2-5pm. Elaine.

310-556-3333.

HOSTESS WANTED. Posto Restaurant in

Sherman Oaks. Tuesday-Saturday a must.

4- 10pm. $6 50/hr+tips. FT/PT positions

avail. 818-784-4400 between 2-3:30pm.

HOUSEMOTHER for lovely senior Retire-

ment Resident in Westwood. FfT, live-in

room and board -fsalary. Call 310-207-5818.

INTERNET ACTRESSES
WANTED! Work at home. Make your own
hours. WEBCAM Business needs flirtatious

women.310-798-0592ext 66. Visit

http://GuestRoomCam.com/moreinfo.htm

INT'L IMPORTING. Marketing and PR firm

seeks highly motivated, organized irxlividual

w/excellent communication skills to work in

fast paced office. Facets of position include

Advertising, Coordinating Special Events,

Copywriting. Must be fluent in Italian. F/T

$1800/mo+benefit5 Fax resume:2 13-653-

1768. Attn;John Patterson, VP

INFL IMPORTING. Marketing, and PR firm

seeks organized detail orientated adminis-

trative assistant to perform such furKtions as

data entry, faxing, photocopying, phones

Must be fluent in Italian. P/T, flexible hours

$8/hr Fax resurT)e:21 3-653-1 768 Atln:Johrv

FOTdrson. VP

LAB TECHINICIAN
P/T For Ar)drology lab m West«vood Re-

quires BS m Life Science Phtebotomy
skills^prevKMiS mad lab oxpenerx;e a plus

UEvanings-favary Saturday Fax rasufna

ann:Donna«3lO-443-S2Se

LIBRARY CLERK- p/t. $8-10/hr. Reliable,

detail orientated person to search library

catalogues for docun^nt delivery company
in Westwood. Fax:310-208-5971 AttnSal or

email <salOinfotrieve.com>

MALE MODELS
Printwork. UB under 25. Lean, any race,

leave name, number&physical stats. Free

interview. Beginners welcome 213-960-

1066. 24hrs.

MALE&FEMALE
MODELS

OUR MODELS have worked for Versace,

Abercrombie&Fitch. Estee Lauder, Levis,

Banana Republic &more! Great Pay! Begin-

ner's ok! Call "free" for an appointment Otto

(24-hrs)800-959-9301

MANAGEMENT STUDENT WANTED to

assist small business. Near Fairfax,. $10/hr.

10+hours per week Fax resume to 323-954-

7235.

MEDICAL BACK OFFICE/ Billing assistant.

F/T Dermatology.Typing skills Beverly Hills.

Fax resume: 310-550-1920

MODELS WANTED by professional photo-

studio for upcoming assignment Male/Fe-

male Pro/Non-Pro Fashion/Commer-
cial/Theatrical. Call for appointment 818-

986-7933.

MOVIE EXTRA WORK
* Revolutionary new program* Start immedi-

ately* All types- 18+!' Fun/Easy* No crazy

fees* Program for free medical* Call-24/hrs

213-850-4417.

OFFICE PERSON- for chiropractic office in

Santa Monica. F/T. $10.00/hr Social skills a

must. 310-236-7708.

P/T CLERICAL POSITION in Marina Del

-Ray. 20-40 tu^waok. Fiexibla schedule -ok^

between 9-6pm, MF. Photocopy, type, file,

organize, mailings, enter data, answer
phones. Must be computer literate. Mac
skills preferred. Good writing skills desirable.

$8.hr. Fax qualifications to Shawn at 310-

821-9282.

P/T MEDICAL ASST ENT Front&back. Ex-

perience preferred. Computer knowledge.

lOhrs/wk. including Thurs. evening &every-

other Sal. morning Parkirig included Fax re-

sume:310-657-8835.

P/T RECEPTIONIST in LA. Any major. An-

swering phones. Good pay. Friendly environ-

ment. Call for an inten/iew, 310-280-2989

ext.180.

P/T RECP/SECTY
Century City firm seeks P/T receptionist/sec-

retary who possesses organizational skills

and accurate typing/computer skills Must

have sense of humor. Hours Mon-Fri 9am-

2pm Fax resume 310-553-3996.

PAID INTERNSHIP
CUSTOMER SERVICE, data entry/software

testing. MS Office helpful. Great position lor

pre-med pharmacy and psych students. 2-

openings. Fax 310-208-4836 or

danielled@moodsciences.com.

Part Time Assistant- Attorney is seeking part-

time assistance on a daily basis. Assist with

general office matters- WordPerfect 8.

phone, and filing skills. E-mail Resume to

FFields410@aol com. or Fax (310)822-

3542.

PART-TIME LAW STUDENT 20 hours/wk.

Flexible. Collections, small claims court, co-

ordinating with attorney on unlawfuls. $9/hr.

310-829-1700. fax 310-829-2630.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT needed in Beverly

Hills office. Typing skills a must. Own car/in-

surance. $8-12/hr. Fax resume to 310-275-

3873.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT to real estate

developer, fax resume 310-826-3700.

PHOTO LAB p/t assist photo printer or com-

puter imaging. Beverly Hills 310-274-3445.

POSTAL JOBS
TO $18.35/HR

INC. benefits. No experience. For app. and

exam information call 1-800-813-3585 ext-

0712. 8am-7pm 7days fds.inc.

PSYCHOEDUCATIONAL tutor needed for

tutoring office in Pacific Palisades College

degree required. 310-459-4125.

RECEPTIONIST WESTWOOD LAW OF-
FICES. PfT or F/T Mon-Fri. 9-5. $7.50/hour.

Can do homework ori job. 310-470-3373.
*

RESTAURANT
Needs counter help 11am-3pm Delivery per-

son 11:30am-2:30pm Mon-Fri Expenence

preferred. Call 310 558-3287 before 12/aftef

2pm

SALES $12-20/hr avg commission -t^bene-

fits Full or PT. excellent phone skills for grad

student or GPA 3 5 & above 310-358-6053

or fax 310-392-5234

SALESACLERICAL POSITION Prj or Fn,

excellent oppofturMty Love of lewelry Call

bafwaan l2-6pm Westwood VUtaga 310-

206-^404

7800
N^i Wanted

,*SiS*: .(t ji.-tf^y

SALES/MANAGERS $1.000/hr.??? PfT 1

week. Earn continuous, sizable comnrVbo-

nuses throughout 1999/2000. Minimal per-

sonal effort. Call 24hrs. for details. ABR/lnc.

310-859-5577.

SECRETARIAUOFFICE HELP P/T. after-

noons. Filing, some paperwork, some dnv-

ing Prefer Maridarin-speaking. $8/hr, DOE.
310-553-0442 or fax resume 310-553-3009

SECRETARIAUSALES person in

Westwood FT/PT Must be dependable, reli-

able, neat, good communication skills. Ask

for Don 310-477-1466

SEXUAL PROBLEMS?
Maintain control, maximize stamina, and last

longer. Amazing, unheard of solutions! Seek-

ing willing product testers. Apply at

www.newremedies com

SOFTWARE TECHNICAL LEAD Fast-grow-

ing software company in SFV looking for a

Mac/PC expert to lead our technical/QA ef-

forts. Involves end-user tech support. QA, IS

for our Mac network, and FileMaker pro-

gramming. Please email resume in TEXT
ONLY form (no attachments) to resume@ no-

vadevcorp.com

STARGATE/WATKINS
ENTERTAINMENT Actors Wanted! No ex-

perience required. Movies. TV. commercials

Guarantee interviews with top SAG agents.

CALL NOW!!!! 310-577-9711.

STOCK BROKER TRAINEE- p/t or f/t Flexi-

ble hours. Paid training. Great opportunity.

WLA area Close to UCLA. 310-229-8979.

TEACHER P/T After-school program for

math K-7 grade. Send resume to PO Box

0687, Temple City. CA 91780. 626-285-9090

TELEMARKETING
WA/VINDOWS COMPUTER SKILLS. Prefer

phone experience. Prefer students/grads

Flex tble- 4»ow^r ^dam-^pm s ta rt ing %&»-

$10/hr+bonuses. 3-blocks/UCLA. Harel

Maintenance. Ron-3 10-470-6 175.

TURN IDEAS into cash!!! Learn how easy it

is to build a successful home business. Call

Money Corp. 1-888-307-4282.

TUTOR/BIG-BROTHER for 12-year-old. Set

flexible pm hours 2 times/wk. Chinese-

speaking preferred, not necessary. $8-

lOdoe. Contact toydang@usa.net

TUTORS-For grades K-12. Experience

w/children required. All levels of Math, Sci-

ence, English, and History including Algebra

II, Chemistry, Calculus, etc. Spanish and

French. Sophmores+older preferred. $15/hr

Fax resume to 310-474-7413.

TYPIST. Small WLA Law firm seeks experi-

enced typist. P/T. minimum 70 WPM. Call

310-445-1100

UCLA ATHLETIC DEPT Students. P/T. Du-

ties include supen/ising student staff and

performing various office tasks. Previous su-

pervisory and computer skills preferred.

$8.49 with 15-20hrs/wk. Call 310-206-6662

for details.

VALET PARKING ATTENDANT $8 50/hr.

F/T or P/T. Chuck's Parking Service taking

applications now. Park cars at the best

Hollywood parties. Call 8ld'788-4300.

VALET PARKING ATTENDANT P/T. Must

be available weekends and for special ev-

ents. Clean driving record required $6 50/hr

+tips. 21 3-663-7275.

WEB DESIGNER w/html knowledge. Flexi-

ble hours. $12-14/hr. Close to downtown.

CallRona at 213-607-0874.

WEBSITE DE*SIGN $8-12/hr. Maintain and

expand my websites. 10-15hr/week flexible.

Moderate skills needed. Contact Austin

323-874-7312 or

austinxxx© mindspring.com.

WE'RE SEEKING INDIVIDUALS to provide

support to the developmentally disabled Call

Dwighl Istanbulian at 818-361-6400 ext 129.

WILDLIFE JOBS
TO $21 .60 '

INC. BENEFITS. Game wardens, security,

maintenance, park rangers. No experience

needed. For app.+exam information 1-800-

813-3585 ext-0713 8am-7pm 7days fds.inc.

YOUNG MALES
$10-$20/HR. Artist seeks totally clean-sha-

ven male, bi or gay preferred, under 21 for

figure modeling, etc. Inexperienced ok. Dan-

ny:81 8-980- 1666.

"PRETTY GIRLS " Great personality/valid

drivers license to check stock on local new-
stands 1 day a week Susan Moore 310-471-

2287

7900
H0llt6>lttlWfl

EXTREMELY RELIABLE, Vassar gr*aduate.

N/S female, seeking to housesit in WLA/ Hol-

lywood Hills, Jan-March 1999 310-479-

5098. press »\ for Dana

HALLIES HOUSESITTING 310-313-9998
7 yaars experience References available

Long or Shortterm CONFIDENTIALITY
GUARANTEED

INTERNS Acclaimed producer on the Sony

lot seeks interns. Please call Rick 310-244-

3964.

INTERNSHIP available immediately at small

Los Angeles based international music agen-

cy. Credit only Flexible hours. Great perks.

Fax resume to:310-777-3669.

NATIONAL GUN VIOLENCE ORG seeks in-

tern to work on outreach and fundraising in

entertainment industry. Position involves

contact with film/music/tv industries. Strong

organizational, communications, writing

skills, stipend available. Contact 310-230-

8177

PAID INTERNSHIP
WESTWOOD LAW FIRM- Flexible hours.

Learn a lot. $7.50+. Good typing skills, com-

puter literate, excel experience preferred.

Call 310-475-0481 Resumes preferred:

310-446-9962.

PAID MANAGEMENT CONSULTING IN-

TERNSHIP Westwood -based Robert Cha-

ries Lesser & Co , the nation's leading real

estate advisory firm, is hiring Associate In-

terns Duties include preparation of martlet

and financial feasibility analysis for real es-

tate projects. Must have strong quantitative

and quaiititative skills. Seniors preferred.

Email:Bkelly@rclco.com
Web:www rclco.com

Scott Wynne, Producer&president of Wynne
Entertainment located at Sony Pictures on

the lot, is looking for interns 1-2 days/week to

perform coverage on scripts Job includes

reading 2-3 scripts/week and writing cover-

age on them. Help needed in office also

Great learning experience in a fun&exciting

atmosphere. David ©310-244-3445 Or fax

resume:310-244-0447.

SEEKING psychology and educational

graduate volunteers to pursuit inner action

w/5th grade students in Brentwood school.

Great opportunity to develop and conduct re-

SBitss-wnila-meni:

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT- Bright spacious

upper 2bdrm/2bath. Parking. Fireplace, bal-

cony. $1139/mo. 2weeks free rent! Call 310-

478-1971.

BRENTWOOD- $1,850. Spacious, sunny,

upper 3bdrm/2ba w/balcony. North of

Wilshire. New paint&carpet. refrigerator,

built-in stove, parking, laundry on site, quiet

8-unif building. 11921 Goshen Ave. #4. Open
Sat&Sun, 10-4pm. 310-571-0293.

LRG SINGLE, $450
WLA-PALMS Stove, refrigerator. Conveni-

ent to Westside. UCLA and shopping. Call

310-845-9149.

PALMS. Single apt from $495. 1-bdrm, $595.

Stove. $600deposit for single and

$900deposit for l-txlrm. 1-year lease. 310-

837.1502 leave message.

tonng students. Charies Tripp: 805-296-6711

after 4pm.

Top 10 internship program is looking for

dynamic, hardworking students. For more

information please call 213-243-7027.

WANT A *KEWU
INTERN JOB?

InterrVadmin assist, for Internet entertain-

ment Co. P/T, flexible, $7. 50/hr. Fun, fast-

paced environment. Fax resume: 310-754-

4009 or email mo@celebritysightings.com

8100
Personal Assistance

HEARING IMPAIRED young adult needs

help in reading/communication skills. 2-,

3dys/wk, daytime. Fee negotiable. Prefer

someone with special education back-

ground 310-472-5648.

HOUSING

l«^

•8400 - 9800e

Apartments for Rent

3BDRM + LOFT
WESTWOOD New, view, large, secured

alarm doors, washer/dryer inside unit,

month-to-nwnth. pets ok. Beginning of Dec.

310-998-1501.

1-BDRM $650
NEAR SHERMAN OAKS GALLERIA. Huge
apt Ideal for roommates. Garden courtyard,

pool. A/C. phone-entry. Minutes to campus.

818-997-7312

1-MINUTE TO UCLA
1 bdrm, furnished, bright, clean, quiet, secur-

ity entrance, large closets, carpet, pool, lyr

lease. $900/mo. 310-824-1830.

1380 VETERAN- 2bdrrTV2bath. $1525&up.

Park view, pool/jacuzzi. security, gated park-

ing, laundry, all appliances Move-in Dec 1.

Cats considered. 310-477-5108

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ 2-BEDROOM $950-

$1195 LARGE. UPPER/LOWER UNU-
SUAL CHARM SOME W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS
310-839-6294

BRENTWOOD $1.495/mo 2bd/2ba. front,

balcony, stove/refrigerator, dishwasher, car-

pet/drapes, laurKlry, parkir^g. near UCLA,
shown by appt 11728 Mayfteld #1 310-271-

6811

SANTA MONICA. U1 apt. Hardwood floors,

parking. $675. 310-395-1284. Low Agent

Fee. www.westsiderentals.com

SHERMAN OAKS. SINGLE. $700/mo. 1-

month Free Rent! Pool/gated part<ing/securi-

ty/dishwasher/gym. Furnished available:

Fa x/TV/CDpla ye r/2- beds/mi-
crowave/desk/lamps/tables/more. Available

Nov.20. 15min from UCLA. Call 818-994-

0712.
'

SPACIOUS UPPER DUPLEX on W. 6th St.

3bdrm/2lullba new Berber carpet, wash-

er/dryer, stove/refrig. $2300/mo. Call : 213-

653-2498.

WESTWOOD- Single apartment. $795.

Bright, cheerful, patio, pool. Walk to UCLA.
Shopping, transportation. 1942 Pelham.310-

446-9348 or 310-207-7209.

CasaBlanca West

Large Furnished
& Unfurnished

Bachelor $675
avaflabfe Dec 1"

fSri i'T^Cv;'

Cable ready, pool, laundry, sundeck,

super closets. Low Security Deposit

530 Veteran
208-4394

WLA. Large single. 1917 Spanish mission

building. High ceilings, hardwood floors, sep-

arate kitchen&dining room. 1-yr lease. $750.

Betty: 310-479-8646.

WESTWOOD. Large 1-bdrm $995. Malcolm

Ave. near Westwood&SM Blvd. 14unit build-

ing w/pool, parking, laundry, hardwood
floors, stove. 818-995-8866 ext.31 2, Monica.

WLA- 2bdrm/2ba. $1250-1295 Prime loca-

tion. Bright, cheerful, patio. Walk to UCLA,
shopping, transportation. 1242 S. Wellesley.

Near Wilshire. Won't last. 310-207-7209.

WLA. $825-$850. 2bdmV1.5ba. Dishwasher,

AC. carpet, drapes built-in Extra large

fenced patio. 310-670-5119.

WLA: Sir)gle- $650. One person, no pets.

Stove, refrigerator, full kitchen, car-

pet&blinds Parking, laundry. 2 miles to

UCLA. Shown by appointment 11321 Mas-

sachusetts Ave 310-477-8750

Wlb22'iy

ApartniMilt ForaMieil

MAR VISTA. $535aiup/nrK)nth Ask about

move in special Attractive, furnished 1-

bdrm Large, pooi, patio, barbecue area

Ouial-buUding 3748 inglawood Blvd 310-

386-8579.

Display
206-3060

'Cftiiitfl/ffWHfiilttfiiifi fnr Rant

MAR VISTA 2bdrm/l.5ba Stove/refrig
,

washer/dryer, patio, parking space, pool,

spa, new paint, newdr carpet, quiet. Close to

UCLA. $1025/rTX). 310-390-1105.

WESTWOOD. 2-bdrm/2-bath. Spacious liv-

ing room, upgraded kitchen Security builid-

ing and parking. Laundry in unit, sundeck.

Century City view. $1700. 310-234-3443.

8700
CoiMlo/niwiilHNise for Sale

BRENTWOOD. Large home 3-bdrrW2-bath

penthouse ^loft and sundeck. New paint,

carpet,appliances. 2-car side-by-side party-

ing. $379,000 A. Buchman 310-471-

6363ext123 Coldwell Banker.

Guesthouse for Rant

BEL AIR Guesthouse, $675/mo., 1 mile to

UCLA, pets ok. Lisa: 310-472-4833

BEVERLY HILLS furnished guesthouse
Ibdrm, kitchen, eating area, shower/bath.

UCLA graduate student preferred. No pets.

$950/mo. Available Dec 1. 310-271-8811

House for Sale

WESTWOOD SOUTH. Charming original

Spanish duplex w/pool 2+1/2 up, 2+1 3/4

down. $549,000. Tom Brook, Agent. 310-

979-4000 ext.404

9200
Housing Needed

PROFESSIONAL MALE, homeowner, seeks

housesitting position in LA area. Very flexible

w/dates. Must be quiet residence w/no in-

door cats. 310-207-6533.

A^^SSik
UCLA'S Muslim Student

Newsmagazine

9300
Room for Hel|i

BACHELOR UNIT
in Laurel Canyon for UCLA student in return

for 15-20+/hrs work plus salary Senior Citi-

zen care and clerical. Must have good car.

Fax resume: 2 1 3-650-72 11.

BEAUTIFUL VIEW ROOM in exchange for

light housework. 1 block east of UCLA, north

end Owner occupant Dr Lorraine O'Con-
nell. Call 9-4. 310-279-1812.

LIVE-IN. SMALL SALARY Near Universal.

Part childcare. part housesitting. Prefer Grad
student. Must like kids. Gillian Hyde 818-

347-5425.

9400
Room for Rent

BRENTWOObD- 1 Bedroom available in

bright. spaCious 3bd/2ba apartment. AC.
W/D, dishXasher. furnished Close to San
Vicente snops&restaurants. $650/mo. 310-

820-0711.

BRENTWOOD/WLA. 1252 Barry Ave. 2-

bdrm/1-bath Secured access. 2-parking,

new carpet. $1065. Available now. 310-479-

3381

CULVER CITY Female roommate. Private

room/share bath. Nonsmoker. no pets Grad
student preferred. $500 (includes utilities)

Day 818-503-1424 Eve:310-837-9943 San-

dy^

ENCINO Guesthouse 2-bdrm/1-bath 818-

981-6612.

LOS ANGELES-ROOM FOR RENT in 4-

bdrm house. $400 +1/4 utilities Includes all

house privileges. Call 310-836-8774.

WESTWOOD $475
WALK TO UCLA. Beautifully furnished huge

private bedroom. Kitchen, laundry. Parking.

MALE STUDENT PREF. Available 12-01-98

310-473-5769.

WESTWOOD. Room for rent. Own bed-

roomA)a th. Backya rd, h ilohorVlaundfy. gated

9400
Room for Rent

WLA Living room to rent $350/mo Close to

UCLA. 2nd floor, pool, gym, tennis, utilities

included. Female preferred. 310-445-9412.

WLA Rent own room in large, sunny 3 bed
apartment. Secure parting near bus. N/S fe-

male preferred. $485/rTX). Ashlee 310-473-

8920

Roommates-Prlvato Room

5-MIN TO CAMPUS
WESTWOOD: Available now for nonsmoker.

utilities included. Huge fully furnished private

bedroom in deluxe apartment. $600 Call:

310-477-2678.

ASIAN/QUIET/CLEAN. WLA—Asian lady

needs quiet roommate Nicely furnished.

Bus in front of house. Westwood/Pico. No-
smoking/pets Private bed sharebath

$450/month+utilities. 310-475-8787.

BEVERLY GLEN CANYON Private room in a

house Mountaintop view, quiet, sunny.

Washer/dryer. 10 min. to UCLA. Studious,

non-smoking male tenant. $400 inci . utili-

ties. Leave message for Jim at 310-470-

2142.

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT your own bed-

room and full bath in a 4bdrm. apt. $495/mo.

w/all amenities (310)477-6322.

PALMS-Female w/2cats to share spacious

2+1 apartment. $425/mo+1/2biils. Smoke
outside Small, quiet building, nice area.

Maio/Female. Voicemail 818-508-9606 or

aemilia@ucla.edu.

PALMS. Student, clean, non-smoker. Spa-
cious 3bdrm, convenient location Rent
$433, need first&last Contact 310-838-0543
before 8pm.

PALMS/CULVER CITY 2bdrm Iba Cute, se-

cu rad build i r><ypafk4nq, olooo 4 6 oooaas .

Roommates-Pi Ivate Room

REDONDO BEACH
Large master txirm w/own bath in 3txJrm apt.

Share w/2 other females. Female preferred.

$600/mo. Amenities included. 310-209-
0049

VENICE- Own bdrm in 3+3. Steps to beach.
Female preferred Available 12-01-98. Street

partying, no pets $485 OO/rifX) 310-574-0016
or 310-823-6394.

VENICE/SANTA MONICA. 1 bdmi available

in 4bdrm house w/2bth. Washer/dryer, fire-

place. Backyard*hardwood floors. $425/mo.
avail 12/1 Female N/S preferred. 310-450-

3177.

WESTWOOD Own room/bath ($480). Seek-
ing female professional or graduate student

to share 3-bdrm/2-bath Nonsmoker. no pets.

December 1st. 310-712-1217.

WESTWOOD Professional to rent bedroom
in large 3-bdrm /2 5-bath house. $600 +1/3u-
tilities. Fireplace, patio. W/D. Call 310-477-

8922

WLA Roommate wanted. Luxurious pent-

house 2-bdrm+loft/3-bath. Spacious, two
balconies, A/C, fireplace, private patio, share
w/1 male/1 ffemale. $650+utilites. Dave 310-

478-1122.

WLA/PALMS- Own bdrm/bath in charming
2+2. $450/mo+ utilities. Female graduate
student preferred 310-837-2292

RoemmaiBs * Sliafed Room
WESTWOOD. Female roommate wanted to

share 1-bdrm/1-bath spacious apt on Land-
fair. $490/mo. Available ASAP Call 310-208-
8311.

WLA. Share room in spacious 2-bdrm/2-bath
apt. 5-minutes to UCLA. Security building,

gated garage. A/C, laundry. Low security de-
posit. $310/mo. Callie 0213-680-4462.

9700
Sublets

BRENTWOOD. Bdrm w/bath in huge fulf^-

furnished 2-bdrm apartment. Gated parking

$650+utilities Available Dec 1. Call Moe
310-471-9193

WESTWOOD. Need female subletter to

share room from now to July $330fmo. 562-

625-9875.

WESTWOOD Roommate needed to sublet

1-txJrm. $400+utilities per month for Win-
ter/Spring quarters. Preferably female. Call

310-208-8650.

part<ing, N/S, clean, quiet, female student.

Close to UCLA. $525/mo.+utilities. 310-477-

0112.

near beach, new carpet, have cat. No move
in fee/deposit $437.50/mo. + 1/2utilities. Fe
male preferred. 310-559-5551.

Roommates-Shared Room
501 GAYLEY Seeking female to share spljf^

cious single. 2 minute walk to campu?
$440/mo + utilities. Move in ASAP 310-824-

1627.

GAYLEY- 2minutes to UCLA. 2bdrrTV2ba

condo to share. Secure entrance, parking,

fully furnished. No pets/smoking. Female
preferred $450/mo. 310-208-7748

WESTWOOD 501 Gayley. Female N/S.

imiju itUdrtit/ubatn w/zpgoptgr

Vacation Rentals

CABO SAN LUCASNew Year's© Solmar
Beach Club (5-star resort). 12/26-1/2/99.

Sleeps four, partial kitchen, beach front.

$1200 Airiine tickets available. 310-474-
8125.

IDYLLWILD BEAUTIFUL MTN. CABIN San
Bernardino Nat'l Forest. Fully equipped. Hot
tub, fireplaces. Views. Sleep 4+. $250/wee-
kend. 310-794-5515 310-391-6808

$360/mo+utilities. Must like animals. Kitch-

en&part<ing. Clean&fully-furnished. Start late

Nov Hope© 3 1 0-508-5734/2 1 3-629- 1 986.

barmins
student deals CJ

Every Wednesday and Friday the DaiJy Bruin Classifieds provides Bniin Bargains, a place where students are able to advertise

absolutely FREE* some of the hosi deals in Westw(xxi. (^heck weekly for u|xlates so you don't niiss out on great savings!
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To place a i^^KEH* ad

in the Bruin Bargains,

fill out information on

the right and submit

to the Daily Bruin

Classifieds.
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( 1 5 characlen* maximum, including spaces)
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' (20 characters maximum, including spaces)
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_-
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(20 characters maximum, including spaces)
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(example J2S, $74ea, FKKK Please round to the nearest dollar—NO OBO)

Phone: ( )

Classifieds

825-2221
Display
206-3060
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Pick up your copy of the Freshman Record at 1 18 Kerckhoff Hall between the hours of 9 to 5. You need only your student ID.

If you have any questions, please call 825.2640

Uc&u
freshpnr^rd

BEAT SC WEEK '98

WgdngsdQY. Novgmbgr 18:

—— Bash *SC Day -—

-

Students are given the opportunity to release their

anger and hostility towards USC by bashing a

maroon and gold colored car with a sledgehammer.

11:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
in Westwood Plaza

$Mm§ and RALLY
R
A
L

L

Y

u c

1 a
Thursday 9:30 p.m. in

Drake Stadium
For more information call (310) UCLA-SAA

W.TENNIS
From page 26

This final belonged to UCLA,
however, with Basica and Cooper
taking the crown in a 6-1, 7-6 victo-

ry

"We had a good tournament,"

Cooper said.

"I'm happy with how well we
played the whole way through.

We've improved a lot since last

year."

Other doubles action saw
UCLA's fourth-seeded 1997

All-American duo of Katia

Roubanova and Elizabeth

Schmidt, and ninth-seeded Brandi

Freudenberg and Popescu both

recorded a second round win

before falling in the third round.

"Our doubles is getting belter,"

Sampras said.

"I hope this year we'll be able to

pull a lot more matches with our

doubles."

With the completion of the ITA

Regionals, the Bruins have an

empty schedule until the

Milwaukee Tennis Classic, which

runs from Jan. 5 to Jan. 10.

The Bruin lineup consists of

seven returning players and fresh-

man rookie Lindsay Taub.

Key returners include Cooper,

Basica, Freudenberg, Popescu,

Roubanova and Schmidt.

Last season the Bruins finished

5-3 in the Pac- 10 and 17-11 overall.

They tied for ninth place in the

NCAA Championships and ended

the season ranked 14th in the

nation.

"Fourteenth is not where we
should be," Cooper said. "With

everyone back, there's no where to

go but up."

M.SOCCER
From page 28

losses this season. The Bruins could

meet either of those teams in the

NCAA Semifinals.

"I was actu-

ally hoping to ^^^"^^—

—

play (at)

Fullerton in

the first round

and (at) South

Carolina in the

second
round," said

senior forward

Seth George.

"Ideally,
that would

have been a lot of fun, but this

(draw) is just perfect."

The Bruins will be looking to

repeat their performance from a

"There isn't anybody

in the country that

we have to fear."

Sigi Schmid
Men's soccer coach

year ago when they marched into

the NCAA Final Four.

In the 1997 Final Four in

Richmond, Va., UCLA defeated

Indiana in triple overtime 1-0 and
won the title against the Virginia

Cavaliers 2-0.

"I feel when""^"^^" we play well

there isn't any-

body in the

country that

we have to

fear," said

Schmid, who
will be seeking

his fourth

national title

as the UCLA
head coach.

"As long as we come out pre-

pared to play and are healthy, V

think we're a very good team and

our chances of going far are great."

M.TENNIS
From page 26

reached the semifinals. Grinda lists

himself roughly 75 to 80 percent

healthy, and expects to be back at 100

percent before the season starts.

"When I get out there, I am still a

bit tentative," he said. "I have

worked on my serve a lot, but I still

need to make some adjustments on
my game."

Looking to build on last year's Top
10 ranking, the Bruins return four

other starters in addition to Grinda.

Last season, the Bruins tied for

second place in the Pac- 10 and tied

for fifth place at the NCAA champi-

onships, but UCLA hasn't won the

crown since 1984.

"The goal this season is to shoot

for and win the NCAA champi-

onships," said Grinda.

gp^:^«^*i>iW*^^^^^^^^^
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••••Lite up the nite at

™GA/LITE \

pancin9 LIVE DJ ^o Coi^eA

WED NIGHT DISCO NITE

DANCE! DANCE! DANCE!

On Wilshlre
at tli« corner
of 21st Street

For a unique
atmosphere
an(^ a new

place to party

FREE FOOD DAE.Y 5-7PM
2030 Wilshlre Blvd. • Santa Monica • 82»-2382

i

i

Kf^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^J.

Graduating?

IN IVIOTION
Information is a moving target.

If you're planning to trade valu-

able time and resources for a gradu-

ate degree in this growing new
field, you need one that will keep
you ahead of the curve.

A graduate degree from the

University of Michigan's School of

Information prepares you to lead

the future of information systems and
-s^fvke^ throtighout a ll segments ft4

society

In our dynamic, two-year master's

program, students from diverse aca-

demic backgrounds like humanities.

computers, social sciences, and math
gain direct access to our world-class

faculty and facilities. With lead-

ing-edge specializations — Hu-
man Computer Interaction; Ar-

chives and Records Manage-
ment; Information Economics,
Management and Policy; and Li-

brary and Information Services —
you can tailor your stu "

.s .nd prac-

al gxpeftencetogxcgfin the digi*

-.,,,, -. tal age. And, our innovative doc-
School of Information

^^^31 ^.^g.^jj, drains you for a re-

Unlversity of Michigan search career in this fast-paced

734.763.2285 discipline.

Graduate Studies in Information

—^ ^^^ ...jwvww.si.umich.edu

INFORMATION

^.^
Presented hy UCLA 's

Latin American Student Association

Semi-Formal Dance

Friday November 20, 1998
)/ \ ' Special proceeds to CCM

Featuring

ROCIC CM ESPAliioifwOTUmV LATIN R

Doors open @ 9:00pm
$8 w/ Children's book $10 w/o

At the Torrance Cultural Arts Center

INFO (310) 206-2631

Paid For By USAC
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Individuals shine in light of Regionals Players to sharpen skills

RECAP: Strong outing overall includes

singles finalist, doubles championship

ByAudrtyJiiHI
Daily Bruin Contributor

While united it stands, the UCLA women's tennis

team does pretty well divided, too.

The Bruins showcased the strengths of their individ-

uals before the rest of the West at the ITA Women's
Tennis Regional Tournament last week.

After sending all eight of its players into battle in

both singles and doubles competition, the Bruin team

emerged with a singles finalist, a doubles champi-

onship and many strong performances for an impres-

sive preseason showing.

"We had an excellent tournament," coach Stella

Sampras said.

"It really showed that our players can be among the

top in the nation in the college rankings. The way our

players played gives us some confidence going into the

season."

The tourna^)>^ni>^as a chance for the Bruins to get

a feel for their regional competition and get an indica-

tion of where they stand in relation to the other teams.

The tournament was also an opportunity for players

to build individual results for their collegiate rankings.

-U?GLA was established as a force not to be reck-

oned with from the very start, as four Bruin players

were seeded among the top six in singles competition.

Third-seeded Christina Popescu and fifth-seeded

Amanda Basica, both back in action after suffering

from shoulder injuries last season, led the Bruin sin-

gles charge.

Both powered through the first four rounds before

squaring off against each other in an all-Bruin semifi-

nal . Pop»S6u daftaUd Bas ica ^2. $-7 ^2 to advance to

the finals.

The final round saw a crosstown matchup of

Popescu and fourth-seeded Ditta Huber of USC.
Huber prevailed over Popescu 6-4, 7-6 for the win.

"I'm happy with my performance, even though the

last match was disappointing," Popescu said. "It was a

long week and I'm pleased with how good of a shape

I'm in right now. It shows we've been training well, and

that's good to know."

Victory, however, was still in the Bruins' cards when
doubles action came around.

The fifth-seeded tandem of Basica and junior

Annica Cooper took the road to the finals, upsetting

the third-seeded Arizona State team of Allison

Bradshaw and Alison Nash 6-1, 6-7, 6-2 in the semifi-

nals.

In the other semifinal match, USC's seventh-seeded

Huber and Warkentin disposed of second-seeded

Maggie Cole and Sarah Donovan of San Diego State

to set up another Bruin-Trojan final.

SeeW.TENNI$,pa9e25

in preseason tournament
PREVIEW: Events help to

decide men's tennis team

standings, boost rankings

By Dave Denidce

Daily Bruin Contributor

DCRWCK KUDO/Oatly Bfuin Sentor Staff

Annica Cooper and teammate Amanda Basica

won their doubles semifinal match at the Rolex

Regionals competition in Irvine last season.

Several players on the men's tennis

team will be competing in the

Southern California Intercollegiate

Championships this week at the Los

Angeles Tennis Club in downtown
Los Angeles.

Though the team does not begin

match play until Jan. 12, against

Fresno State, these regional tourna-

ments provide valuable tournament

experience prior to the start of the

season.

Head coach Billy Martin sees the

tournaments as crucial in the develop-

ment of the players.

"They're very important not only

to determine a place on the team, but

also in improving their NCAA rank-

ing, and a chance to qualify for the

individual championships," he said.

This week's tournament marks the

third regional to which UCLA has

sent team members. Most recently,

seven Bruins competed at Pepperdine

University in the ITA regional cham-

-ptefMfeipa»-j!irtth three Bruina irmk
it to the quarterfinals.

Sixth-seed freshman Zach

Fleishman reached the semifinals,

losing to top-ranked Gustavo

Marcaccio of Arizona State in a gru-

eling three-set match, 3-6, 7-6, 7-6.

The match drained Marcaccio so

much that after the 9-7 third set tie-

breaker, tournament officials sent

Marcaccio to the hospital for dehy-

dration. The Sun Devil only lasted

one set the following day before

defaulting the championship to

Pepperdine senior Kelly Gullett.

Two Bruins to keep an eye on for

this week's regional are Brandon

Kramer and Fleishman. Fleishman

and Kramer will potentially meet in

the semifinals.

Martin pointed to a challenge

match the two played last week as

"one of- the best challenge matches

I've seen in my fifteen years of coach-

ing."

Kramer definitely noticed a com-

petitive spitit between himself and

Fleishman.

"There is a bit of a rivalry. It makes

players work hard, and when you can

feed off each other it helps you

improve," he said.

Kramer also credits his improve-

ment to a trip to France this summer
with teammate Chris Sands.

"France helped because I got a lot

of match play experience," Kramer

said. "I think 1 have been a lot more

focused than in previous years and

now I am more serious about improv-

ing my game."

While the majority of the team will

be competing this weekend, one

Bruin sitting out the regional is

iwg rfftiirning AH-Amfrif?tn lexn Mf»«4-

Grinda, who won the tournament last

year. Grinda hit the hard courts this

summer, playing as an amateur in

tournaments across the country.

His summer was cut short by a

shoulder injury suffered after his first

tournament of the season, in which he

SeeM.TENNIS,pa9e25

Any large Pizza, your choice of toppings and crust, for $9>99

824-41 1

1

1114 Gayley Ave.

Westwood Village

Medium 1 topping Pizza

for S5.95

Fast Free Delivery

until 1 a.m. Sunday-Thursday
until 2 a.m. Friday & Saturday

N<ition.il Footb<ill Lp.ique

At A Gl.incp

AMERICAN CONFERENa
East

Miami

Buffalo

NY. Jets

Nfw England

Indianapolis

Central

Jacksonville

Pinsburgh

Tennessee

Baltimore

Cincinnati

West

Denver

Oakland

Seattle

Kansas City

San Diego

W L T

7 3

6 4

6 4

5 5

2 8

8 2

6 4

6 4

3 7

2 8

Pet. Pf PA

.700 178 132

.600 213 206

.600 243 175

.SOO 211 192

.200 166 264

.800 262 200

.600 178 184

.600 239 193

.300 147 203

.200 167 267

10 1.000 330 176

7 3 .700 176 175

5 5 .500 213 162

4 6 .400 167 197

4 6 .400 127 179

NATIONAL CONFERENCE

East

W L T

Oakland 20, Seattle 17 23. VirginiaTech

San Diego 14, Baltimore 13 24. Syracuse

Jacksonville 29, Tampa Bay 24 25. Texas

Detroit 26, Chicago 3

Monday's Game
Denver 30, Kansas City 7

S«NMtay,N«v.22

Arizona at Washington, 1 :01 p.m.

Chicago at Atlanta, 1:01 p.m..

Detroit at Tampa Bay, 1 :01 p.m.

Green Bay at Minnesota, 1:01 p.m.

Indianapolis at Buffalo, 1:01 p.m.

Jacksonville at Pittsburgh, 1:01 p.m.

Philadelphia at New York Giants, 1:01

p.m.

Seattle at Dallas, lK)lp.m.

Carolina at St. Louis, 4:05 p.m.

Kansas City at San Diego, 4: 15 p.m.

New York Jets at Tennessee, 4:1 5 p.m.

Baltimore at Cincinnati, 4: 1 S p.m.

Oakland at Denver, 4:15 p.m.

New Orleans at San Francisco, 8:20 p.m.

Monday, N«v. 23

Miami at New England, 8:20 p.m.

7-2

6-3

7-3

206

140

117

16

18

Others receiving voles: Kentucky 66, Texas

Tech 65, Southem Cal 56, West Virginia

23, Wyoming 10, Mississippi St. 8, Purdue

8, Marshall 6, Colorado 3, N. Carolina St. 3,

Brigham Young 1.

National Hockev Le<»Que

At A Glance

EASTERN CONFERENCE

Atlantic Division

Dallas

Arizona

N.Y Giants

Philadelphia

Washington

Central

Minnesota

Green Bay

Tampa Bay

Chicago

Detroit

West

Atlanta

San Francisco

New Orleans

St. Louis

Carolina

7 3

5 5

3 7

2 8

2 8

9 1

7 3

4 6

3 7

3 7

8 2

7 3

5 5

3 7

1 9

Pet. PF PA

.700 259 149

.500 182 232

.300 169 226

.200 92 233

.200 169 273

.900 320 170

.700 276 196

.400 167 195

.300 167 224

.300 197 222

.800 284 195

.700 292 217

.500 186 204

.300 177 240

.100 191 254

AP College Football Top 2S

New Jersey

Pittsburgh

Philadelphia

NY. Islanders

N.Y. Rangers

Northeast Division

Toronto

Buffalo

Boston

Onawa
Montreal

Southeast Division

Carolina

Florida

Tampa Bay

Washington

W L T Pts GF 6A

9 6 18 33 35

7 5 4 18 43 42

7 6 4 18 45 37

8 10 16 45 48

4 7 5 13 38 45

WESTERN CONFERENCE

Central Division

S«id^r^(

Minnesota 24, CwKinnati 3

Miami 13, Carolina 9

Buffalo 1 3. New EngUnd 10

>24,NewVbrkiets23

28.Pliiladi»hia3

1m)ns«e23,Plrabiiifh14

New Orleans 24, St. Louis 3

i31,S«iFfancKCo19

ilay37,Nfw«MfcaaRb3

J5J

The Top Twenty Five teams In The

Associated Press college football poll,

with first-place votes in parentheses,

records through Nov. 14, total points

based on 25 points for a first place vote

through one point for a 25th place vote

and ranking in previous poll:

Record Pts Pv

1.Tennessee(37) 9-0 1,709 1

2.KansasSt.(29) 10-0 1,699 2

3.UCLA(4) 9-0 1.618 3

4. Florida 9-1 1,526 4

S.FIoridaSt. 10-1 1,489 5

6.TexasA&M 10-1 1,361 6

7.0hioSt. 9-1 1,350 7

8. Arizona 10-1 1,262 9

9.Arkansas 8-1 1,127 10

10.Notre0ame 8-1 1,081 12

11. Michigan 8-2 1,054 15

12.TuUne 9-0 869 14

ft. Wisconsin 9:1_ 849 8

14. Georgia 7-2 718 17

15.0i«9on 8-2 754 20

16.PennSt 7-2 705 19

17. Nebraska 8-3 616 11

18.Vir9iiMa 8-2 52S 21

19. Missouri 7-3 456 13

20.Airforce 9-1 434' 23 LMAnfltes

21.6MifalKh 7-2 M 22 SanJtw

22.MiMM ' M 365 24

W
9

7

6

6

6

W
8

6

6

5

L T Pts GF GA

6 2 20 56 50

4 18 40 26

4 16 40 32

3 15 43 41

2 14 39 49

3

7

6

9

L T Pts GF GA

7 3 19 48 44

6 3 15 33 41

9 2 14 40 61

7 3 13 33 40

St. Louis

Detroit

Nashville

Chicago

Northwest Division

W
7

8

6

5

Edmonton

Vancouver

Calgary

Colorado

Pacific DtvHion

Dallas

Pttoeow

W
9

8

7

7

W
9

8

6

5

3

L T Pts GF GA

4 4 18 42 35

8 16 47 42

9 1 13 39 47

10 3 13 38 63

L T Pts GF GA

6 1 19 53 39

7 1 17 SO 41

8 2 16 47 48

8 2 16 48 49

L T Pts GF GA

3 2 20 37 27

2 2 18 34 17

6 4 16 37 37

3 13 39 49

7 4 10 33 35

Monday's Games
Calgary 5, Detroit 3

Anaheim 3, Los Angeles 1

Tuesday's Games
Carolina 5, Montreal 4

Philadelphia 4, Pinsburgh 1

Chicago 2, Nashville 1

Colorado 5, N.Y. Islanders 2

Wednesday's Games
Toronto at Washington, 7 p.m.

Detroit at Edmonton, 9 p.m.

Vancouver at Phoenix, 9 p.m.

N.Y. Rangers at Anaheim, 10:30 p.m.

Los Angeles at San Jose, 10:30 p.m.

Thursday's Games
Florida at Boston, 7 p.m.

Calgary at Montreal, 7 p.m.

Pittsburgh at Tampa Bay, 7:05 p.m.

Carolina at New Jersey, 7:30 p.m.

St. Louis at Nashville, 8 p.m.

Vancouver at Colorado, 9 p.m.

N.Y. Rangers at Los Angeles, 10:30 p.m.

All Times in the Sports Boi are EST

Colleqe Ba%ketb.ill

Major Secret

Tuesday's College Basketball

EAST

Buffalo 64, Cornell 63

Kansas 61, Penn 56

N.C.Charlone 65, Boston U. 50

Northeastern 69, Brown 59

Pittsburgh 9S, St. Francis, Pa. 69

St. Bonaventure 74, Liberty 64

Syracuse 93, Colgate 40

SOUTH

Appalachian St. 80, King, Tenn. 40

Chattanooga 88,Tenn.Wesleyan 65

Duke 94, Davidson 61
'

Furman 79, William h Mary 67

Kentucky 99, E.Kentucky 64

Longwood 73, High Point 70

Marshall 70, N Illinois 67

Maryland 90, Md -Baltimore County 62

Mississippi St IDS, Ark.-Pine Bluff S3

Radford 1 08, CotKOfd 64

SE Louisiana 88, Grambling St. 68

Tenr>essee 83, CS Northndge 64

The Citadel 83, Ariderson, S.C. 52

Bradley 49, SEMissoun 47

Cent Michigan 82. Wnght Sl 81 , OT

Oftrait 14. Bethune-Cookman SO

George Washington 64, Illinois 58

Loyola, in. 65, Chicago St. 52

Maine 69, Northwestern 57

Michigan St. 96, Oakland, Mich. 66

Xavier 73, Butler 66

SOUTNWEST
Arkansas 73, Alabama St. 43

Houston 71, Texas 69

Texas Coll. 77, Prairie View 75

FAR WEST
BoiseSt.75,NWNa2arene50

Colorado 75, Colorado St. 67

Denver 86, Wyoming 82

Long Beach St. 98, Loyola Marymount 92,

OT

N. Arizona 76. Arizona St. 60

Pepperdine 71,UC Irvine 58

Portland 102, Patten 52

S.Utah 66, Montana Tech 46

San Diego 82, Concordia, Ore. 61

Southem Cal 101, San Diego St. 54

EJCHIBITION

Texas A&M 94, California All-Stars 89

Transactions

Major League Baseball

OAKLAND ATHLETICS—Named Bob

Geren manager of Modesto of the

California League, Juan Navarrete manag-

er of VIsalia of the California League, Tony

DeFrancesco manager of Midland of the

Texas League, Ron Romanick minor

league pitching coordinator and Orv

Franchuk minor league hitting coordina-

tor.

TEXAS RANGERS—Named Brad Horn

assistant public relations director.

CINCINNATI REDS—Added RHP Ted Rose

to the 40-man roster. Signed INF Jeff

Branson, RHP Kevin Foster, RHP Marty

Janzen and RHP Todd Etier to minor

league contracts.

FLORIDA MARLINS—Signed INF Russ

Monnan tnA RHP Archie Corbin to minor-

league contracts.

PITt^URGH PIRATES—Agreed to terms

with INF Mike Ber^amioonatwo-yeaf

contract

SAN DIEGO PADRES—Purchased the con

tract of RHP Rodrigo Lopez from Mobile

of the Southem League; RHP Wascar

Scnano fwn CMMm of ttie MMwest

LNfue; and RHP Bryan Wolff from Las

¥i9as If die fCL. Waived MF Archi

OmfemiMdRHPSattSanden

National Football League

CINCINNATI BENGALS—Activated DE

John Copeland from the physically unable

to perform list. Waived OL Brock

Gutierrez.

JACKSONVILLE JAGUARS—Placed DT

Seth Payne on injured reserve. Signed TE

Troy Sadowski.

KANSAS CITY CHIEFS—Suspended DE

Derrick Thomas for one game. Waived LB

Wayne Simmons.

NEW YORK GIANTS—Placed TEAI

Pupunu on Injured reserve. Signed TE

Andy Haase from the practice squad.

SAN FRANCISCO 49ERS—Signed DT

David Richie to the practice squad,

released CB Kelly Malveaux from the

practice squad.

National Hockey League

CHICAGO BLACKHAWKS—Traded C

Roman Vopat to the Philadelphia Flyers

for LW Mike Maneluk.

ST. LOUIS BLUES—Assigned C Marty

Reasoner to Worcester of the AHL.

TAMPA BAY LIGHTNING—Suspended D

Michal Sykora Indefinitely without pay for

refusing to report to Cleveland of the IHL.

Major League Soccer

DALLAS BURN—Named Paul Mott senior

vice president, John Alper vice president

of sales, Andy Swift vice president of mar-

keting and broadcasting, Shawn McGee

director of sales and Derek Conway direc-

tor of ticket services and merchandise.

TAMPA BAY MUTINY— Re-signed Tim

Hankinson, coach, through the 2000 sea-

son and named him director of player

personnel.

Trivia Questions

1 .Who is the only running back in the Top

10 in career rushing yards to have aver-

aged more than five yards per carry over

the course of his career?

2.What is the oldest athletic conference

in the United Sutes?

3.What do NFL jersey numbers 7, 1 2. 14

"Ind 20 have in common?

Answer v

'suitat

aAT^oi

$611 Ml

jnof/lqpaMiajuaaq

a«|iaM/(a((i-(

MM 01 619 am7
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PAC-10 FOOTBALL NOTEBOOK
Compiled by Vytas Mazeika, Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Stanford (2-8,1-6) ^^'"'^^^ '2:30 p.m.

California (5-5,3-4)

Cardinal: At least Stanford ha.s one conference win. After last week's

victory against defending Pac-IO champion Washington St. in the

battle of the only two winless conference teams, the Cardinal will

face one of the best defenses in the Pac-IO.

Cardinal to watch: flanker Troy Walters

Bears: At the beginning of the season, "The Big Game" looked like it

was going to be called "The Bad Game" since it was could've

decided which team would end up at the bottom of the Pac-IO. Now
Cal has a shot at a bowl game by gaining their sixth win on Saturday.

Bear to watch: flanker Dameane Douglas

Predicted Score: Cal 34, Stanford 27

Washington (5-5,3-4)
Saturday 2:00 p.m.

Huskies: Washington once again failed to meet expectations and the

subpar season could turn into a disaster with a loss to lowly WSU.
The Huskies could still redeem themselves with a bowl bid as long

as they get their sixth win.

Husky to watch: quarterback Brock Huard

Cougars: Considering the fact WSU is 0-7 in the Pac-IO, getting a

win in their eighth and final conference game doesn't seem very

likely. But the Apple Cup is a rivalry game in which anything could

happen.

Cougar to watch: tailback Kevin Brown

Washington State (3-7,0-7)

Predicted Score: Washington 45, WSU 20

Oregon (8-2,5-2) Saturday 3:30 p.m.

Ducks: The inability to defeat UCLA and Arizona cost Oregon the

chance to make it to the Rose Bowl. Now in "The Civil War", OSU
has a good chance to upset the Ducks and affect the quality of the

Oregon State (4-6,1-6)

bow l which Uregon wi ll attend .

Duck to watch: quarterback Akili Smith

Beavers: One point losses to Washington and Cal in back-to-back

weeks followed by a heart-breaking, last minute defeat to UCLA
cost OSU their first chance for a winning record in almost 30 years.

A win again.st Oregon will certainly make them feel better.

Beaver to watch: flanker Tim Alexander

Predicted Score: OSU 34, Oregon 31

W.HOOPS
From page 28

would finish the first half with 20 points.

The Huskies would shoot nine of 16 from

three-point range, outscoring the Bruins 27-3

from behind the arc.

"The thing that hurt us the most was the

(UConn) threes," Bruin junior Maylana Martin

said.

UConn would lead by as much as 1 1 in the

first quarter at 46-35 with 5:55 remaining but

could not put the Bruins away.

Despite losing Hubbard to foul trouble with

just over four minutes remaining, UCLA was
able to keep the contest close, due largely to the

bench play o\ guards Hannigan and freshman

Michelle Greco. The two combined for 19 points,

three rebounds and three assists before intermis-

sion to keep the Bruins within six at halftimc

"You look at the first half," Olivier said, "and

you've got a basketball game right there."

llie second halfbegan much like the first, with

Abrosimova scoring another layup and hitting

another three for the Huskies and Hubbard,

Greco and Flannigan combining for four buck-

W.VOLLEYBALL
From page 28

The Bruin defense took control, though, and
held the Cougars to 111 and .100 hitting per-

centages overall in the second and third games.

Offense continued to dominate in Sunday's

match against the Huskies. Porter (24 kills),

Bachman (16) and Nihipali (II) complemented
Bowles on ofi'ense for the Bruins. But they were

countered by four Washington players who had

ets to bring UCLA within 62-65. Nevertheless, a

quick 60 run^by the Huskies would push the lead

back to nine, a lead they would maintain for most

of the game.

"UCLA played really good on offense,*'

Husky coach Geno Auriemma said of his oppo-

nent, "but both teams played really bad on
defense."

The Huskies shot 58 percent from the field,

and the Bruins shot 55.8 percent, with Hubbard
shooting a Bruin-best 1

1 -of- 15. Both teams, how-

ever, left something to be desired from the free

throw line. UCLA made 15 of 24 and the

Huskies were 24 of 39.

"They (UCLA) only had one thing on their

minds and that was going to the hole,"

Auriemma added. "Luckily we just kept making
good play after good play after good play."

And take it to the hole, the Bruins did.

Flannigan, Greco and junior Marie Philman

scored 17 points apiece on layups but could not

seem to stop the penetration and perimeter

impact that Abrisimova presented.

UCLA also finished with a season low 17

turnovers and a season-high 43 field goals.

"This score shows," Hubbard said, "that we
can play with any team in the country"

kept reaching back and eventually took control

in the match.

The Bruins certainly did that. Behind
Bowles they hit .394 and .349 in the second and
third games, and limited the Huskies to .125

and -.019 hitting in those two games. ,

The Bruin defense, once again, put the

clamp on its opponents. Bachman had 12

blocks and nine digs, nearly reaching a triple

double. Chaska Potter had a team high 20 digs,

and UCLA limited Washington to .149 perdent

hitting overall.

double l igui es I n k i lls, topped by K ristina UUlmc^ldy, the Bruin ofTensc was just loo
Laffling's 25 kills

UCLA lost the first game, 14-16, to the

Huskies. Immediately afterwards,

Banachowski had reason for concern.

"It's kind of an uneasy situation when we
lose that first game," he said. "You begin to

wonder whether we can keep our composure
and win." But he added that the Bruins just

much for the Washington schools to handle.

The team will improve on their No. 16 ranking

and need one more win to make the tourna-

ment.

—rr-The Bruins have three matches left - all at

home. They play Stanford on Friday at 7 p.m.,

and they will follow up with matches Sunday
against Cal and Tuesday against Pepperdine.

^^R UCLAItamii
iXM.iJUii.tn

THE UCLA ALUMNI ASSOCIATION INVITES YOU TO APPLY TO THIS YEAR'S

LEADERSHIP TRAINING PROGRAM

Applications now availablefor the Winter/Spring Session

''This pmgramgRxsstideni participants a sigf^^

Michael Ning '81, chair, Drversity/Ckamxh Gouncd

^
Member, AA Board ofDirectors

Sponsored by the UCLA Alumni Association Diversity/Outreach Council, this training program will help you to develop praaical leadership and small-

group teamwork skills and expose you to a wide range of communities. Participants will meet and interview alumni guests of diverse backgrounds.

Program Includes:

• Weekly evening leadership training sessions

with alumni leaders

• Several trips to alumni work sites

• Two quarter commitment

Participating Organizations (partial list):

• Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu, accounting

• Lehman Brothers, investment banking

• Los Angeles County District Attorney's Office, law &
government

• Morey/Seymour & Associates, political consulting

• DreamWorks SKG, entertainment

How to Apply

10 participants will be seleaed based on leadership potential and a desire to further develop leadership and professional skills. Applications will be
available at the following locations: Alumni Center information desk, Asian Studies, African American, Chicano, Latino, Jewish, Women's and
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual & Transgender Centers.

nAppliaitions are available starting November 9, 1998

and are due on November 23, 1998 ^ 5:00 pm.

If you have any questions, please contact

Mark Beck-Heyman ^ (310) 824-4657 or e-mail

mhfyman/ahirla <>dii

Diversity/Outreach Council Members: American Indian Alumni
Assn., Asian Pacific Alumni Assn., Black Alumni AsflL, Indian
Alumni Assn., Korean Alumni Assn., Lambda- Lesbian 6c Gi^
Alumni Assn., Latino Alumni Assn., and Filipino
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The men's basketball team

works its way toward

another successful season

under head coach Steve Lavin.

Huskies' bite too much for UCLA
W. HOOPS: Three-point attack by Huskies proves

deadly as Bruins fall to No. 2 team in country

ByA.QnQueCarter
Daily Bruin Staff

Intimidation was supposed to be

the key factor in the game.

After a 17-point drubbing at the

hands of the Notre Dame Fighting

Irish, the UCLA women's basketball

team was supposed to roll over and

play dead for the visiting Connecticut

Huskies (3-0).

In spite of a 113-102 defeat

Tuesday night at the hands of

UConn, the No. 14 Bruins shocked a

Pauley Pavilion crowd of 5,521 with

their never-say-die attitude. The
Bruins did not come close against the

No. 17 team in the nation, and facing

the No. 2 team posed a greater prob-

lem.

The main reason that the Bruins

did not roll over and play dead was

simple - too much pride.

"It's something they talked about

in pre-game," coach Kathy Olivier

said of her Bruins. "They said 'Let's

win over the fans and just try to win

the ball game.'"

Coming into the game with a loss,

Olivier's troops wanted this season to

begin differently than last season

when they needed three wake-up calls

before they decided to play up to

their potential, winning 20 of their

last 26 games.

The Bruins began the game on

fire, dropping the ball into junior

Janae Hubbard early and often.

Hubbard .scored 13 ofher career-high

and team-high 29 points in the first

half ofi" of six-of-seven shooting.

Nearly halfway through the quar-

ter, Hubbard took a LaCresha

Flannigan pass, spun around h^r

defender, and laid the ball in for her

seventh and eighth points and a 16^

Bruin advantage.

The Huskies would immediately

answer when Svetlana Abrosimova,

the game's leading scorer with 39

points on 14-of-l7 shooting (four-of-

four from behind the arc) would fol-

Iqw anoiher Hubbard layup with a

jumper and a three-pointer of her

own to Bring UConn within 18-12.

Nearly four minutes later,

Abrosimova would give the Huskies

their first lead at 27-25 by hitting

another three-pointer, another

jumper and another layup. She

SeeW.NOOPS,page27

RMRICK LAM

Junior Marie Philman strains over a University of Connecticut

defender to make a shot.

Team gears up to kick off tournament play
PLAYOFFS: No. 6 Bruins

shake offUW loss, open

NCAA matches at home

By Scott Street and

Moin Salahuddin
Daily Bruin Contributors

Despite last weekend's upset loss

to Washington, the UCLA men's

soccer team will begin defending

their national championship in

comfortable surroundings.

The sixth-seeded Bruins will

open NCAA Tournament play this

Sunday against Fresno State on the

North Athletic Field at I p.m.

A potential top seed was wailing

for UCLA if it ended the season

with victories over Washington and

Oregon State. The Bruins, however,

lost to the Huskies and dropped

down to rank fifth in the nation,

sixth in the tournament.

Eight teams from the Western

Region made the 32-team tourna-

ment, capturing three of the top

eight seeds. Among them are the

Bruins, Huskies and Cal State

Fullerton Titans.

"I think it's exciting for West

Coast soccer," said UCLA head

coach Sigi Schmid. "For the first

time, the West Coast got divided up

into more than one bracket."

"I think this is the most national

of all the soccer pairings as long as

I've been involved with the

NCAA."
For the Bruins, the nation's top-

ranked team until the Washington

loss, the prospect of two home
games was encouraging.

"We're happy to be at home in

the first (two) rounds," Schmid
added. "We can always argue at

who should be seeded where, but

I'm just happy to be at home."_

Looming in the bottom half of

the bracket are the Titans and

South Carolina Gamecocks, who
account for two of UCLA's three

See M.SOCait page 25

Unstoppable

Bruin offense

wins twice at

Washington
RECAP: Volleyball power

players hit new heights

with kills, defensive skills

By Nick Taylor

Daily Bruin Contributor

While the Bruin football team took

charge of one Washington school on

Saturday, the UCLA women's vol-

leyball team decided to complete a

sweep through the Great Northwest.

UCLA beat Washington State in

four games on Friday, 10-15, 154, 15-

5, 15-10, and continued its winning

ways with a victory over Washington

in four gamgyrt4irt67 l^-fi, i34, t3=tt:

The team's record now stands at

13-10, including 124 in the Pac-10.

Ashley Bowles led the team with a

career high 35 kills against the

Huskies and added 21 kills against

the Cougars. She provided consistent

offense on Friday and was dominant

in Sunday's match.

"It's kind of an uneasy

situation when we lose

that first game/'

Andy Banachowski

Women's volleyball coach

,

"We certainly kept sending her the

_ball," said head coach Andy
Banachowski. "And what she did was

remarkable."

Against the Cougars, the Bruins

needed to overcome a first game loss

before they took the last three games

of the match. As usual, the Bruins

relied on their offensive super-trio of

Bowles, Kristee Porter and Elisabeth

Bachman.

Bachman carried the Bruins early

in the match with powerful toma-

hawk spikes, and then Porter took

over. Porter used her exceptional

leaping ability to fly above the

defense and pound the ball past the

Cougars. Her 25 kills led all scorers

on Friday as she helped carry the

Bruins to victory.

"When she is on like that,"

Banachowski said, "nobody can

touch her."

Bowles, however, was the most

consistent player for the Bruins on

Friday. She supplemented the offense

with 21 kills, and just as importantly,

served six aces. Her serving crossed

up the Cougars on defense, resulting

in Washington State's poor passing

on the attack.

While UCLA seemingly took con-

trol and dorninated Washington

State, the match was actually much
closer than it appeared. UCLA strug-

gled to get ahead of the Cougars,

since there were many sideouts

before UCLA pulled ahead When
both ofl'enscs are on, many sideouts

,

result because of each offense's good
execution

SMW.VtUmALtpafc27

UCLA is less homophobic
than you think. See page 17

RTAiNMEN

The task of pricing and appraising art can be

an art in itself. See page 21
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Despite plan, still no such tNng as a free ride
FACULTY: Parking sliorlage prompts Academic Senate

resolution for program to increase public transit use

By Hannah Miller

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Faculty. slatT and students are one

'Step closer to getting a free ride - on the

bus. that is.

Hoping to improve L. A.'s air quality

and reduce congestion, the Academic

Senate passed a resolution Tuesday

Dinosaurs' end

olTering a public transit benefit for fac-

ulty, stafland students.

While the vaguely-worded proposal

echoes the one written by then

Graduate Students Association's

(GSA) President Andrew Westall last

year, a pilot program on the Santa

Monica Big Blue Bus could be running

as soon as next fall.

Similar transit programs are current-

ly in place at 19 colleges and universities

nationwide, including UC Santa Cruz.

San Diego, Davis and Santa Barbara.

In most cases, faculty, staff and stu-

dents show their university identifica-

tion card to board buses for free.

"All of these universities highly rec-

ommended their programs to us." siiid

urban planning professor Donald

Shoup, making the presentation on

behalf of the hacully Welfare commit-

tee.

"The schools that measured rider-

ship saw it double or triple in the first

year that the program was implement-

ed," he added.

The suggested program would pro-

vide free bus service for all students,

facuhy and stalTon bus lines that come

to UCLA. The BruinCard would be

swiped upon boarding the bus, instead

ofpayingafare.

The proposal approved by the

Senate does not specify the source of

the funding, which is estimated to run

anywhere from the Faculty Welfare's

calculation of $1.3 million to the initial,

high-end estimate of $4.5 million

offered by the Metropolitan

Transportation Authority (MTA).

"The proof of the pudding will be

what kind of price we can set," said

Mark Stocki, head of UCLA
Transportation Services.

"The MTA won't be interested in

doing it for at least two or three years,

See TRANSrr, page 6

less ii\ysterloBS=

due to recent

UCLA discovery

Eisner receives award amid controversy

RESEARCH: iMagnieiit

of ()5-niilli()ii-vcar-ol(l

asteroid Ibund by Kyle

By Andy Shah
Daily Bruin Contributor

liic theory that dinosaurs van;

ishcd from ihc piancl because o\'

a huge aslcroid impacl just

received more support from a

discovery by I'rank Kyte, a

rCLA geophysicist and profes-

sorof oceanouraphv

Kyte discovered what he says

is the first known fragment of an

asteroid that hit the earth 65 mil-

lion years ago. possibly eliminat-

ing 70 percent of all plant and

animal species, including the

dinosaurs.

"We can now add information

to the debate of whether it was a

comet or an asteroid that caused

the impact." he said. "Comets

are more Hulfy. whereas my sam-

ple is more compact, so it's prob-

ably an asteroid."

Kyte said the fragment he

found has high concentrations of

iridium, which is usually found in

See DISCOVERY, page 12

UNION: Protesters call

Disney CKO 'hypocrite'

lor delaying negotiations

By Brian Fishman —
Daily Bruin Contributor

Helicopters circled overhead and

car horns blared their support for

crimson-clad union members protest-

ing in the heart of Beverly Hills

Tuesday evening.

Inside the Regent Beverly Wilshire

hotel. The Anderson School at

UCLA was presenting Disney's

Michael liisner with their f-xemplary

Leadership in Management Award

(i:lma).

While the scene mside was full of

coniir.itulations, outside, members ol

NAHI T-( VVA Local .S7 were

denouncing Hisner as hypocrtle who

does not negotiate in good faith.

Ihc National Association o\'

Broadcasting l-ngineeriiig and

Technical employees (NABl'l). an

affiliate of the Communication

Workers of America (CWA), was

picketing because of a dispute stem-

ming from Disney's takeover of

Capital Cities/ABC.

Prior to the takeover. NABHT-
CWA members worked mainly for

ABC. When Disney took control, the

workers began contract negotiations

with Disney. Negotiations stalled

over Disney's "Signature" health

plan.

Disney would not allow the union

to read the plan's provisions, said

Elaine Hogue, a

NABin-CWA mem-
ber.

"Who would sign a

health plan they

haven't read? It's a

blank check." said

Suzanne Albert, a

technical director for

KABC.
To protest.

NABLl-CWA held a

24-hour strike Nov. 2.

Since then, they have

been "locked-out" of

their jobs by ABC and.

by association. Disney.

Hogue said.

NABl r-CWA \vAs

Hied two petitions with

the National Labor

Relations Boaril and

had asked the

.Anderson School to

cancel Tuesday's

event.

iheir requests to

the Anderson School

were not taken .serious-

"We never consid-

ered cancelling the event," said Sue

Johnson, assistant dean of the

Anderson School.

"Lisner is deserving; he has grown

the company exponentially,' she con-

tinued.

Despite the protesters heckling

guests arriving to the hotel, the pro-

gram inside went on as planned.

The Anderson School awards the

LLMA. its highest honor, to those

HAHMAfJ f AKAHI)H/l),iily Hfuin

Michael Eisner, CEO and chairman of the Walt Disney Connpany, was honored by

the Anderson School at UCLA in the midst of NABET-CWA demonstrations.

corporate leaders who are committed

to excellence and demonstrate the

highest standard of ethics and busi-

ness leadership, according to the

Anderson School's literature.

According to John Anderson, the

school's namesake, profits have

increased at Disney from $1.5 billion

to S17 billion since fiisner took over.

But corporate profits are not the

best measure of what makes a quali-

fied CEO. said Albert.

"Workers (for Disney are paid) 6

cents an hour in Burma. That turns

into a $21 plastic dalmatian," she

said.

Although the union is technically

negotiating with ABC, NABET-
CWA members say Eisner is in a posi-

tion to expedite negotiations.

See EISNER, page 14

Offidals unveil health center plans

REGENTS: Board to vole on

hospital that will combine

research with patient care

By Edina Lekovic

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

LHKHK K tlU(XVIi*ly Biuin bfn«» iwW

Chanctllor Carncsale presents the UCLA Health Center

Facilities Reconstruction Plan to the Board of Regents.

State of the art doesn't begin to

describe the plans for the replacement

(enter for Tiealth Sciences

The new 529-bcd facility will have

all private rooms with sliding glass

doors, a couch in each room to accom-

modate family members, elevators the

size of an operating room and two heli-

pads on the roof.

UCLA officials pulled out all the

stops with their hour-long presentation

and video detailing the necessity for

their $1.2 billion hospital plan.

After a day spent touring the exist-

ing facilities and speaking to hospital

representatives, the regents clearly

backed the project

Regent Meredith Khachigian com-

mended the project as "inspiring and

impressive
"

And while the U( Board of Regents

will not vote on the overall project

until Thursday, they were so visibly

impressed by the display, that certifica-

tion of the 1.500-page environmental

impact report and amendments to the

capital budget passed unanimously

with little discussion.

Provost of medical sciences Gerald

Levey orchestrated the presentation

on the repair of the seismically dam-

aged Center for Health Sciences

(CHS)
- "We arc going to build something-

very different." Levey said of the

expansive plans. "This (project) is very

special
"

After the 1994 Northridge earth-

quake, a number of campus buildings

were left with serious structural dam-
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COMMUNITY BMEFS

Neurologist appointed

to psychology faculty

The Department of Psychology at UC
Berkeley, has appointed a neurologist to its fac-

ulty - believed to be the first brain physician

hired by a psychology faculty anywhere in the

country.

Dr. Robert Thomas Knight, formerly with

the mecfical school at UC Davis, has gathered a

research group of neurological patients that will

greatly expand neuroscience research at UC
Berkeley. Among other things, his appointment

will allow UC Berkeley psychologists to belter

integrate cognitive theory with studies of the

human brain.

"This is a highly unusual appointment," said

Sheldon Zedeck, former chairman of psycholo-

gy who helped to hire Knight. "Here is someone

who is working with brain-damaged patients

and who will help us bring together the physical

brain and psychological theories."

The appointment adds emphasis to [IC

Berkeley's role as a health science campus which

has, as one aim, the integration of

physics, biology and psychology in

breaking open the secrets of the human

brain.

In psychology, cognitive theory has been

based mainly on studies of normal human

behavior, in addition to research on animal

brains and behavior.

"What has been lacking is a patient popula-

tion," said- Stephen Palmer, director of the

Institute of Cognitive Studies at UC Berkeley.

"Huge areas of psychology are waiting to be

explored with the inferences we can make based

on differcnl kinds of brain damage."

Study reports media

changed cigar's image
A new study led by University of California

San Francisco health policy researchers has

found that the image of the cigar smoker in the

media has been transformed to a favorable one

and this image, say researchers, can beii public

health danger.

"Cigar smoking is being legit-

imized in the popular press,"

said Dr. Lynn Wenger, lead author

and research associate at the UCSF
Institute for Health Policy Studies. "Positive

images of cigar smoking in the media can influ-

ence cigar use which can lead to detrimental

health effects, such as increased risk of several

types of cancer."

Wenger and UCSF research colleagues pre-

sented these and other preliminary findings on

Nov. 17 at the annual meeting of the American

Public Health Association in Washington.

DC
In the past, the predominant image of the

cigar smoker has been somewhat unfavorable

- the cigar-chomping politician, a New York

City cab driver, a prizefighter or a mobster.

Despite research studies that link cigar

smoking to increased risk of several types of

cancer and that also show that cigars emit

more toxic pollution, a new generation of cigar

smokers emerged in the 1990s. Estimates show

that cigar sales have risen 50 percent between

199.^ and 1997.

Dean to moderate

international film panel

An international panel of renowned motion

picture directors will convene today during the

United Nations World Television Forum in

New York at the invitation of director Martin

Scorsese, who serves as president of The Film

Foundation.

The panel discussion, titled "A Dialogue

Between Past and Present in Narrative

Filmmaking." will be moderated by UCLA
School of Theater, Jilm and Television Dean

Robert Rosen, who also serves as the chair of

The I"ilm Foundation's Archive Council.

The twtxlay international tbrum at United

Nations headquarters is dedicated to examin-

ing the role of television and film in social and

cultural progress.

Rosen will moderate the movie directors"

roundlable beginning at noon EST on the first

day of the forum.

Compiled from Daily Bruin staff reports.

The
OTHER

SIDE
Has the world gone topsy-turvy?

Is the Daily Bruin really profiling a USC yell

leader two days before the ganne?

Read on dear reader, ^ead on ..."

r^
Expect a mild off-shore flow to

keep us warm today and

tomorrow. At night there will be

mostly clear skies and cool

temperatures.

:>an Diego

70/50

Long Beach

74/50

Van Nuys

76/47

Sacramento San Francisco

65/39 62/44

Today
Sunny

High 74/ Low 52

Thursday

Sunny

High 75/ Low 51

Source: UCLA fofAtmospherfc Sciencei.

Friday

Sunny

High 73/ Low 53

WHAT'S BREWIN'

Today Noon
Dr. (icolTrcy Sumiiicrs lecture

Archaeological excavations in

ancient Anatolia ( riirkey)

:()(>-S934

Noon

I n il liir i i i»

REMINDER

off the mark by Mark Parisi

Tofws oar rA-V u£v^'SCC9£1'^9,i

CoH^e-7& (ToHPoTZftS) So t WaD H^ft

eooP BcjR^lS /J£Aliro FAaW-V QoicKLV

tESS THAN TWO WEEKS

LEFT:

To submit final drafts of theses

to master's committees for degrees

to be conferred in current term.

DONT FORGET:

206-7994 is a "safety hotline"

that takes reports from students,

faculty or staff on potential campus

safety hazards.

The Women's Resource

Center provides free, confidential

chsis counseling for sexual assault

and domestic violence related

issues to any UCLA student.

Trained staff can answer questions

and help students take advantage

of the many services available to

them. For more information and

assistance, please call 206-8240.

The UCLA Peer Helpline is

available to listen. Call 825-HELP

if you would like to talk about sex.

relationship problems, loneliness,

family violence or any other issue

on your mind.

SJtMin IMiil ilSt^i
'

ii'iy

Christian coniniitnienl \\\

today's society

Kerckhoir 152- 2()S-(mi

Hriiin 1 eailers Project

I \press VourseH! An
assertivene,SN clniic for \vo!iien.

Part II

^ ^

Must pre-rei!iNlei • S2.'^-.VM5

liKliisliial OrLLiu/alional

Ps\clioloii\ Society nieelinu

Ciiiest speakers tVi>iii the

Caliromia Schot)) o{

l'rotes>ional Psychi>loii\'s

liuluslnal and OrganiatiiMial

P.sycholouy Ciradiiaie Progra..

UM I ran/ Hall- S25-27.^0

Hihle Studies in the Old i^.: New
lestamenl (hib

liible study

Ackernian V\\\o\\ .V">()<S

- II INI III. I I I » I ! ^—^^fa

I iiiversitv Catlu^lic Center

("oninuimon Service (12:10)

Ke!cklu)rr4()()

4 p.m.
UCLA Department oll.ibrary

and InrornuitiiMi ik the Institute

lor Scientific inforniation

P)^)S Samuel La/erovv Memorial

lecture

III (iSI-&IS Building

Reception following

Japanese Student Association

Cieneral meeting

Ackerman .^80? • 293-577.V

5 p.m.
Noah's Covenant

Bible study

Who is the Beast o\ Prophecy'?

We will expose the Prophecy

cover up.

Ackerman 2408

6 p.m.
Bruin Leaders Project

Journev of Vision: Discoverv of

Self& Multiple Identities

Southbay Room. Covel

Commons • 206-5071

UCLA liducation Society

Teaching Credential i*anel

Charles h. Young Salon

(KerckhniT)

KACI"- Korean American

Christian lellowship

(ieneral meetimz

Kmsey.M • 99()-PMS

Muslim Student Association

IMogram; "Stale oflhe Muslims

Around the World" (6:30)

1 lames IS- 206-7877

7 p.m.

.Agape I ndergraduate Christian

I ellowship

Outreach Night at Santa MtMiica

CIIS.WIOS^
20S-.V)^^|

Midnight Special Bookstore &
Cultural Center (7:30)

(lood & Hvil in the (iarden o{

Midnight Special- .V)V2923

_(iradua_te Christian I elKnvship

Meeting

Ackerman .V'^OS

825-(>09y

11 p.m.
lingineering Society/ lau Beta Pi

Nidnight Broomball

Culver City ice Rink

Meet at \.o\ 6 turnaround

(11:45)

tbpWseas.ucla.edu

Lisalakeuchi

Friday 2 p.m.
K.)reatown Tutorial IVoject

Volunteer Tutoring at John

Burroughs Middle School

Lot 6 turnaround

Sang Lee

3 p.m.
Eastern Philosophy Club

What is our purpose of life?

Ackerman Union Room 2412

730-9194

What's Brewin'can be reached via e-mail

at whatsbrewmC'^media.ucla.edu

By Pauline Vu
Daily Bruin Contributor

The mascot is an indistinct gray figure,

wrapped up from helmet to sword in duct tape.

I'here is not a single dollar sign in the word

"USC" on any of the surrounding signs.

And at one booth, someone sells T-shirts that

feature a menacing Tommy Trojan and a cow-

ardly Joe Bruin, which optimistically proclaims.

"Revenge at the Rose Bowl for the heavyweight

title of Los Angeles."

Toto, I don't think we're in Westwood any-

more.

Brian Ward, wearing the white V-neck

leader.

.As the band enters in marching fashion, the

crowd begins throwing two lingers in the air in a

"V" for victory and the yell leaders get into high

gear, with Ward standing on the shoulders of fel-

low yell leader Mike Peart.

Meanwhile, the crowd falls naturally into

fanuliar chants, spurred by yell leaders who chal-

lenged them to "make sure they can hear us in

Westwood."

"Beat - the Bruins! Beat - the Bruins!" ,

"Fight on, 'SC'SC fight on!"

"U...S...C... Trojans!"

Peart approaches one student who wears a

license plate around his neck that says "BT

\

sweater and shorts typical oi a u:sL yell leader,

prepares to lead a rally at noon to kick off Troy

Week with three other yell leaders.

"Get your Bruin on a noose, everybody, just

$12! Buy your Bruin on a noose from that table

over there!" Brian Ward yells from the stage,

swinging a small teddy bear around by the rope

on its neck. .
- \

The crowd is lackluster, however, until, from

far off, the steady beating of a drum sounds.

"Ohh - there's some definite Trojan spirit

here! And now, the greatest band in the history

of the universe: the Spirit of Troy!" announces

Charlotte Huffschmidt, the only female yell

41
Real Trojan?!

1 n honor of Beat 'SC week, the Daily Bruin here

looks at the life of a USC student, to try to

figure out what makes these weirdos tick.
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Ward stops by his apartment to get ready for his job as d

USC tour group leader.

ULLA. the student grms spiniedly and says,

"It's on Saturday, baby, we're gonna win."

"Yeah, I feel it, baby," Peart replies, giving

him a hi-fivc.

The Spirit of Troy begins playing "Tusk,"

their famous fight song, and numerous Trojans,

chanting "UCLA Sucks!" begin to dance, bend-

ing forward and then backwards like the march-

ing band.

The rally soon ends after Trojan proclama-

tions of greatness, numerous acrobatic stunts by

the yell leaders and a plea to "help guard

Tommy from the beastly Bruins" that night at a

party with the Trojan Knights.

Ward then grabs lunch at

Carl's Jr. and walks home to

his apartment, less than five

minutes off campus. Tied to

his waist is his Bruin, conspic-

uously dragging on the

ground.

This is only the second

year that the "Bruin on a

noose" has been in existence;

however, the idea caught on

wildly.

Although he drags his

Bruin on the ground. Ward

intends to take care of this

one, since the teddy bear he

bought last year was torn up

beyond recognition - mere

cotton tatters by the end of

Troy Week.

"Last year I lived on the

sixth Hoor in the dorms, and

when we went up in the eleva-

tor, I'd let him get caught

right outside the elevator

doors. It actually took him a

while to get torn up," Ward

recalls.

"Much as I hate to say it,

he's a tough little guy," he

laughs.

This is Ward's first year as

a yell leader. He considers

use's yell leading program a

unique program.

"We are never called

cheerleaders, "' Ward stresses.

"Not to his face, ' snickers

roommate Kyle Buchanan.

Ignoring him: Ward

explains, "It's one of those

ijiings people most identify

with use. We don't have tra-

ditional cheerleading like

most schools Other universi-

ties used to have yell leaders,

but everyone else m the

nation faded away
""

Ward chose to be a yell

leader because he is. in his

r t«A«[M(lXJ/!

CHARLES KUO/Daily Brum

Brian Ward, a USC yell leader, tries to pump up the crowd during a Monday rally at

use's Troy Week.

own estimation, a die-hard Trojan. Yell leading

was the most visible way he could find to sup-

port his university.

In Ward's apartment, a large maroon and

gold sign with "USC" on it covers his living

room wall, and a toilet seat of the same color

and design fittingly graces his bathroom.

"Isn't it great? We found it at a Ilea market,"

Buchanan says.

Buchanan, like Ward, is a student at the film

school. Both hold extreme pride in that school.

"Statistically, it's harder to get into USC's

film school than it is to get into Harvard," Ward

says.

"I think it's cute that UCLA has a film school

because. Lord knows, UPN needs the writers,"

Buchanan adds cheekily.

Ward changes from his yell leading clothes

into slacks, a white-collar shirt and a tie for his

job as a campus tour guide and then sits down at

his kitchen table, staring blankly in front of him.

He is on the only break he has until at least

6:30 that night.

Ward's first class. Introduction to Acting,

started at 9:30 that morning. Directly after his

Ancient (ireek Culture class, he rushed to the

Rally for yell leading duties.

Ward is a unique Trojan, as he is not a

California native, but hails from South Bend,

Indiana - Notre Dame country. Somehow,

amidst all the clamor surrounding the Fighting

Irish, who are the Trojan's second-biggest rival

outside of UCLA, Ward became a Trojan fan.

As much of his family attended USC, he was

raised a Trojan. It was always a distant possibili-

ty that he would come to Los Angeles, but when

he got accepted into the film school and his

financial aid came through, USC was his college

for sure.

"But SC didn't start beating Notre Dame
until I came out here. I didn't gel to gloat in

South Bend," Ward says.

Asked if he thinks the Trojans will win on

Saturday against UC LA. Ward is mute for a few

seconds. Finally, with some reluctance, he

answers.
~~~ "

"We're having a really strong season, and our

defense is doing better than ever UCLA is get-

ting the wins, but for a Nt) 2 or 3 ranked team.

the margin of victory isn't high enough. ' he said

"E'-specially with a team like Stanford almost

beating UCLA When we went up to Stanford

CHARLES KLXJ/[)dily Brum

A Trojan yell leader attempts to rile up

small crowd at USC on Monday.

we embarrassed them," he adds.

But he admits he is merely being optimistic.

"Being an eternal Trojan, it's my job every

year to say we're going to win," he says.

At 1 :40 his break is over, and it's time to go to

the admissions office to give tours. He is just a

few steps from his apartment building when he

suddenly stops. "Oh my God. I forgot some-

thing," he mutters.

He rushes back into the building and emerges

a few seconds later - with the "Bruin on a noose"

tied around his waist. As he walks, he instinc-

tively kicks the Bruin as though it were a soccer

ball.

At the admissions office. Ward m^ets with six

high school students participating in the "Meet

USC" program.
~—^^-~ —

Ward lakes the students and their parents on

an hour-long tour of the campus, telhng them the

points of interest on the USC campus

The Von Klemsmid CcQter, for example, was

•^^
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Westwood, Bay Area police, merchants target homeless

POVERTY: Efforts to curb

loitering, drug sales look

to those living on streets

By Carklad Lezcano

Daily Bruin Contributor

, Three decades ago, a young soldier

served his country in the Vietnam

war. Today, the same soldier walks

the streets of Westwood and calls the

area surrounding the los Angeles

National Cemetery home

"Just walking around, you get dirty

looks from the merchants - not to

mention police," said Bill Jacobs, a

homeless Vietnam veteran.

Homeless people in the Bay Area,

however, are getting more than dirty

looks. They are aggressively being tar-

geted by police. It is all part of a new

crackdown campaign that police offi-

cials believe will reduce drug dealing

and {loitering.

While the homeless population in

Westwood does not necessarily live

under the same circumstances, stu-

dents at UCLA have mixed feelings

on the homeless problem.

"The main fault of this San

Francisco approach is the fact that

we, as a society, want to eliminate a

complex problem with the minimum

amount of effort," said Dennis Smith,

third-year biology student.

W^ile authorities in Northern

California have decided to become

tougher on the homeless, those in the

Los Angeles area .still grapple with

developing a clear policy on the issue.

"The homeless situation in

Westwood is hard to address because

so many homeless people call it

home," said Nancy Greenstein direc-

tor of Community Service at the

UCLA Police Department.

f'or community leaders, however,

the homeless situation is not as

severe.

"Westwood Village wants to pre-

sent an environment that is attractive,

safe and clean to further the business-

es," said Patty Evanf, who works for

the executive director of the

Westwood Village Community

Alliance (WVCA).

The Westwood Village

Community Alliance is a group of

commercial owners that work togeth-

er in order to keep the Village clean

and safe by fundmg community

police.

Although the Alliance does not

have power to enforce laws, it has on

many occasions requested assistance

to deal to with what they call "aggres-

sive panhandling" and loitering
-

which often is caused by homeless

people.

"There have been times when I

fmally got my hands on food, sat

down to eat it, only to be told to leave

immediately," Jacobs said of his expcr

rience in the village.

Mareta Ter-Cialstangan. a third-

year business economics student, said

that she agrees with the policy of lim-

iting the number of homeless people

in the area.

"By having homeless people at

~
See HOMELESS, page 8

DAVID HILL

Jeffrey Austin Jenkas plays guitar as he sits curbside on Broxton.

Former secretary of state

ChristODher discusses book
Author visits ''^"^y *"^^ ^^'^' Rgwarcn una=;ag=

campus to talk about

collection of speeches

ByLinhTat

Daily Bruin Contributor

Former U.S. Secretary of State

Warren Christopher appeared on

campus Wednesday to discuss and

sign his new book. "In the Stream o\'

History: Shaping l-oreign Policy for

a New lira."

The book signing was co-spon-

sored by the UCLA School of Public

department of political science.

"It is a great honor to have him

here," said event organizer Sally Van

Meter.

Christopher, the secretary of state

during President Clinton's first term

in olTice, worked as a diplomat for

every Democratic administration

from 1960 to 1996. During the

Carter administration, he served as

chief negotiator in the Iranian

hostage crisis.

In his book, a collection oi' }1

.speeches he made as secretary o\'

See CHRISTOPHER, page 6

Despite challenges, volunteers reach out

SUPPORT: Regulations to

prevent abuse can hinder

these laws make it difficult to truly

help their students as mentors, pro-

viding both academic and emotional

tions so that, in the future, we don't

look back and realize that a crime

could have been prevented," she said.

Student service programs

ByKariaY.PIeitez

Daily Bruin Contributor

Welcome to the '90s version of

helping and educating youth: do not

^listen to their problems. Do not walk

them home, even if they have been

threatened. But most iniporlanlly.

never touch iheiii.

Ihc Los Angeles Unified School

Distrkl(I.AUSI)) is enforcing these

newer, stricter stale laws to protect its

students.

College student volunteers say that

suppon.

"We want to do special things with

the kids, but there's so many restric-

tions that it can sometimes be dis-

couraging," said Erika Diaz, a volun-

teer for Latinas CJuiding Latinas and

a fourth-year politic science stu-

dent.

LAUSD representatives said that

their precautions are not intended to

discourage outreach programs, but to

protect the students they work with.

"LAUSD is more than happy to

have volunteers offer their services,"

said Socorro Serrano, the LAU'SD
communications officer.

"We are just taking simple precau-

Two yeuK ago, a teenage gir l wan

murdered by a school janitor in

northern California. The janitor had

a criminal record, but his background

wasn't checked.

This murder brought problems

with school safety to the forefront o\'

public debate. As a result, the

California Legislature unanimously

passed the Alby School Safety Act,

which requires school district

employees and volunteers to include

references and a set o( fingerprints

with their applications.

Many students find other precau-

See OUTREACH, page 6
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The firefigPhotos and story by Jamie Scanlon-Jacobs ^ ^

/ f ^^/»^

(Clockwise from top left)

During a quiet monr^ent at the station, firefighter and paramedic Mike Brown wipes down the fire engine.

Early morning training begins on the roof of a new building on the Veterans Administration complex.

Engineer Alex Quintana catches the evening news during dinner. Moments later. Quintana was interrupted

to respond to a call.

At the end of training, the firefighters head home.

Tony Gemboa (left) introduces some levity white training fireman F«mando Jimenaz to be an appsi'^tus

operator

Most Westwood residents are familiar with local

shops and theaters, but it is easy to forget about a

very important part of the Village community.

Fire Station No. 37 sits on Veteran Avenue just

north of Lot 32. Built in 1943, No. 37 has always

been considered a temporary fire station by the city.

Even so, several men call the station home for a few

days a week.

C platoon is one of three shifts that staff the fire

house constantly. The firefighters arc on call for one

24 hour shift.

With calls coming in throughout the day and

night, most don't even consider it getting in bed if

they are awake before midni^t.

The firefighters on Station No. 37 arc always

ready to help the community.

For nfx)re information on the Adopt-A-FIre Station pro-

gram call Captain Brian Cummings at (310) S7S-8S37.
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TRANSIT
From page 1

so the Santa Monica bus line presents

our best case for a fall pilot," he added.

Funding for the benefit could come

from multiple sources, including

increased parking costs, federal money,

grants from the Air Quality

Management District and student fees,

if students vote to impose them.

If parking funds the entire program,

permit prices will be raised by $10 a

quarter for every $1 million that

Parking Services spends, Stocki said.

Although the committee addressed

air quality, congestion and providing

access to low-income students who do

not own cars, the main selling point of

the transit benefit was skyrocketing per-

mit prices.

Fees for the two types of faculty per-

mits have increased 145 and 240 per-

cent in the last 12 years. This increase,

several limes higher than the rate of

inflation, comes from construction

costs of new parking facilities.

"The traditional role of the Faculty

Welfare Committee has been to com-

plain about parking,'' said Shoup to his

peers. "This time, we decided to do

something more constructive."

The purpose of the program is to

reduce parking demand while giving

faculty, staff and students access to the

1,114 buses that stop at UCLA every

day, Shoup said

But Stocki warned faculty not to get

their hopes up too high. He pointed to

the 4,000-student waiting list for park-

ing permits as evidence 'that parking

will always be a necessary, if painful,

part oflife at UCLA.

"There won't be a rollback of park-

ing fees." he said.

"We must have a broad range of pro-

grams, and that includes parking when

necessary," said Stocki, whose depart-

ment recently received an aw^rd from

the SCAQMD (South Coast Air

Quality Management District)for

clean-air transportation policy.

Trials of the Blue Bus program are

scheduled to start this summer.
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CHRISTOPHER
From page 4

.state, Christopher discusses foreign

policies related to conflicts in Bosnia

and the Middle East, restoring democ-

racy in Haiti, maintaining relation-

ships with China, and reafllrming the

U.S. commitment to human rights

issues. He also offered insights on

maintaining the position of the United

States as a leading nation and promot-

ing global cooperation.

"It's a book I recommend taking in

small idoscs." Christopher said.

The book is prefaced by an essay

on policy context and purpose, and

explains the reasons behind giving

each speech. The prologue looks at

the challenges facing this country and

offers suggestions for future policy

makers.

The event was part of the Author

Series put on by the UCLA Store's

BookZone.

Christopher .said that speeches are

essential tools for discussing foreign

tain issues more prominence.

"Speeches are examined with par-

ticular care all over the world," he

said.

During a question-and-answer peri-

od at the book signing, Christopher

left a message for every policy maker.

"It is important to be candid and

forthright, and as direct as you can."

Christopher got the idea for the

title of his book from his mentor.

Supreme Court Justice William O.

Douglas, who advised him when he

was a law clerk in 1949. "(jet out in

the .stream of history, and swim as fast

as you can"

Students who attended the event

said that though Christopher didn't

answer every question directly, lor the

most part they were satisfied with his

responses.

"He IS knowledgeable, down to

earth and open to addressing issues

that were was not comfortable speak-

ing about." said Aviva Roller, a first'

year political science student.

Christopher is currently the senior

partner at Q'Melveny and Meyers.

OUTREACH
From page 4

tions obstructive, even though they

agree that these rules can be helpful.

"Last year, I tried to start a tutor-

ial program for children in South

Central (Los Angeles)," said Amy
Hall, a 1998 graduate"! had enough

volunteers but the district took so

long in approving the applications

that I lost most of the volunteers.

"It's great that the district takes

so many precautions, but they arc

definitely making students miss out

on some great programs," she

added.

LAUSD officials .said stale law

demands that staff and volunteers

not touch students or offer advice.

"A little girl was crying during

recess, and I went to talk to her and

gave her a hug. When 1 was leaving,

one o\' the administrators told me
that my behavior was "inappropri-

ate." said Victoria Lewis, a former

school volunteer

Ofllcials claim that there are spe-

cialized departments that help meet

children's needs.

Serrano said LAUSD schools

have a crisis team, composed of

school staff and a psychologist,

whose purpose is to meet the emo-

tional needs of students. A police

officer is also assigned to each

school for students to go to if they

feel threatened.

State law demands that

staff and volunteers

not touch Students

or offer advice.

The district said that it is regula-

tions like these that help prevent crime

on school grounds, which is why they

must be obeyed bv volunteers.

the circumstance," Serrano said.

"Because who's to say they will not

accuse the stafl" member or volunteer

of sexual advances in the future," she

said. "Whatever the case, it is better to

take precautions."

Members of programs such as

Latinas Guiding Latinas .said that it

can be difTicult to get close to the stu-

dents because of the rules and regula-

tions.

"We want to get close to the stu-

dents because if they trust us, they wijl

open up. The environment would

then make it easier for students to

learn." Diaz said.

Most volunteers .said that despite

the obstacles they have to deal with,

the mentoring programs they otTer

are worthwhile endeavor - and a

necessity for the students.

"Regardless of the obstacles that

the district throws in our direction,

we're going to continue to go out to

schools," said Cjracia Dalton, a

fourth-year psychology student and

volunteer.

"No matter what the district savs.
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Faltering footsteps prevent end to Middle East hostilities

PEACE: Process hindered

by false starts, violence

despite good intentions

By Michael Weiner

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The outlook for peace in the

Middle East seemed so rosy in

September 1993, when then-Israeli

Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin and

Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat

seemingly ended years of mistrust by

shaking hands on the White House

lawn.

But five year later, Rabin has been

assassinated and his progressive gov-

ernment, has been replaced by

Benjamin Netanyahu's conservative

party. Arafat is under attack from h'ls

own people, as terrorist bombings

continue and the road toward lasting

peace appears rockier than ever.

And here at UCLA, a campus with

significant populations of both

Muslims and Jews, opinions abound

on the subject. But one thing is clear:

even after the Oct. 2.1 Wye agreement

- which called for measures to combat

Bank until Arafat rescinded threats to

declare a Palestinian state without

Israers cooperation. On Tuesday,

IsraePs parliament overwhelmingly

approved the Wye agreement after

Arafat took back his threats.

On Wednesday, Israelis and

Palestinians resumed long-stalled

talks about a final peace treaty, while

the two groups continued to fight over

details. So it goes with the yo-yo elTect

of the Middle East peace process.

Attempting to accurately measure

the status of the confiict. Steven

Spiegel, a UCLA political science priv

fessor, runs a project called Peace

Pulse. A joint venture between the

UCLA Center for International

Relations and the Israel Policy

Forum, Peace Pulse is an index

designed to objectively depict the suc-

cess of the peace process by assigning

a numerical value to the prospect of

peace at any given time.

"It's an attempt to calibrate and

judge the ups and downs of the peace

process," Spiegel said.
.

Taking into account such indica-

tors as the Israeli and Palestinian

economies, Israel's standing in the

international community and recent

tcrrnriMH and hrnrltn withdraw from polil icul viiMcnfC in ihtf rtfglon. Thtf br^W' Nd^jr narrowlytfrrnrism and hrarl to withdraw lr»m

\} percent of the West Bank - the

peace process is in danger of collaps-

ing on itself, and it's not going to get

any easier from here.

On Monday, Prime Minister

Netanyahu said that he would sus-

pend troop withdrawal from the West

Peace Pulse also seems to reflect

the level of confidence of many peo-

ple in the UCLA community.

"If both sides don't consolidate on

a common opinion, I doubt if there's

going to be any peace," said Mahvash

Siddiqui, a fourth-year biochemistry

and molecular biology student and

member of the Muslim Students

Association (MSA).

This year, MSA plans to organize

rallies and sit-ins protesting Zionism,

the belief in the need for a Jewish

homeland in Israel.

"Amongst the Muslim community

at UCLA, there's a growing senti-

ment every day to want to speak out

against Zionism," said Ahmed
Shama, the group's president, who

emphasized the difference between

the Jewish religion and the political

force of Zionism.

At the heart of the Middle East cri-

sis, according to Rabbi Chaim

Seidler-Feller, director of the UCLA
Hillel Jewish Student Center, are the

policies of current Israeli Prime

Minister Netanyahu and his govern-

ment of hard-liiKrs.

"Netanyahu is a problem in this

peace process." said Seidler-Feller.

difta t-

THE ROCKY ROADTO PpVCE
Peace Pulse (www.peacepulse.0f9), a joint venture between^ IKU
International Relations and the IshmI Policy Rmjm, stu(fies the effects

on the Middle East peace process.

X)YCE CHON/Oally Bruin

According to Spiegel, Netanyahu's

Likud party is much more hesitant

ward."

Mainstream Israelis and

policy and explained how speeches

can be strategic measures to give cer-

an international law firm located in

Los Angeles.

"I was only being human," she

said.

"Staff or volunteers should not

walk students home, no matter what

we can't help but tall in jove with the

kids we work with," she said.

than the LaPor party to cede lanu to

the Palestinians.

"Labor would argue that you don't

solve these problems from confronta-

tion," Spiegel said. "I here's no ques-

tion that Labor is much more commit-

ted to having the process move for-

I'alestmians cannot be blamed for

gridlock in the peace process, accord-

ing to Jewish Student Union

President Elena Lempel.
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Spiegel and a pane! of experts assign a

score to the level of peace in the

region, zero being total war and 10

being total peace.

The most recent measurement, at

the end of 1997, assigned a score of

}.5, the lowest score given since 1990.

ed Shimon Peres in a national election

in May 1996. Peres was a chief archi-

tect of the 1993 peace accord and a

member of the Labor party, the same

party as Rabin. He took over as

Israels premier alter Rabin was killed

in 199.S.
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Hawaii passes constitutional amendment banning same-sex marriages

LEGISLATION: New slate

amendmenl leaves gay

unions unrecognized

By Maria Paul

Daily Bruin Contributor

The Hawaii electorate overwhelm-

ingly approved a con.stitutional

amendment that gives the state the

right to ban same-sex marriages, on

Nov. 4.

If the amendment had been voted

down. Hawaii would have become

the first place in the world to allow

same-sex couples equal marriage

privileges.

Called the "trial of the century" by

the Hawaii Gay Marriage Bureau, a

case has been pending since 1983

when the State Supreme Court

declared that the state was violating

its constitution by denying marriage

licenses to gays and lesbians.

Since then, the court has procrasti-

nated in ruling on the issue, calling for

more debate.

Yet, it was unlikely that same-sex

marriage in Hawaii could have been

legitimized, since it was opposed by

the majority of those who run

Hawaii's powerful Democratic gov-

ernment. Gov. Ben Cayctano told

Time magazine that same-sex mar-

riage shouldn't be legal in the same

way that "marrying your sister"

shouldn't be legal.

Some UCLA students and profes-

sors criticize the governor's response

as well as the amendment for being

discriminatory.

Dr. Ronni Sanlo. Director of the

Lesbian, Gay. Bisexual and

Transgendered Campus Resource

Center, denounced the comparison of

same-.sex relationships to incest as

merely bigotry.

Larry Lawren/e. co-founder of

UCLA's gay fraternity Delta

Lambda Phi, agreed, saying he con-

siders the law that limits a person to

marrying only a member of the oppo-

site sex as "still discriminatory."

In Hawaii, Sanlo said "gay couples

are denied all things that opposite-sex

couples lake for granted," such as the

status of "next of kin." which allows

the surviving partner to claim the

body of the deceased, in case of death.

However, opponents to the legal-

ization of same-sex marriage focus on

possible detriment to the children

.raised by same-sex couples.

Hawaii proponents of the amend-

ment ran an ad that featured a con-

fused looking 8-year-old reading

aloud from "Daddy's Wedding." a

book designed to educate children

about gay relationships. These ads

embody the view that "gay couples

are unable to successfully raise chil-

dren," according to the governor.

Sanlo also points out that the mar-

riage privilege, the "special right

granted to heterosexuals," does not

rest solely on the issue of child-rear-

ing. Marriage involves the rite of pas-

sage that allows a couple to "publicly

announce their love," Lawrenzc said.

The ads for "Save Traditional

Marriage" were "stupidly discrimina-

tory." in Sanlo's words. In fact, chil-

dren with gay parents are found to be

significantly more tolerant of differ-

ences, she said.

It is precisely the lack of tolerance

that Littleton holds responsible for

the approval of the amendment, say-

ing that "the only reason to ban same-

sex marriage is prejudice."

However, same-sex marriage advo-

cates have lost what Time has called

the "most important on-the-ground

political battle fought in centuries."

Moreover, in California, oppo-

nents of same-sex marriage have qual-

ified a "Definition of Marriage" ini-

tiative for the March 2000 primary

election ballot.

If approved by voters, the measure

would clarify that only male-female

marriage is valid or recognized in

California.

Sanlo, however, classifies the gay-

rights struggle as a battle between

education and ignorance, saying that

every year people become more

involved and thus more tolerant.

She said that she believes that

"somewhere, sooner or later,

although perhaps not in our lifetime,

same-sex marriage is bound to

become legal."

(
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UN inspectors resume

work in Iraq

BAGHDAD, Iraq - It was back to work for

U.N. weapons inspectors in Iraq Wednesday

after a showdown halted their efforts for more

than two weeks and forced them to leave the

country temporarily.

About six U.N. vehicles, accompanied by

half a dozen Iraqi cars, set off today from U.N.

headquarters in the eastern outskirts of

Baghdad to sites that are being monitored.

"The Baghdad Monitoring and Verification

Center has resumed full-range activities," said

Caroline Cross, spokeswoman for U.N.

inspectors in Iraq. - •

: - :-;"

She would not say where the monitors

were heading or reveal what disarmament

activity they intended to carry out.

In New York, Ewen Buchanan, a

spokesman at U.N. headquarters for the

weapons inspectors, said the learns went out

"on routine inspection."

"They did not report any prob-

lems," he said.

Asked about his expectations for

Iraqi cooperation in the future, he

said, "We will wait and see."

The inspectors are likely to limit their visits

to sites where they have already installed cam-

eras and sensors for long-term monitoring.

The real challenge will come later, when

they begin surprise checks on sites where they

suspect Iraq has been hiding material related

to banned chemical and biological weapons

programs or long-range missiles.

Iraq suspended U.N. weapons monitoring

activities on Oct. 31.

IMF helps Brazil's

economy in crisis

RIO DE JANEIRO, Brazil - A rescue

package to lift Brazil's economy out of crisis

has boosted the financial markets, sendmg

stocks rallying and helping stabilize foreign

reserves.

Since Friday's announcement of

a long-awaited $41.5 billion rescue

package by the International

Monetary Fund and other international

donors, stocks have rallied 14.6 percent in

Brazil over four sessions.

Sao Paulo's Bovespa Index closed up 2.6

percent on Wednesday, and is now at 8,547,

nearly double its lows of September. It's still

well under its high of 12,299 of April.

The country's foreign reserves, down $30

billion since mid-August, have stabilized

since the beginning of November.

Mass grave of children

found in Colombia
~~^

BOGOTA, Colombia - Authorities have

discovered the remains of 25 children in a

Colombian city.

The bodies - almost all of ihcm skeletons
-

were found in two searches in Pcrcira, a city

of 700,000 people about 110 miles from

Bogota.

Authorities were considering a range of

motives, from possible "social cleansing" of

suspected juvenile delinquents by vigilante

squads to satanic cults.

"It's very distressing and disturbing. ...

It's truly a mystery," Mayor Luis Alberto

Duque told The Associated Press on

Wednesday. But he said accounts linking the

deaths to cults had "in a high percentage

been ruled out."

Twelve of the victims were found Tuesday

in a riverbed below a city highway. Searchers

rappelled down a ravine to reach the site

after workers fixing electrical lines spotted

what they believed were animal bones« said

state prosecutor Elena Osorio.

The. other remains were discovered last

week, scattered in underbrush in a city lot,

after a child came across a skull.

Compiled from Dally Bruin wire reports
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TROJAN
From page 3

donated by Elizabeth Von KJeinsmid to

honor her husband, one of USC's former

presidents, on the condition that it be the

tallest building on campus. It is a rela-

tively tall building with a huge tower on

top of it, and a globe on top of that. The

VKC globe, as it is known, has become

one of USC's most recognizable trade-

marks.

Ward continues his tour, taking spe-

cial pride in the film school.

"U.S. News & World Report ranked

us the number one cinema school.

Actually, every poll ranked us No. I.

UCLA was No. 1 last ytfar, but we've got

it now," he says.

Further on in the tour. Ward stops the

group in front of Heritage Hall, USC's

athletic center, also billed by the universi-

ty as "The world's largest trophy case." It

honors the athletic achievements of some

of USC's alumni athletes, such as Mike

Garrett and O.J. Simpson.

Heritage Hall also currently holds the

Shillelagh II, the trophy for whoever wins

the annual Notre Dame-USC game.

What is noticeably absent is the Victory

Bell, the trophy for the winner of the

UCLA-USCgame.
"That should all change come

S^urday," Ward jokes.

He lists some of USC's athletic attrib-

utes.

"If use was to break off from the

U.S. and become its own separate coun-

try - Troyland - we'd be ranked 17th in

the world in Olympic medals," Ward

says.

The tour ends at Hanh Plaza, USC's

central plaza where Tommy Trojan,

wrapped like a mummy in duct tape,

resides.

"It's the week of the UCLA football

game, and they're our biggest and most

bitter rival," Ward tells the tour group.

"Since they've done stuff like dump
manure on him in the past, this year

Tommy said, 'Will you please tape me

up?' We said OK."

Ward informs the group that in the

statue's design, it is flexing every single

muscle in its body simultaneously.

"It's physically impossible, but it

shows Trojans can do anything," Ward

says.

Unfortunately, it is hard to tell exactly

what Tommy is doing underneath the lay-

ers of tape.

The tour ends then, but Ward's day

doesn't. He still has two hours of admin-

istrative work to do at the admissions

office, and then he must attend a band

meeting as the yell leader representative

to discuss plans and events for the

upcoming week.

At night, his finally able to relax, Ward

begins an essay for his "Introduction to

U.S. Television" class, due in two weeks.

"It's a pretty lengthy assignment. I

have to tape a few episodes of a show on

television - 'Cheers,' probably - and then

analyze it," he says.

He says this night is the first in a long

time that he hasn't had anything to do.

He has plenty of yell leading duties for

the week including, of course, Saturday,

when he cheers the Trojan football team

on in the Big Game.

Although he is a proud Trojan, Ward

harbors no harsh feelings toward UCLA
outside of the rivalry.

"UCLA's a good school. Overall,

though, I think 'SC gives a better college

experience. The campus isn't too big and

there really is a sense here of the Trojan

family," he says.

HOMELESS
From page 4

UCLA, it brings the campus

down because it is a prestigious

and affiuent community," she

said. "I support 100 percent

the (efforts) to keep the com-

munity safe."

In the Bay Area, however,

some students criticize San

Francisco's policies toward

transient people.

"One problem with the

Westwood Village Alliance

and the San Francisco situa-

tion is that you're just pushing

the homeless to another area,

and you're not solving the

problem," said Vanessa Chau,

a third-year psychology stu-

dent at UCLA.
During a recent crackdown

on crime in Northern

California, the homeless popu-

lation in the Haight-Ashbury

district in San Francisco and

Berkeley's Telegraph Avenue

were targeted. Due to a series

of complaints, the San

Francisco police cracked

down on homeless people to

cut down on drug dealing and

loitering.

Some store owners have

even photographed homeless

people and hung their pictures

in liquor stores, warning mer-

chants not to sell to them.

Chau, however, supports

the crackdown, even though

she questions if it will be effec-

tive in the long run.

"It's a scary area to walk

alone in by myself," she said.

"It's a lot of homeless people

hanging around in the park."

Other students disagree with

the posting of pictures ofhome-

less people in liquor stores.

"Their constitutional rights

are being violated," said

Miguel Naranjo, a third-year

theater student.

"What ever happened to

men are created equal? They

don't have every citizen's pic-

ture up on the liquor store." he

said.
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Soft Daily or
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Soft Astigmatic or

Hard Gas Perm.
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YAMAMOTO, HUGO BOSS
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CONTACTS IN STOCK

75 Years of Experience
Hi-Tech Instruments

We accept most insurance.

DR. B. COHENMEHR, OD
3116 Wilshire Blvd. Santa Monica
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OF DOMINANCE
Tommy Doll has decided he's

tired of wearing the same old

skirt and sandals. He's ready

for some real clothes-

won't you help him pick out

something more flattering?

BEAT SC TROJAN INFERNO
Join the annual bonfire Tomorrow, Thursday Nov. 19

at 9:30pm, DRAKE STADIUM. Attending will be

the Team Seniors and members of the

coaching staff.

BearUJear
310.206.0810

THETOMNW.^^^
(a flimsy pap«^ ""

SELECTION 1

Tommy would look

smashing In this

classic royal and gold

Rugby by Barbarian

$66

Uci/\

SEUCTION 2

Tommy might prefer the '.

ever popular "My Two

Favorite Teams" t-shirt

$17 ' :m

f ...... .

SaECnON 2 Back^
.
' m m M t f

IIY 2 FAVORITE TEAMS A||£

W»HO WHOEVER It PLAYIMO d

e
i--^*

•^-'

t
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•
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SELECTION 3

Tommy would love to

celebrate the Bruin

victory In the Decade of

Dominance t-shIrt

$15

mi:

.^''

open daily I www.uclastort.ucU.edu
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RECONSTRUaiON
From page 1

age. Since then, the Center for

Health Sciences, a main provider of

health care in West Los Angeles,

has operated while rated seismical-

ly "very poor" and below "life safe-

ty standards."

With this in mind, architect Didi

Pei - associate and son of the pro-

ject's renowned architect I.M. Pei -

said they sought to "design a build-

ing for the health care systems of

the future."

But, officials have used the earth-

quake as an opportunity^ to update

the hospitals' technology and ser-

vices.

All in-patient care, research and

educational activities of the

Medical Center, Neuropsychiatric

Institute and Hospital and the

health sciences schools are current-

ly located in the CHS complex.

The new hospital, scheduled for

completion in 2010, will stand eight

stories and consolidate the

Neujopsychiatric and Children's

Hospitals with the main Medical

Center. *

But the regents were most

impressed with the committee's

commitment to work within the

budget - a goal they hoped would

spread to other UC projects.

"I will take personal responsibil-

ity of the on-schedule, on-budget

delivery of the Westwood

Replacement Hospital." Levey

said. "The better we do (budget-

wise), the better off we'll be (with

equipment and technology)."

Designs for the new hospital,

which include UCLA's trademark

brick patterns on walkways and

buff-colored stones, were unveiled

Wednesday.

"Pei has sculpted the classical

hospital box to maximize the natur-

al light," said Sarah Jensen, assis-

tant vice chancellor of health sci-

ences capital programs. "He's bro-

ken down the scale so that it is com-

parable to the buildings around it."

Concrete squares with brick

banding similar to that of Janss

steps will be extended throughout

the new complex.

With approval of the environ-

mental impact report, the state will

review the report and issue con-

struction permits, on the condition

the report is complete and UCLA
has responded to all potential

impacts.

The project, however, has not

proceeded without its share of dis-

sension. A few Westwood home-

owners' associations participated

in public hearmgs included in the

environmental impact report.

'I feel iike'a voice crying out in

the wilderness," said UCLA Watch

representative Alvin Milder,

regarding what the group sees as

serious flaws in the project. "We'd

like to do something to see the uni-

versity improve the environment."

Milder called on the regents to

rfJove the new hospital to Lot 32

rather than Lot 14, in order to min-

imize traffic on Gayley Ave.

He and his wife voiced their con-

cerns to the board Wednesday, say-

ing it was just part of a larger trend.

"Since 1975. we have been fight-

ing one project after another," said

Sharon Milder. "I'd much rather be

at home gardening."

However, Jensen responded to

resident concerns over the site by

pointing to the problems caused by

the even higher traffic spot of Lot

32's location near Wilshire Blvd.

"Wilshire and Veteran is the

fourth-busiest intersection in the

U.S. - it's the wrong location for a

new hospital," Jensen said, adding

that its location overlooking the

Veteran's cemetery was not con-

ducive to a healing hospital envi-

ronment.

"We looked at 1 1 sites campus-

wide, including Lot 32," Jensen

said. "But we concluded that the

relationships between research, sci-

entific study, teaching and medical

care" should be preserved geo-

graphically.

The second-largest public build-

ing in the nation after the Pentagon,

the Center for Health Sciences

occupies 3.1 million square feet and

has over 28 miles of corridors.

"1 am confident that will be the

most beautiful and functional hos-

pital in the world," said Chancellor

Albert C arnesale.

PROCESS
From page 7

"The extremists on both sides are

at fault," Lempel said. "The two gov-

ernments are trying as hard as they

can to come to a decision that every-

one will be happy with."

But Shama disagrees, saying that

Palestinian Authority President

Arafat is corrupt and has oppressed

his own people.

"The entire peace process has actu-

ally made the situation for Palestinian

people worse than their original con-

dition," Shama said. "(Arafat) has

cracked down on his people harder

than the Israelis have."

As the prospects for lasting peace

in the Middle East continue to waver

on almost a daily basis, no one is quite

sure when and if there will be a final

outcome.

"The process is in place ... there is

too much invested on both sides for it

to be reversed," Seidler-Feller said.

"However, in the course of pursuing

the goal, there can be serious rever-

sals."
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LUNCH SPECIAL I DINNER SPECIAL

$4.99 I $5.99

•RICE •SALAD •SOUP

• CHICKEN TERIYAKI ar

• FIRE BEEF

• VEGETABLE TEMPURA
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2 Slices of Pizza and

1/2 order Mojo and S
alad Bar, with all you can

drink beverage bar

Call to reserve Shakey's private

party room upstairs for your

meetings, fund raisers, etc..

VA^e accept
Debit cards

VISA Ma<>*<Cijcd

Sun-Thurs
till 1:00 am

Fri-Sat
till 2:00am

824-4111
1114 Gayley Ave.
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SHAKEY'S
COMBINATION

^%\3.85
Any medium one topping
pizza plus mojo potatoes,

and your choice of:
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•New GourmcJ sandwich
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PIZZA
SPECIALS
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topping pizza
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Pasta & Salad ^ (save over $5)
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Free
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DISCOVERY
From page 1

meteorites.

Kyte pulled the'fragment from the

K/T layer of the Pacific Ocean,

which scientists believe is a layer of

debris that settled back to Earth after

being blown away by the meteor.

"The K/T layer has ejecta from

the impact, such as high levels of irid-

ium," he said.

Kyte said he also found samples of

quartz granules, wMch show signs of

being impacted by the asteroid.

The fragment also contains large

amounts of iron, nickel and chromi-

um.

But he added that he hasn't

proven if his sample is from the actu-

al asteroid that wiped out the

dinosaurs.

"There's no question that this

fragment is from an asteroid," he

said. "But it's open to debate if it's

from the actual asteroid that killed

the dinosaurs."

Kyte said he isn't phased by this

discovery.

"It's pretty cool, but I'm not that

excitable," he said. "I've done stuff

'The K/T asteroid ... got

blasted into pieces that

would fit on the head of

a pin."

JeffPleschia

Crater specialist

before which I thought was more

exciting than this."

Kyte first presented the fragment

at a NASA meeting three years ago,

and used electron microscopes to

examine whether it came from an

asteroid.

He published his findings recent-

ly-

Other scientists have found frag-

ments from the K/T layer that might

have been part of the asteroid, but

they were too small to analyze.

"The K/T asteroid was something

like 6 miles across, and it got blasted

into pieces that would fit on the head

of a pin," said Jeff Pleschia, a crater

specialist with the U.S. Geological

Service in Flagstaff, Arizona.

Kyte has been researching the

K/T layer for 18 years.

"I've worked with the layer's sedi-

ments and spherules for years," he

said. "It's just really interesting

stuff."

Kyte said he will continue to work

with impact deposits. He said he is

currently analyzing some meteoric

deposits he found in the ocean near

southern Chile.

"Those fragments are bigger, but

they're younger," he said.

Written with Daily Bruin wire reports

THE BEST DEAL IN TOWN!
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COMI VISIT OUR 2 UCLA
UWriOlilS AT

SAAARTDlCITALcB) 75 PLAN

\inmmiî Sm w.h.
iiiiiii

.
iinm^Mtj»«*i

§14.99
MONTHLY CHARGE / (FiRST 3 MONTHS)

rrirtTiiiiiii
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AND

Lu MLEmmm
Minutes
(Per Month)

CONTACT
SHiliBUTLlftAT

1000
FREE WEEKEND
(Minutes Per Month)

Even More HHot deals

on the web! r/

http://HHOT.com/pizza

.^"^L

I

$4 off any Giant 1
8** Pizza

$3 off any Large 1 6" Pizza
I $2 off any Medium 1 4" Pizza

I Spaghetti Dinner $2.99

^^ivuai
1 1 36 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA 90024

*$29.99 PER MONTH CHARGE FOR THE FOLLOWING 9 CONSECUTIVE MONTHS.

RESTRICTIONS APPIX LIMITED TIME OFFER. SeE SALES REPRESENTATIVE FOR DETAILS.

** According to NetScan June 98- Ask for details.

(310) 209-1422
FREEDEUVERY

Sun-Wed till 1 :00am • Thur-Sat till 3:00am

(3> IN OVERALL CALL QUALITY 4c 4e
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si It's never too late to join SWC's...
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OEFENiE CLK
These cla

O

at John Woo
Rec. Center E

Sunday at 6-8P

Rape Prevention by

Using Practical

Street Fighting

Techniques

For More Information:

Call (310)825-7586

or visK SWC at

404A Kerckhoff Hall

or

httpi/Zstudents.

asucla.edu/SWC

We^ll get you packed,
take your mind off

the trip, help you get

there on time and
make you feel better

when you arrive.

.^___ Shopping.com __
Your source for,

well, just about everything.

IMtrcury 2pc.

Luggage Set

$54.99!

^*">- luggage

Jansport
"Bhutan"

Travel Pack

$94.00!

50% OFF BESTSELLERS
EVERYDAY!
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Faculty & Staff

Get your PAPC*
Tickets Now!!!
Ifs 2 for 1

For Info: Call 825 2101

Whafs ^f£t
This Week?

Coininj* LTp!!!

Sonos Handbell Ensemble!

Candian Brass

For Tickets Call 825-2101

YOUR WEEKLY GUIDE TO ON-CAMPUS ARTS RELATED EVENTS

''Triumph of Isabella''

Adapted and Directed by John Achorn

8 pm, MacCowan Hall
Tickets: $) 2 general: $9, Seniors citizens,

UCLA Faculty A Staff; $6 students

For Ticket Info: 825-2101
Also showing Nov. 20, 21, 22

"The Triumph of Isabella" is an origi-

nal piece in ihe tradition of the Italian

tommedia dell'arte of the 16th- 18th

centuries, utilizing improvisation,

masks, and the fabled strxk charac-

ters of Arlecchinoo, Colombina,
Pantalone, Capilano, The Lovers, etc.

to tell a tale of a misplaced love

between Isabell, Oratio, and Flamina,

v^hcre all is resolved in harmony in

the end. Music, circus techniques,

acrobatics and comic routines will all

be used to help create this evening of

comedy and romance. A short parade

and pre-show playlet will open the

evening. The show feature the stu-

dpnh nf the Ma&tpr nf Fine Arts

Training Program in the UCLA School

of Theater Film and Television.

Additional Info Call (310) UCLA-ART

Perfornwnce and CenlerStage Discussion

Nigel Kennedy
'Bach, Bartok and Hendrix'

|ohn Etheridge, guitar

Rory McFarlane, double bass

and String Quartet

Performance
8 pm, Royce Hall

Tickets $35, SCA $12
For Ticket Info: 825-2101

CenterStage Discussion
7 pm, Royce Hall adjacent

with John Santana, KKGO radio

Performance Tickets Required

For Additional Info: 206- 1 144

An antidote to the stuffy formalism

often pervading classical music,

England's "wild boy" of the violin plays

with reckless abandon, stunning virtu-

osity and rakish charm. His program

integrates -the music of Jimmy Hendrix

into the compositions of Bach and
Horto it.

fftiofiy, fiov. 20
•••••••••••••••
Performance and CenterStage Discussion

Marisa Monte

Performance
8 pm, Royce Hall

Tickets $30, SCA $10 '

For Ticket Info: 825-2 101

Cente?rStage Discussion
, Royce Hall adjacentpm

with Tom Schnabel, KCRW radio

Performance Tickets Required

For Additional Info: 206-1 144

Monte became an overnight sensation

when her 1991 debut album went
platinum in Brazil. Synthesizing a

sound rich in American rock influ-

ences, Brazilian jazz and bossa nova
rythms, Brazil's best-selling female

singer breaks through international

boundaries with a music that is both

Brazilian and cosmopolitan, youthful

and timeless.

Elhnomusicology at UCLA

Indonesian Slametan & Recital

Balinese Gamelan
I Nyoman Wenten, Director

7pm, 1659 Schoenberg Hall

Gamelan Room
Free

In Indonesia, Slametans are festive

meals which are offered at times of

celebration or thanks. It is traditional to

have a Slametan prior to performance

in the hopes of having a happy and
quality experience at the performance.

A tasting of traditional tndonensian

foods will be offered at this Slametan

to demonstrate the custom to the

audience and will be followed by a

performance by the Balinese gamelan.

The Balinese gamelan, the Indoensian

word for "ensemble* or "orchestra",

was made specialyy for UCLA in the

early I960'. Traditional gamelan music

operates on the principle of cycle time:

basic repeating melodies framed by the

stroke of a large gong and led by the

drummer.

Additional Info: 206-3033

Saturdays for Families

L.A. Avante Garde
Armand Hammer Museum of Art

Free, First Come-First Served Basis

"L.A. Avante-Garde' is held in conjuc-

tion with the Museum's current exhibi-

tion. Sunshine & Noir: ^rt in L.A. 1960-

1997."

1

1

am - Avanta-song/Avant-toy
Accompanied by toys, found objects,

keyboards and accordions, Anna
Homier, Stephanie Payne and Ethan

Holtzman perform songs and stories in

languages known and unknown.

1 2 pm - Tales from the Avant-

garde Side
loin imagination station for an assort-

ment of oddities, celebrating the avant-

garde in children's literature.

2 pm • Music Made in L.A.
UCLA Sounds concert series brings

together soprano Dorothy-Jean Lloyd,

^^4

("^m
^W^'

k

A >W

puitflfiit Rrrnt Hlwrk mnri piwni^t Amiim-

Guzelimian perfonning works by Mario

Castclnuovo-Tedesco, Thomas Pasalieri

and Andr^ Previn. Musicologist Steven

Baur introduces the program.

Additional Info: 443-7000

fh^^
FridayA Nov, 20

oyce Hall
• • • • • ••••••••

• ••••• • • •
Movies

• •••••

Smoke Signals

7:00 and 9:30 pm
Ackerman Grand Ballroom

$2

Additional Info: 825-1958

Ntgel Kennedy

Anmaking Workshop

A VVheely Fantastic Adventure

/ / am to 12:30 pm, Getty Museum
Special 2-Part Family Program in

Collaboration with the J. Paul Getty

Museum, Free

Workshop II.

(Morning or afternoon sessions for fami-

lies to choose from; 11 to 12:30 p.m.,

or 2 to 3:30 p.m.)

Reservations Required: 825-8655

Film

1968 Cinema in Revolution

The Hour of the Furnaces

(La Hora de Los Hornos)

7 pm, James Bridges Theater

$6, general $4 student & seniors

Directed by Fernando Solanas and

Octavio Getino

Additional Info: 443-7000

ChopScenes
Lapu, the Coyote that Cares

Theatre Company (LCC)

Doors open at 7:30 pm.
Northwest Campus Auditorium

(next to Sproul Hall)

Free

Lapu, the Coyote that Cares Theatre

Company (LCC), UCLA's Premier

Asian American Theatre Company
opens their fourth season with a fun

and memorable night of original one-

acts. You will meet the fobs from

France, learn the "agonies of appe-

tite," and experience the first Asian

American martials arts form known as

"Wang Chung"

For More Info, Tarn Tsang: 824-5016

CenterStage Discussion
Friday, November 20 at 7PM

Royce Hall adjacent

with Tom Schnabel, KCRW radio

For additional info: call 206-1144

StUderit Committee
for the Alts

George Winston

winter projgram i^t

^tur<iftytt)ee€mbter S

$t2UM> UCUA. !^Cudeii»»

*(0m1 4riv* for Pft«^MifeL«r«
IM^AiMlicMre mmkmmm^

.

' ::«MMitnited toMnrt :>

«mH^r»tob«ble too4
6mmki9n» WiHHf ahow.

II

Student Committee
for the Arts in

Association with the

Oef>artment of

Ethnomusicology
present...

Top Percussion

Performance

World Class

Drummer Percussionists

Alex Acufia

Luis Conte
Anthony Carrillo

Tiki Pasillas

& guest

Sam
WBD. NOV, 25

fne Ftrfbrmsnce

For additional info:

plewe cal fnc

SCA Oflke at 825-32S3

SCA TICKETS

'^r£^<
NO\N'

Performing Arts
Privilege Card

The PAPQ makes it easier for you and a
juest to see some of the most prestigious

artists in the world. PAPC offers UCI^ faculty

and staff the opportunity to purchase two
tickets to UCLA Performing Arts events for

the price of one) (Based on limited availability)

For inlormation, piMM call (310) M^-aiOl

UCLA Students can attend events listed in this box for less than the

price of a regular student ticket, and the seats are among the best

in the house. Present your current student ID at the Central Ticket

Office (CTO) and ask for SCA tickets.

For additional information on upcoming events, SCA tickets or to

receive a PAPC or brochure, call (310) 825-2101

.

Limit 2 tickets per ID per event. 10 must be presented at time ofevent.

iM IW»M»»»»«*****l«>i>»iM I>l«IIIM llM II>**»*<»W«l>i MW>IM im»M **«»t<M«*WI»*HM >>I M l Mril| M »I»IWM»»>M *

DATE EVENT
/SCA REC. SCA
ma PRICE ON SALE

«^>»*****»w>«*»ww>ittwi<iitiiH iiii

tt/20 MarffirWont^ (W ^ " $10 $30 sM «rt

rt/21 r^fienntdflfO $12 $3$ m
^2/4 LACO{R) $8 $42 now

t2/S Sofios Handbell Emembte ($)$ 8 $2S soldout

12/6 Canadian Bran (R) $18 $30 now

12/11 TairisScholanOt) $3 $30 lOidout

(r) Royce Hall Hi Schoenbei«g HaH

*><»«« >»*<>M4»tl»< I l<ll'**>tM .

•PAPC
PRICE

PAPC
ON SALE

tkr^ now

2fer1 soidout

2lor1 now

2ibrl now

2 fori loldofrt

whafs Art Tlib Week? is your weekly cuide to on-campus arlvrelaled events. This "ArtsPage* is sponsored by several ortanizations on canipus. Liftings are free, but subfecl to sfiace availabliity. Materials aMat
be sent 10 days prior to the week which you wouM like your event listed (photo« are welcome). Pleaie send your nkaterij^s to: ArtsPage Editor c/o SCA Campus Mail code 145503, B% Royce Hall, Los Angetes,

CA 90095-1455, Fax: 82S-7S90, VHNail 825.S877. Lit kUgtIltnes ArUPtge Editor

• • •
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EISNER
From page 1

"'Eisner has mismanaged and

locked out his workers. He wants to

cut health care benefits, cut pensions,

cut wages and cut jobs,'' said Gena
Stinnett, president of NABET-CWA.

While the protesters dissipated,

speakers inside joked about contin-

ued economic growth and donations

to UCLA.
Chancellor Albert Carnesale,

escorted by Joe and Josephine Bruin,

made opening remarks that set the

mood for the evening. He gently

prodded the many alumni and digni-

taries to open their checkbooks to

UCLA
"I want to thank you aH for what

you've done for the Anderson

School, and especially for what you

are going to do for the Anderson

School." he said.

Eisner's speech was directed

toward the students of the Anderson

School.

Y'You will be launching your

careers in a decade we cannot name,"

Eisner said, referring to the uncer-

tainty of the 21st century.

Eisner also linked creativity with

ethical business practices.

"Ethical shortcuts are nothing

more than paths taken by uncreative

minds," Eisner said. "Taking the

highroad is a legacy at the Walt

Disney Company."

As an example, he pointed to a

Disney program that gives all

employees, from animators to jani-

tors, the opportunity to develop and

present their own ideas for Disney

products to corporate executives.

Nothing could be farther from the

truth for the NABET-CWA members

protesting outside. But the blame

does not solely rest on Eisner, Albert

said.

The protesters lambasted the

Anderson School for conveying this

honor unto Eisner.

Albert said that the award sends a

message to Anderson students that

greed is beneficial and that a success-

ful CEO need not care about his or

her workers.

But Johnson insisted that the

Board of Visitors, the group of busi-

nessmen who determine the ELMA
winner, carefully considered Eisner.

"They looked for someone who
has creatively made his mark," she

said.

Protesters, however, said there

were ulterior motives involved in

choosing the ELMA recipient.

"Michael Ovitz gave UCLA $50

million. Hell, if I was UCLA I'd give

his friend an award too," said Tom
Klemesrud, a KABC engineer who is

currently locked out.

The NABET-CWA protesters vow

to picket at the UCLA-USC game

which will be televised by ABC.
According to Liz Lee, a locked-out

post-production audio engineer, "any

place where scab workers are replac-

ing NABET workers, we'll protest."

Conveniently located in Westwood Village

Between Westwood Blvd. and Broxton Ave.
Across fronn Jerry's Fannous Deli

$25 Complete Professional

Eye Examination*

R0gul»r Price 55S
VJew patients ooly.

Cc-ntact lens exam
additional.

$99
CONTACT LENS
PACKAGE*
Includes eye exam.

fitting. 2 month follow

up. and pair of Ocular

Science daily

wear lenses.

$99
EYEGLASS
PACKAGE*

IrKludes eye exam,
frame, and single vision

prescription lenses.

Eyes of

Westwood
can help you see

better, and look

better, too.

• comprehensive computer
assisted eye exams

• custom and disposable

contact lenses
• wide selection of today's

most fashionable eyewear
• Vision insurance plans

accepted

EYES OF WESTWOOD
Dr. PatiicR Doyle, O.D.

1 0930 Weytxim Ave.

Westwood Vllage

(310)208-1384

FREE
Contact Lens Solution

JERRY'S LIQUOR
2923 Wilshire Blvd., Santa Monica

Free Ice

We Will Beat Any Price In

CALL US-We Welcome All Offers

(310)828-5923

iVs no secret
how . ,

you can IIGip
expand the

Join the Recycling
Advocates, a task force that
not only works to expand
recycling on campus, but
also throws a party every
week, on Tuesdays at 6pm

iri Royce 156.

for more information call 825-3033

SHOW YOUR BRUIN PRIDE AT

KAPPA w/KROQ
AS THE KEVIN 8c BEAN SHOW BROADCASTS UVE

&
>.>;&

PIE TROJAN DIE

nUIMlY^ MOVCMBKR 20TH 5-fOAM
800 HIMARD

FOR MORE INFO CONTACT MARISA @
205-1926

iLi-
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Saturdays

Macy's Westwood

Where you attack

sales floor Fridays

9?MiiiiM(iM&iiMMi<^

Heads up, Bruins:
This Friday is UCLA
at Macy 's Westwood.

Day

All Bruins (students,
faculty_and staff) save. •*-^

on purchases (even

sale-priced stuff) this Friday.^

The savings are steep and the selection is superb.

Macy's Westwood is located at 10861 Weyburn Avenue,

across from the UCLA Medical Center. You can enter

from Weyburn or Le Conte Avenues.

Shop for more online: www.macys.com

"*^Current UCLA student or employee identification must be presented at time of purchase.

Not valid with any other coupon or discount offer. lOX savings does not apply to cosiietics.

frdgrdnces or fine jewelry. Discount offer Is valid Hovewber 20 dt Macy's tiestwood .
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VIEWPOINT
Tomon'ow

Are you afraid of flying?

Did you ever think that

technology might be

the reason?

n^iviewpoinf@>media.ucla.edu

ideas tax public
CHOICE: DonH force us

to contribute to a cause

we do not believe in

Well, it looks as if

F*roposilion 10 finally

passed. Thank you lo all

who decided that the government

needs to regulate our health. So.

while we are talking about forcing

people to lead healthy lives by

increasing taxes, I have come up

with another novel idea that is sure

to raise plenty

of revenue.

Let's start tax-

ing all foods

over eight

grams of fat.

'["hat's right, if

you want to

consume any-

th in^lhal m 1

In addition to the revenue, we

will be forcing people to eat healthi-

er so they can live good, healthy

lives. We will all live in a society

where everybody is perfectly

healthy and where we have no ciga-

rettes or doughnuts or any of the

bad things that people actually

enjoy. Soon we will all subsist on a

diet of soybeans and kelp, and we

will have hundreds of new govern-

ment programs indoctrinating our

children through our new found

wealth in the form of the fat tax.

Now the problem is what hap-

pens when all these people start

buying tofu and stop contributing

to our children. Of course, if they

really cared about our children they

would continue lo stuff themselves

full of fatty foods. In the same way.

if you care about our children, you

will start smoking 12 packs a day.

Quitting now would just bankrupt

all of these new government prtv

often than not have a higher rate of

success than any government pro-

gram.

But some might then argue,

"Well what about majority rule and

the will of the people? The people

voted for it, doesn't that mean that

it is justified?"
,

Well, think about this, does that

mean that 51 percent of the popula-

tion has the right to control the

other 49 percent? If 51 percent of

the population decided to reinsti-

tute slavery, would that be justified?

Majority rule means nothing,

especially when we have an elec-

toral system that relies on dema-

goguery and five-second sound

bites to perpetuate a cause.

Proposition 10 was a perfect exam-

ple of this: Let's tax evil tobacco

and give the money to our good

children. No claims were made as

to how the programs would work.

but wtf iirc going after "bis" tobtt^,-

tastes good,

you will have MattjieW
to pay more. If

Qgygf
you compare ____
this idea to

.some of the other laws being

passed, it seems to make perfect

sense. After all, these products are

hardly what one might call salutary.

If anything, they are more perni-

cious than tobacco.

So here is the plan: Lor every

gram of fat over eight, products get

taxed $1. A dollar a gram, that's all I

ask. And after all. it's for the chil-

dren, and that's all that matters any-

way.

And there is plenty of revenue to

be earned. A recent lime magazine

article said that Americans are at

their most overweight in years.

You've seen the lines of people at

In-N-Out and Diddy Reese - there

are millions of potential dollars to

be earned. Think of what we could

do with all that money. Rob Reiner

himself could give every child in

California a college scholarship.

Gever is a SWM seeking an SF who
likes hockey and Stanley Kubrick films.

Smoker preferred. Reply to him at

mgever(a)ucla.edu.

grams. And that would be a shame,

because we all know how well gov-

ernment programs have worked in

the past. I am sure Reiner thought

of all these contradictions before

writing Proposition 10. But then

again, he probably did not.

Of course, this relates to another

novel idea that I have come up with:

If you like a government program,

or some other organization that you

think is beneficial, fine, pay for it.

Take the money you earned your-

.self and voluntarily contribute to it

at will.

(Jranted. it will not do any good,

but still, it makes some people feel

good about themselves. We will not

coerce people into paying for these

programs against their will.

rhis applies to all government

programs, be it welfare (personal or

corporate), the National

Endowment for the Arts (NLA),

the White Mouse internship pro-^^
gram, or anything else funded by

taxpayer money.

There is a plethora of private

organizations that seek to helps

children, ameliorates poverty, per-

petuates the arts, protects endan-

gered species and inspects restau-

rants. And these programs more

CO, and that is all that matters.

Lor example, on his web site

(http://www.children98.org/ques-

tion.htm), Reiner gives three rea-

sons why we should vote for

Proposition 10: "
I ) Tobacco taxes

in California have not been raised

in 10 years and are below the

national average. A surtax on ciga-

rettes is the type of tax which is

most likely to win voter approval.

2) Cigarette smoking is a major

contributor to .serious heafth prob-

lems, including those that inhibit

the development of children.

3) Smoking is the leading cause

of preventable death and disease in

California Hiere is strong evidence

supporting a direct correlation

between raising the cost of a pack

of cigarettes and a decrease in con-

sumption of cigarettes, especially

among teenagers."

Look at these reasons: Smoking

is not taxed enough, it is bad for"^
—

'

you. and this is a good way to stop

it. Where are the kids? I thought

this was all about the children? It

looks like Reiner has a personal

vendetta against people who engage

in activities he does not like. And
the third reason he gives just states

the whole contradiction of this bill.

He wants to raise money, yet curb

the activity where the money comes

from. I am not a math student, but I

can pretty much figure out if people

stop engaging in an activity that

raises money, then less money will

be rai.sed. But that is just me.

Reiner is typical oi' the

Hollywood elite who try to pass

themselves off as morally superior.

Here is Remer. a man worth mil-
—

lions of dollars, telling you that you

have to pay more taxes. Where did

that come from? And who is he to

tell us what is good for us? Reiner

should worry more about his own
children and less about everybody

else's.

In addition, he could find better

things to spend his money on. He
spent $2 million of his own money

to help pass Proposition 10. Think

of what else that could have done.

He could have taken that money,

started a foundation and then got-

ten all of his limousine liberal bud-

dies to contribute their millions of

dollars to the pot, and have that go

to somebody's kids. But that would

"never happen. ' f '

This further illustrates the vindic-

tiveness of the left. There are a

number of ways that Reiner could

have proposed to raise revenue to

give his friends government jobs. A
sales tax increase would probably

See GEVER, page 19
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UCs responsibility to uphold diversity

REGENTS: Docisioris on

alHrnialive action alTecl

quality studcMit education

By Stacy H. Lee and Mike de la Rocha

In its practices and policies, the

California public higher education

system, including the University of

California (UC) schools, reflects the

inequities present within our society

as a whole. UC schools are supposed

lo be free, yet students pay thousands

of dollars each year for a long list of

fees Women are supposed to have

equal rights, yet they still receive sub-

stantially lower wages than men. All

people are supposed to be treated as

equals under the law, yet some

domestic partnership benefits (legal

USAC President Lee «nd Gen. Rep. de la

Rocha ¥vnte on behalf of the AfVinnM^

Action GMlMon.
j

rights and benefits for same-sex cou-

ples) are continuously denied.

Are you starting to get the picture?

Well, that the UC Regents, our

governing body, are making deci-

sions based on political connections

rather than serving the public's needs

should not surprise you.

UC Regent Ward Connerly has

said, 'T will resign if Gray Davis

wins!"

Connerly and others illustrate how

the UC Regents are noV making edu-

cational decisions based on our inter-

ests, but rather to further political

ambitions and agendas. This can be

seen by the fact that former Gov.

Pete Wilson used SP-1 and SP-2. poli-

cies which eliminated race and gen-

der for consideration in admissions

and hiring in the UC system, as the

backbone for his unsuccessful presi-

dential campaign Even more discon-

certing is that Connerly himielf ts the

state fundraismg coordinator for the

Republican Party Can we then

believe that the Board of Regents

base their decisions as an

autonomous body that's free from

political influences as mandated by

our State Constitution?

Now. what consequences do the

Regents' decisions have for us as

UCLA students? Not only have the

Regents raised our registration fees

by 135 percent in the last seven years,

but the appointment of Chancellor

Carnesale and his actions thus far

raise some serious concerns.

Carnesale. like Ward Connerly. was

approved by Pete Wilson and hired

by the rest of the UC Regents to

uphold a particular political agenda

From his excessive use of the Los

Angeles Police Department Riot

Squad last year in dealing with nonvi-

olent student protests to his numer-

ous contradictory quotes, Carnesale

has shown and even stated that one

of the mam reasons why he was hired
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Speak to over 50,000 people.

Apply to be a Viewpoint

columnist.

Applications for the winter quarter are avail-

able now, and can be picked up

at 1 1 8 Kerckhoff Hall

(the Daily Bruin office). Your completed
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applications should be returned to Andrea

Perera's mailbox at the Daily Bruin office

by or before Nov. 30 at 5 p.m.

Liberal Europe nothing

more than misconceptio

HOMOSEXUALITY: Attitudes

toward gays more accepting

in U.S. than in other nations

By Brian Miranda
*

I am responding lo ihc arliclc on "CiaN^

question clTccls ol" Shcp.ird's death"

(News. Nov. 13). In llic arliclc. Cliri>

Kciiilgcs. a ^llKic^l from I h>lland. claimed

lie "comes from a "more liberated soci-

ety."" And lor him. "I CI.A is like a lime

machine: how gay lite was like \5> \ears

ago in luiropc. closeted and in llic back-

ground." However. I find his ci>mmenl

extremely ignorant concerning liurope as

a 'liberated society."

1 Currently. I am an l-ducation Abroad

Program (lv\i*) studenl in Madrid. Spam.

Knowing friends in UCLA uho are gay

and in talking with Spaniards. I ha\c

found a discrepancy with Reintgcs' claim

concerning liuropean life. Ciranled. he

comes from lh)lland. close lo

Amsterdam and Scandinavian

countries where gays live

quite comfortably;

however the Iberian

I'cmnsu l a. ^nnn l ierif

Irancc and other

iVl e d i I e r r a n e a n

countries remain

quite conservative.

Discussing honu>-

sexuality with

Spaniards is quite a

complex issue.^as TTisIn

California. In Spam,

notwilhstaiulmg, honuv

.sexuality is still seen as a vul-

gar act. One Spamard. who is

openly gay, claimed thai if

iwo males were walking

through the streets oi "the lib-

eralized, liuropean community

of" Madrid. ctMisequences

would arise.

I hough incidents o\' violence

and hate crimes are extremely

low in all of Spain (as well as the

rest o\' Kurope). two openly gay

men in Madrid would be scruli-

ni/ed and definitely Mcucd as the

epitome of inappropriate morals.

An incident like that might possibly

lead to a hate crime.

I cannot speak for honn)se\uals iii

Califorma, but it is not uncommon to

Miranda is attending the Universidad de

California Facultad de Ciencias Politicas

y Sociologia in Madrid, Spain.

See MIRANDA, page 19
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Prolonging death

not fair, dignified

1tm«yti win

CA»Ma4

Ifric Achtyes's experience with

handicapped children gi\es him no

platform from which lo address

terminal illness ("'rerminally ill

should live life to the fullest."

Viewpoint. Nov. 1.^).

The handicapped have lost cer-

tain faculties, but still have the

potential to lead full and enriching

lives.

Terminal illness entails that

medicine has no ability to reverse

the decline into death. I have

worked with children with less than

six months lo live. They are still

able to encounter new situations

and fulfill dreams.

>'et. thev will eventuallv become

unable to experience the simple

nuracles of life. Ihe frustration of

physical deterioration will con-

clude in the entombment of an

actue mind within an unrespon-

sive, pain-wracked prison.

Medical technology gives us the

ability to artificially prolong this

torture. I applaud my grandfa-

thers wisdom in choosing not lo

i\o so. Me died a dignified de.ith m
his own bed. with his family at

hand lo attend to his last wishes.

lie was alli>wed lo relied on his life

in his own house and have mean-

ingful interaction with tht>se he

loved. He was not (breed to endure

further medical indignity.

Why Achytes would want him

U) suffer throueh an artificiallv

extended existence is beyond my
comprehension.

Vijay Goel

Third-year

Physiological science

Sinners' company in Hell

a more tempting heaven
RELIGION: Christianity's

hypoerisy makes Devil's

realm more weleomin^

By Bao D. Nguyen

A little o\er a week aeo. I was bu\-

ing a Vietnamese dessert called che.

The total amount came out lo about

S.\ and 1 ga\e the clerk a SIOO bill,

since I did nol ha\e an> thing smaller,

fills has happened many limes in m\

life; the clerk ga\c inc loo much
change m this case. SH) too much.

1 1 look mc a scciMul lo glance al m\

change aik\ leali/e that I had been

gi\cn loo much, but il look ine al

le.isi fi\e seconds to decide \o gi\e il

back. Ihe clerk jiisi u>ok ii aiui dtdifl

llumk mc.

I remember one of the first iimcs

somelhmg like this h.id e\er hap-

pened to me. I w.is aboui 1 > years old

and I was in a bowling alley. Ihere

was a SIO bill on the counter in front

of me. I diMft know why it was there,

but there was no one around. I could

have taken il and no one would have

e\er kiunvn I didnl take it. I called

siMueone o\er and he simply put the

monc\ m the register Me didn't e\en

tlimik mo

assumptions, it's very easy for me to

choose Hell.

First. I don't believe sins to be bad.

Here's what I think sins are: greed,

lust, gluttony, wrath, envy, pride and

sloth. To me, these are basic instincts.

Its the actions that arise from these

sins that are bad. Ihe reason it takes

me fi\e seconds lo return what is not

mine is that I'm meedv. but I still

return the money. I lust after all these

beaulilul women here at ICLA. but

I do a good job of not touching them.

W'av too \iood. actualK. I overeat all

the lime, and ha\e lo do a little extra

exercise f('>r it. \ou good people can

fill m the resi.

Vl si>me piMiU in my life. I became

mature eiunigh \o lake responsibilil\

for all m\ sins. I donl need .lesus lo

pa> for any of ihem fhanks ainway

ihough

Il ama/es mc sometimes as I go

through life \\o\\ I consianlK meet

people who are si> unable to lake

responsibility lt>r their sins, people

who cannot control them.selves.

Sometimes it really bothers me that

there is such a total lack o\' decency

within some people, an inability to

treat others with kindness and

respect.

Sti what does beiim a Christian

.\houi eight \ears .ifler that. I

lmall\ decided why I never keep the

nuMiey. I his is uhat I tdl people: I

mmhl feel bad tor a few da\s about

nol doing st>melhmg ih.il I could eas-

il\ gel aua\ with, but doing some-

thing wrong would become a pari o\'

whi> I am forever.

I guess lately I've been thinking a

\o\ abi>ut who I am.

One o\' the big tiuestions in life is

the o\K about religion, and whether

there isaCiodor not. If so, what form

should he or she take? I have not

answered all my c|uestions. but I have

climinaled al least one big pi>ssibility.

I have decided thai either the

Christian Ciod is false, or if he is true,

then I reject him entirely.

I thmk thai the big thing with

Chrisiiamty is the belief in Heaven

and I lell. and who belongs where. So.

the way I understand il. we are all sin-

ners and are doomed to uo to Hell.

Ii:ivi- to tin M'lth ^*mni .nu^ifvir' '\n- ;iH

.lesus came lo liarlli 2. ()()() years ago

\o give his life for our sins. We must

accept ihat he has paid for our sins in

order to go to Heaven. We must

accept .lesus as our savior. How easy

IS that?

Of course, the Christians will lell

you that if you truly believe, then

\om acts will show it: so. being .i

Christian is not so easy. In my experi-

ence, that's mostly a bunch o\ bull.

I've met plenty i>l people who do bad

things and live messed up lives, yet

they still walk around damming peiv

pie to Hell. I hen Hie Christians will

lell vou that those are nol real

Christians. lo me. anyone who says

they accept Jesus as their savior is a

Christian. No Christian has a right to

say that another is not a Christian.

That's un-Christian!

So I'll assume that Heaven and

Hell are just like the Christians say.

I hose who accept Jesus as their sav-

ior go to Heaven, and the rest go to

Hell. Ihe reason you go to Heaven is

lo be close to Ciod. The reason you

don't want to go to Hell is that you

would spend eternity away from (iod

and his infinite love. With these basic

Nguyen is a graduate student in applied

math.

Christians good and iill non-believers

evil'.' I have no reason to believe this.

Ihough I have met and know
Christians who are good, I have also

met many who are just plain evil. I

would like to ihink that all the people

I choose lo be close to are good. Most

of them are non-Chrisiian. My moth-

er is nt)t Christian, and my lather and

ancestors were wol Christian. As far

as I know, they are nol evil.

So It seems that (Jod does nol sep-

arate according to good and evil,

unless you define things that are o\'

(iod to be good and things that are

luU of Ciod to be evil. I know at least

one person who does this. If good

and evil are what I think they are,

then there are lots of giunl people in

Hell and lots of evil people in

Heaven. All I know is that the people

I love are either already in Hell or

they are going lo Hell. So why in the

world would I w.mt U> ^o to Heaven?

\'o save myself.' I won't be so selfish.

I would suffer more in Heaven away

from my loved .irnes than I would in

Hell.
'

A really strange concept to me is

this picture o\' Hell that we have. So

it's this really hot place and the devil

has red leathery skin. All the people

are being tortured ai;d there are con-

slant screams of agony. Who's doing

the torturing? Is this really an accu-

rate description o\' Hell? Has anyone

really thought about what happens in

Hell' Maybe Hell is just like Heaven,

except different people go there.

I don't understand why Satan

would want to torture people for not

accepting Jesus as their savior. From
what I understand, Satan and (iod

had a falling out. Who's to say which

one of them was the bad guy? I don't

know if the Bible is a fair document.

It is. after all, inspired by Ciod. Does

Satan have a say in it? Maybe the

food in Heaven was nol spicy enough

or something.

I don't see why Hell would be a

bad place. It was founded by Satan,

whom we really know nothing about.

It's filled with all my ancestors and at

least 4.000 years of Vietnamese pecv
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The HOT

Jazz
NEW PLACE

in

Bel Air!

Full Bar l

Excellent Food & Wine

Live Music Tues-Sat

No Cover

Big Screen Monday Night Football

DIRECTIONS
1 Free Drink

ROCCO

(Includes house wine, well drinks and
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Get The Inside Scoop On The Application Process:

UCLA LAWSTUDENTORGANIZATIONS'ANNUAL
MINORITY STUDENTS

LAW SCHOOL ADMISSIONS WORKSHOP

Workshop Program Will Include:

• Presentation by Adnnission Committee Representatives—
. Presentation by Financial Aid Representatives

• UCLA Law School Faculty & Student Panel

• Question & Answer Sessions

Bring your Personal Statement, Resume, Letters of Recommendation

For Tips and Evaluation

Occurring On:

Thursday, NpVember 19, 1998

6:00pm - 9:00pm

UCLA School of Law
Room # 1 447

Pizza and Drinks will be provided

Workshop open to all interested students

-¥^

La Raza Law Students

Association

(310) 206-5158

Sponsored By:

Asian Pacific Islander

Law Students

Association (APILSA)

(310)825-1304

Black Law Students

Association (BLSA)

(310) 206-8396
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was to uphold the misleading

Proposition 209.

After seven months of various

protests involving thousands of

UCLA students and community
members. Chancellor Carnesale

rinally admitted in the Daily Bruin

last week that "diversity is on the

wane" - what we would call an edu-

cational crisis. Later in the same arti-

cle he states that "meaningful results

(i.e. more students of color) will take

years to achieve."

But what should we e.xpect to hap-

pen in the 10 or more years needed

to achieve "meaningful results'"

Basically, it's clear that Chancellor

Carnesale does not sec the need to

ensure that African Americans,

Chicana/os, Lalina/os, Native

Americans and women will have

access to UCLA, at least not in our

generation.

Chancellor Carnesale as well as

the VC Office of the President

(referred to as UCOP ... hmm) con-

tinue to a.ssert that our universities"

.excellence" and "standards" will be

upheld, many people are being left

behind, leaving us to recall the days

ol JimC'row policies which devastat-

ed black people's rights. By using

stand.irds and guidelines thai effec-

tively excluded African Americans

from institutions, white supremacist

ideals were maintained "within the

means of the law." Bv slatiim that his

"ou treach plan.^ arc the uii l v mic l ia-

nism to increase diversity on this

campus. Chancellor Carnesale is not

.searching deep enough into the roots

of exclusion from higher education.

Hie SAl. (il'A and other "stan-

dards o{ excellence" have been

proven lime and lime again to be

biased iigainst gender, race aiid

class. Iherefore. the SAl and indi-

vidual (iPAs should be viewed as

biased in the lavt)r t>f tlmse who have .

the privilege to "excel" in those are-

nas. Mow does this measure of "qual-

ity", evoke any sense ot equalily'.' It

docsii'i tind that is exactly the prob-

lem.

Receiulv. nuinv people have

brctithed a sigh of relief with tlu.' elec-

tion o{ (iray Davis, ihe lirsl

Democratic governor in almost two

decades. But we must continue to

reali/e that change will not simply

come with ihis shift in political

office. Change has historically come.;.*.

from mass movements involving

community, labor and students such

as ourselves. It was only through stu-

dent and community protests that

the ethnic and gender studies centers

were created in the 1960s and a five

percent fee rollback in I99S were

made possible. While we do have a

new governor in office we must not

forget to hold Davis and Chancellor

Carnesale accountable for making

education accessible to all.

We must demand that Davis

appoint student education-friendly

regents and pressure (onnerly to fol-

low through on his threat to resign.

We must also demand that

Chancellor Carnesale push his

adminislration and the Academic

Senate to remove barriers to educa-

tion that are present in the current

admissions criteria.

Today, wc can continue on with

this struggle by participating in vari-

ous events which will be sponsored

by the Affirmative Action Coalition.

Starting at 10:30 a.m., students will

he meeting at Meyerhoff Park (in

front of Kerckhoff Hall) to pass out

educational literature. An education-

al picket will follow at noon in front

of Covcl Commons, the site of the

notorious UC Regents meeting.—
Afterwards, there will be a round-

table discussion on affirmative

action which will be held at the

Richer Fireside Lounge from 6 p.m

to9p.m
This wilf be an opportunity for

S«#LIE,|»a9e19
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students to converse with UCLA
faculty, community members and

labor activists on how the loss of

affirmative action has affected

everything from the work force to

the decline in educational "quality"

that UCLA can provide.

Students should attend these

events to continue on with the

activism needed to truly transform

the purpose and face of this campus

from its current oppressive form to

one that rellects our vision of equali-

GEVER
From page 16

raise more revenue and would dis-

tribute the cost more equally. But no,

we had to punish smokers. So. now

our children's futures are linked to

this deleterious activity just so Rob

Reiner could get a chip off his shoul-

der.

And after all, it's really easy to tell

other people what they- have to do

with their money when you've never

worked a day in your life. 1 want to

see Reiner and all the other

Hollywood liberals try working real

jobs, trying to raise a family of six on

$20,000 a year. Let's see how keen

they are on raising taxes after that.

To sum up, let me just say that no

one should tell you what to do with

,. To AihfBirtlBa,
coll 3no.soe.30io

•^»».

.^Sy'^-^is:^.

your money, especially Wleftrlllej}. If

you feel spending your money in a

certain way will garner positive

change, then feel free. But it is

immoral when people are forced to

pay for something they do not

believe in. It does not matter if it is

good for us or someone else. Ihat is

our decision to make, not the gov-

ernment's, nor a film director's.

MIRANDA
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be walking around the Beverly

Center or the Century City mall and

encounter gay couples. Then again,

there is always the Santa Monica

Boulevard strip that passes through

West Hollywood where gay life is as

active as ever.

Thus. Reintges' claim that Europe

is a liberated society is quite mislead-

ing. Perhaps he would like to discuss

economic and political issues con-

cerning the F.uropean Union.

However, to generalize pAirope, an

immensely diverse region which

includes many conservative soci-

eties, is inaccurate and ignorant.

To me, Los Angeles can be consid-

ered a "liberated society" in itself

since it has attempted to be the most

accurate example of an American

melting pot for the 21st century (this

of course includes acceptance of

gays).

This is not to say we are not

behind other societies, but we have

progressed further in recent times

than many European civilizations.

What are the advantages of
Yellow Rages advertising

Your yellow pages ad has longer life span than any

other media It is directive media, which means

/ |XH)ple access \t)ur ad when they're ready to buy.

Your ad can be produced for free, allowing

you to save cash on your investment while

providing results for your advertising dollar

^^ V L ^B^' •^B ^k^s ^m ^t^r m w

18,000 copies will be hand distributed on

campus during the first week of winter quarter

Oanuary 11-15. 1999).

instantTaccess
Customers have immediate access to your

advertising, and the UCLA Yellow Pages puts your

sales message in their hands at the moment they

are ready to buy

avaUBbihty,
Your Yellow Pages ad has maximum reach

and exposure appearing 24 hours a day,

365 days a year
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pic, among others, h's filled with sin-

ners, just like this world. Unlike

Heaven, all the people in Hell don't

owe Jesus an etcrnal'debt.

If I am to go to Hell, then there are

others like me there already, people

who make the same choices as I do,

and value the same things. Most of

them probably have moral stories to

tell, just like me Em sure they also

speak of good and evil, right and

wrong So I've made my choice I will

be with my loved ones and my ancesr

tors. I will eat spicy food.
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Hope Through Art

The Museum of Tolerance exhibit

shows the textile works of Bosnian

refugee women. See Friday's Bruin for

a preview.

Thursday, November 19, 1998

Gdutief Debloddp

Actors Ian McKellen and Terrence McNally were honored for their

lifetime achievements at Theatre L.A.'s Ovation Awards Monday night.

UA. theater takes center

stage at Ovation Awards
HONOR: Spotlight shines

on low-profile troupes at

eqiially low-profile afi'air

By Stephanie Sheh
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

-The Academy Awards' golden stat-

uette stands with its arms drawn in

toward its chest, unapproachably

regal. But Theatre L.A.'s glassy stat-

uette throws its arms up in the air with

reckless abandon, in celebration and

praise of the Los Angeles theater

community.

The audience that gathered

Monday night at the Shubert Theatre

for Theatre L.A.'s Ovation Awards

honored just

that. It may be

true what host
—

—

Nathan Lane

said about Los

Angeles theater

in his initial

address to the

audience - the

term is an oxy-

moron.

Los Angeles

left its main-

stream
Hollywood persona behind^ though,

for an awards ceremony in which the

orchestra does not interrupt the thank

yous, and the audience screams and

hollers in support of its nominees.

Lane even took a stab at himself and

network television, referring to his

NBC sitcom "Encore, Encore*' as

"No more, No more" and suggesting

that we get rid of Saddam Husiein by

putting him on NBC'i fall lineup.

Those assembled were not simply

there to celebrate their love for the

itage, but their love for the Los

Angelei stage. Unlike the Tony

Awariis, which are doroiaated by

Broadway's big shows and big theater

"For my mom and dad: I

promise HI get a real

job, but not tonight."

M.E.Dunn

Costume design winner

stars, the Ovations reflect the prepon-

derance and importance of smaller

theaters in Los Angeles. Certain

awards are actually split into two cat-

egories, one for larger theater and

another for smaller ones.

In fact, when the Court Theatre's

Stephanie Faracay won for Featured

Actress in a Play, she commented to a'

nearly packed house, ,.11—fuel I

could've run that play for a year and

not seen as many laces as 1 see before

me tonight."

Similarly, the lucky Theatre LA.

winners do not take their statuettes

back to posh homes and mmgle with

upper-class theater society. Some of

the nominees actually worked on

their projects for free. M.E. Dunn

remarked as she won, for Costume

Design (Smaller

Theatre), "And
"—^""""

for my mom and

dad: I promise

I'll get a real job,

but not tonight."

When Tony

Abatemarco
("The Mystery

of Irma Vep")

won for Lead

Actor in a Play
'

(beating out Sir

Ian McKellen

and Frank Langella), he similarly

cried, "It's totally insane. It's also

sending the wrong message to my
subconscious because I'm going to sit

there at home saying, 'I really am
good' and wonder why I don't get

another job."

"Nine months ago in New York, I

was catering in these pants/* Tom
Beyer announced after winning

Featured Actor in a Play for "The

Cider House Rules" Before he left

the stage he added, "I don't have a

theatrical agent, and I'm single."

The night focused on the commu-

Sat 23

The amount of money a work of art will

generate on the auction block is part science,

part experience and part market demand

million in 1990 - far more than the

Getty paid for "Sunrise."

Although fine art of this caliber rou-

tinely fetches in the $1 million range,

that is not always the case. There are a

host of factors that determine a piece's

Cnmr: nn, it's fmr tirt, fnr CmiW wnrth

By Brent Hopkins

Daily Bruin Staff

It's old. It's famous. It's hanging in a

big, imposing museum. It says

"Monet" in the corner.

sake! It must cost as much as the Great

Wall of China or something. There's no

way you could put a price on that.

Actually, the world of art pricing is

less confusing than you might think. It's

not just a bunch of random numbers,

and there is a science to it.

-The Getty Center grabbed headlines

last week with its acquisition of Claude

Monet's "Sunrise" for a reported multi-

million-dollar price tag. Though this

may seem expensive for artwork, it is

far from a record amount. Van Gogh's

"Portrait of Dr. Gachet" sold for $82.5

In the auction market, where most

fine art trades hands, appraisers rely on

art indexes (published reports on how a

painting or similar works by an artist

have sold in the past). Using these past

track records, which list more than

150,000 artists - both contemporary

and classic - auction houses set begin-

ning prices, and public demand deter-

mines the final price.

"The prices reflect an artist's popu-

larity to some degree," says Michael

See PRiaS, page 24

PICTUR ES

Ants

marching

BUTTERFlELMBUTTERFIini
Aiictioinii> and Appraisers since IH65

I III

This Friday, take a break from the

rat race with Disney's "A Bug's Life"

and after the show relax in the

Bug house. So buzz on over and

grab some tix and other goodies.

Screenings are on Friday, Nov. 20

at 6 p.m. After the show hit the

Bug house for more fun.

Now playing at the

El Capitan Theatre

6838 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood.
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Dig fills niche with unique rock, punk sounds on album
MUSIC: Band on campus

to promote *Life Like,'

entertain UCLA audience

By Michelle Zublate

Daily Bruin Staff

I'orming a rock group has its

perks. Besides being able to name

your group after your dog, you can

also find yourself dining with a tat-

tooed freak named "Puzzle Man" in

the middle of a frozen Dallas on

Thanksgiving. And as rock band Dig

sees it, every job holds its share o\'

rewards and downfalls.

"I just write about the

things going on

around me."

Scott Hackwith

Dig band member

Thursday in Westwood Plaza,

Dig will perform for the UCLA
audience and demonstrate all that

they've learned from experience and

into his music.

"I began the band when I was

involved in art directing and formed

interests in writing music for film,"

Hackwith says. "1 began to find

members and form the band around

the songs I wrote."

Hackwith describes his music as

"straight rock n' roll" but many crit-

ics describe it as a more industrial

sound mixed with some punk and

surf rock.

Hackwith, however, admits that

Hnglish influences play a part,

including new bands such as The

Verve and Oasis as well as old ones

such as Ihe Rolling Stones and Ihc

Beatles.

"I just write about the things

going on around me and the things

that happen to me," Hackwith says.

"I don't have a gloomy life so my

music isn't always dark, it's just a

slice of life. Sometimes its upbeat

and sometimes it can be cynical."

Hackwith also doesn't see his

band as affiliated with any stereo-

typical genre. He does not have a

standard image to represent any

member of Dig's audience.

"We have a wide range of fans,"

Hackwith says. "We have people

who are just kids to those anywhere

in their late 30s.

"Our fans aren't like those of

bands like the Ramones where every

wide variety of bands, from

Garbage to Juliana Hatfield to Rage

Against The Machine. Every con-

cert holds a different experience

when the audience is different.

"Sometimes the 12-year-oId Blind

Melon fans were much more accept-

ing of us than the hard-core

Ramones fans," Hackwith says.

In addition to the usual shows.

Dig also played for television shows

such as the now-canceled "Jon

Stewart Show" and "Late Night

With C'onan O'Brien."

"At first I freaked out." Hackwith

explains. "I thought the sound was

going to be horrible, and I won-

dered how the audience was going to

be.

'Tm really proud of

(the album), and more

than anything, I want it

to have a chance"

Scott Hackwith

Dig band member
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Brazilian sensation treats L.A, to concert ovation

MUSIC: International star will make

UCLA her only local performance

"But the sound was good, and we

had a lot ot Tun."

Rock group Dig is anticipating the

"Lifelike':

opportunity to be heard and appre*

eiated since it incorporates all their

work and elTort.

*'It was a long process and took a

lot out of us." Hackwith^ says. "1

want it to be the type of album that I

look back at when I'm old and know

that we did our bes-t. I'm really

proud ol it and more than anything,

I want it to have a chance."

Dig enjoys the life in the music

biz along with all its ups and downs.

The bands admit touring can be

UCLA Campus Events

release of its newest album,

hard work ainec they r^mfld In Bing lf fun is 26 u iid iuukw:>.n tly thr Dig Mnticipultf!? thgjr ni»west
hard, and Ihatthuycun gut luiine^iLk

1993.

Trontman Scott Hackwith incor-

porates many observations from life

same.

Hackwith says that the band's

appeal helps when touring with a

album release, "Life Like," to come

out in 1999.

They want this album to have the

or tired, but in general, the different

events that surround them make it

all worthwhile and lend a helping

hand m shaping their music and

their future.

"Someday I would like to start

writing soundtracks for movies,"

Hackwith says. "That's something

I've always wanted to get into. But

for now, I think we just want to be

rock 'n' roll star^^."

Hackwith's dog was the inspira-

tion for the band's name and could

be a metaphor for the band's spirit.

"Dig (the dog) is still alive and

kJLkinc, anil havinc n gnnri timer

—

BAND: Dig will be performing at

Westwood Plaza Thursday at noon.

By Sam Toussi

Daily Bruin Contributor

You could blame it on thf^ hossa no\a, but you

would miss the point.

Marisa Monte, the Bra/iliaYT music icon, will per-

form this I riday at UCLA's Royce Hall It will be her

onl\ Los Angeles performance.

While some crilic:^claim that her need to stay close

lo her Brazilian. l]»ossa nova roots will prevent her

from reaching an international audience. Monte says

that attaining worldwide reci>gnition is iu>w umnipor-

tant to her.

"I don't think about doing records in Lnglish or

translating my repertoire to reach a bigger market

here," Monte says. "I would like lo touch people the

way I do in Brazil."

Monte (pronounced nion-C"lll-|- ) became an

overnight sensation in Brazil when she was just 22

years old. Jn I9S9. her debut album went platinum in

Brazil.' and in the last nine years, her celebrity has

begun to transcend national boundaries,

j
Ihe fact that most o\' her songs are sung in

Portuguese has not stopped music lovers from appre-

ciating her work. Reviewerslha\e noted the versatility

and beauty of her voice. But. as the New York Times

noted last year, "she has a stage presence to ri\al her

singing."

"A nice voice ou\\ says so much.'" Monte say's. "I

think lo be a good singer is not just lo lui\e a goinl

voice bul \o be in unicli uilh the fcelini!s of the audi-

ence."

But her recenl tour m llic I niled Slate.N doe> not

rollect a desire to irauNlale her fame in Bi.izil for an

From page 20

nal ambience o\' the Los Angeles the-

ater population. And the awards

retlected that, with no one show

cleaning house.

One o\' the highlights o\' the nighl

came when l-d Begley Jr. read the

nominees for l-.nsemble Performance

and jokingly announced West

Hollywood Theatre's "Bring in da

Boys, Bring m da Hump " Seconds

later, the cast of "Bring in da Noise.

Bring in da Funk " did actually go

home with the Ensemble

Performance.

Lifetime achievement awards went

out to Sir Ian McKellen and lerrence

See OVATION, page 27

Ame ii Laii aiKl i e i ice. l.aM >lm i- . ihe l.iv^ .Miye l e; ^ i mve^

implied ihal Mi>nle had lo record an l-nglish albuiii il

she e\er wanted to uain iin\ international audience.

Brazil's best-selling female pop singer Marisa

Monte will perform at Royce Hall.

Monle is perfeclh comfoMablc uilh lici nUiIu> now.

She realizes the dilTcienccN in the cultures, and di>e>

not seem lo want to e\eii ir\ to bridge ihem.

STANDING OVATIONS
On Nov. 16, the 1998 Ovation Awards' ceremony was held at the Shubert Theater to honor

the best and brightest in the Los Angeles theater community. The following won In their

respective categories.

Writing of a World Premiefe Play or Musical:

Pamela Forrest "Valsetz"

Featured Actress In a Musical: J«fiAif«r Leigh

Warr«n, 'Hello Again,' The Blank Theatre Company

at2nd!

Play (Larger Theater):

"The Oder House Rules/ Center Theatre Group

Ensemble Performance:

The Cast of "Bring in the Noise, Bring in the Funk,'

(enter Theatre Gioup

Play (Smaller Theater): 'Great Men of

Science Nos.2U 22/ Cirde X Theaue

Director of a Play: Andrew J. Robinson, Tietd Of

The Long Bond," The Matrix Theatre Company

Lead Actor in a Play:

Tony Abatemarco, "^he Mystery of Irma Vep"

I hiN coiiio as .1 louh ot ihe liia/iliaii cultuit-

See MONTE, page 26

"Great Men of Science Nos. 21 & 22/ Cirde X Theatre

Company

Featured Actor in a Musical:

Wilson Cruz, "Rent. "Center Theatre GFiJOp

s.iiHu- ^'^6 Ihf jttf lA Ovjiion Awjid,

MERGERSAND ACQUISITIONS

Sundays at 7 pm
Hudson backstage Theatre

r>b39 CRANIA Ml >NK.A m vt) Hui I rwi K K)

(310)207-4475
httpiy/memlMrs.aol.com/ecloverde

SOUND 7 GO BHuiN
INVESTMENTi -^,

h-4^:

Cosmetic Surgery
FREE CONSULTATION

Laser Surgery ^ Computer Imaging Available

• Nose
• Acne Scars

• Lip Enhanceiiieiil '

Face Lift/Eyelid Surgery

Hair Flap/Scalp Reduction

Chemical Peels

• Chin & Cheek Implants

• Lip<)su<'ti<>n

•• Ear Reshaping ^

• Snoring
• Tonsils

• Hair Removal

Steven Burres, M.D.
FAACS, AAFPS, MOHNS, lACMA, CMA.

AMERICANACADEMYOFFACIAL PIASTICAND

RECONSTRUCTIVE SURGERY

Board Certified

$5 OFF
COLOR CALENDAR

Bring this coupon to the Kinko's listed

below and receive $5 off a Deluxe

12-month Flip Calendar.

kInko's'
9334 Wilshire Blvd., Hollywood 271-1258

11819 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles 477-7756

-<=:==^—1520 Westwood Blvd., Los Angeles 475-0789

601 Wilshire Blvd., Santa Monica 576-7710

Offer qood on Deluxe \2 montfi flip (airndar only. Offer it limited to one coupon per customer. Coupon must be

presented it time of purchase and is not valid with other offers or discounts. Offer valid at time of purchase only

and may not be discounted or credited toward past or future purchases. Offer valid at participating Kinlto's locations

only. Offer expires W/Jl/98. 'i)l998 Kinko's. Inc. All riqhts reserved. Kinko'i is a registered trademark of Kinko's

Ventures, In< and is used by permission. Kinko's requires written permission from the copyright holder in order to

reproduce any copyrighted materials.

ONE MAN'S

NINA SAC KS'n.iilvHmin

) ' ". "

AAC585 I Opsn 24 Hours • Ask about free pickup and delivery |EXPi2/3i/9e|

LA Darkroom

(310) 385^0590

465 North Roxbuiy Dr., Beverly Hills

1119 Second St., Manhattan Bea<^
Affordable prices

Financing Available and Most Inmranoe Accepted

Studio Rental
25'x40', 16' ceiling

!

Computer Rental
Scanning / Fiery Output

Color Loser

Darkroom Rental
Color / B & W

UCLA Students

Save 10%
on rentals with this od

*''"323-933-3352
1119S.LaBreaAve.,LA.CA90019

IS
\ANOTHER\
MAN'S
TOASTER

Expires

11/30/98

(wywdidM)

bargain^
825 2221^° p'-^""-' •' f^* '^

E«ry*,inge«»pf nukes.
S200araS2

KAPLAN
www.kapian.com

.^X'SYS''^k::iii^V:>.^ •iL-iui '..^ )i^*':^^
:1tK''r' jST'^L '-idif'"Ak

Relax, it's only your future we're talking about. Call Today! 1-800-KAP-TEST

MANN

Westwood
VILLAGE
96)B(uxton

308 fci 76

The Seiae (R)

BRUIN
OJy BtoJton

239 MANN

NATIONAL

208 4366

FESTIVAL
l088Uinc1tiruuK

208-4575

REGENT
l04bBri.>«loo

208-3259

PLAZA
lOG/Git'iidon

208-3097

WESTWOOD 1

'050 Grfyit",

208-7664

Mom to (I go 4 10) 7 20 10 30

Pleasantville (PC 13)

Mom 111(12 30 3 45) 7 00 10 10

Wizard of 0;(G)
THX Doltiy 5R S.i'fV Nn fa'.v,

Mun Ih(1 45 4 30)7 1510 00

Ant7|PG)
THX Polt)vSB

Mon TiM .1 '=, JOin "00 9 45

Practical Magic (PG 13)

Duihv Digital

Mun Thud 45 4 15*7 00 9 45

John Cdipenlt't s Vampires |R)

Mon- Thud 30 4 15i 7 00 9 45

What Dreams May Come (PG-13)

Mon -Thl 12 45 3 45) 7 30 10 00

MANN

Santa Monica
CRITERION 3 ^-^ Wizard ol Oz (G)

1313 3(11 St
I

.THX DTSDniilal

Piomt-natlt' M.iM Ihu( 12 00 2 15 4 45)7 15 9 45

306 l &OO —: ^

LAEMMLE

West Hollywood
8000 Sunsel (at Crescent Heights) Free ParVing

SUNSET 1 Cale BU'ii l)"tl Gi'di'-'v Mu'.ti

riTiS4B"35nD flizattelh

Daily 112 00 1 10)2 504 05 7 00 9 55

UNITED ARTISTS

Westwood

GENERAL

UA WESTWOOD
tOaS'JWillvvoilt;

j7';>-9JJi

CRITERION 4 John Caipcnter ', Vampires |R)

IHX Dolhv SR SMdiiiiti Seating

Mon Th (11 45i 10 li)

CRITERION 5 Pleasantville |PG-13)

THX Ooitiv Di(Hlai

Mon Thill 12 45 4 00» 7 0010 15

CRITERION 6 Anlz(PC)

SladiuiiLSiiatino DI^ Digital

Mon -Tnu^Z 003 45 5 45 1 7 45

CREST
1 267 Westwood Blvd

474-7866 or

777-fllM(»025.

PACIFIC

Westwood
III Be Home For Chritlmas (PG)

SUNSET 2

SUNSET 3

: 13. 848 -3500

SUNSET 4

i213)848-3;.0'J

SUNSETS
7 '3;.^.18 3500

SUNSET
O;.' H48 3500

Toild Suiuiul/ Happiness
Ojilv ,n 70. 1 4'. 7 Oi'i in or

<aii' 'i.i.ri . ii'ijcinliifv piiiiK ImihI

Hard Core Legend
Paily i5 40) ,' '

' '

Ewan McGiegof in Todd Havnes

Velvet Goldmine
Daily n 30)4 l'»7 00'J4!;

Ian Mi.Kt'Mt-n Rimil-iii Fthmt

Cods & Monsters

Dailv(1200)230500730tOOO

Weekend Shows:

ffj-wil A'l'.' Hua'w

Please Call lor Showtimes

I Still Know What You Did

Last Summer (R)

DulUv SlfiLj Nu VIP^ until 1 L21.
Mi.ii Til 1 50 4 15

W.'d Th 1-50 4 15 7 00 9 45

UA WESTWOOD I Slill Know What You Did

10HR9 W''M;vi'rt!i LasI Summer (R)

475 944) iUDbDig.tdi IHX No VK',. unliM 1,2.*

Mon To Th 2 30 5 00 7 45 10 30.

Wt'i) 5 00 7 45 10 30

Beverly Hills
Beverly Connection Presented in Digital Sound

Waterboy (PG-13) On 2 Scieens

12 15 1 15 2 30330445540
7 008009151015

Beverly Connection Piesented in Digital Soum.'

Vampires (R)

11452154457301000

UA WESTWOOD
li)S8'.)Wi'livvoitli

47!) 9441

American History X (R)

oLiU;; Digital IHX
No VlPs until 11 ;'3

Mon Ih 2 00 4 30 7 15 10 15

VINE
Vine Theaters . Rush Hour (PG-13)

Stiow Times (213) 463 0819 Dolby Stereo

2 movres lor $5 2 30 6 10

One Free Popconi & Diet Coke with this Ad

MX D')lt)v Digital

Mon Th ,12 30 2 50 5 10)

7 30 9 45

WESTWOOD 2
I
. Belly (R)

1050 Gay lev
"" Stereo

208-7664 Mon- Thd2 00 2 15 4 30' 7 00 9 30

WESTWOOD 3 Rush Hour (PG-13)

1050Gayiey Stereo

208 7664 Mon Th(12 15 2 30500)720940

LAEMMLE
www.laemmle.com

WLA/Beverly Hills

Diriuin SlioiKS.iiFQf All ihealiu

Sat-!;un MurninQShuAL IQ.QQam

Please Call lor Showtimes

Santa Monica

GENERAL

Westwood
AVCO CINEMA
• r ! w , '^ Hi^d 1 Blk t Ijf Wfslvnixsd

475 071

1

Presented m THX Digital Sonml

On 2 Scieens Meet Joe Black (PG-13)

130530930
Ptt'scnted in Digital Soond

12 00 4 00 8 00

Vine Theaters Bride ol Chucky (PG-13)

Dolt)y Stereo

4 25 8 05

UCLA

WESTWOOD 4

i050Gavit;v

208 7664

There s Something About Mary (R)

btefeo

Men \\\ d230330)7 10950

Santa Monica

CRITERION 1 III Be Home lor Christmas (PG)

1313 3fd St THX Dolby Digital Sorrv No Passes

Promenade Mon Th (11 45 200 4 30) 7 15 WOO
395 1599

CRITERION 2

1313 3rd

St Promenade
395 1599

TN Saigt (R)

THX Dolby Digital Stadium Seatino

Mon -Th (12 30 3 45) 7 00 10 00

THX - Dolby DiQital

Mon Th (1304 30) 7 30 1(3 30

ROYAL
11523SM Blvd

477-5581

MUSIC HALL 1

9036WiKhi..'

274-6869

MUSIC HALL2
9036 Wilshire

274-6869

MUSIC HALL3
9036 Wilshire

Thomas Vintt-rheig '.

Ctlabration

Mon-Th (5 00)7 30 9 55

FduardoMignMgnH ',

Autum Sun
Mon-Th (5 001 7 25 9 45

Williamsfone

Mon-Th (5 30) 7 45 9 55

Stefan Ru;owit/ky

The Inheriton

Mon-Th (5 10)7 20 9 30

MONICA 1

1322 2nd Street

394 9741

MONICA 2

MONICA 3

MONICA 4

Ian McKellen Prr(ii!,in Fm' 'M

Gods & Monsters

Daily (2 00) 4 45 7 30 9 55

RobprK, B-'iigifii 'i

Life is Beautilul

Daily (155) 4 35 7 15 955

Henry Jagloms
Oe|a Vu

Daily (140) 4 20 7 00 9 40

Todd Hayfle s'

Velvet Goldmine

J)aily(1 40j 4 20 7 00 9 40

AVCO CINEMA

AVCO CINEMA

Presented m 'MX Digital Sound

Walerboy(PC-13)
12 15230445715945

Piesenlttd m Digital Sound
Living Out Loud (R)

12 002305007301000

Smoke Signals

Fri 11/20 7prn. 9'30pm

ALL MOVIES ARE $2 00
•".tiow'. in Aikfi(n,tn f>(infl B^Ihmu'i

Cimpus Evcnti well tittp //studentt nucia uci« edu/icc/

e mill ceclnloMasucii ucia edu phgne |310) S?& 1fS<

Beverly Hills

Beverly Connection

La Cienaga al Beverly Blvd

free 2 1/2 hour validated partong 659 591

1

MONICA Weekend Shows

Sat Sun Mommps 1 1 00 am.

Please Call For Showtimes

Beverly Connection Presented m THX Digital Sound

I II Be Home lor Christmas (PC-13)

140

Beverly ConnectiDn

12302455157159'

Presented in Digital Sound
SaiM (R) On 2 Screens

1145 100 2 20 4 00 5 00
7 00 7 45 93010 20

WWW lMnMnle.com visit our wel)$ite. iMHimie coin

TO ADVERTISE IN THE

BRUIN
MOVIE GUIDE
OR SPONSOR THE NEADER

Call Rob at 310 206-0903
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PRICES
From page 21

Maloney, specialist of modern and

contemporary art for the Butterfield

& Butterfield auction house.

"Some artists are in favor and then

fall out of favor, and their auction

records ebb and flow as a result of

that."

Not all prices are strictly governed

by the comparative appraisal offered

by the art indexes. If the piece is

unusual in some aspect and cannot be

compared to other works, then the

indexes are put aside in favor of an

appraiser's judgement. These are not

haphazard guesses designed to attract

more money for the auction houses

and clients which they are serving.

Rather, they are carefully detailed

reports based on a variety of cate-

gories.

The appraisers themselves are a

highly specialized group. They are

experts in their fields who bring years

of experience with them as they

inspect fine art and attach a price to it.

Some come from the academic world,

as art historians, others as museum
curators, gallery owners and artists.

No matter what background they

have, the most useful tool in appraisal

is handsK)n experience. There is no

school of art price gauging; the knowl-

edge comes from many years of actual

exposure to the art world.

"The more one sees, the better-

schooled one's eye is," says Andrea

Fiucynski, vice president and director

of business development for Christie's

Beverly Hills auction house.

"One learns it only by seeing hun-

dreds, if not thousands of objects per

year, which is what we do," she says.

This hands-on approach to learn-

ing gives the specialists insight as to

the work's value. One factor in deter-

mining what price the work will be

auctioned for is provenance, or past

history of ownership. If the piece was

owned by a particularly famous col-

lector or part of a well-recognized col-

lection, it tends to fetch more at auc-

tion, with a larger "hammer price,"

(the final amount for which the work

is auctioned). Well-documented

pieces can be traced back to their orig-

inal owner, regardless of their antiqui-

ty

There are many reasons why a

piece might turn up for sale on the

auction block, but Fiucynski said that

the primary causes are the "the three

D's: death, debt and divorce." It's not

always as dire as that, however.

A sale may also come from collec-

tors selling their holdings in order to

acquire something new, a museum
selling off property or a dealer trying

to move stock that hasn't sold. It is a

relatively rare case that artists them-

selves sell their material through the

auction houses; they generally rely on

galleries to move their products

instead.

Aside from provenance, there are

See PRiaS, page 25
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Teaching Credential Panel
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PRICES
From page 24

also the factors of rarity, condition

and how frequently the piece has

appeared on the market. The scarcity

of a work greatly affects the price it

can bring. This is especially true in the

case of works that can be reproduced

easily, such as lithographs and photos.

The fewer copies in existence, the

more valuable the work is considered.

In the case of a one-of-a-kind piece,

such, as a painting or original sculp-

ture, the rarity of the work is consid-

ered in relation to the artist's other

works.

The physical condition of a work is

also important. Older works often

have deteriorated in quality through

the passage of time, making them less

saleable than better-preserved materi-

al. If damaged, the art can often be

restored to its original condition.

According to materials published on

the corporate website for Barry

Singer Gallery, a gallery of pho-

tographs located in Petaluma, Calif.,

this restoration does not reduce the

price of a fine photo, but should be

noted in the sale.

A receptive market is crucial'in set-

ting hammer prices. Rarely viewed

"The more one sees,

the better-schooled

one's eye is.'
//

Andrea Fiucynski

Christie's auction house

pieces are especially in demand.

"A piece that came from an anony-

mous private collection that has been

olTthe market for 50 years is going to

be much more desirable." Kiucvnski

says. "It will be seen for the first time,

(rather) than a piece that has phenom-

enal provenance, but has been

shopped around, and we see every

season in another sale room."

Where the work is being sold is a

factor, also, since different markets

tend to show more interest in particu-

lar types of art. Fiucynski mentioned

that, for example, jade pieces are cur-

rently selling better in Hong Kong
than in other markets. With this in

mind, the art community is very glob-

al, with a sale in Los Angeles bringing

mquiries from as far away as Seoul,

Madrid and Melbourne.

Some artwork holds no potential

for auction, because it is considered to

be priceless. This term, usually used

when describing a universally recog-

nized masterpiece, such as Da Vinci's

"Mona Lisa," or Michelangelo's

"Winged Victory," is a realm of art

not generally handled by the auction

houses.

Priceless works are almost always

found on display in national muse-

ums, such as the Louvre in Paris, or

the National Gallery of Art in

Washington, DC. and do not change

hands in the open market. To be con-

sidered priceless, it must be peerless in

See PRICES, page 27
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FUNKY HIPPEEZ DISCO SHOW
.—loVE—. and DJ Marcus
;(CVNNECTl¥N}

SAT1 M - ai's Live!
Bnngt you another •vtiiing of aclion p.iclicd

DANCE enlerlaininent wilh DJ sColly bOy
4 7 PM Rosy McHargii* and Friends

vsitli DJ sCotty bOy
rmxin' up the best in KROQ,

Electronic & New Wave

the Kevin & Bean Morning Show
he will have lots of give-a-ways
including T-shirts, cd's & more!

•Aixl I'n.>M.'!itiiij; Li\t' 0\^ Snj;t'

80 sumthin'
performing all your flashback

favorites! Dhnk specials all night

FRIDAYS
COMING SOON

SUN eROTIC CITY

u WQ^mce $0(?ffTv

featuring

Jeff Young Stevie Curr -

Kevin Mccormick - Arno Lucas -

Mark Coldenberg - Mauricio Lewak

TKO PRESENTS

TUi "ANIMAL HOUSE"
Come Cclctxilc Higher lc«rnlr>q with Ih

$2 %*tn w Di t ip4nnir>3 T(h, 80 s Rtt House

ANIMAL HOUSt AIL STARS Specially Invites all

fraiemltws and Sororities.

RfGGAf
11/25 MONGOOSE
12/02 BOOMSHAKA

Special Guest DJ RON MILLER

SAT
llOOCill

i>olJust another 70s night...

THEE 70s NIGHT
Featuring the Worlds

Grooviest Ljve
Disco 4 Funk Show with

DJ Marcus

v-mKif ttiPPeez
College aub

Tha esUMshmeiit supports higher educatioii

The Student Convnunication Network
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Bring in this coupon ond receive the

follouiing discounts on every CD you buy!!

ITBflV
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UP TO .99...50% OFF

$1.99 -$7.99.. .$1.00 OFF

$8.99 -$15.99.. .$2.00 OFF

$16.99 -$34.99.. .$3.00 OFF

$35.00 fiND UP.. .$5.00 OFF

'EXCLUDING SALE ITEMS
Expires 11/30/98

SANTA MONICA •21 14 Wilshire Blvd. • (310) 828-2887

SHERMAN OAKS •14622 Ventura Blvd. • (818) 990-2970

CAN06A PARK • 6553 Topanga Cyn Blvd. • (818) 883-21 13

Visit our website at wvsaa/.mobydisc.com

Visit our other locations:

• OLD TOWN PASADENA • WESTMINISTER • COSTA MESA •

^^Qt^ ^Village Ofy

\^'# /"xpressmart /toff
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VISA FREE PARKING
(While shopping in store)

Milwaukee's Best Ice

1.2pk - 12oz Cans

cnum
Genuine Draft

18pk - 12oz Bottles

r/ie \Q\es^ nonsurgical way to quickly and safely lose inches!

The only Wrap of its kind!

Slimmer
er

eautiful

You!
Lose 6-20 inches on first visit-guaranteed!

•Detoxifies the body

•Tightens & firms skin

•Reduces cellulite

Free Consultation
(310) 274-9727

As seen on

The Tonight Show, Extra,

Entertainnnent Tonight

Dale King

241^^ South Beveriy Dr.,Beverly Hills
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Tues-Sat 9-7

Free Consultation • Perms/Bodywaves

• Colorist on staff

824-2711 •1001 Gayley
(NEXT TO COFFEE BEAN)
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BEL-AIR SHELL

Auto Care
Service Center

15% Discount
with...

UCLA Student, House Staff,

and Faculty I.D.

Free Pick Up And Delivery
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Location

(1 mile from UCLA)

Bel Air

1 Shell

Moraga
Exit

Wilshirc
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Hours of Operation:

8:00 AM - 5:00 PM
Monday - Saturday

800 North Sepulveda Blvd.

At Moraga
Los Angeles. California 90049

Bel Air Shell
Tim Hansen

(310) 476-1979 Fax:{310) 476 7644

trfie UClTk Cfjkano/a 2crtino/a fIfm & Tcfevision ^Association

is prou6 to present our i2tlj .'Hnnuaf JestivafSe Cine
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"Loaded Cameras, Broken Silence"

fri. nQv,20th
7:30pm

Reception Will Follow
Featuring

and Other

Special Guests

Different Films Will

Screen Each Day

sat. npy 21st
1:00pm

GUEST OF HONOR
Saul Landau

will screen "The Sixth Sun"
about the Uprisings in Chiapas

foUoMTlng the Student Screenings
- ^

@ The James Bridges Theater
Meinitz Hall, UCLA

(on the Northeast comer of Campus)

gratis gratis gratis EVENT IS FREE gratis gratis gratis

The Event is Co-Sponsored By The UCLA Department of Film and Television.

Paid for by The Campus Programs Committee of theProgram Activities Board,

The Board of Director's Interaction Fund AJSAC Programming Committee,

The UCLA Chicane Stuciies Research Center, and Meinitz Movies.

MONTE
From page 23

deeply imbedded into who Monte is

as a person. To cross over to

American culture, she says, would

be to leave part of herself behind.

"The kind of success 1 have m
Brazil is very different from the

success 1 have in other parts of the

world.

"Everybody knows my language,

everybody knows the composers

that I'm singing, at least everybody

has the opportunity to know these

things." Monte says.

"Outside of Brazil, my audience

is more restricted, but most of that

audience is interested in music

from abroad. It's an interesting

audience, but it's not as accessible

than it is in Brazil, it very colloquial

there. Everyone can get it."

. This is not to say that Monte only

does Brazilian songs. She performs

many samples from North

American blues and rock, which is

not surprising, given the cosmopoli-

tan nature of Brazil.

Monte lists, in addition to samba

and other Brazilian styles. Bob
Marley, Stevie Wonder and the

Beatles as musical influences.

"I learned with all of them and I

became influenced by all of them,"

Monte says.

Monte says she would like to at

least expose those Americans who
think Brazilian music is all bossa

nova to what they've missed in

O ruy. i litm muaic ove r t he least lo r tv

call 310-840-6578 or

email LoadedCam@aol.com
for more info

years.

"1 don't have too many expecta-

tions," she says.

"It's nice to come here and play

for an American audience. But for

many Americans. Brazilian music is

like the bossa nova, and that just

one of the wonderful styles we have

over there.

"

Monte explains that the bossa

nova was a musical movement of

the '50s and '60s, saying that

Europe kept in contact with new

developments in Brazilian music.

"But it's like America missed the

'70s and 'SOs, and now they're just

starting to wake up to what's going

on over there," she says.

And Monte is very in love with

what is going on in Brazil. In fact,

she is in love with almost every

aspect of Brazilian culture.

"I'm a cultural patriot," Monte

says. "I'm totally in love with

Brazilian culture."

She never talks about her own
success, only of the culture and

society that formed her and her

music.

"To talk about Brazil music is to

talk about variety and diversity,"

Monte says.

"It's very natural for us there to

express ourselves in different musi-

cal styles. We're very familiarized

with them. We're a big country with

people from different origins."

Even the cover of her new album,

"A Great Noise," is drawn in the

style of one of Brazil's most popu-

lar pop artists, Carlos Zefiro.

Although his works were

released anonymously in the '50s

and '60s, the crudely printed porno-

graphic pocket books were hugely

popular. By using his style on her

cover, Monte reveals just how
ipuch she loves her culture.

"The album cover reflects the

popular art in Brazil," Monte says.

She says Zefiro was once consid-

ered pornographic by the oppres-

sive Brazilian government in the

'50s and '60s, but in the '90s, his art

is considered "naive.** '

"Even now he reflects the tastes

in Brazil," Monte says. "For me he

is one of the founders of Brazilian

popular culture."

MUSK: Monte performs at Royce

Hall Nov. 20 at 7 fun.TickcU are $30.

S24, $19 and $11 (UCLA studtnU

with VIM ID). Call ft2S-2101 for more
Mfocmation.

PRICES
From page 25

its class.

"If a work is priceless, it is

absolutely irreplaceable - there is

nothing else like it in the world,"

Maloney says.

Such masterpieces are exceedingly

rare, however, and most art can be

obtained for a definite price. What
that price is, however, is extraordinar-

ily variable. Christie's inaugural sale

in their Beverly Hills auction house
last spring, featuring contemporary
and 20th-century art, had a vast range

of prices.

In the 213 lots of paintings, draw-

ings, watercolors and sculptures, the

lowest prices were in the $1,000 to

$1,500 range, and the highest was an

oil on canvas by fantastical painter

Marc Chagall, in the $500,000 to

$700,000 range. Fiucynski also

recalled an estate sale where she had

auctioned an item for as little as $5,

when the list price had been $200.

Though therfe are many subtle fac-

tors that go into the appraisal and ini-

tial offering price of a work, the bot-

tom line is what consumers are willing

to pay, according to Maloney.

"The public sets the price ultimate-

ly by either bidding or not bidding on
the work."

From page 23

McNally. Unfortunately, neither one

could attend the ceremony, so a pre-

recorded video acceptance was
played. The James A. Doolittle

Award for Leadership in Los Angeles

Theater went to Barbara Beckley, the

co-founder and producing director of

the Colony Theatre Company.

Another brand-new special award

went out Monday night. This year,

Theatre L.A. unveiled its Community
Outreach Award, which went to

Margaret Ladd and Lyie Kessler, co-

founders of the Imagination

Workshop. The workshops provide

isolated communities - such as men^
tal institutions, geriatric centers and

schools - with the opportunity to cre-

ate and participate in theater. It is

based on the idea of helping people to

obtain an emotional outlet through

theater.

Despite this celebration of Los

Angeles theater's achievements, the

production itself was lacking.

Compared to last year's Ovations,

this year's spectacle seemed less cre-

ative; the sponsors were read in the

traditional boring fashion, and the

medley of musical theater nomina-

tions only featured actors standing on

stage with a microphone, singing a bit

of their song.

Not all nominations were even

presented, and the sound system

made it difficult to understand the

singers. It seemed to be an omen
when, before the awards show began,

the audio for the video introduction

of the ceremony suddenly turned on

and then off again.

Throughout the night the tempera-

mental microphones either sporadi-

cally produced static or failed to pick

up the speakers. The faulty audio sys-

tem prompted Bob Blackburn, who
won for Sound Design in a Smaller

Theatrtf, to jokingly ask, "l-s this
'-

icro-one '-rking?" But the happy-go-

lucky theater fans did not seem to

mind and exuded a real warmth.

Theater members cheered so

heartily for their colleagues that one

would think that the awards were

voted on by a talk show applause-o-

metcr.

And though, like all award shows,

the Ovations seemed a bit long, the

audience did not seem to particularly

mind, floodmg the lobby of the

Shubert to hob-nob and share in the

Los Angeles theater community

experience.
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($129 Value)

(exclusive

professional model)

includes 4 brush

heads and timer

Get a Free New BRHun

ULTRA Plaque Remover

-> >*

with complete exam,

x-rays and cleaning.

•New patients only

•Not good with any other offer

•Expires 12/30/98

Insurance may cover

100% of cost

Give us the opportunity to introduce ourselves

to you and show you our new Santa Monica office which

is outfitted with the latest, state-of-the-art equipment. Qnce

you've seen our dedication to excellence in Family Dentistry,

you won't go anywhere else!

c

AARON H. SHEILYD.D.S,
& ASSOCIATES

<""394-0247
Member ADA and CDA NITROUS OXIDE - T.V.- STEREO HEADPHONES

1502 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 303,

Santa Monica

Evening and Weekend Appointments

sheily@DDS4U.com
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IGAME D^NOV.
Get Furniture!!!

Get your inflatable furniture,

haHHHice!!:- •- I

UCLA T-shirts and Sweatshirts

r
I ^^ OFF
a Offers good this Thursday 11/19, Friday 11/20 A Saturday 11/21 only

M The VMmate Gift Store" 310.824.169
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Campus Happenings

Travel Tickets

Internships

Apartments for Rent

ThuRday, November 19, 1998

CLASSIFIED
Have a small item to

sell?Visltusat118

Kerckhoff Hall to

place your ad in the

Bruin Bargains

section

index advertising information

ANNOUNCEMENTS •

1 1 00
1200
1300
1400
1 000
1600
1 700
1800
1 900
2000
2050
2100
2200
2300
2400
2500
2600

Campus Happenings
Campus Organizations
Campus Recruitment
Campus Services
Birthdays
Legal notices
Lost & Found
Miscellaneous
Personal Messages
Personals
Pregnancy
Recreational Activities

Research Subjects
Sperm / Egg Donors
Tickets Offered
Tickets Wanted
Wanted

FOR SALE
2700
2800
2900
3000
3100
3200
3300
3400
3500
3600
3700
3800
3900
4000
4100
4200
4300
4400
450'>

Appliances
Art / Paintings

Bicycles / Skates
Books
Calling Cards
Cameras / Camcorders
Collectibles

Computers / Softwares

Furniture

Garage / Yard Sales
Health Products
Miscellaneous
Musical Instruments
Office Equipment"
Pets
Rentals
Sports Equipment
Stereos / TVs / Radios
Table Sports

118 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles, CA 90024

INTERNET
E-Mail: classifieds@media.ucla.edu

Web: http://www.dailybnjin.ucla.edu

One issue, up to 20 words $8.00
...each additional word 0.50

Weekly, up to 20 words 27.00
...each additional word 1 .50

Monthly, up to 20 words 90.00
...each additional word 5.00

For Classified Display ads,

please see our rate card
for variat>le rate information.

DEADLINES
Classified Line Ads:
1 working day before printing,

at 1 2 noon.
Classified Display Ads:
2 working days t>efore printing,

at 1 2 noon.
There are no cancellations after

noon of the day before printing.

Classified Line: (310) 825-2221
Fax:(310)206-1359

Classified Display: (310) 206-3060
Fax:(310)206-0528

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Thu: 9:00am-4:00pm
Fri: 9anr>-2:30pm
Th« ASUCLA Communications board fully supports the University of Calilorma s policy on nondiscrimination No medium shall accept advertisements which present persons of any origin, race, sex, or sexual orientation in

a demeaning way or imply that they are limited to positions, capabilities, roles, or status in society Neither the Daily Brun nor the ASUCLA Communications Board has investigated any of the services advertised or the

advertisements represented in this issue Any person believing that an advertisement in t(Sisi6§ye violated the Board's policy on norvjiscnmination staled herein should communicate complaints in writing to the Business

Manager, Daily Brum. 1 18 Kerckhoff Hall. 308 Westwood Plaza, Los Angeles. CA 90024 For assistance with housing discrimination problems, call the UCLA Housing Office at (310) 825-4271 or call the Westside Fair Hous-

ing Office at (310) 475-9671 Classified ads also appear on line at http //www dailybrmn ucia edu Placement on-line is offered as a complimentary service for customers and is not guaranteed The Daily Brum is responsible

for the first incorrect ad insertion only Minor typographical errors are not eligible for refunds For any refund, the Daily Brum Classified Department must be notified of an error on the first day of publication by noon

^^ VISA

PAYMENT
Please make checks payable to

"The UCLA Daily Bruin." We
accept Visa, MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards. Allow 5
working days for mdil payments.

HOW TO WRITE
AN EFFECTIVE AD

• start your ad with the

merchandise you are selling.

This niakes it easier for readers to

quickly scan the ads arxJ locate

your Items.
• Always include the price of your
item. Many classified readers

simply do not resporxl to ads
without prices.

• Avoid abbreviations—make your

ad easy for readers to understand.
• Place yourself in the reader's

position, ask what you woukj like to

know at}out the merchandise, and
include that in the ad. Include such
informatk}n as brand names, cok)rs

and other specific descriptions.

1100
Campus Happenings

ALCOHOL AND DRUG
READINESS GROUP

WEEKLY UCLA group (or individuals ques-

i iontng mo i f a icohoi or ofug ubo i faongBT

1300
Campus Racraltiiient

1300 1300
Caiiyiit ilscfuilHiflnl

Elizabeth Suti 3 10-206' 1148.

TRANSPORTATION •

4600
4700
4800
4000
5000
5100
5200
5300
5400
5500

Auto Accessories
Auto Insurance
Auto Repair
Autos for Sale
Boats for Sale
Motorcycles for Sale

Parking
Scooter / Cycle Repair
Scooters for Sale

Vehicles for Rent

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. Discusiion, Fri. Slip Study, 2408 Ackennon

Thurt. look Study, 2408 Adwrmon

MA/W Rm. Dwitol A3-029

Wod.lbn.A3-029

Dncutsion.AllimM 12:10- IKWpm

for jteahoUc* or IndMduah mho hatm a drlnUng probhm.

1700
Lost and Rwnil

TRAVEL
5600
5620
5640
5660
5680
5700
5720

Resorts / Hotels
Rides Offered
Rides Wanted
Taxi / Shuttle Service
Travel Destinations
Travel Tickets
Vacation Packages

5HbU
5900
6000
6100
61 50
620f)

6:W}
6400
6500
6600
6700
6800
6900
7000
7100
7200

7300

1 -900 numbers
Financial Aid
Insurance
Computer / Internet

Foreign Languages
Health / Beauty Services
Legal Advice / Attorneys
Movers / Storage
Music Lessons
Personal Services
Professional Services
Resumes
Telecommunications
Tutoring Offered
Tutoring Wanted
Typing

Writing Help

LOST- Prescription glasses in a dark pink

case. Please call: 310-267-9767.

1800
Mlscellanoous

FREE WINNERS. FREE SCORES. FREE
Lines, no money, no operators, no hassles

www.line-busters.com.

FUR-FREE FRIDAY1998
"March for the Animals" 11am. 11/27. Santa

Monica Blvd & Canon. Beverly .Hills with

"Last Chance for Animals " Join us! Protest

Neiman Marcus West Info: 310-271-6096.

www.cine-nites.com
SHORTS FESTIVAL.

YOUR CREDIT UNION
Your on-campus&on-line linancial services

source, for students, faculty&staff Visit us at

Ackerman A-Level. on-line at www.ucu.org

or call 3 10-477-6628

EMPLOYMENT
7400
7500
7600
7700
7800
7900
8000
8100
8200
8300

Business Opportunities

Career Opportunities
Child Care Offered

Child Care Wanted
Help Wanted
Housesitting
Internship

Personal Assistance
Temporary Employment
Volunteer

M Have you been taken advantage of. M
M played, cheated? Do you have a ^
^i friend who's kinky habits are ruining H
^J

your relationship? Get paid for your ^
^i story. Testing for a new television h
4 show. (323)957-6302. H

BCG is a premier management consultingfirm

_^ specializing in strategy consulting

All graduating seniors interested in our
Associate Program should submit a cover letter,

resume, transcript and SAT/GRE scores by
December 4, 1998 to:

Karen Chow, Recruiting Coordinator

355 South Grand Ave., 33rd Floor

Los Angeles, CA 90071

II .1
I J^resentation & Case Interview

Workshop: October 28, 1998
Resume Deadline: December 4, 1998

First Round Interviews: January 14, 1999
Second Round Interviews: January 22, 1999
Final Interviews: Date will vary per office

Thh Boston Con.siilting Group, inc.

The Worldwide leader in Corporate Sirateay
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HOUSING
8400
8500
8600

Apartments for Rent
Apartntents Furnished
Condo / Townhouse for Rent
Condo / Townhouse for Sale

Guesthouse for Rent
House for Rent
House for sale

Houset>oats for Rent / Sale

Housing N««ded
Room for Help . .

•

Room for Rent
Roommates - Private Room
Roommates - Shared Room
Sut>l«tt

Vacation Rentals

index

Personals

PUERTO RICAN/ITALIAN male(211 es-

cort/masseur available for men/women/cou-

ples. Call LUCHO's 24/hr Los Angeles pager

562-220-0262. $150/hour I will travel any-

where!

2100
HSCfMniOIUII AI4IVIU01

MARTIAL ARTS. Kalabami Ju-Jitsu Dojo tra*-

ditional & authentic ju-jitsu. self-defense t'ai

chi. yoga, chi gung. meditation Master Alex-

eyKunin 323-512-2538

TENNIS PARTNERS
LOOKING FOR NEW TENNIS PARTNERS''

Westside Executive Tennis League.

Call Cathi 310 281 3054. , , .

Ai-Taiib
UCLA'S Muslim Student

Newsmagazine

V.

MEDICAL SCHOOL ADMISSION INTERVIEWS
December 7

KIGEZI INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL OF
MEDICINE

Schedule at Preprofessional Advising Office

(310)206-9969, 1662

Bring:
A3 16 Murphy Hall ___^

• Completed application & essays (print from website)

• Official or unofficial college transcripts

2200
Reseanch SolHeds

MALE TWINS NEEDED! For UCLA Re

search Project. Ages 18-40. $20 for 1 hour

Please call 310-825-9006.

NORMAL HEALTHY CHILDREN and adol-

escents 8-16yrs needed for UCLA research

study. Receive $25 for lab expenment and
developmental evaluation, and get a scientif-

ic learning experience Call 310-825-0392.

POSTMENOPAUSAL WOMEN 45+ (Healthy

or with heart disease) wanted for a study on
coronary artery disease involving small

amounts of radioactivtry at UCLA. $25/hr (2

days. 4hrs eacti) Call 310-825-1118 or 310-

206-6675

2300

^

ANONYMOUS sperm donors needed He<p

infertile coup^ wrtMie reoe(vir>g tmancial

compensation up to $600/month arx) tree

hpatth screening Convenwnt hours located

•n Wt»stwood Can Kim 310^4 994 1

Daily Bruin Gassifted

1300
GainpK

1300
CammilMnilMrt »

BECOME A STOCKBROKER NOW!
Full or Part-time

BARABAN TRAINING INSTITUTE

SERIES 7 EXAM PREPARATION

offers you:

• Series 7 and Series 63 Pre-Licensing Training

• 6-week Programs
• Weekend classes

• Exann sponsorship available through

InterFirst Capital Corp.

• Full service broker-dealer affiliation for

licensed applicants

Mention this ad and receive a

SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNT!
Call now for Infornnation and enrollment

(818) 784-0048 or (800) 417-8625

RAMA Financial

16255 Ventura Boulevard, Suite 706

Encino, California 91436

e-mail: ruskytrdr@aol.com web: http://www.ramafin.com

Pregnant?

Panicked?

CalM-800-R-HERE-4-U

for the Pregnancy Care

Center nearest you.

Free tests. Confidential,

caring assistance.

We helped 24,000 people last

year and we can help you.

The Right to Life League

of Southern California

2200
RneMfdi Studtes

4aoa jfioa
Miscelaiieous Misceiianeditt

]P
y m

Readings By Lauren

^ World Renowned

M Psychic Readings

'^larol Card

X Reunites Lovers

>t Advises on all Problems of life

M Special Sludenl Discount

Tel: (310) 858-1168
••*••••••••••****•****

*H

JcWi4^ \f4^ lie

Personals Personals

Like Mom's Home Cooking
Thanksgiving Special at the Coop

fr— Nov 23-25 • IO:30am-7:30pm
I i<:

Serving Turkey with Dressing

Mashed Potatoes or Yams
Veggies, Cranberry Sauce

^Roll M.25

206-0740 • Open Daily •

Ackerman Union A-Level

&$^.
UCtflmsTRmSTflURflHTS

Join a federally

funded study comparing

a new space age condom
with a classic latex

condom.

Free medical care/supplies

to couples

using condoms as birth

control for 6 months.

FOR INFORMATION CALL

(800)521-5211

2300
Sperm/I^Ki Donors

EGG DONORSi
WANTED

If you are a healthy
female between
the ages pfJ9 and
30 and have health

Insurance.

Compensation
$3500.00

Call Mima Navas at

(310) 829-6782

Make A
Difference
Loving Couple Seeks

EGG DONOR

HiOM/Egt Donors

EGG DONORS NEEDED
COMPASSIONATE women from all races

wanted by infertile hopeful couples Ages 21 -

30. Compensation $3,500. Call OPTIONS

800-886 9373

OVUM DONOR NEEDED for infertile black

couple Physically fit, University-educated fe-

male 2l-29y/o. Needed to donate eggs

Donor Fee 31 0-723-2888

SCANDINAVIAN individual needs egg donor

with similar features Excellent compensa

tion 310-451-9880

2500
Tlekols Wanted

FUTURE Cade McNown, 1 1 yrs old, yes, he s

left handed, needs two UCLA/USC football

tickets for he and his dad 818-222-6877

2600
liiiiioa

NON-STUDENT TICKETS wanted for UCLA
vs use football game TOP-DOLLAR' 2 tick-

ets+ 213-241-1750. cellphone 21 3-700-

6215

W Age 21 -29
5'3" to 57" W

Small to Medium Build

Dark Hair (straight/wavy)

Prefer Light Eyes
(but dark ok.)

PLEASE HELP US CREATE
THE FAMILY OF OUR

DREAMS.

COMPENSATION $4500

CREATIVE CONCEPTIONS INC
1-888-411 -EGGS
(949) 488-2868

WE BUY CARS New and old Running or

not Je« 310-714-5808

WE'RE LOOKING FOR
A FEW GOOD SPERM All races. 20-40 yrs

$50 per acceptable donation Call OPTIONS

at 800-886-9373

Classifieds

825-2221

CLASSIFI

ADVERTISr-^'G
^^
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FREE Flu Vaccine for oil registered UCLA students

Monday, 23 Nov - Westwood Plaza, in front of Ashe / 1 to 4 pm

Bring your Bruincord / First come, first served / 200 doses

UCLA Arthur Ashe Student Health & Wellness Center

More information about otfier Free Flu Vaccine events in November

www.saonet.ucla.edu/healfh.htm or coll 310 825-4073

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Pulpits

6 Juliet's Iwlovcd
1 1 Stieepishi

roply'^

14 Gaiety

15 Bay window
16 Ballpark ofticial

17 Actress Ekbery
18 Divers mistake

20 Actor Holbrook

21 Miseries

23 Bump on a ski

slope

24 Disembarks
26 Reddish-brown
28 Grinned
30 Dry riverbeds

31 Use c> loom
32 Kind of boom
33 - Diego

Chargers
36 - and the King

of Siam
37 Cro.wd

38 Shakespeaiean
villain

3P Clean a fish

40 Substantial

41 Pfetondod

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

A B 1 D E

1

c A S E

1

G E R E

L A iT 1 N R C A E M 1 R
e: [T E ,0 T D 1 O R Y G 1

c A M E R
M P

D M E S T 1 C

M^^B A 1 P U R E E D
M E M E N T ll E A Rn
A P A R T L E A F! M M
K 1 T E E A L L S R 1 P E

C T H^ R S O A N T E S

H E R |H U N L A ^ C H
C L O N E D DA B jjjj^^^l

Q U A N D A R Y A G o D A
U R C^i E

1

R E

1

N s E S

1 V E S M O R E 1 N I E T

P E R r Sj P E D A G o R A
1/ »/ Ul't/ liiiiliHl f t'.iIiiM' SyriiliiMlO

DOWN
1 Asian nurs<>

2 Girl in ' Drac ul.i

3 Intelligent

4 Baseballer

Mel
5 Qklahom.i trit)0

4? U S Marine —
43 Steers clear of

44 Stonework
47 Claims on

property

48 FU)rida city

49 Actress
Deboiah

bO Cra/e
f)3 Source o\

molasses
fi6 Bl<t/inq

h8 ScUilt Mane
^9 Act sc.ued

60 Actress

(larbo

61 Atfirmafiv(>

62 Golf course
units

63 Sea duck

6 Dressing
gowns

,' IVletallic rocks

H Wirr) measure
9 Electiic fisli

10 (lames
11 Swell

outw.ud
12 Love in Pans
13 Spre.jd on <JS

()ainl

19 DandK--.

22 StrarKie

25 Thom.is
Edison

26 Sweot tf'eat

27 -GarfuMd
pooch

28 Festoon
29 List of options

30 Malt hguids

32 Covered with

suds
33 Fulfilled

34 Matured
35 Head

movements __
3/ German mister

38 Computer-
screen graphic

40 Ruler

41 So so
42 Soft drink

43 Tune
44 Covered with

green growtfi

4fi Sharp
46 Wise onus
4 7 Acts like a

wolf'

49 Type of jerk''

51 Comedian
Johnson

52 Rel(W('d

fvJ Bill and
55 Pointed tool

57 Day of the wk

Displa*
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4600
Anto Aoosssoftes

Car Cover w/lock fits BMW 3 series 1983-91

Waterproof/breathable. Excellent cond.. no

mar1<ings Pd/$265 sac/$75 Bike rack for

same new $35 (310)206-9774

4700
Auto Insurance

mnfM Dosiinnioni

2700
Appliances

FRIDGE FOR SALE
AMANA FRIDGE 1 YEAR OLD Mint condi-

tion. 18 5 cubic feet Top freezer $45000
Jennifer 310-393-6623.

Ait/PaMiiigt

JUST RETURNED FROM BALI with totally

unique colorlul quality items Silver jewelry,

baroque pearls, silk sarongs, batik paintings.

Ball moomoos etc. For sale cheap in quanti-

ty 310-578-5986

2900
Bicycles for Sale

GARY FISHER MOUNTAIN BIKE- 21 speed

Big Sur 19' Rock Shox. Brand new. Addi-

tions made $700 00 obo. 310-392-9617

3400
Computers/Software

COMPUTERS
DESIGN YOUR OWN system Used sys

AUTO
INSURANCE
''NO BULL"
Best Prices, Same Day

STUDENT DISCOUNTS

Motorcycles, SR22
Accidents, Tickets OK

CALL AA«IA NOW
FOR FREE QUOTE

TOLL FREE
1 (800) 225-9000

TRAVEL
London... $371

Sydney $923

NewYork $330

Mexico City $323

Rome. $536

AJI (ares are round tnp Tax not incHided

Some restrictions may apply CSl »J0H560^

(310) 824-1574
920 Westwood B^d.

5TA TRAVEL
Ws vc bstn Umic.

www.statravel.com

Autos for Sale

1989 HONDA CIVIC Blue hatchback, excel-

lent condition 103k miles, 4 -speed, second
owner. Leaving country, records available.

$3200obo 3 1 206-5 1 04(altn/evening)

asb|orn@chem ucia edu

Sout^AimmM

lomt Imm UV»: U»m 300 mha ivtl»m.t576, P^ "^P* 323_ Red. 2door HalchPack

Repairs and system upgrades Diagnostics

$25. 310-216-0336.

FREE LONG DISTANCE/ACCESS TO inter-

net - without a computer Aplio $209 00/lnter-

net Phone $309.00 (Exclusive distributor).

UCLA Faculty 310-230-4231.

Furalture

MATTRESS BONANZA!!
SEALY, STEARNS & FOSTER Also Ortho-

pedic twin-sets-$79 95, Fulls-$99.95,

Queens-$139.95 Pillowtops-$299 95.

Kings- 199 95. Delivery Beacon Mattress.

1309 Westwood Blvd. 310-477-1466

MATTRESS SETS!!!
Twin $7'J. Full $89, Quoon $139, King $159.

Bunkbeds Dehvenes, Phone Orders Accept-

ed 310-372-2337.

MATTRESSES, FUTON. DESK Bookshelf

Dinette Sets T-Table Lamps Dehvenes 7-

days open King's Furniture 11961 Santa

Monica Blvd 310-575-4243

MOVING Student desk $85 Desk/chair $20;

File cabinet, stereo cabinet, bookcase $25
each, Bedroom sot $200, L.imps $in more.

310 30rv37R0

3upei COliU i l iuii
,

1 1 K. A/C, S'&pBHU. $2350
310-826-8316.

1993 MAZDA MIATA White/black, 5speed.
44Kmiles. New top, AM/FM cassette, excel-

lent condition. $9500 310-230 3919.

5300
Scoolar / Cyde Repair

CycleTime Company (Since 1977)j
* Moped • Motor Scooter • Motorcycle
H Sales • Repairs • Insurance

• EXCHANGE AD FOR FREE PICK-UP
• OR PURCHASE DISCOUNT

' 1632 S La Cienega Blvd
Six Blocks Soutfi o1 Pico

<» (310)275-6734
C7

Round Trip Airfares

Lima $375

Cuzco $595

Santiago — —^ $689

Sao Paulo /Rio $656

Guayaquil / Quito $570

Duenoa Aires $C98

C'ift<*o Vf«i<*liii f'i<*<*liii
R. T All Fa'e • 4 0.i)S 3 N.^hts Hotel & City Sightseeing

VO«/U Plii*ta«e«

alto packaKet to Galapago*

For Res 310 652 8821 /800 289 0549
PROFESSIONAL TRAVEL SERVICE

South American SpectallsU (ST • ioi7oj»io

Europe
$239 (each way plus taxes)

MAWAII- $1 19 0/W
Many other destinations!
CALL 310-394-0550
http://www.airhitch.org

CST 20286.^840

5400
Scooters for Sale

5700
Travel Ticktts

•85 HONDA ELITE 250 2nd owner. 11,500

miles 70mph. Runs great $1000obo 310-

286-3396

5500
Vehicles for Rent

FLY CHEAP!!
• ROUND TRIP COURIER AIRFARES •
London S385 Seoul $300 Hong Kong $389
China $285 Sydney $720 Bangkok S370

40%-80% OFF ALL FARES
AIR COURIER INTERNATIONAL

1-800-892-7216 24 iirs

3900
Musical Instruments

GUITAR FOR SALE Fender Squier Strato-

caster (white), excellent condition, includes

strap, stand $215 OBO Jean 310-209-

0975, iplin@ucla edu

4200
Rentals

OFFICE SPACE
FOR LEASE

884 Sq (t. $1700/mo Utilities paid. Piiine

Westwood location. Call Anne or Yvonne
310-208-1987.

••••••••••
* Piano Rentals *
jf Low Monthly Rates X
• Hollywood Piano Rental Company^

213-462-2329 ^
••••••••••

FROM $17.95/DAY
RENT A-CAH Under 25 o k Cash deposit

ok Free miles allowance Open 7 days/wk

Major credit-cards accepted 1-800-770-

0606

Resorts/ Hotels

7 1 ^cstiuood Inn 'Motel
KKJ) Wil-Jwi lfc«ifc-v ifvl «»-«l\>"iil 1 ^ •"!.' 1 1 M*li ^'^ tJii-'

• U-v. tli.iit OIK- mile friim I <,!> i .impiis

-I'rcc loniitH-nijI lirc.ikl.isi

Attunl.ihU-. iliMH .mil conitnrt.ilili- rtxmis

I til- i.il>li- IV A Uh.iI rrlcpluiiH- C.ilK

-^x-kh'. .M«»ilttlv *nA >{n«ip rjt^-^ .i\.itl.il*

hur renerimllnmt caU. (MO) 4''4 42tt2H^ t

Financial Aid

$QUICK CASH$
OWN A CAR'' Get a cash loan in 30minutes

while you drive No credit chock. W.S M.

888300-8942.

STUDENT LOANS
GET YOUR Stafford Student Loan from Uni-

versity Credit Union (Lender Code 832123)

Also receive low-cost financial services 310-

477-6628, www ucu org

6^ ^_
leSMWa*MIM WMtmni. CA f00}4

erilOia|4/IM474

INSURANCE WAR!
WELL BEAT ANYONE S price or don I want

your business. All dnvers Newty licensed

Student/staM/faculty discounts Request the

"Brum Plan" 310 777-8817 oi 818 222

5595

/illslate
^foif^ in 0ood hands.

Insurance Company
(310)312-0204

1281 Westwood Blvd.
<2 tolks So of Wllsl-^lre)

6100
Coaipiiter / iBtermt

mecdbk
Die BESTprices for all your PC gaming needs,

6200
Health Services

A HOLIDAY GIFT TO LOOK YOUR BEST.

Talented stylist at world renown salon is of-

fenng, lor a limited time a fabulous precision

cut and style for a very small charge. (Wed.

evenings only). Contact Mollie 310-286-

0211.

HAIR COLOR/HIGHLIGHTS from $15-$30.

HAIRCUTS from $15 at Beverly Hills Salon.

Advanced ass't program 9666 Brighton

Way Call GAVERT-ATELIER 310-858-7898

VIDAL SASSOON
SALON in Beverly Hills. Advanced training

team is looking for models for $15 haircuts

Please call 310-775-8808

Dcllnilely IVrniaiienl

IL^K REMOVAL
L.As forcmo.st Kicclrolotiisl

LuCia (310) 208-8193
1951 Weslwooci F3lvci.

CT^TTTiiiiixiiiTiriTiiixiix a

H
H

M

'H

Contemoo Nails
Manicures Pedicures

Fills & Silks

Sculptured Nails

Wax
& MORE!

333 Robertson Blvd. Beverly Hills

(btwn. Gregory Way & Olympic Blvd.)

fVlon^Sat 9-7 pm. Sun 10-5 pm.
Free Parking

No Appt. Necessary

Call (310) 855-8879
ttxxxuiixiiiiizixxxizxzii

H

6300
Legal AcMce/Attomeys

BANKRUPTCY
GET OUT OF DEBT NOW' Free Consulta-

tion Experienced attorneys, reasonable

lees Law Offices of White and Associates

(Cheryle M White, UCLAW •86"') 800-420-

9998 or 310-207-2089 12301 Wilshire

Bl .Ste 550, WLA

ERASE DEBTS, REBUILD CREDIT
WITH/WITHOUT BANKRUPTCY Renowned
(UCLAW, 73) attorney, Lon B Isaacson off-

ers superb service/low fees. Free consulta-

tion 213-487-7200

GREEN CARD
FOR WORKPERI^ITS, green cards, and all

iniaiigration problems call expenenced immi-

gration attorney Reasonable rates. 213-251-

9588 for attorney Doreen.

NO RECOVERY NO FEE
f^YER LAW FIRM, Century City. Auto-accid-

ents, slips/falls, discnmination. sexual-haras-

sment UCLA Graduate Scott D. Myer

hltp;//www bestlawyer.com 310-277-3000.

6400
Movers/storage

BEST MOVERS: Licensed, insured Lowest

rales. Fast, courteous-^careful Many stud-

ents moved for $98 Lie T- 163844 NO JOB
TOO SMALL' 1-800-2-GO-BEST

HONEST MAN W/14ft truck and dollies,

small |obs. short notice ok Student discount

Ask about 10% discount 310-285-8688 Go
Brums' .'..

'
' ''

\.
--

'

., ..

• .'

JERRYS MOVING&DELIVERY The careful

movers Expenenced, reliable, same-day de

livery Packing, boxes available Also pick

up donations for American Car>cer Society

JerryO 31 0-391 5657

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedicated pro-

fessional. At your home or WLA studio. 1st-

lesson free. No drum set necessary.

Neil:213-654-8226.

GUITAR INSTRUCTION 15 years exp. all

levels and styles. Patient and organized.

Guitars available Sam 310-826-9117.

GUITAR LESSONS by professional near

UCLA. All levels, guitars avail. Call Jean at

310-476-4154. wvw.JWGS.com
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6700
rroiessiQiiai senfioes

6700

IMMIGRATION
Grf«n Cards • Citizenship • Temporary Work Permits • Investor Visas...Company Start-ups

Reasonable rates for what you need including Altomey RepresenUlion • Paralegal Forms Preparation

. .NGEL V'SA aNTER-T"«'»"«*"'*'^""^
Immigrant and Non-immigrant Visa Services • Citizenship • Travel JVrmits

310-478-2899 phone Call for a Free Coasultation 310-477-6833 fax

Al

7100
IMoring Wanted

7500
Career Opportunities

Personal Services

TENNIS LESSONS
BY FORMER UCLA Team member and tour-

ing professional. Student discount Call

James at 31 0-479-7808

6700
Professional Services

MBA, LAW, MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS!
FRUSTRATED DEVELOPING your cntical

personal statements? Get professional help

from well-known author/consultant. 310-826-

4445.

www.winningpersonstatement com

AU-PURPOSE WRITING & EDITING

Help at any stage with any topic.

Personal Statements. Courses. Theses,

Dissertations & Manuscripts

by PhD from UC
International .Students Welcome

(323)665-8145

A FREE SESSION
P8VCMOThERAPY/COUN8EL tNQ lu i Uti-

pression, anxiety, obsessions, post-traumat-

ic stress, etc Couples/Individuals Student

rates. Crime victims may be eligible for free

treatment. Call Liz Gould
(MFC#32388) ©310-578-5957 to schedule

your free consultation.

EAGLE EYED EDITOR
PROOFREADS THESES, publications; tu-

tors English, study skills; trains time man-

agement, stress reduction. Nadia Lawrence

PhD 310-393-1951.

PRIZE-WINNING
ESSAYIST AND FORMER PROFESSOR
w/two Ph.Ds can help you produce winning

prose. Theses, papers, personal statements.

David <davedit@pacbell.net> 805-646-

4455.

TUTORS NEEDED
PRIVATE TUTORS needed lor educational

consulting firm's junior and senior high

school clients. Basic math thru calculus,

physics, chemistry, French, history, writing,

and SAT. Must have excellent wntten and

verbal communication skills. Expenence re-

quired Senior and grad students only Car

necessary. Hours vary on as needed basis.

Competitive salary. 310-474-5783 or fax re-

sume:31 0-475-6346

VALLEY TUTORS
PRIVATE TUTORS needed for educational

consulting firm's west valley clients. Basic

math thru calculus, physics, chemistry,

French, Spanish, history, wnting. and SAT

Must have excellent wntten and verbal com-

munication skills Experience required Sen-

iors and grad students only Car necessary

Hours vary on as needed basis Competitive

salary. 310-474-5783 Fax resume 310-475-

6346.

7200
Typing

ACCURATE. DEPENDABLE and SPEEDY
typing service Close to campus Call Laune

310-478-6230.

BELLWEB ADVERTISING company Posi-

tions available working in internet advertis-

ing Good communication skills, basic com-

puter knowledge 213-607-0874

REAL ESTATE consulting firm seeks self

starter w/attention to detail Conduct follow-

up phone interviews and data entry to exist-

ing clients. No cold calling or sales. Home
buying experience preferred but not re-

quired Requires PC proficient, excellent

communication skills. 25-30 hrs/wk/flexible

plus 2 evenings. $10-12/hr. Fax 310-914-

1810.

7700
Child Care Wanted

TWO UCLA PROFESSORS living in Pacific

Palisades seek assistance at home on two or

more late aftemoon/evenings/week (help

with errands, cooking, childcare-3&7 year

old gills) Salary is negotiable (310)206-

9290

7800
Help Wanted

STORE DETECTIVES
SECURITY GUARDS Needed now No exp

nee PT/FT Up to $l2/hr Call today. 562-

776-0878. for Valley 818-386-0170.

7800
Help Wanted

'^^W5

DO IT WRITE- Word processing, transcrib-

ing, typing, prooling. editing Fast and accu-

rate. $28/hf 24hr voicemail WLA location

3 1 0-44 1 -5955

REPORT PRODUCTION PUBLICATIONS

WLA real estate consulting firm seeks well-

organized, detail-orienied, motivated individ-

ual w/excellent computer skills to design,

edit, proof, and produce client reports and

presentations, spreadsheets, proposals, etc

Excel, Word, Powerpoint, and familiarity w/ll-

lustrator a plus. Graphic orientation P/T

w/potential growth to F/T after 3months $10-

$15/hr. Fax 310-914-1810.

SECRETARY/RECEPTIONIST- Perform

various duties in Beverly Real Estate Com-

pany Parttirne/Fulltime Starting pay S9 hr

w/great future )ob opportunities Fax re-

sume 310-278-6801 Attn J Edward Smith

7600
Child Care Offered

CHILDCARE PROyiDED

$ AMATEUR FEMALE
MODELS $

Make $200 per shoot No XXX' Must be 18-t-

years, old. SB Amat Co 805-683-6031.

$15/HR BRIGHT,

ENTHUSIASTIC
People to teach SAT Prep High test scores

required Transportation required We will

tram Flexible Hours Send Cover letter/re-

sume, including your scores by 12/10/98 to;

A Competitive Edge, Attn Barry. 9911 West

Pico Blvd Suite 1025. LA 90035 No phone

calls please

$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL mailing or cir-

culars No experience req Free information

packet Call 202-466- 1639

$20/HOUR+TIPS
FEMALE NUDE FIGURE MODELS needed

Professional studio Absolutely no sex,

drugs, alcohol," smoking, or touching. Work

your own hours Must have a great body and

a pretty face Asian models especially need-

ed Marina Studios, Downtown LA 323-222-

8044

CRgATlVe CMILPCHAPT PRE 9C I

I

QOL 00 ^°'l"?.^

$20/HR PT/FT
PROCESSING MAIL' Free supplies,

BonuftO ft l Bush—SASE Ifl

BIOMEDICAL, ELECTRONICS, and clean-

room micro-cleaning Full/Part-time employ-

ment Some physical work required Must

have transportation. Evenings/weekends

Start $7.50/hr Call Patrick Toll Free 9 888-

263-9886

Brentwood Bread Company has all positions

available w/good pay Hinng ASAP Flexible

hours. No experience required 310-826-

9400.

BUSY BRENTWOOD HOUSEHOLD needs

sharp person for grocery shopping/ local er-

rands/walk dog Must live on the West-

side/have car and clean DMV. 3 weekday
mornings and Sunday afternoons perma-

nent position 10-15 hrs wk Call after 3p m
310-273-7396

CASTING
EXTRAS needed for feature films, commer-

cials, and music videos Earn up to $240 per

day! No expenence needed Work guar-

anteed! Call today 213-851-6103

Casting extras for video on how yoga helps a

golf game Fax resume 310-476-7284

CENTURY CITY architecldesign firm seeks

FT exp professional to run busy office

PC/Mac/MS savvy Benefits No phone calls

Fax resume/sal reqt: 310-286 2301/Nakao-

ka Assoc

.CHILD DEVELOPMENT Expenenced To

teach 2y/o quadruplets 2days/week 8am-

1pm $10/hr 310-441 5085

CITY BEAN COFFEE in Westwood is look-

ing for coffee lovers tuiltime/part-time Apply

in person at 10911 Lindbrook Dr 310-208-

0108

CLERICALSALES POSITION PT or FT,

excellent opportunity Love of jewelry Call

between 12-6pm Westwood Village, 310-

208-8404

COMPUTER NOVICE seeks computer sci-

ence sludeiil on hourly basis to teach basic

programs. 9-5pm 310-475-7533

7800
NSmWanN
HOSTESS WANTED. Poslo Restaurant in

Sherman Oaks Tuesday-Saturday a must.

4- 10pm $6 50/hr*tips FT/PT positions

avail. 818-784-4400 between 2-3;30pm

HOUSEMOTHER for lovely senior Retire-

ment Resident in Westwood F/T; live-in

room and board ^sala ry Call 310-207-5818.

INTERNET ACTRESSES
WANTED! Work at home Make your own

hours. WEBCAM Business needs flirtatious

women 310-798-0592ext 66 Visit

http://GuestRoomCamconrVmoreinfo.him

INTL IMPORTING. Marketing and PR firm

seeks highly motivated, organized individual

w/excellent communication skills to work in

fast paced office. Facets of position include

Advertising, Coordinating Special Events,

Copywriting Must be fluent in Italian. F/T

$ 1 800/mo+benefits Fax resume 2 13-653-

1768 Attn John Patterson. VP

INTL IMPORTING. Marketing, and PR firm

seeks organized detail orientated adminis-

trative assistant to perform such functions as

data entry, faxing, pfiotocopymg, phones.

Must be fluent in Italian. P/T, flexible hours

$8/hr Fax resume:2 13-653- 1768 Attn;John

Patterson, VP

UCLA Annual Fund
$8. 18/HR. PLUS BONUS

PAID TRAINING • CONVENIENT SCHEDULING
[\fi3r\ Thuis «v«. lings weckeni] sHiMs 4«aiUDiei

' Contact Leila

310-794-0277
1083 Giivley Avenue. 4tfi floor. Westwood

VVH Mf ,itilt' In oltpi woiK sliiflv

LE BEACH CLUB
AMERICAS FAVORITE TANNINE resort is

expanding&has hmitedwof FT openings for

motivated, outgoing, tanning/sales consult-

ants Hourly icommission $9-18/hr Positions

are limited so call now&iom LE BEACH
CLUB, the Very Best Call Carol 310-820-

4067 or lax resume 310-791 -01 55

LIBRARY CLERK- p/t $8-10/hr Reliable,

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

Comprehensive Dissertation Assistance

Theses. Papers, and Personal Statements

Proposals and Books

International Students Welcome Smce 1935

Sharon Bear. Ph.D. (310) 470-6662

6800
Resumes

RESUMES PREPARED
STUDENT DISCOUNT available 818-349-

8928.

7000
lUtorlng Offered ^

MATH/PHYSICS/STATISTICS/English/He-

brew Computerized statistical analysis avail-

able.Tutoring service. Free consultation

Reasonable rates, call anytime llan (800)90-

TUTOR www.my-tutorcom

THE WRITING COACH
EXPERIENCED TEACHER, Ph D oHers tu-

toring, term paper assistance, English, So-

cial Science. History. Foreign Students Wel-

come. Call: 310-452-2865.

UCLA ENGLISH ALUMNI, pro-writer, young,

superb papers guaranteed. High school and

below welcome. Jeff 213-653-2240.

WRITING TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford University

graduate. Help with English—for students of

all ages/levels. $17/hr. 310-472-8240 or

310-440-0285

7100
IMortngWanM

ORGANIC CHEMISTRY
TUTOR NEEDED seeking graduate student

only to tutor student Call Joy 213-939-0470_

HATE TO TYPE"? Let me do it for you

Fast-i-accurate Prolessional screen plays

accepted $2/pg Call-ins 310-839-3101 or

page 310-915-2255

WORD PROCESSING All types; research

papers, theses, resumes, fliers. Editing

proofing, &transcnption available. Emergen-

cies OK Call 818-598-1489 or email

anm1womn@pacbelt net. " '
'

""

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-

es, dissertations, transcnption, resumes. Ili-

ers, brochures, mailing lists, reports Santa

Monica, 310-828-6939 Hollywood, 213-466-

2888

7300
Writing Help

WORD PROCESSING Typing, proofing,

editing, rewriting, research, resumes, tutor-

ing, etc Fax, email, bnng work to me Rush

es. Student discount. 818-830-1546.

years m the Westside 7am-6pm Ages 1

4yTS $550/mo 310-838-6711

MOTHER'S HELPER
VERY RESPONSIBLE PERSON lor babysit-

ting/carpooling/tutoring 3 kids Must have

car&insurance. $10;hr for the right person

Call Sunny: 310-271-7309.

T

«£CyCL£

CMA/IJCLA Po Box 567443. Atlanta GA.

31156

signup® info inlomachine com

$7.25/hr and up!
DO YOU have initiative'' Become a UCLA

Community Sen/ice Officer and explore law

and public relations Great Pay Flexible

hours Student-oriented Web
-wwwucpd.ucU.edu.ucpd/csu.. Email,

csoWJucpd ucIa edu. Phone 310 825-2148

OPES

(SD®®

Classifieds

825-2221

Display

206-3060

7400
Business Opportunities

$1200-$2000
EARNING POTENTIAL in your lust couple of

weeks. Learn more atiout The Perfect Busi-

ness" Call 818-566-9503

$500/DAY Nude modeling -women ^8* all

types No experience necessary Safe, pro-

fessional environment Refer a friend and

earn $50' 310-358-3865

INTERNET/E-COMMERCE TRAFFIC dou-

bling every 100 days - why not own your own

personal percentage'' NYSE traded compa-

ny seeks brokers 800-805-4768

MAKE ONE MILLION DOLLARS' Or receive

$2,000 for just participating. Send $2 for re-

vealing info TRADING PLACES. 222 S

Figueroa Street «12l2b, LA. CA 90012

7500
Career Opportunities

7700
Child Care Wanted

BABYSITTER SAT AFTERNOONS/EVE
kids ages 10&12: non-smoking female, ox

cellent English, own transportation, happy,

outgoing personality Brentwood 310-472-

4684

BABYSITTER WANTED one night/wk every

other week You pick the night $6'hr

Contact Liz 818-789-4547

CHILDC/\RE NEEDED lor 4 yr old girl

Wed, Thuri. altutnoons in QH. Cfiild

care development traming'female preferred

Must have good California driving record

$10/hr 310-553-2925

DRIVER NEEDED SlOhr Balboa Park td

Brentwood Monday-Thursday 5 30pm pick-

up Good driving record references Proof

insurance required D.n 310-453-126(5 Eve

310-476-4790

LOVELY PROFESSIONAL FAMILY Desires

mother s assistant for children, hours 4-8pm

M F $6/hr Interested applicants please call

Renee 310-558-8050

MOTHER S ASSISTANT Responsible indi

vidual to help w/dnvmg, household skills,

child care, and computer skills PT 310-474-

9704

MOTHER'S HELPER wanted in Westwood

M F. 2-7pm Drivers license and references

needed Hours/flexible $10/hr. Fax resume

310-208 0334 or call 310-208-6004

NANNY to help w/2. 4, and 8-yr-old

TuesAA/edAThurs 12 45-4 45: Friday 12 45-

5 45. Saturday 12-9 Female preferred

Warm, energetic, .have, somti, jjxpenencc

w/children and have Safe-.'Vr'e liable car

$10/hr 310-276-5;330

Occasional PT babysitter for toddler Week-

night and weekend evenings Must have car

and references Salary negotiable Pacific

Palisades Deni 310-454-6061

PT RESPONSIBLE, experienced babysitter

able to cook and clean up after meals Tues

Sat, 7-9am and 5pm-evening Possible live-

in 310-393-4054 between 8am-8pm

1000 E

From Home' Earn $3/Envolope You Stutl.

Guaranteed For Free Inlormation. Call 323-

782-4055 Dept 110

ACCOUNTING ASSISTANT
Chemical Company with Westwood Village

Office Walk from Campus $13/hrPl Flexi-

ble Schedule Bookkeeping experience pre-

ferred FAX Resume 310-208-0351

ADMIN. ASS'T
PT Position. SM pediatric piiysicai tnerapy

office, flexible 20 hrs/woek (M-Th) Excep-

tional verbal skills, responsible, reliable, and

detail onented individual Experience with

MAC Word. Quickbooks, database, medicai

terminology helpful, include sata ty history

Fax resume 310-582-1165

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT needed in

Westwood office 20-25hrs/wk $9hr Call Li/

310-443-5254

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT Work for

the Rose Parade and gn\ paid Must krrow

excel Start immediately $9 hr 310-230-

0811 .

ANNOUNCERS, no experience necessary

Host music/lalk-shows for our radio stations

PT. $l0-i5/hr, $200 per/show, plus fantas-

tic benefits 213-468-0080 24-hours.

^SIAN INTERNET
MODELS

GUARANTEED DASL I'AY plus $40-60/hr

possible Sale and secure working environ-

ment. General office staff also needed Call

310-398-2213 or 310-880-4726

ASSISTANT for business office For more

details please call 310-278-2750 or fax re-

sume 310-278 0038

COF'Y urtHAIUHb WANIbU f51 iW fl

3pm- 11pm and or 8am 5pm Experience a

plus Please call 310-277-2679

CUSTOMER SERVICE- F/T, heavy phones

Will tram $8,75/hrplusbeneilts Near UCLA
Fax resume 310-889-1893

CUSTOMER SERVICE/SALES for live TV

shopping Telephone reps PT am/pm shifts,

$7-9 start, sales/data-entry exp , excellent

communication skills, reliability a must Type

45wmp Fax resume; 323-769-3521

DATA ENTRY/CLIENT CONTACT $9/hi

PT/FT -t Bonus + Medical Excellent writing

and phone skills Mac experienci! a plus'

310 358-6053 or fax 310-392-5234.

FT FILE CLERK for immigration law firm

Century City Computer-literate. Punctual,

detail-oriented, self-starter $8/hr Fax re-

sume 310-553-2616

Are Yoii Rccidv to

Go Global?!
lu/Ki > iiiiKi/iiiq yosli) \m inllueiKes liom

oiouni) the *oild fioni Red Curry Shaiighoi

IChiiken lu Riqolom AHu/io, oil dishcj aie piepiiipd

*ilh auaUl«.aii(l uiid lliift'it! flRttuit; leud)

oui newest KkqIioii hi Bienfwood onil we ho.r

sensnlionol poil lime nnd lull timni

uppnitunilies Witb voui pievious leMaumnt

exueiience. vou fon be n vnlunble nieifibei ol m
leotii mill toiitiiiued success V«e oHpi lull benedis

with 401k toi lull 'ime eniplovees and n

suppoitivf woiii riiviiiiiinieir

NOWMIRlNCi
• Bdftfiiulefs •Seivefs

• Hosf/Host(;ss 'Busseis •linc(ooks

• Piep Cooks • Disli Washers

Apply in parson doily:

BRENTWOOD* 117S0 Son ^icanti Blvd.

fni Minnnijenient oppoftuiiilic.,

lux ipsuiiip to 41S-9/4 168S

An H)i)al oppoitunity eniployei Ihol believes m univeisol hini

Uu ta il u iiun taled person to search libratv-

catalogues tor document delivery company

in Westwood Fax 310-208-5971 Attn Sal. or

email <sal@inlotrieve com>

MALE MODELS
Pnntwork UB under 25 Lean, any race,

leave name, number&physical stats Free

interview Beginners welcome 213-960-

1066 24 firs

MALE MODELS $300-$700/assignment,

immediate pay' Young looking, boyish/athle-

tic. 18-24. cleanshaven face, little/no chest

hair Nude modeling lor American & Euro-

pean magazines and videos. Beginners wel-

come Open every day. Brad 310-397-2408

MALE&FEMALE
MODELS

OUR MODELS fiave worked lor Versace.

Abercrombie&Fitcfi, Estee Lauder, Levi's.

Banana Republic &more' Great Pay! Begin-

ner's ok! Call "free" lor an appointment. Otto

(24 hrs)80J-959-9301

MANAGEMENT STUDENT WANTED to

assist small business Near Fairfax, $l0/hr.

10 hours per week Fax resume to 323-954-

7235

MEDICAL BACK OFfiCEA.Diilinft assialaoL-

FT Dermatology Typing skills Beverly Hills

Fax resume 310-550-1920

MODELS WANTED by professional photo-

studio for upcoming assignment. Male/Fe-

male Pro/NonPro. Fashion/Commer-

cial/Theatrical Call lor appointment 818-

986-7933

MOVIE EXTRA WORK
Revolutionary new ptugram* Start immedi-

ately* All types-18^'* Fun/Easy* No crazy

fees' Program for free medical* Call-24/hrs

213-850-4417.

OFFICE PERSON- for chiropractic office m
Santa Monica FT $10 00/hr Social skills a

must 310-236-7708

//Vi"**^

BARTENDER TRAINEES
_ EARN $100 - $200 DAILY

2 week class
*— Job Placement Service

/ 800/952-2553
I

PROFESSIONAL
I BARTENDERS SCHOOL^ P.&count ¥Wth Studtni ID

PT CHILDCARE
FOR VERY SPECIAL 4-YEAR OLD GIRL

i'livnational or bilingual background: car.

references required Grand Piano Bev^rtv

wood adjacent Laird-3iO-287-l677

START BEGINNING DEC 2-3after

noons/wk for 3-year-old boy Days/hours

liexible Car necessary 310-471-8790

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED Earn

$150-$250/night Work PT while going to

school Day/eve classes. 1-2week classes,

800-974-7974 International Bartenders

school HUNDREDS OF JOBS'

BART&NDERS TRAINING INSTITUTE of

America offers professional courses for only

$98 Certificate of completion included Call

today 1-800-561-1781 Great Jobs'

BEAUTIFUL GIRLS
Make fabulous money il you re dependable

and have a great body Very special position

for lingerie Modelmg/massage 310-387

7904 —

-

BEST JOB IN TOWN PLUSH UCLAW OF

FICE (MID-WILSHIRE* SEEKS SPANISH

SPEAKING CLERK w/car $7-$20/hr Call

Geofge 213-487-7200 and lax resume 213

383 2884

Fuzio
UNIVIISAl »ASTA

GIf'LS wanted at exclusive social club in

WLA Conversation only No alcohol Flexi-

ble flours Earn top $$$ 310-477-9871

HELP SERVE DINNER Part or Full-time

Wed/Thurs/Fnday evenings for 4hour&

Wages4meals Males preferred 310-208-

3281

HIGHLY ENERGETIC, CHEERFUL
UPTONE TELEMARKETING personality

wanted to market Beverly Hills alternative

heaitfi care physician PT 8/hr-f commission

benifits Call 310-271-3773

HOIUIE TYPISTS NEED-
ED

PC users needed $45,000 income potential

Call 1 800 513-4343 Ext B- t0105

UPSCALE
DAY SPA

LOOKING FOR OUTGOING,

MOTIVATED & FRIENDLY

RECEPTIONIST &

CUSTOMER SERVICE REP.

GREAT ENVIRONMENT
FT/PT

TEMP & PERM AVAIL.

CALL FOR APPT
(213)822-9007 - PARlSSA

WEST HOLLYWOOD

Classifieds

825-2221

Displa*
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7800
NelpWantMl

P/T GENERAL OFFICE/File Clerk. M-F;

11am 3pm/4pm; $7-10/hr Entry-level (or

bright, responsible individual w/courteous.

prolessional manner/appearance for last-

paced int'l management consulting tirm. Ac-

curate tiling, light typing, copying, reliel re-

ceptionist duties Responsible/organized/de-

tail-oriented Highest quality standards Let-

ter of interest/resume Sheryl Yamamoto
Fax 310-966-4733, Call 310-966-

1001ext264

PH" F^ECEPTIONIST in LA Any ma)Or An-

swenng phones Good pay Fnendly environ-

ment. Call for an interview 310-280-2989

ext 180.

LITIGATION PARAIEGAL
Small AV rated firm seeks paralegal
with min 1 yr exp In Insurance
defense Must be proficient in MS
Office '97 Mall to office manager
1501 Dove St , #480, Newport Beach,
CA 92660

P/T RECP/SECTY
Century City firm seeks P/T receptionist/sec-

retary who possesses organizational skills

and accurate typing/computer skills Must

have sense of humor. Hours Mon-Fri 9am-

2pm. Fax resume 310-553-3996.

PAID INTERNSHIP
CUSTOMER SERVICE, data entry/software

testing. MS Office helpful. Great position lor

premed pharmacy and psych students 2-

openings Fax 310-208-4836 or

danielled@moodsciences com

Pari Time Assistant- Attorney is seeking part-

time assistance on a daily basis Assist with

general office matters- WordPerfect 8,

phone, and filing skills. E-mail Resume to

FFlulUv;diOO«nir'tim i it P>n (fiin)fl??-

7800
Nelp Wanted

STARGATE/WATKINS
ENTERTAINMENT Actors Wanted' No ex-

penerKe required Movies, TV, commercials

GuarantPe interviews with top SAG agents

CALL NOW!'!! 310-577-9711

STOCK BROKER TRAINEE- p/t or f/t Flexi-

ble hours. Paid training Great opportunity

WLAarea Close to UCLA 310-229-8979

TEACHER P/T After-school program for

math. K-7 grade Send resume to PO Box

0687. Temple City. CA91780. 626-285-9090

TEACHERS ASSISTANT. Supervise&inter-

act w/children in a developmental, early

chiWhood program Learn positive communi-

cation skills, age-appropriate expectations,

problem-solving, how to present activities

ECE units preferred Part-time Flexible

schedule. Must be able to work weekends

Will tram Deana Rossi 310-473-1447 X220

TELEMARKETING
W/WINDOWS COMPUTER SKILLS Prefer

phone experience. Prefer students/grads.

Flexible hours, 9am-5pm starting -$8-

$10/hr+bonuses. 3-blocks/UCLA Harel

Maintenance Ron-310-470-6175.

TUTOR/BIG-BROTHER for 12year-old Set

flexible pm hours 2 times/wk. Chinese-

speaking preferred, not necessary $8-

lOdoe. Contact toydang@usa net

TUTORS-For grades K-12 Experience

w/children required All levels of Math, Sci-

ence. English, and History including Algebra

II, Chemistry. Calculus, etc Spanish and

French. Sophmores+older preferred $15/hr

Car. Fax resume to 310-474-7413 or call

310-655-4693.

Searching for Models
Men and Women for comnnercials,

catalog & magazine ads, brochures, and
r-aliA/.ilk .Sporiali7ing in petitef; .

7800
Help Wanted

YOUNG MALES
$10-$20/HR Adisl seeks totally clean-sha-

ven male, bi or gay preferred., under 21 for

figure modeling, etc Inexpenenced ok Dan-

ny 8 18-980 1666.

"PRETTY GIRLS" Great personality/valid

dnvers license to check stock on local new-

slands 1 day a week Susan Moore 310-471-

2287.

7900
Housestttlng

HALLIES HOUSESITTING. 310-313-9998

7 years experience. References available.

Long or Shortterm CONFIDENTIALITY
GUARANTEED

8000
kitemships

3542.

PART-TIME LAW STUDENT 20 hours/wk

Flexible. Collections, small clairps court, co-

ordinating with attorney on unlawfuls. $9/hr

310-829-1700. fax 310-829-2630.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT needed in Beverly

Hills office. Typing skills a must. Own car/in-

surance. $8-12/hr Fax resume to 310-275-

3873 ^ -—
PERSONAL ASSISTANT to real estate

developer, fax resume 310-826 3700.

PHOTO LAB p/t assist photo printer or com-

puter imaging. Beverly Hills 310-274-3445

POSTAL JOBS
TO$18.35/HR

INC. benefits No experience For app. and

exam information call 1-800-813-3585 ext-

0712. 8am-7pm 7days fds.inc.

PSYCHOEDUCATIONAL tutor needed- lor

tutonng office in Pacific Palisades. College

degree required 310-459-4125.

PT RECREATION ASST needed for oHice

duties, possible afternoon, evenings, and

weekends. Must be self-starter, good cus-

tomer service skills necessary to answer tel-

ephones, and to deal directly w/public.

$7.50/hr. 5-15hrs/week. must be avail, to

start immed. Cheviot Hills Recreation Center

310-837-5186 Alan Perlmutter or Besty

Spina for interview appointment.

RECEPTIONIST, WESTWOOD LAW OF-

FICES PfT or Frr Mon-Fri. 9-5. $7 50/hour.

Can do homework on job. 310-470-3373.

RESTAURANT
Needs counter help 11am-3pm Delivery per-

son 11:30am-2:30pm Mon-Fri. Experience

preferred. Call 310-558-3287 before 12/after

2pm

SALES&CLERICAL POStTION. PfT or F/T.

excellent opportunity Love of jewelry Call

between 12-6pm Westwood Village. 310-

208-8404

SALES/MANAGERS $1.000/hr.??? PfT 1

week. Earn continuous, sizable comm/bo-

nuses throughout 1999/2000. Minimal per-

sonal effort. Call 24hrs. for details. ABR/Inc

3 1 0-859-5577.

SECRETARIAL/SALES person in

Westwood. FT/PT Must be dependable, reli-

able, neat, good communication skills. Ask

for Don 310-477-1466

SEXUAL PROBLEMS?
Maintain control, maximize stamina, and last

k)nger Amazing, unheard of solutions! Seek-

ing willing product testers. Apply at

www.newremedies .com

SPANISH TUTORS NEEDED lor grades7-

12 Basic Spanish up through Spanish 3 and

AP Tutor experience needed, car. refererK-

es $15/hr Call 310-655-4693

$150 to $250 per hour
Beverly Hills *

No Fee No Experience

(310)273-2566

INTERNS Acclaimed producer on the Sony
lot seeks interns Please call Rick 310-244-

3964

INTERNSHIP available immediately at small

Los Angeles based international music agen-

cy Credit only Flexible hours Great perks

Fax resume to 310-777-3669

NATIONAL GUN VIOLENCE ORG seeks in-

tern to work on outreach and fundraising in

entertainment industry. Position involves

contact with film/music/tv industries. Strong

organizational, communications, writing

skills, stipend available. Contact 310-230-

8177

PAID INTERNSHIP
WESTWOOD LAW FIRM- Flexible hours.

Learn a lot. $7 50+ Good typing skills, com-

puter literate, excel expenence preferred.

Call 310-475-0481 Resumes preferred;

310-446-9962

PAID MANAGEMENT CONSULTING IN-

TERNSHIP Westwood-based Robert Cha-

,U)CXLXA
a aXn;cis

Looking for bands (rock,

reggae, rap, & altemative)

made up of UCLA
students or alumni for

paid appearance

Please call 310-479-1364

MODELS NEEDED NOW
No experience required

Catnlog. Pnntwnrk, Maga/ines, Movies,

Video & TV Commercials

Men and Women of all Ages
Free ConsultJtion

CALL NOW! 310-659-7000

TYPIST Small WLA Law firm seeks experi-

enced typist. P/T. minimum 70 WPM Call

310-445-1100.

UCLA ATHLETIC DEPT. Students. PfT Du-

ties include supervising student staff and

performing various office tasks Previous su-

pervisory and computer skills preferred.

$8 49 with 15-20hrs/wk Call 310-206-6662

for details.

VALET PARKING ATTENDANT $8 50/hr

F/T or P/T. Chuck's Parking Service taking

applications now Park cars at the best

Hollywood parties. Call 818-788-4300.

VALET PARKING ATTENDANT P/T. Must

be available weekends and for special ev-

ents. Clean dnving record required $6 50/hr

+tips. 213-663-7275.

WEB DESIGNER w/html knowledge Flexi-

ble hours. $12-14/hr. Close to downtown
CallRona at 213-607-0874.

WEBSITE DESIGN $8-12/hr Maintain and

expand my websites. 10-15hr/week flexible

Moderate skills needed. Contact Austin

323-874-7312 or

auslinxxx@mindspring com.

WERE SEEKING INDIVIDUALS to provide

support lathe developmentally disabled Call

Dwight Istanbulian at 818-361-6400 ext 129

WILDLIFE JOBS
TO $21.60

INC. BENEFITS Game wardens, secunty

maintenarx:e, park rangers No experier)ce

needed For app>exam information 1-800-

813-3585 ext-0713 8am-7pm 7days fds,inc

fi65 Lesser & Co.. ine na tion
'

s iHad irxj r«a i

estate advisory firm, is hiring Associate In-

terns Duties include preparation of market

and financial feasibility analysis for real es-

tate projects Must have strong quantitative

and qualititative skills Seniors preferred

Email:Bkelly@rclco.com
Web :www. rcico com

PAID MANAGEMENT
INTERNSHIP

Student Works Painting, a subsidiary of Na-

tional Servies Group is now hiring for

Spring/Summer 1999 Duties include inter-

viewing, hiring, development of customer re-

lations, control of marketing and sales, &

production management Call 1-800-394

6000. wwwcollegeworks.com

PR INTERN
BUSY PR office seeking interns Computer

literate Unpaid but excellent learning oppor-

tunity College-credit. Fax resumes 323-931-

7354 Alten: Anissa.

Scott Wynne. Producer&president of Wynne
Entertainment located at Sony Pictures on

the lot. is looking for interns 1 -2 days/week to

perform coverage on scripts. Job includes

reading 2-3 scripts/week and writing cover-

age on them. Help needed in office also

Great learning experience in a fun&exciting

atmosphere. David©310-244-3445 Or fax

resume;310-244-0447.

SEEKING psychology and educational

graduate volunteers to pursuit inner action

w/5th grade students in Brentwood school.

Great opportunity to develop and conduct re-

search project on learning senes while men-

toring students Charles Tripp: 805-296-6711

alter 4pm.

Top 10 internship program is looking for

dynamic, hardworking students. For more

information please call 213-243-7027.

WANT A *KEWU
INTERN JOB?

Intern/admin assist, for "Internet entertain-

ment Co. P/T. flexible. $7 50/hr. Fun. fast-

paced environment Fax resume: 310-754-

4009 or email mo©celebntysightings.com

8100
Pwional Assistance

HEARING IMPAIRED young adult needs

help in reading/communication skills 2-

3dys/wk. daytime. Fee negotiable Prefer

someone with special education back-

ground 310-472-5648.

* Models/New Faces*
WanM by the Wwtiide't tl Tiltfit CaHingCo.

Earn TopO in Moms. TV, Cwnmerciait, and

( Im^fliiMiir ). No tUMnence
i.SD-ZS'S',

Mehool (310) 209-SOS2

Retail Sports Chain

All I'lViilMias Hull Uiir uiKl/or Pan Unr

i luvliau pu>. itirTvraK.sKN) and hvnctiis

Santa Monica l^Kalion

(3 10)829-70 1(1

Classifieds

82f) 22^1

8400
Apartments for Rent

1-BDRM$650
NEAR SHERMAN OAKS GALLERIA Huge
apt Ideal for roommates Garden courtyard,

pool, A/C, phone-entry Minutes to campus
818-997-7312.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ 2-BEDROOM $950-

$1195. LARGE. UPPER/LOWER UNU-
SUAL CHARM SOME W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS
310-839-6294.

BRENTWOOD $1.495/mo 2bd/2ba, front,

balcony, stove/refrigerator, dishwasher, car-

pet/drapes, laundry, parking, near UCLA,

shown by appt. 11728 Mayfield #1 310-271-

6811

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT- Bright spacious

upper 2bdrm/2bath. Parking Fireplace, bal-

cony $1139/mo. 2weeks free rent! Call 310-

478 1971.

BRENTWOOD- $1,850. Spacious, sunny,

upper 3bdrm/2ba w/balcony North of

Wilshire. New pamt&carpet, refrigerator,

built-in stove, parking, laundry on site, quiet

8unit building 11921 Goshen Ave. #4 Open
Sat&Sun, 10-4pm 310-571-0293.

WLA. Large single. 1917 Spanish mission

building. High ceilings, hardwood floors, sep-

arate kitchen&dining room. 1-yr lease. $750.

Betty: 310-479-8646.

recyc@

: ^>

CasaBlanca West

NiHTTusaiuniHinnj

& Unfurnished

^1

Cable ready, pool, laundry, sundeck,

super dosets. Low Security Deposit

530 Veteran
208-4394

LRG SINGLE, $450
WLA-PALMS Stove, refrigerator. Conveni-

ent to Westside, UCLA and shopping Call

310-845-9149.

MARINA DEL REY LIVE ABOARD For rent

27-fool sailboat Fleet 3 Near beaches, gym
$400first/$400last/$400deposit 805-328-

1900 Leave message.

PALMS. Single apt from $495. 1-bdrm, $595.

Stove. $600deposU for single and

$900deposit for 1-bdrm. 1-year lease 310-

837-1502 leave message.

SANTA MONICA. 1+1 apt. Hardwood floors,

parking $675. 310-395-1284 Low Agent

Fee. www.westsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD, FURNISHED APTS 1-bdrm

$800. 543 Landfair, one block west of cam-

pus. 310-824-0782.

WESTWOOD- Single apartment $795

Bright, cheerful, patio, pool Walk to UCLA.

Shopping, transportation. 1942 Pelham 310-

446-9348 or 310-207-7209.

WESTWOOD Large 1-bdrm $995 Malcolm

Ave near Westwood&SM Blvd. 14unit build-

ing w/pool, parking, laundry, hardwood

floors, stove. 818-995-8866 e)(t.312. Monica.

WLA- 2bdrm/2ba. $1250-1295. Prime loca-

tion. Bright, cheerful, patio Walk to UCLA,

shopping, transportation 1242 S. Wellesley

Near Wilshire. Wont last. 310-207-7209.

WLA $825-$850. 2bdrm/1.5ba. Dishwasher,

AC, carpet, drapes built-in Extra large

fenced patio 310-670-5119.

WLA: Single- $650. One person, no pets.

Stove, refrigerator, full kitchen, car-

pet&blinds Parking, laundry. 2 miles to

UCLA Shown by appointment. 11321 Mas-

sachusetts Ave. 310-477-8750.

Jlpeftments Fmlslied

MAR VISTA, $535&up/month Ask about

move in special Attractive, furnished 1-

bdrm Large, pool, patio, barbecue area

Ouiet-building 3748 Inglewood Blvd 310-

398-8579

Condo/TiNMnliouse for Rent

MAR VISTA 2bdrm/l 5ba Stove/refng .

«vashef/dryer. patto, parking space, pool.

spa, nmt paint. n«wer carpet, quiet Ctose to

UCLA |102SAno 310-300-1105

8600
Condo/Townhouse for Rent

WESTWOOD 2-bdrm/2-bath Spacious liv-

ing room, upgraded kitchen. Security builid-

ing and parking Laundry in unit, sundeck,

Century City view $1700. 310-234-3443.

8700
Condo/Townlioose for Sale

BRENTWOOD Large home 3-bdrm/2-balh

penthouse +k)ft and sundeck. New paint,

carpet.appliances. 2-car side-by-side park-

ing. $379,000 A. Buchman 310-471-

6363ext123. Coldwell Banker.

Daily Bruin Sports Thursday, Novemt)fr 1 9, 1 998 33

GuesttMNise for Rent

BEL AIR Guesthouse, $675/mo , 1 mile to

UCLA, pets ok Lisa: 310-472-4833.

9000
House for Sale

WESTWOOD SOUTH Charming original

Spanish duplex w/pool 2+1/2 up, 2+1 3/4

down $549,000 Tom Brook, Agent 310-

979 4000 ext.404.

Housing Needed

PROFESSIONAL MALE, homeowner, seeks

housesitting position in LA area. Very flexible

w/dates Must be quiet residence w/no in-

door cats 310-207-6533.

Urgent housing needed for trustworthy,

extremely reliable mom+4yr.old. Willing to

exchange for baby/house-sitting Must be

close to UCLA. Vicky 310-209-2533. ^

9300
Room for Help

BACHELOR UNIT
irrcsi.."^ t<̂ ucLA"sroaant in ratuw-

for 11. >rk plus salary. Senior Citi-

zen care and clerical. Must have good car.

Fax resume: 213-650-7211.

BEAUTIFUL VIEW ROOM in exchange for

light housework 1 block east of UCLA, north

end. Owner occupant. Dr Lorraine O'Con-

nell Call 9-4. 310-279-1812.

LIVE-IN SMALL SALARY. Near Universal.

Part childcare, pari housesitting Prefer Grad

student. Must like kids. Gillian Hyde 818-

347-5425.

9400
Room for Rent

BRENTWOOD Kenter Avenue Bedroom for

rent in house Avail immediately Jan. free -

in exchange for childcare. $600/mo. Rober-

ta: 310-289-6120.

BRENTWOOD- 1 Bedroom available in

bright, spacious 3bd/2ba apartment AC,

W/D, dishwasher, furnished. Close to San

Vicente shops&restaurants $650/mo. 310-

820-0711.

BRENTWOOD/WLA. 1252 Barry Ave. 2-

bdrm/1-bath. Secured access. 2-parking.

new carpet. $1065. Available now. 310-479-

3381.

LOS ANGELES-ROOM FOR RENT in 4-

bdrm house. $400 +1/4 utilities Includes all

house privileges. Call 310-836-8774.

SANTA MONICA, North of Wilshire. Fur-

nished room w/your own bathroom for rent.

All utilities(+cable) included. Female N/S

preferred $500/mo. 310-576-0663.

WESTWOOD $475
WALK TO UCLA. Beautifully furnished huge

pnvate bedroom. Kitchen, laundry. Parking

MALE STUDENT PREF. Available 12-01-98.

310-473-5769.

WESTWOOD Room for rent Own bed-

room/bath. Backyard, kitchen/laundry, gated

parking, N/S, clean, quiet, female student.

Close to UCLA. $525/mo.+utilities. 310-477-

0112.

WLA Living room to rent. $350/mo Close to

UCLA. 2nd floor, pool, gym, tennis, utilities

included. Female preferred 310-445-9412.

WLA Rent own room in large, sunny 3 bed

apartment. Secure parking near bus. N/S fe-

male preferred. $485/mo. Ashlee 310-473-

8920

Roommates-Private Room

5-MIN TO CAMPUS
WESTWOOD Available now for nonsmoker,

utilities included. Huge fully furnished private

bedroom in deluxe apartment $600. Call

310-477-2678

ASIAN/QUIET/CLEAN WLA—Asian lady

needs qutet roomrT«te Nicely furnished

Bus in front of house, Westwood/Pico No-

smoking/pets Private bed sharebalh

$4 50/month+ utilities 310-475-8787 —
BEVERLY GLEN CANYON Private room in a

house Mountaintop view, quiet, sunny

Washer/dryer. 10 mm to UCLA Studious

non -smoking mate tenant $400 inci utili

ties Leave message tor Jim at 310-470

2142

Display
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SEASON
From page 35

returning scorer (5.8) and rebounder

(3.2), "E.J." is a clutch shooter with

an exceptional first step in penetra-

tion toward the basket. He also has a

passing mentality that will allow him

to accumulate double digits in the

assist category, and probably double-

doubles throughout the season.

"We are getting used to each other.

This is a real positive team," said

Watson. "No matter what we do. we
dig deep and keep playing."

Sophomore forward Travis Reed

(6-foot-7, 237) was instrumental in

UCLA's NCAA Tournament run last

season. Reed averaged four points.

2.4 rebounds, and 12.1 minutes in 27

games last season. His II points and

three rebounds, as well as sacrificing

his body in defending Robert

"Tractor" Traylor, were key in the

victory over Michigan. He followed

with another outstanding perfor-

mance of seven points, 10 rebounds,

three blocks and two steals in the

J

"All of our conference

games will be ...

a great way to measure

how we are as a

basketball team."

Steve Lavin

Head basketball coach

Kentucky loss.

As a fellow sophomore, guard

Rico Hines (6-4. 21.^) knifed his way

into 23 games last season amidst the

plethora of talent that UCLA show-

cased. Averaging 10.6 mriuites. 1.9

points and 1.5 rebounds per game last

season. Mines' production and play-

ing lime was up during the final 10

contests of the season. He recorded

nine collegiate highs in points versus

California and six icbounds against

Southern California.

Ciuard Billy Knight (6-fool-5. 1%
pounds), a Los Angeles native from

Westchester High School, is a pure

outside shooter who appeared in 24

games and averaged si.x minules per

game last season. Ihe sophomore

also averaged 2.«S points and 0.9

rebounds per game and shot 3S.7 per-

cent (12-31) from beyond the arc.

Knight scored a season-high 15

points, and was three for six from

three-point range in 26 minutes ver-

sus Cal Stale I'ullerlon.

Senior guard Brandon Loyd (5-

fool-ll, 190 pounds) is the final link

to the illustrious 1995 NCAA
Championship team. His consistent

three-point shooting, experience and

depth at the guard position will prove

>RooiRoommates-Prhrateitooiii

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT your own bed-

room and full bath in a 4bdrm. apt $495/mo

w/all amenities (310)477-6322

CULVER CITY house-mate Lovely area,

near buses Hardwood floors, fully equipped

house, laundry Phone-line in room. $500-

includes utilities. 310-838-1589

PALMS-Female w'2cats to share spacious

2+1 apartment $425/mo*1/2bills Smoke

outside. $mall. qutet building, nice area

A/lale/Female Voicemail 818-508-9606 or

aemiiiaOucia edu

PALMS Student clean, non-sfDoker Spa-

cious 3bdrm convenient location Rent

$433. need first&lasL Contact 310-838-0543

before 8pm

PALMS/CULVER CITY 2bdrm iba Cute se

cured t)uik)ing/parkir>g close 405 access

near beach, new carpet, f^a^e cat No move

m fee/deposii $437 50/mo 1/2utilities Fe

mate preterred 310-559-5551

ria^:^ifieds

to be a valuable asset should the

Bruins wish to advance deep into the

NCAA Tournament this year.

Sophomore guard/forward Todd

Ramasar (6-foot-5, 209 pounds)

should see increased playing time this

season until Baron Davis returns to

the active lineup.

Ramasar, a Corona, Calif, native,

hopes to take some pressure off of

Watson's shoulders. His perimeter

shooting will cause UCLA oppo-

nents defensive headaches.

Junior forward Sean Farnham (6-

foot-5, 213 pounds) provides experi-

ence and depth as well as knowledge

of the Bruin system, to pass on to the

freshmen. He averaged 1.1 rebounds

per gaine last season as a force in the

low post.

The Bruins open the regular sea-

son against Santa Clara, whom
UCXA fell to in 1995 in the first game

of the Maui Classic. UCLA will then

travel to the Puerto Rico Shootout,

which features the Terrapins of

Maryland and a potential rematch

against Kentucky. With tough 'nori-"

conference matches against the

Running Rebels of UNLV (Dec. 12),

at the Cardinals of Louisville (Jan.

23) and hosting the Syracuse

Orangemen (Feb. 21). the Bruins

hope to adequately prepare for a dif-

ficult Pac-10 conference this year.

With games against rivals Arizona,

Stanford and Washington looming

large on the schedule, the Bruins are

aware of the daunting task ahead o\'

them, and are ready to make them-

selves a part of UCLA history.

"1 think our conference is the

strongest conference in America."

Lavin said "So all of our conference

games will be great report cards or a

great way to measure how we are as a

basketball team."

Seventy-nine years of Bruin men's

basketball. Fleven National

Championships. Seven Basketball

Hall of Fame Members. Fifty consec-

utive winning seasons. One team.

One coach. The legacy is now Lavin's

to continue.

HAtiVArjIARAHnil 'llii.v ivw

WATSON
From page 40

comes to work every day and does

his job could get overlooked.

Far from it.

'I'm getting more attention than

last year," Watson said. "But over-

all, 6n the team is where we need

the attention. Trying to be one of

the top five teams in the country,

achieving team goals, that's where

we need the attention
"

But no matter how well the team

does this year, people are going to

realize how much Watson has

improved since last season.

It was the kind of off-season

change that coaches dream o\\

Even head coach Steve Lavin

will admit it: Watson has made a

"quantum leap," in his eyes.

"Travis (Reed) and Farl are defi-

nitely the most improved players, in

terms of strength and conditioning,

decision making and maturity."

Lavin calls Watson "ahead of

schedule."

"(He's) playing like a junior or

senior as a sophomore. Of course,

he thinks he's behind schedule

because he's a perfeclionisl."'" l.avm

said.

' .On some learns, being called the

"most impnned" would mean that

the player hardly contributed hist

year. But lor the Bruins, the label

comes with a caveat - after all. this

is l-arl Watson.

Watson was the oiiK player \o

team's "Most Outstanding

Defensive Player" and made the

Pac-10 All-Freshman team.

"Mentally, Fm 100 percent bet-

ter," admitted Watson. "Last year 1

didn't know what to expect from

college, from Coach Lavin and

practices. This year I came in with

an exact mind-frame of what I

needed to do, and that's made the

difference.

"I'm smarter now, realizing how
to prepare for games, and during

games."

Traditional thinking would

imply that to work out as hard as

Watson did, one would have to set a

lot of individual goaU.

Watson doesn't think tradition-

ally.

"I don't have individual goals.

The only thing I want to do is win as

many games as possible.

"I just want to be a leader on the

court."

With an obvious natural Hair for

defense, Watson spent most his

time developing his offensive skills.

He spent countless hours running ^
shooting drills, passing drills, run-

mng on the track every day. He
\\ouk\ play pick-up games with

NBA playeis, he was always asking

lor advice on how to be a better

point guard, or a better leader.

,'\nd it p.iid o\'\'.

.Against the laiwan national

team. Watson had 16 points, with

seven assists, four rebounds and

one steal.

During a game earlier against

Stan ;ill 33 gaiiks the Briiiii^ played the Caliroriiia All-Stan;, ho had~m
last, season. Not even the three

seniors (Toby Bailey. J.R.

Henderson and Kris Johnson)

accomplished th.il feat. He avei-

aged .>.S points ii game, with 3.7

rebounds. 3.2 assists and 1.9 steals

in an average o\' 32 minutes.

So when people say Watson has

improved, remember, he was the

points. 13 assists, seven rebounds

and three steals.

So don't be afraid to tell him how

much he's gotten better. As Wat.son

put it, 'I take compliments."

Which is a good thing, because

right now fans are calling him their

favorite, and coaches are calling

him their dream.

BRONCOS
From page 34

aged 15.6 points and 4.S rebounds

during the I997-9S campaign, and

talented lieshmen Darrell leal and

Brum Vaka.

"We've got .1 lot o\' pcopW who

can gel up and di>u n the courl." said

starting guard l-arl Walson. " I'liere

IS ai^n of talent on this team. We are'

going to work on some things this

week, mostly with the youiieer pliiv-

ers. but we shmiKI he ready ior

(Sanla Clara)."

The lack of .senior leadership. i\{\c

in pan to the departure o\ Kris

Johnson. J.R-. HeiKierson Am\ Toby

Bailey, is countered In the Broncos'

ow n losses last sea.son.

Santa Clara lost uiKud ( raig

Johnsoiv ( 12.6 points. 5 rebounds

per game) and guard/forward Lloyd

Pierce ( 1 1.2. 3.7) to graduation.

With the amount of youth that

will be on the court tonight, momen-

tum will be a key factor in building

confidence at the beginning of the

.sea.son, most especially for the

youiiger players on the squad.

Lavin and Co. will have to be

focused in order to end the Bruins

ihree-game .season opener losing

lilreaTT

—

. ' .
'

'

. •

' -
'

The Brums lost last .season to

North Carolina l()9-6S at the Cireat

Alaska Shooloul. the second worst

loss in UCLA history.

In 1996. the Bruins lost in over-

time in Pauley to Tulsa 77-76. But

UCLA returned in the following

contest lo oulscore their opponents

by an average of 23 points.

The Bruins are hoping to make

sure lightning doesn't .strike twice.

Earl Watson takes a shot in a game against the California All-Stars.

Roommates - Private Room

REDONDO BEACH
Large master bdrm w/own bath in 3tx1rm apt

Stiare w/2 other females Female preferred

$600/mo Amenities included 310-209-

0049

SANTA MONICA Share w/2men in 3-

bdrm/2-bath Own bdrm/bath Trusting, re-

spectful and quiet Parking. N/S. W/D. no

pets. $430/mo + 1 '3utilities 310-828-2855

UCLA APARTMENT- Ibdrm/lba in

2barm/2ba apanment Shanng kitchen, liv-

ing-room w/UCLA Post -doc Sunny, gated,

parking, laundry, dishwasher $444/mo
1/2utilities 310-572-0148

\/ENlCE- Own bdrm in 34 3 Steps to beach

Female preferred Available 12-01-98 Street

parking no pets $486 OO/ttk) 310-574-0016

or 310-823-6394 •

VENICE/SANTA MONICA 1 bdrm available

in 4bdfm house w/2bth Waaher/dryer fire

place BackyardAhardwood fkxxs tA2b/mo.

avail 12/1 Female N/S prelarnad 310-450-

3177

9500
Roommates - Private Room

WESTWOOD Professional to rent bedroom

in large 3-bdrm /2 5-bath house $600 +1/3u-

tilities Fireplace, patio, W/D Call 310-477-

8922.

WLA Roommate wanted Luxurious pent-

house 2-bdrm+loft'3-bath. Spacious, two

balconies, A/C, fireplace, private patio, share

w/1 male/1 lemale $6504Utilites Dave 310-

478-1122

WLA/'PALMS- Own bdrm/bath in charming

2-^2 $450/mo+ utilities Female graduate

student preferred 310-837-2292

Roommates-Shared Room

10960 ROEBLING Walk-to-campus Fe-

mafe to share room Parking, own wash-

er&dryer Must like cats ASAP-August 310-

8242526

501 GAYLEY Seeking female to share spa

cious single 2 mmute walk to campus
$440/mo * utilities Move in ASAP 310-624

1627

Roommates - Shared Room

BRENTWOOD- Charming, sunny

2bdrm/2bath lo share in heart of Brentwood.

Female/professional grad student, non-

smoker preferred. $475/mo plus utilities.

Available 12-01-98 Andrea 310-826-4512.

GAYLEY- 2minutes to UCLA 2bdrm/2ba

condo to share Secure entrance, parking,

fully furnished No pets/smoking Female

preferred $450/mo 310-208-7748

WESTWOOD Female roommate wanted to

share l-bdrrrv'i Lieth spacious apt on Land-

fair $490/mo Available ASAP Call 310-208-

8311

WESTWOOD ATRIUM COURT- One per-

son or 2people to share ltxJrm/1ba in a

2bdrm/2ba apariment $750 Available

12/28 iparking space 310-209-3345

9700
Sublets

BRENTWOOD Bdrm w/bath in huge fully-

furnished 2-bdrm apariment Gated parking.

$650-i-utilities. Available Dec 1. Call Moe
310-471-9193

SUBLET NEEDED NOW
540 KELTON Huge 3-bdrm/2-bath w/balco-

ny Now-December 31 st for roommate whos
traveling Rent negotiable Call ASAP.310-
208-6206.

WESTWOOD Need female subletter to

share room from now to July $330/mo. 562-

625-9875

9700

BRENTWOOD i MILE UCLA INDEFINITE

SUBLET Huge i-bdrm 2 pools, weighi-

room. gated parking, laundry Ouiet cul-de-

sac Priced k>w $900 818-900-7600

Vacatfon Rentals

CABO SAN LUCASNew Year'sOSdmar
Beach Club (5-star resort) 12/26-1/2/99

Sleeps four, partial kitchen, beach front

$1200 Airline tickets avaNabte. 310-474-

8125

IDYLLWILD BEAUTIFUL MTN CABIN San
Berfwrdmo Natl Foratt FuNy equipped. Hot
tub. IfapHMt. VIMM, aiMp 44

kend 310-7M^15 3lO-3ei-680e

Displav
?nh

-i-
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BRONCOS
From page 40

In the frontcourt, freshmen Matt

Barnes and JaRon Rush, and sopho-

more Travis Reed will attempt to

keep the Broncos ofT the boards and

clean up shop against SCU's b-l'oot-?

junior forward Todd Wuschnig. who

averaged 8.4 points and 5.8 rebounds

last season.

In the backcourt, the absence of

Baron Davis for the 1998 home
opener leaves the door wide open for

head coach Steve Lavin as to who

will start opposite sophomore Earl

Watson. Watson will assume point

guard duties while Todd Ramasar.

who started both exhibition games,

senior Brandon Loyd, Ryan Bailey

"There is a lot of talent

on this team.We
should be ready for

(Santa Clara)."

Steve Lavin

Head basketball coach

or Rico Nines will get the nod at the

other starting guard position. Hines

did not play in the preseason due to a

sprained left knee.

"(My knee) is feeling a lot better.

It's real strong again," said Hines.

But Lavin stated he was still uncer-

tain of Hines' status, which will be

determined closer to game time.

"When you miss two weeks," said

Lavin, "it's hard just to step right

back in."

The Bruin backcourt will have the

dubious task of stopping 6-foot-3

junior guard Brian Jones, who aver-

Se« BRONCOS, page 33

^

PRIORITY
From page 38

2) A randomly drawn number
representing the first priority num-

ber will be posted outside Gates 10

and 15 at Pauley Pavilion on the

evening before the game. Students

will be lined up in sequential order

after the person holding the drawn

number.

3) Students must have their

UCLA Bruin Card and Sports

Package Game Ticket present with

them to receive a priority number.

There are no exceptions.

4) Students wishing to sit togeth-

er must stand in line together with

th6 individual who holds the worst

priority number in the group, (ie. if

the drawn number is 471 and there

are ticket holders 500, 987, 1600

and 10, the group must stand

together with the student holding

10.)

5) Each person may only get one

concourse priority number.

6) Failure to arrive at the set time

of two hours before game time will

result in the loss of priority.

If you have any questions, feel

free to call the Rally Committee at

206-8522.

Call Your Parents

Airline Reservations

-Pictures

www.commencement.ucla.edu

Dinner Reservations

Parking

Its Time to Start scheduling!

Watch for the full schedule in

the December 10th Bruin

• r

A Literary Conversation

with L^n Wieseltier

Author oF best selling Kaddish
and literary editor of

The Nei^ Republic

Thursday, November 19, 1998
4:00 pm

Law School, Room 1420
RSVP 208-3081

Sponsored by Hillel and the

UCLA Center for Jewish Studies

Israel at 50:
Public Law and the
Peace Progress with
Elyakim Rubinstein,

Israeli Attorney General

Friday, November 20, 1998
12:30 - 2:00 pm
Law School 1447

Co-sponsored by
UCLA School of Law &
Hillel Council of UCLA

Rosh Chodesh
Women's
New Moon
Celebration
Refreshments will be served

Thursday,
November 19, 1998
7:00 pm at Hillel

900 Hilgard Avenue

UCLA/USC
Shabbat

Join students from USC for fun,

food, & friendly competition
Separate Reform and Conservative
Services followed by Dinner (free)

and Oncg (fun & games)

Friday, November 20, 1998
6:30 pm at Hillel

900 Hilgard Avenue
RSVP for dimierl

Call Hillel at 208 - 3081

3MB Off FREE Storage

• Over 600 Images In the
Image gallery

No HTML experience
needed

¥n¥w.studeiitadvaiitage*€om
I IfJour oif-stop onMnrtsourf

^
ALE HOUSE CAFE

Home ofover 30 beers on tap!

17777 San Vicente Blvd. in Brentwood

ammmtmtimi'9
M^° DRAFT BEERS

25C: BUFFALO WINGS
FREE POOL!!!

ALL FOOD, ALL BEER, AND MOST
DRINKS ARE ONLY TWO DOLLARS!
$2 beers $2 shots $2 mixed drinks $ 2 menu items

iPhilly Cheese Steaks nachos. Samuel adams etc >

DOMESTIC DRARS

ONLY 990!<
AND WE

STILL HAVE
$1.50 WELL
DRINKS!

ns^Two-DOLiMmmm
ALL FOOD, ALL BEER, AND MOST DRINKS ARE ONLY TWO DOLLARS:

$2 PEERS $2 shots $2 MIXED DRINKS $ 2 MENU ITEMS

•Philly Cheese Steaks Nachos SIERRA NEVADA Etc i

m JAM NIGHT J^
Enjoy drink specials every 1/2 hour!!

Complimentary appetizers

€^MDOUiiRIMURDii¥/
ALL ; OOD, ALL BEER, AND MOST DRINKS ARE ONL^ TWO DOLLARV

S2 Bt LRS S2 SHO^S S2 M,XED DP'*^KS $ 2 MENU iTEMS
p.. . r^rrcr C-r.'..c; r^-.~^-z. CirpRA NEVADA E^C

SWW»YMSIr SMOJM-I
®-^ DRAFn^DOKSnC

! \IIK! \!\M!M Dl nI I\ \ I H >N < »l I III im!MA\(M>|) I l\ \(0\\\\\ MH
IIOl K's: Ml S:(Mr 2:00. S^S (^:{Hi 2'AH)
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SEASON
From page 37

State University. Bailey should make

an immediate impact in one of the top

backcourts in the nation. The

younger brother of LICLA alum and

Phoenix Sun draftee Toby Bailey,

Ryan averaged 8.4 points, four

rebounds and 4.2 steals per game in

his only season as a Nittany Lion.

"We have a very young team - 13

underclassmen - and we have the lu.v

ury of having some depth and si/e

this season to wear teams down." said

Lavin. "Our coaching staff is \sell

aware that we do have to be paiieni

because of our youth".

Even with the arrival of the class of

I99S, the returning Brum squad is

just as talented and includes the

potent class of 1997.

Much o\' the increased optimism

comes from sophomore guard Baron

Davis. Davis (6-foot-2. 210 pounds)

garnered many accolades last season,

and there is no reason to doubt his

contributions this vear. A first team

Basketball Times Kreshman All-

American and Pac-IO I'reshman

Plaver of the Year in I99S. his dunk

late in the first half o\' UCLA's sec-

ond round NCAA tournament victiv

r\ over the Tractor-powered

Michigan Wolverines gave the Bruins

"No matter what we
do, we dig deep and

keep playing."

Earl Watson

Sophomore basketball guard

enough momentum to reach the

'Sweet 16" la.si season. He suffered a

lorn anterior cruciaie ligament on

landing his inspiring dunk, and was

absent in the Bruins" subsequent loss

to eventual national champion

Kentucks.

Davis scored an average ol' 11.7

points and four rebounds, five assists,

and 2.4 steals per game last year. He
IS an explosive player \Mlh good ball

control, excellent Hoor awareness,

clutch shooting skills and a knack for

bringing showtime to Pauley

Pii\ ilion. and should make this season

\erv excitinu for all UCl.A fans.

"Baron has been cleared for prac-

tice." said Lavin. 'But. he still will not

be in full contact drills or scrim-

mages." •

The team would be far from com-

plete without the return of Davis'

partner in crime: sophomore guard

Earl Watson (()-foot. 183 pounds).

The Kansas City native was the only

player to start every game last season,

lying the school record o\' }} starts in

a single season. He was selected to the

1998^ Pac-IO Conference Ail-

I'reshman team. The second-leading

'

See SEASON, page 33

M - WilliaiTi Chen lUI.D., FAGS

Eyelid
Surgery

''"'"'
wwwtasianeyelidtcom

Call lor free brochure, 1-800-beautv I

Th

DO YOU NEED BRACES?

$35 Consultation
(urigtna}

}

y $65) ^^
Expires 8/31/98

Faculty Group Dental Practice

^ Section of Ori hodontics
100 UCLA Medical Plaza. Suite 350

For appointment.s call: (310) 825-3579

10820 W ilshire Boulevard
Wcstwood, CA 90024

(310)474-4262

-Less than one mile from HCL/X campiis-

-Free continental hreakfast-

-Affordahle, clean and comfortahle rooms-

-Free cable TV & Local Telephone Calls-

-Weekly, monthly and group rates available-

For Reservations call:

(310) 474-4262

"'«*«tii»

Presented hy ('('LA s

Latin American Student Association

Reventon
Semi-Formal Dance

/

I

Friday November 20, 1998
•'v

^ Sl9ecial proceeds to CCM /
.^^

,^=»!S:

.....—««r*%

y^^

SALSA> MiE

y

Featuring

-!^^ ')/

-^S Doors open @ 9:00pm

$8 w/ Children's book $10 w/o

At the Torrance Cultural Arts Center
INFO (310) 206-2631

Paid For By USAC
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BEAT
i

SC WEEK '98

9:30 p.m.

at Drake Stadium

T-shirts will be on sale

at the rally.

I

I

'

l Mil I

.
i

j 11 '

I u c

\\ a
UCLAkmni
Association

For more information call (31 0) UCLA-SAA
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SEASON
From page 40

Mo. He was a 1998 McDonald's and

Parade Ail-American and was rated

the No. I wing forward by PrepStar

magazine. A finalist for the Naismith

Prep Player of the Year award. Rush

averaged 32 points, 13.2 rebounds,

4.6 assists and four steals per game

during his senior season. His aware-

ness of the ball and pure athletic abil-

ity provides the Bruins with a young

scorer who is willing to take the ball to

the basket hard and often.

Ray Young (6-foot-3, 195 pounds)

comes to UCLA from Bay Area pow-

erhouse St. Joseph's Notre Dame in

Alameda, Calif. The third of three

1998 McDonald's All Americans on

this year's squad. Young hails from

the same school as fellow guard and

Phoenix Sun Jason Kidd. He was a

second-team Parade magazine Ail-

American and Gatorade's 1998

California High School Player of the

Year, and is a finalist to make the US
Junior World Championship team.

He averaged 15.0 points, four assists

and four steals per game during his

final year at St. Joseph's. His suffo-

cating defense and perimeter shoot-

ing should complement the inside

game UCLA hopes to utilize

"We have a very young

team (and the) ...depth

and size this season to

wear teams down."

Steve Lavin

Head basketball coach

throughout the season.

Forward Matt Barnes (6-7, 229)

was considered by many to be one of

California's top two-sport high

school athletes last year, in basketball

and football. He was one of the state's

top touchdown reception leaders as a

tight end. But his choice to play bas-

ketball for the Bruins gives UCLA a

Top 50 national performer and first-

team Best in the West player.

Averaging 26.5 points, 12.5

rebounds, 5.8 blocks and 5.5 assists

last season, Barnes is a willing

rebounder with exceptional three-

point shooter to the Bruin's lethal

offensive lineup.

"Recruiting is as important as

ever," said Lavin. "As Coach

Wooden always reminds me, he's yet

to see a jockey cross the finish line

with the horse on his shoulders - his

way of reminding me that you better

keep recruiting great players."

Another new face on this year's

squad is sophomore guard Ryan

"Moose" Bailey (6-foot-3, 200

pounds). Bailey sat out last season as

a redshirt and learned the Bruin sys-

tem after transferring from Penn

See SEASON, pagels

THAT WAS THEN..
(before tooth bonding)

THIS IS NOW!!!

mPFPTAT • ^^n Examination, 6 X-Rays& Teeth
^^^y^irVlj. 4^DU- Cleaning Expires 5/31/99

COSMETIC and
GENERAL
DENTISTRY

•TOOTN BONDING, BLEACNING
•Nitrous Oxid* (Laughing Gas)
•Hypnosis • Eioctronic Anosthosia
•Opon Lata Hours, Froo / Vali«latod Parlting

•Cliacks, Crodit Cards A Insuranco Forms Walcomo
•20 Yoars in Privata Practico in Wastwood

Dr. LARRY FRIEDMAN, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1762 Westwood Blvd. #460 (between Wilshire & Santa Monica Bl.)

For Appointment Call: (310) 474-3765

Critics Are Laughing at Her

AND SO CAN YOU!

CELIA FOX
L.A. UNDERGROUND
Directed by: Stanly Ralph Ross

Hottest new comed'm oround

- San Francisco Chronicle -

Refrellllllfl^^^

Ed^iiMu^n^, bnlknt,

i^mjpManson in Pants

fkock City News -

Doors ofjiii af9:00 Show starts at 9:30

Every Fiiday Night Nov. 13 thru Dec. 18

Masquer's Cabaret and Dmnei Theater

8334 West Third Street in Beveily Hills

Foi Reseivaiioih Call 2I3-390-SS86

The Best Programs Make the Best Educators

.^"^

^*^'-^Xv*w.-S

r^

If you are ready to

begin a teaching career,

Pepperdine's program,

specially designed for new

teachers, will help you

reach your full potential.

With flexible class

schedules, students can

earn a Master of Arts in

Education and Teaching

Credential with an optional

CLAD emphasis-all in

ijLt r
f *"

r^>^

M.A. in Education ^"^

with Teaching Credential

For additional information or the date

and location of our next information session

(800) 347-4849

PEPPERDINE UNIVERSITY
Graduate School of Education and Psychology

one year.

Seasoned faculty provide

the real-world experience

you require and the personal

attention you deserve.

Program information sessions

are held regularly at our

centers in Los Angeles, the

San Fernando Valley and Ventura

and Orange Counties.

TOUR OUR WEBSITE:

http://gsep.pepperdine.edu/gsep/

ADVERTlSrNG COUNCIL
SKNATOR FFJNGTF/N

"*

n HE WHITC HOUftK
*

OEPT. OF STATC

csfs "'*^'

^\MGToJ^
S Baltic Four IDATiON
'

. Voice of Americ-a

WFAA-TV

ABC

CUti

Interpol

NlGHTI.I^JF. wm ^
Dfpt. of EnucATior

J

INFO MEETINGS

'^99 \Nt^^

SMITHSOfJIAN

SUPRCMF. Cc:>ijr.

DCPT OrJUSTICL

DEPT. Or COMMCRCC

..AND MUCH MORE'1!

DEADLINE:
Monday. Nov 30. 1998 5pnn

Mtt

Meetings are

held at EXPO,

room 109

Kerckliotf Hall.

Applications

and into about
the V^ashington

D C prograrr,

/;i|i be given out
"' *^f' rTiePting'

saonet ucla.ecju''

Here's your chance to investigate your

career options and earn experience as a
full-tinne entry level professional for 10

weeks! Just apply for a UCLA National

Internship!

Housing, DC President's Scfx)larship

Stipend Progrann, and a loan program are

available. Tfiere is also a $3000 stipend

student director position available.

Housing is arranged at Randolph Towers in

Arlington. VA

uri* C«'*>' Ca»l*>

EXPO
l?nn 109

Kerckhofr Hc3ll

310 825 0631
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Rac-1 conference casts

green, seasoned talent

PREVIEW: Top-ranked

teams go head-lo-head

for championship title

By Brent Boyd
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Ihc l*;ic-l() basketball conference

has a lot to live up to this season.

I'wo national championships in

the past lour years, three final Four

appearances in the same time span,

and four teams in the Sweet 16 a year

ago - these are accomplishments that

would make any conference proud.

The scary thing is, the l*ac-ll) m.iy

be even better this year.

Only a week into the season, con-

ference teams have gi>ne V-l. and

already four are ranked among the

top 14 in the nation Stanford ( Vd).

UCLA (llth). Arizona (12th). and

Washington (I4lh).

The Atlantic ("oast ( onlcrcncc is

the nation's closest, with four teams

in the top 24.

Ihe general consensus is that this

year's conference is actu.illy divided

up into four tiers.

Returning all live starters from last

j^rar's hinal hour Iram, Slanforti is

Next up IS the quadr.mt of.

California, USC. Oregon and

Arizona State. All these teams ha\e

the talent to make some noise but are

also marked with uncertainty itnd

may be prone [o periodic struggle

If any of these teams have a break-

out year, a fifth conference bid lo the

Iburnev could await.

linaliy come the trailers of the

l*ac-l() ^ Washington State and

Oregon State A postseason run by

either one of these teams would be a

shock.

As a whole, the conference is a

mixture of the old and the new.

(lone are Miles Simon. Micheal

Dickerson. and Vlike Bibby o\'

Arizona as well as the I'Cl.A trio o\

Toby Hailey. .I.R, lleiulerson and

Kris lohnson.

Corey Benjamin won't be return-

ing to Oregon Stale. Other graduates

include WSU"s Carlos IXimel and

ASl!"s Ahlon Lewis and lorem\

Veal.

i he gradUiites will be replaced b\

members o[' recruitinii cl.isses al

I 'CI.A and Arizona that rank among

the best in the nation, as well as

strong newcomers at I SC.

California and Oregon.'

Adti in ihi' fact th:it Slnnford

DIVING BRIEFS

The UCLA womens diving

team enters the Trojan Diving

Invitational today at USC's

McDonald aquatic facilitv.

Thirteen teams are competing in

the three-day meet and the top

teams include USC. \i\[ . Texas

and Stanford.

Thursday features the women s

.^^-meter springboard as well as

men's 1 -meter bo.ird events. On
Iriday. women will compete in the

one-meter btvird and men will com-

pete in the .Vmeter board. I he plat-

form events will be held on

Saturday. All preliminaries start al

10 a.m. while Thursday and

Lriday's finals start at .^p in.

All Bruins will dive, but onl>

three divers are allowed to oltlciallv

compete. U'CLA sophomores

.•\nne Biiuhramian. Delilah More'

and Ami Achrekar are likely to

score high while freshman Liz

.Ackerman is steadily rising.

Ihe invitational is not a confer-

ence event, but scores can count to

qualifv divers in the NCAA region-

al zone meet. Baghramian has

already qualified in the three-meter

bi>ard and she's aiming lo i,\o the

same in the one-meter board.

Ihe use divini! team, which is

hosting the event, will .ilsv) put on a

performance.

With this meet being in the salne^

format as the l\ic-l() and NCAA
championships. USC diving coach

Jet f Shaffer savs this is the first time

Ills divers will do championship-

quality dives. He also says everyone

can take advantage o\' this meet to

assess oneself right before the win-

ter break.

Jt- uives us a barometer as to

what our strengths and weaknesses

are." Shaffer said of the invitation-

al. "We'll use the scores as scales to

break dow n and improve upon,"

Ihe I'rojan Diving Invitational is

the last meet the Bruins compete

before the winter break. As with

USC and many other teams, they

plan to set the standards fi>r them-

selves through this earlv season do-

sure and ^\o\k on bettering their

dives come January.

Notes compiled by Steve Kim, Daily

Bruin Senior Staff

Guidelines for basketball priority numbers

TICKETS: Ke^ailalions lor

ohlainin^^ I (>L\ sealin^^

elTeetive slaiiiii^ loni^hl

Ihe guidelines for ARLNA sCiit-

ini: effective at toniiiht's name
against Santa Clara and every

home name thereafter are as fol-

Failure to arrive at the

set time of two hours

before game time will

result in the loss of

priority.

ihc overwhelming favorite - the

Cardinal received .V> of a possible M
first-place voles in the preseason Pac-

10 media poll.

Meanwhile, veteran Washington

and youthful squads frt)m UCLA
and Arizona should fight it out for the

second through fourth spots, it would

be a surprise if any o\' these teams

failed to receive an NCAA bid.

returns its lop |0 players from last

year's M)-5 team and that Washington

has four starters (including all-Pac-IO

center Todd MacCulloueh) backw '

from its Sweet 16 team. I hen there

are Baron Davis and Larl Watson,

who will return to make a fornudable

backcourt in Westwood. All o( this

should result in one exciting season o\'

Pac- 10 basketball.

lows.

1

)

Priority numbers will be

passed out at 7:00 on the morning

of each game at l*auley Pavilion at

(iates 10 and 15. Students must

return to the same gale al which

they received their number no later

than one hour and fifteen minutes

prior to game lime.

2) Students must have their

4) 144 prionlv numbers will be

distributed al each gate. Students

must have an arenii-ievel priority

number lo sit on the arena level.

>) Official Rally Committee

sign-up lists will be posted fi>r

arena level priority numbers M
each gales by 8:00 on the evening

before each home contest.

[he guidelines for concourse

UCLA Bruin Card and student

game ticket present with them lo

receive a priority number. There

are no exceptions.

3) A maximum of iwo priority

numbers will be distributed per

person. The ID and ticket for both

students must be present.

scal i ng e lTi'Ll i vc al lomglil s game
against Santa Clara and every

home game thereafter are as fol-

lows:

I ) Concourse level priority num-

bers will only be distributed to stu-

dents holding tickets from a

Student Sports Package.

See PRIORITY, page 34

Any large Pizza, your choice of toppings and crust, for $9>99

824-41 1

1

1114 Gayley Ave.

Westwood Village

Medium 1 topping Pizza

for $5.95

Fast Free Delivery

until 1 a.m. Sunday-Thursday

until 2 a.m. Friday & Saturday

National Football League

At A Glance

AMERKAN CONFERENCE

East

W I T P(t. Pf PA

Miami 7 3 .700 178 132

Buffalo 6 4 .600 213 206

N.Y.Jfts 6 4 .600 243 175

New England 5 5 500 211 192

Indianapolis 2 8 .200 166 264

Green Bay 37, New York Giants 3

Dallas 35, Arizona 28

Oakland 20, Seattle 17

San Diego 14, Baltimore 13

Jacksonville 29, Tampa Bay 24

Detroit 26, Chicago 3
"^

—

'"'

Central Division

Detroit

St. Louis

Nashville

Chicago

Central

Jacksonville

Pittsburgh

Tennessee

Baltimore

Cincinnati

West

Denver

Oakland

Seattle

Kansas City

San Diego

8 2 800 262 200

6 4 600 178 184

6 4 .600 239 193

3 7 .300 147 203

2 8 .200 167 267

10 1.000 330 176

7 3 .700 176 175

5 5 .500 213 162

4 6 .400 167 197

4 6 400 127 179

NATIONAL CONFERENCE

East

W L T Pet. PF PA

Dallas 7 3 700 259 149

An/ona 5 5 .500 182 232

N.Y. Giants 3 7 .300 169 226

Philadelphia 2 8 200 92 233

Washington 2 8 .200 169 273

Central

Minnesota

Green Bay

Tampa Bay

Chicago

Detroit

West

Atlanta

San Francisco

New Orleans

.iouu

Carolina

9 10 .900 320 170

7 3 700 276 196

4 6 400 167 195

3 7 V300 167 224

3 7 ,300 197 222

8 2

7 3

5 5

i.7

1 9

800 284 195

700 292 217

500 186 204

.300 177 240

100 191 254

Sunday's GaiMt

Mmnnota 24, Cincinnati )

Mt«mi 1 3 Carolina <)

Buffalo 1 3 New England 10

Indianapolis 24. New Yofk Jets 23

MiiStMnqton 28 PhdMlfiphia ]

1iiiMU«e23,PmsburqM4

NnvOrtNm24.S« louts 3

AlUnla31.Sanfran{iS(ol^

Monday's Gam*
Denver 30, Kansas City 7

Sunday, Nov. 22

Arizona at Washington, 101 p.m.

Chicago at Atlanta, 1:01p.m.

Detroit at Tampa Bay, 1 01 pm.

Green Bay at Minnesota, 101 p.m.

Indianapolis at Buffalo, 1:01 p m
Jacksonville at Pittsburgh, 1 01 p.m.

Philadelphia at New York Giants, 1:01

p.m.

Seattle at Dallas, 1 01 pm.

Carolina at St. Louis, 4:05 pm
Kansas City at San Diego, 4 15 p m.

New York Jets at Tennessee, 4:15pm.

Baltimore at Cincinnati, 4 15pm

Oakland at Denver, 4: 15 p.m.

New Orleans at San Francisco, 8:20 p.m.

Monday, Nov. 23

Miami at New England, 8:20 p.m.

National Hockey League

At A Clance

EASTERN CONFERENCE

Atlantic Division

W L T Pts GF GA

New Jersey 9 6 f8 33 35

Pittsburgh 7 5 4 18 43 42

Philadelphia 7 6^ 18 45 37

NY Islanders 810 16 45 48

NY Rangers 4 7 5 13 38 45

Northeast Division

WIT Pts GF GA

Toronto 9 7 2 20 57 54

Buffalo 7 3 4 18 40 26

Boston 6 7 4 16 40 32

Ottawa 66 3 15 43 41

Montreal 6 9 2 14 39 49

Southeast Divisian

WIT Pts GF GA

Carolina 8 7 3 19 48 44

Florida 6 6 3 15 33 41

Washington 6 7 3 15 37 41

lamiMBav 6 9 2 14 40 61

WISTERNCONFEIfNCE

Wednesday's College Basketball

W L T Pts GF GA EAST

9 8 18 53 44 Columbia69,N J.Tech 58

7 4 4 18 42 35 Dartmouth 69, Vermont 64

69 1 13 39 47 Delaware 87, Delaware St. 74

S IO ) 13 38 63 Duguesne 59, West Virginia 50

Harvard 62, Boston College 61

Holy Cross 62, Hartford 58

Pts GF GA Lafayette 63, Princeton 47

19 55 45 Quinnipiac64,Afmy63

19 50 41 Rider 79, Bucknell 64

16 47 48 Sacred Heart 63, Monmouth, N J 61

16 48 49 Seton Hall 83, Drexel 70

Temple 68, Mississippi 52

W L T Pis GF GA SOUTH

9 3 2 20 37 27 Alabama A&M 83, Ala. Huntsville 70

9 2 2 24 34 17 Alcom St. 62, South Alabama 44

6 6 4 16 37 37 American U. 69, Howard 53

510 3 13 39 49 Evansville83,Tenn. Martin 70

3 7 4 10 33 35 Georgetown 83, Georgia St. 68

Jacksonville 98, Florida Tech 62

James Madison 93, N Carolina A&T 80

Morehead St 96, Asbury 66

N. Carolina St. 87. Campbell 36 .

NorfolkSt.86.McNeeseSt.82

Old Dominion 83, Hampton 69

Samford 83, Bethel, Tenn. 44

Va. Commonwealth 63, W. Kentucky 61

Wake Forest 82, UNC Greensboro 45

MIDWEST

Creighton 79, Missouri-Kansas City 5J

Dayton 76,lnd. Pur. Indpls.66

Drake 82, Stony Brook 54

E. Illinois 70, Indiana St 63

Illinois St. 60,Wis Green Bay 49

Indiana 91, Ala.-Birmingham 54

Kansas St 76, Washburn 60

Kent67,YoungstownSt. 56

Ohio St. 61, Robert Morris 49

W Illinois 85, St. Ambrose 80

Wichita St 88, Florida Atlantic 85

SOUTHWEST

Louisiana lech 72 Baylor 63

Oral Roberts n Arkansas St 66

"~1fxas Chrmian 74 New Orteanvt

Tulsa 84. Jackson St 45

Purdue 83, Gonzaga 68

St. John's 73, Massachusetts 69

First Round

SWMissoun St. 72, Missouri 69

from the practice sguad.

SAN FRANCISCO 49ERS— Signed DT David

Richie to the practice squad. Released CB

Kelly Malveaux from the practice squad.

Northwest Division

W L T

Edmonton 9 7 1

Vancouver 8 8 1

Calgary 7 8 2

Colorado 7 8 2

PaciHc Division

Dallas

Phoenix

Anaheim

Los Angeles

San Jose

.Tuesday's Games

Carolina 5, Montreal 4

Philadelphia 4, Pittsburgh 1

Chicago 2, Nashville 1

Colorado 5, NY Islanders 2

Wednesday's Games

Late Games Not Included

Washington 4, Toronto 1

Detroit 6, Edmonton 2

Vancouver 2, Phoenix 4

NY Rangers at Anaheim (n)

Los Angeles at San Jo<^ (n)

Thursday's Games

Florida at Boston, 7 pm
CalgaTy at Montreal. 7 pm
Pittsburgh at Tampa Bay, 7:05 p.m.

Carolina at New Jersey, 7:30 p m.

St. Louis at Nashville, 8 p.m.

Vancouver at Colorado, 9 p.m.

N Y Rangers at Los Angeles, 10 30 p.m.

Friday's Gamci

Ottawa at Washington, 7 pm
Philadelphia at Carolina, 7 pm
Toronto at Buffalo, 7 30 pm
NY Islanders at Dallas. 8 30 pm
Edmonton at Anaheim, 10 30 pm
Phoenix at San Jose. 10 30 pm

AN rMws in tlie Sfwts Ma are EST

Colleae Batketball

Ma|or 't<

FMWEST
Air Force 85. Regis 68

Utah St 62 Utah S4

TOURNAMENTS

Preseason Nil

Quarterfinai^

NerttiCarolma65.(ieor9ta 56

EXHIBITION

Miami 11 5, Upstate Basketball 90

Transactions

Major League Baseball

ANAHEIM ANGELS -Agreed to terms

with C Matt Walbeck on a two-year con-

tract.

OAKLAND ATHLETICS— Named Paul

DePodesta assistant general manager.

Bob Geren manager of Modesto of the

California League, Juan Navarrete manag

er of Visalia of the California League, Tony

DeFrancesco manager of Midland of the

Texas League, Ron Romanick minor

league pitching coordinator and Orv

Franchuk minor league hitting coordina-

tor

TEXAS RANGERS -Named Brad Horn

assistant public relations director

CINCINNATI REDS—Added RHP Ted Rose

to the 40-man roster. Signed INF Jeff

Branson, RHP Kevin Foster, RHP Marty

Janzen and RHP Todd Etier to minor-

league contracts.

FLORIDA MARLINS- Signed INF Russ

Morman and RHP Archie Corbin to minor

league contracts.

PITTSBURGH PIRATES - Agreed to terms

with INF Mike Benjamin on a two year

contract

SAN DIEGO PADRES - Purchased the con

tract of RHP Rodrigo Lope; from Mobile of

the Southern League, RHP Wascar Serrano

from Clinton of the Midwest League, and

RHP Bryan Wolff from Las Vegas of the

PCL Waived INF Archi Cianfrocco and RHP

Scott Sanders.

National Football Lea9ue

CiNCtNNATt 8Ef*GALS ArtnratedDt

John Copeland from the physically unable

to perform list Waived 01 Brock Gulierre;

JACKSONVILLE JAGUARS -Placed DT Seth

Payne on injured reserve Signed TE Troy

Sadowski

KANSAS CITY CHIEFS Suspended LB

Derrick Thomas for one game Waived LB

Wayne Simmons

NEW YORK GMNTS -Placed TE AlPupumj

on miuifd reserve Signed TE Andy Haase

National Hockey League ,._
CHICAGO BLACKHAWKS -Traded C

Roman Vopat to the Philadelphia Flyers

for LW Mike Maneluk.

ST. LOUIS BLUES— Assigned C Marty

Reasoner to Worcester of the AHL.

SAN JOSE SHARKS -Suspended D Andrei

Zyuzin after he refused an assignment to

Kentucky of the AHL. Recalled D

Alexandre Boikov from Kentucky.

TAMPA BAY LIGHTNING— Suspended D

Michal Sykora indefinitely without pay for

refusing to report to Cleveland of the IHL.

Major League Soccer

DALLAS BURN- Named Paul Mott senior

vice president, John Alper vice president

of sales, Andy Swift vice president of mar

keting and broadcasting, Shawn McGee

director of sales, and Derek Conway direc

tor of ticket services and merchandise.

TAMPA BAY MUTINY— Re-signed Tim

Hankinson, coach, through the 2000 sea-

son and named him director of player

personnel.

COLLEGE

NORFOLK STATE Fired Darnell Moore,

football coach.

UNLV— Announced Jeff Horton, football

coach, will not return next season.

Trivia Questions

1 What sport was the New York

Renaissance a part of?

2 Who was the first woman to be named

All -American in two different NCAA

sports'

3 What are the only four schools to have

won more than 20 bowl games'

Answer\
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PAC-10 PREVIEW

1 STANFORD

1998 Record: 30-S,

15-3 (2nd)

Postseason: Lost in NCAA semi-finals

(Kentucky 86-8S 01)

Returning starters: 5 PG Arthur Lee, Sr; G

Kris Weems, Sr; F Mark Madsen, Jr.; F Peter

Sauer, Jr.;dim Young, Sr.

Outlooit: This is definitely a team of great

expectations. Anything less

than its first Pac- 10

championship in S6 years and

a return to the Final Four

would be considered a

disappointment in Palo Alto.
-

The Cardinal returns all five starters from

last year's squad, as well as its top five

reserves. Possessing one of the best

frontcourts and backcourts in the nation,

Stanford should be able to live up to the

expectations.

Stat: The Cardinal return 95 percent of its

scoring production from last year, as well as

92 percent of its rebounding.

• ARIZONA STATE

1998 Record: 18 14,

8-10(T-5th)

Postseason: Lost in NIT first round

(Hawaii, 90-73)

Returning starters: 3 - F Mike Batiste, Sr; G

Eddie House, Jr.; F Bobby Lazor, Sr.

Outlook: Batiste and Lazor should give ASU

one of the best frontcourts in the Pac- 1 as

well as a little stability

-something that the

program has lacked.

The Sun Devils have

2 ARIZONA
1998 Record: 30-5, 17-1 (1st)

Postseason: Lost in NCAA

Regional Finals (Utah, 76-51)

Returning starters: 1 - C AJ.Bramlett

Outlook: Losing three key starters to

graduation, as well as Mike Bibby to the

NBA, UA should be down this year, but not

as much as many people expect, as can be

evidenced by its

victory over then-

No. 9 Tennessee

last week. The

Wildcats return

Bramlett as well

as guard Jason Terry and six other players

that have at least two years experience. The

addition ot a tremendous recruiting class

should allow UA to remain in the upper

echelon of the Pac-lO.

Stat: Arizona has not missed the NCAA

Tournament since the 1983-84 season-Lute

Olson's first as head coach of the Wildcats.

7 use

1998 Record:9-19, 5-13 (8th)

Postseason: None

Returning starters: 2 F Greg Lakey, So.; F

Jarvis Turner, Jr.

Outlook: USC showed promise al the end of

last season by beating both Arizona and

ASU. ..but they had lost 11 or 12 before that,

so who knows? USC's top returning scorer is

forward Adam

Spanich (12.0 ppg last

season) and returns

its too three

recently experienced

point-shaving

scandals, off-the-

courl problems, and the resignation of head

coach Bill Frieder (who will be replaced by

ex-Mississippi head coach Rob Evans). There

is the potential for a visit to the Big Dance,

but the NIT is a more realistic goal. —

Stat: ASU is the only Pac 10 team to have-

never won a conference title.

3UCU
1998 Record: 24 9,

12-6 (3rd)

Postseason: Lost in NCAA Sweet 16

(Kentucky 94-68)

Returning starters: 2 - G Baron Davis, So.;

G Earl Watson, So.

Outlook: 'Youth' is the key word in

Westwood. Brandon

Loyd is the sole senior on

the team and all five

starters will be either

freshmen or

sophomores.When Davis returns from his

injury the Bruins should be one of the most

athletic teams in the nation, and should pull

some upsets. However, they will be

inconsistent and lose to some less-talented

teams. Regardless, this should be an exciting

season in Pauley - one full of surprises.

Stat: The last time UCLA didn't finish first in

the conference (1994),the Bruins followed it

up with a national championship the next

season.

8 OREGON

1998 Record: 13-14,8-10 (T-5th)

Postseason: None

Returning starters: 3 - G Tarik Brown, Sr.;

PGMike McShane, Jr.; F Flo Hartenstein, So.

Outlook: The Ducks have dramatically

fallen off from their 19-9 season four years

ago, but the future looks bright with an

incoming recruiting class of six players and

the efforts of second

-

year head coach Ernie

Kent. This year,

however, Oregon

^

rebounders from last

year. Though

postseason play still

remainsalonqshot,a

good recruiting class should enable the

Trojans to gain some respect and some W's

in the Pac 10 race.

Stat: USC has a better winning percentage

(.449) against UCLA than any other Pac 10

school. ..but UCLA's won eight in a row.

I

4 WASHINGTON
1998 Record: 20-10. 11 -7 (4th)

Postseason: Lost in NCAA Sweet

16 (Connecticut 75-74)

Returning starters: 4 - F Thalo Green, So.; G

Deon Luton, Jr.; C Todd MacCultough, Sr.; G

Donald Watts, Sr.

Outlook: Though it lost seven-foot forward

Patrick Femerling, Washington returns a

solid nucleus from last season - enough of

a nucleus that

some say it's

UW's best team

ever. The Luton/

Wans/

MacCullough trio has been together for

three years now and they should only get

better. But, the Huskies first need to prove

they can beat the Pac-lO's Big Three - they

are 6-24 against Stanford, Arizona, and

UCLA over the past five seasons.

Stat: The Huskies' two postseason wins last

season doubled their total of the previous

» WASHINGTON STATE

1998 Record: 10-19.

3-15(T-9th)

Postseason: None

Returning starters: 4 F Chris Cosby, Jr.; G

Kabandany Kazadi, Sr.; C Leif Nelson, St.; G

Blake Pengelly, Jr.

Outlook: Though the Cougars return four

starters, they lose their only star (Carlos

Daniel). In fact,WSU

doesn't have a single

player that appeared

on last season's Pac-

should not pose much

of a threat to the

upper-tier conference clubs. Much of the

pressure will fall on Brown, who is the

squad's leading returning scorer with 12.8

points per game.

Stat: Oregon won the first ever NCAA

championship - in 1939.They have only

won three tournament games since (its last

win coming in 1960)

5 CALIFORNIA

1998 Record: 12-15.

8-10(T-5th)

Postseason: None

Returning starters: 4 - G Geno Carlisle. Sr.;

PG Raymond 'Circus' King. Jr.; F Michael Gill.

Sr.;FSeanLampley,So.

Outlook: Emerging from NCAA probation,

the Bears will at least have a shot at making

the Tourney this

season.Whether that

will happen or not,

depends largely on

Cal's ability to win

close games. They lost all eight of their

games that were decided by three points or

less last year. This year the Bears have more

depth - last season they had only seven

scholarship players. They have the talent to

get into the Tourney, but much farthe?

Probably not.

Stat: Ben Braun's .593 winning percentage is

higher than any Cal coach since Pete Newell,

who retired in 1960.

ggj^ OREGON STATE

^Q 1998 Record: 13-17.

3-15(T-9th)

Postseason; None

Returning starters: 1 G Deaundra

Tanner, So.

Outlook: The bad news in CorvallisiThe

Beavers have only one returning starter. The

Good News:The starters last year tied for last

in the conference.

Finishing at the bottom

is no strange occurence

\' inCorvallis-OSUhas

10 all-conference, all-

freshmen, or all-

newcomer

teams. not even an honorable mention. As

a result, this season should be a long one in

Pullman, and if not for Oregon State, WSU

may have finished with as many conference

victories as its football team - zero.

Stat: The Cougars have lost to conference

rival Arizona 26 consecutive times.

3?

tinished aDove ninth

only once in the last five years.This year should

be no different as the Beavers lost their only

legitimate threat (Corey Benjamin) to the NBA.

If the Beavers win as many games as they did a

year ago, it would be a surprise. For them to

make the postseason. ..well, that would be a

miracle.

Stat: Only UCLA and Arizona have won or tied

for more conference titles in the last 20 seasons

RED-DELICIOUS

APPLES

Reg. $1.19/lb.

YOUR
TAILGATE

STARTS
- HERE!

Coke & Diet Coke

2 liter bottles

s s Sparkletts
^ ^ ' Jl • MnilNTAIN SPRING WATER

Sfkllkli-I^

• MOUNTAIN SPRING WATER
• CRYSTAL FRESH DRINKING WATER

2/gg«
1.5 Liter (50.7 oz) w/sport top

Yoplalt Yogurt
U varieties

2/99
6 oz. Rag 890 ea.

1^&$
PREMIUM
UGER

12pk 12 oz. Bottles Reg. $12.99

^egffoald Frosted
Mini-Wheats

19 oz. Box Reg. $3.59

MD TISSUE
^r-;=:;^^jii

F' *4LP

SL 4Pk. Reg. $1.49

Miller Genuine Draft

ISjiM 12 oz. Bottles Reg. $11.99

Budweiser & Bud Light

IBfM 12 oz. cant Reg. $11.99

WS4 Open 'til Midnight at 1057 Gayley Ave. 209-1111
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SPORTS
Beat% Beat 'SC!

The annual Beat 'SC bonfire is

tonight on the IM field,

immediately following the

men's basketball game.

www.dailybniin.ucla.edu

Coach's
Earl Watsons perfection,

leadership can fulfill

any teams fantasies
Feature

By David Arnold

Daily Bruin Contributor

Earl Watson must be a coach's

dream.

In practice he works as hard as

anyone else, and m games he only

wants to win. OIT the court he only

wants to improve, and on the court

he only wants to lead.

And he's saying all the right

things.

"I've got no individual goals,

only team goals
"

"I don't really care about the

attention."

claimed Watson. Though olT the

court Im not the U)udesi guy. on

the court you've got to get up in a

teammate's face and call the plays.

But. yes. it's been easy lor me."

On a team with a nationally

ranked recruiting class, and injured

sophomore guard Baron Davis a

Wooden Award candidate, one

might think that someone who

See WATSON, page 33

Youthful team players

get hyped for season

I like my po>tiiinn on th»><

team."

VVatson couldn't be better for

Bruin basketball public relations if

the IKXA's Sports Information

department dictated his quotes to

him.

In a sport where the the profes-

sionals are on strike, high sclH>olers

are jumping to college, aiul the col-

legiates are getting more attention

than ever. Watson is a rare rind.

Not only does he say all the right

things, he believes in them.

"luirl is very easy to coach." said

assistant ct>ach Steve Spencer, "lie

plays all out all the lime. Whether

ils practice or a game. he. puis the

team first. He's willing to do whal-

es er it takes for the team."

A player who's easy and e.igcr lo

be ct>ached. what more couki a

coach hope for?

How about .1 player who is a

coach'.'

"lie Is like .1 coach'on the lloor."

said Spencer. "He's \ery ^ooi\ at

being an extension o\ the liCiid

coach, which is exactly what you

want from a point guard
'

And gel ihis: leading the learn

and pleasing the coaches hasnl

even been difHeull for him.

."No. It's been easv for me"

lAN'll V ANION !\l i>l*'
!\j'i', Hiuif 'oii«>r St.i'l

Point guard Earl Watson leads on the court and puts the team

first on his priorities.

M.H00PS: Fresh talent,

hi^h optimism, guidance

drive class of top recruits

By AJ Cadman
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

This is finally his leam. There is no

early season controversy. His team is

ranked I2lh in the F.SPN/USA
Today Preseason poll. They are

potent and explosive. The average

age o\' his squad is less than 20 years

old.

UCLA head coach Steve Lavin

enters his third season in Westwood

with a leam almost entirely of his own
design. With 1 1 underclassmen, the

1998-99 Bruins have a fresh new look

that should endure the ills of inexperi-

cnce. •
I

lo get the best players." said Lavin.

Freshman center Dan Gadzuric

(6-foot- 10, 245 pounds) provides a

formidable roadblock for opposing

centers throughout the Pac-IO

Conference and the nation. Born and

raised in Holland. Gadzuric previ-

ously attended Governor Dummer
Academy in Massachusetts. Rated

the No. I high school center in the

nation by PrepStar magazine,

Gadzuric was a 1998 McDonald's

All-American and first-team All-

American in Parade and Slam maga-

zines. During his senior season,

Gadzuric averaged 21 points, 17

rebounds and seven blocked shots

per game. His size and strength will

provide a new look to the fronlcourt

in sharp contrast to last season that

featured outstanding play from an

undersized center, J.R. Henderson

The Bruins

must try to

replace the

postseason
experience thai

loby Bailey.

J R Heiklerson

and Kris

J o h n s o n

brought lo the

Uible. lo ni.ilch

liie combined

li>ur \ear

record o\' lOV

36. three con-

secutive Pac-IO

lilies (199.5-97), and the 1995 NCAA
ChampuMiship which were shared by

ihe three departed seniors. Lavin's

young cre^^ \vill ha\c a strenuous

climb ahead of them.

With the No. I rated recruit inn

class in the natu>n for 1998. accord-

ing lo the Sp(>rling News and

With the No. 1 rated

recruiting class in the

nation ...the Bruins

have high hopes and

thoughts of reloading

rather then rebuilding.

PrepStar niaga/ine. the Bruins have

high hopes and thoughts of relo.iding

rather then rebuilding. Just like last

year's highly pri/ed class, which li\ed

up to expectations, this year's talent-

ed leam has ils sights on the ultimate

prize in March once again.

"As a coaching staff we undei-

sland the importance of recruiting, so

we work 24 hours, seven davs a week

Origin a 1, 1 y

f r o m
(luadeloupe, an

island located in

the West Indies,

fellow freshman

center Jerome

Moiso (6-foot- 10.

2.^0 pounds) was

rated the No. 8

I'.S. prep

prospect and the

top shot blocker

in the nation. He
averaged 18.9

points and 10

rebounds per game during his senior

campaign at Milford Academy in

C'onneclicut, after graduating from

the INSI P school in Paris, Lrance.

Ihese two effectively make a

strong twin touer citinbin.Muui.

Complementing (iadzunc s strong

physical presence. Moiso has quick

T^i.iiuls and inohilit) on dclciisc down
low in the key He has a unique

awareness of the basket when posting

up against an opponent and an

impressne verliCiil leap.

Ireshman forward JaRon Rush

(6-f H>l-6. 210 pounds) was prepped at

the Pembroke School in Kansas Cily,

See SEASON, page 37

Bruins hooe to buck Broncos in Pavilion

M.H00PS: UCl.A team faces oil

against Santa Clara with first

real test of basketball season

By AJ Cadman
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

It was the beginning of ihe end. I he last time

the UCLA Bruins played the Santa Clara

Broncos. Jim Harrick was the head coach.

Steve Lavin was just an assi.stant at the time. It

was the team's first game since winning the

NCAA Championship 89-78 over the

Arkansas Razorbacks. The Bruins were set to

defend their title admirably. There was much
promise, and one reason for doubt the gradua-

tion and the departure of Ed O'Bannon.

The Santa Clara Broncos, a West Coast

Conference representative, had been known
for one thing at the time Fhe little-known

sch(K>l had beaten Pac- 10 power Arizona a cou-

ple of years earlier And a httle4(nown plavcr at

the time would go on lo capture his dreams and

play in the NBA. This Ireshman had sunk the

crucial free throws lo mark the first lime a No.

15 seed in the NCAA lournamenl had defeat-

ed a No. 2 seed. His name was Steve Nash.

But here were these two leams: one fresh o\T

a nalionyl champicMiship and one knocking on

the door for a little respect. Hie Bruins look the

small school for granted at the 1995 Maui

Classic and lost. 78-69.

Now. Lavin is the heiki coach with his own
team. Harrick is coaching at Rhode Island. I:d

O'Bannon is playing professionally in Europe.

Steve Nash is with the Dallas Mavericks. But.

both teams are in the same positions as they

were just three years ago: one with outstanding

young talent and promi.se and the other again

knocking on the door. -
The Broncos travel from Northern

California to Pauley Pavilion Thursday night to

lake on the Bruins in L'CLA's first real test

I'he contest's implications will be much like a

high schix^l teacher giving quizzes on the first

day of schiH>l to see how his students stack up

against each other

Phc Broncttk have proven to be up to the

task o\' handling tough competition. Besides

their upset against the Wildcats, the Broncos

narrowly lost down the stretch against 1998

Final I "our participant Stanford last season 69-

60 at the Cable Car Classic at the San Jose

Arena.

Ihe Bruins will showcase their highly-touted

freshman class Fhursday evening, who will get

their first real taste o\' NCAA Division I com-

petition on the parque fioor o\' legendary

Pauley Pavilion.

Freshman centers Dan (iadzunc (6-foot- 10)

and Jerome Moiso (6-foot- 10) will play tag

team against the Broncos' 6-foot 10 senior cen-

ter Alex Lopez. Lopez averaged 5.2 points and

.^.3 rebounds per game last season against

-mainlv WCC competUK>n

"I think things are going well We still have

some things we have got to work on and get bet-

ter at (before the sea.son starts)." said

(iadzunc "We are not where we want to be

yet But. (the team) is looking forward to

I'hursdav
"

HAMMAN fA«AM(1f 1 /f)*ty Bfij.'

Sm 14

JaRon Rush and the UCLA men's basketball

team will play their home opener tonight

against the Santa Clara Broncos
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See pages 22-23
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Abortion in Los Angeles

Despite the growing violence

at abortion clinics nationwide,

California is still one place where

women can have the procedure

done. See page 4
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Alcohol abuse endangers freshmen
DORMS: Administrators

start awareness programs

to halt drinking problems

NOON-10PM UP TO 5 MILES

m^mikmltlm

10916 KINROSS AVE
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

We deliver: Cakes, Scoops
\

—ShakesrSundaes,

Cappuccino Blasts,

Non-Fat Fruit Smoothies, etc

By Dennis LIm

Daily Bruin Contributor

Four weeks into her first quarter at

UCLA Jesstine Guzman had already

learned her first lesson with alcohol:

don't drink too much of it.

Slumped over a toilet, vomiting

her dinner into the now-murky brown

water, Guzman, a first-year unde-

clared student, had overwhelmed her

body with so much alcohol she could

barely stand. Her body reacted in a

punishing way.

"Before we went to the party we

had a little pre-party which involved

alcohol, then when we got to the

party we continued to drink in mas-

sive amounts," Guzman said.

"We stayed there for a couple

hours and from the minute 1 walked

into the party until the minute I left, I

had a drink in my hand. By the end of

the night, we all ended up back in the

dorms throwing-up," she added.

Guzman's story, however, is not

unique to herself or other students

who live in the dorms.

Figures provided by Jack

Gibbons, the associate director of the

Office of Residential Life (ORL),

show that in 1995 and 1996, alcohol-

related incidences stayed constant at

73 during fall quarter, but increased

to 89 last fall.

While figures for this quarter have,

not been released, those within the

dorms predict this trend will contin-

ue.

"I've been in the dorms for three

years, and I have never seen it this

bad before," said Mark Jaramillo, a

third-year Program Assistant in

Sproul Hall.

"Across the board, on every floor

and every residence hall, we're seeing

an increase in the number of inci-

dences and the intensity of the inci-

dences as well," he said.

On Jaramillo's floor alone, there

have been two incidents, including

one case of severe alcohol poisoning

that led to the hospitalization of a stu-

dent.

Jaramillo credits the rise in alco-

hol-related incidents to the large

number of students coming to the

dorms with little or no experience

with alcohol.

"I've seen people who have never

had a drink before and don't know

their limit, (they) drink so much that

their bodies (can't) handle it any-

more," he said.

"I think a lot of the freshmen don't

know that you can get alcohol poi-

soning from drinking too much," he

continued.

Mike Pham, a second-year biology

student living in Sproul Hall, con-

firmed Jaramillo's observation.

"This year's freshman class is real-

SeeALOMIOUpaged

ALCOHOL-REIATED INCIPENTS
In recent yetn incidents reUted to akohot hgtt

increased in the dormitories. officiaK with the OfRor

of Residential Life ukt it b unctear whether thb

increase wiH continue.
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Trojan basNng
Administrators discuss outreach

for diversity
REGENTS: Students turn focus

to promise by Yang to supporj

ethnic studies, afTirmative action

DAVID HILL

Bita Khatibi, a first-year biology student, takes a whack at a car painted in Trojan

colors In Westwood Plaza Wednesday as part of a rally for Saturday's game vs. USC.

By Edina Lekovk and Andy Shah

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

UCPD was in full force at Thursday's meet-

ing of the Board of Regents - but in the end,

they were left with little to do.

After conducting security checks with hand-

held metal detectors, a dozen police officers

stood watch while roughly 40 students from UC
Santa Barbara and UCLA filed into the meet-

ing.

The students came in reaction to the regents'

discussion of current outreach efforts at UCSB,

which focused mostly on early intervention and

professional development in the county's public

K-12 schools.
"

' ''"
.

-

-'; '

The regents, who recently loured a campus in

the Oxnard school district, expressed their con-

tinued support for the UC's outreach efforts.

UC president Richard Atkinson said that the

task force on outreach is four years ahead of

schedule. While the group originally began with

a $60 million annual budget, they will begin next

year with $137 million - more than the lO-year

goal of $120 million.

But State Assembly Speaker Antonio

Villaraigosa emphasized that the efforts must

go beyond creating new programs.

"I am a poster child for another era," said

Villaraigosa. "It's important that we engage in

this assessment procedure. That's how we gel

beyond the rhetoric to the reality."

Before academic enrichment programs were

initiated by Santa Barbara officials, only 18

percent of high school graduates in the Santa

"Barbara area were UC-eligible. While that num-

ber has risen to 33 percent. Regent Meredith

Khachigian questioned why it is still nowhere

near the all-time county high of 57 percent.

"This is the most important thing we will do

for the state," said Regent Ward Connerly, who

spearheaded the board's vote to end affirmative

action in admissions. "It's been an immense

challenge, but we're well on our way (to) doing

it."

At the same time. Student Regent Max

Espinoza commend^-d UCSB Chancellor

Henry Yang's personal commitment to main-

taining diversity, pointing to the fact that he and

his wife made a personal contribution to stu-

dent-run programs on that campus.

-About two dozen UCSB students in the

Student Action Coalition travelled to UCLA to

show their support for Yang.

As a result of the October 21 and 22 faculty

walkouts in defense of affirmative action, Yang

and UCSB students agreed on eight demands

Yang would fulfill to signify his support of eth-

nic studies and affirmative action.

"We're here to support our chancellor, who

negotiated with us for 14 hours to expand ethnic

and queer studies," said Harley Augustino, a

third-year sociology and Japanese student at

UCSB.

UCLA students fall victim t(M9nfidence scam in Westwood

See OUTREACH, page 6

CRIME: Suspicious acts

near campus hit home,

cost victims near $13,000

By Ann Hawkey
Daily Bruin Staff

University police have issued a

crime-alert warning local residents of

two women attempting to con stu-

dents out of their money m
Westwood.

"I didn't know what they were

after, but I knew it wasn't right, " said

Sabrina Kwan, a third-year business

and economics student.

Kwan nearly became another vic-

tim in a scheme in which two women

turn a loit waUet into a ma)or profit

The first victim of this crime

allegedly lost $2,850 to the suspects

on Nov. 10, when she was

approached on Lc Conte Avenue.

The second victim was conned out of

$8,000 on Nov. 12 near Lot 31.

Also on Nov. 12, the same sus-

pects allegedly tried the scam on two

other victims, one who reported a

loss of $2,000 to LAPD, and anoth-

er, Kwan, who realized she was being

conned before it was too late.

The scam begins when one sus^.

pcct approaches a victim on the

street and asks if she dropped a wal-

let When the other suspect walks by.

the first suspect then asks the second

suspect if it was her wallet.

The suspects appear not to know

each other, and are both very friend-

ly and dresicd in business suits, so

they do not seem suspicious, victims

said.

"Because we're in the Westwood

community and we're all students I

tend to trust people," said the first

victim to report this crime, who

wished to remain anonymous.

"They can really pull a fast one on

you," she said.

When no one claims the wallet,

the three agree to open it and look

for identification.

"It was a little strange that other

people were passing by, but they did-

n't stop to ask any of them if it was

their wallet." Kwan said.

The wallet holds no identification,

but the women do find what seems to

be a large sum of money, as well as a

WALLET SCAM
Recently, three victims were scammed out of $12,850 In Westwood. Here's

what the perpetrators allegedly did to get the cash.

suspect 2 comes

suspect 1 pi

up wallet,
f

to her

SMSCili»ar12

sUKcts 1 and 2

say nk^ill leave

toexMKo^dnd
divide the ,.

and leave with the

victim's money

,^ _. jihg, pftHHTds
she doesn't know

suspect 1

suspects 1 and 2
convince victlnf^ to

qlve them "good
faith money, and

w^^^^Wtheygo
wchifi^ethemoney
soitisnottraoeible

they open wallet

to find what
appears to be a lot

dFmoMVitHitfind
no identification

suspects^^nd
2cooipce victim

nottotom money
into police decide
to split it three ways
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Value of Pell l^

grants falls

BOSTON. Mass. - Pell

grants cover about half as much
of the cost of college as they did

20 years ago, according to a study

released yesterday.

The Daily Free Press at Boston

University reported that in the

1996-1997 school year, the aver-

age Pell grant covered 9 percent

of the cost of a private four-year

school.

During the 1976-1977 academ-

ic year, the grant covered 19 per-

cent, according to a study con-

ducted by the Institute for Higher

Education Policy and the

Education Resources.

At public schools, the average

grant now covers 22 percent of

the cost, compared to 39 percent

20 years ago.

The study also found that the

average Pell grant is down 23 per-

cent since 1976, while the price of

college is up 49 percent. The fig-

ures adjust for inflation.

Colleges plan to

require laptops
ANN ARBOR, Mich. - By the

year 2000, the computer screen

may replace the notebook.

Colleges and un iversi t ies are

had access to informa-

tion," Joyal said.

Students should be as

familiar with computers

as they are with televi-

sions and telephones,

Joyal said.

However, this kind of mandate

could cause financial hardship to

many students, who already can-

not afford to purchase computers,

Joyal said.

Student leader

set for trial

BELLEFONTE, Penn. -

Jason Covener, former

Undergraduate Student

Government Senate president,

was ordered yesterday to stand

trial for computer tampering in

the USG office, the Daily

Collegian reported.

Covener will be tried on

charges of interception of elec-

tronic or oral communications

and unlawful use of a computer

within the USG office. A charge

of criminal conspiracy was dis-

missed.

Assistant District Attorney

Karen Kuebler said Covener's

trial should begin in early

February.

"There was another case (in

which a wire tap law was applied

tn f-mail) in Pittsburgh ahnut six.

drafting and passing proposals to

require students to own laptop

computers, making technology an

even more integral part of student

life, according to the Michigan

Daily.

Northern Michigan University

will require students to lease one

of the school's laptop computers

by fall 2000, said Fred Joyal, assis-

tant for academic administration

and planning at the university. He
said students will pay $600 a year

for an IBM laptop.

"We think in order to be a part

of the 21st Century, those people

involved in the telecommunica-

tions world are those who have

years ago, but this is the first in

Centre County," Kuebler said.

Covener is accused of obtain-

ing USG members and other stu-

dents' e-mail messages and then

distributing the information,

according to court documents.

Karen Muir, Covener's attor-

ney, motioned to dismiss several

of the charges on grounds of insuf-

ficient testimony and evidence.

Muir said the charge of crimi-

nal conspiracy should be dropped

because no one else has been

charged in the matter.

Compiled from university wire

reports.
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The weather will be sunny and

warm through Sunday.

Saturday's game will see

temperatures in the mid to

«.upper 70s with mild breezes.

San Diego

72/51

Long Beach

76/47

Van Nuys

77/42

Sacramento San Francisco

60/45 61/48

off the mark by Mark Parisi

ToDAy

Sunny

High 78/ Low 52

Sourer

Saturday

Sunny

High 75/ Low 53

ier>ces

Sunday

Partly Cloudy

High 73/ Low 48
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WHAT'S BREWIN'

Today Noon
UCLA Chicano/Latino Film & TV
Association

Workshop with documentary

filmmaker Saul Landau

Soundstage No. 1

Melnitz Hall

2 p.m.

Koreatown Tutorial Project

Volunteer tutoring at

John Burroughs Middle School

Lot 6 turnaround

3 p.m.

Eastern Philosophy Club

What is our purpose of life?

Ackerman Union. Room 2412

4 p.m.

Vietnamese Language and Culture

Friday tutorial

Campbell Hall

6 p.m.

Vietnamese Student Union

General meeting

Kerckhoff2408

JAM
Dinner and discussion with

Rock 'n' roll guest speaker:

Rabbi Yomtoz Glazer

JAM Center

1025 Glendon Dr.

UCLA Badminton Club

Weekly meeting (6:30)

Men's Gym 200

7 p.m.

Christian Fellowship

Grace On Campus
MS 4000

What's Brewin'can be reached via e-mail at

whatsbrewin^media .ucia edu

While many students focus their

energies on local causes, others

set th^ir sights on bigger goals
toycthor

By H. Jayne Ahn
Daily Bruin Contributor

Human rights, sustainable develop-

ment, refugees and arms control are not

the kind of issues that pop up in most

students' everyday conversations.

However, there are a handful of stu-

dents on campus who are trying to make

the world a better place, one step at a

time.

Amnesty International (AI) and

Model United Nations (MUN) are both

student-run organizations on campus

that seek to educate their members
about various global issues.

Alex Papanicolopoulos, who has

been part of MUN for the past three

years, considered the study of interna-

tional issues a part of "basic education"

that helps students "reach a certain level

of intellectual and cultural awareness.

"It's about knowing how other coun-

tries deal with and react to changing

international economics and political

science student.

Students in the club are currently

involved in a campaign called Rights for

All, which focuses on abuses of human

rights in the United States.

Writing letters to heads of govern-

ment institutions concerning issues such

as police brutality, death penalty, treat-

ment of asylum seekers, and disregard

of human rights in U.S. arms trade is

just one part of the campaign.

MUN, on the other hand, has a more

specific purpose, that of educating its

members about the United Nations and

its activities and policies.

Nearly 100 students help organize

and direct various committees for simu-

lated UN conferences for high school

students. In addition, some attend colle-

giate conferences as delegates represent-

ing member states.

Delegates at an MUN conference

take on the personas of different mem-

media give a very one-sided angle, or

Western, Americaji viewpoint on these

global issues," said Renee Pan, secre-

tary general of the club.

"An organization like ours helps me
to look at international issues from a dif-

ferent perspective (by representing dif-

ferent countries)," the fourth-year polit-

ical science and East Asian studies stu-

dent added.

The group held its annual conference

last weekend, in which more than 1,000

students from 21 high schools and 50

UCLA students spent three days dis-

cussing and writing plausible resolu-

tions to a number of political, economic

and humanitarian issues in a global con-

text.

Although the organization is com-

pletely student-run, it belongs to and

receives its funding from International

Studies and Overseas Programs (ISOP),

an umbrella organization responsible

for promoting international education

on campus.

Haro, the assistant dean of'ISOP, said

the etid of the Cold War caused some

congress members to be skeptical about

the need for continuation of the support

for international studies programs at the

national level.

However, Haro also said that people

only recently began to see that "global

issues, such as economic downturns in

various regions of the world, environ-

mental pollution and movement of the

people, affect everyone," creating the

need for specialists who fully under-

stand international issues.

ISOP includes six regional studies

centers and a Center for International

Business Education and Research. Each

center frequently holds seminars and

lectures on specific regional issues.

The Center for International

Relations, another program supported

by ISOP, recently hosted a lecture enti-

tled "The Conditions of Peace in the

21st Century" in which the Secretary of

Defense, William S. Cohen discussed

global climates as we ll as the ro le of our ber states, and debate and lea rn to coop- Many of the programs a re funded by the lealities and demands of the post^

country in this changing global cli-

mate," the fourth-year English and

French student added.

AI's main goal is to promote human
rights through campaigns that involve

reporting on major human rights issues,

lobbying governments and ambas-

sadors, publicizing human rights

abuses and working 'with

regional hurnan rights

activists.

The club at UCLA is one

of thousands of AI groups

spread around the world.

The student group carries \ y^
out the mandate of the ^-^ ^ ^

international organization

through letter-writing cam-

paigns and education.

Each year, the group

works on one or two spe-

cific campaigns, which

usually highlight abuses in a

-country or region

eratively formulate solutions on press

ing global issues.

Issues discussed range from disarma-

ment and narcotic drugs to refugees and

regional economic problems.

"A lot of times,

classes
and

t h e

the federal programs that allow for the

establishment of international studies

centers at universities across the coun-

try. The U.S. Department of Education

administers the Title VI of the Higher

Education Act and Fulbright-Hays pro-

grams to support the develop-

ment of the nation's inter-
"

national expertise

and strategies in

the changing

global arena.

Carlos

"I think education is a big

part of it and learning about

these issues in classes is impor-

tant. But I like to take an active

role in these issues and that's

where AI comes in," said

Vicky Melton, a

fourth-year

Cold War era.

In addition, ISOP offers grants for

research projects in international and

foreign-area fields and also provides fel-

lowships for graduate students in the

fields of international studies.

One popular undergradu-

ate program is the

Education Abroad

Program, which gives stu-

dents opportunities to

travel and study abroad.

ISOP also includes sev-

eral undergraduate

AKJ interdepartmental pro-

(Jl\ grams in the fields of

international studies.

a X ^\ "Because interna-

tional issues aren't

things students see

directly in their every-

day lives, it's hard for

them to see their rele-

vance and importance,"

Melton said.

"But I think many of the

issues (such as human rights)

are universal and do affect

everyone," she added.

Exemplary sports negotiator speaks at UCLA
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AUTHOR: Steinberg show^s how

personal-representation industry

has repaired ^sleazoid' reputation

By George Fujii

Daily Bruin Contributor

Leigh Steinberg, sports agent and author of

"Winning with Integrity", spoke to over 200

people Wednesday night at Korn Hall in The

-Anderson School at UCLA* *—

vitvvpuiiu.6^:) ^:^io, iidSsiiitG Lme.6i:>-Ziii, Lidbi>iiitCJ t>bpid>.zuo ^JuO, Sdies.S25 21o

Steinberg spoke about his life as a sports

agent, the sports business in general, and gave

negotiation tips.

Steinberg represents several notable ath-

letes, including Troy Aikman and Oscar de la

Hoya He was a technical consultant lor the

film "Jerry Maguirc". and has gamed fame for

requiring his clients to donate to charities in

their communities. His clients have donated

over S50 million to charities such as the San

Diego Zoo.

The event was sponsored by the Anderson

School Sports Business Association.

Rob Vieira, the association's president, said

the group ofapproximately 60 members hosts

about five speakers a year.

Aaron Enrico, a board member of the

group, added that several former Anderson

School students work at Steinberg's firm.

^ Steinberg's career as a sports agent began

while he was a 22-ycar-old UC Berkeley stu-

dent.

Steve Bartkowski, quarterback for the UC
Berkeley football team, asked Steinberg to

serve as his agent when he entered the NFL as

the highest-paid football player at that time

Steinberg said the publicity from the

Bartkowski deal made him realize that athletes

"had the ability to serve as role models."

Steinberg said that any clients he accepts

must fit his model profile, which includes

retracing their community roots.

"I realized what an impact Leigh Steinberg

makes on a community," said Lily Lu, a first-

year business and economics student.

Steinberg also described sports agents as

"the 'sleazoid' profession of the 1990s."

To combat this image, sports agents now

must pass a certification test including a back-

ground check.

In addition to regulation by a sports agent*s

association, many states have additional regu-

lations.

Television money has increased player

salaries, Steinberg said. From 1975 to last

1

,
11 I

Sm par6
Agem Leigh St«inb«rg spoke in Korn Hall

on his new book,"Winning with IntegrityT
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Murder NgNights abortion issues
OJNICS: Recent violence

won't deter local_centers

from working as normal

BylakubOMoy
Daily Bruin Contributor

The Oct. 22 murder of Dr. Barnett

Slepian in Buffalo, N.Y. is the latest in

a series of violent acts against abor-

tion providers.

Beginning in January 1998 with

the bombing of a clinic in

Birmingham, Ala., there has been a

steady increase in severe violence

against abortion clinics.

Slepian 's death raised the number

of abortion-related murders to seven

in the past five years.

Despite growing clinic violence,

students at UCLA can still fmd help

with unwanted pregnancies, since

clinics in California continue to pro-

vide abortions to women who want

them.

"I wouldn't give them

the satisfaction by

closing down."

Barbara Spalione

Whittier Planned Parenthood

greater privacy. Brooks said.

Centers such as the Glendale and

Hollywood Pregnancy Centers pro-

vide information on the conse-

quences of abortions for women who
are considering them.

*'Women have been given a choice

by the government and deserve infor-

mation to make the right choice,"

said Janel Thomas, director of com-

munications and donor relations of

the Glendale Pregnancy Help Clinic.

"We don't encourage abortion,"

Thomas said. "We provide informa-

tion on physical and psychological

risks."

Women can be referred to many

clinics in the surrounding area.

Brooks said.

One of these clinics is the Ranta-

Flemming Man Clinic in the UCLA

Medical Plaza.

This obstetrician gynecologist

(OBGYN) clinic provides a wide

variety of services - including per-

forming abortions - for the surround-

ing community. Another clinic, the

Westwood Women's Center, also

provides women with care.

Women at UCLA can take advan-

tage of California's abundance of

abortion providers.

California provides considerably

more clinics than most other states,

Thomas said.

Also, California remains one of 14

states which use taxpayer money to

fund abortions.

In 1996, there were 113,000 abor-

tions in California, costing taxpayers

Se« ABORTION, page 8

"We're here to serve a purpose,"

said Barbara Spalione, manager of

the Whittier Planned Parenthood

Center. "I wouldn't give them the sat-

isfaction by closing down."

The UCLA Student Health

Center offers women counseling and

refers them to reputable clinics that

will perform abortions, said Anne

Brooks, a nurse practitioner and

nurse manager of the Women's
Clinic at UCLA.
"We give a student a wide range of

options, from clinics to private

offices," Brooks said. "We are almost

impossibly non-judgmental. We
won't tell someone what to do."

Many students, however, choose

not take this issue to the Student

Health Center because they seek

ABORTION-REIATEP CRIMES WITHIN THi LAST S YEARS
A timeline of violent acts against abortion dinio from 199M998

Incidents of violence and dlsniption aqafatst aboftton Prwidefs, 199X1)

VIOLENCE

Murder

Attempted Murder

Bombing

Arson

Attempted Bombing/Arson

Invasion

Vandalism

AttatiitandBatteQL

Death Threats

Burglary

Stalking (2)

TOTAL

DISRUPTION

Hate Mail & Harassing Calls

Bomb Threats

Picketing

TOTAL

CLINIC BLOCKADES

No. Incidents

No. Arrests (3)

1993

12

24

113

8

118

437

628

22

2279

2929

66

1236

1994

11

42

59

22

162

381

14

1407

1802

25

217

1995

14

31

41

61

159

255

41

1356

1652

54

1996

29

13

52

111

605

13

3932

4550

65

1997

8

105

11

67

223

2829

65

7872

9886

25

29

1998

2

35

70

10

1773

1853

16

TOTAL

14

12

53

20

39

327

jft:

207

23

396

1127

4768

165

18574

22672

130

1617

(1) Numbers represent incidents reported to NAF as of 10/1/98 and classified by the ATf;

actual incidents are ntost likely higher.

(2) Stalking is defined as the persistent following, threatenting, and harassing of an

abortion provider, staff memeber , or patient away from the dinic Especially severe

stalking incidents began in 1993

(3) The "number of arrests" represents the total number of arrests, not the total number of persons

arrested. Many blockaders are arrested multiple times.
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Graduate-Student strike

may affect finals, classes

SAGE: University works

on how to handle exams

without readers, graders

ByTimotliyKiido

Daily Bruin Contributor

Upcoming student-employee

strikes throughout the UC system,

including UCLA, may affect under-

graduate studies, causing discussion

sections, grades and fmals to be

altered or cancelled due to lack of

teaching assistants and readers.

The unions have announced that

until the University of California rec-

ognizes them and is willing to bar-

gain with them, they are prepared to

strike.

"We are not trying to strike our

undergraduates* education," said

Connie Razza, an organizer for the

Student Association of Graduate

Employees/United Auto Workers

(SAGE/UAW), the graduate student

union at UCLA. "We are striking

only our labor."

Sources at various campuses have

hinted that the strike could begin the

week following Thanksgiving.

The university has stated that it

will do everything within its power to

ensure that undergraduate studies do

nations.

*The final exam is an important

component ofthe course grade and I

couldn't imagine doing multiple

choice," said Professor Robert

Gurval, who teaches a class of over

200 students. "The faculty member
will have to take over the responsibil-

ity of grading the examinations."

The university has also considered

the possibility of hiring replacement

workers.

"We still have to do our utmost to

meet what our commitments basical-

ly are. If that involved replacement

workers, that would be one possibili-

ty," Fisher said.

The unions are demanding that

the university recognize them as

valid representatives of academic

student employees in collective bar-

gaining.

"We've given the administration

five months to sit down and talk with

us about recognition ... and the

administration not only hasn't recog-

nized the union but has refused to

even talk to the union," Razza said.

The university argues that the

union shouldn't be recognized

because TAs are primarily students,

not employees.

"Teaching assistants occupy a

unique role and ... collective bargain-

ing would be harmful to the quality

WORLD & NATION Dow Jones Industnals
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not sutler.

"Every attempt will be made to

preserve the instructional goals and

not to have this impact on under-

graduate students," said Jim Turner,

assistant vice-chancellor of the grad-

uate division.

__ In order to deal with less help

from their teaching assistants (TAs),

professors may have to reconsider

how they will give exams.

"One possibility, for example,

would be instead of the essay-type

examinations ... to switch back to a

multiple-choice exam that can be

machine-graded," said Robin Fisher,

associate dean of the graduate divi-

sion.

However, some professors have

said that in social sciences or human-

ities courses, multiple-choice exami-

nations cannot replace essay exami-

ot graduate education, turner said.

Angelo O. Mercado, a teaching

assistant for Latin 1 and a member of

SAGE, said he feels privileged to be

a TA at UCLA, as opposed to other

schools which don't offer such

opportunities.

"This is part of our training,"

Mercado said. "It's not just doing

scholarly work. What good a scholar

are you if you can't share that knowl-

edge?"

Others argue that regardless of

what the circumstances are, any

group of employees should have the

right to organize.

"I think that if the TAs want a

union they should have it," said

Katherine King, a professor of clas-

sics.

See STRIKE, page 10

Asian leaders insulted by Al Gore's speech
MALAYSIA: Hosts offended when

vice president applauds recent

movement against government

By Ranjun Roy
The Associated Press

KUALA LUMPUR, Malaysia - Al Gore

left for the airport only minutes after the end of

a disastrous Pacific Rim trade summit - and that

was not a minute too soon for many Malaysians.

The vice president's actions during the APEC
summit continued to ruffle Malaysian feathers

today, including those of prominent opposition

figures whom Gore apparently thought he sup-

porting.

On Monday night, in a speech originally writ-

ten for President Clinton, Gore praised

Malaysia's anti-government protesters, calling

them "brave" for their struggle to demand
democracy. Secretary of State Madeleine

Albright had met Sunday with the wife of a

prominent opposition leader.

Problem is, those same protesters want to end

the 17-year leadership of Prime Minister

Mahathir Mohamad, the host of the economic

summit.

Making matters worse. Gore spoke in front

of Mahathir and several other prominent Asian

leaders, then left a banquet in his honor. A Gore

official said the vice president was never sched-

uled to stay.

"Ill-bred" and "ignorant" were among the

latest slaps in the headlines of the government-

backed dailies tcxlay.

"Gore may be totally ignorant or he just does

not care," wrote Abdul Kadir Jasin, editor of the

New Straits Times. "He shot from the hip. hit us

below the belt and bolted after attacking us in

what he later called a 'message of democracy.'
"

Small Malaysian Hags have been distributed

by ruling-party activists, who are calling on citi-

zens to put them on their cars as a sign of soli-

darity with Mahathir.

Gore had been filling in for President

Clinton, who missed the two-day Asia-Pacific

Economic Cooperation summit in the

Malaysian capital because of the U.S.-Iraqi

showdown.

The Star daily carried a three-column article

with comments by ordinary Malaysians - all of

them trashing the man who hopes to succeed

Clinton.

"America should not throw its weight around

because it has money," said C.H. Chew, a

Malaysian businessman.

Karpal Singh, deputy chairman of the oppo-

sition Democratic Action Party, expressed

regret over Gore's speech.

"No doubt the country needed reforms, but

for the U.S. vice president to have said so at the

function, was not the right place and time," he

said.

The chief minister of the opposition-led

Kelantan state, Nik Abdul Aziz Nik Mat, told

the national news agency Bernama that Gore's

support for the reform movement was disre-

spectful.

"Visitors should respect the host. If there are

bad things, they should at least just keep quiet,

but the United States does not know how to

respect other people," Nik Abdul Aziz said.

The "bad things" include the firing, jailing

and criminal charges against Deputy Prime

Minister Anwar Ibrahim and the string of anti-

government protest that his arrest has pro-

voked.

Mahathir has stayed above the fray, not mak-

ing any significant comments, but Cabinet min-

isters have trashed Gore, with Trade Minister

Rafidah Aziz calling him disgusting and rude.

The summit had offered APEC leaders the

chance to produce their first comprehensive

plan to pull Asia out of its prolonged financial

crisis. But the leaders' final statement offered no

new programs, apart from a $10 billion support

plan announced separately by the United States

and Japan.

Villages evacuate as volcano eruption eminent
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MEXICO: Government officials

cautious as rockslides, smoke

ominously suggest explosion

By Mark Stevenson
The Associated Press

VERBA BUENA, Mexico - Army troops

guarded an abandoned village on the slopes of

Mexico's most active volcano Thursday while

rockslides rumbled by.

Soldiers said they spent a nervous night listen-

ing to boulders tumble off the 12,533-foot peak of

the smoking Colima Volcano, which geologists

say could erupt at any time.

"You could hear it last night, a booming sound

as rocks tumbled down the slope," Capt. Audelio

Ramos said as he stood watch over the evacuated

hamlet of Verba Buena, five miles from the

crater's white plume of gas and water vapor.

Geologists say there is also a one in three

chance that pent-up lava could blow away the

blocked passages of the cone in a massive explo-

sion, possibly rivaling a 1913 eruption that show-

ered ash and blew out windows far from the peak.

"The volcano's activity continues to rise ...

which means that the possibilities of an eruption

continue to increase," a committee of volcano

experts and civil defense officials said in a joint

Statement released in the city of Colima, about 15

miles from the peak.

Geologists don't like to talk much about the

other possibility - a massive explosion - but civil

defense coordinator Melchior Urrutia said the

Colima state government is prepared to evacu-

ate as many people as necessary.

"It's better to sin by being overcautious than

to pick up bodies," Urrutia said.

Officials just hope the peak, also known as

the "Volcano of Fire," will give warning enough

for them to evacuate the towns nearest the base.

"(To the) kids who lived

closest to the volcano ... it's

just a big, smoky monster."

Perez Rodriguez

School teacher

Soldiers tended to farm animals left behind

by Verba Buena's 140 residents when they were

evacuated Wednesday. Plastic banners for an

interrupted town festival still hung in the air.

The hamlet is built on a 25-foot thick layer of

debris from ancient eruptions, which residents

Kenneth Stan^

begins testimony

against Qinton
IMPEACHMENT: Partisan batUe,

test of constitution under way

as Congress considers charges

By David Espo

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - In a blend of constitu-

tional drama and partisan struggle, Kenneth

Starr laid out his evidence against President

Clinton on Thursday in the third presidential

impeachment inquiry in U.S. history, then

fended off a withering attack by Democrats.

The independent counsel, in an appear-

ance before the House Judiciary Committee

that was televised nationally, also said the

"plain language" of the Constitution makes

clear that Clinton could be prosecuted for

perjury after he leaves office, regardless of

the outcome of thfc impeachment proceed-

ings.

"I stand behind it because it is mine," Starr

said as he was peppered with criticism of his

report outlining grounds for possible

impeachment arising from Clinton's sexaaT

relationship with Monica Lewinsky.

Starr's opening statement

accused Clinton of a

months-long "scheme to

conceal" his affair with

(Monica Lewinsky).

SeeV0LaN0,page8

(he Assoc idted Press

Farmer Juaquin Viviano searches for his ani-

mals in a field after his village was evacuated.

Starr's opening statement accused Clinton

of a months-long "scheme to conceal" his

affair with the former White House intern.

Even before Starr began to speak. Rep.

John Conyers, D-Mich., accused the former

federal judge of having "crossed the line into

obsession" with his four-year, $40 million

investigation.

A second Democrat, Barney Frank of

Massachusetts, asked why Starr had not told

the public before the fall elections that he had

found no evidence of impeachable offenses in

inquiries into other areas covering FBI files,

the dismissal of White House Travel Office

employees and the Whitewater real estate

deal in Arkansas.

When Starr responded that his mandate

under the law was only to report on evidence

SeeaiNT0N,page6
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Latest U.N. inspections

going smoothly in Iraq

BAGHDAD, Iraq — U.N. arms inspectors

and their Iraqi escorts stayed out of the spot-

light Thursday, their second day of monitoring

since Iraq's llth-hour backdown in face of

U.S. and British military threats.

As inspectors left their barbed-wire com-

pound in Baghdad, th£y did not greet their

Iraqi escorts in view of the cameras. Nor did

the escorts enter the compound to meet the

inspectors, as they did before the latest show-

down.

"We like it this way," said an Iraqi escort

waiting outside in a car. ',. ; .. '• .

'

.

Charles Duelfer, deputy director of the

U.N. Special Commission overseeing the arms

inspections, suggested the low profile was

intentional

"We're commg out of a crisis," he said in a

telephone interview from New York "We're

trying to keep the temperature down as much

fn(

as possible."

The official Iraqi News Agency

(INA) said more than seven U.N.

teams went out Thursday. Two visited

nuclear sites, one a chemical site, a bio-

logical team visited a military hospital, a num-

ber of teams inspected missile sites and three

teams visited monitoring camps.

"The Iraqi side provided all cooperation,"

INA said.

Duelfer said Thursday's inspections "went

quite normally and no problems were report-

ed."

Albanian's refuse

to attend peace talks

PRISTINA, Yugoslavia - Serbia's prime

minister accused ethnic Albanian separatists

on Thursday of blocking peace efforts in

Kosovo province after they refused once again

to attend talks with the Serbs

In the Yugoslav capital of Belgrade,

Serbia's ultranationalist vice pre-

mier Vojislav Seselj charged the

United States with supporting the

ethnic Albanian boycott of Serb-spon-

sored talks. Seselj said the top U.S. medi-

ator, Christopher Hill, should be barred from

participating directly in negotiations on

Kosovo's future.

Serb leaders have tried through military

force and intimidation to assert Serbia's

authority over its southern province, despite

attempts by Western powers to peacefully

resolve the conflict there.

Hundreds of people have been killed, most-

ly ethnic Albanians, and hundreds of thou-

sands left homeless since Serbs began cracking

down on separatist rebels in February. .^\\

Serbian Prime Minister Mirko Marjanovic

spoke during a visit to Kosovo's capital,

Pnstina

His visit came on the heels of an unsucces.s-

ful effort by Serb President Milan Milutinovit;

to meet with ethnic Albanian leaders on

Wednesday

Juvenile arrests down
for violent crimes
WASHINGTON - Arrests of young peo-

ple for murder dropped 16 percent last year,

and juvenile arrests for all violent crimes

declined for the third year in a row. Attorney

General Janet Reno announced Thursday.

Citing FBI figures, Reno told her weekly

news conference that 1997 saw juvenile arrests

for all types of violent crime drop 4 percent

from the previous year.

"Juvenile crime is not something that we

have to accept as a way of life. We can bring

these numbers down, and we are," Reno told

her weekly news conference. "But there is still

much, much more that needs to be done ..

The problem has still not been solved."

Arrests of teen-agers for violent crimes

plunged 9.2 percent in 1996. following a drop

of 2.9 percent m 1995.

Compiled from O&Ufy Brum wire services
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ly bad," Pham said. "They don't

drink responsibly. They're Kamikaze

drinkers. They drink until they can't

drink anymore."

"On the first day of move-in I

remember seeing the freshmen on

my floor start drinking that night,

just a couple hours after their parents

left." he added.

Gibbons, however, sees no indica-

tion that the figures for alcohol-relat-

ed incidents should increase this

quarter.

"Obviously, the fall quarter is not

yet completed, so there is no basis for

comparison," he said.

"The data has only been reported

quarterly, not monthly. I don't have

any information that would suggest a

significant deviation from past

years."

ORL will release the completed

figures for this year's fall quarter in

January.

Official policy makes the posses-

sion of alcohol anywhere on campus,

including the dorms, illegal.

Students caught drinking or in

possession of alcohol in the dorms
get sent to the Resident Director of

their hall to determine punishment,

which can range from a couple hours

of community service to expulsion

from the dorms.

To help prevent future alcohol-

related incidences, ORL plans to cre-

ate more alcohol awareness pro-

grams to teach students about the

dangers of alcohol poisoning.

Alcohol awareness efforts current-

ly include bulletin boards with infor-

mation on alcohol poisoning, movies

addressing alcohol-related problems

and an alcohol-awareness week in

October.

First-year geography student

Keith Wright, another dorm
resident, agreed this was the best way

to prevent future alco*hol-related inci-

dents.

"By the time students get to col-

lege, they're old enough to know
about alcohol and what it does,"

Wright said.

"You can't really convince them

that it's bad or not to drink, but you

can try and get them to drink respon-

sibly," he said.

STEINBERG
From page 3

year, an NFL team's share of the

national television contract grew

from $2 million to $40 million.

Ticket priceaL afae have incn

meaning agents can demand higher

player salaries since the teams are

making more money.

Steinberg then discussed the

negotiation process.

"People are terrified by the con-

cept of negotiation," he said.

"People either are overly passive or

overly aggressive."

The moving of established sports

teams was another concern of

, Steinberg. He explained how he led

efforts to attempt to stop the Los

Angeles Rams from moving to St.

Louis. He proposed the creation of

sports-based theme parks near stadi-

as wa^rta build the^icw fac i li. :

ties demanded by teams.

In a question session after the

speech, Steinberg was asked about

the NBA lockout. He called the con-

flict "absurd", because "the real

enemy is other activities that com-

pete for discretionary funding."

These include other sports,

movies and theme parks.

OUTREACH
From page 1

Ralph Armbruster, professor of

Chicano/a Studies at UCSB, said

many students and faculty are sup-

portive of Chancellor Yang, but are

still watching him to see if he com-

pletes the other seven demands.

"One of his eight agreements was

to give a speech to the regents about

the expansion and enhancement of

ethnic studies," Armbruster said

"Many of us are cautiously opti-

mistic to see if all our agreements

will be implemented," he said..

About 10 UCLA students and 30

UC Santa Barbara students dis-

turbed the regents meeting by chant-

ing "tick-tock, tick-tock" during a

presentation.

The students then left the meet-

ing.

The chant was to signify that "stu-

dents are ready to explode and aren't

going to take it anymore," said

UCSB student Jeanette .Montano,

referring to past statements by

regents questioning the role of eth-

nic, gender and LGBT studies in the

UC system.

After the meeting, students "dia-

NICOLE MILLER

UC president Richard Atkinson and regent Ward Connerly discuss

UCSB's progress in outreach at the regents meeting Thursday.

logued" with each other about issues

of diversity and outreach in front of

Royce Quad, said Mike de la Rocha,

Undergraduate Students

Association Council general repre-

sentative.

"This is a silent reminder of stu-

dent power," said Noluthando

Williams, chair of the African

Student Union. "It's important

because we have Santa Barbara stu-

dents working with us.

"It's not like we did a loud action,

because the regents don't deserve

most of our efforts and energy," she

said.

CLINTON
From page 5

of potentially impeachable offenses,

Frank said "In other words, dnn^t

"Rave anything to say unless you have

something bad to say."

Clinton was in Asia beginning a

five-day visit when Starr stood

before the committee's chairman,

Rep. Henry Hyde, raised his right

hand and swore the traditional wit-

ness' oath to tell the truth. __,_
A battery of the president's

lawyers - private attorney David

Kendall and White House counsel

Charles Ruff among them - were

also present in the committee room,

awaiting their turn to question Starr.

Behind panel members were two

-big portraits - one of Hyde, thc-

Illinois Republican at the helm of the

current inquiry; the other of former

Rep. Peter Rodino, the Democrat

who oversaw the Watergate

impeachment proceedings against

Richard Nixon in the same room in

1974.

Starr's testimony was the first the

committee had taken since receiving

boxes of his evidence this fall. While

the full GOP-controlled House has

voted for an open-ended inquiry,

Republican appetite for prolonged

proceedings has diminished marked-

ly in the wake of election setbacks.

Thus, it was not dear whether - or

when - articles of impeachment

would ever emerge from the panel.

At the same time, Hyde
announced to the displeasure of

Democrats that the committee

would vote on issuing subpoenas to

additional witnesses. Among them

was Robert Bennett, the lawyer who

SeeOINTON^pagelO
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S37 million.

"California is slightly more liber-

al than other states," said Deni

Robey, a spokesperson for Planned

Parenthood in Los Angeles. "Most

people (here) are pro<:hoice.*'

Violence at abortion clinics

across the country, however, has not

been ignored in California.

In the past year, there have been

two murders; one bombing; poiso-

nous chemical attacks in Florida,

Louisiana and Texas; and countless

other acts of violence against abor-

tion providers, according to the

National Abortion Federation.

"The vast majority (of protesters)

won't do anything violent," Robey

said. "But we are always vigilant

and careful. We have very good

security."

Many clinics have bullet-proof

glass, security systems and gated

entrances, according to Robey.

"We've always taken precau-

tions," Spalione said.

Protesters show up at the

Planned Parenthood clinic in

Whittier five times a week. The

extent of recent damage has been

graffiti, broken windows and

uprooted landscape, according to

Spalione.

"They have not been nice, but not

really bad either," she said.

In spite of such incidences,

California's clinics continue to pro-

vide women with important

resources and icrvices to make the

right choice.

"We live in a highly liberal state

and a liberal campus," said Kevin

Truong, a first-year biology student.

"There is a lot of diversity at this

school and people just accept a wide

variety of views, abortion being just

one of many," he said.

VOLCANO
From page S

say makes the soil richer.

Volcano researcher Carlos Navarro

said lava has never descended in recent

times below the 6,500-foot mark, well

above the altitude of the current vil-

lages.

A gaggle of children at the elemen-

tary school in La Becerra, little more

than a mile down the slope from Verba

Buena, took a break from studying the

little their textbooks say about volca-

noes - about three paragraphs - and

said they aren't afraid of the^moking

giant above them.

Some older and wiser schoolmates

said they would try to catch a ride to the

nearest village, three miles away.

But their teacher, Noe Perez

Rodriguez, wasn't encouraged by his

students' level of preparedness. Perez

Rodriguez held class outside because

the concrete roof of his former class-

room is cracked and may be vulnerable

to earthquakes - another threat during

eruptions.

"They did a study last year, and

found that the kids who lived closest to

the volcano knew the least about it,"

Perez Rodriguez said. "To them, it's

just a big, smoky monster."

MARKCOPELAND'S

THE BAKERY SESSION
ENHANCED CD

SENT FREE TO UCLA STUDENTS
SIMPl Y LliAVt YOUR NAME AND ADDRhSS AT OUR
WBB-SITE.WWVV SPOTRECORDS.COM. AND ENjOY

AMERICA'Stfl fAZZ SING E R B A C K ED B Y H IS

SWINGlN' i7-PIF.rEBI0 BAND REAI I V. IT'SEREL!'^^
nxordt

for hire.

looking for versatility in a performer? meet

tuck & roll, no sag cards , no unions , no agents , law]rers

or insurance to deal with, nothing but raw talent

but how much you ask?

these guys will work for crumbs (literally),

they're also travel-size for your convenience,

remember the name... tUCk and roll!

life
november 15

not ilwMi Ktuil tat)

Stores

November
24™

2Pac Record Release Party

ON CAMPUS
Call for details: 818-972-5728

Free Giveaways All Night Long! Dont Out!

www.bugsllfemovie.com ODISNEY/PIXAR

it^ no secret

you can help
expand the

Join the Recycling
Advocates, a task force that not
only woilcs to ex|>and recycling
on campus, but also throws a
party every week, on Tuesdays

at 6pm in R(>yce 1 96.

' /ftpEAKFAST, BRUNCH. LUNCH. AfTERNOON MUNCH. [MNNtR. WCHTMyiE SNACK.BREAKFAST. BHUNCH, LUNC?^

6 f§ BUMPIE BUkST

i

s

6 ft. Blimpie Blast Serves Up To 40 People For Less Than $2 A Head

lOSi^HKdHI^^ SUBS A SALADS
DELIVERY & CATERING

(310)209-1070
951 Westwood Blvd.
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Binoculars

Minolta

Binoculars
Just in time for the UCLA football season, enjoy the game and. the fans across

the way, with a pair of Minolta Binoculars. We have a limited number available

for a FREE Rental for the big game this weekend. See UCLA's players,

cheerleaders, or fans from any seat at the Rose Bowl. FREE Rentals are

available from Friday naming from 10AM to 3PM. There will be a $100
deposit required. All rentals must be returned by Monday at 6:30 PM

.

Ifyou prefer choosefrom BelAir Camera 's huge inventory of
Binoculars at super low discountprices!

THE Binocular SUPERSTORE

Camera
10925 Kinross Ave at Gayley

FREE PARKING in the lot next door on Kinross Avenue
in Westwood Village, just East of the 405 Freeway

MON-FRl 9-7; SAT 9:S)-6; SUN 12-5 3 10-208-5150
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If
you think Quark is a television charac-

ter or the subatomic particle proposed as

the building block of all matter, youVe

right. But Quark is also the international

leader in electronic publishing software ( ever

hear of QuarkXPress?) v^ith a strong and

growing presence in the area of client/server

technologies. And we're based in Denver.

\\I'V \1

ll\( 'I (•( ,\. T'sii

300 days a year is blue and sunny.

If you'd like to put your Computer Science or

Engineering degree to use as a developer right

now, and if you have experience with Windows

and/or Macintosh API, we'd like to hear from

you. If you have a strong knowledge of user

interface design, networking, or publishing,

we'd LOVE to hear from you.

/' •> C't

.^

m

ih^*'

Send your r^um^ to: QiiaHi, Inc

Attn: Dept Beautiful life

1800 Grant StreH

Denver, CO 80203

.v>

Software development

internships available, too!

You may email your r^m^ to:

employment^uaHLCom

Or 3fou n^y fax your rtom^ to:

303.894.3649

Aho, check out our website at:

littf://«mw.quark.coni
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STRIKE
Fro(npage4

This strike will be different from previous

strikes - the most recent being in fall 1996 -

because it will be funded by the larger United

Auto Workers union, which is associated with the

UC student employee unions. Unlike prior

strikes, participants will now be compensated up

to $150 a week from UAW strike funds, Razza

said.

"We've planned it to be more disruptive

because the less disruptive strikes didn't work,"

Razza said. "The duration of the strike will cer-

tainly be longer than the strikes that we've tried

before."

CLINTON
From page 6

represented Clinton in Paula Jones' sexual

harassment case.

Peppered with questions about alleged inap-

propriate treatment of Lewinsky, grand jury

leaks, his own private law clients and other

matters, Starr had made only one concession

as the hearing moved into the evening. He

agreed to provide a list of clients from his for-

mer law firm.

He stoutly turned aside all suggestions of

prosecutorial misconduct, although at several

points he told his questioners they might well

have a different view of the law.

"Obviously this body is at liberty to reject"

the material as not being "substantial, CTedible

evidence" of impeachable offenses, he said.

He said the president was at the heart of a

"pattern of obstruction" that was inconsistent

with his duty.

Starr, himself the target of ceaseless attacks

from Clinton's defenders, spoke calmly and

methodically - but unambiguously - as he

offered his first public accounting of his inves-

tigation into the president's relationship with

Lewinsky and several other matters.

"He testified that he could not recall being

alone with Ms. Lewinsky. That was untrue,"

Starr said of the president. "He testified that he

could not recall ever being in the Oval Office

hallway with Lewinsky, except perhaps when

she was delivering pizza. That was untrue," he

added.

Four more times, on matters relating to

aint'on's utterances, Starr firmly repeated,

"That was untrue."

His presence in the committee room

marked an important point in the national

impeachment drama, and a hush fell over the

crowded room when he entered and took his

seat.

Before he could begin his two-hour state-

ment, I>emocrats sought to expand the 30 min-

utes that Clinton's lawyers were allotted to

question him.

"You are disrupting the continuity of this

SeeaiNTON,pa9e14

OFFERS IN THIS AD
EXPIRE 11/30/98

Student Advantage Special
Ibmit

THEHAIRSALON

WOMEN & MEN

HAIRCUTS *8
BODY WAVE

CUT & CONDITIONER
$35

FACIAL WAXING
-EYEBROW
-LIPS& CHIN

CELLOPHANE
* CUT
$25

10"<. off highlight

& perms
1007 BROXTON AVE WESTWCX)D VILLAGE 208-1468

on top of Mario's Restaurant

10"o off style cut

& shampoo

FOR WHAT SOME STORES

"CHARGE FOR GLASSES,

THEY MUST HAVE
A PRETTY BIG PAIR.

The same glasses that other stores charge hundreds for can

be found everyday for 40-60% less at your nearby For Eyes.

Considering our prices are as low as our selection is big, we

wonder why our competition seems so sure of themselves.

The store for people who can't see paying a lot for glasses.

lEiaEYES

ACUVUE DISPOSABLES

4 BOXES $79
Now get 4 txwes of

Acuvue disposable contacts and save!

One tnx price $22

I

STUDENT SPECIAL

SAVE 20%
Present student ID fof

an additional 20% on.

No other diKOunis apply.

'—

1

[safvfs FOR

EYEWEAR SALE

2 PAIR $99
Our exdUng Premier Collection, 2 pair $99.

(1 pee is leguMy $69.96) indudes Tltt Mtorie-

tiee aln0h ^eion praaoripHon lansei.

imts phologny and owarsee lensei.

[FOR
1 MM M Mthak •>

Comprehensive eye eiams availible by indepandeiil- Doctors of Optometry.

West Los Anieles: 1927 Westwood Blvd (310)474 0522 • West Mollywoo^: 8404 Beverly Blvd. (213)651-0502

Evening 4 Sentfay hoars 1 hoar sorvlce avalialle

eye eumination by For Eyes Vision Plan optometrist availaMe for only $45 Comprehtnaive exam includes evaiuation lof

:

OUucoma. cataracts and othef conditions Our doctors can also ht you with aH types of contact lenses lor an additional eo-peyment

Pari ^K^axiiig' Salon
Body Waxing for Men & Women
with 100% Natural Pari wax.

Women Full leg and Bikini $25

Underarm S8

Lower Half leg $10

Bikini Wax $10

Lip or Chin S6

Eyebrow Wax $10

Eyelash Tint $10

Facial $50
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Arm Wax $20

Threading $15

"We do Electrolysis
'

1435 Westwood Blvd., Westwood 473-0066 or 479-9325

Open Sundays Walk-ins Welconne

Swan 's

Holiday Store
Come and see our

unique and
one-of-a-kind items.

We feature

holiday merchandise
from

all over the world.

For all your holiday gift

and decoration needs, or

for the special people

in your life, we have
a friendly and

knowledgeable staff

to help you
find or create that

perfect gift.

We offer Free Personalization of

ornaments and gifts.

Wc also offer custom gift wrapping services

Come and experience

the holiday magic
of our store.

in the West Side Pavillion

between
Nordstrom & Robinson's May

10800 West Pico Blvd., Suite 147

(310)234-0123
Hours: M-F 10-9 pm

Sat 1 0-8pm

Sun 1 1 -7pm

i 10%OFF
Bring in this ad
and receive

10% Off your
entire purchaee.

I'ltif , I^LtMi^ntmkmt^^i ,mm

Hg^S/}

Trump

Trojans!!!

^pt^ CUP AND SAVE

Exp. 11/27/98

LARGE
PIZZA w/

Free Liter

TWO TOPPINGS

TAX INCLUDED

208-8671
Offer good only with this coupon,

one coupon per pizza.
*

Limit 3 pizzas per address.

'^ CUP AND SAVE

Exp. 11/27/98

LARGE
PIZZA w/

Free Liter

TWO TOPPINGS

TAX INCLUDED

208-8671
Offer good only with this coupon,

one coupon per pizza.
*

Limit 3 pizzas per address.

'^ CUP AND SAVE '

Exp. 11/27/98

LARGE
PIZZA w/

Free Liter

TWO TOPPINGS

TAX INCLUDED

208-8671
Offer good only with this coupon,

one coupon per pizza.
*

Limit 3 pizzas per address.

Open until 1 a.m.

Coupons must be given to driver

Coupon valid at Westwood location only

No 1/2 and 1/2

Open until 1 a.ni.

Coupons must be given to dnver

Coupon valid at Westwood location only.

No 1/2 and 1/2.

Open until 1 a.m.

Coupons must be given to dnver.

Coupon valid at Westwood location only.

No 1/2 and 1/2
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SCAM
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note giving vague instructions to the

owner of the wallet as to what to do
with the cash.

The apparent stack of money is

wrapped in a rubber band, with a

hundred dollar bill on top, but the

other bills are not visible, Kwan said.

The first victim and Kwan both

said the note in the wallet gave them

the impression that the money was

earned through some type of illegal

activity, such as gambling.

The suspects use this to convince

the victim not to turn the money into

the police.

"They convince you it's bad

money, like it's supposed to be smug-

gled out of the country or some-

thing," said the first victim.

The two suspects convince the vic-

tim to split the money three ways, but

because they are not sure how the

money was earned, they first need to

make sure the money cannot be

traced back to them.

One ofthe suspects claims to work

for a bank, and says she will go ask

her manager what they should do
with the money.

It was at this point that Kwan said

she knew she was being scammed.

"It was just too much of a coinci-

dence to have somebody find a whole

lot of money, and then they happen

to work at the bank," she said.

When the suspect returns, she tells

the victim that they can exchange the

"dirty money" in the wallet for cash

from the bank, but only if they have

different serial numbers to give her

manager for bank records.

The first victim said the suspects

used financial terms that would be

confusing to someone not familiar

with bank policies.

"Typically, this is more of a crime

(con artists) do to senior (citizens).

who can get a little more confused,"

said Nancy Greenstein, director of

the UCPD community services divi-

sion.

After explaining what they need to

do in order to keep the money in the

wallet, the suspects then ask the vic-

tim to loan them cash to use the seri-

al numbers, promising to return the

money, as well as giving her a third of

the cash in the wallet.

The first victim said the suspects

suggested she take a cash advance

out on her credit card, if she could

not get enough money from the

ATM.
The suspects convince the victim

to give them as much cash as possi-

ble, which the suspect who claims to

work at the bank then leaves with.

When the suspect returns, she tells

the victim her manager at the bank is

entering the serial numbers into the

computer, and to wait in the bank for

him to return her money, along with

her share of cash from the wallet.

When the victim enters the bank

to wait for the manager, the suspects

disappear with her money, leaving

the victim waiting in the bank.

One suspect is described as an

African American female, 35 to 40

Sec SCAIi page H
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Shuttle to LAX only $1

Masse I

Free

Holldav

or 10% off our regular rates to all other destinations

Door to Door Service, 24 hours a day
Enjoy the comfort ofXpress Shuttle Service
to/from all Southern California Airports and

start your hassle free holiday at your door step.

Advance reservation required

(800) 4 SHUTTLE
(800) 474-8885

xpress Shuttle Service is also available in:

San Diego (800) 900-RIDE • Salt Lake City (800)397-0773

'One way Shuttle service to/from UCLA (including 2 miles rddluS dround eampus) and LAX

MIB
I

I

I

I

^
L.

TOAIRI'ORT
$10 Per Person

UCLA to LAX
10% off all other destinations

(800) 4 SHUTTLE
• M V r r i

I I

I I

I I

I I

I I

J L,

FROM AIRPORT
$10 Per Person

UCLA to LAX
Claim your baggage and call:

(800) 4 SHUTTLE
zXPHMSS
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bargains
825 2221 to place a free* ad

Everything except nukes.

*ads for items over $200 are $2

.,-*><

Call to reserve bhoKey s private

party room upstairs for your ',

meetings, fund raisers, etc...

We accopt
O&hit cardsH
Jft-^'M

Sun-Thurs
till 1 :00 am

Fri-Sat
fill 2:00am

BRUIN
MEAL DEAI

2 Slices of Pizza and

1/2 order Mojo and S
alad Bar, with all you can

drink beverage bar

Dine-in or carry out onh

1114 Gayley Ave.
Westwood Village FREE DRINK W/ ANY

BUFFET PURCHASE VV/

UCLA STUDENT ID "

ft^W

SHAKEY'S
COMBINATION
^$13.85
Any medium one topping
pizza plus mojo potatoes,

and your choice of:

• 4 pieces chicken or
• New Gourmet sandwich
or
• 5 Dieces of fish or
• lOBufTalo wings
• Pasta & Salad

PIZZA
SPECIALS

Any large 3

topping pizza

or any Specialty Pizza

^ (save over $5)

• Spectallies mclude Vegetarian. Shakes's Special.

Brum Deluxe and RHQ Chicken
• Thin crust, harui tossed, or deep dish pan pizza at

no extra charffc

BUYieETI
FREE

Sunday, Monday,

Tuesday 2 fori

Special*

Buy any large Pizza

at regular price

and get the

2nd for

Free
. (Lmn 3)

ONE
MEDIUM
ONE
TOPPINC
PIZZA

2 medium one topping pizzas'

only $1 1 .98 (save over $5)

* f((H)d

all dav

fpeslunen

Pick up your copy of the

Freshman Record at 118

Kerckhoff Hall betvieen the

hours of 9 to 5. You need

only your student ID. If you

have any questions, please

call 825.2640

New 3D Deluxe
Plaque Remover ^

•5 *

with complete exam,

x-rays and cleaning.

•New patients only

•Not good v.ith any other offaf'

•Expires 12 31 93 ^.

Give us the opportunity to introduce

ourselves to you and show you our new
Santa Monica office which

is outfitted with the latest, state-of-the-

art equipment. Once you've seen our

dedication to excellence in Family

Dentistry, you won't go anywhere else!
^*.'

AARONH. SHEILYD.D.S.
& ASSOCIATES

I^ADA and CDA NITROUS OXIDE -TV.- STEREO HEADPHONES

1502 Wilshire Blvd.,

Suite 303,

Santa Monica

Evening and

Weekend

Appointments

sheilyqDDS4U.com

m00000ff00000000000000ff000i^^:^

$
IGAME DAITNOV.

Get Furniture!!!

Get your inflatable furniture,

UCUV T-sliirts and Sweatsliirtsr
halrprice!! ^

i aaA4/ Zmm IM The Vltimate Gif^ Storm" JAVIWJflttAVW M
000000000000000000000000000

Diamond
you cant^

finals

and

OFF
Offors good this Thursday 11/19, FHday 11/20 ft Saturday 11/21 only how htoomiiionr

you can sell them
ail in the

Daily Bruin's

BRUIN
BARGAINS
825 2221

-S-l.

:Sj. ^^:T-'-
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SCAM
Frompagell

years old, 5 feet 7 inches tall and

about 130 pounds with black hair.

The other suspect is also an

African American female, 35 to 40

years old, 5 feet 5 inches and 140

pounds, with black hair and brown

eyes. Victims also said she speaks

with what may be a Jamaican accent.

Following the four reported inci-

dents in the area, police officers said

they cannot predict whether the sus-

pects will return to try again. •

*'In some cases, the suspects are

come and go - the really hit you hard

and then they're gone," said Sergio

Guzman, LAPD's senior lead offi-

cer for the Westwood area.

**Any smart suspect would say,

let's hit this spot a few times and then

move on," he said.

If the suspects do return to

Westwood, officers said it is impor-

tant to report anything that looks

suspicious.

"Even if you sec someone walking

by and finding a wallet, then you

should just call it in," Greenstein

said.

"We have descriptions of the

women and we'll know what to do."

CLINTON
From page 10

meeting," Hyde said at one point as

Democrats pressed their case.

"We are disrupting a railroad, it

looks like," retorted Rep. Mel Watt,

D-N.C.

Republicans voted the proposal

down on a party-line vote. Hyde later

ruled Rep. Sheila Jackson-Lee, D-

Texas, out of order when she sought

to stop Starr from delving into issues

unrelated to Lewinsky.

Starr was on the receiving end ofa

blistering attack delivered by

Conyen.

"It is not acceptable to force

mothers to testify against their

daughters, to make lawyers testify

against their clients, to require

Secret Service agents to testify

against the people they protect, or to

make bookstores tell what books

people read," he said.

"I and many others, believe that

Mr. Starr has crossed the line into

obsession."

Starr told lawmakers that his

investigations into the gathering of

FBI files on Republicans by the

Clinton White House and the firing

ofWhite House travel office workers

resulted in no evidence of impeach-

able offenses by the president.

He sought to blunt the criticisms

leveled against the sexually explicit

nature of some of his evidence. It

was the House, he noted, that voted

overwhelmingly to make much of it

public.

The former top Justice

Department official and federal

appeals judge said, "The propriety

of a relationship is not the concern of

our office," but the case is funda-

mentally about "obstruction of jus-

tice, lying under oath, tampering

with witnesses and misuse of

power."

www.qamecellar.com

PC qaminq software

6 prices

you can afford

!

Bruinlife?

S-^.
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With a national championship football title in

the future, an expanded graduate section,

better sports coverage, and award winning

design, you'll want a Bruinlife Yearbook to

remember this year. bruinlireYEARBOOK

wondering how
you can help

expand the

pngmn

Advocates, a task fbroe that not

only works to expand recycling on

campus, but also thrawA a party

every week, on Tuesdays at 6pm
inRoyce156.

Bonu

.
'*-

V
for more information call 825-3033

Hms^aMc Burger For A hlvpf^Adh Game

UCLA

When UCLA wins, everything will be

50% OFF
(after 7pm (open until 1:00 am) • w/UCLA ID • (Offer only valid Sat., 11/21/98

MM«M«W^MMM|MP^^M^MMMHMM^tHMHH«VH^qPM>pM«M^^ pADllNE

10922 Kinross Ave. Westwood Village. 208-2424
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VIEWPOINT
Monday

Have you gotten laid

lately? Maybe you need

to know what girls like.

viewpoint^edia.uda.edu

Not so
The media plant seeds of fear,

along with almost every other

phobia, in the public

Oh man, here I am again.

This really is a cruel, cruel

world. And as I sit here

strapped into this chair of torment,

I am about to

take you all

along with me
on a voyage

through my
own personal

hell. But this

isn't a car

chase or a

holdup. And
all right, I'm

Tioteveir Catie Snow
going to the B..|a-j
dentist or to ______^_^__
the

Department of Motor Vehicles.

Nope, I am taking a Southwest

flight from San Jose to LAX.
Oooh ... be still your beating

heart, right? I know, I know, it

doesn't seem very exciting, but

bear with me, because I have actu-

ally got a selfish motive for bring-

ing you along. You see, I am
absolutely terrified of flying! And I

especially hate flying alone. So I

guess the truth is: I need you. I

really don't want to go through this

all by myself And frankly, if we
happen to go down, I want some-

one with me who I can share my
last words with as we plummet to

the earth.

Oh God, that's morbid. Did I

just jinx myself in a really bad way?

I really hope not. —
So here I am sitting right over

the wing as usual, since I've heard

that this is the safest place to be in

Bailard is a third-year communication

studies student minoring in Native

American studies. E-mail her at

ballard9ucla.edu.

the event of a crash, and I am sit-

ting in row ... oh great, good job

Catie. I am sitting in Row 13.

Damn, and now it is too late

to move.

But I'll be all right, as long as

I know where the exits are and

how many small children are on

the plane. Yes, I said small chil-

dren. It is my theory that there is

a direct correlation between the

number of young children on a

plane and the likeli-

hood of whether

or not that

^pfinewitt

crash.

Through

my spiritu-

al percep-

tion of

the world, I

have come to

believe that there is

some entity out th^e

that determines des-

tiny. And I just don't

think that any high-

er power would

willingly send a

plane full of tod-

dlers plunging

through the sky in

a fiery 737 inferno.

You see, I wasn't always afraid

of flying. I have been flying regu-

larly since I was 6 months old. But

then, when I was 14 years old, I

made the mistake of watching this

movie "Fearless" about a plane

crash.

Have you seen it? Well, don't.

Let's just say the title represents

the most patent example of false

advertising I have ever personally

come across. They should have

called it something like "Two
hours that will leave you in a state

of absolutely panic-stricken terror

every time you so much as see the

freeway exit for an airport."

And those TV specials don't

help either, you know the ones:

they always follow somewhere

along the line of "Hello, this is

Jack Daniels and I will be your —
flight for the duration of this pilot"

and "When planes incinerate: Part

3."

I really do blame the media for

my neurotic paranoia, because I

am sure that this world has always

been a violent and painful place.

But now we have to hear about it

and watch it happening all over

the world, every time we turn on

the television. Why do you think I

have convinced myself that a plane

full of babies stands no chance of

crashing? Because, in all of the

movies and specials I have ever

seen about plane crashes, there —
never seems to be any children on

the plane. Hey if it doesn't exist in

television, it doesn't exist, right?

Talk about the all-pervasive

power of the media. But aren't you

glad that the media only uses their

special powers for the good of

humanity, you know, to fight the

evil powers that be and all that

jazz. Yeah, right. Haven't you

heard that endearing creed that so

many journalists today swear by: if

it bleeds, it leads. I'm telling you,

one day very soon when I cannot

endure this any longer, my room-

mates will come home to find that I

have locked myself in my closet,

cowering in the fetal position and

SeeBAIUUID,pa9e19

Football brings UCLA together
COMRADERY: Diverse

student body connects

through pride for team

By Charles Lang and Marc Pilotin

We want Coach Bob Toledo to

come to our floor. We'd like to per-

sonally thank him for what he and the

football team have done for 6 South

in Sproul Hall.

Although we cannot wholly credit

the coach for the sense ofcommunity

that is developing on our floor, we
can say that he has played some part

in bringing former strangers togeth-

er. In the past two months that we
have been living in Sproul, UCLA

Lang and Piblin are co-presidents of

Sproul Hall's sixth floor government.

Ihey vvrole this on bahaif of thetr floor.

football, and the athletics program as

a whole, have helped create a com-

mon rallying point around which res-

idents from multiple backgrounds

could come together, sharing

poignant moments of school pride,

community and togetherness.

UCLA is one of the most diverse

schools in the nation; this fact can be

seen in the microcosm of our. floor.

We have residents from various

social, intellectual and geographic

origins, just to highlight a few of our

differences.

During the first couple weeks of

this quarter, we were searching for

areas where we had things in com-

mon that would allow us to talk about

shared experiences, mutual dreams

and collective hopes. Finding these

areas where our lives coincided

brought people together, fostering a

greater sense ofcommunity where, at

first, there was none.

Pride in Bruin football has

become something that we all have in

common, and in doing so, it has

become a vehicle for pulling our

floor closer together. We feel this

exists across the campus. On a cam-

pus as diverse as UCLA, there must

be things that tie us together as a

community; school pride, in this case

in our athletics program, can serve

that function.

Several of us went to the Stanford

game. Several of us experienced the

stress and anxiety during each play.

Several of us celebrated after the

team clinched its 17th-straight victo-

ry

That day. we were together; we
shared a vivid experience with one

another. During the school week, a

lot of the waking day splits the floor,

some of us go to North Campus, the

StePttiVM^Hrii

Speak to over 50,000 people.

Apply to be a Viewpoint

columnist.

Applications for the winter quarter are avail-

able now, and can be picked up

atllSKerckhoffHall

(the Daily Bruin office). Your completed

applications should be returned to Andrea

Perera's mailbox at the Daily Bruin office

by or before Nov. 30 at 5 p.m.
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The Forum
The Forum, an in-depth look at a particular issue, appears every Friday. If you have any topics or suggestions for the

Forum, please bring it to our office, 118 Kerckhoff Hall, or e-mail it to viewpoint@media.uda.edu.

TODAY'S TOPIC: Connpetition, school spirit, cross town rivalry - what is it about the

UCLA-USC football ganfie that brings out the Bruin in all of us?

School pride drives Bruins
RIVALRY: Expressing spirit

for UCLA involves going to

all games, upstanding loyalty

By Melissa Brown

It's now 7 a.m. on Thursday, and the

Rally Committee is sitting outside Gate 15

at Pauley Pavilion passing out priority

numbers. Our submission for the Daily

Bruin on school spirit is due in exactly

three hours, so we're all wracking our

brains, trying to think of what we could say

about UCLA spirit. Being a fourth-year

Student and a four-year mgmbgr pf the

always ready to cheer our team to victory

no matter where they may be.

We wait until their home stadium is

quiet after we score to do the loudest eight-

clap ever. We wear our UCLA T-shirts,

sweatshirts and jackets around their town,

so that everyone knows what school we're

from.

(Spirit is) wearing blue to

all the games and

knowing the words to the

alma mater and to all the

preparing for the traditional halftime card

show. Rally Committee checks 3,000 card

packs and hand stamps 3,000 instruction

cards, because we love UCLA and want to

keep this 75-year-old tradition alive. School

spirit is watching the student section put on

the largest, most complex card stunts of

any university in the country.

School spirit is participating in "Beat

'SC" week and realizing how deeply root-

ed this rivalry is. It's about cherishing

UCLA's most prized emblem, the UCLA-
USC Victory Bell (which, by the way,

we've had for the past seven years and plan

on keeping for a long time to come.) The

bell is the perpetual trophy between our

two schools and is awarded to the winner

LETTERS

UCLA Rally Committee. I've been able to finht SOnOS and beina 6rih«fMtball game every year.

witness and be a part of UCLA spirit at its

best.

One of the best and most fun ways to

show your UCLA pride is road-tripping to

away football games. School spirit is eight

people crammed into a mini-van, hurling

across the Arizona desert at 75 miles per

hour, traveling to watch the UCLA foot-

ball team take on the Arizona Wildcats in

their first Pac-IO road game of the season.

It's 30 people in a charter bus headed up to

Berkeley and staying in a one-star motel to

cheer our team to victory over the

California Golden Bears.

It's driving 24 hours straight to Dallas to

see the Bruins in the Cotton Bowl and then

turning around and driving another 24

hours back home after the game. Braving

rain, cold or heat, loyal Bruin fans are

Brown is a fourth-year microbiology and mol-

ecular genetics student. Melissa Steddom, a

fourth-year history student, also contributed

o this submission.

able to sing along with

the UCLA band.

School spirit is driving the UCLA hel-

met vehicle down the 101 freeway to the

football game and waving to everyone on

the road who honks at you and gives you a

thumbs up sign. It's taking the UCLA
airhorn to every UCLA football game,

home and away. I know that I'm carrying

on a 45-year-old tradition of blowing the

airhorn to celebrate every UCLA score.

The feeling of standing in front of the

UCLA rooting section at all the away

games and blowing the airhorn is some-

thing I'll always remember about the time I

spent here.

UCLA spirit is staying up into the wee

hours of the morning on Friday nights

before home football games to finish

Spirit is chanting "Beat 'SC" in Husky

Stadium after watching the football team

win its ninth-straight game of the season.

It's knowing that we change the eight-clap

from "fight, fight, fight" to "Beat 'SC"

during the game. On the Thursday of

"Beat 'SC" week, it's attending the annual

"Beat 'SC Bonfire and Rally," where you

can see a Tommy Trojan effigy go up in

names. During basketball season, it's hav-

ing UCLA fans outnumber the 'SC fans at

the Sports Arena.

It takes real school spirit for students to

camp out all night at Pauley Pavilion to get

an arena level priority number to sit on the

fioor during the games. Spirit is standing

throughout the game no matter where

you're sitting. It's wearing blue to all the

games and knowing the words to the alma

mater and to all the fight songs, and being

able to sing along with the UCLA band as

they play them during the games.

See BROWN, page 18

'SC rivalry unites

UCLA campus
At a young age, we are told to do our best.

Without competition (sports, academic and career-

wise)we cannot measure our abilities in order to be

the best and learn how not to lose.

As a Bruin, it gives me great pride to say we are

the best in Los Angeles and the country at some-

thing. Without rivals and competitors, what do we

have to look forward to year after year?

Beating 'SC not only gives our school a sense of

pride in being the best, but also a sense of unity.

Frank Ojeda

Fourth-year

Political science

Protect our Bruin

from 'SC pranks
For the second year in a row, I arrived on campus

before to the "Big Game" to find that somehow stu-

dents from our crosstown rival had managed to find

a way to get past our fine campus security and

deface the heart and soul of our campus. The Bruin.

The question that arose last year, and one I seri-

ously regret not addressing earlier, is how such an

act could have been prevented.

I have heard about how the Greek system here on

campus is involved in various community service

organizations, and 1 wonder if it is possible for our

Bruin to reap the benefits as well.

Now, 1 don't propose that upperclassmen should

be ripped away from their studies for a nightly secu-

rity vigil preceding the game< but maybe if they sent

their slaves (er ... pledges) to do it, the campus

could retain the same dignity that our football team

demonstrates in their annual ass-kicking of the boys

of Troy. It's just something to keep in mind for next

year.

^ PhilSutliff

Fourtli-year

English

Speaks Out
The upcoming UCLA-USC football game prompts us to ask: Is school spirit important to you? If so, why do you root for Bruin sports teams?

Kevin Tan

Fifth-year

Electrical engineering

"I'm defi-

nitely into

sports and

school spirit,

but just not

as much as 1

was fresh-

man year

when we

won the

(basketball) national champi-

onship. I'm older, and school has

a different meaning for me now:

getting through, graduating and

getting a job. But still, if we make

it to the Fiesta Bowl, I'm on my
way."

Mike Hawes

Third-year

Physics

"Forme,

the athletic

events arc

the school.

That's where

1 show my
spirit since

I'm not in

any clubs

right now.

Any athletic event gets me really

psyched up. For me, when I'm

walking around in public and I

say I'm from UCLA, I'm also

saying I'm from the crowd; I'm

part of the motivation behind

winning teams."

Dora Lee

Third-year

Graduate student, School of Dentistry

"I think

school spirit

is important,

but I just

haven't had

time to real-

ly get

involved in

sports. Plus,

I went to

Cal, so in my heart, I'm still a

Bear. I think it's also the differ-

. ence between grad school and

undergrad school. The spirit kind

of dies down, unfortunately. You

just get so involved with school

and other things."

Neetal Parekh

First-year

Undeclared

"Asa

freshman, 1

have school

spirit, but

I'm still

developing

it. I'm get-

ting there. I

think school

spirit is

important. It gets everyone excit-

ed; it's a unifying force for the

school. It makes us focus on the

same goal: winning."

Steve Strand

Academic administrator

Life sciences

"We do

go to Bruin

games. 1

think school

spirit is a

real impor-

tant part of

UCLA
because it

makes a

cohesive unit out of the school

and brings people together in

ways other than pure academics.

For students, it should make the

university something other than

just a place where you come to

classes and leave."

DAILY BRUIN
118 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza

Los Angetes, CA 90024
(310)825-9896

http://www.daiiybruin.ucla.edu
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20% off for Bruin Family on oil food

items on our menu during evening

Bruin identification is required

Celebration festivities in our Sports Bar

Live Entertainment at 9:30 (no cover)

(Alternative & Classic Rock, Funk &

Groove)

Close to the Rose Bov^l!

Drink Spedals:

34oz Boomba mug of Sierra

Nevada, Bud and Coors Light

Newcastle 5^ Microbrew

Open Daily
Lunch & Dinner And Food To Go

Caterins Available

424 Fair Oaks Ave.

S. Pasadena, CA 91030

(626) 799-2266

tfie H<CI7\, Cfiicano/i Iftn & trcrexnston Xssoctcrtton
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'Loaded Cameras, Broken Silence"

fri. nov 20th
pm

Reception Will Follow
Featuring

and Other
T—-'^— Special Guests ^

Different Films Will

Screen Each Day

I ' {•

sat. npy 21st
l:0(Jpm

GUEST OF HONOR
SaulLcaidau

will screen "The Sixth Sun"
about the Uprisings in Chiapas
"^

following the Student Screenings

(S) The James Bridges Theater

Melnitz Hall, UCLA
(on the Northeast comer of Campus)

gratis gratis gratis EVENT IS FREE gratis gratis gratis

The Event is Co-Sponsored By The UCLA Department of Film and Television.

Paid for by The Campus Programs Committee of theProgram Activities Board,

The Board of Director's Interaction Fund AJSAC Programming Committee,

The UCLA Chicano Studies Research Center, and Melnitz Movies.

call 310-840-6578 or

email LoadedCam@apl.com
-^ for more info
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rest go to South Campus. By the time

we get back, we're exhausted, sleepy

and only in the mood for a meal at

Covel Commons or Puzzles.

Needless to say, we need events out-

side of the school week to help in

forming a feeling of commonality;

athletics provides that.

Taking pride in where you live

and go to school is not "societal

brainwashing" if it carries some sort

of justification. Bramwashing

implies some sort of insidious mech-

anism at work, and none is to be

found in this case. Unlike George

Orwell's "1984," there is no "Big

Brother" out there orchestrating

"two-minutes of hate" (or in this situ-

ation, "four quarters of hate").

When we attend athletic events,

we do not cheer mindlessly. Coming

together to sing "Mighty Bruins" at

the Rose Bowl is a way to express our

support for fellow Bruins. When we

take pride in athletics, we are giving

credit where it is due.

Substantiated campus pride can

give people a personal stake in the

school. With personal interests

invested into the university, one

would be less likely to abuse it, both

in terms of the facilities and the peo-

ple who inhabit it.

Athletic competitions have given

us an arena to build Bruin pride

together, and in doing so, they have

brought us a better idea of what it's

l ikg to be a commun i ty. Sometimes ,

iMi^wn^w#

with all the protests and divisive

issues that take hold of the campus,

UCLA lacks that comfortable sense

of community. Whatever happened

to Homecoming parades, Mardi

Gras or other campus rallies?

Although it is important for students

to remain active and take stands on

issues, it would be nice if, every now

and then, we could put the picket

signs down and come together. Too

idealistic of a thought? Perhaps.

For the rest of the season, we're

going to cheer on the team. Football

games provide us with a common
goal; we get to act as a team in the

bleachers supporting the team on the

field. This yields us double benefits.

First, we help the Bruins win.

Second, we come closer together as a

fioor. Athletic events and school

pride serves a purpose for us; it helps

us define our small community.

Thanks Bob for your help.

Hopefully, you'll have time to drop

by. Otherwise, you know where to

look for us; we'll be up there in the

stands.

BROWN
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Some of the best ways that the

Rally Committee has promoted

UCLA spirit haven't involved elabo-

rate planning. We attended the

Pacific Soccer Classic to watch our

men's team defeat Indiana

University, taught a group of elemen-

tary children the eight-clap and led

them in "Go Bruins" cheers. We
organized a card show at a women's

volleyball game and got everyone in

our section to cheer for the Bruins.

In this article, I was asked to write

about whether or not I thought that

school spirit was important. Of
course I do!

Whether you attend athletic events

or not, you should take pride in your

school because you all worked hard

to get here.

No matter how you choose to

show your school spirit, be proud of

the fact that you attend one of the

best universities in the country.

In closing, I'd like to encourage

everyone attendmg Saturday's game

at the Rose Bowl to wear blue and be

loud

Let's all ihow the Trojans what

real school spirit is all about.

BAILARD
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sucking my thumb while donniiig a

helmet and body armor.

But the strange, twisted part is

that we humans (yup, you too) like

to be disgusted and horrified. Oh
yes, we are a delightful little breed

of rubbcrncckers. Hey, no one

forced me to watch those TV spe-

cials. (Aaah, what was that bump?)

We are slowly turning into a race of

lethargic adrenaline junkies who

have become determined to live out

our lives in the fast lane, without

ever leaving our couches.

I personally have not borne wit-

ness to many scary or life-threaten-

ing events, but like every pthe; kid

who grew up in America, I have

probably watched tens of thousands

of little two-dimensional people lose

life, limb and liberty. And to be hon-

est, flying isn't my only phobia. I'll

admit it, I'm a wimp. Yup, I am also

scared of clowns ("It"), horses

(Christopher Reeve), driving on

bridges (Channel 13 News), eleva-

tors ("Speed") and heights (you

name it).

I've got a whole brigade of neu-

roses vying to control my every

action. And I know that I am just

being ridiculous, and I am really

trying to work on it. Hey, at least I

stopped sleeping with the lights on.

But really, have you ever stopped

to honestly question whether all of

this technology crap is really help-
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In all honesty, I really don't want

to waste my time in this world being

constantly afraid of losing my life,

because what kind of life would that

really be? I guess the media aren't

totally to blame, since part of my

paranoia has probably also come

"about as the result of my uncertain-

ty regarding "God."

When 1 was 1 1 years old, 1 decid-

ed that I was an atheist. All of a sud-

den 1 became absolutely panic-

stricken. 1 now had only one chance

at life, and if I wasn't careful, at any

moment it could be stripped away

from me. Then, there wouldn't be a

single trace that I ever existed in

this world, except for maybe one in

the obituary column. When there is

no God, and there is no heaven, and

there is no afterlife, the stakes

change considerably. There was

now nothing protecting me from

death, or life, or from becoming yd

another front-page horror story for

that matter.

But finally after a few years and a

few experiences, which the dogma

of science and the TV Guide could

not reason away, 1 found something

to believe in. It's not any sort of for-

mal belief system, really just a spiri-

tual connection to Mother Earth

and Father Sky. Through this, I am

comfortable with the notion that all

living things are somehow connect-

ed within a continuous fiber, woven

into a web that is life, death and

everything in between, Maybe 1 am

getting a little abstract for you,

sorry. But, like 1 said, 1 am starting

to wean myself off the overpower-

ing influence of the media.

I am starting to understand that

there was once a world entirely

independent of the hyperbolized

encounters of those little two-

dimensional people. And, you know

what? Somewhere out there, a place

like that probably exists. I would

like to find it, wherever it is. I just

hope that I won't have to take a

plane to get there.

OK, we're descending now. Why

do I always have to get the sadistic

pilot who likes to descend by drop-

ping 50 feet at a time? What is that

damn noise? But we should be OK,

right? 1 mean, how many planes

have you teen on television crash

during landing? Oh, we're almost

there. PIcmc, pteaie, plctie ... touch

down Thank you so much for your

conif»uiy Now let's get the hell off

thii flynig torture machine.
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Leonardo DiCaprio is riotous. Kenneth Branagh's bravura performance is positively amazing."

Rex Reed. THE NEW YORK OBSERVER

"JP^ Circus

of Fun!
Leonardo DiCaprio is a

live wire. Winona Ryder

has never been more

bewitching. Melanie Griffith

is playfully lusty.

Charlize Theron

is a knockout."

-Pefer Travers,

ROUINC STONE
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Funny!
Judy Davis gives an

^
expert performance."

Richard Schickel.

TIME MAGAZINE

'j(^lebrity' is

Fiiied witli

Beautiful and

Famous Faces.
The show-stopping

Leonardo DiCaprio is

shrewdly perfect.

He is uncannily well cast."

-Janet Maslin,

THE NEW YORK TIMES
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Head-to-head

thriller curdles

Trojan

with Bruin win

COLUMN: Game in 1993

only one of seven nails

in use's defeated cofiin

With all the talk lately of the

UCLA-USC rivalry and

the "big game" coming up

this weekend, I thought I would talk

about the first Bruin-Trojan game I

experienced as a journalist.

Of course, as a football fan I saw

many games

over the years -

my favorites

being the

Rodney Peete

A. Cinque

Carter

Victories over-

Troy Aikman.

But a sports

writer must be

unbiased in his

or her cover-

age. So in the

string of seven

consecutive

Bruin victories

over the Trojans, the third was the

most memorable to me.

So there I was on Nov. 20, 1993,

sitting in the press box at the L.A.

Coliseum for the 63rd annual meet-

ing between the Bruins and the

Trojans. I had no idea what I was

about to experience.

The day was sunny and warm -

79 degrees in fact - with light winds

blowing at about 5 miles per hour.

At the time, the No. 15 Bruins (7-

3; 5-2 Pac-10) came into the game

one full game behind No. 19 'SC (7-

4, 6-1) in the Pao-10 standings.

Because of this, the Trojans con-

trolled their own destiny in the Rose

Bowl Race.

A Trojan victory or tie would give

them the berth, but a Bruin victory

would give UCLA the berth due to

tie-breaking rules. The first tiebreak-

er is head-to-head competition.

So all around, this game was pret-

ty important.

"There was a definite sense of

'urgency on the field in that game,"

former Bruin tailback Thaddeus

Massey said recently, 'Vhich meant

no excuses would be allowed for

anything. We were under the men-

tality that Ve had to win at all

costs.'"

In the middle of the third quarter,

the Bruins were leading 17-14 and

were driving. The Bruins had scored

first ... and second ... and third for a

17-0 lead. Nonetheless, they were

now looking to regain their compo-

sure after giving up two straight

touchdowns. Bruin quarterback

Wayne Cook hit All-America candi-

date J.J. Stokes for a 17-yard scoring

completion on second and 10 for a

24-14 advantage and a firm grip on

the Rose Bowl berth awaiting the

victor.

However, on the next scrics,-

Trojan quarterback Rob Johnson

threw fivc-for-«cven on a 1 :44 drive

^ptnning eight pUiyi and 72 yards

m^fpcd by a su-yard touchdown

to Brad BanU.

That brought the game to 24-21

SPORTS
The 'otheK big game

The UCLA men's water polo team will host

use at the Rose Bowl Aquatics Center In

their regular season finale.

Look for this game's recap on Monday.
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Key Trojan bears heart, tradition
FEATURE: Unfaltering Claiborne wears

No. 55 with pride, but may leave for NFL

By Rodty Salmon
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

It is simply known as "The Hill."

Located in Manhattan Beach, the hill has become a leg-

end for local athletes.

The hill can break even the most fit and strongest athlete.

To complete the hill is to beat it with heart, not talent.

Even a Butkus Award Finalist, which is given to the best

defensive player in Division I football, Chris Claiborne,

struggles with the hill.

"I can only run it once, and then I have to throw up or lay

down."

Completing the hill shows a person's heart and willing-

ness to win.

For the USC Trojans, the hill used to be a part of the con-

ditioning program. Now it isn't.

For No.55 Chris Claiborne, however, tradition dies hard.

Claiborne is all about tradition. Tradition is why he is a

Trojan. Tradition is why he dons jersey No. 55. Tradition is

why he lives alone and may enter the NFL draft after the

season.

TrfiAitinn is why hp ^hll rnr>< thr hill cinoo n mnnth.

The Bruin uniforms were "too ugly/'

anci (USC's) Chris Claiborne wanted ...

a better sense of tradition.

use SpOfts Info

All-American linebacker Chris Claiborne will be a key defensive player for USC

in this weekend's UCLA-USC matchup.

Father-son rivalry revels

in rkh UCLA-USC history

As a child, Claiborne loved to watch one special player.

For No. 55, watching the blue and gold running back was

like religion. Claiborne's favorite player was Gaston Green,

not because he was a member of the L.A. Rams or the

UCLA Bruins, but because he was quick and had heart.

He would watch UCLA games to watch Green.

At his first traditional USC-UCLA football game, how-

ever. Green had already moved on to the NFL. Claiborne

instead would see USC's tradition of winning interrupted

by UCLA.
"J.J. Stokes came out of nowhere and killed (USC)."

Yet, that game would not be enough to persuade

Claiborne to attend UCLA, for he is "not a powdered blue

guy"

The Bruin uniforms were "too ugly," and Claiborne

SeeCliUBOiNE,pa9e25

FEATURE: Linebacker Nece's

relation to All-Pro safety Lott

perpetuates crosstown bond

By Rodqr Salmon
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

On Saturday, UCLA and USC will

square off in a game where there are numer-

ous crosstown connections between the

players and coaches.

Many players have had relatives who

played for the opposing team.

UCLA's Ryan Nece is no exception.

In his first season at UCLA, Nece has

become a wrecking ball out on the field.

When Ramogi Huma went down with

an injury, the linebacking corps was deplet-

ed. Neoe and freshman Robert Thomas

were the last line of defense. The position

was supposed to rotate between the two

young players, but Nece stepped up, just

likelMfiMliBrdidatUSC.

Neoe ii tiK son of AU-American Trojan,

RoiHueLotL

LottWM ID Att-Amencan la Md, aoou-

mulating eight interceptions before making

the trip to the NFL, where he was an All-

Pro.

This was the same Ronnie Lott who was

coached by current USC head coach Paul

Hackett and UCLA head coach Bob

Toledo.

Lott played from 1976 to 1980, while

Hackett and Toledo coached together at

USC for three years from 1976 to 1978.

Now, Hackett will end up facing Lott's

son, who has become just as fierce as dad,

but in a different position. USC did not

recruit Nece, but UCLA did. They were

grateful when Nece made the switch from

safety, his father's position, to linebacker.

But the differences end there.

Lott has helped Nece understand the

game and has taught Neoe about intensity

on the field. ^ .•• ^ •:;,•.•. ^.

"Linebackers have to make a big hit,**

Neoe said. "My dad said you have to take

your chances and play like a madman.

"That was the type of pUyer he was, and

I learn bit by bit from him and traMfened it

to the field'

UCLA ruslies to victory in ft ner
M. HOOPS: Freshmen

pivotal in 89-76 victory

over Santa Clara squad

By Brent Boyd
Daily Bruin Staff

JaRon Rush put a big exclamation

point on a Bruin win that was full of

question marks.

The freshman forward's thunder-

ing slam dunk with six seconds

remaining put the finishing touches

on UCLA's 89-76 win over visiting

Santa Clara Thursday night at Pauley

Pavilion.

Aided by Rush's 19 points,

UCLA (1-0) won its season opener

for the first time in four years, but in

the process showed the signs of

inconsistency that are expected when

a team starts four freshmen and plays

a total of 12 players.

UCLA turned the ball over 15

times and committed 12 personal

fouls in the second halfalone to allow

Santa Clara (0-2) to remain in the

game throughout.

"The crowd ...helped

nutalot.Youfeelon

top of the world and ...

nobody can stop you."

JaRon Rush

Freshman basketball forward

"When you play that many peo-

ple, it's going to be tough," UCLA
head coach Steve Lavin said. "And

starting four freshmen, we expect

there to be some ups and downs."

At any rate, UCLA held off a

feisty Bronco squad that refused to

fold - largely because of guard

Nathan Fast's game-high 25 points.

Down early by 1 3, Santa Clara cut

the deficit to 56-52 with just over 13

minutes remaining in the contest.

A 10-point Bruin run followed,

however, and UCLA coasted the rest

-of the way for the victory.

MiCHAtL ROSS WACHT/Darty Bfuin Senof Staff

See M. HOOPS, page 26 JaRon Rush swats a rebound attempt away from Santa Clara's Jamie Holmes in Thursday's game.

Team guards title from

DEMtCK KUOOMMy »«« tenor S«^

[KIA Hnehacker Hyan MMt is the son of fomr>er USC
All-Anr>erican safety and NFL AM Pro Ronnie Lott.

Gf Nf VK VI IIANG/Dnty Bruv^ Sfraor Sut

Soccer forward MdCinlay Tannyion, Jr. runs ahead

of OSU compiMon at the last regular season gante.

M. SOCCER: Determined Bruins

expect battle vs. Fresno State

despite injuries, earlier victory

By Scott Street

Daily Bruin Contributor

For the UCLA men's soccer team, the

road to the Final Four in Richmond, Va., will

begin with an unexpected limp.

the sixth-seeded Bruins (16-3-0) open

defense of their 1997 NCAA title Sunday at 1

p.m. against the Fresno State Bulldogs (1 1-5-

5). They may do so, however, without star

forward Seth George completely healthy.

The senior forward and National Player of

the Year candidate suffered an ankle sprain

in practice this week.

George, who has scored 15 goals this sea-

son, is expected to play and contribute, as is

junior midfielder Sasha Victorine who also

sat out the final two regular season games.

"It's definitely going to be a weakness for

us (if George can't play)," said senior mid-

fielder Tom Poltl

"But we're hoping to bring back Sasha

Victorine and Shaun Tsakiris Hopefully,

that will brmg back some momentum for us."

Despite the injuries, the Bruins will be

heavily-favored afunst a Fresno State team

they defeated 3-0 earlier thit leaton

UCLA, however, is not taking the

Bulldogs lightly.

"It helps (that w^'ve played them) so we

know what they're like," said head coach Sigi

Schmid.

"On the other hand, they have a little more

at stake because the first time we won. It's

always easier to get up after a loss."

"We beat them earlier in the season, but

you never know (what will happen) when the

playoffs come," added Poltl.

"It's going to be a hard-fought game either

way you look at it."

With a season-ending loss to Washington

that cost them a fourth-consecutive MPSF
tile, the Bruins hope to use their first-round

match to establish much-needed momentum
in the tournament.

"Momentum is important as we go into

(the tournament)," said Schmid.

"But I think it's mostly a reflection right

now of our training attitude. If our training

attitude is good then the momentum will be

there."

"The loss to Washington f*i!ty feddSRtf

everyone up." Poltl said. "Hopefully, we

(will) get some momentum this weekend, but

we're just concentrating on winning this

game first."

The men's soccer gartie is Sunday at 1 p.m.on ttie

North AthMc Field. Admission is $5 at the door

for students

This weekend

to determine

postseason

fate of Bruins

W.VOLLEYBALL: UCLA
will face No. 4 Stanford,

Cal in important games

ByKimberlyEdds
Daily Bruin Contributor

Can you say 64? That's how many
teams get to go the 1998 NCAA
Championships for women's volley-

ball.

And No. 16 UCLA wants to be

one of those teams - badly.

It can happen, too. But first they

have to win at least one of their last

three matches.

And it's not going to be easy, espe-

cially since UCLA opens the week-

end against No. 4 Stanford.

But if anyone can do it, the Bruins

can. After losing the first six games

of the season, UCLA (13-10 overall,

12-4 Pac-10) has come back with a

vengeance, winning 10 of their last

1 1 games while playing the second

loughesi schedule in the nadOIT

A big part of their recent success

is freshman Kristee Porter. Outside

hitter Porter has really stepped up

for her team, averaging 5.31 kills a

game with a total of 467 kills.

Sophomore middle blocker

Elisabeth Bachman, along with Pac-

10 player of the week Ashley Bowles,

have helped lead the team.

Bachman has been on fire lately

with 20 blocks and a .449 hitting per-

centage on the weekend. Freshman

outside hitter Bowles hit .328 with 56

kills and seven service aces against

Washington and Washington State.

Bowles became just the second

UCLA freshman to record 30-kills

in a single match when she notched a

career-high 35 kills against

Washington on Nov. 13. Porter is the

only other freshman to do so.

Bowles is going to have to have

another great outing if the Bruins

want to have a shot at the defending

Pac-10 champion, Stanford (23-2

overall, 16-0 Pac-10). The Cardinal

can clinch this year's conference

crown with just one victory this

weekend. They also face No. 1

1

USC on Sunday.

If there is one word to describe

Stanford, it would be defense.

Stanford's defense is dominating

-just ask Oregon. The Cardinal held

Oregon to just eight points, total,

last weekend. Then they went out

and held Oregon State to 1 1 points.

The 19 points over the weekend is

the lowest ever allowed by a

Cardinal team in a Pac-10 weekend.

UCLA will have to look out for

Stanford's Jennifer Detmer. The

sophomore middle blocker is ranked

first in the Pac-10 with blocks per

game with 1.65. Detmer has a team

high 145 blocks, while hitting .351

and averaging 3.31 kills a game.

The Cardinal is undefeated in

Pac-10 play this year.

The Bruins need to finish strong

to make their bid for the tournament

even more convincing, and this

means beating unranked Cal on

Sunday. Cal (7-20 overall. 3-13 Pac-

10) is coming off a split weekend

where they defeated Oregon State in

five games on Friday to snap a

seven-match losing streak, but they

lost in four games to Oregon on

Sunday

Sophomore outside hitter Alicia

Perry had a career-hi(h 25 kills with

17 digs against OSU UCLA will
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Little in life matters more

than beating 'SC team again
RIVALRY: Tickets scarce to

witness transformation of

Rose Bowl into battleground

ByiffffKniiotck

Daily Bruin Staff

"Beating 'SC is not a matter of life and

death. It's more important than that/' said

Red Sanders, UCLA head coach (1949-

1957)

It's UCLA-USC, and it's more than

just a game. It's a showdown of pride,

respect and honor. It's a battle oftotal pas-

sion and pure intensity. It's a war.

**It's beyond football. It's just two

teams that dislike each other," said fresh-

man DeShaun Foster.
'

*it'8 about who's the king for the

yeaf^jK) it^i

a

bigdcai/' saidaemmAoiy
'

Meyers.

*it'8 even bigger than families. You
have married people - one went to

UCLA and one went to USC - and
this meansa lot to them," said senior

Shawn Stuart

This year, the rivalry is elevating

to new helghti. UCLA is shooting

Bruins ready to send

Trojans down in flames
r

PREVIEW: Two wins from Fiesta Bowl, UCLA
fired up for meeting with perennial foe USC

for its 20th straight win and a. national

championship. USC, fighting for a

respectable bowl berth, has not beaten the

Bruins since "Home Alone" was in the-

aters and M.C. Hammer was cool.

The match-ups and statistics clearly

favor UCLA, but in this series, just one

thing is certain. You can only predict that

it will be unpredictable and expect the

unexpected.

When these two teams clash, anything

and everything can happen.

'You couldn't ask for a better rivaU"y,

said UCLA coach Bob Toledo. "B

IKIifS^pagel?

By Vytas Mazeika
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Saturday's showdown against

USC could be the toughest, most

emotionally draining and exciting

game UCLA plays all season.

The reason for the hype against

the Trojans is not because the

Bruins are ranked second in the

Bowl Championship Series

(BCS). It's not because UCLA is

undefeated at 9-0 and only two

wins away from a national cham-

pionship

Fiesta Bowl appearance.

The hype comes from the fact

that in this crosstown rivalry, any-

thing and everything can happen.

"Of course (it's a big game),"

UCLA senior guard Andy
Meyers said. "It's the 'SC game.

You know, our rival. 'SC probably

is the toughest team we're going

to play all year."

The game is also important for

the personal pride of the UCLA
and use players - many ofwhich

have known each other since their

high school days.

"You respect your crosstown

rival, and you want to do well

against them," senior center

Shawn Stuart said. "You
know that your whole exis-

S€cMViUJI%pa9e28

^m^

POSITION COMMENTS

Three years from now, USc

ADVANTACfE

irson Palmer could

Qjy^j^^^ be a Hejsman candidate, but it Is UCLA's Cade
McNown who finds himself as one of the top

uarterbacks in the nation.

Iruinshavetheii

convoy of running backs moving full steam ahead.

Trojan starter Chad Morton Is no slouch, with 710
rushtr^ yards in 10 games, but the UCLA trio has

1

,

224.gu&htfiQ^<afdsin nlne games.

Wide

recehfers

t^. Jay Soward Is the X-facior tor u:>c. j wo years ago
against UClAthe scintillating Trojan flanker nrwide

his presence felt with six catches for 260 yards and
three scores. This season, UCLA's Danny Farmer and
Brian Poll-Dixon have outperfbnmed USC's Soward
and Bitty Milter.

NINi^TREAK
/f^5£BQM\V

MOPSIS Jtaifaf

and Andy^^yers will foe

Bniins on Saturday.

Injuries have declnnated a Bruin defensive line,

which has received consistent performances only

Defensive from sophomore Kenyon Coleman. USC's Shamsud-
line din Abdul-Shaheed is tied for the team lead with

five sacks, and Ennls Davis complements him with

three more.
i

' J.I.
'

'

ik- lU i.WIMllM.llM|IMl. l|IU IJJli- 1 iJUJ HtMHfAwMmmMMav

iT'^TT

UCLA has allowed, on average, 262.9 passing yards

per game while the Trojans have limited their

opponents to 200.8 ypg. UCLA's Larry Atkins (who
Secondary has three Interceptions, four fumble recoveries and

three forced fumbles) will need help from th»e

young secondary to make sure the Trojan offense

doesn't take control of the game.
^*l"^fMP|«^ppnM^lt«!^pipVMH!miP|«^^

BrtitfTpiaoe-kPier aiid punt Safier^^whohadla

$|ie<ti)

ttms

five 0#kl goal performarKe lasl week^
looks Hke he Has recovered fiom a 910m k^ury, <

comirbackHynn Rogues has added a-new way for

UCLAto ptit points on the scoreboard wllh his

ability to create long kick off and punt returns. If

USC's R Jay Soward is heah:hy, he's as good as any

kick returner In the r^ation.

Coaching

Bruin head coach Bob Toledo feels like defensive

coordinator Nick AllottI and the rest of the coaching

staff have finally found a way to stop the opposition

with a simpler zone defense. USC first-year head

coach Paul Hackett will have his hands full trying to

deal with Toledo's bag of tricks.

Predicted Score: UCLA 38, USC 31

/

Left photo by JUSTIN WARREN
Center and right photos by

GENEVIEVE UANG/Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Photo Illustration by JASON CHEN
Pagination by NINA SACKS/Daily Bruin Senior Staff

1221 mcoi 1«2:IICUy.USC3I mt EZJISUI iw*:uaA3i.u«:i« J22SLUa I m
Comirtg into the game, UCLA hid failed to but USC on ttwtr four

previous noeetmgs The Bruins lumped to a 1 7-0 lead kite In the

first half and then held off a hinous Tro^n raNy. Linebacker

Arnold Ale caused a himble late m the ganoe on fourth and hve

to presence the vKtory

Thouqh the Trojans came m heavily favored, UCLA Q6 John Barnes

threw for 385 yards and three scores to iJ. Stokes - mckxiinq s

9&^yafd play that gave UCLA a 38 31 lead vvith 3<)8 to 90 Irofan

06 fUib Johnson had a one-yard nm on the last play from

but his pass for a two-point conversion was

knocked down

Once again, Irojan 06 Mb Johnson tailed to complete a

comeback m the final minute. On a cnxial third-^nd-goal from

the two-yard line, kihmon s enam pass was intercepted in the

end zone with 50 seconds left The Bruins went to the Rose Bowl

for the fir^ timeWKe 1985.

I he bruins scored tho <> unanswered touchdowns m the third

quarter (mckjdmg toij( hdown passes from Wayne Cook to JJ

Stokes and Jim McE Irov )
to make up for a 1 2 3 halftime deficit

The Tronns were knockfnj out of the Rose Bowl with th6 k»s, and

I USC to victory against the BfiMH for

the thvd straight year

UCLA s fifth consecutive victory marked the tongesi win streak for

either learn in the 65 year nvalry. Quarterback Cade Mcflown, m

his first year at UCLA, led the Bruins to touchdowns m the team s

I

first two possessions Late m the fourth quarter on a third and 1

3

from the Brum 79 McMown Idled the wm with a 2 1 yard run

USC hjmbled i»r t^b Mir m the fourth quarter and aMowed Cade

McNown and the Bruins to tie the gameThe 1 7 -point fourth

quarter cnmAidrtwned this twirlttur,23 miwHifbirinto the

first overtime game m senes history After field goaK were

swapped m the first 01, Brum tailMck Skip Hicks opened the

second OT with a 2S-yard TD nm. USC tost after they threw an

mterceplion on its (

Down 3 1 2 1 in the fMirth quarter , the Troians had two

possessions end m interceptions one at the goal kne and

another m the final mmute of play. Bruii light end Mie Grieb

caught two touchdown passes from Cade McNown. Skip HKks

became the Pac-lffs career leader m toudidowns with hn

foucMownrun
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W.VOLLEYBALL
From page 21

also have to be watch out for Cal's

Candace McNamee. The freshman set-

ter posted some impressive numbers

against OSU with 9 kills, 47 assists and

14 digs, and she is looking to post even

bigger numbers against UCLA.
Cal will have a very different look

when they face UCLA, with two of

their most talented players sidelined

with injuries. Outside hitter Brook

Coulter, one of the nation's top

servers, is out with a stress fracture in

her left shin and outside hitter Jameka

Stevens has an injured right shoulder.

UCLA faces Stanlford at 7 p.m. on

Friday and Cal at 4 p.m. on Sunday at

Pauley Pavilion.

The 64-team field for the 1998

NCAA Championships will be

announced on Nov. 29.

Pacific Ties (p -'sif-ik 'tis) n. 1. A magazine dedicated to everything Asian Pacific
Islander. 2. The largest and longest running Asian American student publication in

the nation. 3. More scandalous than Asia Carrera's latest flick. 4. Published once a
quarter 6. Always looking for writers, artists, photogs, editors, designers. 5. Issue

#1 available now.

Get the story. Get the Ties. Pacific Ties

Available at a kiosk near you.
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5 & 2 Beverly Hills

Acne Skin Care Clinic^

Before

After

15 years experience

Acne-A Treatable
•Deep Pore Cleaning •Rejuvenation

•Ctiemicai Peel

Dramatic Results in One Month
www.acneskln.cofn
920 S. Robertson #6
(Olympic & Robertson)

(310) 289-1762

^

MONGOLS
UCLA STUOENT SPECIAL

Purchase a Mongolian BBQ
combo and receive one free

soft drink w/ student ID!

1064 Gayley Ave.
Westwood Village

tel:

(310) 824-3377

'i want tliat car. I need that car."

University Credit Union

has your used car loan!

You can totally see yourself driving this car! Turn to University Credit Union
(UCU) for your car loan. UCU is the campus' source for low-cost financial

services, available to UCLA students, staff, faculty and Alumni Association

members. Visit our on-campus office at Ackerman Union, A-Level (across from

textbooks). Phone: (310) 477-6628.

Apply on-line at www.ucu.ora or call toll-free at (800) 647-8136.

UmVERSITY CREDIT UNION

It

The same goes for the busir)ess world. You see, there ore two ways to treat

new employees: let them sink or swim, or give them the training and men-

torship they need to nxike a real impact. At Enterworks, we believe in help-

ing our clients compete in today's market by developing software solutions

that olbw our clients to access disparate data. We also believe in setting

our people up for success, which is why we offer entry-level employees on

Associate Training Program tfrat ensures they have the right skills. So if you

know someone wfK>'s ready for an career that gives them the tools to

make a difference — let them know about Enterworks.

A Bachelor's Degree in Computer Science, Engineering, or Information

Systems as well academic experience in one or more of tfte following areas

is required: JAVA, C+-»-, HTML, Smalltalk, COBRA, UNIX, Windows NT,

Rekitionol Databases, Object Oriented Databases, Client/Server Systems.

We offer a generous conopensation package ttxit includes stock options,

performarKe bonuses, tuition reimbursement, 401 (k) arxJ benefits package

Enlsrworks, Alfn: Haolher Jones, 19886 Ashbum Rood,

Ashbum, VA 20147-2358, FAX: 703.724.3860

For more information oixHit a career at Entervt^rks visit our Web site at

www enterworks.com or e-nxiil us at hotjobsOenlervorks.com

Oppofiunflies ovatloble in Southern Califomio ond ^4o^^t^wl> Virginio.

Cnlofwocki Eoe
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TICKETS
From page 27

"We don't approach them as just

another game,'* said senior Cade

McNown. "It's a different game emo-

tionally. Every time guys make plays,

especially on defense, we go crazy. It's

the biggest game of the year."

The rivalry also brings many per-

sonal connections to the field. Toledo

and Hackett were both on the USC
coaching staff from 1976 to 1978.

UCLA's Ryan Nece is the son of ex-

Trojan Ronnie Lott, and Danny
Farmer's uncle was a USC fullback.

Also, freshmen DeShaun Foster

and Carson Palmer were rivals in high

school, and they squared off in the

Division V high school championship.

And since the two schools are so

close in proximity, many Bruins and

Trojans know each other, and most of

them were recruited by both schools.

"They're teammates in high school.

Guys have lived together. Guys see

each other all the time out on the

streets. They socialize at times," said

Toledo.

But that doesn't mean they like

each other.

"It's a healthy hate," said

McNown.
Added sophomdre Tony White, "1

don't hate anybody, but you kind of

take a disliking to people."

The Bruins will certainly be fired up

for their foes. Cade and the gang will

lay everything out against the Trojans.

Nothing that has happened before the

game, and nothing that will happen

after the game will matter.

Because the only thing that matters

is beating USC.
"I haven't seen what it's like to lose

to USC and I don't Want to see what

it's like to lose," s'aid McNown.

CLAIBORNE
From page 20

wanted to attend a school where

there was a better sense of tradi*

tion.

The race was on between Notre

Dame, a traditional football

school, and Colorado. Notre

Dame was the school Claiborne

had dreamed of attending, watch-

ing heroes Ricky Watters and

Jerome Bettis play there while

growing up.

"Love is one thing. What you

need is another," the All-American

linebacker, who leads the team this

year in tackles with 88, said. "You

pick the best situation of what you

need, not what you love. USC was

best academically and traditional-

ly for me. Plus I'm a California

kid."

Arriving at USC, Claiborne met

another tradition: No. 55. The
coaches asked Claiborne to wear

the number, to represent tradition-

ally the best player on USC

(Claiborne) is a role

model because

he saves money and

does not spend it on

cars.

defense. Junior Seau wore No. 55

while a Trojan, as did defensive

lineman Willie McGinest. They

were two big defensfve players'

SeeCLAIB0IINE,pa9e29

RIVALRY
From page 28

The winner of Saturday's

UCLA vs. USC game will not

only take home the Liberty

Bell for one year, but will also

receive the first Jim Murray

Trophy.

Murray was a Pulitzer

Prize-winning columnist for

the Los Angeles Times who

died Aug. 16 of this year.

In addition to the trophy,

the Times will provide a

$ 1,000 grant to either the Jules

Stein Eye Institute at the

UCLA School of Medicine or

the Doheny Eye Institute,

affiliated with USC. _ .;
<,.

Murray briefly lost his eye-

sight because of a detached

retina.
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NECE
From page 20

Nece and Lott both play football to

win and for respect.

**We want the fans and the teams to

respect us when we are out on the

field," Nece said.

So when the teams meet, the rivalry

flares up. So far, Nece has been able to

gloat.

*The whole situation is ironic. I just

hope we can keep winning so I can

keep rubbing it in my dad's face, said

Nece. '"We have extreme passion for

the game and that is why the rivalry is

fiin for us.**

Nece has taken that passion straight

to the gridiron and has racked up four

sacks and 58 tackles, with 40 being

unassisted. He has played so well that

Robert Thomas has not seen the play-

ing field that much.

**I have tried to put Thomas in the

game, but Nece is playing so well that

we can't aflbrd to have him out of the

game," Toledo said. "He was one of

the biggest surprises coming out of

spring camp."

This Saturday when he lines up

against USC, he will be continuing an

endless cycle of crosstown connec-

tions.

M. HOOPS
From page 21

Rush had a big part in the turn-

around.

After struggling early. Rush scored

12 of his points in the second halfand

amassed six of his eight rebounds

(v^iich tied for the team-high).

He attributed his improvement in

play to the excitement that the 8,532

in Pauley Pavilion generated.

"When the crowd got into it, that

helped out a lot," Rush said. "You feel

on top of the world and that nobody

can stop you."

But, Rush didn't do it alone.

Sophomore point guard Earl Watson

threw in 15 points and five assists, and

freshman forward Jerome Moiso

added 16 points.

Like Rush, it was also a tale oftwo

halves for Moiso - 1 1 ofhis points and

five of his seven rebounds came after

halftime.

Sophomore guard Moose Bailey,

and freshmen forward Matt Barries

and center Dan Gadzuric added nine

points apiece for UCLA.
Gadzuric scored the Bruins' first

eight points but was held scoreless in

the second half

"I guess I wore down a little,"

Gadzuric said. "As the season goes

on, in be more physical."

In some ways, UCLA was quite

impressive - with 73 percent free-

throw shooting and a 44-33 rebound-

ing edge.

But there are causes for concerns.

The Broncos shot at 39 percent,

which was much higher than its previ-

ous contest against Pacific, and the

Bruins at times looked chaotic.

Nevertheless, it was a win and

good experience for UCLA.
"We need games like this to pre-

pare for the Pac-10," Lavin said.

Fortunately for the Bruins, they

have nine more of these games.
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TICKETS
From page 22

teams take great pride in trying to

win that football game."

Added USC coach Paul Hackett,

"You don't have to say much about

this game. Our players know their

players. They've grown up together.

They understand the rivalry. (UCLA)
is further than us, but in a game like

this we might get lucky. You never

know."

With so much at stake, a win can

make a season while a loss can break

it. This game is clearly Los Angeles'

most anticipated sporting spectacle of

the year. Everybody wants to witness

the Bruins battle the Trojans, but not

everybody can get their hands on a

ticket.

More than 92,000 fanatics will be

rocking the Rose Bowl this Saturday

afternoon. Unfortunately, that leaves

over 3.5 million Los Angelenos with-

out tickets to the biggest sporting

event this city has seen all year.

As expected, there is an enormous

demand for this game.

"I think people have been waiting a

whole year for this game, since the last

one," said Stuart.

A representative for Tyson Tickets

on Wilshire said they have been get-

ting 60 to 100 calls per hour asking

about the inter-city rivalry.

"In my 14 years in this business,

this is the biggest UCLA game I've

seen," said the representative.

Ticket prices at other agencies

range from about $150 for an end

zone seat to about $550 for a seat

inside the 40-yard lines.

Scalper's prices are expected to

exceed $ 1,000 on the day of the game.

Even- though the face value of these

tickets is $42, they are still a hot com-

modity

"If you're going on a first date with

a girl and you say, i got us tickets for

the USC-UCLA game, I don't know
if she'd be impressed or not, but she

should be," said junior Ryan Roques.

For those who can't afford tickets,

the game will broadcast on ABC.
"This is the game we circled on the

calendar at the beginning of the year,"

said ABC sports anchor Bill Weir. "If

it's not the highest rated event, we'll

be very disappointed."

NBC sports anchor Fred Roggin,

who has covered Los Angeles sports

for over 18 years, cannot remember a

UCLA-USC game with more impor-

tance than this one.

"This game is even bigger than

Dennis Rodman's marriage to

Carmen Electra," he said. **Even if

there were a full slate ofNBA games

and LA. had a football team, this

game would overshadow everything."

With the NBA lockout and lack of

an NFL team, Los Angeles is looking

forward to this game more than ever.

The city is buzzing. Sports fans or not,

people are intrigued by the many pos-

sibilities that may occur when these

schools collide. All but one of

UCLA's seven straight wins have

come by a touchdown or less, and the

underdog has covered the spread in

all seven games.

SeeTKKETS»page25
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RIVALRY
From page 23

tence for the year dq>ends on who
wins this game."

Bragging rights for a whole year

depend on this game since the winner

can claim possession of the City

Championship. A year gone wrong

can be made right with a win against

the despised enemy.

But the Trojans haven't had much
to brag about lately, since they've lost

the last seven games of this 65-year

series.

"I think (the seven-game win

streak) gives us a mental edge," junior

cornerback Ryan Roques said.

**There is no question in my mind that

we can beat this team because we
have done it before. But we've done it

through hard work and not taking the

game for granted."

Since neither team can afTord to

lose the City Championship and risk

the backlash from fans, both teams

will throw everything and anything

they have at their opponent - includ-

ing some of those much reported

UCLA trick plays.

"We'll have a few deals, but we
always do," ofTensive coordinator Al

Borges said. "I'm sure they will have

some. (The Trojans) have two weeks

to prepare, and we're going in with

the philosophy to expect the unex-

pected."

The Bruin seniors don't want to be

looked upon as the team that ended

the longest winning streak in UCLA
vs. use history.

Some players, like senior quarter-

back Cade McNown, also don't want

use to make any excuses about how
this game isn't important - like the

Trojans did in 1995 after they lost to

UCLA but still advanced to the Rose

Bowl.

"They dismiss a lot of (the UCLA)
wins because they end up doing better
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throughout the year," McNown said.

'This year is different. They have a lot

of motivation because they can't do
better than we've done. We're unde-

feated; they've lost a couple of games.

They're not going to the Rose Bowl;

.
we are. So now they can't say if they

lose, 'Well, we did this' and kind of

take solace in that.

"So I expect them to play probably

one of the best games they've played

this year because of that situation."

Bad blood emanates from this

game, and the fact that first year USC
head coach Paul Hackett made com-

ments about how Oregon, not

UCLA, is the best team in the Pac-10

only adds fuel to the fire.

Since then, however, Hackett has

tried to smooth out the controversy

stemming from his statement.

"UCLA is peaking right now for

the last run at the national champi-

onship," Hackett said. "They could

be the best team in the country."

And what if the Bruins don't hap-

pen to be the best team in the coun-

try? Then the 90,000 fans in atten-

dance on Saturday will not be

shocked by a Trojan victory. After all,

it is the UCLA vs. USC game.
* * *

See RIVALRY, pa9e 25
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Westwood Student Federal Credit Union

Built by UCLA Students for UCLA Students

Has Everything You Need!

Westwood Student FCU is on campus,

making us the most convenient way to bank at UCLA!

The Only full-service branch on campus where you
can do all of this.,.

• Get cash • Receive money orders • Access ATMs on campus
• Make deposits, withdrawals or transfer funds (from anywhere

in the U.S.)!

Visit us at 124 KerckhojfHall

Check out our...

• Checking (No monthly fee) • VISA (No annualfre)
• Savings • Auto Lx)ans

• Online Banking • Computer Loans

and more!

Call (800) 537-8491 for more information

or visit our website at www.fficu.org

Intcrfiupo •vaalablc! (See Manager)
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CARTER
From page 20

UCLA. Nervous time.

After the teams exchanged punts,

the Bruins faced a third down and 10

situation from their own 27.

Cook took the snap from the shot-

gun. He spotted Kevin Jordan and

hit him on the run for a 43-yard gain.

That play brought up a first and 10

from the Trojan 20-yard line.

Following a completion and a face

mask penalty against USC, the

Bruins has a first and goal from the

seven.

A 4-yard completion to Mike
Nguyen would then set dp fourth

and goal from the thtfe. If the

Bruins elected to go for the score,

their success would put the game out

of reach. Conversely, a failed fourth

down attempt would leave UCLA
with only a three-point advantage.

Therefore, coach Terry Donahue
elected to ride the foot of Bjorn

Merten. And Merten was up to the

task, notching a 17-yard field goal

for a 27-21 lead with 6: 15 to play.

A USC touchdown and conver-

sion would give the Trojans its first

lead of the game but they were

unable to move the ball and had to

punt.

Following another Darren

Schager punt for the Bruins, USC
would have one last crack at the

game's grand prize - a trip to the

"Granddaddyofthemall."

Southern Cal begins the drive at

their own 19 with 2:30 on the clock.

On third and eight from his own
21, Johnson hits All-Agierica candi-

date Johnnie Morton for a 33-yard

completion. Bruin cornerback Teddy

Lawrence would make the stop at

the UCLA 46.

At this point, the crowd of 93,458

was getting quite antsy The media

were the same way Everyone in the

stadium had their eyes on the east

^ide of the Coliseum field.

"Everybody was feeling anxious,

from the coaching staff on down,"

Massey said. "This game was to

determine more than just the L.A.

City champion.

This was for the Rose Bowl and

they were making the winning drive

onus.

The winner of this game would go

to the Rose Bowl and 'SC could

smell the roses, down only six with

about 2 minutes to go.

On the very next play, Johnson

made another exception completion

to Ken Grace for a 43-yard gain.

Lawrence and safety Marvin

Goodwin would combine on the

touchdown-saving tackle at the

UCLA 3-yard line.

"When they got the first down at

the three, we all started praying. It

was a battle in the trenches. Our
front wanted to stop Walters and

their line wanted to pupch it through

the end zone.

"It was just about who wanted it

more."

Following this play, the press box

cleared. All the writers, assuming

USC Was destined for victory, head-

ed for the field. Apparently they

wanted to avoid the swarm of Trojan

fans that would inevitably rush the

field after the victory.

But that's why they play the

games.

USC called timeout with 1 : 16

remaining. Trojan tailback Shawn
Wakers took the Johnson hand-off

and broke left behind his left guard.

Bruin nose guard George Kase was

there, however, and stopped Walters

for no gain.

The Bruins called timeout with

1:05 remaining.

Donahue wanted to keep time on

the clock in case the Bruins relin-

quished the touchdown and needed

a quick score of their own.

"During the timeout," Massey

said, "we were all praying. We were

just hoping for a stop."

Following the timeout, Walters

got the handoff again and followed

his left tackle this time for a gain of

one. Bruin linebacker Jamir Miller

was there to stop Walters in his

tracks.

UCLA called timeout again for

the same reason.

OK, so now it was third down and

goal from the two. And since passing

is what had gotten the Trojans so

close on this drive coach John

Robinson decided to go to the air

again. After all, this was four-down

territory for each team and one time-

out remaining with 56 seconds show-

ing on the clock.

And now, the play. Johnson lined

up under center, took the snap,

dropped back, threw the ball and

completed the pass to ... Goodwin.

With just 50 seconds pn the clock,

the Bruins had pulled out another

thriller on the Goodwin intercep-

tion. Game, set and match Bruins.

The "grandchildren" were headed

for Pasadena.

"That interception was the biggest

play in UCLA-USC history,"

Massey said, "because it was for all

the marbles. Half of our team was in

tears and their whole team was in

tears following the play. "That play

was the nail in the coffin."

Prayers answered.

Carter will come off Injured reserve on
Friday in a final attempt to earn back

his spot in the defensive secondary

with fellow columnist Evan Lovett in

today's Blood Bowl against Southern

Cal. He's also the fourth-string water-

boy, so send any comments, cruel

jokes, or poppy seeds to

Theory@Bigfoot.com.

CLAIBORNE
From page 25

who left legacies behind them while

previously sporting Claiborne's red

and gold No. 55.

"I take a little bit of everyone's

game," the leading tackier against

UCLA last year said, "The best that

I can do i i> to put in mv Rame wta;=put m my game
they can show me. I try to follow

Junior's intensity with Willie's speed

and strength."

Willie McGinest has taught

Claiborne a bit about tradition,

working out with him over the sum-

mer at Venice Beach. Working out

•with the NFL All-Pro lineman has

made Claiborne humble and modest

over his success.

"Working out with him makes
you understand where you are and

keeps you from being cocky. The
main things is that he is a role model,

because he saves money and does

not spend it on cars.

"He has had the same car ever

since he came into the league."

ClalbofBg=

CAREER STATS

might ga H\t6 th6 dMH
at the end of the season because of

what he could get done, not because

he loves money. He wants to save his

money and try and open a franchise

like McGinest did, who owns a

Togo's and a Baskin Robbins 31 Ice

Cream Store.

Claiborne wants to be a business-

man so bad that

he has moved to

Culver City, away

from school life,

to live indepen-

dently. Here, he

can watch film all

by himself and

learn how to take

care of himself

lokeep himscli

on the right track,

he has a silver

"55" around his neck.

"Jewelry is nice but not what you

need. It is dumb to spend money for

a bunch of cars and jewelry. I would

not do that because that's the differ-

ence. I want to look to the future and

CHRIS CUIBORNE

Tackles Loss of Yards Deflections Interceptions
'

1996 116 4/8 7 2

1997 76 16/84 1

1998 88 7/23 10 . -C- :S

launf^poft^ ii iliH iiiiiwi

save money for my kids."

So at the end of the season,

Claiborne may follow another tradi-

tion that fellow No. 55 players have

started: leaving early for the NFL
draft. Seau and McGinest both left

JOYCE CHON /Daily Bruin

early and thpre is a good chance

Claiborne will too.

Whatever may happen, Chris

Claiborne will become part of the

tradition for incoming players that

he followed while a Trojan. '—

Any large Pizza, your choice of toppings and crust, for $9>99

R9^-^1H iii4('3y'®yA*B-

Westwood Village

Medium 1 topping Pizza

for $5.95

Fast Free DeHverv
until 1 a.m. Sunday-Thursday
until 2 a.m. Friday & Saturday

National Football l(>aqup

At A Glan(e

AMERiaN CONFERENa

East

W L T

Miami 7 3

Buffalo 6 4

N.Y.iets 6 4

New En9land

Indianapolis

Central

Jacksonville

Pittsburgh

Tennessee

Baltimore

Cincinnati

West

Denver

Oakland

Seattle

Kansas City

San Diego

5 5

2 8

8 2

64
6 4

3 7

2 8

Pet. PF PA

.700 178 132

.600 213 206

.600 243 175

.500 211 192

.200 166 264

New Orleans 24, St. Louis 3

Atlanta 31,San Francisco 19

Green Bay 37, New York Giants 3

Dallas 35, Arizona 28

Oakland 20, Seanle 17

San Diego 14, Baltimore 13

Jacksonville 29, Tampa Bay 24

Detroit 26, Chicago 3

Washington

Tampa Bay

6 7 3 15 37 41

610 2 14 40 61

WESnRN CONFERENa

Central Division

.800 262 200

.600 178 184

.600 239 193

.300 147 203

.200 167 267

10 1.000 330 176

7 3 .700 176 175

5 5 .500 213 162

4 6 .400 167 197

4 6 .400 127 179

NATIONAL CONFERENCE

East

Dallas

Arizona

N.Y. Giants

Philadelphia

Washington

Central

Minnesota

Green Bay

Tampa Bay

Chicago

Detroit

West

Atlanta

San Francisco

NewOrieans

St.LMM

CaroKm

W L

7 3

5 5

3 7

2 8

2 8

Pet. PF PA

.700 259 149

.500 182 232

.300 169 226

.200 92 233

.200 169 273

9 1 .900 320 170

7 3 .700 276 196

4 6 .400 167 195

3 7 .300 167 224

3 7 .300 197 222

Monday's GaiM
Denver 30, Kansas City 7

SuiNla)r,Ntv.22

Arizona at Washington, 1:01 p.m.

Chicago at Atlanta, 1:01 p.m.

Detroit at Tampa Bay, 1:01 p.m.

Green Bay at Minnesota, 1:01 p.m.

Indianapolis at Buffalo, 1:01 p.m.

JacksonvtHe at Pittsburgh, 1:01 p.m.

Philadelphia at New York Giants, 1:01

p.m.

Seattle at Dallas, 1:01p.m.

Carolina at St. Louis, 4:05 p.m.

Kansas City at San Diego, 4:15 p.m.

New Yori( Jets at Tennessee, 4:15 p.m.

Baltimore at Cincinnati, 4:15 p.m.

Oakland at Denver, 4:1 5 p.m.

New Orleans at San Francisco, 8:20 p.m.

Monday, Nov. 23

Miami at New England, 8:20 p.m.

N.itional Hochpy Lpaqup

At A Gl.incp

EASTERN CONFERENCE

Atlantic Division

Detroit

St. Louis

Nashville

Chicago

Northwest Division

W L T Pts GF GA

9 8 18 53 44

7 5 4 18 42 35

7 9 1 13 39 47

510 3 13 38 63

Edmonton

Vancouver

Calgary

Colorado

Pacific Division

Dallas

Phoenix

Anaheim

Los Angeles

San Jose

W L T Pts GF GA

9 7 1 19 55 45

9 8 1 19 50 41

7 9 2 16 47 48

7 9 2 16 48 49

W L T Pts GF GA

9 3 2 20 37 27

9 2 2 24 34 17

6 6 4 16 37 37

511 3 13 39 49

3 7 4 10 33 35

8 2

7 3

5 5

3 7

.800 284 195

.700 292 217

.500 186 204

.300 177 240

19 .100 191 254

i24,QiKiMMti3

MMHM 1 J,UMHM 9

IsNMO li.MWcll^lMld 10

i 14,Nfw Itak Jtis 23

23,

New Jersey

Pittsburgh

Philadelphia

N.Y. Islanders

N.Y. Rangers

Northeast Division

Toronto

Buffalo

Boston

OtUVN

Montreal

SoMltieast Division

W L T Pts GF GA

10 6 18 33 35

8 5 4

7 6 4

810

5 7 5

18 43 42

18 45 37

16 45 4»

13 38 45

W
9

7

t

6

7

L TPts GFGA

7 2 20 57 54

18 40 26

16 40 32

IS 43 41

14 39 49

3 4

7 5

6 3

9 2

Tuesday's Games

Carolina 5, Montreal 4

Philadelphia 4, Pittsburgh 1

Chicago 2, Nashville 1

Colorado 5, N.Y. Islanders 2

Wtdnosday's Games

Late Games Not Included

Washington 4, Toronto 1

Detroit 6, Edmonton 2

Vancouver 2, Phoenix 4

NY. Rangers at Anaheim (n)

Los Angeles at San Jose (n)

Thvrsday^ Games

Honda 5, Boston 5

Calgary 3, Montreal 4

Pittsburgh 5, Tampa Bay 1

Carolina 2, New Jersey 3

St. Louis 2, Nashville 3

Vancouver 5, Colorado

NY iUnfers 5, Los Angeles 1

14

W I ThsGfGA
I I 3 19 4144

« 7 3 IS 33 41

Ottawa at WastMifion. 7 p.m.

PNUddpMa at CamNna, 7 p.in.

Mfinlt il Hnilo, 7:J0 piM.

N.Y.MmdmatOilas.l:JOpjn

EiMMMm AmMr, lOiJO pjm

f%mk at San Joie, 10:30 pji.

AH Times in the Sports Boi are EST

Collcqo Bashptball

Major Scores

Thwsday^ Colle9C BasketbaN

EAST
-.-

'

Cincinnati 70, Rhode Island 53

Connecticut 77, Richmond 57

Lehigh 79, Yale 66

SyrKuse74,CoppinSt.56

SOUTH '

Alabama 79, Tennessee Tech 53

Auburn 77, Cent. Florida 42

Austin Peay 73, Chattanooga 69

Clemson 82, W. Carolina 56

E.Kentucky 99, Belmont 97

E.Tennessee St. 57, Virginia Tech 48

Georgia Southern 65, Jacksonville St. 54

Kentucky 82, Mercer 51

Miss.Valley St. 80, Talladega 57

Southern Miss. 57, SW Louisiana 51

Tulane 85, Prairie View 39

Wofford81,Montreat50

MIDWEST

Iowa 83, N.Iowa 67

Miami, Ohio 68, Tennessee 62

Michigan 62, Detroit 55

SOUTHWEST

Sam Houston St. 78, St. Edward's 63

Texas A&M 67, Stephen F. Austin 56

Texas Tech 87, Texas-San Antonio 78

FAR WEST

Idaho 79, W.Oregon 69

Lamar 85, Sacramento St. 81

Oregon St. 63, Idaho St. S3

Pepperdine 78, Fresno St. 71

S.UUh 74, Montana 70

Weber St. 83, Brigham Young 80

TOURNAMENTS

Battle for Baltimore

First Round

LoyoU, Md. 73, Md BaMinore County 61

Towton69,Mor9anSt 65

VMtSlPcam Wwelest Classic

Troy St. 106, Race Express 72

Transactions

Maior Loamie RasebaH

BALTIMORE ORIOLES—Purchased the

contracts of C Chip Alley, INF Ivanon

Coffie, INF Jesse Garcia. LHP Carlos

Medina and RHP Gabe Molina from their

minor-league teams.

OAKLAND ATHLETKS—Purchased the

contracts of 3B Olmedo Saenz from

Calgary of the PCL, C Danny Ardoin, OF

Mario Encamacion, RHP Brett Laxton,

INF Jose Ortiz from Huntsville of the

Southeni League and RHP Cari Dale and

RHP Luis Vizcaino from Modesto of the

California League. Sent RHP Tom

Bennett and C George Williams outright

to Edmonton of the KL.

TAMPA BAY DEVIL RAYS—Agreed to

terms with LHP Larry Casian,C Cesar

Devarez, LHP Vaughn Eshelman,OF

Terrell Lowery, RHP Bobby Munoz, LHP

Alan Newman, LHP Erik Plantenberg,

RHP Mark Sievert and C Tom Wilson to

minor-league contracts.

ARIZONA DIAMONDBACKS—Purchased

the contracts of OF Jason Conti, RHP

Nelson Figueroa, OF Rob Ryan, LHP Brian

Shouse and IF Junior Spivey from their

minor-league teams. Released RHP Chris

demons and LHP Neil Weber.

ATLANTA BRAVES—Signed P Chris

Seelbach to minor-league contract.

CHICAGO CUBS—Claimed RHP Elvin

Hernandez off waivers from the

Minnesota Twins. Purchased the con

tram of RHP Kyty Famworth and RHP

Richard Barker, LHP Phillip Northon, LHP

Brian McNichol and LHP Ray King, INF

Chad Meyers and OF Roosevelt Brown

from Iowa of the PCI. Sent RHP Steve

Rain and RHP Don Wengert outright to

Iowa.

MONTREAL EXPOS—Purchased the con-

uacts of RHP Tony Armas. Jr., LHP Ted

Lilly, RHP J.D Smart and OF Chns

StowersfnNn Ottawa of the

International LM9ue.

NEW YORK METS—Purchased the con-

tracts of Mf Mawice Iruce him CapiUl

League.

PHILADELPHIA PHILLIES—Traded RHP

Ricky Bottalico and RHP Garrett

Stephenson to the St. Louis Cardinals for

OF Ron Gant, RHP Jeff Brantley and RHP

Cliff Politte. Released RHP Calvin

Maduro. Purchased the contracts of OF

Reggie Taylor. RHP David Coggin and ^
LHP Anthony Shumaker from Reading of

the Eastern League and 38 Carios

Duncan from Piedmont of the South

Atlantic League.

ST. LOUIS CARDINALS—Signed LF Eric

Davis and LHP Scott Radinsky to two-

year contracts.

MIAMI DOLPHINS—Claimed CB Ray Hill

off waivers from the Buffalo Bills.

NatioMi Hodey Leafiie

NHL—Suspended Tamp Bay RW Andrei

Nazarov for seven games, vinthout pay,

and fined him $1,000 for a cross check-

ing incident on Colorado D Cam Russell

in a game on Nov. 13.

LOS ANGELES KINGS—Claimed C

Brandon Convery off waivers from the

Vancouver Canucks.

MONTREAL CANADIENS—Recalled C Eric

House from Fredericton of the AHL.

Trivia Questions

1 Who was inducted into baseball's Hall

of Fame the quickest after the end of his

career?

2.What was significant aboufthe

Oregon basketball team defeating Ohio

State (by a score of 46-33) during the

1939 season?

3.What current NFL franchise got its

name when its coach named tfie team

after himself?
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Musical magic

made with aid

from alcohol.

gratuffbus sex

COLUMN: Being creative

naturally leads to use of

fake genitalia, cheap gin

i

Many readers (and editors)

complain that all I ever

write about is drinking,

drugs and sex - without the rock 'n

roll. They claim that as music editor,

writing for the Arts and Entertain-

ment section,

music should sit

at the forefront

ofmy column

Vanessa

YanderZanden

week, I strive to

relate how
music wouldn't

exist without the

drinking, drugs

and sex. In fact,

I think some

people can be

rockstars with-

out ever picking

up an instrument or belting out a

musical cord.

The scene: Alex's apartment, 5:30

p.m., Friday. He will direct myself

and several others in a music video

for his film class. My role? One of

Casey Wright's back up singers - a

Baby-Bc^jone GoOoOirl.
"Here's the script," Alex pro-

claims between phone calls. "You,

Jen, Ruben and Ivan will back up

Casey in the band. Take a look at

your lines and let me get your mea-

. surements for the '60s dresses I'm.

ordering."

"Whoa - who's playing the

Pope?" I inquire. "Does he get a

Pope hat?"

**Thomas. Of course he gets a

Pope hat!" Alex maniacally declares.

"Cool," I relate, poring over the

lines. "So, do you want us to sing the

chorus along with Casey or do you

want some doo-wop thing or ...

"

"You guys can work that out later,

get some dance moves, the whole she-

bang," Alex says with a wave of his

hand. "Where's ... ?" he mumbles to

himself. "He should be here by now
«••

But something feels amiss. As

Ruben sits stoned on the couch, he

intently tears through page after page

of his 17th century literature and

Thomas loHs around on his sofa in

the adjoining apartment, I require

amusement.

"Hey, want a shot?" Alex offers,

smiling conspiratorially

"Wow!" my eyes light up. "Could

I?"

After a palm-sized cup of vodka, I

fmd it easier to get into character. We
walk to the Melnitz rehearsal space,

picking Jen up at her work along the

way, me blabbing to everyone about

my lack of post-graduate plans. I am
utterly enthralling.

Upon arriving at tht white-walled

rehearsal space, Caiey whips out his

OOftume.

"Caicy, fpet!" we all exclaim, star-

mg at his crotch in di^pMt and won-

Bruckheimer's newest

preduotlen capitalizes

on audiences' fears

ef gevernment newer

Photcw by Linda R Chen

Will Smith stars in "Enemy of the State" as an attorney who
unknowingly holds information about the death of a Congressman.

By Lonnic Harris

Daily Bruin Staff

Maybe its the coming of the

new millennium. Maybe its a

result of the recent scandals

plaguing President Ginton. It

could be the lack of serious ene-

mies after the fall of the Soviet

Union. For whatever reason,

America has fallen into the

grips ofextreme paranoia, con-

stantly looking over its national

shoulder for the big, bad con-

glomerate looking to control

everyone's daily life

Whether or not they espouse

realistic, believable conceits or

merely function as an enter-

taining vehicle for espionage

fiction, movie paranoia seems

to increase each year as the

1990s press toward oblivion.

The recent summer flick "X-

Files" is but one example of the

massive conspiracy and cover-

up genre, which also includes

"Conspiracy Theory," "Wag
the Dog" and "Men in Black"

(the latter obviously more zany

Jhan average)

And where there's a trend,

there's Jerry

Bruckheimer, the

Hollywood producer

who, along with late

partner Don Simpson,

was part of the produc-

ing team with perhaps

the best track record in

Hollywood. With films includ-

ing "Beverly Hills Cop", "Top

Gun", "Risky Business," "The

Rock" and this summer's

"Armageddon", Bruckheimer

has always been on top of what-

ever craze the American public

wants to see in its films. With

the release this Friday of the

conspiracy-laden "Enemy of

the State", Bruckheimer

attempts to capitalize on the

fear of rising governmental

power that has entranced so

Gene Hackman plays a mysterious

information-broker known only as Brill.

ExNbit's textile works heal wounds
ART: Bosnian \yomen use

weaving to make money,

overcome horrors ofwar

By Sandy Yang
Dally Bruin Contributor

Art isn't just a mode of expression

for the Bosnian-refugee artisans

whose textile art is being exhibited at

the Museum of Tolerance. For these

women - who have survived the hell

of witnessing their loved one? massa-

cred, their houses burned down, and

their lives destroyed by systematic

killing and raping in the Bosnian War
- their woven creations represent the

effort of rebuilding themselves from

within.

The exhibit at the Museum of

Tolerance is the first lime these works

will appear in a museum The

Museum of Tolerance, which showed

exhibits a few yoars ago about the

Bosnian War in a photo essay, deals

ipecificaliy V'**' ]^^ ,... _..

ries of inhumanity to man. mftdtBy
from the Holcx:aust and other geno-

cide.

While television showed news of

the negotiations and the warfare in

Bosnia, Serbian armies forced hun-

dreds of thousands of innocent

Muslims and Croats out of their

homes during a campaign of ethnic

cleansing and territorial conquest.

"(The Serbian forces) simply went

through villages, and anyone who
had a Muslim name ... (was) massa-

cred," says Jane Ten-Brink, the cura-

tor of exhibitions at the Museum of

Tolerance.

"They lost everything in their lives

overnight," Ten-Brink continues.

"They didn't have homes anymore

and lost very close people in their

families."

UCLA professor of the history of

religion S. Scott Bartchy adds, "That

religion is brought in as a justification

for people - who used to live on the

same street - (to kill) each other is

abominable It makes absolutely no

sense in terms of these individual peo-

ple's religions

"

Th^ senseless destruction and

extermination would cause more

than three million peopkr to become

refugees. Since 1993, Bosnian women
fled to Austria and found a safe haven

from the warfare in their homeland.

There, Austrian psychoanalyst Dr.

Gertrud Wuerbel visited the women
and offered psychological counseling.

Therapy was offered through writing

in journals and discussing their writ-

ing in groups.

However, these women were far

SeeTOIiRAIia,|>age35
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Bosnian refugee Nuhra MahmoCivk is one of many Susret^trained

weavers whose works are displayed at the Museum of Tolerance.

Screen Scene

Pixar/Disney

"A Bug's Life''opens/iationwide on

Nov. 25.

"A Bug's Life"

Starring Dave Foley and Kevin

Spacey

Directed by John Lasseter

The big question on everyone's minds

now is how "A Bug's Life" compares to

"Antz", which opened Oct. 2 from

Dreamworks Pictures. Never have two

movies been so alike and yet so different.

Other than both being computer-generat-

ed movies about insects, the two films

have very little in common.

"Antz" is a more subdued adult fea-

ture, more oriented towards sophisticated

verbal humor. "A Bug's Life" takes full

advantage of the animated medium with

the same exaggerated character design

and frenetic action that "Antz" con-

sciously avoided. Although in many ways

a more conventional story geared

towards children. "A Bug's Life" is never-

theless an engaging, 6rtienftlnlflg movle.

Flik (Dave Foley) is a resourceful but

naive young ant who only wants to help,

but somehow always manages to screw

things up. When the colony is threatened

by a swarm of hungry locusts, Flik proves

his worth by journeying off to the "Big

City" in search of help. Along the way, he

enlists the aid of a troupe of misfit circus

bugs, including gluttonous caterpillar

Heimlich (Joe Ranft), neurotic walking

stick Slim (David Hyde Pierce) and over-

ly macho ladybug Frances (Dennis

Leary). In the end, Flik saves the day,

earns the colony's undying gratitude and

gets the girl, nervous Princess Atta (Julia

Louis-Dreyfus).

The animation, by computer-anima-

tion specialists at Pixar, is topy-notch.

Computer animation, although always

impressive, often has difficulty producing

convincing organic forms. In "A Bug's

Life", grass looks like grass, water looks

like water, and (most importantly) dirt

looks like dirt.

In addition, the film is full of interest-

ing characters. John Ratzenberger is just

sleazy enough as shifty carnival owner

P.T. Flea. Some of the funniest bits,

though, are Michael McShane's nonsen-

sical babbling as Tuck and Roll, a pair of

Hungarian pillbugs. The voice talents are

all well-cast in their roles, but it is Kevin

Spacey as vicious grasshopper leader

Hopper who steals the show. Both more

menacing and more intelligent than the

standard cartoon villain. Hopper's cool,

contained malevolence makes him a

stand-niit in the genre.

world. At one point, Flik runs into a bee-

tle beggar holding a sign that says simply

"Kid pulled my wings off." The film even

drops some hilarious throw-away gags

into the closing credits that are well worth

sticking around to see.

The only complaint is that the love

story between Flik and Princess Atta

feels somewhat contrived, almost as if it

were tacked on afterwards as a conces-

sion to Disney tradition.

The movie is rather violent by Disney

standards (several scenes may frighten

smaller children), though there's nothing

much worse than you'll be likely to find in

jhe average Saturday rnorning cartoon

show. Otherwise, "A Bug's Life" is a

great movie. The story is quick and

involving, the characters are likable and

the villains are really motivated.

Michael Rosen-Molina

"Enemy of the State"

Starring Will Smith and Gene
Hackman
Directed by Tony Scott

Producer Jerry Bruckheimer decided

to attack the invasion of privacy issue

with a piece more dramatic than action

based, a break from his usual onslaught

of violence and mayhem (think "The

Rock"). Though this may have chal-

lenged his actors and director Tony Scott,

it makes "Enemy of the State" far too

self-important and even dull when com-

parpd to the spectacle it CQuld hdve been.

Pink Dots aims sound

at younger audiences

Apart from several painful puns, the

movie's humor is excellent, mostly show-

ing typical human situations in an insect

The story concerns hotshot young

SeeSCREENSaNE,page36

MUSIC: British band

seems more stable,

ready to rock Roxy

By Sam Toussi

Daily Bruin Contributor

The Legendary Pink Dots is

quite possibly the only band in

history to guarantee brain

damage to their listeners.

Currently, the Pink Dots is

on a grueling tour of the states.

The band members have

already traveled for a long lime

in their RV across the country.

On Friday, the Pink Dots will

appear at the Roxy in an all-

ages show.

Actually, it will only seem

like it.

"It's just a humorous refer-

ence to what may happen ifyou

listen to our music," says Ewad

Ka-Spel, the frontman for the

band. "It might turn your head

inside out."

It's an unusual claim, but the

Legendary Pink Dots (affec-

tionately known as the Pink

Dots) is not like the usual band.

Its music defies a genre. The

best wav to describe thgTtnlc

Dots is to compare its music to

a mind trip. The music is like a

cross between the sereneness

of Enya, storytelling of Pink

Floyd and the lyrical mischief

of Beck. It's not surprising that

the band lists the German psy-

chedelic band Can as one of

their many influences.

Though the Pink Dots have

been around for over 18 years,

things have been looking up for

the British band in the last

three years. First of all, the

band started a relationship

with Soleilmoon, its new label,

just three years ago. K?r-Spel

practically lights up when dis-

cussing the new label.

"It's a great relationship,"

he says. "They let us do what

we want to do. They try very

hard to get us known, and they

get behind each new record."

But Ka-Spel also feels com-

pelled to retell the horror story

they last experienced with a

label.

"We were practically beaten

to death," he says. "They still

have some of our songs that we

can't release."

Soleilmoon is also happy

with the new relationship.

Charles Pound, a represen-

tative at the record label says,

"They're ju^ t the niccM peupic

SeePINKDOTS,page33

dont panic!!!
you can help

expand the

pFogmn

Join th0 RocycUnQ

Advocates, a task force that not

only works to expand recycling

on campus, but also throws a

party every week, on Tuesdays.

at 6pm in Royoe 156.
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VANDERZANDEN
From page 30

dcr.

'"Did you make that thing out of a

pillowcase?" Thomas inquires.

**Yeah, I was hoping to make the

pubic hair from yarn, but fortunately,

I found this great black scrunchy gift

wrap stuff instead," Casey explains

enthusiastically.

'impressive," Jen notes.

"Yet, somehow, I find it strange

that it would probably never occur to

a female to construct enlarged geni-

tals for herself in her spare time," I

reply. "But maybe I just know the

wrong sort of chicks."

Once Alex leaves to make camera

changes from the upstairs control

booth, the practice begins.

"You people," Thomas begins

reading. "Wait, - the Pope's Italian,"

he recalls, changing his tone to that of

a thick-accented Brooklyn mafia

member. "You people are loathsome,

deviant drones. How you can waste

your life with such uncivilized, hedo-

nistic behavior is beyond me!"

Ruben, filling in as Keith Richards,

replies, "Well, maybe if our mothers

had taken birth-control pills," he pre-

tends to take a swig from an imagi-

nary bottle of liquor and improvises,

"we wouldn't be here."

A wrestling match ensues, and then

it's our turn.

"We could make sweet love and I

really think we should," Jen and I

croon tunelessly alongside Casey.

"But I don't want any Casey babies

commin'outofyou!"

Once the video screen pops up,

revealing us on screen, there!s no

stopping the creative flow.

"We could do a Muppet move,"

Jen suggests, throwing her arms out

before her.

"I was thinking more along the

lines of a fly-girl thing," I mention,

falling to the floor, attempting a pelvjc

backthrust,-or whatever it is that those

limber groove-dancers do. "You

know, like from in Living Color'."

"Yeah," Thomas excitedly intones,

*'^d you could pump your asses out

and Casey could run down the line,

slapping them!"

"Tasteless, but it just might capture

the effect we're going for," Alex

agrees.

Then, after drawing butts and geni-

talia on the chalkboard, we leave for

Ralph's Fresh Fare (arguably the

finest grocery store on the planet),

where we pick up a half-gallon bottle

ofCanadian club and Seagram's gin -

both on sale.

But I won't bore anyone here with

the details of the rest of the weekend's

debauchery: men cooking meat, Jen

and I whining that people should

always cook us food; the next morn-

ing when we awake to more shots of

whisky; two bottles ofwine. Brie and

crackers consumed in the car outside

the laundromat later that evening.

See VANDERZANDEN, page 33
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VANDERZANDEN
From page 32

where wc meet "Psychic

Sara** and I accidentally

wash my clothes twice

(oops, wonder how that

happened); coming home to

a party in progress where I

buy beer for minors Oikc,

we're talking strange, pesky

high school kids) after being

awakened from my passed

out state; more sangria and

a ruthless Sunday of

wretched hangovers where

ien and I have to make our

own brunch because no

men want to cook it for us.

(Well, Ruben did fry up

some mean garlic eggs.)

But no - that aspect of

our rockstardom will not fill

the pages of this Arts and

Entertainment section, you

panty-wadded music-lovers.

Are ya happy, now?

VanderZarKien is a rockstar

by nature, and sings alor>g to

Iggy Pop's and Kate Peerce's

'Candy' like nobody's busi-

ness. Or so she's been told.

PINKDOTS
From page 31

to represent. They're just nice

folk. We do whatever we can to

accommodate them."

Another reason the band has

been having happy days of late

is its consistent line-up. The

group's personnel has been si)

transient over the years that Ka-

Spel and Silverman are the only

two band members to appear

on every album. The stability

that the band has experienced

in the last three years has been

beneficial in several ways.

"You can't be in a bus for

two months without being

friends," Ka-Spel says. "We
have our ups and downs, that's

inevitable, but we always get

along."

Any band's style will change

over 18 years, especially when

band members change fre-

quently. Yet despite the coming

and going of band members,

the Pink Dots have been able to

retain its unique sound.

"It's still Pink Dot, you

know," Ka-Spel says. "You can

see the lines pretty clearly. We
changed, of course, but I think

the way we play has changed

because we play a lot better

these days."

Though the sound has

remained the same, The
Legendary Pink Dots realizes a

need to reach a younger audi-

ence - and for that reason, the

band is excited to play the all

ages show at the Roxy this

Friday.

"How can any band survive

if new people don't keep dis-

covering them?" Ka-Spel asks.

"What we're doing is relevant

to these times. It's utterly mod-

ern."

Pound also sees the future in

a younger audience and fmds

that that is one ofthe best things

about the band.

"We don't shape them in

that respect or in any respect,

"Pound says. "We're totally

aware that they have a younger

following. It's one huge reason

why they're so successful. They

have a following in the 16-21

age group."
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ENEMY
From page 30

many Americans.

"Its a real issue. Its certainly easy

now to look into any ofyour lives and

invade your privacy," Bruckheimer

says. "A lot of its illegal, but that

doesn't stop people. Fortunately,

most of us don't have the things to

hide that other people have to hide.

But you just have to have vigilance on

both sides. You can't have privacy

now, because (technology is) just

miles above that."

In order to put his vision on

screen, Bruckheimer turned to veter-

an director Tony Scott ("Top Gun"
and "True Romance"). Scott used

several different camera techniques

tQgive the movie a more eerie, tech-

nology-laden look. The result, he

hopes, is a frightening yel realistic

portrayal of the immense power of

the United States intelligence com-

munity.

"The Conversation' was a very

dark, unforgiving piece about paja-

noia," Scott says. "This is a maifF

stream movie about paranoia, but

there's a difference in lightness and

darkness. I think it is an intelligent

movie, and it's a jigsaw puzzle. You
watch an audience and they don't

leave the edge of their seat for twp

hours."

The film itself centers around

lawyer Robert Clayton Dean (Will

Smith), who finds himself (for some
unknown reason) being hotly pur-

sued by government agents, lead by

Jon Voight. using u l l kinds of state-of-

the-art satellite and communications

technology. With the help of former

NSA agent Brill (Gene Hackman),

Dean must somehow figure out why
the agents are following him and how
he can reassume his Jife.

Much of the fun of the thriller is in

checking out the assorted gadgetry

and paraphernalia used by the NSA
in pursing Smith. The sundry spy

equipment includes small bugging

devices placed in his clothing, the use

of satellite images to track him down
minute-by-minute, and even careful-

ly-placed microphones used to

record secret conversations.

"In order to gain a sense of

authenticity, the production took a

tour of the CIA Headquarters, as

well as a limited tour of the NSA. We
got no cooperation, really,"

Bruckheimer says. "We got a look

inside the CIA, (but) they're not a

factor in the movie. We also (went)

through a lot of pulling strings, (to

get) mto the NSA. Certainly they did-

n't give you a look ... for some rea-

son. And the technologv of the film is

12 years old."

Perhaps the CIA tour was most

interesting for the film's star (and

Hollywood man-of-the-moment) Will

Smith, previously unfamiliar with

most of the methods used by secret

government agencies for surveil-

lance. The actor has always been a

conspiracy buff, however, and

delighted to espouse some of his

more wild theories.

"I'm on the Internet probably nine

hours a week," Smith says. "So I've

had conspiracy theories forever. I

have friends that I argue with all the

(time), about different conspiracies.

The one that I had a small win a few

months ago was the Tuskegee

syphilis test. I've been saying that for

years."

Bruckheimer also enlisted the aid

of a former company man, ex-NSA
agent Larry Cox. He worked with the

filmmakers, providing information

about some technology (though noth-

ing currently in use, for purposes of

national security) that could prove

interesting in the story. Cox was,

however, quick to point out that the

movie is not an accurate representa-

tion of the mner-workings of

American government Instead it

opts for a more enlertaming and fan-

ciful depiction of the US

S«e ENEMY, paieT?
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TOLERANCE
From page 30

from home, with the knowledge that

recovering their previous lives would
be impossible. In 1995, Wuerbel
involved the refugees in weaving tex-

tile-art as hope for the future.

"(Wuerbel) realized they surely

weren't going home, so she added

something that would give them struc-

ture and meaning in their current

Ufe," says Ten-Brink.

"She realized that to help them, shr

was never going to give them back

what they lost; she couldn't give them

back dead relatives; she couldn't give

them back homes that were burned

down; she couldn't give them back

their homeland," Ten-Brink contin-

ues. "The only thing she could give

them was the means in which they

could rebuild their psychological

strength and the will to live again, so

they could have a hope to create a new
life for themselves. And that is what

she did."

In the refugee center in Frasztanz,

Austria, Wuerbel worked thousands

of hours with these women - most of

whom were rape victims, immersed in

a foreign setting with no money or

even the knowledge of the language.

With a subsidy from the Austrian gov-

ernment, Wuerbel established the

Susret/Encounter program, a work-

shop for making textile arts as a

means of personal healing.

"Susret/Encounter is an example

of the healing power of art," Wuerbel

said in a rcemi press releaae.

Ten-Brink says, "A putting togeth-

er of different strands, a putting

together of different materials - the

experience of actually doing is thera-

peutic in the sense that it reaches

down into a mental process of taking

all the strands of one's past, which

includes pain and suffering and

rebuilding it together."

Bringing in professionals to train

the refugees in her program, the

women learned techniques from

Bosnia, as well as different techniques

and styles from patchwork quilting to

American Indian weaving techniques.

High-quality material such as silk,

linen, wool and cotton were used to

create the tapestries, quilts and deco-

rative wall hangings, with each artist

signing her work.

"At one level, it is about refabricat-

ing the broken self inside," Ten-Brink

says. "At another level, it's very prac-

tical, it's given them something to do."

Recently, these textiles have been

sold to maintain the workshop

because its financial support will end

s"^on. In Voralberg - a region of

Austria where many textile manufac-

turers thrive - the refugee center and

textile workshop has an ideal location

to sell these creations.

"Today, selling these textiles, which

they have made in the

Susret/Encounter program, is the

only means for the refugees, who ask

for no charity money, to earn their

daily bread," Wuerbel said in a recent

press release.

More than just a local staple of the

economy, these textile artworks have

been displayed around the world in

public buildings and town halls in

Brussels and in government buildings

and galleries. Last year, they were

shown at the New York School of

Design in their U.S. premiere.

Along with the works are pho-

tographs of Sarajevo before and after

the war, text material dealing with the

workshop and photographs of the

women. The works shown in the

exhibit are also for sale. With the

money that Susret sends from the sale

of the textiles, these women will begin

to rebuild their homes and their lives.

ART: Textile-arts appear at the

Susret/Encounter. Artists and Refugees

program at the Simon Wiesenthal

Center's Museum of Tolerance through

Feb. 1 4, 1 999. for more infornwtion, call

(310) 553-9036. For information akx)ut

purchasing the textile art, call (310)

574-9546
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Read by 40,000 or more
interesting, diverse peopie.

your marl(et...your audience...

Advertise - It

Daily Bruin

Forget the rest

Get the best!

Illllllllllllll

\SSM! pizza

v^^^^-

LflryC 16 One Topping
BEST price

in Westwood!
Mention "Web Special."

Valid thru 11/30

Much, muchmore
^

formuch, muchless!

\\m\\\\\m
/•<^^^\

http://GOIIM.com/pizza

(3101 209-1422
1 1 36 Westwood Blvd. M/2 Blocks N. of Wllshlre.

Open: Sun-Wed till 1 :00am, Thur-Sat till 3:00am

PIZZERIA

Fast, free delivery.
(Free with $10 order.)

Motorola
MicroTac Select 3000e

includes cigarette lighter adapter

OClA

i^^^^flfAFF

FACUttV

$14.95 /month
290 / min

• Long Distance 15c
• FREE WEEKENDS

Regular Plans also available

11925 Wilshire Blvd.

W. Los Angeles, CA 90025

444-0555
* First 1 00 minutes free, 9<t after Phone without activation $149^
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...and the

WINNER

1!^

IS...

SARAH )VILKES, a senior Sociology major, was the lucky winner of a

lady's Baume & Mercier Hampton Swiss-made wristwatch valued at

$1000 in October's drawing. You can enter tho^ drawing for November by

completing the Official Entry/Ballot below and delivering it to SARAH
LEONARD FINE JEWELERS in the Village. New ballots will be available

each month In the Daily Bruin, at SARAH LEONARD FINE JEWELERS,
and at selected UCLA Athletic Events. Don't miss your chance to win a

fabulous BAUME & MERCIER Swiss-made timepiece. Good luck!

WIN A $1000 BAUME & MERCIER WATCH

I

i

\h

Hampton

BAUME & MERCIER

VOTE FOR THE
SPONSORED BY

ATHLETES
OF THE MONTH

fine jewelers"*

Our family serving the corr^munlty since 1 946

FORMERLY

CRESCENT-WESTWOOD JEWELERS

HOW TO ENTER
Moil or bring a completed Official Ballot/Er>try (or photocopy) to Sarah Leonard
Jewelers, or drop in an on-campus ballot box. A new drawing each month.

You may enter only once each month.

a
Official Ballot/Entry

Here are my choices for the November Sarah Leonard Jewelers/UCLA Athletes ot the Month. Please

enter me In this month's drawing for a free $ 1000 Baume ft Mercier wristwatch.

- (Oitdti uf winnii^ d«*p<*nd on numlter of LuIIuIh rrci'ived.

)

Nome Address

DoytifDe Phone. HofDe Phone

Male Atfiiete Female Athlete

l066WwN»ood Mvd.. W<iiwood VMom. LA. Wtti * PIQ) 2DS-3131

' *•

,

SCREENSCENE
From page 31

lawyer (And what story doesn't these*

days?) Robert Clayton Dean, played

with an air of confidence by Will

Smith. Dean, unbeknownst to him, is

handed some sensitive materials

which could implicate a rogue NSA
agent (Jon Voighf) in the murder of a

public official. Thus, the chasie begins,

with the NSA using all sorts of mod-
em technology to track down Dean
and retrieve the mysterious package.

The main focus of the story is on

the various state-of-the-art methods

used by government agencies like the

NSA to track people, and how in the

wrong hands this technology could

destroy any semblance of privacy

among citizens.

"Enemy" contains several chase

sequences, but none of them are terri-

bly exciting (and most were done bet-

ter in other films like "The Fugitive").

Most glaring, however, is that most

of the futuristic surveillance technolo-

gy employed in "Enemy of the State"

is not nearly as surprising or innova-

tive as the filmmakers obviously

wanted. For anyone who has been

watching technology-based thrillers in

the last 20 years, none of these gizmos

will be quite a shocking as intended.

The biggest hindrance to momen-
tum suffered by "Enemy of the Stale"

concerns its massive cast. The film is

filled out with a veritable "Who's

Who" of rising film stars, including

Jason Lee ("Chasing Amy"), Barry

Pepper ("Saving Private Ryan"), Seth

Greene ("Austin Powers"), Jamie

Kennedy ("Scream") and Jake Busey

("Starship Troopers"). These capable

actors are not used well, however, and

most are given characters with fewer

than 10 lines. Thus, the large cast

becomes little more than a distrac-

tion.

Had the filmmakers focused the

story more, given Smith (undoubted-

ly a charismatic presence on screen)

some more to do and updated some
of the technology, "Enemy of the

State" would have made a fun, fast

thriller - instead of the standard, for-

mula-genre piece like the others open-

ing this Wednesday in theaters.

Lonnie Harris

M(irl(t>t Utidor Vo.ccN^l OKcra Great Fomgn Hulo i

HiDlllU UliaNlt U&rSBlifllHCI'

Announcing Hie World's
Lowest Ccdlina Card Rciles,
From Hie BesTCcdling Ccard

In America.
17^ A Minut» Anywhere In Th« US. Anytiine.

If you're not using VoiceNet, you're getting npped oil. Other cards, including
prepaid and "discount" cards, charge up to three to eight times our rates -.vith

no better quality.

The Best International Rotes.

VoiceNets rate from the UK to

the US is less than AT&Ts from
Nev/ York to New Jersey.

Worldwide Six-Second Billing

And No Surcharge.

Willie !he other cards over-

charge by rounding calls up
to the next minute, VoiceMer

round.- in precise six-se<'ond

increments after the first 30

seconds for added savings.

VoiceNet charges no per call fees, unlike the other cards that charge bef.veen
30c to io.50 per call. Also, VoiceNet has no monthly fees or minimums.

No Other Cord's Quality,

Rates And Service Even Comes Close.
99^ -. of the people who start with '/oiceNet s't.

•

with VoiceNet. That speaks volumes about
VpiceNgta quolitYLiates and aerwcy .

CaU Now And Sign Ui

^h US to US 9c
37} US to US $0.61

3% US to UK $0.96

47; US to Germany $1 .63

47} US to Japan $2.21

'h UK to US

37; UK to us
47? Japan to US

$0.14

$0.96

$4.32

51 25

52 45

S1058

S1155

313 80

$4 96

S9 47

S11 99

$1 19

S2.09

57 36

58 85

S10 25

$4 44

S879

S1 197

No OUwr Cordl Scrrw You So Much.

oiceNet
TIM Mtt CSIIISf C*N la AlMflM

fUMi aagn up

1-800274-0962
!>•»> « 2992011

itmm»f

AlilUajM &(»«««
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ENEMY
From page 34

Intelligence system.

"What you see in the movie is a

way of conducting a surveillance

operation against somebody that's

fairly classical," Cox says. "The
movie comes down hard on the issue

of encryption, and that's what makes
it so timely and so neat. It addresses

this issue in a sinister way. If you

could do all these things, what could

you do and how would it look?"

As in all Bruckheimer films, some-

times exploring the issues takes a

back seat to providing two hours of

entertainment to a thrill-hungry audi-

ence. For this reason, several chase

sequences and action scenes were put

into the movie to give it more of a

fast-paced, adventurous feel.

"Its still a word-of-mouth busi-

ness," Bruckheimer says. "No matter

how much money you put into adver-

tising, the audiences still have to

enjoy it. I have a fear of failure. You
know, I make these movies and open

them up, and three people show up. It

happens to everybody. It just hasn't

happened recently."

Don't
Know
What
He'd
Really
Like?

THE PERFECT GUY GIR!
Biker Knives has top quality knives priced from $39.95 to $89.95

Check out our Web Site or give us a caii todayl

To Order Call Toll Free 1-877-266-3338
Or Go To www.bikerknives.com

Is yourcampus group lacking
members? Your future members
read the Daily Bruin! Reach them

by advertising with us.

splay206 3060
Classified 825 2221

SF

^V

Joe Bruin
looking for

his place

wHUi

•h.

i

Annual Fund
PAID TRAmiNG • CONVENIENT SCHEDULING

(ly/lon. -Thurs. evenings, weekend shifts available)

$8.18/HR.
PLUS
BONUS

• Raise money for UCLA
• Fu#6 Atmosphere
• Close to Campus
• Great Resume Builder

Contact Leila

310-7^-0277
1063 Gaytey Avenue. 4lh floor. Westwood

we are able to offer work stLidy

^FRE MOTOROLA PAGER
Wrm PURCHASE OF 1 YEAR AIRTIME
MEXICO, CANADA, CENTRAL AMERICA AND

NATIONWIDE COVERAGE
SWrrCH YOUR existing pager "2" US!

WE DELIVER • PHONE ORDERS •CREDIT CARD
DISCOUNTSON NEW MOTOROLA PACSERS AND VOICE MAIU

(818^ "yss-sies

y J f

Phone Book

f«^i.,.'

ucla's
»»»

%\ /':^^i$\
M><»

93;^

*•*•.

-^^s
L^

<^
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>!ir-
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phone book

To Achfortiso,
can 310.BSS.BS00

1—Sherman Oaks
CASTLE PARK

Los Anseles Department of Recreation and Parks

i

I Minature

I

I

I

I

Golf Coupon

Buy 1 Round

Get 1 Free!
NotViMSatuRt^n
(Good Sundty mrouof> Fndiy)

Offtr wpires Dtc 31 1996

Mutt pmtnt onginji cotoon tof oftr

Nottof rtMit o

Batting Cage

Coupon

Buy 30 Pitches

Get 30 Freel

Ofltr Wptrtt Dec 31 1996

Mutt priMnt onginii coupon lor ofltr Not tof rtstM

Mutt b« 6 yun oM 0( 4 6" TH On* Ptr Ptnon Ptr Oiy

P

in

ji DC
101 Freeway

n

4989 Sepulveda Blvd.

Shennan Oaks
(81 8) 756-9459

For more information visit our Internet \A/ebsrte:

http://\AAAAA/.shermanoakscastle.com

^^w^^^ {

-*--'- -"— -^.--. - ..-
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Campus Happenings

Travel Tickets

Internships

Apartments for Rent
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CLASSIFIED
Have a small item to

sell? Visit us at 118

Kerckhoff Hall to

place your ad in the.

Bruin Bargains

section

Index advertising information
ANNOUNCEMENTS •

1-100

1

Campus Happenings
1200 Campus Organizations
1300 Campus Recruitment
1400 Campus Services
1000 Birthdays <

1600 Legal notices
1700 Lost & Found
1800 Miscellaneous
1900 Personal Messages
2000 Personals
2050 Pregnancy
2100 Recreational Activities

2200 Research Subjects
2300 Sperm / Egg Donors
2400 Tickets Offered
2500 Tickets Wanted
2600 Wanted

118 Kercichoff Hall
308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles. CA 90024

One issue, up to 20 words $8.00
...each additional word 0.50
Weekly, up to 20 words 27.00
...each additional word 1 .50
Monthly, up to 20 words 90.00
...each additional word 5.00

FOR SALE
2700
2800
2900
3000
3100
3200
3300
3400
3500
3600
3700
3800
3900
/H II tl )

4100
4200
4300
4400
4500

Appliances ^

Art / Paintings

Bicycles / Skates
Books
Calling Cards
Cameras / Canricorders
Collectibles

Computers / Software
Furniture

Garage / Yard Sales
Health Products
Miscellaneous
Musical Instruments
Office

Pets
Rentals
Sports Equipment
Stereos / TVs / Radios
Table Sports

For Classified Display ads,
please see our rate card

for variable rate information.

E-Mail: classirieds®media.ucla.edu
Web: http://www.dailybruin.ucla.edu

eUQHE
Classified Line: (310) 825-2221
Fax:(310)206-1359

CiassifiMi Display: (310) 206-3060
Fax:(310)206-0528

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Thu: 9:00am-4:00pm
Fri: 9am-2:30pm
lyy ASUCLA Communications board hjtiy supports the University of California's podcy on nondiscnmination No medium shall accept advertisements which present persons of any origin, race, sex, or sexual orientation in
a demeanirig way or imply that they are limited to poaitions. capabilities, roles, or status m society Neither the Daily Bruin nor the ASLK^LA Communications Board has investigated any of the services advertised or the
advertisements represented in this Issue Any person believing that an advertisement m this issue violated the Board's policy on nondiscnmination stated herein should communicate complaints in writing to the Business
Mariagar. Dailv Bruin, 118 Kerckhoff Hall, 308 Westwood Plaza, Los Anoeies, CA 90024 For assistance with housing discrimination problems, call the UCLA Housing Office at (310) 825-4271 or call the Westside Fair Hous-
ing Office at (310) 475-9671 Classified ads also appear on-l«ne at http//www dailytxmn ucla.edu Placement on-line is offered as a complimentary service for customers and is not guaranteed. The Daily Brum is responsible
lor ttie first incorrect ad insertion or>ly Minor typographical errors are not eligible for refunds. For any refurx). the Daily Brum Classified Department must be notified of an error on ttie first day of publication by noon.

^1 ViSA

DEADLINES
Classifiecl Uns Ads:
1 working day before printing,

at 1 2 noon.
Classified Display Ads:
2 working days before printing,

at 12noon.

.

There are no cancellations after

noon of the day before printing.

PAYMENT
Please make checks payable to
"The UCLA Daily Bruin." We
accept Visa, MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards. Allow 5
wori(ing days for mail payments.

HOW TO WRITE
AN EFFECTIVE AD

• start your ad with the

merchandise you are selling.

This makes it easier for readers to
quickly scan the ads and locate

your items.

• Always include the price of your
item. Many classified readers
simply do not respond to ads
without prices.

• AvokJ abbreviations—make your
ad easy for readers to understand.
• Place yourself in the reader's

posKk)n, ask what you would like to

know about the merchandise, and
include that in the ad. Include such
informatk)n as brarnj names, colors

and other specifk: descriptions.

1800 _

-* .*.'.,, .*.:•

1300 2300
riy- y^''^y^f?:yjM^SimSm^iM

TRANSPORTATION •

4000
4700
4800
4900
f)000

5100
''1200

5300
5400
5500

Auto Accessories
Auto Insurance _^«.
Auto Repair
Autos for Sale
Boats for Sale
Motorcycles for Sale
Parking
Scooter / Cycle Repair
Scooters for Sale
Vehicles for Rent

1100

ALCOHOL AND DRUG
READINESS GROUP

WEEKLY UCLA group for individuals ques-

tioning their alcohol or drug use. Contact

Elizabeth Suti . 310-206-1148.

TRAVEL
5600
5620
5640
5660
5680
5700
5720

Resorts / Hotels
Rides Offered
Rides Wanted
Taxi / Shuttle Service
Travel Destinations
Travel Tickets
Vacation Packages

Alcoholics Anonymous
- Mon. DisciMiion, Fri. S«ip Study, 2406 Adcinnan

Ttmrs. look Study, 2400 Adwrman
M/T/W »n. Dwrtd A3^)29

Wod. Ibn. A3- 029

DiKusMon,Allinm 12:10- 1.00 pm

Forateohoac9orkim»mml$whoha¥»a^1nUngpntt»m.

SERVICES
5800
5900
6000
6100
6150
h200
6300
6400
6500
6600
6700
6800
6900
7000
7100
7200

7300

1 -900 numbers ."
;

'

:

'

Finar>cial Aid
Insurance
Computer / Internet

Foreign Languages
Health / Beauty Services
Legal Advice / Attorneys
Movers / Storage
Music Lessons
Personal Services
Professional Services
Resunies
Telecommunications
Tutoring Offered
Tutoring Wanted
Typing

Writing Help

1700

LOST- Prescnption glasses in a dark pink

case. Please call 3i0-267-P7fi7

EMPLOYMENT
7400
7500
7600
7700
7800
7900
8000
8100
8200
H300

BusHiess Opportunities
Career Opportunities
Child Care Offered
Child Care Wanted
Help Wanted
Housesitting
Internship

Personal Assistance
Temporary Employment
Volunteer

FREE WINNERS. FREE SCORES. FREE
Lines, no nx>ney, no operators, no hassles.

www.llne-txisters.com.

FUR-FREE FRIDAY1998
"March for the Anlnr^ls' 11am, 11/27, Santa

Monk:a Blvd & Canon. Beverly HiHs with

"Last Chance lor Animals " Join us! Protest

Neiman Marcus West. Info: 310-271-6096.

www.cine-nites.com
SHORTS FESTIVAL.

YOUR CREDIT UNION
Your on-campus&on-line linancial services

source, for students, faculty&staff. Visit us at

Ackerman A-Level, on-line at www.ucu.org

or call 310-477-6628.

IRS IH FINANCE
'"' "^; "^

Fisher Investments, Inc. is a nationally

recognized investmen i firm based in

WOODSIDE, CA WITH MORE THAN $2.0 BILLION

UNDER MANACiEMENT. ThE FIRM IS SEEKING

GRADUATINC; SENIORS FOR POSITIONS IN ITS

2-YEAR Investment Management Training

Program. Qialified applicants will possess

exceptional analytical, COMMUNICATION,

AND COMPUTER SKILLS.

We will Hosr an information session on:

December 2 in the Career Center, from

5 - 7 p.m.. Fisher Investments will hold on

campus interviews December 3.

For more information call:

Fisher Investments, Inc.

(650)851-3334

NEEDED
IF YOUARE A WOMAN

• between the ages of 19-32

• have no genetically linked

diseases in your

immediate family

• would like to know more
about how to become an

egg donor

Please Call..,

PGG DOMORS ARE
COMPEMSATED
$3000 to $3500

CRl-AriVI

iON( i:p loj

(949) 488-2868
must attend one education seminar

HOUSING
8400
8500
8600
8700
8800
8900
'>000

9100
9200

Apartments for Rent
Apartments Furnished
Condo / Townhouse for Rent
Condo / Townhouse for Sale
Guesthouse for Rent
House for Rent
House for saie

Houseboats for Rent / Sale
Houslrtg Needed
Room for Help
Room for Rent
Roonvnates - Pnvate Room
Roommates - Shared Room
Sublets
VKation RwiMt

Asian Dreamairls
'

^^ NEW 11x17
rjP\1999 ASIAN

PiiPCALBDAR!
^nCialeixLtrdiris!

^P SMISMI l»..ilK'<i.i>SMI.

rWtrl.MVS.jNSAH. I.n.r

ill"«S.V^S^H (kil I.lint

M.wt lUliitntKlMKhint'

1-800-777-1167

index
I MM I Smwri m*4 taw •nm

MEDICAL SCHOOL ADMISSION INTERVIEWS
December 7

KIGEZI INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL OF
MEDICINE

Bring:

Schedule at Preprofessional Advising Office

(310)206-9969, 1662

A316 Murphy Hall

Completed application & essays (print fronn website)

Official or unofficial college transcripts

EGG DONORSI
WANTED

If you are a healthy
female between
the ages of 19 and
30 and have health

Insurance.

Compensation
$3500.00

Call Mirna Navas at

(310) 829-6782

Resaaitli SolHadi

PUERTO RICAN/ITALIAN mate (21) es-

ootVmneouf eveMable kn mefV«vomen/cou
ptes CaN LUCHO's 24/hr Los Angates pager
562-220-0262 $150/hour I will traval any-

MALE TWINS NEEDED* For UCLA Re
aMfch Protect Aoes 18-40 $20 kn i hour

ca« 310-«2S-e006

NORMAL HEALTHY CHILDREN and adol-

escents 8-16yr8 needed lor UCLA reseafc^

study Receive $25 for lab experiment and
developmental evaluatioo, and get a sctentif

ic learning experience Call 310-825-0392

POSTMENOPAUSAL WOMEN 45^ (HMlthy
or wm> heart (Mmm) vvaniad for a study on
coronary artery diiaaae involving small

amounts o( radlOMlMly it UCLA $2SAir (2

days, 4hr8 each) Call 310-825-1116 or 310
206-6875

EGG DONORS
NEEDED

If you are a woman between the ages
of 21 and 35, the many ems your

bcKlv disposes of each montti can be
used by an mfertile woman to have a

baby Help an mfertile couple realize

their dreams, enter the gene p<xil and
help advance knowledge of Human

Rep>rtKluction' Fmanaal
compensation, of course Completely
amhdential For mi>re intormation,

please call USC Reproductive
Eiidocrinology at (213) f7S-9W0.

DaUyBniinaassified

MicKNLine
rL.:y '^'':w

>Ar

Your Future Isn'tAWorld Away

You'll MAKE AN

IMMEDIATE

IMPAC T ON

PR()|E( IS AT

Mi( Ro Linear. As

DEVEEOPERS OF HK.H

PERF()RMAN(E ANAl()(

AND MIXED- SK.NAI INTE-

MiCRC> Linear offers

NUMEROUS CHALLEI^GING
' * O^ORTUNITIES In/tHE AREAS -

vW^'

(.RATH) ( IR( L lls^ UE Rf

SEIKINC. (.RADl Alls UNO

ARF Rr\I)> lO DISK.N

AND V\()Rk

PRODI { IS ( MAN(.IN(. IHI

FA( F or ElU IRONK S.

From i apt ops, PC ^ and

PIRIPHIRAIS IC) NEEVVORK-

INC, EAXES AND PACERS,

OUR ANAEOC. AND MIXED-

SIGNAL ICS ARE EXC EED-

ING THE INCREASING

DEMANDS OF OUR GEOBAE

CUSTOMER BASE. IE YOU

WANT TO USE YOUR SKILIS

IN AN ENVIRONMENT

OFFERIN(, MORE ( REATIVI-

TY AND LESS STRUCTURE,

VVt VE GOT A FUTURE

LINED UP FOR YOU.

F Power MAr^AGEMENi, /

VtDEO, DaTA^OMM, WiRKlESS, _
Power Control/ AND Motion control.

Analoc. Desic.n Enc.ineers

If you are graduaMng with 3iX\ BS/MS^hD EE with very strong analog design skills,

these positions/will provide the ooportunity to learn advanced IC design while

develop!ng^stems engineering ikills. Design Engineers will have the chance to

work in^dvanced BiCMOS/CMOS process technologies. You will also design and

deve^^p analog and mixed-signal ICs, including chip definition, circuit design,

Elation, layout superv)^n, debug, Characterization and release to production.

Test Devfiopmfnt Encineers
If ybu are gradu^ing with a BS/MS EE, enjoy working on analog and mixed-signal

circuity, apcKnave computer programming skills, our Test Development

Enginp*fing opportunities may be your ticket. You will use your understanding of

fog and digital circuits to design hardware and software that performs complex

electrical screening of our mixed-signal ICs on automatic test equipment. You will

insure this testing correlates to laboratory benchmarks. You will work closely with

our IC Design, Product and Applications Engineers to define and implement a test

program that guarantees parametric and functional operation of the IC.

Pkoi;uc I Enc.inllks

If you are graduating with a BS/MS EE and have a preference for analog and

mixed-signal circuits, our Product Engineering positions may be of interest to you.

Strong analog skills are integral, as you will evaluate, characterize and introduce

new products to manufacturing. You will also be responsible for analyzing,

enhancing and forecasting Wafer Sort and Final Test yields and supporting produc-

tion to resolve product issues.

Product Marketing Engineers
If you're graduating with a BSEE and have a strong desire to be involved in market-

ing, product launch and promotion, with an eye on becoming a Product Manager,

this position will get you up to speed in a hurry. You'll be responsible for manag-

ing specific products and reporting to a senior marketing manager, while actively

participating in product definition, planning and execution of marketing strategies

and promotions. 0-3 years' of marketing or application ejcperience desired.

UCLA
Interviews, Wednesday, December 2

Career Services

If you miss us or are unable to attend an interview, please MAIl OR

FAX your resume AND A COPY OF YOUR TRANSCRIPTS TO DATE TO: MiCRO

Linear, Human Resources, 2092 Concourse Dr., San Jose, CA
95131; Fax: (408) 432-7523; or e-mail: )obs@ulinear.com. We are

AN equal OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER. - ' *

Schedule Your On-campus Interview
www.microlinear.com

1800
MiscallaiMaus

1800

IPS¥€IEin€
Readings By Lauren

K World Renowned

K Psychic Readings

'A'Tarol Card

X Reunites Lovers

K Advises on all Problems of life

X Special Student Discount

Tel: (310) 858-1168

/h:i

iMwIs OftariN^llljgggp

ROSE PARADE TICKETS (eight at $77ea.)

Orange Grove/Colorado bleachers at TV
cameras. Parking spaces (ttiree at $15ea).

Call: 310-445-1176

FUTURE Cade McNown. 11yrs old, yes, he's

left handed, need's two UGLAAJSC football

tickets for he arxj his dad 818-222-6877.

Fridiy, November 20, 1996 39

2300
Sparm/Egg DoMrs

NON-STUDENT TICKETS wanted for UCLA
vs.USC football game. TOP-DOLLAR! 2 tick-

ets+ 213-241-1750. cellphone;2 13-700-

6215.

WE BUY CARS. New and old. Running or

not Jeff 310-714-5808.

ANONYfwiOUS sperm dorwrs needed Help

Infertile couples wtiMe receiving financial

conpeneatton up to $600/month and free

heatlti screening Convenient hours, located

in Westwood Call Kim 310-824-9941

EGG DONORS NEEDED
COMPASSIONATE «M>men from ail races

warned by mieflHe rwpeful ooupiee. Ages 21

-

30 Compenaalton $3,500 Can OPTIONS

OVUM DOf»K)R NEEDED for infertile black

couple. Ptiysically fit. University-educated fe-

male 21-29y/o Needed to donate eggs

Donor Fee. 310-723-2888.

WE'RE LOOKING FOR
A FEW GOOD SPERM All races. 20-40 yrs

$50 per acceptable donation CaN OPTIONS
at 800-866-9373

FRIDGE FOR SALE
AMANA FRIDGE: 1 YEAR OLD. Mint condi-

tion 18 5 cubic feet. Top freezer $450.00

Jenntfer 3 10-393-6623

FRi ;iSTANCE/ACCESS TO Inter

net • wNtwul a oompular. Aptio $200 00/lnier

nef-PtwTM $300.00 (EaduaM tfMrtbMlor),

UCLA Facuily. 310-23(Mai

Classifieds

82b-i!22l

MATTRESS BONANZA!!
SEALY. STEARNS & FOSTER. Also Ortho-

pedic lwin-setS-$79.95, Fulls-$99.95.

Queens-$ 139.95. Pillowtops-$299.95.

Kings- 199.95. Delivery. Beacon Mattress.

1309 Westwood Blvd 310-477-1466.

MATTRESS SETS!!!
Twin $79, Full $89, Queen $139, King $159.
Bunkbeds. Deliveries, Phone Orders Accept-

ed. 310-372-2337.

MATTRESSES. FUTON. DESK. Bookshelf.

Dinette Sets. T-Table. Lamps. Deliveries. 7-

days open. King's Furniture. 11961 Santa
Monica Blvd. 310-575-4243.

MOVING: Student desk $85; Desk/chair $20;

File cabinet, stereo cabinet, txwkcase $25
each; Bedroom set $200; Lamps $10; more.

310-306-3760.

QtrWANREI
POSmVE RAT/HIP HOP

UlfNT SHOWCASE

CALLw MAIL QUWAN RECORDS PC BOX 11715
LotAi«elM.CA 90018

(232) 730^127
DBADLINC: NOW!!!

3900 ^^_^
GUITAR FOR SALE Fender Squier Strato-

caster (white), excellent corxJitkxi, includes

strap, stand. $215 OBO Jean: 310-209-

0975 jplin©iir.la «»dii

4?00
jPHfate Jl

OFFICE SPACE
FOR LEASE

884 Sq ft, $1700/mo. Utilities pakl. Prime

Westwood location. Call Anne or Yvonne
310-208-1987.

* Piano Rentals *
JC Low Monthly Rates m
•Hollywood Piano Rental Company^

213-462-2329 ^
••••••••••

4000

1986 VOLVO 240DL station wagon. Great

shape, all sen^ice record, new battery, one

woman owner.$4950 (310)922-3208

1989 HONDA CIVIC Blue hatchback, excel-

lent condition. 103k miles, 4-speed. second

owner. Leaving country, records available.

$3200obo. 310-206-5104(aftn/evening).

asbjornOchem.ucla.edu

1990 MAZDA 323. Red, 2-door hatchback.

Super condition, 101K. A/C. 5-speed. $2350.

310-826-8316.

1993 MAZDA MIATA. White/black. 5-speed,

44Kmiles. New top. AM/FM cassette, excel-

lent condition. $9500. 310-230-3919.

87' MITSUBISHI burgundy. 2-doors. excel-

lent running condition, perlect for student,

good gas mileage, refurbished. $995obo
Can 323-658-6463

'98 TOYOTA COROLLA LE. Dark green.

New arxf must sell. Good price-negotiable.

Automatic, power kx:k/wirxJows, alarm. Call

310-557-1458

'85 HONDA ELITE 250. 2nd owner. 11,500

miles 70mph. Runs great. $1000obo. 310-

286 3396

FROM $17.9S/DAY
RENT-A-CAR Under 25 ok Caah

i

ok. Free miee alowanoe. Open 7 dayaAak.

1-000-770-

Displiiy
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UCLA DRUG*ABUSE RESEARCH CONSORTIUM
NEUROPSYCHIATRIC INSTITUTE & HOSPITAL

rilliRnSl-ARCIICONSORTIl'M
CONSISTS OF:

Dnvj. Mnisc Rc>caich Ccnlci (DARC). \! now^his .lii'^lin. PhD
(enter tor tltc SUkl> ol ( )|^ioid Rcccpti»i^ tV: DriiLis (A' Abuse (('S( )RI)A ).

( 7//7S /,r(//?s /'// /).

Aleohol cS. Xddielion Medieine Serxiee ( \\MS). linhcifin:^. Ml)

l.o.s AnLjeles 1 leattneiit c'C Rese.ireh (enter ( I \ A I R( ). llii/wi I.in<^.

Ml)

\liitri\ Iiisiitiite on Addictions (\II \). Ric/hinl Rinwoii Pli P
'roi(Mv pes \\ onien"^ ( 'enter ( PW'C ). I 'ivKin Hro]* n /'/; /

)

Rl SIARCII A\l)( I IMCALOI'I'ORIlMlll-S

Research Areas:
• Cocaine/Crack, Heroin

& Methamphetamine Use

• Drug Treatment Process &
Outcome Evaluation

^

•II

Criminal Justice System Iniervcniions -

Pharmacological Treatment Approaches:

Methadone, LAAM & Other

Medications

Street Ethnography

Epidemiology of Drug Use

Behavioral Treatment Approaches to

Alcohol, Tobacco & Stimulant Use

Dual Diagnosis

HIV/AIDS: Issues of Drug Use

Drug Policy: Federal, State, Local

Clinical Facilities:

• Veterans Affairs Medical Center

• Community Programs:

Residential

Drug-free Outpatient

Methadoire/LAAM Maintenaieg^

• Neuroimaging

• Government Substance Abuse

Regulatory Agencies

- Thesis, Dissertations, Articles

The consortium has accumulated data in

each of these areas and solicits the

collaboration of students and faculty in

their analysis and publication.

PRE- & POST-DOCTORAL
FELLOWSHIPS

The fellowship is a two-year program that provides

comprehensive and intensive training experience through

substantive and methodological courses and supervised

research, with strong emphasis on research design,

methodology, and statistical analysis. NlDA-funded

fellowships provide stipends, tuition, and UCLA
health insurance.

For application information, contact Becky Beckham,

794-2788, ex/. 238 or e-mail becky@ficla,edu

UNDERGRADUTE & GRADUATE COURSES
Substantive Issues in Substance Abuse

(Psychiatry/Biobehav Sci 295ABC)

Substance Abuse Joumd Club

(Psychiatry/Biobehav Sci 402ABC)

Drug Abuse Policy

(Policy 101, M. Kleiman-Prof.)

(offered Spring Quarter Only)

Independent Research course credit

(e.g., 194, 199, 599)

Volunteer Internships

Coraact Beverly Williams, 794-2788, ext 249

-^ or e-mail be)K^cla.edu .

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
DARC's web page: http://www.inedsch.ucla.edu/soni/npi/DARC/

PWC's web page: http://www.prototypes.org

MIA's web page: http://www.MatrrxLA.org

For employment opportunities, contact

B. Beckham, 794-2788, ext, 238

B68<r
Iknwil D6sQMrtloiis TlddAi

'mdtkAm&tiM
Houiid Trip Airfares

Lima $375

Cuzco S595

Santiaiio SG89
Sao F'au'o / Rio S65G

Guayaquil / Quito S570
Huciios Aires SG98

i wxvii MuvUu V\vvh%%

For Krs JJO (ir>2 HH21/H0O 2H«» Or>4't
l-KOH SSloNM IK.Wl 1 Sf M\ |( »

Suuth \iii( III an Spci Ijltsts i -.| . |.ii .u I't ii>

FLY CHEAP!!
• ROUND TRIP COURIER AIRFARES •
London $389 Sooul ttOO Hong Kono $389
CMna $286 $ydn«y$720 BangkokJ370
40°o-80"o OFF ALL FARES
AIR COURIER INTERNATIONAL

1-800-882-7216 24 hre

INSURANCE WAR!
WE'LL BEAT ANYONE'S price or don't want

your business. All drivers. Newly licensed.

Student/staff/faculty discounts. Request the

•^OJin Plan." 310-777-8817 or 818-222-

5595.

^
10S30WWW* IM WMKvMdl CA 90034

Eniojrdllhl Iumwo'o In* «ar hofel m your own oorpoR* mW
*v0¥kktA and mAiraaM unft (MxbUt toimg ot $1 JOO AnwUlH
indudii, tt* of At Art oornpuiK room, (inM owlr, buitnau can*r witfi

^, oonovyi MnnoH, ana nwv.

fa mei% inbnwuiMii col Old <7(M474

'l\\\<l:iWi{ liui Moicf
KM» Vtrfwr BculrvaiJ mtowijuil CA 90024 OIO) 4744JU

-l>r»» than one iwk from UCLA caminis

•Free contincfual bfrakrasi.

-Affbrdabir, clran and comforuhk rooms

-Free cable TV A Local Telephone Call.s

-tRrWy, Monthty and Rinup raics avaibHr

i^For rw»»rvmhoma cmU, (510) 474-4262JC

ift no secret

you can help
expand the

/lllstater
Ybi^ in good hands.

Insurance Company
(310)312-0204

1281 WostVN/ood Blvd.
<2 b(ks. So. of Wllshilfe)

IkwHIi SmtvIcm

HAIR COLOR/HIGHLIGHTS from $15-$30.

HAIRCUTS from $15 at Beverty Hills Salon.

Advanced ass't program. 9666 Brighton

Way. Call GAVERT-ATELIER 310-858-7898

IS LIFE GEHING YOU DOWN?
Talkir>g to the RIOHT person can helpl

AFFORDABLE, QUAUTY THERAPY

Wonn* Tttomas, Ph.O.

Licensed

Psychologist

(PSY 14489)

Life Transitions,

Depression, Loss,

SeM-Esteem, Anxiety,

Premarital Counseling,

Survivors of Emotional,

Physical, or Sexual Abuse,

Overeating. Body Intage,

AduN CNIdrsn of Alcoholics,

Mutticuttural/Multiethnic Issues,

Couples Conflicts or Break-ups, etc.

TMwfhat
can Dr.

WSSi

'Advocates,ate^SSthatN
>M3ncsen eoqsendng iBcycing
orvgmpua Slud8n(s,igcii^
and stairare al weloQme to
the9citp^weekV meettigs.'

1-900

NO ARGUMENTS! NO NAGGING! JUST
Sharing live conversation!!! 1-900-825-2100

Ext 8481, 8482, 8483. 8484 $3 99/min.

Must be 18yrs. Sen/-U (619) 645-8434.

Frustrated and disappointed

with UCLA?
Why It the place

so lmp«r«orMil and difficult?

For some aniwen check out

http://universitysecrets.com

A

YVOffMM TnoniflS

Convenient Westside locntion ana t,f »'hie houro

BE FLEXIBLE... -

NAWAfl $ll9o/w
EUROPC - $448 r/t (plus taxes)

Open One Year Return
Cheap Tares Worldwide til

CALL SIO-394-OSftO
http://www.airhltch.orfl

;V I I

laoal AtfvlG8/AtlDnieys

BANKRUPTCY
GET OUT OF DEBT NOW! Free Consulta-

tion. Experienced attorneys, reasonable

fees. Law Offices of White and Associates

(Cheryle M. White. UCLAW. "86") 800-420-

9998 or 310-207-2089. 12301 Wilshire

Bl.Sle 550, WLA

lor ntoff intornirition cnii b2S-3033

$QUICK CASH$
OWN A CAR? Qet cash loan in aomtnutes
while you drive No credit check W.S.M.

888-3C0-8d42.

STUDENT LOANS
GET YOUR Staflofd Student Loan from Uni

varsity CradM Union (Lander Code 832123)

Alao raoalva low-ooat firtandal sarvicaa. 310-

477-6628: www.ucu.orQ.

A HOLIDAY GIFT TO LOOK YOUR BEST
Taianlad styMat at worid renown salon is of-

fering, kx a HmHad tinna a fabulous practsion

cut and atyla for a vary small cfwrga (Wad
a»anlnga only) Contact MoHie 310-286-

0211

ERASE DEBTS. REBUILD CREDIT
WITH/WITHOUT BANKRUPTCY Renowned

(UCLAW. 73) attorney. Lon B Isaacson off-

ers superb sen/ice/k>w fees. Free consulta-

tion. 213-487-7200

GREEN CARD
FOR WORK-PERMITS, green cards, and all

immigration protjiems call expenenced immi-

gration attorney Reasonable rates 2 13-251'

9588 for attorriey Doreen
~^

NO RECOVERY NO FEE
MYER LAW FIRM. Century City Auto-acdd-

ams. sNpa/laNs, diacnminatton. sexuai-haras-

smant UCLA Graduate Scott D Myer

httpV/www.bastlawyar com 310-277-3000

Display

20b-3060
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BEST MOVERS. Ucansad. insured. Lowest
ratas. Fast. oourtaous4cara(ui. Many stud-

ants moved for $96. Uc.-T-103844. NO JOB
TOO SMALU l-aOO-2-GO-BEST

HONEST MAN W/14ft truck and doMM^
small jobs, short notk:a ok. Student dtocount.

Ask about 10% discount. 310-285-8688. Go
Bruins!

JERRY'S MOVING&DEUVERY. The careful

n>overs. Experienced, raKabla, same-day de-

livery. Packing, boxes available. Also, pick-

up donatkxis for American Cancer Society.

JerTyO310-391-5657.

Lossons

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedicated pro-

fessional. At your home or WLA studio. 1st-

lesson free. No drum set necessary.

NeH:2 13-654-8226.

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years exp. all

levels and styles. Patient and organized.

Guitars available. Sam 310-826-9117.

GUITAR LESSONS by professional near

UCLA. All levels, guitars avail. Call Jean at

310-476-4154. www.JWGS.com

MBA, LAW, MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS!
FRUSTRATED DEVELOPING your critical

personal statements? Get professional help

from well-known author/consultant. 310-826-

4445.

www.winningpersonstatement.com

A FREE SESSION
PSYCHOTHERAPY/COUNSELING lor de-

pression, anxiety, obsessions, post-traumat-

ic stress, etc. Couples/Individuals. Student

TUTOR WANTED for 2 girls 11 and ISyrs.
oM. iTHist excel In math. 2-3 days^veek. Pa-
clfk: PaNsadas. 310-454-2247.

TUTORS NEEDED
PRIVATE TUTORS needed lor educatk)nal

consulting firm's junk>r and senior high

school clients. Basic math thru cak:ulus,

phystes. chemistry, French, history, writing,

and SAT. Must have excellent written and
verbal communk^tion skills. Experience re-

quired. Senk)r and grad students only. Car
necessary. Hours vary on as needed basis.

Competitive salary. 310-474-5783 or fax re-

sume:31 0-475-6346.

VALLEY TUTORS
PRIVATE TUTORS.needed for educatk)nal

consulting firm's west valley clients. Basic
math thm calculus, physics, chemistry,

French. Spanish, history, writing, and SAT.
Must have excellent written and verbal com-
munication skills. Experience required. Sen-
iors and grad students only. Car necessary.

Hours vary on as needed basis. Competitive
salary. 310-474-5783. Fax resume; 310-475-

6346.

WNl ^
DO IT WRITE- Word processing, transcrib-

ing, typing, proofing, editing. Fast and accu-

rate. $28/hr. 24hr voicemail. WLA location.

310-441-5955.

HATE TO TYPE? Let me do it for you.

Fast+accurate. Professional screen plays

accepted. $2/pg. Call-Iris 310-839-3101 or

page 310-915-2255.

WORD PROCESSING All types: research

papers, theses, resumes, fliers. Editing,

proofing. &transcriplion available Emergen-

cies OK. Cali:818-598-1489 or email

anmlwomndpacbell.net.

ratos. Cnmo vlci lms mayljB a llgl tJH? tot Uwn WQ«.P process ing specialu ing m thas.

REPORT PROOUCTK)N PUBUCATK)NS
WLA real estate oonsultir>g firm seeks well-

organized, detaH-ortented, nrK)tfvated indivkl-

ual w/excellent computer skills to design.

edit, prool, and produce diem reports and
presentatk)ns, spreadsheets, proposals, etc.

Excel, Word, Powerpoint, and familiarity w/ll-

lustrator a plus. Graphk: orlentatkxi. P/T
w/potential growth to FfT after 3nfHxitt>s. $10-

$15/hr. Fax 310-914-1810

SECRETARY/RECEPTIONIST- Perlomi
various duties in Beveriy Real Estate Com-
pany. Parttime/Fulltime. Starting pay $9/hr

w/great future job opportunities. Fax re-

sume 310-278-6801 Attn J Edward Smith.

7600
CMM Gara Offerad

CHILDCARE PROVIDED
CREATIVE CHILDCRAFT PRESCHOOL. 30

years in the Westside. 7am-6pm, Ages 1-

4yrs. $550/mo. 310-838-6711.

MOTHER'S HELPER
VERY RESPONSIBLE PERSON for babysit-

ting/carpoolingAutoring. 3 kids. Must have

car&insurance. $10/hr for the right person.

CaH Sunny: 310-271 7309

CtaOiiCireWMM

BABYSITTER WANTED one night/wk every

other week. You pick the night. $6/hr

Contact Liz 818-789-4547.

DRIVER NEEDED $10/hr Balboa Pari( to

Brentwood. Monday-Thursday 5:30pm pick-

up. Good driving record/references. Proof

insurance required. Day: 310-453-1266 Eve:

310-476-4790.

LOVELY PROFESSIONAL FAMILY Desires

mother's assistant for children, hours 4-8pm.

M-F $6/hr Interested applicants please call

Renee: 310-558-8050.

$20/HR PT/FT
PROCESSING MAIL! Free supplies.

postage! Bonuses! Rush BASE- to

CMAAX^La Po Box 567443, Atlanta GA.
31156

signupOinfo.iriomachine.com

$7.25/hr and up!
DO YOU have Initiative? Become a UCLA
Community Sen/k:e Offk:er and expkire law

and publk: relatk>ns. Great Pay. Rexible

hours. Student-oriented. Web:
www.ucpd.ucla.edu/ucpd/cso, Email:

csoOucpd.ucla.edu, Phone: 310-825-2148.

1000 E
sssdib

OPES

treatment. Call Liz Gould

(MFC#32388)©310-578-5957 to schedule

your free consultation.

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

Comprehensive Dissertation Assistance

Theses. Papers, and Personal Statements

Proposals and Books

International Students Welcome. Since 1935

Sharon Bear, Ph.D. (310) 470-6662

EAGLE EYED EDITOR
PROOFREADS THESES, publications; tu-

tors English, study skills; trains time man-

agement, stress reduction. Nadia Lawrence

PhD 310-393-1951.

PRIZE-WINNING
ESSAYIST AND FORMER PROFESSOR
w/two Ph.Ds can help you produce winning

prose. Theses, papers, personal statements.

David <davedit©pacbell.net> 805-646-

4455.

es. dissertations, transcription, resumes, fli-

ers, brochures, mailing lists, reports. Santa

Monica. 310-828-6939. Hollywood, 213-466-

2888.

7300
Writing Help

WORD PROCESSING. Typing, proofing,

editing, rewnting, research, resumes, tutor-

ing etc. Fax. email, bring wort< to me. Rush-

es. Student discount. 818-830-1546.

Counseling and Psychotherapy

...to examine life concerns/issues in

privacy and respect. Individuals,

couples, families. Stress, anxiety,

depression, self-esteem, relationships.

Lorraine M. Yamamur^, Ph.D. Clinical

Psych<.logist PSY 1 1067 (310)392-5209

MOTHERS ASSISTANT Responsible indi-

vidual to help w/driving, household skills,

child care, and computer skills. P/T. 310-474-

9704.

MOTHER'S HELPER wanted in Westwood
M-F. 2-7pm. Dnvers license and references

needed. Hours/flexible. $10/hr Fax resume
310-208-0334 or call 310-208-6004

NANNY to help w/2. 4. and 8-yr-old.

Tues/Wed/Thurs 12:45-4:45; Friday 1245-

5:45; Saturday 12-9. Female preferred

Warm, energetic, have some experience

w/children and l^ave safe, reliable car

$10/hr 310-276-5330.

Occasional P/T babysitter for toddler Week-
night and weekend evenings. Must have car

and relerences. Salary negotiable. Pacific

Palisades Deni: 310-454-6061.

P/T RESPONSIBLE, experienced babysitter

able to cook and clean up after meals. Tues-

Sat. 7-9am and 5pm-evening. Possible live-

in. 310-393-4054 between 8am-8pm.

START BEGINNING DEC. 2-3after-

noons/wk. for 3-year-old boy. Days/hours

flexible. Car necessary. 310-471-8790.

From Home! Earn $3/Envelope You Stuff.

Guaranteed. For Free Information, Call 323-

782-4055 Dept. 110

ACCOUNTING ASSISTANT
Chemk:al Company with Westwood Village

Office. Walk from Campus. $13/hrPT. Flexi-

ble Schedule. Bookkeeping experience pre-

fen^ed. FAX Resume 310-208-0351.

ADMIN. ASST
P/T Position, SM pediatric physrcal therapy

office, flexible 20 hrs/week (M-Th) Excep-

tional verbal skills, responsible, reliable, and
detail onented indivklual. Experience with

MAC: Word, Quicktxx>ks, database, medical

terminology helpful, include salary history.

Fax resume: 310-582-1165

UCLA
BANDS

Looking for bands (rock,

reggae, rap, & altemative)

made^iipomCLA
students or alumni for

paid appearance

Please call 310-479-1364

7800
Help Wanted
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MATH/PHYSICS/STATISTICS/English/He-

brew. Computerized statistical analysis avail-

able.Tutoring service. Free consultation.

Reasonable rates, call anytime. Ilan (800)90-

TUTOR. www.my-tutorcom

THE WRITING COACH
EXPERIENCED TEACHER, PhD offers tu-

toring, term paper assistance, English, So-

cial Science, History. Foreign Students Wel-

come. Call^3lO-452^2865^

UCLA ENGLISH ALUMNI, pro-writer, young,

superb papers guaranteed. High school and

betow wekx)me. Jeff 213-653-2240.

WRITING TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford University

graduate. Help with English—for students of

all ages/levels. $17/hr. 310-472-8240 or

310-440-0285.

7100

7400
Bminew Opportmllles

$1200-$2000
EARNING POTENTIAL in your first couple of

weeks. Learn more about "The Perfect Busi-

ness". Call 818-566-9503.

$20-$40/HOUR IN SPARE TIME! Easiest $

you'll ever make! Sign up today to receive

$100 bonus! 800-600-0343 x1927.

$500/DAY. Nude modeling-women 18+ all

types. No experience necessary. Safe, pro-

fessional environment Refer a friend and

earn $50! 310-358-3865.

INTERNET/E-COMMERCE TRAFFIC dou-

bling every 1 00 days - why not own your own

personal percentage? NYSE traded compa-

ny seeks brokers. 800-805-4768.

MAKE ONE MILLION DOLLARS! Or receive

$2,000 for just partk:ipating. Send $2 for re-

vealing Info: TRADING PLACES, 222 S.

Figueroa Street •1212b, LA, CA 90012

'issmmw

***Retall Sports Chain ***

All Positioas. Fiill time and/or Purt tunc

Excellent pay, commLssion and benefits

Santa Monica Location

(310)829-7030

ttraBrOMUBDOIiHwllwv

BELLWEB ADVERTISING company. Posi-

tk)ns available working in internet advertis-

ing Good communfcation skills, baste com-

puter knowledge. 213-607-0874.

FEMALE HOMEWORK buddy for 2nd and

4th grade girts 4 30pm-6 30pm, Mon-Thurs

$100 Santa Monica area with car preferred

310-459-3079

ORGANIC CHEMISTRY
TUTOR NEEDED seeking graduate atudant

only to tutor atudant CaN Joy 213-030-0470

' 'sslfieds

REAL ESTATE consulting finn seeks self

starter w/attentkxi to detail Conduct folkxw-

up phone interviews and data entry to exist-

ing clients No coW calling or sales. Home

buying expenence preferred but not re-

quired Requires PjP proficient, excellent

communication skills 25-30 hrs/wk/flexible

pkjs 2 evenings $10-12/hr Fax 310-914-

1810

ADMINISTRATOR/PROJECT ASSISTANT

(internship possibility). Computer literate.

IBM-Windows/Internet plus. Senior/graduate

w/strong writing/oral communication. No

dress code/reception duties. $7-$9.

17hrs/wk. Serious inquiries:Fax:310-395-

0509.

STORE DETECTIVES
SECURITY GUARDS. Needed now. No exp

nee. PT/FT. Up to $12/hr Call today. 562-

776-0678. for VaHey 818-386-0170.

$ AMATEUR FEMALE
MODELS $

Make $200 per shoot. No XXX! Must be 18+

years. oW. SB Amat. Co. 805-683-6031.

$15/HR BRIGHT,

ENTHUSIASTIC
People to teach SAT Prep. High test scores

required. Transportatton required. We will

train. Flexible Hours. Send Cover letter/re-

sume, including your scores t>y 12/10/98 to

A Competitive Edge. Attn Barry. 9911 West

Pk» Blvd Suite 1025, LA 90035 1^ phone

calls please.

$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL mailing or cir-

culars No experierxx req Free information

packet. CaN 202-466-1639

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT needed in

Westwood office. 20-25hrs/wk $9/hr. Call Liz

310-443-5254. .

ANNOUNCERS, no experience necessary

Host music/lalk-shows for our radio stations

P/T. $10-1 5/hr. $200+per/show. plus fantas-

tic benefits. 213-468-0080 24-hours.

ASIAN INTERNET
MODELS

GUARANTEED BASE PAY plus $40-60/hr

possible. Safe and secure wortting environ-

ment. General office staff also needed Call:

310-398-2213 or 310-880-4726.

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED Earn

$150-$250/night. Wort( P/T while going to

school. Day/eve classes. 1-2week classes,

800-974-7974. International Bartender's

school. HUNDREDS OF JOBS!
- - - - —

BARTENDERS TRAINING INSTITUTE of

America offers professional courses for only

$98. Certificate of completion included. Call

today: 1-800-561-1781. Great Jobs!

BEAUTIFUL GIRLS
Make fabulous money if you're dependable

and have a great body Very special position

for lingerie Modeling/massage. 310-387-

7904.

BEST JOB IN TOWN. PLUSH UCLAW OF-
FICE (MID-WILSHIRE) SEEKS SPANISH-
SPEAKING CLERK w/car $7-$20/hr Call

George 213-487-7200 and fax resume 213-

383-2884

BIO-MEDICAL, ELECTRONICS, and clean-

room micro-cleaning. Full/Part-time employ-

ment. Some physical wori< required. Must

have transportation. Evenings/weekends.

Start $7.50/hr Call Patrick Toll Free C 888-

263-9886.

BUSY BRENTWOOD HOUSEHOLD needs

sharp person for grocery shopping/ tocal er-

rands/walk dog. Must live on the West-

skle/have car and clean DMV. 3 weekday

mornings and Sunday afternoons, perma-

nent positton 10-15 hrs.wk. Call after 3p.m.

310-273-7396.

MODELS NEEDED NOW
No l'«(KTI<Tir.»' rt'<|Ulf>'(l

C.'il.no(| Pr'nhU'itk. M.H).t/im".. Movn's,

V'(t« n \ TV Cntnnn'rr i.iK

Miri ,111(1 W(jnuTi ol .ill A(|fS

CAMP WAYNE-Northeastem Penneylvania.

6/20-6/18/96). Counsators tor Tennit. GoN,
Gymnastk^, Swimming (WSI preferred).

Sailing. Waterskiing, Piano, Basketball, Soft-

ball. Voleyball, Soccer, Self-Defense, Low
Ropes, Drawing and Painting. Ceramk:s,
Photography, Jewelry, Lino Cuts. Batik.

Calligraphy. Sculpture. Guitar, Silkscreening,

Aerobk:s, Vkleography, Group Leaders. Di-

rectors/Assistant Directors for Tennis, Gym-
nastics, Fine Arts&Crafts. Drama, Golf,

Cheerieading. Other staff: Driver/Photogra-

pher, Housekeeping, Night Watchperson,
Kitchen. On campus inten/iews in February.

Call 1-800-279-3019.

CELLULAR
REPRESENTATIVE

SELF-MOTIVATED PROACTIVE PEOPLE
needed to sell Campus Cellular Service Set

your own hours- must like to n^ke money-
discounts on cellular/paging service- will

train. To set up an appointment call Kamyar
at 310-825-0881.

CHILD DEVELOPMENT Experienced. To

teach 2y/o quadruplets. 2days/week. 8am-
1pm. $10/hr. 310-441-5085.

CLERICAL/SALES POSITION. P/T or F/T.

excellent opportunity. Love of jewelry. Call

behween 12-6pm. Westwood Village. 310-

208-8404.

COMPUTER NOVICE seeks computer sci-

ence student on houriy basis to teach basic

programs. 9-5p.m. 310-475-7533.

CURRENTLY LOOKING for a Lotus expert

with professional demeanor and good com-
munication skills in Century City area. Fax

resumes 310-229-5983 or e-mail to Ricar-

dosOhcl-jmi.com

CUSTOMER SERVICE- $7 25+bonus. In-

surance office, flexible hours. Phones, filing,

computer wori<. Bilingual a plus. Next to

UCLA. Patrick: 310-476-7267.

CUSTOMER SERVICE- F/T. heavy phones.

W ill tra in. $8. 75/nr plus benetfts Nea r UCLA.
Fax resume: 310-889-1893.

CUSTOMER SERVICE/SALES for live TV
shopping Telephone reps. P/Tam/pm shifts,

$7-9 start, sales/data-entry exp.. excellent

. communication skills, reliability a must. Type

45wmp. Fax resume: 323-769-3521

DATA ENTRY/CLIENT CONTACT $9/hr

PT/FT +Bonus. +Medical Excellent writing

and phone skills. Mac experience a plus!

310-358-6053 or fax:310-392-5234.

LITIGATION PARALEGAL
Small AV rated firm seeks paralegal
with min. 1 yr exp In Insurance
defense Must be proficient in MS
Office 97. Mall to office manager:
1301 Dove St., #480, Newport Beach,
CA 92660

CALL NOW 310-659-7000

CASTING
EXTRAS needed for feature films, commer-

cials, and music videos. Eam up to $240 per

day! No experience r>eeded Work guar-

anteed* CaU today 213-851-6103.

Castk^ extras for vMeo on how yoga haipa a

golf game Fax reaume 310476-7284

DONT SETTLE FOR
ENTRY LEVEL

26yr old making 150K+ w/environmental

sales company Looking for five individuals

to do the same. P/T okay. Sandra: 818-981-

9474.

F/T FILE CLERK for immigration law firm..

Century City Computer-literate. Punctual,

detail-oriented, self-starter $8/hr. Fax re-

sume: 310-553-2616.

FILING CLERK- $7-8/hr 3blocks from

UCLA. PT-FT Flexible hours Prefer stud-

ent/graduate. Pref. filing expenence. Hare!

Maintenance. Ron: 310-470-01 75.Fax re-

sume: 310-474-7615.

GIRLS wanted at exclusive social club in

WLA. Conversation only No alcohol. Flexi-

ble hours. Earn top $$$. 310-477-9871.

HELP SERVE DINNER Part or Full-time

Wed/Thurs/Friday evenings for 4hours.

Wages+meals. Males preferred. 310-208-

3281.

HIGHLY ENERGETIC. CHEERFUL
UPTONE TELEMARKETING personality

wanted to market Beveriy Hills altemative

health care ph/stelan. PT 8/hr+commissk)n/

benilits. CaH 310-271-3773

HOLIDAY JOBS
PROMOTIONS for enthusiastk: and sports

minded indivkluals. $15 to start. 5:30-9pm

any week day. 31 0-374-4993.

HOME TYPISTS NEED-
ED

PC users needed. $45,000 inconr>e potential.

Call 1-800-513-4343 Ext B- 10105.

HOSTESS WANTED Posto Restaurant in

Sherman Oaks. Tuesday-Saturday a must.

4- 10pm. $6.50/hr+tips. FT/PT posittons

avail. 818-784-4400 between 2-3:30pm.

HOUSEMOTHER for lovely senkir Retire-

ment Resident in Westwood. F/T. Iive-in

room and board +salary Call 310-207-5818.

INTERNET ACTRESSES
WANTED* Wort( at home. Make your own

hours WEBCAM Buainaaa naada flirtatious

women.3 10-796-05926X1 66 Viait

hitp7/GuaalRoomCam.conVmorainlo.hlm

Display

206-3060
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Must have valid California Driver's License

and clean record. Excellent Salary and

Benefits including Dental and Health

Please cau OlO) 2754600 ext. 888 8AM-11AM

J
INTERNET/GRAPHICS DE^GNER NEED-

ED- Web graphics. HTML. Javascript.

Java/CoW Fusion a phjs. Networking and

programming experience preferred. Fax

310-581-2404 or bruceOcybemeteom.com.

Seorching for Models
)Mtn and Women for commercials,

catalog A rmoazine ads, brochures, and
calwal( •specializing in petites •

$150 to $250 per hour
•Beverly HiNs*

*No Fee *No Experience

(310)273-2666

INTL IMPORTING. Marketing and PR fimi

seeks highly motivated, organized Indivkkjal

w/exceilent convnunicatton sklHa to ««ork in

fast paced office. Facets of posltk>n include

Advertlslrtg. Coordinating Special Events,

Copywrltlng. Must \m fluent in Italian. F/T

$1800/nK>^^nefits. Fax re8ume:2 13-653-

1768. Attn:John Patterson. VP

INTL IMPORTING. Marketing, and PR finn

seeks organized detail orientated adminis-

trative assistant to perform such furKtkxis as
data erYtry, faxing, photocopyirig, phones,

•titust tie ttwm m ttaitaa pn; ttoxOto nours;=

$8/hr. Fax resume:2 13-653- 1768. Attn;John
Patterson, VP.

LIBRARY CLERK- p/t. $8-1Q^r. Reliable,

detail orientated person to search library

catalogues for docunient delivery company
In Westwood. Fax:31 0-208-5971 Attn:Sal. or

email <salOinfotrieve.com>
I

MALE MODELS
Printwork. UB under 25. Lean, any race,

leave nan>e, numt)er&physk:al stats. Free

Interview. Beginners wek:ome. 213-960-

1066. 24hr8.

MALE MODELS: $300-$700/assignment,
immediate payt Young kwking, boyish/athle-

tic, 18-24, cleanshaven face, little/no chest

hair. Nude n>odeNr)g for Amerk:an & Euro-

pean magazines and videos. Beginners wel-

come. Open every day. Brad 310-397-2408.

MALE&FEMALE
MODELS

OUR MODELS have worked for Versace,

At}ercrombie&Fitch, Estee Lauder, Levi's,

Banana Republk: &morel Great Payt Begin;

ner's ok! Call "free" for an appointment. OM
(24-hrs)800-959-9301

MANAGEMENT STUDENT WANTED to

assist small business. Near Fairfax, $10/hr.

10-fhours per week. Fax resume to 323-954-

7235.

MATH SCIENCE TUTOR. High school lev-

els Math-up to calc. Science-up to physics

Spanish or FrerKh a plus. Must be good
wAeenagers. Must have BA/BS. 310-459-

4125.

MEDICAL BACK OFFICE/ Billing assistant.

F/T Dern»tok>gy.Typing skills. Beverly Hills.

Fax resume: 310-550-1920.

MODELS WANTED by professional photo-

studk) for upcoming assignment. Male/Fe- -

male Pro/Non-Pro. Fashion/Commer-
cial/Theatrical. Call for appointment 818-

9tf6-7933.

MOVIE EXTRA WORK
* Revokitkxiary new program* Start immedi-

ately* All types- 18-fl* Fun/Easy* No crazy

fees* Program for free medk^al* Call-24/hrs

213-850-4417.

Pn GENERAL OFFICE/File Clerk. M-F:

11am-3pm/4pm; $7-10/hr. Entry-level for

bright, responsible indivklual w/courteous,

professk>nal manner/appearance for fast-

paced infl management consultlr>g firm. Ac-

curate filing, light typing, copying, relief re-

ceptionist duties. Responsible/organized/de-

tail-oriented. Highest quality standards. Let-

ter of interest/resume: Sheryl Yamamoto.

Fax:310-966-4733. Call:310-966-

1001ext264.

PAID INTERNSHIP
CUSTOMER SERVICE, data entry/aoftware

testktg. MS Ofttee holpM. Great poaWon for

pre-med pharmacy arvj psych atudanli. 2-

Optnings. Fax 310-208-4836 or

"MMM^moodacltnoM.ooni.

PAID INTERNSHIP
P/r BRANCH MANAGER Seeking branch

mmmqitn for rapkty expamkng advrtiaing

company Mate m ntuoh as you wwit 888
412-017«

LI.I'.MtH'ClS

Part Tin>e Assistant- Attorney ia seeking part-

time assistarKe on a daily t)asis. Assist with

general office matters- WordPerfect 6,

phone, and filing skills. E-mail Resun>e to

FFields4iOOaol.com. or Fax (310)822-

3542^

PART-TIME LAW STUDENT 20 hours/wk.

Flexible. Collectk>ns. small claims court, co-

ordinating with attorney on uniawfuls. $9/hr.

310-829-1700, fax 310-829-2630.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT needed in Beverly

Hills offk:e. Typing skills a must. Own car/in-

surance. $8-12/hr. Fax resume to 310-275-

3873.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT to real estate

devetoper, fax resume 310-826-3700.

PERSONAL P/T ASSISTANT wanted by re-

tired CPA, for financial records and account-

ir)g using Ouk:ken. One day/week, or fuilf-

days. Require someor>e familiar with Quk:k-

en and other computer programs. Flexible

hours. $15-$20/hour based on experience.

Fax resume to 310-202-6184.

PHOTO L>B p/l assist photo printer or com-

puter imaging. Beverly Hills 310-274-3445.

JOBS
TO $18.35/HR

INC. benefits. No experler>ce. For app. and

exam information call 1-800-813-3585 ext-

0712. 8am-7pm 7days fds,inc.

PSYCHOEDUCATIONAL tutor needed for

tutoring offk:e in Pacific Palisades. College

degree required. 310-459-4125.

PT RECREATION ASST needed for office

duties, possible afterrKX>n, evenir)gs. and
weekends. Must be self-starter, good cus-

tomer sen^e skills necessary to answer tel-

ephones, and to deal directly w/public.

$7.50/hr, 5-15hrs/week. must tie avail, to

start immed. Chevtot Hills Recreation Center
310-837-5186 Alan Perlmutter or Besty
Spina lor inten^iew appointment.

RESTAURANT
Needs counter help 11am-3(yn Delivery per-

son 1 1 :30am-2:30pm Mon.-Fri Experience

preferred. Call 310-558-3287 belore 12/atter

2pm

SALES&CLERICAL POSITION. P/T or F/T,

excellent opportunity Love of jewelry. Call

between l2-6pm. Westwood Village. 310-

208-8404.

SALES/MANAGERS $1,000/hr.??? P/T 1

week. Eam continuous, sizable comm/tx)-

nuses throughout 1999/2000. Minimal per-

sonal effort. Call 24hrs. for details. ABR/Inc

310-859-5577.

SEXUAL PROBLEMS?
Maintain control, n>aximize stamina, and last

longer. Amazing, unheard of solutk)nsl Seek-

ing willing product testers. Apply at

www.newremedies .com

SPANISH TUTORS NEEDED for grades7-

12. Bask: Spanish up through Spanish 3 and

AP. Tutor experience needed, car, referenc-

es. $15/hr. Call 310-655^693.

STARGATE/WATKINS
ENTERTAINMENT. Actors Wanted! No ex-

perience required. Movies, TV. commercials.

Guarantee inten/iews vvith top SAG agents.

CALL N0W1III 310-577-9711.

TUTORS-For grades K-12. Experience
w/chik)ren required. All levels of Math, Sci-

ence, English, and History including Algebra

II, Chemistry, Cak:ulus, etc. Spanish and
Frerx:h. Sophmores-fokler preferred. $l5/hr.

Car. Fax resume to 310-474-7413 or call

310-655-4693.

UCLA ALUMNI mom seeks athletk: male
student to play sports with 5/y-old son. 4-

5/hrs-wk. Pacific Palisades. $10/hr. 310-459-

3641.

UCLAATHLETICDEPT Students, P/T. Du-
ties irx:lude sup)ervisir)g student staff and
performing vark)us office tasks. Previous su-

pervisory arxl computer skills preferred.

$8.49 with 15-20hrs/wk. CaN 310-206-6662

for details.

VALET PARKING ATTENDANT. $8.50/hr.

F/T or P/T. Chuck's Parking Service taking

applk^ations rK>w. Park cars at the best

Hollywood parties. Call 818-788-4300.

VALET PARKING ATTENDANT P/T. Must

be available weekends and for special ev-

ents. Clean driving record required. $6.50/hr

tips. 213-663-7275.

WAITRESS/WAITER- experience and
knowledge of Amerk:an menu required. P/T

or up to 30hrs. Lunch/or dinner. For busy

restaurant in Westwood. David: 310-473-

5045.

WEBSITE DESIGN $8-12/hr. Maintain and
expand my websites. lO-l5hr/week flexible.

Moderate skills needed. Contact Austin

323-874-7312 or

austinxxxO mindspririg.com.

WE'RE SEEKING INDIVIDUALS to provide

support to tf)e devek)pmentally disabled. Call

Dwight Istanbulian at 818-361-6400 ext 129.

WILDLIFE JOBS
TO $21 .60

INC. BENEFITS. Game wardens, security,

"maintgnancfl, pam^ «aAger6. l4o experic

needed. For app.-fexam information 1-800-

813-3585 ext-0713 8am-7pm 7days fds.inc.

YOUNG MALES
$10-$20/HR. Artist seeks totally clean-sha-

ven nwile, bi or gay prefened. under 21 for

figure modeling, etc. Inexperienced ok. Dan-
ny:81 8-980-1 666.

"PRETTY GIRLS." Great personality/valid

drivers lk:ense to check stock on local new-
stands 1 day a week. Susan Moore 310-471-

2287

7900

HALLIE'S HOUSESITTING. 310-313-9998.

7 years experience. References available.

Long or Shortterm. CONFIDENTIALITY
GUARANTEED.

INTERNS. Acclaimed producer on the Sony

lot seeks interns. Please call Rick 310-244-

3964.

INTERNSHIP available immediately at small

Los Angeles t>ased international musk: agen-

cy Credit only Flexible hours. Great peri<s.

Fax resume to:31 0-777-3669.

STOCK BROKER TRAINEE- p/l or f/t. Flexi-

ble hours. Paid training. Great opportunity.

WLA area. Ctose to UCLA. 310-229-8979.

TEACHER P/T After-school program for

math. K-7 grade. Send resume to P.O. Box

0687, Temple City, CA 91780. 626-285-9090

TEACHER'S ASSISTANT. Supervlse&inter

act w/chikJren In devek>pmental. early

cf)iWf)00d program. Learn positive convnuni-

catkxi skills, age-appropriate expectatkms,

problem-solving, how to present activWaa.

ECE units preferred. Part-time. Flexit>le

schedule Mutt be able to work weekends
Will train Deana ROMi 310-473-1447 X220

TELEMARKETING
W/WINDOWS COMPUTER SKILLS Prefer

phone experience Prefer atudenta/gnds

Flexible hours, Qam-5pm starting $8
$10/hr>bonuses 3-bk)cka/UCLA Harei

Ron-310-470^175

ANBC
Interactive Entertainment

Join the exciting woitd of digital

media witti NBC Digital Productiom

COLLEGE INTERNS
sought to worK with producers at

the NBC Studios in Burt>ank, CA on

interactive areas for NBC, including

NBC.com on the World Wide Web.

Skills needed are writing, design, and

Mml coding (http://www.nbc.com)

TO APPLY:
Fax resunie to 818 526 6126

or E-mail to: entertainnfient@nbc.com

(No phone calls please)

Positions are located in Burtank, CA

For more details visit

ntx.com/jobs/caintim.html

NATIONAL GUN VIOLENCE ORG seeks in-

tern to work on outreach and fundraising in

entertainn>ent industry. Positkxi involves

contact ¥wth filnVmusk:;/tv industries. Strong

organizational, communk:ations, writing

skills, stipend available. Contact 310-230-

8177

PAID MANAGEMENT CONSULTING IN-

TERfJSHIP Westwood-based Robert Cha-

ries Lesser & Co., the nation's leading real

estate advisory firm, is hiring Associate In-

terns Duties include preparation ot mari^et

and financial feasibility analysis for real es-

tate projects. Must have strong quantitative

and quantitative skills. Senk)rs preferred.

Email :'B kellyOrclco.com
Web :www. rcico .com

PAID MANAGEMENT
INTERNSHIP

Student Worics Painting, a subskjiary of Na-

tional Servies Group is now hiring for

Spring/Summer 1999. Duties include inter-

viewirig, hiring, development of customer re-

latk>ns, control of mariteting and sales, &
production management. Call 1-800-394-

6000. www.collegeworks.com

Scott Wynne. Producer&preskJent of Wynne
Entertainment k>cated at Sony Pictures on
the lot, is k>oking for interns 1 -2 days/week to

perform coverage on scripts. Job includes

reading 2-3 scripts/week and writing cover-

age on them. Help needed in office also.

Great learning experience in a fun&exciting

atrTX)sphere. DavkJ031 0-244-3445 Or fax

resume:31 0-244-0447.

SEEKING psychology and educational

graduate volunteers to pursuit inner actk)n

w/5th grade students in Brentwood school.

Great opportunity to devek)p ar>d conduct re-

search project on leamir)g series while men-
toring students. Charies Tripp: 805-296-6711

after 4pm.

Top 10 internship program is k>oking for

dynamrc, fwrdworkirig students. For more
infDonation please call 213-243-7027.

WANT A 'KEWL'
INTERN JOB?

Intern/admin assist, for Internet entertain-

ment Co. PfJ, flexible, $7.50/hr. Fun. fast-

iced «nviforvnenl. Pd^n resume: 310-7M*
4009 or email nx) Ocelebritysightings.com

HEARING IMPAIRED young adult needs
help in reading/communication skills. 2-

3dys/wk, daytime. Fee negotiable. Prefer

someone with special education back-

ground. 310-472-5648.

;«: 1.

1

MARINE LIFE:

SHARKS, FISH &
MORE!

UCLA Ocean Discovery Center, at the Santa

Monica Pier, is looking for volunteers to help

with educational and public programs. Join

the 150 active volunteers wfio are helping to

teach visitors about the Santa Monk:a Bay
and how to protect it. Lots of opportunities

and fun! For more into call the Volunteer Of-

fk:e: 310-393-6149.

PAID INTERNSHIP
WESTWOOD LAW FIRM- Flexible hours

Leamatot. $7.50+. Good typing aWla, com-

puter literate, excel experier>ce prefenmi _
Call 310-475-0481 Resumes prefeffW: BRENTWOOD
310-446-0962.

1-BDRM $650
NEAR SHERMAN OAKS GALLERIA. Huge
apt. Ideal for roommates. Garden courtyard,

pod, A/C, phone-entry. Minutes to campus.
818-997-7312.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 2-BEDROOM $950-

$1195. LARGE. UPPER/LOWER. UNU-
SUAL CHARM. SOME W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
310-839-6294.

BRENTWOOD $1,495/mo. 2bd/2ba, front.

bakx)ny, stove/refrigerator, dishwasher, car-

pet/dcapes, laundry, parking, near UCLA,
shown by appt. 11728 MayfiekJ «1 310-271-

6811

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT- Bright spackxjs

upper 2tx1rm/2bath. Parking. Fireplace, t>al-

cony $1139/mo. 2weeks free rent! Call 310-

478-1971.

$1,850 Spadous, sunny,

upper 3bdrm/2t)a w/balcony North of

Wilshire New paint&carpet, refrigerator,

built-in stove, partdng. laurwjry on site, quiet

B- unit budding 11921 Goshen Ave #4. Open
Sat&Sun, 10-4pm 310-571-0293

CasaBlanca West

Large Furnished
& Unfurnished

Baciielor $675
avaiidbte Dec V

Gated Parking

niper doteH U» Sannly Oepoilt

530 Veteran
208-4394

BRENTWOOD- single plus-pool-. $500. 310-

395-1284 Low agent fee. www.westskleren-

tals.com

CULVER CITY COTTAGE- Ibdrm/lba.

$775. 310-395-1284. Low agent fee.

www.westsiderentals.com

LOS FELIZ- Duplex hardwood fkx)rs. $1500.

323-634-7368. Low agent fee. www.westskj-

erentals.com

LRG SINGLE, $450
WLA-PALMS. Stove, refrigerator. Conveni-

ent to Westskle, UCLA and shopping. Call

310-845-9149.

PALMS. Single apt from $495. 1-bdmn. $595.

Stove. $600deposit for single and
$900deposit for 1-bdrm. 1-year lease. 310-

837-1502 leave message.

SANTA MONtCA CANYON- U1 Oliaan:

View. $675. 310-395-1284. Low agent fee.

www.westsklerentals.com

SANTA MONICA- bachelor. North of

Wilshire $500. 310-395-1284. Low agent

fee. www.westskjerentals.com

SANTA MONICA. U1 apt. Hardwood fk>ors,

paridng. $675. 310-395-1284. Low Agent

Fee. www.westskJerentals.com

SILVER LAKE- U1 plus view. $850. 323-

634-7368. Low agent fee. www.westskJeren-

tals.com

STUDIO APARTMENT. Available 12/1.

Kitchen, bathroom, parking. Sauna, Jacuzzi,

fitness, dishwasher, stove, fridge. Short tenn

OK-take over lease. 310-208-8862.

WEST HOLLYWOOD HOUSE- 3+2 $1495.

W/c pet. 323-634-7368. Low agent fee.

www.westsiderentals.com

WEST HOLLYWOOD- 2^2 plus balcony.

$875. 323-634-7368. Low agent fee.

www.westsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD Strathmore and Landfair

Ibdrm available in 2bdrm apt. for Winter and
Spring '99. Great view $490/mo. Call Sara

(310)209-1046.

WESTWOOD. FURNISHED APTS. 1-bdrm.

$800. 543 Landfair. one block west of cam-

pus. 310-824-0782.

WESTWOOD- Single apartment. $795.

Bright, cheerful, patio, pool. Walk to UCLA.
Shopping, transportation. 1942 Pelham.310-

446-9348 or 310-207-7209.

WESTWOOD- 3bdrm/2ba. $1450 w/c pet.

310-395-1284. Low agent fee. www.westsid-

erentals.com

WESTWOOD- single. Cat okay. $595. 310-

395-1284. Low agent fee. www.westskjeren-

tals.com

WESTWOOD Large 1-bdnn. $995. MakX)lm

Ave. near Westwood&SM Blvd. 14unit buikJ-

Ing w/pool. parking, laundry, hardwood
fk>ors, stove. 818-995-8866 ext.312, Monk:a.

WLA- 2bdnn/1.5ba. $1250. Prime locatk)n.

Bright, cheerful, patk). Walk to UCLA, shop-

ping, transportatkMi. 1242 S. Wellesley Near

Wilshire. Wont last. 310-207-7209.

WLA. $825-$850. 2bdmV1.5ba. Dishwasher,

AC, carpet, drapes built-in. Extra large

fenced patk). 310-670-5119.

WLA: Single- $650. Orie person, no pets.

Stove, refrigerator, full kitchen, car-

pet&blinds. Partying, laundry. 2 miles to

UCLA. Shown by appointment. 11321 Mas-

sachusetts Ave. 310-477-8750.

WLA. Large single. 1917 Spanish missk)n

buikJing. High ceilings, hardwood floors, sep-

arate kitchenAdining room. 1-yr lease, $750.

Betty: 310-479-8646.

B^nniBni^j^nvBiiiNi ^^b*

MAR VIbiA. $535Aup/montn Ask about
move in special Attractive, fumiahad i-

bdrm. Large, pool, patw. barbecue area

OuM-bulMng 3748 Inglewood Blvd 310-

38»«79
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MAR VISTA 2bdrm/1.5ba Stove/refrig.,

washer/dryer, patk), partung space, pool,

spa, new paint, newer carpet, quiet. Ck)se to

UCLA. $1025/mo. 310-390-1105.

WESTWOOD. 2-bdmV2-bath. Spack)us liv-

ing room, upgraded kitchen. Security builkl-

ing and partung. Laundry in unit, surnleck.

Century City view. $1700. 310-234-3443.

im;
^^^ tor Sale

BRENTWOOD. Large honrte 3-bdrTn/2-bath

penthouse -t-toft and sundeck. New paint,

carpet,appHances. 2-car skle-by-side party-

ing. $379,000 A. Buchman 310-471-

6363ext123. Coldwell Banker.

OyasllMWM tor Rant

&EL AIR Guesthouse, $675/mo., 1 mile to

UCLA, pets ok. Lisa: 310-472-4833.

ENCINO GUESTHOUSE in large quiet yard

with pool. Living room, bdrm, bathroom,

kitchen. Cathedral ceilings, skylights, pet ne-

gotiable. $775+utilities 818-343-6547

HouM tor Sato

WESTWOOD SOUTH. Charming original

Spanish duplex w/pool. 2-I-1/2 up. 2-I-1 3/4

down $549,000 Tom Brook. Agent. 310-

979-4000 ext 404

9200
Housing Neeitofl

Urgent housing needed for trustworthy,

extremely reliable mom-i-4yr.old. Willing to

exchange for baby/house-sitting. Must be

close to UCLA. Vicky 310-209-2533.

Room tor Nalp

BRENTWOOD Kenter Avenue. Bedroom for

rent in house. Avail immediately. Jan. free -

in exchange for chikjcare. $600/nfX). Rober-

ta: 310-289-6120.

BRENTWOOD- 1 Bedroom available in

bright, spacious 3txy2t)a apartment. AC,
W/D, dishwasher, furnished. Ck}se to San
Vk^nte shops&restaurants. $650/mo. 310-

820-0711.

BRENTWOOD/WLA. 1252 Barry Ave. 2-

bdrm/1-bath. Secured access, 2-part(ing,

new carpet. $1065. Available now. 310-479-

3381.

Employed non-smokir)g female to share lux-

urious apartment adjacent to BH. Private

room/bath. Washer/Dryer. $550/mo. Call

310-275-7737 or 310-395-3923.

LOS ANGELES-ROOM FOR RENT in 4-

bdrm house. $400 •t-1/4 utilities. Includes all

bouse privileges. Call 310-836-8774.

WESTWOOD $475
WALK TO UCLA. Beautifully fumished huge

private bedroom. Kitchen, laundry, Pari<ing.

MALE STUDENT PRER Available 12-01-98.

310-473-5769.

WESTWOOD. Private room/bath. Beautiful

view, large pool, total secunty, all util. includ-

ing laundry&garage. Walk-to-campus.

$550/mo. Available through noxt year. 310-

474-5012.

WESTWOOD. Room for rent. Own bed-

room/bath. Backyard, kitchen/laundry, gated

partying, N/S, clean, quiet, female student,

aose to UCLA. $525/mo.-»-utilities. 310-477-

0112.

WLA Living room to rent. $350/mo. Close to

UCLA. 2nd floor, pool, gym, tennis, utilities

included. Female preferred. 310-445-9412.

|500

5-MIN TO CAMPUS
WESTWOOD: Available now for nonsnx>ker,

utilities included. Huge fully fumished private

bedroom in deluxe apartment. $600. Call:

310-477-2678.

ASIAN/QUIET/CLEAN. WLA—Asian lady

needs quiet roommate. Nk:ely fumished.

Bus in front of house, Westwood/Pk:o. No-

smoking/pets Private bed sharebath.

$450/month+utilities. 310^75-8787.

BEVERLY GLEN CANYON Private room in a

house. Mountaintop view, quiet, sunny.

Washer/dryer. 10 min. to UCLA. Studious,

non-smoking male tenant. $400 incl.. utili-

ties. Leave message for Jim at 310-470-

2142.

BRENTWOOD ADJ- Your own bdrtn^ba in a

4-bdrm townhouse w/all amenities. $425/mo.

310-445-1161.

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT your own bed-

room and full bath in a 4bdrm. apt. $495/mo.

w/all amenities. (310)477-6322.

CULVER CITY house-mate. Lovely area,

near buses. Hardwood floors, fully equipped

fiouse. laundry Phone-line in room. $500-

includes utilities. 310-838-1589.

ENCINO. Roommate wanted to share pleas-

ant home. Private bdrm, share kitchen, bath-

room, yard, &pool. Quiet, near bus. 2nd pri-

vate room avail. Pet negotiable. Prefer fe-

male/non-smoker. $400/mo. 818-343-6547.

PALMS-Female w/2cats to share spacious

2+1 apartment. $425/mo-f1/2bills. Smoke
outside. Small, quiet building, nice area.

Male/Female. Voicemail 818-508-9606 or

aemiliaOucla.edu.

PALMS. Student, clean, non-smoker. Spa-

cious 3bdrm, convenient location. Rent

$433. need first&last. Contact 310-838-0543

before 8pm.

-^'AfcMS/CULVER C ITY Sbdrm Ibo Guto . eo

REDONDO BEACH
Large master bdrm w/own bath in 3bdrm apt.

Share w/2 other females. Fenuile prefened.

$600/mo. Amenities included. 310-209-

0049.

UCLA APAHTMENT- Ibdnn/lba In

2t)drm/2t)a apartment. Sharing kitchen, liv-

ing-room w/UCLA Post-doc. Sunny, gated,

parting, laundry, dishwasher. $444/mo
-^1/2ulilities. 310-572-0148.

VENICE- Own bdnn in 3+3. Steps to beach.

Female preferred. Available 12-01-98. Street

parking, no pets. $485.00/mo 310-574-0016

or 310-823-6394.

VENICE/SANTA MONICA. 1 bdrm available

in 4bdrm house w/2bth. Washer/dryer, fire-

place. Backyard&hardwood floors. $425/mo,

avail 12/1. Female N/S preferred. 310-450-

3177.

SUBLET NEEDED NOW
540 KELTON Huge 3-bdnfn/2-bath w/bak»-

ny Now-December 31st for roommate wf>o's

traveling. Rent negotiable. Call ASAP:310-

208-6206.

CABO SAN LUCAS:New Year'sOSolmar

Beach Club (5-star resort). 12/26-1/2/99.

Sleeps four, partial kitchen, beach front.

$1200. Airtine tickets available. 310-474-

8125.

IDYLLWILD BEAUTIFUL MTN CABIN San
Bernardino Nat'l Forest. Fully equipped. Hot

tub. fireplaces. Views. Sfeep 4+. $250/wee-

kend. 310-794-5515 310-391-6808

10960 ROEBLING. Walk-to-campus. Fe-

male to share room. Parking, own wash-

er&dryer. Must like cats. ASAP-August. 310-

824-2526.

501 GAYLEY Seeking female to share spa-

cious single. 2 minute walk to campus.
$440/mo + utilities. Move in ASAP. 310-824-

1627.

WESTWOOD. Female roommate wanted to

share 1-bdrm/1-bath spacious apt on Land-

fair. $490/mo. Available ASAP Call 310-208-

8311.

WESTWOOD: ATRIUM COURT- One per-

son or 2people to share 1t)drm/1ba in a
2bdrm/2ba apartment. $750. Available

12/28. 1part<ing space. 310-209-3345.

BACHELOR UNIT
in Laurel Canyon for UCLA student in return

for 15-20+/hrs wori< plus salary. Senior Citi-

zen care and clerical. Must have good car.

Fax resume- ?i' -650 7211.

WLA Rent own room in large, sunny 3 bed

apartment. Secure partying near bus N/S fe-

male preferred. $485/mo. Ashlee 310-473-

8920

cured building/paridng, close 405 access,

near beach, new carpet, have cat. No move-

in (ee/deposit. $437.50/mo. + 1/2utilities. Fe-

male preferred. 310-559-5551.

WINDSOR HILLS. Male/female roommate to

share larglTand spacious 1-I)drm apartment.

Security paridng. $290/mo, utilities included

Available now. Teddy: 323-293-2725.
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Christian
Chinese Bible Church
1637 Butter Ave, LA __1
310-478-8971

Chinese Sunday Worship:

Sunday 11am in Sanctuary.

English Sunday Worship: Sunday
llanfi in Walker Hall.

Looking for a Bible-based church

close to campus? We're only min-

utes away from UCLA, come and

check us out!

Joshua House
2946 Colorado Ave., Santa Monica.

310-561-9924.

Sunday Evenings. 6:30pm.

A new weekly gathering of music.

message, and ministry for a new
generation (ages 18-32); where

the reality of life and the reality of

God meet In a relaxed and ret

tional atmosphere. For those who
wonder if there's more to life... it's

a place to come. (An extension of

Vineyard Christian Fellowship)

4ar=:^5hur-

Christian/Evangelical

Westside Oilcos Community
Church^ — :.:-•

.

- ;• '

.

. -

1989 Westwood Blvd. (& La Grange),

310-441-2125

Sunday 1pm, 3:30pm. Rides pro-

vided at Sproul Turnaround at

12:30pm and 3pm. Oikos

Christian Fellowship on Campus.

1178 Franz Hall, Thursday at

6:30pm. Start the year fresh with

God! He has wonderful blessings

in store for your life. Join us for

one of our worship services

where you will experience power-

ful worship, life-changing mes-

sages, & awesome fellowship.

Congregational
Westwood Hills Congregational

eh —
1989 Westwood Blvd. (& La Grange)

310-474-7327

(WHCChurch&aol.comJ or call toll

free 8d8-WHCHURCH

Pastor Olaf Hoeckmann-Percival.

10am worship. Open and affirm-

ing of all. Christ centered, spirit-

filled worship. Conversational ser-

mons. Music to lift your spirit!

Children's church, retreats, Bible

studies, and lots of God's Love.

http://members.aol.com/whc-

church ^

Lutheran
University Lutheran Chapel
10915 Strathmore Dr (at Gayley),

Westwood

310-208-4579

Sundays: Liturgical Worship

10:30am, Bible Study: 12:15pm.

Contemporary Worship: 4:30pm.

Wednesdays: Soup Supper: 6pm.

Undergraduate Bible Study: 7pm.

Last Wednesday of the month,

Reapers Service. 7pm

Campus Ministry Administrator.

Methodist
Westwood UMC/Westey

Foundation

10497 Wilshire Blvd. (at the comer of

Warner Ave.)

310-208-6869 or 310:474-4511

f)ttpJ/home. earthlink. net/-wurtK

Sundays: 10:30am&5:30pm.

Traditional Worship: 10:30am in

Sanctuary: Grace Land

Contemporary Worship: 5:30pm
in Helms Hall; Wes|ey Fellowship,

Pray-Play-Eat Wednesdays,

6:15pm in URC Lounge, 900
Hilgard Ave. (at LeConte Ave.)

2:30-3:40pm.

Presbyterian

Brentwood Presbyterian

Retreat from the edge! In love, we
emphasize the grace of God while

sharing the light of Christ! Rev. Tim

Seals, Pastor; Rev. Paul Drake,

Church

12000 Sari Vicente Blvd.. Los

Angeles, 90049

310-826-5656

College Age Fellowship: Sundays

11am-1 2:30pm. Worship Services:

Sundays Sam, 9:15am., 11am&6pm.

BPC is an active, warm, and compas-

sionate church. Come worship with

us or check out our College Age

Fellowship. Shuttle service available

from "Sproul Hall tumaround" at

10:40am for C.A.F

Westwood Presbyterian Church

10622 Wilshire Blvd., Los

Angeles. 310-474-4535.

Worship times: 9a.m. and 11a.m.

Excellent music. Bible and theo-

logical classes led by university

faculty. Opportunities for spiritual

growth, fellowship and service in

hands-on ministries dealing with

hunger, homeless, child-abuse,

affordable housing needs. Next to

AVCO theaters.

JV fUHj^ui S0mc0s Dirmtfry »> firitmd

gviry Pfidar. Call BtdtttDmU dt $19-

83S'2721 fot more information

^ d f
To Advortlae,

call 3io.azs.asoo

Phone Book
What are the
YeUovif Rages

longerTshelfJUfe
Your yellow pages ad has longer life span than any

other media, it is directive niedia, which means

people access your ad when they're ready to buy.

value
Your ad can be produced for free, allowing

you to save cash on your investment while

provkling results for your advertising dollar.

tnstantlaccess
Customers have imniediate access to your

advertising, and the UCL\ Yellow Pages puts your

sales message in their hands at the moment they

are ready to buy.

avaimbihty.
Your Yellow Pages ad has maximum reach

and exposure appearing 24 hours a day,

365 days a year

Circulation
18,000 copies will be hand distributed on

campus during the first week of winter quarter^

Oanuary 11-15, 1999).

Pick up your copy of the freshman Record at 1 18 Kerckhoff Hal! between the hours of 9 to 5. You need only your student ID. If you have any questions, please call 825.2640
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lately in Hollywood See page 18
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Haclcing prompts system security measures
COMPUTER SECURITY
The following are a few computer hacking terms.

Spamming ^^| Digital Signature ^^^^|
An outside client uses another computer

as a gateway to send mass quantities of

emails on to other outside users.

Allows the user to 'sign' a document

with the private Icey as a form of

authentication.

Password "sniffer" Private Key/Private Key ^B
A program that records the first 100 or so

characters typed into the computer. It

allows the outside user to access possible

passwords.

Two large prime numbers. One number

is used to encrypt information over the

computer, while the other number is

used to decode the encryption.

Digital Certificate Card ^^^^^^1
lAtomputcr file that has been dtgitatty

signed with a private key.

Source CompM fejr dieMy Brain

_ ^ credit card that has a computir init-

which stores your private key. It

performs the encryption and decryption.

COMPUTERS: New project

shall combat password

stealing, unsolicited mail

By Angela Sveda

Daily Bruin Contributor

On Nov. 14 at 2 a.m., someone

hacked into the computer science

department's server, and though the

brcalc-in was not severe, it reveals

UCLA's need for a governing body

to report such break-ins to other com-

puter servers on campus.

Over the past few years, there has

u^were increase in the number

JOHN SUEHIRO/D«iy Bruin

of hacking incidents at UCLA.
The Computer Science depart-

ment alone faces one to two hacking

attempts per week, though only five

per year prove to be successful, said

Fabrice Cuq, a programmer analyst

for the computer science depart-

ment.

This increase in "hack-attacks"

can be attributed to the rise in

Internet popularity, where users can

go to websites that describe how to

hack into computer systems.

As a result, similar hacking meth-

ods are consistently seen, said Max
Kopelevich, manager of Physical

Sciences Networking.

"Although departmental systems

and network administrators are

aware ofattacks they see against then-

systems, we do not currently have a

good global picture across the whole

campus," said Kent Wada, informa-

tion technology security coordinator.

Wada was recently hired for the spe-

cific purpose of creating this "global

picture."

According to Wada, there are

three main challenges facing UCLA.
The first is to understand the increas-

ing complexity of security exposures.

"Just keeping track of where new

security holes have appeared is a

great challenge," he said.

While UCLA uses numerous com-

puter servers that operate indepen-

dently ofeach other, their structure is

not homogenous, said Mike

Petersen, manager of Computer

Support for Life Science.

Each server is therefore suscepti-

ble to attacks such as "spamming"

and password "sniffers." Spamming

isthcNoiiihrcat facing UCLA^saii
Don Worth, manager of planning

and architecture with UCLA

SeeSECUMT^pagiTli

Services help doctoral

students master stress

DISSERTATIONS: Group

therapy assists pacing,

writer's block, anxiety

By Andy Shah
Daily Bruin Contributor

The 11,000 graduate students

on the UCLA campus may have

one thing in common: high levels

of stress.

While the amount of stress

associated with earning a master's

or doctoral degree differs for each

individual and department, grad-

uate students often encounter

higher levels of anxiety and differ-

ent causes of stress than they

faced as undergraduates.

"Graduate students stressing is

a very common experience," said

Clive Kennedy, a clinical psychol-

ogist for Student Psychological

Services (SPS).

Kennedy said that SPS holds

many group sessions throughout

the week to help graduate stu-

dents cope with the stress." It's a

very popular group," he said.

Kennedy said that many gradu-

ate students come to the support

group because they are daunted

by the enormity of writing a thesis

or dissertation.

"A lot of students get writer's

T)lock and get overwhelmed with

the task," he said. Theses and dis-

sertations are often hundreds of

pages long and require extensive

amounts of research.

Kennedy added that students

also assign a great amount of

importance to their theses and dis-

sertations.

"Students often feel. This

work represents who I am as a

person,'" Kennedy said. "They

view it as their life work."

Students are also hit with feel-

ings of inadequacy and insecurity.

"Students feel that their words

are too mundane to meet the enor-

"
' SeeD0CroilATC,page12

Bowling forward

AAHONMItHAtLTOUl

DeShaun Foster leaps over both teams for ©ne of his four touchdowns in this weekend's game against

use at the Rose Bowl. See back page for story.

Search for UC Merced chancellor begins

REGENTS: Raisini; Tunds

would help experimental

campus to open by 2005

[>*lOHIll

Rfth-year economics doaoral candidate and TA Jofdi Pral grades

Pipers, another stressor he faces while writing his dissertation.

By

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

UC President Richard Atkinson

announced plans Friday to begin

searching for a chancellor for UC
Merced, the system's planned tenth

campus.

Scheduled for completion in ^005,

the San Joaquin Valley campus will

initially hold 1,000 students, with

another 1,000 to be added each year

until it reaches its desired capacity of

20,000 to 25.000.

*Thc new UC Merced campus is a

vital part of our overall plan to ensure

that California's young people will

continue to find a place at the

University of California." Atkinson

said

With academic planning already

way. Merced's chancellor will

be charged with recruiting faculty and

staff as well as continuing physical and

academic plans.

"The selection of the campus's first

chancellor is very important since that

person will oversee the selection of the

founding faculty of the campus, and

that faculty will set a pattern of excel-

lence for years to come," he added.

The new campus will be an experi-

mental university, containing three

general areas of study rather than the

SmI w

U_^_M_k.
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Regents approve

1 999-2000 budget
Friday, the UC Board of Regents approved

their budget for 1999-2000, which will provide

for enrollment growth of 4,000 students,

expand the university's investment in technol-

ogy and maintain competitive salaries.

If passed by the state legislature in January,

the operating budget plan adopted by the

Regents will mean a 5.7 percent increase in

UC's sUte-funded budget over 1998-99, bring-

ing the total budget to $2.7 billion.

Final university spending decisions for

1999-2000 will not be made until the governor

and Legislature complete the annual state bud-

get process.

"This budget details the funding required

for the university to meet its commitments to

the people of California," said UC President

Richard Atkinson.

"The budget reflects what is needed to

maintain the quality of our research and

instructional programs, to offer a space to all

eligible California high school

graduates, and to provide the class-

es that students need to graduate in a

timely fashion," he said.

Mandatory system-wide student fees for

resident undergraduates will remain level

under the budget plan, consistent with legisla-

tion approved last year.

The 4,000 additional students planned for

in the budget include 800 additional students

in engineering and computer science - fields

that UC has targeted for enrollment growth to

address state work-force needs.

It also includes 200 students in a new UC
program that will allow students to earn a

teaching credential over two summers of

study. •

^

A $210 million capital budget - entirely

financed by the passage of Proposition IA -

was also approved during the board's meeting

in Covel Commons.
Among the 22 facilities-projects funded in

the capital budget is a health-sciences laborato-

ry building at UCLA to replace facilities dam-

aged in the 1994 Northridge earthquake. Of

the 22 budgeted facilities pro-

jects, 10 address seismic and life-

safety needs.

UC Irvine criminology

department ranks fifth

UC Irvine's I>epartment of Criminology,

Law and Society is ranked fifth among the

nation's top criminology and criminal justice

doctoral programs in a study published in the

Fall 1998 Journal of Criminal Justice

Education.

The UCI program was compared with

criminology and criminal justice programs at

20 U .S. universities registered with the

American Association of Doctoral Programs

in Criminal Justice and Criminology.

The programs were ranked according to

the number of times faculty publications were

cited in six major American criminology and

criminal justice journals, as well as the aver-

age number of publications per faculty mem-
ber.

UCI professor Joan Petersilia also received

a fifth-place ranking among the criminology

and criminal justice faculty members most fre-

quently cited in the journals studied. Her cur-

rent research focuses on the criminal justice

system's treatment of people with develop-

mental disabilities.

"We are very pleased that the quality of

UCI's Department of Criminology, Law and

Society is receiving national recognition in a

scholarly journal," said Henry Pontell, chair

of the department in UCI's School of Social

Ecology.

The ranking is all the more significant for

its comparison of UCI's criminology, law and

society department with more narrowly

focused programs in criminology and crimi-

nal justice, Pontell emphasized.

"Ours is the only criminology, law and soci-

ety program in the country with a broad-based

interdisciplinary program that looks at policy,

law and society as well as criminology and

criminal justice," he said.

Compiled fromDaily Bruin staff reports
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WHArS BREWIN'

Today Noon
University Catholic Center

Catholic mass ( 12: 10)

KerckhofT400

3 p.m.
Hillel at UCLA
"The Good Life: Can Jewish Law
be the New Model

for American Law?"

3118Rolfe

Baha'iClub

Club meeting

Ackerman 2410 • 453-9594

Northwest Auditorium

824-5016

Midnight Special Bookstore &
Cultural Center (7:30)

Free the Move 9 & Save the Life of

Mumifl Ahu-Jnma l
- 19>?9?^^

off the mark by Mark Parisi LAST DAY:

To submit final drafts of theses

to master's cortimittees for

degrees to be conferred in current

term.

LESS THAN TWO WEEKS

LEFT:

To file completed copies of the-

ses for master's degrees and dis-

sertations for doctoral degrees to

be conferred in current term with

the University Theses and
Dissertations Adviser, 330 Powell

Library.

DON'T FORGET:

The UCLA Police Department

provides free escort service every

day of the year from dusk until 1 :00

a.m. Uniformed escorts are avail-

able to walk students, fatuity and

staff members between campus
buildings and local living areas or

Westwood Village. To obtain an

escort, call 794-WALK about 10

minutes before you need one.

5 p.m.
Catholic Students Association

General meeting

Ackermkn 3508

6 p.m.
Bruin Leaders Project

Learning by doing -

experimental activities

Wooden Center -

2nd Floor Lounge

206-5071

GALA
Men's discussion group (7:30)

Kerckhoff 133 -825-8053

9 p.m.

International Folk Dance Qub
Learn famous line & partner

dances

Ackerman 2nd Floor Lounge

284-3636

Tuesday Noon
Slavic Department

Russian table

Lu Valle Commons (look for signs)

5 p.m.
Amnesty International

Meeting

Ackerman 2410 • 824-3687

Student Welfare Commissiorh

UCLA AIDS Walk planning

meeting

Kerckhoff400 • 825-7586

Kyrie-Korean Catholics

Weekly meeting - Speaker Fr. Paul

Kerckhom35

Black Pre-Health Organization

Summer programs and internships

Dodd 170

7 p.m.

Ballroom Dance Club

Swing lessons

Ackerman 2nd Roor Lounge

UCLA's Asian American Theatre

Group (7:30)

Lapu, the Coyote that Cares

"Chopscenes"

6 p.m.

Music Club

General meeting

Kerckhoff 152

hparish@ucla.edu

7 p.in.

Engineering Society of University

of California

General meeting

Reiber Hall 7 South Lounge

Catholic Students Association

Group stydy

Ackerman 3508

Midnight Special Bookstore &
Cultural Center (7:30)

California Novels • 393-2923

What's Brewin'can be reached via email at

whatsbrewin@media.ucla.edu
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Many students deuote their time

and energy to helping others learn

to read, something an estimated

1.5 million Angelenos can't do

By Trina Enriquez

Daily Bmin Contributor

On Saturday mornings, a little

boy rides his bike through the streets

of Watts so that a college student

can tutor him in reading.

He joins dozens of other people

ranging from age 7 to adult who seek

help in mastering English language

skills.

According to the U.S.

Department of Education, one in

five Americans is considered func-

ttonally illiterate .

This means that

20 percent of the

U.S. population

reads below a

fourth-grade level.

They cannot read a

menu, understand

a billing statement

or nil out a job

application.

In response to widespread illitera-

cy in the Lx)s Angeles area, several

student groups have formed at

UCLA to combat the problem.

Groups such as the Asian

American Tutorial Project, La

Escuela de la Raza, and Project

WILD (Working for Illiteracy

Development) focus outreach

efforts on Asians and Latinos.

One-on-one tutoring involves

instruction in English reading and

language skills, which, according to

an English Language Proficiency

survey, about 37 percent of illiterate

adults lack.

Also on campus is Project

Literacy, whose volunteers tutor at

public libraries in Watts and Vernon

or the community center at Mar
Vista Gardens in Culver City several

times a week.

Project Literacy was formed

eight years ago, in response to

requests from these communities for

tutoring. Demand for tutors is high,

with about 800 requests per year and

more than 70 learners on the wait

list.

Tutors provide individual atten-

tion which is often missing from

crowded Los Angeles public

schools.

"It's so important to the learners

that someone comes every week and

makes a commitment to them," says

Maddie Gygli, a Project Literacy

difccior It becomes more thMT

Student Aqivism
Second in a three-part series exploring the

ways student groups on campus tackle

issues affecting society.

just tutoring; you become personally

involved."

Learners often respond to the

one-on-one interaction with rapid

progress. They usually have fallen

behind for various reasons, which

include physical and emotional dis-

abilities, ineffective teachers and

dropping out of school.

According to the Literacy

Volunteers of America, children of

illiterate parents often don't have

role models or materials for reading,

and they consequently grow up with

severe literary deficiencies, thus per-

petuating the cycle of illiteracy.

Tutors such as third-year eco-

nomics student Lynn Etheredge

seek to break that cycle one session

at a time.

A volunteer at the Watts Public

Library, Etheredge tutors 3^year-

$eelJTEIIilCtpage6

LITERACY IN AMERICA
Functk)naliiliteracy is on the rise in the United States.

According to Unesco, the United States ranks 49th among 1 56 U.N.

member countries in its rate of literacy. This cunrent ranking reflects

a drop of 1 8 places since 1 950.

In 1 985, the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) assessed

the literacy skills of 21 - to 25-year-old American adults and found that

73 percent could not interpret a newspaper story.

Although the percentages of black and Hispanic adults are much higher

than the percentages of white adults, the actual number of white non-

readers is twice that of the number of black and Hispanic non-readers.

According to the National Commission on Excellence In Education,

functional illiteracy among minority youths is about 40 percent.

One-half of all adults in federal and state correctional facilities cannot

read or write at all.

U.S. Department of Education statistics show 60 percent of prison inmates

as illiterate, and 85 percent of juvenile offenders have problems reading.

SoMTtf litWKy Vflluntwn ot Antwiu. Nx
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Historic tiouse may be torn • fiwn
FRATERNITY: Tilden Studies Center plans

to remodel former Kappa Sigma building

By KwiM Tnonipsoci

Daily Bruin GHitributor

The former Kappa Sigma fraternity house, designed by

well-known Los Angeles architect Paul Revere Williams,

may be remodeled or torn down for use by its new owners.

The house, located at 1 1024 Strathmore Dr., has been

empty since UCLA's Kappa Sigma chapter closed in 1995.

A non-profit Catholic educational organization called

Tilden Studies Center acquired the property in August 1997.

Kappa Sigma closed its UCLA chapter without contro-

versy several years ago.
**
It just closed kind of on its own free will. I guess it was

largely due to (declining memberships)," said Scott Carter,

the fraternity and sorority adviser.

Tilden Studies Center purchased the property with the

intention of doing minor remodeling, but the discovery of

water and termite damage spawned discussion of more

extensive plans, which would require that the house be

See HOUSE, page 11

MICHAEL ROSS WACHT/D«iy Bruin Senior Staff

The former Kappa Sigma fraternity house was bought by a Catholic group that

now considers remodeling the house, but city ordinances may not allow them to.

TIBET
This is where Tibet used to be, before Chinese takeover. Students promote

awareness with

X>YaCHON/lMly Bruin

RESPONSE: UCLA chapter to reveal

human rights abuses, ethnic genocide

By Yiloc Lai -^ -

Daily Bruin Contributor

In a Nov. 10 meeting witii President Ginton, the

Dalai Lama - Tibet's spiritual and political leader - dis-

closed his intention of opening talks with the Chinese

government in hopes of gaining a greater degree of

autonomy for the Chinese-occupied province.

The UCLA chapter of Students for a Free Tibet

(SFT) is responding to the Dalai Lama's visit to

America by tentatively planning a Free Tibet Film

Festival, featuring a collection of documentaries and

SeeTIKLpagelO

Group helps

transfers cope

with transition

to university

OUTREACH: Association's

mentors aid in academic,

social adaption to campus

By Batten Ortutay^

Daily Bruin Staff

That lost, lonely feeling many
encounter when entering UCLA is

not limited to the students fresh out of

high school.

Transfer students, even with two

years of college already behind them,

face similar difficulties, in addition to

dealing with unique problems that

range from social to academic,

according to Transfer Student

Association (TSA) President Johnny

Briones.

"They feel isolated because it's a

bigger school compared to communi-

ty colleges," he said. "Also (because

most of them are used to the semester

system), they have to adjust to the

quarter system, and they have to do it

Daiy Bniin News Monday, November 23, 1996 5
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To help transfer students adjust to

UCLA, the association holds an

annual transfer student reception and

sponsors a mentorship program. But

this year, TSA started out with only

four members, so it was difficult to

organize the more than 1,000 transfer

students admitted to UCLA, Briones

said.

"I personally had to call 300 people

for our last reception," Briones said.

Since then, TSA membership has

increased to 15, but this still doesn't

amount to much compared to the

thousands of transfer students attend-

ing UCLA, Briones said.

In addition to the reception, which

aims to welcome transfer students in a

See 1S^ page 11
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Commission

has available Director, Assistant
Director, and 3taff positions in the

foUowing committees:

AIDS Awareness
UCLA Blood Drive

Campus Retention

Campus Safety

Health and Fitness

Multicultural Awareness

Nutritionai Heaitli

Sexual AssaultAwareness

Substance Abase Awareness
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House to resolve Ointon impeachment
IMPEACHMENT: Debate

on removing president

from office continues

ByVinceGoNe
The New York Times

WASHINGTON - U.S. House

Speaker-elect Bob Livingston said

the decision on whether to impeach

President Bill Clinton should be

made by the end of the year, saying

he'd even call for a special congres-

sional session to meet that deadline.

Livingston said if the House

Judiciary Committee recommends

impeachment after deciding there's

enough evidence Clinton commit-

ted perjury or asked others to lie

about his relationship with Monica

Lewinsky, the House of

Representatives should need only a

few hours of discussion.

"I wouldn't imagine it would take

a lot of debate," the Louisiana

Republican said on NBC televi-

sion's "Meet the Press." "Most of

the iaauea have been on the table ther

replace Gingrich as speaker in

January.

The only obstacle to a quick reso-

lution would be if more evidence

from Independent Counsel

Kenneth Starr's office is delivered

to the conunittee, he said.

An increasing number of

Repu1)licans are eager to see the

impeachment issue resolved as soon

as possible, as are many Democrats.
*"! really do think that Chairman

(Henry) Hyde wants to get this

thing over as every other member of

the Judiciary Committee wants to

do, and I think they'll have it done

before the end of the year,"

Representative J.C. Watts of

Oklahoma said oti "Fox News
Sunday." Watts last week was elect-

ed House Republican Conference

chairman.

Delaware Democrat Joseph

Biden agreed that the House should

make up its mind.

"The House should ... make a

decision, demonstrate it has the

capacity to arrive at a bipartisan

decision on this and if they conclude

noth ing could or showid happen.

last year, and (we should) consider

two or three hours of debate, vote

on the issue up or down and be done

with it."

"I'd be prepared to ask (current

House Speaker) Newt Gingrich ...

to call us in a special session this

year," said Livingston, who will

then I think that we should move

on," Biden said, also on Fox News
Sunday.

If there are grounds for impeach-

ment, the Republicans "should get

on with it," Biden said. "Indict him.

— ^See aiNTON, page 8

The Associated Press

House Speaker-elect Rep. Bob Livingston (R-La.) discusses his

goals during NBC's "Meet the Press" In Washington on Sunday.

Gang fight

spurs rioters

to loot, bum

churches

INDONESIA: Outbreak of

violence speculated as

politically motivated

BySethMydans
The New York Times

JAKARTA, Indonesia — A gang

fight between Muslims and Christia

migrants erupted into fierce rioting

Sunday in this already tense city.

Officials reported that six people

were killed and near4y a dozen

churches were burned or damaged.

The rioting was not related to the

political demonstrations and military

gunfire that have kept the city on

edge for more than a week. But it was

a sharp reminder of the potential for

"violence that liesjust beneath the sur*

Chinese presklent departs for Russia, Japan
SUMMIT: Jiang Zemin

will discuss economics,

past grievances in visits

By Erik Eckhotm
The New York Times

BEIJING - President Jiang

Zemin left China Sunday for consec-

utive visits to Russia, where he is to

meet with Boris Yeltsin, and Japan,

for the first visit ever by a Chinese

head of state.

Jiang's visit to Russia is the latest

of several summit meetings between

the giant neighbors, who appear

determined to foster friendly ties

despite a history of bitter feuding.

At a meeting in Beijing last year.

China - which remains a

Communist dictatorship - and

Russia - which under Yeltsin over-

threw Communism - declared a

"strategic partnership." It is part of

an effort by both countries to bal-

ance the influence of the United

States in Asia.

But China recognizes that its rela-

tions with the West, especially the

United States, are far more impor-

tant to its development in the years

ahead. Jiang also has made an agree-

ment with President Clinton to build

a strategic partnership.

The Russians, with a degenerate

economy, are hoping for mor prof-

itable ties. "Economic cooperation

should be upgraded from simple

trade patterns to large-scale coopera-

tion," Russia's ambassador to

China, Igor Rogachev, said last

week.

Trade between the two countries

has declined this year. Its main dri-

ving force these days seems to be

China's purchase of Russian fighter

jets, submarines and other weapons

as it seeks to upgrade its backward

armed forces.

Jiang will reportedly offer human-

itarian aid to the Russians, a reversal

from the 1950 when Soviet advisers

tried to help China build a socialist

state.

Yeltsin and Jiang also expect to

celebrate the completion of a border

agreement, essentially finished last

year, demarcating the common
2,700-mile border that was the site of

conflicts in the 1960s.

On Nov. 25, Jiang will fly to Japan

for five days. Although China and

Japan have many economic ties,

they remain wary neighbors. China

still nurses grievances from the bru-

tal Japanese occupation of much of

its territory in the 1930s and 1940s,

and worries that Japan will be drawn

into U.S. plans for the possible

defense of Taiwan, which it consid-

ers a renegade province.

In the last few weeks the Chinese

have engaged in unusual public

diplomacy, with officials expounding

on the need for Japan to issue its

most forthright apology ever for its

past sins.

In a visit to Tokyo earlier this

month, the South Korean president

See VISIT, page 11

face of Indonesia as it suffers through

a period of political turmoil and deep

economic pain.

For nearly two years - beginning

well before the political and econom-

ic crisis that forced former President

Suharto from office in May - the

country has suffered an epidemic of

local riots touched off by grievances

and conflicts of all sorts.

The clash Sunday involved

Catholic migrants from the eastern

island ofAmboina and did not at first

focus on the ethnic Chinese, who
have been the target of much of the

recent violence here. But the arson

and looting spread quickly into

Chinese neighborhoods, where resi-

dents armed and barricaded them-

selves in a now-familiar drill.

Officials said Sunday's violence

appeared to have erupted following a

dispute at a gambling hall and a

stone-throwing attack by Ambonese-

Catholics on a mosque.

It was the worst outbreak of vio-

lence to hit Jakarta's Chinese neigh-

borhoods since the huge riots in mid-

May that helped push Suharto from

office. Most of the damage from

those riots remains, with shops still

standing in burned-out rows and sev-

eral department stores blackened and

See RIOT, page 6

WORLD & NATION BRIEFS

Clinton urges Japan

to repair its economy
TOKYO - President Clinton pressed

Japan Friday to take aggressive measures to

end its deepest recession since World War II

and said open markets are critical to its recov-

ery. "Protectionism is a no-growth strategy

that offers no way out of the current economic

crisis," he said.

Joining Prime Minister Keizo Obuchi at a

news conference at the conclusion of two days

of talks, Qinton praised Japan's efforts to

repair its faltering economy.

"He has announced a plan to stimulate the

economy with tax cuts and public investment,"

Clinton said of Obuchi. He praised the

Japanese prime minister particularly for his

plan to reform his country's banking system

**Thc United Statei wants, needs and

believes in a strong Japan," CImton said

Incraattd trade and investment in Japan

jobs and economic growth, he

added. °

"Today, I believe Japan has -

amidst all the difficulties - a win-win

proposition," the president said.

Clinton and Obuchi addressed

reporters at the stately Akasaka Palace after

about 90 minutes of private discussion early

Friday. The bilateral talks - which ranged

from human rights and security concerns in

North Korea to reform within the United

Nations Security Council, will continuC'Avhen

the prime minister makes an official visit tb the

United States next year. ^'—^

Congress adds diversity

to House hierarchy
^

WASHINGTON - House Republicans

gave their only African American member the

fourth-ranking slot in the House hierarchy

WedMMlty as they chose some new faces and

some familiar ones as leaders in the next

C

rfMMI riMMMa^ *mm «*^^

Rep. J.C. Watts (R-Okla.), a for-

mer All-America quarterback,

became the first African American

to hold a Republican leadership posi-

tion in the House when he defeated Rep.

John Boehner (R-Ohio) for Republican

Conference chairman, whose job is to pro-

mote the party's agenda and keep members

informed about legislation.

Boehner had sought a third two-year term

as chairman, but he absorbed some of the

blame for the Republicans' ineffectiveness

over the past two ye^us.

Watts, who won 121-93, said Jiis election

sends a message of Republican inclusiveness.

it's good for the Republican Party for

America to know that the Republican Party -

that we're a party ofmen and women, and red,

yellow, brown, black and white Americans."

said Watts, who turned 41 Wednesday.

With Newt Gingrich stepping down at the

end of the current term. Republicans unani-

mously chose Rep Bob Livinpton of

Louisuina as their ciadMlile for

Smoking related to

many deaths in China
BEIJING — For the first time scientists

have calculated the devastating toll ofcigarette

smoking in China and declared the country to

be on the verge of a calamitous epidemic of

smoking-related deaths that may well kill one

in three Chinese men.

In a country where 70 percent of men
smoke, there are now 2,000 smoking-related

deaths a day, the researchers said. That num-

ber will increase to 8,000 a day by the middle

of the next century unless public health mea-

sures are taken.

There is an unprecedented epidemic of

smoking deaths," Dr. Chen Zhengming, a

Chinese researcher now based at Oxford

University, told a news conference Thursday

in Beijing. "And China is still in the early stages

of the epidemic."

CoMpNed from Bruin wire reports
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LITERACY
From pages

old Leonettc Smith, a woman with

dyslexia, every Saturday morning.

The two women sit at a table

reviewing the phonics of various pre-

fixes and suffixes.

"No, I don't want to review,"

groans Smith, as Etheredge pulls out

the phonics manual. Yet she immedi-

ately focuses on sounding out and say-

ing the word endings, pausing on the

suffix "-ang."

'"•Ang is said without a hard 'g' at

the end," says Etheredge, demonstrat-

ing the proper sound.

Smith looks at her apprehensively.

"But if you say it that way, it sounds

like '-an.'"

"No, '-an' is a little different from '-"

ang,'" Etheredge explains as she

emphasizes the two endings. "Hear

the difference?"

Still doubtful. Smith gives a comic

shudder and shakes her head. "All

right, let's just hang '-ang,'" she says

firmly before both women break into

laughter.

When they first began reading

together last October, Etheredge

remembers, "Leonette started out

stumbling a lot - you could tell she did-

n't read at all. Yet, already she's

improved tremendously."

"She'll rip on herself, but she's

extremely determined," Etheredge

continues. "Joking about it is her way

ofmakingitfun."

Smith was diagnosed with dyslexia

when she was in 11th grade. Though

she wasn't reading at recommended

grade levels, teachers kept passing her

until she graduated from a local high

school.

"When I was growing up, I'd say

words backwards and get whupped

for it," Smith recalls. "But the school

system just kept passing me because

they didn't want to deal with me any-

more."

After graduation. Smith's mother

"helped her fin out job applications she

couldn't comprehend. Eventually, she

landed a job running Xerox machines

and binding copies in books - "only by

memory," she said - which she has

done for the past 17 years.

Smith is currently looking for other

jobs, but she realized that she couldn't

get paid more unless she knew how to

read. She searched for literacy tutor-

ing programs but was told that it

would cost her up to S2,500 to learn

how to read.

Also, the programs she found were

only offered during the day. Her job

wouldn't allow her lime ofT to take the

courses, and she needed to work in

order to help support her family.

Smith also tried the home-learning

program Hooked on Phonics, but she

couldn't make sense of the corrections

when she faltered.

"You can't tell someone why some-

thing's supposed to be changed and

not give them a valid reason for it,"

Smith says. "If nobody's there to cor-

rect you, you'll never understand

where you're making mistakes."

It is for that reason that Smith has

never missed a session with Etheredge.

"I didn't really want to be here (get-

ting tutored)," Smith says, "but I'm

here because I had to do something

about (my illiteracy). Otherwise it's

never going to get done, and nobody

else can do it for me.

"It kind of bothers me that I can't

help my own child with homework,"

she adds softly. "Sometimes I feel like

breaking down and crying because I

can't read something and teach my
chUd (about it)."

Sometimes, she continues, that's

why a person doesn't want to go to a

parent-teacher conference. Or to a

Bible study at church, because they

make you read aloud.

"I'm tired of being afraid to pick up

a book," says Smith, who has never

finished reading one. "I may read the

first page, but if it's too hard to com-

prehend, back down it goes."

She promised herself that before

she turned 40, she would know how to

read and use a dictionary.

"I'm tired of being shoved under

the table, so that's why this reading has

to be done," Smith says.

"But I don't think it's fair," she

adds. "I wish I could go back to all my
teachers, dead or alive, and tell them it

wasn't fair for them to pass me when I

wasn't at the (reading level I was sup-

posed to be at."

She pauses. "If people can't read,

they can't go anywhere in life. They'll

be like me, with a boring job, boring

everything."

Smith is one ofan estimated 1.5 mil-

lion illiterate adults in Lx)s Angeles

county, only 4 percent of whom are

served by existing illiteracy programs.

Illiteracy creates a vicious cycle

which often relegates people to menial

labor and minimum wage.

Lacking the financial resources to

educate themselves, illiterate people

are unable to break that cycle without

the help of programs such as Project

Literacy, which targets a problem that

affects 45 million individuals in the

United States alone.

Volunteers often speak of the need

to give back to the conununity, and

they claim that turning their backs on

people who exhibit bravery and moti-

vation to tackle their illiteracy would

be terrible.

"I mean, it's a Saturday and she's

1 3 years old," said Andrew McElroy, a

second-year student who has tutored

the same girl since last year. "When 1

was 13, I wouldn't have done any

homework on a Saturday."

Helping one student at a time, how-

ever, embodies the commitment that

will eventually lead to the changes nec-

essary to combat illiteracy in the

United States.

"It's a dog-eat-dog world out there

and if you don't got yours, tl^y sure

ain't gonna give it to you," Smith says

emphatically.

"Dreams get drowned out when

you can't do anything about them. To
make them come true, you have to

understand how to read," she adds.
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RIOT
From page 5

empty.

The Associated Press quoted offi-

cials as saying that at least 1 1 church-

voUeys ofgunfire in an attempt to sub-

due the crowds. By evening the riots

had subsided and lines of soldiers,

redeployed from areas of the city

where students had been marching

last week, stood guard against the

mobs.

es had been vandalized affd four The day liad staned quiedy as ihe

Looters played musical

instruments from the

church before

smashtf^ or steQlin§=

and smashing windows.

Mobs waved the green flag of a

Muslim political party as they surged

down alleys in a Chinese quarter,

where they targeted gambling halls

and karaoke bars as well as Christian

churches, witnesses said. At one

A military spokesman, Syamsu

Maarf, also said 163 soldiers had been

disciplined for the shootings and beat-

ings, including 12 officers who had

failed to control their troops.

The Armed Forces chief. Gen.

Wiranto, who like many Indonesians

fix

^Jir=:^>

fix
*4>

Gist Wrap ^

30%0FF *

burned on Sunday. A gambling hall

was set on fire, and a Catholic giris

school was set alight and ransacked.

Scores of shops were burned or loot-

ed, and cars and motorcycles were

also set on fire.

Armored personnel carriers rolled

through streets of smashed store-

fronts, and troops fired tear gas and

city, filled with sunshine, seemed to

settle down from more than a week of

disturbances related to a parliamen-

tary session that set the groundwork

for a general election next year.

Following the deaths of 16 demon-

strators in clashes between students

and soldiers, the city has been filled

over the past week with student

them.
church, they said, looters played uses only one name, also repeated

demonstrations, winding through the

streets on foot or on buses.

Sunday's violence quickly became

deadly as gangs fought- each other

with knives and sticks, throwing rocks

musical instruments from the church

before smashing or stealing them.

Reporting on its continuing

inquiry into its shootings of demon-

strators last week, the military said

Sunday that live bullets had been

found in the bodies ofsome of the vic-

tims. But it said they were of a kind

that is not used by the military.

Sunday the government's assertion

that the violence last week was insti-

gated by political figures intent on

bringing down President B.J.

Habibie.

"These radical groups mobilized

the students and joined with them,"

the general said. "They also mobilized

civilian mobs."
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aiNTON
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Send it over to us and let us decide."

An increasing number ofCongress

members say there aren't enough

votes foe impeachment in the House.
**We're not going to have impeach-

ment," said Charles Schumer, a

Representative from New York who
recently won election to the U.S.

Senate, 'i wouldn't be surprised if 40

to 60 Republicans vote against

impeachment."

Schumer, speaking on CBS televi-

sion's "Face the Nation," said

Ointon should receive ^'some kind of

punishment," though. He said

Livingston, Hyde and leading

Democrats should "sit down this

week" and come up with a "suitable

punishment in the form of a censure

or rebuke, and move forward."

Livingston himself left open the

possibility Congress will consider an

alternative to impeachment, though

he said that should be decided by the

Senate, not the House. He said if the

Judiciary Committee sends articles of

impeachment to the full House, then

the alternative of censuring Qinton

"may well be an option."

Yet censure - which Livingston

It's likely Congress will ...

(change) the role of the

independent counsel.

ca'led '*i version ofplea bargaining" -

is "more appropriately a question for

the Senate than the House," since it's

the Senate that would vote on

whether to remove the president from

office after he's impeached, or

charged, by the House.

Censure is something the White

House 'tertainly would not rule out,"

said Greg Craig, special counsel to

Ginton, on "Meet the Press.

"The president has said, and I want

to repeat, that we are in favor of any

serious and reasonable proposition

that has the promise of bringing this

to a prompt and just conclusion,'

Craig said.

The growing opposition to

impeachment in Congress is linked to

public sentiment, as expressed in

dozens of polls over the past several

months. A CBS News poll taken after

Starr's testimony showed that while

65 percent said Starr did a goodjob of

presenting his case to the Judiciary

Committee last week, 60 percent

think his investigation was partisan

and only 30 percent feel the president

should be removed from office.

As the process has worn on the

American public, it's likely Congress

will be considering a change in the

role of the independent counsel, he

said.

*i think that we probably will end

up tightening it up substantially,

Livingston said. "Any investigation

by an independent counsel that goes

on for three, four, five, six years obvi-

ously needs to be looked at. As a for-

mer criminal prosecutor, I don't see

why an investigation of this sort needs

to go on quite this long."
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Pick up your cx)py of the Freshman Record at 118 KerckhofiFHall between the hours of 9 to 9.

You need only your student ID. If you have any questions, please call 825.2640

V
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Junior
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'T/
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The Westside's best deli is offering

I

for students between 3:00 and 5:00 pm.
(Show your student ID to your server and get a great discount)
Offer only good for restaurant items, does not include dell, bakery, or delivery services.

1-800-475-5771
2379 Westwood Blvd. at Pico

Offer ends 11-31-98

''I want that car. I need that car."

University Credit Union

has your used car loan!

You can totally sea yourself driving this carl Turn to University Credit Union
(UCU) for your car loan. UCU is the campus' source for low-cost financial

services, available to UCLA students, staff, faculty and Alumni Association
members. Visit our on-campus office at Ackerman Union, A-Level (across from
textbooks). Phone: (310) 477-6628.

Apply on-line at www.ucu,ora or call toll-free at (800) 647-8136.
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MERCED
From page 1

traditional structure of specific

majors. The three areas will be Social

Science and Public Policy; Science

and Technology; and Arts and
Culture.

This structure has caused concern

from UCLA's Academic Senate,

which predicts graduates will be at a

disadvantage without a specific area

of study.

"It will be a broad-based under-

graduate program. There will be no

particular majors, (and) this has

caused a lot of problems for us," said

Chand Viswanathan, last year's chair

of the academic senate. "If you want

to experiment, a new campus is not

the place to do it."

However, board chairman John

Davies emphasized that the new
chancellor will help the academic

structure evolve as the campus grows.

"It's important to have the new
chancellor in place to guide the early

academic and physical planning of

UC Merced, as well as to begin the

recruitment of the founding faculty,"

Davies said. He also emphasized that

the structure of the campus has not

yet been fmalized.

"We will want to select a person of

national stature to help UC Merced
realize its position as a full partner

with our existing nine campuses,"

Davies continued.

The Office of the President, which

will begin advertising nationwide for

the c'haiicellor iihip niwa^ TTKjnthf

enrollment growth, expected to

increase 3 to 4 percent annually, it is

important for Merced to open in

2005.

The board is counting on the UC's

prominence as the nation's top fund-

raiser to guarantee that Merced will

be ready in time. The UC raised

$754.5 million last year alone. The

UC Regents will try to use this track

record to secure additional funding

needed for the tenth campus.

Proposition 1 A, passed earlier this

month, will provide $55 million for

Merced alone. Since those funds will

not be available until 2000, however,

the board is currently focusing on

short-term fund raising.

To this end, the board raised its

support for UC Merced planning and

development to $9.9 million, by

increasing the allotment by $5 million

in the 1998-99 budget.

The California Legislature has also

made a one-time appropriation of

$1.5 million to support development

of a network of distributed learning

centers throughout the San Joaquin

Valley, which will serve largely as

extension educational facilities simi-

lar to UCLA's extension program.

The Merced site was selected

because Central Valley residents cur-

rently do not have a UC campus with-

in close distance, according to UC
spokesman Mark Aydelotte. Also,

the site was attractive because of its

proximity to wilderness areas.

"The campus is in San Joaquin

Valley with access to the Sierra

Nevada," Aydelotte said. "It will be

expects the search to be complete by

March 1999. If all goes as planned,

the new chancellor will be named by

July 1, 1999.

The board also approved a recom-

mendation to seek additional funding

to ensure that development of the

Merced campus will remain on

schedule.

In order to accommodate future

nflflf YowmUfl and iha mo^t Irtipbr-

tant wilderness areas in the state,

(which) will be the subject of

research."

The new campus will sit on 2,000

acres near the foothills of the Sierra

Nevada. In addition, the area sur-

rounding the campus is reserved for

an 8,300-acre university community

development featuring residential,

office and retail areas.

TIBET
From page 4

feature films, and a freedom concert

to educate students on what it sees as

the Chinese government's flagrant

violations of the Tibetans' human
rights.

Currently, SFT plans on showing

four documentaries about Tibet for

the festival, which it hopes will take

place at UCLA's James Bridges

Theater in late January.

T In recent years, the international

movement to expand the human
rights ofTibetans has gained momen-
tum and attracted a younger audi-

ence.

Rage Against the Machine, the

Beastie Boys, Smashing Pumpkins
and Sonic Youth came together for

last year's Tibetan Freedom Concert.

Movies such as the 1997 releases

"Kundun" and "Seven Years in

Tibet" have also raised awareness in

America of Tibet's political situation.

Melissa Hardy, president of the

UCLA chapter of SFT, took interest

in the issue during last year's freedom

concert in San Francisco, when
Tibetan monks spoke of their experi-

ences.

"It hit me when I saw people hear-

ing about such atrocities and still only

caring about such the trivial things as

(the performance oQ Rage Against

the Machine," Hardy said.

"SFT is here to educate others of

the human rights violations and cul-

tural genocide in Tibet so that they

may carry those ideals (of universal

human rights) into their professions."

Human rights violations ranging

fron^ political repression and reli-

gious intolerance to forced abortions

or sterilization have been reported by
the U.S. State Department and the

United Nations since the People's

Republic of China assumed control

of Tibet in 1959, forcing the Dalai

into exile in India

govemnient authonties

intensified controls on religion, and

on freedom of speech and the press,

particularly for ethnic Tibetans,"

stated the U.S. State Department's

1996 report on human rights in

China.

To ethnic Chinese, who were

raised with the notion that Tibet had

always been a Chinese province, how-

ever, the Tibetans' insistence upon
greater autonomy for the expansion

of their human rights is unfounded.

"The Chinese have neither treated

Tibet as well as they claim, nor as

badly as the Dalai Lama has

claimed," said John Jiang, a first-year

computer science and engineering

student. "China has tried to improve

the condition of the Tibetans but in a

different way that (Westerners) can't,

or don't, appreciate."

SFT has also published literature

claiming that China has kidnapped

the Panchen Lama, a child thought to

be the spiritual reincarnation of a

high Tibetan priest. The current

Panchen Lama disappeared over a

year ago.

China maintains such tight con-

trols over Tibet because of Tibet's

"rich natural resource deposits,

strategic military location in central

Asia, (which enables it) to station

missiles directed toward India, and

its racially motivated imperialist poli-

cy," according to literature published

by the SFT.

Tibet's strategic position is what

concerns the SFT most.

"(Deciding) whether the rape of a

nun or the forced sterilization of a

pregnant woman is worse is like

choosing between the lesser of two

evils," Hardy said. "Realizing that

the Tibetans can't continue living

under such brutal conditions is

what's important.**

Chinese authonties have yet to

respond to the Dalai Lama's request

to open negotiations, despite ChineK
President Jiang Zemin's June
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TSA
From page 4

social setting, the TSA mentorship

program provides one-on-one guid-

ance to incoming transfer students by

pairing them up with transfer students

already attending UCLA.
The program is not running this

quarter, according to TSA member
Graciela Villa, but is planned for the

spring of 1999.

Villa, a third-year sociology stu-

dent, said in her experience peer coun-

selors often don't meet transfer stu-

dents' needs.

As part of the Academic

Advancement Program (AAP), Villa

was assigned a peer counselor who
was not a transfer student and could

not answer all of her questions.

"It felt weird that my AAP coun-

selor was younger than me," she said.

Villa added that the TSA mentor-

ship program aims to lessen the "lack

of networking" that exists between

transfer students. By meeting other

students in the same situation, trans-

fer students have the opportunity to

see that their problems are not

unique.

In addition to social isolation.

transfer students are also faced with

academic challenges that come with

entering a four-year college as a

junior.

"You feel kind of left out during

Welcome Week," Villa said. She

added that while the event says it wel-

comes all incoming students, she felt it

targeted freshmen while mostly ignor-

ing transfer students.

Letters and Sciences Academic

Advisor Bruce Barbee said most

transfer students are working and

many have families, which adds to the

pressures of adjusting to a four-year

university.

He echoed Briones' statement

regarding the difficulty transfers have

in adjusting to the quarter system.

"They have to adapt to a 10-week

system instead of an 18-week semes-

ter,"* he said, adding that this requires

a significant change in study habits.

Barbee said that while it is "easier

to figure out" the needs of incoming

freshmen, the opportunities for help

are there equally for all entering stu-

dents.

While TSA mostly targets students

already at UCLA, beginning next fall

they plan to launch an outreach pro-

gram at local and state-wide commu-
nity colleges.

HOUSE
From page 4

brought up to current city building

codes.

each other. It would be very much
like a fraternity, in that way," Alejafto

said.

"There would be a chaplain

because education without spirituali-

ty isn't really complete," he added.
-w

ifte aremtcet teid us that \i we iiiden Studies Cen ter currently

have 37 rooms, we'd have to add 60

parking spaces," said Carlos Alejafio,

co-founder of Tilden Studies Center.

According to Alejafio, this could

require tearing down half of the

building and replacing it with a park-

ing structure.

"It's too expensive. It's just not

feasible, so we have to go back to the

drawing board," Alejafio said.

Although it is unlikely that Tilden

Studies Center can raise enough

money to make the construction pos-

sible, there is concern about the

future of the 1936 building because

Williams designed the house.

Williams was one of the first

African American architects in Los

Angeles. During the 1920s and 1930s,

Williams designed hundreds of build-

ings, including UCLA's Chi Omega
sorority house and Franz Hall.

"It's just one of those romantic

"things, but in reality, it's just useless.

There's really not much left of the

original value of the building,"

Alejafio said.

Tilden Studies Center, which is

affiliated with a Catholic group called

Opus Dei, planned to use the house

as a home and meeting place for

UCLA students. According to

Alejafio, the international organiza-

tion Opus Dei concentrates on col-

leges.

"Our idea was to create an envi-

ronment for college students from

different majors and cultures to come

together in a non-class setting to help

owns several houses on Levering

Drive. The group hoped these houses

would be temporary locations, until a

larger site was acquired. The Kappa
Sigma house was to be that larger

site.

Tentative plans for the house

include 37 rooms, most of which

would serve as living quarters for stu-

dents and the house's staff, including

a chaplain.

Alejafio was uncertain what would

become of the house ifTilden Studies

was unable to go through with the

planned renovations.

"It's very much at the initial devel-

opment stage," he said. "It's a little

premature to even say. I don't want

to promise more than we can deliv-

er."

According to Alejafio, if construc-

tion began now, it would be two years

before the property would be ready

for use. The group chose this proper-

ty because of its proximity to UCLA
and because it is already zoned for

many residents.

"It was large and already had the

proper zoning. We thought we could

have a continuation of a fraternity,

but we realized that romanticism

doesn't always work," Alejafio said.

According to Alejafio, plans are

on hold, but Tilden Studies is making

efforts to raise money for the project.

Another meeting with architects is

scheduled for Dec. 4.

"That meeting will really be the

deciding point," Alejafio said.

VISIT
From page 5

received a clear apology from the

Japanese and Japanese officials sug-

gested that they would do the same

for China.

But that has not stopped Chinese

officials from dwelling on the matter.

"Every now and then, some

Japanese political figures will jump

up to deny the country's past aggres-

«sion in China," China's foreign min-

ister. Tang Jiaxuan, said last week.

"Japan has never completely aban-

doned its mihtarist past."

China is also pressing Japan to

make a clear public statement about

the status ofTaiwan, much as Clinton

did during his visit to China last sum-

mer when he reiterated the opposi-

tion of the United Stales to formal

Taiwanese independence.
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Make a Study Date with SAA
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study in the Alumni Center frdln

10 a.m. " ^2 p.m. throughout

Final's Week. Free cookies,

drinks, and bluebooks will be

available.
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Show your BruinCord at the
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TIBET
From page 10

pronliae to open the '*door to negotia-

tions" for a more autonomous Tibet

upon the Dalai Lama's acknowledge-

ment of Chinese sovereignty over the

region, according to a New York

Times article.

The Dalai Lama originally

acknowledged the notion in the hope

that it would lead to an expansion of

the Tibetans' human rights and the

protection of their distinct culture

through the lessening of Chinese con-

trol, according to statements

by his government in

,\ Spring Sing ^99
^

SAA is looking for musical acts to compete in Sprincj Sing, UCLA's olc

est and greatest musical tradition. If you're interested in being

involved in our spectacular 50th anniversary event, you need to be at

our Information Meeting Tuesday, Nov. 24 at 7 p.m. at the Alumni

Centet. Call (310) UCLA-SAA for more information.
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mity of the task," Kennedy said.

These feehngs may lead to writer's

block, procrastination or even

depression.

"If you're unsure if you are sufH-

ciently knowledgeable about making

a contribution to your field, it'll be

harder to writ^ another chapter of

your thesis," Kennedy said.

He added that many students who

are insecure of their abilities are actu-

ally comf)etent high-achievers.

Adding to the stress is that gradu-

ate theses and dissertations are usual-

ly highly specific.

David Beaudry, a fourth-year doc-

toral candidate in music, said it took

him roughly a year to think of adifc

sertation topic.

"You have to define a topic, get

focused and find something you can

answer," said Beaudry, who is focus-

ing on the role digital technology will

play in classical performance. "It

takes a long time."

Also, graduate students have to

become more self-sufficient. Karleen

Boyle, a sixth-year doctoral candi-

date in biology, said she was "naive"

about what to expect from graduate

work.

"1 expected it to be challenging,

but I didn't know it would be this

super-stressful," said Boyle, who is

specializing in ecology.

Boyle said she and her colleague,

Kathy Boyer, a second-year doctoral

candidate in biology, put in 60-hour

weeks because they do a lot of field

work.

Boyle said that she wasn't fully

aware of all the aspects of graduate

work, such as writing grants and

speaking at conferences. She said*

that these activities can be tough to

balance because she usually has four

to five projects going on at once.

"I could be writing a grant for one

project, collecting data for another

one, analyzing data for a third one

and presenting data for a fourth

one," she said.

Boyer said that graduate students

are judged on more than their acade-

mic work.

"We're also judged on our ability

to publish and present at confer-

ences," she said. "So there's a con-

stant pressure to complete things

while starting new things."

Boyle said that many students are

"unprepared" for graduate work.

"You have to do it because you're

passionate about it," she said,

"Graduate school is great, but the

wrong reason to go is if you're

unsure of what you want to do after

you graduate, so you think, 'Oh, I'll

just go to grad school.'"

Kennedy said that graduate cur-

ricula are not as structured as under-

graduate courses, which may fuel

procrastination.

"In undergraduate courses,

you're usually told what to do. You

have things like course outlines and

syllabi," he said. "Many graduate

courses are not like that. No one's

waking you up telling you that you

have to write three chapters by this

date."

Graduate students also work with

advisors, who may pose problems at

times.

"Your relationship with your advi-

sor is paramount," Kennedy said.

"You need a good working relation-

ship and good communication."

Kennedy said that students may

be afraid to see their advisors when

they start to procrastinate, which

may lead to little progress and feel-

ings of depression and insecurity.

"Some advisors are very person-

able and helpful." he said. "Others

are like slave drivers who have very

little tolerance for procrastination."

To cope with this stress, Kennedy

suggests that students construct their

own timetables

"You should create yoiff own
'
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structure, like a time line or a dead-

line," he said. "It's making a little

monster out of a big monster."

Also, he suggests that students

also "understand how negative think-

ing can contribute to writing block."

In addition, he suggests that stu-

dents learn self-discipline and pac-

ing.

"You have to be able to work

focused, then be able to relax and

reward yourself," he said. "It's all

about keeping a balance."

Boyle said she is taking Tai Chi

lessons to help her cope.

"It's helping," she said.

Kennedy emphasized that stress is

shared by all graduate students, so

group therapy may be helpful.

For information on dealing with dis-

sertation stress, call SPS at 825-0768.

SECURITY
From page 1

Administrative Information

Systems.

Spamming is a term used to

describe what happens when outside

clients use computer servers such as

UCLA's as a gateway to send copies

of unsolicited e-mail to other outside

clients. Although the perpetrator and

the recipient of the "spam" are not

rfigilittted wkh UCLA, tha oatiittl 9

mail carries UCLA's name

UCLA then receives complaints

from recipients of "spam," while the

perpetrator remains unidentified.

Ultimately, spamming slows down

the server.

Another problem facing UCLA's

computer security is password "snif-

fers." Hackers may install a pass-

word "sniffer," which records the

first 100 or so characters typed into

the computer. The hacker can then

test the recorded characters as possi-

ble passwords, allowing entrance

into other computer systems. To

hackers, UCLA is appealing because

of the high-profile faculty and staff,

some of whom have access to inter-

national computer systems.

Technical solutions to security

exposures then need to be under-

stood and finally translated into poli-

cy supporting security efforts.

The Authentication Project is one

step toward creating a safer and

more convenient computing environ-

ment for the UCLA community.

One aspect of this project is the

development of a "smart card,"

which uses digital encryption to pro-

vide a convenient and secure com-

puter environment. The card will

encrypt and decrypt computer infor-

mation via the "key" pair system

which uses a public key and private

key pair that are two large prime

numbers. One of them is used to

encrypt information, while the other

is used to decrypt the same informa-

tion.

It is better than a password

because it requires both the password

and the physical card to gain access

to the computer, said Worth.

Plans are under way to combine

the smart card with the BruinCard.

The smart card also allows users to

digitally "sign," or authenticate, their

information. This "authenticated"

data is called a digital certificate.

For example, once an e-mail has

been digitally signed, it is impossible

. to change any information in the e-

mail without authentication from the

smart card owner.

"There is already a focused effort

to bring together information tech-

nology security people together on

this campus although it is just start-

ing up," Wada said

"It's sometimes difficult for peo-

ple to appreciate why it is so impor-

tant to spend this time and every-

thing; when there are $o many other

things they need done " he added
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VIEWPOINT
Tomorrow

When independence

is an issue, a wedding

ring can resemble a

pair of handcuffs.

viewpoint@media.uda.edu

The idiot's guide to what
Do you have what

it takes to become

a ladies' man?

Here are a few hints

on what females want

After my last column, I got

bales of responses from curi-

ous men. Some wondered

why women can get sex whenever

they want but men can't. Others

asked common questions plaguing

the male mind such as, "How big is

big?" While the forces at the Daily

Bruin won't let

me delve into a

question of that

proportion^.

(some) women Ilke

Stephanie

Pfeffer

decided to give

my advice on

other, shall we
say, relatively

safer inquiries.

To ensure

diversity of

opinion and to

be fair, I con-

sulted one of

my favorite

male experts. She and I sat down last

night and made a '*chicklist" for

men. It's just a little something that

guys can refer to when trying to

determine if they have what it takes.

This is what we came up with.

First of all, a woman cannot go

out any night of the week, any time

of the day and get any man to sleep

with her. In a perfect world full of

perfect men, that mfjght be true. But

let's face it: this isn't Planet

Perfectmale.

Therefore, the issue does not come

down to whether or not a woman can

have sex, but whether or not she can

Pfeffer must thank Sabrina Fox for col-

laborating on this column. Send com-

ments to spfeffer@ucla.edu.

fmd a man worthy of having sex with.

And that depends on a lot of

things.

Of course, it depends on how cute

he is. And if he can spell. If he has to

ask what a word means, he's not

good material. If he isn't the bright-

est of the bunch, that's fine - he can

always infer from the context, as long

as he knows the meaning of ''infer".

Intelligence is intoxicating, but

intoxicated men are a bore. If they're

too drunk or stoned to have a conver-

sation, they are too drunk and stoned

to have you-know-what.

They are, however, fun to laugh at.

But it's better if they can make you

ugh. And laugh at themselves. Ten

time on your hair than I do. It's a

worse sign ifyou have more hair than

I do. If you have no hair at all, you

should be dating my mother.

Hair on the tip of your nose

usually means hair on the bare

of your ass.

Hair on your back

means you've got the ass

of a bear. And it's hard

to hibernate horizon-

tally with a man who
will shed all over my
white sweater.

Why not vertically? That's

equally as complicated because

height is an issue (though not a tall

-ox^). Vd rather look up at a man
extra points if they can do them both

sans excessive substance abuse.

Ifyour pants are SO

tight that I can see

your whole world,

forget it. No need to

flaunt your stuff.

We like mystery.

Thick arms are always nice. But

cheer up, boys, they only have to be

firm, not huge. Hands are more

important anyway. First, your hands

should not be softer and smoother

than mine. Also, upon introduction,

don't shake my hand like a fish, or

like you're afraid mine will break. It

won't. But do shake my hand.

Ifyour pants are so tight that 1 can

see your whole world, forget it. No
need to fiaunt your stuff. We like

mystery.

It's a bad sign if you spend more

than straight into his eyes, unless he

has exceptionally nice eyes. And I'd

rather he spend more time looking

down into my eyes than down at my
chest. It's even a bigger disappoint-

ment if he spends more time looking

down at his own chest

.

The moral here, folks, is that eye

contact is key. Especially when look-

ing at someone across the room.

And it's always nice not to have

to make the first move. I

hardly ever will, unless I

get some big encourag-

ing sign, like an airplane

banner.

It takes either a lot of

confidence or a lot of

alcohol for guys to ask my
name. 1 prefer the former.

Asking questions is important. It's

always a pleasure to meet someone

who goes further than, "Are those C
cups?" But I hate guys who ask ques-

tions and then show they aren't lis-

tening by looking over my shoulder

... at the hot blonde behind me.

Once we leave the (insert favorite

pick-up place), he's got to have

See PFEFFER, page 17
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Vestiges of cNvalry seen in war

MisinterpFetation of UC policy ignores student merit
RIGHTS: Affirmative action helps

privileged maintain their power

by paying lip-service to diversity

By Thomas Sottros-McNamara

It appears that Undergraduate Student

Association Council (USAC) president Stacy

Lee and her accomplice. General

Representative Mike de la Rocha, have extrap-

olated a ludicrous argument from innocent

facts once again. Aside from their obvious

political influence, I find it hard to understand

why they were published.

It is without doubt that we have unlimited

wants and limited resources. This is the reason

for the study of economics. Being an organiza-

tion made up of humans, the UC system is sub-

ject to this dynamic, and it is our role as the

beneficiaries of this public system of education

- still first m the world - to accept imperfec-

tion. We should always strive to improve the

quality of life m society, but rash resolutions

SoUros-McNamara
sdance student.

is a ftrst-year pfe-poftttcal

should not supercede the precise logic of study.

As students, this should be second nature.

Lee and de la Rocha completely misinterpret-

ed UC Regent Ward Connerly. He often repre-

sents the most extreme view of the association

and his views are only moderately conservative.

It must be noted that governor-elect Gray Davis

is also a Regent and in that capacity possesses as

much influence as Connerly.

The complaints the authors make do not

have a centralized target - rather it is a sporadic

critique of some minor problems and irrelevant

fact-finding.

Affirmative action is the act ofa racist person

disguising their ideology as "giving".

Affirmative action is about the balance of

power. As long as it remains in our society, its

architects can manufacture social stratification

in the name of social planning. Effectively,

equal-opportunity measures turn young men~

and women into pawns, manipulated by the

privileged so that they can appear to appease

public opinion while in reality reasserting their

own control.

I think that an equal righu clause m the

Constitution would be approprMte, but minori-

ty tp^ial mterett has become greedy, instead of

taking half. Ihey want it all

Lee and de la Rocha's assault on Carnesale is

slightly undeserved. The two want him hung

from a tree like a Nazi war criminal. Remember,

not everything is always available. I find the

Chancellor to be struggling hard in our favor,

but he runs into the same bureaucracy and bar-

ricades we encounter.

Diversity is the religion of

higher education. In its name
we can commit acts of

dubious legality, poor

planning and casual cruelty.

He, too. is only human.

But the most contradictory part of their col-

lective argument involves the admission statis-

tics of my class. We are by definition the most

talented, best-crcdcntialed recruits to this fine

University of Calitomia at Los Angeles. Keep in

mind that admission this year was more compet-

itive than ever before, and the admttiees bet-

tered the largest number of applicants in the his-

tory of higher education. Interestingly, there

was a drop in minority application, which social

planners gasped at. But overall, estimates in

applications fell far short. So, either you believe

that with Proposition 209 in place we began our

campaign to enslave minorities, or that minori-

ties have received the wrong message.

Black, Latino, female? Don't worry about

studying, the University of California wants

you. We need X amount of your type, and we'll

do anything to appear open-minded. Grade

Point Average (GPA) too low? No problem, we

have remedial studies. Learning disorder? We
can give you a tutor. Feeling oppressed? The UC
system loves you, and wants you to buy that love

at any price. This is what they must have been

thinking.

Asians and Caucasians thought: Hooray! I

have a fighting chance! At last, my hard work

and determination matters more than the color

of my skin Forget that Asians seem to do best

on the SAT - this year, that is irrelevant. Forget

that Caucasian children have the most money

spent per-i;apita on their education in California

- the Regents want the best

MILITARY: Many women,

men support equality but

not women's conscription

I
sat glued to my boob tube as

news station after news station

propelled haunting, sensationalis-

tic images and text onto the screen

that would have

you believe

World War III

was just around

the corner.

"Crisis in the

Middle East: A
Battle

Resurrected."

"The Fight

Against Time

and the War
Against

Hussein." I

never knew

there were so many ways of saying,

"Saddam's at it again."

As, I watched, I also noticed our

Army men marching in uniform,

preparing for possible combat. I saw

our Navy men at sea and our Air

Force men in the sky And I began to

think: war has been and is for men.

Of course, women can now join

(though, in proportion to men, few

do), but why shouldn't women be

drafted for combat to serve, protect

and die for this country like any of

ihelr male cohons? It seerrmtrar

keeping women from the draft is one

of the few (yet enduring) acts of

chivalry remaining in this country. In

light of feminism's recent gains and

Silver is a second-year communication

studies student who loves nothing

more than imposing her views on oth-

ers. She can be reached (if you dare) at

silver79@ucla.edu.

society's leveling of the gender play-

ing field, it is interestingly queer that •

such a value should persist.

Perhaps there are two questions

we should be asking: "Should women
be drafted?" ~ the moral question;

and "Should women be drafted?" -

the social question. To the first, I will

philosophically reply that if women
want to be recognized and truly treat-

ed as equal citizens on par with men,

in every realm, they should be willing

to fight to their death. After all, what

makes women worthier of life? Is it

no more arbitrary if we were to sud-

denly adopt a societal norm wHere

only the blond-haired people of this

nation should be exempt from the

draft? (Boy, they really do have more

fun, don't they?)

Of course, proponents of female

exemption, more likely from the right

wing, might argue that women are

more delicate and more worthy, in

the sense that they are weaker beings

whom society has a responsibility to

shelter from the horrors of war. And
while I don't agree with this either,

it's not difficult to imagine where the

roots of such values lie, for they are

embedded in our history.

From ancient to rnedieval to rela-

tively modern times, along with the

disadvantage of inferior status and

limited rights, came the fortunate dis-

missal of obligation from warfare.

Women were considered delicate,

proper creatures. Furthermoie, it

was believedthat only females, —
weaned from day one to master the

private sphere, possessed the know-

how and instinctual nature needed to

maintain the household while their

husbands went off to battle.

Meanwhile, the timid female

inside of me wants to request special

treatment on this issue. Knowing

myself as well as I do, I could never

see myself in a construction zone,

DEHNISTRATED
By Ivan Minsloff
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much less a war zone. Hell, I run

willy-nilly at the sight of a centimeter-

long spider who, as we've all been

taught, has every reason to be more

frightened ofme than I of him.

Sure, when it comes to a verbal

debate or a social cause, I'll stick my
neck out and attack as scathingly as

the next macho man, and my bite

makes Barq's go flat. But put me in a

war, and I'll run like a baby to his

mother.

A sizable portion of us

...stop the equality

train at a dead halt

when it comes to

women being drafted.

This is not right. This is not fair.

But it's true. I cannot and will not

speak for most women, but I would

assume that a sizable portion of us,

including feminists, stop the equality

train at a dead halt when it comes to

women being drafted.

Perhaps it is because this value

remains so firm in society that few

have truly voiced.the issue or brought

it beyond that point. And yet, why

would they want to? If even well-

meaning women were to suggest

such an idea, they would likctybc

ignored as "just another extreme

feminist faction" or castigated for

being "butch" or turning against

their own kind.

If men were to suggest such an

idea, they would be instantly shot

down. "How insensitive!" or "How
cruel!" people would say. "Would

See SILVER page 16

LETTERS

Is this the "Year of bashing the

Christian" or what? In Bao

Nguyen's article "Sinners' compa-

ny in Hell a more templing heav-

en" (Viewpoint, Nov. 19), he

makes several comments (which

would take way too long to com-

ment on) that leads the serious

Bible .student to several conclu-

sions. First, he has never seriously

studied the Bible. Second, he

makes conclusions based on peo

pie who have never seriously stud-

ied the Bible or are disgruntled by

its precepts. Third, he's seen a little

too much TV or read too much

popular culture which feature com-

mon Christian misconceptions.

Well. I challenge Nguyen to

study this Christianity thing by

researching the source from where

its doctrine comes. It would be just

as bad for me to conclude that sta-

tistics is a rotten subject to get into,

based on what politicians do with

the numbers.

One must study The Word sys-

tematically by comparing historical

references, studying hermeneutics

(the study of Biblical interpreta-

tion), exploring the context of

phrases, and looking at the original

Greek and Hebrew underneath the

words written. Otherwise, how can

Q^^ef^iUc^^

Do your homework

before criticizing

Christianity

someone even hope to understand

a 2.000-year-old book - much less

the doctrines that devout (not

'recreational') Christians hold dear

- from what they consider God's

word?

From what*I see, Nguyen has an

unclear concept of God. heaven.

Hell, sin. Satan, or other concepts

and doctrines that are equally

important.

If you don't like Christianity

because it just doesn't suit you,

fine - but please, please don't use

those who practice what they don't

preach as an empirical basis for

your observations. Go to the

source! If I wanted to know how to

do applied math, I wouldn't go to

someone who flunked the course,

would I? If 1 based my feelings

regarding the subject on that, I

would never take the course. (The

"F" student would have bad-

mouthed the teacher, the books,

everything but him or herself.)

Believe me, it takes just a

minute to believe the Bible, but a

lifetime to understand it. My
advice, Nguyen, is that if you're

going to be a critic of the Bible and

Christianity, be a scholar first so

you can criticize with knowledge

Adrian Haymond

Senior budget analyst

College of Letters & Sdence, Provost

Funding training

helps save lives

This letter is in response to

Adam Komisaruk's column

"Overgrown U.S. military unnec-

essary today" (Viewpoint. Nov.

II), in regards to diminishing the

United States military budget.

Your belief that the United-

States should decrease its military

spending, to say the least, hits

home. Having served for just over

four years in the United States

Marine Corps and currently hav-

ing family members serving in the

Marine Corps, I believe I have a

unique view of the situation as

described by him.

As an infantryman I depended

on my training and the training of

my fellow Marines to help keep

me alive in a combat situation.

Having been in the military before

and during the reduction of forces

and the budget cuts, I can attest to

the number of times we were not

allowed to train because of the

lack of money. Having family in

the military, 1 do not find it pleas-

ing that he suggests they should be

ill-trained for combat.

Yes, I do agree with Komisaruk

about the re-prioritizing of social

and military programs, but if the

military budget is cut, the funds

for training will be lost, not the

See LETTEIIS, page 17
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From page 14

Surprisingly, university policy was

neither of these realities. Instead it

was like this. Hmm, minority admits

are down and the pool is dreadful. Oh
well, we can take this guy, even if he is

borderline. We shouldn't have so

many Asians, but they did the best as

a group. Wow, it was never this diffi-

cult with affirmative action.

Alas, diversity is the religion of

higher education. In its name we can

commit acts of dubious legality, poor

planning, and casual cruelty. Most

people of the 20th century frown

upon the fanaticism of the past.

Would it shock us to think that our

descendants may conclude the same

of this? I hope not. I, unlike Lee and

de la Rocha, hold faith that the

Regents and University of California

will preserve the grandest example of

public education's success (unheard

of two centuries ago) for our posteri-

ty and use the most reasonable means

to achieve that end.

SILVER
From page 1
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you send your wife into combat?

Would you make your sister suit up

for guerrilla warfare?" (And here's

the killer: "Would you let your

daughter lie in the trenches and

dodge bullets?") Folks, we've struck

gold, foi wittiin the above iH^tanceg
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is the crux of this societal value and

the reason for its persisting strength.

Men, who have long run the world,

have accepted most of the advances

in female equality, from the work-

place to the dating arena to politics.

But ask a man to send his mother,

sister or daughter into war, and all of

a sudden it's a different story.

Tm not saying it's

right. I'm not saying

it's fair. But as a

woman, I'm speaking

from my gut when I

say that I ain't going,

no way, no how.
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Of course, this is not to say that

women and men alike don't have their

hearts torn out over sending their

brothers or sons to war. This is not to

say that males don't oppose the draft,

or that they aren't frightened out of

their minds at the prospect of such

brutality.

Yet, men in this society are taught

to be strong, to act strong and never

ever let them see you sweat; with

women, it's just the opposite. Thus,

we may simply expect that men can

handle it ... or at least handle it better

than women.

Furthermore, male chivalry is not

entirely dead. Many men still insist on

opening doors for ladies or paying for

a first date, and many women don't

complain. Then again, the frequency

of these "old-fashioned" actions has

substantially decreased in recent

decades. Some women now open

doors for men and pay for first dates.

Maybe drafting women for war, in

time, will become acceptable, too.

Then again, maybe not.

As much as women want equal

footing, once those feet are planted in

war boots, it's time to stop walking.

I'm not saying it's right. I'm not say-

ing it's fair. But as a woman, I'm

speaking from my gut when I say that

I ain't going, no way, no how.

It pities me to even have to talk

about such a gruesome topic as war.

for in my idealistic wonderland, 1
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have always believed that somehow

our civilized nations, by now, would

have ushered in a new era - violence-

free.

How sad it is when, to resolve our

disputes, we must extend not our

hands but our fists ... or, to be current,

our nuclear warheads.

And yet, confronting the obvious,

we are faced with a moral dilemma.

Perhaps this issue is not considered a

dilemma yet, but it only takes one

Saddam to snap, crackle and pop.

With the world's technological

capabilities, we have biological war-

fare, nuclear holocausts and targeted

missiles aimed right at us - able to fly

faster than a speeding bullet and reach

entire continents in a single bound.

Some day soon, we may need the

strength ofmore than just the eligible,

draftable men to protect us. And girls,

sewing a flag may not be enough.

LEHERS
From page 1
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funds for the all-important airplane.

While in the combat situation that 1

referred to above, my only goal was

to stay alive - the same goal every-

one else in the military has. My lim-

ited military training helped me stay

alive. If there would have been

major budget cuts before my com-

(CVMyWMMWM)
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bat (ixpericnce, then I do not know

what would have happened.

Change needs to occur, but do

you want to risk the lives of the peo-

ple who allow us to write letters and

responses? We, the citizens of the

United States, need to limit our gov-

ernment's involvement in world

crises.

This would help military units use

the money they are given for train-

ing purposes instead of for conflict

expenses, thus helping better train

our fathers, mothers, brothers, sis-

ters, sons and daughters for situa-

tions that cannot be settled without

the use of military force.

As for the CIA, I have no prob-

lem believing what you wrote about

them, as they are nothing but a

bunch of "farging bastigies" any-

way.

Christopher M.Green

Former Marine

,j H I M . Second-year history student

PFEFFER
From page 14

enough coordination to get my
clothes off without ripping some-

thing or forgetting to take off my
socks. Then again, if my feet are

cold, he'd better leave them on.

And when we get freaky-deaky, he

must know what to do. Basic biology

reveals that my pleasure point is not

my belly button. If he doesn't know,

I'll show him. But if he doesn't know

and won't learn, he's out the door.

There's no room for egos in the

bedroom, car, elevator, forest, air-

plane or bathroom.

Let's be serious, though. Are

these things really important? Some

of them. But there's more to men

than length (I hope). Men, if you

lack a little here, don't stress - you'll

make up for it there. No man is per-

fect, not that I'd mind meeting those

who come pretty darn close.

Just remember that most women

can't get hot over someone, even for

a few hours, if they know they will

have the "uh-oh's" in the morning

when relaying the events to their girl-

friends

And sometimes it's just better to

have dinner with girlfriends and

leave guys out of the picture com-

pletely But It's a pleasant surprise if

lomc almoftt-perfect men sit at the

table Mxt to you
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Tomon^ow

Peter Berg ofChicago Hope*fame

makes his directorial debut with the

dark comedy, "Very Bad Things."

See Tuesday for review.

Monday, November 23, 1998 Monday. November 23,1998

Not only is

New York one of

the greatest dties in^

America, but it is

also the setting of

some of the biggest,

most hnprobable

disasters in

Hollywood's

blockbuster films

By Sandy Yang
Daily Bruin Contributor

"Godzilla:" A giant lizard surfaces

from the ocean, terrorizes a city and

scatters people like roaches.

"Armageddon" and "Deep Impact:"

A huge ball of fire drops from the sky

and destroys Earth.

'The Siege:" A mob storms through

the city, and chaos and destruction

ensues.

Yes, moviegoers have paid billions

ovt r the last few months to watch films

with plot lines which resemble blurbs in

Sa urday morning cartoons. But alas,

there's another connection in addition

to the bad acting, overdone special

eff-'cts and bad science. Each of these

mc vies is set in New York.

>o why Nev/ York? Why would

Gcdzilla take a detour from Tokyo to

Manhattan? D3 the interplanetary

ce sstial bodie; have a vengeance

ag linst the Big /.pple, too? Perhaps it is

th< retaliation o! those Hollywood film-

makers who hold the fate of New York

in their hands - well, at least in the

movies.

"Most filmmakers live in L.A. and

probably like the idea of wrecking New
York City," says Bob Strauss, film writer

for the Daily News.

"Never underestimate peoples'

resentment of New York. It's a way of

those movie people sticking (it) to those

superior-sounding New Yorkers ... I'm

sure no one thinks of this consciously.

When they're working out their movie

and going, 'let's have a giant lizard

wreck some place,' (They're going)

'Where? Oh, wouldn't it be cool to

wreck New York?'"

And wrecked it they have. Where the

Empire State Building once stood there

is now a rubble of concrete at the mercy

of the mob in "The Siege," a flaming ball

of inferno from "Deep Impact" and just

another anthill after Godzilla's romp in

the city. As if that weren't enough, the

Statue of Liberty is also knocked over by

a huge tidal wave.

If moviegoers are still thrilled by see-

ing aliens reduce the ultimate symbol of

the United States, the White House, into

smithereens in "Independence Day,"

(admit it or it wouldn't have made about

$200 million), then this past season has

yielded the ideal crop of films to indulge

one's cynicismT

"If you were to blow up Omaha, who
would care?" says Kim Williamson, edi-

tor in chief of Boxoffice Magazine.

"Well, I would. I'm from Omaha.
The thing is, it just doesn't have that

iconic quality. If you blow up Omaha,
Wichita, Sioux Kails ... you have a vague

image in your nind of what that place

looks like. Bu everybody knows New
York ... so ifyou can't blow up the White

House (which nobody can do anymore

because 'ID4' did it so well), the next

thing you want to pick on is New York.'

Even though New York is knocked

down like lege buildings, Williamson

doesn't believe any real animosity iF

SeeTltENf,page21
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Cedric LeMoyne, guitarist for Remy Zero, plays during a concert at the Roxy.

R
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emy Zero invigorates crowd
MUSIC: Group bounces back

from previous lackluster album

with intensely gripping concert

By Vanessa VandcrZandcn
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Engulfed in a swamp of purple-lit stage fog,

five somber forms emerge. The mystical fig-

ures send forth streams of unearthly noise,

transformed mid-air into tragic-sweet

melodies. Ensnaring the crowd in tangles of

lilting guitar work and crisp, spirit-world

vocals, Remy Zero holds the audience in rap-

ture.

Playing at the Roxy Thursday night in their

KROQ-sponsored event, Remy Zero

impressed the likes of both Geffen reps and

fans made newly aware of the young group.

Most in attendance, however, remained uncon-

scious of Remy Zero's previous release, which

received relatively little media coverage.

Fortunately, the resulting disillusionment and

introspection gave rise to the creative energy

surging at the core of "Villa Elaine," the band's

latest project.

"It is the story of a character who wakes up

and has a moment of clarity, that there is this

certain thing he has to accomplish, a quest,''

soft-voiced bassist Cedric LeMoyne explains

before the show in the band's dressing room.

"This person has had a crash of some former

way of life and he's waking up, realizing he has

to rebuild."

Running a close parallel to the band's pecu-

liar history, this tale sheds light on the most dif-

ficult transition of the group's existence. From
the age of 15, the five members had lived

together in a six-bedroom house in

Birmingham, Ala. Purchased by lead singer

Cinjun Tate's and guitarist Shelby Tate's moth-

er (a well-known spoken

word performer who
recorded albums alongside

her husband in the '60s),

the house allowed the musi-

cians free reign to paint,

create and practice beyond

the constraints of the out-

side world.

"We were so different

from everybody else that

when we found each other,

we wanted to have it, and

our parents let us have it,"

explams LeMoyne, whose

stepfather was an estab-

lished space-funk star of the

'70s

anooaddeal with

Geffen, they had to relocate to overpopulated

Los Angeles, where they've lived for the past

two and a half years. Once the initial culture

shock passed, they opted to record in London,

hoping to make either New York or that their

next home. But for the time being, they play

Los Angeles clubs, causing quite a stir.

Tom down, built up, set to go and on its way

through the broad blue sky to success: this

reflects the band, its album and last Thursday's

show.

After initial technical trouble with over-

amplified guitars drowning out Tate's vocals,

the band caught its groove. Bald-headed Tate

clutched the mic as if belting out the most

meaningful words of his life. Reeling the dumb-

struck crowd in with fingers tipped with gold-

lacquered nails, he seemed more a hypnotizing

wizard than a lOH^ent rock star.

Gushing emotion with his tight vocal

chords, Tate gripped the packed-in venue on

songs such as "Life in Rain" and "Problem" as

the rest of the crew focused on perfecting each

soaring note. By the time the band played its hit

track, "Prophecy," later in the set it had all the

warm-up necessary to hit each note beyond

anything available in recorded form. LeMoyne
fiashed an ecstatic grin at guitarist Jeffrey Cain

as the friends rolled unstoppably through the

inspiring piece.

Remy Zero was on so intently, so tightly and

so movingly, that the audience didn't want to

leave.

Geffen reps who thirsted for post-show

cocktails in the upstairs VIP room; boppy,

mini-skirted KROQ junkies who only knew the

group's one hit song and especially Remy
Zero, who came back out to perform the song

"Twister" ofTof its old album - the one that no

one bought - all didn't want to leave.

And Remy Zero beamed with bright grins,

because it knew that at least for tonight, it had

made it.

O^^HRIMi iMch Rnviy Zeio iC Thursdi)r^ pvtormanoe.
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7pm
A FREE Roller

Skating Rink in

Ackerman ^

Grand ^
Ballroom!

70pm on Monday, Nov. 30th

Come SKATE
for AIDS

AWARENESS!

STUDENTS
MWA»UWI .^
COUNCIL ^

-6ome joi re bpportunffgr^

rollerskafe in Ackerman Grand Ballroom with lots

of music, food, and funi You can rent rollerskates or

rollerbladee OR you can bring your own. Bring your

friende to this party on skatesll!

Any questions? Call SWC at (310) 825-7586

Predictable 'House of Kidz'

can't hold readers' interest

BOOK: Centered around

fraternity members, work

has dull plot, characters

By Erin Beatty

Daily Bruin Contributor

At least "House of Kidz" can be

finished in less than three and a half-

hours.

With the exception of a few brief

shocks, an occasional gasp of the^

phrase, "would

you listen to

this" to your

roommate,
and a few near-

ly overpower-

ing urges to

put the book

down and

search for

something of

literary sub-

stance, Colin

Cohen's new

book has one thing going for it:

"House of Kidz" reads remarkably

quickly.

Though the plot unfolds remark-

ably slowly, it is indeed quite simple:

BOOK REVIEW

House of Kidz

Author Colin Cohen

Publisher CC 600

Price:$21.95

Pages: 600

sor during his last final. Finally, the

adult Jake teaches companies how to

fire employees, works for his father-

in-law and determines who his secre-

tary will be by her looks.

Needless to say, Jake Stein is a

man of perpetual stereotypes.

One afternoon, amid his hectic

schedule, he suddenly misses his old

fraternity house and the friends he

made there. Although he neglected

to keep in touch with his brothers

after college, Jake finds himself over-

come with spontaneous grief and

jumps on a jet to

Washington,
D.C., to revisit

Tau Mu at

George
Washington
University.

Disappointed

to see his old

house demol-

ished, his mind

fioods with a

river of memo-
ries.

He recalls losing his virginity, a

realistic tale which doubtfully occurs

even in the wildest fantasies of most

men. After class one afternoon, an

attractive young girl takes him to a

JOHN SUEHIRO/Daily Brum

a vounR boy loser grows into a m id- bar, gets him considerably druitkr

die aged man loser. As an adoles-

cent, pimply Jake Stein listens to

punk music, packs a single suitcase

for his first year at college, believes

in anarchy and has no friends. As a

new fraternity brother. Stein learns

to appreciate Ronald Reagan, first

savors sips of beer and enjoys a keg

with his soon-to-gain-tenure profes-

introduces him to her boyfriend and

asks Jake if he would enjoy losing his

virginity right then and there. He
says yes.

One also can't forget Jake's first

"union job," when Joe the fat janitor

tells our maturing friend: "Under no

See KIDZf page 21
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circumstances should you ever work

harder than (the other workers) do."

The new novel is also full of dull

and lulling surprises. Like how Jake,

now a senior in college, finally has

his first relationship with Sarah, the

girl he's had a crush on since kinder-

garten. Or the shock when Joey the

racist fraternity brother, after voting

against offering a bid to Kevin the

black fraternity brother, ends up get-

ting over his racist notions and

opens a steak house with his friend.

The novel even offers subtle clues

at irony when we discover that the

pledge to Tau Mu actually involves

pledging to the confederacy, and the

rumored "anti-Semitic" frat actually

has a Jewish president.

"House of Kidz" amuses its read-

ers with various misspelled words,

barely any plot, various sex scenes

and the ridiculous stereotypes it por-

trays.

The writing claims cheesy at best,

'

holding the reader with a trashy

characteristic that seems unintend-

ed. Perhaps there exists in this novel

a deeper meaning; maybe Jake, the

young man who turns into what he

always hated, loves his current life.

Likely, the book attempts to suggest

the deeper bond that develops

among fraternity brothers.

Still, these pathetic tries at signifi-

cance are undercut by the lameness

of the characters and the silliness of

the various stories. These fragment-

ed tales weave together to depict one

young man's awkward and extreme-

ly different college experience

Though "House of Kidz" tries

desperately to entertain an audi-

ence, its futile characteristics allow it

little room for praise.

Unless one is craving offensive,

odd stories of unamusing sexual

encounters, a very predictable plot,

and the story of an insecure kid who
never quite learns to hold his alco-

hol, Cohen's new book will not satis-

fy.

^0
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directed toward New York itself.

"I have a sense that (Angelenos)

and Californians like New York bet-

ter than New York people like Los

Angeles and California, so I don't

think there's any source of vengeance

going on. But maybe I'm just

guy," Williamson says.

Ann Godfrey, manager ofcommu-

nications of New York Tourist

Information, seconds the notion that

the rest of the world doesn't really

want to see New York in ruins, espe-

cially with tourism reaching its high-

est numbers in recent years.

"New York is a very nice city,"

Godfrey says. "It's the safest largesl-

city in America with a population of a

million or more people, and I think

know that. New York has

See TREND, page 23

The UCLA NeUierlandic Studies Program, under thenuspices of

UCLA International Studies and Overseas Programs, and the

UCLA Department of Germanic Languages

are pleased to invite you to a lecture by

(Pr. Rolf M. Wolfswinkel)

Senior Lecturer, Department of Afrikaans and Netherlandic

Studies; Research Coordinator, Programme in Holocaust

Studies, Kaplan Center for Jewish Studies,

University of Cape Town, South Africa

on the topic

The Tragic Dilemmas of David Cohen
and Abraham Asscher:

The Joodsche Raad "Jewish Council"

of Amsterdam during the German Occupation of

Holland in the Second World War

Monday, November 23rd, 1998 at 4:00pm
Bunche Hall, room 11382

Call Hillel at 208-3081 for more information.
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to do more than bop your head once

in awhile.

Strictly a modem rock style with-

out much creativity or uniqueness,

the album holds some noteworthy

drives. You don't need too much
thought to feel the punkier rhythms.

You don't need much brain power at

all for the album. The lyrics remain

simply unoriginal.

If anything, the album holds the

potential to be a great study tape

that helps your blood circulate with-

out riling up any overly exciting

enthusiasm for the tunes.

MicheDe Znbiate

VarioM Artists, **I StiD Know What
YoaDMLastSamBer"
The soundtrack is the only mer-

chandising tie-in from the film of the

same name that doesn't enjoy the

advantage of being able to extensive-

ly feature Jennifer Love Hewitt's

breasts.

As these were the film's major

stand-out features, the album is just

about as generic as they come. It's

not a bad collection, but there's

nothing to recommend it above any

other movie soundtrack on the mar-

ket.

There seems to be an ongoing

trend in CDs nowadays to have one

line repeated over and over. "Sugar

is Sweeter" sounds like a rip-off

from the "Command and Conquer"

Video Game soundtrack and is

mostly just CJ Bolland singing

"sugar daddy, sugaaaaah daaah-dee"

ad nauseum.

Jennifer Love Hewitt does a

decent job with "How Do I Deal."

Deetah's "Relax" is some sort of

reggae lullaby. Swirl 360 performs

"Hey Now Now" which sounds like

the closing song for a retro sitcom.

Orgy's "Blue Monday" is the only

song that really holds any interest, a

cross between the Eurythmics'

"Sweet • Dreams" and Johnny.

Fogarty's "Vance Can't Dance" that

ends up sounding like the theme

song from "Are You Afraid of the

Dark?" Jory Eve's "Try to Say

Goodbye" tinkles and chimes and

sounds like it ought to have the

phrase "Circle of Life" in it some-

where.

In the end, the soundtrack is just

like the movie: bland and forgettable

but ultimately inoffensive.

Michael Rosen

Unbelievable IVuth, **Aliiiost Herc^

Former World Wrestling

Federation wrestler Jesse "The

Body" Ventura - the new governor

of Minnesota. Unbelievable! Alanis

Morissette - still taken seriously.

Unbelievable! Katherine Hepburn -

still alive. Unbelievable! The
Unbelievable Truth - unbelievably

bad!

The most conspicuously named
member of the Unbelievable Truth is

Andy Yorke. Yes, he's the brother of

Radiohead's Thom Yorke. Yes, like

his brother, he, too, is the primary

See SOUND, page 23
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singer and songwriter for the band.

No, he's nowhere near as talent-

ed.

The album crawls along at a

snail's pace, daring you to be bored.

Bored is exactly how you'll feel with

Unbelievable Truth's ultra-slow,

ultra-mellow songs.

None of this would be so bad if it

had any of Radiohead's lush musical

textures or heart-rendering lyrical

angst.

Instead, all you get on the 11-

track album are simple chord pro-

gressions accompanied by straight-

forward and unmemorable lyrics.

Yorke strives hard to match his

brother's beautiful, high-pitched

vocals, but he fails at it miserably.

It's not the band's fault that

unfortunate comparisons will be

drawn to Radiohead. And it's not

your fault if nepotism is the first

word to pop into your head once you

realize that "Almost Here" goes

almost nowhere.

Tristan Thai

Afrodisiac, **Afrodisiac"

As "Afrodisiac" steams its way

out of your stereo, you may find

yourself wondering what year it is. It

may say 1998 on the calendar, but

with those wah-guitars and soft-funk

groove, it sounds like the '70s are

back. The retro sextet goes for a

sound akin to the disco-funk of

Jamiroquai with mixed results.

Individually, they're all fine musi-

cians, but they don't always jell com-

pletely, giving the tunes an uneven

sound. Most of the 1 1 tracks sound

like they're on the verge of being

good songs, but not all of them can

completely capitalize on this poten-

tial.

In any kind of funk music, you've

got to have badass basslines.

Afrodisiac knows this well, and Alex

Pope can always be counted on for a

steady, solid ground for the other

instruments to lead off of.

Shawn Ford and Marjun

Advincula also add subtle guitar,

grooving coolly in the background.

This, combined with a variety of per-

cussion, makes for a strong instru-

mental foundation. Best illustrated

in "Gotta Be Free," these elements

combine to blend funk and R&B in a

tight hybrid.

They don't even have to be play-

ing in unison to pull off a good

blend; the break, with only Pope's

low-key bass and a sof\ guitar solo, is

actually the best work on the album,

by far.

"Cruisin'," a dreamy acoustic

number, is another strong point,

with a carefree Caribbean feel. The

album also has its weak points, such

as "Transit 19," which begins well,

but it loses its energy when the

vocals enter.

"Sau Siva" is also a mistake, bor-

rowing the Aboriginal didgeridoo

from Jamiroquai unsuccessfully and

sounding like posers.

When they stick to funk, however,

they're usually OK.
Brent Hopkins

TREND
From page 21

been definitely becoming so much

more popular as a destination over-

all."

According to the movies, howev-

er, New York is far from, uh, safe.

After "Deep Impact," it isn't exactly

the perfect destination for your next

vacation unless you're a fish. Not

only do filmmakers portray New
York as dangerous, but the most

extravagant impossibilities eventual-

ly find their way into this absurdly

vulnerable city.

But with all the films grossing

about $450 million collectively,

expect to see more disasters next

summer or even movies that combine

multiple disasters. For the time

^^tng, one can wonder if "Deep^

Impact" and "Armageddon" were

combined as one movie, which uni-

versal body would do more damage?

According to Alan Rubin, a

research geochemist at UCLA, "It

doesn't matter if it's a comet or an

asteroid that hits the Earth.

"What matters is the mass. How
much energy (an object) deposits in

the atmosphere is just a function of

how big the object is," Rubin adds.

"It doesn't matter if it's a comet

made mostly of ice and dust or if it's

an object made mostly of rock and

metal. It's the mass that matters."

Rubin reassures moviegoers that

an "Armageddon"-type meteor

shouldn't be a big concern, as its odds

of actually occurring even surpasses

the possibility that "Godzilla" will

win a Best Picture Oscar.

As the "Godzilla" slogan points

out, it seems that size does matter,

not only in terms of big comets split-

ting the earth into rock deposits, but

in terms of audience appeal for peo-

ple around the world.

"Since the box office for explo-

sion-type movies is even better over-

seas on average than it is domestical-

ly, if you want to get the Japanese

people interested (along with) the

Germans or the Slovaks or whoever

out there in the world you want to sell

your movie to, you want to blow up

the Empire State Building or some-

thing they know as opposed to the

stockyards," Williamson says.

According to Strauss, there's

another pragmatic reason behind

pinpointing New York for senseless

mass destruction.

"There's a bunch of islands you

could cut off," Strauss says. "There's

not really that large of an area to seal

offifyouneedto."

Strauss continues, "Having the

same type of movie in Los Angeles

(would be difficult because) how are

you going to find every men\ber in

Los Angeles? Of course. New Ybirk is

spread out, but there are very distinct

ethnic communities throughout tl

city that are very easy to locate ani

isolate. That just serves the purposes

of the screenplay in New York."

That's not to say that every movie

in or about New York will showcase

cosmic or mutant disasters destroy-

ing its Statue of Liberty, its Empire

State Building or its Brooklyn

Bridge. There are still filmmakers

such as Woody Allen and Martin

Scorcese who recreate more accurate

portrayals of the great cultural city,

with films in which New York is not

one enormous disaster.

But, just as drivers like craning

their heads to see a car wreck. New
York provides moviegoers with the

perfect setting to serve America's

voyeuristic tendencies.

"I think that the fact that there's

such a concentration of large struc-

tures in New York makes it an attrac-

tive target," Strauss says. "There's a

lot of stuff that can be v.recked and

wrecked spectacularly It's spectacu-

lar to wreck a tall building, and New
York has more of that than any other

place in the country."

U.C.L.A. Royce Hall

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 5 • 8:00 PM
Reserved tickets $25 ($12 U.C.LA. students w/JD), available at

the U.C.LA. Central Ticket Office and alUBSa^^m. outlets

including Blockbuster Pavillion, Tower Records, Robinsons-May,

The Wherehouse, Tu Musica, & Ritmo Latino.

Info & Charge by Phone

310-825-2101, 213-365-3500
OR 714-740-2000
or online at http'7/www.cto.ucla.edu

PUase join us m support ofProftct: Lef$ Htip by

bnngmg a dtmatum ofmm pi'ritlmMffood to tht concert^^^

WANT TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE?
Mentoring
Tutoring
Presentations

Workshops ^—
Amcdican IIndian

iPcCBUITMCNY

A.I.R.

(American Indian Recruitment) needs volunteers

to work with students in the Los Angeles area. If you are interested

please call A.I.S.A. (American Indian Student Association)

at (310) 206-7513

funded by the community activities committee

AIR Volunteer Orientation : Tuesday, December 8, 1998 at 5pm

A Free Concert and Q&A
of LGBT Issues with . . .

Tuesday
November 24.
1998
Kerckhoff
Grand Salon
NOON-2PM

KialkKfiUaaaB

\^
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RON SUNSHINE & FULL SWING

''Straight Up"

k Foil Swing,Ron Sunshine

""Straight Up"
^~~

Kids continue to swing as more

good and bad bands pop out of the

woodwork. Ron Sunshine & Full

Swing luckily represent the good

rather than the ugly with its new

release "Straight Up."

Leaning more toward the big-

band sound influenced by Ella

Fitzgerald and the swinging oldies,

Sunshine's crew pulls off some good

tunes that master quality melodies

without most of the generic patterns

of today's swing wanna-bes.

Claiming to have been around for

most of the '90s, the band denies

being part of the newest Swing

Revival, although the trend is help-

ing in recent record sales.

The album remains a compilation

of the old favorites and new cre-

ations. Sunshine's own "Enough for

You" blends right in with the picks

of old such as Fats Waller's

"Lounging at the Waldorf and

King Cole Trio's "Hit that Jive,

Jack." The listener, however, may
have trouble distinguishing the old

from the new. Both follow in the

same standards of classic Swing Era

style.

The album mixes the upbeat with

the slow, sweetly soothing tunes such

as "Is That the Moon" and "Do You

Know?" Great sax and harmonica

solos punctuate the beat and the

rhythm at perfectly timed moments
within an ensemble number.

Ron Sunshine & Full Swing know
how to use the new trends to their

advantage without compromising

the classic sound for the trendy

quirks of the newest fads.

Michelle Zubiate

You Am I, ''#4 Record''

Rock tends to give birth to either

really wonderful energetic bands or

those that make your ears bleed.

Only once in awhile do you fmd a

rare group that falls exactly in the

middle of the two extremes. Neither

good nor bad, just sitting there. You

Am I's newest album, "#4 Record,"

shows that the band is capable of

straddling the fence.

Its melodies demonstrate

mediocre talent. A little pop, but

defmitely not compelling enough to

stick in your head all day. Songs such

as "Junk" and "Top of the Morn'"

have nice beats, but little moves you

See SOUND, page 22

alifornia's
ReviewMCAT rr,'ram

Excellent instruction, nateriais, Of Kesuits
(Classes begin on January 3rd.)

(800) 622-8827Berkeley
MlJ R*C*V*I*C*W* mcatprep@berkeley-review.com

Specializing in MCAT Preparation www.berkeley-revlew.com

~ Irvine • Westwood • Stanford • Berkeley • Davis—

BASKETBALL
BASEBALL
SOCCER oHsideJ

sports --^

FOOTBALL
HOCKEY
RUGBY

Frat»rniti««, Sororitl«s, InVra-inursI Teamt

SAMEDAY LETTERING, NEXTDAY SILKSCREENINQ,

EMBROtOERINO, TWILL LETTERttia

SPECIAL PRICING FOR GROUPS
WIST L.A. CALL FOR FREE ESTIMATE wu^y

(310) 207-4226 (818) 708-2330

unouim hllp://p(aneto|]fst(fe.com

CAtOOSI CAtUM

A graduation gift

that will last a lifetime..

$mIm Milk ike. ^eCffkim/
Bahamas
Aug. 1999

For free brochure call

OCEANS OF WISDOM 1-800-846-71 17

or email cbaughma@ucla.edu.

The USC-UCLA Joint Center for East Asian Studies

Presents

"Democracy in the Hong Kong SAR,
The First Year"

A presentation by

Martin CM. Lee
Member of the Hong Kong Legislative Council

Chairman of the Democratic Party of Hong Kong, Hong Kong's most popular political party

Monday, November 23, 1998, 4 p.m.

The California Room, Faculty Center

Mr. Lee's talk will be followed by a question and answer session. This event is co-sponsored with Amnesty

International, the Hong Kong Schools Alumni Federation, the UCLA Hong Kong Student Union, the Visual Artists

Guild, and the Wah Yan Alumni Association of Southem Califomia, and is unden/vritten by Mr. Peter Fan.

For additional information about this talk, the Joint Center, its East Asian Speakers Series and other programs visit our

website at <http://www.isop.ucla.ddu/eas/>. :^

Daily Bmin

Do you want to place

an ad that everyone

at UCLA will read?

Advertise in the Daily

Bruin classifieds:

310-825-2221
CLASSIFIED

Campus Recruitment

Autos for Sale

Typing Services

Child Care Wanted

Monday, November 23. 1998

index advertising information
ANNOUNCEMENTS •

11 GO Campus Happenings
1200 Campus Organizations
1300 Campus Recruitment
1400 Campus Services
1500 Birthdays
1600 legal notices
1700 Lost & Found
1800 Miscellaneous
1900 Personal Messages
2000 Personals
2050 Pregnancy
2100 Recreational Activities

2200 Research Subjects
2300 Sperm / Egg Donors
2400 Tickets Offered
2500 Tickets Wanted
2600 Wanted

FOR SALE
nwia Appliances

^^M Art / Paintings

^^Q Bk;ycles / Skates

^^Q Books
Q^n Calling Cards

^^Q Canrieras / CanKorders

^^Q Collectibles

Q^ra Computers / Software

^^Q Furniture
^^ra Garage / Yard Sales
m^3 Health Products

^^Q Miscellaneous
^^1 Musical Instruments

cytficA FflntnmflnT

BBSI ^^^
I^Q Rentals
i^^ Sports Equipment

SS^i Stereos / TVs / Radios
EiailSI Table Sports

TRANSPORTATION •

118 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles, CA 90024

One issue, up to 20 words $8.00

E-Mail: classifieds@media.ucla.edu

.each additional word
Weekly, up to 20 words
...each additional word
Monthly, up to 20 words

Web: http-7/www.dailybruln.ucla.edu -each additional word

0.50
27.00
1.50

90.00
5.00

DEADLINES
Classified Line Ads:
1 working day before printing,

at 1 2 noon.
Classified Display Ads:
2 working days before printing,

at 1 2 noon.

eUQNE
Classified Une: (310) 825-2221
Fax:(310)206-1359

Classified Display: (310) 206-3060
Fax:(310)206-0528

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Thu: 9:00anri-4:00pm
Fri: 9anv-2:30pm

For Classified Display ads,

please see our rate card
for variable rate information.

MasterCard. ^^ VISA

There are no cancellations after

noon of the day before printing.

PAYMEffT
Please make checks payable to

"The UCLA Daily Bruin." We
accept Visa, MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards. Allow 5
working days for mail payments.

HOW TO WRITE
AN EFFECTIVE AD

• Start your ad with the

mercharxlise you are selling.

This rnakes it easier for readers to

quickly scap the ads and locate

your items.
• Always inclu^ !he price of your
item. Many classified readers

simply do not respond to ads
wittiout prk:es.

• Avoid abbreviations—make your

ad easy for readers to understand.
• Place yourself in the reader's

position, ask what you would like to

know about the merchandise, and
include that in the ad. Include such
information as brand names, colors

and other specific descriptions.

The ASUCLA Commur^ications board fully supports the University of California's poiicy on norxliscnmination No medium shall accept advertisements which present persons of any ongin. race, sex, or sexual onentation in

a demeaning v^ay or imply that they are limited to positions, capabilities, roles, or status in society Neither the Daily Bruin nor the ASUCLA Communications Board has investigated any of the services advertised or the

advertisements represented m this issue Any person believing that an advertisement in this issue violated the Board's policy on nondiscrimination stated herein should commui^cate complaints in writing to the Business

Manager. Daily Brum, 118 Kerckhoff Hall, 308 Westwood Plaza, Los Anqefes. CA 90024 For assistance with housing discnmmation proWems, call the UCLA Housing Office at (310) 825-4271 or call the Westside Fair Hous-

ing Office at (310) 475-9671 Classified ads also appear on-line at http /7www dailybruin ucla.edu Placement on-line is offered as a complimentary service for customers and is not guaranteed. The Daily Bmin is responsible

for the first incorrect ad insertion only. Minor typographical errors are not eligible for refunds. For any refund, ttie Daily Brum Classified Diapartment must be notified of an error on ttw first day of publication by noon

ANNOUNCEMENTS! Canpiit ftocralinimt

4600
4700
4800
4900
5000
5100
5200
5300
5400
5500

Auto Accessories
Auto Insurance
Auto Repair
Autos for Sale
Boats for Sale
Motorcycles for Sale
Parking
Scooter / Cycle Repair
Scooters for Sale
Vehicles for Rent

MEDICAL SCHOOL ADMISSION INTERVIEWS
D^ember 7

KIGEZHNHRNATlONALSeiOOLOf==
MEDICINE

TRAVEL

1100 ^^^^
ALCOHOL AND DRUG
READINESS GROUP

WEEKLY UCLA group for individuals ques-

tioning their alcohol or drug use. Contact

Elizabeth Suti . 310-206-1148.

Bring:

Schedule at Preprofessional Advising Office

(310)206-9969, 1662

A3 16 Murphy Hall

Completed application & essays (print from website)

Official or unofficial college transcripts

5600
5620
5640
5660
56R0
5700
5720

Resorts / Hotels
Rides Offered
Rides Wanted
Taxi / Shuttle Service

Travel Destinations
"n^avel Tickets
Vacation Packages

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. Discussion, Fri. Stap Study, 2408 Ackerman

TWs. Book Study, 2408 Ackennan

MA/W Rm. Dental A3-029

W«d.Rin.A3-029

Discussion, Al limts 12:10 - IKK) pm
Fofak:ohcllcs orlndl¥tduah wt»eh»¥e»&ktklngpn)bhm

1700
UMtandlFoNMl

1800

LOST- Prescription glasses in a dark pinit

case. Please call: 310-267-9767.

5800
5900
6000
6100
6150
6200
6300
6400
6500
6600
6700
6800
6900
7000
7100
7200

7300

1 -900 numbers
Financial Aid ,

Insurance
Computer / Internet

Foreign Languages
Health / Beauty Services

Legal Advice / Attorneys
Movers / Storage
Music Lessons
Personal Services
Professional Services
Resumes
Telecommunications
Tutoring Offered
Tutoring Wanted
Typing

Writing Help

EMPLOYMENT
7400
7500
7600
7700
7b00
7900
bOOO
8100
8200
8300

Business Opportunities

Career Opportunities

Child Care Offered
Child Care Wanted
Help Wanted
Housesitting
Internship

Personal Assistance
Temporary Employment
Volunteer

HOUSING
8400
8500
8600
8700
8800
8900
9000
9100
9200
9300
9400
9500
9600
9700
9800

Apartments for Rent
Apartments Furnished
Condo / Townhouse for Rent
Condo / Townhouse for Sale

Guesthouse for Rent
House for Rent
House for sale

Houset>oats for Rent / Sale

Housing Needed
Room for Help
Room for Rent
Roommates - Private Room
F^oomfTMrtes - Shared Room
Sublets
-'acation Rentals

.Cannpiis ll6oniitiiitiit

HIXOME A STOCKBROKKR NOW!
Full or Part-time

BARABAN TRAINING INSTITUTE

SERIES 7 EXAM PREPARATION

offers you:

• Series 7 and Series 63 Pre-Llcensing Training

• 6-week Programs
• Weekend classes

• Exann sponsorship available through

InterFirst Capital Corp.

• Full service broker-dealer affiliation for

licensed applicants

Mention this ad and receive a

SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNT!
Call now for information and enrollment

(818) 784-0048 or (800) 417-8625
— RAMA Financial—-—

16255 Ventura Boulevard, Suite 706

Encino, California 91436

e-mail: ruskytrdrOaol.com web: http://www.ramafin.com

IPS¥€raC
Readings By Lauren

X World Renowned

K Psychic Readings

'^Tarot Card

K Reunites Lovers

'A' Advises on all Problems of life

'A' Special Student Discount

Tel: (310) 858-1168

1800

FREE WINNERS. FREE SCORES. FREE
Lines, no rrtoney, no operators, no hassles.

www.line-busters.com.

FUR-FREE FRIDAY1998
"March for the Animals' 11am, 11/27, Santa

Monica Blvd & Canon. Beverly Hills with

Tast Chance lor Animals." Join us! Protest

Neiman Marcus West. Info: 31 0-271 -6096.

www.clne-nites.com
SHORTS FESTIVAL.

YOUR CREDIT UNION
Your on-campusAon-line financial services

source, for students, faculty&staff. Visit us at

Ackerman A-Level. on-line at wwwucu.org

or call 310-477-6628.

1900

Pwioiials

PUERTO RICAN/ITALIAN male (21) es-

cort/masseur available for men/womeri/cou-

pies. Call LUCHO's 24/hr Los Angeles pager.

562-220-0262. $150/hour. I will travel any-

wherel

Man 1/2 Japanese would like to meet
Japanese woman 20 - 26 yrs. 5'6" •,

for fnendship. possible marriage.
Tel. # (323) 937 - 4353
Fax # (323) 937 - 6332

>;i I

ItotMfcii ShMmbIi

index

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY EURI

Qeez. aren't you otd now So how does it

feel'' Feel any wiser? Getting more n^ature''

|/k Well, have a wonderful birthday and don't

psrty toooooo hard*

MALE TWINS NEEDEDI For UCLA Re-

search Project Ages 18-40. $20 for 1 hour.

Please call 310-825-9006

NORMAL HEALTHY CHILDREN and adol-

escents 8-16yrs needed for UCI> research

study Receive $25 for lab expenment and

deveiopmsntal evaluation, and get a scientif-

ic learning experience Call 310-625-0392

POSTMENOPAUSAL WOMEN 45> (Healthy

or with heart dissMS) wtnlsd lor a study on

coronary artery disease involving small

amounts o( radioactivity at UCLA $2Smr (2

dnys. 4tWS each) CsM 310-625 1 118 or 310

Sd"6875
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CONVOM VEStQN

earn up

ofadlff<

1 00 by paiUcipatii

condom design

MATTRESS BONANZA!!
SEALY. STEARNS & FOSTER. Also Ortho-

pedic twin-sets-$79.95. Fulls-$99.95.

Queens-$1 39.95. Pilk)wtop8$299.95.

Kings- 199.95. Delivery. Beacon Mattress.

1309 Westwood Blvd. 310-477-1466.

MATTRESS SETS!!!
Twin $79, FuM $89, Queen $139, King $159,

Bunkbeds Deliveries, Phone Orders Accept-

ed. 310-372^2337^

MATTRESSES. FUTON. DESK. Bookshelf.

Dinette Sets. T-Table. Lamps. Deliveries. 7-

days open. King's Furniture. 11961 Santa

Monica Blvd. 310-575-4243.

MOVING: Student desk $85; Desk/chair $20;

File cabinet, stereo cabinet, bookcase $25

each; Bedroom set $200; Lamps $10; more.

310-306-3760.

Study

laterial

Couples must be:

V Male partnelVk 184- V Female PjAp age 18-45

V WUttnraMport on 8 a>(|Pn uses V
T In a staMeVbonsMp wluWie |>artner V

Current usMLBIrth CMDI Pills, lUD,

Norplant, OHo, or SMtzation ¥

QOIVftNRG
POSirmiAT/HIPHOf

ULENT SHOWCASE

» \<W

CAU.« MAIl.: QUWAN RFXOMIS PO BOX 11713

LMAiicekt.CA 90018

(323)73<H>127
DEADLINB: NOWnt

d- For more infoi

I
(800) 3!

</ 9 9 V cf 7

Ion, please call

1-1998

9

4200
Rentals

OFFICE SPACE
FOR LEASE

884 Sq ft. $1700/mo

Westwood location.

310-208-1987.

Utilities pakl. Prime

Call Anne or Yvonne

ANONYMOUS sperm dorwrs needed. Help

infertile couples wf)ile receiving financial

compensatk}n up to $600/month and free

health screening. Convenient hours. kx:ated

In Westwood. Call Kim 310-824-9941

EGG DONORS NEEDED
COMPASSIONATE women from aH races

wanted by infertile hopeful couples. Ages 21 •

30. Compensation $3,500. Call OPTIONS
800-886-9373

MEN: Donors needed for insemination pro-

gram. Especially needed: Latinos. Jewish.

Italian, African-Americans. 35 or younger.

Please call 626-440-7450. Compensation
provided.

OVUM DONOR NEEDED for inferlile black

couple. Physically fit. University-educated fe-

male 21-29y/o. Needed to donate eggs.

Donor Fee. 310-723-2888.

WE'RE LOOKING FOR
A FEW GOOD SPERM. All races, 20^0 yrs

$50 per acceptable donatk)n. Call OPTIONS
at 800-886-9373.

EGG DONORS
NEEDED

If you are a woman between the ages

of 21 and 35, the many eggs your
body disposes of each montn can be
usea by an infertile woman to have a

baby. Help an infertile couple realize

their dreams, enter the gene pool and
help advance knowledge of Human

Reproduchon! Financial

compensation, of course. Completely
confidential. For more information,

please call USC Reproductive
Endocrinology at (213) 975-9990.

^ Piano Rentals ^^ Low Monthly Rates ^
•Hollywood Piano Rental Company^

213-462-2329 ^
••••••••••

2400

ROSE PARADE TICKETS (eight at $77ea.)

Orange Grove/Colorado bleachers at TV
cameras. Parking spaces (three at $l5ea).

C«l: 310-445-1176.

EGG DONORSI
WANTED

If YOU are a healthy
female between
the ages of 19 and
30 and have health

Insurance.

Compensation

$?5QQ,QQ

call Mirna Navas at

(310) 829-6782

Make A
Difference
Loving Couple Seeks

EGG DONOR
Age 21 - 29
5'3" to 5'r

SmaH to Medium Build

Dark Hair (straight/wavy)

Prefer Light Eyes
(txjt dark o.k.)

PLEASE HELP US CREATE
THE FAMILY OF OUR—

WE BUY GARS. New and old. Running or

not. Je« 310-714-5808.

COMPENSATION $4500

CREATIVE CONCEPTIONS INC.

1-«8»411-EQQ8
(949) 48»-2868

2700

FRIDGE FOR SALE
AMANA FRIDGE: 1 YEAR OLD. Mint condi-

tion. 18.5 cut)<c feet. Top freezer. $450.00

Jennifer 310-393-6623.

AUTO
INSURANCE
''NO BULL"
Best Prices, Same Day

STUDENT DISCOUNTS

Motorcycles, SR22
Accidents, Tickets OK

CALL AA*IA NOW
FOR FREE QUOTE

TOLL FREE
1 (800) 225-9000

COMPUTERS
DESIGN YOUR OWN systtm. Used sys-

tems from $299. New 300 mhz system-$575.

Rapaift and syslam upgrades.

$25. 310-216^)336.

FREE LONG DISTANCE/ACCESS TO inter-

nal • wMhoul a oompmar Apio $209.OO/imer

naM>hona $30900 (Exdualva diatdbuloO.

UCLAFacuily 310-230^231.

Autos lor Site

1986 VOLVO 240DL station wagon. Great

sfiap>e. all sendee record, new battery, one
woman owner.$4950 (310)922-3208

1989 HONDA CIVIC Blue hatcht>ack. excel-

lent corxJition. 103k miles. 4-speed, secorK)

owner Leaving country, records availat>le

$3200obo. 310-206-5104(aftn/evening).

asbfomOchem ucia edu

1990 MAZDA 323. Red, 2-door hatchback

Super condWon. 101K. A/C. 5-«peed $2350
310-826-8316

1990 PLYMOUTH ACCLAIM GoM. 4door.

aulomatk:, great oondMon. <eKinilaa . A/c,

am/lm Asking 4K or baat oRar. Aaron: 310-

837-1560

1903 MAZDA MlATA ¥Will^)lack . 5-apaad.

HKmlai. Naw lop. AMFM
lam condMoa IMOO 310-230-3919

Classitiod^

•98 TOYOTA COROLLA LE. Dark greert.

New and must sell. Good prk^e-negotiable.

Automatk:, power kxk/windows, alarm. Call

310-557 1458

mo
SMOiHS far Sale

'85 HONDA ELITE ^u, ^rxJ owner. 11.500

miles. 70mph. Runs great $lOOOot}o. 310-

286-3396.

FLY CHEAP!!
• ROUND TRIP COURKR AIRFARES ^
LondongM IhWMl ttOO Itong l(<

aO OO OFF ALL FARES
AIR COURIER INTERNATIONAL

1-800-882-7216 24 hrs.

1\[\<tiiWi{ Inn Motel
1(K20 VMwr Boutvad VkMwnod. CA 90024 OIO) 474-4262

-Lrss than one mile from UCLA campus.

-Frrc continerual breakfast

-Affordable, clean arxi comfortable rooms.

-Free cable TV A Local Telephone Calls.

-Weekly. Monthly and group laies available.

iPor r0$0rvmhomM cmK, (3/0) 474-4262

^
V^VvilshiPc V^)yc«l*ood

10530 WWiir* Mvd. WwliiinMd, CA 90024
Iwiai el 1^

)
*'**'*' »^ « IJI iw Iwiil «w your vm eeipoi

^mhUclanduniunMUJunihatalcUisivtngaiiliOO Anwratm

indudi,' *M ef 4« art aynpuv room, htnau tartar, butrnau canler witf)

n.iaigi Mr>noai, and moil.

ror moia intomolian od PIQ 4704474

5680

mtJAmeniM
Round Trip /\irfarcs

I.im.1 S375

Cuzco S595

Santiai;o S689

Sao l»;mlo / Rio $656

Gu.iyafiuil / Quito S570

Hucnos Aires S698

C ifi('<» }hu'liu l*ii'vlni

sttii
1-900 IbniMrs

NO ARGUMENTS! NO NAGGING! JUST
sharing live conversation!!! 1-900-825-2100

Ext. 8481. 8482. 8483. 8484. $3.99/min.

Must be 18yrs. Sen/-U (619) 645-8434.

11 I A • F . . 1 [' H • ik C t. •5i..''l>'f(ini;

$890
For Ki s no «..'>2 MH21/S00 2HU 0'i\9

t'WdH s^KiN \L I w\\ M s| H\ 1( t:

>^•llllM .\n\(rii .in '»i" . i.ilivis . » I
-

I I i . i
.

BE FLEXIBLE...
llAWAn-$119o/w

EUROPE - $448 rA (plus taxes)

Open One Year Return
Cheap Tares Worldwide III

CALL 310-394-0550
http;//www.airhitch.org

FfeMndilAM

$QUICK CASH$
OWN A CAR? Get a cash loan in 30minutes

while you drive. No credit check. W.S.M.

888-300-8942.

STUDENT LOANS
GET YOUR Stafford Student Loan from Uni-

versity Credit Union (Lender Code 832123).

Also receive low-cost financial services. 310-

477-6628; www.ucu.org.

TRAVEL

INSURANCE WAR!
WELL BEAT ANYONE'S price or don't want

your business. All drivers. Newly licensed.

Student/staff/faculty discounts. Request the

•Bnjin Plan." 310-777-8817 or 818-222-

5595.

Londoii««tt«M»M«M.'
Syflill^y»0«*.*«aaaaaaaaa*IH^KZi9

tfcwYwl^. $330

Mexico City ...4323

.$S36

All fans are round trtp Tax ncitlMtlM.
Seme restrtctioftt may aopty. CStfMI!J!MJMO>

(310) 824-1574
920 Westwood Blvd.

STA TRAVEL
Wo'vol

/lllstate
IfoiAvJnjioodhaiids.

Insurance Company
(310)312-0204

1281 Westwood Blvd.
^2 talks. So. of Wllsr->lre)

rtdopfy ;

COMPUTER UPGRADE and repairs . Hard-

ware and software. Mac's and PC's. Kirty:

310-208-2367.

www.stdtrdvel.com

Frustrated and disappointed

with UCLA?
Why is th« place

to imp*r»on«l and difficult?

R>r some answen check out

http://universityBecret8.com

A
r
Al-Talib
UCLA'S Muslim Student

N6W8iTuiQ8zine

Uisplny
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Contemoo Nails
Manicures Pedicures

Fills & Silks

Sculptured Nails

Wax
& MORE!

333 Robeftson Blvd. Beverly Hills

(btwn. Gregory Way & Olynfipic Blvd.)

MofvSat 9-7 pm. Sun 105 pm.
FreeParWng

fto Appt. Necessary

Call (310) S5&SS79

1HH
H

H
H.
H

M
H

H
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A HOLIDAY GIFT TO LOOK YOUR BEST.

Talented stylist at world rerwwn salon is of-

fering, for a limited tirT>e a fabulous precision

cut arxJ style for a very small charge. (Wed.

evenings only). Contact Mollie 310-286-

0211.

HAIR COLOR/HIGHLIGHTS from $15-$30.

HAIRCUTS from $15 at Beverly Hills Salon.

Advanced ass't program. 9666 Brighton

Way. Call GAVERT-ATELIER 310-858-7898

l)c!imi"l\

VIDAL SASSOON
SALON in Beverly Hills. Advanced training

team Is looking for nnxlels for $15 haircuts.

Please call 310-775-8808.

HAIR REMOVAL
I. .\'s kiT'lIlf i.-^l l".li I ! I'M'Lll^l

LuCia (310) 208-8193

BANKRUPTCY
GET OUT OF DEBT NOW! Free Consulta-

tion. Experienced attorneys, reasonable

fees. Law Offices of White and Associates

(Cheryle M. White. UCLAW. "86") 800-420-

9998 or 310-207-2089. 12301 Wilshire

81 .Ste 550. WLA

ERASE DEBTS. REBUILD CREDIT
WITH/WITHOUT BANKRUPTCY. Renowned

(UCLAW. 73) attorney. Lon B. Isaacson off-

ers superb service/low fees. Free consulta-

tion. 213-487-7200

GREEN CARD
FOR WORK-PERMITS, green cards, and all

immigration problems call experienced immi-

gration attorney Reasonable rates. 213-251-

9588 for attorney Doreen.

NO RECOVERY NO FEE
MYER LAW FIRM, Century City Auto-accid-

ents, slips/falls, discrimination, sexual-haras-

sment. UCLA Graduate Scott D. Myer.

http://wvw.bestlawyer.com 310-277-3000.

Mavers/Slonigo

ucla^s

phone b€H>l€

*»
To AdvorOse,

call 310.BZS.aS00
tMT 310.S0e.3010

BEST MOVERS. Licensed, insured. Lowest

rales. Fast, courteous+careful. Many stud-

ents nfK)ved for $98. Lie. -T- 163844. NO JOB
TOO SMALL! 1 -800-2-GO-BEST

HONEST MAN W/14tt truck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok Student discount.

Ask about 10% discount. 310-285-8688. Gu
Bruins!

JERRY'S MOVING&DELIVERY. The careful

movers. Experienced, reliable, same-day de-

livery. Packing, boxes available. Also, pick-

up donations for American Cancer Society

Jerry031 0-391 -5657

http://www.tlnM-data.cofn

by Larry White

I
Your Horoscope

lMovmbar22to28i

WEEKLY OVERVIEW: Mercury, planet of commtmicalioii moYcs
into Rtiiomdt (xtwmt) position 22nd thru December 11th. Follow
ttpandfolfowttiniondlingtrnctioiiflyplansandpiojeda.Lookahead
to a wonderhd Holiday Season i^en Sun mores into Sagittarius

Monday.

IMAO VOIM RfSMO tiAM If YOU KNOW IT

ARIES Narcli2l.4^rll20
Wdcomean opportunitytoexplorenew
horizon*. The aspects for travel and dis-

tant i^aces are excellenL Take advan-

tage of what may be good fortune.

TAURUS April 21. Nay 21

Financial interests could bring you to-

gether %^th a member of the opposite
sex who may play an important role.

Advisors can help improve joint funds.

GEMINI Nay22-J«iie2l
Stellar influences favor cooperative ef-

forts with business associatesand "sig-

nificant others". You may have a d\ance

to combine business with pleasure.

CANCER JiMM 22 - July 23

Take the initiative at workplace. This is

an excellent period to presentnew ideas

and trynew approaches. Positive condi-

tions exist to develop new markets.

LEO J«ly 24 - A«g«st 2)

Matters pertaining to romance, cre-

ativity and things of a speculative na-

ture may be hishlighted. When one
door closes, another is certain to open.

VIRGO A«f«st 24-S«M 23

Sun's new position fayon domestic i»-

sues. Yourgood idea hasthepotenbal of

being a home based money maker. Ro-
mance may bring a nioe surprise.

LIBRA S«M2«-0<t23
An "acre of diamonds" could be right

under your feet if you dig a little

deeperiFriends who share your inter-

estsmayhaveworthi^^e suggestions.

SCORPIO Oct24.N«/22

OPPOSITE SIGNS ARE OFTEN

AHRAaED TO EACH OTHER.

WHAT ONE LACKS THE OTHER

HAY HAVE. AMES ARE EASILY

AHRACTED to UBRA; TAURUS

to SCORPIO; GEMINI to SAGIT-

TARIUS;CANCERtoCAPRICORN;

LEO to AQUARIUS; VIRGO's to

PISCES and VKE-VERSA.

PKorassot coaMO

CAPRICORN De<22.lMi2t
Solutions to problems often come when
you "slera on them". If you have confi-

dential plans in the making at this time,

reveal them only to "significant others".

AQUARIUS jMll-Febif

Money sector plays host to Suns new J^fl'^jSHSrSlhl'^^
portion. Rewids'andrecoffiition are ^» r^Lk.^ ff^nWs aS
UkSy for thoec %vho haveBooe their «*.««gj^i*» *M^iu wUJrSS.
homiwork. Adapt yourself to ch«tge. T.^!*^"*** '^^\7f '^f' .

SAGITTARIUS .v23^c2l NSC« '^^^^""Jl
Sun move, into your sign. Birthday J^«* F*"^^!:^^! Sll^iati^
•wison brings a niwcydfofopportu- ^y^'^^'^J'^^^^^J^i,
nity.N«w«alsai*dhopescanoometo sUrs new powbon can lead ttwse with

pass in your personal year ahead. determinabon to fame and fortune.

•f YOUR PatsMMd Yaar akaad , 8«id ymmr biithdals

ili«i toCOSMICCOLLEGE, P. O.»« n7, Maaeheste, NJl. OnOS erby

VisitMrwebailK kllp*7/www.

iBfmmmiformi

Mnilc lossons

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedicated pro-

fessional. At your home or WLA studio. 1st-

lesson free. No drum set necessary.

Neil:213-654-8226.

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years exp. all

levels and styles. Patient and organized.

Guitars available. Sam 310-826-9117.

GUITAR LESSONS by professiorial near

UCLA. All levels, guitars avail. Call Jean at

310-476-4154. www.JWGS.com

:';:i.i

Pwionil Soi'vlctti

TENNIS LESSONS
BY FORMER UCLA Team member and tour-

ing professional. Student discount. Call

James at 31 0-479-7808

Frofossioiial Services

MBA, LAW, MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS!
FRUSTRATED DEVELOPING your critical

personal statements? Get professional help

from well-known author/consultant. 310-826-

4445.

www.winningpersonstatement.com

A FREE SESSION
PSYCHOTHERAPY/COUNSELING for de-

pression, anxiety, obsessions, post-traumat-

ic stress, etc. Couples/Individuals Student

rates. Crime victims may be eligible for free

treatment. Call Liz Gould

(MFC#32388) ©310-578-5957 to schedule

your free consultation.

EAGLE EYED EDITOR
PROOFREADS THESES, publications; tu-

tors English, study skills; trains time man-

agement, stress reduction. Nadia Lawrence

PhD 310-393-1951.

^
IMMIGRATION

Angel v»sa center*

FwaPTKC

AU-PURPOSE WRmNG 4 B>mNG
Help at any stage with any topic.

Personal Statements. Courses. Theses.

Dtsseitaiions & Manuscnpu
by PhD from UC

ImeoHliaMl Students Welcome

(323)665-8145

niTssifiecIs

2221

FREE Flu Vaccine for all registered UCLA students

Monday, 23 Nov. - Westwood Plaza, in front of Asfie / 1 to 4 pm

Bring your Bruincord / First come, first served / 200 doses

UCLA Arthur Ashe Student Health & Wellness Center

More information about other Free Flu Vaccine events in November:

www.saon9t.ucla.edu/health.htm or call 310 825-4073

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Happiness
6 Anti-slip

substance
1 1 Toupee: slang

14 Eagle's home
1

5

Orctiard product

16 UN member
17 Use ttie oven
18 Usesatiammer
19 Baby seal

20 Zero
22 Not tiere

24 Deligtit

28 Naps
29 Herons
30 Actress Laurie

32 Curls and
ringlets

33 Friendship

35 Excited

39 — and anon
40 Bullfight cheer

41 Theater section

42 Plateau

43 A Polynesian

45 Clothes

46 Emulate Picasso

48 Moves smoothly

50 Deviating from

course

53 Mauna Loa. e.g.

54 Bakers' needs
55 Musical drama
57 Team cheer
58 Salaries

60 Relocates

65 Hockey great

Bobby —
66 Choose a

candidate

67 Flooded with

water

68 Farm enclosure

69 Smells strongly

70 Sixth —

DOWN
1 Type of graph

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

CDEDBIS QBIISISEI [DQQ

s M 1 L EDHW A D jlSIHHI
w E A V EIIS|0 N 1 cHsiaTn]
A N N aWhIoIridie iIaIgIgI

IsIuIgIaIrIcIainiehaifi i iriei

SDS SBJOiSQ SQSDCS
lYlElsHHiOlLlElSBElllDlElRl

2 Zodiac lion

3 Composer
Gershwin

4 Family mem.
5 Start

6 Gamut
7 Colorful fish

8 Skewer
9 Under the

weattter

10 Cuddle up
1

1

Coin of India

12 Seize power
unlawfully

13 Stares
open-mouthed

21 —Minor:
constellation

23 Refernng to

coats of arms
24 Alter (a skirt)

25 Desert plant

26 Snoops
27 Turtle

28 Mata Hari, e.g.

30 Flier

31 Roman road

34 Ghostly sound
36 Dutch cheese
37 Versifier

Nash
38 Artist's plaster

43 Russian fighter

44 Whirlybird

Inventor

Sikorsky

47 Solution

49 South
American
animals

50 Toys on strings

51 Sidestep

52 Tired

53 Suit parts

55 Curved
molding

56 Quick kiss

59 Bar order

61 Be in debt

62 Moving
truck

63 Curvy letter

64 Feminine

DiSpiiiv

20b-:U)B0
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PRIZE-WINNING
ESSAYIST AND FORMER PROFESSOR
wAwo Ph.Ds can help you produce vvinning

prose. Theses, papers, personal statements.

David <daveditOpacbeil.net> 805-646-

4455.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISIimG

^-^"y^Wf^^

Counseling and Psychotherapy

...to examine life concema/inues in

f>rivacy and respect. Individuals,

couples, families. Stress, anxiety,

depression, sclf<catecm, rdationshipa.

Lorraine M. Yamamura. Ph.D. Clinical

Psychologist PSY11067 (310)392S209

$1200-$2000
EARNING POTENTIAL In your first couple of

weeks. Learn rrxKe about "The Pertect Busi-

ness'. Call 818-566-9503.

$20-$40/HOUR IN SPARE TIME! Easiest $

you'll ever make! Sign up today to receive

$100 Ixxius! 800-600^)343 x1927.

$500/DAY. Nude modeling-women 18+ all

types. No experier)ce necessary. Safe, pro-

fessior^l erwironment. Refer a friend and

earn $50! 310-358-3865.

INTERNET/E-COMMERCE TRAFFIC dou-

bling every 1 00 days - why not own your own
personal percentage? NYSE traded compa-

ny seeks brokers. 800-805-4768.

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

Comprahanslva Oissettation Assistance

Theses. Papers, and Personal Statements

Propoaals and Books

Intemaiiooal Students Watoome. Since 1965

Stiaron Bmr. PtuD. (310) 47tKM«2

SECRETARY/RECEPTIONIST- Perform

vark>us duties In Beverly Real Estate Com-
pany. Parttime/Fulltime. Starting pay $9/hr

w/great future )ob opportunities. Fax re-

sume:31 0-278-6801 Attn J.Edward Smith.

r

ntotottnil Oftaiod I
MATH/PHYSICS/STATISTICS/Engll8h/He-
brew. Computerized statistk^al analysis avail-

able.Tutoring servtee. Free consultation.

Reasonat>le rates, call anytime, llan (800)90-

TUTOR. www.my-tutor.com

THE WRITING COACH
EXPERIENCED TEACHER. PhD offers tu-

mMf^, term pap«r Assistance, Engncn, tO«

—

COLLEGE QRADS
Entry Level MgL/Sales positions in So. CA.

$30k 1SI year, great future potential.

Qigatech Emptoyment - Please fax resume

to PIO) 207-0060 or call piO) 826-8324.

Hiring Today!

cial Science, History. Foreign Students Wel-

come. Call: 310-452-2865.

UCLA ENGLISH ALUMNI, pro-wrtter, young,

superb papers guaranteed. High sctKX)! and

bek)w wekx>me. Jeff 213-653-2240.

WRITING TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford University

graduate. Help with EngMsh—(or students of

all ages/levels, $17/hr. 310-472-8240 or

310-440-0285.

CHILDCARE PROVIDED
CREATIVE CHILDCRAFT PRESCHOOL. 30

years in the Westskle. 7am-6pm. Ages 1-

4yr8. $550/mo. 310-838-6711.

MOTHER'S HELPER
VERY RESPONSIBLE PERSON for babysit-

tin^carpooling/tutorlng. 3 kids. Must have

car&insurance. $10/hr for the right person.

CaH Sunny; 310 271-7309

^— - --. ^ •

WMIIHI
rr^TT'i ff *T-^'y^ • -..

FEMALE HOMEWORK buddy for 2nd and

4th grade girls. 4:30pn>-6:30pm. Mon-Thurs.

$100. Santa Monk:a area with car preferred.

310-459-3079.

ORGANIC CHEMISTRY
TUTOR NEEDED, seeking graduate student

only to tutor student. CaH Joy 213-939-0470.

DO IT WRITE- Word proceaaing, \r

ing, typing, proofing, editing. Fast and accu-

rate. $28/hr. 24hr votoemail. WLA locatk>n.

310-441-5955.

HATE TO TYPE? Let me do it for you.

Fast-t-accurate. Professtonal screen plays

accepted. $2/pg. Call-Iris 310-839-3101 or

page 310-915-2255.

ONE DAY WORD PROCESSING and/or

editing. Professional technk^al writer pro-

vides word processing, editing, and writing

assistance. International students weteome.

310-829-1472.

WORD PROCESSING All types: research

papers, theses, resumes, fliers. Editing,

proofing. &transcriptk>n available. Emergen-

cies OK. Call:818-598-1489 or email

anmlwomnO pacbell.net.

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-

es, dissertations, transcrtptton, resumes, fli-

ers, brochures, mailing lists, reports. Santa

Monica. 310-828-6939. Hollywood, 213-466-

2888.

7300
mAj^aa^^^ „—
HIIIHy INNp

BABYSITTER WANTED one night/wk every

other week. You pick the night. $6/hr.

Contact Uz 818-789-4547.

DRIVER NEEDED $10/hr Balboa Park to

Brentwood. Monday-Thursday 5:30pm pick-

up. Good driving record^references. Proof

insurance required. Day: 310-453-1266 Eve:

310-476-4790.

DRIVER NEEDED to take student from

Coldwater Canyon(Beveny Hills) to Tafl

High(Woodland Hills) in morning and return

after school. Alternate weeks. 213-653-

6039.

MOTHER'S ASSISTANT Responsible indi-

vidual to help w/drivir>g, household skills,

chikj care, and computer skills. P/T. 310-474-

9704.

MOTHERS HELPER wanted in Westwood

M-F, 2-7pm. Drivers license and references

needed. Hours/flexible. $10/hr Fax resume

310-208-0334 or call 310-208-6004

NANNY to help w/2. 4. and 8-yr-old.

TuesWedmiurs 12:45-4:45; FrkJay 12:45-

5:45; Saturday 12-9. Female preferred.

Warm, energetk:. have some experience

w/children and have safe, reliable car

$10/hr. 310-276-5330.

Occastonal P/T babysitter for toddler. Week-

night and weekend evenings. Must have car

and references. Salary negotiable. Pacifk:

Palisades. DenI: 310-454-6061.

P/T RESPONSIBLE, experienced babysitter

able to cook and clean up after meals. Tues-

Sat. 7-9am and Spm-evening. Possible live-

in. 310-393-4054 between 8am-8pm.

START BEGINNING DEC. 2-3after-

noons/wk. for 3-year-old t)oy Days/hours

flexible. Car necessary. 310-471-8790.

WORD PROCbSblNu. lyping. proofing,

editing, rewrtting, research, resumes, tutor-

ing, etc. Fax, email, bring work to me. Rush-

es. Student discount. 818-830-1546. ADMINISTRATOR/PROJECT ASSISTANT
(internship possibility) Coa>puter literate,

IBM-Windows/Intemet plus Senk)r/graduate

w/strong writing/oral communication. No

dress code/reception duties. $7-$9,

17hrs/wk. Serious inquirie8:Fax:3 10-395-

0509.

STORE DETECTIVES
SECURITY GUARDS Needed now No exp

nee PT/FT Up to $12/hr CaN today 562

776-0878. for VMty 818-386-0170

$ AMATEUR FEMALE
MODELS $

MM taSOpac ixaai No XXXI Mum M t».

H. Co. toMn^osi

find

$15/HR BRIGHT,
ENTHUSIASTIC

People to teach SAT Prep. High test scores

required. Transportation required. We will

train. Flexible Hours Send Cover letter/re-

sume, including your scores by 12/10/98 to:

A Corr^titive Edge. Attn: Bany, 9911 West

Pico Blvd. Suite 1025. LA. 90035. No phone

calls please.

$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL mailing or cir-

culars. No experience req. Free information

packet. Call 202-466-1639.

$20/HR PT/FT
PROCESSING MAILI Free supplies.

postage! BonusesI Rush SASE tj

CMAAX}LA Po Box 567443. Atlanta GA,

31156

signupO info.infomachir>e.com

$7.25/hr and up!
DO YOU have initiative? Become a UCLA
Community Sen/k:e Offteer and exptore law

and public relations Great Pay Flexible

hours. Student-oriented. Web:

www.ucpd ucia edu/ucpd/cso. Email:

csoOucpd.ucla.edu, Phone: 310-825-2148.

r

1000 E
JfsmH

OPES
From Home! Earn $3/Envek)pe You Stuff.

Guaranteed. For Free lnformatk>n. Call 323-

782-4055 Dept. 110

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT needed In

Westwood offk^e. 20-25hrs/wk. $9^r. CaH Liz

310-443-5254.

ANNOUNCERS, no experience necessary.

Host musk:/lalk-shows for our radk) stations.

P/T. $10-1 5/hr. $200+per/8how. plus fantas-

tk: benefits. 213-468-0080 24-hours.

^(StARINTERNa^
MODELS

GUARANTEED BASE PAY plus $40-60/hr

possible. Safe and secure woridng environ-

ment. General offk:e staff also needed. Call:

310-398-2213 or 310-880-4726.

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED. Earn

$150-$250/night. Wori< P/T while going to

school. Day/eve classes, 1-2week classes.

800-974-7974. International Bartender's

school. HUNDREDS OF JOBS!

BARTENDERS TRAINING INSTITUTE of

America offers professional courses for only

$98. Certificate of completion included. Call

today: 1-800-561-1781. Great Jobs!

BEST JOB IN TOWN. PLUSH UCLAW OF-

FICE (MID-WILSHIRE) SEEKS SPANISH-
SPEAKING CLERK w/car. $7-$20/hr. Call

George 213-487-7200 and fax resume 213-

383-2884

BOOKKEEPER/SECRETARY
NEEDED

Full time permanent. M-F dtwn. L.A. Good
phone and English skills. $10/hr Type

50WPM. Reliable. Quickbook experience a

plus. Fax resume to 213-622-0882.

CASTING
EXTRAS needed for feature films, commer-

cials, and music vkleos. Earn up to $240 per

day! No experience needed. Worit guar-

anteed! Call today 213-851-6103.

CELLULAR
REPRESENTATIVE

SELF-MOTIVATED PROACTIVE PEOPLE
needed to sell Can^pus Cellular Servk;e. Set

your own hours- must like to make money-

discounts on cellular/paging service- will

train. To set up an appointment call Kamyar

at 310-825-0881.

CENTURY CITY BROKERAGE FIRM seeks

stock broker trainee. Saiary+txinus. M-Th.

10am-5pm. Call Mr Allen 310-975-8800.

CHILD DEVELOPMENT Experienced. To

teach 2y/o quadrqplets. 2days/week. 8am-

1pm. $10/hr. 310-441-5085.

CLERICAL/SALES POSITION. P/T or F/T.

excellent opportunity Love of jewelry. Call

between 12-6pm. Westwood Village. 310-

208-8404.

COMPUTER NOVICE seeks computer sci-

ence student on houriy basis to teach t>asic

programs. 9-5p.m. 310-475-7533.

CURRENTLY LOOKING for a Lotus expert

with professk)nal den>earH>r and good com-

municatton skills in Century City area. Fax

resumes 310-229-5983 or e-mail to Rk:ar-

dosOhcl-jmi.com

CUSTOMER SERVICE- $7.25+toonus In-

surarKe office, flexible hours. PtKmes. filing,

computer wori( BiUr>gual a plus. Next to

UCLA Patrick: 310-476-7267

CUSTOMER SERVrcE- F/T. heavy phones

Will train $8 75/hr pkjt twnems NMr UCLA
Fax rMume 310-689-1603

CUSTOMER SERVICE/SALES for Hve TV

shofiping Telephone raps P/T arrVpm shifts.

$7-0 tlwt. lilii^ttili iwlry •^>.. eaceWent

ooiMllMitalon ilMs, MMbNy a muat Type

4S«Mnp Fax fwuma: 323-70^3521

1Wtlkhlrm LuMmy Hlgb^rlBB
C0ndomtnlum ham tmmmdimim fyll flm0

0p0Hlng §or Vml0i posfffon

Must have valid California i^nver s i-icense

and clean record. Excellent Salary and

Benefits including Dental and Health

Please call eiO) 273-4600 ext. 888 8AM41AM

DATA ENTRY/CLIENT CONTACT $9/hr

PT/FT +Bonus. -^Medical. Excellent writing

and phor>e skills. Mac experience a plus!

310-358-6053 or fax:310-392-5234.

DONT SETTLE FOR
ENTRY LEVEL

26yr okl making 150K-t- w/environmental

sales company. Looking for five indivkJuals

to do the same. P/T okay. Sandra: 818-981-

9474.

DRIVER/MESSENGER. F/T. M-F. must

know Los /Kngeles. own car. own insurance.

$400-$500/wk. Call Nathan or AndyO310-

78JB-2604

FILING CLERK- $7-8/hr. 3bk>cks from

UCLA. PT-FT Flexible hours. Prefer stud-

ent/graduate. Pref. filing experience. Harel

Maintenance. Ron: 31 0-470-61 75.Fax re-

sume: 310-474-7615.

GIRLS wanted at exclusive social club in

WLA. Conversatk)n only. No ateohol. Flexi-

ble hours. Earn top $$$. 310-477-9871.

GREAT WORKPLACE!
TELEMARKETING for intemattonal educa-

tion agerx^. Nk:e cliertts, great-workplace in

SM. Hourty-K:ommission. Sales experi-

ence&knowledge of foreign language import-

ant. 310-395-9393_^

GUITAR TEACHER fdr 7y/o with no musteal

background. Fun learning experience im-

portant.tLeave message. 310-573-1891.

HELP SERVE DINNER Part or Full-time

Wed/Thurs/Friday evenings for 4hours.

Wages+meals. Males preferred. 310-208-

3281.

HIGHLY ENERGETIC, CHEERFUL
UPTONE TELEMARKETING personality

wanted to maricet Beveriy Hills alternative

health care physteian. PT 8/hr-fCommission/

benifits. Call 310-271-3773

HOLIDAY JOBS
PROMOTIONS for enthusiastte and sports

minded individuals. $15 to start. 5:30-9pm

any week day. 310-374-4993.

HOME TYPISTS NEED-
ED

PC users needed $45,000 income potential.

CaH 1-800-513-4343 Ext B- 10105.

HOSTESS WANTED. Posto Restaurant in

Sherman Oaks. Tuesday-Saturday a must.

4-10pm. $6.50/hr-ftips. FT/PT positions

avail. 818-784-4400 between 2-3:30pm.

HOUSEMOTHER for lovely senior Retire-

ment Resident in Westwood. F/T; live-in

room and board -salary. Call 310-207-5818.

INTERNET ACTRESSES
WANTED! Wort( at home. Make your own
hours. WEBCAM Business needs flirtatious

women.310-798-0592ext.66. Visit

http://GuestRoomCam.conVnx)reinfo.htm

INTERNET/GRAPHICS DESIGNER NEED-
ED- Web graphics. HTML. Javascript.

Java/Cold Fusion a plus. Networi<ing and

programming experience preferred. Fax

310-581-2404 or brucedcybemetcom.com.

INTL IMPORTING. Mariteting and PR firm

seeks highly motivated, organized individual

w/excellent communication skills to wortt in

fast paced office. Facets of position include

Advertising. Coordinating Special Events,

Copywriting Must be fluent in Italian. F/T

$1800/mo-fbenefits. Fax resume:2 13-653-

1768 Attn:John Panerson, VP

LE BEACH CLUB
AMERICAS FAVORITE TANNING resort is

expanding&has limitediof FT openings for

nx)tivated, outgoing, tanning/sales consult

ants. Hourty+commission $9-18/hr. Positions

are limited so call now&join LE BEACH
CLUB, the Very Best. Call Carol 310-820-

4067 or fax resunf)e:3 10-79 1-0155.

INTL IMPORTING, l^rt(eting. and PR firm

seeks organized detail orientated adminis-

trative aasistani to perlorm auch functions as

data entry, taxing. ptxMocopying. phonea
Must be fkient in Italian P/T, flexibie hours

S^hr. Fax resume:2 13-653-1768 Attn John
VP

KOREAN-SPEAKING Asst coocdinalof tor a

t^w oonauMwm and mumgmn&rn Some
rmmtth Fax tmuma 213-497-7436

MALE MODELS
Printwori(. UB under 25. Lean, any race,

leave name, numt>er&physical stats. Free

interview. Beginners welcome. 213-960-

1066. 24hr5.

Male Models Top $$$
$300-$700 per assignment, immediate pay!

PakJ Screen Test. Young kx)king, boy-

ish/athletk:. 18-24, cleanshaven face, lit-

tle/no chest hair Nude modeling for Ameri-

can & European magazines and videos. Be-

ginners wekxxne. Open every day. Brad

310-397-2408.

MALE&FEMALE
MODELS

OUR MODELS have worthed for Versace,

/Vt}ercrombie&Fitch. Estee Louder, Levi's.

Banana Republk; &morel Great Pay! Begin-

ner's ok! Call Iree" for an appointment. Otto

(24-hrs)800-959-9301

MATH SCIENCE TUTOR. High school lev-

els. Math-up to cak:. Science-up to physKS.

Spanish or French a ptus. Must !» gaaO:

wAeenagers. Must have B/VBS. 310-459-

4125.

MODELS NEEDED NOW
No f?x;jt'ri.»n(.p roquired

C.it.iiiMi. Printv/ink. M.ifi.i/ifT's. Movies,
Vi'l.'O «t TV Cornin.'rt;i.ik.

M.T1 ;iiitJ VVonicn nf .ill A(jt^s

Ff."' Cf)nsuit,itif)n

CALL NOW 310-659-7000

MEDICAL BACK OFFICE/ Billing assistant.

F/T Demriatok)gy.Typing skills. Beveriy Hills.

Fax resume: 310-550-1920.

MODELS WANTED by professional photo-

studio for upcoming assignment. Male/Fe-

male Pro/Non-Pro. Fashion/Commer-
cial/Theatrical. Call for appointment 818-

986-7933.

MOVIE EXTRA WORK
• Revolutionary new program* Start immedi-

ately* All types- 18-^!* Fun/Easy* No crazy

fees* Program for free medical* Cjill-24/hrs

213-850-4417.

P/T GENERAL OFFICE/File Cleri<. M-F:

11am-3pm/4pm; $7-10/hr Entry-level for

bright, responsible individual w/courteous.

professional manner/appearance for fast-

paced int'l management consulting firm. Ac-

curate filing, light typing, copyirig. relief re-

ceptionist duties. Responsibie/organized/de-

tail-oriented. Highest quality standards. Let-

ter of interest/resume: Sheryl Yamamoto.

Fax:310-966-4733, Call:310-966-

1001ext264.

P/r RECP/SECTY
Century City firm seeks P/T receptionist/sec-

retary who possesses organizational skills

and accurate typing/computer skills.Must

fiave sense of humor Hours Mon-Fri 9am-

2pm. Fax resume 310-553-3996.

PAID INTERNSHIP
P/T BRANCH MANAGER. Seeking branch

managers for rapidly expanding advertising

company. Make as much as you want. 888-

412-0176.

Part T1rT>e Assistant- Attorney is seeking part-

time assistance on a daily t)asis. Assist with

general office matters- WordPerfect 8.

phone, and filing skills. E-mail Resume to

FFields410Oaol.com. or Fax (310)822-

3542.

PART-TIME LAW STUDENT 20 hours/wk.

Flexible. Collections, small claims court, co-

ordinating with attorney on unlawfuls. $9/hr.

310-829-1700, fax 310-829-2630.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT needed in Beveriy

Hills offk^e Typ4r>g skills a must Own car/in-

surance. $8-12/hr Fax resume to 310-275-

3873

PERSONAL P/T ASSISTANT wanted by re-

tired CPA, for financiaj records and account-

ing using Quick«n. One day/week, or heif-

dayt. R«quirB someone temlisr wMh Quk:k-

en Bind other computer programs. Flexible

hours $l5-$20AK)ur based on experttnoe.

Fax rssume to 310-202-6164

PHOTO LAB p/t pholo piMsr Of oon>-

HMS 310-274.3M6

Display

20b -3U"

POSTAL JOBS
TO $18.35/HR

INC. benefits. No experience. For app. and

exam infonnatk)n call 1-800-813-3385 ext-

0712. 8am-7pm 7days fds.inc.

PSYCHOEDUCATIONAL tutor needed for

tutoring office in Pacifk: Palisades. College

degree required. 310-459-4125.

PT RECREATION ASS'T needed for office

duties, possible afterTxx)n. evenings, and

weekends. Must be self-starter, good cus-

tomer servk:e skills necessary to answer tel-

ephones, and to deal directly w/public.

$7.50/hr. 5-l5hrs/week. must be avail, to

start immed. Chevk>t Hills Recreatk)n Center

310-837-5186 Alan Perimutter or Besty

Spina for interview*^ppointment.

RESTAURANT
Needs counter help 11am-3pm Delivery per-

son 11:30am-2:30pm Mon-Fri. Experience

prefen^ed. Call 310-558-3287 before 12/after

2pm

SALES&CLERICAL POSITION. P/T or F/T.

excellent opportunity. Love of jewelry. Call

between l2-6pm. Westwood Village. 310-

208-8404.

SALES/MANAGERS $1.000/hr??? P/T 1

week. Earn continuous, sizable comm/bo-

nuses throughout 1999/2000. Minimal per-

sonal effort. Call 24hrs. for details. ABR/lnc.

310-859-5577.

SECRETARY. 20hrs/wk. Doctor's office.

Need good computer and typing skills,

knowledge of Windows95 essential. Also

good commarKJ of English. Immediate open-

ing. Fax resume to 310-451-0446.

SEXUAL PROBLEMS?
Maintain control, maximize stamina, and last

longer Amazing, unheard of solutions! Seek-

ing willing product testers. Apply at

www f^ewremedies com -

VALET PARKING ATTENDAI^. $8.50/hr.

F/T or P/T. Chuck's Partdr^g Servk:e taking

applk;atk)ns now. Park cars at the best

Hollywood parties. Call 818-788-4300.

VALET PARKING ATTENDANT. P/T. Muri
be available weekerxis and for special ev-

ents. Clean driving record required. $6.50/hr

tips. 213-663-7275.

WAITRESS/WAITER- experience and
knowledge of American menu required. P/T

or up to 30hrs. Lunch/or dinrwr. For busy

restaurant in Westwood. DavkJ: 310-473-

5045.

WEBMASTER NEEDED for Santa Monrca

publisher P/T or freelance. 310-395-9393.

WEBSITE DESIGN $8-12/hr Maintain and
expand my websites. 10-15hr/week flexible.

Moderate skills needed. Contact Austin

323-874-7312 or

austinxxxOmirxJsprirYg.com.

WE'RE SEEKING INDIVIDUALS to provide

support to the devekjpmentally disabled. Call

Dwight Istanbulian at 818-361-6400 ext 129.

WILDLIFE JOBS
TO $21 .60

INC. BENEFITS. Game wardens, security,

maintenance, pari( rangers. No experience

needed. For app.-»-exam information 1-800

813-3585 ext-0713 8am-7pm 7days fds.inc

UCLA Annual Fund
$t»18/HR. PLUS BONUS

PMD TRMNINO • CONVENIENT SCHEDULING
(Moa-TtKjrs •vtnings. wttkend shifts availaUt)

Contact Leila

310-794-0377
1 083 Gayley Avenue. 4th floor. Wtotwood

WOTtblalooWtrwortntimy

* Models/New Faces*
Wanted by Westside't i1 Talent CastingCo.

Earn Top 1$ in Moviet, TV, Conmercials, and

Modeling ( petne/gtawnour ). No axp-nec.

Skigiwaiert, Taeni/Twealies, Stl'/e'D",

SHOP AND COOK for family 1 day/week for

6hrs. Experience not necessary. Time to be

arranged. $8/hr. Val 310-471-1671.

SPANISH TUTORS NEEDED for grades7-

12. Basic Spanish up through Spanish 3 and

AP. Tutor experience needed, car, referenc-

es. $15/hrXall310-655^4693^

— SPECIAL NEEDS —
SEEKING STUDY "coachVassistant for

A.D.H.D/L.D. 11/yr-old boy. Duties include

homework assistance, superviskjn. and

some transportation. Background in special

education helpful. 4-days per/week. Late af-

ternoon. Transportation essential! 310-459-

5701.

fflohde/Reds/Bnmetles. R>r Free Consultation.

Call Michael (310) 209-5062

HALLIE'S HOUSESITTING. 310-313-9998.

7 years experience. Refererices available.

Long or Shortterm. CONFIDENTIALITY
GUARANTEED

••^Retail Sports Chain ***

/Ul Positions. Full time and/or Part time

Excellent pay. comnission and benefits

Santa Monica Location

(310)829-7030

STARGATE/WATKINS
ENTERTAINMENT Actors Wanted! No ex-

perience required. Movies, TV. commercials.

'

Guarantee interviews with top SAG agents.

CALL NOW!!!! 310-577-9711.

TEACHER P/T After-school program for

math. K-7 grade. Send resume to P.O. Box

0687, Temple City. CA 91780. 626-285-9090.

TEACHERS
FOR afterscfx)0l science club. K-6grade. 2-

5days/wk. $15/hr. Will train. 1-800-472-

4362.ext.245or308.

TEACHER'S ASSISTANT Supervise&inter-

act w/children in a developmental, eariy

chiklhood program. Learn positive communi-

cation skills, age-appropriate expectations,

problem-solving, how to present activities.

ECE units preferred. Part-time. Flexible

schedule. Must be able to wort( weekends.

Will train. Deana Rossi 310-473-1447. X220.

TELEMARKETING
WWINDOWS COMPUTER SKILLS. Prefer

phone experience. Prefer students/grads.

Flexible hours. 9am-5pm starting $8-

$10/hr-»^bonuses. 3-blocks/UCLA. Harel

Maintenance. Ron-310-470-6175.

TUTORS-For grades K-12. Experience

w/children required. All levels of Math, Sci-

ence, English, and History including Algebra

II. Chemistry, Cak;ulus. etc. Spanish and
French. Sophmores+older preferred. $15/hr

Car Fax resume to 310-474-7413 or call

310-655-4693.

UCLA ALUMNI nx>m seeks athletk: male

student to play sports with 5/y-ok1 son. 4-

5/hrs-wk. Pacifk; Palisades $10/hr 310-459-

3641.

^onrrhinn fnr MoHok

calatog & maoazine adt, brochum. and
catwa»( • Spaoatamg in p«m«a •

t150 to 1250 par hour

JOURNALISM
INTERNSHIP w/award winning syndicated

joumalist/screenwriter Must be PC literate

and own computer College credit-*- pay. Ex-

perience, references, and contacts. West-

wood. 310-209-5656.

NATIONAL GUN VIOLENCE ORG seeks in-

tern to wori( on outreach and fundraising in

entertainment industry. Position involves

contact with filnr\/music/tv industries. Strong

organizational, communications, writing

skills, stipend available. Contact 310-230-

8177

PAID INTERNSHIP
WESTWOOD LAW FIRM- Flexible hours.

Leamak>t. $7.50+. Good typing skills, com-

puter literate, excel experience preferred.

Call 310-475-0481. Resumes preferred:

310-446-9962.

PAID INTERNSHIPeCOMPUTER TRAIN-

ING Company Self-starter w/knowledge of

sales/mari<eting Credit may lead to interest-

ing opportunity. Flexible hours. Call ESA
Systems 818-240-2196.

PAID MANAGEMENT
INTERNSHIP

Student Works Painting, a subsidiary of Na-

tional Servies Group is now hiring for

Spring/Summer 1999. Duties include inter-

viewing, hiring, development of customer re-

lations, control of martteting and sales. &
production management. Call 1-800-394-

6000. www.collegeworks.com

Scott Wynne. Producer&president of Wynne
Entertainment located at Sony Pictures on

the lot, is looking for interns 1 -2 days/week to

periorm coverage on scripts. Job includes

reading 2-3 scripts/week and writing cover-

age on them Help needed in office also.

Great learning experience in a tun&exciting

atmosphere. David©310-244-3445 Or fax

resume:310-244-0447

8300

*No Faa * No Experianoa

piO|2T3-3

MARINE LIFE:

SHARKS, FISH &
MORE!

UCLA Ocean Discovery Center, at the Santa

Monica Pier, is kx)kir)g for volunteers to help

with aducatk)nai and publk: progranw. Join

the ISO active volunteers who are helping lo

teach vWlors about the Santa Morvca Bay

and how to prolict it Lots of opportunlites

•nd iMRl For mora info oaN the Volunteer Of

flO« f1O4«>4t40

Classifieds

825-2221

DaiyBniinCbssifled

ppiranNMns iQr iifmi

1-BDRM$650
NEAR SHERMAN OAKS GALLERIA. Huge

apt. Ideal for roommates. Garden courtyard,

pool. /VC. phone-entry. Minutes to campus.

818-997-7312.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 2-BEDROOM $950-

$1195. LARGE. UPPER/LOWER. UNU-

SUAL CHARM. SOME W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.

310-839-6294.

BRENTWOOD $1.495/mo 2bd/2ba, front,

balcony, stove/relngerator, dishwasher, car-

pet/drapes, laundry, paridng, near UCLA,
shown by appt. 11728 Mayfield #1 310-271-

6811

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT- Bright spacious

upper 2bdnn/2bath. Partying. Fireplace, bal-

cony. $1139/mo. 2weeks Iree rent! Call 310-

478-1971.

BRENTWOOD- $1,760. Spacious, sunny,

upper 3bdrm/2ba w/balcony. North of

Wilshire. New paint&carpet. refrigerator,

built-in stove, parking, laundry on site, quiet

8-unit buiWing. 11921 Goshen Ave. #4. Open
Sat&Sun. 10-4pm. 310-571-0293.

BRENTWOOD- single plus pool. $500. 310-

395-1284. Low agent lee. www.westskleren-

tats .conT~ '
'

CULVER CITY COTTAGE- Ibdrm/lba.

$775. 310-395-1284. Low agent fee.

wwW.westsiderentals.com

LOS FELIZ- Duplex hardwood fkx)rs. $1500.

323-634-7368. Low agent fee. www.westsid-

erentals.com

LRG SINGLE, $450
WLA-PALMS. Stove, refrigerator Conveni-

ent to Westside, UCLA and shopping. Call

310-845-9149.

MARINA DEL REY LIVE ABOARD. For rent

27-foot sailboat. Fleet 3 Near beaches, gym.

$400first/$400last/$400deposil. 805-328-

1900. Leave message.

MARINA PENINSULA Beach studio apart-

ment, 1/2 block to beach. Separate entrance,

common garden area with water view, utili-

ties and new refrig. included, quiet, no smok-

ing, no pets, ideal for student. $700/mo. By

appt. only. Call 310-822-4966 (leave mes-

sage)^

PALMS. Single apt from $495. 1-bdrm. $595.

Stove. $600deposit for single and

$900deposit for l-bdmn. 1-year lease. 310-

837-1502 leave message.

SANTA MONICA CANYON- Ul Ocean
View. $675. 310-395-1284. Low agent fee.

www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA- bachelor. North of

Wilshire. $500. 310-395-1284. Low agent

fee. www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA. Ul apt. Hardwood floors.

part<ing. $675. 310-395-1284. Low Agent

Fee. www.weslsiderentals.com

SILVER LAKE- 1+1 plus view. $850. 323-

634-7368. Low agent fee. www.westsideren-

talscom

STUDIO APARTMENT. Available 12/1.

Kitchen, bathroom, parking Sauna, Jacuzzi,

fitness, dishwasher, stove, fridge. Short term

OK-take over lease. 310-208-8862.

WEST HOLLYWOOD HOUSE- 3+2 $1495.

W/c pet. 323-634-7368. Low agent fee.

www.westsiderentals.com

WEST HOLLYWOOD- 2+2 plus balcony.

$875. 323-634-7368. Low agent fee.

www.westsiderentals com

WESTWOOD Strathmore and Landlair

Ibdrm available in 2t)drm apt. for Winter and

Spring '99. Great view $490/mo. CaK Sara

(310)209-1046.

WESTWOOD, FURNISHED APTS 1-bdrm

$800. 543 Landfair, one block west of cam-

pus 310-824-0782

WLA. Large single. 1917 Spanish mission

building High ceilings, hardwood floors, sep-

arate kitchenidining room 1-yr lease, $750

Betty: 310-479-8646

recyclQ

I
WESTWOOD- Single apartment. $795.

Bright, cheerful, patk), pool. Walk to UCLA.

Shopping, transportalwn 1942 Pelham.310-

446-9348 or 310-207-7209.

WESTWOOD- 3bdnTV2ba. $1450 w/c pet.

310-395-1284. Low agent fee. www.westskl-

erentals.com

WESTWOOD- single. Cat okay $595. 310-

395-1284. Low agent fee. www.westskleren-

tals.com

WESTWOOD. Large l-bdmn. $995. Malcolm

Ave. near Westwood&SM Blvd. 14unit build-

ing w/pool. parking, laundry, hardwood

fkx)rs. stove. 818-995-8866 ext.312, Monica.

WLA- 2bdnTV1 5ba. $1250. Prime location

Bright, cheerful, patio. Walk to UCLA, shop-

ping, transportatkxi. 1242 S. Wellesley. Near

Wilshire. Won't last, 310-207-7209.

WLA. $825-$850. 2bdrm/1.5ba. Dishwasher.

AC, carpet, drapes built-in. Extra large

fenced patio. 310-670-5119

;^rl

MAR VISTA. $5354up/month. Ask about

move in special. Attractive, fumished 1-

bdrm. Large, pool, patio, barbecue area.

Quiet-building. 3748 Inglewood Blvd. 310-

398-8579.

OCEAN VIEW
WLA $795. Large 1-Bdrm. on private drive-

way, top of hill. Huge private sundeck.

Clean+quiet. Centinela 310-390-4610

CoMtoniDwniioiite for Reirt

WESTWOOD. 2-bdrm/2-bath. Spaciuob ..v-

ing room, upgraded kitchen. Security builid-

ing and paridng. Laundry in unit, sundeck,

Century City view $1700 310-234-3443

BRENTWOOD. Urge home 3-bdmV2-bath

penthouse +k>ft and sundeck. New paint,

carpet.appliances. 2-car side-by-skle pari<-

ing. $379,000 A. Buchman 310-471-

6363ext123. Coldwell Banker.

o-Av*-

GuasOMiisefiirllMil

BEL AIR Guesthouse. $675/nx)., 1 mile to

UCLA, pets ok. Lisa: 310-472-4833.

ENCINO GUESTHOUSE in large quiet yard

with pool. Living^ room, bdrm, bathroom,

kitchen. Cathedr^ ceilings, skylights, pet ne-

gotiable. $775+Utilities. 818-343-6547.

HouM fiir Saia

WESTWOOD SOUTH Charming original

Spanish duplex w/pool. 2+1/2 up. 2+1 3/4

down. $549,000. Tom Brook, Agent. 310-

979-4000 ext.404.

Urgent housing needed tor trustworthy,

extremely reliable mom+4yr.old. Willing to

exchange for baby/house-sitting. Must be

close to UCLA. Vteky 310-209-2533

mo
RoomlMrHe^

BACHELOR UNIT
in Laurel Canyon for UCLA student in return

for 1 5-20+/hrs worit plus salary. Senior Citi-

zen care and clerical. Must have good car

Fax resume: 213-650-7211.

MOO
Room for Rant

BRENTWOOD Kenter Avenue. Bedroom lor

rent in house. Avail immediately. Jan. free -

in exchange for childcare. $600/mo. Rober-

ta: 310-289-6120.

BRENTWOOD/WLA. 1252 Barry Ave. 2-

bdrm/1-bath. Secured access. 2-partting,

new carpel. $1065. Available now. 310-479-

3381.

Employed non-smoking female to share lux-

urious apartment adjacent to BH. Private

room/bath. Washer/Dryer $550/mo. Call

310-275-7737 or 310-395-3923

SANTA MONICA 2bdrm fumished apt. Un-

fumist)ed room. 4 blocks from beach. Fe-

male grad. student preferred. $460/mo. -f 1/2

utilities. 310-452-4737. -

WESTWOOD Room for rent Own bed-

roonr\/bath. Backyard, kitchen/laundry, gated

pariung, I^S. dean, quiet, female student

Ctose to UCLA $525/mo +utilities 310-477-

0112

WLA Living room lo rent $350/rTX) Close to

UCLA 2nd fkwr. pool, gym, \eorns, utilities

inckided Female preferred. 310-445-9412

WLA Rent own room in large, sunny 3 bed

apartment Secure parking near bus N/S le

male prtlerred $465/mo AMoe 310-473

0020
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5-MIN TO CAMPUS
WESTWOOD; Available now for nonsmoker.

utilities included. Huge fully fumished private

t>edroom in deluxe apartment. $600. Call:

310-477-2678.

ASIAN/QUIET/CLEAN. WLA—Asian lady

needs quiet roommate. Nk;ely fumished.

Bus in front of house. Westwood/Pk;o. No-

smoking/pets Private bed sharebath.

$450/month+utilKlte. 310-475-8787.

BEVERLY GLEN CANYON Private room in a

house. Mounlainlop view, quiet, sunny.

Washer/dryer. 10 min. to UCLA. Studious,

non-smoking male tenant. $400 incl.. utili-

ties. Leave message for Jim at 310-470-

2142.

BRENTWOOD ADJ- Your own bdnruba in a

4-bdrm townhouse w/all amenities. $425/nx).

310-445-1161.

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT your own bed-

room and full bath in a 4bdrm. apt. $495/mo,

w/all amenities. (310)477-6322.

CULVER CITY house-mate. Lovely area,

near buses. Hardwood floors, fully equipped

house, laundry. Phone-line in room. $500-

includes utHities. 310-838-1589.

ENCINO. Roommate wanted to share pleas-

ant home. Private bdrm, share kitchen, bath-

room, yard. Apool. Quiet, near bus. 2nd pri-

vate room avail. Pet negotiable. Prefer fe-

male/non-smoker $400/mo. 818-343-6547.

KELTON/LEVERING. Own bedroom/shared

bath, available Jan. 1 . Cozy place for friendly

female to share w/3 other giris. $560+1/4

utilities. Paridng. 310-209-0368.

PALMS-Female w/2cats to share spactous

2+1 apartment. $425/mo+1/2bills. Smoke
outside. Small, quiet building, nice area.

Male/Female. Voicemail 818-508-9606 or

aemilia9ucla.edu.

PALMS. Student, clean. non-snK)ker. Spa-

cious 3bdrm. convenient location. Rent

$433. need first&last. Contact 310-838-0543

oerore opm.

SANTA MONICA. Share w/2men in 3-

bdrm/2-bath. Own bdrm/balh. Tmsting. re-

spectful and quiet. Parting, I^S, W/D. no

pets. $430/mo +1/3utilities. 310-828-2855.

UCLA APARTMENT- Ibdrm/lba in

2bdmrV2ba apartment. Sharing kitchen, liv-

ing-room w/UCLA Post-doc. Sunny, gated.

partying, laundry, dishwasher. $444/mo

+1/2utilities. 310-572-0148.

VENICE- Own bdrm in 3+3. Steps to beach.

Female preferred. Available 12-01-98. Street

partying, no pets. $485.00/mo 310-574-0016

or 310-823-6394.

WLA Beautiful, spacious 2bdrm/1.5ba house

to share w/graduate student. Hardwood-

floors, ample closet space, bright/sunny.

$750. Female preferred. 310-473-1446.

iiooiniiiaiat-waraa nooiR

10960 ROEBLING. Walk-to-campus. Fe-

male to share room. Parking, own wash-

er&dryer Must like cats. ASAP-August. 310-

824-2526.

501 GAYLEY. Seeking female to share spa-

clous single. 2 minute walk to campus.

$440/mo + utilities. Move in ASAP. 310-824-

1627.

BRENTWOOD- Charming. sunny

2bdmV2bath to share in heart of Brentwood.

Female/professional grad student, non-

smoker preferred. $475/nx} plus utilities.

Available 12-01-98. Andrea 310-826-4512.

WESTWOOD. Female roommate wanted to

share 1 -bdrm/l -bath spacious apt on Land-

fair $490/mo Available ASAP Call 310-208-

8311.

WESTWOOD: ATRIUM COURT- One per-

son or 2people to share Ibdrm/lba in a

2bdrm/2ba apartment. $750. Available

12/28. 1 periling space. 310-209-3345.

WINDSOR HILLS. Male/female roommate lo

share large and spacious 1-bdrm apartment.

Security partying $290/mo, utilities included.

Available now. Teddy: 323-293-2725.

BRENTWOOD 1-MILE UCLA. INDEFINITE

SUBLET. Huge 1-bdrm. 2 pools, weight-

room, gated, pari<ing, laundry. Quiet cul-de-

sac. Priced tow. $900 818-909-7600.

SUBLET NEEDED NOW
548 KELTON Huge 3-bdrm/2-bath w/balco-

ny. Now-Decenr)t>er 31st for roommate who's

traveling Rent negotiable Call ASAP:310-

208-6206.

CABO SAN LUCAS:New Year'sOSolmar

Beach Club (5-star resort) 12/26-1/2/99.

Sleeps four, partial kNchen, beach front.

$1200. Airiine tk:kets available 310-474-

8125

IDYLLWILD BEAUTIFUL MTN CABIN San
Bernardino NaTI Foratt Fully cqutpiMd Hot

tub. fireplacM. NAoiM. 8lMp 4+ t2S0/wM-
kend 310-7»MB15 310>3ei-«OOe

Display
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Call the Campus Photo Studio today to get a date. Hurry, appointments are Wing up fast!

LUNCH SPECIAL DINNER SPECIAL

S4.99 S5.99

• RICE •SALAO* SOUP •RICE* SALAD •SOUP

• CHICKEN TERIYAKI or • CHICKEN TERiYAKI or

•HREBEEF • HREBEEF

•VEGHABLETEMPORA • VEGETAtLETEMPURA

2 PCS. CALIFORNIA ROUS •3 PCS. CALIFORNIA ROLLS
J V J

W^ B
»n BROXTON AVE / LECONTE
WESTWOOO VILLAGE

310 208 7781 •ivj^
JAfANCSf FOOD
KOStAN FOOD
SAKE BOMBS

Off
Attrou
cmm
SUSMV

Valid w/ Student I.D.
One Coupon per person

'':.> *<*^.
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(Mighty strong software company)

TM

Software Engineers

send your resume to:

Quark, Inc.

Attn: Dept. UCLA

1800 Grant Street

Denver, CO 80203

You may e-mail your resume to:

employment@quark.(oni

Or you may fax your resume to:

303.894.3649

Also, check out our website at:

www.quark.(om

Quarl(, Inc. is an EOE.

Quoik IS a trodemork of Quoik, Inc., ond oil applicable offilioted componies Reg. U.S. Pot. & Tm. Off.

The Ouoik logo is o trademark of OuotK, Inc., and all applicable offiriated companies.

FRESHMEN
From page 33

one pass was to Foster, who also

played nearly every defensive down
as a safety. But Foster couldn't do it

all himself.

Palmer thr^w for 413 yards and

five touchdowns to lead Santa

Margarita to victory in what was one

of the greatest high school games in

the country last year.

So Foster had plenty of incentive to

beat use, including the fact that the

Trojans told him (during recruiting)

that he wasn't a running back, but he

could play defense for them.

"I knew DeShaun

(Foster) was going

to have a great game."

Julius Williams

Defensive back

"That's in the back of my head.

And Carson, I've got to beat him,"

Foster said before Saturday's game.

And Foster got his revenge - in a

big, big way. He had 10 carries for 107

yards and three touchdowns in the

first half, including a 65-yard TD
sprint. In the second half, he was lim-

ited to just two yards on five carriea-

and a fumble, as his illness was wear-

ing him down.

"He was very, very sick and that's

the reason we took him out," said

Toledo.

But that didn't matter, because two

quarters were all Foster needed to

prove his point. He only need one half

to prove that not only is he the best

freshman in the city, he's the best

freshman in the country.

"I knew DeShaun was going to

have a great game. That's the way he

plays," said defensive back Julius

Williams, Foster's teammate at Tustin

High School, who also got to feel the

jubilation of defeating Palmer.

"It felt pretty good. We kind of got

to him today, hopefully we can do the

same thing to him next year."

"It was great to beat (Palmer),"

said Foster. "We still have a couple

more years to go, so it's going to be a

big rivalry for a while.

And that's an understatement. It's

going to be a huge rivalry, and it

already is. UCLA versus USC.
DeShaun Foster versus Carson

Palmer.

It doesn't get any better than that.
'

M.SOCCER
From page 35

of injuries. As a result, we were play-

ing a midfield that's a little bit differ-

ent than normal."

Fresno State came out aggressive-

ly in the second half, knotting the

match at 1-1 with a goal in the 72nd

minute.

UCLA was clearing a ball but

Fresno State recovered and crossed

to a streaking Bryan Roney. Roney

fired a shot to the top right corner,

which slipped past Rimando.

However, the Bruins used their

experience and talent to win the

match as they dominated the final ten

minutes in the 2-1 victory.

"The second half of the game

tipped a little bit more toward their

direction," Schmid said. "I thought

we scored a great goal at the end and

had more chances than they did."

The Bruins will njeet Creighton in

the second round of action this

upcoming weekend

"We're going to call a faith-heal-

er." Schmid mused.

"We need to get all of our guys

heaMQT. I've leen Creighton this year.

I think we match up well with tham

(Creighton)"
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SALMON
From page 36

quickly held back as he noticed a

streaking Lovett; Lovett would
charge in front of three Trojans,

snag the ball and dance on into the

endzone, giving the Bruins a 14-0

lead at halftime.

The next half would be dedicated

to Vytas Mazeika.

As the Bruins were ready to

march back on the field, they hud-

dled up for a quick prayer then

chanted, "Vytas, Vytas, Vytas."

"When I heard that I got tears in

my eyes, a result of poppyseeds and

kool-aid," the tearful Mazeika said.

Early in the first half, Vytas was

-illegally blocked by a Trojan defen^-

sive lineman, tearing Mazieka's

MCL.
After that play the Bruins came

out fired up - this was a man who
had just gotten out of rehab for his

addiction to poppyseeds, and he

finally had the opportunity to return

to the sidelines.

"It hurt real bad. But I couldn't

leave my teammates without my
support so I stayed around. All that

I cared was that our team told the

Trojans to 'Suck it'. That just makes

a man feel better."

Mirroring the real USC-UCLA
game, the defense controlled the

second half, while the offense only

mustered one more touchdown.

"Sometimes you just got to step it

up." lineback^ Greg Lewis said.^
stayed at UCLA instead of transfer-

ring to the Banana Slugs because of

this incredible madman D that

Lovett devised.

So defense, if you are

reading this take a

minute right now ...

stop and admire

yourself in a mirror.

"We just fly to the ball and hit

whatever is there. Whenever the ball

wasjn the air, we always came down

with it."

While accepting the MVP award,

Boyd, who had a hand in all three

touchdowns and threw three inter-

ceptions, stated that he did not want

to accept the trophy because the

defense deserved it.

So defense, if you are reading this

take a minute right now, wherever

you are, to stop and admire yourself

in a mirror. You can do it.

While Brendon Ayanbadejo was

talking about the real game he might

as well have been talking about the

UCLA defense when he said, "We
beat the dog out of them."

So woof it up, Daily Bruin and

tell those Trojans to go home and

feed on their kibbles and bits.

Salmon Is a ballyhooed writer vy^ho

gives a shout out to the fans at the

Rose Bowl. Thanks for your support

(even though he thinks you should

have rushed the field). E-mail fan polls

on who you think should have won

MVP to rsalmon@ucla.edu.

POLO
From page 34

quickly approaching conference and

national championships in mind.

They will most likely face USC in

cither or both MPSF and NCAA
tournaments, and their focus was evi-

dent by the subdued post-game atti-

tude.

The UCLA-USC game record now

ilMMb it 1-2. Ahhough this game was

a confidenoe booHer. the Bruins have

yet to be ooaplMiljr PidaHMd.

**Not ytC Wrig^ md. "Not unUl

we beat them in the
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LH BUMPIE CAIER YOUR HOUDAY
Any size, any time, any event.

SatS«S4t40S
DCLACR/S CATBUNG

10% DISCOUNT
on wiy cfltoffn^ ovdof

with tMs coupon.

951 Westwood Blvci.

(310)209-1070

Receive A $1 Discount On Any
BUMPIE" ~

OFFER EXPIRES: 1/15/99
jowm 'wowwg 'i«v<wn«a "Maviit iimwmim—o lOMnw Mootwauv nowm 'HONnwa 'isvjway^

TonidVit

Come JAM wifh a Rock 'N Roll Rabbi

Yom Tov Glazer

then hear funny man

Rabbi David Orlofsky
on "Y/hat to do Vflwn Your Jewish Get Up and Go Got Up and Went"

PIZZA. MUQIC. L0T9 OF LAU6H9 AND
A LITTLE LEARNING TOO!

at the J.A.M. Center

1025 GiGnClOn (between Weybum ^mci Kmcossi

Sponsored by JAM, on on campus club at UCLA

/ o HAPPINISS IS BUNCO
^T^ CALIFORNIA fcAlA

A BRUIN ALUM
Dear UCLA ShuUnts and Staff:

It has been a pleasure servingyour vision cart needs

for over 25 years in the village. Pliase take advantage

ofthese great offers listed below

.

.

.

C/UCIA Craduate 1967

$99 CONTACT LENSES & EXAM "SPECIAL"

Includes eye exam, fitting, foflow-up, and two pair of

Bausch & Lomb dally or extended wear soft contacts.

^$99 EYEGLASSES & EXAM ''SPECIAL"

Includes lenses and frames from our special selection

(most Rxs) and eye exam.

IF YOU HAVE UCLA VISION CARE INSURANCE:
• We gladly accept your insurance
• We get the forms for you - just call us.

• Same day appointments available.

• We are expeils in showing you how to nftaximize your
benefits

• Terrific eyewear arKl contact lens selectkxi

IF YOU D0N7 HAVE VISION CARE INSURANCE:
::Satlce advantage of ih^spociats, T9r welt8^ give ye(^ 10%=
off on any non-advertised Hems.

Village Eyes Optometry

aproFessonal corporaton

310208-3011
(grcH^ floor of Monty's BuNdkig • across from Westwood Brewery)

Validated partdng • Se habia EspaAol

k

^ClA,

2 PIZZAS FOR THE
OF ONE

les^
?t\c!5

VjJ^-s^^oo
d\ 208-8671

OFFER VALID

MONDAY
AND

TUESDAY
NIGHTS ONLY
(After 5:30 pm)

No mediums and offer excludes

SicJiiara. No half & half orders.

Must mention ad.

Coupon must be given to driver.

Exp. 11/30/98
- LARGE

PIZZA w/
Free Liter

TWO TOPPINGS

•

208-8671
TAX INCLUDED

Coupon vMd ai WClwood locaion ofHy.

Ofler good onty with this

coupon. or>e coupon per pizza.*

Coupon nnuet be given to drfc^er.

Unrtit 3 pizzas per eddreea

No 1/2 end 1/2

Open until 1 am

Exp. 11/30/98

LARGE
PIZZA w/
Free Liter

TV\/0 TOPPINGS

I

208-8671
T/0( INCLUDED

Offer Qood only wHh ttiia

coupon, one coupon
Coupon must be o^^en to

Umtt apizzaapa
No 1/2 and 1/2

only Open until 1 «n •

X.
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FOOTBALL
From page 36

trie atmosphere. Behind

DeShaun Foster's 109 rushing

yards, however, the Bruins

made their battle with USC
anti-climactic.

Struck with a case of fumble-

itis, the Trojan offense coughed

up the ball five times. USC
freshman quarterback Carson

Palmer, a nemesis of Foster's in

high school, added two inter-

ceptions to cap off use's col-

lapse.

"(The turnovers were) the

Stat of the game," said UCLA
quarterback Cade McNown,
who finished 12 of 20 for 146

yards with one touchdown and

two iriterceptions.

"When we can force that

many turnovers, I think we're

going to be in position to win a

lot of football games ... As far

as the scope of the game, to

play as hard as that defense did

and to get that many turnovers

is just spectacular."

Another key stat was the sin-

gle completion in just two

attempts for McNown in the

fourth quarter.

McNown, a Heisman trophy

candidate who became the first

quarterback to win four games
in the UCLA-USC series, was

barely needed in the final 15

minutes. In fact, McNown only

attempted six passes - complet-

ing three - in the entire second

half.

The Bruins ran the ball twen-

ty times in the second half and

finished the game with 45 car-

ries for 227 rushing yards.

DeShaun Foster, UCLA's
sensational freshman tailback

who had been hospitalized with

strep throat on Friday, scored

all four Bruin touchdowns and

dazzled fans with his 65-yard

touchdown run in the second

quarter.

"Anybody who watched the

game obviously saw the heart

that we played with,"

McNown said. "You could see

that in our defense and you

coQid see that in our offense

when we were driving the ball

down the field.

"We ran the ball at will on

them. It wasn't even an issue."

Early on, though, concern

did exist for UCLA.
McNown's first pass of the

game, a designed dump-off to

tailback Jermaine Lewis over

the middle, was intercepted by

Trojan linebacker Zeke
Moreno, after Butkus Award
finalist Chris Clairborne hit

Lewis.

The defense allowed Palmer

and USC to get a first down,

but Bruin defensive end Santi

Hall's perfect read of a naked

bootleg forced the Trojans to

settle for a 36-yard field goal

from Adam Abrams.

UCLA's potent offense then

went to work.

Foster ran the ball through

the right side for a 15-yard gain,

and McNown then completed

a 42-yard bomb to flanker

Danny Farmer - who made yet

another acrobatic catch. Four

SeeRKnBiUl,pa9e33

DO YOU NEED BRACES?

$35 Consultation
(originally $65)

Expires 8/31/98

Faculty Group Dental Practice

- The Daily Bruin -

It

•—<*

Asian
Eyelid

Surgery
''"'"'

www.asioneyeiid.coni

Call for free brochure, 1-800-beauty I

off ALL Rings
November 23 - December 4
UCLA Store Ackerman Union
Campus Photo/Graduation Etc.

December 1 -3
North Campus Student Center

The BOLD, BRIGHT, & BEAUTIFUL SMILES

tprrplAI • ^?(l
Examination, 6 X-Rays& Teeth

Ol l^S^itXij. vP?U- Cleaning Expires 5/31 /99

COSMETIC and
GENERAL
DENTISTRY

Dr. LARRY FRIEDMAN, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1762 Westwood Blvd. #460 (between Wilshire & Santa Monica Bl.)

For Appointment Call: (310) 474-3765

•TOOTH BONDINa, BLIACHINO
•NttratM OxMtt (Umghlng Qas)
•Nypnesls • Itoctronic AiMstlMsta
•OpMi Lat« HoMTS, fr— / ValMat«d Parking
•CiMclcs, Cr»dH Cards A htsuranca Forms Wslcoms
•20 Yaars In Privata Practioa In Wastwoad

HAIRCUTTING WESTWOOD

Consultalion
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Special

Event
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From page 32

plays later McNown threw his only

touchdown pass of the day as Trojan

safety Rashard Cook could not keep

Foster out of the end zone.

On the next play from scrimmage,

Palmer's completion to USC's
explosive flanker R. Jay Soward
went for naught as a fumble was

recovered by linebacker Tony White

at the Trojan 22 yard line.

Then, on fourth and goal from the

one-yard line, Foster dove over the

top for his second touchdown of the

day.

"(Foster) was phenomenal and he

did a great job as a freshman football

player," UCLA_he4d.Jiflach Bob
Toledo said.

With the score 14-3 to start the

second quarter, the Bruins seemed

well in control. UCLA linebacker

Ryan Nece picked up a fumble by

Farmer on the very first play of the

second quarter and the Bruins start-

ed a new drive from the USC 30.

On third and 17, McNown's pass

over the middle bounced off Melsby

and Clairborne returned the inter-

ception 66 yards to the UCLA 4-

yard line. Farmer's tackle only

delayed the inevitable, as the Trojans

scored two plays later to make the

score UCLA 14, USC 10.

The Bruins would answer right

back as Foster established his repu-

tation as a Trojan killer. After gain-

ing nine yards on the first play from

scrimmage, Foster weaved through

cornerback Daylon McCutcheon
and Clairborne for a 65-yard touch-

down run down the left sideline.

UCLA would add two field goals,

set up thanks to two more fumble

recoveries. With the halftime score

27-10 and four fumble recoveries to

their credit, the Bruins would never

look back.

'i think they did a nice job in

every phase of the game, particularly

on defense," USC head coach Paul

Hackett said. "Any time you play a

team of UCLA's caliber, you can't

turn the ball over, which is what we

did on every play. You have to give

UCLA credit - they did a nice job."

The Trojans did close the gap to

27-17 at the end of the third quarter.

But on their first possession of the

fourth quarter, with 13:09 left in the

game, Foster scored his fourth

touchdown of the day - his third on

the ground.

The rest of the game was left for

UCLA to enjoy. The aggressive

defense racked up four sacks in the

fourth quarter and added two

turnovers.

"We went through this confer-

ence and nobody beat us," Toledo

said. "We ended up Pac-10 champi-

ons and we have an opportunity to

play in the Rose Bowl. But as Cade

mentioned, there is one more oppor-

tunity to possibly play for a national

championship."

To reach the Fiesta Bowl, UCLA
has to beat Miami on the road on

December 5 and then hope that the

Bowl Championship Series sees it fit

to rank the Bruins as one of the top

two teams.

The fans, at least on Saturday,

were not concerned about the BCS.

Instead, they concentrated on enjoy-

ing the current domination of the

Trojans. Throughout most of the

fourth quarter, fans were chanting:

"Eight more years! Eight more

years!"

IK^0DeShaun Foster - Any

freshman who can score four

touchdowns k\ a game tNs
meaningful is something special.

Maybe UCU should ftait

^
campaigning for Foster's Heisman
candidacy next year.

QURNING POINT

After USC closed In to make
the score 14*10 in the secorKi

quarter. Foster's 65-yard run

seemed to take the heart out of the

Trojans. The touchdown made the

score 21-10 and UCLA extended

the lead to 27-10 by halftime.

KEY STAT

UCLA quarterback Cade

McNown said that the seven

turnovers forced by the

Bruin defense were the key stat of

the game. The Trojans were unable

to enjoy any continuity throughout

the game.

X>HN SpEHIRO/Oaily Brum

FRESHMEN
From page 36

"For Foster to come in and score

that many times in the biggest game of

the year is excellent. I'm proud of

him," said Shawn Stuart.

"(Foster) is a freshman, but he isn't

a freshman. He's more mature. He
was sick but he pulled through. He
gave it his all and just played great,"

added Danny Farmer.

On the other hand, Foster's high

school counterpart struggled at times,

and played like a true freshman is

expected to play.

"I felt comfortable out there but

it's hard when you're scrambling

around. I know I'm inexperienced.

Everybody knows that," said Palmer.

And everybody knows that Foster

dominated in his rematch with

Palmer. In the high school champi-

onship game, Foster ran for 378 yards

and, like he did against USC, scored

all of his team's touchdowns -^ though

that time he had six of them. Tustin

High only threw the ball twice, and

See FRESHMEN, page 30

l
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ick up ybiir copy of the Freshfttm Rt?a)rd at 1 18 Kercklioff Half between the hours of ^ to

^

j. Vou nmi oiilv vour sUideiil ID. If you have any questions, please call 825.264F
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DEFENSE
From page 36

Brendon Ayanbadejo, with four

sacks and one forced fumble;

Jason Stephens, who recovered

two fumbles, forced one fumble

and grabbed an interception;

and Marques Anderson who
forced two fumbles.

"We returned to our All-Pro

defense of last year," Marques

Anderson. "We came out

focused and blazing with inten-

sity. We didn't want to let them

get up on us so we took con-

trol."

Part of the reason why
UCLA created more turnovers

was because of Anderson, who
had battled all the way back

from being demoted to the

bench at the beginning of the

year to fmally starting in one of

UCLA's biggest games this

year.

Anderson got the starting

nod over Ryan Roques because

of his continued improvement

and the way he shut R. Jay

Soward down last year.

This year would be no differ-

ent as Soward only grabbed

three catches for 22 yards.

use's biggest playmaker

would spend more time rear-

ranging the Gatorade cups than

dancing in the end zone.

Both of Anderson's forced

featikfid in UCLA-

for an 18-yard gain, but

Anderson immediately hit him.

"I saw Anderson pop him

and strip the ball," strong safety

Stephens said. "*! grabbed it off

the ground and started running.

I saw my teammates throwing

some blocks and was trying to

reach that end zone."

But he didn't.

Stephens would be knocked

out of bounds at the USC 27,

leading to a UCLA field goal to

make the score 24-10.

"Anderson, Stephens and I

got to together last night for a

mini-meeting," linebacker

Ryan Nece said. "We told each

other that it was time to put

everythmg on the line. It was

time to shine."

And Stephens outshone the

Pasadena sun.

Twice Stephens intercepted a

Palmer pass when the Trojans

looked to be in striking dis-

tance. One of those intercep-

tions was ruled a fumble only

because the receiver and

Stephens both had the ball at

the same time and Stephens

ripped it away.

"I saw their wide receiver

(Harris) look up for the ball,"

Stephens said. "I grabbed the

ball while he had it and ripped

hard. Luckily, (Atkins) hit him

at the same time to push him

away from the ball. I ended up

with it."

Donnie Edwards with 4.5.

In Ayanbadejo's eyes, this

was a game in which defense

finally stepped up and showed

USC what the Bruins were all

about. This was a time to silence

all t)ie critics who doubted

UCLA's chance at a national

championship with this defen-

sive corps.

"The media, their coach and

Palmer were all saying that the

defense was the weak link.

Palmer said he would knock us

out of the Fiesta Bowl, and that

the defense had no pass rush.

"They were saying that

use's defense was way better,

but look at it now, I would

rather play for ours than the

defense who has lost four

games. We just beat the dog out

of them."

With all the dissing and dog-

ging going on by the USC play-

ers, Ayanbadejo was ready to

let loose - so ready, in fact, that

he could not sleep until 3 a.m.

each night this week.

"This whole week felt like a

month and practice was the

longest and slowest, most physi-

cal we have had.

"I would go home and want-

ed to watch what the media was

saying about this match-up but

my cable is out so 1 would go on

the Internet. I was ready to play

at three in the morning on

Wilshire."

Bruin team gets revenge

against top-ranked USC

points, which helped put the

game away early. The biggest

play came in the second quarter

as USC was trying to answer a

DeShaun Foster touchdown.

The Trojans had already put ten

points on the board and seemed

to be finding a groove.

On third and eight. Palmer

hit a wide open Larry Parker

That play put the gnmr tn After the gamf., the three

rest and secured the blowout for

the Bruins, as Stephens picked

it with 2:01 remaining on the

game clock.

"We were hungry like wild

dogs out there," Ayanbadejo

said.

So hungry, in fact, that No.

50 almost broke a school record

for sacks in a game, held by

whoopers put it down honestly.

After a year of talking by the

USC side and criticism

throughout the country, the

defense put on a spectacular

show.

They just whooped the dog

out of them. '

.

'

,

,'.
—

How else can you explain

seven turnovers?

RECAP: Victory over Trojans

restores squad's confidence

as championships approach

By Steve Kim
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The UCLA men's water polo team once

again bounced back from a disappointing

game to redeem itself against the USC
Trojans in a 6-3 home-pool victory.

Two Sundays ago, when the No. 2

UCLA team lost 6-9 to its No. I -ranked

Trojan rivals, nothing went its way. The

Bruins let their opponents take total con-

trol over the game with poor defense and

missed more shots than they could afford

to miss in such a serious game. It was

chaos.

And now, this.

It was a game that erased past doubts

and blemishes, even ones as recent as seven

days.

The Bruins took the early lead this time

as senior attacker Sam Grayeli netted a

goal. Trojan Allen Basso quickly tied the

game but sophomore Adam Wright helped

regain a Bruin edge with a goal. With one

second left in the first quarter, Grayeli

mgwm.
This time it was the Bruins, not the

Trojans, who took command from start to

finish - a dramatic difference from last

week.

"We finally got in the flow as of what we
want to do," UCLA head coach Guy
Baker said. "We followed our game plan

pretty closely to what we wanted to get

done. I still think we have ways to go as far

as how we play, but it's a good start."

The Bruins had a defensive advantage

with the return of two of their injured

starters, Blake Wellen and Neil Hueston.

Goalkeeper Parsa Bonderson and his six

saves completed the strong showing of the

defensive unit.

Having lost to Southern Cal twice

already this season, this win was especially

crucial, as this was the last regular-season

game.

"We thought we definitely owed them

something from last week so it felt really

good to come out here and play a great

game," cocaptain Grayeli said. "We knew
we needed this and it makes us more confi-

dent now because we realize if we work

hard and do what we're supposed to do, we
can beat any team."

The result was evident. But what made
the difference? The answer, the Bruins

scored another to give his team a j-
i lead. said, was all in the head.

Trojan Peter Janov scored his team's

second goal in the second quarter, and the

game saw a lot of scoreless back and forth

action until sophomore Brian Brown of

UCLA netted one in the third quarter.

Grayeli capped the third quarter with his

third goal of the game and sophomore

Sean Kern added a final scoring contribu-

tion in the fourth quarter for the convinc-

"Our mental state was the big differ-

ence," assistant coach Adam Krikorian

said. "We weren't tentative, we weren't

scared, we came out hard and aggressively

right from the start. For once against 'SC,

these guys stepped up to the challenge."

The Bruins end their regular season with

See POLO, page 31
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West Virginia can't top

powerful play at post
WiiOOPS: Despite win,

Bruins still struggling

with perimeter defense

ByA.CinQiicCaiter

Daily Bmin Staff

The bumps and bruises did not

matter. The bags of ice wrapped

around the sore muscles and limbs

did not matter either.

In fact, all that mattered was the

Bruin women's basketball team's

first official victory since March 13,

1998 in the first round of the NCAA
Tournament.

The No. 14 Bruins (1-2) started

two All-America candidates in the

back court yesterday (freshman

Michelle Greco and junior Erica

Gomez) en route to a 91-76 win over

West Virginia before 1,522 fans at

Pauley Pavilion.

"UCLAjust came in here wanting

it a little more than we did,"

Mountaineer (1-2) coach Alexis Basil

said after the game.

Greco was four-for-eight from the

field for a total of 12 points. She

grabbed a career-high eight

rebounds. Gomez scored eight

Martin put on a show for the ages.

They scored the first 22 Bruin points

in a 26-12 UCLA run that opened the

half.

"We said before the game,"

Olivier said, "that we could beat them

in the post. That's their weakness and

one of our strengths."

Martin would finish with 23

points, Hubbard with 18 and five

boards. Philman, who started the sec-

ond half in place of Greco, had 17

points and seven rebounds.

The Bruins' perimeter defense,

however, left something to be

desired. The Mountaineer wings

were able to score 56 of their team's

76 points.

The leading scorer of the game,

Rebecca Burbridge, had a field day,

scoring from behind the arch on her

way to 27 points.

This came after Svetlana

Arosimova fueled UConn over the

Bruins with 39 points, 10 rebounds

and nine assists on Tuesday.

"Obviously that's something we

have to get better at," Olivier said.

"Our perimeter defense needs a lot of

work."

Conversely, the post continued to

produce for the Bruins, offensively

and defensively. Hubbard shot over

No. 5 UCLA advances in tournament

points, grabbed six boards and 50 percent tor the second straight

Any large Pizza, your choice of toppings and crust, for $9,99

QOA A'iHH 1114 Gayley Ave.

0^4"4 I I I Westwood Village

Medium 1 topping Pizza

for S5.95

Fast Free Dellverv

until 1 a.in. Sunday-Thursday
until 2 a.m. Friday & Saturday

At A Gl.uicc

AMBdCANCONFEIIBia

East

W I T Pet Pf W
Miami 7 3 .700 178 132

Buffalo 7 4 .636 247 217

N.Y.Jets 7 4 .636 267 178

NewEngland 5 5 iOO 211 192

Indianapoits 2 9 .182 177 298

Carolina 24, St. Louh 20

Baltimore 20, Cincinnati 13

Denver 40, OaUand 14

San Diego 38, Kansas City 37

New Orleans, 13 San Francisco, 31 (5:28

3rd)

WESTEINCONFUeta
Central Division

Central

Jacksonville

Pittsburgh

Tennessee

Baltimore

Ondnnati

OcfWfr

OaUand

San Diego

Seattle

Kansas Qty

8 3

74
6 5

47
29

.727 277 230

.636 208 199

.545 242 217

J64 167 216

.182 180 287

11 1.000 370 190

7 4 .636 190 215

5 6 .455 165 216

5 6 .455 235 192

4 7 .364 204 235

NATIONAL CONFERENa
East

W I T Prt. Pf PA

DaNas 8 3 .727 289 171

AriiMta 6 5 .545 227 274

NY. Giants 4 7 364 189 226

Philadeiphia 2 9 .182 92 253

Washington 2 9 .182 211 318

Miami at New England, IJO p.m.

IIMnMJIlNMM
Pittsburgh at Detroit 12:35 pim.

Minnesou at Dallas. 4.^ {xm.

Arizona at Kansas Qty, 1K)1 p.m.

Atlanta at St Louis; 1K)1pim.

Carolina at New York Jets, 1 01 p.m.

Indianapolis at Baltimore, 1 :01 p.m.

Jacksonville at Ondnnati, 1 rOI p^m.

Iimpa Bay at Chicago, 1K)1 p.m.

Tennessee at Seattle, 4:05 p.m.

Buffalo at New England, 4.-05 pirn.

New Orleans at Miami, 4:15 p.m.

Philadelphia at Green Bani 4:15 p.m.

Washington at Oakland, 4:1 5 pirn.

Denver at San Diega 8:20 p.m.

Detroit

St Louis

Nashville

Chicago

Northwest Division

W L TPts GFGA
10 8 20 57 46

7 5 5 19 47 41

7 10 1 15 45 55

5 11 3 13 38 66

Edmonton

Vancouver

Colorado

Calgary

Pacific Division

Ptioenix

Dallas

Anaheim

Los Angeles

San Jose

W L TPts GFGA
10 8 1 21 60 50

9 9 1 19 59 49

8 9 2 18 51 56

7 10 2 16 51 56

Central

Minnesota

Green Bay

Detroit

Tampa Bay

Chicago

west

Atlantt

SanFrandsco

New Orleans

St Louis

Ciroina

10 1

7 4

4 7

4 7

38

.909 348 184

.636 290 224

.364 225 247

.364 192 233

J73 180 244

New York Giants at San FranciscQ, 8:20

pim.

N.ttion.il Hoiki'v U'.iqu»>

At A Gl.uup

EASTBMaMRRENa
Atlantic Dhrision

W L T Pts GF GA

Nfwiersey 1> 6 1 23 44 42

Pittsburgh 9 5 4 22 53 45

PhiladHphia 9 6 4 22 50 39

NY. Islanders 9 11 18 53 55

N.Y. Rangers 5 8 6 16 47 52

W
11

10 3 3

7 7 4

6 12 3

4 8 5

Florida 3, New Jersey 3, tie

Toronto 2. Bufblol

Ottawa 4, Calgary 1

Colorado 3, Montreal 2

Boston 5, Washington 4, OT

Pittsburgh 5,Tampa Bay 2

N.Y.IsUnders 6, Nashville 3

Dallas 3, St Louis 3. tie

Phoenix 3. Edmonton 2, OT

Detroit 4, Vancouver 2

N.Y Rangers 3, San Jose 3, tie

Los Angeles 5, Chicago

SmJKfi Qmmu
Late Game Not ln(luded<P>

New Jersey 5, Carolina 2

Philadelphia 2, Florida 1,0T

'Chicago at Anaheim (n)

L TPts GFGA
2 2 24 43 22

23 44 32

18 42 41

15 49 59

13 42 44

9 2 .818 304 208

7 3 .700 292 217

5 5 .500 116 204

3 8 J73 197 264

2 9 .112 215 274

Northeast Division

Ottawa

Division

sx

W L TPts GFGA
to 8 2 22 60 59

8 4 4 20 45 29

8 6 3 19 51 43

7 7 5 19 50 41

7 10 2 16 45 55

W L TPts tf GA

8 10 3 19 $3 55

I 7 S 17 42 SI

6 f 3 15 42 SO

1 11 2 14 43 71

Calgary at Toronta 7:30 p.m.

Vancouver at Ottawa, 7:30 pjn.,

San Jose at DaMas.8:30 p.iii.

iatlMii|MB«y,7:0Sp.m.

!atStLoui^8pLm.

uicigo at Hiiciiiiu9 pun.

13 Arkansas 21, Na 1 1 Tulane 48, Houston

20; Na 12 Georgia 24, Mississippi 1 7; Na

13 Arkansas 21; Na 18 Air Force 22, Rice

16; Na 1 7 Georgia Tedi 63, Wake Forest

35; Na 20 Virginia Ted) 47, Rutgers 7; Na

21 Syracuse 38, Temple 7; and Oregon

State 44, Na 22 Oregon 41, 2 OTs.

Na 1 Tennessee 59, Kentudcy 21

At KnmviUe, lenn.. Tee Martin passed 55

yards rar one TD and ran 33 yards for

another and the Vols used a 24-point sec-

ond-quarter to rout the WikkaU (7-4, 4-

4.

Tennessee dinched its second straight SEC

East title and is looking for its first nation-

al title since 1951. Kentuck/s fim Couch, a

pallbearer at his friend Scott Brock's

funeral on Wednesday, was 35-of-56 for

337yanhandtwoTDs.

Na 2 Kansas Sute 31, Na 24 Missouri 25

At Columbia, Ma, Michael Bishop ran for

oneTD and passed for another as the

Wildcats pulM out another dose one. The

Tigers were at the K-State 42 when Corby

Jones' fourth-down pass to John

Dausman at the 10 with 79 seconds left

fell incomplete. Missouri (7-4, 5-3 Big 1 2)

has lost 35 straight games to Top 10

opponents over the last 17 years.

Na3 UCLA 34, USC 17

At Pasadena, Calif., freshman DeShaun

Foster ran for 109 yards and four TDs to

lead the Bruins, prompting coach Bob

Toledo to make his Fiesta pitch:

'Our teams good enough to win 20

games in a row, our teamS good enough

to win the Pac-10 dumpionship, our

team's good enough to compete with

anyone in the country. If we beat Miami,

we should go to the Fiesta Bowl. That's

my opinion.'

USC ^-4,5-3) turned the ball over seven

times, including four fijmbles in 22 1/2

minutes, as they lost to UCLA for the

eighth straight time.

Na4 Fforida Stale 23,Na8 Florida 12

At lalakassee, Fla., Peter Warrid caught a

32-yaid TD pass and then threw a 46-yard

IDpH^aMwn jCMiMies field tlie

iO-7)lojust20lMilyif«s~14

A

crs ^^^ ^^ll ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^ I^A^^w

for just the second time in 1 1 years.

David Boston caught 10 passes for 21

7

yards and two TDs and Michael Wiley ran

for 120 yards.

Na9NotreOame39,LSU36

At South Bend, Ind., Jarious Jackson

passed for 276 yanis, ran for 80 more and

engineered the winning TD drive as the

Irish kept their BCS hopes alive.

However, Jackson will miss Saturday's

game against USC with a knee injury sus-

tained as he landed awkwardly in the end

zone while taking an intemional safety

with eight seconds left in the game.

Na 25 Mississippi St. 22, Na 1 3 Ariunsas

21

At Stari(ville, Miss., Brian Hazehvood

kicked a 27-yard field goal with seven

seconds left as the BulMogs (7-3, 5-2 SEQ

took control of the SEC West

Mississippi State wins the West and plays

Tennessee for the league title if it beats

Mississippi on Thursday, or if Ariunsas

loses at LSU on Friday.

Oregon St 44, Na 22 Oregon 41, 2 OTs

At CorvaHis, Ore., Ken Simonton ran 16

yards for a TD in the second OT as the

Beavers (5-6, 2-6 Pac-10) stunned the

Ducks (8-3, 5-3) in perhaps the wildest of

the 102 Civil War games.

After the game, the aowd stormed the

field for the second time— the first

came when the Beavers thought they

won in the first OT but were calM for

pass imerference and the Ducks scored to

force the second OT

However, an Oregon State student

remained in fair condition Sunday after

she was stnjck by the goal post torn

down by fans after the game.

AlsaShaun King threw a career-high five

TDs as Tulane dindied the C-USA title

with a 48-20 win over Houston. ... At

Madison, Wis., Nick Davis scored on an 82-

yanl pum return to lead Wisconsin to a

24-3 win over Penn State and give the

Badgers the regular-season wins in their

11(HfW history. ... At Athens, Ga., Oiandis

Gary ran fir 112 yifis and two TDs in a

24-17-iiJn over MisMrippi. Rebdi |Mr-

I with a bitlKn oor

lidilMyGiti|i.

RNkUM

a 7-yard TD pass to Troy Walters and

Stanford's defense made it hold up as

Stanford upset Cal 10-3 in the Big Game.

...Yale beat Harvan) 9-7 in The Game, and

Lehigh completed an 1 1 -0 regular-season

"with a 31 -7 victory over Lafayette in the

134th edition of the'Most Played

Rivalry.' ... Minnesota beat Iowa 49-7 in

what could be Hayden Fry's final game as

the Hawkeyes coach. ... Central Florida's

Daunte Culpepper completed 23 of 32

passes in a 38-6 victory over New Mexico

to set a major-college record for highest

single-season completion percentage

(.736).

Tr<ins<i(tions

NllitMl FotttallMfM
NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS—Placed WR
Vincent Brisby on injured reserve list.

NadMMlHodKyLngw
ANAHEIM MIGHTY DUCKS—Recalled RW
Frank Banham and C Josef Martu from

Ondnnati of the AHL.

FLORIDA PANTHERS—Recalled LW
Dwayne Hay from New Haven of the AHL

LOS ANGELES KINGS—Activated G Jamie

Storr from injured reserve list.

PITTSBURGH PENGUINS—Called up LW
Martin Sonnenberg from Syracuse of the

AHL.

TAMPA BAY LIGHTNING—RecalM D

David Wilkie and G Corey Schwab from

CleveUndofthelHl.

COUfGE
SOUTHWESTERN LOUISIANA—

Announced the resignation of Nelson

Stokley, head coach.

WAKE FOREST—Announced transfer of

men's basketball C Aron McMiMan.

Trivi.t Out'st ior»\

1 Who is the only basketball coach to

have won more than 900 games without

winning an NBA title?

2.What innovation in foo(t»ll is credited

rvesMcni ineoooie rookvch/

3.Wliat fiMer WISAe int laMONd
SljMynO in career caniiii|i?

feilalSfniiiiwcNaf
nLi»ii(Niii5

ia31-17«in

mtIMmi (M),«IMiMiiai«Mills

MMNMiiMemilreOlMnlir
(7-4)MMktl

I^J^M)

1
T

dished out a season-high ten assists.

Bmin forward Marie Philman

had 13 first-half points. "Marie

Philman's playing consistently for us

now," Bruin coach Kathy Olivier said

ofthe small forward.

The second half could not have

turned out better had Olivier scripted

it herself.

Hubbard and forward Maylana

contest and Martin shattered her

career high of 12 rebounds by grab-

bing 18 boards.

West Virginia's Brandi Batch,

Christie Lambert and Maria

Tchobanova were able to produce

only nine total points and 12

rebqunds. The Bruins also finished

with 28 tiinicJvers, two more than

their opponents.

RECAP: Penalty-kick goal,

last-minute heroics net

victory over Fresno State

ByMoinSatahuddin
Dally Bruin Contributor

The Final Four is now one game

closer for the defending national

champion UCLA men's soccer team.

The fifth-ranked Bruins opened up

NCAA Tournament play at home
with a crucial 2-1 first-round victory

over Fresno State.

The outcome was undecided until

the final few minutes of play when

junior midfielder Sasha Victorine

broke a 1-1 tie.

In front of a raucous 1,777-strong

crowd, Victorine scored the game-

winning goal on a header with under

four minutes left to play.

"I had so much time to score,"

Victorine said. "I was calling Pete

Vagenas off. Their (Fresno State)

whole team went for the ball and

Carlos Bocanegra fed me it."

The Bruins (17-3) and the Bulldogs

(11-6-5) came out on fire offensively,

with both teams having a plethora of

scoring opportunities.

Fresno State had the best opportu-

nity early in the first half.

In the 10th minute, Bulldog Jesse

GENEVIEVE LIANG/Daily Brum SenKX Staff

Fresno State goalie Jeff Fluharty fouls forward Sean Walker.The play

resulted in a penalty kick and the first Bruin goal.

attack. The Bruins advanced the ball

quickly downfield and crossed the

ball over to an open Sean Walker.

Walker outmaneuvered the keeper

and in desperation, keeper Jeff

Fluharty dragged down Walker in the

penalty box. Fluharty received a yel-

low card and the Bruins received a

penalty kick.

"I don't think the referee was in the

Morgati ri fled a ^hnt over UCLA r ight pQ8itiQn to make th(? calb
goalkeeper Nick Rimando. The shot

hit the top post and Rimando recov-

ered and kept possession of the ball.

"The goalkeeper's best friend is the

goal post," UCLA head coach Sigi

Schmid jokingly said.

The rest of the first half saw both

teams exchange many shots, but no

goals. But that all ended in the 42nd

minute.

UCLA's offense went on the

Fluharty said. "I think it was a blown

call."

Junior Pete Vagenas took the

penalty kick and fired a shot into the

lower left comer. Fluharty guessed

wrong (toward the right) and UCLA
took a 1-0 lead.

The Bruins entered halftime with a

1-0 lead and both teams adjusted line-

ups for the second half.

"I thought in the first half, outside

of their (Fresno State's) early chance

when they hit the post, we were

stronger," Schmid said.

"We wanted to place more pres-

sure on UCLA (in the second halQ so

we decided to play three up front,"

Chesler said. "We struggled though.

They (UCLA) have two very strong

markers in Bocanegra and Lee."

UCLA's starting line-up did not

conaiat of acnior atriker Scth George:

or Victorine. Both were placed into

substitution roles due to ankle

injuries.

However, both came in the match

for UCLA and proved to be integral

parts of the victory for the Bruins.

"I think it was a difficult game for

us today," Schmid said. "We were

coming into the match with a couple

SeeMUSOCCEItpageSO
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Body Waxing for Men & Women
with 100% Natural Pari wax.

Women Full leg and Bikini S25
Underarm 38
Lower Half leg 310
Bikini Wax 310
Lip or Chin 36
Eyebrow Wax 310
Eyelash Tint 310
Facial 350
Arm Wax 320

Threading 315

"We do Electrolysis"
1435 Westwood Blvd.. Westwood 473-0066 or 479-9325
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Wall Street WE*RE BACK!

Wall Street Sports College Hoops Edition

Is the webs most innovative, fun and addictive

college sports game. Sign up for your FREE

membership and Wall Street Sports \n\\\ instantly

wire 51,000,000 fantasy dollars into your

account Begin buying and selling shares of your

favorite college basketball teams on our real-time

sports stock market TODAY

Log on to /

HTTP //COLLEGEHOOPS WALLSTREETSPORTS ODM

tor your shot at a trip to the 1999 FINAL FOUR' >^

JOIN ANY TIME" PLAY FOR FRt^
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for variety acts!
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SPORTS
Men's water polo

The Bruins faced off against the No. 1

team in the country - their hated rivals,

the use Trojans.To find out the results of

the 'other big game* see inside.

Eight
more
years
RECAP: Bruin team once again

displays complete flomlirancr-

over crosstown rival TVojans

ByVytasMaztika
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The Bruins literaUy ran away with

Saturday's game against USC - both on the

scoreboard and on the ground.

In their eighth straight victory against the

Trojans and 20th overall since the 1997 sea-

son, No. 2 UCLA (10^ overall, 8-0 in the

Pac-10) left no uncertainty as to who was the

better team. The shadow ofdoubt created by

several close calls this season was lifted with

a 34-17 pounding of the Trojans (7-4, 5-3).

"All their team, they didn't respect us,"

said UCLA linebacker Brendon

Ayanbadejo, a senior who stepped up with a

career high four sacks.

**They were talking smack all week in the

papers. And then they came out and didn't

play for nothing. We beat their butts."
.

Excitement filled the Rose Bowl as the

88,080 fans in attendance provided an elec-

SeeRNnMU^|M9e32
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UCLA's Marquts Anderson strips the ball from USC's RJ Soward after a first-quarter

reception. The Bruins forced seven turnovers on the way to a victory.

Freshman decisive factor in victory
SIDEBAR: Foster proj^s

maturity wins games,

beats high school rival

ByJtffKniiottk

Daily Bruin Staff

When DeShaun Foster and

Carson Palmer stepped on the field

Saturday afternoon, it wasn't the

first time the freshman phenoms

had faced off in a big game.

A year ago. Palmer quarter-

backed Santa Margarita High

School to a 55-42 win over Foster's

Tustin High in the Division V foot-

ball championship-game.

But now, the league changed and

so did the result.

Against USC, Foster got his

revenge and single-handedly, or

footedly, ran over Palmer'sTrojans,

racking up 109 yards and scoring all

four UCLA touchdowns.

Not bad for a true freshman play-

ing in the bi0Bitgune ofthe leason

a day aAer he needed to go to the

hospital to treat a case of strep

throat

Before the game, coach Bob

Toltdo pulled Foster aside and told

UCLA's Brad Mtlsby rises above

catch a first-quarter pass.

him, "Any time a player gets sick, he

has a great game - remember

Michael Jordan?**

Foster must have, because he

bulled over the Trojan defense,

stampeding linemen as if they were

helpless rodeo clowns

And while Foster was showing

the nasbes of ffWlMii he has dis-

pliyed iO Mann, Palmer was show-

AAAON MICHAEI TOOT/DtiV Brum

everybody in an attempt to

/

ing that he was just a freshman with

tons of potential.

Pahner did throw for 252 and a

touchdown, but he also had two

interceptions, a fumble and was

sacked six times. And more impor-

tantly, his team lost the football

Secondary

comes up big,

puts Trojans

in doa house

FOOTBALL: Three stars

shine as Bruin defense

forces seven turnovers

By Rodqf Saknon

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

"We whooped the dog out of

them," Brendon Ayanbadejo

said.

In this case, the dogs were

USC*s offense. The whoopers:

three UCLA defensive players

who showcased their talent in

front of a national audience.

UCLA's defense would force

seven turnovers and six sacks in

the fame.

Three players had a hand in all

but two sacks in the game.

UCLA's regulators were

Daily Bruin

defense leads

team to win

in Blood Bowl

COLUMN: Game mirrors

Saturday win, proving

UCLA fairest of them all

With the 34- 1 7 biowout of

USC on Saturday, the

Bruins completed a per-

fect trifecta.

On that same day, the men's

water polo team took it to the No. 1

ranked Trojans and whooped the

dog out of

them.

The day

before, howev-

-et,J5-wfaent

Rocky

Salmon

trifecta sweep

began.

On a sunny

and chillingly

picturesque

day, the Bruins

captured a

Blood Bowl vie

tory once

again.

This time the score was 21-6, and

the defense stepped up to shut down

the Trojans.

Coming into the game, UCLA
was supposed to dominate with

high-powered offense, but the

Trojans played a mean bump-and-

run, and star quarterback Brent

Boyd threw a pick on the game's

first possession.

That is when the defense stepped

up and gave the Trojans a little

somethin'-somethin'.

Moin Salahuddin, UCLA's start-

ing cornerback, would make a pick

near the endzone giving UCLA the

ball. Then the Bruin magic went to

work.

. Using his deceptive speed,

General Motors Blood Bowl Most

Valuable Player Brent Boyd used a

few short passes and bootlegs to

lunge into the endzone, giving the

Bruins a lead they never would sur-

render.

The UCLA defense would just

not fold. Playing like the real

UCLA defense, the unit would

bend but only when it looked like

the Trojans would score or make

the big play.

Safety Evan Lovett proved why

he is an All-American and projected

to go first in the NFL draft by snag-

ging two picks, including one right

before the half which would be the

deciding factor.

The play was called the "slow

your roll", where Gillette's Schick

Rookie-of-the-Game AJ Cadman
took a wide receiver pitch on a fake

reverse, then threw back across the

field to a wide open Boyd. Boyd

would then hurry the team back up

to the line, when Lovett would

make his presence felt.

With only three seconds till half-

time, Boyd called the "Buffalo",

named after Colorado's Hail Mary

win over Michigan a few years

back.

Boyd dropped back a few steps

and lofted the ball up high. Cadman
took a few steps to the ball but

31
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

"Very Bad Things/' features the perverse and

darkly funny things in life. See page 1 2.
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UCLA alumnus

not allowed

to hear case

vs. alma mater

LAWSUIT: School ties lead

superior court to dismiss

judge for possible conflict

i By Kathryn Combs
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

In a racial discrimination lawsuit

against the Un iversity' of Ca lifornia ,

AD eyes on
One homeowners group

is devoted to making sure

the campus doesn't get too big

Alan G. Buckner, the California supe-

rior court judge assigned to the case,

was disqualified due to a potential

conflict of interest - he is an alumnus

ofthe UCLA Law School.

David Dixon, a former medical

resident at UCLA, is suing both

-UCLA and the Department of

Family Medicine, claiming he was

unjustly dismissed from his residency

two months prior to receiving his

license to practice medicine.

While letters from the university to

Dixon allege he did not fulfill his

responsibilities as a medical resident,

Dixon claims he was the victim of

racial discrimination. The case is set

togototrialFeb. 22, 1999.

Regarding the judge's dismissal,

Melanie Lomax, Dixon's legal coun-

sel, said because the judge was an

alumnus of the UCLA Law School,

he could not be partial when judging

the practices of UCLA.

By Lawrence Ferdiaw

Daily Bruin Staff

"Very often you find judges that

went to particular universities have

allegiances to those universities,"

Lomax said.

"What I was attempting to do was

to make sure that whoever is the judge

in this case is impartial and not biased

towards UCLA," Lomax said.

This motion would guarantee

Dixon a fair hearing and trial, Lomax

said.

"In order for David Dixon to have

a fair hearing, he has to have a judge

hearing the case who does not have

fond memories of his days at UCLA

See JUDGE, page 4

—When the \JL Board of Rtgtm
toured the campus last week on

their way to approving the expan-

sion of the new medical center,

Alvin and, Sharon Milder were

there to make their case to the

board about the size and location

of the center.

The Milders head UCLA
Watch, a coalition of homeowner

groups near UCLA which moni-

tors the university's impact on the

surrounding environment, accord-

ing to Alvin.

"Our concerns deal with the

elTccts of construction, the

increased traffic, noise and visual

aspects," said Alvin.

UCLA Watch took part in for-

mulating UCLA's Long Range

Development Plan in 1990, which

established how much construc-

tion would occur on campus for 15

years. ^ "
....

^

.,

"We're a unified voice for neigh-

bors," Alvin said of the group,

which he said represents 20,000

homeowners near UCLA. "We
worked closely with UCLA and

tried to hold back the tide of

cementing over campus."

Since the work done during the

formulation of the development

plan, UCLA Watch has become less

influential, according to Carole

Magnuson, formerly UCLA's direc-

tor of local relations and currently a

consultant to the government and

community relations office.

"The group fell apart," said

Watch to maintain the campus'

atmosphere. But construc-

tion will continue, he

added

>

Magnuson. "(But) Alvin reinvokes

it from time to time."

UCLA Watch is also concerned

about the removal of trees from

campus. Alvin said the group is con-

cerned that the campus will lose its

"park-like" atmosphere.

"Without the trees, campus

would be a pretty sad place," he

said.

Chancellor Albert Carnesale said

he shares the concerns of UCLA

"We're eager to pre-

serve that (environment),

but it doesn't mean that

there will be no changes,"

Carnesale said. "We're

quite conscious x)f the need

to preserve open spaces,

provide greenery and

buffers."

"Despite expansion, we

have managed to preserve

the beauty of this campus,"

Carnesale said.

Charles "Duke" Oakley,

assistant vice-chancellor of

design and construction,

said that open green space

has actually increased in

the last 10 to 12 years.

"The amount of land

that has grain on it has

increased," Oakley said.

This has been accom-

plished by changing what

used to be large asphalt

parking lots into buildings

while adding lawns and trees,

according to Oakley.

Carnesale also pointed out that a

number ofthe construction projects

are related to either damage from

the 1994 Northridge earthquake or

changes in the building codes that

require buildings to be seismically

upgraded.

"The current hospital is not safe

in the event of an earthquake,"

SeeWATai,pa9e4

UC officials wait for Davis to appoint regents
POLITICS: Decision by governor

may shift partisanship of board

By Edina Lekovic

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The state Senate has left Gov.-clect Gray

Davis with some pivotal decisions when he

takes office Jan. 4.

In August, the Senate failed to approve three

Wilson appointed regents, leaving Davis with

the power to change the sway of the board.

The affected regents - all in attendance at

their final meeting last week include Carol

Chandler. John Hotchkis imd Ralph Ochoa

Senate president pro tcm John Burton has

.said this move was calculated to hinder Gov

Pete Wilson from making "eleventh-hour" deci-

sions which could affect the board beyond the

next governor's term. Regents are appointed

for 12 years, four years longer than the term of

a governor.

This slight came as a surprise because

appointees have historically received Senate

approval without much debate.

"The action taken was done by the opposite

party (Democrats) in order to hold us until after

the elections to see whether they would fill those

spots with people of the opposite party." said

Chandler, one of the three regents who attend-

ed their final meeting last week at UCLA
Chandler, who is the only board member

from the Central Valley region, believed the Icg-

Sft

University of California

regent Ralph M. Ochca

University of California

regent JoIni F. Hotchkit

University of CaHfomia

regent Carol I
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Plume of rock found on

ocean floor near Hawaii
A massive plume of hot rock rising

through the Earth and erupting through the

ocean floor has been building islands in the

central Pacific, including those of Hawaii,

for at least 80 million years.

Now scientists at the University of

California, Santa Cruz, may have located the

origin of the Hawaiian plume at the bound-

ary between Earth's mantle layer ahd its

metallic core.

How deep -the Hawaiian plume extends

has long been a subject of debate among
earth scientists, said Sara Russell, a UCSC
earth sciences graduate student.

Russell worked with Thorne Lay, profes-

sor and chair of earth sciences at UCSC, and

Edward Garnero, research seismologist at

the UC Berkeley Seismological Laboratory,

on the new study, published in the Nov. 19

issue of the scientific journal Nature.

The researchers found evidence of the

Hawaiian plume at the very base

of the mantle, about 1,800 miles

(2,890 km) beneath the surface of

the Earth. Here, the molten outer layer of

the Earth's core heats the overlying rock at

the base of the mantle.

Using seismic waves generated by earth-

quakes to probe these deep layers of the

Earth, Russell identified a structural pattern

in the boundary layer between the mantle

and the core that suggests material is flowing

horizontally toward the base of the Hawaiian

hotspot and then rising vertically.

"We're seeing a change from horizontal to

vertical structure that seems to be related to

the Hawaiian plume," Russell said.

The Hawaiian hotspot is the most produc-

tive plume-related hotspot in the world, said

Lay. Its volcanic eruptions have built under-

water mountains that eventually emerged

from the sea as islands.

Hawaii's Mauna Loa, for example, is the

most massive mountain on Earth, occupying

10,000 cubic miles and rising 30,000 feet

from the seafloor.

Researchers

create search

engine for DNA
Researchers at the University of California,

San Diego (UCSD), and the San Diego

Supercomputer Center (SDSC) announced

the availability of a powerful. Web-accessible ^

computational tool, called Meta-MEME.
It will help biologists detect shared features

and evolutionary relationships among the

growing stream of protein and DNA sequence

data being produced by the Human Genome
Project and related sequencing efforts.

"Meta-MEME detects these family rela-

tionships by analyzing evolutionary finger-

prints in the sequences with methods more

common in speech recognition software," said

William Grundy of UCSD.
In a sense, Meta-MEME listens to the

echoes of evolution, spoken in the language of

protein sequences.

Molecular biologists worldwide can tap

transparently into the computational power at

SDSC by using the Meta-MEME software on

the Web (http://metameme.sdsc.edu/). It was

created by Grundy and Charles Elkan in the

Computer Science and Engineering depart-

ment of UCSD's Irwin and Joan Jacobs

School of Engineering and Timothy Bailey at

SDSC.
Meta-MEME compares families of evolu-

tionarily related DNA or protein sequences

using a Sun Microsystems Enterprise Server

10000 at SDSC.
The Meta-MEME project is funded by the

National Biomedical Computation Resource

of SDSC, UCSD. and The Scripps Research

Institute.

A biologist begins by submitting a family of

similar DNA or protein sequences for analy-

sis. After that, the entire Meta-MEME process

is automatic. The biologist submits sequences

and the MEME analysis via the Meta-MEME
Web site, and up to four sets of results are e-

mailed to the user.

Compiled from Daily Bruin staff reports
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LESS THAN TWO WEEKS

LEFT:

To file completed copies of

theses for master's degrees and
dissertations for doctoral degrees

to be conferred in current term

with the University Theses and

Dissertations Adviser, 330 Powell

Library.

DON'T FORGET:

The UCLA Police

Department provides free escort

service every day of the year

from dusk until 1 a.m. Uniformed

escorts are available to walk stu-

dents, faculty and staff members
between campus buildings and
local living areas or Westwood
Village. To obtain an escort, call

794-WALK about 10 minutes

before you need one.

Do you need to talk to some-
body? Call 825-HELP to speak to

a peer counselor about loneli-

ness, stress, finals, relationships,

sex or anything else that is on

your mind.

WHArS BREWIN'TODAY

Monday Noon
university Catholic Center

Catholic Mass

Kerckhoff400

2 p.m»
Department of Sociology

Dr. Jan Rath from the University

of Amsterdam will speak on

"Islamic Minorities in Europe"

Kinsey Hall 382 (2:30)

rath@soc.ucla.edu

UCLA AIDS Walk Planning

Meeting

Kerckhoff400- 825-7586

Kyrie-Korean Catholics

Weekly Meeting -Speaker Fr.

Paul .
=

Kerckhoffl35

Black Pre-Health Organization

Summer Programs and

IrUernships

Dodd 170

3 p.m.
HillelatUCLA

"The Good Life: Can Jewish Law.

be the New Model ' ^

for American La>y?"

3II8RoIfe

7 p.m.

Baha'i Club

Club Meeting

AckermaH 2410 453-9594

Hillel

"The Good Life: Can Jewish

Law be the New Model for

American Law?"

31l8Rolfe

Shiva Shiraz i

Ballroom Dance Club

Swing Lessons

Ackermar\2nd Floor Lounge

UCLA's Asian American

Theatre Group
Lapu, the Coyote that Cares

"Chopscenes"(7:30)

Northwest Auditorium

824-5016

Midnight Special Bookstore &
Cultural Center

Free the Move 9 & Save the Life

of MumiaAbu-Jamal -393-2923

5 p.m.
Catholic Students Association

General Meeting

Ackerman 3508

Chinese Student Association

General Meeting

Ackerman 3508

6 p.m,
Bruin Leaders Project

Learnirrg By Doing-

Experimental Activities

Wooden Center- 2nd floor lounge

206-5071

Student Welfare Commission

GALA
Men's Discussion Group
Kerckhoff 133 -825-8053

UCLA Japanese Animation Club

Free Animation

Showing/Meeting

Dickson 2I60E- 443-0403

9 p.m.
International Folk Dance Club

Learn Famous Line and Partner

Dances

Ackerman 2nd Floor Lounge
284-3636

What's Brewin'can be reached via e-mail

at whatsbrewin@nnedia.ucla.edu
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For participants in the

Sttident Works Painting

program, it*s about money

and business experience

By Chauntelle Anne Tibbals

Daily Bruin Contributor

Every quarter, many UCLA students enroll in

Management iA, a prerequisite for the economics major,

and most get no practical management experience from it.

However, an announcement given during class led

William Reeves to years of first-hand experience in business

management with the Student Works Painting jjrogram.

"I was talking to a friend in class, not paying any atten-

tion. The only part (of the announcement) 1 even heard was

'make $7,000,'" said Reeves, a fourth-year economics stu-

dent.

The Student Works Painting program, supported by the

National Services Group (NSG), is an internship opportu-

nity that allows undergraduates to manage their own trade

business. Students in the program hire painters, find jobs

and manage all the intricacies of a small company.

After a series of interviews and preliminary training, new

"interns" begin to manage their own painting business. A
WrlflSOfl •ir<>>r,i^<rMt<^ai»atfU(i«l'«l<«lt.t.i*t rand supervise thr nrw :

interns. An intern is "promoted" to a higher level of man-

agement after each successfully completed year of the pro-

gram.

All painting supply costs, insurance and business licens-

ing is paid by NSG, so therefore all the intern must do is

develop and exhibit their profitable management skills.

BAHMAN f-ARAHUtL/Uaity Brum

Leila Orr, a third-year psychology student, tries to

recruit students to work in Student Works paint-

ing on Westwood Plaza.

just paint

AARON MICHAEL TOUT/Ddily Brum

Will Reeves (left), a UCLA student, is part of the Student Works Internship program and runs a

pointing company. He is accompanied by (from left to right) Ed P'Angelo, Robert Tai, William Soto

and John Straube, who are currently working on painting a house in the Mulholland bstates.

Although $7,000 was the average expected income for a

first-year manager. Reeves managed to double that amount.

Since his second year at UCLA, he has become a^eneral

manager, continuing to run his own projects while inform-

ing other students of the opportunities in Student Works.

"Basically, (Student Works Painting) is an opportunity to

get necessary management experience in a risk-free envi-

ronment," Reeves said.

"But it definitely causes more stress than (student life)

alone. I smoke way more now than 1 did before," he added^.

Michael Rothman, a 1997 alumnus, said his current job

as a financial planner is a lot like the work he did for Student

Works Painting.

"The program allows you to stretch yourself to your ulti-

mate capacity. Student Works made more difference to my
future than even UCLA," Rothman said.

Rothman, 23, said he felt, in particular, that the program

taught him skills necessary to work with older coworkers

and customers.

"I meet with families or people who are retiring to plan

their entire financial futures. It is not unlike meeting with a

family to plan financing house painting," Rothman said.

"In both cases you have to sell your abilities."

"No matter how good or bad you do in Student Works,

you will still learn a lot about yourself and your limitations,"

Rothman said.

The program is also available to undergraduates at other

UC campuses.

Jeremy Kisner, a 1992 business economics graduate

from UC Santa Barbara, was Student Works' top branch

manager in the state of California during his r^.st year in the

program.

"It was the single greatest accomplishment of my life. I

had to work harder for that than anything else I have ever

done," Kisner said.

Today Kisner is a senior manager of a Fortune 500 com-

pany. Environmental and Ecological Engineering (3E). He

began building 3E's sales division in 1993 and today, 3E

supplies environmental management information to com-

panies such as Home Depot and the United Parcel Service.

"A lot of what I do today I learned from Student Works.

It gave me the confidence to (become an entrepreneur),"

Kisner said.

Some alumni of the undergraduate program have gone

on to make Student Works their career.

UC Santa Barbara alumnus JeffGunhus started intern-

ing for Student Works Painting during his freshman year in^

college. After graduating with degrees in business econom-

ics and political science in 1995, Gunhus and business part-

ner Matt Stewart decided to expand the overall scope of the

company's program.

They subsequently bought half the company and began

expanding. Now, a Student Works intern can become a

partner in the company and take the program to another

state.

"Before (Stewart and I) expanded the program, we were

creating leaders and watching them walk out the door. We
had no career opportunities to offer within the company,"

Gunhus said.

"With the (expansion) opportunities available for part-

ners, (interns) can either take their leadership skills to

another field or they can continue on here," he said.

The learning. opportunities available through Student^

Works will provide any student with business management

career goals with first-hand, experienced knowledge.

"Rregardless of what industry an individual chooses to go

into, that person does not want to enter at the bottom,"

Reeves said.

"(Employers) want to hire people with management

position experience. But where is an undergraduate student

going to get such experience?" he said.

The Student Works program provides a way for students

to gain the actual experience necessary to get inside and

potentially ahead in the business world.

"Everyone writes their resumes after the same model in

the same book," Gunhus said.

"(Student Works interns) can say to any prospective

employer, 'not only can I claim these skills, I have the proof

that I can do them,'" he said.

For more information on Student Works Painting, call (800) 394-

6000
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UCPD: University officers, LAPD jointly don riot gear

to contain students exuberant over defeat of Trojans
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By Ann Hawkey
Daily Bruin Staff

Hundreds of students took to the

streets of Westwood Saturday night,

celcbratinrg UCLA's victory over

use
University police and LAPD also

took to the streets that night, trying to

combat the large, rowdy crowd that

formed outside a party at 424

Landfair Ave.

UCPD officers initially responded

to a disturbing the peace complaint at

the address, but party-goers were

immediately hostile to the police pres-

ence, UCPD assi-stant police chief

Karl Ross said

"As soon as they law the police

units begin to arrive ihcy began pour-

ing into the street and shouting epi-

thets," he said.

When police came to control the

event, hundreds of party-goers

formed a crowd in the street, and then

began moving down Landfair Avenue

toward Gayley Avenue.

Party-goer Anoush Hakimi, a

third-year political science student,

said that the party didn't get out of

control until police came

"Mostly everybody was just cheer

ing for UCLA." he Mid.

But many of the party-goers were

visibly drunk, and their celebratory

chants against USC turned to angry

chants against the police as the party

moved into the street, police said.

Several beer bottles and cans were

thrown in the direction of the officers,

and two UCPD cars were damaged.

No officers were injured, according

to police

All available UCPD officers were

deployed to the location, as well as 25

LAPD officers and one LAPD heli-

copter

Officers wore helmets to protect

themselves from the bottles and

formed a line to try to prevent the

mob from moving further down the

street.

"The street was flooded with peo-

ple and it was impeding traffic,"

Hakimi said. "It was kind of a dan-

gerous situation to have all those

drunk teenagers in the street."

The crowd finally began to dis-

perie when it reached Gaytey, and by

2:40 a.m. the streeu had calmed down
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islature's decision was based only on

their political affiliation and not their

personal views.

"I would always hope that

appointees would be qualified no

matter what their party," she said. "In

a perfect world, the legislature would

look beyond the party to the person."

Like her colleagues. Chandler

spent the majority of her term focus-

ing on a few key issues. She chose to

emphasize the development of UC
Merced and increasing transfer rates.

"1 feel most heartened by the fact

that I've been able to keep the plan-

ning of the tenth campus of UC
Merced on track," Chandler said. "I

think it's important to have one or

two regents from the Central Valley

who can speak for the people here

who have been historically under-

served."

UCLA alumnus Ochoa, however,

attributed the Senate's move as a nec-

essary part of the political game.

"Wp should do collectively -

regents, lawyers, friends of the uni-

versity - as much as we can to mini-

mize the amount of politics that

bears on the university," he said. "It's

not bad - obviously the governor,

whoever that may be, has a certain

point of view to implement and that's

the lay of the land"

While Ochoa backed Proposition

209, he continues to support diversi-

ty-

"I was lucky to bring my own life

experience as a person who was born

and raised in east L.A., with parents

who had a third and sixth-grade edu-

cations," said Ochoa, who served as

an alumni member of the board

before his appointment by Wilson.

"That gives me a particular notion

to diversity. Even though I opposed

Prop. 209, it still doesn't prevent me
from supporting diversity."

Ochoa has been a leader of the

board's outreach efforts since the

passage of the state initiative which

eliminated preferences in admis-

sions.

"Appointments on the

Board of Regents are a

matter between the

governor and Senate.

The university doesn't

get involved."

Brad Hayward
- UC spokesman

"If it hadn't been for my hammer-

ing and taking on the administrators,

the outreach efforts would not have

progressed this far. I have not hesitat-

ed to put that issue on the table and

be repetitive," Ochoa said.
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Ochoa had also been mentioned in

a Los Angeles Times series detailing

backdoor admissions requests from

UC officials.

Documents released at the time

showed Ochoa had made over 65

requests over the years.

The loss of Chandler, Hotchkis

and Ochoa will most likely mean a

departure from the current sway of

the board. Despite their Republican

make-up, the board has often been

caught in disputes over the future of

the University of California, as in

heated debates preceding moves to

eliminate affirmative action and sup-

port domestic partnership benefits.

Similar to the current situation,

two other regents were appointed by

Wilson for one-year terms earlier this

year. Regents Russell Gould and

Joanne Kozberg can serve on the

board for one year without Senate

confirmation, according to UC
spokesperson Brad Hayward.

"Their position would become

open if that year passes and they have

not been confirmed," said Hayward

"Appointments on the Board of

Regents are a matter between the

governor and the state Senate," he

added. "That's why the university

really doesn't get involved."

Because the governor has no dead-

line to make the appointments, UC
officials have no indication as to

when the board will again be full.

However, both Regents Chandler

and Ochoa are committed to remain-

ing involved in educational issues

even after their term runs out next

month.

"I won't be far away - I have a

good relationship with the chancel-

lors," Ochoa said. "They know I'm

not about rhetoric."

Ochoa also fully supports Davis'

belief in academic outreach and the

repair of K-12 education.

"I have confidence in Gray Davis.

I'm confident he will appoint persons

who are moderate in their political

voices and are really committed in

the fashion and passion that I am."

JUDG^
From page 1

Law School," Lomax said.

"Having gone to UCLA and hav-

ing positive feelings about UCLA - I

question whether he could be objec-

tive about UCLA and its practice as

as related to minorities," she added.

Buckner, who graduated from

"He made certain statements

about not wanting to 'air UCLA's
dirty laundry,' and that's a problem in

a discrimination case where by defini-

tion the plaintiff must discuss the his-

torical discriminatory patterns of

UCLA," she added.

Dixon, who is African American,

was released from his residency pro

gram with the UCLA Department of

Family Medicine on March 31. 1994,

UCLA Law in 1966, could not be—nearly 5 years ago.

reached for

comment, as he

is out of the

country.

Lomax filed a

motion on Oct.

30 seeking

Buckner's dis-

qualification.

This motion was

granted by the

Los Angeles

Superior Court

on Nov. 13.

The newly

appointed judge

"It is an extra racially

hostile atmosphere in

- the department of

family medicine."

Melanie Lomax
Legal counsel

(Ronald M.
Sohigian) was announced Monday.

The case will go on as scheduled.

"Just because a judge graduated

from UCLA Law School is not cause

for disqualification," said Erwin

Chemerinsky, a professor of law at

the University ofSouthern California.

Chemerinsky did, however, argue

that if other factors were involved,

sufficient cause may be established.

In her motion, Lomax claimed that

given that Buckner was a UCLA Law
School graduate, that he did not dis-

close this fact and that he had made
statements in the courtroom, he was

not fit to sit as judge in Dixon's case.

While he filed

an administra-

tive complaint

on August 31,

1995, it was to no

avail.

"(Dixon) lost

confidence that

he would be rein-

stated through

the internal

appeal process

so he decided to

take his case to

court," Lomax
said in a previous interview.

As a result, Dixon filed suit Jan. 6,

1998 and is seeking $10 million upon

resolution of this case.

When Dixon was admitted to the

UCLA Department of Family

Medicine in 1993, he learned he was

the only African American resident in

the department in the last 17 years.

"It is an extra racially hostile

atmosphere in the department of fam-

ily medicine," Lomax said previously.

"Their admission that there has not

been a female or male African

American doctor in the department is

a clear indication of institutionalized

racism."
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Carnesale said.

The upcoming construction on the

medical center is scheduled to be

completed in 2012 at a cost of $1.2 bil-

lion.

The medical building

will be six times larger

than Powell Library.

Alvin has taken a great interest in

that project and its environmental

impact report, which the regents

approved at their meeting last week.

"It will be the equivalent of three

football fields and 15 stories high."

Alvin said. "It will dwarf other build-

ings on campus."

The buildmg will be six times larg-

er than Powell Library, according to

Alvin

But this IS not an mcreaae in the

size of the center, the chancellor said.

"The hospital is actually iSot an-

expansion. The number ofsquare feet

in the new facility, overall, for the

medical facility will be the same

roughly as it is now," Carnesale said.

The center would be better situat-

ed at the corner of Wilshire

Boulevard and Veteran Avenue,

according to Alvin. The recently

approved plan is for the replacement

hospital to be situated where Lot 14 is

now, and new structures will replace

current facilities which are slated to

be demolished.

"What they're going to demolish is

safe enough for classes and staff, but

not for hospital purposes," Alvin

said.

Alvin is also concerned about the

possible removal of the eucalyptus

trees which currently line Wcstwood
Boulevard.

"They can talk about the loss of

trees in the rain forest, but not the loss

of trees at UCLA," Alvin said.

The trees were donated to the uni

vcrsity by the Daughters of the

American Revolution and are now in
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Eun • • lifts

ban on British beef

—in

HEALTH: Boycott stained

relations for five years;

10 of 15 nations consent

ByRafCasert
The Associated Press

BRUSSELS, Belgium - The

European Union voted Monday to

lift a worldwide export ban on most

British beef, a milestone in the "mad

cow" dispute that has pitted Britain

against its European allies for nearly

three years.

"The beef ban is lifted," said

British farm minister Nick Brown.

"The beef is safe to eat."

Ten of the 15 European Union

agricultural ministers voted to end

the ban on deboned beef, with

Germany the lone holdout. France,

Spain, Austria and Luxembourg

abstained.

British beef exports were barred

March 1996 afffir Britain

announced a possible Jink between

"mad cow" disease in British cattle

and a fatal brain ailment in humans

called Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease.

The ban has cost the industry in

Britain more than $3.3 billion and

undermined confidence in beef

throughout Europe.

The move to ease the ban was

boosted early this month when eight

out of 15 veterinary experts

endorsed the plan to resume exports.

"The- question now is how to get

back on the world markets," said

Brown, predicting an uphill struggle

to restore the reputation of British

beef.

Monday's decision "will tend to

boost the confidence of the British

consumer and presumably other

consumers throughout the EU and

our beef trade and our beef produc-

ers will get back to normal," Dr.

John Mann, superintendent of

Britain's largest meat market,

Smithfields, said in London.

The EU's Executive Commission

will send inspectors to Britain for a

final examination of safety stan-

dards, paving the way for exports to

begin early next year. No more min-

isterial-level votes on the issue are

required.

Monday's decision will be imme-

diately followed by a campaign to

put British beef back on the plates of

consumers throughout the 15-nation

EU.
"It will ti til l be some months-

Oral, anal sex allowed in Georgia
LAW: Court overrules

sodomy conviction on

right of privacy ruling

By James Pildier

The Associated Press

ATLANTA - The Georgia

Supreme Court threw out the state's

anti-sodomy law Monday, 12 years

after the U.S. Supreme Court upheld

the statute with a landmark ruling

that said there was no right to priva-

cy in sexual contact.

The Georgia court voted six to

one to overturn the conviction of

Anthony Powell, who was found

guilty of sodomizing his 17-year-old

niece in 1996 but acquitted of raping

her.

Monday's majority opinion, by

Chief Justice Robert Benham, said

the state law "manifestly infringes

upon a constitutional provision ...

which guarantees to the citizens of

Georgia the right of privacy."

The U.S. Supreme Court had

taken the opposite view, holding in

1986 that consenting aduhs have no

constitutional right to private homo-

sexual conduct.

Former state Attorney General

Michael Bowers, who defended the

law before the U.S. Supreme Court

in the 1986 case, said he was sur-

prised by Monday's action.

"I'd like to see their reasoning,''

he said. "It's obviously the law now,

but I can't imagine how they can

make such a ruling. ... I would be

very surprised if you don't see a leg-

islative move to alter that."

The state cannot appeal today's

ruling, because the Georgia

Supreme Court is the ultimate

authority on the state's Constitution.

Legislators would have to amend the

Constitution before being able to

pass a similar law.

Twelve other states have sodomy

law^ that make consensual oral and

anal sex between heterosexual or

homosexual couples a crime, while

six other states have anti-sodomy

laws that apply only to homosexuals.

The U.S. Supreme Court's five to

four decision reversed a federal

appeals court, which said the

Georgia law - defining sodomy as

"any sexual act involving the sex

organs of one person and the mouth

or anus of another" - infringed on a

"fundamental" constitutional right

to privacy.

The decision came in a challenge

by Michael Hardwick, a gay Atlanta

bartender who was arrested in 1982

for committing sodomy in his home.

The charge was later dropped, but

Hardwick filed suit in federal courts

seeking to have the law thrown out.

,

Because it was a federal case, the

state Supreme Court did not consid-

er the question at that time.

Powell was charged with raping

and sodomizing his niece, but was

convicted only of sodomy after his

lawyers argued that the sex was con-

sensual.

before the first shipments of beef

actually resume and there is much

work to be done to re-establish mar-

kets," said Ben Gill, president of

Britain's National Farmers Union.

Brown downplayed the continued

German opposition.

"Germany was not opposed to

lifting the beef ban. It was opposed

to lifting it now," said Brown.

The Labor government lauded the

cooperation from its EU partners.

Iraq balks at requests ror documents
UN: Ambassador claims

that there is no relevant,

additional information

A»5SOCIATH) PRtbb

The European Union agreed Monday to lift a worldwide export

ban on the vast majority of British beef.

By Leon Barfcho

The Associated Press

BAGHDAD, Iraq - A U.N. envoy

returned to Baghdad Monday as Iraq

unleashed a new volley of criticism at

the chief U.N. weapons inspector and

his demand for more arms-related dcK-

uments.

The papers sought by Richard

Butler, chairman of the U.N. Special

Commission, arc spurring a new con-

frontation between the government of

Saddam Hussein and UNSCOM,
which is overseeing the destruction of

Iraq's most dangerous weapons.

Iraq's U.N. ambassador, Nizar

Hamdoon, insisted today the Baghdad

government is cooperating with the

U.N. weapons inspectors.

"We don't have any more docu-

ments that we believe are related to dis-

armament at this point," Hamdoon

said at U.N. headquarters in New
York.

On Sunday, other Iraqi officials

derided Butler's request for documents

as a move to justify a U.S. military

strike on Iraq, saying the government

already had turned over all relevant

documents.

U.N. envoy Prakash Shah came to

Baghdad today from Bahrain. He

refused to comment about the contro-

versy, saying only that he expected to

meet with Iraqi officials.

Iraqi Deputy Foreign Minister

Riyadh al-Qaisi said the latest crisis

between Baghdad and the United

Nations had been "concocted" by

Butler, adding that Iraq sent a letter to

the U.N. Security Council today

explaining its position.

Al-Qaisi said Butler's request came

as Baghdad was hoping a U.N. review

of progress toward weapons destruc-

tion would lead to an easing of eco-

nomic sanctions imposed after Iraq's

1990 invasion of Kuwait.

He said the United Nations had

requested documents about issues that

Iraq and UNSCOM had already set-

tled.

"At the present time, with the legiti-

mate expectation for a comprehensive

review to take place, Butler comes ... as

if no work at all has been settled," al-

Qaisi said.

Slate-run Iraqi newspapers insisted

today that Butler asked for more paper-

work because he has a grudge against

Iraq.

"Butler has personal motives to cre-

ate a new crisis," the daily Al-Thawra

newspaper of the ruling Baath Party

said in a front-page editorial. "He has

explained Iraq's decision to let the

inspectors resume their activities ... as a

personal victory, which he believes will

enable him to take revenge on Iraq."

Iraq had asked for Butler's dismissal

from UNSCOM as one of its demands

for allowing weapons inspectors to

return to work. But it reversed its ban

on the inspectors' work Nov. 14 when

faced with airstrikes by U.S. and

British forces.

The arms inspectors returned last

week and have been making daily visits

to potential weapons sites with the

cooperation of the Iraqi government. -

The inspectors must certify that Iraq

has eliminated its weapons of mass

destruction before the Security Council

will lift the sanctions. Iraq insists it has

already gotten rid of all proscribed

weaponry.

Butler's weekend demand for new

dcKuments again raises the possibility

of American military strikes against

Iraq becaute President Clinton has

demanded full cooperation with the

weapons inspectors.

WORLD & NATION BRIEFS

Tuberculosis must be

contained in Asia
BANG KOK, Thailand Global efforts to

control tuberculosis will fail unless it is con-

tained in Asia, the World Health

Organization warned Monday.

Gro Harlem Brundtland, WHO director-

general, urged governments, donors and

international organizations to join a new,

global, anti-TB initiative to stop the spread of

the disease and prevent more deadly forms

from developing.

"If we cannot control TB in Asia, we will

never stop TB globally," said Brundtland, a

former prime mmister of Norway.

Brundtland's appeal came in videotaped

remarks for today's opcnmg of a four-day

Global Congress on Lung Disease, which

brings together 1.500 lung disease experts

from 90 countries It is the largest such meet-

ing held in Asia m a decade.

WHO fears that the Asian economic crisis

will lower living standards,

increase the spread of communica-

ble diseases and lower funding for

state health programs.

Six Asian countries - Bangladesh,

China, India. Indonesia, Pakistan and the

Philippines - account for 4.5 million of the 8

million new cases of tuberculosis a year, the

agency estimates.

"A disease that many of us believed might

disappear in our lifetime is killing more peo-

ple than ever today," said Richard

Bumgarner, senior management officer of

the WHO'S tuberculosis program.

Yeltsin in hospital —
for third time
MOSCOW Boris Yeltsin was rushed to

a hospital with pneumonia and a high tem-

perature, officials said Monday, acknowledg-

ing the third health crisis for the Russian

president in recent weeks

The 67-year-old Yeltsin has can-

celed several foreign trips recently

and has rarely been seen in public

this fall, raising new concerns about

his ability to handle his responsibilities

at a time of crisis for the Russian economy.

The Kremlin said Yeltsin was hospitalized

Sunday in the government's Central Clinical

Hospital with a temperature of 102 degrees.

He was being treated with antibiotics, but

officials declined to give any further details.

Congress tries to set

timetable for hearing
WASHINGTON - Henry Hyde, chair-

man of the House Judiciary Committee,

hopes the panel can complete its work on

impeachment the week of Dec 7 and the

House can convene the following week to

vote, if necessary, on President Clinton's

fate. Republican sources said Monday

But Hyde's timetable, as virtually every-

thing else in the final stages of the nation's

third presidential impeachment inquiry, is

subject to numerous unsettled issues, rang-

ing from constitutional matters to logistics.

For example, before adjourning last

month for the elections, lawmakers gave

Speaker Newt Gingrich the authority to call

the House back into session "whenever, in

his opinion, the public interest shall warrant

it."

That provision was crafted with impeach-

ment proceedings in mind. Now, though,

Gingrich is a lame duck, and as a practical

matter, has ceded power to Rep. Bob

Livingston, tapped by Republicans to suc-

ceed him.

Christina Martin, Gingrich's press secre-

tary, declined to say how the outgoing speak-

er would respond.

Other officials, speaking on condition of

anonymity, said he probably would yield to

Livingston's wishes.

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire services
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islature's decision was based only on

their political afllliation and not their

personal views.

"I would always hope that

appointees would be qualified no

matter what their party," she said. "In

a perfect world, the legislature would

look beyond the party to the person."

Like her colleagues, Chandler

spent the majority of her term focus-

ing on a few key issues. She chose to

emphasize the development of UC
Merced and increasing transfer rates.

"I feel most heartened by the fact

that I've been able to keep the plan-

ning of the tenth campus of UC
Merced on track," Chandler said. "I

think it's important to have one or

two regents from the Central Valley

who can speak for the people here

who have been historically under-

served."

UCLA alumnus Ochoa, however,

attributed the Senate's move as a nec-

essary part of the political game.

"Wp should do collectively -

regents, lawyers, friends of the uni-

versity - as much as we can to mini-

mize the amount of politics that

bears on the university," he said. "It's

not bad - obviously the governor,

whoever that may be, has a certain

point of view to implement and that's

the lay of the land."

While Ochoa backed Proposition

209, he continues to support diversi-

ty

"I was lucky to bring my own life

experience as a person who was born

and raised in east L.A., with parents

who had a third and sixth-grade edu-

cations," said Ochoa, who served as

an alumni member of the board

before his appointment by Wilson.

"That gives me a particular notion

to diversity. Even though I opposed

Prop. 209, it still doesn't prevent me
from supporting diversity."

Ochoa has been a leader of the

board's outreach efforts since the

passage of the state initiative which

eliminated preferences in admis-

sions.

"Appointments on the

Board of Regents are a

matter between the

governor and Senate.

The university doesn't

get involved."

Brad Hayward
UC spokesman

"If it hadn't been for my hammer-

ing and taking on the administrators,

the outreach efforts would not have

progressed this far. I have not hesitat-

ed to put that issue on the table and

be repetitive," Ochoa said.
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Ochoa had also been mentioned in

a Los Angeles Times series detailing

backdoor admissions requests from

UC officials.

Documents released at the time

showed Ochoa had made over 65

requests over the years.

The loss of Chandler, Hotchkis

and Ochoa will most likely mean a

departure from the current sway of

the board. Despite their Republican

make-up, the board has often been

caught in disputes over the future of

the University of California, as in

heated debates preceding moves to

eliminate affirmative action and sup-

port domestic partnership benefits.

Similar to the current situation,

two other regents were appointed by

Wilson for one-year terms earlier this

year. Regents Russell Gould and

Joanne Kozberg can serve on the

board for one year without Senate

confirmation, according to UC
spokesperson Brad Hayward.

'Their position would become

open if that year passes and they have

not been confirmed," said Hayward.

"Appointments on the Board of

Regents are a matter between the

governor and the state Senate," he

added. "That's why the university

really doesn't get involved."

Because the governor has no dead^

line to make the appointments, UC
officials have no indication as to

when the board will again be full.

However, both Regents Chandler

and Ochoa are committed to remain-

ing involved in educational issues

even after their term runs out nexi

month.

"I won't be far away - I have a

good relationship With the chancel-

lors," Ochoa said. "They know I'm

not about rhetoric."

Ochoa also fully supports Davis'

belief in academic outreach and the

repair of K- 1 2 education.

"I have confidence in Gray Davis.

I'm confident he will appoint persons

who are moderate in their political

voices and are really committed in

the fashion and passion that I am."

WORLD & NATION
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ban on British beef
HEALTH: Boycott stained

relations for five years;

10 of 15 nations consent

JUDGE
From page 1

Law School," Lomax said.

"Having gone to UCLA and hav-

ing positive feelings about UCLA - I

question whether he could be objec-

tive about UCLA and its practice as

as related to minorities," she added.

Buckner, who graduated from

"He made certain statements

about not wanting to 'air UCLA's
dirty laundry,' and that's a problem in

a discrimination case where by defini-

tion the plaintiff must discuss the his-

torical discriminatory patterns of

UCLA," she added.

Dixon, who is African American,

was relea.sed from his residency pro-

gram with the UCLA Department of

Family Medicine on March 31, 1994,

liri.A l.«w in 1966. could not he near ly 5 ycara^igttr

ByRafCasert
The Associated Press

BRUSSELS, Belgium - The

European Union voted Monday to

lift a worldwide export ban on most

British beef, a milestone in the "mad

cow" dispute that has pitted Britain

against its European allies for nearly

three years.

"The beef ban is lifted," said

British farm minister Nick Brown.

"The beef is safe to eat."

Ten of the 15 European Union

agricultural ministers voted to end

the ban on deboned beef, with

Germany the lone holdout. France,

Spain, Austria and Luxembourg

abstained.

British beef exports were barred

in March 1996 after Britain

"The question now is how to get

back on the world markets," said

Brown, predicting an uphill struggle

to restore the reputation of British

beef.

Monday's decision "will tend to

boost the confidence of the British

consumer and presumably other

consumers throughout the EU and

our beef trade and our beef produc-

ers will get back to normal," Dr.'

John Mann, superintendent of

Britain's largest meat market,

Smithfields, said in London.

The EU's Executive Commission

will send inspectors to Britain for a

final examination of safety stan-

dards, paving the way for exports to

begin early next year. No more min-

isterial-level votes on the issue are

required.

Monday's decision will be imme-

diately followed by a campaign to

put British beef back on the plates of

consumers throughout the 15-nation

EU.

"It will still be some months

Oral, anal sex allowed in Georgia
LAW: Court overrules

sodomy conviction on

right of privacy ruling

By James Pilcher

The Associated Press

ATLANTA - The Georgia

Supreme Court threw out the state's

anti-sodomy law Monday, 12 years

after the U.S. Supreme Court upheld

the statute with a landmark ruling

that said there was no right to priva-

cy in sexual contact.

The Georgia court voted six to

one to overturn the conviction of

Anthony Powell, who was found

guilty of sodomizing his 17-year-old

niece in 1996 but acquitted of raping

her.

Monday's majority opinion, by

Chief Justice Robert Benham, said

the state law "manifestly infringes

upon a constitutional provision ...

which guarantees to the citizens of

Georgia the right of privacy."

The U.S. Supreme Court had

taken the opposite view, holding in

1986 that consenting adults have no

constitutional right to private homo-

sexual conduct.

Former state Attorney General

Michael Bowers, who defended the

law before the U.S. Supreme Court

in the 1986 case, said he was sur-

prised by Monday's action.

"I'd like to see their reasoning,"

he said. "It's obviously the law now,

but I can't imagine how they can

make such a ruling. ... I would be

very surprised if you don't see a leg-

islative move to alter that."

The state cannot appeal today's

ruling, because the Georgia

Supreme Court is the ultimate

authority on the state's Constitution.

Legislators would have to amend the

Constitution before being able to

pass a similar law.

Twelve other states have sodomy

laws that make consensual oral and

anal sex between heterosexual or

homosexual couples a crime, while

six other states have anti-sodomy

laws that apply only to homosexuals.

The U.S. Supreme Court's five to

four decision reversed a federal

appeals court, which said the

Georgia law - defining sodomy as

"any sexual act involving the sex

organs of one person and the mouth

or anus of another" - infringed on a

"fundamental" constitutional right

to privacy.

The decision came in a challenge

by Michael Hardwick, a gay Atlanta

bartender who was arrested in 1982

for committing sodomy in his home.

The charge was later dropped, but

Hardwick filed suit in federal courts

seeking to have the law thrown out.

Because it was a federal case, the

state Supreme Court did not consid-

er the question at that time.

Powell was charged with raping

and sodomizing his niece, but was

convicted only of sodomy after his

lawyers argued that the sex was con-

sensual.

reached for

comment, as he

is out of the

country.

Lomax filed a

motion on Oct.

30 seeking

Buckner's dis-

qualification.

This motion was

granted by the

Los Angeles

Superior Court

on Nov. 13.

The newly

appointed judge (Ronald M.
Sohigian) was announced Monday.

The case will go on as scheduled.

"Just because a judge graduated

from UCLA Law School is not cause

for disqualification," said Erwin

Chemerinsky, a professor of law at

the University ofSouthern California.

Chemerinsky did, however, argue

that if other factors were involved,

sufficient cause may be established.

In her motion, Lomax claimed that

given that Buckner was a UCLA Law
School graduate, that he did not dis-

close this fact and that he had made
statements in the courtroom, he was

not fit to sit as judge in Dixon's case.

"It is an extra racially

hostile atmosphere in

the department of_
family medicine."

Melanie Lomax
Legal counsel

While he filed

an administra-

tive complaint

on August 31,

1995, it was to no

avail.

"(Dixon) lost

confidence that

he would be rein-

stated through

the internal

appeal process

so he decided to

take his case to

court," Lomax
said in a previous interview.

As a result, Dixon filed suit Jan. 6,

1998 and is seeking $10 million upon

resolution of this case.

When Dixon was admitted to the

UCLA Department of Family

Medicine in 1993, he learned he was

the only African American resident in

the department in the last 17 years.^

*'It is an extra racially hostile

atmosphere in the department of fam-

ily medicine," Lomax said previously

"Their admission that there has not

been a female or male African

American doctor in the de)3artment is

a clear indication of institutionalized

racism."

annoutt6ftd fl pOBBlbltf llni; belwL'tfii \izK\i\z the liisi shipments 6f beef

"mad cow" disease in British cattle

and a fatal brain ailment in humans

called Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease.

The ban has cost the industry in

Britain more than $3.3 billion and

undermined confidence in beef

throughout Europe.

The move to ease the ban was

boosted early this month when eight

out of 15 veterinary experts

endorsed the plan to resume exports.

actually resume and there is much

work to be done to re-establish mar-

kets," said Ben Gill, president of

Britain's National Farmers Union.

Brown downplayed the continued

German opposition.

"Germany was not opposed to

lifting the beef ban. It was opposed

to lifting it now," said Brown.

The Labor government lauded the

cooperation from its EU partners.

%
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Carnesale said.

The upcoming construction on the

medical center is scheduled to be

completed in 2012 at a cost of $1.2 bil-

lion.

The medical building

will be six times larger

than Powell Library.

Alvin has taken a great interest in

that project and its environmental

impact report, which the regents

approved at their meeting last week.

"It will be the equivalent of three

football fields and 15 stones high."

Alvin said. "It will dwarf other build-

mgs on campus."

The building will be six times larg-

er than Powell Library, accordmg to

Alvm

But this IS not an increase in the

size of the center, the chancellor said

"The hospital is actually not an

expansion. The number of square feet

in the new facility, overall, for the

medical facility will be the same

roughly as it is now," Carnesale said.

The center would be better situat-

ed at the corner of Wilshire

Boulevard and Veteran Avenue,

according to Alvin. The recently

approved plan is for the replacement

hospital to be situated where Lot 14 is

now, and new structures will replace

current facilities which are slated to

be demolished.

"What they're going to demolish is

safe enough for classes and staff, but

not for hospital purposes," Alvin

said.

Alvin is also concerned about the

possible removal of the eucalyptus

trees which currently line Westwood
Boulevard.

"They can talk about the loss of

trees in the rain forest, but not the loss

of trees at UCLA." Alvin said.

The trees were donated to the urn

versity by the Daughters of the

American Revolution and are now in

The European Union agreed Monday to lift a worldwide export

ban on the vast majority of British beef.

UN: Ambassador claims

that there is no relevant,

additional information

By Leon Barkho

The Associated Press

BAGHDAD, Iraq - A U.N. envoy

returned to Baghdad Monday as Iraq

unleashed a new volley of criticism at

the chief U.N. weapons inspector and

his demand for more arms-related doc-

uments.

The papers sought by Richard

Butler, chairman of the U.N. Special

Commission, arc spurring a new con-

frontation between the government of

Saddam Hussein and UNSCOM,
which is overseeing the destruction of

Iraq's most dangerous weapons.

Iraq's U.N. ambassador, Nizar

Hamdoon, insisted today the Baghdad

government is cooperating with the

U.N. weapons inspectors.

"We don't have any more docu-

ments that we believe are related to dis-

armament at this point," Hamdoon

said at U.N. headquarters in New
York.

On Sunday, other Iraqi officials

derided Butler's request for documents

as a move to justify a U.S. military

strike on Iraq, saying the government

already had turned over all relevant

dcKuments.

U.N. envoy Prakash Shah came to

Baghdad today from Bahrain. He

refused to comment about the contro-

versy, saying only that he expected to

meet with Iraqi ofilcials.

Iraqi Deputy Foreign Minister

Riyadh al-Qaisi said the latest crisis

between Baghdad and the United

Nations had been "concocted" by

Butler, adding that Iraq sent a letter to

the U.N. Security Council today

explaining its position.

Al-Qaisi said Butler's request came

as Baghdad was hoping a U.N. review

of progress toward weapons destruc-

tion would lead to an easing of eco-

nomic sanctions imposed after Iraq's

1990 invasion of Kuwait.

He said the United Nations had

requested documents about issues that

Iraq and UNSCOM had already set-

tled.

"At the present time, with the legiti-

mate expectation for a comprehensive

review to take place, Butler comes ... as

if no work at all has been settled," al-

Qaisi said.

State-run Iraqi newspapers insisted

today that Butler asked for more paper-

work because he has a grudge against

Iraq.

"Butler has personal motives to cre-

ate a new crisis," the daily Al-Thawra

newspaper of the ruling Baath Party

said in a front-page editorial. "He has

explained Iraq's decision to let the

inspectors resume their activities ... as a

personal victory, which he believes will

enable him to take revenge on Iraq."

Iraq had asked for Butler's dismissal

from UNSCOM as one of its demands

for allowing weapons inspectors to

return to work. But it reversed its ban

on the inspectors' work Nov. 14 when

faced with airstrikes by U.S. and

British forces.

The arms inspectors returned last

week and have been making daily visits

to potential weapons sites with the

cooperation of the Iraqi government.

The inspectors must certify that Iraq

has eliminated its weapons of mass

destruction before the Security Council

will lift the sanctions. Iraq insists it has

already gotten rid of all proscribed

weaponry

Butler's weekend demand for new

documents again raises the possibility

of American military strikes against

Iraq because President Clinton has

demanded full cooperation with the

weapons inspectors.

WORLD & NATION BRIEFS

Tuberculosis must be

contained in Asia
BANGKOK, Thailand Global efforts to

control tuberculosis will fail unless it is con-

tained in Asia, the World Health

Organization warned Monday.

Gro Harlem Brundtland, WHO director-

general, urged governments, donors and

international organizations to join a new,

global, anti-TB initiative to stop the spread of

the disease and prevent more deadly forms

from developing.

"If we cannot control TB in Asia, we will

never stop TB globally," said Brundtland, a

former prime minister of Norway.

Brundtland's appeal came in videotaped

remarks for today's opening of a four-day

Global Congress on Lung Disease, which

brings together 1,500 lung disease experts

from 90 countries. It is the largest j>uch meet

ing held in Asia in a decade.

WHO fears that the Asian economic crisis

will lower living standards,

increase the spread of communica-

ble diseases and lower funding for

state health programs.

Six Asian countries - Bangladesh,

China, India. Indonesia, Pakistan and the

Philippines - account for 4.5 million of the 8

million new cases of tuberculosis a year, the

agency estimates.

"A disease that many of us believed might

disappear in our lifetime is killing more peo-

ple than ever today," said Richard

Bumgarner, senior management officer of

the WHO'S tuberculosis program.

Yeltsin in hospital

for third time
MOSCOW Boris Yeltsin was rushed to

a hospital with pneumonia and a high tem-

perature, officials said Monday, acknowledg-

ing the third health crisis for the Russian

president in recent weeks

The 67-year-old Yeltsin has can-

celed several foreign trips recently

and has rarely been seen in public

this fall, raising new concerns about

his ability to handle his responsibilities

at a time of crisis for the Russian economy.

The Kremlin said Yeltsin was hospitalized

Sunday in the government's Central Clinical

Hospital with a temperature of 102 degrees.

He was being treated with antibiotics, but

officials declined to give any further details.

Congress tries to set

timetable for hearing
WASHINGTON - Henry Hyde, chair-

man of the House Judiciary Committee,

hopes the panel can complete its work on

impeachment the week of Dec 7 and the

House can convene the following week to

vole, if necessary, on President Clinton's

fate. Republican .sources said Monday

But Hyde s ttmetablc. as virtually every-

thing else in the final stages of the nation's

third presidential impeachment inquiry, is

subject to numerous unsettled issues, rang-

ing from constitutional matters to logistics.

For example, before adjourning last

month for the elections, lawmakers gave

Speaker Newt Gingrich^he authority to call

the House back into session "whenever, in

his opinion, the public interest shall warrant

it.*'

That provision was crafted with impeach-

ment proceedings in mind. Now, though,

Gingrich is a lame duck, and as a practical

matter, has ceded power to Rep. Bob

Livingston, tapped by Republicans to suc-

ceed him.

Christina Marlin. Gingrich's press secre-

tary, declined to say how the outgoing speak-

er would respond.

Other officials, speaking on condition of

anonymity, said he probably would yield to

Livingston's wishes.

Compiled from Dally Bruin wire services
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danger because of their failing

health.

"We had a preliminary study

done two years ago that suggested

that they are, as a group, not

healthy," Oakley said. "They're

not slated to be taken down en

masse."

UCLA Watch's first rallying

point, the Long Range
Development Plan, has since been

slightly altered with approval by

the UC Board of Regents to reallo-

cate the amount of construction

that would take place in the six

zones which make up the campus.

The Morgan Center expansion

and the construction of the

Westwood Plaza Office Building

required amendments to the plan,

which takes allocated space from

the southwest region of the campus
- mostly in Westwood - to the cen-

tral area of the campus.

During that time, the university

already had a community pro-

gram, which involved a number of

housing associations. Alvin drew

in the Brentwood homeowner's

association in addition to those

already involved, according to

Magnuson.

Despite this, Magnuson said she

thinks that UCLA Watch could be

productive if it had a more "posi-

tive tone."

"Community groups play a very

valuable role," Magnuson said.

"Their presence keeps everyone

on their toes."

Despite his efforts over the

years to influence decision-making

at the university, Alvin said the

campaign has grown tiresome.

"I've been doing this for twenty-

some years and it gets a little old

after a while," Alvin said.
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Commission
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- more than two hours after the initial

complaint was made.

Neither LAPD nor UCPD made any

arrests during the disturbance, focusing

instead on breaking up the crowd.

"If you try to go after the little guy, it

distracts you from the big problem, so

you want to go after it as a whole," said

Sergio Guzman, LAPD's senior lead

officer for the Westwood area.

Westwood also faced disruptive

crowds after last year's UCLA-USC
football game, following an on-campus

dance, Ross said.

The biggest problem UCLA has

faced with raucous crowds, however,

came after the men's basketball team

won the national championship in 1995.

when hundreds of rowdy students took

to the streets of Westwood Village,

eventually breaking several windows

and needing to be dispersed by police.

Although the crowd Saturday night

seemed only to become rowdier with

the police presence, one party-goer said

the police needed to intervene.

"I don't know what would have hap-

pened if they weren^^f there," said

Brandon Schindelheim,- a fourth-year

psychology student.

CEi^TRAL
AIVIERICAN

FLOOD VICTIMS
NEEDYOUR

HELP
Canned foods, bottled water,

medicine and supplies are desperately
needed now

For donation location information,

call X55969, x66452 or 52333
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Eye Examination*
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VIEWPOINT
Tomom)w

Time is running out for

your Viewpoint

applications. Want some

help from a columnist?

viewpoint^media.uda.edu

40^

%8I0«^
Measure to

deny same-

sex marriage
Thumbs down

to a California

proposition that

has qualified for the

March 2000 ballot which

prohibits same-sex mar-

riages in the state.

The bill intends to "pre-

serve a traditional defini-

tion of marriage" by rec-

ognizing only marriages

between men and women.

:31iis proposition-is^gt

Bill to ban

youth sex in

Texas
Thumbs down

to a proposed

Texas bill which

would make sex between

youths under the age of 18

a misdemeanor.

Underage youths

caught engaging in "inter-

course, oral sex and geni-

tal manipulation" would

not face jail time, support-

ers say, only counseling

another example of an ini-

tiative system gone askew.

Same-sex marriage, and

the legality thereof, is not

an issue that the general

population should vote on,

especially considering how

often the wording of initia-

tives and advertisements

misleads voters.

An uninformed elec-

torate should not be

responsible for voting on

an issue of personal moral-

ity.

College

bookstores

win price war
Thumbs up to a

New York City—
federal court deci-

.

sion which judged that a

major university publisher,

Cambridge University

Press, could not have a

dual-pricing system that

discriminated against uni-

versity bookstores.

Before the lawsuit,

Cambridge Press charged

college bookstores more

than trade bookstores, like

Crown Books and Barnes

& Noble, for classroom

texts.

College bookstores

basically have a guaran-

teed market for academic

texts; trade bookstores do

not. Publishers offered dis-

counted prices to trade

bookstores as an incentive

for the trade stores to buy

and carry their books.

Students who purchase

from college book stores

shouldn't have to pay a

diflerent price because of

the money-making

schemes of publishers.

-and^ ipcrvision.

Supporters hope that

thebill, if passed, will

"help parents with incorri-

gible teens."

The proposal not only

attempts to pass the bur-

den of controlling

"unruly" teenagers from

parents to the legal sys-

tem, but it also does little

to address the actual prob-

lems involved with under-

age sex, such as sexually

transmitted diseases and

teen pregnancy.

Free bus fare

to campus
proposed

Thumbs up to

the Academic ^-^
Senate for their

attempts to alleviate the

parking troubles on cam-

pus.

A resolution passed

that would provide free

bus service for all stu-

dents, staff and faculty on

all bus lines that come to

UCLA.
Though the efforts and

ideas of the Academic

Senate would be beneficial

to UCLA, a source of

funding needs to be deter-

mined. The 4,000-person-

long waiting list for park-

ing permits indicates the

need immediate action.

The parking service's

motto is, "Find another

way to UCLA"; we say,

help us.

Thumbs up/Thumbs down
represents the majority

opinion of the Daily Bruin

Editorial Board. Send com-

ments and suggestions to

viewpoint9media.ucla.edu.
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guess I realized, as I woke up

this morning* that I am on the

edge of a nervous breakdown.

It's not an unfamiliar feeling.

I felt the same way just a couple

of weelcs ago. I think I feel that way

every other week. That might sound

pret^ unhealtfiy ... maybe it is.

My current almost-nervous-

breakdown

came about

while trying

to write this

Viewpoint

column.

Originally, I

was going to

do a
Viewpoint

column on all

of the other

Viewpoint

columnists.
««...«,.«.««„..,...„.,,^

So, first I

read all of the colwnns that have

been written this year - at least30

columns. Then, I called up all ofthe

columnists, and I ended up talking

to seven of them. I had really cool

conversations with them, but at

around 10:$0 p.m. last night, I tried

to start writing the cohimn.

I got nowhere. I had no idea how

to ftartl kept writing an introduc-

tion, then deleting it, and then writ-

ing another introduction, and dclet-

OMmer is a fourth-yaar geography,

efMronmamal studies and economics

studtnt Send feedback to

dinitmw#uda.ada That^ Unittmcf/

Mark

Dfttmer

ing it. As I prepared to delete what

was probably my fifth introduction,

I looked at the clock and noticed

that four hours had passed. I took a

few deep breaths, and then moved

on.

I decided to give up on my col-

umn about the other Viewpoint

columnists. I reasoned that it's such

a good idea for a column that it

would really suck to take such a

good column idea and then write a

lousy column based on that idea.

Unfortunately, I still had to write

a column, but at that point I had no

clue as to what I would be writing

about. Sleep deprived as I was, I

decided to write a column telling

you, the readers, the story ofmy
failed attempt to write a column

about the other Viewpoint colum-

nists.

Since I'm not going to use what I

wrote that night, Vm now here

telling you about my failed attempt

to write a column about my failed

attempt to write a cohimn, and

wouldn't you know it, now I'm writ-

ing about nervous breakdowns.

It took me unto thisjnomlng to

realize that I am definitely on the

edge of another nervous break-

down, rbegan to think of all of the

other things in my Hfe that Fm sap-

posed to be doing that I'm not

doing, all because of this cohmm
which had consumed about 12

hours ofmy week so far. So I lay

there in bed and imagined my life

caving in around me.

I guess a nervous breakdown

seems like the ultimate low. Thus

the phrase, *Vm the verge ofa ner-

vous breakdown.'' People who arc

totally stroMed out uae that phraae.

but they don't go and tevt aervous

breakdowns. Maybe they should

Maybe it would be better to |0 have

a nervous breakdown. I mean, how

bad would that really be, as long as

they didn't kill anybody or any-

thing.

I'm not worried about killing

anybody, because I'm not really

angry at anybody or anything. At

least, I'm not going to kill anyone in

this current almost-nervous-break-

down, but maybe that's just because

nobody else is around right now.

A couple ofmonths ago, I started

to get pretty frustrated while I was

waiting in line at Rite-Aid. I was

supposed to meet some people, and

I was late, and the cashier didn't

know how to process my "free fdm

development*' coupon.

So I guess if I'd lost it there, oth-

ers might have been in danger. But I

don't feel that bad about that,

because I bet everybody ahnost

loses it at Rite-Ai<^ that place is a

psychotic episode waiting to hap-

pen.

If I have a nervous breakdown, I

think i^at I'd like to do is sleep for

three days straight I think that

would qualify as a nervous break-

down, especially if I have a whole

lot to do that I should be doing. My
life would continue crashing down
around me, and I would just he

there and sleep.

It's not that I'm really tired or

that I really need 72 hours of sleep.

God, that would be a lot of sleep.

It's just a way to avoid facing the

woHd. Because here, on the verge of

a nervous breakdown. I don't like

having to face the world. People ask

me all of these questions and they

demand more of me, and I need to

think of things to say. At times Uke

these, being asleep is just so much
less streisftil than being awake.

See Ml IMHI» ipafe 10
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Women, quit tNnking men tNnk
BONDS: Society's preoccupation

with marriage over career plans,

aspirations for future rings false

When I was little, I never really took a

liking to my Easy-Bake Oven.

Instead of making brownies, I'd use

the mini inferno to melt an assortment of

household items. For some reason 1 found this

far more intriguing than

baking.

1 was similarly unma-

tronly with dolls. Half of

the Cabbage Patch dolls in

my toy box were bald due

to a rendezvous with my
mom's scissors. And my
poor, disheveled Barbies -

they had limbs which were

either missing or popped

out of their sockets.

This was but the infan-

cy of what we'll call my
gender rebellion. In adult-

hood, I've upheld this notable precedent. 1

don't cook, I don't clean, and I'm not particu-

larly enthralled with children. Such "abnormal

behavior pains one person in particular: my

grandma.

Though she's now slowly dismissed ideas of

me in an apron with 10 kids by my side, initially

my blatant disregard for all matriarchy was a

wrenching sword in her side.

I still have a vivid picture of her arched, 4-

foot-1 1 frame as she paced about the kitchen

Brows fur-

ROCa 15 a sgcoTTCf year

student. E-mail her at aroca@ucla.edu

Alicia
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rowed, hands clasped on either side of her red

head, she lamented to my mother and pointed

at me accusingly, "She can't cook, she can't

sew. How will she ever find a husband?"

She almost keeled over when I told her

that I didn't want one.

Marriage has never particularly

appealed to me. This is in part due to

the defiant nature that compels me to

rebel against anything expected of

me, and as a woman, marriage is a

cultural given.

There is a burdensome

assumption we carry in society

that states that the pinnacle of a

woman's life is reached on her

wedding day. From birth, women

are raised with fairy tales that tell

them to wait for their Prince Charming.

It is only when he arrives that they may

then live happily ever after, nestled in

the crook of his burly arm.

Unfortunately, we didn't leave such

skewed logic behind in childhood.

To enforce this romantic

ideology, a stigma is placed upon older unmar-

ried women. Whereas unmarried men become

distinguished bachelors, women become old

maids or spinsters. The result is an entourage

of women afflicted with what has been termed

"The Cinderella Syndrome."

One would think this mentality to be less

prevalent on a college campus, but it is actually

more alive than ever. I encountered a classic

example of it the other day as 1 overheard two

women fantasizing, not about goals or careers,

but about future husbands.

One said to the other, "I wonder where he is

right now. Maybe 1 know him. Maybe I walk

past him everyday not even knowing that he's

my future husband. I can't wait to get mar-

ried."

While men have been taught to pursue

career goals and aspirations, women have been

taught to pursue fulfillment through an accom-

plished man and children.

Seldom are women told to pursue happiness

through the realization of their own goals. This

is evident even on a college campus where

intellect is supposed to be of paramount value.

A similar incident occurred during another

lunchtime conversation, except

this time it was my own. A friend

and I were having a conversation

about my recent break up with my
boyfriend.

1 attributed part of the reason for

the demise of our three-year relationship

Xo distance (I'm here and he's in San

Francisco.) My friend made the following
,

:ittidifia =SC^1IOCA,pa9«=tt:
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Bruin Editorial's

argument for

diversity flawed
I have read the multitude of arti-

cles in the Bruin during the last few

years which concern Proposition

209. The Editorial Board's

Wednesday editorial, "Proposition

209 has nationwide domino effect"

is the latest of these articles.

The principle difficulty I have

with such articles is that all of the

arguments agains{1jie spread of leg-

islation similar to Prop. 209 are

based on the Editorial Board's opin-

ion that a decrease in diversity has a

wefy negative impact on the universi-

ty and student body. This latest edi-

torial states that "a diverse student

body creates an environment where

different ideas can (be) voiced and

exchanged, which is necessary at any

educational institution."

The implication here is that differ-

ent ideas can only be voiced with a

diverse student body. I don't think

that this is true. Just within the two

largest ethnic groups on campus,

whites and Asians, there exists a vast

array of differing opinions and ideas

about the world we inhabit as well as

many academic matters.

The next statement in support of

diversity, "Different perspectives

are assets to academic and cultural

growth; students need to encounter

opinions which challenge their own

if they are ever to grow, change or

truly expand their knowledge" again

associates ethnicity with different'

perspectives.

I agree that perspectives different

from our own help us grow academ-

ically and as people. I just don't

believe that the those perspectives

only come from differences in ethnic

background. More often, 1 think,

they come from who we are inside.

llMBlMrlMhi
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An example: today I

live with four friends,

two of whom are ——-~ —
Mexican American, and one of

whom is African American. Several

years ago, ail my roommates were

white. In both cases we put forth dif-

fering opinions on things that col-

lege students deal with and opinions

on the world at large. The range of

opinions was the same, regardless of

which set of roommates it was. How
then, do I explicitly benefit from the

racial diversity of my current room-

mates? I don't.

My point in this example is not

that racial diversity is a bad thing. 1

do, however, want to point out that

the logic used by the Bruin to sup-

port the claim that "diversity is nec-

essary" seems weak. There simply

isn't any proof that diversity is nec-

essary.

Perhaps the psychology or sociol-

ogy departments have done studies

to show whether or not racial diver-

sity at a campus is detrimental to a

person's education. If not, maybe

they should, because while the oppo-

nents of Proposition 209 and its

effects have a cause they feel strong-

ly in, they don't have the factual sup-

port needed to sway people to accept

their viewpoint. And without facts,

theirs is just another opinion against

the majority

Alexander Sdiwarz

Fifth-year
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Improve

education system

from bottom up
It has become painfully ckar

from reading several months of

Viewpoint articles that few people

understand the deeper ramifica-

tions of the statistical

change attributed to

—^—^—~ Proposition 209 (Daily

Bruin Editorial, Nov. 18).

Proposition 209 has indeed elimi-

nated a measure of diversity seen in

the academic qualifications of stu-

dents entering the flagship universi-

ties of the UC system. Academic

skills are not magically conferred

upon matriculation at UCLA or .

UC Berkeley. These skills, however,

form the basis of one's ability to suc-

ceed when confronted with other

talented students at these flagship

universities.

African American enrollment

declined by 42 percent at UCLA
this year with the elimination of

affirmative action. This large

decline indicates that many African

American students admitted under

affirmative action had fewer acade-

mic skills to draw upon.

Logically, it would seem that this

would cause them to have more dif-

ficulty succeeding than the average

student. Berkeley's graduation sta-

tistics reflect this: 42 percent of

African Americans did not gradu-

ate as compared to 16 percent of the

white population. Under

Proposition 209, we have finally

started placing these individuals in a

climate more appropriate for their

academic skills; in this environment,

they have a better opportunity to

earn a degree and to succeed.

Proposition 209's impact is a

painful indication that affirmative

action served as a smokescreen

used to mask gaping wounds in the

framework of our system of public

education.

We can now agitate for improved

K-12 educational facilities; this will

allow students a facility where it is

possible to learn. We can debate the

merits of outreach programs that

target only UC-eligible students. We

can demand measures to create

teacher accountability and strength-

en teaching proficiency. In short,

rather than putting a bandage on

the festering wounds of our educa-

tional system, we are now focused

on attacking the ailments that gen-

erate such a disparity in qualifica-

tions.

Our attention should be focused

on creating educational equity for

the millions within our educational

system, not masking such inequity

by juggling the admissions numbers

of several hundred at the top. Only

when this is achieved will we find

true paiity in admissions and in

society as a whole.

V^ayGod
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School rivalry,

not school hatred

In an age when acceptance and

tolerance are practically forced

down our throats, especially at our

notably diverse campus, it baffles

me that people pay money for prod-

ucts that promote hate, like the "I

Hate Trojans" bumper stickers. I

also do not understand why there

arose a need for students to be

"given the opportunity to release

their anger and hostility towards

use by bashing a maroon and gold

colored car with a sledgehammer"

last Wednesday, especially when

use hasn't beaten UCLA in foot-

ball in years.

I'm glad that I go to UCLA and

I'm that we won the game on

Saturday, but I don't see why we

should be so filled with rage. There

is nothing wrong with being excited

about your team and getting psy-

ched up before a big game with the

school across town. But why tear
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DinMER
From page 8

As I lay in bed this morning and

postponed getting up from 10:30

a.m. till 1 1 p.m., I was pretty stressed

out as I thought of all of the things 1

ought to be doing. But, at the time, I

knew I was going to get up eventual-

ly - to face the world.

If I had a nervous breakdown and

slept for three days, then I would be

comforted by the fact that I have

given up on everything that I'm try-

ing to do. If I slept for long enough, I

could lose my job, get Fs in all of my
classes, and at that point, what else

would I have to lose? Having lost

everything, I'd probably have less to

worry about. I wouldn't have physi-

cally harmed anybody. And so I

guess riiy nervous breakdown would

be a success.

But then I would be a failure, and

I guess that's the down side. Still, I

take comfort in the fact that life

would go on even if I had a nervous

breakdown.

I also take comfort in (he thought

that maybe everybody is as close to a

nervous breakdown as I am.

Maybe that's wishful thinking, but

maybe not. Take this conversation I

had a couple of weeks ago, during

my last almost-nervous-breakdown. I

was walking through the office and

my co-worker Kim greeted me, say-

ing, "Hey, Mark! How are ya?"

"I'm hangin' in there," I respond-

zxat
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"That's the best we can do," Kim
said.

Do you see what I'm talking

about? Usually when I say, "I'm

hangin' in there," I just say that

because it's something to say when

somebody asks how I am. It's like

saying, "Fine." But on this day it

seemed particularly appropriate,

since I was barely hanging in there.

And Kim somehow seemed able to

appreciate that; she seemed to know

where I was coming from.

"That's the best we can do," she

said, and I figure that means that

we're all on the edge of a nervous

breakdown, and the best we can do

is to just hang in there.

Then again, maybe I'm the only

one losing it. Maybe you will read

about me in the papers in a couple of

days. What would be really cool

would be if I turned in this column,

then went and had a nervous break-

down before it got published.

Imagine that. As I write this col-

umn I haven't yet had a nervous

breakdown. But now, as you read it,

I am sitting in a mental institution

sornewhere, a certifiable nut. Maybe
you read about my nervous break-

down in the News section a couple

of days ago, and now you get to read

about the twisted train of thought

that led me to my unfortunate

demise.

But if there is no unfortunate inci-

dent, then I'm still only on the verge

of a nervous breakdown. That's

good enough for me; I'm hangin' in

there. That's the best I can do.

ROCA
From page 9

comment, "If you had really loved

him and known he was the guy you

wanted to marry, you wouldn't have

gone away for school."

Upon hearing this, I was

appalled.

Yet again the double standard was

apparent; as a woman, I'm expected

to put my life-long goals and aspira-

tions on hold for the pursuit of "true

love." But what about the true love I

have for myself? Shouldn't that

come first? According to societal

expectations, no.

This is precisely why, when I left

for college, one of my neighbors,

alarmed at my sudden disappear-

ance, approached my dad and said,

"I haven't seen your daughter

around for a while. Did she get mar-

ried?" Why did he automatically

assume that my absence meant mar-

riage? Why had he not asked if I had

gone to school? More importantly,

would he have made the same

assumption were I male?

The answer is, probably not.

I have great goals for myself,

goals I have been cultivating for

years now. These goals do not neces-

sarily contain marriage.

Consequently, I would never put my

dreams on hold for a partner. The

reason for this is twofold. First, I

have to be fair to myself. I have

come too far to deprive myself of

any opportun ity now . If it' s "tme.

LEHERS
From page 9

someone else down? I do not see the

appeal of playing with Trojan voodoo

dolls or throwing paint on statues.

When things like this are done in

excess, or with a mean-spirited atti-

tude, a p)erson can appear petty and

childish.

I think that it is perfectly cool to

brag that UCLA has won the big foot-

ball game against USC for eight

straight years. School spirit and

school pride are both great and we
have plenty of reasons to be proud

and brag about our fine school.

Nnt-yttr

love," it'll wait. Secondly, I have to

be fair to the other person.

Inevitably, if I were to forfeit an

opportunity for someone I would

end up resenting him.

As human beings, our drive and

ambition is at the very core of our

existence. It all comes down to the

following: where will you be when

your significant other is gone and

your goals have evaded you? In

terms of marriage, I've assumed the

opinion men have been taught to

have.

I see it as both stifiing and inhibit-

ing of independence. The idea of

wedlock conjures up images of

entrapment, partly because it entails

a binding life-long contract. Through

this contract, you forgo individuality

to become part of a unit. If anything

at all, the rings associated with mar-

riage do not create wistful romantic

images for me; instead, they remind

me of handcuffs.

This is probably correlated to per-

sonal experience. I don't know many

happily married couples (there are

perhaps two at most I can think oO

Perhaps, even worse th|an being

unhappy, most are apathetic and set

in a routine that they neither actively

enjoy nor despise.

Take, for example, my parents. I

recently asked my mother if she

loved my father. She replied that she

didn't know. Of course the logical

response is to ask why, then, are you

married? She couldn't really give me

a straight answer other than,

"Divorce is for Americans."

The simple answer is that, despite

her unhappiness, she is trapped and

doesn't think it culturally acceptable

to break the binding contract she

made 25 years ago.

There's a piece in the UCLA
Armand Hammer Museum's

Sunshine and Noir exhibit that fits in

nicely with my perspective. It's a

piece by Jennifer Pastor entitled

"Bridal Cave."

Put simply, it's a distorted wed-

ding cake. The traditional ornament

bearing a miniature man and woman

is placed a top an orange concoction

of plastic mucous-like membranes.

At the bottom is the base of a wed-

ding cake. The whole contraption

teeters on a peach basebalHikc leg

covered in panty hoie.

Simply put, she illustrates that

marriage is not as society would

have us perceive Remember that

the next time you read a fairy talc to

the little girl in your hie
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ARTS
Lissitzky exhibit opens at tlie Getty
ART: Russian master uses

multidimensional style,

transcending limitations

By Erin Beatty

Daily Bruin Contributor

Suspended images serenely tloat

amidst interested spectators

Paintings, elaborate photographs and

futuristic landscapes draw attention

while capturing the multi-dimensional

artwork of 1:1 1.issit/ky

The exhibition of the Russian

artist's work is currently on display in

"Monuments of the Future: Oesigns

by IJ Lissit/ky" at the (ietty Research

Institute in the (ietty (enter, [he

exhibit, which consists of 13.1 works

spanning the artist's career, runs

through Feb. 21, 1999.

Born in 1890, Lissitzky produced

work which varies tremendously. It

moves from abstract geometric paint-

ings, to complex letterheads that use

varied typographic designs and manip-

ulate the arrangement of letters, to

photographic spreads for Soviet

albums and magazines.

Yet through his vast variation the

artist conveys a connected theme

which unites nationalities, expressing

to the common man and reviving his

own Russian Jewish culture.

Nancy PerlofI, the Research

Institute's curator of manuscripts and

archives and organi/er of this exhibit,

explains that Lissit/ky was an artist

with a mission.

"Me had a mission that he assigned

himself somehow early on," Perloff

says. "And though it was never express-
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ly articulated, I think the mission

involved developing visual language

that could communicate across cul-

tures, across countries, across national

bounds."

The chronological arrangement of

the artist's work displays Lissilzky's

unusual versatility Eva Foracs, visiting

U(TA professor at the Department of

Art History, who helped organize the

exhibit, explains that there were two

things trying to be communicated

through the presentation of the art.

"On the one hand is this unusual

versatility of this artist," Foracs says.

le had very diliferent periods, where

c^did such very dilTerenl work. And
on the other hand, we also wanted to

make the point that there still was this

underlying continuity there."

The organizers achieved this by

varying the textures of the exhibit,

making some designs closer than oth-

ers within their plastic casing. Silting

as the centerpiece of the foyer is a

plfni'^^JMHt fMW whifh h»l<lM Htimv «>f
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"Monuments of the Future: Designs by El Lissitzky" shows

at the Getty Research Institute from Nov. 21, 1998 to Feb. 21. 1999.

the books and letters produced by

Lissitzky.

Personal letters, which Lissit/ky

wrote to his wife, are a highlight of the

exhibit, liach letterhead uniquely

designed, Lissit/ky artistically

arranged words to represent their

meanings. —

'

FerlolT says . "Ilie goal from the

very beginning was to find a new way

to show his books, not as works of art

suspended and framed on a, wall but as

active, dynamic, three-dimensional

objects that were not meant to lie Hat

in a display case and be looked down
on."

• Li.ssit/ky's books, like the rest of his

works, are all very much connected to

the notion of a three-iiimensional

treatment, even of a llat surface. His

artistry is never supposed to look llat.

but rather it moves and rotates with

the eye of the viewer.

His books arc another medium
Lissitzky used to connect his artwork.

See FUTURE, page 16
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Death, drugs, drinking ruin ideal we • • g
FILM: First-time (lirector

can't keep story moving

in dark, twisted comedy

AJ. Hannrin

Daily Bruin Contributor

"Very Bad Things" is not a very

bad movie. Is il a good one? It's a

tough call. It's a sick one - perverse

and twisted - but movie watchers

may leave the theater with a smile.

One week before Kyle Fisher (Jon

Favreau) is about to get married to

the beautiful Laura Garrety

(Cameron Diaz), his buddies take

him on a wild trip to Vegas for a bach-

elor party. A few too many shots,

snorts of cocaine and a prostitute aid

the buddies in their quest for the ulti-

mate good lime Unfortunately, trou-

ble brews when one of Kyle's friends.

Michael Berkow (Jeremy Piven). has

a little accident in the bathroom with

the prostitute, giving rough ^x a bad

and deadly name
With fresh blood all over the fane >,

white bathroom. Kyle and his friends

face the prospect of jail time or

wofic. They could, however. foUou

Boyd's (Chrutian Slater) icka. and

bury the " 105-pound problem" in the

desert. A trip to the local K-Mart-likc

department store to buy a couple oi'

chain-saws, plastic bags and cleaning

lluids seems to solve the problem.

Dnfortunately. callously commit-

ting a crime and trying to cover it up

has an effect on everyone's con-

science, and it comes back

to haunt them. Life quick-

ly changes from the sim-

plicities of arranging wed-

ding seats to grave dig-

ging. Slowly but surely,

the body count rises.

Given top billing as the

longtime childhood friend

to Favreau's character.

Slater plays his usual

movie role as the slick,

fast-talking Boyd. Slater

skillfully presents Boyd as

a conscienceless character

with a somewhat destruc-

tive attitude, thoughtfully

controlled by the charac-

ter's previous self-empow-

erment classes Although

the script seems to play to

Slater's acting ability,

there could have been

more Despite getting

many great laglines. ii

almost seems like Slater has to hold

back from comedic ad-libs.

Regardless. Slater frightfully and

believably succeeds in his demented

character role.

Cameron Diaz also returns to

SeeTNINCS^pageia

Laura Garrety (CaiiMPDfi Din) plans her

dream wedding in "Very Bad Things

'

ENTERTAINMENT
Tomorrow

Pinch Hit Record, ah up-and-coming

record label, debuted its bands to the

people last weekend. A new power-

house record company? We'll just see.

Tuesday, November 24, 1998

Meat Beat Manifesto's Jack Danger:.: y'. '
, • • . . .

speaks about his newly released

album "Actual Sounds and Noises,"

his unique style of music and his

views on MTV and shaking your ass
(Left) Lynn Farmer Jack Dangers and Mark
Pistel are the members of Meat Beat Manifesto.

They will be playing Tuesday night at the Palace.

(Bottom) Dangers' album "Actual Sounds and

Voices" is in stores now.

Photos (CHiflPsy NolhtiMj Ret oiils

By Sumyi Khong
Daily Bruin Contributor

The rich and juicy tones of Meat Beat Manifesto leaves

their fans cravings seconds, yet no one quite knows how to

categori/e them.

"My music is omni-dircctional," explains Jack Dangers,

the founder and meat of Meat Beat Manifesto. "It's all over

the place. I listen to so many types of music that I just try to

experiment with as many different styles as possible."

His British lilt is infected with a hint of American twang -

it is appropriate that even his voice is a hybrid of accents.

Playing Tuesday at The Palace. Dangers and crew under-

stand that beautiful things come from a variety of sources.

Dangers' music has been categorized as industrial, electroni-

ca, drum 'n' bass and jungle (and being a mish-mash of

Prodigy, Nine Inch Nails and Crystal Method among others

- any of the above genres is a fair, but incomplete, descrip-

tion).

However, Danger sees himself as mostly powered by dub

and hip-hop.

Originally formed as a side

project in 1987. MBM soon

rcxrked the rock world with its

innovative sound. Although

Dangers" music is too risky to

make MBM an MTV regular,

the group's sound is widely

heralded by his musical peers.

MBM's 1990 release, "Radio

Babylon," is considered by

many to be the roots ofjungle.

The new crop of jungle-iles:

Prodigy. The Future Sound of

London and The Chemical

Brothers have smcc sampled

(his creative single.

Casually explaining how he spawned a new genre of music.

Dangers .says. "I did it because I wasn't hearing anything else

like It. If you're not hearing it, you got to do it yourself."

And he has done a lot of it himself. In addition to touring

iikI releasing an album almost every two years. Dangers has

remixed singles for the likes of Nine Inch Nails, Depeche

Mode and Orbital as well as recently contributing to the "He
Ciol Game" soundtrack.

His hectic schedule is a far cry from his days cleaning toi-

lets in his hometown of Swindon, England. At fifteen.

Dangers made up his mind that he wanted to be involved with

music, but it took several years - and many scrubbed toilets
-

before his intent came into realization. All the while, his con-

fidence of the future never faltered.

"There were many people around me which would say the

same thing but they'd get a proper job and get stuck and just

klrilt away," Dangers comments. "If you really want to do

.something, you'll do it. I mean if I can do it ..." says Danger,

laughing.

MBM's newest release, "Actual Sounds and Noises" is a

good indicator of how he views everyday sounds as music.

Danger agrees with John Cage, the avant-garde composer

who said "music is all around us, we just have to hear it." Hie

new CD expands past just-conventional music samples by

also looping in dialogue from movies, whale recordings and

Morse code beeps.

Although he acknowledges the more perverted connota-

tion of his band name, Dangers explains that the name,

"Meat Beat Manifesto," was "just a random bunch of words

thrown together that sounded good."

The same could be said of his music. His first album, "Suck

Hard" (1987), blended the likes of James Brown, Kool and

the Gang, and sci-fi movie dialogue into danceable, textured

tunes. What guides him are intricate rhythms over simple

ba.ss lines. Many of the songs in "Actual Sounds and Noises"

have a pulsating, trance-like beat that helps support the softer

melody.

Dangers' frighteningly va.st knowledge of music enables

him to find the right samples to string together into overlap-

ping layers of coherent

music. He claims that he is

perpetually "lo.st in music"
- as would anyone who
owns (and listens) to over

8000 vinyl records. Dangers

is a walking encyclopedia of

musical history.

Throughout the interview,

he easily slips into tangents

of historical facts, expound-

ing more information than a

typical Musicology H lec^

lure The enthusiasm in his

voice picks up as he spews

forth the socio-cultural

influences that led to dub reggae and punk - from the 1950s

Jamaican immigration in England to the selkiut Sex Pistols

.scene several decades later. He can also cite the first copy of

"experimental music" (a 1960s avant-garde piece) or pull out

any obscure spoken word recording from his row of vinyls.

"I have a photographic memory for music and record cov-

ers and things like that ... it's the normal, everyday important

life things I'm ... pathetic at," Dangers says, laughing.

For now, the 'everyday life thing' is touring for the next

couple of months. Together with John Wilson on guitars and

Lynn Farmer attacking the drums. Meat Beat will be beating

their meaty music across the states. Although some of the

music is pre-programmed, the majority of the show consists

of live music.

In addition, large screens on stage will display live visuals

to correspond with the audio aspect of the performance.

F*laying around with beats allows MBM to improvise on stage

as long as they keep in sync with the visuals. This means every

night's performance varies.

Despite his band name. Dangers does not have a mani-

festo to preach to his audience. Although the creator ofMBM
is a strict vegetarian and has an interest in social politics, he

does not want U> come off sounding preachy.

He would never "stand up on a pedestal over people with

(his) ideas." he informs. "It's more about social awareness. It's

about me noticing things and talking about them -but I don't

have any an.swers for anything I don't think anyone knows."

The one opinion that Dangers does not hesitate to voice is

his disdain for the media The works of old-school dubsters.

New Age Steppers, The Clash and Voltaire inspire him

because, "The scene was never bastardized. The media did

not jump on it and ruin il. I used to say that about ska ... but

Tk)! Wow."

With their layers of dark and distorted beats, MBM is on

"^
See KAT, page 16
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Theatre 40

Colleen Shelley, Elizabeth Meads and

Dee Croxton star in "The Diviners."

"The Diviners"

Through Dec. 20
Theatre Forty ^

Beverly Hills

Tickets: $9$ 18

(323) 660-8587
Sometimes it is tiring to stare at a screen

and watch lightning-fast, edited shots pass for

entertainment, much less have it elicit any sort

of emotion.

In "The Diviners," the setting of a small

town in the 1930's provides the premise for a

technology-free, true exploration into human

nature. For the audience, emotions are easily

extracted from witnessing human nature at its

best.

-Whilethe pk>t - a lone ex preoohT wattdfs-

having almost drowned as a little boy.

One day, a mysterious and darkly handsome

stranger (Eric Cazenave) shows up and begs

for work from the Layman family. He is

revealed to be an ex-preacher named C.C.

Showers, stirring the women in the town into a

frenzy over the possibility that the townspeo-

ple will be saved. In the Layman house he is

accepted as simply a good man, and C.C. does

touch the lives of each member of the family.

Buddy is loved but scolded by his stern

father Ferris (Dan Peters) and little sister,

Jennie Mae (Ranjani Brow), who must con-

stantly watch him. But C.C. proves to be a true

friend, and listens and comforts Buddy when

everyone else politely dismisses him. C.C. also

tries to help Buddy overcome his fear of water,

even though others close to him have long

given upon him.

Though C.C. claims that he quit preaching

because he doesn't believe his own words, the

former preacher nevertheless brings spirituali-

ty and hope to the people by doing rather than

preaching. He gives Jennie Mae a chance to be

a young woman and Ferris the strength to help

Buddy once more. Most of all, he challenges

the handicaps which Buddy lets debilitate him.

"The Diviners" is a simple story where the

plots isn't important. The character develop-

ment is enough to hold up the play against a

cliche premise; the freshness stems from the

surprisingly restrained but highly effective act-
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Goofball lyridst at home in coffee shop
j

Carney's hot dogs not so hot

ang

or forcing characters to be sympathetic.

Instead, its setup is a believable sequence of

events, and the play takes its time to come to

any great realization or milestone.

When that happens, the climax is so

poignant, the slow but steady buildup is not

only forgiven but appreciated.

Sandy Yang

"Only a Kingdom"
Through Dec. 20
Pasadena Playhouse
Pasadena
Tlckets:$11.50-$33.50

(626)792-8672
"Only a Kingdom," a new musical playing

at the historic Pasadena Playhouse, bills itself

as a retelling of "the most romantic story of

our time." While the story of King Edward

VIII and his relationship with the American

divorcee Wallis Simpson certainly has the mak-

ings of a fairy tale, this musical works best as

the simple tale of a great love between two peo-

ple.

In the 1930's, King Edward of England

abandoned his throne in order to marry a

woman whom the royal family would have

never accepted as their queen. Kaitlin

Hopkin's strong performance as the American

woman makes the king's sacrifice entirely

believable. Her disarming demeanor and

smooth emotional shifts make this actress a joy

to watch in gygry sc^ne.
,

both the dramatic and comic scenes seem nat-

ural. The set itself consists of several ingenious,

moving platforms, creating a simple but effec-

tive backdrop for the action.

Where the production runs into some trou-

ble, however, is in its musical numbers. At

times, the songs are simplistic and musically

predictable, detracting from the style and ele-

gance of the overall production. Although this

musical doesn't quite live up to the romantic

promise of its tag line, it still makes for an

enjoyable event. The scenes where the king

and his future wife interact one on one are the

most affecting, simply because the two of them

relate so well on a human, rather than royal,

level.

"Only a Kingdom" may not be an epic tale,

but it certainly is an entertaining one.

Carrie Meathrell

"All"

Through Jan.l 0,1 999
Odyssey Theater

Los Angeles
Tickets:$13.50- $22.50
(310)477-2055
Muhammad Ali walks in through a side

door. It is 1989; Ali has just returned from res-

cuing 15 hostages in Iraq. Affably he shakes

the hands of males in the audience. Then he

pensively sits on an exaggeratedly small stool,

contemplating how one hostage called him an

angel.

into a small town and changes the lives of its

people - seem? like another hackneyed, cheap

stab at sympathetic emotions, "The Diviners"

transcends the seen-that-before formula with

its tremendous performances.

Buddy Layman (Jason Horst) is a free-spir-

ited but mentally challenged 17-year-old with

the gift of detecting rain and water beneath the

ground. Ironically, he is deathly afraid of water

and cannot bear to take baths as a result of

What could have been a vehicle for Horst to

run around like a misunderstood, wild nature-

boy in every scene and Cazenave to don a

can't-help-being-a-preacher, Robert Duvall-like

character is forgone in the exploration of (he

power of simple human relationships.

What it may lack in originality the play

more than makes up for with its beautifully

simple but emotional story. "The Diviners"

doesn't fall into the easy trap of over-emoting

Stan Chandler (the kmg) possesses a strong

and regal voice, but his slight stature often

makes him unbelievable as the ruler of the

British Empire.

The rest of the cast performs with vigor and

humor, although Mary Pat Gleason as gossip

columnist Elsa Maxwell is often a bit too abra-

sive to be truly believable as a close companion

to the king and his lover.

Director Scott Schwartz's light touch makes

"Angel. Ain'i ridbddy ever call me that

before."

Watching the one-man play "Ali," one must

begin to wonder, why is Ali so cherished? Why
is Ali an American hero? Why is he so venerat-

ed?

Geoffrey C. Ewing, who co-wrote the piece,

plays Ali as an over-confident, over-zealous, _

MUSIC: Intimate venue

allows crowd to get cozy

with funny, timely singer

By Brent Hopkins

Daily Bruin Staff

The small room stuck at the back of

McCabe's Guitar Shop, its walls cov-

ered with hanging guitars and Bob

Marley posters, filled quickly with

chatting, coffee-sipping fans on

Saturday. They were a diverse group,

from senior citizens to young chil-

dren, but they all had one thing in

common: an appreciation for the odd-

ball musical offerings of singer and

songwriter Dan Bern.

As the lights went down and he

stepped on stage, hyper-casuiil in a

sleeveless workout shirt and cargo

pants, it became clear that the audi-

ence would not be disappointed . Not

even pausing to say hello, Bern began

to strum his acoustic guitar to kick olT

an evening of storytelling.

Bern held court onstage for two

hours, singing and picking out

melodies while the crowd sat raptly,

laughing and cheering his witty, topi-

cal songs.

This was far from a review of tradi-

tional romantic ballads; it was a non-

stop barrage of social observations.

Kenneth Starr. Massive Attack.

all found their way into his folk-ish

tunes, giving them a current, accessi-

ble feel.

Bern's lyrics are anything but cryp-

tic, which is a large part of his appeal.

As he wandered the small stage, guitar

in hand, he seemed like he wits noth-

mg more than a regular guy, musing

about everyday life - well, maybe a

regular guy. musing about everyday

life, who's an unusually gocxi song-

writer.

As the audience's laughter indicat-

ed, his lyrics are often riotously funny.

When he christened himself the

famous painter "Le Douche" and

mocked artistry, the crowd responded

with good-humored cheers. The tale

of a scheming false artist who cons

women into posing nude and pre-

tends to paint while they lounge about

his apartment was obviously intended

to elicit laughs.

His wit can have a double edge,

which he showcased when he sang the

all-tootrue lyric "My morals are

determined by whoever I'm sleeping

with, like most American men." This

is Bern at his best, still getting the

laughs, but with an uneasy edge.

McCabe's was a perfect venue for

Bern. Though the small space didn't

olTer the best in comfort for fans, the

close proximity to the stage and inti-

mate acoustics made up for it. Several

times, Bern chose to step away from

the microphone and sing without the

Viagra, Bill Chnton, John Mctnroe,

Willie Mays, Jesus Christ, the

Chicago Bulls and Vincent Van Gogh

benefit of amplification, giving ihe

music an incredibly personal feel.

With only a guitar, harmonica and his

foot stomping on the floor for percus-

sion, he wiis no longer a professional

musician, but a personal entertainer

singing the songs expressly for each

audience member.

This stripped down arrangement

prevented him from playing most of

the songs on his most recent studio

album, "50 Eggs," but the emotion

with which he played the mostly unfa-

miliar material more than compensat-

ed for the lack of a backing band.

It also allowed Bern to pull otT a

nifty trick: he had the audience

accompany him on a song that he had

written only the previous day.

Reading the lyrics and music from a

note book, he pointed to fans to ask

the always timely question: "Hey

God, how's it hanging, tough guy?"

The song, adapted from a dream in

which a pajama-clad God discusses

the eight commandments, suggests

that Moses may have misinterpreted

the one about "Thou shall not be

mean to a moo.se." Iliis was the best-

received material oilhe evening, with

the audience enthusiastically singing

along as Bern grinned and strummed,

his guitar.

As he closqd the evening with a

brief encore, Bern proved that he

could handle serious material just as

well as he could gcx)f})all songs, deliv-

ering a moving rendition of "Oh

Sister." an introspective tribute to his

elder sibling. Unlike many singers,

however, he didn
'

i allow me lodraii iF

FOOD: Theme restaurant

ofl'ers uninteresting eats,

no good reason to return

See BERN, page 16

By Vanessa VanderZanden
Daily Brum Senior Staff

Toot-toot, all aboard! Grab a burg-

er, grab a dog and grab an ice cold,

frothy pint to slosh it all down with.

Because without libation, this meat

train only partially delivers.

Although Carney's on Sunset Blvd.

has been considered somewhat of a

Los Angeles landmark, this train-car

shaped hot dog stand must have

acquired its reputation more from its

creamy yellow box-car design than its

menu. OfTcring more than patties and

dogs alone, the joint has lost its focus

without providing any worthy gastro

nomical substitutes.

At $2.50, the Carney's Hot Dog
would seem a deal, including chili, mus-

tard, tomato and onions. Yet, the

measly little wiener, placed in a flimsy

white bread bun, might as well have

emerged from the Vons frozen \ood

section. Certainly nothing to get the

taste buds quivering, this slab of meat

lies slathered in a tub of bland chili.

For $2.20, the New Yorker Hot Dog

is no tastier. Even with prickly sauer-

kraut and mustard, the dog itself

remains filling, at best. Only a sudsy _1
Hoinokcn. a flteol at X2i75i prov ides thi Carngy't it located at 83S 1 Sunset Blvd^

scrimps where it should splurge. The

fresh chili, onions, tomato, pickles and

mustard only disguise the two pancake-

shaped meat patties which unobtru-

sively rest between the two scrappy

buns. Hardly substantial enough to

sink one's teeth into, this sandwich

doesn't even ooze delicious meat juice.

No fun.

Even those who wish to appease an

appetite for fresher fare will come

away craving more. The Thai Wrap, at

$4.75, has too many flavorless shred-

ded carrots and crunchy noodles. The

small proportion of red bell peppers

and mere trickle of spicy thai peanut

sauce fail to flavor the overwhelming

amount of lettuce in the soft, fresh sun-

dried tomato-basil tortilla. Although

the wrap definitely feels healthy, only

the scattered morsels of grilled chicken

breast give any indication that real

fotxl has entered the belly.

Even the sides of french fries ($1.55)

taste no crunchier or fresher than that

of any other venue. And for dessert, the

chcKolate-dipped, frozen banana ($1)

really doesn't blow one's mind.

Generally, the only reason to visit

Carney's would be to grub in a train car

on Sunset for relatively little money and

then say you did it. Otherwise, save up

for a feast on pricier meals somewhere

up the street. The stafl' may not be as

friendly nor the ambience as relaxed,

but your belly will smile and thank you.

illusion of satisfaction with the stan-

dard meal.

. Sadly, even the $2.75 cheeseburger

in West Hollywood. For restaurant hours,

call (310) 654-8300. A complete meal

costs $5 -$10.

See CURTAIN, page 16
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Relax,
your future we're
talking about.

With 60 years of proven success getting students into the schools of their

choice, we're the chosen leader in test prep. Just ask anyone who's taken

Kaplan. They can easily be found at a grad school near you.

ANATOMY OF A TOOTH

WELL
ADJUSTED

DECAYING
PERSONALITY

CDtrr^TAf • ^Cn Examination, 6 X-Rays & Teeth

i3l IL'V^IAL. 4^?U- Cleaning Expires 5 /31 /99

COSMETIC and
GENERAL
DENTISTRY

•TOOTH BONDING. BLEACHING
•Nitrous Oxid* (Laughing Gas)
•Hypnosis • Eioctronic Anosthosia
•Opon Lato Hours, Froo / Validatod Parking
•Chocks, Crodit Cards A Insuranco Forms Wolcomo
•20 Yoars in Privato Practico in Wostwood

Dr. LARRY FRIEDMAN, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1762 Westwood Blvd. #460 (between Wilshire & Santa Monica Bl.)

For Appointment Call: (310) 474-3765

Classes are filling fast, so call today.
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KAPLAN

1-800-KAP-TEST
www.luiplan.com

The world leader in test prep
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dont panic!!!
you can help

expand the

Join the Recycling
Advocates, a task force that
not only works to expand
recycling on campus, but
also throws a party
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Give mom something new to brag about. Call Today! 1-800-KAP-TEST

MANN

Westwood

MANN

Santa Monica

VILLAGE ^
9€1Bro)tton

208-5576

BRUIN
948 Broxton

239-MANN

The Saig* (R)

Dolby DiQital • THX
Mon-Tu(1:15 4:15)7:1510:15

Pleauntville (PG-13)

Dolby Digital -THX
Tu (100 4 00)7 0010:10

Theatre closed Monday

CRITERION 3
1313 3rd S»

Wizard ol Oz (G)

THX - DTS Ototlal

LAEMMLE

West Hollywood
8000 SwiMt (at Crescent Heights) Free Paihiiig

UNITED ARTISTS

Westwood
UA WESTWOOD Celekrtty (Rt

10889 Wellworth Dolby Stereo THX -No ViPs til 1 1/30

GENERAL
Beverly Hills

Beverly Connection

NATIONAL The Ruorats Movie (G)

10925 Lindbrook THX-Dolby Digital -Sorry No Passes

208 4366 Mon - Th (1 1:45 2:15 4.45) 7:15 9 30

FESTIVAL
10887 Lindbrook

208-4575

Antz (PG)
THX - Dolby SR

Mon -Tu (1:15 4:00) 7:00 9 15

Promenade Mon - Wed (12:00 2:15 4 45) 7:15 9:45

395-1599
.

CRITERION 4 John Carpenter's Vampires (R)

THX - Dolby SR - Stadium Seating

Mon -Wed (11:45) 10:15

CRITERION S Pteasanlville (PG-13)
THX - Dolby Digital

Mon - Wed (12:45 4:00) 7:00 10:15

CRITERION 6 Antz (PG)

Stadium Seating - THX DTS Digital

Mon- Wed (2.00 3 45 5:45) 7:45

SUNSET 1

(213)848-3500

Gate Blanchett

Elizaheih

Daily (1 10)4:05 7:00 9 55
Mon - Tu (12:00) 2:50

475-9441 Mon -Tu 2:10 4:45 7:30 10:20

Presented in THX Digital Sound
Seige (R) On 2 Screens

1:00 4:00 7:00 9:30
-^- Presented tn Owrtal Sound

11:45 2:20 5:007:4510:20

I Still Know What Yon DidUA WESTWOOD
10889 Wellworth , ,

475-9441 SDDS Digital - THX - No VIPs until 1 1/2'

Mon-Tu 2^0 5:00 7:45 10:30

Last Summer (R)—
2i

Boverfy CowMCtiON Presented in Digital Sound
Waterfeoy (PG-13) On 2 Screens

12 30 2 45 5:00 7:15 9:30

1:15 3:30 5:40 8:0010:15

SUNSET 2
(213)848-3500

Todd Solondz*

Hapalness
Mon • Tu (5:40) 8 40

Starts Wed Central Station

Wed -Th (1:30 4:15) 7:009:45

Opens 1 1/25

UA WESTWOOD
10889 Wellworth
475-9441

American History X (R]

}lby Stereo -No VIPs until 11/23

Mon-Tu 2:00 4:30 7:15 10:00

Bafee PIfl In Me City (G

Very Bad ThinqsiR
Home Fries (fHi-lS

SUNSET 3 This year's Tftf fuW Monty

(213) 848-3500 Waking Ned Devine

Daily (12.45) 3:05 5 25 7.55 10.15

VINE

PACIFIC SUNSET 4
(213)848-3500

REGENT Wizard of Oz (6)
1045 Broxton Dolby Digital

208-3259 Mon - Tu (12:00 2:30 5:00) 7 30 1(5:00

PLAZA Elizaheth (R)

1067Glendon Dolby Digital

208-3097 Mon -Thu (1:20 4:10) 7:00 9:50

WESTWOOD 1 Belly (R)

l050Gayley Stereo

208-7664 Mon - Th (12:00 2:15 4:30) 7:00 9:30

WESTWOOD 2 What Dreams May Come (PG-13)

1050 Gayley Stereo

208-7664 Mon -Th (12:45 3:45) 7:30 10:00

WESTWOOD 3 Resh Ho«r (PG-13)

1050Gayley Stereo

208-7664 Mon - Th (12:15 2:30 5:00) 7 20 9:40

Ewan McGregor in Todd Haynes'

Velvet Goldmine
Daily (1:30) 4:15 7 00 9 45

WESTWOOD 4 There s Something Ahovt Mary (R)

I050 6ay»ey . Stereo

206 7664 Mon -Th (12:30 3:30)7:109:50

Santa Monica

CRITERION 1 I'll k Homo fw Chrialmas (PQ)

1313 3rd St THX - Dolby Digital Sorry No trasses

Pronwnade Mon Wed (11 45 2 00 4 30) 7 15 10 00
395 1599

CmTmiON 2 The l«ife (R)

1313 3rd THX Dolby Dnitai Sladiurr Seating

St Promenade Mon Wed ( 12 30 3 45) 7 00 10 00
395 1599 THX bolby OMMai

MOA- Wed (130 4 30) 7 30 1(3 30

Westwood
CREST I'll Be Home For Christmas (PG)

1262 Westwood Blvd THX Dolby Digital

(S d W.ishire) Mon - Tu (12:30 2 45 5:00)

474-7866 or 7:15 9 30

777-FILM (#025)

CREST A Begs Life (G)

THX - Dolby Digital

Wed - Th (9:30 12:00 2:30 5:00) 7:30 10:00

LAEMMLE
www.lafmmle.com

WLA/Beverly Hills
Bargain Shows ( ) For All Theatre*

SUNSET S Ian McKellen/Brendan Fraser

(213)848-3500 Gods 4 Monsters

Daily (12:00) 2 30 5 00 7:30 10 00

SUNSET Weekend Shows:

(213)848-3500 Fri-Sat After Hours

Please Call For Showtimes

Sat-Sun Morning Shows IQQQam

GENERAL

Westwood
AVCO CINEMA
10840 Wilshire Blvd 1 Bik Eol Westwood

475-071

1

Presented in THX Digital Sound
Enemy oi Ihe Stale (R)

12 45 4.15 7:3010:3()

Vine Theaters Rash Ho«r (PG-13)

Show Times (213) 463-6819 Dolby Stereo

2 movies lor $5 2:306:10

One Free Popcorn & Diet Coke with this Ad

Vine Theaters Bride of ChMhv (PQ-13)

Dolby Stereo

4:25 8:05

UCLA

AVCO CINEMA Presented in Digital Sound
Meet Joe Black (PG-13]

12:00 4:00 8:()()

Please Call lor Showtimes

AVCO CINEMA

Santa Monica

Presehted in THX Digital Sound

Wat«hev(PG-13}
12:15 2:304:45 7:15 9:45

ROYAL
11523 SM Blvd

477-5581

Meryl Streep

Dancing at Laihusa
Daily (12 20)2 40 5 00 7:30 9 55

MONICA 1

1322 2nd Street

394 9741

MONICA 2

Ian McKellen/Brendan Frasef

Qais I Moaslars
Daily (2:00) 4 45 7.30 9:55

Roberto Bengim's

LNeiataairtHvl
Daily (1:S5) 4:35 7:15 9:55

MUSIC HALL1 . Eduardo Mignogna s

9036Wthhife ' kmmtm
274-6869 Mon Wed (5 00) 7 25 9 45

Thurs (12 15)24(^5 00 7.25 9 45

MUSIC HALLZ
9036 Wilshire

274-6869

MUSIC HALL3
9036 Witshirr

OennB Ouaid

Mon Wed (5 05) 7 30 9 55

Thurs (12 15) 2 46 5 05 7 30 9 55

MONICA 3 4 4

MONICA

Daily '12 30 2 00) 3

7 30 8 301010

Woody Allen's

i^mmy
310440550

AVCO CINEMA Presented in Digital Sound
Living Del Le«d (R)

11:45 2 00 4 30 7 00 9:3(5

Opens 11/25 Bake Pig in the Citv (6)

Beverly Hills
Beverly CoMMCiM
La Cienaga at Bever^ Blvd

Free 2 1/2 luwr vainaled parking 659-591

1

Weekend I

Sal SufLMQmiDQS.
|

lgLLm.

Beverly CoMMdioe Presented m THX Digiui Sound
Emmt el the SIMe (n)

1 1 45 2 36 5 10 800 10 4S

Tniir^(t2 55)

TkeCfBiee

Tu (5 45)7 45 940

SttrtsWedMMM
VWBd (575)7 409 55

3 105 25 7 409-55

The
efTMat

(lOSOami
PreMNMd in CNgiit SoMMl

IN Be Nmm tmCMMMe (P«-Ui)

12 30 245 515 7 15 940

Gel of Sight

Thurs. 12/3 7pm, 9:30pm

Fri. 12/4 7pm, 9:30pm

ALL MOVIES ARE S2.00
Shows in Acktrmm Grand Ballroom

CampH CvMM • Ml: Mp-VAraw campMmMt ida.Mi
e-wli wc«ito1eecH.aea ina«e:(aie) Ht-HM

TO ADVERTISE IN THE

il SPBNSBB TIE lEMEl

Call Rob at 310 206-0903

Visit our wetnite
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Ice aeam t smoothie bdr

$1.00 OFF smoothie or Milkshake

• f OFF
Mot Good vwm Any Ott»w Couponjo^cttl, or Of»tf

I Oeltvery &
^ Catering

t
Biimptes Subs ft Salads

951 westwood Blvd (• corner of weyburn)

Phor>e(SiO> 209-1070

.00 OFF
Any 6 inch tub or takid

'P Mot Cooflvwi Any Otn«r coupon. soeciai. Of OfW

g D«<iv«rv t Catering

Dbmptej Subs £» Solods

951 Weifwood Wvd (O cornef of Weyburn)
Phone O10) 209-1070

recycle

Sti*/cpCt \^eJUji^e C«4t^tt'^^t4'i'ei4-^'t. fijjU- f\*vh4*M.

7pm - 10pm on Wednesday, Dec. 2nd

A FREE Roller

Skaring Rink in

Ackerman . ^
Grand ^
BoHroomt

Come SKATE
for AIDS

AWARENESS!

Come join us in this unique opportunity to

rollerskate in Ackerman Grand Ballroom with lots

of music, food, and funl You can rent rollerskates or

rollerblades OR you can bring your own. Bring your

friends to this party on skatesUl

Any quesHons? Call SWC at (310) 825-7586

V

CURTAIN
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ambitious man. The most notable

aspect of Ewing's Ali is the loud, bel-

lowing voice with which he frightens

his opponents and woos his audi-

ence. Switching reminiscently from

present to past, Howell delivers a

solid progression from Ali the

unstoppable to Ali the lame-duck

fighter.

Unfortunately, Ali is always larger

than life. We do not see much into

the deeper side of him. Occasional

moments, like when Ali tells a kid

it's okay to cry, are eclipsed by

moments such as Ali's famous title

bouts.

Though Ali is widely respected

for his athletic prowess, it is difficult

to find respect for him outside of

that arena. He is flamboyant, cocky,

vociferous and sometimes verbally

abusive.

Perhaps it was the fact that he

could predict the round in which he

would knock out his opponent.

Perhaps it was his ability to rhyme

every other word into glib catch

phrases.

"Ali" would have its audience

believe that Ali should be respected

for his persistence against racism,

against the Vietnam War and against

giving up boxing.

But one wonders whether these

qualities are enough to propel Ali

from man to myth, from champion

to legend.

Indeed, they nearly are. But there

are notable omissions that make

Ali's arrogance less condonable. For

example, his love life is dealt with

rather curiously. Also, Ali's losses

are treated more like transitions

than real defeats, making it more dif-

ficult to savor his poetic victories.

Gems, such as a hilarious impres-

sion of Howard Cosell, are sparsely

interspersed among a dialogue that

is filled with pienty of Ali-isms, the

most prominent one being "float like

a butterfly, sting like a bee."

Though such phrases may be trite

after a while, Ali's speeches are still

captivating enough to make the two-

hour play seem like a lifetime.

Howard Ho

BERN
From page 1

5

to set in.

The closing number, which explored

a labor dispute between elves and

Santa Tlaiis, rptainnri all the mirth thai

had surfaced earlier in the evening.

This finished, he offered a simple

"Thank you," and disappeared from

stage. He may not have had a light

show and orchestra to impress the

crowd - but then again, with a smile, a

guitar and a couple of meaningful

songs, he didn't need to.

Ai/Vt

,1- vVf i 1 yVXNG TO/s/ V/iT IM AM'I-Ii"A
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THINGS
From page 1
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another of her familiar roles (see

"My Best Friend's Wedding") as the

bride-to-be. Diaz sheds her previous

typecasts of the gawky blond with a

much more forceful performance.

Her character shines towards the end

of the movie where she will stop at

nothing to make sure that the wed-

ding she's planned for 27 years will

go on.

Although the movie seems to start

off slow and meanders aimlessly

from scene to scene, making the sto-

ryline hard to follow, it picks up once

the Vegas trip is underway.

The fact that Peter Berg is a first-

time writer arid director may have

something to do with the odd visual

sequences scattered throughout the

picture that do nothing but drag the

movie down.

You will likely leave the theater

with a sick feeling in you're stomach.

You just might leave with a devilish

smirk on your face. God help you if

you can actually relate to the story. It

is a dark comedy, but at least the

movie ends with a moral message:

No one gets away with murder.

"Very Bad Things" opens nationally on

November 25.

FUTURE
From page 12
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Here's your chance to Investigate your

career opttons and earn experlerjce as a

fuHtime entry level professlorKil for 10

weeks! Just apply for a UCIA Notiorxal

IntemsNp!

Housing, UC President's Sctxjkarship

Stipend Program, arxj a loan progrann are

ovoWobte. There is also a $3000 stipend

student director position available

Housing is arranged at Randolph Towers in

AiUngton. VA.
W »*»*—«>
UCl* C»«»»' C»"<»' I

EXPO
,

Rm 109 I

Msrckhoff Hon

310.825.0831

the common man and himself to a wide

variety of people.

"Books were a form of art which

were related to community, much

more than pictures and paintings,

which were individually made and, in

principle, addressed another individ-

ual," explains Foracs. "He made this

wonderful statement that the book is

not like the cathedral, where you have

to go. Rather, you can take it in hand

and have it at home."

Authors would come to Lissitzky,

knowing his works and what he was

trying to convey, and ask him to illus-

trate their literature. Using pictures

and pictorial arrangements of letters,

he would further enhance the writing,

communicating meaning within the

text.

The exhibit draws entirely on the

Getty's own collections and displays

Lissitzky's range of talent by showing

personaJ letters he wrote with abstract

letterhead, as well a^ architectural

designs he created.

One of Lissitzky's later works, pro-

duced in 1924, captures the artist's self-

image and image of his work. In "The

Constructor," a photogram, consists of

an abstract self-portrait of Lissitzky's

seemingly transparent head, blended

into a picture ofa hand holding a draw-

ing compass.

The exhibit conveys the purpose of

the artist and hopes to promote his

work throughout the west and to a

wider audience. Lissitzky's art

attempts to redefine the concept of the

artist, making the artist an engineer -

sculpting information rather than

merely presenting it.

ART: "Monuments of the Future:

Designs of El Lissitzky" shows at the J.

Paul Getty Research Institute through

Feb. 21,1 999. For more information, call

(310)440-7300.

^^v vV v\ . 1 1*^ J

BEAT
From page 1
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the other spectrum of mainstream -

and Dangers likes it that way.

"You turn it into this trite, shake-

your-ass thing on MTV. get on the

cover of Spm and Rolling Stone -

that's not about music It's about

ego I don't fall mlo that category."

says Dangers with a hmt of annoy-

ance

Later, when asked about any crazv

escapades with keith Flmt when

MBM toured with Prodigy earlier

this year. Danger says with a laugh,

"Hey, we're getting into that shake-

your-ass area now!"

Although Dangers is against shak-

ing his own rump for popularity's

sake, there is no denying that by stay-

ing true to his own innovative, if

slightly off-kilter, style, MBM's
feisty, energetic music compels his

fans to do just that - shake some as6.

MUSIC: MMt Beat Manifesto will be

playing at The Palace tonight Doors

open at 9 pm

Daily Bruin

Do you want to place

an ad that everyone

at UCLA will read?

Advertise in the Daily

Bruin classifieds:

310-825-2221
CLASSIFIED

Campus Recruitment

Autos for Sale

Typing Services

Child Care Wanted

Tuesday, Noveml)er 24, 1998

index advertising information
ANNOUNCEMENTS

1100 Campus Happenings
1200* Campus Organizations
1300 Campus Recruitment
1400 Campus Services
1500 Birthdays
1600 Legal notices
1700 Lost & Found
1800 Miscellaneous
1900 Personal Messages
2000 Personals
2050 Pregnancy
2100 Recreational Activities

2200 Research Subjects
2300 Sperm / Egg Donors
2400 Tickets Offered
2500 Tickets Wanted
2600 Wanted

FOR SALE
2700
2800
2900
3000
3100
3200
3300
3400
3500
3600
3700
3800
ovvv
4000
4100
4200
4300
4400
4500

Appliances
Art / Paintings
Bicycles / Skates
Books
Calling Cards
Cameras / Camcorders
Collectibles

Computers / Software
Furniture
Garage / Yard Sales
Health Products
Miscellaneous
Musical Instrument
Office Equipment
Pets
Rentals
Sports Equipment
Stereos / TVs / Radios
Table Sports

118 Kerckhoff Hail
308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles, CA 90024

INTERNET
E-Mail: classifieds@medla.ucla.edu
Web: http://www.dailybruin.ucla.edu

PHONE
Classified Line: (310) 825-2221
Fax:(310)206-1359

Classified Display: (310) 206-3060
Fax:(310)206-0528

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Thu: 9:00am-4:00pm
Fri: 9anfi-2:30pm

One issue, up to 20 words $8.00
...each additional word 0.50

Weekly, up to 20 words 27.00
...each additional word 1 .50

Monthly, up to 20 words 90.00
...each additional word 5.00

For Classified Display ads,
please see our rate card

for variable rate information.

^

Classified Line Ads:
1 working day before printing,

at 12 noon.
Classified Display Ads:
2 working days before printing,

at 1 2 noon.
There are no cancellations after

noon of the day before printing.

PAYMENT
Please make checks payable to

"The UCLA Daily Bruin." We
accept Visa, MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards. Allow 5
working days for mail payments.

HOW TO WRITE
AN EFFECTIVE AD

• start your ad with the

mercharKlise you are selling.

This makes it easier for readers to

quk:kiy scan the ads and k>cate

your items.
• Always include the price of your
item. Many classified readers
simply do not respond to ads
without prices.
• Avoid abbreviattons—nruike your
ad easy for readers to understand.
• Place yourself in the reader's

position, ask what you wo^ikJ like to

know at>out the merchand'se. and
include that in the ad. Include such
information as brand names, colors

and other specific descriptions.

The ASUCLA Communications board fully supports the Umvefsity of CaJiforma's policy on nondiscnmination No medium shall accept advertisements which present persons of any origin, race, sex. or sexual onentation in

a demeaning way or imply that they are limited to positions, capabilities, roles, or status in society Neither the Daily Bruin nor the ASUCLA Communications Board has investigated any of the services advertised or the

advertisements represented in this issue Any person believing that an advertisement in this issue violated the Board's policy on nondiscnmination stated herein should communicate complaints in writing to the Business

Manager Daily Brum 118 KerckhoH Hall 308 Westwood Ra^a. Los Angeles, CA 90024. For assistance with housing discrimination problems, call the UCLA Housing Office at (310) 825-4271 or call the Westside Fair Hous-

ing office at (310) 475-9671 Classified ads also appear on-line at http;^'www.dailybruin ucla.edu Placement on-line is offered as a complimentary service for customers and is not guaranteed. The Daly Brum is responsible

for the first incorrect ad insertion only. Minor typographical errors are not eligible for refunds. For any refund, the Daily Bruin Classified Department must be notified of an error on the first day of publication by noon.

1800

fan Dreamairls

NEW 11x17
ASIAN

IQHBS ft BIKINI

CALENDAR!
Featuring 1- ( iiirm.i)iis

sum C .altTidar ( iirls!

TRANSPORTATION •

4600
4700
4800
4900
5000
5100
5200
5300
5400
5500

Auto Accessories
Auto Insurance
Auto Repair
Autos for Sale
Boats for Sale
Motorcycles for Sale
Parking
Scooter / Cycle Repair
Scooters for Sale
Vehicles for Rent

1100
Caniiiis Happenings

ALCOHOL AND DRUG
READINESS GROUP

WEEKLY UCLA group for individuals ques-

tioning their alcohol or dmg use. Contact

Elizabeth Suti . 310-206-1K8.

Orx- l'*'»'*l .il<-nJ4rSI(l'»WW

SMI. l«..tlH''S.tS VMl.

Ihrcri24'<S,$<S\H. Imif

$IO.><N.S'>S&ll IKII (.uni

Vidro ( 4ul<iK • $4()fh ViJf'ii

( iiupiHi • V\tn wiKMir'

Miiiicy IUlI iI mil IVti^Jiu
J'

TRAVEL
5600
5620
5640
5660
5680
5700
5720

Resorts / Hotels
Rides Offered
Rides Wanted
Taxi / Shuttle Service
Travel Destinations
Travel Tickets
Vacation Packages

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. Discussion, Fri. Stap Study, 2408 Adcvmon

Itiurs. look Study, 2408 Ackerman

MA/W Rm. Omtol A3-029

Wod. Rm. A3- 029

Discuuion,AltimM 12:10- 1K)0pm

For atcohoUe* or IndMdualt mho havt a drInUng pnttmii.

YOUR CREDIT UNION
Your on-campus&on-line financial services

source, for students, faculty&staff. Visit us at

Ackerman A-Level, on-line at www.ucu.org

or call 310-477-6628.

5800
5900
6000
6100
6150
6200
6300
6400
6500
6600
6700
T5800
6900
7000
7100
7200

7300

1 -900 numbers
Financial Aid
Insurance
Computer / Internet

Foreign Languages
Health / Beauty Services
Legal Advice / Attorneys
Movers / Storage
Music Lessons
Personal Services
Professional Services
Resumes
Telecommunications
Tutoring Offered
Tutoring Wanted
Typing

Writing Help

tUimims Roafiitiiieiit fUumpiit Bacrulliii^

MEDICAL SCHOOL ADMISSION INTERVIEWS
December 7

KIGEZI INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL OF
MEDICINE

EMPLOYMENT
7400 Business Opportunities
7500 Career Opportunities
7600 Child Care Offered
7700 Child Care Wanted
7800 Help Wanted
7900 Housesltting
8000 Internship

8100 Personal Assistance
8200 Temporary Employment
6300 Volunteer

Bring:

Schedule at Preprofessional Advising Office

(310)206-9969, 1662

A316 Murphy Hall

Completed application & essays (print from website)

Official or unofficial college transcripts •

HOUSING
1700
Lost ami Found

8400
8500
8600
8700
8800
8900
9000
9100
9200
9300
9400
9500

9Hno

Apartments for Rent
Apartments Furnished
Condo / Townhouse for Rent
Condo / Townhouse for Sale

Guesthouse for Rent
House for Rent
House for sale

Houseboats for Rent / Sale

Housing Needed
Room for Help
Room for Rent
Roommates - Private Room
Roommates - Shared Room
Sublets
Vacation Rentals

LOST- Prescription glasses in a daiM. pink

case. Please call: 310-267-9767.

1800

FREE WINNERS. FREE SCORES. FREE

Lines, no money, no operators, no hassles

www hne-busters com

PUERTO RICAN/ITALIAN male (21) es-

cort/masseur available for merVwomen/cou-

ples Call LUCHOs 24/hr Los Angeles pager

562-220-0262. $150/hour. I will travel any-

wfiere!

'>^ I I

FUR-FREE FRIDAY1998
"March for the Animals" 11am. 11/27, Santa

Monica Blvd & Canon. Beverly Hills wtth

"Last Chance lor Animals " Join us! Protest

Neiman Marcus West Into 310-271-6096

index SHORTS FESTIVAL
www c«e-nne» co*T> Tatdng submiiitoni for

your movie now

HEAVY TOBACCO SMOKERS 25-50/yrs old

needed tor Research Bronchoscopy $175
(2-visits) 310-206-0396

MALE TWINS NEEDED' For UCLA Re
March Protect M^/m ia-40 $20 (or 1 hour

call 31

>;! I

V ? 7 cf

2200
Retoarcii Sobjoctt

7 > ¥ ? 9 (f ¥

y^

WAlfrED
/^OME TESTANALTEKNATt\

CONDOM VEStQN

earn up'

ofadtffi

lOObypartidi
condom design

study

terial

Couples must be:

V Male partnci^K ia4- Female

WIMngV|RX>fton8
¥ in a stabteWlionship

Current usM^BIrth
Norplant, DW0, or

age 18-45

lusesT

partner

PIIS.IUD.

itionv

d- For more Infoi

I
(800) 3!

Ion, please call 9

1-1998 Icr

cf 9 ff 9
NORMAL HEALTHY CHILDREN and adof-

escents 8-16yrs needed for UCLA research

study. Receive $25 for lab experiment and

developmental evaluation, and get a scientif-

ic teaming experience. Call 310-825-0392.

POSTMENOPAUSAL WOMEN 45+ (Healthy

or with heart disease) wanted for a study on

coronary artery disease involving small

amounts of radioactivity at UCLA. $25/hr (2

days. 4hrs. each) Call 310-825-1118 or 310-

206-6675.

ANOrfYMOUS sperm donors needed. Help

infertile couples while receiving financial

compensation up to $600/month and free

health screening. Convenient hours, located

in Westwood. Call Kim 310-824-9941

EGG DONORSI
WANTED

If you are a healthy
female between
the ages of 19 and
30 and have health

Insurance.

Compensation
SSMQ.QO

Call Mima Navas at

(310)829-0782

9 ¥ d- 9 9 ¥ 9

2300

EGG DONORS NEEDED
COMPASSIONATE women from all races

wanted by infertile hopeful couples. Ages 21 -

30. Compensation $3,500. Call OPTIONS
800-886-9373

MEN: Donors needed for insemination pro-

gram. Especially needed: Latinos, Jewish,

Italian. African-Americans. 35 or younger.

Please call 626-440-7450. Compensation

provided.

WE'RE LOOKING FOR
A FEW GOOD SPERM. All races. 20-40 yrs.

$50 per acceptable donation. Call OPTIONS
,

at 800-886-9373.

ROSE PARADE TICKETS (eight at $77ea.)
Orar>ge Grove/Colorado bleachers at TV
cameras. Parkirig spaces (three at $l5ea).

Cal: 310-445-1176.

WE BUY CAf^ New and old Running or

not. Jeff 310-714-5806.

COMPUTERS
DESIGN YOUR OWN syslwn Used Wi%-

iems from |29» New 300mm tftmm jgTS
Repaift andm 310-2K

U
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INSURANCE WAR!
WE'LL BEAT ANYONE'S price or dori't want

your business. All drivers Newly licensed.

Student/staff/faculty discounts. Request the

-Bruin Plan." 310-777-8817 or 818-222-

5595.

;^M.i

liigal AiMM/AttonMnrt

GREEN CARD
FOR WORK-PERMITS, green cards, and all

innmigration problems call experierx:ed immi-

gration attorney. Reasonable rates. 213-251-

9588 for attorney Doreen.

7100^ - lat ill!

- NO RECOVERY NO FEE

3400

FREE LONG DISTANCE/ACCESS TO Inter-

net - without a computer. Aplio $209.00/lnler-

net-Phone $309.00 (Exclusive distributor).

UCLA Faculty. 310-230-4231.

/lllslatef
YbiA« in 09od hands.

Insurance Company
(310)312-0204

1281 Wostvs/oocl Blvd.
(2 talks. So. of WllaMIro)

MYER LAW FIRM, Century City. Auto-accid-

ents, sitps/falls, discnmination, sexual-haras-

sment. UCLA Graduate Scott D. Myer.

http://www.bestlawyer.com 310-277-3000

FEMALE HOMEWORK buddy for 2nd and

4th grade girls. 4:30pm-6:30pm, Mon-Thurs.

$100. Santa Monica area with car preferred.

310-459-3079.

TUTOR WANTED for 2 girls 11 and 13yrs.

old. must excel in math. 2-3 days/week. Pa-

cific Palisades. 310-454-2247.

TUTORS WANTED $15/hr. Santa Monica.

Brentwood. BH. Math, chemistry, physics,

SAT prep, spanish/french. Experienced, reli-

able, must have own car. 310-679-2133.

Movori/Slonifi^

7200

Fundlm

MATTRESS BONANZA!!
SEALY. STEARNS & FOSTER. Also ortho-

pedic twin-sets-$79.95. Fulls-$99.95.

Queens-$1 39.95. Plllowtops-$299.95.

Kings- 199.95. Delivery. Beacon Mattress.

1309 Westwood Blvd. 310-477-1466.

MATTRESS SETS!!!
Twin $79. Full $89. Queen $139. King $159.

Bunkbeds. Deliveries, Phone Orders Accept-

ed. 310^372^2337^

MATTRESSES. FUTON. DESK. Bookshelf.

Dinette Sets. T-Table. Lamps. Delivenes. 7-

days open. King's Furniture. 11961 Santa

Monrca Blvd. 310-575-4243

'\Vi\siiuooii hin 'Motel
lORil) WiWvr BcuIcvmO Wtarwnod. CA 90024 (JIO) 474-OU

-Le»s ihan one milr from L'CI.A campus.

-Free connncnul IxcakfaV

•Affordahlc. clean and confifortabif rcxims

Irt'c caiile TV St IxKal Telephone Calls

\)W?i-Wy. .Wmthly and k"*'!' '^i'^ availahk-C For reserx attorns caU, (310) 47-« ^26^m

CycleTime Company

Motorcycle • Motor Scooter • Moped
Liability insurance is NOW ttie law g

It's !••• than you thmkl

No Kidding! "

Call for a free quote!

(310)275-6734 |
Exchange ad lof minimum S10.00 _

Q diacount with inauranca purchasa *

^
I0S30 WUtm% Mifd. Wa*Kiroo<l, CA 900A

EnfOx ol in» IwcunM o( o fn« ikv hoMl m your own oxponjlt iu<lt<

FuTTDthad and unKjrmilwd uran oooibblt ikvliflg d $1200 A/ncniMt

indudi, ikM ot llw art corrpMi room, Urma canltr, butinau cantor vnih

corimwfM foom, corciargt Mrvicai, and mof«

For mext mtormcaon cd g Iq 470^474

6100
CompalBi'/lnlMiMt

BEST MOVERS. Licensed, insured. Lowest

rates. Fast, courleous+careful. Many stud-

ents moved for $98. Lie -T- 163844. NO JOB
TOO SMALL! 1-800-2-GO-BEST

HONEST MAN W/14ft truck and dollies,

small jobs, short rtotice ok. Student discount.

Ask about 10% discount. 310-285-8688. Go
Bruins!

JERRY'S MOVING&DELIVERY. The careful

movers. Experienced, reliable, same-day de-

livery. Packing, boxes available. Also, pick-

up donations for American Cancer Society.

Jerry®310-391-5657.

ACCURATE. DEPENDABLE and SPEEDY
typing sen/ice. Close to campus. Call Laurie:

31 0-478-6230.

DO IT WRITE- Word processing, transcrib-

ing, typing, proofing, editing. Fast and accu-

rate. $28/hr. 24hr vorcemail. WLA location.

310-441-5955.

COMPUTER UPGRADE and repairs Hard-

ware and software. Mac's and PC's. Kirtay:

310-208-2367.

Ihnivl DMtkiatloiit

'otitiAimeniM

QirWAN RECORDS
POSITIVE RAP/HIP HOP

TALEKT SHOWCASE

CALLor MAIL QUWAN RKCOKDS P() BOX 18713

U»An(elc^.(°A <XX)IH

(323) 730-012r
DEADLINE: NOW!!!

Kound Trip Airfiircs

Lima S37'

Cuzco b^y

Sant 1.140 $G8'

Sao Paulo / Kio $05*

Guayaquil / Muito $57(

Hucnos Aires SG91

The BEST prices for all your PC gaming needs.

Music Lbssoiis

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedicated pro-

fessional. At your home or WLA studio. 1st-

lesson free. No drum set necessary.

Neil:21 3-654-8226.

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years exp. all

levels and styles. Patient and organized.

Guitars available. Sam 310-826-9117.

GUITAR LESSONS by professional near

UCLA. All levels, guitars avail. Call Jean at

;j 1Q-476-4 1 54 . www.JWG6.eom

HATE TO TYPE? Let me do it for you.

Fast+accurate. Professional screen plays

accepted. $2/pg. Call-ins 310-839-3101 or

page 310-91 5-2255. ^^^
ONE DAY WORD PROCESSING and/or

editing. Frolessional technical writer pro-

vides word processing, editing, and writing

assistance. International students welcome.

310-829-1472.

WORD PROCESSING All types: research

papers, theses, resumes, fliers. Editing,

proofing, Atranscription available. Emergen-

cies OK. Call:818-598-1489 or email

anmlwomn@pacbell.nel.

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes^

es. dissertations, transcription, resumes, fli-

ers, brochures, mailing lists, reports. Santa

Monica, 310-828-6939. Hollywood, 213-466-

2888.

Daily Bruin Classified Tuttday. Novfmbw 24. 1W8 19
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DRIVER NEEDED to take student from
Coldwater Canyon(Beveriy Hills) to Taft

High(Woodland Hills) in morning and return

after school. Altemate weeks. 213-653-
6039.

Occasional P/T babysitter for toddler Week-
night and weekerxJ evenings. Must have car

and references. Salary negotiable. Pacific

Palisades. Deni; 310-454-6061.

START BEGINNING DEC. 2-3after-

noons/wk. for 3-year-old boy. Days/hours
flexible. Car necessary. 310-471-8790.

7800

1^ WtUhifB Luxuwy Mgh^riBm
C0nmontttiluni liov iMMmUwtH^ tun TIm0

opmntng for Vml0i pumtHom

Must hav^ valid California Drivefs Licence

and clean record; Excellent Salary and
Benefits including Dental and Health

Please call (310) 273-4600 ext. 888 SAM-llAM

3300

$890
H,.ti I ^ ct, s.

4200
lUMitels

,iKi) (i.ick>.ii;i'v to G,ii.i|i.ii;os

For Hfs MO »>52 HH21 /MOO JK'J 0549
IDM SSIONAI. IKAVI 1 Nh K\ l( K

^oijih Amni. .in Spr( l.ili>.ts < s| • im /n i» i'l

^ Piano Rentals ^
jf Low Monthly Rates Jf
•Hollywood Piano Rental Company^

213-462-2329 ^
.••••••••••

Autos for Sato

1986 VOLVO 240DL station wagon. Great

shape, all servk:e record, new battery, one
woman owner.$4950 (310)922-3208

1989 HONDA CIVIC Blue hatchback, excel-

leat condition. 103k miles. 4-speed, second

owner. Leaving country, records available.

$3200obo. 310-206-5104(aftn/evening).

asbiornOchem.ucla.edu

1990 PLYMOUTH ACCLAIM. GoW. 4door.

automatic, great condition. 46Kmiles. A/c.

am/fm. Asking 4K or best offer. Aaron: 310-

837-1580.

1993 MAZDA MIATA. White/black, 5-speed.

44Kmiles. New top. AM/FM cassette, excel-

lent condition. $9500. 310-230-3919.

AQUA TRAVEL INC
WORLD WIDE LOWEST AIRFARES

MAKE YOUR OWNAR CAR NOTE
RESKVATIONAT.

http://www.prtsmaweb.com/aquatravel

24HOURSADAY
Lowest Domestic and

International Airfares

Tour Packages

Eurallpass

Hotel Accommodations

Car Rentals

•Asta*Afrtca*Auslialla*EiJfope*Soutti

America*lndla*Canada*Mex)co*Hawal*

Speciol doinestic & Intemotionol Airfores AvoHobie

Pdcei oie jutiject to ctxjnge without notice

Avdiobiitiv mov be Imned ond some festrctkyn moy
apply PlujTaxei

PHONE (310)441^680
*1 0850 Wilshire, Suite 434, Weslwood CA 90024

HMlIb Sarvloes

A HOLIDAY GIFT TO LOOK YOUR BEST.

Talented stylist at world renown salon is of-

fering, for a limited time a fabulous precision

cut and style for a very small charge. (Wed.

evenings only). Contact Mollie 310-286-

0211.

HAIR COLOFt/HIGHLIGHTS from $15-$30.

HAIRCUTS from $15 at Beverly Hills Salon.

Advanced ass't program. 9666 Brighton

Way Call GAVERT-ATELIER 310-858-7898

VIDAL SASSOON
SALON in Beverly Hills. Advanced training

team is looking for models for $15 haircuts.

Please call 310-775-8808.

CENTRAL
AMERICAN

;^^i I

TENNIS LESSONS
BY FORMER UCLA Team member and tour-

ing professional. Student discount. Call

James at 310-479-7808.

6700
Praioftsioiial Sonrtcos

MBA, LAW, MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS!
FRUSTRATED DEVELOPING your critical

personal statements? Get professional help

from well-known author/consultant. 310-826-

4445.

wnuny imp
WORD PROCESSING. Typing, proofing,

editing, rewriting, research, resumes, tutor-

ing, etc. Fax. email, bring work to me. Rush-

es. Student discount. 818-830-1546.

• • I

'98 TOYOTA COROLLA LE. Dark green

New and must sell Good price-negotiable

Automatic, power lock/windows, alarm. Call

310-557-1458.

5400
SoiMlBri for Sato

'85 HONDA ELITE 250 2nd owner 11,500

miles 70mph Runs great $1000obo 310-

206-3396.

VICTIMS
HEEDYOUR

HEIP
102 Men's Qym (CPO)
3154 Engineering 1 (SOLES)
7349 Bunche Hall (Chavez Center)

Dyaktra, Room 406
St Albin**. 560 Hilgard Avenua
104 Karckhoff Hail (EXPO Center)

6282 Bunche Hall (Lounge)

407 Karckhoff Hall (MEChA)
58 Hainea Hall (Library)

Jimmy's
Univarsity Raaaarch Library

118 Karckhoff Hall (Daily Bruin)

Northern Lights

5310 Rolfa

A-Laval Ackarman
(N0ar Student Union Ops)

Canned foods, bottled water,

medicine and supplies are
desperately needed now

For donation location

information.

call X55969. x66452 or

52333

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

Comprehensive Dissertation Assistance

Theses. Papers, and Personal Statements

Proposals antl Books

International Students Welcome. Since 1935

Sharon Bmf. Ph.D. (310) 470-6e62

ADMINISTRATOR/PROJECT ASSISTANT,
(internship possibility). Computer literate.

IBM-Windows/Internet plus. Senior/graduate

w/slrong writing/oral communication. No
dress code/reception duties. $7-$9.

17hrs/wk. Serious inquiries:Fax:310-395-

0509.

STORE DETECTIVES
SECURITY GUARDS Needed now. No exp

nee. PT/FT Up to $12/hr. Call today 562-

776-0878. for VaHey 818-386-0170.

$ AMATEUR FEMALE
MODELS $

Make $200 per shoot. No XXX! f^ust be 18+

years, old. SB Amat. Co. 805-683-6031.

$15/HR BRIGHT,
ENTHUSIASTIC

People to leach SAT Prep High test scores

required. Transportation required. We will

train. Flexible Hours. Send Cover letter/re-

sume, including your scores by 12/10/98 to:

A Competitive Edge. Attn: Barry, 9911 West

Pico Blvd. Suite 1025, LA. 90035. No phon j

oa iifi pioaco. a =

t JS^ naaaf

AUDITION DRIVER for child actor. Tues/
Wed/Friday approx 3-6pm when scheduled.

Safe car, reliable. Some film/acting back-

ground. Female preferred. Carol-323-934-

2366.

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED. Earn

$150-$250/night. Work P/T while going to

school. Day/eve classes, 1-2week classes,

800-974-7974. International Bartender's

school. HUNDREDS OF JOBS!

BARTENDERS TRAINING INSTITUTE of

America offers professional courses for only

$98. Certificate of completion included. Call

today: 1-800-561-1781. Great Jobs!

DENTAL ASSISTANT

Dental orthodontic office in West LA
looking for dental assistant, Mon., Wed.,

Fri-., 9:00 am - 6:(X) pm. Experience

preferred. Might consider training.

Please call (310) 826-7494

iirnT JOB IN TOWN PLUQH UGLAW OF -

1-WO

NO ARGUMENTS! NO NAGGING' JUST
shanng live conversa tton!!! 1-900-825-2100

Ext 8481, 8482, 8483. 8484 $3 99/min

Must be ISyrs. Sen^U (619) 645-6434.

FROM$17.95/DAY
RENT-A-CAR Undar 25 ok Cash dapoait

ok Fraa miaa aioawiot 0p9n 7 daya/«rt(

feAa|or cfWil-dMia woiplid i-MO-770-

STUDENT LOANS
(MET YOUR aiiiOfd SMIanl Loan from Uni

vwMy CradH Union (Landar Code 832123)

Aiao raoatva lowMXWt Mnanctai asfvioaa 310-

477-

BANKRUPTCY
GET OUT OF DEBT NOW! Free Consulta-

tion Experienced attorneys, reasonable

Teas Law OfTk:es of wnite and Assodatas

(Charyte M While. UCLAW "86") 800-420-

9996 or 310-207-2069 12301 Wilshire

81 .Ste 550, WLA

ERASE DEBTS, REBUILD CREDIT
WITH/WITHOUT BANKRUPTCY Ranownao
(UCLAW, 73) aliomay Lon B Isaacaon oft

art aupaft aarvica/kMr laac Fraa conauito-

213-467-7200

A FREE SESSION
PSYCHOTHERAPY/COUNSELING for de-

pression, anxiety, obsessions, post-traumat-

ic stress, etc. Couples/Individuals. Student

rates. Crime victims may be eligible for free

treatment. Call Liz Gould
(MFC#32388)©310-578-5957 to schedule

your free consultation.

EAGLE EYED EDITOR
PROOFREADS THESES, publications; tu-

tors English, study skills; trains time man-

agement, stress reduction. Nadia Lawrence

PhD 310-393-1951.

PRIZE-WINNING
ESSAYIST AND FORMER PROFESSOR
wAwo Ph.Ds can help you produce winning

prose. Theses, papers, personal statements.

David <daveditOpacbell.net> 805-646-

4455.

7000
IMortng Offwoil

MATH/PHYSICS/STATISTICS/English/He-

brew. Computerized statistical analysis avail-

able. Tutoring service. Free consultation.

Reasonable rates, call anytime. Ilan (800)90-

TUTOR. www.my-tutor.com

THE WRITING COACH
EXPERIENCED TEACHER, PhD offers tu-

toring, term paper assistance. English, So-

cial Science, History. Foreign Students Wel-

come Call 310-452-2865

UCLA ENGLISH ALUMNI, pro-wnter. young,

superb papers guaranteed High school artd

bek)w wakx>me Jaff 213-653-2240

WRITING TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford Univarsity

graduala Haip with EngMafv-for sludsnls of

•N anasnavali 310-472-6240 or 310-440

7400
Business Opportuiiltles

$1200-$2000 >

EARNING POTENTIAL in your first couple of

weeks. Learn more about "The Perfect Busi-

ness". Call 818-566-9503.

$20-$40/HOUR IN SPARE TIME! Easiest $

you'll ever make! Sign up today to receive

$100 bonus! 800-600-0343 x1927.

$500/DAY. Nude modeling-women 18+ all

types. No experience necessary. Safe, pro-

fessional environment. Refer a friend and

earn $50! 310-358-3865.

EARN $1000-$3000
Per week from home. Not MLM! No experi-

ence necessary. Travel industry. 800-345-

9688 X0296

INTERNET/E-COMMERCE TRAFFIC dou-

bling every 100 days - why not own your own
personal percentage? NYSE traded compa-

ny seeks brokers. 800-805-4768.

7500
Garaer Opportunitios

AUDIO ENGINEER: Great opportunity to

digitally edit a radio show. Internet Access,

editing expenence, dependable. 949-888-

8441 www.lakeproductions.com $15-25/hr.

SECRETARY/RECEPTIONIST- Perform

various duties in Beveriy Real Estate Com-
pany Parttime/Fulltime. Starting pay $9/hr

w/great future job opportunities. Fax re-

sume:31 0-278-6801 Attn J Edward Smith.

7600
CMM Care Offarad

CHILDCARE PROVIDED
CREATIVE CHILDCRAFT PRESCHOOL 30

years tn the Westaida. 7am-6pm Ages 1-

4yrs $550/mo 310-838-6711

TAKE STOCK "
IN YOURSELF.

You're clear about your career goals.

Now choose a company that's just as
clear about helping vou achieve them
and rewarding you along the way.

Starbucks. Openings now exist in

Westwood for:

HOURLY PARTNERS &
SHIFT SUPERVISORS

Apply in person

. 1161 Westwood Blvd.

in Westwood

FOR IMANAQEMENT OPPORTUNI-
TIES, please send/fax your resume
to: Starbucks Coffee Company,
Dapt. UCLA. 14429 Ventura Blvd.,

Suite 102. Shamun Oaks, CA 91423
or FAX (616) 905-9014. Starbucks
is an equal opportunity employer com-
mitted to hiring a diverse work team.

www.starbucks.com

$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL mailing or cir-

culars. No experience req. Free information

packet. Call 202-466-1639.

$20/HR PT/FT
PROCESSING MAIL! Free supplies,

postage! Bonuses! Rush SASE to

CMA/UCLA Po Box 567443, Atlanta GA,

31156
Signup@ info. infomachine com

$7.25/hr and up!
DO YOU have initiative? Become a UCLA
Community Service Officer and explore law

and public relations. Great Pay Rexible

hours. Student-oriented. Web:
wwwucpd.ucla.edu/ucpd/cso. Email:

csoQucpd.ucla.edu, Phone: 310-825-2148.

ACTRESS/MODELS, rope-friendly, wanted

for soft, tasteful fetish videos. Fun, safe. No
sex. no man. Beginners OK. 310-478-4734.

ANNOUNCERS, no experience necessary.

Host music/talk-shows for our radio stations

P/T. $10-1 5/hr, $200+per/show, plus fantas

tic benefits. 213-468-0080 24-hours.

ASIAN INTERNET

FICE (MID-WILSHIRE) SEEKS SPANISH-
SPEAKING CLERK w/car. $7-$20/hr. Call

George 213-487-7200 and fax resume 213-

383-2884

BOOKKEEPER/SECRETARY
NEEDED

Full time permanent. M-F dtwn. LA. Good
phone and English skills. $10/hr. Type

50WPM. Reliable. Quicktxx)k experience a

plus. Fax resume to 213-622-0882.

CASTING
EXTRAS needed for feature films, commer-

cials, and music videos. Earn up to $240 per

day! No experience needed. Wort^ guar-

anteed! Call today 213-851-6103

CELLULAR
REPRESENTATIVE

SELF-MOTIVATED PROACTIVE PEOPLE
needed to sell Campus Cellular Sen/ice. Set

your own hours- must like (o make money-

discounts on cellular/paging service- will

train. To set up an appointment call Kamyar
at 310-825-0881.

CENTURY CITY BROKERAGE^FIRM seeks

stock broker trainee. Salary+tjonus. M-Th.

10am-5pm. Call Mr. Allen 310-975-8800.

CHILD DEVELOPMENT Experienced. To

teach 2y/o quadruplets 2days/week. 8am-
1pm. $10/hr. 310-441-5085.

CURRENTLY LOOKING for a Lotus expert

with professional demeanor and good com-

munication skills in Century City area. Fax

resumes 310-229-5983 or e-mail to Rrcar-

dos@hcl-jmi.com

CUSTOMER SERVICE- $7.25-^bonus. In-

surance office, flexible hours. Phones, filing,

computer work. Bilingual a plus Next to

UCLA. Patrick: 310-476-7267.

CUSTOMER SERVICE- F/T, heavy phones.

Will train. $8.75/hr plus beneifts. Near UCLA.

Fax resume: 310-889-1893.

CUSTOMER SERVICE/SALES for live TV
shopping. Telephone reps. P/T am/pm shifts,

$7-9 start, sales/data-entry exp., excellent

communication skills, reliability a must. Type

45wmp. Fax resume: 323-769-3521.

Secretary
Dental office in WLA needs help in our

front office. Must be a team worker,

nice attitude, familiar with computers.

Mon. Wed. Fri. Flexible hours from

9am-6pm.
Please call (310) 826-7494

MODELS

7700

GUARANTEED BASE PAY plus $40-60mr

possible. Safe arxl secure working environ-

ment General office staff also needed. Call

310-398-2213 or 310-880-4726^

BARTENDERS
• 2

DATA ENTRY/CLIENT CONTACT $9/hr

PT/FT +Bonus. ^Medteal. Excellent writing

and phone skills Mac experience a plus!

310-358-6053 or fax:310-392-5234

DESIGNER WEDDING GOWNS and even-

ing gowns Part time/full time Salary-fcom-

miss«on-ftK>nuses Flexible hours Westwood
location 310-474-7806, Paulina.

*

CLOTHING DESIGNER S ASSISTANT Ra-

•ponaibia individual to haip w^nvmg. houaa-

hold akHa. oMId cara. and
P/T 31O-474-9704

a Job

ITS iw( • »ab -4t*a • MMTVttl ' I

Display
206-3060

1 (MOO) (.at. - MIXX (<-i'»<l»

Classifieds

825-2221

DON'T SETTLE for entry level 26yr old mak-

ing 150K-«- w/environmentai sales compar^y

Looking for five individuate to do the same
P/T okay Sandra 818-961-9474

DRIVER/MESSENGER F/T. M-F. must

know Los Angelas, own car. own msuranoft

$400-$500/wk Call Nathan or AndyO310
786-2604

EARN $1000 BY JAN 1
PT: eves and wknds. Work with

westside/southbay at-risk youth. Must like

kids, be upbeat, have car. 310-313-4119

FILING CLERK- $7-8/hr. 3blocks from

UCLA. PT-FT Flexible hours. Prefer stud-

ent/graduate. Pref. filing experience. Harel

Maintenance. Ron: 31 0-470-61 75.Fax re-

sume: 310-474-7615.

GIRLS wanted at exclusive social club in

WLA. Conversation only No alcohol. Flexi-

ble hours. Earn top $$$ 310-477-9871.

GREAT WORKPLACE!
TELEMARKETING for international educa-

tion agency. Nice clients, great-workplace in

SM. Hourly+commission. Sales experi-

ence&knowledge of foreign language import-

ant. 310-395-9393.

HELP SERVE DINNER Part or Full-time

Wed/Thurs/Friday evenings for 4hours.

Wages->^meals. Males preferred, at 0-208-

3281.

MODELS NEEDED NO'*'
No experience required

Cat.iloy. Printwork. M;K|,i/inei., Movies,
Video & TV Coinmerci.ils

Men .iikI Women ot all Ayes
Ffee Consult.itKin

CALL NOW! 310-659-7000

HOLIDAY JOBS
PROMOTIONS for enthusiastic and sports

minded individuals. $15 to Start. 5:30-9pm

any week day 310-374-4993.

HOME TYPISTS NEED-
ED

PC users needed. $45,000 income potential.

Call 1-800-513-4343 Ext B- 10105.

HOUSEMOTHER for lovely senior Retire-

ment Resident in Westwood. F/T; live-in

room and board +salary. Call 310-207-581§.

INTERNET ACTRESSES
WANTED! Work at home. Make your own
hours. WEBCAM Business needs flirtatious

women.310-798-0592ext.66. Visit

http://GuestRoomCam.com/ax)reinfo,htm

INTERNET/GRAPHICS DESIGNER NEED-
ED- Web graphics, HTML, Javascript.

Java/Cold Fusion a plus. Networi<ing and

programming experience preferred. Fax

310-581-2404 or bnjce@cybemetcom.com.

INTl IMPORTING. Marketing and PR firm

seeks highly motivated, organized individual

w/excellent communication skills to wori< in

fast paced office. Facets of position include

Advertising, Coordinating Special Events,

Copywriting. Must be fluent in Italian. F/T

$1800/mo+benefits. Fax resume:21 3-653-

1768. Attn:John Patterson, VP

INTL IMPORTING, Martceting, and PR fimn

seeks organized detail orientated adminis-

trative assistant to perform such functions as

data entry, faxing, photocopying, phones.

Must be fluent in Italian. P/T, flexible hours.

$8/hr. Fax resume:21 3-653-1 768. AttnJohn

Patterson, VP.

KOREAN-SPEAKING Asst! coordinator for a

curriculum develpoment project. Mediator

t>/w consultants and maruigement. Some
research. Fax resume 213-487-7436.

LE BEACH CLUB
AMERICAS FAVORITE TANNING resort is

expandingAhas limlted#of FT openings for

activated, outgoing, tanning/sales consult-

ants. Hourty+commission $9-18/hr Positions

!'} limited so call now&Joln LE BEACH
CLUB, the Very Best. Call Carol 310-820-

4067 or fax resume:310-791-0155.

MALE MODELS
'Pnntwort< UB under 25 Lean, any race,

leave name, numt>er&physical stats Free

interview. Beginners welcome. 213-960-

1066 24hrv

Male Models Top $$$
$300-$7X per asaignmant. inwnadiate pay'

Paid Screen Test. Young kookmQ. boy-

ish/amiadc. 18 24, daanahavan lace. Ht-

tla/no chaat hair Nuda modaNng for Amari-

can A Europaan maga/inas and vidaoa Ba-

gmnacB mtaanm Opan avary day Brad

310-367-240e

Dress Code!
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that
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tonight'
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ting

adults''

They
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they

come
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attire?
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looks
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are this
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ate pair

had a

night

out and
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couple of
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Am't
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Ifs quite
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however

that
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romantic
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ACROSS
1 Cafeteria item

5 Mount —
9 Fabric unit

13 Commuter
vehicles

1

5

Zodiac animal
16 Mock butter

1 7, Dark gray
18 Poet Millay

19 Rocky Mountain
people

20 Energy
21 Hoard
23 Wine holder

25 Gather leaves
26 Solitary ones
27 Hassock
30 Lodge
31 Dishonor
32 Try
37 Queen of the

"

gods
38 Ma)or artery

40 Roomy
41 Willing

43 City in Italy

44 Rip
45 — checkers
47 Beach structure-

50 — up on:

obsessed by
51 "Blithe Spirit"

playwright

52 Reputation
53 Place to

hibernate

56 Fiery stone
57 Elevator

pioneer

59 Wake
61 Egyptian

goddess
62 Fastidious

63 Obtain wool
64 Goats-milk

clieese

65 Cloy
66 Small earring

1?
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1 Recipe amt.
2 Govern
3 Memo inits.

4 Up to now
5 Football team
6 Sea's motion,

" 7 French
negative

8 Boa
9 "Say — Wrong"
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formations
12 Give medicine

to
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24 "Green Gables"
?irl

ype of candle
26 Loose threads
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agcy.
28 The other ones
29 Weight of a

container

32 Before
33 Fillinq with

wonder
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35 Harem rooms
36 — Descartes
38 Maroons
39 Gymnast

Korbut
42 Slightly open
43 Prospectors
45 Untouched
46 Sing with

closed lips

47 Grove
48 Look

forward to

49 Light wood
51 Hairdo
52 Decree
53 Music for two
54 Jacob's twin

55 Social
misfit

58 Afternoon
gathering

60 Exclamations
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MALE&FEMALE
MODELS

OUR MODELS have worked for Versace,

Abercrombie&Fitch, Estee Lauder, Levi's,

Baruiru RepubHc ftntorel Great Payl Begin-

ner's OKI Call Iree' for an appointment. Otto

(24-hr8)e00-9S9-9301

MATH SCIENCE TUTOR. High school lev-

els. Math-up to calc. Science-up to physics.

Spanish or French a plus. Must be good

wAeenagers. Must have BA/BS. 310-459-

4125. ^__
MODELS WANTED by professional photo-

studio for upcoming assignment. Male/Fe-

male Pro/Non-Pro. Fashlon/Commer-

cial/Theatrical. Call for appointment 818-

986-7933.

MOVIE EXTRA WORK
• Revolutionary new program* Start immedi-

ately' All types-18^1* Fun/Easy* No crazy

fees* Program for free n>edlcal* Call-24/hrs

213-850-4417.

OFFICE ASSISTANT for afternoons in a

martial arts school. Good people relations.

Fax resume 310-277-7772.

P/T BACK OFFICE position In medical office.

Experience in computers, biNing, insurances,

and data entry preferred. Micfiael0323-

525-1111.

PfT GENERAL OFFICE/Flle Clerk. M-F:

11am-3pm/4pm; $7-10/hr. Entry-level for

bright, responsible individual w/courteous,

professional manner/appearance for fast-

paced infl management consulting firm. Ac-

curate filing, light typing, copying, relief re-

ceptk)nist duties. Responsible/organized/de-

taii-oriented. Highest quality standards. Let-

:vrot trxsmsffnwma:^ Stwyt Yamamota
Fax:310-966-4733. Call:310-966-

1001ext264.

PfT RECP/SECTY
Century City firm seeks P/T receptionist/sec-

retary who possesses organizatk)nal skills

and accurate typing/computer skills. Must

have sense of humor. Hours Mon-Fri 9am-
2pm. Fax resume 310-553-3996.

P/Tn"ESTERS FOR NEW PRODUCTS
Evenings arxl weekends, flexible schedule,

excellent computer skills a must. Fax resume
to: Jay Rowlands 310-507-0291.

PAID INTERNSHIP
P/T BRANCH MANAGER. Seeking branch

managers for rapidly expanding advertising

company. Make as much as you want. 888-

412-0176.

Part Time Assistant- Attorney is seeking part-

time assistance on a daily basis. Assist with

general " office matters- WordPerfect 8,

phone, and filing skills. E-mail Resume to

FFields410Oaol.com. or Fax (310)822-

3542.

PART-TIME LAW STUDENT 20 hours/wk.

Flexible. Collectjons, small claims court, co-

ordinating with attorney on unlawfuls. $9/hr.

310-829-1700, fax 310-829-2630.

PERSONAL P/T ASSISTANT wanted by re-

tired CPA, for financial records and account-

ing using Quicken. One day/week, or half-

days. Require someone familiar with Quick-

en and other computer programs. Flexible

hours. $15-$20/hour based on experience.

Fax resume to 310-202-6184.

Photo lab p/t assist photo printer or com-

puter Iniaging. Beverly Hills 310-274-3445.

postal jobs
to $18.35/HR

INC. benefits No experience. For app. and

exam information call 1-800-813-3585 ext-

0712. 8am-7pm 7days fds.inc.

PT RECREATION ASST needed for office

duties, possible afternoon, evenings, and

weekends. Must be self-starter, good cus-

tomer service skills necessary to answer tel-

ephones, and to deal directly w/public.

$7.50/hr. 5-15hrs/week. must be avail, to

start immed. Chevtot Hills Recreation Center

310-837-5186 Alan Perlmutter or Besty

Spina for inten/iew appointment.

SALES/MANAGERS $1.000/hr.??? P/T 1

week. Earn continuous, sizable comm/bo-

nuses throughout 1999/2000. Minimal per-

sonal effort. Call 24hrs. for details. ABR/lnc.

310-859-5577.

SECRETARY. 20hrs/wk Doctor's office.

Need good computer and typing skills,

knowledge of Window895 essential. Also

good command of Er>glish. Immediate open-

ing. Fax resume to 310-451-0446.

SEXUAL problems?
Maimain control, maximize atamma, and laat

k>nger Amazing, unheard of sokJtkxitf SMk-
ing willing product testers Apply at

.com

SPANISH TUTORS NEEDED for

12 SMtcSptnithuptMOugh^paniah
AP Tutor innmiwi Mtdad.
m. $15^ cm 310 IBB mn
C'-r • 'fi' '!:>

7-

3 and

7800
H,li, tMMaal^ainoip hmmmi

SPECIAL NEEDS
SEEKING STUDY "coachVassistant for

AD.H.D/Cb. 11/yr-ok) boy. Duties include

homework assistance, supervision, and
some transporlatk)n. BackgrourxJ in special

educatkxi helpful. 4-days per/week. Late af-

terrxxHi. Tran8portatk)n essentiall 310-459-

5701.

STARGATE/WATKINS
ENTERTAINMEhfT. Actors Wanledl No ex-

perience required. Movies, TV. commercials.

Guarantee interviews with top SAG agents.

CALL NOWIItl 310-577-9711.

TEACHERS ASSISTANT Supen/ise&inter-

act w/chiklren in a devek>pmental, early

chikJhood. program. Learn positive communi-

catk>n skills, age-appropriate expectatk>ns,

problem-solving, how to present activities.

ECE units preferred. Part-time. Flexible

schedule. Must be able to work weekends.

Will train. Deana Rossi 310-473-1447. X220.

TELEMARKETING
W/WINDOWS COMPUTER SKILLS. Prefer

phone experience. Prefer students/grads.

Flexible hours, 9am-5pm starting $8-

$10/hr+bonuses. 3-blocks/UCLA. Harel

Maintenance. Ron-310-470-6 175.

UCLA ALUMNI mom seeks athletk: male

student to play sports with 5/y-old son. 4-

5/hrs-wk. Pacific Palisades. $10/hr. 310-459-

3641.

WEBMASTER NEEDED for Santa Montea

publisher. P/T or freelance. 310-395-9393.

WEBSITE DESIGN $8-12/hr. Maintain and

expand my websites. 10-15hr/week flexible.

Moderate skills needed. Contact Austin

323-874-7312 or

austinxxxOmindspring.com.

WE'RE SEEKING INDIVIDUALS to provide

support to (he devetoonwntallv disabled. CaU

MARINE LIFE:

SHARKS, FISH &
MORE!

UCLA Ocean Discovery Center, at the Santa

Moruca Pier, is kx>king for volunteers to help

with educational and public programs. Join

the 1 50 active volunteers who are helping to

teach visitors about the Santa Monk:a Bay

and how to protect it. Lots of opportunities

and fun! For nwre info call the Volunteer Of-

fk:e: 310-393-6149.

Dwight Istanbulian at 818-361-6400 ext 129.

WILDLIFE JOBS
TO $21.60

INC. BENEFITS. Game wardens, security.

maintenarKe, park rangers. No experience

needed. For app.-»^exam information 1-800-

813-3585 ext-0713 8am-7pm 7days fds.inc.

7900
HousesltUng

HALLIE'S HOUSESITTING. 310-313-9998.

7 years experier>ce. References available.

Long or Shortterm. CONFIDENTIALITY
GUARANTEED

:^i I I

A|itiliiMili ftif RotI

1-BDRM$650
NEAR SHERMAN OAKS GALLERIA. Huge
apt. Ideal for roommates. Garden courtyard,

pool, A/C, phone-entry. Minutes to campus.

818-997-7312.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 2-BEDROOM $950-

$1195. LARGE. UPPER/LOWER. UNU-
SUAL CHARM. SOME W/HARDWOOD
£LQORS- ONLY 1/2 BLQCKJTQ PICO BUS.

dl0-ddd^2d4.

lnt0iiishl|is

JOURNALISM
INTERNSHIP w/award winning syndicated

journalist/screenwriter. Must t>e PC literate

and own computer. College credil+ pay Ex-

perier>ce. references, and contacts. West-

wood. 310-209-5656.

PAID INTERNSHIP
WESTWOOD LAW FIRM- Flexible hours.

Learn a lot. $7.50+. Good typing skills, com-

puter literate, excel experience preferred.

Call 310-475-0481. Resumes preferred:

310-446-9962.

PAID INTERNSHIP©COMPUTER TRAIN-

ING Company Self-starter w/knowledge of

sales/marketing Credit may lead to interest-

ing opportunity Flexible hours. Call ESA
Systems 818-240-2196.

PAID MANAGEMENT
INTERNSHIP

Student Works Painting, a subsidiary of Na-

tional Servies Group is now hiring for

Spring/Summer 1999. Duties include inter-

viewing, hiring, development of customer re-

lations, control of marketing and sales, &
production management. Call 1-800-394-

6000. www.collegeworks.com

Scott Wynne. Producer&president of Wynne
Entertainment located at Sony Pictures on

the lot, is k>oking for interns 1 -2 days/week to

pertorm coverage on scripts. Job includes

reading 2-3 scripts/week and writing cover-

age on them. Help needed in office also.

Great learning experierKe in a fun&exciting

atmosphere. David 0310-244-3445 Or fax

resume:31 0-244-0447.

8100
.

NEED COMPUTER instmctor on Windows
95 ar>d Quicken Flexible hours. Brentwood.

$20/hr. 310-472-4005

BRENTWOOD $1,495/mo. 2bd/2ba, front,

bak;ony, stove/refrigerator, dishwasher, car-

pet/drapes, laundry, parking, near UCLA,
shown by appt. 11728 Mayfield #1 310-271-

6811.

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT- Bright spacious

upper 2bdrm/2t)ath. Parking. Fireplace, bal-

cony $1139/mo. 2weeks free rent! Call 310-

478-1971.

BRENTWOOD- $1,760. Spacious, sunny,

upper 3bdrm/2ba w/balcony North of

Wilshire. New paint&carpet, refrigerator,

built-in stove, parking, laundry on site, quiet

8-unit building. 11921 Goshen Ave. #4. Open
Sal&Sun. 10-4pm. 310-571-0293.

BRENTWOOD- single plus pool. $500. 310-

395-1284. Low agent fee. wwwwestsideren-

tals.com

CULVER CITY COTTAGE- Ibdrnn/lba.

$775. 310-395-1284. Low agent fee.

www.westsiderentals.com

LOS FELIZ- Duplex hardwood floors. $1500.

323-634-7368. Low agent fee. www.westsid-

erentals.com

MARINA PENINSULA Beach studio apart-

ment. 1/2 block to beach. Separate entrance,

common garden area with water view, utili-

ties and new refrig. included, quiet, no smok-

ing, no pets, ideal for student. $700/mo. By
appt. only Call 310-822-4966 (leave mes-

saged

PALMS. Single apt from $495. 1-bdmi, $595.

Stove. $600deposit for single and
$900deposit for 1-bdrm. 1-year lease. 310-

837-1502 leave message.

SANTA MONICA CANYON- 1 + 1 Ocean
View. $675. 310-395-1284. Low agent fee.

www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA- bachelor. North of

Wilshire. $500. 310-395-1284. Low agent

fee. www.westsklerentals.com

SILVER LAKE- 1+1 plus view $850 323-

634-7368. Low agent fee. www.westsideren-

tals.com

WEST HOLLYWOOD HOUSE- 3+2 $1495.

W/c pet. 323-634-7368. Low agent fee.

www.westsiderentals.com

WEST HOLLYWOOD- 2+2 plus balcony

$875. 323-634-7368. Low agent fee.

www.westsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD STUDIO APARTMENT. $925

Close to UCLA. Take over lease. Luxurious

buikjing. Short term ok. Parting, fitness, sau-

na/jacuzzi. 310-208-8862.

WESTWOOp. FURNISHED APTS. 1-bdrm.

$800. 543 Landfair, one block west of cam-

pus. 31.0-824-0782.

WESTWOOD- 3bdmV2ba. $1450 w/c pet.

310-395-1284. Low agent fee. www.westskJ-

erentals com

WESTWOOD- single. Cat okay $595 310-

395-1284. Low agent fee. www.westskJeren-

talscom ^

WESTWOOD 2-BDRM/2-BATH+LOFT
Pool/)acuzzi. washer/dryer, dishwasher.

24/hour guard $1550/mo Avail 12/1 Cakll

Mike 310-372-2950

WESTWOOD Laiga 1-bdrm $995 Maioolm

Ave nMr Wealwood&SM Blvd UunN build-

ing w/pool. parklno. laundry, hardwood
618-095-0066 •xt.312. Monica

8400 .

JlpiitinBiili toy Ront

WLA. Large single. 1917 Spanish missk)n

buiklir>g. High ceilir>gs. hardwood fkx>rs. sep-

arate kitchen&dinir>g room. 1 -yr lease, $750.

Betty: 310-479-8646.

WLA. $825-$850. 2bdnTi/1.5ba. Dishwasher,

AC, carpet. drapes built-in. Extra large

fenced patio r^io-670-5ii9

MAR VISTA. $535Aup/nfK)nth. Ask about

nrK)ve in special. Attractive, furnished 1-

t)drm. Large, pool, patio, barbecue area.

Quiet-building. 3748 Inglewood Blvd. 310-

398-8579.

OCEAN VIEW
WLA $795. Large 1-Bdnn. on private drive-

way, top of hill. Huge private sundeck.

Clean+quiet. Cenlinela. 310-390-4610.

8700
Gondo/llMNiiiimise for Sale

BRENTWOOD. Large home 3-bdrnV2-bath

penthouse +loft and sundeck. New paint,

carpet.appliances. 2-car side-by-side park-

ing. $379,000 A. Buchman 310-471-

6363ext123 Coldwell Banker.

GuoiiiiQiiM for frani

ENCINO GUESTHOUSE in large quiet yard

with pool. Living room, bdrm, bathroom,

kitchen. Cathedral ceilings, skylights, pet ne-

gotiable. $775+utilities. 818-343-6547.

ESTATE PROPERTY
GUESTHOUSE/STUDIO ON LARGE- gated

Encino estate property. Unfurnished. Tennis

j:Qurts/pool. a/c. no nets. South of Ventura

"Blvd. $800/mo. Susan: 818-995-8388.

;L' I I

nonio wor iMmi

MIRACLE MILE- 3bdrnrV2bath. 2 car garage,

yard. 20 min drive to UCLA. Walk to mu-

seums. $1400/mo. 1 year lease,

ca ©21 3-380-5347

Veroni-

OSNiO
Hoasina Noeded

Urgent housing needed for trustworthy,

extremely reliable mom+4yr.old. Willing to

exchange for baby/house-sittlng. Must be

close to UCLA. Vicky 310-209-2533.

,'.K I I

Room for Help

LIVE IN BABYSITTER in exchange for

room&tX)ard in Tarzana. Childcare for 11 -yr

old girt w/special needs. Eve 6:30-8:30 M-

Th. Sat 5:30-8:30. Sun 3:30-8:30. 16hrs to-

tal, stipend avail. Call 818-343-4150

9400
Room for Rent

BEVERLY HILLS, furnished private room in

large house w/grad students, kitchen privi-

leges, pool, washer/dryer, utilities/included.

Need car, $475. Leave message. Abby 310-

275-3831or 818-783-5151.

BRENTWOOD Kenter Avenue. Bedroom for

rent in house. Avail immediately. Jan. free -

in exchange for childcare. $600/mo. Rober-

ta: 310-289-6120.

BRENTWOOD/WLA. 1252 Barry Ave. 2-

bdrm/1-bath. Secured access, 2-parking,

new carpet. $1065. Available now. 310-479-

3381.

Employed non-smoking female to share lux-

urious apartment adjacent to BH. Private

room/bath. Washer/Dryer. $550/mo. Call

310-275-7737 or 310-395-3923.

PALMS. Large private room/bath in 2+2.

Huge closet. Blue Bus lines. $450 month.

Gated partying. Secured building. (310)418-

5327.

SANTA MONICA 2bdmr) furnished apt. Un-

furnished room. 4 blocks from beach. Fe-

male grad. student preferred. $460/mo. +1/2

utilities. 310-452-4737.

WESTWOOD. Room for rent. Own bed-

room/bath. Backyard, kitchen/laundry, gated

parting, N/S, clean, quiet, ferrwle student.

Close to UCLA. $525/mo.+utilities. 310-477-

0112.

WLA Living room to rent. $350/mo. Close to

UCLA. 2nd fkx)r. pool, gym. tennis, utilities

included. Female preferred. 310-445-9412.

JUNmnutei^Pifwile

"BEVERLY glen CANYON Pnvdle (uom in a

house. Mountaintop view, quiet, sunny.

Washer/dryer. 10 min. to UCLA. Studkxjs.

non-smoking oiate tenant $400 incl.. utili-

ties Leave nwasage for Jtm at 310-470-

2142

BRENTWOOD ADJ- Your own bdrm+ba in a

4-bdrm townhouse w/ali^m«niti«8 $425/mo

310-445-1161.

Room

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT your own bed-

room and full bath in a 4bdrm. apt. $495/mo.

w/all amenities. (310)477-6322.

CULVER CITY house-mate. Lovely area,

near buses. Hardwood floors, fully equipped

house. laurxJry Phone-line in room. $500-

includes utilities. 310-838-1589.

ENCINO. Roommate wanted to share pleas-

ant home. Private bdrm. share kitchen, bath-

room, yard. &pool. Quiet, near bus. 2nd pri-

vate room avail. Pet negotiable. Prefer fe-

male/non-smoker. $400/mo. 818-343-6547.

KELTON/LEVERING. Own bedroom/shared

bath, available Jan.l . Cozy place for friendly

female to share w/3 other giris. $560+1/4

utilities. Partying. 310-209-0368.

UCLA APARTMENT- Ibdrm/lba in

2t)drm/2ba apartment. Sharing kitchen, liv-

ing-room w/UCLA Post-doc. Sunny, gated,

parking, laundry, dishwasher. $444/mo
+1/2utilities. 310-572-0148.

WESTWOOD Slrathmore and Landfair

Ibdrm available in 2t)drm apt. for Winter and

Spring *99. Great view $490/mo. Call Sara

(310)209-1046

:^^i I

10960 ROEBLING. Walk-to-campus. Fe-

male to share room. Parking, own wash-

er&dryer. Must like cats. ASAP-August. 310-

824-2526.

BRENTWOOD- Charming, sunny

2bdrm/2bath to share in heart of Brentwood.

Female/professional grad student, non-

smoker prefened. $475/nrK> plus utilities.

Available 12-01-98. Andrea 310-826-4512.

WESTWOOD. Roommate needed to share

1-bdmi. $400+utilities per month for Win-

ter/Spring quarters. Preferably female. Call
~
g10 -208-8650.

WESTWOOD: ATRIUM COURT- One per-

son or 2people to share ItxJrnVlba in a

2bdrm/2ba apartment. $750. Available

12/28. 1 partying space. 310-209-3345.

WINDSOR I^ILLS. Male/female roommate to

share large and spacious 1-bdrm apartment.

Security pari<ing. $290/mo, utilities included.

Available now. Teddy: 323-293-2725.
•.«*«<'. -MK :

0700
ptMI»

SUBLET NEEDED NOW
548 KELTON Huge 3-bdmn/2-bath w/balco-

ny Now-December 31st for roommate who's

traveling. Rent negotiable. Call ASAP:310-
208-6206.

Vacation Rentals

IDYLLWILD BEAUTIFUL MTN. CABIN San
Bernardino Nat'l Forest. Fully equipped. Hot

tub. fireplaces. Views. Sleep 4+. $250/wee-

kend. 310-794-5515 310-391-6808

wondering how
you can help

expand the

pfogranf

Join the Recycing
Advocates, atask force
that works on expanding
recycing on-campus.

Students, facultyand staff

are al \velcome to the

goup^weekly meetings,

held on Tuesdays
inRoyce152at6pm.

for mofp informntion call 825-3033

Display

20b-30bO

READ

LOT BOOKS

ON FINANCE.

WE HELP YOU

AVOID CHAPTER 1

1

:
i

'

I

I ,1 I H ' I I . I

'

.

•^.

You'll learn a lot at college, and one of the most important

things you can learri is how to avoid "Chapter I I"' bankruptcy.

You see. having a credit card can be a very useful thing. But

niisuse It, ar,d you could wind up in serious trouble. That's why

Citibank would like to give you a free education in personal

financial niana^emcnt.

Call us and we'll send you youi" choice of casy-to-undci stand

newsletters on How Credit Cards Work, Budgeting. Building

a Credit History and Fraud Preveinion It's all free.

Get yoLifs now - -just call

1-800-690-8472. .

Take charge
of your
money.

• 1M» CMKMnh (South DMoM) N A
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UCLA outserves Berkeley,

prepares for tournament
VOLLEYBALL Bruins fall to

Stanford but gain consideration

for NCAAs with win over Cal

By Nick Taylor

Daily Bruin Contributor

The No. 16 ranked UCLA women's vol-

leyball team (14-11, 13-5 Pac-IO) defeated

Cal in four games on Sunday, 15-4, 8-15, 15-

4, 15-4. The bigger story, however, was a

tough five game loss to No. 4 Stanford on

Friday (10-15, 15-7,5-15, 15-10, 10-15).

"We had our opportunities in the fifth

game," said head coach Andy
Banachowski.

UCLA fell behind in the fifth game due

to a couple of disputed calls, and they could

never overcome the cushion Stanford built.

UCLA had the momentum in their cor-

ner from an emotional fourth game, where

they eluded defeat behind the clutch play of

Bowles and Kristee Porter. Bowles, who

was named Pac-10 player of the week after

her career high of 35 kills against

Washington, added 23 kills and 12 digs

against Stanford. Her aggressive attitude

nearly made the difference.

"If I see a hole in the defense," Bowles

-Mudr-" IgofQr(thekill^

But Bowles, Porter (35 kills m 81

attempts) and Elisabeth Bachman (16 kills)

were not enough to bring UCLA back in the

deciding fifth game. Stanford's experience

and reputation were the difference as they

forced UCLA to come apart when it mat-

tered most.

"Other teams get tense against us in fifth

games," said Stanford's Kerri Walsh. "We
expect to win in fifth games."

Walsh carried Stanford throughout the

match with 25 kills and 12 digs.

"I did feel like I needed to carry a load

(because) the Bruins impressed me
tonight," Walsh said.

UCLA overcame a tough first game loss

to storm back into the match.

Behind eight of Porter's 35 kills, the

Bruins re-established momentum and were

poised to extend their winning streak. But

Stanford took the third game behind a suf-

focating defense, forcing 37 UCLA errors

in the match. UCLA hit .091 for the game,

and relied much too heavily on Porter and

Bowles to carry the load.

"Stanford is a great blocking team,"

Bowles said. "That was the difference."

UCLA had its moments in the match, as

they came back from 1-0 and 2-1 deficits.

"Thai's a real good sign of what we're

capable of," Banachowksi said.

"Momentum is basically mental," Porter

added. "If we stay excited, we keep the

momentum. But if we get down on our-

selves, then we lose that."

Cal still remained on Sunday, however?

and the Bruins could not afford to lose sight

of their goal: a 14th win, which would

ensure a .500 record and NCAA tourna-

ment consideration. They achieved it with a

four game victory over Cal on Sunday,

despite not playing up to their ability, in

thfir rnarh's pyrs

"We played well enough to win,"

Banachowski said, but added, "1 was hop-

ing for a better performance."

While the Bruins are happy to have likely

made the tournament (NCAA seedings will

not be announced until next Sunday), the

Bruins must make some changes if they

hope to advance once they are there.

UCLA has one more match remaining

on Tuesday at 7 p.m. against Pepperdine in

Pauley Pavilion.

LOVEH
From page 24

quarterback like the Red Sea crashing in on the

Egyptian army.

A battle of epic proportions? In a way, yes. It

was billed as such, but it ended up being as epic

as Vanilla Ice's reincarnation as a punk rocker

on his new album.

use did not come to play, plain and simple.

Even superstar Chris Claiborne only had two

decent plays. When a team turns the ball over

seven times, it's obvious that they have no right

being on the same field as a national champi-

onship caliber team.

Sitting in the student section, I was more

hyped up for this game than on my sixth birth-

day when I was getting a new Castle Grayskull.

I couldn't sleep for 1 13 hours leading up to this

matchup.

I was actually giving USC credit, assuming

that they could step up their play a couple levtls

and at least deter us from trampling all over

them like the bulls in Pamplona.

What a farce. An utter joke. A complete

waste of eight claps and chants. In an ideal

world, i would have seen 'SC play a competitive

brand of football and challenge us, put our

backs against the wall, and make us show why

we deserve a berth in the showdown for all of

the chips.

I would have liked to seen a Cade McNown
bomb to Danny Farmer with no time remaining

in the fourth quarter. I would have loved a

come-from-behind victory.

The Trojans, being the perennial losers that

they are, couldn't provide the Bruin faithful

with the excitement that we wanted.

But at least we went home with a victory.

Lovett is currently on tour, promoting himself for

the Heisman Trophy as well as signing copies of

his autobiography, "I Am the Man: Plain and

Simple." He can be reached at

ELovett@media.ucla.edu.

GRAYEU
From page 24

be. Montague and Capulet, fire and ice,

Dennis Rodman and Carmen Electra—- it just

wasn't expected to blend.

All this transition was very hectic for the

freshman, as Baker remembers.

"When Sam just came here, the transfer was

very difficult," Baker said. "He lost a lot of

weight because of all the stress, and there's

been a lot of things going on with the paper-

work. I don't think he really got an opportuni-

tv to concontratt on water po lo a t first .

"

When a new member arrives, he has to

prove his competence and worth to his team.

Grayeli knew some Bruin players from the

high school water polo circuit, but it didn't

exclude him from initiation.

UCLA assistant coach Adam Krikorian,

who played as a Bruin at the time Grayeli

transferred, remembers that testing period.

"We didn't like Sam at first," Krikorian

jokes. "Whether you're a freshman or transfer,

it's very difficult. The rest of the team takes it

upon itself to make sure this guy is ready and

legit to play with that main team.

"And that's what Sam went through," he

said. "We made it difficult, playing hard and

physical with him. And after a couple of

months we realized he was a good, intense

player who won't back down in certain situa-

tions. Then he got respect from other players."

Trojan no longer, the transformation was

complete. And what a relief, he said. Grayeli

since then has thrived as a Bruin in and out of

the pool.

"I really love this environment; it's a lot bet-

ter than 'SC," he said. "There's more security

here and it's easier to meet new people becaiise.

at 'SC, people are more uptight and cliquish."

UCLA and USC play again Saturday, and

they may face off again in following tourna-

ments. In such clashes, there's that oddity of a

former Trojan playing for the Bruins. He has

to play against his former teammates in the

presence of his old coaches and familiar spec-

tators. But Grayeli puts all doubts about his

Bruin loyalty to rest by insisting he has no

See GRAYEU, page 23
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[Win gre^t prizes everyday

»
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— when you read the Daily Bruin section]

• Magic Mountain Tckets
• Knott's Berry Farm Tbkets
. Movie Tickets to the Vine Th^ter
. Dinners atMadison's . Shakey's Pfeza

Rublo's. &Kerckhoff CoffeeHouse
• MoretoCome

r ^ z.-

' Tr ![ fCM two to Hawaii

- Read Between the Lines is a new game brought to

you by the Daily Bruin OassiFieds. Starting next Monday, iF

you Find the hidden trivia question in the ClassiFied Section,

you could have the chance to win great prizes.

IF you answer the question correctly and bring it to the Daily

Bruin oFFices, you could win Magic Mountain tickets, Knott's

Berry Farm tickets, dinners in Westwood, movie tickets and

many other great prizes. Be the grand prize winner at the

end oF the year and win a trip For two to Hawaii.

Look in the Monday, November 30th issue oF the Daily Bruin

For game details.
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FOOTBALL BraEFS

Bruins reinforce

rank in BCS poll

after USC game
The Bruins have strengthened

their position in the latest Bowl
Championship Series rankings,

assuring themselves a berth in

the Fiesta Bowl if they beat

Miami in the "Hurricane Bowl"

on Dec. 5.

UCLA widened its BCS lead

over Kansas State to from .74 to

1.24 points in the battle for No. 2.

Tennessee is still the leader of the

pack, but the Bruins narrowed

that gap to .68 from 2.04 last

week.

Last weekend, Tennessee

crushed Kentucky, UCLA easily

beat USC, and Kansas State

barely got past Missouri.

Barring a Tennessee loss

against Vanderbilt or in the SEC
title game or a UCLA loss to

Miami, the Bruins and

Volunteers will meet in Tempe,

Ariz, on Jan. 4 to compete for the

national championship.

If the Bruins do lose to Miami,

they will face off against

Wisconsin in the Rose Bowl.

Wisconsin, Michigan and

Ohio State all tied for the Big 10

championship, but the Badgers

would go to Pasadena because

they have made the least recent

Rose Bowl appearance (1994).

Student ticket

information
for bowl games

Only those students who
received or applied for the 1998

UCLA Student Sports Package

or received or applied for a 1998

football season ticket package

will be eligible to apply for bowl

tickets.

Complete information will be

available after it is determined in

which bowl UCLA will be partic-

ipating.

Complete application proce-

dures will appear in the Monday,

Dec. 7 issue of the Daily Bruin.

CROSSCOUNTRY
From page 24

"It was survival after two miles,"

Larsen said. "There was a lot of pain

after that, especially when he went out

hard for the first mile. It was hard to

get into a rhythm with so many hills

and turns."

Adam Goucher, a senior from

Colorado, finally won his first NCAA
cross country title. He pulled away

from Arizona's Abdi Abdirahman for

the win with about a mile to go.

Arkansas won the team title with 97

points while Stanford finished second

with 114 points. Oregon, the other

Pac-IO school placing in the top five,

finished fifth.

The UCLA women's cross country

team made its first appearance at the

NCAA Championships in 10 years

and came out with a 28th place finish.

The team, which will return its lop six

runners next year, gained valuable

experience for the future, said head

coach Eric Peterson.

Kelly Cohn led the way again for

UCLA as she finished 79th in a time of

18:05 over a very challenging 3.1 mile

course. Cohn, who has been UCLA's
No. 1 runner all year long, was the

only Bruin to place in the top 100.

"I was very pleased with Cohn,"

Peterson said. "She came to run well

and did. She's been our leader all year

long and showed it. The course was

the hardest we ran on all year."

Kara Barnard placed llSth for

UCLA and teammate Julie Ott placed

120th, while Melinda George placed

195th. Christina Bowen was the last

scorer for the Bruins as she finished

207th.,

The only senior on the team, Nicole

Luque, finished the race in 19:43 and

freshman Elaine Canchola, running

injured, finished in 20:05. All seven

runners for UCLA competed in their

first NCAA Championships.

"I told the team I wanted them to

learn something from experience,"

Peterson said. "They (the team) now
have a clear view on how they need to

improve."

With the top six runners back from

this year, the Bruins could be among
the top teams next year.

GRAYELI
From page 22

true. That he began college on the

wrong foot and had to go through so

much trouble makes him that much

.stronger and more experienced.

reservations playing against his for-

mer team.

"It means a lot to me playing

them," he said. "There's like a bitter-

ness towards everything that's hap-

pened. Yeah, every time I go out

-there I want to do my best against

those guys'*

It's been a bumpy start for this

senior co-captain. One could call it a

character builder, and in a way, it's

It has been a while since the whole

mess with USC and Grayeli shoves it

offasnobigdeal.

But in retrospect, the choice he

made to transfer to UCLA has been

a life changing one.

"This is the best decision I've ever

made," he said. "It's one of those

things that you look back on and

realize it's the best thing that

could've happened."

IN THE REAL WORLD
We understand that your goals

for graduate school are more
than academic.

While you expect outstand-

ing scholarship, you also de-

mand a program that will pre-

pare you to thrive in a world of

very real and very rapid change.

A graduate degree from the

University of Michigan School of

Information provides the training

you' l l need to lead the future oi-

information systems and services

in every sector of society.

In our dynamic, two-year master's

School of Information
^nivefsity of Michigan-

program, students from diverse

academic backgrounds like hu-

manities, computer science,

social sciences, and math gain

direct access to our world-

class faculty and facilities.

Chalienging init.nships in

leading corporate and non-

profit organizations help you tai-

lor your studies with practical

expertise for the digital age.
Anri niir innnx/ativp finrtnral

734.763.2285
program prepares you for a re-

search career in this emerging

discipline.

Graduate Studies in Information

www.si.umich.edu
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INFORMATION
Any large Pizza, your choice of toppings and crust, for $9,99

HOA ^iii 1114 Gayley Ave.

OL*r''r I I I Westwood Village

Medium 1 topping Pizza

for $5.95

Fast Free Delivery

until 1 a.m. Sunday-Thursday
until 2 a.m. Friday & Saturday
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National Football Leaaue
At A Glance

AMERICAN CONFERENCE

Edst

Buffalo

Miami

N.Y.Jets

New England

Indianapolis

Central

Jacksonville

Pittsburgh

Tennessee

Baltimore

Cincinnati

West

Denver

Oakland

San Diego

Seattle

Kansas City

W L

7 4

7 4

7 4

6 5

2 9

8 3

7 4

6 5

4 7

2 9

Pet. PF PA

.636 247 217

.636 201 158

.636 267 178

.545 237 215

.182 177 298

.727 277 230

.636 208 199

.545 242 217

.364 167 216

.182 180 287

11

7 4

5 6

5 6

4 7

1.000 370 190

.636 190 215

NATIONAL CONFERENCE

East

Dallas

Arizona

N.Y. Giants

Philadelphia

Washington

Central

Minnesota

Green Bay

Detroit

Tampa Bay

Chicago

West

Atlanta

San Francisco

New Orleans

St. Louis

Carolina

W L

8 3

6 5

4 7

2 9

2 9

10 1

7 4

4 7

4 7

3 8

9 2

7 3

5 5

3 8

2 9

.455 165 216

.455 235 192

.364 204 235

Pet. PF PA

.727 289 171

.545 227 274

.364 189 226

.182 92 253

.182 211 318

.909 348 184

.636 290 224

.364 225 247

.364 192 233

.273 180 244

.81^ 304 208

.700 292 217

.500 186 204

.273 197 264

.182 215 274

Denver 40, Oakland 14

San Diego 38, Kansas City 37

New Orleans, 13 San Francisco, 31 (5:28

3rd)

Monday's Game
New England 26, Miami 23

Thursday, Nov. 26

Pittsburgh at Detroit, 12:35 p.m.

Minnesota at Dallas, 4:05 p.m.

Sunday, Nov. 29

Anzona at Kansas City, 1:01 p.m.

Atlanta at St. Louis, 1:01 p.m.

Carolina at New York Jets, 1:01 p.m.

Indianapolis at Baltimore, 1:01 p.m.

Jacksonville at Cincinnati, 1:01 p.m.

Tampa Bay at Chicago, 1 :01 p.m.

Tennessee at Seattle, 4 05 p.m.

Buffalo at New England, 4:05 p.m.

New Orleans at Miami, 4: 15 p.m.

Philadelphia at Green Bay, 4:1 5 p.m.

Washington at Oakland, 4: 1 5 p.m.

Denver at San Diego, 8:20 p.m.

Monday, Nov. 30

New York Giants at San Francisco, 8:20 p.m.

National Basketball Leaaue
At A Glance

Houston

Vancouver

Dallas

Denver

Pacific Division

Seattle

LA. Lakers

Phocn'x

Portland

Sacramento

L.A. Clippers

Golden State

.000

.000

.000

.000

Northwest Division

W L T

- .000

.000

.000

.000

.000

.000

.000

Edmonton

Vancouver

Colorado

Calgary

Pacific Division

Dallas

Phoenix

Anaheim

Los Angeles

San Jose

10 8

910

8 9

711

TW L

11 3 3

11 2 2

8 7 4

61? 3

4 9 5

Pts GF GA

21 60 50

19 62 53

18 51 56

16 53 59

Pts GF GA

25 47 34

24 43 22

20 46 42

15 49 59

13 44 47

EASTERN CONFERENCE

Atlantic Division

Aruona 45, Washington 42

Atlanta 20, Chkagol 3

Detroit 28, Tampa Bay 25

Minnpsota28,GrecnBay14

Buffalo 34, Indunapoks 11

Pittsb«fh)0.1ad($onvlle15

NfwIM GiiMs 20, PMadHphia

OilisJO,ScMie22

Nftdf wrti JHs 24, itnnnsff 3

i24.StLoMs20

'20,CmanMli1)

Miami

New York

New Jersey

Washington

Boston

Orlando

Philadelphia

Central Division

Indiana

Chicago

Charlotte

Cleveland

Atlanta

Detroit

Toronto

W L Pet GB

.000

.000

.000

.000

.000

.000

.000

.000

000

.000

.000

000

.000

.000

.000

Sunday's Games

No games scheduled

Monday's Games

No games scheduled

Tuesday's Games

No games scheduled

Wednesday's Games

No games scheduled

National Hockev Leaaue

At A Glance

EASTERN CONFERENCE

Atlantic Division

W L T

New Jersey 11 6 1

Pittsburgh 9 5 4

Philadelphia 9 6 4

NY Islanders 911

N.Y Rangers 5 8 6

Northeast Division

W L T

Toronto

Ottawa

Buffalo

Boston

Montreal

11 8 2

9 6 3

8 4 4

7 7 5

710 2

Southeast Division

W L T

Carolina

Flonda

Washington

Tampa Bay

810 3

6 7 5

6 9 3

611 2

IVESTEIIN CONfERENa

Midwest Division

.MNnnlonM)

Utth

w I Ptt G6

JtOm

WESTERN CONFERENCE

Central Division

W L T

Detroit 10 8

SlUmi 7 5 5

NHNik 710 1

CMcafO S12 3

Pts GF GA

23 44 42

22 53 45

22 50 39

18 53 55

16 47 52

Pts GF GA

24 63 61

21 55 46

20 45 29

19 50 41

16 45 55

Pts GF GA

19 53 55

17 42 51

15 42 50

14 43 71

Pts Gf GA

20 57 46

19 47 41

15 45 S5

13 39 70

Sunday's Games
New Jersey 5, Carolina 2

Philadelphia 2, Florida 1,0T

Anaheim 4, Chicago 1

Monday's Games

Toronto 3, Calgary 2

Ottawa 4, Vancouver 3

Dallas 3, San Jose 2

Tuesday's Games

Boston at Tampa Bay, 7:05 p.m.

Nashville at St. Louis, 8 p.m.

Chicago at Phoenix, 9 p.m.

Wednesday's Games

NY Rangers at Buffalo, 7 p.m.

Pittsburgh at Washington, 7 p.m.

San Jose at Carolina, 7 p.m.

Vancouver at Toronto, 7:30 p.m.

Philadelphia at NY Islanders, 7:30 p.m.

Boston at Florida, 7:30 p.m.

Anaheim at Detroit, 7:30 p.m.

Calgary at Nashville, 8 p.m.

New Jersey at Dallas, 8:30 p.m.

Colorado at Edmonton, 9 p.m.

Mondav s Colleae Basketball

Major Scores Men

EAST

Bucknell%,Scranton50

Delaware 78, Rider 68

Maine 86, Vermont 84

Navy 67, Davidson 60

Penn73,Temple70,OT

Penn St. 74, Lehigh 48

Pittsbuf^h 79, Teus-Pan Amencan 71

St.iohn's71,ColumbuS5

SOUIM
AI(amSt.72,1eusSoutt)fmS6

AmlKMan St 109, (ttuakm 53

AiMvn 62, Infnam vnn^ 43

C4.trQi«lniMi78,fMfter69

Florida 91, Bethune Cookman 61

Georgia 78, Marshall 73

Maryland 81, Duquesne 47

Mississippi 89, Alabama A&M 45

N.Carolina A&T 89, Elon 71

N.Iowa 74, Tennessee St. 70, or

N.C.Charlotte 66, Miami 59

North Carolina 86, Hampton 75

Radford 73, St. Peter's 71

Samford 74, NE Louisiana 61

South Carolina 91, Wofford 42

Southern U. 103, Prairie View 76

The Citadel 11 4, Toccoa Falls 57

Va. Commonwealth 87, Md.-Eastern Shore

71

Winthrop 60, Furman 59

MIDWEST
Akron 80, Fla. International 69

Bradley 70, Loyola, III. 53

Illinois 71, Tenn.-Martin 35

Iowa St. 79, Chicago St. 48

Kentucky 97,Wright St. 75

Louisiana Tech 84, SE Missouri 72

Missouri 89, Austin Peay 45

SW Missouri St. 74, Missouri Kansas City 68

Valparaiso 86, Kendall SO

XavierlOO,MorganSt.67

SOUTHWEST
Ark.-Little Rock 74, Albany St., Ga. 72

Rice69,Missouri-Rolla59

Sam Houston St. 67, Houston 63

Texas A&M 76, Centenary 67

Texas Christian 94, Arkansas St. 85

FAR WEST
Cal Poly-SLO 99, Sacramento St. 56

Montana 89, Carroll, Mont. 56

Portland St. 78, San Diego 70

San Francisco 61, Saint Louis 53

Wyoming 73, Nevada 69

TOURNAMENTS
Maui Invitational

First Round

Indiana 71, Kansas St. 70

Michigan 59, Clemson 56

Syracuse 82, Chaminade 44

Mond.tv \ Coll(>a<> b.iskt'tb.tll

EAST

Cent Connecticut St 62. Colgate 57

Dartmout^ 92, Boston U 76

Rider 96. St. Bonaventure 89

SOUTH

Akom St. 81, leias Southern S8

Dirtv 79,\MMidiffeilt 71

Fla. International 75, Florida St. 62

Florida A&M 79, Miss. Valley St.66

Jackson St. 65, Ark.-Monticello 64

N.C.-Wilmington 70. N.C.-Asheville 47

MIDWEST
N.Illinois 60, Ill.-Chicago 50

Toledo 74,Youngstown St. 65

Xavier68,0hioSt.63

SOUTHWEST
Texas Tech 72, Southern Meth 67

Texas-El Paso 52, Texas-Pan American 49

FAR WEST
Arizona 76, San Diego St. 69

Colorado St. 79, Oregon St. 61

Sam Houston St. 78, N. Arizona 72, OT

Transactions

Major League BasebaN

BALTIMORE ORIOLES—Named Bruce

Manno assistant general manager.

TEXAS RANGERS—Acquired C Gregg Zaun

from the Florida Mariins for a player to be

named or cash.

PITTSBURGH PIRATES—Named Michael J.

White director of scouting.

SAN FRANCISCO GIANTS—Named Ron

Roenicke manager of Fresno of the PCL.

National Hockey League

FLORIDA PANTHERS—Assigned LW

Dwayne Hat to New Haven of the AHL.

COLLEGE

IOWA—Announced the retirement of

Hayden Fry, football coach, effective at the

end of the season.

SOUTH CAROLINA— Fired Brad Scott, foot-

ball coach.

Trivia Questions

1 What feat did current WNBA player Lisa

Leslie accomplish in a high school game

against South Torrance High in 1990'

2.What was illegal m football prw to tfte

1951 season?
'-"'"^^'^^

-^ '. ,

3 What was the first city to have a profes-

sional football team?
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SPORTS
Bruins still No. 2

The new BCS poll shows that the Bruins

are holding their ground behind

Tennessee after this weekend's thrashing

of use. See inside.
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Water polo co-captain Sam Grayeli has become an important member of the Bruin team as an attacker.

After switching from USC

to UCLA, Sam Grayeli has

a^-'

^m

By Steve Kim
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Deep daric secret? Not really.

Sam Grayeli's past is neither too deep

nor terribly dark, though it includes a lit-

tle bit of both. It's certainly not a secret -

people who know him know his back-

ground all too well.

But it's not like he's going to go out

and tell everyone he meets, especially

here at UCLA, that he used to go to

USC.
Imagine, the best Bruin water polo

attacker, team co-captain and the second

leading scorer used to be a rival team

member just four years ago.

The same rival team got this year's

Bruins so upset and worked up in a 6-9

loss two weeks ago, but the Bruins got

the last laugh after their 6-3 win against

the Trojans this past Saturday. This same

team gets everyone's blood boiling to the

point of downright animosity and loss of

temper.

And it doesn't help that the team

which he now plays against is enjoying

its best season as No. 1 in the nation

while the Bruins trail at No. 2. Grayeli

has assimilated as a Bruin to the point

where others no longer see him as a for-

eigner or black sheep, but he fully under-

stands the awkwardness of the whole

crosstown transfer situation.

"It was kind of weird because I came

from a rival school," he said. "I think

some guys were a little taken aback."

He didn't care. Anything was better

for him than staying at USC.

Grayeli started, what seemed to him, a

great college life. He was recruited to

use's highly-ranked water polo pro-

gram, and his future looked promising,

with a full ride scholarship and four fun

years of college ahead. For some reason,

however, things didn't materialize the

way they should have.

There were aspects of his team and

school that Grayeli disliked. He didn't

,feel comfortable with the water polo pro-

gram and disagreed with his coaches.

There was a lot of pressure put on him

with little reward. In essence, he was

unhappy.

"Before (attending USC), I was really

excited and awed because it was the first

and only university I'd seen," Grayeli

said. "But once I got there, things kind of

changed. I was supposed to get my
schooling paid for, but I didn't. And I

didn't feel comfortable with the school.

"I remember riding my bike back at

two in the morning after doing a paper

and hearing gunshots. It wasn't a place I

wanted to be."

That was it, no more, he couldn't

seen his career take off

stand it. He dropped out of school alto-

gether after his first semester at USC. He
didn't care about throwing in the towel

on the sport he had spent years playing.

He wasn't thinking of what opportuni-

ties he would lose in both sports and aca-

demics. He just didn't.

"It was tough for me because I was

unsure where I was going then," Grayeli

said. "I questioned a lot of things about

water polo. I was out of it because I was-

n't working out. I just had a bad taste of

everything there. I was 17 years old, and

it was a lot for me to deal with."

It wasn't until UCLA head coach Guy
Baker offered to take him into the Bruin

team that Grayeli finally knew what

direction he was heading. Baker had

seen him play in high school, and upon

finding out that he had stopped playing

for the Trojans, the Bruin coach gave

him a call.

All that happened right after the water

polo season and few days before winter

quarter. Grayeli had a day to decide.

"It was so rushed and I was totally

freaked out," he said. But the decision

was clear, so he chose to convert.

Who would've thought? A Trojan

switching to a UCLA team was like an

odd marriage that was never meant to

SeeGIUYEapa9e22

Even beating 'SC

starts getting old

after eight years

of dominance
COLUMN: Yet another pitiful

performance by Trojans raises

question: Will they ever win?

That was certainly anti-climactic. In the

wake of the 34- 1 7 shellacking of USC, I

look back upon the day that was sup-

posed to be the biggest in the history of the

crosstown rivalry with a tinge of disappoint-

ment.

My disappointment

stems from the perfor-

mance of USC, because I

am by no means let down
by the performance of our

football team.

Th> UCLA footbail

Evan

Lovett

team whooped some ass

and played the game that

they set out to play.

Anytime a Heisman candi-

date is not needed to play a

big role in the destruction

of an opposing team, you

know that the winners

played a hell of game.

The defense came up huge, with four sacks

froiri Brendon Ayanbadejo, two forced fumbles

from Marques Anderson, and two fumble recov-

eries from Jason Stephens.

But freshman phenom DeShaun Foster was

the big story. Foster froze the Trojan defense for

109 yards and four touchdowns. And this was

after a hospitalization onSaturday night due to

a severe case of strep throat. This is the stuff that

legends (and future Heisman Trophy winners)

are made of.

So how could I be disappointed?

Well, I arrived at the Rose Bowl on Saturday

morning with expectations of seeing a competi-

tive game (and having one hell of a tailgating

party, but that's another story). I left with a feel-

ing of resentment.

I mean, is this even a rivalry anymore?

When UCLA plays USC,

it's God vs. the devil.

Bruins get personal at NOVA championships
RECAP: Cross country runners

finish season with emotional

race, All-American honors

By DomM Mwfison
Daily Bruin Contributor

Cross country runner Mark Hauser faced

the toughest field of runners and the toughest

courie of his collegiate career on Monday at

the NCAA Championships and came out

with Ail-Amcrican honors

The senior, running in his last coUc|M|e

cross country race, finished 24th out of 255

runners in 30:59 over a tough and hilly 10,000

meter (6.2 mile) course in Lawerence, Kan.

This season was the fifth consecutive season

that a UCLA men's cross country iimner was

named an All-American.

"I'm really pleased with (Hauser's) perfor-

mance," head coach Bob Larsen said. "He's

really come a long way and ran very well To

get 24th on that course against such a strong

field IS excellent.**

Hauser took off with the leaders of the race

for the first mile but dropped off on the sec-

ond mile Near the end of the race, however, a

determined Hauser passed up about five run-

ners to finish 24th. One of those runners was

Senica Lassiter from Arkansas, the NCAA
track and field champion in the 1,500 meters.

"I wanted (Hauser) to get out in front at

the begmning," Larsen said. "He felt very

good His sprint was awesome. He really

came back at the end of the race."

Hauser. UCLA's No. 1 runner all year

long, made it his goal to earn All-American

honors at the beginning of the season He
qualified for the NCAA Championships by

finishing seventh at the Western Regional

meet."
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After eight years of utter domination, it's get-

ting kind of old. At least they could have put up

a fight.

The feisty, loudmouthed quarterback-receiver

duo of Carson Palmer and R. Jay Soward didn't

prove a thing. Sure, Palmer is a freshman, but

that doesn't excuse him from being

immature.There was just no way that he was

going to take us out of the Fiesta.

Our party plans are still set for Jan. 4 in

Tempe, Ariz. USC's bowl hopes look to be in

the Sun, Aloha or Holiday Bowl. Whoopee.

When UCLA plays USC, it's God vs. the

devil.

Everybody is rooting for the Bruins, and the

Bruins always win. We're the cowboys, they're

the goons. UCLA is the Empire, and USC is the

Rebellion.

For the past seven years, we squeaked by

Southern Cal and have earned the title of "City

Champions," but this year we proved more.

UCLA has officially earned the crown, "King of

L.A." Los Angeles is a Bruin town.

And it was a piece of cake. It was as sweet as

a plate of yams with extra syrup. But it was as •

boring as C-SPAN at 3 am on a Fnday night.

We took their little football and rammed it

down their throats Wc manhandled their little

s««i0vnxNf*22

Boundaries of class simply

do not exist. See page 8

"Ringmaster/' the new Jerry Springer movie,

satirizes his popular show. See page 12

INSIDE TODAY

Unturkey, page 3

Mentoring, page 4

World & Nation, page 5
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UC-wide TA striice garners campus su| • tit rt

SAGE: Graduate student

union endorsed by USAC

but won't confirm plans

ByMidiaelWeiner

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Academic student employees on

eight University of California cam-

puses, including UCLA, will go on

strike next Tuesday, according to

numerous sources throughout the UC
system.

Organizers for the Student

Association of Graduate Employees/

United Auto Workers

(SAGE/UAW), the union that repre-

sents teaching assistants, readers,

research assistants and tutors at

UCLA, declined to confirm that the

planned strike will begin on Tuesday

for strategic reasons.

"They're talking about hiring

replacement workers, so we want to

give them as little advance notice as

possible," said SAGE organizer Mike

Miller.

In the meantime, SAGE has

"We will ...ensure that

our undergraduates

complete their courses."

Richard Atkinson

UC president

received endorsements from several

groups, including the Undergraduate

Students Association Council

(USAC), which voted to support strik-

ing academic student employees in its

meeting Tuesday night.

"For undergraduates, it's really

important because the environments

we learn in are the working conditions

of our TAs," said USAC external vice-

president Liz Geyer.

University administrators said they

have not ruled out the possibility of

hiring replacement workers.

"We will do everything within our

power to ensure that our undergradu-

ates complete their courses and

receive their grades," said UC presi-

dent Richard Atkinson in a letter sent

to the university community on

Tuesday.

Support for the unions has also

come from the University of

California Students Association, the

National Association of Graduate-

Professional Students and the

American Association of University

Professors.

As rumors spread about the strike,

many teaching assistants have alerted

their undergraduate students that they

will not hold discussion sections next

week. Some have arranged to meet

with undergraduates off campus.

Playing arooncr

GAME: OfTicer allegedly

made excessive use of

pepper spray on fans

JAMIE SCANLON JACOBS/Daily Brum S*niof Staff

The Indie Explosion was held at The Gig in Hollywood and fea-

tured bands like Pinwheel (above). See page 1 2 for the story.

By Ann Hawkey
Daily Bruin Staff

Following a police decision to

use pepper spray on unruly crowds

in the Rose Bowl Saturday, one stu-

dent who was sprayed is now plan-

ning to file a lawsuit against univer-

sity police for the injuries he suf-

fered.

"The students were pushing

their way beyond the security peo

pie and not listening to orders to

stop," said Lieutenant Alex Uribe

of the Pasadena police .
;

"If people are not abiding by

orders and they continue in their

behavior, it's sometimes a decision

we make to use pepper spray," he

said.

But the use of pepper spray on

the crowds was excessive, said

Jaime Sipila, an engineering gradu-

ate student. Sipila said he was

sprayed by police while he was still

in the stands and is now in the

stages of filing a lawsuit against

UCPD.
"At the time that (the officer)

sprayed me, there was nobody

advancing toward the field," Sipila

said. "It was completely uncalled

for."

Sipila said that he was at least

five feet from the edge of the stands

when he was sprayed. He also said

most people in the area were not

trying to move on to the field, but

were trying to prevent the crowds

above them from pushing them out

of the stands.

"We didn't want to rush the field

because then wc would have been

arrested. The people behind us

were pushing," said Shawn Senior,

an engineering graduate student

and friend of Sipila who said he saw

him being sprayed.

"Individuals were

sprayed as they (tried)

to get to the field."

Alex Uribe

Pasadena police lieutenant

But Uribe said that the students

involved in the pepper spraying

made a deliberate effort to reach

the field.

"This was a wave of students that

came down the aisle with the sole

purpose of going on the field,"

Uribe said.

Both UCPD and Pasadena

police officers were working with

security on the field, but the deci-

sion to use pepper spray was made

by Uribe, who headed all the offi-

cers on the field.

"Individuals were sprayed as

they climbed over the seats trying

to get to the field," Uribe said.

"Once they felt the spray and the

crowd saw that we were using the

spray, they backed off. It accom-

plished exactly what we wanted it

to," he said.

Police said that it is standard

procedure at any NCAA Division I

event to take whatever action is

deemed neces.sairy to prevent fans

from coming onto the field after

games.

"This is a huge problem," said

UCPD Assistant Chief Karl Ross

said. "When»these people run onto

the field they are risking injury to

themselves."

Although several security

guards and police officers were

working on the field as crowd con-

-trol, Sipila and Senior focused

complaints on just one UCPD offi-

cer.

Sipila said that while the other

officers on the field were dealing

well with the crowd. Officer Santos

Lopez began challenging certain

students in the crowd.

Senior said that he saw Lopez

spray at least eight to 10 people, but

said Lopez concentrated on Sipila,

who said he was blinded by the

spray that covered his entire neck

and face and eventually sent him

the emergency room for treatment.

Uribe said that officers used pep-

per spray on only two or three peo-

ple in the stands.

S«e POLKE, page 6

UCLA still lacks requirements for diversity studies

CULTURES: Universities

nationwide teach classes

on variety of perspectives

By Joy MdMasters
'

Daily Bruin Contributor

In recent years, some colleges

and universities have expanded gen-

eral education programs to include

diversity requirement::

UCLA, however, has no such

requirements, though the cry of

"We are diverse" rings from every

corner of campus, and the desire to

remain diverse can often be read on

campus walkways.

Two years ago. Max Espinoza

spearheaded an effort to institute

diversity requirements when he was^

Academic Affairs Commissioner.

"We're the only UC that doesn't

have an ethnic studies or diversity

requirement," said Espinoza. who is

presently the UC student regent

"Thai means that the other cam-

puses see a value in having a

requirement that prepares students

for leadership in a multicultural

society," he continued.

Henry Perez, chair of the

Movimiento Estudiantil Chicana y

Chicano de Aztlan (MEChA),

agreed.

"A curriculum that includes

diversity is reflective of UCLA, one

of the most diverse campuses in the

nation," Perez said

"It allows people to learn about

and recognize the culture and strug-

gles of other ethnic communities,

'

he added

According to a survey by the

Ford Foundation, 75 percent of the

2,011 voters polled agree that

"efforts to have a more diverse stu-

dent body on college campuses"

have had a positive effect.

Half of those surveyed define

diversity as "different ethnicity,

race, nationality or culture" from

their own.

Other universities have devel-

oped and implemented standards

that include courses with an ethnic

focus in their general education

requirements.

Stf

DIVERSITY IS KNOWLEDGE
Out of a sample of 2,01 1 registered voters

nationwide:

68 percent said they believe in requiring students

to take at least one cultural and ethnic diversity

course in order to graduate.

87 percent of this pool were also in favor of

offering courses designed to heip students to

devek)p a balanced uadersunding and

for their own and other oAures.

TMs wrvey was conducted by 0Y(^ inc andwu
Fofdl
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Study links memory to

activity in area of brain
Some people can remember simple facts bet-

ter than others because the area of their brains

involved in processing these memories is more

active at the time of learning, a UC Irvine study

shows.

The study provides new insight into how
long-term memory works and confirms recent

studies that provide the most detailed maps to

date of specific areas in the brain responsible

for processing memories.

The findings, which appear in the Nov. 24

Proceedings of the National Academy of

Sciences, eventually could result in more effec-

tive drugs and therapies to improve memory.

UCI College of Medicine researchers Dr.

Michael Alkire, Richard Haier and James

Fallon, and Lawrence Cahill of UCI's Center

for the Neurobiology of Learning and

Memory, found that a simple test of long-term

memory produced different levels of metabolic

activity in the brain, and that the activity levels

predicted accurately how well mem-
ories are stored. The researchers

also found that most of this activity

took place in a section of the brain's cere-

bral cortex called the para-hippocampal gyrus.

The para-hippocampal gyrus is a part of the

cerebral cortex located near the ear, and is so

named because it sits next to another area of the

brain important in memory, the hippocampus.

"This is one of the first studies to show that

the amount of brain activity in a particular area

is related to how well the memory is retained,"

Alkire said.

UC research institute

names new director

Russell W. Rumberger, UC Santa Barbara

professor of education, has been appointed

director of the UC Linguistic Minority

Research Institute. The UC LMRI, housed on

the Santa Barbara campus, promotes research

on the academic achievements of students from

diverse linguistic backgrounds.

"It is a critical time in the state

for educational issues that con-

cern linguistic minority students,

what with the continuing growth of their

population and the recent passage of

Proposition 227, which will dramatically alter

how linguistic minority students are being

taught in the public schools," said Rumberger,

who succeeds Giorgio Perissinotto as director

of the institute. "The University of California is

also making an unprecedented commitment to

outreach and the UC LMRI can play an impor-

tant role in improving outreach for language

minority students am very excited by the chal-

lenge of leading the UC LMRI at this time."

A faculty member at UCSB since 1987,

Rumberger's research interests are: education

and work; the education of disadvantaged stu-

dents, particularly school dropouts; and educa-

tion policy. Among his studies: the economic

payoffs of schooling and on educational

requirements of work; on the causes and conse-

quences of dropping out of school; and on

school performance, school segregation, and,

most recently, student mobility.

Lab director leaves

Department of Energy
Tom Garcia, acting deputy laboratory direc-

tor for business administration and outreach,

has announced he is leaving the Department of

Energy's Los Alamos National Laboratory to

take a job in the private sector.

"It was with deep disappointment and regret

that I received Tom's announcement that he

had decided to leave the lab," said Los Alamos

Director John Browne.

"I tried to convince him to stay because he

was my choice to be Deputy Director for

Business Administration and Outreach. I had

offered him the job and the University of

California Board of Regents was slated to

approve the salary Nov. 20.

"A person of Tom's caliber and impressive

record of success attracts significant interest

from the private sector, unfortunately for us,"

Browne said.

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports.
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Expect today to have slightly

warmer temperatures and

mostly sunny skies. Also, expect

the same Thanksgiving day

after morning burnoff.

mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm

Long Beach

74/51

Van Nuys

71/46

Sacramento San Francisco

62/48 61/51
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ToDAy
Sunny

High 72/ Low 52

Thursday
Sunny

High 73/ Low 51

Sourct: iJCL^Dtpiifvnenrm iences

Friday

Partly Cloudy

High 69/ Low 52

WHArS BREWIN'
Today Noon

University Catholic Center

Catholic Mass (12:10)

Kerckhoff400

2 p.m.
Armenian Student Association

1 ourth general meeting
—

LASA
General meeting

Haines 2 • 478-9846

Bruin Victory Fellowship

Bible study (6:30)

Atrium Court #,ifl4

Ackerman 2408

» ' i i I II off the mark by Mark Parisi

REMINDER

www.offthefnark.com
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MarkParisk9aol.com
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LESS THAN TWO WEEKS

LEFT:
To file completed copies of the-

ses for master's degrees and disser-

tations for doctoral degrees to be

conferred in current term with the

University Theses and Dissertations

Adviser, 330 Powell Library.

DON'T FORGET:

The UCLA Police department
provides free escort service every

day of the year from dusk until 1

a.m.

Uniformed escorts are available

to walk students, faculty and staff

members between campus build-

ings and local living areas or

Westwood Village.

To obtain an escort, call 794-

WALK about 10 minutes before you

need one.

Do you need to talk to some-

body? Call 825-HELP to speak to a

peer counselor about loneliness,

stress, finals, relationships, sex or

anything else that is on your mind.

3 p.m.
Eastern Philosophy Club

Are you aware of how short your

life really is?

2414 Ackerman -730-9194

10965 Strathmore Dr • 208-1515

Friday 6 p.m.
UCLA Badminton Club

Weekly Club meeting (6:30)

Men's Gym 200

8 p.m.

4 p.m.
UAP-Undergraduate

Association of Philosophy

Speaker from Vedawta Society -

Shami Sarvaderawanda

Dodd 167 -(818) 609-6488

6 p.m.
Dept. of Psychiatry and

Biobehavioral Sciences

Readiness Group
Every Wednesday
Ongoing group for individuals

questioning their alcohol

or drug use

Chaira Graduate Christian

Fellowship

Talks based on C.S. Lewis'

works

University Religious Conference

900 Hilgard Ave., 3rd Floor

208-3991

International Folkdance Club

9th Annual Thanksgiving (8:30)

Folkdance Marathon

Walley Cities JCC
13164 Burbank Blvd.

Sherman Oaks
284-3636

Contact Elizabeth Suti for more
information • 206-1148

What's Brewin'can be reached via e-mail

at whatsbrewin@media.ucla.edu

Bminlife?
With a national championship football title in the

future, an expandeci graduate section, better sports

coverage, and award winning design, you'll want a

Bminlife Yearbook to remember this yean

''\^'i\

bruinlifeYEARBOOK
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not turkey,
Believe it or not, you don't

have to eat a dead bird

for Thanksgiving dinner

By Michelle Navarro

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Bring on the steaming mashed potatoes! Bring

on the cranberry sauce, buttered corn, candied

yams and pumpkin pie! Bring on the breaded stuff-

ing and hot applesauce!

And, last but not least, bring on that plump and

juicy ... unturkey.

Vegetarianism is gaining popularity for various

reasons, from health- to religious- to animal rights-

related. And with this rise in fame, holidays such as

Thanksgiving have spurred a plethora of unique

creations such as "tofurky" and "unturkey" to fill

the big shoes of the traditional Thanksgiving bird.

The recent health craze that produced a boom in

health clubs and products is probably the biggest

reason for the popularity of being vegetarian.

"I did it for health reasons," said Justin

'it's a myth that

all vegetarians eat

are salads," Siegel

said. "They want

something like

meat."

In fact, Siegel

recommended
that people con-

sidering vegetari-

anism should take

gradual steps by eating

meat-like foods such as veggie

burgers or "neatloaf," and cutting

down on the intake of real meat.

"Instead of 10 In-n-Out burgers a day,

eat nine," he laughed.

But the holidays, known for glorifying

turkeys, hams and other big meat feasts.

McCarthy, who h^^ fUtt a maratnof^ since his may be a particu larly difficuU time to resist

change. "I just feel a lot clearer mentally and I have

more energy. When you eat meat, you feel heavy

because your body is trying to digest it. With veg-

gies and soy products, your body breaks them

down fast."

Vegetarians do need to eat more products such

as legumes, beans and peas that are rich in protein

to make up for the loss of amino acids supplied by

meat. But many feel that is no problem, compared

to what problems the alternate diet may pose.

Animal-based diets are high in saturated fat and

cholesterol, which, when present in the blood in

high amounts, may lead to heart disease or stroke.

It is estimated that such diseases account for

almost 50 percent of all deaths in the United

States.

So it isn't a mystery why people will pass over

the burgers or turkey for a slab of tofu, or

"unturkey," as Westwood's own vegetarian restau-

rant, Love and Serve, calls it.

"Many (vegetarians) want a Thanksgiving-style

dinner," said David Siegel, former UCLA student

and owner of Love and Serve. "Recently, I have

been getting at least 10 calls a day from vegetarians

who want the unturkey dinners we serve here to

bring home with them and eat it when they sit

down for dinner wjth their parents."

The "unturkey" the quaint Westwood restaurant

serves is created from vegetables, grain and soy

protein. Similar entrees include "neatloaf and

**unchicken."

Making the switch to a non-meat lifestyle can be

difficult. That is why Siegel said the meat-related

meals are his most popular - customers recently

turned veggie need the association with meat to

ease the transition.

the temptation to eat meat.

"It was hard," said Kathy Kim, a fourth-

year English student. "I relapsed. I was a

veggie for three months and then broke

down and ate meat for five months. I ate

and ate so much that I eventually got

grossed out and sick of it. I got worn out.""

In times like these, there is no need to

worry. The food industry has found a way

to make eating holiday dinners enjoyable

for all.

Besides unturkey, other products have

found their way onto the dinner table.

"Tofurky" is another.

In 1995, Turtle Island Foods and the

Higher Taste, two Oregon natural food compa-

nies introduced "Tofurky," a blend of tofu and

wheat protein. Since then, the demand for the

product has increased, showing that the meat-sub-

stitute product, like "unturkey," is a welcome sight

at the dinner table.

It's probably a lot better than just heaping extra

portions of lumpy mashed potatoes or steamed

vegetables. -

"We're actually catering a Thanksgiving meal in

Burbank," Siegel said about his restaurant's

"unturkey."

As long as the public keeps demanding such veg-

etable creations, they will continue to pop up. In

1995, Soyatech Inc., a publishing, market

researching firm, reported that sales of vegetable-

based meat substitutes were up to $180 million, a

huge increase when compared with the $44 million

figure reported in 1985.

Siegel predicts that this trend will continue well

into the new millennium.

"The world is making progress and I see (vege-

tarianism) as progression," he said. "We're turn-

ing into the millennium and with this newness,

there is always some change. What I see is America

changing toward a vegetable-based diet. We're

making progress to a new era of more awareness."

That awareness includes a greater sense of con-

nection with the world and an acceptance of the

world as well as more consciousness of body

health, Siegel said.

When more UCLA students decide to change

their meat-eating ways, Seigel and Love and Serve

will be there waiting, "unturkey" and all.

"This is vegetarian central," he grinned.

*<

Leadership program helps minorities flourish in job market
SKILLS: Student Alumni

Association gives Bruins

valuable work experience

By Brian Fishman

Daily Bruin Contributor

While the UCLA community con-

tinues to debate the role of diversity on

campus, one Student Alumni

Association (SAA) program is trying

to give qualified students a head start

on life after UCLA.
The Leadership Training Program

(LTP), sponsored by the SAA, leaches

job skills and helps bring high-poten-

tial students together with alumni

Though the program is organized

by the diversity and outreach council

of the SAA, it's not limited to minori-

ties.

"This program strives for diversity.

It is not exclusively for minority stu-

dents, but empirically, program

interns are mostly minority students,"

said Jon Friedman, the program's

director.

This program is aimed at students

who have not yet realized their poten-

tial.

"We're looking for people who

haven't really excelled yet. the people

who can really benefit," said Mark

Beck-Heyman. the program's student

liaison and a former program partici-

pant

"Maybe they jusl need a little

push." he said

The program admits about 10 peo-

ple per year, Friedman said.

Demanding diversity in all man-

ners, Friedman attempts to attract all

UCLA students to the program.

* "While the seniors are interested in

polishing their skills, freshmen are

often highly motivated," Friedman

said.

The diversity is key to the pro-

gram's success, Friedman said

'The interns learn not only from

alumni guests, but from one another."

he said.

The program, m its fourth year,

gives Its "interns" the skills necessary

to thrive in the business world, as well

providing the alumni with contacts to

get them started

"We want to develop a range of

usable skills," Friedman said.

"Interviewing skills, writing skills and

public speaking skills."

Joseph Abrajano, a former LTP
intern, emphasized that the program

taught him how to entice potential

employers.

"It's all about knowing how to mar-

ket yourselfand making connections,"

he said.

See SAA, page 6

LEADERSHIP TRAINING PROGRAM
The LTP gives select students connections to well-placed alumni.

Facts about the leadership program:

The Leadership Training Program consists of 10 students who meet once a week fortwo quart<

Through this organization students are able to meet with alumni and network.

• Students interview alumni, not the other way around

.

• Big name alumni include Gil Garcetti, LA., district attorney.

• Can lead to internship jobs.

• Caters to those who have potential, not just students who have already miie a big name for

•ruin
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Mentors guide at-risk youths

on path to higher education

Residents upset over Dome's new look

PROGRAM: Role models

give eighth-graders

chance to reach goals

By Teresa Jun
Daily Bruin Contributor

UCLA pediatrician Dr. Olga

Acosta does more than just take

care of sick children.

Outside of work, she spends her

free time with a special 1 5-year-old

who comes from an underprivi-

leged downtown Los Angeles com-

munity.

Xiomara Luna is a lOth-grader

at Los Angeles High School, locat-

ed in a community where teen

pregnancies and drug use are not

uncommon.
For a year and a half, Acosta

has devoted her time as a mentor

to Luna, providing the teenager

with a positive role model and

guidance in her path to college.

As mentors for the Fulfillment

Fund, a 2 1 -year-old, non-profit

educational organization, Acosta

and about 300 other local profes-

sionals have made a five-year com-

mitment to local eighth-graders

who are on track to pursuing a col-

Besides movies, dinners and

museum visits, Luna said she also

had fun at "the meeting where

everybody (from the menlorship

program) got to know each other."

Not only has Luna made new

friends, but she has also kept her-

self focused on long-term goals

through this program.

"Its a good helping program,"

she said. "It helped me keep school

stuff in order," she said, noting her

grades have improved over the last

year.

With hopes of someday attend-

ing the University of Michigan,

Luna feels that getting admitted to

college will be very important.

Many students who have a

background similar to Luna's

often don't make it to college,

because they are not on track for

various reasons, Acosta said.

"Either they took the wrong

classes or they missed important

test dates. And by the time they're

seniors in high school, they have

plans to go to college, but it's too

late," Acosta said.

"So if you catch them early, it's

more likely that they will be able to

do it," she added.

As for her own student, Acosta

has high hopes for Luna's future.
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WESTWOOD: Painting

over gold leaf may violate

law protecting landmarks

By Andy Patel

Daily Bruin Contributor

The historic Dome building in

Westwood Village might be a step

closer to looking like its old self.

This past summer, a new tenant,

Michael Chow, painted the dome
white in preparation for the

December opening of his restaurant,

Huro Chow.

This move angered Westwood res-

idents since the paint covered the 24-

karat gold leaf and colored ceramic

tiles on the dome, the building's most

prominent architectural feature.

The department of building and

safety has ruled Chow's painting of

the dome is a violation of the

Westwood Village Specific Plan, a

document that regulates changes

made to buildings.

Both Chow ^nd Ira Smedra, the

owner of the building, were issued an

order of compliance early last week.

"The Dome building qualifies as a

cultural site under the ordinance,"

said Gary Klein, a city department of

planning official. "Before you can

demolish, destroy, or significantly

alter a part of the building, you must

get a certificate of appropriateness."

our expediter did point out that it

included the dome. At the time, they

issued (their approval) very gener-

ously," she said.

But Klein said the plans were

passed on the> assumption that

Chow's request to paint the Dome
building did not include the dome
itself.

"We had no inclination to believe

the dome would be painted. Maybe
in his mind painting the dome is

insignificant, but in our minds paint-

ing the most prominent building in

Westwood is significant," Klein said.

Approval from the Westwood
Design Reviev Board is required for

any improvements made to buildings

in the village.

Chun also argues that the paint

job was needed in order to fix a

severe leak. The white paint they

used contained a special waterproof

sealer, she said.

"There was a leak in the dome and

there would have been damage to the

tiles if we were to try to fix the leak

without the paint job. The paint job

was the only way to do it," Chun said.

"We have rvot been treated fairly.

They apparently made it sound like

the tenant and owner did things with-

out approval, which is not true," she

continued.

Chow will present his case to the

design review board in hopes of

acquiring a certificate of approval.

The Dome building, one of the

which also designed UCLA's Royce.

Kinsey and Kerckhoff halls.

As a tribute to UCLA, the ceram-

ic tiles on the dome were chosen to be

blue and gold. In 1988, the building

was officially declared a historical

and cultural monument by the City

of Los Angeles' Cultural Heritage

Commission.

In Klein's opinion, there is a good

chance that the Dome building will

return to its original appearance.

"It is very likely that the board

would tell them to restore the build-

ing and deny them the certificate of

appropriateness, since the dome is a

designated building and since it is a

prominent architectural structure,"

he said.

The Dome building is still as

prominent as it was 10 years ago, if

not more, said Terry Tippit, chair of

the design review board.

"It is a focal point of the village,"

she said. "When people come into

Westwood Village, they see the

dome. It was more distinct when
there were blue tiles up there.

Everyone would agree that it needs

to be restored, because it is a histori-

cal and cultural landmark."

Despite opinion to the contrary,

Chun said the public will be satisfied

if the construction and remodeling is

allowed to finish.

"That when they see the rest of the

building painted, they will see that it

is quite beautiful. Right now it sticks
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Elizabeth II announces measures to modernize Britain

PARLIAMENT: Hereditary

nobles might lose right

to vote in House of Lords

By Maureen Johnson
The Associated Press

LONDON - Surrounded by

pageantry. Queen Elizabeth II opened

a new session of Parliament on

Tuesday with a starkly untraditional

announcement: the government plans

to strip unelected aristocrats of their

600-year-old birthright to vote in the

House of Lords.

Rows of lords in ermine-collared

scarlet robes broke with another tradi-

tion after the announcement, when

instead of listening to the monarch in

silence they let out muted growls.

Elected lawmakers of the House of

Commons who clustered behind the

Lords chamber also violated the tradi-

tion with occasional cheers.

The move is part of a legislative pro-

gram for the coming year that the

queen, reading out a speech written by

Prime Minister Tony Blair's Labor

government, described as focusing

•'upon the modernization of the coun-

try.

Well, a bit of modernization. With

Her Majesty's assent, for example, the

Lord Chancellor - the country's chief

judicial ofilcer - turned his back on the

queen and walked away after handing

her the government's speech, instead

of shuffling backward. And a handful

of quaintly named officials, such as

Silver Stick in Waiting and Maltravers

Herald Extraordinary, were absent.

But much of the elaborate show was

right on track.The queen rode from

Buckingham Palace with her husband.

Prince Philip, in a horse-drawn car-

riage escorted by a cavalry regiment in

scarlet and gold tunics astride magnifi-

cent horses.

An official called Black Rod, in

knee breeches and stockings, sum-

moned the commoners to the chamber

to hear the queen. And even though the

Lord Chancellor thought it all right to

turn his back, others inched backward

ahead of the queen.

The legislative program she read out

also included a shakeup of welfare ben-

efits designed to make things tougher

for the work-shy, a reform of legal

funding and greater protection for

rape victims.

But one item promises to provoke

the most debate.

"A bill will be introduced to remove

the right of hereditary peers to sit and

vote in the House of Lords," the queen

intoned. "It will be the first stage of a

process of reform to make the House

of Lords more democratic and repre-

sentative."

The Associated Press

Britain's Queen Elizabeth 11 addresses the Houses of Parliannent ih

London on Tuesday, prior to the State Opening of Parliament.

Minorities get higher interest,

loan rates, private group says
Palestinian airport opens in Gaza Strip

MIDEAST: Israelis will Built with $75 million in contri-

•birtiuns. ma i nly from ]ap;in, fiarn

Israeli will sit in the control tower

or operate uny ureu of the ttirpgrtr—

On Tuesday, Israeli and

Palestinian security agents greeted

an Egypt Air flight and collected

the passports of the passengers,

including Egyptian Cabinet minis-

ters.

As of Wednesday, Palestinian

officials say no Israeli presence.will

be visible. Arriving passengers will

be transferred by buses from the

planes to a security check area in

the airport where they will go

through metal detectors.

Palestinian agents will X-ray lug-

gage and cargo while Israeli moni-

tors observe the security checks

from behind one-way mirrors, as

they do now at two other crossings

into autonomous Palestinian areas.

If Israel disputes an inspection,

the passenger and his luggage will

be taken to a separate area where

Israelis will carry out an additional

check while Palestinian agents

observe.

Palestine Airlines, which

already runs a twice-weekly flight

to Jordan from a small airstrip in

Egypt, will now operate out of

Gaza International. The brand-

new national carrier is starting out

with a fleet of three planes, includ-

ing a Boeing 727 - a gift from a

Saudi prince.

Within two weeks of the date of

issuance, Smedra and Chow have to

either restore the dome or obtain a

certificate of appro-

priateness from the

city.

If they choose the

latter, they would be

required to be

reviewed by a board

that can give them the

certificate or force

them to restore the

building.

According to Chris

Chun, Chow's spokes-

woman, they have fol-

lowed the appropriate

guidelines for remod-

eling the building and

see no reason for the
t

controversy sur-

rounding this issue.

"In my opinion,

The approval they

gave us is (the certifi-

cate of appropriate-

ness)," Chun said. Ar^..«.«r.«.r
,^ , ,

Arguments
"Durmg the hearing, . , , .

with white

two oldest Duiidmgs m westwood,

was constructed in 1929 by Allison

and Allison, a distinguished tirm

out. But once the whole buildmg is

painted, it will look very cathedral-

like, clean and beautiful," she said.

from a disadvantaged back-

ground.

"(The mentorship program)

appealed to me because I'm really

interested in encouraging kids -

especially minorities - to pursue

higher education," said Acosta,

who was the first in her family to

go to college.

"The problem is that (some of

these kids) don't always know
what options they have," she said.

"Its important for adolescents to

be encouraged if they do have

interests (in certain areas.)"

For Luna, this means pursuing

her childhood dream of becoming

a pediatrician.

"When I was a little girl, I

always liked doctor things - espe-

cially helping little kids," Luna
said. "So I knew I wanted to be a

doctor when I grew up."

With future plans to visit her

mentor at her hospital workplace,

Luna nas so far enjoyed all of the

activities she has shared with

Acosta.

Acpsta said. "She has all the right

qualities to be a pediatrician,

though she has a lot of barriers to

overcome."

These barriers, whether they be

financial, educational, social or

personal, sparked the creation of

the I'ulfillmcnt I'und in 1977 by

Dr. (iary (iitnick, chief of cltge.s-

tive di.seases at the UCLA Medical

Center.

"It was clear that problems in

the inner city were going to

explode and building prisons was

not the answer," Gitnick said.

Hundreds of mentors are now
giving local children the opportu-

nity to pursue highqr education in

this city-wide program that

involves about 70 local schools,

mostly in the L.A. Unified School

District.

Teenagers who demonstrate

educational potential but come
from underprivileged back-

grounds are sought to match up

See MENTORING, page 6

STUDY: Coalition notes

widening racial gap in

home mortgage approvals

By Marcy Gordon
The Associated Press

AARON MICHAEL TOUT

continue over whether covering the old ceramic tile and gold leaf

paint violated the Village Specific Plan.

The HOT

Jazz
PLACE Full Bar

Excellent Food & Wine
Live Music Tues-Sat

No Cover

Big Screen Monday Night Football

1 Free Drink

occo
2930 Beverly Glen Circle

(House wine, weel drinks and beer

only 1 coupon per customer)

with this ad

(in the Glen Center off of Beverly Glen Blvd., just south of Mulhollond)

(310)475-9807 www.roccoinla.com
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AMERICAN
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HEIP

102 Men's Gym (CPO)
3154 Engineering 1 (SOLES)
7349 Bunche Hall (Chavez Center)
Dysktra, Room 406
St. Albin's, 580 Hilgard Avenue
104 Kerckhoff Hall (EXPO Center)
6282 Bunche Hall (Lounge)
407 Kerckhoff Hall (MEChA)
58 Haines Hall (Library)

Jimnny's

University Research Library
118 Kerckhoff Hall (Daily Bruin)
Northern Lights

5310 Rolfe

A-Level Ackerman
(N0ar Student Union Opa)

Canned foods, bottled water.
medicine and supplies are
desperately needed now

For donation location
information.

call X55969. x66452 or
52333

WASHINGTON - While fairness

in mortgage lending has improved in

recent years, much new lending to

African Americans appears to come

from "subprime" home loans with

higher interest rates, a private group

says.

Officials of the National

Community Reinvestment Coalition,

in releasing a study Tuesday, said

they were concerned that after a few

years of progress starting in 1994, the

gap between minorities and whites

being denied home mortgages

widened again in 1996-97. ^

"We see some disturbing things

happening along racial lines," said

John Taylor, the group's president

and chief executive officer. The

NCRC, a liberal group, advocates

federal community-lending laws that

would require banks to set aside

some loans for low-income and

minority communities where they do

business.

The study was based on data sub-

mitted to the federal government by

banks, thrifts and mortgage compa-

nies. It is consistent with a govern-

ment survey issued last summer
showing that financial institutions

are turning down African

Americans, Hispanics and Native

Americans for home mortgage loans

more often than whites, no matter

what their income.

The banking industry maintains

that lenders continue to seek quali-

fied borrowers in minority communi-

ties.

"Lenders have made a very consis-

tent push in serving minorities," said

Judith Knight, director of the

American Bankers Association's

Center for Community
Development.

The recent increases in loan denial

rirtes are likely due to a wider range

of people applying for mortgages,

including many who are not credit-

worthy, she suggested. :_.::..: :;_ljv: _

The new NCRC study also exam-

ined fast-growing subprime home
loans, designed for borrowers with

weaker credit records who are con-

sidered higher risks.

It found that 19 percent of all sin-

gle-family home loans to African

Americans - including mortgages,

refinancing and home improvement
- were subprime, compared with 6.9

percent of such loans to whites and

8.6 percent to Hispanics.

discreetly monitor new

symbol of peace pact

By Mark Lavie

The Associated Press

DAHANIEH, CJaza Strip

Thousands of Palestinians watched

with glee Tuesday as the first

Palestine Airlines flight touched

down at their new Gaza

International Airport - a concrete

sign for Palestinians that their

homeland was one step closer to

statehood.

As crew members waved the

Palestinian flag from the pilot's

window of the Fokker 50, the emo-

tional crowd began a spontaneous

celebration of dance and song set

to last for days.

"The meaning of the airport is

freedom and the feeling that you

are a citizen in a country," Shaban

Khalil, a 47-year-old man from

Gaza City, said jubilantly.

Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat

smiled broadly and flashed a victo-

ry sign on the tarmac as he greeted

each of the seven planes that land-

ed Tuesday. "This is a preparation

for the declaration of the

Palestinian state," he said.

International has one two-mile-

long runway - long enough to

accommodate all but the biggest

jumbo jets.

The one-passenger terminal for

arrivals and departures resembles

an Arabian desert palace with arch-

es and multi-colored Moroccan

tiles and includes a VIP lounge.

In the first weeks, airport opera-

tions will have to rely on some

tmprovisation. Major pieces of

equipment, including those for the

control tower, are still at the Israeli

port of Ashdod. Tuesday's planes

were guided in by a portable con-

trol panel installed in a van.

Israel, which feared a solely

Palestinian-run airport would

mean enemies could land at its

doorstep or smuggle weapons to

the Palestinians, held up the open-

ing for two years over security con-

cerns. - -^..- :--:: ---"-•--- -^ --:-- '^--'-^:

Under the airport agreement

negotiated during last month's

U.S.-sponsored Middle East sum-

mit in Maryland, Israel will contin-

ue to cpntrol the airspace and can

shut down the airport at any time.

With a full-time but discreet

monitoring presence there, Israel

will pre-approve all flight schedules

and passenger lists, although no

WORLD & NATION BRIEFS

Iraq pleads to Arab

nations for support
BAGHDAD - With Iraq facing a new cri-

sis over U.N. arms inspections, the govern-

ment Tuesday pleaded with Arab nations to

help lift U.N. sanctions and thwart British-

American attempts to topple President

Saddam Hussein.

The pleas came in front-page editorials in

state-run dailies and in an article written by a

leading adviser to Hussein, who warned that

British and U.S. attempts to dislodge the Iraqi

leader could destabilize the Middle East.

Also Tuesday, government officials said

Hussein ordered 18 ambassadors replaced,

including the country's U.N envoy. Nizar

Hamdoon The U.N. ambassador's position

will go to Hamdoon's deputy. Saccd al-

Mausawi There was no immediate word on

what post Hamdoon would get

The newspapers alio hmlcd that Iran was

rcsponsiWe for a failrd assassination attempt

Sunday of a top deputy to Hussein.

Iraq usually blames Iran for violent

acts aimed at Hussein's regime.

The latest crisis was prompted by

U.N. chief weapons inspector Richard

Butler's demand for more documents on Iraqi

arms programs.

On Monday, Iraqi officials said their resis-

tance to handing over more documents did not

mean they were not cooperating with U.N.

arms inspectors. They said the country has

turned over all relevant documents to Butler's

U.N. Special Commission, also known as

UNSCOM, which is investigating Iraq's lethal

weapons.

U.N. reports HIV to be

worldwide epidemic
LONDON About 33 million people

around the world arc infected with HIV. two-

thirds of them in sub-Saharan Africa, accord-

mg to estimates in a U N report released

Tuesday.

The report also estimated there

would be 2 million AIDS deaths in

the region by the end of this year, four

times the total for the rest of the world.

"In Botswana, Namibia, Swaziland and

Zimbabwe, current estimates show that

between 20 percent and 25 percent of peopfe

aged 15 to 49 are living with HIV or AIDS,"

said the report released Tuesday by the Joint

United Nations Program on HIV/AIDS and

the World Health Organization.

Nearly 6 million more people will be infect-

ed this year with the virus that causes AIDS,

two-thirds of the cases in Africa, according to

the report.

"Two decades into the AIDS epidemic, we

know better than ever before about preven-

tion, how to persuade people to protect them-

selves, make sure they have the necessary skills

and back-up services, and remove social and

•economic barriers to effective prevention."

said Dr Peter Piot. executive director of the

U.N. program

U.S. corporations

report drop in profits

WASHINGTON - The government

reported the worst drop in corporate profits in

nearly nine years on Tuesday, even as stock

prices hovered near record highs.

Economists predict earnings could fall

again next year and say they fear the market is

vulnerable to another downturn, perhaps

worse than the Dow's 19 percent plummet

between July 17 and Aug. 31.

So why did the Dow Jones industrial aver-

age begin the week by shooting to a record

high?

Many attribute the market's startlingly

swift recovery since early October to a «hort-

sighted focus on recent interest-rate cuts and

on a spate of corporate mergers, including

Tuesday's announcement that America Online

will buy Netscape for S4.2 billion.

Compiled from Qvly Bruin wire reports.
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REQUIREMENTS
From page 1

Pennsylvania State University

first implemented diversity require-

ments in 1990 at the insistence of

both the students and businesses hir-

ing these students out of college.

Employers wanted a work force that

was culturally aware of those it

would be working with, said Harriett

Gaston, undergraduate academic
counselor.

This program was revised in 1994,

so that courses also fulfill require-

ment areas such as general educa-

tion (GE) and major.

For example, a course on the his-

tory of the Balkans could emphasize

diversity and ethnicity, and would

therefore fulfill both diversity and

GE requirements.

Experiential learning activities

such as studying abroad 'Iso may
fulfill the requirement, according to

Penn State's online catalog.

Such courses increase students'

knowledge of the world around
them by teaching them about race,

ethnicity, religion, gender, sexual

orientation or other people's per-

specti\^es, according to Penn Slate's

website.
"^

Eighty percent of those surveyed

also believe that preparing students

to succeed in a diverse world is as

important as teaching technical and
academic skills.

Though voters surveyed support-

ed optional diversity programs over

actual requirements, none offered a

concrete plan of how to teach diver-

sity.

At UCLA only a small percentage

of course enrollments each quarter

are in religious, ethnic and gender

studies courses.

This quarter, according to

UCLA's online schedule of classes,

there were about 2,300 enrollments

in these courses - less than 3 percent

of all enrollments.

Espinoza said that the UCLA
administration has been reluctant to

support a diversity requirement

because of the costs such a change

would incur.

"Having a diversity requirement

would mean providing additional

resources to those areas tl^at focus

on ethnic and diversity issues," he

said.

"The university has not, in the

past, been prepared to make that

kind of commitment."

Though enrollments in cultural

studies courses are low, some UCLA
students support diversity require-

ments.

"It is important that we not only

know the culture we live in, but the

culture that we come from, our iden-

tity," said Thomas Rau, second-year

physiological sciences student and

an officer of the Association of

Chinese Americans.

"When we know where we come
from, we know ourselves better," he

added.

POLICE
From page 1

Senior also said that Lopez refused to give out his badge num-

ber when asked for it by several different people, including

Senior.

*i asked him at least six times for his badge number, and many
other people were asking him, but he wouldn't give it to ahyone,"

he said.

Lopez declined to comment, but Ross did say that Lopez was

acting under the direction of Uribe at the time of the incident.

"Any comment that Officer Lopez would make at this time

would be potentially detrimental," Ross said. "For an ofilcer to

go on the record and say what he did or didn't do could possibly

come back to haunt him."

Ross said that in a case like this, he would encourage Sipila or

anyone who disagreed with UCPD's approach to controlling the

crowd at Saturday's game to file a complaint.

Sipila has not yet filed an official complaint with UCPD but

plans to pursue his lawsuit.

"I'm going to have to look at all the evidence before I decide

what specifically was wrong, but it definitely wa.sn't right." said

"Keith Schulner, Sipila*s attorney. "There are a number ol difler-

ent avenues that can be pursued in this case."

SAA
From page 3

But the crux of the program is the

interaction between students and alumni.

Alumni participating in the program

include district attorney Gil Garcetti;

Howard Welinsky, senior vice-president

of marketing at Warner Brothers; and

Jeff Seymour, president of the SAA and

a UC regent.

Beck-Heyman said student interac-

tion with alumni is beneficial for students

and enjoyable for alumni.

"The alumni are inspiring. They are

mentors," said Abrajano.

Meeting alumni has led to internships

and jobs for several LTP interns, includ-

ing Beck-Heyman. He landed a job at

U.S. Public Technologies, one company
responsible for the cameras that monitor

intersections and photograph traffir virv

lators.

Beck-Heyman was referred to the

company by an alumni he met through

the LTP
"It's not only the people who you

meet," said Beck-Heyman. "It's also the

people they know."

Abrajano pointed at the trips to alum-

ni workplaces as the most enlightening

aspect of the program.

"You don't usually get that kind of

thing at UCLA," he said.

Friedman explained that programs
like the LTP, which focus on minorities,

are necessary with the elimination of

affirmative action. He added that the

UCLA community as a whole can learn

from this example.

"UCLA ought to be an embodiment
of our commitment to high potential stu-

dents," he said.

Abrajano echoed this notion bi^t want-

ed to make clear that everyone in the pro-

gram was overqualified.

"Minority oriented programs are nee.

essary. (But) everyone in the program

was exceptional."

MENTORING
' From page 4

with local professionals as mentors.

In addition, the Fulfillment Fund pro-

vides scholarships as well as college coun-

seling services. These include preparation

for the SAT, college applications and

financial aid applications. This privately

funded organization has produced 1 1 for-

mer mentees who now attend UCLA as

undergraduates.

For her first time ever as a mentor,

Acosta seems to be doing well.

"She's real nice, understanding. She's

there for me, and she's a good adviser,"

Luna said.

Acosta encourages others to volunteer

as mentors for the Fulfillment Fund
because it's revyarding for both the mentor

and the mentee.

^a3>»JHd8 ) art vounp and gnthuBioBtio.

And you absorb their energy," she said.

"You end up making a friend for life."

Sutce t920
TF+E ORIGINAL YELLOW CAB

lAe *7ieuUti6H' C>0Ht£HueA. .

.

1-800-711-TAXI
(8 2 9 4)

STUDENT LEGAL
SERVICES

LANDLORD/

TENANT

HARASSMENT

ROOMMATES

INSURANCE

DIVORCE

CREDIT OR

FINANCUL

AUTO ACCIDENTS

JOB PROBLEMS

CRIMINAL

TICKETS

* • *

Do you need help or information

about a legalproblem?
• • •

We can answer your legal questions
and be your advocate.

Call today for an appointment

825-9894
70 Dodd Hall

Donation Locations: ADVERTISE

JSF]

V^ «

Camed foods,

bottled water,

med(cmeand

supplies are

desperately

needed r)ow

i U VICIIIVQ

NEED.m(//?.HELf>

102Men%Qym(CPO)
3154 Engineering 1 (SOLES)

7340 Bunche Hal (Chavez Center)

Dysktra, Room 406

St Afcin^ 580 HigaRl Avenue
104 Kerckhoff Hal (EXPO Center)

407Kerci<hoffHal(MEChA)

58 Hainee Hal (Ubrary)

«Niiviiy*

Unlvereily Reeearch Ubraiy

118 KercMiofr Hal (Daly BruN
NmHieni Ughto '

5310

Canned foods,

bottled water,

medicine and
supplies are

desperately

needed now

For further information, call

X55969, XG6452 or x52333
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mis HoIidc:iy Scile
UCLA's Fdvorftc lewlery Store

Shane's jewelry
Lay away for
the HoKdays

Known for excellent service,

quality & best prices

Great selection of 14k, 18k,

platinum, silver jewelry great gUts

1065 Broxton
Westwood
(310)208

I Avenue ^CA/ - ^^
Bar _X570 Off

to all students, alumni,
inity & staff
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Performing

Next Week!
Sonos Handbell

Ensemble
Canadian Brasj

Faculty & StafT
Get your PAPC*
Tickets Now!!!
If s 2 for 1

For Info: Call 825 2101

^^:V J^^:..i...

YOUR WEEKLY GUIDE TO ON-CAMPUS ARTS RELATED EVENTS

Films

Zabriskie Point
Directed \)y Michelangelo Antonioni

Diary of Shinjuku Thief

(Shinjuku Dorobo Nikkl)

7:30 pm, James Bridges Theater

$6, general $4, student & seniors

In conjuction with 1968: Cinema in

Revolution.

Additional Info: 206-801

3

Dialogues on Art

Diana Thater with

litzbergF

Daniel Marios and

jean Rasenberger

7 pm, Armand Hammer Museum
Free, First Come-First Served

Diana Thater, organizer of Sampler 2 -

More Videos from Southern California

for Sunshine & Noir, leads a discus-

sion among three video artists in the

exhibition. Using clips from their vid-

eos, the artists talks about their own
works and the future directions of

video art.

Additional Info: 443-7000

Jerry Goldsmith

Public Forum

5:30-7:30 pm,
Schoenberg hiall Auditorium

Free

Academy-Award-winning composer

Jerry Goldsmith will discuss his life

and work in a public forum, and clips

from some of the films he has scored

will be shown. A question and answer

will follow, moderated by Ian Krouse,

vice chair of composition at UCLA.
This program, which is open to the

public, is part of Goldsmith's resi-

dency as a Regents' Lecturer in the

UCLA Department of Music for fall

quarter.

Additional Info: 825-6540

The Student Committeefor the Arts presents

A SOLO PIANO CONCERT

Saturday • December 5 • Royce Hall

A food drive will be held at the performance to support local non-profit organizations that provide food and

emergency assistance to people in need. Please help by bringing non-persihablefood donations to the show.

In concert, George plays songsfrom his upcoming solo piano album, PLAINS, as well as piecesfrom

his recent LINUS & LUCY-THE MUSIC OF VINCE GUARALDI and the compilation CDr
ALL THE SEASONS OF GEORGE WNSTON.

George also continues to inform audiences about the unique and beautifid music known

as Hawaiian slack key guitar, by playing afew solo guitar pieces in this

finger-style tradition from the Hawaiian Islands, which dates back to the early

1800s and predates the steel guitar by over 60 years.

Reserved Tickets $25.00 • $12.00 SCA Tickets (UCLA Students with valid ID)

For tickets information, please call 825-2101

mwmi M. 2

}

Concert

//I

IDOKDfiy, DtC. 2
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Elhnomusicology at UCLA

Afro-Cuban

Music & Dance Recital

Francisco Aguabella, Director

7:i0pm, Ian Fopper Theater

1200 Schoenberg Hall

Free

Students will perform examples of

Afro-Cuban Saniaria music, which

combines Spanish and Yoruba musical

elements. Using the bala and other

Cuban drums, as well as singing, the

group will also present rumbas and

comparsa.

Francisco Aguabella, a leading exjx)-

nent of African-derived Cuban drum-

ming in the United States, came lo the

Elhnomusicology department in fall of

1995 to teach the Afro-Cuban music

ensemble Aguabella has received a

National Heritage Award from the

National Endowment for the Arts arxJ is

the subfecl of the recent documentary

by Les Blank, Sworn lo the Drum

Additional Info: 206-3033

Holiday Concert"

UCLA Chorale, Chamber

Singers, University Chorus,

Philharmonia Orchestra and

Angeles Chorale

8:00pm, Royce Hall

$10 general, $5 students and seniors

Program features Ihe choral movement

from Beethoven's Symphony No. 9, as

well as music of the season.

For Tickets: 825-2101

Fo^wler Museum
On-Going

Exhibitions
BICYCLES
History Beauty. Fantasy

Through January 3. 1999

CRUISIN'. STYLIN'. AND PEDAL

SCRAPIN*
The Art of tt)e Lowrider Bicycle

through January 3. 1 999 '

CORRIDGS SIN FRONTERAS
The Art of a Ballad Tradition in Mexico and

the US
Through February 14, 1999

CONFRONTATIONS. CROSSINGS.

AND CONVERGENCE

Extended' through March 21, 1999

BASKETRY OF THE LUZON

CORDILLERA. PHILIPPINES

Extended' through March 21. 1999

REFLECTING CULTURE
The Francis E Fowler. Jr

CoMKtion of Stiver

rmanent OispUiy

WM^^. m

Cii> and Save!!

The Allowing jnformatton

is a directwy on Now to

find out what'if t^appenJUg

in til« Art5 on carfipt^s

throughout the y^an ftom
museums, to movies, to

live peHbrma«^ces>

Info Ifartf & Wtb Addres^^s:

VCl\Ptrto(mmgAm
InloUne: 325*2101
hB^i(7v</^vw,pe*fofmk^an&,t»cla,€du

Film He TdevWon ArcWv^
lofo tine: 2«6-fliM

UCtA fqMrlerMwewp
Info tine; «25-43^1
Kttp;/AvyA(i@ii^^td<cdu

M«i$lc

\nioMne:

^Kj^i^pits tvtnts^

cecmf<x^ittucU.tK:U.«»du

tdtorail kfhbf$<:mt»mi»$km

ui^«»ct>asucta.ur f J .(fHu

l^t(liltt«M9»r

KeraiMf Art CJfery
::::bjfo Line: ft2S-6564

Infe fin.- 875^388?

Sterfort€<^<awiHt»e lor <t>e Alts

ir^tme: $25-3253

\«f «ieAm & Ardiitecture

ji/Avww.art.ucla.etki

s T u • N rl
coMMirrii
»OK TMI A«T»|

wore
StAONNS

No\N'

'Performing Arts
Privilege Card

Th« PAPC ir»dk«« tt •««i0r for you and a
Quest to B90 soma of the most prestigious

erti«le in the world. PARC offers UCLA faculty

•rtd staff the opportunity to purchase two

tickets to UCLA Performing Arts events for

tfie pHce Of ooel (Based on ifmited avaltatiwty)

For MomrntUm, pit call(31O>02S-21O1

UCXA students can attend events listed In^is box (or less than the

price of a regular stud^t ticket, and the seats are among the best

in the house. Present your current student ID at the Central Ticket

Office (CTO) and ask ior SCA tickets.

For addftional Information on upcoming events, SCA tickets or to

r^eive a PAPC or brodwre, calt (310) 825^21 01

.

titm^Mkeh, pn lf> fitf ev^M. to rrkm te pVier^^fli At tktit ofeveiU.

DATI mH\
fAPC
PRICE

FAPC
ON SAtf

12/4 LACO(R) $ 8 542 now
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j
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VIEWPOINT
Monday

Are you afraid of the

telephone? Considering

the evils out there,

maybe you should be.

viewpoint@media.ucia.edu

EorroraAL

Society should

build awareness

of hate crimes

PREJUDICE: Citizens must report incidents

to enforce intolerance of racial prejudice

Recent tragedies have spawned a nationwide dialogue on

hate crime prosecution. The nature and the motivations

behind such crimes against specific, targeted groups necessi-

tate greater punishments. Hate crimes can terrorize entire

communities; therefore, every citizen has a civic duty to rec-

ognize such crimes and report them when they occur.

There is a common misconception that higher penalties

for hate crimes confer special treatment upon minority

groups. In actuality, hate crime laws exist to protect even a

white, heterosexual male; these laws protect any person who
could be the victim of a hate crime.

Qassism takes heart out of cohesive campus

1 he state ot California detmes a hate crime as any cnmi-

nal act or attempted criminal act directed agafhst a person

or group.based on the person's "race, color, religion, nation-

ality, country of origin, ancestry, disability or sexual orienta-

tion." Though the recent death of Matthew Shepard has

engendered a greater awareness of hate crimes inflicted on

homosexuals, the leading motivation behind hate crimes in

Los Angeles is race, according to the Los Angeles Police

Department.

California state law draws a distinction between hate

crimes and other crimes, such as robbery and manslaughter;

the state establishes a more severe punishment for hate

crime perpetrators whereby misdemeanors motivated by

hate are sometimes prosecuted as felonies.

Hate crime offenders face more severe penalties than

other criminals because they maliciously commit acts with

the intent to threaten both the victim and the particular

group to which he or she belongs. In Texas, three white

males killed James Byrd, an African American man, who
they chained to the back of their pickup truck and dragged

for two and a half miles. In Wyoming, two young men tied

Matthew Shepard, a young gay student, to a fence, pistol-

whipped his face, and eventually beat him to death. In 1996,

a UCLA alumnus and former Vietnamese Student Union

leader, Thien Minh Ly, was stabbed to death by a member of

a white supremacy gang.

These crimes, which affected entire communities, may
not have occurred if the perpetrators had not been preju-,

diced.

Efforts are being made to educate people on hate crimes.

The LAPD has created new training program that teaches

officers precisely what crimes are classified as hate crimes.

On campus, the Undergraduate Student Association

Council (USAC) also hopes to educate students on hate

crimes with the Hate Crimes Prevention Campaign.

Currently, USAC's efforts are still in the developmental

stage.

For 1998, 500 hate crime cases have been reported in Los

Angeles; in 1997, at UCLA, only one crime was reported.

The small number of hate crimes reported are not believed

to reflect the actual number of crimes committed.

Though the shame that is often associated with hate

crimes might pneveat n victim from reporting such a drime,

the predominate reason hate crimes go unreported is that

many victims, witnesses, and even police oHicers, do not

reooffiize that^crime motivated by prejii^ce even

occurred.

It is unfortunate that it took the tragic deaths of James

Byrd, Matthew Shepard and Thien Minh Ly to generate a

greater awareness of hate crimes. Hate crime laws cannot be

enforced without the active participation of the state's citi-

zens. These laws ar; futile unless we send a clear message to

hate crime perpetrators: Crimes motivated by prejudice will

not be tolerated.

Editorial Board

CATEGORIES: Focusing on

socioeconomics neglects

issues like racism, sexism

Amid the spectre of "racism,"

"sexism" and "homophobia"

emerges a bizarre and nonsensi-

cal new entry into the battle over sensi-

tivity.

To the undiscriminating observer,

"classism" may seem as valid an evil as

abject bigotry. But on closer examina-

tion, this most recent attempt by the

campus left to fragment and torture the

naturally cohesive UCLA student body

is simply pathetic.

In short, "classism"

is a paper tiger: an

irrelevant end

derived from failed

logic and played up

to extreme levels.

Oneof the things

that I have found

most profound is

ish.

First of all, even in the most general

terms, the notion of class is a really, real-

ly stupid premise upon which to rest any

sort of grandiose theories jof social ten-

dencies. A basic example: communism.
Communists liked to talk about class

a lot, and they even based their entire

politico-economic philosophy on class.

This philosophy was followed to the let-

ter until the mighty nations fell amid

unnu.Tibered masses crying, "Wow, now
we're all part of a disgruntled, oppressed

lower class - this sucks!"

And as if this weren't proof enough

that classism as an academic construct is

ridiculous, one only needs to look to the

headlines to see more thoroughly con-

vincing proof that classism is an invalid

premise.

For instance, right now the United

States is being run by a backwoods,

razorback-wrestlin' bubba hand-in-hand

with a Harvard-educated senator's son.

Guess which one's the cash-hungry

power-slut and which one's the mild tem-

pirid fam ily man try ing to savi th» —

sist's view) are typically ruthless tyrants,

one can see here that it just doesn't work

like that.
"

^

-Likewise, the ousted conservative

prime minister of Britain, known for his

adherence to fewer government hand-

outs and state-owned enterprise, was a

primary school dropout. Former prime

minister John Major grew up amid the

poverty incorrectly assurhed to mesh

seamlessly with certain working-class,

anti-business rebelliousness. Can classist

analysis explain reality? Sources point to

no.

So, you may ask, "What does any of

this international communist-British-hill-

billy conspiracy have to do with me, the

red-blooded, livin'-in-the-city, spendin'-

$8-for-eight-ounces-of-orange-juice-at-

Treetop student?"

Plenty.

First of all, students should remember

that crackpot ideas come from two

places: Washington, D.C., and elite

American universities. That there is sel-

dom an objection raised when "classism"

Daniel
.
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the relative unim-

portance of socioe-

conomic status.

This may seem

incomprehensible

to the average UC student. And after lis-

tening to the brouhaha over socioeco-

nomic status and its relation to affirma-

tive action for the past (seemingly) bil-

lion years, it would be easy to think oth-

erwise.

As a case in point, I first met a friend

of mine from the class of 1997 in an

honor's collegium course during my
freshn\an year. It was only after he had

graduated that someone pointed out to

me that that friend is in fact heir to one

of the larger fortunes in the world.

Contrary to the classmeisters' assump-

tions, I had no inkling of his monetary

status just from knowing and talking to

him.

Likewise-, it debunks the classist

manifesto that I was completely sur-

prised to discover that another of my
friends from the class of '97 lived in a

neighborhood that most people consid-

er unsafe to visit after dark.

Neither of these two friends acted

"rich" or "poor" - in fact, very few

people do.

Most individuals have talents, inter-

ests and weaknesses fundamentally

shaped by their G-d-given personalities

and innate preferences. People are not

walking, talking stereotypical repre-

sentatives for their respective socioe-

conomic groups; saying otherwise

might be offensive were it not so fool-

Inlender is a third-year psychobiology

student He can be reached al diri-

lende^da.edu.

wilderness. If you're a

classist, you're the

proud owner of

one very incor-

rect answer.

Although the

"upper class-

es" (inaclas-

See INLENDER, page 10

Time is running out. Apply to be a

Viewpoint columnist.

Applications are due this upcoming Monday, and can be

picked up at 118 Kerckhoff Hall (the Daily Bruin ofRce). Your

completed applications should be returned to Andrea Perera's

mailbox at the Daily Bruin office by or before 5 p.m.
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LETTERS

UCLA has

inept form

for evaluations
Your article "Promotions,

tenures depend on accurate stu-

dent evaluations" (Nov. 18).

which quoted me, also quoted

Teresa Dawson-Munoz of the

Office of Instructional

Development (OID) saying,

"National literature ... suggests

that there are no correlations

between teachers giving high

grades and students giving them

high evaluations." It further quot-

ed English chair Tom Wortham

calling such correlations a

"myth."

In fact, though, a study pub-

lished a year ago in the American

Psychological Association's jour-

nal (and reported in the major

media) did show a correlation

between inflated grades and more

favorable evaluations. It also dis-

cussed how this problem could be

avoided, but only if universities

design their evaluation systems

with care.

UCLA has never done that, lis

evaluation forms arc among the

crudest in use anywhere (they

don't even ask, for mstance.

whether mstructors challenge stu-

iknX a mltf ikcluaHv) . and the offi i, t;

"WMVWMWifmNiiVMwmMMH.

Senate's Council on

Academic Personnel

- at least when deal-

ing with non-tenured undergradu-

ate instructors - seize on evalua-

tions in simple-minded and reduc-

tionistic ways, reading them high-

ly selectively in support of their

own agendas.

The bad results of this go

beyond grade inflation. Since stu-

dents are more likely to form neg-

ative opinions of a class to the

degree that they are disengaged

from it - uninterested, absent, or

otherwise preoccupied - the effect

of the present system is greatly to

exaggerate the opinions of poorer

students over those of better and

more attentive ones. The system,

in short, underwrites administra-

tors' laziness (or worse), and ulti-

mately works to subvert the uni-

versity's own professed values.

Jeff Smith

Lecturer

Writing Programs

Drafting only

men example of

blatant sexism
My applause to Lisa Silver

("Ve.stig^s of chivalry seen in

war," Nov. 23) for pomting out

th.' .iiv,. rimir-iMlKM-i in the ;>ll m:ilo

How to write an effective opinion piece

Dawson-Munoz works for. OID,

regularly crunches numbers from

them without subjectmg these

even to the most basic tests to

make sure they're statistically

valid.

Asked about this, OID passes

the buck to departments, which in

turn pass the buck back to OID as

publisher of the form. No o*"

ever seriously tries to justif>

UCLA's system, despite numer-

ous critiques from me and others

and the vast research literature

that Dawson-Munoz misrepre-

sents. Instead, departments like

Wortham's; and the Academic

draft. Of the 58,()()() names on the

Vietnam Memorial, only eight are

female. And that number is an ,

understatement, because more

vets committed suicide since the

war than died in the war, and

many survivors are among the

homeless, who are 85 percent

male. The common response that

"men make war" is hardly sup-

ported by polls that show, for

instance, that 76 percent of

women favored sending troops to

the CJulf War. To quote Dr.

Warren Farrel ("The Myth of

See LETTERS, page 11

COLUMNISTS: Joining Viewpoint staff is

easy with help of convenient template

You Viewpoint readers have probably noticed that

the editorial staff is currently accepting applica-

tions for Viewpoint columnist for the next quarter.

Perhaps you have thought to apply After all, you must

have something to say, something to inspire or influence

your fellow Bruins. Perhaps your views transcend minor

campus concerns and you have some-

thing to sway opinion in this great big

world of ours.

Assuming you are a regular

Viewpoint reader, you have probably

already come to the conclusion that

you are better cut out for Viewpoint

writing than most of the people cur-

rently doing the job. After all. we

Viewpoint columnists are a bunch of

petty controversialists and inane ram-

blers. You can do better. You should

apply-

Despite your wealth of ideas and

confidence in your skill, however, you

may not have the time. To put in the time on a column des-

tined for publication is one thing, but to spend all of that

time w;orking on a sample for your application is another.

The editors might fail to recognize your gertius, and then

where would you be?

1 feel your pain, and I want to help. Below you will find

a template for a dynamite Viewpoint column, one sure to

win you a lucrative position on next quarter's columnist

stall Just fill in the appropriate parts of speech to turn my

rough guideline into your unique masterpiece, l-or greatest

originality, it may help to have a friend read off the cate-

gories and fill in the words I'c^r sou, tec! free \o embellish

Patrick

Friel

reading this paper - a frequent mistake - and found

(Viewpoint columnist)'s essay on the subject. Well, it would

be no exaggeration for me to say that this column was a

(really nasty and certainly exaggerated description of a misr

guided Viewpoint column).

Where do (the columnist) and (his or her) friends at

(unpopular political or religious group) get the nerve to

spread these sorts of lies?

Not only were the conclusions of this piece (really, really

nasty and unbelievably exaggerated description), but the

arguments did not even make sense. Has (the columnist)

never taken a basic course in (academic subject)? (He or

she) is certainly a fool, but (he or she) is an even bigger fool

to lack even the basic facts on this matter.

I could continue to pick on (the columnist), but that

would be a little too easy. Instead, 1 shall give the real story

on (the issue).

Perhaps this will help deal with the ignorance. First of

all, the (members of a political group) exaggerate some of

the problems. According to (controversial, but not com-

pletely unpopular political or religious group), there were

(number) cases of (noun) in 1997, and only (number) cases

of (noun). Now should we really believe (the columnist)'s

friends when they claim that the problem is "out of con-

trol"? Yes* one case of (noun) is one too many, but as

things are now. we need not fear for our liberty

My opposition's ridiculous arguments have an obvious

See FRIEL, page 11

M>rjO //- ''-fe

as you see tit.

It seems as though (important political/social issue) has

become pretty important these days. My (academic sub-

ject) professor has been spending a lot of time trying to get

the class interested in the relevant issues. I need only open

up a newspaper to find the likes of (celebrity) and (another

celebrity) giving the tired position which pundits have put

forth since the dawn of time. Of course, the classroom dis-

cussions my professor has fostered have been tinged with

typical student apathy, and all of those op-ed pieces in

(major newspaper) seem a little distant from the UCLA
experience. I know that this is supposed to be important,

but I thought I was the only Bruin to pay much mind to the

matter.

Well. I was recently proved wrong. Last week 1 was

Friel is a graduate student in mathematics. He welcomes com-

ments at pfriel@math.ucla.edu.
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TWO-ITEM COMBO: BACK PHO' SECONDS
By Rickmond Wong

DAILY BRUIN
118 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza

Los Angeles, CA 90024

, (310) 82S 9898
http://www,dailybfuin.ucJa.edu

Unsigned editorials represent » majority

op«nion of the Daily Bruin Editorial Board

All other colurrSns. letters and artwork

represent the opinions of their authors

Ail submitted material must bear the

author s r^ame, address, telephone num
ber, re9ittration number or affiliation

with UCLA Names will not be withheld

except in extreme cases

The Brum complies with the

Communication Boards policy pro

hibiting the publication of articles that

perpetuate derogatory cultural or eth

nif stereotypes

When multiple authors submit

material, some names may br kept on

file rather than published with the

material. The Brum reserves the right to

edit submitted rrsatenal and to deter

mine its placement m the paper All

lubmiSMons become the property of

The Brum The Communications Board

has a media grievance procedure for

resolving complaints against any of its

publications For a copy of the com
plete procedure. contact the

Publications office «• M8 Kerckhoff

Hall
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ATERING
>4WV SIZE ANY EVENT. ANY TIME

$20
Special Student and Staff Discount SfjfR
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1 093 Broxton Ave #2 1 8 (3 1 0) 208-3333 jjSft

In Westwood Village, above the Wherehouse lUJSa) DELIVERY or PICK UP

10% DISCOUNT
on any catering order

with this coupon.
axp l,'l5/99

(310)209-1070
951 Westwood Blvd.
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Student Welfare
Commission

has available Director, Assistant
Director, and Staff positions in the

following committees:

recycle]

•SUPPLY*
SERGEANT
ARMY NAVY

AIDS Awareness
UCLA Blood Drive

Campus Retention

Campus Safety

Eki I94f)

JUNGLE BOOTS
REC
$29 "

VlffTNAMTYM
IMPO«nO
MOTS

swc
STUDENT WELFARE

\

COMMtSaiON

Health and Fitness

Multicultural Awareness

Nutritional Health

Sexual Assault Awareness

Substance Abuse Awareness
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call Student Welfare Commission ah

(310) 825-7586
or- visit SVJC af 404A Kerckhoff Hcill ok af

http : / /student8 . asucla .ucla • edu/SWC
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UNDERGRADUATE

STUDENTS
ASSOCIATION

COUNCIL
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*> CAL
OTHER
SIZES 50 $e.98

*

• 3 tA. *AVAILABLE CAL.

CI SURPLUS

4 Pocket Jacket
S0% Cotton

6 Pocket Pants
S0% Nylon
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7pm - 10pm on Wednesday, Dec. 2nd
A FREE Roller Come SKATE

for AIDS
' AWARENESS!

Skating Rink in

Ackerman ^
Grand ^
Ballroom!

STUDENTS __

COUNCIL 2

i>

Come join U8 in this unique opportunity to

rollerskate in Ackerman Grand Ballroom with lots

of music, food, and fun! You can rent rollerskates or

rollerblades OR you can bring your own. Bring your

friends to this party on skateslll

Any questions? Coll SWC of (310) 825-7586

ARMY REISSUE
^*^'*^

Hollvflll

Light weight I

Carrying Case'
Cover included I

over aooo ieems
oe50% O
in our Sale Section
Burbank Store Only

^ Largest
" Stock of:
Emblems A

Security Badge
C.I. ALUMINUM

* Extra Larg* Surwiiral Box
^ With heavy duty clasps ideal for

earthquake survival equipment storage

"^ $Z0.95

INLENDER
From page 8

is thrown in right next to "racism"

on the long list of latter-day evils that

end in *'-ism" means that as rational

citizens, most of us are not doing our

jobs - namely looking askance at

people who spout nonsensical ideas.

Frankly, as students at one of the

great, potential bad-idea-in-a-fancy-

wrapper factories of planet Earth,

simply allowing UCLA's amassed

tenured faculty to throw our col-

lege's reputation around like an

intellectual Frisbee is unacceptable.

When the Frisbee lands in the mud,

it's our problem; if classism becomes

the next new soda, I'd like to see

UCLA's name squeaky clean of col-

lective academic blame.

Second, if I was a little harsh on

the faculty just then, I'll even the

score up a little: the classism myth is

being pushed just as much by mis-

guided students as misguided faculty.

Why is this a problem? Put two and

two together; all UCLA students are

within three and three-quarters years

of becoming the proud owner of a

prestigious diploma, the great inter-

national high-wage meal ticket.

If you are hearing about the class

divide between UCLA students, you

Hang out with people

you like regardless qL
socioeconomic

. background.

39
Wmsrxii'Wwt Approx isir)i

*

*

*

DIAMETER *

Waterproof*
TALL «

ISSUE

* /^W^ 7" DIAM
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are hearing about the class divides

among thousands of people immi-

nently capable of receiving a "Get

out of low-wage job free" card.

A UCLA student worrying about

class differences is like someone fret-

ting over who gels the fullest little

bag of peanuts on the 747 flight to

Xanadu. Wc are lucky to be at

UCLA because, chances are, most

of us are going to do well. Quit fid-

geting - accept the truth: living with-

out a car and having to do $4,500

worth of work a year isn't so brutal

that it drives reasonable people to

insanity within four years (well, as

long as that person isn't me anyway).

So what does all of this mean? A
couple of things.

120 MM <S*
* STOtACE CONTAJNER

EA ^
PUtIK

MfUl

REISSUE
$fi98

From 6
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$
now 8.95
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SANTA MONICA
tas« Lincoln Blvd.
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For starters, when people start

talking about classism, either tune

them out immediately, or (better yet)

feel free to interrogate them on the

subject. It likely will take only a few

questions to elicit a stumble or obvi-

ous breach of logic from your local

class-backer.

The person you're talking to is

probably only mentioning classism

because he or she has consistently

heard that term thrown into intellec-

tual discussions between "racism"

and "homophobia" (two actual vices

of modern society) on the list of

"things that politically active

American citizens fought this year."

This is how pseudo-intellectual

drivel spreads. Help stop the tide.

Secondly, continue to do what

UCLA students have consistently

done since I've matriculated - hang
out with people you like regardless

of socioeconomic background. Do
fun things together that do not

require vast sums of liquid cash.

My freshman year, I was the envy
of all dorms because I lived in the

posh Sunset Village. But there was
no reason for this jealousy; if you
were to stroll around the other resi-

dent halls, you would be hardly

amazed to see people having fun

throwing a Frisbee around, watching

TV in dorm lounges, and messing

around on public e-mail computers
It IS free It is human nature It is

the reason why class does not divide

UCLA and why classism is a philo^

of^y destined for the intellectual

tnish heap
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FRIEL
From page 9

genealogy. The (plural noun) would

like to have us believe that (historical

figure) is their intellectual (grandfa-

ther or grandmother). Yes, this

revered (nationality) thinker may
have uttered a few of (his or her)

famous aphorisms on this subject,

and taken out of their historical con-

text they do look flattering to the

other side. These views, however, can-

not be taken at face value these days.

They were put forth back in the (num-

ber)th century, a time when (good

social institution) was the exception

and (bad social institution) was the

rule.

People did not even have the bene-

fit of (scientist)'s paradigm-shifting

theories. Could (the historical figure)

have said such things in our modern

world of (technological gadget, plur-

al) and infomercials?

No, the real source for all of this

trouble came in (year) with the publi-

cation of (a book you jusit know you

would hate, even though you have

never read a single page of it). I

remember that when I read this book,

I was filled with nothing but disgust.

Politics was saner when this (really,

really, really nasty description) "intel-

lectual work" first came out, ahd it

was ignored inside the Beltway.

Somehow it started a grass roots

movement, though, one which has

recently reached its culmination.

Now Congress is filled with (ani- .

CONGRATULATIONS
to the members of the 1998- 1 999

UCLA Bruin Belles Service Association
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wal speclei;, plural) who daini that:

(the book) should be required reading

among their ranks.

Perhaps we can only wait for cool-

er heads to prevail. In the meantime,

though, we believers in (a virtue)

should not cave in. I realize that lis-

tening to an extremist like (evil politi-

cian) on this subject is about as wise

as listening to ("Friends" cast mem-

ber), but not all politicians are so

(really, really, really, really nasty

description).

Take the view espoused by (not-so-

evil politician), for example. I think

this view is perfectly correct in identi-

fying an ethical responsibility to

(verb) our (plural nouns). I would

hope that such a sensible idea could

be better executed, but with people

like (the columnist) all around us, this

might be too much to hope for.

So there you have it, the perfect

Viewpoint column. It has everything:

controversy, mild coherence, passable

grammar, slight cogency and erro-

neous factual information put in for a

sense of false credibility. It even uses

the word "paradigm" (that should

impress your friends). The piece is so

vituperative that it should win a nifty

position as a Thursday columnist (see

the application for more details). It is,

however, a bit short. You will need to

add some length, and the best way to

do this is to include an anecdote from

your life which is only slightly rele-

vant to the topic. If you do not have

the time to do this, however, you

should not worry.

Now use this template to generate

two sample columns. Print them out,

take them to the Daily Bruin office,

grab an application, dash off a few

answers to its questions, and submit

what you have. Just make sure to do

all of this by Monday, or a great

opportunity will be lost.

I look forward to reading your

columns!

LEHERS
From page 9

Male Power"): "Registering all our

"tS-year-old sons for the draft m the-

event the country needs more sol-

diers is as sexist as registering all our

18-ycar-old daughters for child-bear-

ing in the event the country needs

more children
"

RATHFinOER presents

Mentadent

JANUS

SANTA MONICA - CIVIC AUDITQf^tM|M

Saturday, Dec. 12- 8:00 \^
Irvine Barclay Theatre at U.C.I. Nov. 27 6:30 & 9S30

Irvine Barclay Theatre at U.C.I. Nov. 28 6:00 & 9:00

Long Beach Terrace Theater-Convention Ctr. Nov. 29 7:00

Costa Mesa Orange County P.A.C. Dec. 3 8:00

Pasadena Civic Center • Dec. 4 8:00

Laguna Beach Laguna Beach H.S. Artists Theater Dec. 5 6:00 & 9:00

Fullerton Plummer Aud. at Fullerton H.S. Dec. 6 7:00

Malibu New Malibu Theater Dec. 10 6:00 & 9:00

Redondo Beach Redondo Union High School Auditorium Dec. 1

1

6:30 & 9:30

Thousand Oaks The Fred Kavll Theatre Dec. 1

3

8:00

FREE LIFT TICKET TO SNQW SUMMIT!
Everyone attending FREERIDERS will receive a certificate for a

FREE special spring skiing lift ticket to Snow Summit!*

Tickets available at TicketMaster, selected Sport Chalet stores, and

theater box offices.

For discounts on groups of 10 or more call (800) 729-3456. Each

group order will receive the "Making of FREERIDERS" video and the

multi-media CD-ROM "Behind the Scenes" FREE with each group order!
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(IIS) 4««aMa • (714) 740>4000
(•OS) ••» 1700 • (Aiv) aao Tixt

Warren Miller prefen

SNOW
SUMMIT liWffaSilf
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www.warreniniHer.cmn *Some re^trtctions «ppiy
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ARTS ENTERTAINMENT
Happy Thanksgiving

It's time to sit down, eat a big bird, and

relax before cramming for finals. So

have a happy Turkey Day from all your

friends on the A&E staff.

Wednesday, November 25, 1998

Voyage to wacky world

of TV's Jerry Springer

FILM: Icon for prostitutes, cheating lovers everywhere

makes movie debut with satire of notorious talk show

By MiduMi Rosen-Molina

Daily Bruin Contributor

As ritualized as Kabuki theater,

everyone knows what to expect from

"The Jerry Springer Show."

Someone's wife wants to be a call girl,

the guy's really a girl, and someone else

throws a chair. If the movie based on

the popular talk show fails in one cru-

cial aspect, it is that not once -out of all

the audience shots in the movie - does

anyone stand up and say, "You got to

dump his ho ass and get yourself a real

man."

This is far from the only thing wrong

with "Riingmaster." The fun part of

"Jerry Springer" is that it gives people

campy comedy in this premise, but the

film has no follow-through. Events

happen randomly, people sleep

around, there's a completely non

sequitur airplane rap scene, and Jerry

sort of floats around in the back-

ground. Blow jobs complete with com-

ical sucking noises are only funny so

many times.

The guests are all ugly caricatures

but somehow we're supposed to sym-

pathize with them. Maybe the film-

makers were trying to make some

point because the only marginally

decent person, Willie, ends up taking

the most abuse. Luckily, everything

works out' fine in the end and everyone

goes home happy, despite the fact that

the dunce lu muck l eal-li fc id iots In nothing ha.i changed ami thut Jerry:

making a fictionalized movie,

"Ringmaster" deprives its audience of

this pleasure.

Tliere's plenty

of gratuitous .._^^__^^___
swearing and

some brief nudity

but the sad part is

that it's neither as

interesting nor as

outrageous as the

stuff you see on

the show. I1ie les-

bian stripper

scene is rather

funny, but it's so

close to the reali-

ty of the show

that it's hardly

satire.

The film's threadbare plot tells the

story oftwo groups of typical puests on

"The Jerry Show." Angel Zorzak

(Jaime Pressly) is a white trash

nymphomaniac having an affair with

her stepfather Rusty (Michael

Dudukoff), niuch to the dismay of her

donut-mobile mom Connie (Molly

Hagan) and dim-witted fiance Willie

(Ashley Holbrock).

Meanwhile, shrieking Starletta

(Wendy Raquel Robinson) discovers

that her unfaithful boyfriend Demond
(Michael Jae White) has been sleeping

with her two best friends, Vonda

(Tangie Ambrose) and Leshawnette

(Nicki Micheaux). And it's all up to

producers Troy (William

MacNamara) and Natalie (Dawn
Maxey) to deal with their guests' feud-

ing. No Neo-Nazis or vampires,

though.

There's a lot of potential for great

Instead of giving us the

Jerry we've come to

know and love, it paints

him as a sort of hero

of the proletariat,

giving the oppressed

underclass a forum.

really hasn't done anything.

"Ringmaster" is either the most sub-

tly ironic or the most blatantly self-serv-

ing movie ever

made. Instead of
"^"""""""""""^^

giving us the

Jerry we've come

to. know and love

(the shameless

trashmonger who
knows how awful

he is), it paints

him as a sort of

hero of the prole-

tariat, giving the

oppressed under-

class a forum for

their complaints.

It's hard to

decide how to

read the film's portrayal of Springer

himself. One minute he's protecting

rednecks, the next, in a twist you'll see

coming a mile away, he's humiliating

his producer on national television.

In a completely pointless scene,

Jerry waxes philosophical, remember-

ing all his glorious accomplishments.

His checkered past is completely

glossed over. Disguising Springer as

Jerry Fwrelly is a pathetically obvious

attempt to defiect this inevitable criti-

cism.

"Ringmaster" shows us many new

sides of Jerry; Jerry the sympathetic

ear; Jerry the love machine; Jerry the

singing cowboy; Jerry the benevolent

protector of all trailer trash every-

where. Really.

And after all's been said and done,

we're assured that Jerry will always be

there to fight for truth, justice and the

American way. Amen.

AflPM.»'i \ nt»"lHiHf'<»»(il

Nkki MichMux (left) and Tangie AmbroM (right) flank Jwry

as Jerry Farrelly in his r^ew movie, "Ringnfiaster."

Hop
Like an Andy Warhol

for the '90s, artist

Burton Morris infuses

today's cultural images

with rnmmprrinl nnnp.nl

on

Pop
By Katherine Kelly

Daily Bruin Contributor

The three-dimensional painting, "American Pop,"

explodes in front of the viewer. It is the symbol of

what artist Burton Morris is trying to do to pop art in

the 1990s. Keeping pace with the technology and

fast-moving bodies around him, Morris is creating a

new genre of art called "New Pop Art."

"We are calling this new pop art, rather than the

typical pop art," Morris says. "It is like pop art with

a contemporary twist."

This allows Morris to define the 1990s without

being directly associated with older pop artists and

making it quite clear that the purpose of pop art is to

portray an era.

Morris's artwork is currently on display at the

Wolfryd-Selway Fine Art gallery through Dec. 12.

The exhibit encompasses many famous pieces, such

as the steaming coffee cup from NBC's "Friends."

With images as recognizable as this, he is having

quite an impact on American culture.

David Galgano, co-owner of The Wolfryd-Selway

art gallery, compares him to another famous artist

saying, "What Andy Warhol did in the 1960s, Morris

is doing in the 1990s - basically freezing icons of our

time that are meaningful."

This is evident from stepping into the gallery,

where many of his paintings seem disturbingly famil-

iar and for good reason. Along with the "Friends"

coffee mug are such pieces as the gumball machine

entitled, "Penny a Pop,' "Exploding Toaster" and

"American Pop," which is a red^ white and blue pop-

corn box.

Another aspect of his success and recognizability

is because of his corporate appeal, i ompanies such

as American Express, Honda. McDonald's,

Microsoft, Sony and Warner Brothers are among
his clients. This broadens the scope ^ Morris' work

from traditional art to commercial an as well.

Morris agrees that his success i^ constant mar-

keting, half luck, half where you are and who buys

your work. Building your name and getting your

work out there for people to see is alMi essential."

This artist has no qualms; he feei^^ no sorrow that

his success is based largely on his marketability. His

success and marketability are only a reflection of

what his art and the 1990s symbolize

The familiarity of Morris is a large part of his

attraction, says Galgano. "It has a certain appeal

because it is the here and now. People can really iden-

tify with the artwork."

Phil Selway, co-owner of the Well r-d-Selway Fine

Arts, says, "It is very impressive that he has been

able to capture so many different types of imagery. I

think the next step for him will be thai he will become

a very well-known name."

As time changes, so does people > perspective of

society. As Warhol documented tiie 1960s with

famous works such as "Campbell Soup Cans" and

Keith Haring documented the AIT^S strife of the

1980s, Morris is documenting the !^^90s obsession

MANDY SIU

Artist Burton Morris presents a piece entitled "Buy Low/Sell High," one of his works now on exhibit.

with materialism and possessions.

American worship of money and possessions is no

better displayed than in a three-painting series

called, "Herd on the Street." The pieces depict "The

Bull," "The Bear" and "The Buck." The vivid series

portrays a bull charging'and blowing steam out of his

nose; "The Bear" big-clawed and bearing his teeth at

the viewer; and "The Buck" with a bright yellow

background. Red and green dollar signs seeming to

atfnoSt to pop off the page, tempting the viewer.

With the success of his paintings, Morris has been

offered some very lucrative assignments. Most

recently, he was the official artist of the 1998 World

Cup Soccer games. And, in the future, he will be tak-

ing on the daunting project of being the official artist

of the upcoming Winter and Summer Olympics.

In the meantime, Morris plans to view videotapes

of past Olympics "to generate ideas," a departure

from his usual methods of inspiration.

"Usually, I use everyday inspiration all over -

everything around us," Morris says.

In addition to the projects that Morris has been

hired to do, he says, "What 1 am trying to do is to

constantly be designing and creating, building up my
name. As I keep progressing, I want to see my art-

work in many forms, mediums and sizes."

By continuing to develop his art, Morris says, "I

hope I move into other mediums - more retail, larg-

er canvases, murals, eventually working towards

sculpting."

As an artist, Morris seems to be destined for

longevity because of his commercial demand and his

desire to grow. He wants to make sure, however, that

his art is not lost in commercialism. In keeping this

perspective, Morris is likely to make his name one

that is remembered for his paintings of the 1990s,

much like Haring defined the 1980s and Warhol

defined the 1960s.

ART: Burton Morris's "American Pop" is on display at

the Wolfryd-Selway Fine Art Gallery on Melrose Drive

through Dec.l 2. For information call (310)657-1711.

Indie bands score legions of new fans with songs at Pinch Hit Explosion
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Ron Cambra, drummer for Pinwheel,

performs at the indie Explosion

MUSIC: Groups like Pinwheel spin

out of control, fuse multiple genres

into eclectic melodies at The Gig

By Stacy Sare

Daily Bruin Contributor

Why would anybody want to stay home when they

could have been rocking to the great origmal bands play-

ing for the Pinch Hit Records Indie Explosion event at

"The Gig" Saturday night?

At first, the scene was fairly hanging and mellow, but

before midnight, the club had about 300 people moving

in and out.

The chib's ambiance was cool and comfy A bar was

located directly behind the dance floor and on wall-to-

wall sofas toward the back, loads of people lounged,

kicked back and enjoyed the tunes Interestingly enough.

the club even had a wall designated

for cigar art.

The crc^wd was eclectic and

ranged frtmi about 21- to 40-year-

olds who wore just about everything

from black leather jackets and but-

ton-down shirts to blue jeans and

tight black dresses.

But what about the music? The

bands bcuan at 9:15, starting with

Pinwheel ——^
The siuiud oJ Pinwheel spins —

—

—
back to an XOs influence. These mild-mannered looking

dudiss wore Nuits, lies, and had cropped hair and a cool

pop soumi

ViKalisi lohn Surge tried to stir up the audience mem-

bers (wh(> mostly moved their heads up and tapped their

heels to the beat ol the music) by saying, "There's going

to be someone to break this wooden floor It's going to

happen tonight, so be the first
"

Audience members ...

were screaming "Yeah!"

and"Whoarasthey

raised a fan in the air

to crowd surf.

Pinwheel then played, among

other songs, "Everything," "Once

Upon A Lie" and "Superball."

The second act was Gift Horse,

which blended together pretty tight

harmonies and played good rock

'n' roll. Although they lacked stage

presence, the instrumental flew,

and its encore song, "Small," had

excellent baselines.

But the band that woke every-

_i__^_ _L.^_ body up was Even Rude, which

Ignited the kind of pumped-up energy that could wake

your great, great, great grandparents and get them

groovin' out of the grave The band's sound fused hip-

hop with rock and occasionally had a ska influence

Chris King on vocals, with spiked hair that could prob-

ably cut your fingers if you got too close, had a knack f i)r

exating the crowd Soon, audience members on the

dance floor were screaming "Yeah'" and "Whoa!" a&

they raised a fan in the air to crowd surf. The band's

music was as unpredictable as its costume changes; from

King's bright red sequin cape, his cowboy getup and

sparkling chrome sunglasses to the band members' funky

hats. Even Rude played songs like "Litany," "Smooth"

and "Super Duper Funkin' Groovin' Fuzzy Wuzzy

Loveathon," which was a real crowd pleaser.

The last act, which also produced high energy, was

World Tribe. This six-piece band played infectious

rhythms and grooves with an R&B, '70s funk style and

had a reggae world-beat influence.

The band played some skillful trombone and sax solos

and duets. Drummer Oren Avineri sang most of the lead

vocals. Some of the songs played were "67" and

"Jamaica, Jamaica," with two new songs. "Morning"

and "Mystery"

The audience was still dancing at the songs' end

World Tribe" had a fun and intensified energy and the

keyboard player. Shag, could really jump

You could say the event was a hit.
Mike Long, bassist for Pinwheel

plays ^ The Gig on Pico Boultwd.
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PSEUDOPOD

"Pod"

Pseudopod, **Pod*'

A little blues, a little jazz, a touch of

rock - you can find a plethora of dif-

ferent sounds in this eight-song offer-

ing by local band Pseudopod. A
fusion of many different musical ele-

ments, the music is hard to pigeon-

hole.

You can find elements of diverse

influences in the musical blend: R & B

drumming, '70s wah guitar, jazz saxo-

phone and funk basslines. This results

in an interesting amalgam, successful

at times, unbalanced at others.

One of Pseudopod's strengths is

jumping around so as to avoid stagna-

tion. The repetitive riff that opens

"*C' The Killer Clown" should

become monotonous, but as

Carlsberg's vocals enter, they pull

focus away from the guitar, taking the

song in a new direction.

Changing gears before the sound

sours is a theme repeated throughout

"Pod." Whenever it seems like a par-

ticular groove is getting old, a new

sound enters, whether in the form of

Jeb Bunker's squealing tenor sax or

Ross Grant's electric guitar, playing a

new pattern previously unheard.

This doesn't always have the best

results, evident in the uneven funk

number "Lackadaisical Memory."

The track begins decently, but stum-

bles towards the end, closing with an

uneven rhythmic feeling.

True to form, however, Pseudopod

recovers and resurfaces in "Shrinks"

with a different, more jazz-inflected

sound. This versatility is the true

appeal of the album. If "Pod" is flow-

ing poorly at one moment, it will most

likely right itself in the next.

Brent Hopkins

Various Artists, "You've Got the

Fucking Power**

So, if you don't know this whole

Digital Hardcore story yet, it goes like

this. Alec Empire and his bandmates

from Atari Teenage Riot, in posses-

sion of a large quantity of cash

bestowed upon them in lieu of releas-

ing their first album, started up their

own label. Digital Hardcore

Recordings, out of their native Berlin,

in 1994.

Since then, the riot sound has

caught on, and Mike Diamond has

taken them under Grand Royal's

wing. A slew of seven inches have

helped to establish American fan-

bases, leading to a U.S. extension in

1998 of DHR's international London

office.

As part of the whole inaugural

spiel, DHR has released this $1.98

album featuring tracks from all the

mainstays: Atari Teenage Riot,

Christoph De Babalon, Shizu,

EC80R, Patric C, The Curse of the

Golden Vampire, Bomb 20 and Alec

CENIRAL
AMERICAN
• » >
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Very Bad Thiiir.s is a siiperiily nasty :)la<:{( lomedy

^S
Empire. You love the names. Chances

are, you've heard at least one of these

titles if you're anywhere near the elec-

tronic scene.

ATR had a great song on the first

AMP comp, "Sick to Death." Listen

to this song if you forgot what punk

was all about. DHR basically takes

the punk rock ethic and fuses gabba,

noise and jungle, establishing a rough-

hewn, garage-style production in a

series of hard-edged electronic forms,

like musical counterpoints to their

commercial dance antecedents. The

now-familiar and almost-cliche syn-

thesizer, sampler and sequencer arse-

nal take on an incensed idealism.

Hell, it's a virility that you just doitV^

get out of any other electronica.

If you've already heard the ATR
riot-drum, anti-rave sound and you

were flinching or strangely bored (like

I was), take some advice and pick up

this comp. Two bucks is not a big

commitment. Plus, some of this stuff

is sort of interesting. Shizuo in partic-

ular has really invigorated the whole

sample-based concept, layering, rear-

ranging, and distorting four different

jungle beats beneath the cadence of

female vocal samples pumped up

almost past coherence (you figure it

out after a while, through) and a thick,

stunting synthesizer bass line.

Bomb 20 sounds like DJ Shadow's

abused or neglected younger brother,

utilizing contrived TV movie samples,

and industrialized, "feedbacky" hip-

hop rhythms. Christoph De

Babalon's moody, melodic jungle or

Alec Empire's distorted, kick-your-

ass jungle might appeal to the jaded

Photek listener.

Wes Medina

Nate Dogg, "G-Funk Classics -

Volumes 1 & l""

Two years ago, the single of

"Never Leave Me Alone" made a

noticeable impact on the billboard

charts. It promised to be one of many

hit tracks showcased on a soon-to-be-

See SOUND, page 15
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Cowboy croons country tunes for Christmas concert

CAMPUS: UCLA alumnus

brings authentic songs

home for the hoHdays

By Stacy Sare

Daily Bruin Contributor

Michael Martin Murphey doesn't

just sing cowboy songs and recite

rural poetry - he is a cowboy.

Life-long rancher Murphey, whose

"Cowboy Christmas Concert" tour

roams to Schoenberg Hall Friday

night, began performing cowboy

songs and country music around mid-

western campfires when he was 14.

Now, almost four decades later, he

performs those same old songs and

poetry, painting a true portrait of the

West, beyond Hollywood's stereotypi-

cal images.

Through his holiday show, he says

he attempts to fevive the spirit of

campfires, dances and family celebra-

tions that accompany the holidays.

Murphey, a UCLA music alumnus

and current Utah State University

adjunct communications professor,

says he's still a cowboy.

"I raise long-horn cattle. I also raise

quarter horses and use them often in

the shows that 1 do," Murphey says.

"It's the closest thing, 1 think, to the

Jeffersonian vision of what America's

supposed to be."

"You have to picture a winter scene

outside and a warm scene inside with

kerosene lanterns and candles and

people are dancing," Murphey says.

"Grandparents are dancing with their

4- and 5-year-old grandchildren, and

mothers are dancmg with their sons."

Murphey says the Schoenberg con-

cert, part of a 45-city tour, will be a

production that evokes the nostalgia

of that kind of

Christmas gath- ——^^—
ering.

"It's a cross

between a one-

man show, a

dramatization

and a concert.

There's a camp-

fire and there's

Christmas
trees," Murphey

says. "We try to

recreate the feel-

ing of a cowboy

remembering ... his life, the

Christmases he's had in the West."

But how does Murphcy's portrait

compare to Hollywood's portrayal of

the rural rancher?

Murphey says, apart from Robert

Redford's film "The Horse

Whisperer," most of the ways

Hollywood portrays cowboys are

inaccurate.

"You get into some morality play

scenario, and pretty soon you get into

"We try to recreate the

feeling of a cowboy

remembering ... his life

...in the West."

Michael Martin Murphey

Performer and cowboy

order to have a conflict with some-

body with a gun."

"As a matter of fact, most cowboys

didn't carry guns, even in the 19th cen-

tury, and if they did, they probably

would have shot themselves in the

foot."

Stephanie VanderWeo, a UCLA
first-year doctoral student in musicol-

ogy, plans to write her dissertation on

country music.—^—^ Her grandfather

was a cowboy,

and she agrees

with Murphey
that Hollywood's

depiction of the

cowboy is inac-

curate.

"I think the

image of the

Hollywood cow-

boy, beginning

with John Wayne
movies, was used

as a romantic image to counter the

hardships of the Depression,"

VanderWeo says. "The Hollywood

cowboy became somebody who res-

cued people and fought evil; he was

always saving somebody."

VanderWeo also says Hollywood

omits the daily farming routine that

accompanies cowboy life.

"My grandfather, who was a cow-

boy up in Eastern Oregon rounded up

cattle and moved them across the

take the law into their own hands, and

that just isn't the case."

On the "Cowboy Christmas

Concert" tour, Murphey and his six-

piece band perform cowboy poetry

and music, with instruments ranging

from extensive fiddle, banjo, ham-

mered dulcimer and harmonica to

mandolin, acoustic bass, drums and

keyboards.

And while Murphey's concert does

salute the religious meaning of

Christmas, he says it's not a religious

show that stuffs a certain viewpoint of

Christianity down people's throats.

"I am a Quaker so I recognize the

light in everybody, in every religion.

We also know that there are people

who participate in the Christmas sea-

son who are not Christians; people cel-

ebrate Hanukkah at this time of year

or they give gifts, but they are not

involved in any sense in the Christian

Church," Murphey says.

He stresses that Friday's concert is

about the joy of the holiday season.

"Religion, to me, shouldn't be

something that divides people. It's

about the joy and peace, and that's

what we want to spread through the

show," Murphey says.

"It's about the fun, it's about the

warmth, it's about a down-home feel-

ing. It's about the joy of the season

and the fun which, in my opinion,. is

why Christ came to the planet."

In western tradition, ndmg along

with the cold, quiet winter came a cel-

ebration of music and dance.

Murphey recalls the familiar setting.

v^ry iriaCCUfate descriptions," mounta ins, but he also farmd," she CONCERT: T ickets to see the show are

Murphey says. "You think that every

cowboy swaggers around with a six-

gun on, and his whole life is lived in

says.

"Another thing about the

Hollywood cowboy is that they always

$22, $1 1 (fo^hildren under 16) and $9

(UCLA students with valid ID) For more

information, call (310) 825-2101.
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released double-disc album by

Nate Dogg, called "G-Funk

Classics - Volumes 1 & 2." Finally,

a few months ago, it happened.

But the jury is not impressed.

After having to wait that long,

one would come to expect plenty.

Unfortunately, like other two-vol-

ume hip-hop albums (Notorious

B.I.G.. Bone Thugs 'N' Harmony
and most recently, Ice Cube) it

tends to fall short and settles into

mediocrity.

On the positive side, there are

the well-known songs like "Never

Leave Me Alone" (featuring

Snoop Dogg) and "Nobody Does

It Better" (featuring Warren G),

which exemplify vintage Nate

Dogg style.

He is smooth, appealing and a

promising producer. The beats are

consistent and mellow, the rhymes

smooth and concise. And the

album features loads of guest

artist^, such as Kurupt the

Kingpin, Daz Dillinger and the

seemingly immortal Tupac

Shakiir.

But the tracks begin to sound all

too similar to one another. The

repetitive choruses and the slow,

methodical pace of the music

almost transforms the CD into an

135-minute lullaby. Sadly, the

Long Beach native includes uno-

riginal themes that are constantly

leuuiiiiig ill lap ui liipMiop ang^

lack any sense of real value.

Teron Hide
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274-6869

Meryl Streep

Dancing at LeahnaM
Daily (12 20)2:40 5:00 7:30 9 55

Santa Monica AVCO CINEMA

CRITEWONI^ - mM Mm— \m Orlif Pl (PG)

1 3 1 3 3rd St THX Dolby DigiUi Sorry No Passes

Promenade Mon - Wed di 45 2004 30) 7 15 1000

395-1599

CRITEMOMt 1lMletae(N)

1 31 3 3rd THX Dolby DiQiial Stadwm SoalMg

St ProfMMde Mon - Wad ( 1 2.30 3 45) 7:00 1000

395 1591 TKX 6ol^0wttl

Mmi-WM( 1-30 4.30) 7 1010 30

Eduardo Mignogna's

AmImnSm
Wed (5«)) 7 25 9 45

Thurs (12 15) 2 40 5 067 25 9 45

Fri -Sun (2.40) 5 00 7 25

Mon Th (5«)J
7:25

Sep AdmlMtor
Wed (5 05) 7 30 9 55

.'••, ••
. Thurs (12 15) 2 40 5 05 7 30 9 55"~~

FfrSun(12:i5pm)9 55 Mon-Th 9.55

Wmcmxi' Sttrtsii£7

9036 Wilshire Tm mmv
274-6869 Fri • Sun (12noonl 2 30500730 1000

Mon thurs (5 45) 7 45 9 40

MUSIC HALL3
9036 Wilshire

M0MCA1
1322 2nd Street

394-9741

Ian McKellen/Brendan Fraser

CmIi AMoMlen
Daily (2:00) 4 45 7 30 9 55

Presented in Digital Sound
Waleiboy (PG-13J

12:15 2 30 4 45 7 15 9:45

Thur/Fri/SatLate11:45

Opens 12/4 PfyciM(R)

MONICA 2 Roberto Benigni's

UteKBeaitfM
Daily (1:55) 4:35 7 15 9 55

M0MU3 44- :— Woody Alien s

CeleMlv
Daily (12 30 2 00) 3 104 40 5%

7 30 8:301010

Beverly Hills

La C««aQe at Beverly Mvd ^

—

'-^^
•

Free 2 1/? hour validated partting 659 591

1

TO ADVERTISE IN THE

Itverly CoMMCtmi

MOMCA

:ATl
Wed (5 25) 7 40 9 55

ThttfS(12 55)3l65 25 7 40 9 55

FnS«n (12 55) 3 10 5 25 7 40 9 55

Mon Th (5 00) r 30 10 00

GeafMan OalM: Mew JMk CMy
SMNnpaelTltt

TlwIKimindOHww)

res«rted m Digital Sound
VMyle«TMMi(R}

12 00 2 30 5«) 7 35 10 00
- Thur/f ri/Sat Late 1210

ie«*rly

our
;

Presented in TMX Otgeal Sound
Neae Ffiet (PC 13)

12 30 300 515 7 40 1010
ThvrVfr^SM LHe 17:20

BRUIN
MOVIE GUIDE
01 SPONSil THE lEMEl

Call Rob at 310 2060903
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Bruin Bargains

Housing

Cars for sale

Jobs

Wednesday, November 25, 1998

CLASSIFIED
Do you want to place

an ad that everyone

at UCLA will read?

Advertise in the Daily

Bruin Classifieds:

(310)825-2221

index advertising information

ANNOUNCEMENTS •

1100
1200
1300
1400
1500
1600
1700
1800
1 900
2000
2050
2100
2200
2300
2400
2500
2600

Campus Happenings
Campus Organizations
Campus Recruitment
Campus Services
Birthdays
Legal notices
Lost & Found
Miscellaneous
Personal Messages
Personals
Pregnancy
Recreational Activities

Research Subjects
Sperm / Egg Donors
Tickets Offered
Tickets Wanted
Wanted

FOR SALE
2700
2800
2900
3000
3100
3200
3300
3400
3500
3600

3800
3900
4000
4100
4200
4300
4400
4500

Appliances
Art / Paintings
Bicycles / Skates
Books
Calling Cards

.

Cameras / Camcorders
Collectibles

Computers / Software
Furniture
Garage / Yard Sales
Hea lth Pfoduoto
Miscellaneous
Musical Instruments
Office Equipment
Pets
Rentals
Sports Equipment
Stereos / TVs / Radios
Table Sports .

1 1 8 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles, CA 90024

One issue, up to 20 words $8.00
...each additional word 0.50

Weekly, up to 20 words 27.00

INTERNET ...each additional word 1.50

E-Mail: classlfieds@media.ucla.edu Monthly, up to 20 words 90.00

Web: http://www.dailybruin.ucla.edu ...each additional word 5.00

PHONE
Classified Line: (310) 825-2221
Fax:(310)206-1359

Classified Display: (310) 206-3060
Fax: (31 0) 206-0528

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Thu: 9:00am-4:00pm
Fri: 9anfv-2:30pm

For Classified Display ads,

please see our rate card
for variable rate information.

ff
g^l^^

DEADLINES
Classified Line Ads:
1 working day before printing,

at 1 2 noon.
Classified Display Ads:
2 working days before printing,

at 1 2 noon.
There are no cancellations after

noon of the day before printing.

PAYMENT
Please make checks payable to

"The UCLA Daily Bruin." We
accept Visa, MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards. Allow 5
working days for mail payments.

HOW TO WRITE
AN EFFECTIVE AD

• start your ad with the

merchandise you are selling.

This makes it easier for readers to

quickly scan the ads and locate

your items.
• Always include the price of your

item. Many classified readers

simply do not respond to ads
without phces.
• Avoid abbreviations—nnake your

ad easy for readers to urvjerstand.
- • Place yourself in the reader's

position, ask what you would like to

know about the n^erchandise, and
include that in the ad. Include such
Information as brand nanr>es, colors

and other specific descriptions.

advertisements represented m th.s issue Any person bet.ev.ng that an advertisement m this issue violated the Board s policy on nonaiscimina.ion staieo nere^n ^o^'^o'"™.^^ ".^y*"^'; '"^ "l " '^^^^ ..,, ^^^
Manaqer Daily Brum. 118 KerckhoH Hall. 308 Westwood Plaza. Los Angeles. CA 90024 For assistance with housing discrimination problems, call the UCLA Housing Office at (310) 825-4271 or call the ^Vestside Fair Hoi^-

ina Office at (310) 475-9671 , Classified ads also appear on-line at http //www dailybrum ucia edu Placement on-line is oHered as a complimentary service for customers and is not guaranteed 'he Daily Bruin is responsiDie

for the ^^st incorrect ad insertion only Minor typographical errors are not eligible for refunds For any refund, the Daily Brum Classified Department must be notified of an error on the first day of publication by noon

lANNOUNCEMENTSi JJJ, ^.^ytoeiit
1300
Canpin RecndbMiit

1300
Campus RocniRnMnt

'"^m^-

TRANSPORTATION •
I • HOG - 2600 •

4600 Auto Accessories
4700 Auto Insurance
4800 Auto Repair
4900 Autos for Sale
5000 Boats for Sale
5100 Motorcycles for Sale
5200 Parking
5300 Scooter / Cycle Repair
5400 Scooters for Sale
5500 Vehicles for Rent

TRAVEL

1100
Campus lla|i|i6iiliH|s

ALCOHOL AND DRUG
READINESS GROUP

WEEKLY UCLA group for individuals ques-

tioning their alcohol or drug use Contact

Elizabeth Suti . 310-206-1148.

5600
5620
5640
5660
5680
5700
5720

Resorts / Hotels
Rides Offered
Rides Wanted
Taxi / Shuttle Service
Travel Destinations
Travel Tickets
Vacation Packages

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. Discussion, Fri. Slap Slw^, 2408 Adtarmon

Thun. look Study, 2408 Adurmon
M/T/W Rm. Dwitai A3<029

Wad. Rm. A3- 029

DiKussion, AN limas 12:10- IKWpm
for atcoholka or IndMdtmlB mh9 ha\m a drinking probhm.

The Boston Consulting Group

BCG is a premier management consultingfirm

specializing in strategy consulting

6000
6100
6150
6200
6300
6400
6500
6600
6700
f)800

6900
7000
7100
7200

7300

1-900 numbers
Financial Aid
Insurance
Computer / Internet

Foreign Languages
Health / Beauty Services
Legal Advice / Attorneys
Movers / Storage
Music Lessons
Personal Services
Professional Services
Resumes
Telecommunications
Tutoring Offered
Tutoring Wanted
Typing

Writing Help

EMPLOYMENT
7400
7^-^00

7600
7700
7800
7900
8000
8100
8200
8300

Business Opportunities
Career Opportunities
Child Care Offered
Child Care Wanted
Help Wanted
Housesltting
Internship
Personal Assistance
Temporary Employment
Volunteer

1800
MIscellaiMoiis

FREE WINNERS. FREE SCORES. FREE
Lines, no money, no operators, no hassles.

www.line-busters.com.

FUR-FREE FRIDAY1998
"March for the Animals" 11am, 11/27. Santa

Monica Blvd & Canon, Beverly Hills with

"Last Chance for Animals." Join us! Protest

Neiman Marcus West. Info: 310-271-6096.

SHORTS FESTIVAL
www.cine-nites.com Taking submissions for

your movie now.

YOUR CREDIT UNION
Your on-campus&on-line financial services

source, for students, faculty&staft Visit us at

Ackerman A-Level, on-line at www.ucu.org

or call 310-4-77-6628.

All graduating seniors interested in our

Associate Program should submit a cover letter^

resumey transcript and SAT/GRE scores by

December 4, 1998 to:

Karen ChoWy Recruiting Coordinator

355 South Grand Ave., 33rd Floor

Los Angeles, CA 90071

EGG DONORS
WANTED

If you are a healthy
female between
the ages of 19 and
30 and have health

Insurance.

Compensation
$3500.00

Call Mima Navas at

(310) 829-6782

ANONYMOUS sperm donors needed. Help

infertile couples while receiving financial

compensation up to $600/monih and free

health screening. Convenient hours, located

in Westwood. Call Kim 310-824-9941

EGG DONORS NEEDED
COMPASSIONATE women from all races

wanted by infertile hopeful couples. Ages 21 -

30. Compensation $3,500. Call OPTIONS
800-886-9373

MEN: Donors needed for insemination pro-

gram. Especially needed: Latinos. Jewish.

Italian, African-Americans. 35 or younger.

Please call 626-440-7450. Compensation
provided.

WE'RE LOOKING FOR
A FEW GOOD SPERM. All races, 20-40 yrs.

$50 per acceptable donation. Call OPTIONS
at 800-886-9373.

Presentation & Case Interview

Workshop: October 28, 1998

Resume Deadline: December 4, 1998

First Round Interviews: January 14, 1999

Second Round Interviews: January 22, 1999

Final Interviews: Date will vary per office

The Boston Consulting Group, inc.

The Worldwide leader in Corporate Strategy
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EGG DONORS
NEEDED

If you are a woman between the ages
of 21 and 35, the many eggs your

body disposes of each month can be
usea by an infertile woman to have a

baby. Help an infertile couple realize

their dreams, enter the gene pix>l and
help advance knowledge of Human

Reproduction! Financial

compensation, of course. Completely
confidential. For more information,

please call USC Reproductive
Endocrinology at (213) 975-9990.

Ttekeis Offered

ROSE PARADE TICKETS (eight at $77ea.)

Orange Grove/Colorado bleachers at TV
cameras. Parking spaces (three at $15ea).

Call: 310-445-1176.

liaiitetf

WE BUY CARS. New and old. Running or

not. Jeff 310-714-5808.

HOUSING
fi40U

b500
H600
8700
8800
8900
t»000

^noo

Apartments for Rent
Apartments Furnished
Condo / Townhouse for Rent
Condo / Townhouse for Sale
Guesthouse for Rent
House for Rent
House for sale

Houseboats for Rent / Sale

Housing Needed
Room for Help
Room for Rent
Roonwnates - Private Room
Roonrwnates - Shared Room
Sublets
Vacation Rentite

Asian Dreamairls'

NEW 11x17
1999 ASIAN

I TOPLESS & BIKINI

CALENDAR!
urin^' 1 1 I loi^ii'iis

^nCialcjKLudirisI

iHk !•»<*«• (jlmtUi ill! "S.W

lhcrr»J4'»S.»S\M|.l..,i.

iUlxS.V-SMI IKM (.'.tm

ViJo. I Mlmi . V4 ( )K V»lr..

S1<inr> kik il n>* lirii||h(ctl'

1^00-7T7-TI67

MEDICAL SCHOOL ADMISSION INTERVIEWS
December?

KIGEZI INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL OF
MEDICINE

Bring:

Schedule at Preprofessional Advising Office— (310) 206-9969, 1 662———

-

A316 Murphy Hall

Completed application & essays (print from website)

Official or unofficial college transcripts

Pertonais

PUERTO RICAN/ITALIAN nnale (21) es-

cort/masseur available lor men/womerVcou-

ples. Call LUCHO's 24/hr Los Angeles pager.

562-220-0262. $150/hour I will travel any-

where!

ROBOMVh Suli|6cts

index
got customers? ADVEimSE i:

CUSSIRED

HEAVY TOBACCO SMOKERS 25 50/yrs old

needed for Research Bronchoscopy $175
(2-visi1s) 310-206-0396

MALE TWINS NEEDED! For UCLA Re-

search Project Ages 18-40 $20 for 1 hour

Please call 310-825-9006

NORMAL HEALTHY CHILDREN and adol

escents 8-16yrs needed for UCLA research

study Receive $25 for lab expena>ent and

devetopmental evaluation, arxl get a soentif

k: learning experience Gait 310-825-0392

POSTMENOPAUSAL WOMEN 45^ (Healthy

or ¥vtth hean (tiaease) wanted lor a study on

coronary artery disease involving small

arrxxjms of radioactivity at UCLA $25/hr (2

days. 4hrs each) Call 310-825ni8 or 310

'20»-«e75

COMPUTERS
DESIGN YOUR OWN system. Used sys-

tems bom $299. New 300 mhz sy8tam-$676.

nopsfca and system upgrades. OiagaptNcs

$25 310-216-0336.

FREE LONG DISTANCE/ACCESS TO inter-

net - without a computer Aplio $209 00/Inter-

net-Phone $309.00 (Exclusive distributor),

UCLA Faculty. 310-230-4231.

PENTIUM 200 Mhz. MMX Intel. 4 1GB.

32MB, 24x CDrom, 1.44MBdrive. 2MB video

card. 56Kmodem. lots of software ir>cluded

$1200.310-477-1165.

MATTRESS BONANZA!!
SEALY STEARNS A FOSTER Also Ortho-

pedic twtn-sets$79 95. Fulls-$9995.

Oueens-$1 39.95 PlHowtops-$299.95

Kings-199.95 Delivery Beacon
1309 Westwood Blvd 310-477-1

ssoo
FumRure

L:<. *"*'!-• j::?.* , :^. ":>Jfv': ¥ : >*t^>* ?T/ :'.**^"^o!»';.jSC 5fS

: K-. ,
: '^. -•c.' ?» N. "C-Tv:*; «:

:

MATTRESS SETS!!!
Twin $79, Full $89, Queen $139, King $159.

Bunkbeds. Deliveries, Phone Orders Accept-

ed 310-372-2337.

MATTRESSES. FUTON. DESK. Bookshelf.

Dinette Sets. T-Table. Lamps. Deliveries. 7-

days open. King's Furniture. 11961 Santa

Monica Blvd. 310-575-4243.

3800

GIANT MOVING SALE! Macintosh Lap-

top&computer w/printer $750; Car stereo/CD

player $200; Stereo w/5-CD changer $200;
30" TV/VCR $400; and much more! 310-805-

0889/310-805-0914. leave numeric mes-
sage.

4200
Rentals

^ Piano Rentals ^
jf Low Monthly Rates y(
•Hollywood Piano Rental Company^

213-462-2329 ^

4300
Sports EiplUpiiieiit

BENCH W/legs curl extension. Olympic bar

more than 2001b. 355 pro Weider only

6months old $120. Quick seH required. 310-

477-1165.

4900
Autos for Sale

1984 HONDA PRELUDE. Red w/mint interi-

or, auto, very economic. Excellent condition,

brand new tires. 2new calipers. Only $2100.

310-477-1165.

1986 VOLVO 240DL station wagon. Great

shape, all service record, new battery, one

woman owner$4950 (310)922-3208

1989 HONDA CIVIC Blue hatchback, excel-

lent condition. 103k miles. 4 -speed, second

owner. Leaving country, records available.

$3200obo. 310-206-5104(aftn/evening).

asbjorn@chem.ucla.edu

1990 JAPANESE IMPORT Silver. A/C.

AM/FM. 5-speed. Runs and looks great

Economical, reliable. Must sell. $2500ot)o.

310-277-3665.

1990 PLYMOUTH ACCLAIM. Gold. 4door,

automatic, great condition. 46Kmiles. A/c,

am/fm. Asking 4K or best offer. Aaron: 310-

837-1580.

1993 MAZDA MIATA. While/black, 5-speed.

44Kmiles. New top. AM/FM cassette, excel-

lent condition. $9500 310-230-3919.

'98 TOYOTA COROLLA LE. Dark green

New and must sell. Good price-negotiable.

Automatic, power lock/windows, alarm. Call

310-557-1458

S400
Soootors for Sole

85 HONDA ELITE 250 2nd owner. 11,500

miles. 70mph. Runs flreat. $1000obo. 310-

286-3396.

FROM$17.96/DAY
RENT-A-CAR. Under 25 o.k. Cash deposit

ok Free mNes alowance Open 7 days/wk.

Major credit-cards accepted. 1-800-770-

0606.

Ikwral DesHnatkNis

GREAT FOR XMAS 2 roundtnp tickets LA-
Cleveland or Baltimore $200 each 212-591-

0634 or email jerrywillisOhotmail.com

'Mt^/4 m̂eniM
Round Trip Airiarcs

Lbiia $375

Cu7CO $595

SantLifto S689

Sao Paulo / Rio SG5G

Guayaquil / puito S570

Buenos /\ircs $698

i'uzvo Vf(f<*/iii Vlvi'Uu

$890
;ii>o ('.It l<.i);cs to C.il.Ui''»;o"«

For Rrs :il0 b.'>2 HH2 1/800 289 0549
CHOM ^^U)\.U I RAMI ^^RV1( K

BE FLEXIBLE...
HAWAU-$1 19o/w

EUROPE - $448 r/t (plus taxes)

Open One Year Return
Cheap Fares Vi/orldwide !!!

CALL 310-394-0550
http://www.airhitch.0r9

Travel Ikkirts

CONSTELLATION
TRAVEL, INC.

ROUND TRIP FARES
Central America

Belize $418
Guatemala $397
Costa Rica $360
El Salvador $360

Mexico
Mexico City $260
Guadalajara $266

South America
Lima $349
Caracas $485
Bolivia $682
Bogota $494

USA
New York $265

Washington $284

(213) 389*8933 Open 7 days a week
e-mail: constellation @earthlink.net

PONCMOSSM

5720

FIESTA BOWL
DESERT GOLF AND VACATION rentals.

Luxury condos arxJ townhomes. Scottsdale

golf packages, great location, great rates.

1-888-880-0774 www.desert-golf.com

NO ARGUMENTS! NO NAGGING! JUST
sharing live conversation!!! 1-900-825-2100

Ext 8481, 8482. 8483, 8484. $3.99/min

Must be 18yrs. Serv-U (619) 645-8434.

AM

STUDENT LOANS
GET YOUR Stafford Student Loan from Un»

versity Credit Union (Lander Code 832123}
Also receive low-cost financial services. 310-

477-«62e. www.ucu.org

6400
Movori/Stoni9®

INSURANCE WAR!
WE'LL BEAT ANYONE'S price or don't want

your business. All drivers. Newly licensed.

Student/staft/laculty discounts Request the

"Bruin Plan." 310-777-8817 or 818-222-

5595.

JERRY'S MOVING&DELIVERY The careful

movers. Experienced, reliable, same-day de-

livery. Packing, boxes available. Also, pick-

up donatk}ns for American Cancer Society.

Jerry C310-391 -5657,

/lllslate
YbuVe in 0ood hands.

Insurance Company
(310)312-0204

1281 WostVN/ood Blvd.
C2 tplks So of Wllsh>lre)

r ^PPO + FREE DENTAL
No decuctible, Rx card. Vision, Check up

Pap & Mamography, Chiro, Well baby

Pregnant OK. Call (800) 696-4422

For Rates: www. 1sthealthinsurance.com

ll^Blue Cross of CA authorized Agent ji

6100
GomiiiilnrAiitfliiMi

COMPUTER UPGRADE and repairs . Hard-

ware and software. Mac's and PC's. Kirby:

310-208-2367.

MMK
gameoelacbii

The BfSTpfices for all your PC gaming needs.

Frustrated and disappointed

wlthUCLA?
Why Is the place

so impersonal and difficult?^
tin simw iiii.sufrs tlntk nut

http://universitysecrets.com

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedicated pro-

fessional. At your home or WLA studio. 1st-

lesson free. No drum set necessary.

Neil:21 3-654-8226.

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years exp. all

levels and styles. Patient and organized.

Guitars available. Sam 310-826-9117.

GUITAR LESSONS by professional near

UCLA. All levels, guitars avail. Call Jean at

310-476-4154 www.JWGS com

;^;^i I

Panonal Sarvlom

TENNIS LESSONS
BY FORMER UCLA Team member and tour-

ing professional. Student discount. Call

James at 310-479-7808.

6700
ProfosskMial Services

MBA, LAW, MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS!
FRUSTRATED DEVELOPING your critrcal

personal statements? Get professional help

from well-known author/consultant. 310-826-

4445.

A FREE SESSION
PSYCHOTHERAPY/COUNSELING for de-

pression . a nxiety, obsess ions, po&t
- traumat'

ic stress, etc. Couples/Individuals. Student

rates. Crime victims may be eligible for free

treatment Call Liz Gould
(MFC#32388)©310-578-5957 to schedule

your free consultation.

6200
Health Services

A HOLIDAY GIFT TO LOOK YOUR BEST
Talented stylist at worid rerwwn salon is of-

fering, for a limited time a fabulous precision

cut and style for a very small charge. (Wed.

evenings only). Contact Mollie 310-286-

0211.

HAIR COLOR/HIGHLIGHTS from $15-$30,

HAIRCUTS from $15 at Beverly Hills Salon.

Advanced ass't program. 9666 Brighton

Way Call GAVERT-ATELIER 310-858-7898

VIDAL SASSOON
SALON in Beverly Hills. Advanced training

team is looking for models for $15 haircuts.

Please call 310-775-8808.

ALL-PURPOSE WRITING & EDITING

Help at any stage with any topic.

Personal Statements, Courses. Theses,

Dissertations & Manuscripts

by PhD from UC
International Students Welcome

(323) 665-8145

IMMIGRATION

AnOEL visa aNTER"
ReaioikMy Priced. RctiaMe Immicnuon Scrvtct

Phvaidy Owned and 0|icnied

ConMinliiiNy OMTMitMd
For a Free Consulutton Call: 3IO-47S-2«yv phoiw

i W I'd Mi, lilt Ml

HAIR REMOVAL
I, As IdICIIIosI i;lc( n oIoLllsl

LuCia (310) 208-8193
l^if)! West wood hlvd.

6300
Legal AtMce/Attonieys

BANKRUPTCY
GET OUT OF DEBT NOW! Free Consulta-

tion Experienced attorneys, reasonable

fees Law Offices of White and Associates

(Cheryle M. White. UCLAW. "86") 800-420-

9998 or 310-207-2089. 12301 Wilshire

BL.Ste 550. WLA

ERASE DEBTS. REBUILD CREDIT
WITH/WITHOUT BANKRUPTCY. Renowned
(UCLAW, 73) attorrtey. ton B. Isaacson off-

•rs superb service^w fees, free consulta-

«on. 213-487-7200

GREEN CARD
FOR VM^RKPERMITS. Qtet) otrdi. and all

jmnigiallun probtofm caN aigMincad Immi-

graHon attorney- Raasonafaia rales. 21 3-251 -

9588 for attorney Doreen.

NO RECOVERY NO FEE
MYER LAW FIRM. Century City. Auto-acckJ-

ents, slips/falls, discrimirutkxi. sexual-haras-

sment UCLA Graduate Scott D Myer

http7/www.bestlawyer.com 310-277-3000.

EAGLE EYED EDITOR
PROOFREADS THESES, publications; tu-

tors English, study skills; trains time man-

agement, stress reduction. Nadia Lawrerx:e

PhD 310-393-1951.

PRIZE-WINNING
ESSAYIST AND FORMER PROFESSOR
w/two Ph.Ds can help you produce winning

prose. Theses, papers, personal statements.

David <daveditOpacbell.net> 310-281-

6614/805-646-4455.

Spoedy Rosoarchi
Rrports: $6.00 per pap. Over 50.000 topics.

Matciiab ror rcscarai aasisUncc use only!

6546 HOLLYWOOD Blvd. 2nd floor.
Rm 209 LA., CA 90026

Hours: Mon-Fri 10: .Warn 6pm
Custom Saturdays. 11pm -4pni Vtsa/MC/
Rcsetuxh Q,^ Todav! ^"^^
•vaHable 1.800-356-^1 »'"

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING
Coinfinhmikm filBMrtation AatMano*

TYtMM. P«pa(«, and PftonatJKafmenf
PiQpoMls and Bodhs

imamattonal Sttdmt* Waknme. Sine* laat

MIV^IlJ). (310) <

RHMBp 01

BEST MOVERS Licensed, insured Lowest

rates Fast. courteoua4caraful. Many stud-

ents moved lor $98 Lk:-T-163844 NO JOB
TOO SMALL! 1-e00-2-GO-BEST

Offorad

MATH/PHYSICS/STATISTICS/English/He-
brew. Computerized statistk:al analysis avaH-

at)le.Tutoring service Free cor^sultation.

Reasonable rates, call anytime llan (800)90-

TUTOR. www.niy-tutor.com

THE WRITING COACH
EXPERIENCED TEACHER, Ph D oltws tu-

toring, term paper assistance, Enghsh, So-

cial Sderxie, History Foreign Students Wel-

coma. CaN: 310-452-2865.

HONEST MAN W/14(t truck

small iobs. short nottoa ok

Aak about 10% dtaoount 31

Bniinsi

no ooaias,

UCLA ENQLI8H ALUMNI, pm-wftlar. young.

Qo supatt papars guaranlaad High school and
Jaff 21>663-2940.
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WRITING TUTOR
KINO AND PATIENT Stanford University

graduate. Help vyith English—for students of

an ages/levels. 310-472-8240 or 310-440-

0285.

ChM Csra

CHILDCARE PROVIDED
CREATIVE CHILDCRAFT PRESCHOOL. 30

years in the Westside 7am-€pm. Ages 1-

4yrs. $550/mo. 310-838-6711.

FEMALE HOMEWORK buddy for 2nd and

4th grade girts. 4:30pm-6:30pm, Mon-Thurs.

$100. Santa l^nica area with car preferred.

310-459-3079.

TUTOR WANTED for 2 girls 11 and ISyrs.

old. must excel in math. 2-3 days/vt/eek. Pa-

cific Palisade8^310-454-2247^^

TUTORS WANTED $15/hr Santa Monica.

Brentwood. BH. Math, chemistry, physics,

SAT prep, spanish/french. Experienced, reli-

at}ie, must have own car 310-679-2133.

lypkig

ACCURATE. DEPENDABLE and SPEEDY
typing service. Close to campus. Call Laurie:

310-478-6230.

DO IT WRITE- Word processing, transcrib-

ing, typing, proofing, editing. Fast and accu-

rate. $28/hr. 24hr volcemail. WLA location.

310-441-5955. ^__
HATE TO TYPE? Let me do it for you.

Fast-t-accurate. Professional screen plays

accepted. $2/pg. Call-Iris 310-839-3101 or

page 310-91 5-2255.

ONE DAY WORD PROCESSING and/or

editing. Professional technical writer pro-

vides word processing, editing, and writing

assistance. International students welcome.

310-829-1472.

CLOTHING DESIGNERS ASSISTANT Re-

sponsible individual to help w/driving. house-

hold skills, chikl care, and computer skills.

PfT. 310-474-9704.

DRIVER NEEDED to take student from

Coldwater Canyon{Beverly Hills) to Taft

High(Woodland Hills) in morning and return

after school. Alterr>ate weeks. 213-653-

6039.

Occasional P/T babysitter for toddler. Week-

night and weekend evenings. Must have car

and references. Salary negotiable. Pacific

Palisades. Deni: 310-454-6061.

START BEGINNING DEC. 2-3after-

rx)ons/wk. for 3-year-old boy Days/hours

flexible. Car necessary. 310-471-8790.

7800
MNP wMIhNI

ADMINISTRATOR/PROJECT ASSISTANT
(internship possibility). Computer literate.

IBM-Windows/Internet plus. Senior/graduate

w/strong writing/oral communication. No

dress code/reception duties. $7-$9.

17hrs/wk. Serious inquiries:Fax:310-395-

0509.

STORE DETECTIVES
SECURITY GUARDS. Needed now. No exp.

nee. PT/FT. Up to $12/hr. Call today 562-

776-0878, for Valley 818-386-0170.

WORD PROCbSSiNU All iyp«S! ressarch

p>apers. theses, resumes, fliers Editing,

proofing, &transcription available. Emergen-

cies OK. CaH:8 18-598- 1489 or email

anmlwomnOpacbell.net.

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-

es, dissertations, transcription, resumes, fli-

ers, brochures, mailing lists, reports Santa

Monica, 310-828-6939. Hollywood, 213-466-

2888.

wiiiniy im|i

WORD PROCESSING. Typinc, oroofing.

editing, rewriting, research, resumes, tutor-

ing, etc. Fax, email, bring worit to me. Rush-

es. Student discount. 818-830-1546.

$ AMATEUR FEMALE
MODELS $

Make $200 per shoot. No XXXI Must be 18-^

years, old. SB Amat. Co. 805-683-6031.

$15/HR BRIGHT,
ENTHUSIASTIC

People to teach SAT Prep. High test scores

required. Transportatk}n required. We will

train. Flexible Hours. Send Cover letter/re-

sume, including your scores by 12/10/98 to:

A Competitive Edge. Attn: Barry, 9911 West

Pico Blvd. Suite 1025. LA 90035. No phone

calls please.

$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL mailing or cir-

culars. No experience req. Free information

packet Call 202-466-1639.

$1200-$2000
EARNING POTENTIAL in your first couple of

weeks. Learn more atx>ut "The Perfect Busi-

ness'. Call 818-566-9503.

$20-$40/HOUR IN SPARE TIME! Easiest $
' you'll ever makel Sign up today to receive

$100 bonus! 800-600-0343 x1927.

$500/DAY. Nude modeling-women 18+ all

types. No experience necessary. Safe, pro-

fesstonal environment. Refer a friend and

earn $501 310-358-3865.

EARN $1000-$3000
Per week from home. Not MLMI No experi-

ence necessary. Travel industry. 800-345-

9688x0296

INTERNET/E-COMMERCE TRAFFIC dou-

bling every 1 00 days - why not own your own
personal percentage? NYSE traded con>pa-

ny seeks brokers. 800-805-4768.

tgMSO
jligjIIJiyDliportinities

AUDIO ENGiNELH ureat opportunity to

t8uni>i edit a radio show internet Aco^s,

•dWng expertwice, dep«ndabl« 949<688-

8441.www.takaproductkxw.com $15-25/hr

SECRETARY/RECEPTIONIST- Parform

waripua dullM m Bmmti RmI Eatala Com
p«ny Pimnmfrvmtm SUMimQ pay 8fii^r

w^grMt tuHMV |ob opportuniiw Fax n-
auma:310-278-6001Atln J.EdnMrd SnMh

o^Fi;
mm^<B>

TAKE STOCK
""IN YOURSELF.
You're clear about your career goals.

Now choose a company that's just as

clear about helping you achieve them
and rewarding you along the way.

StartHiCks. Openings now exist In

Weatwood for:

HOURLY PARTNERS &
SHIFT SUPERVISORS

Apply in person

1161 Westwood Blvd.

in Westwood

FOR MANAGEMENT OPPORTUNI-
TIES, please send/fax your resume
to: Starbucks Coffaa Company,
Dapt UCLA. 14420 Ventura Blvd..

Sulla 102, Sherman Oaks. CA 01423
or FAX (818) 005-0014. Starbucks

is an equal opportunity employer com-
mitted to hiririg a diverse work team.

www stntbtjcks.com

$20/HR PT/FT
PROCESSING MAIL! Free supplies.

postage! Bonuses! Rush SASE to

CMA/UCLA Po Box 567443. Atlanta GA.

31156
signupO info,infomachine.com

$7.25/hr and up!
DO YOU have initiative? Become a UCLA
Community Sen^tee Offteer and exptore law

and publk: reiattons. Great Pay Flexible

tK>urs. Student-oriented. Web:

www.ucpducla.edu/ucpd/c8o. Email:

csoOucpd uda edu, Phona: 310-825-2148.

ANNOUNCERS, no expenence neoassary.

Hoal rmisk:Aalk-shows for our radk> PMom.
Pn $10-1 5Air. $200*per/8how. plus

UcbanafHs. gl 3-468-0080 24-hoMi».

CLASSIFIED
An\ERTISl-.u

7800
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Condomtnlum has immBdtmim futt Tlmm
OfMfffiijgp for Vafaf posffffon

Must bave v^l^l California Driver's Lieense

and djeditiWc^^

Benefits including Dental and Health

Please caIK310) 273*^0'e)ct. 888 8AM-I1AW

ASIAN INTERNET
MODELS

GUARANTEED BASE PAY plus $40-60/hr

possible. Safe and secure woriung environ-

ment. General offk:e staff also needed. Call:

310-398-2213 or 310-880-4726.

AUDITION DRIVER for chlkj actor. Tues/

Wed/Friday approx. 3-6pm when scheduled.

Safe car. reliable. Some film/acting back-

ground. Female preferred. Carol-323-934-

2366^ ^^^
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED. Earn

$150-$250/night. Wort< P/T while going to

school Day/eve classes, 1-2week classes,

800-974-7974. International Bartender's

school. HUNDREDS OF JOBS!

BARTENDERS TRAINING INSTITUTE of

America offers professional courses for only

$98. Certificate of completion included. Call

today: 1-800-561-1781. Great Jobs!

MODELS NEEDED NOW
No «xpi.f n'liti; f t?()uir'.'(l

Cntalo(|, PriiUv/urk. M.n<j;i^in*,'S, Movif?S,

Video & TV Commerci.ils

M»Ti ;ind Womt.-ii of .ill A(jes

Fr»^f.- Cori'uiU.ition

CALL NOW! 310-659-7000

BEST JOB IN TOWN. PLUSH UCLAW OF-

FICE (MID-WILSHIRE) SEEKS SPANISH-

SPEAKING CLERK w/car $7-$20/hr Call

George 213-487-7200 and lax resume 213-

383-2884

BOOKKEEPER/SECRETARY
NEEDED

Full time permanent. M-F dtwn. LA. Good
phone and English skills. $10/hr Type

50WPM. Reliable. Quickbook experience a

plus. Fax resume to 213-622-0882.

CELLULAR
REPRESENTATIVE

SELF-MOTIVATED PROACTIVE PEOPLE
needed to sell Campus Cellular Sen/ice. Set

your own hours- must like to make money-

discounts on cellular/paging sen/ice- will

train. To set up an appointment call Kamyar

at 310-825-0881.

CENTURY CITY BROKERAGE FIRM seeks

slock broker trainee. Salary+t)onus. M-Th.

10am-5pm. Call Mr Allen 310-975-8800.

CHILD DEVELOPMENT Experienced. To

teach 2y/o quadruplets. 2days/week. 8am-

1pm . $10/hr. 310-441-5085.
'

CURRENTLY LOOKING for a Lotus expert

with professiorwl demeanor and good com-

munication skills in Century City area. Fax

resumes 310-229-5983 or e-mail to Rtear-

dosOhcl-jmi.com

CUSTOMER SERVICE- F/T. heavy phones.

Will train. $8.75/hr plus benelfts. Near UCLA.

Fax resume: 310-889-1893.

CUSTOMER SERVICE-P/T $7.25+bonus.

Insurance office, flexible hours. Phones, fil-

ing, computer work Bilingual a plus. Next to

UCLA. Patrick; 310-476-7267

CUSTOMER SERVICE/SALES for live TV
shopping. Teleptwne reps. P/T am/pm shifts,

$7-9 start, sales/data-entry exp., excellent

communication skills, reliability a must Type

45wmp. Fax resume: 323-769-3521.

DATA ENTRY/CLIENT CONTACT $9/hr

PT/FT +Bonus. -fMedtoal. Excellent writing

and phone skills. Mac experience a plus!

310 358-6053 or fax 310-39?-i>J>3't.

DESIGNER WEDDING GOWNS and even-

ing gowns. Part lime/full time. Salary+com-

misston+bonuses. Flexible hours. Westwood

localton. 310-474-7808. Pauline.

DON'T SETTLE for entry level 26yr old mak-

ir>g 150K+ w/environmental sales company

Looking for five individuals to do the same.

P/T okay Sandra: 818-981-9474.

DRIVER/MESSENGER F/T, M-F must

know Los Angalss . own car. own insurance

$400-$500/Wk Call Nathan or AndyO310-
788-2604

EARN $1000 BY JAN 1
PT: avas and wknds. Work
wailakJ^miXiay at-risk youth Must Iks

kids, be upbaaL hava car 310-313^110

F/T OFFICE CLERK for immigration law firm.

Century City. Computer-literate. Punctual,

detail-oriented, self-starter $8/hr. Fax re-

sume: 310-553-2616^

FILING CLERK- $7-8/hr. 3blocks fro)n

UCLA. PT-FT Flexible hours. Prefer stud-

ent/graduate. Pref. filing experience. Harel

Maintenance. Ron: 31 0-470-61 75.Fax re-

sume: 310-474-7615.

GIRLS wanted at exclusive social club in

WLA. Conversation only. No ateohol. Flexi-

ble hours. Earn top $$$. 310-477-9871.

Secretary
Dental office in WLA needs help in our

front office. Must be a team worker,

nice attitude, familiar with computers,

Mon, Wed, Fri. Flexible hours from

9am-6pm.
Please call (310) 826-7494

Dental Assistant

Dental orthodontic office in West LA
looking for dental assistant, Mon., Wed.,

Fri., 9:00 am - 6:00 pm. Experience

preferred. Might consider training.
' Please caU (310) 826-7494

MALE&FEMALE
MODELS

OUR MODELS have wort(ed for Versace.

Abercrombie&Fitch, Estee Lauder, Levi's.

Banana Republic Amorel Great Pay! Begin-

ner's ok! Call Iree" for an appointment. Otto

(24-hrs)800-959-9301

MATH SCIENCE TUTOR. High school lev-

els. Math-up to calc. Science-up to physk:s.

Spanish or French a plus. Must be good

wAeenagers. Must have BA/BS. 310-459-

4125.

MODELS WANTED by professional photo-

studio for upcoming assignment. Male/Fe-

male Pro/Non-Pro. Fashion/Commer-

cial/Theatrical. Call for appointment 818-

986-7933.

MOVIE EXTRA WORK
* Revolutionary new program* Start immedi-

ately* All types-18+!* Fun/Easy* No crazy

fees* Program for free medical* Call-24/hrs

213-850-4417.

GREAT WORKPLACE!
CETtNQ^Ior jntemationai educftn

tton agency Nice clients, great-workplace in

SM. Hourty+commission. Sales experi-

ence&knowledge of foreign language import-

ant. 310-395-9393.

HELP SERVE DINNER Part or Full-time

Wed/Thurs/Friday evenings for 4hours.

Wages+meals. Males preferred. 310-208-

3281. _^_
HOLIDAY JOBS

PROMOTIONS for enthusiastic and sports

minded individuals. $15 to start. 5:30-9pm

any week day 310-374-4993.

HOME TYPISTS NEED-
ED

PC users needed. $45,000 income potential.

Call 1-800-513-4343 Ext B- 10105.

HOUSEMOTHER for lovely senior Retire-

ment Resident in Westwood. F/T; live-in

room and board +salary Call 310-207-5818.

INTERNET ACTRESSES
WANTED! Work at home. Make your own
hours. WEBCAM Business needs flirtatk>us

women.310-798-0592ext.66. Visit

http://GuestRoomCam.com/moreinfo.htm

OFFICE ASSISTANT for afternoons in a

martial arts school. Good people relations.

Fax resume 310-277-7772.

P/T BACK OFFICE position in medical office.

Experience in computers, billing, ipsurances.

and data entry preferred. Michael 3323-

525-1111.

INTERNET/GRAPHICS DESIGNER NEED-
ED- Web graphics, HTML, Javascript.

Java/Cold Fusion a plus. Networt<ing and

programming experience preferred. Fax
310-581-2404 or bruce®cybemetcom.com.—,

INT'L IMPORTING. Marketing and PR fimn

seeks highly motivated, organized irxJivklual

w/excellent communication skills to wori< in

fast paced office. Facets of pxjsition include

Advertising. Coordinating Special Events.

Copywriting Must be fluent in Italian. F/T

$1800/mo+benefits. Fax resume:21 3-653-

1768. Attn:John Patterson. VP

INTL IMPORTING, Marinating, and PR firm

seeks organized detail orientated adminis-

trative assistant to periorm such functk>ns as

data entry, faxing, photocopying, phones.

Must be fluent in Italian P/T, flexible hours.

$8/hr. Fax resume:2 13-653- 1768. Attn:John

Patterson. VP.

KOREAN-SPEAKING /Vsst. coordinator for a

curriculum develpomenl project. Mediator

tVw consultants and management. Some
research. Fax resume 213-487-7436.

LE BEACH CLUB
AMERICAS FAVORITE TANNING resort is

expanding&has limited#o( FT openings for

motivated, outgoing, tanning/sales consult-

ants. Hourty^commission $9-18/hr Positions

are limited so call now&join LE BEACH
CLUB, the Very Best. Call Carol 310-820-

4067 or fax resume:310-791-0155.

MALE MODELS
Printwortt. UB under 25. Lean, any race,

leave name. number&physk:al stats. Free

interview. Beginners welcome 213-960'

1066 24hr5

Male Models Top $$$
$300-$700 par assignment, immediate pay!

PaM Sciaan Test. Young k)oking. boy-

ish/atMlc. 18-24. daanahavan laoa. M-

tt«/rK> chaal hair Nude nwdaNng tor Amari-

oan ft Eufopaan magazinaa and vMaos Be-

gmnars iwaioowi Opan avaiy day Brad

310-307-2408

^n CL£RK PtMto/giftshop^ in Bientwood.

Flexible hours. No experience necessary.

Good personality. 310-395-0905.

P/T GENERAL OFFICE/File Clerit. M-F:

11am-3pm/4pm; $7-10/hr Entry-level for

bright, responsible individual w/courteous.

professional manner/appearance for fast-

paced int'l management consulting firm. Ac-

curate filing, light typing, copying, relief re-

ceptionist duties. Responsible/organized/de-

tail-oriented. Highest quality standards. Let-

ter of interest/resume: Sheryl Yamamoto.

Fax:310-966-4733. Call:310-966-

1001 ext264. ^
P/T RECP/SECTY

Century City firm seeks P/T receptionist/sec-

retary wfK) possesses organizational skills

and accurate typing/computer skills.Must

have sense of humor. Hours Mon-Fri 9am-

2pm. Fax resume 310-553-3996.

PAID INTERNSHIP
P/T BRANCH MANAGER Seeking branch

managers for rapidly expanding advertising

company Make as much as you want. 888-

412-0176.

Part Time Assistant- Attorney is seeking part-

time assistartce on a daily basis. Assist with

^ general office matters- WordPerfect 8.

phone, and filing skills. E-mail Resume to

FFields410©aol.com. or Fax (310)822-

3542.

PART-TIME LAW STUDENT 20 hours/wk.

Flexible. Collections, small claims court, co-

ordinating with attorney on unlawfuls. $9/hr.

310-829*1700. fax 310-829-2630.

PERSONAL P/T ASSISTANT wanted by re-

tired CPA. for financial records and account-

ing using Quicken. One day/week, or half-

days. Require someone familiar with Quick-

en and other computer programs. Flexible

hours. $15-$20/hour based on experience.

Fax resume to 310-202-6184.

PHOTO LAB p/t assist photo printer or com-

puter imaging. Beveriy Hills 310-274-3445.

POSTAL JOBS
TO $18.35/HR

INC. benefits. No experience. For app and

exam information call 1-800-813-3585 ext-

0712. 8am-7pm 7days fds.inc.

PT RECREATION ASS T needed for office

duties, possible afterrwon, evenings, and

weekends. Must be self-starter, good cus-

tomer service skills necessary to answer tel-

ephones, and to deal directly w/public.

$7.50/hr. 5- 1 5hrs/week. must bo avail, to

start immed Cheviot Hills Recreation uenter

310-837-5186 Alan Perimutter or Besty

Spina for interview appointment.

SALES/MANAGERS $1.000/hr??? P/T 1

week. Eam continuous, sizable comm/bo-

nuses throughout 1999/2000. Minimal per-

sonal effort. Call 24hrs. for details. ABR/lnc.

310-859-5577.

SECRETARY 20hrs/wk Doctor's office

Need good computer and typing skills,

knowladge of Windows95 asaanllal. Also

good command of Engliah. Immadiate open-

ing Fax resunw to 310-451-0446.

SEXUAL PROBLEMS?
Maintain control, maximize stamirui. and last

tongar. /^naUng. unhaaid of soiulions! Saak-

ir^ wMNng product tasters Apply at

i.oom

Disptd'
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SPANISH TUTORS NEEDED for grade87-

12. Basic Spanish up through Spanish 3 and
AP. Tutor experience needed, car. referenc-

es. $15/hr. Call 310-655-4693.

SPECIAL NEEDS
SEEKING STUDY "ccachVassistant for

A.D.H.D/L.D. 11/yr-old boy Duties include

homework assistance, supervision, and
some transportation. Background in special

education helpful. 4-days per/week. Late af-

ternoon. Transportation essential! 310-459-

5701.

STARGATE/WATKINS
ENTERTAINMENT Actors Wanted! No ex-

perience required. Movies. TV. commercials.

Guararitee inten/iews with top SAG agents.

CALL NOW!!!! 310-577-9711.

TEACHER'S ASSISTANT Supervise&inter-

act w/children in a developmental, eariy

chiWhood program. Learn positive communi-

cation skills, age-appropriate expectations,

problem-solving, trow to present activities.

ECE units preferred Part-time. Flexible

schedule. Must be able to worit weekends.

Will train. Deana Rossi 310-473-1447. X220.

TELEMARKETING
W/WINDOWS COMPUTER SKILLS. Prefer

phone experience. Prefer students/grads.

Flexible hours. 9am-5pm starting $8-

$10/hr+bonuses. 3-blocks/UCLA. Harel

Maintenance. Ron-3 10-470-6 175.

UCLA ALUMNI mom seeks athletic male

student to play sports with 5/y-old son. 4-

5/hrs-wk. Pacific Palisades. $10/hr. 310-459-

3641.

WEBMASTER NEEDED lor Santa Monk:a

publisher P/T or freelance. 310-395-9393.

WE'RE SEEKING INDIVIDUALS to provkle

support to the developmentally disabled. Call

Dwiqht Istanbulian at 818-361-6400 ext 1 29.

WHIZ AT THE NET? Internet access, ability

to send attachments. 60wpm. Flexible

hours, work at home 10-20 hrs/week. $8-

13/fK)ur 949-888-8441 or karenCJIakepro-

ductions.com

iiT^TT^TTiT^'
• Earn $100-$200 a day
• 2 week training & Job

Placement included

• It's not a job -it's a PARTY!!!

National Bartenders School

1 (BOG) G4G • MIXX (6499)

WILDLIFE JOBS
TO $21 .60

INC. BENEFITS. Game wardens, security,

maintenance, park rangers. No experience

needed. For app.+exam information 1-800-

813-3585 ext-0713 8am-7pm 7days fds.inc.

HlMIMIsllfflllil

HALLIES HOUSESITTING. 310-313-9998

7 years experience. References available.

Long or Shortterm. CONFIDENTIALITY
GUARANTEED.

JOURNALISM
INTERNSHIP w/award winning syndicated

journalist/screenwriter. Must t>e PC literate

and own computer. College credit+ pay. Ex-

perience, referer>ces. and contacts. West-

wood. 310-209-5656.

PAID INTERNSHIP
WESTWOOD LAW FIRM- Flexible hours.

Leamak>t. $7,504-. Good typing skills, com-

puter Hterate, excel experierice preferred.

Call 310-475-0481. Resumes preferred:

310-446-9962.

PAID INTERNSHIPdCOMPUTER TRAIN-

ING Company Self-starter w/knowledge of

sales/marketing. Credit may lead to interest-

ing opportunity. Flexible hours. Call ESA
Systems 818-240-2196.

PAID MANAGEMENT
INTERNSHIP

Student Wortts Painting, a subsidiary of Na-

tional Sen/ies Group is now hinng for

Spring/Summer 1999. Duties include inter-

viewir^. f>iring, devek)pment of customer re-

lations, control of mari<eting and sales. &
production management. Call 1-800-394-

6000. www.collegeworks.com

Scott Wynne. Producer&presklent of Wynne
Entertainment located at Sony Pictures on

the k>t. is k>okir>g for interns 1 -2 days/week to

perform coverage on scripts. Job ir>cludes

reading 2-3 scripts/week and writing cover-

age on tt>em Help r^eeded in office also

Great leamir^ experterx:e in a fur>&exciting

atr7X)8phere DavkJ031 0-244-3445 Or fax

rasuma:310-244-0447.

mur
NtL.^ ^^MrUTtR loiifuctor on WirxJows

95 and Quicken Flaxtote hours Brantwood

$20mr 310-472-4005

Classifieds

825-2221
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MARINE LIFE:

SHARKS, FISH &
MORE!

UCLA Ocean Discovery Center, at the Santa

Monica Pier, is looking for volunteers to help

with educational and public programs. Join

the 150 active volunteers wtK) are helping to

teach visitors at>out the Santa Monica Bay

and how to protect it. Lots of opportunities

and fun! For more info call the Volunteer Of-

ftee: 310-393-6149.

/IfiarHiieiits for Rant

1-BDRM$650
NEAR SHERMAN OAKS GALLERIA. Huge
apt. Ideal for roommates. Garden courtyard,

pool. NO, pfK>ne-entry. Minuter to campus.
818-997-7312.

1-MINUTETOUCLA
1 bdrm. furnished, bright, clean, quiet, secur-

ity entrance, large closets, carpet, pool, lyr

::ieaM. $85a'roo. 310-824-1830 ,
—

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 2-BEDROOM $950-

$1195. LARGE. UPPER/LOWER. UNU-
SUAL CHARM. SOME W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS
3 1 0-839-6294.

BRENTWOOD $1.495/mo. 2bd/2ba. front,

balcony, stove/refrigerator, dishwasher, car-

pet/drapes, laundry, parking, near UCLA,
shown by appt. 11728 Mayfield #1 310-271-

6811.

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT- Bright spacious

upper 2bdrm/2bath. Parking. Fireplace, bal-

cony $1139/mo. 2weeks free rent! Call 310-

478-1971.
'

BRENTWOOD- $1,760. Spacious, sunny
upper 3bdrm/2ba w/balcony. North of

Wilshire. New paint&carpet. refrigerator,

built-in stove. parkir>g, laundry on site, quiet

8-unit building. 11921 Goshen Ave. #4. Open
Fri&Sal&Sun, 10-4pm. 310-571-0293.

BRENTWOOD- single plus pool. $500. 310-

395-1284. Low agent fee. www.westsideren-

tals.com

CULVER CITY COTTAGE- Ibdrm/lba.

$775. 310-395-1284. Low agent fee.

www.westsiderentals.com

LOS FELIZ- Duplex hardwood floors $1500

323-634-7368. Low agent lee. www.westsid-

erentals.com

r
Al-Tallb
UCU's Muslim Student

Newsmagazine

MARINA PENINSULA Beach studio apari-

ment. 1/2 block to beach. Separate entrance,

common garden area with water view, utili-

ties and new refrig. irKluded. quiet, no srr)ok-

ing. no pets, ideal for student. $700/mo By

appt. only Call 310-822-4966 (leave mes-

saged

PALMS. Single apt from $495. 1-bdrm. $595.

Stove. $600deposit for single and
$900deposit for 1-bdrm. 1-year lease 310-

837-1502 leave message.

SANTA MONICA CANYON- 1 + 1 Ocean
View. $675. 310-395-1284. Low agent fee

www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA- bachelor. North of

Wilshire. $500. 310-395-1284 Low agent

fee. www.westsklerentals.com

SILVER LAKE- 1+1 plus view $850 323-

634-7368. Low agent fee. www.westsideren-

tals.com

WEST HOLLYWOOD HOUSE- 3+2 $1495

W/c pet. 323-634-7368 Low agent fee

www.westsiderentals.com

WEST HOLLYWOOD 2+2 plus balcony

$875 323-634-7368 Low agent fee.

www westsiderentals .com

WESTWOOD STUDIO APARTMENT $925

Ck>6e to UCLA Take over lease Luxurious

buikJing Short term ok. Parking, fitness, sau

r^iacuzzi 310-206-8802

WESTWOOD 3bdmV2ba $1450 w/c pat

310-305-1284 Low agant laa www.!

aranlais.oom

WESTWOOD- single. Cat okay $595. 310-

395-1284. Low agent fee. www westskJeren-

tals.com

WESTWOOD 2-BDRM/2-BATH+LOFT
Pool/jacuzzi. washer/dryer, dishwasher,

24/hour guard. $1550/mo. Avail 12/1. Cakll

Mike: 310-372-2950.

WESTWOOD. Large 1-bdrm. $995 Malcolm

Ave. near Westwood&SM Blvd. 14unit build-

ing w/pool. parking, laundry, hardwood
floors, stove. 818-995-8866 ext.312, Monica .

WLA. Large single. 1917 Spanish mission

building. High ceilings, fwrdwood floors, sep-

arate kitcf>erWldining room. 1-yr lease, $750.

Betty: 310-479-8646.

WLA. $825-$850. 2bdmv/1 .5ba. Dishwasher,

AC, carpet. drapes built-in. Extra large

fenced patio. 310-670-5119.

AiMuluMHits Funilsliod

MAR VISTA. $535&up/month. Ask about

move in special. Attractive, furnished 1-

bdmi. Large, pool, patio. bart)ecue area.

Quiet-building. 3748 Inglewood Blvd. 310-

398-8579.

OCEAN VIEW
WLA $795. Large 1-Bdrm, on private drive-

way, top of hill. Huge private sundeck.

Clean+quiet. Centinela. 310-390-4610.

8700
Coiido/llBWiilioiise tor Sato

BRENTWOOD. Large home 3-bdrrW2-bath

penthouse +lott and sundeck. New paint,

carpet.appliances. 2-car side-by-side part<-

ing. $379,000 A. Buchman 310-471-

6363ext123. Coldvi/ell Banker.

8800

ENCINO GUESTHOUSE in large quiet yard

with pool. Living room. bdrm. bathroom,

kitchen. Cathedral ceilings, skylights, pet ne-

gotiable. $775+utilities. 818-343-6547.

ESTATE PROPERTY
GUESTHOUSE/STUDIO ON LARGE gated

Er>cino estate property Unfurnished Tennis

courts/pool. a/c. no pets. South of Ventura

Blvd. $800/mo Susan 818-995-8388

House for Rent

MIRACLE MILE- 3bdrm/2bath. 2 car garage,

yard. 20 min drive to UCLA. Walk to mu-

seums. $1400/mo. 1 year lease. Veroni-

ca©2 13-380- 534 7

9200
Hooeliig Needed

CHRISTIAN ESL TEACHER needs room to

rent for 1-3months. English lar>guage in-

struction in exchange for reduced/no rent

Genevieve 310-413-5130

Urgent housing needed for trustworthy,

extremely reliable rTK>m+4yr.old. Willing to

excfiar)ge for baby/house-sitting. Must be

close to UCLA Vicky 310-209-2533

Reenifof Help

LIVE IN BABYSITTER in exchange for

room&board in Tarzana. Chtklcare for 11-yr

old giri w/special needs. Eve 6:30-8:30 M-

Th. Sat 5:30-8:30, Sun 3:30-8:30, 16hrs to-

tal, stipend avail. Call 818-343-4150

0400
Reem for Rent

BEVERLY HILLS, furnished private room in

large house w/grad students, kitchen privi-

leges, pool, washer/dryer, utilities/included.

Need car. $475. Leave message. Abby 310-

275-3831or 818-783-5151.

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT Own sunny

bdrm/bath. N/S. professional ferrwle to share

apartment w/2 females. $450/mo. Avail

01/01/99.310-473-9420/310-712-2623.

BRENTWOOD. Luxurious apartment. Fe-

male only. Furnished t)edroom own bath. Full

kitchen privileges. Parking. $525/mo-utilities

included. 310-477-3173.

BRENTWOOD/WLA. 1252 Barry Ave. 2-

bdrm/1-bath. Secured' access. 2-part<ing.

new carpet. $1065 Available now. 310-479-

3381.

PALMS Large private roonVbath in 2+2.

Huge cioset. Blue Bus lines. $450 month.

Gated paricing. Secured buikling (310)418-

5327.

SANTA MONICA 2bdnn furnished apt. Un-

furnished room, 4 bkx:ks (rom t)each. Fe-

male grad student prefened $460/mo. +1/2

utilities 310-452-4737.

WESTWOOD Room for rent. Own bed-

roonr>A)ath Backyard. kitct>en/taundry. gated

parking. N/S. dean, qutet. female student

Ck)se to UCLA $525/mo +utiMias. 310-477-

0112

WLA Living room to rant $350/nfK) Ctoaa to

UCLA 2nd toor. pool. gym. tannis, utWtias

inoludad Famala pialarrwl 310^5-0412
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this for

a case
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athlete's

feet'
" AR^e > a

quick

game
of

footsies

during

study

hall,

these

sure-

looted

soul

mates

have

jumped

feet

first

into

some
foot

loose

soul

search

ing.

Talk

9bout

your

toe

jami

He
ain't

no

heel.

She

thinks

he is

some
kind of

arch

angel

He
would

probefaty

toe

dence

a two-

step to

win her

soul

kiss.

Uke
any

good

foot

soldier,

he

knows

thatrt

he tips

back

too

many,

he

might

lose

his

footing

and

have a

problem

step

ping up

to the

plate

And

tfiat

would

make it

quite

difficult

to tip

toe

through

he;

tuhps.

let

akme
score a

runi

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Talk

about

your bat

going

limpi

Its a

swing

gnmr

ACROSS
1 Coral formation

5 Word used
before noon
or shave

10 Frost

14 Pollster Roper
15 Actress Dern
16 Curved molding
17 Aspersion
1 8 Item for elegant

dining

20 Cfiores
22 An Asian
23 Throws
24 Heartfis'

contents
26 Family mem.
27 Yelled

30 Some teachers
34 Cot
35 Tardy
36 Domino spot
37 Covers
38 Actors

representative

40 South of France
41 Eisenhower's

nickname
42 Hurried
43 Ldl
45 Rotary engine
47 Refined
48 Annapolis

grad
49 Ravioli, eg.
50 "Full steam —!"

53 Tiny —
54 The — side of

the coin

58 Worked the

room, at a party

61 Smidgen
62 The Kingston —
63 Developed
64 Chooses
65 Witnessed
66 "Divine Comedy"

author
67 Tide type

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

iDQQBa [iQcaQ EaoEira
IBIUISIEISMLIIIOINMOILIEIOI

B]aD[<^[?;iQ[s Dom

S[a][!ZiQE][i] QQIUS QSSl
@QaB @DD@ QBOQSS

DOWN
1 Relax
2 Singer

Fitzgerald

3 Flightless birds

4 Loads of food
5 TV alien

6 Go! an F
7 Food fish

8 Hence
9 "Norma —

"

10 Healthy
11 Inventor

Sikorsky
12 Whimper
13 Slippery fishes

1 9 German river

21 Location
25 Keeps
26 Colonizes
27 Banana —
28 Japanese poem
29 Having more

senionty

30 "— of La
Mancha"

31 Hazard a guess

32 Hill

33 Barker's pitch

35 Guided
39 "Gosh!"
40 Genetic

change
42 Follower of an

Eastem religion

44 Aware of

46 Lighthouse
feature

47 Most sporting

49 Mountain
climber's aid

50 Parts of a play
51 Put on the

payroll

52 Pennsylvania
city

53 Scarlett's

home
55 Optimism
56 Singer James
57 File

59 Boy
60 Actress

Sandra —

miss,

strike

three,

you're

out!
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foot
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might
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this
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foot

with her

steel toe

• foot-

wearl

Or
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could

soon

become
his irch

Sfltmy.
" In case
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didn't

know.

most

UCLA
students
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when
they

party

Some
don't
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all Soil
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don't

want to
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foot
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Christian
Chinese Bible Church
1637 Butler Ave., LA

310-478-8971

Chinese Sunday Worship:

Sunday 11am in Sanctuary.

English Sunday Worship: Sunday

11am in Walker Hall.

Looking for a Bible-based church

close to campus? We're only min-

utes away from UCLA, come and

check us out!

Joshua House
2948 Colorado Ave.. Santa Monica.

310-581-9924.

Sunday Evenings, 6:30pm.

A new weekly gathering of music,

message, and ministry for a new
generation (ages 18-32); where

\he feafity^Mlfo and the rea lity of

God meet in a relaxed and rela-

tional atmosphere. For those who
wonder if there's more to life. ..it's

a place to come. (An extension of

Vineyard Christian Fellowship)

Christian/Evangelical

Westside Oikos Community
Church
1989 Westwood Blvd. (& La Grange),

310-441-2125

Sunday 1pm, 3:30pm. Rides pro-

vided at Sproul Turnaround at

12:30pm and 3pm. Oikos

Christian Fellowship on Campus,

1178 Franz Hall. Thursday at

6:30pm. Start the year fresh with

God! He has wonderful blessings

In store for your life. Join us for

one of our worship services

where you will experience power-

ful worship, life-changing mes-

sages, & awesome fellowship.

Congregational
Westwood Hills Congregational Last Wednesday

Pastor Olaf Hoeckmann-Percival.

10am worship. Open and affirm-

, ing of all. Christ centered, spirit-

j
filled worship. Conversational ser-

mons. Music to lift your spirit!

Children's church, retreats, Bible

studies, and lots of God's Love.

j

http://members.aol.com/whc-

church

Lutheran
University Lutheran Chapel

10915 Strathmore Dr. (at Gayley),

Westwood

310-208-4579

Sundays: Liturgical Worship

10:30am, Bible Study: 12:15pm.

Contemporary Worship: 4:30pm.

Wednesdays: Soup Supper: 6pm.

Undergraduate Bible Study: 7pm.

nf thP mnnth_

Church
1989 Westwood Blvd. (& La Grange)

310-474-7327

[WHCChurch&aol.com] or call toll

free 888-WHCHURCH

Vespers Sen/k:e, 7pm.

Retreat from the edge! In love, we

emphasize the grace of God while

sharing the light of Christ! Rev. Tim

Seals, Pastor; Rev Paul Drake,

Campus Ministry Administrator.

Methodist
Westwood UMC/Wesley

Foundation

10497 Wilshire Blvd. (at the comer of

Warner Ave.)

310-208-6869 or 310-474-4511

http://home. earthlink. net/-wumc
Sundays: 10:30am&5:30pm.

Traditional Worship: 10:30am in

Sanctuary; Grace Land

Contemporary Worship: 5:30pm

in Helms Hall; Wesley Fellowship,

Pray-Play-Eat Wednesdays,

6:15pm in URC Lounge, 900

Hilgard Ave. (at LeConte Ave.)

2:30-3:40pm.

Presbyterian

Brtrttwooa Presbyter ian

Church

12000 San Vicente Blvd., Los

Angeles, 90049

310-826-5656

College Age Fellowship: Sundays

11am-1 2:30pm. Worship Sen/ices:

Sundays 8am, 9:15am., 11am&6pm.

BPC is an active, warm, and compas-

sionate church. Come worship with

us or check out our College Age

Fellowship. Shuttle service available

from "Sproul Hall turnaround" at

10:40am for CAR

Westwood Presbyterian Church

10822 Wilshire Blvd., Los

Angeles. 310-474-4535.

Worship times: 9a.m. and 11a.m.

Excellent music. Bible and theo-

logical classes led by university

faculty. Opportunities for spiritual

growth, fellowship and service in

hands-on ministries dealing with

hunger, homeless, child-abuse,

affordable housing needs. Next to

AVCQ theaters

M.HOOPS
From page 24

(4-0) plays American University of

Puerto Rico in the opening round.

No. 4 Kentucky (3-0) or No. 13 Xavier

(3-0) should await the winner in the.

championship game. The other teams on

that side of the bracket are Pittsburgh (4-

0) and Colorado (4-0)

But don't expect UCLA to look ahead.

The Bruins know they have to take care

of business against

the Dons first.

UCLA struggled

with San Francis-

co's conference foe

Santa Clara last

week, and USF (2-

0) has already beat-

en UC Santa

Barbara and St.

Louis.

"We're at a point

where even the

Taiwan team was a

tough opponent," Lavin said. "Plus, it's a

little easier knowing (USF) was a NCAA
Tourney team last year, so we'll respect

the Dons."

If history is any indicator, UCLA is

ripe for an upset.

Three years in a row, the Bruins have

participated in a major, early-season

tournament, and three years in a row the

Bruins have been first-round losers.

They lost to North Carolina last year

in the Great Alaska Shootout, two years

ago to Tulsa in the Preseason NIT and

the 1995-96 season started off with a loss

MEN'S BASKETBALL

Puerto Rico Shootout

^^Jhursday

3:30 p.m.

American University

s of Puerto Rico

but the last two would be in the loser's

bracket.

Regardless, it looks like the Bruins will

still have to play without sophomore

guard Baron Davis.

Although both coach and player say he

has looked as good as he ever has since

his injury eight months ago, Davis still

has not been given the go-ahead to play.

"These back-to-back practices are the

best that we've seen him play in terms of

intensity, enthusiasm and such." Lavin

said. "But we haven't gotten any official

word from the doc-

tors. We're still

working on the

assumption he's

not going to play."

As for Davis,

well ...

"I feel great. But

it's not likely I'm

going to play." he

said.

NINA SACKS/Daily Brum O t h C T W i S C ,

UCLA's lineup

won't look much
different than it did in the 89-76 victory

over Santa Clara last week.

Though Lavin has still notnJcclarcd a

starting lineup, the Bruins will still substi-

tute freely and show many different com-

binations.

"We're not going to sub to a point

where there's a chance we'll lose a

game," Lavin said. "But, there are 14

players that I'm comfortable putting in

the game."-^

—

rf

The schedule for the Puerto Rico

Shootout: UCLA vs. San Francisco Thursday

10 Santa C lara in the Maui Inviutional. flt 3:10 p.m.; W inner's bracket. Fr iday aL

The Religious Services Directory is primed

every Friday. Calt Beckie Dibble at 310-

825-222 J for more information.

If UCLA does lose to San Francisco, 10:30 a.m. (ESPN2); Championship

it will still play its allotted three games - Saturday at 3:30 p.m. (ESPN2).

W.VOLLEYBALL
From page 24

the Waves, and Anna Witowski

added 12 more from the middle.

UCLA, however, rebounded

strongly.

"Our coaches told us to (con-

centrate) on technique," said

Elisabeth Bachman. "Our coach-

es told us how to block on their

different hitters."

The Bruins, behind three

members of the All-Pac-10 team

(Bachman. Ashley Bowles and

Kristee Porter), put their coach-

es' advice to good use. In the mid-

dle, Bachman had 1 1 blocks and

14 kills. Meanwhile, on the out-

side. Porter had a match-high 33

kills for her fourth 30-kill effort.

Bowles had 17 kills, including

Ci\e in the critical fifth game.

UCLA stormed back against

MJENNIS
From page 22

avenged an earlier loss to the

Trojans, as the No. 3 seeded

Kukal and Moore knocked off

the other UCLA doubles tandem

of Zach Fleishman and Noah
Newman in the semifinals.

Coach Billy Martin uses. these

tournaments for fine-tuning the

UCLA lineup. "I wanted to see

how different guys played togeth-

er," Martin said, referring to dif-

Pepperdine to take a two games

to one lead behind a strong ser-

vice game. "Shorter serves take

the middle (blocker) out of the

offense," Bachman explained.

"It forces them to pass." ^

Pepperdine quickly adjusted

and won the fourth game with

strong outside hitter play.

Freshman hitter Lindsay Phillips

had nine of her 24 kills in the

fourth game. The teams were

knotted" at 8-8 when Pepperdine

ran off a 7-3 run to complete the

game. The Bruins looked as if

they might unravel at the seams

after an error led to game point.

"I looked at Chaska (Potter),

and thought to myself, 'We have

to win,'" Lawson said. The
Bruins came out in the fifth game
with the composure of a battle-

tested team, and it showed.

"Our team did really well in

the fifth game." Bachman said.

Jean Noel Grinda together with

Lee is still a possibility, but

Martin admits things do not work

out that easily: "It might look and

sound good, but until they play

together, you never know."

Chris Sands was another Bruin

who played well this weekend.

Before falling to teammate Lee.

Sands defeated two seeded-play-

ers, including the No. 2 seed from

use Andrew Park. "I'm happy

for him.^ That's the kind of win

that helps you get your confi-

dence back," Martin said.

"We just kept fighting and stayed

in there."

UCLA had its first lead in the

final game after a Bowles dig and

an eventual Porter kill would

bre^ak a 9-9 tie. Bowles spiked

two more kills, off sets from

Potter and Porter, as the Bruin

offense began to manufacture

points. Pepperdine closed to 14-

13 on a Phillips kill, but then

Bowles finished the match with a

spike that the Waves couldn't

retrieve.

The No. 15 ranked Bruins fin-

ished the regular season with a

15-11 record and await an at-

large bid from the NCAA tour-

nament selection committee on

Sunday. The Bruins have high

hopes compete well in the post-

season.

"Finally, I get to play in the

NC^AA tournament," said

Lawson. "I can't wait."

UCLA's next tournament, the

Milwaukee Tennis 'Classic, starts

Jan. 5. '

While oyer a month may seefiT

like ample time to prepare for the

regular season, this is not neces-

sarily the case.

"We don't really have that

much time to get ready for it. The

most important thing is to keep

playing hard," Lee said.

Coach Martin agrees that

there is a lot of tennis to t>e played

between now and January.

"We have three weeks left of

te rcn t possible uoubics eomt>mF
tions.

His original idea of putting

i he match took three seta, w ith prueiice and challenge maieh«s?

the Los Gatos native prevailing 7-

5 in the final frame.

A lot will be determined from

those challenge matches," he said.

mns
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Every Wednesday and Friday, the Daily Bruin Classifieds provides Bruin Bargains, a place where students are able to advertise

absolutely FREE* some of the best deals in Westwood. Check weekly for updates so you don't miss out on great savings!

New 3D Deluxe
Plaque Remover -^

^: Insurance

may cover

100% of cost^
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with complete exam,

x-rays and cleaning.

•New patients only

•Not good with any other otfet^

•Expires 12/31/98 %
''.

Give us the opportunity to introduce

ourselves to you and show you our new
^,

Santa Monica office which

is outfitted with the latest, state-of-the-

art equipment. Once you've seen our

dedication to excellence in Family

Dentistry, you won't go anywhere else!

*"•••. .''

AARONif SHEILYD.D.S.
& ASSOCIATES

mnvH''
&ASSUUIAItS /^

M

itADAandCDA NITROUS OXIDE -TV -STEREO HEADPHONES

1502 Wilshire Blvd.,

Suite 303,

Santa Monica

Evening and

Weekend

Appointments

sheilv@DDS4U.com
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^ 1 619 263 7038 ^
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To place a FREE* ad

in the Bruin Bargains,

fill out information on

the right and submit

to the Daily Bruin

Classifieds.

• Item: i

(15 diaraders maximum, including spaces)

• Docription:

(20 diaraders maximum, induding spaces)

• Price.

(exan^ $25. $74ea, FREE Please round to the nearest dollar—NO OBO)

• Phont ( ) -

Itisn:

! (15 characters maximum, including spaces)

• • Description:

(20 characters maximum, including spaces)

1 •Price:

! (example $25, $74ea, FREE Please round to the nearest dollar—NO OBO)

i •Phone: ( )
-
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9500
Roommates-Private Room

BEVERLY GLEN CANYON Private room in a

house. Mounlaintop view, quiet, sunny.

Washer/dryer, 10 min. to UCLA. Studious,

tion-smoking male tenant. $400 incl.. utili-

ties. Leave message for Jim at 310-470-

2142

BRENTWOOD ADJ- Your own bdrm+ba in a

4-bdrm townhouse w/all amenities. $425/mo

310-445-1161.

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT your own bed-

room and full bath in a 4t>drm. apt. $495/mo.

w/all amenities (310)477-6322.

CULVER CITY house-mate Lovely area,

near buses Hardwood floors, fully equipped

house, laurxJry Phone -line in room $500-

includes utilities 310-838-1589

ENCINO Roommate wanted to share pleas-

ant home Private bdrm, share kitchen, bath-

room, yard. &pool Ouiet. r>ear bus. 2nd prt

vate room avail Pet negotiable Prefer fe

male/non»smol(er $40(ymo 818-343-6547

KELTON/LEVERING Own bedroom/shared

bath, available Jan 1 Cozy place for friendly

female to share w/3 other girts SseO-t^lM

utilities Part(ir^ 310-209-0368

Classifieds

825-2221

9500
Roommatos-Prlvate Room
PALMS. Female student, clean, non-smoker.

Spacious 3bdrm, convenient location Rent

$433, need first&iast Contact 310-838-0543

before 8pm.

UCLA APARTf^ENT- Ibdrm/lba in

2bdrm/2ba apartment. Sharing kitchen, liv-

ing-room w/UCLA Post-doc Sunny, gated,

parking, laundry, dishwasher. $444/mo

+1/2utilities. 310-572-0148.

WESTWOOD Strathmore and Landfair

ItxJrm available in 2txJrm apt for Winter and

Spnng '99. Great view $490/mo Call Sara

(310)209-1046.

. , • 1 1 i I

Roommatos-Sharail Room
WESTWOOD-Space available, take over

lease Jan.1, Beautiful Spanish style apart-

ment 644 Landfair $367 Call Now 310-209-

0205.

WESTWOOD. Roommate needed to share

1-bdrm $400+utilities per month for Win-

ter/Spring quarters Preferably female Call

310-208-8650.

WINDSOR HILLS Male/female roommate to

share large and spacious 1-txJrm apartment

Security parking $290/mo, utilities included.

Available now Teddy: 323-293-2725.

9800
Vacation Rentals

IDYLLWILD BEAUTIFUL MTN. CABIN San

Be-'nardino Nat'l Forest. Fully equipped. Hot

tub, fireplaces. Views. Sleep 4+. $250/wee-

kend. 310-794-5515 310-391-6808

AdvERTJSE
classified display

206-3060

classified line

825-2221

9700

Roommatos-Sliarad Room

10960 ROEBLING Waik-to-campus Fe-

male to share room Parking, own wash-

er&dryer Must like cats ASAP-August 310-

824-2526

SUBLET NEEDED NOW
548 KELTON Huge 3-bdmn/2-bath w/bak:o

ny Now-December 3 1st for roommate who's

traveling Rent negotiable Call ASAP 310-

208-6206 __^
BRENTWOOD- Charming. sunny

2bdrm/2bath to share in heart of Brentwood

Femaie/professtonai grad student, non

smoker preferred $475/mo plus utilities

AvaOable 12-01 -98 Andrea 310-826-4512

nt

KECyCLE
^=3

you can help W77S7/
expand the^^^fSR

Join the Recycling Advocates, y ^^^
a task force that not only / y^^^^^.
wofflts to expand recycling on / /^^^Hl^feK
campus, but also thraws a / //^^^^^^^|
party every wseic, on / ^/ i^^PI^^^I
Tuesday! at 6pm in / // ^^^^ J^|
RoyoelSSb / // ^^ __n^^^

i 9Buthouldloo
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for more tntomiation call ^^K ^^^^ 1f ^
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Weekend tournament
I

UCLA to take on Huskers in Hawaii USC linebacker stings from Bruin's criticism

chance for watershed
PREVIEW: Team will fight

against Waves to appear

at NCAA championships

By Steve Kim
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The men's collegiate water polo

season is making its way down the

home stretch, with a stop this week-

end at the Mountain Pacific Sports

Federation conference champi-

onship.

The MPSF, which includes most of

the national top- 10 water polo teams,

lists No. 1 use and No. 2 UCLA as

just two of the powerhouses.

The tournament will take place at

Newport Harbor High School from

Friday through Sunday. UCLA plays

sixth-seeded Pepperdine on Friday at

2:30 p.m. Pepperdine is the defend-

ing national champion, and with that

in mind, the Bruins don't plan to take

the team lightly even though the

Waves are suffering from a mediocre

season.

"Pepperdine is still the national

champion, and it's going to do its best

to defend its crown until someone

else takes it," UCLA assistant coach

Adam Krikorian said.

get the at-large bid to the NCAA
championship if they fail to earn it by

winning the MPSF tournament.

They don't want to leave their NCAA
spot to chance - they want to take

matters into their own hands.

"If 'SC wins, we'll probably go to

the NCAA tournament, but we don't

want to rely on that," sophomore

defender Blake Wellen said. "We
want to have our fate in our control

and just win this tournament."

If the Bruins beat Pepperdine,

they'll advance to a semifinal game

on Saturday at 2:30 p.m. And if they

advance to the final game on Sunday,

the game will be at the same time.

They're likely to face USC, UCI or

Stanford in the more competitive

games, bu( knowing they've beaten

all these teams at one point or anoth-

er this season, the Bruins no longer

if.face the question of

"As coaches, we k|ncw that we can

beat any team," Krikorian said. "It

was a matter of eventually convinc-

ing that to the players. They know

that now so we'll be ready for each

team, starting with Pepperdine on

Friday.';

With Saturday's win against the

No. 1 Trojans still fresh in its mind,

the young Bruin team now has added

confidence from having it.s capnhili-

W.HOOPS: Game against

hardy Nebraska tips off

Rainbow Wahine Classic

By A. CinQue Carter

Daily Bruin Staff

The UCLA women's basketball

team will travel to Hawaii for a little

fun in the sun this weekend.

But before the Bruins ( 1-2) get to

enjoy the road trip, they will have to

take care of business first.

The No. 12 Brums will open the

Rainbow Wahine Classic against

No. 24 Nebraska (3-0). The Huskers

have begun the season by dominat-

ing their opponents, winning each

game by more than 25 points.

A huge reason for Nebraska's

early season success is the play- of

point guard Nicole Kubik, who
averages 18 points, 6.3 assists and

5.3 steals per game. Joining Kubik

in the backcourt is guard Brooke

Schwartz (10.7 points per game, 5.7

rebounds per game).

This combination could pose a

serious problem for UCLA's belea-

guered perimeter defense, which

gives up over 67 of the Bruin oppo-

nents' 96 points per game.

"We just really need to get better

at our perimeter defense," UCLA
"coach Kathy Olivier said.

The Bruin offense is not a con-

cern, however, as they are averaging

over 90 points per game for the first

time under Olivier. UCLA has six

players averaging double figures in

scoring on this young season.

At the top of the list are center

Janae Hubbard (18 points and 5.7

boards per game) and forward

Maylana Martin (19 and 13).

"The post is doing a lot of good

things right now," Olivier said.

The Bruin backcourt has 23.3

points and eight boards coming off

the bench between sophomore

guard LaCresha Flannigan and

freshman guard Michelle Greco.

Battling Kubik will be Bruin

point guard Erica Gomez who is tal-

lying 7.3 points and eight assists per

game but is also averaging eight

turnovers.

"We have to take care of the

ball," Olivier said of her team, aver-

aging 25 turnovers. "Erica is great

for us, but she's turning the ball over

too much. She'll get better."

And so will those sun-loving

Bruins.

"%.,

Strong showings boost team confidence

MJENNIS: Tournament

results in seminnal win,

doubles championship

By Dave Denicke

Daily Bruin Contributor

One such source is junior transfer

Jong-Min Lee, who made it to the

finals at the Los Angeles Tennis Club

in downtown Los Angeles this past

weekend.

Lee won four matches, including a

semifinal victory over fellow Bruin

Another UCLA standout is senior

Brandon Kramer. Coming off of a

quarterfinal finish at the Rolex

regional tournament, Kramer

slipped up in the round of sixteen to

Pepperdine freshman Chase Exon.

Kramer rebounded in the doubles

draw, teaming up with Lee to win theChris Sands, before falling in the

iliaiiipimiships to toirsrcrirri Cnry champinnship. In the finala. Kramet

FOOTBALL Las Vegas Bowl

committee opts San Diego State

in light of proximity, TV crowd

By John Nadel

The Associated Press

Star Southern California linebacker Chris

Claiborne is one angry Trojan.

Claiborne was still upset Tuesday over

remarks made by UCLA's Brendon
Ayanbadejo after the No. 3 Bruins beat the

Trojans over the weekend.

Ayanbadejo, a senior linebacker, sacked

freshman quarterback Carson Palmer four

times and was involved in nine tackles as

UCLA won a 34-17 decision for its eighth

straight victory over USC.
"I thought the guy was terrible,"

Ayanbadejo said of Palmer afterward. "We
could have sent out one of our redshirt fresh-

man (to play quarterback) and he would have

played better than him."

Apparently, Ayanbadejo believed Palmer

had denigrated the UCLA defense before-

hand. Nevertheless, Claiborne was still furi-

ous three days after the game was played.

"I'm sick of his mouth," said Claiborne, a

junior who is one of three finalists for the

Butkus Award, given to the nation's top line-

backer. "That just goes to show you he's not a

very good player.

"He had a great game. For him to just keep

talking, what is that going to prove? For him

to talk about Carson the way he did is ridicu-

he wasn't a senior, 1 wish I had a chance to

play against him next year."

use committed seven turnovers in 'the

game, prompting Claiborne to say, "W^ gave

them the game."

Claiborne, who was'irivolved in seven tack-

les, broke up two passes and returned an

interception 66 yards to set up a touchdown,

also said the game could have gotten ugly had

it not been for USC's defense, but added,

"You lose as a team. It's a new week. I'm basi-

cally going to put this to rest."

The Trojans (7-4, 5-3 Pac-IO), assured of

playing in their first bowl game in three years,

complete their season Saturday night against

No. 9 Notre Dame (9-1) at the Los Angeles

Coliseum.

USC has beaten Notre Dame twice in a

row after going 0-12-1 against the Fighting

Irish in the 13 previous years.

"It's another big game," Claiborne said.

"It's another rated team. To me, it's disap-

pointing that we don't beat the top teams. It's

frustrating."

The Trojans are winless against the three

ranked teams they've played this year, having

lost to Florida State, Oregon and UCLA.
Claiborne said he plans to call a news con-

ference after the season ends to announce

whether or not he'll return for his senior year

or opt to make himself available for the NFL
draft.

"I can't fell you guys," he told reporters

with a smile when asked of his plans. "I'm

thinking I know what I want to do. Let's win

this game first."

Notre Dame will face the Trojans without

spoil any hopes Notre Dame has of playing in

a Bowl Championship Series game - the

Rose, Orange and Sugar bowls are all possi-

bilities if the Irish finish 10-1.

• • •

SAL! LAKE CITY - San Diego State

edged Utah for an invitation to the Las Vegas

Bowl.

In what was described as a very close vote,

SDSU was selected over Utah after both

schools and Colorado State made presenta-

tions to the Las Vegas Bowl Committee

Monday.

The Utes still have a small chance for the

Aloha Bowl or another bowl.

"An opening might pop up; we just have to

continue to see what else is out there," Utah

athletic director Chris Hill, who is with the

Utes men's basketball team at the Maui

Classic, told The Salt Lake Tribune. "But to

be honest. Las Vegas was our best opportuni-

ty."

The opportunity materialized late

Saturday, when the Las Vegas Bowl's antici-

pated pairing of Wyoming and California fell

apart.

The Cowboys were hammered 35-0 at

Tulsa to finish their 8-3 season with two

straight losses. Cal was upset 10-3 at home by

Stanford, falling short of the bowl-qualifying

six victories.

The Utes, Aztecs and Rams stepped up to

try and fill the WAC's guaranteed Las Vegas

spot.

The Aztecs (7-4) beat the Utes 21-20 and

won seven of their last eight games and tied

BYU for the Pacific Division title. The

luus, 1 take it personally. I don't think he 's staiting quarte rback Ja rms Jac kson, who Cougars advanced to the WAC chump i

SALAHUDDIN
From page 24

When Florida State beat Florida, Seminole

fans rushed the field with little persecution.

Even when Oregon State defeated Oregon in

an overtime thriller, the Beaver fans stormed

the field several times.

Tennessee defeated Florida at home several

weeks ago, and the Volunteer fans bombarded

the field. Field goal posts and sod were taken

and damages were reportedly high.

Was it worth it?

Ask the Tennessee fans. I'm sure they would

all say "Hell yeah!" That win meant a lot to

each of those fans, and to show their apprecia-

tion, the Volunteer fans "rushed" the field.

Not since 1954 (when UCLA won its only

NCAA football title) have the Bruins been in

the hunt for a national title. And it's not likely

that the opportunity will arise again soon.

During the bonfire rally last week, several

players urged the UCLA fans to join them on

the field. The Bruin football team wanted its

fans to relish the excitement of this fabulous

season.

So all of the UCLA faithful took off to the

Rose Bowl early Saturday morning, with aspi-

rations of a win over the Trojans. Yet, the

Bruin spectators left disappointed, not having

their glory on the grass despite the victory.

While UCLA ran away from USC in the

game, UCLA fans could not run away from

the security.

When will the Rose Bowl realize that deny-

ing the fans a chance at celebration is wrong?

Regulating at other games might be justified

but with the Bruins continuing their hot streak,

fans should have been let on the field.

We all might just have to fly to Miami and

§it in the confines of the Orange Bowl to bask

In order for the Bruins to qualify

in the NCAA championship tourna-

ment, they or the Trojans have to win

this weekend. Since USC is ranked

No. 1 and holds the best overall and

the conference game record, they're

almost guaranteed to play in the four-

team national tournament.
~

—

"tt^

ties affirmed.

"Beating USC in the weekend

leading into the tournament is awe-

some because our confidence is high

and we know we're playing well,"

Wellen added. "We also know we can

do some more things so we just have

rto stay focused and keep the intensity

The No. 2 Bruins are next in line to up.

Coming out of the Southern

California Intercollegiate

Championships, the UCLA men's

tennis team speaks of confidence.

UCLA is confident not only

because they return talented players

from last year, but also because of

inspiring play from some untapped

sources.

Guy of UC Santa Barbara.

Lee's experience will give him the

poise to play against top level oppo-

nents.

"This gives me the confidence to

compete against the other guys,"

said Lee. "Knowing that I can go out

and win the tough matches is impor-

tant."

and Lee defeated USC's combina-

tion of Roman Kukal and Ryan

Moore. After splitting the first two

sets, the two surged forth in the third

and decisive set, winning 6^ to take

home the championship.

The victory over Southern Cal

SeeM.nNNIS,pa9e21

Any large Pizza, your choice of toppings and crust, for $9>99

QO^ ^iii 1114 Gayley Ave.

0l4'4 I I I Westwood Village

Medium 1 topping Pizza

for S5.95

Fast Free Deliverv

until 1 a.m. Sunday-Thursday
until 2 a.m. Friday & Saturday

N.itional Football league
At a Glance

AMERICAN CONFERENCE

East

Buffalo

Miami

N.Y.Jets

New England

Indianapolis

Central

Jacksonville

Pittsburgh

Tennessee

Baltimore

Cincinnati

West

Denver

Oakland

San Diego

Seattle

Kansas City

WL
7 4

7

7

6

2

T Pet. PF PA

.636 247 217

.636 201 158

.636 267 178

.545 237 215

.182 177 298

8 >- .727 277 230

7 4 .636 208 199

6 5 .545 242 217

4 7 .364 167 216

2 9 .182 180 287

110
7 4

1.000 370 190

.636 190 215

.455 165 216

.455 235 192

.364 204 235

NATIONAL CONFERENCE

Dallas

Arizona

N.Y. Giants

Philadelphia

Washington

Central

X Minnesota

Green Bay

Detroit

Tampa Bay

Chicago

West

Atlanta

San Francisco

New Orleans

St. loots
—

Carolina

WIT Pet. PF PA

8 3 .727 289 171

6 5 .545 227 274

4 7 .364 189 226

? 9 .182 92 253

2 9 .182 211 318

10 1

7 4

4 7

4 7

3 8

^ 8

2 9

.909 348 184

.636 290 224

.364 225 247

.364 192 233

.273 180 244

.818 304 208

.727 323 237

455 206 235

.273 197 264

.182 215 274

Buffalo 34Jndianapolis 1

1

Pittsburgh 30, Jacksonville 15

New York Giants 20, Philadelphia

Dallas 30, Seattle 22

New York iets 24, Tennessee 3

Carolina 24, St. Louis 20
^

Baltimore 20, Cincinnati 13 '

Denver 40, Oakland 14

San Diego 38, Kansas City 37

San Francisco 31, New Orleans 20

Monday's Gam*
New England 26, Miami 23

Thursday, Nov. 26

Pittsburgh at Detroit. 12:35 p.m.

Minnesota at Dallas, 4:05 p.m.

Sunday, Nov. 29

Arizona at Kansas City, 1:01 p.m.

Atlanta at St. Louis, 1:01 p.m.

Carolina at New York Jets, 1:01 p.m.

Indianapolis at Baltimore, 1:01 p.m.

Jacksonville at Cincinnati, 1:01 p.m.

Tampa Bay at Chicago, 1 :01 p.m.

Tennessee at Seattle, 4:05 p.m.

Buffalo at New England, 4:05 p.m.

New Orleans at Miami, 4:1 5 p.m.

Philadelphia at Green Bay, 4:15 p.m.

Washington at Oakland, 4:15 p.m„ •

Denver at San Diego, 8:20 p.m.

Monday, Nov. 30

New York Giants at San Francisco, 8:20

p.m.

National Hockey League
At a Glance

EASTERN CONFERENCE

Atlantic Division

Southeast Division

Carolina

Florida

Washington

Tampa Bay

W L T Pts GF GA

8 10 3 19 53 55

6 7 5 17 42 51

6 9 3 15 42 50

6 12 2 14 '44 75

WESTERN CONFERENCE

Central Division

St. Louis

Detroit

Nashville

Chicago

Northwest Division

W L T Pts GF GA

8 5 5 21 5141

10 8 20 57 46

7 11 1 15 45 59

5 12 3 13 39 72

Edmonton

Vancouver

Colorado

Calgary

Paciric Division

Dallas

Phoenix

Anaheim

Los Angeles

San Jose

W L T Pts GF GA

10 8 1 21 60 50

9 10 1 19 62 53

8 9 2 18 51 56

7 11 2 16 53 59

W L T

11 3 3

11 2 2

8 7 4

6 12 3

4 9 5

Pts GF GA

25 47 34

24 43 22

20 46 42

15 49 59

13 44 47

x-cimched playoff spot T

AriMM 45, Washinqton 42

MifNa20,CMca«o13

It 28. Tam^ lay 25

>2I.GfMn»ay14

New Jersey

Pittsburgh

Philadelphia

NY Islanders

NY Rangers

Northeast Division

loronto

Ottawa

Boston

Btiffak)

MontfMl

W
11

9

9

9

5

W
11

9

8

8

7

T

2

3

5

4

10 2

Pts GF GA

23 44 42

22 53 45

22 50 39

18 53 55

16 47 52

Pts GF GA

24 63 61

21 55 46

21 S4 42

20 45 29

16 45 55

Monday's Games

Toronto 3, Calgary 2

Ottawa 4, Vancouver 3

Dallas 3, San Jose 2

Tuesday's Games

late Game Not Included

Boston 4, Tampa Bay 1

St. Louis ^, Nashville

Chicago at Phoenix (n)

Wednesday's Games

NY Rangers at Buffalo, 7 p.m.

Pittsburgh at Washington, 7 p.m,

San Jose at Carolina. 7 p.m.

Vancouver at Toronto, 7:30 p.m.

Philadelphia at N.Y Islanders, 7.30 p.m.

Boston at Florida, 7 30 p.m

Anaheim at Detroit, 7 30 p.m.

Calgary at Nashville, 8 p m
New Jersey at Dallas, 8 30 p.m

Colorado at EdnK>nton, 9 p.m

NY Wanders at Ottawa, 7:30 p.m

Nvw Jersey at I

College Basketball

Major Scores

Tuesday's College Basketball

EAST

American U. 97, W. Maryland 60

Boston College 69, Fordham 56

Buffalo 49, Canisius 48

Connecticut 95, Hartford 58

Cornell 80, Penn St.-Behrend 70

Drexel 72, Monmouth, N.J. 58

Georgetown 72,lnd.-Pur.-lndpls.60

Harvard 84, Holy Cross 70

Hofstra 65,Youngstown St. 62

Marist 65, Middle Tennessee 61

Providence 80, N.Carolina St. 69

Rhode Island 67, Brown 49

Robert Morris 95, La Roche 56

Siena 86, St. Bonaventure 67

SOUTH

Ala.-Birmingham 89, Cleveland St. 58

Campbell 90, Coastal Carolina 81

East Carolina 75, SW Louisiana 69

Florida St. 70, Idaho 57

High Point 107, Lees-McRae 71

Jacksonville St. 92, Florida A&M 87

Northwestern St 66, Grambling St. 65, OT

Old Dominion 103, VMI 69

South Florida 58, Cent. Michigan 55

Southern Miss. 56, South Alabama 43

Tennessee 85, Chattanooga 74

Toledo 60, George Mason 59

Tulane77,NichollsSt.72

Vanderbilt79,MoreheadSt.69

Virginia Tech 85, Liberty 51

Wake Forest 75,William& Mary 57

MIDWEST

DePaul78,N.C.-Wilmington63

Detroit 72, Bowling Green 70

Drake 91, Delaware St. 78

Ill.-Chicago 59, N Illinois 51

Indiana St. 78, E.Kentucky 54

Minnesota 77, Seton Hall 70

Mich. 81, Michigan Dearborn 54 •

.

Ohio St 78, Tennessee Tech SI

W.lllinois71,Auqustana.lll 65

W Michigan 75, Wis.-Milwaiikee 64

SOUTHWEST

lamar 83.1eias A&M Kingsville 74

McMurry 80, Texas Arlington 76

SWTeus70,Baytor62

Icus-EI Paso 14, Jackson St. 13

Tulsa 81, Texas-San Antonio 68

FAR WEST

Idaho St. 79, W.Montana 54

N. Arizona 99, Stephen F. Austin 59

Pepperdine 60, Wichita St. 50

Portland 78, UC Santa Barbara 73

Southern Cal 74, Long Beach St. 48

Utah St. 63, San Diego St. 60

TOURNAMENTS
Maui Invitational

Semifinals

Indiana 52, Utah 49

Syracuse 58, Michigan 46

Consolation Bradtet

Clemson 72, Chaminade 60

Kansas St. 84, Arizona St. 80, OT

Transactions

Major League Baseball

CLEVELAND INDIANS—Agreed to terms

with 2B Roberto Alomar on a four-year

contract.

DETROIT TIGERS—Signed RHP Felipe

Lira, C Joe Sidall and LHP Brian Looney,

OF Rickey Cradle and OF Ben Candelaria

to minor-league contracts.

FLORIDA MARLINS— Sent INF Josh

Booty, C John Roskos,OF Bruce Aven and

RHP Rob Stanifer outright to Chariotte of

the International League. Granted INF-

OF Bran Daubach his unconditional

release.

SAN DIEGO PADRES—Named Dave

Smith pitching coach. Agreed to terms

with OF Ethan Faggett,OF Gus Kennedy,

RHP Bryan Wolff, CWinklenman

Gonzalez, LHP Shane Dennis, LHP Dean

Hartgraves, LHP Roberto Rivera, RHP

Matt Whiteside, RHP Slavador Rodriguez

and RHP Scotty Davison on minor-

league contracts.

National FootballLcague

ARIZONA CARDINALS- Signed 6

Anionto Fleming to the practice squad.

DETROIT LIONS— Placed DT Dan Owens

on injured reserve Signed DT Henry

Taytor from the practice squad Signed

DT Brad Keeney to the practice squad

JACKSONVILLE JAGUARS—Placed LB

James HamiHon on injured reserve

Siped LB Reggie Lowe off ttie practice

squad.

NEW ORLEANS SAINTS—Activated WR
Eric Guilford from the reserve-non-foot-

ball injury list. Waived LB Don Davis.

SAN DIEGO CHARGERS— Signed WR Tony

Gaiter from the practic squad. Released

WRLatarioRachal. Released R6 Chad "

Dukes from the practice squad.

National Hodtey League

BUFFALO SABRES—Recalled D Mike

Hurlbut from Rochester of the AHL.

DALLAS STARS— Recalled F Jason

Botterill from Michigan of the IHL.

FLORIDA PANTHERS—Assigned LW

Dwayne Hay to New Haven of the AHL.

SAN JOSE SHARKS—Assigned LW Shawn

Burr to Kentucky of the AHL. Recalled RW
Mike Craig from Kentucky of the AHL.

COLLEGE

EASTERN COLLEGE ATHLETIC CONFER-

ENCE—Named Doug Loughrey assistant

commissioner for marketing and broad-

cast services.

KUTZTOWN-Signed Dave Keeny, foot-

ball coach, to a multiyear contract.

SOUTH DAKOTA—Announced that it will

not renew the contract of Ron Rankin,

football coach.

All times in the sports box are EST

Trivia Questions

1 . How many days per year are there no

games scheduled by any of the four

major sports leagues (NFL, NHL, NBA and

Major League Baseball)?

2.What incredible feat did Bill Russell

achieve between March of 1956 and

April of 1957?

3.Who is the only running back to win

the NFL's rushing title for five consecu

tive years?

Answers
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good enough to talk about Carson the way he

did."

Claiborne said he believes Palmer is going

to be one of the best quarterbacks in USC his-

tory bffore he's finished.

Palmer said Ayanbadejo's remarks sur-

prised him.
~

"I've nQver heard of somebody going off

injured a knee in last weekend's 39-36 win

over LSU when he fell awkwardly in the end

zone after taking an intentional safety at the

end of the game.

"They're a dangerous team, regardless,"

Claiborne said. "They've got a huge line, a

very good running game. Passing wasn't their

game anyway."
~^

like that after they beat you," he said. "I wish A victory by the Trojans 'would no doubt

onship game by beating SDSU in Provo last

month.

The Aztecs also were able to offer one of

the nation's largest television markets.

"It was the size of the Southern California

TV market, their proximity to Las Vegas and

the length of time it has been since they have

been to a bowl that made the difference," said

Las Vegas Bowl spokesman Joe Santiago.

in the glory of what is good in college football:

the art of rushing the field.

But it would be even better on Jan. 4 in the

beauty of the Fiesta Bowl.

Salahuddin will be rushing the field in Sun Devil

stadium when UCLA wins the national title.To join

him in regulating the police, e-mail him at miz-

zoin@ucla.edu.

FREE CONSULTATION

We Want
Our

TEETH
.STRAIGHT /

Brentwood
Orthodontic

Center

NO
SMILES

ANYMORE

Cleaning

•TOOTH BONDINQ, BLEACHINQ
•Nitrous Oxid* (Laughing Gas)
•Hypnosis • Eioctronic Anosthosia"
•Opon Lato Hours, Fro* / Valitfato<l Parfcing

•Chocks, CrodH Cards A Insuranco Forms Wolcomo
•20 Yoars in Privato Practico in Wostwood

Expires 5/31 /99

COSMETIC and
. GENERAL
DENTISTRY

Dr. LARRY FRIEDMAN, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1762 Westwood Blvd. #460 (between Wilshire & Santa Monica Bl.)

For Appointment Call: (310) 474-3765

Build FREE
¥fEBPAGES

CREATOR
3MB Off FREE Storage

• Over 600 images in the
image gallery

• No HTML experience
needed

www,stM€lowtad¥antag€>com

BRACES
.Deliver Brilliant Results/

Dr. Nader Dayani,

Certified Specialist,

UCLA Faculty Member

Member ofthe
American Association

ofOrthodontists

(31 0) 826-7494

(949) 552-5890

Specializing in braces for

adults & children

o
20% discount to all

students & faculty

w/ valid ID

11645 WishireBlvd #80?
(biMwtrii b.irrinqtoti & h-Ocr.)!'

18124 Culver Drive

Suite A Irvinr

att
}^ of 2i]

I FTIEE FOOD DAILY 5-

2030 IMshire Blvd.* Santa Moni "

Studio Rental
25'x40', 16' ceiling

Computer Rental
Scanning / Fiery Output

Color Laser

Darkroom Rental
Color / B & W

liClH students

Save 10%
on rentals wtth thi<^ ad

323-933-3352
1119 5. La Breo Ave, LA. CA 90019

Expires

Uf3Qf9e
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SPORTS
Men's Tennis

The Bruins faced off against a tough

field in their last tournament until

January.

For results, see inside page.

UCLA to jostle with Qeighton
PREVIEW: Bruins hope lo extend

home-field advantage through

another victory against Bluejays

By Moin Salahuddin

Daily Bruin Contributor

The defending national champion UCLA
men's soccer team is only two wins away from

the Final Four.

The Bruins (17-3), who defeated Fresno State

2-1 in the first round of the NCAA Tournament,

will host the Creighton Bluejays (15-3-2) in sec-

ond round action this Sunday at the North

Athletic Field.

"Creighton is a good team," UCLA head

coach Sigi Schmid said. "Their style of play is

much more compatible with ours, and should

provide for an entertaining game."

MEN'S SOCC
Tm:
sm 1 p.m. r—

^

North AthUttk

Creighton

NINA SACKS/Daily Bruin

The No. 5 Bruins will try to use home-field

advantage and experience to defeat the

Bluejays. UCLA has won 31 of its last 32 home

matches. The team also won the only previous

meeting with Creighton, 6-0 in 1991.

Leading the Bluejays is Hermann Trophy

finalist Richard Mulrooney. Mulrooney, a

senior midfielder, scored two goals in

Creighton's first round defeat over Saint Louis.

The Bluejays are 43-2-2 all-time when

Mulrooney scores.

UCLA will combat Creighton's potent

offense with one of their own. Led by senior

striker Seth George (38 points), the Bruins have

averaged nearly three goals per match. Junior

Sasha Victorine has contributed seven assists,

along with the game-winning goal in UCLA's
first round victory over Fresno State.

"It's just a matter of us to use and take advan-

DERRICK KUDO/Ddily Brinn Seniof Staff

Tom Poltl and Fresno State midfielder Noah Delgado fight for the ball in a game

earlier this season.

tage of what we have," Schmid said. "We have

speed up front and we have the ability to attack

quickly when the opportunities present them-

selvcs." 11
On defense, UCLA is led by sophomore goal-

keeper Nick Rimando and defenders Steve Shak

and Ryan Lee.

If the Bruins are able to defeat the Bluejays,

the possibility of hosting a third round game is

likely. UCLA is the highest remaining seed left in

their bracket.

"Duke losing (to Jacksonville) was certainly

an upset," Schmid said. "The opportunity of

being at home in the third round should serve as

motivation for us to play even harder (on

Sunday)." "^

Shootout to test Bruin strength
M.H00PS: Puerto Rico-bound team

to open earljL season tournament

featuring three other top 25 teams

By Brtiit Boyd
Daily Bruin Staff

While most students are at home chomping on

turkey and mashed potatoes this Thanksgiving

weekend, members of the UCLA basketball team

will hope to have a feast of another kind - oppos-

ing players.

And in Puerto Rico, no less.

The No. 10 Bruins head to San Juan this week-

end to take part in the eight-team Puerto Rico

Shootout and in the process will experience their

first real test of the season.

UCLA (1-0) will open the tournament

Thursday against the University of San Francisco.

.^—**It will give us a chance to see our strengths

and weaknesses." UCLA head coach Steve Lavin

laid. "It gives our staff three days to evaluate us

against top talent.
*'

And, oh, is there some lop talent awaitmg the

Bruins

If UCLA beats USF (2-0), it will most likely

face No 5 Maryland in the semi-finals Maryland/

Sw 21

Forward Rko Hin«s drives the ball past a Santa

Clara defender last week at the Pauley Pavilion

Seniors beat back

Waves, winning

final home match

RECAP: Squad untangles from

initial errors, rebounding with

skills, awaits tournament bid

By Nidi Taylor

Daily Bruin Contributor

The UCLA women's volleyball team

gave its fans what seemed to be a minor

heart attack Tuesday night before defeating

the Pepperdine Waves in five games, 7-15,

15-11, 15-8, 11-15, 15-13 at Pauley Pavilion.

"It was a struggle," said senior Mandi

Lawson, who along with Chaska Potter, was

playing in her last home match. She added.

"We ended it on a good note
'

They certainly did, but it did not look that

way early. The Bruins lost the first game, as

Peppcrdine's strong hitters overpowered

UCLA's defense Jamie Hill had 18 kills for

Sm W-VOURBALL par 21

Beating 'SC

is incomplete

until fans can

rush the field

COLUMN: Strict security

at Rose Bowl prevents

full-fledged celebration

Were you one of the 88,080

fans at the Rose Bowl last

Saturday?

If you were, maybe you were

among the many fans trying to cele-

brate a Bruin victory only to be met

up by police

brandishing

batons and

mace.

After watch-

ing UCLA

Moin

Salahuddin

defeat its bitter

rival use at

home, 34-17,

many Bruins

were ready to

celebrate and

"rush the field."

And they had

reason to.

UCLA was on the course for a 20-

game winning streak, a 10-0 record

this season and one win away from a

potential berth into the national

championship.

But that meant little to the securi-

ty at the Rose Bowl.

With the outcome inevitable and

"the streak" going to eight (and

counting), the Bruins all began to file

down the aisles.

"Rush the field!" bellowed the

fanatic crowd.

One by one, fans gathered at the

bottom of the stands, increasing in

number and fervor.

As soon as the game had ended,

several fans rushed onto the field.

But the overwhelming police force in

Pasadena quickly stopped any cele-

bration and arrested the fans.

The police resembled the UCLA
defense, swarming around any

"defenders" and resoundingly tack-

ling them.

Other fans began to loom toward

the field of play, but officers fended

off any additional attacks by swing-

ing their batons and threatening to

spray mace at any who dared enter

their turf.

Why? If the players excessively

celebrated, they would only be penal-

ized yards. If, however, the Bruin

fans celebrated wildly, they would be

physically harmed.

Come on. The team is undefeated

and in the midst of a magical season.

Rushing the field would do little

harm.

It might damage the field. The

fans might (more than likely) take

down the goal posts. And a few fans

may be hurt in the ensuing melee.

But that price is little compared to

the significance of the win.

Rivalry week in college football

produces most of these celebratory

incidents, and other schools "let" the

fans join the players in celebration.

UCLA-USC is one of the few

classic football games that everyone

is genuinely interested in. You're

either a Brum or a Trojan, no com-

promise.

Sot 23
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Foreign brothels degrade

women. See page 1

7

ARTS & ENTERTAI NMENT
Belgium's Hooverphonic delights El Rey

crowds with string-infused pop. See page 20
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Pickup accident injures pedestrian
WESTWOOD: Man pinned

beneath truck breaks leg,

injuries head, neck, back

By Ann Hawkey and Greg Lewis

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

A man was left hospitalized with

severe injuries this weekend after

being run over by a pickup truck.

Matthew Sparks, a man who

appeared to be in his early twenties,

was walking west on Strathmore

Drive when he was hit by the truck, a

light blue ChtWoletS-lO

Wednesday.

Sparks was pinned in front of the

right rear tire after the front tire

rolled over him.

Paramedics used inflatable pil-

lows to lift the truck off Sparks, who

was semi-conscious at the time.

"He definitely shattered his right

leg, and there were also head, neck

and back injuries," said Captain

Digrado o( the Los Angeles Fire

Department, Task Force 37.

Sparks was treated at the UCLA
Medical C\*ntcr, where he is still

under the care of doctors.

"We don't know any of the partic-

ulars right now," said Sparks' father.

we know anything," he said.

Police questioned the driver of

the truck and administered a sobri-

ety test before leaving him at the

scene. His identity has not been con-

firmed.

Police also questioned another

witness at the scene.

The driver, who appeared to be in

his early twenties, was seen by wit-

nesses crying on the shoulder of a

woman shortly after the police

arrived.

A crowd of about 25 onlookers

gathered to watch the rescue effort.

The truck that hit Sparks belongs

to an unidentified woman who was

declined to comment.

Witnesses overheard the driver

saying he didn't see the victim

because the driveway was too steep

and he could not see the sidewalk.

The driveway which the truck was

pulling out of has a steep slope, mak-

ing it difficult to see pedestrian traf-

fic until immediately before the side-

walk, said Anoush Hakimi, an

observer and a third-year political

science student.

"At about 1 :20 I heard a some guy

screaming 'Cict off, just get off.' fhe

scream was really loud, like some-

body was really in trouble," Hakimi

said.

The truck was pulling forward out a San Diego i esiUem

of a driveway at 10941 Strathmore

Dr., just after 1:00 a.m. on

ndiiig 111 the passenge i s seat at the Digrado said that the driver was

"The doctors are telling us it's

going to be seven to 10 days before

time of the accident.

Both the driver and the passenger

probably driving too fast out of the

'driveway.

Starting Tuesday

TAs will strike,

hoping to gain

bargaining rights

SAGE: Protest may last,

as UAW financial support

will keep workers going

By Mason Stodkstill

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

It's official.

Cnnfirming week.s nf rumnr!^ -nnd-

Programs, professors offer stress relief

PSYCHOLOGY: Students

urged to develop coping

strategies for test taking

By Jaime Wilson-Chiru

Daily Bruin Contributor

During finals week, thousands of

stressed-out students divide their

time between staring at textbooks

and pounding down s()das in hopes

of surviving without a mental break-

down.

However, there are ways to evade

the frenzy of studying for finals.

Shelley Taylor, a professor of

psychology, suggests that students

practice planning for their exams to

cope with anxi-

ety and boost ———^—
problem-solving

skills.

"You have to

be able to con-

trol your emo-

tions," she said.

"There are

some people

who have very

good coping

skills, and some

people have coping skills that are

very bad."

Much of Taylor's research deals

with developing techniques that can

be of use to undergraduates who are

dealing with the pressure of study-

ing for midterms and finals

"We try to manage anxiety," she

said.

Taylor suggests a method known

as "process-simulation," which

involves visualization of the actual

process of completing certain tasks.

"The critical component is that

people focus on the process," said

Taylor. "Focusing on the process

for gettmg there is a very good

method
"

Using this method, students who

want to do well on a midterm would

imagine themselves studying for the

exam These students would then

"I feel like when I open

myself up to stress, I just

make things worse."

YumikoHara -

First-year biology student

visualize themselves sitting in a

chair, reading the text, declining

offers to go out and taking other

necessary steps toward reaching

their goal.

Some students try to get an early

start on their midterms by using this

method to avoid procrastination.

"
I study a little bit every day, then

the day before' 1 pull an all-nighter,"

said Lia Langi, a second-year physi-

ological sciences student. "I have to,

especially being a science major."

Brian O'Camb, a second-year

English. student, takes a different

approach to studying.

"1 tend to wait until the night

before to go over it all. I'm not wor-

ried about it so long as I 'pass,"

O'Camb said.

According to

-^-^—^^— Taylor, mental

simulations
make events

seem real and

generate prob-

lem-solving
activities such

as planning. By

using this

method. stu-

dents tend to

reduce their

anxiety, improving their test scores.

"I feel like when I open myself up

to stress, I just make things worse."

said Yumiko Hara, a first-year biol-

ogy student.

Citing a study about students

working on academic projects.

Taylor argues people naturally have

poor planning skills.

The students who participated in

the study displayed unrealistic opti-

mism about their anticipated com-

pletion dales, and only one-third of

the students surveyed finished their

projects by the predicted comple-

tion time

Taylor has conducted several

studies that prove the effectiveness

of process-simulation In a 1997

study, she and a then-undergradu-

ate. Lien B Pham. recruited 77

UCLA students for a study on cop-

PATIl ARMENIAN

Professor Shelley E.Taylor speaks about the relationship among

psychological processes, mental health and physical health.

ing with exams.

The students were selected five to

seven days before their first

midterm exam They were trained in

mental simulation and told to prac-

tice their simulations each day for

five minutes a day. -'
' ' '

-

In the end, students using

process-simulation achieved higher

scores than students not using any

strategy

"What she said about visualiza-

tion seems to work with the prob-

lems in the study. " said Dean

Dacumos, president of UCLA's

Psychology Alumni Association.

"Visualizing is what's going to get

you to the point."

By this rationale, students with

good planning skills are often able

to avoid much of the anxiety caused

by exams, Taylor said,

Usually I try to study every day

I try to write out a game plan to

study for the test." said Jason

House, a fourth-year economics stu-

dent "When things don't go

according to plan. I start stressing"

SecSms, page 10

speculations, the graduate student

union at UCLA announced Sunday

that a strike would indeed begin on

Tuesday of this week.

The Student Association of

Graduate Employees (SAGE), in con-

junction with similar unions at seven

other UC campuses, is hoping that this

year's strike, the first since 1996, will be

more disruptive than past strikes.

And it just may be. Through their

affiliation with the United Auto

Workers (UAW), SAGE has secured

strike benefits - payments to striking

workers to help them financially
-

meaning that this strike could last a

very long time.

"The duration of the strike will cer-

tainly be longer than the strikes that

we've tried before," said Connie

Razza, an organizer for SAGE.

Meanwhile, UC administrators

have continued to reiterate their posi-

tion that teaching assistants (TAs)

should not be considered employees

because serving as a teaching assistant

is integral to their educational experi-

ence.

"We believe that TAs are principal-

ly students rather than employees, and

thus are not eligible for collective bar-

gaining," said UC president Richard

Atkinson in a letter circulated last

Monday.

Furthermore, Atkinson stressed

that it was the university's position that

allowing TAs to bargain collectively

could "disrupt the collegial relation-

ships between students and faculty that

are so critical in graduate work."

SAGE organizers had kept the start

date of the strike somewhat secret until

now, largely because they feared that

university administrators would hire

replacement workers to take the place

of striking TAs.

Administrators would not say

whether replacement workers were an

option being considered.

"I would prefer not to start listing

things that we will not do, " said

Chancellor Albert Camesale.

University officials have said that

switching to multiple-choice final

exams is being considered as an option

to alleviate extra work on professors as

a result of the strike. —

-

SAGE organizers are not encourag-

ing students to skip class dunng the

strike; rather, they are encouraging stu-

dents to attend, and to sec what their

classes would be like without TAs

there

With reports from Timothy Kuda Oily

Bnitn coonibiilor
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COMMUNITY BRIEFS

Science foundation

announces fellows

The National Science Foundation (NSF)

and the Lucent Technologies Foundation

have named 11 researchers, including UC
Berkeley mechanical engineering professor

Paul Sheng, as 1998 winners of Industrial

Ecology Research Fellowships.

The fellowships, totaling $1.1 million in all,

award up to $50,000 per year for two years to

support researchers who are focusing on

research or teaching to help industry design

processes that prevent pollution and create

environmentally friendly products. The

awards were announced Nov. 19.

Industrial ecology incorporates both com-

petitive and environmental concerns into

industrial process and product design. Like a

biological system, it rejects the concept of

waste, and seeks ways to efficiently reuse all

materials.

"As 'industrial ecology' becomes a famil-

iar term, researchers from many disciplines

will collaborate on solutions to

common environmental prob-

lems," said Janie Fouke, director of

NSF's division of Bioengineering and

Environmental Systems.

"It is incumbent on the NSF to encourage

basic research that may help and encourage

businesses to integrate conservation and pol-

lution prevention practices into their strate-

gies and their day-to-day operations," Fouke

added. "Our intent with the Industrial

Ecology Research Fellowships is to spur

innovations that provide industry with both

human and financial incentives to adopt

more ecologically sound business approach-

es."

"The field of industrial ecology is central

to achieving an environmentally sustainable

economy," said Deborah Stahl, executive

director of the Lucent Technologies

Foundation.

"Since 1993, these fellowships have stimu-

lated a wide variety of research projects that

address the problems of pollution reduction

and elimination in a highly industrialized

society. In addition, they have

helped to foster an academic

ommunity focused on industrial

ecology that has developed curricula at

institutions around the country and enabled

industry interactions with university facul-

ty."

Disease threatens

California's grapes
A new form of phylloxera - related to the

subterranean insect that cost California's

premium wine grape industry more than $1

•billion in replanting costs during the last

decade - has appeared in 'three grape nurs-

eries over the last two years. One of the

University of California's experts on the pest

says the new type of phylloxera does not pose

a major threat to growers who have switched

to resistant rootstock.

"Our friend phylloxera is back," Andrew

Walker, a UC Davis viticulture and enology

professor, told a large crowd of perhaps 500

concerned growers during the recent Napa

Valley Vhicultural Fair. "I hope we can calm

some of the hysteria

Walker explained in some detail during his

presentation at the fair and in a follow-up

interview what scientists know about the

pest. The new form of phylloxera is a foliar or

leaf-feeding pest. Telltale galls form on the

underside of fresh grape leaves in addition to

attacking roots like the typical California

strains of the pest. The finds thus far have all

been on the leaves of rootstock varieties. To

the relief of the grape growing community,

however, the pest does not appear to have an

affinity for vinifera varieties such as merlot,

chardonnay and cabernet sauvignon.

Although cases of the foliar phylloxera

have been noted on wild grape plants in

Southern California and elsewhere in the

Southwest, the foliar form of this pest has

only very rarely appeared in California's

wine country before and never stayed more

than a portion of a season.

Compiled from Daily Bruin staff reports.
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As we move steadily toward

the new millennium, a computer

glitch of epic proportions

threatens our very way of life

..^-^'

Expect today to be mostly

cloudy with a chance of rain by

late afternoon. By dusk, the

weather will become rainy and

breezy.

::

San Diego

65/51

Long Beach

65/51

mmmmmmmm

Van Nuys

62/50

Sacramento San Francisco

53/50 55/52

Today

Cloudy

High 64/ Low 53

Tuesday

Partly Cloudy

High 61/ Low 55

Source: UCIA tiipiftnHMW^ol'Atrwwpheric Sciences

Wednesday
Sunny

High 64/ Low 49

WHArS BREWING

Today Noon
Center for Study of Religion

"The Bible As Politics"

Von Grunebaum Library

Bunche 10383

825-8948

825-8053

9 p.m.

International Folk Dance Club

Learn famous line and

partner dances

Kerckho t l Urand ^lalon

Student Welfare Commission

(SWC)@
Students Against Drunk Driving

(SADD)
DUl Arrest Demonstration

Westwocxl Plaza

825-7586

284-3636

Tuesday Noon
Slavic Department

Russian table

Lu Valle Commons
(look for signs) -825- 2676

off the marie by Mark Paris!

oPsa^ sv^rftijw&^e) oi^ -tab

REMINDER

^•^•^•^^
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LESS THAN TWO WEEKS

LEFT:
To file completed copies of the-

ses for master's degrees and disser-

tations for doctoral degrees to be

conferred in current term with the

University Theses and Dissertations

Adviser, 330 Powell Library.

To withdraw from courses.

DON'T FORGET:

The UCLA police department

provides free escort service every

day of the year from dusk until 1

a.m.

Uniformed escorts are available

to walk students, faculty and staff

members between campus build-

ings and local living areas or

Westwood Village.

To obtain an escort, call 794-

WALK about 10 minutes before you

need one.

Do you need to talk to some-

body? Call 825-HELP to speak to a

peer counselor about loneliness,

stress, finals, relationships, sex or

anything else that is on your mind.

University Catholic Center

Catholic Mass (12: 10)

KerckhotT400

6 p.m.

Kyrie-Korean Catholics

Weekly meeting - Jubilee 2000

KerckhofT135

UCLA Air Force ROTC
Career Day (2:30)

Westwood Plaza

7 p.m.

GALA
Women's Discussion Group

KerckholT400 • 825-8053

Ballroom Dance Club

Salsa Lessons with popular guest

Teechee Reva

KerckhofTGrand Salon

284-3636

GALA
Men's Discussion Group

KerckhofT133(7:30)

5 p.m.

Bruin Leaders Project

Mentoring & Leadership

206-5071

6 p.m.

Music Club

Meeting

Kerckhoffl52

hparish@ucla.edu

7 p.m.

Catholic Students Association

Groups Study Room
Ackerman 3508

What's Brewin'can be reached via e-rDail at

whatsbrewin@media.ucla.edu

By Mara Schiavo-Campo

Daily Bruin Contributor

At the stroke of midnight on Dec. 31,

1999, Cinderella's electrically-powered,

computer-generated horse and carriage

may turn into a pumpkin.

Cinderella won't be alone, though; the

entire world may find itself in this cyber

fairy tale turned sour if it doesn't prepare

for the technological inconveniences the

new millennium may bring - including

Y2K.
Y2K (the abbreviated form of "Year

2000") refers to a computer problem,

which, if not adequately dealt with, could

become one of the largest technological

com[)lications society has confronted.

"I'm guessing that it's going to be an

result in miscalculation, malfunction or a

complete shutdown.

"It should've been a no-brainer that

this was going to happen," Follet said.

While at first glance the problem may
seem like one with a relatively simple

solution, it is actually more complex than

one would imagine.

Tommie Porter, a fourth-year mechan-

ical engineering student and senior sound

technician for ASUCLA, explained the

complications of the situation.

"The premise behind it is basic, but

when you have billions of lines of code

and have to make sure each one is up to

dale, it's time-consuming. It's basically a

time and manpower issue - and a race

against the clock," he said.

Y2K, also known as the "millennium

crisis because they are operating a lot of

older computer systems.

Another possible outcome of the Y2K
dilemma is far more grim. Traffic lights,

air conditioning and electricity are just a

few things in everyday life that could be

affected by Y2K.

Since virtually no one can proceed

through everyday life without some form

of computer use, the results of a large-

scale computer shutdown would be

severe. Consider the ramifications if the

nationwide power grid wi're to fail, or the

telephone system, or the worldw ide finan-

cial network - or all of those.

Financially, Y2K errors in banking

systems could affect people's access to

their money.

"If I can't get money out of the bank or

write a check, then I can't continue with

everyday life, and that's a problem"

Porter said.

However, John Riley, professor and

director of the business economics pro-

gram, is confident that banking will be

prepared for Y2K.

"Obvious areas like banking and the

stock market will be taken care of far in

"There will be a concerted effort by

companies to build (public) confidence. I

don't think panic will grow," he said.

The possibility of a technological crisis

has even been addressed on a national

level.

President Clinton stressed the impor-

tance of Y2K preparation at a J-uly press

conference.

"Any business that approaches the

New Year armed only with a bottle of

champagne and a noisemaker is likely to

have a very big hangover on New Year's

morning," he said.

While the government and many busi-

nesses are doing a comprehensive job of

anticipating and preparing for Y2K com-

plications, the reality is that until the mil-

lennium actually changes, no one can pre-

dict exactly what will happen.

"The real mystery is that nobody's sure

what's really going to happen. There's no

way to know until the clock switches and

that machines turn over," Follet said.

Backup plans will be implemented in

the Qvent of Y2K complications.

According to Porter, many businesses

may simply set calendars' back several

\

phone b€>ol€

To AiSvorOse,
call 310.BZS.BS00
or 310.20e.3010

inconvenience. On campus I would say

it's going to be mostly Murphy Hall main-

frames (that are affected)," said Peter

Follet, programmer analyst for the

department of computer sciences.

The problem began some 30 years ago,

when the first computers were being pro-

grammed. The computer programmers at

the time shortened the date to a two-digit

form in order to save expensive memory
space. For example, "1998" became
"98."

The Y2K problem arises when " 1999"

becomes "2000" and those same comput-

er programs attempt to read "00," which

may be interpreted as 1900, and could

'''**i»'"W5J,,(

bug, could have a number of ramifica-

tions, ranging from a malfunctioning

ATM card to failing air traffic controUys-

tems.

For example, if a student has unpaid

registration fees on their BAR account as

of Dec. 31, 1999, the next day they could

be faced with a bill for fees that are 99

years overdue.

Seejng aS how the problem is one that

affects older computer programs, it will

have a minimal affect on newer, updated

programs such as those found on campus.

"Mostly everything at ASUCLA is

brand new. so (the problem's) probably

not going to be that huge," Follet said.

According to Follet, thcj UCLA
Medical Center

would be hard-

w>^ est hit by a
^"

Y 2 K
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advance, i hat s the last place tnere will be

a problem," he said.

Joseph L. F^oreman, a Presbyterian

minister in Los Angeles and author of

"Significant Dates and Circumstances to

Watch for," predicts that the Y2K prob-

lem will indeed have severe financial

_jepercussions.

While the Y2K situation is currently

covered moderately by the media, as

2000 gets closer it is possible that intense

media coverage will heighten public

awareness.

"When it occurs to the investors all

over the world that Y2K means the com-

puters running the businesses they have

invested in may go down. Wall Street

will dram rapidly. On the heels of this,

;^ount on a run on the banks," he

wrote.

However. Riley disagrees.

years in instances where inlormation is

not date-dependent.

Contingency plans also include mak-

ing paper copies of data to refer to in the

event of electronic scrarribling. Overall,

most businesses and government depart-

ments appear (at least publicly) to be

calmly dealing with Y2K, confident that

it will lead only to minor disruptions.

Senator Bob Bennett, chairman of the

Senate Special Committee on Y2K,
stressed foresight and preparation

against irrational panic.

"We must be Paul Revere - we must

tell everyone that Y2K is coming," he

said. "But we must not be

Chicken Little and tell them

that the sky is falling."

So what is Cinderella to do?

is she to face the unknown

future with anxiety or excite-

ment? In either case, she's run^

ning out of time, so she might

as well just go to the ball and

party like it's 1999.
'
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SMritzeriand

votes against

plan to legalize

most narcotics

REFERENDUM: 74 percent

of Swiss against attempt

to permit drug sale, lise

By Clare Nullis

The Associated Press

GENEVA - The Swiss on

Sunday voted overwhelmingly

against legalizing heroin and other

narcotics, apparently heeding gov-

ernment warnings that the proposed

law would turn their pristine Alpine

nation into a drug haven.

With all ballots counted, 74 per-

cent voted against a constitutional

amendment that would make legal

"the consumption, cultivation or

possession of drugs, and their acqui-

sition for personal use."

In favor were 26 percent, or

454,404 people.

Last year, the Swiss were the first

in the world to vote overwhelmingly

in favor of state distribution of hero-

in to hardened addicts.

:omcv3hfi«a: that the

Social welfare program ailing, critics say

Swiss population rejects extreme

solutions to the drug problem," said

Felix Gutwiller, a pioneer of the

heroin distribution program.

The government opposed the

plan, saying it was a health risk and

would turn Switzerland into a haven

for drug tourists and traffickers.

It said the current policy of helpn

ing hard-core addicts while clamp-

ing down on dealers was best.

Church groups, police chiefs,

social workers, doctors and other

professionals working with addicts

held similar views.

See MUGS, page 8

MERGER: Restructuring

has harmed department,

graduate students claim

By Natasha Behbahany

Daily Bruin Contributor

In February, graduate students in

the Department of Social Welfare

decided to speak up about the quali-

ty of their education.

Then, a report to the faculty

focused on the students' concern

that the quality and number of

courses was suffering due to restruc-

turing, and students say that now, 10

months later, no progress has been

made.

"Social welfare is a program

where you aren't prepared when you

leave, but I do expect to have more

basic knowledge,"' said Cynthia

Halpm, a second-year graduate stu-

dent in the department.

Halpin's concern stems from

problems the department faced

soon after merging with the School

of Public Policy and Social Research

in 1994.

In particular, Halpin said she

noticed a lack of communication

between administrators, and a

reduction m the number of classes taln«d ttiri

issues as a result of the merger.

According to Lubben, one-third of

t^^e students take these policy cours-

es.

However, students say this refo-

cusing leaves some like Amanda
Harshbarger oifl in the cold.

Harshbarger, a second-year social

welfare graduate student, said there

are now fewer choices in clinical

courses, which offer field work with

families and children.

However, she noted UCLA is not

alone in taking such an approach.

Lubben agreed, noting that there

is a nationwide trend involving the

growth of the social welfare indus-

try. "The merger (with public policy)

has opened new opportunities which

will provide an interdisciplinary

look at things," he said.

Harshbarger said faculty mem-

bers have taken steps to hear their

concerns.

"Their hands are tied because

there is no money, but they have

responded," she said.

The administration has held

town-hall meetings where staff and

students voiced their concerns. "We

are sensitive to what students think

and we welcome input," Lubben

said.

Communication is also main-

with :ttg

CONFLICTING SCORES
White UCIA students' pass rates on the written portkm <rf the IkewedCNol Sodal

Worker exarn are competitive with other schoobv^ Social Welfare progranw^^y^^

p^ss rates on the oral portion lag far behind their competitors.

For exam cyde between 1/1/98 Administered- September

and 6/30/98

Written exam
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But though the number of classes

has dropped, the content has not

changed, said James Lubben, chair-

man of the department.

By installing what Lubben called

a "ciirrency exchange," two courses

were condensed as one, making

social welfare courses worth four

unit instead of two.

"We are offering solid courses;

we are just packaging them in differ-

ent units," said Lubben.

Part of students' concerns involv-

ing courses is that many courses

have been refocused toward policy

ough

Chair," where students can send

instant on-line messages to Lubben

to voice their concerns.

With open communication, and

the pressure of an upcoming accred-

itation, the faculty has recently

reviewed the entire curriculum in an

attempt to gain balance, Lubben

said.

In addition, two additional pro-

fessors have been recruited to allevi-

ate the "exodus of professors" to

early retirement a few years ago,

Lubben said.

Despite this ongoing transition,

the school remains one of the most

Israel refuses to turn free

military, political prisoners

selective, accepting only one-third of

applicants.

"Our mission is to develop an

empirical base for social work and

train future leaders," Lubben said.

In the most recent Licensed

Clinical Social Worker exam, 100

percent of UCLA test takers passed

the written portion of the exam on

their first try. However, only 32 per-

cent passed the oral exam, with 19

percent passing on the first try.

Compared with universities such

as use and California State

University, Long Beach, which have

similar programs, UCLA scores lag

behind in oral exam-taking skills.

Lubben discredits the oral results,

calling them "Hukey." He said the

oral exam is unreliable and is under

scrutiny by the state legislature.

Lubben, however, remains opti-

mistic at the program's future devel-

opment.

"There was tremendous suffering

and pain associated with the organi-

zational and physical move of the

department, but we are now a ship

ready to sail out to calmer waters

because of these changes," he said.

iiiii^iMiiM^iuiiiiii^
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Mike Shotwell & Dr. Berlcy Nelson

Center for Student Programming, UCLA
will speak on

The Amerkan Civil War
Battle of Chickamauga

December 1, 1998-3:30pm

Charles E. Young Grand Salon
(behind Kerckfioff coffee house)
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CRISIS: Peace talks halt

has Palestinians insist

on negotiated releases

By Dafna Linzer

The Associated Press

TEL AVIV, Israel - A stormy

negotiating session ended Sunday

with one Palestinian official walking

out and others saying the latest

Mideast peace accord was in jeop-

ardy, due mainly to Israel's refusal

to release military and political pris-

oners.

Palestinians are furious over the

prisoner issue, and tensions between

the two sides have been building

since Israel freed 250 prisoners, 150

of whom were common criminals,

10 days ago.

"This is a crisis situation and we
have asked for American interven-

tion," said senior Palestinian nego-

Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat for

meetings with Clinton administra-

tion officials.

The Palestinians had expected

Israel to release so^alled security

prisoners - those who fought the

Israeli occupation of the West Bank

and Gaza Strip, territories Israel

captured in the 1967 Mideast war.

But Prime Minister Benjamin

Netanyahu said no one jailed for

violent acts would be among the 500

prisoners still to be released as part

of the latest Mideast peace accord.

"I have no intentions, even the

slightest of the slightest, to release

murderers or to release Hamas
members," Netanyahu told army
radio, referring to the hard-line

Islamic group that opposes peace

with Israel.

"Hamas is at war with' us and

each Hamas member who is freed

will join the ranks of murderers. ...

It's important that murderers be

behind bars and locks." he said.

A Palestinian demonstrator is tended to by Israeli soldiers after being hit in the head by a stone

The Associated Pre« tiator Sacb hrckat, who was tlymg to

Washington late Sunday to join See MQ, page 8

Republican party divided

on impeachment, censure
CLINTON: GOP demands

guilt admission as part

of political compromise

By Jim Abrams
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - President

Clinton must state clearly that he lied

in the Monica Lewinsky affair before

the House Judiciary Committee can

consider any alternative to impeach-

ment, Republican members said

Sunday. But other lawmakers warned

not to ignore momentum for the less-

er action of censuring the president.

One Republican who has come out

against impeachment, Rep. Peter

King of New York, predicted that a

vote to impeach would fall short in

the House - and pursuing that course

could perpetuate the image that

Republicans put the scandal ahead of

the nation's legislative needs.

"It's going to make it harder to get

our agenda across. We have to show

that we can lead, that we can bring an

end to this," he said on NBC's "Meet

the Press."

But the move to censure was com-

plicated last week by GOP dissatisfac-

tion with what they said were

Clinton's evasive answers to 81 ques-

tions on the affair presented to him by

Judiciary Committee Chairman

Henry Hyde. R-III.

"This censure idea without an

admission on the president's part is a

political cop-out," committee mem-
ber Rep. Lindsey Graham, R-S.C,

told NBC. "I do not want to have an

unrepentant perjurer leading the

nation into the 21st century."

House Majority Whip Tom
DeLay, R-Texas, on CNN's "Late

Edition," said, "The Congress and

the House have no other option but to

vote impeachment or not."

SeeOINTON^pagelO

Nations agree to resolve conflict

CONGO: Rebels may not

accept cease-fire, limiting

effectiveness of measure

By Ian Phillips

The Associated Press

PARIS - Countries fighting in

Congo agreed to a cease-fire

Saturday, striking a shaky consen-

sus to stop the war between rebels

and forces loyal to Congo's

President Laurent Kabila.

However, it was not clear

whether the pact was supported by

Congolese rebel leaders, who made
no public statements on the deal.

French President Jaques Chirac

told reporters attending the final

day of a summit of African leaders

in Paris that Uganda, Rwanda and

Congo had agreed to end fighting in

a war that has raised fears of an all-

out regional confiagration.

U.N. Secretary-General Kofi

Annan presided at a two-hour meet-

ing of officials, including Kabila

and the leaders of Uganda and

Rwanda, who are supporting the

insurgency.

The heads of Zimbabwe and

Burkina Faso also took part.

Chirac said the meeting had been

"held in a tense but not hostile envi-

ronment."

Rebel ground troops in

Congo said Saturday

-that the war would

continue despite the

Parisagreement.

Chirac did not refer to whether

the rebels in Congo had been con-

sulted, or what their position now
would be.

A rebel leader, Arthur Ngoma,
attended the summit as an observer,

but he could not immediately be

reached for comment.

Though no rebel leaders were

available, rebel ground troops in

Congo said Saturday that the war

would continue despite the Paris

agreement.

Chirac said Kabila had agreed to

democratic reforms and the need to

establish dialogue.

"Every party has made progress

toward a greater rapprochement,"

he said.

Brokered by Annan, the cease-

fire was to be signed sometime

before a meeting of the

Organization of African Unity on

Dec. 17 to 18, Chirac said.

"The secretary general has

achieved an agreement for the reaf-

firmation of the commitment to put

an end to this absurd and painful

war," Chirac said.

Kabila came to power in May
1997 after toppling longtime

Zairian dictator Mobutu Sese Seko.

He promised reform and democ-

See PRISONERS, page 12
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New national system

checks gun buyers
WASHINGTON - The crush of holiday

shopping and the opening of winter hunting

season could find gun buyers facing new obsta-

cles starting Monday, the first day of operation

for a new national system of instant back-

ground checks.

The system, operated by the FBI and state

governments, replaces the voluntary checks

on handgun buyers conducted by state and

local police and sheriffs that has been in place

since 1993.

The Justice Department had long planned

to set the system up and running today, the

date set by the 1993 Brady Act. which estab-

lished federal background checks for handgun

purchases. But authorities said they expected

some difficulties as they break in a new rou-

tine

Under the new system the number of

checks performed will double because a new

law requires background approvals

not just for handgun buyers but also

those who buy long guns and shot-

guns.

An estimated 12.4 million firearms of

all kinds are sold each year in the United

States. All will be covered now, plus another

2.5 million annual transactions - when an

owner retrieves a firearm from a pawn shop.

Japanese banks take

steps to nationalize

HANAKOGANEI. Japan - For more
than two decades, elite bank employees and

their families gathered here to hobnob Then

the bank, a pillar of the Japanese financial

establishment, collapsed

Now in the process of nationalization, the

bank is restructuring and selhng off everything

It can to raise cash ~ including its avant-garde

headquarters m central Tokyo and numerous

recreational facilities

4

After a long period of denial,

Japan's banks are now coming to

terms with a mountain of uncol-

lectible loans that has pushed many
to the brink of insolvency, hamstrung

the economy and eroded Japan's sti«nding in

the international community.

The moves they are taking are dramatic:

•Over the next three years, Japan's nine

largest banks plan to slash about 18,600 jobs,

or 15 percent of their total work force, and

close about one-fifth of their domestic

offices.

•Already, 16 of the country's top banks

have applied for as much as $472 billion

from a pool of public funds to he used to bol-

ster depleted capital reserves The mohey
was earmarked as part of recently passed leg-

islation authorizing a total of $490 billion to

stabilize the banking system

•Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi Ltd . the coun-

try's largest bank, says it will sell its promi-

nent headquarters building m downtown
Tokyo and auction off some of shares

Five dead from quake

in Indonesia

JAKARTA, Indonesia - A strong earth-

quake shook a remote island in eastern

Indonesia on Sunday, killing at least five peo-

ple and causing terrified residents to flee their

homes for the safety of a soccer field.

Dozens of houses on Mangole Island were

badly damaged when the quake struck at 10: 1

1

p.m. local time, police said.

The number of injuries was not immediate-

ly known, and the search for casualties was

continuing on the island about U80 miles east

of Indonesia's capital, Jakarta.

The U.S. Geological Survey in Washington

said the quake had a preliminary magnitude of

76 and was centered at or close to nearby

Taliabu island in the Maluku Sea, about 230

miles south of the city of Manado on Sulawesi

island

Compiled from Daily Bruin wirv raports
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Bill promises health care

in emergency situations

HOSPITALS: Regulation

hopes to provide better

treatment to uninsured

ByAlkeAnnLove
The Associated Press

*

WASHINGTON - HosphaU-

can't delay or deny emergency room

care just because a patient's health

insurance plan requires permission

before treatment, government regu-

lators are ready to announce this

week.

A 1986 law bars' hospital emer-

gency rooms from refusing to exam-

ine and stabilize patients who can't

pay. Now, federal officials will use

the "patient dumping" prohibition

to ensure immediate care whether

or not insurance pays.

"Despite the terms of any man-

aged-care agreements ... federal law

requires thdt stabilizing medical

treatment be provided in an emer-

gency," said Health and Human
Services Department inspector gen-

eral June Gibbs Brown.

The 1986 law was intended main-

ly to protect people without health

insurance. However, delays while

^rmergency room staff consult wiflF

health plans to see if insurance will

pay are on the rise, regulators say. In

some cases, federal officials say,

patients with potentially serious

health conditions have left emer-

gency rooms after being questioned

about their insurance. ______^
To deter such incidents, the U.S.

government will begin applying the

patient dumping law, which carries

fines up to $50,000 per incident.

icings County Hospital in

Brooklyn is among those already

warned to correct delays regulators

say may have been caused by

attempts to ensure health payment.

American Hospital Association

spokesman Rick Wade said clarifi-

cation in the law is welcome. But, he

said, "It's not going to solve the

problem ofsome plans deciding that

they'll use pre-authorization rules as

a way not to pay hospitals."

It has become more common for

HMOs and other health plans to

control costs by refusing to pay

unless patients first get permission

from designated doctors.

Plans that cover elderly, disabled

and low-income Americans in gov-

ernment health insurance programs

such as Medicare or Medicaid must

waive such requirements for emer-

gency care in situations a "pi^^c"^

layperson" would judge to be a med-

ical crisis - such as having symp-

toms of a heart attack. Congress this

year considered imposing similar

laws on the private sector, but grid-

lock in the Senate stopped the legis-

lation.

Karen Ignagni, president of the

American Association of Health

P\m, Mid me group's members^

Congress compensates vaccine victims

PROGRAM: Government

fund helps control costs;

process highly criticized

By Karen GuNo
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Several nights

after Carol McFarland's healthy one-

year-old son received a routine measles

vaccination, his arms began shaking

and his eyes rolled back. Next came

spells of limpness. The boy had brain

damage - the result, doctors said, of a

rare reaction to the shot.

After struggling with Brent's care

for years, the McFarlands applied to a

program created by Congress to com-

pensate people in the unusual instance

when a vaccine, a cornerstone of pre-

ventive care, does harm.

The McFarlands waited six years

before the government conceded in

1996 that Brent was entitled to com-

pensation. It took another two years of

legal wrangling before a special judge

decided on an amount.

Since the compensation program

began ten years ago, about 5,300

claims have been filed. More than

3,200, or 60 percent, have been reject-

ed. The program has awarded $900

million to 1,300 f^ilies. Many other

cases remain unresolved.

The program receives $110 million

per year from taxpayers to pay older

cases like the McFarland's and now

has $1.3 billion for new cases. Yet the

McFarlands felt squeezed.

"They treated us like we were steal-

ing from them," said Dale McFarland,

a retired oil company worker in Corpus

Christi, Texas. Parents, applicants'

lawyers and activists who lobbied for

compensation say the program, which

pits government lawyers against

claimants, has turned unnecessarily

adversarial and even stingy. They

blame poor administration, lack of

congressional oversight and modifica-

tions that make it harder to win aid.

Officials staunchly defend the p'-o-

gram, saying the process is more

respectful and easier for families than a

lawsuit, has helped stabilize vaccine

prices, and fosters new vaccine devel-

SeeVACaNES,pagel4

Cancer test effective but expensive

which include insurers covering 150

million Americans - already volun-

tarily use the "prudent layperson"

standard.

"Our plans want to make sure

our beneficiaries know that if they

reasonably believe they need to go

to the emergency room, they should

See HOSPITALS, page 10

HEALTH: Professionals

divided on whether new

Pap smear will save lives

By Lauran Necrgaard

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Peggy Smith

How much better

mustThinPrepbeto

justify spending $15

to $20 more than a

regular Pap?

ogy group just labeled it too expen-

sive and only a small number of

insurance companies pay for it.

The saga shows how difficult it is

for new medical technology to catch

on in an era of tight health budgets.

How much better must ThinPrep

be to justify spending $15 to $20

more than a regular Pap?

On one side are women like

peered throtigh me microscope ai

the two Pap smears and gasped: one

merely suggested a case of infiamma-

tion. The other clearly showed highly

abnormal cells - cervical cancer.

Smith reads Pap smears for a liv-

ing, but this time she was looking at

her own - and the Nashville, Tenn.,

cytotechnologist thinks a new type of

Pap smear called the ThinPrep saved

her life by highlighting cancerous

cells that a regular Pap the same day

didn't find.

The government's top health reg-

ulators have called ThinPrep "signif-

icantly more effective" than the stan-

dard Pap given to 50 million women
every year. But two years after

ThinPrep hit the market, few doctors

offer it, the nation's leading gynecol-

Smith : "It^s trustratmg when y55F

think this test saves lives and the only

thing stopping it is money and peo-

ple not wanting to try something

new."

On the other side: "If 50 million

people ... who are getting Pap smears

had this test, it would add $1 billion

to the health care costs without any

See PAP, page 8
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PAP
From page 6

proven evidence" that it saves

more lives than getting a regular

Pap every year, says Dr. Arnold

Cohen of Aetna-U.S. Healthcare,

which doesn't cover ThinPrep.

Instead, Aetna is pushing its

patients to get yearly Paps, mailing

annual reminders and sterner let-

ters to women who go two years

without'being tested.

Some Medicare

patients live where

labs are paid enough

to offer ThinPrep

-

and others don't.

Cervical cancer is so slow-grow-

ing that in most cases if a Pap miss-

es it one year it still can be caught

in time the next year, said

Vanderbilt University pathologist

Joyce Johnson. But most women

go two years between Paps and

many, especially poor women, go

longer.

"I am very concerned ... that

there will be two standards of

care," said Judith DeSarno of the

National Family Planning and

Reproductive Health Association.

"T^or those of us with good private

insurance plans, this will become

the standard. For poorer women,

it won't."

Pap smears are one of medi-

cine's biggest successes, slashing

cervical cancer deaths by 70 per-

cent because they detect either

cancer or precancerous cells in

time for many women to be cured.

But they're not perfect, missing

problems an estimated 15 to 20

percent of the time. Only 20 per-

cent of the cells a doctor swabs

from a woman's cervix actually get

put on the slide while the rest
-

maybe ones that would show can-

cer signs - go in the trash. Smith

explained. The slides can be too

messy to read because of blood or

dried cells, or technicians some-

times simply miss cancer.

ThinPrep supporters say the

test corrects many of those prob-

lems - all the swabbed cells are

deposited in a vial that turns out

cleaner, easier-to-read tests - and

studies show ThinPrep can uncov-

er more abnormal cells than regu-

lar Paps.

Yet only 8,000 of the nation's

39,000 gynecologists use it, and

roughly 5 percent to 8 percent of

Paps are done with ThinPrep, said

Cytyc Corp. CEO Patrick

Sullivan.

More insurance companies are

signing on: 100 plans, including a

few insurance giants liLe United

Healthcare and Cigna.

But Medicare just dealt sup-

porters of ThinPrep a blow by let-

ting states decide how much to pay

instead of setting a national fee.

That means some Medicare

patients live where labs are paid

enough to offer it, and others

don't.

And the American College of

Obstetrics and Gynecology recent-

ly declared the regular Pap

remains the nation's standarc

care, saying ThinPrep isn't good

enough to justify its cost.

ThinPrep may find more abnor-

mal cells, but there's no proof it

saves more lives, explamed

ACOG's Dr. Kenneth Noller, the

University of Massachusetts'

gynecology chairman.

It finds more of the "low-grade"

abnormal cells that doctors don't

always consider dangerous

enough to treat, but it seems only

slightly better at finding highly

abnormal - and more dangerous -

cells.

"We're talking about very, very

few women" who would do better,

said Noller, who has begun a larg-

er study to better define

ThinPrep's effect. "Since there

isn't a huge difference, it's just 4iot

clear whether it's worth it."

But he added: "If it's a woman
who you know won't go in very

often, maybe every three to five

years, it's certainly worth the extra

expense because it's a better test."

"It's frustrating when
you think this test

(ThinPrep) saves

lives and the only

. thing stopping it is

money.
//

Peggy Smith

Cytotechnologlst

Vanderbilt's Johnson just stud-

ied 3,000 women and concluded

that ThinPrep detected slightly

more dangerous precancerous

cells.

"Personally I would choose it,"

jhnson, but she ackiiuwl-

edges cost is important and thus is

studying ThinPrep's cost-effec-

tiveness.

As for Smith: "If I had not been

a cytotech, I wouldn't have known

this test existed," Her once-skepti-

cal doctor now uses ThinPrep on

most patients, and Smith mails kits

to relatives.

DRUGS
From page 4

No other European nation, not

even the Netherlands, has legalized

the possession or sale of any drugs

or has plans to do so. In Holland,

soft drugs such as marijuana are

decriminalized and Dutch authori-

ties don't prosecute people who sell

or use small amounts.

The pro-legalization lobby - a

loose left-wing coalition that gath-

ered the necessary 100,000 signa-

tures to force a referendum -

claimed it would stamp out traffick-

ing and the black market.

Backers hoped that a large

turnout in their favor would per-

suade the government to relax laws

on soft drugs like marijuana.

Francois Reusser, from the pro-

legalization lobby, blamed the scale

of the defeat on the fact that the pro-

posed law included both hard and

soft drugs.

Switzerland has an estimated

30,000 hard drug addicts among its

7 million people - one of Europe's

highest rates.

Given Switzerland's pioneering

role on drug issues, the vote was

closely watched in other countries.

"When 26 percent of voters sup-

port controlled legalization of

drugs, it does suggest some crum-

bling in what is claimed to be global

consensus on the war on drugs,"

said Ethan Nadelmann, director of

the New York-based Lindesmith

Cente r D rug I'olicy-U ni t. which

favors more relaxed laws.

The Swiss electorate is sum-

moned to the polls three or four

times a year over a huge range of

subjects.

Transportation funding, complex

new corn laws and labor laws also

were voted on Sunday. Voter

turnout was 37 percent.

PAQ
From page 5

In Sunday's negotiating session in

the Palestinian city of Jericho,

Palestinian official Hassan Asfour

stormed out of the meeting with

Israeli Cabinet Secretary Dan
Naveh.

"We felt that the Israeli govern-

ment has no intenjtion of dealing with

the issues seriously," Asfour said.

Erekat said he expected Israel to

hand over 150 security prisoners in

place of the criminals set free in the

first release.

"We did not go to Washington to

negotiate the release of car thieves,"

Erekat said. He said the sides had

agreed on terms for releasing prison-

ers, but that Israel was not adhering

to them.

Arafat's Palestinian Authority has

come under intense pressure from its

citizens, who charge that negotiators

are going soft on the prisoner issue.

The subject is especially sensitive

because most Palestinian families are

directly affected and had expected a

peace deal to bring their imprisoned

relatives home.

Among other Palestinian griev-

ances raised at Sunday's meeting

were increased Jewish settlement

activity, Israeli confiscation of Arab-

owned land for roads and a decision

by Israel's Cabinet to hand over no

more than one percent of the West

Bank in any future withdrawal.

Also Sunday, the Israeli army pre-

vented ralcsttnian ofYtctafermcluding

Cabinet ministers and legislators,

from traveling from the Gaza Strip to

the "West Bank across Israeli territo-

ry-

The Palestinians said new con-

struction in the settlement would be a

violation of the agreement. The

Israelis said stopping the trucks was a"

breach of the accord.
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aiNTON
From page 5

Clinton has a chance to directly

confront the committee on Dec. 8

when he or his representatives have

been invited to testify.

White House spokesman Jim

Kennedy said the White House is

still evaluating

how to respond i

to the invitation.

Already, he said,

"We've made a

good faith effort

to res[x>nd to the

questions
despite the fact

that they were

designed more

for a partisan purpose than a consti-

tutional one."

One Senate Republican, Sen.

Arlen Specter of Pennsylvania, said

Clinton should personally appear to

defend himself. "He ought to have

to answer questions and be subject

to examination because the answers

that he gave were evasive," he said

on "Fox News Sunday." "Let's

bring the president in."

After that, the committee would'

decide whether to recommend arti-

cles of impeachment to the full

House, which could take up the

matter the following week.

'The answers that he

gave were evasive.
//

If 218 House members vote to

impeach, action would move to the

Senate where a two-thirds majority

is needed to convict and remove the

president from office. With opin-

ions split down party lines, there is

little chance of that happening.

Sen. Joseph Lieberman of

Connecticut, one of the first

Democrats to openly condemn
Clinton's

-^^—^—^-»- behavior,
wrote in the

Njew York

Times Sunday

that with

impeachment

unlikely,
Congress must

censure the

president.
Congress needs "a strong statement

that makes clear to ourselves and

posterity that we are a nation that

understands the difference between

right and wrong, truth and false-

hood."

The first House Democrat to

urge Clinton to resign over the

affair, Rep. Paul McHale of

Pennsylvania, said on NBC that

while the president's alleged offens-

es may be impeachable, it would be

"profoundly unwise" for the House

to impeach him on a party-line vote

"against the manifest will of the

American people."

Arlen Specter

U.S. Senator, R-Pa.

STRESS
From page 1

Some students go as far as plan-

ning months ahead. Amy Kim, a

third-year physiological sciences

student, studies a week early for her

midterms. "I have a plan through-

out the whole quarter," she said.

When students fail to plan ahead,

they often use various methods to

get rid of the tension and anxiety

they suffer from.

"In order for me to release stress,

I go exercise. Sometimes you just

have to write out your thoughts and

talk to people," said Leslie San

Jose, a first-year undeclared stu-

dent.

Namita Gupta, a first-year unde-

clared student, handles stress by

"eating lots of candy and drinking

Surge."

In addition, UCLA's Student

Psychological Services (SPS) offers

professional counseling for stu-

dents who encounter serious diffi-

culties when dealing with personal

problems which include exams.

"We provide individual counsel-

ing for students, we provide group

counseling for students, and we pro-

vide outreach programs," said

William Parham, the associate

director of Clinical Service.

Students usually refer themselves

to SPS.

If students are seeking individual

counseling, they can call the front

desk and schedule an appointment.

After 5 p.m., SPS sponsors a stu-

dent help-line, run by student volun-

teers and supervised by staff.

According to Parham, students

come to SPS for help with a variety

of problems.

"Stress certainly is a main (prob-

lem)," ^e said.

"Academics can certainly be a

challenge. (The students) have rela-

tionship challenges, (and) health

challenges may be a component,"

Parham said.

The SPS Stress Clinic also offers

small group workshops for students

with problems ranging from test

anxiety to low social confidence, all

designed to teach students how to

manage stress successfully.

"Each person has an individual

way of managing their own stress,"

said McCulley.

The workshops run once a week,

and are usually facilitated by Alan

Nagamoto, coordinator of the

Stress Clinic.

However, some students believe

thtft the best way to relieve stress is

to stop worrying altogether.

"If you know that you're stress-

ing, there's no point to sitting there

and stressing," Hara said. "I just go

out and have fun."

HOSPITALS
From page 6

go," said Ignagni.

However, gray areas abound,

when health plans won't pay for

emergency care and hospitals get

stuck with the bill for patients who

can't pay themselves. Many plans

would not pay if a parent took a fever-

ish baby to the hospital without first

calling their pediatrician to make sure

an emergency room visit is necessary.

"We want to make sure patients

are seeking care in the most appropri-

ate setting," said Ignagni. That means

not going to the hospital "just

because it's the most convenient

place to seek treatment on a weekend

or after hours."

Hospitals can't make such distinc-

tions, however, according to the new

government guidelines.

Once a baby with a fever is brought

to an emergency room, the hospital's

staff can't delay care while employees

ask about insurance or check with a

health plan pediatrician for permis-

sion - even if it seems urgent treat-

ment isn't necessary.

Emergency room personnel also

can't send a patient to a clinic or doc-

tor's office without first doing a rged-

ical exam to be sure immediate care

isn't required to avoid seriously jeop-

ardizing the person's health.
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Facial Soap, to cleanse, gently, thoroughly. Leaves skin

comfortable— never taut or dry. 6 oz. Clarifying Lotion, to de-

flake. The key to that great Clinique glow. 6.7 fl. oz.

Dramatically Different Moisturizing Lotion, to smooth,

improve. 2 fl.oz.

Clinique's 3-Step Skin Care System, $29.50

Clinique.

Allergy Tested. 100% Fragrance Free. wv^^.clinique.com
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PRISONERS
From page 5

racy in his renamed Democratic

Republic of Congo, but many critics

say his regime's 18 months in power

has seen repressive policies and a

growing intolerance of criticism.

Disaffected members of his

armed forces banded together with

ethnic Tutsi insurgents earlier this

year and launched a rebellion, accus-

ing the president of corruption,

nepotism and tribalism.

At a noisy meeting with thou-

sands of Congolese at a Paris hotel

later Saturday, Kabila said Uganda

and Rwanda should be forced to

withdraw their support of the rebel

insurgency.

"We want to pressure public opin-

ion in France and everywhere so

that this meeting will weigh heavily

on the leaders of those countries,"

Kabila told the boisterous audience,

some of whom banged drums and

waved national flags.

Kabila has demanded that

Rwanda and Uganda withdraw their

troops and leave Congo.

Both countries claim they have

legitimate security interests there

and say they will stay as" long as

Congo remains a threat.

Kabila said 30,000 Rwandan and

Ugandan troops were currently in

Congo, and he emphasized that no

agreement had yet been signed.

In an interview with France Info

radio, however, Kabila said: "We
will add our signature," to the agree-

ment.

"But if they (the rebels) attack, if

they advance, then we will have to

continue to defend ourselves," he

warned in the radio interview,

adding that the cease-fire would only

take hold if the rebels leave Congo.

Until the summit, Kabila had

spurned attempts to arrange talks
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COSMETIC CHOICES:
• Mini Metal Braces

• Clear Braces

• Braces Concealed behind the Teeth
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Our offices are located in:

BEVERLY HILLS

LARCHMONT VILLAGE
SANTA MONICA
No Down Payment

Dr.
SCOTT

NEWHART

-mE^Hr^ (310) 550-1533 Orthodontic Provider for

All Insurance Plans
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find the question,

answer I it,

and bring it to

11 8 Kercl<hoff Hall

LIHES
Read Between the Lines is a new game brought to you

by the Daily Bruin Classifieds. Starting today, if you

find the hidden trivia question in the Classified

Section, you could have the chance to win great prizes.

If you answer the question correctly and bring it to the

Daily Bruin offices, you could win Magic Mountain

tickets, Knott's Berry Farm tickets, dinners in

Westwood, movie tickets and many other great prizes.

Be the grand prize winner at the end of the year and

win a trip for two to Hawaii.

What are you waiting for? Turn to the Classifieds and

find the hidden lri.via question!
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with rebels or neighboring countries

involved in the 4-month-old conflict.

Namibia, Zimbabwe and Angola are

supporting Kabila against the rebels,

who have the backing of Rwanda
and Uganda.

At the front line in Congo, rebel

troops said Saturday that the war

would go on regardless of events in

Paris.

Standing over a bridge over the

wide, chocolate-colored Congo
River, a rebel commander, identi-

fied only by his first name Gabriel,

refused to believe such a deal could

be struck.

'*Rwandans and Ugandans can

agree upon whatever they want, but

I am a Congolese and I have a war to

fight," he said.

"We have started this war to kick

Kabila out.

"We shall finish it," he said.

Kabila later met with Chirac at

the Elysee Palace in Paris for a

scheduled meeting that lasted 30

minutes.

Congo's war dominated the final

day of a Paris summit of more than

40 African countries focusing on

security concerns and ways to help

the troubled continent achieve sta-

bility and economic growth in the

upcoming millennium.

Pari WcaxiiiP on
Body Waxing for Men & Women
with 100% Natural Pari wax.

Women Full leg and Bikini $25
Underarm $8
Lower Half leg $10
Bikini Wax $10
Lip or Chin $6
Eyebrow Wax $10
Eyelash Tint $10
Facial $50
Arm Wax $20
Threading $15

"We do Electrolysis'
1435 Westwood Blvd., Westwood 473-0066 or 479-9325
Open Sundays Walk-ins Welcome

Critics Are Laughing at Her

AND SO CAN YOU!

CELIA FOX
L.A. UNDERGROUND
Directed by: Stanly Ralph Ross

Hottest new comedion oround

- San Francisco Chronicle -

Refreshingly fiinn^ sk/ts...

- LA Weekly.

-

ymm00fM^^ m Fonts
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Students Fff^ith College I.D.

Doors Gpen^^'at 9:00 Show starts at 9:30

ivery hiday Night Nov. 13 thru Dec. 18

Masquer's Cabaret and Dinner Theater

3334 West Third Siieet in Beverly Hills

For Reservations Call 213-390-5586
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Finally, a store to satisfy your pocket fetish.

Announcing the opening of the Levi's® Online Store, www.levi.com
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VACCINES
From page 6

opmcnt by deflecting suits away from

drug companies.

"It has really done what it was

intended to do," said Dr. Claude Earle

Fox, head of the Health Resources and

Services Administration, the division

of the Department of Health and

Human Services that administers the

program.

Older cases like the McFarlands

were delayed as the program struggled

to handle the flood ofclaims filed in the

early years, ofllcials said.

By law, people injured by vaccines

must apply for compensation before

suing drug companies or physicians

who administered the shots. Those who

lose can sue, but few do.

A tax on vaccines, paid by con-

sumers, goes into an award fund, which

has grown to a record $1.3 billion. The

fund took in $160 million last year and

paid $43 million in benefits. Awards

average around $600,000 to $700,000.

About 200 million vaccines are

given each year. Serious reactions, such

as seizures, brain damage or death, are

extremely rare. They are more likely to

be caused by an ijlness or abnormality

already present, but unrecognized,

before the vaccine was given, the pro-

gram's doctors say.

Since it began, the program's annual

administrative costs have nearly dou-

bled to $9.5 million with the largest

share going to lawyers. Officials

attribute the added expense to more

cases than expected.

The vaccine cases are decided by

special masters working in the U.S.

Court of Federal Claims. The process is

streamlined, rules of evidence are

relaxed, and hearings are often held by

teleconference.

But John Euler, head of the vaccine

lawyers at the Department of Justice,

said parents should realize it's still an

adversarial system. "The perception is

that it may be kind of a walk through,"

he said.

Maurine Sweet, a Kansas woman
whose infant daughter died two days

after receiving a diphtheria-pertussis-

tetanus shot, said the government's

expert witness "took our testimony and

riddled it with doubt."

"No parent should have' to plead

with this government the story of their

child's death," said Sweet. After Sweet

won, the government appealed the rul-

ing but eventually settled, awarding her

$125,000. Death claims are capped at

$250,000.

Eight years after they applied, the

McFarlands are still waiting to receive

compensation, due in the next several

weeks.

Brent McFarland, now 23, requires

constant care for his seizures, mental

retardation and psychological prob-

lems. A special master awarded him

$115,000 a year until 2001 and then

$86,000 a year for life, rejecting the

government's recommendation to put

him in a less-expensive live-in facility

that the special master called "run-

down" and poorly supervised.

"They had no interest in our son's

well being," said Dale McFarland.

"They were just interested in cutting

costs."

Stadcnt Welfare

Commission
has available Director, Assistant

Director, and Staff positions in the

following committees:

AIDS Awareness
,

UCLA Blood Drive

Campos Retention

swc

Campus Safety

Health and Fitness

Multicultural Awareness

Notritlonal Health

Sexual Assault Awareness

Substance Abuse Awareness

\^ you would like to join

or* iieed tnot^e. \r\^orrr\aHoi^/

call Student Welfare Conunissian ah

f310| 82S-7S86
o»* visit SVJC a^ 4Q4A Kerckhoff Hcill o*^ af
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Junior
asks:
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The Westside's best deli is offering

for students between 3:00 and 5:00 pm.

(Show your student ID to your server and get a great discount)
Offer only good for restaurant items, does not include deli. t>aker>, or delivery services.

1-800^475-5771
2379 llVestwood Blvd. at Pico

Offer ends 12 31-98

KEEP THAT SMILE

LOOKING BRIGifT

•TOOTH BONDING, BLEACHING
•Nitrous Oxid« (Laughing Gas)
•Hypnosis • Eloctronic Anosthosia
•Opon Lato Hours, Froo / Validatod Parfcing

•Chocks, Crodit Cards A Insuranco Forms Woicomo
•20 Yoars in Privato Practico in Wostwood

COSMETIC and
GENERAL
DENTISTRY

Dr. LARRY FRIEDMAN, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1762 Westwood Blvd. #460 (between Wilshlre & Santa Monica Bl.)

For Appointment Call: (310) 474-3765
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UCLA
MUSIC DEPARIMEWr
m

Tuesday, December 1

Jeny Goldsmith
Vihn composer& Regents' Lecturer

will participate in a publicforum

Schoenberg Hall, 530 p.m.

Free admission

Wednesday, December
I

§6

I

Holiday Conceit
UCLA Chorale, University Chorus,

Angeles Chorale& Ordhestra
Donald Neuen, director

Royce Hall, 8 pjn.
$10 gen, $5 stu & sr ^

Friday, December 4

UCLA Jazz Ensembles
Gamett Brown, John Claj^on,

Gotdon liendeison, directors

Sctioenbeig Hall, 8 pjn.

$7gen,^stu&sr

McMiday, December 7 |

Percussion I
^ Holiday Concert ^i

UCLA Percussion Ensemble ±
Mitchell Peter^ director

'

w
SchoenbeiK Hall, 8 pjn. ^

free admission M

CALL (310)825 2101
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Sports are healthy,

but-iftakentoofar

they can mess up

your brain.

viewpoint@media.ucla.edu

Readi out and touchi solidtors
STATUS: Growing dependence on

telephones complicates need for

profitable conversation, business

If
you could listen in while your neighbors

ordered pizzas, you would learn a go(xl deal

about communication. When the time came

to call the pizza place, you would almost definite-

ly hear someone say. Til pay, as long as someone

else orders."

See, some people have phone phobias - so, to

help you out, this column is all about the wonder-

ful world of telephones. I'm sure that you have

friends who'd rather dig ditches than actually

have to deal with someone

on the phone.

I suppose ditch digging

isn't all bad, but really,

what kind of a column

topic would that be?

Telephone talk certainly

has its bright spots. I had a

four ooll waiting phone

better than me because they call people out of

state. You talk to someone and they say, "Oh, the

other day I called Alberta ... Canada you know."

As though calling internationally is some sort of

status symbol. ^

But then there is the king ofcommunications

status symbols: the cell phone.

You see a combination of business people and

college students walking around with these

things. The business people, I suppose, use thcni

for "business" (it's really to call home and say

that they'll be late for dinner) and college stu-

dents got snockered into buying another thing

that they really don't need.

After all, what college student really needs a

phone all the time? (Don't answer that.)

Bottom line: I have no phone life. Maybe I

should pick up a cellular phone. But. 1 know -

use it with caution. 1 was sitting in a coffee shop

once, and there was a guy sitting in his yuppie

business suit talking into a cell phone.

1 le was speaking loudly, saying things like,

"Buy, buy, buy!" And. "No, I won't need the

house in the Hamptons this weekend." Then, as

he was talking, thr phnnr rang

Spencer

Hill

call. How good is that?

Basically, one can rate a

phone call as one would

rate a movie going experi-

ence. How? Well, when you

go to the movies you have

to wait through previews, right? You should keep

track of the number of previews, though; the

more previews you have to sit through, the better

the movie is.

This rating system works the same way with

phone calls - the more interruptions, the better

the phone call.

But seriously, I need a phone life. People get

their phone bills and they've called people all

around the United States: New Hampshire,

Washington, D.C., Washington State, Ohio and

sunny Florida (as though sunny Florida really

distinguishes it from regular Florida).

I have only called the Bay Area. I'm jealous of

those calls to Hungary or Taiwan. I need some-

one to call in some exotic location like Paris or

Tokyo. I think that these people think that they're

Hill is a fourth-year communication studies stu-

dent. E-mail comments to srhlll@ucla.edu.

Consider his ego successfully deflated.

Speaking of egos, have you ever had someone

call you and you really need their phone number

from the end of the message, and of course, as a

good telephone message giver they've left it, but

... guess what? They've decided to rattle off their

phone number too quickly for you to figure out

what their number is. —
It's just like trying to read someone's writing

who really can't write - you know they're really

just kind of faking it.

According to a recent poll, 69 percent of

women across the United States have given a

fake phone number to a hormone-driven shark.

If a woman is completely paranoid, then she

writes a phone number that's completely difTer-

ent - area code and everything. If she feels like

messing with him, then she writes a phone num-

ber that's just illegible. And if she really wants to

mess with him, then she writes the phone num-

bers almost correctly, just changing one of the

digits. Then, if she has to see the guy again, and

he asks why she gave him the wrong phone num-

ber, she can say that he must have misread the

phone number, so it was just his fault.

Phone calls are the same way; if you're oblig-

ated to call

someone

back, but you

really don't want them to call back (an ex-girl-

friend, for example), then you can just rattle off

the phone number too quickly for human-hear-

ing to understand.

Phones are important, though, but I didn't

know how hard life would be without a wireless

phone until I came to school. What can you do

without one? In my apartment, we don't have a

cordless phone, and life is crazy. Cords leading

everywhere - and every now and then the phone

doesn't work - and we have to check every, single

cord.

Advertisers know how important phones are

to people's everyday lives, but they don't use the

phone to advertise. I've never received a phone

call from McDonald's, Ford or Calvin I^ein.

(Can you imagine what Calvin Klein commer-

cials would be like over the phone?) Only one

part of the advertising world advertises on the

phones: the phone companies.

Kind of ironic, don't you think?

Still, the one group of people you don't want

calling you are the long-distance phone-service

See HIU, page 18

International debts hinder growth of developing nations

DISASTERS: Governments

try to repay loans but cut

vital services in process

By Fr. Giles LAsbury

Natural disasters are an unfortu-

nate part of life. Hurricanes, earth-

quakes and floods have plagued

humankind from our earliest history.

The Hebrew scripture tells us that

Joseph rose to power and prominence

in Egypt because he helped the

Egyptians prepare for and meet the

challenge of a drought and the result-

ing famine.

We cannot prevent natural disas-

ters, but one of the characteristics of

faithful and compassionate gover-

nance is to respond to the need of

those who have been the victims of

any sort of natural cataclysm. After

the 1994 Northridgc cartliquakc,

agencies of local, state and federal

government, as well as private organi-

zations, helped the citizens of this city

recover from the unprecedented dam-

Asbury is an Episcopal chaplain at

UCLA. He IS proud to t)e a part of the

University Reitgious Conferences

iMiffMth Ministry to UCLA. He can be

lati

age that we received. In the end,

UCLA received hundreds of millions

to repair the damage caused by this

earthquake.

Hurricane Mitch was a disaster of

almost immeasurable proportions. It

has been said that it was the most pro-

found disaster that has ever occurred

in Central America. We are shocked

into silence by reports of more than

10,000 dead and thousands more still

unaccounted for.

But one of the contributing factors

in this disaster was the inability of gov-

ernments to respond to the medical

and relief needs of the disaster victims.

In both Nicaragua and Honduras,

medicine, doctors and health care

workers were not available to meet the

demands brought about by wind, rain

and flood. The budgets for national

medical care and support had been

slashed to meet the demands for the

repayment of these nations' interna-

tional debts.

Honduras and Nicaragua are two

of the most highly indebted nations in

the Western Hemisphere. Both arc

forced to pay almost one million dol-

lars a day to service their international

debts To meet these demands, gov-

ernment services have been slashed,

medical care cut to the bone, and

improvement of infrastructure such as

roads and bridges greatly reduced.

The very institutions that were most

needed by the people in this catastro-

phe were victims of another unprece-

dented disaster called international

debt.

The burden of international debt

and debt service is one of the most

serious problems affecting developing

countries around the world. These

debts have accumulated over the

decades and now threaten to crush

any hopes of economic development

or future growth.

The scandal of international debt

had its beginnings in the 1970s, when

banks and governments lent lavishly,

at low interest rates, and without care-

ful consideration of how the debtor

nations would use the funds or repay

the debt. About 20 percent of these

loans went to purchase weapons,

other loans supported showcase devel-

opment projects that made little

impact upon the lives of the people,

frequently the money went to keep

oppressive governments in power

Few of these funds had an appreciable

positive impact on the lives of the citi-

zens of these debtor nations

In the mid-70s prices on commodi-

ties that debtors used to repay the

loans leli and interest rates began to

increaie Debtor nations earned less

than ever on their exports and paid

increasingly large percentages of their

gross national product to service their

loans. Many nations had to borrow

additional funds just to make their

interest payments.

Over the years, nations tried to

default on these loans and were forced

to seek the assistance of the

International Monetary Fund (IMF)

to create plans to assist in reschedul-

ing the payment of their obligations.

The IMF created a scheme called

Structural Adjustment Programs.

These programs forced debtor coun-

tries to spend less on education, health

and social services; devalue national

currencies; cut back on food subsidies;

cut wages and employment for work-

ers in government industries and ser-

vices; privatize or sell public industries

(often to transnational corporations);

and move from subsistence agricul-

ture of staple foods to large scale

farms growing export products.

All of these measures had a devas-

tating effect on the poor of the world

Cuts in education and health services

meant thai campaigns against illitera-

cy were curtailed, reduction of health

services meant the reappearance of

diseases that were thought to have

ended

Ilie devaluation ol currencv meant

that each person's income bought less,

access to government services was

decreased, and cuts in government

employment and the privatization of

industry meant fewer available jobs

for growing populations. Finally, the

shift to large-scale export agriculture

drove many off their farms to the cities

or toward illegal emigration and

reduced the food available to feed

families.

Each year, the developing nations

pay the West three times more in debt

repayments than they receive in aid. It

has been said that this debt burden is a

scandal that, in numerical terms,

makes the international slave trade of

earlier centuries look like petty crime.

In some African nations such as

Mozambique, debt obligation is equal

to 50 percent of the national budget

(compare this to the United States' 14

percent share of the budget). In

Mozambique the annual average

income is S80 and the per capita share

of the debt is $223 (almost three years

of each person's total earnings.)

When an individual or a local gov-

ernment cannot pay its debts they take

refuge in bankruptc> When Orange

C\>unty was devastated, because of

losses on pot>r investments, it declared

Se«A0VIV,pafe18
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Religious fanaticism root

of violence in Mideast

f-

ISLAM: Attackers abuse

faith by using terrorism

to advance political goal

By Adva Kalderon

In his article "Critics ignore true

causes of hate" (Viewpoint, Oct. 19

1998), Salar Rizvi correctly points

out that Islam is a gentle and funda-

mentally non-violent religion. But

having made this point, he continues

to claim that those Muslims who
commit senseless acts of violence in

the Middle East are doing it on their

own, due to soK;alled Israeli oppres-

sion, and without any connection to

their religion. He then suggests that

we not put labels on events and phe-

nomena without a firsthand under-

standing of what they are.

Islam is gentle and non-violent at

its core. But in stating that oppres-

sion is the true cause of hate, Rizvi

has neglected a few facts, perhaps

unintentionally, which support a dif-

ferent hypothesis altogether: that

while Islam is a gentle religion, reli-

gious extremists among the Muslims

(and admittedly, among the Jews as

well) are abusing their |-eligion for

natinnal raiispspnlitiral ol:

perhaps best-known for its active ter-

rorist acts against civilians in recent

years, is using religious contexts to

justify its attacks and in training its

people. Potential suicide bombers,
'

being trained by Hamas and other

groups, are taught that success will

grant them a status ofa "Shahid" - a

saint - and that their death will grant

them a place in heaven.

So is it Islam? Absolutely not.

Islam is fundamentally a just and

gentle way of life. Religious extrem-

ists, however, are abusing the reli-

gion for political and national goals.

Those who fail to recognize Israel's

right to exist and the Jewish people^s

right to a homeland in Israel are

using the religion as another tool to

motivate troops. Regardless of

whether their national or political

goals are justified, their means are

certainly not.

Just as I condemn Jews who are

so fanatic that they shoot Arabs sim-

ply because they are Arabs, I expect

Rizvi and my other Muslim friends

to condemn these terrorists acts on

the basis of their own view of Islam

as being just and gentle. While acts

against military targets can be justi-

fied as acts of war, blowing up buses

with schoolchildren is not an act that

can be tolerated by Iswi, Mi^lims or

Sex trade exploits Asian women

Acts of senseless violence that

would never be condoned by main-

stream Muslims (e.g., suicide

attacks against civilian targets) are

being carried out by religious fanat-

ics in the name of Islam. And while

this phenomenon continues, it is

hard for observers to disconnect

those terrorist acts from the religion

in whose name they are being car-

ried out. Consider the following

facts.

Violence (including violence

against civilians) was practiced by

Palestinians well before Israel's

occupation of the Gaza Strip and

the West Bank. The Palestine

Liberation Organization (PLO), as a

matter of fact, was established in

1964 - three years before the occu-

pation of these areas (source:

http://www.pna.net/plo/pal_plo_l.h

tm). That by itself is sufTicient to put

a big question mark over Rizvi's

hypothesis as to the true causes of

hate in the Middle East.

Violence against Jews is being

actively preached in religious tem-

ples in the West Bank and Gaza

Strip. I am not claiming that this is as

it should be, just that this is being

done. This makes it hard for

observers around the world to sepa-

rate the religion from the hatred.

Hamas, an Islamic Jihad group

Kalderon is a fourth-year communica-

tion studies and economics student.

Christians. The horror of the injus-

tice done to the innocent cannot be,

and should not be, justified under

any agenda.

Rizvi himself considers it hypo-

critical to condemn a people or a

faith without complete understand-

ing of the origins of the situation and-

both sides of the story. I couldn't

agree more. And 1 would suggest

that he be one to heed his own

advice.

While the facts I mentioned

above have their own sources, my
main reaction to' the article was

based on my own experience as an

Israeli and as an Israeli Defense

Force (IDF) officer who has served

in the West Bank for three years.

This is a firsthand understanding!

The Middle East situation is not

something Americans can learn

about from three minutes ofTV cov-

erage once a week.

With all due respect, it is not

something Rizvi, an American, even

as the vice president of the Muslim

Student Association, knows enough

about. To. take it further, even if he

has the requisite knowledge, it is cer-

tainly not both sides of the story.

The Middle East situation is

inherently complex. All attempts at

clear generalizations, such as the

one that Rizvi offers, are inherently

doomed.

See KALDERON, page 19

INDUSTRY: Wealthy men

use global practice to rent

young, destitute females

By Ussa Balotro

Imagine basking in the sun, watch-

ing beautiful women perform an exot-

ic tropical dance and being massaged

by a skilled masseuse (your soon-to-

be-wife) in a foreign land all for only

$2,000. It's a perfect vacation day for

a sex tourist.

Women, young and poor, and even

children are the main attractions in

this atrocious industry. For years,

especially those following the

Vietnam War, sex tourism has

increasingly claimed the lives of

young women while catering to the

pleasures of wealthy men. These men
travel from Europe, North America,

Japan, Australia and the Middle East

for a guaranteed good time with

"exotic, erotic, subservient Asian

women."

Many of these Asian women are

poor, underprivileged, innocent vic-

tims from the city slums. Their par-

ents are often deceived and sell their

daughters off to "work." Some
women are abducted by pimps and

brothel owners while others are raped

and forced into the industry, too

ashamed In liirn In thgir familipsioL

An estimated 30 million women
have been sold worldwide since the

1970s. According to the Earth Island

Journal (Winter 1997-98), more than

100,000 women are shipped to Asian

islands annually. The numbers are

staggering, yet they continue to rise as

the industry becomes more popular.

Sex trade has become the leading

business enterprise for developing

nations since the 1960s and 70s. The

"trade" has resulted from the prostitu-

tion establishments] successes just

outside many United States military

bases ii\ Korea, Vietnam, Thailand,

the Philippines and Okinawa. The

military term "R & R" refers to the

sexual activities that occur during the

military men's "Rest and Recreation"

time; some GIs called these periods "I

& I" for "Intoxication and

Intercourse."

Ever since the economic boom cre-

ated by this trade began, sex tourism

has become one of the biggest indus-

tries in developing nations. Asia's sex

industry has attracted a new audience

since the end of the Vietnam War.

They are not just American army

men. The tourists include business-

men and government employees; they

are the average men of society.

Companies such as Big Apple

Oriental Tours use Asian Pacific

American stereotypes and misogyny

to encourage men to go on tours by

them. "Had enough of the

help.

asking

respect and appreciation, unlike their

American counterparts."

The sex tourism operators all use

similar themes of Asia being a sexual

playground for American men. They

perpetuate the notion that all Asian

women are willing, docile and ador-

ing.

Many of-the sexual practices are

illegal in a tourist's home country. As
a result, they become frequent travel-

ers and participants on these sex

tours. It is much easier to participate

in these practices overseas, because

laws, the police and the government

do not regulate the industry.

A German tour brochure includes

the following for a trip to Thailand:

"If you want extremely young girls,

or, generally speaking, if you want

something for which you could get

'hanged' in your own country, you

can find (it) in these places without

the risk of getting hanged."

A Dutch tourist pamphlet demon-

strates the ease by which a man's sex-

ual fantasies may be satisfied for a

fairly small amount of money: "They

(sex tours) ofl'er meetings with the

most beautiful and young Eastern

creatures (age 16 to 24 years) in a soft

and sexy surrounding and in the

sedyctive and tropic night of the exot-

ic paradise."

You get the feeling that taking a

girl here is as easy as buying a pack of

Many of the girls in the sex

Balotro Is a third-year political science

student.

American bitches who won't give you

the time ofday and only are interested

in your bank account? In Asia, you'll

meet girls who will treat you with

c igaretleSi «> im ij» mi m» a '"* *** ***** ***

world come from the poor northeast-

ern region of the country or the slums

See BALOTRO, page 19
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This weekJAs will strike for employee status,

union recognition and collective bargaining rights.

Considering the timing of the strike, do you support

it or do you wish TAs were strictly concemed with

teaching? Bring submissions to 118 Kerckhoff or

e-mail them to viewpoint@media.uda.edu.
/:'j6'^^s/j(/
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Publications office at 118 Kerckhoff

Hall
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BASKETBALL
BASEBALL
SCXTCER

FOOTBALL
HOCKEY
RUGBY

Kratvrnltl**, S«roritl««, Intrs^mural Te«in«

SAMEDinr UETTERINQ, NEXTDJIY SILKSCREENINQ,

EMMMNDEmNa, TWKl LETTERINa

SPECIAL PRICING FOR GROUPS
WLUV«,„ ui. CALL FOR FREE ESTIMATE

(310)207-4226 (818)708-2330
^jjco htlp://p(an«loflrslrfr.com x^^SSHZ^.
CAOOOM lUBiMU, ca tlJM

uno

• • ICEN1RAL AMERICAN
VldlMS NEEDYOURHELP
Canned foods, bottled water, medicine
and supplies'are desperately needed

now

For donation location information,

call X55969, x66452 or 52333

We accopt
Dohit cards

i^cili to rc'^crvo

Sicikoy s pnvcitc

IKirly room ufJitalrs

(or your meetings,
fur-.rl render', etr

1114 Gayley Ave.
Westwood Village

Until Sun-Thurs 1 :00 am
Fri-Saf 2:OOam

824-4111
BRUINMEAL

DEAL

^$4.25
2 Slices of Pizza and

1/2 order Mojo and Salad Bar,

with all you can drink
Dine-m or '

carry out only Deverage bar

FREE DRINK W/
ANY BUFFET
PURCHASE W/

UCLA STUDENT ID

SHAKEY'S
COMBINATION

lS9^$13.8S

BUY1CET1
FREE

Any medium one topping pizza^

plus mojo potatoes, and yom
choice of:

• 4 pieces chicken or
• New Gourmet sandwich oi
• 5 pieces of fish or

PIZZA
SPECIALS

Any large 3 topping pizz

Specialty Pizza

or any

[0110 Buffalo wings o^
Pasta & Salad

^^^^1 Specialty Pizza

#^$9.98
• Snrciahies include Vef^etanan. Shakfv s Special. Brum
Deluxe and BBQ Chicken
• Thin crust, hand tossed, or deep dish pan pizza at no extra
charge

(save over $5)

1 iAimvm
ONETOPPINC

PIZZA

Sunday,
Monday,
Tuesday

2 for 1 Special^

$5.95

Buy any large Pizza at

regular price and
get the 2nd

for Free

'good

all day

*Any large 3 topping pizza or any „„^ $9.98
Specialty Pizza (save over $5)

fi

©cyy^

2 PIZZAS FOR THE
OF ONE

^^ 208-8671
wAjje**"*^

OFFER VALID

l\/IONDAY
AND

TUESDAY
NIGHTS ONLY.

(After 5:30 pm)
No mediums and offer excludes

Sicilians. No half 4 half orders.

Must mention ad.

Coupon must be given to driver.

Exp. 12/7/98

LARGE
PIZZA w/
Free Liter

TWO TOPPINGS

•

208-8671
TAX INCLUDED

. Coupon tMlidalMlnlwoodlocalnnonty

Offer good only with ttiis

coupon, one coupon p«r pizza.*

Coupon muet be given to drivar.

Umft 3 ptaczea par addreae.

No 1/2 and 1/2

Open until 1 am

Exp. 12/7/98

LARGE
PIZZA w/
Free Liter

TWO TOPPINGS

I

208-8671
TAX INCLUDED
Coupon valid at \Mnhvood tocahon only

Offer good only with this

coupon, ona coupon par pizza.*

Coupon nnuat be given to driver

Limit 3 p4zzaa per addreaa.

No1/2 WKl 1/2

Open until 1 am

ASBURY
From page 16

banicruptcy and slowly recovered its

economic stability. There are no pro-

visions for such measures internation-

ally, and debtor nations will be bur-

dened with the effects of these

unpayable debts for decades into the

future.

The International Jubilee 2000

campaign calls for a case by case

process leading to a one time cancel-

lation of the backlog of unpayable

debts owed by the world's poorest

nations by the year 2000. Many peo-

ple express reluctance at this ambi-

tious goal. They say it is overly idealis-

tic and that the relief would be squan-

dered by corrupt dictators or remote

bureaucrats. To prevent this possibili-

ty, creditors will set conditions that

must be met before debt relief will

ensue.

At the All Africa Conference of

Churches, Archbishop Desmond

Tutu called upon debtor nations to

meet four conditions in order to

receive debt relief, democratization,

respect for human rights, military

reduction, and a commitment to use

the money realized from relief for the

needs of ordinary citizens.

Achievement of this goal would

make an appreciable difference in the

lives of hundreds of millions of the

world's poorest citizens. It would per-

mit us to begin a new millennium on a

more equal footing and give the

majority of the world's inhabitants a

diaiice 10 join in the celebiatiuii ofrr

new century and a new millennium.

HILL
From page 16

people. I never knew how annoying

these people were until I finally talked

to them the other night.

I'm sitting at home, just taking it

easy, and I get a phone call. I didn't

want to answer it, perhaps because I

already knew. And my dog, sitting in

the corner, gets up and leaves, because

he knows that something bad is com-

ing.

So I pick up the phone, and she

says that she represents blah-blah

phone company. She says that she

would like to tell me about the won-

derful savings that I'm missing out on.

She goes on and on and on and on

and on and on.

I go back to watching my television

show, and she keeps on talking. Then

she asks if I wanted to switch long dis-

tance phone companies. I say, "No."

And, she says, "What!"

And I say, "I didn't know you were

going to take it personally." Then she

pulls out her Wicked Witch of the

East voice and says, "I'm not taking it

personal."

I pretty much gave up at that point,

because I really didn't want to contin-

ue the conversation. Do I really want

to prolong the agony? Of course not.

Still, there are ways to cut people

off without saying you don't want to

talk to them.

Some people believe that you don't

learn anything in college that's applic-

able to daily life. Not true. They're

wrong.

There's at least one little bit of

knowledge that is very very helpful.

I'm a communication studies student,

and so I take some sociology classes.

And, in the sociology department

there are some professors who do

what is called "Conversation

Analysis."

And, they've found that the word

"OK" is used to move on to the next

subject Not only that, but "OK" is

used twice at the end of a conversa-

tion, so ...guess what?

If the conversation really doesn't

seem to have any end in sight, then

you can encourage the end to "come a

little do«cr" by usmg "OK "

Another "sdiaior' called me the

r
HILL
From page 18

other night and I let him speak a little

bit and I just said "OK ... OK... OK"
- and I cut right through his schpeel to

the part when he says, "You have a

good evening sir."

And I did.

But in the end. I know telephone

wires, for a lot of you, are umbilical

cords that connect you to life as you

know it. connecting you to what you

need to survive: conversation.

And that's OK.

BALOTRO
From page 17 .

of Bangkok. It has become a habit

that one of the attractive daughters

goes into the business in order to earn

money for their impoverished family.

The Internet is a free marketplace

of ideas, with the sex industry taking

great advantage of its easy accessibil-

ity and wide reach. There are more

than 100 websites advertising the

hottest Asian commodity - Asian

women. They include graphic pic-

tures, tales of Asian fantasies and

mail order brides.

A sex tour package, which can cost

as little as $1,400, includes round trip

airfare, hotel accommodations, and a

guide who leads male travelers

through various night spots, helping

do negotiate the termsof^tx. listMjt

the "bar fine" is roughly $24 for tak-

ing a woman to a room for sex, but

for a price, they can "rent" the

woman overnight or for a week.

Many people believe that these

prostitutes deserve the life they have

chosen. They are often looked down

upon by society. But these women are

not criminals and shouldn't be treat-

ed as such.

All the while perpetuating misogy-

ny in their communities, female pros-

titutes confront a variety of issues in

their lives, from suffering from men-

tal anguish and physical deteriora-

tion, to the destruction of their family

lives. They should not be penalized

and jailed for trying to earn money

for their families and for themselves.

Often times, they are the sole source

of family income or are tricked into

the industry and cannot lace their

families for fear of experiencing great

shame.^-_ '

"•'-•' ';-' ';

Although we would like to believe

that we are isolated from the prob-

lem, statistics estimated by the

Immigration and Naturalization

Service (INS) show that Los Angeles

is a contributor to this industry. There

are 10,000 women in illegal brothels.

4,000 of whom are Chinese women.

and in San Gabriel alone, there exist

800 brothels.

What can we do to help these

women and end the exploitation of

our Asian sisters? By raising aware-

ness, by educating the public, and by

directing students and community •

members into organizations such as

Captive Daughters, the students of

the Asian Pacific American

Leadership Development Program

(APALDP) hope to put an end to this

repulsive practice.

Please join us for a forum on Dec.

1 in Royce Hall 162 from 7 to 9 p.m.

KALDERON
page 17

Perhaps the only thing that can be

correctly stated about the Middle

East IS that the mixture of religious,

emotional, national, political, geo-

graphic, demographic, social and eco-

nomic issues there is too complex for

any person to fully fathom and sort

through I hope Rizvi joins me and

many others in praying to Allah for

understanding and tolerance in the

Middle bast, which can be the only

means for peace
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It's your

chance!
Last names beginning with

S, T, U, V, W, X, Y, Z

Don't miss your
final opportunity

to save $34!
Schedule your portrait sitting during the periods

listed below, and recehre these bonuses:

• A set of proofs to keep ($6 value)

• An extra set of proofs sent to parents ($6 value)

• 10% off any portrait package (up to $10 value,

depending on package)

• 10% off on our popular graduation frame ($4.95 value)

• 50% off tiie sitting fee ($7.50 value)

PLUS if you purchase your Bruinb'fe Yearbook at the

time of your portrait sitting, you'll also get $8 off the

price of the yearbook.

Last names beginning with

S, T, U, V, W, X, Y, Z

Will be

Nov. 30 through Dec. 4
x^xctwwuvfiiiiMiirawcMatrjiWtwaw-

To make your portrait appointmem, stop by Campus Photo Studw/ Gradiiatkm Etc. kicated

on A-Levd Ackeiman Unkm or cal 310-206-8433 (exL 68433 on campus).

Campus Photo/Gradudtion Etc
n0.20b.84ii

open dn AW.U(
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Writer, stars

Nt jadcpot

with comedy

set in Ireland

FILM: Actors, director

awaken mature themes

of friendship, adventure

By Stephanie Sheh

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Film critics are buzzing about the

newest golden boys since Matt

Damon and Ben Affleck - only this

time the boys are actually in their

golden years. Ian Bannen and David

Kelly are a couple of old veteran

actors swashbuckling around first-

time feature-film director Kirk

Jnnon' "Wakiny Ned Pevin>.

The film, an Irish import, follows

the crazy adventures of Jackie

O'Shea (Bannen) and Michael

O'Sullivan (Kelly) in a little Irish

town called Tulleymore. When
Jackie discovers that someone in the

village has won the lottery, the two

set out to befriend the winner in

hopes of getting a share of the prof-

its.

Jones could have shot the film a

year and a half earlier if he had suc-

cumbed to the pressure of rewriting

the script for much younger stars. He

says that many people responded

very warmly to the script and pretty

quickly started offering him money.

"Very soon, they were saying,

*Wc're going to use the money to

make this ...' - which was very flat-

tcring for my first script - 'but we

need you to rewrite the characters,

just make them kind of early fortyish

and it'd be fine. And then we can

start approaching people like

Gabriel Byrne,'" Jones says.

Jones loves Byrne as an actor, but

says that he didn't fit into his vision

for the film. If Jones had gone with

the safer image of two younger guys,

the picture would have had to be

about greed and avarice.

"I think it would've been bad to go

ahead and make it with younger peo-

ple," Kelly says. "It wouldn't have

had the same fabric. I think it's essen-

tial that they're two old guys, two old

swingers, becauSI they don't play it

old. We didn't play it old. (The direc-

tor) said, 'Just be your own wicked

selves.'"

But Jones was confident that

Bannen and Kelly would bring the

amount of charm, character and

presence to the screen that he want-

ed. After explaining this to his

financiers, Jones thought they under-

stood his direction for his film, until

they offered up another ludicrous

suggestion

.

"They said, 'Okay if you want old

guys, we got it. We'll set it in Canada.

And we'll get Walter Mattheau and

Jack Lcmmon.' And I said, 'No, no

you haven't quite got the idea.'"

So Jones walked aw^ from that

Tuoncy. It was another year and a

half before he could get sutTicient

funds to make the film with the cast

he wanted.

Kelly pomts out that the "Grumpy

Old Men" duo is quite different from

the Bannen and Kelly dynamic. The

aiyi, They are mean old men
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ARTS ENTERTAINMENT
Day without art

The aesthetic side of Los Angeles goes

under wraps tomorrow in observance

of National AIDS Day. See Tuesday's

issue for the story.
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near
success

Import bond Hooverphonic impresses

audiences wirh rheir new leod-singer

winile string instruments give tineir

sophomore album a timeless quality
Photos by GENEVIEVE LIANG/t)aily Brum Senior Staff

Hooverphonic brought the "Blue Wonder Power Milk" music to the stage with It at the El Rey theater.

By Trinh Bui .";•• " -,:
'

) .
,/,- ",

'

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Don't call them trip-hop, don't call them

electronica, just call them good.

Remish import Hooverphonic played an

inspired show Nov. 17 at the El Rey. Touring in

support of their sophomore release, "Blue

Wonder Power Milk," the band worked over

the crowd with passionate, guitar-led songs.

They were more than capable of opening up

for soft-rock headliner Duncan Sheik.

(Shouldn't it be the other way around?)

Fronted by the barely legal Geike Arnaert,

the band known mostly for the Isaac Hayes

sampled "Two Wicky" delivered a 45-minute

set ripe with an emotion and warmth missing

from their first album.

Arnaert is the third singer to provide vocals

for Hooverphonic. After the departure of

Liesje Sadonius and Sadonius' replacement,

Arnaert was given the daunting task of laying

down tracks for "Milk."

"There was pressure of course. Me being

compared to Liesje and everything," said

Arnaert. "But I really didn't think about it. I

was about to come out of school, and I was just

18. Everything was new to me. It was pretty

hard, but I really didn't notice the pressure."

Her vocals more than made up for

Sadonius' absence. It gracefully sailed into a

high, airy tone on "Eden" and whispered play-

fully on "Club Montepulciano" during the set.

And even with the tin can-like acoustics bounc-

ing around the El Rey, Hooverphonic kept the

melodies grounded and recognizable lor most

of the night.

The growth underwent by Hooverphonic

showed itself on the stage. Incorporating

strings into the newest disc and bringing it to

the stage with a sampler, the band's music

offered a more ertduring feel.

"(Alex Callier - the main song writer) just

really wanted to work with strings all his life.

For the album we got the budget to work with

a live orchestra," said Arnaert. "For the first

album, the sampler was a new toy that (the

band) could play with, but that has been done

so you want to move on. There is more time-

lessness to this one than the first album. It

won't be as dated as the other one."

Often labeled as a trip-hop outfit In the

Portishead vein, Hooverphonic tries to dis-

tance itself from any high-handed label. The

pop group simply performs music for the

masses.

"It is pop music. It would be pretentious to

put a high label on our music," said Arnaert.

"It is nothing more than pop music really. The

compari.son with Portishead and everything is

getting old. I don't really see it beyond the

female vocals and the electronic part."

Strutting a diverse set list, Hooverphonic

threw together a little, trippish pop-concoc-

tion. The show had an up-tempo dance atmos-

phere. "Lung" rocked with a catchy, driving

guitar lead washed over sci-fi blips and bips.
*

The night really captured Hooverphonic's

deft ability to create an atmosphere reflecting

the mood of each song

"Battersea" swept in to a chorus ofweeping

horns and strings accompanied by melancholic

musing from Arnaert. The vocals lost itself in a

musical depression.

"'Battersea,' I think is really powerful with

the strings and drum 'n bass flowing," Arnaert

said.

"It is like you are on top of a bullet train and

all of the sudden when the drums stop, the train

stops, and you're still going, and that is a feel-

ing I get as well."

Truly filling in as lead, Arnaert sung "Two

Wicky," a song made famous by Sadonius.

Arnaert had no trouble with the tune or the

night.

Versatile artist receives

recognition for work
ART: Retrospective of Wayne's thought-provoking

creations illustrates futuristic vision, effect on others

By Sandy Yang
Daily Bruin Contributor

For Los Angeles artist June

Wayne, "The future is now."

A futurist artist and founder of

the world-renowned Tamarind

Lithography Workshop, Wayne's

work now appears at the Los

Angeles County Museum of Art

(LACMA).
In the 50-year retrospective,

Wayne expresses ideas of science,

literature, social issues and personal

experiences through many media,

including lithographs, paintings,

collages and tapestries. Yet only

now is Wayne drawing the long

overdue recognition for her versatile

think for a long time, I've been kind

of far from the '40s, which in the

'40s looked very strange, (but now)

they can accommodate (the audi-

ence)."

Even if her work was not noted at

the time of their premiere, Wayne

has never succumbed to the pressure

of "making it" if it didn't mean

being true to her own expressions.

Art was never a means of fame or

money, but a constant search for

answers to questions that haven't

yet materialized.

"She's always had her eye on

what was happening around her,"

says Barbara Isenberg, a feature

writer and author of the upcoming

"Ahead of the Wave: An Oral

and thought-provokmg vision.

"I think the moral of the story as

a futurist is to outlive everybody,"

Wayne says.

Having recently celebrated her

80th birthday. Wayne has no griev-

ances about the belated recognition.

Rather, the artwork speaks for itself

as a true attestation of Wayne's

ongoing interests and views of var-

ied subjects.

In her career, Wayne has dealt

with the beauty of parallels and con-

trasts found in nature and science.

She has integrated the elusive con-

nection into the concrete form that

is her art. Working with ideas of

astrophysics, quantum physics and

quantum mechanics, the artwork

tries to capture relevant visual

images linked to the subjects.

"I think these things are relevant

to a visual expression and how welli

accomplish that is a measure of my
art," Wayne says.

"I'm interested in certain cutting-

edge ideas in science. There are cer-

tain ideas that are relevant to visual

art and what I try to do is in those sit-

uations is to give a visual metaphor

that expresses the idea."

Also included in her work are nat-

ural phenomena, including tidal

waves, earthquakes and tornados -

the great forces that affect living

beings and the mechanisms that

make them possible.

"I think my work is intimately

connected to many things that are

going on in many disciplines, that

are going on in music, in literature,

in technology and so on." Wayne

says. "I find parallels in what I'm

doing across the cultural spectrum. I

History of California Creativity," a

book of interviews featuring about

50 prominent California artists,

including Wayne.

"I've always been outside the

mainstream, and I don't care about

that," Wayne says. "The mainstream

would be a terrible bore for me
because the art that is acceptable at

any given moment is art that already

has an answer for the public. I'm

more interested in the question to

which I wish to find my own

answers. My art is in that sense

futuristic. I tend to pick up on ideas

to which there is no common
rhetoric."

Wayne's unorthodox ideas and

her experience in lithography, the

art of priming on smooth plane sur-

faces, would spring her into promi-

nence.

In I960, she founded the

Tamarind Lithography Workshop in

her own Hollywood studio to pre-,

vent the art form from dying out in

the United States.

As the studio gained prominence

and would later move to the

University of New Mexico, Wayne

cut ties with her once-infant project

to devote her attention into her art

again, but not without conflicting

interests.

"Unfortunately, because of

Tamarind and its success and the

fact that I took my own work off the

market during those 10 years at the

time, I was - in effect - speaking for

a great many artists and I didn't

wish to be competitive (with them),"

Wayne says. "So I took my work out

See WAYNE, page 26

AnuMTt from Hooverphonic. gives an interview her band's show at the El Rey.

/
June Wayne (not pictured) displays her work at LACMA until February
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PETE ROCK

"Soul Survivor"

Pete Rock, '*Soul Survivor"

It's hard to believe that at one lime

Peter Philips (a.k.a. Pete Rock) com-

peted with DJ Premier for the title of

hip-hop's best producer. It was the

early '90s, and he was known for hav-

ing a distinctive style which usually

included jazzy loops and horns -

always the horns. After breaking up

with longtime partner in rhyme CL
Smooth, Pete Rock essentially faded

into obscurity. But now, with a new

label and an army of guest appear-

ances from some of the biggest names

in hip-hop, the Soul Brother No. 1

returns to the game.

Although billed as a Pete Rock

album, in actuality "Soul Survivor" is

more of a compilation produced by

Pete Rock. Like Da Muggs of

of songs that displays Pete Rock's

diversity as a producer.

"Truly Yours 98" features the

Large Professor and Kool G. Rap.

two veterans from the glory days of

hip-hop. The song works well as the

emcees shme nicely on a bouncy track

that moves along at a smooth pace.

Pete Rock even comes off nice on the

mic (he's a producer, not an emcee)

with the line "This I dedicate/ to the

mix-tapes I hate/ Exclusive shit, it

really holds no weight/ Put your skills

on a plate/ back spin to eighty-eight."

The first single, "True Master,"

features Inspectah Deck and Kurupt

rhyming over a so-so instrumental.

Though the song is far from wack. it's

nothing spectacular - a shame when

considering what could have tran-

spired through this collaboration.

What was Pete Rock thinking? He's

got two of rap's hardest hitters on one

song and the beat is a monotonous,

medium-paced experiment in medioc-

rity. If anyone is ever privileged to

have Deck and Kurupt on one track,

for God's sake, throw on the hardest

hitting beat you can create and let

them at it!

violin that complements Prodigy's

smooth flow as well as Raekwon's

rugged vocals. Prodigy laces the apoc-

alyptic track with a complementary

verse: "So what's ya intentions, you

want to glow for the moment?/ Throw

in ya two pennies then you boltin'/ I

rock for the few chosen who get their

third eyes open/ write a page that will

engage war and incite fights/ be on

look for the bright lights and North

Winds/ The trumpets be the mics ya

size malevolent."

Other tracks that showcase Pete

Rock's production skills are "Respect

Mine," featuring OC, "Half Man
Half Amazing," with Method Man
and "Strange Fruit," featuring

Tragedy and Cappadonna. There are

three tracks that feature R&B singing

and only one of them works, as the

other two serve to bore the listener

and will have you fast-forwarding to

the end of the album.

Pete Rock put together a good

compilation; the beats, as usual, are

on point and more than enough

emcees contribute decent perfor-

mances. This album shows that Pete

Rock has diversity as a producer and

quality material that shows he can

keep up with the rest of the producers

out there. A, solid album, (wouldn't

expect any less with PR producing)

"Soul Survivor" serves as a quick fix

that will get plenty of play for a lew

months, though it will not attain the

longevity his other albums have

enjoyed.

Tenoch Flores

The Cardigans, "Gran Turismo"

All hail Sweden! Home of Ricola,

scrumptious chocolate, the Alps,

Lucerne. Oh sorry, that's

Switzerland. Well let's see, Sweden

has Ingmar Bergman and, uh, the

Cardigans!

The most well-known band to

come out of the recent Swede-pop

music scene, which includes Komeda,

the Wannadies and Salt, the

Cardigans' third album (fourth, ifyou

count "Emmerdale," which never

received U.S. distribution) comes off

the heels of the successful "First Band

on the Moon."

Longtime fans expecting the same

light-hearted, lazy, bubble-gum pop

that the band has made famous over

Cypress Hill, Pflie Rock brings in The album's bem kong I'omtft; when never lovt \\\\ tuuch. However, that the years w i ll definitely he surprised high above our timr/

are the days of humming to songs like

"Carnival" and "Rise^n'd Shine" on

sunny Saturday afternoons. Gone are

the days of "LovefooL" annoying the

pants off of everyone. The Cardigans

have gone techno.

Quoi? The Cardigans have gone

techno?

Don't expect the Cardigans to play

at an all-night electronica music-fest

anytime soon, however. Though not

entirely ditching their trademark sug-

ary pop, the decision to infuse a few

beats here and there reeks of overpro-

duction, thus providing mixed results.

Receiving radio airplay right now

is "My Favourite Game," fast and

upbeat by Cardigan standards, but

lacking in memorable hooks. What
the new Cardigans have also spawned

are atrocious songs such as

"Erase/Rewind," with so much pseu-

do-spirituality in its music that it

could only be enjoyed at a Deepak

Chopra guru seminar.

"Gran Turismo" is at its best when

Nina Persson and company slows

things down with songs like

"Explode" and the uplifting "Higher"

("Oh take us higher/ Come take us

above nt i r time/ We'll make it

everybody from the Wu-Tang Clan,

Big Pur\isher, MC Eight, Black

Thought and even his old partner, CL
Smooth. The final product is a collage

Raekwon and Ghostface Killah of the

Wu-Tang Clan team up with Mobb
Deep's Prodigy. Pete Rock blesses the

trio with a beautiful track laced with a

very same diversity is what keeps this

from becoming anything close to

spectacular. He used to have his own

style, but now he's just turning out

by the new direction it has taken.

Gone are the days when the

Cardigans fit snugly into Milan

Kundera's definition of kitsch. Gone

out of here").

After producing so much musical

See SOUND, page 24
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Novel explores new counterculture
BOOK: Author examines

drug use, cult practices

of '90s social movement

By Howard Ho
Daily Bruin Contributor

Everyone knows that the counter-

culture in the 1960s was nothing

more than a harmless rebellion

against the status quo of the rigid,

repressive conservatism of the 1950s.

Protesters thought they could change

society into accepting more liberal-

minded tenets. Eventually counter-

cultural hippies became a cultural fad

and passed away into the history

books.

BOOK REVIEW

Ecstasy Qub

Author: Douglas Rushkoff

Publisher Riverhead

Books

Pjice: $13.00

Pages: 315

NINA SACKS/Daily Bruin

At least we hoped they had.

In his new novel, "Ecstasy Club,"

Douglas Rushkoff describes modern-

The d i ffe r-i:^

selves from "the social set," they seek

to create their own society through

esoteric philosophical talk, massive

rave parties and hallucinogenic

drugs.

The story is told by Zachary Levi,

a Jewish SAT tutor who becomes the

right-hand-man of Duncan, a Brit

who is the de facto leader of a cult.

The cult acquires an abandoned

piano factory, which they turn into a

site for "an ongoing pagan mass."

There they hold parties with a differ-

ent theme every night, such as gay,

Goth-Industrial and rave.

The Piano Factory which, due to

copyright violation, adopts the name

ofThe Ecstasy Club, is the new coun-

terculture, intriguing to the con-

formist bourgeoisie because they can

explore the taboo. They seek freedom

to transcend space and time, to

deprogram the social set, to repro-

gram themselves with the cult's ideas

and to empower others to direct their

own mutation to accelerate evolu-

tion.

Rushkoff describes strange prac-

tices by which the cult seeks to

achieve these ends. For example,

drugs, such as LSD and Ecstasy are

taken prolincally by cult members,

often producing profound visions.

Members also indulge in hefty

philosophical discourse that sounds

like Quentin Tarantino if he had

graduated from Harvard. Duncan

Malthusian ^empire has gotten so

effective that it is now working

against its owli controlling agenda."

These talks show how well-educated

these cult members are, while at the

same time revealing their inherent

paranoia.

("Ecstasy Club") is very

diverse in its subject

matter, delving into

Eastern Philosophy;...

economics and politics.

Another method by which the cult

seeks to accelerate evolution is a curi-

ous machine known as the Virtual

Reality Visionquest Amplification

Circuit. The machine feeds its sub-

ject's neural activity back into his

own brain, like two mirrors facing

each other that reflect back and forth

inHnitely. This becomes the corner-

stone of the story as a conspiracy

unfolds. Soon the members start to

believe that larger forces are trying to

shut them down, because they pos-

sess this device, which they later learn

is a secret government instrument for

an experiment that reaches as far as

the missing and exploited children

labels on the sides of milk cartons.

ence this time is that the countercul-

turalists are not really interested in

changing society. Isolating them-

does most of this, saying things like,

"The mind-control propaganda

machine of the historically evil

Only Zach is able to see through all

See ECSTASY, page 24

DEVINE
From page 20

and they are old. Whereas ours are

still sort of swingers. They dislike

each other. We actually love each

other."

Bannen and Kelly's off-screen

rapport and genuine friendship

comes across on their perfor-

mances. The rapport between the

two actors was so strong that they

even share a nude scene together.

The two go skinny-dipping early in

the morning, discussing the lottery

and their plans for the day.

"Walking down the beach with

those two bottoms disappearing to

go skinny-dipping, I thought it was

rather endearing. Very sexy," Kelly

says, laughing. "Funny thing is the

director staged a closed set. He
said, 'Now just the cameraman. We
want everybody else to turn away.

Go behind the rocks.' And we

we're in yellow dressing gowns. He
said, 'Now wait until the last

moment and then ...' And every-

body hid. And then they make a

movie and then they show it all over

the world. A closed set always

makes me laugh."

Kelly says that his wife com-

mented, "Nice ass" after watching

that scene. His daughter, who is

also an actress, reacted a little dif-

ferently.

"She said, 'Do you know what

my mad father is doing? My aged

father is going to do a nude scene in

a film. What would yuu say if I wdW
I was to appear in a nude scene in a

film?'" Kelly say. "So I said, 'When

you're sixty-nine you can do it.'"

But Jackie and Michael's naked

exploits don't stop at taking a swim.

Somehow Michael finds himself

riding naked on a motorcycle.

"I just knew I was going to die,"

Kelly says. "I thought in a few min-

utes I'm going to be talking to Steve

McQueen and saying, 'You try

doing it naked.'"

Originally, Kelly was not sup-

posed to film the scene in the nude.

The crew had made a flesh colored

stocking for him to wear, but the

apparatus was too obvious and the

cameras were picking up the string

around Kelly' waist. But the actor

said that being naked was actually

the least of his worries during that

scene. He had never ridden a

motorbike before and was terribly

frightened.

"I was cold and I was terrified

and apart of being nude - 1 mean I

was wearing a crash helmet which

was a damn size heavier than I am,"

Kelly says.

"And it left an impression on me
in every sense of the word, because

clearly 1 have no upholstery at all.

So it's just folds. And I kept sliding

off this thing. And they'd say it's

only 35 miles per hour."

Bannen, who describes the char-

acters as growing old but not ever

growing up, had it a lot easier. He

wore underpants with his motor-

bike. On top of that, he had ridden

a bike before. But there were other

unpleasant moments in the filming

for him. One involved simply carry-

ing a chicken dinner through-^ttre-

See DEVINE, page 25
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joy with "Life** and **First Band

on the Moon,** "Gran Turismo**

is a major disappointment'. While

change and experimentation in a

band are admirable, bad songs

are not.

IVistanThai

SC0Tr4, **Recorded in State^

This record is, besides a rather

unsavory sedative, a fairly poor

attempt at post-modern folk

regression, the type ofthing Beck

is making millions off of and pis-

sants like SC0TT4 are rather

meekly rephrasing. The band's

problem can be attributed to the

utterly unendearing frontman

Scott Blixen (assuming he's the

frontman - all the songs are

attributed to him). He holds the

band back. Either that or they're

all working together to hold each

other back, in which case, hey, its

working.

The intro has us listening, for

a while. The guitars are lazy,

rootsy, dirty - and a drummer

churns out equally dirty break-

beats. Gradually the funky back-

woods acoustics dissolve into an

out-of-date drum machine inter-

pretation and analogue synth

effects. One may think, OK, pos-

sibly the pseudo-modernization

of the bluegrass sensibility. The

folk guitars ride the range of

Blixen's emotions, from sub-

dued, almost reluctantly nihilist

depression, to alcoholic serenity,

to some type of contrived road-

house vigor that no one will real-

ly get.

Blixen grinds, but not in a con-

genial, Tom Waits way. He gets

on the nerves. The drummer is

static but solid, slanting the

music with hip-hop and rock

beats where they're needed, as

little post-Beck electro-embellish-

ments wink on and off in the

background.

So why buy this album?

Maybe you like Smashmouth's

cheesy stream-of-consciousness,

modem incompatibility lyricism

and want to get back to the roots,

but wouldn't know a good blues

record if Albert King forced it

through your ear. This crap

would be just right for lonely air-

port cocktail bars, but not much
more.

Wes Medina'

ECSTASY
From page 23

this and fmd solace in conformity.

Rushkoff is very at home with this subject mat-

ter, and shows his comfort by exploring several

avenues.

The novel is very diverse in its subject matter,

delving into Eastern Philosophy, chaos mathemat-

ics, economics and politics.

Some scenes in the noyel, such as that of an asex-

ual hermaphrodite and a graphic depiction of an

orgy, are a bit too intense for the squeamish, but, of

course, that is the novel's charm.

RushkofTs novel is like porn, base and perverse,

but also captivating.

Have you ever fantasized about being

handcuffed? Well here's a chance fo live

out your fantasy......

Monday, November SOth

12t)m-1|)m Westwood Plaza

It ol Ackerman)

For more infrormation please contact either the Student

Welfare Commission @ 825-7586 or SADD@ucla.edu

Co-sponsored by Students Against Drunk Driving (SADD)

COUNCIL J!^

< »

Youll ,

Yourseli

The decision to buy a yearbook

is one that mav seem

insignificant now, but will

come back to haunt you if you

make the wrong decision. That

is, if you chose not to buy one

now, you might regret it when

you are sitting in a retirement

home, trying to remember your

college days. Buy one now and

have something to remember

With a national football

championship in the near

future, why not buy a yearbook

to remember this year?

You only graduate from UCLA

once, and there is only one

official yearbook. Bruinlife.

An Intcr-faith Comtneinoration of World AIDS Day

• Buddhist, Jewish and Chmtian Representatives

from the University Religious Conference

with
TheRev Malcolm Boyd

(Author <rf/4/F ypurRumjfngf WStkAieJesusfi

The Revt Ancfrew RobinsonHQaither
(Pastor of Faith United J)||[!odist Church & iNrector of bmrn Unidos AIDS Project)

Tuesday December \ 12:00 Noon

Conveniently located in Westwood Village
Between Westwood Blvd. and Broxton Ave.

Across fronn Jerry's Fannous Deli

$25 Complete Professional

Eye Examination*

Regular Price $55
•ivjew patients only.

Contact lens exam
additional.

$99
CONTACT LENS
PACKAGE*
Includes eye exam,

fitting, 2 month follow-

up. and pair of Ocular

Science daily

wo8f wnsvSi

$99
EYEGLASS
PACKAGE*

Includes eye exam,
frame, and single vision

prescnption lenses.

A4eycrhoff Park
ivi front of Keirkhoff Halt)

Sponsored by:

The \Jmytrsity Rdigious Conference at VXIA
900 Hilsard Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90024

Telephone: (310) 208-5055

Eyes of

Westwood
can lielp you see

t)etter, and look

better, too.

• comprehensive computer
assisted eye exams

• custom and disposable

contact lenses
• wide selection of today's

most fashionable eyewear
• Vision insurance plans

accepted

EYES OF VKAESTWOOD

Dr. PatrieK I><yyle, O.D.

10930 W«ybumAv».

(310)aOB-1364

FREE
Contact Lens Solution

#^
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DEVINE
From page 23

rain.

"It was at the edge of a cliff and

they put on this wind machine as well

as the rain," Bannen explains. "They

hadn't tested it properly. I'm going

with this chicken dinner, concentrat-

ing on it. Suddenly I was blown back-

wards and nearly over the cliff."

Despite all of the hair-raising near-

mishaps, these un-grumpy old men

maintained a love of the film and

each other. Kelly says that he even

had someone tell him that their two

performances looked like one.

Although Bannen and Kelly both

independently produce a long and

varied list of roles, the two have never

worked with each other. Bannen says

part of their chemistry was a result of

the rehearsal process.

"I think it came having such a long

time to rehearse and also we seem to

get on very well," Bannen says.

"(Also from) the great courage in the

director, fell he was onto a roll, he'd

listen to his old grandfather telling

stories for years. He wanted old men

giggling away. It was very encourag-

ing."

Both Michael and Jackie had ele-

ments of Jones' grandfather's per-

sonality although the director says

that Jackie was more similar to his

grandfather.

Interestingly enough, Bannen did

remind Jones of his grandfather

when they first met. But Jones did not

see the connection between the film

and his grandfather immediately.

"When I wrote the film I just sat

down and just wrote and wrote. It

wasn't until I'd seen the film maybe

15 or 20 times that I said, 'Hang on a

minute. That's just like my grandfa-

ther,'" Jones says. "The bike riding

scenes - my grandfather used to have

a motorbike and tell me about his

adventures, not naked of course. So I

could see very clearly where that

came from. When my grandmother

died, my mom - on Sunday - used to

make up a dinner which (was) quite

often a chicken dinner and I used to

take it up to my grandfather's house

every Sunday for him because his

wife no longer lived. And I'd be going

through the rain up there with this

chicken dinner. So I could see very

clearly where that came from."

Kelly recognizes that the story

came out of Jones' relationship with

his grandfather.

The warmth that comes out of the

film is what the actor feels makes it so

special.

"The thing is that the two charac-

ters would have never had a child-

hood," Kelly says. "In their early

years, they would'vc had to work

very hard helping their parents with

the farm or fishing. Byt now they're

at an age where they're sort of old

men behaving badly. So this is all

about a great adventure that sort of

leads to a scam on the lotto. It's not

basically about the money. It's about

this adventure, and the love and

affection and friendship."

FILM: "Waking Ned Devine'is current-

ly in the theaters.

daily bruin classified advertising

a hole in one.!:

®Danny Vee Salon
SPECIAL PROMOTION FOR 1st TIME CLIENTS

50% OFF
On Hair Services
(All Hairdressers Except Danny Vee)

25% OFF on Skin Care & Massages i

Tuesday thru Saturday 9am to 7pm /

Sunday by appointment only.

234 South Beverly Drive

Beverly Hills, CA 9021

2

310.278.8850

Swan's
Holiday Store

Come and see our

unique and
one-of-a-kind items.

We feature

holiday merchandise
from

all over the world.

For all your holiday gift

and decoration needs, or

for the special people

in your life, we have
a friendly and

knowledgeable staff

to help you
find or create that

perfect gift.

We offer Free Personalization of

ornaments and gifts.

We also offer custom gift wrapping services

Come and experience

the holiday magic
of our store.

in the West Side Pavillion

between
Nordstrom & Robinson's May

10800 West Pico Blvd., Suite 147

(310)234-0123
Hours: M-F 10-9 pm

— Sat 10-8pm —

—

Sun 11 -7pm

alifornia's

MCAT Review
Program

EAcelleui m&Uuction^ Materiais^
(Classes begin on January 3rd.)

Berkeley (800) 622-8827
iiicatprep@berkeley-review.coiii

www.berkeley-review.coinSpecializing in MCAT Preparation

—Irvine • Westwood • Stanford • Berkeley • Davis—

t ^ /^^f\/ x^vi H ^ Bring In thi8 ad

10%OFF ^-sis^x
,entire purchase. 3OmrfiM Cmitoi8tC0immaiimH»omtfOmit
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Get an iMac for

just $29.99 a month
Ask your sales associate

for details

Easy to set up.

Nothing to hook up or hassle with.

Fast as a rocket.

^'iv^
}ini^^^

processor, IMac

than Pentium II

Loaded with software.

en

it^i^Ur •*' ili - •• ^^l1•

Jaw dropping appearance.

Sayg0odt^ to the plain

"ti%»
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Each iMac includes:

233MHz PowerPC G3 processor

• Backside level 2 512K cache

• 32MB EDO SDRAM (PM)'i"<iihie to W8MB)

• 66Mhz system bus speed

• A GB IDE Hard Disk drive

• 24X (maximum) CD ROM drive

• Built-in 15" high resolution display

(1j.8 (li.Kjun.tl vuuv.ibU' ttiK^yo su'v)

• 6MB SCRAM video memory

-wr^v^^

iMad
HOLIDAY

Special Offer

1188
Limited time onl\

pliu$ . .

.

lytoui nMjii '
'

'

^
'

ft*^>'jL'''jWtotti'

30 INSTANT REBATE

iiiBiiMNy.
(IMac and nmmory must be on same rtciript

Do«f ntft appfy to ¥MMy Offtr good untfi

OHmt^iTtH.)

rr^nrffji
"^ o. tj

Receive the Super Sairings

Coupon Bofjk wsth any

MacmtO!i>^h CPU purchase.

Featuring cash rebates and premiums

on the hottest new software and

hardware products including printers,

scanners, digital cameras, games,

productivity software, Internet software,

USB peripherals for the iMac and morel

Over $2500 in savings value!

Limited time only.

Built-in 10/100 BASE-TX Ethernet

Built-in 56K modem (supports V.QO
and K56flex)

Ports: Two 12Mbps Universal Serial

Bus (USB), One 4Mbps infrared

technology (IrDA)

Built-in stereo speakers with SRS 3D
surround sound

Mac OS 8.5, Apple USB Keyboard,
Apple USB Mouse

Built-in ATI RAGE lie accelerated 3D
giaphics card

Iwtrirtiow and Pifwiit Nidw: Appte hiitmm k tuMbit ow>y to UCIA rtwiwU
itkKM UQA Extwriow rtwiwH^ UQA fccnHn UCIA rtalT <wd UCU iipirtiiiiti

ExtMHiofl rtuiMti iM«y inriM It dM C«Mitar SiM mtmdkm MMUHw UCU
KMKfUttK 5l0M pnOt n^MMI pHfUltm Wf CWVMC|l CMMv S (MCk, Of WNMniiy

CN«t UriM VNMnwri QiK* Mil piyiMi to TlK UOA Stwi. VQA. NariMCMi aad

DnoMtrM obo acsiploi NnoMi dim^m ocoplid up to Sl.OOO. Mooiy tiim

For information aixMJt

Apple Computer Loane, cail

1-800-959-2775

'"ITputPT StOi

I

WAYNE
From page 21

of public view, and I had to reestab-

lish my own mean and person, not

as a foundation but as a working

artist. So Tamarind was, in effect, a

handicap to me and a benefit to the

country."

John Milant, a print publisher for

30 years who opened Cirrus

Edition, can attest to the claim.

Trained at Tamarind, Milant attrib-

utes the existence of the art form to

Wayne.

In a Los Angeles Times article

written about Wayne by Isenberg,

Milant said, 'T've always felt that

June was the person who was

responsible for the whole print-pub-

lishing revolution in America.

"She was Tamarind, and it was

her vision that created all of us. I

think most of the people in the busi-

ness can somehow be tied back to

Tamarind."

But Wayne has never suffered

regrets at the happenings in her life

- even the situations that couldn't

be controlled, such as being a female

artist in a male-dominated business.

"It was not any important griev-

ance for me because I am what I

am," Wayne says.

"The work is its own testimony.

I'm not interested in being a person-

ality. I wish to advance my work to

represent me."

Today, Wayne's work is finally

gaining visibility.

Cover stories in the Daily News
and Los Angeles Times have written

about the exhibit and given it posi-

tive reviews.

But Wayne is not about to stray

from the ideas and beliefs that pro-

pelled her this far as a cutting edge

artist and "an important commenta-

tor on the Los Angeles art scene,"

according to Isenberg.

"I think L.A. is a little late in rec-

ognizing me," Wayne says. "But

that's the hometown handicap, and

I don't really mind."

ART: "June Wayne: A Retrospective" is

showing at LACMA through Feb. 15,

1 999. For more information, call (323)

857-6522.

Asian
Eyelid

Surgery

Williai

venteF

Call for free brochure, 1 -800-beauty I

Chris Bore!
Jf(u^2>

Haircut $9.00

Color $25.00

Highlights $35.00

Perm $35.00

1078 Gayley Ave. Westwood Village

(3 1 0) 208-4447

Open Mon-Sat: 10-8:30 Sun: 11-4

NOTICE

BEL-AIR SHELL
Auto Care

Service Center

15% Discount
with...

UCLA Student, House Staff,
and Faculty I.D.

Free Pick Up And Delivery

i
0)

in
o

LofiatifiD

(1 mile from UCLA)

Bel Air

1 SiMll

Moraga
Exit

Wilshire

I.

UCLA

Hours of Operation:
- 8:00 AM - 5:00 PM

Monday - Saturday

800 North Sepulveda Btvd

At Moraga
Los Angeies. California 90049

Bel Air Shell
Tim Hansen

(310) 476-1979 Fax:(310) 476-7644

I ^\.
Jewish

Ghristiafi''''^''J^«™»

Methobist^p^
î/l/rwO'y}/]

advertise mthe

igious Service Directory

-2221825

Published evey Friday

Pacific Boll

Pure Digital PCS
Pacific Bell mobile service

f4ekia€49Q

Nokia 5190

Startac 7000

startac 8000

Motorola 2000

Motorola 6000

Motorola C520

out the door
price + tax

'activation

required

imperial Cellular

11659 Santa Monica Blvd.

• Free Pager
' • Free Caller ID

ReecaTKg 1 ""ocK east Of Barrington

Free Three-way calling ._^ #%\ ii^#% ii ii ii ii
• 1000 Free weekend Minutes \^\0)47O"4444

First minute incoming call free

Gmduating?

r
r

09

^i "_

•RimfCARD

w«-

x

\ZA

:>

Bob
Schermerhorn

SAA President

MtMM

jDarcer Net^ Workshop
Career options in /nve^tment Bdnicing', Wednesday, Dec. 2,

at 7 p.m. in the Alumni Center featuring Madelyn Murray

(FMA), John Foxwoithy
^..-^S^

(Wilshire Associates)^ O r^^ \
Benjamin Stern (EJ De La

Rosa & Co.), Michael

Duckworth (Bankers Trust &
Co.), and Lisa Detanna

(Morgan Stanley). \

Don't Forget

*ft
SAA Members-Only Study I l att wilt take plate daily in the

Alumni Center from 10 a.m.'5 p.m., Monday through

Thursday, and 10 a.m.-Z p.m. on Friday of Finals Week.

Free cookies, drinks and

bluebooks will be available.

The Alumni AssociatkNi's

EaucaBonal Outreach Pnffm
» Mdng for someone with
video edib'ng experience to
assist with a prospective
student recniitment video.

Ptease contact Dana IMentino
^t (310) 2064)609 01

«'«nav@supportucla.edu.

^eatuti

W I N TWO TICKETS TO

on Shuttle by United!

BY

UN ITED

UOA Student Alumni Association

AkifiNM Centor

Los Angeles, CA 90095-1397

For E¥tnt & Volunteer Information

(310)UaA-SAAor

Fax: (310) 825*8678

E-mail: iaaesupport.uda.e(lu

Sign up at the member services

desk on the first floor of the

Alumni Center, or e-mail

saa@supporl.ucla.edu with your

student ID number, name, address

and daytime phone number by

Friday, Dec. 18, 1998. A complete

list of the conditions and

restrictions is available at the

Alumni Center. Only one entry per

member please.

UOA AKimni Assodalion

Alumni Cenltr

Los Angties, CA 90095-1397

For MtmbeTMNp Inronnalion:

PIOIUOAUIM
Fojc (310) 825-8^78

l-mat aluiMMOfiipport.ucki.edu

xi^ V^-
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Daily Bruin

Campus Happenings

Travel Tickets

Internships

Apartments for Rent

Monday, Noveinber 30, 1998

CLASSIFIED BETWEEN
THE LINES

Rnd the hKlden tnvia question in

today's Classifieds, answer it and wn!

Index
ANNOUNCEMENTS •

Campus Happenings
Campus Organizations
Campus Racruitment
Campus Services
Birthdays
Legal notices
l.x>st& Found
Miscellaneous
Personal Messages
Personals
Pregnancy
Recreational Activities

Research Subjects
Sperm / Eog Donors
Tickets Offered
Ticlcets Wanted
Wanted

FOR SALE
2700
2800
2900
3000
3100
3200
3300
3400
3500
3G00
3700
3800
jyuu
4000
4100
4200
4300
4400
4500

Appliances
Art / Paintings
Bicycles / SIcates

Bool(s
Calling Cards
Cameras / Camcorders
Collectibles

Computers / Software
Furniture

Garage / Yard Sales
Health Products
Misceliaofious
Musical msTruments
Office Equipment
Pets
Rentals
Sports Equipment
Stereos / TVs / Radios
Table Sports

TRANSPORTATION •

4000
4700
4800
4900
5000
5100
5200
5300
5400
5500

Auto Accessories
Auto Insurance
Auto Repair
Autos for Sale
Boats.foc Sale
Motorcycles for Sale
Parldng
Scooter / Cycle Repair
Scooters for Sale
Vehicles for Rent

TRAVEL
5600
5620
5640
5660
5680
5700

Resorts / Hotels
Rides Offered
Rides Wanted
Taxi / Shuttle Service
Travel Destinations
Travel Ticitets

Vacation Packages

5800
5900
6000
6100
6150
6200
6300
6400
6500
6600
6700
6800
0900
7000
7100
7200

7300

1 -900 numbers
Financial Aid
Insurance
Computer / Internet

Foreign Languages
Health / Beauty Services
Legal Advice / Attorneys
Movers / Storage
Music Lessons
Personal Services
Professional Services
Resumes
Telecommunications
Tutoring Offered
Tutoring Wanted
Typing^

Writing Help

EMPLOYMENT
7400
7500
7600
^700

7800
7900
8000
8100
8200
ft mn

Business Opportunities
Career OpportunKies
Child Cars Offered
Child Care Wanted
Help Wanted
Housesitting
Internship

Personal Assistance
Temporary Employment
Volunteer

HOUSING
8400
8500
8600
8700
8800
8900
9000
9100
9200

Apartmerits for Rent
Apartments Furnished
Condo / Townhouse for Rent
Condo / Tovmhouse for Sale
Guesthouse for Rent
House for Rent
House for sale

Houseboats for Rent / Sale
Housing Needed
Room for Help
Room for Rent
Roommates - Private Room
vwommsne - onwrso Hoom
Sublets

index

advertising information

lis Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles, CA 90024

E-Mail: classified8dniedia.ucla.edu

One issue, up to 20 words $8.00
...each additional word 0.50
Weekly, up to 20 words 27.00
...each additional word 1 .50

Monthly, up tQ 20 words 90.00

Web: http://www.dailybruin.ucla.edu .each additional word 5.00

For Classified Display ads,

please see our rate card
for variable rate information.

DEADLINES
Classifiad Une Ads:
1 working day before printing,

at 1 2 noon.
Classified Display Ads:
2 working days before printing,

at 1 2 noon.
There are rK) cancellations after

noon of the day before printing.

Classified Line: (310) 825-2221
Fax:(310)206-1359

Classifiad Display: (310) 206-3060
Fax:(310)206-0528

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Thu: 9:00am-4c00pm
Fri: 9anf>-2:30pm
Th« ASUCLA Communications board fully supports th« Ur^tversity of Caiiforma's policy on nondiscrimination No medium shall accept advertisements which present persons of any ongin. race, sex. or sexual onentation in

a demeaning way or imply that they are limited to positions, capabilities, roles, or status in society Neither the Daily Bruin nor the ASUCLA Communications Board has investigated any of the services advertised or the
advertisements represented in this issue Any person believing that an advertisement in this issue violated the Board's policy on nondiscnminatKxi stated herein should communicate complaints in writing to the Business
Mar^ager, Daily Brum, 118 Kerckhoff Hall, 308 Westwood Plaza. Los Arneles, CA 90024 For assistance with housing discnmination problems, call the UCLA Housing Office at (310) 825-4271 or call the Westside Fair Hous-
ing Office at (310) 475-9671 Classified ads also appear on-line at http //www dailybruin ucia edu Racement on-line is offered as a complimentary service for customers ar>d is not guaranteed The Daly Bruin is responsible
for the first incorrect ad insertion only. Minor typographical errors are not eligible for refunds For any refurxj, the Daily Brum Classified Department must be rwlified of an error on the first day of publication by noon.

j|H^^

PAYMENT
Please make checks payable to
"The UCLA Daily Bruin." We
accept Visa, MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards. Allow 5
working days for mail payments.

HOW TO WRITE
AN EFFECTIVE AD

• start your ad with the

mercharxlise you are selling.

This makes it easier for readers to

quickly scan the ads arxl locate

your itenis.

• Always include the price of your
item. Many classified readers
simply do not respond to ads
without prices.

• Avoid abbfeviatk>ns—make your
ad easy for readers to understand.
• Place yourself in the reader's

posltkm, ask what you wouW like to

krxm about the merchandise, and
irKlude that in the ad. Ir>clude such
information as brand nanrtes, cotors

and other specific descriptions.

1300
ffntwptif Uttifi'wituMnit

1100
Cinlptts Httppiidnni

ALCOHOL AND DRUG
READINESS GROUP

WEEKLY UCLA group for individuals ques-

tioning their alcohol or drug use. Contact

Elizabeth Suti 310-206-1148

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. DiMMMon, Fri Sl^> Study, 2406 Ackarmon

Itwn. leek Study, 2408 Adurman
M/T/Wkn.D«ildA3^»9

Wed. an. A)- 029

DbcuMion. Al IMM 1 2: 10 • 1 K)0 pm

Pmi whohmma

1300
Cttiumi RiCfuHiii6iit

Get Real Experience

and Help Others.

AmeriCorps*VlSTA has thousands

of positions available NOW.
When you )Oin AmenCorps'VISTA you'll not only

improve your resume-:—you U improve the community

you serve.

As an AmenCorps*VlSTA member, you might help start

a youth center, establish a job bank in a homeless shel-

ter, set up a literacy project, or organize a domestic

violence program . and the list goes on.

In return, you'll get a living and relocation allowance,

health care, money for school, and the satisfaction of

helping others.

Interested? Contact Monica Gugel, your AmenCorps Rep

at (619) 524-1280 or mgugel@cns.goy.

www.amencorps.org

tuLI-.iU RICAN/ITALIAN male [21] es-

cort/masseur available for men/women/cou-
p|PQ rail I I ir HO'c; 94/hr I n«; Angp|p<t pagpr

562-220-0262. $ ISO/hour,

where!

will travel any-

2200
Resaansli Sobiec^

HEAVY TOBACCO SMOKERS 25-50/yrs old

needed for Research Bronchoscopy. $175

(2-visits) 310-206-0396.

-MALE TWINS NEEDED! For UCLA Re-

search Proiect. Ages 18-40. $20 for 1 hour.

Please call 310-825-9006.

NORI^AL HEALTHY CHILDREN and adol-

escents 8-16yrs needed for UCLA research

study. Receive $25 for lab experiment and

developmental evaluation, and get a scientif-

ic learning experience. Call 310-825-0392.

POSTf^ENOPAUSAL WOI^EN A5+ (Healthy

or with heart disease) wanted for a study on

coronary artery disease involving small

amounts of radioactivity at UCLA. $25/hr (2

days. 4hrs. each) Call 310-825-1118 or 3iq-

206-6675.

Spantt/Egg Domns

ANONYMOUS sperm Oonuib deeded. Help

infertile couples while receiving financial

compensation up to $600/month and free

health screening. Convenient hours, located

in Westwood. Call Kim 310-824-9941

HIXOMi: A STOCKBROKER NOW!
Full or Part-time

BARABAN TRAINING INSTITUTE

SERIES 7 EXAM PREPARATION

offers you:

• Series 7 and Series 63 Pre-Licensing Training
• 6-week Programs
• Weekend classes
• Exam sponsorship available through

InterFirst Capital Corp.

• Full service broker-dealer affiliation for

licensed applicants

Mention this ad and receive a

SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNT!
Call now for information and enrollment

(818) 784-0048 or (800) 417-8625

RAMA Financial

16255 Ventura Boulevard, Suite 706
Encino, Califomia 91436

•-mail: ruskytrdrOaoLcom wab: http://www.raiTurfin.cofn

MEDICAL SCHOOL ADMISSION INTERVIEWS
December 7

KIGEZI INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL OF
MEDICINE

www.kigezi.edu

Bring:

Schedule at Preprofessional Advising Office

(310)206-9969, 1662
A316 Murphy Hall

Completed application & essays (print from website)

Official or unofficial college transcripts

FREE WINNERS. FREE SCORES. FREE
Lines, no money, no operators, no hassles.

vvww.Hne-tMBters.com.

SHORTS FESTIVAL
www.cine nUaa.oom TaMng submiaaions tor

your mowia now

YOUR CREDIT UNION
Your on-cwnpuaftofvlina AnancM
aoMoa. tor aludanli. tHMiifiMlii. VIM ua at

hctmrmm A4.«wai. orvlna at iMM».ucu.oig

or oil 31(M77-«028.

EGG DONORS NEEDED
COMPASSIONATE woman from aN races

warned by intoflHa hopeful couplas. Agaa 21

-

30 Companaalton $3,500 C«M OPTIONS
800-666-9373

MEN: Donois naadad tor maaminalton pro-

prowtdad

35 or younger

am Ml IIO74S0 Compenaalion
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]PS¥CIEIIIC
Readings By Lauren

^ World Renowned

K Psychic Readings

^Taroi Card

K Reunites Lovers

X Advises on all Problems of life

'A' Special Student Discount

Tel: (310) 858-1168

IPP 2300
SpermAEfgOcK

Pregnant?

Panicked?

Call1-800-R-HERE-4-U

for the Pregnancy Care

Center nearest you.

Free tests. Confidential,

caring assistance.

We helped 24,000 people last

year and we can help you.

• • •

I

The Right to Life League

of Southern California

EGG DONORS
WANTED

If you are a healthy
female between
the ages of 19 and
30 and have health

insurance.

Compensation
$3500.00

Call Mima Navas at

(310) 829-6782

-2300^
Sperm/Egg Donors

NEEDED Japanese or Chinese egg donor.

Hong Kong, Taiwan, Singapore, Malaysia

ancestry. Age30 or less. Greater than high

school education. 0-negative blood type il

possible. Compensation $3,000. Please call

310-273-2463.

WE'RE LOOKING FOR
A FEW GOOD SPERM. All races, 20-40 yrs.

$50 per acceptable donation. Call OPTIONS

at 800-886-9373.

2400
Tkffcols Offfsraii

EGG DONORS
NEEDED

If y»su ay^ a w<^n\an Datwaan ma agac:

I

of 21 and 35, the many eggs your
body disposes of each month can be

usecl by an infertile woman to have a,

baby. Help an infertile couple realize

their dreams, enter the gene pool and
help advance knowledge of Human

Reproduction! Financial

compensation, of course Completely

confidt'ntiiil. For more information,

please call USC Reproductive
Endocrinology at (213) 975-9990.

m>

ROSE PARADE TICKETS (eight at $77ea )

Orange Grove/Colorado bleachers at TV

cameras. Parking spaces (three at $15ea)

Call: 3 10-445- 11 76

1MMM
WE BUY CARS. New aua uiU hudiMhy or

not. Jeff 310-714-5808.

Make A
Difference
Loving Couple Seeks

EGG DONOR
Age 21 - 29
5'3" to 57"

Snnall to Medium Build

Dark Hair (straight/wavy)

Prefer Light Eyes
(but dark o.k.)

PLEASE HELP US CREATE
. -IHE FAMIL Y OF OUR

-1 DREAMS.

COMPENSATION $4500

CREATIVE CONCEPTIONS
1-888-411-EGGS
(949) 488-2868

INC.

COMPUTERS
DESIGN YOUR OWN system. Used sys-

tems from $299. New 300 mhz system-$575.

Repairs and system upgrades. Diagnostics

$25. 310-216-0336.

FREE LONG DISTANCE/ACCESS TO inter-

net - without a computer Aplio $209.00/Inter-

net-Phone $309.00 (Exclusive distributor).

UCLA Faculty. 310-230-4231.

3500
Fumltiire

MATTRESSES. FUTON. DESK. Bookshelf.

Dinette Sets. T-Table. Lamps. Deliveries. 7-

days open. King's Furniture. 11961 Santa

Monica Blvd. 310-575-4243.

MATTRESS SETS!!!
Twin $79, Full $89. Queen $139. King $159.

Bunkbeds. Deliveries. Phone Orders Accept-

ed. 310-372-2337.

GIANT MOVING SALE! Macintosh Lap-

top&compuler w/printer $750; Car stereo/CD

player $200; Stereo w/5-CD changer $200;

30" TVA/CR $400; and much more! 310-805-

0889/310-805-0914. leave numeric mes-

sage.

MATTRESS BONANZA!!
SEALY. STEARNS & FOSTER Also Orlho

pedic twln-setS-$79 95, Funs-$9995,

Queens-$139 95 Pillowtops-$299 95

Kings- 199.95 Delivery Beacon Mattress

1309 Westwood Blvd 310-477-1466

Classifieds

825-2221

* Piano Rentals *
^ Low Monthly Rates w
•Hollywood Piano Rental Company^

213-462-2329 ^ 7••••*•••••

9 9 ? S? ? 9

WAlfTED
HOME TESTANALTEKNAm

CONDOM VEStQN

eamup^

ofadlfff

lOObypartidi
condom design

study

laterlal

QMiptes must be:

V Male partnelVk 1^ Female

V WUHnj^teort on 8

V In a stat)lr9MJonship

Current usML Birth

Norplant Dwo. or

age 18-45 V
uses IP

partner

Il Pitts. lUD.

itlonv

d- For more Infon^ion, please call %

I (800)3ft-1998 I

d'99¥d'99¥d'99¥$

FROM $17.95/0AY
RENT-A-CAR Under ^b 6.k. Uasn Oeposil

ok. Free miles allowance. Open 7 days/wk

Major credit-cards accepted. 1-800-770-

0606.

4700
Autobnuraice

AUTO
INSURANCE
''NO BULL"
Best Prices, Same Day

STUDENT DISCOUNTS

Motorcycles, SR22
Accidents, Tickets OK

CALL AA* IA NOW
FOR FREE QUOTE

TOLL FREE
1 (800) 225-9000

Hmimto I Hnliilft

']Vcsizuood Inn 'Motel
lOHJI) WMar Hiiukvtnl WtaNMul. (.> <*tUA (.^I0> 474-UUi

-Ix'ss than one mile from r(;i> campus

-I ree continental hreakfiist

Affordable, clean and comiorrabie nxjins

-Free catile TV & Ixxal IcIephoiK- Calls

-W^^dy. Mcmthly and Kitwp raii* avalUlilf

For resertaliomt colt, (310) 47< 426Jc €

'<:.\j

AiUMlforSiM

1986 VOLVO 240DL station wagon. Great

stiape. all sen/ice record, new battery, one

woman owner.$4950 (310)922-3208

1990 PLYMOUTH ACCLAIM. Gold. 4door.

automalk:, great condition. 46Kmiles. A/c,

am/fm. Asking 4K or best offer. Aaron: 310-

8371580.

MITSUBISHI MIRAGE 1993. red, 2dr.

5spd . tint. Alpine stereo, runs great. $3500

Obo 805-501-3058.

9680

GREAT FOR XMAS 2 roundtrip tickets LA-

Cleveland or Baltimore $200 each 212-591-

0634 or email jerrywillisOtiotmail.com

-BE FLEXIBLE...
HAWAn-$lI9o/w

EUROPE - $448 r/t (plus taxes)

Open One Year Return
Cheap Tares V^orldwide !!!

CALL 310-394-0550
http;//www.alrhitch.or(

KAWASAKI NII^A 500CC - 10.800 miles.

$1600. 2nd gear little bit tricky Available

Dec. 15 Email: tfedhOchem.ucla.edu

^ READ

^

BETWEEN
THE LINES

Find the hidden tnvia question n .

V todBy's Ciassifieds. answer it and wtrji/

'i&ut/i /4mefUM
Round Trip Airf;irrs

I.inui S37n

Cn/(u S595

SantMyo SG8*J

Saol'.iulo / Wio SGSr

Gu.iy.ifjmJ / quito S57('

Huf'nri>» All's Sr.'Jh

f«cil(f|i(ff|o.s i ruist'
R T A • 4 I

.'-It... '•»•

$1895
I ot Kis J2:i nyj or>A'> hoo jsm ()j4"

PHOU vviowi TK\ I . «•( KSH I

- ''fi ^m»•^t ;tfi *«)•• '-'

.READ

Cthe lines
Find the hidden trivia question in

todays Classifieds, answer it and winli

H^ no secret

you can help
expand the

^ Join the Recycing ^^
Advocates, atask force that >
works on expancfng recycling
orvcanipus. Students, »cxJty
and staff are al vy^eicome to
the groups weekly meetings.

for more information call 825-3033

5700
Ihivol Tldasls

AQUA TRAVETINC
WORLD WIDE LOWEST AIRFARES

MAKE YOUR OVVNAR CAR HOm.
RESa^ATIONAT

http://www.pr1smaweb.conVaquatravel

24HOURSADAY
Lowest Domestic and

International Airfares

Tour Packages

Eurailpass

Hotel Accommodations

Car Rentals

•Asla*Africa*Australla*Europe*Soutti

America*lndla*Canada*Mexlco*Hawal*

Speciol domestic & Internotionol Airfares Avoiloble

Prices cxe tubject to chonge wllhcxjt notice

AvoJobirtiy may be limited and wme restriclioni may
apply PtusToxes

PHONE (310)441^3680

10850 \Vilshire, Suite 434, Westwood CA 90024

FIESTA BOWL
DESERT GOLF AND VACATION rentals.

Luxury condos arxl townhomes Scottsdale

golf packages, great location, great rates.

1 -888-880-0774 www.desert-golf com

NO ARGUMENTSI NO NAGGING! JUST
sharing live oonversatloni!! 1-900-825-2100

Ext. 8481, 8482. 8483. 8484. $3 99/min

Must be 18yrs. Sen^-U (619) 645-8434.

STUDENT LOANS
GET YOUR Stafford Student Loan from Uni-

versity Credit Union (Lender Code 832123)

Also reoaiv* loiM-€ost firuncial services 310-

477-6628; ¥»ww ucu org

Display

206-3060
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Life of the Party!

Party on Ralph!

Actually the party now IS on Ralph!

Thanks for the memones Ralph!

MOST UCLA students dnnk no more than

4 when they party. So what?

So, students who drink 4 or less have

better love lives, are happier with their

relationships, and don't become the

"lie of the Party".

Now this

IS fun!

Ralph

here

Mas
demonsi

rating

his

uncanny

wbilitY m

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

union')

When
Ralph

finally

did shut

up

(actually

he

finally

make a

total ass

of

himself

Sure he

was tun

for

awhile

The

"Life of

the

Parry",

but then

Ralph

started

pounding

down
the

brewskis

like a

bone dr>

sea

sponge

It was
down
the

hatch

and

damn
the

torpedoes

! Ralph

had a

one way
ticket to

part^and.

and by

lOve he

was
going to

live a

linle He

babbled

on and

on about

tome
guy

named
Dick,

who had

a good

head

and

loved to

social-

Ufl.

This

Oick had

heard

that the

party

lint was
long, but

if he

could

adhere

to the

dress

code he

could

fluner

about

disguned

as a

social

butterify

He'd

fight

class

struggle

worM
wide

and hold

, the

partytng

bKk
until

spring

break,

(when

he

«*outd

ptrty

hardy,

without

mg
'1

ACROSS
1 Type of bench

or force

5 Marry in haste

10 Loll in the sun
14 Zone
15 More recent

16 Prefix meaning
"eighf

1

7

Command to

kitty

18 Claw
1 9 Easier said —

done
20 Ship's rope

22 Something for a
rainy day

24 Arid

25 Actor Mineo
26 Eye's nerve

29 Air-rifle ammo
32 Forage crop

36 Shortening

, 37 Step lively

39 — Grande
40 Pre-opening

events
43 Composer

Gershwin
44 Taxed
45 Skip

46 Singer Gorme
48 Play it by —
49 Immature

butterflies

50 Actress Tilly

52 Permit

53 Royal staff

57 Froths

61 Made cloth

62 Wanderer
64 Organize
65 Imitated

66 Shade of green
67 — spumante

(sparkling wine)

68 Only
69 Pilgrim John—
P

aeaied

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

lAlUITIHIEINITI I ICMLIEITIUIPI

ICIAIUISI I INIGMCIAINI I INIEISI

QDQSD aSSSlQ

QBSS QQDSS an
lElElSlTMYlAlNlKlSMCISITI

70 Shed tears

DOWN
Do laundry

Killer whale
— estate

Grasshoppers
Vestibule ^
Heavy metal

Wise bird

Laborer
Sea eagles

10 Container

11 Yearn
12 Doe's mate
13 Hong —
21 Curve
23 Pack rat

26 -It's an—
I

but a
goodie!"

27 Ward off

(bk)ws)

28 Step
29 Musk:al note

30 Brazilian city

31 Express scorn

33 Hobo
34 Eyelashes
35 Party givers

37 Start for "view"

38 Scoundrel
41 Ice pellets

42 Left-handed
pitcher

47 Hinder
49 Caress
51 Columbus' port

52 Burdened
53 Did the

backstroke
54 Hold one's own
55 Constantly

56 Coffee-break
item

57 Bathe
58-Or—

r

59 Speed
60 Cut
63 Prefix for

-day"

out,

thank

Godihe

once

again

became
the life

of the

party

He

helped a

Uterature

maior

polish

upon
her

prose

with a

pretty

per

manent

pen

When
Ralph

didnt

quite

make ii

to the

little

boy's

room, a

photo-

loumafesm

student

was
there to

bravely

capture

his little

accident.

and a

premed
princess

got a

chance

to try out

her new
"won't

rub off

"

lipstick

on

Ralph!

What a

chump
Hey

Ralph I

Most

UCLA
students

drink

four or

less

when
they

party

Some
don't

drink at

all

Ralph

drinks

too

much
Ha

should

drink

less He

should

talk less

too He

should

bathe

more

tool Not

to

mention

his

breath

It's youi

Me, so

party or

M^iniw you re

Nragoodttiwcil

Classifieds
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READ
BETWEEN
THE LINES

Find the hidden tnvia question m .

today's Oassrfieds. answer it and wtn!/

INSURANCE WAR!
WELL BEAT ANYONE'S price or don't want
your business. All drivers. Newly licensed.

Student/staff/faculty discounts. Request the

"Bruin Plan." 310-777-8817 or 818-222-

5595.

/Illstate
\buVe in good hands.

Insurance Company
(310)312-0204

1281 Westvs/ood BlvcJ.
(2 b>lks. So of Wllsr-^lre)

BANKRUPTCY
GET OUT OF DEBT NOW! Free Consulta-

tion. Experienced attorneys, reasonable

fees. Law Offices of White and Associates

(Cheryle M. White. UCLAW. "86") 800-420-

9998 or 310-207-2089. 12301 Wilshire

BI.,Ste 550. WLA

ERASE DEBTS, REBUILD CREDIT
WITHA/VITHOUT BANKRUPTCY. Renowned
(UCLAW. 73) attorney, Lon B. Isaacson off-

ers superb service/low fees. Free consulta-

tion. 213-487-7200

GREEN CARD
FOR WORK-PERMITS, green cards, and all

immigration problems call experienced immi-

gration attorney. Reasonable rates. 213-251 -

9588 for attorney Doreen.

NO RECOVERY NO FEE
MYER LAW FIRfVI, Century City. Auto-accid-

ents, slips/falls, discnmination, sexual-haras-

sment. UCLA Graduate Scott D. f^yer

htlp://www.bestlawyer.com 310-277-3000.

1fiS,"!\

CwwpMiBi'/iiimwit

COMPUTER UPGRADE and repairs . Hard

ware and software. Mac's and PC's. Kirt)y

310-208-2367.

^TiAStrate^di and disappointed

vuith UCLA?
Why it th« plac«

so imp«rsonal and difficult?

For some ansu>en check out

http://univer8ltysecrets.com

£.

IHH

The Bf5T prices for all your PC gaming needs,

A HOLIDAY GIFT TO LOOK YOUR BEST
Talented stylist at world renown «alon is of-

fering, for a limited time a fabulous precision

cut and style for a very small charge. (Wed.

evenings only). Contact Mollie 310-286-

0211.

HAIR COLOR/HIGHLIGHTS from $15-$30.

HAIRCUTS from $15 at Beverly Hills Salon.

Advanced ass't program. 9666 Brighton

Way. Call GAVERT-ATELIER 310-858-7898

VIDAL SASSOON
SALON in Beverly Hills. Advanced training

team is looldng for models for $15 haircuts.

Please call 310-775-8808.

HAIR REMOVAL
1^1 .ii(

LuCia (310) 208-8193
I'l.'M W..viuMu.| l\\\(\

gggTggggTTgggglTXTTgXXXIlI
H
H

H

H

H
Mr

Contempo Nails
Manicures Pedicures

Fills & Silks

Sculptured Nails

Wax
& MORE!

333 Robertson Blvd. Beverly Hills

(btwn. GregoryW^ & Olympic BKd.)

MorvSat 9-7 pm, Sun 10-5 pm.
Free Parking

No Appt. Necessary

Call (310) BS&MTS

H
H
H

Tired of higit prices? Call

& Ski^ Care

20% off %vith thi$ coupon-

above $20 purchase

• permanent hair removal fofmen &
wonwn

• permanent make-up

• Facials, waxing, body treatments, ear

piercing

• Physician referred certified, disposable

probes & sterilization '/.;•

• Free consultation 1 S minutes

• CeiKter Friendly

•West LA

( JIO) 47? 8977

BEST MOVERS. Licensed, insured. Lowest

rates. Fast, courteous+careful. Many stud-

ents moved for $98. Lie. -T- 163844. NO JOB
TOO SMALL! 1 -800-2-GO-BEST

HONEST MAN W/14tt truck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok. Student discount.

Ask about 10% discount. 310-285-8688. Go
Bruins!

JERRY'S MOVING&DELIVERY. The careful

movers. Expenenced, reliable, same-day de-

livery. Packing, boxes available. Also, pick-

tip donations for Amettcan Caocef Sooiolyi

JerTyO310-391-5657.

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedicated pro-

fessional. At your home or WLA studio. 1st-

lesson free. No drum set necessary.

Neil:213-654-8226.

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years exp. all

levels and styles. Patient and organized.

Guitars available. Sam 310-826-9117.

GUITAR LESSONS by professional near

UCLA. All levels, guitars avail. Call Jean at

310-476-4154. www.JWGS.com

TENNIS LESSONS
BY FORMER UCLA Team member and tour-

ing professional. Student discount. Call

James at 310-479-7808.

K_
MBA, LAW, MEDICAL

SCHOOL APPLICANTS!
FRUSTRATED DEVELOPING your critteal

personal statements? Get professk>nal help

from well-known author/consultant. 310-826-

4445.

A FREE SESSION
>»SYCHOTHERAPY/COUNSELING for de-

pressk)n, anxiety, obsessions, post-traumat-

ic stress, etc. Couples/lndivkjuals Student

rates. Crime vk:tims may t>e eligible for free

treatment. Call Liz Gould

(MFC#32388)O310-578-5957 to schedule

your free consultatkKi.

EAGLE EYED EDITOR
PROOFREADS THESES, puWteattons; tu-

tors English, study skills; trains time man-

agement, stress reduction Nadia Lawrence

PhD 310-393-1951.

PRIZE-WINNING
ESSAYIST AND FORMER PROFESSOR
w/lwo Ph.Ds can help you produce winning

prose. Theses, papers, persoruil statements.

David <daveditOpacbell net> 310-281-

6614/805-646-4455.

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

Comprihantiw* OiSMftalton I

Ptftrnt. and P*rtonai StaMmanM
landBootn

Moom* S«w« 1080

,Plli).O10)470-tMa

IMMIGRATION

Angel visa qnter'
RouonMy PncoJ. Rcltabk limwauaa Smicc

Pnva4(ly OmwI and 0|inMc<l

ContkkmmtfyGuarmftd
For a Frtt Consulutlon Call: 3UV47H-MW phon«

Counseling and Psychotherapy

...to examine life coiKems/issues in

privacy and respect. Individuals,

couples, families. Stress, anxiety,

depression, self-esteem, relationships.

Lorraine M. Yamamura, Pfi.D. Clinical

Psyc»ioloj»ist PSYl 1067 (310)392-S209

ALL-PURPOSE WRITING & EDITING

Help at any stage with any topic.

Personal Statements, Courses, Theses.

Dissertations & Manuscripts

by PhD from UC
International Students Welcome

(323)665-8 145

MATH/PHYSICS/STATISTICS/English/He-

brew. Computerized statistical analysis avail-

able.Tutoring service. Free consultation.

Reasonable rates, call anytime. Han (800)90-

TUTOR. ww^.my-tutorcom

THE WRIT ING COACH
EXPERIENCED TEACHER. PhD offers tu-

toring, term paper assistance, English, So-

cial Science, History. Foreign Students Wei-

come. Call: 310-452-2865.

UCLA ENGLISH ALUMNI, pro-writer, young,

superb papers guaranteed. High school and

below welcome. Jeff 213-653-2240.

WRITING TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford Uni\«ersity

graduate. Help with English—for students of

all ages/levels. 310-472-8240 or 310-440-

0285.

TUTOR WANTED for 2 girls 11 and 13yrs.

old, must excel in math, 2-3 days/week. Pa-
cific Palisades. 310-454-2247.

TUTORS WANTED $15/hr Santa Monica.

Brentwood, BH. Math, chemistry, physics.

SAT prep, spanish/french. Experienced, reli-

able, must have own car 310-679-2133.

ACCURATE, DEPENDABLE and SPEEDY
typing service. Close to campus. Call Laurie:

310-478-6230.

DO IT WRITE- Word processing, transcrib-

ing, typirig, proofing, editing. Fast and accu-

rate. $28/hr. 24hr volcemail. WLA location

31 0-441-5955.

HATE TO TYPE? Let me do it for you.

Fast+accurate. Professional screen plays

accepted. $2/pg. Call-lris 310-839-3101 or

page 310-91 5-2255.

ONE DAY WORD PROCESSING and/or

editing. Professional technical writer pro-

vides word processing, editing, and writing

assistance. International students welcome.

31 0-829-1472.

WORD PROCESSING All types: research

papers, theses, resumes, fliers. Editing,

proofing, &transcriptlon available. Emergen-

cies OK. Call:81«-59e-1489 or email

anmlwomnOpacbeH.net.

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-

es, dissertations, transcription, resumes, fli-

ers, brochures, mailing lists, reports. Santa

Monica, 310-828-6939 Hollywood. 213^66

2888

/^ READ
BETWEEN

-THE LINES
,C /j Find the hrtJen trrvn quaton w\

VjtOflliikuCkMiladB. viswer it and wn'
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THE
here's how.

Find the hidden trivia

question in today's

Classifieds

Answer the question

correctly and bring it

to the Daily Bruin

offices. 118Kerckhoff
Hall. Or, you can find

and answer the

question over the web at

www.dailybruin.ucla.edu

If your answer is

correct, get entered

into a drawing for daily

prizes which include

Knott's Berry Farm
Tickets, Magic

Mountain tickets,

movie tickets, dinners

in Westwood and
much more!

AA/hat are you waiting for?

I Get Started! !

DailyBruin Classifieds
h V n~ t h I n Q s w o r f^ y O

AAA A '

TtOO

V.wHl/ t tivyv^ESSING. Typing, proofing,

editing, rewriting, research, resumes, tutor-

ing, etc. Fax. evn&W, bring worit to me. Rush-

es. Studer>t discount. 818-630-1546.

READ ^
BETWEEN
THE LINESI

V
Fmd the hidden trivia question in

today's Classifieds, answer it and win!

Biiiiness Opportuntties

$1200-$2000
EARNING POTENTIAL in your first couple of

weeks. Learn more about "The Perfect Busi-

ness". Call 818-566-9503.

$500/DAY. Nude modeling-women 18+ all

types. No experience necessary. Safe, pro-

fessional environment. Refer a friend and

earn $50! 310-358-3865.

EARN $ 1 000-$3000
Per week from home. Not MLM! No experi-

ence necessary Travel industry. 800-345-

9688 X0296

INTERNET/E-COMMERCE TRAFFIC dou-

bling every 1 00 days - why not own your own
personal percentage? NYSE traded compa-

ny seeks brokers. 800-805-4768.

ADMINISTRATOR/PROJECT ASSISTANT
(intemstiip possibility). Computer literate.

IBM-Windows/Internet plus. Senior/graduate

w/strong wnting/oral communication. No
dress code/reception duties. $7-$9,

17hrs/wk. Serious inquiries:Fax:310-395-

0509.

$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL mailing or cir-

culars. No experience req. Free information

packet. Call 202-466-1639.

$20/HR PT/FT
PROCESSING MAIL! Free supplies,

postage! Bonuses! Rush SASE to

CMA/UCLA Po Box 567443, Atlanta GA.

31156

signupdinfo.infomachine.com

$7.25/hr and up!
DO YOU have initiative? Become a UCLA
Community Sen/ice Officer and explore law

and public relations. Great Pay Flexible

hours. Student-oriented. Web:

www.ucpd.ucla.edu/ucpd/cso, Email:

csoQucpd.ucIa edu. Phone: 310-825-2148.

ACCOUNTING ASSISTANT wanted part-

time by retired CPA, for financial records and

accounting using Quicken. One day/week, or

half-days. Require someone familiar with

Quicken and other computer programs

Flexible hours. $15 to $20/hr based on ex-

perience. Fax resume to 310-202-6184.

ACTUARY/PENSION ASST P/T or F/T

Starts $10/hr. Fax resume: 818-508-2001 or

mail: 12711 Ventura Blvd Suite 470. Studio

City. CA 91604.

ANNOUNCERS, no experience necessary

Host music/taik-shows for our radio stations

P/T. $10-1 5/hr. $200^per/show. plus fantas-

tic benefits. 213-468-0080 24-hours.

ASIAN INTERNET
MODELS

GUARANTEED BASE PAY plus $40-60/hr

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED. Earn

$150-$250/night. WorV P/T while going to

school. Day/eve classes. l-2week classes,

800-974-7974. International Bartender's

school. HUNDREDS OF JOBS!

EARN $1000 BY JAN 1

PT: eves and wknds. Work with

westside/southttay at-risk youth. Must like

kids, be upbeat, have car 310-313-4119

F/T OFFICE CLERK for immigratk)n law firm.

Century City. Computer-literate. Punctual,

detail-oriented, self-starter. $8/hr. Fax re-

sume: 310-553-2616.

F/T STAFF ACCOUNTANT/Full-charge

bookkeeper. College graduate prefened GL,

AR. AP Payroll, bank rec.. GJ. Excel!, non-

smoker, general office duties. $20/hr

Fax:310-454-1949.

FILING CLERK- $7-8/hr 3blocks from

UCLA. PT-FT Flexible hours. Prefer stud-

ent/graduate. Pref. filing experience. Harel

Maintenance. Ron: 310-470-61 75.Fax re-

sume: 310-474-7615.

FOWLER GUARDS
Gallery attendants needed. P/T. No experi-

ence required. Please contact Fowler

Museum/Security Dept. 310-206-7750.

GIRLS wanted at exclusive social club in

WLA. Conversation only. No ateohol. Flexi-

ble hours. Earn top $$$. 310-477-9871.

GREAT WORKPLACE!
TELEMARKETING for international educa-

tion agency. Nice clients, great-wori(place in

SM. Hourly^commission. Sales experi-

ence&knowledge of foreign language import-

ant. 310-395-9393

HELP SERVE DINNER Part or Full-time

Wed/Thurs/Friday evenings for 4hours.

Wages+meais. Males preferred. 310-208-

3281.

^^j^MU^JJlljj^ J|^_^-l^l^pM_gg|l|JHU^^^II

AUDIO ENGINEER: Gruat opputluoity to

digitally edit a radio show. Internet Access,

editing experience, dependable. 949-888-

8441. www.lakeproductions.com $15-25/hr.

SECRETARY/RECEPTIONIST- Perform

various duties in Beverty Real Estate Com-

pany. Parttime/Fulltime. Starting pay $9/hr

w/great future job opportunities. Fax re-

sume:31 0-278-6801 Attn J.Edward Smith.

BARTENDER TRAINEES
EARN $100 -$200 DAILY

2 week class
'

.;. " r*y Job Placement Service^ 800/952-2553
I

PROFESSIONAL
I BARTENDERS SCHOOL

I ^ Discouni with Student ID

possibm Safe and secure wording envtron-

ment. General office staff also needed. Call:

310-398-2213 or 310-880-4726.

ASSISTANT for business office. For more

details please call 310-278-2750 for consid-

eration, please fax resume 310-278-0038

AUDITION DRIVER for child actor Tues/

Wed/Friday approx. 3-6pm when scheduled

Safe car, reliable. Some film/acting back-

ground. Female preferred Carol-323-934-

2366.

BARTENDERS TRAINING INSTITUTE of

America offers professional courses for only

$98. Certificate of completion included. Call

today: 1-800-561-1781. Great Jobs!

BEST JOB IN TOWN. PLUSH UCLAW OF-

FICE (MID-WILSHIRE) SEEKS SPANISH-

SPEAKING CLERK w/car $7-$20/hr. Call

George 213-487-7200 and fax resume 213-

383-2884

BOOKKEEPER/SECRETARY
NEEDED

Full time permanent. M-F dtwn. LA. Good

phone and English skills. $10/hr Type

50WPM Reliable. Quickbook experience a

plus. Fax resume to 213-622-0882.

CASTING

COLLEGE GRADS
Entry Level Mgt./Sales positions in So. CA.

$30k 1 3' year, great future potential.

Gigatech Employment - Please fax resume

to (310) 207-0060 or call (310) 826-8324.

Hiring Today!

7100
CMM Care liafitail

DRIVER NEEDED to Ihkh btudefit Ifom

Coldwater Canyon(Beveriy Hills) to Taft

High(Woodland Hills) in morning and retum

after school Alternate weeks. 213-653-

6039.

Occasional P/T babysitter for toddler Week-

night and weekend evenings. Must have car

and references Salary negotiable. Pacific

Palisades. Deni: 310-454-6061.

START BEGINNING DEC. 2-3after-

noons/wk. for 3-year-old boy Days/hours

flexible. Car necessary. 310-471-8790.

MEDICAL BILLER
Wanted for busy Beverly Hills Medical Office

Experienced biller w/expertise in Medi-

care/Medi-Cal. M-R 830-530 Call Shelly

310-275-6494

STORE DETECTIVES
SECURITY GUARDS Needed now. No exp

nee PT/FT Up to $12/hr Call today 562-

776-0878. for Valley 818-386-0170.

$15/HR BRIGHT,— ENTHUSIASTIC —
People to teach SAT Prep High test scores

required Transportation required We will

train Flexible Hours Send Cover letter/re-

sume including your scores by 12/10/96 to

A Competitive Edge, Attn Berry. 9911 West

Pico Blvd Suite 1025. LA 90035 NopTHXie

caUspiMM

EXTRAS needed for feature films, commer-

cials, and music videos. Earn up to $240 per

day! No experience needed. Wort< guar-

anteed! Call today 213-851-6103.

CELLULAR
REPRESENTATIVE

SELF-MOTIVATED PROACTIVE PEOPLE
needed to sell Campus Cellular Sen/ice Set

your own hours- must like to make money-

discounts on cellular/paging service- will

train. To set up an appointment call Kamyar

at 31 0-825-0881.

CENTURY CITY BROKERAGE FIRM seeks

stock broker trainee. Salary+bonus M-Th.

10am-5pm Call Mr. Allen 310-975-8800.

CUSTOMER SERVICE- FH", heavy phones

Will tram. $8.75/hr plus beneifts. Near UCLA.

Fax resume: 310-889-1893.

CUSTOMER SERVICE-P/T $7.25+bonus

Insurance office, flexible hours Phones, fil-

ing, computer wori<. Bilingual a plus Next to

UCLA Patrick 310-476-7267.

CUSTOMER SERVICE/SALES for live TV

shopping. Telephone reps P/T am/pm shifts,

$7-9 start, salfts/data-entry exp , excellent

communication skills, reliability a must. Type

45wmp Fax resume 323-769-3521

DATA ENTRY/CLIENT CONTACT $9/hr

PT/FT +Bonus. +Medical. Excellent wntmg

and phone skills Mac experience a plusi

^ 310-358-6053 or fax:310-392-5234

DESIGNER WEDDING GOWNS and even-

ing gowns. Pari time/full time Salary+com-

mission+boruises Flexible hours Westwood

location. 310-474-7808. Pauline

DONT SETTLE FOR ENTRY LEVEL: 26yr

old making 150K4 w/environmental Mies

company Looking for five individuals to do

the same P/T okay Sandra: 818-961-9474

DRIVER/MESSENGER F/T. M-F. must

know Los Angeles own car own msurance

$400-$500/wK Call Nathan or AndyOStO
788-2604

Classifieds

HOME TYPISTS NEED-
ED

PC users needed. $45,000 income potential.

Call 1-800-513-4343 Ext B- 10105.

HOUSEMOTHER for lovely senior Retire-

ment Resident in Westwood F/T; live-in

room and tward -fsalary. Call 310-207-5818.

INTERNET ACTRESSES
WANTED! Wori( at home. Make your own
hours. WEBCAM Business needs flirtatious

women.310-798-0592ext 66. Visit

http://GuestRoomCam.conVmoreinfo.htm

INTERNET/GRAPHICS DESIGNER NEED-
ED- Web graphics. HTML. Javascript.

Java/Cold Fusion a plus. Networtdng and

programming experience preferred. Fax

310-581-2404 or bnjce©cybiBmetcom.oom.

INTL IMPORTING. Mari<eting and PR firm

seeks highly motivated, organized individual

w/excellent communication skills to work in

fast paced office. Facets of position include

Advertising. Coordinating Special Events,

Copywriting. Must be fluent in Italian. F/T

$1800/mo+benefits. Fax resume:2 13-653-

1768. Attn:John Patterson. VP

INT'L IMPORTING, Martceting, and PR finn^

seeks organized detail orientated adminis-"

trative assistant to perlorm such functions as

data entry,, faxing, photocopying, phones.

Must be fluent in Italian. P/T, flexible hours.

$8/hr. Fax resume:21 3-653-1 768 Attn:John

Patterson. VP.

KOREAN-SPEAKING Asst. coordinator for a

curriculum develpoment project. Mediator

b/w consultants and management Some
research. Fax resume 213-487-7436.

LE BEACH CLUB
AMERICAS FAVORITE TANNING resort is

expanding&has limitediof FT openings for

motivated, outgoing, tanning/sales consult-

ants. Hourty-i-commission $9-18/hr. Positions

are limited so call now&join LE BEACH
CLUB, the Very Best. Call Carol 310-820-

4067 or lax resume:310-791-0155.

LOTUS EXPERT with professional de-

meanor and good communication skills in

Century City area. $20-30/hr. Fax resumes

310-229-5983 or e-mail to RicardosOhcl-

jmi.com

MALE MODELS
Printwori<. UB under 25 Lean, any race,

leave name, number&physical stats. Free

interview. Beginners welcome. 213-960-

1066 24hrs

Male Models Top $$$
$300-$700 per assignment, immediate pay!

Paid Screen Test Young looking, boy-

ish/athletic. 18-24. cleanshaven face, lit-

tle/no chest hair Nude nxKleling for Ameri-

cari & European magazines and videos Be-

ginners wekxxne. Open every day Brad

310-397-240e.— MALE&FEMALE —
MODELS

OUR MODELS have «M>rked tor Versace.

AbercrombteAFItch. Estee Lauder. Levi's.

Banana Repubtic Amore' Great Pay' Begin-

ner s ok> Call free' for an appoinln>ent Otto

(24-hrt)800-959-9301

Display

20t)-306r
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MEDICAL EQUIPMENT OFFICE. P/T-flexi-

ble hours Filing, stocking, ordering, receiv-

ing supplies, answenng phones. Must have
vehicle/COLyinsurance. $6/hr. 310-441-

4640.

MODELS WANTED by professional photo-

Studio for upcoming assignment. Male/Fe-
male Pro/Non-Pro. Fashion/Commer-
ciainr^eatrical. Call for appointment 818-

986-7933.

MOVIE EXTRA WORK
* Revolutionary new program* Start immedi-

ately* All types- 18+1* Fun/Easy* No crazy

fees' Program for free medical* Call-24/hrs

21 3-850-441 7.

OFFICE ASSISTANT for afternoons in. a
rrtartial arts school. Good people relations.

Fax resume 310-277-7772.

P/T BACK OFFICE position in medical oHice.

Experience in computers, billing, insurances,

and data entry preferred. Michael 0323-
525-1111.

PfT CLERK- Photo/giftshop in Brentwood
Flexible twurs. No experience necessary.

Good personality. 310-395-0905.

P/T/TESTERS FOR NEW PRODUCTS
Evenings and weekends, flexible schedule,

excellent computer skills a must. Fax resume
to: Jay Rowlands 310-507-0291.

Part Time Assistant- Attorney is seeking part-

time assistance on a daily basis. Assist with

general office matters- WordPertect 8,

phone, and filing skills. E-mail Resume to

FFields4 10daol.com. or Fax (310)822-
3542.

PART-TIME LAW STUDENT 20 hours/wk.

Flexible. Collections, small claims court, co-

ordinating with attorney on unlawfuls. $9/hr.

310-822-1700. fax 3inB29-2630

MATH SCIENCE TUTOR High school lev-

els. Math-up to calc. Science-up to physics

Spanish or French a plus. Must be good
w/teenagers. Must have BA/BS. 310-459-

4125.

SALES/MANAGERS $1.000/hr.??? P/T 1

week. Earn continuous, sizable comm/bo-
nuses throughout 1999/2000. Minimal per-

sonal effort. Call 24hrs. for details. ABR/lnc.

310-859-5577.

SECRETARY-half time (mornings) to RN at

VA Medical Center West LA. $10.50/hr.

Sorne benefits. Call Susan 310-268-3646.

SECRETARY. 20hra/wk. Doctor's office.

Naed good computer and typing skills,

knowledge of Wlndows95 essential. Also

good commar>d of Er>gllsh. Immediate open-
ing. Fax resume to 310-451-0446.

SEXUAL PROBLEMS?
Maintain control, maximize stamina, and last

k)nger. Amazing, unheard of solutk)ns! Seek-
ing willing product testers. Apply at

www.newremedies.com

SMALL LAW OFFICE needs full time help

with phones and filing. Call 310-394-3578

SPECIAL NEEDS
SEEKING STUDY "coachVassistant for

A.D.H.D/L.D. 11/yr-old boy. Duties include

homework assistance, supervision, and
some transportation. Background in special

education helpful. 4-days per/week. Late af-

ternoon. Transportation essential! 310-459-

5701.

STARGATE/WATKINS
ENTERTAINMENT Actors Wanted! No ex-

perience required. Movies, TV, commercials.

-Giiaranlee intfin/iRwR with tnp c;Ar; aQanf^ .

PHOTO LAB p/t assist photo printer or com-
puter imaging. Beverty Hills 310-274-3445

POSTAL JOBS
TO $18.35/HR

INC. benefits. No experience. For app. and
exam information call 1-800-813-3585 ext-

0712. 8am-7pm 7days fds.inc.

"^Looking for UCLA student with sharp eye
You've found the Daily Bruin l^ead Bet-

ween the Lines" Trivia Question: What year

did the men's basketball team win its tenth

NCAA Championship? It was the sante year
coach John Wooden retired. Visit DB
Classified in 118 Kerckhoff or at

www dailybruin.ucia edu to play and win

"CALL NOW!!!! 310-577-9711.

* Models/New Faces*
Wanted by Westside't «1 Talent CastingCo.

Earn Top^ in Movies, TV, Commercials, and

Modelitig ( petite/glamour ). No exp-nec.

Single/Sized, Teens/TvMnties, 5'0"/6'0",

Blonde/Redi/Bninett0s. For Free Consultation.

Call Michael (310) 20»-5062

DENTAL ASSISTANT

Dental orthodontic office in West LA
looking for dental assistant, Mon.. Wed.,

Fri., 9:00 am - 6.00 pm. Experience

preferred. Might consider training.

^ Please call (310) 826-7494

I WIfilifro Luxurf High^triMm

€bitd0mMum ham immmdimim full Tii

opmnlug torVmlmi poBMom

Must have v^lid California Driver's License
• . ':..

i

and clean record: Excellent Salary and

Benefits including Dental and Health

Please caU (310) 273-4600 ext. 888 8AM41AM

SK

PT OFFICE WORK $15/hr. On campus. Fil-

ing, organizing. Bonus $$. Email

tmsOchem.ucla.edu

Seorching for Models
M«n and Wom«n for convDsrcials.

catalog & maaazine ads. brochures, and
catwalk •Specializing in petites •

$150 to $250 per hour
• Beverly HiNs*

No Fee *No Experience

(310)273-2666

MODELS NEEDED NOW
No ixpitli iH.i' l('Uuiir(.l

C.it.il'K). Pniilsvurk M.m.i/inf., Movu";,

Vult f) & TV Conwn. »< i.il-.

Mi-n .I'v) Wom»'n of .ill Aiifs

Ft>'i' Consult. iti't'i

CALL NOW! 310-659-7000

UCLA Annual Fund
$8*18/NR. PLUS BONUS

MUD TII/UWIIO » COWVEWKtlT ICMMUUWC

Contact Leito

310-794-0a77
1083 Gayliy Avwiue 4th floor. Mitlwood

wt aw abb «o oWw woiltamdy

Secretary
Denial office in WLA needs help in our

front office Man be a team wod^ei.

ioe altitude, familiar with computers.

Mon Wed. Fn Flexible hours from

9ain-6pin

caU(3W)tM-74M

TAKE STOCK
IN YOURSELF.

You're clear about your career goals.

Now choose a company that's just as
clear about helping you achieve them
and rewarding you along the way.
Starbucks. Openings now exist in

Wostwood for:

HOURLY PARTNERS &
SHIFT SUPERVISORS

Apply in person

1161 Westwood Blvd.

In Westwood

FOR MANAOEMENT OPPORTUNI-
TIES, please send/tax your resume
to: Starbucks Cott— Company,
Dapt UCLA, 14429 Vwitura Blvd..

SuM» 102. ShamMn Oaks, CA 91423
or FAX (818) 906-9014. Startxjcks

is an equal opportunity employer com-
n)(tted to Nring a (j^/erse worV taam

w a I*, s tar bucks . c oni

TEACHER'S ASSISTANT SuparvlsaAinler

act w/chUdrsn in a davatopmanla l. aarly

childhood program Laam positive communi
catno akiNs. age-apprap

probiam-soivfng. how (o

ECE urMs pralarrad ParilMna FlaKlWa

Must ba abia to woik waakaiili
I31(M73-1447 X220

7800

STUDENTS WANTED and sports-nwnded

individuals. $15 to start. Westside Promo-

tions. Flex eve. hrs. Cash daily. 310-374-

4993.

ApttfllNNltS

WLA. Large sir^gle. 1917 Spanish mission

building- High ceilings, hardwood floors, sep-

arate kitchen&dining room 1-yr lease, $750.

Betty: 310-479-8646

TELEMARKETING
W/WINDOWS COMPUTER SKILLS. Prefer

phone experience. Prefer students^grads.

Flexible hours. 9am-5pm starting $8-

$lO/hr+bonuses 3-blocks/UCLA. Harel
Maintenance. Ron-3 10-470-6 175.

UCLA ALUMNI mom seeks athletic male
student to play sports with 5/y-oW son 4-

5/hrs-wk. Pacific Palisades. $10/hr. 310-459-
3641.

WEBMASTER NEEDED for Santa Monica
publisher. P/T or freelance. 310-395-9393.

WE'RE SEEKING INDIVIDUALS to provide

support to the developmentally disabled. Call

Dwight Istanbulian at 818-361-6400 ext 129.

WHIZ AT THE NET? Internet access, ability

to send attachments, 60wpm. Flexible

hours, work at home 10-20 hrs/week. $8-

13/hour 949-888-8441 or karenOlakepro-
ductk3r)s.com

WILDLIFE JOBS
TO $21.60

INC. BENEFITS. Game wardens, security,

maintenance, park rangers. No experience
needed. For app.-i-exam information 1-800-

813-3585 ext-07 13 8am-7pm 7days fds.inc

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 2-BEDROOM $950-

$1195. LARGE. UPPER/LOWER, UNU-
SUAL CHARM. SOME W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
310-839-6294.

BRENTWOOD $1,495/mo. 2bd/2ba, front.

bakx>ny. stove/refrigerator, dishwasher, car-

pet/drapes, laundry, parking, near UCLA,
shown by appt. 11728 Mayfield #1 310-271-
6811.

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT- Bright spacious
upper 2bdmfV2bath. Parking. Fireplace, bal-

cony. $1139/mo. 2weeks free rent! Call 310-
478-1971.

^
Cnrti.hirc OW.lwood

10530WaM« MwL WMlMftMMi CA 90024
Enio)f ol ihi luiMiM ct okm ta ttoki in your omi ootponH wM
fumiM and unkrniiMunikaraAiibtartflgct $1300 ArantM
indudi: ** o< ihi art compukr room, dnm (aniir, buiin«t ovMr iM#i

ooncNrgi MnWH, and mm.
For nwt inionndion oci PIQ 4704474

HALLlt__ nOUSESITTING. 310-313-9998.

7 years experience. References available

Long or Shortterm. CONFIDENTIALITY
GUARANTEED.

MARINA PENINSULA Beach studio apart-

ment, 1/2 block to beach. Separate entrance,

common garden area with water view, utili-

ties and new refrig. included, quiet, no smok-
ing, no pets, ideal for student. $700/mo. By
appt. only. Call 310-822-4966 (leave mes-
sage).

PALMS. Single apt from $495. 1-bdrm, $595.

Stove. $600deposit for single and
$900deposit for 1-bdrm. 1-year lease. 310-

837-1502 leave message.

SEMESTER SUBLEASE
IN MANHATTAN BEACH. 4/4/&&-7V 1 5/99 . 1 -

9100
Room for RflRt

BEAUTIFUL, SUNNY
room in Spanish -style Westwood home, pri-

vate bathroom, hardwood floors, laundry,

paricing, cabie&water included Seeking pro-

fessional. $625/mo. 310-441-9972.

BEVERLY HILLS, furnished private room in

large house w/grad students, kitchen privi-

leges, pool, washer/dryer, utilities/included.

Need car, $475. Leave message /U)by 310-

275-3831or 818-783-5151.

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT Own sunny
bdrm/bath. WS, professk)nal female to share

apartment w/2 females. $450/mo. Avail

01/01/99.310-473-9420/310-712-2623.

BRENTWOOD Kenter Avenue. Bedroom for

rent in house. Avail immediately. Jan. free -

in exchange for childcare. $600/mo. Rober-

ta: 310-289-6120.

BRENTWOOD- 1 Bedroom available in

bright, spacious 3bd/2ba apartment. AC,
W/D, dishwasher, furnished. Close to San
Vicente shops&restaurants $650/mo 310-

820-0711.

BRENTWOOD/WLA. 1252 Barry Ave. 2-

bdrm/1-bath. Secured access. 2-parking,

new earpet. $1065. Available now. 310-479-

3381.

PALMS. Large private room/bath in 2+2.

Huge closet. Blue Bus lines. $450 month.

Gated paridng. Secured building. (310)418-

5327.

SANTA MONICA 2bdrm furnished apt. Un-

furnished room, 4 blocks from beach. Fe-

male grad. student preferred. $460/mo. +1/2

utilities. 310-452-4737.
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STUDENT SEARCHING
please call 310-777-4328

FOR ROOM

JOURNALISM
INTERNSHIP w/award winning syndicated

joumalist/screenwnter. Must be PC literate

and own computer. College credit+ pay. Ex-
perience, references, and contacts. West-
wood. 310-209-5656.

PAID INTERNSHIP
WESTWOOD LAW FIRM- Flexible hours

Learn a tot. $7.50+. Good typing skills, com-
puter literate, excel experience preferred.

Call 310-475-0481. Resumes preferred:

310-446-9962.

PAID INTERNSHIPOCOMPUTER TRAIN-
ING Company. Self-starter w/knowledge of

sales/mari<eting. Credit may lead to interest-

ing opportunity. Flexible hours. Call ESA
Systems 818-240-2196.

PAID MANAGEMENT
INTERNSHIP

Student Worits Painting, a subsidiary of Na-
tional Sen/ies Group is now hiring for

Spring/Summer 1999. Duties include inter-

viewing, hiring, devetopment of customer re-

lattons. control of marketing and sales. &
production management. Call 1-800-394-

6000. www.collegeworks.com

Scott Wynne, Producer&president of Wynne
Entertainment located at Sony Pictures on

the lot, is looking for ipterns 1-2 days/week to

p)er1orm coverage on scripts. Job includes

reading 2-3 scripts/week and writing cover-

age on them. Help needed in office also.

Great leaming experience in a fun&exciting

atmosphere. Davkj 031 0-244-3445 Or fax

resume:31 0-244-0447.

bdrm behind Strand. 1/4-block to beach, par-

tial view, 2-car parking, W/D, sunny deck,

$1400/mo. 310-546-7169.

WESTWOOD STUDIO APARTMENT, $925
Close to UCLA Take over lease. Luxurious

building. Short term ok. Parking, fitness, sau-

na/jacuzzi. 310-208-8862

WESTWOOD. 2-BDRM/2-BATH+LOFT
Pool/jacuzzi. washer/dryer, dishwasher.

24/hour guard. $1550/mo. Avail 12/1. Cakll

Mike: 310-372-2950.— »

WESTWOOD. Large 1-bdrm. $995. Malcolm
Ave. near Westwood&SM Blvd. 14unil build-

ing w/pool, parking, laundry, hardwood
floors, stove. 818-995-8866 ext.312, Monica.

WLA. $825!-$850. 2bdrm/1.5ba. Dishwasher.

AC, carpet, drapes built-in. Extra large

fenced patio. 310-670-5119.

WLA Living room to rent. $350/mo. Close to

UCLA 2nd floor, pool, gym, tennis, utilities

inciudqd. FamaiB pratflrrflfl. •im-Ai\b-\iAVJ.

MAR VIS I A, $535&up/month. Ask about

move in special. Attractive, furnished 1-

bdrm. Large, pool, patio, barbecue area.

Quiet-building. 3748 Inglewood Blvd. 310-

398-8579.

——OCEAN VIEW
WLA $795. Large 1-Bdrm, on private drive-

way, top of hill. Huge private sundeck.

Clean+quiet. Centinela. 310-390-4610.

BRENTWOOD. Large home 3-bdrm/2-bath

penthouse +toft and sundeck. New paint,

carpet.appliances. 2-car side-by-side pari<-

ing. $379,000 A. Buchman 310-471-

6363ext123. Coldwell Banker.

NEED COMPUTER Instmctor on Windows
95 and Quk^ken. Flexible hours. Brentwood.

$2a/hr. 310-472-4005.

MARINE LIFE:

SHARKS, FISH &
MORE!

UCLA Ocean Discovery Center, at the Santa

Monica Pier, is looking for volunteers to help

with educational and public programs. Join

the 150 active volunteers wfK) are helping to

teach visitors about the Santa Monica Bay

and how to protect it. Lots of opportunities

and fun! For more info call the Volunteer Of-

ftoe: 310-393-6149

ENCINO GUE9JH0USE in large quiet yard

with pool. Living room. bdrm. bathroom,

kitchen. Cathedral ceilings, skylights, pet ne-

gotiable. $775+utilities. 818-343-6547.

ESTATE PROPERTY
GUESTHOUSEySTUDIO ON LARGE- gated
Encino estate property. Unfumished, Tennis

courts/pool, a/c, no pets. South of Ventura

Blvd. $800/mo. Susan: 818-995-8388.

MIRACLE MILE- 3bdmV2bath, 2 car garage,

yard. 20 min drive to UCLA. Walk to mu-
seums. $1600/nx) 1 year lease. Veroni-

ca 021 3-380-5347.

1-BDRM $650
NEAR SHERMAN OAKS GALLERIA Huge
apt Ideal for roommates Garden courtyard,

pool, A/C. phone-entry Minutes to campus
818-9977312

1-MINUTETOUCLA
1 bdrm, tumtahad, bnghi. daan. quiat, aacur

Ny amnnoa. iMga otoaata. caipal. pod lyr

imymo 310^4- 1B30

WESTWOOD or adfacent area 1or2-bdrm
for 12717-1/10 for ParteJan family of 4 (2a

dults/2babtes) Plaase call 310-206-4764 or

email seraficaOfacnatucia.adu

iki(MnBni&iBi4N'lvirtii R^
BEVERLY GLEN CANYON Private room in a

house. Mountaintop view, quiet, sunny.

Washer/dryer, 10 min. to UCLA Studious,

non-smoking male tenant. $400 incl.. utili-

ties. Leave message for Jim at 310-470-

2142.

BRENTWOOD ADJ- Your own bdrm+ba in a

4-bdrm townhouse w/all amenities. $425/mo.

310-445-1161.

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT your own bed-

room and full bath in a 4bdrm. apt. $495/mo.

w/all amenities. (310)477-6322.

BRENTWOOD-Your own bedroom in a 3-

bdrm apt. $420/mo. Available ASAP until

mid-Sept. Prefer female/clean non-smoker.

310-478-0743.

ENCINO. Roommate wanted to share pleas-

ant home. Private bdrm, share kitchen, bath-

room, yard, &pool. Quiet, near bus. 2nd pri-.

vate room avail. Pet negotiable. Prefer fe-

male/non-smoker. $400/mo. 818-343-6547.

KELTON/LEVERING. Own bedroonVshared

bath, available Jan.l. Cozy place for friendly

female to share w/3 other giris. $560+1/4

utilities. Parting. 310-209-0368.

PALMS. Female student, clean, non-smoker

Spacious 3bdrm. convenient location Rent

$433. need first&last. Contact 310-838-0543

before 8pm.

REDONDO BEACH
Large master bdrm w/own bath in 3t>drm apt.

Share w/2 other females. Female preferred.

$600/mo. Amenities included. 310-209-

0049.

WESTWOOD Strathmore and Landfair

Ibdrm available in 2bdrm apt. for Winter and

Spring '99. Great view $490/mo. Call Sara

(310)209-1046. f

WESTWOOD. Professtonal to rent bedroom

in large 3-bdrm./2.5-bath house. $650 +1/3u-

tililies. Fireplace, patio. W/D. Call 310-477-

8922.

ROQQI

527 MIDVALE. Male roommate wanted to

share 1-bdrm/1-bath apt starting 1/1/99.

$575/mo. Partying space included. 310-208-

7918.

WESTWOOD-Space available, take over

lease Jan.l, Beautiful Spanish style apart-

ment. 644 Landfair. $367. Call Now 310-209-

0205

WESTWOOD Roommate needed to share

1-bdrm. $400+utilities per month for Win-

ter/Spnng quarters. Preferably fenule Call

310-208-8650

WINDSOR HILLS Male/femalp roommala to

share large and spackxjs l -bdrm apartmPIT'

Sacurtly partung %290/mo, utilities included

Availabia rx}w Teddy 323 293 2725

M. HOOPS
From page 40

"If we play the way we did (against

USF) against Maryland," Lavin said,

"we might get blitzkrieged by 70."

He may have only been half-kid-

ding.

Taking to the court in special black

jerseys with blue lettering - the uni-

form will be worn in selected road

games throughout the year - UCLA
took an early 17-15 lead midway

through the first half.

Maryland, however, hit a trio of

three-pointers in a two-minute span

and never looked back as it built a 32-

24 halftime lead and an eventual 70-54

win.

As the game wore on, UCLA's
inexperience was no match for the

Maryland defense. It didn't help that

sophomore guard Baron Davis missed

the entire tournament because of

injury.

In addition to their 24 turnovers,

the Bruins connected on only 33 per

cent of their field goal attempts and

missed 18 of their final 21 three-point

attempts.

"Pressure like we can exert gets you

out of your offense," Maryland head

coach Gary Williams said. "You can

UCLA's inexperience

was no match for the

Maryland defense.

work things like that at this time of

year against young players."

When put in the perspective of the

rest of Maryland's victims, UCLA's
16-point loss was not all that embar-

rassing. The Terrapins had been win-

ning by an average of 42 points

(including an 82-32 win over

American in the opening round) and

went on to beat Pittsburgh 87-52 in the

championship contest.

Against USF, sophomore point

guard Earl Watson led UCLA with 17

points - even after having 1 1 stitches

to close a cut on his shooting arm after

a fall in the Bruins' big opening-round

win.

Trying to avoid a first-round loss in

a preseason tournament for the fourth

consecutive year, freshman forward

Matt Barnes made four huge free

throws over the final three minutes to

help UCLA hold off the Dons (4-1),

who went on to upset I3th-ranked

Xavier. .

UCLA batUed back from a 40-36

halftime deficit with a 16-3 run to open

the second half, but allowed USF to tie

it up 52-52 with several unsuccessful

trips down the floor.

UCLA didn't take the lead for good

until Barnes made two free throws

with 3: 15 to play for a 58-57 lead.

"This was a gut-check victory. They

were challenged and they responded,"

Lavin said. "That's what I'm pleased

with."

Now, as for those black jerseys ...

well, he can't be too happy with those.

Daily Bruin wire services contributed to

this report.

CilifofRia'i MMt ExtNiNi trftfran

Comii) SoM t» USPi lA/Orufi RijiMildit^

Completeyour Master s degree whileyou work

An evening M.A. p)rogram to build managerial, marketing, and strategic skills

for advancement in the sports and fitness marketplace. The curriculum includes:

l/ Sports: Professional • Amateur • Intercollegiate • Scholastic

l/ Fitness: Private Clubs • Non-Profits • Corporate • Wellness

•/ Management: Leadership • Economics • Finance • Law
|/ Marketing: Strategy • Research • Products • Development

l/ Planning: Media • Public Relations • Advertising • Events

•/ Operations: Programs • Facilities • Budgeting • Risk Assessment

t/—Netwofking: Internships • IndustrySpeakers * Symposia
—^^^^^^^^

Classes begin in August 1999 and meet one evening a week

AT OUR LA/Orange Regional Campus.

Plan to attend a 7:00 pm Inpormateon Meeting:

Wednesday, December 2

The Sports Club/LA

1835 Sepulveda Blvd, West Los Angeles

Monday, December 7

USF LA/Orange Regional Campus

480 S Batavia, City of Orange

Thursday, December 3

Amateur Athletic Foundation of LA

2141 W. Adams Blvd, lx)s Angeles

Tuesday, December 8

« The Sports Club/Irvine

1980 Main St, Irvine

For More Information
415-422-GRAD , 415-422-2678

Graduate Admissions Sports & Fitness Mtnagemoit

www.usfca.edu/sfhn

i i

Medium
1-ltem

only

• •
-h tax

LIVE m BABYSITTER in •xchang« for

roomAboard in Tamna ChNdcara lor 11 -yr

aid gin w/apaoai naads Eva 630^ 30 M
Th. Sal S.30-a:X. Sun 3:304:30. 16hre k>

lai. iipand avail Cal 818-343-4150

IOYui.«'....c^ U.r^w;.« JL k/rfN CABIN San

BamarJino Natl Fwaat Fully aquippad Hot

tub. Mwplaeai >A&m Siaap 4> $2S0^wa«

Hand 310-7B4-561 5 310-381 -8806

/^ o HAPPINESS IS BEING o

/I JUL CALIFORNIA CA97

A BRUIN ALUM
Dear UCLA Students and Staff:

It has been a pleasure servingyour vision care needs

far over 25 years in the village. Please take advantage

ofthese great offers listed below. .

.

CALLUS

824-5000
Now accepting Visa & MasterCard

Not valid with any other offer.

Offer valid mondays only 6:00-11 :00 pm

UCLA Center for Prehospital Care

is now accepting applications for the

Winter Quarter 1999!

UvCLA Graduate 1967

$99 CONTACT LENSES & EXAM ''SPECIAL"

Includes eye exam, fitting, foilow-up. and two pair of

Bausch & Lomb daily or extended wear soft contacts.

$99 EYEGLASSES ft EXAM "SPECIAL"

Includes lenses and frames from our special selection

(nfK)st Rxs) and eye exam.

IF YOU HAVE UCLA VISION CARE INSURANCE:
• We gladly accept your Insurance

• We get the forms for you • just call us.

• Same day appointments availat)le.

• We are experts in showing you how to maximize your

t)eo0fits

• Terrific eyewear and contact lens selection

IF YOU D0N7 HAVE VISION CARE INSURANCE:
Take advantage (A the specials, or well still give you 10%
•ft on any norvdi^aftiBBd IHms i , . ; , \

Vlllags Ey«s Optomstry

310 208-3011
(grodhd Moor ol Moniy^ Buldkig

iparMng*8a

from wMaMOod Bfawa^f)

EMERGENCY MEDICAL
TECHNICIAN (EMT-1)

ELEVEN-WEEK COURSES- $395
January 12- March 25 (or) April 7- June 17

WEEKENDS-$495
January 23- February 28 (or) April 17- May 23

ACCELERATED-$495
December 20-January 6

EMT RECERT1RCATI0N-$125
January 8-11 (or) March 5-8

EMERGENCY CARE TECHNICIAN- $595

January 11 -March 24

A late registration fee may apply 14 days prior to the start of the course.

To register or for course days and times call

(310)794-8797
Courses to be held on the UCLA campus

Succcaahil course completion qualifies student for State EMT-1 Certification

UCLA C«fil9r for PpthoapHal Cart

pH>aihioodBhfd.SMll>720,LotAi|iln,OA—

t

l ll»(l l()|7»»(MlfiKJI10)79»P«

cy
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If
you think Quark is a television charac-

ter or the subatomic particle proposed as

the building block of all matter, you're

right. But Quark is also the international

leader in electronic publishing software ( ever

hear of QuarkXPress?) with a strong and

growing presence in the area of client/server

technologies. And were based in Denver.

Cninradn beneath a sky that for morg than

"0//y R^- 1) aiiinuinnnt h <^i'C(it.

sofhi-if/r. . \< iihlii'iilutils, our

(ihlllty tn itiiiniiitc iiiid laid IS

AXD'i, \1 \^s\( III. M I Is I\s| ! I I I I

"I I i ( ll\()| (K.N, 1<>S()

\

300 days a year is blue and sunny.

If you'd like to put your Computer Science or

Engineering degree to use as a developer right ;/,.

now. and if you have expenence with Windows

and/or Macintosh API. we'd like to hear from

you. If you have a strong knowledge of user

interface design, networking, or publishing,

we'd LOVE to hear from you.

Send your r^um^ to: Quaridiic

['- i

• i !

^^>IS ) ^^:.'.

Attn: Dept Beautiful Life

1800 Grant Street

Denver, CO 80203

Software development

internships available, too!

fy'-y

You may email your r^um^ to:

employment^quarlccom

Or you may fax your r^m^ to:

303.894.3649

Also, check out our website at

http://%mw.quarfc.com

»-;^-(?!

:k
Hi
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NIHIPALI
From page 40

gam^.

"Amy really put up some num-

bers," head coach Andy Banachowski

said.

When Nihipali can step up her

play, the Bruins can beat the great

teams. If she can't, they struggle. Is

Nihipali up to the task? Just ask her.

"We are not scared to lose,"

Nihipali said.

Nihipali's attitude and her inspira-

tional team messages show her enthu-

siasm and determination. She will not

let the team quit and feels a duty to

keep its spirits high.

Nihipali earned this leadership role

with a strong freshman campaign last

year. It took her half a season, she

said, to get adjusted to a different style

of play.

Her club team in high school

played a more restricted style of vol-

leyball, and UCLA wanted Nihipali

to play more athletically. She filled in

for an injured Bachman at blocker,

and made the Pac-10 freshman team.

Then, during the spring workouts,

she really picked up her game.

"She made a huge leap because of

her work in the spring," Banachowski

said. "All of her skills have

improved."

Nihipali also took it upon herself to

be the social magnet in the Bruins'

locker room. At the start of the year,

she took the responsibility oftaking in

the Bruin freshmen and making thein

feel at home.

"I wanted to make them feel com-

fortable," she said, "to make them feel

part of the team."

Nihipali has helped build a close-

knit group of teammates. She knew a

few of the incoming freshmen

because she was their host for recruit-

ment visits, and she was excited about

all the new faces coming to

Westwood.

"Practices are so much fun," she

exclaims. "(The freshmen) are so easy

to get along with."

Their closeness and camaraderie

have played a part in their success this

season. Though the Bruins struggled

early in the year, they have picked up

confidence and are now steamrolling

the competition.

"We're playing like we're older,"

Nihipali said, "We've definitely

proven that we belong here (at the

top)."

To stay at the top, however, the

Bruins must find a fourth offensive

threat. As Banachowski said, "We are

not diversified enough offensively."

Nihipali must be that threat; she is

the Bruins' second middle blocker -

along with Bachman - in the eight

player rotation. She comes in three to

four times a game and will remain on

the floor for extended periods of time

if a game goes longer than expected.

Nihipali, then, must pick up the slack

on offense when Bachman is not on

the floor.

"She can fill that role (on offense),"

Banachowski said, "and she has the

attributes."

Nihipali has spent the year on

offense adjusting to a new setter,

Erika Selsor. While Selsor has worked

well with Bachman, Bachman hits a

different type of set than Nihipali

does, so it has taken longer for

Nihipali and Selsor to click.

Against the Washington schools,

however, Nihipali and Selsor were on

the same page. Nihipali had eight kills

at Washington State, and against

Washington she had 11 kills, hit .421

and had seven blocks.

"It's just clicking (with Erika),"

Nihipali said. "Our timing has gotten

better."

Nihipali is so quick on the floor

that Selsor had to get adjusted to her

speed. She and Selsor usually run a

quick play, where Nihipali hits a lower

ball over the net, and she has also

opened up her skills on offense.

"She's hitting the second tempo

ball (a higher set) a lot better," said

Banachowski.

Because Nihipali's skills have

improved, they have confidence to go

to her in the clutch. -->

Nihipali has also become a force

on defense. As middle blocker, her

goal is to block the ball. If she cannot

do that, she tries to deflect it as much
as possible.

"I try to get as many touches as I

can," Nihipali said.

She is also the Bruins' best defend-

er in terms of moving laterally on the

floor. This allows her to close the

space between her and the outside

blocker quickly.

"I can do lateral movement well,

and if I can close the block, then I've

hit my goal," Nihipali said

When she closes the hitting alley,

defensive specialists Michelle Quon
and Mandi Lawson can cover the

crosscourt. Case in point: Jennifer

Kessy, in the second UCLA-USC
matchup, hit only .115 against the

Bruins.

The "Bruin defense as a team has

gotten better as well, and Nihipali

attributes this to the touches the

Bruins get on defense.

"Everyone scrambles more, so the

rallies have gotten longer."

While the season has gone by

quickly, Nihipalj looked back with

some nostalgia.

"I'm sad the season is at a close,"

she said. "We've really put ourselves

on the map."

If UCLA wants to reach the next

level, Nihipali must be more involved

in the oflense. As Nihipali goes, so do

the Bruins' chances.

TROJANS
From page 39

second quarter after being inter-

cepted for the second time in three

attempts.

Battle played the rest of the

game and was 7-of-19 for 94 yards

with two interceptions — both by

Cook.

"Right now, I feel like Ih let the

guys down around me," Chappell

said. "Everyone believed in me. I

think I should have played better

than I played.'^

Battle had also attempted only

one pass beforehand at Notre

Dame.

"Practice was nothing like this,"

he said glumly. "The USC defense

dominated us."

Autry Denson, Notre Dame's

career rushing leader, was held to

46 yards on 19 carries.

Palmer completed 14-of-32 pass-

es for 188 yards with two intercep-

tions, and Chad Morton gained

128 yards on 27 carries as the

Trojans rolled up 314 yards in total

offense.

"We came back after every loss

this season with a big win, and

that's really the mark of a champi-

onship team," Hackett said.

He would get no argument from

the Irish.
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GARAGE

SALE

Advertise
Im the Paily Pruiw.
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salon d e b e a u t i

Holiday Special

!

50% OFF Hair Services
New clients only with staff only, offer gcxxl until January.

G4/IAGE.
1

Specializing in:

Designer Cul.s,

Highlight.s, Creative

color, Perms,

Manicure. European

Fedicgi'e, Make-llp

and Evening Style.

20% OFF Beauty
Products

(310)208-7531

go^^*^ 1080 Glendon Ave.

I
^feft^ Westwood Village i

Kk. Located near Monty's j^^
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Open Monday-Saturday

11054 West Pico Blvd., WLA
(1/2 block east of Sepulveda)

Check us out on the net
http://iiiuiui.cellularfantatii.com
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time / date

5 musical alert & vibrate

Private Time mode
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1 year alrtime
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NOTRE DAME LAW SCH
Notre Dame Law SchoolAssociate DeanJimmy GuruU

will meet withprospective law students on Monday,

November 30, 1998,from 2 to 4p.m.

Whoro: 1337 Public Policy BIdg.
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arrived at USC/UCLA
«

sat on wrong side

me 11 :00 am

12:23 pm

called roommate from hospital 3:17 pm
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The PfeiyFirst'" Complete Kit, The painless way to get cellular service.
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Section G. Row 47A. Seat 7. Or was that section A, row 7G, seat 47? There is no better time to

have a cell phone than when you're lost. And there is no easier cell service to get than L.A. Cellular

PayFirst Complete. It's simple. Pay up front. Get a phone. Get a $30 PayFirst calling card. No commitments.

1-800-L.A.'S-BEST www lace llular com I ^^ credit checks. No wondering where everyone else is.
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Be heard

M. SOCCER
From page 40

to mount a comeback. But their best

chance slipped away in the 78th

minute when Tennyson took a loose

ball in the box and fired juSt wide of

the right post.

The pressure at the end of the

game, though intense, was not enough

to save the Bruins' season.

"Last year was so much
fun, and to go out

like this is tragic."

Seth George

Senior forward

"We shouldn't have to be down
two goals to play with intensity,"

Schmid said. "But I was pleased with

our intensity (at the beginning of the

game). I can't fault us in terms of bat-

tling."

A field soaked by rain Saturday

and questionable officiating further

hindered the Bruins' comeback.

"I thought the refereeing was a lit-

tle bit suspect," Schmid added. "The

second goal came when substitutions

were still being made, and the play

was still going."

"That didn't cost the game but

there were some fouls that should

have been called."

Creighton (15-3-2) moves on to the

national quarterfinals, where they will

face the Maryland Terrapins. For the

Bluejays, who have not hosted an

NCAA tournament game since 1995,

the task of playing at UCLA was not

overly daunting.

"We've been on the road for eight

straight NCAA games," said

Creighton coach Bret Simon. "That

has helped these players get used to

playing in the lion's den and be able

to keep their composure."

Along with ending UCLA's sea-

son, the Bluejays ended the collegiate

careers of George, Poltl, Gonzalez

and Chester Goodson, just two

games shy of a return to the Final

Four.

"I wanted to be 100 percent and

have some fun," said George, still suf-

fering from an ankle injury. "Last

year was so much fun, and to go out

like this is tragic."

"It wasn't the team we've been

playing with all year. Everything was

a little bit off today."

"(The injuries) ruined our momen-

tum," said George. "That took a lot of

steam out of us."

"When you look at your top 14

players and five are unable to play or

are injured, that hurts your depth,"

said Schmid.

'*We were hoping ifwe could sneak

another week in we could get every-

one healthy next week, but unfortu-

nately we couldn't."

The question now lingers as to

which of the younger Bruins will

replace George's scoring ability and

offensive prowess and Poltl's leader-

ship as they prepare for next season.

"We only lose four guys

(to graduation),

but they're four

really solid players."

Carlos Bocanegra

Sophomore defender

"It's going to be a lot of hard work

to get back to where we were in '97,"

said sophomore defender Carlos

Bocanegra. "We only lose four guys

but they're four really solid players."

"We just have to prepare ourselves

in the off-season," said Tennyson. ''I

think if we work hard in the off-sea-

son, the injuries will go away, and we

can have another productive season

and make another title run."

BAHMAN FARAHOEL/Daily Brum

Creighton goalkeeper Tom Zawislan denies UCLA's offense a goal

in the first half. Zawislan shut out the Bruins 2-0.

XENTIO^
AMERICAN

VICTIMS
• • I

y(x/R
HELP

102 Men's Gym (CPO)

3154 Engineering 1 (SOLES)

7349 Bunche Hall (Chavez Center)

Dysktra, Room 406

St Albin's, 580 Hilgard Avenue

104 Kerckhoff Hall (EXPO Center)

6282 Bunche Hall (Lounge)

407 Kerckhoff Hall (MEChA)

58 Haines Hall (Library)

Jimmy's

University Research Library

118 Kerckhoff Hall (Daily Bruin)

Northern Lights

5310 Rolfe

A-Level Ackerman

{Near Student Union Ops)

PATHFIRDER presents

Canned foods,

bottM water,
^ medicine and
^ supplies are

desperately needi
now

MentEKfenf

^, J A N U S

SANTA MONICA - CIVIC AUDITQ
Saturday, Dec. 12-8:00

Costa Mesa Orange County P.A.C. Dec. 3 8:00

Pasadena Civic Center Dec. 4 8:00

Laguna Beach Laguna Beach H.S. Artists Theater Dec. 5 6J)0 & 9:00

Fullerton Plumnner Aud. at Fullerton H.S. Dec. 6 7:00

Maiibu New Maiibu Theater Dec. 1 6:00 & 9:00

Redondo Beach Redondo Union High School Auditorium Dec. 1

1

6:30 & 9:30

Thousand Oaks The Fred Kavli Theatre . Dec. 1

3

8:00

^
^

For information.

call X55969.

X66452 or 52333

FREE LIFT TICKET TO SNOW SUMMIT!
Everyone attending FREERIDERS will receive a certificate for a

FREE special spring skiing lift ticket to Snow Summit!*

Tickets available at TicketMaster, selected Sport Chalet stores, and

theater box offices.

For discounts on groups of 10 or more call (800) 729-3456. Each

group order will receive the ''Making of FREERIDERS" video and the

multi-media CD-ROM /'Behind the Scenes" FREE with each group order!

^^T/CKSf/z/d^STlS
Town ncotot / MMNsom • may
WMOUNOUU / ni HMWCA / tfriNO umHO
(aU) 4tO-323a • (714) 740-2000
(Ml) ••» 0700 • (oit) lao TIXt

ONLINl: wvw.lifkatMiUr.cM

Warren Miller prefers

SNOW
SUMMIT JRSifauifr fniMMlif

I I I I 1 I I • I

www.warrenmUler.cam *Some restrictions apply.
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CALIFORNIA SPORTS

Raiders 19,

Redskins 29
Hurt by injuries and already out of play-

off contention, the Washington Redskins

seemed a tailor-made opponent for the

Oakland Raiders in their drive for a post-

season berth.

It didn't work out that way.

The Redskins (3-9) got three touchdown
passes from Trent Green and forced four

turnovers to beat the Raiders 29-19 Sunday
for their first road win of the season.

"We've played well since the bye, we've

played more consistently," said Redskins

coach Norv Turner, whose team has gone

3-2 since its break. "There's about 12 guys

that were backup guys when this season

started. This is a tribute to them. We've had

some rough spots because we've played all

those guys. But they continue to learn how
to play."

Oakland (7-5) not only saw its playoff

hopes damaged, but faced questions about

the health of Jeff George, who had another

abbreviated return from a groin injury.

"How can you not be discouraged by a

loss like this?" asked Oakland tackle

Lincoln Kennedy.

George, who tore his groin muscle Oct.

4 at Arizona, lasted just one series when he

tried to come back a month ago against

Baltimore.

He apparently aggravated the injury

again Sunday and was replaced by Donald

Hollas at the start of the second half.

George said he may have another MRI to

try to determine the severity of his latest

setback.

^ San Diego 16,

Denver 31
John Elway and the Denver Broncos

aren't collecting style points, just victories.

Elway had four first-half turnovers but

finished with a season-high four touch-

down passes as the Broncos, returning to

the scene of their Super Bowl victory,

pushed aside the San Diego Chargers' 31 -16

Sunday night to remain unbeaten after 12

games.

The Broncos become the fourth team in

NFL history to start 12-0 or better. Only
the 1972 Miami Dolphins went undefeated

the whole way, finishing 17-0 after winning

the Super Bowl.

The Broncos began the game as AFC
West champions, having earned the title

when the Oakland Raiders lost to the

Washington Redskins earlier in the day.

San Diego (5-7) lost to the Broncos for the

second time in three weeks.

Elway threw two touchdown passes to

Ed McCaffrey and one each to Rod Smith

and Shannon Sharpe. This is the third

straight season Elway has thrown four

touchdown passes in a game against San

Diego.

NFL rushing leader Terrell Davis, the

hometown hero who was MVP of Denver's

Super Bowl win over Green Bay on Jan.

25, rushed 24 times for 74 yards and has

1,566 overall, the third straight year he's

surpassed 1,500. The Chargers still haven't

allowed a 100-yard rusher, holding Davis

under that mark twice.

Elway, who missed three full games and

bulk of two others with injuries, had

Basketball lockout expected

to persist until mid-January

"riiifiuMiateU. I'm awaieeveiyoiie else th rown just th ree interceptions comlnglTT
is frustrated," George said. "I wish I could

go back and heal myself."

Oakland coach Jon Gruden said George
got retaped at halftime but felt he could not

move well enough to resume play. George
went 7-for-I5 for 65 yards with an intercep-

tion before leaving.

He threw that many in the first half alone,

and his fumble on the first play from scrim-

mage was recovered by Junior Seau. That

set up John Carney's 27-yard field goal, the

only time the Chargers led.

For the night, Elway was lO-of-34 for-

239 yards. ; , ,

NBA: Stalled negotiations cause

loss of millions in revenues;

fans left betrayed, bewildered

By Chris Sheridan

The Associated Press

It's called the January Theory, and it

holds that the NBA lockout will last at least

another five weeks.

"It could be that they don't meet for anoth-

er month," agent Steve Kauffman said

Sunday.

"I've been telling my players for the past

couple of weeks that they shouldn't expect to

play until mid-January at the earliest."

With negotiations stalled and the players

believing the owners are trying to further test

their resolve, it appears that commissioner

David Stern is following a lockout calendar

similar to the one employed by NHL commis-

sioner Gary Bettman during the 1994-95 lock-

out, which wasn't settled until Jan. 13.

The hockey lockout included a period from

Dec. 6 through Jan. 7 in which no talks were

held.

The sides then made "final" offers and

"final-final" offers before a marathon negoti-

ating session settled it. It would take another

three weeks of lockout limbo to match that

month lull.

So tar, the sides m the NBA dispute have

gone 10 days since their last full bargaining

session, and that 9 1/2-hour meeting was the

only one the sides had in November.

Currently, the owners and players are at

odds over whether there will be preconditions

for a resumption.

About 120 players participated in a confer-

ence call Saturday and were, brought up to

date on the stalemate, /a union spokesman
said.

Monday will mark the second missed pay-

day for the players, and a new month will

begin Tuesday with the outlook bleak.

Millions of dollars have been lost, the fans are

upset and the long-term damage could be

worse than expected.

Stern and deputy commissioner Russ

Granik have staunchly refused to set a "drop

dead" date for saving the season, although

they have alluded to mid-December being the

ballpark date.

That vague deadline could be extended,

however, if Stern backs off his insistence upon
having the deal put on paper and ratified - a

process that could lake two to three - before

the lockout would be lifted.

"If they back off that two to three weeks, it's

a different story. Then the January theory

makes a lot of sense," said Kauffman, who
represents 19 players.

"And remember, we can go from a dooms-

day scenario to a settlement in a matter of two

.
to three days."

Stern and Granik have said four weeks

would be needed from the time a deal was

reached until the season could begin, but in

reality that window could be shrunk to three

weeks - and maybe as few as 18-20 days - to

allow for free agent signings, trades and train-

ing camps to take place.

So if an agreement werfi rftar.hfid fan 4, fnr

instance, and the signing-training camp period

was shrunk to 20 days, the season would begin

Sunday, Jan. 24 - one week before the Super

Bowl and one week after NBC was scheduled

to begin its weekly telecasts.

Each team would then be able to play a 46

or 48-game season, but only if two weeks were

added on to the end of the regular season ii'

April.
•

Any large Pizza, your choice of toppings and crust, for $9.99

MA Aiii 1114 Gayley Ave
Ol4 4 I I I Westwood VillaaiVillage

Medium 1 topping Pizza

for $5.95

Fast Free Delivenf

until 1 a.m. Sunday-Thursday
until 2 a.m. Friday & Saturday

N<itiondl Football League

At a Glance

AMERKAN CONFERENCE

East

W t T Pet.

Miami

NY. Jets

Buffalo
'

New England

Indianapolis

Central

Jacksonville

Pittsburgh

Tennessee

Baltimore

8 4 .667

8 4 .667

7 5 .583

7 5 .583

2 100 .167 208 336

PF PA

231 168

315 199

268 242

262 236

Detroit 1 9, Pittsburgh 1 6, OT

Minnesota 46, Dallas 36

Sunday's games

Kansas City 34, Arizona 24

Atlanta 21, St. Louis 10

9 3 .750 311 247

7 5 .583 224 218

6 6 .500 260 237

5 7 .417 205 247

Cincinnati 2 100 .167 197 321

West

y- Denver 12 1.000 401 206

Oakland T^J) .583 209 244

Seanle 6 6 .500 255 210

Kansas City 5 7 .417 238 259

San Diego 5 7 .417 181 247

NATIONAL CONFERENCE

East

WL T Pet. Pf PA

Dallas 8 4 .667 325 217

Arizona 6 6 .500 251 308

N.Y. Giants 4 7 .364 189 226

Washington 3 9 .250 240 337

Philadelphia 2 100 .167 108 277

Central

x-Minnesota

Green Bay

Detroit

Tampa Bay

Chicago

West

i-Atlanta

San Francisco

NewOrleam

SlLmns

1110 .917 394 220

8 4 .667 314 240

5 7 .417 244 263

5 7 .417 223 250

3 9 .250 197 275

10 2 .833

8 3 .727

5 7 .417

3 9 .250

325 -218

323 237

216 265

207 285

New York Jets 48, Carolina 21

Baltimore 38, Indianapolis 31

Jacksonville 34, Cincinnati 17

Tampa Bay 3 I.Chicago 17

Seattle 20, Tennessee 18

New England 25, Buffalo 21

Miami 30, New Orleans 10

Green Bay 24, Philadelphia 16

Washington 29, Oakland 19

Denver 31,San Diego 16

Monday's game

New York Giants at San Francisco, 8:20

p.m.

Thursday, Dec. 3

St. Louis at Philadelphia, 8:20 p.m.

Sunday, Dec. 6

Buffalo at Cincinnati, 1:01 p.m.

Dallas at New Orleant, 1 :01 p.m.

Detroit at Jacksonville, 1:01 p.m.

Indianapolis at Atlanta, 1:01 p.m.

New England at Pittsburgh, 1 :01 p.m.

San Diego at Washington, 1 :01 p.m.

San Francisco at Carolina, 1:01 p.m.

Seattle at New York Jets, 1 :01 p.m.

New York Giants at Arizona, 4:05 p.m.

Kansas City at Denver, 4: 1 5 p.m.

Miami at Oakland,4:15p.m.

Baltimore at Tennessee, 4: 1 5 p.m.

Chicago at Minnesota, 8:20 p.m.

Monday, Dec 7

Green Bay at Tampa Bay, 8:20 p.m.

National Hockey League

At a Glance (^.kaOi

Northeast Division

Toronto

Boston

Buffalo

Ottawa

Montreal

Southeast Division

Carolina

Florida

Washington

Tampa Bay

W L

13 9

10 7

10 5

10 7

7 12 2

W L T

11 10 3

8 8 5

7 n 3

6 14 2

Pts GF GA

28 74 68

25 60 43

24 57 40

23 61 50

16 49 64

Pts GF GA

25 62 57

21 50 55

17 49 62

14 48 83

Philadelphia 6, Vancouver 2

Buffalo 6, Tampa Bay 3

Chicago 3, Edmonton 2

Monday's game

Los Angeles at Montreal, 7 p.m.

WESTERN CONFERENCE

Central Division

Detroit

St. Louis

Nashville

Chicago

Northwest Division

Edmonton

Vaniouver

Colorado

Calgary

facific Division

Phoenix

Dallas

Anaheim

Los Angeles

San Jose

W L T Pts GF GA

13 8 26 73 50

9 6 5 23 57 47

9 12 1 19 53 68

6 14 3 15 48 82

W L T Pts GF GA

12 9 > 25 68 55

9 13 1 19 66 71

8 11 2 18 53 62

8 13 2 18 63 70

W L T

14 2 2

12 4 3

8 10 4

6 13 3

5 11 5

Pts GF GA

30 53 26

27 53 39

20 50 53

15 49 63

15 49 56

2 100 167 236 322

i-dndMd ^lijwl kerth

ydmdwdi

EASHRNCONFERENa

Atlantic Division

Wi T

NewJersey 13 7 1

n 7 4

10 6 5

NY.IMm 10 13

NTRantm 6 9 7

PtsGFGA

27 54 49

26 62 48

25 63 55

20 S9M
19 S6S9

Saturday's games

Carolina 3, NY Islanders 1

1oronto3,Onawa2,OT

Pittsburgh 4, Montreal 3

Florida 6, Buffalo 2

St Louis 4, Washington 2

New Jersey 3, Colorado 2

Calgary 5, Chicago 4

PtH>ena4,LosAn9eies0

NY. Rangers 5,

Oeirait4.SanJoMl

Cjnima3,Analiiim1

Tuesday's games

Vancouver at Boston, 7 p.m.

New Jersey at Washington, 7 p.m.

Florida at N.Y Rangers, 7:30 p.m.

Anaheim at Pittsburgh, 7:30 p.m.

Ottawa at Nashville, 8 p.m.

College Football

Major Scores

Saturday's coHege footiull scores

EAST

Connecticut 42, Hampton 34

Penn St. 51, Michigan St. 28

Rowan19,BuffaloSt 17

Slippery Rock 67, Mansfield 59

Syracuse 66, Miami 13

TrinityTexas 37, Lycoming 21

SOUTH

Appalachian St. 45, Tennessee St. 3

1

Carson Newman 38, Fort Valley St. 3 1, OT

Florida A&M 27, Troy St. 17

Georgia Southern 49, Colgate 28

GeorgiaTech 21, Georgia 19

Lehigh 24, Richmond 23

Massachusetts 21, McNeese St. 19

North Carolina 37, N.Carolina St. 34, OT

Northwestern St. 48, Illinois St. 28

Southern U. 26, Grambling St. 14

Tennessee 41, VanderbiltO

Tri-State 37, Georgetown, Ky. 23

Virginia 36,Virginia Tech 32

MIDWEST

Huron 52, Southwestern, Kan. 6

Mount Union 21, Wittenberg 19

"NWMissouriSt 42, N Colorado 17

Olivet Nazarene 37. Sioux Falls 34

W Illinois 52. Montana 9

Wis.Eauaairel0,St.Johns,Mtnn7

FAR WEST

1 48, Hawaii 17

I Cal 10, Notre Dame

AP Top 25 Football Teams

The top 25 teams in The Associated Press

college football poll, with first-place votes

in parentheses, records through Nov. 28,

total points based on 25 points for a first

place vote through one point for a 25th

place vote and ranking in previous poll:

Pv

1

2

3

4

5

7

8

10

11

6

13

17

14

16

15

9

18

21

12

22

23

25

24

20

Others receiving votes:

Southern Cal 57

West Virginia 40

Purdue 23

Miami 20

Alabama 17

Bngham Young 17

Kentucky 5

Marshall 2 " '

Miami 1

Ohiol

The AP poll and coverage of coNege foot

ball can be found at

http //wwwjptop25.com

Transactions

National Football League

SEATTLE SEAHAWKS— Placed C Kevin

Glover on the injured reserve list. Signed

CB Joey Eloms from the practice squad.

Record Pts

1.Tennessee(41) n-0 1,669

2.KansasSt.(24) 11-0 1,638

3.UCLA(3) 10-0 1,579

4.FloridaSt. 11-1 1,501

S.OhioSt. 10-1 1,427

6. Arizona 11-1 1,358

7. Florida 9-2 1,280

B.Wisconsin 10-1 1,173

9.Tulane 11-0 1,043

lO.TexasA&M 10-2 1,014

1 1.Arkansas 9-2 941

12. GeorgiaTech 9-2 843

13. Nebraska 9-3 831

U.Virginia 9-2 811

15. Michigan 93 809

16.NotreDame 9-2 667

17.AirForce 10-1 617

18. Syracuse 8-3 576

19. Georgia 8-3 490

20. Texas 8-3 402

2 I.Oregon 8-3 324

22.PennSt. 8-3 315

23.MississippiSt. 8-3 275

24. Missouri 7-4 230

25.VirginiaTech 8-3 105

National Hockey League

NHL—Suspended Buffalo Sabres LW Rob

Ray, pending a hearing, for slew-footing

Florida Panthers LW Alex Hicks in a game

Saturday.

COLORADO AVALANCHE— Recalled F Scott

Parker from Hershey of the AHL.

ST LOUIS BLUES— Recalled F Terry Yake

and F Lubos Bartecko from Worcester of

the AHL.

COLLEGE

AUBURN—Signed Tommy Tuberville,

football coach, to a five-year contract.

MINNESOTA—Suspended F Ouincy Lewis

and F Kevin Clark from the basketball

team for one game for their roles in a

fight dunng an exhibition game Nov. 16.

All times in the sports box are EST

Trivia Questions

1 . What was unusual about the 1 92

1

World Series between the New York

Yankees and the New York Giants?

2.What do Doak Walker, Paul Homung,O.J.

Simpson, Tony Dorsett, Eart Campbell and

Roger Staubach have in common?

3 What is the rarest of all feats in the

sport of golf?

Answers
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W.SOCCERBraEFS

UCLA received its third

tournament bid in the

^ six<year history, fac-

the second round

)frs and falling 2-0.

expansion of the

|t from 32 teams to

Le of 16 teams

Jhe first

scormg

notchin-
,

goals and

unded o\

jsenal

1^ points 01

four assist-

Venus

Breana

CLA*s all

ions, with

•nd-tcam hom)r.

rded 21**^in
,

10 goals, 1 assigt),

ninth for poi

goals scored in

son

play:

women's i>,

UCJ^ newc<

Duncan and Trace

earned first-team

honors.

Dunca% a freshmUL was

UCLA's tcadiOii scorn this

season with 31 points (1 1 goals,

nine assists) and finished ^e
season rank^iecond in points

and assist$,j^ tied for third in

goals scored in the Pao^lO.

j^Duocan is ope of two freshmen

^--te^ receive first-team honors.

Milbum, a sophomore tran&sl

fer from Pepperdine, was

UCLA's second leading scorer

with 25 points (11 goals, 3

assists). She finished the season

ranked sixth in points and tied

for third in goals scored in the

Pac-10.

Junior goalke^r Littdsay

Culp and senior forwarcl|!^risa

Kircmidjian garnered |^?iidc-

mic All*Pac-10 honors this sea-

son. ' ^.;

Culp earned first-teimi h^n*'

ors this season after earning

second-team honors last sea-

son. Kiremidjian, ^ two-time

honorable mention Academic

All-Pac-10 selection, earned

second-team honors.
• • •

UCLA's offense this season

was deeper than any team to

take the field for UCLA, with

five players scoring in double

figures.

The '98 squad's J41 team

points led the Pac-10 and are

the second highest point tot^l

in school history. For the fi||t

time in school history, the

BTui^^ ^co«ed foiir g(i>KI»^n-

three consecutive games

(OrC|on State, USC and

Ana»ha).
» * •

Fifteen different* Bruins

scored points for UCLA this

season. UCLA has five players

in the top 28 in scoring, four in

)rd of

luad

"he Bruin defense iinit

Stateito ff«s«chool

l|ne shot on goal; Navy,

jyoialColiege of Baltimore

and Vi^dnpva to just two shots,

and Oregon to three shots. The
** Bruins led the league in goal-

keeping all season and were?:

ranked nationally iCdefensf

throughout the season as welt?

• • •

UCLA finished thf^gular

season ranked 18th bjRoccer

America, 23rd by the^ational

Soccer Coaches Assc)diation of

America, 1 7th by Soccer

Times, 16th by Soccer News
and i7th by Scfecer Buzz.

The Bruins received their

highest ranking in school histo-

ry by Soccer America and the

NSCAA, finding themselves at

No. 9 after beating No. 11

Nebraska 5-1 and No. 25

Baylor 1
-0.

Trojans bounce back from

loss to take fight out of Irish

Bruins return- all 1

1

stftrters froin this season's teaQi ^
and have a promising crop of

frfShp^ entering in the fall.

Notes compiled by A. CinQue

Carter, Dally Bruin staff. ^

FOOTBALL Tough '8C defense

prevents Notre Dame from

running ball, forces turnovers

ByJohnNadel
The Associated Press

With its quarterback sidelined, Notre

Dame figured it had no choice but to run

against Southern California.

The Trojans knew it, and stacked their

defense accordingly.

Advantage, USC
Big advantage.

"You know, it's hard to run when they

basically know you're going to run," Notre

Dame coach Bob Davie said after USC beat

the Fighting Irish 10-0 Saturday night

before a crowd of90,069 at the Los Angeles

Coliseum.

"We knew they were going to have to run

the football, and we knew if they ran the

football they were not going to beat us,"

Trojans cornerback Daylon McCutcheon

said.

The shutout was USC's first over Notre

Dame since 1962, when it won 25-0 en route

to the national championship.

It was also the first time the Irish were

blanked since Miami turned the trick 1

1

years ago.

Notre Dame hurt ita own cquw by-eem-

The loss was devastating for Notre

Dame (9-2), which dropped from ninth to

16th in the rankings and out of the running

for a Bowl Championship Series appear-

ance.

Instead, it appears the Irish will play in

the Gator Bowl.

USC (84) hopes to play in the Holiday

Bowl, but even if that doesn't work out, the

Trojans will be playing in the postseason for

the first time in three years.

A bowl appeared to be the last thing on

their minds after a painful 34-17 loss to

crosstown rival UCLA.
"It's very special for our seniors (to beat

Notre Dame for the third straight time),"

said safety Rashard Cook, who had two of

USC's four interceptions. "That's some-

thing we can leave behind for the other

guys."

The Irish couldn't overcome the absence

of quarterback Jarious Jackson, who
accounted 1,740 of Notre Dame's 1,775

passing yards in the team's first 10 games.

Jackson missed the game because of the

knee injury he suffered in the waning sec-

onds of Notre Dame's 39-36 victory over

LSU last weekend.

The Irish didn't complete a pass until

freshman Arnaz Battle threw a 28-yarder to

Malcolm Johnson with 4:47 left in the third

quarter. That was the first scrimmage play

after Adam Abrams kicked a 23-yard field

Hoal to comp lete the scoring .

mitting five turnovers, aAd managed only

217 yards in total offense - 182 below its

previous average.

"It seemed like there were more guys

there than we could block." Notre Dame
tackle Mike Rosenthal said.

"Nothing like defense, is there? Just mag-

nificent," first-year USC coach Paul

Hackett said.

USC had broken a scoreless tie earlier in

the third period on a 2-yard bootleg by

freshman quarterback Carson Palmer, cap-

ping a 64-yarcl, five-play drive.

Eric Chappell, a junior who had thrown

one previous pass at Notre Dame, started in

Jackson's place and was lifted early in the

See TROJANS, page 35
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UCLA MBA

THE ANDERSON SCHOOL
Cordially invites you to attend the

16'^ Annual

MBA Information Day for Prospective Students

"Making our Diversity Count
"

Sunday, December 6, 1998

1:00 p.m. -5:00 p.m.

UCLA's Anderson Graduate School of Management

Executive Dining Room, Gold-Hall Room B2.09

Get the scoop on the application process: essays,

recommendations, interviews, and GMAT
Roundtable discussions with students and alumni

Information regardingfellowships, financial aid, & the ^ I ranked

Career Management Center

Reception tofollow

Please RSVP to mba.rsvp(g)anderson.ucla.edu or call Jean Chan

at 310-206-4365 bv December 3. 1998

Sponsored by:

• African-American Students in Management

• Asian Management Students Association

• Latino Management Students Association

• Business Casual Attire

• Refreshments Provided

• Parking for $5 in Lot 4
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SPORTS
Men's water polo

In the MPSF playoffs, UCLA dropped a

semifinal game to Pepperdine University,

7-6. See tomorrow's paper for details.

Shutout, injuries end title hopes
M. SOCCER: Bruin offense can't

capitahze ohearly chances

to score in loss to Creighton

By Scott Street

Daily Bruin Contributor

Not even home cooking over

Thanksgiving could cure the UCLA men's

soccer team.

The defending national champion

and injury-riddled Bruins (17-4) were

eliminated from the NCAA tourna-

ment, 2-0, by the Creighton Bluejays in

front of 1,825 at UCLA's North

Athletic Field.

It was the second shutout of the

Bruins this season, with both losses

coming on their home field. More
importantly, the loss ended UCLA's
run toward a fourth national title.

The Bru ins dom inated the jgamc -

senior forward Seth George and midfielders

Victorine and Shaun Tsakiris, the Bruins

were further hampered by an ankle injury to

junior midfielder Pete Vagenas and flu symp-

toms which struck midfielder Nick Paneno.

Although Paneno was able to contribute

minutes, Vagenas was unable to come off of

the bench Sunday. Senior Junior Gonzalez

was also unable to come off the bench, fur-

ther depleting the Bruin midfield.

"The first fifteen minutes or so we were

really on top of them," said head coach Sigi

Schmid. <

"The game of soccer is one where each

team is going to have their moments, and you

have to score when you have your

moments."

A defensive battle then turned in the 60th

minute when Brian Mullan tapped a pass

from Mulrooney by Rimando to provide an

extra margin of victory.

UCLA would have several opportunities

SeeM.SOCaR,page37

early but could not find the net. In only

the sixth minute, sophomore forward

McKinley Tennyson, Jr. took a pass

from junior midfielder Sasha Victorine

but slipped on the wet turf in the box.

Four minutes later,^junior forward

Martin Bruno hit freshman forward

Ryan Futagaki streaking down the left

side of the field but Futagaki's shot was

deflected back at him. He then headed

the ball into the box, where it was

cleared by a Creighton defender.

The missed opportunities came back

to haunt UCLA, as Creighton scored

on a free kick from star forward

Richard Mulrooney, which Peter

Henning headed past UCLA goalie

Nick Rimando.

"We had a lot of momentum in the

first 10 minutes," said senior midfielder

Tom Poltl. "But when they scored that

goal everyone kind of got back on their

heels."

"I don't think we attacked as well

(after that) and gave them a little bit of

space in the midfield."

The Bruin midfield, dominant in

their win over Indiana a month ago,

could not control the Bluejays and

appeared tentative despite the early

scoring chances.

Already shorthanded by injuries to

MICHAEL ROSS WACHT/Daily Bruin Seniof StaH

UCLA forward Martin Bruno and Creighton defender David Wright lunge for the ball

In the Bruins' home loss in Sunday's NCAA men's soccer tournament game.

Fourth element

adds fire to trio,

power to team
W.VOLLEYBALL Complementing

power players, Nihipali serves

up plays, enthusiasm to succeed

By Nid( Taylor

Daily Bruin Contributor

UCLA's volleyball team has won 1 1 of its last 13

matches behind a powerful offense.

Ashley Bowles, Kristee Porter and Elisabeth

Bachman have all won player of the week awards

for their offensive exploits.

And, as the NCAA tournament approaches

and UCLA gears up for an at large bid, aJl seems to

be going the Bruins' way.

The Bruins need someone to complement the

b ig til l ee, iiowever, ifthey want tu go far in the tuui.

nament. For this reason, sophomore Amy Nihipali

might be the x-factor for UCLA in the tournament.

"We're playing like we're older.

We've definitely proven that

we belong here (at the top)."

Amy Nihipali

Bruin middle blocker

The matches against Cal and Stanford last

weekend provide a perfect example of Nihipali's

importance. Against Stanford, UCLA's top trio

carried the team to five games, but they wore down

because they didn't get the help they required on

the attack. Nihipali, who needed to step up her

play, had only four kills and four blocks. She also

had four errors, hitting .000 in the match.

"I felt I wasn't contributing much for the team,

on the whole," Nihipali said. "Stanford had a great

defense that night."

Nihipali took it upon herself to bounce back

against Cal, and she did, in a big way. She had 12

kills and led the team in hitting at .400. Nihipali

took over in the thii^ game with six kills and helped

reverse UCLA's lethargic play in the second

SeeNIHIPAapageBS

Inexperienced Bruins take a pounding in Puerto Rico

M. HOOPS: Fourth-place finish

against top teams in country

shows importance of turnovers

By Brent Boyd
Daily Bruin Staff

The Bruins' new uniforms aren't the only

things coming back from the Caribbean black-

and-blue.

A bruised record, psyche and some beaten-

up bodies will also accompany UCLA as it

returns from its stint in the three-day Puerto

Rico Shootout.

Afler squeaking past San Frjincisco in the

opening round, the Bruins (2-2) got pounded

by fifth-ranked Maryland in the semifinals,

then blew a halftime lead against No. 4

Kentucky Saturday in a consolation game. As

a result, UCLA finished fourth in the eight-

team tournament.

**\ told our kids that playing the No. 4 and

No. 5 touns in the country is better for us than

any patties we could have played," UCLA
hmd eoMh Steve Lavin nid. **! told them this

is the just a glimpse of our potential and now

we have to perform to that."

Despite the 66-62 loss to Kentucky,

UCLA's potential was best exhibited in

Saturday's third-place game.

The Bruins jumped out to a 32-27 halftime

lead and were within striking distance at the

end, but could never recover from a 13-point

run by Kentucky that put the Wildcats up 56-

45 with 6:44 to play.

In addition, for the second contest in a row,

UCLA suffered from a sluggish second-half

start.

A day after allowing Maryland to outscore

them 17-6 in thelialfs opening minutes, the

Bruins turned the ball over twice in the first

three minutes and the Wildcats began the half

with a 104 run.

"My whole life I've always been told the

most important time in any half is the first five

minutes, and it was here as well, as they used

that time to get back in it instead of us staying

in the lead." Lavin said.

Kentucky (5-1), which had connected on

only three of 34 three-point attempts m its first

two games in the tourney, went 9.for-23 from

behind the arc. In the meantime. UCLA hit on

only three of 13 attempts, making its second

half comeback futile.

The bright spot for the Bruins came from

freshman center Jerome Moiso, who fini.shed

with 25 points in only 25 minutes, including

half of UCLA's 30 in the second half.

"I felt comfortable in the first half and bet-

ter in the second half." he said. "It worked out

for me but not for my team, so we have to get

better."

Though Moiso is correct that the Bruins

need to work together, there was a marked

improvement from UCLA's performances

earlier in the tournament.

Its 13 turnovers were cause for celebration

after UCLA committed 24 in both games

against Maryland and San Francisco. So

many turnovers against USF is one thing, but

against one of the elite teams in the nation, it is

quite another.

After UCLA was able to overcome its slop-

py play by overtaking San Francisco in the

final minutes of its 69-62 Thanksgiving victo-

ry. Lavin knew his team was in trouble against

the Terrapins (7-0)

Kentucky's Tayshaun Prince pressures UCLA's

Matt Bamas Kentucky won the game. 66-62.
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Committee tries to improve life in Dykstra
CONSTRUaiON: Student input,

free treats help residents deal

with hassle of De Neve projeet

By George Fuji)

Daily Bruin Contributor
*

To most Dykstra Hall residents. "Mitigate

"98/l"celing Fine '99." is just the slogan on their

monthly treats.

But it's more than a slogan - it is the name of

the committee which hopes to ease the elTecis o(

construction on Dykstra residents.

The De Neve Pla/.a housing project is cur-

rently being built next to Dykstra. \o make

room for the project, the Dykstra extension,

including a dining hall, was demolished last

year.

Once the De Neve project is completed, the

new dining hall and commons will connect to

the second floor of Dykstra, where the old

extension joined the main building:

The construction brings loud noises which

often disrupt students who are trying to study.

To compensate for construction noise, Dykstra

residents receive free food and other items.

"(We received) a microfridge, fan. candy

apples, a six-pack of Pepsi, Aquafina and a

brownie," .said Dykstra resident Garrett Lim,

who lives on the second floor.

Lim said that construction can be really loud

but that the "study lounge is pretty soundproof."

Becau t^e of th i; construct ion, Dyk stra rcs i-

Mikey Victoria tries to concentrate in a

Dykstra study lounge.

dents have been inconvenienced in several

ways. They no longer have a dining hall or mail-

boxes, and the nearest computer lab is in the

Tom Bradley InternationaHlall.

Lim added that he doesn't like having to trav-

el to Richer Hall, C'ovel Commons or Iledrick

Hall to eat. The nearby International Cafe in the

Bradley Center serves only a limited number of

items.

Residents on Dykstra's higher floors haven't

been as afTected by the noise caused by the pro-

ject as students living closer to the ground.

"The construction does not bother me," said

Anne-Marie Costa, who lives on the tenth floor.

The committee - which includes Dykstra's

resident director, the south area director and

representatives from Housing Administration,

.

the Office of Residential Life. and. Dining

Services - hopes to alleviate some of these

inconveniences. ^

"'The Mitigate •98/Feeling Fine '99' commit-

Pfiotos by PAIll ARMtNIAN

Construction on De Neve Plaza begins at 6 a.m. every morning, even though residents

have asked that It start at 8 a.m.

tee is (made up of) a variety of people from dif-

ferent areas in order to pool resources," said

Dykstrii resident director Laura Riley

The committee also includes a special project

manager to coordinate with other UCLA
departments, for example, to add loading spaces

to Dykstra.

'Fhe goal is "to help maintain a quality of life,"

Riley said.

The committee tries to balance the needs of

the construction workers and the effects on

Dykstra residents. The dorms in De Neve Plaza

are scheduled for completion by Sept. 15, 1999,

according to Fd Lloyd, the university's repre-

sentative for the project.

To meet the schedule, construction hours

may be extended to avoid winter rains, Riley

said.

The "Mitigate '98/Feeling Fine '99" commit-

tee was formed in April of 1998. Before the com-

See DYKSTRA, page 6

UG fight to stay competitive
CAMPUS: Keeping salaries competitive with peers

helps attract top-quality faculty to California schools

By Lawrence Ferchaw

Daily Bruin Staff

While peer pressure can force col-

lege students to drink or smoke, it

can also encourage universities to

give raises to administrators and fac-

ulty.

UCLA and the other UC schools

use a list of eight peer universities
-

four public and four private - to

compare faculty and administrators'

salaries, as well as other aspects o\'

the university.

'It's been sort of a traditional list

that's been around for .some time,"

said Chancellor Albert Carnesale.

"(The list includes) four first-rate

publics and four first-rate privates,

because we understand it can't just

be publics."

The list includes Harvard

University, Yale University, the

Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, Stanford University, the

University of Michigan, the State

University of New York at Buffalo,

the University of Illinois and the

University of Virginia.

Carnesale said the list helps to

answer the question, "Where are we

in comparison to institutions that

See PEERS, page 4

Hitler's darkest aspects

psychoanalyzed in book

UCLA'S PEERS
.

UCLA and all other UC schools compare themselves to the following eight institutions, mainly for the purpose of salary comparison. Here's a

look at how UCLA's numbers stack up to these schools.

Statt

UnivflfsHy of

Number of

undergrads

Hansard

6.635

Number of grad .....

students

Number of taoitty 1746

Size of campus (acres) 3S0

Tuition/Registration

Fees for 523,618

undergraduates

Private or Pabik Private

Yale

5,315

5,547

2,275

200

$23,780

riiViie

Stanford

6,639

7.445

1.488

8,180

$21300

PfiMte

MIT
«

4.^1

5,499

096

154

$23,100

Private

University

ofVirgiiua

12,000

6,000

2.100

1,806

$4370

PMbk

IMvcnhy

ofMkhigan

23.939

13,056

2,905

2461

$6,070

NtwYon,

Soffato

15,571

8,006

2,059

1,246

$3,400

I1B|K

iMvfnity

of Illinois

26,738

9,792

1,827

1,380

$3,308

UCLA

23,925

11,653

2,019

419

$3,863

Pubk

I

PAINS: Illnesses oF body,

mind not lolaUy to blame

for cruelties of dictator

By Sarah Krupp

Daily Bruin Contributor

During World War II, the United

States created a psychological pro-

file of Adolf Hitler in order to

destroy him. Now, scientists are psy-

choanalyzing him to prevent the rise

of another such destructive dema-

gogue in the future. According to

conventional psychological diagno-

sis, Hitler was psychotic.

However, "Hitler: Diagnosis of a

Destructive Prophet," a biography

by UCLA professor Fredrick

Redlich, asserts that while Hitler

was "abnormal," he did not suffer

from any serious mental illness.

While Redlich argues Hitler had

"enough (mental disorders) to fill a

psychiatric textbook," he goes on to

conclude that Hitler's physical mal-

adies were more detrimental than

his psychological problems

According to Redlich. none of

Hitler's psychological problems

were responsible for the atrocities

he committed

In fact, according to Redlich,

Hitler's physical ailments were so

severe that he could have never been

a democratic leader. Also, Hitler

could not have been a member of

the "superhuman" race he pro-

posed.

Hitler's incessant afflictions

included headaches, dizziness,

severe bloating, abdominal spasms,

belching and constipation. He was

also a victim of coronary heart dis-

ease and hypertension, and later

developed Parkinson's disease.

In his psychological assessment,

Redlich diagnoses two additional

affiictions which would help to

explain behavior previously attrib-

uted to insanity. Many students,

however, do not believe that Hitler

can be psychologically assessed.

"I don't think its possible for any-

one to diagnose Hitler after his

death. How can you know whether

or not he was insane without evalu-

ating him in person?" said Soheila

Nazariah, a third-year psychology

student

According to the medical jour-

.nals of Hitler's personal physician.

Redlich hypothesizes that Hitler suf-

fered from both spina bifida oculta

and urethra hypotpadia, both ano-

SotWIW,piit4
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Preventative treatment

for AIDS exposure OK'd
Immediate preventative treatment to ward

off AIDS following possible exposure to HIV

through sex or intravenous drug use is warrant-

ed under certain conditions, reports a

University of California, Berkeley, researcher

and her collaborators in the Nov. 25 Journal of

the American Medical Association

Such prophylactic treatment is already rec-

ommended by the Centers for Disease Control

and Prevention, but only for doctors, nurses

and other medical professionals after accidental

exposure to infected body fluids on the job. In

one study of health care workers exposed to

HIV-infected blood, AZT use was associated

with a 79 percent reduction in infection.

"We're applying this recommendation in

certain situations to the much more frequent

modes of HIV transmission - intravenous drug

use and sexual transmission," said UC Berkeley

associate field research supervisor Suellcn

Miller, a public health faculty member and ci>

author of the research paper, which

is published in a recent issue of

JAMA.
"A non-infected person who practices

safer sex with their HIV-positive mate and is

accidentally exposed through condom break-

age should be considered for prophylactic treat-

ment in the same way as health care workers

suffering a needle stick injury." Miller said. "It

is ethically mandatory that all persons who

receive similar exposures should receive similar

treatment."

Saudi Arabian donation
•1

:
• f

funds Berkeley program
A Saudi Arabia-based foundation is donat-

ing S5 million to the University of California.

Berkeley, to establish programs that will broad-

en understanding of the Arab and Islamic

worlds.

A delegation from the Sultan bin Abduhiziz

Al-Saud Foundation presented UC Berkeley

chancellor Robert M. Berdahl with the contri-

bution on Tuesday. Representing

the foundation were its secretary

general. Prince Faisal bin Sultan bin

Abdulaziz Al Saud, as well as Prince

Bandar bin Sultan bin Abdulaziz Al Saud. who

is the Saudi ambassador to the Unite^ States.

The gift will establish the Sultan bin

Abdulaziz Al-Saud Program in Arab and

Islamic Studies within UC Berkeley's Center

for Middle Eastern Studies. It will comprise five

elements: a visiting professorship, a visiting

scholars and graduate fellows program, a

research-fund, an outreach fund and new quar-

ters for the center.

UC Berkeley's Center for 'Middle Eastern

Studies is ranked first (along with the University

of Texas al Austin) among the 13 universities

olTering similar programs across the country,

based on the level of funding it receives from the

U.S. Department of Education.

In making the gift, the foundation recog-

nized the "historic friendly relations" between

UC Berkeley and educational institutions in

Saudi Arabia, as well as UC Berkeley's academ-

ic excellence and public service mission.

Institute aids study of

agricultural genetics

The University of California, Berkeley

and the Novartis Agricultural Discovery

Institute. Inc. have agreed to create a unique

long-term research collaboration that will

keep UC Berkeley scientists and California

farmers at the forefront of agricultural

biotechnology.

Under the terms of the agreement

between Novartis and the Department of

Plant and Microbial Biology in the College

of Natural Resources, Novartis will commit

S25 million over five years to support basic

research in the department in the area of

agricultural genomics.

It will also provide access to proprietary

technology and DNA databases, which will

significantly enhance the university's ability

to do research at the forefront of plant

genomics.

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports
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A cold front which passed

through Monday evening will

bring lingering showers

through the afternoon tapering

off to partly cloudy skies.
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Today Noon
Slavic Department

Russian table

Lu Valle Commons (look for

signs) • 825-2676

2 p.m.

7 p.m.
Catholic Students Association

Groups study room

Ackerman 3508

Delta Sigma Theta pizza social

Until 10 p.rn,

As American audiences' interest in anime-or

Japanese animation-grows, companies are becoming

more aware of this creative industry's potential

By Amy Tay

Daily Bruin Contributor

Normally, Dixon 2I6()L is jusi another quid lecture hall But

when the Japanese Animation Club meets there on Tuesda)

nights, it transforms intoni world where anything is possible.

The dead are brought back to life, men mm into women, and

ordinary sixth-graders can leap hundreds of feel into the air.

It is the world of anime.

The UCLA Japanese Animation Club, or ifie amine club,

was founded in \992. The club began with informal. olT-campu>

anime showings among a small group of friends.

"We talked about anime a lot and we decided to gel together

and watch our collections," said Monique (\Meste, an alumna

and one of the club's founders.

As time passed, word about the club spread and more and

Despite its large Ibllou ing on campus, some

may still wonder what anime is all about.

Simply stated, anime (pronounced ah-nee-

ina\) is animation produced in Japan, ll began in

the late h)5()s when the Japanese comic book series

lelsuan Atom" by Osumu Te/aku was animated

and serialized.

Anime hit American television shortly after that,

when NBC purchased the rights to the series in 1^)64

and imported it under the title. "AstroBoy." Other titles

such a.s "Speed Racer" and "Captain Harlock" were also

brought over around this time.

Teenage affinity for anime sprang largely from a fundamen-

tal dilTerence between American and Japanese animation:

anime targets a broader audience. Thus, while American

shows are mainlv "kiddie material," anime includes mature

morw p>;opl (j Joined. Real i zing ihai ihey noodod u^ ii nd a bigger lopie !^ a:; well.
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Office hours

KH 300 -206-4438

Koreatown Tutorial Project

Volunteer tutoring @ John

Burroughs Middle School

Meet at Lot 6 Turnaround

Sang H. Lee

UCLA Air Force ROTC
Career day (2:30)

Westwood Plaza

\
3 p.m.

Eastern Philosophy Club

Do you ever stop and think what

life is all about?

2412Ackerman- 730-9194

off the mark
«Mii-

by Mark Parisi

REMINDER

LESS THAN TWO WEEKS

LEFT:
To file completed copies of the-

ses for master's degrees and disser-

tations for doctoral degrees to be

conferred in current term with the

University Theses and Dissertations

Adviser, 330 Powell Library.

To withdraw from courses.

DON'T FORGET:

The UCLA police department

provides free escort service every

day of the year from dusk until 1

a.m.

Uniformed escorts are available

to walk students, faculty and staff

members between campus build-

ings and local living areas or

Westwood Village.

To obtain an escort, call 794-

WALK about 10 minutes before you

need one.

Do you need to talk to some-

body? Call 825-HELP to speak to a

peer counselor about loneliness,

stress, finals, relationships, sex or

anything else that is on your mind.

4 p.m.

Lesbian, Gay. Bisexual, and

Transgender Studies (LGBTS)

Diana Miller and Maggie Magee

"Lesbian Lives: Psychoanalytic

Narratives Old and New."

Kinsey 355 -206-0516

Lapu. the Coyote that Cares

Theatre group

Auditions

Sunset Village Canyon Point A-7

Study Lounge • 824-5016

Shakey's in Westwood • 815-1206

UCLA Japanese Animation Club

Japanese anime showing

Dickson 2I60E- 243-0403

Pray UCLA!
Prayer meeting

515 Landfair- 443-1434

Wednesday Noon
UCLA BookZone

Rafer Johnson book signing

UCLA Store at Ackerman

University Catholic Center

Catholic mass (12:10)

Kerckhoff 400

5 p.m.
UCLA Society for Forensic

Sciences

Special agent Michael Brogan to

discuss career options in the FBI

2nd Floor Lounge Ackerman

forensics@ucla.edu

5 p.m.
Bruin Leaders Project

Mentoring & Leadership

206-5071

Psi Chi

General meeting

Franz Hall A279

Environmental Coalition

Weekly meeting

KH 301 • 206^438

6 p.m.
Music Club

Meeting

KerckholTI52

hparish@ucla.edu

6 p.m.

Dept. of Psychiatry and

Biobehavioral Sciences

Readiness group - every

Wednesday

On-going group for individuals

questioning their

alcohol or drug use.

Contact Elizabeth Suti for more

info. -206-1 148

7 p.m.
Bahaii Club

50th Anniversay of Human
Rights Day
Kerckhoff Grand Salon

453-9594-

Student Welfare Commission

Roll-AIDSUCLA
Ackerman Grand Ballroom

825-7586

What's Brewin'can be react^ed via e-mail

at whatsbrewin9media.ucla.edu
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place, they rented a meeting room in Ackerman.

The push to formally organize the club came u hen 20 people

showed up at a single showing. Al that time, an official propos-

al was submitted to the Center for Student Activities, and irtic

anime club was born.

Today, the organization has attracted over 200 members and

is one of the largest groups on campus.

Headed by president Ardith Santiago, a TDurth-year Easf

Asian studies student, and vice president Rhona Medina, a

third-year Fast .Asian studies student, the club meets weekly.

There is a S 15 yearly membership fee. but anyone is welcome lo

drop in.

While club members meet mainly to watch anime videos,

paying members can also check out tapes from the club library.

Drawings for free prizes such as posters are held once a quar-

ter.

Although most of the club members are already devout

anime fans, going to club meetings usually offers them a wider

variety of anime than they would normally watch.

"We expose them to different genres, not just the genres they

know," Santiago said.

As Eugene Kim. a first-year computer science and engineer-

ing student put it, "Cartoons in America are for little kids, but

anime is made for everyone."

In fact. Japanese animation covers diverse genres such as

soap operas, drama, romantic comedies, science fiction and

fantasy-adventures. Anime also comes in the form of "hentai,"

which is es.sentially animated pornography.

"~^'Tt*s not your typical Saturday morning cartoon," Kim said.

This "mature anime " found its way to the United States dur-

ing the 1980s, when Japans economic success prompted a

surge of American exchange students.

Although these students were sent abroad to learn the

secrets of Japan's success, they also discovered the joys of

anime. Bringing home a wealth of videotapes, these students

were able spread anime anKMig American youth.

Although people are drawn to anime for various reasons,

universal appeal seems to be found in its divergence from

American animation.

"It's popular because it's unusual - there is no equivalent in

America," said Dory Schachner, a second-year psychology stu-

dent.

Anime fans

note that while American cartoon characters are generally sim-

ple, two-dimensional figures with crude features, careful atten-

tion is paid to the facial and body features of anime characters.

Also, shading and the u.se of light and dark create multi-dimen-

sional figures and rich scenery.

"Anime in general is very good animation compared to what

we have here," Kim said. > .'

Anime fans, finding American cartoons much too pre-

dictable, also enjoy the creative storylines anime shows ofTer.s

"They give an odd slant toward mature themes," said

Kenneth Armstrong, a first-year undeclared student.

For example, in "Ranma 1/2," the main character changes

gender every time he touches water. Also, the protagonist in

"Yu Yu Hakusho" is killed by a car and must prove himself

worthy of being brought back to life.

Furthermore, rather than being written in discrete, half-hour

episodes, anime stories are drawn out over multi-episode series.

Anime fans seem to enjoy this feature.

See ANIME, page 4
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Vehicle burglary rampant in Westwood area
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CARS: Thieves frequently

target campus parking

permits, electronic goods

By Ann Hawkey
Daily Bruin Staff

With rhousands of cars jamming

the streets and filling the driveways of

Westwood each day, it may come as

no surprise that local police name
vehicle burglaries as the biggest crime

problem in the area surrounding

UCLA.
This year, the LAPD has investigat-

ed 53 reports of grand theft auto, and

108 reports of car break-ins in

Westwood, with Hondas being the

most popular target for thieves, police

.said.

"One of the areas that gets hit the

most is where the fraternities are."

said Sergio Guzman. LAPD's senior

lead officer for the Westwood area

Although this area on Gayley

Avenue is one ol the most commonly

hit. break-ins are reported from all

over Westwood

Suspects in these cases usually

enter the car by breaking a window,

and generally take stereos, laptops,

compact discs and anything else that

may be in sight, (iu/man said

Car burgiancN are not limited to

off<ampus cars, although the crime is

not as frequent on campus, according

to Detective Steve Blayney. who inves-

tigates autp thefts for the university

police.

"Probably the No. 1 crime on cam-

pus would be office burglaries, and

vehicle burglaries would be No. 2,"

Blayney said.

"But off-campus, the

car burglaries are going to

be No. 1," he said.

Most car burglaries on

campus take place during

the daylight hours and usu-

ally in the parking struc-

tures, rather than in the

lots, because it is easier to

remain inconspicuous in

large structures.

Although UCPD deals

regularly with burglaries

from cars, grand theft auto

has not been a major prob-

lem at UCLA, Blayney

said.

"Once in a rare while

we'll see maybe four or five

cars go in a few days, and

that's when we concentrate

patrol." Blayney said

"One of the rea.sons it's

infrequent is, if you consider the

square mileage of the area here, we've

got a lot of cops Most criminals arcn i

dumb if they see all these cops

ihey'rc going to move on." he said

Parking permit"^ however, arc a fre

quent target for car break-ins on cam-

pus, with several reported stolen each

week from various parking lots, and

many cases showing no sign of forced

entry.

Last year, parking enforcement

officers recovered over 150 permits

<;ar-relate •lli:i41»]iat^ _ _____

Car break-ins are the highest reported crimes in the

area Immediately surrounding campus.
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that were reported lost or stolen or

were fraudulent permits.

"Any type of break-ins to vehicles

that involve the theft of a permit is cer-

tainly something we want to avoid,"

said Stephen Rand, manager of park-

ing, traffic and adjudication.

"On the other hand, the number of

cars that are broken into that have per-

mits stolen are a very small percentage

of the total number of cars that display

a permit on a daily basis," he said.

Thefts of parking permits are gen-

erally more opportunistic

crimes, and many thieves

may not understand the

seriousness of the offen.se.

Blayney said many
thieves may see an oppor-

tunity to take a parking

permit out of a car, such as

an unlocked door or empty

garage and decide to go

through with the crime

without any premedita-

tion.

"They think it is relative-

ly.minor, but it could con-

ceivably be a felony,

depending on how they got

into the car," Blayney said.

"That lure of saving $300

to $400 for a permit is just

too strong for some peo-

ple"

Stolen parking permits

are easily traceable,

though, because the permits are num-

bered and assigned individually, and

parking services and if\e police have a

hsi of all the stolen permits, Blayney

said

If a car is found displaying a stolen

permit, the vehicle could be impound-

ed, and the owner is required to

explain him or herself to parking

enforcement officials, who will then

determine what legal action should be

taken.

Suspects in more traditional car

burglary cases can be harder to track,

although police said they eventually

catch most of the offenders.

"I would say we get all of them

eventually, but they may commit

numerous crimes of that type before

they're caught," Blayney said.

Police said simple steps, such as

locking car doors and putting* away

valuables, can be taken to prevent car

break-ins, both on and off campus.

"First and foremost, don't leave

anything exposed in your car,"

Guzman said. "The chances of being

broken into are lessened if you don't

have anything exposed."

Police statistics havd shown a sig-

nificant decrease in car burglaries and

thefts so far this year, which Guzman
said could be related both to public

knowledge of how to prevent the

crimes, as well as the implementation

of California's "Three Strikes" law

"There has been a decrease since

the three strikes law has been put into

effect," Guzman said

"If you're convicted of two and

you're trying for three, you're looking

at 25 to life, " he said "That's not a

very appealing picture
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PEERS
From page 1

look sort of Ulceus?"

The list is for all VC schools, so

UCLA does not compare itself to UC
San Diego or UC Berkeley, according

to Carnesale.

"It's used all the time in presenta-

tions to the regents, when presenting

them with dat>. The first thing they

want to know is 'How do we compare

to other places?'" Carnesale said.

The list was most recently used in a

study of the compensation for chan-

cellors and vice chancellors in the UC
system compared with the eight peer

universities.

The study found that UC chancel-

lors on average earned about $70,000

less per year than their peers.

The UC Board of Regents has

since voted pay increases for all the

chancellors and a number of other

ofTicials. The raise, effective Oct. I,

brought Carnesale's annual salary to

$271,400 - up from $230,000. By

comparison. Harvard's president is

paid $270,057, and the University of

Michigan's president is paid

$287,375. Stanford's president earns

$357,735.

Despite the increase. UC chancel-

lors still lag behind their peers at the

eight institutions by 17 percent.

"There is a very limited pool of

qualified senior managers in

American higher education, and the

growing compensation gap has made

it more difficult for UC to remain

competitive in recruiting new leader-

ship," said Judith W. Boyette, UC
associate vice president for human

resources and benefits.

The study, conducted by an inde-

pendent consulting firm, also looked

at vice chancellor salaries and found

that executive vice chancellors lagged

31 percent behind their counterparts

at the eight peer universities.

Rory Hume. UCLA's executive

vice chancellor, is paid $204,000. The

average base salary for a chief acade-

mic officer in the UC system before

the increase was a little more than

$164,000, while the average for the

same position in the eight peer univer-

sities is about $216,000.

The lag for other vice chancellors

ranged from 5 percent to 32 percent.

"The idea is not that we should pay

more than any of these comparison

schools," Carnesale said. "It's, 'Are

we in the ballpark?'"

The comparisons are also used for

faculty salaries, since UCLA com-

petes with many of the schools in the

peer group for faculty members.

"Would we like our faculty to be

more qualified, less qualified or com-

parable to the faculty at Harvard?"

Carnesale said.

Despite the fact that UCLA is not

often equated with Harvard and Yale,

il does compete with the universities

for staff and faculty. The same is true

for another of UCLA's peers, the

University of Michigan.

"The top publics compare to the

top privates because we compete with

them all the time." said Paul Courant.

associate provost and a professor of

economics at the University of

Michigan.

Courant said UCLA is often on the

list of universities it considers its

peers, as well as Harvard, Yale, UC
Berkeley and Stanford.

The comparison process for

Michigan is on a case-by-case basis

rather than the more strict list that

UCLA has, according to Courant.

UCLA's other peers report a simi-

lar practice of maintaining less formal

lists.

"We don't have a fixed list," said

Gila Reinstein, a spokesperson for

Yale University. "We consider all the

premiere institutions in the U.S. and

the world to be our peer institutions."

Reinstein said UCLA is sometimes

on the list of Yale's peer institutions,

depending on the area of comparison.

Harvard's group of peers includes

many of the Ivy League schools, as

well as a number of other private

schools, but schools like UCLA and

Berkeley can sometimes be included.

"1 wouldn't be surprised if UCLA
was on some of the lists for faculty,"

said Merry Touborg, director of com-

munications for the office of human

resources at Harvard.

The list of peer institutions, while

primarily used for. comparmg

salaries, is also used for non-mone-

tary comparisons.

"People tend to use the list for

other purposes, but I don't think it's

used officially for other purposes,"

Carnesale said.

Other purposes may include a

comparison of the quality of facilities,

the amount of space available per per-

son, or the quality of academic pro-

grams.

"These comparisons are relevant,"

Courant said. "(But) comparisons

when you get to the labor market are

more directly relevant than compar-

isons of square feet per student."

ANIME
From page 3

"It makes you want to watch the

next episode and lets you have

more convoluted plots,"

Schachner said.

Despite anime's undeniable

popularity, it has more or less

remained an underground phe-

nomenon in America.

There are several reasons why

anime has not been inducted into

mainstream culture. For one. it has

yet to be widely advertised in the

United States.

Another obstacle to anime's

ascent to the mainstream has been

accessibility. For the most part,

fans cannot simply walk into a

video store and buy their tapes;

they must depend on private subti-

tling groups and tape trading.

"It is almost impossible to find

what you are looking for,"

Armstrong said.

On the bright side, however,

American corporations have final-

ly realized the profitability of mar-

keting anime in America. Disney,

See ANIME, page 6

HITLER
From page 1

elated with genital dysfunctions.

—According to RcdlicH, these abnor-

malities could explain Hitler's obses-

sion with hand washing and his aver-

sion to sex, disproving theories of sex-

ual perversion.

Redlich added that Hitler main-

tained syphilis was a "Jewish disease,"

which he had inherited from his

father, who he thought was half-

Jewish.

Though there is no evidence to sub-

stantiate Hitler's convictions, Redlich

believes the dictator's self-diagnosis

stemmed from his interpretation of

symptoms due to other disorders.

By this rationale. Hitler's desire to

director of the Center for Jewish

Studies.

"Hitler may have been obsessed,

but he did not drive the engine. All of

these (pre-existing) things open the

the ideals which they are taught," he

said.

Redlich's psychiatric diagnosis

also includes a list of Hitler's phobias,

which included a fear of water, and

"pugnacious boy" with a propensity

to be overly competitive, Redlich said.

As primary sources become more

scarce and evidence is exhausted,

Redlich suggested the next focus of

Cfeaie a German "supe rliuniair lace Uuui to genocide, he aaid riumerous pBychOlOgical di^iordtTii, uudy should be to examine German ^t
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Serb confesses to murders,

faces war crimes tribunal

MURDERS: Ex-mechanic

pleads giiilty to 51 counts,

will be tried tor iienocidt*

By Mike Corder

The Associated Press

THF HACK F. Netherlands He

called himself the "Serb Adolf." and

his crii.ies were as chilling as his nick-

name.

U.N. prosecutors sought lo con-

vince a three-judge panel Monday that

,

( lOVM] JelJMc IS guilts ol'genocide as his
,

trial opened at the Yugoslav war crimes

tribunal.

The» 3t)-year-old former Bosnian

Serb mechanic confcNsed in October lo

murdering 12 Muslims and Cntats in

\^)^)2. astonishing many observers by

reversing his earlier declarations of

innocence.

.Although his guilty pleas mean an

automatic conviction lor war crimes

and crimes against humanity - and the

By pressing on with a genocide trial,

prosecutors can introduce evidence

about the background of Jelisic's mur-

ders, including the nnoKement o\'

more senior Serbs. Ilie trial also will

give survivors a chance to tell their

story in court.

To convict Jelisic o\' gencKide. the

tribunal judges will ha\e to be persuad-

ed that the killings - most of them car-

ried out with an auti>malic pistol at

close range - were pari of a campaign

intended to wipe out an entire ethnic

group in tlie luvrthern Bosnum town o\'

Brcko.

Jelisic. who was arrcNted in Januar\

by I'.S. troops with the NATO force in

Bosnia, has pleaded guilty to 31 cmints

o\' war crimes and crimes auainsl

humanity, i'he charges cover the mur-

ders as well as three beatings and the

plundering of propertv

In entering the guiltv pleas. Jelisic

told the tribunal he wanted tt> Vleanse"

his soul. He will oftlcialK be convicted

o{' those charges in the course o\' his

genocide trial.

Ginton seeks to adjust census count

iiki'lilmol U' u Miini inum life jicmcncc: li.'li>.ii'\ viciiiiii. uoi; killal iicro:

MINORITIES: lli^h Court

debates constitutionality

orestiiiiatin^' uncounted

By Laurie Asseo

The Associated Press

WASHINCm^N Wiihmonev

and vvMes across the nation at stake,

the Clinton administration asked the

Supreme Court on Mondav to reject

a Kepublican challenge and let it

adjust the 2(KH) census results to

make up for an expected undercouni

of mini'nties.

No census finds evervone. but the

government's plan "will best achieve

the Constitution's goal of determin-

ing the number o\' persons m each

state."" Solicitor Cieneral Seth

Waxman told the court.

"It is 111 etTect a qualitv check" on

the initial head CiUint to be conduct-

ed April I. :0()(). he said.

But lawyers for the Republican-

led Hou.se and a group of private cit-

izens- insisted the proposal violates

the Constitution and federal law.

".A 100 percent head count is the

on\\ permissible means o\' appor-

tioning the population," said

Michael A. Carvin. representing pri-

vate cili/ens from six stales. So far.

two lower courts have ruled the gov-

ernment's plan unlawl'ul.

.Adjusting the census likelv would

help Democrats because minorities

and city residents - who usually

swing Feft made up a large share o\'

the estimated I'oui million people

missed b\ the h)^)0 census.

Hie case could affect the shape o\'

congressional, state and local elec-

tion districts nationwide, as WeJI as

the wa> SISO billion in federal aid is

handed out.

Ilie court IS expected to aim for a

decisuMi bv March to give the gin-

ernmenl time to plan for the 2000

count.

Ihe Constitution requires an

"actual enumeration" to divide the

435 members o\' the House o\'

Representatives among the slates

based on populatiiMi. But the justices

appeared divided over what those

words allow.

"Most people would think that

acli^al enumeration means a count,"

said Justice Sandra Day O'Connor

in challenging Waxman's argument

for allowing a statistical adjustment.

.lusiice Anlonin Scalia seemed to

agree, saying that if .tctual enumera-

tion allows census numbers to be esti-

mated, "what is excluded rolling

the dice?"

But justices John Paul Stevens

and Stephen (i. Breyer questioned

House lawyer Maureen Mahoney's

contention that census-lakers cannot

estimate how many people are in an

apartment building, for example, if

luibody responds «

"Can they put down zero.'"

Stevens asked. Yes. Mahonev

responded. •

"
I- V en if the lights go on iind olT in

the evening'" added Breyer.

•Lower courts have ruled that the

federal census hivv bars the use of sta-

tistical methods to adjust the census.

But Scalia questioned why courts

were involved in the dispute between

the administration and the House.

^.

was in part a compensation for physi-

cal weaknesses, Redlich said.

In addition, many of the ideas

which Hitler promoted were already

prominent in German culture.

"Hitler alone doesn't explain the

Holocaust. There was a- sense oj^

national indignity, great economic

instability, and a culture of political

violence," said David Myers, the

According to Chaim Seidler-Feller,

director of Hillel, UCLA's Jewish

Center, it is important to realize that

sane people also commit evil acts. If

humans are aware of this fact, it will

be easier lo avoid future genocide.

"Believers defend their traditions

^n the grounds that the people who

perpetrate evil are sick or deviants,

when in reality they are acting upon

such as depression, narcissism, anxi-

ety, and paranoia.

Redlich, however, did not find any

evidence to suggest true mental ill-

ness.

In fact, no one would have guessed

that the young Hitler would "try to

destroy the world," Redlich said.
^"^

Investigation into Hitler's child-

hood has revealed little more than a

and to try and understand "why they

(a majority of Germans) venerated

and adored Hitler, and why they

closed their eyes to the crimes."

As a victim of the Holocaust,

Redlich speaks personally of the

crimes. His book is an "answer" to

Hitler and an attempt lo prevent a-

repelition of the horrors of the

Holocaust.
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- Jelisic has denied that the killing

spree constituted genocide.

His trial opened with a court official

reading brief excerpts from a psychiv

logical report on Jelisic in which

experts ruled that he was mentally fit lo

stand trial. They added, however, that

he suffered "a borderline personality

disorder with antisocial and narcissistic

tendencies."

Jelisic brought a laptop computer

into court with him and listened calmly

as the report was read.

near the Serb-run l.uka prison camp,

on the banks of the Sava River. C.N.

prosecutors say Jelisic identified him-

self to pri.soners as the "Serb Adolf" - a

reference lo Hitler - and bragged

about the number of Muslims he had

killed.

Set up in 1993, the U.N. court has

convicted two Muslims, two Bosnian

Croats and a Bosnian Serb of war

crimes including murder, rape and tor-

lure, but il has yet to register a genocide

conviction.

U.S. affirms promise of support to Palestine
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Bosnian Serb Goran Jelisic sits during a hearing at the Yugoslavia

War Crimes Tribunal in The Hague on Oct. 29.

FINANCES: Clinton renews

monetary eommitment

to promote peaee proeess

By Barry Sdiweid

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON Palestinian

leader Yasser Arafat Monday
accused Israel of undermining the

Palestinian economy and said anew

that he hopes to establish an indepen^

dent state. Even so. President

Clinton said the Mideast peace effort

was on track and pledged additional

U.S. aid for Gaza and the West Bank.

Arafat spoke to a U.S.-arranged

International conference designed to

solicit hundreds of millions of dollars

in pledges of assistance to the

Palestinian economy. Opening the

conference, Clinton said his adminis-

tration planned to boost U.S. aid by

$400 million while extending a cur-

rent $IOO-million-a-year assistance

program for five more years.

Appealing for generous contribu-

tions, Clinton said: "There has been

too little tangible improvement in the

life of the Palestinian people."

Lasting peace has little chance of

taking hold "if it does not deliver

results for ordinary people," he said.

Arafat, following Clinton to the

speaker's rostrum after the news

media were directed to leave the

State Department auditorium, said

past pledges had enabled the

Palestinians "to advance the peace

process, develop the economy and

proceed forward to realize our inde-

pendence."

Despite "your generous financial

assistance," Arafat told delegates

from more than 40 nations, "momen-

tous constraints" have made the suf-

fering of the Palestinian people

unbearable.

"The Israeli closure policy is the

primary and direct cause for the dan-

gerous decline in the performance of

the Palestinian economy over the

past five years," Arafat said.

He referred to the policy of

Israel's current Likud government

and previous Labor governments to

close the borders to Gaza and the

West Bank in an attempt to stifle ter-

rorists who hatch their plots in and

come from Palestinian-controlled

areas.

The closures have the effect also of

severely limiting access to jobs in

Israel for tens of thousands of

Palestinian workers.

Clinton said the United States had

staged the conference "to send a

clear signal that this peace is more

than a piece of paper." He added:

"We must convince those who have

invested so much in this process that

it was a sound investment."

Secretary of State Madeleine

Albright said the $500 million

pledged by the United States at the

first donors conference in 1993 had

improved access lo water for more

than 250,000 people, provided

10,000 loans to Palestinian entrepre-

neurs and helped fund the first-ever

elections in Gaza and the West Bank.

The increase in U.S. aid, which is

subject to congressional approval,

was announced after Clinton met

with Arafat at the White House and

then spoke at the conference at the

State Department.

Clinton said Arafat had reaf-

firmed his pledge to uphold his side

of agreements with Israel and to

work with Israel to ensure security.
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Israeli soldier to move
out of Lebanon
JERUSALEM - Defense Minister

Yitzhak Mordechai Monday ruled out remov-

ing his soldiers from Israel's occupied zone m
south Lebanon despite mounting casualties

from a guerrilla war there.

Opposition to Israel's military presence m
Lebanon has flared, as seven Israeli solders

have died in the last two weeks.

Israeli leaders insist that Israeli soldiers

must remam in their positions to protect

Israeli border villages from attacks by

Hezbollah guerrillas in Lebanon.

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu said

Monday he understood the protesters" con-

cerns

"Our heart is with every mother and e\cr\

person who has suflered" because of Israeli

mililars presence in Lebanon, he told hrael

radu> "(But) we have the responsibilit\ u» do

the ripht thini'lnr the Stale of lsr,u*l n^.f f.^r the

next newscast.

Mordechai appeared before par-

liament's Defense and Foreign

Affairs committee today. Later, he

told reporters that keeping Israeli soldiers

in Israel's self-declared "security zone" is the

only option, and "this is the opinion of securi-

ty officials after they examined all the possibil-

ities."

Opposition "legislator Yossi Beilin, who
advocate a unilateral Israeli withdrawal from

Lebanon, stormed out o\' the committee ses-

sion, slammed ihe door, and called Mordechai

'a liar."

Clinton may not testify

before committee
WASHINCiTON The White House said

Mondav President Clinton is not likely to

accept an invitation to tesiilv next week before

the H()us<,- Judiciars ( ommittec Meantime.

inipfiKhnu'nt tn\csttp;ifi>rs f'ailril t(^ iMin infor-

mation from a witness they ques-

tioned.

"I don't think its very likely you'll

see the president appear before that

committee," White House spokesman

Joe Lock hart told reporters in regards to the

invitation the committee extended to Clinton

to answer questions about the Monica

Lewinsky matter.

Maryland lawyer Nathan Landow invoked

his Fifth Amendment rights against self-

incrimination and declined to answer ques-

tions during a closed-door deposition with

impeachment investigators, according to a

committee official who spoke on the condition

of anonvmity.

Mass grave with over

25 bodies discovered
( AIRO. Egypt The (enter lor Human

R\%hls announced todav that a mass gravc

Conl.uninn more fhu: .^^ hi^ilit'N h.is Kfc'fi

unearthed near a farm in eastern Iraq,

human rights activists with ties to an Iraqi

opposition group said today.

The Center for Human Rights said the

g>ave was discovered Oct. 15 by Jubeir

Abdullah Alaywi, who was digging near his

farm in Diyala province, 40 miles northeast

of Baghdad.

The group, affiliated with the London-

based Iraqi Communist Party, said security

men arrested Alaywi shortly after he found

the grave, and said his family still does not

know where he was taken.

The group did not say who was responsi-

ble for the deaths of those found in the grave,

but reiterated its complaints about atrocities

committed by Iraqi president Saddam
Hussein's regime

"We once agam call on the U.N. human
rights organiziitions to take urgent steps to

put an immediate halt to the continuing mass

torroi." the group said

Compiled from Daily Brum wire reports
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DYKSTRA
From page 1

mittec was formed, a "construction

mitigator" dealt with construction

issues.

, Student input is obtained from

weekly food and environment com-

mittee meetings. Floor representa-

tives can express construction con-

cerns to Lloyd or Riley, who attend

the meetings.

The committee also receives com-

plaints sent to any housing depart-

ment and the hall's front desk.

The committee is also working on

ways to reduce noise caused by the

construction.

"We brought different companies

to propose acoustic barriers," said

Alfred Nam, associate director of

room operations for Housing

Administration.

The committee studied and reject-

ed various proposals for such a bar-

rier, including an $80,000, three-

story acoustic barrier, which blocked

too much light.

They also considered the use of

acoustic blankets on each window,

which were ineffective. Nam said.

A $300,000 replacement of all the

construction-side windows with dou-

ble-pane glass is still being studied by

the committee. On the first three

floors, the window frames would

also be replaced, according to Nam.

Once De Neve becomes opera-

tional, the Courtside building in

Sunset Village will be closed for roof

repairs, Nam said.

Courtside residents have com-

plained of leaking roofs and the uni-

versity recently settled a lawsuit

against some of the building's con-

tractors for $14 million.

Dykstra residents can send concerns

and complaints to the construction

hotline at 794-9274.

ANIME
From page 4

USManga Corp., AnimEGO and

Orion Home Picturies are among the

key players here - purchasing the

rights to a myriad of popular anime

titles from their Japanese producers

and releasing them to American fans.

By commercializing anime, these

companies will help further spread

anime not only by making it more

widely available, but also by providing

belter quality tapes and laser discs

than those currently available.

As such, the future seems to bode

well for anime, and today's fans are

optimistic about its prospects.

"It's already gotten big since it

•started, so I wouldn't be surprised if it

went mainstream," Schachner said.

But whether or not anime makes it

to mainstream culture, it has already

had a definite impact on those who

watch it. Not only has it sparked an

interest among teens to learn

Japanese, one of the most ditTicult lan-

guages to master, but it has provided a

window into the Japanese world as

well.

"It teaches people about Japan,

how their culture is a little different

from ours," Kim said.

UCLA MBA

THE ANDERSON SCHOOL
Cordially invites you to attend the

16'^ Annual

MBA Information Day for Prospective Students

'*Making our Diversity Count'*

Sunday, December 6, 1998

1:00 p.m. -5:00 p.m.

UCLA's Anderson Graduate School of Management

Executive Dining Room, Gold-Hall Room B2.09

» Get the scoop on the application process: essays,

recommendations, interviews, andGMAT
» Roundtable discussions with students and alumni

* Information regardingfellowships, financial aid, & the U 1 ranked

Career Management Center _^^
• Reception tofoliow

Please RSVP to niba.rsvp(fl)anderson.ucla.edu or call Jean Chan

at 310-206-4365 by December 3, 1998

S^t0t(C/44C^

Sponsored by:

• African-American Students in Management.

• Asian Management Students Association

• Latino Management Students Association

• Business Casual Attire

• Refreshments Provided

• Parking for $5 in Lot 4

a SEX TOURS

Sti^^U^ W<//ma (?«'«**Kv*»i«'»*V r*|t^ /)**fiiwa

7pm - 10pm on Wednesday, Dec. 2nd

A FREE Roller

Skating Rink in

Ackerman ^

Grand ^
Ballroom!

Come SKATE
for AIDS

AWARENESS!

STUDENTS

TOCOUNCIL
a.

Come join us in this unique opportunity to

rollerskate in Ackerman Grand Ballroom with lots

of music, food, and fun! You can rent rdlerskates or

roHerblades OR you can bring your own. Bring your

friends to this party on skatesll!

Any questions? Call SWC at (310) 825-7586

Dispel the Myths. End the Exploitation.

Tuesday, Dec- 1, 1998

Royce Hall

Room 162
7-9pm

Guest Speakers Include:

Dr. Kathryn McMahon, Ph.D.

{CmI State UmvfTsity, Long Bmch)

M«ryAnn Szy»kowiki (Qiptwr Daughter)

Paid for by
' Academic AfTaifs"

Mmi-Grani

Vid^ Services

Provided By:
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or Sao Paulo courtesy of Korean Air.
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VIEWPOINT
Tomorrow

Lying should never be

an acceptable strategy

to liberate the guilty or

to protect the innocent.

viewpoint@media.ucla.edu

^sim^

WbW
Eliminating

lockers

hurts kids
—

-j
Thumbs down

; ^ I

to the Pasadena

N^^ Unified School

District, which eliminated

lockers in an elTort to

reduce the number of hid-

ing places for weapons and

drugs.

Due to the elimination

ol" lockers, students are

now carrying 30 to 40-

pound loads on their

backs, which can amount

California president

Richard Atkinson, the pro-

gram would bring new

teachers "up to speed" on

reading and math teaching

and brush up the skills of

more experienced teach-

ers.

Eventually, Davis hopes

to have 25 centers state-

wide that would train

6,000 teachers for twtv

week sessions, incorporat-

ing UC and California

Stale University expertise

into the summer training

camps.

ITiis proposal directly

addresses problems wilhiiiu

ic^ almost a.^ much as 40 . me K- 1 2 educationa l sys-

perc :nt of a child's body

weight.

Doctors warn that stu-

dents carrying heavy back-

packs could develop mus-

cle spasms, back pains,

bad posture, curvature of

the spine and even early

symptoms of arthritis.

Considering that most

schools already have the

right to search a student's

backpack, locker and even

the students them.selves,

removing lockers becomes

unnecessary; furthermore,

students can still hide

weapons and drugs in their

backpacks.

The Pasadena school

board is considering

spending some of the $40-

million bond that was

issued earlier this year to

solve the "locker dilem-

ma." To usQ such funds to

create new l(x:kers, or as

one parent has proposed,

to build "see-through IcKk-

ers," is a complete waste of

funds. '
•

To address these prob-

lems, the Pasadena School

District should allow stu-

dents to use the empty

lockers that currently line

the schools' halls, instead

of wasting bond money.

Davis seeks

training

for teachers
Thumbs up to

governor-elect

^^ Gray Davis, for

proposing a state "summer

school" program for

teacher training.

According to University of

tem. Teachers, both old

and new, should continue

to be re-trained, ensuring

that their skills and mcth-

ixls are up-tiKJate and

elTective.

Welfare

benefits

delayed
r^-j Thumbs down

I Y^ I
to Ciovernor Peie

Wilson's adminis-

tration for delaying wel-

fare benefit checks to

non-cili/.ens m l.os

Angeles county.

State officials want

those who qualify for the

Cash Assistance

Program for Immigrants

to formally apply for fed-

eral funds and be formal-

ly denied federal funds

before receiving state

funds.

L.A. county contends

that these last-minute

requirements were never

intended under the law.

This additional obsta-

cle is yet another exam-

ple of the anti-immigra-

tion legislation that has

epitomized Wilson's

term as governor.

The additional step is

an unnecessary bureau-

cratic measure that will

delay benefits to those

who desperately need

them.

Thumbs up/Thumbs down

represents the majority

opinion of the Daily Bruin

Editorial Board. Send com-

rT>ents and suggestions to

viewpoint@media.ucla.edu.

Editorial Board

Acjam Yamaguchi

Edrtof-in-chief

Stefanie Wong
Mana^ii^ Euitor

Ar>drea Perera

Mason Stockstifl

News Editor

Jamie Scanlon-Jacobs

Staff Representative

Cyrus Zargar

Stiff RipiffcnUtive

Sports based on primal instinct

ATHLETICS: Joy experienced

by players, fans has origin

in territorial, sexual desires

Not so long ago, the students of

our school rallied together

against the USC football team.

Many of us were pretty excited, in fact,

I'm sure you can imagine the voice of our

Joe Bruin: "Alright. YCah. woo-hoo!

UCLA kicked some major Trojan ass.

Dude, we have the coolest football team

ever and USC sucks and, like, they are

totally lame. UCLA rules!"

I have heard simi-

lar inane babble

from people's lips all

week. It is this kind

of verbal vomit that

makes me question

the sanity of our stu-

dent body. Lest you

sports fans think 1

zgtiing !» :-Ttm-

sports is integral to a full understanding

of humanity. After many conversations

with my brilliant lover, I have realized the

profound implications of sports.

That being the case, let us take a close

look at this thing called "sports."

Although there are many talented

female athletes and avid female sports

fans, sports is a predominately a mascu-

line activity in our culture. This is

because sports and athletes are an exten-

sion of war and warriors. Like war, sports

is based on competition and dominance.

(There are not many women who get

excited about battle and competition in

the way that men do.) Both activities orig-

inate from the primal, evolutionary strat-

egy of aggressively attaining resources

through strength.

Hence, dominant, cocksure males

waged the first battles; the survival

instinct, fueled by fear and need, raged

strong. Untamed and brutal, these males

grunted and shed blood while competing

for food, territory and sexual males.

The v ictor iou tj ma lo o>itahl i>ih»}d a ^rmH-

or are of the utmost importance. Athletes

struggle game after game in an obsessive

attempt to reassert their masculinity.. The

connection here is obvious. Add the

scantily clad, nubile cheerleaders that

goad the males to perform while blatantly

flaunting their sexuality, and a pattern

begins to emerge.

Likewise, nationalism and patriotism

has its roots in this brutal evolutionary

heritage. The "us" and "them" duality has

its origins in this ancient struggle for

dominance and resources - sexual and

otherwise.

This struggle for resources, also dic-

tates male fears, not only that the "other"

will take our lands, but that they will take

our women as well. The primal anxiety

that the "other" is more potent, in bed or

on the battle field, is what fuels the male

need for constant validation of superiori-

ty and virility. What do you think all that

hand-wringmg, self-conscious fear con-

cerning penis size is all about?

Sports also reveals why men in our cul-

turc a rti emol ion ally rcta rdedi and vv l
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Investment agreement hurts democracy

^
Alex Dong

Ko

denounce you as

mental inferiors and

call for the banishing

of sports, I will lake

this one line to say I

have no quarrels with your joy of drinking

and watching sports. So, ease your grip on

your fiagon o' Budweiser and relax. Trust

me. I'm on your side.

I enjoy playing and watching sports.

Athletics is a human activity that has a

breathtaking history. Sports and sports

watching is a facet of our culture that

transcends petty national and racial dis-

tinction. Lveryone plays sports. It is a gifi

from the gods, a holy ritual that reveals

humanity's unity. Therefore, I say, "Nay,

sports is an important human endeavor,"

to anyone who would dare denounce or

sully this fine cultural phenomenon.

This is why I cringe when my ears are

accosted by the rantings of a dullard

whose beer-pickled brain will never fully

understand sports. For underneath the

first-glimpsed surface of sports, beyond

the scores and statistics, lies a bubbling

cauldron of societal implications. A prop-

er examination and appreciation of

Ko is a fourth-year psychology student.

Check him out at alexk@ucla.edu.

patriarchy which he controlled through

force. Other, lesser males followed his

lead, and together they foraged for

resources and mates. They all worked

together as a team to defend their lerrito

rv and women from invaders. From the

beginning, territoriality, aggressive

behavior and sexuality were entangled by

the intractable force of evolution into one

convoluted web.

Deep-seated within men, this brutal

evolutionary heritage still lives

on. Nowhere is it

more visible than in

sports, especially in

football.

The fact that football still

exists as a popular activity is a

testament to the strength of the

forces of which I speak.

Football is an undeniably

violent and brutal

game. Male ath-

letes battle each

other often to the

point of blood-

shed to overtake

the opponents'

territory; winning

and being superi-

men go through and sometimes never

transcend a period of adolescent postur-

ing. Due to our savage origins, battle and

competition have become the situations

in which men learn to relate to each other

and to define their social roles. As men,

we have all been told that nothing makes

a man like playing sports, except for

going into military service and slaughter-

ing invading marauders.

Society and biology cooperate to com-

pel men to distrust each other and com-

pete for status and sexual mates. As a

result, relationships based on confiict,

arrogance and emotional distance (and

not .sensitivity and compassion) are

familiar and socially acceptable

to men.

DEHNISTRATED
m^a^^tim^mmitmm^^m^m$ama^^mm^

CORPORATIONS: Pioposed treaty

gives business excessive power,

threatens environment, freedom

ByEllieCijvat

Imagine a world where the Clinton adminis-

tration, the House o\' Representatives, the

Senate, the government of California, the Los

Angeles City Council and every oilier elected

body is subject to the whims of any corporation

- by law. It might be hard to imagine, but it is

actually not that far away; a worldwide treaty is

being negotiated at the momenl to lake care o^'

thai - namely the Multilateral Agreement on

Investments (MAI).

The MAI is a N AlTA-like agreement, but is

even broader in scope and is to be applied

worldwide. It is based on the principle that one

company (investor) cannot be favored above

others. If a company feels discriminated

auains't, it has the riulit to sue the bodv it

feels is discrimiiuiling against it (mostly

federal or local governments, since they

decide about allowan-ces and possibly

apply restrictions to the settlement o\'

companies). The consequences of this prin-

ciple are enormous.

But first let me give a historical overview of

the MAI negotiations.

A ciHiple o\' years ago. the 29 wealthiest

countries in the world, united in the

Organization for Fconomic Cooperation and

Development (OliCD) and started to .secretly

agreements. These organizations started to

raise objections to the implications of such a

treaty (although not formally counseled, of

course) and gained just

enough momentum to

delay the completion

of the MAI. At the

corporations to single-person companies to

pseudo-governmental institution's) can start a

branch in another country without any restric-

tions - such as having to hire

local people, use a part of the

local profit to invest in the

IcKal community, or hav-

ing to stay for at least a

certain amount of

time on the same*

spot. This opens the road to large-scale specula-

tions, similar to the ones that have caused the

economic crisis that is making a trip around the

world at the moment. So it is very unlikely that

every country will profit from the MAI, to say

Ihe least.

A second implication has to do with the "set-

tling of disputes" between investors and govern-

ments. A dispute can occur if an investor claims

that his profit has decreased as a result of gov-

ernmental legislation. The investor can then ask

for compensation for the loss and for the with-

drawal of the legislation, even if this legislation

has been established long before the ratifi-

cation of the MAI. The committee

that is supposed to judge the dis-

pute will not be democratically

elected, will not have responsi-

bility to a democratically elect-

ed body nor be subject to

"openness of government."

The two mechanisms

described above are likely

to create conflicts in an

ethical .sense. Take, for

instance, labor rights: if

it is very easy for a

discuss a iiaUe tiiMiy that would give i nvcsiuis

the right to freely move assets from one country

to another. Predictably, the negotiators agreed

on having a broad definition o\' "investors."

"assets" and "freely ".

After this treatv would be ratified bv the 29

developed nations, other (developing) ct^untries

would be asked lo sign up. so thai iheir markets

would open to investors, and everybody would

profit (according to the negotiators).

But it.didnt go as smoothly as they expected.

About a year before the supposed ciMnplelion

date (set to be in April o\' 1997). a drafi version

o\' the treaty accidentally became public and

caught the attention of some non-governmental

organizations concerned about free-trade

Cijvat is a sixth-year exchange student and a mem-
ber of the Environmental Coalition.

The MAI negotiations have not been com-

pleted yet. and a decision will be made .soon

whether to continue with the MAI within the

OIX'D. or move it to another organization such

as the World Irade Organization - or stop the

negotiations altogether. This last option is not

very likely; most probably the second option

will he chosen. In this way. a fresh start can be

iiuule and the developing irilions will have the

illusioirof being involved in the negotiations.

Now, back to the consequences of the MAI.

Inst, the implications of having broad

definitions o\' "investors."

"assets" and "freely" are

that basically any

kind of organi-

zation (from

t r a n s n a t i o n a I

Love will prove cynics wrong
5'
GE: Contrary lo cn1icle\s

ar^aiment, relationships are not

necessarily all a waste of time

By Ryan 0. Hagey

After reading the title and lead of Alicia

Roca's article, "Women, quit thinking men -

think bigger" (Viewpoint. Nov. 24). I knew her

views would be the antithesis o\' mine.

Throughout the article she imposed her experi-

ences and misconceptions upon others, which

prompted me to write a response.

I was thoroughly appalled by her blatant dis-

regard for the sacred bond of marriage and her

lack of understanding as to what love is truly

about, (liven that we do live in a society where

divorce is quite common and that women are

held to a different standard (though, as can be

seen by sections of corporate America, this dou-

ble standard is hopefully subsiding), her atti-

tude is not surprising. However, her idea that

goals relating to self-interest and career aspira-

tions should be held above marriage and per-

sonal fulfillment runs contrary to everything

that I believe in Ihe most wonderful aspect of

life IS spending it with someone you truly love

Hagey is a fourth-year economics student.

and who loves you. I have been in a relationship

with an absolutely amazing woman for the past

four and a half years. We have a long distance

relationship but always find time in our very

hectic .schedules to be with each other. This

commitment and our bond have made both of

us stronger people, and our love has been the

catalyst.

Neither one of us is starving for career

opportunities, yet I know we will both find

career-paths that are rewarding and lucrative.

IJul the greatest joy that we will find will be in

our marriage and our lime together, and should

either of our careers jeopardize that time or

take away from the family that is so important

to us. we will abandon that career. Roca

remarked that she is not "particularly

enthralled with children." This is a tragic state-

ment; the absolute pride and happiness that a

curious, loving child brings to his or her parents

is more special than any success that can be

attained in the workplace.

My manager this past summer had it right.

Fven though he has had many successes in his

career, he acknowledges the fact that the most

rewarding part of his life is his family, and read-

ily admits that the loy he receives from his work

pales in comparison to that of raising his chil-

dren.

Rocas experiences may have been very dif-

~
-/,:,., See MACCY/page 10
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KO
From page 8

Heretofore, I have only discussed

the athlete and I have failed to dis-

cuss the all-important rabid sports

fan. These are the students that paint

their laces and chests in preparation

for battle, i refer to those that deliri-

ously chant "Beat 'SC" to the point

of erotic ecstasy.

The psycho-socio-se.xual implica-

tions of the sports fan are as trans-

parent as those of the athlete. Once

again, for reasons already explained,

I now refer to the inale sports fan.

For the sports fan, watching

sports is voyeurism and the fierce

action of the game is akin to pornog-

raphy. To understand this, one need

only observe the utter joy and the

guttural gasps that are evoked by a

particularly brutal football play.

Indeed, the reactions of the male fan

to the brutality and violence of a

football game are far more ecstatic

and visceral than any reaction to an

X-rated movie.

The cheering fans are

all involved in a

psychological orgy.

For the male, the lumatlon gained

from watching people having sex is

of the same origin as the pleasure

gained from watching sports. They

are both linked by the male ability to

take pleasure in competition and sex.

The thousands of cheering, crazed

fans in a football stadium are all

involved in a psychological orgy, ftIT

an orgy in which the participants vic-

ariously experience the intense

action on the field and wherein a

fan's excitement is multiplied by the

arous-al of thousands of compatriots.

If it were not totally illegal behav-

ior, I am sure that plenty of men
would have shown up to the USC
game nude. Envision, if you will,

thousands of naked, drunk, scream-

ing men whose bodies are painted in

blue and gold. UCLA scores the

game-winning touchdown and these

naked men stand up to reveal their

testicles; one is painted blue and the

other gold. They beat their chest,

grope their turgid genitals and

scream.

Thousands of blue and gc^ld testi-

cles move about - the final testa-

ments to the connection between

sex, sports and aggression.

HAGEY
From page 9

interest to put self-interested goals

over love and family, such actions

are unhealthy and misplaced for

many others.

Furthermore, by relating the life

of a housewife to slave labor, Roca

attacks many women who are

incredibly successful in the "career''

that they chose - to take care of and

provide for their family. I'm sorry

that Roca's experiences with her

friend and neighbors - and their

comments about how she is expect-

ed to behave in her relationships -

have led her to forget how impor-

tant love is to so many people, men
and women alike

She shouJd not impose such cyni-

cal views on others. Manv of u*

know that there is no greater aspira-

tion in life than to give yourself to

the one you love - and to feel

absolute happiness by knowing that

they love you

This IS my aspiration and I will

not let my life be judged by the title

on my business card, but rather by

the commitment and love that I plan

to bestow upon my family
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company to move abroad, the man-
agement might be tempted to put

pressure on employees or unions in

order to lower the labor standards,

keep the wages low or de-unionize

the company.

In addition, institutional boycotts

would not be possible anymore
under the MAI. Remember the boy-

cott of companies doing business

with South Africa in the 1980s;

maybe apartheid would still rule

now had the MAI existed then.

Then there's the environmental

issue. If a company loses money as

the result of an environmental law

(because they have lo make new
investments, change their product

or even withdraw a product from the

market), they will have the right to

sue the government that issued the

law.

This situation is likely to occur

when two countries have disagree-

ing environmental standards - a

company already established in one

country will claim that another

country is blocking its expansion.

The result of the dispute-settling

mechanism will be that (worldwide)

the environmental standards will be

lowered to the smallest common
denominator. Needless to say that

this would mean a giant leap back-

wards for the environment.

This environmental backlash o(

..u.

the MAI IS exempli t ujd by the case

of Ethyl Corp. versus, the

Government o\' Canada. Ethyl

Corp. is a U.S.-based company
which makes methylcyclopentadi-

enyl manganese iricarbonyl. an

additive for gasoline that is forbid-

den in most slates. The Canadian

government issued a law prohibiting

the use of this toxin in gasoline, but

with NAFTA provisions on their

side Ethyl Corp. sued the Canadian

government, asking for 340 million

Canadian dollars in compensation.

The Canadian government didn't

dare lo take the risk and decided to

settle for 20 million Canadian dol-

lars, withdrawing the law and writ-

ing an apology to Ethyl Corp.

The (Multilateral

Agreennent on

Investments) is a huge

threat to democracy.

This is just one outrageous example

of corporations having more power

than democratic governments. In

addition to the MAI being undemoc-

ratic and a threat to the environment

and labor rights, there are some other

nasty details. Once a country signs the

MAI. it is bound to the treaty for at

least 20 years. Third World countries

could be forced to join the MAI if they

want to receive support from the

International Monetary^ Fund, even

though they have had no voice in the

MAI negotiations.

In summary, it is clear that the MAI
is a huge threat to democracy. The

consequences of the MAI for the envi-

ronment and labor rights w ill be disas-

trous, both in developing nations and

developed nations. As a result of the

MAI. economic crises such as the one

going on right now will be even more

likely to occur. X^e MAI must be

stopped, and fair trade should be con-

sidered, instead of tiie unlimited free

trade as proposed in the MAI

.

UCLA's Environmental

Coalition believes it is important to

inform people about the MAI and

other globalization issues, and about

their potentially disastrous conse-

quences Therefore, we are organiz-

ing a forum debate with Lori

Wallach, Mark Weisbrot and

Deepak L-al. on Thursday at 7 p m
m Kcrckhoff Hall
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ARTS
Outkast keeps crowd on its feet

MUSIC: Hip-hop sounds

from album, 'Aquemini,'

captivate House of Blues

+
By Tenoch Flores

Daily Bruin Contributor

Los Angeles got a little taste of

southern hospitality Wednesday

night. Outkast came to town to per-

form back-to-back sold out shows at

the House of Blues. Riding the success

of their critically acclaimed third

album. "Aquemini," Outkast provid-

ed the hungry crowds with some good-

old, down South hip-hop.

The show also featured Los

Angeles' own Black F.yed Peas and

the new R&B group, MelkySedek.

Crowds poured in early, searching for

the best spot in the house. In no time,

the middle of the floor was taken while

some posted up at the bar and others

cnose ihc balconies overlooking tim

call and response than their

Philadelphia counterparts.

Black Lyed Peas's antics kept the

crowd excited throughout their set,

and they always involved the crowd in

their show. Among the songs they

played was the Lalin-inlluenced

•"Karma" and ihcir commercial single.

'•Joints and Jams." which had the

audience bouncing in agreement, llic

group put on an inspired show as

usual and left the crowd feeling as

thougii they had witnessed a classic

Black Lyed i*eas performance.
"

After a minor delay, the all too

familiar \oices of Andre and Big Boi

came through the speakers as thet^o

look the

stage.
Outkast
was ready

to begin

their show.

Dressed in

what can

rtnl y be

impromptu scratches that blended

perfectly with the track.

The mood was switched up again as

Outkast went into "Skew it on the

Bar-B." Ihe hyped track produced the

expected reaction as the beat and the

duos vocals carried the crowd.

Continuing their high adrenaline set,

Outkast performed an improvised

version of "Jazzy Belle."

While the original features a sooth-

ing, laid-back track, the deeja\ decid-

ed to switch things up as he jacked for

other people's beats. Outkast effort-

lessly rhymed over the beats for

"Triumph" and "Deep Cover." and

while SOUK in the audience did not

stage.

MelkySedek wasted no time in

starting and served their purpose well

as an opening act. The brother and sis-

ter duo (who also happen to be Wyclef

Jean's siblings) received a warm

response from the crowd who shoued
—"

appreciation for their soulful perfor-

mance.
- While Sedek played keyboard, his

sister Melky heated up the room as she

sang with the confidence o\' a sea-

soned veteran, rather than a nervous

newcomer Loosing the crowd onl>

momentarily. MelkySedek again

showed maturity and regained

momentum to finish up strong, t Inlike

most R&B acts opening at a hip-hop

show. MelkySedek received genuine

praise for their unique style that dif-

fered from the corny formulaic

sounds that presently Hood the genre

Black Lyed I'eas took the stage to

do what they do best: perform in front

of a live audience, in fad. it was live

performances (mainly across local col-

lege campuses) that helped the IVas

V build a small but dedicated fan base in

the L.A. area. While they always draw

comparisons to llie F<oots. (because

they both use live bands) Black Lyed

^ l*eas have their own distinct sound

which is characterized by much more

described

as a throw-

back nieht-

mare out o\'

the "SOs.

A n d r e

r e m a i n e d

consi*»te n i Melky of MelkySedek

in his eccen-

tric choice

i»f attire uhile iiig Bim played it lov\

key in an all black out fit.

Almost immediately after taking

the stage, tlie sounds of ""iiootie Hoo"

poured through llie sound system as

they ran through the familiar song

from their debut 1^)94 album.

"*Soulhernplayalisiicadillacmu/ik."

immediately mesmerized by the

sounds o\ Outkast. the crowd could

rarely be brought down oil' the high

they were experiencing.

Keeping the audience satisfied,

they jumped right into the song

•AI Liens" which gained mainstream

attention in V)^)() and had the crowd

""throwing their hands in the air." The

fans enthusiastically chanted and sang

along with Outkast until the song

ended, Ihen the band slowed things

i\o\\n with soulful. relaxing

•"SpotlieOltieDopaliscious." As the

horns blared, the deejay added

MA(
!

(.,>,<; 'AA.'H' ' ,,,, I-'
:

• I'or Si ,1*1

sings as opening act for Outkast.

seem to recognize the beats, those who

did enjoyed quite a treat.

One o\' the night's minor draw-

backs came when members of

Outkast's extended ""Dungeon

i-"amily" got to play a few songs.

While the crowd still enjoyed the per-

formances (especially the one put on

by Witchdoetor). everyone waited for

Outkast to gel back on the mic.

After letting their partners perform

a few cuts. Outkast took back the

show and didn't disappointed again.

Andre and Big Boi took it back to

their first album with the songs
"• Souther nplayalisticadillacmuzik"

and '"IMayer's Ball." \shich featured an

alternate beat to C(Miiplement Andre's

vocals.

Moving along iii chronological

luder. •Wheel/ o\' Steel" and

SeeOUTKAST,page1S

ENTERTAINMENT
Wordsmith

The art of spoken word has gotten a bad

rap in the pastbut this dynamic art form

is growing in popularity and gaining

respect. See Wednesday for the story.

A Day Without Art,

an exhibit which

commemorates

World AIDS Day,

brings a powerful

message to the

UCLA campus

By Terry Tang

Daily Brum Contributor

It would he (liineull for an> liruin to

imagine l(>un;^in<^ (»n a 'grassy knoll in

Ihe treasmcd Nhirph) Sculpture

(iardin ^^ith(Hlt the sculptures.

Shrouding xarious statues in black

tarps provides a drarnalie example of

how Ihe AIDS \irus affects people

through an\ medium.

.V l)a> \N ithout Art. the art eornmu-

nit\'s contribution to World .AIDS

l)a>, ^i\es countless museums
throughout the world a platform to

promote .\n)S awareness.

Surrounded h\ art galleries. L(T.\

will not he left out of the eelehrati(m.

With the support of the \rmand

Hammer Museum, the Student

( ommitlee for the Arts (S( A) will

continue an annual tradition of con-

cealing as man> sculptures as they

hau' tarps.

"Art is an eas\ \ehiele to let people

know about IJJN." sa>s Mitchell

Kanira\a. a third-\ear molecular eell

and developmental hi(do^> student

and S( \ eo(»rdinalor in charge of the

covering of the Seulplnre darden.

'"It's much easier for them lo put up

these cloths, and it makes a hi^ner

impact than just (talkint: ahout) fil\

l)\ itstlL"

\side from iHini: covered, each hid-

den seulpture will sport a flier explain-

in:: the premise heltind a l)a\ Witliouf

\rt and the oeeasion's purpose ol

eommemorale \ll)S-relatt(l dralhs.

Darticul.irix ihi.si In tin ariistu e«>n>-

niunil\.

diritniK (I

i

will captivate observers.

"Kirst, it makes nou yo. 'Wh>?"

Then >ou either think. 'Oh. it's just

another student ^roup doin<4 some-

thing kind of ridiculous and out there.*

(»r 'What's the deal with this.'" .So. if a

student takes Ihe initiative and reads

(Ihe llier). Ihen we hope it mij;ht

invoke awareness." Karnrava says.

Other museums in the Los Angeles

area are also «:ettin«4 in on Ihe acl. For

instance, Ihe Armand Hammer
Museum will offer free admission all

da\, as well as red rihb(ms and AIDS
intervention brochures at its member-

ship counter.

"T here is no special exhibition. I he

museum jusi wants to ^ive eas\

access," savs Henr\ Hopkins, direc-

tor of the Armand Hammer Museum,

"(ertainlv. there is a loss of revenue,

hut we feel it's worth it for this occa-

sicm."

The (Jetiv Museum will eommemo-

rale I)a\ Without Art h\ darkeninjj

each of its eij:ht galleries in one-hour

increments. Kducational fliers which

explain the sijinifleance of Dec. I and

an \II)S resource nuide will also he

\lthoui;h the LowUr Museum is

not offleiallv open I uesdav. the educa-

tion department will explain the pur-

pose (d Dav W itiiout \rt to all its tour

groups, which usuallv eonsist (d ili-

mentarv and iunior hit:h stndi tils.

"We w.nit l(» inlrodiue ii Dav

Without \rt to till sIimUiUs wtio ni.i\

have never heard of it or doti'l unth r-

sland it." s.os Kristin (,)iiiiu. ioordi

nator (d IowK r"s pul)lu pro::r.ims

Xeeitrdini; to Ko'^ir Bohiiuin. pro

It ssor III tin nioli ( til.ir 1 1 II .itid (K u I-

opmental hi(do«i\ department. an>-

thin;^ that people do to increase AID.S

awareness should be welcomed.

"Lven if it's inostiv a s\nd)olie

thinji, its a whcde lot better than noth-

ing," Bidiman savs. "Will it chanye

the course of Ihe epidemic? Prohahlv

not. W ill it make people more aware? I

think Ihe answer is>es."

Da> Without Art is just one aspect

of World MDS Da>, which empha-

sizes the global perspective (d Ihe

impact (d the virus. Allhoujih

Americans live in an aj^e in which con-

traceptives are as accessible as aspirin

and there are medical treatments lo

combat Hl\, manv other countries

are Ivpicallv cut (dl from education

and care.

"The death rale for AIDS in

America decreased 55 percent last

\ear, which means there is j^real opti-

mism." Bohman sa\s. "Bui Ihe pes-

simistic part of me sees thai the devel-

oping countries of the world. Ihe have-

nots of the world, are alwavs the peo-

ple wh(» never reap Ihe benefits of

Western techn(doy\ in soeieh."

W hile preparing for the coverinj; of

the Seulpture darden. Kamrava was

amazed at the extent of Hl\ infection

throughout ttie world.

"'
I he statistie thiit I ptit on the flier

is prettv astoundin'^: U».«MMIiuw Hl\

eases reported everv dav. W hat I think

af)out most is iust tlie fact lliat its still

.1 pr(»l»U in. Itui I (ffin't liear ahoiif it.""

•NNi .ill know Ii(t\\ |o proitel otir-

bi s now. hill V. Ii .irlv tlurt art peopli

otiii r (.(tiiiitrii s iluit ar( iiist not .is

Spf- AIDS, pciqp 1m
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On subject of

music criticism,

father believes

he knows best

COLUMN: Dad promotes

inliMTSl in talents of Ice

Cnbe, Marilyn Manson

This Hianksgiving break my
father gave me a lot to be

grateful for. Actually, besides

turkey and yams I was forced to

digest a whole lot of old-timer good-

ies friMii iTank Sinatra to the Beatles.

All of a suilden

everyone,

including itiy

dear old dad,

has joined the

niission to

make a true

musical con-

—

noisseur out of

Michelle.

Let's see if 1

learned any-

thing.

My father,

Edward *

Michelle

Zubiate

Zubiate, thinks he is truly hip. A mid-

dle school assistant principal, he

walks around very tough-like behind

dark sunglasses intimidating all the

12-year-olds that cross his path. He

prides himself on being a fan of

Tupac Shakur, but this weekend, he

went too far. Unfortunately for him,

I'm beginning to .see-music through

my own eyes, and he doesn't like it

one bit.

All my life I have been taught to

love the basic B's: The Beatles, The

Beach Boys and Bob. (As in Dylan,

not Marley. No matter how hard I

try, 1 will never appreciate reggae.) I

used to choreograph cute little skits

in my little bathing suit holding a

beach towel while Tlie Beach Boys

sang ""California Girls." So I am
proud to say that I do love some clas-

sic nmsic (meaning pre-l99()s.)

But my father has never been a

consistent fella. His musical tastes

vary as nmch as the other fadshe gets

into, such as cheese popcorn and sun-

flower seeds. As well as hanging onto

the stuff from his youth,, he frequently

ventures into the land of the present

lo turn on the radio and impress us

all with his knowledge of 92.3 The

Beat. Hver since I joined the Daily

Bruin, every weekend has become a

battle where he reads my clips from

the week and gives his own criticism

and interpretation. My own is not

good enough. I'm just a punk kid.

Once in a while I'll bring my father

something I think he, as an old man,

will appreciate. Seeing as he likes the

blues, I brought home some Johnny

Lang. Score one for me, he ate it up

in an in.stant. Recently I played

Beck's ""Mutations" for him because

many of the songs sound very, very

Beatle-ish. This was not a pretty car

ride home. Bored and uninspired he

announced to everyone, "I know a

star when I hear one and this one, my
daughter, will never amount to any-

one"

"Uhhh tcx) late. Dad Beck's last

album was a huge hit, and his sound

has been described as the future of

music This album alone has already

been given great reviews. ai|d the

••fijamin of Outkast performs at the House of Blues.
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'Girr strains to see fame's failings AIDS

THEATER: Exploration of

illusionary dream stalls

in mediocre production

By Sandy Yang
Daily Bruin Staff

Crowded cUlthing stores line

Melrose Avenue, displaying the mul-

titudes of low-cut party dresses and

assorted accouterments. The Zephyr

Theater rests snug between the stores

in the street, as small as its surround-

ings. But unlike the store displays

promoting window shopping, you

have to venture into the theaters

hallway to get the gist of what's being

offered - a sort of metaphor for the

play inside, "Girl of the Year."

At first glance, there is only a

gaudy flashiness emanating from the

setting and the characters in "Girl of

the Year," but the next two hours set

up an exploration beneath the glitz.

Taking place in 1968, the play is set in

a bedroom of a building in a run-

down neighborhood. On the walls are

black and white glossies of stars such

as Judy Garland and Barbra

Streisand. Clothes and bottles are

strewn on the floor and the mhabi-

tant of the apartment. Noelle

(Michelle Mitchell), parades around

the room, dressed mostly in a bra and

panties with horribly bright blue eye

which would explain the overacting.

Her erratic nature is highlighted even

more when her abusive, junkie

boyfriend, Travis (Marc Robinson),

comes home and shoots down
Noelle's aspirations to fame.

Travis also chastises Noelle's

naivete in the beginning when she

brings home someone she met on the

subway named Dogboy, who spends

most of the play locked in a bath-

room, making pitiful animal noises.

It is later, however, that Noelle's

naivete robs her of all her self-worth

and sanity in a world that would love

nothing but to take advantage of her

desperation and vulnerability.

The first act gives a hint of this

conclusion, as a smarmy character

named Dominick (Frayne RosanofO

finds Noelle and claims he is famed

director Isadore Weber's right-hand

man anid who met the aspiring starlet

in a celebration of the "The Fifty

Most Famous Peopje" the night

before. He promises to give Noelle

the chance she has been pining for all

her life.

In between each scene, there are

solo performances by Sarah May,

who plays the elusive (iirl of the Year

and who Noelle fantasizes about

being. Vicki, the Girl of the Year,

dressed in cute little dresses and

feather boas is just as unstable, if not

more than Noelle. She talks schizo-

and her electro-shock treatment.

Between her uncomfortable, erratic

speeches, she laughs v^ith a strained

deliberateness that she doesnl seem

to be able to control

Whereas the first act seemed to

drag at a lot of moments with a

clunky flow and self-serving acting,

the s.econd act picks up speed

towards the end. To our surprise.

Dominick really is legit, and he

brings Isadore (Greg Travis) down to

Noelle's apartment to film a suicide

scene featuring Noelle and Travis.

The cameras are rolling as Noelle

breaks down and submits to any

See GIRL, page 16

shadow.

In the first act. Noelle seems to be

high on drugs with her yelling and

sudden, over-lhe-lop mood shifts.

phrcMiically about her homosexual

brother, her own preference for

homosexual men. her covers on

Vogue, her desperate need for drugs.

From page 13
well prepared."

Technological advances in

America have prompted hope that

the .AIDS epidemic diminishing. .As

a result, some Americans may end

up feeling increasingly apathetic

toward AIDS awareness. Even

Bohman sees World AIDS Day
becoming a quieter affair.

"In my opinion, there

used to be a lot more
going on. I can remember

two or three years ago. I

was invited to a candle-

light vigil on North

Campus to celebrate

World AIDS Day. I

haven't been invited to

anything this year. So I

just think it's a thing

that's diminishing."

Despite the absence of

any campus vigils or

marches, the Day
Without Art project gives

people who have never

encountered HIV or

AIDS in their lives a con-

nection to the disease.

Art, like film, television or

music, is a medium that

anybody can experience.

"There are a lot of

artists who pass away

from AIDS. And just

because you're not a per-

sonal friend of theirs, it

"You're still affected by people

that are HIV-positive, but it might

not be your mom or your friend. I

think this can be demonstrated just

by asking (yourself) 'Wow. if this

sculpture weren't here, would my
world be any different?" Maybe it

wouldn't, but I think for a lot of

people, if the sculptures weren't

here, it would be a little different

for them."

Sara May stars in "Girl of the

Year," playing at the Zephyr

Theater through Dec. 20.

doesn t mean that you

havent been affected by

them." Kamrava savs.

The stark images of covered sculptures

remind students of the AIDS epidemic.
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Wizard of Oz (G)

THX • Dolbv Digital

Mon -Th (11 45 4:30)

SUNSET 2 Winner Best Film/Best Actress

(213)848-3500 Central Station

Mon -Th (11am 1304.15) 7.00945

UA WESTWOOD
10889 Wellwortfi

475-9441 Dolby SF

Mon - Tu, Th 2 30 5 00 7 45 10:30

Wed 2:30 10 30

Last Summer (R)

Presented m Digital Sound
Siege (R|

11:45 2:20 5.00 7:45 10:20

Beverly Connection Presented in Digital Sound
Waterfeoy(PG-13)

12:15 2:45 5:00 7:15 9:30

SUNSET 3 This years The Full Monty

( 2 1 3 ) 848- 3500 Waking Ned Devine

Daily (12 45) 3.05 5 25 7 55 10:15

UA WESTWOOD
10889 Weiiwonh
475-9441

American History X (R)

SDDS Digital -THX
Won-Th 2:00 4:30 7:15 10:00 VINE

FESTIVAL
10887 Lindbrook

208-4575

Home Fries (PG-13)

THX - Dolby SR Sorry No Passes

Mon -Th (1:30 4:15) 7:00 9 45

CRITERION 6

REGENT Pleauntvilla (PC-13)

1045BroKton V Dolby Digital

208-3259 Mon Th (100 4 00) 7 00 10 00

PLAZA
*

Elizabeth (R)

lO€7Glendon
'

Dolby Digital

208-3097 Mon -Thu (1:20 4:10) 7 00 9 50

Pleasantville (PG-13)

THX Dolby Digital

MonTh 7 0010 00

Antz (PG)

Dolby Digital

Mon -Th (12 15 2 30)

SUNSET 4

(213)848-3500

Ewan McGregor m Todd Haynes'

Velvet Goldmine
Daily (1.30) 4:15 7 00 9:45

Sep Adm Amy
Daily (11 00am)

WESTWOOD 1 Jery Springer Ringmaster (R)

1050Gayley Stereo

208-7664 Mon - Th (12 30 2:45 5:10) 7:30 9:50

WESTWOOD 2 Living Out Loud (R)

l050Gayley Stereo

208-7664 Mon Th (12 10 2 30 4 50) 7 15 9 40

WESTWOOD 3 rilBeHofflelorCkristmas(PC)
1050Gayley Stereo

208-7664 ^ Tu-Th(12 20)7 00 915

Antz (PG)

Stereo

Tu-Th(2 35 4 45)

WESTWOOD 4 Belly (R)

lOSOGayley Stereo

208-7664 Mon Th 7 30 9 45

Wizard of Oz (G)

Dolby Di^Kai

1 X llon Th(12O0 2iO5 0O)

PACIFIC

Westwood

SUNSET 5 Ian McKellen/Brendan Fraser

(213)848-3500 Gods & Monsters
Daily (12 00) 2.30 5 00 7 30 1000

SUNSET
(213)848-3500

CREST
1262 Westwood Blvd

(S otWiishiie)

474-7866 or

777-FILM (1025)

A Bug's Life (G)

THX - Dolby Digital

Mon Th (12 00 2 30 5 00)

7 30 10 (X)

LAEMMLE
www.laemmle.com

WLA/Beverly Hills
Bimaii Sbat (> Far All ThtitrM

ROYAL Meryl Streep

1 1523 S M Blvd DaMiM M LmIimu
477-5581 Daily (12 20) 2 40 5 00 7 30 9 55

Weekend Shows:

Ffi-Sat AiletHQUfS 12.15 am

Please Call lor Showtimes

Sat-Sun Morning Shows

Please Call lor Showtimes

GENERAL

Westwood
AVCO CINEMA
10840 WiishiieBivd 1 BIk E ofWesrwood

475-071

1

Presented m THX Digital Sound
Babe Pio In tbe City (G)

1130 2 0()4 30 7 00 9:3{5

Vine Theaters Rush Hour (PG-13)

Show Times (213) 463-6819 Dolby Stereo

2 movies lor $5 1:30 4.55 8:20

One Free Popcorn & Diet Coke with this Ad

ViMlbtatert A Night at tbeRoiburv (PG-13)

Dolby Stereo

3.206:45

UCLA

AVCO CINEMA Presented in THX Digital Sound
Enemy of the State (R)

12,454:15 7:3010:3(5

AVCO CINEMA Presented in Digital Sound
Meet Joe Black (PG-13)

12 00 4 00 8 (X)

Out of Sight

Thurs. 12/3 7pm. 9 30pm
Fri. 12/4 7pm, 9:30pm

ALL MOVIES ARE $2 00
Shovn in Ackerman Grand Ballroorr.

Camfin Ewmt - Ml knp/Anni camyvstvtMs vda tdH

i-mtii cctlBloOnMia M« etant (3ia) m-lKI

Santa Monica
MONICA 1

1322 2nd Street

394-9741

Ian McKellen/Brendan Fraser

Gotfs t Monsters
Daily (2 00) 4 45 7 30 9:55

MONICA 2 Roberto Benigm's

Lite is Uh»M
Daily (155) 4 35 7 15 9 55

Santa Monica

1

1313 3rflSt

Pre

3»'1S

Frtes(PGl3)
THX SODS Digilai St^mm beating

Mon -Th (11 45 2 15 4 45) 7 30 10 30

MUSIC HALL1
9036 Wiishire

274-6869

MUSIC HALL?
903fc WrKhirf

274-M69

Eduardo MignoQAi's

iSm

AVCO CINEMA Presented m Digital Sound
Walerboy (PG-13)

1215 2.30 4 45 7 15 9:45

Opens 12/4 Psycho (R)

Beverly Hills
Beverly CowecMoe
La Cieriaga at Bever^ Btvd

free 2 1 7 hour validated pertitftg 659-5

Mon Th (5 00) 7 25

Sep MmMm
Mon • Th 9-55

Sum 11/27

Tm Ismn
Mofl Thtirs (5 45) 7 45946

MONICA 3 i4 Woody ANen s

CeMirtIt
Dailv (12 30 2 00) 3 10 4 40 5 50

7 30 8301010

Weelwcd SImm
Sit SunMormnfls llOQ^m

Beverly Presented m Dnital Sound
VwylaiTMii|i(ll)

12:00 2 30 5 00 7 35 1000

CMII».

Presented m THX DigiUt Sound

NMMMec(fC-l}]
1230 3 00 5 15 7 40 10113

CMTEMON 7 Vefy %9i TImms (R)

1313 3'0 THX OoltoyDiOllai

SlPromeMde Moa rM1?00 2)0 5 15)80010 30

MSI

MUSIC HAIL3
9036 WM«f Mon Th (500) 7 30 10 00

v«i.<Mr 1H?2«

liftOigH _

1H?2«04 30 700MO

TO ADVERTISE IN THE

BRUIN
MOVIE GUIDE
Oil SPONSOR THE HUREI

Call Rob at 310 206-0903
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ZUBIATE
From page 13

melodies are truly moving."

"Sorry," he says. "I know good

music when I hear it." So speaks the

voice of God.

And of all the things for my
father to instantly love: Marilyn

Manson. It's kinda embarrassing

when you live in a neighborhood of

old folks land your father is blasting

"Dope Show" louder than you've

ever been allowed to blast any sort

of music your entire life.

My father is filled with these little

quirks. On a trip to Vegas, my old

editor, Mike Prevatt, opened up the

glove compartment to find a stash

of tapes belonging to my father from

when he used to own the car. To the

amusement of everyone present, a

majority of these tapes are labeled

"EZ Best: Volumes I-Vlll." I will

never hear the end of it. Every once

in a while, Mike will now suggest

something my dad will like and add,

"Hey, maybe it can be another EZ

Best!"

Who wouldn't laugh

When a chubby little

Mexican man whispers

in your ear War's line:

"The world is a ghetto"?

But my father has good inten-

tions, if it weren't for him i probably

wouldn't be a music writer now. I

would be laughed out of the office if

I never had heard of Jimi Hendrix,

and no one would bother to read my
work if 1 didn't have a little bit of

knowledge of the blues, swing and

classic rock.

It is kinda cute when he quotes Ice

Cube. Who wouldn't laugh when a

chubby little Mexican man whispers

in your ear War's line: "The world is

a ghetto"? it is also pretty sweet

when he invites me to look up at the

stars with him while Sinatra croons

ballads of love and good times.

Because of my dad. I've been

forced to hear all kinds of music and

love it. lie took me to see "Phantom

of the Opera" the first and second

time. He sat me in front of "West

Side Story," and a love for musicals

bloomed.

He loves music more than almost

anvone I've ever met. When I ask

him the moment at which he was

most proud of me, in a second he will

say when I sang "Don't Cry For Mc
Argentina" for him my senior year of

high school.

Despite the fact t^t he calls all

my records "bubble gum" music and

refuses to ever let me have control of

the radio in the car, he supports me
when I write something he can relate

-to and brags about me to all he

knows.

Dads are funny Xh^tt way. Even

though you argue about everything

from clothes to politics, you can

always find a common ground.

Unfortunately in this case, the com-

mon ground is Marilyn Manson.

What is the world coming to?

Zubiate can be reached at mzubiate

@media.ucla.edu when she is through

being punished.

OUTKAST
From page 12

"Elevators (Me & You)" were next on

the menu, as the audience was sup-

plied with two of the group's best

songs from their 1996 album

"ATLiens."

The crowd's reaction seemed to

peak at these two songs, but once

again, the members of Outkast

topped themselves by ending the

nights performance with their current

single, "Rosa Parks." Very few mem-

bers of the audience were left standing

still when this song came on, as every-

one seemed to agree that this was the

song to end the night with.

Not one of the groups performing

at the House of Blues lacked enthusi-

See OUTKAST, page 16
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Our seats are

more comiortaJjle tnan

tne ones youVe teen

sleeping 111 all year.
d

»

One-way fares from San Die^o to:

Los Angeles $23

Anancim/Disneylaiul $15

Santa Harnara S23

'Optional ihutle to Park orfds S5 to adult loie

The train is a great way to travel

for the holidays. The seats are

big and comfortable. There's

plenty of room for your stuff.

And our cafe cars have better

food than the student cafeteria.

AD
BETWEEN
THE LINES

Look for the hidden

trivia question in

"
I

today's Classifieds

Answer the question

norrently and bring it to J
the Daily Bru\n oificey. ^—
IISKerckhoff Hall •—*»

*#*

If your answer is correct, get

entered into a drawing for

daily prizes which include

Knott's Berry Farm Tickets.

e movie tickets, dinners in

Westwood and much more!

What are you waiting for?

Rip to the Classifieds!

DallyBrum Classifieds

FREE CONSULTATION

Plus, you'll save an extra 15% with your Student Advantage' card (go to

www.studentadvantage.com to applv.) So cheek with your campus travel

agent, call 1 Hoo USA RAIL or hook on the internet at www.amtrak.coni.

§
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Brentwood
Orthodontic

Center

>^-^^ BRACES ^^^
\peliver Brilliant Results/

l)i. Nader Dayani,

Certified Specialist,

UCLA Faculty Member

Member of the
American Association

of Orthodontists

(31 0) 826-7494

(949) 552-5890

Specializing in braces for

adults & children

20% discount to all

students & faculty

w/ valid ID

11645 Wishire Blvd. #802
(B»'lw('fn BcurindtDP & fpdcr.il

18124 Culver Drive

Suite A. Irvine
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GIRL
From page 14

degrading wishes that the filmmak-

ers fancy.

The most moving scene happens

between Noelle and Travis, who has

questions about her worth in front

of the very people who are threaten-

ing to take it away. Travis also

reveals his own surprising past and

his true feelings for Noelle, which is

news to us. Throughout the whole

play, there is no foreshadowing of

Travis's final revelations, which

makes them unbelievable, however

entertaining and sympathetic.

These inconsistencies aren't very

distracting, though. Just a scene

with Travis is a treat. Robinson

brings a liveliness and an entertain-

ing, cynical presence every time he's

on. He keeps the story moving when

it seems like all the characters are so

caught up in themselves that the

story stagnates in a self-therapy ses-

sion.

But the play's message doesn't

suffer; instead, the soliloquies rein-

force the hefty price of fame, a thin

veneer as one-dimcnsional as the

magazine covers on which the pretty

faces are pasted. Beneath all that,

however, these people are messed

up - not the happy-go-lucky cover

girls they are advertised to be.

Noelle, only looking at the sur-

face, expects so much only to be

manipulated and let down hard. In a

last-ditch attempt, she is craving to

retrieve the ideal in the most

masochistic way ... like Vicki, who

knows masochism all too well.

Though the characters in "Girl of

the Year" are hard to sympathize

with (Noelle is top annoying with a

scratchy, excitable voice and Travis

is abusive and denigrating), they do

succeed in being sympathetic in the

end.

The solo tirades from both Vicki

and Noelle are revealing, but in a

slow pace that tests your patience at

times in figuring out what's going on

with them mentally and why they let

everyone else determine their worth.

Still, it is a fascinating look into

the dark side of fame, or media-

induced attention starvation, ihat

unmercifully drains self-worth from

a person.

THEATER: "Girl of the Year" plays at

the Zephyr Theater, 7456 Melrose

Ave., through Dec. 20. General admis-

sion is $20. For ticket information, call

(310)289-2999.

OUTKAST
From page 1

5

asm as they all delivered top-notch

performances. Outkast's show In par*

ticular proved especially satisfying

due in part to the innovations they

create, making the experience differ-

ent from just listening to an Outkast

album. Marred only by minor incon-

sistencies (including the occasional

microphone feedback), Wednesday's

show at the House of Blues provided a

more than adequate pre-

Thanksgiving meal as no one left the

House of Blues feeling hungry

m
Mike Shotwell & Dr. Berky Nelson

Center for Student Programming, UCLA
will speak on

^

The American Civil War
Battle of Chickamauga

December 1, 1998-3:30pm

Charles E. Young Grand Salon
(behind Kerckfioff coffee fiouse)

e Paily l^rum.

~H&1
Calibrtia'i M<»it ExfMtlvt Profrm

Comiiij SoM to USPs lA/Orai)« Rafiottl CimpM

Authentic Civil War Memorabilia on Display from 3:00 pm

presentation by Major General Wallace, US Army Gidet Command

...but one of them would make war rather than

let the nation survive, and the other would

accept war rather than let it perish, and the

war came.

Abraham Lincoln, 4 March 1865

Presented by \he Department of Military Science

Completeyour Master s degree while you work

An pvening MA [jroginm to l)uild managerial, marketing, and strategic skills

for advancempnt in tlw spoi ts m>d fitncM marRctpiacc. Tnc curriculum mcluas;^

^ Sports: Professional • Amateur • Intercollegiate • Scholastic

• Fitness: Private Clubs • Non-Profits • Corporate • Wellness

^ Management: Leadership • Economics • Finance • Law

• Marketing: Strategy • Research • Products • Development

• Planning: Media • Public Relations • Advertising • Events

• Operations: Programs • Facilities* Budgeting* Risk Assessment

• Networking: Internships • Industry Speakers • Symposia

Classes begin in August 1999 and meet one evening a week

AT OUR LA/Orange Regional Campus.

II ' ..]' "^^

Plan to attend a 7:00 pm Information Meeting:

Wednesday, December 2

Ttie Sports Club/LA

1835 Sepulveda Blvd. West Los Angeles

Thursday, December 3

Amateur Athletic Foundation of LA

2141 W Adams Blvd. Los Angeles

Monday, December 7

USF LA/Orange Regional Campus

480 S. Baiavia. City of Orange

Tuesday, December 8

The Sports Club/Irvine

1980 Main St. Irvine

For More Information
415-422-GRAD 415-422-2678

Graduate Admissions Sports 8c Fitness Management

www.usrca.edu/sfm

WIRElmLINES c.

CELLULAR-PAGING-PCS
THE NEW NAME FOR:

Cellular Palace • American Way Paging

Ericsson 668

FREE AFTER $50
MAIL-IN REBATE

CHIJAJLAR

DIGITAL CEUUIAR SERVICE AS LOW AS

$14.99 PER MONTH INCLUDES;

100 anytime minutes

100 weekend minutes

(Activation on 29.99 or

higher plan required)

1st Incoming minute free

• Free voice mail

authorized representative FOR:

I A^^g^w K^ Pacific Bell

CmljLAR «iiP-e Digital PCS-
AIRTOUCH

Cellular

I
BRAHD NEW MOTOROLA PAGERS I

•

BRAND NEW MOTOROLA & SAMSUNG PAGERS

$
as low as 3999

State-Of-The-Art

+tax, only with this ad

4 Colors To
Choose From

NO CONTRACTS REQUIRED
Includes: • FREE 3 months of airtime

• FREE 3 months voicemail
• FREE activation

I

I

. • FREE activation .
"

OVER 15 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE make us your local full service.

WEST LOS ANGELES LOS ANGELES
12036 Wilshire Blvd. 1653 S. La Cienega Blvd.

Comer of Wilshire & Bundy Between Pico & 10 FWY
310-571-7100 310-278-2007

8ANOABI«EL WESTMINSTER LANCASTER
140 W VMey Blvd 9214 9500 BOlsa Ave #0 A L 43557 13** St West

m Focui Shopping CerHir Comer of BdM A BuehenJ Comer of 13" St West A Ave K

112-2622 714-418-2075 805-951-9100 .

CSMALLEST PAGER IN THE WORLD!

Includes: • FREE one year sen/ice

• FREE 6 months voicemail
• FREE activationa

reliable and affordable source for all your wireless communication needs.

TARZANA VAN NUYS
18734 Ventura Blvd. 6800 Balboa Blvd.

Between Reseda & Wilbur Comer of Balboa & Vanowen

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

818-881-8969

A CERRITOS
11803 E South Street

Comer of South St A Pior>eer

562-860-9466

818-904-9191

ROWLAND HEIGHTS MONTEREY PARK
16447 E ColimaRd 141 N Attankc Blvd • 111

Between FuHerlon A Nogates Between Amerton A Qen^y
626-654-9555 626-308-4555
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Do you want to place

an ad that everyone

at UCLA will read?

Advertise in the Daily

Bruin classifieds:

(310)825-2221
CLASSIFIED

Campus Recruitment

Autos for Sale

Typing Services

Child Care Wanted

Tuesday, DecejTiber 1,1998

index
ANNOUNCEMENTS

1100
1200
1300
1400
1500
1600
1700
1800
1900
2000
2050
2100
2200
2300
2400
2500
2600

Campus Happenings
Campus Organizations
Campus Recruitment
Campus Services
Birthdays
Legal notices

Lost & Found
Miscellaneous
Personal Messages
Personals
Pregnancy „

Recreational Activities

Research Subjects
Sperm / Egg Donors
Tickets Offered
Tickets Wanted
Wanted

FOR SALE
2700
2800
2900
3000
3100
3200
3300
3400
3500
3600
3700
3800
3900

4100
4200
4300
4400
4500

Appliances
Art / Paintings

Bicycles / Skates
Books
Calling Cards
Cameras / Camcorders
Collectibles

Computers / Software
Furniture

Garage / Yard Sales
Health Products
Miscellaneous
Musical Instruments
Office EquFp'ment —"-
Pets
Rentals
Sports Equipment
Stereos / TVs / Radios
Table Sports

TRANSPORTATION •

4600
4700
4800
4900
5000
5100
5200
5300
5400
5500

Auto Accessories
Auto Insurance
Auto Repair

Autos for Sale

Boats for Sale

Motorcycles for Sale
Parking
Scooter / Cycle Repair
Scooters for Sale
Vehicles for Rent

TRAVEL
5600
5620
5640
5660
5680
5700
5720

Resorts / Hotels

Rides Offered

Rides Wanted
Taxi / Shuttle Service
Travel Destinations
Travel Tickets

Vacation Packages

SERVICES
5800
5900
6000
6100
6150
6200
6300
6400
6500
6600
6700
6800
6900
7000-

7100
7200

7300

1-900 numbers
Financial Aid

Insurance
Computer / Internet

Foreign Languages
Health / Beauty Services
Legal Advice / Attorneys

Movers / Storage
Music Lessons
Personal Services
Professional Services
Resumes
Telecommunications
Tutoring Offered
Tutoring Wanted
Typing

^

Wnting Help

EMPLOYMENT
7400
7500
7600
7700
7800
7900
8000
8100
8200
8300

Business Opportunities

Career Opportunities

Child Care Offered
Child Care Wanted
Help Wanted
Housesitting
Internship

Personal Assistance
Temporary Employment
Volunteer

HOUSING
8400
8500
8600
8700
8800
8900
9000
9100
9200
9300
9400
9500
9600
9700
9800

Apartments for Rent
Apartments Furnished

Condo / Townhouse for Rent
Condo / Townhouse for Sale

Guesthouse for Rent
House for Rent
House for sale

Houseboats for Rent / Sale

Housing Needed
Room for Help
Room for Rent
Roommates - Private Room
Roommates - Shared Room
Sublets
Vacation Rentals

Index

advertising information

One issue, up to 20 words
...each additional word
Weekly, up to 20 words
...each additional word
Monthly, up to 20 words
...each additional word

S8.00
0.50

27.00
1.50

90.00
5.00

For Classified Display ads,

please see our rate card
for variable rate information.

DEADLINES
Classified Line Ads:
1 working day before printing,

at 1 2 noon.
Classified Display Ads:
2 working days before printing,

at 1 2 noon.
There are no cancellations after

noon of the day before printing.

118 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles, CA 90024

INTERNET
E-Mail: classifieds@media.ucla.edu

Web: http://www.dailybruin.ucla.edu

PHONE
Classified Line: (310) 825-2221
Fax:(310)206-1359

Classified Display: (310) 206-3060
Fax:(310)206-0528

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Thu: 9:00am-4:00pm
Fri: 9am-2:30pm
The ASUCLA Communications board fully supports the University of California's policy on nondiscrimination No medium shall accept advertisements which present persons of any origin, race, sex, or sexual onentation in

a demeaning way or imply that they are limited to positions, capabilities, roles, or status m society Neither the Daily Brum nor the ASUCLA Communications Board has investigated any of the services advertised or the

advertisements represented m this issue Any person believing that an advertisement m this issue violated the Board s policy on nondiscrimination stated herein should communicate complaints m wntinq to the Business

Manager. Daily Brum, 1 18 Kerckhoff Hall. 308 Westwood Plaza. Los Angeles. CA 90024 For assistance with housing discrimination problems, call the UCLA Housing Office at (310) 825-4271 or call the westside Fair Hous-
ing Onice at.(3l0) 475-9671 Classified ads also appear online at http //www dailybrum ucia edu Placement on-line is offered as a complimentary service for customers and is not guaranteed The Datly Brum is responsible

tor the first incorrect ad insertion only Minor typographical errors are not eiiqible for refunds For any refund the Daily Brum Classified Department must be notified of'an error on the first day of publication by noon

rMostefCard! ^2

PAYMENT
Please make checks payable to

"The UCLA Daily Bruin." We
accept Visa, MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards. Allow 5
working days for mail payments.

HOW TO WRITE
AN EFFECTIVE AD

• start your ad with the

merchandise you are selling.

This makes it easier for readers to

quickly scan the ads and locate

your items.

• Always include the pnce of your
item. Many classified readers

simply do not respond to ads
without prices.

• Avoid abbreviations—make your

ad easy for readers to understand.
• Place yourself in the reader's

position, ask what you would like to

know about the merchandise, and
include that in the ad. Include such
information as brand names, coiors

and other specific descriptions.

lANNOUNCEMENTSJ 1300
Campus Recniitiiient

1300
Caimms HeaiiHiiwiit

2000
Personals

LWanted

1100
Campus Happenings

ALCOHOL AND DRUG
READINESS GROUP

WEEKLY UCLA group lor individuals ques-

tioning their alcohol or drug use Contact

Elizabeth Suti . 310-206-1148

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. Discussion, Fri. Step SHxiy, 2408 Ackerman

Ttiurs. Book Study, 2408 Acksmran

MA/W Rm. Dentol A3-029

Wsd. Rm. A3- 029

Discuuion, AH timts 12:10- 1KX)pni

For ttcoholtet or IndMthmt* who ha\M « drtnUng probhm

1300
Campos RacnAnant

i®B

Call or stop by for a list of available classes

ASAP Bring your DPR or transcript and

a sample of your own notes.

GREAT PAY!
Get paid as much as $480

per quarter for each class.

Benefits include UCLA Store discounts

Call the Lecture Notes office at

310.825.8016

LectureNoteS Located on A-Level Ackerman Union

EUROPEAN WRITERn-RANSLATOR, ac-

coinplished, independant, cosmopolitan, nat-

ural, healthy lifestyle, very kind&sensitive,

will adopt genuine, bright, communicative,

pretty, foreign female. 310-573-0270.

ON-LINE holiday grams, gifts! Local parlies,

)obs, and free student bodies looking for a
good time this break. Visit Buzzstate at

wwwconsumermart.com 818-464-3554

PUERTO RICAN/ITALIAN male [21) es-

cort/masseur available lor men/women/cou-
ples. Call LUCHO's 24/hr Los Angeles pager.

562-220-0262 $150/fiour I will travel any-

where!

y:i f
Man 1/2 Japanese would like to meet
Japanese woman 20 - 26 yrs, 5'6" +.

for friendship, possible marriage.
Tel. # (323) 937 - 4353
Fax # (323) 937 - 6332

Rosoatich Subjadi

MEDICAL SCHOOL ADMISSION INTERVIEWS
December 7

KIGEZI INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL OF
MEDICINE

Bring:

Schedule at Preprofessional Advising Office

(310)206-9969, 1662

A316 Murphy Hall

Completed application & essays (print from website)

Official or unofficial college transcripts

>jI !

NORMAL HEALTHY CHILDREN and adol-

escents 8-16yrs needed for UCLA research

study. Receive $25 for lab experiment and
developmental evaluation, and get a scientif-

ic learning experience. Call 310-825-0392.

POSTMENOPAUSAL WOMEN 45-t- (Healthy

or with heart disease) wanted for a study on

coronary artery disease involving small

amounts of radioactivity at UCLA. $25/hr (2

days, 4hrs. each) Call 310-825-1118 or 310-

206-6675.

^7cf¥97<^¥99(f?

WAWTED
HOME TESTANALTEllNATl

CONDOM VEStQN

1800
MIscelltfMOiiS

FREE WINNERS, FREE SCORES, FREE
Lines, no money, no operators, no hassles

www.line-busters.com.

SHORTS FESTIVAL
WWW cine-nites com Taking submissions for

your movie now

YOUR CREDIT UNION
Your oo-campus&on-lfne fmarwtal services

source, for students faculty&staff Visit us at

Ackerman A-Level. on-line at wwwucu.org
or call 310-477-6628

1800
Mlscellaneoiis

"Read Between the Lines" Trivia Question

With over 6 biHion sold each year, what is

the wortds best selling brand of cookies '>

Visit DB Classified m 118 Kerckhoff or at

MTww daitybrutn ucIa edu to play ar>d win

Asian Dreamairls •

NEW 11x17
1999 ASIAN
TOPLESS &BliaNi

CALENDAR!
^e•tllTm^; I
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2300
tpinn/E9g Oonon

ANONYMOUS sperm donors needed Help

infertile couples while receiving financial

compensation up to $600/month and free

health screening Convenient hours, located

in Westwood Call Kim 310-824-9941

EGG DONORSI
WANTED

If you are a healthy
female between
the ages of 19 and
30 and have health

insurance.

Compensation
$5500.00

Call Mima Navas at

(310) 829-6782

EARN $$ HELPING
INFERTILE COUPLE

LOVING COUPLE eager to start a family

Seeks woman w/similar appearance as wife

to donate eggFair skin, Caucasian, under 30

w/light eyes, average height+small frame

Dr. Danzer@310-273-2463

EGG DONORS NEEDED
COMPASSIONATE women from all races

wanted by infertile hopeful couples. Ages 21 -

30. Compensation $3,500. Call OPTIONS
800-886-9373

MEN; Donors needed for insemination pro-

gram. Especially needed; Latinos. Jewish.

Italian, African-Americans. 35 or younger

FWi^u ca l l e2C-aao-7dSO . eunipurii^anufi :

4200
Ronint

* Piano Rentals *
Jt Low Monthly Rates x
•Hollywood Piano Rental Companyi

213-462-2329 ^

TRANSPORTATION

4900
Autos for Sate

19<J0 JAPANESE IMPORT Silver, A/C,
AM/FM, 5-speed Runs and looks great

Economical, reliable Must sell $2500obo
310-277-3665.

sioo
Motoreyctet tor Sato

KAWASAKI NINJA 500CC - 10.800 miles,

$1600. 2nd gear little bit tricky. Available

Dec. 15 Email; fredh@chem.ucla.edu

SoootoiB tor Saift^Bv

provided.

NEEDED Japanese or Chinese egg donor

Hong Kong. Taiwan. Singapore, Malaysia

ancestry. Age30 or less. Greater than high

school education. 0-negative blood type if

possible Compensation $3,000. Please call

310-273-2463

WE'RE LOOKING FOR
A FEW GOOD SPERM. All races. 20-40 yrs

$50 per acceptable donation. Call OPTIONS
at 800-886-9373.

MUST SELL 1989 RBU Yamafia niva I 25.

10.000 Miles. Runs great! 60 mph. $900 Call

310-552-7454

WE BUY CARS. New and old Running or

not. Jeff 310-714-5808.

Rasorto/Hototo

'iVcsizuood Inn 'Motel
1»U0 WUwc Ikiultvinl M*stwood. i.A. 9()024 (.^lOl <74.4J(..'

-LcM than one mile from IJCIA campus

-Hfct' fOfHincntjl brt'.ikf.iM

-Affordablf. clean .met conifortnfiK

-I rcf i.il)k- IV .St UkuI IcIfplioiK- (..ilK

-\Wvklv. .M<»«hly tnA K^wp rail's .iv.iil.ilitc

For rtaenalioHSxaU, (310) ^7-«<262£ Sm

3400
If^AaftMH^HiVa^v^J^Ctf^Mwuai0^ft

FREE LONG DISTANCE/ACCESS TO inter-

net - without a computer. Aplio $209 00/lnter-

net-Phone $309.00 (Exclusive distributor),

UCLA Faculty. 310-230-4231.

pRNPH

MATTRESS BONANZA!!
SEALY. STEARNS & FOSTER. Also Ortho-

pedic twin-setS-$79.95, Fulls-$99.95.

Queens-$1 39.95. Pillowtops-$299.95.

Kings- 199.95. Delivery. Beacon Mattress.

1309 Westwood Blvd. 310-477-1466.

MATTRESS SETS!!!
Twin $79. Full $89, Queen $139. King $159.

ETunkbeds Deliveries, Phone Orders Accept-

ed. 310-372-2337

lOM.'l) \X'il>liirf ti<Hilcvaril ^KcUwixiil (.A 'XKIJ i

-Ltm than one mik from ITLA campus.
Frrr continental brrakfast.

-AfTordablc, clean and comfortable ro«>ms.
Free cable TV A Ixxal Telcplione Calk.

Minuir* away from LA'« hr«l lhmrr% and rrsklaurantt

Weekly rales available.

f For resertaiions caU, (JIO) 474 4262 f

|Wft

GIANT MOVING SALEI Macintosh Lap-

top&computer w/pnnter $750. Car stereo/CD

player $200, Stereo w/5-CD changer $200;
30" TVA/CR $400. and much more! 310-805-

0889/310-805-0914. leave numeric mes-

sage

GREAT FOR XMAS 2 roundtrip tickets LA-

Cleveland or Baltimore $200 each 212-591 -

0634 or email jerrywillisOhotmail.com

^wtknmniM,
Round Trip Airfares

Lim.» $375

Cu7(o S595

Santiiiijo S689

Sao F^iulo / Kio SG5G

Guayaquil / Uuito S570

Buenos Air«> SG98

k t A • .1 ,^ I v, •' • -1 L' I,

$1895
' - ti <. \1\ iTii O'.JM HUU »'S<t l)54>'

l-Hil I SS1..N \1 IKWl 1 M H\ K I

,,,.«?»» Am»T»' -»" <(#•' Mlikft. , wt • »,. (
•.. I'. I..

/i^^REAO
rni

^^Hi<»fc

BETWEEN
ME LINES

Fvid the hKkten irMB queslut) *\

QaBMleds, anaMor if arvl \Mn<

BE FLEXIBLE...
IIAWAn$119o/w

BUROrC - $448 r/t (plus taxes)

Open One Year Return
Cheap fares Worldwide I!!

CALL3l0394'OftftO
http://www.airhitch.0r9

Clabsitieds

825-22?1

AnssNer. 1975

Yesterday's

Winner:

Cindy Morgan

What are you waiting for^

Look for today's question and win!

DailyBruin Classifieds

5720
Vacatkm Packages

SPRING BREAK PACKAGES are in now.
Mazatlan starling at $399 for 7 days + other

available packages Call Council Travel now
310-208-3551.

NO ARGUMENTS! NO NAGGING! JUST
sharing live conversation!!! 1-900-825-2100

Ext. 8481, 8482, 8483. 8484. $3.99/min

Must be 18yrs. Serv-U (619) 645-8434.

5900
FInaiiGlal AM

STUDENT LOANS
GET YOUR Stafford Student Loan from Uni

versity Credit Union (Lender Code 832123)

Also receive low-cost financial services. 310-

477-6628; wvw.ucu.Org.

INSURANCE WAR!
WE LL BEAT ANYONE'S price or don't want

your business. All dnvers. Newly licensed.

Student/statf/faculty discounts. Request the

"Bruin Plan" 310-777-8817 or 818-222-

5595

>lllslatGf
YouVe in good handa

Insurance Company
(310)312-0204

1281 W©st\A/oocl Blvd.
C2 blks. So. of Wilsr^ire)

CycleTime Company iSmce 19-
1|

• Motorcycle • Motor Scooter • Moped
Liability insurance is NOW the law ^

It's iMt than you thinki

No Kidding!

Call for a free quotel

(310)275-6734 g
Exchange ad lor minimum $10 00 _

Q diacount witti inauranca purchaaa '

UialJUMoa/Alloraays

BANKRUPTCY
GET OUT OF DEBT NOW! Free Consulta-

tion Experienced attorneys, reasonable

fees Law Offices of White and Associates

(Cheryle M White, UCLAW "86") 800-420-

9998 or 310-207-2089 12301 Wilshire

Bl .Ste 550, WLA

ERASE DEBTS, REBUILD CREDIT
WITH/WITHOUT BANKRUPTCY Renowned
(UQ^W, 73) attorney, Lon B. Isaacson ott-

ers superb service/low fees. Free consulta-

tion. 213-487-7200

GREEN CARD
FOR WORK-PERMITS, green cards, and all

immigration problems call experienced immi-

gration attorney. Reasonable rates. 213-251-

9588 for attorney Doreen.

NO RECOVERY NO FEE
MYER LAW FIRM, Century City. Auto-accid-

ents, slips/falls, discrimination, sexual-haras-

sment. UCLA Graduate Scott D Myer
http://www.bestlawyer.com 310-277-3000.

6400
Moms/Storaga

BEST MOVERS Licensed, insured Lowest
rates. Fast, courleous+careful Many stud-

ents moved for $98. Ltc-T- 163844. NO JOB
TOO SMALL! 1-800-2-GO-BEST

HONEST MAN W/14ft truck and dollies,

small )Obs, short notice ok Student discount.

Ask about 10% discount. 310-285-8688. Go
Bruins!

JERRY'S MOVING&DELIVERY The careful

movers. Experienced, reliable, same-day de-

livery. Packing, boxes available. Also, pick-

up donations for American Cancer Society

Jerry@310-391-5657.

HM
IHhiaic Lassons

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedicated pro-

fessional. At your home or WLA studio. 1st-

lesson free. No drum set necessary,

Neil:21 3-654-8226.

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years exp. all

levels and styles. Patient and organi^edr

Guitars available. Sam 310-826-9117.

GUITAR LESSONS by professional near

UCLA. All levels, guitars avail. Call Jean at

310-476-4154. wwwJWGS.com

|700
Trafassioiial Serviaas

MBA, LAW, MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS!
FRUSTRATED DEVELOPING your critical

personal statements? Get professional help

from well-known author/consultant. 310-826-

4445.

A FREE SESSION
PSYCHOTHERAPY/COUNSELING for de-

pression, anxiety, obsessions, post-traumat-

ic stress, etc. Couples/Individuals. Student

rates. Crime victims may be eligible for free

treatment. Call Liz Gould

(MFC#32388) ©31 0-578-5957 to schedule

your free consultation.

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

Comprehensive Dissertation Assistance

Theses. Papers, and Personal Statements

Proposals and Books
International Students Welcome. Since 1935

Sharon Bear, Ph.D. (310) 470-6662

6100
CflWMHitaf / iBJwuat

EAGLE EYED EDITOR
PROOFREADS THESES, publications; tu-

tors English, study skills; trains time man-

agement, stress reduction. Nadia Lawrence

PhD 310-393-1951.

PRIZE-WINNING
ESSAYIST AND FORMER PROFESSOR
w/two Ph Ds can help you produce winning

prose. Theses, papers, personal statements.

David <daveditdpacbell.net> 310-281-

6614/805-646-4455.

pieoebi
The fifSTprices for all your PC gaming needs.

7000
'ftrtoii^d Oflai'atf

HAIR ^u.^ivUlGMLIGHTS from $15-$30.
HAIRCUTS from $15 at Beverly Hills Salon
Advanced ass't program 9666 Brighton
Way Call GAVERT-ATELIER 310-658 7896

n
KECYCLE f S^::^

LSS^

MATH/PHYSICS/STATISTICS/English/He-

brew. Computerized statistical analysis avail

able.Tutoring service Free consultation

Reasonable rates, call anytime. Ilan (600)90-

TUTOR www.my-tutor com

THE WRITING COACH
EXPERIENCED TEACHER, Ph D offers tu

tonng, tarm paper assistance. English. So-

cial Sctence. History Foreign Students Wel-

come Call 310-452-2865

WRITING TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford University

graduate Help wim Engtish—for students of

aH apaa^e¥e<i 310^72-6240 or 310-440

0285

^liffcn — »- -
nnniaiy iiMinMi

%'. Vj^ii!.ii^.j^i^.y

TUluHj /vANiLb iiLi.nr. Santa Monica,
Brentwood, BH. Math, chemistry, physics,

SAT prep, spanish/french. Expenenced, reli-

able, must have own car 310-679-2133

7200
lypbig

ACCURATE, DEPENDABLE and SPEEDY
typing service. Close to campus Call Laurie:

310-478-6230. \

DO IT WRITE- Word processing, transcrib-

ing, typing, proofing, editing. Fast and accu-

rate $28/hr 24hr voicemail WLA location.

310-441-5955

ONE DAY WORD PROCESSING and/or

editing Protesslonal technical writer pro-

vides word processing, editing, and writing

assistance International students welcome
310-829-1472

WORD PROCESSING All types; research

papers, theses, resumes, fliers Editing,

prooling, Stranscnption available Emergen-
cies OK. Call.818-598-1489 or email

anmlwomn@pacbell net.

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-

es, dissertations, transcnption, resumes, fli-

ers, brochures, mailing lists, reports. Santa

Monica, 310-828-6939 Hollywood. 213-466-

2888

7400
Businass Opportunitlas

$1200-$2000
EARNING POTENTIAL in your first couple of

weeks. Learn more about "The Perfect Busi-

ness". Call 818-566-9503.

$500/DAY Nude modeling-women 18+ all

types No experience necessary Safe, pro-

fessional environment. Refer a Iriend and
earn $50! 310-358-3865

EARN$1000-$3000
Per week from home. Not MLM! No experi-

ence necessary. Travel industry 800-345-

9688 X0296

INTERNET/E-COMMERCE TRAFFIC dou-

bling every 100 days - why not own your own
personal percentage? NYSE traded compa-
ny seeks brokers. 800-805-4768.

7S00

AUDIO ENGINEER: Great opportunity to

digitally edit a radio show. Internet Access,

editing experience, dependable 949-888-

8441 www.lakeproductions.com $15-25/hr.

SECRETARY/RECEPTIONIST- Perform

various duties in Beverly Real Estate Com-
pany. Parttime/Fulltime. Starting pay $9/hr

w/greal future job opportunities. Fax re-

sume:31 0-278-6801 Attn J.Edward Smith.

MkiCarallfoiiiail

Occasional P/T babysitter for toddler. Week-
night and weekend evenings. Must have car

and references. Salary negotiable. Pacific

Palisades. Deni: 310-454-6061.

START BEGINNING DEC. 2-3after-

noons/wk. for 3-year-old boy. Days/hours

flexible. Car necessary. 310-471-8790.

ADMINISTRATOR/PROJECT ASSISTANT
(internship possibility). Computer literate,

IBM-Windows/lnternet plus. Senior/graduate

w/strong writmg/oral communication No
dress code/reception duties. $7-$9.

17hrs/wk Serious inquiriesFax 310-395-

0509

$15/HR BRIGHT,

ENTHUSIASTIC
People to teach SAT Prep High test scores

required Transportation required We will

tram Flexible Hours Send Cover letter/re-

sume, including your scores by 12/10/96 to

A Competitive Edge. Attn Barry. 9911 West
Pico Blvd Suite 1025, LA 90035 No phor^e

caNs please

$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL mailing or cir

cuian. No aapanance raq Free information

ptektt Om 102-466-1639

Dispid'

7800
MMbntBd

MODELS NEEDED NOW
N(j f»perienc».' requifed

Catalog, Pnntwork, Magazines. Movies,
Video & TV Commercials

Men and Women of all Ages
Free Consultation

CALL NOW! 310-659-7000

$20/HR PT/FT
PROCESSING MAIL! Free supplies,

postage! Bonuses! Rush SASE to

CMA/UCLA Po Box 567443, Atlanta GA,
31156

signup@info.infomachine.com

$7.25/hr and up!
DO YOU have initiative? Become a UCLA
Community Service Officer and explore law

and public relations. Great Pay Flexible

hours. Student-oriented Web:

www.ucpd ucia edu/ucpd/cso. Email:

cso@ucpd ucla.edu. Phone: 310-825-2148.

ACTUARY/PENSION ASST Prr or F/T

Starts $10/hr Fax resume: 818-508-2001 or

mail: 12711 Ventura Blvd. Suite 470, Studio

City, CA 91604.

ANNOUNCERS, no experience necessary

Host music/talk-shows for our radio stations

P/T. $10-1 5/hr, $200-t-per/show, plus fantas-

tic benefits. 213-468-0080 24-hours.

ASIAN INTERNET
MODELS

GUARANTEED BASE PAY plus $40-60/hr

possible. Safe and secure working environ-

nrrent. General office staff also needed Call:

310-398-2213 or 310-880-4726.

ASSISTANT for business office. For more
details please call 310-278-2750 for consid-

e rat ion
, please fax resume 3l Q.27a. 038.

7800
Itelp Wanted

BOOKKEEPER/SECRETARY
NEEDED

Full time permanent M-F dtwn. LA. Good
phone and English skills. $10/hr. Type

50WPM Reliable. Quickbook experience a

plus Fax resume to 213-622-0882

CASTING
EXTRAS needed for feature films, commer-

cials, and music videos. Earn up to $240 per

day! No expenence needed Work guar-

anteed! Call today 213-851-6103.

CELLULAR
REPRESENTATIVE

SELF-MOTIVATED PROACTIVE PEOPLE
needed to sell Campus Cellular Service Set

your own hours- must like to make money-

discounts on cellulaY/paging service- will

tram To set up an appointment call Kamyar
at 310-825-0881

CUSTOMER SERVICE-P/T $7.25+bonus.

Insurance office, flexible hours Phones, til-

ing, computer work Bilingual a plus. Next to

UCLA Patrick 310-476-7267

DATA ENTRY/CLIENT CONTACT $9/hr

PT/FT +Bonus +Medical Excellent writing

and phone skills Mac experience a plus!

310-358-6053 or fax:310-392-5234.

DESIGNER WEDDING GOWNS and even-

ing gow/is Part time/full time Salary+com-

mission+bonuses. Flexible hours Westwood
location. 310-474-7808, Pauline.

DON'T SETTLE FOR ENTRY LEVEL: 26yr

old making 150K+ w/environmental sales

company. Looking lor five individuals to do

the same. P/T okay. Sandra; 818-981-9474.

DENTAL ASSISTANT

7800
ItetpWantod

F/T STAFF ACCOUNTANT/Fullcharge
t}OOkkeeper College graduate preferred GL,

AR, AP Payroll, bank rec , GJ. Excell, non-

smoker, general office duties. $20/hr

Fax:310-454-1949.

FILING CLERK- $7-8/hr. 3blocks from

UCLA PT-FT Flexible hours. Prefer stud-

ent/graduate. Pref. filing expenence. Harel

Maintenance. Ron: 310-470-61 75. Fax re-

sume: 310-474-7615

FOWLER GUARDS
Gallery attendants needed P/T No experi-

ence required. Please contact Fowler

Museum/Security Dept. 310-206-7750.

GIRLS wanted at exclusive social club in

WLA. Conversation only. No alcohol Flexi-

ble hours. Earn top $$$. 310-477-9871.

GREAT WORKPLACE!
TELEMARKETING for international educa-

tion agency. Nice clients, great-workplace in

SM. Hourly+commission. Sales experi-

ence&knowledge of foreign language import-

ant 310-395-9393.

HELP SERVE DINNER Part or Full-time

Wed/Thurs/Friday evenings for 4hours

Wages+meals Males preferred 310-208-

3281

Secretary
IX^ntal office in WLA needs help in our

front office. Must be a team worker,

nice attitude, familiar with computers,

Mon, Wed. Fri. Flexible hours from

9am-6pm.

Please call (310) 826-7494

Buy MIP (Medical Insurance Plan) if you haven't already.

BAR statement mailed Dec. 1 . Get MIP when you pay your fees.

UCLA Arthur Ashe Student Health & Wellness Center

Full defails about MIP and more on our Web page

www.scionet.ucla.edu/healrh.htm or call 310 825-4073

HOME TYPISTS NEED-

AUDITION DRIVER for child actor. Tues/

Wed/Friday approx. 3-6pm when scheduled.

Safe car, reliable. Some film/acting back-

ground. Female preferred. Carol-323-934-

2366.

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED. Earn

$150-$250/night. Work P/T while going to

school. Day/eve classes, l-2week classes,

800-974-7974 International Bariender's

school. HUNDREDS OF JOBS!

BARTENDERS TRAINING INSTITUTE of^

Amenca offers professional courses for only'

$98 Cenificate of completion included. Call

today; 1-800-561-1781. Great Jobs'

BEST JOB IN TOWN PLUSH UCLAW OF-
FICE (MID-WILSHIRE) SEEKS SPANISH-
SPEAKING CLERK w/car $7-$20/hr Call

6eorge 213-487-7200 and fax resume 213-

383-2884

Dental orthodontic office in West LA
looking for dental assistant, Mon., Wed..

Vx\>, M:UO 6m fe:UU pm EKp^mnw
preferred. Might consider training.

* Please call (310) 826-7494

ED
PC users needed. $45,000 income potential.

Call 1-800-513-4343 Ext B- 10105.

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

OE

DRIVERS wanted for busy holiday season.

Need 35 drivers ASAP Santa Monica based.

Need own car and insurance. $300-700/wk

310-453-4777.

F/T OFFICE CLERK for immigration law firm

Century City Computer-literate, Punctual,

detail-oriented, self-starter. $8/hr. Fax re-

sume: 310-553-2616.

:
:^:yy>^:ii)><'

• earn $100-$200 a day
• 2 week training & Job

Placement included

• Its not a job -Its a PARTY'"

National Bartenders School

1 (800) 646 • MIXX (6499)

INTERNET ACTRESSES
WANTED! Work at home. Make your own
hours. WEBCAM Business needs flirtatious

women.310-798-0592ext.66. Visit

httpV/GuestRoomCam com/moreinfo.htm

INTERNET PROGRAMMER - Implementing

internet database. Frontpage, html, CGI,

SOL, ASP Perl, C-t-++. Project work. $1000

Email resume: jenny@atlascp.com

INTL IMPORTING, Marketing and PR firm

seeks highly motivated, organized individual

w/excellent communication skills to work in

fast paced office Facets of position Include

Advertising, Coordinating Special Events,

Copywnting Must be fluent in Italian. F/T

$1800/mo+benefits. Fax resume:213-653-

1768 Attn John Patterson, VP

GraduiatinflwithoutaiobP
We are seeking exceptionally talented UCLA graduates seeking

immediate full-time corporate employment and INTENSE training

THE SDO MENTOR PROGRAM

Corporate Sales
Career Training & Placement

$50,000 - $1 25,000 per year
(potential lncom«)

THERE IS NO COST FOR THIS PROGRAM TO QUALIFIED APPLICANTS
100% off successful graduates have received offers from numerous Fortune 500 companies

ACROSS
1 Debatable
5 Delight

1 Harvard rival

14 — Minor:

constellation

15 Book bag item

16 Flying saucers:

abbr. _

—

17 Autumn
18 Extremely
19 Nag
20 Architect's

design

22 Late

23 Cashew or filbert

24 Up to now
25 Fragrant stuff

29 Lome Greene
TV series

33 Some college

students

34 Move back and
forth

36 At close

quarters

37 Roe
38 Pool member
39 — and vigor

40 Loch — monster-
42 Quick look

43 Not here

45 Glossier

47 Harpooned
49 Crow's sound
50 Lend an —
51 Irritable

54 Turnpike area

60 Atlanta arena
61 Goddess

of the hunt

62 Excavation

63 "Typee"

sequel

64 Chipmunk's
leader

65 Actor Jannings

66 Suburban
sight

67 Sugar sources

68 Lease
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DOWN
1 Hand warmer
2 Verbal

3 European
capital

4 Like an eagle

—fi Bursts forth

6 Soothe .

7 Can province

8 Seabird

9 Historic penod
10 Mexican

peninsula
1

1

In the distance

12 Nobleman
13 Glimpse
21 Competes

in a 10K
22 Decade number
24 Toy on a string

25 Computer-
screen images

26 Work of fiction

27 Stop
28 Chemical

compound
29 Financial

institutions

Guest Speaker & Mentor Graduate

JAVELIN GUIDRY
1997 UCLA Football Defensive End

NOW Gateway Computer Corporate Sales

30 '•— mind!

'

31 African country

32 Fortified

35 Tiny

38 Gush
41 Piece of

grapefruit i'

43 Wood used for

salad bowls
44 Rougher
46 Actress Francis

48 Praline

ingredients

51 Hammer or

wrench
52 Poet Lazarus
53 Type of man?
54 Linoleum

square
55 Great review
56 Textbook

division

57 Scholarly

volume
58 Ken or Lena
59 Hunter's

"trophy"

61 Smidgen

w

Rep

Come can hear about the exciting career opportunities and training

that the IMentor program can provide you.

Wetfiiesilav.Dec2ML6-8Mn TeiiaisCeM0rCliilitoiise

For ^flore Information. IMMEDIATELY CONTACT: Kristi Thibault or Eric Osmon

949.788.8989 800.987.7634
e-mail eric 'profitech.com
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MALE&FEMALE
MODELS

OUR MODELS have worked for Versace.

Abercrombie&Filch. Estee Lauder. Levi's.

Banana Republic &more* Great Pay! Begin-

ner's ok! Call '•free" for an appointment. Otio

(24-hrs)800-959-9301

PHOTO LAB pA assist photo printer or com-

puter imaging. Beverly Hills 310-274 3445

PT OFFICE WORK $15/hr. On campus Fil-

ing, organizing, Bonus $$. Email

tmsdchem.ucla.edu

In-N-Out Burger
Alwavs a cool place to work,

^'"•nys at great pay.

At In-N-Out Burger, we believe the quality of our restaurant is

more than serving the greatest burge/s, the coolest shakes
and the hottest fries in town. We believe quality starts with

our Associates - friendly, enthusiastic and personable. That's

why we offer the greatest benefits around including:

• $7.25 an hour just for starters
• Flexible, Part-time Schedules

• Paid Vacations
• Free Meals
• Full Training

So come see for yourself how cool working at In-N-Out Burger
can be. We provide a team-oriented, fast paced, fun environ-

ment, where your contribution is valued and respected.

Apply in person- Monday-Thursday 3-5pm at our location in

WESTWOOD
922 Gayley (2 blocks North of Wilshire Blvd.)

ask for the Manager on Duty

IN-N-OUT
'>\X BURGER

equal opportunity employer by choice

il^EDICAL BILLER
Wanted for busy Beverly Hills Medical Office.

Experienced biller w/expertise in Medi-

care/Medi-Cal. M-F. 830-530 Call Shelly

310-275-6494

fWlEDICAL EQUIPMENT OFFICE. P/T-flexi-

ble hours. Filing, stocking, ordering, receiv-

ing supplies, answering phones. Must have
vehicle/CDL/insurance. $8/hr 310-441-
4640.

MODELS WANTED by professional photo-

studio for upcoming assignment. Male/Fe-

male Pro/Non-Pro. Fashion/Commer-
cial/Theatrical. Call for appointment 818-

986-7933.

SALES/MANAGERS $1.000/hr.??? P/T 1

week. Earn continuous, sizable comm/bo-
nuses throughout 1999/2000. Minimal per-

sonal effon. Call 24hrs. for details. ABR/lnc.

310-859-5577.

SECRETARY-half time (mornings) to RN at

VA Medical Center West LA. $10.50/hr

Some benefits Call Susan 310-268-3646.

SMALL LAW OFFICE needs full time help

with phones and filing. Call 310^394-3578.

TEACHER'S ASSISTANT Supervise&inter-

act w/chikjren in a devek>pmental. earty

chikjhood program. Learn positive communi-
cation skills, age-appropriate expectations,

problem-solving, how to present activities.

ECE units preferred. Part-time. Flexible

schedule. Must be able to work weekends.
Will train. Deana Rossi 310-473-1447. X220.

MOVIE EXTRA WORK
• Revolutionary new program* Start immedi-
ately* All types-18+l* Fun/Easy* No crazy
fees* Program for free medical* Call-24/hrs

213-85C-4417.

MALE MODELS
Printwork. UB under 25. Lean, any race,

leave name, number&physical stats. Free
interview. Beginners welcome. 213-960-
1066. 24hrs.

Male Models Top $$$
$300-$700 per assignment, immediate pay!

Paid Screen Test. Young kx)kir1^. boy-
ish/athletic, 18-24, cleanshaven face, lit-

tle/no chest hair Nude modeling for Ameri-

can & European magazines and videos. Be-
ginners welcome. Open every day. Brad
310397-2408.

OFFICE ASSISTANT for afternoons in a

martial arts school. Good people relations.

Fax resume 310-277-7772

P/T BACK OFFICE position in medical office.

Expenence in computers, billing, insurances,

and data entry preferred Michaeld323-

525-1111.

P/T CLERK- Pholo/giftshop in Brentwood

Flexible hours No experience necessary.

Good personality 310-395-0905

P/T/TESTERS FOR NEW PRQDUCTS
Evenings and vwMkerKJs. flexible schedule.

•xcaHent computer skills a must Fax resunte

to Jay Rowlands 310-507-0291

Part Time Asaittant- Attomay it aaaking pan-

tinf>e auiatanca on a daily baaia. Aaaiat with

ganaral offtee matlert- WordPerfect 8

phone, and Himg aMIs E-fltaH Raaume to

FFiatds4l0«aoicom or Fax (310)822

3542

tiz:» 2^21

SEXUAL PROBLEMS?
Maintain control, maximize stamina, and last

longer Amazing, unheard of solutions! Seek-

ing willing product testers. Apply at

www newremedies.com

INT'L IMPORTING, Marketing, and PR firm

seeks organized detail orientated adminis-

trative assistant to perform such functions as
data entry, faxing, photocopying, phones.

Must be fluent in Italian. P/T, flexible hours

$8/hr Fax resume;21 3-653-1 768. Attn.John
Patterson, VP

LOTUS EXPERT with professional de-

meanor and good communication skills in

Century City area. $20-30/hr Fax resumes
310-229-5983 or e-mail to Ricardos©hcl-

jmj.com

TELEMARKETING
W/WINDOWS COMPUTER SKILLS. Prefer

phone experience. Prefer students/grads.

Flexible hours, 9am-5pm starling SB-

SI 0/hr+bonuses. 3-blocks/UCLA. Harel

Maintenance. Ron-310-470-61 75

WAITRESSA^AITER- experience and
knowledge of American menu required. P/T

or up to 25hrs. Lunch/or dinner For busy

restaurant in Westwood. David: 310-473-

5045.

WEBMASTER NEEDED for Santa Monica

publisher. P/T or freelance. 310-395-9393

WE'RE SEEKING INDIVIDUALS to provide

support to the deveiopmentally disabled Call

Dwight Istanbulian at 818-361-6400 ext 129

WHIZ AT THE NET? Internet access, ability

to send attachments, 60wpm. Flexible

hours, work at home 10-20 hrs/week $8-

13/hour 949-888-8441 or karenOlakepro-

ductions.com

7900

HALLIE'S HOUSESITTING. 310-3f3-9998

7 years experience References available

Long or Shortterm CONFIDENTIALITY
GUARANTEED.

PAID MANAGEMENT
INTERNSHIP

Student Works Paintir>g. a subsidiary of Na
tiortal Servies Group is now hinng for

Spnng/Summer 1999 Duties irKlude inter

viewing. Nrmg, development of customer w
Mona, control of marketing and sales. &

production manaoament Can 1 -800-394

6000 vMvw coiaoa«vorto com

DO YOU LIKE
TO WATCH?...

...soaps that is

We're looking for some soap fans

to intern at Soap Opera Digest.

no cash... but you will gain a ton
of experience, and we can promise
lots of fun.

Re.sponsibilities include typing,

filing and general office work. Casual
atmosphere.

Send rcftuniM to Jeff nel«on. SOD
6500 WIKhlre Blvd.

Ste - 1 2 1

Los Angeles. CA 90048

VMuntow

MARINE LIFE:

SHARKS, FISH &
MORE!

UCLA Ocean Discovery Center, at the Santa

Monica Pier, is looking tor volunteers to help

with educational and public programs Join

the 150 active volunteers who are helping to

teach visitors about the Santa Monica Bay
and how to protect it Lots of opportunities

and fun' For more info call the Volunteer Of-

fice; 310-393-6149

8400
Apaitaeiiti terlknl

(^
Ovilnttire C^fPV«l*ood

10530 WUiir. tM. WMtweod, CA 90074
En|oy al iht ImunM o( o fm nor hont in your otn ootpon* iuiiil
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1-MINUTE TO UCLA
1 bdrm. furnished, bright, clean, quiet, secur-
ity entrance, large closets, carpet, pool, lyr
lease. $850/mo. 310-824-1830.

Still looking

for a place to \\\fcl

Lrt we help.

• Koommate Listings

• Apartments for Rant

• General Rental

information

'^UClACoimnunitYllousino Office

EMfft Fmtio of Sproul Hall. 625-4491

www.cho.uclji.edu

1380 VETERAN- 2bdrm/2bath. $1495. Park
view, pool/iacuz^i. intercom entry, gated
parking, laundry, all appliances Move-in
ASAP. Cats considered. 310-477-5108.

BRENTWOOD $1,495/mo 2bd/2ba. front,

balcony, stove/refrigerator, dishwasher, car-

pet/drapes, laundry, parking, near UCLA,
shown by appt 11728 Mayfield #1 310-271-
6811

PALMS jingle apt from $495 1 -bdrm. $595
Stove $600deposit for single and
$900deposit for i-bdrm 1-year lease 310-
837-1502 leave message

SEIMESTER SUBLEASE
IN MANHATTAN BEACH 1/1/99-7/15/99 1-

t)dfm behind Strand l/4-t)iock to beach, ptr
tial \fmt. 2-car partting W/T sunny deck
$140(yrTK) 310-546-7169

WESiWUUU. kl-bUHM/^-bAlMfLUM
Pool/)acu2zl, washer/dryer, dishwasher,

24,'hour guard. $l550/mo Avail 12/1. Cakll

Mike: 310-372-2950.

WESTWOOD Large 1-bdrm $995 Malcolm

Ave near Westwood&SM Blvd 14unit build-

ing w/pool, parking, laundry, hardwood

floors, stove. 818-995-8866 ext. 312, Monica.

WLA $825-$850 2bdrm/1 5ba. Dishwasher,

AC, carpet, drapes built-in Extra large

fenced patio, 310-670-5119

Aparbnents Furalslied

MAR Vli>IA $[/3L»Aup, month Ask about

move in special. Attractive, furnished 1-

bdrm Large, pool, patio, barbecue area

Quiet-building 3748 Inglewood Blvd. 310-

398-3579

RMBiiMlBt-Prlfato Rown ;|

bbv thLT uLtN l>ANyON Hnvate room in a
house. Mountaintop view, quiet, sunny
Washer/dryer. 10 min to UCLA. Studious,

non-smoking male tenant. $400 incl.. utili-

ties. Leave message for Jim at 3 10-470-

2142.

BRENTWOOD-Your own bedroom in a 3-

bdrm apt $420/mo Available ASAP until

mid-Sepi Prefer female/clean non-smoker.
310-478-0743.

PALMS Female student, clean, non-smoker.

Spacious 3bdrm, convenient location. Rent

$433, need first&last. Contact ? 0-838-0543

before 8om

~ REDONDO BEACH
Large master bdrm w/own bath in 3bdrm apt
Share w/2 other females. Female preferred.

$600/mo. Amenities included 310-209-
0049

Condo/Townliouse for Rent

WESTWOOD Strathmore and Landfair
ibdrm available in 2bdrm apt for Winter and
Spring 99 Great view $490/mo Call Sara
.(310)209-1046.

MAR VISTA 2bdrm/1 5ba Stove/relng

washer/dryer, palio, parking space, pool

spa, new paint, newer carpet, quiet Close to ^
'''©J

UCLA $975/mo. 310-390-1105
"^^'^

WESTWOOD. Professional to rent bedroom
in large 3-bdrm./2 5-bath house. $650 -t-L^u-

tilities. Fireplace, patio, W/D. Call 310-477-

Guesllioiise for Rent

ESTATE PROPERTY
GUESTHOUSE/STUDIO^N LARGE- gated

Encino estate property Unfurnished. Tennis

courts/pool, a/c, no pets South of Ventura

Blvd $800/mo Susan: 818-995-8388.

MAR VISTA. Furnished 1-bdrm/1 -bath

Kitchen facilities, N/S. male preferred.

$375/mo, utilities included Call Joe 310-

390-4748

Roonmiates-Sliared Room

527 MIDVALE Male roommate wanted to

share l-bdrm/1-bath apt starting 1/1/99.

$575/mo. Parking space included 310-208-

7918.

WESTWOODSpace available, take over

lease. Jan.l, Beautiful Spanish style apart-

ment. 644 Landfair $367. Call Now 310-209-

0205

Honso for Ron!

MIRACLE MILE- 3bdrm/2bath, 2 car garage,

yard. 20 min dhve to UCLA. Walk to mu-

seums. $l600/mo. 1 year lease. " Veroni-

ca©2 13-380-5347.

WESTWOOD or adjacent area. 1or2-bdmi

for 12/17-1/10 for Parisian family of 4 (2a-

dults/2babies). Please call 310-208-4764. or

email serafinaafarnet ucia edu

for Roi^

BEAUTIFUL, SUNNY
room in Spanish-style Westwood home, pri-

vate bathroom, hardwood floors, laundry,

partying, cable&water included. Seeking pro-

fessional. $625/mo. 310-441-9972.

BEVERLY HILLS, furnished private room in

large house w/grad students, kitchen privi-

leges, pool, washer/dryer, utilities/included.

Need car. $475. Leave message. Abby 310-

275-3831or 818-783-5151

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT Own sunny

bdrm/bath. N/S. professional female to share

apartment w/2 females. $450/mo. Avail

01/01/99.310-473-9420/310-712-2623.

BRENTWOOD Kenter Avenue. Bedroom for

rent in house. Avail immediately Jan. free -

in exchange for childcare. $600/mo. Rober-

ta: 310-289-6120

BRENTWOOD- 1 bedroom available in

bright, spacious 3bd/2ba apartment. AC.
W/D. dishwasher, fumished. Close to San
Vicente shops&restaurants. $650/mo. 310-
820-0711.

Rontais

IDYLLWILD BEAUTIFUL MTN CABIN San

Bernardino Nat'l Forest. Fully equipped Hot

tub. fireplaces. Views. Sleep 4-I-. $250/wee-

kend. 310-794-5515 310-391-6808

CENTRAL
AMERICAN
FL II I

VICTIMS

^ READ
BETWEEN
THE LINES

Firxj the hidden trivia question in

today's Classifieds, answer it and win!

BRENTWOOD/WLA. 1252 Barry Ave. 2-

bdrm/1-bath. Secured access, 2-parking,

new carpet $1065. Available now. 310-479-

338 1.

HUGE 4 BDRM, exclusive walled communi-
ty 10 minutes to UCLA Spacious private

room/bath. Spectacular yard, laundry, fire-

place. N/S. $550-^utilities. 310-202-6405.

STUDENT SEARCHING
please call 310-777-4328

FOR ROOM

WESTWOOD. Furnished guest bed/bath

Pnvate entrarKe & parking $475/month

w/laundry, utilities. cableTV, microwave,

refngerator. yard Will accept $200/mo in

trade for babysitting M-F,4-6pm 310-277

0507. Steve or Mane.

WLA Living room to rent $350/mo Ctose to

UCLA 2nd floor, pool, gym, tennis utilities

included Female preferred 310-445-9412

WLA t6l0/mo (all utilities except phone)
Pnvale room wi^th Monsmoker No* pelt
Available 1/1/99 Total secunty Nsar UCLA
310-446 1545

YOUR
HELP

102 Men's Gym (CPO)

3154 Engineering 1 (SOLES)

7349 Bunche Hall (Chavez Center)

Dysklra, Room 406

St. Albin's, 580 Hilgard Avenue

104 Kerckhoff Hall (EXPO Center)

6282 Bunche Hall (Lounge)

407 Kerckhoff Hall (MEChA)

58 Haines Hail (Library)

Jimmy's

University Research Library

118 Kerckhoff Hall (Daily Bruin)

Northern Lights

5310 Rolfe

A-Level Ackerman

I (Near Student Union Ops)

1^^** Canned foods, *->

^ botthd water, ^
^ medicine and "^

P" supplies are ^
deliberately i

now

For information,

call X55969.

X66452 or 52333

Display
206-
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Relax, it's only
your future we're
talking about.

With 60 years of proven success getting students into the schools of their

choice, we're the chosen leader in test prep. Just ask anyone who's taken ^

Kaplan. They can easily be found at a grad school near you.
|

Classes are filling fast, so call today.

CaU iiov*

hfoU

to

in

i^intef
lasses. KAPLAN

1-800-KAP-TEST
www.kaplan.com

The world leader in test prep

W.HOOPS
From page 24

out. The tandem combined to shoot

50 percent from the field (l7-for-34)

fora total of 42 points.

Their play earned the Huskers an

early 1-6 edge, but a Gomez three-

pointer at the 1 1 :08 mark of the first

half gave the Bruins an 18-17 lead and

UCLA never looked back.

UCLA's Saturday date with the

University of North Carolina marked

the fourth time the Bruins played a

ranked opponent in their first five

cames.

But it seems that someone forgot

to tell the Tar Heels (7-1. 2-1) that life

after departed AU-American Tracy

Reid has begun.

The UNC starting frontcourt of

Nikki Teasley, Yanigk Clay and

Chanel Wright managed to post only

22 points against the Bruins' combi-

nation of Martin, Hubbard and

reserve Carly Funicello.

Martin, the tournament's Most

Valuable Player, powered her way to

30 points and 18 boards. Hubbard,

also a first team All-Tournament

selection, contributed 16 points and

five rebounds for the Bruins in their

88-68 victory over UNC.
Funicello. in her first action since

returning a week ago from surgery,

dropped in 10 points and grabbed 10

boards against the Heels and aver-

aged seven points and 6.5 boards in

16 minutes of play over the firsjl two

C;imr,s nf the: tnurn;iment.

Gomez had another standout per-

formance with five points and eight

assists against only one turnover.

The Tar Heel starting guards com-

bined for 32 points and 21 boards, but

led a three-point attack that was futile

at most. UNC shot just 2-for-22 from

bchmd the arc.

"\ wanted to come out and do

something against these guys."

Martin .said.

"I want to play well against good

teams.'"

Added Bruin head coach Kathy

Olivier. "Maylana really came out of

her shell. She's been playing well but

she hasn't been shooting great. She

really came on strong."

In the championship game on

Sunday, the Bruins destroyed

Kentucky (5-1, 2-1) on the boards.

UCLA held a 57-34 rebounding

advantage and actually grabbed more

defensive rebounds (38) than the

Huskers' total rebounding count en

route to the 64-54 victory.

Martin and Hubbard crashed the

boards and pulled down 14 apiece

and Gomez grabbed six to lead the

Bruins and exten.d their winning

streak to four.

Besides Hubbard and Martin's

total of 20 points, the Bruin perimeter

players (Gomez, Philman and

Melanie Pearson) combined for 37

points.

Philman led the way with 19 points

on eight-of-14 shooting and Pearson

had her first double-digit scoring

effort of the tournament with 10

points.

Pearson also grabbed five boards

to finish with an average of eight

points and 5.33 boards on the trip.

"It seemed like we were in a

marathon," Hubbard said of the

Kentucky contest. "But as long as we

stayed two steps ahead of them, they

had no chance to catch us."

After taking a 14-point halftime

lead (34-20) the Bruins did allow the

Wildcats to come within 4 points (51-

47) with 4:08 to play - but the Bruins

fought them off and closed the game

with a 13-7 run.

"(Kentucky) couldn't stop us,"

Hubbard added. "Our perimeter play

jnit rnmc thrniish
"Marie, Mehmit-

and Erica really stepped up and

played well."

Gomez, averaging 8.66 assists per

game, had her third 10-assist game of

the season and has dished out seven

assists or more in each contest this

season. The junior also finished the

tournament with a four-to-one assisls-

to-turnovers ratio (28-7).

"We're excited that we beat two

ranked teams and handed three

teams their first losses." Hubbard

concluded.

"But being that we're one of the

top teams in the nation, we also feel

we should be doing that
"

And so the mission continues.

SAA presents as part ofthe

Career Setivork Workshop series...

Career Options in

Investment
THE CLAY PIT
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Wednesday, December 2
7pin-9pni

The Alumni Center

Meet Alumni from Morgan Stanley,

Bankers Trust, FMA, and others!

Heading home for the holidays?

Take your hard drive with you.

UCUUumni
Assoc I <i t I o n

KAPLAN
For more information, contact

Alumni Career Services at

(310) 206-6062
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luiinp*l\ tlciiicc |luinip'tc Jans| n. I.dance associated with rap

iirom Di'jilal rndcrmoiiiul 2. Iim^ to the side, as it' vour leu was

broken: shake and twitch; as liyou were sniokiiiL!. i.e. M.C. Hammer on crack

DIGIiraL UNDERGROUND

Do the Humpty Hump...
We stwood Plaza

Wed. Dec. 2

Noon
Free

BRIEFS

Waves wipe out

Bruins; UCLA out

of NCAA finals

The UCLA men's water polo

team placed sixth at the Mountain

Pacific Sports Federation

(MPSF) tournament and conse-

quently missed qualifying for the

NCAA Championships.

The Bruins fell out of confer-

ence championship contention in

their first outing against

Pepperdine.

The Bruins seemed poised to

win by the third quarter with a tie

score. The Waves, featuring three

seniors - Todd King, Jeremy

I*ope and Merrill Moses - from

last year's NCAA championship

team, narrowly advanced to the

semifinal by beating the Bruins 7-

6.

With that loss went the auto-

matic spot in the NCAA champi-

onships that goes to the confer-

ence tournament winner.

Being the No. 2 ranked team in

the nation afier No. I ,USC, !the

Bruins' chance to get the at-large

bid relied on USC winning the

tournament. All they could do

from that point was to root for

their rival team, which had won
the early round against Long

Beach Stale.—
The Bruins bc^al the Urllverslly—ence record,

of the Pacific 8-5 in the consola-

tion semifinal in what was consid-

ered as one of the most chaotic

games. With UOP's physical play-

ing style and verbally offensive

fans, the referee threw out two

UOP fans and UCLA head coach

Guy Baker in the game's dura-

tion.

Even with the crowd, constant

halting calls by officials and lack

of a coach, UCLA pulled through

to beat UOP under assistant

coach Adam Krikorian's direc-

tion.

"Adam did a good job with the

players and the team rose to the

occasion," said Baker. "There

was definitely some adversity and

I'm glad we could handle it."

Afier all the morning glory, the

Bruins were faced with the disap-

pointing news that USC lost to

Stanford in the semifinal round in

a 'Sudden-death overtime game.

Stanford gets an automatic

spot in the NCAA championship

tournament. Because of USC's

higher regular season record, the

Trojans get the at-large bid to the

four-team tournament next week

instead of the Bruins.

Knowing the inevitable, it was

useless to win the consolation

final which would have given the

Bruins a fifth place tournament

finish. They lost to Cal, 7-6, and

finished sixth in an overtime

game.

The Bruins end their season

with a 17-6 overall and 6-2 confer-

Written by Steve Kim, Daily Bruin

Senior Staff
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Any large Pizza, your choice of toppings and crust, for $9.99

QOyi >liii 1114 Gayley Ave

0l4'4 I I i Westwood Villag

Medium 1 topping Pizza

for S5.95

Fast Free Deliverv

until 1 a.m. Sunday-Thursday

until 2 a.m. Friday & Saturday

National Football League

At A Glance

AMERICAN CONFERENCE

East

Miami

N.Y.Jets

Buffalo

WL T Pet. PF ¥fr

8 4 .667 231 168

8 4 .667 315 199

7 5 .583 268 242

New England 7 5 .583 262 236

Indianapolis 2 10 .167 208 336

Central

Jacksonville

Pinsburgh

Tennessee

Baltlinore

9 3 .750 311 247

7 5 .583 224 218

6 6 .500 260 237

5 7 .417 205 247

tincinnati 2 10 .167 197 321

West

y-Oenver

Oakland

Seanle

Kansas City

San Diego

12 1.000401 206

7 5 .583 209 244

6 6 .500 255 210

5 7 .417 238 259

5 7 .417 181 247

NATIONAL CONFERENCE

East

Dallas

Arizona

N.Y. Giants

Washington

Philadelphia

Central

K-Minnesota

Green Bay

Detroit

Tampa Bay

Chkago

WL
8 4

6

4

3

2

6

8

9

10

P(t. PF PA

.667 325 217

.500 251 308

.333 1% 257

.250 240 337

.167 108 277

.917 394 220

.667 314 240

.417 244 263

.417 223 250

11 1

8 4

5 7

5 7

3 9 .250 197 275

Sunday's games

Kansas City 34, Arizona 24

Atlanta 21, St. Louis 10

NewYork Jets 48, Carolina 21

Baltimore 38, Indianapolis 31

Jacksonville 34, Cincinnati 17

Tampa Bay 3 I.Chicago 17

Seattle 20, Tennessee 18

New England 25, Buffalo 21

Miami 30, New Orleans 10

Green Bay 24, Philadelphia 16

Washington 29, Oakland 19

Denver 31, San Diego 16

Monday's game

San Francisco 31, New York Giants 7

Thursday, D«c 3

St. Louis at Philadelphia, 8:20 p.m.

Sunday, Dm. 6

Buffalo at Cincinnati, 1:01 p.m.

Dallas at New Orleans, 1 :01 p.m.

Detroit at Jacksonville, 1:01 p.m.

Indianapolis at Atlanta, 1:01 p.m.

New England at Pittsburgh, 1 :01 p.m.

San Diego at Washington, 1 :01 p.m.

San Francisco at Carolina, 1:01 p.m.

Seattle at NewYork Jets, 1:01 p.m.

New York Giants at Arizona, 4:05 p.m.

Kansas City at Denver, 4:1 5 p.m.

Miami at (Jakland, 4: 15 p.m.

Baltimore at Tennessee, 4:15 p.m.

Chicago at Minnesota, 8:20 p.m.

Monday, Dec 7

Green Bay at Tampa Bay, 8:20 p.m.

National Hockey League

At a Glance

Buffalo 10 5 4 24 57 40

Ottawa 10 7 3 23 6U50
Momreal 8 12 2 18 52 65

Southeast Division

Carolina

Florida

Washington

Tampa Bay

W
11

8

7

6

L

10

8

11

14

WESTERN CONFERENCE

Central Division

Detroit

St. Louis

Nashville

Chicago

W
13

9

9

6

Northwest Divisio/i

Edmonton

Vancouver

Colorado

Calgary

Pacific Division

Phoenix

Dallas

Anaheim

Los Angeles

San Jose

W
12

9

8

8

W
14

12

8

6

5

L

8

6

12

14

L

9

13

11

13

L

2

4

10

14

11

Pts Gf GA

25 62 57

21 50 55

17 49 62

14 48 83

Pts GF GA

26 73 50

23 57 47

19 53 68

15 48 82

Pts GF GA

25 68 55

19 66 71

18 53 62

18 63 70

Pts GF GA

30

27

20

13

15

53 26

53 39

50 53

50 66

49 56

West

i-Attanta 10 2

San Francisco 9 3

NewOrteans S 7

StLouis 3 9

.833 325 218

.750 ^54 244

.417 216 265

.250 207 285

EASTERN CONFERENCE

Atlantic Division

W L

2 10 .167 236 322

i-dmchcd playoff berth

y-dmdwd divtsion tide

New Jersey

Philadelphia

Pittsburgh

N.Y Islanders

NY Rangers

Northeast Divtsion

T Pts GF GA

13 7 1 27 54 49

11 7 4 26 62 48

10 6 5 25 63 55

10 13 20 59 64

6 9 7 19 56 59

Sunday's games

N.Y Rangers 5, Nashville 1

Detroit 4, San Jose 1

"Carolina 3, Anaheim 1

Philadelphia 6, Vancouver 2

Buffalo 6,Tampa Bay 3
^

Chicago 3, Edmonton 2

Monday's game

Montreal 3, Los Angeles V

Tuesday^ games

Vancouver at Boston, 7 p.m.

New Jersey at Washington, 7 p.m.

Fionda at N.Y Rangers, 7:30 p.m.

Anaheim at Pinsburgh, 7:30 p.m

OttawaalNashvtUe.Spm

lW.WlliM^il6.0T

MiMitielj46.0ii«sJf

Toronto

Botton

W L T Pts Gf GA

1) 9 2 28 74 68

10 7 5 25 60 43

Flondi at Buffalo. 7 ptm

«l at Carolina, 7 p m

Los Angeles at Toronto, 7:30 p.m.

N.Y Rangers at NY Islanders, 7:30 p.m.

Detroit at Colorado, 9 p.m.

Phoenix at Edmonton, 9 p.m.

Dallas at San Jose, 10:30 p.m.

College Bisketball

Major Scores

EAST

Boston U. 58, American U. 56

Niagara 79, Long Island U. 73

Providence 79, Maine 72

St. John's 97, St. Francis, N.Y 63

SOUTH

Appalachian St. 68, East Carolina 67

Clemson 70, Radford 37

Davidson 89, Elon 51

Florida 1 10, Coastal Carolina 68

Georgetown 69, Bethune-Cookman 66

IIL-Chicago 74, Alabama St. 67

Louisiana Tech 63, Northwestern St. 41

Memphis 86, Ark.-Pine Bluff 42

Mississippi St. 80, Sam Houston St. 67

North Carolina 75, Middle Tennessee 54

SW Louisiana 80, McNeese St. 49

South Carolina 73, Jacksonville 56

Tenn.-Martin 78, Bethel, Tenn. 53

Tennessee 84, W.Carolina 41

Vanderbilt 83, Florida A&M 72

W.Kentucky 67, Belmont 64

Wake forest 75, VMI 61

William & Mary 69, UNC-Greensboro 55

Wofford90,ToccoaFalls49

MIDWEST

Cent. Michigan 66, Robert Morris 57

Illinois 53, Valparaiso 49

Michigan 60, Towson 45

Minnesota 72, Oregon 61

Toledo 85, Miss. Valley St. 53

SOUTHWEST

Houston 67, LSU 55

Texas Southern 88, Tougaloo 59

FAR WEST

CS Northridge 92, Southern Cal Coll. 50

Gonzaga 8 1 , E Washington 59

Idaho 85,W. Montana 61

PoftUnd68,UCIrvineS4

Southern Cal 91 , St BoMventure 82

AP Top 2S Football Teams

The top 25 teams in The Associated Press

college football poll, with first-place votes

in parentheses, records through Nov. 28,

total points based on 25 points for a first

place vote through one point for a 25th

place vote and ranking in previous poll:

1.Tennessee(41)

2.KansasSt.(24)

3.UCLA(3)

4.FloridaSt.

S.OhioSt.

6. Arizona

7. Florida

S.Wisconsin

9.Tulane

lO.TexasA&M

11. Arkansas

12.GeorgiaTech

13. Nebraska

U.Virginia

15. Michigan

16.Notre0ame

17.AirForce

18. Syracuse

19. Georgia

20. Texas

21. Oregon

22.PennSt.

23.MississippiSt.

24. Missouri

25.VirginiaTech

Record

11-0

11-0

10-0

11-1

10-1

11-1

9-2

10-1

11-0

10-2

9-2

9-2

9-3

9-2

9-3

9-2

10-1

8-3

8-3

8-3

8-3

8-3

8-3

7-4

8-3

Pts

1,669

1,638

1,579

1,501

1,427

1,358

1,280

1,173

1,043

1,014

941

843

831

811

809

667

617

576

490

402

324

315

275

230

105

Pv

1

2

3

4

5

7

8

10

11

6

13

17

14

16

15

9

18

21

12

22

23

25

24

20

Transactions

Major League Baseball

KANSAS CITY ROYALS—Named Tom

Poquettf manager of Charleston of the

South Atlantic League and Andre David

manager of the Gulf Coast Royals.

MINNESOTA TWINS—Named Scott UIger

hitting coach, Ron Gardenhire third base

coach, Jerry White first base coach, Wayne

Krivsky assistant general manager, Larry

(.onif^ special assistant to the general

manager. Steve Liddle minor league field

coordinator and Gregg Miller area s6xit

for Kansas, Missoun and Oklahoma

TEXAS RANGERS—Agreed to terms with

SS Royce Clayton on a four year contract

ARIZONA DIAMONORACKS Agreed to

terms with LHP Randy Johnson on a four-

year contract.

National Footba League

CAROLINA PANTHERS—Suspended HB

Fred Lane for making an obscene gesture

during a game on Nov. 29.

CLEVELAND BROWNS—Named Dwight

Clark vice president and director of foot-

ball operations, Jacqueline Skalba human

resources coordinator and Kenneth Louard

assistant chief administrative officer.

JACKSONVILLE JAGUARS— Placed OL Jeff

Novak on injured reserve. Activated OL

Mark Nori from the practice squad. Signed

OL Brock Gutierrez to the practice squad.

ST. LOUIS RAMS— Placed S Toby Wright

and LB Chariie demons on injured

reserve. Signed DT Corey Sears and LB

Phillip Ward from the practice squad.

National Hodtcy League

NASHVILLE PREDATORS—Named Ray

Shero assistant general manager.

All times in the sports box are EST

Trivia Questions

1 .Only one NFL team currently playing has

never won a postseason game. Which

one?

2.Who is the only person to have won

baseball's Triple Crown (highest average,

most home runs, most RBIs) without

being named league MVP?

3.What unusual solution did NewYork

Rangers' coach Lester Patrick hit upon

when he found himself without any

healthy goalies to play the third period of

a game against Montreal in the 1928

Stanley Cup playoffs?

Answers
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Need Cash for the Holidays?
i

Sell Back Your Books
Get up to 50% of the original purchase price

beginning December 14

w«*'

iMmm

11 rn u '1

iiKii

Buyback

Locations
A-Level Ackerman Union

Lu VfaUe Commons

Health Sciences Store

Limited buyback at

HiUTop Shop

HOURS OF OPERATION

Call 310.206.0785

for Ackerman Union

310.825.7238

for Lu Valle Commons

BOOKS

]omG in early

for best prices!

BWBI^ISK
GUARANTEED

Thte Fallp when you bought a textbook with our

Buyback fliiaranteed symbol, we guaranteed we'd

iHV it back from you at the end of the quarter for

IMM of fte purchase price. And we will!

Check file fet at the Textbook Information counter to find out if your book

il Mtk. Your textbook must be in usable conditkxi wt)en you sell it back.

GKtbooks •
f) leuel fickermdn ^los,-

.u Ualle CoTTimons ..o.cno. ^06. 078'
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SPORTS
Men's water polo

Would a Trojan win in the MPSF

Tournament give the Bruins an NCAA

Championship at-large bid? See inside.

Police antics at'SC game
hindered fans. See page 9

ARTS & ENTERTAINMEN

The art of spoken word. See page 1

2
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INSIDE TODAY

Extended coverage

of SAGE strike, page 3

World & Nation, page 5

UCLA No. 6 seed in tournament
VOLLEYBALL Bruins

to lake on Cavaliers in

first-round NCAA play

By Nid( Taylor

Daily Bruin Contributor

In a matchup of two of the

hottest volleyball schools in the

nation thus far, the No. 15

UCLA Bruins (15-11) begin first-

round play in the NCAA tourna-

ment Salfurday against the

Virginia Cavaliers (26-7), with a

game held at UC Santa Barbara.

If the Bruins advance past the

first round, they would earn the

opportunity to play either Santa

Clara or UCSB. The Bruins lost

to Santa Clara very early in the

season, three games to one, but

beat Santa Barbara in five

First and second rounds

D« 3-4, 4-5 or 5-6

Regiouls

D« 10-11, n-12or 12-13

Regionals

De(.10 11,11 I20f12 13

First and second rounds

De(.3-4,4 5or5 6

Long Beach St. (30-0)

Southern (19-12)

Arizona (21-6)

Fresno St (18-10)

Colorado (2 1-7)

San Jose St (12-11)

Illinois (20-10)

Southwest Texas St. (25-8)

1998 National

Collegiiaite Division I

^WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL

CHAMi>ION$HIP

Penn St. (30-0)

thrilling games later in the sea-

son at Pauley Pavilion.

Despite the Bruins' current

ranking, the team was awarded a

No. 6 seed in the Pacific region.

"We are disappointed to not

get back into the Top 16," said

Coach Andy Banachowski,

referring to the seeding they

received in one of four regions in

a field of 64. "(Especially) the

way we have been playing late-

ly"

With the Bruins offense in

high gear, though, the Bruins just

need to concentrate on consis-

tency. If they do that, the tourna-

ment wins should come, begin-

ning with Saturday against the

Cavaliers.

Colorado St. (23-7)

South Carolina (21 10)

Texas (24-4)

Wis. -Milwaukee (25-5)

Notre Dame (17-12)

Eastern Washington (24 5)

Stanford (25-3)

SoutheastMo St (24-11)

National

championship

Dec. 19

Bucknell (16-11)

Fairfield (35-1)

Clemson(21-10)

Florida St. (25-10)

Northern Illinois (26-6)

Louisville (27-4)

Florida (31-2)

Chattanooga (23-10)

Texas Tech (23-10)

Ohio St (16-13)

Tevas A&M (20-8)

Temple (22-9)

Southern California (22-6)

UMBC (22-6)

Northern Iowa (25-2)

Indiana (15-13)

Arkansas (27-5)

New Hampshire (24-10)

Nevada (22 6)

Miami (Ohio) (26-7)

Hawaii (29-2)

Brown (23-8)

Sourer muoiq

American (29-5)

Cat State Sacramento (25-8)

Houston (21-12)

Pacific (24-5)

Florida Atlantic (16-5)

Kansas St. (18-11)

Georgetown (24-5)

Brigham Young (28-3)

Coastal Carolina (23- 12)

Nebraska (28-1)

Morgan St. (18-14)

Utah (20-9)

linoisSt (22-9)

North Carolina (28-7)

Oral Roberts (29-5)

Michigan St. (23-6)

Pepperdine (17-10)

Virginia (26-7)

UCLA(15-11 )

LJC Santa Barbara (26 5)

Santa Clara (20-9)

South Florida (25-7)

San Diego (23-5)

Wisconsin (27-4)

Arkansas-Little Rock (20-8)

Football team

inches closer

to top spot

in BCS poll

RANKING: Win in Miami

would likely lead to berth

in Fiesta Bowl for Bruins

By Jeff Kmiotek
Daily Bruin Staff

The Bruins had a bye last week, but

they moved one step closer to saying

"Hello" to the Fiesta Bowl.

UCLA remained No. 2 in the Bowl

Championship Series Poll, but closed

to within .04 points of No. I

Tennessee. The Volunteers have 4.99

points in the complicated computer

formula , foiiowed by UCLA w ith

DAILY BRUIN
80th year Circulation 20,000

Wednesday, December 2, 1998
www.daitybruin.ucla.edu

Graduate students protest as strike starts

SAGE: Campus adjusts as

teaching assistants picket,

rally for bargaining rights

By Timothy Kudo
Daily Bruin Contributor

Striking teaching assistants

(TAs), readers and tutors held a rally

and began picketing on the outskirts

of campus Tuesday.

Academic student employees on

eight UC campuses went on strike,

seeking collective bargaining rights.

The strike has resulted in numer-

ous cancelled discussions, the possi-

Rounds, a TA for Political Science

50 and one of the picketers.

Protesters held a rally near the

Medical Center's visiting facility at

noon - it was attended by more than

100 people.

Speakers included York Chang,

external vice president of the

Graduate Students Association, and

Liz Geyer, external vice president of

the Undergraduate Students

Association Council (USAC).

The rally also included represen-

tatives from other UC campuses,

who updated the protesters on the

status of strikes at other campuses,

which they said were all going

according to plan.

Bruins say Aloha' to competition in {Hawaii
RECAP: After slow start to season,

hot team extends winning streak

to four at Rainbow Wahine Classic

6yA.CinQueCarter
Daily Bruin Staff

The mission was simple.

The point iguard must produce more assists

than turnovers. The perimeter defenders must not

make opponents look like All-Americans. the post

must continue to produce and the team must stop

playing down to the level of its competition.

The I2th-ranked UCLA women's basketball

team had a rough start to its season and needed to

turn things around. While being ranked sixth in

the pre-season, the Bruins dropped their season-

opener to then-No. 17 Notre Dame.
Following that contest, UCLA dropped to 14th

in the polls and lost its home opener to then-No. 4

UConn.

"The Notre Dame game woke us up," junior

center Janae Hubbard said of the loss. "The
UConn game just showed us where we v|fire. We
needed to make some changes."

Unranked West Virginia brought a test of a dif-

ferent kind, and the Bruins responded. Knowing
virtually nothing about their- opponents, the

Bruins just played their game and produced a pos-

itive result to boost their record to 1-2.

Then came Hawaii and the mission.

The Bruins took part m the eight-team Rambow
Wahine Basketball Qassic in Honolulu this week-

end The team, if everything held true to form,

would open up agamst No 24 Nebraska, play

nfth-ranked North Carolina and then play an

inifinked team for the championship

But everything had not been holding true to

form thus far in the Bruins' season, so

no one actually knew what to expect.

Heading into the tournament,

junior point guard Frica CJomez had

as many turnovers as assists (24).

Through three contests, the Bruins

had lost to two ranked teams and let a

lesser team play them a little too

close. The Bruins' perimeter defense

was allowing 67 of the Bruin opptv

nents' 96 points per game.

New venue. New attitude. New
season.'

"In this tournament." Hubbard
said of the Classic, "we put it all

together. We really played well oRen-

sively and defensively, staying intense

for both halves. We were on."

In the first round against

Nebraska (5-1, 2-1), junior forward

Maylana Martin had a team-high 16

points and game-high eight

rebounds. And Hubbard chipped in

15 points and five boards as the

Bruins dominated the Husker front-

court in Friday's 85-67 vidory.

Junior small forward Marie

Philman added 15 points and seven

rebounds, combining with Hubbard

and Martin to outscore Nebraska's

starting frontcourt, 46-9.

Gomez had seven points and 10

assists against four turnovers for the

Bruins, who were on fire from the

field, shooting .538 (35 for 65) from the field.

Philman, who was seven-of-IO from the field,

and Hubbard each had 15 points Martin aad
sophomore LaCresha Flannigan (10 points)

rounded out the four Bruins in double figures

Flannigan and freshman Michelle Greco, both

BAHNAM FARAHOEiyD*«y Bfuin

Erica Gomez led UCLA to four consecutive wins in the

Rainbow Wahine Basketball Classic in Honolulu, Hawaii.

reserve guards, combined for 13 points and six

points per game in the tournament, and were good
for a total of 19 points against Nebraska

As expected, Nebraska's sUrting backcourt of

Nicole Kubik and Brooke Schwartz shot the lights

Sm« 21

5.03 and Kansas State, barely hang-

ing on with 6.31.

If the Bruins beat the Miami
Hurricanes on Dec. 5 and Tennessee

tops Mississippi State in the SEC
Championship, undefeated Kansas

State (due to their weak schedule) will

be the odd team out for the Tostitos

Fiesta Bowl on Jan. 4. That would

leave UCLA and Tennessee to play

for all the chips.

The Bruins improved in the BCS as

a result of their strength of schedule

(SOS) increasing and Tennessee's

decreasing. The Vols destroyed

Vanderbilt 41-0 on Saturday, but

Vandy's 2-9 record destroyed

Tennessee's SOS. They went from the

14th most difficult schedule to the

29th, thus gaining a mere .60 points.

UCLA's SOS went up a notch,

from No. 8 to No. 7. UCLA was

aided by Arizona's win over Arizona

State, use's ugly win over Notre

Dame, Texas' victory over Texas

A&M and Nebraska's win again.st

Colorado. An almost perfect SOS
weekend was marred when the

Hurricanes were blown away by

Syracuse, 66-13.

But still, if the Bruins defeat Miami

in the "Hurricane Bowl," they'll be

bowling in Arizona in 1999.

"(If we beat Miami) and we don't

make it to the Fiesta Bowl, I'd be

very, very, very disappointed," .said

coach Bob Toledo.

A loss to Miami would send the

Bruins to the Rose Bowl to face

Wisconsin on Jan. 1.

• • •

UCLA defensive back Eric

Whitfield has been suspended from

the team due to his alleged involve-

ment in an altercation on Oct. 3.

Whitfield, who has made 27 tackles,

will miss the Miami game and his

future status is pending.

• • •

UCLA quarterback Cade
McNown has been named winner of

the Johnny Unitas Golden Arm
Award for the top senior quarterback

in the nation. McNown beat out fel-

low notables Michael Bishop of

Kansas State and Joe Germaine of

Ohio Slate.
~ ^^

• • •

A potential Fiesta Bowl matchup

between Tennessee and UCLA would

not only be a game for the national

title, but a chance for revenge against

the last team to defeat the Bruins

smce the 20-game winning streak

began The Bruins lost to the Vols on

Sept 6, 1997 at the Rose Bowl

ble alterations of Ht^a l exams and ihougn siauk orgunlituii.Ui ;>.-v i

|

possibly the delay of grades.

Over 30 members of the Student

Association of Graduate Employees

(SAGE) picketed in Westwood,

walking continuously across the

intersection of Westwood and Le

Conte and chanting. When it began

to rain, many picketers left - but

others, using their picket signs and

even trash bags as protection, con-

tinued to march.

"We are going to win ... because

we have the will of the majority of

the teaching assistants on all eight

university campuses," said Dan

the strike is a necessary step toward

their goal of being recognized for

collective bargaining, many pick-

eters said they wished that the situa-

tion hadn't come to this.

"I'd much rather be going to

work than going on strike," said

Marian Katz, one of the strikers.

"It's more valuable; it's more practi-

.

Many union TAs went on strike

two years ago, with the same goals.

That strike ended after a week. This

See STRIKE, page 3

MICHAEL ROSS WACHT/Daily Brum Senior Staff

A handful of UCLA graduate student employees picketed in the rain outside the entrance to campus

on Westwood Boulevard and Le Conte Avenue on the first day of the SAGE/UAW strike.

Bowl bid could spark sales boom
ASUCLA: Football s(iuad

may help student union

overcome budget derieit

By Neal Narahara

Daily Bruin Contributor

The continuing good fortunes of

the UCLA Ibotball team could mean

a small fortune for the Associated

Students of UCLA (ASUCLA).

A chance at the national champi-

onship with a berth in the Fiesta Bowl

could mean more than an $800,000

boost in total sales of UCLA mer-

chandise. These profits would be

especially sweet for ASUCLA,
because they were not planned for in

the association's budget.

"We specifically don't include

(those profits) because we know we

can't count on them," said Patricia

Eastman, ASUCLA executive direc-

tor.

The $300,000 profit that would

result from these increased sales

would take the student store from a

budgeted $156,000 loss to a $150,000

profit, according to Rich Delia,

ASUCLA's chief financial officer.

The windfall profit would also be a

significant contribution to the stu-

dents' association as a whole, which

otherwise was targeted to lose

$800,000 this year.

ASUCLA is in the process of

recovering from financial problems

which resulted in taking a $20 million

loan from the university in 1996. It

has since been working its way back

toward making a profit

UCLA's football team is currently

ranked number two in the Bowl

("hampfonship Senes rankings, the

^v.stcm lliat determines which two

teams play for the national champi-

onship, leaving the Bruins in a good

position to play in the Fiesta Bowl on

Jan. 4 if they beat the University of

Miami on Saturday.

UCLA holds a sizable, but sur-

mountable lead over third-ranked

Kansas State in the rankings. If

Kansas State passes them in the rank-

ings, the Bruins will still go to the

Rose Bowl as the Pac-lO conference

champions.

ASUCLA's projected figures for a

bowl berth are based on past perfor-

mances by the football team. Because

this is the first year in which there is a

designated national championship

bowl, the students' association has no

history on which to base its preelec-

tions.

Officials have consequently prcv

jected sales to be comparable to a

Rose Bowl berth jn years past, smce

an appearance in the Rose Bowl lends

to bring tourists to Southern

California.
•

"We'd be very happy with any

bowl," Eastman said. "Our goal is to

make the most out of wherever we

go.

ASUCLA has already started to

capitalize on the football team's sue-

UCLA establishes three

new outreach programs

DIVERSITY: Participants

hope to bring students

to UC-competitive level

See BOWL, page 4

DAVl Hill

Lftonard Cohen, an alumnus who attended UCLA 55 years ago,

shops for a T-shirt at the UCLA Store.

By Hemesh Patel

Daily Bruin Contributor

In the aftermath of Proposition

209, the measure that eliminated

the use of race and gender in

admissions, UC-wide outreach

programs were created to preserve

diversity in UC schools.

Two years later, UCLA has

established three programs to

facilitate UC outreach. The

Career Based Outreach Program

(CBOP), the Super 8 Program and

the School University Partnership

Program .vere developed to pro-

vide scholastic support to a num-

ber of disadvantaged college

bound students.

According to Jack Sutton, exec-

utive officer of the Outreach

Steering Committee, UCLA has

had academic outreach programs

since the 1970s, beginning with the

Early Academic Outreach

Program.

This program worked well with

affirmative action by assuring

diversity m the university, Sutton

said.

"If you want an excellent educa-

tion, (you) need diversity," he said.

Tlie goal of such outreach pro-

grams is to "level the playing field
'

for disadvantaged schools m the

Los Angeles Unified School

District (LAUSD), he said. These

programs will help disadvantaged

students to achieve at schools with

an "uneven playing field."

Forty percent of California's K-

12 students go to school in Los

Angeles, according to Sutton.

This, combined with recent class-

size reduction requirements, has

caused massive overcrowding,

producing educationally disadvan-

taged schools.

CBOP, which began in 1997,

hopes to provide one solution to

the lack of diversity within the uni-

versity population. This program

provides academic support to dis^

advantaged students in LAUSD.
The program enlists undergrad-

uate students from UCLA to serve

as "fellows." These fellows assist

disadvantaged students, called

"scholars," by advising them to

take the correct courses needed to

fulfill the "a-f requirements" need-

ed for admission to UCLA. In

addition,they help students devel-

op critical learning skills.

"The students learn to take

responsibility for their own learn-

ing," said Debra Pounds, a CBOP
coordinator.

SeeOimaMN,pa9e4
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Arrested students

let off with infraction

Several of the students involved in the Days

of Defiance protest last May had their court

date put off by a week on Tuesday.

The majority of the 88 students involved in

the protests were let out of court with only an

infraction for taking over Royce Hall.

"It's the equivalent of running a red light,"

said Dawn Frafcr, chief of staff for the

Academic Affairs Commission. "They said if

we stay out of trouble for the next three

months, it will stay off of our records."

Last year, in a protest ofthe sharp decline in

the number of underrepresented minorities

admitted to UCLA, over 300 studenU rallied

and took over Royce Hall in May. LAPD offi-

cers in full riot gear showed up later that night

and arrested 88 of the remaining students.

Protesters given an infraction served no jail

time and paid no fees. Convicted protesters

with a previous record or infraction will be

dealt with separately by the city attorney.

Children need

specific drugs
When it comes to brain disorders, the stan-

dard method used to fmd a drug for children is

upside down, said Dr. Donna Ferriero, chief

of pediatpc neurology at Lucile Packard

Childrenys Health Services at UCSF. New
drug therapies typically are designed for adults

and tested on them. Studies to find out if the

drug can be used for children usually are limit-

ed to fmding the right, scaled-down, child-size

dose.

It is time that children got their own treat-

ments, Ferriero writes in an editorial in the

December 1998 issue of Current Opinion in

Pediatrics. She said that scientists now have

enough information about young children's

developing brains to start looking for appro-

priate therapies specifically targeted at child-

hood neurological disorders.

Her editorial introduces five scientific arti-

cles on different brain disorders, bound

together by new knowledge about how they

cause brain injury. An interna-

tional conference slated for Dec.

8 to 9 in Washington, DC. will

focus on interventions that might work

against one of the most common causes of

brain damage, perinatal asphyxia, where a

newborn is accidentally deprived of oxygen

and blood flow during birth.

The scientists are spurred partly by the his-

tory of adult drugs used on children - some are

ineffective, some have unexpected results,

some even cause the opposite effect that they

have in adults. But Ferriero says the most com-

pelling reason for child-specific treatment is

the growing body of evidence that a young

child's nervous system is not a miniature ver-

sion of an adult's.

From before birth throughout the first

decade of life, the brain continues to develop

and change, as some neurons grow and make

connections and others arc pared away. When
children's brains are damaged by a disease or

an accident, the effect can be widespread,

because the injury can alter a whole stage of

brain development.

New technique cleans

contamination faster

A new environmental technology devel-

oped by Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory is cleaning a heavily contaminat-

ed industrial site in Visalia, Calif., in a few

years, not centuries, as would be required

using conventional methods.

This new technique, called "dynamic

underground stripping," heats soil and

groundwater to both remove underground

contaminants and destroy them in place - in

a record amount of time.

This new technology was developed with

funding from the U.S. Department of

Energy.

"We are exceedingly pleased with the dra-

matically successful clean-up results that

have been achieved in Visalia with this new

technology," U.S. secretary of energy Bill

Richardson said Tuesday.

Compiled from Daily Bruin staff reports.

ANNOUNCING THE
1998-1999

UNDERGRADUATE
RESEARCH DEVELOPMENT STIPEND AWARD
$2,000 FOR A TWO QUARTER (WINTER AND SPRING 1999)

SRP PROJECT

ELIGIBILITY GUIDELINES:
1. Student must require financial assistance.

2. Student must be enrolled in a minimum of 12 units during both Winter and Spring Quarters, 1999.

3. Student should have minimum GPA of IS,

4. Student must complete 200 hours of research over two quarters (Winter and Spring) with an SRP

Faculty Sponsor.
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APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE IN THE

UCM College of Letters and Science

Undergraduate
Research

Centers
HumafHtiM and Social SclancM: 1201A Campball Hall, (310)825-2935

Ufa and Pttyateal 8olanoaa: 2121 Ufa Soianoaa. (310)704-4227

WHArS BREWIN'

Today Noon
UCLA BoolcZone

Rafer Johnson boolc signing

UCLA Store at AcJcerman

University Catholic Center

=Gathottc mass ( 12; 10)

Auditions

Sunset Village, Canyon Point A-

7 Study Lounge • 824-5076

Bruin Libertarians

Weekly meeting (7:30)

Kerclfhofl'4Q0 • 712-57.62

Kerckhoff400

5 p.m.
UCLA Society for Forensic

Sciences

Special agent Michael Brogan to

discuss career options in the FBI

2nd Floor Lounge Ackerman
forensics@ucla.edu

6 p.m.
Dept. of Psychiatry and

Biobehavioral Sciences

readiness group

Every Wednesday
On-going group for individuals

questioning their

alcohol or drug use.

Contact Elizabeth Suti for more

info. -206-1148

Aesculapian Honor Society

General meeting

Public Policy 2242 • 838-7269

Association of Chinese

Americans

General meeting

Royce 190

UCLA's Dept. of

Ethnomusicology

Afro-Cuban music ensemble

Concert io the Jan Popper

Theater

1200 Shoenberg Hall • 206-3033

Thursday Noon
University Catholic Center

Communion service (12:10)

Kerckhoff400

3 p.m.
Information Seminar

Elizabeth Martinez, UCLA
Twenty-First century

librarians

GSE&ISIll

4 p.m.
Asian American studies center

"Orapronobis" A Film by Lino

Brocka

with guest speaker

Geoffrey Robinson,

UCLA Dept of History

825-2974

7 p.m.
Bahaii Club

50th Anniversary of Human
Rights Day
Kerckhoff Grand Salon

453-9594

Student Welfare Commission

Roll- AIDS UCLA
Ackerman Grand Ballroom

825-7586

Lapu, the Coyote that Cares

Theatre Group

5 p.m.
John Paul II Society

Christian commitment
in today's society

Kerckhoff 152 -208-0941

UCLA's Environmental

Coalition

"Globalization and the World

Economic Crisis: Truth and

Consequences"

KH 131-135*206-4438

What's Brewin' can be reached via e-mail

at whatsbrewin9meclia.ucla.edu
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SAGE strikes for collective Isargaining rights

DEMANDS: Union hopes to create

more stabile environment, better

conditions for graduate workers

By Barbara Ortutay

Daily Bruin Staff

By going on strike Tuesday, academic student

employees throughout the UC system hope to

gain collective bargaining rights with the universi-

ty's administration.

If they are granted these rights, graduate

employees who are union members will be able to

have direct input into their working conditions.

"If we were to resolve certain issues without

collective bargaining, it would be unstable," said

Connie Razza, an organizer for the Student

Association of Graduate Employees (SAGE).

Currently, each UC campus sets wages and

health coverage plans for teaching assistants

(TAs), tutors and readers. At UCLA, class sizes

for TAs are determined by each department.

The university doesn't recognize academic stu-

dent employee unions, because it views student

employees primarily as students.

"The teaching experience that TAs get here is

valuable to their education," said Chancellor

Albert Carnesale. "I would prefer that their assign-

ments be determined by faculty rather than by the

United Auto Workers (UAW)."

UAW is supporting SAGE in the strike.

"I would prefer that their performance be

assessed by faculty members rather than by some

set of union rules," he added.

But many graduate employees believe that it is

iIUiTTi

exactly this inst itutiona lized type of b^drgainiiig
riorate," she added

LURRICK KUDO/Daily Brum benior Maff

A striker braves the continuous rain on Tuesday afternoon to rally In support for the

SAGE walkout, which is sponsored by the United Auto Workers union.

addresses them, in two years they can take it

away," Razza said.

For example, the cost of living adjustment for

graduate employees used to be tied to that of the

faculty, but two years ago it was cut to about one-

half of the faculty adjustment, according to Razza.

"In Berkeley, we have seen health benefits dete-

that will lead to better employment conditions.

Preston Keat, a TA for Political Science 50, is

not striking but said he agrees with having a grad-

uate employee union.

"Having a union makes sense," he said.

"Employees have clear legal rights for collective

bargaining." .-,:^^-'

SAGE members are demanding recognilioii

from the university because they believe collective

bargaining rights will lead to more stable working

conditions and a 'Mair say in the terms and condi-

tions of our employment." according to Razza.

"Collective bargaining is a system by which the

employees get to determine what their priorities

are," she said. "They get to register their dissatis-.

faction with their employers."

These priorities range from wages to health ben-

efits to class size.

If recognized, the union would survey its mem-

bers on what they feel should be the top priorities

regarding their working conditions, Razza said.

While administrators have made attempts to

address the concerns and grievances of graduate

employees, SAGE supporters said this is not

enough.

Union organizers said by addressing specific

issues instead of recognizing SAGE as a union, the

university creates an unstable environment for

academic student employees.

"If we go through the issues and the university

According to many TAs, working conditions

vary from department to department.

"My experience (in the political science depart-

ment) has been that there are good relationships

between faculty and students," Keat said. "The

class size limit here is 12 students, while in -other

departments it may be 20 or 30."

Whatever the class size limit may be, smnc TAs

are concerned about the fact that they don't get to

have an input in determining it.

"*Wc have no say in class sizes," said Carolina

Wieland, a TA for Political Science 50.

While this is not a big issue in the political sci-

ence department, Wieland said TAs in other

departments, such as English, constantly face

oversized classrooms.

"There might be 70 students for one TA," she

said.

In addition to class size, employees would also

have a say in determining their wages if they were

granted collective bargaining rights.

*'What happens now is that the university gets

to decide what goes and what stays, and TAs have

no say in it," Razza said.

While the ultimate concerns of many striking

TAs may be class size, wages and employee bene-

fits, the way to have ongoing input in their working

conditions is through collective bargaining,

according to SAGE organizers.

"It's more stable and more institutionalized,"

STRIKE
From page 1

year, however, SAGE members

are eligible for strike pay from

United Auto Workers (UAW),

meaning that the strike could

last longer.

The student employee unions

have modeled this strike after

"service-sector strikes," by

encouraging undergraduates to

continue to go to class and to

pressure the administration into

settling with the unions.

"It's modeled on what public

school teachers and nurses do,"

said Connie Razza, an organiz-

er for SAGE. /

Administrators said they are

committed to continuing educa-

tion without disruption.

"Every attempt will be made

to preserve the instructional

goals and to not have this

impact on undergraduate stu-

dents," said Jim Turner, assis-

tant vice chancellor of the grad-

uate division.

Though the unions received

the support of USAC in a for-

mal vote, not all undergradu-

ates are supportive.

"I support the TAs and their

right to have a union, but I

don't support the strike," said

Noah Bookman, a second-year

American literature and culture

student.

Some undergraduates don't

feel that the affect on their stud-

ies is justified by the strike.

1 think it sucks if it'8 flomfe

to affect the way that students

are graded," said Philip Pahlke,

a first-year chemical engineer-

ing student.

But union representatives

said the administration is to be

blamed for bringing the strike

on undergraduates.

Graduate student ennployees are on strike,

trying to gain collective bargaining rights.

Keat said.

Keat added that one reason SAGE may have

had trouble gaining widespread participation in

the strike is the high turnover rate of graduate

employees.

"Many TAs don't see th^point if they are only

here for two years," he said. "In standard industry,

there is a stable work force and some workers stay

for a lifetime."

THE BIG PICTURE

Important dates in the past few years in TA strike issues.

February, 1995 April, 1995 DecembefJ99S November, 19%

r-4-

April, May 1997 April, 1998

TA$atUaAholddass , After fiveyears of j|!na1iafatemoveiK

outside in protest of UC'si
I

agitating, TAs at Yale JkJAjatYalere

position on union go on strike.

recognition.

Sou«e; N<tWMl Aijocwtion o< Gf«dwtf and ProteMWWl Studwh J£FFCHEN/D*ifyBfuin

Students across globe fight for education reforms

UNIVERSrTY: Discontent with school systems brings

demand for change in Europe, Israel, United States

ByYikKUi
Daily Bruin Contributor

French. Portuguese and Israeli

high school and university students

staged three separate demonstrations

m mid-October and mid-November

to protest for changes in the educa-

tion system

UCLA teaching assistants also

seek .the reform sought by the interna-

tional protesters
^

The Student Association of

Graduate Employees (SAGE) and

corresponding associations at the

seven other UC campuses began

striking Tuesday, in. hope of gaining

the right to form a union capable of

negotiating with collective bargaining

rights.

The SAGE strike has the potential

for longevity, as their afTiliation with

the United Auto Workers (UAW) has

guaranteed them strike beneHts. thus

eliminating their return out of finan-

cial necessity.

Monetary issues also sparked the

Israeli demonstrations, which includ-

ed a hunger strike staged outside

Prime Minister Benjamin

Netanyahu's home. It has since taken

a back seat to the concern over the

small percentage of Israel's budget

dedicated to education. .

..'„:

Israeli university students are infu-

riated by the government's decision

to "finance causes of political impor-

tance." according to the Los Angeles

See MOTESTS, p49« 4

"The university is the one

that is responsible for any nega-

tive effects on undergraduates

this quarter," Rounds said.

UC president Richard

Atkinson has the authority to

recogni/c the union at any time,

but he has refused to do so,

because he asserts that TAs are

apprentices, not employees.

In a letter sent last week to

members of the UC community,

Atkinson stated that "Teaching

Assistants are principally stu-

dents rather than employees,

and thus are not eligible for col-

lective bargaining."

But many TAs claim that

administrators do not really

understand what being a TA is

like.

"TA-ing' is a job ... a large

part of being a TA is doing a lot

of the drudgery - you're doing

gritty stuff," Katz«aid.

University officials have also

argued that the TAs are treated

well and have not really stated

what they want.

"There are no significant

issues that have been brought

forth in terms of specific griev-

ances ... that collective bargain-

ing addresses," Turner said.

SAGE is currently only seek-

ing to be recognized and has no

set agenda, according to Razza.

Organizers have stated that if

they receive bargaining rights,

they are going to poll union

members in order to find out

what changes will be sought.

"Our membership will

decide what goes into a con-

tract," Rounds said. "That will

be a democratic decision made

by the rank and file."

Union members said the

strike will last through the rest

of fall quarter, disrupting finals

and grades, unless they arc rec-

ognized by the university. They

also said they will return to

work immediately if they arc

recognized.

^
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Times.

The government funds defense,

ultra-Orthodox organizations and

Jewish settlements rather than reduce

their tuition 50 percent, students said.

Israeli professors claim that the gov-

ernment's refusal to reduce tuition

has led to a decline in the level of high-

er education because students must

work more to cover very basic living

expenses.

Israel is no stranger to demonstra-

tions over its education system,

according to Amri Wandel, a visiting

astronomy professor from the

University of Jerusalem.

Wandel said that a demonstration

of this magnitude, though - which

has postponed the entire fall semester

on many Israeli college and university

campuses - is unusual.

"Protests are staged at the begin-

ning of almost every educational year

by students complaining over their

tuition payments, because they usual-

ly increase faster than the average

Israeli's income does," Wandel said.

One of the most probable reasons

for the prevalence of student demon-

strations is the government's pattern

of ceding to the demands of the stu-

dents for the short term, and then

reverting back to their former poli-

cies, he said.

Because of this, Israeli universities

that have complete discretion over

the distribution and spending of gov-

ernment subsidies often ask students

to protest.

"Israeli uiiiversities, which deter-

mine tuition, have often used their

students to pressure the government

(for more money), since they are the

most loud element," said Wandel.

Protesting students in Portugal

and France also hoped their large

numbers would sway their govern-

ment's economic decisions in their

favor.

The tuition increase facing

Portuguese university students moti-

vated them to protest the mid-Nov.

passage of legislation, which would

increase their share of their tuition

from $7 to $300.

The French protesters, however,

are frustrated over the lack of teach-

ers to adequately prepare high school

students for the baccalaureate, an

intense university entrance examina-

tion analogous to the SATs.

The French government may be

attempting to limit the number of stu-

dents enrolled in baccalaureate

preparation classes, according to

Simmi Singh, a fifth-year English lit-

erature and French literature student

who spent the previous year studying

at the University of Lyon II.

She said that by limiting^ the num-

ber of students enrolled in baccalau-

reate programs, the government

would be able to limit the number of

students in its universities, thus slow-

ing the growth of the nation's high

youth unemployment rate.

"Currently, there are a lot of peo-

ple in school, although no job^ to'

place them in," Singh said.

"France is a nation of highly edu-

cated people without jobs," she said.

BOWL
From page 1

cess in its BearWear section of the

student store. Displays in the store

tout the football team's eight

straight wins over USC and

Heisman hopeful quarterback Cade

McNown.
"There has been a lot of interest

in the displays," said Carol Anne
Smart, director of retail operations

for ASUCLA. "The fans are crazy

about the team."

According to Smart, there has

been a 15 percent increase in sales in

the student store from last year,

mostly due to the football team's

winning record and national cham-

pionship hopes.

In addition to better sales in the

store, ASUCLA concession sales at

the Rose Bowl have doubled, and

BearWear orders through their web

site - which constitutes a small por-

tion of the store's revenue - have

increased dramatically.

ASUCLA plans to produce new

football merchandise as soon as the

bowl assignments are announced

this Sunday.

The projected windfall in sales is

based mostly on sales in the weeks

leading up to the bowl. The outcome

of the game can either greatly

increase sales or kill them. Sales will

likdy improve if the Bruins win their

bowl game - especially if it is the

Fiesta Bowl, Smart said.

"Having the title of national

champion would clearly increase

after-bowl sales," Smart said.

Although students' association

officials said they could not specu-

late on the effe9|;5 of different bowl

berths on sales,f>in the past, a less

prestigious bowr game meant fewer

sales.

"The Fiesta Bowl is on January 4

- come see me on the fifth and we'll

talk about (the effect)," Smart said.

OUTREACH
From page 1

According to Pounds, the scholars

form study groups and learn the lesson

before it is taught by the teacher, rein-

forcing the information when they learn

it.

A three-year plan is mapped out for

students, which takes into account both

See OUTREACH, page 6

MCAT Review
Program

Excellent Instruction, Materials, St Results
(Classes begin on January 3rd.)

f^ERKELEY (800) 622-8827
mcatprep@berkeley-review.com

Specializing in MCAT Preparation www.berkeley-review.com

— Irvine • Westwood • Stanford • Berkeley • Davis—

LET YOUR BUSINESS IhM
Daily Bruin Advertising 825-2161

Conveniently located in Westwood Village

Between Westwood Blvd. and Broxton Ave.
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Unites States to lend military expertise to Colombia

ACCORD: Officials hope

to curb exports of drugs,

human rights violations

By Jared Kotler

The Associated Press

CARTAGENA, Colombia -

Convinced of ihe need to strengthen

an armed forces under siege by the

hemisphere's most powerful insur-

gency, the United States signed an

accord with Colombia on Tuesday

pledging more military support.

But the modest agreement - cre-

ating a bilateral working group to

discuss U.S. military aid options -

seemed as much a symbol ot

American reluctance as enthusiasm

about getting more deeply involved

in Colombia's nearly four-decade-

old conflict.

The group will convene twice a

year with the aim of making

Colombia's armed forces more pro-

fessional, improving human rights

and fighting drug trafficking, offi-

cials said.

U.S. Defense Secretary William

Cohen, in Colombia for a meeting of

regional defense ministers, called

the accord an "important step" that

could lead to more tangible assis-

tance in the future.

Cohen and Rodrigo Lloreda, the

Colombian defense minister, dis-

cussed U.S. training and equipment

for a 1,000-man army battalion

expected to be established by mid-

1999. The unit's sole function will be

to assist police in anti-narcotics

operations.

U.S. aid to Coloriibia's security

forces is currently about $100 mil-

lion a year, most of which goes to the

Colombian police and is classified as

counter-narcotics.

The aid. including training, is also

restricted by U.S. law to military

units with clean human rights

records - a tough prohibition to

overcome in a country with a history

of some of Latin America's most

serious abuses.

The Associated Press

U.S. secretary of defense Winiam Cohen (right) shakes hands with the Colombian defense minister

Rodrigo Lloreda prior to a press conference in Cartagena, Colombia.

COURT: Judges declare

transient visitors can't

use fourth amendment

By Richard Carelli

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - The

Supreme Court ruled Tuesday in a

narrowing ofprivacy rights that peo-

ple who visit someone's home for a

short time do not have the same pro-

tection against a police search as the

residents. Three dissenting justices

said the ruling ignores the home's

importance as "the most essential

bastion of privacy."

"An overnight guest in a home

may claim the protection of the

Fourth Amendment, but one who is

merely present with the consent of

the householder may not," Chief

Justice William H. Rehnquist wrote

for the 5 to 4 court Tuesday.

The constitutional amendment

protects against unreasonable police

searches and seizures, but the

nation's highest court over the past

three decades has grown less willing

to invoke the amendment to restrict

police.

Led by Rehnquist, the court

voted 6 to 3 to reverse a Minnesota

Supreme Court ruling and reinstate

two men's cocaine convictions. The

justices split 5 to 4, however, in

deciding the scope of visitors' priva-

cy rights.

Writing for the three dissenters,

Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg said

the decision undermines the security

of residents as well as their guests.

"A home-dweller places her own

privacy at risk, the court's approach

indicates, when she opens her home

to others, uncertain whether the

duration of their stay, their purpose

and their acceptance into the house-

hold will earn protection," Ginsburg

said.

James Backstrom, the Minnesota

prosecutor who won the case, called

the ruling "good news for the pro-

tection of public safety in this coun-

try - help for keeping our communi-

ties free from drug dealers and oth-

ers engaged in crime."

Civil libertarians saw it different-

ly-

"The court embraces a view of

^^ffiTOCffighte

privacy that is contrary to the views

of most Americans, who assume

that when they are guests in some-

one's home they won't be subjected

to government snooping," said

Steven Shapiro, the American Civil

Liberties Union's top lawyer.

The decision drew a distinction

between overnight and more tempo-

rary guests. The court in 1990 had

ruled that overnight guests enjoy an

"expectation of privacy" that pro-

tects them against unreasonable

searches and arrests by police who

do not have court warrants.

But Wayne Thomas Carter and

Melvin Johns had been at an Eagan,

Minn., apartment for only a few

hours before they left and were

arrested with cocaine in their posses-

sion in 1994.

A policeman had seen them

through an apartment window

putting a white powder into bags.

The court found that the men had

no standing to complain about a

possibly illegal search. The justices

thus did not decide whether the

policeman's actions - looking

through the window - constituted

such a search.

Senate's Republican leadership

receives another two-year term

CONGRESS: TVent I^tt .

kept as majority leader;

Reid chosen as new^ip

By David Espo

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Majority

leader Trent Lott and the rest of the

Senate's Republican leadership won

new two-year terms Tuesday despite

the rank and file members' discon-

tent about the party's election show-

ing last month.

Lott, 57, was elected to his power-

ful post without opposition.

The Mississippi Republican

pledged at a news conference after-

ward to seek an across-the-board tax

cut when the new Congress con-

venes.

"We will keep the door open to

cooperation with both the adminis-

tration and our Democratic col-

leagues because we recognize that

compromise and conciliation arc

essential in our system of govern-

ment," he added.

In the only contested race inside

the closed-door GOP Senate caucus.

Sen. Mitch McConnell of Kentucky

was re-elected chairman of the cam-

paign committee over his freshman

challenger. Sen. Chuck Hagel of

Nebraska.

The vote was 39 to 13, and came

after Lott had labored to assist

McConnell.

The results, coupled with selec-

tions made last week by House

Republicans, means the top GOP
congressional leadership will consist

almost exclusively of men from the

South and Southwest over the next

two years.

Nine of the ten top GOP House

and Senate officials represent an arc

of states reaching from Virginia

through the Deep South to Texas

and Oklahoma.

Senate Democrats, too, elected

their leadership in a closed-door ses-

sion. Sen. Tom Daschle of South

Dakota won a third term as party

leader.

Sen. Harry Reid of Nevada, who

won re-election last month by a few

hundred votes, was tapped as whip.

He succeeds Sen. Wendell Ford of

Kentucky, who retired.

WORLD & NATION BRIEFS

Quebec separatist

leader returns to power
MONTREAL - Quebec's separatist pre-

mier, Lucien Bouchard, faced an awkward

future Tuesday after voters returned him to

power but made clear there was no

groundswell of support for secession.

Backed by only 43 percent of the voters,

Bouchard's Parti Quebecois found itself still

in control of the legislature, yet lacking a

mandate to press quickly for its paramount

goal: independence from Canada.

Instead, Bouchard and his foes agreed, the

government will have to focus on difficult,

unglamorous issues like job creation, deficit

-reduction and shoring up eroding social ser-^

vices.

The last time Quebec's voters weighed in

on the issue of seceding from Canada, oppo-

nents of such a secession prevailed, but by a

slimmer margin than in previous such elec-

tions.

Survivors ask

for return of art

WASHINGTON - Seaetary of state

Madeleine Albright, in an emotional plea on

behalf of her grandparents and other Jews who

died in the Holocaust, said Tuesday that the

return of Nazi-looted art and other property

would "make the ledger slighUy less out of bal-

ance."

The ainton administration asked the dele-

gates to an international conference to approve

a statement calling on each nation to "redress

the unjust confiscation" by finding prewar own-

ers and making restitution - whether or not heirs

are found.

Russia, in a move the U.S. delegation called a

breakthrough, pledged cooperation in identify-

ing and returning 'Victim art" looted by the

Nazis and then confiscated by Josef Stalin's

troops after the war in what the Ihcn-Sovict state

saw as reparations for damage caused and lives

lost at the hands of Germany.

The move came as numerous

Holocaust survivors around the

world won lawsuits against Swiss

banks that had been holding gold stolen

by the Nazis during World War IL

Clinton pledges support

for AIDS programs
WASHINGTON - Citing new drugs and

research that have fostered hope that "we can

actually defeat AIDS," President Clinton

'^pledged Tuesday to extend assistance to poor

nations struggling to fight the disease and pro-

vide for the children of its victims.

ainton announced $10 million in grants for

the care of AIDS orphans and said he would

send his AIDS policy adviser to Afnca to study

the problem.

He also said $164 million that is already in the

current federal budget would be devoted to

AIDS prevention anfl treatment internationally

and that another $200 million would pay for

research on a vaccine. Vice President Al Gore

announced $200 million in housing assistance

for AIDS patients and their families.

The orphan grants will be used to provide

training for foster families, schooling for

orphans, vocational training and other assis-

tance.

"We cannot forget our profound obligation

to the heartbreaking youngest victims of the dis-

ease," ainton said. "Sick or well, too many are

left without parents to protect them, to teach

them right from wrong, to guide them through

life. ... We cannot restore to them all they have

lost, but we can give them a future."

Tuesday's announcement came as AIDS

organizations criticized ainton for not doing

enough to slow the spread of the disease abroad

and at home. Aside from research dollars,

ainton's administration has failed in areas such

as needle exchange programs, prevention and

education efforts among U.S. minorities, whose

HIV infection rates are going up, Ihcy said.

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports
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OUTREACH
From page 4

academic and extra-curricular activi-

ties. "The academic plan (however) is

centerfold," Pounds said.

"The feedback from parents and

students is very positive," Pounds
said.

Originally, 1 1 high schools, includ-

ing Crenshaw High School, were

involved in CBOP; however, eight

more joined this year.

Richard Andalon, site coordinator

of CBOP, noted the program's

accomplishments.

"Grades are improving from C's

and B's to A's," he said.

In addition, fellows mentor high

school students and these students

then mentor middle school students.

Mentors, fellows and scholars work

with the CBOP program in "carrying

down the pipeline," Andalon said of

the chain-like effect of the program.

However, a challenge facing

CBOP in the future may be the

recruitment of new fellows.

In addition to CBOP, the Super 8

Program (which began this year) will

provide further support to some of

LAUSD's most disadvantaged stu-

dents.

The Super 8 Program focuses

CBOP outreach programs, as well as

other academic mentoring and tutor-

ing, on the eight lowest-ranked high

schools in LAUSD.
A primary focus of UCLA's out-

reach efTorts is the development of

"partner schools.*' Partner schools are

selected by the university, based on

evidence of significant educational

disadvantage, such as limited avail-

ability of college preparatory courses

and low college attendance rates.

The School University Partners

Program, for example, began last year

for the Venice and Westchester dis-

tricts and started this year in the

Inglewood district.

Overall, this program serves five

high schools and provides support to

students in kindergarten through

grade 12 (K-12).

According to UCLA's Outreach

Plan and Funding Proposal, the goal

of UCLA's School University

Partnerships is lu increase the number
of eligible and competitive students

from educationally disadvantaged K-

12 schools by increasing the quality of

education received by students.

School "coaches" work on-site with

teachers to increase their knowledge

of classroom content and improve

their teaching effectiveness. The pro-

gram also provides summer and after-

school programs for students to pre-

pare them for college-level course

work.

"By the target year of 2002, an

increase in eligibility by 100 percent

and a 50 percent increase in competi-

tive eligibility for admissions is expect-

ed," Sutton said.

"Unfortunately, we will not see

results for a couple of years," said

Sutton.
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Message from the Chancellor

Dear UCLA Students:

As you know, the Student Association of Graduate Employees (SAGE) is conducting a

strike at UCLA.

UCLA is committed to providing undergraduate and graduate students with the finest

^edueatiofr possible. We have urged everyonft who participates in that educational

mission to continue their work during this time, and we will do our best to make sure

your pursuit of knowledge is not disrupted.

I would like to explain the University's position on the strike. The UCLA
administration believes that imposing an employer-employee relationship between

faculty and graduate students interferes with mentoring that is the foundation of

educational excellence and achievement. As the newest generation of scholars,

teachers and researchers, graduate students make valuable contributions to UCLA's

position as one of the nation's leading institutions of higher education. The

administration believes these important members of the UCLA community are first

and foremost students whose educational objectives are enhanced through academic

appointments.
^mmm,mmmm*m^ M-k^ mrmtmmmfimr^mmtf»m

We believe the legal process is the right way to resolve this issue, and we hope that

SAGE will decide to join us in pursuing this course. An administrative law judge has

made a preliminary ruling, but that is now subject to review by the California Public

Employment Relations Board, and, perhaps, the courts.

The effects of a strike will vary from department to department, so we have asked our

department chairs to be responsible for serving your needs and ensuring that your

education continues without interruption.

If you experience any difficulties involving one of your classes, please ask for

assistance from the academic department responsible for the course.

Sincerely,

s^j^

Aibert Carnesale

Chancellor
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A society devoid of

pornography cannot

function and will yield

both rape and carnage.

EDITOraAL

TAs entitled to

same rights as

UC employees
STRIKE: Granting collective bargaining

power would recognize assistants' impact

UC President Richard C. Atkinson needs to recognize

teaching assistants (TAs) for what they actually are: univer-

sity employees. Teaching assistants grade papers in under-

graduate courses, lead discussions and give final grades;

their labor warrants employee recognition, and they are

thus entitled the same rights as other university employees.

TAs deserve the right to collectively bargain.

In order to end this week's strike, which would be in the

best interest of undergraduate education, the university

must safeguard these rights for teaching assistants immedi-

ately.

The TA atrllte, Which waFStratcgtcatty planned to bcgiicr

Tuesday, comes as the result of the university's repeated

refusal to recognize the Student Association of Graduate

Employees (SAGE) as a union. In 1996, the Public

Employees Relations Board (PERB), ruled that TAs, tutors,

and readers have collective bargaining rights at UC San

Diego. The California Court of Appeal later granted collec-

tive bargaining rights to readers and tutors, because "their

duties are not integral to their educational experience." The

court appeal allowed the universities to determine collective

bargaining rights for teaching assistants. Eight UC campus-

es, including UCLA, chose not to.

Atkinson decided not to recognize teaching assistants as

employees, claiming that TAs are not entitled to collective

bargaining rights because they are "principally students

rather than employees."

Although Atkinson continues to spout the "students first

and employees second" rhetoric as the reasoning behind the

UC's actions (or lack thereoO, it is more likely that the real

reason that TAs aren not currently afforded bargaining

rights is because of the potentially expensive fiscal impact

that the bargaining rights could incur (if TAs asked for med-

ical benefits, for instance). Although the potential fiscal

impact on the university is a real concern, the labor rights

of the graduate students who are striking, and the under-

graduate courses they impact, should be of paramount con-

cern.

Graduate students who teach are essentially UCLA
employees. They provide a service for undergraduates that,

unfortunately, does not come from the professors who are

technically responsible for our undergraduate education. If

TAs impart knowledge and receive a paycheck for doing so,

then they should be treated as employees of this university.

Atkinson supports his decision with the idea that TAs are

apprentices, whose "instructional duties, overseen by facul-

ty advisors, are integral to their education." Graduate stu-

dents do learn teaching skills and methods while working as

TAs, but they spend more time focusing, not on the skills

they learn, but on the lessons they plan, the papers they

grade, and the discussions they lead in their classes, TAs do

not necessarily attend graduate school with the intention or

desire of becoming a professor.

The university's frantic response to the strike ("Who's

going to grade finals? Who's going to grade papers?") illus^

Irates the enormous impact teaching assistants have in the

undergraduate courses they "apprentice" for.

Indirectly, the university's treatment of TAs reflects the

low priority undergraduate education occupies. In its

attempt to create a nationally renowned research institu-

tion, UCLA has forced certain courses to become more

dependent on the efforts of teaching assistants, so as to free

up professors who carry out research. By not recognizing

TAs as legitimate employees, the university trivializes a sig-

nificant aspect of what they do - teach.

viewpoint^edia.uda.edu

Thanks
IMPORTANCE: Personal gain,

spite, survival motivate lies,

making it hard to be honest

"W" ost among the debris of half-

I baked theories. Truth exists with-

\mmJ'm the realm of ideas. Meanwhile,

-in this mundane world. Truth becomes

corrupted by ulterior motives of person-

al gain, spite and

survival.

According to

dear Greek

philosopher Plato

and his dank,

crumbling allegory

of the cave, overall

truth can only be

witnessed through

the limited per-

spective of an indi-

vidual. In the

framework of the

allegory, each par-

ticipant is chained

expect from a society of free individuals

who don't vote but watch "The Jerry

Springer Show" religiously?)

On Nov. 24, the Los Angeles Times

ran a story called "U.S., Mexico move

against immigration scam artists."

Apparently, scam artists promised legal

U.S. residency to illegal immigrants,

swindling them out of thousands of dol-

lars. On the front page of this very same

issue, there was an article reporting the

corruption among top Japanese officials

involving payoffs.

Sure Billy, the scam artists and the

Japanese officials were caught, but in an

age when lying is almost expected, these

stories don't generate that much inter-

est. Juxtapose the recent presidential

scandals to Richard

Nixon's Watergate

cover-up. In the span of about 20 years,

the American public has grown increas-

ingly lax in the standards that they have

for the president.

Surprisingly, Nietzsche is in some

sanatorium today. So, Oscar Wilde

agreed to fill in as the substitute theorist.

(The agreement was that I wouldn't

spread any more rumors about him.)

Wilde wrote in "The Importance of

Being Earnest" that in '"matters of grave

importance, style, not sincerity, is the

vital thing." (Wilde is quite the wild,

witty Irishman.)

Mankind has not suddenly become

dishonest. Technology permits us to

SceSOHItpagell

Julianne

Sohn

ill such a way tftat they can only sotXM
fraction of the cave, and behind them

performers cast various grotesque shad-

ows on the wall from a light source

which is Truth. Therefore, only a frac-

tion of what is actually occurring is

observed and understood. (This is just

a brief, incomplete summary of the

Allegory, which was cut down to

serve my evil purposes.)

The media, which try to fulfill the

role of the performers in the

Allegory, inundate our lives with

stories of those who misrepresent

issues, events and people.

Ultimately, the media, claiming

to be objective, place various slants

on stories, which cast people in a

certain light. This taints the public's

opinions of certain political figures,

for better or for worse. In the end,

an instrument of supposed objec-

tivity becomes a manipulator of

Truth.— Last week, U.S. House Speaker-

Elect Bob Livingston called for an

early impeachment vote for our

beleaguered president. Slick Willy,

a.k.a. Bill Clinton. Allegedly, our

great leader lied under oath about

the Lewinsky affair. Most people

don't seem to care. (What do you

Sohn and Wilde are trying to free

Nietzsche from the sanatorium. If you

would like toWp, send responses to

jsohn @ucl44^.
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This week's

This week, TAs will strike for employee status, union

recognition and collective bargaining rights. Considering the

timing of the strike, do you support it or do you wish TAs

__^_^ were strictly concerned with teaching ?

Bring submissions to 1 1 8 Kerckhoff or

e-mail them to viewpoint@media.ucla.edu.
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Relief aid

needed for

hurricane victims
The devastation that has been

wrought upon Central America

by Hurricane Mitch has left

untold suffering and economic

devastation. It is incumbent upon

students and concerned UCLA
community members to do all we

can to address the needs and suf-

fering of the victims of Hurricane

Mitch.

To tell you a little of the human-

ity lost and the destruction that

has occurred (from the deadliest

Atlantic storm in 200 years), here

are some statistics. As of Nov. 26,

the storm had killed over 1 1,000

people.

In Honduras alone there are

over 1 million homeless, 70 per-

cent of the country's bridges have

been destroyed, 60 percent of its

water system has been destroyed

and 70 percent of its agriculture

has been destroyed.

In Nicaragua, there are over

2,000 dead, 750,000 homeless,

and over 1,800 missing.

Also, tens of thousands of peo-

ple throughout the region have

fallen victim to malaria, respirato-

ry and other infections.

People are already dying of

hunger and malnutrition. The

number nf riend cnnt i nue to

u»*MinCAn«M
Please note, if you

turn in cans at

" iw" " Student Union

Operations on the A
level of Ackerman, you will

receive a coupon for a free game

at X-Cape Arcade. Please donate

generously!

U'i Furumoto

Community and labor relations

coordinator, MEChAde UCLA

Third-year

Asian American studies and

Chicana/o studies

Dismantling of

affirmative action

commendable
The article "UCLA still lacks

requirements for diversity stud-

ies" by Joy McMasters (News,

Nov. 15). along with many arti-

cles printed within the Viewpoint

section, attempt again to make

the case for "diversity" as being

"knowledge." Statements such as

these provide absolutely no

empirical data to support the

position. Just saying so does not

make it true. It's as if the writers

feel that opinions are formed by

race or ethnicity.

That is racist thinking.

Atop the brief summary of the

Ford "survey" appears the words

"Diversity is Knowledge" - then

ihc rcaulta of this opinion ptfll wry

increase.

In order to address this need

MEChA and the Community
Programs Office are coordinating

a canned food and medical sup-

plies drive.

We have drop-olT points

around campus at the rt)llowing

places: MEChA Office at 407

Kerkchoff Hall, C\)mniunity

Programs Office at 102 Men's

Gym, Cesar Chavez Center at

7449 Bunche Hall, 58 Haines

Hall. 5310 Rollc Hall arui

Campbell Hall.

given. This poll is not empirical

data as to the educational value

of diversity. The issue of "diversi-

ty" is really a poorly cloaked

buz/ word for preferences and

special treatment a la "affirma-

tive action" for anyone other

than luiropean Americans.

Why hasn't the Daily Bruin

published the results of the Roper

Survey which shows that twtv

thirds of all college faculty do not

support preferences or special

See LETTERS, page 10

Police activity dampens post-game euphoria

FOOTBALL Use of force against exuberant students

unwarranted, seems to only happen to Bruin faithful

By Chris Peterson

I am outraged at the conduct of the

Pasadena Police Department and

Rose Bowl security in the five minutes

immediately following the UCLA-
USC game.

Police pepper-sprayed students

and threatened those who remained

in the stands but wished to join the

Bruin football team on the field to cel-

ebrate our victory.

There was also a student arrested

for entering the field - but it is not the

police's conduct in this situation that

infuriates me.

With one minute remaining in the

game, hundreds of students began

their descent to the vacant band sec-

lion in the hopes of getting onto the

field. We were met by Pasadena

police, who subsequently ordered us

to halt our advance, and they refused

to allow us on the field.

The crowd stopped its advance at

the second row and did not make any

attempts to break through the police

line on the field. Officers ordered the

front of the crowd to move back, but

the large crowd assembled in the

aisles made it impossible to

move back from our current

position.

Police again ordered

the crowd \^.^ disperse , at

Westwood."

Not only is their conduct reprehen-

sible, it would probably not occur at

any other university in the nation.

Would the police seriously order

Kansas State students not to rush the

field after their victory over

Nebraska? Would USC restrain their

students' euphoria after a UCLA
game (assuming they ever win again)?

'

But the issue of maintaining order

on a football field is not one I wish to

See PETERSON, page 1

1

whi^h time Rose Bowl

security began to push

people from the back of

the crowd toward the field.

As students attempted

to avoid the giant mosh-pit

traveling toward them,

officers used pepper spray,

while students were in the

middle o'i clapping and

singing "The Sons of

Peterson is a fourth-year

chemistry student. He can

be reached at

chingonCo^ucia.edu.
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By Rickmond Wong
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308 Westwood Plaza

Los Angeles, CA 90024
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Unsigned editorials represent a nrvajority

opinion of the Daily Brum Editorial Board

All oth«r columns, leners and artwork

represent the opinions of their authors

All subnnitted nr^aterial nr>ust bear the

author's r>arT>e, address, telephone nufT>

btt, registration nun^ber or affiliation

v^ith UCLA Nanr>es will not be withheld

except in extreme cases.

The Brum complies with th*

Communication Boards policy pro-

hibiting the publication of articles that

perpetuate derogatory cultural or eth

nic stereotypes

When multiple authors submit

material, some names may t>e kept on

file rather than published with the

material The Bruin reserves the right to

edit submitted material and to deter

mme its placement in the paper. All

submissions become the property of

The Bruin- The Communications Board

has a media grievance procedure for

resolving complaints against any of its

publications For a copy of the com-

plete procedure, contact the

Publications office at 118 Kerckhoff

Hall
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In the BookZone
At the UCLA Store
Ackerman Union

Olympic Gold Medalist and UCLA Alumnus,

Rafer Johnson signs his new book:

The Best That

I Can Be
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Statistical sampling may

affect diversity in House
aNSUS: Faulty method

for representation doesn't

account for all minorities

By Jessica Weeks
Ohio State University

University Wire

COLUMBUS, Ohio - The Census.

Sounds pretty straightforward. You

survey follcs every 10 years, you add

'em all up, and you figure out which

representatives to Congress go where.

But not this year.

True to form. Democrats and

Republicans have found a way to cre-

ate a partisan controversy in a random

political cranny - statistical methodol-

ogy, or how to count people.

You are probably asking why
methodology matters. You send out

the surveys, you get them baclc and

you whip out a calculator. It shouldn't

matter how you

do it, right? ^^—
Wrong. Surprise,

surprise: The

motives behind

this controversy

are slippery, slimy

and political.

Depending on

what methodolo-

gy the Bureau of the Census decides to and B ill Clinton , saving the use of sam.

Can't politicians look

past their own gain

and do their job?

from a portion of the population to

infer information about the popula-

tion as a whole, and apparently results

in a much more accurate enumeration

of people who are difficult to contact,

such as those who move around a lot

(racial and ethnic minorities are dis-

proportionately represented among

such people).

Conventional wisdom holds that if

minorities, who traditionally vote ifor

Democrats, are more accurately

counted, areas with greater numbers

of census-recoWed minorities will be

assigned more representatives to

Congress, and the Democrats will get

more seats in the House. Vice versa for

the whiny Republicans.

You would hope that our honorable

elected officials would endorse a more

accurate methodology, regardless of

political gain. Ever so surprisingly,

after tarrying around with hasty bills

that would ban sampling but were

thwarted by Clinton's veto, the

Republican-domi-
^^"^^~' nated Congress

and taxpayers

across the country

have filed suit

against the

Department of

Commerce. This

department con-

trols the Census,

employ, a different political party will

benefit.

Still sounds crazy? In the 1990

Census, children, renters (especially in

rural areas) and racial and ethnic

minorities were severely under-count-

ed.

Among those missed in 1990 were

4.4 percent of African Americans, 5

percent of Hispanics, 12.2 percent of

Native Americans living on reserva-

tions, but only 0.7 percent of non-

Hispanic whites. Rich people with

multiple residences were actually over-

counted, making it look on paper like

there are a lot more rich people and a

lot less minorities than there really are.

In response to the inaccuracy of the

last Census, the Bureau of the Census

(cronies of Clinton) and the National

Academy of Sciences studied the most

accurate ways to count people. They

came up with a strategy that includes a

method called statistical sampling.

Sampling uses information derived

pling is unconstitutional violates the

Census Act.

Two lower courts have nixed the

Democrats' sampling scheme and the

case is being argued today before the

Supreme Court.

Need 1 say that I am pretty darn

revolted by these shadesters? The.

GOP, motivated solely by political

gain, wants to continue using an inac-

curate methodology that will under-

count minorities. Not only are con-

gressional seats apportioned accord-

ing to the Census, but federal funds are

distributed based on these misleading

numbers.

Just like we all have the right to

vote, we all have the right to be count-

ed in a census paid for with tax dollars.

Just once, can't politicians look past

their own gain and do their job, of run-

ning the government? Call it political

strategy, or call it a eensy-weensy bit

unethical. I call it extrerpely shady, and

more than a tad racist.

LEHERS
From page 9

treatment for any group based upon

race, gender or ethnicity?

The points delineated in The

Bruin are hollow and without merit.

Yes, there should be equal opportu-

nity; no, there should not be prefer-

ences.

A "diversity" requirement sounds

like indoctrination and, no doubt,

will concentrate on blaming "whites"

as usual.

In case you missed it, California

and Washington have passed resolu-

tions against preferences; other

states have their own versions for the

next election. The Daily Bruin exem-

plifies the worst of what is common-
ly called "yellow journalism." No
doubt, this will not appear in your

"letters" section.

Jonnie Hargis

Ubrary staff

Maps and Government Information

Ubrary

SOHN
From page 8

quickly disperse information to the

point of overkill. And lately, due to

the sensationalistic journalism sur-

rounding the Clinton Scandal, it

seems that lying is exponentially

worse todi'y than ever before.

Do you really think Honest Abe
was all that honest?

Sometime in our not-so-distant

past people aspired to be honest and

truthful. These goals have not

changed. So it seems that America is

stuck in this huge cave focused

intently on the what the media pro-

ject before us.

As the media cast slants on vari-

ous stories, their message comes into

focus. Honesty
.

is not always the ——^—^-^—

i

best policy.

So it seems

that the media

create a para-

noia in the pub-

lic that lying is

contributing tg

the gradual

decline of civi- .

lization, when

lying is actually something that

human beings have done since the

dawn of time.

But does that justify lying?

Here we find ourselves on very

tenuous ground. Some argue that

lying to protect innocent people is

justified. Since, in this case. Truth

alone cannot protect the innocent.

Identifying what is

false is just as difficult

as identifying

what is true.

lying?

No, it docs not.

Truth appears so absolute in the

realm of ideas, and yet human beings

manage to manipulate it to their pur-

poses in this reality. Some place their

faith in religion, which provides

them an adequate version of Truth.

Others seek Truth in philosophy.

In his work "The Critic as Artist,"

Wilde wrote, "(To) know the truth

one must imagine myriads of false-

hoods. For what is truth?" So here

we are, a society intently searching

for the meaning of the half-truths

around us. Identifying what is false is

just as difficult as identifying what is

true.

What a mad world! Regardless of

whether a lie is committed to protect

someone or to exact revenge, a lie is

still a lie. Now,
-^——^— the conse-

quences of being

caught lying is

what mutates

into some
unidentifiable

mush. The

media have

managed to

dilute the moral

significance of

lying. Lying can be overlooked,

because, in the great scheme of

things, it's not as morally reprehensi-

ble as murder. (This is of course

examining lying in the empirical

sense because we are not looking at

lying in the context of other possibili-

ties, such as crimes of passion.)

I find that I often lie out of "neces-

one can in t er that Iruth itscn can sity." i here are ce rtain lies that Reff

Heading home for the holidays?

Take your hard drive with you.

ct()Mn fl.nlv www.u(l.«stort'.u( l.i.eriu

il0.8.*'..7.'i8

occasionally be used for less than vir-

tuous means.

For example, several weeks ago at

a family gathering, I was minding

my own business, eating massive

quantities of Korean food, when sev-

eral elderly female relatives descend-

ed upon me to pester me about get-

ting married. Feehng somewhat

vengeful (because of all the com-

ments I had suffered as a child per-

taining to my unladylike behavior), I

told them my earnest plans to avoid

marriage at all costs. This did not sit

well with my well-meaning aunts.

(My devious mind toyed with other

ideas to share with them, but I was

not ready to be disowned.)

This is an ugly example of how

one can use Truth for spiteful pur-

poses. This is a case of when refrain-

ing from Truth would be in the best

interest of those around me.

Some aspects of the media frown

on Kenneth Starr's supposedly over-

zealous persecution of the president.

My intentions were clear, but are

Starr's? Is he truly a champion of

Truth? These questions remain unan-

swered, but does this excuse outright

PETERSON
From page 9

dispute. It is the police subduing an

already peaceful crowd.

Therefore, I urge everyone at the

game who was either a victim or wit-

ness to voice their outrage and file

because the consequence of telling

the truth is worse than telling the lie.

Back in my foolish high school days,

I learned that one could be guilty of

lying by omission. A friend of mine

at the time was caught for commit-

ting a seemingly harmless prank,

which turned out to be not so harm-

less after all. This friend ended up

suspended for it and I had informa-

tion that could have possibly less-

ened his punishment, but it would

have incriminated others.

A few years after I graduated, a

cheating scandal broke out at my
high school involving a large number

of honor students.

Apparently, a few people cooper-

ated with the school administration

to reveal all those involved in the

cheating. True, these people were

ostracized for their deed, but I ask

you, which is morally sound; to keep

silent or to speak? ^

'•'
-> ':-"
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,
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That moment in my senior year

was a great personal failure that still

haunts me today.

It's amusing how much meaning

lies have - depending on the situa-

tion. For what is truth?

We can give you

Extended hours until 1 am
Mon.-Thurs., Tenth and Finals We

Ackerman 2nd floor lounge

Viewpoint Lounge

-— Terrace Dining area —
Kerckhoff 2nd floor lounge

4 Kerckhoff 3rd floor lounge

...and

complaints with the Pasadena Police

Department.

And when you file your complaint,

be sure to remind them that we are

the future civic leaders of Southern

California, and such outrageous

actions (especially by those charged

with protecting and serving us) will

not go unpunished.

5^xJM««a2^j^;^^^

h Sun.-Thurs., Tenth and Finals

We have extejaded
\'

our hours just.
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Dr. LARRY FRIEDMAN, D.D.S. (UCLA Qraduata)

1762 Westwood Blvd. #460 (between Wilshire & Santa Monica Bl

)

For Appointm»wt Call; (310) 474-376S

North Campus
Student Center

9pm-llpm

Kerckhoff Coffee House

9pm-midnight
t¥»$HV>

Jimmy's Coffee House
9pm-10:30pm

*Brewed coffee. 25% off specialty coffees.
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ARTS ENTERTAINMENT
Holiday sampling

Want to find the perfect musical CDs for

your friends? Check out Sound Bites to

see reviews of the new releases.

See inside.

Musicians promise night

of harmony, festivity, fun
CHOIR: Groups unite to deliver Holiday Concert,

provide innovative multicultural, family experience

By Laura Zhang
Daily Bruin Contributor

The beauty of Royce Hall has

rarely escaped the lot of UCLA stu-

dents who walk through the quad

daily. Not only is the iirchitecture

captivating, the acoustics of the

building have attracted many profes-

sional performances.

It is exactly this majestic-yet-funo-

tional structure to which the UCLA
music department's annual Holiday

Concert will return tonight, for the

first time after the 1994 Northridge

earthquake.

In correspondence to Royce's

stately, cathedral-like appearance,

ihf! onnrcrf this year will arrange the

West Los Angeles and the San

Fernando Valley area. Each choir

will sing four songs on their own, and

combine for three songs.

Since the beginning of the quarter,

these 400 or so performers have ded-

icated themselves to preparing for

the 90 minute program.

"It is an exciting experience for

singers from all walks of life,"

remarks Neuen.

The first half of the program fea-

tures special arrangements of

Christmas and Hannukah songs such

as "O Holy Night" and "Joy to the

World." The singers and musicians

will devote the second half solely to

Beethoven's Symphony No. 9, "Ode

U? Joy." .

choirs in different areas of the audi-

torium, a technique (known as

antiphony) commonly used by

European Catholic choirs. Since con-

certs in the past four years have been

held in Schoenberg Hall, antiphony -

which utilizes balconies to place

singers - could not be applied. __
A mean^ of accentuating surrQund

sound, the concert's use of antiphony

is also reminiscent of the Baroque

period, when it was used most com-

monly in Venice, Italy.

Other than the historical essence,

the Holiday Concert will be featuring

a multicultural aspect as well.

Traditional Christmas carols and

Hannukah songs will also be accom-

panied by the performance of a

Nigerian Christmas carol. Intensely

rhythmic and spirited, this African

piece will surely leave the audience

hand-clapping and foot-stomping.

While Donald Neuen, who is usu-

ally responsible for conducting the

UCLA Chorale, is on sabbatical for

the fall term, doctoral student Allen

Hightower will conduct the UCLA
Chorale. Doctoral students Kristen

Hightower and Kwan Ju are con-

ducting the UCLA Chorus.

As in previous years, the perform-

ing groups will include the UCLA
Chorale. Chamber Singers,

University Chorus, and UCLA
Philharmonia Orchestra and Bass

Ensemble.

This year, however, the Holiday

Concert will include, for the first

time, the Angeles Chorale, a guest

group formed of 100 musicians from

"It'll be a very festive

concert with a multi-

cultural aspect."

Allen Hightower

UCLA Chorale conductor

Considered by some as the most

festive symphony in all orchestral

repertoire, the Beethoven piece is

also one of the most famous sym-

phonies of any composer.

"It'll be a very festive concert with

a multicultural aspect and family

appeal," says Allen Hightower.

"People would enjoy bringing their

family to it but it would be enjoyable

for college students as well."

Apparently, the audience will not

be the only ones appreciating the aes-

thetic experience.

"It's just an amazing feeling to

hear all those voices coming together

into one tone," first-year music stu-

dent Areni Agbabian says before

rehearsal.

Indeed, through the unity of har-

monious voices, the Holiday Concert

manifests the heart-warming spirit of

the holidays.

ON-CAMPUS: The Holiday Concert

begins at 8 p.m. in Royce Hall on Dec 2.

Admission: $10 general, $5 for stu-

dents

UCLA
to be

coTKiuctor AiMi NiflilMMr rehMfses tD Hdy Night'

by the chorus in Royce Hall for the concert tonight.

Spoken-

word

^^ardsts
restore

interest

in poetry,

bring

stagnant

art-form

iiackto

mainstream

By Nerissa Pacio

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

If Walt NVhitman came to Hollywood's

Lucy Florence Coffeehouse on Wednesday

nights, he would be proud of the spoken word

artists sounding their barbaric yawps. Allen

Ginsburg would howl loudly and Maya
i^ngelou would applaud those letting their

caged birds sing.

These poets would be relieved to see that

poetry is not dead. It has just reincarnated in

the form of spoken word, ebbing and flowing

its way back into public interest by adding the

new^imension of performance to the written

words on the page.

Because people view poetry as a ghettoized

art form devoid of any literary standards, spo-

ken word poetry (or perfoj-mance poetry) has

renewed interest in and even sparked a debate

about this stigmatized art.

"I saw this comedian one time up at the

Comedy Store who said that his girlfriend

asked, 'Why don't we go to a poetry reading?

And he said, why don't we just break up right

L.A. POETRY/SPOKEN WORD EVENTS

The World Stage

4344 Degnan Blvd., Lemert Park, (323) 293-2451

Anansi Writer's Workshop - Wednesdays 10-1 1 p.m.;

Featured guest reader 8:30-9:00 p.m.

Lucy Florence Coffeehouse

6541 Santa Monica Blvd., (800) 961 -7610

Spoken Word open mic performances - Wednesdays

10-1 1 p.m.; Featured performers 1 1-12 a.m.

Beyond Baroque

681 Venice Blvd., (310) 822-3006

Poetry night workshop - Wednesdays and Thursdays

8 p.m.; 20th Century Poetry Reading Cirde-

Second Monday of each month. Bring 10 copies of

a favorite 20th centurywork to read and discuss.

Midnight Special Bodcstore ^

1318 3rd Street Promenade, (310) 393-2923

Poetry Readings -Starting January, Friday open mic

8-10 p.m., sign up at 7:30 p.m.; Poetry Workshops

Saturdays 2-5 p.m., Poetry Slams - Third Saturday of

each month.

X)YC£ CHONAMy Ifwm

now?," recalls Derrick Gilbert (a.k.a. D
Knowledge), a published poet and a professor

of sociology at UCLA. "This kind of joke

shows you that there's a really negative per-

ception of poetry - and this is from people

who have never attended a poetry reading. It

has been contrived in their consciousness well

before."

But with the added performance dimension

of spoken word, sometimes including musical

or dance accompaniment (and even the com-

petitive element of poetry slams where poets

vie for cash and prizes), poetry is moving into

the dimension ot entertainment. But not all

poets agree that this.movement is necessarily

true to poetry as art.

"When people make the proclamation that

they're a poet, that brings with it a responsibil-

ity to the page," Ciiibert says. "I love perform-

ing and I would be a hypocrite to say you

shouldn't work on your performance. But situ-

ations like slams where poetry is put into such

a firmly capitalistic economic model and peo-

ple are winning by writing a poem about their

sock with a hole in it and running around

screaming, because you only have three min-

utes, people are performing and being extreme

for extreme's sake."

Michael Datcher, director of the World

Stage Anansi Writer's Workshop in the black

arts enclave of Leimert Park, agrees with

Gilbert's sentiment of the need for an aware-

ness of poetry's history and tradition.

"Like most things subjective, there arc few

standards in the poetry world. So people can

get on stage and say anything, try to make a

cool little rhyme, or wear a goatee and hat, and

say they represent poetry," Datcher says. "But

that's not poetry .. Slams are an ill concept.

Poets compete to impress judges who aren't

even poets themselves. And what that lends

itself to is a hyper-concentration of perfor-

mance above substance."

Even competitors themselves find the

atmosphere of slams to be contradictory of the

purpose of poetry as a unifying mode o(

expression.

Ellen Maybe, a semifinalist for the Austin,

Texas team in the poetry slam nationals and

employee at Beyond Baroque, L.A.'s Westsidc

literary arts epicenter, has mixed feelings

about her slam experience.

Photos by MICHAEL ROSS WACHT/Oaily Brum Senior Staff

Tamlka purrs a piece about Identifying one's own sexual desires at the Lucy Florence coffee house.

s

"I found it to be surreal," Maybe says. "I've

been to these slam festivals and it's a strange

feeling to see how competition brings out pain

in people, especially in poetry where there are

a lot of vulnerable people putting out their

work. Sometimes you get very performance-

oriented people who aren't as solid as writers,

too."

However, on the flip side of Ih^ debate, spo-

ken word and slams are also a window of

opportunity for those uninterested in poetry

to become exposed to and drawn into the poet-

ry scene.

"(Slams) take away from poetry as an art

form when poets allow winning and losing to

interfere with what they write and say on

stage," says Beau Sia, a published New York-

based poet and actor in the recent film

"Slam." "As far as an audience is concerned, it

doesn't ruin poetry at all. It gels people

involved m poetry when they normally would-

n't be. Frankly, poetry readings can, at limes,

be very boring."

While the addition of "extras," such as the

relaxed chords and beats of a jazz trio impro-

vising in the backdrop to the poet's own rhyth-

mic cadences, may seem to be purely decora-

tive to the poem, the musicians themselves see

this addition as necessary.

"If you were to go to a movie and there was

no music playing in the background, you'd

probably just walk out," says CJiovanna

Moraga, a fourth-year music major at UCLA
and cellist for Lucy Florence's spoken word

night. "Music creates an aura. The poetry is

not as intense without it."

Whether the words of a poem appear in its

"purist" form - written on a blank, unadorned

page - or spoken, sung or yawped aloud, what

seems to matter to most of these poets is that

their words reach the people. Whether or not

one means of expression is any better or worse

than the other doesn't appear to matter in the

end, so long as poetry is brought to life.

"My goal is to get my message to the mass-

es," says Deep Red, MC and director of Lucy

Florence's spoken word night. "Masses read

books and masses see performances, so I don't

see anything wrong with giving the best of

both worlds. When you're giving from the

soul. I don't think the medium or genre should

matter."

M!

AKTony sees moments of clarity in a techno-world.

David Zaflofr punctuates D. Blacks words with trumpet music.
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'Stargate SG-T

teleports into

second season

ictionof pr • II

TELEVISION: Sci-fi series

expands on plot of film

predecessor, wins fans

AJ. Harwin
. Daily Bruin Contributor

Imagine a present day Star Trek

without the ship, and you have

MGM's "Stargate SG-1," which

explores uncharted regions of the uni-

verse in a weekly syndicated TV
show.

Based on the Roland Emmerich
• film "Stargate," "SG-1 " picks up the

storyline where the motion picture

lefi olT.—A Stargate. a mysieridUS porial

leading to a planet on the opposite

end of the universe, was mysteriously

reactivated by a deadly alien race

bent on taking over the universe and

destroying anyone or anything that

stands in its way. The SG-1 team has

now been reorganized to travel

through the ancient Stargate portal to

new worlds and civilizations, and

boldly go where no human being has

gone before in order to protect earth

from the impending attack of the

bloodthirsty Goaulds.

''(The) events which

take place in the series

could be happening

secretly as we speak

and I think that's

what's intriguing."

Brad Wright

Writer and producer

Richard Dean Anderson, best

known for his lead role on the long-

running action series "MacGyver,"

takes over the role of special forces

colonel Jack O'Neil, played by Kurt

Russell in the movie. Michael Shanks

replaces James Spader as

Egyptologist Daniel Jackson.

O'Neil and Jackson are joined on

the new missions by astrophysicist

Samantha Carter (Amanda Tapping)

and Tealc (Christopher Judge).

When producer and writer Brad

Wright watched the original

"Stargate" movie he saw the potential

for a television spin-off based on the

range of possible storylines that

could take place on a present-day sci-

fi program.

"The possibility that there are

more of these Stargates on other

worlds provided a conduit for travel-

ers to go all over the galaxy without a

spaceship," Wright said. "Unlike

other science fiction shows, we arc

space travelers from the here and

now. These events which take place in

the series could be happening secretly

as we ipeak and I think that's what's

intriguing.**

As MacGyver. Anderson had

spent each episode getting in and out

S«f STIMfffI, pa9e 16
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Sound Bites

RUSH

"Different Stages - Live"

Rush, ** Different Stages - Live**

Rush's fourth live release comes

just in time to celebrate their 30th

anniversary as the world's best

known "thinking man's hard-rock

band." Since its 1976 breakthrough

with the futuristic "2112" (an album

based on the writings of Ayn Rand),

all of the band's albums have gone

either gold or platinum.

Rush consists of a power trio of

Canadian virtuosos, all who regularly

appear in the Top 5 of music maga-

zine readers' polls. The*band has had

its ups and downs through its lengllfy

history, highlighted by the four-mil-

lion album selling "Moving Pictures"

in 1981, which marked the transition

from epic ballads to shorter, punchier

pieces.

The two discs of "Different

Stages" is a compilation of live per-

formances taken from six shows

between 1994-97, concentrating heav-

ily on recent compositions. The third

disc is t^ken from a single set at a

1978 London show, arguably the

band's peak year.

The trademark screeching vocals

of bassist Geddy Lee have indeed

calmed down through the years to a

mere soothing whine, Herculean

drummer Neil Peart has taken on the

appearance of an aging WWF star

and guitarist Alex Lifeson has finally

joined the Hair Club for Men.

Despite the physical alterations.

Rush continue to rock the crowd.

This is evidenced by the masses of

screaming fans in the background,

the blistering guitar maneuvers, the

orchestrated. syncopation and the

surge of pure adrenalinistic sonic res-

onation, which might cause someone

like Jakob Dylan to discharge all over

his plastic Fender.

'

Tracks range from newer, failed

singles ("Test for Echo") to resurrect-

ed epics ("2112") to guaranteed

crowd pleasers ("Tom Sawyer").

Probably the most interesting songs

are found on the 1978-set disc, as this

was the more typical, hard-core Rush

fans know and love. Pietes like the 12

minute, 30 second "Xanady" drench

the listener with all the grandiosity of

progressive rock at its height, and

typify the grace of a bygone era - one

just before popular music tastes col-

lapsed into disco and new wave.

All and all, "Different Stages" is

essential for anyone who calls them-

selves a Rush fan. For those who

don't might try starting out with

something more typical like "Moving

Pictures," as the live experience can

be better appreciated after exposure

to studio recordings. Either form

taken into consideration. Rush is bad

ass.

Cyrus McNally

Total, ^'Kima, Keisha & Pam""

With the absence of vibrant, influ-

ential /emale groups like TLC and En

Vogue, solo artists and collective

rock bands have been dominating the

billboard charts. But that may all

change in the near future, because the

first ladies off Puff Daddy's Bad Boy

label. Total, have arrived in slirtky

fashion on their sophomore album,

"Kima, Keisha &Pam."
Taking their name to heart, the

three ladies act as a smooth, energetic

and sensual unit. Whether crooning

softly to dreamy ballads or playfully

teasing in a "get-your-groove-on"

dance mix, they are equally adaptive.

But they are at their best when
accompanied with light background

beats and subtle guitar chords, which

only accentuates the silkiness to their

respective voices.

Ironically, though, the biggest

change for Total is their selection of

producers. Along with not overload-

ing their album with featured guest

stars, the group has shifted Puff

Daddy from the majority of behind-

the-scene duties to only a few. And in

his place, they have wisely brought

along Missy Misdemeanor Elliot to

help on production and vocals. The

result has been a more refined and

matured sound, as well as allowing

them to broaden their repertoire.

The best example of this is the self-

explanatory track called "Move Too

Fast." Overlaying samples of Mary

Jane Girls and the Love Unlimited

Orchestra, Total is free to lyrically

frolic in their naughty stories of cat-

and-mouse between the sexes.

With the possible exception of

Xscape, no other present-day female

group has the long-lasting potential

ofTotal. They have staked their claim

to being one of the premiere acts in

R&B. And if this album proves noth-

ing else, these promising young

singers as a whole make an interest-

ing package.

Teron Hide

Cher, ^^Believe"

Now do you really believe that

Cher can manage a comeback? Well,

unfortunately, the outlook remains

grim. Her newest albym, "Believe,"

shows no indication that Cher was

ever holding back something truly

inspirational from her fans. Dull and

See SOUND, page 15
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stale, even Cher fans will be disap-

pointed.

Desperately trying to fit into cur-

rent styles, she suffers from the bor-

ing, cheesy, techno crap that many
washed up artists think will work for

their sounds. The song "Believe"

remains the best song on the album

and it isn't even all that hot. Overly

simplistic melodies and softly mun-

dane tunes characterize beat after

beat. The intro to every song is long

and drawn out for a suspense factor

that never pans out into anything

worth waiting for.

Among the laughable picks

remain "Dove L'Amore" and

"Takin' Back My Heart." If any-

thing, these few songs that deviate

from attempted dance hits only serve

as odes to the dying pop hits of the

eighties.

We all loved Cher from the movie

"Mermaids" and slutting around in

her "If I Could Turn Back Time"

video. Unfortunately, she now turns

away from cool to the land of the

overly trendy yoga-one-day-and-

goth-the-next middle-aged women of

the nineties.

Michelle Zubiate

Various Artists, **The Prince of Egypt

- Inspirationar

Looking for a CD that will lift

emotions to unprecedented heights?

Grasping for an inner tube among

the cluttered billboard scene?

Waiting fnr an album that offers

more, rather than less? Well, ladies

and gentleman, the "Prince of Egypt
- Inspirational" compilation is defi-

nitely not your cup of tea.

In the wake of their biggest ani-

mated film to date, Dreamworks has

parted the musical seas to launch an

unprecedented marketing campaign

by presenting the public with their

first installment of the three-available

soundtracks for the "Prince of

Egypt."

Taking a page out of the Disney

guide to consumer success,

Dreamworks has an abundance of

big-name soul talent on their latest

innovation. Collecting the likes of

Boyz 11 Men, Kirk Franklin and

Brian McKnight on a single album is

fairly impressive on paper, but it does

not amount to much on this particu-

lar work.

The only track that comes remote-

ly close to being noteworthy is Trin-I-

Tee 5:7's "As Long As You're With

Me," which sounds more like it

belongs in the rap or club scene. But

instead of exemplifying the best of

R&B and gospel, the listener will find

a product that is left with generally

unremarkable music.

If this is any foretelling of things to

come in the actual film, then

Dreamworks will find their anima-

tion department in serious trouble.

Suffice it to say that if the most

remarkable aspect of the album is the

inclusion of a group of artists with

intriguing names (Tyrone Tribbett

and Greater Anointing, featuring

Dave Hollister and Mary Mary),

then "Houston, we have a problem."

Teron Hidfi
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MGM Studios

The'Stargate SG-Kcast prepares for another adventure.

STARGATE
From page 13

of bad situations, something that he will

continue to do on his missions to alien

worlds. Although wary about the move

from the adventure to the sci-fi genre,

Anderson quickly saw the promise of the

movie-inspired show.

"There are a few elements that attract-

ed me to the show," §aid Anderson. "First

of all, I had worked with John Symes,

president ofMGM Worldwide Television

Group, when he was at Paramount for

MacGyver, and he asked me to become

involved with the project. So, I watched

Trekkie fans will probably

be attracted to

(StargateSG-1).

the movie a few times and decided that it

was the perfect vehicle for a series."

"The concept alone allowed for expan-

sion into a weekly series. Secondly, I had

never been a real fan of the sci-fi genre, but

I have always said that I will try anything

once. It would have been hypocritical of

me not to consider the genre."

Now in its second season on Showtime,

the first season of "Stargate S-Gl" has

currently entered syndication. Among
new syndicated hour-long programs, it

currently ranks second behind th? Pamela

Anderson vehicle "VIP."

Trekkie fans will probably be attracted

to the show. Star Trek fans or not, the

makers of "Stargate SG-l" hope that

viewers will find a very enjoyable program

that focuses on acting and drama, based

on characters that are more human and

more relatable (emotion-wise) to someone
from the 20th century.

Stargate SG-1 can be seen in Los Angeles

Saturdays on Channel 1 1 at 5 p.m.
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to insure that you receive accurate, educated and

ethical information before making your fine jewelry

purchase. Come see us. We'll show you the difference

shopping with an AGS jeweler can make.

fine jeweler S'

Westwood s oldest and most respected leweler Since 1946

1055 westwood blvd westwood village

(310) ?08-3131

Dl DICATEI) TC^ PROVEN FTHK>, KNOWLEIX.E AND t.ONSUMfcR I'RDTECTION"

Daily Bruin

•\

Do you want to place

an ad that everyone

at UCLA will read?

Advertise in the Daily

Bruin classifieds:

310-825-2221
CLASSIFIED

Campus Recruitment

Auios for Sale

Typing Services

Child Care Wanted

Wednesday. December 2, 1998

index advertising information
ANNOUNCEMENTS •

Ut'O
1/JO
1400
1 500
U:''0

1 700
mco
1 900

2U")0

. 1 00
L'L'OO

Campus Happenings
Campus Organizations
Campus Recruitment
Campus Services
Birthdays
Legal notices
Lost & Found
Miscellaneous
Personal Messages
Personals
Pregnancy
Recreational Activities

Research Subjects
Sperm / Egg Donore
Ticl(ets Offered
Ticitets Wanted
Wanted

FOR SALE
2700
2B00
2900
3000
3100
3200
3300
3400
3500
3600
3700
3800
3Q00
4UU0
4100

4300
4400
4500

Appliances
Art / Paintings
Bicycles / Sitates

Boot(S
Calling Cards
Cameras / Camcorders
Collectibles

Computers / Software
Furniture
Garage / Yard Sales
Health Products
Miscellaneous
Musical Instruments^..
Office Equipment
Pets
Rentals
Sports Equipment
Stereos / TVs / Radios
Table Sports

118 Kerckhoff Hall
308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles, CA 90024

RATES
One issue, up to 20 words $8.00

E-Mail: classifieds@media.ucla.edu

...each additional word
Weekly, up to 20 words
...each additional word
Monthly, up to 20 words

Web: http://www.dailybruin.ucla.edu .each additional word

0.50
27.00
1.50

90.00
5.00

eUQNE
Classified Line: (310) 825-2221
Fax:(310)206-1359

Classified Display: (310) 206-3060
Fax:(310)206-0528

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Thu: 9:00anf>-4:00pm
Fri: 9an>-2:30pm

For Classified Display ads,
please see our rate card

for variable rate information.

^

Classified Une Ads:
1 working day before printing,

at 1 2 rKXHi.

Classified Display Ads:
2 working days before printing,

at 1 2 rKX>n.

There are no cancellations after

noon of the day before printing.

PAYMENT
Please make checks payable to

"The UCLA Daily Biuin.'^We
accept Visa, MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards. Allow 5
working days for mail payments.

HOW TO WRITE
AN

• start your ad with the
merchandiM you ara sdHng.
This makM K easier for rsadars to

quickly scan tha ads and locata

your items.
• Always include the price of your
item. Many classified readers
simply do not respond to ads
without prices.
• Avoid abbreviations—make your
ad easy for readers to urxJerstarxJ.

• Place yourself in ttie reader's

positton, ask what you wouM Uke to
krK>w about ttie merchandise, stkI

include that in the ad. Include such
informatkKi as brand rwmes. cotors
and other specific descriptionis.

The ASUCLA Communications board fuity supports the University of California's policy on nondiscrimination. No medium shall tcctcH advertisements vwhich present persons of any origin, race. sex. or sexual orientation in

a demeaning way or imply that they are limiteo to positions, capabilities, roles, or status in society. Neittwr the Daily Bruin nor the ASUCLA Communications Board has investigated any of the services advertised or the

advertisements represerrtiMJ in thie'issue. Any person believing that an advertisement in this issue violated ttte Boards policy on nondiscrimination staled herein should communicate complaints in writing to the Business
Manager, Daily Bruin. 118 Kerckhoff Hall. 308 Westwood Plaza. Los Angeles, CA 90024. For assistance with housing dischmination problems, cat the UCLA Housing Office at (31Q^^M-4271 or call the Westside Fair Hous-
ing Office at (310) 475-9671 . Ciaasified ads also appear on-line at http://www.dailyt)ruin.ucla.edu. Placement on-line is offered as a complimer^ary service for customers and is|rtnguaranteed. The Daily Bruin is responsible

TRANSPORTATION •

4600
4700
4800
4900
5000
5100
5200
5300
5400
5500

Auto Accessories
Auto Insurance
Auto Repair
Autos for Sale
Boats for Sale
Motorcycles for Sale
Parking
Scooter / Cycle Repair
Scooters for Sale
Vehicles for Rent

TRAVEL

iido
Cfliinpiis HflppoiiinQs

ALCOHOL AND DRUG
READINESS GROUP

WEEKLY UCLA group for individuals ques-

tioning their alcohol or drug use. Contact

Elizabeth Suti . 310-206-1148.

5600
5620
5640
5660
5680
5700
5720

Resorts / Hotels
Rides Offered
Rides Wanted
Taxi / Shuttle Service
Travel Destinations
Travel Tickets
Vacation Packages

MEDICAL SCHOOL ADMISSION INTERVIEWS
December?

KIGEZI INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL OF
MEDICINE

Bring:

Schedule at Preprofessional Advising Office

(310)206-9969, 1662

A316 Murphy Hall

Completed application & essays (print from website)

Official or unofficial college transcripts

SPEECH PRODUCTION EXPERIMENT No
metal fillings, not claustrophobic? Sustain

vowels while MRI images your mouth and

throat. Shours at $9/95/hr, plus a CD of the

ifnaqas. Mark Johnson ^0-206»677S.
mhJOIcsl.ucla.edu

5800
5900
6000
6100
6150
6200
6300
6400
6500
6600
6700
6800
6900
7000
7100
7200

7300

1-900 numbers
Financial Aid
Insurance
Computer / Internet

Foreign Languages
Health / Beauty Services
Legal Advice / Attorneys
Movers / Storage .

Music Lessons
Personal Services
Professional Services
Resumes
Telecommunications
Tutoring Offered
Tutoring Wanted
Typing

Writing Help

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mofi. Dmqimioii^ rn. SMp Swoy, 2408 AckamMn

240iilinMv* ^^^VK ^W^VTf

MA/WRm.DMildAXm
Wed. Im. A3- 029
n,AlliMM 12:10- IKWpm

F9f HMO MSMP tf

VlKfWItt

READ
BETWEEN
THE LINES

kRnd the hidden tnvia question in .

to<*y'8 Classifieds, answer it and wiri!/

EMPLOYMENT
7400
7500
7600
7700
7800
7900
8000
8100
8200
8300

Business Opportunities
Career Opportunities
Child Care Offered
Child Care Wanted
Help Wanted
Housesitting
internship
Personal Assistance
Temporary Employment
Volunteer

HOUSING
8400
8500
8600
8700
8800
8900
9000
9100
9200

Apartments for Rent
Apeulments Furnished
Condo/ Townhouse for Rent
Condo / Townhouse for Sale
Guesthouse for Rent
House for Rent
House for sale
Houseboats for Rent / Sale
Housing Needed
Room for Help
Room for Rent
Roonwnates - Private Room
Roommates - Shared Room
Sublets
Vacation Rentals

Call or stop by for a list of available classes

ASAP Bring your DPR or transcript and

a sample of your own notes

GREAT PAY!
Get paid as much as $480

per quarier for each class.

Bcncffts include UCLA Store discounts

Cill the Lecturf Not*", of fur M

310.825.8016
Lecture'xOlUS Located on A-Level Ackefm.Hi Union

EUROPEAN WRITER/TRANSLATOR, ac-

complished, independant, cosmopolitan. r>at-

ural. healthy lifestyle, very kind&sensitive,

will adopt genuine, bright, communicative,

pretty, foreign female. 310-573-0270.

ON-LINE holiday grams, giftsi Local parties,

jobs, and free student bodies looking for a

good time this break. Visit Buzzstate at

www.consumerman.com 818-464-3554.

PUERTO RICAN/ITALIAN male (21) es-

cort/masseur available for men/women/cou-

ples Call LUCHO's 24/hr Los Angeles pager

562-220-0262. $150/hour. I will travel any-

wherel

>i I.I

ANONYMOUS sperm donors needed. Help

infertile couples while receiving financial

compensation up to $600/month and free

health screening. Convenient hours, located

in Westwood. Call Kim 310-824-9941

EARN $$ HELPING
INFERTILE COUPLE

LOVING COUPLE eager to start a family.

Seeks woman w/similar appearance as wife

to donate egg: Fair skin, Caucasian, under 30

w/light eyes, average height-fsmall frame.

Dr. Dan2erO310-273-2463.

EGG DONORS NEEDED
COMPASSIONATE women from all races

wanted by infertile hopeful couples. Ages 21 -

30. Compensation $3,500. Call OPTIONS
800-886-9373

MEN: Donors needed for insemination pro-

gram. Especially needed: Latinos, Jewish,

Italian, African-Americans. 35 or younger.

Please call 626-440-7450. Compensation

provided.

NEEDED Japanese or Chinese egg donor.

Hong Kong. Taiwan. Singapore, Malaysia

ancestry. Age30 or less. Greater than high

school education. 0-negative blood type if

possible. Compensation $3,000. Please call

310-273-2463.

WE'RE LOOKING FOR
A FEW GOOD SPERM. All races, 20-40 yrs.

$50 per acceptable donation. Call OPTIONS
at 800-886-9373.

EGG DONORSI
WANTED

If you are a healthy
female between
the ages of 19 and
30 and have health

insurance.

Compensation
$3500.00

Call Mlrna Navas at

(310) 829-6782

RssMrali SiMiGti

FREfc WiNNhHi. hHbt auuhho. rHtt
Lines, no money, no operators, no hassles

www lir>e-buster8.com

index SHORTS FESTIVAL,
WWW cine-nMet.oom Taking tubmisaiont for

your movte rvm

YOUR CREDIT UNION
Your on-carTputAon-Hf>e finencial servtces

source, tor ttudenis, tocuNyftstaff Visit us at

Ackefman A-Level. on<«ne at www ucu.org

or ceil 310-477-6628

NORMAL HEALTHY CHILDREN and adol-

escents 8-l6yrs needed for UCLA research

study Receive $25 for lab experirrient and
developmental evaluatk>n. ar)d get a scientif-

ic learning expenence Call 310-625-0392

POSTMENOPAUSAL WOMEN 45^ (Healthy

or with heart disease) wanted for a study or

cororiary artery disease involving small

amounts of radioaclMty at UCLA %25/hT (2

days, 4iirs each) CaM 310-«2S-1118 or 310-

206-6675

r^^gfatmam

VIP TICKETS
310-474-9490

Wanted choice basket-
ball tickeU. Buy/sell. All

events.

i
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WE BUY CARS New and okl. Running or

not. Jeff 310-714-5808.

Books

Its tiridiiy here! WWWBOOKJOINT.COM
Buy and sell your used textbooks to otf>er

students online. It's freel Start todayl

www bookjoint com

3400
Computora/Softwaro

FREE LONG DISTANCE/ACCESS TO inter-

net - without a computer. Aplio $209.00/lnter-

net-Phone $309.00 (Exclusive distributor).

UCLA Faculty. 310-230-4231.

3500
AmHura

MATTRESS BONANZA!!
SEALY. STEARNS & FOSTER. Also Ortho-

pedic twin-sets-$79.95. Fulls-$99.95.

Queens-$1 39.95. Piilowtops-$299.95.

K ings. 109,35^ Delivefy. Beacon

1987 ALFA ROMEO SPIDER Great condi

tic. New gear shift. Red. black top. tan in-

terior. $4.200. 310-286-1043

1990 JA^NESE IMPORT. Silver. A/C.

AM/FM. S^speed. Runs and looks great.

Economk:al, reliable. Must sell. $2500obo.

310-277-3665.
--

1992 FORD RANGER 4 cylinder, manual.

PS.PB. stereo/cassette. tint, new
brakes/tires, 4 In. lift. Bedliner. 64.000 mi.

$530 Obo. 310-213-4144.

79 TOYOTA COROLLA runs good, new
tires, new clutch. $400obo. (310)393-

0411x7454.

'91 ACURA INTEGRA GS Red. 5-speed.

hatchback, like new, phone. CD. alarm,

moonroof. tow-miles $8400 Scott 213-748-

6333 Weekdays. 818-981-9592

Evenir)gs&weekends.

'98 BRUIN, good condition. Congrats!

You've found the "Read Between the Lines"

Trivia Question: Wtiat aninnal appears on the

cover of many Pink Ftoyd albums? Visit DB
Classified in 118 Kerckhoff or at www.daily-

bruin.ucla.edu to play and win.

5100
HjftwBjrdet tor Sato

KAWASAKI NINJA 500CC - 10.800 miles,

$1600. 2nd gear little bit tricky. Available

Dec. 15 Email: fredhOchem.ucla.edu

Scootare fM" Sale

MUST SELL 1989 Red Yamaha Riva 125.

10.000 Miles. Runs great! 60 mph. $900 Call

310-552-7454.

1309 Westwood Blvd. 310-477-1466.

MATTRESS SETS!!!
Twin $79. Full $89. Queen $139. King $159.

Bunkbeds. Deliveries. Phone Orders Accept-

ed. 310-372-2337.

; I I

GIANT MOVING SALE! Macintosh Lap-

top&computer w/printer $750; Qar stereo/CD

player $200; Stereo w/5-CD changer $200;
30" TVA/CR $400; and much more! 310-805-

0889/310-805-0914. leave numeric mes-

sage.

'iVcsiukxni Inn 'Moid
lOUD WIrfvr Biulrvanl VMMwnx). CA 900^4 (310) 474-4262

•Lrss than one mile from IJCLA campus.

-Free contincnul breakfast

-Affordable, clean and comforuibie rooms

'Free cable TV St Ixxral leleplioiK- Oils
-Xtekly. Montlily arxl gniup rates available

for rmatn'otiona caO, (MO) 474-4262C 1^

Ikuvel Dosthiatloiis

GREAT FOR XMAS 2 roundtrip tickets LA-

Cleveland or Baltimore $200 each 212-591-

0634 or email jerrywillis@hotmail.com

'^Mt^AmentM
Round Trip Airfares

I.inw $375

Ciizco $595

Sanfiiujo SG89

Sao PauJo / Rio $G5G

Guayaciml / C^uito S570

Hiic-iios .\ir<'s SG98

H I A . . 1

$1895
lor U<s

(Jii.l., Ailti Si hiM'.-.ll;;

00 ^M'l u"ir>

AUTO
INSURANCE
''NO BULL"
Best Prices, Same Day

STUDE^'T DISCOUNTS

Motorcycles, SR22
Accidents, Tickets OK

CALL AA*IA NOW
FOR FREE QUOTE

TOLL FREE
1 (800) 225-9000

AQUA TRAVEL INC
WORLD WIDE LOWEST AIRFARES

MAKE YOUROMMAR CAR, HOIE
RESaVAHONAT

httpJ/www.piHmawb.com/aquatravBl

24HOURSADAY
Lowest Domestic and

Intemattonal Airfares

Tour Packages

Eurailposs

Hotel Accommodations

Car Rentals

*Asio*AMca*Auslralo*Eurape*Soiitft

Amertanndton)ano(krMexlco*Hawai*

S^tMmmkiimmlmtiMomM
PrtoM a* aubiaci to chong* wimoui none*

AvoNatHhy may b* trntlmd ana torn* i»iHtet>on» may
oppty PlmToaM

PHONE (310)441^680

Classifieds

825-2221

I

IfocaUon Packages

SPRING BREAK PACKAGtb ate in now.

Mazatian alariing at $399 lor 7 days + other

available packages. Call Courv:it Travel oow:

310-208-3551.

nitottng Oliweil

BEST MOVERS Licensed, insured. Lowest

rates. Fast, courieous-fcareful. Many stud-

ents moved for $98. Lie. -T- 163844. NO JOB
TOO SMALL! 1 -800-2-GO-BEST

HONEST MAN W/14ft truck and dollies,

small jobs, short rH>tice ok. Student discount.

Ask about 10% discount. 310-285-8688. Go
BruinsI

JERRY'S MOVING&DELIVERY. The careful

movers. Experier)ced. reliable, same-day de-

livery. Packir)g, boxes available. Also, pick-

up donations for American Cancer Society.

JerryO310-391-5657.

1-900 NuiulMii

NO ARGUMENTS! NO NAGGING! JUST
Sharing live conversatk>nlll 1-900-825-2100

Ext. 8481. 8482. 8483. 8484. $3.99/min.

Must bo IByrs Serv-U (619) 645-8434

FmancialAM

STUDENT LOANS
GET YOUR Stafford Stodent Loan from Uni-

versity Credit Union (Lender Code 832123).

Also receive low-cost financial servk:es. 310-

477-6628; www.ucu.org.

bisuffaiiGfi

INSURANCE WAR!
WE'LL BEAT ANYONE'S price or don't want

your business. All drivers. Newly licensed.

Student/statt/facotty discounts. Request 1he-

"Bruin Plan." 310-777-8817 or 818-222-

5595.

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedicated pro-

fessional. At your home or WLA studio. 1st-

lesson free. No drum set necessary.

Neil:2 13-654-8226.

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years exp. all

levels arvl styles. Patient and organized.

Guitars available. Sam 310-826-9117.

GUITAR LESSONS by professional near

UCLA. All levels, guitars avail. Call Jean at

310-476-4154. www JWGS.COm

670e
Profassioiiai SoralCM

MBA, LAW, MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS!
FRUSTRATED DEVELOPING your critical

personal statements? Get professional help

from well-known author/consultant. 310-826-

4445.

A FREE SESSION
PSYCHOTHERAPY/COUNSELING for de-

pression, anxiety, obsessions, post-traumat-

16 stress, etc. Couples/indtviduais. Student

ACCENT REDUCTION offered by UCLA
instructor. Private classes Mondays or

Fridays. Group class starting January. Sign

up now! Call 213-957-4758.

MATH/PHYSICS/STATISTICS/English/He-
brew. Computerized statistical analysis avail-

able.Tutoring service. Free consultation.

Reasonable rates, call anytime. Han (800)90-

TUTOR, www.my-tutor.com

THE WRITING COACH
EXPERIEI^ED TEACHER. PhD offers tu-

toring, term paper assistance, English, So-

cial Science, History. Foreign Students Wel-

confie. Call: 310-452-2865.

UCLA ENGLISH ALUMNI, pro-writer, young,

superb papers guaranteed. High school ar)d

below welcome. Jeff 213-653-2240.

WRITING TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford University

graduate. Help with English—lor students of

all ages/levels. 310-472-8240 or 310-440-

0285.

7700
OMklCaroWiiilM

CHILDCAHL PT %\0-lZJ\^ou! lof dllafnoon
care. Need child related exp & car. M-F 310-
247-1877.

Occasional P/T babysitter for toddler. Week-
night and weekend evenings Must have car
and references. Salary negotiable. Pacific

Palisades. Deni; 310-454-6061.

DaHy Bruin CUssified Wedn«day,D«cefnber2.1998 19

Hitorbig Wantmi

TUTORS WANTED $15/hr. Santa Monica,

Brentwood. BH. Math, chemistry, physrcs,

SAT prep, spanish/french. Experienced, reli-

able, must have own car. 310-679-2133.

7200
lyphig

^ READ

^

BETWEEN
THE LINES

Find the hidden trivia question m
V loCbys Classifieds, answer it and win! y

/lllstate
YoiAw in 0Mn1 hands.

Insurance Connpany
(310)312-0204

1281 W«st\A/ooc» Blvct.
C2 fc>tks. So of Wlls>->lre)

rates. Crime victims may be eligible for tree

treatment. Call Liz Gould

(MrC#32388)©310-578-5957 to schedule

your free consultation.

3peoclv RescarcKi
Reports: SA.OO per page. Over 50,000 loplci.

Materials ror researrn as.siMancc use onlyl

6546 HOLLvWboo Blvd. 2no floor.
Rm 209 LA.. CA 90028

Hours. Mon-Fri in:3()am-ftpm

Custom Saturdays, II pm4pfp Vfcui/MC/

Research
c^atf Today! ^!?«'^

available l.800:156-mi ^^

EAGLE EYED EDITOR
PROOFREADS THESES, publications; tu-

tors English, study skills; trains time man-
agement, stress reduction. Nadia Lawrence

PhD 310-393-1951.

PRIZE-WINNING
ESSAYIST AND FORMER PROFESSOR
w/two Ph.Ds can help you produce winning

prose. Theses, papers, personal statements.

David <davedit@pacbell.net> 310-281-

6614/805-646-4455.

ACCURATE, DEPENDABLE and SPEEDY
typing service. Close to campus. Call Laurie:

310-478-6230.

DO IT WRITE- Word processing, transcrib-

ing, typing, proofing, editing. Fast and accu-

rate. $28/hr. 24hr voicemail. WLA location.

3 1 0-44 1 -5955^
'

ONE DAY WORD PROCESSING and/dr

editing. Profess iona l technica l write r pro -

vides word processing, editing, and writing

assistance. International students welcome.

310-829-1472.

WORD PROCESSING All types: research

papers, theses, resumes, fliers. Editing,

proofing. &transcription available. Emergen-

cies OK. Call:818-598-1489 or email

anmlwomn@pacbell.net.

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-

es, dissertations, transcription, resumes, fli-

ers, brochures, mailing lists, reports. Santa

Monica. 310-828-6939. Hollywood. 213-466-

2888.

START BEGINNING DEC. 2-3after-

noons/wk. for 3-yearold boy Days/hours
flexible. Car necessary 310-471-8790.

Vead
BETWEEN
THE LINES
Find the hidden tnvia question in

today's Classifieds, answer it and wm!

V
7800
Help Wanted

ADMINISTRATOR/PROJECT ASSISTANT
(internship possibility). Computer literate.

IBM-Windows/Internet plus Senior/graduate

w/strong writing/oral communication. No
dress code/reception, duties $7-$9,

17hrs/wk. Serious inquiries:Fax 310-395-

0509. /

$15/HR BRIGHT,
ENTHUSIASTIC

People to teach SAT Prep. High test scores

required. Transportation required. We will

train. Flexible Hours. Send Cover letter/re-

sume, including your scores b/ 12/10/98 (o:

A Competitive Edge, Attn: Barry, 9911 West
Pico Blvd. -Suite 1025, L A. 90035 No phone

calls please.

"7800

50% PROJECT
DIRECTOR.

Research opportunity for furtded study about

experiences of lung car>cer survivors. Re-

search experience preferred. Must be a reg-

istered nurse. Pfwne: 310-825-8690.

ACTUARY/PENSION ASST P/T or F/T
Starts $10/hr. Fax resume: 818-508-2001 or

mail: 12711 Ventura Blvd. Suite 470, Studio

City, CA 91604.

ANNOUNCERS, no experience necessary.

Host music/talk-shows for our radio stations.

P/T $10-15/hr. $200+per/show, plus fantas-

tic benefits. 213-468-0080 24-hours.

APPOINTMENT SETTER Bgsy Westwood
ofiice has 1 immediate opening for phone ac-

tress Fdmale preferred $6.50/hr plus com-
mission, bonuses and tips! For more info call

Julia: 310-281-6078.

ASIAN INTERNET
MODELS

GUARANTEED BASE PAY plus $40-60/hr

possible Safe and secure working environ-

ment General office staff also needed Call:

310-398-2213 or 310-880-4726

ASSISTANT for business office. For more
details please call 310-278-2750 for consid-

eration, please fax resume 310-278-0038.

AUDITION DRIVER for child actor. Tiles/

^/ed/Friday approx. 3-6pm when scheduled.

Safe car. reliable. Some film/acting back-

ground. Female preferred. Carol-3?3-934-

2366.

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED. Earn

$150-$250/night. Work P/T while going to

school. Day/eve classes, 1-2week classes,

800-974-7974. International Bartender's

school HUNDREDS OF JOBS!
. a

BARTENDERS TRAINING INSTITUTE of

Amenca offers professional courses for only

$98. Certificate of completion included. Call

7800
iMNpiiinnNi

Secretary
Dental office in WLA needs help in our
front office. Must be a team worker,
nice attitude, fanuliar with computers,
Mon, Wed, Fri. Flexible hours from
9am-6pm.

Please call (310) 826-7494

CASTING
EXTRAS needed for feature films, commer-
cials, and music videos. Earn up to $240 per

day! No expenence needed. Work guar-

anteed! Call today 213-851-6103.

CELLULAR
REPRESENTATIVE

SELF-MOTIVATED PROACTIVE PEOPLE
needed to sell Campus Cellular Service Set
your own hours- must like to make money-
discpunts on cellular/paging service- will

train To set up an appointment call Kamyar
at 310-825-0881.

COACH KIDS' SPORTS
through the NIKE PL A.YCORPS. Contact

Jason Krause ® 310-209-0454.

jkrause@ucla edu. ONLY current college

students need inquire.

CUSTOMER SERVICE-P/T $7.25-t^bonus.

Insurance office, flexible hours. Phones, fil-

ing, computer work. Bilingual a plus. Next to

UCLA. Patrick: 310-476-7267.

DATA ENTRY/CLIENT CONTACT $9/hr

PT/FT +Bohus. +Medical. Excellent writing

and phone skills. Mac experience a plus!

310-358-6053 or fax:310-392-5234.

DESIGNER WEDDING GOWNS and even-
ing gowns. Part time/full time. Salary+com-

mission-fbonuses. Flexible hours. Westwood
location. 310-474-7808. Pauline.

I

7300
Writing Help

WORD PROCESSING. Typing, proofing,

editing, rewriting, research, resumes, tutor-

ing, etc. Fax, email, bring work to me. Rush-

es. Student discount. 818-830-1546.

$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL mailing or clr-

culars. No experience req. Free information

packet. Call 202-466-1639.

$20/HR PT/FT
PROCESSING MAIL! Free supplies.

postage! Bonuses! Rush SASE to

CMA/UCLA Po Box 567443. Atlanta GA,

31156
signup@info.infomachine.com—

^

m

$300-$700/WK
HOLIDAY HELP. Need 35 drivers immediate-

ly for busy holiday season. Own car and in-

surance. $300-$700/wk. 31C-453-4777

$7.25/hr and up!
DO YOU have initiative? Become a UCLA
Community Service Officer and explore law

and public relations. Great Pay Flexible

hours. Student-oriented. Web:

www.ucpd.ucla.edu/ucpd/cso, Email:

cso@ucpd.ucla.edu. Phone: 310r825-2148.

luUay. 1 -800-50 1
-
1 78 1 . Q ieai Jub&l

BEST JOB IN TOWN. PLUSH UCLAW OF-
FICE (MID WILSHIRE) SEEKS SPANISH-
SPEAKING CLERK w/car $7-$20/hr. Call

George 213-487-7200 and fax resume 213-

383-2884

BOOKKEEPER/SECRETARY
NEEDED

Full time perm£inent. M-F dtwn. L.A. Good
phone and English skills. $10/hr. Type
50WPM Reliable. Quickt)ook experience a

plus. Fax resume to 213-622-0882.

CAMPUS JOB OPPOR-
TUNITY

$7.25/hr. approximately 15-20hrs/wk M-f.

Requires general office experience, filing

and basic computer skills, and frequent on-

campus delivery of meeting packets. Detail-

oriented a must. Fax resume to 310-794-

9565 attn Lisa Jucha.

UON' I tJfc ll Lk l
-OH-ENTffV^EVEL - ggyT

old making 150K+ w/environmental sales

company. Looking for five individuals to do
the same. P/T okay Sandra: 818-981-9474.

DRIVERS wanted for busy holiday season.

Need 35 drivers ASAP. Santa Monica based.
Need own car and insurance. $30O-700/wk.
310-453-4777.

F/T OFFICE CLERK for immigration law firm.

Century City Con>puter-4iterate. Punctual,

detail-oriented, self-starter $8/hr. Fax re-

sume: 310-553-2616.

F/T STAFF ACCOUNTANT/Full-charge
bookkeeper. College graduate preferred. GL.
AR. AP. Payroll, bank rec.. GJ. Excell. non-

smoker, general office duties. $20/hr.

Fax:310-454-1949. .

FILE CLERK Afternoons, office experience

and good English skills required. Must be
neat and detail oriented. $7-9/hr. Fax re-

sume: 310-277-6431.

The fifSfprices lor all your PC gaming needs.

Frustrated and disappointed

uith UCLA?
Why is th« place

so impsrsonal and difficult?

/•or inme anstoers check out

httpJ/universltysecreta.com
K

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

Comprehensive Dissertation Assistance

Theses, Papers, and Parsonal Statements

Proposals and Books
International Sturients Welcome Smce 1985

Sharon Bear, Ph.D. (310) 470-6662

6200
HMltti Service^

HAIR COLOR/HIGHLIGHTS from $15-$30.

HAIRCUTS from $15 at Baverfy Hills Salon.

Advanced ass't program. 9666 Brighton

Way Call GAVERT-ATFl »FR 310-058-7898

IMMIORATION

^NOEL VISA aNTER-
RcaMNiaMy iNxed. RrliaMc linniignUon Scnkc

Ftivau-ly OwiNd and Opcnicd

ConMtnfiaMy GuaranlMd

. For a Free ComulUilton Call: 3IO-47g-2899 phone

6700
ProfesskNua SMTrfOM

BANKRUPTCY
GET OUT OF DEBT NOWl Free Consulta-

tion. Experienced attorneys, reasonable

fees. Law Officfes of White and Associates

(Cheryle M. White, UCLAW. "86") 800-420-

9998 or 310-207-2089. 12301 Wilshire

Bl ,Ste 550, WLA

ERASE DEBTS, REBUILD CREDIT
WITHWITHOUT BANKRUPTCY. Renowned
(UCLAW. 73) attorney. Lon B Isaacson off-

ers superb service/tow fees. Free consulta-

tk)n. 213-487-7200

GREEN CARD
FOR WORK-PERMITS, green cards, and all

immigratton problems call experienced immi-

gration attorney Reasonat>le rates 213-251-

9588 for attorney Doreen.

NO RECOVERY NO FEE
MYER LAW FIRM, Century City Auto-acckJ-

ents, sMpa/taMs, discnmination sexual-haras-

smant. UCLA Graduate Scott D Myer
http://www.baaliawyar.oom 310-277-3000

ALL-PURPOSE WRTHNG & EDITING

Help at any stage with any topic.

Personal Statements, Courses, Theses,

Dissertations & Manuscripts

by PhD from UC
International Students Welcome

(323)665-8145

*T5J

V

lav

READ
BETWEEN
THE LINES

Rnd the hidden trivia question in

today's Classifieds, answer it

and win!

Answer ttie question correctly

and bang it to DB Classtfieds.

1te Kerckhoff HaK.

Or, visit www.da0ytinjin.ucla eCkj

7400
Business Opportunities

$1200-$2000
iiARNING POTENTIAL in your first couple of

v/eeks. Learn more atx)ut "The Perfect Busi-

ness". Call 818-566-9503.

$500/DAY. Nude modeling-women 18-t- all

types. No experience necessary. Safe, pro-

fessional environment. Refer a friend and

earn $50! 310-358-3865,

EARN $1000-$3000
Per week from home. Not MLMI No experi-

ence necessary. Travel industry. 800-345-

9688x0296

INTERNET/E-COMMERCE TRAFFIC dou-

bling every 100 days - why r)ot own your own
personal percentage? NYSE traded compa-

ny seeks brokers 800-805-4768

7300^ _
Cefeer OppoflunRies

AUDIO ENGINEER: Great opportunity to

digitally edit a radio show. Internet Access,

editing experience, dependable. 949-888-

6441.wwwlakeproduction8.com $l5-2S/hr.

SECRETARY/RJCEPTIONIST- Perform

vanous duties in Beverly Real Estate Com-
pany Parttlme/Futltirrte Starling pay $0^
w/graat future job opportunWas. Fm ra-

sufna:310-27fr«a01 Attn J.Edwaid Wnm.

Displciy

206-3060

GraduatingwithoutalobP
We are seeking exceptionally talented UCLA graduates seeking
immediate full-time corporate employment and INTENSE training

THE SDO MENTOR PROGRAM

Corporate Sales
Career Training & Placement

$50,000 - $125,000 per year
(potential incom*)

THERE IS NO COST FOR THIS PROGRAM TO QUALIFIED APPLICANTS
100% of successful graduatss hava racaivad offars from numarous Fortuna 500 companias

Guest Speaker & Mentor Graduate

JAVELIN GUIDRY
1997 UCLA Football Defensive End

NOWGateway Computer Corporate Sales Rep

Come can hear about the exciting career opportunities and training

that the Mentor program can provide you.

WoeMSiaii;Dec.2iiL6-8iNn TonusCeiitrCliUMSO

For More Information IMMEDIATELY CONTACT: Kristi Thib.iult or ^c Osmon

949.788.8989 800.987.7634
e-mail eric profitech.com

Clcissitiecis

825-2221

might not be enough . .

.

Buy IWIP (Medical Insurance Plan) if you haven't already.

BAR statement mailed Dec. 1 . Get MIP when you pay your fees.

UCLA Arthur Ashe Student Health & Wellness Center

Full details about MIP and more on our Web page

www.saonaf.ucla.edu/healfh.htm or call 319 825-4073

ACROSS
1 Exchange

pleasantries

5 Large group
(of fish)

10 Splendor
1 4 Dwelling place
15 Major artery

16 Pierre's girlfriend

17 Wild goat
18 Judges' attire

19 Festive

20 Get in touch with

22 Keener
24 Actress Lupino
25 Sailor

26 Stew
30 Pned
34 Like a famous

ranger
35 TV and radio

37 Days of — : long

ago
38 Qty
39 Mo. with no

holidays

40 Diamond —
41 Barbecue part

43 Hum
45 Johann •

Sebastian —
46 Frozen dessert
48 Warhors of old

Japan
50 W. Hemisphere

alliance

51 Misdeed
52 Down payment
56 Kind of watch
60 Initials on a

memo
61 Be generous
63 Cleveland's

state

64 Fable
65 Mexican-menu

items

66 Dozes (off)

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

F A L LHU L T R AHC A R P

SlfflD DSD

jAum SOS
T E SITIYMTIRlU CIKISITTOlPl

B][S]B]@ HQDD] SGnnO
LIAIWINMBIEIEITISMRIEiNITI

67 — lang syne
68 Did a cleaning

task

69 Animal fat

DOWN
1 In vogue
2 Tramp
3 So be It

4 Fabnc
5 Cutting remark
6 Emulate an owl
7 Globe
8 To — : precisely

9 Pasta dish

10 Hairstyle

11 Actor Sharif

12 Marathon unit

13 Fruit

21 Palindromic
name

23 Infant's sound
26 Mirror matenal
27 Energy
28 Take apart a

r

knot
29 Courage
30 Omens
31 —bear
32 Novelist Jong
33 Indian city

36 Pair

42 Flocked
43 Ceases
44 Simplest
45 Toe problems
47— relief

49 Soviet fighter

52 Computer
fodder

53 Jacob's twin

54 Become
tiresome

55 Melt
56 Lemon —
57 Old word for

"you"
58 Assistant
59 Misplaced
62 High card

Displfiy

'/ni..:i(jb(i
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MODELS NEEDED NOW
Nf) rjiptTM-ncc r»n|ijir«'d

Cit.i'"'}. Pnntwotk. M.»«|.i/if<«'S. M"v
Vi()«'<) A TV Comnierct.<l'j

M'Mi .iful W')fnf n ot .ill A(|'-.

ft. .- C'.iiMilt.ttion

CALL NOW 310-659-7000

FILING CLERK- $7-8/hr. 3blocks from

UCLA. PT-FT Flexible hours Prefer stud-

ent/graduate. Pref. filing expenence. Hare!

Mainterwnce. Ron: 310-470-61 75.Fax re-

sume : 310-474-7615.

FOWLER GUARDS
Gallery atteodarits needed. P/T. No experi-

ence required. Please contact Fowler

Museum/Security Dept. 310-206-7750.

GIRLS wanted at exclusive social club in

WLA. Conversation only. No alcofwl. Flexi-

ble hours. Earn top $$$ 310-477-9671.

GREAT WORKPLACE!
TELEMARKETING for international educa-

tion agency. Nice clients, great-workplace in

Sf^. Hourly-f-commission. Sales experi-

ence&knowledge of foreign language import-

ant. 3 10-395-9393.

HELP SERVE DINNER Part or Full-time

Wed/Thurs/Friday evenings for 4fiours.

Wages-i^meals. Males preferred. 310-208-

3281.

HOME TYPISTS NEED-
ED

PC users needed. $45,000 income potential.

Call 1-800-513-4343 Ext B- 10105.

MODELS WANTED by professional photo-

studio for upcoming asiignment Male/Fe-

male Pro/Non-Pro. Fashion/Commer-

cial/Theatrical. Call for appointment 818-

986-7933

MOVIE EXTRA WORK
• Revolutionary new program* Start immedi-

ately* All types-18+l* Fun/Easy* No crazy

fees* Program for free medical* Call-24/hrs

213-850-4417

INTERNET ACTRESSES
WANTEDI Work at home. Make your own

hours. WEBCAM Business needs flirtatious

women 310-798-0592ext 66. Visit

http://GuestRoomCam.corTVnx)reinfo.hlm

=JNTERNET PROGRAMMER - lmotefng r>!lr<g

Internet database. Frontpage, html. CGI,

SQL, ASP, Perl, C++*. Project work. $1000.

, Email resume: JennyOatlascp.com

INTL IMPORTING, Marketing and PR firm

seeks highly motivated, organized individual

w/excellent communication skills to work in

fast paced offk;e. Facets of positton include

Advertising. Coordinating Special Events,

Copywritlng. Must be fluent in Italian. ffT

"$1800/mo+beneflt8. Fax re8ume:21 3-653-

1768. Attn:John Patterson. VP

DENTAL ASSISTANT

Dental orthodontic office in West LA
looking for dental assistant, Mon., Wed.,

Fri., 9:00 am - 6:00 pm. Experience

preferred. Might consider training.

Please call (310) 826-7494

INT'L IMPORTING, Marketing, and PR flmfi

seeks organized detail orientated adminis-

trative assistant to perform such furictions as

data entry, faxing, photocopying, phones.

Must be fluent In Italian. PfT, flexible hours.

$8/hr. Fax resume:213-653-1768. Attn:John

Patterson, VP

LAW OFFICE CLERK. Photocopy, type, file,

organize, mailings, enter data, answer

phones. $7/hr. Santa Monica. Fax qualifica-

tions to 310-260-7654, rmmos8©gte.net

LOAN PROCESSOR
F/T. Experience preferred, r>ot necessary.

Good organizational skills, detail-ohented,

knowledge of Excel. 60+wpm. Spanish-

speaking a plus. Michael 310-914-9700.

LOTUS EXPERT with professional de-

meanor and good communication skills in

Century City area. $20-30/hr. Fax resumes

310-229-5983 or e-mail to RicardosOhcl-

jmi.com

MALE MODELS
Printwork. UB under 25. Lean, any race,

leave name, number&physical stats. Free

interview Beginners welcome. 213-960-

1066. 24hrs.

OFFICE ASSISTANT for afternoons in a

martial arts school. Good people relations.

Fax resume 310-277-7772.
» — '

P/T BACK OFFICE position in medical office.

Experience in computers, billing. Insurances,

and data entry preferred. Michael 0323-

525-1111.

P/T CLERK- Photo/giftshop in Brentwood.

Flexible hours. No experience necessary.

Good personality 310-395-0905.

P/T/TESTERS FOR NEW PRODUCTS
Evenings and weekends, flexible schedule,

excellent computer skills a must. Fax resume

to: Jay Rowlands 310-507-0291.

Part Time Assistant- Attorney is seeking part-

time assistance on a daily basis. Assist with

general office matters- WordPerfect 8,

phone, and filing skills. E-mail Resume to

FFields4l0@aol.com. or Fax (310)822-

3542.

Classitit'Cls

R?r) 2221

PHOTO LAB p/t assist photo printer or com-

puter imaging. Beverly Hills 310-274-3445.

PT and FT DRIVERS needed for food deliv-

eries to private homes and businesses.

Lunch(11-2 30. MF) and dinner(7-nights/wk

j-10pm). $8+/hr. Must speak English. Ex-

cllent map-reading skills a must. Contact

Dining In: 31 0-274-0123. 818-986-3287.

PT CLERICAL help in Beverly Hills Ortho-

dontic office. Tues, Weds, Thurs afternoons.

Call Leslie 310-247-8880

PTO^FICE WORK $ 1 5/1 II. Oil tampusr^'il-

ing. organizing, Bonus $$. Email

tmsOchem.ucla.edu

PAID INTERNSHIP
WESTWOOD LAW FIRM- Flexible hours.

Learn a lot. $7,504. Good typing skills, com-

puter literate, excel experience preferred

Call 310-475-0481. Resumes preferred:

3 1 0-446-9962^

PAID MANAGEMENT
INTERNSHIP

Student Works Painting, a subsidiary of Na-

tional Servies Group is now hinng for

Spring/Summer 1999. Duties include inter-

viewing, hiring, development of customer re-

lations, control of marketing and sales, &

production management. Call 1-800-394-

6000. www.collegeworks com

8300
vahntoar

MARINE LIFE:

SHARKS, FISH &
MORE!

UCLA Ocean Discovery Center, at the Santa

Monica Pier, is looking for volunteers to help

with educational and public programs. Join

the 150 active volunteers who are helping to

teach visitors about the Santa Monica Bay

and how to protect it Lots of opportunities

and fun! For more inio call the Volunteer Of-

fice: 310-393-6149. ^
THE FAIR HOUSING INSTITUTE is seeking

testers to help investigate housing discrimi-

nation in the Los Angeles area. Testers visit

properties for rent or for sale to record how

owners and agents receive prospective rent-

ers and home seekers. Testers are paid for

their time. For mote information call: 888-

777-4087.

SALES/MANAGERS $1,000/hr.??? P/T 1

week. Earn continuous, sizable comnVbo-

nuses throughout 1999/2000. Minlnwl per-

sonal effort. Call 24hrs. for details. ABR/lnc.

310-859-5577.
<^

SECRETARY-haff time (nrwmings) to RN at

VA Medical Center West LA. $10.50/hr.

Some benefits. Call Susan 310-268-3646.

SECRETARY. 20hrs/wk. Doctor's office.

Need good computer and typing skills,

knowledge of W(ndows95 essential. Also

good command of English. Immediate open-

ing. Fax resume to 310-451-0446.

SEXUAL PROBLEMS?
Maintain control, maximize stamina, and last

longer. Amazing, unheard of solutionsi Seek-

ing willing product testers. Apply at

www.newremedies.com

SMALL LAW OFFICE needs full time help

with phones and filing. Call 310-394-3578.

TEACHER'S ASSISTANT. SupervlseAinter-

act w/children in a developmental, early

chiWhood program. Learn positive communi-

catk>n skills, age-appropriate expectations,

problem-solving, how to present activities.

ECE units preferred. Part-time. Flexible

schedule. Must be able to work weekends.

Will train. Deana Rossi 310-473-1447. X220.

TELEMARKETING
WA^INDOWS COMPUTER SKILLS. Prefer

phone experience. Prefer students/grads.

Flexible hours. 9am-5pm starting $8-

$10/hr+bonuses. 3-blocks/UCLA. Harel

Maintenance. Ron-3 10-470-61 75.

TYPIST needed P/T in WLA law firm.

60-Fwpm and know Word Perfect. Flexible

hours. $9-$l2/hr. Please fax resume attn:

Bonnie to 310-838-7700.

Male Models Top $$$
$300-$700 per assignment, immediate pay!

Paid Screen Test. Young looking, boy-

ish/athletic, 18-24. cleanshaven face, lit-

tle/no chest hair. Nude modeling for Ameri-

can & European magazines and videos. Be-

ginners welcome. Open every day. Brad

310-397-2408.
_____^

MALE&FEMALE
MODELS

OUR IWIODELS have worked for Versace,

Abercronr*leAFItch, Estee Lauder, Levis,

Banana RepubHc &nx>rel Great Pay! Begin-

ner's ok! Call Iree" for an appolntnwit Otto

(24hr8)e00-959-9301

MEDICAL BILLER
Wanted for busy Beverty Hills Medical Offk;e

ExperierKed biller w/experlise in Medl-

care/Medi-Cal M-F 830-530 CaN Shelly

310-275-6494

MEDICAL EQUIPMENT OFFICE. P/T-llexl

ble hours Fikno. stocking, ordtrtng. receiv-

ing luppMei. anewertng phones. Must have

vehide/COL/lnaurance »8/hr 310-441-

WAITRESSA/VAITER- experience and

knowledge of American menu required. P/T

or up to 25hrs Lunch/or dinner. For busy

restaurant in Westwood. David: 310-473-

5045.

BARTENDERS
Earn $100-$200 day

• 2 wMk iraMna a Job
flaownwit tnaudad

• n> not slob -H^ • MirrYiii

National BartendtriSdiool

1 (HOO) C,.J(. • MIXX (*. I'M

WEBMASTER NEEDED for Santa Monica

publisher. P/T or freelance. 310-395-9393.

WE'RE SEEKING INDIVIDUALS to provide

support to the developmentally disabled Call

Dwight Istanbulian at 818-361-6400 ext 129.

WHIZ AT THE NET? Internet access, ability

to send attachments. 60wpm. Flexible

hours, work at home 10-20 hrs/week. $8-

13/hour 949-888-6441 or karenOlakepro-

ductions.com ^ . -

HALLIES HOUSfcbl I HNG. ^10-313-9996.

7 years experience References avadaMe

Long or Shortterm CONFIDENTIALITY
GUARANTEED

ow,̂
^

TUkire VwVrc«l»ood
10530 WatKif* %M. W.HoooiJ, CA 90024

Inflf oi *t luwn* o* o In* *jr hod m yout •-< oorponM .

rxxTvtMcvtd ufiJuiWNd unk 9oleMi ^irtf^ct VXD A(iar»«i«

•nX/k. KM of ihi on compuMr mm, turn* cttOn. buvnau ctrmi «i4>

conimnc* locn, coocmrgt MmoM. and mew
for mty» loferrncXy cdl fJMJt 4704474

WESTWOOD STUDIO APARTMENT $92 :

Close to UCLA. Take over lease. Luxurious

building. Short term ok. Parking, fitness, sau-

na/iacuzzi. 310-208-8862.

WESTWOOD. 2-BDRM/2-BATH+LOFT
Pool/jacuzzi, washer/dryer, dishwasher.

24/hour guard. $1550/mo. Avail 12/1. Cakll

Mike: 310-372-2950.

WESTWOOD. Large 1-bdmn. $995. Malcolm

Ave. near Westwood&SM Blvd. 14unit build-

ing w/pool. parking, laundry, hardwood

floors, stove. 818-995-8866 ext.312, Monica.

WLA- 2bdrnrV1.5ba. $1195. Prime location.

Bright, cheerful, patio. Walk to UCLA, shop-

ping, transportation. 1242 S. Wellesley Near

Wilshire. Won't last. 310-207-7209.

8400
AlMMfnieiili tar R«Rt

1-BDRM $650
NEAR SHERMAN OAKS GALLERIA. Huge

apt. Ideal for roommates. Garden courtyard,

pool, A/C, phone-entry. Minutes to campus.

81 8-997-7312.

1-MINUTETOUCLA
1 bdrm, furnished, bright, clean, quiet, secur-

ity entrance, large ctosets, carpet, pool. 1yr

lease. $850/mo. 310-824-1830.

1380 VETERAN- 2bdrm/2bath. $1495. Park

view, pool/jacuzzi. Intercom entry, gated

parking, laundry, all appliances. Move-In

ASAP. Cats considered. 310-477-5108.

BRENTWOOD $1.495/mo. 2bd/2ba. front,

balcony, stove/refrigerator, dishwasher, car-

pet/drapes, laundry, parking, near UCLA,

shown by appt. 11728 Mayfield #1 310-271-

6811.
•

PALMS. Single apt from $495. 1-bdrm. $595.

Stove. .$600deposit for single and

$900deposit for 1-bdrm. 1-year lease 310-

837-1502 leave message.

SEMESTER SUBLEASE
IN MANHATTAN BEACH. 1/1/99-7/15/99. 1-

bdrm behind Strand. 1/4-block to beach, par-

tial view. 2-car parking, W/D, sunny deck.

$ 1 400/mo. 310-546-7169.

WEST LA $550 Bachelor in 2-bdmi house.

Stove, refrigerator. 11609 1/2 Washington

Place. 310-450-8414.

WLA. $825-$850. 2bdrm/1.5ba. Dishwasher,

AC. carpet. drapes built-in. Extra large

fenced patio. 310-670-5119.
'

WLA. Large single. 1927 Spanish mission

building. High ceilings, hardwood floors, sep-

arate kitchen&dining room. 1-yr lease. $750.

Betty: 310-479-8646.

Apartments FuraMNNl

MAR VISTA.' $535&up/month. Ask about

move in special. Attractive, furnished 1-

tKJnn. Large, pool, patio, barbecue area.

Quiet-building. 3748 Inglewood Blvd. 310-

398-8579.

8600
CoiMlo/TBwniHiuse for Rant

MAR VISTA 2bdrm/1.5ba Stove/refrig.,

washer/dryer, patio, parking space, pool,

spa, new paint, newer carpet, quiet. Close to

UCLA $975/mo. 310-390-1105.

8700

WESTWOOD. 2+1.75. $174,900. New car-

pet, paint, levotors. rDove-ln conditton. 2-car

parking. Stove/frig included, fireplace, quiet

courtyard building Call agent 310-827-1013.

CBittiwiif tar B

ENCINO GUESTHOUSE in large quiet yard

with p>ool. Living room, bdrm, bathroom,

kitchen. Cathedral ceilings, skylights, pet ne-

gotiable. $775-t-utilities. 818-343-6547.

MAR VISTA. Furnished 1-bdrm/1-bath.

Kitchen facilities, N/S, male preferred.

$375/mo, utilities included. Call Joe 310-

390-4748.

Hoiisa tar Rant

2BDRf^2BA. 2garage, hardwood floors, big

kitchen, breakfast area, huge living room,

separate dining room, very close to UCLA.

818-784-2919

MIRACLE MILE- 3bdrnV2bath. 2 car garage,

yard. 20 min drive to UCLA. Walk to mu-

seums. $1600/mo. 1 year lease,

ca 021 3-380-5347.

Veroni-

9200
Housing Needed

WESTWOOD or adjacent area 1or2-bdrm

for 12/17-1/10 for Parisian family of 4 (2a-

dults/2babies) Please call 310-208-4764. or

email serafica@facnet.ucla.edu

for Rant

BRENTWOOD- 1 Bedroom available in

bright, spacious 3bd/2ba apartment. AC,

W/D, dishwasher, furnished. Ctose to San

Vteente shops&restaurants. $650/rrK). 310-

820-0711.

BRENTWOOD/WLA. 1252 Barry Ave. 2-

bdrm/1-bath. Secured access. 2-parking.

new carpel. $1065. Available now. 310-479-

3381.
> II i - ^wi^i ^1

HUGE" 4 BDRM, exclusive walled communi-

ty. 10 minutes to UCLA. Spacious private

room/bath Spectacular y9rd, laundry, fire-

place N/S $550->-utilities. 310-202-6405.

PALMS. Large private roonVbath in 2-f2.

Huge closet. Blue Bus lines. $450 month.

Gated parking. Secured building. (310)418-

5327.

SANTA MONICA 2bdrm furnished apt. Un-

furnished room. 4 blocks from beach. Fe-

male grad. student preferred. $460/mo. +1/2

utilities. Available 1/1. 310-452-4737.

STUDENT SEARCHING FOR ROOM
please call 310-777-4323

WESTWOOD. Furnished guest bed/bath.

Private entrance & parking. $475/month

w/laundry, utilities. cableTV. microwave, re-

frigerator, yard. 310-277-0507. Steve or Mar-

ie.

WLA Living room to rent $350/mo. CiQSe to

UCLA. 2nd floor, pool. gym. tennis, utilities

included. Female preferred. 310-445-9412.

WLA. $610/mo. (all utilities except phone).

Private room w/bath. Nonsmoker. No pets.

Available 1/1/99. Total security. Near UCLA.

310-446-1545.

9500
Roommataa^Prlvata Room

ASIAN/QUIET/CLEAN. WLA—Asian lady

needs quiet roommate. Nicely furnished.

Bus in front of house. Westwood/Pico. No-

sraoking/pets Private bed sharebath.

$450/month+utiiities. 310-475-87877

BEVERLY GLEN CANYON Private room in a

house. Mountaintop view, quiet, sunny.

Washer/dryer, 10 min. to UCLA. Studious,

non-smoking male tenant. $400 incl.. utili-

ties. Leave message for Jim at 310-470-

2142.

BRENTWOOD- 2bdrnri/1.5 bath townhome.

$550+utilities. Parking, pool, great location.

Responsible n/s fefnale preferred.

Pgr/Voicemail 3 10-724-9354- Ask for Trang.

BRENTWOOD-Your own bedroom in a 3-

bdnm apt. $420/mo. Available ASAP until

mid-Sept. Prefer female/clean non-smoker.

310-478-0743.

PALMS. Female student, clean, non-smoker.

Spacious 3bdrm, convenient kx:ation. Rent

$433. need first&last. Contact 310-838-0543

before 8pm. ^
REDONDO BEACH

Large master txJrm w/own bath in 3t)drm apt.

Share w/2 other females. Female preferred.

$600/mo. Amenities included. 310-209-

0049.

Roommate wanted for master bedroom in

Sherman Oaks Townhouse. Private bath;

secured parking, $400/mo.^1/2utilitles.

Evenings: 818-784-7675. -

SM, 32nd St. and Pico. Own room in 3-bdrm

apt. Available immediately. $500/mo.Call

Rita 310-450-6881.

9300
Room tar Halp

LIVE IN BABYSITTER in exchange for

roomiboard in Tarzana. Childcare for 11-yr

old girl w/special needs. Eve 6:30-830 M-

Th, Sat 5:30-8:30, Sun 3:30-8:30, 16hrs to-

tal, stipend avail. Must have car. Call 818-

343-4150

9400
Room lor Rant

BEAUTIFUL, SUNNY
room in Spanish-style Westwood home, pri-

vate bathroom, hardwood ftoors, laundry,

parking, cable&water included. Seeking pro-

fessional. $625/mo. 310-441-9972.

BEVERLY HILLS, furnished private room in

large house w/grad students, kitchen privi-

leges, pool, washer/dryer, utilities/included

Need car, $475. Leave message. Abby 310-

275-3e31or 81 8-763-5151.

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT Own sunny

bdrm/bath. N/S. professional female to share

apartment w/2 fenwles $450/mo. Avail

01/01/99. 310-473-9420/310-712-2623.

SM. Female wanted, own room share bath.

Clean, responsible, no drugs/smoking/pets.

Street parking, SMC area. $450/mo. 310-

399-7456.

WESTWOOD Strathmore and Landfair

Ibdrm available in 2bdrm apt. for Winter and

Spring '99. Great view $490/mo. Call Sara

(3 10)209-1046.

WESTWOOD. Professional to rent bedroom

in large 3-bdrm./2.5-bath house. $650 +1/3u-

tilities. Fireplace, patio, W/D. Call 310-477-

8922.

Roommatoa-Sliarad Room

527 MIDVALE. Male roommate wanted to

share l-bdrm/l-bath apt starting 1/1/99.

$575/mo. Parking space included. 310-208-

7918. _^__
PALMS. Roommate wanted to share Ibdrm

apt. beginning 1/1/99 for winter and spring

quarters. Mature female preferred. $362.50.

310-841-6034.
I

— '

Veteran/UCLA Fenfwle Roommate want-

ed to share large bedroom in 2-bed. 2-bath.

Fully furnished, fireplace, bateony, nonsmok-

ing/pet. Avail immed. $390/mo. 310-208-

7748.

WESTWOOD-Space available, lake over

lease. Jan.l, Beautiful Spanish style apart-

ment. 644 Landfair. $367. Call Now 310-209-

0205

BRENTWOOD Kenter Avenue Bedroom for

rent in house Avail iownediately Jan tree -

' in exchange for chWcare $600Mk> Rober-

ta: 310-28e<6120.

IDYLLWILD BEAUTIFUL MTN CABIN San

Bernardino Nat'l Forest Fully equipped Hot

tub, fireplaoaa. VImm. Sleep 4-*^ $250^vee

kend. 310-794-5515 310-391-

Display

206-3060
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Experience Christ at ULG

UNIVERSITY LUTHERAN CHAPEL
10915 Strathmore Drive

Off the southwest corner of campus
at Strathmore and Gayley

(310) 208-4579

Sunday
Liturgical Worship, 10:30 a.m.

Bible Study, 12:15 p.m.

Contemporary Worship, 4:30 p.m.

Wednesday
Soup Supper, 6:00 p.m.

Undergraduate Bible Study, 7:00 p.m.

ULC ui
'Jf inembervtVmversity Rcttgtous Conference^

HE LINES
Yesterday's Winner: Jim Howard

Yesterday's Question:

With over 6 billion sold each year, what is

the world's best selling brand of cookies?

Answer: Oreo

Milft a gsmlr

€^ mmgia
mountmin
flofretel

Find the hidden trivia question in today's

Classifieds. Answer the question

correctly and bring it

to the Daily Bruin

offices, 1 1 8 Kerckhoff

Hall. Or, you can find

and answer the

question over the web at

www.dailybruin.ucla.edu

What are you waiting for?

Get Started!
|

DailyBruin Classifieds
them things \a/ o t k

. yo'

/> I rr ^^^

-*r

harmins
student deals C^

Every Wednesday and Friday, the Daily Bmin Classifieds provides Bruin Bargains, a place where students are able to advertise

absolutely FREE* some of the best deals in Westwood. Check weekly for updates so you don't miss out on great savings!

Todays Great Deals
"-^Item —Description Price Phone " ' 'Item Description-; Prlce^— Plione

1Q1 nfVrHANfiFR ram, turt, warr

14- CO! OR MONITOR
.siaoL 31Q-<4n-\l«M

brand nflw.

2 DESKW/CHAIRS
-SBB- 310-20434.1?

IHQNtflQARDiJEW^
KEYBOARD

__sJand up board
nn«;nruqnp»ulphi»

_$1S.

-SSQQ-

Jil 0-234-0063

2 SPFAKFRS
'f^>'no r.ha'ri-Hlflsk.s -S25. .310^0&flBa9

mlanrt irVin JB£l JllQ^43r3664

^^^^' JSSL
?MTXAL]TO<;PPAKPR.<;

aiB-7m-n764
lyAld'^hnminAATh

33 fi MOnFM .ilata/Iax.nfiw_

BARRIF

JUL 31Q-?34-nnfl3

LEATHER JACK£T_
LEAIHEHJACKEL.

^cyclQ/ounkstyla

mtrcyc. sz 4? obo
SML
_SSQ.

_ 310^4-3352
?13^a4-9B?1

swan lakfl naw in box
RAftKFTRAII TIX

-S2&-

310-204-3432

B1B-9nfi-7f>.Tfl

MARS t VFNLJS J Ofayhf)f>k$13nftw 3in-?3fr4fi1?

BASKEIEALLJTDL
fiOamA<; wintar hrnalc -SSQ.
AKtcuMk* amynnfl st

ra<;kftraii TIX csun Imt] amftrr u
-Siaaa-

31f).?fi7.7qr^7

JllQ-2fi7-Z12fl

310-267:7128

MAnRESS
NEW SOFTWARE

Jwixvaiza l^ytold

IntusSmartmitftQ?
-S2Q-

_S2S-

Jlfl-783-0764

3in.?«UMfi1

EtiONECARDS- IQflminiitas _S2Q_ Jll^g4-5757

nvl r-<uin,amij and mnrp

TIX _
HA<;S OIJITAR/AMP

sinm

PHONE CARDS,
PHONE CARDS

46inn
_$1Q_

Jl 0-824-5757

310^4-5757

sludenl-DL stale

RFD rOMFORTFR
ihanA7 harriy lisari

-$L
JBQQ_

323:933-3882

31Mg4.'Y¥v>

RFAR BtKF RACK

naw floral w/njWIas SSL.
BEDSPREAD,
RIKF HFI MFT OT

? tono kinof;i7fl cOVfiT Jt-
w/qlraps

RINOOtllAR<;
_S15.

_31Q-2Q4-5Q7fl

.310^77-2805

310-7??-17fg

RtilNESIQNES-4.
SKIS- 1 ROOM

AlUTy «;pQrtali7ftrl JSSL 310-7221792

jewelry Qins/earanos-

Hart Honaynnmh w/hinri

Slfloa

ao
^288:6609

.•g3-fm-3BB?

SMALLSHELE. whilft wM/yrmpf?; _S1Q_ _3m2Q4-^]79

_busbOfilL10x50jttZcasa.

BLACK FUTON,
-$25. 310-234-0083

SNOWBOAREL
SOFA CHAIR

Jxianl and binduig^
iMth fnlrtawny hart

litK.

BLACK 1 OVFSFAT
>AOTntHramfl ^finei mnrt

Vinyl JSML.

.,818-906-7539
SOFA CHAIR mith fniriaiA/ay twuin hftri

aiB-9QB-7!vtf)

RJ FNDFR hrandnaw «in 31(WVywWftq
BOX SPRING lthl[jA FRFF 310.pnR-P171

CAl i FRin W/RFMOTF tfllA-tra 1000 Uti SIOA-W-Pf^-T
CANF CHAIR y^nHnti MR 310-7flR-»Yn

CASSETTE TAPFS blank anri i mnponAri-

4

«7 310-9r¥>.^19
CD'S TAPES vanaty gnnd rood C1h« 310-7r¥v.dA19
OPM PWnwFSVOF iM^aathar ra«A N/A 3in.?nft-pi7i

CHAIR*; fRaa aifl-7H3-17fi4

ClASSICAl OIJITAR piiilarw/nawraca SI.SO 31fV?«W»70
COMPIITFROFSK nna yaar nlrt MR ^ifMl'VlfiM
CQRDl FSS PHONF .Sony-naw r.nl(v-hlark Ctf 31(W77.?fln«i

DESK 7 drawam, hmwn 00 B1B-7B34764
nF.«?K w«rth .1 «ifla rtrawwAm MR 31fW77.?flnR
DESK CHAIR brand naw- vary rirA SIS) 310445-1161
DIAMOND PFNDAMT 14k oval rhainldk S79 .llfVPflJUfimQ

THERMOS UKEIJEW,
IQASIEB

ni«»a rtainlftRR

ML
.il5_

^0-2QQ-a]BQ
3in-?nfWMfii

3in.Pf¥UWfi1

htandnaw .SUL

310^234-0083
31fVWf¥UTBaQ

TOA.qTER OVEN Rlark A Darkaf _$2Q. 31fVd77.?Wn«i

.115.

TWIN BFD maMrA<t«i ho» * frama JZL
^10-204:3432
31fVAd3-3fifid

TWIN Riyp RFD
UCt A BBt TIX

r.r»m«y naw <;Aaly y** 3in.?od..sn7Q

yca.
-Bvary home oama- N/A
|ik« naww pana5;onic

3102084117
__aiO^Q&:0889

VFI O 1 W/17MR
^maEQCARD

inOnWratftil JMK. 3in.pnQ.iPfti

2mbnaw .&Q- _aia204-.3432

VIDEO VHS COLOR sjxvtia \ aliflns -SIQ. 3in^m-?fi33
VIDEO VHS COI OR
VJDEaVHSCOLOa.
VINTAfiF CI OTHFS

QhrnagAMftfinnnag .SIQ- 3ifva-o.9R.aT

jiKimmy:^ uxnb&lacbnass. .SIQ.

valval Sil k, vimnety _£15:2Z.

^0^39^2633
3ifv?wufiflno

WHITE fit INDS IKEA n^tal dlXfULnrh .S5fiB- r>3.<m.3RH?

HAl nCPK I lOHT rM»^ hika liQht .HO. Jmk222il292

MX)D END TABLES.
YAKIMA SKI RACK

2 drawar, 2 tabla« _S3Q.
1 fain Qirttaf wx^aw _SGQ_

.310443-3664

310-2QQ-242S

To place a FREE* ad

in the Bruin Bargains,

fill out information on

the right and submit

\^ to the Daily Bruin

Classifieds.

• Item:

(15 characters maximum, including spaces)

• Description:

(20 characters maximum, including ^aces)

• Price: ^. .—

^

,

.•>., ..,;.: ^ -' .V ..' ^^•^. •

>

(example $25. J74ea. FREE Please round to the nearest dollar—^OOBO)

• Phone ( )
-

• Item:

(15 characters maximum, including ^aces)

• Description: ^
(20 characters maximum, including spaces)

• Price: .^
(aample J25. J74ea, FREE Please round to the nearest dollar—NO OBO)

• Phone: ( __ )
- __

Classifieds

825-2221

Display
206-3060
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Student Welfare Commisston's fifth Annual

TONIGHT @ 7 PM-10 PM
AnEERoHer
SkatlnB Mnfc In

Ackerman

Grand

Ballrooml

( December 2, 1998 )

for MD6

Come join us in this unique opportunity to

pollerskote in Ackerman Srond Ballroom with lots

of music, food, and fun! You can rent rollerskates

or rollerbtades OR you can bring^your ovvn— Bring-

your friends to this party on skates!!!!

Any questions? Coll SWC ot (310) 825-7586

LOVEH
From page 24

And the bottom line is money, as in

merchandising. At least that's what

Lavin must have claimed when he

pitched the idea to Athletic Director

Pete Dallis and Chancellor Albert

Carnesale. He had to justify it as more

than just his way to ring in a new era.

But I'm on to you, Steve. I know

that this is just the next step on the

long flight of stairs you must climb to

reach the pinnacle of success, other-

wise known as John Wooden.

It started with two amazing recruit-

ing classes and an uncanny knack for

ameliorating smoky situations

(remember Kris and Jelaoi?). It will

eventually end on a ladder, under a

basketball hoop, cutting down the

nets following a NCAA
Championship.

The uniforms must slay, as certain

traditions need to be escorted away -

their moments of glory locked away

in some newspaper clippings in a file

Cabinet. There is a more important

battle to be fought here, and a more

important tradition to be renewed.

Steve Lavin needs to take these

Bruins, in these uniforms, to a nation-

al title.

I will guarantee that if UCLA gets

to the Final Four, these same fans that

are lambasting the dreaded black uni-

forms will be the same ones sporting

the new threads come April. Old tra-

ditions die hard - but if a new,

improved tradition begins, nobody

can complain.

The black uniforms are symbolic of

the struggles and the turmoil that the

program went through in the wake of

Harrickgate in 1996. As the last of

Harrick's recruits leave, the team is in

Lavins' sole possession. He makes all

decisions, and he will be the one to

congratulate when times are good. He

will also be the one to reproach when

the outcomes are bad.

But it's all him. From the players to

the team managers to the shoes, socks

and uniforms, it's Steve Lavin. And I

back him 100 percent.

If he wants to make the switch to

black road uniforms, more power to

him - he's made some damn good

decisions thus far.

Lovett is a seasoned sports journalist

who favors interleague play, high

salaries, wild card teams and high-scor-

ing games in all sports: He can be

reached at elovett@media.ucla.edu.

DAVIS
From page 24

having spent four or more years of

intense physical and emotional dedi-

cation and tra ining .

It wasn't just once for Davis, as if

one isn't bitter enough, but twice that

he's missed the Olympics. His first

was right after a record setting Bruin

career, in the '92 Olympic trials. It

wasn't a matter of not making the

team that got to him. Jt was a matter

of crumbling under pressure. Seeded

eighth going into the trials, he fin-

ished 32nd in the 100-meter butterfiy.

"I went in not as a favorite, but

people wouldn't have been surprised

if I popped open a good swim," he

recalled. "I got to the Olympic trials

and I put too much pressure on

mysplf 1 homhfid. and i choked."
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He abandoned the sport to pursue

law school but found himself without

a sense of closure. He couldn't get

away that easily - two years passed

before he jumped back in the water.

"I would get to a certain point of

success in other areas of my life,"

z

UJ

See DAVIS, page 23
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Any large Pizza, your choice of 3 toppings and any crust, for $9>99

824-4111
1114 Gayley Ave.

Westwood Village

Medium 1 topping Pizza

for S5.95

Fast Free Delivery

until 1 a.m. Sunday-Thursday
until 2 a.m. Friday & Saturday

Nation.tl Football League

At a Glance

AMERKAN CONFERENCE

East

W I T Pet. PF PA

Miami 8 4 .667 231 168

N.Y.iets 8 4 .667 315 199

Buffalo 7 5 .583 268 242

New England 7 5 .583 262 236

Indianapolis 2 10 .167 208 336

Central

Jacksonville 9 3 .750 311 247

Pittsburgh 7 5 .583 224 218

Tennessee 6 6 .500 260 237

Baltimore 5 7 .417 205 247

Cincinnati 2 10 .167 197 321

West

y-Oenver

Oakland

Seattle

Kansas City

San Diego

12

7 5

6 6

5 7

5 7

1.000401 206

.583 209 244

.500 255 210

.417 238 259

.417 181 247

NATKNMLCONFERENa

East

Dallas

Arirona

NY. Giants

Washington

Philadelphia

Central

X Minnesota

Green Bay

Detroit

Tampa Bay

Chicago

West

x-Atlanta

San FraiKlsco

New Orleans

St Louts

Carolina

W L T Pet. PF PA.

8 4 .667 325 217

6 6 .500 251 308

4 8 .333 196 257

3 9 .250 240 337

2 10 .167 108 277

11 1 .917 394 220

8 4 .667 314 240

5 7 .417 244 263

5 7 .417 223 250

3 9 .250 197 275

10 2 .833 325 218

9 3 750 354 244

5 7 417 216 265

3 9 .250 207 285

2 10 .167 236 322

Detroit 1 9, Pittsburgh! 6, OT

Minnesota 46, Dallas 36

Sunday's ganws

Kansas City 34, Arizona 24

Atlanta 21, St. Louis 10

New York Jets 48, Carolina 21

Baltimore 38, Indianapolis 31

Jacksonville 34, Cincinnati 17

Tampa Bay 31, Chicago 17

Seattle 20, Tennessee 18

New England 25, Buffalo 21

Miami 30, New Orleans 10

Green Bay 24, Philadelphia 16

Washington 29, Oakland 19

Denver 31,San Diego 16

Monday's game

San Francisco 3 1, New York Giants 7

Thursday, Dec. 3

St. Louis at Philadelphia, 8:20 p.m.

Sunday, Dec 6

Buffalo at Cincinnati, 1 :01 p.m.

Dallas at New Orleans, 1:01p.m.

Detroit at Jacksonville, 1:01 p.m.

Indianapolis at Atlanta, 1:01 p.m.

New England at Pinsburgh, 1:01 p.m.

San Diego at Washington, 1 :0
1
4).m.

San Francisco at Carolina, 1:01 p.m.

Seattle at New York Jets, 1:01p.m.

New York Giants at Arizona, 4:05 p.m.

Kansas City at Denver, 4: 1 5 p.m.

Miami at Oakland;4:15p.m.

Baltimore at Tennessee, 4: 1 5 p.m.

Chicago at Minnesota, 8:20 p.m.

Monday, Dec 7

Green Bay at Tampa Bay, 8:20 p.m.

N.ttional Hockpy le.iqiie

At a Glance

Toronto

Boston

Ottawa

Buffalo

Montreal

W L

13 9

10 7

11 7

10 5

8 12 2

Pts GF GA

28 74 68

26 61 44

25 64 51

24 57 40

18 52 65

Southeast Division

Carolina

Florida

Washington

Tampa Bay

W L T

11 10 3

8 9 5

7 12 3

6 14 2

WESTERN CONFERENCE

Central Division

W L T

Detroit 13 8

St. Louis 9 6 5

Nashville 9 13 1

Chicago 6 14 3

Northwest Division

Edmonton

Vancouver

Colorado

Calgary

Pacific Division

Phoenix

Dallas

Anaheim

Los Angeles

San Jose

W L T

12 9 1

9 13 2

8 11 2

8 13 2

Pts GF GA

25 62 57

21 54 60

17 49 66

14 48 83

Pts GF GA

26 73 50

23 57 47

19 54 71

15 48 82

Pts GF GA

25 68 55

20 67 72

18 53 62

18 63 70

W L T

14 2 2

12 4 3

8 10 5

6 14 3

5 11 5

Pts GF GA

30 53 26

27 53 39

21 54 57

15 50 66

15 49 56

EASTERN CONEERENa

Atlantic Oiviuon

Monday's game

Montreal 3, Los Angeles 1

Tuesday's games

Vancouver 1, Boston 1, tie

New Jersey 4, Washington

NY Rangers 5, Florida 4, OT

Anahetm 4, Pittsburgh 4, tie

Ottawa 3, Nashville 1

Dallas at San Jose, 10:30 p.m.

Thursday's games

Los Angeles at Ottawa, 7:30 pm.

Anaheim at Chicago, 8:30 p.m.

Tampa Bay at Calgary, 9 p.m.

Colleqe Basketball

Major Scores

Tuesday's College Basketball

Major Scores

EAST

Buffalo 68, Manhattan 66, 20T

Cleveland St. 84, Brown 54

Delaware 70, Colgate 68

Drexel 70, Richmond 62

Holy Cross 50, Dartmouth 38

Marist 72, Harvard 55

Penn St. 65, Temple 64

Syracuse 93, Quinnipiac 65

Villanova 61, St. Joseph's 49

SOUTH

Ala.-Birminqham 94,Texas-Arlington 63

Coll. of Charleston 77, Massachusetts 75

Florida St. 72, Virginia 69

George Mason 106, Howard 55

N.Carolina St. 94, Army 33

Samford76,Tulane73

Southern U. 79, West Alabama 61

TroySt.75,Belhaven72

Virginia Tech 83, N.C.-Asheville 76, OT

MIDWEST

Connecticut 69, Washington 48

DePaul 80, Chicago St. 38

Detroit 63,W Michigan 51

Indiana 76, Notre Dame 72, OT

Indiana St. 79, Wis. -Milwaukee 66

Iowa 78, Drake 74

Kansas St. 86, Loyola, III 52

Kentucky 63, Kansas 45

Marquette 82, Northeastern 68

Missoun66,NichollsSt.57

Tulsa 52, Nebraska 49

FAR WEST

Brigham Young 89, Denver 71

Colorado St. 64. Oregon St. 50

Fresno St. 1 10, Sacramento St. 73

Long Beach St.69,CS Dominguez Hills 66

New Mexico St. 92, W. New Mexico 64

New Orleans 53, Arizona St. 47

San Francisco 75, Montana St. 64

Weber St. 69, Boise St. 61

AP Top 25 Football Teams

The top 25 teams in The Associated Press

college football poll, with first-place votes

in parentheses, records through Nov. 28,

total points based on 25 points for a first

place vote through one point for a 25th

place vote and ranking in previous poll:

xdmchfdpUyoff berth

ydmched division title

New Jersey

Philadelphia

Pittsburgh

NY Rangers

NYKUnders

Northeast Division

W L

14 7

11 7

10 6

7 9

10 13

PtsGF GA

29 58 49

26 62 48

26 67 59

21 61 63

20 59 64

Record Pts Pv

l.Tennessee(41) 11-0 1,669 1

2.KansasSt.(24) 11-0 1,638 2

3.UCLA(3) 10-0 1,579 3

4.FloridaSt. 11-1 1,501 4

S.OhioSt. 10-1 1.427 5

6. Arizona 11-1 1.358 7

7. Florida 9-2 1,280 8

S.Wisconsin 10-1 1,173 10

9.Tulane 11-0 1.043 11

lO.TexasA&M 10-2 1.014 6

11. Arkansas 9-2 941 13

12.GeorgiaTech 9-2 843 17

13. Nebraska 9-3 831 14

14. Virginia 9-2 811 16

15. Michigan 9-3 809 15

16.NotreDame 9-2 667 9

17.Alrforce 10-1 617 18

18. Syracuse 8-3 576 21

19. Georgia 8-3 490 12

20. Texas 8-3 402 —
21. Oregon 8-3 324 22

22.PennSt. 8 3 315 23

23 MisstssippiSt. 8-3 275 25

24. Missoun 7-4 230 24

25.VirginiaTech 83 105 20

1 Transactions

Florida at Buffalo, 1 p.m

Montreal at Carolina, 7 pm

Los Angeles at loronto, 7:30 pm

N Y Rangers at N Y Islanders, 7 30 p m

0i»iilalCiiorado,9p.m

I It EdRMMin, 9 p.n)

SOUTHWEST

Flonda Atlantic 83, Oklahoma St 81

Rice 82, Stephen F Austin 68

Texas A&M6S, Alabama 58

Texas Chnstian 122, North Texas 69

lexas f I Paso 78, Texas San Antonio 6

1

Ma^ Loague Rasehall

BALTIMORE ORIOLES -Signed OF Albert

Belle to a five year contract Rel»as*d IF

RJ, Forbes and Of Wady Almonte

Announced C Chartie Greene was claimed

off vMNveis by Milwaukee

MONTREAL EXPOS—Signed RHP Luis

Torres to a minor league contract.

National Foothall League

ARIZONA CARDINALS—Signed K Chris

Jacke.

CHICAGO BEARS—Placed QB Erik Kramer

"twi injured reserve. Agreed to terms with

OB Jim Miller. Moved LB Chris Draft from

practice squad to active roster. Signed DT

Harry Deligianis to practice squad.

PHILADELPHIA EAGLES—Signed TE

Andrew Jordan and WR Kevin McKenzie.

Re-signed FB Mike Reed. Placed TE

Kaseem Sinceno and TE Jason Dunn on

injured reserve. Re-signed FB Mike Reed

to the practice squad.

National Hockey League

NHL—Suspended Buffalo RW Rob Ray for

four games and fined him $1,000 for

slew-footing Florida LW Alex Hicks in a

game on Nov. 28.

BUFFALO SABRES—Signed D Mike Wilson

to a three-year contract.

TAMPA BAY LIGHTNING—Named Bob

Whidden goaltender consultant.

Ail times in the sports boi are EST

Trivia Questions

1 When Rod Carew won major league

baseball's batting title in 1972, what was

unusual about the accomplishment?

2.0nly four pairs of players have won

more than 60 percent of the games in

which they appeared together (minimum

500 gamesj.Who are the four pairs?

3.What was the coldest NFL game ever

played?

AnsM/ers
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DON'T JUST

READ ABOUT IT

EXPERIENCE IT!

Korean Air is giving one lucky UCLA student the chance to

experience Seoul or Tokyo. From now to December 1 5th, stop by

the Bix^kZone and enter to win 2 roundtrip tickets to Seoul or

Tokyo. Indulge yourself in the culture, fotxJ and sites oi this part

of Asia, two great cities rich in tradition and commerce.

Also, look for special student saver fares on our website

www.koreanair.com or call your travel agent for details on ixir

discounted rates for students.

—KSRE4NAIR
www.koreanair.com

24 Hixjf Rwcnatum: 1(800) 438-SOOO SKYPASS Service Omer 1(800) 525-4480
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DAVIS
From page 22

Davis said. "All of a sudden, I would

deal with the inward demons that

asked, 'Am I good enough? Can I

really do this?' No matter what I did,

I would accelerate to the top few per-

cent, and before getting on a higher

level, I would sabotage my own
efforts.

"So I realized I would have to get

back into the water where I first rec-

ognized this pattern of failure. I want-

ed to deal with the fears inside me
because I knew I was better, I knew I

could swim faster."

By 1994, UCLA had terminated

its men's swimming team, so Davis

turned to USC and Olympic coach

Mark Schubert, who has a successful

program and several Olympians in

his pool. With Schubert's support,

Davis was able to be selected as one

of 12 elite swimmers for the National

Resident Team, a new program

developed to train athletes full time at

the Olympic training center in

Colorado Springs.

There, Davis trained under coach

Jonty Skinner with the likes of cur-

rent Olympic gold medalists Amy
Van Dyken, Jon Olsen and Summer
Sanders. With that kind of training

and devotion, Davis was expected by

himself and others to make the '96

Olympic team.

But he didn't. In the final heat of

the '96 Olympic trials' 100-meter but-

terfly, he darted out like a rocket to

touch the 50-meter wall in a world

record time of 24.08 seconds.

Everyone thought the race was his.

But he died out in the last 15 meters

and placed fourth, missing the

Olympic team by 0.3 of a second.

"I cried that night," Davis remem-

bered. 'To work so hard, put so much
on the line, and for you to just come
that short of reaching the ultimate

goal ... I would've been the first

African American to make the U.S.

Olympic swimming team. It would've

been unprecedented, and to recog-

nize that it was in my grasp, within

the time it takes to blink your eyes

three times. It was a tough pill for me
to swallow. It hurt."

As Davis found Out throughout his

life's ups and downs, even the most

frustrating, painful moments act as

teachers of wisdom. He turned that

devastating day to his advantage.

"I learned a lot of lessons from

that race," he said in retrospect. "The

biggest lesson was you never lose

putting your all on the line. Although

the outcome might not be what you

expect at that particular moment in

your life, the journey you went

through in order to get to that place is

an invaluable experience.

"Your internal fortitude, sense of

peace and the way you handle pres-

sure all become solidified and part of

your character. From that failure, I

learned how to win."

Davis thought he would retire for

good, but little did he realize that

would not be the case. He married

former Bruin volleyball player

Annett Buckner and took up UCLA
women's swimming team head coach

Cyndi Gallagher's offer to be the

assistant coach. He also started giv-

ing motivational speeches to groups

and organizations emphasizing per-

severance and overcoming limita-

tions.

He was fine for awhile, but again,

he got restless.

"Cyndi gave me a great opportuni-

ty, but she knew and I knew I wasn't

called to be coach at that time," he

said. "I realized after my first season

of coaching that I wanted to be in the

water racing.

"And when you realize that, you

have to step out on faith. You have to

be able to rely on God, who is greater

than you are, who is able to do

exceedingly and abundantly above all

that you can ask or think And even

though you don't have a clear path,

you don't exactly know what your

next step will be. the answers will

come about.**

Whereas he was knocking on

doors to earn si^eaking engagements

in the beginning, clients are now com-

ing to him. Davis was then able to pay

the bills and financially support his

training through his public speaking,

which he finds as his second passion

in life.

In summer, Davis asked Schubert

to return to his pool for some serious

training.

'i said, 'Mark, if you believe that

I'm able, that I can do it, and if you

want to give me the chance, I'll do

what ever it takes.' And he bought it,"

Davis smiled. "He believes in it. He
sees the vision and he's willing to do

what ever that's required in order for

me to make it." *

His new coach said Davis has

adjusted to his^ program relatively

well and fast.

"He's a perfectionist and tech-

nique is very important to him,"

Schubert explained. "Right now
we're working on his endurance

phase, trying to improve on the last

15 meters of his race.

"He's training very well,"

Schubert added. "In fact, I've been

amazed at how quickly he's gotten

into shape and how well he's handling

the training load."

Having returned to the pool at this

phase in his life, Davis knew his body

would require more time to adjust.

"My first three weeks here was

really painful," he admitted. "I had

shoulder injuries I never had before

and I was fatigued. But our bodies are

great tools m that they'll naturally

adapt to the conditions we give it.

And it does it for the purpose of sue-

ceeding. So I knew that if I was hon-

est with my training, my body would

adapt, and it has.

"I also knew coming into this that

I could not and I would not compare

the way my body was adapting and-

changing in the past," he added. "I

decided to suspend judgment, jump
in and allow myself to grow and learn

new things. That fresh attitude has

allowed me to manage the pain and

the discomfort. I'm nowhere out of

the jungle yet, but I think the progress

has been awesome."

Byron Davis is arriving, again.

Not as an old swimmer making a

comeback, but as a renewed athlete

with wiser perspective. He will mark

his training progress by entering the

U.S. Open which is coming up this

weekend in College Station, Texas.

"I'm going there and I will race, h-

will race hard. I will race smart," he

declared. "I'm going to be very

happy to make finals and deep down
inside, I want to win. But I'm not

embracing any expectations. I'm just

going in to find out where I am in

relationship to my competition and

relative to where I want to be this

summer at Nationals and ultimately

Sydney."

"Right now," Schubert suggested,

"the main thing is for him to be

patient. He doesn't like to lose. He
just needs to remind himself that this

is a long term project we want to have

come to fulfillment a year from this

summer. So he has plenty of time and

he as a good shot of accomplishing

what he wants."

He plans to continue training for-

the 2000 Olympics and motivate and

challenge people through his public

speaking. For all it's worth, Davis has ^

no regrets about deciding to pursue

his passion in spite of social expecta-

tion for one in his near-thirties to set-

tle down and find security in a 9-to-5

job.

One thing for sure, his past will not

limit him. Not this time. It'll only

make him stronger. And with that

revelation, he's set himself free.

"The word "Comeback' implies an

attachment to my past," he said. "I

don't want to be held down or limited

by my past at all. I have just made a

new decision m life; a decision to say.

'You know what'' I'm willmg to put

my all on the line ' And regardless of

what happens, I know the best will

surface"
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Black uniforms

break tradition

but mark start

of Lavin era

COLUMN: Coach initiated

into UCLA history with

long line of wise choices

College basketball is laden with

tradition, none greater than

that of UCLA. John Wooden,

Gail Goodrich, Walt Hazzard, Lew

Alcindor, Bill Walton, Larry Brown,

Reggie Miller,

Don McLean
and Ed
O'Bannon are

all synonymous

wilhB i uinbas-

ketball. Pauley

Pavilion is the

Parthenon of

college hoops.

UCLA is

known world-

wide as a pow-

erhouse in

men's basket-

ball. If it's powder blue and gold, it's

UCLA.
As of Nov. 27, add black to that

mix.

In his third year as head coach at

what is the premier coaching job in

college sports, Steve Lavin has

proven to be well on his way to accep-

tance into the exclusive fraternity of

his Bruin brethren, forever

entrenched in UCLA lore.

He is everything that Bruin fans

want in a head coach. He's young,

stylish, hardworking, debonair, posi-

iivc, energetic and one hell cif a

recruiter. He's the first coach since

: the Wizard of Westwood to guide the

Bruins to more than one win in con-

secutive postscasons. He's making a

name for himself as a great coach.

He's also making a statement by

bucking the system - the UCLA sys-

tem, that is.

' With the decision to have the play-

'"'

ers suit up in black uniforms for cer-

tain road games this season, he's let-

ting the world know that this is his

team and these are his players.

UCLA alumni and fellow tradi-

tionalists may have a problem getting

• used to this, but the uniforms are a

great idea. It gives !he team a new
'

identity, and it marks the official

, beginning of the Steve Lavin era.

Coach said that the idea for the

black uniforms came to him two years

ago, when the Duke players were

adorned with similar jerseys in Pauley

Pavilion.

The Daily Bruin has already

received numerous letters, calls and e-

mails regarding the black uniforms,

an overwhelming amount of which

arc negative. I can't fathom what the

Los Angeles Times or the UCLA
sports department has had to deal

with Something else I don't under-

sund is the rationale behind tbese

claims.

I know tradition is important,

especially at UCLA, but change is

positive Though the powder blue and

gold uniforms mean a tremendous

amount sentimentally, the fact

remains that they arc not very aes-

thetically pleasing

Daily Bruin

SPORTS
Men's basketball

The Bruins will match up against the

Delaware State Hornets at 7:30 p.m. in

Pauley Pavilion. See preview.

lm\ b)mter
UCLA's prodigal swimmer searches for redemption ir) 2000

"' jj-j
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PATIL ARMENIAN

Byron Davis, a former UCLA swimmer and assistant coach to the swim teams, is currently training for the 2000

Olympic Games in Sydney, Australia.

By Steve Kim
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Dawn, dusk, sunset, sunrise. There's a dis-

tinct mood of transition that lingers in the

hour between night and day, day and night;

the hours in which swimmers and coaches

Jind ihcmselves most active^.

Ihe sun rises or selifover the hori/on and

casts its gleaming rays across a pool, at the

jvime time retlecting its brightness onto an

observer's face on deck. All that glare makes

one squint just to be able to see swimming sil-

houettes churning away speed and splash.

In that glow that predictably arrives twice

every day, making the water look like the sun

and blue sky, you can truly see Byron Davis

"Swimming is one of my life's passions,'

the butterflyer said after a tiring afternoon

training session. "I realize I've been given the

time, talent and opportunity to express

myself, my abilities and what God is doing for

me through the sport of swimming. I'm learn-

ing a lot about myself and also motivating

and challenging others through the sport."

He has once again returned to his favorite

element for another attempt at fulfilling

what's yet to be. The former Bruin, 16-time

NCAA Ail-American and Olympic hopeful

returns to full-time training for the third

major time in his life. And every time he's

made the decision, he's returned stronger and

wiser. It's not a comeback, per se. More like a

rebirth and a reemergence.

His is a story of promising potential, raised

expectation and painful disappointment mul-

tiplied in folds. The pinnacle of a swimmer's

career comes every four years with the"

Olympic games. Make one, and all that

you've worked for and believed amidst

clouds of doubt and obstacles pays dividends.

Miss one, you contemplate the thought of

See DAVIS, page 22

Bruins poised to sting Hornets
PREVIEW: Team to bear

injuries, defend rivaFs

perimeter shooting

SMliVIII,pife22

By AJ Cadman
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

After a brief stay in Puerto

Rico over the Thanksgiving holi-

day, the UCLA men's basketball

team hopes to bring much of the

leftovers from their performance

against No. 8 Kentucky back to

Westwood for tonight's contest

at 7:30 p.m. in legendary Pauley

-Pavilion, .: -r
'

•

'"•,

—

The real question is whether

the Bruins (2-2) can keep their

focus against the Hornets of

Delaware State { 1-3), a team that

has lost this season by more than

10 pomts to the likes of

Delaware. New Hampshire and

Drake

•*Thcy have a similar style ol

play lo USF (San Krancisco).'

said UCLA head coach Steve

Lavin. "They play a pressure-

style defense. They have a height

advantage in certain matchups

and are equally quick."

No. 18 UCLA will also have to

defend the Hornets' perimeter

shooting. Averaging 10.3 three-

pointers per game, Delaware

State is on pace to finish with a

school record 267 threes, beating

out their 193 bombs in 1990. The

Delaware State trio of Terence

Hood, Brian Butler and Stefan

Malliet have hit 3S78 (44.8 per-

cent) from behind the three-point

line entering tonight's match with

the Bruins. J_ "

UCLA hopes lo demonstrate

poise, determination and execu-

tion, much like they displayed in

the third-place game of the

Puerto Rico Shootout against the

Wildcats of Kentucky While

they narrowly lost 66-62. the

Brums showed they could play

with the best teams in the land

despite having a roster of 12

underclassmen.

'The coaching staff was

pleased with the attitude and con-

fidence of the freshmen through-

out the entire Puerto Rico tour-

nament, except for the second

half against Maryland," said

Lavin.

"This was their first time play-

ing out of Pauley. They had to

experience some growing pains

on the road."

Injuries continue to be the cen-

tral concern for UCLA. Earl

Watson has been experiencing

pain in his ribs since the Santa

Clara game but will be ready to

play tonight Sophomore guard

Baron Davis has been medically

cleared to play in 5-on-5 scrim-

mages but not in game action

Freshman forward JaR6Yi

Rush has a chronic back injury

that affects his long range shoot-

ing Freshman center Dan

Gadzuric has been experiencing

less pain due to tendinitis he

experienced earlier m the season

BAHMAN FAHAKX lAtarfy Btuu

UCLA freshman Jerome Moiso steadies

the ball in a pre-season game

VIEWPOINT
No one should have to live on

$5.1 5 an hour. See page 18

ART.S & ENTERTAINMEN
The Rockettes high step it into Los Angeles for

a dance spectacular. See page 22
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Asian sex tours draw community concern
ACTIVISTS: Freseritalion

promotes awareness of

women's exploitation

By Andy Shah

Daily Bruin Contributor

Students and community activists

concerned with women's rights pre-

sented an information session on

"Asian sex tours" on Tuesday, saying

these tours exploit women and chil-

dren in Asia.

Sex lours take men to Asian coun-

tries, like ihe Philippines and

Thailand, and direct them to bars

organization.

ITie presentation was organized by'

students in the Asian Pacific American

Leadership Development Program, it

two-quarter course focusing on build-

ing leadership through projects and

internships.

"It is a complex and challenging

topic, but we wanted people, to be

aware o\' it," said Nguyen Phan. a

sixth-year political science student.

Students presented clips from the

TV program "l.ee/a," which did a spc-

cial on sex tours, and community

members gave speeches at the event.

Activists said many women become

prostitutes in the.se countries because

they face poverty and have to support

is part of their culture and they are just

a more amorous people," she said.

"But the Philippines, for example, is a

Catholic country, and this type of

behavior isn't practiced by most

women."

Stanger added that globalization

has alTected the situation.

" For example, a lot of the guys who
go to these girls are American military

men who are there on rest and recre-

ation leave," she said.

1 he "I.eeza" clips gave examples of

the lives of prostitutes.

Josephine, who works in the

famous Pilipino red-light district of

Olongapo, said in a "Leeza" clip that

her daily routine consisted of proslitut-

where they aeek out nexuul purinerii. ihemitelvcj and iheir ium i licj.

The tours attract clients from around

the world.

Students and community activists

said these tours exploit and abuse

women.

"In a foreign city, men can abuse

women and children," said Maryann

Szyskowski, a fourth-year women's

studies student and a member of

Captive Daughters, a women's rights

"People justify sex tourism by say-

ing that it's a product of poverty, but

it's hurting and exploiting the

women," Szyskowski said.

Jenny Stanger, media coordinator

o\' Captive Daughters, said the tour

operators bank on the "exoticization"

of Asian women by claiming that they

have "ancient sex secrets."

"Men persuade themselves that sex

ing her 'je l f at niglu, g^^g to iileop,

waking up in the afterrut^n, taking a

bath and going back to work again.

She said that bar owners take big

cuts out of the women's incomes.

And she recently discovered that

she has HIV.

"I wanted to commit suicide,"

Josephine said.
'

Cilenda, who also works in

Olongapo, told "Leeza" that poverty

Do a little dance

OfRWrf KlirX)/[Mily Bruin V'fiioi Sl-i'f

Shock G, of the hip-hop band Digital Underground, gets the crowd involved while performing at

Westwood Plaza on Wednesday.

State combats violence with program

SHOOTING: Ofl'icials respond lo increased crime with

project to prov ide job opportunities for at-risk youths

By Caridad Lezcano

Daily Bruin Contributor

Late one night in October, a 25-

year-old man walked outside his

Santa Monica home and was unex

pcctedly greeted by gang violence

The Santa Monica police depart-

nicnt arretted two known gang

members in connection with the

shooting

Jaime C ruz, a UC LA student,

found himself caught in the cross-

fire

"It happened at night, without

warningf while I was moving my

car." said Cruz, a third-year sociol-

ogy and history student

In response to the recent

increase in gang violence. State

Sen. Tom Haydcn and Los Angeles

City Councilwoman Ruth (iaianter

have called for help creating

employment programs fdr at-risk"

youth

One program, known as PVJobs

(Playa Vista Job Opportunity and

Business Services), has been recent

ly implemented by a local company

S«c 10

MARYCIfCEK

The Asian "sex tour business" was the topic of discussion for a Asian

Pacific American leadership class.

pushed her into prostitution.

"
I hate to work in the bars, but what

can I do?" (ilenda said.

But some tour operators said that

not all companies provide sex tours.

Bill McKnighl. operator of Asian

Flower Tours, said that his company

provides tours of the Philippines and

helps men find potential wives, but

docs not operate sex tours.

See SEX, page 12

Former councilman gives

hope to future politicians

GOVERNMENT: Kdelmcm

speaks lo stiidcMiLs aboul

new career opporliinilies^

election, he said.

In spite of new challenges, aspir-

ing politicians today meet myriad

new opportunities, Edelman said.

-He lauded current internship pro-

By Teresa Jun

Daily Bruin Contributor

I ormer Los Angeles City

Councilman and County Supervisor

Idnuind l-dciinan spoke to a group

of UCLA students luesday aboul

pursuing careers in government and

politics

Aboul 20 poliiK'.il hopefuls were

in attendance at IJunciie Hall lor the

Political Science Student Organi-

/alions (PSSO) first lecture in its

"Careers in Political Science" series.

hxlelman discussed the new chal-

lenges facing aspiring politicians,

while offering advice and encourage-

ment and sharing his deep back-

ground in local politics with the

group.

"Today, you face some negatives

in govertiment that I never faced," he

said.

"Government service (used to be)

a high calling," Edelman said of the

1940s and 1950s, a time during which

he feels the government played a

more obvious role in public service.

"Though there was some criticism,

elected office was held in much high-

er esteem than it is today," he said.

" ''When you're a leader, you're

supposed to lead, not be a follower,"

he said, emphasizing the importance

of "doing the right thing" m govern-

ment service

Politicians today often try to say

what's popular instead of what really

needs lo be done, for the sake of re-

grams as a good way for students to

get involved in politics.

"It's very valuable to be close to

the process, meet people, and see it

firsthand, rather than just read about

it in books," he said.

Sharing his own political back-

ground and .^O-year career as an

elected official, Ldelnian described

his experience in government service

as worthwhile and satisfying.

"I got to help people solve prob-

lems, make important decisions, and

I got a chance to do it my way," he

said, noting the creation of the

Ldmund D. Edelman Children's

Court in Monterey F*ark as one of his

proudest accomplishments.

"Before, kids who had done noth-

ing wrong were sent to the criminal

courts building in downtown for

hearings (such as adoption and child

abuse)," he said.

That can be a scary place for kids,

but they had to go there because

that's where the judges were,

Edelman said. Now the separate chil-

dren's courthouse handles these

cases.

Saying there is "so much satisfac-

tion to be gained from working for

the government," the retired politi-

cian urged his audience to pursue-

government opportunities by getting

involved in all levels of politics

"Choose a party and volunteer in a

campaign; help a party you believe

in," he said, noting political candi-

Sm 12
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COMMUNITY BRIEFS

Lab develops sealed

entry process
Researchers at the Department of Energy's

Los Alamos National Laboratory have devel-

oped a trio of sampling tools capable of

extracting liquid, gas or powder samples from

sealed containers and permanently sealing the

point of entry - all within a matter of seconds,

and without exposing people to the contents

inside.

Although the researchers developed the

tools for nonproliferation and counterterror-

ism purposes, personnel also can use the tools

to quickly and safely verify contents at storage

and industrial sites; perform quality-control

checks on chemicals before they are used; and

check the unknown contents of abandoned or

poorly marked containers.

"The really nice thing about these sampling

tools is their ease of use under less than ideal

conditions," said Roger Johnston of Los

Alamos' Advanced Chemical Diagnostics and

Instrumentation Group. "The tools are very

low-tech, and they're incredibly

light and can be taken virtually any-

where where sampling needs to be

done."

The tools may one day completely replace

expensive, cumbersome sampling devices cur-

rently used, many of which require opening

the container or its bung (access port) and

using a tube or scoop to transfer the sample to

a storage bottle.

The new tools can obtain samples anywhere

along a container's wall at thicknesses up to

one-half inch and internal container pressures

up to eight atmospheres. All one needs to use

the new sampling tools are a standard, off-the-

shelf electric drill and about two minutes of

training.

Johnston and fellow researchers Anthony

Garcia, Ron Martinez and Eric Baca, also

from the same group, began working on the

sampling tools about three years ago on behalf

of the U.S. military, which was seeking an eas-

ier way to sample containers for possible

chemical, nuclear or biological materials with

minimal risk to personnel. The first prototype

took more than a year to devel-

op. Since then, an additional two

models have been developed.

Study shows new
drug relieves pain

In a clinical trial of a new type of drug to

relieve severe, chronic pain caused by nerve

damage, the anti-convulsant medicine

gabapentin has provided significant relief

from the aching, burning, tearing pain that

some shingles patients suffer for years after

other symptoms subside.

Shingles, caused by the virus Herpes zoster,

results from the reactivation of the chickenpox

virus and attacks more than a million people in

the United States each year. While the shingles

rash and pain eventually subside in most peo-

ple, about 10 to 15 percent experience contin-

ued severe pain known as postherpetic neural-

gia, or PHN, which can last years, and often

the rest of an older patient's life.

The shingles clinical trial was reported in

the Dec. 2 issue of the Journal of the American

Medical Association (JAMA) by University of

Califorjiia San Francisco neurologist Michael

Rowbotham. MD. and colleagues at the

Rehabilitation Institute of Chicago. Oregon

Health Sciences University, and Parke-Davis

Pharmaceutical Research, which funded the

study.

Soon after gabapentin came into use in

1995 to treat epilepsy, physicians noted its

pain-relieving powers. The shingles study

reported is one of two multi-center studies to

test the drug's ability to control severe pain

associated with nerve damage. An editorial on

the promising fmdings, written by Mayo
Clinic neurologist Phillip Low. also appears in

the Dec. 2 issue ofJAMA.
Tricyclic antidepressants are the principal

drug used to treat PHN pain, but they don't

work for more than half of those who try them,

and many cannot tolerate their side effects,

which include decreased blood pressure, con-

stipation and forgetfulness. Rowbotham said.

Compiled from Daily Bruin staff reports.
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Models show today being

partly cloudy with the next

storm coming through tonight,

and it will bring with it a 20

percent chance of rain.

mmm wm

San Diego

62/55

Long Beach

60/50

Today
Partly Cloudy

High 64/ Low 52

Van Nuys

58/48

Friday

Cloudy

High 58/ Low 51

Sacramento San Francisco

57/50 55/48

Saturday

Partly Cloudy

High 62/ Low 50

Source: UCLA Department of Atmospheric Sciences
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CORRECTIONS
The photo caption with the article "Committee tries to improve life in Dykstra" (Tuesday) contained

an error. Construction on De Neve Plaza begins at 7 a.m. each morning, and it is silent construction.

Noise construction does not begin until 8 a.m. The Bruin regrets the error.

WHAT'S BREWIN'TODAY

Today Noon
Bible Studies in the Old & New
Testament

Bible Study

Ackerman 3508

University Catholic Center

Communion Service (12:10)

Kerckhoir400

2 p.m.
Environmental Coalition

Office Hours

Kerckhon'Hall rm 300 • 20M438

3 p.m.
Information Seminar- Elizabeth

Martinez, UCLA
Twenty-First Century Librarians

GSE&ISIII

4 p.m.
Japanese Student Association

Last Meeting

Come to get your copy of "Kumaga
Dcru zo"

Ackerman 3508 • 293-5773

Asian American Studies Center

'Ortpronobis* A Kilm by Lmo
Brocka

with Guest Speaker Profestor

(icolTrcy Robinson,

UCLA Dcpt of History • 825-2974

Lapu, the Coyote that Cares

Theatre (iroup

Auditions

Sunset Village Canyon Point A-7

Study Lounge '824-5016

5 p.m.
John Paul II Society

Christian Commitment in today's

cociety

Kerckhoff 152 -208-0941

UCLA's Environmental Coalition

"(Jlobalization and the World

Economic Crisis: Truth and

Consequences"

KH 131-135-2064438

6 p.m.
KACF- Korean American

Christian Fellowship

Kinsey 51 -996-1948

Muslim Student Association

MSA General Meeting (6:30)

Everyone is welcome!

121 Dodd • 206-7877

7 p.m.

Pilipino Transfer Student

Partnership

Weekly Meeting

Campbell 3232

UCLA Peer Helpline

"TRAINSPOn ING" Movie and

Discussion

Knudsen 12208 •825-HELP

Agape Undergraduate Christian

Fellowship

What did Jesus Do? Findout!

Jesus' love ministry

Center of Helath Sciences 33-105

(Behind LS building) -208-3991

Environmental Coalition

Forum Debate on Globalization

and the World Economic Crisis

Kerckhoff Hall 131-135 • 2064438

CAPSA- Concerned Asian Pacific

Students for Action (7:30)

Famine in North Korea and the

IMF Crisis

Viewpoint Lounge^Aclcerman A-

201

213-389-6664

What's Brewin' can be reached via e-mail at

whattbrewin#media.ucla.cdu
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Cigarette prices

will be jumping

substantially

over the next

month - and
a •

that's got some
consumers

By Jakub Oleksy

Daily Bruin Contributor

Smokers across t4ic nation arc paying

more lor their .Htfliition

lAVIOHIU

^

A significant hike in cigarette prices is

the consequence of a $206 billion settle-

ment between 46 states and the tobacco

industry, approved on Nov. 20.

In order to pay this large sum. tobac-

co companies such as Philip Morris -

maker of Marlboros, among other

brands - have increased prices on ciga-

rette packs by. 45 cents.

With retailers adding an extra 5 cents,

consumers are now paying 50 cents

more per pack.

"Smoking causes health problems

and (the tobacco companies) should pay

for that," said Peter Park, a first-year

computer science and electrical engi-

neering student who is a smoker. "If they

have to increase prices to do so, so be it."

Despite such an attitude by many

smokers, tobacco sales are dropping

across the country.

In Westwood, tobacco sales have seen

a dramatic decrease since the settlement

was approved.

"Cigarette business is extremely

The recent settlement of 46 states' lawsuits against the tobacco industry has already forced students to pay 50

cents more for their smoking habit. Starting Jan. 1 Proposition lO's 50-cent tax on cigarettes will also take effect.

slowed down," said Atila Helvaci, man-

ager of the Westwood 7-l:leven. "People

are resenting the increased prices."

The increase is the largest cigarette

price hike in history and is larger than

originally predicted by analysts.

Originally, experts predicted a 35- to

40-cent increa.se in prices per pack.

The 46 states unanimously approved

the landmark settlement with the five

major tobacco companies. Florida,

Minnesota, Mississippi and Texas

passed separate settlements earlier.

California was given nearly $24 bil-

lion over the 25-year period in the deal,

of which $312 million is being given to

ihecityof Los Angeles.

The original purpose of this money

was to fund anti-smoking programs

throughout each state, but officials in

Los Angeles disagree over where they

believe the money should go.

City Attorney James Hahn said that

the money should be used to fund tobac-

co-related issues and programs and not

be put in the general city fund.

Major Richard Riordan sees things

differently.

"This IS a golden opportunity for the

city to make improvements that have

been put off for too long, and improve

the quality of life of our older neighbor-

hoods," Riordan said.

Hahn's proposal for the money

includes programs to curtail youth

smoking, licensing tobacco retailers, and

for public education on second-hand

smoke.

Riordan argued that programs are

already in place that will provide more

money for anti-smoking projects.

Narrowly passed in the Nov. 3 gener-

al election, Proposition 10 - a measure

that adds a 50-cent tax on tobacco in

order to fund childhood development

programs - will provide ipore money for

such programs.

With the increase of cigarette prices

totalling $1 since November, many stu-

dents are becoming frustrated.

"Smokers are just more agitated with

this increa.se," said David Jeong, a first-

year computer .science and engineering

student.

Aside from the financial compensa-

tion, companies agreed to give up bill-

board advertising, cartoons in ads,

branded merchandise sales, and other

advertising tactics found to be appealing

to children.

Whatever benefits come from the set-

tlement for Californians, smokers are

already feeling the weight of this settle-

ment on their pockets. '

Not all smokers, however, are criticiz-

ing the deal outright.

"It makes me unhappy, but its under-

standable," Jeong said. "We, the smok-

ers, have to take responsibility for what

we are doing to our own health."

With reports from Bruin wire services

Strict Qjstoms searches prompt lawsuits

SMUGGI.ING: Inspectors

to reduce need to frisk

with new technology

By Connie Cass

The Associated Press

WASHINCJION Returning

to Chicago from Jamaica,

(iwcndolyn Richards was plucked

from a line of air travelers by a

Customs Service inspector and

ordered into a bare, windowless

room. Over the next five hours,

she was strip-searched, hand-

culTed. X-rayed and probed inter-

nally by a doctor.

The armed Customs officers

who led Richards m handcuffs

through O Hare Inlernatumal

Airport and drove her to a hospi-

tal lor iNaminalion suspected she

might be smuggling drugs. They

found nothing.

"I was humiliated -
I couldn't

believe it was happening." said

Richards, who is African

American and has joined a civil

rights lawsuit against Customs.

Ihey had no rea.son to think I

had drugs."

Richards. 27. isn't alone.

Officers last year ordered par-

tial or full strip searches or X-rays

for 2.447 airline passengers, and

found drugs on 27 percent of

them, according to figures com-

piled b> the Cush>ms Service.

Customs otTicials say tough tac-

tics are necessary to catch the

growing number of smuggler*;

who swallow cocaine-filled bal-

loons, insert packages of heroin

into their bod> cavities, even hide

drugs in a hollow leg or under

cover of a lake pregnancv

"We still have a major drug

problem in this country." Customs

Commissioner Raymond Kelly

said Wednesday. "We have to do

this."

Kelly said race isn't a factor.

"There are higher risk countries

and higher risk flights." he said.

"Those flights may be more popu-

lated by a particular ethnic

group."

Last year, the Customs Service

seized 858 pounds of cocaine and

803 pounds of heroin attached to

or inside international air travel-

ers' bodies, officials said. More

than 70 percent of the heroin

sei/ed at airports was. smuggled

that way.

Acknowledging that searches

"can get pretty traumatic." Kelly

said C ustoms is experimenting

with new technology that might

reduce the number of body search-

es. The review comes after several

lawsuits and complaints from trav-

elers who say they sufTered abu-

sive treatment and hours of con-

finement. For instance:

• Two Jamaican-born U.S. citi-

zens each filed a $500,000 claim in

September over body cavity

searches and X-rays in Tampa,

lla. One of the women learned

afterwards she was pregnant and

agonized that her unborn child

might have been harmed, accord-

ing tO/ their attorney. Warrer^.^

Hope Dawson. I'he baby was born

healthy ( ustoms policy requires a

pregnancy test before a woman is

X-rayed, but Dawson said the

pregnant woman was not tested

• A 51-yearH)ld widow return-

ing from an around-lhe-world trip

was held for 22 hours at a San
Ihe Aswt '*««1 ^'^^'''

Se«SEilllCIICS,pa9eS
Gwendolyn Richards holds a souvenir from

her trip to Jamaica in her Chicago home.
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LyOLLEGE I5RIEFS
Virginia University fears

race-based scholarships

CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. With some

states - including California and Texas - moving

away from race-based education policies.

Virginia University officials are concerned with

the administration of race-based scholarship pro-

grams, the Cavalier Daily reported.

But officials stressed that Virginia's policies

will not be altered drastically unless state officials

take legislative action - a possibility most educa-

tors do not foresee in the near future.

The university's financial aid committee, a

group composed of professors and administra-

tors who review financial aid policies, is con-

cerned with 1994's federal district court ruling in

Podberesky vs. University of Maryland at

College Park, which maintained that the

University of Maryland could not restrict its

Benjamin Banneker Scholarships to African

American students.

Millennium bug strikes

Cal State Sacramento
The dreaded year 2000 bug has already affect-

ed 20 percent of graduating seniors preparing to

register for the spring semester by delaying their

evaluations, according to the State Hornet.

"The delays are due to the Y2K conversion of

all computers on campus," said Jean Novosel,

associate director of admissions and records, and

degree evaluations.

Novosel said that campus computer services

hati initiated the year 2000 conversions just

before admissions started the degree evaluations.

She said that as they began to process the appli-

cations, they found glitches occurring in many

different areas.

"Some students' files were affected, others

were not," said Novosel. "Right now, a majority

of the evaluations have been done - 80 percent

have been completed and about 20 percent are

remaining."

Michigan fraternity

placed on probation
Fallout from the recent Ann Arbor Police

Department raids on fraternity and house parties

continued this week when the Theta Chi national

fraternity chapter placed the Michigan

University chapter on its highest level of proba-

tion, the Michigan Daily reported.

Selected members of the fraternity will be

required to attend an alcohol awareness class,

and the chapter president will also have to submit

a report to the national organization each week

under the sanctions.

In addition, the Sigma Nu national organiza-.

tion, which is looking into a party broken up by

the AAPD the same weekend as the Theta Chi

party, is nearing the end of its investigation.

President of the Interfraternity Council Brad

Holcman, a kinesiology senior, said the recent

actions will serve as an early model for possible

changes in the entire Greek system.

Yale reaps benefits from

tobacco stock increase

Two weeks after 46 states dropped their law-

suits against the tobacco industry iirexchange for

fat settlement checks, tobacco stocks are soaring

to their highest prices in years.

And good news for Big Tobacco means more

money for Yale.

Yale's tobacco investments totaled $16.9 mil-

lion in June 1997, according to the Yale Daily

News. Heavy investment in Philip Morris made

the tobacco company one of the 20 largest hold-

ings in Yale's domestic equity portfolio.

Despite the ethical objections of members of

the Yale community, last spring the Yale

Corporation decided against divesting its tobac-

co holdings.

And the recent deal should make Yale's tobac-

co addiction even more irresistible.

Compiled from university wire reports.
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new homecoming
(Right) Rosa Galvez, a native of Mexico, waves

the American flag with the rest of the atten-

dees after the judge officially proclaims every-

one to be new citizens of the United States.

(Below) At 8 a.m., the 500 new American

citizens to be sworn in during the morning

ceremony crowd into the giant west hall of the

V Los Angeles Convention Center.

• «
.....

Upcoming taxes call for strategies in investments, deductions

making sure the January mortgage

paymen t is made in December jo_MONEY; Advisers suggest paying bills ahead of time,

Dlanning early for retiremenL makine contributions aiaUcnhe interest on this year's to consider rui milliuiis ur nnUdlc sionismae!ceyuec.3i,iheiaxoanbe
pidiiiiiiig caiij ivi i^i.ii^iiiv.iiL, n.« to _ otuorc or. o^r«t.iJ.>atpH c.rh rl^« tiixoMVPFc sDread out over four vears mstead of

be tailored to your circumstances."

Still, tax advisers point out things

There is an upfront tax on the

amount converted. But if the conver-

By Curt Anderson

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - December is a

busy whirl of holiday shopping and

visits with family - and the last chance

for millions of taxpayers to make cru-

cial end-of-year decisions that could

reduce their tax bills come April 15.

For the most part, taxpayers need

to make their tax moves by Dec. 31 to

realize the benefits on 1998 returns.

People who itemize deductions - an

estimated 35 million in 1996 - have

the most at stake.

^ Some moves are simple, such as

return. Others are complicated, such

as selling poorly performing stocks to

take advantage of capital gains tax

rules.

"No single plan can reduce or

defer taxes for all taxpayers," said

Michael Wolff, managing tax partner

at the Grant Thornton accounting

firm. "To be effective, the plan must

class taxpayers.

Converting a regular individual

retirement arrangement, or IRA, to a

new Roth IRA is one such item. Roth

IRAs are advantageous for many peo-

ple because withdrawals are tax-free if

they are made after age 59 and 1/2

and the money has been in the

account at least five years.

spread out over four years instead of

just one. That installment plan disap-

pears on New Year's Day.

To make the conversion, adjusted

gross income must be less than

$100,000 for individuals and couples.

For people at the cusp, a few steps in

See TAXES, page 8

Up to 40% Off

New Textbooks

(Above) Erika Reyes, a senior at Garfield High School, sells citizen-

ship certificate covers outside the convention hall as an occasional

part-time job outside of school.

(Left) Angela Li, of Loma Linda, raises her right hand before the

judge during the citation of the citizenship oath,

(Below) INS officer Alan Wondra leafs through a stack of embossed

Certificates of Naturalization as newly sworn-in citizens wait in line

for their turn. The numbers on the wall behind him represent the

last three digits of applicants' alien registration cards, which they will

return to the INS upon receipt of their new certificates.

varsitybooks .com

Open 24 Hours a Day, 7 Days a Week.

We'll Even Deliver Them To Your Door.

The morning of Nov. 24 was one that 5,000

people from all over Southern California had

been waiting for. Every parking lot within a

half-mile radius of the Los Angeles

Convention Center quickly filled as the center

became the site of an Immigration and

Naturalization Service naturalization cere-

mony.

As the doors to the giant convention hall

opened at 8:30 a.m., a continuous stream of

people slowly filed inside and took their seats

in front of a podium with a wall-sized

American fiag hanging overhead. The rows of

seats, each with neatly placed voter registra-

tion cards and envelopes bearing the words

"A Message from the President of the United

Stales of America," appeared to stretch into

infinity

The actual ceremony would not begin for a

few hours - logistics had to be handled first

and processing thousands of people wasn't

easy After each prospective new citizen had

received a simple "OK" written on their

notices, the U.S. federal judge announced in a

booming voice over the microphone that a

formal courtroom order was in effect.

There were many nations represented -

Mexico, El Salvador, the Philippines and

Vietnam were among the top countries - by

individuals who each had a different story to

tell about how they came to be in the United

States and what adversity they had to over-

come in order to participate in this ceremony.

Throughout the morning proceedings,

these people were constantly reminded

through speeches and an inspirational music

video of the responsibilities they now had

toward their new government. There was no

need for this reminder, however. It was

already apparent in their eyes and the quiet

buzz of contained excitement exuded by all

those who were sworn in that day: They

would never forget everything they had expe-

rienced to become American citizens, and

neither would their children and generations

to come.

J .
- I
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Police retaliate after drive-by shootings

DEATHS: Both suspects

chased down, killed;

officer slain in crossfire

The Associated Press

Officers properly used deadly

force during a wild chase and gun-

fighl thai ended with poUce kiUing

a suspect and later shooting a sec-

ond suspect outside a crowded air-

port terminal, a police commander

says.

Deputy Police Chief David

Gascon told the Police

Commission on Tuesday that offi-

cers, including slain Officer Brian

Brown, "did exactly what you

would expect police officers to do.

You expect them to intervene."

Brown, 27, and his partner

Officer Francisco Dominguez wit-

nessed a fatal drive-by shooting

Sunday night and pursued two

alleged gunmen to Fox Hills Mall,

where Brown was shot in the head.

He died at a hospital.

Other officers returned fire,

killing Oscar Zatarain of Rancho

Cucamonga.

Zatarain, 23, was a paroled gang

member with an extensive criminal

record, said Officer Jason Lee, an

LAPD spokesman. Lee did not

elaborate.

Zatarain was convicted of sec-

ond-degree attempted murder for a

1993 drive-by shooting, according

to court records. He was sentenced

to II years in prison but only

served five years. He was released

July 22 afier earning work-time

credits and for good behavior,

records showed.

After Zatarain was shot and

killed, his companion carjacked a

taxi and sped to Los Angeles

International Airport, where he

rammed several parked cars. He

abandoned the cab outside a termi-

nal but was shot at least four times

by police as bystanders ran for

cover.

The man, whose name was with-

held, was in stable condition at the

UCLA Medical Center.

The second assailant was

unarmed when he was caught but

had pointed a "dark-colored

Ban on embryo research

$lows study/experts say

DISEASE: Scientists hope

Congress lifts law in order

to advance study of cells

See SHOOTINGS, page 8

Democratic chair steps down from post

DNC: Notable fundraiser

Grossman leaves position

to devote time to family

By Douglas Kiker

-The A^nf ifltfri Pfe«

desire to spend more lime with his

children as primary reasons for leav-

ing the DNC. Joe Andrew, chairman

in the Indiana Democratic Party,

and retiring Rep. Vic Fazio, D-

Calif., are among the possible

replacements, according to several

Democratic oPficials

around," said Gov. Roy Romer of

Colorado, the DNC general chair,

who will remain in thai post.

Grossman said he would remain

until a new chairman is chosen.

"1 will not leave this position

when this momentum is not

assured," Grossman said at a news

WASHINGTON - Steve

Grossman, the Democratic National

Committee (DNC) chairman who

helped lead his party to mitfterm

election gains while helping reduce

its huge debt, announced

Wednesday that he is stepping down.

Grossman cited his father's long

fight with Parkinson's disease and a

Prcsidenl Clinton had pra ise foi con t e rcnce. "1 am staying until ffigfg

the outgoing chairman.

"While it is good news for his fam-

ily, the resignation ... is a loss for the

Democratic party. Steve has been a

leader, a party builder, a prolific

fund-raiser and a wonderful friend

k) Hillary and me."

"When folks wrote off the

Democrats, Steve turned the party

is an orderly transition."

The Democratic National

Committee is scheduled to meet for-

mally to vote in March, but

Grossman's successor is expected to

be named long before then.

Traditionally, the choice of DNC

By Paul Recer

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON A federal ban

on human embryo research is slowing

studies of how to use new primordial-

cell technology to treat heart disease,

diabetes and other serious disorders, a

group of experts told Congress.

A medical ethicist affiliated with an

anti-abortion group countered that

because cell research begins with the

destruction of human embryos, it is

morally unacceptable.

The comments came Wednesday at

a Senate subcommittee hearing called

to consider how the government

should respond to a recent announce-

ment that privately financed

researchers have isolated embryonic

stem cells. These are the basic or pri-

mordial cells from which all of a

human's bodily tissues and organs

develop during gestation.

Subcommittee chairman Sen.

Arlen Specter, R-Pa., said the issue is

so complicated that other hearings

w i ll he rft piirt'ti before anv federi*]-

could produce new heart cells, or new

insulin-producing cells for the treat-

ment of diabetes, or new neurons for

patients with Parkinson's disease or

spinal-cord injuries.

Some treatments could be ready

within five years., but only with gov-

ernment support, said Dr. James

Thomson, a University of Wisconsin

researcher who isolated stem cells

from a human embryo.

"It is in the public interest for the

government to support this research,"

he said.

Without full government support,

Thomson said, the work would be

slowed, and the medical benefits

would take years longer to develop.

Under a federal ban, government-

funded researchers must avoid human

stem-cell studies and other research

that involves the use of human

embryos. Thomson's work was fund-

ed privately.

i*arl of the federal law states that

the ban applies only to what it calls

"organisms." Sen. Tom Harkin, D-

lowa, minority leader on the subcom-

mittee, said that definition would

exclude stem-cell culturing and thus

allow it.

"If it is not organisms, then it is not

included," Harkin said. "This is not

covered by the federal ban V
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CNna holds Ngh-profile dissidents

he Associated Press

Chinese dissident Xu Wenll (left) was detained Monday after trying to establish the China

Democracy Party with other organizers. Wei Jingsheng was exiled to the U.S. in 1998.

POLITICS: Democrats

seek to challenge

Communist Party

By Charies Hutzler

The Associated Press

BEIJING - A group of

Chinese democracy activists

denounced the arrest of three

prominent Chinese dissidents,

accusing the Beijing govern-

ment in an open letter

Wednesday of failing to com-

ply with U.N human rights

treaties it has signed over the

past year.

The letter, signed by 190

democracy activists, called for

the release of Xu Wenli, Qin

Yongmin and Wang Youcai -

all outspoken organizers in a

campaign to establish an

opposition parly that would

challenge the Communist

Party's monopoly on power.

The authorities "are deceiv-

ing iind cheating international

public opinion while on the

other hand they are suppress-

ing and persecuting domestic

political dissidents." said the

letter, faxed to foreign ^lews

agencies.

Xu and Qin were arrested

Monday night in a police

sweep that was the sternest

blow yet to the five-month

campaign to establish the

opposition China Democracy

Party.

Qin was accused of plotting

to overthrow the government,

a crime that could land him in

jail for life. Wang, who had

already been in custody for a

month, was also formally

arrested Monday, although his

family has not been told the

charge.

In Washington. White

House spokesman Joe

Lockhart condemned the

arrests.

The Clinton administration

"deplores the detention and

arrest of Mr. Xu and Mr. Qin.

.and that view ... has been com-

municated directly through

our emba.ssy in China."

"We believe the peaceful

political activities ... and other

forms of peaceful expression

that they've been involved in

are fundamental human rights

See DISSIDENTS, page 14

See GROSSMAN, page 10

action is possible.

Expert witnesses, led by Dr. Harold

Varmus, head of the National

Institutes of Health, said stem-cell

research could lead to the prevention

of birth defects or to the ability to

grow replacement parts for human

beings. —.

' •

—
Cultured stem cells, they said.

Varmus, Thomson and two other

scientist witnesses confirmed for

Harkin that, stem cells technically are

not organisms because they cannot

independently maintain life and func-

tion.

"You could not create a full human

See BAN, page 10

Israel suspends tr • • • withdrawals after attack

MIDEAST: Violence in

West Bank adds ten sioiL

before President Clinton was to arrive

in the region to usher in the second

KtitHC of the Wye River hmd-for-stynri-

out of the car and. as he cowered on

the pavement, was struck repeatedly

on the hfad with rocks.

to fragile peace process
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By Dafna Linzer

The Associated Press

JERUSALEM - Stung by a vicious

attack on an Israeli soldier, the govern-

ment announced Wednesday it was

suspending further troop withdrawals

until Palestinians comply with a list of

demands - including publicly ;»han-

doning plans to declare a state in May.

Palestinian otTicials rejected the

demands outright and charged that

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin"

Netanyahu was looking for excuses to

knock the peace process of!" track.

In Washington, the Clinton admin-

istration was sharply critical of the

new Israeli conditions and said the

accord "should be implemented as

signed."

The Israeli government said its^

decision was prompted in part by the

attack on the soldier and i\ civilian ear-

lier in the day by a Palestinian mob in

the West Bank city of Ramallah.

"The Palestinian Authority is

encouraging acts of violence, such as

today's brutal attack in Ramallah, in

an attempt to pressure Israel with

regard to the matter of the prisoners

'

the Palestinians want released,

Netanyahu said in a statement.

The decision came only 10 days

ty agreement he helped negotiate m
Octobe-r.

The Israeli announcement raised

questions about whether the Clinton

trip could lake place while Israel was

holding up the agreement.

Stale Department spokesman

James P. Rubin said the pullback was

an obligation and. in a slalemenl

aimed al Nelanyahu. added: "We do

not ihink il is appropriate to add new

conditions."

Israel and the

Palestinian Authority

blanned each other for

the violence.

^Al the same lime, Rubin con-

demned the attack in Ramallah, say-

ing; "Thai is clearly the kind of vicv

lence that has no place in the peace

process."

In the ambush in Ramallah, do/ens

of Palestinian university students wait-

ed at a I raffle circle, screening cars.

Once they found what they wanted, a

hail of stones hit targeted vehicle,

smashing its windows.

A young Israeli soldier was dragged

Captured by cameras, the attack

was shown over and over on Israeli

television, making some Israelis won-

der if the Palestinian Authority really

was trying to control violence like il

pledged to do in the land-for-peace

agreement

.

The ambush overshadowed the

slabbing death earlier Wednesday o{

an Arab streel-cleaner in Jerusalem,

apparently by an Israeli extremist.

During the funeral procession for

Osama Natche, a 41 -year-old father of

six. mourners torched an Israeli car

and stoned Israeli police who fired

rubber bullels.

Hours later, rioting throughout tra-

ditionally Arab east Jerusalem contin-

ued, with maski;d Palestinians throw-

ing stones at cars and blocking roads

with burning tires'. Jerusalem police

spokesman Shmuel Ben Ruby said

five Palestinians were arrested for

throwing stones that shattered a bus

window and injured the drivei. '

Israel and the Palestinian Authority

blamed each other for the violence.

Netanyahu's senior adviser, David

Bar-Illan, said the Palestinian

Authority has incited residents against

Israel in the dispute over the release of

Palestinian prisoners.

"The bottom line is that there will
'

be no further withdrawals unless the

Secret memos opened to

jmLestigat^Ei^• II II

RULING: linpeachineiil

schedule may be altered

by liind-raising tindings

See DEMANDS, page 16

By Larry Margasak

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON In a victory

for Republicans, a federal judge

said Wednesday that House

Judiciary Committee investiga-

tors may inspect secret Justice

Department memos on alleged

fund-raising abuses in President

Clinton's 1996 campaign.

Republicans .said the ruling by

U.S. District Judge Norma

Ilolloway Johnson could upset the

tight impeachment schedule. The

While House, exasperated that it

does not yet know which articles

(){ impeachment Clinton might

have to defend against, urged

(iOP House leaders to rein in the

inquiry.

"They need to step up and fig-

ure out a way to gel this thing

resolved expeditiously J)ecause

everybody ... wants to get this

behind us," spokesman Joseph

Lockhart said.

Neither party wasted any time

sending their staff members to the

Justice Department to read the

fund-raising memos. Republican

chief investigator David

Schippers went for the

Republicans and staff member

-Kevin Simpson for the

Democrats.

Clinton's attorneys were

preparing a letter that would

inform the Judiciary Committee

whether they plan to present a

defense before the panel wraps up

its work.

The committee set a tentative

schedule to conclude next week

with final hearings and a vole on

articles of impeachment. If any

articles are approved, the matter

could go to the House lloor the

week of Dec. 14. Lawmakers then

could vote to send Clinton to trial

in the Senate, censure him or do

nothing. ' :::.
Committee officials cautioned,

however, that the schedule could

be altered if investigators unearth

any explosive new evidence in the

memos written by KBI Director

Louis F^'reeh and prosecutor

(^harles LaBella.

Johnson ruled that it was in the

See FUNDS, page 14
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Parliament wants to see

Yeltsin's health report

MOSCOW - Boris Yeltsin's foes in parlia-

ment Wednesday urged the Russian leader's

doctors to release a report on his health for

possible use in removing him from power.

Though non-binding, the move increased

pressure on Yeltsin, who remained hospital-

ized today with pneumonia. The president's

frequent illnesses have eroded his authority

and raised concerns about his ability to serve

out his term, which ends in mid-2000, and to

lead his country out of its worst economic cri-

sis since the 1991 Soviet collapse.

The Communist-initiated statCTncnt, passed

by parliament's lower house, the State Duma,

by a 247-33 vole, calls on Yellsm's doctors lo

submit a report on the Russian leader's health

within 10 days.

"The absence of trustworthy information

on the president's health has spurred abundant

rumors, allegations and even guesswork diag-

nosis, such as Parkinson or

Alzheimer's disease," the statement

said. "That stirs the public and caus-

es doubts about the president's ability

lo exercise his duties."

Landmines surface

after Hurricane Mitch

SANTA CATARINA, Honduras - Calixto

Carranza was planting watermelons in a field

flooded by Hurricane Mitch when he spotted

something in the dirt

After years of farming near the Nicaraguan

border, he had seen his share of anti-personnel

mines left iwer from '^^\^\ wars ir> the 19KUs^

small blue cans with melal sprouts out the top

- but this looked like a wheel rim.

In fact. It was an anti-tank mine, much more

powerful than the mines he would have recog-

nized When he poked it with the poinLof his

machete, the blast threw him 80 feet into the

air Hi.s body fell to the ground in pieces

Workers spent years compiling

maps of the tens of thousands of

mines left across Central America.

But flooding unleashed by Hurricane

Mitch a month ago scattered many of

those mines across fields and villages. Nobody

knows where they wound up.

"We know the waters displaced land mines,

but we don't know how much, which will prob-

ably mean it will take more money and time to

finish .sweeping areas," said Colombian Army

Lt. Col. Guillermo Leal, chief of the

Organization of American States' mission to

clear Central America of land mines.

Women more likely

to develop lung cancer

LONDON Among smokers who gel lung

cancer, women are nearly iwice as likely as

men to develop the most deadly form of the

disease, new research suggests.

Experts sav the British study of 1,601 lung

cancer patients marks the first time scientists

have discovered a significant difference

between the sexes in the risk of small-cell lung

cancer. Virtually always caused by smoking! it

is the hardest form of lung cancer to treat suc-

cessfully.

The study, presented Wednesday at a con-

ference of the British Thoracic Society in

London, showed that women under 65 were

1.7 times more vulnerable than men to small-

cell lung cancer, which spreads so rapidly that

by the time it is diagnosed, it is usually too late

to operate.

Seven of 10 of the women could not be

helped by surgery, and half the patients die

within five months of diagnosis, said the

_study's lead researcher. Dr. Mike Pearson,

associate director of ihe research unit of the

Royal College of Physicians in London

Men were more susceptible to non-small-

cell lung cancer, which is less severe and can be

operated on in half the cases, he added

Compiled from DailyBrum wire reports.
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Francisco hospital and given a power-

ful laxative while inspectors watched

her bowel movements. Amanda

Buritica of Port Chester, NY., won a

$451,001 lawsuit last February against

Customs.
• A Boston nurse, Bosede Adedeji,

won $215,000 in a similar lawsuit in

1991 after she was stopped at Logan

International Airport as she returned

from visiting her sick son in Nigeria.

A judge ruled the officers lacked suffi-

cient suspicion to subject her to an X-

ray and pelvic exam.

Customs officials note that fewer

than 2 percent of the 68 million fliers

who pass through Customs each year

have their luggage opened. Far fewer

- 49,000 people - are personally

searched, usually with a pat down.

The 1,772 strip searches last year

ranged^rom people told to remove

their socks to passengers such as

Richards who were ordered to Idk^^

off their underwear and bend ovef.

Strip searches are performed by offi-

cers of the same gender.

The Customs review found 19 pas-

sengers who were subjected to pelvic

or rectal exams by doctors while

inspectors watched. Drugs were

found in almost two-thirds of those

cases.

Congress and courts have given

Customs broad authority to searchfor

drugs, weapons and other illegal

imports.

The Supreme Court ruled that

Customs officers at airports and bor-

der crossings don't need the probable

cause or warrants that police need to

search possessions. Customs officers

can perform a strip search based on

"reasonable suspicion" that someone

might be hiding something illegal.

A Customs handbook advises offi-

cers that reasonable suspicion usually

requires a combination of factors,

including someone who: appears ner-

vous, wears baggy clothing, gives

vague or contradictory answers about

travel plans, acts unusually polite or

argumentative, wears sunglasses or

acts sick. Race isn't cited.

Customs officers can detain people

for hours, even days, without allowing

them a telephone call to a lawyer or

relative or charging them with a

crime. Inspectors say they keep

detainees from making calls so that

drug associates aren't tipped off.

Generally, if someone is detained for

eight hours or more, a federal prose-

cutor is notified.

Richards is among more than 80

African American females who filed a

class-action lawsuit claiming they

were singled out for strip searches at

O'Hare because of race and gender.

The plaintiffs include a 15-year-old

girl, a mentally retarded woman and a

wheelchair-bound woman. Many
decided to sue after seeing news

reports on Chicago's WMAQ-TV
about strip searches of African

American women.

The agency has hired an outside

contractor to review how inspectors

deal with the public, and is exploring

ways to make the system less hostile.

In a test at Miami and New York

airports, some passengers selected for

strip searches are given the option of

having an X-ray instead. The service is

also studying new imaging technology

that shows things hidden under peo-

ple's clothes.

Customs officers seek passengers'

written consent for an X-ray, but it

isn't required. Some travelers say they

felt coerced.

Las Vegas police officer Rich

Cashton said a Customs inspector

who stopped him at Los Angeles

International Airport last year grew

angry when Cashton asked what

would happen if he refused an X-ray.

"He said, 'If you don't sign this

form, I'm going to take you down to

the hospital and pump your stom-

ach,'" Cashton recalled. "He was

using that threat as intimidation to

make me sign a consent form, which is

definitely illegal."

Cashton, who identified himself as

a police officer, was let go.
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the coming weeks could ensure that the

level is reached.

For instance, a self-employed person

could defer an income payment until

January, or a wage earner could ask the

boss to put off that end-of-year bonus a few

weeks.

"You have to be in a sijuation where

your income is flexible," said John

Gardner, senior manager at the KPMG
Peat Marwick accountants.

Minimizing adjusted gross income, a

Steps also can be taken to bulk up item-

ized deductions.

Some tips:

• Increase charitable contributions. Be

aware the Internal Revenue Service

requires a receipt for giveaways above

$250. .

• Pay state or local taxes in advance,

including property taxes.

• Pay January mortgage bills a few days

early and make sure iHe check is dated in

December.
• Delay investing in a mutual fund,

because taxable distributions are typically

made in December.

Pay outstanding medical bills early;

up to $3,000 is permitted for a net loss
-

meaning an investor may want to unload

some pooriy-performing stocks at a loss to

reach the maximum.

"It makes sense, if that is your invest-

ment philosophy, to go ahead and sell those-

dogs," Gardner said.

One other way to reduce long-term tax

liability, particularly inheritance taxes, is to

give away money The law allows tax-free

gifts of up to $10,000 each year to an

unlimited number of people.

"For somebody who can afford to give

away money, it is a good way to start your

estate planning early," Gardner said.

One cautionary note on deductions: too

SHOOTINGS

taxpayer
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object" at officers. It turned out to be a glove.

All three deaths have been ruled homicides, county coro-

ner's spokesman Scott Carrier said Tuesday. Brown died

from a head wound; the two others to multiple gunshot

wounds.

The drive-by shooting victim has not yet been identified

because the LAPD and the Sheriffs Department were

unable to match his fingerprints. Carrier said.

Meanwhile, memorial services for Brown were set for 10

a.m. Friday at Forest Lawn Hollywood. He will be buried at

Houston National Cemetery in Texas, Lee said.

Brown, who was with LAPD three years, leaves a 7-year-

ulJ sun. He i s the thirri 1 APD nfficcr to be k illed in the linv

standard deductions or personal exemp-

tions are subtracted, also could help a fam-

ily take advantage of the new $400-per-

child tax credit and new education credits.

They are phased out above certain income

levels.

7.5 percent of adjusted gross income.

• Pay 1999 dues to professional organi-

zations in 1998.

For investors, the key is whether a net

capital gain or loss is projected. Taxes are

imposed on net gains, but a deduction of

mum tax, which is intended to ensure that

higher-income taxpayers pay at least some

tax but can trap others who have tax shel-

ters. The alternative tax often is higher than

regular taxes, and a local IRS office or tax

professional can provide details.

ofduty this year.

Officer Steven Gajda was mortally wounded on Dec. 31.

1997, after struggling with an armed murder suspect outside

a party. Officer Filberto H. Cuesta was shot to death Aug. ^

as he sat in his patrol car waiting for backup outside a wed-

ding party attended by suspected gang members.
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Playa Vista, a non-profit organi-

zation, introduced an unprecedent-

ed program that provides job oppor-

tunities to individuals in underrepre-

sented and economically depressed

areas of Los Angeles.

"Jobs (are) the result of our com-

mitment to find, solutions to the

problems plaguing area neighbor-

hoods and to determine how the

Playa Vista project could have a pos-

itive effect on the lives of at-risk

youth," said Peter Denniston, presi-

dent of Playa Vista, at a news confer-

ence held on the Santa Monica Pier.

Playa Vista announced that it is

committed to insuring that 10 per-

cent of all its construction jobs will

go to at-risk youth, according to a

press release.

"We want PVJobs to serve as a

model for the business community in

Los Angeles, so they may follow suit

and adopt similar at-risk youth

employment programs," Denniston

said.

Cruz works for a program similar

to the Playa Vista Project. He is

excited about returning to his job in

Santa Monica College, where he

coordinates programs for the at risk-

youth in the community.

"I'll return to UCLA in January

and just start off from scratch," he

said.

But while programs to stop gang

violence are gaining a foothold, Cruz

and other UCLA students still feel

the consequences of gang violence.

For Cruz, his involvement with

gangs came unexpectedly. .
^

On Oct. 18 of this year, the recent

transfer student was critically

wounded outside his Santa Monica

home. He was rushed to the UCLA
Medical Center and treated for three

gun shot wounds to his arm, upper

leg and back. Cruz also suffered a

ruptured lung and had his femur

replaced with a metal rod.

Cruz will not be able to walk for

another two to three months but said

he feels extremely fortunate to have

survived the incident.

Other students have also been

affected by gang violence.

For example, Christian

Montealvo, a third-year political sci-

ence student, said that 13 of his

friends have been killed by gang

related violence.

Montealvo, a resident of Culver

City, went to high school with known

gang members and witnessed the

BAN
From page 6

being from these cells," said Michael

West, president of Advanced Cell

Technology.

But Richard Dberflinger, associ-

ate director of the Secretariat for

Pro-Life Activities of the National

Conference of Catholic Bishops, said

that to isolate the stem cells,

Thomson and other researchers had

either to destroy a living human

embryo or to collect cells from a

freshly aborted fetus. A third

method, used by West's company.

places human genes into a cow's egg.

"Each system arouses ethical con-

cerns," said Doerflinger. "These are

the type of experiments that the fed-

eral ban" applies to, he said.

"You could rip my heart out ofmy

body and it would not be an organ-

ism," Doerflinger added. But such

research would be fatal and this, he

said, is what happens to the embryo.

Many believe, he said, that a fertil-

ized embryo represents a human life

and is entitled to all the protection of

a human life.

Arthur Caplan, director of the

Center for Bioethics of the

University of Pennsylvania Health

System, disagreed. Research by

Thomson involves embryos that are

being discarded by patients at fertili-

ty clinics, he said.

"We should concentrate on treat-

ing the ill rather than be concerned

about the lost potential" from

destroying an embryo, Caplan said.

"We don't live in a world of moral

absolutes," he said. "We can no

longer say that we understand even

when life begins."

Caplan said he prefers that

research with human embryos be in

the open and public, instead of con-

ducted by private companies for

strictly commercial reasons.

GROSSMAN
Fromj)age 6

chairman is the prerogative of the sit-

ting president, and is approved by a

vote of DNC members. The members

will most likely vote before the March

meeting, either in an emergency

meeting or through mail ballots.

Clinton's decision was not expect-

ed immediately.

Another factor in Grossman's

departure was his desire to be sure a

new leadership team was well estab-

lished before the 2000 elections.

"We did not in any way, shape, or

destructive consequences.

"In light of the 13 deaths, I have

been motivated to take my' energy

out on books and not bullets,"

Montealvo said.

But some students think that the

UCLA campus is removed from

gang violence because of its location

in a more affluent community.

"It's so peaceful here at UCLA
that people may not think about

issues such as gang violence," sajd

Amrit Chima, a fourth-year English

student.

"People may not realize that the

person next to them may go home to

it every day," she said.

form want to disrupt the 2000 cam-

paign," Grossman said.

Vice President Al Gore could face

a crowded field in his likely bid to be

the party's presidential nominee in

2000, and advisers to rivals will be

watching closely to see who succeeds

Grossman.

Gore's advisers will play a critical

role in choosing the new chairman - a

major hurdle for potential chal-

lengers to Gore.

Grossman said that his ideal suc-

cessor would be someone cut along

the same lines as himself - a grass-

roots politician with a knowledge of

what it takes to win on a local level.

^^^i**^!!
^'%

Recognizing
-WLAs Best

Every year, Brumlife yearhook recognizes distinguished

VCIA seniors andfeatures them in the senior section of

the yearhook. Past winners have included some of the

hest students UCLA has everproduced. The handful of

winners are at the top of their class in academics,

school involvement, and community service. These

seniors excel in all areas of UCLA life and areforever

remembered in the pages of Bruinlife.

Applications are now availabb at 118 Kerckhoff Hall

#%^lil^

UUNI

truinlilt'lire

FOR SALE

EXTENDED vwjpseo %
DISPOSABLES 6tw<99/%93iio

CHANGE BROWN EYE$...EXT *99/daiiy '8%

Hazel, Green, Blue

CHANGE UGHT EYES Bu .'49^

Blue, Green, Aqua

BIFOCAiyMONOVISION only*50

ASTIGMATISM EXT '89p>

EYE EXAM $15
w/CL Purchase

LOSANGBB/ 1038 S. Robertson Blvd., «1
Bevwiy Hiite Ad|. Wed 35 Ffj 1 1 -1

MIAHBM 1842 W.Lincoln Ave.. «G
Wed 11-1, Fn 3-5

LONG BEACH 4130 Atlantic Ave., #105
Thurs 3-5, Sat 12:30-3

SniNO CITY 11945 Ventura Blvd.. «A
lues 3-5, Thurs 11-1

No Appointment Necessary/Just Walk -in

VAUGHN ED06AUAN,MJ).

FREE Care Kit w/Purchase

. WTRElmLINES^

CELLULAR-PAGING-PCS
THE NEW NAME FOR:

Cellular Palace • American Way Paging

Ericsson 668

FREE AFTER $50
MAIL-IN REBATE

IS

DIGITAL CEUULAR SERVICE AS LOW AS

$14.99 PER MONTH INCLUDES;

^75 anytime minutes

100 weekend minutes

(Activation on 29.99 or

higher plan required)

la:
c:i-;i .1 .1 iLAR

1st incoming minute free

• Free voice mail

CHUJJLAR

AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE FOR:

ra Pacific Bell
RiSi Pure Digital PCS

AirTouch
Cellular

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

BRAND NEW MOTOROLA PAGERS BRAND NEW MOTOROLA & SAMSUNG PAGERS

$
as low as 3999

State-Of-The-Art

+tax, only with this ad

4 Colors To
Choose From

NO CONTRACTS REQUIRED
Includes: • FREE 3 months of airtime

• FREE 3 months voicemail
'•• v.- '•.>':, :-.^ • FREE activation .

-

OVER 15 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE make us your local full

WEST LOS ANGELES LOS ANGELES

12036 Wilshire Blvd. 1653 S La Cienega Blvd.

Comer of Wilshire & Bundy Between Pico & 10 FWY

I

I
> I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

rV * www m
service, reliable and affordable source for all your wireless communication needs

TARZANA VAN NUYS
18734 Ventura Blvd 6800 Balboa Blvd

Between Reseda & Wilbur Corner of Balboa & Vanowen

CSMALLEST PAGER IN THE WORLD!)
Includes: • FREE one year service

• FREE 6 months voicemail
• FREE activation

I

I

I

I

140 W
InFoout

310-571-7100

QABRIEL WESTMINSTER
VMtyBMl #214 9500 Bo(m Ave fO A L

Shopping C«nl»r Comer of Bdu A Bushvd
714^18-2075

310-278-2007

LANCASTER
43557 ir St

Comer of 13* St West & Ave K

805-951-9100

818-881-8969

CERRrros
11803 E Sout^Strcot

Comer of South St & Pioneer

818-904-9191

ROWLAND HEIGHTS MONTEREY PARK
18447 E Colvna Rd 141 N AHantic Blvd « ill

Betvveen FuNerton & Nogeles Between Amerson & Gan<ey

626-«54-9555 626-306-4555

I

•^

^
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DON'T MISS

GEORGE WINSTON
Saturday, Dec. 5
8 pm • Royce Hall

ForTickets: Call 825-2101

What's^KT
This Week?

coming Up I

TALLIS
SCHOLARS
Friday, Dec. 1

1

8 PM • Royce Hall

For Tickets:

^ali 825*2101

4

YOUR WEEKLY GUIDE TO ON-CAMPUS ARTS RELATED EVENTS

IHURSDIli OEC. 3 fRiy, DtC. 4 SfllUROfly, D[C. 5

Out of Sight

7:00 .ind 9:30 pm
Ackermjn Grand lijIlnKyii^

$2, also showinfi Dec. 4

Additional Info: 825-1958

• ••••••••••••••
"Evidi'tirp .ind Emounlt'r" Scries

Orapronobis(1990)
Directed by Lino Brocka

4:00 pni, Fowler Musvuii}

Guest SpCiikcr: f*rotossor Gvoflrvy

Kohinson, LULA Ih-p.irtmvnt ol History

frvv

rfiis docudrama Ir.ucs ihe lilt' t)l an

I'X-priosI invt'StigiHing a violrnt c nil ot

vigilaiUes known as "Oraijronobis'

(Pray for us) after ihe downfall of the

Marcos dictatorship.

Additional Info: 825-4361

fftlDfft OtC. 4

Holiday Concerts

Los Angeles Chamber Orchestra

Helmuth Rilling, tonductOJL-

The use Chamber Singers

8:00 pm, Royce Hall

Returning LACO guest conductor

Helmuth Rilling is one of the inost

renowned interpreters of Bach's

music. He and the USC Chamber

Singers re-join the Orchestra, bringing

with them the first three cantatas of

Bach's masterful yet rarely performed

Christmas Oratorio. Presented as a

Christmas gift to the people of Leipzig

in 1734, these stories of the spirit and

meaning of Christmas represent Bach's

inspiring rendition of biblical texts.

Rich choral and instrumental inter-

play makes this a cot]cert not to be

missed!

For Ticket info: call (21.1) 622-7001

Helmuth Rilling

Dance Aheater

"AH Q!"

8:00 pm, Dance Hidg., Theater 200

$15 gener.il, $8 for seniors .md students

Based upon "The Real Story of Ah Q"

(1921) by Lu Xun, "Ah Q!" is a

dance/theater collaboration built

around China's best-known literary

character. Choreographer Victoria

Marks and playwright Xu Ying com-

bine movement vocabularies and

traditions-comic and iragic-from

Chinese opera and western postmod-

ern dance. "The Real Story of Ah (^!"

is rec^uired readmg for Chinese

schoolchildren, and its author is

regarded as a great patriot.

Nonetheless, stage (jcrformances of

this story arc forbidden in ( hina. The

opportunity of presenting this richly

ambiguous character in the United

States becomes not only a chance to

sw "Ah Q!" ofvMage Uil allows \Ut>

co-crealors to work with Zu Ying's

own experiences growing up during

the cultural revolution

For more info call (110) UCLA-ART

UCLA Jazz Ensembles

Faculty members
John Clayton,

Garnett Brown and

Gordon Henderson

8:00 pm, SchcKviberg Hall

$7 general, $3 students and seniors

Hear big band standards and exciting

new arrangements performed by

UCLA's award-winning student \>\zz

ensemlik's.

For ticket info: call (310) UCLA-ART

mmiK 5

I'ciforin.iiicc- and Cc'ntcfSt.i);t' nis( ussions

Sonos Handbell Ensemble

Performance
t f)t) .nil/ 7/IIII 'II Aui'M/wr/,' I hll —
Tickets, $2'i, SCA $8

For Ticket Into: 825-2101

CenterStage Discussions

1:00 & bpm,
Schoenberg k(,ill, R(H)m 1.125

with lames Meredith,

Founding Director

Performance Tickets Required

For Additional Info: 206-1144

Appearing on nationally broadcast

television and radio programs, includ-

ing Carrison Keillor's "A Prairie Home
( ompanion, " this mesmerizing enscin-

ble has helped introduce the world to

the beauty of handbell music. The

Cirammy-nominated group (X-rloms a

repetoire of popular standards as well

as classics by Bach, Vivaldi and

Mozart.

George Winston

8:00 pm, Royce Hall

Reserved tickets are $25

($12 SCA Tickets w/ID)

The concert will feature George's var-

ied and colorful musical tribute to the

seasons on both solo piano and

Hawaiian slack key guitar.

The performance will include a food

drive for Pro)ec t: Let's Help. The audi-

ence members are encourage to bring

non-perishable food donations to the

show.

For Tickets : Call (310) 825-2101

mm, otc. 6
•••••••••••••••
IV|U»IIIUIKt' .IIUJ C tMUCrSl.lHl' DliCUhMDM

Canadian Brass

Performance

4:vupni,Ri)yii'hall
^—

Tukets, $.iO, SCA $10

For Ticket Info: 825-2101

CenterStage Discussion

J:00 pm, Royce Hall adjacent

with John Santana, KKGC) radio

Performance Tickets Required

For Additional Info: 20b-

1

144

Astonishing virtuosity and an trrcsisti-

ble sfxjntaneity and wit have made this

world- renowned brass quintet a "c ross-

over" success. Pcrlomiing everything

from Bach and Wagner to Ciershwin

and Dixieland, this classically trained

ensemble is often credited with reviv-

ing interest in this olicn-overlcxjked

group of instruments. The program

includes traditional holiday favorites.

• ••••••••••••••
A (lass loi Families

Be Careful!

Bicycle Safety Lessons

2:00 to 3:30 pm. Fowler Museum
Free, Space is limited.

Did you know that early bicycles didn't

have brakes^ A lesson on bi< yc !* s.iu ly

presented by UCLA Police Depl. will

follow the exhibition walkthrough.

Reservations: 825-8655

Sunday,
December 6
4:00 pm
Royce Hall

For Ticket Info:

825-2101

CenterStage Discussion
3 pnn • Royce Hall adjacent

with John Santana, KKGO radio
For Additional info: 206-1144

Sonos HandlM'll Ensemble

• ••••••••••••••

Holiday Concerts

Los Angeles Chamber Orchestra

BACH
CHRISTMAS ORATORIO

8:00 pm, Alex Theater

For Ticket info: call (213) 6227001

Film

z
Directed by Constatin Costa-Cavras

7:30 pm, lames liridges Theater

$b general, $4 students and seniors

For ticket info: call (310) 206-FILM

U( LA Sounds Concert Series

English Handbell Choir

2:00 pm, Armand Hammer Museum

Fri'V, First come-first H'rved

The 26 inemlx'r choir o( Activities for

Retarded ( hildren (AK(.) performs

( hrislmas music , including a beautiful

rendition cjt Ave Mjrui

For Additional Info: call 4437000

I OEC. /

Concerts

"A Percussion Holiday"
Mitchell Peters, director

8:00 pm, Schoenberg Hall - Free

Come celebrate the )oy of the season

as the UCLA Percussion Ensemble per-

forms traditional holiday favorites and

more.

For ticket info: call (310) UCLA-ART

•••••••••••••••
Music of China

Ensemble Recital

Chi Li, director

8:00 pm, fan Poppi'r Theater 1200

Schoenberg Hall - Free

The Chinese Ensemble presents a mix

of solo and ensemble pieces on a

diverse range of instruments and

styles frcxn all over ( hina. Members

of this ensemble have fx'en in ^real

demand all over Los Angeles, as they

regularly perform for the Chinese

communily and otf»er Outre.k li

ellorts

For ticket info call 206-3033

#-i^

The PARC makfts it easier for you and a

guest to see some of tr>e most prestigious

artists in the world PARC offers UCLA faculty

arKl staff \he opportunity to purchase two

tickets to IXJt-A Performino Arts events for

the price of one! (Based on tlmtted availability)

For infoniMrtion, ) MM ($10) 625-2101

UCLA studerrts can attend events listed in thU box for less than the

price of a regular student ticket, arid the seats are among the best

in the house. Present your current student ID al the Central Ticket

Office (CTO) and ask for SCA tickets.

For additional tnfonnatlon on upcoming events, SCA tickets or to

receive a PAPC or bit)chure, call (310) 625-2101

.

-'m^^^^

timk 2 tkkHs per h:> pee evenL to miM be presentedMtfme oft^

DATt EVINT
SCA Ria SCA

PRICE FRK( ON SALE
I

'

l ur "ii i r irrT--irf--i-[
' iim i»' MM « M <tt'*M »'*> «MM *t««t**

12/4 UCO(R) $9 m nm
12/5 Sonos HafK&dUmemble ($) $ 8 $25 iMmA
12/6 Canadian Brass (R) $W S)0 IHW

la/n T^lls Scholars (K) $6 $)0 *(M^

if) Royc€ Ha\i, («) Schoenberg Hal)

*PAFC FAK
PRICE ON SALE

iiiiiiiiiiiiii'ii

2 fort now

alorl now

2 lor 1 sold out

CA WH5-1455, Fan. 82'i.7iW, V-mail 825-^877 Li/ Ma^^/fafWH Arf%Figr Idilor

• • • • • • • •
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SEX
From page 1

"It would increase my profits to

do sex tours, but it's against my
moral convictions," McKnight said.

"And if a guy wanted to have sex, I

don't understand why he doesn't just

go to Las Vegas instead of halfway

around the world."

Stanger said that to combat the

problem. Captive Daughters orga-

nized strikes at Los Angeles

International
Airport and let- ~——"^"~'
ter-writing cam-

paigns.

The group is

also trying to get

the Ventura-

based Philippine

Adventure Tours,

which allegedly

organizes sex

tours, shut down

by filing a civil

suit charging the company with false

advertising.

"If we can get one shut down, it'll

be easier to shut most of them

down," Stanger said.

Szyskowski said that the Internet,

where many men get information

about the tours, should be regulated

to ban this type of information.

Equality Now, a New York-based

"It's really hard to

get evidence to

prosecute anybody."

Jenny Stanger

Captive Daughters

group that spearheaded the effort to

shut down these companies, recently

got Norman Barabash, operator of

Big Apple Oriental Tours, banned

from the Philippines.

Stanger said that it will be "very

difficult" to shut these companies

down.

"There's only so much we can

do," she said. "It's really hard to get

evidence to prosecute anybody

because women and children are

often afraid to testify."

Stanger said that conditions in the

Philippines are
~~~^"~^'~ not improving.

"Things are

not getting better

there," she said.

But she .said

that the

American gov-

ernment has

made attempts to

address the prob-

lem. President

Clinton formed a

council that is working on this issue.

Kei Nagao, Undergraduate

Student Association Council general

representative and member of the

leadership class, said the issue affects

Americans.

"When it's our military men
going there and having sex with

these women, only we can say some-

thing about it," Nagao said.

EDELMAN
From page 1

dates and officials can always use

help.

After serving 10 years as a city

councilman alongside the late Tom
Bradley, Edelman, also a UCLA
alum, became a member of the board

of supervisors where he served for 20

years.

Now, Edelman is a senior fellow of

the Research and Development

(RAND) Corporation, a non-profit

think-tank in Santa Monica original-

ly created after World War II to prcv

mote U.S. military research.

Today, the RAND Corporation

.ii^nducts research in various areas.

At RAND, Edelman offers advice

on how to make good use of research

findings in policy decisions.

Students said they found the two-

hour talk helpful and informative.

"It was really educational, and it

served a good purpose," said Steve

Davey, a first-year political science

student, who plans to become a polit-

ical consultant and campaign manag-

er.

"It helps political science students

know that there are jobs out there

besides just teaching and law school,"

he said.

PSSO officers were also satisfied

with the event's turnout.

DAVID HILL

Longtime Los Angeles politician Edmund Edelman speaks on the

career opportunities available for political science students.

"I was pretty happy with it," said

Grey Frandsen, chair and founder of

the organization and a third-year

political science student.

"It was a wonderful, intimate

group, and Edelman did a nice job of

incorporating everyone."

Tuesday's lecture kicked off a

series of events planned by the PSSO
this year.

Organizers of the PSSO, a student

group created earlier this quarter,

anticipate future lectures to expand

on the options available in the field of

political science and how to obtain

specific jobs^

"Our goal is to bring in people

from outside, even alumni, who can

show students career paths that are

different from ones that the faculty

know, and in addition to the pre-law

path," said professor David

Wilkinson, faculty advisor for PSSO.

"(Tonight's lecture) was excel-

lent," he said. "It was a smashing sue-

LA Darkroom
Rental Plus

him4. Studio Rental
25'x40', 16' ceiling

Computer Rental
Scanning / Fiery Output

Color Loser

Darkroom Rental
Color / B & W

• ^ NOTICE • • -

Expires

12/7/98

323-933-3352
1119 S.LoBrea Ave., LA. CA 90019

BEL-AIR SHELL
Auto Care

Service Center

15% Discount
wlthi...

UCLA Student, House Staff,

and Faculty I.D.

Free Pick Up And Delivery

FREE CONSULTATION

t
N

(U

lO
o

Location

(1 mile from UCLA)

Bel Air

1 Shell

Moraga
Exit

Wilshire

(0o
>

Q.

CO

UCLA

oo

i

Hours of Operation:

8:00 AM - 5:00 PM
Monday - Saturday.

800 North Sepulveda Blvd.

At Moraga
Los Angeles. California 90049

Bel Air Shell
Tim Hansen

(310) 476-1979 Fax:(310) 476-7644

PAGER
M€>TOROLA

iS>^o:m^
Open Monday-Saturday

11054 West Pico Blvd., WLA
(1/2 block east of Sepulveda)

Check us out on the net
http://iuuiui.cellularfantaty.com

compact size O
time/date(

SminiciliitrtftvibnrleC

Private Time mode (

foklerC

alaimC

INCLUDES^

pager

activation

1 year airtime

Buy 6 mttis. of voicemail

and get 6 mths. free

.wk^r.i *r> mt MriM.>n fttwtfr' pki* U« IfrOkH. Lmi0Htn Pttoeftn »n<f lucson 4/

Conveniently located in Westwood Village

Between Westwood Blvd. and Broxton Ave.
Across fronn Jerry's Fannous Deli

Brentwood
Orthodontic

Center
A

\

$25 Complete Professional

Eye Examination*

Regular Price $55
•New patients only.

Contact lens exam
additional.

$99
CONTACT LENS
PACKAGE*

Includes eye exanr).

fitting. 2 month follow

up. and pair of Ocular

Science daily

wear lenses.

$99
EYEGUVSS
PACKAGE*

Includes eye exam,
frame, and single vision

prescnption lenses.

Eyes of

Westwood
can help you see

better, and look

better, too.

• comprehensive computer

assisted eye exams
• custom and disposable

contact lenses
• wide selection of today's

most fashionable eyewear
• Vision insurance plans

accepted

EYES OF WESTWOOD
Dr. PatricK Doyle, O.D.

1 0930 Weytx«n Ave.

Westwood VMog*
(310)206-1364

FREE
Contact Lens Solution

BRACES
Deliver Brilliant Results^

Dr. Nader Dayani,

Certified Specialist,

UCLA Faculty Member

Member ofthe
American Association

of Orthodontists

(310)826-7494

(949) 552-5890

Specializing in braces for

adults & children

•
20% discount to all

students and faculty

with valid ID

11645 Wlshlre Blvd. #802
(Bf'twccn Biirrington & Federal)

18124 Culver Drive

Suite A, Irvine
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Sciences Building

Where

mathematical equation
"'"

' numbers .

'
'

.

Macy's Westwood

Where you shw,/ >

1^ Fridays

savings

Heads up, Bruins:
Thi-s Friday is UCLA Day

at Macy's Westwood.

All Bruins (students,

faculty and staff) save-

on purchases (even

sale-priced stuff) this Friday.^

The savings are steep and the selection is superb.

Macy's Westwood is located at 10861 Weyburn Avenue,

across from the UCLA Medical Center. You can enter

from Weyburn or Le Conte Avenues.

Bigger and t>etter: the new nfiacys.com

*^Current UCLA student or employee ideHti t , ^u; lor. must be presented at time of purchase. -

Not val 1d with- any other coupon or discount offpr lOt savings does not apply to cosmetics

* r ;» " r /i r\ .' ti - Ar f i n*a i pwf •
'" v i

-. ,' rnini ri^ f pt December 4 at Macy's Westwood.
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FUNDS
From page 7

public interest for one Republican

and one Democratic member of the

Judiciary Committee staff to see the

memos, which urged the appointment

of a special prosecutor to investigate

Clinton's fund raising and summa-

rized evidence in the two-year-old

Justice Department inquiry.

The judge said that neither of the

investigators could copy the memos
or take notes and that they could

report their findings only to Rep.

Henry Hyde, R-III., the committee

chairman, and Rpp. John Conyers of

Michigan, the senior Democrat. Any

further dissemination would need the

judge's approval.

ITie committee could face a dilem-

DISSIDENTS
From page 7

that should be protected by all gov-

ernments," Lockhart said

Wednesday.

State Department spokesman

James P. Rubin said the United States

was "deeply disturbed" by the deten-

tions, which he said demonstrate that

"sharp limits on freedom of expres-

ma if the LaBella and Freeh memos
produced solid leads of presidential

wrongdoing but not enough to

expand the inquiry without further

investigation.

A Republican official on the com-

mittee said lawmakers cannot yet rule

out pushing the inquiry past the year-

end deadline they have set for them-

selves.

In the Monica Lewinsky matter

that is currently the focus of the inves-

tigation, the committee not only has

Independent Counsel Kenneth

Starr's report but thousands of pages

of grand jury testimony, as well as

prosecutor and FBI interviews. That

material, indirectly, "4ct the mam play-

ers in the affair speak to the commit-

tee.

The Justice Department memos,

on the other hand, mainly contain the

sion and association still exist, and

that opposition to the Communist

Party will not be tolerated."

Qin and Xu are towering figures in

China's persecuted dissident commu-

nity. Their activism dates to the semi-

nal Democracy Wall movement of the

1970s. Wang was a student leader in

I989's influential Tiananmen Square

democracy movement. All have spent

time in prison, Xu for 12 years, much

of it in solitary confinement.

Critics Are Laughing c

"

AND SO CAN YOU!

CELIA FOX
LA UNDERGROUND
Directed by: Stanly Ralph Ross

Hottest new comedion oround

- San Francisco Chronicle -

Refreshm^yJ^^^^^^

A
'Mmii'fmMQnson in Fonts

P Rock City News -

Doors upt'fWt 9:00 Show starts at 9:30

Every Ftiday Night Nov. 13 thru Dec. I{

lasquer's Cabaret and Dinner Theater

8334 West Third Street in Beverly Hills

Foi Reservations Call 2I3-390-5S86

conclusions of two law enforcement

officials who oversaw the fund-raising

inquiry.

The ruling gave

impeachment

investigators access to

four internal memos
from the fund-raising

inquiry.

Their recommendations for a spe-

cial prosecutor so far have been resist-

ed by Attorney General Janet Reno.

Reno said after Wednesday's rul-

Xu has tried to use C'hina's nascent

legal system and the international

treaties it signed to push for reform.

-Another dissident, Zha Jianguo,

said two Beijing police ordered him

Wednesday to halt efforts to form an

opposition party and told him Xu
would not be released soon.

He said the officers said Xu might

be charged with having links to "reac-

tionary groups" - a reference, he

believed, to exiled dissidents in the

ing that her department "sought to

balance the committee's constitution-

al responsibilities with the needs of

law enforcement" and believed the

judge's ruling "achieved a just bal-

ance."

Rep. Asa Hutchinst^n, R-Ark., one

of the committee members, called the

decision "a step in the right direc-

tion." The judge had ruled just last

week in a sealed'Vlecision that law-

makers could not see the memos.

Republican and Democratic com-

mittee officials, speaking on condi-

tion of anonymity, said the panel

plans to convene final impeachment

hearings Tuesday that would end

Friday or Saturday of next week. The

proceedings are expected to include

presentations by lawyers for both par-

ties prior to votes on articles of

impeachment.

United States.

Under China's vague State

Security Law, such links might be

punishable by up to life in prison.

Zha, who helped Xu organize

would-be party members in Beijing

and the nearby port of Tianjin, said

police officers told him Xu's arrest

was ordered by the central govern-

ment, not Beijing police.

Two other democracy party sup-

porters taken into custody in central

Johnson's ruling gave impeach-

ment investigators access to four

internal memos from the fund-raising

inquiry:

• Freeh's memo to Reno on Nov.

24, 1997. Freeh has acknowledged the

memo recommended a special prose-

cutor to investigate Clinton's fund

raising.

• A July 16 interim report and an

Aug. 12, 199^, addendum from

LaBella and James DeSarno, the FBI

agent who oversaw the campaign

fund-raising task force. LaBella, too,

urged appointment of a special prose-

cutor.

• An Aug. 5 memo from Lee

Radek, chief of public integrity in the

Justice Department, to James

Robinson, assistant attorney general,

that reviewed the LaBella and

DeSarno interim report.

Wuhan city along with Qin - Chen

Zhonghe and Xiao Shichang - were

released Wednesday, said He
Xintong, Xu's wife. She said police

questioned them about the party as

well as Qin's human rights monitor-

ing organizations.

"My husband is innocent and

there's nothing he can be criticized

for," Xu's wife said. "They're going to

have to expend a lot of efi'ort to make

him a criminal."
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IT UP WITH NAUTICA COMPETITION!

Proud sponsors of the UCLA vs. Arizona men's basketlKill game on January 2nd,

Stop by the Nautica Shop for Men at Macy's Beveriy Center and receive

Iwo FREE tickets to the game with your $1 50 purchase of Nautica sportswear.
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DEMANDS
From page 7

Palestinian Authority lives up to all its

commitments," he said.

A statement from Netanyahu's

office said the Palestinians must

acknowledge that Israel did not agree

to release Palestinian prisoners who

have committed acts against Israel.

"Israel demands that the

Palestinian Authority announce clear-

ly that it is abandoning its intention to

unilaterally declare a Palestinian state

and announce its commitment to con-

tinuous negotiations until a final

arrangement is achieved. Israel

demands that the Palestinian

Authority immediately stop violent

and inciteful acts and punish rioters,"

the statement said.

On Tuesday, the Palestinian parlia-

ment speaker. Ahmed Qureia, told

protesters who were demanding that

Israel release prisoners that they had

the backing of the Palestinian leader-

.ship which "is prepared once again to

throw stones in order to free the peo

pie."

Palestinian negotiator Hassan

Asfour said Netanyahu raised tensions

by not releasing prisoners and continu-

ing to expand Jewish settlements.

In the Wye agreement, Israel

promised to release 750 Palestinian

prisoners by January. In a first stage

last month, it freed 250 prisoners, but

most were criminals, not those held for

anti-Israeli activities as the Palestinian

Authority had expected.

Arafat raised the issue earlier this

week with Clinton in meetings with

Washington. "He (Clinton) promi.sed

us to make every effort to solve this

issue," Palestinian negotiator Saeb

Firekat said.

About half of the;?,500 Palestinians

held by Israel are members of Arafat's

Katah faction and there has been grow-

ing anger in Fatah ranks over the

Palestinian Authority's failure to get

detainees released.

Most of those involved in

Wednesday's attack on the soldier on
the outskirts of the West Bank town of

Ramallah were Fatah activists. Fatah

may have been trying to embarrass

Arafat.

The incident began when 150 stu-

dents from nearby Bir Zeit University

were bused to Ramallah for a protest.

They staged a march seeking the

release of prisoners, then walked to a

traffic circle and began stoning Israeli

cars.

To shouts of "Yahudi! Yahudi!" -

the Arabic word for Jew - about two

dozen Palestinians began pelting the

car with stones and smashing its win-

dows.

The driver fled after a large rock

broke the side window and just missed

his head.

Palestinians, rocks in hand, reached

inside the car, striking the soldier in the

passenger seat. One Palestinian pulled

the soldier out and beat him.

The soldier eventually ran to safely,

and the attackers doused the car with

kerosene and set it on fire.

Israeli troops fired live ammuni-

tion, rubber-coated metal bullets and

tear gas to disperse the Palestinians.

Eleven Palestinians were injured.
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Associated Students UCLA
f Directors

Board Meeting

On the Agenda

• Approval of October 23, 1998, Regular

Meeting Minutes

• Executive Directors Report

• Committee Reports

• Approval the Student Media FY 98/99

Budget

• Annual Student Union Fee Evaluation

• 3"* Street Promenade Capital Budget

• Election of Officers

Prior Board Meeting

At the October 23, 1998 Regular Meeting,

the Associated Students UCLA Board

of Directors took action on the

following matters:

• Approval of Changes to Governing

Documents

Approval of Stipend Policy

Friday, December 4

12 noon
Viewpoint Conference Rooms

EARN UNIVERSITY CREDITS WHILE

SURFING & STUDYING SPANISH!

NOW REGISTERING. We offer a one-month intensive

course to be held in San Jose, Costa Rica, with three-day-

weekend excursions to various surf spots and Pacific

beaches. You will get 4, 8 or 12 college credits-

transferable to universities/colleges across the USA—for

completing this 1- , 2- or 3-month course. You will stay with

a local host family Sun. - Thurs. nights, and in beach

hotels Fri. & Sat. nights. Surfing lessons are available as

well!! Ask about our Jan-March, 1999 special!

Call 800-497-3422. 407-725-4809, or fax 407-725-7956,

or e-mail wwsa@cape.net for more information.

http://www. wwsurfingadventures.com
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VIEWPOINT
Tomorrow

Is it hard for you to be

a free thinker? Narcotics

might be just what

you need.

viewpoint@medJa.ucla.edu

Pornography helps women, society
BENEFITS: 'Dirty' media

relieve sexual tensions,

but subjeet to unjust law

Repressing sexuality seems to

be a hallmark of our country.

Whether it's the impeach-

ment of "Blow Job" Bill or slapping

letters ofapproviil on movies, this

nation finds it necessary to control

issues of carnal knowledge.

Pornography falls under this para-

digm. There is a false idea in our

society that controlling pornography

is somehow

beneficial to us.

Pornography is

an issue that

serves as a

scapegoat for

the ills of soci-

ety. It is one of

the few, if not

the only, issues

where religious

reactionaries

and radical

feminists

agree. The reli-

gious right blames it for moral bank-

ruptc7 while the militant feminist

division blames it for the continued

subjugation of women
Both these arguments warrant a

closer examination

The religious right takes a stance

Gever 1$ working on another column ..

in his pants. Find out more at

mgcvef#ucla.edu

Matthew

Gever

against pornography in hopes of

enforcing gotxl Christian values

among people. What this means is

that people should not be having sex.

and that women belong back in the

kitchen baking pies and knitting

sweaters.

Then there arc the radical femi-

nists, who regard pornography as an

endangerment to women. What they

argue is that women cannot possibly

consent to sex. since we live in a

male-dominated society which ren-

ders consent impossible. Tliis has led

to action by this blcK to impede any

production of pornography.

One example of this is a

Minneapolis anti-porn ordinance

issued in 1983. This ordinance stated

that all women who worked in porn

were coerced and could sue the pro-

ducers and distributors, whether or

not the woman was of age. was fully

aware of what she was doing and had

signed a release. This ordinance

claimed that women were incapable

of rendering decisions for themselves

and needed the government to pro-

tect them. The ordinance even stated

that "Children are incapable of con-

senting to engage in pornographic

conduct, even absent physical coer-

cion and therefore require special

protection. By the same token, the

physical and psychological well-

being of women ought to be aflbrdcd

comparable protection " (Wendy

Mcelroy. "Banning Pornography

Endangers Women", December

1997)

So this IS what hundreds of years

of feminism has brought us to
-

women are no smarter than children.

Some anti-porn crusaders also

argue that pornography poses a

physical threat to women. They

claim that the viewing of pornogra-

phy leads to violence against women.

A number of problems exist with this

argument. First, there is no real

method to objectively measure the

impact of pornography on a person's

actions. Sexual responses are endem-

ic to the individual and cannot be

accurately measured by a laboratory

setting.

Also, pornography can serve as a

mitigating factor in sexual violence.

It provides a healthy release for

those with pent up sexual frustration.

Who is going to sexually assault a

person after they have just mastur-

bated in their living room? Without

this release, sexual frustration builds

up and can easily manifest itself in

the form of violence.

Research by the The National

Research Council's Panel on

Understanding and Preventing

Violence has shown that there is no

demonstrated link between pornog-

raphy and violence against women.

Also, research by Larry Baron and

Murray Straus has shown that there

is a negative correlation between

pornography and gender violence.

For example, look at Iran and Saudi

Arabia. Both have strict anli-pornog-

raphy laws, yet they still have high

instances of violence against women
Compare that with countries such as

Denmark and Cicrmany - in both

countries pornography is readily

accessible, yet they have some of the

lowest rates of violence against

women, (http://www.carnell.com/

—

feminism/pornography/pornOOl.htm

1)

Some may blame this discrepancy

on cultural diflerences. But remem-

ber, Denmark produced the Vikings

- and we all know what Cicrmany

was capable of- so it is wrong to say

that violence is not a part of their cul-

tures.

To further illustrate this point,

look at Medieval Hurope. This was a

period when rape was at its highest

levels. Penthouse did not exist at this

time. Neither did "Debbie Does

Dallas." Yet violence against women
persisted, since men did not have a

safe place to relea.se their sexual frus-

tration.

In addition, blaming pornography

diffuses responsibility away from the

culprit. Anyone tried for sexual

assault can blame pornography and

say that he was not in control of his

actions. Videotapes do not rape, peo-

ple do, and responsibility should be

assigned as such.

In fact, rather than harming

women, pornography actually brings

them a number of benefits. This is

one of the few industries where

women are paid more than men.

Also, pornography allows for experi-

mentation and breaks orthtxiox stan-

dards of sexuality The idea of lying

in the missionary position while

counting the stars is llouted. and

instead the enjoyment of sex is

encouraged Restricting pornogra-

SeeCfV»t,par21

Lx)s Angeles

could alleviate

repression in

Southeast Asia

BURMA: Like apartheid,

pressure on companies

will bring about changes

By Elizabeth Griswold

Upon the passage of Los Angeles'

selective contracting ordinance which

targeted South Africa in 1986, former

mayor Tom Bradley said, "The people

of Los Angeles have declared that the

fruit of oppression is unfit to eat."

This week, Los Angeles is faced

with a similar decision: will the city

continue to contract companies who
profit from their partnership with the

brutal military regime in Burma? In

iy»(), the city passed a selective con-

tracting ordinance to withdraw any

financial support from the apartheid

regime in South Africa - will it take a

similar tact today?

Today, a diverse coalition of reli-

gious leaders, labor unions, drug treat-

ment and prevention organizations,

Burmese exiles and others have come

together to ask the city to lead in sup-

port of democracy and human rights.

Archbishop Desmond Tutu has called

Burma "the South Africa of the '90s."

Just as Los Angeles successfully took

the lead in the case of South Africa,

the city must now adopt a similar ordi-

nance to stop allowing corporations

who benefit from our tax dollars to

prop up a dictatorship that is waging a

brutal war against the people of

Burma and which is also heavily

involved in the production and distrib-

ution of heroin.

Upon coming to power in 1988, the

military government in Burma massa-^

cred thousands of peaceful protesters

in the capital city of Rangoon. Two
years later, the Burmese overwhelm-

ingly rejected the regime, the State

Law and Order Restoration Council

(SLORC) in democratic elections.

The main democratic opposition

party, led by Nobel Peace Prize

Laureate Aung San Suu Kyi, captured

82 percent of the legislative seats.

Seven years after being apprehended,

Suu Kyi remains under virtual hou.se

arrest, and many of her supporters

have been arrested, tortured, impris-

oned or forced to fiee the country.

SLORC has one of the worst

records of human rights violations in

the world and its record of atrocities

has been extensively documented by

the U.S. State Department and the

United Nations Commission on

Human Rights. In a recent speech in

Los Angeles, Secretary of State

Madeleine Albright recently lamented

that "the authorities in Burma are

among the most repressive and intru-

sive on earth."

Unfortunately, the destructive

influerlce of the SLORC regime

extends far beyond Burma's borders.

In 1996, the U.S. State Department

reported that fully 60 percent of the

heroin seized on the streets of U.S.

cities originated in Burma. Robert

Cielbard. assistant Secretary of State,

argues that "SLORC has brazenly

exploited drug-tralTicking money ..
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Pe • • le deserve higher minimum wage
MONEY: Our standard of living

shouldn't be set by businesses

trying to max out profit margins

The holidays are upon us, and with them is

the reminder to remember the less fortu-

nate. In place of the customary feel-good

or guilt-inducing sermons about the poor, how-

ever, I'd like to draw your attention to a practi-

cal matter.

There's an effort under-

way in America that

would address poverty -

not through individual

acts of charity, but

through the deep structure

of economic policy. It's

the "living wage" move-

ment.

Wouldn 7 a living wage he hailfor the economy? Can 't low-wage earnersjust get hefterjohs?

GLOBAL
CAMPUS

Adam

Komisaruk

H'hal is ihc living wage.'

At present, it is illegal

for U.S. employers to pay

their employees less than

$5.15 an hour, although
'

individual slates may set

the bar higher if they choose.

Unfortunately, that means a person can

work full-time (40 hours a week). 50 weeks a

year and earn as little as $10,300 a year before

taxes. That is $550 below the poverty threshold

for a family of two. $3,350 below it for a family

of three and $6,150 below it for a family of four

t>tv^ftlcv
=

Proponents of a "living wage" recognize that

the current minimum wage cannot sustain a

family and seek to bring it more into accord

with the real cost of living.

Most suggestions hover around $7.25, the

amount that the L.A. City Council approved

for municipal contracts in March 1997 but

has been slow to enforce.
"^

Right-wingers say that the minimum wage (let

alone a living wage) will force employers to elimi-

nate jobs and/or raise prices.

That argument assumes business has no

choice but to keep profits and executive salaries

climbing, regardless of productivity and social

justice.

Theoretically, we could preserve jobs and con-

trol prices by eliminating the minimum wage. We
could also create more jobs if we cut wages or,

better yet, eliminated wages altogether and

brought back slavery. But the American econcv

my at least pretends to hold on to a scrap of

morality.

Wages are regulated because busuicss. left to

its own devices, tends to exploit its workers. It

already tests the limits by outsourcing Us labor to

regions like Indonesia, which are more hos-

pitable to the idea of keeping adults and children

in unpaid or miserably underpaid conditions. At

home, employers will often refuse to share the

wealth with their employees in a time of pros-

perity, while letting them take the weight when

managerial ineptitude makes profits fall - a

practice sometimes called "privatizing gain,

socializing loss."

As for the runaway inflation that uage

increases supposedly cause, it simply hasn't

happened.

Consumers have proven capable of absorb-

ing moderate inflation, which is a small price to

pay for significantly boosting the quality of life,

relieving the financial desperation that fuels

crime and reducing dependency on gov-

First of all, there's more to moving up in the

world than good, old-fashioned American

gumption. It requires free time, flexibility, skill,

education - resources that tend to increase in

direct proportion to the amount of money

you're already making. Second, the creed of

self-improvement doesn't change the fact that

employers can get away with paying unlivable

wages, If all the minimum-wage workers in

America got promotions tomorrow, their jobs

would still have to be filled. Screwing the peo-

ple who do fill them perpetuates the mentality

that the poor are solely to blame for their

poverty and that nothing but hardHvork sepa-

rates the haves from the have-nots.

Pious instructions to the laboring poor to

better themselves arc also insults to labor,

implying thai it is somehow beneath fair com-

pensation. Our society should concentrate on

restoring dignity to all varieties

of work, not leave some of

ihcm behind and encourage

the workers themselves to

follow.

spread the word among people you know,

"Living wage" isn't yet part of the national

vocabulary, and it needs to be.

Despite overwhelming popular support for

such ordinances, every effort to tack pennies

onto the national minimum becomes a legislative

fistfight; one bill that would have raised it to $6.15

by the year 2000 was killed in Congress this

September. Big business won't be able to keep

government in its pockets for much longer if, in

every election, candidates must heed the public

cry for a humane and livable wage.

Mailhag:

In an interesting letter, an undergraduate and

forme?Marine responded as follows to the col-

umn in which I advocated drastic military cut-

backs: "Having been in the military before and

during the reduction of forces and the budget

cuts. I can attest to the number of times we were

not allowed to train because of the lack of money.

Having family in the military, 1 do not find it

pleasing that he suggests they should be ill-

trained for combat."

I havL\nothing but the highest respect for

labor of all kinds, including military labor. I don't

think skimping on manpower is a necessary con-

sequence of budget cuts. It is, however, the solu-

tion that industries tend ti> favor, as opposed to

sacrificing the toys like Super Hornet fighters

that maintain lucrative corporate alliances.

Mmlest cutbacks or even a slower growth rate in

the Pentagon weapons arsenal could keep the

troops as well-trained as ever, probably with dol-

lars to spare.

If this reform sounds too radical to you,

consider that although the minimum wage

has crept upward over the years, its real

value has declined.

Economist Robert Pollin calculates

that $7.37 was actually the minimum

wage 30 years ago if measured in 1998

dollars - and that, if it had kept up with

economic growth since then, it would be

$11.07.

Komisaruk, a lecturer in the English depart-

ment, can be reached at

komisaru@ucla.edu.
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LETTERS

Outreach editorial

misinterpreted
Alexander Schwarz, in his letter

to the editor ("Bruin editorial's

argument for diversity Hawed,"

Viewpoint, Nov. 24), misinterprets

the arguments represented by the

Daily Bruin Editorial Board. Based

on his arguments, it is obvious that

he is confused about racial diversity.

The first mistake Schwarz makes

is when he misconstrues the Board's

argument that a "diverse student

body creates an environment where

different ideas can be voiced and

exchanged, which is necessary at

any educational institution."

In so many words, Schwarz

refutes the idea with the argument

that whites and Asians alone offer

an "array of differing opinions and

ideas about the world we inhabit, as

well as many academic matters."

Of course, there are many differ-

ent perspectives within these two

groups alone. But I seriously doubt

that a white or Asian person can tell

me how it feels to be African

American or Latino/a.

It is nice that some whites and

Asians express an interest in minori-

ty issues, but until they have actually

dealt with the racism firsthand and

felt the isolation from walking

around campus and finding only a

few faces like theirs, they cannot

truly contribute perspectives on

minority issues.

Schwarz also claims that he does

not "believe that the perspectives

only come from differences in eth-

nic background" and that perspec-

tives "come from who we are

inside." He is correct in saying that

our different perspectives are the

result of who we are inside, but he

has to realize that ethnicity plays an

important role in who we are as well.

Ethnic backgrounds contribute to

different cultures and thus different

experiences.

Lastly, he claims that "there sim-

ply isn't any proof that diversity is

necessary." What an ignorant state-

ment' It is because of statements like

this that we have so much racism in

the
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world. People do not understand

races other than their own, and out

of ignorance they hate people they

have never had a conversation with.

And if he needs proof, tell him to

turn on the television or read the

newspaper any day and surely he

will find some incident where some-

one has been the victim of a hate

crime based on their ethnicity.

Thus, diversity is vital to the

future of our university. Diversity is

one of the best weapons to combat

ignorance. And, of course, the fewer

ignorant people in the world, the

better the world will be.

Lakesha Breeding

Third-year

English

'Mobile' drive

fills Blood Center
I write in response to Ron

Richards' letter ("Blood Center

staff too small to meet obligations".

Viewpoint, Nov. 13). Richards was

unhappy that he had to wait for

some time to donate blood at our

donor center. He suggested that this

had been the result of poor planning

on the part of the donor center staff

First, I want to apologize for any

inconvenience we may have caused

Richards. It is our goal to provide

the very best experience for our

donors. We make every effort to

take donors in a timely manner,

avoiding long waits. Unfortunately,

circumstances sometimes conspire

against us.

On the particular day Richards

donated, we were running our first

"mobile" blood drive. The Student

Welfare Commission (SWC)

recruited well over 200 donors and a

total of 306 individuals actually

donated. Thanks to the efforts of the

SWC, this response was fantastic.

During the same period of time,

we had a youngster here as a patient

who was using a great amount of

blood. In response, a number of

family members and their friends

came to donate. Predicting urgent

patient needs and the subsequent

response is an impossible task. We
are always in need of blood as the

residents of Los Angeles donate at

the lowest rate of any city in the

nation.

We truly regret the long waits that

occurred and offer our sincere

apologies to all those who were

inconvenienced.

Barbara Willahan

Administrative nurse III

Blood and Platelet Center

On-campus parking

should be addressed

It's getting bad. Really bad. I

can'^ sleep, I'm moody, irritable and

gripped by an inescapable feeling of

impending doom. And just what is

the cause of my malaise, you ask?

PMS? The crisis in the Middle East?

Fear of another El Nino? No, not

even close. My personal hell can be

See liTTmS, page 20
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Griswold IS a third year English student.
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CEMTRAL AMERICAN
FLOOD VICTIMS NEED

YOURHELP
Canned foods, bottled water,

medicine and supplies are desperately needed now

For donation location information,
call X55969, x66452 or 52333

CO

MONGOLS
UCLA STUDENT SPECIAL

Purchase a Mongolian BBQ
combo and receive one free

soft drink w/ student ID!

1 064 Gayley Ave.
Westwood Village

tel:

(310) 824-3377

CONTACTS
Disposables

Clea(. sptveres. wkly uf biwkly

all maior brands

Soft Daily or

Ext. wear
Clear, spheres, B & L

Soft Astigmatic or|

Hard Gas Perm.
B&L, Boston

129

EXAMS
"or Glasses
Inc. glaucoma test)

For Contacts
(Inc. 2 mo. follow-up)

ARMANI, CALVIN KLEIN,
SAKI, MODO, GUCCI,

MOSSIMO, ALAIN MIKLI,
POLO, J.P. GAULTIER,

VERSACE, DKNY, PERSOL,
* DIOR, POLICE, YOJI
YAMAMOTO, HUGO BOSS

and many more!

OVER 5,000 FRAMES &
CONTACTS IN STOCK

15 Years of Experience
Hi-Tech Instruments

We accept most insurance.

DR. B. COHENMEHR, OD
3116 Wilshire Blvd. Santa Monica
(5 blocks west of Bundy, across ffo«i Big 5)

(310) 828-2010
Free Parking

GLASSES
30 OFF

25 OFF

All Designer

Frames

All Ultra

Thin Lenses

PACKAGES
Exam & Contacts or

Exam & Glasses*
'Corilacts Clear, Spheres, B&L. Daily or Exi Wear or 2 Boxes

ot Clear. Spheres weekly Oisp All Maior Brands

'Glasses From our special selection Single vision CR 39

Bin

I «pires 1?'?5/9B May iiol bw coinhiiHKl with uttwf discounis oc plans

HUGE CLEARANCE SALE
Thursday thru Sunday Dec 3 to Dec 6

Featuri(|g^.merchanai&e from the Catalog

®

Everything Under$ 1

3

Thousandlkof Dresses, Sweaters,
Jackets, Skiitj^ants; Jeans and.Blouses

.§ A Big selection of

YOUNG MEN'S CASUAL CiOTHING
From me Hottest Action Sportswear Manufacturer

60% TO 80%
Original Prices

700 West 32nd St. (Downtown LA next tween Figueroa & Hoover)

SHRINE EXPO CENTER
Admission Only $1 All major credit cor

Thurs-Fri lOdm-Ppm Sat

^^pmsented by:

4fPAREL Designer
1-E88-530-00I4

ch^|ks and cash occepted

linB^am*7pm

-ADZ-

FREE Addmission for 4 people with this od
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summed up in two words: campus

narking.

At the risk of sounding a bit melo-

dramatic, this parking situation is

ruining my life. Honestly, it is. This

daily nightmare of hopelessly roam-

ing the streets of Westwood in search

of the sacred parking spot has pushed

me to the edge. As a result, I've^

already missed several classes and if

this continues, I'm going to flunk and

not graduate. And if I don't graduate

ril probably wind up working the

graveyard shift at 7-Eleven selling

Slurpees into the wee hours of the

night - all because there's no park-

ing!

Another problem stemming from

this grow ing crisis (and far more seri-

ous than my own petty troubles) is

the rampant abuse o( handicapped

placards by the healthy and able-bod-

ied.

Kor about S2()0, anyone can pur-

chase one o\' these permits and gain

access to any of the choice, blue-

marked slots. And not only does this

practice hurt those who need these

accommodations the most, but other-

wise normal, law-abiding students

are being forced and corrupted into

employing such unethical tactics.

But as the old saying goes, desper-

ate times require .desperate mea-

sures.

So what's the answer? For starters.

instead of wasting school money on

ob^scu re, non-rcvenue-b rinmg i^po r ttj

such as water polo or lacrosse, I'd

like to .see more parking structures -

build a parking sky scraper if neces-

sary - whatever it takes!

Or, another solution is to simply

limit enrollment; I'm tired of sitting

on the floor anyway.

Regardless of whether any of my
ideas-are adopted. I know that I'm

not alone in voicing my frustration.

So let us all hope something is done

soon. Please. After all, my life hangs

in the balance as I contemplate a

career spent in yellow and orange

stripes.

Tina Cheng

Fourth-year

Sociology

GRISWOLD
From page 18

Drug traH'ickers and their families are

among the leading backers of high-

profile infrastructure projects in

Burma. They launder their money
with impunity in banks controlled by

the military."

Albright agreed; I'hststing, "It is no

accident that Burma is the world's

leading producer of heroin." As long

as the brutal and unaccountable

SLORC regifrtc remains in power,

massive quantities of heroin will con-

tinue to tlow from Burma into Los

Angeles and other cities around the

United States.

Continued foreign investment in

Burma has been critical in allowing

the SLORC to maintain its grip on

power. The Wall Street Journal, typi-

cally a proponent of "constructive

engagement." argues that the case of

Burma is different, where continued

foreign investment only puts "money
directly into SLORC's pocket ... (and)

gives the generals yet another reason

to cling to office no matter how many
bodies of their fellow citizens pile up."

The democratically elected leader,

Aung San Suu Kyi, argues that. "Until

we have a system that guarantees rule

of law and basic democratic institu-

tions, no amount of aid or investment

will benefit our people. Profits from

business enterprises will merely go

toward enriching a small, already very

privileged elite Companies such as

UN(X'AL only serve to prolong

the agony ot my country. b\ encour-

SefGRISW0L0,page21
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GRISWOLD
From page 20

aging the present military regime to

persist in its intransigence."

In the face of these facts, the man-

date for the City of Los Angeles to act

could not be more clear. Cities around

th'j United States have already passed

similar laws for Burma.

ITie New York City Council recent-

ly made New York the \M\\ city to

refuse to do business with corpora-

tions who continue to subsidize the

brutal SLORC regime.

After the ordinance passed with a

50-0 vote. Mayor Rudolph Giuliani

signed the law, calling the military's

war against the people o\' Burma "a sit-

uation beyond what conscience can

really tolerate."

1 hope that Mike Feuer. the council

member for UCLA and surrounding

areas, and his colleagues will vote to

support the proposed Free Burma

law.

Los Angeles has an effective tool to

help stop human rights abuses in the

Southeast Asian nation of Burma

while, at the same time, helping to

curb the How of heroin into our com-

munities. It's time to use it.

For more information on the ordinance,

please contact the Burma Forum at

bfla@freeburma.org.

(ICVCK
From page 18

phy limits the choices that a woman
has and invokes the repression of

Victorian times.

This relates to another important

point. Despite the common stereo-

type, the greatest number of people

renting porn are couples. This is

shown in the increase of "chick porn,"

which is pornography geared especial-

ly toward women. These media

emphasize the female sexual experi-

ence and encourage couples to experi-

ment. There is no violence or degrada-

tion, just people enjoying themselves.

Also, compare pornography to

other things that are legally available,

and see which is worse. For example,

orte can go to Blockbuster and rent

"Faces of Death." yet one can not

rent the original version of

"Showgirls."

I see the logic: watching animals

getting disemboweled is healthy,

whereas watching people voluntarily

having sex is not.

In fact, our anti-porn laws have got-

ten so ridiculous that a law now exists

that prevents the simulation of child

pornography. This means that if the

people involved appear to be under

18, the act is a crime.

The actors involved could both be

35, but if they look underage, the act is

a crime.

Who decides whether they appear

to be underage? Cicnerally it is the

government, abiding by another sub-

jective law that has no concrete basis,

but rather it exists on ambiguous crite-

ria.

And do not forget the issue of free-

dom of expression. Pornography

involves consenting adults who so

choose to be involved in this field. The

First Amendment does not say any-

thing about protecting what is morally

proper, but rather the choice of the

individual to express himself or herself

in whatever legal manner he or she

pleases. For some, pornography is this

means of expression. If one is oflend-

ed by porn, do not watch or look at it.

There is no law saying you have to

Therefore, it is no one's business to

regulate what a person decides to do

with his or her own body.

Anti-porn crusaders do nothing

more than degrade women By push-

ing for legislation, these factions serve

to promote the idea that women can-

not make decisions for themselves and

need the protection of the patriarchal

state

U.C.LA. Royce Hall

THIS SATURDAY! 8:00 PM
Rcsen>ed tickets $25 ($12 U.C.l.A. students lu/ ID), available at

tJie U.C.L.A. Central Ticket Office and all^^^^^- outlets

including Blockbuster Pavillion, Tower Records, Robinsons-Maif,

Vie Wherehouse, Tu Musica, & Ritmo Latino.

Info a Charge by Phone

310-825-2101, 213-365-3500
OR 714-740-2000
or online at http://www.cto.ucla.edu

Please join us in suf^hnt of Project: Let's Help by

bringing a donation of non-perisliable food to tlie concert

Look for his latest CD "All the Seasons of Geor;^c \\'insto}i"

UCLA PEER HELPLINE

"Trainspotting"
(Nirmu Him)

Diracted by: Daaay Boyle

Featarin^: Ewaa Mcfrefor, Ewca BreMMff, Kevia Nckidd

TODAY!
Follovwdby a talk on substance abuse by Pam Viele,

Director ofhealth education, as well as a QSA hrum.

Admission is FREE!

SHAK£Y *S Pizza will be served!

Thursday, December 3rd

Knudsen 1220B
7-1 0PM

,

Holiday Savings
» )j»'!

Holiday Wrapping Papers

TOTAL CLEARANCE
Regularly Valued at $4.99, now only

Holiday Christmas Cards from Paper Magic

Great

Selections!

New Candles

30% OFF $1.99 each $1.99 each

(^ BEANIE BABIES
$4m99 each (selected styles)

^jA Hard to find & new releases

^m^ up to $6.99 ^

The Vltimate Gift Store"

310.824.1688
1 090 Westwood Blvd

Expires 12/7/98

Prices and discounts valid only with ad
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Tale cues in essence of individuality

PERFORMANCE: Ah Q'

combines dance, theater

to critique human nature

By Sandy Yang

Daily Bruin Stafif

A story written in 1921 by a Chinese

author wouldn't seem like a timely com-

mentary on American society today.

But playwright, actor and visiting pro-

fessor Ying Xu will prove that there is

such a tale with this week's Dance

Building performance of "Ah Q.
" a tale

that transcends time and culture.

Performed by a host of professors and

other professionals, the talc transmits a

universal but disturbing comment on

human nature.

"Ah Q," an integration of theatrics,

music and dance co-direclcd by Xu and

choreography professor Victoria

Marks, is based on "The Real Story of

Ah Q," by famed Chinese author, Xun

Lu. Conaidcr6d 6M c^rme WOfll Impor

tant pieces of literature in this century.

Lu's works are required reading for

schoolchildren in China.

Bringing the story of "Ah Q" to

America, Xu feels that Americans can

also take away from the story its mes-

sage of the power of individuality.

As the 2 1 st century approaches, this

story - about a man who accepts and

allows anything, however unjust or ter-

rible, to happen to him - certainly finds

relevance in today's society. As trends

and the media push society into confor-

mity, and those in higher positions are

able to manipulate the public, associate

producer Sue Fan says "Ah Q" serves

to challenge people's passive tenden-

cies.

"It is a mentality that people recog-

nize as universal," Fan says. "By kx)k-

ing at human nature, we all have our

way of rationalizing our actions. It is a

survival mechanism to look at the

.brighter side of things even when you're

being humiliated."

The story, described by Xu as a "dark

comedy," tells of Ah Q, a hapless char-

acter who has no individual viilues or

thoughts of his own. Instead, he relies

solely on his surroundings to dictate his

well-being, whether he is beat up or

becomes the victim of cruel injustices.

Ah 0. however, passively accepts his

bleak fate and tries to make sense of the

situation by pinning the blame on him-

self or rationalizing that everything is

for the better.

"Ah Q is always trying to figure out

how to be a winner even in a situation

where he's totally a loser," Xu says.

"He's some guy you can laugh at, but at

some point you start to feel very uncom-

fortable because you realize you do

that, too. You get into a bind and you

say, 'Oh well, I guess it's best that way or

I meant it to be that way.'"

For Xu, the morality tale doesn't just

represent the weakness of human

nature, but the detriment that allowed

the senseless destruction and deaths in

China's cultur;il revolution from 1966

to 1976.

"If we don't recognize

^the Ah Q ... among alF

think is right and wrong."

Though Lu's work garnered world-

wide respect, its controversial messages

caused some of his stories to be cen-

sored in China. Lu, however, was cele-

brated as an anti-hero and one of the

most important literary figures of the

century.

"(It was) later in his career that (Lu)

wrote, 'The reason I wrote Ah Q-like

stories is because if we don't recognize

the Ah Q characteristic among all of us,

then we will see Ah Q all over the place,

and Ah Q will live, and that would be a

tragedy for China.'" Fan says. "That

was prophetic in a way."

Marks says, "Xun Lu wrote the story

because he was trying to write some-

thing that would make his fellow citi-

zens look at their character and to

change their character to make a better

country."

"(Lu's stories) were all social criti-

cisms. In some way. they also suited the

various political agendas. It's interest-

ing that it's always been interpreted dif-

ff ri-ntiy Mt HifTtTcrU time^

of US, then ...AhQ will

live, and that would be

a tragedy for China."

XunLu
Author

Xu lived through this period where

the people in general did not try to stop

the mass hysteria resulting from the

Chinese government's campaign to

eliminate individual opinion.

Learned people were condemned to

live in secluded areas while a riot

endured for 10 years. It was a time when

everyone followed the crowd no matter

how terrible the result.

"If (the Chinese at that time) had

taken this story and this character seri-

ously and used it as a kind of mirror, I'm

sure that the cultural revolution (would

not have happened)," Xu says. "The

power of this literature is that if you

look at yourself honestly, you won't sim-

ply react with whatever the times are.

You'll think for yourself with what you

llirough this performance, the inter-

pretation of "Ah Q" is made even more

flexible, as Xu's version also explores

his life as impacted by Ah Q. The result

is a narrative that alternates between

telling the story that Lu created and the

interpretation that Xu expresses as the

narrator in the performance.

"(Xu) helps (us) to see the story

about Ah Q, but also now and then he

will stop and talk about something he

remembers from his own childhood, so

it moves into a personal narrative,"

Marks says. "It gives us more under-

standing ofhow Ah Q is not only a liter-

ary or theatriciil creation but reidly has

great potency that was in Ying Xu's

life."

Xu's and Mark's interpretation will

be realized on the stage by six perform-

ers and 11 musicians, combining

Chinese opera and western postmod-

ern dance. Three of the performers are

also visiting professors, including Xu,

Liu ZiWei and Liu Qi-Chao. After this

premiere, "Ah Q" will still be per-

formed during the winter quarter but by

UCLA students for neighborhood high

schools.

See HISTORY, page 28

ENTERTAINMENT
Psyched Out

With the new Psycho movie coming

out, the Daily Bruin will take a look at

the classic version. Check out Friday's

paper for a review.
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Dance

The Rockettes,

America's favorite

dance troupe, are

spreading the

holiday spirit

from New York

to Los Angeles

By Sandy Yang
Daily Bruin Staff

In the midst of the countdown to Christmas, the

holiday season is in full swing here in Los Angeles.

Wilshire Boulevard is decorated with white lights,

outlining bells and candy canes. Store windows are

streaked with greens and reds, wishing the senti-

ments of the holidays. The snow isn't falling, but the

air is cooler.

Now Los Angeles can add another Christmas tra-

dition to the list: "The Radio City Christmas

Spectacular.
" v —

Now in six cities, the New York Christmas tradi-

tion has expanded in the last few years to places

such as Chicago and Detroit, giving audiences

around the country a chance to see the famed preci-

sion dance team, the Rockettes.

Known for their high kicks, matching outfits and

flawless synchronisity, there are 20 Rockettes in this

year's LA. production. Since their debut in Radio

Citv in 1932. the famous Rockette kick line has
-

•

become a regular sight come Christmas time. Along

with the Radio City Christmas Spectacular perfor-

mances, the Rockette's popularity has pervaded

other mediums of entertainment including parades.

it on the
west SI

Davidson & Choy Pubkity

See ROCKETTES, page 27 j^e Rockettes will be coming to the Universal Amphitheater with their show, 'The Radio City Christmas Spectacular."

Band Night helps aspiring musicians come together

iK;iAc»me» kn rfw Oftofmnyj A#is

The department of world arts and cultures presents "Ah Q," a performance about China's best

known literary character.

MUSIC: UCLA students

share interest in rock at

impromptu jam session

By Brent Hopkins

Daily Bmin Contributor

Tired of listenmg to the same old

rcc>'clcd stuff (m the radnV II yimxr

got an Itching dcMre to gel out and

hear some music played by actual.

livmg, breathing musicians, and

you're not l(M>king to fork over anv o\

your hard earned cash, you can give

Band Night a try this Prida>

Put together by the UCLA Musk

Qub. the event is designed to spot

light UCLA bands and offers aspir-

ing musicians a place tojam together

"It gives people a chance to sec

new music for free," says Adam
Benite/. one of the night's organi/

ers.

This is the third showca.se hostai

by the music club, which put on lv\>'

similar shows last year. The mo^i

recent event brought a crowd o\' 7^

and ihe club ht>pe^ llial this late**'

incarnation, which has been mou
heaviK advertised, will bring ewi.

more Beginning with pertbrmancc

from several local bands, the nigh?

will culminate in an open jam session

at which all participants are wcl

come

The evening is to be the highlight

of the music club's quarter-long

efforts to unite like-minded musi-

cians. Meeting once a week in

Kerckhoff Hall, the club does not

limit itself to any particular genre,

hut is primarily r(x:k oriented.

In its get-togethers, members dis-

cuss new developments m popular

music, plan outings to clubs and con-

certs, share demo tapes, and play

msirunK'nts together llic majt)rilyi-

ol Its members are guitar enthusia.sts.

but pa.si meetings have seen perlor

tnances from artists v,\\o play instru-

tnents as diverse as violins and bag-

pipes

These wcckK jams allow musi-

cians to come up with new ideas bv

plaving with other kindred spints

"It's like a stepping stone to devel-

opment," says Helen Parish, another

organizer and leader of the club.

Also an avid music fan and gui-

tarist. Parish participated in previous

shows. She has been putting together

meetings in her spare time from her

position as a research asscKiate m the

atmospheric sciences department

Band Night is an extension of the

-dubs weekly ellorts and will hope-

fully garner some recognition for the

participants

"Its giving some people a chance

to pla\ who wouldn t have normalK

been able to. ' Parish says

The performance atmosphere

allows for a richer experience than

wouki come Irom an aimless jam in a

garage.

First up on the concert stage will

be Astral, an alternative duo com-

prised of UCT.A students Ben

Weiner and Arthur Lee. Weiner. a

second-year Hnglish student, pro-

vides guitar and vocals, while. Lee. a

fitth-year psychobiology student,

plays keyboards and guitars while

also singing

Citmg intluences such as Jh^
Cure. Smashing Pumpkins and

Radiohead. the two have been play-

ing together for seven months the\

met one aiu^ther through the Music

Club Astral has also performed

under the name hnraptured. which

<
.

11

'

UClAMuHC Ckit

Guitarist Hcltn Parish and her band play at last year's Band Night, presented

by the UCLA Music Club
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The Antics drive mainstream listeners crazy with mix of genres

MUSIC: Up and coming quartet presents stereotype-defying style

through radio-^friendly tunes with other Bruin groups at The Gig

By Cyrus McNally

Daily Bruin Contributor

What might you call a band whose average set

list includes so many musical genres that two

hands are needed to count them? What might you

call a band that molds jazz, Afro-Cuban rhythm,

grunge, blues, hip-hop and a dash of Ani Dilranco

all into a palatable form of pop?

C all the band The Antics, and call it anything

but static. The Antics (whose name will soon

change to "Skinny and The Diggs") makes its

debut as a quartet today at The Ciig. They will be

joined by three other UCLA student-run bands:

Love Ruckus, Jenni Alpert and Thick Sliced

Bacon, and Left o\' Zed. Best typified iis radio-

friendly pop for a generation that has seen more

cultural intermingling than ever before. The

Antics take modern rock to a new dimension.

Though sometimes daunting, the band pulls ofl"

the task of musical hybridization with a distinctive

finesse. Excessive weirdness is kept at bay with

instinctive pop-format sensibilities, and the band

strives to maintain cohesion at all costs.

"It all comes out as one big groove ball," says

drummer Salar Saleh, of the band's ever-morph-

ing sound. "We're always working on branching

it out and diversifying it."

Saleh, a fourth-year communications student,

is one of the first members of the band, which has

been around in various forms for more than a

year. Originally a duo with Saleh and current gui-

tarist and vocalist (lavin Bcllour, a fourth-year

theater student, the band is now a foursome fea-

turing two guitarists, a drummer and bassist.

The duo got started playing gigs at the

Westwotxl Brewing Company. As they near the

end of their undergraduate careers, both are con-

sidering playing with their current lineup profes-

sionally.

Ilie quartet is rounded out by bassist John

Classick (who prefers to be called "The Electric

[*uma") and guitarist Mike DeLarez. The two

recent additions (both non-students) have fairly

extensive resumes as far as "college band" mem-

bers go. Classick has played professionally in var-

ious recording sessions, including on a recent

recording of the musical "Hair," and DeLarez is a

proud veteran of a Neil Diamond cover band.-

Considering the possibility of getting caught

up in commercialistic pitfalls of the music indus-

try, Bellour sticks to his primary motivations. He

remarks that above all. it is most important to

"just have fun, and not take ourselves too serious-

certain gel which binds the band together, and

Bellour describes their first efforts as a four-piece

"clicking right off the bat."

It's safe to say that

there are no (musical)

grounds that The Antics

won't try touching.

"We love each other," says Classick.

Such enthusiasm, however, does not always

arise from sharing similar interests. When asked

to name some of its respective musical influences,

the seemingly simple question unlocks paragraphs

o\' printed word. Names range from Afro-Cuban

king Pancho Sanchez to blues legend Muddy

Waters to the eclectic (irateful Dead. It's safe to

say that there are no grounds The Antics won't try

touching.

"I think, we can throw out country and opera,"

suys Saleh. The declaration, however, is quickly

shot down by the others, and the conversation dis-

integrates into a rare argument.

Vowing never to give in to the inflexibility of

modern radio, the quartet offers the public some-

thing different from the many redundant alterna-

bands saturating today's music scene, but remains

pleasing to the ears; not an easy task by any

means.

Salar Saleh and his band, The Antics, practice at his apartment.

CHARLES KUO/Ddily Brum

r
[

The Antics measure potential long-term suc-

cess by its inherent chemistry, which seems to be

abundant when it comes to songwriting. There is a

MUSIC: The Antics play at 8 p.m. Thursday at The

Gig, located on 1 1637 West Pico Blvd.The cost is $5.

For more information, call (3 1 0) 444-9870.
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HATE HIDDEN COSTS!
—DR. ROSS J. SOMERS, OPTOMETRIST, (UCLA Alumni

MB "That's why all of my contact

lens packages are complete.

You won't be surprised by

unexpected fees when you

allow us to CARE for you."
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IBI

ONTACT LENSES
(Includes)

Complete eye exam • Care kit

Computerized contact lens fitting • 6 months follow-up care

DAI TC/-U • ^®f^'^® agreement (like insurance)

&wm . (310)319-9999
1531 Wilshire Blvd. Santa Monica

(corner of 1 6lf» Street, across from Joguar Sfiowroom)
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$20
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^j^&•Ml DRIVING & TRAFFIC SCHOOL
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special Student and Staff Discount inj^jji
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June 27-July 31, 1999

Earn four or eight units toward your degree.

Study with Cambridge professors and tutors.

Enjoy excursions to Scotland, London, Stratford, and more.

For afree brochure please contact UC Irvine Summer Session

Phone: (949) 824-5493
E-mail: summcr-session@uci.edu

Web site: www.summer.uci.edu
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BOOKS, MUSIC, VIDEO, AND A CAFE.

Artists from the Baila Habibi Dance Compilation

perform at Borders' Concert in the Round.

Friday, Dec. 4*^ at 8:00pm

Cassese De^W
^ Fields

Perform TANGOS in a special

dance concert and signing at

Borders' Concert in the Round.

^Sunday COMEDY Borders on Dec. 6*' at 7:30 pm :|<<

Drama West Production presents a special holiday

performance of music and theatre.

Monday, Dec. 7*^ at 7:30 p.m.

TcA^er
Discuss and signs

The Playboy Guide To fazz

Wednesday, Dec. 9*^ at 7:30 p.m.

Solo pianist to perform

'Winter Show' at Royce
Pianist, composer and producer George

Winston will perform his "Winter Show" at 8

p.m. Saturday at Royce Hall.

Winston will play songs from his upcoming

solo piano album, "Plams," as well as pieces

from his recent "Linus & Lucy - The Music of

Vince Guaraldi" and the compilation CD, "All

the Seasons of George Winston." Wmston will

also perform selections from his favorite

musical tradition, Hawaiian slack key gui-

tar.

A food drive will be held at the perfor-

mance to support local non-profit organi-

zations that provide food and emergency

assistance to people in need.

Tickets are $25 with reservations and >

$ 1 2 for UCLA students with valid I D. For

ticket information, call (310) 825-2101.

Student troupe's play

celebrates Cocteau
UCLA's Theater Underground and

Adam O'Neill present Jean Cocteau's

"The Lagle With Two Heads" this

Saturday at 7 p.m. and Sunday at I p.m.

and 7 p.m in Macgowan Hall 1350. All

performances are free.

Produced by UCLA theater graduate

and playwriting M.F.A. grad student

Kristen Hanggi, the student-run produc-

tion is directed by senior theater student

O'Neill.

Featm ingwi iim tlicatiM student Hila i y:

lead roles, "The Eagle With Two Heads" por-

trays two isolated individuals from different

social spheres finding each other and connect-

ing.

UCLA students Ryan Andrzejewski,

Jonathan Sayres. Michael Triglia and Alexis

White round out the skilled cast.

The play focuses on the life of a queen

roughly based on the historical figure Empress

Elizabeth of Austria.

After being socially restricted all her life,

she discovers that to preserve the first real rela-

tionship she has ever known, she must commit

the ultimate sacrifice.

Coming face to face with her death, she

finds that the man who wants to kill her shares

her same spirit. The play beautifully and tragi-

cally explores the possibilities of this concept.

"This show is really about discovering and

creating our own destinies," Hesse says.

, The play's poetic nature and tone facilitates

the creation of a suspended reality, where

notions such as "who 1 am" vs. "who I want to

be" are explored. '

Hesse and Steve Connell in compelling. Brown Christmas."

lijiUi' C Jt Ht'ioicls

P ianist GeorgeW inston devotes much of h i s performances to the mus ic of "A Chdtlitf

It also examines the balance between cur-

rent reality and projected aspiration.

The project is the result of a collaborative

process that includes many UCLA students.

Oddlager plays unique

tunes at The Whisky
This Sunday night, the local punk band

Oddlager rocks the seedy interior 'of The
Whisky. Known as the place where everyone

from the Doors to (Juns 'N' Roses have

gotten their start, the local venue may cata-

pult yet one more up and coming young act

to mega stardom.

Oddlager has already garnered a reputa-

tion for heart-pounding shows amongst

Whisky regulars, this show promising to be

no exception..

Churning out trample-inducing beats

alongside a whirlwind guitar, Oddlager

pounds dow n chord after chord of heady

material.

But even if the anti-crooners never

break in on mainstream success, Sunday

nights show will no doubt be a steel-toed,

boot-stompingaffair.

Joined by fellow angst-filled acts.

Madcapper, Dr. Know and l\Mson Idea,

the evening promises to be a great way to

alleviate pre-finals stress. And as an oppor-

tunity to get pumped for plenty of the holi-

day cheer, nothing could be finer.

Doors open at 8 p.m. The $ 10 event ben-

efits no one but the starving musicians, if

enough people show up for them to at least

break even. How punk rock.

See BRIEFS, page 30
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Hosts All Things Comedic at Borders' Concert in

the Round.

Saturday, Dae. 12** at 8K>0 p.m.

1360 Westwood Blvd.
310.475.3444

MANN

Westwood

MANN

VILLAGE
961Broxtua.
208-5576

I
' Ttw Seige (R)

Dolby Digital THX
MonTh(1:15 4:15)71510 15

'
. «, ,

' '

.

—
BRUIN
948Bf0x1on
239MANN

Very Bad Things (R)

Dolby Digital - THX
MonTh (12 00 2 30 5 00) 7:45 10 30

NATIONAL The Rnarals Movie (G)

10925 Lindbrook THX-Dolby Digital -Sorry No Passes
208-4366 Mon-Th (11:45 2:15 4:45) 7:15 9:30

FESTIVAL Home Fries (PG-13)

10887 Lindbrook THX - Dolby SR Sorry No Passes
208-4575 Mori -Th(1.304 15) 700945

REGENT
1045 Broxton

2083259

PLAZA
1067Glendon
208-3097

Pleasantvilte (PG-13)

Dolt)y Digital

Men -Ttt (1:00 4 00) 7 00 10 00

Santa Monica
CRITERION 3 Jerry Springer: Ringmaster (R)

1313 3rd St THX - Dolby Digit,)!

Pfonierwde Moo - Th (11 45 2 15 5 00> 7 45 JO 15

395-1599

CRITERION 4 American History X (R)

THX - Dolby Digital

Mon-Th (2 00 4.30) 7.15 10.15

CRITERION 5 The Siege (R)

Dolby Digital Stadium Seating

MonTti(l2 30 3 45)7 00 10 00
Wiiard of Oi (C)

THX Dolby Digital

Mon-Th (11:45 4 30)

CRITERION 6 Pleasanlville (PG-13)

THX Dolby Digital

Mon-Th 7 00 10 00
AnU (PC)

Dolby Digital

Mon-Th (12 15 2 30)

LAEMMLE

West Hollywood
8000 Sunset (al Crescent Heights) Free Parting

UNITED ARTISTS

Westwood

SUNSET t
^

(213)848 3500

. '. " late Bianchetl

Elliabeth

Daily (t 10)4 05 7 00 9 55

UA WESTWOOD
10889 Wellwonh
475-9441 ..

Celebrity (R)

Dolby Stereo THX
^ MonTh2 104 45 7 30t0 20.

GENERAL
Beverly Hills

Beverly Connection Presented m THX Digital Sound
Enemy ol the Stale (R)

11:35 2.205.108 00 10 45

Beverly Connection

SUNSlT 2 Winner Best film/Best Actress

(213)848 3500 Central Station

Mon- Th(11am1 30 4 15)7 00 9 45

Eliiabeth (R)

Dolby Digital

Men Thu (1:20 4:10) 7:00 9.50

WESTWOOD 1 Jery Springer Ringmaster (R)

1050Gayley Stereo

208-7664 Mon - Th (12 30 2 45 5 10) 7:30 9 50

WESTWOOD 2 Living Out Loud (R)

1050 Gay ley Stereo

208-7664 Mon - Th (1210 2:30 4:50) 7:15 9:40

WESTWOOD 3 I'll Be Home lor Christmas (PG)

1050 Gayley Stereo

208-7664 Tu-Th(12 20)7 00 9 15

Antz(PG)
Stereo

Tu-Th (2:35 4:45)
•

'

'
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;
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WESTWOOD 4 Billy (R)

1050Gayley Stereo

208 7664 Mon-Th 7 309 45
Wizard ol Oz (C)

Dolby Digital

Mon-Th (12:00 2 30 5 00)

PACIFIC

Westwood

SUNSET 3

(213)848 3500

SUNSET 4

(213)848 3500

SUNSETS
(213)848-3500

SUNSET
(213)848 3500

CREST
1 262 Westwood Bivd

(S otWiisnire)

474-7866 or

777-FILM (#025)

A Bug's Life (G)

THX - Dolby Digital

Mon-Th (12 00 2 30 5 00)

7 30 10 (W

LAEMMLE
www.laemmle.com

WLA/Beverly Hills

Bargain Shows I \ For All Theatres

This year's Jlw Full Montv
Waking Ned Devine <

Daily (12 45) 3 05 5 25 7 55 10 15

Ew^an McGregor In Todd Haynes'

Velvet Goldmine
Dailyd 30)4 15 7 00 9 45

Sep Adm Amy
Daily (11 00am)

Ian McKellen/Brendan Fraser

Gods & Monsters

Daily (12 00) 2 30 5 GO 7 30 10 00

Weekend Shows:

FnSal Attfif Hours 12.15 am

Please Call lor Showtimes

Sal-Sun Mornino Shows

Please Call lor Showtimes

UA WESTWOOD
10889 Wellwonii

4759441

UA WESTWOOD
10889 Wellworth

4759441

I Still Know What You Did

Last Summer (R)

Dolby SR
Mon Tu. Th 2 30500745 1030

Wed 2:30 10 30

ftmtrican Hiitory X (R)

SODS Digital THX
MonTh 2 00 4 30 7.15 10.00

Presented in Digital Sound
Siege (R)

11:45220500745 1020

Beveriy Connection Presented in Digital Sound
Walei«ov(PG-13)

12:15 2:45 5:00 7:15 9 30

VINE
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Westwood
AVCO CINEMA
lOA40WilsnireBlv(l 1 Bik I olWesiwood

475-0711 Presented m THX Dioilal Sound
Babe Pig In the City (G)

1130 2.0(3 4.30 7 00 9 30

Vine Theaters Rush Hour (PG-13)

Show Times (213) 463-6819 Dulby Stereo

2 movies for $5 130 4:55 8:20

One Free Popcorn & Diet Coke with this Ad

Vine Theaters A Night at the Roxbury (PG-13)
' Dolby Stereo

3:20 6 45

UCLA

Santa Monica

AVCO CINEMA

AVCO CINEMA

AVCO CINEMA

Presented in THX Digital Sound
Enemy of the Stale (R)

12 45 4 15 7:30 10 3(5

Presented in Dioital Sound
MeelJoe Black (PG 13)

.12:00 4:00 8.0()

Out of Sight

Thurs 12/3 7pm. 9:30pm

Fri 12/4 7pm, 9 30pm

ALL MOVIES ARE $2 00
Shows m Acketman Grand Bailioom

Campui Events - ml Mp //www campuMventt ucli tita

tmiil cecinlo«a>ucli edu phone (310) I2&1KI "^

Santa Monica

CRITERION 1 Home Fnes (PG 13)

1313 3rd St THX SODS Oigilal Stadium Seating

Promenade Mon Th(11 45 215 4 45)7 3010 30
395 1599

CfUTERI0N7 VtfyladTIMMidl)
1313 3rd THX Dolby Dwitai
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395 1599

ROYAL
11523SM Blvd

477-5581

tNUSIC HALL1
9036 Wilshire
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MUSIC HALL2
9036 Wilshire
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9036 Wrishire

Meryl Streep

Dancing at Luphnasa

Daily (12.20)2.40 5 00 7 30 9 55

MONICA 1

1322 2nd Street

394-9741

MONICA 2

Ian McKellen/Brendan Fraser

Gods i Monsters
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Presented m Digital Sound
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12 15 2 30445715945
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Autum Sen
Mon-Th (5 00)7 25

Sep Adm Savior

Mon Th 9 55

Beverly Hills
Beverty CommcHoo
La Cienaga at Beverly Blvd

Free 2 1/? hour validated parking 659-591

1

MONICAS 1

4

Woody Allen s

_ Coitkrity

Daily (12 30 2 00) 3 10 4 40 5 50
7 30 8 301010

Beverly Conoecitott"' -ffweirted m OmM Sound«(nU4 Sound
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MONICA
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Ptease Call lor Showtimes

Bovtrty Connection Presented m THX Digilal_SouiKl

NOMO r

12303005
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: A Tertish Bath

Mon Th (5 00) 7 30 10 00 Beverly CoNMCtio*

www laemmle com visi. our website laemmie.ctMn

Presented in Oanal Sound
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TO ADVERTISE IN THE

BRUIN
OR SraNSOR THE HEMEI

Call Rob at 310 206-0903
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Getty Center fosters growth with neighboring institutions, individuals

INSTITUTE: Changes in senior management of facility

diversily both exhibitions at museum, outreach efforts

bring an exhibition on Sigmund Freud

10 its campus. But several months ago

Getty officials called the nearby

Skirball Cultural Center and asked if

it wanted to be the host of the exhibi-

tion, which is now at the Library of

Congress in Washington, adding that

the Getty would still foot the cost,

roughly $300,000. "They approached

us, which I think was a very important

By James Stem-Gold

New York Times

Just about everything in the new

Getty Center's first year of operations

has been larger than life, but one of

the more revealing developments at

its spectacular campus here look

place quietly.

The Getty had previously agreed to

statement," said Dr. Uri Herscher,

president of the Skirball, which is ded-

icated to Jewish-American culture. It

was the first time the Getty had

engaged in such a cooperative venture

with another museum here.

When the J. Paul Getty Trust

opened its $1 billion hilltop home last

Dec. 16 after 13 years of planning and

construction, it was one of the more

celebrated cultural events in the

nation. Visits to the museum are run-

nmg ^bout 50 percent ahead of what

had been expected: close to 2 million

people will have made the trip in the

first year, even though parking reser-

vations have been almost impossible

to obtain, and the museum can be

reached only after a tram ride. As a

result, the Getty's first new construc-

tion project involves an additional set

ofrestrooms.

But behind the big numbers and

public enthusiasm, the Getty, one of

the wealthiest private arts institutions

m the world, has been rethinking its

mission and its role in Los Angeles.

For good or for ill, the once remote

and self-contained museum is reach-

ing out in new ways, as it did to the

Skirball, however slowly at times; it is

also turning from unfettered growth

to an era of limits on what it can do by

itself

Barry Munit/, who was named the

Getty's president and chief executive

shortly after the opening, has made it

See GETTY, page 30
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From page 22

talk shows and award shows. For Los

Angeles, this performance will mark

the first time West Coast natives can

view the Rockettes live.

Having gained a home following in

New York, the first expansion to

Branson, Mo., in 1994 was welcomed

by sold-out shows. Since then, the

show has met with the same enthusi-

astic response that has propelled the

show to a timeless tradition through-

out its 65-year run.

"I think that everywhere in the

States, everyone loves Christmas,"

says Amy Powell, associate director

of the LA. production. "It just

speaks to that part in your heart that

enjoys the holidays, and it brings on a

dance to the celebration."

Included in the multitude of famil-

iar Christmas scenes integrated with

the Rockettes' song and dance num-
bers are traditional numbers such as

"Parade of the Wooden Soldier" and

"The Nutcracker." Live animals and

children also perform, in acts like

"The Living Nativity."

The settings also move from

Santa's Workshop to a Christmas in

New York. And although each num-

The Rockettes, a

group of 20 dancers,

are all versatile

professionals who
must also be able

to act and sing.

ber is a separate entity, all 15 numbers

are tied together by the theme of

Christmas.

For Powell, a native New Yorker,

watching Christmas come alive on

the stage when she was young always

held the fondest memories of both the

holidays and her family.

"I saw, it first when I was a child

and I've remembered it all my life,"

Powell says. "I was talking to my fam-

ily about how I was involved, and I

have a 70-year-old aunt who said, 'I

wanted to be a Rockctte when I was

young.' I think it's one of those rea-

sons why it's successful. It's teamed

generations of people, so each gener-

ation wants to share it with the next

because they remember it so fondly."

Ann Miller, one of the Rockettes

for the L.A. production and a West

Coast native, remembers having the

same contemplation as a child, watch-

ing clips of the Rockettes on televi-

sion in the news and in parades. In

her fourth year as a Rockette (having

performed in Branson ^nd Myrtle

Beach, S.C.), Miller still finds excite-

ment in witnessing the warm and
excited reactions of the crowd upon
seeing the Rockettes.

"To me it's the whole reason to be

a part of the show," Miller says. "It's

just amazing - no matter where I've

gone with the show, people know who

See ROOSTTES, page 29
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If you are ready to

begin a teaching career,

Pepperdine's program,

specially designed for new

teachers, will help you

reach your full potential.

With flexible class
•

schedules, students can

earn a Master of Arts in

Education and Teaching

Credential with an optional

CLAD emphasis-all in

one year.

Seasoned faculty provide

the real-worid experience

you require and the personal

attention you deserve.

M.A. in Education

with Teaching Credential

fill -lUJlilWfhil intuffllcj'lL.'li L'f Uif iJdlc

dnd loc.Jtion of our next inform, Uion session

(800) 347 4849

PEPPERDINE UNIVERSITY
Graduate School of Education and Psychology

Program Information sessions

are held regularly at our

centers In Los Angeles, the

San Fernando Valley and Ventura

and Orange Counties,

TOUR OUR WEBSITE:

http://gsep.p«pperdine.edu/gs«p/
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Irvine, CA 92612
(949) 737-5460
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SUN ComrtgSocX) MOUSE
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featuring

I Jeff Young - Steule Curr -

Kevin Mccormick - Arno lucas -

Mark Coldenberg - Maurlcio lewak

SHOWTIME 9 50PM
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All Interesred DANDS coll

(605)251-6464
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Special Guest DJ RON MILLER
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BRUIN EYE GUY
A BRUIN ALUM o .

Dear UCLA Students and Staff:

It has been a pleasure servingyour vision care needs

for over 25 years in the village. Plf'ose take advantm^e

ofthese great offers listed below. .

.

UuClA Graduate 1967

$99 CONTACT LENSES & EXAM "SPECIAL"

Includes eye exam, fitting, follow-up, and two pair of

Bausch & Lomb daily or extended wear soft contacts.

$99 EYEGLASSES & EXAM "SPECIAL"

Includes lenses and frames from our special selection

(most Rxs) and eye exam.

IF YOU HAVE UCLA VISION CARE INSURANCE:
• We gladly accept your Insurance
• We get the forms for you - just call us.

• Same day appointments availal>le.

• We are experts in showing you how to maximize your

tjenefits

• Terrific eyewear and contact lens selection

IF YOU OONT HAVE VISION CARE INSURANCE:
Take advantage of the specials, or well still give you 10%
off on any non-advertised Items.

"

Villag« Eyes Optometry

=^ -=^ "=^ Jon P,\A3Qel,0>P._
^SSr •-—— a profesacxTl corporacori

310 208-3011
(groUbd door of Momyt BuNOng • acroM from WM^wood Brswery)

VMdatod parking • S« habla FtpaAoi

•

«^s^
''''t"'»l»|(jjl|IH((|; ii«r^

UCLA Center for Prehospital Care
is now accepting applications for the

Winter Quarter 1999!-©^
EMERGENCY MEDICAL
TECHNICIAN (EMT-1)

ELEVEN-WEEK COURSES- $395
January 12- March 25 (or) April 7- June 17

WEEKENDS-$495
January 23- February 28 (or) AphI 17- May 23

ACCELERAT£D-$49&.
December 20-January 6

EMT RECERTIFICATI0N-$125
January 8-11 (or) March 5-8

EMERGENCY CARE TECHNICIAN- $595

January 11 -March 24
'

A late registration fee may apply 14 days prior to the start of tfie course.

To register or for course days and times call

(31 0) 794- 8797
Courses to be held on the UCLA campus

Successful course completion qualifies student for State EMT-1 Certification I

UCLA Center for Prehospital Care

924 Westwood Blvd. Suite 720, Los Angeles, CA 90095-1 369«(310) 794-8797*Fax (310) 794-8796

student Welfare

Commission
has available Director, Assistant

Director, and Staff positions in the

following committees:

AIDS Awareness
UCLA Blood Drive

Campus Retention

Campus Safety

Health and Fitness

Multicultural Awareness

Nutritional Health

Sexual Assault Awareness
Substance Abuse Awareness

— r
'

^

';.:;.;'.

—

i^ you would Uice. to join

or* i^eed tnot^et \njot^n\aHon;

coll Student Welfare ConmiiMtoii ah

(S10) B2B'WB9ik
or visif SWC af 404A Kerckhoff Hall or at

http://8tudents.a0Ucla.ucla.edu/SIIC

STUDENTS 1^
ASSOCi^'ONl

COUNCIL
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Budiveiser

.4<.

jciNOor asKKs.

$5999
KEGS

Naluml L^it kegs

JERRY'S LIQUOR
has all your party needs, including over 30 types

of kegs and a wide variety of cheap wine & spirits.

CALL US - WE WELCOME ALL OFFERS

(310)828-5923
2923 Wilshire Blvd., Santa Monica

The HOT
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1998-99 JACOB MARSCHAK INTERDISCIPLINARY

COLLOQUIUM ON MATHEMATICS IN THE
BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES, UCLA

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 4, 1 998
1:00 TO 3:00 P.M.

MACGOWAN FREUD PLAYHOUSE (inside Theatre Arts building,

Northeast corner o^ Sculpture Garden)

"NUCLEAR PROLIFERATIOIN:
WHAT'S NEW? WHAT'S NOT?

WHAT'S NEXT?

"

Rresfntud by

Albert Carnesale, UCLA Chancellor.

COSPONSORED BY THE DEAN OF THE SCHOOL OF PUBLIC POLICY AND

Social Research; the Dean of the School of Engineering and

Applied Science; the Department of Policy Studies, School of

Public Policy and Social Research; the Department of

Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, School of Engineering

AND Applied Science; the Center for International Relations; the

Center for Comparative Political Economy; and the UCLA

Campus Events Commission.

for .} ( omplcli' ( .ili-mf.u lor lh»' ye.u .ind (liM.iils on previous yv.Ui, please visit iis our wcl)siUv

,
http://www.anderson.ucla.edu/research/marschak/ ^.

^ll^ . ^.«^A,rxB -ruv riBCAX ^St<l>COME AN D DISCOVER TH E GREAT
BARGAINS AT OUR-

UCLA
THRIFT SHOP

CHRISTMAS
OPENINCr

FlttUiMUS DESiGIMER
OIJTFMTS

ARMANI ,CALVIN KLEIN,

CHANEL, FERRAGAMO, DKNY,

HUGO BOSS
AND MANY MORE!

Fur Coats • Jewelry • Household Items •

Furniture -Gift Items • Shoes and

Accessories • Books -Sterling Silver •

Christmas Decorations * Toys

Sat. Dec. 5"" • 1 am-4 pm
Don't miss it!

11?71 MassachusettsAve.

BANDS
From page 22

was rejected for their current label, and

which Lee described as being inspired

by a "spiritual eastern thing."

"^ had a lot of fun." Weiner says of

his previous experience with Band

Night.

The music club seems to be a com-

mon meeting ground for band mem-

bers. Bcnitez, also the guitarist, vocal-

ist and harmonica player for (^heap

Thrills, another returning band, has

met his entire group through the club.

When their oi^iginal bassist departed.

Ihcy found another through club meet-

ings.

The current line up's sound has

been described as folk-rock, but they

have inlluences as diverse as old

favorites like Bob Dylan and The'

Beatles, as well as contemporary inllu-

ences Nirvana and Sublime.

Cheap Thrills and Astral are only a

few of the UCLA bands that have

appeared in past band nights. Other

fe.'itured acts include I'arth, Wind &
Mower, Ihe Press and solo perform-

ers. This year features band perfor-

mance times of slightly under half an

hour. It will give stage time to five

bands which also include Ttie Planet

Killers (from Loyola Marymount),

and two more UCLA entries, Just

Once and Diamond Heist.

Diamond Heist, a self-described

"melodic rock band," borrows its

sound from a variety of elements rang-

m tr<^'T> i^irt' Stniil!>-likc LJah^iiw ruwk

CNR MASSACHUSETTS and SAWTELLE

310.478.1793

PLACE
Full Bar

Excellent Food & Wine

Live Music Tues-Sat
t

No Cover

Big Screen Monday Night Football

2 For 1 Drinks

HOCCO

6-8pm w/Student I.D.
(Incluaes house wine, well drinks and

beer, only 1 coupon per customer)—— with this ad

2930 Beverly Glen Circle

(In the Glen Center off of Beverly Glen Blvd., just south of Mulhollond)

(310)475-9807 www.roccoinla.com

to discordant '90s pop.

The trio also brings along a healthy

sense of humor with their instruments.

The group's website, a tongue-in-cheek

profile, offers deep insight into the

band's character.

Lead vocalist and bass player Dave

I^avlina claims to be a former porn star_

prone to exposing himself onstage and

eschews the label of "singer," prefer-

ring "male vocal artist."

Guitarist Michael Constantini's

biography lists him as a former child-

hood star of "DilTerent Strokes," who

plans to break into the acting business

again one day. Dan Cutting spends

most of his time as the group's drum-

mer, but is also interested in "exploring

all of the musical possibilities of the

jew's-harp."

Once the performance section of

the evening has been c-ompleted, audi-

ence members can feel free to join in.

This massive interactive session

proved to be one of the highlights of

the past events, with groups sponta-

neously forming to jam together.

Theie are no auditions; all attendees

are invited to contribute.

"If someone's burning to play and

they have an in.strument, they're wel-

come." Parish laughs.

MUSIC: Band Night is on Dec. 4, from

7:30 p.m. to 1 1 p.m. in the Kerckhoff

Grand Salon. There is no charge for

admission. For more information, con-

tact Helen Parish at hparish@ucla.edu.

HISTORY
From page 22

Not only a semi-biography or a his-

tory lesson, the story of Ah Q, Xu

hopes, will shake the audience mem-

ber's sensibilities in their perceptions of

themselves.

"I thought that Ah Q's character is

very common," Xu says. "We can see

his character inside of us. Not just the

Chinese but Americans. I would like to

draw people into the theater piece and

then let them discover their own sen.se

of that mirror that reflects theni-

seKesinit." " '
,

PERFORMANCE: "Ah Q" will be present

ed at the Dance Building on Dec. 4 at 8

p.m.; Dec. 5 at 5 and 8 p.m ; and Dec 6 at

5 p.m Tickets are $ 1 5 for general admis

sion and $8 for seniors and students For

ticket information, call (310) 825 2101

For more information, call (310) 825

3951

ROCKEHES
From page 27

the Rockettes are. There's just an

energy you get back from the audi-

ence when we're on stage, and every-

one's excited to see our high kicks.

"It's just completely rewarding

because everyone takes something

from it," Miller continues. "You've

got everyone ranging from Muall chil-

dren to elderly people ... There's

something they're taking iway with

them when they leave the show no

matter what."

The show's appeal can be attrib-

uted to the wide celebration of

Christmas, ;• holiday that people of

all ages can enjoy. For Miller and her

family, the performance even sur-

passes the idea of a Christmas theme.

"it even reaches out past the

whole idea of Christmas." Miller

says. "My family's Jewish, and my
father still grew up coming to the

show, so the overall message of the

show is the holiday spirit ... it's just

exciting that it could be as universal

as this."

Lor those behind the scenes, the

perfect holiday settings and mood
are created a month before. All the

performers are professionals, includ-

ing the animals and children, and can

spend more than seven hours a day

rehearsing. The Rockettes, a group

of 20 dancers, are all versatile profes-

sionals who must also be able to act

and sing, in addition to dancing, the

Rockettes will also sing the opening

number and two new numbers.

The Los Angeles

production will mark

the extension of the

well-known tradition

to the West Coast.

Also included in the cast are 22

singers and dancers, four children,

two ice skaters, six elves and Santa

Claus.

Starting Dec. 9, the show will

come together in front of live audi-

ences.

At the stage two weeks before its

opening, Powell is already feeling the

twangs of excitement and nostalgia

that comes at the opening of the cur-

tains.

"I was in the auditorium, and they

were doing the lights for the front

curtains," Powell says.

"When (the) stars move across it,

it does something to you when you

see it all come together. Then the cur-

tain comes up, and you see the stage

for the first time, twinkling all over

the place and people making an

entrance to the music." i'owell con-

tinues.

"You've been working on it for

weeks - you see it come together and

your heart starts beating faster. It

really is quite stunning to see it all

come together."

Powell is looking forward to the

same response from the L.A. audi-

ence at the spectacular's premiere

this year. The L.A. production will

mark the extension of the well-known

tradition to the West Coast for the

first time.

"Everyone looks forward to

Christmas morning or Christmas

Eve," Powell says.

"Every family has their tradition,

whether it's cggnog or each year in

England, they have this Christmas

pageant. Well, for us here in the

States, it's the Christmas Spectacular

because it becomes a tradition. It

helps you bring in the season
"

Rimsimun wealth
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Extra Large survival bom

With heavy duty clasps ideal for

earthquake survival equipment storage
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PERFORMANCE: "The Radio City

Christmas Spectacular" runs Dec. 9

through 29 at the Universal

Amphitheater Ticket are $19.50 to

$59. SO and are available through

Ticketmaster

ASSORTED GENUINE

COVTISSUE BAGS

TEN DIFFERENT SIZES

^3.95
from

FBURBANK
SOS NortH Victory Blwd

(818) 845-9433

HOLLYWOOD
6664 Hollywood Blvd

(2«S) 46S-4730

SANTA MONICA
f43t Lincoln Blvd

(SlOi 4S8-4166
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We can give you

mm
Extended hours until 1 am
Mon.-Thurs.p Tenth and Finals J/1

Ackerman 2nd floor Lounge

Viewpoint Lounge

: Terrace Dining area

Kerckhoff 2nd floor lounge

Kerckhoff 3rd floor lounge

...and

!^v+.M.**. pRUIQ^i

:^

<"^f'trtfy-jtirtt

Sun.-Thurs., Tenth and Finals Weeks

We have extended

our hours just for you!

MHQIJI North Campus
s«HB Student Center

9pm-llpm

Kerckhoff Coffee House

9pm-midnight
m»mu

Jimmy's Coffee House

9pm-10:30pm
|

Brewed coffee. 25% off specialty coffees.

flssociflitosiyotHis

RfSTflUBflNTS
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^p^ CUP AND SAVE

^^^
•Not valid on Sicilians or with any other offer. Must mention ad.

Exp. 12/10/98
- LARGE

PIZZA w/

Free Liter

TWO TOPPINGS

TAX INCLUDED

Exp. 12/10/98

LARGE
PIZZA w/

Free Liter

TWO TOPPINGS

TAX INCLUDED
— • ^y^ CUP AND SAVEh

Exp. 12/10/98

LARGE
PIZZA w/

Free Liter

TWO TOPPINGS

TAX INCLUDED

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per pizza.
*

NO 1/2 & 1/2

Limit 3 pizzas per address.

Open until 1 a.m.
Coupons must be given to driver.

Coupon volid at Westwood lo(otion only

- p^ CUP AND SAVE - "

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per pizza.

'

NO 1/2 & 1/2

Limit 3 pizzas per address.

Open until 1 a.m.
Coupons must be given to driver.

Coupon valid at Westwood locotion only.

"268"-867i'
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per pizza.

'

NO 1/2 & 1/2

Limit 3 pizzas per address.

Open until 1 a.m.
Coupons must be given to driver.

Coupon valid at Westwood location only.

LP3©Uttm DDQ Pre-Meds!

Some other MCAT programs would

hove you believe that they have an

unlimited store of practice passages
" that is yours FREE for the taking.'^

Problem is, you can't take their pas-

sages anywhere!

p •

You can't

©®QDQ[5XDaS
If you^re not

Getting accepted into niedical school is a

competition. This is why Hyperieoming is the

only MCAT preparation class that offers

16 ftill-lenqth MCATs.
,

At Hyperlearning, we believe in giv-

ing our students exactly what they

pay for:

Which is why when we say we give

you 16 full-length practice MCATs,

we actually give you 16 full-length

practice MCAFs.

Don't Delay...Enroll Today!

(310) 20a-5000 • (800) MD-BOUND

Classes for the April '99 MCAT start Jan. 15, 99

y i y III Enrolling Now!

UL ^—

#

,^^

THE PRINCETON REVIEW

Now you have a chance to take four practice

MCArs-under proctored conditions - before our

program even begins.

By enrolling NOW you can take full advantage of this

exclusive offer.

Among the benefits:

Develop the ability to thoroughly assess your strengths and

weaknesses before you enter our classroom.

Develop ttie stamina necessary to conquer one of thie

longest, tougtiest standardized tests ever created.

Meet your classmates and begin to form study groups NOW!

U. , /

Mabaa dmsion aj THE PRINCETON REVIEW

Don't D6lciy...Enroll Ibdoy!

(310) 208-5000 • (800) MD-BOUND

BRIEFS
From page 25

One-person shows

make stop on tour

Angclenos will be privy to three

new one-person shows premiering

at the Los Angeles Theatre Center

this weekend.

Will & Company, the resident

artists at LATC. present One on

One; Humanity Uncovered, a col-

lection of tour shows, three of which

begin their national tour in Los

Angeles.

Running Dec. 4 through 19, the

series opens with "Faces of

America," which returns to its

home after an extensive tour of 25

slates.

The one-woman show stars

Jennie Kwan, from the television

series "California Dreams and the

Broadway hit "Miss Saigon."

The festival continues with "The

Emancipation of F^inny Kemble,"

starring Wendie Robie; "William

Shakespeare: Not Without Right,"

starring Colin Cox; and "Aspects:

Laces of America Too," starrin<g

Conrad Cimarra.

Tickets for opening night are

$10; for al other nights, they are-^.

All shows start at 8 p.m. For more

information, contact the LATC box

office at (213) 485-1681.

XffTTY
From page 26

a point to consolidate some of the

trust's activities and to reach out to

other museums here. Munitz has

insisted that the trust's endowment,

though close! to $5 billion, could no

longer be the sole source of support

and that he would be seeking corpo-

rate sponsorships as well as donations

from individuals.

As these shifts gain momentum,

three senior officials have departed.

And some o'i the other museums in

Los Angeles have expressed nervous-

ness about some of the Getty's ambi-

tions. Just this week the Cietty

announced that Miguel Angel Cor/o

had resigned as chief of its respected

Conservation Institute. Munitz insist-

ed that it was just one part of an insti-

tution undergoing what he. called "a

pretty dramatic transformaticm:^

"It wouldn't surpri.se me if there

were one or more resignations down
the road o'i senior people," he said.

"Inevitably that may happen."

The CJetty Trust has long been a

leader in financing arts education

projects, archeological digs and con-

servation efforts around the globe. It

also gives roughly $7.5 million a year

in arts grants.

But Munitz, 57, has sought tojive

these efforts greater muscle, adding

flesh to the initial goals he had vague-

ly sketched when he took over in

January after leaving his post as chan-

cellor of the California State

University system.

"We sort of staggered across the

finish line when we opened last year

and expected we'd take some time to

catch our breath, but Barry came in

with a lot of energy and a desire to

move us to a higher level," said

Stephen Rountree, the chief operat-

ing officer of the trust.

Munitz, who was reared in

Brooklyn, was an unexpected choice

for the job as head of the trust since he

was an academic and businessman

with no experience at an arts institu-

tion. But he made it clear from the

start that he had some new ideas. He
succeeded Harold Williams, a some-

what cerebral former tax lawyer who
had presided over a decade of enor-

mous growth when the Getty, previ-

ously hou.sed m a small faux-Roman

villa m Malibu. was >een as a some-

what cloistered if impressive institu-

tion.

Daily Bruin

Do you want to place

an ad that everyone

at UCLA will read?

Advertise in the Daily

Bruin classifieds:

310-825-2221
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Cameras / Camcorders
Collectibles

Computers / Software
Furniture

Garage / Yard Sales
Health Products
Miscellaneous
Mtfatcarf lnstrumeQia=
Office Equipment
Pets
Rentals
Sports Equipment
Stereos / TVs / Radios
Table Sports

TRANSPORTATION •

4600
4700
4800
4900
5000
5100
5200
5300
5400
5500

Auto Accessories
Auto Insurance
Auto Repair
Autos for Sale
Boats for Sale
Motorcycles for Sale
Parking
Scooter / Cycle Repair
Scooters for Sale

Vehicles for Rent

TRAVEL
5600
5620
5640
5660
5680
5700
5720

Resorts / Hotels
Rides Offered
Rides Wanted
Taxi / Shuttle Service
Travel Destinations
Travel Tickets

Vacation Packages

5800 1-900 numbers
5900 Financial Aid

6000 Insurance
6100
6150
6200
6300
6400
6500

Computer /Internet

Foreign Languages
Health / Beauty Services

Legal Advice / Attorneys
Movers / Storage
Music Lessons

6600 Personal Services

6700 Professional Services

6800 Resumes
6900 Telecommunications
7000
7100
7200

Tutoring Offered
Tutoring Wanted
Typing

7300 Whting Help
•

EMPLOYMENT
7400
7500
7600
7700
7800
7900
8000
8100
8200
8300

Business Opportunities
Career Opportunities

Child Care Offered
Child Care Wanted
Help Wanted
Housesitting
Internship

Personal Assistance
Temporary Employment
Volunteer

HOUSING
8400
8500
8600
8700
8800
8900
9000
9100
9200
9300
9400
9500
9600
970C
980f

Apartments for Rent
Apartments Furnished
Condo / Townhouse for Rent
Condo / Townhouse for Sale

Guesthouse for Rent
House for Rent
House for sale

Houseboats for Rent / Sale

Housing Needed
Room for Help '

' .

Room for Rent
Roommates - Private Room
Roommates - Shared Room
Sublets
Vacation Rentals

index

advertising information

118 Kerckhoff Hall
308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles, CA 90024

INTERNET
E-Mail: classifieds@media.ucla.edu

One issue, up to 20 words $8.00
...each additional word 0.50
Weekly, up to 20 words 27.00
. . .each additional word 1 .50

Monthly, up to 20 words 90.00

Web: http://www.dailybruin.ucla.edu ...each additional word 5.00

For Classified Display ads,
please see our rate card

for variable rate information.

DEADLINES
Classified Line Ads:
1 working day before printing,

at 1 2 noon.
Classified Display Ads:
2 working days before printing,

at 1 2 noon.
There are no cancellations after

noon of the day before printing.PHONE
Classified Line: (310) 825-2221
Fax:(310)206-1359

Classified Display: (310) 206-3060
Fax:(310)206-0528

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Thu: 9:00am-4:00pm
Fri: 9am-2:30pm
The ASUCLA Communications board fully supports the University of California's policy on nondiscrimination No medium shall accept advertisements which present persons of any origin, race, sex, or sexual orientation in

a demeaning way or imply that they are limited to positions, capabilities, roles, or status m society Neitfier the Daily Bruin nor the ASUCLA Communications Board has investigated any of the services advertised or the

advertisements represented in this issue Any person believing that an advertisement in this issue violated the Board's policy on nondiscrimination stated herein should communicate complaints in writing to the Business

Manager, Daily Brum, 118 Kerckhoff Hall, 308 Westwood Plaza, Los Angeles, CA 90024 For assistance with housing discrimination problems, call the UCLA Housing Office at (310) 825-4271 or call the Westside Fair Hous-
ing office at (310) 475-9671 Classified ads also appear on-line at http//www dailybrum ucia edu Placement on line is offered as a complimentary service for customers and is not guaranteed The Daily Brum is responsible

for the first incorrect ad insertion only Minor typographical errors are not eligible for refunds For any refund, the Daily Brum Classified Department must be notified of an error on the first day of publication by noon

^S VISA

PAYMENT
Please make checks payable to

"The UCLA Daily Bruin." We
accept Visa, MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards. Allow 5
working days for mail payments.

HOW TO WRITE
AN EFFECTIVE AD

• start your ad with the

merchandise you are selling.

This makes it easier for readers to

quickly scan the ads and locate

your items.

• Always include the price of your
item. Many classified readers
simply do not respond to ads
without prices.

• Avoid abbreviations—make your
ad easy for readers to understand.
• Place yourself in the reader's

p>osition, ask what you would like to

know about the merchandise, and
include that in the ad. Include such
information as brand names, colors

and other specific descriptions.

1300
Cjunpas Itomuituiiut

13W

1100^—~
Campus Happenings

ALCOHOL AND DRUG
READINESS GROUP

WEEKLY UCLA group lor individuals ques-

tioning their alcohol or drug use. Contact

Elizabeth Suti . 310-206-1148.

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. Dttcussion, Fri. Stap Study, 2408 Ackwman

Ihun. Book S(u<iy, 2408 Ackannan

MA/W Rffl. Dmtal A3-029

Wod. Rm. A3- 029

DiKwstion, AR tiniM 1 2: 1 1 KM pm

foi afco/wMc* or /hdMdUito wfM fMw a drinking probhm.

1800
Miscellaneous

FREE WINNERS, FREE SCORES, FREE
Lines, no money, no operators, no hassles.

www.line-busters.com.

1300
Campus RecruHment

THE ARMYCAN HELPYOU GET
A $40,000 EDGEON COLLEGE^

Tlie Army can help you pet an cdjijc on life and eani nj) to

$40,(XX) for college through the Montgomery (II Hill plus (he

Army College Inuid.

Here's how it works,

luilist for four years. You

then contrihute.SlOOa

month for the first year

from your S 11, 100 first

year salary, fhe Army
then eontribulcs the

remainder. Mnlist for

three years and you earn

.S:i:M)()() or enlist for two

years and earn $L'()..S()0.

Army o|)|)()i1unities get better every day. If you (|ualify.

you could train in one of over 200 challenging and icwarding

high-tech skills in fields like avionics and electronics, satel-

lites and microwave communications, computer and radar

o|)erali()iis -just to name a few.

It makes sense to earn while you learn. For more infoi-

mation about getting money for college, call your Army
Recruilei" today,

—

.. , ,

... ; ,
, , ,

t , , , „
, ^ ^i

l-8()()-lJSA-ARlVIY

ARMY BE ALL YOU CAN BE
®

www.goarmy.com

BECOME A STOCKBROKER NOW!
Full or Part-time

BARABAN TRAINING INSTITUTE

SERIES 7 EXAM PREPARATION

offers you:

• Series 7 and Series 63 Pre-Llcensing Training

• 6-week Programs
• Weekend classes

• Exam sponsorship available through

InterFlrst Capital Corp.

• Full service broker-dealer affiliation for

licensed applicants

Mention this ad and receive a

SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNT!
Call now for information and enrollment

(81 8) 784-0048 or (800) 41 7-8625

RAMA Financial

16255 Ventura Boulevard, Suite 706

Encino, California 91436

e-maii: rutkytrdrOaol.com vvab: http://wvrw.ramafin.com

1800
Miscellaneoiis

SHORTS FESTIVAL
www cinenites.com Taking submissions for

your movie now.

'oi ^ ?

a* C ,/)

T3 a* »«

o 2 uj

E o (/) "m\
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";3 ^ rMt/5
'^ f^ ^ fa

:£eSu

Asian Dreamairls^

NEW 11x17
1999 ASIAN
iTOPlfSS&BlKNW

CALENDAR!
I'catiiriii^ 12 (iiir^i-iiiis

Asi.in ( ,ilnid.ir ( iirls!

Oil, !'''*''( .il4ml.ir tllltwM

SMI. I«..VIS''S,S>V\M.

Ilirn S-'»'»*.»< VVH. I •'"•

SUIMuihSMI IRI) (.Line

VhIo>( .n.ii,<ti' 141)11 VkIim

( •mpmi • Vtrri wiKiir'

MiHKt Kul it iitM Ililt^Kfitl'

,1-800-7771167

MlllliMliJlJ >'.Ktiir\

Mi, Siiiiv.1 HIt.l Silllr MIIMl

WWW asiandreamgirls.com

2000
Pertonals

EUROPEAN WRITERn"RANSLATOR, ac

complished. irKJependant. cosrrxjpolitan. nat

ural, healthy lifestyle, very kind&sensilive

will adopt genuine, bright, commumcalive

pretty, foreign female 310 573-0270

ON LINE holiday grams, gifts* Local parlies.

lobs. and free student bodies looking lor a

good time this bfeak Vitit Buuslete ai

www contumermart com 818-464-3554

miSGaMaiieotts

YOUR CREDIT UNION
Your on-campus&on-line financial services

source, for students, laculty&staff. Visit us at

Ackerman A-Level. on-line at wwwiicti org

orca ll 3 I O-4//-bb<;B.

PUERTO RICAN/ITALIAN male |21) es-
corVmasseur available for men/women/cou-
ples. Call LUCHO's 24/hr Los Angeles pager.

562-220-0262. $150/hour. I will travel any-
where!

Pregnant?

Panicked?

Call1-800-R-HERE-4-U

for the Pregnancy Care

Center nearest you.

Free tests. Confidential,

caring assistance.

We helped 24,000 people last

year and we can help you.

The Right to Life League

of Southern California

2200
Research Subjects

BROKEN HEARTED and gotten revenge.

Share your revenge story, $50 for the best

story. No joke. Nationwide search, e-mail

hollygirl@ prodigy net

'."" "W '

.i iA.im^i^BaBT

JciA/UhC^ tf4^ lit

Join a federally

funded study comparing

a new space age condom
with a classic latex

.^cofKlom. -.M,^4..

"•v:

Free medical care/supplies

to couples

using condoms as birth

control for 6 months

FOR INFORMATION CALL

(800)521-5211
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1300 1^
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1300
CUunpus RsciuNiiMiit

1300
Cwnpiis ItociulliiMil

2300 1300 1300

MEDICAL SCHOOL ADMISSION INTERVIEWS
December 7

KIGEZI INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL OF
MEDICINE

Bring:

Schedule at Preprofessional Advising Office

(310)20S-9969, 1662

A316 Murphy Hall

Completed application & essays (print from website)

Official or unofficial college transcripts

.• >»»WW/}«ir9^^.-i V/». :

NORMAL HEALTHY CHILDREN and adol-

escenls 8-16yrs needed for UCLA research

study Receive $25 for lab expenmenl and

developmental evaluation, and get a scientif-

ic learning expenence. Call 310-825-0392.

POSTMENOPAUSAL WOMEN 45+ (Healthy

or with heart disease) wanted for a study on

coronary artery disease involving small

amounts of radioactivity at UCLA $25/hr (2

days, 4hrs. each) Call 310-q25-1118 or 310-

206-6675.

SPEECH PRODUCTION EXPERIMENT No

metal fillings, not claustrophobic? Sustain

vowels while MRI images your mouth and

throat 5hours at $9/95/hr, plus a CD of the

images. Mark Johnson 310-206-6775,

mh)0icsl.ucla edu . .

FREE BIRTH CONTROL PILLS. UCLA re-

search study $50 per visit to clinic Smokers

ages 18-34 or non-smokers ages 35-44

310-794-1884.

Get Real Experience

and Help Others.

AmeriCprps*VISTA has thousands

of positions available NOW.
When you jom AmenCorps*VISTA, youll not only

improve your resume—you 11 improve the community

you scr\c

As an AmenC.orps'VtSTA member, you might help start

a youth center, establish a )ob bank in a homeless shel-

ler.-sei up a literacy project, or organize a domestic

violence program aptl the list goes on,

In return, you II get a living and relocation allowance,

health care, money lor <(.ho(M, and the saiistaLtion ol

helping others

Interested"' Contact NtoiiRa Ciugel, your AmenCorps Kep

at (filO) 524-1280 or mgugeK'i\ns I'ov

EGG DONORS
NEEDED

If you are a woman between the ages

of 21 and 35, the many eggs your

bcxly disposes of each month can be

usecl by an infertile woman to have a

baby Help an infertile couple realize

their dreams, enter the gene pot>l and

help advance knowledge of Human
Reproduction! Financial

comperjsation, of course. Completely

confidential For more information,

please call USC Reproductive

Endocrinology at (213) 975-9990.

www.amcncorps.org

1300 1300 1300

Take thenext step in your

educationd careernow.
'.yy.:-i'.'->.y.^y. .<. . ^tl .>.* tir;-,;:-: .-;

Learn about today's

leading graduate school

for tomonow's

health care providers.

Samuel Mcrritt College at

Summit Medical Center in

Oaldimd, a leader in health

sciences education since 1909, is

now accepting applications

from motivated students for the

following programs:

• Master of Science in Nursing

• Master of Physical Therapy

• Master of Occupational Therapy

• Master-Physician Assistant

Admission is competitive. For

an application and an information

packet, contact us today.

800-607-6377
admission@samuclmcrritt.cdu

www.samuclmcrritt.edu

s e fi y [ L n [ R (1 1 11 college

ON THE FRONTLINES OF HEALTH CARE
370 Hawthorne Avenue, Oakland, CA 9460^

EARN $$ HELPING
INFERTILE COUPLE

LOVING COUPLE eager to stan a family.

Seeks woman w/similar appearance as v^ife

to donate egg P^ skin, Caucasian, under 30

w/light eyes, average height+small frame.

Dr Danzer@310-273-2463.

EGG DONOR needed to enable infertile cou-

ple to have a family Generous compensa-

tion Are you under 30yrs old, in good fiealth,

blond tjiair, blue eyes. Please call 310-273-

2463. .

EGG DONORS NEEDED
COMPASSIONATE women from all races

wanted by infertile fiopeful couples. Ages 21 -

30 Compensation $3,500. Call OPTIONS
800-886-9373

1000

^&¥effii€
Readings By Lauren

'i^ World Renowned

K Psychic Readings'

'^Tarol Card

X Reunites Lovers

>t Advises on all Problems of life

'At Special Student Discount

Tel: (310) 858-1168

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

ANONYMOUS sperm donors needed Help

infertile couples while receiving financial

compensation up to $600/month and free

health screening Convenient hours, located

in Westwood. Call Kim 310-824-9941

Make A
Difference
Loving Couple Seeks

EGG DONOR
Age 21 - 29 C^ ^C9 5'3" to 57" Ky

Small to Mediunn Build

Dark Hair (straight/wavy)

Prefer Light Eyes
(but dark o.k.)

PLEASE HELP US CREATE
THE FAMILY OF OUR

DREAMS.

COMPENSATION $4500

CREATIVE CONCEPTIONS INC.

1-888-411 -EGGS
(949) 488-2868

EGG DONORS!
WANTED

If you are a healthy
female between
the ages of 19 and
30 and have health

Insurance.

Compensation
$S500.00

Call Mima Navas at

(310) 829-6782

NEEDED Japanese or Chin«»« tgg donor

Hong Kong, Taiwan Singapore. Mafaysia

ancestry Age30 or less Greater than high

school education 0-negative l>»ood type if

possible Compensation $3,000 Please call

310-273-2463

WE'RE LOOKING FOR
A FEW GOOD SPERM. All races, 20-40 yrs.

$50 per acceptable donation. Call OPTIONS
at 800-886-9373.

MEN: Donors needed for insemination pro-

gram. Especially needed: Latinos. Jewish,

Italian, African-Americans. 35 or younger.

Please call 626-440-7450 Compensation

provided.

2500
Tickets Wanted

DO YOU HAVE STU-
DENT SEASON FOOT-

BALLTICKETS?
We are looking for students who have a stu-

dents sports package, but do not wish to go

to the Fiesta bowl game January 4. Help out

a few fellow Bruins who want to go! Please

call 310-209-0509.

VIP TICKETS
310-474-9490

Wanted choice basket-

ball tickets. Buy/sell. All

events.

2600
Wanted

WE BUY CARS. New and old. Running or

not. Jeff 310-714-5808.

Classifieds

825-2221

DisplB'

1300
CiMimi RwiiiliiMiil

The Boston Consulting Group

BCGis a premier management consultingfirm

specializing in strategy consulting

All graduating seniors interested in our

Associate Program should submit a cover letter^

resume, transcript and SAT/GRE scores by

December 4, 1998 to:

Karen ChoWy Recruiting Coordinator

355 South Grand Ave. J 33rd Floor

Los Angeles, CA 90071

Presentation & Case Interview

Workshop: October 28, 1998

Resume Deadline: December 4, 1998

First Round Interviews: January 14, 1999

Second Round Interviews: January 22, 1999

Final Interviews: Date will vary per office

I

might not be enough...

Tni: Boston Consi'IJInci Group, inc

The Worldwide U'adei in Corporate Suute}i\
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Buy MIP (Medical Insurance Plan) if you haven't already.

BAR statement moiled Dec. 1 . Get MIP when you pay your fees.

UCLA Arthur Ashe Student Health & Wellness Center

Full details about MIP and more on our Web page

^^w.saonet.ucla.edu/health.hfm or coll 310 825-4073

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Thu., Fri., & Sat..

Dec. 10, n,& 12,8:00

Sun.. Dec. 1 3, 2:30

Zubin M«hta, conductor

Vadim Repin, violin

Gloria Cheng-Cochran,

piano

Meaiaen: Oiieoux exodques

Mesiiaen: Couleurs de la

Citi celeue

Lalo: Symphonie eipagnole

Thu.. Dec. 1 7. 8:00

Fri., Dec. 18,8:00

Sun., Dec. 20, 2:30

Mark Wigglesworth,

conductor

Beethoven: Symphony No. 6

("PaitoraD

*Meiiiaen: Et exipeao rewr-

rectionem mortuorum

Upbeat Live, an infornnal lec-

ture/demonstration featuring

excerpts and interesting anec-

dotes and history about the

music to be performed, takes

place in the Grand Hall 1 hour

before each concert

Come early and enhance your

appreciation of the music!

Full-price tickets

by phone: (2 13) 365-3500

Information: (323) 850-2000

Student rush with current ID: $10

(subject to availability) begin-

ning 2 hrs. before the concert.

MUSIC QNTER cu»«c.i los.i

PAVILION KKGOFM

Student rush: $10
Visrr our web ?ite st

«vwwJ«phil4>rg

ACROSS
1 Puget Sound

port

7 Jabber
10 Choir voice

14 Not caring about
nght or wrong

15 Kimono sash
16 Tumpikt;

17 Forearm bone
18 Expected to

arnve
1

9

Soft dnnk
20 Avid tourist

23 Rajahs' wives

26 Chicago Loop
trains

27 Smooch
28 Algerian city

29 Owns
30 Fond du — , Wis
31 Bill Bradley,

once
33 Harbor
34 "My Gal —

"

37 Ramp
38 Typical

40 Negative vote

41 — capita

42 "Material Girl"

singer

43 Country singer

Acuff

44 Air-rifle ammo
45 Colorado

people
46 King of Norway
48 Oct. 31 sound
49 Grind one's

teeth

50 Cruise-ship

game
53 Gasp
54 And so on: abbr.

55 Flying —
59 Impulse
60 — premium:

scarce
61 Polluted

62 Must have
63 Tennis-court

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

divider

64 Declare

DOWN
1 Paving material

2 Physicians' org.

3 Cape —
4 Unique person

5 Handles
roughly

6 Plus

7 Alpine songs
8 Borders on
9 Wharf

1 Cold place

11 Plunders

12 Grabs
13 Polish-German

river

21 Wedding
participant,

nng —
22 Approved
23 Anti-slip

substance
24 Stadium-
25 Sluggo's fnend

29 Term of

endearment
30 Volcanic rocks

32 Advance
warning

33 Type of curtain

34 Dec. 24
traveler

35 Dancer de Mille

36 Dogs chain

39 Old West
events

43 Rode the

rapids

44 Lynx
46 Chicago's

airport

47 Thrust

fonward

48 Singer Midler

49 Chemist's
weights

50 Whirled

51 Incline

52 Continent

56 Actor's

prompt
57 Go astray

58 Soak (flax)

Classifieds

825-2221

Display

206-3060
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- EAD
BETWEEN
THE LINES

Yesterday's

Winner:

Richard Sui

Yesterday's
Question: What ani-

mal appears on the

cover of many Pink

Floyd albums? '

Answer: Pig

Find the hidden trivia question

in today's Classifieds. Answer
the question

correctly and kpring it

to the Daily Bruin

offices. 1 18 Kerckhoff

Hall. Or, you can find

and answer the

question over the web at

www.dailybruin.ucla.edu

What are you waiting for'^

Look for today's question and win!

DailyBruin Classifieds
dill I II u I U n f

4900
Autos for Sale

1987 ALFA ROMEO SPIDER- Great condi-

tion New gear shift Red. black top. tan in-

terior $4.200 310-286-1043

1990 JAPANESE IMPORT. Silver. A/C.

AM/FM. 5-speed Runs and .ooks great

Economical, reliable. Must sell $2500obo

310-277-3665.

1992 FORD RANGER 4 cylinder, manual,

PS.PB. stereo/cassette. tint. new

brakes/lires. 4 in. lift. Bedliner 64.000 mi

$5300 obo 310-213-4144.

1993 JEEP WRANGLER. Black, excellent

condition, low mileage (51 K). upgraded alloy

wheels and chrome bumpers. Excellent

maintenance record. New stereo. $9700

310-578-9949.

79 TOYOTA COROLLA runs good, new
tires, new clutch. $400obo. (310)393-

0411x7454

'87 TOYOTA longbed pick up truck. Auto,

gray. 95K. A/C. camper shell, liner Good
tires. Runs great $3,200 OBO 310-313-

2824

•91 ACURA INTEGRA GS Red, 5 speed,

hatchback, like new. phone. CD, alarm,

moonroof. low-miles $8400 Scott 213-748-

6333 Weekdays. 818-981-9592

Evenings&weekends

5100
Motorcycles for Sale

KAWASAKI NINJA 500CC - 10,800 miles,

$1600. 2nd gear little bit tricky. Available

Dec. 15 Email: lredh@chem.ucla.edu

5400
Scooters for Sale

MUST SELL 1989 Red Yamaha Riva 125.

10.000 Miles. Runs great! 60 mph. $900 Call

Itavel Destbiatloiis

GREAT FOR XMAS 2 roundtrip tickets LA-

Cleveland or Baltimore $200 each 212-591-

0634 or email jerrywillisQ fx>tmail.com

'>Md/4(mmM
Round Trip Airfiucs.

Lima S375

Cuzco S595

Santiago S689

Sao Paulo / Rio SG56

Guayaquil / Quito S570

Buenos Aires S698

ffl(ffff|Hfi/».\ C riii.sf
R T 4ir • 4 D.i.s Cu, . 1 (> i,s gii't(( *'t1 SiHtitVJ-f"

Clll lor hrochuri?

For Res: 323 852 05 J9/800 289 0549
PROft>.Sl()N/U. TRAVKl. SKKVIC t

South Amrrlran Sprculists i •»! • iiii7oi'> lo

9700

Europe
$239 (each way plus taxes)

MAWAII - $II9o/w
Many other destinations!

CALL 310-394-0550
http://www.airhitch.orcj

(.ST 2028()3840

FLY CHEAP!!
• ROUND TRIP COURIER AIRFARES •
London $385 Seoul $300 Hong Kong $389
China $285 Sydney $720 BangkokS370

a0%-80% OFF ALL FARES
AIR COURIER INTERNATIONAL

1-800-892-7216 24 hrs.

Books

It's finairy here! WWWBOOKJOINTCOM
Buy and sell your used textbooks to other

students online. It's free! Stan today!

www.bookjoint.com

3400
Computers/Software

FREE LONG DISTANCE/ACCESS TO inter

net - without a computer. Aplio $209 00/lnter-

net-Phone $309.00 (Exclusive distributor),

UCLA Faculty 310-230-4231.

TOSHIBA TECRA Multimedia Notebook,

Pentium-120 32MB. 1.6GB harddrive. 12.
1"

Active screen. CDROM, (ax/voce/modem.

Wlndows98. Office97. 2-year-warranty.

Great Gift! $1250obo. 310-824-7488

3500
Furoltiire

MATTRESS BONANZA!!
SEALY. STEARNS & FOSTER Also Orlho-

pedic twin-sets-$79.95. Fulls-$99.95,

Queens-$1 39.95. Pillowtops-$299 95

Kings- 199 95. Delivery. Beacon Mattress.

1309 Westwood Blvd. 310-477-1466.

MATTRESS SET full-size $40. Study desk 2-

drawers $30. Both 2-month use. Perfect con-

dition. Must sell. Gabriel. 310-472-0629

Brentwood gsolisOanderson.ucla.edu

MATTRESS SETS!!!
Twin $79. Full $89. Queen $139. King $159.

Bunkbeds. Deliveries. Phone Orders Accept-

ed. 310-372-2337.

3800
Mlscellaiiooiis

GIANT MOVING SALE! Macintosh Lap-

top&computer w/printer $750; Car stereo/CD

player $200; Stereo w/5-CD changer $200,

30" TVA/CR $400; and much more! 310-805-

0889/310-805-0914. leave numeric mes-

sage.

^4 I I

CycleTime Company (Since 1977)

' Moped • Motor Scooter • Motorcycle |
Sales • Repairs • Insurance

' TWO WHEELED TRANSPORTATION
\ AT PRICES THAT'LL MOVE YAl

g 1632 8 LaCienega Blvd.

I- Q Six Blocks South ot Pico •(310)275-6734 I

Buy your railpass

before^pand save

London $392 Paris $348

Sydney $974

*french Alps 7 night ski

package starting at $299

*Costa Rica Surf package

starting at $399

SPKING BREAK PACKAGES: Cancun $449

Hazatlan $399

(air included. 7 nights!)

^airfare not included.

Travel

CIEE: CaMcU• iMerMtioaal

E^acatiomil Exchaii{c

10904 Undbrook Dnve,

Los Angeles

[3IO]-208-355l

Resmti/lloMt

']\\\<nuood Inn 'Moid
lOfUD WSMvr BtutviAl XMnlwnad. (A 900^4 OlOl <I^A3bl

•\jess than ont- mile from IJCIA campus

-Free coniiiKrnial hrcakfasi

-Arfordahlr. clean and comfortahlc roonvs

^^ -I rtT cable TV A IxKal leleiihom- C.ilK ^^
«|p -MlKHdy. M<»«h(y and ({""'P raifN iv.tiLilik' ^ST.

PiUfor rftertatiomt call, (JIO) 474 4262 WfJi

tavtl BtiUiuilkNii

* Piano Rentals *
"^ Low Monthly Rates IT
•Hollywood Piano Rental Conipany^

213-462-2329 ^••••••••••

TRAVEL
London •••• $371

Sydney $923

NewYork $330

MexicoCity $323

^ READ
BETWEEN
THE LINES

VFirxJ the hidden trivia question in
j

loctey's Classifieds, answer it and win!/

5720
VBCflHon PMskscpes

FIESTA BOWL
DESERT GOLF AND VACATION rentals.

Luxury condos and townhomes. Scottsdale

golf packagesl. great location, great rates.

1-888-880-0774 www.desert-goH.com

Rome. $536

AN (arp^ .w rmmd-lnp Im not I

Somf truitthnnt mj|r appty CMalOWM0 60

(310) 824-157^
920 tMMwood BKd •

5TA TRAVEL

f.Qrtr • Ji

www.statravel.com

1-900 Nombert

NO ARGUMENTS' NO NAGGING' JUST

Shanng live conversation'". 1-900-825-2 100

Ext 8481. 8482. 8483. 8484 $3 99/min

Mm\ be 18yfs S«n<-U (619) 645-8434

Ftaandal Aid

STUDENT LOANS
GET YOUR Stafford Student Loan from Uni-

versity Credit Union (Lender Code 832123)

Also receive low-cost financial sen/ices 310-

477-6628; www ucu org.

bisiaraiice

INSURANCE WAR!
WE'LL BEAT ANYONE'S price or don't want

your business. All drivers Newly licensed.

Student/stafl/facuity discounts. Request the

"Bruin Plan " 310-777-8817 or 818-222-

5595

/lllslate
'^biApe in good hands.

Insurance Company
(310)312-0204

1281 Westwood Blvd.
(2 biks So of WllsMIre)

^ PPO + FREE DENTAL ^
No decuctible. Rx card, Vision, Check up

Pap & Mamography, Chiro, Well baby

Pregnant OK Call (800) 696-4422

For Rates; www. Isthealthinsurance com

|k Blue Cross of CA authorized Agent^
6100
Computer / hrtenial

'"''i^amecfiacm

l>v> Ui.%, I pw«»nr tnp 'fit imti* lm n^minn rwvw«r
UK. uu;i pii/bo ivi oji yuui i v tjuiiuiij iru.uii

6200
Health Services

HAIR COLOR/HIGHLIGHTS from $15-$30,

HAIRCUTS from $15 at Beverly Hills Salon.

Advanced ass't program. 9666 Brighton

Way Call GAVERT-ATELIER 310-858-7898

Dclinitrlv P

HAIR REMOVAL
L As lorcmost I'Jc( iioloUist

LuCia (310) 208-8193
19.")1 Westwood Blvd.

IS LIFE GEHING YOU DOWN?
Talking to the RIQHT person can help!

AFFORDABLE, QUAUTY THERAPY

YVerni* Thotfi... Ph.D. „ Life Transitions.

Ucens«l ^?VT^ A^
Psvchokxiist

Self-Esteem. Anxiety.

/pSi^* P"»m«rital Counseling.
(P5Y 1 44OT)

Survivors of Enrwtional.

Ptiysical, or Saxual Abuse.

Overeating, Body Image,

Adult ChlkJren of Alcoholics,

Mutticultural/MuHi«ttwiic Issues,

CouplM Conflicts or Break-ups, etc.

IMia Ihirt firat atop
and e«N Dr. Wonn* Tftomaa

(310)726-3944 Free Consultation

Convenient Westside location ana flerhie hours

6300
Legal Advice/Attonieys

BANKRUPTCY
GET OUT OF DEBT NOW! Free Consulta-

tion. Experienced attorneys, reasonable

fees. Law Offices of White and Associates

(Cheryle M. White, UCLAW. "86") 800-420-

9998 or 310-207-2089. 12301 Wilshire

Bl.Ste 550, WLA

ERASE DEBTS, REBUILD CREDIT
WITH/WITHOUT BANKRUPTCY. Renowned

(UCLAW. '73) attorney, Lon B. Isaacson off-

ers superb sen/ice/low fees. Free consulta-

tion. 213-487-7200

GREEN CARD
FOR WORK-PERMITS, green cards, and all

immigration problems call experienced immi-

gration attorney. Reasonable rates. 213-251-

9588 for attorney Doreen.

NO RECOVERY NO FEE
MYER LAW FIRM, Century City Auto-accid-

ents, slips/falls, discrimination, sexual-haras-

sment UCLA Graduate Scott D Myer

http://vinww bestlawyer com 31 0-277-3000

6700

Moms/storage

BEST MOVERS. Licensed, insured Lowest

rates. Fast, courteous+careful. Many stud-

ents moved for $98. Lie. -T- 163844. NO JOB
TOO SMALL! 1 -800-2-GO-BEST

HONEST MAN W/14ft tmck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok. Student discount.

Ask about 10% discount. 310-285-8688. Go
Bruins!

JERRYS MOVING&DELIVERY The careful

movers. Experienced, reliable, same-day de-

livery. Packing, boxes available. Also, pick-

up donations lor American Cancer Society.

Jerry ©310-391 -5657.

6500
Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedicated pro-

fessional. At your home or WLA studio. 1st-

lesson free. No drum set necessary.

Neil:2 13-654-8226.

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years exp. all

levels and styles. Patient and organized.

Guitars available. Sam 310-826-9117.

GUITAR LESSONS by professional near

UCLA All levels, guitars avail. Call Jean at

310-476-4154. www.JWGS.com

6700
Professional Services

MBA, LAW, MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS!
FRUSTRATED DEVELOPING your critical

personal statements'^ Get professional help

Irorn well-known author/consultant. 310-826-

4445.

A FREE SESSION
PSYCHOTHERAPY/COUNSELING for de-

prass ion, anximy, iHis;L'ssinns. prni-tiflumflt'-

ic stress, etc. Couples/lndividuals Student

rates. Crime victims may be eligible lor free

treatment. Call Liz Gould

(MFC#32388)@310-57B-5957 to schedule

your free consultation

EAGLE EYED EDITOR
PROOFREADS THESES, publications; tu-

tors English, study skills; trains time man-

agement, stress reduction Nadia Lawrence-

PhD 310-393-1951.

(—

'

RSCYCLE

Counseling and Psychotherapy

...to examine life concerns/issues in

privacy and respect. Individuals,

couples, families. Stress, anxiety,

depression, sell-esteem, relati<msliips.

L«>rraine M. Yumamura, Ph.D. Clinical

FsychoK.jtist PSYl 1067 (SlOSQZ-.SZOg

ALL-PURPOSE WRITING & EDITING

Help at any stage with any topic

Personal Statements, Courses, Theses.

Dissertations & Manuscripts

by PhD from UC
International Students Welcome

(323)665-8145

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

Compretiensive Dissertation Assistance

Theses. Papers, and Parsoruil Statements

Profxjsals and Boolts

Internattonal Students Welcome Since 1985

Stiaron Bear, Pti.D. (310) 4704662

HOLIDAY SPECIAL
PROFESSIONAL PICTURE FRAMER now

Student. Offers quality work. Meet at your

place or mine. 310-202-1368 or 31C-288-

2570.

PRIZE-WINNING
ESSAYIST AND FORMER PROFESSOR
w/lwo Ph.Ds can help you produce winning

prose. Theses, papers, personal statements.

David <davedit©pacbell.net> 310-281-

6614/805-646-4455.

THINKING ABOUT LAW SCHOOL?
nenefit from my experience. Recent gradu-

ate with invaluable advk;e on succeeding in

law school, 818-222-9159.

TUTORS WANTED
Math, sciences, computers, English, lan-

guages, SAT prep. Need own transportation.

Competitive salarty 310-266-2419 or 818-

222-9159.

IMMIGRATION
Green (awls • Citizemhip • Tempor«r> Work IVrmils • Investor Visas & mort-..

ReaMmiihIr nMcv loi what you ftoftl irKJiKJinj: Allonw> Krprr»rnUlion • Paralc«a> f-orm* Preparation

Immigrant or Non-immigrani \ i»a Srrvnes • Cnizcnslii(<

3 I0-47H-2H99 ph«iiH ( all for a Free < 'oi«uttatton jlO-4T7^6ljj3fax_

Ai

Citissjfieds

82b -2221

Display

..U..A.4MW. «.^>.Mi&»^'' jA.«Um.MW-4«MN«»*.. h¥^-»

Daily Bruin Classified

7000
Itotoriag Offerod

L'Mis^--'- 'SU'VI^!

ACCENT REDUCTION offered by UCLA
instructor. Private classes Mondays or

Fridays. Group class starting January. Sign

up now! Call 2 13-957-4758

MATH/PHYSICS/STATISTICS/English/He-

brew. Computerized statistical analysis avail-

able.Tutoring service. Free consultation.

Reasonable rates, call anytime. Han (800)90-

TUTOR. www.my-tutor.com

THE WRITING COACH
EXPERIENCED TEACHER, PhD offers lu-

toririg. term paper assistance, English. So-

cial Science, History. Foreign Students Wel-

come. Call: 310-452-2865.

UCLA ENGLISH ALUMNI, pro-writer, young,

superb papers guaranteed. High school and

below welcome. Jeff 213-653-2240.

WRITING TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford University

graduate. Help with Englisfi—for students of

all ages/levels. 310-472-8240 or 310-440-

0285.

iMylUtorl
Academic Tutors
Writing Tutors

Post-Grad Test Prep

7100
lUtorlng Wanted

TUTORS WANTED $15/hr. Santa Monica,

Brentwood. BH. Math, chemistry, physics,

SAT prep, spanish/french. Experienced, reli-

able, must have own car. 310-679-2133.

WORD PROCESSING. Typing, proofing.

editir)g, rewriting, research, resumes, tutor-

ing, etc. Fax. email, bnng work to me. Rush-

es. Student discount. 818-830-1546.

7400
Business OpportamHIes

$1200-$2000
EARNING POTENTIAL in your firsk:ouple of

weeks. Learn more about "The Perfect Busi-

ness". Call 818-566-9503.

$20-$40/HOUR IN SPARE TIME! Easiest $

you'll ever make! Sign up today to receive

$100 bonus! 800-600-0343 x1927.

$500/DAY. Nude modeling-women 18+ all

types. No experience necessary. Safe, pro-

fessional environment. Refer a friend and

earn $50! 310-358-3865.

EARN $1000-$3000
Per week from home. Not MLM! No experi-

ence necessary. Travel industry. 800-345-

9688 X0296

INTERNET/E-COMMERCE TRAFFIC dou-

bling every 100 days - why not own your own
personal percentage? NYSE traded compa-
ny seeks brokers. 800-805-4768

7500
Career Opportunities

ASS'T EDITOR. Newswire service seeks

ass't editor to edit/process press releases.

Indiv. should have BA in Journalism. PR. or

related fields; Must type 60wpm and be cus-

tomer service oriented; no writing. Salary in

mid $20k's, excellent benefits. Please fax

cover letter&resume to editorial supervisor

213-362-7705

7800
n„i— » *- -
iioip wameo

ADMINISTRATOR/PROJECT ASSISTANT
(internship possibility). Computer literate,

IBM-Windows/Internet plus. Senior/graduate

w/strong writing/oral communication. No
dress code/reception duties. $7-$9,

17hrs/wk. Serious inquiries:Fax:3 10-395-

0509.

$15/HR BRIGHT,
ENTHUSIASTIC

People to teach SAT Prep High test scores

required. Transportation required We will

train. Flexible Hours. Send Cover letter/re-

sume, including your scores by 12/10/98 to:

A Competitive Edge, Attn: Barry, 9911 West

Pico Blvd. Suite 1025, LA. 90035. No phone

calls please.

SEMESTER BREAK
$12.25 to Start

• Flexible Schedule
• P/T - Time off for Finals
• Interview Now - Start After Finals

(310)826-7715

T»Pta9

DO IT WRITE- Word processing, transcrib-

ing, typing, proofing, editing. Fast and accu-

rate. $28/hr 24hr voicemail. WLA location.

310-441-5955.

ONE DAY WORD PROCESSING and/or

editing. Professional technical writer pro-

vides word processing, editing, and writing

assistance. International students welcome.

310-829-1472.

WORD PROCESSING All types: research

papers, theses, resumes, fliers Editing,

proofing, &transcription available. Emergen-

cies OK Call:818-598-1489 or email

anmlwomn@pacbell.net

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-

es, dissertations, transcnption, resumes, fli-

ers, brochures, mailing lists, reports. Santa

Monica, 310-828-6939. Hollywood, 213-466-

2888,

COLLEGE GRADS
£wt>y La^al Mgt-^Balaa peaitiewa m fee. CAr

S30k 1st year, great future potential.

Gigatech Employment - Please fax resume

to (310) 207-0060 or call (310) 826-8324.

Hiring Today!

READ
BETWEEN
THE LINES

Find tfie hidden trivia question in

V today's Classifieds, answer it and win! /

$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL mailing or cir-

culars. No experience req. Free information

packet. Call 202-466-1639.

$18-$22/HR. AVERAGE
APPLICATION DELIVERY job. 1-888-909-

3888 ext.4577.

$20/HR PVfJ
PROCE SSIMG MA ILI Prea cuppbaftr-

7700
Child Care Wanted

CHILDCARE PT $10-12/hour for afternoon

care Need child related exp & car M-F. 310-

247-1877

MOTHER'S HELPER References&exp
w/newborns req'd. 2mo old child $7/hr, 10-

15hrs/week Flexible. Natalie 310-477-0181

Occasional P/T babysitter for toddler Week-

night and weekend evenings. Must have car

and references Salary negotiable. Pacific

Palisades. Deni: 310-454-6061.

postage! Bonuses! Rush SASE to

CMA/UCLA Po Box 567443. Atlanta GA.

31156

signup@ inf infomachine com

$300-$700/WK
HOLIDAY HELP Need 35 drivers immediate-

ly for busy holiday season. Own car and in-

surance. $300-$700/wk 310-453-4777

Searching for Models
Men and Wooien for comnriercials.

catalog & niagazme ads, brochures, and
catwalk •Specialuing in petites •

$150 to $250 per hour
• Beverly Hills*

*No Fee No Experience

(310)273-2566

7800
HelpWantMl

7800
Nelp Wanted

Claims Representatives

At Progressive, wc arc driven by an attitude and philosophy that's

unique and unexpected in the indu.stry - giving people more ways to

learn and grow, and more freedom to manage their own career and

make their own .success.

A.s one of the nation's largest auto-insurers, we have exciting

opportunities in our Torrance (llaims

Office for entry-level (Maims

Representatives.

$7.25/hr and up!
DO YOU have initiative'^ Become a UCLA
Community Service Officer and explore law

and public relations Great Pay. Flexible

hours. Student-oriented. Web:
www.ucpd.ucla edu/ucpd/cso,

.

Email:

cso@ucpd.ucla edu, Phone: 310-825-2148

50% PROJECT
DIRECTOR.

Research opportunity for funded study about

experiences of lung cancer survivors Re-

search expenence preferred. Must be a reg-

istered nurse. Phone: 310-825-8690

P00i€

, vnk.i^''>'.j

ACTUARY/PENSION ASST P/T or "/T

Stans $10/hr. Fax resume: 818-508-2001 or

mail: 12711 Ventura Blvd Suite 470, Studio

City, CA 91604.

ANNOUNCERS, no experience necessary.

Host music/talk-shows for our radio stations

P/T. $10-l5/hr, $200+per/show, plus fantas-

tic benefits. 213-4680080 24-hours.

(Claims Representatives are

responsible for investigat-

ing, appraising, estimating,

and settling auto claims.

(candidates should possess:

• Ability to work a flexible schedule

• Hxperience in customer service

• Outstanding communication, organ r/.ational and customer

service skills.

• 4 year college degree with solid (il'A and/or equivalent work

experience.

• Valid driver's license with good driving record.

We offer an exciting opportunity to bright and energetic individuals

who thrive in a fa.st-paced. challenging envin)nment. We offer a com-

petitive salary and an excellent benefits package including a 40 1 (k) and

(iainsharing program, huerested candidates should submu their

resumes to: Progressive Insurance, Attn: LWHUCLA, 1 1010 V(4ul%

Rock Rd., Rancho Cordova, CA 95670. Fax: 916-638-8294. Visit

our website at: www.progressive.com. Kx^ual Opportunity Kmploycr,

^-V-N,^ M/F/I)/V.

mOGRESSIVE
K<cl«*l I I M • I H < I 1 1 *^ I I V

TAKE STOCK
IN YOURSELF.

You're clear atxxjt your career goals

Now choose a company that's iust as

clear atxxjt helping yaj achieve them
and rewarding you along the way
Starbucks. Openings now exist in

Westwood for

HOURLY PARTNERS &
SHIFT SUPERVISORS

Apply in person

1161 Westwood Blvd.

in Westwood

FOR MANAOEMENT OPPORTUNI-
TIES, please send/fax your resume
to Starbucks Coff»« Company,
0«f>t. UCLA, 14420 ¥wttura Blvd..

SuNa 102, Sharman Oaks, CA 01423
or FAX (818) 905-0014. Startxicks

IS v> equal opporturMty employer com
mniad to Nhng a d^erse work team

vvi\'v\ tyUirOnLh^j coni

7800

APPOINTMENT SETTER Busy Westwood
office has 1 immediate opening for phone ac-

tress. Female preferred $6 50/hr plus com-

mission, bonuses and tips! For more into call

Julia: 310-281-6078.

ASIAN INTERNET
MODELS

GUARANTEED BASE PAY plus $40-60/hr

possible. Safe and secure working environ-

ment General office staff also needed. Call:

310-398-2213 or 310-880-4726.

ASSISTANT for business office. For more
details please call 310-278-2750 for consid-

eration, please fax resume 310-278-0038.

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED. Earn

$150-$250/night. Work P/T while going to

school. Day/eve classes. 1-2week classes.

800-974-7974- International Bartender's

school. HUNDREDS OF JOBS!

BARTENDERS TRAINING INSTITUTE of

America offers professional courses for only

$98. Certificate of completion included. Call

today: 1-800-561-1781. Great Jobs!

BEST JOB IN TOWN. PLUSH UCLAW OF-

FICE (MID-WILSHIRE) SEEKS SPANISH-

SPEAKING CLERK w/car $7-$20/hr. Call

George 213-487-7200 and fax resume 213-

383-2884

BOOKKEEPER/SECRETARY
NEEDED

Full time permanent M-F dtwn LA. Good
phone and English skills. $lO/hr. Type
50WPM. Reliable Quickbook experience a
plus. Fax resume to 213-622-0882.

BUSINESS
ENGINEERING

PAID INTERNSHIP 16-30/hrs week. Hands-
on opportunity supporting Business

"Eng ineering pfoject at Jackson Nattonat

Writing, communication. PC skills required,

ability to learn quickly, understanding of

Business Engineering desired. Resume in

MS word to craigus johnson@jnli com

CAMPUS JOB OPPOR-
TUNITY

$7.25/hr. approximately 15-20hrs/wk. M-f.

Requires general office experience, filing

and basic computer skills, and frequent on-

campus delivery of meeting packets. Detail-

oriented a must. Fax resume to 310-794-

9565 attn Lisa Jucha.

CASTING
EXTRAS needed for feature films, commer-

cials, and music videos. Earn up to $240 per

day! No experience needed. Work guar-

anteed! Call today 213-851-6103.

CELLULAR
REPRESENTATIVE

SELF-MOTIVATED PROACTIVE PEOPLE
needed to sell Campus Cellular Sen^ice. Set

your own hours- must like to make money-

discounts on cellular/paging service- will

train To set up an appointment call Kamyar
at 310-8250881.

COACH KIDS' SPORTS
through the NIKE PL A.YCORPS, Contact

Jason Krause @ 310-209-0454,

|krause@ucla.edu. ONLY current college

students need inquire.

CUSTOMER SERVICE-Pn- $7.25+bonus.

Insurance office, flexible hours Phones, fil-

ing, computer work Bilingual a plus. Next to

UCLA. Patrick: 310-476-7267.

DATA ENTRY/CLIENT COhJTACT $9/hr

PT/FT +Bonus +Medical Excellent wnting

and phone skills Mac experience a plus!

310-358-6053 or fax 310-392-5234

DON'T SETTLE FOR ENTRY LEVEL: 26yr

old making 150K+ w/environmental sales

company Looking for five individuals to do

the same P/T okay Sandra: 818-981-9474.

DRIVERS wanted for busy holiday season

Need 35 drivers ASAP Santa Monica based

Need own car and insurance. $300-700/wk

310-453-4777.

EARN $530/WKLY
DISTRIBUTER Distributing phone cards.

FT/PT No experience nee. Call 1-800-831-

6717

Thursday, December 3. 1998 35

7800

* Models/New Faces*
Wanted by Westside's #1 Talent CastingCo.

Earn Top^ in Movies, TV, Conwnercials, and

Modeling ( petite/glamour ). No exp.nec

Single/Sized, Teens/Twenties, 5'0"/6'0",

Blonde/Reds/Bninettes. For Free Consultatk>n.

CaNMiduwl (310) 209-5062

FfT OFFICE CLERK for immigration law firm.

Century City. Computer-literate, Punctual,

detail-oriented, self-starter $8/hr. Fax re-

sume: 310-553-2616.

F/T STAFF ACCOUNTANT/Full-charge
bookkeeper College graduate preferred. GL.

AR, AP. Payroll. t)ank rec.. GJ. Excell. non-

smoker, general office duties. $20/hr

Fax:310-454-1949.

FILE CLERK Afternoons. offk:e expenence
and good English skills required. Must be
neat and detail oriented $7-9/hr. Fax re-

sume: 310-277-6431.

FILING CLERK- $7-8/hr. Sblocks from

UCLA PT-FT Flexible hours. Prefer stud-

ent/graduate. Pref. filing experience. Harel

Maintenance. Ron: 310-470-61 75.Fax re-

sume: 310-474-7615.

FOWLER GUARDS
Gallery attendants needed. P/T. No experi-

ence required. Please contact Fowler

MuseunrVSecurity Dept. 310-206-7750.

FRONT OFFICE COORDINATOR: CO Staff-

ing firm wants talented energetic, individuals

to manage front office. 1-year reception ex-

perience required. Salary up to $30K.

Phone:310-201-0062. Fax:310-201-0062.

FUN P/T JOB. Answer phones for comedy
traffic school. Close to UCLA. $7/hr. 310-

914-3353.

FUNNY. GROUNDBREAKING SCRIPT-
^ ffstatattstiad prpductiorr comr

pany who produces for HBO. VH1. BRAVO
seeking young smart screenwriters ready to

make their big break. Need to be pop culture

and music fanatic. Camp tendencies a plus!

Good pay. Real opportunity. Send writing

samples that demonstrate why there's no

one else out there like you. Fax submissions

to: 323-463-71 34 or call Tiffany Flynn©323-

463-7133 for more information.

"niJCLA Annual FundP
$8.18/HR. PLUS BONUS

PAID TRAINING • CONVENIENT SCHEDULING
(Mon Ihurs evenings, wetktfH] Shifts aviilibla)

Contact Leila

310-794-0277
1083 Gayley Avenue. 4tfi floor, Westwood

«we are able to offer work study

GENERAL OFFICE CLERK Looking for

individual w/strong general office skills.

Responsibilities include filing, mail/sorting,

photocopying, and verifying information.

$7/hr. Must be available 6:30am-3:30pm M-
F Phone:310-201-0062. Fax:310-201-0062.

GIRLS wanted at exclusive social club in

WLA Conversation only. No alcohol. Flexi-

ble hours. Earn top $$$. 310-477-9871.

GREAT WORKPLACE!
TELEMARKETING for international educa-

tion agency. Nice clients, great-workplace in

SM Hourly+commission. Sales experi-

ence&knowledge of foreign language import-

ant. 310-395-9393.

HELP POSTER AND HAND OUT FLYERS
PT 3-week position, $7/hr or $9/hr book

credit. 310-493-6565

HOME TYPISTS NEED-
ED

PC users needed. $45,000 income potential.

Call 1-800-513-4343 Ext B- 10105.

HOUSEMOTHER for lovely senior Retire-

ment Resident in Westwood. F/T; live-in

room and board +salary Call 310-207-5818.

INTERNET ACTRESSES
WANTED! Work at home Make your own
hours. WEBCAM Business needs flirtatious

women 310- 798-0592ext 66. Visit

hltp//GuestRoomCam.com/moreinfo.htm

INTERNET PROGRAMMER Implementing

internet database. Frontpage, html, CGI,

SQL, ASP, Perl, C-i-f-i- Project work. $1000.

Emailresume: jenny ©atlascp com

I
w w

WlhhlfB iviTMffy Hlgh'rhe
Condominium hoB Immodlato toll TImo

oponing tor Vofaf posfffon

Must have valkJ California Driver's License

and clean record. Excellent Salary and

Benefits including Dental and Health

Please call (310) 273-4600 ext. 888 SAM-llAM
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7800
Ite^ WfliitBd

INTERNS Hip Hollywood Co seeks creative

PAID intern(s). Film. Video. Grapriics Inter-

net savvy a plus Fax 323-650-0211

INT'L IMPORTING, Marketing and PR firm

seeks highly motivated, organised individual

w/excellent communication skills to work in

last paced office Facets of position include

Advertising, Coordinating Special Events.

Copywrilmg Must be fluent in Italian F/T

$1800/mo+benefits'. Fax resume 2 13-653-

1768 Attn John Patterson, VP

INT'L IMPORTING. Marketing, and PR firm

seeks organised detail orientated adminis-

trative assistant to perlorm such functions as

data entry, faxing, photocopying, phones.

Must be fluent in Italian. P/T. flexible hours

$8/hr Fax resume 213-653-1768. Attn John
Patterson. VP

LAW OFFICE CLERK Photocopy, type, file,

organize, mailings, enter data, answer
phones. $7/hr. Santa Monica. Fax qualifica-

tions to 310-260-7654. rmmoss©gte.net

LOAN PROCESSOR
FH". Experience preferred, not necessary

Good organizational skills, detail-oriented,

knowledge of Excel, 60+wpm. Spanish-

speaking a plus Michael 310-914-9700.

LOOKING FOR someone to edit screenplay.

Must be a senior or graduate student in Eng-
lish. 818-886-5438. Leave message.

LOTUS EXPERT with professional de-

meanor and good communication skills in

Century City area. $20-30/hr. Fax resumes
310-229-5983 or e-mail to Ricardos©hcl-

jmi.com

MALE MODELS
Printwork UB under 25. Lean, any race,

leave name, number&physical stats. Free

JQlerview. ReqinnBrs wfllrnma 91.q.Qfin.

7800
Itelp Wflntocl

Part Time Assistant- Attorney is seeking part-

time assistance on a daily basis. Assist with

general office matters WordPerfect 8,

phone, and filing skills Email Resume to

FFields410@aol com. or Fax (310)822-

3542

PHOTO LAB p/t assist photo pnnler or com-

puter imaging Beverly Hills 310-274-3445

PT and FT DRIVERS needed for food deliv-

eries to private homes and businesses

Lunch(11-2 30, M-F) and dinner(7-nights/wk

5- 10pm) $8-t-/hr Must speak Eng*tsh Ex-

client map-reading skills a must Contact

Dining In; 310-274-0123. 818-986-3287

Secretary
IX-Mital office m Wl,A needs help m our
front office Must be a team worker,

nice altitude, familiar with coinpuiers,

Mon. Wed. Fri. Flexible hours from

9atn-6pm

Please call (310) 826-7494

TD66. 24hrs.

PT CLERICAL help in Beverly Hills Ortho-

dontic office. Tues. Weds. Thurs afterrioons.

Call Leslie 310-247-8880

PT OFFICE WORK $15/hr On campus Fil-

ing, organizing. Bonus $$. Email

tms@chem.ucla.edu

SALES/MANAGERS $1.000/hr??? P/T 1

week. Earn continuous, sizable comm/bo-
nuses throughout 1999/2000 Minimal per-

sonal effort. Call 24hrs. for details. ABR/lnc.

310-859-5577.

SECRETARY-half time (mornings) to RN at

VA Medical Center West LA. $10.50/hr

Some benefits. Call Susan 310-268-3646

SECRETARY. 20hrs/wk. Doctor's office.

Need good computer and typing skills,

knowledge of Windows95 essential Also

good command of English. Immedwto opon -

8000
kitemshlps

INTERNS NEEDED for Talent management
CO (BH). Great opportunity to earn college

credit while learning about music and enter-

tainment industry. Please call 310-657-0177
lor an interview

PAID INTERNSHIP
WESTWOOD LAW FIRM- Flexible hours

Learn a lot. $7 50-f. Good typing skills, com-
puter literate, excel experience preferred

Call 310-475-0481 Resumes preferred:

310-446-9962

PUBLISHING COMPANY Interns wanted for

I winter quarter- Public Relations, Marketing,

Editorial departments. Jr/Sr eligibility, call

323-939-1840 ext-31 or fax 323-939-1855

8300
Volunteer

*

MARINE LIFE:

SHARKS, FISH &
MORE!

UCLA Ocean Discovery Center, at the Santa

Monica Pier, is looking for volunteers to help

with educational and public programs. Join

the 150 active volunteers who are helping to

teach visitors about the Santa Monica Bay

and how to protect it Lots of opportunities

and fun! For more info call the Volunteer Of-

fice; 310-393-6149.

THE FAIR HOUSING INSTITUTE is seeking

testers to help investigate housing discrimi-

nation in the Los Angeles area Testers visit

properties lor rent or for sale to record how
owners and agents receive prospective rent-

ers and home seekers. Testers are paid for

their time. For more information call: 888-

777-4087.

1

i

DENTAL ASSISTANT |

Dental orthodontic office in West LA

f
looking for dental assistant. Mon.. Wed..

i Fri., 9:00 am - 6:00 pm. Experience

preferred. Might consider training.

1

1

Please call (310) 826-7494

Male Models Top $$$
$300-$700 per assignment, immediate pay!

Paid screen test! Young looking, boyish/ath-

letic. 18-24, cleanshaven face, little/no chest

hair. Nude modeling for American & Euro-

pean magazines and videos. Beginners wel-

come Open every day Brad 310-397-2408

MALE&FEMALE
MODELS

OUR MODELS have worked for Versace,

Abercrombie&Fitch, Estee Lauder, Levi's,

Banana Republic &more! Great Pay! Begin-

ner's ok! Call "free" for an appointment. Otto

(24-hrs)800-959-9301

MEDICAL BILLER
Wanted for busy Beverly Hills Medical Office

Experienced biller w/expertise in Medi-

care/Medi-Cal M F, 830-530 Call Shelly

310-275-6494

MEDICAL EQUIPMENT OFFICE P/T-flexi-

ble hours. Filing, stocking, ordering, receiv-

ing supplies, answering phones. Must have
vehicle/CDL/insurance. $8/hr. 310-441-

4640.

MEDICAL RESEARCH
FT and PT research ass't needed for clinical

trials sponsored by major pharmaceutical

companies. Great opportunity for pre-med
students or others interested in medical

research. Duties include subject recruitment,

study forms completion, and data entry

Good phone voice and computer skills desir-

able. Earn $U)/hr or more. Must have flexible

schedule. Please fax resume to 310-443-

5298. We're located just off campus in

Westwood.

MODELS WANTED by professional photo-

studio for upcoming assignment. Male/Fe-

male Pro/Non-Pro. Fashion/Commer-
cial/Theatrical. Call for appointment 818-

986-7933

MOVIE EXTRA WORK
• Revolutionary new program* Start immedi-

ately' All types- 18+!* Fun/Easy* No crazy

fees* Program for free medical* Call-24/hrs

213-850-4417

OFFICE SALES ASSISTANT WLA Printing

Co P/T or F/T Ouickbooks, detail-oriented,

self-motivated Fax resume 310-657-0077

P/T CLERK- Photo/giftshop in Brentwood

Flexible hours No experierx:e necessary

Good personality 310-395-0905. .

P/T HOSTESS WANTED Posto Restaurant

in Sherman Oaks Wed/Thurs/Sat a must

330 930pm 818-784-4400 between 2

3 30pm

Prr/TESTERS FOR NEW PRODUCTS
Evemngt and wMk«nds, fleidbte schedule,

exotNent computer skHls a must Fax resume
lo Jay Rowlands 310 507-0291

ing. Fax resume to 310-451-0446.

SEXUAL PROBLEMS?
Maintain control, maximize stamina, and last

longer Amazing, unheard of solutions! Seek-
ing willing product testers. Apply at

www.newremedies.com

SMALL LAW OFFICE needs full time help

with phones and filing. Call 310-394-3578.

SPANISH/ENGLISH LITERATE Assistant

needed to write TV proposals, newspaper re-

search lor Puertorrican television personali-

ty. Pay/hours negotiable. Call Lillian 213-

931-9015.

STUDENTS WANTED and sports-minded

individuals $15 to start Westside Promo-
tions. Flex eve. hrs. Cash daily 310-374-

4993.

MODELS NEEDED NOW
No experience reciuired

Catalog, Printwork, M,i(jn/ines, Movies.
Video & TV Commercials

IV^t-n and Women of all Ages
Free Consultation

CALL NOW! 310-659-7000

TEACHER'S ASSISTANT Supervise&inter-

act w/children in a developmental, early

childhood program. Learn positive communi-
cation skills, age-appropriate expectations,

problem-solving, how to present activities.

ECE units preferred. Part-time. Flexible

schedule Must be able to work weekends
Will train. Deana Rossi 310-473-1447. X220.

TELEMARKETING
W/WINDOWS COMPUTER SKILLS Prefer

phone experience. Prefer students/grads.

Flexible hours. 9am-5pm starting $8-

$10/hr+bonuses. 3-blocks/UCLA. Harel

Maintenance. Ron-3 10-470-6 175.

TYPIST needed P-T" in WLA law firm

60+wpm and know Word Perfect Flexible

hours. $9-$12/hr. Please fax resume attn.

Bonnie to 310-838-7700.

WEB DESIGNER. MIDI-PROGRAMMER,
ARTIST for entertainment company Excel-

lent opportunity Equal opportunity employer
Ask for Jeff. 310-798-0449

WEBMASTER NEEDED lor Santa Monica
publisher P/T or freelance. 310-395-9393

8400
Apartments for Rent

1-BDRM$650
NEAR SHERMAN OAKS GALLERIA Huge
apt. Ideal for'roommates Garden courtyard,

pool. A/C. phone-entry. Minutes to campus.
818-997-7312.

I-IWIINUTE TO UCLA
1 bdrm. furnished, bright, clean, quiet, secur-

ity entrance, large closets, carpet, pool, lyr

dase. $850/mo. 310-824-1830.

WEBSITE DESIGNER P/T

Good pay 310-820-3378.

Flexible hours.

WERE SEEKING INDIVIDUALS to provide

support to the dovelopmentally disabled Call

Dwighl Istanbuhan at 818-361-6400 ext 129

WHIZ AT THE NET? Internet access, ability

to -send attachments. 60wpm Flexible

hours, work at home 10-20 hrs/week. $8-

13/hour 949-888-8441 or karendlakepro-

ductions.com

WORK STUDY students needed for Mail&

Document Services 2clerical positions 8-12

or 9-1 M F 1 -messenger position 1-5 M F

Interviewing rK>w! 310-825-5780

1380 VETERAN- 2bdrm/2bath. $1495. Park

view, pool/jacuzzi. intercom entry, gated
parking, laundry, all appliances. Move-in

ASAP Cats considered 310-477-5108.

505 GAYLEY- Furnished studio #407B
$590/mo. Lease until June Email yk-

lee@jps.net or contact manager Mr Ham-
moudi 310-208-8505 to see

555 KELTON AVE. WESTWOOD. Looking

for one/two roommates. Ibdrm/lba. Fully-

furnished Contact Alexis Norman/Venus
James: 3 1 0-209-2729/3 1 0-585-369

1

BRENTWOOD $1,495/mo. 2bd/2ba. front,

balcony, stove/refrigerator, dishwasher, car-

pot/drapes, laundry, parking, near UCLA,
shown by appt 11728 Mayfield #1 310-271-

6811

CHEVIOT HILLS/PALMS AREA Large stu-

dio apt Balcony, fireplace. A/C Newer build-

ing. Great location Convenient shopping No
pets 310-836-6007 Available January 1st

$645/mo

SEMESTER SUBLEASE
IN MANHATTAN BEACH. 1/1/99-7/15/99 1-

bdrm behind Strand l/4-block to beach, p.tr-

lial view. 2-car parking, W/D. sunny deck
$1400/mo 310-546-7169.

WESTWOOD Large 1-bdrm $995 Malcolm

Ave near Westwood*SM Dlvd 14 unit buii'!

ing w/pool. parking, laundry hardwood
floors, stove. 818-995-8866 ext 312, Monica

WLA- 2bdrm/1 5ba $1195 Prime location

Bright, cheerlul, patio Walk to UCLA, shop
ping, transportation 1242 S Wellesley Near
Wilshire Wont last 310-207-7209

7900
Housesltttng

HALLIES HOUSESITTING 310313-9998
7 years experience Relerences avariabie

Long Of Shortterm CONFIDENTIALITY
GUARANTEED

m
I0S30 WarfM Mvtf Winwwd. CA «0074

Cnioy t0 «• luww 0* o Ui ikv irtmt m you' ewi toifeiat

tynmtmi <wd yiimmtmi iw* alfyi <w»n c» >I50C

Apartments for Rent

WLA $825-$850. 2bdrm/1.5ba. Dishwasher.

AC. carpet. drapes built-in. Extra large

fenced patio. 310-670-5119.

WLA. Large single 1927 Spanish mission

building High ceilings, hardwood floors, sep-

arate kitchen&dining room. 1-yr lease, $750
Betty: 3 10-479-8646

8500
Apartments Furnished

MAR VISTA. $535&up/month. Ask about
move in special Attractive, furnished 1-

bdrm Large, pool, patio, barbecue area.

Quiet-buildmg. 3748 Inglewood Blvd 310-

398-8579

Condo/Townhouse for Rent

MAR VISTA 2bdrm/1 5ba Stove/refrig .

washer/dryer, patio, parking space, pool,

spa, new paint, newer carpet, quiet. Close to

UCLA. $975/mo. 310-390-1105.

8700
Gondo/TownlKNise for Sale

WESTWOOD. 2-^1.75. $174,900 New car-

pet, paint, levolors, move-in condition. 2-car

parking. Stove/frig included, fireplace, quiet

courtyard building. Call agent 310-827-1013.

Guesthouse for Rent

ENCINO GUESTHOUSE in large quiet yard

with pool. Living room, bdrm, bathroom,

kitchen. Cathedral ceilings, skylights, pet ne-

gotiable. $775-^utilities. 818-343-6547.

8900
House for Rent

2BDRM/2BA. 2garage, hardwood floors, big

kitchen, breakfast area, huge living room,

separate dining room, very close to UCLA.
818-784-2919

9200
Housing Needed

WESTWOOD or adjacent area. 1or2-bdrm

for 12/17-1/10 for Parisian family of 4 (2a-

dults/2babies). Please call 310-208-4764. or

email serafica@facnet.ucla.edu

9300
Room for Help

LIVE IN BABYSITTER in exchange for

room&board In Tarzana Childcare for 11-yr

old girl w/special needs. Eve 6:30-8:30 M-
Th, Sat 5:30-8:30, Sun 3:30-8:30, 16hrs to-

tal, stipend avail. M jst have car Call 818-

343-4150

9400
Room for Rent

ARE YOU SEARCHING FOR A ROOM-
MATE? Responsible, nonsmoking female

searching for place preferably near UCLA.
- Please contact Nayla at 310-777-4328

BEAUTIFUL, SUNNY
room in Spanish-style Westwood fiome. pri-

vate bathroom, hardwood floors, laundry,

parking, cable&water included. Seeking pro-

fessional. $625/mo 310-441-9972

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT. Own sunny
bdrm/bath N/S. professional female to share

apartment w/2 females. $450/mo Avail

01/01/99.310-473-9420/310-712-2623.

BRENTWOOD- 1 Bedroom available in

bright, spacious 3bd/2ba apartment. AC.

W/D, dishwasher, furnished Close to San
Vicente shops&restaurants. $650/mo. 310-

820-0711.

BRENTWOOD. Beautiful house, hardwood
floors, great location $600/mo Private

room. 310-826-8813.

BRENTWOOD/WLA. 1252 Barry Ave. 2-

bdrm/1 bath Secured access. 2-parking.

new carpet $1065. Available now. 310-47")-

3381.

CENTURY CITY Furnished room w/bath,

private entrance, palio. utilities Graduate

student only $440/mo. 310-474-9854.

HUGE 4 BDRM, exclusive walled communi-

ty 10 niinutes to UCLA Spacious private

room/bath. Spectacular yard, laundry, fire-

place N/S $550+utilities 310-202-6405

ON CAMPUS, all amenities, available now!

You've found todays "Read Between The
Lines" trivia question My Little Pony, Gl Joe,

and Mr Potato head are all toys marketed by
wfiat company'' Visit the DB Classifieds at

118 Kerckhoff or at wwwdailybruin ucia edu
to play and win

SANTA MONICA 2bdrm fumi&hed apt. Un
(umished room. 4 blocks from t>each Fe-

male grad student preferred $460/mo » 1/2

utilities Available 1/1 310-452-4737

WESTWOOD Furntshed guest bed/bath

Private entrance & parking $475/montti

w/iaundry. utihlies. cat>teTV, microiMve. re-

frigerator yard 310-277-0507 Steve or Mar

•e

Room for Rent

WLA Living room to rent $350/mo Close to

UCLA 2nd floor, pool. gym. tennis, utilities

included Female preferred. 310-445-9412

WLA Rent own room in large, sunny 3 bed
apartment Secure parking near bus N/S fe-

male preferred $485/mo. Ashlee 310-473-

8920

WLA. $610/mo. (all utilities except phone).

Private room w/bath Nonsmoker. No pets.

Available 1/1/99 Total security Near UCLA
310-446-1545

WLA. Responsible female to rent private

room in large 3-bdrm fiouse near campus.
Parking + washer/drier-t-appliances-fback-

yard. $500+deposit. Available immediately
Contact Karen; 310-839-2973.

9500
Roommates-Prhrate Room

APT TO SHARE
BRENTWOOD- 2bdmri/1bath. $490-(-1/2 utili-

ties. Female only Non-smoking. No pets.

Available January 1. 310-440-9504.

ASIAN/QUIET/CLEAN. WLA—Asian lady

needs quiet roommate. Nicely furnished.

Bus in front of house. Westwood/Pico. No-

smoking/pets Private bed sharebath.

$450/month-futilities. 310-475-8787.

BRENTWOOD- 2bdrm/1.5 bath townhome,
$550-futilities. Parking, pool, great location.

Responsible n/s female preferred.

Pgr/Voicemail 310-724-9354- Ask for Trang.

BRENTWOOD-Your own bedroom in a 3-

bdnm apt. $420/mo. Available ASAP until

mid-Sept. Prefer female/clean non-smoker.
3^0-478-0743.

PALMS Female student, clean, non-smoker.
Spacious 3bdrm. convenient location. Rent
Si4 33. need^fTrai& lBs i Con tact 310 030-0549
before 8pm.

REDONDO BEACH
Large master bdrm w/own bath in 3bdrm apt.

Share w/2 other females. Female preferred.

$600/mo. Amenities included. 310-209-

0049.

Roommate wanted for master bedroom in

Sherman Oaks Townhouse. Private bath;

secured parking $400/mo.-i-1/2utilities.

Evenings: 818-784-7675.

SANTA MONICA- Clean roommate to share
2bdrm/1ba furnished apartment $550/mo.
Washer/dryer, rion-smoker. between ages:
25-35. Female preferred Available asap
310-394-6502.

SANTA MONICA- North of Wilshire.

2bdrm/2bath. $650/mo-t- utilities. Quiet fe-

male non-smoking prof^sslonal/grad student

preferred. 310-825-5179(1-5pm) or 310-

395-6214- Carol.
I I ! ... ! I

I
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SM. 32nd St. and Pico. Own room in 3-bdrm

apt. Available immediately $500/mo.Call

Rita 310-450-6881.

SM. Female wanted, own room share bath.

Clean, responsible, no drugs/smoking/pets.

Street parking. SMC area. $450/mo. 3 10-.

399-7456.

WESTWOOD Strathmore and Landfair

Ibdrm available in 2bdrm apt. for Winter and
Spring '99. Great view $490/mo: Call Sara
(310)209-1046

WESTWOOD. Master bedroom w/bath in 2-

bdrm/2-bath Kelton apt. $750/mo. for one or

two to share. Parking. Call Amber 310-824-

0304.

WESTWOOD Professional to rent bedroom-
in large 3-bdrm./2.5-bath house. $650 -f1/3u-

tilities Fireplace, patio. W/D. Call 310-477-

8922.

Roommates-Shared Room

527 MIDVALE Male roommate wanted to

share 1-bdrm/1-bath apt starting 1/1/99.

$575/mo. Parking space included 310-208-

7918. !

PALMS Roommate wanted to share Ibdrm
apt. beginning 1/1/99 for winter and spnng
quarters Mature female preferred, $362 50..

310-841-6034

VETERAN/UCLA Female Roommate want-

ed to share large bedroom in 2 bed. 2-bath.

Fully furnished, fireplace, -'balcony, nonsmok-
ing/pet. Avail, immed. $390/mo. 310-208-

7748.

WESTWOOD-Space available, lake ov^r

lease Jan 1, Beautiful Spanish style apart-

ment 644 Landfair $367 Call Now 310-209-

0205.

WESTWOOD Female to share room m 2-

bdrm/2-bath condo Large walk in closet,

large bathroom, porch, in-unit laundry

$400/mo Laura ©3 10-478-5820

Classifieds

825-2221

Vacation Rentals

IDYLLWILD BEAUTIFUL MTN CABIN San
BernardwK) Nat'l Forest Fully equipped Hot

tub, hraplacM. Viamrs Sleep 44 $250/wee
kend 310-794-5515 310-391-6808
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CARTER
From page 44

on the day, forced the Longhorns into eight

turnovers. And ever-improving Bruin quarter-

back Cade McNown, in his best impression of a

Star Search audition, passed for a UCLA record

five touchdowns in the first half.

Two weeks later, the Bruins returned to that

same Rout 66 against another Texas team, the

University of Houston. This time, the defense

picked off four passes and McNown threw four

more scores in the 66-10 victory.

Following the demolition, Bruin offensive

coordinator Al Borges said, "The thing that is

different is that we don't make mistakes. There

are still some little things that if we want to be

really good we have to iron out. But you're not

seeing the catastrophes."

It could be argued that we have seen a few

near-catastrophes this season for the Bruins.

But strange things have happened this season:

a forced fumble by Marques Anderson, a fum-

ble recovery by Larry Atkins, an 83-yard final

minute Brad Melsby touchdown catch, a few

Brcndon Ayanbadejo sacks, Lewis touchdown

runs and passes, four DeShaun Foster touch-

downs, Ryan Roques interceptions and of

course, a McNown touchdown pass or catch

here and there.

In other words, the Bruins are right where

they want to be. UCLA has won all 20 of its con-

tests and has two games left on the mission.

Next up is the University of Miami, which

was introduced to Rout 66 last weekend. They

marched into Syracuse with the Big East title on

the line and folded, falling victim to the

Orangemen 66-13.

Now they have to face a Bruin offensive

attack that has not scored less than 28 points in

any game this season?

Not a good combination.

The Hurricanes, with all their history as a

football power, haven't been the same in the

post-Jimmy Johnson/Dennis Erickson era.

The 7-3 Canes have struggled since NCAA
sanctions has weakened their recruiting but can

find solace in that despite losing their last two

games (including the upcoming loss to the

Bruins), they will go to a bowl game for the first

time in a long while.

But the Bruins have too much going for them

this season and Miami does not have enough.

Therefore, the Bruins will win Saturday's contest

and receive an invitation to the Fiesta Bowl.

There, Toledo's team will go for 22 in a row and

the National Championship.

It's destined to happen.

And there is no defense that can stop des-

tiny's attack. Point blank.

Carter is destined to respond to questions and
comments sent toTheory@Bigfoot.com.

dont panic!!!
you can help

expand ttie

pngnun

Join the Recycling Group,
a tasit force ttwrt wotfct to expand

recvcHna on campus.
Just come to our next meeting:

Wed., Dec 9, 2 P.M.
Moore 1003.

]•

loin us For a Traditional
Friday Night Dinner

This week! -December 4th

5:00 p.m. Services 6:00 p.m. Dinner

With World Class Lecturer from New York Rabbi Reich

''What Do We Mean When We Soy Spirituality?"

AimiE SINGING A UTTiJE DANCING a(^OKS>OD

at the J.A.M. Center, 1025 Glendon Ave.

(Between Kinross and Weyburn)

Special Guest Speaker Monday December 7th

=MFSFiuciy Yoong=

h

THE LIHES
Find the hidden trivia question in today's Classifieds, answer it and win!

Bnng your answer to DB Classifieds. 1 18 Kerckhoff Hall.

Or, visit www.daHybruin.ucla.edu

"Chanukah; Finding One's Own Light

Maintaining Joy in the Face of Adversity"

1:00 -3:00 p.m.

At Ackermon 2408

Sponsored by JAM, on on campus club ot UCLA.

/

For rTK>re information please call JAM at

(323) 930-2034

PLAQUE
wAns

Episode 22

See Dr. Friedman

Cleaning Expires 6/30 /99

COSMETIC and
GENERAL
DENTISTRY

•TOOTH BONDING, BLEACHING
•Nitrous Oxid* (Laughing Gas)
•Hypnosis • Eloctronic Anasthosia
•Opan Lata Hours, Fraa / Valldatad Parking
•Chacks, Cradit Cards & Insuranca Forms Walcoma
•20 Yaars in Privata Practica in Wastwood

Dr. LARRY FRIEDMAN, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1762 Westwood Blvd. #460 (between Wilshire & Santa Monica Bl.)

For Appointment Call: (310) 474-3765

Dinnf1^ im
20Kllt)S0fSUStll

20WIDS Of CPfPfs

Cmifm Sfii boss

Snow Cm Lfos

fpf sti Strton

Qmw MussfIS

SHPIrtP COCKIllll

fpuii 5flP

lilt) So Much I\cm

Sm-Swm tlousf in bPfniwooD
All you can Eat...

Shabu Shabu & Seafood Buffet

Ml.95
(Sot., Sun & Holidays $12.95)

Hours: Doily 11:300111 -2:30pm

Sundoy&Holidoys II :30am •2:30pm

DinnfP
1 00% Organically Raised

USDA natural beef

No Hormones
No Preservatives

-V (Sot., Sun iHoTKlays $20.95)

Hours: Monlburs 6:00pm - 9:30pm

Fri-Sot 5:30pm • 10:00pm, Sun 5:30pm • 9:00pm
minutes

Private Room for targe parties
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JACKSON
From page

Brave words well-spoken by the

2! -year-old Seattle, Wash, native.

But Hubbard says that is what

Takiyah is all about.

"Takiyah's very intelligent/*

Hubbard said. "She understands that

athletics aren't someone's life.

"She's very smart because she's

learned the balance. She's realized

that basketball is just a means to an

end. It is going to pay for education.

"And that education is going to

help her in the long run.**

In the long run, Takiyah wants to

get into education, following in the

footsteps of her mother, who is an

educational law teacher and her

father, an high school administrator.

She has two aunts, two uncles and a

cousin who are private school admin-

istrators, and her step-father is a col-

lege professor.

Takiyah grew up around educators

and knew the field was her calling. In

a sense, she learned by example.

Becoming an administrator was her

ticket.

Conversely, her desire to go the

route of education was strengthened

by the lack of guidance her friends,

teammates and associates got as stu-

dents in Washington.

"I've always wanted to do some-

thing in education," Takiyah said. "I

don't necessarily want to be a

teacher.

"Eventually I want to be an admin-

istrator. That's why I want to go to

graduate school and get a Ph.D.

"I fmd it fulfilling knowing I can

help someone else. I saw things in

high school and thought, 'When I get

older I want to change that.'

Hopefully I can."

'I

Takiyah witnessed students and

student-athletes with potential, being

guided the wrong way academically.

They would take less challenging

classes as opposed to those required,

because their counselors steered

them wrong.

She would like to counteract the

wrongs going on in her hometown.

Because she is getting her education

at UCLA, she will be qualified. She

will graduate this spring and continue

on to UCLA graduate school.

That is one of the perks of being a

athlete on scholarship. As long as you

are eligible to play the sport, you

attend the school on the university's

tab. Takiyah sees the light at the end

of the tunnel, and that light is shining

on undergraduate and graduate

degrees.

"She has a real focus to get on a

task and see it through," said Sam
Jackson of his daughter.

"It is important to prepare your-

self to work in an area that you have a

passion for," Sam said, "and that's

what Takiyah is doing with educa-

tion.

"She knows that she can accom-

See JACKSON, page 39

^^ /^Village
flyl

\^'^^ /"xpressmart /tr^<
'u

10974 Le Conte Ave. at Gayiey %.
'^S

i^iSA I FREE PARKING—^—i (While shopping in store)

SLOBrew
Amber Ale • Extra Pale Ale

6pk - 12oz Bottles

^-^^^ Genuine Draft

18pk - 12oz Bottles

IFTTHnilOOD FOU

CHINESE

Enjoy our
Pre-Finals Special!

Purchase any 3-item
Combination plate

for only $4.99!
Located at:

Ackerman Union Level 1

310 206-9395

No/ valid with any other discounts or promotions

Offer valid until December 12, 1998

Visit our Website @ ummKpandavxpress.com

Cosmetic Surgery
FREE CONSULTATION

Laser Surgery, Computer Imaging Available

Nose

Acne Sears

Lip Enhancement
Face Lift/Eyt^lid Surgery

Hair Flap/Scalp Reduction

Chemical Peels

Chin & Cheek Implants

Liposuction

Ear Reshaping
Snoring
Tonsils

Hair Ri^mnv ill

Steven Burres, M.D.
FAACS, AAFPS, AAOHNS, LACMA, atA,

AMERICANACADEMYOFFACIAL PLASTICAND
RECONSTRUCTIVE SURGERY

^ Board Certified

(310)385-0590
'

465 North Roxbury Dr., Beverly Hills

1119 Second St., Manhattan Beach

Affordable prices

Financing Available and Most Insurance Accepted

i?«Mft5 mtfy rflry. W^fa, AUematiies, and Complications Discussed at Consultation.

HARVARD
UNIVERSITY

1S3:'Qll:Ci
JOHN F KENNEDY

SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT

...is looking for future leaders in Public Affairs.

We offer a 2-year Master in Public Policy (MPP), a 2-year

Master in Public Administration in International Development
(MPA/ID). a 2-year Master in Public Policy in Urban Planning
(MPP/UP) and a 1-year Mid-Career Master in Public

Administration (MCC/MPA) with concentrations offered in:

Business and Government Policy

Crime and Criminal Justice

Environment and Natural Resources

Health Care Policy

Human Resources, Labor and Education

Housing, Urban Development and Transportation

International Security and Political Economy
International Trade and Fmance
Nonprofit Sector

Political and Economic Development

Press, Politics and Public Policy

Science, Technology and Public Policy

If you would like to know more about the programs
offered at the Kennedy School of Government, please
join us for an informational reception with KSG alumni on:

DATE:

TIME:

LOCATION:

December 8. 1998
6:00 pm 8:00 pm
Downtown Hyatt Regency

711 S. Hope Street, Los Angeles

'/

Please RSVP by December 2 to Susan QiMnterg 617496-7414

ALL STUDENTS • ALL YEARS • ALL MAJORS WELCOME

JACKSON
From page 38

plish more important things than bas-

ketball."

Takiyah attributes her maturity

and knowledge to her upbringing.

Whenever she has problems, Takiyah

talks to her parents first. Being an

only child, she has a familial bond

with each of her parents. This is made
easier by the fact that Sam and Peggy

Jackson-Williams live within 10 min-

utes of each other.

This support system really helped

Takiyah through the rough times she

faced as a freshman while being

injured and homesick at the same

time.

Also, she feared not living up to all

the "hype" that preceded her even

donning a college uniform.

Takiyah was supposed to be phe-

nomenal in college, since she was just

that in high school. As a junior,

Takiyah was named the Seattle Times

player of the Year. She was All-State

all four years and was named to seven

All-America teams and picked

Washington State player of the year

as senior.

So much was expected of her and

she felt the burden getting heavier on

her shoulders as she sat in rehab.

"It was a long year watching,"

Takiyah said of her redshirt season.

"It was really hard. I wasn't playing, I

was away from home and I didn't

know how'it would turn out.

"And it's even harder because if

you don't meet people's expectations

they shoot you down."

Luckily, Takiyah chose a school

that would benefit her academically

as well as athletically. Of course, it

helps to have very supportive par-

ents.

"My parents just wanted me to be

, successful," Takiyah said. "They

were happy with whatever decisions I

made and helped me through the

hard times."

Said Sam, "I'm very fortunate. It

is a personal pleasure for me to have

seen an 18-year-old turn into a

woman; to see her grow since she's

been at school.

"I just had the faith that she would

make^the right decisions and she

has."

Sam also feels that personality and

character shape and define individu-

als. And he says that Takiyah the pe;r-

son is making him happier than

Takiyah the basketball player.

"You can have all the talent in the

world," Sam said, "but if you have an

ugly personality it means nothing.

You can win a championship but still

be a loser."

And you can be a'champion with-

out a trophy or plaque validating it.

Takiyah knows this. Since know-

ing is half the battle, she has a jump-

start on success.

While there will be no All-

American title for Takiyah, a title that

will most assuredly come will be "Dr.

Jackson, Ph.D."

William Che
Asian
Eyelid

Surgery
'"'"

wwwtasianeyelidtcom
Call for free brochure, 1-800-beauty I

- L!ll"'

HENRI
salon d e b e a u t i

Holiday Special

!

50H^o OFF NAIR SERVICES
New clients only with staff only, offer gtxxJ until Janualy.

Specializing; in:

Designer Cul.s,

Highliglu.s, Creative

color, Ferm.s,

Manicure, Euro|>ean

Pedicure, Make-Up

and Evening Style.

20% OFF Beauty
Products

(310) 208 - 7531

90 ^V^^ 1080 Glendon Ave.

t<
eeV^ Westwood Village i

Located near Monty's ^^j^
iss^

Relax and take a study break!

Thursday, December 3

7:00 PM at Hillel

RSVP to Bahareh. Bring a Towel.

Shabbat Services,

Dinner and a
Guitar-Led Song Session

Friday, December 4
6:30 PM at Hillel

RSVP for dinner!

Alternative
Shabbat

Leave your books behind
and come hil<e with us!

Saturday, December 5
10:30 AM, Meet at Hillel

Call Aviva to confirm!

^r^^m

Look

-for this..r

When you buy this. .

.

4-#

The American Gem Society is a group of fine

jewelers in North America dedicated to consumer

protection... your protection.

The AGS logo is your assurance of quality Quality

you can count on. For all your fine jewelry purchases,

visit a jeweler who is serious about serving you.

The AGS jeweler.

fine jewelers-

Westwood's oldest and most respected jeweler Since 1946

1055 westwood blvd westwood village

(310) 208-3131

DEDICATED TO PROVF.N FTHICS. KNO>Xl.EDGF AND CON'^UMKR PROTEfTlON'

Located at 900 Hilgard (corner of Le Conte)

Call Hillel at 208-3081

or e-mail us at hillel@ucla.edu

^Buns
JENNIFER

Lopez

GEORGE
Clooney

What more can ^e
ask for?

Don't miss this

week's film

Playing this week in Ackerman Grand Ballroom
Thursckiy 1 2/3 & Friday 1 2/4 both days
at 7pm and 9:30pm. Only $2 at the door.

Question? Call (310) 825-1958. Comments? E-mail cecinfo@asucla.ucl

Or visit our website at www.campusevents.ucla.edu
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It's a

Christmas!

v^.
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^v

^J
i
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Shop for gifts.

Enter to win.

Surf the site!
www.bikini.coin. The Worldls Biggest Beach Party.
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PAC-10 NOTEBOOK Notes compiled by AJ Cadman, Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Arizona Wildcats (3-0),

No. 1 3 AP and ESPN/USA Today
After an initial victory over a then highly

ranked Tennessee squad, the Wildcats

claimed victories over Texas and Brigham

Young. Their first real test for Jason Terry and

Co. does not come until Jan. 2 when Arizona

travels to Pauley Pavilion to take on the

Bruins in their first conference game of the

season.

1
r^<".^

use Trojans (4-0)

The Trojans are off to a good start under

coach Henry Bibby. USC toyed with San

Diego State (101-54) before squeaking past

UNLV and handling Long Beach State. The

Trojans have a good chance of holding a 6-0

record before traveling to Lawrence to battle

No. 6 Kansas on Dec. 12.

California Golden Bears (2-1)

The Bears manhandled Hawaii and Eastern

Washington before succumbing to DePaul by

three points. California returns Geno Carlisle,

averaging 23 points per game thus far. Last

night, the Bears tackled the Cougars of

Houston, coached by NBA Hall of Famer

Clyde Drexler.

Oregon Ducks (2-1)

Momentum will be the key to the Ducks

success this season under head coach Emie

Kent. With nonconference victories over

Coppin State and Southern Illinois, Oregon

followed with a loss to Minnesota.They hope

to win games in their preconference

schedule in order to carry momentum into

the tough Pac- 10.

Oregon State Beavers (2-0)

Their victories over Idaho State and UC Irvine

artificially padded their early season won-

loss record. But, they can start the New Year

right when they contest No. 5 Stanford in

Palo Alto on Jan. 2.

Arizona State Sun Devils (2-3)

ASU opened the season with an easy victory over

San Jose State before bowing humbly at the hands

of Utah 65-48.The Sun Devils followed with a close

loss to Kansas State 74-70. Although ASU's loss did

not improve the Wildcats' strength of schedule in

football, the Sun Devils later beat Chaminade 78-

64.The Pac-10 schedule will be rougli for the Sun

Devils this year without a true veteran leader.

IKS'
Stanford Cardinal (4-1 ),

No. 5 AP and ESPN/USA Today

After opening the season with three victories by at least 25 points

per game, Stanford struggled near the end of the Preseason NIT in

New York. A narrow two-point victory over No. 25 St. John's, due in

part to a phantom foul by the Redmen and clutch free throw

shooting by Stanford's Arthur Lee, was followed by a loss to No. 3

North Carolina.The Cardinal frontcourt was shut down by Tar Heel

giants Brendon Heywood and Ademola Okulaja. Their next big test

is against John Chaney's No. 10 Temple Owls on Dec. 29.

Washington Huskies (4-1),

No. 1 5 AP, No. 1 4 ESPN/USA Today

The Huskies began the season by beating the likes of

Hawaii-Hilo and St. Louis, before their impressive

victory over Georgia Tech, a team on the cusp of the

Top 25. But, the task got much harder with a

showdown with No. 1 Connecticut at the Great Eight

Tournament that resulted in a 21 -point massacre.

They tackle No. 18 New Mexico on Christmas Eve.

Washington State Cougars (1-4)

The Cougars' lone victory this year came against lowly

Central Washington. They have lost to Virgina, Nebraska,

Gonzaga and Alaska Fairbanks but face another ins-

state foe in Eastern Washington on Saturday. The

Cougars' are still looking to replace the conference's

leading rebounder from last year, Carlos Daniel. Veteran

Blake Pengelly leads Washington State in the backcourt,

but the Cougars lack the size to compete with Pac-10

powers Stanford, Washington and UCLA.

=^NTRAt=
AMERICAN
CI i

VICTIMS
• • I

youn
HELP

102 Men's Gym (CPO)

3154 Engineering 1 (SOLES)

7349 Bunche Hall (Chavez Center)

Dysktra, Room 406

St Albin's, 580 HiJgard Avenue

104 Kerckhoff Hall (EXPO Center)

6282 Bunche Hall (Lounge)

407 Kerckhoff Hall (MEChA)

58 Haines Hall (Library)

Jimmy's

University Research Library

118 Kerckhoff Hall (Daily Bruin)

Northern Lights

5310 Rolfe

A-Level Ackerman

(Near Student Union Ops)

Canned foods,

bottled water,

medicine and
supplies are

desperately needi
now

For information.

call X55969.

X66452 or 52333

eachers Wanted
m^

JOKKL. J' ' urses

Ideal part-time instructorjob

Pay scale starts at $13.50 per hour

Great working conditions

Locations throughout LA. County

SAH LSAl GMAl GRE, MCAT

Would you like to work in a creative environment, teach students and make

great money? If you are bright, enthusiastic, have high test scores, and

enjoy helping others, this may be the perfect part-time Job for you. Send us

your resume and cover letter-no phone calls please. Include your SAT and

graduate test scores (if any). Accepted applicants will participate in an

extensive training program before becoming instructors.

Please send your resume to:

The Princeton Review .

Attn.: Personnel Dept.

11040 Santa Monica Blvd., #400

Los Angeles. CA 90025

FAX # (310) 473-8511

THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW

SAT-I • SAT-II • PSAT

Vocabulary • Academic Tutoring

LSAT • GMAT • GRE • MCAT • MBE
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Baron Davis played for the first time this season on Tuesday.

M. BASKETBALL
From page 44

he didn't feel pressured Id lake

the team on his back," said head

coach Steve Lavin,

Lavin also made sure to point

out that he doesn't "plan on start-

ing him for a long period of

time."

Davis's return has begun but is

not complete. As thmgs turned

out, the Bruins barely needed him

at all to dispatch of Delaware

State.

The game opened up with a 10-

UCLA run, and things didn't

l*)| HKIC K KU; KJ/Ddily Hfu.n Sriuor S«d«

Forward Rico Mines takes a junrjp shot in UCLA's victory over the

Delaware State Hornets.

gfi bftH'i lo i till' Hui iiets fioi iT

then on.

In just 19 minutes of play,

Jerome Moiso posted 18 points,

while shooting eight of 10 from

the floor with seven rebounds.

But with five players scoring in

double digits, it was nothing less

than a complete team game. ^^

This being the first time this

sCiison the Bruins ha\c scored

100 points tn h gimic. mre might

be fooled into focusing only on

an offense that slowly had to find

more creative ways to score and

keep the crowd in the game.

After forcing 20, turnovers,

however, 14 from steals, much
needs to be said for the tough

Bruin defense.

Delaware State struggled to

get anything going offensively.

The Hornets shot only .^S percent

on field goals and were only able

to connect on a mere eight

assists.

The Hornets were led by a

commanding performance by the

DiviMuii I leadei m liei' tinmr
percentage, Terrance Hood.

Hood played an impressive 37

minutes while only gaining one

foul. He scored 26 points, nine

from free throws, but he made
eight of his team's 24 turnovers,

one of the major reasons the

Bruins came out on top when the

final buzzer rang.

SWIMMING BRIEFS

The UCLA wojnen's swimming
team competes today through Sunday

at the Husky Invitational in Federal

Way, Wash.

The Husky Invitational is a swim-

ming only competition, so the diving

squad of the Brum team will take a

bye this weekend. Unlike conference

regulated meets, all team members
are allowed to take part, and UCLA
head coach Cyndi Ciallagher plans to

race every swimmer.

The Bruins will ^wim four days in

Washington against the Husk\ ho^ts

its well as various local club teams

With the facility being the site of this

\car"s Pac-lO championship, the

Bruins gel an added advantage* of get-

ting the feel of the pool and atmos-

phere this weekend.

Although this is not a conference

meet, the UCLA swimming team has

outperformed that of Washii^gton in

previous competitions. For example.

UCLA placed fifth in the Pac-IO

championships, while Washington

placed seventh. The Bruins also bet-

tered the Huskies in the NCAA's last

year.

With the security of thfc team's well-

being in mind, the Bruins will concen-

trate on individual efforts, aiming to

better their previous meet limes as the

season advances.

A major objective at the invitation-

al IS for swimmers to make the NC'AA
championship qualifying times.

Gallagher says some have already

&>vuni fuiil enough to qua l ify. =
"Right now, it looks like Keiko

Price made it in the 50 and the 100

yard free," she said. "Beth Goodwin
made the 100 fly and Katie Younglove

made the 200 fly.

'! hope we can come up with some
more qualifiers this weekend," she

added.
.

i

'

h

'
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Lawson sparks team's spirits
FEATURE: Walk-on fulfills

life-long dream as Bruin,

playing on winning squad

By Nick Taylor

Daily Bruin Contributor

There have been many inspira-

tional leaders for the Bruins this year

and "Rhonda" may be the most

dynamic of them all.

Rhonda is the rock star on the

team. She wears a rainbow hair bow
along with muscle shirts and has a

mischievous, impish personality

.

In fact, she usually causes trouble,

and the team blames everything on

her. Apparently, coach Andy
Banachowski cut her from the team,

but senior Mandi Lawson said that

she usually lurks near practice.

"Andy won't admit it," said

Lawson, "But, I think he likes her. I

think he thinks Rhonda adds a lot to

the team."

The surprise is that Rhonda and

Mandi Lawson are none other than

one and the same, and both have been

an integral part of the team.

As a defensive specialist, Lawson

starts regularly in Banachowski's

eight-man rotation. She begins the

game on the bench but comes in once

Elisabeth "Whiz" Bachman rotates to

the server spot. Lawson immediately

serves and provides superb defense

ship and was not recruited to play for

UCLA. In fact, Lawson, a Manhattan

Beach native, spent her first two years

at North Carolina State. She had a

full-scholarship opportunity to play

for the Wolfpack and did not pass it

up; she enjoyed her years there.

"1 thought (going to the East

Coast) would be a good experience,"

Lawson said. "My first year was great

because everything was new."

Lawson played two years for NC
State as their defensive specialist. She

posted 130 digs and 51 service aces in

235 games played (67 matches) and

was about to return to North Carolina

State for her junior year.

After her sophomore year, Lawson

came home for the summer and

found she just couldn't leave

California. She decided in July that

she had to try and fulfill her dream of

attending UCLA.
"UCLA was my dream school; all

of my family had gone there. So I

decided to walk-on and try out."

Banachowski had heard about

Lawson, but he made no promises to

her. She would have to earn her way

onto the team.

Would Lawson cut it with the

scholarship players? No problem.

She earned a spot in the starting rota-

tion after a month and played in the

Bruins' first 17 matches before she

sprained her medial collateral liga-

ment in Ijer lefi knee. Lawson was out

for the year and unable to plav in the

tor the streaking Bruins, currently

ranked No. 15.

Lawson boasts impressive stats,

but numbers themselves don't tell

enough about her.

Lawson is a walk-on player for the

Bruins. Unlike most of her team-

mates, she does not have a scholar-

NCAA tournament.

Did it hold her back? No way.

Although she didn't get up to playing-

speed until the summer, Lawson was

determined to earn back her spot. She

was at 100 percent but didn't quite

know where she would fit in the

Bruins' plans.

"Things had changed," Lawson
said. "We had lots of freshmen, and I

didn't know what to expect."

When practice started, though, her

instincts kicked in and Lawson was

off and running.

"I feel I'm playing the best volley-

ball of my life," said Lawson.

Exactly. Both Lawson and the

Bruins have been hitting, literally, on

all cylinders. As any coach will tell

you, defense wins games, and that

holds true with the Bruins.

The team is in sync. According to

Lawson, they all get along with each

other so well they "look forward to

practice and being in the gym togeth-

er."

They are also very excited about

their winning streak, which has vault-

ed them straight into the NCAAs.
They all can't wait, especially

Lawson.

"I'm really, really looking forward

to the tournament. I've never played

in the NCAAs before," Lawson said.

She also wants to represent the uni-

versity well when the Bruins compete.

The UCLA tradition is so strong, and

it gives her so rrluch pride, that it real-

ly makes a dilTerence.

"It was such an accomplishment

for me," she said, "to make the team,

get to play, have a role and con-

tribute."

UCLA is just as happy to have

Lawson here. She wants to stay as

long as she can, mt^joring in business

nANIHAiOfCCA.

Senior Mandi Lawson's energy has been a sourer of inspiration for

and economics with a minor in

accounting.

It is a heavy load for her, but as

Lawson says, "I'm in no hurry to

graduate."

Lawson hopes to pursue either a

pro-beach volleyball career, or a

career in the FBI. While tho.se fields

the women's volleyball team.

—

don't seem to mix, anyone whose alter

ego fires up the team must be quali-

fied to hunt down the most wanted.

While criminals can run unafraid

of "Rhonda," Bruin opponents can-

not find a way to stop her. But can

anyone? Rhonda certainly found her

way into the hearts of her teamm;'tes

and coaches. "Rhonda for sure had to

be mentioned," Lawson said.

Yes, she did, and the Bruins are

glad to have her.

Any large Pizza, your choice of 3 toppings and any crust, for $9.99

824-41 1

1

1114 Gayley Ave.

Westwood Village

Medium 1 topping Pizza

for $5.95

Fast Free Delivery

until 1 a.m. Sunday-Thursday
until 2 a.m. Friday & Saturday

National Football League
At a Olante

AMERICAN CONFERENa
East

Miami

N.Y.iets

Buffalo

WL
8 4

8 4

7 5

New England 7 5

T Pet. Pf PA

.667 231 168

.667 315 199

.583 268 242

.583 262 236

Indianapolis 2 10 .167 208 336

Central

Jaduonville

Pinsburgh

Tennessee

Baltimore

Cincinnati

^t
y-Oenm

Oakland

Seattle

Kansas City

San Diego

9 3 .750 311 247

7 5 .583 224 218

6 6 .500 260 237

5 7 .417 205 247

2 10 .167 197 321

12 1.000401 206

7 5 .583 209 244

6 6 .500 255 210

5 7 .417 238 259

5 7 .417 181 247

NATIONAL CONFERENa
East

Dallas

Arizona

N.Y.Giants

Washington

Ptiiladelphia

Central

X Minnesota

Green Bay

Detroit

Tampa Bay

Chicago

West

X Atlanta

San Francisco

New Orleans

St. Louis

Carolina

W L T Pet. PF PA

8 4 .667 325 217

6 6 .500 251 308

4 8 .333 196 257

3 9 .250 240 337

2 10 .167 108 277

Baltimore 38, Indianapolis 3

1

Jacksonville 34, Cincinnati 17

Tampa Bay 3 I.Chicago 17

Seanle 20, Tennessee 18

New England 2S, Buffalo 21

Miami 30, New Orleans 10

Green Bay 24, Philadelphia 16

Washington 29, Oakland 19

Denver 31,San Diego 16

Monday's game
San Francisco 31, New York Giants 7

Thunday,Dec3

St. louis at Philadelphia, 8:20 p.m,

Sunday, Dec 6
Buffalo at Cincinnati, 1 :01 p.m.

Dallas at New Orleans, 1 .i)1 p.m.

Detroit at Jacksonville, 1 01 p.m.

Indianapolis at Atlanta, 1 01 p.m.

New England at Pittsburgh, 1 :01 p.m.

San Diego at Washington, 1 :01 p.m.

San Francisco at Carolina, 1 :01 p.m.

Seanle at New York Jets, 1:01p.m.

New York Giants at Arizona, 4:05 p.m.

Kansas City at Denver, 4: 1 5 p.m.

Miami at Oakland, 4: 15 p.m.

Baltimore at Tennessee, 4: 1 5 p.m.

Chicago at Minnesota, 8:20 p.m.

Monday, Dec 7

Green Bay at Tampa Bay, 8:20 p.m.

National Hocliev League
At a Glance

WESTERN CONFERENa
Central Division

Detroit

St. Louis

Nashville

Chicago

Northwest Division

W L T Pts GF GA

13 9 26 75 54

9 6 5 23 57 47

9 13 1 19 54 71

6 14 3 15 48 82

Edmonton

Colorado

Vancouver

Calgary

Pacific Division

Phoenix

Dallas

Anaheim

Los Angeles

San Jose

W L T Pts GF G/^

13 9 1 27 72 58

9 n 2 20 57 64

9 13 2 20 67 72

8 13 2 18 63 70

W L T Pts GF GA

14 3 2 30 56 30

13 4 3 29 56 39

8 10 5 21 54 57

6 15 3 15 51 69

5 12 5 15 49 59

11 1

8 4

5 7

5 7

3 9

10 2

9 3

5 7

3 9

2 10

.917

.667

.417

.417

.250

.833

750

.417

.250

.167

394 220

314 240

244 263

223 250

197 275

325 218

354 244

216 265

207 285

236 322

EASTERN CONFERENa
Atlantic Division

W I

14 7

IV 7

10 6

8 9

10 14

x-clinched playoff t>erth

y-clinched division title-

Thunday^fMNtt

Detroit 1 9, Pmsburgh 16.01

Minnesota 46. Dallas 36

New Jersey

Philadelphia

Pittsburgh

NY Rangers

NY Islanders

Northeast Division

Toronto

Buffalo

Boston

awa

real
^"

W
14

11

10

11

8

L

9

5

7

7

13

Pts GF GA

29 58 49

26 62 48

26 67 59

23 64 65

20 61 67

Pts GF GA

30 77 69

26 59 -11

26 61 44

25 64 51

18 53 69

Kansas City KAnnna 24

AttaMa21.StlouK10

Newltork)fts48.Ciroima21

Southeast Diviskxi

Carolina

rionda

lWavw)Qion

lim^Bay

W L T Pis Gf GA

12 10 3 27 66 58

8 10 5 21 55 62

7 12 3 17 49 66

6 14 2 14 48 83

Tuesday's games

Vancouver I.Boston 1, tie

New Jersey 4, Washington

N.YRangers5,flonda4,0T

Anaheim 4, Pittsburgh 4, tie

Ottawa 3. Nashville 1

Wednesday's games

Buffalo 2, Florida 1

Carolina 4. Montreal 1

N.YRangers 3, NY Islanders 2

Toronto 3. los Angeles 1

Edmonton 4. Phoenix 3

,^ Colorado 4, Detroit 2

Dallas 3, San Jose

Thursday's games

LorAngeles at Ottawa, 7 30 p.m

Anaheim at Chicago. 8 30 p.m

Tampa Bay at Calgary. 9 p.m

Friday's games

NY Islanders at Washington, 7 pm
Pittsburgh at Cafblina, 7 p.m

Philadelphia at Buffalo, 7:30 p m
Montreal at New Jersey, 7 30 p.m.

St. Louis at Colorado, 9 p.m ___
Tampa Bay at Edmonton, 9 p.m

Dallas at Vancouver, 10 p.m

Detroit at San Jose, 10 30 pm

Colteqe football Picli^

At Atlanta, the Volunteers ( 1 1 0) play No 23

M5SISMPPI Sute (8 3) lor ttte SEC champi

omhip The Vols are first m the BCS stand

ings and a win should get them into the

Fiesta.

At the Orange Bowl, the Bmins (10-0) play

Miami (7-3) in the "Hurricane Bowl' make

up of a Sept. 26 game postponed by a hum
cane. The Bmins are second in the BCS

standings, but their title status is more pre-

carious than the Vols.

At St. Louis, the Wildcab (11-0) meet No. 10

Texas A&M (10-2) for the Big 12 champi-

onship. K-State is the wild card in the

national title chase since it needs an

impressive win and a boost in strength-of-

schedule for a chance to overtake UCLA or

Tennessee.

Tennessee, coming off a 41 -0 win over

Vanderbih, will rely on the scrambling of

quarterback Tee Miartin, a strong running

game led by Travis Henry and a defense

allowing only 14.5 points per game.

David Cutcliffe. the Vols offensive coordina-

tor, was hired Wednesday as the coach at

Mississippi, replacing Tommy Tuberville,

who left for Auburn. Cutcliffe, a Vols assis-

tant for 16 years, will be with the team for

Saturday's game.

The Bulldogs, coming off an SEC Wesl-

clinching win over Mississippi last week,

may be without star running back James

Johnson, who has 1,345 yards. Johnson has

a groin injury and won't know until kickoff

if he can play.

A Mississippi State win puts the Bulldogs in

the Sugar Bowl and could send the Vols to

the Citrus Bowl.

UCIA makes its cross-country trek two

weeks after an emotional 34 1 7 win over

cross-town rival Southern California. The

Bruins, with Cade McNown playing his final

regular -season game, are averaging 40

points per game The Hurricanes. 66 1

3

losers at Syracuse last week in a game that

decided the Big East championship, are

anxious (or a chance at UCIA

If the Bruins lose, they will play in the Rose

Bowl as the Pac 10 champion and meet No

8 Wisconsin. Miami plays North Carolina

State in the Micron PC Bowl

Michael Bishop is the key to Kansas State's

success Although the Wildcats have

allowed 55 points and more than 800 yards

in then last two wins - 40 30 over

Nebraska and 31 25 over Missouri -

Bishop made sure his team came out on

lop

Bishop, with one more shot at impresvng

Heisman Trophy voters, has 2 1 touchdowns

passing and 1 3 running K State leads the

nation in sconnq at 49 4 points per game

and averages 474 loul yards Bishop aver

ages 286 yards per game

if two of the top three teams lose Saturday,

look for No. 4 Florida State (1 1 -
1 ) to move

into the national title picture.

The picks:

No. 1 Tennessee (minus 13 1/2) vs.Na23

Mississippi State (at Atlanta)

Vols running game should wear down
Bulldogs' defense. ... TENNESSEE. 27-10.

No. 2 Kansas State (minus 141/2) vs. No. 10

Texas A&M (at St Louis)

Wildcats simply too fast for Aggies, espe-

cially on artificial surface. ... KANSAS STATE,

42-17.

No. 3 UCLA (minus 10) at Miami

Bombs away for Bmins 06 Cade McNown.

...UCLA, 38-21.

No. 1 7 Air Force (no line) vs. 6YU (at Las

Vegas)

Falcons mn for 280.9 yards per game,

Cougars can run— and pass. ..BYU,24-21.

Toledo (plus 12 at Marshall (Friday)

Chad Pennington passes Thundering Herd

to another MAC title. ... MARSHALL, 34-14.

Army (minus 6) vs. Navy (at Philadelphia)

Cadets have top rushing offense (280.9

yards). Middies are fourth (264.9). ... ARMY
2421.

Transactions

Maiof Lcaoue Baseball

BALTIMORE ORIOLES— Signed OF Albert

Belle to a five year contract. Released IF PJ.

Forbes and OF Wady Almonte. Announced C

Charlie Greene was claimed off waivers by

Milwaukee.

TEXAS RANGERS— Agreed to terms with

IB Rafael Palmeiro on a five year contract

Sent RHP Enc Moody outright to Oklahoma

oftheKL.

ATLANTA BRAVES -Agreed to terms with

OF Otis Nixon on a one year contract and SS

Owe Guillen on a two year contract

Released OF Curtis Pnde and Designated

INF Glenn Williams for assignment

NEW YORK METS— Traded C Todd Hundley

to the Los Angeles Dodgers for C Charles

Johnson and Of Roger Cedeno Traded

Johnson to the Baltimore Orioles for RHP

Armando Benitei.

FLORIDA MARLINS—Named Dave Huppert

manaqef of Brevard County of the Florida

State League

MONTREAL EJtPOS Signed RHP Lws

Torres to a minor league contract

NaliMialFoMhalLMfMe

ARIZONA CARDINALS Signed KChns

Jacke

CHICAGO BEARS—Placed QB Erik Kramer

on injured reserve. Agreed to terms with QB

Jim Miller. Moved LB Chris Draft from the

practice sguad to the active roster. Signed

DT Han7 Deligianis to the practice squad.

PHILADELPHIA EAGLES—Signed TE

Andrew Jordan and WR Kevin McKenzie. Re-

signed FB Mike Reed. Placed TE Kaseem

Sinceno and TE Jason Dunn on injured

reserve. Resigned FB Mike Reed to the

practice squad.

SAN DIEGO CHARGERS—Released RB

Justin Watson from the practice squad.

National Hodtey League

NHL—Suspended Buffalo RW Rob Ray for

four games and fined him $1,000 for slew-

footing Flonda LW Alex HKks in a game

Nov. 28.

BUFFALO SABRES—Signed D Mike Wilson

to a three-year contract.

TAMPA BAY LIGHTNING—Named Bob

Whidden goaltender consultant.

VANCOUVER CANUCKS—Reassigned C Josh

Holden to Syracuse of the AHL.

COUECE
LONG BEACH STATE—Announced that

men's basketball F Jared Frey has left the

team.

MARYLAND—Extended the contract of

Gary Williams, men's basketball coach,

through the 2005 season.

TEXAS-EL PASO - Extended the contract of

Chariie Bailey, football coach, through the

2001 season.

All times in the sports box are EST

Trivia Questions

1 What top grossing 1980's movie promi-

nently features a Carl Yastrzemski model

bat bong used for something other than

baseball?

2 What five schools have finished in the Top

10 in the AP football poll the most times'

3.What is the highest number that a bas-

ketball player may wear on their jersey'

Answers

jno) p pauiujuio) oijaa jaApjd e )o

Siaquinu aq] sja5uy Jiam i^iim jeubis O)

a(9e aq 6) paau mu^i mi asne)aq '$^-(

II
seu «P"<HN P"f saiisiuy oi dO] 6? srtj

puK>ur|i|0 "sauui o( os auop srq fiufqna

MUNIK 01 ^1 «|l ui WHfK ^1
pa(^luy aMM ufONpiM pue auieQ aooii7

6uiuH(sam I

Cantaloupes

3 lbs. for

39C/lb cut whole
•-i^—<

FUJI APPLES

yib.

Reg. 99«/lb.

Coke, Diet Coke & Sprite

2 liter bottles No Limit

Sparkletts
M • MOUNTAIN SPRING WATER

• CRYSTAL FRESH DRINKING WATER

1 Gallon 59
cookies

CHOCOUTE
CHIP/PECAN

12 oz.

Miller Genuine Draft

Grolsch Premium Lager

12 pk - 12 oz. Bottles Reg. $12.99

^^^lio^ Corn
Fialies

n. Ilmtt 4 rag. $2.99

18 pk 12 oz. bottles Reg. $11.99

Budweiser & Bud Ligtit

18pk±2 oz. cans Reg. $11.99

Star Kist
Chunk Light Tuna

59
6oz. UmKK

• CHsp Hard Ckl«r
• Apple Cranberry Cider

6 pk - 12 OZ. bottles Reg- $6.99

VISA Open 'til Midnight at 1057 Gayley Ave. 209-1 111 Master Cord

L ^ J
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SPORTS
Help me, Rhonda

Volleyball phenom Mandi Lawson gets

along with a little help from her alter ego.

For the whole story, see inside page.

Max
FEATURE

Bruin hoopster Takiyah Jackson perseveres and makes the most

of her opportunities despite two career^threatening injuries

By A. CinQue Carter

Daily Bruin Staff

There she went - around one defender and another and

another until she was approaching the basket all alone. Or so

she thought.

As she elevated, she felt a push in the back and heard a very

loud pop. Being the competitor that she is, she concentrated

more on making the basket than cushioning her landing.

After picking herself up off the floor, Takiyah Jackson real-

ized that she could not go on.

She could walk out of the gym, but the pain was excruciat-

ing. The next day she got the news: the high school All-

American had torn the anterior cruciate ligament (ACT) in her

\rfi Vnrr Thrrr wn<t nn w?«y shr wnuM ho nMr tr> rnntiniip plxy^

ing basketball.

. One arthroscopic surgery and three years later, the player

was now a junior and was beginning to have fun playing bas-

ketball for the first time since the injury. This would be her year

to return to her glory days of basketball.

But on the first day of fall practice and in the first warm-up

drill, Takiyah realized her worst nightmare. She went up for a

layup, bumped into a teammate and came down awkwardly.

Once again she heard the dreaded pop. Same knee. Same

ACL. Same injury.

Her first thought was, "This can't be happening again."

Her next thought? "I just have to get to working hard in

rehab again so I can return for next season."

Takiyah immediately knew that she would not let a simple

injury defeat her; she would not let obstacles stand in her way

of accomplishing goals.

"The first year was hard for me because I felt I was working

hard in rehab," Takiyah said. "I didn't know if I could meet

those expectations of college greatness out of high school.

"And I never wanted to go through it again and said if I did

I would probably stop playing. I felt that way because it was

one of the worst experiences that I have had."

But here she is. Following her second season-ending injury

in four years, Takiyah had surgery two days ago. She plans to

return to the basketball team and play next season.

For now, she'll just have to deal with cheering her team-

mates on from the sidelines of games and practices.

"It shows how much she cares about the team," teammate

Janae Hubbard said. "She's there in practices and at games

supporting us."

While she will be anxious to get back, she will be content

until it is time for her to make her return, because she has.

a

whole new perspective on school and basketball. Ironically, she

owes it all to the first injury.

"Before the first injury, my main focus was basketball and

then school." said lakiyah. "When I got hurt I got hit with real-

ity. Then I focused on academics.

'Tt was important because I realized I might not be able to

play basketball forever."

See JACKSON, page 38

(jtMVIf V( ilANCvOdily B'uinAf.Tin>i il.jl'

Takiyah Jackson's strength of character and perseverance for the game has

shown through in her determination to play basketball, in spite of two serious

knee injuries thus far in her college career.

Past victories

destine UCLA,

to beat Miami,

head for Bowl

COLUMN: Barreling down

route of 20-straight wins,

team's fate lies in Tempo

My,
how clear things

become when traveling on

Rout 66.

The UCLA Bruins will win the

1999 National

Championship.

Or lose the

1999 National

Championship.

But they will

not be voted

out of con-

tention.

Thgy will bft=

A. CinQue

Carter

able to settle the

situation on the

field against the

Southeastern

Conference's
"^"""^^""""^

regular season best (Tennessee) or the

Big- 12 Conference's regular sea.son

best (Kansas State).

It will be so because it's the Bruins'

destiny.

Following UCLA's second consec-

utive defeat to open the 1997 season,

head coach Bob Toledo seemed

almost prophetic in his post-game

comments.

"I'm tired ofjust having a great

effort and playing hard," he said.

" Eventually, we have to get a great

elTort and win. We have got to get the

win and gain respect."

Twenty consecutive victories later,

the Bruins, ranked second in the

Bowl Championship Series poll, have

earned plenty of both.

^

Davis retums to hold court over Hornets
M.HOOPS: Bruins provide

homecoming for guard

with overwhelming win

By David AmoM
Daily Bruin Contributor

' UCLA fans had a great deal to

cheer about Tuesday night m Pauley

Pavilion as the Brums won 109-67

over a Delaware State team that put

up little reiiistancc

Yet the bifgest roar didn't come

after center Dan Gadzunc nearly

pulled the basket down on a dunk 1

1

seconds into the game, o'r when

guard Earl Watson found forward

JaRon Rush for the alley-oop in the

second half.

No, the crowd found the biggest

cause for celebration 1.^ minutes and

22 seconds into the game, when one

man stepped on to the court

That man was sophomore guard

Baron Davis.

After tearing his anterior cruciate

ligament (ACL) in a tournament

game against Michigan last year, this

was Davis' first time back on the

floor for the Brums in over eight

months.

And the team appreciated the

event as much as the fans.

"It's good to see him back out on

the Hoor," said Watson. "I'm really

glad he's back."

"(Baron's return) is nothing but a

positive. Even if he'd played only one

second, it would have been an energy

boost," said forward Sean Farnham.

And the warm welcome wasn't

wasted on the man of the hour,

either

"It was sweet to get a warm wel-

come from the crowd," said Davis

"It's nice to be back doing something

I love."

Obviously, though, both the fans

and the team would have liked him

back as early as possible. That's why

he played an impressive 16 minutes

just the day after he was finally

cleared by the team doctors.

According to his coach, however,

had he been cleared just before the

game against either Maryland or

Kentucky last week in Puerto Rico,

he probably wouldn't have seen

much time at all.

"I wanted him in a situation where

SccaLMflBTMa,pa9c42

But there is still unfinished busi-

ness. Having already exacted revenge

for the Predicament at Pullman, a

game in which the Bruins fell a yard

shy of a victory and an undefeated

Pac-IO season on Aug. 30, 1997,

UCLA defeated the Washington

State Cougars this time around, 49-

I7.-

Tailback Jcrmaine Lewis summed
up the Bruins' Icclings after the

rematch.

All the redemption is there, the

emotion factor."" Lewis said. "We
were hitting everything hard and I'lill-

speed. Hns is a very satisiying win. It

was a real team builder. We were on

all cylinders when the game started,

and emotions were very high. We
wanted payback."

Iliere is still the matter of paying

the Volunteers back for the 30-24 set-

back of last season. The Bruins*will be

there. They hope that Tennessee will

cooperate and join them in Tempe at

the Fiesta Bowl on Jan. 4.

Why would the Bruins welcome

the No. 1 team in the nation to a

prime-time showdown on the last pos-

sible day of college football and in

front of the whole world?

It all started 14-and-a-half months

ago on Sept. 13, 1997, UCLA's first _
trip down Rout 66. Toledo marched

his troops into Austin and destroyed

the lOth-ranked lexas Longhoms 66-

3

No, that's not a misprint. The

Bruins, whieh recorded seven sacks

SMGMni,pafc37
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WEEKEND
' OTLIGHT

CAN THL XANES:The Bruins control their

national championship destiny against a

hungry Miami team. See page 14
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University handles grading

rt thriveswhile strike

SAGE: Atjministrators say protest

has minor effect; TAs still strong

By Lawrence Ferchaw

Daily Bruin Staff

After three days of striking by teaching assistants,

administrators said the effects of stopping work are

limited, while the union said participation has been

strong.

The strike by the Student Association of (Graduate

Employees (SAGE), which is aftllialed with the-

• III

With final exams approaching, and SAGE orga-

nizers declaring they will continue the strike through

at least the end of fall quarter if the union is not rec-

ognized, Razza said delayed final grades or changes

in the format for final exams is possible.

The chair of the English department, Thomas

Wortham. said if the strike continues, finals will go on

as scheduled, and grades will be in on time.

"The faculty is willing to step in and do the work

that is required," Wortham said. "We want to be sure

our undergraduates are served as responsibly as pos-

sible."

United Auto Workers, began Tuesday at eight UC
campuses in an attempt to get union recognition from

the university.

While the elTects of the strike have varied from

department to department, UCLA ofllcials estimate

about 5 percent of the over 1,200 teaching assistants,

readers and tutors are participating in the strike. But

union olTicials estimate that strikers number in the

hundreds.

"Fortunately, it appears most undergraduate edu-

cation is proceeding relatively normally," said

Executive Vice Chancellor Rory Hume.

While Hume is still waiting for reports from all

department chairs, he said the work stoppage has not

been widespread.

"The disruption has not been great," Hume said.

"There's been some disruption in some areas, partic-

ularly English and psychology, but elsewhere the

effects of (the strike) have been minor, as we under-

stand it."

Connie Razza, an organizer for SAGE, disagreed

with this assessment.

"Participation has been really good," Razza said.

"There were 200 people, at least, at Westwood and Le

Conte. The numbers have been really strong."

"The administration is obligated to present a front

of as, little disruption as possible," she added.

departments but has not begun to hire replacements,

according to Robin Fi.sher, associi^te dean of 4he

graduate division.

"The support will be the capacity to enlist addi-

tional people to be involved in taking care of the

workload, if necessary," Fisher said.

For TAs who are not striking, doing extra work to

make up for striking employees could mean more

money. The paperwork for extra pay has not beer,

filed yet, according to Fisher, but several TAs in vari-

ous political .science courses have indicated that they

are covering for some of their striking ccvworkers.

Some professors are also covering for striking TAs.

Despite the help that TAs provide to professors in

grading, Wortham said professors are ultimately

responsible for the grades and should be able to han-

dle the grading in time.

"We have a long Christmas vacation, don't we?"

Wortham said.

The Cesar Chavez Center for Chicana and

Chicano Studies reports that all five of its TAs are

striking, while other departments report that none of

their TAs are participating in the strike.

None of the department of chemistry and bio-

chemistry's 140 TAs are striking, according to Phyllis

See STRIKE, page 6

Work in progress

NlCai MILLER

The ciemolition of the Morgan Center continued Thursday despite the drizzle.

The building's renovation is expected to be completed in the winter of 2000.

Bahals plead respect for human rights

EVENT: Speakers instruct

audience to fight against

injustice, act witii dignity

By Andy Shah
Daily Bruin Staff

Urging people to take action

against human rights violations, stu-

dents and faculty members commem-
orated the 50th anniversary of

Human Rights Day on Wednesday at

an event organized by the Baha'i

Club.

Students, faculty and community

members lauded the United Nation's

Universal Declaration of Human
Rights, adopted 50 years ago, but

were urged to stay aware of the con-

tinuing violations of those rights in

the world.

"We are often faced with the enor-

jnity of injustice and feel powerless/.',

said Amin Banani. a professor of

Near Eastern Languages and

( ultures "That has a paralyzing

effect on us and prevents us from

doing anythmg"

Banani said that all people have the

ability to work toward improving the

human rights situatton

BAHMAN FARAHDEiyOaily Brum S*nKX Sia«

Professor Emeritus AmIn Banani of the department of Near Eastern

Languages and Cultures spoke on the Human Rights Day anniversary.

"It is the inherent dignity of the

members of the human family that is

the foundation of freedom," he said.

Banani admitted that retaining

human rights for all people wasn't an

easy task He then emphasized the

role religion played in human rights.

"it's ironic that the most basic

principles in the declaration are in all

religions," he said

Banani continued by pointing out

a violation of human rights (Kcurring

today the persecution of the Baha'i

community in Iran

See MttffTS, |»«9e 6

Transportation system

tailors commuter needs
BUSSING: Problems slow

city's public transit, but

Westwood better-served

ByKarlaY.PIeitez

Daily Bruin Contributor

Cynthia Huang spends almost

three hours on the bus to get to

school.

"Public transportation needs

improvement." said the fourth-year

political science student.

"Where does our tax money
go?" she asked.

The Metropolitan

Transportation Authority (MTA) is

trying to meet the needs of students

like Huang.

Four to five buses are being

added to Los Angeles County every

^ay, with the hopes that by next

year 2,100 buses will be added to the

2,000 already running The subway

system is also being expanded from

its current 6-milc radius

The MTA agrees that the system

can sometimes be inclTicient

because it tries to meet the,needs of

over 1.2 million daily boardings.

"We all know that public trans-

portation is not what it should be,

but the public has to realize that

L.A. is a big area," said Bill Herd, a

spokesman for the MTA.
He said accommodating patrons

is also difficult because of MTA's

limited resources; there are not

enough buses and funds to buy

them.

But UCLA students are fortu-

nate, because Westwood is served

by numerous bus lines. Students

around this area are well accommo-

dated, compared to the rest of Los

Angeles county, he said.

"MTA is going to be adding a

new bus on Sunset, and the UCLA
campus already has over 10 buses

serving the needs of UCLA affili-

ates," Herd said. ',.
.

.'.._".:

MTA services currently include

a bus system that runs throughout

the county and an embattled light

rail system that runs in downtown

Los Angeles and connects to the

Mctrolink and Amtrak trains

See TMNSfMTAimi, ^ife 8
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Auditions for Burnett's

show come to a close

Final auditions for the UCLA Music

Theater Workshop's production of "Once

Upon a Mattress" were held Wednesday and

Thursday.

Actress and UCLA alumna Carol

Burnett, who will guest-direct the musical

production, was present at the auditions to

hand-select her cast members.

The students, four for each major role,

auditioned for Burnett in both singing and

dancing.

Of the 120 students who tried out during

open auditions, only one-fourth were called

back.

"Only two people were called back (for

the second audition) out of my entire class of

20 freshmen," said Autumn Reeser, a first-

year student in the School of Theater, Film,

and Television, who was cut in open audi-

tions.

"The enrollment is limited because we

have to deal with them like they're

soloists," said John Hall, the direc-

tor of the Music Theater Workshop

The musical is a dramatization of the

fairy tale "The Princess and the Pea," and

contains a role Burnett made famous when

she played it on Broadway.

Rehearsals for the show will begin in

January, and performances will be held Feb.

26 to 28, and March 5 to 7.

Body cremation lawsuit

may be dismissed
In a case claiming UCLA stuffed cadavers

with body parts before cremating them,

Bruce Mitchell, a Superior Court commis-

sioner, heard arguments Thursday.

The court has thus far dismissed nine alle-

gations against the university on two previ-

ous challenges, according to the class-action

plaintiffs' attorney Michael Arias. As many

as 16,000 bodies could be involved, accord-

ing to the plaintiffs' attorneys.

Robert Bennett, Jr., of

Lancaster, is representing the

class in the complaint.

Family members first drew suit

against the university about two years ago

when an investigation by the Department of

Health revealed UCLA's gruesome body dis-

posal procedure.

Investigators discovered that for over 30

years, donated remains were mixed with haz-

ardous waste and dumped in Santa Monica

Bay or a landfill after their use.

Donors were allegedly told by the univer-

sity that the bodies would be cremated and

scattered in a rose garden at a Los Angeles-

area memorial park after being used.

Counsel for the university said he is confi-

dent the lawsuit is groundless and will be dis-

missed.

"Our purpose to be here today and tomor-

row is to have the court make a determina-

tion that these matters have no legal signifi-

cance," said UCLA attorney Lou Marlin.

"We feel the matter should and will be dis-

missed."

UCLA medical, cancer

centers get top honors
Announced yesterday, both the UCLA

Medical Center and the UCLA Jonsson

Comprehensive Cancer Center were voted the

"Best" in a survey of 72 hospitals throughout

the Greater Los Angeles area.

The study was conducted by.HCIA, Inc., a

health care information company and was

commissioned by America's Health Network

(AHN), a 24-hour health news website and

cable network.

The AHN announced these findings as pari

of the Mercury Awards, which honored the

top three hospitals in four areas: overall per-

formance, oncology, cardiology and orthope-

dics. UCLA came in second, behind Cedar-

Sinai, in cardiology. Cedar-Sinai Hospital,

located in Beverly Hills, was named the top

hospital in orthopedics in the Greater Los

Angeles area.

Compiled from Daily Bruin staff reports
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Most sexual assaults are committed by someone the victim knows,

and that can make dealing with the aftermath even harder

Heading home for the holidays?

Take your hard drive with you. CENTRAL
AMERICAN

• • I

VICTIMS

YOUR
HELP

Canned foods, bottled water,

medicine and supplies are
desperately needed now

For donation location

information.

call X55969. x66452 or

52333

Recognizing

UCLAs Best
Every year, Bruinli/e yearhcH>k recognizes distwguuihed

UCLA seniors andfeatidres them in the senior section of

the yearbook Past winners hat>e included some (if the

best student's I'CLA has et<er fmxiuced The handful of

winners are at the top of their class m academics.

school mt till>emi*nt. and community sertice These

seniors excel w all areas of t'CLA life and arefortfer

remembered in the fxiges of tiruinhfe

WHArS BREWIN'

Today 11 a.m.
Undergraduate Student

Association Council

Undergraduate Solidarity Picket

with SAGE
Westwood & Le Conte

82^854$

Latino Jazz Funk Concert

Bradley International Center

794-4208

UCLA Music Club

Band Night

Charles Young Grand Salon in

KcrckheH 8Jr972b .
-

1 p.m.
Jacob Marschak

Interdisciplinary Colloquium

Albert Carnesale (UCLA
chancellor) presents "Nuclear

Proliferation: What's New?
What's not? What's Next?"

Macgowan Freud Playhouse

825-4144

6 p.m.
AIDS Service Center

Pasadena's tree-lighting

ceremony

One Colorado

(626)441-8495x233

UCLA Badminton Club

Weekly Club Meeting (6:30)

Men's Gym 200

7 p.m.
Grace on Campus-

UCLA Shakespeare Reading

and Performance

Quarterly Scene Night

Northwest Campus Auditorium

208-3701

UCLA & NBSP; Hockey Team
UCLA Ice Hockey, UCLA vs.

use (8:30)

Pickwick Ice Arena

hOOl Riverside Drive. Burbank

Www.studentgroups.ucla.edu/ice

hockey

Christian Fellowship

MS4000A • 209-1299

Music Club

Band Night (7:30)

Kerckhoff (Charles Young)

Grand Salon

hparish@ucla.edu, Helen Parish

8 p.m.
Chaira Graduate Christian

Fellowship

Talks based on C.S. Lewis'

Works

University Religious Conference

900 Hilgard Ave. third floor

208-3991

Office of Residential Life

Friday Night Live with Afro-

Saturday 2 p.m.
English Handbell Choir

UCLA/ Hammer Museum
443-7020

AIDS Service Center

10th Annual POSADA
Centennial Plaza

-(626)441-8495x233 -

Monday Noon
Center for Study of Religion at

UCLA
Lecture

Von Grunebaum Library

Bunche 10383

University Catholic Center

Catholic Mass (12:10)

Kerckhoff Hall 400

3 p.m.
Eastern Philosophy Club

Lecture

Ackerman 2421 • 730-9194

What's Brewin' can be reached via e-mail

at whatsbrewin@>nnedia.ucla.edu

By Christina Gorospe

Daily Bruin Contributor

Behind Saxon Suites and parking lot 13, there is a well-known

dirt pathway that slopes down the side of a hill to Gayley Avenue.

It is of narrow width - only two people can walk side-by-side

comfortably. There is shrubbery on both sides, and except for one

sole light, the entire pathway is dark and potentially dangerous.

Anyone can easily lose his or her footing on the dirt path or on the

makeshift stairs. No person, man or woman, would want to walk

through this path at night alone.

It is called the "rape trail."

Women think twice about using the trail after dark without an

escort, fearful of the risk and crime associated with the path. They

avoid this route and other situations like it: dark alleys, walking

alone from Westwood Village or walking back from campus.

"I try not to stay on campus too late or walk anywhere by

myself," said Kris Vasudevan, a first-year undeclared student. "I

always try to have a friend with me."

"i never walk alone," said Pearl Omiya, a first-year undeclared

student.

What many women don't realize is that the danger of rape is

women.

Victims often blame themselves, and this sometimes discourages

them from filing a report.

"Shame and guilt can go a long way in preventing a victim from

coming forward. There's the shame in thinking, *I should have, I

cbuld have, why didn't I,'" McDonald said.

Many men who commit date rape

often do not realize that their actions

are defined as a crime. Sometimes

they may even approach the victim

and ask her out on another date.

In 1985, Ms. magazine sur-

veyed about 7,000 students

on 32 college campuses.

One in every 12 men
admitted to forcing a

I
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highest not when a female is out all alone, but rather when she is

with someone she knows.

"The true rape trails are through the residence halls, the frater-

nities and the apartments," said Robin McDonald, the sexual vio-

lence prevention and education coordinator at the Women's

Resource Center.

This phenomenon, known as "acquaintance rape" or "date

rape^' IS forced, unwanted intercourse with a person the victim

knows.

Almost 18 percent of the women in the United States have been

the victim of rape or attempted rape at some point during their

lives, acci>rding to a federally commissioned study released last

month.

In ci^ilcgc. I in 4 female students is a rape survivor, according to

a 1993 studv bv the National Victim Center.

Experts estimate that in the rapes that are reported, about (>(

percent of the victims know their assailant.

That means a woman is more likely to be raped by a man she

knows by name - whether it be a man she has been dating or

somebod) she has recently met - than by a stranger in a ski

mask.

"There is a myth out there when we think ^iboul rape and

sexual assault. ITie movies and the media depict (the rapisl)

as this scary kind of person who is really violent and who is a

"SrnnTfer." McDonald said. '

According to crime statistics released by university

police, there were four reported rapes last year. In all cases

the victim was on a date, out with friends or at a party, and

only in one incident was the suspect unidentifiable.

This year there has been one attempted rape and three

actual rapes. In all three rape cases the victim knew the

assailant.

Though some may say this is a low number and an indi-

cation of Knv crime, McDonald is concerned about the fig-

ure.

She estimated that the Women's Resource Center sees

between 60 and 95 students in an academic year for post-sexual

assault related service. National studies show that 90 percent of all

rapes will never be reported.

Often, women are afraid of how they will be stigmatized and

judged if they report the crime. Victims who come forward and

make reports face the possibility of being harassed by both men and

woman into intercourse or trying to force a woman to have inter-

course through physical force or coercion. None of these men iden-

tified themselves as rapists.

The same study showed that many women who have been raped

do not know that they are the victim of a crime. Only 57 percent of

the women who had been raped labeled their experience as rape;

the other 43 percent did not even acknowledge that a crime had

occurred.

Many do not know that an intoxicated person cannot legally

consent to sex. So, even if a drunk woman says "yes," her partner

cannot proceed. It can technically be considered rape.

In all of the reported rape cases last year, alcohol was involved.

Alcohol often makes it difficult to prosecute rape cases.

Because one or both parties may have been intoxicated at the

time, it can become a matter of one person's

word against another's.

Date rape in itself is often difficult to

gather evidence for because it is not

always a brutal attack that leaves

bruises or ripped clothing, and there

often are no witnesses.

UCLA offers many services to

those who have suttered a sexuai

assault. The Women's Resource

Center, Student Psychological

Services (SPS) and the UCPD
ensure that no victim has to feel help-

less.

SPS ofl'ers individual, confidential

counseling. _^____^
"We do individual therapy and cri-

sis, counseling, and work with other

resources on campus," said I3r. Susan

Bakota, a counselor at SPS.

Fmergency walk-in hours are also

available for students. SPS aims to pnv

vide immctiiate response to students who

experience trauma such as rape, Bakota

said.

Both the Women's Resource Center

and the UCPD sponsor workshops related

to the the prevention and awareness of sex-

ual a.ssault.

"Through education, students can lower

the risk of becoming a victim," Officer

Ricardo Boianos said, of the

UCPD
•

'

'
' r ^

The UCPD hopes that more

victims will come forward and

report rapes and attempted

rapes.

"If we can get victims to come

forward and help us out to find the

assailant, hopefully we can prevent

(the crime) from happening again,"

Boianos said.

McDonald was quick to warn that any

form of violence will not be tolerated and reit-

erated that the university's first concern is the

student.

"Our goal is to help victims heal, provid-

ing them with all the resources and referrals

that we can, with the ultimate goal that they

remain successful at the university," she said.

Student astronomer turns telescope's data Into pictures

NASA: Ortiz's work at agency

from high school program

helps decode images of nebula

By Nick Williams

Daily Bruin Contributor

^^0 an unaided eye, the night ts a di!

of tiny flickering points of light

But with the help of astronomers' tools,

such as telescopes and computer imaging,

the tiny lights become stars, planets and

nebulae.

While most students spend their sum-

mers relaxing, one UCLA student spends

his tummers using these tools to give the

world a closer glimpse of what the night

sky offers.

Every day for three summers, Chris

Ortiz, a second-year undeclared student,

passed by armed guards, flashed his valid

identification and went to work at NASA's

Ames Research Center in Northern

California's Silicon Valley.

Ortiz spent eight hours a day in the com-

"puter laboratories of the NASA Research

Center creating images of interstellar

objects.

Near the end of his junior year at

Bellarmine High School in San Jose. Ortiz

was selected to be a part of an elite group

of students to work in paid civil service

positions at the nearby NASA facility Of

300 applications^ only 30. including Ortiz.

were chosen.

The goal of the program, Ortiz said, was

"to expose you to a full-time working envi-

ronment."

Robert Rubin, a former visiting profes-

sor of astronomy at UCLA who now
works for NASA, selected Ortiz to work

for him.

Throughout the next three summers,

Ortiz worked for Rubin, extracting and

analyzing information from the Hubble

Space Telescope.

"He just gave me manuals and said. *Do

it." Ortiz said

Ortiz was assigned to master a type of

data analysis called IRAF (Image

S««

MIC HA£L MOSS \MM:KT/Dw»y Irwn

:

Chris Ortiz, a second-year student helped NASA

dtvelop photographs fronn the Hubble telescope.
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Reducing dass size may lower quality of education

SCHOOLS: Board concerned

about instructor shortage,

considers raising salaries

By Maria Paul

Daily Bruin Contributor

In November, the Los Angeles Board of

Education approved funds to reduce the size

of ninth-grade English classrooms to a pro-

posed 20-to-l student-teacher ratio.

Reducing the size of classes, however,

inevitably creates more courses and thus a

need for more teachers. In past years, class-size

reduction has drawn thousands of non-creden-

tialed teachers into public schools as a result of

a severe teacher shortage.

Because of this, many are concerned the

proposed reduction may actually lead to a

lower quality ofeducation.

"I have seen class-size reduction turn into a

scramble for qualified teachers and suitable

space," said Suzanne Shisley, a Woodland

Hills parent and elementary school worker. It

turns "education into chaos," she said.

A more productive method of raising stan-

dards of education would be to offer teachers

more money in order to enlarge the applicant

pool, said Brian Crosby, chairman of Hoover

High School's English department and a men-

tor teacher for the Glendale Unified School

District.

"This would increase the chances of bring-

ing more talented people into the profession,"

he said.

In the nationwide rush to reduce class sizes,

the state allotted an extra $500 million to the

Lx)s Angeles Unified School District specifical-

ly for class-size reduction this year.

Reactions to this proposal have been mixed.

While 60 percent ofadults have expressed their

approval ofprograms to reduce the number of

students per teacher, 90 percent say that one of

the best ways to lift student performance

would be to put a well-qualified teacher in

every classroom, according to a statewide poll,

funded by Philip Morris Co., and the Stuart

Foundation.

After setting aside the funding for class-size

reduction, there will only be $28 million left of

the $6.6 billion education budget - leaving just

enough to give teachers a small 1 percent

salary increase.

"In a society in which a profession is in some

degree determined by the amount of money

earned, teaching - with its low salary - tends to

be disregarded and disrespected in general,"

said Al Hutter, an associate professor of

English at UCLA.
"Increased salary would motivate people to

become teachers and would increase the

respect people have for the profession," he

said.

UCLA is currently facing similar issues rec-

ognizing the importance of the role of the

teacher and the benefits that teachers should

receive, as many of the graduate teaching assis-

tants strike to get official recognition as a

union.

If the union is recognized, teaching assise

tants said they feel that this will put them on the

road to having their skills and positions appre-

ciated.

"In college situations, the teacher, or more

specifically the TA, is even more important, as

in some cases, the TA is the first and only con-

tact students get with instruction in English,"

said Blake Means, a third-year English stu-

dent.

But views on the merits of class size and

teacher expertise tend to be mixed at UCLA.
"Although a higher salary would definitely

bring in a higher quality of teachers, if the class

is too big, teacher expertise is wasted," Means

said.

"But, given a choice, very few people would

pick a profession known for being underpaid,"

she said

Although he admits that his first inclination

would be to say that the quality of teaching

would be more important than class size,

Hutter considers that "both are important."

"Good TAs make a huge difference," he

said.

ASTRONOMER
From page 3

Reduction and Analysis Facility). Astronomers

take data from the Hubble Space Telescope

and turn it into images that can be easily viewed

by using IRAF
"You can't just take a picture and develop

it," Ortiz said, explaining the reason for using a

complex process such as IRAF.

"To pick up IRAF and then to work on it is

intrinsically a difficult thing. It's a challenge

even for us," Rubin said, referring to his col-

leagues, the majority of whom have doctoral

degrees.

"We rely on Chris to do it right," Rubin said.

The major project that Ortiz was assigned

was to obtain a clear photographic image of a

particular nebula 6,600 light years away.

Through four weeks of applying IRAF, Ortiz

successfully produced a clear image that was of

high enough quality to be distributed through-

out the astronomy community as well as the

world wide web, Rubin said.

The image of the nebula reminded Rubin of

a turtle, so it was named the Turtle Nebula.

Thanks to his work with IRAF, Ortiz is cur- <^

rently co-authoring a paper along with four

professional astronomers.

"There's no paper without the image," Ortiz

said.

Ortiz is the only author working on the

paper who does not have a doctoral degree. He

has also had research acknowledgements in

some of Rubin's other papers. The paper that

See ASTRONOMER, page 9
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Flames ravage orphanage, killing at least 28
FIRE: Blaze from faulty

wiring charred bodies

beyond recognition

By Claro Cortes

The Associated Press

MANILA, Philippines —

Trapped behind metal window

grates, children screamed for help

as the flames drew closer.

Neighbors frantically tugged at the

padlocked main gate but could not

break in.

The result was a tragedy.

A p're-dawn fire tore through an

aging orphanage in Manila on

Thursday, killing at least 28 people,

mostly children. Two other children

were missing and presumed dead.

Investigators said faulty electri-

cal wiring may have triggered the

blaze.

The dozens of children at the

Catholic-run Bahay Kalinga

orphanage had been looking for-

ward to a Christmas party on

Friday. Instead, the Christmas deco-

rittions were scattered, along with

toys and children's clothes, among
the burned debris.

•'I'm afraid my playmates were

burned," said Brian De Mesa, 5,

who survived along with his twin

brother. "I saw their burned bodies.

I don't want to go back."

About 70 people were inside the

orphanage in a slum area of

Manila's Paco district when the fire

broke out at 2 a.m., fire officials

said, adding that three-fourths of the

orphanage was already ablaze when

they arrived.

"We couldn't even go near

because, of the intense heat," said

Maj. Pablito Cordeta, operations

chief of the Manila Fire

Department. "A few seconds after

we arrived, part of the roof col-

lapsed."

Thirteen dead children were

found huddled together in one

room. In another, a dead adult was

found clinging to two children, all

charred beyond recognition.

Rescuers gingerly lifted the bod-

ies of small infants wrapped in blan-

kets from the remains of the orphan-

age, which included a two-story

main structure and two cottages, all

built between 1913 and 1927.

Staff members said the fire

spread so quickly that they did not

have time to rescue many children.

"I was sleeping on the ground

Hoor when I was woken up," said

Carina Bellosillo, a teacher.

'Already, the ceiling was on fire and

the stairs going up to the second

floor were burning. I wanted to go

ups tairs to save the babies, but my
companions pulled me back."

The orphanage also cared at

night for children of working par-

ents, who wept outside while they

waited for word of their children.

"He was my only joy," said

Anabel Sambriano, 21, whose 9-

month-old boy died in the blaze. "I

heard about the fire on the radio

and rushed here, but it was too late.

I want my baby."

The AssociatfKJ Press

A father and his son watch a Manila fireman train his hose at the

smoldering orphanage which caught fire before dawn Thursday.

Prosecutors in

Shepard case

want joint trial

for suspects

CRIME: Death penalty

sought for men; lawyers

want judge to step down

By Robert Black

The Associated Press

LARAMIE, Wyo. — Prosecutors

want two men tried together in the

death of Matthew Shepard, the gay

college student who was fatally beaten

and lashed to a fence to die.

Prosecutor Cal Rerucha has filed a

motion to join the cases against Aaron

McKinney and Russell Henderson,

both 21. Each pleaded innocent

Wednesday to charges of first-degree

murder, kidnapping and aggravated

robbery. No trial date was set.

(Shepard) was targeted.

Philip Morris ad campaign to Iceep icids from smoking

TOBACCO: Company settles claims,

spends $100 million on TV spots

to deter children from lighting up

BySkipWollenberg

The Associated Press

NEW YORK - Philip Morris, the nation's

biggest tobacco company, plans to spend $100 mil-

lion not to lure potential customers, but to drive

them away.

The campaign target is kids, and the creator of the

Marlboro Man says it plans to convince them that

smoking isn't cool.

But critics say Philip Morris is only trying to bufl'

its image and that a surer way to discourage young-

sters from smoking would be if it dumped the macho

cowboy as the icon for its biggest brand.

The Philip Morris campaign kicks off Monday

with ads that get the tobacco maker's name in televi-

sion ads for the first time since cigarette advertising

on broadcast outlets was banned in 1971.

'

I he first ads bearing the slogan "Think. Don't

Smoke" are aimed at youngsters between 10 and 14

years old and will appear starting Monday on net-

works such as ABC, Fox, WB, TNT and The

Cartoon Channel.

Philip Morris spokeswoman Ellen Merlo said

NBC had refused to take the ads but didn't know the

reason. A call to NBC was not immediately

returned. CBS said it was reviewing the ads.

The unusual campaign comes as the industry

remains under attack in court and may face renewed

efforts in Congress to regulate tobacco as a drug.

Big Tobacco recently agreed to pay $206 billion

to settle claims by 46 states, the District ofColumbia

and five U.S. territories for reimbursement for the

health costs of treating tobacco-related illnesses.

The settlement payment included $1.7 billion to

study why children smoke and to finance programs

aimed at discouraging them from starting.

Merlo said her company wanted to act more

quickly to reverse the recent reported rise in youth

smoking.

"We feel strongly kids shouldn't smoke, and we

are taking what we hope is responsible action," she

said.

She said the company will spend more than $ 100

million over the next year to help prevent youth

smoking.

(by his attackers)

because he was gay.

Henderson's public defender,

Wyatt Skaggs, is opposed to a joint

trial. And attorneys for McKinney

requested that Judge JelTrey Donnell

step down from the case. They do not

have to provide a reason for such a

request.

Documents detailing arguments for

the motions were unavailable to the

public and attorneys for both sides

refused to comment. Donnell sched-

uled a closed hearing Dec. 10 on the.

motion to try the cases together.

Donnell also ordered Rerucha to

declare by Dec. 31 whether he will seek

the death penalty for the two.

Shepard, 21, was lured from a down-

town Laramie bar Oct. 7. beaten and

robbed, then tied to a fence outside

town and beaten some more, authori-

ties said. He died five days later.

He was targeted because he was

gay, according to testimony at an earli-

er court hearing.

pie attack prompted widespread

outrage, a condemnation from

President Clinton and calls for tougher

hate-crime laws.
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Eight die as cease-fire

breaks in Yugoslavia

BELGRADE, Yugoslavia - In the worst

breach of the Kosovo cease-fire. Yugoslav bor-

der guards killed eight ethnic Albanians on

Thursday, adding new urgency to the efforts of

the U.S. envoy who is trying to negotiate a per-

manent peace.

Several other armed incidents were report-

ed as envoy Christopher Hill presented

Serbian President Milan Milutinovic with a

revised plan for the future of the Serb

province.

Hill said some progress was being made but

warned that time was at a premium because of

fears that fighting, which had been at a lull as

winter approached, could resume by spring.

"1 feel a sense of urgency." Hill sajd

"Spring should be the time for plowmg and not

for fightmg
"

The eight armed ethnic Albanians were

killed near the town of Prizrcn when thcv fired

on Yugoslav soldiers guarding the

border with Albania, the pro-gov-

ernment Serbian Media Center said.

Yugoslav troops were not injured, the

center said.

Yugoslavia's army command confirmed the

deaths and said the ethnic Albanians were try-

ing to cross the border into Kosovo illegally.

Ethnic Albanian rebels, who have been

fighting for Kosovo's independence, have fre-

quently used illegal border routes to arm them-

selves in neighboring Albania.

Nations cut interest

rates to adapt to euro
FRANKFURT, Germany - Making their

first collective decision about monetary policy,

the 1 1 European nations launching a common

currency on Jan I cut interest rates Thursday

in a surprise move that won approval from

investors

The coordinated cut;* nearly completed the

goal of unifying interest rates

among the nations adopting the

euro - a key condition to a successful

introduction of the joint currency.
•

After the cuts, which varied in size

from nation to nation, 10 of the 1 1 nations will

have their key interest rate at 3 percent. The

only exception was Italy, which'*'cut its rate

from 4 to 3.5 percent. Italy is expected to drop

to the common rate by the time the euro is

launched.

The II countries launching the euro are

Austria, Belgium, Ireland, Italy, Finland,

France, Germany, Luxembourg, the

Netherlands, Spain and Portugal.

Reynolds has own plan

to aid tobacco farmers'"

RALEIGH, N.C - R.J Reynolds Tobacco

Co. has pulled out of a $5 billion plan to help

tobacco farmers absorb the expected fallout

from the $206 billion tobacco settlement.

The Winston-Salem company said today it

will not give money to foundations that the

plan would have establi.shed to help farmers

who would grow less leaf as higher cigarette

prices go into effect.

Instead, the nation's second-largest ciga-

rette maker said it will help growers in its own

way - through a plan announced earlier this

week to buy more U.S. tobacco next year and

maintain at least that level for the next 10

years.
•

"We'd rather take that money we would use

for a trust fund and buy U.S. leaf," Tommy
Payne, Reynolds' senior vice president for

external relations, said Thursday.

Reynolds' decision may jeopardize the ten-

tative plan.

"What Reynolds has done is force every-

thmg back to the drawing board," North

Carolina attorney Carlton, the lead industry

negotiator in the tobacco deal, told The News

&. Observer of Raleigh

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports

^
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STRIKE
From page 1

Jergenson, director ofstudent services.

Undergraduate students have not

remained silent on the issue.

Wednesday evening, a group of about

15 students gathered outside the door

to Chancellor Albert Camesale's cam-

pus residence off Sunset Boulevard to

sing union-themed Christmas carols.

After singing "Deck the Halls With

Recognition" and "I'm Dreaming of a

Recognized Union," among other

songs, the group left "gifts" for the

chancellor.

Liz Gcyer, external vice president of

the Undergraduate Students

Association Council, lef^ a box filled

with blue books and scantron forms

along with a "Naughty List" that

included all the UC chancellors and

UC President Richard Atkinson.

Students for Socialist Action is plan-

ning a march today to get undergri^du-

ate students to march along with

SAGE strikers. They will meet at the

Dickson Plaza fountain at 11:30 a.m.

and march around campus down to

the picket line at Westwood and Le

Conte.

Earlier on Wednesday, all ofthe UC
chancellors participated in a confer-

ence call with UC President Richard

Atkinson.

"(The chancellor) did not relay that

the university's position has changed,"

said Hume, who spoke with the chan-

cellor Thursday morning.

Though SAGE continues to strike,

organizers say they would be willing to

return to work as soon as the union is

recognized. Razza said she has had no

communication with the administra-

tion since the strike began.

"The lines of communication are

always open," Razza said.

With reports from Timothy Kudo, Daily

Bruin contributor.

RIGHTS
From page 1

The Baha'i faith encourages

community service and world

peace. Baha'i believers follow

Baha'u'llah, who they believe is the

latest in a long line of messengers

sent by God to tell them how they

should live and behave.

This September, Banani said that

"an organized group of thugs invad-

ed 500 different homes in Iran and

confiscated and destroyed books

and materials belonging to the

Baha'i Institute of Higher

Education."

He said that the college, built by

the Baha'i community in 1987, was

then closed down after invasions by

the government in an attempt to

"destroy the intellectual life of the

Baha'i community."

Banani said that Baha'is in Iran

are being persecuted because their

religious teachings contradict those

of Islam, the dominant religion in

the country.

He added that this was an exam-

ple of "how minorities everywhere

are often oppressed." There are

See RIGHTS, page 8
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RIGHTS
From page 6

about 300,000 Baha'is living in Iran and

about 6 million all over the world.

Audience members were urged to write let-

ters to Iranian government officials, pushing

them to improve the situation in Iran.

Niky Farid, president of the Baha'i Club,

said that her family fled Iran in 1979 because

^'the country was unsafe for Baha'is."

She said that her father stayed in Iran to

help other members of the faith. He was exe-

cuted in 1981, she said, along with 250 other

Baha'is because they refused to recant their

faith.

"But we don't feel powerless here," she

said. "The intent of the executions was to stop

the faith, but there are now 6 million Baha'is

worldwide. The persecution actually helped

spread and strengthen the faith."

Sam Yermian, a fourth-year neuroscience

student and member of the Baha'i Club, said

that the executions were an impetus for

change.

"It's when society gets so bad that we look

at ourselves and say, 'What have we done?'"

he said.

Farid added that what happened to her

father and other executed Baha'is is an exam-

ple of why Human Rights Day is important.

"There's still so much persecution of

minorities in the world," she said.

TRANSPORTATION
From page 1

It costs $1.35 to ride the MTA buses,

although discounts are available for multiple

users and students.

Other public transportation systems in the

area include the Big Blue Bus, based in Santa

Monica, and the Culver City bus lines, which go

through the Westwood Village.

Even though the Westwood area may have

good transportation services, students say that

improvement is still needed.

UCLA administrators have tried to meet the

needs of campus affiliates who use public trans-

portation by providing them with more options

- namely the vanpools, shuttle buses and car-

pools offered by transportation services.

This year, only 230 campus affiliates use the

vanpools.

"UCLA does a good job of helping out com-

muters by providing vanpools," said Rene

Saucedo, a second-year history student.

"The vans are really comfortable, and they're

air conditioned, so I would read or sleep a little.

You also get close with the people you commute

with," he added.

Despite campus services, students continue

to say that public transportation is a hassle.

"I remember once I had been waiting for the

See TRANSPORTATION, page 9
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TRANSPORTATION
From page 8

bus for about 30 minutes," said Mario Gonzalez, a sec-

ond-year undeclared student. "But he passed me by

because the bus was.packed, I had to wait for another

half an hour, and I was on the bus for another 30 min-

utes. Riding the bus is definitely a hassle."

Other students agree that there are problems with

public transportation but say that it is a nice option to

have.

'"Sometimes you have to wait longer than usual, and

the buses are a little ghetto, but if it were really a huge

inconvenience people would find other options," said

Mike Perez, a second-year economics student.

ASTRON(^MEir^
From page 4

Ortiz will share authorship is second in a

series about new ways of applying atomic

data.

"Chris is a primary example of out-

standing performance at that age. He has

a propensity to pick it (IRAF) up really

well," Rubin said.

According to Rubin. Ortiz has a mea-

surably strong work ethic.

"Chris was here every day, not messing

around but plugging away." he said.

Even though Ortiz says he enjoyed

working at NASA, he said it "ate up my
whole summer."

Ortiz also remembered the job as being

tedious at times.

"There were times when I wanted to

quit; it was frustrating," he said.

Nonetheless, he continued his work and

produced the Turtle Nebula image.

Prior to applying for the research pro-

gram, Ortiz was not necessarily interested

in astronomy.

He said he wanted to study in the gen-

eral field of computer sciencp. but since

his entrance into college, his interests

have changed to life science.

Ortiz now hopes to apply to medical

school.

"Tm always told that since medical

schools like to see their students to be dis-

tinguished, I definitely hope this helps,"

Ortiz said.

Even though Rubin is appreciative of

Ortiz's work, he supports Ortiz's desire to

be a doctor.

"I want Chris to switch more to

biochem '- it's the best use of his capabili-

ties," Rubin said.

To view the Turtle Nebula images on the

Internet, please visit

http:/Voposite. stsci.edu/pubinfo/pr/ 1998/

36/pr-photos.html.
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Mind must filter knowledge
EDUCATION: Examine

value of messages that

constantly bombard us

For people like me, finals are

a time for over-caffeinated,

pajama-clad, 14-hour cram

sessions interspersed with brief

moments of insanity. You see, I

am one of those students who (I

hope none of my professors are

reading this) opts to do absolutely

none of the

assigned

work for five

weeks

straight.

I allow my
work to pile

up until the

day or two

before the

exam. Then I

Catie Snow

Ballard

commit

myself to the

dark recesses

of my bed-

room to read for more hours than

1 can count. Fueled by Pepsi and

( heerios. I chug through hundreds

of pages until all irrelevant infor-

mation, including my own name,

has been pushed out to make room

for my newly acquired knowledge.

And I'll tell you the scary part -

these late night sessions actually

work. I have a keen aptitude for

memorization, and it is too diffi-

cult not to exploit that gift. I'm not

complaining, but it is a little dis-

turbing that memorization and

regurgitation have carried me suc-

cessfully through an esteemed uni-

versity like UCLA thus far.

1 do not think 1 am alone in this,

because isn't that basically what

we all do, in one way or another, in

our quests through this zany world

of academia? Maybe graduate

school is different.

For those of you undergrads

reading this, 1 am curious to know

how often you have had to think

for yourself I mean really think.

When you sit down to write

papers, don't you already know

what the professor wants you to

say. since you have already been

told in one way or another? (That

is, if you have actually attended

lecture lately.)

Odds are. if you are assigned to

write a paper about World War II.

you won't get very far with a thesis

asserting that the entire battle was

a result of Adolf Hitler's fear of

abandonment and Benito

Mussolini's Oedipus complex.

There just isn't much room for

anything other than superficial

debate in the scholastic world; the

history book is gospel, and those

who wrote it are the divine cre-

ators who shape and mold reality

for coming generations.

Have you ever worried that you

have been floating through life,

just memorizing what you have

read and heard? Sure, in certain

mindsets conducive to pseudo-phi-

losophizing, I have convinced

myself that 1 have uncovered novel

Bailard is a third-year communtcation

sjtudies student pursuing a minor in

Native American studies. E-nf>atl her at

batord^uclaedu

truths, which the thought police

had been trying to hide from me.

But in retrospect the morning

after (and maybe it is because of

the dulling hangover 1 am sport-

ing), those pages of scribble retain-

ing my previous night's work of

genius no longer glow with the

profundity I originally thought

they would. Then again, once in a

while, a ray of light pierces

through the nebulous clusters of

vowels and consonants scrawled

onto those sheets of paper, causing

me to stop and say to myself

"Hey, I'm pretty smart." (No

Mom, 1 do not get drunk that

often.)

You know that whole doctrine

of the '6()s: Drugs equal creations

of genius.

Consider for a second that

maybe there is something to this.

And maybe there is also someone

out there who does not want us to

know there may be some benefits

to drug use. Now, calm down, 1

admit that there are absolutely no

advantages to drug "abuse," but I

am talking about drug "use."

So, how come we rarely hear

that Sigmund Freud was a coke-

head? And then there was Ernest

Hemingway. Jack Kerouac and'a

long list of talented musical artists

who owe credit for their master-

pieces to firewater. (Yes, alcohol is

a drug too.) And 1 am sure there

are plenty more upstanding histor-

ical figures who have also partici-

pated in such mind-altering prac-~

tices. Then there are those reli-

gions, like that of the Native

American Church, which have

evolved successfully around a

premise similar to this mentality

As we grow up, wc arc given a

cluster of choices, and we are told

to belie<% that those are our only

choices. But are they? Maybe

drugs arc the only consistently suc-

cessful means mankind has found

to allow thoughts, other than those

socielally approved .square pegs,

to creep into our minds.

Let me remind you that 1 am
not necessarily advocating drug

use. And please, please do not get

your step stools out to mount a

soapbox, before you allow me to

stipulate that in no way do I

believe that drug use is the only

means available for free-thinking.

I am merely attempting to exercise

in this discussion the quasi-free-

dom of thought, which each one of

us was (supposedly) promised at

this country's inception.

Perhaps the way our society

treats and acquires knowledge

comes from the fact that people do

not want to spend their lives re-

examining everything. "Question

everything" we are told, but those

who tell uslhisju.st don't appeal to

most people, /.ealots aren't on

anyone's Christmas card list.

But at the same time, it is those

free thinkers who defied the odds

who are remembered, championed

and loved by our society. They are

the ones who have moved the

human civilization forward. Yet

they are the ones whom the status

quo has often tried to silence and
' suppress.

So back to the original ques-

tion: Who, if any of us, is really

capable of free thinking? The

world is so subjective - we have

our own convictions, but arc they

ever truly our own'' Or are they
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UC unfairly denies basic rights of TAs

WISCONSIN: UC should

consider struggles, wins

of TAs across country

By Brian Obadi
r

I was recently a graduate student at

the University of Wisconsin (UW)
where I worked as a teaching assistant

for several years. As a graduate

employee I was represented by the

Teaching Assistants Association

(TAA), a union ofteaching and project

assistants. Graduate employees in

Wisconsin struggled for years to

achieve full recognition for the union,

similar to the struggle that graduate

employees have undertaken at UCLA
to achieve recognition for the Student

Association of Graduate Employees

(SAGE).
i Aftpf ypurc nf Qtriipplp xnH twn Hif-yfars

ensured that my employer treated me
with respect, and I always knew that I

would have somewhere to turn if ever

they were to treat me unfairly. In addi-

tion, I enjoyed reasonable compensa-

tion and medical coverage for myself

and my family, all the products of col-

lective bargaining by the TAA.
Although the process was difficult

at first, once established, the TAA in

Wisconsin allowed for a relationship

of mutual trust and understanding

between the administration and the

graduate employees.

Here at UCLA, the opportunity

exists to avoid the initial hardship, but

it seems as if the administration is tak-

ing the same misguided path that the

UW administration traveled down
years ago. The administration here has

created an environment ofconflict and

hostility by denying recognition to the

union that the graduate employees

have endorsed

ficuJt strikes, the TAA was successful

in achieving recognition. 1 was fortu-

nate enough to enjoy the fruits of that

effort. I never felt mistreated by my
employer during my years of work

there, and 1 attribute that to the fact

that I had the TAA standing beliind

nic.

In a Chronicle of Higher Education

article, associate dean Robin Fisher

arrogantly dismisses the conflict as

one between "those ... who are older

and more experienced ... and those

who are younger and who would like

to have authority."

, It appears thai Dean lisher believes

STRIKE: University holds

ground against ruling of

labor relations board

ByBelWillem

This quarter, we have prepared

lessons, commented on journals,

coached students through difficult

texts during section, walked stu-

dents through their own logic during

office hours, responded to questions

over e-mail, and graded students'

work.

Like every quarter at UCLA
since spring 1994, academic student

employees (ASEs) have also sought

the UC administration's recogni-

tion of our basic rights as employ-

ees: The right to choose union repre-

Willem is a teaching assistant in

sociology and a SAGE/UAW member.

sentation. In these ways, we have

spent this quarter much like other

quarters - practically enacting our

commitment to the quality of under-

graduate education.

This quarter, however, has been

different from other quarters. In

recent years, a majority of teaching

assistants (TAs), readers and tutors

on all eight UC campuses have cho-

sen union representation. These

ASEs entered this school year with

an unprecedented call for recogni-

tion. On all of these campuses, we

authorized a simultaneous strike of

unmatched magnitude and dura-

tion, if the administration continued

to refuse to recognize our collective

bargaining rights.

It has refused.

This strike is about democracy. A
majority of TAs, readers and tutors

have chosen the Student

Association of Graduate

Employees/UAW (SAGE/UAW)

and its sibling unions to represent

us. This means that most ASEs want

to have a fair say in determining the

terms and conditions of our labor.

In 1994; the Public Employment

Relations Board (PERB), the state

agency responsible for labor rela-

tions in the University of California,

verified this majority. In most cases,

this majority is enough to gain

recognition and begin bargaining.

In other words, we should not have

to strike for recognition of our

union. The UC administration, how-

ever, has spent millions of taxpayer

dollars hiring private law firms to

deny us the basic democratic right to

representation.

Because we work without repre-

sentation, the administration is able

to make decisions which affect the

terms and conditions of our employ-

ment with no accountability to

SeeWILLEM,page12

TODAY'S TOPIC: As academic student

employees strike for collective bargaining rights,

Viewpoint examines where you stand on the Issue.

The five days of striking a

last resort for employees

LABOR:UC administration

can put end to protest by

respecting student rights

ByUzGeyer

On the first day of striking my chan-

cellor gave to me, a strike that was

unnecessary.

On the second day of striking my
chancellor gave to me, my sections can-

celled, and a strike that was unneces-

sary.

cannot deny that they are laborers, and

TAs are recognized as laborers at 18

other universities. The administration

also stated that this is a decision of the

courts. This is ironic, considering how

many tinries the administration has

appealed the decisions of the Public

Employee Relations Board (spending

millions of public university funds in

the process) or has failed to implement

them, when the decision was in favor of

collective bargaining. They are drag-

ging this out, and we are paying for it.

The administration wants us to be con-

fused about it at all costs.

Having the union to represent me

Obach is a former University of-

Wisconsin graduate student and teach-

ing assistant. He can be reached at

obach@ssc.wisc.edu.

thai graduate employees arc like

unruly children who arc belter looked

after by ihe adminislralion rather than

workers who are entitled to the same

rights as all employees - including the

SeeOBACN,page12

If teaching assistants win,

student education suffers

UNDERGRADS: Linion will

result in higher class fees,

hurt quality of instruction

By Madane Key

As a graduate student and former

teaching assistant, I'm saddened that

some ofmy fellow graduate students in

the University of California system are

playing politics with the academic lives

of the undergraduates. It's clear that

they care less about their students than

they do about their precious United

Auto Workers union. But what is truly

shocking is that some undergraduate

student governments, like the one at

UCLA, are supporting the strike.

Historically, unions helped do away

with dangerous working conditions,

but that is not the goal of the TAs cur-

rently on strike. When is the last time

you heard of a TA being rushed to the

hospital due to some grading- or lectur-

ing-related accident? The only thing

that recognizing the TAs as part of

UAW will accomplish is that TAs will

start bargaining to get more money for

less work.

As they get their way through more

class<lisrupting strikes in the future

(don't be foolish enough to think the

strikes will end if they are recognized),

undergrads will end up paying more for

poorer quality instruction This is

Kfy is chairman of th« Califomia Coiiege

Republicans and a graduate student in

connpotef science

directly against the interest of under-

graduates, yet some of their govern-

ments are throwing their constituents

to the wind in support of their union

buddies.

Undergraduates should be out-

raged. Even if you are not a graduating

senior this quarter, what if you are the

next time these union thugs decide to

hold your grades hostage? Do you real-

ly want your TAs to be able to bargain

to get away with doing less for you in

your future cla.sscs?

Additionally, these striking TAs
knew exactly what the conditions of

being a TA were before they agreed to

do il.lf they didn't like the fact that

their UAW affiliation wasn't recog-

nized, they should never have become

TAs this quarter. Instead, they chose to

TA just long enough to hold undergrad-

uate grades hostage when dealing with

the administration.

Undergraduate student govern-

ments should demand the administra-

tion immediately hire people to replace

the striking TAs so their constituents'

educations are not disrupted

Undergraduates must not remain

silent in this battle, because if the

administration caves in, you lose. The

quality of your instruction will go

down, your fees will go up, and your

grades will forever be subject to being
""

withheld because the union is unhappy

with something Let your voice be

heard by the chancellor and by your

student government Let them know
you want the sinking TAs replaced by

IAs who actually care more about your

education than about the I )AW union

Speaks Out ___^_
On Tuesday, teaching assistants at all eight University of California campuses began their strike to

gain union benefits and collective bargaining rights. Do you support the SAGE/UAW strike?

Andras Bodrogligeti

Professor

Near Eastern languages

'iam
familiar with

the issues of

the strike,

and I fully

support the

strikers'

efforts. If

the TAs real-

ly want to

prosper in this university, they

need the outside support of a

union. They cannot count on the

academic administration here."

Pierre Lemieux

Graduate student

Physics

"They can

strike, I

don't care.

They can go

hang out on

a corner,

good for

them. But

I'm com-

pletely

against the push for unionization

and collective bargaining. I've

been a TA and I don't like the

idea of somebody else deciding

for me about my employment

and benefits, especially when it's

a union that depends on the

UAW"

Karen Lai

First-year

Undeclared

"I under-

stand the

university's

position that

gradstu- .

dents are

grad stu-

dents and

profs are

profs. But

the TAs are teaching a lot of '
'

lower division classes. They're

teaching my Spanish class, and

they'll teach my English class next

quarter. I never see any profs in

these classes. So these TAs have

every right to want to be treated

like teachers, like employees."

Tracy Poindexter

Third-year

Political science

"I have

TAs striking

and it's kind

of annoying.

TAs knew

exactly what

they were

getting into

when they

signed con-

tracts to be TAs, and now they're

breaking those contracts and

breaking their commitment to us

students. We're paying too much

stinking money at UCLA not to

have resources like TAs available

to us."

Kris Tjon

Third-year

Physiological science

"I think

the strike is a

good effort

to expose

what the

TAs believe

is wrongdo-

ing. It really

doesn't

affect me
-since I don't have any TAs strik-

ing. I'd have to lend my support

to the strike, though, because the

TAs have the right to show what

they believe in."

Rishi Desai

Third-year

Microbiology and molecular genetics

^^^^^^^ a

^^^t^^l^ effort the

^^^^ ^L TAs who are

«S 4P ^^ trying to

ii ^ stand up for

themselves.

But I don't

think the

strike is

going to have much effect

because, as far as I know, they

tried two years ago and didn't get

much support. Personally, I'm

not affected by the strike because

there aren't a lot of south campus

TAs striking. A lot of them think

it's a joke."

Un the third day oi striking my
chancellor gave to me, tutors missing in

action, my sections cancelled, and a

strike that was unnecessary.

On the fourth day of striking my
chancellor gave to me, no review ses-

sions, tutors missing in action, my sec-

tions cancelled and a strike that was

unnecessary.

On the fifth day of striking, the chan-

cellor gave to me, re-cog-niii-tion!

Review sessions next week, tutors

coming back, sections meeting now,

and the strike's over, fair grades for me!

Tens^ of thousands of undergradu-

ates are being put at risk by the

University of California administra-

tion.

On Wednesday, undergraduate car-

olers across the UC visited their chan-

cellors at home urging them to recog-

nize the Academic Student Employee

unions on each of the eight undergrad-

uate campuses. Each of the eight strik-

ing campuses' undergraduate student

as.sociations passed resolutions urging

students to support the unions and call-

ing on their chancellors to avert the

strike, but to no avail.

The University of California

Student Association (UCSA), repre-

senting the 170,000 students of the UC,

has also pledged its support. It is active

in organizing undergraduates to ensure

that the university does not harm

undergraduate education by union-

busting. UCSA has also pledged to

educate students about the administra-

tion's tactics in averting recognition

and the effects it could have on our

grades.

UCLA is second in the nation in

graduate student instruction. Across

the UC, teaching assistants (TAs) do 60

percent of the teaching. As undergrad-

uates, many of us have been in at least

one class that was taught exclusively by

aTA (e.g., English 3).

The University of California claims

that TAs are primarily students, but

Geyer. who is the Undergraduate

Student Association Council's external

vice president, is also the academic

affairs chair of the University of

California's Students Association.

Bui il 9 very 9itnp\^ - TAS and

undergraduates all want the same

thing.

Collective bargaining is every work-

ing person's right to ensure that they

have a say in their working conditions,

so that they can do their jobs well.

This includes things like wages,

amount of work, and benefits. For

example, if my TA has a section of 40

instead of 20 students, then that direct-

ly affects how much time she can spend

in office hours with me and in grading

my papers. If she has to get anotherjob

to pay for health benefits, that affects

the time and energy she can give me

too.

I want my TA to have a good work-

ing environment, because it is my
learning environment and my grading

environment.

Undergraduates know better than

anyone else at this university how hard

TAs work, how much time they spend

on us. It is their job to provide us with a ,

service. If it was their job to fix pipes,

there wouldn't be a "battle" over recog-

nition. But isn't teaching a job?

Shouldn't the UC want undergradu-

ates to have the best conditions for

learning? It's obvious that the universi-

ty's priority isn't undergraduate learn-

ing.

For example, the statements made

by both the president of the UC and

Chancellor Camesale have promised

that they will do everything in their

power to get us our grades. But what

do those grades mean without our TAs'

input? Will they reflect the work we

have done? Did you know that students

on this campus were once given a final

grade averaged up only to the eighth

week?

That's fine if you were getting an

"A" all along, but if you were counting

on that final to bring your grade up,

kiss the "A" goodbye. Other possible

options arc to get the professors to

ciiange the essays and papers to scan-

trons (which would mean no partial

credit for those equations. Mno sc. -

trons work well in English l.t^'^aturc

don't they?). Maybe wc could get the

SecCEVER^pagcU
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1998-99 JACOB MARSCHAK INTERDISCIPLINARY COLLOQUIUM
ON MATHEMATICS IN THE BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES, UCLA

"NUCLEAR PROLIFERATION: WHAT'S NEW?
WHAT'S NOT? WHAT'S NEXT?"

Presented by

Albert Carnesale, UCLA Chancellor

COSfONSOREO BY THE DEAN Of THE SCHOOL OF PUillC POIICY AND SOCIAL RESEARCH,* THE DEAN Of THE SCHOOL Of ENGINEERING AND APfLIED SCIENCE; THE DEPARTMENT OF

POIICV STUDIES, SCHOOL Of PURIKT POLICY AND SOCIAL RESEARCH; THE DEPARTMENT Of MECHANICAL AND AEROSPACE ENQNEERING, SCHOOL Of ENGINEERING AND APPLIED

Science; the Center fOR International Relations; the Center for Comparative Political Economy; and the UCLA Campus Events Commission.

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 4, 1998
1 :00 TO 3:00 P.M.

FREUD PLAYHOUSE, MACOOWAN HALL
Northeast corner of Sculpture Garden.

For a complete calendar for the year and details on previous years, please visit us our website:

http://www.anderson.ucla.edu/research/marschak/

OBACH
From page 10

right to union representation. This

paternalistic attitude demeans the

important role that graduate employ-

ees play in the efl'eclive functioning of

the university.

Unfortunately, it appears as if the

only way to make the administration

aware of the valuable work that gradu-

ate employees do is for graduate

employees to stop doing it. This is

regrettable because strikes impose

costs on everyone: the striking work-

ers, faculty members, the administra-

tion and the undergraduates who this

institution is designed to serve.

I would encourage the administra-

tion to avoid this by recognizing the

important work that graduate employ-

ees perform and granting them the

union recognition to which they are

entitled. Should the administration Fail

to take this reasonable step, I would

encourage graduate employees to take

all necessary action in pursuit of their

rights as workers and the respect that

they are owed.

WILLEM
From page 1

1

either its employees or its students.

For instance, a few years ago, the

university administration chose to

stop compensating tutors for their

preparation tim» . In othtr word»r4w-
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WILLEM
From page 1

2

favor of our right to collectively bar-

gain; It could have recognized us in

the five months between the strike

vote and today.

Instead, the UC administration is

undermining undergraduate educa-

tion with scantrons and replacement

workers.

Call Chancellor Carnesale and

encourage him to choose democracy

and quality education by recognizing

SAGE/UAW.

GEYER
From page 11

professors to grade ail our finals.

(Would you like to be 2()6th person \o

have your final graded? Docs \ our pro-

fessor know who ycni are'.')

Hercs another proposal - uc could

create a special category for lenipiv

rary grades "In Progress" (but if

you're taking a prerequisite class, how

will you know if you passed, or need lo

retake a class?). Or maybe we should

hire other students, even undergrads.

to grade your e,\anis. students who

have no knowledge of your work or

progress, and could have ne\er c\cn

been to your class (aaaahh! ).

What's left? Will the university

impose pass/no pass grading on us?

rh»? adn^ in iMral ion shou ld tict a h i u l al

Wio accept
Debit cards

PlVtilj^ '•'^-^

Come watch
the Bruins

roll over Miami
at Shakey's!

1114 Gayley Ave.
Westwood Village

Until Sun-Thurs 1 :00 Qn\
Fri-Saf 2:OOam

824-4111
BRUIN MEAL

PEAL

#^$4.25
2 Slices of Pizza and

1/2 order Mojo and Salad Bar,

with all you can drink
utiu-in or
ni>r\ ,,„i ,>ni\ beverage bar

SHAKEY'S
COMBINATION^ $13.85

I

FREE DRINK W/
ANY BUFFET
PURCHASE W/

UCLA STUDENT ID

BUY16ET1
FREE

Any medium one topping pizza^

plus mojo potatoes, and youj
choice of:

• \ piccos chicken oi

• New Goiinnci sandwich oi
• > Pieces ol lish or
• l() KiiHali) uinjis oi^
• Pasta cSi Salad

PIZZA
SPECIALS

Any large 3 topping pizza or any

^^^^^ Specialty Pizza

^gffCO 98
(save over $5) ^^P^^» ^^H^B%^%^

• Spci iiillii's itu liitlf Vii^ctiiruin. Sluikf\.\ SfUi iul. Bruin

DtliiuanJ HBO Cliu ktn
• Thin i rii\t. Imntl rdwc,/. ,)/ Jrcit Jnli pan /k.Ti/ w/ ni< cKirii

I lhii\;c

Buy any large Pizza at

regular price and
get the 2ncl

(or Free

1 MEDIUM
ONETOPPINC

PIZZA

i0 $5.95
*Any large 3 topping pizza or any o„,y $9.93
Specialty Pizza (savo uvcr $5)

Sunday,
Monday,
Tuesday

2 for 1 Special

• ftlKul

till llll\

-i..

"Vs.

^

iK^achers Wanted
\ifaim I^THFinDER

Mentadent

^J ANUS

T0H\6H^»-

SANTA MONICA - CIVIC AUDITQ
Saturday, Dec 12-8:00

Pasadena

Laguna Beach

Fullerton

Maiibu

Redondo Beach

Thousand Oaks

Civic Center

Laguna Beach H.S. Artists Theater

Plummer Aud. at Fullerton H.S.

New Maiibu Theater

Redondo Union High School Auditorium

The Fred Kavli Theatre

Dec. 4

Dec. 5

Dec. 6

Dec. 1

Dec. 1

1

Dec. 1

3

8:00

6:00 & 9:00

7:00

6:00 & 9:00

6:30 & 9:30

8:00

FREE LIFT TICKET TO SNOW SUMMIT!
Everyone dltendifuj FREERIDERS will receive a certificate for a

FREE special spring skiincj lift ticket to Snow Summit!*

'^ts available at TiclcetMaster, selected Sport Chalet stores, and

u leater box offices.

For discounts on groups of 10 or more call (800) 729-3456. Each

group order will receive the "Making of FREERIDERS" video and the

multi-media CD-ROM "Behind the Scenes" FREE with each group order!

^-ncjc^^iity^srs^^

IM /1W
«unr

/ MfMO UtlMO

(SIS) 4t«SSSS • (714) 7401000
(•OS) SOS 8700 • («1«) ISO TIXS

OMllHl: w*«.li<k«taMl«r.c»a

Warren Miller prefen

SNOW
SUMMIT

innv.worrenmiIler.com

order to effectively carry out their

jobs, tutors are forced to volunteer

many hours attending class, reading,

and analyzing. With union represen-

tation, the people who provide your

education most directly would have

an institutionalized voice with which

the administration would negotiate

changes in working conditions.

Despite the fact that, in 1996, a

PERB judge confirmed that our

rights to collective bargaining are the

same as every other public employee

in California, the UC administration

has continued to deny our right to a

fair say in the terms and conditions

of our labor.

This conflict also concerns the

quality of undergraduate education.

Our working conditions are your

learning conditions. ASEs provide a

majority of the intensive educational

time in the UC.

(The administration)

can honor both the

rights of its student

employees and the

commitment to high

quality undergraduate

education by

recognizing the union.

While faculty fulfill their obliga-

tions to lower division courses by lec-

turing to more than 100 students at a

time, tutors and TAs are responsible

for making sure that each student has

the chance to engage the material in

class: in section, in tutorials, in office

hours and in writing.

We are on the front lines of your

education.

The administration could easily

chalk up a win for the University of

California on this one. It can honor

both the rights of its academic stu-

dent employees and the commitment

to high quality undergraduate educa-

tion by recognizing the union.

The administration has had plenty

of opportunities to do jiist that. It

could have recognized us after we

gamed card majority; it could have

recognized us after PERB ruled n

SceMUHipafel)

"F" for the work they're doing.

So what can we do to stop tills mad-

ness? Call your ch.inccllor at ( .^10) s:5-

21."^ I or e-niail him at

acarnesale" conet.ucla.edu. aiul tell

him. "Stop disrupting my educatuMi.

Recouni/e the Student ,'\sM>ciation ol"

-Xiraduale (.juployees (SACii-ial-

liCLA and a.sk ihal the I 'C president

do the same throughout the L'C" sys-

tem."

Carnesale is the only oik who can

end tiie strike at UCLA. What about

the 'excellence" of I C'LA. Chancellor

C\irnesale? Is that still your priority'

Also, you who want to help can come

out and walk awhile in our TAs' shoes,

talk to them. There will be an under-

graduate solidarity picket today on

Westwood Avenue and Le Contc

Avenue from 1 1 a.m. to I p.m. Our

TAs need our help.

BAILARD
From page 10

just molded by the powers that be?

Consider living in a less enlight-

ened time; you would not have chal-

lenged social constructs like racism,

sexism or classism. Take slavery, for

instance. We would like to think we

are incapable of such ignorance,

that we would have dared to doubt

the status quo. But do we know how

we would have reacted in that envi-

ronment?

I guess none of us will ever know

for sure. But we can hope, and we

can be vigilant in what wc allow into

our subconscious. Today there are

legions of messages and ideas bom-

barding our eyes and cars. It is now

more important than ever to filter

those ideas through our own sets of

criteria and judgement.

We need to take active roles in

our acquisition of knowledge and to

never stop questioning and re-exam-

ining that knowledge. It is crucial

that we be weary of those schools of

thought which recruit believers by

convincing us that they possess the

only truth in the universe.
~ Those may be the only tools avail-

able to help us through our quests,

but it is a start that has taken years

of struggle to become available But

now you will have to excuse me. I

have a final cominjj up. and I hear

the haunting voices ot about nine

< haplcr» .ind a tu^hliphier eallmu

nu name

f-^

i AD Courses

Ideal part-time instructorjob

• Pay scale starts at $13.50 per hour

• Great working cor)ditions

• Locations throughout LA. County

• SAH LSAl GMAl GRE, MCAT

Would you like to work In a creative environment, teach students and make

great money? If you are bright, enthusiastic, have high test scores, and

enjoy helping others, this may be the perfect part-time Job for you. Send us

your resume and cover letter-no phone calls please. Include your SAT and

graduate test scores (if any). Accepted applicants will participate in an

extensive training program before becoming instructors.

Please send vour rBSumB to:

The Princeton Review

Attn.: Personnel Dept. —

THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW

11040 Santa Monica Blvd., #400

Los Angeles. CA 90025

FAX # (310) 473-8511

SAT-I • SAMI • PSAT

Vocabulary • Academic Tutoring

LSAT • GMAT • GRE • MCAT • MBE
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A storm is
!:.^n^-::s:ia.^iii<:: bruin

turlwind of circumstances

chedules duel with Miami Magnitude mounts impending match
Bruins concerned

^stponed game would

endanger team's ranking

VytasMai«ilui

)Hy Bruin Senior Staff

Due to Hurricane Georges, the

>ept 26 UCLA vs. Miami football

players were hungry for more and

ready to improve their record to 3-0.

Back then. Miami (2-1 ) was coming

offa demoralizing 27-20 overtime loss

to Virginia Tech. Considering how
young the Hurricanes were at the

time, UCLA was poised to roU over

Miami.

Instead, the Bruins were left with

an open date and weekly questions

about how much not playing a potent

{ame at the Orange Bowl was post-

>ned.

When word came that the game

[would be cancelled, the Bruins were

[about to get on a bus that would take

them to LAX,
At the time, UCLA (2-0) was

rankedNo. 5 in the nation. The Bruins

had a 49-31 victory against Texas and

a 42-24 win at' Houston. The Bruin

would hurt UCLA in the polls - espe-

cially in the yet to be released Bowl

(Championship Series (BCS) poll.

With the Hurricanes eager to get

the game back on the schedule and a

national championship season possi-

bly at stake, Bruin athletic director

Peter Dalis rescheduled the game for

Dec. 5 - aka tomorrow.

NOW: Late-season

game hoped to grasp

spot in Fiesta Bowl

ByVytasMazdlui
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Since UCLA never really

wanted tQxesche4ule theiootz.

ball game at Miami on Dec. 5,

the 'entire fiasco could turn

into a blessing in disguise.

A game on Sept. 26 would

have served as a springboard

to the team's national champi-

onship aspirations, but the

game on Dec. 5 provides

UCLA with another crucial

late-season game to help

secure a spot in the

Fiesta Bowl.

The Bruin play-

ers feel that the

rescheduled game
has given the

team a stronger

shot at claiming

one ol' the top two spots in the

Bowl Championship Scries

(BCS) poll.

'Now both teams are more

mature. In the end it might

help us more because of the

BCS and the rankings/'

UCLA senior linebacker

Brendon Ayanbadejo said.

"We won't get forgotten in our

hum fnr the natinnnl rhampi-.

onship."

UCLA (10-0) is currently

second in the BCS - only four

hundreths of a point behind

No. I Tennessee ( 1 1-0). To add

to the suspense. No. 3 Kansas

Stale (li-0) finds itself more

than a point and a half behind

both teams.

Is that insurmountable? No.

A game at No. 8 Texas A&M
could help Kansas State force

cither UCLA or Tennessee out

of a national championship

game at the Fiesta Bowl.

In hindsight, the impor-

tance of Saturday's nationally

televised game at the Orange

Bowl has helped ease the dis-

content of Bruin players and

coaches who originally didn't

want to reschedule the game.

*'rm used to ending the reg-

ular season with 'SC, but this

year I don't mind ending it

later," Ayanbadejo said.

"Also, we get to show the

rest of the country what kind

nf fnnthall wf! play- and-

silence a lot of the East Coast

critics who don't really give the

Bruins our due respect."

The magnitude of the game
at Miami has fluctuated,

thanks to the performance of

See NOW, page 27
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GAMES TO DETERMINE NO. 1

Game No. 1 Game No. 2 Game No. 3

No. 2 UCU (10-0) at No.3Kan$a$St.(11-0)at Mississippi St. (7-3) it

Miami (7-3) No. Texas A&M (10-2) No. 1 Tennessee (11-0)

Time: n :00 a.m. Time: 1:30 p.m. Time: 5 p.m.

Station: ESPN Station: ABC Station: ABC

Undefeated competitors

hold breaths for Bowl
FOOTBALL: Bruins at ease

despite debate .on which

teams will go to Tempe

ByJeffKmiotek

Daily Bruin Staff

Hie speculations, assumptions and

theories will finally end this weekend

when the final Bowl Championship

Series (BCS) .poll is announced

Sunday at 11:30 a.m. on ABC. The

numerous "it's" could even drift awa\

earlier, if one of the three teams com-

peting for the two I'iesta Bowl slots

• •

loses its game tomorrow.

But if UCLA. Tennessee and

Kansas State each remain undefeat-

ed, all the pressure will be on the BCS
computer.

C urrcntly, Tennessee has a very

slight edge over UCLA for the top

spot in the BCS. and Kansas State is

third with a lot of ground to make up.

But in this poll, being No. 1 or No. 2

doesnl matter because the top two

teams play for the national champi-

onship on .Ian. 4 in Tempe, Ariz.

"Championship Saturday" begins

with No. 3 UCLA visiting Miami at

See FOOTBALL, page 26

POSITION

THE MATCHUP
COMMENTARY ADVANTAGE

Miami Hurricane's quarterback Scott Covingtor> Is 17

yards shy of passing for 2,000 yards on the season. But

against Syracuse the offeose failecl to Kore-aoy

Running

Bade

Wide

receivers

Offensive

line

Quarterbadc and Covington added to his interceptions by throwing

two against the Orangemen. On the other side of the

field, UCLA's QB, Cade McNown, has won 20 straight.

Enough said.

If the Hurricanes have a game-breaking player then

Edgerrin James is it. He already has ran for 1,117 yards

with 1 6 touchdowns, averaging 5.5 yards per carry.

James is the key for a Hurricane win. UCLA has a

talented trio of running backs, including a healthy

DeShaun Foster. Against USC two weeks ago Foster

blew up and had a hand in every UCLA touchdown.

As Randy Moss has become a big time player for the

Minnesota Vikings, Santana Moss (no relation) has, too.

Moss averages 20.6 yards per catch and seven

touchdowns, which when accumulated with his career

stats, has broken the all-time touchdown record at

Miami. UCLA's receiving corp Is led by Danny Farmer,

who ESPN said was the second most underrated player

In the nation. Farmer is 3 yards shy of 1,000 receiving

yards on the season and ha^ nabbed six touchdowns.

The Hurricanes have a massive running attack, in part

because of the Oline. Against a young and struggling—
defensive line the Canes line can hone in and get the

running back into the secondary. The Bruins have an

offensive line of which dreams are made of Anchored

by Kris Farris and Shawn Stuart the Bruins have the

complete offensive blocking package.

After a few games where the UCLA defensive line did

not step it up, they have come alive, in part because of

the return of Kenyon Coleman, who has 4.5 sacks on the

year even after he missed three games. Miami's line has

been shaky throughout the year, including being unable

to contain the speedy Donovan McNabb last weekend.

This is where Miami's strength in defense lies. Anchored

by Nate Webster, 34 tackles, and Dan Morgan, 1 3

1

tackles, the Hurricane's middle is quick and lethal. The

Bruin linebackers hall into the mold of Miami's. They are

quick and athletic. Led by Brendon Ayanbadejo, who

had four sacks against USC, the senior has had to step it

up to control the young middle.

Last weekend the Hurricane's deffense was scorched for

66 points. A huge part of those points came against an

off-and-on again secondary. Both secondary's are young

and athietic but UCLA has one major deciding factor:

Larry Atkins.

Miami's Najeh Davenport has done an average job of

returning, with his longest being 52 yards. Nick Ward

handles the punt returning duties and only averages

10.2 yards per return. The Bruins have discovered a

secret weapon on special teams in Ryan Roques. After a

breakout game against Washington, the cornerback has

used his running back skills to become a deadly force.

The Hurricanes are led by coach Butch Davis, who is In

Kis third year. After a horrendous last year and start this

year, Davis has finally seeoMd to stamp his reserved

style of play on the team. The Bruins also have a third-
*

year coach In Bob Toledo, but Toledo has been able to

do more with this team, nuking the Bruins a national

title contender this ymr.

Predicted Score: UCLA 43, Miami 22
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Film & Television

Music

On-Campus

Theater & Fine Art
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Monday

A Tribe Called Quest's farewell tour landed in

Los Angeles, making the most of its last L.A. show.

Entertainment

soIden
success

Goldfinger lifts and thrills fans

by blending energy with wry introspection

Charlie Paulson rips through punk chords to a crowd

of mostly teenaged fans at the Key Club Wednesday

night.

By Brent Hopldns

Daily Bruin Staff

Sure, the mostly adolescent crowd may have

danced a lillle for the string of opening bands,

but there was no doubt about who the main

attraction was. Ihe anxious teens, no doubt

eager to tell their homeroom classmates about

their venture to "that bitchin* show, man."

seemed interested in the openers, but their pas-

sion was reserved for Goldfinger.

The mass of fans packed into the Key Club

on Wednesday actively hungered for those

'Here in Your Bedroom" guys. Even the lead

singer of ^S Mute, who came on directly before

the headliners, acknowledged this, promising

to hurry their set along so the 15-year-olds

could get their fill of the Hollywood ska-punk

quartet. When they finally took the stage at

10:30 p.m.. they satisfied the cjowd with ease.

"Ladies and gentlemen, we've only had one

Photos by ^1ICHA|, IHr/DJily BfUin Senior Staft

John Feldmann keeps the crowd bouncing with catchy punk

tunes about snowboarders and old girlfriends.

rehearsal for this show.'" proclaimed lead

singer John Feldmann a few songs into the

evening. If that was the case, it certainly wasn't

visible in their hour-long set. -Though the full-

force offerings may not have had the technical

precision of studio tracks, the group's passion-

See GOLDFINGER, page 18
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Bells ring in new musical direction Audiences seeing double

MUSIC: Sonos ensemble

reinvents sound as more

than Christmas carols

By Harshan Jtyakumar
Daily Bruin Contributor

Traditional handbell music is not

what one should expect from attend-

ing the Sonos Handbell Ensemble's

concert tonight in Schoenberg Hall.

Although "Little Drummer
Boy"-esque clanging has long rung

in the new year, the San Francisco-

based Sonos is trying to put a new

spin on the traditional, brassy

chimes.

"We want to go further than the

usual church standard," Meredith

said. "Our goal is to move handbells

into the musical mainstream."

Created in 1990 by award-win-

ning conductor James Meredith,

Sonos takes handbells away from its

traditional church roots into the

musical mainstream. The perfor-

mance will include a wide variety of

genres, from classical to jazzy.

Christmas carols will also be a nart

of the repertoire

Meredith actually began his

career m handbells in 1982. as a

church n»U!»K director After attend-

ing a conterence on handbell inusu

by the American Guild of English

Handbell Ringers, he decided to

pursue mastery of the instrument.

Meredith retired from church

music in 1989, and, the next year, he

joined a community group to play

handbells. He consented on the

premise that they would become a

professional orchestra; thus began

the Sonos Handbell Ensemble, now

regarded as the premier American

ensemble of its kind.

Orfthe way to this title, Sonos has

performed at international events,

like the World ice Skating

Championshtps and the United

Nations 50th Anniversary

Celebrations.

They have garnered wide visibili-

ty by appearing on major television

and radio broadcasts, including two

appearances on Garrison Keillor's

"A Prairie Home Companion" on

National Public Radio. Recently,

See SONOS, page 19

thanks to creative industry

COLUMN: Multiple films'

coincidentally repetitious

themes may drain wallets

I

Ci* i*oi*t»wrf»fy»<o»minQ Alt.

The Sonos Handbell Ensemble will be ringing in pop songs and holi

day favorites in two performances at Schoenberg Hall on Saturday

nitially, this column was going to

be about Gus Van Sant's remake

of Alfred

Hitchcock's

"Psycho" and

how the produc-

ers at Universal,

who decided to

pollute the local

cineplex w ith

this uncreative

garbage, should

be removed

from office

immediately in

favor of some

more creative

executives, such

as a pack of rabid chimpanzees.

What 1 discovered after mulling

over several other column ideas in my

head was that this would indeed be my

last column oi 1998 Thus, it should

include something a bit more sweeping

and far-reaching

vSt\ after searching the va.st cavities

of m\ cranium tilled with iiselev^

knowledge collected over a year ot tlie

Lonnie

Hanis

hard film viewing, 1 came up with what

1 feel to be the defining trend of film in

1998: doubles.

The product of Hollywood's theory

- anything worth doing once is worth

doing at least twice (and possibly more

depending on foreign gross). This

year, more than ever, the film industry

has seemed bent on repeating itself,

and many movies this year have

proven to be the mirror image of

another film released nary a few

months from (he original.

Submitted for your approval: 1998

saw the release of not one but two com-

puter animated movies about life in an

ant colony (DreamWorks' "Antz" and

Disney's "A Bug's Life").

DreamWorks and Disney also both

released movies about outer space

objects crashing into Earth ("Deep

Impact" and "Armageddon." respec-

tively).

Now you may be asking yourself,

"Self, couldn't this just be the result of

film-swapping between Disney and

DreamWorks, as a result of the move-

ment y^'i high-ranking executive Jeffrey

Katzenberg from one studio to the

othtr'^" If you asked yourself this, you

afe not only observant, but you have

an inner m<'nol(>piie thai sounds su^pi-

See HARRIS, pa9e 18

CREBM

UCLA Film and Television Archive

The new release ofPsycho" parallels the

same 1960 Alfred Hitchcock movie, which

starred Anthony Perkins.

"Psycho"

Starring Anthony Perkins and Janet

Leigh

Directed by Alfred Hitchcock

Warning: The following item is a review of

Alfred Hitchcock's 1960 film "Psycho," not the

new remake by Gus Van Sant opening today in

theaters.

Though it seems like an odd decision, review-

ing the original "Psycho" on the day Universal

Pictures releases its remake actually makes a lot

of sense for two reasons: First, Universal is not

allowing press access to the new film before it

opens, so no review of the new film is possible.

Second, Van Sant's remake has been touted as

"shot-for-shot, line-by-line" implying that no

new mate rial has hfign added. Thus,

Hitchcock's version has been mainly

unchanged, save for new actors and color film.

So, why was the old "Psycho" so memorable

as to warrant a shot-by-shot remake 28 years

later? Perhaps because it was, pardon the pun,

the mother of all horror movies.

"Psycho" tells the tale of young Marion

Crane (Leigh), who steals $40,000 from her

boss ($400,000 in the remake) and then Hees in

her car to meet up with her boyfriend and leave

the country with the money. After some car

trouble. Crane is forced to spend the night at the

mysterious Bates Motel, where innkeeper

Norman Bates (Perkins) rents her a room and

utters some of the most memorable lines in film

history ("She just goes a little mad sometimes,"

"A boy's best friend is his mother," and so on).

Merely through cultural osmosis, most peo-

ple know what comes next. The horrifying end -

meeting Crane in the shower - are ingrained in

each American as much as the patriarchal iden-

tity of Darth Vader or the name of Charles

Foster Kane's infamous sled (Luke's father and

Rosebud, respectively, for those of you who

have been on Mars for the last 20 years).

"Psycho" has remained a classic merely due

to its bravado. How many films would dare to

mutilate the leading lady less than an hour into

the film? Who could introduce the strange, yet

sorpehow endearing, Norman Bates - only to

have him become a dangerous sociopath except

for the great horror master Alfred Hitchcock.

To be sure, movies such as "Scream," "I Am
Well Aware of the Events Of Your Life Two
Summers Ago" or whatever, couldn't have been

made before "Psycho" slashed its way into th5_

American unconscious and informed us that a

new era in film history was beginning, and it

wouldn't be pretty.

"Shakespeare in Love"

Starring Joseph Fiennes and
Gwyneth Paltrow

Directed by John Madden
Representing the kind of coy humor laced

throughout the film, "Shakespeare in Love"

unfolds in much the same way as a

Shakespearean play. This tale of the Bard curing

writers block while penning "Romeo and

Juliet" includes all the classical markings of the

great playwright's own masterpieces, including

mistaken identities, cross-dressing, vindictive

money lenders, wealthy aristocrats forced into

marriage and a deus ex machina ending in

which the Queen herself saves the day.

Shakespearean fans, or anyone else with a

sense ofhumor for that matter, will find this sort

of subtle comedy throughout "Shakespeare in

Love," the most original and entertaining peri-

od film of the year.

"Shakespeare in Love" begins with, well,

Shakespeare (Joseph Fiennes) in love with a

radiant maiden named Rosaline. Sure enough,

when Rosaline fails to return his affection, he

cannot focus on anything, including his new

play "Romeo and Ethyl: The Pirate's

Daughter." Only after discovering and falling in

love with the beautiful aristocrat Viola

(Gwyneth Paltrow) does his pen become active

again, transforming his pirate comedy iiito what

has been called "the greatest love story ever

told ."

This brief synopsis, however, ddM n6 Justice

to the heart ofthe film, which is more concerned

with clever moments playing on the legendary

status of Shakespeare than on the motions of

the plot. In fact, anyone familiar with the come-

dies of Shakespeare will be able to predict most

of the plot twists before they arrive but will

probably still be delighted with the gleeful atti-

tude taken toward every development.

The film is filled out by a remarkable sup-

porting cast, including Ben Affleck as a haughty

stage actor (who enters the theater declaring

with bravado, "W^at is the play a/id what is my
part?"), devastated that his character Mercutio

has to meet such an untimely end. Most of note,

however, is Dame Judy Dench, nearly unrecog-

nizable behind all the pancake make-up and out-

rageous dresses, as Queen Elizabeth L Dench

brings not only the elegance required by royalty

but also a deliciously-realized personality to the

monarch.

The direction by Madden (who also directed

Dench as a queen in last year's delightful "Mrs.

Brown") expertly keeps the pace of the film,

which is mandatory for a light comedy such as

this. By keeping each scene moving and never

allowing his actors to indulge themselves in

over-acting (despite the fact that many of the

characters are over-the-top and ripe for carica-

ture). Madden gives the film a fast and funny

feel that remains consistently entertaining for

the full two hour running time.

The most credit for the success of

"Shakespeare in Love," though, goes to the

near-perfect script by Marc Norman and vcter-

an playwright Tom Stoppard. Stoppard, best

See SCREEN, page 18
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Just imagine if your safety school were Harvard. Call Today! 1-800-KAP-TEST

MANN

Westwood

MANN

Santa Monica

VILLAGE
%1Broxlon
208-5576

Psycho (R)

Oolby Oigrtal - THX

Fri, Sun - Wed (11:45 215 5 60) 7:45 10 30

Sat (2:15 5:00) 7:45 10 30

Thtirs theatre closed

CRITERION 3
1313 3rd St

Promenade
395-1599

Fri

Jtiry Sfriiigtr: Rinamssttr (R)

THX ()olby Digital

Th (12:00 215 4 45) 7:30 10 00

LAEMMLE

West Hollywood
8000 ShusI (at CrtsMiit HtlgMs) Frt« Paiting

SUNSET 1

(213) 848-3500

C«Nlr«l StatiM

Daily (1:30) 4 15 7 00 945

UNITED ARTISTS

Westwood
UA WESTWOOD Shatttrtd Imaaa (Not Raltd)

10889 Weilwonri Dolby Stereo • No VIPs until 12/l4

475-9441 Fri - Sun 12:15 2 30 5 00 7 45 10 30

Men • Th 2:30 5:00 7 45 10 30

GENERAL
Beverly Hills

Btvtrly Comttdioii Presented in THX Digital Sound
HoiMFriM(PG-13)

11:35 2:20 5:10 8:0010:45

Opens 12/11: JackFmtlR)
Star Trak: InarmtiM (PC-13)

CRITERION!

BRUIN
948 Broxton

239-MANN

Very Bad Things (R)

Dolby Digital -THX
Fri, Sun- Tu.Th (12 00 2 30 5 00)

7:3010:10

Sat (2:30 5:00)7:3010:10

Fri

AiiMricaa Hittofy X (R)

THX Dolby Digital

Th (1:00 4:15) 7:009:45

NAnONAL The Rvgrats Movis (GJ

10925 Lindbrook THX-Dolby SR
208-4366 Fri - Th (12:15 2:30 4:45) 7:00 9:15

CRITERION 5 Tht Siaga (R)

Dolby Digital - Stadium Seating

Fri - Th (4 10) 7:00 9 45

Wizard of Oz (Q)

THX - Dolby Digital

Fri •Th(12:(X) 2:15)

CRITERION 6

FESnVAL
10867 Lindbrook

208-4575

HoiM Frias (PC-13)

THX - Dolby SR
Fri -Th (1:30 4:15) 7:15 9:45

PlaassaMila (PC-13)

THX - Dolby Digital

Fri-Th (4.30)7 15 1000
A«tz(PG)

THX - Dolby Digital

Fri - Th (2:00)

REGENT
1045 Broxton

208-3259 Fri

Plaauntvilla (PC-13|

Dolby Digital

Th (100 4:00) 7 00 9 50

PLAZA Elltahalh (R)

1067 GK-ndon Dolby Dwital

208-30t7 Fri-Thu(1 20 4 10)7 00 9 50

Special Midnight Movie

Monty Python i The Holy Grail (Rj

$5 Admission AM Fri • Sun 12 30

WESTWOOD 1 Jary Springer: Ringmastar (R)

1050Gayley Stereo

208-7664 Fri - Th (12:30 2:45 5:00) 7:30 9:50

PACIFIC

Westwood
CREST
1262 Westwood Bh«J

(S otWilshire)

474 7866 or

777-FILM (#025)

Fri

A Bugs Life (G)

THX Digital

Th (11 30 2 00 4 45]

7 30 10()0

WESTWOOD 2
1050 Gayley

208 7664

TIM Siaft (R)

Stereo

Fri-Th (1:00 3:45) 7:00 9 45

WESTWOOD 3
1050 Gayley

208-7664

WESTWOOD 4
1050 Gayley

2087664

Wizard ol Oz (C)

Stereo

Fri-Th (11:00 1:15)

LMiig (M Load (R)

stereo

Fri -TH (3:30 5:45) 8«) 10:15

l(R)

Dolby Digital

Fri-Th (12:45 4:30)815

LAEMMLE
www.laemmle.com

WLA/Beverly Hills

iwain Shows n For All JUttnt

ROYAL ^^yl Streep

11523SM Blvd DaadM M LailMau
477-5581 Fri Sun (12 20) 2 40 5 00 7 30 9 55

Mon-Th{500)7 30 9 55

SUNSET 2 This year's The Full Monty

(213)648-3500 WaUae Nad Ooviaa

Daily (12 45) 3 05 5:25 7:55 10 15

Fri -Sat 12 15am Sat - Sun (10 30am)

SUNSET 3 Gate Blanchetl

(213)848-3500 ElizaNth

Daily (1:10) 4:05 7 00 9 55

Fri - Sat 12:15am Sat - Sun (10.00am)

SUNSET 4 Michael Caine/Brenda Blethyn

(213)848-3500 Jane Horrocks as LiWaVoica
Daily (12 00) 2:30 5 00 7 30 10 00

Fri -Sat 12:1 5am

SUNSET 5 Ian McKelleiVBrendan Fraser

(213)848-3500 Cods A Moatlars

Daily (12:00) 2 30 5:00 7 30 1^00

SUNSET Wookaad Shows:

(213)848-3500 FriSal After Hours 12:15 am
Elizahath

HaMiaass 12 mid

Wakiag Nad Davina

Lima Voica

Sicli A TWistad

<fi|t-S.in Morning Shows - 10_QQam

The Crvisa

Fossa: Pajama Gama
Waking Nad Davina (10 30am)

Elizahath

All tha Raga

UA WESTWOOD
10889 Wellworth

475-9441

Calabrily (R)

Dolby Stereo - THX

Fri -Sun 11:40 2:10 4:45 7:3010:20

Mon-Th 2:10 4:45 7:3010 20 VINE
UA WESTWOOD Amaricaa Wstory X (R)

10889 Wellworth SDDS Dtgital THX

475-9441 Fri - Sun 1 1:30 2:00 4:30 715 10 00
Mon-Th 2 00 4:30 7:15 10:00

GENERAL

Westwood
AVCO CINEMA
10840 Wiishirt Blvd 1 Blk I orWntwood
475-071

1

Presented in Digital Sound
Enaiiiy ol tha SUta (R)

12 45 4 15 7 30 10 30

Fri/SatLateShowll:30

AVCO CINEMA Presented in THX Digital Sound

Baha Pig la Hm City (Cj

1145200430700915

AVCO CINEMA Presented in THX Digital Sound

MaalJoa Black (PG 131

12:00 4 00 8 ()6

ViaaTlMSlars Rash How (PQ-13)

Show Tinies (213) 463-6819 Dolby Stereo

2 niovies tor J5 1,30 4.55 8:20

One Free Popcorn & Diet Coke with this Ad

Vina Thaatare Airtz(PG)

Oolby Stereo

3:20 6:45

UCLA
Brazil (Diractor^ Ciri)

Thurs. 12/10 7pm Fri 12/11 9:30pm

Tha Profassioaal

Thurs. 12/10 9:30pm Fri 12/1 17pm

ALL MOVIES ARE $2 00
Stnwt in Acktrman Grind lUKroom

Camfw e*Mta Ml MflUnm tmtwmnmwii»t*»
t-mail c«cl«le«MM<ij»d« plwMdiS) IZt-IIU

Santa Monica AVCO CINEMA

M0MCA1
1322 2n(l Street

394 9741

Woody Allen's

Calahriti

Daily (2 00) 4 40 7:30 10 10

Presented in Digital Sound
Watarhoy(PG-13)

12:15 2 30 4 45 7 15 9 46

Fri/Satlate Show 11,45

M0MCA2 ToddHaynes'

Daily (130) 4:15 7^ 945

Beverly Hills

MMUI

Santa Monica
MUSIC HAU1
9036Wilstw«
274-6869

laraol Rln Fasttval

Check daily hsungs or

caN 323-MMtU

Roiwrto Benignrs

UlallBMlNM
Daily (155) 4 35 7 15 9:55

La Cienaga at Beverly Blvd

Free 2 1/2 hour valioated parking 659-591

1

M0MCA4 Cannes Festival Winner

1313 3rd St

-ia

iFflM(P6-1S)

THX SODS OigMal SMdnim Saal«a

Frt - Th {MHO 2:10 4:45) 7JO 10:00

MUSIC NAU2
9036Witshire

274-6669

Ul
Fri (5 00) 7 30 TOOO

Sat (12ff)) 2:30

Daily (2 40) 5 06 730 9 55

S«» AdffliM*

03y(12 30p«n)

Presented m THX Digilal Sound
EaMMeltwlMa(Rj

11 35 2:20 5 10 800 1&45
ff^SalLaleSlNNir 11:30

TO ADVERTISE IN THE

BRUIN

Sap Adm
Sat only (12

Frt Hi (IMS 2J0 5300)7* IftIS

Presamad m Dodai Sound

12DD2l0 5D0 7 35 10l5
FtVM LMB SIMW 12:10

lOIBWIMMre Fri Moo Th(S25}740t55
S« Sm {\2M) 3 Id 5:S 7^ »i6 wtnammmm

Mirta
OSibn)

11 45 MO 4 30 740*1$

Call Rob at 310 206-0903
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SCREEN
From page 17

known for his **Rosencranz

and Guildenstern are Dead,**

obviously had a lot of fun with

the concept of a romantic com-

edy centering around

Shakespeare. Stoppard always

has a brilliantly conceived one-

liner or deft reference to some

Shakespearean play or another

(such as Shakespeare demand-

ing payment for his half-fm-

ished play "One Gentleman of

Verona.")

Rarely does a period film

come along that is so amusing

for a modern audience, consis-

tently entertaining without

feeling forced or stuffy. It's

possible to watch

**Shakespeare in Love" for

nearly its full running time

without even noticing that the

character's speak in a more

stylized, classical English than

is spoken outside of theaters

anymore. Anyone avoiding the

film because of its designation

as a "chick flick" or a "costume

drama" will be missing out on

one of the funniest films of the

year - a real surprise treat from

some very gifted filmmakers.

Lonnie Harris

GOLDFINGER
From page 16

ate energy made up for any musical

slip-ups. Darrin Pfeiffer's frantic

drumming, combined with Kelly

Lemieux's steady bass, lent the tunes

a solid foundation. Meanwhile,

Feldmann and guitarist Charlie

Paulson added the wry, introspective

character to those numbers that sets

Goldfinger aside from most run-of-

the-mill bands. Although its songs do

not offer deep insight into the

human psyche, it provides more than

the average love song or punk rant.

Beginning with the mocking

"Question," Feldmann and Paulson

lit a musical fire that refused to burn

out. Paulson possessed an incredible

stage presence, employing a wireless

guitar setup to its fullest. He cut an

imposing figure, shirtless and cov-

ered with a maze of dark tattoos,

twisting his body like a writhing ser-

pent, pogoing high into the air,

attacking a disco ball above the stage

with the headstock of his black

Telecaster, and tossing water bottles

at eager fans. The intensity with

which he approached his mad dashes

about the stage was reflected in his

guitar playing, as well. On "If Only,"

a driving tale of insecurity, he com-

pletely dislodged his guitar from its

straps, falling to the floor to continue

playing as he shrugged off the stage

tech's offer of help.

Feldmann provided a perfect

complement to Paulson's gyrations.

His carefree onstage demeanor
made him an engaging frontman,

smiling freely and encouraging the

audience to join in with him. On

(Feldmann's) accessible

persona was well-suited

for the Key Club's small

stage and allowed him

to connect with an

eager audience.

"Mable," a radio hit for the band in

'96, he pulled a young fan out of the

audience and turned over the micro-

phone for its deadpan chorus of

"she's the bomb." He later passed his

guitar into the audience, along with

the mic, which made for some awful-

ly strange vocals. This accessible per-

sona was well-suited for the Key
Club's small stage and allowed him

to connect with an eager audience.

The band managed to squeeze in

over 20 songs in only an hour, a

majority of which came from its

most recent album, "Hang tips."

Goldfinger also included a terrify-

ingly corny cover of Marilyn

Manson's "The Dope Show," where

Pfeiffer strutted about stage in a

stuffed thong and bra, complete with

wig, lipstick and glam sunglasses. As
the dolled-up drummer made his way
back to his kit, Lemieux commented
oflhandedly, "Man, he just gets ugli-

er every time." One can only recoil in

horror to imagine what he might

resemble after another month of

shows.

When the hour drew to a close

and the band had bid its farewells, a

fan remarked, "I want more." He
got what he asked for as the quartet

strapped on its instruments once

again. Paulson, looking a bit less

threatening in a black T-shirt, point-

ed to Feldmann and took the mic.

"I know he ain't got nothing bet-

ter to do, so here we go."

And go they did, serving up a

punked-up cover ofThe Cure's "Just

Like Heaven." Though it was almost

unrecognizable, it was mighty enter-

taining to watch them tackle '80s

pop. They didn't need lasers, smoke
machines, or go-go girls, just a

healthy dose of energy to keep things

going. From start to finish,

Goldfinger owned the stage, and the

band seems unwilling to give it up

any time in the near future.

HARRIS
From page 16

ciously like mine.

But the answer, dear reader, is no.

Many studios have been producing

highly similar films all year. Two dif-

ferent studios, Sony and Disney,

released remakes of old monster

movies ("Godzilla" and "Mighty Joe

Young"). Warner Bros, and New Line

both released explosive action-come-

dies, which based their humor on the

difliculties of Asian characters adjust-

ing to American culture ("Lethal

Weapon 4" and "Rush Hour").

And even "Psycho" itself, the origi-

nal inspiration for the column you

now hold in your hands, is not

immune to the recent trend of dou-

bling. It's the second Hitchcock

remake to be released this year, as this

summer's "A Perfect Murder" was a

remake of the great director's little-

seen (and even less praised) "Dial 'M'

for Murder." (Note for trivia hounds:

Actor Viggo Mortenson is featured in

both films.)

"Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas"

and "Permanent Midnight" both fea-

tured drugged-out writers (Johnny

Depp and Ben Stiller) shooting, snort-

ing and smoking various illegal sub-

stances and then having bizarre on-

See HARRIS, page 19
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Gamma Zeta Alpha Paternity, Inc.

Qamma Zeta Alpha is the West Coast's oldest Latino fraternity. The

l«
fraternity's main priority is "ACADEMICS". The fraternity is structured ^j

to promote academic excellence amongst its membership.

Qamma Zeta Alpha will be starting a new chapter at UCLA. The
fraternity is currently seeking candidates interested in being part of

the UCLA founding group. Candidates should possess strong

leadership skills, be interested in investing time in the Latino

community, and committed to academic excellence.

If you have these qualities and interests, please attend our December
6th informational meeting.

I I

•

,
Ackerman Union, Viewpoint 200A
6:30 p.m., Tuesday. December 8th

Any questions? Please call 800-858-2036 x2607 or email

eloygarcia@att.com

WWW.GAMMAS.ORG

Recognizing

UCLAsBest
Every year, Bruinlife yearbook recog-

nizes distinguished UCLA seniors

andfeatures them in the

senior sedtion ofthe year-

book. Past winners have

included some ofthe

best students UCLA has

et^rproduced. Th^

handful ofwinners

are at the top of their

class in academics,

school involvement,

\ ^^ f 9 and community ser-

^^ J i vice. These seniors

excel in all areas of

UCLA life and areforever

remembered in the pages of

Bruinlife

nc^ dMBitioie at 118 Kerckhoff Hall

r —

10820 Wilsliiiv Hoiikvard
Wcstwood, (A 9002 I

(SIO) r\ \li>l

less (liaii OIK- mile- fiom I (LA tampiis-

I rc'c coiitiiuntal hivakfast

Aiiorclal^k', c kan aiul c()mr()rlal>k' rooms

I ivc cahk' lA cV Local Lck phone ( alls-

-\\ c'ckl> , nionthh and i;roii|) rates avaikd>k*

I or Reserv ations call:

(310)474-4262

/'
'"'l^^F^'C.

h GOOD LUCK
BRUINS IN MIAMI!

,-'»9i««j

JERRY'S LIQUOR
has all your party needs, Including over 30 types
of kegs and a wide variety of cheap wine & spirits.

CALL US - WE WELCOME ALL OFFERS

(310)828-5923
2923 Wilshire Blvd., Santa Monica

/^EMTDAL~VEtmiflE

AMERICAN

vicnMS
II I

HELP

102 Men's Gym (CPO)

3154 Engineering 1 (SOLES)

7349 Bunche Hail (Chavez Center)

Dysktra, Room 406

St Albin's, 580 Hilgard Avenue

104 Kerckhoff Hail (EXPO Center)

6282 Bunche Hall (Lounge)

407 Kerckhoff Hall (MEChA)

58 Haines Hall (Library)

Jimmy's

University Research Library

118 Kerckhoff Hall (Daily Bruin)

Northern Lights

5310Rolfe

A-Level Ackerman

m^r Student Union Ops)

Csmned foods,
bottM water,

medicine and
euppUes are

de^lferaMy
now

For information.

call X55969.
X66452 or 52333

HARRIS
From page 18

screen hallucinations

.

Finally, as far as plot similarities

go, 1998 was home to no less than

three movies extolling the wonder of

male on male rape ("Your Friends

and Neighbors," "Happiness,"

"American History X"), a subject

previously deemed almost "untouch-

able" by the Hollywood establish-

ment (except for one grisly scene in a

little independent film called "Pulp

Fiction"). "Happiness," as well, was

only one of the films this year that

dared to cross Hollywood's cum bar-

rier, actuaUy showing male ejaculate

onscreen (the other is the extremely

memorable shot in "There's

Something About Mary.")

Well, hopefully I've proved my
case. It's getting more and more diffi-

cult every day to find a movie with

some truly original ideas and easier to

find movies that seem to borrow their

concepts from images already found

in other movies. I don't mean to

imply that all of these movies are nec-

essarily stealing material from one

another (the repetitive theme of male

rape is probably no more than a

strange coincidence), but it does indi-

cate that maybe the fertile imagina-

tion of Hollywood's current crop of

talent isn't as fertile as we may have

thought.

Next year marks the release of

sequels to "Austin Powers," "Star

Wars," "Beavis and Butthead Do
America," "Toy Story," "Fantasia,"

I'The Birdcage," "Carrie," "Mission:

Impossible," "Universal Soldier"

and "Friday."

Much of this repetition is a direct

result of whatever the new break-

throughs are in film technology. For

example, because computer anima-

These films could have

made even more

money ifthey didn't

look so much alike.

tion became a realistic medium for

filmmaking after "Toy Story," more

studios are inclined to try producing

these types of films, and insects are an

obvious choice for computer anima-

tion (their exoskeletons and simple

shapes make them ideal for this type

of animation).

Also, new advances in computer-

generated effects allow directors to

create more realistic-looking mon-

sters and large creatures (hence

"Godzilla" and "Joe Young").

The question that begs to be asked

is, "Is the movie marketplace big

enou^ to support up to three movies

with the same theme in the same

year?" Maybe, as can be seen by the

success of both "Deep Impact" and

"Armageddon," and both "Bug's

Life" and "Antz." But, perhaps these

films could have made even more

money if they didn't look so much

alike.

How many more people would

have lined up for Disney's animated

adventure had they not watched its

exact duplicate six weeks earlier? The

answer can only be speculated upon,

but I suspect that if this trend contin-'

ues, the film industry will suffer in

years to come.

A truly great film can never be

duplicated (Yes, "Psycho," this

means you.) Movies, at their best, can

take you to a place you have never

been before and leave you with a last-

ing impression of some place that

existed previously only in the mind of

a director or screenwriter. At their

worst, they are repetitious, commer-

cial nonsense designed only to titillate

the audience or for no other purpose

than to extract money from your wal-

let

Harris Is a third-year history student

He firmly believes that no movie this

year could possibly be less entertain-

ing than "A Night at the Roxbury."

SONGS
From page 16

Sonos has been asked by Penn and

Teller for an appearance on its show.

"James is very good at making

music on the page come alive," said

Nancy Jessup, a handbell artist who
provided one of Meredith's first

exposures to the instrument at the

conference in 1982. "It is very diffi-

cult to do this with handbells; it takes

a gifted director. Plus, he has the best

ringers in the U.S. (in the ensemble),

who know intuitively what to do."

A remarkable feature of the

ensemble is the diversity of the ori-

gins of its ringers. Sonos is comprised

of computer programmers, anima-

tors, nurses, accountants, teachers

and others.

"Our most experienced ringer is a

lady who works as a probation officer

in a juvenile hall," claimed Meredith.

Accompanying the ringers will be

an oboist, a clarinetist, flutist and vio-

linist.

Before the performance at

UCLA, director Meredith will hold a

pre-concert lecture. In this lecture,

Meredith will discuss the history of

handbells and demonstrate special

techniques, realizing that sorhe peo-

ple are not familiar with the instru-

ment.

But, according to Meredith, many

'

of the audience members will be bell-

ringers themselves.

"There are Over half a million

handbell players in the country; it is

becoming very popular," said

Meredith.

UCLA is the first stop on a tour

that will take Sonos to Wisconsin and

Minnesota.

"People still consider Christmas

and handbells to be synonymous, so

we are busiest during the holiday sea-

son. We have 31 concerts concentrat-

ed in the period of September to

January," said Meredith.

Sonos has commanded the

respectability of art music com-

posers, many of whom now write

music especially for handbells.

Recently, Sonos was part of the first

opera with a handbell segment in the

orchestra. This progression gives

Meredith great satisfaction.

"We are trying to give visibility to

handbells in the classical music

world, and establish it as a viable

musical medium," Meredith said.

"So far we have succeeded in moving

up the level of playing remarkably."

PERFORMANCE: The Sonos Handbell

Ensemble appears in Schoenberg Hall

at 2 p.m. and 7 p.m. on Saturday.

Tickets are $25 for general admission,

half-price for children under 16, and

$9 for students with ID. For more infor-

mation, call (310) 825-2101.

UKE

GARAGE

SALE

WJi^:i»]hi

GARAGE,

I

The original huge sound - many unplugged instruments.

The Los Angeles

PHILHARMONIC

Others describe the music of

Messiaen as magical, exotic,

surreal, sensual, and erotic.

Please come and decide for

yourselves.

Thu.,Fri.,&Sat.,

Dec. 10, n,& 12,8:00

Sun., Dec. 13, 2:30

Zubin Mehta, conductor

Vadinfi Repin, violin

Gloria Cheng-Cochran,

piano

Messiaen: Oiseaux exotiques

Messiaen: Couleurs de la

Cit^ celeste .,^.
'

..

n^alo: Symphonie espaghole

Thu., Dec. 1 7, 8:00

Fri., Dec. 18, 8:00

Sun., Dec. 20, 2:30

Mark Wigglesworth,

conductor

Beethoven: Symphony No. 6

CPastoral')

*Messiaen: Et exspecto resur-

rectionem mortuorum

Upbeat Live, an informal lec-

ture/denrionstratlon featuring

excerpts and interesting anec-

dotes and history about the

music to be performed, takes

place in the Grand Hall 1 hour

before each concert.

Come early and enhance your

appreciation of the music!

Full-price tickets

by phone: (2 13) 365-3500

Information: (323) 850-2000

Student rush with current ID: $10

(subject to availability) begin-

ning 2 hrs. before the concert.

MUSIC CENTER cussicaiios.!

PAVILION ICKGO-FM

Student ruslh $10
Visit our web site at
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Appliances
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Calling Cards
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Collectibles
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Garage / Yard Sales
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Musical instruments
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...each additional word 1 .50

Monthly, up to 20 words 90.00
...each additional word 5.00

For Classified Display ads,
please see our rate card

for variable rate information.
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DEADLINES
Classified Line Ads:
1 working day before printing,

at 1 2 noon. ^
Classified Display Ads: ^
2 working days before printing,

at 1 2 noon.
There are no cancellations after

noon of the day before printing.

PAYMENT
Please make checks payable to
"The UCLA Daily Bruin." We
accept Visa, MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards. Allow 5
worthing days for mail payments.

HOW TO WRITE
AN EFFECTIVE AD

• Start your ad with the

merchandise you are selling.

This nnakes rt easier for readers to

quickly scan the ads and locate

your Items.

• Always include the price of your
item. Many classified readers
simply do not respond to ads
without pnces.
• Avoid abbreviations—make your
ad easy for readers to understand.
• Place yourself in the reader's
position, ask what you would like to

know about the merchandise, and
include that in the ad. Include such
infornnation as brand names, colors
and other specific descnptions.

The ASUCLA Communications board fully supports the Univers(ty of California's policy on nondiscrimination No medium shall accept advertisements which present persons of any origin, race, sex, or sexual orientation in
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Auto Accessories
Auto Insurance
Auto Repair
Autos for Sale
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Motorcycles for Sale
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Scooter / Cycle Repair
Scooters for Sale
Vehicles for Rent

1300
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Misceilaneous

1100
Campus Happenlngf

ALCOHOL AND DRUG
READINESS GROUP

WEEKLY UCLA group for individuals ques-

tioning their alcohol or drug use. Contact

Elizabeth Suti . 310-206-1148.

TRAVEL
5600
5620
5040
5660
5680
5700
5720

Resorts / Hotels
Rides Offered
Rides Wanted
Taxi / Shuttle Service
Travel Destinations
Travel Tickets
Vacation Packages

1300

MEDICAL SCHOOL ADMISSION INTERVIEWS
December 7

KIGEZI INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL OF
MEDICINE

www.kigezi.edu

Bring:

Schedule at Preprofessional Advising Office

(310)206-9969, 1662

A316 Murphy Hall

Completed application & essays (print from website)

Official or unofficial college transcripts

FREE WINNERS, FREE SCORES. FREE
Lines, no money, no operators, no hassles.

www.line-busters.com.

SHORTS FESTIVAL
www.cine-nites oom Taking submissions for

your movie now.

YOUR CREDIT UNION
Your on-campus&on-line financial services

source, for students, faculty&staff. Visit us at

Ackerman A-Level, on-line at www.ucu.org

or call 3 10-477-6628

EGG DONORSI
WANTED

if you are a healthy
female between
the ages of 19 and
30 and have health

insurance.

Compensation
$3500.00

call Mima Navas at

(310) 829-6782
• # • •

EARN $$ HELPING
INFERTILE COUPLE

V^ LOVING COUPLE eager to start a family

Seeks woman w/similar appearance as wife

to donate egg Fair skm, Caucasian, under 30

w/light eyes, average height+small frame.

Dr. Danzer@310-273-2463

EGG DONORS NEEDED
COMPASSIONATE women from all races

wanted by infertile hopeful couples. Ages 21 -

30. Compensation $3,500. Call OPTIONS
800-886-9373

MEN: Donors needed for insemination pro-

gram Especially needed: Latinos, Jewish,

Italian, African-Americans 35 or younger

Please call 626-440-7450. Compensation

provided.

Books

It's finally here! WWW.BOOKJOINT.COM
Buy and sell your used texibooks to other

students online. It's free! Start today!

www.bookjoint.com

3400
Computors/Sofflware

FREE LONG DISTANCE/ACCESS TO inter-

net - without a computer. Aplio $209.00/lnter-

net-Phone $309.00 (Exclusive distributor).

UCLA Faculty. 310-230-4231.

TOSHIBA 205CDS LAPTOP lOOMhz Penti-

um, 16MB Ram, Word Perfect 7 0, CD-rom,

I.Syears left on CompUSA warranty. $800o-

bo. Susan 310-618-9880.

TOSHIBA TECRA Multimedia Notebook,

Pentium-120 32MB, 1.6GB harddrive, 12.1"

Active screen, CDROM, fax/voice/modem,

Wlndows98, Office97. 2-year-warranty.

Great Gift! $1250obo. 310-824-7488

3500
Furatture

MATTRESS BONANZA!!
SEALY, STEARNS & FOSTER Also Ortho-

pedic twin-sets-$79.95, Fulls-$99.95,

Queens-$1 39.95. Pillowtops-$299 95

Kings-19995. Delivery Beacon Mattress.

1309 Westwood Blvd. 310-477-1466.

MATTRESS SET full-size $40. Study desk 2-

drawers $30. Both 2-month use. Perfect con-

dition. Must sell. Gabriel 310-472-0629.

Brentwood, gsolis@anderson.ucla.edu

MATTRESS SETS!!!
Twin $79. Full $89, Queen $139, King $159,

Bunkbeds. Deliveries, Phone Orders Accept-

ed. 310-372-2337

0100
Compiitof/liilMiiol

WEBPAGE DESIGNER for local special ev-

ent production company; must be well

versed in Html; Pay commensurate with tal-

ent and experience. (310)453-1137.

{jamecebi

Ihe Bf5r prices for all your PC gaming needs.

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

Comprehensive Otssertation Assistance

ThesM. Papers. %M Personal Statements

Proposals and Books
International Students Welcome Smce 1965

Sharon Bear, Ph.D. (310) 470-6662

Rosorts/ Hotels

'iVcsiioood Inn Motel
hUXt MCWwr BiwlcxiAl «*-MMii«>J. lj^**L'^ l,*10) ^'•Mili.'

I.f.ss dun oni- null- truni i. CIA cinipu.s

-Kreo continfnt.il tirrakt'aM

Atturtblilc. clean arnl conifdrtable riH)nv.

Inr c.ihli- 1\ Ik Uka\ Tt-ltphnn* lialls

\XtT'kl\ McniiiK .iikI Kn»ip rji<-s jvailahk'

For rrsenatioms call, (JIO) 474-4-?6-Zc €

Frustrated and disappointed

with UCLA?
Why is the place

so impersonal and difficult?

/•'or sonw unsurrs iheck out
'

http-.//universitysecrets,com
B.

Ihivel Destinatloiis

GREAT FOR XMAS 2 roundtnp tickets LA-

Cleveland or Baltimore $200 each 212-591-

0634 or email |errywillis@hotmail com

6200
Health Services

HAIR COLOR/HIGHLIGHTS from $15-$30,

HAIRCUTS from $15 at Beverly Hills Salon

Advanced ass't program 9666 Brighton

Way Call GAVERT-ATELIER 310-858-7898

THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE including deep

tissue and spoils massage. Given by cerli-

(led massage therapist. Call Carlos for appt.

818-956-7857.

HOLIDAY SPECIAL
PROFESSIONAL PICTURE FRAMER now
student. Offers quality work. Meet at your

place or mine. 310-202-1368 or 310-288-

2570.

PRIZE-WINNING
ESSAYIST AND FORMER PROFESSOR
w/two Ph Ds can help you produce winning

prose Theses, papers, personal statements

David <davedit©pacbell net> 310-281-

6614/805-646-4455.

THINKING ABOUT LAW SCHOOL?
Benefit from my experience. Recent gradu-

ate with invaluable advice on succeeding in

law school. 818-222-9159.

TUTORS WANTED
Math, sciences, computers, English, lan-

guages, SAT prep. Need own transportation.

Competitive salarty. 310-266-2419 or 818-

222-9159

>(M^^i
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Personals

EUROPEAN WRITER/TRANSLATOR. ac-

complished, independant. cosmopolitan, nat-

ural, healthy lifestyle, very kind&sensitive,

will adopt genuine, bright, communicative,

pretty, foreign female. 310-573-0270
-

ON-LINE holiday grams, gifts! Local parlies,

jobs, and free student bodies looking for a

good time this break. Visit Buzzstate at

wwwconsumermar1.com 818-464-3554.

PUERTO RICAN/ITALIAN male (21) es-

cort/masseur available for men/women/cou-
ples. Call LUCHO's 24/hr Los Angeles pager.

562-220-0262. $150/hour. I will travel any-

where!

2200
Research Subjects -' '"" -.

BROKEN HEARTED and gotten revenge.

Share your revenge story. $50 for the best

story. No joke. Nationwide search e-mail

hollygirldprodigy.net

FREE BIRTH CONTROL PILLS. UCLA re-

search study. $50 per visit to clinic. Smokers
ages 18-34 or non-smokers ages 35-44.

310-794-1884.

NORMAL HEALTHY CHILDREN and adol-

escents 8-16yrs needed for UCLA research

study Receive $25 for lab experiment and

developmental evaluation, and get a scientif-

ic leaming experience. Call 310-825-0392.

POSTf^ENOPAUSAL WOI^EN 45+ (Healthy

or with heart disease) wanted for a study on

coronary artery disease involving small

amounts of radioactivity at UCLA. $25/hr (2

days, 4hrs. each) Call 310-825-1118 or 310-

206-6675.

POSTMENOPAUSAL WOMEN NEEDED for

study of memory $50 for session, 2-4pm at

UCLA, CRC. including questionnaires, tests

of memory, 3 small blood samples, saliva

and urine specimens. Call Erin®310-515-

5717. (Principal Investigator: Dr. Teresa See-

man).

SPEECH PRODUCTION EXPERIMENT No
metal fillings, not claustrophobic? Sustain

vowels while MRI images your nx)uth and
throat. Shours at $9/95/hr. plus a CD of the

Images. Mark Johnson 310-206-6775.

mhjOicsl.ucla.edu

NEEDED Japanese or Chinese egg donor—

R

ilimit"
Hong Kong, Taiwan, Singapore, Malaysia

ancestry. Age30 or less. Greater than high

school education. 0-negative blood type if

possible. Compensation $3,000. Please call

310-273-2463.

WE'RE LOOKING FOR
A FEW GOOD SPERM. All races, 20-40 yrs

$50 per acceptable donation. Call OPTIONS
at 800-886-9373.

2400
Tickets Offered

FIESTA BOWL
TICKETS

ALL LOCATIONS

800-800-9811
the ticket exchange in Phoenix

2500
Tickets Wanted

^ DO YOU HAVE STU-
DENT SEASON FOOT-

BALLTICKETS?
We are looking for students who have a stu-

dents spons package, but do not wish to go

to the Fiesta bowl game January 4 Help out

a few fellow Bruins who want to go! Please

call 310-209-0509.

Round Trip Airfares

Lima S375

Cu7CO S595

Santiago S689

Sao Paulo / Rio S656

Guayaquil / Quito S570

Buenos Aires S698

BANKRUPTCY
GET OUT OF DEBT NOW! Free Consulta-

tion. Experienced attorneys, reasonable

fees. Law Offices of White and Associates

fnh>.fYl^ M WhUff UCLAW '0G"> 000 4g0

* Piano Rentals *
jf Low Monthly Rates "W
•Hollywood Piano Rental Company^

213-462-2329 ^

fc(ff<i|i(if/o.s C i'iii.s<'

C.lll t(ir hHKhurr

For Res 323 852 0549/800 289 0549
I'HOI 1 svloNAl TKAVKl >f HMt t

•^iiiith Anirrujn Spri lalisls I SI • i.i" 'M

Europe
$239 (each way plus taxes)

HAWAII - $1 19 0/W
Many other destinations!
CALL 310-394-0550
http://www.airhitch.org

CST 202863840

9998 or 310-207-2089. 12301 Wilshire

BI.,Ste 550. WLA

ERASE DEBTS, REBUILD CREDIT
WITH/WITHOUT BANKRUPTCY Renowned
(UCLAW, 73) attorney, Lon B. Isaacson off-

ers superb service/low fees. Free consulta-

tion. 213-487-7200

GREEN CARD
FOR WORK-PERf^lTS, green cards, and all

immigration problems call experienced immi-

gration attorney. Reasonable rates. 213-251-

9588 for attorney Doreen.

NO RECOVERY NO FEE
MYER LAW FIRf^, Century City. Auto-accid-

ents, sirps/falls, discrimination, sexual-haras-

sment UCLA Graduate Scott D, Myer.

http./Zwww.bestlawyer.com 310-277-3000.

ACCENT REDUCTION offered by UCLA
instructor. Private classes Mondays or

Fridays Group class starting January. Sign

up now! Call 213-957-4758.

I^ATH/PHYSICS/STATISTICS/English/He-

brew. Computerieed statistical analysis avail-

able. Tutoring service. Free consultation.

Rtiatioruma ratm;. aw atiyiiitiu, luti (BCici)mr

TUTOR www.my-tutor.com

6400
Movers/Storage

4900
Autos for Sale

SparavEdQ Donors

ANONYMOUS spenn donors needed Help

Jo^ertrte couptes wh«e receiving financial

compensation up to $600/montti and free

health screening Convenient hours, located

in WesNvood. Call Kim 310-824-9941

VIP TICKETS
310-474-9490

Wanted choice basket-

ball tickets. Buy/sell. All

events.

2600
Wanted

WE BUY CARS New and old Running or

not. Jeff 310-714-5808.

CLASSIFIE

ADVERTISI\o

1987 ALFA ROMEO SPIDER- Great condi-

tion. New gear shift. Red, black top, tan in-

terior. $4,200. 310-286-1043.

1990 JAPANESE IMPORT. Silver, A/C,

AM/FM, 5-speed. Runs and looks great

Economical, reliable. Must sell. $2500otx)

310-277-3665.

1992 FORD RANGER 4 cylinder, manual.

PS.PB, stereo/cassette, tint, new
brakes/tires. 4 in. lift Bedliner 64,000 mi

$5300 Obo. 310-213-4144

1993 JEEP WRANGLER Black, excellent

condition, low mileage (51 K), upgraded alloy

wheels and chrome bumpers Excellent

maintenance record New stereo $9700

310-578 9949

79 TOYOTA COROLLA runs good, *new

tires, new clutch, $400obo (31 0)393-

0411x7454.

87 TOYOTA longbed pick up truck Ajto.

gray, 95K. A/C, camper shell, liner. Good
tires. Runs great $3,200 OBO 310-313-

2824

'91 ACURA INTEGRA GS Red, 5-speed,

hatchback, like new. phone, CD. alarm,

moonroof. low-miles $8400 Scott 213-748-

6333 Weekdays. 818-981-9592

Evenings&weeker>ds

5800
1-900 Numbers

NO ARGUMENTS' NO NAGGING' JUST
Sharing live conversation!!! 1-900-825-2100

Ext. 8481, 8482, 8483, 8484. $3 99/min

Must be 18yrs. Serv-U (619^ 645-8434.

5900
Financial Aid

STUDENT LOANS
GET YOUR Stafford Student Loan from Uni

versity Credit Union (Lender Code 832123)

Also receive low-cost financial services 310-

477-6628; www ucu org

6000
Insurance

INSURANCE WAR!
.
WELL BEAT ANYONE'S price or don't want

yoUr business. All dnvers Newly licensed

Student/staff/faculty discounts. Request the

"Bruin Plan." 310-777-8317 or 818-222-

5595.

sipo
MolDiiByGles for Sale

KAWASAKI NINJA 500CC - 10.800 miles,

$1600 2nd gear little bit tncky Available

Dec 15 Email tredh^chem ucia e<Ju

/lllstate
^biA« in eood handi.

Insurance Company
(310)312-0204

1 28 1 W«stw/oocJ Btvd
(2 fc»lk« So of \A/ll»Mlr»)

REFRIGERATOR. 3-years okj, works Kke

new 4 5 teet tall $50 OBO Kift>y vacuum
•f, f^mt^. $40 OBO 310-476-f

MU:;>i DtLL 1969 Had Yamaha Riva 125

10.000 MUes Runs great' 60 rrph $900 Call

310-552-7454

READ
BETWEEN
THE LINES

FrKJ the hKlden tnMB question n
It v%\>m\^J

BEST MOVERS. Licensed, insured. Lowest

rates. Fast, courteous+careful Many stud-

ents moved for $98 Lic.-T-163844 NO JOB
TOO SMALL! 1-800-2-GO-BEST

HONEST MAN W/14ft truck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok Student discount.

Ask about 10% discount 310-285-8688. Go
Bruins!

JERRYS MOVING&DELIVERY The careful

movers. Experienced, reliable, same-day de-

livery. Packing, boxes available. Also, pick-

up donations for American Cancer Society.

Jerry@310-391-5657,

6500
Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedicated pro-

fessional At your home or WLA studio 1st-

lesson free. No drum set necessary

Neil:213-654-8226.

GUITAR INSTRUCTION 15 years exp all

levels and styles. Patient and organised.

Guitars available. Sam 310-826-9117

GUITAR LESSONS by professional near

UCLA All levels, guitars avail. Call Jean at

310-476-4154 www.JWGS.com

6700
Professional Services

MBA, LAW, MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS!
FRUSTRATED DEVELOPING your cntical

personal statements? Get professional help

from well-known author/consultant 310-826-

4445

A FREE SESSION
PSYCHOTHERAPY/COUNSELING for de-

pression, anxiety, obsessions, post-traumat-

ic stress, etc Couples/Individuals Student

rates Crime victims may be eligible for free

treatment Call Liz Gould

(MFC«32388)O3l0-578-5957 to schedule

your free consultation

EAGLE EYED EDITOR
PROOFREADS THESES puWications, lu

tors Engdth, study skOis. trains Iwne man
aoement. streas reduction Nadu Lawrence

MO 310-3n-1t61

THE WRITING COACH
EXPERIENCED TEACHER. PhD offers tu-

toring, term paper assistance. English, So-

cial Science, History. Foreign Students Wel-

come. Call: 310-452-2865.

UCLA ENGLISH ALUMNI, pro-whter, young,

superb papers guaranteed. High school and

below welcome. Jeff 213-653-2240.

WANT TO "Read Between The Lines?" I can

help, here's today's question: What is the

name of the fictional company that supplies

"The Road Runner" cartoon's Wile E. Coyote

w/explosives&other devices used in his at-

tempt to capture his rival? Visit the DB Clas-

sifieds at 118 Kerckhoff Hall or at www. daily-

bruin. ucla.edu to play and win.

WRITING TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford University

graduate. Help with English—for students of

all ages/levels. 310-472-8240 or 310-440-

0285.

7100
Ikitortng Wanted

TUTORS WANTED $15/hr. Santa Monica,"

Brentwood, BH. Math, chemistry, physics.

SAT prep, spanish/french Experienced, reli-

able, must have own car. 310-679-2133.

7200
Typing

ONE DAY WORD PROCESSING and/or

editing. Professional technical writer pro-

vides word processing, editing, and wnting

assistance International students welcome.

310-829-1472.

WORD PROCESSING All types: research

papers, theses, resumes, fliers Editing,

proofing, Atranscription available Emergen-

cies OK. Call:818-598-1489 or email

anmlwomn@pacbell.net.

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-

es, dissertations, transcription, resumes, fli-

ers, brochures, mailing lists, reports. Santa

Monica, 310-828-6939. Hollywood, 213-466-

2888.

7300
Writing Help

WORD PROCESSING. Typing, proofing,

editing, rewhting. research, resumes, tutor-

ing etc Fax. email, bring work to me Rush-

es Student discount 818-830-1546.

Classifieds

825-2221

Display

206-3060
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7800

$1200-$2000
EARNING POTENTIAL in your first couple of

weeks. Learn more about "The Perfect Busi-

ness" Call 818-566-9503.

$20-$40/HOUR IN SPARE TIME! Easiest $
you'll ever make! Sign up today to receive

$100 bonus! 800-600-0343 x1927

Seorching for Models
M«n and Women for commarciais,

catalog & maoazine ads, txochures. and
catwi^lk •Sp6Cializir>g in pelites •

$150 to $250 per hour
#Beverfy Hills #

*No Fee *No Expenerx:e

(310)273-2566
[

$500/DAY. Nude modeling-women 18+ all

types No experience necessary. Safe, pro-

fessional environment. Refer a friend and

earn $50! 310-358-3865.

EARN $1000-$3000
Per week from home Not MLM! No experi

ence necessary Travel industry 800-345-

9688 X0296

INTERNET/E-COf^l^ERCE TRAFFIC dou-

bling every 100 days - why not own your own
personal percentage? NYSE traded compa-

ny seeks brokers. 800-805-4768

7500
Career Opportunities

ASST EDITOR. Newswire service seeks

ass't editor to edit/process press releases.

Indiv. should have BA in Journalism, PR, or

related fields; Must type 60wpm and be cus-

tomer service oriented; no writing Salary in

mid $20k's. excellent benefits Please fax

cover letter&resume to editorial supervisor

213-362-7705

7700
Child Care Wanted

MOTHER'S HELPER References&exp
w/newborns req'd. 2-mo old child. $7/hr, 10-

15hrs/week Flexible. Natalie 310-477-0181

Occasional PAT babysitter for toddler Week-
night Anri wppkpnrt wpning^ Mii«.t h,suff rnr-

APPOINTMENT SETTER Busy Westwood
office has 1 immediate opening for phone ac-

tress. Female preferred $6.50/hr. plus com-

mission, bonuses and tips! For more info call

Julia: 310-281-6078.

ASIAN INTERNET
MODELS

GUARANTEED BASE PAY plus $40-60/hr

possible. Safe and secure working environ-

ment General office staff also needed Call

310-398-2213 or 310-880-4726.

ASSISTANT for business office. For more
details please call 310-278-2750 for consid-

eration, please fax resume 310-278-0038.

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED Earn

$150-$250/night. Work P/T while going to

school Day/eve classes, 1-2week classes,

800-974-7974. International Bartender's

school. HUNDREDS OF JOBS!

BEST JOB IN TOWN. PLUSH UCLAW OF-
FICE (MIDWILSHIRE) SEEKS SPANISH-
SPEAKING CLERK w/car. $7$20/hr Call

George 213-487-7200 and fax resume 213-

383-2884

BOOKKEEPER/SECRETARY
NEEDED

Full time permanent. M-F dtwn. L.A. Good
phone and English skills. $10/hr. Type
50WPM. Reliable. Quickbook experience a

plus. Fax resume to 213-622-0882.

and references. Salary negotiable. Pacific

Palisades. Deni: 310-454-6061.

7800
Help Wanted

ADMINISTRATOR/PROJECT ASSISTANT
(Internship possibility). Computer literate,

IBM-Windows/Internet plus. Senior/graduate

w/strong writing/oral communication. No
dress code/reception duties. $7-$9,

17hrs/wk Serious inquiries:Fax:310-395-

0509

$15/HR BRIGHT,
ENTHUSIASTIC

People to teach SAT Prep. High test scores

required. Transportation required. We will

train. Flexible Hours. Send Cover letter/re-

sume, including your scores by 12/10/98 to

A Competitive Edge, Attn: Barry, 9911 West

Pico Blvd. Suite 1025, LA. 90035 No phone

calls please.

$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL mailing or cir-

culars. No experience req. Free information

packet. Call 202-466-1639.

MODELS NEEDED NOW
N') tx|ii'f iiru <• rc()iiifccJ

C,it.ilo(), Pnntvvoik, M.kj.i/kh's. Mdvil'S,

Vid»"o & TV CumniHrctitls

Mfii .jii() Womj'n of .ill Ao»'S
Ftci' Con-. lilt. ition

CALL NOW! 310-659-7000

$18-$22/HR. AVERAGE
APPLICATION DELIVERY job 1-888-909-

3888 ext.4577.

$20/HR PT/FT
PROCESSING MAIL! Free supplies,

postage! Bonuses! Rush SASE to

CMA/UCLA Po Box 567443. Atlanta GA,

31156
signup info infomachine com

$300-$700/WK
HOLIDAY HELP Need 35 drivers immediate-

ly for busy holiday season. Own car and in-
*

i.

surance. $300-$700/wk. 310-453-4777.

$7.25/hr and up!
DO YOU have initiative? Become a UCLA
Community Service Officer and explore law

and public relations. Great Pay Flexible

hours Student-oriented Web:
wwwucpd.ucia edu/ucpd/cso. Email:

csoducpd ucia edu. Phone: 310-825-2148

50% PROJECT
DIRECTOR.

Research opportunity for funded study about

expeherKes of lung cancer survivors. Re-

search experience preferred Must be a reg-

istered nurse Phone 310-825-8690

ACTUARY/PENSION ASST P/T or'PA"

Starts $10/tir Fax resume 818 508-2001 or

mail. 12711 Ventura Blvd Suite 470. Studio

City, CA 91604

ANNOUNCERS, no experience necessary

Host muiicAail(-sho«rs lor our radio slattons

P/T $10-1 SAir. $2004fwi/show. pins tanlBS

icbiwiiu 2i:

BUSINESS
ENGINEERING

PAID INTERNSHIP 16-30/hrs week. Hands-

on opportunity supporting Business

Engineering project at Jackson National.

Writing, communication, PC skills required,

ability to learn quickly, understanding of

Business Engineering desired Resume in

MS word to craigus.)ohnson@jnli.com

CAMPUS JOB OPPOR-
TUNITY -

$7.25/hr. approximately 15-20hrs/wk. M-f.

Requires general office experience, filing

and basic computer skills, and frequent on-

campus delivery of meeting packets Detail-

oriented a must. Fax resume to 310-794-

9565 attn Lisa Jucha.

CASTING
EXTRAS needed tor feature dims, commer-
cials, and music videos. Earn up to $240 per

day! No experience needed. Work guar-

anteed! Call today 213-851-6103.

CELLULAR
REPRESENTATIVE

SELF-MOTIVATED PROACTIVE PEOPLE
needed to sell Campus Cellular Service Set

your own hours- must like to make money-
discounts on cellular/paging service- will

train. To set up an appointment call Kamyar
at 310-825-0881.

COACH KIDS' SPORTS
through the NIKE PL A YCORPS. Contact

Jason Krause @ . 310-2090454.
jkrause@ucla.edu ONLY current college

students need inquire.

CUSTOMER SERVICE-P/T $7 25+bonus
Insurance office, flexible hours. Phones, fil-

ing, computer work. Bilingual a plus Next to

UCLA. Patrick: 310-476-7267.

DATA ENTRY-ORDER DEPT-Well known
document delivery company in Westwood.
F/T. Familiarity w/bibliographic citations impt

Type-45wpm. Library background and ex-

perience w/Windows a plus 40hrs/wk F/T,

$25,000+DOE Fax resume 310-208-5971.

Atten: order dept

Secretary

F/T STAFF ACCOUNTANf/FulJ-charge
t>ookkeeper. College graduate preferred. GL.
AR. AP. Payroll, bank rec.. GJ. Excell. non-

smoker, general office duties. $20/hr.

Fax:310-454-1949.

FILE CLERK Afternoons, office experience

and good English skills required. Must be
neat and detail oriented. $7-9/hr. Fax re-

sume; 310-277-6431.

FILING CLERK- $7-8/hr. 3blocks from
UCLA. PT-FT Flexible hours. Prefer stud-

ent/graduate. Pref. filing experience. Harel

Maintenance. Ron: 310-470-6175. Fax re-

sume: 310-474-7615

FOWLER GUARDS
Gallery attendants needed. P/T. No experi-

ence required Please contact Fowler
Museum/Secunty Dept. 310-206-7750.

FRONT OFFICE COORDINATOR: cc staff-

ing firm wants talented energetic, individuals

to manage tront office 1 -year reception ex-

perience required. Salary up to $30K
Phone 310-201-0062. Fax:310-201-0062

FUN P/T JOB Answer phones for comedy
traffic school Close »to UCLA $7/hr 310-

914-3353.

FUNNY GROUNDBREAKING SCRIPT-
WRITERS Hip established production com-
pany who produces for HBO, VH1, BRAVO
seeking young smart screenwriters ready to

make their big break Need to be pop culture

and music fanatic. Camp tendencies a plus!

Good pay Real opporlunily Send wnting

samples that demonstrate why there's no

one else out there like you. Fax submissions

to: 323-463-7134 or call Tiffany Flynn@323- .

463-7133 for more information.

GENERAL OFFICE CLERK Looking for

individual w/strong general office skills.

Responsibilities include filing, mail/sorting,

photocopying, and verifying information.

$7/hr. Must be available 6:30am-3:30pm M-
K pr>6no:;jTo -?OT -oo6grFax:3To goroogg^

LOTUS EXPERT with professional de-

meanor and good communication skills in

Century City area. $20-30/hr. Fax resumes
310-229-5983^ or e-mail to Ricardos@hcl-
jmicom

MALE MODELS
Pnntwork. UB under 25. Lean, any race,

leave name, number&physical stats Free

interview. Beginners welcome. 213-960-

1066. 24hrs.

Male Models Top $$$
$300-$700 per assignment, immediate pay'

Paid screen test! Young looking, boyish/ath-

letic, 18-24, cleanshaven face, little/no chest

hair Nude modeling for American & Euro-

pean magazines and videos. Beginners wel-

come Open every day Brad 310-397-2408

MALE&FEMALE
MODELS

OUR MODELS have worked for Versace,

Abercrombie&Fitch, Estee Lauder, Levi's.

Banana Republic &more! Great Pay' Begin-

ner's ok! Call "free" for an appointment. Olio

(24-hrs)800-959-9301

MEDICAL BILLER
Wanted for busy Beverly Hills Medical Office

Experienced biller w/expertise in Medi-

care/Medi-Cal. M-F, 830-530 Call Shelly

310-275-6494

MEDICAL EQUIPMENT OFFICE. P/T-flexi-

ble hours. Filing, stocking, ordering, receiv-

ing supplies, answenng phones. Must have
vehicle/CDL/insurance. $8/hr 310-441-

4640.

MEDICAL RESEARCH
FT and PT research ass't needed for clinical

trials sponsored by major pharmaceutical

companies. Great opportunity for pre-med

SECRETARY 20hrs/wk. Doctor's office.

Need good computer and typing skills,

knowledge of Windows95 essential. Also

good command of English. Immediate open-
ing. Fax resume to 310-451-0446

SEXUAL PROBLEMS?
Maintain control, maximize stamina, and last

longer. Amazing, unheard of solutions! Seek-

ing willing product testers. Apply at

wwwnewremedies.com

SMALL LAW OFFICE needs full time help

with phones and filing Call 310-394-3578.

CONSUMER RESEARCH
MANAGER

W'l-XT LA fimi seeks a consunter research

iiLui.i}!er to strcitfiiline the prt»oessing of surveys

;ukI (\"pt)rl.s-fsupervise iHU sUilf uf plione &. dita

entrv people Ilus pt)siuon serves a.s the

pnniary conuic^ to our cbencs, re.spt)nsibk; for

(i«ta ;inalysis. rep(xl creation, as well as foniial

presentauoas PrelciTi.'d rese;irch backgriHiiul.

as well as an uiKk'rManding of the real estate

industry Must he proficient in MS Word,

lixcel. and preterred SPSS oi Acce.vs

(Xjlstanding prowili ptHenUal tor .m iwyianued,

nvmvated protevsional

I ;ix rx-suniL-Kover to 3I(>-9I4-18I0

otudonii or ethers intewaferi in mwdtcftf-

SPANISH/ENGLISH LITERATE Assistant

needed to wnte TV proposals, newspaper re-

search for Puertorrican television personali-

ty Pay/hours negotiable Call Lillian 213-
931-9015.

TEACHER'S ASSISTANT Supervise&inter-

act w/children in a developmental, early

childhood program. Learn positive communi-
cation skills, age-appropriate expectations,

problem-solving, how to present activities

ECE units preferred. Part-time. Flexible

schedule. Must be able to work weekends.
Will tram. Deana Rossi 310-473-1447. X220.

GIRLS wanted at exclusive social club in

WLA. Conversation only No alcohol. Flexi-

ble hours. Earn top $$$. 310-477-9871.

GREAT WORKPLACE!
TELEMARKETING for international educa-
tion agency. Nice clients, great-workplace in

SM Hourly-i^commission. Sales experi-

ence&knowledge of foreign language import-

ant. 310-395-9393.

HELP POSTER AND HAND OUT FLYERS
PT 3-week position, $7/hr or $9/hr book
credit. 310-493-6565

Dental Assistant

Dental orthodontic office in West LA
looking for dental assistant. Mon.. Wed .

Fri., 9:00 am - 6:00 pm. Experience

preferred."Might consider training

Please call (310) 826-7494

Dental office in WLA needs help in our
front office. Must be a team worker,

nice altitude, familiar with computers.
Mon. Wed. Fri F-lexiblc hours from

Vam-6pm
Please call (310) K26-7494

DELIVERY DRfVERS/TO GO PACKERS
Wanted Well-established Szechwan restau-

rant located in WLA seeking to fill following

F/T and P/T positions delivery drivers/to-go

packers. Full-time/part-time for lunch and
dinner shifts Exp preferred. 310-266-1183

DON'T SETTLE FOR ENTRY LEVEL 26yr

old making 150K+ w/environmental sales

company Looking tor five individuals to do

the same P/T okay Sandra 818 981 9474

DRIVERS wanted lor busy holiday season

Need 35 drivers ASAP Santa Monica based

Need o«vn car arxl insurance $300-700/«vk

310^53-4777

HOME TYPISTS NEED-
ED

PC users needed. $45,000 income potential.

Call 1-800-513-4343 Ext B- 10105.

HOUSEMOTHER for lovely senior Retire-

ment Resident in Westwood. F/T; live-in

room and board +salary. Call 310-207-5818.

INTERNET ACTRESSES
WANTED' Work at home Make your own
hours. WEBCAM Business needs flirtatious

women 310-798-0592ext.66 Visit

http://GuestRoomCam.com/moreinfo.htm

INTERNET PROGRAMMER - Implementing

internet database. Frontpage, html, CGI,

SQL, ASP, Perl, C-»^+-»^. Project work. $1000.

Email resume: ]enny@atlascp.com

INTERNS. Hip Hollywood Co. seeks creative

PAID inlefn(s). Film. Video, Graphics. Inter-

net savvy a plus Fax: 323-650-0211.

INTL IMPORTING, Marketing and PR firm

seeks highly motivated, organized individual

w/excellent communication skills to work in

fast paced office Facets of position include

Advertising, Coordinating Special Events,

Copywnting Must be fluent in Italian. F/T

$1800/mo+benefits. Fax resume 2 13-653-

1768 Attn John Patterson, VP

INTL IMPORTING, Maf1<eting. and PR firm

seeks organized detail orientated adminis-

trative assistant to perlorm such functions as

data entry, faxing, photocopying, phones
Must be fluent in Italian. P/T, llexible hours

$8/hf Fax resume 213-653-1768 Aftn.John

Patterson, VP

LAW OFFICE CLERK Photocopy type, file,

organize, mailings, enter data, answer
phones $7/hr Santa Monica Fax qualifica-

tions to 310-260-7654. rmmossOgte.net

LOAN PROCESSOR
F/T Expenence preferred, not necessary

Good org^ilnizational skills, detaii-onented.

knowledge of Excel 60^wpm Spanish

speaking a plus Mictw «l 310-914-9700

LOOKING FOR someone to edrt screenplay

Must be a senior or graduate student m Eng
hsh 818-806-5436 Leeve fweeage

research. Duties include subject recruitment,

study forms completion, and data entry.

Good phone voice and computer skills desir-

able. Earn $10/hr or more Must have flexible

schedule. Please fax resume to 310-443-

5298. We're located just off campus in

Westwood

MODELS WANTED by professional photo-

studio for upcoming assignment. Male/Fe-

male Pro/Non-Pro. Fashion/Commer-
cial/Theatrical Call for appointment 818-

986-7933.

MOVIE EXTRA WORK
* Revolutionary new program* Start immedi-

ately* All types- 1
8-1^!

* Fun/Easy* No crazy

fees* Program for free medical* Call-24/hrs

213-850-4417.

^ READ
BETWEEN
THE LINES

. Find the hidden trivia question m .

>v today's Classifieds, answer it and vwn! ^^

OFFICE SALES ASSISTANT WLA Printing

Co. P/T or F/T. Quickbooks. detail-oriented,

self-motivated. Fax resume 310-657-0077.

P/T HOSTESS WANTED Posto Restaurant

in Sherman Oaks Wed/Thurs/Sat. a must.

3:30-9:30pm. 818-784-4400 between 2-

330pm

P/T/TESTERS FOR NEW PRODUCTS
Evenings and weekends, flexible schedule,

excellent computer skills a must Fax resume

to: Jay Rowlands 310-507-0291.

PAID INTERNSHIP American Express Pub-

lishing seeks energetic intern to assist mag-

azine ad sales staff. Excellent communica-

tion and computer skills required Interest r.

sales or marketing preferred. Fax resume to

Becky 310-268-7604.

PHOTO LAB p/t assist photo printer or com-

puter imaging. Beverly Hills 310-274-3445.

POSTAL JOBS
TO$18.35/HR

INC BENEFITS, NO EXPERIENCE FOR
APP AND EXAM INFO, CALL 1-800-813-

3585, ext 0712. 8am-7-pm, 7days Ids, inc

PT and FT DRIVER^ needed for food deliv-

ehes to private homes and businesses

Lunch(1 1-2:30, M-F) and dinner(7-nights/wk

5-10pm). $8-»-/hr Must speak English Ex-

cllent map-reading skills a must. Contact

Dining In 310-274-0123. 818-986-3287

PT CLERICAL help in Beverly Hills Ortho-

dontic office Tues, Weds. Thurs afternoons.

Call Leslie 310-247-8880

PTOf^FICE W0RK$15/hr On campus. Fil-

ing, organizing, Bonus $$ Email

tmsOchem ucia edu

SALES/MANAGERS $1.000/hr7?? P/T 1

week Earn continuous, sizable comm/bo
nuses throughout 1999/2000 Minimal per-

sonal effort Call 24hrs for details ABR/Inc

310-859-5577

SECRETARY-half time (mornings) to RN at

VA Medical Center West LA $10.50/hr

Some benefits Call Susan 31 0-266-3646

TELEMARKETING
W/WINDOWS COMPUTER SKILLS. Prefer

phone experience Prefer students/grads.

Flexible hours. 9am-5pm starting $8-

$10/hr-i-bonuses 3-blocks/UCLA. Harel

Maintenance. Ron-310-470-6175.

TYPIST needed P/T In WLA law firm.

60-^wpm and know Word Perfect. Flexible

hours. $9-$12/hr. Please fax resume attn;

Bonnie to 310-838-7700.

WEB DESIGNER. MIDI-PROGRAMMER.
ARTIST for entertainment company Excel-

lent opportunity Equal opportunity employer.

Ask for Jeff. 310-798-0449.

WEBMASTER NEEDED for Santa Monica
publisher. P/T or freelance. 310-395-9393.

WEBSITE DESIGNER. P/T. Flexible hours.

Good pay 310-820-3378.

WE'RE SEEKING INDIVIDUALS to provide

support to the developmentally disabled. Call

Dwight Istanbulian at 818-361-6400 ext 129.

WORK STUDY students needed for Mail&

Document Services. 2-clerical positions 8-12

or 9-1 M-F. 1 -messenger position 1-5 M-F
Interviewing now! 310-825-5780.

XMAS HELP
P/T and F/T. Valet/Doorman. Must have
CDL Can lead to permanent position. Call

Jane 310-475-0745

7900
Housositting

HALLIE'S HOUSESITTING. 310-313-9998

7 years experience. References available.

Long or Shortterm. CONFIDENTIALITY
GUARANTEED.

Interashlps

INTERNS NEEDED for Talent management
CO (BH). Great opportunity to earn college

credit while learning about music and enter-

tainment industry Please call 310-657-0177

for an interview.

PAID INTERNSHIP
WESTWOOD LAW FIRM- Flexible hours.

Learn a lot. $7 50-*-. Good typing skills, com-

puter literate, excel experience preferred.

Cail 310-475-0481. 'Resumes preferred:

310-446-9962
*

I

PUBLISHING COMPANY: Interns wanted for

winter quarter- Public Relations. Marketing,

Edl^rial departments, Jr/Sr eligibility; call

323-939-1840 ext-31 or fax 323-939-1855.

DO YOU LIKE
TO WATCH?...

...soaps that is

We're looking for some soap fans
to intern at Soap Opera Digest.

tlo cash... but you will gain a ton
of experience, and we can promise
toti of fun. ~ " '"" ——
Resix)nslbllltlcs include typing,
filing and general office work. Casual
atmosphere

Send rcMimM to JelT l^lctoon. SOD
eSOO aniaMrr Blvd.
Mr 1310

CA 9oo«a
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NEED CHRISTMAS
MONEY?

ASIAN GIRLS NEEDED Fun, good phone
manners, attractive, for adult entertainment.

Hall Nicol*» 81R-'Vl«-T^Q7

Vohmteer

MARINE LIFE:

SHARKS, FISH &
MORE!

UCLA Ocean Discovery Center, at tfie Santa

Monica Pier, is looking for volunteers to help

with educational and public programs. Join

the 150 active volunteers who are helping to

teach visitors about the Santa Monica Bay

and how to protect it. Lots of opportunities

and fun! For more info call the Volunteer Of-

fice: 310-393-6149.

THE FAIR HOUSING INSTITUTE is seeking

testers to help investigate housing discrimi-

nation in the Los Angeles area. Testers visit

properties for rent or for sale to record how
owners and agents receive prospective rent-

ers and home seekers. Testers are paid for

their time. For more information call: 888-

777-4087.

8400
Apartments for Rent

1-BDRM$650
NEAR SHERMAN OAKS GALLERIA. Huge

apt. Ideal lor roommates. Garden courtyard,

pool. /VC, phone-entry. Minutes to campus.

818-997-7312.

1380 VETERAN- 2bdrm/2bath. $1495. Park

view, pool/jacuzzi. intercom entry, gated

parking, laundry, all appliances. Move-in

ASAP Cats considered. 310-477-5108.

505 GAYLEY- Furnished studio #407B.

$590/mo. Lease until June. Email yk-

lee@jps net or contact manager Mr. Ham-

moudi 310-208-8505 to see.

m.
Ol^l.h.rr Ol^c«l»oc:00 d

1 0530 WlfMr. BM. WMiweed, CA 90034
Enfoy ct lU kwunM of o fn« llor Itotd lo your own coponM iu>«e'

Fvimihed and unlurmthadunihavailabli itarling ct SISOO Anvmwt
inciidi, MM oi lla art oompunr room. Iiln«i cwlw. butiflau omtar w4\

uunpywioi (oom, ooncicr^ mtvicm, ond fvon

For mora mtormokon cxA PtOI 4704474

555 KELTON AVE. WESTWOOD Looking

for one/two roommates. Ibdrm/lba. Fully-

furnished. Contact Alexis Norman/Venus
James: 310-209-2729/310-585-3691.

BRENTWOOD $1,495/mo. 2bd/2ba, front,

balcony, stove/refrigerator, dishwasher, car-

pet/drapes, laundry, parking, near UCLA,

shown by appt. 11728 Mayfield #1 310-271-

.6811.

CHEVIOT HILLS/PALMS AREA. Large stu-

dio apt. Balcony, fireplace, A/C. Newer build-

ing. Great location. Convenient shopping No
pets. 310-836-6007. Available January 1st

$645/mo.

MARINA PENINSULA. Cute beach studio

apartment. Unfurnished. New bath and kitch-

en Garden patio with water view. Utilities

and new fridge included. Quiet, no smoking,

no pets. Ideal for grad student or profession-

al. $650/mo. Call 310-822-4966 (leave mes-
sage).

SEMESTER SUBLEASE
IN MANHATTAN BEACH. 1/1/99-7/15/99. 1-

bdrm behind Strand. 1/4-block to beach, par-

tial view, 2-car parking, W/D, sunny deck,

$1400/mo. 310-546-7169.

WESTWOOD. Large 1-bdrm, $995 Malcolm

Ave near Westwood&SM Blvd 14unit build-

ing w/pool, parking, laundry, hardwood
floors stove 818-995-8866 ext 312, Monica

WLA- 2bdrnV1 5ba $1195 Prime location

Bhght, cheerful, patio Walk to UCLA, shop-

ping, transportation 1242 S Wellesley Near
Wilshire Wont last 310-207-7209

WLA $82 5 $850 2bdrm/1.5ba Dishwasher,

AC, carpet. drapes built-in Extra large

fenced patia 310-670-5119

WLA Large single 1927 Spanish mission

buikling High cetkrigs, fuirdwood tkx>rs, sap-

aratH kitchen&dirMng room l-yr lease $750

Batty 310-479-6646.

MAR VISTA. $535&up/month. Ask about

move in special. Attractive, fumished 1-

bdrm. Large, pool, patio, barbecue area.

Quiet-building. 3748 Inglewood Blvd. 310-

398-8579.

ilUmdo/flMMihoiise lor Rent

MAR VISTA 2bdrm/1.5ba Stove/refrig..

washer/dryer, patio, parking space, pool,

spa. new paint, newer carpet, quiet. Close to

UCLA. $975/mo. 310-390-1105.

8700
Gondo/ToMmhoiise for Sale

WESTWOOD. 2-^1.75. $174,900. New car-

pet, paint, levolors, move-in condition. 2-car

parking Stove/frig included, fireplace, quiet

courtyard building Call agent 310-827-1013.

8800
Guesthouse for Rent

ENCINO GUESTHOUSE in large quiet yard

with pool. Living room, bdrm. bathroom,

kitchen. Cathedral ceilings, skylights, pet ne-

gotiable. $775+utilities. 818-343-6547.

WLA small single Close to bus route. Quiet

area. Female student preferred. $395/mo.

Utilities included. 310-312-0460.

House for Rent

2BDRM/2BA 2garage, hardwood floors, big

kitchen, breakfast area, huge living room,

separate dining room, very close to UCLA
818-784-2919

9200
Housing Needed

WESTWOOD or adjacent area. 1or2-bdrm

lor 12/17-1/10 lor Parisian family of 4 (2a-

riij|>.^.'?hHhmfli P\f.nnf. anil U\0 POn 4704 Of-

PACIFIC PALISADES- Room and private

bath. Overlooks garden. Kitchen and laun-

dry. $450/nx> Includes utilities and cleaning

services. Avail 12-15-98. 310 459-3609.

SANTA MONICA 2bdrm fumished apt. Un-

fumished room, 4 blocks from beach. Fe-

male grad student preterred. $460/mo. -f1/2

utilities. Available 1/1. 310-452-4737.;

WEEKLY HOTEL RATES Jolly Roger Hotel

in Marina del Rey offering special student

rates. $255.36/wk. tax. maid service, conti-

nental breakfast included. Call David: 800-

822-2904.

WESTWOOD. Furnished guest bed/bath

Private entrance & parking. $475/monlh

w/laundry. utilities. cableTV. microwave, re-

frigerator, yard. 310-277-0507. Steve or Mar-

ie.

WLA Living room to rent $350/mo Close to

UCLA. 2nd floor, pool, gym, tennis, utilities

included. Female preferred. 310-445-9412.

WLA Rent own room in large, sunny 3 bed

apartment. Secure pari<ing near bus. N/S fe-

male preferred. $485/mo Ashlee 310-473-

8920

WLA $610/mo. (all utilities except phone).

Private room w/bath. Nonsmoker. No pets.

Available 1/1/99. Total security Near UCLA.
310-446-1545.

WLA. Responsible female to rent private

room in large 3-bdrm house near campus.

Parking* washer/drier appliances+back
yard. $500+deposit. Available immediately

Contact Karen: 310-839-2973.

9500
Roommates-Private Room

A HUGE APARTMENT!
WESTWOOD Walk-toUCLA Female need-

ed, own room/bath in huge secunty apart-

ment. Laundry $425/monih+1/2-ulilities

310-209-8253

I
might not be enough,..

Buy MIP (Medical Insurance Plan) if you haven't already.

BAR statement mailed Dec. 1. Get MIP when you poy your fees.

UCLA Arthur Ashe Student Health & Wellness Center

Full details about MIP and more on our Web page

www.saonet.ucla.edu/health.htm or call 310 825-4073

email serafica@facnet.ucla.edu

9300
Room for Help

LIVE IN BABYSITTER in exchange for

room&board in Tarzana. Childcare for 11 -yr

old girt w/special needs Eve 6:30-8:30 M-
Th, Sat 5:30-8 30, Sun 3:30-8:30. 16hrs to-

tal, stipend avail, futust have car. Call 818-

343-4150.

9400
Room for Rent

ARE YOU SEARCHING FOR A ROOI^-
MATE? Responsible, nonsmoking female

searching for place preferably near UCLA.
Please contact Nayla at 310-777-4328

BEAUTIFUL, SUNNY
room in Spanish-style Westwood home, pri-

vate bathroom, hardwood floors, laundry,

parking, cable&water included. Seeking pro-

fessional, $625/mo. 310-441-9972.

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT Own sunny'

bdrm/bath. N/S, professional female to share

apartment w/2 females. $450/mo. Avail

01/01/99 310-473-9420/310-712-2623.

BRENTWOOD Kenter Avenue Bedroom for

rent in house. Avail immediately Jan free -

in exchange for childcare. $600/mo. Rober-

ta: 310-289-6120.

^ READ
"^

BETWEEN
THE LINES

. Find the hidden trivia question in

\» today's Classifieds, answer it and win!/

BRENTWOOD- 1 Bedroom available in

bright, spacious 3bd/2ba apartment. AC,

W/D, dishwasher, furnished. Close to San

Vicente shops&restaurants. $650/mo. 310-

820-0711.

BRENTWOOD Beautiful house, hardwood

floors, great location. $600/mo Private

room. 310-826-8813.

BRENTWOOD Luxurious apartment Fe-

male only Furnished bedroom own bath. Full

kitchen pnvileges. Parking. $525/mo-utilities

included. 310-477-3173.

BRENTWOOD/WLA. 1252 Barry Ave 2-

bdrm/1-bath Secured access, 2-parking,

new carpet $1065. Available now. 310-479-

3381.

CENTURY CITY Fumished room w/bath.

private'entrance, patio, utilities. Graduate

student only $440/mo 310-474-9854

CULVER CITY Female roomnwite Private

room/share bath Nonsmoker, no pets Grad

student preferred $500 (includes utilities)

Day:818-503-1424 Eve 310-837-9943 San-

dy

ENCINO HILLS-Room in phvate home
Panoramic view 24-hour neighbortiood pa-

trol 1 5-minutes to campus $400 Please call

818-9050508

HUGE 4 BDRM. exclusive walled commum
ty 10 minutes to UCLA Spacious private

room/bath Spectacular yard laurxlry fire-

ptace N/S $550^utilrti«s 310-202-6405

ASIAN/QUIET/CLEAN WLA-Asian lady

needs quiet roommate Nicely furnished

Bus in front of house, Westwood/Pico. No-

smoking/pets Private bed sharebath

$450/month+utilities 310-475-8787.

BRENTWOOD- 2bdrm/1 5 bath townhome.

$550+utilities. Parking, pool, great location.

Responsible n/s female preferred.

PgrA/oicemail 310-724-9354- Ask for Trang

BRENTWOOD-Your own bedroom in a 3-

bdrm apt. $420/mo. Availabia ASAP until

mid-Sept. Prefer female/clean non-smoker.

310-478-0743.

KELTON/LEVERING Own bedroom/shared

bath, available Jan.1. Cozy place for friendly

female to share w/3 other girls. $560-»1/4

utilities. Parking. 310-209-0368.

PALIVIS. ROOf^ available 12/22 ih spacious

apt 2-bdrm/2-bath, gated parking. A/C unit

$412.50. ffnail: jasonthieseOmediaone net

REDONDO BEACH
Large master bdrm w/own bath in 3bdrm apt.

Share w/2 other females. Female preferred

$600/mo. Amenities included. 310-209-

9049

Roommate wanted for master bedroom in

Sherman Oaks Townhouse. Private bath,

secured parking. $400/mo. + 1/2utilities.

Evenings: 818-784-7675.

SANTA MONICA- Clean roommate to share

2bdrm/1ba furnished apartment $550/mo.

Washer/dryer, non-smoker, between ages:

25-35. Female preferred Available asap.

310-394-6502.

SANTA MONICA- North of Wilshire.

2bdrm/2bath. $650/mo+ utilities. Quiet fe-

male non-smoking professional/grad student

preferred. 310-825-51 79(1 -5pm) or 310-

395-6214- Carol.

SM, 32nd St. and Pico Own room in 3-bdmf)

apt. Available immediately $500/mo.Call

Rita 310-450-6881.

SM Female wanted, own room share bath.

Clean, responsible, no drugs/smoking/pets.

Street parking, SMC area. $450/mo. 310-

399-7456.

WESTWOOD Strathmore and Landfair

Ibdrm available in 2bdrm apt for Winter and

Spnng '99. Great view $490/mo. Call Sara

(310)209-1046

WESTWOOD. Master bedroom w/bath in 2-

bdrm/2-bath Kelton apt $750/mo for one or

two to share Parking Call Amber 310-824-

0304.

WESTWOOD Professional to rent bedroom

in large 3-bdrm./2.5-bath house $650 +1/3u-

tilities Fireplace, patio, W/D Call 310-477-

8922

Roommates^Slutfod Room

527 MIDVALE Male roommate wanted to

share l-bdrm/i-bath apt starting 1/1/99

$575/mo Parking space included 310-208-

7918. ^^^
PALMS Roommate wanted to share Ibdrm

apt beginning 1/1/99 for winter and spnng

quarters Mature female preferred $362 50

310-841-6034

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Agreement
5 Batman's

Sidekick

10 Cook's meas.
14 Sandwich

cookie

15 "Aida'or
"Carmen"

-t6 Angel's aura

—

17 Fashion
magazine

1

8

Oregon capital

19 Press
20 Wool protector

22 Got, as salary

24 Belonging to us
25 Egyptian

goddess
26 Use
29 Breed of cat

33 Stale

34 Pike's —
36 Airport info

37 Snake
38 Gamut
39 Spoil

40 Inventor

Whitney
41 "Jagged—"
42 Cord
44 Transmitted via

CB
47 Lurch
48 In apple-pie

order

49 "Are you a man
— mouse?"

50 Acid's opposite

53 Horror-flick

regulars

58 Muddy the

waters
59 Rub out

61 Get bored
62 "— Want for

Christmas"

63 Well-built

64 Sharpen
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65 Coalition

66 Very small

67 Pipe part

DOWN
1 Ode, e.g.

2 Singer Guthrie

3 Ancient
- Inhabitant of

Bhtain

4 Slight footing

5 Prayer beads
6 Fiery gem
7 Saved by the —
8 Dander
9 Godchild,

maybe
10 Parched feeling

1

1

Cow's home
12 Wild plum
1

3

Rural sight

21 Channelmarker
23 Be ill

25 Picture

26 Glowing coal

27 Cash: slang

28 Patterned

fabric

30 Creepy
31 Fruit pit

32 — away:
eroded

34 Rice field

35 High school
sub).

38 Thinnest, as a
voice

42 Canvas cover
43 Ghosts
45 Slanting

print

46 Grease
47 Broadway

offering

50 Fine horse
51 Lounge
52 About 2.2

pounds
53 Low-lying area
54 A — apple
55 Brawl
56 Sea eagle
57 Appear
60 Caviar

Classifieds

825-2221
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Christian
Chinese Bible Church
1637 Butler Ave., LA

310-478-8971

Chinese Sunday Worship:

Sunday 1 1 am in Sanctuary.

English Sunday Worship: Sunday
11am in Walker Hall.

Lool(ing for a Bible-based church

close to campus? We're only min-

utes away from UCLA, come and

check us out!

Joshua House
2948 Colorado Ave., Santa Monica.

310-581-9924.

Sunday Evenings, 6:30pm.

A new weekly gathering of music,

message, and ministry for a new
generation (ages 18-32); where
the reality of life and the reality of

God meet in a relaxed and rela-

tionol Qtmosfibete. fof theW^vho-
wonder if there's more to life... it's

a place to come. (An extension of

Vineyard Christian Fellowship)

Christian/Evangelical
Westside Oil(os Community
Church
1989 Westwood Blvd. (& La Grange),

310-441-2125

Sunday 1pm, 3:30pm. Rides pro-

vided at Sproul Turnaround at

12:30pm and 3pm. Oikos

Christian Fellowship on Campus,
1178 Franz Hall, Thursday at

6:30pm. Start the year fresh with

God! He has wonderful blessings

in store for your life. Join us for

one of our worship services

where you will experience power-

ful worship, life-changing mes-

sages, & awesome fellowship.

Congregational
Westwood Hills Congregational

Church

Pastor Olaf Hoeckmann-Percival.

10am worship. Open and affirm-

ing of all. Christ centered, spirit-

filled worship. Conversational ser-

mons. Music to lift your spirit!

Children's church, retreats, Bible

studies, and lots of God's Love.

http://members.aol.com/whc-

church

Lutheran
University Lutheran Chapel
10915 Strathmore Dr (at Gayley).

Westwood

310-208-4579

Sundays: Liturgical Worship

10:30am. Bible Study: 12:15pm.

Contemporary Worship: 4:30pm.

Wednesdays: Soup Supper: 6pm.

Undergraduate Bible Study: 7pm.

Last Wednesday of the month,

Vespers Sen/ice, 7pm.

1989 Wesbmad Blvd (& La Grange} Retreat from the edge! Ir^Iovo. wo

Campus Ministry Administrator.

Methodist

I

Westwood UMC/Wesley

I
Foundation

10497 Wilshire Blvd (at the corner of

Warner Ave.)

310-208-6869 or 310-474-4511

http://home. earthlink.net/-wumc
Sundays: 10:30am&5:30pm.
Traditional Worship: 10:30am in

Sanctuary; Grace Land
Contemporary Worship: 5:30pm
in Helms Hall; Wesley Fellowship,

Pray-Play-Eat Wednesdays,
6:15pm in URC Lounge, 900
Hilgard Ave. (at LeConte Ave.)

2:30-3:40pm.

Presbyterian

Brentwood Presbyterian

Church

College Age Fellowship: Sundays

11 am- 12:30pm. Worship Services:

Sundays Bam, 9:15am., 11am&6pm.

BPC is an active, warm, and compas-

sionate church. Come worship with

us or check out our College Age
Fellowship. Shuttle sen/ice available

from "Sproul Hall turnaround" at

10:40am for CAR

Westwood Presbyterian Church

10822 Wilshire Blvd., Los

Angeles. 310-474-4535.

Worship times: 9a.m. and 11a.m.

Excellent music. Bible and theo-

logical classes led by university

faculty. Opportunities for spiritual

growth, fellowship and service in

hands-on ministries dealing with

hunger, homeless, child-abuse,

affordable housing needs. Next to

AVCO theaters.

310-474-7327

[WHCChurch@aol.com] or call toll

free 888-WHCHURCH

emphasize the grace of God while

sharing the light of Christ! Rev Tim

Seals, Pastor; Rev Paul Drake,

12000 San Vicente Blvd., Los

Angeles. 90049

310-826-5656

Tht Religious Services Directory ij printed

every Friday. Call Beckie Dibble at 310-

825-2321 for more iriformation.
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barmins
student deals tJ—

Every Wednesday and Friday, tlie Daily Bruin Classifieds provides Bruin Bargains, a place where students are able to advertise

absolutely FREE* some of the best deals in Westwood. Check weekly for updates so you don't miss out on great savings!

Todays Great Deals
Item Description Price Phone

101 f:rj^>4AfsJRFR mm, Aifl. «^an- $130 31(M40-3493
l.r HF ecu OR TV •HK 31(V31?-««U>
14" nOl on MONITOR bnndnmw fm 310-?n4-.'U3?

2 SPFAKFRS 1?»fi«fi' on 818-783-0764

?MTXAllTO.<;PFAKFRS IP-Ali'^hnmin^arh con 310-?34-nnft.T

33 6 MODFM eo 310-204-3432

RABY JOOfiFR ?0* whi tYnnd naw fi» 310-722-179?

RAR .<iTOOl S parirtarl iAi/tv»rk« tXIna 310.?nft.fi?11

BARBIE swan lakfl n«w in hox $» fl1fl.qnR.7<v)q

RASKFTRAil TIX N/A 310424-2110
RRAI 1 SFARONTIX All nanrtnc mfln'S N/A 31^824-7807
BFn COMFORTER naw lloral ww/rmtflfts C3Q ai02D4-a)79
RFn rOVFR two Imfl king <a7fi tt 310477-?««
Rinvni F isuiofi in sjiri srhwinn Sfifi ^ 310471-7496
BICYCLE LIGHT C;iteyfi hakigan new 410 :, 310-722 17<12

BIKF RACK fits an tmnk lid «3K 310-20fi-q774

RiNnriiiARs R.Mhn«Min«.(^wy^jKA $» 310-234-Onfi3

BLACK FUTON yuantilrftm^ goCKJ COnd $40 B1fl-qnfi-7«i3Cl

BLACK LOVFSFAT wriyt £40 ft1R.«infi.7«»3q

wy/niAniiAl $40 3irwRAfUK?n

CM 1 FRin W/RFMOTE. tfilfitfA 1000 $40 31fVA'».?fiT1

CAR COVER 4 BMW «-rf>nrt R1-<i4 31Rn9«i S75 310-2nfi-Q774

CAR STERFO pinrxMr pi lU mil <4n 310-2.S4-fi774

CASSETTE TAPES . . . bMinh afvi "fXTpi>o«l-

4

S7 310.2r*i-4fi12

CD'S TAPES S1^ 3in-23ft4fi12

CHAIR r^nirinrtahla S7m 31fWU2-qr¥iCi

CHAIRS cvhionfyl rofn'<^''^ff tRoa 818-783^1764

CI ASSICAI GUITAR $1^ 310.?f¥U1fl7n

COMPUTER N/A fi2fi.qfi2.Wn7

COMPUTER DESK Qfia y«»nf nlfl IBS 31f>443-.'¥jfi4

COUCH hroMn rmrvl rnnrlilinn cm 310-207-6246

riFSK ? flrAWMdni, tvnwim fin 818-783-0764

DESK cao aifv«?4-nfini

DESK W^ 3irVfl4?-q3fi.q

OFSK AMD CHAIR Mn 310-rMfW«?1

DESK CHAIR brand new- vary nica iia] 31(M45-1161
DIGITAl PRINTER aa 310^4-7468

Item
"GmiAia_CASE_

Description
bik snfi rasfl naw

HOUSFHOin ITEMS
IRON^ROARD NEW

mnuinolnaii<;lfalia

Price

N/A

Phone
310-2044674

310-390^:^1
<tnnrl up hriarri

KEYBQAHn
KEYBOARD AMP

_S15. 310?34-ffim
flfLSflniqapRlfipliW

mlanrilOjQ,

JGOL J)10443^3G64

KRYEIDMIEXQClt.
JOL

LAHGE£QQKSHELt__
LEATHER JACKET
MARS ^ VENUS
MAHHESS ^
MATTRESS SET

brand now 3 kays .Sli. 3107??-17?g
naaL _S50
mtfryc S7 42 nhn J££L

Z4fi

213^'>4-flK>1

n

WIREiyMJNES(g

CELLULAR-PAGING-PCS
THE NEW NAME FOR:

Cellular Palace • American Way Paging

Ericsson 668

FREE AFTER $50
MAIL-IN REBATE

.Ms.
CHI.I.IJLAR

DIGHAL CEILUUR SERVICE AS lOW AS

$ 14.99 PER MONTH INCUIDES;

• 100 anytime minutes

100 weekend minutes

(Activation on 29.99 or

higher plan required)

1st incoming minute free

• Free voice mail

f^

_:3fcb. J

LA
CELLULAR

AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE FOR:

Pacific Bell
Pure Digital PCS AirTouch

Cellular

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

BRAND NEW MOTOROIA PAGERS

$
as low as 3999

+tax, only with this ad

NO CONTRACTS REQUIRED
Includes: • FREE 3 months of airtime

• FREE 3 months voicemail
• FREE activation

BRAND NEW MOTOROU & SAMSUNG PAGERS
State-Of-The-Art

4 Colors To
Choose From

(SMAILEST PAGER IN THE WORID!)
Includes: • FREE one year service

• FREE 6 months voicemail
• FREE activation

OVER 15 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE make us your local full service,

WEST LOS ANGELES LOS ANGELES
1 2036 Wilshire Blvd. 1 653 S. La Cienega Blvd.

Corner of Wilshire & Bundy Between Pico & 10 FWY
310-571-7100 310-278-2007

SAN GABRIEL WESTMINSTER LANCASTER
140 W.Valley Blvd. #214 9500 Bolsa Ave. #G & L 4r^«;q7 i.'^»Rt Wo<it

reliable and affordable source for all your wireless communication needs.

TARZANA VAN NUYS
18734 Ventura Blvd. 6800 Balboa Blvd.

Between Reseda & Wilbur Corner of Balboa & Vanowen
818-881-8969 818-904-9191

CERRITOS ROWLAND HEIGHTS MONTEREY PARK
1 1 fln.'^ F .qn. .th .qtrpftt 1 8447 E. Colima Rd. 1 41 N. Atlantic Blvd. #111

in FOCUS snapping center

626-312-2822

corner ot Boisa & Busnara

714-418-2075
Comer of IS"" St. West & Ave. K

805-951-9100

Comer of South St. & Pioneer between huiierton & Nogaies between Amerson & uarvey

562-860-9466 626-854-9555 626-308-4555

IJASKLTBALL
BASI'BAl.I.

SCXTCIK
sports

-^^

lOOTBAI.I.

HOCKIY
RUC^BY

J rifayhnnkSnnftw 310-?.1fr4fi1?

MOnFM [JSR FXTFR
NETWORKCARD _

OVERSIZE BAKCPACii.

twin q? nflw hniff^pnno

-saL aiB-7aM764
_SKL 310-777-9149

vmrfl Sfik vOn hiark J25- 31t>g4 74flfl

(Aus, IQbaselwim
fnarthnm rati

-412- _31D^42-3369

PHONF CARDS 19BminiitflR

PRlhLTER
.120-

31MSS-14?!
31-a?4-fi7'^7

SAM.qnNiTP

dotmalnx
almost new, small M7^

-SZi.
^inAJg-CMRQ

SINGLE BED .

SMAl t SHFI F

^liitrAtM prpy uuA«rfwy»|i| -sab. nifM77.?»f«

SNOWBOARD-

vary high Quality

whilft w/?r-mpLs
Snfi

JOiL
310-399^^18

.J1Q-2Q4:SD29

SNOWBOARD W/BIND
SOFA CHAIR

tnfh».oht.LSn-.^V _bi^ ^1Q-?fi7.fl714

wbite. almosLnew.

ffHrtahift ini'itflft

JMA^

anny TFI FPHPINF

THERMOS LIKE NEW
IJflSOALCLILAIQH

r.ciri*«f^'i rnlnr-Nark

„310-267-a714

310-2Qfrnflfi1

_21{MZL2BDS
mssaslainiafi&. JBI&.

TDAJ^TFR nvFM
.,gnnrtr.nnfttim

IQHCHlEflRE _.
TQSHIRA TFCRA

hlrkwiarhttf-wuhita
-Sffi-

JS2Q.

.^0-231-a]B3
:^ifw«tuiK>a

qi(\^77.?Hfft

TWIN RFn

tiiackMQOfin ^
miittimnftj lafUnp

Jih-
Mii.

TWIN SIZE BED
UNOPENED SOFTWARF
VIDEO CARD

mattffljts ty)K * Utunt^ JZL

31O204r3432

31M24-74flfl

310443-3fft4

comiynewsaaly
lotus smart suite "97

?mhnftw

310-204-^}79

-SZS.

VIDEO CARD
viDFD VH?; rni na

.120.

4n]aopcinaMi^

comets & aliens

J2S-

vinFD VMS nni or
-SKL

jjuMaHsaa

ftlRl S TWIN RFn JBQ. .SiMZLa-na

ViD£0_YHS COLOR.
WETSUITF

QhrtsKAMartmnAS _S1Q. JUjO£3^2g33
mucnmy's tomb&lQcbnass- -$1Q_

\A/non FNin tari fq
mana I ii«u»ri nrva -SGQ-

31Ma9^2fi33

310-2^<a774
9riraw«f 3tahl«c JSO- 310443-3fifi4

To place a FREE* ad

in the Bruin Bargains,

fill out information on

the right and submit

to the Daily Bruin

-Classifieds.

• Item:

( 1 5 characters maximum, including spaces)

• Description:

(20 characters maximum, including spaces)

• Price:

- (example j2S,$74ea, FREE Please round to the nearest dollar—NO OBO)

• Phone ( _) -

I

I

I

• Item:

( 1 5 characters maximum, including spaces)

Description:
,

(20 characters maximum, including spaces)

Pnce

(example $25. $74ea. FREE Please round to the nearest dollar—NO OBO)

Phone: ( .__) -

Krati'rnltl**, Sor<iritltn, tittr<tiitur<«i T<.*mt

SAMEDAY LETTERING, NEXTDAY SILKSCREENING,

EMBROIDERING, TWILL LETTERING

SPECIAL PRICING FOR GROUPS
wi,T t A CALL FOR FREE ESTIMATE v*uuv

(310) 207-4226 (818) 708-2330
AM torn OONALO Oil MARCO
11710 kAfm MONICA mm.,
LOS ANOCUS, CA 9002S

hnp://pfunetojJsiJc.com AtK Foil HOUIN
19SSB VENnHU ItifO.,

TAKZANA, CA 913M

Roomiiurtes - Shared Room
VETERAN/UCLA Female Roommate want-

ed to share large bedroom in 2-bed, 2-bath.

Fully furnished, fireplace, balcony, nonsmok-

ino/pel. Avail, immed. $390/mo. 310-208-

9800
VacatkHi Rentals

PAKnCiPAllNC.
CO.MPANIKS:

Aciison

AMI)
Aincl.ihl (^)rp<)i.uiot]

li(>'%(()n (^msiiliino

(itoiip

( !.im|il)rll Soiij)

("omp.nu

IDYLLWILD BEAUTIFUL MTN CABIN San
Bernardino Nat'l Forest. Fully equipped. Hot

tub, fireplaces. Views. Sleep 4+. $250/wee-

l^end. 310-794-5515 310-391-6808

WALK TO WESTWOOD
WESTWOOD. Share huge 2-bdrm apt FUL-
I Y FURNISHED. Male graduate student pre-

ferred Parking available Laundry. 3-minute

walk to campus Hardwood floors and more!

Available 1/1-6/30. $450/mo. Call 310-824-

1004. Ask for Jesse.

WESTWOOD-Space available, take over

lease. Jan 1, Beautiful Spanish style apart-

ment. 644 Landfair. $367. Female preferred.

Call now: 310-209-0205.

WESTWOOD. Female to share room in 2-

bdrm/2-bath condo. Large walk-in closet,

large bathroom, porch, in-unit laundry.

$400/mo. Laura@310-478-5820.

^
Pacific Ties
UCLA's Asian/Pacific Islander

Student Newsmagazine
825-1004

Ten Percent
UCLA'S Queer Student

Newsmagazine

liism.mn. (><)in|>.iniis

D.i;. Sh..u

iliUi-rprisi' Rriit- A-(].ii

I i(U-li(\ lin isiimnts

1 r.mkliii I rmj)lii()n

I kw It! .\ss()inils !,!,(;

K.jpl.m lilm .itioii.il

KPM(i

Sion!
I Ik- M.«\ I)c|viriimnc

Stoirs ( j)n)pan\

I liouijluworks, inc.

Towois FVrrin

I nion B.mk of

Classifieds

j-2221
Display

206-3060

ADVERTISEADVERTiSEADVERTISE

I iiiuil States Marine

Corps

IS Wist

W illiani M. Mercer,

liuorporatecl

Ami More!

MINORIT\
UNDERGRADllATi:
CAREER FORUM

\\ LSf C<):ist

l.inu.in J<J, I'JOS S.m I'r.uui.

ATTENTION

CLASSES OF '99 & '00!!

REGISTER TODAY FREE!

MAIL. FAX. or EMAIL your resume for

an opportunity to network with top

compunies and interview for full-time

jobs or internships.

Free transportation! For applicalions.visit

your CAREER CENTER or go to:

^.cbacareers.coin

HURRY!
Registration Deadline:

DECEMBER 7

CRIMSON & BROWN
201 Broadway Cambridge, MA 02139

wcforum98@pop.net

tel. 617-577-7790 fax 617-577-7799

CENTRAL
AMERICAN
FLOOD
ViCniVIS
NEED
YOUR
HELP

102 Men's Gym (CPO)
3154 Engineering 1 (SOLES)
7349 Bunche Hall (Chavez Center)

Dysktra, Room 406
St. AJbin's, 580 Hilgard Avenue
104 Kerckhoff Hall (EXPO Center)

6282 Bunche Hall (Lounge)
407 Kerckhoff Hall (MEChA)
58 Haines Hall (Library)

Jimmy's
University Research Library

118 Kerckhoff Hall (Daily Bruin)

Northern Lights

5310 Rolfe
A-Level Ackerman

(Near Student Unior} Ops)

Canned foods, bottled water.

medicine and supplies are
desperately needed now

For donation location

Information,

call X55969, x66452 or

52333

Ml

yirin a fusilr

Bwrry Pmrtn

BETWEEN
LIHES

Yesterday's Winner: Sammy Gordon
Yesterday's Question:

My Little Pony, Gl Joe, and

Mr. Potato head are all toys market-

ed by what company?

Answer: Hasbro

DailyBrum Classifieds

Find the -hidden trivia question in today's

Classifieds. Answer the question

correctly and bring it

to the Daily Brum
offices. 1 18 Kerckhoff

Hall. Or, you can find

and answer the

question over the web at What are you Waiting for?
www.dailybruin.ucla.edu Gtet Started!
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POLI-DIXON
From page 28

McNown shooting for the Heisman,
it puts more pressure on us. It's hard

because we run a timing pass offense

and if I get bumped at the line then it

throws us off," said Poh-Dixon.

Poh-Dixon was supposed to

replace the explosiveness of McElroy
but was slowed because of the system

he was in. Eventually it became clear

that he would be a completely differ-

ent type of player than McElroy.

"McElroy can catch that short ball

and take it to the house," head coach

Bob Toledo said. "Poli-Dixon has

made some long catches, but he is not

as fast and is a different type of play-

er."

As Poli-Dixon matured this season

and learned the constraints and tim-

ing of the system, the Oregon game
rolled around. Along with two
dropped passes came harsh criticism

and a chance to lose confidence in his

abilities.

"I just lost focus on those two

grabs. No excuses. I just have to look

the ball in before I run with it."

The next week at California, the

media and fans buzzed about two
dropped passes. But then it was time

to show the nation what Poli-Dixon

was all about.

Poli-Dixon flew into the offensive

niche of the Bruins. Literally.

On a stop-and-go with 3:26 to go in

the first quarter, after he already

grabbed the team's first touchdown
that day, he made ESPN highlights.

"Any receiver dreams about the

quarterback throwing the bail a little

too far in front. That is when it's time

to show a little something

something."

McNown dropped back and lofted

the ball towards the left endzone. But

the ball appeared to be too far from

Poli-Dixon and the cornerback had

inside position. But Poli-Dixon had
his chance to throw back those playa-

hating degrees in the critics' faces.

"I came alongside of him and just

laid out. I don't remember anything

after that. I just saw the ball and knew
1 could get it."

And with that catch he grabbed a

new found respect fr6m the fans.

The next two games, Poli-Dixon

was on fire as he grabbed five catches

for 80 yards against Stanford. Against

Oregon State he nabbed nine passes

for 82 yards. Poli-Dixon was finally

finding his timing in the offense.

"The receivers are understanding

more and more what it takes and what

they need to do," McNown said

before the Washington game.

Now with Freddie Mitchell aiming

to make it back in time for the bowl
game, Poli-Dixon is hyped and ready

as he has started to settle into the tim-

ing offense, leading the receivers in

touchdowns with eight.

So now those whispers of "but-

terfingers" have die^ out as Poli-

Dixon has eaten the criticism with his

play.

But Poli-Dixoh knows that he has a

long way to ti^avel ahead of him
before he can rise up. Every game will

be a battle of concentration to silence

his critics.

FOOTBALL
From page 15

11:00 a.m. in the "Hurricane Bowl."

The next game pits No. 2 Kansas State

against No. 10 Texas A&M at 1:30

p.m. in the Big 12 title game. No. 1

Tennessee and No. 23 Mississippi

State cap off the wild day at 5:00 p.m.

in the SEC Championship game.

So what happens if all three unde-

feated teams win? Unfortunately,

nobody knows for sure. Just when
most "experts" were agreeing that

UCLA and Tennessee would be cele-

brating Fiesta Bowl berths with wins,

Jeff Sagarin, the computer genius

responsible for one of the three com-
puter polls, spoke up and changed

cv<rvbodv^frUw»T

State does make it, they'll play

UCLA. Still, conventional thinking

has UCLA facing Tennessee if all

three teams win.

The only way UCLA could have a

reason to worry is if it barely beats

Miami, and Tennessee and Kansas

State win big. Otherwise, UCLA is in

the best position to make it to Tempe.

"We're just focused on

Miami."

Andy Meyers
UCLA offensive lineman

Sagarin said that beating Texas

A&M , the No. 8 BCS team, would

improve Kansas State's strength of

schedule drastically, putting them in a

good position to pass Tennessee. The
Wildcats would also need to move up

in any of the computer polls.

But Bruin fans can breathe easy,

because Sagarin believes if Kansas

"I'm too concerned right now,"

said freshman running back DeShaun
Foster. "I'll be more concerned after

our game."

UCLA football coach Bob Toledo

added, "Don't worry about those

things, I just worry about us."

But offensive lineman Kris Farris

did admit his concerns. "If one of

those two teams loses, we're in a dead-

lock for the Fiesta Bowl, so we won't

have to sweat it our for 24 hours. If

both teams blow out their opponents,

we'll be sweating a bit. You just never

know."

UCLA fans will have to keep their

eyes on two other games.

Tennessee, the last team to defeat

UCLA, beat Vanderbilt 41-0 last week

to finish 1 1-0 in the regular season for

\\w first lime cver> The Volunteers \(f^-

Their main tailback, Jamal Lewis,

was lost earlier this year to an injury,

but the Vols backups have also been

impressive.

Linebacker Al Wilson leads the

defense, which will need to contain

Mississippi State tailback James
Johnson, who leads the SEC in rush-

ing, if they want to beat the two-TD
spread.

UCLA will be wrapping

up its game against

Miami when the Kansas

State game begins, and

_»^coming home during_^

points a game, but they've had a

cream puff schedule.

Texas A&M has one of the top

defenses in the nation, led by LB Dat

Nguyen, although Ricky Williams of

Texas made them look silly last week.

Kansas State's top two tailbacks are

injured, but they rely on Bishop any-

way.

The Wildcats defense is also ranked

at the top nationally, but their easy

schedule may have a part in that.

Against Missouri and Nebraska, K-

State allowed over 800 yards.

Texas A&M, needing a win to

make the BCS, is a 16-point underdog.

The Wildcats need at least that big of a

win and a prayer to make the Fiesta

Bowl.

UCLA will be wrapping up its

Most of the Bruins are expressing

the same sentiments about the other

two games on Saturday.

"We don't care what they do, we
only care about what we do. We're just

focused on Miami," said UCLA
senior offensive lineman Andy
Meyers.

quarterback Peyton Manning to the

NFL this year, but they haven't

missed him much.

Tee Martin has stepped in and

done a tremendous job as QB, throw-

ing to his main target. Peerless Price.

Martin's solid play has been the rea-

son Tennessee has won its close

games.

the Tennessee contest.

A Mississippi State win would send

them to a BCS game, probably the

Sugar Bowl.

Kansas State, led by Heisman final-

ist Michael Bishop, puts up 49.4

game against Miami when the Kansas

State game begins, and they'll be on
the plane coming home during the

Tennessee contest.

But, as always, they will be getting

continual updates from the pilot over

the loudspeaker. UCLA may learn its

fate while above the clouds, and it is

just fitting for a season where the sky

has been its onlv limit.

Any large Pizza, your choice of 3 toppings and any crust, for $9.99

824-4111 1114 Gayley Ave.

Westwood Village

Medium 1 topping Pizza

for $5.95

Fast Free Delivery

until 1 a.m. Sunday-Thursday
until 2 a.m. Friday & Saturday

National Football Leaaue
At a Glance

AMERICAN CONFERENQ
Edst

Miami

N.Y.Jets

Buffalo

W L T Pet. PF PA

8 4 .667 231 168

8 4 .667 315 199

7 5 .583 268 242

New England 7 5 .583 262 236

Indianapolis 2 10 .167 208 336

Central

Jacksonville

Pinsburgh

Tennessee

Baltimore

Cincinnati

West

y Denver

Oakland

Seattle

Kansas City

San Diego

9 3 .750 311 247

7 5 .583 224 218

6 6 .500 260 237

5 7 .417 205 247

2 10 .167 197 321

12 1.000401 206

7 5 .583 209 244

6 6 .500 255 210

5 7 .417 238 259

5 7 .417 181 247

MATKNIALCONFERENa

East

Dallas

Ahzona

N.Y. Giants

Washington

Philadelphia

W L T Pet. Pf PA

8 4 .667 325 217

6 6 .500 251 308

4 8 .333 1% 257

3 9 .250 240 337

2 10 .167 108 277

Central

x-MJm)esola 11 1 .917 394 220

GreenBay 8 4 .667 314 240

Detroit 5 7 .417 244 263

Tampa Bay 5 7 .417 223 250

Chicago 3 9 .250 197 275

West

x-Atlanu 10 2

SmFrandsco 9 3

NewOrteans 5 7

SlLouis 3 9

.833 325 218

.750 3S4 244

.417 216 265

.250 207 285

CmMm 2 10 .167 236 322

x-din(hedpiayofft>enh

y-dindted divtsion titte

Baltimore 38, Indianapolis 31 .

Jacksonville 34, Cincinnati 17

Tampa Bay 3 I.Chicago 17

Seattle 20, Tennessee 18

New England 25, Buffalo 21

Miami 30, New Orleans 10

Green Bay 24, Philadelphia 16

Washington 29, Oakland 19

Denver 31, San Diego 16

Monday's game
San Francisco 1 1 , New York Giants 7

Thunday, Dec. 3

St Louis at Philadelphia, 8:20 p.m.

Sunday, Dk. 6
Buffalo at Cincinnati. 1 :01 p.m.

Dallas at New Orleans, 101 p.m.

Detroit at Jacksonville, 1 01p.m.

Indianapolis at Atlanta, 1 01 p.m.

New England at Pittsburgh, 1 CI pm.
San Diego at Washington, 1 01 p.m.

San Francisco at Carolina, 1:01 p.m.

Seattle at New York Jets, 1:01p.m.

New York Giants at Arizona, 4:05 p.m.

Kansas City at Denver, 4: 1 5 p.m.

Miami at Oakland, 4: 15 p.m.

Baltimore at Tennessee, 4: 1 5 p.m.

Chicago at Minnesota, 8: 20 p.m.

Monday, Dec 7

Green Bay at Tampa Bay, 8:20 p.m.

Pro Football Picks

Detroit (plus 7) at Jacksonville

Thanks to a any coin toss, the Lions are

still in the NFC playoff picture. They have a

history of closing wHI.

Still, Jacksonville outdoors means....

JAGUARS, 28 20.

Seattle (plus 7) at New York Jets

The Seahawks are on the cusp of con-

tention in the AK wild-cafd race.

This game should knock them out

JETS, 27 10.

Green Bay (minus 5 1/2) at Tampa Bay

(Monday night)

Like the lions, the Bucs still have a shot

"Tnd Antonio Freeman won"! be there."*~

BIKS,24 23.

Miami (mmtR 2 1/2) at Oakland

DetraM 19, Pittsburgh 16, or

MiminoU46.DaNas36

KiMasCity)4,AniaM24

i21,SlLMisM)

21

Until last season, the DolpiwH were 0- 7 on

the road against die Raidm
The Raiders are 0^ 2 in their last two.

DOIPHMS.ISIO

MMo (nwws 4 1/2) at Cmannati

IkeHh aie angry at tlie letoras. They take

it out on dte guys mMi iinpes on thnr het

mets.

BILLS, 31 14.

Kansas City (plus 1 3 1 /2) at Denver

When was the last time there was this big

a spread on Chiefs- Broncos?

BRONCOS, 30-7.

New York Giants (plus 4 ]'2) at Arizona
—

In their last six games, the Cardinals have

'

given up an average of 32 poipts, including

34 in a loss to the offense less Giants.

CARDINALS, 34-32.

San Francisco (minus 10) at Carolina

Bryant Young's injury doesn t hurt the

Niners.yet.

49ERS30 10.

Dallas (minus 6 1/2) at New Orleans

Since starting 3-0, the Saints have found

their level.

COWBOYS 24-10.

Indianapolis (off) at Atlanta

The "off " IS for Chris Chandler s status.

It doesn't matter— Jamal Anderson can

control this game.

FALCONS, 24-16.

Chicago (plus 16) at Minnesota

A lot of points. Chicago tries hard every

week and Minnesota is missing Robert

Smith and Jake Reed. •

VIKINGS, 28- 17.

Baltimore (plus 6) at Tennessee

The Oilers have to win the rest to have a

chance.

OILERS, 27-20.

San Diego (plus 3) at Washington *

The Redskins have won three of five But

CHARGERS, 24-23.

St. Louis (plus 1) at Philadelphia /Thursday

night)

The only people who will watch this are the

ones who bet on it.

EAGLES, 5-3.

Last Week: 7-8 (spread), 9-6 (straight up).

Season: 91 88-4 (spread), 1 16-67 (straight

up).

National Hockov Ipaaue
At A Glance

EASmNCDNFERENa
AtlantK Division

W L T Pts GP 6A

NewJersey 14 7 1 29 58 49

Philadeiphia 11 7 4 26 62 48-

Pinsburgh 10 6 6 26 67 59

N.Y.Rangers 8 9 7 23 64 65

N.Y.Iitlilders 10 14 20 61 67

Ottawa

Buffalo

Boston

Montreal

Southeast Division

12 7 3 27 67 52

11 5 4 26 59 41

10 7 6 26 61 44

8 13 2 18 53 69

Carolina

Florida -

Washington

Tampa Bay

W t T Pts GF GA

12 10 3 27 66 58

8 10 5 21 55 62

7 12 3 17 49 66

6 15 2 14 49 87

WESTERN CONFERENCE

Central Division

Detroit

St. Louis

Nashville

Chicago

Northwest Division

W
13

9

9

7

L

9

6

13 1

14 3

Edmonton

Colorado

Calgary

Vancouver

Pacific Division

Phoenix

Dallas

Anaheim

LOs Angeles

San Jose

W
13

9

9

9

W
14

13

8

6

5

13 2

13 2

L

3

4

11

16 3

12 5

Pts GF GA

26 75 54

23 57 47

19 54 71

17 52 83

Pts GF GA

27 72 58

20 57 64-

20 67 71

20 67 72

Pts GF GA

30 56 30

56 39

55 61

52 72

49 59

29

21

15

15

Wednesday's games

Buffalo 2, Florida 1

Carolina 4, Montreal 1

NY. Rangers 3, NY. Islanders 2

Toronto 3, Los Angeles 1

Edmonton 4, Phoenix 3

Colorado 4, Detroit 2

Dallas 3, San Jose

Thursday's games

Ottawa 3, Los Angeles 1

Chicago 4, Anaheim 1

Calgary 4, Tampa Bay 1

Northeast Division

W L

14 9

T Pts (iF GA

2 30 77 «

FlUwISflllMS

NY Islanders at Washington, 7 pm.

Pittsburgh at Carolina, 7 p.m.

Philadelphia at Buffak), 7 30 p.m

Montreal it New Jersey, 730 p.m.

SLLouisatCoiorada9p.n.

iMipa Bay at Edmonton, 9 p.m

Oilis at Vancouver. 10 p.m

DeMk at San low. 10:30 pim

Pittsburgh at Boston, 7 p.m.

Toronto at Montreal, 7 pm.

New Jersey at NY. Islanders, 7 p.m.

NY Rangers at Ottawa, 7:30 p.m.

Washington at Philadelphia, 7:30 p.m.

Carolina at Florida, 7:30 pm.

Colorado al St. Louis, 8 p.m. •

Buffalo at Nashville, 8 p.m.

Phoenix at Calgary, 10 pm.

Detroit at Los Angeles, 1030 pm.

Sunday's games
Tampa Bay at Chicago, 8 p.m.

0alldsatEdmonton,8pm.

Phoenix at Vancouver, 10 pm.

Anaheim at San Jose, 10:30 pm.

Colleae Basketball

Major Scores

Thursday's college baskettiali

EAST

Bucknell71,St.Francis,Pa.57

Md.-Baltimore County 68, Mount St. Mary's,

Md.59

Penn 73, Lehigh 56

Pittsburgh 78, Prairie View 64

Rutgers 84, Columbia 49

SOUTH

Auburn 91, N.C.-Asheville 60

Clemson 82, E. Tennessee St. 54

Coastal Carolina 71, Newberry 57

Georgia Southern 72, Chattanooga 55

Jackson St 64, Southern Miss. 63

Maryland 92,Wake Forest 69

MurraySt90,MoreheadSt.59

Navy 51, Belmont 50

SE Missouri 74, Austin Peay 65

Tenn.-Martin 74, [Kentucky 63

Tennessee St.67,E. Illinois 59

W. Kentucky 5 1 , Middle Tennessee 45

MIDWEST

No nMjor team scores reported from the

MIDWEST.

SOUTHWEST

Texas A&M 73, Sam Houston St. 70 *

Texas Tech 9 1 , Southern Meth. 80

MR WEST

CalPolySL0117,FfesnoPaafic73

S.Utah65,YoungstownSt.53

SanDiego71,NAriBNM65

1 74. Idaho St. S3

Phoenn Classic

hnt Round

Cent. Connecticut St. 75, Fordham 69

Hartford 65, Yale 60

PowerBar Invitational

First Round

CoppinSt 66,GeorgiaSt.56

Transactions

Major League Baseball

FLORIDA MARLINS— Acquired C- IB

Guillermo Garcia from the Cincinnati Reds

for RHP Manuel Barrios.

National Football League

CINCINNATI BENGALS-SignedQB Eric

Kresser and S Kelvin Moore from the prac-

tice squad.

SAN fRANCISC049ERS—Signed DT

Brandon Noble to their practice squad.

National Hockey League

CAROLINA HURRICANES— Recalled D

Marek Malik from New Haven of the AHL.

NEW YORK RANGERS -Loaned RW Scon

Eraser to Hartford of the AHL.

PHOENIX COYOTES— Signed RW Steve

Leach and loaned him to Spnngfield of the

AHL.

SAN JOSE SHARKS— Loaned LW Brann

Myhres to Kentucky of the AHL.

All times In the sports box are EST

Trivia Questions

1 What do coaches John Wooden, Al

McGuire and Larry Brown have in com-

mon?

2.ln the 1987 Orange Bowi,lhe Miami

Hurncanes defeated the Oklahoma Sooners

for the national title What did the two

teams' head coaches have in common?

3. The Sutter family holds the record for

having the most active NHL players at one

time. How many of the Sutter brothers

were on an NHL roster in 1982, the peak

year for the family?

Answers

w»K Z96l^»^ Mipe n? itm uo^

pup ipi)) luajfi 'aueno •\LttQ ueuj :xis j

UOSU((0(
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I u)oq pue uosutfOf /Uiiuiif pue

japiS iuieg ajaM saipeo) QNu atji

;

tatpeoiaSai

-|0) se auie6 leuy MID w dN|W0iduieio
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NOW
From page 14

the Hurricanes this season.

On Sept. 26 Miami was touted as a

young and explosive team that would get

better as the season progressed. The
Hurricanes, before last week's collapse at

Syracuse in a disheartening 66-13 loss,

were in the top 25 and looked like the pos-

sible BCS representative for the Big East.

What looked like a possible upset only a

couple of weeks ago is now regarded as a

game that UCLA should easily win.

The Bruins have had an extra week to

rejuvenate themselves from the 34-17 win

against Southern Cal, therefore creating

expectations for a blow-out.

UCLA player and coaches, however,

are quick to emphasize that the

Hurricanes' performance against

Syracuse should be discarded.

"I think both teams have improved
since the third week of the season," UCLA
head coach Bob Toledo said. "I don't

know if anybody has any advantage more
than the other."

"They've definitely gotten better,"

UCLA senior offensive lineman Andy
Meyers said. "We watched their first

games, and you're looking at a team much
like us. They had flaws. Now you're look-

ing a much more solid defensive front, and

they have great, great athletes."

UCLA must remain focused on what it

has to do, or else a Miami team with noth-

ing to lose could surprise both the Bruins

and the nation.

The Hurricanes have something to

prove to themselves after the loss to

Syracuse. Since Saturday will be the last

home game for their seniors, the farewell

to the Orange Bowl only adds to the emo-
tional edge that the Hurricanes could

enjoy.

"Miami has the advantage," UCLA
senior flanker Danny Farmer said. "They

just came off a tough loss and they're

gonna want to beat one of the top teams in

the nation."

Of course, the Bruins do have the moti-

vational edge.

Win and they get to play for the nation-

al championship at the Fiesta Bowl. Lose

and oust Wisconsin at the Rose Bowl.

UCLA rescheduled the Miami game
with one thought in mind - they'd rather

not play Wisconsin in the Rose Bowl.

Instead, the Bruins would rather play

Tennessee or Kansas State in the Fiesta

Bowl.

M. HOOPS
From page 28

major test before conference season opens

in January.

The rest of December consists of con-

tp̂ t,^ ttgain^t an.average

well as mismatches against Cal State

Northridge, American and Loyola

Marymount.

"We need to iron out some deficiencies

but I have a great deal of confidence that

we will perform well against Oklahoma
State," Bruin head coach Steve Lavin said.

Classic are $15-$ 150. Both games are

included in the cost.

• • •

The second-annual John Wooden
Classic High School Invitational will be

held Friday at the Pond. A girl's basketball

game at 4:30 p.m. between Brea-Olinda

Avitt begin4)i€^€tass

will be followed by three boy's contests -

San Diego Rancho Buena Vista vs. Los

Alamitos at 6 p.m., Dominguez vs.

Houston (Tex.) Waltrip at 7:30 p.m., and

Mater Dei vs. Glendora at 9 p.m.

Tickets for these games run from $8 to

$25.

Ticket prices for the John Wooden Bruin wire services contributed to this story.

Team set to play up to potential
PREVIEW: Galvanized

by win streak, Bruins

prepare for challenge

ByA.CinQueCarter

Daily Bruin Staff

The No. 10 UCLA women's

basketball team has shown that it

can compete with the best of

them.

Conversely, the Bruins have

shown that the worst ofthem can

compete with UCLA.
An encouraging sign for

coach Kathy Olivier's squad,

however, is the four-game

win streak the Bruins are tot-

ing. The run of wins has

included two straight .victo-

ries over ranked opponents.

"We should have been

playing like this all along,"

junior center Janae

Hubbard said. "We can't

play down to the level of

teams. We have to challenge

ourselves every night and

produce."

It seems that UCLA has final-

ly realized what it needs to do to

be successful. And if things go as

planned, the team will be sharing

that understanding with former

real Denise Curry tomoi.

rebounds per game, Andrea
Thieme (17.5 ppg) and Nieshia

Qeveland(14.3ppg).

Curry, in her second year

coaching at Fullerton (1-2), was

a three-time All-American at

UCLA from 1979-81 who set a

collegiate record by scoring in

double figures in each of the 130

games she played for the Bruins.

Additionally, she still ranks

No. I in career scoring and
rebounding.

Her achievements will matter

little against this Bruin squad

determined to turn the tide on

early-season misfortunes.

Junior Takiyah Jackson and

WOMEN'SjK»«TBALL
IIMM II MM

Satimfiy

PaukyPaviTtoii

DctA t«s<ssjs

CAL STATE FULLE

NINA SACKS/Dally Bruin Senior SufT

freshman Natalie Nakase have

been lost for the season due to

knee injuries. Season-opening

losses to then-No. 17 andthen-

No.4 UConn also toyed with

UCLA's confidence .

row at 4 p.m. in Pauley Pavilion.

Curry will be returning to her

old stomping grounds as the

head coach of the invading Cal

State Fullerton Titans.

The Titans are powered by

center Erin Whiteside, who aver-

ages 15.3 points and 11.0

Switch reels.

The Bruins are functioning as

a cohesive unit despite their

perimeter defense, which still

leaves something to be desired.

Point guard Erica Gomez,
averaging 8.7 assists per game
and has recorded at least seven

assists in each contest and has

dished out 10 assists in three of

her last four games and is

UCLA's top free throw shooter

at 88.2 percent (15-17).

Joining Gomez in the back-

court is junior shooting guard

Melanie Pearson.

Pearson has started all six

games for the Bruins and is the

Bruins' leading three-point

threat with at least three

attempts per game. Pearson is

also the leading-returning three-

point shooter in the Pac-10.

Marie Philman, junior small

forward, has set or tied career

highs in points in three of

UCLA's six games. Philman

is averaging 11.8 points and

6.2 rebounds, both good for

third on the team.

The Bruins' all-everything

frontcourt tandem of junior

Maylana Martin (19.0 ppg
and 13.2 rpg) and Hubbard

(15.7 ppg and 6.8 rpg) hope to

continue their outstanding

performances.

"They (Martin and

Hubbard) are just playing so

awesome right now," Olivier

said.

As Olivier states constantly,

every night someone else can

step up for the Bruins. And it

dots not hav to be the aoiii^pcf-

son or people over and over

again.

"We're really on track right

now," Olivier said. "We just have

to maintain consistency."

And if the Bruins do main-

tain, they should no doubt

become "the best of them."

Cantaloupes

3 lbs. for

39C/lb cut whole

FUJI APPLES

Reg. 99C/lb.

Coke, Diet Coke & Spritem sn\ yn ^^—^ ^^_^

2 liter bottles No Limit

Sparkletts
M • MOUNTAIN SPRING WATER

• CRYSTAL FRESH DRINKING WATER

1 Gallon 59

Miller Genuine Draft

Sam Adams
Boston Lager

$1099

12 pk - 12 oz. Bottles Reg. $12.99

COOKIES

CHOCOUTE
CHIP/PECAN

12 oz.

*«%9^ ^Tes

18 oz. limit 4 reg. $2.99

ISpk 12 oz. bottles R«g. $11.99

Budweiser & Bud LIglit

18pki2 oz. cans Reg. $11.99

Star Kist
Cliunl< Liglit Tuna

59
6oz. UmitlO

• CHsp Hard CIdar
• Appla Cranberry Cidar

6 pk - 12 OZ. bottiM Rag. $6.99

VISA Open 'til Midnight at 1057 Gayley Ave. 209-1 111
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SPORTS
They're going to Miami ...

On Saturday the No. 3 UCLA Bruins tackle

the Miami Hurricanes. The game will be

telecast live from the Orange Bowl at

11 a.m. on ESPN.

VIEWPOINT

Bring your own opinions to

this party. See page 19

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

A Tribe Called Quest makes the last stop on

their final tour. See page 24

INSIDE TODAY

Affirmative action, page 3

Worid & Nation, page 5

Sound Bites, page 26

FEATURE: Fighting back

after two missed plays,

Poli-Dixon back on top

By Rodiy Salmon . .

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The words were whispered

throughout the Rose Bowl on Oct.

17 as the Bruins squeaked out a vic-

tory over Oregon in overtime:

"Butterfingers."

"Butterfingers," fans in atten-

dance and the media would contin-

ue to whisper.

After grabbing two catches for 62

yards in that game, split-end Brian

Poli-Dixon had another two that he

shou ld have caught thai overahagF

owed his two grabs.

Two slants. Two dropped balls.

The most crucial drop came near

the end of the game, as Poli-Dixon

dropped a slant pass that would

have continued a UCLA drive and

kept the ball out of Oregon's hands.

A routine catch became a catch

that could forever challenge Poli-

Dixon's psyche.

It did not.

After the second drop, the receiv-

er went to the sideline quickly and

slammed his hands together in

anger.

"I had to get off the field because

I was disgusted with myself. You
can't afford to do that, especially in

a game like this."

But that was not the end of it.

After the UCLA win, a reporter

approached Poli-Dixon and asked

about his one crucial drop.

Instead of defending himself and

fighting back like some players

would do, the sophomore lived up

sometimes don't read the coverages

like they should," McNown said.

"During the game, whenever they

show a blitz package it's the

receivers' job to run the route

accordingly. But all that is learned

through experience."

And experience is what Poli-

Dixon is getting.

At the start of the year, the

Bruins had what seemed like an

unstoppable wide receiving corps,

as the receivers flew all over Texas.

Poli-Dixon snagged two touch-

downs in the game.

It appeared that the terrifying

trio of Freddie Mitchell, Poli-Dixon

and Danny Farmer were the perfect

answer to the loss of big-play guy

Jim McElroy.

Then Houston h i t the rudur

LEAH SWALLEY

Brian Poli-Dixon has made up for a few dropped passes this

season by coming up with big plays when needed.

to his drops.

"That wasn't one. It was two.

Make sure you get that right. I

dropped two easy passes."

But that was just the beginning.

Before Toledo's weekly press

conference, Cade McNown talked

about the inexperience of his

receivers.

"They are a young bunch, and

screen.

On a kick-off return, Freddie

Mitchell was tackled and his leg fell

in an awkward position. The news

came that Mitchell had broken his

femur and would be out for the

year.

WhatTrrade it harder for Poli-

Dixon was the fact that they are

friends.

"When a play like that happens

to you, you stop thinking you are a

superstar," said Poli-Dixon. "It

makes you think about each play,

and you want to do the best you can

on each play."

With Mitchell down, the weight

of playing receiver fell upon Farmer

and Poli-Dixon. Farmer, with more

time in the offensive system, never

lost a beat. But Poli-Dixon seemed

to struggle as he learned the timing

offense.

"With the offense and having

SeePOU-INXON,page26

Young Bruins

need to play

with heart in

NCAA contest

PREVIEW: UCLA will rely

oa All-Pac-10 selections

to succeed in tournament

By Kimberly Edds

Daily Bruin Contributor

Youth plus determination equals

victory.

That has been the equation that

has helped push UCLA women's
volleyball into the NCAA tourna-

ment this year. The team hopes it will

be the trick that will push them

through the tournament, too.

The Bruins face the University of

Virginia in the firs t round of the

DAILY BRUIN
80th year Circulation 20,000 Monday, December 7, 1998 www.dailybruin.uda.edu

URL renamed for former chancellor Young

NCAA Division I tournament

Friday at UC Santa Barbara at 6

p.m.

UCLA finished the regular sea-

son ranked No. 15 with a 15-11 over-

all record.

WOMEN^S VOLLEYBALL
Sat.OecS, Apjm,

Sun/Dec 6, 4pm.

NCAA 1ST round

(i^UC Santa Barbara

Both ntttdws broadcast

liveon KIEV 870AM
Virginia Cavaliers ^

BOOKS: UCLA Medal

recipient honored for

expansion of library

By Hemesh Patel

Daily Bruin Contributor

Confusion concerning the

name of the research library was

resolved Sunday when the

University Research Library

(URL) was redesignated as the

Charles E. Young Research

Library (YRL) in honor of the

former chancel-

lor

the Richard C. Rudolph East

Asian Library and the Henry J.

Bruman Maps and Government

Information Library.

"The research library is a cen-

tral and critical factor on cam-

pus," Werner said.

"(Young) was always support-

ive of the library - and the URL
never had a name." she said.

The number of volumes in the

library during Young's tenure,

grew from 2 million in 1969 to 7

million in 1997.

In 1968 Young, at age 36,

became the youngest chancellor

in the history of

the University

UCLA to wrangle with Cowboys at Wooden Qassic
PREVIEW: Bruins charged

for Oklahoma State game

after tough losses, big win

By Brent Boyd
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Two teams riding opposite waves

of momentum will roll into one

another this weekend when UCLA
meets Oklahoma State in the second

game of the John Wooden Classic.

MEN'S BA
UCLA (2-2)

UtiA

VI.

Oklahoma State

%.
# Arrowhead Pond

ofAnaheim

NINA SACKS/LU<I> bioin Senior SUff

Playing m the fifth annual

Wooden Classic, the Brums wjll meet

the llth-ranked Cowboys at 4:30

p.m Saturday at the Arrowhead
Pond of Anaheim The game will be

preceded by a 2 p.m contest

between Pepperdine and sixth-

ranked Kansas.

Coming off two consecutive

strong performances - a narrow loss

to Kentucky and a blowout of

Delaware State - the 19th-raBked

Bruins (3-2) are anxious to test them-

selves against a national power for

the first time with their full squad.

Although he won't start, guard

Baron Davis will make his second

appearance of the season. He scored

nine points and had four assists in 16

minutes Wednesday night against

the Hornets.

"He gives me and the rest of the

guys a lot of confidence in oyr

game," sophomore guard Rico

Hincs said. "We are going to bring a

lot of confidence from (the win over

Delaware State) into the Wooden
Classic."

Confidence, however, is one thing

that the Cowboys (4-1 ) are lacking.

In what was supposed to be a

tune-up for the UCLA game, OSU
fell to undermanned Florida Atlantic

Tuesday. 83-81 It was the first time

since 1987 that Oklahoma State has

lost a non-conference home game - a

streak that extended 80 games

And though manv wonder if the

^ .t Ni vit vl LlANKyUaily Bfmn SeoKx Staff

Baron Davb looks to continue

his comet>ack this Saturday.

Cowboys can recover from this loss

by Saturday, Oklahoma State head

coach Eddie Sutton has a much
longer recovery peruxi in mind

"I told the squad they'll just have-

to live with this the rest of their

lives," Sutton said "Maybe it'll open

their eyes and they'll gam something

from It. but right now it's pretty

painful."

In any case, the Cowboys will

bring some talented players to

Anaheim,

Guard Adrian Peterson - the sole

senior in the starting lineup - leads

OSU with 18.6 points per game and

6.0 rebounds. He has also connected

on 13-of-27 three-point attempts,

over half of the team's total.

Peterson will be accompanied by

four junior starters including for-

ward Desmond Mason, who has

averaged 15.6 points per game and a

team-high eight rebounds.

While the Cowboys may have

experience on their side, UCLA has

history in its corner.

Three times the Bruins have par-

ticipated in the Classic, and all three

years they have been victorious -

1994 over Kentucky, 1995 over

Maryland, and last season over New
Mexico.

After losing to nationally-ranked

Maryland and Kentucky in Puerto

Rico over Thanksgiving break, the

Brums would relish ending their win-

less streak against ranked teams

This will also be UCLA's last

See M. NOOfS, paqe 27
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After a shaky start in which they

lost their first six games, the Bruins

made up for it by finishing the year

winning 12 of their last 14 games.

Virginia finished the year 26-7,

also winning 12 of their last 14

games. The Cavaliers are one of 10

teams which is making their first

NCAA tournament appearance, due

in part to the expansion of the tour-

nament bracket from 56 to 64 teams

this year.

"It will be fun to see a new team in

Virginia," UCLA head coach Andy
Banachowski said. "That's what this

tournament is about - getting match-

ups from across the country."

If UCLA wants to add another

banner to Pauley, the team is going to

have to dig deep and play just like it

has been playing: with heart and

determination.

And if nothing else, they will be

able to lean on their All-Pac-IO selec-

tions in freshmen outside hitters

Kristee Porter and Ashley Bowles,

and sophomore middle blocker

Elisabeth Bachman. Porter was also

named Pac-IO Freshman of the Year.

The young UCLA team is strong

all around, but the Virginia Cavaliers

will- provide some stiff competition

for the Bruins.

Junior middle hitter Jessica

Parsons leads the Cavaliers in kills

with 483 and an attacking percent-

age of .331. UCLA will have to be

tough on defense in order to deal

with Parsons and outside hitter

Andrea Fisher, second on the team

with 370 kills.

UC Santa Barbara will face Santa

Clara at UCSB on Saturday, with the

winner of that match lacing the win-

ner of the UCLA Virginia game on

Sunday at 4 p.m in the second round

ol the tournament

The facility
-

the largest of

UCLA's cam-

pu.s-widc system

of 14 libraries
-

opened in 1964.

With ^'^)llng^

support. an

extension to the

library was

opened in 1971.

"During Young".s term, the

research library grew to rank .sec-

ond after Harvard in North

America." said Gloria Werner,

univefsity librarian.

While the vast collections of

the YRL serve the needs of facul-

ty, undergraduates and graduate

students, the building also houses

"(Young) was

always supportive

of California.

During his

term. UCLA

of the (URL) library, development or

ARPANET in

Gloria Werner

University librarian

1969. This sys-

ten> then

CNolved into the

Internet. The

first computer

system that produced book labels

and lists of serial numbers was

also installed in the research

library during that same year.

Young retired in 1997. after 29

years as UCLA's highest admin-

istrator, establishing himself as

SeeUBRARY^pagelO

CHARLES KUO/Daily Brum

Chancellor Carnesale awards the UCLA Medal to former chancellor Charles Young on Sunday.The University

Research Library was also renamed after Young at the ceremony.

Federal grant awards deaease
STUDY: Increased fees

leave many students

without adequate aid

By Unh Tat

Daily Bruin Contributor

As the cost of higher education

continues to rise, the amount of

federal grant money offered to

individual students is falling,

making it more difficult for low-

income students to finance their

educations.

A study released Nov. 17 by

the Education Resources

Institute and the Institute for

Higher Education Policy

revealed that despite increased

funding, federal grants are cover-

ing a lower percentage of college

tuition today, as compared to the

past. Pell grants, the main federal

aid for low-income students, now
cover approximately half of what

they did 20 years ago.

"Our concern is that even with

some modest increase in Pell

grant funding, we're risking

access to higher education for the

lowest-income students," ^aid

Jamie Merisotis. president of the

institute for Higher Education

Policy.

As a result. Merisotis said that

SMflUUfTS,pafe16

PELL GRANT PERCENTAGES
Since 1975, the percentage of undergraduates in the United States receiving Wl Grants

has gone up, while the average amount awarded to each individuai has gone down.
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State legislative leaders

back union organizers
SUPPORT: Strike could

last until end of quarter

unless TAs granted rights

By Michael Weiner

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

As academic student employees

continue to strike, union organizers

received some powerful support

Wednesday when state legislative

leaders sent letters in their support to

UC President Richard Atkinson.

Assembly speaker Antonio

Villaraigosa, D-Los Angeles, and

Senate President Pro Tem John

Burton, D-San Francisco, sent a

joint letter to Atkinson which urged

him to recognize the graduate stu-

dent unions.

In their letter, Villaraigosa and

Burton said California's Higher

Education Employer-Employee

Relations Act (HEERA) requires

the university to recognize the

unions.

"Maintaining and advancing the

quality of higher education is too

high a pnonty for the citizens of

California to subject it to unneces-

sary conflict and disruption," the

legislators said in their letter.

Teaching assistants, readers and

tutors on eight UC campuses went

on strike Dec I, seeking recognition

from the university. Administrators

say academic student employees are

students first, and therefore not eligi-

ble for recognition.

Union organizers said the strike

will last to the end of fall quarter if

they are not granted collective bar-

gaining rights.

"Until we hear from the adminis-

tration, we will remain on strike,"

said Connie Razza, an organizer for

the Student Association ofGraduate

Employees/United Auto Workers

(SAGE), the union representing aca-

demic student employees at UCLA.
U.S. Rep. Howard Berman, D-

Los Angeles, sent a letter of support

for the unions to Atkinson. Berman

wrote HEERA while he was a mem-

ber of the state legislature.

"To suggest that further litigation

or legislative amendments are neces-

sary ignores our intent in drafting

the student employee provisions of

HEERA." Berman said in his letter.

Se« STRIKE, p«9e 8

New Proposition 209 ruling: A judge has ruled that

Proposition 209 may not affect certain affirmative action

programs. For extended coverage, see page 3
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COMMUNITY BRIEFS

Westwood Village

expands holiday lights

Westwood Village's holiday lights have gone

up, and they're bigger and more numerous than

before. Six 70-foot archways of lighted decora-

tions have been strung along three blocks of

Wilshire Boulevard, between Veteran and

Malcolm avenues as a holiday gateway to the

Village.

In addition, there are white twinkle lights

placed in trees along the center divider of

Westwood Blvd, and in the palm trees on the

Kinross and Westwcxxi pedestrian plazas.

Holiday banners have been installed on about

130 light poles throughout Westwood Village,

including the Westwood Boulevard median and

the 28 historic lamp posts on Broxton Avenue.

"This will be a pivotal year for us in develop-

ing our long-term holiday decoration program,"

said Kam Hekmat, chairman of the Westwood

Village Community Alliance. "Providing a love-

ly and colorful atmosphere ... is part of the

rebuilding of Westwood Village."

Glendon Manor

declared historical

A 42-unit apartment building on Glendon

Avenue has been declared eligible for listing

on the California Register of Historical

Resources. The building, which is owned by

developer Ira Smedra, was slated for destruction

to make way for the developer's much opposed

Village Center Westwood project.

The building was nominated by Save

Westwood Village, which has been a longtime

opponent of Smedra's project. The group was

supported by various other local groups, includ-

ing the Westwood Homeowners Association

and Friends of Westwood, as well as local state

Senator Tom Hayden.

"We looked at the building and the history of

the building and felt it was a defmite candidate

for historic preservation," said Sandy Brown,

Hayden's deputy chief of staff.

The four-story building was built in 1929,

making it one of only 12 remaining original

buildings in the Village.

Because of the building's new

status, Smedra's plans to demolish

it must now be put on hold for sever-

al months because of the paperwork

involved in demolishing a historically designated

building.

Climate changes could

cause more wildfires

Against the backdrop of concerns raised in

the aftermath of this year's El Nino weather

anomaly, researchers with the U.S. Department

of Energy's Lawrence Berkeley National

Laboratory (Berkeley Lab) have released the

first-ever analysis of the potential effect of global

climate change on wildfires in California.

"In most cases, climate change would lead to

dramatic increases in both the annual area

burned by California wildfires and the number

of potentially catastrophic fires - doubling these

losses in some regions," the researchers con-

clude. "These changes would occur despite

enhanced deployment of fire suppression

resources, implying that climactic change could

precipitate an increase in both fire suppression

costs and economic losses due to wildfires."

Commenting on the study, U.S. Energy

Secretary Bill Richardson said, "This study is

indicative of the mounting evidence that the

potential effects of climate change can be wide-

ranging and very costly."

Other parts of the country may as vulnerable

as California, according to Margaret Torn of

Berkeley Lab's Earth Sciences Division, one of

the three scientists who conducted the study.

"Our analysis shows how big an impact climate

change can have, and suggests that future cli-

mactic conditions in other parts of the United

States warrant concern and study," she said.

The other scientists who conducted this study

were Evan Mills, with Berkeley Lab's

Environmental Energy Technologies Division,

and Jeremy Fried, an associate professor of

forestry at Michigan State University. The study

was sponsored by the U.S. Environmental

Protection Agency.

Compiled from Daily Bruin staff and wire reports

WHAT'S BREWIN'

Today Noon
Center for Study of Religion at

UCLA
Lecture

Von Grunebaum Library

Bunche 10383

Ackerman 2421 • 730-9194

7 p.m.
Catholic Students Association

Group Study

Ackerman 3508

Un iversity Caiholic Cefitir

Catholic Mass (12: 10)

Kerckhoff Hall 400

10 p.m.

3 p.m.
Eastern Philosophy Club

Lecture

Ackerman 2421 -730-9194

5 p.m.
Catholic Students Association

General Meeting

Ackerman 3508

7 p.m.

GALA
Women's Discussion Group

KerckholT400- 825-8053

GALA
Men's Discussion Group

Kerckhoff 133 -825-8053

Inter Christian Council

Meeting

515LandfairAve. - 443-1434

Wednesday Noon
University Catholic Center

Catholic Mass (12: 10)

Kerckhoff 400

Ballroom Dance Club '

'
'

Swing Dance Lessons

Young Grand Salon • 284-3636

9 p.m.

International Folk Dance Club

Learn Famous Partner Dances

Young Grand Salon • 284-3636

Tuesday Noon
Slavic Department

Russian Table

Lu Vallc Commons • 825- 2676

3 p.m.

Eastern Philosophy Club

Lecture

4 p.m.

UCLA Library

Communications

"Music in Powell"

Located in the Rotunda of

Powell Library - 825-0746

6 p.m.

Dcpt. of Psychiatry and

Biobehavioraf Sciences

Readiness Group- Every

Wednesday

On-going group for individuals

questioning their

alcohol or drug use • 206-1148

8 p.m.

Awaken A Capelia

Winter Concert

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

Golden Key National Honor

Society

Golden Key's Traditional Study

Break Free cookies and coffee

Will meet in front of Powell

Library

What's Brewin'can be reached via e-mail

at whatsbrewin@media.ucla.edu
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State laws requiring

hiring of minorities,

women uplield
COURT: Prop. 209 limited by

ruling but remains in effect;

two quota laws eliminated

By Barbara Ortutay

Daily Bruin Staff

In a decision that could alter the status

ol' affirmative action in California, a

Sacramento judge, upheld three state

laws on Monday that require state agen-

cies to recruit women and racial minori-

ties.

Since Proposition 209 banned the con-

sideration of race and gender in hiring

and in college admissions when voters

approved it in 1996. many California

affirmative action programs have

become illegal.

Spearheaded by Ciov. Pete Wilson, the

proposition also resulted in a drop in

minority admissions to UC campuses

across the slate this fall.

In his ruling, Superior Court Judge*

Lloyd Connelly disagreed with Wilson's

stance Ihiit all nffirmntivf Actum pr(V

DFRRICK KUDO/Ddily Biuin Senioi Start

Laura Moller, a fourth-year psychology student, holds a picture frame with labels on It during an

affirmative action protest in October.

grams violate Proposition 209.

"{Proposition 209) does not prohibit

the use of race and gender without dis-

crimination or prefcrenluil effect for the

purpose of equalizing employment, edu-

cation and contracting opportunities."

Connelly said.

The ruling could have implications for

the University of California if the IJC

Board of Regents were to repeal its ban

on alTirmative action, becau.se it imposes

limitations on Proposition 209.

One of the laws upheld by the decision

requires community college districts to

recruit and hire people who are under-

represented, including women, the dis-

abled and minorities.

"It sounds like the courts are finally

realizing how unjust and immoral

Proposition 209 is," said Undergraduate

Students Association Council General

Representative Mike de la Rocha.

He added that despite the ruling, as

long as Proposition 209 is in effect, stu-

dents are going to continue to mobilize to

defeat this "unjust and discriminatory"

law.

Connelly said that the district has the

authority and the duty to assess discrimi-

nation in its employment practices, and if

so, to "take narrowly drawn race and

gender-conscious measures to eradicate

such discriminatory practices."

Some proponents of affirmative

action see the ruling as a way to get

around 209.

"(It's) a complete victory for the .state

in assuring that Proposition 209 is not

interpreted to eliminate equal opportuni-

ty.' said Jeffrey Bleich. a civil rights

attorney who represented organizations

seeking to uphold the laws.

llic ruling, however, does not elimi-

nate Proposition 209 - it simply gives a

looser interpretation of the law.

Despite uphoidrng three afiirmative

action laws, Connelly did strike down

two others that required race and gender

quotas for state contracting policy.

One of these policies required at least

15 percent of all state contracts to go to

minority-owned enterprises. 5 percent to

womanH)wned ones, and 3 percent to dis^,

abled veterans.

ITie policies that were upheld did not

have specific minority or gender quotas.

Instead, most were aimed at correcting

discrepancies in representation and hir-

ing of women and minorities, not granti-

ng preferences, according to Connelly.

With Bruin wire reports

AFFIRMATIVE AaiON THROUGHOUT HISTORY

This ruling is the latest jn a series of affirmative action

decisions and legislation.

Ruling may lessen Prop. 209's effects
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Hopwood v. Texas thrown out

Prop 209 passed

{
9th Circuit Decision on ACLU

and coalitions appeal

SupremcCourt Decision on ACLU
and coalitions ai

By Christopher Kiyoshi Tomono
Daily Bruin Contributor

In what continues to be a heated

debate over affirmative action, Judge

Lloyd Connelly, Jr. of the Sacramento

Superior CA^urt* upheld three laws per-

taining to race and gender considera-

tions last Monday.

The ruling, which deals primarily

with hiring and contracting practices

in California, also threw out two laws

advcKating quota systems.

According to attorneys involved

with the case, this ruling will determine

how some aspects of Proposition 209

are interpreted.

The decision itselfcomes down after

a nearly one-year hiatus during which

very little litigation was decided con-

cerning Proposition 209.

The U.S. Supreme Court made one

of the last decisions regarding

Proposition 209 in September of 1997.

A petition was filed by the Coalition

for Economic Equity, asking the courts

.to stop the enforcement of Proposition

209. When this petition was denied by

U.S. Court of Appeals of the 9th

Circuit, the coalition went to the U.S.

Supreme Court, who opted not to hear

the case.

The American Civil Liberties

Union (ACLU), a member of the coali-

tion that filed the 1997 petition, was

also a principal party in the recent rul-

ing.

"When you write a vague proposi-

tion like 209, you're going to have a

large amount of litigation," said David

P. Tokaji, lawyer for the ACLU of

Southern California. "The process of

interpreting 209 is far from clear in

application, and will be an ongoing

one."

Monday's ruling may also have

implications in the University of

California system.

SP-1 and SP-2, two decisions voted

in by UC Board of Regents in July

1995, currently govern the UC sys-

tem's policy on affirmative action. As a

result of this ruling, the board's policies

are no longer superseded by the propo-

sition, and may be revisited in upcom-

ing regent meetings.

As it currently stands^ SP-1 pro-

hibits the use of race as a discriminat-

ing factor in admissions and financial

aid, but mandates little in terms of

looking at socioeconomic background.

The recent ruling may conflict with

SP-1 policy in allowing the UC system

to both set goals and timelines for the

integration of certain races and gen-

ders through admissions.

"This ruling should give the regents

the confidence to liberalize their afTir-

mative action program." said Jeffrey

Bleich, a civil rights attorney who rep-

resented the AC^LU and the coalition

in upholding the three statutes.

"This decision says *Ycs. you can

consider race, and that is not in any

way preferential.' " Bkich said.

n^ rAM«)/A

V A student protests affirmative action's elimination in higher education. s«« 10
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Retention committee meets with UC Students WORLD & NATION Dow Jones Industrials

up: 136.46

close: 9,016.14

ACADEMICS: On-campus group

aids at-risk minorities, attempts

to decrease college dropout rate

By Natasha Bchbahany
Daily Bruin Contributor

Students from UC Irvine and UC Davis came to

UCLA Friday to discuss how to keep students

from dropping out.

UCLA's Campus Retention Committee (CRC)

demonstrated to the visitors how UCLA students

have developed the only student-run program in

the nation that focuses on bringing together out-

reach and retention programs.

By working with the administration and other

campus groups, the CRC has helped to create pro-

grams for students who need guidance through the

personal and academic trials of college.

"We don't talk about our drop-out rates,

because sometimes it's embarrassing," said

Mandla Kayise, vice-president of the Black Alumni

Association and former advisor to the CRC.

Although Kayise said the CRC wants to broad-

en the scope of who it helps, statistically Chicanos,

African Americans and American Indians are at

the greatest risk of not finishing college.

This is where groups that work under the CRC
play a vital role. For example, the Community

Programs Office (CPO), has created over 30 pro-

jects that integrate community service and educa-

tion.

Gabino Arredondo, a fourth-year Chicano stud-

i<8 and educat ion student , helps h igh schoo l %\ i \-

range ofexperiences a student had in high school,"

he said. "Cultural dynamics play an important role

in a student's success."

Students at other UCs were concerned with the

direct effects the proposition will have on the future

of their campus.

Kevjn Nadad, a third-year psychology and polit-

ical science student at UCI, came to the conference

to show UCI's chancellor that students are making

progress towards initiating programs aimed at out-

reach and retention.

"We are trying to focus on steps to ensure the

diversity of the campus," Nadad said.

Nadad also blamed a lack of funds for the non-

existent outreach and retention programs at UCI.

The chancellor, however, has agreed to provide

financial support if he sees the students are serious

about creating new programs, Nadad said.

Funding has also been a problem for various

outreach programs at UCLA.
"The administration has not been as supportive

in providing us with space," said Natalie Stites,

chairwoman of the CRC and president of the

American Indian Student Association. The event

included a tour of the CRC and SRC offices to

show visitors what Stites described as "tight

spaces."

The main focus of the conference was to gather

students who wanted to make changes on their

campuses.

"We're interested in those who are actually

doing something and not just talking," said student

Regent Max Espinoza, a fifth-year Chicano studies

and political science student.

Espinoza, as former CRC chair, understands

the need to help students in danger of dropping

dents in the surrounding area learn about the

admissions process and financial aid.

The* ultimate goal is to help these students

become UC-cligible, Arredondo said.

"After the passing of Proposition 209, there is so

much need in all our communities," he said.

According to Kayise, the passage of Prop. 209

was both devastating and beneficial to the CRC.

"The admission process is grossly focused on

academics, with little regard to culture and the

out.

"It's no good to have students and then not be

able to retain them," he said.

Specifically, the CRC has influenced policies

regarding the dismissal of students or those on aca-

demic probation. Counseling services are available

to help students who are in need gain readmission

or get off academic probation.

"We're here for one reason: to graduate more

students," Arredondo said.

NATIONWIDE RETENTION RATES
These percentages indicate the number of students aWc to graduate in four years wjth a Iwchdor's degree.

The study irKJuded studenu from 365 institutions nation wide who entered as freshmen hi the fall of 1985 and

were given ten years to attain their degrees.
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Milosevic to purge military. • If lice
YUGOSLAVIA: President

to limit activities that

support independence

By Dusan Stojanovic

The Associated Press

BELGRADE. Yugoslavia -
Washington may claim the vio-

lence-plagued rule of Slobodan

Milosevic is weakening, but the

Yugoslav president's supporters

and even some critics at home

say he is as strong as ever.

Ignoring U.S. pressure on his

government, he is purging the

police and military in apparent

preparation for another major

crackdown: this time on pro-

independence elements in

Montenegro, the small republic

that, with Serbia, forms present-

day Yugoslavia.

The purge prompted State

Department spokesman James P.

Rubin to declare last Monday

that "President Milosevic's grip

tration has worked closely with

him since 1995 trying to ensure a

lasting peace in another former

Yugoslav republic, Bosnia.

Rubin's remarks led to news

media speculation that

Washington has concluded that

there cannot be a secure peace

with Milosevic in power and is

encouraging his removal.

Yet many of Milosevic's

domestic allies and opponents

alike agree that his rule is as

strong as ever, and that the recent

sacking of army chief Gen.

Momcilo Perisic and secret

police head Jovica Stanisic her-

ald more trouble for the Balkans.

Both were replaced by officers

loyal to Milosevic's neo-commu-

nist wife, Mirjana Markovic, Her

hard-line loyalists have recently

assumed most top posts in

Yugoslavia, further strengthen-

ing Milosevic.

Perisic and Stanisic had pub-

licly opposed any crackdown on

Montenegro, which many people

fear would bring hlnndshed simi-

on power is weakening."

Rubin accused Milosevic o(

being "at the center of every cri-

sis" during and since the breakup

of the old Yugoslav federation.

"He is not simply part of the

problem; Milosevic is the prob-

lem," the spokesman added.

Washington has always

blamed Milosevic for the ethnic

conflicts in the Balkans, and it

has imposed diplomatic and eco-

nomic sanctions on his govern-

ment. But the Clinton adminis-

lar to past violence in Bosnia,

Croatia and Slovenia.

"Their sacking will have nega-

tive consequences for

Montenegro," said Serbia's

opposition leader, Vesna Pesic.

Milosevic also has moved

against independent news media
- the only real source of informa-

tion for most Yugoslavs - by

introducing harsh press laws and

banning and closing newspapers

See MILOSEVIC page 14

The Associated Press

Serbia's President Slobodan Milosevic and his wife Mirjana

Markovic arrive at the polling station in 1996 in Belgrade.

Government, utilities in war over nuclear waste
POWER: Dispute concerns

reactor material disposal

in New England industry

By H. Josef Hebert

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Every day,

more than six tons of dangerous

nuclear waste pile up at power plants

around the country - more than 2,000

tons a year. The spent reactor fuel,

highly radioactive for the next 10,000

years, has long been the nuclear

industry's most vexing problem.

And as it inexorably accumulates,

a major dispute has developed over

whether the government should

remove close to 40,000 tons of used

nuclear fuel from 72 power stations

and keep it at a central location.

Utilities say the government

should haul away the deadly garbage

and are seeking billions of dollars in

damages because of federal inaction.

Now a federal judge has said that

in three breach-of-contract cases

involving three closed New England

reactors, the government is liable for

monetary damages for failing to dis-

pose of the reactor waste.

"The government made commit-

ments with these utilities, entered into

contracts to take the waste and

accepted their money. Now the gov-

ernment has welched on the commit-

ment," says Jerry Stouck, the attor-

ney representing the three New
England plant operators.

Stouck's clients are asking for

$268 million in damages, although

the courts must still determine how

much the government will pay.

Operators of seven other reactors are

asking for more than $4 billion in

damages, and dozens ofother utilities

are wailing to file court claims.

The Nuclear Energy Institute, an

industry trade group, claims that if

the lawsuits succeed, the government

could be liable for as much as $56 bil-

lion. Energy Department officials

scoff at the figure but acknowledge

millions could be at stake.

"This is more than simply a

promise. This is a binding legal con-

tract," says Robert Bishop, general

counsel for the Nuclear Energy

Institute. Electricity users so far have

contributed nearly $15 billion in fees

See NUCLEAR, page 12

WORLD & NATION BRIEFS

Congo cease-fire to be

signed later this month
UNITED NATIONS - The countries at

war in the Congo are expected to sign a for-

mal cease-fire at a summit in Zambia on Dec.

14-15 and the Congo rebels have indicated

they want to be a part of it, a senior U.N.

official said.

A cease-fire agreement hopefully will be

followed by deployment of an African or

U.N. peacekeeping force in the Congo with

at least 15,000 personnel,- the official said

Friday, speaking on condition of anonymity.

-^In Parts last week, leaders of Rwanda.

Uganda, Zimbabwe and Congo made a com-

mitment to end the war, to strive for an

immediate cessation of hostilities, and to

sign a cease-fire agreement

U.N. Secretary-General Kofi Annan, who

attended the Paris summit, has been working

lor months to try to avert an all-out war in

the Congo, which could lead to a regional

conflagration.

The U.N. official said some of

the Paris commitments already

were starting to be implemented.

Congo rebels, who didn't participate

in the Paris talks and initially reacted nega-

tively to the outcome, traveled to Uganda

three days ago.

They are now talking to President Yoweri

Museveni "about how they could be brought

aboard for the cease-fire," according to the

official.

Guerillas give up, war

ends in Cambodia
PHNOM PHENH. CAMBODIA The

last active Khmer Rouge guerrillas have sur-

rendered to the government, ending a 30-

year civil war and the fanatical pursuit of a

communist Utopia that resulted in the deaths

of nearly 2 million people
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Netanyahu

refuses to

withdraw

more troops

ACCORDS: Israeli leader

seeks end to violence in

streets by Palestinians

By Nicolas B.Tatro

The Associated Press

^,,
.^ JERUSALEM Prime Minister

Benjamin Netanyahu on Sunday

accused Palestinian leader Yasser

Arafat of "making a farce" of the

Wye River peace accords and said he

would not agree to further troop with-

drawals until there was a halt to anti-

Israel violence.

Netanyahu said the Palestinians

were encouraged to foment street

riots and threaten to declare state-

hood.

"The Palestinians are making a

larce out ot the Wye Kiver accord.

They think they have the United

States in their back pocket," said the

Israeli leader. "As long as that is the

case, they will not change their behav-

lor.

Netanyahu said he did not believe

the United States was siding with the

Palestinians, but his remarks sent a

strong signal that he would like

President Clinton to intervene and

lower Palestinian expectations prior

to his Dec. 12-15 trip.

Palestinians claim Israel has violat-

ed the summit agreement reached in

October by not freeing jailed political

activists, confiscating West Bank

land for roads and allowing Jewish

settlers to seize hilltops for expan-

sion.

Ahmed Qureia, speaker of the

Palestinian Legislative Council and

the head of the peace team that nego-

tiated the Oslo accords, told reporters

Sunday "all means of resistance" was

justified in opposing settler activity.

Netanyahu, who rejected claims of

settlement expansion as "bunk," was

interviewed in the Cabinet room after

a meeting of his unruly coalition gov-

ernment, which rallied behind him on

his tough stance.

But officials said Science Minister

Silvan Shalom attacked him for being

too generous to the Palestinians by

See TROOPS, page 12

fighting unit of the guerrillas,

announced the surrender in a state-

ment broadcast today on national

television.

Khem Nuon negotiated the deal with

representatives of the Phnom Penh govern-

ment on Friday at Preah Vihear temple near

the border with Thailand.

"We ask for permission from the Royal

Government of Cambodia to rejoin society

and the Royal Cambodian Armed Forces,"

Khem Nuon said in the statement.

The surrender deal did not include the

fighters' three top surviving leaders: Tak

Mok. Khieu Samphan and Nuon Chea.

_ However, Khem Nuon, who served as

their chief of staff, indicated that the rank

and file had broken with the three leaders,

whom he described as "criminals."

By laying down their arms, the Khmer

Rouge brought to an end more than M) years

of civil war in Cambodia that began with the

guerrillas" insurgency against the govern-

ment in Phnom Penh in the late IM6()s

Man sentenced for

painting swastikas

SPARKS, Nev. - A 2 1 -year-old man who

painted and carved swastikas on an African-

American woman's home here has been sen-

tenced to four days in jail and 96 hours ofcom-

munity service.

Sparks Municipal Judge Larry Sage handed

down the sentence last week to Jason

Kamerer, a self-proclaimed white supremacist

who pleaded no contest to a misdemeanor

destruction of property charge in a plea bar-

gain.

In return for his plea, city prosecutors dis-

missed another destruction of property charge

and a misdemeanor stalking charge against

him

Kamerer painted a swastika above the door-

way o( the woman's home and carved a swasti-

ka on the door last summer, police, said

Compiled from Daily Brum wire reports
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Frivolous lawsuit ruling may impede citizens' rights to sue agencies

CASES: Libertarians fear

people may be harassed,

hurl financially by courts

By Martha Bdlisle

The Associated Press

BUELLTON - Rutted dirt roads

carved decades ago by oil explorers

are about the only signs of civilization

on the grass-covered hills of Mission

Oaks Ranch.

The serene setting, with cattle graz-

ing and the occasional horseback

rider, is lovely to look at but it doesn't

bring in any money. So owner and

developer Dan Alef asked Santa

Barbara County officials for permis-

sion to divide his 3,877-acre property

into 31 ranchetles, 100 acres each, for

peace-seeking urban refugees like

himself.

They rejected his request on envi-

ronmental grounds. Alefs response:

He hired his own environmental con-

sultants, who wrote a contradictory

impact assessment - and then he sued

county officials for breach of con-

tract, saying their study was flawed

and that they'd collspired to kill his

project.

He lost the case, and when he

appealed he lost again, the appeals

court ruling his suit frivolous and

ordering Alef to pay the county's legal

fees.

It was a new twist on what are

known as SLAPP lawsuits, and it

could have an impact across the

nation. Some civil libertarians say it

will make it harder to fight City Hall.

The 2nd District Court of Appeal

cited California's law reining in

"Strategic Lawsuits Against Public

Participation" (SLAPP). Like similar

statutes in about 14 other states, the

SLAPP hv> is usually invoked to pro-

tect citizens who speak out from being

harassed by frivolous court actions.

Typical examples: a New Mexico

neighborhood association that was

sued after it opposed a 56-lot develop-

ment; an Indiana environmentalist

sued by a land company for fighting a

subdivision; a Rhode Island woman
sued by the owners of a local landfill

when she called their operation haz-

ardous.

SLAPP statutes shielded all from

the suits' chilling effects.

In the California case, the appeals

court ruled it was the county officials

whose right to speak up was jeopar-

dized. The SLAPP law, it said, pro-

tected them from Alefs legal action.

The 54-year-old developer was

ordered to pay attorney's fees for

Santa Barbara County and the consul-

tants it hired.

But this may be the first time a

SLAPP law has been used to protect a

government entity. Some see that as a

bad precedent.

"What the court said was that

SLAPP can be used against the citi-

zen instead of in favor of the citizen

who is seeking redress ... it will have a

chilling effect on citizens who try to

bring suits against the government,"

said Burt Pines, Alefs attorney.

"This decision is dangerous,"

agreed attorney James Burling, of the

public interest group Pacific Legal

Foundation.

He expressed that view in a letter to

the California Supreme Court, but the

higher court has declined to review

the decision.

The SLAPP statute was designed

to protect a citizen's First

Amendment right to free speech, not

to be used as "a sword against private

entities who bring lawsuits against the

government," Burling said.

His organization represents clients

in cases against the government, usu-

ally for free. Faced with the threat of

attorney's fees, clients may decline to

challenge environmental or other

decisions, he said.

But many who support the ruling

said applying the SLAPP statute to a

case against the county is a natural

progression of the law, enacted in

1995 and amended last year.

"The prototypical SLAPP situa-

tion is when a developer (sues) an

environmentalist because he opposes

a development," said Mark
Goldowitz, director of Oakland-based

California Anti-SLAPP Project. "But

the statute has a wide range. This is an

incremental development in the law."

Board of Supervisors Chairwoman

Gail Marshall, whose district includes

Mission Oaks Ranch, praised the

decision.

"I'm happy we were able to assert

our rights," MarshaH^d. "I thought

this was a very frivolous lawsuit. It's

unfortunate, we get a lot of them."

George Pring, a University of

Colorado-Denver law professor who
coined the term "SLAPP" and co-

authored the book "SLAPPs: Getting

Sued for Speaking Out," said the deci-

sion has national implications.

"California's law is frequently the

model for other states," he said. "A

decision like this in California will

have a very significant effect national-

ly. It will be something that will be

cited in every SLAPP case from now

on when a government entity is one of

the defendants."

Alef is a former Los Angeles

lawyer who lives near the ranch on his

own spread - complete with horses -

just"' off Highway J0\ along

California's central coast.

He said the hamlet of Buellton,

population 4,500, elevation 450 and

most famous for its split pea soup, is

growing fast. His ranchettes would

help curb the town's expansion, he

said, by limiting residential sites to

two acres within each 100-acre

ranchette; the remainder would be

unfenced grazing land..
.

"I thought the project I developed

was unintrusive, so the natural beauty

would remain," Alef said as he gazed

across his golden rolling hills speckled

with oak trees. "But I got hammered

as if I was bringing in a major city."

The changes Alef had proposed for

the ranch required an Environmental

Impact Report, which cost $190,000.

The consultants the county hired to

draft the report found Alefs proposal

riddled with negative environmental

impacts. The county used those find-

ings to reject his project.
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ists rally to argue future of Social Security

PROGRAM: Washington

feels increased pressure

from special interests

By Alkc Ann Love

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Innuential

interest groups are bringing tough

demands to talks with iawmakers

and Clinton administration officials

this week at a closed-door White

House conference on the future of

Social Security.

So far, President Clinton and

Republican leaders have left the

negotiations wide open. Neither has

ruled out options for fixing the

nation's retirement program.

But interest groups that lawmak-

ers rely on for financial and grass-

roots support are swiftly choosing up

sides.

"It's clearly difficult when your

major supporters are saying 'This is

our line in the sand, and we don't

budge from it,'" said John Rother,

public policy director for the

American Association of Retired

Persons (AARP).

*if they listen to those messages

too long, we're not going to have leg-

islation. We're going to have a stale-

mate."

Allies of congressional

Republicans, business and conserva-

tive groups from the National

Association of Manufacturers

(NAM) to the Center for New Black

Leadership, promise to demand

changes that would divert Social

Security taxes into personal

accounts, which Americans could

use to invest in the stock market.

Some government benefits would

remain as a safety net.

"We think that educating employ-

ees as to the benefits of privatization

is going to be one of the centerpieces

of our campaign to see these reforms

adopted," said NAM vice president

Paul Huard.

On the other side, civil rights,

women's and labor groups tradition-

ally friendly to Democrats - includ-

ing Jesse Jackson's Rainbow/PUSH

Coalition, the National Organization

for Women and the AFL-CIO -

promised to use their grass-roots

power to fight privatization and

attempts to raise the retirement age.

"Privatization is pro-market but

anti-family," civil rights leader

Jackson said. "It turns a program of

shared security into one of individual

risks."

Some of the competing advocates

are open to compromise, but others

say they'd rather see no changes to

Social Security next year than accept

ones they don't like.

The Republican leaders

have pledged to work

toward compromise on

action that could be

taken to avert the

Social Security

cash shortage.

"We'd much rather see it not hap-

pen than have people work until age

70," said AFL-CIO chief of staff

Gerry Shea.

Rep. Bob Livingston, R-La. and

Senate Majority Leader Trent Lott,

R-Miss., have refused to participate

personally in the Social Security talks

planned by the Clinton administra-

tion for Tuesday and Wednesday.

The Republican leaders have

pledged to work toward compromise

on action that could be taken to avert

the Social Security cash shortage

looming as the huge baby boom gen-

eration ages.

But they are sending powerful

GOP committee chairmen, includ-

ing Rep. Clay Shaw, R-Ra., who will

take the helm of the House subcom-

mittee overseeing Social Security

next year, to demand that Clinton

make the first move by giving

Congress a blueprint for Social

Security reform.

"Because the president is elected

by all the people, he alone is best

positioned to build a bipartisan con-

sensus to get the job done," Shaw

said Saturday in the weekly GOP
radio" address.

It remains to be seen how serious-

ly lawmakers will take the pressure

from interest groups, but both

Democrats and Republicans have

reason to feel beholden to their allies.

Some older people's groups favor

privatization or raising Social

Security taxes on higher-paid work-

ers, but the largest of these, AARP,
has so far avoided demands that are

too specific.
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STRIKE
From page 1

But the university has not changed

its position, according to UC
spokesman Brad Hayward.

"We are not arguing that we are

precluded from extending collective

bargaining to TAs," Hayward said.

"We are saying that it would be a bad

idea on educational grounds."

According to Robin Fisher, associ-

ate dean of the graduate division at

UCLA, the legislators' positions on

the issue hold no more influence than

those of any other person.

"Personally, as a citizen of the state

of California, I appreciate the opin-

ions of other citizens of the state of

California," Fisher said.

But Villaraigosa's opinion could be

an important factor in any imminent

change in UC policy, as he is an ex-

bfficio member of the Board of

Regents by virtue of his legislative

position.

Meanwhile, Razza did not say if

SAGE and the other unions would

extend their strike into winter quarter

if they are not recognized during this

term.

"We'll have to cross that bridge

when we come to it," she said.

For complete, up-to-date strike cover-

age, see The Bruin's web site at

www.dailybruin.ucla.edu
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RULING
From page 3

Both attorneys in the case and

several regents agree the ruling's

greatest effect will be felt by the

UC's outreach programs.

"What the court decision says is

that the campus or system can lcx)k

more closely at what it is doing in

outreach, (and) then it can do

more of it without crossing the

line," said former regent Ralph

Ochoa. "It works and it's account-

able."

Tokaji emphasized that every-

thing is speculative at this time,

though he feels that outreach pro-

grams will never be successful

enough.

"To require outreach programs

to redress discrimination, segrega-

tion or \inder-utilization' is accept-

able," Tokaji said.

While Gov. Pete Wilson has not

yet made an official decision

whether to appeal the state Court's

ruling. Regent Ward Connerly

has.

Connerly, the author of the uni-

versity's SP-1 policy and chairman

of the California Civil Rights

Initiative Campaign, disagreed

with ruling's implications.

"I have problems with the impli-

cation that a government can set

goals and timetables," Connerly

said.

"The UC system has operated

on the premise that you can

increase the number of underrep-

resentcd minorities without having

an effect on other underrepresent-

ed minorities," Connerly said.

"If there's no limitation on seats

available, then it would have no

effect. But there are limitations,"

he added.

Friday, Connerly was finalizing

plans with lawyers to determine

how long he has and if he can file

an appeal to this ruling on the basis

that he is a taxpayer.

"Judge Connelly seems to be

leading us back into the same

thicket - that is, how affirmative

action went wrong," Connerly

said.

Connerly also predicted that the

ruling's most likely effect would be

in the university's outreach pro-

grams.

"I have never objected to uni-

versities using outreach programs

to go into predominantly black,

white, x)r other neighborhoods, as

long as that is not the sole factor

that they use," Connerly said.

"If you give preference to one,

then you have to take some away

from another."

LIBRARY
From page 1

the longest-serving chancellor in the

nation.

Future plans for the YRL include the

construction of a new -

East Asian Pavilion, an

expanded Department

of Special Collections,

and a new graduate

and faculty reading

room overlooking the

Franklin D. Murphy

Sculpture Garden.

In addition to the

renaming, Chancellor «„______
Albert Carnesale pre-

sented Young with the UCLA medal,

UCLA's highest accolade, in recognition

of his accomplishments at UCLA.
Carnesale compared Young's achieve-

ments to a wheel, the hub of the wheel

"None of the (UCLA)

honors have moved
me as much .as this."

Charles E.Young
Former chancellor

being the University Research Library.

"During Young's last year as chancel-

lor, many tributes were made to honor his

legacy," Carnesale said.

Circle Drive, the street that encloses the

campus, was renamed Charles E. Young

Drive in September. The Grand Salon in

,^_^^_«^ Kerckhoff Hall was

also renamed the

Charles E. Young

Grand Salon in June,

1997.

"None of the hon-

ors (attached to

UCLA) have moved
me as much as this,"

said Young.

__«..»___^__ "No honor connect-

ed with the university

could be greater than with the renaming of

University Research Library," Young said.

"Ifthe College of Letters and Science is the

heart of the university, then the library is its

soul."
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102 Men's Gym
58 Haines Hall

Campbell Hall

EXPO Center

407 Kerckhofr Hall

7349 Bunche Hall

5310 Rolfe Hall

Daily Bruin

Student Union Operations, A-Level Ackerman

!!!! FREE GAMES !!!!

Every can of food delivered to Student Union Operations earns a

free game at X-cape Arcade. Four cans earn a bonus game.

Sponsored by MEChA dc UCLA. Community Programs Office, and UCLA Student Union
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UCLA Mom Mug H UCLA Cap $16 JanSport UCLA Sweatshirt $29 UCLA Legend Bear Jr. $36

UCLA Ornament $8 UCLA/Seal T-shirt HA UCLA Sport Watch $2^ Russell Athletic Sweatshirt $35

UCLA Dad Mug $7
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UCLA Cap $19 UCLA Holiday Light Set $22 License Plate Frames $37each
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TROOPS
From page 5

agreeing to the Clinton visit next week to

Gaza and the West Bank.

"We are not going to give up territory

when there are violations of the agreement

and attempts to get things that weren't

achieved at Wye using violence,"

Netanyahu said.

Israel has threatened to scrap the next

Israeli troop pullback, scheduled for Dec.

18, three days after Clinton's departure.

The United States has said the pullback

should go ahead as scheduled.

Palestinians see the Clinton trip as

implicit recognition of their struggle for

statehood, even though Clinton has specifi-

cally said in an interview aired on Israel's

Channel 2 television that it should not be

read that way.

There have been reports that Clinton's

plane would fly fronjLjerusalem to the

newly opened Palestinian airport in Gaza.

Netanyahu made clear he would be

annoyed if Air Force One landed at the air-

port, which aides said would be viewed as a

strong symbol of support for Palestinian

demands for sovereignty.

"We will be very disappointed if that is

the case. We've said to the United States

that we don't think that is necessary,"

Netanyahu said.

He said traveling by motorcade would be

quicker and more politically considerate.

"Unless somebody wants to put a thumb in

our eye, I think there are better ways to

travel," Netanyahu said.

Netanyahu stressed that he opposed

Palestinian statehood and demanded that

Arafat stop threatening to declare indepen-

dence on May 4, 1999, when the

Palestinians maintain the Oslo accords

expire.

"What must be is that Yasser Arafat

retracts this open and incipient violation of

the Oslo and Wye River accords and

recommits himself to negotiating until we

get white smoke, until we get a solution.

That's the only way we'll get a real peace

between Israel and the Palestinians,"

Netanyahu said.

In a conciliatory speech over the week-

end in Sweden, Arafat stressed that he

sought a negotiated settlement and did not

mention May 4 as a deadline. He also said

any Palestinian state would not make

alliances with states hostile to Israel, one of

Netanyahu's key concerns.

The Israeli leader also is demanding that

Arafat drop claims that Netanyahu

promised at Wye to release 750 Palestinians

Jailed for anti-Israel attacks that resulted in

bloodshed, rather than freeing car thieves

and petty criminals.

Each side has a different interpretation

of the understanding regarding the prison-

ers. Netanyahu maintains he never agreed

to free those with "blood on their hands.

"Israel never promised to release mur-

ders at Wye, and it won't release them."

NUCLEAR
From page 5

to a federal nuclear waste fund without assurances that the

material will be disposed of, the utilities argue.

Last year, a federal court ruled that the government need

not take the waste until it has a safe place to put it, but it also

gave a green light for utilities to seek monetary damages

from the Energy Department for the breach of contract.

The Supreme Court recently let stand that decision, and

so far ten utilities, including the owners of the three closed

reactors in Maine; Massachusetts and Connecticut have

done so.

The squabble over reactor waste - nearly 40,000 tons

already at 72 power plants in 34 states - also is being fought

out in Congress.

In 1982, Congress assured utilities that the government

would find a central storage site for spent reactor fuel and

begin accepting the waste by 1998. The deadline passed last

January with the waste still at the bottom of cooling pools -

or, in a few cases, dry cask storage - at reactor sites.

'-

SeeNUaEAR,page14
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Get up to 50% of the original purchase price
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MILOSEVIC
From page 5

and radio stations. He recently

purged Belgrade University, the

traditional center of rebellion, by

sacking professors and replacing

them with his supporters.

Despite the new crackdown and

unhappiness over Yugoslavia's

deep economic problems there

have been no street protests like

those two years ago when

Milosevic's rule was seriously

shaken by three months of demon-

strations.

Those protests ended in a major

disappointment for his opponents

when their leaders split up over

personal differences.

Military and police purges have

been common for Milosevic

before major actions against his

opponents, and his opponents say

the latest ousters were a clear sign

of his strength rather than weak-

ness.

The purges "seem to me like a

reorganization of his ranks before

a new offensive against

Montenegro," said the republic's

pro-Western president, Milo

Djukanovic, a strong critic of

Milosevic.

Milosevic "has remained in

power for years by engineering cri-

sis," Djukanovic said.

Elected last year over a

Milosevic ally, Djukanovic has

been targeted by state-run

Yugsolav media, which regularly

criticize his pro-Western, reformist

and independent-minded views.

Some said Yugoslavia's main

problem is the lack of an alterna-

tive to Milosevic.

"The democratic changes in our

country depend less on America

than on the local population,

which I'm not sure is fed up with

Milosevic," said Dejan

Anastasijevic, an analyst for the

independent Belgrade weekly

Vreme.

Montenegro's deputy parlia-

ment spokesman, Predrag

Popovic, agreed. He said

Milosevic "will not leave his duties

soon, despite some announce-

ments from Washington."

Asked about the comments

from Washington, Milosevic

spokesman Ivica Dacic said: "The

hatred is mutual."

Milosevic's ultra-nationalist

ally, Vojislav Seselj, was even more

blunt: "Those supported by

Americans have no chance in

Serbia. There is a curse in Serbia:

'Hope Americans support you in

the elections."'

NUCLEAR
From page 12

In each of the last three years,

attempts have been made in Congress to

build a temporary government storage

facility in the Nevada desert, where the

government hopes to eventually bury the

waste deep beneath Yucca Mountain, 90

miles north of Las Vegas.

But deep-seeded opposition by

Nevadans has stymied the congressional

effort each time, with another attempt

expected early next year.

The Clinton administration has

argued the waste should remain where it

is until a decision is made on a perma-

nent burial site at Yucca Mountain. And
the Nevada project - which could begin

taking waste as early as 2010 if the site is

found geologically suitable - itself has

not been given the final go-ahead.

The Energy Department is to

announce, probably before Christmas,

whether it plans to go ahead with the pro-

gram.

A firm decision on whether to use the

Nevada location won't be made until

2001, when the president must officially

determine if the site is geologically suit-

able to entomb as much as 80,000 tons of

nuclear material that will remain deadly

for 10,000 years.

"There's no way to keep the waste iso-

lated because it's such a long time,"

argues Auke Piersma, a nuclear energy

policy analyst for the environmental/con-

sumer group Public Citizen.

And critics fear a "mobile Chernobyl"

incident if thousands of tons of nuclear

material is shipped by rail and highway

across the country to a Nevada disposal

site.

Utility executives argue nuclear mate-

rials already are shipped safely and that

with time, new technologies will be devel-

oped to deal with the waste issue.

A graduation gift

that will last a lifetime...

Bahamas
Aug. 1999

For free brochure call

OCEANS OF WISDOM 1-800-846-71 17

or email cbaughma@ucla.edu. recycle
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The Daewoo College

Finance Program just rolled in!
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payment plan

^
especially for students.

Now with special interesl only financing for up to

two yean, you can easily afford a new Daewoo.

t)aewoo cars offer exceptional value by coming

well-equipped with features that cost extra on

most other cars.

Every Daewoo is covered on all regular

scheduled maintenance at no charge for

up to 3 years**

And to make

it even easier,

the Insurance

Answer Center

will help you

comparison shop

for auto insurance.
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CITIBANKO

READ

LOT BOOKS

ON FINANCE.

WE HELP YOU

AVOID CHAPTER II.
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You'll learn a lot at college, and one of the most important

things you can learn is how to avoid "Chapter I I"— bankruptcy.

You see. having a credit card can be a very useful thing. But

misuse it. and you could wind up in serious trouble. That's why

Citibank would like to give you a free education in personal

financial management.

Call us and we'll send you your choice of easy-to-understand

newsletters on How Credit Cards Work, Budgeting. Building

a Credit History and Fraud Prevention. It's all free.

Get yours now— just call

1-800-690-8472.

Take charge
of your
money.
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Conveniently located in Westwood Village

Between Westwood Blvd. and Broxton Ave.
Across fronn Jerry's Famous Deli
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Eye Examination*
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GRANTS
From page 1

a shifting trend has seen more low-

income students attending communi-

ty colleges rather than four-year insti-

tutions. He is concerned with the

number of lower and higher income

students enrolled in four-yeaj univer-

sities.

He said that despite a 23 percent

increase in college enrollment by low-

income students between 1972 and

1996, they are still enrolling at an

approximately 30 percent lower rate

than high-income students.

Approximately 3.6 million of the

nation's 14 million college students

are receiving Pell grants. More than

half of these recipients in four-year

institutions are eligible for the maxi-

mum amount provided through the

grant.

According to the study, the aver-

age Pell grant covered 19 percent of

the cost of attending a private, four-

year college in the 1976-77 school

year and 39 percent of the cost of a

public school.

In 1996-97, the most current statis-

tics available, the value of the average

grant had decreased, covering only 9

percent of the cost of private college,

and 22 percent for public schools.

The maximum Pell grant dropped

from 35 percent to 13 percent of pri-

vate college costs between 1976-77

and 1996-97. It decreased from cov-

ering 72 percent of the cost of public

college to 34 percent in the same
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years.

And while the average Pell grant

award has declined, the cost of higher

education has increased by 49 per-

cent in the past 20 years. Even with a

10 percent increase in family

incomes, this is not enough to offset

the increase in college tuition,

according to the study.

"The cost of living is going up, and

the grants aren't keeping pace with

the skyrocketing costs of living and

college tuition," said Nick Valdivia,

assistant director of UCLA's
Financial Aid Office.

He said that the difference

between grant money awarded and

rising college tuition is being made
up with loans for an increasing num-

ber of students.

Another study by the U.S.

Department of Education revealed

that federal funding for the Pell grant

program peaked during the 1992-93

school year and has since fallen 7 per-

cent through 1996-97. At the same

time, more students are receiving

Pell grants now than ever before.

The study suggested the main

problem is that a greater portion of

college students are receiving federal

grants that cover a diminishing pro-

portion of college costs.

Rather than spreading the money
out and making it available to more

students, Merisotis said that he

would prefer to see the money con-

centrated on the neediest students.

Andrew Yonce, a first-year unde-

clared student, held a different view.

"I think it's good that the govern-

ment is giving grants to more stu-

dents. Even if the amount is less per

student, more people are being

helped along the way."

UCLA financial aid counselor

Michael Katz said that students who
do not feel they receive enough finan-

cial aid should apply for scholar-

ships.

He also said that students should

write to their congressmen, since

they are the ones who allocate fund-

ing for federal financial aid pro-

grams.

"Students get mad at the financial

aid office w hen ihcy should he writ-

mg to the government. Katy .said

"Let them know you would like a

raise in federal grants " 11 students

aren't speaking up. ( ongrcss will

leave the issue alone
"

Accordmg to Kat/. Cal (irants.

which are funded by the state, have

gone up to help students meet the ri.s-

ing cost of college

Announcing a store where you can't try anything on. The Levi's® Online Store, www.levi.com
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VIEWPOINT
Thursday

Junk mail isn't just

junk - it is America's

most common form

of prejudice.

viewpoint^media.ucla.edu

Flee from the bright lights of Los Angeles
CITY: Despite excitement,

it's time to escape world

dominated by Hollywood

When I tell out-of-state folks

that I go to UCLA, their

eyes grow wide and they

applaud - that is, until they remem-

ber that going to UCLA requires one

to actually reside in Los Angeles on a

somewhat permanent basis. "How
on earth can

you live there?"

they ask, baf-

fled. "I hate Los

Angeles. It's so

gross!"

"Yeah,

kinda," I admit.

But it's not

gross to me any-

more, just

annoying. I

rfwn't even fmf^
Stephanie

ffeffeF

rented a foreign film and ate at three

different restaurants. The weekend

before, 1 went to a different bar every

night. Every Thursday I memorize

LA Weekly wishing I had the money

and time to explore every cultural

event Los Angeles boasts.

But most of the time I thmk this

place is overrated. There's the traffic,

low-quality public schools, apathetic

teachers, homelessness, high prices

and overcrowded everything. Who
wants to raise their kids in a city

where it takes 20 minutes to drive 3

miles to get a pack of Oreos?

All big cities have their problems.

To some in Los Angeles, however,

the biggest problem seems to be that

Spago was overbooked, or that their

pager battery ran out so they missed

the 41 1 about the latest premiere.

Los Angeles is all glitz and no

guts. Founded on the entertainment

industry, it lacks substance. Movie

moguls filming some crappy episode

of "Teeny B9f>per High S<h<>ol"on :

* *'
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the pollution; I

hardly notice it,

except for when I jog to the gym
between 4 and 6 p.m. My lungs near-

ly deflate, but soon enough I reach

the safe haven of sweaty, recycled

gym air and all is well.

This city is not at all gross or ugly.

We have flowers in bloom and

healthy trees all year long. We have

lots of art. We have bright sun, high

clouds and enough beach to keep Mr.

Sandman busy for years. We suppos-

edly have beautiful people and nice

cars and cool clothes. Yippee.

Allow me to be sincere for one

split second (any longer just might

kill me). I truly do appreciate much
of what Los Angeles has to offer,

especially its diversity - not just a

diversity of people, but of things to

do. Two weekends ago, during three

short days I heard Max Kennedy

speak at the Museum of Tolerance,

viewed an abstract modern dance

performance followed by a discus-

sion at the Cietty Center, taught art to

abused children, watched my college

football team smother our biggest

rival, spent a few hours at the book-

store reading good books and pick-

ing out early Chanukah presents,

Pfeffer gives her regards to Broadway.

E-mail her at spfeffer@ucla.edu.

our campus bellow at me to "move

off the set." Oh, I'm sorry - am I in

your way? I was simply trying to

reach my classroom to get the educa-

tion I pay $5,000 a year for. My bad.

Everyone here is an aspiring

something: director, musician, come-

dian, model. This city is full of people

waiting to be discovered, counting

the eons until they make it big.

Whether they've moved here from

the midwest in hopes of finding star-

dom, or whether they are fifth gener-

ation Beverly Hillbillies, they bore

me!

When I meet someone who tells

me they want to be a blah blah blah, I

look them straight in the eye, smile

and say, "Wow! You know, you're

probably the only person in Los

Angeles who wants to be an actor.

Ciood luck!" They sense my sarcasm

and smile back. They even laugh, but

I wonder if their egos have been
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bruised. I don't mean to cruSh their

dreams, but I can't help it. The realist

in me just doesn't know when to

stop.

Every time I go out, invariably, the

conversation turns to The Industry. I

went out with this guy who worked in

The Industry (who doesn't?) and he

was name-dropping the entire time. I

kept trying to feel genuinely

impressed, but I didn't know who the

people were, because I only watch an

hour of television a week. I gave up

and made eye contact with other

intellectual-looking hotties. (Not a

nice thing to do on a date, but I had

to stay awake somehow!) Needless to

say, that was the end of that.

— Come to think of it, the past three

guys I've gone out with have been in

The Industry. (Mental note to myself:

break this habit!) Ironically, they all

complained about The Industry,

swore they hated it but continued to

worship it. One guy told me how he

pals around with Cameron Diaz,

another bragged about visiting rock

stars' houses. While I should have

said, "Who freakin' cares," I

refrained, not wanting to be impolite.

Instead, I looked bored and dis-

tracted. I even said things such as,

"Ya know, I am not a big movie

buff," or even, "I have no idea who
these people are." But nothing gave

them the hint. They just droned on

and on, name-dropping no-names.

My love for theater has given me a

total complex about hating The

Industry. Are they one in the same?

No. I prefer the spontaneity of the-

ater over the safe, hidden guises of

the silver screen. I know a few so-

called "actors" who actually hate the-

ater. They find it boring and drawn-

out. God forbid they delve into char-

acter study over a two-month run

instead of a shallow, 22-minute sit-

com.

On the one hand, I want to say to

them "People, know the roots of

your trade!" On the other hand, I

can't blame them. Living here makes

people anxious. They want things to

happen right now. A three-hour

singing and dancing musical might

take too much time away from club -

hopping. Living in Los Angeles is

like watching the trailer of an action

flick: you're bombarded with over-

powering images and bizarre story

lines that you cannot comprehend.

We have been fooled. Los Angeles

promises excitement and mystery but

doesn't deliver. How many times has

the following happened to you?

SeePFEFFEItpage20

Institution has lesson to learn from graduate students
SUPPORT: TAs employ faculty

for guidance, plead economic

support as future professionals

By Gion A. Noriega

In 1968, 10,000 high school students in East

Los Angeles staged walkouts in protest of the

dismal education they received. They wanted

something better for their future. More students

were going to Vietnam than to college. In

response, their teachers and principals called in

the U>s Angeles Police Department (LAPD)
Student leaders were tried for conspiracy. The

LAPD Intelligence Division would later identi-

fy some students as "involved in the violent dis-

ruption of the establishment" in testimony

before the US Senate Why'' Because they had

minaged to go to college'

Noiitji A an associate pnttaor in the depart

mint ofMm and televisKx> He can be reached at

cnnne9i#ucU edu

Harry Gamboa Jr., one of these students,

became a conceptual artist who exposed such

abuse of power. In his recent book, 'Urban

Exile', he sums up this period with the following

parable: "A small child is slapped in the face by

a stranger on a public street corner; the parents

approve and pay taxes. Where is the comedy in

desperation?" Where indeed. One marvels at

how this basic dynamic has not changed in the

past 30 years.

In my department, I have seen how the strike

has taken the greatest toll on the graduate stu-

dents, bringing them into conflict with each

other, with their own students and with their

teachers. These conflicts are structural and exist-

ed long before the strike, but they are lived as a

personal crisis. What bears special notice is that

these people are not small children, nor even

adolescents They arc adults seeking our help in

becoming the next generation of professionals

in our rapidly changing society But we persist in

the notion that the faculty-graduate student rela

tionship can somehow be bated solely on a

medieval guild system of mentorship

According to this view, to impoee an employer

employee relationship would result in a disser-

vice.

One word should dispel this notion: tuition.

By the very law of the marketplace, these gradu-

ate students are already our employers. When
we offset their tuition and provide a small

stipend in exchange for teaching duties, we only

complicate a pre-existing economic relation-

ship.

We do not impose one.

What the ideal of mentorship obscures is the

very thing that the governor, legislature and uni-

versity system refuse to put on the table.

^<]amely, that because the state has cutback its

support of higher education (in order to build

more prisons), there is an increasing need for

cheap, skilled labor Nationwide teaching assis-

tants and adjuncts provide upwards of 50 per-

cent of face-to-face teaching, in 1970 that figure

was 22 percent.

.

Our graduate students teach well beyond the

needs of being mentored. and they line up in

order to teach even more, not because they need

more mentorship. but because thev need to pay

the rent What's more, they are temfied that we

are preparing them for an economy without suf-

ficient job opportunities. More than I million

doctoral graduates are currently unemployed.

For those graduate students hoping to

become professors, the next step is often a pro-

longed period of working as teaching assistants

and then as adjunct or part-time instructors.

They end up teaching more and being paid less

than a faculty member while also being expected

to produce tenure-level amounts of scholarship

just to get a regular faculty position.

Our graduate students want something better

for their future. They have hired us to guide

them along the way so that sometime soon they

can join us as colleagues. We help them make
that transition when we tram them to teach; they

also join us in a common cause when they share

the load of teaching our undergraduate stu-

dents Now that they a.sk for some level of equi-

ty and secunty. we would do best to acknowl-

edge the truth of the matter The problem lies

not in their demands but in the economy. If we
share their dream of the future, we can start by

providing a portion of it m the present

RecogniTe the union
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UC violates rights

of SAGE workers
I am appalled at the University of

California's refusal to recognize SAGE
(Student Association of Graduate

Employees) and am angered by

UCLA's disregard of some of its most

valuable employees.

Yes, UC President Richard

Atkmson, TAs are employees of the

university. When you pay someone to

perform a job. and you expect them to

follow your rules and work up to your

standards, you have a special relation-

ship with that person - you are called

the employer and they are the employ-

ee.

Teaching assistants have a job they

are paid to do, and most of them do it

quite well.

Working one-on-one with students,

teaching them difficult course material,

preparing them for exams, grading

papers and leading discussions are

duties which are not at all "integral" to

a graduate student's "educational expe-

rience"; for the most part, being a TA
means being able to pay some of the

bills. On the other hand, these elements

are integral to the education of the stu-

Hf nfs thMt TA'^ work with. Appurontlvr-

politics

Viewpoint

columnists

speak out

on reasons

for voicing

opinions

in writing

When I applied to be a Viewpoint colum-

nist, I wrote that I thought of the

Viewpoint section as a room in which

all of the writers are having a conversation. The

conversation is open to everyone on campus;

anyone can submit to Viewpoint.

But then there are the

Viewpoint columnists; the

1 2 people who have

promised to write a column

every two weeks; five

columns a quarter. And

today, nine of us (myself

included) will speak to you

about what it's like to con-

tribute regularly to the con-

versation.

Lately, being such a reg-

ular participant has been a

little too much for me. It's

hard to keep thinking of

new and different ways to participate. 1 always

Whenever I experience something worthy of my

sarcasm (which is almost every minute), I'll run

to my trusty pad and write it down. I try to give

my readers constructive, provocative thought

that lasts beyond when they finish my article. I

use my column as a forum for the injustices that

go on in life and at this schcuM (I wish I could

focus on positives too, but UCLA just doesn't

give mc much to go on).

"Surprisingly, readers have been really recep-

tive to my sarcastic and cynical style. I'm thrilled

to get responses, in part because it lets mc know

I'm doing a good job, and in part because there is

no greater gift to a serious opinion writer than

when someone says, 'Even though I may not

agree with you, you made me question my posi-

tion.

Alicia Roca

"The writer's dichotomy is this: words are an

empowering venue that lift you to the highest

pinnacle and then leave you there stark naked.

Nowhere is this fact more explicit than in the

realm of column-writing. Your opinions are

exposed to the world alongside with your pictu.re

and name forever emblazoned in bold print. Any

chance of anonymity is forever lost and you are

held up for public examination. Writing has

always been a private activity in my life, one that

was almost semi-therapeutic. Now, I'm sharing

my therapy with 50,(X)0 people.

"But writing is my passion, and if I evoked

passion in two of the 50,000 people who read,

my goal was met.

"Thanks to all those who helped clothe me."

Stephanie Pfeffer

"I certainly don't want people to think that

Mark is the best speaker in the room, when obvi-

ously, 1 am. So I'll shout loud and clear, 'People -

are you listening? Do you care what we say ? Do
you know that we. as columnists, spend hours

getting carpal tunnel syndrome and going blind

as we write columns for your damn enjoyment
.'"

"I hope you don't think that, because it's sim-

ply not true. We do not write columns for you,

See DITTMER, page 22

Mark

Dittmer

undergraduate education is of the least

importance to UC officials.

It is ludicrous that the University of

California should so blatantly violate

the rights of its employees simply

because they happen to be students. If

and when undergraduates are affected,

they should not point the finger at any-

one but the University of California.

Support from students and staff for

teaching assistants and SAGE is long

overdue.

Yesenia Mendez

Fourth-year

Communication studies and dassics

TA teaching ability

must be reassessed
In response to the graduate teaching

assistant (TA) strike approaching we

decided that the unheard voices of the

undergraduate population should get a

chance to speak their minds. We arc

the ones that are directly affected by

this strike, and we have a few issues to

discuss. First of all, how many UCLA
undergrads can actually say that they

have had good TAs?

Sure we can all think back to one or

two (and if you're really lucky three or

four) good TAs. But how many TAs

have really made discussion an actual

"discussion"? How many sections have

actually enhanced learning and given

insight to the class? Question of the

week: Can anyone name five TAs that

they have had in the past?

An unfortunate discussion section

trend is the simple reiteration of lecture

topics by TAs. The failed attempts at

discussion always lead to a silent class-

room where the TAs and students stare

blankly at each other. There is no active

or interactive element in most sections.

There is no learning taking place. It's

simply an hour or two where you show

up to get your participation points.

So who's fault is this? Sure, it is easy

to fault apathetic students. But has any-

one ever considered that it's the TA

See LETTERS, page 21

liupe that ril tliiiiK ul sumethmg hilanuu.s to sayF

that will leave the whole room laughing. Or if I

could say something deep, that would be good,

too.

But lately. I've been obsessed with saying

something that everybody on campus will listen

to. I know a lot of people just peek into the

Viewpoint room, see us talking-and then leave to

go check out Sports or something. I want those

people to stop when they see that I'm speaking. I

want my name to be on everybody's lips: "Mark

Dittmer's speaking today!" I want to be the best

speaker in the room.

But now, I feel like I've got nothjng left to say,

and so I'm going to invite the rest of the colum-

nists into the room. It was super nice of them to

come speak today, so please, give them your

undivided attention. They'll bo speaking in

reverse-alphabetical order.

.

^

Julianne Sohn couldn't make it.

Lisa Silver .

. "Writing for me is extremely inspirational.

Dittmer ii a fourth-year geography, environmental

studies and economics student. Send feedback to

dmittmer@ucla.edu. That's "dmittmer" not

"mdittmer."

Invisible Hand' detemiines value of TA labor

WAGES: Strong capitalist society,

surplus of graduate workers

obstruct effectiveness of strike

By David Miller

The harebrained schemes of today's educa-

tional elite never cease to amaze me. Today I am

shocked to find that our beloved teaching assis-

tant have yet to learn the greatest principle that

America is founded upon: capitalism.

Dating back to the earliest economists, the

"Invisible Hand" that guides our economy has

been lauded as the single most contributing fac-

tor to the economic prosperity of our nation.

Differing individuals acting in their own self-

interest, and consequently (and quite uninten-

tionally) helping their brethren, has guided this

nation to the height of consumerism and materi-

Miller is a second-year English student. He can be

reached at dmillr@ucla.edu.

alism that it enjoys today.

ITiough I personally feel that this resultant

materialism is a negative backfire of economic

prosperity, the problem lies more within how the

prosperity is used; no one can argue that pros-

perity in itself is a bad thing.

Well, this principle of capitalism still exists

today, and though the government has somewhat

felt the need to tie extraneous weights to the

"Invisible Hand," it still works for the most part.

Whh that in mind, I don't understand what our

teaching assistants (TAs) are doing.

As I have been led to believe, the TAs are strik-

ing because they are not given collective bargain-

ing rights (I think that maybe the TAs are striking

because they want collective bargaining rights).

That is all well and good, and whether the TAs are

responsible for the strike because they want

rights, or the administration is at fault because

they are not giving rights, I don't really care. I just

care about the economic principles being neglect-

ed in this strike.

I am not an economics student, but I know

this: TAs are selling a good, and the university is

buying that good. TAs are selling their labor, and

the university is buying it. ITie real problem the

TAs should look at is that there is an oversupply
-

without much demand.

Currently, the TAs are offering about 20 hours

of work a week in exchange for whatever their

monetary salary is. The university has set a price

it is willing to pay for the labor, and for the most

part, there has been an excess of supply by the

TAs at the university's buying price. In sum, the

university says, "We will pay you X dollars for Y

work" and the TAs say, "X dollars are worth

more to me than the benefits I would have from

not doing Y work." So in the end, everyone is

happy because the university is buying what they

want at a price they want to pay, and the TAs are

happy because what they are paid is worth more

to them than the time and effort they put in. And

in fact, the university must be offering some very

competitive wages because there is a huge

demand for TA positions.

We have to remember that the salary of the

SeeMllLER,pa9e20
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Al the beginning of the night, as

you drive down the Sunset Strip with

your friends, you feel excited. The

city is alive. The mild Southern

California chill makes you breathe

deep (inhaling the day's industry),

thinking about the possibilities the

night may hold. Who will you see?

What/who will you do? The bright

lights are captivating, blinding. Big

Rolling Stone lips on a billboard

make you feel so young.

Then, al the end of the night, as

you anti-climactically drive home,

the magic is gone. The Rolling Stone

lips depress you because thev are so

old.

Cranky drivers yell at drunken

night clubbers stumbling across the

street. Guys in leather jackets with

receding hairlines (the only ones who
can afford $8 drinks) escort girls

with collagen lips who run their fake

nails through the few hairs that

remain. Tlic lights hurt your eyes.

The drive to We^twood takes forev-

er.

What a night on the town.

1 reaffirmed my distaste for this

city when 1 spent Thanksgiving in

Rocky Mount. N.C. The air was

fresh, and the cheaper cost of living

allowed moderate-income families to

build custom homes. 1 couldn't get

enough of the big backyards and the

huge gaps between neighboring

htfuscs. This luxury is unseen in I.ns
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Angeles, where even the richest

neighborhoods are cramped and

smooshed. No wonder we all need

therapists! I found myself getting

nostalgic about the dog having room
to run and frolic in the backyard,

and I hate dogs. And there were

trees, and it was brisk. And lots of

bricks.

So let me go back East. The
minute I graduate I am taking my
tassel, my culture, my need for real

conversation, straight to Boston.

Screw the convertibles on 10-lane

freeways, screw The Industry, screw

the excitement that comes and goes

as the sun rises and sets over the

Hollywood sign. I'm outta here.

MILLER
From page 19

TAs is not just monetary. There are

many other benefits that come with

the job. Not only do TAs get a salary,

but they also enjoy the convenience of

working on campus; they get to teach

their field of study, thus increasing

their understanding of the subject;

and teaching olTers such intrinsic ben-

efits (pride in helping others) that it

has always been a low-paying career.

So in the end, every TA who
accepted the job at the beginning of

the school year said, "This is the best

thing I can do with my time. I may be

able to get health benefits and better

pay by working part time at that new
Starbucks, but then 1 wouldn't be able

to..."

No one in the university ever said

that this job is required of graduate

students; they took it out of choice, so

the benefits that the university offers

must be better than what these indi-

viduals can attain in the private sector.

And furthermore, there is an abun-

dance of supply in the TA labor

department.

TA positions are coveted, that's

why a strike will never work because

for every TA on strike, there are five

graduate students who are willing to

take their job.

The simple lesson to be learned

from this is that the "Invisible Hand"
has won again, and it always will.

Here's how it works: The University

says It will pay people X dollars to do
\ work If people think Y work is

worth X dollars, then they accept the

SMMUBt ^19(21
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MILLER
From page 20

job. But ifno one thinks that Y work is

worth X dollars, then the university

will have to offer X+1 dollars or X+2

dollars, until there are TAs willing to

work at that wage. And if the universi-

ty can't afford to pay what the TAs are

looking for, then the university will

find new creative ways to offer its

good; or it will dismantle it, and a ven-

ture that was doomed to fail from the

beginning will meet its prescribed

fate.

Let me give an example to illustrate

my point. Let's say, hypothetically,

that I love to snowboard. I am one

cheap bastard, but I love snowboard-

ing so much that I think a lift ticket at

my local resort is worth $25, but not a

dollar more. The problem is that no

resorts sell lift tickets for $25. But

there are hundreds of people who will

pay $40 for a lift ticket, so the resort is

in no trouble, it will still flourish. But if

everyone is like me, and they will only

pay $25 for a lift ticket, then either the

resort must find a way to sell its good

for iess; if it can't sell tickets that

cheap and cover costs, then their

resort was destined to be an economic

failure.

In this case, the university is the

resort, and it knows that for ever 30

striking TAs (and for every guy like

me who hates paying $50 for a lift tick-

et), there are five graduate students

willing to work as TAs under the uni-

verj^ity's currGnt oompenBtttion plan
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(and there are also 50 plump execu-

tives willing to pay $60 to ski on the

bunny slopes).

Let's say I work at a law firm as a

clerk (or coffee boy, whichever you

prefer). The firm offers me $8 an

hour. Along with that $8 an hour, I

also gain experience from my work,

the intrinsic joy of a job well done, and

if I'm suited to the labor, I should get

joy out of practicing the law. But if I

think that I would have a greater ben-

efit from working at a snow resort for

no pay, just the joy of being near the

mountains, then I would quit the job

at the law office. I would act in my best

interest, just as every TA did when one

accepted (and applied for) the job.

TAs should realize that they will not

get anything done by striking. Yes, it is

a major inconvenience for the school

right now, but have no fear, the uni-

versity will have no problem finding

-plenty of cheap graduate student

labor for winter quarter. And if this

strike proves to be a big enough prob-

lem, I would not be surprised to see

the university provide a no-strike

clause in its TA contracts or in its

application to be a graduate student.

The only offspring of labor strikes

or government subsidies are the mil-

lions of tons of grain currently rotting

in the Midwest. The Student

Association of Graduate Employees

(SAGE) is wasting its time. If gradu-

ate students want these benefits more

than the joy of teaching their field of

study, they should work at Ben and

Jerry's.
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who is not doing his or her job?

And now they want employee

benefits. It seems ironic to us how

some TAs can't even fulfill their job

requirements yet are still demand-

ing the benefits. Once TAs get their

acts together and actually do what

they are supposed to do, i.e., leach,

then maybe undergraduates will be

more supportive of their actions.

If TAs want what they do to be

considered a "job" then they really

need to start dedicatmg more time

and more effort mto this newfound

profession If being a TA is such a

timc-consuming responsibility how

come we don't see any of this cotn-

COVBRALLS
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Food for Ttiougjit

SAA members can study with free

cookies, drinks, and bluebooks

in the Alumni Center,

Monday through Thursday

from 10 a.m. ' 5 p.m.^ and Friday

from 10 a.m. - 2 p.m. during

finaKs week.

Cheerleader Tryouts
The UCLA Spirit Squad is looking for one

female cheerleader to finish off the '98''99 sea-

son . Clinics are Dec. 6 and tryuuts Dec , 20 , both .

at 6:30 p.m. at Yates Gym in the Wooden Center.

AppHcations are available at the Alumni Center

and are due Dec. 14. For more information, call

Kit Spikings at (310) 206-0691. .

l^lll Going to College

Greet local school kids, teach them the S-clap and show

our campus at the Jan. 10 women's gymnastics meet

and/or the Jan. 23 women's basketball game.

Stop by the Member Services Desk on the

first floor of the Alumni Center to sign up

or for more information contact Erika

Maya at emaya@support.ucla.edu.

FEATURING

oil

UCLA Student Alumni Association

Alumni Center

LosAngeUt.CA 90095-1397

For Event & Volunteer Information:

(310)UaASAA(^

Fox: (310) 825-8678 ^^^
E-mail: ioa9support.uda.edu M^f^

On Monday, stop by the Alumni

Center's Member Services Desk.

The first twenty SAA members who

show their BruinCard can pick up a

free hat, mousepad or poster from

the holiday movie, You've Got Mail,

starring Tom Hanks and Meg Ryan.

Enter to win one of ten tickets to

an advance screening of the film.

UCIA AKimni Association

Akimni Center

Los Angeles, CA 90095-1397

For Membership hformotion:

(310) UCLALUM

Fox: (310) 825-8678

Email: olumniOmpport.udo.edu
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LUNCH SPECIAL I DINNER SPECIAL
S4.99 I S5.99

• RICE •SAUO* SOUP

• CHICKEN eiYAKI or

•RREBEEF

• VEGETABLE TEMPURA

* 2 PCS. CALIFORNIA ROLLS

•RICE 'SALAD* SOUP

• CHICKEN TERIYAKI or

•FIRE BEEF

•VEGETABLE TEMPURA

3 PCS. CALIFORNIA ROLLS

C W^ B
91 1 BROXTON AVE / LECONTE
WESrWOOD VILLAGE

310 208 7781 5ivj^X
JAPANCSE FOOD
KOfftAN FOOD
SA)kE BOMBS

hilYOU
cmzhx

Valid w/ Student I.D.
One Coupon per person
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mitment or effort in our discussion

sections? If this is a job, then treat it

as a job, and prioritize accordingly.

Mary Kate Rochester

Third-year

Biology

Carin Ashley

Third-year

History

Administration

must recognize

value of TAs
As a former graduate student

employee at UCLA, I applaud stu-

dent workers' decision to strike. I

was a "special reader" for a year at

UCLA. In this position, I taught

and advised graduate students and

graded their papers. I worked 20 to

25 hours each week yet was only

paid for 10 hours. Based on the true

number of hours I worked, I earned

$8.20 to $10.20 per week. My
tuition fee was also reduced; howev-

er, because of my teaching work-

load I only had time to be a part-

time student.

I received much less mentoring

as a graduate student employee than

I have had in all other jobs I have

held in my professional career. In

addition, I was paid a great deal less

than anv job 1 have had >i\ncp pnrn.

One-way fares from San Dic^o to:

The train is a great way to travel

for the holidays. The seats are

big and comfortable. There's

plenty of room for your stuff.

And our cafe cars have better

food than the student cafeteria.

Plus, you'll save an extra 15% with your Student Advantage* card (go to

www.8tudentadvantage.com to apply.) So check with your campus travel

agent, call i -800-USA7KAIL or book on the internet at www.amtrak.com.

Los Anodes *. $23

Anaheim /Disneyland $15*

Santa Barbara $23
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ing my bachelor's degree in 1989.

University of California employ-

ees are simply asking for the right to

collectively bargain.

I urge university administrators

to stop their rhetoric and admit that

student workers are valuable

employees that have a right to bar-

gain for fair pay, benents and treat-

ment.

MarfcJ.Chekal

UCLA alumnus

DinMER
From page 19

the reader, But for ourselves, our own
egos and resumes and halfway-cathar-

tic expression. I say halfway because

we can never fully reveal ourselves,

though we love to claim that we do.

Maybe we're all a bunch of hyp-

ocrites. We say that we like being

columnists 'to provoke thought' and

'create a forum for discussion' but

who's kidding who? There's more to it

than these innocent phrases of ideal-

ism."

Adam Komisaruk

"It was to simulate (and stimulate)

a kind of conversation that I decided

\6 organize my own column in a 'fre-

quently asked questions' format. The
idea wasn't to set up straw men that

I'd proceed to knock down, but to try

to answer the most common objec-

tions that my species of politics

invites.

"It's a cliche that if you've changed
the mind ofjust one person, you've

done your job; but I hope I've done
more than preach to the converted. At
the least, I've tried to open students'

eyes to issues that they may not have

heard of, are relevant to them as stu-

dents, but also reach beyond universi-

ty life itself; hence the title 'Global

Campus.'

"One of the great present-day

myths is that potential voters, especial-

ly students, are politically apathetic.

More likely, they don't believe that the

government or the media takes them
seriously. Conspiracy theorist that I

am, I'm inclined to agree."

Alex Ko

"Greetings fellow humanoids
Unlike the other columnists, my wnt-
ing has but one purpose - the commu-

Sm 23
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nication of the great teachings of the

19th dimensional diva Zugg-Zugg

Fred the Praiseworthy Galactic

Lingam (ZZFPGL). My mission is

the translation ofZZFPGL's magnifi-

cent, multidmiensional, message into

the linear, two^limensional format of

the written word.

"In my writings, the pattern of the

text itself is important as opposed to

the meaningful, literal content. As pre-

scribed by ZZFPGL. I have arranged

the words on the two dimensional

page to interface with our primate

visual cortex in an astounding way.

While all of you were reading my arti-

cles, the pattern of the words were

interacting with your brains to cause .

mutation. A mutation that is bringing

you closer to ZZFPGL. All praise

ZZFPGL!"

Daniel Inlander couldn't make it.

Spencer Hill

"I guess the question is: Why do I

write?

"Well, I think that good writing has

no shelf life - comedy is the same way.

People need it. For example, with the

knowledge that Michael J. Fox has

contracted Parkinson's disease sur-

faces, I think that you're faced with

interesting irony A sitcom icon diag-

nosed with a severe illness: tragedy

and comedy meet, I suppose. Still

amongst the struggle he has days

whcfc he needs semeone just to niiBcr

him laugh. Now, I'm not saying that I

can cure cancer with my columns or

even hypnotize you into thinking that

I'm a comedic genius, but I do think

that I can make you smile or even

chuckle every once in a while. That's

it. Just a smile here and there. I sup-

pose that there's nothing better.

"With me and my writing, it's just

you and I sitting and talking. Just a

good conversation, a funny story and

a couple laughs.

Matthew Gever

"Hi! Me llamo Matt Gever y yo

soy un Viewpoint columnist. I can

scarcely remember why I applied to

be a columnist. I do remember that it

had something to do with my reaction

to all the crap that was printed in

Pravda (aka the Daily Bruin) in quar-

ters past. I grew weary of reading the

same leftist b.s. printed week after

week. My goal as a columnist was to

challenge the ideas of the left, among
others. If anything was learned from

my columns (and I doubt anything

was), I hope that it was that no idea

should ever be accepted as axiom

without any inquiry into the subject.

Instead ofjust vituperating those who
do not accept traditional standards,

try and learn more about the opposi-

tion. Who knows, it might make more

sense than what you believe now."

Patrick Friel

"I am not too excited by the

prospect of people thinking, 'What

does Patrick have to say?' After all, I

try not to say anything too important.

Why should I try to say something

important when I have length limita-

tions and overeager editors to worry

me?

"So why do I bother writing? It

does give me something to do, and it

is mildly impressive (to those

impressed by that sort of thing). Also,

it is possible to serve a purpose with-

out getting too serious. People rarely

turn to The Bruin for serious news or

deep opinions, but they do turn to the

paper for chunks of information and

dabs of amusement (and, of course,

coupons). I would like to think that 1

can still serve some purpose (although

I might serve a better purpose ifmy
columns included coupons)."

Catie Snow Bailard couldn't make it.

IVIari DHtmer

Thank you. speakers, lor speaking'

Thank you listeners, lor listenmg'
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Shuttle to LAX only $10
or 10% off our regular rates to all other destinations

Door to Door Service, 24 hours a day
Enjoy the comfort of Xpress Shuttle Service
to/from all Southern California Airports and

start your hassle free holiday at your door step.

SHUTTLE
Advance reservation required

(800) 4 SHUTTLE
(800) 474-8885

Xpress Shuttle Service is also available in:

San Diego (800) 900-RIDE • Salt Lake City (800)397-0773
'One way Shuttle service to/from UCLA (including 2 miles radius around campus) and LAX

TO AIRPORT
$10 Per Person

UCLA to LAX
107f off all other destinations

(800) 4 SHUTTLE
g^XPRESS

I

FROM AIRPORT
$10 Per Person

UCLA to LAX
Claim your baggage and call:

(800) 4 SHUTTLE
^ ^^ ^^ ^^ _ Efer - t tt U T T L » I

CRAM SOME MUSIC BETWEEN THE MATH.
YouVe got finals next week, right?

^ Duh! Are you going to cram all

weekend without a break until

you've got cabin fever? Did you

know that UC tests have proven

that listening to classical music

can improve your IQ? Besides, at

ten bucks a seat for students with

ID, you might even run into a

study partner.

Thu.,Fri.,&Sat.,

Dec. 10, 11,& 12,8:00

Sun., Dec. 13, 2:30

Zubin Mehta, conductor

Vadim Repin, violin

Gloria Cheng-Cochran,

piano

Messiaen: Oiseaux exotiques

Messiaen: Couleurs de la Cit^

celeste

Lalo: Symphonie espagnole

Thu., Dec. 17, 8:00

Fri., Dec. 18, 8:00

Sun., Dec. 20, 2:30

Mark Wiggiesworth,

conductor

Beethoven: Symphony No. 6

("Pastoral")

Messiaen: Et exspecto resur-

rectionem mortuorum

StoJ«t>t Kusk:$10
Upbeat Live, an informal lec-

ture/demonstration featuring

excerpts and interesting anec-

dotes and history about the

music to D€ performed, takes

place in the Grand Hall 1 hour

before each concert.

Come early and enhance your

appreciation of the music!

Full-price tickets by

phone: (2 13) 365-3500

Information: (323) 850-2000

Student rush with current I.D.:$10

(subject to availability) begin-

ning 2 hrs. before the concert.

MUSIC QNTER ci.s$k«iio5i^^ 0O«DTHYCHAN0Ult *-•"•«••«">•»

01PAVILION •<'^GO-PM

Visit our web site at wwwJaphil.org

•«.-"i«—*—*-

The Los Angeles
PHILHARMONIC
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Holiday music

warms hearts

of • • fans,

jaded listeners

COLUMN: Christmas tunes

by New Kids on the Block

sure to evoke memories

Believe me when I say I know

the horrors that come with

going home for the holidays.

Besides suffering through the wrath

of family squabbles, your life seems

to be devoid of an essential ingredi-

ent: real music. No, that generic crap

you hear in the

malls does not

count as true

holiday tunes.

, Although the

MicheUe

Zubiate-

prospects seem

grim, never

'fear. You do

have options.

Next time Dad
pops in Dean
Martin's "clas-

sic" tunes for

the umpteenth

time, run to the

next room to

your CD player and pop in the one

of these choices tailor made for your

personality. The results are sure to

please.

1. The nostalgic. You were a kid

once and you remember hearing

classic tunes of bubble-gum pop

mayhem. The perfect choice for you

is to lug down some of your old

boxes and fish out - that's right
-

New Kids on the Block. "Have a

Funky, Funky X-Mas" and "This

One's for the Children" are as much

true classics as anything Bing Crosby

or Ella Fitzgerald hashed out. The

best part of it is that you don't have

to buy a thing. (You know you

already own it.)

2. The jock. Surprisingly, a compi-

lation fits your manly macho desires.

Someone out there is aware of your

plight and has offered the perfection

solution to maintain your tough

image. A collection of CDs titled

"Christmas Carols for Rabid Fans"

contains the perfect versions of your

favorite holiday tunes, dedicated to

the fans of teams like the Denver

Broncos and the Green Bay Packers.

A sample lyric: "Deck your head

with cheesehead yellow, fa la la la la,

la la la la." You don't even have to

pretend not to be into the holiday

spirit. Grrr...

3. The joker. You just love to piss-

off the family with your disrespectful

attitude. You love playing pranks on

the cousins, and no one talks to you

at dinner. Well, you can have the

weapon to really cause a stink with a

holiday album titled, "Santa's Got

Gas." Yes, it's real because they

know people like you unfortunately

exist. Songs like "Rudolph the

Rancid" are sure to get some

upturned noses from the folks What

you'll get IS some personalized holi-

day spirit

4. The young at heart Sure, the

CD belongs to your 1 2-year*old sister

(wink wink). It's OK. no one will

ever know your guilty pleasures For

you we suggest a vartety of grade lev

ARTS ENTERTAINMENT
Inferno's Fire

Dante's epic about a man's voyage

into hell gets a face-lift with a new

translation by Robert Pinsky.See

Thursday for the story.
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Playing the last show

of their final tour,

A Tribe Called Quest

took the stage at the

House of Blues on

Wednesday to perform

cuts off recent albums,

revive old favorites,

and say their goodbyes

By Tenoch Flores

Dflily Bruin Cnntr ihutor

classic album, "The Low End

Theory." the House's enthusiasm

Many people hung their heads

in anticipation of the festive

funeral about to take place.

People from all walks of life came

to see one of the most respected

hip-hop groups perform for the

last time. Wednesday night's per-

formance at the House of Blues

would be the last stop on A Tribe

Called Quest's final tour.

Tribe affiliates and Detroit

natives. Slum Village, was first up

to bat. Accompanied by their pro-

ducer, JD (whose song credits

include Tribe's "Find A Way"
and Pharcyde's "Runnin'"), Slum

Village delivered an enthusiastic

performance. Initially, the crowd

seemed excited by Slum Village's

set, but as its performance began

winding down, the crowd moved

very little.

Much to the audience's delight,

Blackstar took the stage soon

afterward. Mos Dc\' and Talib

Kweli proceeded to move the

crowd with ease as they kicked

rhymes over other group's instru-

mentals, such as Missin' Linx's

"M.I.A." Mos Def showed

strong stage presence, appearing

to have the crowd in total control

while he and Kweli traded rhymes

back and forth. Blackstar finished

up with "RE: Definition" to slow

things down a bit, and then it was

only a matter of time before the

Tribe took the stage.

Greeted by a wave of cheers,

Ali Shaheed Muhammad, Q-Tip

and Phife rushed the stage with

the confidence that 10 years in the

rap game allows. Even Jarobi

(otherwise known as "that guy

from the first album") appeared,

and the crowd was itching to feel

the vibes.

Opening with "Common
Ground" from their latest album

"The Love Movement," the Tribe

started things off a little slow. The

audience didn't seem to mind the

slow start; "This is Tribe, who

cares what they play!" seemed to

be the attitude permeating the

venue on this nightr
^

When they went mto their next

song "Buggm" Out," from \99\'s

level doubled. As Phife ran

through his verse, with the crowd

following along on pace, the

scope of the Tribe's popularity

.

(extending far beyond fans of hip-

hop music) was apparent once

again.

Everyone in the house knew

the words to the song, men and

women of all ethnic groups. The

crowd's diversity, unusual in stan-

dard concerts, stood as just one

more testament to the quality of

music that the Tribe creates.

Sadly, the difference in the

crowd's reaction toward the first

two songs illustrated what every-

one had been thinking but was too

scared to say: the last two Tribe

albums simply pale in comparison

to the group's previous three.

This became apparent through-

out the night as the newer materi-

al received a "warm" reaction

compared to the intensity wrung

forth by older songs.

All that aside. Tribe went on to

play "Oh My God" off of the

"Midnight Marauders" album,

delighting fans. As the bouncy

rhythm spilled through Q-Tip's

verse, the Tribe regained their

vibe.

But when Tribe performed the

occasional song from their new

album, audience energy waned.

Nevertheless "Bonita Applebum"

got the crowd right back in the

game. As the group performed

what has become the ultimate hip-

hop love song, everyone approv-

ingly swayed along.

After performing the classics

"Jazz (We've Got)" and "Steve

Biko, ' Q-Tip took time out to talk

to the audience. He thanked fans

for their support, which he

claimed allowed the Tribe to

make music "for the love (of

music.)"

Once that was said and done,

he asked for song requests, speci-

fying that they be album cuts.

Enough people, however, asked

for "Hot Sex" off of the

Boomerang soundtrack that the

group made an excqjtion.
^
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Photos by LEAH SWAILEY

Anthony Vulin, Will Heermance, Megan Bailan and Camilla

Ghedini, members of Awaken A Capella, sing Christmas carols at BJ's

in Westwood.

Carolers to fill Village

with sounds of season

(Left to right) PMfc, Ali Shaheed Muhamtned and Q-Tip malce up the hip hop group A Tribe Called Quest. The band played at the House of Blues on Wednesday.

MUSIC: Student singers

connect with audiences,

businesses in Westwood

By Sandy Yang
Daily Bruin Staff

The sight of palm trees in

Christmas tree attire, snowllakc ban-

ners and the starry lights strung over

Wilshire Boulevard makes the holiday

season a visual treat as one ventures

into Westwood Village. For two more

weekends, the Christmas atmosphere

is not just limited to the sights of the

holidays, but the music of the season

as well - when the UCLA group

Awaken A Capella performs

Christmas carols through the streets

of Westwood.

The student-run Awaken A Capella

will be the first group to carol in what

Westwood Village Community

Alliance organizer Steve Sann hopes

will become a Westwood Village tradi-

tion. The Alliance,

responsible for the

traditional holiday

decorations festoon-

ing the streets, is also

the sponsor and ini-

tiator of this

Christmas program

with a UCLA twist.

Although the 13-

member, co ed a

capella group may
start a tradition,

their vocal stylings

are certainly not tra-

ditional.

Revamping
familiar songs such

as "Up on the

Housetop" and

"Silent
Night, ''Awaken
mixes in new har-

monies and genres.

For example, one

song may include 1

3

sq)arate parts, while

another traditional

long might incorpo-

rate techno elc-

ment5

"It's not what a lot of people are

going to expect, because people

expect there to be four or five people

dressed up like someone out of

Charles Dickens and your traditional

Christmas carols," says Will

Pellegrini, a fourth-year theater stu-

dent and Awaken president. "But

instead, they got a group of 13 college

students who are just as enthusiastic

and talented."

Sann, also a UCLA alumnus,

couldn't agree more with the decision

to hire the group.

Having worked with the group

before, Sann felt the group not only

possessed enough talent to rival any

professional agency, but also thought

it would spark a connection between

the students and the business owners

in the Village.

"It would have been a lot easier to

call the talent agency and book a quar-

tet and bring them in ... that is a no-

brainer," Sann says.

SeeCAROUN<i,page32

A group of carolers from Awaken A Capella sings

in front of the Fox theater.The group will be car-

oMiig in Westwood for the next two weekends.
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SQUIRREL NUT ZIPPERS

"Christmas Caravan"

Squinil Nut Zippers, ""Christmas

Caravan'*

It seems like when November

draws to a close, there's a deluge of

bad Christmas songs everywhere.

You can't walk into a mall without

hearing those dogs barking "Jingle

Bells" at least once, and you're lucky

if you can escape those overblown

star collaborations that ooze saccha-

rin while they belt out anthems ofjoy.

Even if you're lucky enough to get

traditional songs once in a while,

you're bound to get a little tired after

hearing them every year. Those inter-

ested in an alternative to the old time

Christmas ditties can now look to the

Squirrel Nut Zippers for a bit of spice

in their eggnog.

The Zip|>ers have put together the

kind of present everyone wants to

from their usual swing sound on "Hot

Christmas" and the chilly, but touch-

ing "My Evergreen," to simmering

blues on "A Johnny Ace Christmas,''

in which singer Katherine Whalen

sounds only a few steps removed from

Tina Turner.

They can serve up throwback

Jimmie Rogers-style country, on.

"Gift of the Magi," and sample a host

of styles on "Hanging Up My
Stockings." Their finest moment,

though, comes on the jump blues of

"Indian Giver," with its honking sax

solo, swinging guitar, and smooth

background harmonies.

"Christmas Caravan" is such a

melting pot of styles, it's difficult to

resist.

Brent Hopkins

Various Artists, "Psycho: Music

From and Inspired by the Motion

Picture**

Now that the movie has already

been revamped in a 90's style, what

better than to kick its music into gear

with recent trends. The soundtrack

for "Psycho" does just that by adding

a different edge to a classic musical

theme. If it doesn't work for the

.. .», ..p u\ A\ ff^r^nt ;r.rHtrhy iiN mnvio it'fi junt intorafiting anouflh to recruited a littlf hifvhnp flavor tn rpjii

trade of hit scores: Danny Elfman

("Mission Impossible," "Men In

Black"). You still feel the old chills all

over again but with a slightly modern

scare added in.

The most notable track on the

album remains Rob Zombie's ''Living

Dead Girl," which combines a hard

rock, metal bite with a fairly impres-

sive rhythm. Right away you can see

Vince Vaughn doing his creepy thing

all over the place as Norman Bates.

Other noteworthy picks include

Mono's "Madhouse," which gives the

album an ethereal, eerie feel while

Teddy Thompson's "Psycho" remains

amusing, even if it doesn't move you

rhythmically.

Unfortunately, it just missed

Halloween, but this soundtrack is sure

lo get anyone in the mood to explore

the darker side of music.

Michelle Zubiate

Whitney Houston, "My Love is

Your Love**

It's appropriate that the first single,

"When You Believe," off of Whitney

Houston's latest album, is a duet with

Mariah Carey. Because much like the

pop-turned-R&B diva, Houston has

flavor

share the mic for the "Prince of

Egypt" soundtrack with a sweet inspi-

rational tune that belies their new

urban sounds. While Carey chose to

throw her creative talents into the mix

of Puff Daddy and Bone Thugs &
Harmony, Houston took a subtler

route that incorporates her classic

crooning with the collaborative

efforts of Wyclef Jean and Missy

Elliott. The result is a collage of hits

and misses for the now-legendary pop

queen.

Surprisingly, only her fourth studio

album in her illustrious career (after

an eight-year break sprinkled with

film and soundtrack work), Houston

returns with a product starkly differ-

ent from her last (im Your Baby

Tonight"). But the sign of a true leg-

end is one who can change with the

times without losing a trademark

style. And Houston manages to weave

her velvety five-octave range into

every note of "My Love is Your

Love.

"

"Heartbreak Hotel" highlights the

heavily R&B-infiuenced crop with the

help of Faith Evans and Kelly Price.

Houston's buttery background vocals

embody her classy sex appeal and the

shnulder-swayahle rhythms thirst for

No Whitney Houston collection is

complete without a hit-worthy power-

ballad. "My Love" is no exception,

capping off the track list with "You'll

Never Stand Alone," an upliftmg pop

beauty, courtesy of Diane Warren

("Because You Loved Me" by Celine

Dion, "I Don't Want to Miss A
Thing" by Aerosmith). Some formu-

las are better left untouched.

Louise Chu

Various Artists, "Untouchable

Outcaste Beats Vol. T
Once you're an outcaste in Hindu

society, you can join up with the three

other outcasts and make mediocre

Indian techno.

As far as one can tell, only three

acts (Shri, Nitin Sawhney and

Badmarsh) have actually been signed

to the Outcaste label, and they

account for only five of the fourteen

tracks on the album. The rest is a mix-

ture of late 60's to mid 70's jazz-funk

salvaged from the psychedelic sitar

craze and well-known jungle, break-

beat and acid jazz artists like Pressure

Drop, Up Bustle & Out ("Ninjatune")

and Better Daze ("Ubiquity").

The old material, taken from a pre-

vious Polydor release is actually semi-

original, and there are absolutely no

singipg animals whatsoever. They

offer a range of different melodies.

work well on the album.

All of the film scores are given new

life by one already established in the

venate a career molded by soulful

anthems and heart-warming ballads.

Ironically, Houston and Carey

replay. "Oh Yes" follows in its sensu-

ous footsteps, pushed by a flowing,

slow-thumping bass.

diggable. especially the woligang

See SOUND, page 30
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Fractured performances in 'Shattered Image' distort plot
FILM: Hitchcock-ish story,

dull ending can't hold

interest of movie-goers

By Lonnle Harris

Daily Bruin Staff

"Shattered Image," the new film

from visionary director Raul Ruiz,

starts olT with a concept that could

have been scripted for the great

Alfred Hitchcock.

This tale, of a woman unable to dis-

cern whether or not her dreams are

realities, incorporates all the elements

of Hitchcock's classic films, from an

average person faced with incredibly

complex and sinister circumstances to

the inherent paranoia found in films

like "Rear Window" and "North by

Northwest."

Unfortunately, Ruiz makes no use

of the concept other than to set up

predictable plot twists and silly action

crescendos, making the film incredi-

bly slow and listless.

The film opens on a young woman
in a bar, who proceeds to the bath-

room where she mercilessly kills

someone in the stalls. We soon find

out that this woman (Anne Parillaud)

is actually just a normal citizen, and

she dreams every night about being a

hit woman.

However, once the seemingly nor-

mal girl goes on her honeymoon with

Photos courtesy of Lton Gate Film

(Above) Anne Parillaud plays a would-be hit woman. (Left) William Baldwin plays her husband.
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VILLAGE
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208-5576

MANN

Westwood

Psycko (R>

Dolby Digital • THX

Mon Wed (11:45 2:15 5 00) 7 45 10 30

Thurs theatre closed

MANN

Santa Monica
CRITERION 3 Jerry Springtr: Ringmaster (R)

1313 3rd St THX - Dolby Digital
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395-1599

LAEMMLE

West Hollywood
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(213)848-3500
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'
CMtral Stathm

Daily (1:30) 4 15 7:00 9:45

UNITED ARTISTS

Westwood
UA WESTWOOO Skatlered Imaoe (Not Rated)

10889 Wellwofth Dolby Stereo - No ViPs until 12/14
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GENERAL
Beverly Hills

Beverly Connection Presented in TMX Digital Sound
Home Fries (PG-13)

12:30 3:00 515 7:4010:16

Beverly Connection
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BRUIN
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Very Bad Tilings (R)

Dolby Digital - THX

Mon-Tu, Th(l2 00 2 30 5 00)

7 3010:10 CRITERION 5.

NATIONAL Tlie Rugrals Movie (G)

10925 Lindbrook THX Dolby SR

208-4366 Mon Th (12:15 2:30 4:45) 7:00 915

American History X (R)

THX • Dolby Digital

Mon -Th (1:00 4:15) 7:00 9 45

The Siege (R)

Dolby Digital - Stadium Seating

Mon -Th (4 10) 7 00 9 45

Wizard of Oz (G)

THX • Dolby Digital

Mon -Th (12:00 2:15)

SUNSET 2 This year's Tfte fnW Monty

(213) 848-3500 Waking Ned Devine

Daily (12.45) 3:05 5:25 7:55 10:15
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475-9441

Celelrtty (R)

Dolby Stereo THX

Mon-Th 2:10 4:45 7:3010:20

Presented in Digital Sound
THeWaterbov (PG-13]

12:15 2:45 5:00 7:15 9J0
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(213)848-3500

Gate Blanchett
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Special Midnight Movie
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208-7664 Mon-Th (1:00 3:45) 7:00 9:45
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Antz (PC)

THX - Dolby Digital

Mon - Th (2:00)
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CHEST
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AVCO CINEMA
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1
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ALL MOVIES ARE $2 00
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Stereo
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Todd Haynes'
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to Stay warm and save money?

Save IS'^'on ALL
jackets & sweaters

for men & women
Sale ends Dec. 20

choose from

brands like

•nike

•adidas

• quiksilver

* currants

reference point
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Correspondence brings

human touch to theater
THEATER: ^Chere Maitre'

reveals life of Flaubert

through intimate letters

By DJ.R. Brudmer
N.Y.Times News Service

NEW YORK - For the first few

minutes "Chere Maitre" threatens to

be a nostalgia soak for Irene Worth

fans; Here, inimitably, is the voice

that finds the head too flat a sounding

board and tries to purr and murmur

directly from the diaphragm, the eyes

that tell you words cannot reach the

depths of human dreams, and the

slight shifts of limb or position that

suggest this woman is steadying her-

self in an emotional earthquake.

But give her time to outline the

new character she is creating and all

those indelible figures from the past -

from Shakespeare, Ibsen, Chekhov,

Tennessee Williams, Albee - fade

into the background and Ms. Worth

really is the French novelist George

Sand.

Peter Eyre, the actor who adapted

this 90-minute enchantment from the

correspondence of Sand and Gustave

Flaubert, calls it a recital. Indeed, he

^ati^^W^. lyoflB"^^ large pag€¥=Sf^

Bat Theater Company is presenting

it, these actors seem very large pres-

ences indeed.

The Sand-Flaubert correspon-

dence developed when he was in his

early 40s and she was turning 60.

They had markedly different views of

literature, but they cultivated an

affectionate respect for each other

that is almost palpable in the letters.

While Flaubert mostly held himself

to stating his literary principles and

perceptions. Sand was sometimes less

restrained and in one famous letter

told Flaubert that his obsession with

style was a kind of snobbery that pre-

vented his fiction from affecting peo-

ple's lives.

Eyre conveys Flaubert's caution

admirably, with just an occasional

flash of impatience, perhaps even irri-

tation. In fact, in his selection of let-

ters he has probably made his role in

this "recital" too subdued. Flaubert's

power was intellectual, and it was for-

midable. This performance would be

riiore balanced if Eyre gave his char-

acter's intellect more flash and fire.

After all, he is up against terrific

competition. Sand's letters are full of

fruit and flowers, children and grand-

children, actors, singers and amusing

neighbors, while Flaubert's are filled

with ideaK,"eTTdtesrcompiamts^ami]iis-

the letters throughout, like music

sheets; they sit for 40 minutes and

stand for 20; then one sits and one

reclines on a couch.

But a catalog of small hand and

foot movements, especially Ms.

Worth's, reveal doubts, apprehen-

sions and passions in these writers

that their careful sentences struggle to

conceal. Like one, perhaps, given by

two great Wagnerians accompanied

by the Chicago Symphony. In the inti-

macy of the Flea Theater, where the

dying mother.

When he laments the stupidity of

his countrymen and says, "Earth is no

longer habitable for us poor man-

darins," she replies that "what you are

complaining about is life."

And while Ms. Worth is expressing

all this motherly affection in an enor-

mous range of inflection, she knows

very well how to let us see violets

peeping out of a spring snow and feel

the cold as she reaches out to touch

them.

'The Eel' critiques society,

offers refreshing symbolism
PRISON: Japanese film

depicts solitude of work,—

infidelity, spousal murder

By Jeff Millar

Houston Chronicle

In "The Eel," the middle-aged

Yamashita (Koji Yakusho) is what the

Japanese call a salaryman. He does

white-collar work in an anonymous

skyscraper and takes a long train

commute home to a pretty, much-

younger wife. He is quiet, placid.

Yamashita has received a series of

anonymous letters accusing his wife

of taking a man to her bed while

Yamashita is out on his only apparent

recreatiofj, night fishing.

One night he returns early and

finds the accusations are true, and in

"retaliation Yamashita stabs his wife to

death. Salary-man to the end, he gets

on his bike, pedals to the police sta-

tion and with his wife's blood drip-

ping from his fishing slicker, turns

himself in.

Eight years later, taking from

prison only an eel he has made into a

pet, Yamashita is paroled to a small

coastal village. His parole officer is

also a Shinto priest, who helps

Yamashita rehab an abandoned bar-

bershop so he can follow the trade he

was taught in prison.

Convinced by his experience that

emotions are profoundly dangerous.

Yamashita resolves to live a stoic

SeeYAMASHrrA,page33

Lion Gate films

Lisanne Falk (left) and Anne Parillaud star in "Shattered Image."

SHAHERED
From page 27

these things, as the actors speak their

dialogue as slowly and lifelessly as

possible. The screenplay allows for lit-

Positive enjoys new life at concert

MUSIC: Band to resurrect

legacy at reunion before

going separate ways again

By Jim Sullivan

The Boston Globe

"We are, " says O Positive singer-

guitarist Dave Hcrlihy. "back fron^.

the dead, momentarily"

The group which hasn't existed

for three years plays its farewell

concert at Mama Km Music Hall m
Boston Saturday night (Dec 5)

After that, it's back to the rock grave

yard for O Positive Herlihy. singer

guitarist Dave Martin, guitarist-key-

boardist Alan Petitti, drummer Ken

Hickey, and bassist David Ingham.

But, you may wonder, why was O
Positive exhumed in the first place?

Herlihy says T.T. the Bear's co-

owner, Bonney Bouley, called in

September about reuniting the band

to play one of the club's 25th-annivcr-

sary/chanty shows "We had such a

good feeling about Bonney and the

cause, so we said, 'Let's do this,

says Herlihy "A couple of the guys

thought It d be a good opportunity to

go over tracks from *94 to put togeth-

er a live CD The show sold out a

her new husband (William Baldwin),

she begins to doubt that the life she is

currently living is real, or perhaps

merely the dream of her allcr-cgo, the

hit woman.

Of course, thmgs get more and

more convoluted at this point.

Though the ending gives some satis-

faction for anyone who remains inter-

ested in the silly little talc, it doesn't

provide nearly the excitement that the

previous 90 minutes would require.

Ruiz and his cast, in fact, do very

little right in the making of

"Shattered Image." Some films

remain extremely complicated and

mysterious during their running time,

but in order to keep the audiences

interest, a film must at least provide

some interesting dialogue or a sympa-

thetic character.

"Shattered Image" has neither of

tie du ring tlie films upeiii i ig liuui bur

confused dialogue, obvious hints as

to the direction the film will take, and

three poorly filmed sex scenes that

could have been taken out from any

movie playing at around 3 a.m.

If Ruiz had taken a direction more

like director Brian Singer in "The

Usual Su.spects," he could have used

his actors to maintain audience

curiosity, despite leaving audiences in

the dark about most of the twists and

turns of the plot.

Instead. Ruiz apparently counts

on our innate interest in finding out

the future of his story rather than pro

viding us with any reason to care.

Because of this, "Shattered Image"

becomes utterly boring and a wasted

movie experience.

FILM: "Shattered Image"opened Dec. 4

at select theaters.

Sm 31

ZUBIATE
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els to kick back and enjoy your Bop

Magayjine to. You can buy - I mean,

borrow - Barney's "Happy
Holidays, Love Barney" or the

Smurfs' Christmas album. If you've

matured slightly since last year you

might have graduated to Hanson's

holiday picks or N'Sync's newest

release. Either way. your slumber

party will surely be a hit.

5. The cynic. You don't believe in

holidays. They were all designed for

capitalist purposes, and American

culture has entirely lost sight of the

true meaning behind the material

emphasis. Therefore, you loathe the

facade of good cheer and plastic

ornaments and refuse to partake in a

celebration of hypocrisy. Guess

what? They've got you covered. You

hate the holidays? Well, someone

else does too, and they've made an

album called "Bummed Out

Christmas." No tidings of joy found

here, just a lot of depressing banter

about the dark side of the season.

Top tracks include "Santa Came
Home Drunk" and "Christmas in

Jail." I predict yot^r next caroling

venture will include a brand new

anthem. "Who Put the Merry in

Christmas'^"

6. The funky fresh Ahh yeah

it's all good. baby. (That was my
funky fresh jive ) You can get into

the spirit and still retain your fly

image All the dope music lies in a

single collection: Westside 01'

Skool's "All I Want For Christmas is

Yo." It's dope, and it's cool. You can

groove to your hip tunes and still

have it all goin' on. In other words,

you can still be yourself even when

circumstances look otherwise.

Word.

And last but not least...

7. The country lover.

Misunderstood by your peers'' Take

advantage of this time away from

school to dePve into some down-

home, honky-tonk tunes. Cry in your

beer and kick off your boots because

the album of your dreams lies in "70

Oz. of Country Christmas." Your

fiddle-fetish will find satisfaction and

a country holiday was just what the

cowboy in you ordered. Yee-hah,

partner.

Not everyone will fit these blatant

stereotypes, and that's OK, too.

Usually all of you fit into a general

category we will just refer to as "the

boring" for now

I'm sure everyone else will find

some enjoyment over the staple

stylings of holiday albums by every-

one from F-rank Sinatra to \yilson-

Philips All I'm trying to say is that

you're not special and have no real

place on my list. That s all

So when you're sipping eggnog

next to loved ones remember that

there is a way cool life outside of tin-

sel and candv canes It's up tt> you to

give this holidav a little flavor

Zubiate is a second-year urxleclared

student and is ntusicalty impaired

Other stores can't offer these low educational prices.

Shop on campus for the best savings on software.

up to tv/ti savings trom list.

WINDOWS
Corel WordPerfect

Suite 8 Professional

UCLA Store price $105
Compare at $3A4

Publisher 98

Microsoft Publisher 98

UCLA Store price $69

Compare at $99

f^Hlm

Adobe Acrobat

UCLA Store price $45

Compare at $178

$129
Adobe Affobdt

Claris Fllemaker Pro 4.1

UCLA Store price $129

Compare at $178

Symantec System Works

UCLA Store price $49

Compare at $69

SystemWorks

Symantec Norton

Mobile Essentials

UCLA Store price $39

Compare at $44

Macromedia Fireworks

UCLA Store price $99

Compare at $279

MACINTOSH

Adobe Illustrator 8.0

UCLA Store price $139

Compare at $375

Adobe Photoshop 5«0

UCLA Store price $269

Compare at $597

m •'••

PhotosHop!

Symantec Norton

Antivirus 5.0 -
UCLA Store price $39

Compare at $64

Symantec

Norton Utilities

UCLA Store price $55

Compare at $95

UtilL^^es

Apple Appleworks 5.0

UCLA Store price $72

Compare at $90

\|1ji^^(ld^.S

Macromedia

Freehand 8.0

UCLA Store price $99

Compare at $378

Restrictions ind Pjymwt Policies: Software is iviilabie only to UCLA students, seiected UCLA Extension students, UCLA fwulty, UCLA stiff *nd UCLA

dejwftmentJ. trtension students should inquire it the Computef Store regarding eligibility. UCLA Computet Store price requires payment by currency, cashier's

check, or University Credit Union Withdrawal Check made payable to The UCLA Stofe. VISA, P^asterCard, and Wscow are also accepted. Penonal checks an

accepted up to Sl.OOO Money orders are not accepted. Sales tax wMI be added to listed pnces.

® CompulGT Store
no. 8? m I

v^ww.ui lasluft'.m. la.odu
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Since t920
THE ORIGINAL YELLOW CAB

WISHING UCLA A
HAPPY AND SAFE
HOLIDAY SEASON.

1-800-711-TAXI
(8 2 9 4)

TRIBE
From page 25

this is your chance

special someone

Wsten
tomorrow
at 8:00p

hosted by
robert garcia

Unfortunately, sound system prob-

lems, which sometimes included ofT-

level pilches and indistinguishable

instrumentals, destroyed the piece.

When Tribe began "Hot Sex," the

entrancing beat accompanying the

song was hardly audible.

Some of the crowd made out the

beat and recognized it immediately.

SOUND
From page 26

Dauner Quartet. The Quartet had a

tight rhythm section and some of

those fat on-the-town jazz piano

chords under the Indian vocal

stylings.

The old reliable. Up Bustle & Out,

delivers a jazzy little trip-hop package

complete with backalley wah guitar,

tablas and eastern-sounding trumpet

samples. This one is so well put-

together the Indian motif is practical-

ly incidental.

But that and a few other tracks are

as good as it gels. Badmarsh makes no

such instrumental concessions

beyond straight danceability, and

Nitin Sawhney keeps it boringly ethe-

real and fusionesque, thoroughly opi-

ating the trip hop sensibility (yes, it's

possible) with those tremorous, vocal

Dissatisfied with crowd participation,

Q-Tip asked Shahecd to cut the track

right before he dropped his verse.

It must be understood that this

song is so highly regarded by fans of

the Tribe that many felt it was well

worth buying the entire R&B-filled

Boomerang soundtrack just for it. To

cut the song in the middle of perform-

ing it did the crowd a true disservice.

Once again, the audience had to be
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Hard Way" is an awesome collection

of over 25 years of Bali-wood cinema

scores. A helpful information booklet

provides the curious with a brief his-

tory of "Brownsploitation" films,

India's popular equivalent of

American James Bond and

"Blaxploitation" movies.

The Shall brothers, who composed

almost 100 movie soundtracks a year

at their zenith, create smooth pol-

ished mood music using the rhythms

of their native Ragasthan, but their

work also shows the influence of their

American and European counter-

parts. The sound expertly brings to

mind images of suave gangsters, cool

private eyes, gamblers, kung-fu fights

and car chases.

Many of the tracks include snip-

pets of dialogue from their parent

films, hilarious non sequiturs that

have to be heard to be truly appreciat-

ed.

aumplc'i (which 6M Can't help but f«Bl "Sattihidananda" utaru with a iimi.

have some merit and could be used in

a less cheesy context).

On the whole, if the sitar samples

were better, the tabla playing and

samples were fancier (more from the

Alia Rakha school then just the "hi,

we're tablas" school), and the vocals

were all taken out, one could appreci-

ate this comp more.

Wes Medina

Anandji and Kalyanji Shah,

''Bombay the Hard Way: Guns, Cars

and Sitars''

This is the album that everyone

should have. Written and conducted

by the Shah brothers, "Bombay the

matter-of-factly saying something

that sounds like, "I want to be eclec-

tic," to which a female voice replies.

"You and your Indian pug rhymes.

Now let's walk English style." In "My
Guru," the singer apologizes for his

lack of talent, promising to consult his

"guru" before continuing.

Even without all these extras, how-

ever, the CD is still worth having, if

only to read the names of the various

tracks: "Punjabis, Pimps and

Players," "The Good, the Bad and the

Chutney" and "Fists of Curry" are,

without doubt, the coolest song titles

in the history of music.

Michael Rosen

Call

825.9999
to make

your
dedication!

KLA@29
KLA is channel 29 in the dorms

toitowea dv
Getting it on \A/ith Matt & John'

As the season

gets into high

gear, here's

an innovative

gift that's

determined to lift

their spirits even more. The Sv^iss Army
Brand Original Watch is guaranteed to

become a companion for life. Bold

easy-to-read face. Luminous tritium

hands and markers, sweep second

hand, date, and calendar, hardened

mineral and Sv/iss quartz movement.

It's water resistant to 330 feet. With

red, black, or

polished bezel. Thi!

is one gift you can

count on. $135. mm
As always, we offer a discouni to

UCLA Students, Faculty, and Staff

fine jewelers
Westwood's oldest and most respected jeweler . .Since 1946

Formerly Crescent-Westwood Jewelers

1 055 westwood blvd

wtstwood vililoge

(310)208 3131 Vbs^

TRIBE
From page 30 .^^

brought back in?o the vibe. "Electric

Relaxation" was the savior of choice.

Another song from the "Midnight

Marauders" album, this one pleased

everyone immediately.

Afterward. Tribe played "Can I

Kick It?" for what appeared to be

their final song, much to the audi-

ence's dismay. Knowing this could

not be the final offering, not a single

person headed for the doors.

Sure enough they came out again

to do "Scenario," driving fans crazy.

Then the moment most everyone was

waiting for, "Check The Rhime'came

on.

As the jazzy sounds filled the

room, everyone was moving. It was

this song that propelled Tribe to the

POSITIVE
From page 28

week in advance and a lot of people

couldn't get in, so we figured we'd do

one more show."

With a limited edition CD, "O
Positive Live," just out, Herlihy calls

the Mama Kin gig "a CD release

funeral."

O Positive was one of Boston's

most melodic, intelligent post-punk

bands of the decade 1985-95. The

group scored early with the "Only

-breathing" EP (fc-alunng "With

You") and then again with another

EP called "Cloud Factory" (featur-

ing "Talk About Love"). "The two

EPs were combined into a CD in

1989.

The next year, the members signed

with Epic and released the CD
"Toyboat, Toyboat, Toyboat." O
Positive didn't fly nationally for a

variety of reasons - a lack of promo-

tion being one of those. "They were

scaling back their commitment to

baby bands," recalls Herlihy. "We
walked in to do a video for the first

single and they pulled the plug. We
stepped into the batter's box and we

lofty status they have enjoyed ever

since. Next they performed«lhe song

which pulled everyone onto their

bandwagon, "Award Tour."

The show ended with their newest

single, "Find A Way". An appropri-

ate choice, this was one of the newer

songs that did enjoy the same

approval as that of their earlier mate-

rial. There would be no return to the

stage this time; the show was over.

Though inconsistent at times,

Wednesday night's House of Blues

show proved to be one to remember.

If nothing else, it was the last stop on

A Tribe Called Quest's fina|l tour, and

those who witnessed the event were

lucky just for that.

Though satisfied, those leaving the

House of Blues went home with an

unpleasant chore on their minds: get-

ting used to the idea of hip-hop with-

out A Tribe Called Quest.

didn't have a bat. We just watched

the ball go by."

The band regrouped, kept mov-

ing, and solidified its local audience.

It released a final studio CD. "Home
Sweet Head," in 1993. By January

*95, it was all over. Herlihy went full-

time into law, a profession he had

trained for at Boston College. He is

now an entertainment business attor-

ney. (Herlihy, Hickey, and Ingham

also play occasionally in a group

called Toyboat, which appears at T.T.

the Bear's Dec. 11.)

"I had my midlife crisis at 24,"

t;ayt; the 4i.ycur.;ild Hc i hiiy. "i wuke

Photo Greeting Cards
Send a personalized holiday hello,..

up as a lawyer and didn't want to see

myself as a bald fat attorney in my
50s never having gone for it. It was a

pleasure to be involved in something

where everyone's going for it. I don't

have that nagging 'what if . .
.?'

phase."

"O Positive gave it everything we

had," Herlihy says. The Mama Kin

gig should "be fun - to do it without

the pressure of the business and do it

for the joy. It's not like we're going in

for root canals. Having had some dis-

tance (from the material) gave me a

chance to approach the lyrics anew

and not just sing them verbatirri.

starting at $11.99

No fuss, all fun. Choose from 6 new and

diverse commemorative greetings. Save time

and imprint a personal greeting. Horizontal

or vertical format available.

Order by

Dec. 13 for

Guaranteed

7-Day

Service or

FREE!

Look

for this...

When you buy this. .

.

/

0-

i*-.

S
>«..

The American Gem Society is a group of fine

jewelers in North America dedicated to consumer

protection... your protection.

The AGS logo is your assurance of quality. Quality

you can count on. For all your fine jewelry purchases,

visit a jeweler who is serious about serving you.

The AGS jeweler.

Photo Gift Ideas

...or customized gift, a fun way
to share your favorite photos.

b.

fine jewelers'

WMlwood't oktaat and most ratoadBd iswalBr Since 1946

1055 wettwood blvd - wattwood village

(310) 208-3131

DEDICATED TO PK3VEN ETHia. KNOilEDGE AND CONSUME* PIOIlCnON*

Get your photos

processed and

submit print with

photo gift order.

Order photo gifts no

later than December

6th for Christmas---

delivery. Allow 14

days for delivery.

f.

a. Ceramic Photo Plate .$17.95

b. 18oz white Mug . . .$24.95

c. 15oz white Mug $19.95

d. lloz white Mug . . .$16.95

e. Photo Mouse Pad . . .$14.95

f. Photo T-shirt

Adults S-Af-I XL . .

Adults XXL

.$17.95

.$19.95

Child S-M'L $17.95

.$17.95g. Ceramic Ornament

Sweatshirt (not shown)

Adults S'M'L XL ...

Adults XXL

Photo Greeting Cards & Gift Ideas are

available at Essentials, B-Level Ackerman;

Campus Photo Studio, A-Level Ackerman;

North Campus Shop; Health Sciences Store;

Hill Top Shop

O Photo Processing

.$27.95

.$31.95

Child S-M'L $27.95

.$24.95Memory Lane Calendar

(not shown)
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MONDAY MADNESS IS HERE!

Pacific Bell

Pure Digital PCS/ \

Medium
1-ltem

only >

$5.99
-h tax

CALL US

824-5000
Now accepting Visa & MasterCard

Not valid With any other offer.

Offer valid mondays only 6:00-1 1 :00 pm

Pacific Bell mobile service

Nokia 6190

Nokia 5190

Startac 7000

Startac 8000

iviotorola 2000

iviotoroia 6000

iviotoroia G520

$179

$79
$179

$439

FREE

$ 99

$ 39

out the door
price + tax

•activation

required

Imperial Cellular

11659 Santa Monica Blvd.

• Free Pager
• Free Caller id

• Free voice Mall ^ ,«, , j. r r^ - j.

• Free call waiting ^ blocK east Of Bamngton
• Free Three-way calling .-^^.-— -^ mmmm

• 1000 Free weekend Minutes
(5T OilI / 8"4lblufil

• First minute inco.'ning call free '^ w#^ # \j t^^-t

CAROLING
From page 25

"But what we've done in Westwood

is something much more special and

meaningful and lasting by connecting

the campus with the Village communi-

ty"

Westwood businesses are also tak-

ing an active part in the caroling.

Although the merchants won't be

out singing with Awaken, businesses

can host the carolers by providing

them with either a complimentary

lunch or dinner. Those which aren't

restaurant businesses, like Sarah

Leonard Fine Jewelers and Aahs, will

pay Schlotzsky's Deli to provide the

meals. In return. Awaken will sing in

front of their host business for 15 min-

utes before moving down Westwood's

streets.

As Awaken has already performed

at the deli twice before, Schlotzsky's

Deli owner Cheri Schekman feels the

caroling is an ideal opportunity to con-

nect with the campus.

"We're so close to each other, and I

feel that UCLA and the Village should

work together to make this a really

great area for everyone," Schekman

says. "Anything we do in which we can

work together like this is wonderful."

Coming into the new year, Sann

and the merchants hope the music

doesn't end with the season. With such

a rich reservoir of talent within the

school, Sarah Leonard Fine Jeweler's

v ice president Jaff Abcll th inks
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CAROLING
From page 32

For Westwood as well as for Awaken,

Christmas caroling is something new

for both. The group rehearsed all

quarter for this walking concert and its

winter concert. Awaken will also expe-

rience something that is foreign to

most performers - the chance to be so

close to their audience.

"Down in Westwood, it will be

completely different because our audi-

ence is two feet away from us, just

standing there watching us. It's a neat

contrast (from the winter concert),"

Pellegrini says.

Inviting the holidays in with their

songs. Awaken is also open to the

exposure that comes with being seen

by so many people. The group is opti-

mistic about the potential of this wide

exposure, but most of all, wants to

have a good time.

"I hope we're something fun to

watch while you're Christmas shop-

ping or eating." Ghedini says. "It's

nice to stroll down the street and hear

singing, live singing. I know we're just

trying to have fun."

PERFORMANCE: Awaken A Capella will

carol for the next two weekends in

Westwood, on Friday, Saturday and

Sunday. The group's Winter Concert

will be in the Ackerman Grand

Ballroom this Wednesday at 8 p.m.

Admission is free.

10820 W ilshiix' IJoiikvarcl

Westwood, (A 9002 4

( ^10) 4^*-42(>2

-less ihan oiu' inili' from i ilA caiupus-

-1 rcc coiuinc'iital brcaklast

-AlTordahlc, clean and conilorlal^lc rooins-

-I rcc cable lA cK: local Iclcplionc ( alls-

-Wcckly, monthly and j^roiip rates available

For Reservations call:

(310) 474-4262

Winter Internships

And Mentoring Programs
Dnss-up your resume and prepare for the REAL WOULD!

If you have the desire to succeed and the dedication to leam and apply the

skills we'll teach you. we'll put you in charge of one of our product lines.

Your Title:

The Products:

Product Manager

Medical Education Products:

First Aid and CPR

Basic & Advanced Cardiac Care • •

Breast Cancer Self-Diagnostic Exam Products

Physician Education For Emergency Asthma Care

Some of the Entrepreneurial Skills You'll Leam - How to:

• Assess the marketplace and recognize potential niche markets

• Design products to meet targeted market's needs
• Survey advertising media & develop marketing strategies

• Write public relations materials that invite editorial coverage

• Create strategic alliances & develop win-win partnerships

• Write persuasive business correspondence

• Present yourself professionally and get what you want over the phone

• And much more!

You'll work closely with seasoned marketing professionals and enjoy flexible,

part-time hours that fit your schedule. Best of all, you'll be given real respon-

sibility and a chance to stretch your wings and grow professionally.

FAX your resume w/a cover letter explaining wliy you 're uniquely

qualified to be put in charge of one of our product lines.

ARLEN
ADVERTISING

FAX (310) 820-2596

n61 1 San Vicente Blvd., Suite 540
Los Angeles, CA 90049
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Brought to you by your (ampus (offee Connection • Kercktioff (offee House • Northern lights • Jimmy's

Extended Hours

Sun.-Thurs. Tenth and

Finals Weeks:

i » i' i

-r—4-

FREE
'Mf (tfhr, I$% off tytcUltY coffm itUnn tyn-

Starting at the stroke of 9pm on

Sunday-Thursday evenings of tenth

and finals week we'll be your favorite

study partner. Who else will supply

you with free coffee during peak

(ramming hours? You can get the

complementary brew at Kerckhoff Coffee

House, Northern lights and Jimmy's

between 9pm and closing.

Extended Hours

Take advantage of our coffee offer

and extra study space. We'll be staying

open as late as midnight at Kerckhoff

Coffee House to give you more places

to spread out and hit the books.

More Extended Hours

The following areas will be open until

lam Mon.-Thurs. of tenth and finals

weeks:

Ackerman ?nd Floor Lounge

Viewpoint Lounge

Terrace Dining area

Kerckhoff Znd floor Lounge

Kerckhoff 3rd floor Lounge

6et anW in Econ
Buy a ceramk coffn tiotise mug and get refills for S0( ili{

year! You could save DICor more) in Winter Quarter!

nMMiifbrlOwfh

Westwood would provide an ideal

venue for performances around the

year.

"There are a lot of wonderful musi-

cians in school who are looking for the

opportunity to perform and we think

we can give them that opportunity ...

while they provide us the opportunity

to promote Westwood Village," Abell

says.

"The hope is we can tap into the tal-

ents of UCLA and bring that to the

Village." says Sann. "I hope there will

be a legacy started with this caroling

program that won't end in December,

but it is reJiJly the beginning (of the tra-

dition)."

For Awaken, singing is already a

year-round activity not determined by

the holiday seasons. The group has

participated in the annual Spring Sing

every year since the group's formation

in 1992. Last year, they won Best A
Capella Group for their rendition of

Prince's "Seven," as well as the big

prize, Best Overall Performance.

What started as a group of students

who discovered each other's love for

singing in a Sproul laundry room is

now the producer ofwinter and spring

concerts. They churned out one CD
and toured the East Coast a few years

ago. Pellegrini hiis big plans for the

group, including another East Coast

college and university tour, as well as a

second CD, which will feature their

original arrangements of a many cover

songs.

Meanwhile, the group is perfecting

its performance with each concert.

This Wednesday, Awaken will present

its annual winter concert in the

Ackerman Grand Ballroom. The

ensemble will sing a few Christmas car-

ols as well as songs from Queen, "The

Lion King" and The Barenaked

Ladies.

"We are so on adrenaline,"

Pellegrini says. "We were so excited

last year when we won the Spring Sing.

We had an awesome spring concert at

the end ofthe year, so we were so excit-

ed this year. We couldn't wait to get

back because there was so much cama-

raderie with the group. We just had the

same ideas with what the group has the

potential of doing
'

Musical director and third-year

world arts and culture student Camilla

Ghcdini agrees

"I'm really enthusiastic about the

group this year," Ghedmi says "We're

reiiy stoked"

With ambition, of courie, the group

isn't afiraid loitolve mto the unkMwn.

»

YAMASHITA
From page 28

lifestyle. Anything he needs to say, he

says to his eel. "He listens to what I

say," Yamashita says. "And he does-

n't say what I don't want to hear.'

While fishing, Yamashita discov-

ers a young woman who has over-

dosed on sleeping pills in a suicide

attempt. His first instinct is flight -

he is, ^fter all, a parolee under cau-

tion not to get into any trouble. But

he calls for aid.

In gratitude, Keiko (Mi'sa

Shimuzu), who has sought shelter

with the priest and his wife from a dif-

ficult situation in Tokyo, asks if she

can be his assistant in the barbershop.

He accepts, in deference to the priest,

but Keiko frightens him, especially

when she tries to become friends with

him. She greatly resembles the wife

~he killed (Shimuzu apparently plays

both roles).

The film is beautifully

acted in the Japanese

style which is more

intense than

Hollywood standards.

Shohei Imamura, director and co-

writer of "The Eel," was an appren-

tice to Yasijiro Ozu. Imamiira's work

is suffused in the Japanese classicist

tradition of painterly composition,

contemplative pacing, reference to

nature and literary complexity

beneath still water.

In one scene, Keiko reaches out to

Yamashita in a lovely bit of symbol-

ism. As he goes down a canal for

night fishing, his boat passes under a

small, arched bridge.

Keiko says she will prepare some-

thing for him to eat and wait with it

on the bridge. But Yamashita passes

under the bridge without acknowl-

edging her.

The film ts beautifully acted m the

Japanese style, which is more intense

than Hollywood standards

Although It provides much ol what

we want m a film tension, humor,

empathy w^h the characters 'The

Eel" has the cUx-k speed of classic

Eastern film making If you can make

the adjustment, you will likely find

the film fascinating.

...because you can't write THAT fast!

fiSRS
YOUR IKS!

CHK*££

]im
*' heLecture Notes

Advantage
'

/ Lecture Notes are a great supplement

to your own notes

/ Quality notetakers provide accurate,

organized and well-written accounts of

your professors' lecture

/ Full attention can be given to your

lecture, allowing you to listen more

attentively and analytically

/ Available anytime during the quarter

/ Conveniently located on A Level,

Ackerman Union

LectureNotes
310.206.0882 • A-Level Acnernidi

open diiilv www u'l,i*.t la.erti)
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advertising information

118 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles, CA 90024

One Issue, up to 20 words $8.00
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E-Mail: classifieds@media.ucla.edu Monthly, up to 20 words

Web: http://www.dailybruin.ucla.edu .each additional word

0.50

27.00
1.50

90.00
5.00

For Classified Display ads,

please see our rate card
for variable rate information.

EHQHE
Classified Line: (310) 825-2221

Fax:(310)206-1359
Classified Display: (31 0) 206-3060
Fax:(310)206-0528

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Thu: 9:00am-4:00pm
Fri: 9am-2:30pm
The ASUCLA Communtcatioos board fully supports the Urvversity of Califofnta's policy on rxxxJiscnmination No medigm shall accept advertisements wtiich pfesent persons of any origin, race. sex. or sexual orientation in

a demeantng way or imply that they are limited to positions, capabilities, roles, or status in society Neither the Daily Brum nor the ASUCLA Communications Board has investigated any of the services advertised or the

advertisements represented in this issue Any person believing that an advertisement m this issue violated the Board's policy on nondiscnmination stated herein should communicate complaints in wntinq to the Business

Manager, Daily Bonn. 1 18 Kerckhoff Hall. 308 Westwood Plaza. Los Angeles. CA 90024 For assistance with housing discnmination problems, call the UCLA Housing Office at (310) 825-4271 or call the Westside Fqir Hous-

ing Office at (310) 475-9671 Classified ads also appear on-line at http//www dailybrun ucia edu Placement on-line is offered as a complimentary service for customers and is not guaranteed The Daily Brum is responsible

for the first incorrect ad insertion only Minor typographical errors are not eligible for refunds For any refund, the Daily Brum Classified Department must t>e notified of an error on the first day of publication by noon

^ VISA

DEADLINES
Classified Line Ads:
1 working day before printing,

at 1 2 noon.
Classified Display Ads:
2 wori(ing days before printing,

at 12 noon.
There are no cancellations after

noon of the day before printing.

PAYMENT
Please make checks payable to

"The UCLA Daily Bruin." We
accept Visa, MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards. Allow 5
wori(ing days for mail payments.

HOW TO WRITE
AN EFFECTIVE AD

• Start your ad with the

merchandise you are selling.

This makes It easier for readers to

quickly scan the ads and locate

your items.

• Always include the pnce of your
item. Many classified readers

simply do not respond to ads
without prices.

• Avoid abbreviations—make your

ad easy for readers to urKJerstand.

• Place yourself in the reader's

position, ask what you woukl like to

know about the merchandise, and
include that in the ad. Include such
information as brand names, colors

and other specific descriptions.

1100
Campus Happenings

ALCOHOL AND DRUG
READINESS GROUP

WEEKLY UCLA group for individuals ques-

tioning their alcohol or drug use. Contact

Elizabeth Suti . 310-206-1148.

Readings By Lauren

K World Renowned

K Psychic Readings

X Tarot Card

K Reunites Lovers

K Advises on all Problems of life

M Special Studeni Di.scounl

Tel: (310) 858-1168
•••••••••*••••••••••••

2200

NORMAL HEALTHY CHILDREN and adol-

BM Hi iisl^eyts neeiJB>l to:dCtA^ m^ndiL(i

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mod. Docusiion, Ffi Htp Study, 2401 AdMnnan

Tnun. Book Hntf, 2401 AckviNan

M/TAVAM.DMlalA3^)29
Woa.ftii.A3-029

OnaiiMon,AlfiRN> 12:10- IKWpm

SHORTS FESTIVAL
www cine-nites.com Taking submissions for

your movie now.

YOUR CREDIT UNION
Your on-campus&on-line financial services

source, for students, faculty&staff Visit us at

Ackerman A-Level. online at www.ucu.org

or call 310-477-6628.

CLASSIFIEPWi^
ADVERTISIiViu

2000
Personals

PUERTO RICAN/ITALIAN male (21) es-

cort/masseur available for men/women/cou-
ples Call LUCHOs 24/hr Los Angeles pager

562-220-C262. $150/hour. I will travel any-

where!

study. Receive $25 for lab experiment and

developmental evaluation, and get a scientif-

ic learning experience. Call 310-825-0392.

POSTf^ENOPAUSAL WOMEN 45-f (Healthy

or with heart disease) wanted for a study on

coronary artery disease involving small

amounts of radioactivity at UCLA. $25/hr (2

days, 4hrs. each) Call 310-825-1118 or 310-

206-6675.

SPEECH PRODUCTION EXPERIf^ENT No
metal fillings, not claustrophobic? Sustain

vowels while MRI images your mouth and

throat. Shours at $9/95/hr, plus a CD of the

images Mark Johnson 310-206-6775,

mh)@icsl. ucla.edu

2300
Sperin/Egg Donors

ANONYMOUS sperm donors needed Help

infertile couples while receiving financial

compensation up to $600/month and. free

health screening. Convenient hours, located

in Westwood. Call Kim 310-824-9941

Notetakers Wanted

Call or stop by for a list of available classes

ASAP Bring your DPR or transcript and

a sample of your own notes.

GREAT PAY!
Get paid as much as $480

per quarter for each class.

Benefits include UCLA Store discounts

Pregnant?

Panicked?

Call1-800-R-HERE-4-U

for the Pregnancy Care

Center nearest you.

Free tests. Confidential,

caring assistance.

We helped 24,000 people last

year and we can help you.

The Right to Life League

of Southern California

Asian

Egg Donor
Needed!

Loving inferlile couple is hop-

ing to find a kind wonnan to

help us have a baby. We're

hoping to find sonneone intelli-

gent with a Chinese. Japanese,

or Korean background. Artis-

tic and athletic talent appreci-

ated.

(800) 886-9373 Ext 7225

ÔPTIONS

Compensation $6,500

plus expenses

ThanK you for your cons/derat/on

Call the Lecture Notes office at

310.825.8016
Lecture\OteS Located on A-Level Ackerman Union

1700

LOSTI- Cmnterry pager in Cove! Commons
}2JQam. IfWwMfdl M ralunwd Jootlyn:

310m 616.

EUROPEAN WRITER/TRANSLATOR, ac-

rnmnlMi'Mrl indaoandwiL ooamoooilan nat-

Ural, ncMiny HMBiyw, wfy mrmmwovv,
«M adept ganulna. brtgN. commumcalive.

310-673-0270

ONLINE hoNdiy gmm^ijirt ijatm
i

good MVM tm tmak >^m niiiiHaH at

wiiMirconMmafmart.com 818-444-3SS4

2200
Researdi Subleds

BROKEN HEARTED and gotten revenge.

Share your revenge story. $50 for the best

story No joke Nationwide search e-mail

hollygirlO prodigy net

FREE BIRTH CONTROL PILLS UCLA re-

search study $50 per visit to clinic Smokers
ages 18-34 or non-smokers ages 35-44

310-794-1884.

POSTMENOPAUSAL WOMEN NEEDED tor

study ol memory $50 for session, 2-4pm at

UCLA. CRC. including questionnaires, tests

of menx>ry, 3 small bkxxj samples, saliva

and urine specimartt. Call EnnO310-515-

5717 (Principal Invastigator Dr Teresa See

man)

/^^READ ^
rnBETWEEN
;^HE UMES
. T Y ^nc) Vie hKtdv> tMa t^utUltan n
V ladv^ClaMtads. mmm n anr) ^^j

EARN $$ HELPING
INFERTILE COUPLE

LOVING COUPLE eager to start a family.

Seeks woman w/similar appearance as wife

to donate eggFair skin, Caucasian, under 30
w/light eyes, average height-»-small frame.

Dr. Dan2erO310-273-2463.

EGG DONORS NEEDED
COMPASSIONATE women from all races

wanted by infertile hopeful couples Ages 21-

30. Compensation $3,500. Call OPTIONS
800-886-9373

MEN: Donors needed for insemination prd-

gram Especially needed Latinos, Jewish,

Italian, Atrk:an-Amehcans 35 or your>ger.

Ptease call 626-440-7450 Compensatkjn
provided

NEEDED Japanaaa or Chinaae egg donor

Hong Kong. Tainan . Slngipora, Malaysia

ancaatry AgaSO or teas Qraaler than high

school education O-nagallve blood type if

posafcle Compensation $3,000 Ptaaae caM

310-Z73-24e3

WE'RE LOOKING FOR
A FEW QOOO SPERM. A« laaas. 2<M0 yrs

WQar iniipmii liiiiialiii . Cal OPTIONS
al 000 itO 11973
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9 9 9 9
WE BUY CARS. New and old. Running or

not. Jeff 310-714-5808.

2700

WANTED
HOME TESTANALTEkNATll

CONVOM VEStQN

REFRIGERATOR, 3-years old, works like

new 4.5 feet tall. $50 OBO Kirty vacuum
cleaner, reliable. $40 OBO. 310-476-9896.

eamup^

ofadM
lOObypartidi
condom design

study

latertal

Couples must be:

V Male partnd^k 184^ T Female

V WMhi^nnoft on 8

in a stablei^||lonsttip

Cuuent us

Norplant.

age 18-45

usesv

partner

^1 Pins, lUO.

itionv

d* For jnore infoi

I (800) 3!

<f 9 ? ¥ cf 9

2300

EGG DONORS
NEEDED
IF YOUARE A WOMAN

• between the ages of 19-32

• have no genetically linked

diseases in your

innmediate family

• vyould like to know nnore

about how to become an
"~^

egg donor

Please CalL,

EGG DOMORS ARE
COMPEhSATED
$3000 to $3500

—

(1<I .\T1\1

• ONCl. M Oi

(949) 488-2868

must attend one education sen nar

Make A
Difference
Loving Couple Seeks

EGG DONOR# Age 21 - 29
5'3" to 5T ^

Small to Medium Build

Dark Hair (straight/wavy)

Prefer Light Eyes
(but dark o.k.)

PLEASE HELP US CREATE
THE FAMILY OF OUR

DREAMS.

COMPENSATION $4500

CREATIVE CONCEPTIONS INC.

1-888-411-EGGS
(949) 488-2868

/i^READ
BETWEEN
HE LINES

Rnd tit rvklvi iTMa qjMtcn r

!3i

Classifieds

825-2221

ion, please call

1-1998

9

Its finally here! WWW.BOOKJOINTCOM
Buy and sell your used textbooks to other

students online. It's free! Stan today!

www.bookjoint.com

3400
IkNiipiitora/SolliiRMti

BRAND NEW! Brother GeoBook NB-60,

B/W personal, digital notebook. $250ob'..

818-509-9996.

FREE LONG DISTANCOACCESS TO inter-

net • without a computer Aplk> $209.00/lnter-

net-Phone $309.00 (Exclusive distributor),

UCLA Faculty 310-230-4231.

TOSHIBA 205CDS LAPTOP. lOOMhz Penti-

um, 16MB Ram, Word Perfect 7.0. CD-rom,

I.Syears left on CompUSA warranty $800o-

bo. Susan 310-618-9880.

TOSHIBA TECRA Multimedia Notebook.

Pentium-120 32MB, 1 6GB harddrive, 12.1"

Active screen, CDROM, fax/voice/modem,

Wlndows98, Oltice97. 2-year-warranty.

Great Gift! $1250obo. 310-824-7488

3500
Fundture

MATTRESS BONANZA!!
SEALY, STEARNS & FOSTER. Also Ortho-

pedic twin-sets-$79.95, Fulls-$99.95,

EGG DONORS
WANTED

If you are a healthy
female between
the ages of 19 and
30 and have health

insurance.

Compensation
$3500.00

Call Mirna Navas at

(310) 829-6782

Quee iis-$ 1 39. S5. Pilluw tups '$g99 . 95.

Kings- 199 95. Delivery. Beacon Mattress.

1309 Westwood Blvd 310-477-1466.

MATTRESS SETS!!!
Twin $79, Full $89, Oueen $139, King $159,

Bunkbeds. Delivenes. Phone Orders Accept-

ed. 310-372-2337.

4200
Rtntals

* Piano Rentals *
^ Low Monthly Rates m
•Hollywood Piano Rental Company^

213-462-2329

EGG DONORS
NEEDED

If you are a woman between the ages
of 21 and 35, the many eggs your

body disposes of each monm can be
usea by an infertile woman to have a

baby. Help an infertile couple realize

their dreams, enter the g^ne pool and
help advance knowledge of Human

Reproduction! Financial

compensation, of course. Completely
confidential. For more information,

please call USC Reproductive
Endocrinology at (213) 975-9990.

4700

llckili QftaiMl

FIESTA BOWL
TICKETS

ALL LOCATIONS

800-800-9811

AUTO
INSURANCE
''NO BULL"
Best Prices, Same Day

STUDENT DISCOUNTS

Motorcycles, SR22
Accidents, Tickets OK

CALL AA*IA NOW
FOR FREE QUOTE

TOLL FREE
1 (800) 225-9000

the ticket exchange in Phoenix

4900
Aiitm fbr Sato

'4.11 I

TKSKOIS WWIiOO

DO YOU HAVE STU-
DENT SEASON FOOT-

BALLTICKETS?
We are looking for students who have a stu-

dents sports package, but do not wish to go

to the Fiesta bowl game January 4 Help out

a few fellow Bmins who want to go! Please

call 310-209-0509

VIP TICKETS
310-474-9490

Wanted choice basket-

ball tickets. Buy/sell. All

events.

1987 ALFA ROMEO SPIDER- Great condi-

tion. New gear shift. Red, black top, tan in-

terior. $4,200. 310-286-1043

1992 FORD RANGER 4 cylinder, manual.

PS,PB. stereo/cassette, tint. new
brakesAires. 4 in. lift. Bedliner. 64.000 mi.

$5300 obo. 310-213-4144.

1993 JEEP WRANGLER Black, excellent

condition, tow mileage {51 K). upgraded alloy

wheels and chrome bumpers Excellent

maintenance record New stereo $9700

310-578-9949

79 TOYOTA COROLLA runs good, new

tires, new clutch, $400obo (310)393-

0411x7454

1004 HONOA ACCORD LX 4 dr, 4 cyt

aulo. 100k on 2r«] motor, pwr wnd. Boston

speakers Must sen fiSOO (no oHers)

(323)871.

^'\.\

JMilm for Sale

'87 TOYOTA longbed pick up tnjck. Auto,

gray 95K, A/C, camper sfiell, liner. Good
tires. Runs great. $3,200 OBO. 310-313-

2824

"SI ACURA INTEGRA GS Red. 5-speed.

hatchback, like new, phone, CD. alarm,

moonroof, low-miles $8400 Scott 213-748-

6333 Weekdays, 818-981-9592

Evenings&weekends.

Scooters for Sale

MUST SELL 1989 Red Yamaha Riva 125

10,000 Miles Runs great! 60 mph. $900 Call

310-552-7454.

Rotorte/ Hotels

1\[\<tuwd Inn Motel
KHan Wiatwe Biulrvaid WMwood CA V^al^ (.^10) ^''VUU

-U'ss than one mile from I'CIA camfxis

-Frrr lontincnul brcakfaM

-Afh)rdablr, clean and cxjmfonable rcx)ms

I rcf cable IV A Local Telephone CjII.s

-Ml^kly. MtMhIy aixJ Hfuup ratn avaiLtblt-

For resets ations call, (MO) 474 4262c c

Travil Dosliiiatloiis

GREAT FOR XMAS 2 roundtrip tickets LA-

Cleveland or Baltimore $200 each 212-591-

0634 or email jerrywiliis dhotmail.com

^tULfiim&wuL
Round Trip Airfares

Lima S375

Cuzco S595

Santia;:o $689

Sao Paulo / Rio S656

Guayaquil / Cjuito S570

Buenos Aires S698

fflfif(f|*(ff/o.\ C'l'iiis*'

$1895
For Rr«. Mr\ H52 0549/800 289 054'»

(Kill I SMONAI IK.WIl SI K\ l( »

viiiith /VniriK .in Spiv nli'.l<. i M • |..i i. > i,,

Europe
$239 (each way plus taxes)

HAWAII- $119o/w
Many other destinations!
CALL 310-394-0550
http://www.airhitch.org

CST 202863840

FLY CHEAP!!
• ROUND TRIP COURIER AIRFARES •
London $385 SmuI ttOO Hong Kona $380
CMna $288 $ydnM$720 Bangkok9370

aO" ,-00" o OFF ALL FARES
AIR COURIER INTERNATIONAL

1-800-892-7216 24 hrs

AQUA TRAVEL INC
WORLD WIDE LOWEST AIRFARES

MWCYOPOM^AIICWIHOTH.
RESB?y/ATIONAT

/)//)3./AvwwprKmow8bcom/tjqu7/rove/

24H(XJRSADAY
Lowest Domestic and

International Airfares

Tour Packages

Eurailpass

Hotel Accommodations

Car Rentals

Asia*AtriccfAiJstrala*Europe*South

America*lncla*Canada*Me><ico*Havvai*

^ti domestc & Ir^ternatnnal Attares AvaUble
Pricei oe mbject to chonoe wittKXJt notice

AvoHabKtiv mov be iimrtod and »ome raftrictioni moy
apply Plu»Taxe»

PHONE (310)441^680

10850 Wlshie, Suife 434, Westwood CA 90024

5720

INSURANCE WAR!
WE'LL BEAT ANYONE'S price or don't want
your business. All drivers. Newly licensed.

Student/staff/faculty discounts. Request the

"Bruin Plan." 310-777-8817 or 818-222-

5595.

FIESTA BOWL
DESERT GOLF AND VACATION rentals.

Luxury condos arxJ townhomes Scottsdale

golf packages, great location, great rates.

1 -888 880-0774 www desert golf com

SPRING BREAK PACKAGES are in now
Mazatlan starting at $399 for 7 days > otf>er

available packages. Call Council Travel now:

310-208-3551.

STUDENT LOANS
GET YOUR Stafford Student Loan from Unt

vtraMy Credit Union (Lender Code 832123)

Aieo receive low-ooet fmerciel servCM 310-

477-8628. www.ucu.org

/lllslatef
YmA« in 0Dod hands.

Ir»surance Company
(310)312-0204

1281 Wostwood Blvd.
(2 biks So of VS/tlst-tlfo)

6100
Compotui/lukiiiiol

WEBPAGE DESIGNER lor local special ev-

ent production company; must be well

versed in Html; Pay commensurate witfi tal-

ent and experience. (310)453-1137.

^amecelab

Ihe BfSTprices for al! your PC gaming needs.

Frustrated and disappointed

with UCLA?

Why is the piece

so impersonai and difficult?E.
/•'or ionjie answers check nut

http://universitysecrets.com

6200
Heaim servicer

HAIR COLOR/HIGHLIGHTS from $15-$30,

HAIRCUTS from $15 at Beverly Hills Salon.

Advanced ass't program. 9666 Brighton

Way Call GAVERT-ATELIER 310-858-7898

THERAPEUTIC f^ASSAGE including deep
tissue and sports massage. Given by certi-

fied massage therapist. Call Carlos tor appt.

818-956-7857.

HAIR REMOVAL
I, A ^ |( '1(1111 iv| I"). ( Moll ij^lsl

LuCia (310) 208-8193
1
*)."»! West wood lilvd.

H'-
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Cowlempo Nailt
Manicures Pedicures

Fills & Silks

Sculptured Nails

Wax
& MORE!

333 Robertson BMd, Beverly HHIs

(b^n. Gie^ VAy& O^pc QM.)
MorvSat 9-7 pm, Sun 1(>5 pm.

FreeF^Hldng

NoAppL Necessary

Call (SIS) ass-e«7»

IS LIFE GEHING YOU DOWN?
Talldng to tfw WONT person can helpi

AFFOftOABlf, QUAIHY THERAPY

YVofNM Tnofnftftf Pn*0<

Ptychotogist

(PSY 14489)

Uf«TVwMWon«,
OaprMsion, Lom,

S«tf-Ette«m, Anxiety,

Prwnarltal CounMUng,
Survivors of EmotkNMl,

Ptiyiicai, or S«xual AtHJM.

OvarMting, Body Imag*.

Adult Chtkkwi of Ak»hoNc*,
MuKk;ultural/Muttlethnic Imu«s,

CouptM ConfUcto or BrMk-upt, ate.

IWm itiet fifvt stop
&no omI Of* In^onne Tnofnes

(310) 72b-3944 FreeConsuitalion

Convenient Westside location ana flpuf^'e hourr,

Legal Advloe/Attoiiieys

BANKRUPTCY
GET OUT OF DEBT NOW! Free Consulta-

tion. Experienced attorneys, reasonable

fees. Law Offices of White and Associates

(Cheryle M. White. UCLAW. "86") 800-420-

.

9998 or 310-207-2089. 12301 Wilshlre*

Bl ,Ste 550. WLA

ERASE DEBTS. REBUILD CREDIT
WITH/WITHOUT BANKRUPTCY Renowned

(UCLAW. '73) attorney. Lon B. Isaaceon aft-

ers supait servioa/tow tees. FiM.fione(Aa-

tion 213-487 7200

GREEN CARD
FOR WORK-PERMITS, green cards, and all

wnmigration prodlerm cal anwHanoed mvni

gration attorney. Raaeonabie rates 213-251-

I for attorney Doraan.

Display

20b-3Ui'
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Legal Advlce/Attonieys

NO RECOVERY NO FEE
MYER LAW FIRM. Century City Auto-acckJ-

ents, slips/falls, discrimination, sexual-haras-

sment. UCLA Graduate Scott 0. Myer.

http://www.bestlawyer.com 310-277-3000.

Mowt/Stonifpo

BEST MOVERS. Licensed, insured Lowest

rates. Fast, courteous+careful. Many stud-

ents rrwved for $96. UC.-T-163844. NO JOB
TOO SMALL! 1-800-2-GO-BEST

HONEST MAN W/14ft truck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok. Student discount.

Ask about 10% discount. 310-285-8688. Go.

Brulnst

JERRY'S MOVING&DELIVERY Th« careful

movers. Experienced, reliable, same-day de-

livery. Packing, tx)xes available. Also, pick-

up dor^tions for American Cancer Society.

JerryO310-391-5657.

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedkiated pro-

fessional. At your home or WLA studio. 1st-

lesson free. No drum set necessary

Neil:21 3-654-8226.

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years exp all

levels and styles. Patient and organized.

Guitars available. Sam 310-826-9117.

GUITAR LESSONS by professional near

UCLA. All levels, guitars avail. Call Jean at

310-476-4154. www JWGS.Com

PrafosskNial Services

MBA, LAW, MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS!
FRUSTRATED DEVELOPING your critical

personal statements? Get professional help

from well-known author/consultant. 310-826-

4445.

- A FREE SESSION
PSYCHOTHERAPY/COUNSELING for de-

pression, anxiety, obsessions, post-traumat-

ic stress, etc. Couples/lndivkluals. Student

rates. Crime victims may be eligible for free

treatment. Call Liz Gould

(MFC#32388) ©31 0-578-5957 to schedule

your free consultation.

EAGLE EYED EDITOR
PROOFREADS THESES, publications; tu-

tors English, study skills; trains time man-

agement, stress reductkxi. Nadia Lawrence

PhD 310-393-1951.

HOLIDAY SPECIAL
PROFESSIONAL PICTURE FRAMER now
Student. Offers quality work. Meet at your

place or mine. 310-202-1368 or 310-288-

2570.

PRIZE-WINNING
ESSAYIST AND FORMER PROFESSOR
w/two Ph.Ds can help you produce winning

prose. Theses, papers, personal statements.

David <daveditOpacbell.net> 310-281-

6614/805-646-4455.

TUTORS WANTED
Math, sciences, computers, English, lan-

guages, SAT prep. Need own transportation.

Competitive salarty. 310-266-2419 or 818-

222-9159.

IMMIGRATION

Anoel visa QNTER"
Swict

For a Ftm ComuHattM OM: 910^7S-2S99 plwiic

<.V;#1i:m'«I

B700
Pratasslonal ServlCM

Spoedy Research!
Rcpom: $«.•• per p^c. Over SO.OM toptct.

MAicrtete tor roMrai ostsunc* me only!

6046 HOLLVWIDOO BLVO 2N0 FLOOft.
ftM.2O0 LA.. CA 90026

Hours; Mon-Fri l():3<)tm-*pin

Cuflom Saturdays, II pm-4pin VIsa/MC/

"«;5^ CaU Today! ''^^

Counseling and Psychotherapy

...to examine life conccmi/iBSUC* in

privacy and reapect. IiKbyiduah,

oouplea, familiea. Streaa, anxiety,

depreaaion, sdf-catecni, rdationshipa.

Lorraine M. Yamamura, Ph.D. Clinical

PeycholoKitt PSY 11067 (310)392-5209

ALL-PURPOSE WRITING & EOmNG
Help at any stage with any topic.

Personal Statenients, Courses. Theses.

Dissertalions & Manuscripts

by PhD from UC
International Students Welcome

(323) 665-8145

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRfTING & EDITING

P|par«. and

I Qiiitwui mm
. PliA. fVM^

Classifiedb

7000
IMoring Offirad

ACCENT REDUCTION offered by UCLA
instructor. Private classes Mondays or

Fridays. Group class starting January. Sign

up nowl Call 213-957-4758.

MATH/PHYSICS/STATISTICS/English/He-

brew. Computerized statistical analysis avail-

able.Tutoring service. Free consultation

Reasonable rates, call anytime. Ilan (800)90-

TUTOR. www.my-tutor.com

THE WRITING COACH
EXPERIENCED TEACHER. PhD offers tu-

toring, term paper assistance, English, So-

cial Science. History. Foreign Students Wel-

come. Call: 310-452-2865.

UCLA ENGLISH ALUMNI, pro-writer, young,

superb papers guaranteed High school and

below welcome. Jeft 213-653-2240.

SAT TUTORS
WANTED

Need energetic people with

high SAT scores to tutor,

especially in W.L.A., San

Fernando Valley, Pasadena,

Palos Verdes.

$15-$20/hr. Rexible hours.

Car needed. Call Joe

. 0) 448-1744 ^

www.iutoriobs.com 4

WRITING TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford University

graduate. Help with English—for students of

all ages/levels. 310-472-8240 or 310-440-

0285

7200
lyphHi

FAST AND ACCURATE- Term papers,

resumes, etc. Low rates include typing and

proofing. Brentwood location. Call Brian 310-

888-5743.

ONE DAY WORD PROCESSING and/or

editing. Professional technical writer pro-

vides word processing, editing, and writing

assistance. International students welcome.

310-829-1472.

WORD PROCESSING All types; research

papers, theses, resumes, fliers. Editing,

proofirtg, &transcription available. Emergen-

cies OK. Call:818-598-1489 or email

anmlwomnO pacbell . net

.

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-

es, dissertations, transcription, resumes, fli-

ers, brochures, mailing lists, reports Santa

Monica, 310-828-6939. Hollywood. 213-466-

2868.

7300
wiiuny iKNp

^TSQO

7500
Career

7800-— «»— «- -
impiffAiiBii

COLLEGE GRADS
Entry Level Mgt./Sai*s positions m So. CA.

S30K 1st year, great future potential.

Gigatech Emptoyment - Ptease fax resume

to (310) 207-0060 or call PIO) 826-8324.

Hiring Today!

WORD PROCESSING. Typing, proofing,

editing, rewriting, research, resumes, tutor-

ing, etc. Fax. email, bring wort< to me. Rush-

es. Student discount. 818-830-1546.

7400

$1200-$2000
EARNING POTENTIAL in your first couple of

weeks. Leam more atxMJt The Perlect Busi-

ness'. Call 818-566-9503.

$20-$40/HOUR IN SPARE TIME! Easiest $

you'll ever makel Sign up today to receive

$100 bonus! 800-600-0343 x1927.

$500/DAY. Nude modeling-women 18-f all

types. No experience necessary. Safe, pro-

fessional environment. Refer a friend and

earn $50! 310-358-3865.

EARN $1000-$3000
Per week from home. Not MLM! No experi-

ence necessary. Travel irnJustry. 800-345-

9688x0296

INTERNET/E-COMMERCE TRAFFIC dou-

bling every 100 days - why not own your own
personal percentage? NYSE traded compa-

ny seeks brokers 800-805-4768.

BARTENDER TRAINEES
EARN $100 -$200 DAILY

2 week class
Job Placement Service

800/952-2553
PROFESSIONAL

BARTENDERS SCHOOL
Discount with Student ID

7700
GiilM eara WtantMl

MOTHERS HELPER References&exp
w/newborns req'd. 2mo old child. $7/hr. 10-

15hrs/week. Flexible Natalie 310-477-0181

7800
HelpWaiitBii

ADMINISTRATOR/PROJECT ASSISTANT
(internship possibility) Computer literate,

IBM-Windows/lnternet plus. Senior/graduate

w/strong writing/oral communication. No
dress code/reception duties. $7-$9.

17hrs/wk. Serious inquiries:Fax:310-395-

0509

$10-$20/HR. Artist seeks totally clean-sha-

ven male, bi or gay preferred, under 21 for

figure modeling, etc. Inexperienced ok. Dan-

ny:818-980-1666.

$15/HR BRIGHT,

ENTHUSIASTIC
People to teach SAT Prep. High test scores

*(k>f> fequ?fod. we witi

ASST EDITOR f«4e«»wire service tMks
aMl edWor to •dlt/prooMs preet piIimm
Indiv should have BA in JoumaNwn. P^. or

related fiekto. Must type 60«i^)m and be cus

tomer servioa orianlad; no. writing Salary m
rmd SSOk's. axotlant banafUs Plaaaa lax

oowaf MMfftfMUfvia to edNodai

213-382-7705

ANNOUNCERS, no experience necessary

Host music/talk-shows for our radio stations.

P/T. $10-15/hr. $200+per/show. plus fantas-

tic benefits. 213-468-0080 24-hours.

APPOINTMENT SETTER Busy Westwood
offrce has 1 immediate opening for phone ac-

tress Female preferred $6.50/hr. plus com-
mission, bonuses and tips! For more info call

Julia: 310-281-6078.

ASIAN INTERNET
MODELS

GUARANTEED BASE PAY plus $40-60/hr

possible. Safe and secure worthing environ-

ment. General office staff also needed. Call:

310-398-2213 or 310-880-4726.

ASSISTANT for business offtee. For more
details please call 310-278-2750 for consid-

eration, please fax resume 310-278-0038.

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED. Earn

$150-$250/night. Work P/T while going to

school. Day/eve classes. 1-2week classes.

800-974-7974. International Bartenders

school. HUNDREDS OF JOBS!

BEST JOB IN TOWN. PLUSH UCLAW OF-
FICE (MID-WILSHIRE) SEEKS SPANISH-
SPEAKING CLERK w/car. $7-$20/hr. Call

George 213-487-7200 and fax resume 213-

383-2884

BOOKKEEPER/SECRETARY
NEEDED

Full time permanent. M-F dtwn. LA. Good
phone and English skills. $10/hr. Type
50WPM. Reliable Quicktxx)k experience a

plus. Fax resume to 213-622-0882.

BUSINESS
ENGINEERING

PAID INTERNSHIP 16-30/hrs week Hands-

on opportunity supporting Business

Engineering project at Jackson National.

READ
BETWEEN
THE LINES

VFind the htdden tnvia question m .

today's Classifieds, answer it and win!/

7800
IMIp WdiitiNl

BARTENDERS
Earn $100-S200 a day

• 2 week training & Job
indubed ^Placement ii

• Its not a )ob -it's a PARTY1II ,

I

National Bartemtefi School^
1 (BOO) B4fi • MIXX (6499)

SEMESTER BREAK
$12.25 to Start

• Flexible Schedule
• P/T - Time off for Finals

• Interview Now - Start After Finals

(310)826-7715

train. Flexible Hours. Send Cover letter/re-

sume, including your scores by 12/10/98 to;

A Competitive Edge. Attn: Barry, 9911 West

Pico Blvd. Suite 1025. L.A. 90035. No phone

calls please.

$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL mailing or cir-

culars. No experience req. Free information

packet. Call 202-466-1639.

$18-$22/HR. AVERAGE
APPLICATION DELIVERY )0b. 1-888-909-

3888 ext.4577.

$20/HR PT/FT
PROCESSING MAIL! Free supplies,

postage! Bonuses! Rush SASt to

CM/V/UCLA Po Box 567443. Atlanta GA.

31156
signup info.inlomachine.com

wrwing , communica iion , kw wam reqwrreqr
ability to leam quickly, understanding of

Business Engineering desired. Resume in

MS word to craigus.johnson0jnli.com

Seorching for Models
Men and Women for commercials.

catak^g & magazine ads, txochures, arxj

catwalk •Specializing in petites •

$150 to $250 per hour
• Beverly Hills* •

No Fee No Experience

(310)273-2566

EARN $530/WKLY
DISTRIBUTER Distributing phone caias

FT/PT. No experience nee. Call 1-800-831-

6717.

FAMILY PRACTICE DOCTOR'S OFFICE.

Front or back office. Experience desirable

but not necessary. Full or part time. Contact

Marilyn 310-826-6666

FILE CLERK Afternoons, offrce experience

and good English skills required. Must be

neat and detail oriented. $7-9/hr Fax re-

sume; 310-277-6431.

FRONT OFFICE COORDINATOR; cc staff-

ing firm wants talented energetic, individuals

to manage front office. 1-year reception ex-

penence required. Salary up to $30K.

1-^^-204-0062, F»» 3 10-20 1 863 .

CONSUMER RESEARCH
MANAGER

WEST LA firm seeks ^ consumer research

manager to streamline the processing of surveys

and rrpods-t-supervise our staff of p(K)ne & data

entry people. This position serves as the

pnmary contact to our cbcnts. responsible for

data analysis, report creation, as well as formal

presentaboas Preferred research background,

as well as an understanding of the real estate

industry. Must be proficient in MS Word.

Excel, and preferred SPSS or Access

Outstanding growth potential for an organized,

modvaaed professional.

Fax resumeKover to 310-914-1810

* Models/New Faces*
Wanted by Westside's #1 Talent CastingCo.

Earn Top tt in Movies, TV, Commercials, and

Modeling ( petite/glamour ). No exp.nec.

Single/Sized, Teens/Twenties, S'C/e'O",

Blonde/Reds/BninettBS. For Free Consultation.

Call Michael (310) 209-5052

BUSY SANTA MONICA OFFICE person

needed for sales positwn Start at $9/hr 310-

395-1284.

CAMPUS JOB OPPOR-
TUNITY

$7.25/hr. approximately 15-20hrs/wk. M-T.

Requires general office expenence, filing

and basic computer skills, and frequent on-

caoipus delivery of meeting packets Detail-

oriented a must. Fax resume to 310-794-

9565 attn Lisa Jucha.

FUN P/T JOB. Answer phones for comedy

traHic school. Close to UCLA. $7/hr. 310-

914-3353.

FUNNY. GROUNDBREAKING SCRIPT-

WRITERS Hip established production com-

pany who produces for HBO. VH1. BRAVO
seeking young smart screenwriters ready to

make their big break. Need to be pop culture

and music fanatic. Camp tendencies a plus!

Good pay. Real opportunity. Send writing

samples that demonstrate why there's no

one else out there like you. Fax submissions

to: 323-463-7134 or call Tiffany Flynn©323-

463-7133 for more information.

GENERAL OFFICE CLERK- Immediate

opening, P/T, data entry. Microsoft Office.

Small architechtural firm. Must be fluent in

English. Santa Monka. 310-453-3335.

GENERAL OFFICE CLERK. Looking for

individual w/strong general office skills.

Responsibilities include filing, mail/sorting,

photocopying, and verifying information.

$7/hr. Must be available 6:30am-3:30pm M-

F. Phone;31 0-2(31 -0062. Fax:310-201-0062.

UCLA Annual Funcf

$ 8.18/HR. PLUS BONUS
PMO TftMNMO • COftVEMCNT SCHEDULING

(lAon -Thun (ytninos. mtktna shim «viiiat»«)

Contact Leila

310-794.0a77
' 083 Gaytey Avenue. 4th floor, Westwood

w in tbtt to ol»r moik Wudy

HELP WANTED!

afternoons,

temporary
company

weekends.

(323) 650-2631

$300-$700/WK
HOLIDAY HELP Need 35 drivers immediate-

ly for busy holklay season. Own car and in-

surance. $300-$700^irk. 310-453-4777.

$7.25/hr and up!
DO YOU have initiative? Become a UCLA
Community Servk:e Offk:er and exptore law

and public relatk}ns. Great Pay. Flexible

hours. Student-oriented. Web:

www.ucpd.ucla.edu/ucpd/cso. Email;

csoOucpd.ucla.edu, Phone: 310-825-2148.

50% PROJECT
DIRECTOR.

Research opportunity lor funded study about

experierKes of lung cancer sun^vors. Re-

search experience prefeaed. Must be a reg-

istered nurse Phone 310-825-8690

ACCOUNTANT/BOOKKEEPER Century

CMy. At least or>e year CPA otfk^e exp re-

quired. Data entry, bank recorK»iiatk>n. finan-

cM •tatements. Salec tax. payroN tax' and,

income tax returns preparations PT/FT 310-

203-8665

ACTUARY/PENSION ASST P/T or F/T

Starts $lO/hr Fax rMuma 818-508-2001 or

maM 12711 Var«ura BlvdSuMe 470. Studw

CNy.CA 91004

CASTING
EXTRAS needed for feature films, commer-

cials, and music vkJeos. Eam up to $240 per

day! No experience needed. Worit guar-

anteed! Call today 213-851-6103.

CELLULAR
REPRESENTATIVE

SELF-MOTIVATED PROACTIVE PEOPLE
needed to sell Campus Cellular Service. Set

your own hours- must like to make money-

discounts on cellular/paging service- will

train. To set up an appointment call Kamyar

at 310-825-0881.

COACH KIDS' SPORTS
through the NIKE P.L.A.YCORPS. Contact

Jason Krause O 310-209-0454.

jkrauseOucIa edu ONLY current college

students need ir>quire.

CUSTOMER SERVICE-P/T $7 25+bonus.

Insurance offrce, flexible hours. Phiones, fil-

ing, computer work. Bilingual a plus. Next to

UCLA. Patrfck: 310-476-7267.

DATA ENTRY-ORDER DEPT-Well known

document delivery company in Westwood.

F/T. Familiarity w/biblk)graphic citatuns impt

Type-45wpm Library background and ex-

perience w/Windows a phjs 40hrs/wk F/T,

$25.000+DOE Fax resume 310-208-5971

Atten: order dept.

DELIVERY DRIVERS/TOGO PACKERS
Wanted WeN-aataMahed Szechwan rastau-

rant located in WLA Making to fill following

F/T arKJ P/T positions: daHvary dnver»/K>-go

paokars Fuli-time/pan-time for kinch and

dinnar shifts Exp pralarrad 310-266-1183

DRIVERS wanted for busy holiday saason

Naad 35 dnwars A8AP. Sania Morvca t)aa«d

Naad own car and maufanoa $300-700i^wk

310-463-4777

MODELS NEEDED NOW
C.it.iiny. Pnntv/cfK. M.iy.i/tnfS, Movies.

Viil»'ii & TV Cumiiieft.i.il's

M"ii :m(I V»i)iii>fn oi ,ill Arj'^-

r '»•.' Consult.itiofi

CALL NOW 310-559-7000

GIRLS wanted at exclusive social club in

WLA. Conversation only. No ateohol. Flexi-

ble hours. Eam top $$$. 310-477-9871.

GREAT OPPORTUNITY!
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT- p/t in Real

Estate Devek)pment office in Brentwood

Must be computer literate. 12/hr. Fax resunie

310-476-7284.

GREAT WORKPLACE!
TELEMARKETING for intematwnal educa-

tion agency. Nk:e clients, great-workplace in

SM. Hourly-fcommission. Sales experi-

ence&knowledge of foreign language import-

ant. 310-395-9393.

HELP POSTER AND HAND OUT FLYERS
PT 3-week positwn, $7/hr or $9/hr book

credit 310-493-6565

HOME TYPISTS NEED-
ED

PC users needed $45,000 income potential.

Call 1-800-513-4343 Ext B- 10105

HOUSEMOTHER tor tovaly santor Retire-

ment Resident m Waalwood. F/T, Mve-in

room and board -t-saiary Gal 310-207-5818

INTERNET ACTRESSES
WANTED! Work at home Make your own

hours WEBCAM Businaas needs flirtatious

woman 3l0-796-O582aaLi6. VltH

tittp://GoaatWoomCafn.oofwnwainlo.nlm

2Ut)-.iU6(
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7800
HdpWMiiM

7800
m^iffWiiBa

INTERNET PROGRAMMER - Implementing

internet database Frontpage, html. CGI.

SQL, ASP Pert, C+-^+ Project wortc $1000

Email resume: jennydatiascp.com

INTERNS. Hip Hollywood Co. seeks creative

PAID intern(s) Film. Video, Graphk:s Inter-

net savvy a plus. Fax: 323-650-0211

INT'L IMPORTING. Marketing and PR fimi

seeks highly motivated, organized individual

w/excelieni communication skills to wori< in

fast paced office. Facets of position include

Acivertising, Coordinating Special Events,

Copywriting Must be fluent in Italian. F/T

$1800/mo+benefits. Fax resume:2 13-653-

1768. Attn;John PaHerson. VP

INT'L IMPORTING, Martteting, and PR firm

seeks organized detail orientated adminis-

trative assistant to perform such functions as

data entry, faxing, photocopying, phones.

Must be fluent in Italian. P/T. flexible hours.

SB/hr. Fax resume;213-653-1768. AttnJohn

Patterson. VP

LAW OFFICE CLERK. Photocopy, type, file,

organize, mailings, enter data, answer

phones. $7/hr Santa Monica. Fax qualifica-

tions to 310-260-7654. rmmoss® gte.net

LAW STUDENT WANT-
ED

Legal research. $l8/hr. Fax resume 310-

476:5204.

LOAN PROCESSOR
F/T. Experience preferred, not necessary.

Good organizational skills, detail-oriented,

knowledge of Excel. 60+wpm. Spanish-

speaking a plus. Michael 310-914-9700.

LOTUS EXPERT with professional de-

meanor and good communication skills in

Century City area. $20-30/hr Fax resumes

310-229-5983 or e-mail to Ricardos@hcl-

)mi com

MAI F MODELS
Tnntwork. UB under 25. Lean, any race,

leave name, number&physical stats. Free

interview. Beginners welcome. 213-960-

1066. 24hrs.

Male Models Top $$$
$300-$700 per assignment, immediate pay!

Paid screen test! Young looking, tx)yish/ath-

letic, 18-24, cleanshaven face, little/no chest

hair. Nude nx)deling for American & Euro-

pean magazines and videos. Beginners wel-

come. Open every day. Brad 310-397-2408.

MALE&FEMALE
MODELS

OUR MODELS have woriced for Versace.

Abercrombie&Fitch, Estee Lauder. Levi's,

Banana Republic &more! Great Pay! Begin-

ner's ok! Call Iree" for an appointment. Otto

(24-hrs)800-959-9301

MEDICAL RESEARCH
FT and PT research ass'l needed for clinical

trials sponsored by major pharmaceutical

companies. Great opportunity for pre-med

students or others interested in medical

research. Duties include subject recmitment.

study forms completion, and data entry.

Good phone voice and computer skills desir-

able. Earn $10/hr or more. Must have flexible

schedule. Please fax resume to 310-443-

5298. We're located just off campus in

Westwood.

MODELS WANTED by professional photo-

studio for upcoming assignment. Male/Fe-

male Pro/Non-Pro Fashion/Commer-

cial/Theatrical Call for appointment 818-

986-7933.

MOVIE EXTRA WORK
* Revolutionary new program* Start immedi-

ately* All types- 18+!* Fun/Easy' No crazy

fees* Program for free medical* Call-24/hrs

213-850-4417

OFFICE SALES ASSISTANT WLA Pnnting

Co P/T or F/T. Quickbooks. detail-oriented,

self-motivated. Fax resume 310-657-0077

P/T HOSTESS WANTED. Posto Restaurant

in Sherman Oaks. Wed/Thurs/Sat. a must.

3:30-9:30pm. 818-784-4400 between 2-

3:30pm.

P/T/TESTERS FOR NEW PRODUCTS
Evenings and weekends, flexible schedule,

excellent computer skills a must. Fax resume

to: Jay Rowlands 310-507-0291.

PAID INTERNSHIP. Amerrcan Express Pub-

lishing seeks energetic intem to assist mag-

azine ad sales staff. Excellent communica-

tion and computer skills required. Interest in

sales or martceting preferred. Fax resume to

Becky 31 0-268-7604

PHOTO LAB p/t assist photo printer or com-

puter imaging Beverty Hills 310-274-3445.

POSTAL JOBS
TO $18.35AiR

INC BENEFITS, NO EXPERIENCE FOR
APP AND EXAM INFO. CALL 1-800-813-

3585, ext 0712, 8am-7-pm, 7days Ids. inc

PT and FT DRIVERS needed for food deliv-

enes to pnvate homes and busirwsses

Lunch{11-2 30. M-F) and dinner(7-nightsMk

5- 10pm) $8*/hr Must speak English Ex-

client map-raading skills a must Contact

Diningin 310-274-0123 818-996-3287

Classifieds

825-2221

PT CLERICAL help in Beverty Hills Ortho-

dontic office. Tues. Weds, Thurs afternoons.

Call Leslie 310-247-8880

PT HELP- AM. 20HRS/WK. 830-1 2:30 Tel-

ephones, light clerical. Across from campus,

great company Contact Kerry at 310-794-

8484. #233 at OnlineLearning net.

SECRETARY 20hrs/wk. Doctor's office

Need good computer and typing skills,

knowledge of Windows95 essential Also

good command of English. Immediate open-

ing. Fax resume to 310-451-0446

SEEKING DRIVER/TUTOR Mon-Fri. 3-

7pm. Must have own car/insurance

References required. Please call 310-459-

4349.

SMALL LAW OFFICE needs full time help

with phones and filing. Call 310-394-3578.

SPANISH/ENGLISH LITERATE Assistant

needed to write TV proposals, newspaper re-

search for Puertorrican television personali-

ty. Pay/hours negotiable. Call Lillian 213-

931-9015.

TEACHER'S ASSISTANT Supervise&inter-

act w/children in a developmental, eariy

childhood program. Learn positive communi-

cation skills, age-appropriale expectations,

problem-solving, how to present activities.

ECE units preferred. Part-time Flexible

schedule. Must be able to work weekends.

Will tram. Deana Rossi 310-473-1447. X220.

TELEMARKETING
W/WINDOWS COMPUTER SKILLS. Prefer

phone experience. Prefer students/grads.

Flexible hours. 9am-5pm starting $8-

$10/hr+bonuses. 3-blocks/UCLA. Harel

Maintenance. Ron-310-470-6175.

TELMKTG:INBOUND800
NO COLD CALLS Info, listing co seeks mo-

tiv./aggress. indiv. Hrly/comm/bonus. PT/FT

7f1ays Higb-JDcoma. pntftntiai. 310-996-

Product placement company needs

inteiTKs) to read and breakdown scripts,

view movies, visit sets, research and
general oflke. ExceVent writina and MS
Word skills. College credit & flexit)le

hoursi/Vearit)und.

Please fax resume to Cam Mallard at

(310) 640 - 2112

DO YOU LIKE
TO WATCH?...

...soaps that is

We're looking for some soap fans

to intern at Soap Opera Digest.

no cash... but you will gain a ton

of experience, and we can promise
lots of fun.

Responsibilities include typing,

filing and general office work. Casual
atmosphere.

Send resumes to JcfT Nelson, SOD
6500 Wllshire Blvd.

Ste- 1210
Los Angeles. CA 90048

8200
TBmporary Empfoytnent

NEED CHRISTMAS
MONEY?

ASIAN GIRLS NEEDED Fun. good phone

manners, attractive, for adult entertainment

Call Nicole: 818-348-3397.

8300
Volunteer

MARINE LIFE:

SHARKS, FISH &
MORE!

uni AOnpan Dismvnry Cpnter at the Santa

I

6701X.301. Near UCLA-

TYPIST needed P/T in WLA law firm.

60+wpm and know Word Perlect. Flexible

hours. $9-$ 12/hr. Please fax resume attn:

Bonnie to 310-838-7700.

WEB DESIGNEI?, I^IDI-PROGRAMMER,
ARTIST for entertainment company Excel-

lent opportunity. Equal opportunity employer.

Ask for Jeff. 310-798-0449.

WEBMASTER NEEDED for Santa l^onica

publisher. P/T or freelance. 310-395-9393.

WEBSITE DESIGNER. P/T. Flexible hours.

Good pay 310-820-3376.

WE'RE SEEKING INDIVIDUALS to provide

support to the developmentally disabled. Call

Dwight Istahbulian at 818-361-6400 ext 129.

Mmm^ »^«..«.«. .^ JOBS
INC. BENEFITS. GAME WARDENS, SE-

CURITY, MAINTENANCE. PARK RANG-
ERS. NO EXP NEEDED. FOR APP AND
EXAM INFO CALL 1-800 813-3585, EXT
0713. 8AM-7PM, 7 DAYS fds. inc

WORK STUDY students needed for Mail&

Document Services. 2-clerical positions 8-12

or 9-1 M-F. 1-messenger position 1-5 MF.

Inten^iewir^g now! 310-825-5V80.

XMASHELP
P/T and F/T. Valet/Doorman Must have

CDL. Can lead to permanent position Call

Jane 310-475-0745

7900
HousesKtiiig

HALLIES HOUSESITTING 310-313-9998

7 years experience References available

Long or Shortterm. CONFIDENTIALITY
GUARANTEED.

8000
biternshlps

DEDICATED Daily Brum readers needed to

Read Between The Lines": Give the name

(with correct spelling) of the Stephen King

novel about a burial ground used for reincar-

nation. Visit the DB Classifieds at 118

Kerckhoff Hall or at www.dailybruin.ucla.edu

to play and win.

INTERNS NEEDED for Talent management

CO (BH). Great opportunity to earn college

credit while learning about music and enter-

tainment industry Please call 310-657-0177

for ar. inten/iew.

MP3 Rec'd Company seeking webmaster for

new artist, expense acc't included Oppty for

paid position Call Jeff at Opal Han/est

Productions 310-472-9537

PAID INTERNSHIP
WESTWOOD LAW FIRM- Flexible hours

Leam a tot $7,504 Good typing skills, com-

puter literate, excel expenence preferred

Call 310-475-O481 Resumes preferred

310-446-9962

Monica Pier, is looking To r volunteers to help

with educational and public programs. Join

the 150 active volunteers who are helping to

teach visitors about the Santa Monica Bay

and how to protect it. Lots of opportunities

and fun! For more info call the Volunteer Of-

fice: 310-393-6149.

THE FAIR HOUSING INSTITUTE is seeking

testers to help investigate housing discrimi-

nation in the Los Angeles area. Testers visit

properties for rent or for sale to record how
owners and agents receive prospective rent-

ers and home seekers Testers are paid for

their time. For more information call: 888-

777-4087.

8400
^

Apartments for Rent

1-BDRM $650
NEAR SHERMAN OAKS GALLERIA Huge
apt. Ideal for roommates. Garden courtyard,

pool, A/C, phone-entry. Minutes to campus.
818-997-7312.

on,.-.ot^.,....
105)0 Wlihv* tM Wntwoed, CA 90034

Enioy ct lh« luAinet of o hvt ikx hold m youi own ctxponM wM'
FvT«tlwd and unlurrvthaduntKMilabbitorlingd $1300 ArwwkM

incUlB, ttak ol ll« art oorr^puMr room, knmi canMr, buiinns otrtm <^
corimvioe room, ooncivgi mtvkm, ond mora

for mora mtoimdion cJ P 101 • AX4474

PUBLISHING COMPANY Interns wanted for

winter quarter Public Relations Marketing,

Edrtonal departments Jr/Sr eligibility, call

323-939-1840 ext-31 or fax 323-939 1855

GENUINE UCLA
SPECIALS

Bachelors from $495-650

Now Available

UTILITIES INCLUDED

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
WESTWOOD PLAZA

APAHTMENTS
501 505 GAYLEY AVE

(310) 20»^H505

1380 VETERAN- 2bdrm/2bath $1495 Park

view, pool/jacuzzi. intercom entry, gated

parking, laundry, all appliances. Move-in

ASAP Cats considered. 310-477-5108.

505 GAYLEY- Furnished studio #407B.

$590/mo. Lease until June. Email yk-

leeOjps.net or contact manager Mr. Ham-
moudi 310-208-8505 to see.

555 KELTON AVE. WESTWOOD. Looking

for one/two roommates. Ibdrm/lba Fully-

furnished. Contact Alexis Norman/Venus

James: 310-209-2729/310-585-3691

BRENTWOOD $1.495/mo 2bd/2t)a, front,

balcony, stove/refrigerator, dishwasher, car-

pet/drapes, laundry, parking, near UCLA,

shown by appt 1 1 728 Maylieid HI 310-271

6611 ^^^_^__^
CHEVIOT HILLS/PALMS AREA Large stu

dio apt Balcony, fireplace. A/C Newer buito-

ing Great location Convanitnt ihopping No
pets 310-836-6007 AvaNable January ist

$645/rno

might not be enough...

Buy MIP (Medical Insurance Plan) if you haven't already.

BAR statement mailed Dec. 1 . Get MIP when you pay your fees.

UCLA Arthur Ashe Student Health & Wellness Center

Full details obouf MIP oncJ more on our Web page

www.saonet.ucla.edu/health.hfm or call 310 825-4073

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Cream —
5 Assist in crime

9 lota

1

3

Heroic story

14 Marshy inlet

16 Volkswagen kin

17 V. I. P. s transport

18 Rubber City

19 Eager
20 Touch
21 Sporty shirt

22 Like black-tie

events
24 Designer St.

Laurent

26 Tree growth

27 Emulated Nancy
Kerrigan

30 Fostered

34 Ontano's —
Point

35 Ringing sound
36 Trout's home
37 Actress

Gardner
38 Freight

39 Fasten

40 Edges
42 Show ,. .-

disapproval

43 Peels
45 Lumber flaw

47 Vow
48 Row,^rs' needs
49 Indy winner

A.J —
50 Consequence
53 Pay court to

54 Ducklike bird

58 M\ne entrance

59 Scottish

landowner
61 Conceal
62 Mud
63 Artist's stand

64 Functions

65 Look closely

66 Church area

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

P A C B 1 NHT B S P
R E P E R aBh A L

E L L A L E mBt R N
M T HIBIA L L EIAIR N E D

DQglllQa QSQCa HQQ

1 1 u u LSJ

A L K A L 1 V A M
R 1 L S R A S E

A L L D S L 1 D
B L Ct E E U Y

1 R E S
T 1 R E
H N E

S T E M
7 26 97

67 — moss

DOWN
1 Ego
2 "The Ancjy

Griffith Show"
kid

3 Thin com
4 Altar boy
5 Slackened off

6 Makes bread
7 "Jane

—

'

8 Also

9 Sleepless
10 Tints

11 March 15, in

Rome
12 Minuscule
15 Experience

23 Squeal on
25 Goose

formation

26 Vital organs
27 Fire starter

28 Actor Gostner

29 San Antonio

tounst site

~30 Scandinavian
31 Speedy
32 — out: making

do with

33 Thick

35 Arrestees'

needs
38 Snort with glee

41 Huskier

43 Devious
44 Condiment
46 Computer in

"200V
47 Curly-haired

dog
49 Golfers' cries

50 Sloping

walkway
51 Entertainer

Sedgwick
52 Father

53 Will-o'-the- —
55 Seine

tributary

56 Concert halls

57 Pop quiz

60 Motorist's org.

TT

Display
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8400
Apartnieiilt for Rent

Daily BniinOassified

..- ^..^^. .-...J.

.

Great living situations
available eooner tha
you thinkksaa

Spaces available for Winter and Spring

Quarter in the University Apartments

Roommates Provided

Furnished

Walk to Campus
Utilities Paid

tUM 829-427 1 for detalle

MARINA PENINSULA. Cute beach studio

apartment. Unfurnished. New bath and kitch-

en. Garden patio with water view. Utilities

and new fridge included Quiet, no smoking,

no pets. Ideal for grad student or profession-

al. $650/mo Call 310-822-4966 (leave mes-

sage)^

PACIFIC PALISADES- 1bdrm/1bath. Sunny,

large, hardwood floors. Appliances. $1150.

No lease. 1617 #4b Sunset Blvd. 1617 #8b

Sunset Blvd. 310-899-4414.

SANTA MONICA 2bdrm apartment. Hard-

wood floors. $1235. 310-395-1284

www.westsiderentals.com.

SANTA MONICA single. Will consider pet.

$480. „ 310-395-1284. www.westsideren-

tals.com.

WESTWOOD. Large 1-bdrm. $995. Malcolm

Ave. near Westwood&SM Blvd. 14unit build-

ing w/pool, parking, laundry, hardwood

floors, stove. 818-995-8866 ext.312. Monica.

Room for Rent

BEAUTIFUL, SUNNY
room in Spanish-style Westwood home, pri-

vate bathroom, hardwood floors, laundry,

parlting, cable&water included. Seeking pro-

fessional, $625/mo. 310-441-9972.

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT Own sunny

bdrm/bath. N/S. professional female to share

apartment w/2 females. $450/mo. Avail

01/01/99.310-473-9420/310-712-2623.

BRENTWOOD. Beautiful house, hardwood

floors, great location. $600/mo Private

room. 310-826-8813.

BRENTWOOD/WLA. 1252 Barry Ave. 2-

bdrm/1-bath. Secured access. 2-parking.

new carpet. $1065. Available now. 310-479-

3381.

WLA- 2bdrm/1.5ba. $1195. Prime location.

Bright, cheerful, patio. Walk to UCLA, shop-

ping, transportation. 1242 S. Wellesley. Near

Wilshire. Won't last. 310-207-7209.

WLA- Single. Pool, gated, parking. Light

bright, sunny, quiet. Easy on bus line. 1560

Saltier Ave. #202. $695/mo. 310-899-4414.

WLA. $825-$850. 2bdrm/1.5ba. Dishwasher,

AC, carpet, drapes built-in. Extra large

fenced patio. 310-670-5119.

WLA. Bungalows-style cottage. Ibdrm/lba.

$650. Hardwood floors. Will consider pet.

310-395-1 284. www.westsiderentals.com.

WLA. Large single. 1927 Spanish mission

building. High ceilings, hardwood floors, sep-

arate kitchen&dining room. 1-yr lease. $750.

Betty: 310-479-8646. ^

8S00
Apartments Fumisliefl

MAR VISTA. $535&up/month. Ask about

move in special. Attractive, furnished 1-

tKJrm. Large, pool, patio, barbecue area.

Quiet-building. 3748 Inglewood Blvd. 310-

398-8579.

Comfo/fownhouso for R«fiit

MAR VISTA 2bdrnfV1.5ba Stove/refrig..

washer/dryer, patio, parking space, pool,

spa, new paint, newer carpet, quiet Close to

UCLA. $975/mo. 310-390-1105.

WLA $1500 beautiful townhouse. 2br, den.

2.5ba, fireplace, new berber/tile/wood/paint.

lyr. lease. 310-918-7258.

8700
CoMforfownlioaso for Sale

WESTWOOD. 2+1.75. $174,900. New car-

pet, paint, levolors, move-In conditkjn. 2-car

parking. Stove/frig included, fireplace, quiet

courtyard building. Call agent 310-827-1013.

WLA small single Close to bus route Quiet

area. Female student preferred. $395/mo.

Utilities included. 310-312-0460.

Hooie for Rent

2BDRK/I/2BA 2garage. hardwood fkwrs. big

kitchen, breakfast area, huge living room,

separate dining room, very close to UCLA
818-784-2919

CCNTURY C ITY. rurnisTw}^ roonTwybalh r

1/3. private entrance, patio, utilities. Phone
connection. Graduate student preferred.

$440/mo. 310-474-9854.

CULVER CITY Female roommate. Private

room/share bath. Nonsmoker. no pets. Grad

student preferred. $500 (includes utilities)

Day:818-503-1424. Eve:310-837-9943 San-

dY

ENCINO HILLS-Room in private home.

Panoramic.view. 24-hour neighborhood pa-

trol. 15-minutes to campus. $400 Please call

818-905-0508.

HUGE 4 BDRM. exclusive walled communi-

ty. 10 minutes to UCLA. Spacious private

room/bath. Spectacular yard, laundry, fire-

place. N/S. $550+utilities. 310-202-6405.

PACIFIC PALISADES- Room and private

bath. Overlooks garden. Kitchen and laun-

dry. $450/mo Includes utilities and cleaning

sen/ices. Avail 12-15-98. 310-459-3609.

RANCHO PARK. Private bdrm in quiet

home Kitchen privileges. Laundry. Serious

student only. $400/mo. 310-202-8521.

SANTA MONICA 2bdrm furnished apt. Un-

furnished room, 4 blocks from beach. Fe-

male grad. student preferred. $460/mo. f1/2

utilities. Available 1/1. 310-452-4737.

WEEKLY HOTEL RATES Jolly Roger Hotel

in Marina del Rey offering special student

rates. $255.36/wk. tax, maid sen^ice, conti-

nental breakfast included. Cail David: 800-

822-2904

WESTWOOD $475
WALK TO UCLA. Beautifully furnished huge

private bedroom. Kitchen, laundry. Parking.

Male student preferred. Available now. 310-

475-4517.

WESTWOOD. Furnished guest bed/bath.

Private entrance & parking. $475/month

w/laundry, utilities, cableTV, microwave, re-

frigerator, yard. 310-277-0507. Steve or Mar-

ie.

WLA Living room to rent. $350/mo. Close to

UCLA. 2nd floor, pool, gym, tennis, utilities

included. Female preferred. 310-445-9412.

WLA Rent own room in large, sunny 3 bed

apartment. Secure pari<ing near bus. f^S fe-

male prefered. $485/nfK). Ashlee 310-473-

8920

WLA. $610/mo. (all utilities except phone).

Private room w/bath. Nonsmoker. No pets

Available 1/1/99. Total security. Near UCLA.
310-446-1545.

WLA Responsible female to rent private

room in large 3-bdrm house near campus.

Parking-fwasher/drier-fappliances-^baek-

yard. $500+deposit. Available immediately

Contact Karen: 310-839-2973

Roommates-Private

BRENTWOOD- 2bdrm/1.5 bath townhorrie.

$550-^utilities. Parking, pool, great location

Responsible n/s female preferred.

Pgr/Voicenwiil 310-724-9354- Ask for Trang.

BRENTWOOD-Your own bedroom in a 3-

bdrm apt. $420/mo. Available ASAP until

mid-Sept. Prefer female/clean non-smoker.

310-478-0743.

KELTON/LEVERING Own bedroom/shared

bath, available Jan.1 . Cozy place for friendly

female to share w/3 other giris. $560+1/4

utilities. Parking. 310-209-0368.

PALMS. Own large master bdrm, own bath,

secure partring, washer/dryer, A/C. Available

12/22, pay in January $412. 50/mo. Call: 310-

845-9546.

Roommate wanted for master bedroom in

Sherman Oaks Townhouse Private bath;

secured parking. $400/mo.+1/2utilities.

Evenings: 818-784-7675.

SANTA MONICA- 1233A 17th St, mature

roommate wanted ASAP to share 3bdmi w/2

males. Beautiful apartment, hardwood

floors, 5 miles from campus, pariting negoti-

able. $520+utilities+deposit. month-month.

Bo Cutter: 310-828-0592.

SANTA MONICA- Clean roommate to share

2bdrm/1ba furnished apartment. $550/mo.

Washer/dryer, non-smoker, between ages:

?5-35. Female preferred. Available asap.

310-394-6502.

SANTA MONICA- North of Wilshire.

2bdrm/2bath. $625/mo+ 1/2utilities. Female

non-smoking professional/grad student pre-

ferred. 310-825-5179(1 -5pm) or 310-395-

6214- Carol.

SM, 32nd St. and Pico. Own room in 3-bdrm

apt. Available immediately. $500/mo Call

Rita 310-450-6881.

SM. Female wanted, own room share bath.

Clean, '^fsponsihle, no druos/smoking/p:

Street parking, SMC area. $450/mo

399-7456.

WESTWOOD Strathmore and Landfair

ibdrm available in 2bdrm apt. for Winter and

Spring '99. Great view $490/mo. Call Sara

(3 1 0)209-1046.

WESTWOOD. Master bedroom w/bath in 2-

bdrm/2-bath Kelton apt. $750/mo. for one or

two to share. Parking. Call Amber 310-824-

0304.

WLA Beautiful, spacious 2bdrm/1.5ba house

to share w/graduate student. Hardwood-

floors, ample closet space, bright/sunny.

$700 Female preferred. 310-473-1446.

Roommates-Shared Room

IMMEDIATE HOUSING. Hilgard House

spaces now available, meal plan included.

Call the Housing Assignment Office at 310-

825-4271. ^
PALMS. Roommate wanted to share Ibdrm

apt. beginning 1/1/99 for winter and spring

quarters. Mature female preferred $362 50.

310-841-6034.

VETERAN/UCLA Female Roommate want-

ed to share large bedroom in 2-bed, 2-bath.

Fully fumished, fireplace, bateony, nonsmok-

ing/pet. Avail, immed. $390/mo. 310-208-

7748.

WALK TO WESTWOOD
WESTWOOD. Share huge 2-bdrm apt. FUL-

LY FURNISHED. Male graduate student pre-

ferred. Parking available. Laundry. 3-minute

walk to campus. Hardwood floors and more!

Available 1/1-6/30. $450/mo. Call 310-824-

1004. Ask for Jesse.

WESTWOOD-Space available, take over

lease. Jan.1. Beautiful Spanish style apart-

ment. 644 Landfair. $367. Female preferred.

Call now: 310-209-0205.

WESTWOOD. Roommate needed to share

l-bdnm. $400+utilities per month for Win-

ter/Spring quarters. Preferably female. Call

310-208-8650.

VlMMiton Rentals

IDYLLWILD BEAUTIFUL MTN. CABIN San

Bernardino NafI Forest. Fully equipped. Hot

tub, fireplaces. Views. Sleep 4+. $250/wee-

kend. 310-794-5515 310-391-6808

LIVE IN BABYSITTER in exchange for

room&boaid m Tarzana ChikJcaft lor li-yr

old gin w/kpedal naads Eve 6:30-6 30 M
Th. Sat 5 30-6 30. Sun 3:30-6:30, 16hrs to-

tal, sl^iand avail Must have car Call 816

343-4150

Roommates^Prlvato Room

A HUGE APARTMENT!
WESTWOOD WMk-to-UCLA Female need-

ed, own rooiufbth in huge security apart-

ment Laundry. $425/month+1/2-utilities

310209-8253.

ASIAN/OUIET/CLEAN WLA- Asian lady

rwads quiet roommata Nicety tumiahed

Bus tn front of house, Westwoo(yPico No-

smoldng/pets Private tied sharefoath

S4«Miwnih+utiitite6. 310-47S4767

You won 't believe

the deal once you

own a new digital

Sprint PCS phone
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DailyBruin Classifieds
them things work, y o
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anyone can play,

here show:

www.sprintphone.com
will show you how to make

more money than you thought

possible... for simply referring

your classmates, friends and

family!

To get to where you need to

go once at the site, enter 777

when asked to enter a 2

or more digit number, then

hit the Referring Friend icon.

Find the hidden trivia

question in today's

Classifieds

Play today
and win a
free dinner at

IVIadison 's!

i

Answer the question

correctly and bring it

to the Daily Bruin

offices, 118Kerckhoff
Hall. Or, you can find

and answer the

question over the web at

www. dailybruin. ucla.edu

Monday's Winner
Cindy Morgan

Tuesday's Winner
Jim Hoy\fard

Wednesday's Winner

Richiard Sui
Thursday's Winner
Sammy Gordon

Friday's Winner
Dung L^ma

k,

If your answer is

correct, get entered

into a drawing for daily
'"

prizes which include

Knott's Berry Farm
Tickets, Magic

Mountain tickets,

movie tickets, dinners
""

in Westwood and
much more!

r^c^r^ ^r
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M.BASKETBALL
From page 4S

(14 points), assists (six), and minutes

(37). It was, however, the Bruins*

depth that ultimately pushed the

Cowboys off into the sunset.

"We really got fatigued," admitted

OSU coach Eddie Sutton, "Steve

(Lavin) kept a pretty fresh ball club

on the floor."

The Bruins went 10 men deep onto

their roster, eight of whom saw dou-

ble digits in minutes. Though the

rapid rotation of the Bruins was sped

up by the foul trouble, UCLA found

itself in early and often, and OSU had

no answer for the fresh bodies Lavin

put out on the floor. For their part,

the Cowboys only played eight men,

with forward Scott Robisch only see-

ing four minutes and no points.

Things only got more difficult

after halftime for OSU, when starting

point guard Doug Gottlieb received

his second technical foul and was

ejected.

His flrst technical was awarded for

overly contesting a call early in the

game. The second came after the

buzzer blew to end the first half

Gottlieb caught Davis with an elbow

after the Bruins had just scored on a

layup, and because of a rule which

mandates that all fouls after the

buzzer blows be technical, he was

ejected from the game.

Davis admitted he tried to draw

the foul, saying, "I flopped a little

bit." But to their credit, the Cowboys

tightened up on defense, played a

gutsy second halfand made no excus-

es for themselves.

"It's my own fault," admitted

Gottlieb after the game, while his

coach said little in his defense.

Sutton agreed with the referee's

decision.

"(Gottlieb) should have been

kicked out of the game," Sutton said.

It was a game full of surprises;

most importantly, the 25 turnovers

by a usually disciplined OSU team.

"That just doesn't happen,"

exclaimed Lavin, "That's like forcing

Vince Lombardi's football team into

12 turnovers."

Unfortunately for the Bruins,

however, Lavin was unimpressed

with his team's performance after

UCLA was up by eight points at the

half, with double-digit leads through

^he first half.

"It's a tendency we have even in

our scrimmages and practices,"

sighed Lavin. "When we get ahead

we're not as efficient offensively and

defensively, and we just have lapses."

"We're making progress, but

we're still not there."

Some of the Bruin players had

great games at an individual level.

Freshman Jerome Moiso scored 13

points and had seven rebounds.

Moiso played so impressively that

he drew the compliments of the

opposing coach. In the understated

words of Sutton: "I thought the

Frenchman played pretty good."

Freshmen Dan Gadzuric, JaRon

Rush and Ray Young had nine, seven

and five^oints each, respectively,

with sophomore Travis Reed adding

12 of his own.
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No down
qxiyt

All insuranc

accepted

COSMETIC CHOICES:
• Mini Metal Braces

• Clear Braces ''.
.- v..\ ::;•.

• Braces Cor)cealecl behind the Teeth

STOP THE PC MADNESS!
Get: ai [bcCtlcT jJdDib ainid; EaiTTO utradDr® MdDi^fsyl

€eti BetttleT GTaidlesX

€><st MocTdDSdDfti CcTtolfocdi?

Our award winning Computer based training

courses will teach you everything you need to

know about Win 95 & Win 98, Word, Excel,

Access, Outlook & Power Point. MctOSOU
If you're not completely satisfied we'll give you
your money back.*

All seven programs only

$39.95
(A special Bruin price)

Fast Delivery!800-707-71 30
rail for details

Recognizing
UCLAs Best

Our offices are located in:

BEVERLY HILLS

LARCHMONT VILLAGE
SANTA MONICA
No Down Payment

[-anr^ (310) 550-1533 Orthodontic Provider for

All Insurance Plans
Applications ara

now available at .

1 18J<ercHtJ0HalL

Hveryyear, Bntmlijc yvarhook recognizes

distUi^iiished UCLA seniors and

features them in the senior section

of the yearfx)ok. Past winners

have included some of the Iwst

students UCIA has ever

fmuluced. 7he handful of

winners are at the top<f

their class in academics,

sch(K)l involvement, and

community sen'ice. These

seniors excel in all areas of

VCIA life and areforever

rememi)ered in the pages of

— Bruinlife.

UCLA STUDINT
COMMITTiC
rot THt AtTS

Cosmetic Surgery
FREE CONSULTATION

Laser Surgery, Computer Imaging Available

• Nose
• Acne Scars

• Lip Enhancement
• Face Lift/Eyelid Surgery
• Hair Flap/Scalp Reduction
• Chemical Peels

• Chin & Cheek Implants

• Liposuction
• Ear Reshaping
• Snoring
• Tonsils

• Hair Removal

Steven Burres, M.D.
FAACS, AAFPS, AAOHNS, LACMA, CMA.

AMERICANACADEMYOFFACIAL PIASTICAND
RECONSTRUCTIVESURGERY

Board Certified

(310) 385-0590

465 North Roxbuiy Dr., Beverih^ HUU

1119 Second St., Manhattan Beach

,<.^ Affordable prices

FiBMKJag Availabk and Matt IiMn«MtAcoq>ted
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FANS
From page 47

always have."

"If you're in L.A., then you're a

Bruin fan. There's no other team to

root for," said Mike Oliande,

Sandoval's best friend.

"We come here for the atmos-

phere. We're die-hard UCLA fans,

and we have been for almost 20 years

now," said Randy Miranda, watching

the game with his wife, Lisa.

"Everyone knows UCLA is the col-

lege."

The National could almost be mis-

taken for Maloney's, with the abun-

dance of Bruin fans sporting blue and

gold, the fight song blaring through

the speakers during commercials, and

an occasional eight-clap after a partic-

ularly spectacular play. The sky-high

hopes for a Fiesta Bowl bid were no

less lofty 45 miles from Bruin Walk.

"Oh yes, I believe the team will be

there," predicted Lisa Miranda. "And

I wish I could be, too."

And as befitting a game against the

Hurricanes, the atmosphere was tur-

bulent, as fans lived and died with

every play. The lone dissenters in the

room were a pair of Trojan fans who

came decked in Hurricane green to

"We should thank the

team for a great year.

They played so well ...

they're the champions."

Danny Sandoval

Bruin football fan

root against the Bruins.

Jose Quezada and Aldo Ramirez

said they enjoyed being the only

Bruin haters in the establishment.

"Anything to spoil (the Bruins')

season; when America sees that the

emperor has no clothes, we'll know

the truth about UCLA," said

Quezada.

Added Ramirez, "We came here

because we knew there would be a lot

of UCLA fans, and we wanted to rub

it in their face when they lose."

Sadly, the two got that chance

when the final effort of Cade

McNown to produce just one more

miracle fell heartbreakingly out of the

endzone. A collective gasp, groan and

sigh shook the National, and fans

began to head out.

"We should thank the team for a

great year," said Sandoval plaintively.

"They played so well all season. No
matter what happens from now on,

they're still the champions."

A tidal wave of Bruin blue poured

out of the doors of the National as

fans went back to their homes.

Seeing these fans, disheartened,

disbelieving, and disappointed, no

one could doubt their devotion to the

blue and gold.

"It's OK," said Lisa Miranda,

whose face suggested otherwise.

"We'll be right back here rooting

when we go for it all next year."

That's why they call them the

Bruin Faithful.

Heading home for the holidays?

Take your hard drive with you.

Access your files,

e-mail, calendar

and address book
from home
for freet

La Gente
UCLA's Chicana/o & Latina/o

Student Newsmagazine

NOMMO
UCLA'S African Student

Newsmagazine

z
5 & 2 Beverly Hills

Acne Skin Care Clinic
15 years experience

Acne-A Treatable
•Deep Pore Cleaning •Rejuvenation

•Chemical Peel

Dramatic Results In One Month
www.acneskln.com
920 S. Robertson #6
(Olympic &. Robertson)

(310) 289-1762

Before

^az^m

A^w^

After

www.virtualbackpack.com
Pack heavy. Travel light.

an WcaxiiiP Salo
Body Waxing for Men & Women
with 100% Natural Pari wax.

Women Full leg and Bikini $25
Underarm $8
Lower Half leg $10
Bikini Wax $10
Lip or Chin $6
Eyebrow Wax $10
Eyelash Tint $10
Facial $50
Arm Wax $20
Threading $15

'We do Electrolysis"
1435 Westwood Blvd., Westwood 473-0066 or 479-9325
Open Sundays Walk-ins Welcome

/^ o HAPPINESS IS BEING o

CALIFORNiA rCA97|\

A BRUIN ALUM
Dear UCLA Students and Staff:

It has been a pleasure servingyour vision care needs

for over 25 years in the village. Please take advantage

ofthese great offers listed below. .

.

6/,UCLA Cradmu 1967

$99 CONTACT LENSES & EXAM "SPECIAL"

lrx:ludes eye exam, fitting, folk>w-up, and two pair of

Bausch & Lomb daily or extended wear soft contacts.

$99 EYEGLASSES & EXAM "SPECIAL"

Indudes lenses and frames from our special st^lection

(nrK>st Rxs) and eye exam.

IF YOU HAVE UCLA VISION CARE INSURANCE:
• We gladly accept your lnsurar>ce

• We get ttie forms for you - just call us.

• Sanie day appointments available.

• We are experts in showing you how to maximize your

benefits

• Terrific eyewear and contact lens selection

IF YOU DOrT HAVE VISION CARE INSURANCE:
Take advantage of tt\e specials, or weH still give you 10%
•ff on any nor>-adverti8ed ifesms.

-^^^^^^^^Ei VBIsge Eyes Optomstry

curporgcon

310208-3011
of MoMI|^ BiAinB

to

JM^^ AT^ Review
l^lVi//ml. Program
Excellent Instruction, Materials, fif Results

(Classes begin on January 3rcl.)

Ifie

BERKELEY
LL/REVI^E'W*

(800) 622-8827
mcatprep@berkeley-review.com

Specializing in MCAT Preparation www.berkelcy-review.com

—Irvine • Westwood • Stanford • Berkeley • Davis—

NSTRUCTIONAL
TELEVISION

CHALLENGING LEARNING

College when you want it!

The Instructional Television Program of

the Los Angeles Community Colleges
brings you college classes on your
television. By watching classes twice a
week on TV and attending seminars
once a month, you can earn college
credit - as convenient as turning on
your TV.

^

^ Fully accredited, transferable community college classes.
Gail (800) 917-9277 for a brochure.

^ www.iacc.cc.ca.us
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FOOTBALL
From page 48

quarterback Drew Bennett, who
caught a hail-mary pass with seconds

left against Oregon earlier this season,

could change UCLA's fate.

"We dictated the momentum on

offense. We rolled on them," said

McNown, who broke three UCLA
records on

Saturday - single-
—i^«-

game passing

yards (513), sin-

gle-game total

offense (515) and

single-season

total offense

(3130).

"What today

showed was our

immaturity on

defense," said

McNown.
After fmding themselves down 21-

17 at half-time, the Bruins stormed

back to take a 38-21 lead late in the

third period. McNown opened the

scoring in the third quarter with a 14-

yard touchdown pass to Farmer.

Then McNown showed off his long

ball accuracy as he connected with his

two split-ends, Brian-Poli Dixon and

Brad Melsby, for 61-yard and 59-yard

touchdown passes, respectively.

Those three scores, though, were

not enough to keep the Hurricanes

"You've got to love it.

We had the crowd into

it and everything."

Edgerrin James

Miami running back

from becoming the second school in

NCAA history, along with Princeton,

to end four winning streaks of 20

games or more.

The longest was Notre Dame's 23

consecutive wins, which ended in 1989.

Nebraska's 22-game streak was lost

after Miami defeated the Cornhuskers

in the 1984 Orange Bowl. Oklahoma's

20-game streak ended at the 1988

Orange Bowl.

After the
"^^~"^~~"~ game, the first

loss for the

Bruins since a 30-

24 loss to

Tennessee in the

second game of

the 1997 season,

thousands out of

the 46,819 in

attendance cele-

brated with the

players on the

field.

"You've got to love it," said James,

who had a three touchdown perfor-

mance. "We had the crowd into it and

everything."

Other than the fact that the national

title aspirations are now gone, the loss

was tough on the Bruins because of the

way the Hurricanes were awarded the

ball on their final drive.

With a little over three minutes left

and UCLA driving down the field,

McNown completed a pass to Melsby.

After one juke move, Melsby was tack-

THE FINAL SCORE

UCLA

Miami
7

14

10

7

21

7

7

21

45
49

1st
Quarter STATISTICS

Miami - James 45-yard TD run (Cropland kkk)

IKU - fannef 77-yard TD pass from MtNown (Sailw kick)

Miami - Moser 4-yard TD pass from Covington (Croslabd kick)

Team UCIA Miami

2nd
Quarter

UCLA - Poli-Oixon 7-yard TO pass from McNown (Sailer kick)

Miami - James 10-yard TD run (Crosland kick)

UCLA -Sailer 21 -yard FG

3rd
Quarter

First downs 23 .

Ruihes-yards 38-157

Passing yards 513

Passes compieted-^temptediniercepied 26-35-0

Fumbles-lost 3-2

Penalties-yards 8-<50

Time of possession 30:37

INDIVIDUAL LEADERS

34

51-371

318

19-28-0

1-0

S-28

29:23

UCLA - Farmer 14-ydrd TD pass from McNown (Sailer kick)

UCLA - Poli-Dixon 61 -yard TD pass from McNown (Sailer kick)

UCLA - Melsby 59-yard TD pass from McNown (Sailerm
Miami - Davenport 23-yard TD run (Crosland kick)

4th
Quarter

Miami - S Moss 71 -yard TD pass from Covington (Crosland kick)

UCLA - McNown 1-yard TO run (Sailer kick)

Miami - Fulcher 29-yard TD pass from Covington (Crosland kick)

Miami - James 1 -yard TD run (Crosland kick)

RUSHING: UCLA - Foster 16-79; Lewis 9-38; K Brown 9-38; McNown 3-2; Price

1-0

Miami - Jan>es 39-299; OavetHwrt 9-68;S Moss 1-11;Covw9ton2-

minus7

PASSING: UCLA- McNown 26-35-0-S13

Miami - Covington 19-28-0-318

RECEIVING: UCU - Farmer 6-1 35; Foster 5-21; Poli-Dixon 4-1 30;Grieb 4-63;

Melsby 3-95;Lewis 1-44;Wilkins 1-12;Neufe<d MO;Dubravac 1-3

Miami - King 8-124; S Moss 4-95; Fulcher 2-45; N Williams 2-28;

James 1-11;FranksM1;Moser 1-4

Sourcf UCLA Sporti InfenMtion

led and the ball popped out. Instant

replays showed Melsby's right knee hit-

ting the ground before the ball came

loose, but the referees awarded the ball

to Miami.

Covington methodically advanced

the ball to the I -yard line before James

took a pitch and broke through on the

left side.

A Bruin defense that allowed 407

yards per game (91st in the nation)

coming into the game allowed the

Hurricanes to eclipse their previous

record offensive output with 689 total

yards. James now holds Miami's single-

season rushing record ( 1,41 6 yards) and

broke his own single-game rushing

mark of 271 yards.

JOHN SUEHIRG/Oaily Bruin S«nior Staff

"We just couldn't get them

stopped," Toledo said. "Our defense

didn't play well and if you don't play

good defense, you don't deserve the

national championship."

Without a national title game to

inspire the team, revenge for the 1994

Rose Bowl loss to Wisconsin will be

UCLA's consolation.

il^MH IWTHFinDER urisint*

Mentadenf

"^J ANUS

AMERICAN

VICTIMS

SANTA MONICA
CIVIC AUDITORIUM

Saturday, Dec. 12 - 8:00

Malibu New Malibu Theater

Redondo Beach Redondo Union H. S. Auditorium

Thousand Oaks The Fred Kavli Theatre

Dec. 1

Dec. 1

1

Dec. 1

3

6:00 & 9:00

6:30 & 9:30

8:00

FREE LIFT TICKET TO SNOW SUMMIT!
Everyone cUtending FREERIDERS will receive a certificate for a

FREE special spring skiing lift ticket to Snow Summit!*

Tickets available at TicketMaster, selected Sport Chalet stores, and

theater box offices.

For discounts on groups of 10 or more call (800) 729-3456. Each

group order will receive the "Making of FREERIDERS" video and the

multi-media CD-ROM "Behind the Scenes" FREE with each group order!

^T-iCJC^iiiLASTS^^
TOMII UCOtOi / KOMNSONS • MAY

INI «M«MNOU« / ni MUMCA / HTINO UTINO

(213) MO-asaa • (714) 740-S000
(•OS) ••» trOO • (*1t) 130 TlXf

OHIINI: www.lick«lBtiltr.f*a

Warren Miller prefen VBA

SNOW
SUMMIT ^SfroSuT *««^»

till T I I • I

www.warrenmiHer.com •Some restrictions apply

• • I

YOUR
HEU>

102 Men's Gym (CPO)

3154 Engineering 1 (SOLES)

7349 Bunche Hall (Chavez Center)

Dyslctra, Room 406

St Albin'S, 580 Hllgard Avenue

104 Kerckhoff Hall (EXPO Center)

6282 Bunche Hall (Lounge)

407 Kerckhoff Hail (MEChA)

58 Haines Hail (Ubrary)

Jimmy's

University Research Library

118 Kerckhoff Hall (Daily Bruin)

Northern Lights

5310Roife

A-Level Ackerman

(Near Student Union Ops)

Canned foods,

bottled water,
^ medicine and '^

P' supplies are ^
desperatelym

now

For information,

call X55969,

X66452 or 52333
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DEFENSE
From page 48

Carrying the ball an amazing 39

times, the Bruin defense could not

wrap up the lethal horse.

It was James who controlled the

ball for Miami.

It was James ^^^———

^

who was used as

a perfect decoy

on play-action

passes that

helped Miami

return from a 38-

21 deficit.

It was James

who proved all

the critics of "

UCLA's defense

right.

"What today showed was our

immaturity on defense," Cade

McNown said after a blistering perfor-

mance in which he threw for 513 yards

and five touchdowns.

Coming into the game ranked No.

91 in the nation, no team had ever won

a national title with such a bad defense.

With only two seniors on the defen-

sive side of the ball, the inexperience

showed as people were left uncovered

and the Bruins constantly missed tack-

les.

W

"(Without) defense, you

don't deserve the

national championship."

Bob Toledo

Football head coach

hen
B r e n d n

Ayanbadejo
went down with a

sprained knee,

James started to

run wild. Only

one senior

remained on the

field, and the

defense started to

lose its compo-

sure.

With Larry Atkins committed to

stopping the run, Covington and the

Miami offense used play-action passes

to free up wide-open receivers. On the

last two touchdown passes, Covington

was able to hit wide open receivers for

touchdowns.

"We just couldn't get them

stopped," Bob Toledo said. "Our

defense didn't play well, and if you

don't play good defense, you don't

deserve the national championship."

It ended up being James who made

the UCLA defense look like inexperi-

enced matadors.

Bruin after Bruin '""~"~^"
ricocheted off

James and kept

Miami in the

game.

James scored

the first touch-

down of the

game and would

end up scoring

the game-winner
'

as the linebackers

could not get to the outside quick

enough to wrap him up.

This was the Edgerrin James show,

and the UCLA defense looked like

props, moved at his disposal.

James shattered the all-time oppos-

The (Bruin) defense

knew who was Miami's

deadliest weapon, but

still they could not key

in on (James).

4^AME BALL

/ Cade McNown. In his final non-

bowl game as a Bruin, McNown
did everything In his power to stave

off a UCLA loss as long as possible.

The senior went 26-35 for 51 3 yards

and five touchdowns in the air. He

also ran for a late touchdown.

URNING POINT KEY STAT
The fumble ruling on Brad

Melsby's catch In the fourth quarter.

Though replays showed that his knee

was down, the referees ruled

otherwise. Miami took the momentum
and buried the Bruins.

689J ^ j
The UCLA defense gave

!.^'!!j*^!f!,..J up a school record 689

yards, Including 299 on the ground to

Miami running back Edgerrin James.

Pre-Medsl

ing rushing record for yards in a game
against UCLA, held by Jon Vaughn in

1990(288).

He broke Miami's single season

rushing mark of 1,416 yards with his

output against UCLA.
He will forever be remembered in

Westwood as the man who ended the

fairytale season.^~——~~" "We spent a

lot of time

preparing for

this game, but we

didn't come in

today prepared

enough, and they

took advantage,"

Brian Poli-Dixon

said.

Coming into

Miami, the

defense knew that James was Miami's

deadliest weapon, but still they could

not key in on him.

Three weeks to prepare looked like

three seconds of preparation as the

Miami olTense shredded the Bruin

defense.

A Hurricane team that was held to

13 points the week before gained 689

yards against the inexperienced and ill-

prepared defense.

Scraping by on forced turnovers

to preserve last second victories,

James was able to turn the tables

and show that the Bruins should

have stayed away from this hurri-

cane.

BG
From page 47

«

and Tennessee deserves to be

there, based on all the criteria we
use."

Kansas State finished a distant

third in the BCS, yet they were

denied a spot in one of the four

BCS matchups. The Wildcats

were first beaten by the Aggies,

then mugged by the BCS, losing a

$12 million payday by being shut

out of a BCS game. Kansas State

is projected to play Purdue in the

Alamo Bowl.

The victory by Texas A&M
(11-2) placed them in the Sugar

Bowl, where they will take on

Ohio State (lO-l). In the final

BCS matchup. Florida (8-2) will

battle the Syracuse Orangemen

(8-3) in the Orange Bowl. Florida

was chosen because they will gen-

erate financial revenue in bring-

ing in tens of thousands of fans.

Other bowl games include

Colorado vs. Oregon in the Aloha

Bowl, Arkansas against Michigan

in the Citrus Bowl and Notre

Dame versus Georgia Tech in the

Gator Bowl.

Arizona, which would have

gone to the Rose Bowl if UCLA
beat Miami, is expected to face

Nebraska in the Holiday Bowl.

You can't

If you're not

Al-Talib
UCLA's Muslim Student

Newsmagazine

'
I >i

'

UCLA's Feminist Student

Newsmagazine

V.

Ha'Am
UCLA'S Jewish Student

Newsmagazine

Some other MCAT programs would

hove you believe that they have an

unlimited store of practice passages

at is yours FREE for the taking. -

r
La Gente
UCU's Chicana/0 & Latina/o

student Newsmagazine

NOMMO
UCLA'S African Student

Newsmagazine

Problem is, you can't take their pas-

sages anywhere!

Pacific Ties
UCLA's Asian/Pacific Islander

student Newsmagazine

82S-1004

Ten Percent
UCLA's Queer Student

Newsmagazine

At Hyperlearning, we believe in giv-

ing our students exactly what they

pay for:

Which is why when we say we give

you 16 full-length practice MCAT%
we actually give you 16 full-length

practice MCAFs.

Don't Delay...Enroll Today!

(310) 208-5000 * (800) MD-BOUND

Classes for the April '99 MCAT start Jan. 15. '99

Enrolling Now!

Getting accepted into medical school is

competitton. This is why Hyperteaming

only MCAT preparation dass that offers

16 full-length MCATs.

Now you have a chance to take four practice

MCATs-under prodored conditions - before our

program even begins.

By enrolling NOW you can take full advantage of this

exclusive offier.

Among ttie benefits:

Develop the ability to ttioroughly assess your strengths and

weaknesses before you enter our classroom.

Develop the stamina necessary to conquer one of the

longest, toughest standardized tests ever created.

Meet your classmates and begin to form study groups IMOWI

Over 30 years

of alternative

dia at UCLA

/ijijmTmSruHi^
kU^c^t^immal THE PRINCETON REVIEW

U,

,

/ ^
MedUxiilMiiaiaf THE PRINCETON REVIEW

Don^ D«lay...Enrol Ibdayf

(3K» 208-5000 (800) MD-BOUND
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W.HOOPS
From page 46

junior forward Marie Philman steals.

"I started off slowly," Philman

said, "and really got frustrated with

myself. 1 needed to play smarter and

stay poised and positive."

Despite the unexpected challenge

the Titans presented, the Bruins

needed to stay focused. And they

did, to continue their comeback

push.

With an additional turnover by

Titan leading scorer Andrea Thieme,

who finished with 16 points, and

sandwiched by three more turnovers,

FuUerton found itself trailing 34-33

at the half.

UCLA had scored more

points in less than eight

minutes (35) than they

had scored in the whole

first half (34).

"I think we had a bad spell in the

first half," Fullerton coach and for-

mer Bruin-great Denise Curry said.

"We lost some confidence. We
weren't mentally ready for the full

AME BALL

Junior center Janae

Hubbard and junior point

guard Erica Gomez who both

finished with double-doubles.

Hubbard grabbed 16 boards and

scored 14 points. And Gomez dished

out 1 1 assists and chipped in 12

points. They also played the most

minutes for the Bruins - Gomez (32)

and Hubbard (30).

\^C
RNING POINT KEY STAT

UCLA turr>ed up its defensive

pressure at the end of the first half,

going on a 1 7-6 run and knocking the

Titans out of the game
psychologically. The Bruins would

then outscore Fullerton 60-31 in the

second half.

14
The Bruins committed a

season-low 14 turnovers on

the night and created 14

steals.

court pressure. We weren't ready for

the second half."

That UCLA pressure created a 9-

run to open the second half, and by

the 12:29 mark, it had extended the

Bruin lead 69-38 on two free throws

by freshman guard LaCresha

Flannigan.

At that point, UCLA had scored

more points in less than eight min-

utes (35) than they had scored in the

whole first half (34).

Gomez, Philman, Hubbard and

Martin combined with fellow starter

Melanie Pearson for an 18-1 run in

just over three minutes to take a 52-

34 lead and the Bruins never looked

back.

Backup power forward Carly

Funicello, who was one of five

Bruins in double figures, said, "In

the second half we were a lot more

focused (than the first)."

Olivier added, "We created

turnovers and picked it up defensive-

ly."

The second half also saw the

Bruins shoot ll-of-12 from the free

throw line to finish at .826 and only

turn the ball over six times to finish

with a season-low of 14.

The Bruins treated

(Curry) like any other

guest, sending her

home wondering what

happened.

Gomez and Hubbard each had

double-doubles. Martin and Philman

rounded out UCLA's double figure

scorers.

JOHN SUEHIRG/Oaily Bruin Senior Staff

Forward Ayesha Rembert and

Flannigan came off the bench to chip

in six and nine points, respectively.

About her first return to Pauley

Pavilion as a head coach, Curry said,

"To me, UCLA is another opponent

right now. 1 still consider myself a

loyal Bruin, but 1 came to this arena

like any other arena."

And the Bruins treated her like

any other guest, sending her home
wondering what happened.

The Bruins (5-2) have now won
five consecutive games after an 0-2

start and will play two more warm-

up contests (against San Diego and

Texas) before they face three-time

defending national champion

Tennessee.

"We need to focus on the little

things," Funicello said, "and realize

what we need to get done. Wc know

(if we play -like we can) wc can hang

with Tennessee."

Jie
The Awards Are (Jurs.

anl{ Are Yours.

The Best Sports C/ubs"

^Best Exercise Classes^^

1998 Winner - Pasadena Star

1998 Winner San Gabriel Valley Tribune

1998 Winner WhittierDaUy News

nThe Best Health Ckib"

j^mnner-DdyBuHetin

'!^^Aenbics Pngm'™ Toughest Workout'
'998 Winm. Pasadena Weekly

'n

Less than 7 per week.
With a onetime registration fee of M49.

Westwood
Corner of Westwood & Wilshire

(310) 209-5002

~~LAFITNESS
SPORTS CLUBS

itmerka's Premiermutts CeiUers

SALAHUDDIN
From page 48

scoring run that left fans in tears

and the Heisman voters with lit-

tle to ponder.

Meanwhile, 259 yards later,

Williams had led his Longhorns

to an upset victory of the then

sixth-ranked Aggies. '

To be drafted high

and win a Heisman,

players had better

stay all four years in

school.

When asked about his .statis-

tics and how great they've been,

Williams has simply answered

that whatever it takes for this

team to win is all he cares about.

Not bad at all. Maybe people

should stay in school until

they've matured and reaped the

benefits both in college and in

the pros with its higher drafts.

Getting a degree is also a nice

perk.

"""
SeeSAUHUDDIN,page45

\fTf^

LIKE

GARAGE

SALE

VJjiii:i»lhi

GARAGE.

Everylhing except nukss.
'd« tor Hmmm ov«r %200 mrm %3
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SAUHUDDIN
From page 44

To be drafted high and win a Heisman,

players had better stay all four years in

school.

Our own Cade McNown gave up going

to the NFL last year to stay with his

Bruins. And he's done a decent job in his

senior campaign.

He might may not have the immense

individual statistics that others possess.

He's not your prototypical size. He's will-

ing to leave the pocket and dive for the

crucial first down (head first!), unlike

many quarterbacks around the nation.

Yet, he's led UCLA to a record 20-

game winning streak and has been instru-

mental in many key fourth quarter drives.

He'll never measure up to Kentucky

godsend Tim Couch in passing statistics.

But he is a better quarterback and a better

leader. y

One who possesses knowledge that can

be learned only through experience.

It took McNown over two years to

finally get that "magic" touch, and now

that he knows it, the Bruins are unstop-

pable.

Down 10 points to an exuberant

Stanford squad late in the third quarter.

No panic. Just win, baby, and they did.

No 500-yard passing games. No 40

completions in 50 attempts. Just 20 wins

in a row.

Ricky Williams and Cade McNown -

two players who have endured four years

at their respective schools. Two players

who realized that with the extra time, they

would only improve. The NCAA
Division 1 career rushing yardage leader

and the Pac-lO's top offensive player ever

have both reaped the rewards of staying

in school.

It's not by sheer luck that both

Williams and McNown have succeeded.

Kansas State's senior quarterback

Michael Bishop is experiencing a year

just like McNown's. He stayed his fourth

season and led the Wildcats to an impres-

sive 11-0 record.

Although Ricky Williams and Cade

McNown did meet in a game earlier this

season at the Rose Bowl, their most mem-

orable encounter might be in the future.

Dec. 12, when the Heisman Trophy

winner is announced in New York City,

Williams and McNown will both descend

on the Big Apple.

Not a bad venue to see two of today's

brightest stars.

Salahuddin is planning on leaving after his

junior year to join the European track cir-

cuit and get a huge contract with Adidas. If

you want to race alongside him, e-mail him

at mizzoin@ucla.edu

Jayhawks crest Waves to victory

BASKETBALL Kansas

beats Pepperdine in

close tourney match

By John Nadel

The Associated Press

Anaheim - The embar-

rassed Kansas Jayhawks had to

vent their anger on somebody.

Pepperdine happened to be the

unfortunate victim, although

the Waves didn't go quietly.

Kenny Gregory scored 13

points, and Ryan Robertson

had 10 of his 12 in the second

half Saturday as the seventh-

ranked Jayhawks defeated the

Waves 62-55 in the opener of

the Wooden Classic.

Kansas, the winningest col-

lege basketball team of the

1990s with a 268-51 record and

103-12 since the beginning of

the 1995-96 season, was coming

off a 63-45 loss to No. 8

Kentucky.

Kansas coach Roy Williams

called the defeat "embarrass-

ing," saying his team lacked its

usual intensity and enthusiasm.

That certainly wasn't the

case Saturday, especially in the

second half, as the Jayhawks (5-

I ) avoided their first two-game

losing streak in nearly four

years, although Pepperdine bat-

tled them to the final buzzer.

Jelani Gardner led the

Waves (5-2) with 16 points and

Kelvin Gibbs added 15.

The Jayhawks appeared to

have the game safely in hand

when Gregory scored off an

assist from Robertson to give

them a 56-47 lead - largest in

the game for either team - with

4:47 remaining.

The Waves, however, made

five foul shots to draw within

three points before Eric

Chenowith, who had 10 points,

made a short jumper with 1:35

to go, making it 59-53.

Pepperdine failed to cash in

on several scoring opportuni-

ties before Gardner scored with

19.6 seconds left, cutting the

Kansas lead to four points. But

the Waves wouldn't score

again.

Robertson made consecutive

jump shots to snap a 37-all tie

and put Kansas ahead for good.

The Jayhawks have won 25

or more games in nine straight

seasons and have been ranked

among the nation's top 10

teams in each of the last 74 polls

- a streak that could be in jeop-

ardy.

Last year's Jayhawks were

led by Raef LaFrentz and Paul

Pierce, two first-round selec-

tions in the most recent NBA
draft. They sure could use them

now.

Pierce, who gave up his final

year of eligibility to make him-

self available for the NBA draft,

watched Saturday's game from

the stands.

ATTENTION LATINOS i

-: :.-^:^7^^-l

M '^-

*i« Read by 40,000 or more
interesting, diverse people.

your market—your audiejice...

Advertise - it \Vorks

Daily Bruin

Gamma Zeta Alpha Faternity, Inc.

Gamma Zeta Alpha is the West Coast's oldest Latino-based

fraternity. The fraternity's main priority is "ACADEMICS". The

fraternity is structured to promote academic excellence amongst its •
membership. *

Gamma Zeta Alpha will be starting a new chapter at UCLA. The

fraternity is currently seeking candidates interested in being part of

the UCLA founding group. Candidates should possess strong

leadership skills, be interested in investing time in the Latino

community, and committed to academic excellence.

If you have these qualities and interests, please attend our December

8th informational meeting.

Ackerman Union. Viewpoint 200A •'

6:30 p.m.. Tuesday, December 8th

Any questions? Please call 800-858-2036 x2607 or email

eloygarcia@ att.com

WWW.GAMMAS.ORG

College Fantasy Basketball

Are you the biggest college hoops fan? Is your NBA league

"locked out"? Never before has the excitement of college

hoops been combined with the fun, prizes, and competition of

fantasy sports! Participate in conference or national leagues.

Sign up now! Season begins January 4.

WWW.collegefantasy.com

FREE Food!
QoCden %eij's Crabtttmtal

Come get FREE
cookies & coffee!!!

Come treat yourself to a free snack during 10th

week. You deserve it! Come take a study break and

enjoy a FREE snack to help you through the night.

.'-»

Put on by Qotden 'Key '>(atiom['MoTwriSociety

"What more could you askfor?

gOLTrE^9(Trf-^

n

^miooi?^ 'Ho?^%^socmry

Golden Key's STUDV BREHK

8:00 PM Wednesday, December 9th

Outside Powell Library

3 & 4 Night Hotel Accommodations

1999 Fiesta Bowl Game Ticket

Game Day Transfer

Fiesta Bowl Program

LIMITED SPACE! CALL TODAY!

310-277-4788 / 800-852-7771

rt ^ r 9C01 WOsUk IM.

PrimeSport si««e"
Beverly HiUsINIt«NATIONAl
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CALIFORNIA SPORTS

Dolphins 27,

Raiders 1

7

Sometimes there are advantages to being a

relatively little guy in a big man's sport.

Zach Thomas, an undersized linebacker at

5-foot- 1 1, strolled about six inches with an

interception for a touchdown as the Miami

Dolphins defeated the Oakland Raiders 27-17

Sunday to stay tied with the New York Jets

atop the AFC East.

Donald Hollas, who threw six intercep-

tions, was scrambling in the end zone when he

lofted a pass right to Thomas a few inches

from the goal line.

"He didn't see me, I guess, because I'm so

short," Thomas said. "I guess that helps some-

times."

Miami linebacker Robert Jones also

relumed an interception for a score and

Miami turned four first-half turnovers into 24

points.

Team rebounds strongly after

®> 49ers31,

Panthers 28, OT

«t
Redskins 24,

Chargers 20
Needing a touchdown against the NFL's

top-ranked defense to win the game, Trent

Green implored his offensive line to block

Norv Turner, ou< of receivers, made a deal

with his coaches to send a player with a frac-

tured collar bone on the field as a decoy.

Then, improbably, the Washington

Red.skins pulled ofl' their first fourth-quarter

winning drive since Turner became coach in

It didn't lake long for the San Francisco

49ers to show signs that they miss their defen-

sive leader.

Six days after the 49ers lost tackle Bryant

Young for the season with a broken leg, San

Francisco blew a 21 -point lead in the final 16

minutes of regulation before defeating

Carolina 31-28 in overtime Sunday.

A Carolina fumble set up Wade Richey's

23-yard field goal on San Francisco's first pos-

session of the extra period, securing a victory

that assures the 49ers of at least a wild-card

berth in the playoffs.

The 49ers (10-3) finished with 236 yards

rushing, the most allowed by Carolina in its

nearly four-year history.

Steve Young threw for 2I3"yards and two

touchdowns and Garrison Hearst rushed for

139 yards and a score as the 49ers extended

their NFL record of consecutive 10-victory

seasons to 16. The 49ers' Terry Kirby added

68 yards rushing and a halfback option pass

for another score.

(^ Red Wings 4,^ Kings 3

Steve Yzerman and Brendan Shanahan

scored 25 seconds apart during a three-goal

first period and Tomas Holmstrom scored the

go-ahead goal early in the third as the Detroit

Red Wings beat the Los Angeles Kings 4-3

weak first half against Titans
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RECAP: Sketchy start forgotten

as players pick up confidence,

improve shooting, teamwork

By A. CinQue Carter

Daily Bruin Staff

They played competitively and then they

fell into the abyss.

(al State Fullerton (1-2) looked like a

ranked team for one half (or UCLA looked

like an unranked one) but then the No. 10

UCLA women's basketball team expo.sed

them.

Bruin point guard Erica Gomez had her

fourth game with 10 or more assists this sea-

son, finishing with No. II center Janae

Hubbard owned the boards, pulling down 16

as UCLA defeated Fullerton 94-64 at Pauley

Pavilion.

The Titans capitalized on three Gomez
turnovers in the first two minutes of the game,

opening up a 7-0 lead. Si.x turnovers overall by

the Bruins in their first nine possessions would

lead to the Titans gaining their largest lead at

1 7-6 with just under I ?> minutes to go.

"Erica's still trying to find that comlon

/one," coach Kalhy Olivier said of the junior,

who missed tlie first two weeks of practice.

Ihe No. 10 Bruins were able to make a little

noise to close out the half and take a one-point
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BOWL CHAMPIONSHIP SERIES MATCHUPS
Rose Bowl Jan.l'Sp.m.'ABC

Pasadena, calif
"^^ ^^^ ^^^^"^m K

Nokia Sugar Bowl ... . ^ _ ._.. Jan. 1 • 8:30 p.m. • ABC
^ ^^ ,

Ohio State VS. Texas A&M ^^^K^JL^mmm
New Orleans, La.

FedEx Orange Bowl _, .. . Jan. 2 '8:30 p.m. •ABC
Florida VS. Syracuse _^».^_^—«

Miami, Fla.
'

Tostitos Fiesta Bowl _ _, . . .^ ^ Jan. 4* 8 p.m. 'ABC
Tennessee VS. Florida State mm^^^^m^mm

Tempe, Ariz.

SouKrnpnxoM

Recent matches affect

teams' Bowl standings

•<r nAfi F;'/' ., v'.Arnr/O.iily B(uin 'KTiiot Stdf<

Center Janae Hubbard shoots over two

players from Cal State Fullerton Saturday.

ltfadlni(nMimnii>sioM.bunlk-vwiMul.eiiig(.ui-
"i i M.ni'^'- tl^'r p»^mhT'i

RANKING: Bruins drop

heavily in all polls with

Saturday's loss to Miami

by Jeff Kmiotek

Daily Bruin Staff

What everybody already knew on

Saturday became official yesterday

when the final Bowl Championship

Series(BCS) poll was released.

As expected, the Bruins will play

Wisconsin in the Rose Bowl on New
Year's Day. Unfortunately, they will

be the most disappointed and dcject-

fd team pvpr tn play in this game.

way for Florida State (1 1-1), which

snuck into the Fiesta Bowl while

lounging on their couches, on

Saturday.

The Seminoles will face Tennessee

( 1 1-0) on Jan. 4 for the national cham-

pionship. The Volunteers rallied from

a fourth-quarter deficit to beat

Mississippi State on Saturday and

cling to their No. I position in every

poll.

"I've watched Tennessee through

the year, and they have the symptoms

of a national championship team. 1

just hope we can play good against

them," said Florida State coach

Bobby Bowden.

In a year where calculators have

Gauchos lash UCLA title dreams
1

W.VOLLEYBALL Team

beats Virginia, loses to

UCSB in second round

By A. CinQue Carter and AJ Cadman
Daily Bruin Staff

The No. 15 UCLA women's vol-

leyball team (16-12) began their

quest for another NCAA title with

a 3-1 first-round victory over the

CaVfiliers of Virginia 15-7, 15-6, 14-

16, 15-5 but fell short against UC
Santa Barbara (28-5) on Sunday.

In the first match at UCSB's

Thunderdome, Pac-10 Freshman

of the Year selection Kristee Porter

led all hitters with 30 kills against

Virginia (26-8) en route to her fifth

30-plus kill output of the season.

Porter also collected 13 digs and

had three service aces, including

the final point of the match.

Fellow All Pac-10 selections

freshman Ashley Bowles (18 kills,

.318, 14 digs) and sophomore

Elisabeth Bachman led all blockers

with six blocks and hit .375 with 12

kills against the Cavaliers.

Freshman setter Erika Selsor

notched 54 assists and five digs for

the Bruins in the Saturday victory.

Behind strong performances by

Porter with a game-high 24 kills

and Bowles with 19, UCLA gave a

strong effort against UCSB before

falhng short 8-15. 15-8, 13-15, 11-

15.

UCSB's Roberta Gehlke (team

high 19 kills) and Katie Crawford

(18 kills) created the same result as

last year's second-round match.

In the fist game, Gehlke had 10

kills against one error (.529).

Porter would counter with eight

kills against two errors (.500), but

the Gauchos took the early lead.

In game two, at eight points

apiece, the Bruins took control.

With Bowles serving her third ace

and superb blocks by senior

Chaska Potter and sophomore

Amy Nihipali, the Bruins ran off

seven straight points.

In the third game, the Bruins

stalled at 13-10 and watched UCSB
run off five points for the win.

Game four was marred by con-

troversy as the Bruins saw an 11-5

lead disappear.

The Gauchos began to chip

away at the lead started by a

Heather Hutchison ace. Following

the ace and five more points.

Porter would stop the run at 1 1-1 1.

With the Bruins down 11-13,

Porter attacked the net for a kill

that everyone in the arena saw

except for the official. The

Gauchos would take the 14-1 1 lead,

and the Bruins would lose their

drive to win.

Game, set, match Gauchos.

Faithful Bruin fans overwhelmed by loss

FOOTBALL: L.A. viewers

collect annually to bond,

vicariously watch games

Miami.

Miles away from campus or the

Rose Bowl, several tax brackets

below Westwood and the cultural

opposite of West Los Angeles, the

iian Uabne i valley has lostctetF

some of the most fervent Bruin fans

to ever eight-clap.

They share a bond with those who

didn't even know they exi.sted; they

felt the Hurricanes storm through

the Bruin championship hopes just

as strongly as most students, admin-

istrators and players. When the roof

was blown off of the House that

Cade built, they agonized along with

therest of us.

They Hocked to anywhere they

could catch a glimpse, because

many don't have cable. Friends'

houaen, de[^m*lWflm mi^ ClMtron

ics displays and sports bars like the

National Sports Grill in West

Covina.

"We come here every Saturday,"

explained Danny Sandoval. "Every

UCLA game, every time they've

played for the last two years. We just

See FANS, page 41

i

\

Leslie Shepherd wide open in the right corner

of the end zone for a 2()-yard touchdown in

Sunday's 24-20 victory over the San Diego

Chargers.

"It's nice to win a game late in the fourth

quarter," said Turner, whose 30-46-1 record

includes two overtime victories but no fourth-

quarter winning rallies before Sunday. ^

Stephne Fiset made 41 saves in his first start

at the i "orum since Oct. 1 8 and became the sec-

ond goaltender this season to surrender goals

to Detroit's big three of Yzerman, Shanahan

and Sergei Fcdorov in the same game.

Fedorov's goal was shorthanded.

ITie Kings stormed back from a 3-0 first-

period deficit to tie the score - only to lose lor

the llthtimein 12 games.

rebounded 24-23, were shooting only .325

from the field and had allowed five three-point

goals by the Titans.

On the positive side, UCLA had only two

turnovers in the final 13:49 of the first half, fin-

ishing with only eight at the break.

Bruins finally clamped down afier Titans

Missy Bynon and Kristina Naumovic

stretched a five-point lead to 27-17 with their

When junior forward Maylana Martin

scored a layup on the fifth of six firsl-halt-

(iomez assists, it closed the Bruin deficit lo 27-

19. Fullerton's Erin Whiteside failed to con-

vert two free throws. Lake, Bynon and

Naumovic turned the ball over on three

straight possessions, two of which came on

SeeW.H00PS,page44
T
If

UCLA (lO-l) dropped heavily in

all the polls, including a fall from No.

2 to No. 5 in the BCS. The 1999 Rose

Bowl will be a rematch of the 1994

Rose Bowl, in which the Bruins lost to

the Badgers, 21-16.

UCLA's loss to Miami opened the

door of the Fiesta to Kansas State,

but they were also upset by Texas

A&M. Those two losses paved the

been a necessity to figure out which

teams are the best, Tennessee and

Florida State ended up as no-brainers

for the Fiesta Bowl.

"I feel we arrived at two tremen-

dously qualified teams to be ranked I-

2," said BCS chairman Roy Kramer.

"Florida State deserves to be Ihere^

See BCS, page 43

By Trad Mack
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The effects of Saturday's natural

disaster were wide-reaching and

powerful, and though the epicenter

of emotion may have been at

UCLA, no Bruin fan was immune to

the effects of Manslaughter in

Any large Pizza, your choice of 3 toppings and any crust, for $9.99

Fast. Free Deliver}/

824-4111
1114 Gayley Ave.

Westwood Village

Medium 1 topping Pizza

for $5.95
until 1 a.m. Sunday-Thursday

until 2 a.m. Friday & Saturday

N<ition<il Footb.ill Lo.ique

At a Gliin<p

MNHUCANCONFERENa

East

N.Y.Jetj

Miami

New England

Buffalo

Indianapolis

Central

Jacksonville

Tennessee

Pittsburgh

Baltintore

Cincinnati

West

y-Denver 13

Oakland

Seattle

Kansas City

San Diego

Wl
94
94
8 5

8 5

2 110

T Pet.

.692

.692

.61

S

.615

.154

Pf

347

258

285

301

229

PA

230

185

245

262

364

103 .769 348 269

7 6 .538 276 251

7 6 .538 233 241

5 8 .385 219 263

2 110 .154 217 354

1.000

7 6 .538

6 7 .462

5 8 .385

5 8 .385

NATIONAL CtWFERENCE

East

Dallas

Arirona

N.Y. Giants

Washington

Philadelphia

Central

y-Minnesota

Green Bay

limpaBay

Detroit

Chicago

WL T Prt.

8 5 .615

6 70
5 80
4 90

.462

.385

.308

3 100 .231

121 .923

8 4 .667

5 7 .417

436

226

286

269

201

Pf

328

270

219

264

125

442

314

223

5 8 .385 266

3 100 .231 219

237

271

242

294

271

PA

239

331

276

357

291

242

240

250

300

323

Buffalo 33, Cincinnati 20

New Orleans 22, Dallas 3

Jacksonville 37, Detroit 22

Atlanta 28, Indianapolis 21

New England 23, Pittsburgh 9

Washington 24. San Diego 20 _

San Francisco 31,Carolina 28, OT

NewYork Jets 32, Seattle 31

New York Giants 23, Arizona 19

Denver 35, Kansas City 31

Miami 27, Oakland 17

Tennessee 16, Baltimore 14

Minnesota 48, Chicago 22

Moftday^Gamc

Green Bay at Tampa Bay 8:20 p.m.

Sunday, Dec II

Arizona at Philadelphia, 1:01 p.m.

Atlanta at New Orleans, 1 :01 p.m.

Chicago at Green Bay 1:01 p.m.

Cincinnati at Indianapolis, 1:01 p.m.

Denver al New York Giants. 1:01 p.m.

New England at St louis, 1:01 p.m.

Oakland at Buffalo, 1.01 p.m.

Pittsburgh at Tampa Bay, 1 :01 p.m.

Tennessee at Jacksonville, 1 :01 p.m.

Washington at Carolina, 1 :01 p.m.

San Diego at Seattle, 4.05 p.m.

Dallas at Kansas City, 4: 15 p.m.

Minnesota at Baltimore, 4:1 5 p.m.

New York Jets at Miami, 8:20 p.m.

Monday,DtcU
Detroit at San Francisco, 8:20 p.m.

National Hotkey League

At a Glance

EASTERN CONFERENQ

Atlantic Diviston

W L T

Southeast Division

W
Carolina

Florida

Washington

Tampa Bay

L T

12 10 5

10 6

13 3

16 2

WESTERN CONFERENa

Central Division

W
Detroit

St. Louis

Nashville

Chicago

14

9

9

8

I T

9 1

8 5

14 1

14 3

Northwest Division

W L T

13 11 1

11 11 2

Edmonton

Colorado

Vancouver

Calgary

10 13 2

9 14 2

Pts GF GA

29 72 64

22 58 65

19 55 69

16 56 95

Pts GF GA

29 81 59

23 58 52

19 55 74

19 59 88

Pts Gf GA

27 75 66

24 62 65

22 71 73

20 69 74

Pacific Division

Phoenix

Dallas

Anaheim

San Jose

Los Angeles

W L T Pts GF GA

15 3 2 32 59 32

14 5 3

8 11 5

5 , 12 6

6 17 3

31 63 45

21 55 61

16 51 61

15 55 76

i-AtlanU 112 J46 353 239

I^Frandsco 103 .769 385 272

SlUu5 3 >f» ^y 221 302

New Jersey

Philadelphia

Pittsburgh

NY-Rangen

NY Islanders

15 7 2

12 8 4

10 7 7

9 9 7

10 16

Pts Gf GA

32 66 55

64 52

71 64

66 66

67 79

28

27

25

20

CaniiM 2 no 154 264 353

Saturday's Games

N.Y Rangers 2, Ottawa 1

Boston 2, Pittsburgh 1

Toronto 4, Montreal 3, OT /"

New Jersey 7, NY Islanders 5

Philadelphia 2, Washington 1

Carolina 3, Florida 3, tie

Colorado 3, St. U>ui$,1

Buffalo 3. Nashville 4,

Phoenix 3, Calgary 2

Detroit 4, Los Angeles 3

Sunday^ Garnet

laeGiKmHMindudfd

Chicago 7,Tampa Bay 5

Dallas 6, Edmonton 2

Phoenix at Vancouver (n)

Anaheim at San Jose (n)

M-<lmcht(fpkiyofflferth

y-dindteddMUontitk

Nodheast Division

W I T

Toronto

17,SLUws14

15 9 2

13 5 4

11 7 6

12 8 3

I M3

Pts Gf GA

32 81 72

65 42

63 45

18 S4

57 74

30

28

27

W

Toronto at NY Ranqerv, 7 30 p.m

Dilas at Calgary, 9 pLm.

OttaMil1iiiipila)i7:0SpLin

iatN(wimeyi7J0pLiii.

Colorado at NY Islanders, 7:30 p.m.

Chicago at Detroit, 7:30 p.m.

Buffalo at St. Louis, 8 p.m.

Edmonton at Nashville, 8 p.m.

Colleqe Basketball

Major Scores

EAST

Akron 72, Buffalo 60

Columbia 61, Army 50

Connecticut 82, Michigan St. 68

Delaware 70, Drexel 62

FairfiHd 75, Loyola, Md. 69

Harvard 79,Sacred Heart 64

Baltimore County 7 1, St. Francis, Pa 43

Mount St. Mary's, Md. 74, Bucknell 67

Northeastern 68, Boston U. 67

PennSt.70,Villanova53

Providence 81, Brown 60

Robert Morris 87, St. Francis, N.Y 86

Rutgers 80, Fairleigh Dickinson 59

Seton Hall 73, La Salle SS ,

St. John's 74, Boston College 5S

St. Joseph's 83, Chattanooga 68

Wagner 82, Long Island U. 72

SOUTH

Ala. - Birmingham 87, W. Kentucky 72

Alabama S3, Tulane 52

Austin Peay 80, E.Illinois 6/

Centenary 73, Northwestern St. 70

Coll. of Charleston 66, North Carolina 64

Duke 89, N.Carolina St. 69

Duquesne 71, Radford 67

East Carolina 64, American U. 58

Florida 80, Charleston Southern 67

George Mason 83, James Madison 81, OT

Georgia Tech 74, A|ipalachian St. 72

Jackson St. 90, Tougaloo 66

Kentucky 74, Miami 65

Lafayettt 68, Howard 55

Marshall 88, Massachusens 66

Memphis 65. Vanderbdt 56

Mercer 71, Covenant 6?

Mtd#i lenMsae 67, Tennessee lech 56

-

Mississippi 88, Louisville 69

Morehead St 74, Tenn -Martin 64

MurraySl 108 E.Kentucky 66

N.Carolina A&T 83, UN( Greensboro 79

NC.Chariotte 62, Virginia Tech 57

Navy79,Wofford64

Old Domtnton S9, South Carolina 56

iC^MOT 37, Coastal CaraiiM 56

SEMiMMri70,1iMess«eSt49

SW Louisiana 56, Southern Miss. 47

South Florida 86, Florida Atlantic 50

Southern U.90,SE Louisiana 59

Stetson 83,The Citadel 60

Troy St. 95, Florida A&M 92

VMI 81, Randolph-Macon 55 ^_^
Virginia 93, New Hampshire 52

William & Mary 56, Richmond 55

Winthrop 64, Campbell 58

MIDWEST

Bowling Green 68, E. Michigan 66

Butler 66, Evansville 60

Cincinnati 106, Oakland, Mich. 78

Crei^ton 86, S. Illinois 60

Drake 86, Loyola, ill. 69

Illinois 53, Bradley 48

Indiana 63, Temple 62

Indiana St. 71, N.Iowa 58

Kem64,Sl.Bonaventure49

Missouri 68, Idaho 60

Northwestern 61, Dayton 57

Notre Dame 83, Cent. Michigan 56

Oral Roberts 78,lnd.Pur.-lndpls.68

Purdue 71, Xavier 57

Saint Louis 73,Grambling St.62

Sam Houston St. 59,Wis.-Milwaukee 58

Toledo 64, Ohio St. 63

Valparaiso 66, Missouri-Kansas City 63

Wichita St. 82, Texas-San Antonio 73

Wis.-Green Bay 78, Miami, Ohio 60

Wisconsin 71, Illinois St. 54

Wright St. 79, Denver 57

SOUTHWEST

Alcorn St. 75, Southern Meth. 74

Arkansas St. 104, Alabama A&M 76

Baylor 70, Nevada 56

Oklahoma 87, Arkansas 57

Stephen F.Austin 75, Texas Tech 74

Texas Christian 86, Texas-El Paso 79

Texas-Arlington 70, Texas Wesleyan 57

FAR WEST

Arizona 94, Wyoming 84

ArironaSt.79,UNLV70

Boise St 69, Washington 61

Cal St FuHerton 79, St Mary's, Cal. 69

California 71, Rhode IsUnd 64

Colorado 90, Idaho St. 63

Colorado St. 64, Utah St. 61

Houston 63, SaoameMo St.6l

Kansas 62, Nppffdtoe 55

LtjMla MarfMintH San 0ie9o St 64

Montana St. 90, Carroll, Mont. 73

Oregon 93, Brigham Young 62

Portland 77, E.Oregon 37

Portland St. 88, Air force 79

San Diego 61, Texas 57

San Jose St. 79, Montana 52 ._^

UC Irvine 68, N.Arizona 54

UCLA 69, Oklahoma St. 66

Utah 61,Long Beach St. 54

Washington St. 91, E.Washington 72

Transactions

Major League BasebaN

BALTIMORE ORIOLES— Agreed to terms

with IB Will Clark on a two-year contract.

National Hockey League

NHL—Fined Philadelphia Flyers C Eric

Lindros $1,000 for a slashing incident

against Buffalo Sabres Jay McKee on Dec.

4.

CAROl INA HURRICANES— Recalled F

Byron Ritchie from New Haven of the AHL.

NASHVaLE PREDATORS— Recalled RW

Rob Valicevic from Houston of the IHL.

All times in the sports box are EST

Trivia Questions

1 Who is the only player to have led the

NBA in scoring and in steals in the same

season?

2. Wilt Chamberiain, Bob Pettit and Jerry

Lucas are the only three NBA players to

have averaged 20 points and 20 rebounds

per game for an entire season. What made

Lucas' accomplishment espeaally unusual?

3. In the eariy history of the NFL, teams

vmt limited to 40-man rosters.The

Cleveland Browns, whose owner also

owned a taxicab company, had more than

40 players they wanted to keep, so many of

them were hired as 'part-timetao drivvs'.

What commonly used foottufl term came

about as a result?

Answers
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STUDENT
ROSE BOWL
INFORMATION

o
Ftickct

ffice
Viiuf U(. LA tnleft.immi'nt ( onm-" tr-m

PLEASE READ THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION CAREFULLY AND THOROUGHLY.
' Save this Inrormation for future reference.

^^^r^m^ ^ f . J" . .

1 . ONLY STUDENTS WHO RECEIVED OR
APPLIED FOR THE 1998 UCLA STUDENT
SPORTS PACKAGE OR RECEIVED OR
APPLIED FOR A 1998 FOOTBALL SEASON
TICKET PACKAGE ARE ELIGIBLE TO
APPLY FOR ROSE BOWL TICKETS.

2. UCLA Student tickets for the Friday. January

1. 1999 Rose Bowl Game are available by

application only. Each ticket is priced at $110.00

plus $5.00 handling charge (total $115.00) and all

seats are sold on a reserved seat basis.

3. Eligible students desiring a Rose Bowl ticket

must fill out a green application card which will be

available from Monday December 7. 1998 until

Friday. December 11, 1998 at the following

locations:

• The Ackerman Union Operations Office

on "A" Level,

or

• The Central Ticket Office, James West
Alumni Center

4. Follow these steps to apply tor tickets:

a. Fill out the entire application card, pnnt

legibly, and BE SURE TO PRINT YOUR FULL
NAME EXACTLY AS IT APPEARS IN URSA OR
ON YOUR BRUIN CARD.

b. Make a check or money order in the

amount of $115 00 payable to "UCLA Rose Bowl."

Checks must be the personal checks of

the student applicant (i.e. no checks
from parents, friends, etc. will be
accepted) and must be completely filled

out including signature. Checks must be

name imprinted by the bank - no temporary
checks will be accepted. Students without

personal checking accounts should submit money

orders DO NOT SUBMIT CASH

c. Submit your application and check to the

Rose Bowl Student Application personnel located

at the Ticket Office at Gate 3, Pauley Pavilion,

beginning Wednesday, December 9. 1998 through

Friday, December 11, 1998, between the hours of

9 AM and 5 PM daily. Your envelope MUST be

received by 5 PM. Friday, December 11. 1998 at

the Pauley Pavilion Ticket Office in order to be

eligible for tickets. At the time of submission,

applications will be checked for completeness

and the student's eligibility to apply for student

Rose Bowl Game tickets.

5. IMPORTANT All Rose Bowl Game tickets

are sold on a reserved seat basis. Therefore

students wishing to sit together MUST submit

their applications and checks at the same time to

the processing center. A MAXIMUM OF SIX (6)

STUDENTS IS ALL THAT CAN BE SEATED
TOGETHER; THEREFORE SIX (6)

APPLICATIONS AND CHECKS OR MONEY
ORDERS IS ALL THAT CAN BE SUBMITTED
AT THE SAME TIME. When the applications and

check/money orders are submitted, they will be

placed in an envelope by the processing center

clerk. Please paper clip your check or money
order to your application - please do not use

staples. Each application must have its own
check or money order - ONE CHECK CANNOT
BE SUBMITTED FOR TWO OR MORE
APPLICATIONS.

6. Each applicant must be a currently enrolled

-UCLA Student for the Fall Quarter 1998.

Applications will be verified to insure eligibility

for tickets.

7. Upon receipt of the student's application at

the processing center, it will be placed in an

envelope, which will t>e numbered sequentially

as It IS received At the conclusion of the

application period (December 11), a computerized

random selection of the envelope numoers will be

done. This random selection will determine the

order in which the envelopes will be placed for the

processing of the applications. The applications in

the first envelope selected by the above method

will be given the best seats, and so on until all

applications are processed.

8. If student demand for tickets exceeds supply, a

lottery will be held. The envelopes themselves will

be entered into the lottery. The lottery will be held

on Tuesday December 1 5 and the winners of the

lottery will t>e posted at the Pauley Pavilion Ticket

Office on Wednesday. December 16. Students who
do NOT win in the lottery will have their checks

mailed back to them. IT IS THE STUDENTS'
RESPONSIBILITY TO CHECK BACK ON
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 16 TO DETER-
MINE WHETHER OR NOT THERE WAS A
LOTTERY AND WHETHER OR NOT THE
STUDENT IS A WINNER OR LOSER.
9. Student tickets will not be mailed - they MUST
BE PICKED UP IN PERSON during the following

time periods:

Tuesday. December 29 1 AM - 4 PM
Wednesday. December 30 1 AM - 4 PM
Thursday. December 31 10AM-2PM

Tickets are picked up by reporting to the Ticket

Office at Gate 3 of Pauley Pavilion. Each student

MUST APPEAR IN PERSON and present his/her

current bona fide Bruin ID Card. One student may ^

not pick up a ticket of another student. There are NO
refunds on tickets that are not picked up

10 In order to be admitted to the Rose Bowl, each

student will be required to present his/her bona fide

curent Brum ID Card at the Rose Bowl, in addition to

the student ticket.
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SPORTS
Women's volleyball

UCLA. defeated Virginia in the first round

of the NCAA tournament.They advanced

to play Santa Barbara in the second round

on Sunday. See how they did inside.

Hurricanes blow away [KlKs hopes
FOOTBALL Bad playing,

officiars fumble deflates

magical winning streak

ByVytasMazeika
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Whether the deciding factor was

Brad Melsby's phantom fumble, or

the Brendon Ayanbadejo-less porous

defense, or Cade McNown's inability

to complete a hail-mary pass on the

last play of the game, the luster of the

UCLA football season has worn off.

The Bruins are no longer national

title contenders after having their 20-

game win streak snapped in

Saturday's heart-breaking 49-45 loss

at Miami. UCLA dropped to fifth in

the Bowl Championship Series and

will play Wisconsin at the Rose Bowl.

"They're upset right now," UCLA
head coach Bob Toledo said. "They

know they let something slip away.

The Fiesta Bowl is gone."

All year long the Bruins (l()-l)

made theit^jving by relying on their

high-octane dffense.

McNown, UCLA's senior quar-

terback and Heisman trophy candi-

date, didn't disappoint. He account-

ed for all six Bruin touchdowns - five

passing and one rushing.

The problem was that McNown
couldn't also contribute on defense.

Ayanbadejo, a senior linebacker

who injured his left knee on the first

defensive play of the game for

Bruins, left a void in the UCLA
defense that allowed the Hurricanes

(8-3) to go to work.

"What (Miami) showed

was our immaturity on

defense."

Cade McNown
UCLA quarterback

Senior quarterback Scott

Covington finished the day with 318

yards and three touchdown passes

while junior tailback Edgerrin James

racked up 299 yards on 39 carries
-

including the go-ahead touchdown

with 50 seconds left.

UCLA still had a chance to keep

their national title hopes alive.

In 1984 Doug Flutie. an NFL
quarterback for the Buffalo Bills,

secured the Heisman trophy when
his 48-yard desperation heave at the

Orange Bowl turned into a touch-

down and gave Boston College a 47-

45 win over the Hurricanes.

With the ball 30 yards from the

end zone and four seconds left,

McNown tried to duplicate Flutie's

heroics as he lofted a ball to the right

side of the end zone. But neither

Hanker Danny Farmer nor back-up

See FOOTBALL, page 42

Youn

unprepared for

humbling upset

FOOTBALL; Tailback for

Miami sweeps by UCLA
frontlines with 299 yards

By Rocky Salmon
Daily Bruin Staff

After postponing the game
against Miami because of Hurricane

Georges, the Bruins were shocked

by another type of hurricane that

blew through the Bruin defense.

He whirled off 299 yards and

three touchdowns, humbling the

streaking Bruins.

— In a game that was supposed to be

a tune-up for the Fiesta Bowl,

Hurricane Edgerrin James made
sure that UCLA would not have

their Tostitos and eat them, too.

SeeDIFENSE,pa9e43

jj
The Associated Press

UCLA's Brian Poli-Dixon stands dejected as celebration begins on the field after UCLA fails to score in

the last seconds vs. the University of Miami Saturday at the Orange Bowl. Miami upset UCLA 49-45.

Bruins intimidate Cowboys in Wooden Qassic

(»IWr » ri •< V
' "-ijrtv ^nmr S#n«v St*«

Davit' drive helps the Bfuins win another

game. UCLA beat Oklahoma State. 69-66

M.HOOPS: Starting lineup's

flexibility, constant rotating

tire Oklahoma State players

By David Arnold

Daily Bruin Contributor

UCLA coach Steve Lavin was up at 2:30 in

the morning Friday night, stressing about the

next day's game.

It was then that he decided to start sopho-

more guard Baron Davis against the No. 1

1

Oklahoma State Cowboys in the fifth annual

John R. Wooden Classic on Saturday after-

noon.

When Davis blocked the Cowboys' final

shot in the second half to seal the Bruins' 69-

66 win in front of 14,237 at the Arrowhead

Pond in Anaheim, it did not seem like a bad

idea at all.

'It just dawned on me that it makes more

sense, seeing as Baron goes through warm-

ups.'" said Lavin after the game "We might as

well start him and try to knixrk out six or

seven minutes while the knee is still warm"
With Davis m the starting lineup for the

first time m over eight months. No IK UCLA
lumped out to in early 10-2 lead The Brums

never relinquished the lead, using an effective

transition game to chalk up their first win

over a ranked team this season. Earlier they

lost to No. 2 Maryland and to No. 8 Kentucky

a week earlier in the Puerto Rico Shootout.

"It was a grinder game." Lavin said. "I

think at times there were stretches where we
played as well as we've played all year, but

there were also stretches where we played

very poorly."

"I don't think our players were overly

excited about their play, but it was just good to

get the win."

It was a victory that, though highlighted by

Davis' return to the starting lineup, was

earned due to heavy rotation and solid team

play.

The Bruins have experimented with differ-

ent starting lineups all season, which seems

more because of the Bruins' ability to start

any five of their players with similar results

than an attempt at secrecy. Lavin always

refers to the selfiessness of his team and his

ease in changing lineups without batting an

eye "We may never know what our starting

lineup IS going to be," said Lavin "We just

have one o\' those teams
"

(iuard Harl Watson led the team in scoring
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Players profit

from refusing

draft to Stay

with school

COLUMN: Ricky Williams,

Cade McNown deserve

Heisman for dedication

Would you give up your

junior and senior years of

college to go play profes-

sional football? Give up the chance

to have millions in your pocket

without ever having anymore class-

es?

That IS the common dilemma fac-

ing many of today's top college foot-

ball players, namely Texas running

hitiikRifky Willi

SAVE $ SAVE $ SAVE $ SAVE $ SAVE $ SAVE $ SAVE $ SAVE $ SAVE $ SAVE $ SAVE ^ SAVE $ SAVE $ SAVE $ SAVE $ SAVE $ SAVE $ SAVE $

C/2

C/3

GO

VS/EQTLANO t-£ALTt-lCENTER
• Inside LA Fitness —

C/5

For • One Hour Massage
_ X • Fitness Profile

.eg,-arpnce$100
^ ^ • Body Fat Analysis

For new clionis only • cannot he combined with any other offer • Expires IX«c. .^1, 1998

tirnK

C^am - Qpm
(Please call to

schedule appointment)

'rmimm T9m

13 1 0) 208-2S08

m

CO

</»

LO
>

LUiim.

Moin

Salahuddin

As a sopho-

more and

junior,
Wiiliams was

looked at as

one of the lop

running backs

in the nation.

The young

L o n g li o r n ,

however, decid-

ed to stay in

Texas.

That deci-

sion alone has

placed him at the highest echelon of

college football lore.

Williams was demolishing oppos-

ing defenses with ease this season,

en route to potentially breaking

both the career records for rushing

yardage and rushing touchdowns.

His Longhorns faced a tough

Texas A&M squad last Friday.

Williams needed 63 yards in order

to eclipse Tony Dorselt's NCAA
Division I career rushing yardage

mark of 6,082 yards.

All it took was one

quarter, and ...Williams

had engraved his name

into every college

football record book.

About half the length of a foot-

ball field. Not much for a guy who
has run rampant this year, rushing

for over 300 yards in two games this

season.

But he was facing the No. 2

defense in the nation. Maybe they

would shut him down, as Kansas

State had done earlier, (allowing

only 43 yards).

Or would he shine like he had in

all of the other contests, namely

rushing for 150 yards against a

stingy Husker defense m a 20-16

upset of Nebraska?

All it took was one quarter, and

Ricky Williams had engraved hts

name into every college football

record book.

With less than two minutes

remaining in the opening quarter.

Williams received the ball

At thclSO. the 40. .30. 20. 10. 5

touchdown True Rickv Williams

fashion He busted out a 60-yard

Ptf»44

STEVEN J. SALAZAR, D.C.
PARISSA NEAMAT, D.C. %

SAVE $ SAVE $.SAVH $ SAVE,$_>AVTi_$_SAVy,i ^^0.-MYEJ_MYO SAVO SAVE
^^^^^ $ SAVE $

Baskint^Robbins
Ice Cream & Yogurt

208-8048
10916 Kinross Ave • Westwood Village

10% Off w/UCLA ID (in store)

WE DELIVER!

M-F: noon-10:00 pm

2'Scoop
Sundae

$2.49

Cappuccino i d^^ ^CC
'/! any cake

I
%j*<*>j

forone
($1 more
for3

scoop
sundae)

$1.99
(16 oz)

OR

$2.99
(24<a)

/>.

ftf4 ,.,*»~

MaslcfCard

L ^ J IN-STOREDNLY
expires 1/15/99

IN-STDREnNLY
expims 1/15/99

IN-STOREOR

-s7pirsn7T57m

NA^e accept
Debit cards /^/^

Sun-Thurs till 1 :00 am
Fri-Sat till 2:00am

Pizza by the slice

w/ Bruin I.D. only. _
(Dine-in only) ^ 4111

BRUIN
MEAL DEAL

Try our new Fresh

Garden Pizza or our

Gourmet

BBQ Chicken Pizza

1114 Gayley Ave.
Westwood Village

^19^$4.25^^^^^ 2 Slices of Pizza and

Dine- in or
carry out only

1/2 order Mojo and Salad Bar,

with all you can drink

beverage bar
A

^~\

SHAKEYS
COMBINATION

^ $13.85
Any nfiedium one topping pizza plus
mojo potatoes, and your choice of:

J O
?^

FREE DRINK WITH
ANY BUFFET
PURCHASE

(W/ BRUIN ID ONLY)

y\. I r
—

'

J
J

/-N

4 pieces chicken or
New Gourmet sandwich or
5 nieces of fish or
id I10 Buffalo wings or
Pasta & Salad

(save over $5)

PIZZA
SPECIALS

Any large 3 topping pizza or any

_^^ Specialty Pizza

#$9.98
Ve£eJanan. Shakes's SDecial Bruin DpIutp

BUY 1 CET

1

FREE
Sunday, Monday, Tuesday

2 for 1 Special

• Specialties include Vegetarian, Shakey 's Special.

BBQ Chicken, and Fresh Garden Pizza
• Thin crust, hand tossed, or deep dish pan pizza at no extra charge

1 MEDIUM
ONETOPPINC

PIZZA

^5.95

Buy any large Pizza at

regular price and
get the 2nd

for Free

* good
all day

2 medium one topping only $1 1 .98
piZZdS (save over $5)
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I Open 24 hours

H H COUPON
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o
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That's right..Just bring In this coupon anytime this week and get a

whopping 20oz. fountain Coke, or your choice of any of our other
fountain sodas - for only a nickel!!' Coke, Diet coke, sprite, Dr Pepper,

Surge or Minute Maid Lemonade - for se*

aHa COUPON

Jroy

In-Store ATM
o
D.
3
O
u
I

I

I

•-Village
/"xpressmart

n
O
c
•0

o

FOODSTORE
I
10974 Le Conte Ave. at Gayley

*5e sodas available thru Suiu Dec. 13, 1998 with this coupon

That's rlght.Just bring in tills coupon anytime this

weei< and get a large Farmer Bros. l8oz. coffee for

only a nicl<elll*

Open 24 hours In-Store ATM

/^Village
^xpressmart

FOODSTORE

JL
10974 Le Conte Ave. at Gayley

*St sodas available thru Sun.. Dec. 13. 1998 with this coupon .

1
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Holiday Qavings
Holiday Wrapping Papers

TOTAL CLEARANCE
Regularly Valued at $4.99, now only

Holiday Christmas Cards from Paper Magi

^Great

—

Selections!

30% OFF
%9
30% OFF

New Candles

Si'99 each $1.99 each
...mMi

^H, (P BEANIE BABIES
^^ $4m99 each (selected styles)

Hard to, find & new releases up to $6^99
Retired Beanies from secondary market at market prices

^mut^

m *

m

d m^

i^r^

aa/t4f
The \}\t'tmat€ Gift Store"

310.824/I688
1 (XXJ WestwcxxJ Blvd

~m Exulrrs 12/ 1 2AM
^^Jj^Hrkfs otMi (Usfounts i^ilid orWy uHih tui

i

GIFT CERTIFICATE
To: Our Valued Customer
Issued By: Management
Lunrr 1 cooiFiCAil^ fek person

• NOT VALID WITO ANY OIHER OFFliX

Not viriid wMi any qx>Giala & Bcsme Babiea

MIISTHRINGIN AD. iXPIRES 1:^12/911

VAUI) WITH PITRCHASE OVER $25 • NO CASH VAI J FE

— --«.-
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sftapes .HOLIDAY SALE
Jewelry
For centviries, men cind women have
found thdt the sparkle aryd brilliance of

a quality diamond expresses their

deepest emotions aryd symbolizes their

erydunrxg love. Yet with many beautiful diamonds to

choose from-and no two alike-how do you pick the

right d\arY\or\d while spending wisely? 4CS, along

with the gwdance of a trusted jeweler, will lead you
to the answer.

Discount to UCLA students

Faculty, Staff and Alumni

25%
Discounts can be used for

all sales Items
>•••«• f•.••«** f ^«,> b4«''A%*M»**A**« ><!!••••M*'

Professional • Ethiccil • For 3 Decades
Guaranteed Best Prices

Gem instruments to show you quality

Lay away for the holidays

1065 Broxton Avenue
Westwood Village

(310)208 8404

Junior's
asks:

v/i-800-4 3 ?>tLI

/
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

The Westside's best deli is offerinc]

50% off
Offer ends 12-31-98

blueKfits bcLvvtu (I 3:00 and 5:00 pill.

(Show your student ID to your server and get a great discount)
Olfcr only yood for rcstauMnl itcni.s, docs not itu ludc deli, baKcry, or delivery services.

COFFBEM
WE DO. BUTWE'RE

NOTfflTER.

Sure the big

cofFee roasters arc

making tons of

money. Winch ls

fine by us. Because

they're also makuig
conee tliat lacks

one basic inga^dienr

Taste. The sm(X)th,

rich, delicious taste

loiind in Cit)' IVan
cofiee. We handroast

our l:)eans. Slowly pains-

takingly In small 20-p^und

loLs. It)r a fuller;

more distinctive

Qavor. Anda —
freshness that's

unmatched. Ti rr)'

a cup or pound of

City Beiuicollee

for youisell, visit us

tcxlay. We'rx: located

at 10911 Undbrook
Drive, in Westwcxxi

Village - jast one

)lock north of

Wilshiir, at Westwood Blvd. I

nNE,FRESH-ROAS'IID COT BEAN COFFEE.

OFF

2) DRINK
With this coupon

(Latte/Cappuccino/Mocha)
Expires 1-30-99

CITY BEAN
10911 Lindbrook Drive .

Westwood Village

(1 block north of Wilshire

at Westwood Blvd.)

310-208-0108

ny^^~ '

,

' ' ^•^^^^^•^m^^^mt^^^^^^^^^^^^i^^^^^m^m^^t^^mmm^^^mmtmtmmmim^m^m^im^^mm^^m
^

I
;
| ^^^j^MMBMM^i^^M^^WJp^^i^MMMMMgMMMJIMMMIM^^M^JMMjMMj^^MMMMjMMMMMMMMj^j

The HOT 'h

is«<i

Excellent Food & Wine

Live Music Tues-Sat

No Cover

Big Screen Monday Night Football R
2930 Beve

(in the Glen Center off of Bever

ih

Bel Air!

2 For 1 Drinks
Includes house wine, well drinks and

', only 1 coupon per customer)

with this ad
I

DIRECTIONS

CO
en Circle

Blvd., just south of Mulhollond)

(310) 475-9807^^*^^Ww.roccoinla.com
I

\oiu/ «»/j-you/ Avwv/.roccoinia.com i r\ \Jm

SUPBKUrS
EVERY TIME'

1 650 Westwpod Blvd. /^Oin^ J-Tfl 1 '^'^ft
between Santa Monica V*J I U^ 4/ U- I DDO

Blvd. and Wilshire M-F8-9* Sat. 8-7 • Sun 10-5
Haircuts
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15% Discount * * NOTICE ^
BEL^AIR SHELL

Auto Care
Service Center

15% Discount
with...

UCLA Student, House Staff,

and Faculty I.D.

Free Pick Up And Delivery

15% Discount
Hours of Operation:

8:00 AM - 5:00 PM
Monday - Saturday

800 North Sepulveda Blvd.

At Moraga
Los Angeles, California 90049

Bel Air Shell
Tim Hansen

(310) 476-1979 Fax:(310) 476-7644

N

0)

in
o

LfifiatlfiD

(1 mile from UCLA)

Bel Air

1 Shell

Moraga
Exit

Wilshire

o

O.

UCLA

1

15% Discount 15% Discount

VOUDSE/OlIf'S Iffi^PIZZ49YEARSRUNNING
NOW/ OPEN IN CALIFORNIA

FREE"& I BE9T VALUE
Buy any larfia 2 topping r^gMlar priced

pizza and reoe^ any one of our

spedaHy aalada f=REE

Choice of Caesar, Greek, Antipasto or

Tossed Salad

VALUE
$6.00

MEDUIM THIN

CRUST PIZZA

WITH 2 TOPPINGS

lARGETHIN

CRUST PIZZA

WITH 2 TOPPINGS

,
n»aw meriNon (Ml ccxjpon Coupon hca no cotfi

vdu* Not void wtth any olhsr oftw Coupon (equred Ejqsvss I/2S/99

11
99
Plus Tax

$

13
99

:£h

PKjsTax

PlKoe mentton INi coupon Coi<)on has no cash

volua Not vdM w<lh any ome< o(1e< Couxxi recMred Expirat 1/25/99

Ph.3io.9ee.5050

Award

G..ndo^ning
I BBQ Qpecial

«BrwMhg Cn«™ i Larte Thin Crust Cheese Pizza
r.- ^.V.-,^.•.. -.-..-.-,,-.-.,•..,-.•.•.-..-.-.-., .-,-^. -..-,-..-.-.-...• -.-.•-..• .-^^j'ijW ^^S

Neopdifan Thin Crust or

Sicilian Deep Dish

Qauces
fdt

0(^
$099

Plus lax

Reg. (11.96.

Ptoaw rrwnHon tMs coupon Coipon has no ca^
vcAje Not vGtd wtth any other offef Coupon reqiired Expires 1 /2S/99

$300OFF Reg.

$15.95

Large thin crust BBQ Chicl<en paza. Comes with BBQ
Sauce. Roasted Chicken. Red Onions. Creamy
Mozzarella, Ctlantro

Pleoje mention ttiB cocpon Coupon has no ca*i

vdue Not vcMd wtlh any other offer Coupon required Expires 1 /2S/99.

11645 wilshire blvd. • brenfwood • VALIDATED PARKING

t LIQUID CULTURE ®

c A F E
Located at: Anderson School of Management

(310) 206-2976

2 FORI
DRINKS
after 5 p.m.

GOOD EVERYDAY

with this ad only

Expires 12-31-98

LiQiifO cijti.. r uKti; «,

ROMA
e APE

S ''^'it
'

' II 1 '

•
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an? ^^9^AsA ^ala?s
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Conveniently located in Westwood Village - Between Westwood Blvd. and Broxton Ave. - Across trom Jerry's Fannous Deli

implete Professional

Eye Examination^

'Neirpabertsonty.

Cortaci iBTtt exam

addiboruL

• comprehensive, computer assisted eye exams
• custom and disposable contact lenses
• wide selection of today's most fashionable eyewear
• Vision insurance plans accepted

EVES OF WESTWOOP
c:) M

Dr. I'atri€:R Doylcr, O.D.

CONTACT LENS
PACKAGE*

Includes eye exam,

fitting, 2 nwnth follow-

up, and pair of Ocular

Science daily

wear ler)ses.

Ti

EYEGLASS
PACKAGE"^

Includes eye exam,

franfw, and single vision

prescription lenses.

Eyes of Westwood
can help you see better,

and look better, too.

109a0 Weybum Ave. - Westwood Village

(310)208-1384
c^ .^ 'irn :^ii

-.^.^r> T^-l^.'^l u^svV- v'».'i ' I "i: »v.»i'oVi .l:! .If' r>;"

Lv;n^\^vuwvnAWVU

tn>4>-̂ aMc
Burger

all you can drink mU Fries m Fruit

iADjjNiy

10922 Kinross Ave. Westwood Village. 208-2424

with complete exam,

x-rays and cleaning.

•New patients only .,, ^
•Not good with anr"^

•Expires 12/31/91

($129 Value)

(exclusive

professional model)

includes 4 brush

heads and timer

lici (3 . '.y'\-y^' <

Give us the opportunity to introduce

ourselves to you and show you our new

Santa Monica office which

is outfitted with the latest, state-of-the-

art equipment. Once you've seen our

dedication to excellence in Family

Dentistry, you won't go anywhere else!

InsuKHwe

may cover

100%OfC(l8ti

Teeth
Whitening

$99
reg. $1 75
(per arch)

mention this ad

Complete
Exam

including X-rays

i94-
AARON H. SHEILYD.D.S.

& ASSOCIATES
Member]

NITROUS OXIDE - TV - STEREO NEAOPNONES

1502 Wilshire Blvd..

Suite 303.

Santa IVIonica

Evening and

Weekend

Appointments

shelly f'DDS4U com

$1 1 value)

For New patients

expries 12/31/98
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LUNCH SPECIAL 1 DINNER SPECIAL

S4.99 S5.99

• RICE 'SAUU)* SOUP • RICE •SAIAO* SOUP

• CHICKEN TERIYAKI or • CHICKEN TERIYAKI or

•RREBSF • HREBEEF

• VEGETABLE TEMPURA • VEGETABLE TEMPURA

2 PCS. CALIFORNIA ROLLS •3 PCS. CALIFORNIA ROLLS
J V J

C W^ B ^0 Y
91 1 BROXTON AVE / lECONTE
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

310 208 7781 ywi4f^
JAPANESE FOOD
KOREAN FOOD
SAKE BOMBS

Off
All rouQm

Valid w/ Student I.D.
One Coupon per person

IByESOOPES • IMCROSOOPES • BMOGUUffiS

Visit the >N<Ms Laiigest Telescopes

Microscopes & 6/nocuiars Centers

EXPERT HELP
SIMI VALLEY 730 EASY ST. 1

SHERMAN OAKS 14324 VENTURA BLVD.
COSTA MESA 3033 SO. BRIStOL
SAN DIEGO 4766 CLAIRMONT MESA BL.
LAS VEGAS 4825 W. FLAMINGO RD. #15

(805) 522-6646
(818) 789-5805
(714) 957^6900
(610) 277-6686
(702) 947-2673

3-RollsofKodak Royal Gold FUm
Here's how it works: ^
The regular price for Kodak Royal Gold- 100 Film (72-exposures) is $13.95. With this coupon you pay only $9 95, plus you get a

Mail In coupon worth $9.00 in future purchases at Bel Air Camera. Thus your final cost is 95 cents.

Supplies Limited. Valid thru SUNDAY 1 2/20/98

Camera

L.A.'S DISCOUNT
Camera & Video SUPERSTORE

10925 Kinross Avenue at Gayley Avenue
in Westwood Village, just East of Vr\e 405 Freeway

FREE Parking in lot next door, plus in
2 Hours Validated Parking at Lots withi ttiis sign III

3 1 0-208-5 1 50 • MON-FRI 9-7; SAT 9:diCh6: SUN 1 2-5

Come enjoy delicious sandwiches,

pizzas, soups, and salads.

,/#^'
I

Schlotzsky^ Deli ^
1061 Broxton Avenue. Westwood Village 824-6375

BUY ANY SANDWICH OR PIZZA
AND GET 2ND SANDWICH
OR PIZZA FOR 1/2 PRICE.

1061 BROXTON AVENUE
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

1/2 OFF 2ND SANDWICH OR PIZZA MUST BE OF EQUAL OR LESSER THAN 1ST

NOT VALID WITH OTHER DISCOUNT OFFERS ONE COUPON PER PERSON

•

I 1 1

DON'T BE CONFUSED • GET INFUSED @ Zcti Zoo TEATM

Try a Zcy\¥uStoW'^ , our delicious fruit infused bubble iced teas and for a limited time

BVY0M£ ZENFVS10M ™, GET OME FREE *

Honey • Lemon • Mango • Mint • Passion Fruit • Peach • Strawberry • Tangerine

1 he onU' place on the VVestside to ser\e Taiwanese Black Pearl Milk Tea!

•rtNFVSION 'DIM SUM -SALAD 'RICE BOWLS M0+ PREMIUM TEAS 'GREAT GIFTS

13050 San Vicente Blvd (at 26th, just in front of the Country Mart) • 1 1/2 hour validated underground parking

Open Sunday-Thursday 8AM-8PM, Friday & Saturday from 8 AM - 10PM • ph. (310)576-0585 • fax (310)576-0685
I.

^Equal or lesser value • Prescnl coupon when ordering • Limit one per customer • Offer expires 12/31/98

CAVITl^5^ TH^Y UV^!
C|"pT?/^TAT , ^CA Examination, 6 X-Rays & Teeth

^-T-l-'V^l^JL/* q^^U- Cleaning Expires 6 /30 /99

•TOOTH BONDING, BLEACHINQ
•Nitrous Oxide (Laughing Gas)
•Hypnosis • Electronic Anestliesia
•Open Late Hours, Free / Validated Parking
•Checlcs, Credit Cards & insurance Forms Welcome
•20 Years In Private Practice in Westvirood

COSMETIC and
GENERAL
DENTISTRY

1 762 Westwood Blvd. #460 (between Wilshire & Santa Monica Bl.)

Dr. LARRY FRIEDMAN, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate) For Appointment Call: (310) 474-3765

ARE YOU READY FOR COLD & FLU SEASON?
Zand

GOLDENSEAL
ECHINACEA

20% OFF
WITH THIS COUPON
OM COUPON Kl CUSTOWI

NOT VAUD WITH ANY Oma PIOMOnONAl 01 SAU OFFBt.

EMAIL US YOUR ORDERS AT:

mvitamins@aol.com

s

r4

I I

I I

I I

I I

I I

I I

I I

I I

rGREAfEARfii

SOOmg, 1000 mg, 2000 mg.

WITH THIS COUPON
ONI COUfON P(l CUSTOMI

NOT VAUD WTTM ANT OTNU PtOMOTNNUl 01 SAli OfTII.
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ZINC
LOZENGES

20% OFF
WITH THIS COUPON

ONI COUPON pa CUSTOMS
NOT VALID WITH ANT OTHEI PIOMOTNMAl 01 SAU OfFU.

H
M

WES1W00D VIUAGE 1 142 Westwood Boulevard

310^ft.4S^9

MENS
COLLECTION

WEST L.A.
11 683 Wilshire (at Barrington)

310-473-6545
WOODLAND NILLS 20930 Ventura Blvd. (1/2 Bik. W. of De Soto)

818-716-8875
TORRANCI 1 7364 Hawtfx>rne (at Artesia)

310-214-3474

Extra 10% discount with UCLA Student ID

Umberiaml
Super Selection • Super Prices

STARUGHT TANNING
I 156 26TH STREET

SANTA MONICA, CA 90064

310-828-0078
Ample parking available for tanners only

o

Lincoln Bh/d

2i>\U slienl

Hundy

,
pnvale Parking
lor tannars only

JLM.

STARLIGHT
TANNING
SALON

• Air Conditioned

• CD/tape player in eacti room

U.C.L.A. DISCOUNTS
AVAILABLE

ON MEMBERSHIPS AND PACKAGES

Tfree^
tanning

on our 10 minute VHR bed ^"^"^

WITH ANY LOnON

PURCHASE

OF $10.00 OR MORE
Of the finest quality lotions

combined wttti our new high

tech tanning beds provide a

fast, safe, long lasting tan.

mSEE SALON FOR DETAILS EXPRES 1-30-99

tansi
I

aysi
I

ucks
VALUE

FOR $5.00

I

I
FIRST TIME CLlENT ONL Y. LOW I

PRESSURE BEDS ONLY. UPGRADES
AVAILABLE FOR A SMALL FEE. SEE

SALON FOR DETAILS.
EXPIRES 1 30-99

jntic Thai Cuisine Come & €xperience il

Great food • Great Art • Great Prices

1049 Gayley Ave

Weshwxxi Village

(Ne^t door to Breadstiks)

^—(310) 208 - 2676
^RestourQnt:])[

8657 W. Pico Blyd

Los Angeles

(Bet. Robertson & La Cienega)

- _(310)274-5492^_

WE ACCEPT

Mast*" Cold

with thic AD
I

OPEN Daily
Lunch - Dinner

Vtolid for dinner only dine in or take out
[ BanqUCtS " Cocktails

EOTe.l/31/W __J
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CONGRATUIATIONS
Bniins on your Bowl Berdi! ^..

/^V̂̂
**«j

KEGi

imniifrij

KEGS

' ^'
i>#»»«iifiif^ iioiiftri r>n«r>nnniv»

"*

Jerry''s Liqxior
has all your party needs, including over 30 types of kegs and a wide variety of cheap wine and spirits.

i Jerry's Value Card
i

CUT THIS OUT & KIIP IT

I FOR HUCI DISCOUNTS ON
I YOUR ALCOHOL PURCHASBS
I OVIR 21 WITH I.D. ONLY
I I

FREE
ICE WITH
PURCHASE.

Call Us - We Wifelcome All Offers

(310) 828-5923
2923 Wilshire Blvd.

Santa Monica

%
CUPS

^.

'^ '<f

•'^. -». •* ^f

Daily Bruin Coupon Pages Monday, December 7, 1998 I

FREDDY & LIANA'S
SIGAL GEVQJANYAN

Haircut for
Students with LD

DISCOUNT
On all beauty supply
product with this

I COUPONmm

Freddy <

1073 Broxton Ave.
(310)208-3010

Mon-Fri lO-lO • Sat ^-7
• Sun 10-7

1024 Westwood Blvd.
(310)208-0101

Mon-Fri 10-8 • Sat 9-7
• Sun 10-7

10913 Weyburn
r (310) 208-8049

.ON-Fri 9-1 O • SAT 9-7
• Sun 10-7

Free 1 hr parking on Broxton in Parking Structure

H B

i^s

»)
I

'
.

•^1. f̂ee
^n,9tt^

2 PIZZAS FOR THE
OF ONE

208-8671

OFFER VALID

MONDAY

TUESDAY
NIGHTS ONLY
(After 5:30 pm)

No nr>ediums and offer excludes

Stciliar^s. No ftaif & f)alf orders.

Must mention ad.

Coupon must be gn/en to driver.

Expi 12/14/98

1*
TWO TOPPINGS

208-8671
TAX INCLUDED
Coupon ^Nd at W«ttw>ood locaion onty

LARGE
PIZZA w/
Free Liter

Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon
per pizza *

Coupon must be given to

drtver.

Limit 3 pizzas per addrees.

Open until 1 am

!•

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

mi
TWO TOPPINGS

208-8671
TAX INCLUDED
Ooi^on vaM at Wssiwood locaton only

Exp. 12/14^8

large
PIZZA w/
Free Liter

Offer good only with tt>ts

coupon, one coupon
per pizza

*

Coupon must be given to

Limit 3 pizzas per

Open until 1 am

DinnfDm
20KinDS Of Sushi

20TOS0fCpfpfS

Ciffin Sffi bftss

Snow Cm LfOS .

fPf sti Sfiinon

Qmn Wussfis

StlPlrtP COCKM

fPUITbflP

Did So Aucti l\(M

Sm-Smbw ttousf in bPfniwooD
mim*^'immmtli»mtmmmilimmH»l

All you can Eat...

Shabu Shabu & Seafood Buffet

S

(Sot., Sun SHoridoys $12.95)

Houn: Daily 1 1:30oin- 2:30pm

Sunday &HoUays II :30Qin- 2:30pm

Dnnfp

19.95

1 00% Organically Raised

USDA natural beef

No Hormones
No Preservatives

t_

(Sot., Sun & Holidays $20.95)

Hours: Mon-Tburs 6:00pm • 9:30pm

FriSot 5:30pm • 10:00pm, Sun 5:30pm • 9:00pm

minutes from UGA
Private Room for large parties

•—!»»l»"*—"•«

In Brentwood

I ?400 Wilshire Blvd

losAn9t)esCA9007S

(310)979 8653

5 iio^
r >»«<^ ' *» '»• l .«t K

Off J
w/ Mnner I

WidiUCLA «i<1ID»dltiit ipil^j
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Monday
Madness

.JusfOof _
LARGER

Jusf in Time for Rnals

(31 0)824-5000

Monday Madness ^
LARGE CHEESE $g ,^^

•^ • •

.

PIZZA
+ lax

Offer valid Mondays only 6:00 - 1 1 :00pm. Not valid with any other offer. $1 extra for deep dish.

2 MEDIUM-3 ITEM
PIZZAS $13:

99^
+ tax

NoWalid^withjin^ 9^1)?L°?®^ ^^ , Jl f^''1*°L^!!F ^'^^. .

HAIR & NAILS SALON
Established 1978

FOR MEN & WOMEN
WELCOME UCLA STUDENTS!

HAIRCUT, SY

Specializing in:

Highlights - $35 aiul up

Conditioning and Perm -

Reg. $45 now $35 (Long hair extra)

Cellophanes - Reg. $45 now $35

Full Color - $35 and up

Relaxer - $35

Waxing - (price varies)

Massage and Facials

Open 7 Days M -Sa 10 -8:30, Su 11-7

1035 Westwood Blvd.

(Next to Ann Taylor in Westwood Village)

208-7996
Visa, Mastercard, ATM accepted

JAMPOO & CONDITIONINQ
W/COUPONREC/. $15.00

*25% OYY /\LL

HAIR CARE PRODUCTS*

FREE CONSULTATION
We do up-dos for all occasions

We also offer color corrections I i/MK ^ NAILS V\I()N

Nails - (w/coupon)
Aery lie Nail:

Full Set- $22 now $18

Fill - was $ 13 now $ 12

Manieure - $7 now $6

Pedieurc - $13 now $12

Manieure & Pedieure - $18

I lAIKCUI, SI lAMPOO .'i CONDITIONINC/

AND OTI n K DISCOUNTS - ONLY W/TI JIS

Validated 2hr Parking w/color & Chemical

Validated 1hr Parking w/hair Cut

Broxton Lot, Macy's Lot, Glendon Lot, Monty's

Lot & Gayley Lot

• •

®

Boston™

... and beyond (22 Eurocomfort Shoe Brands)

EURO-COMFORT SHOE SPECIALIST
Clogs

Sandals

Boots

Lace-Ups

^
Slippers

^,

Arizona™
'<.

m^mm-.

SHERMAN OAKS
(818)788-8443

14447 Ventura Blvd.—„ ^_^At Van Nuys Blvd.) ~

' FREE
~"j

Canvas Tote Bag |

with Shoe Purchase I

expires in 1/99 I

L I

*

WESTWOOD
VILLAGE
(310) 2»8-73(»7

10910 LeConte Ave. •
r At Wrstwood Blvd.)

W. HOLLYWOOD
(310)855-0744

8629 Melrose Ave.

-(Near La Cienega Blvd.)

"^ FREE
I

Open 7 Days • Validated Parking
I Canvas Tote Bag
I with Shoe Purchase
I expires 1/31/ 99

I 1

Daily Bruin Coupon Pag^ Monday! December 7, 1998

Buy, Sell & Trade^New fif Used CDs, Cassehes, Vinyl

OUR CD'S ARE
PRICED SO LOW,
SILENCE

SEEMS EXPENSIVE
14622 VENTURA BLVOf lis. SHERMAN OAKS<^I1S)980 2«70 >66&3TOmNaA CANYON BLVD CANOGAPAnK><l1S|W3-2113

2SE COLORADO BLVD PASA0ENA<<I18H4»997S< 1«080 BEACH BlVO HUNTINGTON BEACH><7U)a4»32S1

2114WILSHIRE BLVO SANTAMON«CA*<3IO)«2»-2M7 • 1U6 NEWPORT BLVD f01S2 COSTA UESA<<7U)«3M711

Website: http://www.mobydisc.com

Email:records®mobydisc.com

Off
\ \

Every New &
Used CD

With this Coupon
$6.99 or More

(Excluding Sale Items)
Expires 12/31/98 ; I

> I

^ I

. I

'l|?S<SWW!'WW|i''l>»'5f;>/

y:.^,:-

.<€,

^
III* ,mmmmfimmmmmimmm^ .iu.isiff.iy.'..-' ^^^imm^^fimmmirm

MEXICAN -GRILL

• Our salsas ar<i rnide1^h daily ii^ihg only top quali^^^

• We use only boneless, skinless, chicken breast marinated and

charbrofied.

« Our lean steak is trimmed and charbroiled.

• Our special recipe beans are made fi^H daily using no lard.

• Our f^m chips are made In 100^ cholesteroi^free canola oil

EAT HERE OR TAKE OUT
Also Good at New

Santa Monica Location

720 Wilshlre Blvd.

(310)393-9313

West LA Location Westwood Village

2210 Sawteile Blvd. 10916 Undbrook

(310) 575-3013 (310) 208-3317

><
_£>
O
(9

Kinross Ave.

Undbrooi( Ave

A
N

£^

OTHER LOCATIONS: Newbury Park • Westlake Village • Simi Valley • Woodland Hills Beverly Hills Camarilla Oxnard

Irvine • Laguna Niguel • Pasadena Valencia • Northridge • Studio City • Marina Del Rey • Toluca Lake • Costa Mesa

WITH COUPON ONLY

MEDIUM

;

drink;
WITH ANY I

A cx>C<H
PURCHASE I

uu

I

LIMT ONE ONOER PER COUPON. LNHT ONE CHOICE PCR
|

CUSTOMER NOT VAUO WITM ANY OTHER OFFERS.

CASH VALUE IS 1/2M. DPtRESIt/ll/M. |
SORRY. HO SUMimmONS.

GOOD ONLY AT WQTWOOO VHIAOE. I

WEST LA AND SANTA MONICA LOCATIONS^.

WITH COUPON ONLY

RICE AND

;

BEANS

•

BLACK OR PINTO
WITH THE PURCHASE I

OF ANY ENTREE
|

IQC p^jf^fm
LIMIT ONE ORDER PER COUPON. LIMIT ONE CHOICE PER

,
CUSTOMER. NOT VAUD WITH ANY OTHER OFFERS.

CASH VALUE IS 1/m. apwaii/si/M.
I

SORRY, NO SUISTITUnONS. *

GOOD ONLY AT WESTWOOD VILLAGE.
|

WEST LA AND SANTA MONICA LOCATIONS

.

**MMM**M**MiMMM*M*Mi«aMMM«MMMMteMMMiM*M*MMiiiMM*Mi*UMM^^

•*••.a. Ji, ,.X

%^

Award winning

HANGOVER ELIXIR!

*•,».•.--- "(^

• 1 00% Naturally Delicious

• Dissolve in 4-6 oz. Water

• Numerous benefits

Special Holiday Price

Works within 1 5 minutes

Safe on Empty Stomach

Antioxidants to Replenish

*f:-^

Sugar Free

photo by:

Barry King

Vitazines-eold
^^ Can you feel it

.

Thyme Lewis, Actor C^ ,

^
Days of Our Lives

Sunset Beach

EFFERVESCENT VITAMINS

'Tast acting for quick results''

-Dr. Elizabeth Lambaer

Now available in the United States!

Nutritional Warehouse & Pharmacy

Inh/order fast toll-free

1 -877-848-2632
www.vitazings.com

YE CARE FOR L
CONTACTS GUSSES

Disposable
Clear, spheres, wkly or biwfcly.

all maior brands

Soft Daily or

30 OFF
my
WeExt. Wear

Clear spheres or B 4 L

Soft Astigmatic or

Hard Gas Perm.
B&L. Boston

For Glasses
(Inc. glaucoma test)

For Contacts
One. 2 mo. foNow-up)

15 Y»an of

129
EXAMS

All Designer
Frames

PACKAGES
Exam & Contacts
2 pairs ot B&L. Daily or Ext Wr or

2 tK)xes ol weekly maior brand disposable

Exam & Glasses
Irom our special selection single vision CF^ 39

EupvM i?/?S/«e Miv not ba cMiMtad «r«ti oitiw dMoouni* or ptam

• Lafiesf T»chnotogy • We accept most insurance.

DR. B. COHENMEHR, OD
3116 Wrishire Blvd., Santa Monica (5 Woclia ««mi o« Bunuy. acroM iram Btg 5) ffm Partung
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D'Anjou Pears

Reg.

990/lb.

FUJI APPLES

7lb.

Reg. 990/lb.

Coke, Diet Coke & Sprite

6pk • 12oz cans Umlte

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi & Mtn. Dew

Sam Adams

ALL 6 pk - 12 oz. bottles

• Winter Lager
• Boston Lager
• Honey Porter
• Golden Pilsner
• Cream Stout
• Cherry Wheat
• White Ale

Reg. $6.99

Dreyers ice Cream

All half
gallons Reg. $5.29 ea

Season's Best Orange Juice

• Regular

• Homestyle
• w/Calcium

64 oz. Limit 4

Brawny Paper Towels

Reg. $1.29 each

Rej^^$2.89

.^Tk. jr^

S(».lrkl. II. SH-lfkUlK

Sta^fl

• MOUNTAIN SPRING WATER
• CRYSTAL FRESH DRINKING WATER

1.5 Liter (50.7 oz) w/sport top

Dannon Light
13 Varieties

8 oz. Reg. 89^ each

Budweiser & Bud Light

18pk 12 oz. cans Reg. $11.99

Millpr fipiiiiinAXli'sift

18pk
COOKIES

CHOCOiJVTE

CHiP/PECAN
12 oz.

l^z^ottles^JReg^lijgS

i-'-A i;--e

riiriiPillsbury
Chocolate Chip Cooldes

2/$5
18 oz. Reg. 3.19 ea.

1

OFF
Deluxe

Salad Bar
J Minimum Salad Bar Purchase of 1 lb.
Q.

§ Over 50 healthy selections to chose from

;
Salad Bar Hours 10:30am - 8:30pm - Mon-Fri

rOFF

o.

oo

• pne coupon per person • expires Dec 11, 1998
• one salad per coupon • other restrictions may apply NLU #58

Any Sushi Item
Sushi from $2.25/pkg.
Available 7 days a week

1

one coupon per person * expires Dec 13, 1998
one package per coupon- • other restrictions nnay apply NLU #59

Open 'til Midnight at 1057 Gayley Ave. 209-1 111 r ^ 1
MasterCard

VIEWPOINT

Junk mail discriminates

against you. See page 22

MMljMliMM

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

The best of film and music for 1 998 gets

exposed. See page 28

INSIDE TODAY

Strike update, page 4

Depth of Field, page 5

World & Nation, page 7

-J-

DAILY BRUIN
80th year Circulation 20,000 Thursday, December 10, 1998 www.dailybruin.ucla.edu

Inadequate transportation

heiglitens unemployment

Down time

STUDY: Minorilies lack access to

iow-sl^ill jol)s in v\ liite urban areas;

government projects address issue

By Brian Fishman

Daily Bruin Contributor

l-Acn with tiKia> s booming cccMionn. the streets o\'

major American cities arc poverty-stricken. And

Professor Michael Sloll thinks he knows uh\

Stoll. a IK 'LA pohcy stuilies professor, recently

found that minorities living in the inner-cil\ ha\e trou-

hle getting to suburhan-ha.sed. low-skill [ohs because

Meanwhile, minority-populated inner-cities con-

tain 15.6 percent of the least educated people, but only

10.2 percent of the low-skilled jobs.

This "spatial mismatch" problem can be found in

Los Angeles, though nol io the same extent as in other

cities. s;iid Stoll.

Researchers consider Los Angeles an anomaly

because it does nol hii\e a defined urban heart like

other cities, and because it is much nuMc diverse. Sioll

explained.

BeCiiuse o\' these differences, the spatial job con-

centration trend Sloll \'ou\\d elsewhere is also pre\a-

lenl in Los Angeles, but to a les.ser degree. "African

Americans and Latinos are still in f-.ast Los Angeles,

but the tob.s are outside those areas." he said.

they <io not have aclec|uate lranspc>riatK»n.

As a result, inner-city unempknmeiu rales are high

due to the lack of public iransporlalion. which minori-

lies rely on nh>re than whiles

"Most of the low-skill jobs are liKated m the while

suburbs."" Sloll said. "Bui there is no public Iranv

portalion. This is important because .Mricim

jAmericans and Ltitinos own cars less often than

whites."

He noted that the space belueen suburbs-(uhich

iire populated mostly by whites) and the inner cities

(which ha\e high minority populations) is prohibiliNC

lo commuting,

"We find that jobs - low and moderate skilled aiv

in the suburbs, especially while ones. Low-wage work-

ers can t gel to the suburbs." Sloll argues.

While while suburbs account for nci»! 1\ 70 percent

of the low-skill job olTerings in metropi>lilan areas,

about 40 percent o\' the least educated people live in

these areas.

Mo l l s data comes fmm il i e Mii l ii-C i i\ Siud> o l

'

Urban lnequalil\ (MCSLI) for Atlanta. Boston.

Detroit and the Los Angeles metropolitan areas.

The MCSl I was an accomplishment in itself. Su>ll

said.

"We asketl people where lhe\ (were) looking lor

work and how ihe> would gel there." Su>ll explained

"Nol ju.sl whether lhe> are kH)king \\n work.""

Tie" cFoss-c becked these tfala with surveys gnen \o

o\er 1.000 empKners in each o\' the metropolitan

arciis.

Tirms were quizzed about the lasi employee the>

hired and rec|uiremenls the\ had for iheir workers.

The firms were then getn^oded. SU)ll mapped ho\U

racial patterns within metropolitan areas and where

people were being hired.

(nn ernmenl agencies are. however, not sl.mding

idly h\.

"~
See CITIES, page 14

MARY( KCK

Derrick Neuman, a fourth-year history and business student, takes a

break from his studies. See page 3 for related story.

Team leaders

bench plans

for Prop. 209

armbands
FOOTBALL: (iroups

asi\ed squad to l)acl\

issue in Miami ^^ame

By Andy Shah
Daily Bruin Staff

A group of football players

approached team leaders last

week to discuss a possible afllr-

mative action protest at

Saturday's game, an idea that

was eventually discarded and

generated many rumors about

the team's perforrtiancc.

Before Saturday's game

against the University of

Miami, some players met with

team leaders to discuss a

protest which involved wear-

ing black armbands during the

game to protest Proposition

209, the 1996 ballot mitiative

banning all statewide affirma-

tive action programs.

10

La Gucina construction now under way

;:i ni f VII
; I

.i

The opening of La Cucina has been

delayed due to contract disputes.

ASUCLA: iUiiidin^ plaiKs

finally meet approval

afler numerous delays

By Neal Narahara

Daily Bruin Contributor

A temporary wall has stood

around the future site of La

("ucina since early last summer in

order to block off the construction

- or lack thereof from the rest of

Ackerman's lerrace Lood Court.

We"re disappointed they

werent able to open this fall." said

lecence Hsiao, business develop-

ment director o\' the Associated

Students of UCLA (ASUCLA).
Accordine ASUCLA officials.

La Cucina was originally sched-

uled to open at the beginning of

the quarter, concurrently with

neighboring Rubio's Baja drill.

But construction has been held up,

largely due to problems with the

restaurant's plans.

La Cucina started construction

o\' its new restaurant two weeks

ago when its plans were finally

iipproved. about three months

late.

ASUCLA officials expe.ct La

Cucina lo open by the beginning

of winter quarter.

According lo Hsiao, the delays

are primarily due to La Cucina's

slow respcMisc to university

required changes to its architec-

tural plans.

"(The university) has in-house

inspectors and precise rules," said

Joe Rodriguez, general manager

of La Cucina in Century City,

where employees are being

trained for the UCLA location.

"The original (building) plans had

to be changed."

La Cucina's parent compan>.

New York-based Sbarro. is experi-

enced at opening franchises, with

close lo 1.000 locations in the

United States but ran into plan-

ning problems with its UCLA
location.

"Its standard operating proce-

dures work everywhere else but

here," Hsiao said.

According to Hsiao, California

building codes, particularly those

See DELAY, page 14

UCLA organizations send relief to hurricane survivors

NICARAGUA: Student p'oups (M)llaborate lo initiate

food, clothing drives, medical aid for disaster victims

By Jaime Wilson-Chini

Daily Bruin Contributor

Although Hurricane Mitch left

tens of thousands of people in

Nicaragua and Honduras homeless,

many have rushed to donate focxJ.

clothing and medical supplies to help

thotc in need of assistance

At UCLA, professors, members

of cultural climbs and other UCLA
affiliates have campaigned to collect

supplies to send to Nicaragua and

Honduras, the two Central American

countries hit hardest by Hurricane

Mitch.

As part of this effort. UCLA orga-

nizations such as the Movimiento

Lstudiantil Chicano de Aztlan

(MRChA), the Latin American

Student Association (LASA). and

Mujeres Umdas have raised funds

and collected goods from several col-

lection Bbxes throughout campus.

"Initially, our campaign was cen-

tered around a food drive," said

Henry Perez. MEChA's chairperson

"There have been a lot of dona-

tions of clothing and medical sup-

plies as well." Perez said, adding that

these supplies are then sent to the

most devastated areas of Central

America.

Since Hurricane Milch struck in

early November, MEChA has active-

ly supported relief efforts in

Nicaragua and Honduras. Their goal

is to aid hurricane victims as well as

raise awareness of the situation here

on campus.

"The Community and Labor

Relations Committee has been imli-

Sce It
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State won't pay

for holiday cheer
In a memo to departmenl heads and direc-

tors, Susan Abclcs, assistant vice chancellor of

finance, reminded departments that state and

federal funds should not be used for holiday

parties or employee gifts.

Departments are allowed to use university

funds for parties, but these must be unrestrict-

ed funds and departments are encouraged to

question the necessity of such parties.

"As with all university entertainment

events, departments are to evaluate the impor-

tance of the event in terms of the costs that will

be incurred and the benefits to be derived from

it." Abcles' memo said.

The memo also slated that university funds

cannot be used to buy gifts for employees or

suppliers. Employees are also discouraged

from accepting gifts from suppliers to avoid

the appearance of a conflict of interest.

"Gifts in the form of edible goods or pro-

motional items may be accepted on behalf of a

campus department from an exist-

ing supplier." Abeles said.

These gifts become property of the

university to be consumed on campus.

Abeles added.

Toledo shaken up,

OK after car accident

UCLA head football coach Bob Toledo and

offensive line coach Mark Weber were

involved in a minor car accident Tuesday after-

noon. Neither went to the hospital, although

according to his self-diagnosis. Toledo suf-

fered a mild shoulder separation.

The accident, in Norcross. Ga., occurred

when the rental car that Weber was driving

was broadsided by another motorist.

"All I remember is .that wc were spinning

around and around, everything in slow

motion." Toledo said. "We're just lucky to be

alive. It puts that Miami game in perspective."

Toledo and Weber had been on a recruiting

trip, and decided despite the accident to

remain on the East coast and fin-

ish their recruitment visits.

According to Marc Dellins, of

UCLA sports information, the two felt

it would be detrimental to the program if they

missed out on recruits because of the accident.

Students to attend

court over protest

Seven of the students involved in last

spring's Royce Hall protests will be in court

Friday to have their cases heard.

Most of the 88 students arrested on May 20

were not required to go to court, and were

given infractions.

The protest was part of a coordinated effort

on the part of many student groups on cam-

pus. The "Days of Defiance" protests began

when Chancellor Albert Carnesale was inau-

gurated on May 19, and culn>inaled in the

protest the following day. when students took

over Royce Hall, occupying the building until

ihcy were ousted by LAPD ofllccrs.

UC receives money
for humanities research

The National Endowment for the

Humanities has awarded a S300,000 challenge

grant to the University ofCalifornia Humanities

Research Institute (HRI).

The grant requires that $900,000 be raised by

the Institute during the next five years. The

funds will be used to establish an endowment of

$1.2 million for HRL The institute, based at UC
Irvine, is a unit of the UC Office of the President

and serves the nine-campus University of

California system.

As the humanities center for the University of

California system, the institute promotes inter-

disciplinary scholarship in the humanities and

fosters intellectual community across campus

and international borders. "There is a com-

pelling need for difl'erent fields of knowledge to

inform one another as fully as possible," said

institute director Patricia O'Brien.

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports
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Expect the weather to be dry and

clear for the next couple of days.

The Santa Ana winds should be

decreasing today. Temperatures

should begin cooling Sunday.

San Diego

70/45

Long Beach

74/45

"Van Nuys

74/45

Sacramento San Francisco

53/35 58/43

Today
Sunny

High 75/ Low 50

SQurct:

Sunny

High 77/ Low 49

Sciences

Saturday

Sunny

High 76/ Low 48

WHAT'S BREWIN'

Today Noon
Bible Study

Bible studies of the Old and New
Testament

AU 3508

University Catholic Center

Communion service (12:10)

Kerckhoff4{)()-

3 p.m.
Information Seminar - Nina

Wakeford. VC Berkeley

What is the product of an Internet

Cafe?

Methodological thoughts on

cyberspace research

G$E&iS III

Campbell 3232 • 3854269

7 p.m.

Agape Undergraduate Christian

Fellowship

Praise night 1998

Center of Health Sciences 33-105

208-3991

8 p.m.

UCLA Peer Hotline

Stressed? •825-IILLP

Chinese Christian Fellowship

Bible study ". '' ' A ...

Ackerman 2410 -312-1637

6 p.m.

Pilipino Transfer Student

Partnership

Final fall quarter meeting

Wmter retreat coordination

Friday 6 p.m.

The Architecture of Frank Lloyd

Wright Jr.

(iuest speaker F>ic Lloyd Wright

2433 Mam Street

Santa Monica. CA 90405

450-0222

VCLA Badminton Club

Weekly club meeting (6:30)

Men's Ciym 200

7 p.m.

(Jrace on Campus
Christian fellowship

KerckholT (irand Salon

209-1299

8 p.m.

Chaira Graduate Christian

Fellowship

Talks based on C.S. Lewis' works

University Religious Conference

900HilgardAve.

3rd Floor

208-3991

IX'LA Peer Hotline

825-HFLP

What's Brewin' can be reached via e mail

at whatsbrewin(<^medi(a.ucla.edu
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Celebration

of Kwanzaa

promotes

cultural pride

HOLIDAY: Feslivilios

onrourage return to

African roots, values

By Aimee Phan
Daily Brum Contributor

This winicr. ihc nicnor.ih tind

Chnslnuis tree will have to niakc

way for ani>thcr luiliday Nvnihol

the kinara.

Representing the cDUlinental

aneestry o\' Alriean Americans,

the kinara (Swahili t^r eandle-

holder") is one o\' {\\c seven basic

symbols useil in ihe celebration o['

Kwan/aa. a culUir.il AlVican

American holiday.

While most people consider

Christmas and ilanukkah as the

main year-end celebrations,

Kwan/aa has become a formida-

ble contender as another inlluen-

lial cultural festivity. More than

30 years after its grassroots incep-

tion in 1966. Kwan/aa is now cel-

ebrated by up to 28 million pco-

pli' uor ldviaito;

Maulana Karenga, an author,

professor and scholar-activist.

created Kwanzaa during the

height of the Black Liberation

Movement. Karenga. who

received his master's degree in

political science from UCLA, is

currently the director of the

African American Cultural

Center in Los Angeles and

founder and chair of the

Organization US, a social and

cultural change group.

Ilibari Zulu, librarian at the

Center for African American

Studies, believes Kwan/aa came

at an ideal lime, especially since

people were dealing with the Civil

rights struggle, particularly the

Watts Rebellion in Los Angeles,

and needed something more

inspirational in their lives.

"There was a lot of negative

activity during that time and this
.

gave people a chance to get

together and do something more

positive that dealt with African

American culture and philoso-

phy." said Zulu, who has been

observing Kwan/aa with his fam-

ily for over 23 years.

According to Chimbuko

Tembo. co-assistant director of

the African American Cultural

Center and co-vice-chair of the

Organi/.ation US. the holiday was

intended to "reaffirm the commu-

nitarian vision and values of

African culture and reinforce the

bonds between African people

everywhere."

"Kwan/aa celebrates the fami-

ly, community and culture,"

Tembo said. "In embracing

Kwanzaa, we are embracing our

past and traditions. It gives us the

chance to recommit ourselves to

(>ur highest ideas and to celebrate

the good of life."

The name Kwanzaa was

derived from the Swahili expres-

sion "matunda ya kwanza."

which translates into "first

fruits." based on the first harvest

celebrations held in ancient

Africa. The second "a" was added

--40 "Kwanza" during the holiday's

first celebration m 1966 when

scvtn children wanted to each

hold up a letter of the holiday's

name and organizers realized that

one child would be left out.

Studying by starlight

M^HYi III It',

(Left to right) Se-Mi Oh, David Kim and Jason Lee usually study for finals and midterms at Jerry's Famous Deli where they can eat,

talk and stay as late as they want.

S

Students

looking to

pull the

infamous

'all-nighter'

have very few

^"^options on

campus, but

many still

find places

to study

24 hours a

day for

final exams

By H. Jayne Ahn
Daily Bruin Contributor

With finals approaching, many

students try to immerse themselves

in a maddening number of hours o\'

studying like lhe> have never done

during the quarter. I'or most stu-

dents, the dead week before the

finals is a brief, but iiUense and pas-

sionate moment in the lO-week

school session, when they get into

high gear of reviewing ;lnd catching

up with their classes,

"During lOth and finals week, I

study for about six hours spread_

around the day iind sleep less hours

than 1 normally do," said Richard

Lau, a fourth-year economics stu-

dent.

Some students said it's not

always easy to find places to study

around finals week.

Liz Delshad, who lives in the

dorms, goes to the study lounge on

her fioor to study.

"I don't study in my room

because at night, everybody is out

in the hallways talking," the second-

year microbiology student said.

"But it's hard (to study in the

lounge) because there are so many

temptations to take study breaks

and socialize with lloormates," she

added.

Some students who commute or

live off campus have different con-

cerns.

A number of commuting stu-

dents, who arrive on campus early

to avoid the morning traffic, have

requested that the College Library

stay open for extended hours so that

they have places to go and study in

the morning.

"Staying until 2 a.m. at Night

Powell, going home and waiting till

8 o'clock to come back is inconve-

—nient, especially if y u live offcanv

pus," said Yoon-sooh Choi, a fifth-

year political science student

; "Usually there are too many disr

tractions at home and it's kind of

hard to keep your mind on study-

ing," she added

Like Choi, Sandy Sydavoong

finds it easier to study at the library

than at home.

"It's hard to study in the apart-

ments because there are too many

distractions and the library is a

good place It) go," the third-year

sociology student said.

"i like qiiiel places like the

library, lis where everybt)dy stud-

ies," she added.

"Lor some students, it's hard to

study at home because o\' room-

mates and noises," said lyler

Nguyen, a fifth-year psychology stu-

den t.

Students also go to restaurants,

coffee shops and bookstores to

study.

"I go to Barnes and Noble some-

times, but It's pretty crowded there.

If you go there late you can't really

find a seat," Nguyen said.

Jerry's lamous Deli is the closest

restaurant from campus that's open

24 hours. It has an upstairs lounge

where many students go to study.

"I welcome the students because

we are in the UCLA community.

Usually, the

upstairs IS

always for stu-

dents who are

studying," said

Sam Abikzer,

the general

manager of the

restaurant.

"More and

more students

start showing

up around

finals week,

and we have some students who

study through the whole night," he

added. "It's a much more relaxed

atmosphere (here) when it comes to

.studying."

Choi mentioned there is a small

problem with trying to study in the

restaurant, however

"It's pretty nice there but every-

body knows about the place, and

it's so popular that there is no

room," Choi said.

"I went into a faculty

lounge ...and it looked

like an Elks lodge."

Sean Kuk

Fourth-year Asian Annerican

studies and history student

"I have gone to Denny's, but

sometimes they give you weird

looks, and you don't feel welcome

there," she added.

Although Nguyen is studying at

home more this quarter, she

remembered that in the past, she

wished the Reading Room in the

College Library was open longer.

What many students may not

know is that Night Powell in the

College Library, which allows

UCLA students to study until 2

a.m.. was implemented only recent-

ly, when the College Library was

reopened after a seismic renovation

project. -• .•
•" ' • :'. ,•....'' •

"We were trying to respond to

students' comments at that time,

(requesting) access to study space a

little bit longer than in the past,

when the library was closed," said

Janice Koyama, the head of the

public service at the Charles Young

Research Library.

The renovation project refur-

nished .study tables and carrels, and

brought group-study rooms in the

Reading Room.
When it first

~'"""^^""~"~" opened, the

Reading Room
was open until

3 a.m. as part

of an experi-

ment to deter-

mine the usage

of the study

space through-

out the differ-

ent hours of the

day.

"We saw

that the number of students using

the (library) space dropped in the

last hour (from 2 to 3 a.m.)," said

Eleanor Mitchell, the head of the

College Library.

Currently. College Library is the

only library on campus that offers a

stu4y space after thV regular library

service is closed

Study spaces on campus that are

i-

itt STUOVNM. p»9t 10

Sec 16
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TA union strike on 45-day hiatus until UC meeting
SAGE: Graduate Students

ready for another walkout

if demands not satisfied

By Timothy Kudo
Daily Bruin Contributor

The strike at eight UC campuses

by teaching assistants (TAs), readers

and tutors ended Monday after a pro

posal for a 45-day "cooling off peri-

od" was accepted by the university

and the unions.

The deal, which was proposed by

State Senate President Pro Tern John

Burton, D-San Francisco, and

Assembly Speaker Antonio

Villaraigosa, D-Los Angeles, calls for

talks to begin within the next week.

"We have confidence thai these

talks will result in u resolution to this

issue," said Connie Razza an orga-

nizer for the Student Association of

Graduate Employees (SAGE), the

union that represents academic stu-

dent employees at UCLA.
Union leaders negotiating the deal

included United Auto Workers Vice

President Elizabeth Bunn and

Ricardo Ochoa, an organizer for the

Berkeley union. The deal must now

be approved by the entire union

membership.

Razza is confident the deal will be

confirmed. "I think that everyone

realizes that this is a great opportuni-

ty." she said.

Though a date for the talks has not

been set. they could be held at the I iC

Onice of the President in Oakland,

according to UCLA E.xecutive Vice

Chancellor Rory Hume.

Hume also said that UC President

Richard Atkinson and his staff will

probably represent the university in

the talks.

Although both parties have agreed

to meet, neither have altered their

positions. The university still main-

tains that academic student employ-

ees are principally students, and thus

not eligible for collective bargaining.

Union leaders say they will strike

again next quarter if they are not rec-

ognized during the cooling o\'\' peri-

od.

jf things aren't resolved then yes.

we will resume the strike." Razza

said.

Though union members have gone

back to work, the strike can be

resumed without d^May. should

SACjE deem it necesSiury. Because

the strike is not cancelled, merely put

on hold, a vote from union members

is not needed. Razza said.

Union and university officials

declined to give the specific details of

what will be discus.sed. However, the

talks are set to focus solely on the

issue o\' collective bargaining, not

See STRIKE, page 18

Driver cleared of negligence

in pedestrian, truck incident

ACCIDENT: Witnesses

say man fell prior to

being hit by pickup

By Ann Hawkey
Daily Bruin Staff

Two weeks after being run over

by a pickup truck outside a

Westwood apartment building.

at the UCLA Medical Center and

is no longer, in the intensive care

unit, but he is still not walking,

said hospital spokeswoman

Elaine Schmidt.

Sparks* family declined to

comment further on his condi-

tion.

Traffic investigators have

determined from witness

accounts that Sparks was not

walking past the driveway when

Mi iHhrw SpM rlt t rc?mM in ?t in the he wn ;> h i t, but rather I v i np on the

hospital with a spinal cord injury,

as the driver of the truck is cleared

of any legal wrongdoing.

Recent UCLA graduate

Dennis Lytton was pulling out of

his driveway at 10941 S(rathnu>rc

Dr. when he hit Sparks at about 1

am. on Nov. 25. ,Sparks was

pinned under the right rear tire

when Lytton stopped the truck.

Sparks suffered injuries to his

head, neck and back, as well as a

shattered right leg, according to

paramedics at the scene.

Sparks is now in fair condition

sidewalk in front of the driveway

for reasons that are not clear.

"The pedestrian had fallen or

was laying down across the drive-

way when he was run over." said

Officer D.J. CJauff. a traffic inves-

tigator for LAPD's West Traffic

Division. — ——^

Lytton was driving his girl-

friends truck, a blue Chevrolet S-

10. but no one was in the car with

him at the time o\' the accident,

according to Lytton and other

See ACCIDENT, page 20

Voting poll targets Asian community
TRENDS: Study indicates

demographically atypical

minority group pattern

ByKariaY.PIeitez

Daily Bruin Contributor

Asian Americans are voting more,

and they have dilTerent concerns than

other minority groups, according to a

1998 exit poll by the Asian Pacific

American Legal Center (APALC).

This was the largest poll of Asian

Americans in Southern California.

Coordinators tay that the purpose of

individuals in cities with large popula-

tions of Asian Americans.

The survey found that Asian

Americans polled were primarily inter-

ested in issues of crime, healthcare and

education. Asian Americans surveyed

placed less importance on minority

rights than did Latinos and African

Americans. However, their stance on

immigration was like that of Latinos.

"Almost two-thirds of Asians arq

immigrants," said Kent Wong, director

of the UCLA Labor Center. "It is a

new community that is rapidly grow-

ing, and like Latinos, they are fighting

immigrant attacks by exercising their

voting power" .'

APALC is a non-profit organization

that provides direct legal services to

low-income families in the Asian com-

munity.

The poll was conducted with the

help of staff, students, community

members and volunteers who asked

voters to complete a survey as they exit-

ed their polling places.

"I was thrilled that my students were

so eager to volunteer with the study,"

Wong said.

"The study was an amazing learning

experience that helped students come

face to face with issues confronting our

WVOTillG

the poll was to learn more about the

political involvement and trends of

the Asian American community.

This survey is important to Asian

American college students because

they will be the future community

advocates, according to Dan

lchino.se, the research coordinator

for APALC.
"In order for these leaders to be

able to properly assist our communiU

they must know their concerns," he

said.

TTie Southern ( alilorma APALC
conducted the exit poll of voters on

Nov. .V Tlie group surveyed 3.400

DECIDING FACTORS
An exit poll conducted by the APALC asked Asian Pacific Islander Americans whkh

factors Influenced their voting choice in the November elections.
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The Daewoo College
Finance Program just rolled

^Dv/month
On Approved Lender Credit*
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Introducing a low
payment plan
especially for students.
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DEPTH OF FIELD
Depth of field is a term used by photographers to describe the acceptable range of focus within a picture.

The photographers of the Daily Bruin have gathered a collection of moments from the past month and put them into focus.
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(Clockwise from top left)

The UCLA Band Practices on the IM field for the USC vs. UCLA

football game.

(left to right) Delee Bersbach, a fourth-year nnechanical engineer-

ing student, dances with Miles Ito, a fourth-year electrical engi-

neering student at the Delta Sigma Pi Business Society charity

Swing Dance Event at the Charles E.Young Grand Salon.

Nick Paneno (left) and Nick Rimando (right) of the Men's Soccer

team hang their heads after being eliminated by Creighton in the

NCAA tournament.

Four spectators eagerly watch their Husky's defense struggle as

the big screen television shows a spectacular 18 yard rush made

by tailback Keith Brown in the Washington game.
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LEG
Chemicals could be

hazardous to students

BINGHAMTON, NY - The chemicals thai

keep Binghamton University's campus green

could be hazardous to its students, the Pipe

Dream reported.

According to a report released yesterday by

BU's chapter of the New York Public interest

Research Group, Binghamton University's

department of physical facilities Uses dangerous

chemicals across campus to kill weeds and

insects. These chemicals are poisonous and

potentially cancerous, the report said.

One of the chemicals used to kill weeds in

BU's athletic fields is a known carcinogen clas-

sified as poisonous by the U.S. government. A
component of the infamous Vietnam War-era

defoliant Agent Orange, the substance known as

2,4-D, also may be deadly to animals that come

into contact with it, according to the report.

Defunct student radio

station popular on web
if a traveler drove from Los Angeles to New

York, the music he would hear on all the radio

stations in between would be pretty much the

same, said Mark McNeill, general manager of

KSC'R. use's student-run internet radio sta-

tion.

According to the Daily Frojan. this lack of

variety has continued since the Kederal

Communications Commission decided to shut

down hundreds of low-power radio stations,

such as KSCR. McNeill said. To change this.

KSCR. which was recently moved to the inter-

net, is currently working with the Annenberg

School for Communication to convince the

I'C'C to bring back microbroadcasting licenses.

"We definitely need to get back on the radio

because more people are inclined to get

involved if it's on radio." s;nd DJ Jason Schary.

whose show runs from 2 to 1 p.m. on Mondays.

Nebraska under scrutiny

for handling of remains
LINCOLN. Neb Hie U.S. attorneys

office could not confirm Tuesday if the oU'icc

would launch a federal investigation into the

university's handling o\' American Indian

remains, the Daily Nebraskan reported.

Mike Weliman, first assistant U.S. attorney,

cited policy and said he couldn't verify that his

o\Tn:c was investigating allegations that the uni-

versity violated federal law.

Weliman also would not confirm that a report

detailing a state investigation was forwarded

from Lancaster County Attorney ClaryLacey's

office in October.

The state investigation, which began last sum-

mer, sprang from dozens of allegations made by

American Indians and anthropology depart-

ment faculty members regarding the University

of Nebraska-Lincoln's handling of human

remains.

Michigan may pass bill

to punish sports agents
LANSING. Mich. Sports agents could be

held responsible for the damage they cause lo

university athletic programs if Ciov. John Lngler

signs a bill sent to his desk Tuesday.

By a 95-5 vote, the state House quickly passed

the bill, which was approved by the Senate la.st

week, the State News reported.

Under the legislation, anyone interfering

with university athletic programs would have to

pay for dam;ige they cause. For example, a

sports agent who persuades an athlete to leave a

school would be forced to pay back any scholar-

ship money the school gave the student.

"Right now. the only people not subject to

legal action are those that are most culpable, the

sports agents and athletic boosters," said state

Rep. Kirk Profit.

Compiled from University Wire reports

Supreme Court voices doubts Greater diversity needed among doctors

over CNcago anti-loitering law

REGULATION: Proponents say ordinancT helps cut

dciwn on gangs, but lawyer calls ordinance too vague

DIVERSITY: Increased

=at{ments m mu4tiethTitF

with the exception of Asian

Americans, few become dtKtors. and

ITie commission, chaired by for-

mer Senate Majority Leader George

the iiuiiiliei t'liteiiiig meUital sclioul Mitche ll, l>Mdme , concludes that rt
-

ByRiduHrdCarelii

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON A majority of

Supreme C\>urt justices voiced doubts

Wednesday about a Chicago anti-loi-

tering law aimed at cracking down on

street gangs.

"There is a concern here," Justice

Sandra Day O'Connor told the city's

lawyer, "for arbitrariness of the

police."

At issue is a Chicago anti-loitering

ordinance aimed at gang members

and their friends. In the three years it

was in effect before being struck

down, the ordinance resulted in

45,000 arrests.

"Street gangs rely on their ability to

terrorize the community. " city lawyer

Lawrence Rosenthal told the court.

He said police officers too often arrive

SeeL0inRING,page12

locales cause concern

By Laura Medder
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON Tlie nations

health system must recruit a more

diverse workforce to face the complex

health problems o\' an increasingly

multiracial America, a commission

concludes in a sweeping report

released Wednesday.

African Americans, Hispanics and

other racial minorities are becoming a

larger portion of the population, yet

has dropped over the last couple of

years.

Minorities are much more likely to

work in inner cities and other under-

served minority communities, mak-

ing recruitment a crucial issue, argues

the fourth and final report from the

Pew Health Professions Commission,

which has been working for a decade.

Those who work in these under-

served areas are more likely to speak

the languages and understand the

lives of their patients.

At the same time, minorities suffer

from a variety of ailments at higher

rates than whites.

is essential for the health profession

workforce to diversity itself.

"This is not a quota born out of a

sense of equity or distribution of jus-

tice, but a principle that the best

health care may need to be delivered

by those that fully understand a cul-

tural tradition," the report says.

While more than 12 percent of

Americans are African American,

just } percent of doctors are; more

than one in 10 Americans are

Hispanic, but ju.st one in 20 doctors

are.

SeeMEDiaNE,page20

LUNCH SPECIAL I DINNER SPECIAL

$4.99 I $5.99

•RICE •SALAD •SOUP

• CHICKEN TERIYAKI or

•FIRE BEEF *

• VEGETABLE TEMPURA

•2 PCS. CALIFORNIA ROLLS

• RICE • SALAD • SOUP

• CHICKEN TERIYAKI or

• FIRE BEEF

• VEGETABLE TEMPURA

•3 PCS. CALIFORNIA ROLLS

91 1 BROXTON AVE / lECONTE
WESrWOOD VILLAGE

310 208 7781

JAPANfSf fOOO
KOKtAN KJUl)
SA)kb BOMBS

Off
All you

Valid w/ Student I.D.
Ono Coupon per person

You won't believe the deal

once you own a new

digital Sprint PCS phone.

EYE CARE FOR LESS
Disposable

Clear. SptlP'P". v\Uy O' bi\^kly,

all majof brands

Soft Daily or
Ext. Wear

Clear, spheres or B & L

Soft Astigmatic or

Hard Gas Perm.
B 8r I, Boston

For Glasses
(inc. glaucoma test)

For Contacts
(Inc. 2 wo. folkm-up)

CONTACTS GLASSES

30 OFF All Designer
Frames

PACKAGES

129
EXAMS

^ Exam & Contacts or
Exam & Glasses*

Vii.isses tfom our special

.election, single vision, CR 39

'Contacts Clear, Spheres, B&l, Daily or

Ext Wear or 2 Boxes of Clear, Spheres

Weekly Disp All Mapr Brands

OVER S.000 FRAMES
li CONTACTS IN STOCK

IS Years of Experience • Latest Technology • We accept most insurance

DR. B. COHENMEHR, OD
SneWilshireBlvd,

Santa Monica

(S blocks west ot Bundy. icross from Big S)

(310) 828-2010 livvrt I2/7VW tiMv««fe»c

FREf PARKING

RESIDUAL
7wS
F£ES PAID

For every good

referral you'll get paid

month after month!

www.sprintphone.com
will show you how to make

more money than you thought

possible... for simply referring

your classmates, friends and

family!

To get to where you needtogo

once at the site, enter%UP
when asked to enter a 2

or more digit numbe r, then hit

f/}&4iS^ffl^ffi8> icon.
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Republicans continue to push for impeachment trial

CONGRESS: Opposition is

bipartisan, still Judiciary

Committee goes forward

By David Espo

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON Unswayed by a

final, meticulous rebuttal from the

White House, Republicans on the

House Judiciary Committee pressed

ahead Wednesday with plans to

approve articles of impeachment

against President Clinton by week's

end.

Short of impeachment, "we are

open lo any reasonable suggestion

from any side as a way of finding an

end to this," White House counsel

Charles V.C RulTtold the panel in one

of several sanctioned conmienls seek-

ing a lesser punishment.

Among Republicans on the panel,

though, the outcome seemed certain:

approval of at least one article accus-

ing Clinton of perjury, or lying under

oath, about his relationship with

Monica Lewinsky and the long cam-

paign to cover it up.

increasingly, the struggle was turn-

ing to next week's anticipated vote on

the House lloor.

Rep. Henry Hyde, chairman of the

Judiciary Committee, urged waverii>g

Republican lawmakers to "keep their

powder dry" until they have all the

facts in the case against the president.

At the same time. Hyde promised

Democrats he w ould give them a vote

on the lesser punishment o^ censure

before the committee concludes its

historic impeachment probe later this

week.

lie made his remarks as one mod-

erate Republican climbed aboard the

drive for censure rather than impeach-

ment, and as RulT. backed by a pha-

lan.\ of presidential lawyers, defended

Clinton.

"
\ le has suffered privately and pub-

licly ... He recogm/es that like any cit-

izen, he is and will be subject to the

rule of law." said Ruff, who first came

to national prominence a quarter-cen-

tury ago as the last Watergate special

prosecutor.

Clinton's "conduct, although

morally reprehensible, does not war-

rant impeachment, does not warrant

overturning the mandate of the

American electorate," RulT said.

Lawmakers, even Republicans vir-

tually certain to support impeach-

ment, listened intently as Ruff coun-

tered independent Counsel Kenneth

Starr's allegations on by-now familiar

issues such as gifts the president

exchanged with Lewinsky, Clinton's

alleged coaching of his secretary on

his contact with Lewinsky, and his

alleged perjury in denying a sexual

See IMPEACHMENT, page 12

Iraqis block unannounced weapons

inspection as tensions again mount
ARMS: Sanctions ivanirined

until nation complies with

requirements outlined by U.N,

By Anthony Shadid

The Associated Press

"1 here w ill be no comprehensive review (of

sanctions against Iraq) until it is evident that

Iraq is cooperating with UNSCOM," she

said, using the acronym for the weapons team.

Unannounced visits in the past have been a

major source of friction with Iraq, leading to

three crise^s in the past year.

Iraq had suspended the inspections in

ut. It allowed them lu rciiumc only lastAuHU >

IheAssoiMIOiH'ri'ss

Israeli border police officers shoot rubber-coated bullets toward Palestinians throw-

ing stones during clashes in a Palestinian refugee camp.

Palestinians, Israeli soldiers clash

MIDEAST: PiTsident Clinton's

forthcoming visit to region may

be aggravating hostile situation

By Samar Assad

The Associated Press

RAMALLAH, West Bank Enraged by

Israel's refusal to release security prisoners,

Palestinians stoned Israeli troops Wednesday

in the most widespread West Bank clashes in

months. A 17-year-old was killed by Israeli gun-

fire, and scores of other Palestinians were

injured. -

The violence came despite U.S. appeals for

calm and rai.sed new concerns that President

Clinton's visit to the region next week is trig-

gering unrest, rather than reassuring Israelis

and Palestinians about their troubled peace

Accord, as was intended.

Thousands o\' Palestinians fired slingshots at

helmeted Israeli soldiers who responded with

tear gas, live rounds and rubber-coated steel

pellets.

In scenes reminiscent of the 1987-9.1

Palestinian uprising, which began exactly 1

1

years ago Wednesday, streets were littered with

rocks and overturned garbage dumpsters. and

See CLASHES, page 8

BAGHDAD. Iraq Iraqi officials blocked

U.N. arms monitors from holding a surprise

inspection Wednesday at the Baghdad head-

quarters of the ruling Ba^ith Parly, a key site in

Saddam Hussein's government. U.N. officials

immediately denounced the move.

The inspectors withdrew after an Iraqi offi-

cial demanded that they first provide a written

declaration of what they were looking for, the

official Iraqi News Agency said.

"This was an absolutely legal, no-notice

inspection and they blocked us." Richard

Butler, head of the U.N. Special Commission

that oversees inspections, 4old The Associated

Press in New York.

Later Wednesday, however, an Iraqi offi-

cial suggested the standoff occurred because

of a mistake by an Iraqi escort in declaring the

site sensitive.

The incident - which has the potential to

blc^w up into another U.N.-Iraq crisis - came

two days afier Butler announced that he was

ordering the resumption of surprise inspec-

tions. On Tuesday, the inspectors visited 32

sites and on Wednesday. 10 more.

Butler said the Iraqi demand for a written

notice was "simply wrong" and "nonsense."

Despite the Iraqi interference, Butler plans

to continue the searches, which are expected

to conclude by early next week, said U.N.

spokesman Fred Eckhard.

Secretary of State Madeleine Albright,

speaking at a NATO meeting in Brussels,

Belgium, said Iraq had no choice but to work

with the inspectors as it has pledged to do.

month, averting a military strike by the

United States and Britain. The two countries

have left an armada in the Persian Gulf to

ei sure that Iraq abides by its promise to coop-

erate.

Still. Wednesday's dispute elicited a cau-

tious reaction from the United States.

David Leavy. spokesman for the National

Security Council, said Iraq's rebuff to inspec-

tors did not bring the United States closer to

armed conflict with Iraq. He stressed that

President Clinton's administration wants to

hear Butler's report to the Security Council on

an overall assessment of Iraq's compliance -

not just on inspections but also in turning over

documents.

UNSCOM must certify that Iraq has elimi-

nated its chemical, biological and nuclear

weapons as well as long-range missiles before

U.N. economic sanctions can be lifted. The

sanctions were imposed after Iraq's 1990 inva-

sion of Kuwait. Iraqi olTicials have long insist-

ed they have eliminated all illegal weapons.

In New York, Iraq's Deputy U.N.

Ambassador Saeed Hasan said the building in

dispute was the headquarters of the Baghdad

branch of the Baath Party.

Oil Minister Amer Mohammed Rashid

said the U.N. team arrived Wednesday morn-

ing at the site, which their Iraqi escort

declared as "sensitive."

The escort allowed four inspectors to enter

briefly, Rashid said. They came out and

SeelHSrECTKHIS,page10
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Oldest complete

hominid fossil found
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa

Scientists announced the discovery of the old-

est complete hominid skeleton Wednesday,

and said they hoped the fossil would shed light

on whether early human ancestors lived in

trees while also walking upright.

"It's one of manyjnissing links from ape to

man," said Ron Clarke, a paleo-anthropolcv

gist who found the fossil, estimated to be

between 3.2 million to 3.6 million years old.

The skull, limbs and torso - much of them

still embedded in rock in a cave near

Johannesburg - belong to fossili/ed foot and

ankle bones discovered in 1994 by Clarke.

Clarke and his University of

Wiiwatersrand colleague Philip Tobias con-

tend that a large articulated big t(^ on the

original find suggested that humans, as they

evolved from apes, both walked upright like

men and climbed trees like apes

Paleontologists for years have

debated whether human ancestors

lived in trees afier the evolutionary

split from the ancestors of chimps and

gorillas. Many say man evolved from a

plains-dwelling species that walked upright.

Once the bones are pried from iron-hard

rock - a process expected to take another year

- they can be examined to see if the hip and

leg structures bear out the tree-climbing thecv

Good Samaritan bill

proposed in California

ANTIOCH The slaying of a 7-year-old

girl tn a Nevada casino has prompted an

assemblyman to propose a bill making it a

crime to fail to ntmfy police of a violent crime

Tom Torlakson. D-Antioch. said Tuesday

his measure, the Shcrrice Iverson Good
Samaritan Law. will require witnesses to vuv

lent attacks to report them

The bill follows the death of

Iverson. a 7-year-old girl who was

assaulted and strangled in the rest

room of a Primm. Nev.. casino by

Jeremy Strohmeyer, 20. of Long Beach

in May of last year. Strohmeyer pleaded guilty

and has been sentenced to life in prison.

But David Cash, 19. who was with

Strohmeyer and saw the beginning of the

attack but didn't report it. is free and current-

ly is attending the University of California,

Berkeley despite calls for his expulsioli.

"The horror of the crime was compounded

because David Cash could have prevented it."

Torlakson said.

States must do more

to track AIDS patients

WASHINGTON States must better

track Americans infected with the AIDS virus

by reporting HIV cases either with the

patients name or by using a code, according

to new government guidelines being pro-

posed Thursday.

The proposal puts in writing what .some

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

experts have long said: Reporting HIV cases

by name -just as full-blown AIDS cases have

been reported since 1981 - works best. But

because of privacy concerns, states can pick

their own method, the guidelines say.

Whatever states decide, they must also

allow anonymous HIV testing because some

people will only get an HIV test if it is totally

anonymous, the guidelines say.

The government lists 1 i states that do not

offer anonymous testing: Alabama, Idaho,

Iowa, Mississippi, Nevada, North Carolina,

North Dakota, South Carolina, South

Dakota, Tennessee and Wyoming. „_
The CDC already had told states they must

start counting HIV cases instead of just full-

blown AIDS cases so that health workers can

get a better handle on the epidemic

Compiled with Daily Bruin wire reports.
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American farmers hit hard by faltering foreign markets
DEFICIT: Global economic

crisis causes U.S. trade

debt to hit all-time record

By Martin Crutsinger

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON The overall

U.S. trade deficit surged to $61.3 bil-

lion from July through September, a

fourth consecutive record, as the

Asian financial crisis crashed even

harder against America's shores. U.S.

exports of everything from soybeans

to computers are down for the year.

CLASHES
From page 7

walls of thick smoke from burning

tires rose in the air.

Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat

and Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin

Netanyahu traded new recrimina-

tions Wednesday and said they would

not soften their positions despite

intensive U.S. efforts to get the land-

for-security accord back on track.

Netanyahu has suspended Israel's

troop withdrawal in the West Bank

and said that with the Palestinians vio-

lating "every part of the agreement,"

he wnfl not likolv to ohunge hia vicww.

The Commerce Department

reported Wednesday that the current-

account deficit rose 81 percent in the

third quarter compared to a deficit of

$56.7 billion in the spring.

The global economic crisis, which

has leveled a number of Asian coun-

tries and Russia, has sent American

exports plunging, pushing American

farmers mto their worst financial cri-

sis in a decade and triggering thou-

sands of layoffs at manufacturing

companies.

U.S. exports of soybeans, corn,

autos, chemicals, computers and lum-

ber have plunged because of the loss

of key overseas markets.

"We tell our heroes in the prisons,

we will not close our eyes until we see

them in front of our eyes," Arafat told

cheering supporters.

Netanyahu has said he told Arafat

from the start that Israel would not

free those involved in attacks on

Israelis and

accused the

Palestinian
"^"""""""^

Authority of

inciting against

Israel to achieve

with violence

what it cannot

get in negotia-

tions.

W h i I g-

"I was out there with

them, collecting rocks

and giving them to the

young men"

"If they (the Palestinians) mend

their ways, we'll continue with the

agreement," Netanyahu said. "If they

don't, we won't."

A defiant Arafat said he would not

drop demands that as part of the

agreement. Israel release Palestinians

jailed for anti-Israeli activities and not

just common criminals.

Wednesday's vicv

lent protests out-

side most West

Bank towns

appeared to have

been coordinated to some degree by

Arafat's latah faction, the issue

touched a raw nerve in Palestinian

society and many Palestinians joined

Salati Bargtioatl
—

Grandfather of rioter

Wednesday's report marked the

fourth straight quarterly record for

the current account, the broadest

measure of America's international

performance, which tracks not only

trade in goods and services but also

investment Hows and foreign aid.

Financial markets showed little ini-

tial reaction to the trade figures,

which were worse than had been

expected. The Dow Jones industrial

a.verage was trading slightly higher on

a big boost in demand for several

energy stocks.

While the U.S. economy overall

has continued growing at a healthy

pace despite the turmoil in foreign

in spontaneously. Nearly every family

has had members jailed by Israel in 30

years of occupation.

Assaf Barghouli, 21, who was shot

in the arm by Israeli troops during

clashes north of the town of

Ramallah, said he took to the streets

because his

father has been
^^^^^^"""""^^

held for three

years without

charges and his

uncle has

already served

21 years of a life

term for an

attack in which

Israe l is w td ra

markets, American manufacturers

and farmers have not fared as well.

They have been battered this year

by the loss of Asian markets and a

flood of imported goods, made cheap-

er by foreign currency devaluations.

The current-account deficit is on its

way to a record high of $220 billion,

far surpassing last year's deficit of

$155.2 billion and topping the previ-

ous record of $168 billion set in 1987.

The Clinton administration, con-

cerned that the surging deficits will

lead to a protectionist backlash in the

United States, has been pushing for

Europe and Japan to do more to spur

their economies in order to provide

backed the rioters. "I was out there

with them, collecting rocks and giving

them to the young men," he said.

A 17-year-old stone mason. Jihad

lyad, died at Ramallah Hospital after

being shot in the chest by Israeli

troops. In Jerusalem, Nasr Erekat, a

21-year-old university student and

cousin of chief Palestinian peace

negotiator Saeb Erekat, died of

injuries suffered two days earlier.

Both were to be buried Thursday.

In all, 87 Pa^eslinians were injured

Wednesday by rubber bullets and

three by live rounds. Six Israelis,

including two soldiers and two riot

policemen, were hurt by stones.

Hop ing to ca lm tho B i tuut ion

markets for troubled Asian nations.

President Clinton made that pitch

personally last month during a trip to

Japan, which is mired in its worst

recession in 50 years. Since that trip.

U.S. officials have spoken hopefully

of signs that the Japanese are begin-

ning to take the steps necessary to

deal with insolvent banks.

Last week, 1 1 European countries

unexpectedly cut interest rates in a

coordinated effort to boost European

growth, a move that was also wel-

comed by the United States.

In the third quarter, the deficit in

goods totaled $64.4 billion, essentially

unchanged from the second quarter.

accord signed in Washington in

October, Israel is to release 750 pris-

oners by the end of January. In a first

stage, Netanyahu freed 250, most of

them criminals.

Ross also said he was trying to pre-

vent a new argument over the proce-

dures for revoking provisions in the

PLC founding charter calling for

Israel's destruction.

On Monday, the Palestine

National Council, the Palestinians'

parliament-in-€xile, is to reaffirm a

decision by lesser bodies to annul

those clauses. Both Arafat and

Clinton will speak to the delegates.

Netanyahu insists the PNC take a

vots i but th» PaUst inians say a voti
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killed.

I f

Netanyahu does

not release the

prisoners, this

will be the situation every day."

Barghouli said from his hospital bed.

Barghouti's grandfather, Salah, 74,

dressed in a K)ng brown robe, said he

before Clinton's arrival Saturday

night, the U.S. Mideast peace coordi-

nator, Dennis Ross, held talks with

Netanyahu and Arafat to try to settle

the disputes.

On the prisoner issue, Ross

appeared to be siding with Israel, say-

ing "the prime mini.sler is doing what

he said he would do." Under the

4^

not required. Invitations to the PNC
gathering say its purpose is to hear

Clinton speak.

Ross said he was trying to arrange

ii compromise.

"The procedure that will be

worked out will make it very clear,

once and for all, that the charter is

nullified," Ross said.
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Pizza by the slice-
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(Dinc-in only) 4111

BRUIN
MEAL DEAL

J^$4.25
^^^^^ 2 Slices of Pizza and

Try our new Fresh

Garden Pizza or our

Gourmet
BBQ Chicken Pizza

1114 Gayiey Ave.
Westwood Village

SPECIAL
Gourmet Philly
Cheese Steak
Sandwich

Congratulations to the UCLA Bruins! Get

ready for the Grandaddy of them all, the

ROSE BOWL on Januaiy 1 , 1999. Whether

you're bound for Pasadena or watching

on TV, show your Bruin Pride in thesa
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classic Rose Bowl designs. Stop by Rose
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Crewneck Sweatshirt with

embroidered lettering by

Wideworld Sportswear.

50% poly/507o cotton.

White $52

Poto Shirt with embroidered

logo and lettering. By Gear for

Sports. 100% cotton pique.
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S-XL$46 XXL $48
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$HAKEY'$
COMBINATION# $13.85
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mojo potatoes, and your choice of:

BUY16ET1
FREE

• 4 pieces chicken or
• New Gourmet sandwich or
• 5 nieces of fish or
• 10 Buffalo wings or
• Pasta & Salad

(save -over $5)

PIZZA
SPECIALS

Any large 3 topping pizza or any

«Specialty Pizza

$9.98
\ke\'s Special, Brum Deluxe.

Sunday, Monday, Tuesday
2 fori

• Specialties include Vefn
HHQ Chicken, and Fresh Garden Fizza
• T%in crust, hand tossed, or deep dish pan pizza at no extra charge

1 MEDIUM
ONETOPPINC

PIZZA

Buy any large Pizza at

regular price and
get the 2nd

for Free

all da\

2 medium one topping only $1 1 .98
pizzas (save over S5)
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Embroidered Script

with Rose by

California Headwear.
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T-Shirt with embroidered logo

and lettering. 100% cotton.

By Wideworld Sportswear.

Oxford grey.

S-XL $24 XXL $25

Crewneck Sweatshirt with

screened graphics by Russell
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ARMBANDS
From page 1

The football players interested in

the protest brought the proposal to

the attention of team leaders on

Thursday night, said Peter Dalis,

director of intercollegiate athletics.

Dalis said that team leaders felt the

decision to wear armbands should be

made by the whole team, so they dis-

cussed the issue again on Friday night

in Miami.

"The team talked about it, and one

player suggested that we just not do

STUDYING
From page 3

open 24 hours is a feature many col-

lege campuses have, especially

around finals week, if not all year

round.

For example. UC Irvine has a

study center thai i.s open 24 hours

during lOth and finals week.

"We arc offering our students a

place on campus that is conducive to

studying. It is convenient for them

because there aren't that many places

to study," said Jack Toan. a manager

at the Reserves Study Center at VC

it," he said. "Coach Toledo agreed,

and they asked if anyone had a prob-

lem with the decision, and no one

did."

Dalis said that there was no vote on

the issue.

He added that no one on the team

felt that the repeal of affirmative

action was an invalid issue.

"Nobody was against the cause,

but the football team was not the right

vehicle for it," he said.

Members of the African Student

Union (ASU). who have been

involved in affirmative action protests

in the past, said that they did not ask

the players to protest.

"It was just a rumor," said ASU
director Noluthando Williams. "We

don't know how the players got the

idea to do that."

Williams said that though the issue

did not involve ASU, they were con-

cerned with student rights.

"This is not something that we're

going to pursue." she said. "All we

were concerned with was if student-

athletes' right to voice their opinions

was protected."

She added that allegations that

ASU and the Affirmative Action

Coalition blamed Coach Toledo for

the decision to not protest were

untrue.

"There were many rumors flying

about that,"^he said. "We're not

blaming the coach."

A brief published in the Los

Angeles Times on Tuesday qtioted

anonymous sources saying that the

teams discussion of the issue right

before the game may have been a "dis-

traction * contributing to the team's

loss.

Some team members disputed that

allegation, however.

"We know that we can't worry

about what everyone else thinks or

what everyone else says, " said junior

flanker Danny Farmer.

Fifth-year senior Larry Atkins, one

of the team's two captains, said that

the issue didn't affect the team's per-

formance.

"I think (the talk of division) is

another thing that has been taken and

blown out of proportion," he said.

"Everyone on the team knows that

we're a family, and everyone on the

team is together in everything that

we've been doing."

With reports from Vytas Mazeika. Daily

Bruin Staff.

Irvine.

"I would like to see the Reading

Room open 24 hours during 1 0th and

finals week because I could have a lot

more productive time studying at the

library rather than going home and

trying to study.** Choi said.

Sydavoong also wishes the study

place in the College Library were

open 24 hours around finals week.

Leavey Library at USC is open 24

hours on weekdays all throughout the

year. Afier 10 p.m.. users need to

show USC student IDs lo go in.

"We simply don't have resources

to have any o\' our libraries open 24

hours year round. " Koyama said.

Mitchell said she hasn't received

any requests to have the Reading

Room open 24 hours around finals

week

.

In addition, she said thai ihere

have been more student requests for

opening the College Library earlier

than 8 a.m. than for extending the

hours past 2 a.m.

In addition to opening up its study

center for 24 hours around finals

week, UC Irvine has a 24-hour stu-

dent center ligaturing a cafe, study

lounge, and video arcade during lOth

and finals week.

"It would be good to have a lounge

somewhere in Ackerinan or some-

where (on campus) that could be

open all night long.** Choi said.

"You want some places to go when

you have midterms, papers or finals.

And food and drinks are natural

cour.ses of studying."

Ackerman Student Union has

extended hours for access during

finals week, but there is a low usage of

the space, according to an event coor-

dinator at USAC.
"I went into a faculty lounge today

and it looked like an Llks lodge. I

don't see why they can*t spend a little

money to have like a library open 24

hours^ especially if this is an academ-

ic institution."said Sean Kuk. a

fourth-year Asian American studies

and history student.

Koyama said implementing an

extension of libraries* hours would

require looking into issues such as

security, cost and usage or the actual

number of users during the hours.

"We try to be llexible and want our

schedule of hours to meet user needs

as much as possible given our

resources." Koyama said.

"As a student, it would be nice to

have some place to go to study late at

night and not to worry about whether

or not you are welcome and whether

or not you have to buy anything,"

Choi said.

INSPFaiONS
government considered sensitive.The minister told a news coiiler

ontfi'.hom'vcr. ih;mheiM!>patoii>aie UN in^prrtor^ have in.ii.iled ihiH wommt in Bueh^Ji!^' $ht' wou
Caroline Cross, a U.N. spokes-

Id not

with Iraqi officials, said Gen.

Hosiiam Mohammed Amin, whti

From page 7

requested 12 inspectors be allowed to

enter. "This was refused by the Iraqi

(escort)." he said.

Rashid added that the esco'-t was

wrong in declaring the site sensitive,

which he said would include installa-

tions of the elite Republican Guard

and security services.

deliberately seeking a contronlation.

He said Iraq did agree in a Feb. 23

agreemenl wilh UN Secrelary-

CJeneral Kofi Annan to allow sur-

prise inspections. Bui. he said, the

United Nations also agreed "to

respect the security, integrity .nul

legitimate concerns q\ the Iraqi gov-

ernment. " which Rashid said includ-

ed prior notice in \isiting sites the

their searches should not be restrict-

ed by Iraq in anyway

"The practices of the inspectors ...

have the clear goal of creating crises

.ind problems." the Iraqi News

Agency quoted Gen. Hossam

Mohammed .Amin as saying.

As many as 140 inspectors were

working in Iraq on Wednesday, as

well as some visiting experts, said

,give the exact number involved but

said it was "a little less than 200."

Inspectors used helicopters in one

of the searches Wednesday outside

Baghdad. Amin said.

A team from the International

Atomic Lnergy Agency, which is

responsible for inspecting Iraq's

nuclear programs, also arrived in

Baghdad on Wednesday and met

heads an office that works with

UNSCOM.
Iraqi Foreign Minister

Mohammed Saeed al-Sahhaf

appealed Wednesday for support

from Arab countries.

In November, several key Arab

countries declared that Iraq would be

held responsible for any confiict over

arms inspections.
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LOITERING
From page 6

on ihe scene only to see gang mem-

bers "pretending to innocently loiter."

"Gang crime has been rising,"

Rosenthal argued. "More people are

getting shot."

Lawyer Harvey Grossman, repre-

senting 66 people arrested under the

ordinance, called the disputed law

"inherently vague and overbroad"

and therefore unconstitutional.

The 1992 ordinance had required

pt>lice to order any group of people

standing around "with no apparent

purpose" to move along if an officer

believed at least one of them belonged

to a street gang. Those who refused to

obey could be arrested.

"The question that is bothering

some of us," said Justice David

Daily Bruin News

Souter. "is on what basis (people told

to move on) can come to the conclu-

sion that the police otl'icer has the

predicate (legal authority) to issue the

order."

When Rosenthal argued that petv

pie do not need to be told beforehand

why they should obey a police offi-

cer's order, Souter shot back, "Maybe

they should and maybe not."

Rosenthal's most persistent ques-

tioner. Souter also said he liad "diffi-

culty" with what he called the ordi-

nance's "silent assumption" that

"some purposes are worthy and some

are not"

"There usually is an apparent pur-

pose for that which wc call loitering,"

Souter said. One legitimate purpose

could be to sit down and watch the

cars go by. he said.

Justice Anthony Kennedy noted

that the ordinance does not require

police to tell people who are not gang

members why, and asked how such

people should know they are doing

something unlawful.
.

Justices Ruth Bader Ginsburg and

Stephen Breyer also voiced concerns

over the law's broad sweep.

Only Justice Antonin Scalia and

Chief Justice William Rehnquisl

seemed sympathetic to the citys argu-

ment that the ordinance is a valid

attempt to deal with "the enormous

evils associated with gang loitering."

Scalia noted that governments

have banned smoking in many public

places and asked, "Why is loitering

more protected than smoking?""

He tried to goad (irossman into

asserting a constitutional right to loi-

ter, but (irossman did not.

ITie court is expected to decide the

Chicago case by July.

Police say many of Chicago"s gang

members sell drugs from their street-

corner hangouts. Police blame gangs

for 182 of the city's 759 homicides last

year.

The Illinois Supreme Court struck

down the ordinance last year, saying it

restricted personal liberty while not

distinguishing between innocent and

harmful conduct.

in 1972, the nation"s highest court

struck down a Jacksonville, Fla., ordi-

nance that prohibited "persons wan-

dering or strolling around from place

to place without any lawful purpose or

object."

'Hie justices back then ruled that

the ordinance was too vague because

it did not give people enough notice of

what conduct might be forbidden.

Such ordinances were viewed by

many as thinly veiled attempts to keep

African Americans out of certain

towns or neighborhoods.

That same year, the Supreme

Court upheld an ordinance that

allows the arrest of someone who dis-

obeys a police officer's order, but that

case involved a man who had gath-

ered with others to interfere in a

police investigation of a traffic inci-

dent and police told him why he

should leave.

Chicago's attempt to have its ordi-

nance reinstated is being backed in

friend-of-the-court briefs submitted by

neighborhood organizations, the

National League of Cities and the

U.S. Conference of Mayors, the

National Governors" Association, 31

states and the Chuton administration.

Those urging the court to rule that

the ordinance is unlawful include the

NAACP and other civil rights groups,

the National Law Center on

Homelessness and l*overty and the

National Black Police Association.

IMPEACHMENT
From page 7

relationship with the former White

House intern.

lliere were surprise developments

all around.

White House deputy counsel Bruce

Lindsey, the president"s closest aide

and a man who battled to keep

Clinton's secrets throughout Starr"s

invt'^itigiition was present in the com-

Democrals lo renew tiicir demand for

a similar vote on the House lloor next

week.

"Fairness dictates thai the

American people not be inu//Ied on

the all-important issue of censure,"

said Rep. John Conyers. I)-Mich., the

senior Democrat on the impeachment

panel.

In comments lo reporters a few

paces away from the hearing room.

Hyde said he would allempt to meet

with fellow Republicans in the inter-

He spoke with reporters afler Rep.

Amo Houghton, R-N.Y.. declared

publicly his intention lo oppose

impeachment.

Houghton said he was doing so

because he was certain Ciinloii would

not be convicted in a Senate trial.

"An awful lot of people, in their

heart of hearts, would like lo have

another option lo just up or down

impeachment,"' he said of fellow law-

makers.

Houghton is one of 30 or so

oppose impeachment, signaled he

hadnt yet made a decision,

Porler, R-lll.. said he had received

several hundred calls and lellers cnt«i-

ci/ing his comments last month and

urging him to support Clinton's

removal from o{\'kc.

Hyde is expected to lead the way

when the Judiciary Committee votes

on two or more articles of impeach-

meiil, and he said he personally oppos-

es censure.

1 he first article of impeachment is

abuse of power, is less clear. At least

two Republicans have publicly

expressed misgivings about impeach-

ing Clinton for asserting a variety of

legal privileges in a bid to prevent sev-

eral witnesses from giving testimony

to Starr's grand jury.

The day opened with several for-

mer prosecutors arguing the case

against impeachment.

Among' them was Republican

William Weld, a former Justice

Department official and

mittee room for RutTs defense.

Republicans, for their part, laid

plans for possible eleventh hour airing

of never-before-shown videotape of

Clinton answering questions about

Lewinsky during his deposition in the

Paula Jones sexual harassment law-

suit.

Hyde's promise of censure vote in

the committee instantly prompted

vemng days, but not to urge them to

support impeachment.

"Hie only lobbying I'll do is for

people to withhold making a commit-

ment until they have all the facts," he

said.

Hvde also issued a Idler lo col-

leagues urging them to withhold judg-

ment for now "in this most imporlant

matter."

Repub licans whom the White Housf to amisc Cl inton o t pe rju ry or lying Massachusetts governor. He augges;

and Democratic ofilcials in Congress

have identified as holding the balance

of power on impeachment in the

House.

While Houghton's comments

cheered the president's defenders,

ihey also had cause for concern when

Rep. John Porter, who had earlier

made comments suggesting he would

under oath in connection with .sworn

statements about Lewinsky. A sepa-

rate article relating to obstruction of

justice in connection with Clinton's

efforts to thwart Starr's probe is likely

lo clear the committee on a party-line

vote.

Tlie fate of a third proposed article

of impeachmenl. accusing Clinton o^

ed a package of sanctions including a

fine and written acknowledgment by

Clinton of wrongdoing.

The White House said the sugges-

tion had not been cleared with the

president in advance but spokesman

Joe LcKkhart said Clinton'-s'leam was

witling lo consider "good-faith" pro-

po.sals.
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People
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A Los Angeles based telecommunications
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Introducing the New American
Express' Credit Card for Students.

Live for today.

Build for tomorrow.

The New American Express Credit
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airfare savings, free credit information,

and no annual fee, it'll help you get the
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help you build a solid financial

foundation for the future.

1-877.NO-FEE-4U TO APPLY.
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VOTING
From page 4

community," he said*.

The study also revealed that over 21

percent of Asian Americans are not

affiliated with either Democrats or

Republicans but are more interested in

the issues candidates focus on than

their party affiliation.

"This community comes from polit-

ical systems that gave them no rights.

And having a party affiliation usually

meant death or serious punishment,"

Ichinose said.

Asian Americans are considered a

swing voting community because they

do not tend to affiliate with one party,

meaning that their votes can be

"swung" to support candidates of any

party.

"Political candidates understand

that the Asian community is growing

and they have a lot of power in swing-

ing the vote towards one candidate,"

said Kathay Feng, the staffattorney for

APALC.
The poll was '

also conducted

for future refer-

ence in drawing

district bound-

aries - bound-

aries drawn by

the slate govern-

ment to separate

individual dis-

tricts from one

another.

"We want to

re-draw political

"It's not the individual

vote that matters but

the vote of the

community."

Dan Ichinose

Research coordinator

the efforts ofdrawing districts in such a

way that will make our voice stronger,"

Ichinose said.

A Los Angeles Times survey found

that 8 percent of
~^~~"~—""" the Asian com-

munity voted in

the November
elections, a dra-

matic increase

from 1996, when

four . percent

showed up to

vote. It is expect-

ed that this num-

ber will go up to

1 5 percent by the

year 2000.

"If a candi-

CITIES
From page 1

boundaries because it is not the indi- date wants to win, it will be a necessity

vidual vote that matters but the vote of to learn which issues the Asian

the community," Ichinose said. American community is most interest-

"The results of the survey may help ed in," Feng said.

DELAY
From page 1

for UC campuses, are more strin-

gent than what Sbarro is used to.

The La Cucina plans were submitted

repeatedly because they did not

comply with codes. According to

Hsiao, Sbarro was aware of the

requirements, but it still failed to

meet them.

"To be candid, we sent them the

specifications," Hsiao said.

Rubious ran into similar planning

contributing in part to its earlier

opening, Hsiao said.

To date, the arrangement with La

Cucina has not paid off for

ASUCLA.
"We have not been garnering rent

from La Cucina (for the past three

months)," said Rich Delia, chief

financial officer of ASUCLA.
According to Delia, La Cucina

was budgeted to contribute $13,000

to the students' association for each

of the past three months it was

planned to be open. This $.^9,000

shortcoming has contributed greatly

tu the tood service division's t ailureproblems bat was more responsrvc-

to changing its plans than Sbarro. to meet budget so far this year.

Increased sales in the Cooperage

have partially made up for the

delayed opening of La Cucina,

according to Delia.

La Cucina is a new Italian food

vendor developed by mall food court

mainstay Sbarro. It will join Rubio's

and Panda Express as campus

restaurants not owned or operated

by the students' association.

ASUCLA chose to have off-cam-

pus vendors, which often have high-

er prices than ASUCLA's own
restaurants, take the place of old

Treehouse restaurants because it

was less expensive t or ASUCLA
than opening its own restaurant.

For example, the "Bridges to

Work" program provides transporta-

tion for inner<ity workers to subur-

ban workplaces.

In addition, studie^such as

"Moving to Opportunity" (MTO)
works to move minorities out of

inner-cities into more integrated

neighborhoods.

MTO, which —

—

was established

by the Housing

Authority of Los

Angeles, issues

vouchers to two

groups of minor-

ity families will-

ing to spend 30

percent of their

income on hous-

ing, said Tom
Honore, senior

community
builder and coor-

dinator for the

Department of Housing and Urban

Development (HUD).

HUD covers the remaining rent

costs for families that move into high-

er-income neighborhoods, Honore

said.

The first group to resettle is a con-

trol group. These individuals are left

to their own devices, while the exper-

imental group is given assistance set-

tling in new neighborhoods.

"We give them any kind of service

Studies such as

"Moving to •

Opportunity"works to

move minorities out

of inner-cities into

more integrated

neighborhoods.

"The goal is to determine which

group fares better," Honore said.

Currently, 420 vouchers have been

issued and 38 remain to be claimed.

Gilkey said.

But it can be difficult to successful-

ly integrate neighborhoods, Stol!

explained.

According to what he calls the

"tipping hypothesis," if a neighbor-

hood becomes 30 percent African

American, within 10 years it will

become over 80

. percent African

American.
When a neigh-

b r h d

becomes 30 per-

cent African

American,
whites start mov-

ing out and

African
Americans
move in.

S t o I I
'

s

research, howev-

er, is not limited

to spatial mis-

match. He is also tackling the ques-

tion of racial discrimination in hiring

and the effects of social networks on

unemployment. Stoll found evidence

that hiring discrimination is more

prevalent in white suburbs - where

most low-skill jobs can be found.

"Even after controlling for skill

level, we still find discrimination in

certain areas and positions," Stoll

said.

Stoll is hopeful his research will

thai u'uuld get them acclimated to have an qflftci on policy.

their new area," said Dawnette

Gilkey, MTO program coordinator

for the Los Angeles area.

"I'll take this to various govern-

ment agencies and show them what

needs to be done," he concluded.

HENRI^
salon d e b e a u t i

Holiday Special I

50% OFF Hair Services
New clienLs only with staff only, offer gocxl until January.

Specializing in:

nest>;ner Ciil.s,

Hij;liliglUs, Creative

color, Perms,

Manicure, luiropean

Pedicure, Make-Up

and livening Style.

B^

\^^

20% OFF Beauty
Products

(310) 208 - 7531

1080 Glendon Ave,
Westwood Village i

Located near Monty's ;tftj

Lon •Ion Cleaners
Wesfwood's Only

Drive-Through

Qervice

Coupon

$3 Off a Minimum

$15 Dry Cleaning

Order

Not valid with other otters

Dry

Cleaning

208-7722
1073 Gayley Ave, Wesfwood

Winter Internships

And Mentoring Programs
Dnss-up four resume andprepare for the REAL WORLD!

If you have the desire to succeed and the dedication to learn and apply the

skills we'll teach you, we'll put you in charge of one of our product lines.

Your Title;

The Products:

Product Manager

Medical Education Products:

First Aid andCPR
Basic & Advanced Cardiac Care

Breast Cancer Self-Diagnostic Exam Products

Physician Education For Emergency Asthma Care

Some of the Entrepreneurial Skills You'll Learn - How to:

• Assess ttie maitetplace and recognize potential nictie marlcets

• Design products to meet targeted maitet's needs
• Survey advertising media & develop maiteting strategies

• Write public relations materials tliat invite editorial coverage

• Create strategic alliances & develop win-win partnerships

• Write persuasive business convspondence
• Present yourself professionally and get what you want over the phone

• And much more!

You'll work closely with seasoned marketing professionals and enjoy flexible,

part-time hours that fit your schedule Best of all, you'll be given real respon-

sibility and a chance to stretch your wings and grow professionally

FAX four resume m/e cower letter explaining wtiy you 're uniquely

qualified to be put in charge of one of our product lines.

ARLEN
A I) V I H 1 I S I N C

FAX (310) 820.2996
1161 1 Smi Vicente Blvd., Suite MO

Los Ai««Im, CA 90049

UCLA Trip To Jewish
New York For $1 99
This price includes airfare, room and board,

December 24th- December 31 st

Weekend at the beautiful Marriot Hotel in Sommerset,
New Jersey attending a seminar with collegiates across

America on "Why Be Jewish"

^ Housing forWomen : Monday-Thursday in the heart of the

Big Apple. Judaica classes in the morning, New York site

seeing in the afternoon.

^ Housing for Men : Sunday-Thursday in Monsey with World
Class Lecturers, New York site seeing,one day skiing.

For more details please call JAM at
(323) 930-2034. This is a highly subsidized trip

for students interested in growing Jewishly.
Participants chosen by educational committee
decision.

JOIN US FOR A TRIP OF A LIFETIME TO A

CITY THAT NEVER SLEEPS!

Whatever your

congregation

or spiritual group,

whether

you are...

Lutheran

A r 7

,

Christian

Methodist

^hatever..

You can reach more

people by

advertising in the

Daily Bruin
Religious

running every Friday

in the Daily Bruin.

Daily Bruin News Thurylay. December 10, 1998 IS

for th9 H(iliday$?

Sell Back YouLBooks
Get up to 50% of the original purchase price
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Buyback

Locations-
A-Level Ackerman Union

Lu Valle Commons

Health Sciences Store

Limited buyback at

HIllTop Shop

HOURS OF OPERATION

CaU 310.206.0785

for Ackerman Union

and sEUttZKgi

310.825.7238
™

for Lu Valle Commons
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aOVBASK
GUARANTEED

TMs hilt, when you bought a textbook with our

Inykidk auaiaiitMdl symbol we guaranteed we'd

t»iy it back frrnn you at the end of the quarter for

80% of ^the purchase price. And we will!

Ched( 1^8 lit 8t t}» Textolc Infomiation counter to

it ii0fele. Your tBXttxx* must be in usable condition wtien you sell it back.

"e«tbooks • fl Isuel flckermdn "08

Lu Udllg ComTTions
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KWANZAA
From page 3

"Kwanza was made up of only six

letters then and we wanted to accom-

modate the wishes of our children so

Dr. Karenga just added an extra ^a/"

Tembo said. "It worked out good

because now the word 'Kwanzaa' is

known as the holiday.*'

The spiritual core of Kwanzaa lies

in the "Nguzo Saba," ("Seven

Principles" in Swahili). which

Karenga developed in 1965 as a way

for African Americans to commemo-
rate and reaffirm the basic values

retained from their African heritage.

For each day of Kwanzaa. one of the

Seven Principles is introduced and

discussed. Members take turns

explaining how they have practiced

the certain principle in their daily

lives.

"These principles give people val-

ues and ideals to concentrate on for

the vyhole year," Zulu said. "They're

guidelines on how to operate and per-

ceive things."

The "Nguzo Saba" includes

"Umoja" (Unity), "Kujichagulia"

(Self-Determination), - "Ujima"

(Collective Work and

Responsibility), "Ujamaa"

(Cooperative Economics), "Nia"

(Purpose), "Kuumba" (Creativity),

and "Imani" (Faith). People can

choose to celebrate these fundamen-

tal values through family or commu-
nity centered activities, often culmi-

nating in a collective African "kara-

mu" (feast) on Dec. 31.

Kwanzaa is celebrated from Dec.

26 to Jan. 1. The decision to observe

the holiday between Christmas and

New Year's Day was based on cultur-

al and practical reasons.

"Kwanzaa is based on an African

cultural celebration that is celebrated

at the end of the year." Tembo said.

"Dr. Karenga also chose that time

because it fit into the pattern of year-

end celebrations in the U.S."

Since 1966. Kwanzaa has evolved

into a holiday that is celebrated

around the world.

"It's becoming more popular

every year," Zulu said. "We used to

struggle to make it popular, but now

you can go into stores and buy

Kwanzaa cards."

Akile, the founder of Kwanzaa

People of Color, a Los Angeles-based

organization that sponsors African

American cultural festivals through-

out the year, firmly believes that

Kwanzaa's influence will only get big-

ger.

"Kwanzaa is a holiday of the new

age," said Akile, a former UCLA
communications student. "It's going

to be around for 2,000 years and will

return us from a people who had been

destroyed into a cohesive element of

people that has purpose with their

lives."

Doing their part to spread the mes-

sage of "Nguzo Saba," Kwanzaa
People of Color are holding their

Annual Kwanzaa Gwaride Festival

from Dec. 26 to Dec. 29 in Leimert

Park Village. Their 22-year-old festi-

val is one of many Kwanzaa commu-
nity celebrations available for people

to participate in.

Since Kwanzaa is considered a cul-

tural celebration and not a religious

one, this allows people of all faiths to

observe it along with other holidays,

such as Christmas and Hanukkah.

For some people, celebrating both

holidays serves to enhance each fes-

tivity quite well.

Noluthando Williams, a fourth-

year African American studies and

international development studies

student, said that although she still

celebrates Christmas. Kwanzaa gives

her a chance to honor her heritage.

"For many kids, Christmas is

Santa Claus, a big white man, and not

many children can relate to that."

Williams said. "(Kwanzaa) allows me
to affirm who I am and who I strive to

be. It's a nice holiday to compliment

Christmas."

But while Williams, who is chair of

the African Student Union (ASU).

has been observing Kwanzaa on her

own for almost nine years, she does-

n't think the ASU will hold an official

Kwanzaa celebration in the near

future. This is due to a 1969 incident

involving the deaths of two Black

Student Union members, Jonathan

Huggins and Alprentice "Bunchy"
Carter, who were also members of

the Black Panther Party (BPP).

According to various accounts, the

two were killed on Jan. 17, 1969, on

the steps of Campbell Hall in a

shootout between members of

Karenga's Organization US that was

allegedly incited by the FBI. While

the details of what transpired that

night are still unclear, Williams feels

that it wouldn't be right for ASU,
which evolved from the Black

Student Union, to officially sponsor a

festivity created by the Organization

US.

"Once I became aware of this, it

really made, me think twice about

Kwanzaa," Williams said. "Out of

respect for Bunchy Carter and

Jonathan Huggins, ASU is not hav-

ing an official celebration for

Kwanzaa."

Tembo stated that the 1969 inci-

dent was only one of many instigated

by the l-BI to further aggravate the

tensions between the Organization

US and the Black Panthers in the late

'60s.

" During the '60s, everyone carried

a gun," Tembo said. "There was a

shootout provoked by the FBI and

shots were fired in both directions.

The FBI purposely antagonized

this."

Because of the continuing disput-

ed stories, it would be difficult to ever

r«ally know what happened that

night.

"There's no real documentation of

what happened at the time," Zulu

said. "It's been rumor after rumor,

and now there's a whole new genera-

tion with more rumors."

Tembo was quick to point out that

the Organization US and the BPP's

legacy, the Panther Vanguard

Movement, often speak at each

other's forums and will continue to

work with each other, indicating that

their past differences have subsided.

Most agree with Tembo that peo-

ple should look past political histories

and realize that Kwanzaa is a celebra-

tion of African American unity.

"I decided that I would still cele-

brate Kwanzaa on a broader context

of what it could mean," Williams

said.

"It's not just about lighting can-

dles," Akile said. "Kwanzaa is a uni-

fying source. It's a holiday that serves

to heal and remind us to return to the

beginning."

For more information on Kwanzaa, call

the Kwanzaa People of Color (323)

965-0935 or visit the official Kwanzaa

website at www.officialkwanzaaweb-

site.org.

Some other MCAT programs would

hove you believe that tliey hove on

unlimited store of practice passages

that is yours FREE for ttie taking.

Prablem is, you can't take ttieir pas-

sages onywtiefel

At Hyperieaming, we believe in giv-

ing our students exactly what ttiey

payfon
Which is why wtien we say we give

you 16 full-length practke MCATs,

we actually give you 16 full-length

practice MCATs.

Don't Dekiy...Enrall Today!

(3K» 208-5000 • (800) MD-BOUND

Classes for the April '99 MCAT start Jan. 15. '99

Enrolling Now!

JUL mm^^mmLmmmmm^^mmmm

«f THE REVIEW

Getting accepted into medical school is a

competition. This is why Hypeiieqming is the

only MCAT preparation dass that offers

16 full-length MCAFs.
Mite

Now you have a chance to take four practice

MCATs-under proctored conditions - before our

program even begins.

By enrolling NOW you can take full advantage of this

exclusive offer.

Among the benefits:

Develop the ability to thoroughly assess your strengths and

weaknesses before you enter our classroom

Develop ttie stamina necessary to conquer one of tfie

longest, toughest standardized tests ever aeoted.

Meet your classmates and begin to form study groups NOW!

U, / ...^
f if/Jd -icai 7 inly

MaHcatdMaoK^ THE PRINCETON REVIEW

Dont D6lQy...Eiwol MMoy!

(3K» 208-5000 • (800) MD-BOUND
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SENIORS
seniors

[seniors]

Call the Campus

Photo Studio to make

an appointment to

get your senior

portrait taken. IF you

missed your deadline,

this is the chance

you've been waiting

for. Make your

appointment over

Winter Break and

avoid the long lines!
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If
you think Quark is a television charac-

ter or the subatomic particle proposed as

the building block of all matter, you're

right. But Quark is also the international

leader in electronic publishing software ( ever

hear of QuarkXPress?) with a strong and

growing presence in the area of client/server

technologies. And were based in Denver.
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Colorado, beneath a sky that for more than

300 days a year is blue and sunny.

If you'd like to put your Computer Science or

Engineering degree to use as a developer right

now, and if you have experience with Windows

and/or Macintosh API, we'd like to hear from

you. If you have a strong knowledge of user

interface design, networking, or publishing,

we'd LOVE to h^ar from you.
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Send your r^um^ to: QuaHi, Inc

Attn: Dcft Beautiful Life

1800 Grant Street—-— Denver, CO S0203 —

^

Software development

internships available, too!

''m;^mm^

You may email your r^m^ to:

employment^^pMriuom

Or you may fax your r^m^ to:

303.S94.3649

Abo, check out our wekite at

littp://vmMr.quark.com
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RELIEF
From page 1

ating and carrying on the task of our

food drive," Perez said. This group is

responsible for making sure that the

community is aware of situations

such as Hurricane Mitch.

"The people at the Community
Programs Office are coordinating

(where the food is sent)," said Li'r

Furumoto, coordinator of MEChA's
Community and Labor Relations *

Committee. Working in conjunction

with the Community Programs

Office (CPO) and ASUCLA.
MEChA has been able to inform

many about their cause.

Currently, MEChA is working

with ASUCLA to make it easier for

students to make donations to hurri-

cane victims. For example, students

can give cans of food to the manage-

ment office next to the X-Cape

arcade in Ackcrman Union in

exchange for free video games.

LASA has a collection box located

in their office, and Mujeres Unidas

has been working with outside orga-

nizations, such as El Rescate, to help

the victims.

''It's basically a lot of individuals

that are doing a lot of things," said

LASA President Yesenia Alvarez.

Another organization. Witness for

Peace, maintains an international

team in Central America and was

eager to help the hurricane victims by

sending medical assistance.

"We sent down a medical delega-

tion to Honduras," said Emily

Firman, an outreach inlcrn for

Witness for Peace.

The November delegation was

comprised of doctors, emergency

medical technicians, physician assis-"

lants and wilderness medics. Three

medical school students from UCLA
and two from UC Irvine went down
to Honduras as part of the expedi-

tion.

"I felt obliged to go help." said

(liancarlo DiMassa, a second-year

UCLA medical student who partici-

pated. "Mostly we tried to go to areas

outside of Tegucigalpa, the capital

city. (The hurricane) destroyed a lot

of infrastructure."

For one week, the delegation

toured the towns and villages of

Honduras to help people that needed

medical assistance.

"We took four by fours out and

tried to go to communities that had-

n't been served yet," DiMassa said.

The hurricane destroyed 75 per-

cent of the infrastructure in

Honduras, and many lack access to

medical care.

Honduras' largest hospital has

been crowded with people, and the

sanitary conditions have been so

poor that doctors have cancelled all

but the most urgent surgeries

"We saw a lot of acute need that

was caused by the hurricane."

DiMassa said.

He added the destruction caused

by Milch made it more difficult to

treat diseases.

**l was surprised by how badly

(these diseases) were exacerbated by
the hurricane," he said.

Witness for Peace is planning to

send a second delegation to

Honduras in January.

After forming just south of

Jamaica on Oct. 22, Hurricane Mitch

erupted into a category five storm

with sustained wmds blowing at 155

mph and gusts estimated at more
than 200 mph. '

Mitch, the third deadliest storm on

record, stalled over Nicaragua and

Honduras, causing Hoods, mudslides

and various other problems within

these countries.

Today, the death toll is estimated

at more than 9.000 people, and the

cost of rebuilding is an estimated $4

billion.

"Because of the immense Hooding

ol' the afca. a lot o\' K'lhd mines are

surfacing." Perez said.

As far as getting people to partici-^^

pale in the relief effort, "the respon.se

has been ureal." Perez said.

STRIKE
From page 4

employee grievances.

"The talks are going to revolve

around the issue that was

involved in the strikes," Razza

said.

But the university has left open

the possibility that the discussion

could center around other issues.

"There are many issues that we
would like to address," UC
Spokesman Brad Hayward said.

According to university fig-

ures, only aboul 5 percent of TAs,

readers and tutors went on strike.

Union members said they dis-

pute that claim because the uni-

versity has agreed to begin lirlks.

"I think it actually shows that

the union is powerful enough and

that it should be taken seriously."

said Bruce Rusk, a TA in the his-

tory department and a member of

SAGE.

Enter to

Win
to Seoul, Tokyo or

Sao Paulo

One lucky UCLA student

will win a pair of airline

tickets to Seoul, Tokyo or

Sao Paulo courtesy of

Korean Air.

(And don't miss our great

selection of books about Korea,

Japan and Brazil—travel, lan-

guage and culture!)

sponsored by

K®RE4NAIR
Enter at the BookZone. UCLA Store, Ackerman Union

UCLfl BookZone

96. Loosens lid on tight jar of mango
chutney 97.Adjusts ski binding SS.Picks
the candied fruit out of a fruitcake
99.Tightens sink kuQb lOO.Spreads brie

over crackers 101.Chops off branch of
holly 102.Gets batteries out

of the blister pack
103.Uncorks a

bottle of Merlot

104.IVIakes

a great gift

^VlCTORINOX
The original. Swiss made for life.

As always, we offer a discount to
UCLA Students, Faculty and Staff

fine jewelers-
Wesfwood's oldest and most respected jeweler Since 1946

Formerly Crescent-Westwood Jewelers

1055 westwood blvd ^
westwood village

i^«

(310) 208-3131
.^.
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wondering how
you can help

expand the

Join the Recycling

Advocates, a task force

tffiat not only worlcs to

expand recycling on
campus, but also throws

a party every week, on
Tuesdays at 6pm in

Royce 156.

My itiumb

for more information call 825-3033

ffl

College Fantasy Basketball
Are you the biggest college hoops fan? Is your NBA league

"locked out"? Never before has the excitement of college

hoops been combined with the fun, prizes, and competition of

fantasy sports! Participate ir\ conference or national leagues.

Sign up now! Season begins January 4.

www.collegefantasy.com

EYE CARE NEXT DOOR TO UCLA
Dr. Benjamin Fouladian/ Optometrist Is Jesus the

* EYE EXAM
I

* EYE EXAM I * EYE EXAM
Glasses |l year supply contacts I 2 pairs contacts
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Never let them see you shop. The Levi's' Online Store is now open.

www.levi.com
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ACCIDENT
From page 4

witnesses.

'*l was going very slow

because the driveway is a blind

place," said Lytton, who grad-

uated this summer and now
works in the university's Office

of Sponsored Research.

Lytton said he was not able

to see Sparks on the ground

because the slope of the drive-

way is too steep, not because

he was driving too fast.

While not assessing blame,

the apartment manager, Tudor

Vasile, said he has not received

any complaints about the dri-

veway.

"This building has been

here for 49 years and no one

has had an accident in the dri-

veway," Vasile said.

Traffic investigators con-

firmed that Lytton was not at

fault and established that no

crime was committed m the

accident, clearing Lytton of

any possible charges.

"There's no crime on the

part of the driver, but there's

still a liability issue," Gauff

said.

Though the police did not

find him to be at fault, Lytton

said he may still face a lawsuit

from the victim.

"I would have been arrested

at the scene had it been clear

that I had Just plain hit him."

he said.

Lytton said he has spoken to

the lawyer for the Sparks fami-

ly regarding insurance infor-

mation, but no legal action has

been taken.

MEDICINE
From page 6

Last year, 12 percent fewer minority stu-

dents entered medical school than the year

before.

Dr. Miguel Stubbs can testify to the differ-

ence a African American doctor makes in a

African American community. An internist at

West End Medical Center in Atlanta's inner

city, he returned to the African American com-

munity for a simple reason: "I wanted to help

my people."

But it wasn't easy to become a doctor, he

said, explaining that his grades in college were

only fair.

"The hardest thing about medical school is

getting in," he said. "You've got to convince

someone to give you a chance."

The Pew panel recommends that profes-

sional schools use nonacademic criteria in

admissions decisions, including ethnicity,

cross-cultural experience and commitment to

community service. It also suggests that univer-

sities and academic health centers work with

minority students beginning in kindergarten to

foster an interest in science and health.

The diversity discussion is part of a larger

report that takes a broad look at health curricu-

la, professional competence and funding of

professional education.
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FREE PARKING
(While shopping in store)
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The Passion of Scotland
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Thursday at 9:30 pm &
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ACKERMAN GRAND BALLROOM
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INSTITUTE
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Web: www.pgi.edu

Tel: (8 1 8) 386-5638
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Where Bruins

touch

Westwood
Where Bruins

realize Christmas
next

Heads up, Bruins:
This Friday is UCLA Day

at Macy's Westwood.

Al 1 Bruins (students,

faculty and staff ) save

on purchases (even

sale-priced stuff) this Friday.^

The savings are steep and the selection is superb.

Macy's Westwood is located at 10861 Weyburn Avenue,

across from the UCLA Medical Center. You can enter

from Weyburn or Le Conte Avenues.

mocys
Bigger and better: the new macys.com /

^Current UCLA student or employee identification must be presented at time of purchase.

Not valid with any other coupon or discount offer. lOX savings does not apply to cosmetics,

fragrances or fine jewelry. Discount offer is valid December 18 at Macy's Westwood.
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VIEWPOINT
Season's greetings

The Viewpoint staff

wishes you a happy

and safe holiday season.

viewpoint@media.ucla.edu

Junk mail wastes time, destroys trees
TRASH: Advertisements

pander to sterefotypes,

quickly get tossed away

I
wanted to write something

snide about the Student

Association of Graduate

Employees (SACJE), but I decided

against this. I may have discov-

ered something even more irk-

some.

I do not

own a pager,

a cellular

telephone or

a modem. I

have no plan

to acquire

any of these

technologi-

.

cal marvels.

Despite my

messiiges and mail. I rarely fmd

my little red light blinking, and

even more rarely is the message

for me. The mail is a dilTerent

story. I get plenty of mail.'buMhe

hulk of it is what we would call

(for lack of a better term) "junk

mail."

Not all of the mail is junk. I do

get my share of bills. These are not

usually welcomed, but they are

not quite junk. I subscribe to a

number of periodicals and a few

of these arrive each week Once in

a while, I even get

a card or letter. Still, the junk

seems to overshadow the rest.

In a recent four-day pericxl, I

received six pieces of legitimate

mail and 12 pieces ofjunk. I will

not even bother to count the ultra-

junk addressed to "Resident."

The junk mail I receive comes

in a variety of forms: credit card

offers, subscription offers, mCfr

sages from politicaPorganizations,

pleas from charities, advertise-

ments

and catalogues. Each piece is, in

its own way. just a request for

money. Rarely do the senders of

this junk see any of my cash.

They do, of course, try their

best to find ways to separate

me from my dough. The credit

cards give great intro<|uctory

interest rates. The magazines

offer free trial issues. The

political groups offer this

perk or that. My favorites

are the charities and their

ki

Patrick

TfleFLuddite ten-

dencies,
—

—

hov»ever, I

am obsessed with communica-

tions. On campus I check my e-

mail quite regularly and on my
way home, my top priorities are to

check the answering machine and

the mailbox. I love knowing that

people might be trying to get in

touch with me.

Lately. I have come to question

my enthusiasm in checking for

Friel is a graduate student in mathe-

matics. He welcomes comments at

pfriel@math.ucld.edu.

Written, spoken poetry

imDortant artistic forms
EXPRESSION: Suggestion

of ghettoizaUon offensive,

reflects critic's ignorance

By Amy Bdicr

This letter is in response to Nerissa

Pacio's article on spoken-word poetry

("Speaking Up," Arts and

Entertainment, Dec. 2).

1 disagree with Pacio's generaliza-

tion that. "This art form has revived

poetry." In truth, poetry has never

been "dead."

Further, her generalizations that

"People view poetry as a ghettoized

art form devoid of any literary stan-

dards" offended mc.

Frankly, I am appalled that such a

statement would be made without

support or even the simple acknowl-

edgment that this view is not shared

by the masses. Pacio presents this

unresearched information as if it were

common knowledge when, in fact, it

could not be more false. I don't think

anyone in the English department

here at UCLA (or at any othcc uni-

versity) views poetry as a "ghettoized

art form."

This article demonstrated the fact

that Pacio has little or no experience

with poetry. Therefore, she should

BcMf is A foufU) yMf Amcficm Mcfi-

tiflv tnd culture student

not endeavor to criticize it. Sadly, it is

true that art forms like poetry and

dance are not recognized or national-

ly funded nearly as much as they

could or should be. I am sure that

Lucy Florence's Coffee House is a

wonderful place to enjoy poetry read-

ings from talented artists, but it is not

revolutionary. Pacio assumes that

spoken word poetry is reviving an art

form that had previously been stag-

nant. Famous poets and the like have

been utilizing spoken word and other

performance techniques for cen-

turies. I am certain that if Allen

Ginsberg came to the coffee house, he

would not "howl loudly" because

he'd have no reason be surprised at

these soulful expressions. Its seems to

me that Ginsberg, Maya Angelou and

Walt Whitman were only included in

this article to catch the reader's eye

and as an effort to include some rec-

ognizable narties.

Furthermore, if Pacio had read or

studied Ginsberg, then surely she

would not have included his name in

her comedic introduction. I'm sure

that the poets which she included

would not appreciate being thrown

together in a manner that trivializes

their poetry as well.

It seems to me. that the reason why

Pacio has decided that poetry is dead

is because she has neVer read or

enjoyed much herself Please be more

careful when attributing her opinion

to that of the masses.

LETTERS

Whites, Asians

can understand

minority concerns
I read with interest, then anger,

Lakesha Breeding's recent letter

("Outreach editorial misinterpret-

ed," Viewpoint, Dec. 3). I can

assure you, based on my personal

experience, that she is dead wrong

in her assumption that Asians and

whites cannot understand, nor ever

experience, the same sort of racial

prejudice that African-Americans

or Latinos/as experience.

I am a third-generation Chinese-

American. I have had the "interest-

ing" experience of having a guy in

a car pull up alongside me while I

was jogging to make derogatory

racial and gender slurs, as well as

having a senior manager at the

company where I used to work

introduce me to the staff I was to

supervise as "a delicate little cherry

blossom." Oh yes, I should men-

tion that both of these gentlemen

were African-American. Whites

have no monopoly on racial insen-

sitivity.

As for the claim that whites and

Asians don't interact or learn

about other ethnic groups, I can

only reply that I was, for two years,

the proud recipient of a research

grant through the Chicano Studies

Research Center, and have spent

the last four years researching an

indigenous Mexican language

From working with speakers of

these languages over the years, I

have gained an incredible appreci-

ation for a culture I formerly knew

next to nothing about.

(By the Way, if you think it's

weird being one of a small number

of minority students at UCLA, try

spending eight weeks as the only

Asian face - and the first most peo-

ple have actually seen - in a small

town in rural Mexico!)

Finally, Breeding reveals her

hypocrisy (maybe "ignorance"

would be a kinder word) in her

claim that "people do not under-

stand races other than their own."

If she meant this phrase to include

herself, maybe she's right. She has

obviously never met me, or people

like mc. and asked us about our

experiences. By relegating the

experiences of people different

from herself to baseless assump-

tions, while demanding that the

rest of the world become more

aware of her own experience,

Breeding forfeits any moral

authority she might bring to her

argument.

Maybe those who keep preach-

ing the gospel of "diversity" should

spend less time looking in the mir-

ror and more time practicing what

they preach

FfficMLtc

Legal prostitution

leads to greater

sexual freedoms
Matthew Gever's viewpoint arti-

cle ("Pornography helps women
and society," Viewpoint, Dec. 3)

takes a pro-pornography stance. He
claims this "dirty" media relieves

sexual tensions as opposed to creat-

ing them. I think he is indeed on the

right track with his argument. I too

believe that trying to hide or prohib-

it such explicit material only adds to

sexual confusion and is detrimental

to society - and can show itself in

the worst forms such as rape,

molestation and other sexual delin-

quencies.

But I would like to take his argu-

ment a step further, by urging for

the legalization of prostitution as

well. Many countries around the

world allow prostitution in specific,

regulated and confined areas. Men
do not only have the right to mas-

turbate to porn but should be able

to engage in strictly sexual activity,

for a price, if they so choose. Our
country needs to start facing the

facts and be more open about our

sexual tendencies.

I surely do not want to see a

brothel near my son's elementary

school playground, but it's fine if

there is one a bit more isolated or in

a certain area of the city (i.e. the

SeeLimS»pi9e25
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Hiding true feelings hurts self-expression
EMOTIONS: Societal standards

of acceptability, conformity hurt

communication, threaten minds

Sister Patricia glared over her owl

rimmed glasses. "If you don't have any-

thing nice to say, don't say anything at

all." Thirty pairs of unblinking, seven-year-old

eyes stared back. Some nodded. Some gig-

gled. Some traced the tops of their desks. But

being the brat that I was. 1 said. "1 can say

whatever 1 want."

Things haven't changed much since then.

This philosophy of unccnsored self-expression

is still my grounding force. It is why 1 took up

writing and why 1 am
who 1 am. It enables mc
to keep my individuality

in a world that constantly

urges us to cut and cdil

every utterance in order

to fit a tailor-made mold

of acceptability. But in

reality, more should

embrace the \ irtues of

uninhibited candor, par-

ticularly when con-

fronting emotions.

One of the first rules 1

learned as a writer was to

disregard society's ideals of niccncss. "Nice"

is a trite, nebulous word with multiple conniv

tations. "Nice" is pleasant, delicate, modest

or polite. It is al.so constraining.

Alicia

Roca

NlCt>" 111 ih^ tipltonu' ofaocltH ac^^'piuMll <\\\ The Jjrry SpringiT

shame.

The result is twofold: a society in which we

creep around each other's sensitivities instead

of imparting truth on one another, an isola-

tion due to the internal lock on emotions.

This situation proves precarious for two

reasons. First, honest communication of enuv

tions lengthens the life of sanity.

Consequently, what we practice shortens it.

We harbor a preoccupation with what others

think as opposed to what we feel. As a

result, we grapple with undesirable emcv

tions in private.

Unfortunately, two of the emotions

most often suppressed are two o'( the most

salient: anger and sorrow. This is a deleteri-

ous situation that lines the pockets of

prosperous psychiatrists everywhere.

We tell trained professionals

iHir tceiines instead o{

communicating

With the ones

around us. This is

evident in various

facets of our cul-

ture. Take, for

example, the talk-

show phenomenon.

Part of the preoc-

cupation with talk

shows in our society is due

to the fact tluit expression

of emotions has been made

taboo. There is a primal

root in watching people

throw chairs at each other

to air everyone's "dirty laundry."

Not airing one's dirty laundry is a facet of

emotional repression tied closely to our treat-

ment of abuse and rape in society. All too

often, survivors of these situations feel they

must struggle with their burdens alone. This is

due to the fact that we have drawn a large

divide between the private and public

domain. In doing so. we

create an environment

that fosters shame and isolation. To further

complicate the situation, both of these

predicaments create feelings of anger and

sadness, the expression'of which society con-

siders unacceptable. As such, a cycle is creat-

ed between shame, isolation and forbidden

emotions.

The second problem with our policy of

emotional suppression is that it impedes com-

munication. If the first point is viewed as

relating to preservation of the self, this

point can be viewed as parallel to

preservation of relationships.

As it stands, communication

is difficult - yet we complicate

the situation further by binding

our honesty. If we were to

express emotions openly to

begin with, it would prevent

doubt and confusion later on.

See ROCA, page 24

ty and repression. It limits the spectrum of

emotional expression. "Nice" is what society

wants to .see - happy, cheery and positive at

all times, fhese are prime emotions to have,

but the truth is that no one can possess them

constantly. Nonetheless, there is an unwritten

rule stating that we are to march about with

smiles regardless of our true emotions. Some
may call this optimism, but it is beyond opti-

mism. It IS a delusion because it is impossible.

It also creates a situation in which we sup-

press a natural extension of ourselves - enuv

tions including anger, sadness, pride and

Roca is a second-year communication studies stu-

dent. E-mail her at aroca("^ucla.edu.

Show," because rage is nat-

ural. We are taught, howev-

er, to suppress it. On talk

shows they take natural

emotions to an extreme

and - in di>ing so - com-

pensate for our emotional

suppression as a societaf

whole. To further highlight

their dissent from the norm,

talk shows express forbidden

emotions in the most blatant,

uncouth way of all - on national

TV. In doing so, they go against

every norm we have been taught

since birth. In particular, they dare

TWO PTEM COMBO - BACK THO SECONDS
By Rickmond Wong

HMH. T>4e UJlOt-
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1 1 8 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza
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Unsigned editorial represent a majority

opinion of the Daily Brum Editorial Board

AH other cotomns, letters and artwork

represent the optnions of thetr authors

All submitted material must bear the

author s narT>e. address, telephor>e num
ber. registration number or affiliation

with UCLA. Names will not be withheld
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The Brum complies with the

Communication Boards policy pro-

hibiting the publication of articles that

perpetuate derogatory cultural or eth
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When multiple authors submit

material, some names may be kept on

file rather than published with the

material The Brum reserves the right to

edit submitted material and to deter

mine its placement m the paper All

submissions become the property of

The Brum. The Communications Board

has a media grievance procedure for

resolving complaints against any of its

publications. For a copy of the com-

plete procedure, contact the

Publications office at 118 Kerckhoff

Hall
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Men aren't from Mars and women
aren't from Venus. They just keep

cirClimventing each other due to

their inabihty to successfully com-

municate emotions. .

Men in particular are an exam-

ple of society's suppression, in that

they are taught at an early age to fil-

ter emotions. It is acceptable for

men to express anger (a masculine

emotion), preferably by beating

each other into an oblivion.

Sorrow, on the other hand, is unac-

ceptable. But to have a healthy rela-

tionship, one must be able to

express a full spectrum of emo-

tions.

Crying is natural,

normal and

therapeutic ...(but)

is ignored in the wake

of norms and

acceptability.

One of the major differences

between my rearing and that of my
brother's is that when he fell at the

park and began to cry, he was told

to be a little man. Translation: "Be

quiet and take it, or you'll be called

a wussie at school."
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I, on the other hand, was picked

up and consoled. I was taught that

crying elicits comfort and sympa-

thy, he was taught that it evokes

scorn and ridicule. This message

inhibits men's willingness to cry

openly and even extends to other

expressions of sorrow. The fact that

crying is natural, normal and thera-

peutic (regardless of gender) is

ignored in the wake of norms and

acceptability.

Take as another example of our

emotional suppression the casual

use of the phrase, "How are you?"

Throughout the day, we ask people

for updates on their emotional sta-

tus, never expecting any deviance

from the answer, "Fine." In truth,

we're usually not prepared to or do

not want to hear another answer

because it would require delving

into the emotional arena we so

ardently avoid.

Next time you feel the

urge to be acceptable,

you should first ask

yourself if you are

being honest, both to

yourself and to others.

When someone does give a dif-

ferent answer, we are taken aback

at their defiance of norms. These

norms tell us that, to the world, we
are always fine, regardless of our

true emotions. This accentuates the

barricade between private and pub-

lic existence, creating a hapless situ-

ation that forces us to deal with

feelings alone.

Consequently, I say to you that

the next lime you feel the urge to be

acceptable, you should first ask

yourself if yt)u are being honest,

both to yourself and to others.

Expression is of paramount

value and it's important thai we do

what we must to preserve it. Yell at

someone - perhaps - or write a

scathing letter Beat a punching

bag. maybe These are all forms of

emotional expression. Depriving

yourself of emotional expression is

not health, regardless of how unap-

pealing those emotions may be

Suppression and denial are far

more unappealing

payed less than Komisaruk s suggest'

ed $7.25 hourly wage. But increasing

the current minimum wage would

send a signal to employees that they

need only rely on government action,

instead of their own .skill and hard

work, whenever they want a pay

increase.

Working at a burger-joint,

although possibly being tedious, does-

n't require much skill. This is exactly

the reason why the wage is low. The

employer knows that people will

always be willing to fill a spot when

their current employees decide it's

time to find a better job. If, however,

prospective employees collectively

decide that flipping burgers should

call for a higher wage, then employers

would get this message by a lack of

applicants and/or poor service from

their current employees.

As for the argument ot supporting

a family on the minimum wage, well,

this is just ludicrous. The jobs that-

pay minimum wage were never there

to support raniilies, but rather are

there to provide additional income to

a household that already pulls in a

decent yearly income. Having a mini-

mum wage that is high enough to sup-

port a family erodes self-responsibili-

ty: it doesn't create the initiative nec-

essary to gain skills to find that better

job.

I suggest that Komisaruk take a

look at the countries that have tried to

impose the government-regulated

equality that he is the proponent of

He may find himself looking at social-

ism or communism.

Lev Lvovsky

Fourth-year

Physia

levl289(S>uda.edu

Blood Center

should publicize

reasons for delays
In her response to my letter con-

cerning the UCLA Blood Center,

Barbara Willahan states that, in this

particular case, the delay was occa- -

sioned by a young child's urgent need

for bkxxl ("Mobile drive fills Blood

Center, " Viewpoint. Dec. }) If

indeed it was the emergency needs ol

a child which caused this dela>, then

perhaps the Bkxxl Center should

have made this fact known to the

many people who were upset at hav-

See LfTfIRS, p^qt 26
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LEHERS
From page 22

red-light district in Amsterdam).

I am not trying to add to an

already corrupt society. I figure this

will be interpreted as some type of

radical view, but it shouldn't be.

People will claim such a proposi-

tion is coming from the mouth of a

pervert. All people, including those

guys who can never get laid, deserve

some sort of outlet.

Shaul Nassi

Third-year

Eie<trkal Engineer

Raising minimum
wage promotes

poor work ethic

Adam Komisaruk's column

("People deserve higher minimum

wage," Viewpoint, Dec. 3) overlooks

very many important things.

Komisaruk can make all of the lefiist

accusations of business that he wants,

but he assumes too much. Since he

does not own the businesses that pay

minimum wages, he should have no

say in how they are run.

The capitalistic system relies on

business. Forcing businesses to pay

their employees more than deemed

adequate by the business owner is

attacking the very heart of how our

system works.

There are indeed people that get
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most fashionable eyewear
• Vision insurance plans

accepled

EYES OF WESTWOOD
Dr. Patricic Doyle, O.D.

t09X Weytium Av».

We#^ood Wag*
(310)206-1384

FREE
Contact Lens Solution >5l,
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Shuttle to LAX only $10*
or 10% off our regular rates to all other destinations

Door to Door Service, 24 hours a day
Enjoy the comfort of Xpress Shuttle Service
to/from all Southern California Airports and

start your hassle free holiday at your door step.

SHUTTLE
Advance reservation required

(800) 4 SHUTTLE /
(800) 474-8885

Xpress Shuttle Service is also available in:

San Diego (800) 900-RIDE • Salt Lake City (800)397-0773

*One way Shuttle service to/from UCLA (including 2 miles radius around campus) and LAX

TO AIRPORT
$10 Per Person

UCLA to LAX
10% off all other destinations

(800) 4 SHUTTLE
« M 1/ r r t (
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I I
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I I
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FROM AIRPORT
$10 Per Person
UCLA to LAX

Claim your baggage and call:

(800) 4 SHUTTLE
H U T T k t
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Lecture N

...because you can't write THAT fast!

nsRvl
voUB i^si

CHKHSS

The Lecture Notes
Advantage ^

/ Lecture Notes are a great supplement

to your own notes

/ Quality notetakers provide accurate,

organized and well-written accounts of

your professors' lecture

/ Full attention can be given to your

lecture, allowing you to listen more

attentively and analytically

/ Available anytime during the quarter

/ Conveniently located on A Level,

Ackerman Union

LectureNotes
^T" ?Of,.nR*':' • ft Irvr' Arkr-rm.v

I
oppn d^ily www iirUstorpiirla pdu

LEHERS
From page 25

ing their scheduled appointments can-

celed. After all, what rational person

could object to being inconvenienced

by the emergency health needs of any-

one, much less a child?

Unfortunately, however, the only

response given us was overbooking

due to the expanded blood drive at

the Wooden Center. It was. in actuali-

ty, a Blood Center employee who
used the term "overbooking" to

explain the cancellations.

This, then, begs the question as to

why no mention was made of the

legitimate emergency needs of this

child, since logic dictates that to have

done so would certainly have been

met with a sympathetic response.

Lest I be forever burdened with

the characterization of one who
would rather see a child's health

endangered rather than undergo

"inconvenience" himself, I would ask

the Daily Bruin to make clear the

facts of this case.

Finally, let me state that my inten-

tion here is not to get into a running

battle with the UCLA Blood Center.

My most recent visit notwithstanding,

most of my experiences with the folks

at the Center have generally been

quite positive. Students get a free

meal and many campus workers get

four hours of compensated time for

donating.

Sure, they stick you with needles

and drain your blood - but in that

KfllWOL U'a really rt6l all that d ifTcfent

from graduate school, except that in

this case you know they mean well

and that your suffering will go to help

people in need.

Ron Richards

Graduate student

Slavic linguistiG

FRIEL
From page 22

mailing labels.

Various organizations send me
preprinted address labels bearing my
address (they already know it, of

course) and their insignia. The idea

may be for me to think that my $35

contribution is a fair trade for their

twobit labels. I recently received

nearly identical sets of such labels

(from the same organization) on the

same day. One envelope announced,^

"Your personalized mailing labels are

enclosed - and they look great!"

while the other proclaimed, "Your

personalized 1998 holiday mailing

labels are enclosed ... and they look

great!" I suppose the regular labels

just would not do for the holiday sea-

.son. Both sets of labels have found

their way to my recycling pile.

Most of the rest of the junk like-

wise finds its way to this pile, usually

with the envelopes still sealed. Some
of the junk is, however, good junk.

I have occasionally subscribed to

the magazines and ordered from the

catalogues. Sometimes the letters, if 1

bother to read them, are quite funny.

Sometimes I can actually get cool

stuff. As a result ofjunk mail, 1 am
now a card-carrying member of the

American Civil Liberties Union

(ACLU). I sent them nothing, but

they sent me a card with my name
and a membership number. "Card-

carrying member of the ACLU" is

such a ridiculous cliche that I was

utterly shcKked to find out that they

actually issued membership cards.

(How exactly would the card be use-

ful?). I felt compelled to keep that lit-

tle paper gem.

Do not get me wrong. The "junk"

modifier in "junk mail" is well-

earned I would rather not bother

with this mail. How is it thai 1 get so

much junk'

Well, the suspects have alrcad>

been mentioned My magazines may

Sm par 27
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be to blame.

My recent subscriptions have

included a couple of book reviews, a

couple of ie*"t-ol"-center political and

cultural periodicals and one archetyp-

ically bourgeois magazine that I need

nv>t mention by name lliese publica-

tions prc)vide mc with .sesquipedalian

reviews, accurate news suniniaries.

insightful cultural criticism and droll

cartoons. In exchange. Iprovidc

modest subscription fees and I suffer

through their advertisements (these

range from mundane book

announcements to frightening ads lor

swim-at-home systems and mail-order

lobster tails). This seems like a fair

arrangement. The maga/ines. howev-

er, seem to disagree. ITiey have taken

my address and sold it to all takers

Each piece of junk mail

seems to be geared

towar(d a particular

. Stereotype of a

magazine's readership.

I admit that 1 do ncH know this for

sure. 1 do know, however, that maga-

zines often do this sort of thing and

that as my subscription list grows, 1

get more junk mail. Also, most i^f my

.-t#'

p^ CLIP AND save:

.^<*-i^>>^i'^'
•Not valid on Sicilians or with any other otter. Must mention ad.

Exp. 12/17/98

LARGE
PIZZA w/

Free Liter

TWO TOPPINGS

TAX INCLUDED

Exp. 12/17/98

LARGE
PIZZA w/

Free Liter

TWO TOPPINGS

TAX INCLUDED
^ - - « • p^ CUP AND SAVE

Exp. 12/17/98

LARGE
PIZZA w/

Free Liter

TWO TOPPINGS

TAX INCLUDED

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per pizza.

'

NO 1/2 & 1/2

Limit 3 pizzas per address.

Open until 1 a.m.
Coupons must be given to driver.

Coupon volid ot Westwood location only.

- ^y^ CLIP AND SAVE "

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per pizza.
*

NO 1/2 & 1/2

Limit 3 pizzas per addrpss.

Opi^n until 1 a.m.
Coupons must be given to driver.

Coupon volid at Westwood location only

"
"268'-867i

'

Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per pizza.

NO 1/2 & 1/2

Limit 3 pizzas per address.

Open until 1 a.m.
Coupons must be given to driver.

Coupon volid at Westwood location only.

junk-tnuil item s; (crfdii card uffci g
excluded) are things which would

appeal to the stereotypical reader of

one of my magazines. Dana Milbank

of The New Republic magazine

receiitly wrote of an experiment in

which he used four ditTerent versions

of his name to see who sold his

address to whom. 1 wish I had

thought to do this. Then each piece o\'

junk mail would announce the

responsible party.

Some people would now start rail-

ing about the right to privacy and

how disgusted they are to know that

their "identities" (as if mere name

and address constitute an identity)

are being traded like any other com-

mc^dity.

1 have no desire to go down this

road. I do not mind that my address

is being circulated. After all, any dork

with a phone book could quickly fmd

my adciress. I am not bothered by the

privacy issue; I am bothered by the

representation issue. As I said, each

piece ofjunk mail seems to be geared

toward a particular stereotype of a

magazine's readership. By combining

the stereotypes for my various maga-

zines (as suggested by the junk mail's

target groups), one can create a com-

posite description: I am a magazine

subscriber, a frequent book buyer, an

extravagant spender, a politically

active fellow and a bleeding heart. As

far as I can tell, only the first of these

descriptions is applicable. These

broad generalizations grossly misrep-

resent my delightfully nuanced per-

sonality.

All generalizations are bad.

My other big problem with junk

mail is environmental. 1 thou.Tht we

were trying to reduce our paper con-

sumption. The junk mail I am receiv-

ing is not serving much of a purpose,

and it just keeps on coming.

Ordinarily 1 might not think much of

this problem, but since so much of

this junk mail comesfrom left-wing

organizations, I cannot help but

notice the irony. I do my part, at
.

least, by recycling the junk.

I have produced a few reasons to

feci bad about my junk mail. I have

almost convinced myself that I do not

want to get it anymore The problem,

of course, is that without junk mail. 1

would get almost nothmg - and I

often look in the mailbox not just for

mail, but for validation. The junk

mail senders may not know much

about mc, but they arc, in their own

way, interested in me Junk mail may

be junk, but it is still mail

NISI PATHFinOER PRESENTS

Mentadenf

%J ANUS

SANTA MONICA
CIVIC AUDITORIUM

Saturday, Dec. 12-8:00

Malibu

Redondo Beach Redondo Union H. S. Auditorium Dec. 1

1

6:30 & 9:30

New Malibu Theater Dec. 1 6:00 & 9:00

Thousand Oaks The Fred Kavli Theatre Dec. 1

3

8:00

FREE LIFT TICKET TO SNOW SUMMIT!
Everyone attending FREERIDERS will receive a certificate for a

FREE special spring skiing lift ticket to Snow Summit!*

Tickets available at TicketMaster, selected Sport Chalet stores, and

theater box offices.

For discounts on groups of 10 or more call (800) 729-3456. Each

group order will receive the "Making of FREERIDERS" video and the

multi-media CD-ROM "Behind the Scenes" FREE with each group order!

Ty^^CgfA/ldgTgyq^
I / lOMNCONS • Nunr

!! w»—iniiM r HI mittirn r UTriTr i

(113) 4S0-3aas • (714) MO-aooo
(•0S) ••> sroo • («i«) aao rixs

OHllli: •••.tick«tB«it«r.cta

Warren Miller prefen

SNOW ^ji^SUMMIT ^^^ -(•:•
I I I I T I I • •

L

www.warrenmiUer.com •Sonr>e restrictions apply
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Disclaimer: I'lic Daily Bruin stalT was unable to screen many

films released in December that might have otherwise made the

top 10 list, including "The Thin Red Line." "A Simple IMan,"

"Shakespeare in Love" and "Prince o\' Egypt"

No. 1 - "Life is Beautiful'

own Jim Carrey m
the highly praised, yet flawed, "Truman Show." An even bigger

surprise in 1998. however, came across the Atlantic from an

actor who for all intents and purposes is known as the Italian Jim

Carrey ~ Roberto Benigni.

A box otTice star in his native country with such films as

"Johnny Stecchino" and "The Monster." most Benigni imports

have failed to match his success abroad. Like Carrey, his previ-

ous films were low-brow, low-common denominator, low-quali-

ly. Even when working with indie icon Jim Jarmusch ("Down By

Law," "Night on Earth"). Benigni's hyper-active and over-the-

top performances were irksome and often detracted from the

films themselves.

Thus, everyone was shocked when Benigni wrote, directed

and acted in one of the most touching, bittersweet and romantic

movies of the year, "Life Is Beautiful" ("La Vita e Bella").

Already taking the Grand Jury prize at this year's Cannes Film

F'cstival and most recently Best Picture and Best Actor at the

European Film Awards, "Life Is Beautiful" is bound to be a

sleeper in this year's Oscar race.

Italian cinema has had a long and successful history of pro-

ducing a bevy of films that leave audiences nostalgic. "Life Is

Beautiful" throws a monkey wrench into the mi.x by using the

same light-hearted, reminiscent tone seen in films ranging from

"Amarcord" to "Cinema Paradiso" and "II Postino." but sets it

against the backdrop o\' the Holocaust Some have criticized

Benigni for having the gall to satirize such a horrific event.

Others have worried about the historic liberties which the film

has taken. But those looking for a disturbing "cinema verite"

account oi' the Holocaust would do better watching Alain

Resnais' "Night and Fog."

"Life Is Beautiful" does not purport itself to be a truthful

account of this century's most horrific event. Instead, it is a fable

which centers around the lengths one man would go to in order

to shield his beloved son from the caustic environment sur-

rounding him. In doing so, Benigni does not detract from the

tragedy of the Holocaust, as some may argue, but makes the

event even more painful by highlighting a family threatened to

be torn apart forever. Nobody will ever confuse Benigni with a

Fellini or a De Sica, but in a year devoid of notable films. "Life

Is Beautiful" is one gem that has captured the hearts of audi-

ences around the world.

Tristan Thai

No. 2 - "The Truman Show"
"The Truman Show" was an over-hyped movie that promised

an impressive performance by Jim Carrey sans the rubber mask

and cartoony premise Inside-buzz went crazy for this film as it

garnered immense kudos for its originality. That got our atten-

tion despite the uncharacteristically vague summary you would-

n't expect from a big summer film

That was probably the point because you can't describe "The

ENTERTAINMENT
Happy New Year!

Finals are almost over and the holiday

season is upon us. So enjoy the rest,

drink up and conie back sober. Happy

New Year's fron^ A&E.

Music

^̂ t ^

'^^i ^

CAKE

TnUumtmj ti« *.na| •

Disclaimer: A few of the standard, die-hard music reviewers here at

The Bruin have decided to share our picks for the best album of the

year. As our tastes vary, we hope that this collection of musical works

will represent a splattering of genres, reflecting the vast auditory

appetite of our dappled student population. Of course, many fields

have been lefi out in the name of space, but here are our picks for

1998 all the same:

The Eels, "Electro-shock Blues"

This year has seen the emergence of many albums which have

rocked me, moved me, made me yearn, churn and burn but nothing

has come close to the vortex of despair swirling in 1 he Eels' "Electro-

shock Blues."

Being the most emotionally repressed person I know, anythingL

that jars me or examines an inability to relate to all other seeming '

androids abounding in this heartless world satisfies me in the most

unhealthy ways. Such is the sad. brutal-sweet music lingering in every

chord of this fragile work. Written by band head, E, who lost his sis-

ter to suicide, his mother to cancer and his father to heart disease all

in the course of this past year, the work puts no limits on how low one

can feel.

Also. Rcmy Zero's new work, "Villa lilaine." Air's astral-sounding

"Moon Safari" and the Practical Magic soundtrack, which makes

you feel like a woman, cannot be left out of any end-of-the-year wrap

up in a look at this year's music. Sure, the laves are a bit eclectic, but

jt works. When an album is done well, it could be Carmen Miranda

howling gospel classics and I'd dig it. -^'>-\

Vanessa Vandn^anden

Fatboy Slim, "You've Come a Long Way, Baby"

It came out late and without much appreciation, but that's OK.

Fatboy Slim's "You've Come a Long Way. Baby," rewarded all

who bought the disc with the finest dance album of I99S. A master of

bare bone grooves and beats. Slim takes the simplest sample and

turns it inside out into a beautiful song, Rockefellar Skanks one-line

wonder, "Right about now the funk so brother" took the simple lyric*

and gave it '7()s funk and soul. v

His penchant for cheeky tunes without the excess filler of "realk

feelings," Hies in the face of everybody who says good music needs a

message.

Slim turns out good music without pretense.

"Gangster Tripping," for all intent and purposes simply is the

biggest party tune. The incorporation of high Hying, free-spirited

horns and big beat breaks coupled with latboy's unique sense of

gaudy style makes the song extra funky.

Having come a long way indeed, Fatboy has taken the big beat to

a level of cerebral fun which is worth giving some attention.

Trinh Bui

Cake, "Prolonging the Magic"

This is not an alternative album. It's not a rock album. It's not a

country album. It's just a good album. In a year of forgettable pro-

jects by major artists, Sacramento upstarts Cake have turned in an

eclectic collection (hat deserves attention.
~" -—

_

The genius of the band's melodies lies in their ofTbeal nature, they

sample scores of different genres, ranging from '70s funk to classic

S^mtSKHT^
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Philharmonic pays tribute to former 30-year leader Toi serves as tasty escape for night owls 'Long Way Home' deftly

MUSIC: Orchestra plays

with group, solo mastery

in honor of Fleischmann

By Brent Hopkins

Daily Bfuin Staff

As the lights dimmed in the

Dorothy Chandler Pavilion on

Tuesday, the crowd, attired in stately

tuxedos and gowns, sat raptly, await-

ing the first notes to fill the air.

Conductor Zubin Mehta strode

onstage to the sound of applause,

took his place at the helm, and the

Los Angeles Philharmonic launched

into a vigorous rendition of Wagner's

"Meislersinger Prelude." With its

majestic introduction, carried by

soaring strings and prominent horns,

it made an excellent prologue to an

evening ofconsummate professional-

ism.

The" program, a tribute to former

Managing Director Ernest

Fleischmann, showcased both master-

ful group dynamics and skilled solo

performances. As the guiding force

behind the LA. Philharmonic from

1968 until this year, Fleischmann is

credited as building it into one of the

world's foremost performance

orchestras.

"He's the best in the business," said

Donald Muentr idya i oboiii t w ith the

8AMMAN rARAHDliyDdily Bfuii

Conductor Zubin Mehta leads L.A. Philharmonic on Tuesday to honor for-

nner Managing Director Ernest Fleischmann.

an "organizational genius, responsible

for making this a great orchestra."

After the stirring beginning, Mehta

guided the orchestra into

Shostakovich's 'Cello Concerto No.

I in E-tlat major." Featuring

renowned cellist Mstislav

Rostropovich, its original performer,

the concerto was an extended voyage

through intensity. The foreboding

string .section, setting the theme for

the continuation of the piece.

Rostropovich was a picture of

understated virtuosity, plucking every

possible bit of emotion from his

instrument. Whether offering subtle,

brooding themes that portended

fujure orchestral contlict. or scram-

bling, frantic fills above the solid back-

ing, he was in top form. At times, his

music. Afier completing the

concerto, he was greeted with

a thunderous ovation and

numerous bravos.

The audience's warm
reception of the master cellist

did not go unnoticed In

response to their applause, he

performed two solo encores.

Bach's Sarabandc and

Bouree. As he made his way

deliberately through the unac-

companied pieces, the rest o\'

the orchestra looked on in

admiration.

"He's really an icon."

(iloria Luni. Philharmonic

cellist and USC alumna who

studied music for two years at

UCLA said. "It's exciting to

play with him again."

As deferential as the musi-

cians were to Rostropovich,

he was equally complimentary

to them. During the lengthy

applause following his perfor-

mance, he saluted the orches-

tra numerous times, going so far as to

invite horn player Jerry Folsom.

whose mellow ^French Horn had

added a rich, wide open contrast to his

frenzied cello, to take a bow alongside

him.

The second half of the concert fea-

tured five songs by Richard Strauss.

Sung by German soprano Gundula

made up for what she lacked in physi-

cal expression with her powerful

voice. Hovering delicately above the

subdued strings. Janowitz added pas-

sion and personality to Strauss's offer-

ings. ;
':

To finish the evening, the focus

shifted from the individual to the

group, with the full ensemble per-

forming Tchaikovsky's "Francesca da

Rimini." A multi-layered masterpiece,

the musical exploration of Dante's

tale of ill-fated lovers expressed the

full power of the Philharmonic.

Characterized by its thundering

horns, cacophonous percussion, and

melancholy woodwinds, the.piece was

an excellent ending to the evening.

Predictably, the ovation was deaf-

ening, it seemed to rise in volume with

each bow taken by Mehta, who also

invited Rostropovich and Janowitz to

rejoin him onstage. The loudest

cheers, however, were reserved for the

guest of honor. F|ei.schmann. As he

stepped alongside the musicians, the

audience rose to their feet and saluted

the former leader of the orchestra. He
humbly acknowledged the praise,

bowing simply before offering a brief

comment.

"Rostropovich says I should say

two words, ril say four -
I love you

all."

With that and a brief wave, he

departed from the stage. On a night

Janow iu , the Ko lcn^n, under s ta ted such as this, with to much talent on

RESTAURANT: Bruins find

appetizing alternative

at trendy Thai food joint

By Nerissa Pado
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

It's time that the oppression

known as Jerry's Famous Deli comes

to an end. Granted, there aren't many
choices for the starved, sleep-

deprived student in desperate search

for sustenance. But it's time to

demand more than cold, greasy $8

french fries at the only self-service

restaurant where, tips are still

required (You mean to say we actual-

ly had a waiter?).

This time around, when a late

night craving strikes, head over to Toi

on Wilshire.

Think industrial warehouse thrift-

store meets Mel's diner meets

Tommy Tang's (sans the Sunday

night drag queen show). Self-dubbed

as a "Rockin' Thai food" restaurant,

Toi promises the non-traditional,

from the neon light-peppered

ambiance to the slightly off-beaf

menu.

Though more mellow and slightly

smaller than its popular Sunset

Boulevard counterpart, Toi on

Wilshire still captures the mish mash

quirkiness atypical of a place serving

Aoian ouioing. Bgutlas memorabilia.

a rafter-exposed ceiling. The glow of

dim red candlelights and multicolored

year-round Christmas bulbs warm the

surroundings of the 15-table space.

Keeping entertained while the

sparse restaurant staff drifts from

table to table is an easy task. Just read

the fortune cookie inscriptions or arts

and entertainment magazine cut outs

(and other bits of reading material

gathering dust under one's bed)

beneath the glass covering each table.

Celebrities, celebrity wannabes

A

RESTAURANT REVIEW
Toi on Wilshire

Address: 11 20 Wilshire Blvd.

Santa Monies, CA 90024 >^:

Hours: Open seveq days a week, . . J V
1U.m.-ia.m. _.---^

Phone Number: (^I^H^^-fSOT"^

Entree Price Range: $4.9$-$11.S0

YU WANG/Oaily Bruin

and angsty model-types frequent Toi

on the trendy Sunset strip. But expect

to see more students or late twenty-

somethings and thirty-somethings out

for a 10 p.m. dinner at Toi on

Wilshire.

The best bet for night owl grub,

which is surprisingly light on grease, is

the pineapple curry fried rice ($7.95).

Large chunks of pineapple mingle

with sauteed chicken, jniry shrimp.

sauce. This large platter of rice is the

best value and bursts with tangy, sally

and sweet flavors all at once.

For a more velvety yet hearty noi>

die dish, try the rad nah ($6.95).

Smooth, flat rice noodles and crisp

broccoli blend with a light, brown

Thiii gravy and your choice of meat or

tofu.

While customers can request

almost any dish as vegetarian, the

inventive vegetarian eggplant, pump-

kin and tofu dish surprises those

expecting bland veggie fare ($7.95).

Light soy bean and garlic sauce wraps

and soaks chunks of fried tofu, fresh

eggplant and sweet pumpkin squash.

Save the cravings for classic pad

Thai ($6.95) or torn yum poh tack

spicy, sour soup ($10.95) for more

traditional Thai joints where the

focus is more on, well, tradition.

Light on spiciness and scanty on zest,

these staple Thai dishes fall a bit flat

here.

While the a la carte entrees still sat-

isfy the taste buds, these dishes tend

to be smaller in portion and are not

accompanied by a much needed bowl

of steamed rice, which costs an extra

$1.50. The best values on a student

budget are the heaping fried rice

plates and noodle dishes.

Even for dorm-marooned pedestri-

ans, Toi on Wilshire remains an

option. Offering free delivery, Toi is

an alternative to the confines of

Wpstwnod And fnr thnse with rars.

handles Holocaust horrors

FILM: Stark documentary

accurately shows pHght,

hope of European Jews

By Rebecca Cohen
Daily Bruin Contributor

Skeletal and emaciated, they can

hardly carry their own body

weight. As victims of WWIL the

prisoners of the concentration

camps are unrecognizable. With

haunted eyes and sunken cheeks,

they look almost ghost-like.

In one particularly arresting

scene from the Academy Award-

winning documentary "The Long

Way Home," the Nazi soldiers

come to visit one of the camps. The

camp's prisoners are relieved to see

them, thinking maybe they have

brought food or other much need-

ed amenities.

The prisoners crowd the barbed-

wire fences that tower over them,

their eyes pleading for help, for

mercy.

As they come upon the camp's

prisoners, the soldiers' stoic, coldly

proud expressions turn to disgust

and horror. One by one they begin

to double over, vomiting uncon-

-lEniluhly. The .tight «f the coneen-

' As they realize it is their own
appearance that has made the sol-

diers sick, the prisoners back away

from the fence, stunned. Until this

moment they had not truly realized

the transformation they had been

through.

When the soldier's leave, they

leave more than just the stench of

vomit behind them. Having seen

themselves through the eyes of the

soldiers, the prisoners begin to look

at each other with the same panic

and disbelief. They cannot believe

what has become of them.

Beautifully shot in black and

while, "The Long Way Home's"

cinematography artfully parallels^

the loss and emptiness the prison-

ers must have felt - the color hav-

ing been drained from their lives.

The Holocaust is a very hard

subject for many people to talk

about. It is a part of our history that

we almost wish we could forget

because of the pain the memories

of it continue to cause.

While some people insist that

the Holocaust never happened,

others are tired of hearing about it.

But the indisputable fact is the

Holocaust wiped 6 million Jews off

the face of the earth. That's 6 mil-

lion people who, like you and me,

hud fum iiics whom they loved and
Introduction gnve way lo a dynamic—i;piriied playing came across as discor-

Philharmonic since 1955. A former

UCLA English student, Muggeridge

also described Fleischmann as being

battle between Rostropovich's float-

ing cello line and a measured, precise

dant with the background orchestra-

tion, which lent a jarring tension to the

melodies provided a pleasing contrast

to Shostakovich's jarring introduc-

tion. Janowitz, calm and composed.

display, this understated statement in

the face of unabashed adoration was a

fitting conclusion.

vinyl records, a bicycle and tin movie

reels plaster the walls that reach up to

toasted cashew nuts, onions and gar-

lic, tossed in a light yellow curry

race on over before they close at 3

a.m.

tration camp victims has made
them physically ill. See HOME, page 33
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A capella set to

perform at Royce
Artists pushing albums with

names akin to "Live in Oxford" may

not always garner household name

status.

Maybe that's why the Tallis

Scholars, who perform in Royce Hall

on Friday at 8 p.m., took 25 years to

claim international renown as the

premiere interpreters of the sacred

vocal music of the Renaissance.

Straight from their 1,000th concert

in New York City, the English a

capella group Tallis Scholars will sing

the works of Palestrina, Josquin,

Lassus, Victoria and Byrd.

The ensemble pays special

homage to the work ofThomas Tallis,

the English Renaissance composer

for whom the group is named.

The Oxford-educated director.

Peter Phillips, leads the group in

Tallis' Christmas music, as well as

selections from their 25th anniver-

sary 2-CD set, "Silver

"

The star in Tallis' a capella crown

may well be the ensemble's 1994

Sistine Chapel visit, to which the

group was invited by the Vatican to

commemorate the 400th anniversary

of composer Giovanni Pierluigi da

Palestrina's death.

In an unprecedented move, the

Vatican allowed Phillips and the

are $30, $24 and $19. They are $9 for

UCLA students.

For more information, call (310)

825-2101.

Placebo to play

at The Whisky
The British trio Placebo plays The

Whisky this Sunday in support of

their latest album "Without You I am
Nothing."

Lead singer Brain Moiko struts his

androgenous self on stage perform-

ing guitar-heavy pop music.

After the success of their self-titled

debut. Placebo's new venture goes a

bit deeper lyrically and the melodies

have matured. Often compared to

David Bowie, MoIko lends a femi-

nine quality to his vocals while his

band-mates deliver a sonic explosion

of hard driving sounds.

Tickets are on sale now for $10.

Call Bass or Tlic Whisky at 6524202

for more information.

Upcoming Book

Soup signlngs

The well-baked playboy George

Hamilton will be on hand at Book

Soup bookstore on Sunday to sign his

new guidebook to life.

Yes. George Hamilton has a book

this month.

Hamilton begins signing - and dis-

pensing life advice like no other elder

-at 4 p.m.

On Dec. 17, the three members of

Culture Clash, the Latino/Chicano

comedy and satire troupe, will sign

their new book, "Culture Clash: Life.

Death and Revolutionary Comedy"
Heavily influenced by Charlie

Chaplin. Lenny Bruce, the Marx

Brothers and Catinflas, the troupe

will perform at 4 p.m., discussing the

use of vaudeville as a political

weapon.

Book Soup is located at 8818

Sunset Blvd. in West Hollywood.

For more information about these

and other signings, call (310) 659-

3110.

Menorah lighting

kicks off holiday

Hundreds of Jewish families will

congregate in Old Pasadena on

Sunday for the lighting of an over-

sized menorah in the courtyard of the

restaurant One Colorado.

Starting at 3 p.m., the program

will include a dreidel distribution,

Hanukkah gelt, and a new addition,

an olive pressing workshop.

Visitors will participate in making

oil from olives, representative of the

oil that is used to light the menorah.

Baby • I • buoy hopes in show on tumultuous '60s

UCLA Performing Arts

A cappella group Talhs Scholars will perform Dec. 1 1 in Royce Hall.

network of Jewish and social ser-

vices in the world. In its international

group 10 consirui't u mugc in front gfc

House lawn.

The menorah lighting ceremony

L \\ v\ L iltlf P l i- iisw rrv" ^ ivv ^ - The event i s spon.><orcd by Chubad wofk Chuhud sponsors public will bg^in at 4;30 p.m. this Sunday.

TELEVISION: Mini-series

provides nostalgic look

at jiiisrepresented era

By James StemgoM
N.Y.Times News Service

If ever there was a map of a collec-

tive human heart, of where a genera-

tion found its emotional epicenter, it

was laid out on a set on the Paramount

lot here on a chilly day recently.

It was a gritty urban street corner

where the men wore black turtlenecks

and corduroy coats, while the long-

haired women, many of them smok-

ing, wore boots and beads. A young

man strummed a guitar in front of the

Kettle of Fish restaurant (with lox and

cream cheese listed on the menu at 75

cents). Nearby were the Cafe Figaro,

the Bitter End and posters for con-

certs by the Lovin' Spoonful and

Buffy Sainte-Marie.

Yes, it was Bleecker and

MacDougal, Greenwich Village.

1964.

This was the last day of filming on

the NBC mini-series "The '60s," which

is scheduled to be broadcast Feb. 7 and

8, and it was fitting somehow that the

people behind the project - baby

boomers - had chosen to close the pro-

duction of this paean to their ambigu-

ous youth in an unambiguous Hight of

personal bit of television.

Jordana Brewster and Josh

Hamilton, two of the lead actors in the

four-hour mini-series, were strolling

down the street, with Brewster's char-

acter, Sarah Weinstock, lamenting that

she had yet to go to the South and

march in civil rights protests. She

could if she wanted, replied Hamilton,

playing the good-hearted Michael

Herlihy. suggesting a world in which

anything was possible if it sprang from

passion and idealism.

Then the pair stopped to sing some

lines from "Mr. Tambourine Man," a

hint of their real mission, vi^hich was to

The entertainment

industry has depicted

the (1960s) decade as a

time of misadventures.

catch a glimpse of Bob Dylan - to wor-

ship, in other words, at the altar of

youth, an act as seductive for those cre-

ating the mini-series today as it was for

them 34 years ago.

"The '60s" tries to chart the course

of that decade by following a family,

the Herlihys, from 1960 through 1969.

The dreams that motivate the children

while another finds hope in his painful

coming of age, and on the way they

experience everything from Black

Panther meetings to Woodstock and

the 1968 Democratic National

Convention.

NBC promises some great '60s

music -
it plans to release a CD - as

part of its overall effort to use the mmi-

series to attract the young, allluent

audience that advertisers so desire.

"I just thought it would dramatize

all that passion." said Lindy De
Koven, NBC's executive vice presi-

dent in charge of mini-series and

movies. "And. let's be honest, a lot of

what is going to drive this is the

music."

But the mini-series is more than an

attempt to win high ratings, according

to the people behind the project. They

want it both to recall their history and.

in elTecl. to perform reconstructive

surgery on it.

That is because the years have not

been all that good to the 1960s. The

entertainment industry, mirroring

public attitudes, has frequently depict-

ed the decade as a time of misadven-

tures, irresponsibility and illusions,

whether in the form of Vietnam War

movies or paranoid visions like Oliver

Stone's "JFK" Another picture. "The

Ice Storm," conveyed a popular image

of the era's residue (the early '70s) as

soulless hedonism and moral break-

down.

but, at least in part, noble - maybe

even a model for their children rather

than a cautionary tale. The question is

whether young people will find such

nostalgia appealing or out of touch

with today, when free sex conjures up

images of AIDS, drug use suggests

rehab and Colombian cartels, and the

struggle for racial equality often means

divisive court battles over reverse dis-

crimination.

"It's about what our children will

think of us and what we went

through." said Lynda Obst. the execu-

tive producer of the mini-series.

"About why it was good."

For Obsl, a producer of movies

such as "The Siege" and "Sleepless in

Seattle," and the editor of "Sixties: The

Decade Remembered Now. by the

People Who Lived It ITien." the excite-

ment in the Village scene was enor-

mous, and she insisted on pointing out

to a visitor the wealth of details she had

recreated, including menus, posters,

pleated skirts - and telling stories

about how each one had been part of

her real life.

"This is a 'Roots' for boomers,"

Obst said. "We want to reinspire that

sense of passion."

Jeffrey Fiskin, one of the screen-

writers, added: "We were shameless

grave robbers of our own lives for this.

But I know what I hope. I hope young

people will say, I wish I lived then,' or

that they say, i can make the times

happy nostalgia. Thai nole of hope is, ' "t^^^' thrthirk nf the trnuhlcri rrn end But .lomc huby btft>mefs ttrc fight what 1-WttfH

HOME
From page 31

who loved them. They had jobs

they were passionate about,

dreams to be fulfilled and fami-

lies to raise.

Maybe one of these people

was destined to be the next

Albert Einstein or Marilyn

Monroe. Maybe their grand-

child would have discovered a

cure for AIDS. The sad fact is,

no one will ever know.

The truth can be painful and

disillusioning. We habitually try

to gloss over it, or, as is the case

with most movies,

" Hollywoodize" it. The subject

of the Holocaust has been por-

trayed in many movies, most

notably "Schindler's List." And
while "Schindler's List" was an

extremely well-written, sensitive

film, it still contained many
Hollywood undertones.

A more accurate representa-

tion of the Holocaust and its far-

reaching impact can be found in

"The Long Way Home."

Produced by Rabbi Marvin Hier

and Richard Trank and directed

by Mark Jonathan Harris, "The

Long Way Home" presents the

history of European Jews after

the destruction caused by WWII
and prior to the founding of the

state of Israel.

It narrates the story of the

horrific plight of the unfortunate

""indTVTdpatg who fopnd theng

\\

the legendary Sistine altar.

Tickets to Friday's 8 p.m. concert

festo on getting the most out of life

and intensive skin tanning, hit shelves

of Pasadena, an educational and reli-

gious group that is part of the largest

menorah lightings in Australia,

Africa, Hong Kong and the White

For more information, call Chabad

at (626) 564-8820.
in fact, central not just to their own

mythology but also to this unusually

up taking an enormous loll on the fam-

ily. One son veers into self-destruction.

ing back, trying to reclaim that terrain

as perhaps excessive and tumultuous

"The '60s are not the villain." Fiskin

said. "They're the good guy." See HOME, page 34
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Mor

runs every Friday in

the Daily Bruin. .

nrion -
Lutheran

Whatever your

congregation

or spiritual

group, whether

you are...

Cong^egi
ttiona\

Christian

Jewish
. to place an ad

Methodist ^aiiftM-M2

SENIORS

.

seniors

Initiation Spiecial

OREEK ROW
We specialize in custom Embroidery,

§ew-on & Iron-on Lettering.

Heavyweight
Sweatshirts $109.95
•(max 3 sown on Ictt'irsi

MaforCredH
Cards Accepttd (818) 775-1622

Exp 2 28 '99

9514 Reseda Blvd.

Norttifldy

THE ORIGINAL YELLOW CAB

Wishing the students and

faculty at UCLA a happy and

safe holiday season!

1-800-711-TAXI
(8 2 9 4)

Call the Campus

Photo Studio to make

an appointment to

get your senior

portrait tciken. If you

missed your deadline,

this is the chance

youVe been waiting

for. Make your

appointment over

Winter Break and

avoid the long lines!

'SHANES
28* Anniversary Holiday Sale

20% to 50% oflf dim Dec 31**

We as members of

"Jewelers of America",

and "Manufactures

Jewelers of America",

guarantees you the

finest quality Jewelry at

the most affordable

price, someone you can

trust since 1970 Storting ot $1 25 1 4k Gold & Diomond

1065 Broxton Avenue

Westwood Village, CA 90024

310"2()H-84()4

frustrated...

searching for God... -

tried some churches ...

need a deeper understanding^

Still searching...

Pacific Crossroads Ciiurcii

a challenging exploration into Gods grace

paccross@aol.com ' 310-477-7796

m
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HOME
From page 33

selves trapped amid the brutality of

the war. Separated from loved on^^

and forced into concentration

camps, these victims of the war

were tortured and starved. Forced

into slave labor and given only

bread and water to eat. these vic-

tims grew weak and hopeless.

Although some survivors were

finally freed, they were quickly

herded into new refugee camps. At

the same time, Jewish settlers in

Palestine tried to aid their friends

and loved ones in spite of British

immigration laws.

The images in the documentary

are terribly disturbing. The film's

overall message, however, is one of

hope and perseverance. Also, the

soothing sound of Morgan
Freeman's narration serves to

calm the nerves and allows the

film's points and historical facts to

be clearly heard.

With such a powerful subject to

cover, "The Long Way Home"
asks its viewers to taste the bitter-

ness of reality. And while this isn't

an easy thing to do, the knowledge

one gains is irreplaceable.

FILM
From page 28

Truman Show" by some catchy

tagline or a summary that takes one

or two lines like the hordes of lame

disaster flicks this summer. Instead,

the film is a revelation, as biting and

cynical as I992's 'The Player." Its

satirical target is aimed at us, the

duped public who fall prey to the

mass media, as demonstrated by

Truman.

The movie, a re-creation of a TV
setting within a film setting has that

deliberate copy-of-a-copy quality.

Portrayed as the ideal American

dream with a nice house, picket

fence and glowing wife, Truman is

living the life of a lovingly crafted

'60s family sitcom.

Still, something isn't quite right.

Everyone is trying too hard to make
the setting right because they're get-

ting paid to do that.

The more you look at it, the more

you realize, "Hey, we're Truman!"

We live in a country dictated by the

suits on the umpteenth floor decid-

ing how we should feel about their

products. ABC and its ad campaign

are telling us to watch TV because we

have a lot of brain cells to burn, and

then it implies that TV is the reason

we haven't had WW!!!. (You could

take it as a joke, but why would they

spend millions to make us laugh for a

second?) It makes you wonder how

dumb Hollywood thinks the public

is.

The performances were thankful-

ly strong in "The Truman Show."

Carrey is primed to be a name in the

betting pools come Oscar time. Bui

even if he doesn't or the film gets no

recognition for awards, you can

think that Hollywood doesn't like to

SeeFIUM,page35

OFFERS IN THIS AD
EXPIRE 1/30/99

Student Advantage Special
Hwii

^
THEHAIRSALON

WOMEN & MEN

HAIRCUTS *8 FACIAL WAXING
-EYEBROW
-LIPS & CHIN '

CELLOPHANE
&CUT
$25

10% off highlight

& perms

(IE

1007 BROXTON AVE WESTWCX)D VILLAGE 208-1468
on top of Mario's Restaurant

10% off style cut

& shampoo

MCAT Review
Program

Excellent Instruction, Materials, 8t Results
(Classes begin on January 3rd.)

(800) 622-8827I^ERKELEY
^J R'E'V'I'E'W® mcatprep@berkeley-revicw.com

Specializing in MCAT Preparation www.berkeley-revicw.com

— Irvine • Westwood • Stanford • Berkeley • Davis—

Motorola
MicroTac Select 3000e

includes cigarette lighter adapter

ocla

•^"^S^iWFF
fPXMvn

$14.95/ month
290 / min

• Long Distance 150

• FREE WEEKENDS^

Regular Plans also available

11925 Wilshire Blvd.

W. Los Angeles, CA 90025

444-0555
* First 100 minutes free, 9C after Phone without activation $149

Don't
Know
What
He'd
Really
Like?

THE PERFECT GUY GIR!
Biker Knives has top quality knives priced from $39.95 to $89.95

Check out our Web Site or give us a call today!

To Order Call Toll Free 1-877-266-3338
Or Go To www.bikerknives.com

ALE HOUSE CAFE
Home ofover 30 beers on tap!

17777 San Vicente Blvd. in Brentwood

mfmmiimtimi'9
M^° DRAFT BEERS
25C BUFFALO WINGS
FREE POOL!!!

^e^TWo-DOLUR\mm
ALL FOOD, ALL BEER, AND MOST
DRINKS ARE ONLY TWO DOLLARS!
$2 B6ERS.$2 SHOTS S2 MIXED DRINKS $ 2 MENU ITEMS
(Philly Cheese STEAKS nachos SAMUEL ADAMS. Etc

DOMESTIC DRAFS

ONLY 99<5 J
AND WE

STILL HAVE
S1 50 WELL
DRINKS!

#^TWODoiURmm\i
ALL FOOD, ALL BEER, AND MOST DRINKS ARE ONLY TWO DOLLARS:

$2 BEERS, $2 SHOTS $2 MIXED DRINKS S 2 MENU ITEMS
(Philly Cheese Steaks Nachos SIERRA NEVADA Etc >

^FRIDAY NIGHT SPECIAL
Enjoy drink specials every 1/2 hour!! Hg

Complimentary appetizers. Cover

#1W0D0llMDRMKIPE(Uill

I \lll\l \IN\II\I I)IMIN\llo\o| llil liKl NI\\*Ktl» I ( I \ ^ OM\|l \1

IK)l KS: Ml S:()0 2:00, S^S (>:00 J:00
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shoot itself in the foot.

Sandy Yang

No. 3 - "There's Something
About Mary'

The sleeper hit of 1998. and per-

haps the most raunchy mainstream

comedy ever to hit theaters, "Mary"

dared to push film crudity to a new

high (or low).

No. 4 - "The Last Days of Disco"

Whit Stillman's tale of twcn-

tysomething swingers ringing in the

1980s showed audiences some fresh

faces and completed the director's

self-titled "Bourgeosie in Love" trilo-

gy

No. 5 - "Saving Private Ryan"

Steven Spielberg's film, perhaps

the most impressive achievement in

technical film-making of the '90s,

introduced to the world not only the

harsh realities of combat but also a

; new c(op of young actors, including

Barry Pepper. Jeremy Davies and

some other actor named Matt

Damon.

No. 6 - "The Opposite of Sex"

A tale of greed, insensitivity and

homophobia told through the per-

spective of juvenile delinquent

Christina Ricci, "Sex" delighted

audiences with its raw, yet undeni-

ably human, take on life.

No.7-"Bulworth"
With a re-release just before Oscar

voting, it looks like Twentieth

Century Fox had faith in "Bulworth".

Despite earning only $26.4 million in

the box office - and failing to find an

audience - iCwas an amusing movie

and worth the discounted student

ticket price tojjo see it.

it seems that the American public

expects corruption in the govern-

ment and is not fazed by amoral

politicians. Note the high public

approval rating by Bill Clinton, and

lack of public support for impeach-

ment hearings. That's probably why

few went to see this bitterly funny

movie - no one seems to care about

dishonest politicians these days.

Warren Beatty is excellent in his

role as the incumbent stale Sen. Jay

Bulworth, struggling to win the elec-

tion during the final campaign week-

end of the 1996 California primary.

From beginning to end, the movie is

fast-paced, mixing comedic moments

with a political message.

While undergoing a nervous

breakdown, Bulworth arranges his

own suicide, hires an assassin, and

negotiates a large life insurance plan

with a corrupt lobbyist to benefit his

daughter.

Along the way, Bulworth finds out

about the redeeming qualities that

come from speaking honestly, and

See nUM, page 36

STOP THE PC MADNESS!
Get a better Job and better Grades!

Get Microsoft Certified! Mfcmsoft

Our award winning Computer based training courses will

teach you everything you need to know about Win 95 &

Win 98, Word, Excel, Access, Outlook & Power Point.

No Long books to read or class schedules to keep

If you're not completely satisfied we'll give you

your money back.*

r^;;^;^^
All seven programs on 1 CD

lUST-.•-*

Makes a
great gmt

800-707-71 30

UCLA SCHOOL OP PUBLIC POLICY AND SOCIAL RESEARCH
THE LEWIS CENTER FOR REGIONAL POLICY STUDIES

In association with:

THE ASIA SOCIETY/SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA CENTER and THE
JAPAN AMERICA SOCIETY

Cordially invite you to a presentation of:

The World Employment
Report 1998-99

li Taqi
Assistant Director-General, International Labor Organization

_ RQshid Amjad
Chief, Special Team, Inicmaiional Labor Organization =
Sanford Jacoby, Discussant Chair
Professor of Management and Policy Studies, UCLA

Thursday, December 10, 1998

. Presentation at 4:30 PM, followed by a reception
•

'

"" UCLA Faculty Center, Hacienda Room

This year, the presentation hy the ILO's delegation will focus on the global employment situation

with special reference to the East Asian crisis. It will stress the role of education and training of the

workforce as prime elements in the effort of reaching and maintaining high levels of international

competitiveness. As the crisis in Asia demonstrates, economic success risks becoming ephemeral in

even the most competitive economies. In the era of trade liberalization and rapid technological

progress, the constant upgrading of skills and adaptability of workers dnd enterprises to new market

opportunities are essential features of long-term prospects. Training and education were at the heart of

Southeast Asia's economic miracle; they also could well provide a way out of underdevelopment and

poverty for millions of workers in other parts of the world.

Rock and Boll with Local Band,— Uf\ -t **

. uussirtr
./-X! X at Hillel's...

Chlnukah Bash!

Tired of studying for finals and want to

celebrate Chanukah with an awesome UCLA band?

Come to Hillel on Thursday, December 1 and hear

Gussifer perform. There will be latkes and
sufganyot (jelly doughnuts) to devour!

Come to Hillel, 900 Hilgard, at the corner of Le Conie.

Cost is $3 or $2 with a pair of socles in good

condition whicli will be donated to the homeless!

Shabbat at AEPi

Services dinner, and a lecture bv Kcil)l)i C hdim Seidler-Feller

The Fire Within: Kahhcildh dnd the Jewish Mystical Tradition'

Frida\, Deceniher 1 L (>: iO pni

at AEPi Fraternitx. (»4''> landtair Axe.

kSVP lor dinner ' UOiJOU-Uiai m e-mail hilleh' iicla.edu

•»™"*—^•-««' ^^*"""^*
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meets the beautiful Nina (Halle

Berry) whose presence helps him see

the oversights anci mistakes he has

made. Because of his newfound love

of life, he doubts whether he really

wants to go through with the suicide

or make up for the wrongs he com-

mitted in life.

As he develops his political rap-

ping abilities that Public Enemy

might have once admired, Bulworth

chooses honesty as his favorite poli-

cy, and the movie ends with a bang.

You can't ask for much more than

that

AJ. Harwin

No. 8 -"Zero Effect"

If the title "Zero Effect" draws a

blank among American audiences,

blame Castle Rock Pictures. This

film, hidden in theaters way back in

February, was one of the most origi-

nal American movies of the year,

introducing the world of cinema to

great new talent Jake Kasdan.

Unfortunately, lack of publicity

from its parent studio caus'jd "'^?ro

Effect" to remain in obscuri ;, i.nJ

r o HAPPINESS 1$ BEING o

r\ JUL CALIFORNIA JCAIt]

A BRUIN ALUM
Dear UCLA Students and Staff:

It has been a pleasure servingyour vision rare needs

for over 25 years in the village. Please take advanft^e

ofthese great offers listed below. .. ^ ,

UvClA Graduate 1967

$99 COMTACtTeNSES & EXAM "SPECIAL"
|

InclucJes eye exam, firtir>g, follow-up, and two pair of

Bausc^ & Lomb (Jaily or extencjed wear soft contacts.

$99 EYEGLASSES & EXAM "SPECIAL"

Includes lenses and frames from our special s<»lection

{roosx Rxs) and eye exam.

IF YOU HAVE UCU VISION CARE INSURANCE:
• We gladly accept your Insurance

• We get the forms for you - just call us.

• Same day appointments available.

• We are experts In showing you how to nrwximize your

benefits

• Terrific eyewear and contact lens selection

IF YOU D0N7HAVE VISION CARE INSURANCE:
Taice adv«<me of the tpedals. of we'H still give you 10%

•fl on airy non-i

Vlllaga Eyes Optomatry

810206-3011
ftoor of Mon^rB BhHMQ * Mf

only the most astute filmgocr even

got a chance to see this fun, fresh and

amusing comedy-mystery.

The nim opens as Steve Arlo (Ben

Stiller) explains to a potential client

that his employer, private detective

Daryl Zero (Bill Pullman, in the best

performance of his career), is indeed

the greatest private investigator the

world has ever known. Able to solve

any crime with a minimum of facts.

Zero achieves his unique abilities

through total detachment with the

outside world. He remains a recluse

in his snaz/y Los Angeles iiparlment.

leaving Arlo to carry out all of his

affairs. Naturally, the prospective

client (Ryan O'Neil) talces the case,

and thus begins the most difficult and

eye-opening case of Zero's career.

Though the plot is highly intricate

and leads toward a satisfying conclu-

sion, "Zero Effect" is that rare movie

about people instead of story. By the

time all the pieces have fallen in to

place and the crime has been solved,

we not only know whodunnit, but we

know Daryl Zero and understandw

how these events have changed his

life.

The credit for bringing the film to

life is split between Kasdan's won-

derfully clever screenplay and the

great performances of Stiller and

ATTENTION
Take your senior portrait over Winter Break and avoid long lines.

Call the Campus Photo Studio today to make your appointment.

huH Hur X Ihnuw^ Y^f R -^ k^ M. -M-^ 1 1 M^
1 301 5th Street.
Santa Monica

STH ( tllZONI IN SANU MONICA

24 HR INFO LINE (310) 313-3293
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FUNKY HIPPEEZ DISCO SHO)N
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and DJ Marcus
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TUE
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Jeff Young Stewie Curr

Kevin Mccormick - Arno luos
Mark Coldenberg Mauricio lewak

SHOWTIME 9 50PM

»a»id SHOWCASE Night
All Intoreirod OANDS coll

(605)251 6464

WED
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31*'

12/16 OrrOUR POSM
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Special Guest CXJ RON MILLER
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24 HR INFO LINE (310) 379-4755
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The 2nd ANNUAL
world Famous

106.7 Sm

NEW YEARS EVE BASH
with your hosts:

RICHARD BLADE &

SCOTTY BOY
Join a* wo count down to 1999 with over 99 pri/i.

91vu.iW.1ys inc*i.iding:

•t Tict'uts • CD's • T shirts .ind Moro'

FRtE CHAMPACNt TOAST AT MIDNIGHT •

BALLOON DROP WITH CASH PRIZtS'

nUMHenUK/niHUHU/WMUTM ,
(213) m-37B • (n4» 7«-»00 • (MS) 504700 • |I19| 2»-TU(S

(UN) DEAD WEEK IS UPON US!!!

Hair: Seen belter days

Tooth loss from steady diet

of Hostess Ho-Ho's.

Flat on one side from

falling asleep on desk.

Eyes: Haven't seen sunlight

all week.

Breakfast

Cpffgg

Most easily recognizable feature

Clothes haven't been changed

all week. (Beyond any valuation

of fashion sense).

Lunch

Don't bother trying to

tell him. He can't hear

you anymore.

Caffeine: Gotta love it.

MMtey - Friday

Spm to Midnifht
CALL HELPLINEI Saturday-Sunday

8pm to Midnight

SSB-HELP
We're Here To Listen.

•Tram to be a Lisicncr! Training surts 2nd week spnng quarter**

Pullman, both proving (possibly for

the first time) that they have consid-

erable acting talent and could be

trusted with more complex roles.

• "Zero Effect" is the kind of movie

that could have launched a franchise,

had only Castle Rock had a bit more

faith in it. It deserves to find its audi-

ence now on home video, as it was

one of the best films of 1998.

Lonnie Harris

No. 9 - "The Big Lebowski"

The new film from the Coen

Brothers certainly wasn't as ambi-

';

PAIN??
If you have burning,

gnawing or cramping
in your UPPER

STOMACH, you niay

have an ulcer.

People with ulcers

experience most pain

before meals and at

bedtime.

If you think you have
an ulcer, you may

qualify to participate

in a UCLA clinical

research program.

Qualified volunteers

will benefit from
state-of-the-art

diagnostic testing and
medical treatment at

no charge.

For Further

Information call

Robyn Altman, R.N.

or Mary Miller, R.N.
r-.--^ at ---v—
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tious as the duo's "Fargo" but did

deliver some of the year's best comic

performances from Jeff Bridges,

John Goodman and especially John

Turturro as a sexually confused

bowler named Jesus.

No.lO-''Mulan''

While Snow While, Cinderella and

the Sleeping Beauty spent their days

twirling around in ball gowns, Mulan

sheds the fairy tale cliche for a soldier's

uniform.

DAILY BRUIN 1998

BEST FILM LIST

1. "Life is Beautiful"

2. "ITie Truman Show"

3. "There's Something

About Mary"

4. "The Last Days of

Disco"

5. "Saving Private Ryan"

6. 'The Opposite of Sex"

7. "Bulworth"

8. "Zero FlTccl"

9. "Big Lebowski'

10. "Mulan"

Despite the unamusing. jive-lalking

dragon voiced by Eddie Murphy, last

summer's animated feature from the

Mouse House stands on its own with a

brave heroine of realistic body propor-

tions who uses her wits to lead an

entire army of men to victory.

Between the heartache that drives

Mulan to fight in her fathers place and

the humor of her masquerade in drag,

one forgets that the characters are sim-

ply hand-painted images.

A refreshing change ^.^^ pace,

"Mulan" also moves further away

from narrative norms by not finding

romance until the end with her beef-

cake commanding olTicer Shang - one

of few animated males to catch the eye

of adult women, as well as little girls.

As a piece of visual art, the film

showcases Disney's defi-touch with

sweeping animation scenes such as the

avalanche that buries alive hundreds

of villainous Huns.

More importantly. Disney reaches

beyond the mainstream European

classics and ventures into new cultural

territory by retelling a popular

Chinese bedtime story which puts a

new twist on feminism.

' % ' Terry Tang

Some film reviews compiled by Lonnie

Harris

DAILY BRUIN 1998

WORST FILM LIST

1. "A Night at the Roxbury"

2. "Lost in Space"

.V "The Avengers"

4. "Godzilla"

5. "Armageddon"

(). "I Still Know What You
Did Last Summer"

7. "Holy Man"
8. "Meet Joe Black"

9. "Hope Floats"

10. "Deep Impact"
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fi^ MKROSCOPg;
l//s/f (he IVor/cf's Idn^^zi Telescopes

Microscopes & Binoculars Cer)ters

EXPERT HELP

SIMI VALLEY 730 EASY ST. (805) 522-6646

SHERMAN OAKS 14324 VENTURA BLVD. (818) 789-5805

COSTA MESA 3033 SO BRISTOL (714) 957-6900

SAN DIEGO 4766 CLAIRMONT MESA BL. (610) 277-6686

LAS VEGAS 4825 W. FlAMINGO RD. »15 (702) 947-2673
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CELIA POX
L.A. UNDERGROUND
Directed by: Stanly Ralph Ross

Hottest new comedion orourid

- San Francisco Chronicle --

RefMbir)M funny shts..

Studenls

^Roc< City News

-

illege ID.

EveryWday Night Nov. 13 thru Dec. 18

Masquer's Cabaret and Dinner Theater

8334 West Third Street in Beverly Hills

For Rpseivations Call 213-390-5586

Graduate Studies in Psychology

Paths toward Meaningful Careers

M.A. iR Clinical Psychology

Meets educational requirements

for the MFCC license .

M.A. in Psychology

To prepare for a human services

position or doctoral program

Psy.D. in Clinical Psychology

APA-accredited, M.A. required

• highly respected, accomplished faculty,

who are also practicing professionals

• wide variety of theoretical orientations

• outstanding pass rates on past MFCC oral

exams

• small classes; accessible faculty

The Graduate School of Education and

Psychology regularly holds program

information sessions at its centers in

Los Angeles, the San Fernando Valley,

and Orange County. Please call

(310) 568-5605 to find out the date

and time of the next meeting. _

• flexible schedules; afternoon and evening

classes

• active assistance in locating internships

• dynamic career possibilities: clinical practice,

—consulting, business, the courts, academia.

and human services

For applications or brochures:

(310) 568-5605

For program information;

(800) 888-4849

PEPPERDINE UNIVERSITY
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION AND PSYCHOLOGY
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DON'T JUST

READ ABOUT IT

EXPERIENCE IT!

Korean Air is giving one lucky UCLA student the chance to

experience Setxil or Tokyo. Fri>m now tt> December 1 5th, sti>p hy

the !Vx>kZone and enter to win 2 roundtrip tickets to 5>eoul or

Tokyo. Indulge yourself in the culture, fixxl and sites oi this part

o{ Asia, two great cities rich in tradition and commerce.

Also, Vxk for special student saver fares on i>ur website

www.koreanair.com or call yixir travel agent for details on i>ur

discounted rates for students.

KSRe%NAIR
www.korcanair.com

24 Hiiuf R«m'«tuH>: 1(800) 4W SOOC SK'YPASS Servicr Center 1(800) S.^S-MWC
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MUSIC
From page 29

jazz for an enjoyable blend of

sounds. John McCrca's indecipher-

able lyrics are a work of art, lending

a strange depth as they grind along

with the band's support. The cryp-

tic words, covering everything from

salanic cars to supermarkets, con-

veyed in McCrea's unmistakable

monotone, convey emotions with-

out revealing the motivation behind

them. You'll find yourself agreeing

with him and never knowing why.

And the instruments, oh mother,

the instruments. In Vincent Di

Fiore, Cake possesses one of the

most under-appreciated trumpet

players in the business. His wide-

open, flowing horn lines add an

incredible richness that compli-

ments McCrea's guitar perfectly.

Whether it's the punchy accompa-

niment to "Satan is My Motor" or

the melancholy soaring of

"Mexico." Di Fiore is an essential

ingredient in Cake's mix. With him

anchoring the songs, "Prolonging

the Magic" rises above the rest of

the field.

Brent Hopkins

Hole, "Celebrity Skin"

Although 1998 mostly offered

the music audience more spectacle

than substance, a few bands man-

aged to combine the two traits to

blast away the biz. Bands such as

Garbage and Marilyn Manson

sparkled all over agam with some oi

the most impressive releases of the

year but lacked the complete unity

of consistent hits within one album

that only one other band managed

to hit dead-on.

This year the sound, the attitude

and the style all rested in Hole's

newest release, "Celebrity Skin."

1998 marked the year when

Courtney Love would prove that,

besides screaming, she could pull

off some impressive songwriting

and decent vocals.

The serious talent lying

beneath the songs

belongs to Hole and

no one else.

that get the FF button) or

Gangstarr's "Moment of Truth."

As for that final Tribe Called Quest

album, Jay-Z might even get a vote

over that one.

The title goes to dark horse can-

didate Aceyalone for his compre-

hensive "A Book of Human
Language." We've all heard of diffi-

cult reading before. Well, this

album is what you might call diffi-

cult listening. "ABoHL" is not

something you can dance to. It is

not something you can play in the

background while having conversa-

tion. You simply cannot cheat your

way through this album. That

destructive little habit of knowing

songs by their track numbers and

not their names will be a killer on

this one. Oh, and you can't just go

to Penny Lane, listen to the first

thirty seconds of each track and

think you're even coming close to

what this album represents.

Getting into this album is a diffi-

cult, lonely chore but well worth it if

given a chance.

While some have bashed "A

Book of Human Language" as

being too artsy and abstract (this is

Aceyalone after all), the fact is. it

takes a few good listens and then a

few more to see the art in this

album. The simplest way to

describe this project would be one

person's thesis on life. Every song

represents a different aspect of

Acey's journey through this thing

we call life and his attempts to

understand it as best he can.

Whether or not Billy Corgan

should take credit for the album's

production bears no relevance

when the listener realizes that the

serious talent lying beneath the

songs belongs to Hole and no one

else. "Celebrity Skin" rocked air-

waves with its feisty nature and true

melody, just as their second single.

"Malibu." continues to do now.

Luckily for the loyal fans, the band

has matured and amounted to more

than a riot grrrl/punk mess and. in

the process, found a new fanbase in

those lovers of simply great rock

music. The impressive melodic

qualities of songs such as "Dying"

and "Awful" maintain that the band

learned a lot about creating driving

tunes instead of bitter chaos.

Although amusing as Love's

continuous antics might be. the real

test of talent rested on this album

and Hole does not disappoint. The

punch packed in "Celebrity Skin"

will definitely outlast any other

spectacle Love tries to offer the

public.

Michelle Zubiate

Book of HumanAceyalone, **A ^
Language**

Best album of '98^^ The easy

answer would be Outkast's

"Aqucmcni." With the addicting

rhythms that flow through the

album, it's a wmner with both crit-

ics and . commercial audiences

Mtybe Uuu Bbcksur album (while

it was good, there are a few tracks

Skipping through this album would

be an atrocious deed as the songs

are not arbitrarily scattered about

but rather strategically placed to

enhance the listening experience.

Then again, that Outkast album

is a beautiful example of artistic

progression, hmmm. Nah, I'm

sticking to my guns on this one.

There are some who will not be able

to sit through this album, claiming

that it is too weird or that "you have

to have beats that bump" blah, blah,

blah. To them I say: go buy a

Master P album.

Tenoch Flores

Lauryn Hill, ""Miseducation of

Lauryn Hiir

R&B is somewhere down there.

It's hard to salvage much from the

cesspool of one-hit wonders and

sexed-up, stripped-down vocal

groups.

In the wake of Boyz II Men.

TLC and even Puff Daddy. 1998

saw pale, recycled versions of once-

innovative music. The tiresome

focus on image seems to draw

strength from the waning quality of

R&B and hip-hop.

Few rose from the murky waters

to make any memory out of 1998.

Lauryn Hill was never there. Still

riding the wave that was The

Fugees (and later The Refugee

Allstars), Hill's music and message

shines brighter than any diva

soundtrack duet.

The much-anticipated "The

Miseducation of Lauryn Hill"

failed no expectations. The rapper,

singer and poet returned to the

p spotlight with a lyrically mature

and rhythmically strong solo debut.

The urban songstress avoids

falling victim to played-out formu-

las, but she's no stranger to the

mainstream.

The difference is that Hill sam-

ples with a purpose; she incorpo-

rates "Supastar's" cut of "Light My
Fire" into her song, not vice versa.

Her five-minute songs feature more

than 10 lines of lyrics.

And she doesn't just collaborate

with the hottest ticket (no power

ballads with Celine Dion are in the

works).

"Miseducation," like hip-hop

guru and fellow Allstar Wyclef

Jean's 1997 "Carnivil." offers a

glimpse at the intention of real

music: experimentation and evolu-

tion.

CIm
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advertising information

118 Kerckhoff Hall
308 Westwood Plaza ...each additional word
Los Angeles, CA 90024 Weekly, up to 20 words
INTERNET ...each additional word
E-Mail: classifieds@media.ucla.edu Monthly, up to 20 words
Web: http://www.dailybruin.ucla.edu .each additional word

One issoe, up to 20 words $8.00
0.50

27.00
1.50

90.00
5.00

For Classified Display ads,
please see our rate card

for variable rate information.

DEADLINES
Classified Line Ads:
1 working day t>efore printing,

at 1 2 noon.
Classified Display Ads:
2 working days before printing,

at 1 2 noon.
There are no cancellations after

noon of the day before printing.PHONE
Classified Line: (310) 825-2221
Fax:(310)206-1359

Classified Display: (310) 206-3060
Fax:(310)206-0528

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Thu: 9:00am-4:00pm
Fri: 9am-2:30pm
The ASUCLA Communications board fully supports the Univefsityof Califorrea's policy on nondiscrimination No medium shall accept advwtisements which present persons of any origin, race, sex, or sexual orientation in

a demeaning way or imply that they are limited to positions, capabilities, roles, or status in society Neither the Daily Brum nor the ASUCLA Communications Board fias investigated any of the services advertised or the
advertisements represented in this issue Any person believing that an advertisement m this issue violated the Board's policy on nondiscnmirwtion stated herein should communicate complaints in writir>q to the Business
Manager. Daily Brum. 118 Kerckhoff Hall. 308 Westwood Plaza. Los Angeles. CA 90024 For assistance with housing discrimination problems, call the UCLA Housing Office at (310) 825-4271 or call the Westside Fair Hous-
ing Onice at (310) 475-9671 Classified ads also appear on-line at http //www dailybruin ucia edu Placement on-line is offered as a complimentary service for customers and is not guaranteed The Daly Bruin is responsible
for the first incorrect ad irisertion only Minor typographical errors are not eligible for refunds For any refund, the Daily Brum Classified Department must be notified of an error on the first day of publication by noon.

^S ViSA

PAYMENT
Please make checks payable to

"The UCLA Daily Bruin." We
accept Visa, MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards. Allow 5
working days for mail payments.

HOW TO WRITE
AN EFFECTIVE AD

• Start your ad with the
mercharxiise you are selling.

This makes it easier for readers to
quickly scan the ads and locate

your items.
• Always include the price of your
item. Many classified readers
simply do not respond to ads
without pnces.
• Avoid abbreviations-^^nake your
ad easy for readers to urxJerstand.
• Place yourself in the reader's

position, ask what you would like to

know atK>ut the merchandise, and
include that in the ad. Include such
infornuition as brand names, cok)rs

and other specific descriptions.

1700
Lost and RNmd

LOST!- Cranberry pager in Cove! Commons
12/03/98. $Reward$ if returned. Jocelyn:

aiO,-?fl»fifilfi

2000
Personals

PUERTO RICAN/ITALIAN male (21) es-

cort/masseur available for men/women/cou-
Ples. Call LUCHQ s 24/hr Los AngpIP^ papfir

1100 —

—

Campus Happenings

ALCOHOL AND DRUG
READINESS GROUP

WEEKLY UCLA group (or individuals ques-

tioning their alcohol or drug use. Contact

Elizabeth Suti . 310-206-1148.

1800
Mlsceilaneous

FREE WINNERS, FREE SCORES, FREE
Lines, no money, no operators, no hassles,

www.lme-busters com

SHORTS FESTIVAL
www.cinc-nitcs.com Taking submissions iur

your movie now.

W-^-^^U-U^b^ SlbUmour l wHI Iravel any
,;;;;g;;,'^'p:;,,gy'net

>;i I

Research Sul4oct*

BROKEN HEARTED and gotten revenge

Share your revenge story. $50 for the best

where!

TIME FOR A BREAK-? Have fun tonight! Call

1-900-776-4549 ext,2357. $2 99/min. Must
be 18 yrs Serv-U 619-645-8434.

FREE BIRTH CONTROL PILLS. UCLA re-

search study $50 per visit to clime. Smokers

ages 18-34 or non-smokers ages 35-44.

310-794-1884.

NHscelfaMeoiiS

Alcoholics Anonymous
Men. Discussion, Fri. Slap Study, 2408 Ackerman

TYtun. Book Study, 2408 Ackarmon

M/T/W Rm. Dwrid A3-029

Wod. Rm. A3- 029

Discussion, Al timos 12:10- IKWpm

FofkchoUct or IndMdiMltuttohavm a drinking problmn.

)Y€Mn€
Readings By Lauren

K World Renowned

K Psychic Readings

>t Tarol Card

K Reunites Lovers

M Advises on all Problems of life

>t Special Student Discounl

Tel: (310) 858-U68

1300
Campus Recniltnient

1300
Campus Reoraltment

Notetakers Wanted

Call or stop by for a list of available classes

ASAP. Bring your DPR or transcript and

a sannple of your own notes.

GREAT PAY!
Get paid as much as $480

per quarter for each class.

Benefits include UCLA Store discounts

Us
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Asian Dreamairls •

NEW 11x17
1999 ASIAN

I TOPLESS & BIKINI

CALfNDAR!
K"»fiirii)i; 1 1 (tMrj;i<nis

Asi.ju ( jlnidir ( iirls!

SMI. U..SIKVS.\S'K\H.
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\Hln.( .11.(1.^1. t4 DM VhI.'
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1-800-777-1167
(ptt.* viMlihvk
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Join a federally

funded study comparing

a new space age condom
witli a classic latex

... condom.
-—

—

I ml 1

Call the Lecture Notes office at

310.825.8016

LectureNoteS Located on A-Level Ackerman Union

1700
Loet and FouMi

KOREAN ENGLISH HYMNAL FOUND at

Kelton and Ophtr on Dec 6 around 1pm

Can 310-316-8252

^ READ

^

BETWEEN
THE LINES

^mestion n
1 andvMn'

Personals

EUROPEAN WRITER/TRANSUVTOR. ac

complished, irxJependant. cosmopolitan, nat-

ural, healthy lifestyle, very K»f>d&sensitive,

will adopt genuir>e. bright, communicative,

preny, foreign female 310-573-0270

ONUNE hoMty grams. gNtsI Local parties.

iobt. and fvM mOmt bodiM tooMnp tor a

good lime Ms bfMk VMt BuzzMte at

vMvw corwufDerman com 818-4643554

Pregnant?

Panicked?

Call1-800-R-HERE-4-U

for the Pregnancy Care

Center nearest you.

Free tests. Confidential,

caring assistance.

We helped 24,000 people last

year and we can help you.

The Right to Life League

of Southern California

Free medical care/supplies

to couples

using condoms as birth

control for 6 months.

FOR INFORMATION CALL

(800)521-5211

NORMAL HEALTHY CHILDREN and adol-

ascents 8-16yrs needed for UCLA research

study Receive $25 for lab expenment and

jevelopmental evaluation, and get a scientif-

c leaming experience. Call 310-825-0392.

POSTMENOPAUSAL WOMEN 45-I- (Healthy

or with heart disease) wanted for a study on

coronary artery disease involving small

amounts of radioactivity at UCLA. $25/hr (2

days. 4hrs. each) Call 310-825-1118 or 310-

206-6675.

SPEECH PRODUCTION EXPERIMENT No
metal lillings. not claustrophobic? Sustain

vowels while MRI images your mouth and

throat. 5hours at $9/95/hr. plus a CD of the

images. Mark Johnson 310-206-6775.

mh|@icsl. ucla.edu

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

ANONYMOUS sperm donors needed Help

inferlile couples while receiving financial

compensation up to $600/month and free

health screening. Convenient hours, located

in Westwood Call Kim 310-824-9941

EARN $$ HELPING
INFERTILE COUPLE

LOVING COUPLE eager to start a lamily

Seeks woman w/similar appearance as wNa

to donate egg:Fatr skin, Caucastan. under 30

w/ligN eyea. average heighl-fsmail frame

Dr DanzerO 3 10-273-2463

EGG DONOR needed to enable MeflMe ecu

pie to have • ton%. Generous compenea

•on. Am you undw 90yf» old, m good heaHh.

blond heir, blue eyea Please caH 310 273-

2463
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Iin-A DRUG ARIISF RESEARCH CONSORTIUM
NEUROPSYCHIATRIC INSTITUTE & HOSPITAL

THE RESEARCH CONSORTIUM

CONSISTS OF

:
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RESEARCH AND CLINICAL OPPORTUNITIES

Research Areas:

•Cocaine/Crack, Heroin &
Methamphetamine Use

•Drug Treatment Process &
Outcome Evaluation

"

•Criminal Justice System

Interventions

• Pharmacological Treatment

Approaches: Methadone, LAAM
& Other Medications

•Street Ethnography
• Epidemiology of Drug Use

•Behavioral Treatment

Approaches to Alcohol, Tohacco

& Stimulant Use

•Dual Diagnosis

•HIV/AIDS: Issues of Drug Use

•Drug Pohcy: Federal, State,

Local

Clinical Facilities:

•Veterans Affairs Medical

Center
'

•Community Programs:

"^"Residential

Drug-free Outpatient

Methadone/LAAM
Maintenance
• Neuroimaging

•Government Suhstance Ahuse

Regulatory Agencies

Thesis, Dissertations, Articles

The Consortium has accumulated

data in each of these areas and

^solicits the collaboration of UCLA

colleagues in their analysis and

publication.
'~'~

PRE- &
POST-DOCTORAL
FELLOWSHIPS

The fellowship is a two-year training

program that provides

(comprehensive and intensive

training experience through

substantive and methodological

courses and supervised resean^h,

with strong training in research

design, methodology, and statistical

analysis. NIDA-funded fellowships

provide stipends, tuition and UCLA

health insurance.

For application informatitm. Contact

Hecky Beckham,

794-2788, ext. 238 or e mail

beckyi^ucla.edu

or email becky^ucla.edu

IINnF.RGRADIJATE &
GRADUATE COURSES
Substantive Issues in Substance Abuse

(Fsychiatry/Biobehav Sci 295ABC)

Substance Abuse Journal Club

(Psychiatry/Biobehav Sci 402ABC
- .• . ^11^—«^M^—^«M^w^—— * I m i . - -

Drug Abuse Policy

(Policy 101, M. Kleiman-Prof.)

(offered Spring Quarter Only)

Independent Research course credit

(e.g.. 194. 199,599)

Volunteer Internships

Contact Beverly Williams, 794-2788,

ext. 249 or email bev(0>ucla,edu

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
DA9C\ %vfli \tu\i*-:

hUp://www.iiir4liirh.urla.e(lu/i»oiii/npi/DARC/

PWC'h wrl» pupr: hUp://www.prolotyprH.org

MIA'S wrii pu{;f : hU|i://www.MaU-ixl*A.or|;

F4»r rinployiiirnt opporlunitirH, roiiturt

B. Br. khaiii ut 794-2788, «-xt. 238

Research Subleds

POSTMENOPAUSAL WOMEN NEEDED for

study o( memory $50 (or session, 2-4pm at

UCLA, CRC, irKluding questionnaires, tests

of memory, 3 small blood samples, saliva

and urine specimens Call Erin©310-515-

5717. (Principal Investigator: Dr. Teresa See-

man).

Spemi/Egg Donori

EGGDONORS
WANTED

If you are a healthy
female between
the ages of 19 and
30 and have health

insurance.

Compensation
$550000

call Mima Navas at

(310) 829-6782

Classifieds

825-2221

EGG DONORS NEEDED
COMPASSIONATE women from all races

wanted by infertile hopeful couples Ages 21 -

30 Compensation $3,500 Call OPTIONS
800-886 9373

*

MEN: Donors needed for insemination pro-

gram Especially needed: Latinos, Jewish,

Italian, African-Americans. 35 or younger

Please call 826-440-7450. Compensation
provided.

NEEDED Japanese or Chinese egg donor.

Hong Kong. Taiwan. Singapore. Malaysia

ancestry. Age30 or less Greater than high

school education. O-negative blood type if

possible. Compensation $3,000 Please call

310-273-2463.

WE'RE LOOKING FOR
A FEW GOOD SPERM All races. 20-40 yrs.

$50 per acceptable donation Call OPTIONS
at 800-886-9373.

2400
nctolsortarad

FIESTA BOWL
TICKETS

ALL LOCATIONS

800-800-9811
the ticket exctiange in Phoenix

Tlduts Wanted

DO YOU HAVE STU-
DENT SEASON FOOT-

BALLTICKETS?
We are looking for students who have a stu-

dents sports package, but do not wish to go

to the Fiesta bowl game January 4. l-lelp out

a few fellow Brums who want to go! Please

call 310-209-0509.

VIP TICKETS
310-474-9490

Wanted choice basket-

ball tickets. Buy/sell. All

events.

WANTED!!! 4 TICKETS tor the Rose Bowl.

Call collect 608-624-3277 ^sk for Scott

Desperate!

2700

'"ttlMPi»aKrMK'iW^4Kt-

2300
Sperm/I^ Donofs

MICROWAVE/CONVECTION OVEN. Large,

very good condition. Ideal for sn^ll aparl-

ments/dorms witti no oven. $300. Call 310-

899-9640

REFf^lGERATOR, 3-years okJ, worlis like

new 4 5 feet tall $50 OBO Kirt>y vacuum

cleaner, reliable, $40 080 310-476-9896

BLOOD DONOR
RH NEGATIVE bkXKl donor needed for im

portant infertHrty procedure 1 3 draws need

ed S50/dr«w PI—«e H»p!! 714-506-6222

WE BUY CARS New and oM Running or

not Jeff 310-714-5000

3000

EGG DONORS
NEEDED
IF YOUARE A WOMAN

• between the ages of 19-32

• have no genetically linked

diseases in your

immediate family

• would like to know more

about how to become an

egg donor

Please Call...

fGG DOMORS ARE
COMPEMSATFD
$3000 to $3500

iONCHPTI Oi

(949) 488-2868

must attend one education senninar

3400

BRAND NEW! Brother GeoBook NB-60,

B/W personal, digital notebook. $250otx)

818-509-9996.

FREE LONG DISTANCE/ACCESS TO inter-

net - without a computer Aplio $209.00/1nter-

nel-Phone $309.00 (Exclusive distributor).

UCLA Faculty. 310-230-4231.

PENTIUM 333, 4MB video, 4.3GB UDMA.
36x CDrom, 56k V90. 3D sound, Windows

98, Office 97, Photoshop 5 0, plus other soft-

ware w/warranty. $595. 213-804-3154.

TOSHIBA 205CDS LAPTOP. lOOMhz Penti-

um, 16MB Ram, Word Pertect 7.0. CD-rom,

1.5years left on CompUSA warranty. $800o-

bo. Susan 310-618-9880.

TOSHIBA TECRA Multimedia Notebook.

Pentium- 120 32MB. 1 6GB harddrive. 12.1"

Active screen. CDROM. fax/vofce/modem.

Wlndows98. Of1ice97. 2-year-warranty. Ex-

cellent conditwn. $1250obo. 310-824-7488

ForaHnra

ANTIQUES FOR SALE! Roll top desk. $500.

6foot display cabinet with glass doors. $500.

Call 310-899-9640.

READ ^
BETWEEN
THE LINES

. FrxJ the hidden tnvia question in .

V tcxJay's Classifieds, answer it arxj wifTi/

FULL-SIZE MATTRESS w/box spring and

frame. $150obo. 2 Pier One imports

wrought-iron bar chairs. $150obo. 310-838-

2455. ^
MATTRESS BONANZA!!
SEALY, STEARNS i FOSTER Also Ortho-

pedic twin-sets-$79.95, Fulls-$99.95,

Queens-$139.95 Pillowtops-$299.95.

Kings- 199.95. Delivery. Beacon Mattress.

1309 Westwood Blvd. 310-477-1466.

MATTRESS SETS!!!
Twin $79, Full $89, Queen $139, King $159.

Bunkbeds. Deliveries, Pfione Orders Accept-

ed. 310-372-2337.

4100
Ms
CUTE. CUDDLY Brum, well-trained, can

"Read Between the Lines" Who was the

last UCLA player prior to this season to

finish in the Top 10 in the Heisman trophy

voting'? Visit the DB Classifieds at 118

Kerckhoff or at wv\^ dailybruin ucla edu to

play and win

4200
Rfntels

It's firwily here' WWW BOOKJOINTCOM
Buy and sell your used textbooks to other

students online, tt's free! Start today'

www.book|Oint.oom

* Piano Rentals ^^ Low Monthly Rates k
^Hollywood Piarx) Rental Companyj^^ 213-462-2329 ^
••••••••••

Display

206-3060
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5680_
Ikwel OBiliiuiliuiii

Pain Medicine Can Cause
I

Do you experience chronic pain that requires daily use of pre-

scription pain killers? Do you suffer from constipation as a result

of this treatment? If you answered yes to both of these questions,

you mav be eligible to participate in a research study of an investi-

gational medication for constipation associated with these medica-

tions..

Qualified participants receive all study-related care at no charge,

including:

• Doctor visits

• Laboratory services

• Study medication

• Compensation up to $200.00

For more informorion, pleose coll:

^ 800-878-0I01
Make the Call that Could Make a Difference

IRAVEL
London $371

Sydney $923

NewYork $330

Mexico City $323

Rome. $536

SoTif (f st(n.iH«is fT\ jy apoly ( SI « lOl .'560 60

(310) 824-1574
920 Westvvood ONd

5TA TRAVEL
We'vt kMn thett.

coon rr CNUNt

4P^'
W [ W ( A S

( M K1^in I M ( II

4700
Antotawnuica

AUTO
INSURANCE
''NO BULL"
Best Prices, Same Day

STUDENT DISCOUNTS

Motorcycles, SR22
Accidents, Tickets OK

CALL AA« IA NOW
FOR FREE QUOTE

TOLL FREE
1 (800) 225-9000

4900
Autos for Sale

1987 ALFA ROMEO SPIDER- Great condi-

tion. New gear shift. Red, black top, tan in-

terior. $4,200 310-286-1043.

1990 DODGE SHADOW 77,500 miles Runs
fine. Automatic. FM radio. $2300obo. 31-

209-3499.

1992 FORD RANGER 4 cylinder, manual,

PS.PB, stereo/cassette. tint, new
brakes/tires, 4 in lift Bedliner 64,000 mi.

$5300 Obo 310-213-4144

1993 JEEP WRANGLER. Black, excellent

condition, low mileage (51 K). upgraded alloy

wheels and chrome bumpers Excellent

maintenance record New stereo. $9700
310-578-9949.

1995 VW Jetta GL. Black, 5-speed, sunroof

47K miles. $9900 Ask for Bnan 323-852-

0559.

^ READ
- BETWEEN
THE LINES

VFmd ftie hKJden trMa question in .

todays Oasaiitds . answw n andwn^

Classifieds

825-2221

ARC
• "•I ••10 aiiixo

www.statravel.com

8700^
IIVMlTldMs

Autos for Sale

•79 TOYOTA COROLLA runs good, new
tires, new clutch, $400obo. (310)393-
0411x7454

'87 TOYOTA longbed pick up truck. Auto,

grayi 95K. A/C. camper shell, liner Good
tires Runs great. $3,200 OBO 310-313-
2824

•91 ACURA INTEGRA GS Red, Sspeed.
hatchback, like new, phone, CD, alarm,

moonroof, low-miles $8400 Scott 213-748-

6333 Weekdays. 818-981-9592
EveningsAweekends

AQUA TRAVEL INC
WORLD WIDE LOWEST AIRFARES

MAKE YOUROWNARCARHOTR
RESBA/ATIONAT

http/Mwwprsmaweb com/aquatravel

2AH0JBADAY
Lowest Domestic and

International Airfares

Tour Packages

Eurailpass

Hotel Accommodations
Car Rentals

*Asia*Africa*Australa*Eii'ope*South

Amenca*lncla*Canada*Me>xo*Hawai*

Special domestic & International Artares AvalcAle
Piicei cue subiect to chang« wrthout nofce

AvQiiabiitrv rnoy be iimiie<J and some retfrictions moy
oppty Plus Ia«ps

FHDNE (310)441^680
(0850 Wme. Smts 431 WeslwMa 90024

FLY CHEAP!!
• ROUND TRIP COURIER AIRFARES •
London $3S5 Sooul $300 Hong Kono $389
China $285 Sydnoy $720 Bangkok $370
40%-80% OFF ALL FARES
AIR COURIER INTERNATIONAL

1-800-892-7216 24 hrs.

HMOnS/ IHRBIS

'Wcsizuood IiurMoicl

-U'N> thun one tm\v from I (AA imiuihin

-l-ffi- lontiiu'nt.il hrr.ikfaM

Artofd.ihlf. clean and coiulortahir rooms

-I rW- cahle IV A Uxal Tfkphonf Ctlls

-^w-kh. M<»«J)h and unsip rait* avaUaWr

For resenahoMM caU, (310) 474-4^6.;c t

5720
Vacation Packages

FIESTA BOWL
DESERT GOLF AND VACATION rentals.

Luxury condos and townhomes Scottsdale
golf packages, great location, great rates

1-888-880-0774 wwwdesert-golf com

SPRING BREAK PACKAGES are in now.
Mazatlan starting at $399 for 7 days + other

available packages. Call Council Travel now;
310-208-3551

IkavBl Destinations

GREAT FOR XMAS 2 roundtrip tickets LA-

Cleveland or Baltimore $200 each 212-591-

0634 or email jerrywillisdhotmail.com

Round Trip Airfares

Mma S375
Cuzco S595
Santiago SC89

Sao Paulo / Rio SG56

GuayaquiJ / Quito $570
Bucnf)s Aiirs SG98

fffilff |i(i«/o.s ( I'll i.%«*

.• • ; (),!>« ( 'w-f • 4 U.n>. Oi"tii w'th S'i\»t\

For Res 323 852 0549/800 28<J 0549
I'HDf I KSIDNM TRWtl St HM( t

South Amf-ni itt Spfc i.ih«t« i sT • i^m 'i !•> lo

Financial AM

STUDENT LOANS
GET YOUR Stafford Student Loan from Uni-

versity Credit Union (Lender Code 832123)
Also receive low-cost financial sen/ices 310-

477-6628; www ucu org

Europe
$239 (each way plus taxes)

HAWAII $1 i9o/w
Many other destinations!
CALL 310-394-0550
http://www.airhitch.0r9

CST 202863840

Insorance

INSURANCE WAR!
WELL BEAT ANYONE'S pnce or don t want
your busir>ess All dnvers Newly licensed

Student/statf/tacutty discounts Request the
"Brum Plan" 310-777-8817 or 818-222
5595

might not be enough...

Buy MIP (Medical Insurance Plan) if you haven't olready.

BAR statement mailed Dec. I. Get MIP when you pay your fees.

UCLA Arthur Ashe Student Health & Wellness Center

Full details obouf MIP and more on our Web page

www.saonet.ucla.edu/health.htm or call 310 825-4073

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

^CROSS^
1 Type of tub

5 Monsters
10 Canvas cover
1

4

Novelist Seton
15 Plant life

16 Cambodia's
locale

17 Entertainer

Parks
18 Wrestling holcj

20 Pitchers

22 Golfing peg
23 Fender- bender

results

24 Poker stakes
26 Egg producer
27 Masked one
30 Beach

acquisitions

34 Campground
convenience

35 Lie

36 Whack
37 Go astray

38 Hot sauce
41 Life, in Quebec
42 To — precisely

44 Buddhist

movement
45 Busy
47 Crusader s foe

49 Generated ^'—

'

50 Fuel

51 Church part

52 Put back
to zero

55 Actor Brynner
56 Patronage
60 Zodiac ace
63 Ocean

movement
64 Heavy

hammer
65 Real estate —
66 Not odd
67 Undersized
68 A la — menu

choice

69 Scan

PWeVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVgP^

s D A A B E T

ffl

W H 7 T
E P 1 C B A Y A U D 1

L 1 M A K R ON K E E N
F E E L T E E D R E S S Y

Y V E S L E A F
S K AT E D N U R T yjR E D
P E L E E BIOIN G L A K E
A V SQmSg] B 1 N
R 1 M S H 1 ssB S K I N S
K N T H L E P L E|D G E

A R S Q Y T
R E s U L T w C T
A D 1 T L A 1 R D H 1 D E
M 1 R E E

1
A s E L U s E S

P E E R A p S E P E A T

DOWN,
1 — Ruth
2 Afresh

3 Phoenician port

4 Hallway item
5 Not on
6 Wheat protein

7 Actors' quests

_JB — Stanley
Gardner

9 — Diego
10 Natural gifts

11 Org
12 Brawl
13 Kitchen utensils

19 Paradise
21 Nose
25 Golden

gemstones
26 Wheel covers
27 Ostriches' kin

28 Major artery

29 Kitchen

utensil

30 Family mem.
31 Singing

Chipmunk

r

32 Unsophis-
ticated

33 Bullock,'Reeves
film

35 Devotee
39 — Canwright of

"Bonanza"
40 Florida city

43 Avidly ^___^^
46 Speaker

part

48 Roman
statesman

49 Mute
51 Bonng tool

52 Highway
exit

53 Jacobs twin

54 Astonish

55 Exercise
system

57 Bestow
58 Notion
59 Mail out

61 Varnish

ingredient

62 Map abbr

Display

206-3060
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YbiiVe in 0ood handi.

Insurance Company
(310)312-0204

1281 W®8tw/oocl Blvd.
(2 b>lk8 So. of Wllsmro)

PPO FREE DENTAL ^
No decuctible, Rx card, Vision, Check up

Pap & Mamography, Chiro, Well baby

Pregnant OK. Call (800) OM-4422
For Rates: www. 1sthealthinsurance.com

JBl BlM Cross of CA airthoriztd Afltnt^ft

6100

PROFIT GENERATING WEBSITE. Make
money 24hrs/day.

www.prfvatesites.coni/warhors.cgi?AC 1 262.

For free report write to AD. 10736 Jefferson

Blvd. #225, Culver City. CA 90230.

WEBPAGE DESIGNER for local special ev

ent production company; must be well

versed in Html; Pay commensurate with tal-

ent and experience. (310)453-1137.

'gamecebiMl

l}ie BfSTpnces lor all your PC gaming needs,

YrustxaieA and disappointed

withVCLAI

h'nr tnme ansutn check luil

http'J/univ0r9ltYsecnt8.com

ALL natural bust cream and drops Lifts,

shapes, firms, and adds inches No estro-

gen. It works, ask Clintquel Advertised on

T V. 310-838-6547.

HAIR COLOR/HIGHLIGHTS from $15-$30.

HAIRCUTS from $15 at Beverly Hills Salon

Advanced ass't program. 9666 Brighton

Way Call GAVERT-ATELIER 310-858-7898

M'IIIIIIIIIIIIIIXIIIIIIIIIIj

ConUmpo Nails
Manicures Pedicures

Fills & Silks

Sculptured Nails

Wax
& MORE!

333 Robertson BKd, ^everK' HMs
(bbvn. Gre^v VAiy& O^pc BKd.)

MofvSat 9-7 pm, Sun 10-5 pm.—'— Free RMkir^
Nk^AppL Necessary

Call (310) 8SS-t873
IIIIIIIIIIXIIIIIXIIIIIIII

M
H
H
H
H

6700
rraiBSSionai Mrviooi

6700 7400

THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE including deep

tissue end sports massage. Given by certi-

fied massage therapist Call Cartas for appt

818-956-7857

•ri)i.iiittit

HAIR REMOVAL

IMMIGRATION
Green Cards • Citizenship • Temporary Work Permits • Investor Visas & more..

Reavonahic r.iic<. hu whal )iHi iiccJ iiKJuUin^ Altornc) Krprcscnt^lion • Turalcxal Kornu Prcpariilion

Ai,N(JEL VISA CENTERJ"*^"^'"""^"**^
Immigranl or Non-iinmigrant Visa Services • Ciii/.cnsiiip

3IO-478-289<) phone Call for a Free Consultation 310-477-6833 fax

L A s T'lrt iiK'^i lOltriioldi^isi

LuCia (310) 208 8193

Ltjil AdvlM/Atlonidys

BANKRUPTCY
GET OUT OF DEBT NOW! Free Consulta

tion. Experienced attorneys, reasonable

fees. Law Offices c' White and Associates

(Cheryle M White, JCLAW. "86*) 800-420

9998 or 310-207-2089. 12301 Wilshire

Bl .Ste 550, WLA

ERASE DEBTS. REBUILD CREDIT
WITH/WITHOUT BANKRUPTCY Renowned
(UCLAW, 73) attorney, Lon B Isaacson off-

ers superb service/low fees Free consulta-

tion 213-487-7200

GREEN CARD
FOR WORK-PERMITS, green cards, and all

immigration problems call experiericed immi-

gration attorney Reasonable rates 213-251-

9588 for attorney Doreen.

NO RECOVERY NO FEE
MYER LAW FIRM. Century City. Auto-accid-

ents, slips/falls, discrimination, sexual-haras-

sment. UCLA Graduate Scott D. Myer

http://www.bestlawver.com 310-277-3000.

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

Cofnpfeh«nsive DtsMftatKXi Assistance

Th«s«s, Papers, and Psr«or>al Statements

Proposals and Books

International Students Welcome Smce 1985

Shwon Bear. Pti.O. (310) 47(K6M2

MoMn/SioffiQt

MBA, LAW, MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS!
FRUSTRATED DEVELOPING your cntical

personal statements? Get professional help

from well-known author/consultant. 310-826-

4445.

A FREE SESSION
PSYCHOTHERAPY/COUNSELING for de

pression. anxiety, obsessions, post-traumat-

ic stress, etc. Couples/Individuals. Student

rates. Crime victims may be eligible for free

treatment Call Liz Gould

(MFC#32388) 0310-578-5957 to schedule

your free cor^ultation

EAGLE EYED EDITOR
PROOFREADS THESES, publications; tu-

tors English, study skills; trains time man-

agement, stress reduction Nadia Lawrerice

PhD 310-393-1951.

HOLIDAY SPECIAL
PROFESSIONAL PICTURE FRAMER now
student. Offers quality work. Meet at your

place or mine. 310-202-1368 or 310-288-

2570.

7100

SAT TUTORS
WANTED

Need energetic people with

high SAT scores to tutor.

especially in W.L.A., San

Fernando Valley, Pa.sadena,

PalOS Verdes.

$I5-$20/hr.Rexible hours.

Car needed. CaH Joe

(310) 448-1744
www.tutorjobs.com

SEEKING DRIVER/TUTOR, Mon -Fri. 3-

7pm, Must have own car/insurance.

References required. Please call 310-459-

4349.

7200
1*1*19

$1200-$2000
EARNING POTENTIAL in your first couple of

weeks Learn more about "The Perfect Busi-

ness" Call 818-566-9503.

$20-$40/HOUR IN SPARE TIME! Easiest $

you'll ever make! Sign up today to receive

$100 bonus! 800-600-0343 x1927.

$500/DAY Nude modeling-wonDen 18+ all

types. No expenence necessary Safe, pro-

fessional environrnent Refer a friend and

earn $50! 310-358-3865

EARN $1000-$3000
Per week from home. Not MLM! No expen-

ence necessary Travel industry. 800-345-

9688 X0296

INTERNET/E-COMMERCE TRAFFIC dou-

bling every 100 days - why not own your own
personal percentage? NYSE traded compa-

ny seeks brokers. 800-805-4768.
,

MAKE $ SELLING our UCLA Logo products

at wwyvbailmarks.com

7900
Career Opporlunltlet

ASS'T EDITOR Newswire service seeks

ass't editor to edit/process press releases.

Indiv should have BA in Journalism. PR, or

related fields; Must type 60wpm and be cus-

tomer service oriented; no writing. Salary in

mid $20k's. excellent benefits. Please fax

cover letter&resume to editorial supervisor

213-362-7705

BEST MOVERS L lcensoU. It isu i tfd. Lowest

rates. Fast, courteous+carelul. Many stud-

ents moved for $98. Lic.-T-163844 NO JOB
TOO SMALL! 1-800-2-GO-BEST

HONEST MAN W/14ft truck and dollies,

small )Obs, short notice ok. Student discount.

Ask about 10% discount. 310-285-8688 Go
Bruins!

JERRY'S MOVING&DELIVERY. The careful

movers Expenenced. reliable, same-day de-

livery. Packing, boxes available. Also, pick-

up donations for American Cancer Society.

JerryO310-391-5657.

i^-.-'l I

FAST AND ACCURATE- Term papers,

resumes, etc. Low rates include typing and
proofing. Brentwood location. Call Brian 310-

888-5743.

ONE DAY WORD PROCESSING and/or

editing. Professional technical writer pro-

vides word processing, editing, and writing

assistance. International students welcome.
^0-629-1472. —

COLLEGE GRADS
Entry Level Mgt./Sales positions in So. CA.

$30k 1st year, great future potential.

Gigatech Employment - Please tax resume

to (310) 207-0060 or call (310) 826-8324.

Hiring Today!

lALL-PURPOSE WRITING & EDITING

Help at any stage with any topic.

Personal Statements. Courses, Theses,

Dissertations & Manuscripts

by PhD from UC
International Students Welcome

(323)665-8145

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedicated pro-

fessional At your home or WLA studio 1st-

lesson free. No drum set necessary

Neil;2 13-654-8226.

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years exp all

levels and styles Patient and organized

Guitars available Sam 310-826-9117.

GUITAR LESSONS by professional near

UCLA All levels, guitars avail Call Jean at

310-476-4154 www JWGScom

PRIZE-WINNING
ESSAYIST AND FORMER PROFESSOR
w/two Ph.Ds can help you produce winning

prose. Theses, papers, personal statements

David <davedit9pacbell.net> 310-281-

6614/805-646-4455.

TUTORS WANTED
Math, sciences, computers, English, lan-

guages. SAT prep. Need own transportation.

Competitive salarty. '310-266-2419 or 818-

222-9159

WORD PROCESSING All types: researcf-

papers. theses, resumes, fliers. Editing,

proofing. &transcription available. Emergen-
cies OK. Calie 18-598- 1489 or email

anmlwomnOpacbell.net.

WORD PROCESSING specializing in fhes

es. dissertations. Iranscnption, resumes, fli

ers. brochures, mailing lists, reports. Santc

Monica. 310-828-6939. Hollywood, 213-466

2888

BARTENDER TRAtNEES
EARN $100 -$200 DAILY

2 week class

__ _ Job Placement Service

X7 800/952-2553
PROFESSIONAL

BARTENDERS SCHOOL
Oiscouni with Student ID

7700
CMNrcmimiiMt r

7300
WrtlbiQ 1M|I

WORD PROCESSING. Typing, proofing,

editing, rewriting, research, resumes, tutor-

ing, etc. Fax, email, bring wort< to me. Rush-
es. Student discount. 818-830-1546.

Counseling and Psychotherapy

...to examine life cimcems/issues in

privacy and respect. Individuals,

couples, families. Stress, anxiety,

depression, self-esteem, relatiiinships.

L4»rrain« M. Yamamura, Fh.D. Clinical

Psychologist PSY 11067 (310)392-5209

CLASSIF
ADVERTISE

^
BRACES

iR

FOR ADULTS & CHILDREN
For a complimentary consultation or second opinion, please call

(310)447-5790
One year orthodontic

treatment including all initial

diagnostic records (X-rays,

models, pictures), and

retainers.

down payment

$74.00/month''
2 yfar orthodontic treatment iKludingrecoitb and rruinrrs, $106* a nwo^ for 42.

months inchidn a 10% itudmt k faculty dtacount. No interest payment ptans available (call for details)

7000
lUtortny Oftarad

ACCENT REDUCTION offered by UCLA
instructor. Private classes Mondays or

Fridays. Group class starting January. Sign

up now! Call 213-957-4758 ^_
FINALS ARE HERE.

I will help you cram for math(algebra-calcu-

lus) and science(bio..physlcs,chem). Also

Med. school admissions and M-CAT

(310)669-2473 Iv/message

BABYSITTER w/own car to pick up children

from school, help w/homework, light house-

keeping. Santa Monica. Non-smoker. Safe

driver. 2:30pm-6pm. 1-4aftns/wk. Call after

;pm only 310-450-8208.

BABYSITTER- 10-y/o in SM. M-F 3pm-7pm.
Early childhood education background pre-

ferred. Car w/insurance. Light housekeep-
ing. References required. Rate negotiable

Start 1/4/99. Day:818-954-3276. Even-
ings:3 10-828-6206.

CHILDCARE FOR 10yr/8yr boys about 3

days/week. Approx. 2:30-7pm. Need own
transportation; light cooking. $8/hr Start 01-

11-99.310-273-5015.

7400

Cenmic or dear bracet

S(rai0rtaui« of teeth and bites

SpsoedoMfe

RetainerB (removable appliances)

Tooth WbHeninfi

Preventive orthodontics for ciiildren

tCoaBclic
lecontounnt

11645 Wilshire Blvd.; Suite 1060, 5 blocks from UCLA

L
rin^^siffpfl

MAURICE FtROUZ. DD.S. hhmhtr Amtnemu Auoctatiou of

OrtkodomtisU MtmktrAAO. PCSO. CSSO. WLADS. CDA. ADA. UCLA
Gmduau 1987. UCLA LKtmrtr 1990-'93 099r 9000 trmtti mtitfiti J

MATH/PHYSICS/STATISTICS/English/He-

brew. Computerized statistical analysis avail-

able. Tutoring service Free consultation.

Reasonable rates, call anytime llan (800)90-

TUTOR, www.my-tutor.com

THE WRITING COACH
EXPERIENCED TEACHER, PhD offers tu-

toring, term paper assistance, English, So-

cial Science. History. Foreign Students Wel-

come. Call: 310-452-2865.

UCLA ENGLISH ALUMNI, pro-writer, young,

superb papers guaranteed High school and

betow welcome Jeff 213-653-2240.

WRITING TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford University

graduate Help with English—for students of

aH ages/levels. 310-472-8240 or 310-440-

0285

?

7100

READ
BETWEEN
THE LINES!
Monday's Winner: Mary Kellogg

Monday's Question: ^
What is the name of the Stephen King

novel about a burial ground used for

reincarnation?

Answer: Pet Sematary

Find the hidden trivia question in today's Classifieds.

Answer the question

correctly and bnng it

win a pair ^ to the Oaily Bruin

_- g offices. 118 Kerckhoff
Of tnagiC Hall. Or, you can find

nH>UntBln ^^ answer thewavMvvKwa
question over the web at

MdCOfSl www.dailytDnjin.ucla.edu

Daily Bruin Classifieds

SAT TUTOR. English instructor needed for

private school ASAP, contact Doctor

Kim0818-725-9797
^ r ^
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CHILDCARE/DRIVER 10 and 12years Af-

ter school pickup. 3-6pm. Pacific Pal-

isades/Brentwood. Drive to lessons, home-
work assitance Good driving record Debora
310-472-6836

MOTHER'S HELPER References&exp
w/newborns req'd. 2-mo old child. $7/hr, 10-

15hrs/week Flexible Natalie 310-477-0181

P/T CHILDCARE
MONDAY-FRIDAY from 3pm-7pm Drive,

help with homework, etc. Call between 9am-

4pm. 310-454-5608.

PART TIME AFTER-SCHOOL CHILDCARE
needed. Mon-Fri 3-6pm. some flexibility

possible. Must have own car. Call Nancy at

310-315-4797

PT CHILDCARE
FOR VERY SPECIAL 10-MO OLD GIRL. In-

ternational or bilingual background, car. ref-

erences required. Grand Piano Beveriy-

wood adjacent. Laird-310-287-1677.

RESPONSIBLE STUDENT WANTED. P/T-

F/T. Live-in/live-out w/pool. 4-chikJren. Most-

ly weekends Drivers license. 3-miles south

of campus. 213-342-5973.

7800
iWPfffaniBQ

ADMINISTRATOR/PROJECT ASSISTANT
(internship possibility). Computer literate.

IBM-Windows/Internet plus. Senior/graduate

w/strong writing/oral communication. No
dress code/reception duties. $7-$9.

17hrs/wk. Serious inquiries:Fax:310-395-

0509.

$10-$20/HR. Artist seeks totally clean-sha-

ven male, bi or gay preferred, under 21 lor

figure modeling, etc. Inexperienced ok. Dan-

ny:818-980-1666.

$15/HR BRIGHT,
ENTHUSIASTIC

People to teach SAT Prep. High test scores

required. Transportation required. We will

train. Flexible Hours. Send Cover letter/re-

sume, including your scores by 12/10/98 to

A Competitive Edge, Attn: Barry, 9911 West

Pico Blvd. Suite 1025, L.A. 90035. No phone

calls please.

A PERFECT STUDENT JOB

Do you need a job in the

afternoons during school (M-F)?

All day Saturday, too! Full time

during Quarter Breaks and
Summer Vacations! Work

experience not necessary. Apply

today at

Westwood Sporting Goods.
' 1065 Qayley Ave,

Westwood Village.

$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL mailing or cir-

culars. No experience req. Free information

packet. Call 202-466-1639.

$18-$22/HR. AVERAGE
APPLICATION DELIVERY job. 1-888-909-

3888 ext.4577.

$20 PER HOUR
NO SALES, no MLM Sun/eys only Mostly

P/T & work from home. Call 310-209-4982

between 10:30-3pm.

$20/HR PT/FT
PROCESSING MAIL! Free supplies.

postage! Bonuses! Rush SASE to

CMA/UCLA Po Box 567443, Atlanta GA,

31156

signup @info.infomachine com

$300-$700/WK
HOLIDAY HELP. Need 35 drivers immediate-

ly for busy holiday season. Own car and in-

surance. $300-$700/wk. 310-453-4777.

CONSUMER RESEARCH
MANAGER

WFSr LA firm seeks a consumer research

maaigcr to streamline the pnxxssjng of surveys

and reports+supervise our staff of phtwie &. data

entry people Tl>is posibon serves as the

pnmary c(Xitatl to our clicrtts, lespoasible for

data analysts, repon creiition. as well as fiwmal

presentations Preferred lesearch backgnxind,

as well as an understanding of the real estate

industry Must t)c proficient in MS Word,

l-xcel. and preferred SPSS or Atxess

Outstandinfi grx>wth potential for an organued

moovaied professional

l-ax rTsume+\.<>vcT lo 310-914-1810

Display

206-3060

^- $7.25/hr and up! „
DO YOU have initiative'' Become a UCLA
Community Sen^ice Ofttcer and exptore law

and public relations Great Pay Flexible

hours Student -oriented Web
www ucpd ucia edu/ucpd/cso. Email

csoOucpd ucia edu. Phone 310-625-2146

Classifieds

825-2221

7800

MODELS NEEDED NOW
C.il.iioy. PfinKvork M.iy.i/iiu^s. Mian-«,.

Video & TV Coinmeicialb

Mi'fi ,iri() Womrri ot ,ill A«ies
Ti.-- Consiilt.ltmn

CALL NOW 310-659-7000

$WANT 2B A MODEL?$
http;//members.aol.com/

model 1 1 0/model html

50% PROJECT
DIRECTOR.

Research opportunity for funded study about

experiences of lung cancer survivors Re-

search experience preferred Must be a reg-

istered nurse. Phone; 310-825-8690

ACCOUNTANT/BOOKKEEPER Century

City. At least one year CPA office exp re-

quired. Data entry, bank reconciliation, finan-

cial statements Sales tax, payroll tax and.

income lax retums preparations. PT/FT. 310-

203-8665.

ACCOUNTANT/BOOKKEEPER. Westwood
Minimum 2-years accounting experience re-

quired. Data entry, bank reconciliation, finan-

cial statements, payroll tax. Some income

tax experience required Good salary. Fax

resume 310-441-4919.

ACCOUNTING ASSISTANT 3-days. Encino

CPA Firm, Fax resume 818-990-3609.

ACTORS (MALES) for UFO Film Festival

play No pay but great exposure Free trip to

festival in Laughlin. Nevada, fun. video. Lau-

rie 213-874-3476.

ACTUARY/PENSION ASST. P/T or F/T

Starts $10/hr. Fax resume: 818-508-2001 or

mail; 12711 Ventura Blvd.Suite 470. Studio

City CA 91604.

1 r in^:

• Earn $100-$200 a day
• 2 week training & Job \

Placement included

• It's not a Jot) -it's a PARTY!!!

National Bartenders School

1 (800) 646 - MIXX (6499)

ANNOUNCERS, no experience necessary.

Host music/talk-shows for our radio stations

P/T $10-1 5/hr, $200+ per/show, plus fantas-

tic benefits. 213-468-0080 24-hours.

APPOINTMENT SETTER Busy Westwood

office has 1 immediate opening lor phone ac-

tress. Female preferred. $6.50/hr. plus com-

mission, bonuses and tips! For more inio call

Julia: 310-281-6078

ASIAN INTERNET
MODELS

GUARANTEED BASE PAY plus $40-60/hr

possible. Safe and secure worthing environ-

ment. General office staff also needed. Call:

310-398-221 3 or 310-880-4726.

ASSISTANT for business office. For more

details please call 310-278-2750 for consid-

eration, please fax resume 310-278-0038.

ASST SALES MANAGER Sales/clerical

P/T or F/T. Immediate opening. Excellent op-

portunity. Love of jewelry. Call btwn 12-6pm.

Shane's Jewelry 310-208-7281.

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED. Earn

$150-$250/night. Work P/T while going to

school. Day/eve classes. 1-2week classes,

800-974-7974. International Bartender's

school. HUNDREDS OF JOBS!

BEST JOB IN TOWN. PLUSH UCLAW OF-

FICE (MID-V/ILSHIRE) SEEKS SPANISH-

SPEAKING CLERK w/car $7-$20/hr Call

George 213-487-7200 and fax resume 213-

383-2884

Seorching for Models
Men and Women fof commercials,

catalog 4 magazine ads, brochures, and
catwalk •Specializing in petites •

$150 to $250 per hour
• Beverly Hills*

No Fee No Experierx:e

(310)273-2566

BUSY SANTA MONICA OFFICE person

needed for sales position Start at $9/hr. 310-

395-1284

7800
Itelp WotIm

CUSTOMER SERVICE
Thte J. Paul Getty Museum is looking for both

P/T+F/T Visitor Servk;es Assistants to work

at the Getty Center. Tt>e Visitor Sen/ices As

sistants take parking reservations, fiekl in

coming calls, and schedule groups over the

phone They interact face-to-face w/visitors

in vanous areas around the Getty site and
assist with tram toading/unloading. Involves

working w/schedultr>g software, welcoming

visitors and working w/oiher Getty staff and
volunteers You will interact

w/individuals/groups from diverse back-

grounds Ideal candidates will have custom-

er service expenence and supenor public re-

lations skills Including problem solving abili-

ty, tact, and diplomacy PC literacy is a must

Proliciency in a loreign language preferred

Ability to work evenings and weekends re-

quired. Starling wage is $10 68/hr Send re

sume and cover letter to; Director ot Person

nel. The J. Paul Getty Museum. 1200 Getty

Center Dr. Suite 1000. LA. CA 90049-1687

You must indicate whether you are interest-

ed in F/T or P/T- resumes ttwit do not indicate

this info will not be considered. Fax:310-

440-7751.

CUSTOMER SERVICE-P/T $7 25+bonus
Insurance office, flexible hours. Phones, fil-

ing, computer work. Bilingual a plus. Next to

UCLA Patrrck: 310-476-7267

DATA ENTRY-ORDER DEPT-Well known
document delivery company in Westwood.
F/T Familiarity w/bibliographic citations impl.

Type-45wpm. Library background and ex-

perience w/Windows a plus. 40hrs/wk F/T,

$25.000+DOE. Fax resume 310-208-5971.

Atten; order dept.

DELIVERY DRIVERS/TOGO PACKERS
Wanted Well-established Szechwan restau-

rant located in WLA seeking to fill following

F/T and P/T positions: delivery drtvers/to-go

packers. Full-time/part-time for \oncU and

dinner shifts. Exp. preferred 310-266-1183

FAMILY PRACTICE DOCTORS OFFICE
Front or back office Experience desirable

:Jnit noLnBCessary. Ftrtt m- part ttnw Contact

Marilyn 310-826-6666.

HELP WANTED!
Part time and temporary employees
for a rent-a-car company available for

days, afternoons, ana weekends.
CALL NOW!

(323) 650-2631

CELLULAR
REPRESENTATIVE

SELF-MOTIVATED PROACTIVE PEOPLE
needed to sell Campus Cellular Sen/ice. Set

your own hours- must like to make money-

discounts on cellular/paging service- will

train To set up an appointment call Kamyar
31310-825-0881

COACH KIDS' SPORTS
through the NIKE PL A.YCORPS Contact

Jason Krause @ 310-209-0454.

lkrause@ucla.edu ONLY current college

students need inquire.

CUSTOMER SERVICE RETAIL. 15-

25hrs/week. Will train. $7/hr. 310-559-4889.

nUCLA Annual FundP
$8. 18/HR. PLUS BONUS

PAID TRAINING • CONVENIENT SCHEDULING
(Mon Thurs (vcnangs vMtlisnd shifts iviiljtXel

Contact LetIa

310-794-0277
1083 Gayley Avenue 4th floor, Westwood

w« are abl« to ot1«r work study

7800
NMpiffilllM

7800
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SEMESTER BREAK
$12.25 to Start

• Rexible Schedule
• P/T - Time off for Finals
• Interview Now - Start After Finals

(310)826-7715

GENERAL OFFICE CLERK. Looking for

individual w/strong general office skills.

Responsibilities include filir>g. mail/sorting,

photocopying, and verifying information

$7/hr. Must be available 6;30am-3;30pm M-

F Phone;310-201-0062. Fax:310-201-0062.

GIRLS wanted at exclusive social club in

vyLA. Conversation only No ateohol. Flexi-

ble hours Eam top $$$. 310-477-9871.

GRAPHIC ARTIST needed for newsletter

publisher Must know Pagemaker. Flexible

hours. Good pay 310-820-3378.

GREAT OPPORTUNITY!
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT- p/t in Real

Estate Development office in Brentwood.

Must t>e computer literate. 12/hr. Fax resume

310-476-7284.

GREAT WORKPLACE!
TELEMARKETING for intemational educa-

tion agency. Nice clients, great-workplace in

SM Hourly+commission Sales expen

ence&knowledge of foreign language import-

ant. 310-395-9393.

HELP POSTER AND HAND OUT FLYERS
PT 3-week position. $7/hr or $9/hr book

credit. 310-493-6565

HOME TYPISTS NEED-
ED

PC users needed $45,000 income potential

Call 1-800-513-4343 Ext B- 10105.

HOMEWORK HELPER NEEDED for 8th

grader. Supervise homework completion/ac-

nirary r^flay5;/wftfik (Tues Wed.. Thurs.^

MODELS WANTED by professional photo-

studk) for upcoming assignment Mala/Fe-

male Pro/Non-Pro. Fashion/Commer-

cial/Theatrical. Call for appointment 818-

986-7933.

MOVIE EXTRA WORK
* Revolutk)nary new program* Start immedi-

ately* All types- 18-f!* Fun/Easy* No crazy

fees* Program for free medical* Call-24/hrs

213-850-4417.

OFFICE ADMINISTRATOR/MANAGER for

day-trading firm. 6am-1;30pm. Santa Moni-

ca Salary negotiable Fax resume 310-319-

0092.

OFFICE ASSISTANT. Entertainment compa-
ny hiring student lor P/T office assistance.

Brentwood. Please call KayO310-207-2233.

OFFICE SALES ASSISTANT. WLA Printing

Co. P/T or F/T. Quickbooks. detail-oriented,

sell-motivated. Fax resume 310-657-0077.

P/T ASSISTANT. West LA Broker. Duties in-

clude filing and data entry. 4/hrs-day

$8 50/hr Call Kim. 310-207-3000.

P/T HOSTESS WANTED Posto Restaurant

in Sherman Oaks. Wed/Thurs/Sat. a must.

3:30-9;30pm. 818-784-4400 between 2-

3:30pm.

P/T/TESTERS FOR NEW PRODUCTS
Evenings and weekends, flexible schedule,

excellent computer skills a must. Fax resume

to: Jay Rowlands 310-507-0291.

PAID INTERNSHIP
P/T BRANCH MANAGER. Seeking branch

managers for rapidly expanding advertising

company Make residual income, not multi-

level marketing. 888-412-0176.

PAID INTERNSHIP American Express Pub-

lishing seeks energetic intem to assist mag-

azine ad sales staff. Excellent communica-

tion and computer skills required Interest in

sales or marketing preferred. Fax resume to

Becky 310-268-7604.

CAMPUS JOB OPPOR-
TUNITY

$7 25/hr. approximately 15-20hrs/wk M-f

Requires general office experience, filing

and basic computer skills, and frequent on-

campus delivery of meeting packets Detail

oriented a must. Fax resume to 310-794

9565 attn Lisa Jucha

CASHIERS AND COUNTER SERVERS for

fast food restaurant in WLA. -fdnvers for de-

livery F/T. P/T Pnor expenence preferred

Call 310-788-0111, ask for Eli or Reuven

CASTING
EXTRAS needed for feature films commer-

cials, and music videos Eam up to $240 per

day' No expefience needed Work guar

anteed' Call today 213 851-6103

FILE CLERK Afternoons, office experience

and good English skills required Must be

neat and detail oriented $7-9/hr Fax re-

sume; 310-277-6431

FILE CLERK. Law or CPA office expenence

preferred. Good English skills required. Well

organized and detailed Computer skills re-

quired Good Salary Fax resume 310-441-

4919

FRONT OFFICE COORDINATOR; cc staff-

ing firm wants talented energetic, individuals

to manage front office. 1 -year reception ex-

perience required. Salary up to $30K
Phone:310-201-0062. Fax:310-201-9862

FRONT OFFICE POSITION IN BUSY Bever-

ly Hills Dermatology office Variety of duties.

Part-time. References required. Call Diane

310-273-0467.

FUN P/T JOB Answer phones for comedy

traHic school. Close to UCLA. $7/hr. 310-

914-3353

FUNNY, GROUNDBREAKING SCRIPT-

WRITERS Hip established production com-

pany who produces for HBO, VH1, BRAVO
seeking young smart screenwriters ready to

make their big break. Need to be pop culture

and music fanatic Camp tendencies a plus!

Good pay Real opportunity Send writing

samples that demonstrate why there's no

one else out there like you. Fax sutxnissions

to 323-463-7134 or call Tiffany Flynn0323

463-7133 for ax)re information

GENERAL OFFICE CLERK Immediate

opening PT, data entry, Microsoft Office

Small architechtural firm Must be fluent in

English Santa (MooK^a 310-453 3335

3:30-530. Sania Monica locatidn. Day: B26-

537-3262 or eve: 310-449-0112.

HOUSEMOTHER for lovely senior Retire-

ment Resident in Westwood F/T; live-in

room and board +salary Call 310-207-5818

INTERNET ACTRESSES
WANTED! Work at home Make your own
hours. WEBCAM Business needs flirtatious

women 310-798-0592ext.66 Visit

hitp //GuestRoomCam.com/moreinIo htm

INTERNS Hip Hollywood Co. seeks creative

PAID intern(s) Film. Video, Graphics Inter-

net savvy a plus. Fax: 323-650-0211.

LAW OFFICE CLERK Photocopy type, file,

organize, mailings, enter data, answer

phones. $7/hr. Santa Monica. Fax qualifica-

tions to 310-260-7654. rmmoss©gte net

LAW STUDENT WANT-
ED

Legal research. $20/hr. Fax resume 310-

476-5204.

LEGAL ASSISTANT WANTED for law fimn. 3

days/week, afternoons. $7/hr Fax resume:

310-788-2683

LOAN PROCESSOR
F/T Experience preferred, not necessary

Good organizational skills, detail-oriented,

knowledge of Excel. 60+wpm. Spanish-

speaking a plus, Michael 310-914-9700.

LOTUS EXPERT with professional de-

m^nor and good communication skills in

Cftotyiy City area $20-30/hr. Fax resumes

310-229-5983 or e-mail to RicardosOhcl-

imi.com

MALE MODELS
Pnntwork. UB under 25. Loan, any race,

leave name, number&physical stats. Free

interview Beginners welcome. 213-960-

1066. 24hrs.

Male Models Top $$$
$30p-$700 per assignment, immediate pay!

Paid screen lest! Young looking. tx)yish/ath-

letic. 18-24. cleanshaven face, little/no chest

hair. Nude modeling for American & Euro-

pean magazines and videos. Beginners wel-

come. Open every day Brad 310-397-2408

MALE&FEMALE
MODELS

OUR MODELS have worked for Versace.

Abercrombie&Fitch, Estee Lauder, Levi's.

Banana Republk: &more! Great Pay! Begin-

ner's ok' Call "free" for an appointment. Otto

(24-hrs)800-959-9301

MEDICAL RESEARCH
FT and PT research ass't needed for clinical

trials sponsored by major phannaceutical

comparves Great opportunity for premed
studerits or others interested in medical

research Duties ir>dudesub|ect recruitment,

study forms completion, and data entry

Good phone voice and computer skiHs desir

able Earn %^Ofht or more Must f^ave flexible

schedule Please fax resume to 310-443

5208 We're kx:;aled |ust off campus in

Westwood

POSTAL JOBS
TO$18.35/HR

INC BENEFITS. NO EXPERIENCE. FOR
APR AND EXAM INFO. CALL 1-800-813-

3585. ext 0712. 8am-7-pm. 7days Ids, inc

PT and FT DRIVERS needed for food deliv-

eries to pnvate homes and businesses.

Lunch(11-2 30, M-F) and d»nner(7-nights 'wk

5- 10pm) $8+/hr. Must speak English Ex-

cllenl map-reading skills a must Contact

Dining In: 310-274-0123 818-986-3287

PT CLERICAL help in Beverly Hills Onho-

dontic office Tues. Weds, Thurs afternoons.

Call Leslie 310-247-8880

PT HELP- AM 20HRS/WK. 8:30-12:30 Tel-

ephones, light clerical. Across from campus,

great company Contact Kerry at 310-794-

8484, ff233 at OnlineLearning net

RESTAURANT
Needs counter help + sandwich maker.

11am-3pm Mon-Fri. Experience preferred.

Call 310-558-3287 before 12/after 2pm

SALES- Highly motivated sales person want-

ed to market in downtown LA. Houriy+com-

mission. Call for more info: 213-482-8900.

SECRETARY- P/T. flexible hours. Home of-

fice in Westwood. Word Processing, tele-

phone, some filing 310-286-7457.

SECRETARY. 20hrS/wk Doctor's office.

Need good computer and typing skills.

knowledge of Windows95 essential. Also

good command of English Immediate open-

ing. Fax resume to 310-451-0446.

SMALL LAW OFFICE needs full time help

with phones and filing Call 310-394-3578.

SPANISH/ENGLISH LITERATE Assistant

needed to write TV proposals, newspaper re-

search for Puertorrican television personali-

ty Pay/hours negotiable. Call Lillian 213-

931-9015.

STARGATE/WATKINS
ENTERTAINMENT Actors Wanted! No ex-

perience required Movies, TV. commercials.

Guarantee inten/iews with top SAG agents.

CALL NOW!!!! 310-577-9711.

TEACHER'S ASSISTANT Supen/ise&inter-

act w/children in a developmental, eariy

chiWhood program. Learn positive communi-

cation skills, age-appropriate expectations,

problem-solving, how to present activities.

ECE units preferred. Part-time Flexible

schedule Must be able to wori^ weekends

Will train Deana Rossi 310-473-1447. X220.

TELEMARKETING
W/WINDOWS COMPUTER SKILLS Prefer

phorie expenence Prefer students/grads

Flexible hours, 9am-5pm starting $8-

$10/hr4bonuses 3-block8/UCLA Harel

Maintenance Ron 310-470-6175

TELMKTG : INBOUND800
NO COLD CALLS Into listing CO seeks mo-

tiv /aggress irKJiv Hrly/comm/bonus PT/FT

7days High income potential 310-996

6701x301 Near UCLA

Displ

206- 30t
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TUTORS WANTED
French tutor and female Spanish tutor

$20/hr. Car required Fax resume to:310-

477-2409.

TYPIST needed P/T in WLA law firm

60*wpm and know Word Perlect. Flexible

hours $9-$12/hr PMase fax resume attn:

Bonnie to 310-838-7700.

WEB DESIGNER. MIDI-PROQRAMI^ER,
ARTIST for entertainment company. Excel-

lent opportunity Equal opportunity employer.

Ask for Jeff. 310-798-0449.

WERE SEEKING INDIVIDUALS to provide

support to the developmentally disabled. Call

Dwight Istanbulian at 818-361-6400 ext 129

TOm^stmJOBS
INC BENEFITS GAME WARDENS. SE-
CURITY. MAINTENANCE. PARK RANG
ERS NO EXP NEEDED FOR APP AND
EXAM INFO CALL 1-800-813-3585, EXT
0713 8AM-7PM. 7 DAYS fds, inc

WORK STUDY students heeded for Mail&

Document Services. 2-cierical positions 8-12

or 9-1 M-F. 1 -messenger position 15 M-F
Interviewing now! 310-825-5780

XMAS HELP
PfT and F/T. Valet/Doorman Must have

CDL Can lead to permanent position Call

Jane 3 10-475-0745

MARINE LIFE:

SHARKS, FISH &
MORE!

UCLA Ocean Discovery Center, at the Santa

Monica Pier, is lookir>g for volunteers to help

with educational and public programs. Join

the 150 active volunteers who are helping to

teach visitors about the Santa Monica Bay

and how to protect it. Lots of opportunities

and fun! For more info call the Volunteer Of-

fice: 310-393-6149

THE FAIR HOUSING INSTITUTE is seeking

testers to help investigate housing discnmi-

r^tion in the Los Angeles area. Testers visit

properties for rent or for sale to record how
owners and agents receive prospective rent-

ers and home seekers Testers are paid for

their time. For more information call 888-

777-4087.

7900
Housasltting

HALLIE'S HOUSESITTING 310-313-9998

7 years experience. References available.

Long or Shortterm CONFIDENTIALITY
GUARANTEED

III

BUSINESS
ENGINEERING

PAID INTERNSHIP 16-30/hrs week. Hands-

Dn opportunity supporting Business

Engineering project at Jackson National.

Anting, communication, PC skills required,

ability to learn quickly, understanding of

Business Engineering desired Resume in

\AS word to craigus johnson@jnli.com

Apartments for Rent

1-BDRM$650
NEAR SHERMAN OAKS GALLERIA Huge
apt. Ideal for roommates Garden courtyard,

pool. A/C, phone-entry. Minutes to campus.

oioM?'7aie,

NTERNS NEEDED for Talent management
:o (BH), Great opportunity to earn college

;redit while learning about music and enter-

lainment industry. Please call 310-657-0177

lor an interview.

Product placement company needs
internes) to readand breakdown sciipts,

view movies, visit sets, research and
general office. ExceNent writing and MS
Word sidlls. College credit & flexible

houTS/Vear round.

Please fijx resumw to Cam Mallard at

(310) 640 - 2112

MPS Rec'd Company seekir)g webmaster for

new artist, expense acc't included. Opp'ty for

paid position. Call Jeff at Opal Harvest

Productions 310-472-9537

— PAID INTERNSHIP
WESTWOOD LAW FIRM- Flexible hours

Learn a lot $7,504^. Good typing skills, com-

puter literate, excel expenence preferred

Call 310-475-0481. Resumes preferred;

310-446-9962.

PUBLISHING COMPANY: Interns wanted for

winter quarter- Public Relations. Marketing.

Editorial departments. Jr/Sr eligibility; call

323-939-1840 ext-31 or fax 323-939-1855

STUDY AT THE CAN-
NES INTERNATIONAL

FILM FESTIVAL
BE A PART OF The American Pavilion/Ko-

dak Worid Wide Student Program in Cannes.

For more info visit our website

©www.ampav.com. For an application e-

mail us at mkirkOampav.com or call 310-

837-0183.

1 -BLOCK TO CAMPUS AND VILLAGE. Ex-

Ira-large single Pool/parking available

$650/mo 10966 Roebling 310-824-2595

310-208-4253.

1380 VETERAN- 2bdrm/2bath $1495 Park

view, pool/jacuzzi. intercom entry, gated

parking, laundry, all appliances Move-in

ASAP Cats considered 310-477-5108

505 GAYLEY- Furnished studio #407B.

$590/mo. Lease until June. Email yk-

leedjps net or contact manager Mr Ham-
moudi 310-208-8505 to see.

555 KELTON AVE WESTWOOD Looking

for one/two roommates. Ibdrm/lba Fully-

furnished, Contact Alexis NormanA/enus
James: 310-209-2729/310-585-3691.

BRENTWOOD $1.495/mo 2bd/2ba. front,

balcony, stove/refngerator, dishwasher, car-

pet/drapes, laundry, parking, near UCLA,
shown by appt 11728 Mayfield #1 310-271-

6811.

CHEVIOT HILLS/PALMS AREA Large stu-

dio apt Balcony, fireplace. A/C. Newer build-

\ng Great location Convenient shopping No
pets. 310-836-6007. Available January 1st.

$645/mo.

LANDFAIR, very close to campus. 1-bd.

avail Jan 8th, for rest of school year 2 park-

ing spaces. $975/mo Call 310-208-5207

MARINA PENINSULA Cute beach studio

apartment Unfurnished New bath and kitch-

en Garden patio with water view. Utilities

and new fridge included Quiet, no smoking,

no pets Ideal for grad student or profession-

al. $650/mo Call 310-822-4966 (leave mes-

sage).

PACIFIC I'ALISADES- Ibdrm/lbath Sunny,

large, hardwood floors Appliances. $1150

No lease 1617 #4b Sunset Blvd 1617 #8b

Sunset Blvd 310-899-4414

PALMS 3717 CARDIFF
2^2 LARGE UPPER $920. BALCONY.
FIREPLACE. ALL APPLIANCES. GATED
PARKING. LOCKED ENTRY. QUIET NEW-
ER BUILDING 13-MIN TO UCLA NEAR
10/405 FRWYS AVAILABLE JAN 3. 213-

650-4404. 310-838-1748

, HMnpNirjMy Enploynient

NEED CHRISTMAS
MONEY?

ASIAN GIRLS NEEDED Fun, good phone

manners, attractive, for adult entertainment

Call Nicole: 818-348-3397.
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GENUINE UCLA
SPECIALS

Bachelors from $495-650

Now Availcible

UTILITIES INCLUDED

W«L M W ni)| I »'i A/

A

ACANT Ml NTS

t3tQ< ^0»H^<>^

Classifieds

825-2221

8400
ApartiMiits for Rent

|M00
iw www

^

Great living situation
available sooner tha
you think...

Spaces available for Winter and Spring

Quarter in the University Apartments

Roommates Provided

Furnished

Walk to Campus
Utilities Paid

^
^^—=^

II
1 ( 1 v^^

<ll MS(, Call 82S-4271 for details

SANTA MONICA 2lxjrm apartment Hard-

wood lloors. $1235. 310-395-1284

www westsiderentals com.

SANTA MONICA single Will consider pet

$480 310-395-1284 www westsideren-

tals.com.
———-" ' '

- .1
J

VENICE- 2blocks to beach Attractive upper

U1 Includes laundry, fridge, stove

$695/mo. 49 1/2 Wavecrest Ave. «6 Call U^
Maior 310-379-0455 or Jeff Overton: 310-

859-6918

Casablanca West
Large Furnished

& Unfurnished

Bachelors $675
e-7

1 Bedrms $995

Gated Parking
Cable readjf; pool, iaundrv, funded,

super doiets. Low Secunty Deposit

530 Veteran
208-4394

W. HOLLYWOOD Sublet available Jan 1-

Mar 1 5. 1 998. Room m 2-bdrm apt. $350/mo

Must be clean, non-smoker. Female pre-

ferred. Call Su 323-512-4728.

WESTWOOD. 1050. 2bd+2bath. close to

UCLA. Call 562-438-9635 or 562-433-9805

WESTWOOD- Large single, gated/covered

parking Ten minute walk to UCLA Available

at once. Lease expires 10/31/99 $860/nK)

909-861-7345.

WESTWOOD. Large 1-bdnm. $995 Malcolm

Ave near Westwood&SM Blvd 14unit build-

ing w/pool. parking, laundry, fiardwood

fk)ors, stove. 818-995-8866 ext.312, Monica.

WLA- 2bdrm/1.5ba. $1195. Prime location

Bnghit, cheerful, patio. Walk to UCLA, shop-

ping, transportation. 1242 S Wellesley Near

Wilshire. Won't last. 310-207 7209.

WLA- Single, Pool, gated, parking Light

bright, sunny, quiet. Easy on bus line. 1560

Saltier Ave. #202. $695/mo. 310-899-4414.

WLA $825-$850. 2bdrm/1.5ba. Dishwasher,

AC. carpet, drapes built-in. Extra large

fenced patio. 310-670-5119.

WLA Bungalows-style cottage. 1bdrm/1ba

$650. Hardwood floors Will consider pet

310-395-1284. www.westsiderentals.com.

WLA Large single. 1927 Spanish mission

building. High ceilings, hardwood floors, sep-

arate kitchen&dining room. 1-yr lease, $750.

Betty: 310-479-8646.

HfNiiliiMiils IHraWiod

MAR VISTA. $535&up/month Ask about

move in special. Attractive, furnished 1-

bdrm. Large, pool, patio, barbecue area.

Quiet-buiWing. 3748 Inglewood Blvd. 310-

398-8579

Coodo/llDwiilioiisa ftir Rent

MAR VISTA 2bdrm/1 5ba Stove/refrig
,

washer/dryer, patio, parking space, pool,

spa, new paint, newer carpet, quiet. Ck)se to

UCLA $975/nf>o 310-390-1105

WLA $1500 beautiful townhouse 2br, den,

2 5ba, fireplace, new bert)er/lile/woocVpaint.

lyr lease. 310-918-7258

8700

WESTWOOD 2*1 75 $174,900 f^«w car-

pel, pemt. levoksrs. rrwve-wi corxMton 2-car

parMng Stove/lng inckided, fireptace. qmet

oourtyerd building. C«M agent 310^7-1013

Guesthouse for Rent

ENCINO GUESTHOUSE in large quiet yard

with pool. Living room, bdrm, bathroom,
kitchen Cathedral ceilings, skylights, pet ne-

gotiable $775-i-utilities. 818-343-6547

WESTWOOD 1bdrm separate unfurnished

guesthouse. Kitchen&den, spacious yard.

Near Beverly Glen NO PETS Male pre-

ferred. Available immediately $800 310-

4735769.

WLA small single. Close to bus route. Quiet

area. Female student preferred $395/mo-
Utihties included 310-312-0460

8900
House Ite Rent

2BDRM/2BA. 2garage, hardwood floors, big

kitchen, breakfast area, huge living room,

separate dining room, very close to UCLA

iKBWilt FOR RENT
1 room in Townhouse east of La Cienega
w/ separate entrance & covered garage for

rent Optional exchange w/ babysitting

Reference needed Available Jan 1

$425/mo. call Ziva (9' (323) 852-1498

PACIFIC PALISADES- Room and private

bath. Overtooks garden. Kitchen and laun-

dry. $450/0)0 Includes utilities and cleaning

sen/k:es Avail 12-15-98 310-459-3609. ^

RANCHO PARK. 10-MINUTES TO UCLA
$275 and up. Utilities included Private en-

trance. No smoking/dnnking. drugs Honest

people. Male preferred 310-838-6547.

RANCHO PARK. Phvate bdrm in quiet

home. Kitchen privileges Laundry Serious

student only $400/mo. 310-202-8521.

SANTA MONICA 2bdrm furnished apt. Un-

furnished room. 4 blocks from beach. Fe-

male grad. student preferred. $460/mo. •1/2

utilities. Available 1/1. 310-452-4737

WEEKLY HOTEL RATES Jolly Roger Hotel

in Marina del Rey offering special student

rates. $255 36/wk. tax. maid service,' conti-

nental breakfast included. Call David: 800-

822-12904.

WESTWOOD Quiet lovely home on Bentley

Walk to campus. Private entrance, patio,

bath, parking. Available 12/30. $700. 310-

476-8758.

WESTWOOD Furnished guest bed/bath.

Private entrance & parking. $475/month

w/laundry, utilities, cableTV, microwave, re-

frigerator, yard 310-277-0507. Steve or Mar-

ie

WESTWOOD. Spacious single & loft avail-

able immediately Walking distance to UCLA
Gated parking&laundry ava. Call 310-824-

0836.

Daily Bruin Classified Thursday, Ofcembw 10. 1998 4S

rr.H I

Roommates - Private Room

Roommate wanted for master bedroom in

Sherman Oaks Townhouse Pnvate bath;

secured parking $400/mo.-f1/2utilities

Evenings: 81 8-784-7675

SANTA MONICA- 1233A 17th St, mature

roommate wanted ASAP to share 3bdrm w/2

males Beautiful apartment, hardwood

floors, 5 miles from campus, parking negoti-

able $520+utilities+deposit month-month

Bo Cutter: 310-828-0592.

SANTA MONICA- Clean roommate to share

2bdrnViba furnished apartment $550/mo

Washer/dryer, non-smoker, between ages

25-35. Female preferred. Available asap.

310-394-6502

SANTA MONICA- North of Wilshire

2bdrmy2bath $625/mo-»- 1/2utilities Female

non-smoking professional'grad student pre-

ferred. 3 10-825-5 179(1 -5pm) or 310-395-

6214- Carol

9500
Roommates -PrfvateRoom Roommates - Priwate Room Roommates - Shared Room Roommates - Shared Room

SM Female wanted, own room share bath

Clean, responsible, no drugs/'smoking/pels

Street parking, SMC area $450/mo. 310-

399-7456. •

VENICE Room in 3-bdrm apt Male/Female.

$495/mo. Close to beach, rooftop patio. 310-

399-9379

WESTWOOD. Levering and Strathmore,

5min to campus. Spacious master bedroom

in l-tKlrm+den Female preferred $530/mo.

310-208-7688

WESTWOOD Master bedroom w/bath in 2-

bdrn\/2-bath Kelton apt $750/mo for one or

two to share Parking Call Amber 310-824-

0304

WESTWOOD/WLA 1 Large bedroom avail in

2+2 apt Parking, fireplace, balcony, laundry

in unit, rwn-smoker, no pets, female pre-

ferred Avail Jan 1 $665/mo+1/2 utilities 310-

473-6074

Roommates-Shared Room

501 GAYLEY AVE Spacious single 2-

minute walk from campus. Move m Jan 1st

Female only $437 50*utilities/mo. Call 562-

218-7859 or 310-824-1627

SM, 32nd St and Pico Own room in 3-bdrm

apt. Available immediately $500/mo Call

Rita 310-450-6881

WESTWOOD Professional to rent bedroom

in large 3-bdrm./2 5-bath house $650 +1/3u-

tihties Fireplace, patio, W/D. Call 310-477-

8922. •

WLA Beautiful, spacious 2bdrm/1 5ba house

to share w/graduate student Hardwood-

floors,- ample closet space, brighl/sunny

$700. Female preferred 310-473-1446

IMMEDIATE HOUSING. Hilgard House

spaces now available, meal plan included.

Call the Housing Assignment Office at 310-

825-4271

PALMS Roommate wanted to share Ibdrm

apt beginning 1/1/99 lor winter and spnng

quarters. Mature female preferred. $362.50.

310 841-6034

VETERAN/UCLA Female Roommate want-

ed to share large bedroom in 2 -bed. 2-bath

Fully furnished, fireplace, bateony, nonsmok-

ing/pet. Avail immed. $390/mo. 310-208-

7748 '

WALK TO WESTWOOD
WESTWOOD Share huge 2-bdrm apt FUL-

LY FURNISHED Male graduate student pre-

ferred Parking available. Laundry. 3minute

walk to campus Hardwood floors and more!

Available 1/1-6/30 $450/mo Call 310-824-

1004 Ask lor Jesse.

WESTWOODSpace available, take over

lease Jan.l, Beautiful Spanish style apart-

ment. 644 Landfair $367. Female preferred

Call now: 310-209-0205.

WESTWOOD 1-3 people needed to share

room in 2txJrm/2bath condo Pool, luxury

high-rise, view ol city, parking Low rent.

Eric-310-475- 3413.

WESTWOOD. Kelton/Strathmore Room-
mate needed to share 2-bdrm apt lOmi-

nutes walk to campus Parking space Avail-

able during Winter break $395. Payum 310-

824-3351.

WESTWOOD. Roommate needed

$375/mo Parking included. 1400 sq ft 310-

478-7833.

9700
Sublets

WESTWOOD PRIME, bachelor Walk to

UCLA W/D, gated parking Take over year

lease Fireplace, very quiet $995, istmonth

negotiable 310-845-0170.

Vacation Rentals

IDYLLWILD BEAUTIFUL MTN CABIN San
Bernardino Natl Forest Fully equipped Hot

tub, fireplaces Views. Sleep 4+ $250/wee-

kend 310-794-5515 310-391-6808

BRENTWOOD. 3bdrm/1bth. Available now-
April 1999. Great place Parking. Cable, nice

yard Pets ok. $2400/mo 310-391-1942.

9000
House for Sale

OPEN HOUSE
NEAR UCLA 2-bdrm-t-den+pool. $369,000
2739 Kelton. 2-5pm Sunday Agt. 310-395-

7t90 ext375

TRADITIONAL BEAUTY
i-\SY COMMUTE to campus. 2-

Ddrm+den+pool. $369,000 Agt. Lois 310-

395-7090 ext375.

WLA Living room to rent. $3SQ/mo Close to-

UCLA. 2nd floor, pool, gym, tennis, utilities

included Female preferred. 310-445-9412

WLA Rent own room in large, sunny 3 bed

apartment Secure parking near bus. N/S le

male preferred $485/mo. Ashlee 310-473-

8920

WLA. $610/mo (all utilities except phone).

Private room w/bath. Nonsmoker. No pets.

Available 1/1/99. Total security. NearUCLA^
310-446-1545.

WLA. Responsible female to rent private

room in large 3-bdrm house near campus.

Parking-fwasher/drier-i-appliances-i-back-

yard. $500-i-deposit. Available immediately

Contact Karen: 310-839-2973.

Marketplace of student-to-student deals
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Housliig Needed

/VRITER/INDEPENDENT Researcher seeks
oom/board. Exchange light duties Mark
310-390-6572.

Roonifof Help

LIVE IN BABYSITTER in exchange for

room&board in Tarzana. Childcare for 11-yr

old girl w/special needs. Eve 6:30-830 M-
Th, Sat 5:30-8:30. Sun 3:30-8:30, 16hrs to-

tal, stipend avail. Must have car Call 818-

343-4150:

MOTHER'S HELPER
FOR WESTSIDE FAMILY- Babysitting expe-

nence preferred M-F 3:30-8:30 -weekends,
in exchange for Room, board* $200/week.
310-446-9687, leave message.

Ilooiiiflte Rent

BEAUTIFUL, SUNNY
room in Spanish-style Westwood home, pri-

vate bathroom, hardwood floors, laundry,

parking, cable&water included Seeking pro-

fessional, $625/mo. 310-441-9972.

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT. Own sunny
bdrm/bath. N/S, professional female to share

apartment w/2 females. $450/mo. Avail

01/01/99.310-473-9420/310-712-2623.

BRENTWOOD Beautiful house, hardwood
floors, great location. $600/mo. Private

room. 310-826-8813.

BRENTWOOD/WLA. 1252 Barry Ave. 2-

bdrm/1-bath. Secured access, 2-parking.

new carpet $1065. Available now. 310-479-

3381

CULVER CITY Female roommate. Pnvate

roonVshare bath. NonsrTX)ker. no pets Grad
student preferred. $500 (includes utilities)

Day 818-503-1424. Eve:31 0-837-9943 San-

dy

ENCINO HILLS-Room in private home
ParK>ramic view 24 -hour r>eighbortKXX) pa-

trol 1 5-minutes to campus $400 Please caU

818 905-0508

N CtJLVER CITY Off 10 fv^ Huge 2
bdmVi-bath Matter bdrm for |400/mo Start

Jan '99 Special Circumstar«:es Call 310-

204-1610.

Roommates^Pitvate Room

A HUGE APARTMENT!
WESTWOOD Walk-to-UCLA Female need-

ed, own room/bath in huge security apart-

ment. Laundry. $425/month-»^1/2-utilities.

310-209-8253.

ASIAN/QUIET/CLEAN. WLA—Asian lady

needs quiet roomrr^te Nicely furnished.

Bus in front of house. Westwood/Pico. No-

smoking/pets Private bed sharebath.

$450/month-futilities. 310-475-8787.

BH ADJACENT Own room and bath in du-

plex house. Female preferred Newly re-

halved spacious 3-bdrm. Call for details.

323-653-2104.

BRENTWOOD- 2bdrm/1.5 bath townhome.

$550+utilities Parking, pool, great location.

Responsible n/s female preferred.

Pgr/Voicemail 310-724-9354- Ask for Trang.

WLA XLNT Location. Serious, mature stud-

ent. Private room. $300/mo. Call Anita 310-

479-4434. eve's.

BRENTWOOD-Your own bedroom in a 3-

bdrm apt. $420/mo. Available ASAP until

mid-Sept. Prefer female/clean non-smoker.
310-478-0743.

ENCINO Roommate wanted to share pleas-
ant home. Phvate bdmi. share kitchen, bath-
room, yard. &pool. Quiet, near bus. 2nd pri-

vate room avail. Pet negotiable Prefer fe-

male/non-smoker. $400/mo. 818-343-6547.

KELTON Big private bedroom/bath available

in 2+2. For 2nd/3rd quarters. In-door parking
spot, balcony. $787/mo. Call Mikey 310-824-
7647.

KELTON/LEVERING. Own bedroonVshared
bath, available Jan.l. Cozy place for friendly

female to share w/3 other girls. $560-^1/4

utilities. Parking. 310-209-0368.

MID-WILSHIRE-Beautiful, brick. 1930s 3-

bdrm house. Fireplace, hardwood floors,

separate phone, cable, washing ma-
chine/dryer, off-street parking Non smoker.
No-pets $495 Chris, 323-931-5025

PALMS. 2-bdrTn/1-bath Small 1920s house
Mature responsible roommate needed
$475/»W) Avaiiabte 12/'12 Ca« Keith 310-
842-7140
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PALMS Own large master bdrm. own bath
secure parking, washer/dryer, A/C Available

1 2/22, pay in January $41 2 50/mo Call 3i0
B45-9546

Display

206-3060

Christian
Chinese Bible Church
1637 Butler Ave. LA

310-476-8971

Chinese Sunday Worship; Sunday

11am in Sanctuary

English Sunday Worship Sunday

11am in Walker Hall.

Looking for a Bible-based church

close to campus? We're only minutes

away from UCLA, come and check us

out!

Joshua House
2948 Colorado Ave . Santa Monica

310-581 -9924.

Sunday Evenings, 6:30pm.

A new weekly gathering of music,

message, and ministry for a new gen-

eration (ages 18-32); where the reality

of life and the reality of God meet m a

relaxed and relational atmosphere

For those wtio wonder if there's more

to life .its a place to come (An

extension of Vineyard Christian

FtMowthip)

Westwood Hills Christian

Church
WSOS Le Conte Ave (corner of Le

Conte & Hilgard in Westwood)

310-208-8576

Sunday Worship 10am Sunday, Dec.

20@2pm Special piano and organ

concert performed by renowned

Russian arlist Dr. Kinll Gliadkovsky.

Dec. 24@8pm: Chnstmas Eve can-

dlelight aervice, "Jesus Christ The

Light of the World."

Christian/Evangelical

Westside Oikos Community

Church
1989 Westwood Blvd (& La Grange).

310-441-2125

Sunday 1pm. 3:30pm Rides provided

at Sproul Turnaround at 12:30pm and

3pm Oikos Chnstian Fellowship on

Campus. 1178 Franz Hall, Thursday

at 6:30pm Start the year fresh with

God' He has wof>derful blessings in

store for your life. Jo«n us for one of

our worship »en«ow where you will

expenence powerful worship, kfe

changing messages, & awesome fel-

lowship.

Congregational
Westwood Hills Congregational

Church
1989 Westwood Blvd (& La Grange) 310-

4 74- 7327 [WHCChurch @aol com] or call

toll free 888-WHCHURCH

Pastor Olaf Hoeckmann-Percival.

10am worship Open and affirming ef

all. Christ centered, spirit-filled wor-

ship. Conversational sermons. Music

to lift your spirit! Children's church,

retreats, Bible studies, and lots of

God's Love.

http://members aol com/whcchurch

Lutheran
University Lutheran Chapel
10915 Strathmore Dr {at Gayiey).

Westwood

310-206-4579

Sundays Liturgical Worship 10 30am.

BMe Study 12 ISpm Conlemporary

WonNp 4 aopiTv Wednesdays Soup

V

Supper: 6pm Undergraduate Bible Study:

7pm. Last Wednesday of the month,

Vespers Service, 7pm.

Retreat from the edge! In love, we empha-

size the grace of God while sharing the

light of Chnst! Rev Tim Seals, Pastor;

Rev Paul Drake, Campus fvlinistry

Administrator

Methodist
Westwood UMC/Wesley

Foundation

10497 Wilshire Blvd (at the corner of

Warner Ave )

310-208-6869 or 310-474-4511

http //home earthlink net/-wumc

Sundays 10:30am&5:30pm.

Traditional Worship: 10:30am in

Sanctuary; Grace Land Contemporary

Worship 5 30pm in Helms Hall,

Wesley Fellowship, Pray-Play-Eat

Wednesdays, 6 15pm in URC
Lounge, 900 Hilgard Ave (at LeConte

Ave)

2:30340pm

Presbyterian

Brentwood Presbyterian

Church
12000 San Vicente Blvd. Los Angeles,

90049

310-826-5656

College Age Fellowship: Sundays 11am-

12:30pm. Worship Sen/ices: Sundays

Bam, 9:15am , 11am&6pm BPC is an

active, warm, andcompassionate church.

Come worship with us or check out our

College Age Fellowship. Shuttle service

available from "Sproul Hall turnaround" at

10:40am for CA.F

Westwood Presbyterian Church

10822 Wilshire Blvd.. Los Angeles 310-

474-4535

Worship times: 9a.m and 11am.

Excellent music Bible and theological

classes led by university faculty

Opportunities for spiritual growth, fel-

• towslup and service in hands-on min-

' istries dealing with hunger, homeless,

child-abuse, affordat)(e housing

1
needs Next to AVCO theaters

1 Tkt Hthgimit Stmcn Dfnemf it phntti

17*^ •'».' f hr
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LOVEH
From page 56

where from $25 to- $1000. The

game will, however, be televised

by Showtime.

I would be in full-throttle sup-

port of this game except for one

huge reason - the "charity" that

the revenue from the game is

going to is the FSNPC. That

acronym stands for the

Financially Strapped NBA
Players Charity. I will not sup-

port any grown man who docs

not have sense enough to save

some of his millions for a rainy

day. Even those making the

league minimum ($270,000)

should have more than enough

saved to worry about money.

If they're going to donate to

players that are going broke. I

think they should mclude Latrell

W.VOLLEYBALL
From page 49

nating the last two months in the

year, had an off game in the mid-

dle.

While they beat Santa

Barbara in five thrilling games in

Sprewell. That guy sure got a raw

deal and personally, I think

everybody should donate to his

cause.

Oh yeah, and Michael Jordan

will not be playing. Why? He says

that it's because he docs not want

to give the false impression that

he is coming back, should there

be an NBA season sometime in

the near future. My guess is that

he already made a decision and

loves keeping the media in a con-

stant quandary. My gut tells me

that he is chuckling over the

plethora of articles and features

debating if he is or isn't coming

back.

! think that Dave Stern even

realizes that there is going to be

no season. He recently shaved his

griz/ly beard that he said he was

going to grow it throughout the

duration of the strike.

Doesn't Stern realize that

October.UCLA did not haveio

face an injured Katie Crawford.

This time, she was healthy, \j\cr

quirky shots and play were effec-

tive enough to knock UCLA off

just slightly, and she was the dif-

ference in the match.

While UCLA's season

reached its climax, albeit too

nobody cares about the NBA
anyway?

A recent ESPN SportsZone

poll showed that more than 70

percent of visitors to the site have

no regrets if there is no season.

The NBA. once on the verge

of overtaking baseball as the

national pastime, has slid into

oblivion. The selfishness on both

sides of the issue is creating such

a rift between the fans and the

players that it's making the base-

ball strike in 1994 look like a

campy sing-along.

But since I'm a baseball fan at

heart, it just makes me smile. I've

said it before and 111 say it again

- the 1998 baseball season was

the best ever to occur.

Evan Lovett gives a special shout

out to those who made him what

he is today. Evan can be reached

at elovett@media.ucla.edu.

early for them, there is much to

look for next year. IKc Bruins

had a resurgent second half of

the season, and leave their fans

impatient for next season to

begin.

"I'm bummed that it's over,"

said Bowles.

So are the Bruin fans.

SURFING
From page 55

contests," Schutte said.

Although the team is finishing in

mediocre places this year, last year they

came in fifth in State Championships.

Scribner made it to the state semi-finals

and Amber Puha. the team's only female

surfer, won every contest in her division,

taking both the NSSA state and national

championships.

Puha also graduated last year, however,

and the team is still kx^king for another

female surfer to fulfill NSSA requirements

and round out the team.

The club team is definitely unlike any

NCAA athletic team. At the Ventura

( ontest, two team members didn't even

show up because they overslept.

'It was 4:30 in the morning and we did-

n't call them because we didn't want to

wake their roommates," Schutte said.

"But we'll probably be doing that from

now on."

At try-outs, only a do/en people

showed up because someone stole the

team's billboard advertising tryouts.

"I know there are lots of good surfers at

this school. They just don't know about

us," Schutte said.

The team's practice time varies - some

members d^n't surf that often while others

surf every single day. They never surf

together, which is another unspoken law.

Schutte pointed out.

"Surfers who are already there get mad

that there won't be enough good waves for

everyone," he said.

There are currently two freshmen, two

sophomores and three seniors on the

team. Like Schutte, the two freshmen,

Peter Spragg and Brett Pursuit, made sure

before coming to UCLA that it had a surf

team. «

Schutte and Will Hutchinson are the

sophomores, and Scribner, Justin Reese

and Jackie Stewart are the seniors.

Scribner has been surfing for as long as

he can remember. Both his parents surf,

and it was only natural they'd set him on a

surfboard as soon as he could sit.

His love of surfing permeated his child-

hood; when he was just ten years old he

bought his first wet suit and surfboard at a

garage sale, and this in turn led to other

adventures.

"We used to sleep on the beach all night

and hope the waves would be good in the

morning. Sometimes we slept under peo-

ple's cars for shelter," Scribner recalled.

This is only Scribner's second year on

the team. He joined last year after he

heard about it from his best friend, Jackie

Stewart, who competes for the team as the

only long boarder.

In competition for the more popular

short-board surfing, the focus is more on

"tricks" such as twisting aerials, sharp

See SURFING, page 47
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Ideal part-time instructorjob ——

—

Pay scale starts at $13.50 per hour

Great working conditions

Locations throughout LA. County

SAH LSAl GMAl GRE, MCAT

Would you like to work in a creative envlroomenti teach students and make

great money? If you are bright, enthusiastic, have high test scores, and

enjoy helping others, this may be the perfect part-time job for you. Send us

your resume and cover letter-no phone calls please. Include your SAT and

graduate test scores (if any). Accepted applicants will participate in an

extensive training program before becoming instructors.

I CENTRAL
AMERICAN

l/IOTIIUIQ

• • I

wnJai

The Princeton Review

Attn.; Personnel Dept.

11040 Santa Monica Blvd . #400

Los Angeles, CA 90025

FAX # (310) 473-8511

THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW

SAT-I • SAMI • PSAT

Vocabulary • Academic Tutoring

LSAT • GMAT • GRE • MCAT • MBE

YOUR
HEIP

102 Men's Gym (CPO)

3154 Engineering 1 (SOLES)

7349 Bunche Hall (Chavez Center)

Dysktra, Room 406

St. Albin's, 580 Hilgard Avenue

104 Kerckhoff Hall (EXPO Center)

6282 Bunche Hall (Lounge)

407 Kerckhoff Hall (MEChA)

58 Haines Hall (Library)

Jimmy's

University Research Library

118 Kerckhoff Hall (Daily Bruin)

Northern Lights

5310 RoHe

A-Level Ackerman

(Near Student Union Ops)

Canned foods,

bottled water,

medicine and
supplies are

desperately needi
now

A
^

For information.

call X55969.

X66452 or 52333
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SURFING
From page 46

turns, and slaying as long as possible on the

wave close to the point where it breaks.

in long-boarding, the surfer has more time

to ride the wave and can walk on the board

right up to its nose.

"1 fee! the wave a lot more when V\w long-

boarding." Stewart said. "Its a pleasure riding

the wavelnstead of having to perform on it."

Unlike Scribner and Stewart, who grew up

surfing. Schutte only began surfing four years

ago. But he always knew^ he wanted to be a

surfer and bought his first surlboard before he

knew how to surf

"It took me three weeks to learn how to

stand on it, and then I hit the pier and broke

my board," he said. "Surfing can be expen-

sive."

It has also allowed the club members to

experience things they otherwise would've

never experienced.

Stewart remembered one lime when he uas

surfing in Santa Barbara and a whale swam less

than 100 feci away from him and his friends.

"It came out o{ the blue and scared us at

firsl. It was really awesome, that this big, huge

creature was righl below us and wasn't hurting

us. That doesn't happen every day," he said.

Schutte recalled a road trip down to Baja

California through dirt roads five-feel wide

and on the side o^ 200-fool high cliffs until he

and his friends reached a quiet, rural village by

the ocean shore.

"We camped on the beach for a couple o\

days and ate lobster burritos that this little kid

gave us. There was nobody outside of this vil-

lage for 100 miles, and we scored perfect surf"

he said.

The team intends to organize more activities

like Schutte's trip to Baja California. They are

planning day trips and overnight camping trips

to famous surf spots along the California coast.

Schutte also announced that this year is the

third year of the annual UCLA-USC Surf

Challenge. In April surfers from the two

schools compete. IIk* competition is open to

all surfers, including alumni, and not just mem-
bers of the surf team.

Although they are proud members of the

UCLA Surf Team, the team itself is absolutely

secondary to the members' own love of surf

ing.

"For anybody that really ^urfs, it's not a

hobby but a lifestyle," Schutte said.

It is a lifestyle that transcends gender and

age, held together by the common love surfers

have for the water.

riiere is a famous saying that. "Only a surfer

knows the feeling."

Stewart wondered, "Where else can you

drop into an eight-foot wall o{ water, get cov-

ered up in it, spit It out and then have one of the

best feelings in your life'.'"

For Scribner. the surf is spiritual.

'Fvery wave is ditlerent, every experience

new. I can see how big (Jod is. that He can cre-

ate such an ocean."

If anyone is interested in information about the

surf team, Schutte can be reached at

wave@ucla.edu.

W.HOOPS
From page 54

"I feel a lot better," said

Funicello enthusiastically. "1 think

Fve gotten a lot more confidence. I

really teamed more about (he game
from my other teammates while I

was injured."

The first glimpse of what

F\micello will be contributing in the

months to come was seen in

Hawaii. Funicello played 16 min-

utes against UNC, donating ten

points and ten rebounds to the

Bruin cause.

Said her coach, "Carly's come

olT the bench and done a real good

job. Carly has a lot of confidence

right now. One thing she's got to do

is stay out of foul trouble."

Ciome/ is now averaging nine

a.ssisls per contesi and actually post-

ed a four assists to one turnover

ratio in Hawaii (28 a.ssisls, seven

turnovers).

"That's something we want li>

focus on," Olivier said. "Anytime

she (Ciome/) goes four to one we

can beat a lot a^ pet>ple."

And the Bruins will need that

kind of production to baUle the

likes of Tennessee.

"I think we're ready," Philman

said. "We've shown we can play

with the big leagues."

M.BASKETBALI
From page 54

than its opponents in the past three games.

However, the Bruins will have to contend with a

UNLV squad that has forced an average of nearly 21

turnovers pyer game.
"1 do know that they are very athletic, very talent-

ed, and very quick." Lavin said.

Led by 16.1 points and 8.0 rebounds per game'

from junior forward Shawn Marion, the Rebels have

jumped out to a 4-3 start.

But they have yet to prove their worth against an

opponent from a major conference - UNLV's wins

have come against Sacred Heart, Troy State, Weber

State and Nevada-Reno.

Blowouts by Kansas and Arizona State and a nar-

row defeat by USC supplied the Rebels with their

three losses.

, "They're not playing well right now, but they're a

talented team," Lavin said. "They're searching for a

rhythm, searching for an identity."

The Bruins are hoping UNLV will wait at least

another weekend before finding it. If they get past the

Rebels, UCLA will be carrying at a pretty goixi

record heading into conference play at the beginning

of January.

Between UNLV and the conference opener at

home against Arizona on Jan. 2, the Bruins will take

on Cal State Northridge (.*^-2), American University

(.V5) and Loyola Marymount (3-3) - all at Pauley

Pavilion.

Ihe Bruins will host Arizona State on Jan. 4 and

See MJASKHBALL, page 49
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you can help
expand the

Join the

Recycling

Advocates, a task

force that not only

works to expand
recycling on

campus, but also

throws a party

every week, on
Tuesdays at 6pm

in Royce 156.

Holiday Wrapping Papers

TOTAL CLEARANCE
Regularly Valued at $4.99, now only

Holiday Christmas Cards from Paper Magic

Great

Selections!

New Candles

O^F 30% OFF $1.99 each $1.99 each

(P BEANIE BABIES
$4.99 each (selected styles)

fhjS Hard to find & new releases

" '*' ^L^*'
, -r-«».

up to

The Vttimaie Gift Store"

3^10.824.1688-
1 090 Westwood Blvd

Expires 12/14/98
/'rkrds uixt discounis ualid oiUu witt) ad.
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For more information regarding commencement, visit our web

site at: ^^/^pCommencemeiihucla.edu

499

Date

MAY 23

JUNE 4

JUNE 6

JUNE 18

J, .

JUNE 19

Start End

2:00 PM-4:00 PM
4:00 PM-6:00 PM

5:00 PM-7:00 PM
7:00 PM-9:00 PM

10:00 AM- 12:00 PM
12:00 PM-2:00 PM

5:00 PM-7:00 PM
6:00 PM-8:00 PM
6:00 PM- 10:00 PM
7:00 PM-9:00 PM
8:00PM-10:00PM
9:00 PM- 10:00 PM

8:00 AM-9:00 AM
8:00 AM-9:30 AM
8:00 AM.9:30 AM

4—

Date

JUNE 21

:k

^.-3 AM-TO:00 AH
9:00 AM- 11 :00 AM
10:00 AM- 12:00 PM
10:00 AM-l 1:30 AM
U:00 AM- 1:00 PM
11:00 AM- 12:00 PM
12:00 PM.3:00 PM
12:00 PM-2:00 PM
12:00 PM 1:30 PM
12:00 PM-2:00 PM
l:0OPMr3iOOPM
1:00PM-2:00PM
l:00PM-4:00PM
%xm PM-4:00 PM
3:00 PM-5:00 PM
3:00 PM-^rOO PM
4:00 PM-6:00 PM
4:00 PM-7:00 PM
4:00 PM-6:00 PM
4:00 PM-6:00 PM
4:00 PM-5:00 PM
4:30 PM-6:30 PM
43d PM-6:00 PM

m 1|4:30 PM-6:00 PM
"4:30 PM-6:00 PM
4:30 PM-6:00 PM
5:00 PM-8:00 PM
5:00 PM-6:00 PM
5:00 PM-6:00 PM
6:00 PM-7;00 PM
6:00 PM-7:60 PM
7:00 PM-8:30 PM

Start End

8:30 AM- 10:30 AM
:00 AM- 11:00 AM

9:00 AMI 1:00 AM
9:00 AM-10:30 iy^
9:30 AM-1 1:00 AM
9:30AM-11;30AM
10:0dAM-ll:00AM
10:00 AM- 11 J30 AM
10:00 AM-1 1:00 AM
10:30 AM-hOOPM
tl:OOAM-l:00PM
11:00 AM-12K)0PM
11:30 AM-12:30PM
U :30 AM- 12:30 PM
12:00 PM 2:00 PM
12*00 PM-2:00PM
3:00 PM-6:00 PM
3:00 PM-7:00 PM
3:00 PM-6 00 PM
TBD-TBD
TBD-TBD
BDTBD
BDTBD

M. BASKETBALL
From page 47

then travel U' Oregon and Oregon

State to elose oirt the winter break

sehedule.

Unver baek pain

"Willi JaRon'sback. he's missed

a lot of practices." l.avinsaid. "(His

benching) is less to do with his per-

loiniance than it has to di> \Mth the

practice
"

Alter starting the first four

games of the season, freshman for-

ward JaRon Rush is expected lv>

begin the I'NLV contest on the

bench for the third consecutive

lime.

tie's sulfernm from chronic I (I. A.

I he IMA game i>n Saturday

also has importance for I'C'LA out-

side o\ the wm-loss record. Ihe

HruinN* top recruiting target.

.Alaskan power forward Carlos

Boo/er. Jr. will be on hand at

Salurda) s game iis. a guest i>r

Ceremony

School of Law Ceremony

School of Law Reception

Hippocratic Oath Ceremony
Hippocratic Oath Reception

School of Dentistry Ceremony

School of Dentistry Reception

Doctoral Hooding Pre Reception

Anderson Graduate Scliool Ceremony

Urban Planning Celebration

Doctoral Hooding Ceremony

Anderson School Receptioa

Doctoral Hooding Post Reception

MCD Biology Celebration

Microbio & Molecular Genetics Celebration

Physiological Science Celebration

^sUuCirron "iR InfoSmdics l^cceptionT

Location

PerloffQuad

Schoenberg Quad

PerloffQuad

Schoenberg Quad

Royce Hall

Royce Quad

Royce Hall

PcrlofrQua<i

Coral Tree Walk

RoceHall

Anderson Alumni Plaza

Royce Quad

MBl Room 159

Kerckhoff Patio

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

'Theater, Film & Television Ceremony"

Education & Info Studies Ceremony

Life Sciences Ceremony

NROTC C>elebration

"Theater, Film & Television Reception"

Math Department Celebration

Nciaroscience CcM>ration

''Oi^anismic Biology* Ecology and Evolution"

Women's Studies Celebration

Latin American Studies Celebration

Psychology Undergrad Celebration

School of Engineering Ceremony

Athletics Celebration

Lavender Celebration

School of Nursing Ceremony

Art History Celebration

Chemistry/Biochemistry Celebration

East Asian Langua^s & OillAires Celebration

School of Arts & Architecture Ceremony

School of Engineering Reception

English Deparment Celebration

French Department Celebration

Germanic Languages Celebration

Italian Department Celebration

SpanishyPortugese Celebration

Masters of Public Policy Student Celebration

Linguistics Department Celebration

School of Nursing Reception"

Internat'l Development Studies Celebration

School of Arts & Architecture Recaption

Humanities Ceremony

Ceremony

Communication Studies Celebration

Physical Sciences Ceremony

School of Public Policy Ceremony

Sociology Department Celebration

Anthropology Cetettiony

S<^ool of Public Health Ceremony

Econooidks Department Celebration

Geography Department Celebration

History Department Celebration

Psychology Graduate Celebration

Asian American Studies Celebration

Sichool of Public Policy Reception

Pfiysics & Astronomy Celebration

School of Public Health Reception

Eltflh & Space Sciences Celebration

SochJ Sciences Ccnmony
Asian PM:ific Islander Celebration

jijjyolitkal Science Student Cxiebration

«

Samiliang PiUpino Cclebrarion

AfiriUlP Student UniMl Olebration

Indian Sttrfrnts Celebration

Student

Raza Celebration

"Royce^QtMid ,

' * :

PerloffQuad

Royce Hall

Los Angeles Tennis Center

Dance Building Gr^n
Coral Tree Walk
Ackerman Grand Ballroom

Northwest Auditorium

Life Science Courtyard

Kerckhoff Patio

Sunset Canyon Rec Center

PfcrloffQuad

Pauley Pavilion

Los Angeles Tennis Center

Kerckhoff Patio

Royce Hall

Law Patio

Court of Sciences

306 Royce Hail

PerloffQuad

Pauley Plaza

Rolfe Courtyard

Royce Hall 306
lU^e Third Fir North Patio

Royce Third Fir North Patio

Anderson Alumni Plaza

Ackerman Second Fir lounge

Sculpt Grdn/11 12 Campbell

Royce Quad
CEY Grand Salon

Schoenberg Quad
Los Angeles Tennis Center

Location

KecckhoffP^tio

Loi Angeles Tennis Center

PerloffQuad

Court of Sciences

TBD
Royce Hall

Wight Art Gallery Plaza

Bunche Hall / Palm Court

Rolfe Courtyard

Franz 1 178

Faculty Center

School of Public Policy

Kinsey 51

Rc^'ce Quad
Young Hall

PaiJey Pavilion

IVrloff Quad
TBD
Royce Hail

TBD
IBD
TBD
TBD

W.VOLLEYBALL
From page 55

Stanlord earlier in the year, or to

I'SC and Stanford later in the year,

would discourage the team. Ni>t

even a ()-(> start could sheKe the

team, for they still made post-sea-

son play. Just when the Bruiiis

seemed down for the count. the>

came roariimback.

There is much to look

for nextyear.The

Bruins ...leave their

fans impatient for

next season to begin.

Hutchison did \\o\ scr\c it to the

ctMiier like the Bruins tlunighl she

uould. Instead. >he ucni to the

middle, where Porter ua.s But

rC'l.A had practiced for Potter to

get the ser\e. What resulted were

two players, both wanting to make

the play, unintentionally getting in

vach v>ther"s wa\. They both lui.s-

tled after the ball, but the miscom.

municatu>n -proved fatal

HutchiMMi riin K-^ii three straight

serxice aces. An error, a kill douii

the line from Conle>. a Crawford

block on Bachman and I Cl.A had

lost Its le.id.

ihe> had i^ie final ch.mce. .is

.\shle> litnslcs had sided i>ut to

rCL.A with a kill, iiie i^fficials.

howcNci. snatched .iua\ ihcii

oppi>rtumt\ again \i T^-ll in

fa\or ol the (iauchos. I (I A
ser\ed and forced Santa B.irbara li>

iust hit the ball o\er dei'en>i\el\.

They l\irged an ll-.'^ lead m the

fourth game, with ke> spikes, pasv

es and digs Iheir blocking was

exceptional m the fourth game.

Am\ Nihipali. who had si\ tol.il .

blocks, came up wiih two bliK-k

kills. I reshman Kristec Porter, also

litnATI-A\T'A District VII sclcc-

tuMi. had t"i\e blocks, and liachman

had four. I 'CI. .A had momentum,

and a game five seemed imminent

Ihen. the 'unthinkable lia|tpcncd

Santa Barbara \o\.\\\^. a way to get

the serve back. I he> foJKiwed b\

throwing the Bruins a curveball

Role phiver llcalher lUncliisoii

came in u> serve for them I CI .\

was rc.ulv for hei c-mrancc. a^ ijicv

had practiced for her serves

Chaska Potter wouFd lake ihcseivc

and pass it ti> begin the ofleiise

"We were positioned for liei

serve." Baiiachowski said. "But

\ \\MK\ '.ho m i sod \\ up
"

Ilii
' B i n iii s M'

[ up [ li e o l le ii se. i cid-

led for .1 kill and then the whistle

blew.

A lift ow I (I \. ihev ruled, and

It was Santa B.irbara side out. The

Brums screamed. Pla> siv^pped.

Saiil.i Barbara servevl tor ihe

m.ilch. I Cl..\ miraciiKnislv saved

one malcii poinl. I'»iil then the

(iauchos wiMi as I CI \ c»nild \\o\

scramble .iiul return the serve.

( lame, match, se.ison,

.Ml vcai long. I ( l.A Ku»ked lo
j

Its ouiside hitters U>r the aiiswei '

\ikI ,i11 veai lont: then freshman ;

1

iMiisulc liiileis Porter .md Bv>wles

ineiihei I'l lliem 2(> vears old), ii.ui

dehveieJ

Poiieih.ul 24 kill>. .nut Bowk'^

was iighi behind her wiih I') Ilk'\

eacji shouKlereil over .'^•i attempts

in the match iiut llieii effiMts were
\

not enoUL'h Bachman. while di>mi-

.See W.VOLLEYBALL, page 4^

,*?•
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DAVIS
From page 56

ing and potentially career-threaten-

ing injury in the second round of

the NCAA Tournament. Pavis is

back on the court after a lengthy

rehabilitation process.

No doubt that the team loves

having the point guard back.

Even if it's not the original ver-

sion - not yet. anyway.

This is not the Baron Davis of

old. He shot an air-ball against

Oklahoma Slate on Saturday, blew

two tree throws that could have

clinched the victory in that same

game, and (according lo his own

count) has missed seven lay-ups in

under .15 minutes of action.

'Tl's frustrating in a way." the

sophomore guard said. "But I have

to keep going at it. Ive been miss-

ing lay-ups and such. I've just got to

fmish."

For one minute in Tuesday's

intrasquad scrimmage it seemed as

if Davis had put the ghosts of his

-4-ehab behmd him. For a magical

minute, he was the Baron Davis

that Bruin fans learned lo love last

\ear. and opponents loved lo

loathe

in that one minute he hit a three-

pointer, stole the in-bounded ball,

put It back up for a lay-up. blocked

a slu>l on the defensive end. then

put a fake on a defender who still

didn't know what hit him. and Hew

past two other helpless opponents

to the basket.

And missed the lay-up.

And with that one missed shot

and with his ensuing scream, one

could tell it still wasn't the same

Davis that won the Pac-10

Freshman of the Year award last

season.

Ten seconds after the blown lay-

up, when play had ceased, he

looked up at the scoreboard and

screamed at no one in particular -

except - perhaps -for himself. It

was this one word that seemed to

sum up his entire rehabilitation.

"Finish," he yelled loud enough

for all in Pauley Pavilion to notice,

though few showed any signs they

did.

Although he no doubt was refer-

ring to his latest miss, he could

have just as easily been referring to

the rehabilitation that has con-

sumed the last 38 weeks of his life.

The past nine and a half months

have been dedicated to one thing,

and one thing only - a return to the

basketball court and the desire to

put the feelings o\ the Kentucky

game behind him

Ihe return came sooner lliaii

Sf«MVIS,p49eS1
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More than just a

stocking stuffer.

iMac
HOL/DA/

Special Offer 1199Limited time only

m... Receive a $30
Instant rebate when you buy

an iMac bjik memory.

(IMac and memory must be on same invoice. Does not

apply to VRAM. Offer good until December 27th.)

iMac/233 MHz PPC G3

Get an iMac for

just $29.99 a month
Ask your sales associate

for details

• 32MB SDRAM
•4GBIDEHD
• 24X CD-ROM
• 512K L2 Cache

• OS 8.5

• 10/100 BT Ethernet

• 56 Modem
• 6 MB SGRAM video memory
• Built-in AH RAGE Ik

accelerated 3D graphics card

'^^J a a n

Receive the Super Savings

Coupon Book with any

Macintosh CPU purchase.

Over $2500 in savings value!

Limited time only.

Featuring cash rebates and premiums

on the hottest new software and hardware

products including printers, scanners,

digital cameras, games, productivity

software, Internet software, USB

peripherals for the iMac and more!

Power
Mac
Power Mac G3/266 MHz
32MB RAM, 4 GB IDE HD, 24X CD-ROM,

512K L2 Cache, lOBT Ethernet

tl503

S1879Power Mac 63/300 MHz
64MB RAM, 6 GB IDE HD, 24X CD-ROM,

1MB L2 Cache, Iomega Zip Drive, lOBT Ethernet

^Pl
W E

$2255Power Mac G3/300 MHz
64MB RAM, 8 GB IDE HD, 24X CD-ROM,

1MB L2 Cache, Iomega Zip Drive, 6MB SGRAM,

24-bit video input/output, lOBT Ethernet

$2819Power Mac G3/333 MHz
128MB RAM, 9 GB 7200 RPM Ultrawide SCSI HD,

24X CD-ROM, 1MB L2 Cache, 6MB SGRAM,

lOBT Ethernet

For Information about Apple
Computer Loans, call

1 -800-959-2775

RMtrktwns and Payment Poiicm: Apple hardware is available only to UCLA students, selected UCLA Extension students. UCLA faculty, UCLA staff and UCLA

departjnents. Extension students should inquire at the Computer Store regardtnq eligibility. UCLA Computer Store price requires payment by currency, cathier's

check, or' University Credit Union Withdrawal Check made payable to The UCLA Store. VISA, MasterCard, and Discover are also accepted. Personal checks are

accepted up to Si. 000. Money orders are not accepted. Sales tax will be added to listed prKes.

@ ComputGr Store
310.82S.69S2

open da1lylwww.uclastore.ucla.edu

i^^rib
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Son 3 Basketball Tournament
Saturday and Sunday - January 16 and 17,1999

THE BARKER HANGAR, Santa Monica, California

Whether you're 8 or 88. never have played or play in your sleep, you'll get to play a

minimum of three games, fairly matched. Every player registered will receive a T-shirt,

and the satisfaction of helping to fund research for lymphoma. First place finishers in each

division will receive an engraved trophy.

Play Hoops For Lymphoma will feature pro NBA and WNBA player appearances, The Laker

Girls, clinics and many other surprises.

How to register:

1. Fill out the entire form. Please print legibly. Incomplete forms will

not t)e processed.

2. Include all signatures for team memt)ers. Parent or guardian

signatures are required it.player(s) are under 18 years of age.

Teams will not be registered without these signatures.

3. A non refundable entry fee of $150 per team must accompany your

entry form. You can pay by check, money order, or credit card (Visa.

Amex. or MasterCard only). DO NOT SEND CASH.

4. Mail your completed entry form and entry fee to: Play Hoops For

Lymphoma, 1010 Northern Boulevard. Suite 208. Great Neck, New
York. 1 1021 . Credit card payments can be faxed to: 1-877-

FAXHOOPS. Then call 1 -877'PLAYHOOPS
to confirm its receipt.

5. All players must be 8 or older.

6. Your entry must be received by Friday, January 8th, 1999. As

space IS limited, you will be accepted on a first come first served

basis. Last year, the tournament sold out early! There will be no

walk-up registrations!

7. A representative of your team will be required to check in at a booth

at The Barker Hanger on Friday Jan. 15th,1999 from 3-7pm. Here,

you will receive your team schedule, T-shirts , etc.

8. 1 Free Parking Pass per team will be sent with team confirmation.

Rules and Regulations

-f-

SPECIAL THANKS TO: The Beat 92.3 Radio

Fox Sports Interactive

William Morris

Agancy

Balance Bar

Flying Rhino

Los Angeles Lakers

UCLA Recreation

"The Lee Stevens"

Full Court Shot
Sink the buzzer beater

"The Betty Black"

Slam Dunk Contest
Test your skills on our 10 ft.

regulation basket.

"The Joseph Slantz"

Kids Slam Dunk Contest
We lower the hoop to 6 or 7 feet for

the uo afKl comiftt
"
^unko rfi" —

The
Hi

3-Point Contest
Our sharpshooters special!

Foul Shooting Contest
Most out of 10. No 'tricks" allowed.

Special Non-Team Activities For Ages Under 8.

Celebrity Games"
Play on a celebrity team (one fan and two celebrities) and play

against other celebrity teams on

Saturday, January 16, 1999
Celebrities win include members of the cast of Baywatcli, frieflits and Veronica's Closet, team

members from the Li. Galaxy, and many, many more. You will also receive an invitation to a private

"Pairings Parly" cocktail reception at Joe's Restaurant in Venice where the teams will be formed by

randomly drav^nng celebrity names

[
! $500 donation

ttloie ywi MHW,Mmv^ pnoae jnurtrcr widi cNcI w ciwm tj>d inlui iiuUtnr

CFL
A Benefit For

The Cure For Lymphoma "*• Each team will consist of 3 or 4 players - 3 starters and 1

Foundation substitute, if desired.

2. Teams will be grouped in divisions with other teams of similar age.

height and playing ability.

3. All teams are guaranteed at least 3 scheduled games throughout

the weekend.

4. Games will be halfcourt using "street rules".

5. We reserve the right to verify any players height, weight, age or

playing experience. Inaccurate information is grounds for

disqualification of the entire team. Each player is encouraged to

carry personal ID and must be 8 or older.

Call 1-310-937-1893 tor celebrity updates and additional information.

Phone: 877-PLAYHOOPS (877 752 9466)

Fax: 877-FAXHOOPS (877 329 4667)

Visit our website: www.playhoops.org

City of Los Angeles *

I — angi— »ifcn c*i<»<H»iO<t cm*HMt» IfHI %ammn

nil) ai]-t^»

IT l^'f*. lit Ktrkar H«n9ar. &•»(• HonU* ti.lir '•• •* ti*'^ P«' *'•

act itiwsMv I fWfAcia* I •••« I ( thriMifli vr«nr

i«rtt«l , »^ulpa«nt frttas. iMrvlta, a-IwvM i»iiiq. bal •riitc, and

••ibsia ri*u«*<ll i< ft, la««.t«liv« Oil*'>'»r

soiiaTATioiKiinTMcrtoTOTi^ff t«ouMQraA.« .er«

Los Angeles Play Hoops For Lymphoma^ Entry Form
Team Information

Please fill in^ information completely and print

legibly.

A non refundable entry fee of $150 per team must
accompany your entry form

Team Name

Team section: D Male n Female
Team experience (this does not necessarily determine division

Best efforts will be made wfien averaging team information:

n Top Gun - College or better

a Competitive - Better ttian average inotTopcunnuieiai)

D Recreational -Play for fun

n Baby Boomer - Average age is 40 or older

n Teen - Average age between 11 and 1 7;

Play witfi kids same age and fieight

n Kid - All players must be between 8 and 10

Entry fee enclosed: $150 per team

Additional donation^:

Total donation:

You can fax your entry form if you are paving by credit

card to : 1-877-FAXHOOPS, then you mubt call 1-877-

PI^YHOOPS to confirm receipt. Just fill in information

below:

Credit card:

G MasterCard D Visa n American Express

Card #

Exp Date

Signature

Print name exactly as it appears on card.

If not paying t>y credit card, mail entry witfi cfieck or money order

payable to Cure For Lymphoma Foundation and mail to:

Play Hoops For Lymphoma'"
1010 Nontiern Boulevard

Suite 208
Great Neck, NY 11021

twtfPHi0i vwvw pww oi Qiflipev 9 et p^w % vmv the iqi ef It, mmvimiwmww ivm Sshmini on

9it Mfikitai lonn vi^0f tut Mch peiMn ta ntd (MiMttnii. Mi tfftt$ to be bMffi by Iw N#VMJMn on Iw

In coHMintan ol IM iMtmnt tf yw I

tmmttmm mMttawt nhM«««Mka|i(CM|m» UC n« »4i»i to Im«Mhm
•NMekMlM Hi Caw tat iMavkMii taMiMan mtmi¥9aifm mftaimUkmrnt

ffChlARtM MlIMM Id to mk m9$0f Mta

miimftmtlmn

m»mmmt*i UC

twmtmtmmttmtii

k«(ai|Wf»UC mtWm*

riMale

Name ^^f"^^

Player 1 -Contact or Captain

Age. Height. ft. in. Date of Birlh

Address

City

State -Zip.

Home Phone (

Business Phone (. -)

How often do you play basketball?

D Daily fl 2x a Week or more D Weekly

f1 Monthly (1 Yearly (1 Never

Check the highest level played:

n No formal play experience

n City. Church, Recreational, Intramural

n High School Varsity

n J.C. or College Team

n Middle School

n Semi- Pro

I have read and understand the waiver provisions located on the opposite page and agree to

be t)ound by the terms therein in luH

Player Signature (Parent or Guardian Signature required it player 6 under 18)

n
Name ^ Female

Player 2

Age. Height. ft. in. Date of Birlh

Address

City

state -Zip.

Home Phone (

Business Phone (. .)

How often do you play basketball?

[1 Daily Fl 2x a Week or more n Weekly

n Monthly nVearly f I Never

Check the highest level played:

[ 1 No formal play experience

n City. Church. Recreational, Intramural

n High School Varsity

n J.C. or College Team

n Middle School

n Semi-Pro

I have ttad Md understand tt>e warver provsKms located on ttte owsitmft ind agree to

Ik twund by Hit tonm Itarwi tn tun

Player Signature Parent or Guardan S^gnaiuie i««und N pky* ii under 18)

Player 3
riMale

Name n f'"^^

Age. Height. ft. in. Date of Birth

Address

City

State -Zip.

Home Phone (

Business Phone (. .)

How often do you play basketball?

n Daily n 2x a Week or more [ 1 Weekly

n Monthly nVearly n Never

Check the highest level played:

( 1 No formal play experience

n City, Church, Recreational, Intramural

n High School Varsity

n J.C. or College Team

n Middle School

n Semi-Pro

I have read and understand the waiver provisions located on the opposite page and agree to

be bound by the lermr. therein in lull

Player Signature (Parent or Guardian Signature required it player is under 18)

niuuie

Name n Female

Player 4 (if desired)

Age. Height. ft. in. Date of Birth

Address

City

state -Zip.

Home Phone (

Business Phone (. -)

How often do you play basketball?

D Daily D 2x a Week or more n Weekly

n Monthly nVearly n Never

Check the highest level played:

D No formal play experience

n City. Church, Recreational, Intramural

n High School Varsity

n J C or College Team

n Middle School

G Semi-Pro
I have read and understand ttie waiwr provtsions located on the opposite page and agree to

be bound i>y the ternrs tt>erein m full

Player Signature Parent or Guardun signature required if player is under 18)

\
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DAVIS
From page 49

many people had expected. And
despite his dift'iculties, he doesn't

exactly look like a player who hasn't

played in a game that mattered since

March.

He has already played in two

games, starting last Saturday's con-

test against Oklahoma State. In 35

minutes of action he has 16 points,

tour rebounds, two steals and already

stands at Iburth on the team with

seven assists.

Against OSU. he made a key

defensive steal with a minute and a

half remaining, and then blocked a

potential game-tying shot in the final

seconds to preserve the Bruin win.

"1 think he is further along than I

would have miagincd in the rehabili-

tative process," UCLA head coach

Steve Lavin said. "It's great to have

him back, he's got that contagious

enthusiasm about him. He makes so

much difference in the gatiic."

But he would have never been

back this soon if not for his intense

rehabilitation. Working with Los

Angeles Lakers team doctor Stephen

Lombardo. Davis has been through a

grueling few months.

For the first two weeks after his

April surgery, he was in a brace 18

hours a day and had ice on his knee

the other six.

| was rehabbing for 20 hours a

day." Davis said.

After two weeks of just sitting

around, there was a month of flexing

and leg extensions - two-and-a-half lo

four hours per day.

Ihe following two months he

could walk - by now, wilhinil a limp -

and was able lo start jogging towards

the beginning of summer.

"By the end of summer 1 was able

to sprint ahead, but I couldn't make

any turns," he said.

Not until Nov. II. nearly eight

months to the day after he limped o\'['

the court in Atlanta, was Da\is

cleared to participate in basketball

drills.

For 241 days Baron Davis was not

allowed to play the game he had

never before been without.

"Oh God, it was complete agony,"

Davis said of his rehab period that is

within weeks o\' ending. "That's the

only word lo describe il. it was try-

ing, it was a character lest. You have

lo work and you have lo {\o it every

day. il was just something you had to.

and sometimes the results donl come

as soon as vou want
"

But for someone that had already

been through so much in life, this was

just another test for Davis.

Growing up in South Central, his

house was located two blocks away

from a hot spot in the 1992 LA.
Riots. Davis learned lo be lough and

he learned that nothinu easv.

"From where I grew up. it helped

me a lot. " he said. "You got lo be

lough. \ou got loKe strong. You can't

"be soft or people will walk alj over

you, especially in my neighborhood."

Although he iitlended high school

outside of his neighborhood - at

Santa Monica's Crossroads High -

Davis' toughness was tested more

than ever.

In October 1996 his sister. Lisa

• Hodoh. bought a truck from ihen-

UCLA head coach .Inn Harrick and

gave It to Davis. Though this was

later cleared o\' ain wrongdoing by

the NCAA, word o\' potential viola-

tions spread quickly ihroughoul

Weslwood and the college basketball

world, putting Davis in the national

spotlight.

"That makes you a stronger per-

son," he said. "Being a kid in high

school and going through something

like that, that lype o\' magnitude, il

helps you grow up. 1 1 leaches you lo

grow up and be a man and il just asks

BARON DAVIS
1997-98 Minutes

Total (avg. per game) 31.3

1998-99 Minutes

Pdints

11.7

Points

Rebounds

4.0

Rebounds

-1

Assists

5.03

Assists

Steals

2.41

Steals'

vs. Oklahoma State 19

Total 3S

7

16

for toughness from you. character

wise."

Nevertheless, the rehabilitation

was a totigh lime for Davis.

Basketball was like a mirage for

him. He could see il, feel it and taste

il
- he just couldn't play it.

For five weeks in the summer dur-

ing his freshman year of high school,

he was sidelined by a broken ankle.

Beyond that. Davis never knew what

il was like to not be able lo play the

game he loved.

And so, doctoral advice be

damned, he tried lo play.

"Actually, my first pick-up game

was in ihe summer, against the doc-

tor's orders." he said with a grin that

was difficult to tell w helher it resulted

from guilt or slyness. "I got in trouble

for It, he almost killed me."

When the I'CLA players relumed

lo .school in September for condition-

ing drills, they often played pick-up

games after workouts. There was

only one rule - no Baron, no matter

how much he begged.

"We used to kick him off the court

and he'd gel mad at us," said sophiv

more guard Farl Watson, Davis'

close friend. "He'd try lo play but

everyone would just stop playing

until he left ihe court. He got mad
and wouldn't talk lo us for like 20

minutes and then he'd say that was

the best ihing we could have done.

He'd ihank us the next day
"

Not playing hoops caused prob-

lems for Da\is, however. Unable to

spend his lime with his favorite pas-

lime, he wasted the hours with anolh-

YUWAN(i/D«lyBruin

ei' hoht^y.

He'd eat.

"I just ale and watched TV." he

said. "1 eat a lot naturally, but I was-

n't burning anything. I was eating

piz/a and Mojo potatoes from

Shakey's with (teammate) Travis

Reed every day. But I wasn't playing

any basketball."

As a result, his weight ballooned

from 20.S to.2.V).

Still trying to work the extra

weight o\'\- he's at 210 now - Davis is

in the final stages o\' his rehabilita-

tion.

A few more weeks and he will be

at full strength and back to as good as

new.

Perhaps he'll be better than the

player that averaged 11.7 points, 4.0

rebounds and 5.0 assists last year.

Perhaps, he'll be back to the player

ihat had the second-highest steal total

in UCLA history last .season.

Perhaps he'll never get back to the

player he once was. But, ihen again,

he could be even belter than before.

"Physically it's his conditioning,"

Lavin said. "With his conditioning

his play will definitely improve."

And he'll be back to take his role

as the leader on the team - a role he

inherits by being its leading returner

in points, assists, rebounds and

steals.

"The team with him has depth,

and defensively and offensively he's

another leader on the court. He's a

man who makes big plays in crunch

lime," Watson said.

He has already made a ditTerence

in a game this year, blocking the shot

at the end of the Oklahoma State last

Saturday to seal the Brum upset. Btit,

t or UMV I 8, that wasn t the greatest

FREE CONSULTATION

Brentwood
Orthodontic

Center
"^

Join The "Celebrity Games". Call 1-310-937-1893. Space is limited.

BRACES
Deliver Brilliant Results,

Df. Natlcr Daydni,

CVilitic'd SjX'ciali.st,

UCIA Faculty Member

Member ofthe
:Americ(ut Association

of Orthoiiontists

(31 0) 826-7494

(949) 552-5890

Specializing in braces for

adults & children

20% discount to all

students and faculty

with valid ID

DESIGN^
<Jrai^ Gutl
Haircut $9.00

Color $25.00

Highlights $35.00

Perm $35.00

1078 Gayley Ave. Westwood Village

(310)208-4447

Open Mon-Sat: 10-8:30 Sun: 11-4

BLACK & WHITE
EXPRESS COPIES

Bring this coupon to the Kinkos listed below jnd receive

3< Express Black & White Copies

kInko'S'
9334 Wilshire Blvd, Hollywood 27M258

11819 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles 477-7756

1520 Westwood Blvd., Los Angeles 475-0789

601 Wilshire Blvd., Santa Monica 576-7710
OHer good fot Iplter si/e single sulpd, autofed copies on out standard white paper. Offer is limited to one coupon per
person. Coupon must be presented at time of purchase and is not valid with other offers or discounts. Offer vahd at time
of purchase only and may not be discounted or credited toward past or future purchases. Offer valid at Kinkos listed
locations only Coupon void where prohibited by law No cash value, "fer expires l?/31/98. "1998 Kinko's, Inc All nqhts
reserved K\r\io\ IS a req'stered trademark of Kmkos Ventures, Inc. and is used by permission. Kinko't requires written
permission from the copyright holder in order to reproduce any copyrighted materials.

See DAVIS, page 53
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DAVIS
From page 51

reward for his dedication o\cr llic

last IcNs iiionlhs.

That came three days earlier

against Delaware Stale in Pauley

I\ivilion. Entering a game for the

first time in March. Davis wallied

on the court midway through the

first hair to the raucous cheers ot

the S4)0() Tans in attendance.

"That was the highest I ever felt

while playing basketball.'" he said.

"Just being .ible to come back to

our home game with our fans. Our
fans are wonderful. 1 got a stand-

ing ovation. I didn't know^ how to

react to it. I was just excited to be

out there - my emotions were just

rAning wild, fhat telt the best

being out there with this group o\'

guys."

For now he'll just have to be

content with playing about 20

minutes a game - that is. until Dr.

Lombardo gives him permission

to play more, it is expected that

some time in January he will be

able to play the amount of minutes

that he is used to.

But for now he's just focused

on trying to finish - both his shots

and his rehabilitation.

"Now that I'm able to play I'm

getting better." Davis said.

"Game in and game out, I'm feel-

ing a lot more comfortable. I'm

getting a better feel for the game.

Slowly, slowly my conditioning is

imnrovin g- ?>l f »wlv">mprov>-n^

If he has it his way, he'll be back

at full strength soon and back at

Tropicana Field this March.

Only this time it would be for

the Final Four - and this time, the

only helpless players will be his

opponents.

Now that would be quite a fin-

ish.

W.BASKETBALL
From page 56

lar after its stunning first-round loss

to Harvafd last season.

But IJC'LA is clearly the class o\

the ci>nference this season. With

Stanford acting as such a dominant

force the past ten years, the

Cardinal will not tall further than

thud or fourth place. Oregon, with

its consistency, will come in at sec-

ond pitice. folKnved by Washington

in fourth or third and Arizona and

I'SC lied for fifth. Washington

Slate will lead the lower-echelon

teams at seventh place with Arizona

State. Oregon State and VC
Berkeley rounding out the bottom

four.

I. UCLA (5-2)

UCLA is picked to win the Pac-

10 by the coaches and media.

After a second-place conference

finish and a brilliant tournament

showing in which the Bruins went

on the road to defeat Michigan and

Alabama (before the latter victory

was taken from them after Alabama's

last possession lasted .05. despite the

:00.S remaining on the clock).

Olivier's squad has something to

prove.

"Last season we accomplished

many of our goals." Olivier said, "and

came close on several others. The

confidence level is running high, and

there is a burning desire to achieve

even more. We probably return more

quality experience than just about

tg ttm in the oountrv. W ithMny tottm \n the oountry. W ith oontnv-

HAMMAN lAKAIinil/P.iMv

Marie Philman (front) sprints past

Slovan Bratislava during a game.

5. Arizona (.V3)

Arizona is picked to finish fifih by

the coaches and the media.

The Wildcats had their best-ever

season last year under coach Joan

Bonvicini. but lost all-cverything for-

ward Adia Barnes to graduation. In

addition, Arizona lost the services of

Marie Alexander and DeAngela

Minter, who completed their eligibili-

steals, and Alexander led the

conference in blocked shots

and field-goal percentage.

"We have a nucleus of play-

ers w.ho understand what it

takes to get to the next level."

Bonvicini said, "and we have

an excellent recruiting class.

We'll have a very deep bench,

and our junior college players

are very, very good. How our

nonconference season goes

will depend on how quickly the

new players adjust, but by Pac-

10 play, we'll be ready."

8. Arizona Stale (4-2)

The Sun Devils is picked to

finish seventh by the coaches

and the media.

"We've been a team that's

been known for our effort,"

Thorne said. "That's a compli-

ment and I enjoy hearing that.

But we need to graduate from

a team that people respect for

our effort to a team that people

respect for our- ability to win."

9. Oregon Slate (5-1)

Oregon State is picked to

finish ninth by the coaches and

media.

The Beavers will attempt to

return to the glory days o\' the priv

gram this sea.son. In head coach Judy

Spoelstra's first year, the Beavers

made their third consecutive appear-

ance in the NCAA Tournament and

achieved their highest-ever Pac-IO

standing at second.

In the past two seasons, however,

OSU has struggled, achieving only 1

1

itiijii

2. Oregon (6-2)

Oregon is picked to finish third by

the coaches and media.

Jody Runge has led her Ducks to

five straight winning seasons and five

NCAA appearances. There should

be no dropolT this year, as not only

does Oregon return four starters

from last season, it also boasts one of

the most talented frontcourts in the

conference.

Rungc's Ducks team was able to

defeat Arizona last season, a feat the

Bruins didn't accomplish - but they,

in turn, were swept by the Bruins and

the Cardinal. Hie experienced front-

court that Oregon now features will

be too much for Stanford this time

around and UCLA as well, if they

don't watch out. ~

If Oregon can get some backcourt

production, look for the Ducks to

seriou.sly challenge the Bruins for the

conference championship.

"We thought we could compete

for the Pac-lO Championship last

year," Runge said, "but we were

plagued by injuries and I think some-

times things happen for a reason.

Because so many of our young play-

ers got great experience la.st year,

that's only going to help us this sea-

son. We have the talent."

• • •

Stanford, at 2-5, has had its worst

start ever and is unrankcd for the first

time in recent memory. And the other

teams in the conference seem to be

hitting bumps along the way as well.

With this in mind the heavily

favored Bruins will have to guard

ued hard work and good health, we

are capable of making 1998-99 a very

big year. This team came a long way

in a hurry last season after a slow

start."

The next step will be contests ver-

sus Arizona. Arizona State. Oregon

Slate and Oregon. Here is how those

teams will fare in the Pac-IO.

-w-

Unfortunately, the foundation of

that team is gone now, and that brings

a definite new look to the squad. No
longer will Bonvicini have Pac-IO

Player of the Year Barnes. Arizona's

leading scorer the last four seasons,

to rely on when in trouble. Barnes

also led the team in rebounds and

iind m-vi-M win't in 1997 .\nt\ I99H M^'Minst twt'rt'tinfttirnt'^ ;mtl nvn\t\

while finishing seventh and tied for

ninth in the conference, respectively.

"We can definitely improve on last

year's record." Spoelstra said, "par-

ticularly in conference play. With the

insertion of five new players we have

added some athleticism to our team,

some height, sonie quickness, some

speed and also some camaraderie."

playing down to the level of their

competition.

Olivier says they will do both.

"We won't be overconfident."

Olivier said, "because this group has

gone through too much. We will keep

things in perspective. We feel like we

need [o carry the Pac-IO right now

and we can and will."

Call the Campus Photo Studio today to get a date.

Hurry, appointments are filling up fast!

Make an appointment during Winter Break and avoid long tines!

m
i.

- The Daily Bruin -

did you heal?

you dan help
expand the

recydmg
prognun .

Y Jo'" ^^ Recycling N
Advocates, a task force

that not only works to

expand recycling on
campus, but also throws

a party every week, on
Tuesdays at 6pm in

Royce 156.

WVioopie DiogI
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DRIVING & Tf?AFFIC SCHOOL ^^

$20'
Special Student arid Staff Discount iz^yv.i

Traffic School on Weekdays & Saturdays 'iSwii'

109 3 Broxton Ave. #218 (310) 208-.3333 ^.
In Westwo(j(1 VilMge. dibovc the Wherehouse HiJ-^iP
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William ChenMD., FACS

Surgery
center
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Call for free brochure, 1-800-bcauty I

When you buy this. .

.

I he American Gem Society is a group of fine

jewelers in North America dedicated to consumer

protection... your protection.

The ACiS logo is your assurance of quality. Quality

you can count on. For all your fine jewelry purchases,

visit a jeweler who is serious about serving you.

1 he AGS jeweler.

^moA
fine jewelers"

Westwood's oldest and most respected jewele r Since 1 946

1055 westwood blvd westwood village

(310) 208-3131
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THLETE Z

UCLA
Senior Kristlna "Skittles" Caberto

hns been playinq so<*:rer since the

Mpt ultJ (jyt? I'l J '-*'•' ^1 i*i'i, ->tie

always wcinted tQ be just like her older

brother, OfifJ hv^ pl.-iv^H <nrrer sn <;hf-

litei ally followed iii hib.iaotbtepb. |n tact,

she qot so ii serf to irilayrhq with the biq

Puyj tl lilt, :;il ic W*-'^ ^''
'

' " '
'
'ly ^J" •

''

'

an all boy indooi league

"I like snrrer berause' it's aqqressive

and fast-paceci," explains Knstina. And

sfie acJds, speaking froni experience,

women ( .tn l^- >'\»My bit as tough and

aggressive as fTien on

the sorcer field

Ki ibtina has

A bfq"^N'^ nf appjayse to

all the wpmen who came

'it for Nike's Safe Night

Run this fall. We'*hcid a\^

nwesnrrie tiirnnut and wr-

taised awaieness pt

'~amnus safety issues Keei>

watcfiinq SportsPage \o\ tfie

next Safe Night Run this spnnq

UJ

O

1^

f)l.ived f n eci IM

I.

t •

and iecetuj.

:
••( arne a coach

in Nik<",

PI A YCrf^PS

Lives

Youtfi) proc^Mt fie hope^^

to becuri.ie a niyti •.. acii a' -

eventually «^ club team com I

Run of the Month: Loohng toi a g»eat place to run"? Check

'Hit rlie track at Drake Stadium It's equipped with a

' foi table, cushioned all Weather track, plus it htiS rings

and pull-up bars perfect for calisthenics If that's not

eiKHKih. vou can head to the concrete bleachers for some

Lurdfore stnir-runriing th.^ will put yniir calvfis t

c

he ;test ;;Dori',t lor.get that the track is closed

from ."^ p 111 to A p m f(M UCLA'b Ttdck Team

PI<IL III I'

In' ^

©^;^„id H...cic,,u..,«s ^,;<*.,,
,,^ sugg.^s..on^:

;--
^^/

®<^'
ke.com

\eW °^M,n^ "F;..Uo"eg^-^

Attention: Women Runners

Shout-Outs to UCLA's
Heroes and Spring

RLA.Y.CORPS
Coaches!

:iCjrats'to (Vll'tlie spring .'.9'/

PL.A.YCORP- > hes.!-By:fiuttin.n
^

•.kills tp.vyork in'a spp.'t-ypu knowvypuHl

• lie 0n oppPrtun'ty, for kids in vriir

''uivunity to get invnlvp :

f.
' '^m i

• fv better, you'll La ^ .; hero t , .

f-t.()ple who really nee(^ your help

Quality. Performance. Value. You don t h.ive to be a pro athlete tc

demand thein foi youi workout Now, fen all vou weekend warnors and

recreational athletes, there's Nike's Air Imara The An Imara was narried

one of tfie top women's running sfioes l)y Fitness

Mcigdzine for its great support, padding, fit and /\^^
stability Its unique design offers excellent

cushioning and heel stability, but isn't so built

up that your foot loses touch with the road To

ensure better fit, the Air Imara is also available

in widths. And at $70 a pair, the Air Imara is an

excellent value for students on a budget.

Hi, I'rri Anwar Jenkins, your Nike student rpp at UCLA. If

you're a serious non-varsity athlete, intramural addict

or sports club competitor and think you deserve some

recognition on SportsPage, I want to hear from you!

Send an email about yourself or your team to

anwar.jenkins@nike.com.' You )ust might erid up in the next

issue . . . Don't let the Christmas cookies get the best

of you. There's no time like the present to get started on that New Year's

fitness resolution Run, bike« walk, whatever—just get out and get

active Bonus- It's a great way to burn off a little extra stress and clear your

head after all that studying for finals Stay tuned for more awesome

UCLA sports next term'

By the way, for all you future coaches

mt there who missed the fall deadline: It's

not too late! I'll be recruitmq for Nike's

PL A.YCORPS progrjfTi again next sprinij,

so you've still got time to be a hero. Email

me <it the address below to find out more

i*"if"

Would you rather run on a treadmill by

yourself or run outside with other people?

(Same here, see you Thursday.)

Come by the Los Angeles NIKETOWN at

Wilshire and Rodeo every Thursday at

6:30 pm and join others who shore your

passion for running. Runs range from 3

to 5 miles and all skill levels are welcome.

Monthly dinics offer information on training,

race preparation and the latest product

technologies. For more information coll

310-275-9998 Join the NIKETOWN
Running Club and go places

NIKETOWN RUNNING CLUB
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Bruins hope to run Rebels out of L.A.
W.HOOPS
From page 56

M. BASKETBALL UCLA
looks to win over UNLV

for pre-conference boost

By Brent Boyd
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The Rebels from the Lm\crsil> ol

Nevada-Las Vegas will be riinniir

into I'auley Pavilion Tor a non-con-

ference showdown this Salurda\. but

right now the Bruins have another

team on their minds - UCLA.
With the contest a lew days away,

the Bruins aren't worrying about

their 2 p.m. m<itchup with their

Western Athletic Conference foe

from across the state border. Rather,

UCLA is focusing upon themselves.

More specifically, the L*^lh ranked

Bruins (4-2) are trying to figure put

how to put teams away.

"We can't allow teams to get back

in the game by making poor deci-

sions." UCLA head ct^ach Steve

Lavin said. "We've got to make bet-

ter shots when ue have learns on the

ropes."

On opening night I '('LA led

Santa Clarii bv I.V but alloued the

Broncos to get within tour before

fmallv putting the giUne aua>

Over I hanksi!i\ini» bre.ik. the

Briiius led Keniuckv bv five at hall-

time, but fell 66-62.

And in last Saturday's win m the

John R. Wpoden Classic. UCLA
held a 14-point stranglehold on

Oklahoma State before allowing the

Cowboys a chance to tie it up in the

final seconds.

"In some ways its detensive

patience that's needed and m some

wavs Its offensive patience.*" Li^vin

said "We've got to gel b.ill reversals.

It helps Us open up the post and get

good outside li>oks at the basket
'"

.Alter turning the ball over 24

times in opening two rounds of the

Puerto Rico Shootout. UCLA has

managed to comnnl fewer turnovers

See M.BASKETBALL, page 47

SOCCER BRIEFS

UCLA senior forward Seth

(leorge was named the Mountain

Pacific Sports Leder.ition (MPSI i

men's soccer co-Player of the V'ear.

(jeorge's second consecutive first-

team .MI-MPSI" honor vvas shared

with Stanford's Simon Lilliol. Six

other Bruins were also chosen lo

the All-Conference team

Joining (ieorge on the first team

were junior midfielder Sasha

Victorine and st>phomore defender

Carlos Bocanegra. On the scc^huI

team were junior defender Steve

Shak and sophonn)re goalkeeper

cer historv. (leorge ended ranked

I'll III in career gi^ils (4'i). sixth iii

o.iii'ei points ( 12.'^ I .ind first in

career game-winning goals (20). He

led this year's squail in all sciMing

cateiiories. tallvine 15 emils (eiehl

g.ime-winning goals) .uul eight

assists l»>r a total (»l >S poinl>

• •

(ieorge liiiisheil llind in voting

forlhe PWS Missmin Athletic Club

(M.\C) Collegiate SiKcer Player ol

the V'ear award. Ihe award is given

to the top Amencan-born or natii-

rali/ed plaver in NC.A.N soccer

Victorine finished eighth in the

\L\C award votinu. Victorine

received 10 first-place votes and S"

ptMiits. Victorine Wiis cruci.il in

m»iny o\' I CLAs victories this sea-

son, notchiivj two izoals .md seven

assists He scored the gtime-w in-

ning goal \ersus Iresno Stale in the

Inst round o\' ihe \C,\ A

l(>urn.iment

• • •

Lnding their careers for UCLA
were senu>r forwards Seth (ieorge.

Chester (ioodstm and nmlfieklers

iNick Kimando. keceivim: honor- everv season ue»>r<je received 1.^4 lom VoUl and Junior (ion/ale/

able mention for the Brums were

midfielders lorn Poltl and Pete

Vagenas. their third all-cvMilerence

honors in their respective careers.

* * * .

(ieorge finished as one o\ the

most prolific .scorers in Brum soc-

points and 24 first-place votes, fin-

ishing behind Duke senuir Jay

Heaps (22S) and Indiana star La/o

Alavanja (P).'^) (ieorge's third-

pl.ice finish was the highest by .i

Bruin since Paul Caligiuri was ruii-

ner-up in P>S(>.

I he talented ciuartet ol seniors were

a part of one NCA.A champu>nship

te.im .md two MPSI champi-

onships.

By Mom Salahuddin, Daily Bruin

Contributor

Fumcello. "We shouldn't have lost la

Notre Dame and Connecticut.

Knowing we can hang with the top

teams lets us know we can hang with

lennessee. It's giving us more confi-

dence."

Ihe L'CLA te»im. featuring six

juniors, two sophomores and a fresh-

man, is nu>re mature than last season

iind now tourn.iment-tested and is

determined lo show that last season

was no lluke.

"As the seasiMi goes on." Oliviei

said, "were lusi getting more ci>m-

foilable

Led hv All-

America candi- —^————

—

dates M.irtm

and junior point

|-ric.i

(lome/. and

iunu>rs Malie

Phil m a n .

\1 e I a ii 1
*'

Pearson and

latiae Hubbard.

ihe Brums

relumed its lop

fi\e scorers

from last vear

and have the most potent and bal-

anced scoring arsenal in the P.ic-IO.

Ihe o\K major question l\^r the

Bruins. hov\ever. is defense. Martin

.ind Hubbard defend in the post

nuHler.itel) well and dome/ knows

wheiv lo be on defense, but penme-

"I really learned more

about the game from

my Other teammates

while I was injured."

Carly Funicello

Bruin forward

but sees little time off of the bench.

She will need lo receive more min-

utes in order to help fill the shoes of

defensive stoppers Aisha Veasley

and Tawana (Jnmes. both lost to

graduation. Lhe two former Bruins

combined for 1 10 of the Bruins' .^41

steals a year ago.

Lreshman Michelle (jreco,

Plulman and Pciirson will need ti>

step up their defense as well lo pick

up the slack.

"Michelle's been doing great."

Olivier said, "tuul LaCreshas done

some grCiit things defensively."

With a couple o\ bumps and bruis-

es e.iily on with pie-ci>nlerence chal-

lenges like Notre Dame.

Coniiecticiit, Duke. lexas.

Tennessee and
' North Carolina

State. these

Brums should

be ready to lake

(CLA's first

litle come i*ae-

10 time. ;. . ,.,,

.And the fact

ihat >'ll" Pac-

10 I reshman o\'

the \ci\r and

lust-team All-

Pac-IO vollev-

ball phenome-

non Kristee Pi>rter has joined the

team won't hurt either.

The keys to ihe Bruins' success in

the upctiming games against San

Diego State, lexas. Tennessee. Duke

iind Pepperdine will be team chem-

istry, defense, beating the press and

Daily Bruin Sports Thursday, December 10, 1998 SS

Surfers compete for love of • II rt

li I ih Ii i iM I S ^^ ll l i
|
iu ^t l l'l l l l b fa: I'l iti i ig ihr I'mII i ntn M.trtin ami

"Ihats something we \KXi.\ lo

work ou." Olivier added about the

Brum defense, "and we've uotten bet-

ter as the season has gone on But it

si ill neevis work."

Sophomore guard LaCresha

I lannigan is the Bruins' cjuickesl

player < and one t>f the quickest in the

nation), and one of its best defenders.

Hubbartl (who are one-two in scor-

imi and reboundine on the team).

A rejuvenated Carly I'unicejlo.

who is finding her rhythm since

returning from early-season surgery,

will look to be a leading frontcourl

contributor as well.

See W.HOOPS, page 47

CLUB: Team members

say event about lifestyle,

not number of victories

By Pauline Vu
Daily Bruin Contributor

There are unspoken laws in the

world of surfing:

• Veteran surfers gel the best

waves.

• Newcomers get scraps.

• Respect the veterans or violence

might break out.

• Honor the ocean and revere the

waves.

• And above all, love lo surf

They are rules the men of the

UCLA surf team gladly abide by.

"Surfing is somelhing that people

who do it just live and breathe,"

explained team president Matt

Schutle.

Before Schutle came lo UCLA, he

checked with the Recreation depart-

ment to make sure there even was a

surf team here for him lo join.

And a team there was. UCLA's
seven-member club surf team com-

petes against 16 other college teams,

such as UC San Diego and

Pepperdine, as pari of the National

Scholastic Surfing Association

(NSSA). the country's leading ama-

teur surfing organization.

This vear thev have been in two

At each contest, every member of

the learn failed lo advance past their

first heal, with the exception of learn

captain Josh Scribner.

Scribner advanced lo his second

heal at Huntington and advanced to

the quarter-finals in the fourth heat at

Ventura.

Schutle admitted the team has

much to improve on.

"We didn't do that good. We
should be advancing, but we choke at

SeeSUIiniKi,page46

Gauchos too much on road

as UCLA^ magic season ends

eonteati. lhe l i rii t in October at

Huntington Beach and the second last

week at Ventura Beach. There were

well over 100 surfers at each contest.

UCLA came in L^th out of 17

teams at the Huntington Contest and

I.Mh out of 17 teams al the Ventura

Contest.

RECAP: Debatable call,

UCSB's Katie Crawford

catch Bruins off-guard

By Nick Taylor

Daily Bruin Contributor

As the ball tumbled gently lo the

ground out of reach, the Bruins saw

their glorious season, filled with

peaks, valleys and comebacks,

reach a bitter end.

They fought, clawed, struggled,

hit and dug all match long, and in

the end it was just not enough. VC
Santa Barbara finished a comeback

lo defeat the Bruins three games lo

one (8-15, 15-8, LV15. 11-15).

UCLA walked off the court

angry, frustrated and disappointed.

They had lost a match that in their

minds they should have won.

"We had opportunities to win

that match in four." said American

Volleyball Coaches Association

District VII Coach o\' the Vear

Andy Banachowski, "Bui it slipped

away."

Victory may have slipped from

the Bruins' hands, but they felt they

were not fully responsible for losing

their hold on the match. They were

tied, one game all, in the third game

and led l.^-IO. when ihev served. A

and they kepi it in play. The ball

went over lo UCLA's side of the

court, and then All-AVCA District

VIII selection Elisabeth Bachman

passed the ball lo set the offense.

The referee's whistle blew. They

ruled that Bachman had lifted the

ball. Sideout, Santa Barbara. The

Bruins looked around in disbelief

"We did our best to question the

officials," Banachowski said. "Al

least we.made them slow down and

discuss the play."

UCLA's protests were lo no

avail. Santa Barbara had the serve

and caught a UCLA squad now

shaken and off guard, and proceed-

ed to reel off {'i^^c straight points lo

win the match. The Gauchos led

two games lo one in their own
home court (the Thunderdome)

and all looked lost for the Bruins.

The powerful Gauchos (28-5),

led by Robi Gehike, Katie

Crawford and Charlene Corlcy

were older and more experienced

in tournament play. They had all

beaten UCLA in the very same sit-

uation in 1997; a second-round

match in Santa Barbara with a

stronger (Jaucho team. UCLA
would just have lo shrink away qui-

etly as the Gauchos woujd establish

themselves as queens of their court.

i'^xcept that it didn't happen that

way. All year long, UCLA had

uTamhIe on tl ie play produced a eome hack Ironi iie lie > t !<. A ll year

MK MAI I HOSSWAi. Ml/lMily H'um> S.mhoi M.ill

Matt Schutte is team president of the UCLA Surfing Teann.The

seven-member team competes against other universities and clubs.

UCLA hit that reached the ground.

Point, Bruins. But the ball was still

in play. Lhe head oITicmI looked lo

the side official, to make sure the

side official was sure t)f his call. He

demonstrated his assurance.

Santa Barbara had dug the ball.

long they had fought through

adversity. Injuries could not hold

them back; nor would their inexpe-

rience.

Not the devastating losses lo

SeeW.VOUEYBALL,page49

Any large Pizza, your choice of 3 toppings and any crust, for $9j9 1 I

824-41 1

1

1114 Gayley Ave.

Westwood. Village

Medium 1 topping Pizza

for $5.95

Fast
f
Free Delivery

until 1 a.m. Sunday-Thursday

until 2 a.m. Friday & Saturday

National Football League

At a Glan<e

AMERICAN (ONFERENCE

East

N.Y.Jets

Miami

New England

Buffalo

Indianapolis

Central

Jacksonville

Tennessee

Pinsburqh

Baltimore

Cincinnati

West

y Denver

Oakland

Seanle

Kansas City

San Diego

W I T Pet PF PA

9 4 ,692 347 230

9 4 .692 258 185

8 5 .615 285 245

8 5 .615 301 262

2 110 .154 229 364

10 3 769 348 269

7 6 .538 276 251

7 6 .538 233 241

5 8 .385 219 263

2 11 .154 217 354

13 1.000 436 237

7 6 .538 226 271

6 7 .462 286 242

5 8 .385 269 294

5 8 .385 201 271

NATIONAL CONFERENCE

East

Dallas

An/ona

NY Giants

Washington

Ptiiladelphia

W L 1 Pet. Pf . PA

8 5 .615 328 239

7 .462 270 331

8 385 219 276

9 .308 264 357

10 .231 125 291

Central

y Minnesota 12 1

Green Bay 8

Tampa Bay 6

Dftrotl

ChKaqo

.923 442 242

5 .615 336 264

7 .462 247 272

5 8 385 266 300

3 10 .231 219 323

Philadelphia U.Stlouis 14

Sunday's Games

Buffalo 3 3, Cincinnati 20

New Orleans 22, Dallas 3

Jacksonville 3 7, Detroit 22

Atlanta 28,lr)dianapoIis 21
^~*"

NewEngland23,Pinsl)urgh9

Washington 24, San Diego 20

San Francisco 3 1 , Carolina 28, OT

NewYorkJets32,Seanle31

NewYork Giants 23, Arizona 19

Denver 3 5, Kansas City 31

Miami 27,Oakland 17

Tennessee 16, Baltimore 14

Minnesota 48, Chicago 22

Monday's Game

Green Bay at Tampa-Bay, 8 20 p.m.

Sunday, Dec 13

Anzona at Ptiiladelphia, 1 01 pm.

Atlanta at New Orleans, 1 01 pm.

Chicago at Green Bay, 1 01 pm.

Cincinnati at Indianapolis, 1 01 pm
Denver at New York Giants, 1 01 pm
New England at St louis, 1 01 p.m.

Oakland at Buffalo, 1:01 p.m.

Pittsburgh at Tampa Bay, 1 01 pm
Tennessee at Jacksonville, 1 :01 p.m.

Washington at Carolina, 1 01 pm.

San Diego at Seattle, 4 05 pm.

Dallas at Kansas City, 4:15 pm.

Minnesota at Baltimore, 415 pm.

NewYork Jets at Miami. 8 20 p.m.

Monday, Dec14

Detroit at San Francisco, 8:2^ pm.

T..

Buffalo 13 5 5 31 67 44

Onawa 13 9 3 29 77 62

Boston 11 7 6 28 63 45

Montreal 8 14 3 19 57 74

Southeast Division

-'" "
' W

Carolina

Florida

Washington

Tampa Bay

L T

12 10 5

10 6

13 3

17 2

WESTERN CONFERENa

Central Division

Detroit

St. Louis

Nashville

Chicago

W
15

9

9

9

L T

9 1

8 6

14 2

15 3

Northwest Division

W
Colorado

Edmonton

Vancouver

Calgary

I T

13 11 2

13 12 2

10 13 3

9 15 2

Pacific Division

Phoenix

Dallas

Anaheim

San Jose

Los Angeles

W L

15 3

15 5

9

5

6

T

3

4

11 5

13 7

17 3

Rs GF GA

29 72 64

24 64 70

19 55 69

16 58 99

Pts GF GA

31 84 61

24 60 54

20 58 77

21 64 92

Pts GF GA

28 66 67

28 79 72

23 74 76

20 71 77

Pts Gf GA

33 62 35

34 69 50

57 62

54 65

55 76

Boston at Carolina, 7 pm.

New Jersey at Philadelphia, 7:30 pm
San Jose at Nashville, 8 pm.

Friday's games

Calgary al Tampa Bay, 7 05 pm.

NY Rangers at Buffalo, 7:30 pm."

Edmonton at Detroit, 7 30 p m.

Toronto at Chicago, 8 30 pm.

Montreal at Dallas, 8: 30 pm

23

17

15

West

xAtlanult 2

» SanFfancftColO

New Orleans 6

St Louis 3

.846 353 239

3 769 385 2V
7 462 238 2M
10 .231 221 302

National Hockey Leaque

At a Glance

EASTERN CONFERENa

AtlantK Division

W I T

Tuesday's 9ames

Ottawa 4, Tampa Bay 2

Philad^phia 5, New Jersey 5, tie

Colorado 2, NYlsUndersI

Detroit 3, Chicago 2

Buffalo 2, St loots 2, lie

Edmonton 3,NashviMe 3, tie

Washington al Anaheim, 10:30 pm

Men's College Basketball

Major Scores

EAST

Brown 68, Holy Cross 52

Connecticut 59, Massachusetts 54

Hartford 89, New Hampshire 72

Marist80,AmencanU 57

Northeastern 61,St. Peter's 55

Princeton 68, Bucknell 27

SetonHall68,Villanova55

St. John's 73, Pittsburgh 52

Vermont 73, Yale 62

West Virginia 73, Syracuse 59

Wisconsin 6 3, Temple 56

SOUTH

Bethune Cookman 71, Stetson 65

Charleston Southem 6 1 , S. Carolina St. 58

Duke116,Flonda86

Furman 68, Mercer 67

South AlatMma 4 3 , Colorado St 40

MIDWEST

Bradley 63, Penn St. 54

Detroit 60, Cent. Michigan 51

Kent 119,St Joseph's, Ind 54

Michigan 86, EMtchigan 63

Missouri 89, Ark. Pine Bluff 33

Nebraska 76, Cretghton 60

SW Missoun St. 80, Lortg Beach St. 52

Toledo 74, Xavier 67

Women's College Basketball

Major Scores

EAST

American U 81, George Washington 75

Brown 79, Boston U 67

Monmouth,N.J.79,St,Francis,N.Y56

Pinsburgh55,SetonHall46

Rhode Island 82, Harvard 77

Rutgers 80, Providence 45

St.Bonaventure 77,Canisius69

St. Joseph's 55, Villanova 54

GREEN BAY PACKERS- Signed WR Russell

Copeland, Placed WR Bill Schroeder on

injured reserve.

NEW ORLEANS SAINTS- Activated TE Josh

Wilcox from the practice squad. Signed LB

Marc Lilltbndge to the practice squad.

PHILADELPHIA EAGLES - Signed DT Edward

"

Jasper to a one-year contract. Signed WR

Harvey Middleton to the practice squad.

ST LOUIS RAMS— Placed WR Isaac Bruce on

injured reserve.

Carahrw 2 11 .1S4 264 353

f^^w Jersey

rvmn&fKm

Pittsburgh

NYRjngm

NYhlanders

Pts GF GA

Tt ? } 33 71 60

12 8 5 29 69 S7

10 7 7 27 71 M
10 10 7 27 72 69

10 17 20 61 81

Norttwast OMMn
WIT hs Gf GA

IS K) 2 32 13 71

lateQamnMofMudfd

(iiloodo2,NrRjngmi -
Flonda6,OtUvM5

Chicigo3.Edmonlon1

Sanlose3,0|tlas3,l»

I In)

raiAnah(«n(n)

iHLMAngrtnln)

SOtfTMWBT

RKe 83, Louisiana Cdegp 51

l(MsAUll69.Tulane63

MR WEST

San Jose S( S9, Sacramento St 56

Utab87,WibprSl74

|67,i

SOUTH

Appalachian St. 71 , N.C.-Asheville 55

Kentucky 76, Miami, Ohio 56

Louisiana Tech 94, NE Louisiana 48

Virginia Tech 77, East Carolina 45

MIDWEST

Cent. Michigan 78, Chicago St. 54

Dayton/5,WnghtSt.54

Kansas St. 67, Kent 64

Michigan 82, Bowling Green 7

1

Michigan St. 79, Ohio U.67

Wis. Milwaukee 87, Ball St. 76

SOUTHWEST

Texas Tech 82, Texas Christian 62

FAR WEST

Loyola Marymount 84,Cal St Fullerton 56

Nevada 61,San Francisco 56

Oregon St. 59, Portland 55

Pepperdine 90, CS Northridge 86

Transactions

Major League Basebal

CHKAGO CUBS - Named Joe Housey East

Coast scoutmq supervwor. Agreed to terms

with C Benito Santiago on a one year con-

tract.

CaORADO ROCKIES - Placed Of Demck

White on waivers

PHILADELPHIA PHILLIES— Agreed to temis

with RHP Tyler Green on a one-year (ontract

National Hodiey League

FLORIDA PANTHERS—Assigned C Steve

Washbum to New Haven of the AHL on a

two-week conditioning assignment.

PHILADELPHIA FLYERS—Loaned LW-D Dan

Kordic to Grand Rapids of the IHL.

PITTSBURGH PENGUINS- Reassigned D

Tom O'Connor to Syracuse of the AHL.

ST. LOUIS BLUES—Assigned G Rich Parent to

Worcester of the AHL.

National Professional Soccer League

HARRtSBURG HEAT- Signed D Wendell

Registoa 15 day contract.

COLLEGE

CENTRAL METHODIST -Named Greg

Purdum football coach.

STOCKTON STATE - Announced the retire-

ment of Susan Newcomb, volleyball coach.

All times in the sports box are EST

Trivia Questions

1 What league awards the Larry O'Brien tro-

phy to its champion?

2 What team won the first NFL

Championship game, held in 1932'

3.Running back Byron Whiuer' White was •

second in the Hetsman trophy voting in 1938

and won the NFl s rushing title in 1 940. He

achieved something much nwre notable,

however, m hn post foottnll oreer.What

was it?

Anvwer^

HARLEM GlOeCTROnERS- Signed F imt

Hi^ F lient Puiam and G Glen franos.

i

UMOf<qW6iuiuno)amoi|

'a)usn( uno} auiaidn^ e aumag an (

{jtaffieMoamr
VIN«Ul

100,000
PACKAGES SOLD Navel Oranges

4 lbs. for

Coke, Diet Coke & Sprite

6 pack - 12 oz. cans Limit 6

Dreyers Ice Cream

2/$7
All Half Gallons Reg. $5.29 ea

Brawny Paper Towels

Sam Adams

ALL 6 pk - 12 oz. Bottles

• Winter Lager
• Boston Lager
• Honey Porter
• Golder Pilsner
• Cream Stout
• Cherry Wheat
• White Aie

Reg. $6.99

/
p Sparkletts

m\ mountain spring waterMOUNTAIN SPRING WATER
• CRYSTAL FRESH DRINKING WATER

2/99*
1.5 Liter (50.7 oz) w/sport top

Progresso Soup
• Minestrone • Vegetable

• Split Pea • Lentil

99
19 oz. limit 10 reg $1.59

Budweiser & Bud Light

18pk 12 oz. cans Reg. $11.99

COOKIES

CHOCOLATE
CHIP/PECAN

12 oz.

Grolsch Premium Lager

12pk 12 <g. Bottle* RH- »12 99

VISA Open 'til Midnight at 1057 Gayley Ave. 209-1111 MasterCard

L ^ J
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SPORTS
Men's basketball

The team takes on UNLV this

Saturday in an important non

conference showdown. See

the preview inside.

i

^1^9J\ court
Bouncing back from injury, Davis attempts to rediscover old talent, cliarm

«.^M!^ Cth »">

Sophomore guard Baron Davis is slowly making a comeback after injuring his knee late last season.

By Brent Boyd
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Nearly nine months .igo. Baron Davis sat

on the Brum sideline in Si. Petersburg's

Iropieana I'ield in agony.

I'lanked by teammates, yet still all alone, he

watched, sulTering. as his team was embar-

rassed by Kentucky and eliminated from the

NCAA Tournament.

And tor the llrst time in his hie, he was com-

pletely helpless on a basketball court.

For the first time in his basketball career, his

cat-like quickness, eyes-in-the-back-of-the-

head passing talent and sheer athletic ability

were rendered useless. He couldn't save his

team this time - a dilTicult task considering the

brace on his left knee and a torn anterior cru-

ciate ligament (A(X) inside it.

"*^Fo r the first time in his basketball career,"

B.iron Davis could do nothing but sit .md

watch.

"It was the worst, the worst. It was the worst

feeling. " Davis said of that 94-68 loss last

March, "because it was like I let my teammates

down. I left them out there.

"That was definitely the lowest point
"

It's an image he c.in't get out of his mind

But a long and frustrating 3X weeks later,

he's at a point where that feeling can finally be

erased from his mind. Finally. Davis is up to

his old tricks again.

There are the no-look passes that surprise

Trveti the intended recipient, the quickness-

which renders the opposition .defenseless and

the enthusiasm that just forces everyone to

play harder.

Almost 270 days since he tore his ACL by

turning too fast on his post-dunk landing,

almost 270 days since sulTering his season-end-

See DAVIS, page 49

Season ushers in new powerhouse
PREVIEW: Bruins pii kod

to capture Pac-10 crown

from dominant Stanford

By A. CinQue Carter

Daily Bruin Staff

The Bruins are attempting to re-

write history.

No longer is Stanford the heavy

favorite to win the Pac-10 title - in

fact, Stanford isn't favored at all.

UCLA is the pick, for the first time

in its history.

And the league has mcM'c than

just Stanford and the Bruins. The

1998-99 women's basketball cam-

paign has all the makings of one of

the most balanced and competitive

campaigns in the history of the Pac-

10 conference

1 his year, the media and the con-

ference coaches have made their

official statemerit regarding the

crown. And they have said loud and

clear that UCLA will be the new

champion, followed b\ four-time

defending champion Stanford.

Oregon. Washington and Ari/on.i.

Still, it would be foolish to count

out Stanford, which successfully

defended its conference champi-

onship for the third straight year

and has now won four consecutive

titles and nine overall.

Following last season's poor

showing, use will look to be a part

of the 1999 West Regional that it

will be hosting. Stanford will be run-

ning the Final Four in San Jose, and

naturally the Cardinal would like

nothing better than to make it that

Ste«dlJMK1MLUNrS3

ADJUSTMENTS: l.arK

^amos condition team

for conference battles

By A. CinQue Carter

Daily Bruin Staff

As wake-up calls go. the UCLA
WvMnen's basketball team had two

rather |inpleasant ones to open the

1998-1999 campaign.

The Bruins lost their season

opener to No. 7 Notre Dame (6-1)

and therr home opener to No 1

UConn (7-0), learns with a com-

bined one loss.

However, the Bruins under-

stand that to be the best, you have

to play the best and hopefully beat

the best That is why coach Kathy

Olivier has scheduled six ranked

teams in its pre-conference sched-

ule.

"This tc»ugh non-conference

schedule prepares us for the Pac-

10." Olivier said. "We have three

steps: non-conference. Pac-10 and

NCAAs One prepares us for the

other."

Ihe Bruins (5-2) have won \'\\c

Ntraight and have lost only their

first two games. And they defeat-

ed then-No. 5 North Carolina (
10-

1) and No. 18 Nebraska (8- 1).

Fhis squad should definitely be

prepared for the Pac-10 after the

aforementioned games and tough

contests at Texas and at No. 2

Tennessee (6-1) and at home
against No 1.^ Duke (64)

"I think that is where we should

be." said junior forward Carly

Ste S4

Charity game

won't save

NBA players,

their league
COLUMN: Basketball fans

turn to hypocritical e\(Mit

for action during lockout

Since this is my last column o\'

the quarter. I'd like to take this

opportunity to write about

.something that is sure to be as timely

when \se return as it is today.

The NBA.
which must be

an acronym for

Nothiim But

Agitation, is in

the midst of a

hitter situation

that we call the

lockmil.

1 1 na'm!?tlntl

Evan

Lovett

It's not just

going to be a

lockout, as it's

turned \nlo

throw away the

key. gel rid of any honor iind pride

that the National Basketball

AvH»c»ation ever hiKl and cancel U\c .

season type of thing.

With the cancellation of this >cai s

All-Star game in IMiiladelphia. it

seems that the almighty himself.

Da\id Stern, has finally thrown in the

towel. Not. to say that the All-Star

game is top-notch basketball, but it is

always entertaining and it is a collab-

oration of the greatest athletes in

sports, all in one event. Plus, I heard

that since Philly is Allen Iversons

hometown, he was going to wear an

afro and knee-high socks (I swear that

I'm not making this up), in the likely

case that he would have been chi^sen

for this year's game. Th.it would have

been a sight to behold, for I am fully

supportive of anything old school.

As a consolation of sorts, some

players are getting together to hold a

charity event Ihese events were set

up by two of the most powerful

agents in the world of sports, .Arn

Tellem and David F-alk. Tellem and

Falk represent the majorit) o\ the

superstars in the NB.A which means

that their players will play in the

game.

rhe superstars that have already

committed lo the game include Karl

Malone. Reggie Miller. Penny

llardaway. Patrick Fwing. I im

ll.irdaway. (ilen Rice. Mitch

Richmond and Vin Baker. Players

invited and likely to play but not com-

mitted include Shaq. Charles

Barkley. Cirant Hill. Larry Bird and

Magic John.son.

Other players that would like to

attend but weren't invited include

Larry Johnson. Derrick Coleman

and Nick Van Fxel. it's a good thing

that Van Fxel is not invited, because

he'd probably want to go to Cancun

halfway through the game. In case

you forgot, it was Van Fxel that was

chanting. "I'm going to Cancun, I'm

going to Cancun, " during timeouts in

the Lakers' game-four loss lo the Jazz

in the conference finals last year

This could be the biggest basket-

ball game in the history of the world

Unfortunately, tickets for this Dec 19

game in Atlantic City will cost any-

Sec MMfl^ ptfe 46
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M
L.A.'s Largest Athletic Footwear Stores

The Ideal Gift for Christmas,

Famous Brand Footwear Everyone

Will Enjoy at the Best Prices.
''-

'V-^>».'.'- ' '

.
' i' V'

WAREHOUSE SHOE SALE

With This Coupon
Daily Bruin 12/98

•Offer expires 1/1/99
•Not valid w/any otiier offer

•Limit 1 per Famiiy I

•w/minimum purcliase of $35.00

HI

LONG Bl
88 N. Long Beach Bivi

MARINA DEL REY
4935 McConne!! Ave

MID LOS ANGELES
lain St.

SPEEDS

FLASH

^

Seniors
« .'^.t^MwnvJ^ *'^4~

i

Cade McNown
Quarterback

McNown has done

everything asked of

him - and a lot, lot

more. Listing all of his

achievements at

UCLA would flood

this issue. The short

list includes school

records in passing yards and touchdowns

Jor a game, a season and a career.
I

1998 Stats

188-323, 23TDs, 10 INTs, 3,130 yards

Larry Atkins

^ale^
Has dominated back-

field as one of the top

safeties in the nation.

A semifinalist for the

Jim Thorpe award,

Atkins leads the team

in tackles and

turnovers forced.

1998 Stats

85 tackles, three tackles for a loss, four

INTs, five fumbles recovered

Brendon Ayanbadejo

Linebacker

He has played with his

hair on fire, leading

the team in sacks. He

had two sacks in over-

time to put away the

Duck and sacked

use's Carson

Palmer four times.

1998 Stats

Nine sacks, four fumble recoveries. 58 tack-

les, 1 3 tackles for a loss

Jayson Brown

Defensive End

Played in his sixth

year of eligibility due

to knee injuries and

added depth and good

experience. His only

career sack came last

year vs. Tex4»T-

—

•—

1998 Stats

Four tackles, one for a loss

Cheyane Caldwell

Linebacker

Moved from full-

back to play line-

backer this year. In

his first three years,

he had 181 yards of

total offense.

1998 Stats

Seven tackles, 30 kick-return yards

Akil Davis

Wide Rpceivefc

Sidelined in 1996 due

to a knee injury but

has good vertical

speed. Davis splits

his time between the

Bruin football and

track teams, where

he is a sprinter.

Mike Grieb

Tight End

Named first-team

Ali-Pac-IO as the

team's No. 3 receiv-

er. Grieb is one of

the nation's finest

tight ends.

1998 Stats

15 catches for 254 yards, 16.9 avg

DuVal Hicks

Defensive Back

Has contributed as a

special teams player

and a key reserve in

the backficld.

Against Washington

State, he had three

tackles and a blocked

punt

1998 Stats

Nme tackles, one blocked punt

..
' .yj.. 'tuL, .ii.j< ,'..-.LjiL->.
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Tod McBride

barety

Started three games ^^*\
at strong safety, and ^pT^^^lwj^^^B

played excellent on
' W^ ^^(jp*

special teams. He
blocked two punts. ^PHmmI^^
and both led to ^^_ '- -^H
touchdowns. ^HflH
1998 Stats

Twenty-seven tackles, three tackles for a

loss, two sacks, two blocked punts

Andy Meyers

Offensive L ineman - Right Guard

Named first-team

AII-Pac-10, as he did

not allow a sack all

season. Meyers is

one of the top-rated

guards in the nation.

1998 Stats

No sacks allowed.

4.0 hurries on 326

pass opportunities.

Ryan Neufeld

Tight End

Ihe team's fifth-lead-

ing receiver, Neufeld

has made 1 3 catches,

including one for a

score. He is also the

long snapper for

punts.

1998 Stats

13 catches for 135 yards, 10.4 avg, oneTD

Chris Sailer

Kicker

Sailer handled the

punts, kickoffs and

field goals, and has

done a terrific job in

all three. He has con-

verted his last 10 field

goals.

1998 Stats

13-21 field goals, 58-58 PATs, 40.6 punt avg.

Shaun Stuart

ientet

Named second-team

All-Pac-10, Stuart has

brains and brawn. He

has made the

Director's Honor Roll

in all 14 quarters.

1998 Stats

No sacks allowed and 1.5 hurries in 31 5 pass

opportunities.

Vae Tata

Mark Reynosa

Tailback

The senior walk-on

was the fourth-string

tailback, and he

played on special

teams. He had 73

yards agamst

An^uniL

1998 Stats

Seven carries lor S4 yards. 109 kick-return

vards

Defensive End

Missed all of last year

due to a car accident,

but returned this year

and has provided lead-

ership as the only

senior on the D-Line.

1998 Stats

Three tackles, one tackle for a loss

Craig Walendy

Fullback

Only started one game

this year due to a spi-

der bite infection, but

ha contributed greatly,

especially with his lead

blocking.

1998 Stats

! ive rushes for 20 yards, four catches lor 27

yards



OWL SCHEDULE
OWL TEAMS

LAS VEGAS BOWL
at Las Vegas, Nev.

J^ San Diego St. (7-4) ^^
kU»

MOTOR CITY BOWL
at Pontiac, Mich.

/^ Marshall (11-1)

Mtju vs. Louisville (7-4)

JEEP ALOHA BOWL
at Honolulu, Hawaii

Oregon (8-3)

vs. Colorado (7-4) ij>

JEEP OAHU BOWL
at Honolulu, Hawaii

Air Force (11-1) ^^^
vs. Washington (6-5) \<fi

.eiKioT^QS MCDONALD'S HERITAGE BOWL
lliML at Atlanta, Ga.

Beth.-Cookman (8-2)

vs. Southern (8-3)

^O0^!j^

INSIGHT.COM BOWL
at Tucson, Ariz.

"V^ West Virginia (8-3) Jlj^
y^ vs. Missouri (7-4) \yy

AM.GEN. MUSIC CITY BOWL
at Nashville,Tenn.

w^ Virginia Tech (8-3)

^ / vs. Alabama (7-4)

MICRON PC BOWL
at Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.

: State (7-4)

Miami (8-3)

"SS-;5BS55!-

BUILDERS SQUARE ALAMO BOWL
at San Antonio,Tex*

tg^ Purdue (8-4)

vs. Kansas State (11-1)IT
cs^

HUMANtTARIAN HUMANITARIAN BOWL
at Boise, Idaho c

Idaho (8-3) -

'

vs. Southern Miss. (7-4) 1*

CULLIGAN HOLIDAY BOWL
at San Diego, Calif.

Arizona (11-1)

ttSSBStt vs. Nebraska (9-3) fj£

wariY
IGWL

AXA/EQUITABLE LIBERTY BOWL
at Memphis, Tenn.

l|4H||yTulane(11-0)
vs. Brigham Young (9-4) ' -.V^W^

sra NORWEST SUN BOWL
at El Paso,Tex.

use (8-4)

vs.Texas Christian (6-5)

CHICK-FIL-A PEACH BOWL
at Atlanta, Ga.

Virginia (9-2)

vs. Georgia (8-3)

SANFORD INDEPENDENCE BOWL
at Shreveport, La.

^ Mississippi (6-5)

Wri vs«Texas Tech (7-4)

}i\:.:^'

OUTBACK BOWL
at Tampa, Fla.

Kentucky (7-4)

vs. Penn State (8-3) .^
fHMMIlHIHl

SOUTHWESTERN BELL COTTON BOWL
at Dallas,TX

Texas (8-3) '^tat^

vs. Mississippi State (8-4) wTm
lOrOrA TOYOTA GATOR BOWL

at Jacksonville, Fla.

frP^-^-j Georgia Tech (9-2)

""^^S^ Notre Dame (9-2)

COMP USA FLORIDA CITRUS BOWL
at Orlando, Fla.

V
JH IXJTM Michigan (9-3) ^ -v j^

VS. Arkansas (9-2) >i<c/"^

ROSE BOWL PRESENTED BY AT&T
at Pasadena, Calif. f»r

Wisconsin (10-1)

vs. UCLA (10-1)

NOKIA SUGARBOWL
at New Orleans, La.

Texas A&M (11-2)

vs.Ohio State (10-1)

FEDEX ORANGE BOWL
at Miami, Fla.

T^ Syracuse (8-3)

3| vs. Florida (9-2)

STTTm^nr

5T!T0S FIESTA BOWL
at TempAr Ariz.

Til

Dec19

(ESPN)

Dec. 23

5 p.m.

(ESPN2)

Dec 25
12:30 p.m.

(ABC)

Dec. 25
5:30 p.m.

(ESPN)

D«C26
9;30p.m.
(NBC)

Dec. 26

5 p.m.

(ESPN)

Dec. 29
2 pjn.

(ESPN)

Dec. 29
:3^30p.m^

(TBS)

Dec29
5:30 pjT).

(ESPN)

Dec. 30
noon
(ESPN2)

Dec 30
5 p.m.

(ESPN)

Dec. 31

10:30 a.m.

(ESPN)

Dec. 31

1 1 a,m.

(CBS)

Dec. 31

2 p.m.

(ESPN)

Dec 31

5:30 p*m.

(ESPN)

Jan.l

8 a.m.

(ESPN)

Jan.l

930 a.m.

(NBC)

Jan.l

10 a.m.

(ABC)

Jan.l

8a.m»
(FOX)

Jan.l

1:30 p.m.

(ABC)

Jan.1

530 pjn.

(ABO

Jan. 2

5 p.m.

(ABC)

Jan. 4

m.

I
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College football prepares for bowl games• It

PREVIEW: Approaching
'

match-ups considered

on garne-by-game basis

By Rocky Salmon
Daily Bruin Stdff

Dec. 19 - l^s Vegas Bowl

San Diego St. (7-4) vs. N. Carolina (6-5)

3 p.m. (ESPN2) Las Vegas, Nev.

The Aztecs may have four losses,

but those came against Wisconsin,

BYU, Arizona and USC - which all

made it to a bowl. Even though the

Aztecs have not made a bowl trip

smce the Marshall Faulk days of 1991.

this team is as explosive as its prede-

cessor. Led by wide receiver Damon
Gourdine, who has two kickoff

returns for touchdowns, the Aztecs

finished third in the WAC.
North Carolina started off the sea-

son with three straight losses, includ-

ing a shoot-out with Stanford. But the

team has bounced back under first-

year coach Carl Torbush to go 5-3 in

the ACC. Quarterback Oscar

Davenport has a formidable target in

Na Brown, who hauled in six touch-

down receptions.

Dec. 23 - Motor City Bowl

Marshall (11-1) vs. lx>uisville (7-4)

5 p.m. (ESPN) Pontiac, Mich.

The Stampeding Herd have a stel-

lar quarterback in Chad Pennington,

who has thrown for 3429 yards and 24

touchdowns. Behmd him in the pock-

et is running back Doug Chapman,
who has 15 touchdowns this year and

over 1000 yards. Imagine if they still

had Randy Moss.

Louisville's quarterback, Chris

Redman, leads the nation with 400.9

yards passing per game. Leroy Collins

has found the end zone 19 times to

help the Cardinals lead the nation in

total offense at 559 yards per game.

On a game two days before the

Christmas games, this offensive battle

should hold you over.

Dec. 25 - Aloha Bowl

Oregon (8-3) vs. Colorado (7-4)

12:30 p.m. (ABC) Honolulu, Hawaii

Those poor Ducks were making

arrangements to go to San Diego

when UCLA slipped up. Now quar-

terback Akili Smith, co-Pac-IO Player

of the Year, will lead the nations' sev-

enth-ranked scoring offense into

Hawaii. The Ducks garnered two loss-

es when star running back Reuben

Droughns went down with an injury,

leaving all the pressure on Smith - and

he has responded.

The Buffaloes have regrouped

after a horrendous last year behind

the inconsistent play of quarterback

Mike Moschetti, a transfer from Mt.

San Antonio College in Walnut, who
has thrown for 15 touchdowns. With

the return of Mario Barnes, injured

earlier in the year, the Bulls have a for-

midable running back who can keep

the Colorado defense ofl'of the field.

Look for another explosive game as

the Ducks and ButTaloes do battle in

Hawaiian sunshine.

Dec. 25 - Oahu Bowl

Air Force (11-1) vs. Washington (6-5)

5:30 p.m. (ESPN) Honolulu, Hawaii

This is the second half of Hawaii

Bowl Day, in which two exciting quar-

terbacks will square off Air Force

runs the wishbone behind Blane

Morgan, who is not as much a passer

but a runner. On the year he has 10

touchdown throws and 15 touchdown

runs. He has only 1 1 1 attempts in the

air while running 145 times. Morgan
may still be hobbled by a sprained

ankle, but the high-flying Falcons are

MensJCHAEL'S IVIENS

COLLECTION

WIST L.A. 1 1 683 WiUh.re (at Barnngion)

310-473-6S4S
WOODLAND HILLS 20930 Ventura Blvd

(1/2Blk W ofDeSoto)

• 18-716-S97S
TOftRANCI 1 7364 Hawthorne (at Artes.a)

31 0-ai 4-3474

NEWEST Cool Styles

• G 6 X • Cable & Co.

• TimbeHond • Cot • Hush Pupp«m

Our Prices Make You Smile!

Extra 1 0% discount with UCLA Student ID

LOYOLA MARYMOUNTUNIVERSITY
Choose from the following eight Nationally Accredited Graduate Programs:

Business Administration

Eight emphases and an

International Certificate Program

Communication Arts

Film /Television Production

and Screenwriting

Counseling Psychology

MFCC license. Doctoral Preparation,

and Chemical Dependency Counseling

Education

Teacher Education, Human Services

graduate studies and specialized Programs (12

certificate and credential programs)

Science/Engineering

Civil, Electrical, Environmental,

Mechanical, Computer Science

and Production Management

English

Creative Writing and Literature

— Marital and Family Therapy

(Clinical Art Therapy)

Theology and Pastoral Studies
For more information contact:

Graduate Admissions Office, Loyola Marymount University

7900 LoyoU Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90045-8322

TEL (310)338-2721 FAX (310) 338-6086 WebSitewwwlmu.edu

email; gradapps^lmumail lmu.edu

Explore your

iuate studies

at LMU located

just south of

Marina del Rey

an exciting team.

The Huskies were supposed to bat-

tle UCLA for the Pac-IO title but they

ended up shpping into fifth place.

Brock Huard has passed for 1,924

yards on the season with 15 touch-

downs, but has not found a consistent

receiver to connect with. At times,

Huard is replaced with Marques
Tuiasosopo. who ends up running a

wishbone-like offense. On the year he

has run for 330 yards with an average

of 7. 7 yards a carry.

Dec. 26 - Meritage Bowl

BetfKC ookman (8-2) vs. Southern (8-3)

9:30 a.m. (NBC) Atlanta, (;a.

Beth.-Cookman is visiting a Bowl

for the first time in 21 years. Patel

Troutman, the supposed quarterback,

has thrown five touchdowns to 10

interceptions. But his strength is not

his arm but rather his legs as he has

run for 1045 yards and 15 touch-

downs. When he does throw it, he

sends the ball to James Adderly, who
is 200 yards shy of 1000 receiving

yards on the season.

Southern will try to win its fourth

Heritage Bowl in the last five years.

This year's offense has blown up with

deadly weapons. Tiger quarterback

Sam George has stelUir stats, passing

for 1.935 yards and 20 touchdowns.

Behind George in the backfield is

Steve Wuflbrd, who has rushed over

1,000 yards on the season. The Tigers

will look to roar after Christmas.

Dec. 26 - lnsight.com Bowl

West Virginia (8-3) vs. Missouri (7-4)

5 p.m. (ESPN) Tucson, Ariz.

The Mountaineers have lost their

last six bowl games, but have an ace in

quarterback Marc Bulger. This

Mountaineer has thrown for 27 touch-

downs and 3.178 yards. What's even

more impressive is that he has spread

the ball around to his receivers, as

three receivers have caught more than

five touchdowns. Amos Zereoue is a

big-time running back with 1,430

yards, averaging 5.5 yards. This is the

player who opens up the passing

game.

Making their first trip to the bowl

once called the Copper Bowl, the

Tigers have a young backfield tandem

that resembles West Virginia's.

Behind quarterback Corby Jones,

who has passed for 1,281 yards, and

running back Devin West, with 1.578

-

See BOWL, page 4
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CONGRATULATES

COACH BOB TOLEI
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III

IIIITBALL TEAM
on an

OUTSTANDING SEASON

!

WE'RE LOOKING FORWARD
TO THE ROSE BOWL!

Go Bruins !

As always, we offer a discount to

UCLA Students, Faculty and Staff.

Come see us for your
holiday gifts!
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PowerBook G3/233 M Hz
NEW LOW PRICE

32MB RAM, 2 6B HD, 14.1" TF display,

CD-ROM, 56K Modem, (No Floppy Drive)

Other Great PowerBook Savings —
PowerBook G3/266 MHz
NEW LOW PRICE

64MB RAM, 4 GB HD, 14.1" TFT display,

20X CD-ROM, 56K Modem, (No Floppy Drive)

i

ALL PB G3'S INCLUDE:

• Models vyith 13.3" &
14.1" screens Include

S-vldeo out connectors

• 32BM or 64 MB
SDRAM, upgradable to

192 MB
• 16-b1t CD-quality

stereo Input/output,

2 buUt In stereo

speakers

• 24-bU Video Out

• LMon Battery, 3.5

hours use (7 hours with

2nd Batteiy^.

PowerBook G3/300 MHz
NEW LOW PRICE S3759

64MB RAM, 8 GB HD, 20x CD-ROM, Ethernet,

14.1" TFT display, 56K Modem, (No Floppy Drive)

I

PowerBook G3/300 MHz

NEW LOW PRICE
SAVE $564

$4135 was S4699

I 64MB RAM, 8 GB HD, l.SxDVD CD-ROM, Ethernet, 14.1'

TFT display, 66K Modem, (No Floppy Drive)

For information about

Apple Computer Loans, call

1 -800-959-2775

(n) ComputGr StorG^^ 310.825.6952

Restrictions and Payment Potkies: Apple Hardware \i available only to UCLA students.

tetected UCLA Extension studenU, UCLA faculty. UCLA staff and UCLA depirtments.

EltmiOfi itiiiinti should inquire at the Computer Store reqantinq eligibility UCLA

CowpUtor Ston price requires payment by currency, cashier's check, or University

Cndit Union Withdrawal Check made payable to The UCLA Store. VISA. MasterCard, and

Mtcover are also accepted Amonat dwcks are accepted up to Si. 000. Money orders

«f not Kcepted Sales tax wW kt atfM ts listed pnces

I
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yards, the Tigers made it through a

tough Big 12 schedule with a winning

record. This Bowl will be decided by a

deuce, a tandem of running back and

quarteii)ack.

Dec. 29 - Music City Bowl

Virginia Tech (»-3) vs. Alabama (7-4)

2 p.m. (ESPN) NashvUle, Tenn.

With all this offense flying around

in the bowl games, the Hokies can

quench the thirst for old-fashioned

grind it out and tough defense.

This is a team that knows how to

find the ball and the quarterback. Led

by junior defensive end Corey

Moore, who had 67 tackles and 14

sacks, the defense was ninth in the

nation.

Even more impressive is the 45

sacks and 23 interceptions, which

leads the nation, the Hokie defense

has caused all year. This is a team that

symbolizes Big East football.

The Crimson Tide are all about

Shaun Alexander, who ran for 1,276

yards and 13 touchdowns. He is the

most explosive player on the

Alabama team, which is only 11-11

under head coach Mike Dubose. He
will needs to win more, including this

bowl game, if he wants to get an

extension likt^ Hpkie head crtAch

ing performance from Brees for a

Purdue victory.

Dec. 30 - HumaniUrian Bowl

Idaho (S-3) vs. Southern Miss. (74)

Noon (ESPN2) Boise, Idaho

With a nickname like the Vandals,

you would think Idaho had a strong

defense. Au contraire. Rather, this

team has a powerful offense led by a

punishing runnmg back in Joel

Thomas, who has accumulated 1,229

yards and 17 touchdowns. The

Vandals rarely go to the air as the

quarterback has thrown 10 picks to

his 1 1 touchdowns. What will benefit

the Vandals will be playing at home
with the crowd behind their back

against a team that has traveled from

afar.

The Golden Eagles has a deadly

trio in quarterback Lee Roberts, run-

ning back Derrick Nix and wide

receiver Sherrod Gideon. Roberts

has passed for 2,680 yards and 22

touchdowns, with his favorite Eagle

being Gideon, who has over 1000

yards receiving and 13 touchdowns.

To keep the defense honest and not

focus in on the passing. Nix has

rushed this year for 1,180 yards. To

top it off, their four losses came

against undefeated Tulane, Alabama,

Texas A&M and Penn State.

Dec. 30 - Holiday Bowl

Nehravika (9-3) vs. Arizona (11-1)

open dally i WW w.uclastore.ucl.^.edu

Frank Beamer's.

Dec. 29 - Micron PC Bowl

N.C. State (74) vs. Miami (8-3)

4:30 p.m. (TBS) Miami, Fla.

The Wolfpack have one of the

most potent offenses in college foot-

ball. Wide receiver Larry Holt set the

all-time ACC record with 88 catches

for 1,604 yards. The man who has

thrown to him this year, Jamie

Barnette, has racked up 3,161 yards

and 16 touchdowns. The Wolfpack

should be able to capitalize on a

Miami defen.se that has given up 1 1

1

points to Syracuse and UCLA in the

past two games.

The Hurricanes have been hot and

cold the last two games on offense.

Against Syracuse they only managed

13 points but they burned UCLA for

49 points.

Only one name needs to be men-

tioned when the Hurricanes are spo-

ken of - Edgerrin James. His last

game, where he scampered for 299

yards, showed why many scouts are

impressed with his running ability.

Quarterback Scott Covington has

been one of the reasons why the

offense is inconsistent. Unless a

Hurricane defense shows up, then the

Wolfpack will howl over the thunder-

ing winds.

Dec. 29 - Alamo Bowl

Kansas St. (11-1) vs. Purdue (»4)

5J0 pjn. (ESPN) Stfi Antonio, Texas

"The Alamo Bowl is one of those

up-and-coming Bowls," said Kansas

State head coach Bill Snyder after his

team lost a date with the Fiesta Bowl.

All year long the Wildcats had a shot

at the national championship behind

the play of Michael Bishop, who
passed for 2,944 yards and ran for

748.

His favorite receiver is Darnell

MacDonald, who had 1,092 receiving

yards. But the real question and

worry is whether the Wildcats will be

emotionally up for playing against

unranked Purdue. They had a chance

to go to the Fiesta; a few hours later,

they were sent to the Alamo Bowl.

The Boilermakers have the Big

Ten Offensive PtafDT of the Year

(after throwing fdr 3,753 yards and

36 touchdowns) in Drew Brees.

Purdue has the nation's I6th-ranked

offense Kansas Stale's is ninth-

ranked But the difference here

should be the Wildcat defense, which

held the opponent to 11.3 points per

r.ime

ITie Boilermakers have had an up

and down vcar and will need an ama7-

5 p.m. (ESPN) San Diego, Calif.

This game has more excitement to

it than most of the BCS Bowl games,

as both teams are powerhouses. In

fact, the game is so hyped that it sold

out a day after the teams were

announced, which is the first time a

Holiday Bowl ever sold out. The

Cornhuskers this year have stayed

with their tradition of running, and

Correll Buckhalter leads the team

with 799 yards.

But this Nebraska team revolves

around its defense. Defensive end

Mike Rucker will be crucial, as the

Cornhuskers team has limited oppo-

nents to three yards per carry, and

Arizona running back Trung

Canidate will be pivotal if the

Wildcats are to win.

Arizona is still reeling after think-

ing they were going to the Rose Bowl.

After UCLA's loss they were sent to

the Holiday Bowl. But this is one of

the best games of the Bowl season.

The Wildcats have a deadly duo of

quarterbacks in Ortege Jenkins and

Keith Smith. Their biggest target is

Dennis Northcutt, who has great

hands and blazing speed. Watch out

for this one as the Wildcats will roar

in San Diego as they smart from their

Rose Bowl miss.

Dec. 31 - Liberty Bowl

Tulane (II-O) vs. BVU (94)

10:30 am (ESPN) Memphis, Tenn.

The Green Waves has a tsunami

on offense. Quarterback Shaun King

has helped Tulane lead the country in

scoring offense and total offense. He
has passed for 3,219 yards and 36

touchdowns.

King has two receivers who have

grabbed over 10 touchdowns: P.J.

Franklin (1,169 yards and 10 TDs)

and Jajuan Dawson (947 yards and

12 TDs).

But since Tulane coach Tommy
Bowden left and will not be around

for the game, his assistant will have to

step in.

This will be the game to prove to

the nation that their undefeated

record is not due to a soft schedule.

The Cougars also have a high-scor-

ing quarterback of their own in Kevin"

Fetteryk, with 2,460 yards and 16

touchdowns

The Cougars have won the last s'x

straight by scoring at least 36 pom*...

and have a stable coach in LuVallc

Edwards Even in an off year, BY I

can knock of! the (irecn Waves to

run Its wins to double digits

Sm
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Dec. 31 - Sun Bowl

USC(M)vs.TCU(6-5)
II a.m. (CBS) El Paso, Texas

use comes into this bowl after

placing fourth in the Pac-10. The

Trojans are aided by a strangling

defense led by Daylon McCutcheon

and Chris Claiborne, the Pac-10

Defensive Player of the Year.

Claiborne will be needed to stop TCU
running back Basil Mitchell, who ran

for 1,111 yards. The last time the

Trojans went to a Sun Bowl they lost

to Michigan State in 1990. This could

be a good test for freshman quarter-

back Carson Palmer, as he gets to

taste the postseason play before next

year rolls around.

The Horned Frogs will be aiming

for a victory to silence the critics who

are complaining about a 6-5 team

making a bowl game when teams in

the same conference who had better

records and defeated them, like

Wyoming, don't get a chance to play.

What happened was that since the

game is in El Paso, home to WAC
conference team Texas El Paso, the

people who decided who plays in the

bowl ignored 8-4 Wyoming because

the Cowboys were breaking away

from the WAC. So now the game has

gone from potential excitement with

use VS. Wyoming to bland and bgg:

named to the squad because of his 73

tackles but he suffered a season-end-

ing injury which might have major

implications against Georgia.

The Bulldogs have a good quarter-

back in Quincy Carter, who threw for

16 touchdowns. But that is not' their

biggest threat - that distinction goes

to a man who should be nicknamed

"Slash," as he fits into the mould of

Champ Bailey. He is a three-way

threat, playing running back, wide

receiver and defensive back. This

man is a deadly threat, as he has accu-

mulated better stats than Heisman

Trophy winner Charles Woodson did

last year. If you want to watch an

exciting player who has raised up past

hard times then flick this game on.

Dec. 31 - Independence Bowl

Mississippi (6-5) vs. Texas Tech (7-4)

5:30 p.m. (ESPN) Shreveport, La.

Mississippi is only one of two

teams with a 6-5 record to be in a

bowl game.

However, its schedule was hard,

with losses coming against Arkansas,

Alabama, Georgia, Mississippi St.

and Auburn.

Ole Miss was third in total ofTense

in the SEC, but only gained 265 yards

in its last game against archrival

Mississippi State. Quarterbacking for

the Rebels is Romero Miller, who

passed for over 2,000 yards but also

threw 1 1 picks. The strength of this

mftummnmm

wait to stay warm and save money?

Save 25"/«off ALL
jackets & sweaters

for men & women
Sale ends Dec. 20

team tici; in iu running back. Dcult

mg.

Dec. 31 - Peach Bowl

Virginia (9-2) vs. Georgia (8-3)

2 p.m. (ESPN) Atlanta, Ga.

ACC versus SEC. Old school foot-

ball and old school traditions. The

two teams met in 1995 in the Peach

Bowl, and the Cavaliers won 34-27

This Virginia team does not rely on

offense but on defense.

In fact, two players have been

named All-Americans for their play

on defense. Patrick Kerney, a senior,

led the ACC in sacks with 14 and had

59 tackles-including 20 for losses. His

sidekick Anthony Poindexter was

McAllister, who ran up 1,082 yards

on the season and seven touchdowns.

The Red Raiders also have their

strength in the backfield in Ricky

Williams. No, it's not Patrick

Henry's Ricky Williams who just

broke the rushing record, but another

running back who is stands only in

the five feet range. A small back with

a lot of heart, Williams has 1,582 rush-

ing yards on the season with 13 touch-

downs.

Ifyou cannot wait the extra day for

the Cotton Bowl to see Texas' Ricky

Williams then feast your eyes on this

back.

SeeMWUpa9e6
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Ju 1 - Outback Bowl

KMlKlcy (7^) vs. Pnm St (8-3)

8 ajn. (ESPN) Tampa, Fla.

The Wildcats had harsh loss-

es against SEC powers

Tennessee. Florida, Arkansas

and Georgia. But the Wildcats

have someone everyone across

America should get to see

before he enters the draft early

- quarterback Tim Couch. He
has lit up opponents for 4,275

yards and 36 touchdowns. With

his strong arm, his offense is in

the top five in total offense per

game at 530 yards. His favorite

target has been Craig Yeast,

who has hauled in 14 touch-

down passes and 1,311 yards

receiving.

The Nittany Lions have a

fearsome defense, third in the

Big Ten in total defense and

scoring defense, giving up only

14 points a game. It will be up to

an athletic trio of linebackers to

contain Yeast and Couch from

connecting on big plays.

The leader of this linebacking

corp is Big Ten Defensive

Player of the Year LaVar

Arrington, who had 65 tackles.

seveo sacks and two intercep-

tions. Playing behind him in the

secondary is David Macklin,

who racked up six interceptions

and should pose a formidable

foe against the record-setting

Couch. With Coach Joe

Paterno on their side, Penn St.

htis the upper hand.

Jan 1 - Gator Bowl

Georgia Tech (9-2) vs. Notre

Dame (9-2)

9:30 a.m. (NBC)
Jacksonville, Fla.

The Yellowjackets come into

this game with a high-flying

offense anchored by a tremen-

dous quarterback and his bat-

tery mate, a quick wide receiver.

At quarterback, Joe Hamilton

has passed for 2,166 yards and

16 touchdowns, but even more

impressive is receiver Dez

White.

As a receiver. White has

caught 45 passes for 959 yards

and nine touchdowns. White is

the Yellowjackets' game-break-

er, as he also returns punts and

kicks. Georgia Tech had a great

year in which it could finish with

double-digit victories, the first

time since it won a co-national

SeeBOWUpagelS

Longhom defeat stirs taste for victory

TEXAS: Mitchell steps up

to help UCLA hang onto

huge lead in season opener

By Rodcy Salmon
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The first game of the year.

The first test for many parts of a

UCLA machine, which from the

beginning, knew that the national

championship was within their reach.

Not only were there many questions

which needed to be answered, but this

would be a prime time match-up of

two Heisman hopefuls: UCLA's Cade

McNown and Texas's Ricky Williams.

With these two all-stars battling, it

was more than a little surprising when

a freshman came in and stole the show.

After redshirting last year, Freddie

Mitchell became the spark plug

UCLA needed to earn a 49-31 win over

Texas.

On UCLA's first possession,

Mitchell got a quick pass in the back-

field and loaded up to throw a perfect

strike to a wide open Brian Poli-Dixon

Tor UCLA's first score of the season.

"Mitchell gives us a different dimen-

STATS FLASH

UCLA 49 TEXAS 31

Jermaine Lewis

22 carries for 113 yards, 2 TDs

Cade McNown

20 for 30, 339 yards, 3 TDs

Freddie Mitchell

4 catches for 108 yards, 1 carry for 30

yards, 1 TD (receiving), 1 TD (passing)

Brendon Ayanbadejo

1FF,1FR,2sacks,5tad(les

X)HN SUEHIRO/Daily Brum Senior Start
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siofl,** head coach Bob Toledo said.

**It was a designed play, and we were

going to run it once we got over the 50

yard line. Mitchell threw a great ball."

Mitchett displayed all of his dimen-

sions, as he ran, passed and caught big

plays. In fact, the freshman would haul

in a 69-yard strike from McNown to

finish off UCLA's scoring and put the

Longhorns away for good.

Entering the half with a 35-3 lead, it

looked as if the Bruins would once

again pound Texas, but then UCLA
appeared to lose focus.

"We looked like a well-oiled

machine early, and then some parts

began to fall ofT," Toledo said. "We
started making mistakes, mentally and

physically."

Playing a young team, Texas began

to exploit those mistakes, but it was too

little, too late for the Longhorns as the

Bruins had too big of a cushion to fall

back on.

"In the second half we did not make

plays as crisply," McNown said. His

learn would score two more touch-

downs, but the defense would give up

28 points, mcluding 93 rushmg yards

and three touchdowns for Williams.

But with the Bruin's high-powered

offense clicking, Texas could not catch

up.

"We had two accomplishments we

were trying to achieve entering this

game," Toledo said.

"One was to win the first opener in

the years I have been here and two, to

win our llth straight victory. We did

both."

5 & 2 Beverly Hills

Acne Skin Care Clinic
15 years experience^

Aciie-A Treatatal^

•Deep Pore Cleaning •Rejuvenation

•Chemical Peel

Dramatic Results In One Month
%vww.acne^ln.com
920 S. Robertson #6
(Olympic & Robertson)

(ai,0)2J^1762t^^^

<-^^^

J. . Willi

Asian
Eyelid

Surgery
center

|y^,y^,qsianeyeli(ltCom

Call for free brochure, 1-800-beauty I

recycle.

Bananas

44^/1b
Reg. 690/lb.

Large
Navel Oranges

4 lbs.

m
Sprite & Diet Sprite

'n liter*
2 liter bottles *w/S5» In-store coupon UmK 4

Dreyers Ice Cream
All Half Gallons

Drcycr.'^ I|iji||l

'&!
fj/y///.

I C H

Reg. $5.29 ea

CANADA DRY Sparklctts
m\ mountain sprinq water

•Ginger ale

•Seltzer

•Club Soda

•Tonk Water

1 Ut^ Umlt 6 Rag. $1.39

Oktoberfest
^^ or Summer Brew

PETES

your

choice!

3L2pk - 12 oz. Bottles Reg. $11.99

Brawny
Paper Towels

Budweiser & Bud Light

Reg. $1.29 each I JjS jJfC - 12 oz. cans Reg. $11.99

MOUNTAIN
• CRYSTAL FRESH DRINKINO WATER

2.8 QwHtom

fs^''
CHOCOLATE
CHIP/PECAN

12 oz.

Rolling Rock

12 pk - 12oc. bottles

Open 'til Midnight at 1057 Gayley Ave. 209-1111
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Congratulations to the UCLA Bruins! Get

ready for tlie Grandaddy of them all, the

ROSE BOWL on Januaiy 1,1 999. Whether

you're bound for Pasadena or watching

on TV, show your Bruin Pride in these

classic Rose Bowl designs. Stop by Rose

BoWl Headquarters in the UCLA store for

these styles phis many more.

•i«w».

Crewneck Sweatshirt with

embroidered lettering by

Wideworld Sportswear.

50% poly/50% cotton. ^^
White $52

Polo Shirt with embroidered

logo and lettering. By Gear for

Sports. 100% cotton pique.

Navy or White. .

S-XL$46 XXL $48

BwtttiBffitCap
embroidenKi logo by

California Headwear.

^ Navy. Adjustable- $11

Crewnecic Sweatshirt with

screened graphics by Russell

Athletic. 50% poly/50%cotton.

Oxford or Navy. S-XL $31 XXL $33

Jersey with arm stripe. 100%

cotton. By Gear for Sports.

Oxford grey.

S-XL $42

tp^broldered Script

with Rose by

California Headwear.

Navy. Adjustable. $18

^^^

T'^'' a»>«^

Qrey Flannel Cap with

embroidered logo by

California Headwear.

^Adjustable. $2

.>

BearlUear
310.206.0810

I
open uaiiy

,

y»*yy».u( ldSto»*f. ucla.edu
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Battered Bruins win battle with Cougars
HOUSTON: Mitchell, Coleman

fall victim in game filled with

questionable calls, late hits

ByJcfrKmiotdc
Daily Bruin Staff

There was some good, more bad and a lot of

ugly when the Bruins clashed with the Cougars

in Houston.

Although third-ranked UCLA won the

game 42-24, it was nothing less than a trying

day.

The Bruins lost Freddie Mitchell, their top

playmaker, to a broken left femur in the open-

ing minutes. They then lost Kenyon Coleman,

their top defensive lineman, to a sprained

knee.

They had to battle the torturous Texas

humidity and a stadium primarily used for

high school games. They had to battle continu-

al late hits and a group of officials that allowed

them to happen. And they had to battle a

vengeful Houston team that gave it all they

had. But the Bruins failed to succumb to the

injuries, penalties and hostilities.

"Obviously we had to overcome a lot of

adversity," said head coach Bob Toledo.

"But we won the football game, and any-

time you can win, particularly on the road, it's

a good win."

STATS FLASH

UCU42 HOUSTON 24

Jermaine Lewis

1

6

carries for 63 yards, 4 TDs

Cade McNown

17 for 32, 31 5 yards, ITD

Danny Fanner

4 catches for 100 yards

Brian Poli-Dixon

2 catches for 73 yards, ITD

Travor Turner

3 tackles for a k)ss

X}HN SUEHIRO/D«ity Bruin Senior Staff

But UCLA's school record 12th consecu-

tive victory was one that most Bruins would

like to forget. Especially Cade McNown, who
was angered by the overly aggressive Cougars.

**lt wasn't a fun game, " he said. "I felt like

they played us dirty. A lot of cheap shots, a lot

ongoing for the knees, and late hits. It was just

rampant io that game."

It began with Houston driving

the field for 67 yards before set-

tling for a field goal. On the ensu-

ing kickoff, returner and receiv-

er Freddie Mitchell exploded for

a 47-yard return, but after being

tackled, he landed awkwardly

and snapped his left femur.

Mitchell missed the remainder of

the season.

UCLA played a hideous first

quarter in front of the 19.540

fans at tiny Robertson Stadium.

McNown failed to complete a

pass and the offense only mus-

tered 6 yards, only a week after

totaling 584 yards against a bet-

ter Texas team.

The loss of Mitchell and the

arduous conditions definitely

took their toll as Houston took

an early 6-0 lead.

But the Bruins stuck around

and grabbed the lead for good in the second

quarter when McNown hit Brian Poli-Dixon

for a 61 -yard touchdown strike.

UCLA's young defense, after struggling in

the opening quarter, also made some big plays

to assist the offense. Five snaps after the refer-

ees erroneously called back a UCLA intercep-

tion, Tod McBride blocked a punt to set up a

Jermaine Lewis one-yard TD run. Lewis, who
was named UCLA's offensive player of the

AAPON MICHAEL iOU I

Senior tight end Mike Grieb runs the ball during

UCLA's 42-24 victory over Houston.

game, scored on an 8-yard scamper later in the

quarter to give the Bruins a 21-6 lead. The slip-

pery tailback finished the game with 67 yards

and tied a school record with four TDs.

When the clock finally reached 0:00 on the

sometimes nonfunctioning scoreboard, the

Bruins had prevailed.

"We ended up lighting them up, but when
the dust settled, we lost some guys, and that

hurt," said McNown.

EYE CARE NEXT DOOR TO UCLA
Dr. Benjamin Fouladian, Optometrist

EYE EXAM
I

Glasses

EYE EXAM
I

1 year supply contacts! 2 pairs contacts

Sini^lc vision ! J (»» ( k Vi

Srlt'dcd Fr.imr ( olUuticu) f xpirt's 1,'{!/')•) w/ 1 month uc.jr

Ask for Astigmatic & Rigid Lenses
•All exams include Glaucoma test, 3 months Follow tjp, Carekit, Free UV Blocker with $125"" purchase

1314 Wcstwood Blvd. #209
Bc'tu'fcn Borders Books & UA Theater (310) 446-4784

I
LONG TIME ... NO SEA !
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L.A.'S PLACE AT THE BEACH
FOR FISH AND FUN

Welcomes all

BRUINS
FANS

Prove you're a UCLA fan

and get la Free Gift!

Where Sunset Blvd meets Pacific Coast Highway

310-573-0212
RESERVATION HOTLINE' GO BADGERS'

Over TOO ANIME
videos in-stock!

All Rentals 990Tues & Thurs

Free Membership
With this ad. $2.00 Value!
iVIajor Credit Card Required

WEST LOS ANQE1£S
11910 Wllstiire Blvd
BetMfeenBanlngton & Bundy

310477-2S24

mi: HOU.YWOOD
4810 Vineland Ave
VHisisna ai LSHKOfsnifn

818769-2001

U.C.L.A.
¥ DISCOUNTS
AVAILABLE
ON MEMBERSHIPS
AND PACKAGES

Lmcotn Blvd

?6l^ street

Bundy

,
Private Parkirw
for tanners ooIy

^ JL

STARUGHT
TANNING
SALON

115626It15MfI

MflAOflO. ((190064

310-626-00/6

^i»j

WITH ANY PURCHASE

OF $10.00 OR MORE
Of the fhHit iMily lobont

with our new hifh

a

'VCO«Oin'A«..<£VPP£

$60 VALUE
FOR $5.00

AVAiLAtiLt f^OH A ^'

JL.
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Up to40% Off

New Textbooks
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I

varsitybooks .com

Week

We'll Even Deliver Them
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Running badcs power past Cougars
WSU: Lewis, Foster, Brown

convince opponents, nation

that UCLA plays rough ball

By Vytas Mazcika
Daily Bruin Staff

UCLA's tailback trio of sophomore

Jermaine Lewis, junior Keith Brown

and freshman DeShaun Foster showed

what power football is all about while

leading the Bruins to a 49-17 victory

over Washington State in the Rose

Bowl. ^

After allowing 256 rushing yards, the

Cougars knew they had fallen victim to

a better team.

No. 4 UCLA (3-0 overall, 1-0 in the

Pac-IO) got vindication from the demor-

alizing 37-34 loss to Washington State

which opened the Bruins' 1997 cam-

paign.

"(UCLA) can outrun you, and I

think that's what happened today,"

WSU head coach Mike Price said. "It

was like a track meet, and they just out-

ran us."

Thanks to great field position, UCLA
jumped out to a 35-10 halftime lead. On
average, the Bruin offense began its dri-

ves on the its own 48-yard line.

STATS FLASH

UCLA 49 WASHINGTON STATE 17

Jermaine Lewis

15camesfor94yards,2TDs

Cade McNown

14for27,205yard$

Danny Fanner

5 catches for 100 yards

X)MN SUEHIRO/Daily Bfu»n Senior Staff

Before even nine minutes had

expired, Bruiii senior quarterback Cade

McNown led his offense to three touch-

downs with cfrives of 42 yards, 48 yards

and 54 yards.

**l thought the defense was awe-

some,** UCLA offensive coordinator Al

Borges said. "They forced some

turnovers» gave us a short field to play

offense and blocked a couple of punts.

It*s fun to call offense when you don't

have to drive 80 yards every time."

While the Bruins did commit II

Jlies for 1 18 yards, the sloppy play

never put the outcome of the game in

doubt.

Lewis, who a year ago against WSU
came up short on a fourth-and-goal

from the one to clinch the loss to the

Cougars, wanted to prove that UCLA
would no longer be disrespected by

opposing defenses.

"They played power football and we

did too," said Lewis, Who finished with

94 rushing yards and two touchdowns.

"The first two teams we played said that

UCLA wasn't really physical anymore,

and we wanted to (go) out there and

show that we were still a physical team."

Foster added 77 yards on 12 carries,

while Brown finished the day with 10

carries for 31 yards and two touch-

downs.

Even McNown felt like contributing

to the ground attack. On the third drive

of the day, McNown ran a bootleg to the

left and (in what he called an "overpass

into the end zone") jumped over two

Cougar defenders.

McNown was sent into a pirouette

before landing on his back.

"(McNown) is not looking for a place

to hide, and he's not one to run out of

bounds very often," UCLA head coach

Bob Toledo said. "When he sees the end

zone he wants to get in, and that's power

football."

GENEVIEVI IIANG/Ddily Bfuin

Wide receiver Danny Farmer leaves Washington State

in the dust on his way to 100 total yards of offense.

Donation Locations;
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FLOOD VICTIMS

Himom.mP.

102M«i%Qym(CPO)
3154 EngkiMring 1 (SOLES)

7349 Buncfw Hal (Clww C«nl«)

DysMra, Room 406

9L AUn^, Seo l«g«d Amthw
104 Itorckhofr Hal (EXPO ConlMl

eS82 Buncfw Hal Qjoung^

407 Kwckhoff Hal pMEChA)

Canned foods,

bottled water,

medicine and

supplies are

desperately

needed now

SBHahiaaHalOJirary)

Jinfiniy%

UnivaraMy Raaaaran Ubnay
1 18 Karddwff Hal (Daly Bn*^

Noftham U|^ila

5310 RoNa
A-Laval Acfcarman

f4aar StMimtt Union Opaf

For further inforination, call

X55969, x«i452 or X52333

InHiation Special

GREEK_ROW
Wa apacializa in custom Embroidery,

saw-on & Iron-on Lettering.

FREE CAR CHARGER OR LEATHER

CASE WITH EVERY PHONE ACTIVATION
iniff l>()iics K' .11 •';.

WTREBMlLINES c.

CELLULAR-PAGING-PCS
THE NEW NAME FOR:

American Way Paging • Cellular Palace

ERICSSON CA638
CDCC AF1[R$1[)0

rnCEl MAILIN-RtBATE

• $Um NIMH
Battery

Rapid Travel

Charger

eU Clip

Pacific Bell

NOKIA 5190
I AFTER $1^0

MAIL m-REBATE

•SHrs.

Talk Time

or up to

11 Days

tandby

Pfeicific Bell
Pure Digital PCS

NOKIA 6190
99 AFTER S1f)0

MAIL-INREBATE

• U'lon

Battery

P&cificBell
Pure Digital PCS

Heavyweight
Sweatshirts $109.95
'(max 3 sewn on \vA\

Maior Cr*cHt

Cards Accapfd (818)775-1622

E^p2 2R0')

9514 Raseda Blvd.

Northrldga

MOTOROLA SELECT 6000c

) AFTERSIbO
MAIL-INREBATE

ERICSSON 668
CDCC AFIFRSbOrnCC MAIL-IN-REBA

• Quiet

Vibrating

Alert

• Ring
Options
Include

Pacific Bell
Pujy Digit*! PCs

Service as low as

NOKIA 6190
I AFTER $50

MAIL-INREBATE

1499**

100 Anytime
Minutes

1000 Weekend
inutes

t Incoming
'nute Free

• 3,2 Hrs. of
Talk Time

Has Calendar
Calculator

Functions

tores 199
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d Mumbers

o HAPPINESS IS BETNGo^
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BBOIII EYEm
A BRUIN ALUM o

Dear UCLA Students and Staff-

It has been a pleasure servingyour vision rare needs

for over 25 years in the village. Pt^ase take advanf^ve

ofthese great offers listed below. .

.

6/|UCL4 CraJuate 1967

$99 CONTACT LENSES & EXAM "SPECIAL"

Includes eye exam, fitting, follow-up, and two pair of

Bausch & Lomb daily or extended wear soft contacts.

$99 EYEGLASSES & EXAM "SPECIAL"

Ixw Angeles
Ift^^ S Ui Onrga Blvd

310-278-2007

800-262-6929

Monterey Park
141 N AllMMic Blvd #11!

Hrtwrm iuiicumi a Oarve

v

626-308-4565

West I>of» Angeles
I2()><>S Wilihirc HIvtl

('(irfirr ol Wilvhirr ti Hunrtv

310-571-7100

S«n («abriel

I4()W Valley Blvd 42 14

In HiCMi ShiififMiif f rmrt

626-312-2822

Van Nuys
6K0() balKwi HUd

('i»mcf <»l BalSvi A Vanowcn

818-904-9191

CerHtos
II ROM S«>u(h St

t timtt irf Vnnh Si a l*M>ncri

8I2-860-9466

Tarzana
IK7.U Ventura Blvd

Hciwoon Reteda it Wilhui

818-881-8989

Westminister
VVK> HuIm Ave 4K> St. 1

( tin«rr (4 Bnlu A BwkarJ

7U-418-2075

Lancaster
4^.S.S7 I \\\\ Si Wcm

C iiniri ol I >lh Si Weil k Ave K

805-951-9100

Rowland Heights
IK44 7I ColimaKd

llct«x>rfi I ulknon k. Niifatot

626-aS4-9655

•Atmwi»m\an$2999flmor mmmmkrtmi S29»pmmm9ia^3

Includes lenses and franr^es from our special s<>lection

(most Rxs) and eye exam.

IF YOU HAVE UCU VISION CARE INSURANCE:
• We gladly accept your insurance
• We get the forms for you - just call us.

• Same day appointments available

• We are experts in showing you how to niaximize your

benefits

• Terrific eyewear and contact lens selection

IF YOU DONT HAVE VISION CARE INSURANCE:
Take advantage of the speciais. or we'll still give you 10%
off on any non-advertised items.

VilUgs Eyes Optomatry

--——_ •«* „ZZZI: » professorial corQcrauon

310 208-3011
(grodhd floor of Montyi BuMIng

ipwtano'Sa
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Where Bruins
touch

Westwood
Where Bruins
realize Christmas

Heads up. Bruins:
This Friday is UCLA Day

at Macy's Westwood.

7U1 Br'utns (students^

faculty and staff) save

on purchases (even

sale-priced stuff) this Friday.^

The savings are steep and the'Tnection is superb.

Macy's Westwood is located at 10861 Weyburn Avenue,

across from the UCLA Medical Center. You can enter

from Weyburn or Le Conte Avenues.

mce/s
Bigger and better: the new macys.com /

^Current UCLA student or employee identi t icdi ion must be presented at time ,.; purchdse.

Not v/alid with any other coupon or discount offer. lOX savings does not apply to cosmetics,

fragrances or fine jewelry. Discount offer is valid December 18 at Macy's Westwood
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Late-game rally tames Wildcats
ARIZONA: Tailbacks help

struggling Bruins surge

ahead in fourth quarter

ByJcffKniiotek

Daily Bruin Staff

What do you get when you lose

your starting tailback, your quarter-

back completes just 10 of 24 passes,

and you're playing the lOth-best

team in the nation on its home turf?

If you're the UCLA Bruins, a

convincing 52-28 victory The sec-

ond-ranked Bruins (4-0, 2-0 in Pac-

10) blew up in the fourth quarter,

parting the red sea of Arizona fans

with three touchdowns on three con-

secutive offensive plays to turn a

close game into a demolition.

Even with Jermaine Lewis out

serving his suspension, it was the

tailbacks who led the way
Freshman DeShaun Foster

stepped up and kept the Bruins close

in the first half, while Keith Brown

put the game away with two straight

TD runs in the fourth quarter.

"Keith and I didn't want to be the

letdown of the team," said Foster. "I

knew 1 could run hard, and 1 just

STATS FLASH

^iNk^/'.«).;r,

UCLA 52 ARIZONA 28

DeShaun Foster

20 carries, 1 18 yards, 5.9 ypc, 2TDs

Keith Brown

9 carries, 95 yards, 10.1 ypc, 2T0s

CadeMcNown

10 for 24, 171 yards, 2 TDs

Danny Farmer

2 catches for 87 yards, 1TD

RyanRoquei

1 intefce|»tk)n for a 39-yard return

K)HN SUEHIRO/D«ly Brum Sentof Staff

m̂ted U> show what I could do."

Fo«ter*» first run was his most

impressive, a 37-yard effort in which

he bcmnced otT defenders like a mad

pinball before reaching pay dirt for

UCLA's opening score. Foster

scored later on a one-yard stroll and

ended with 12^ yards on 20 carries.

^ was y^'y impressed," said

quarterback Cade McNown.
"(Foster) ran the ball tremendous-

ly He kept his feet moving, kept

breaking tackles. It was huge."

McNown. on the other hand,

struggled in the first half before

settling in after intermission. He
completed just two of his first 10

passes, visibly nervous playing in

front of the fourth-largest crowd

in Arizona history. He threw for

171 yards, snapping a streak of 18

straight games with over 200 pass-

ing yards.

But McNown did make the big

plays and helped extend a more

important string - UCLA's 14-

gamc winning streak, currently

the longest roll in the nation.

"In the first half we got in some

bad situations, but that's all right,"

said McNown. "You just bite the

bullet and know that eventually

the best team will surface and

show itself."

McNown also had a big hand in the

play that proved to be the knockout

punch.

Up 31-28 early in the fourth quar-

ter, offensive coordinator Al Borges

dug deep into the playbook and

pulled out a gem. McNown faked an

option, stepped back and fired over

AARON MICHAEL TOUT

DeShaun Foster carries the ball as Brad Melsby clears the way.

Foster ran for 1 18 yards to lead the Bruins in rushing against UA.

the middle to a wide-open Danny

Farmer, who grabbed it in stride for a

64-yard TD and a commanding 38-28

lead.

The touchdown was McNown's
50th at UCLA, tying him for the

school record. It silenced the raging

red crowd and put an end to any noise

the Wildcats would be making.

The Bruins scored on their next

two offensive plays, both long TD

runs by Brown. He sprinted in for a

54-yarder and followed it up with a

20-yard surge.

While Arizona was hyping the

game as possibly the biggest in school

history, the Bruins played it like any

other.

"It hurts bad. I don't like the way it

feels at all," said Arizona defensive

tackle Daniel Greer. "I can't stand

it."

Holiday Qavings
CELO Holiday Wrapping Paper

TOTAL
CLEARANCE

Regularly Valued at $4.99

Holiday Christmas Cards
from Paper Magic

Great Selections!

Get Your Inflatable Furniture!!!

NOW 10% OFF

New Candles

%^

wondering how
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OREGON: Sailer receives

chance for redemption

after missed field goal

By Vytas Mazeika
Daily Bruin Staff

Despite allowing 38 points, the

UCLA defense became the reason

why the Bruins won the second

overtime game in school history.

After UCLA place-kicker Chris

Sailer's 21 -yard field goal at the end

of regulation went wide left. Bruin

head coach Bob Toledo decided to

put his tired defense back on the

Held.

The defense responded with two

sacks from linebacker Brendon

Ayanbadejo to open the game.

Then Sailer got a chance to redeem

himself after an interception by cor-

nerback Ryan Roques on the

fourth-down desperation heave by

Oregon quarterback Akili Smith.

The Bruins ran the ball five

straight limes before Sailer split the

uprights with a 24-yard field goal.

UCLA 41, Oregon 38.

"It's a terrible feeling to know all

the team had done so much to get to

that point, atid it wasn't like it was a

long field goal or anything; it was a lit-

tle chip shot," said Sailer, who was

hampered by a strained groin and hip

flexor. **It vwis a terrible feeling. I'm

just glad the team did its job and gave

me another chance to win."

The theme of the day appeared to

be missed chances.

^Oregon tailback Reuben

Droughns, who ended the day with

172 rushing yards, fumbled the ball

three times and lost it twice.

Sailer also had a 42-yard field goal

attempt blocked with 6:49 left in the

fourth quarter. UCLA, however.

should never have been forced to rely

on Sailer.

Up 24-7 near the end of the first

half. Bruin quarterback Cade

McNown dropped back from the

Duck eight-yard line and threw the

ball for a patented UCLA wide

receiver screen.

STATS FLASH

UCLA 41 OREGON 38

Keith Brown

19 carries for 101 yards

DeShaun Foster

2 TDs

Cade McNown

20 for 36, 395 yards, 3 TDs

Danny Famner

7 catches for 161 yards

Brendon Ayanbadejo

2sacksinOT

JOHN SUEHIRO/Daily Bfuin S«n(Of Staff

CHARLES KUG/Daily Brum

DeShaun Foster dodges the Oregon defense before injuring his left knee.

Oregon defensive end Saul Patu

read the play and stepped in to inter-

cept the pass. The ball was returned

deep into UCLA territory and Smith

led the Ducks to a touchdown that

made the score 24-14.

Instead of being comfortably

ahead 31-7 at halftime, the Bruins

turned the game into a nail-bitter

by allowing Oregon to pull within

10 at halftime.

McNown tried to atone for his

mistake by using one of the trick

plays in the UCLA playbook. On
a fake-option run, McNown
dropped back to pass and hit a

wide open Brian Poli-Dixon in

stride.

The Bruin split end had the

sure touchdown go right through

his hands, and UCLA was forced

to punt.

"We tried to throw intercep-

tions, and they tried to fumble to

lose the game," UCLA head

coach Bob Toledo said. "We
missed a field goal and had a field

goal blocked. It was just an unbe-

lievable roller coaster ride for us

today."

Next was a match-up against

yet another undefeated Pac-IO

team: Arizona.
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Defense, Poli-Dixon redeemed against Golden Bears

JAMIf SCANION JA( f^VOdily Bfuin

Golden Bear players scrannble to recover a funr»ble that

UCLA itnally recovered at CaiifofnijuMemoriai Stadium^

CALIFORNIA: Decisive plays

destroy Cal's momentum,

pave way for UCLA victory

By Rocky Salmon
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Riding into Berkeley after an emo-

tional overtime victory over Oregon a

week earlier, UCLA had to rely on

trench warfare to squeeze by a hungry

Cal team.

Winning 28-16, the Bruins used a

receiver who had dropped two crucial

passes against Oregon, a halfback who
threw for a touchdown, and a defense

which had given up 40 points the pre-

ceding week.

The Golden Bears jumped out to a

quick lead but then for the next UCLA
possessions, the game would become the

Cade McNown and Brian Poli-Dixon

show. For Poli-Dixon, his two touch-

down grabs in the first quarter would be

sweet revenge for all the critics who lam-

basted him after the Oregon game.

The second grab was one in which

dreams were made. McNown lofted a

35-yard pass that seemed out of the

reach of Poli-Dixon, but he made a

miraculous adjustment and leaped to

STATS FLASH

UCLA 28 CAL 16

Jermalne Lewis

18camesfor69yards,lTD

Cade McNown

ISfor 27,182 yards,2TDs

TonyWhKe

10 tackles

Lan7 Atkins

4 tackles, 1 interception,

1 fumble recovery

Brian Poli-Dixon

7catdiesfor78yards,2T[)s

JOHN SUf HIRO/Daily Brum Senior Start

grab the ball to give UCLA a 14-7 lead.

And that is when the defense came to

life to keq> the Golden Bears from

upsetting their sister school.

In Wcstwood, the Cal game will for-

ever be remembered for two huge defen-

sive goaltine stands that closed the door

on any attempts for a Golden Bear

upset.

"We had a good defensive scheme,

and the defense picked it up," head

coach Bob Toledo said. "The key was

to create a new line of scrimmage and

our defense created a new line ofscrim-

mage in the backfield."

Just before halftirne Cal was driving

in for a score when the defense

stepped up.

With less than a minute to play and

Cal at the two yard line, fullback

Joshua White tried to go over the left

tackle and was met by freshman line-

backer Robert Thomas, who forced a

fumble. L^rry Atkins was quick to

pounce on it.

The next great stand came as Cal

moved the bail to the 2-yard Ime once

again. This time for four plays, the

Bruins stuffed CaPs attempts to make
it into the endzone. Four big plays that

secured a UCLA win.

The dagger in Cal's heart would be

Jcrmaine Lewis' hajfback toss to a

wide open Brad Melsby. Game over.

Checkmate.

In the end, Cal turned out to be a

showing of how tough UCLA's defense

could be when everyone clicks. So, on

Oct. 24. the Bruins outlasted the Golden

Bears in the trenches.
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Forced fumble ends Halloween scare

STANFORD: Bruins haunted by

poor play but Anderson manages

to strip ball at 1-yard line for win

ByJcffKmiotek
Daily Bruin Staff

The Bruins could have skipped trick or treat-

ing, because they got their Halloween scare dur-

ing the day.

Less than a week after becoming No. 1 in the

BCS poll, the Bruins (7-0, 5-0 Pac-IO) became

escape artists against Stanford, rallying from a

lO-point deficit to squeak out a 28-24 win.*

This was the same Stanford team which had

just one win and the worst defense in the Pac-IO.

The same Cardinal that came into the Rose

Bowl as a four-touchdown und^og against a

team with a nation-leading 16-game winning

streak.

"That's the worst we've played all year," said

coach Bob Toledo. "But to play as bad as we did

and still win says something."

The Bruins had destiny on their side, over-

coming penalties, turnovers and overall sloppy

play to do what they do best - win football

games.

"We just had to come up with the W, no mat-

ter how ugly it looked or how pretty it looked,"

said cornerback Marques Anderson, who made

the biggest play of the game - maybe the year.

STATS FLASH

UCLA 28 STANFORD 24

Keith Brown
'

1 5 carries for 96 yards, 6J ypc, 2 TDs

DeShaun Foster

9 carries for 51 yards, 1 TO

Cade McNown

19for31,254yards,1TD

Brian Poli-Dixon

5 catches for 80 yards, ITD

Kenyon Coleman

2 tackles for a loss, 1 sack

JOHN SUEHIRO/Daily Bruin Sentor Staff

Anderson, who had a sprained toe. was

almost held out of the game due to the injury.

But with 10 minutes remaining before game

time, he was given the signal to play, and the

decision was a blessing for the Bruins.

With fcmrminutes left and UCLA leading by

four, Stanford quarterback Todd Husak fired a

pass to Jeff Allen, who grabbed it and sprinted

toward the end zone. Anderson

caught up to Allen and raked the

ball out of his grip at the one-yard

line, an instant away from Stanford

taking the lead.

"I went for the strip. Luckily, it

was there and it came out," said

Anderson. "Sometimes that's where

your big plays come from - luck."

Another unlikely hero was tail-

back DeShaun Foster, who made a

surprise appearance in the second

half. Foster, who was out for two

weeks with a sprained knee but

expected to he sidelined longer, did-

n't even know he was going to play

until halftime, when Toledo decided

it was an emergency.

Jermaine Lewis had bruised his

knee in the first quarter and Keith

Brown was a bit tired, so Foster got

the nod and proved himself. He ran

nine times for 51 yards, including

the game winner - an 8-yard TD
trot with eight minutes to go in the

fourth quarter.

UCLA had its fair share of chances to take

control of the game early but was continuously

nailed by penalties. Cade McNown threw a first-

quarter touchdown to Danny Farmer, but it was

called back on a holding penalty. In ^11, UCLA
committed 12 penalties for 125 yards.

"Mistakes just killed us," said McNown. "I

OERRtCK KUOO/Daily Brum

UCLA wide receiver Danny Farmer tries to brealc

a Stanford tackle at the Rose Bowl.

wish we could have played better a little early on,

and I think we will next week. I think we've

learned some lessons in the last couple weeks.

We've escaped, but we haven't dominated."

"How could you be displeased when you win

a game like that?" said defensive coordinator

Nick Aliotti. "Sometimes you need a little bit of

magic, and we certainly had the rabbit's foot."
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The Matchup
POSITION COMMENTS

Quarterback

Running

back

Cade McNown may not win the

Helsman Trophy, but he is

definitely the MVP of college

football.The Johnny Unitas

Award winner has broken

virtually every UCLA
quarterback record. And by the

way, he won 20 straight games.

McNown will go out with a

bang in the Rose Bowl.

OeShaun Foster has stolen the

tailback thunder, becoming not

just a great freshman, but a

great collegiate tailback. He
leads the team in rushing and

TDs and the Bruins just need to

give him the balUermaine

Lewis and Keith Brown solidify

the strong tailback corps.

McNown's favorite receiver,

Danny Farmer, has emerged as

ot\^ 6f The wp threats in the

WWe nation. His 1,132 yards rank

receivers third on UCLA's all-time chart,

and he is most impressive in

the clutch. Brian Poli-Dixon's 10

receiving scores tie him for No.

1 inthePac-10.

Mike Grleb,the first-team All-

Pac-1 tight end, has been a

solid threat over the middle all

Tight season. Against Miami, he

ends caught four passes -all for first

downs. Ryan Neufeld plays in

double-tight end formations

and has contributed with 1

3

receptions.

Probably the best 0-Line in the

nation, Andy Meyers, Shaun

Stuart, Kris Farris and the gang

Offensive l^^ve allowed just 1 sacks in 1

1

line games, and zero In the last three

games.They serve the running

game by opening up huge holes

and protect McNown by

stopping would-be sackers.

Brendon Ayanbejedo has

played like a madman all

season, but was injured last

week on Miami's first play. He is

Untbadwrj expected to return for the Rose

Bowl and wreck havoc for

Wisconsin. Ryan Nece and Tony

White rank second and third on

the team in tackles,

respectively.

Larry Atkins, a Thorpe award

semifinalist, is the anchor of a

somewhat sinking secondary.

He has four fumble recoveries

Secondary g^d four interceptions in his

last seven games. CBs Ryan

Roques, Jason Bell and Marques

Anderson have been allowing

too many passing yards.

Kenyon Coleman and Travor

Turrter are the main ingredients

in a rather weak defensive line

that will need to step up a

notch or two If they want to

stop Wisconsin RB Ron Dayne.

Chris Sailer has shaken off a

groin injury, drilling 1 straight

^p^^l field goals after struggling

teams earlier. Returner Ryan Roc^ues

has beconr>e a serious threat to

break off large chunks of

yardage on punt and kick

returns.
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Everything's

coming
The Matchup

POSITION COMMENTS

AAHONlOUr

Brad Melsby extends for a pass during the

game against USC.

Mike Samuel conducts a

passing offense that is ranked

107th in the^nation with 109.9

Quarterback yards per game, a total Cade

McNown usually has exceeded

by the second quarter. Samuel

has been pretty good on his

legs, though, running for 1 TDs

this year.

Ron Dayne Is the heart and soul

of the Badger offense. A Doak

Walker finalist, Dayne must be

salivating to face a Bruin

defense that allowed 371

rushing yards against Miami. He

has 1 279 yards this year, 70

more than Wisconsin's total

passing offense.

Running

bade

Chris Chambers heads a weak

racaivar corps with 41 % of the.

Wide

receivers

team's receiving yardage. Seven

of his team-leading 26 catches

have gone for scores, and he

caught all four of Samuel's

completions in Wisconsin's last

game vs. Penn State.

UCLA's road to
the Rose Bowl

December 5 at Miami (Fla.), L 45-49

November 21 USC W 34-1

7

November 14 at Washington, W 36-24

November 7 at Oregon State, W 4 1 -34

October 3 1 Stanford, W 28-24

October 24 at California, W 28-1

6

October 1 7 Oregon,W 41 -38

October 1 at Arizona,W 52-28

October 3 Washington State, W 49-1

7

September 26 at Miami, (Fla.), Cancelled 0-0

September 1 9 at Houston, W 42-24

September 1 2 Texas, W 49-3

1

isconsin's road to
the Rose Bowl

November 21 Penn State, W 24-3

i' ," I' 'I

Bruins ready to run for the roses
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W:Win
L: Loss
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PREVIEW: Despite loss to Miami,

UCLA thankful for Pac-10 crown,

chance to play on New Year's Day

By Vytas Mazeika
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

For the UCLA football team it's time to move
on.

The 49-45 loss at Miami on Dec. 5 is the reason

there will be no trip to Tempe, Ariz., no Fiesta

Bowl appearance and no title game against

Tennessee.

Instead, an undefeated campaign in the Pac-K)

has left the No. 5 Bruins ( lO-I ) with a New Years

Day game against No. 9 Wisconsin (10-1) in the

Rose Bowl.

"For that first day or two, you think what could

have been, possibly," UCLA senior quarterback

Cade McNown said. "As soon as the past starts

affecting the future, you need to change your

mindset."

Although the national championship is out ot

reach, the Bruins accomplished many of their

goals this season. Winning the Pac-10 was one ot

them. Now the Bruin players and coaches feel that

the way in which their season will be viewed relics

on the way the team performs in the Rose Bowl

UCLA can still finish in the top five in thf

nation for the second straight year, and a Rose

Bowl victory would be the first for the school since

19S6 - a 45-28 victory over Iowa

"Wc would'vc liked to go to the Fiesta Bowl

but we're excited to go to the Rose Bowl." UCLA

cornerback Ryan Roques said. "Ever since I came
here, the Rose Bowl has always been the big

game."

Wisconsin was the last team UCLA played in

the Rose Bowl.

Then-Bruin wide receiver J.J. Stokes, now in the

NFL with the 49ers, set Rose Bowl records in

receptions (14) and receiving yards ( 176).

UCLA, however, would not emerge victorious.

With the ball at the Badger 15-yard line, the final

precious seconds ticked away and Wisconsin

pulled out a 21-16 win.

"Wisconsin is a great football team," UCLA
Hanker Danny Farmer said. "We know they're a

great football team. They always have been. We're

just happy to be playing in the Rose Bowl against

Wisconsin. I think it'll just be a great opportunity

for us in the Rose Bowl."

The Badgers' only loss this season was to No. 15

Michigan - a 27-10 defeat midway through the sea-

son. But Wisconsin wasn't the highest ranked team

in the Big Ten - that honor goes to Ohio State.

Since both teams finished with identical 7-1

records in the Big Ten and neither team played

each other, the Badgers received the nod to go to

the Rose Bowl, thanks to a tie-breaker.

Making his second trip to the Rose Bowl.

Wisconsin head coach Barry Alvarez said that

while the Rose Bowl was among UCLA's many
goals, going to Pasadena was the only goal the

Badgers aimed for at the start of the season.

"It should be a very interesting game between

two totally different football teams." Alvarez said

The mam diflercncc between the two teams

Dague Retzlaff has caught just

nine passes for 1 18 yards on

the season.With the offense

centered around Ron Dayne,

Retzlaff is more of a blocker

than a receiving threat.

6-foot-7, 368 pound Aaron

Gibson, a finalist for the

Lombardi Trophy, leads the way

for Dayne. The athletic Gibson

can do the splits and dunk a

basketball. He'll be watching

Dayne run past him en route to

the end zone just as Miami's

offensive line did last week.

Chris Ghidorzi is the catalyst

and the leading tackier of the

defense which leads the nation

in points allowed per game
(10.2). Jason Doering is another

key player who has forced five

turnovers this year.

CB Jamar Fletcher, a freshmen,

is the NCAA leader in

interceptions with .67 per

Secondary garne. He is a big reason why
the Badgers are the only team

in the nation with a better

turnover ratio than the Bruins

(+2.00).

Tom Burke is the defensive

standout on the NCAA's No. 3

rushing defense (89.6 yards

allowed per game)rThe Big

Ten's Defensive Lineman of the

Year leads the conference in

sacks (21). But even he will be

hard-pressed to get past

UCUs 0-line.

Defcmivt

Unc

S«e ;p»9»26

Spedal

teaim

Matt Davenport in one of the

top kickers in the nation,

making 1 8 of his 20 field goals

this season. Davenport and

punter Kevin Stemke (44-yard

average) were both named to

the first-team All-Big Ten team

tkhXtfT^i MANQ/Dlty B*iwn
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From page 6

championship with Bobby Ross as

head coach.

For the Fighting Irish, this is a bowl

game they would rather have missed.

But with use humiliating them in

front of a national audience 10-0, the

Irish were ousted out of their BCS
hopes and instead accepted the Gator

Bowl, losing out on $ 1 1 million.

Unlike in the USC game though,

quarterback Jarious Jackson has been

cleared to play. He is the player that

makes the Irish tick. On the season

Jackson has 1,740 yards passing and

12 touchdowns but his stats don't tell

the real story.

The true meaning is his leadership

ability and the fact that he does not

turn the ball over (only six times this

year).

Behind him, Autry Denson has

made himself into a good running

back, surpassing the 1,000 yard mark.

For the Irish, the Gator Bowl may
be a deadly trap, as the Yellowjackets

have been poisonous on offense.

Jan. 1 - Citrus Bowl

Michigan (9-3) vs. Arkansas (9-2)

10 a.m. (ABC) Orlando, Fla.

After capturing a share of the

national championship last year, this

year the Wolverines were supposed to

romp through the Big Ten. Lo and

behold, the team struggled early as the

defense got run over.

But they have consistently improved

over the season behind quarterback

Drew Henson and Anthony "A-train"

Thomas, who has bounced back from

injuries just in time for the bowl game.

Thomas has been a major player, gain-

ing 800 yards and 12 touchdowns. The

defense has also rebounded and now is

fourth in total defense in the Big Ten

and will need to come up with a big per-

formance against the Hogs.

The Razorbacks shocked the whole

country in almost running,the table in

the SEC before falling one win short of

the SEC title game. It was the Hogs that

almost knocked Tennessee from the

BCS picture before they lost to

Tennessee on a quarterback fumble.

No fumble, no Volunteers in the Fiesta

Bowl and Arkansas could be undefeat-

ed. But with the loss, the Hogs seemed

to have lost their focus as they fell to

Mississippi a week later by three

points. The Hogs may have a great

offense led by quarterback Clint

Stoemer, who has passed for 26 touch-

downs and 2,626 yards - but this game

will be decided by the Hogs' defense,

which was third in the SEC in total I

defense, giving up 300 yards per game.

If the Razorbacks win, then head

coach Houston Nutt will have pushed

his team to double-digit wins in his first

year. It will be interesting to see if the

team can rebound from two heart-

breaking losses.

Jan. 1 - Cotton Bowl

Texas (8-3) vs. Mississippi St. (8-4)

8 a.m. (FOX) Dallas, Texas

This game will be America's last

chance to see record breaker (26

SeeBOWUpa9e19
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records, in fact) Ricky Williams one

last time in the College ranks before he

goes pro. Williams broke Tony

Dorsett's rushing record against

Texas A&M to clinch a Cotton Bowl

berth for Texas. However, the

Longhorns have not won a bowl game

since Williams arrived, and look for

Williams to bust out with a huge game
against a Mississippi defense that

gave up 142 yards per game on the

ground.

The problem with Mississippi State

is to see if it can bounce back from a

loss to Tennessee in the SEC title

game. The Bulldogs also have a great

rusher who would love to do nothing

better than to steal the spotlight from

Williams. James Johnson was SEC's

leading rusher with 1,383 yards and 12

touchdowns.

Johnson was a major factor in

pushing the Volunteers to the break-

ing point in the SEC title game.

With the Bulldog fans already buy-

ing all their tickets, the Cotton Bowl

will be fan friendly to Mississippi,

which could be the difference in the

game. Oh, hold on. Never mind -

Texas has Ricky Williams.

Jan. 1 - Sugar Bowl

Texas A&M ( 1 1-2) vs. Ohio St. ( 10-1)

5:30 p.m. (ABC) New Orieans, La.

The Aggies are coming off of a

stunning victory over Kansas State

that knocked the Wildcats out of the

Fiesta Bowl. Starting quarterback

Randy McCown suffered a broken

collarbone and will not be ready to

play against the Buckeyes, but

Brandon Stewart is fit to go. Stewart

led the Aggies to the win against

Kansas State by passing for 323

yards. Behind Stewart, the Aggies

have a decent rushing attack with

Dante Hall, who has 1,024 yards on

the year and eight touchdowns.

On the other side of the field, the

Buckeyes head coach feels snubbed

by the BCS, and believes his team

should get the shot at a national cham-

pionship. But his team is rearing to

play. Faltering against Michigan

State, his team has too much talent to

lose any more games.

With first-team Big Ten quarter-

back Joe Germaine, first-teamers

Mike Wiley and David Boston, Ohio

St. is loaded on offense. This is an

offense which is precise and explo-

sive. However, the offense has a nice

counterpart in the defense. The
Buckeye defense is led by linebacker

Andy Katzenmoyer, * cornerback

Damon Moore and safety Antoine

Whitfield.

A win against this team shows that

your team has talent and can play with

the big boys. Even with a snub iJy the

BCS, the Buckeyes will come out gun-

ning.

Jan. 2 - Orange Bowl

Syracuse (^3) vs. Florida (9-2)

5 p.m. (ABC) Miami, Fla.

Watch out for these offensive fire-

works. Both teams love to move the

Se«MWUpa9e22
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Laser Disc LASIK and other refractive

procedures offer an alternative to

dependency on eyeglasses or contact lenses

Brian S. Boxer Wachler, M.D., Director of the UCLA Laser Refractive Center at

the Jules Stein Eye Institute, discusses Laser Disc LASIK and other refractive

procedures to correct nearsightedness, farsightedness and astigmatism. You'll

find out how Laser Disc LASIK and other techniques work, the expected results,

costs. . . and if you're a candidate for these procedures.

Join us at one ofthefollowing timesi

Thursday. December 17, 12:15 - 1:00 p.m.

Jules Stein Eye Institute Auditorium

100 Stein Plaza, UCLA

R.S.V.P. at (310) 794-7216 or miel@jsei.ucla.edu

Refreshments will be provided. JUtBSISN EYE INSmUTF
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OSU: McNown finds Melsby

for winning touchdown after

another roller coaster game

By Rocky Salmon
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

After Oregon State took UCLA to the

brink on Nov. 7, head coach Mike Riley

could only admit, "I bet this was a fun

game to watch."

With both offenses exploding and the

defenses disappearing, UCLA won with a

21-yard bomb to Brad Melsby, 41-34.

But this wasn't a game about high fly-

ing quarterbacks and stiff arming running

backs, rather it foreshadowed the defen-

sive play that appeared at the \liami game

a month later.

The first quarter started innocuously

enough as neither team scored. But then

the second quarter rolled around, and

UCLA jumped out to a 17-10 lead going

into the half.

Oregon State running back Jason

Dandridgc was able to put up a 38-yard

touchdown run during the second quarter

to keep the Beavers within striking dis-

tance.

The scamper by Dandridgc would be a

STATS FLASH

UCLA 41 OREGON STATE 34

DeShdun Foster

12 carries for 40 yards

Cade McNown

23 for 37, 377 yards, 4 TOs

Danny Farmer

5catchesfor115yards

Brian Poli-Dixon

9 catches for 82 yards

X)HN SUEHIRO/DaJly Bruin Sentw Staff

sign of things to come in the second half

as he tpok over the game, finishing off

with 130 yards on 16 carries and three

touchdowns.

UCLA linebackers and defensive

backs had a hard time holding onto the

powerful back as he burst through for

long runs time and time again, a la

Edgerrin James in the Miami game.

With the run working so well, Beaver

quarterback Jonathan Smith would finish

with 323 yards passing as the cornerbacks

were isolated.

Head coach Bob Toledo was so infuri-

ated by the poor defense that he ripped

into his players and even defensive coor-

dinator Nick Allioti at the press confer-

ence on the following Monday.

"We need to gel back to the basics,"

Toledo said.

The basics, which include crisp tack-

ling, good coverage and pressure on the

quarterback, were all non-existent in the

Miami game.

But unJike the Miami game. Cade

McNown would be able to pull magic out

of his hat once again, hitting a streaking

Brad Melsby with 21 seconds left to go for

the win.

"We weren't going for a small chunk,"

Toledo said.

"We were going for it all. We had a

three-level pass going ... and Melsby just

ran past the guy.

"I think the corner bit on the 20-yard

route to Farmer and Melsby made a great

play, and McNdwii did a good job of see-

ing him."

And as Ohio State lost to Michigan

State on the same day, the win edged

UCLA one game closer to a shot at the

national championship.

The Aiscxidted Pres''

Oregon State defender Andrae Holland breaks up a

pass intended for UCLA receiver Danny Farmer (87).
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WASHINGTON: Bruins use

field goals, kickoff return

to clinch Rose Bowl berth

ByJeffKmiotck
Daily Bruin Staff

It was a Roques and Bowl after-

noon for UCLA that Saturday.

The No. 3 Bruins (9-0, 7-0 Pac-10)

clinched the Pac-lO championship

and earned at least a berth in the

1999 Rose Bowl by rocking

Washington (5-5, 3-4) 36-24 at

Husky Stadium.

Rocking, as in UCLA defensive

back Ryan Roques.

The tailback-turned-cornerback

returned a kickoff 81 yards in the

first quarter, and later scored on a

77-yard punt return to give UCLA a

20-10 lead and a mountain of

momentum going into halftime.

With under a minute remaining in

the first half and the Bruins clinging

to a 13-10 lead, Roques took a punt

at the UCLA 23-yard line and took

off.

He escaped a couple tackles,

juked a couple defenders and turned

STATS FLASH

UCLA 36 Washington 24

DeShaun Foster

11 carries for 73 yards, ITD

Danny Fanner

4 catches for 134 yards

Cade McNown

246 all-purpose yards to become

Pac-icys career leader

Chris Sailer

5 field goals of 27,25,25,47 and

29 yards

RyanRoques

211 return yards, ITD

X)HN SUEHIRO/Daily Bruin Seniof Stiff

on the afterburners as flailing arms

trailed him to the end zone.

**That was insane," said receiver

Brian Poli-Dixon.

**It was Unbelievable effort and

desire. If every guy plays as hard as

he did on that play, we won't have

any trouble winning." said quarter-

back Cade McNown.
And thanks to that play, as well as

the exceptional performance of

kicker Chris ISailer, the offensive

line and the entire defensive unit,

UCLA didn't have much trouble

winning.

"I'm very pleased with our foot-

ball team. I'm really excited to win

(he Pac-10 championship and we're

excited to represent UCLA in the

Rose Bowl," said Bob Toledo.

The night prior to the game,

UCLA's video coordinator pre-

pared a tape that showed highlights

of UCLA's first eight games.

"My big emphasis for this game

was that if you want to get on the

highlight film when the season is

over, you've got to make some big

plays," said Toledo.

The Bruins took Toledo's chal-

lenge to heart and responded quick-

ly. UCLA won the coin-toss, elected

to receive and put together an

almost flawless touchdown drive.

"It's kind of fun to get seven

points on the board early in the

game," said McNown. "We were

already in front of the eight-ball."

"rm very pleased with

our football team. I'm

really excited to win

the Pac-10

championship and

we're excited to

represent UCLA in the

Rose Bowl ... But

obviously, there is

more football to be

played."

Bob Toledo
UCLA liead coach

But the Huskies grabbed the cue

stick, and on their first offensive

play, quarterback Brock Huard hit

receiver Andre DeSaussure with a

53-yard completion. It seemed omi-

nous that Huard would keep exploit-

ing UCLA's struggling secondary.

but that play proved to be a Huke.

The Bruin cornerbacks stepped up

and allowed just one more pass over

20 yards.

"Defensively, we rose to the occa-

sion," said Toledo. "We simplified it

a bit and tried to change it up more

by putting in more zones.
'' For the Bruins, simple was better.

And while Huard was kept in check,

McNown had yet another quality

performance. He was given a big

assist from the offensive line, which

didn't allow a sack to a Washington

defense that led the nation with 48

sacks (5.3 per game).

But although the offense was

solid - in possibly their most bal-

anced game of the season - they

were plagued by missed opportuni-

ties in the red zone.

But fortunately for the Bruins,

when the offense failed to punch it

into the end zone. Sailer kicked it

through the goal posts.

Sailer nailed a career-high five

field goals, including a season-long

47-yarder.

"Nobody can take the Rose Bowl

away from us," said Toledo. "But

obviously, there is more football to

be played."
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ball and score. The Orangemen are

led by quarterback Donovan
McNabb, who helped rack up 66

points on Miami and on the season

passed for 2,234 yards and 22 touch-

downs, as well as ran for 438 yards.

McNabb is the read deal and is the

reason why Syracuse was third in the

nation in scoring at 42.5 and aver-

aged 430 yards a game.

If you want scoring and offense

turn on this game.

The Gators are just like the

Orangemen, even though they have

rotated their starting quarterbacks.

Doug Johnson has passed for 2,346

yards, while Jesse Palmer has

thrown 14 touchdowns.

The question is who will start

against Syracuse. No matter who is

playing quarterback, the Gators

have racked up 460 yards a game but

only have managed 37.5 points a

game, which is lower than

Syracuse's.

At wideout is Terry McGriff, who
has become a big play receiver snag-

ging 10 touchdowns and 1. 357 yards

a game.

It used to be one of the biggest

bowls of the early '90s - this game
will not disappoint, as touchdowns

are sure to fall like New Year's reso-

lutions.

Jan. 4 - Fiesta Bowl

Tennessee ( 1^4)) vs. Florida St. ( 111 )

5 p.m. (ABC) Tempe, Ariz.

The Volunteers were supposed to

make a run at the national title last

year with Peyton Manning quarter-

backing the team, but the team lost

and ended up in the Orange Bowl

against Nebraska trying to play the

spoiler.

This year, things are a little bit dif-

ferent.

Recording their first 12-win sea-

son in school history, the Vols con-

trol their own fate. Tee Martin has

come in to replace an irreplaceable

Peyton Manning.

He has responded with Manning-

esque numbers: 2,164 yards passing

and 19 touchdowns.

But the biggest surprise has come
at running back, as Travis Henry has

stepped in after Jamal Lewis was

injured. Henry has racked up 970

yards for a 5.5 yard per carry aver-

age.

In Peerless Price, the Vols have

one of the country's most underrat-

ed wide receivers as he has gained

920 yards receiving.

If the Vols win, Tennessee will go

crazy - but if they lose, debate will

surface.

Florida State did not think it had

a shot at the Fiesta Bowl and the

national championship on Dec. 4,

but then the weekend happened.

First UCLA lost. Then Kansas

State faltered, and suddenly the

Seminoles were making emergency

plans to Tempe.

The Seminoles lead tiie series,

having won the only meeting 10-0 in

1958 with the Vols.

Quarterback Chris Weinke was

on pace to pass for 3000 yards when

he suffered a season-ending injury.

In steps Marcus Outzen, who is

still trying to learn the offense.

Fortunately for him, he has a stellar

receiver in Peter Warrick (1,232

yards; 12 touchdowns).

With a new quarterback, the pres-

sure falls on the Seminole defense to

pick up the pace and this defense

can respond. Florida State's defense

has always been speedy and athletic,

and this unit is no different.

Led by linebacker Dan Woldrop

and cornerback David Feaster, this

team can shut down Tee Martin and

the Vols' offense.

So if the Vols win^ they are nation-

al champions, but if they don't, con-

troversy will arise.

Assuming that every other 10-1

team wins, then Ohio State, Kansas

State, Arizona, UCLA and Florida

State will all have a claim to the

national crown.

However, Florida State will get

first place in the ESPN Coaches

Poll, leaving the AP Poll the chance

SeeBOWL«pa9e27
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Rabbi Levi Meier
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DAILY BRUIN FOOTBALL AWARDS- THE PEEBEES STTT

Best all-around player

QB Cade McNown

Best offensive player

QB Cade McNow

Best defensive player

S Larry Atkin

Best special teams player

K Ctiris Sailer

Top fresiiman

RB DeSliaun Foster

Top sopliomore

WR Brian Poli-Dixon

Top junior

WR Danny Farmer

Biggest surprise

LB Ryan Nece

Runner-up

S l-arry Atkins

Runner- up
FL Danny Farmer

Runner-up

LB Brendon Ayanbedejo

Runner- up
R Ryan Roques

Runner-up

LB Ryan Nece

Runner-up

LB Tony White

Runner-up

OL Kris Farris

Runner-up

LBTonyWtiite

'!smsi<

Top Five Biggest Plays:

1

.

Marques Anderson stripped thie ball from Stanford's Jeff Allen to preserve

victory.

2. CadeMcNown fired a 61 -yard touchdown strike to Brad Melsby to beat

Oregon State.

3. The UCLA defense holds Cal on fourth and goal to keep lead for good.

4. On a fake option play, McNown hit Danny Farmer with a 64-yard score to

put Arizona away.

5. Ryan Roques returned a punt 77-yards to give UCLA a 20-1 halftime lead

vs. Washington.

Best performance In a game - Cade McNown against Miami

Runner-up - DeShaun Foster against USC

Best performance under adversity - Cade McNown playing great vs. Oregon

after throwing up on the field

Runner-up - DeShaun Foster scoring four TDs against USC while suffering

from the flu

Best quote giver - Ryan Roques

Runner-up - Andy Meyers

Best quote- "May the best team win - us* Bob Toledo

Runner-up - 'We whooped the dog out ofthem' Brendon Ayanbedejo

Future Heisman award - RB DeShaun Foster

Runner-up - WR Freddie Mitchell

Best show of determination - Cade McNown flipping into the endzone

against Washington State

Runner-up - Brian Poli-Dixon going horizontal to catch a TD versus Cal

Best role reversal - Freddie Mitchell completing a TD pass to Brian Poli-

Dixon against Texas

Runner-up - Backup quarterback Drew Bennett catching a hail mary pass

vs. Oregon

Chances
are, if you

walk up
these

steps you

read

the

DATLY
BRUIN
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Trojans take another pummeling
use Defense, offense

combine forces to allow

Bruins to run ball at will

ByVytasMazeika
Daily Bruin Staff

Cade McNown's three second half

completions on only six pass attempts

indicated one thing - the eighth

straight victory over the Trojans was

not even close.

No. 2 UCLA (l(M) overall, 8-0 in

the Pac-IO) completed an undefeated

Pac-IO season by pounding the ball

against the Trojans in a 34-17 win.

The key factor in the

game may have been

the seven turnovers

caused by the

UCLA defense.

The Bruins ran the ball 20 times

in the second half and finished the

game with 45 carries for 227 rush-

ing yards

Freshman tailback DeShaun

Foster scored all four Bruin touch-

downs (three rushing, one receiv-

ing) and created a reputation for

himself as a Trojan killer.

Before the running attack could

go to work, though, McNown
threw an interception over the mid-

dle that resulted in a Trojan 36-yard

field goal by Adam Abrams.

On the ensuing Bruin possession,

Foster began his 109-yard day with

a 15-yard gain through the right

side. McNown then completed a

42-yard bomb to flanker Danny r

Farmer.

Four plays later, McNown threw

his only touchdown pass of the day

since Trojan safety Rashard Cook

could not keep Foster out of the end

zone.

Thanks to turnovers, the teams

exchanged touchdowns, and Foster

exploded through the left side to dust

all of the Trojan defenders. His 65-

yard touchdown run helped UCLA
regain momentum and go into half-

time with a solid 27-10 lead.

"(Foster) was phenomenal and he

did a great job as a freshman football

STATS FLASH

iw xl
UCLA 34 use 17

DeShaun Foster

15 carries for 109 yards

Cade McNown

12for 20.146 yardsJTO

Danny Farmer

3 catches for 91 yards

Defense

Forced 7 tumovers
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Hurricanes sweep up

unpr•It ctive defense

"Anybody who watched the game

obviously saw the heart we played

w ith." McNowrt ^aid. "You cou ld seer playe r,** UCLA Head COach Bob garoes;

JOHN SUEHmO/Oaily Bruin Senior Staff

the use offense coughed up the ball

five times, while USC freshman quar-

ter Carson Palmer, a nemesis of

Foster's in high school, added two

interceptions.

"(The turnovers were) the stat of

the game," said McNown, who fin-

ished 12 of 20 for 146 yards with one

touchdown and two interceptions.

"When we can force that many

turnovers, I think we're going to be in

position to win a lot of football

AARON MICHAEL TOUT

The USC offense fumbled the ball and gave^the Bruins several opportu-

nities to score in their eighth consecutive victory over the Trojans.

that in our defense, and you could see

that in our offense when we were dri-

ving the ball down the field.

"We ran the ball at will on them. It

wasn't even an issue."

Toledo said.

The key factor in the game, though,

may have been the seven turnovers

caused by the UCLA defense.

Struck with a case of "fumble-itis,"

The Bruins, though, would face

their toughest test two weeks later at

Miami - a loss which would knock the

team out of national championship

contention.

MIAMI: Fiesta time will

have to wait for Bruins;

20-game win streak ends

By Vytas Mazeika
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

With a little over four seconds

left, down 49-45 and 30 yards away

from the end zone, the UCLA foot-

ball team could have used a little of

that Tyus Edney magic.

UCLA senior quarterback Cade

H :

BDIOCUUWS
/% MKROSCOr^

Visit the World's Largest Telescope

Microscopes & Birioculars Centers

EXPERT HELP

SIMI VALLEY 730 EASY ST. (805) 522 6646

SHERMAN OAKS 14324 VENTURA BLVD (818) 789-5805

COSTA MESA 1033 SO BRISTOl (714) 957-6900

SAN OIEGO 4766 CLAIRMONT MESA BL. (610) 277 6686

LAS VEGAS 4825 W FLAMINGO RO #15 (702) 947-2673

'iM^ fiVU
MON-FRI 10-7 SAT 11-7 SUN 11-4

BUY»SELL»TRADE»REPAIR

STATS FLASH

MIAMI 49 UCLA 45

DeShaun Foster

16caniesfor79yards

Cade McNown

26 for 35, 51 3 yards, 5 TDs passing

hanner^BaimyFa

6 catches for 135 yards, 2 TDs

Defense

689 yards allowed

McNown could've had a lot in

common with Edney, the

Bruin senior point guard who
dribbled a basketball the

length of the court to give

UCLA a one-point victory

over Missouri in the 1995

NCAA tournament. Edney's

shot kept the Bruins alive en

route to their 1995 basketball

tHle - the Hth in school histo-

ry-

Instead, no miracle

occurred and the Bruins'

national championship hopes

were dashed with the end

ofthe team's 20-game win

streak in a 49-45 loss to

Miami at the Orange

Bowl.

"They're upset right

now»** UCLA head coach

Bob Toledo said. "They

know they let something

slip away. The Fiesta Bowl

is gone."

The Bruins (10-1) fell in

all of the rankings -

including the Bowl

Championship Series, in

vAach UCLA went from

The Associated Press

Brian Poli-Dixon stands dejected, and University of Miami fans begin to celebrate after UCLA lost at the Orange

Bowl, 49-45, on Dec. 5.

X)HN SUEHIRO/Daily Brum Senior Staff

second to fit th.
~

But McNown did do every-

thing possible to win the game.

He threw for a school record

513 yards and accounted for all

six Bruin touchdowns - five

passing, one rushing. Stopped." Toledo said.

The defense for UCLA, though,

did not force a single turnover and

allowed the Hurricanes to set a new

team record with 689 yards of total

offense.

"We just couldn't get them

"Uur defense didn't play well, and downs.

team back with three quick touch-

if you don't play good defense, you

don't deserve the national champi-

onship."

After finding the Bruins down 21-

17 at halftime, McNown led the

A 14-yard pass to flanker Danny

Farmer opened the scoring in the

See MIAMI, page 27
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PREVIEW
From page 16

exists in the offensive philosophy.

Wisconsin will run all of the time.

To say the Badgers rely on 253-

pound tailback Ron Dayne for

offense is an understatement.

A UCLA defense that could not

slow down Miami's Edgerrin James

must go back to the drawing board if

they wish to beat Wisconsin.

James, who carried the ball 39

times while rushing for 299 yards

against the Bruins, passed Dayne to

become eighth in the nation with a

128.73 yard per game average.

Dayne, currently ninth in the

nation with a 127.9 yards per game

average, will be looking to pad that

statistic in the Rose Bowl. The

UCLA defense, though, will be pre-

pared.

"We're not scared (of Dayne),"

UCLA senior safety Larry Atkins

said. "That's what you want. You

want to go against the best at what-

ever. He's a really big back and has a

lot of abilities. It'll be good for us to

go against someone like that. We're

not scared to play against him. We're

excited. We can't wait to play him"
Currently there is no devised

game plan to slow down Dayne and

the Badgers.

The UCLA players are running

practices for the purpose of condi-

tioning in hopes of recuperating and

getting healthy so that they can have

better practices in pads later.

The Bruins are just beginning to

study game film of the Badgers, but

UCLA does know that they will

counter Wisconsin's offensive

power with McNown's arm and

what Alvarez considers to be the

nation's top offense.

Two members of the football team

who hope rest does them some good

are UCLA head coach Bob Toledo

and offensive line coach Mark
Wpber. Toledo, who has been on the

sidelines as an assistant at two earlier

Rose Bowl games, was in an automo-

bile accident last week. Weber was

also in the car.

In a press conference at Pasadena

on Wednesday, Toledo still felt pain

while recalling the accident suffered

two days earlier in Norcross, Ga.

The plan all along was for Toledo

and Weber to remain in the East to

recruit after the Miami game. On the

way to the Atlanta airport, the rental

car driven by Weber was broadsided.

Toledo recalls feeling like the

everything was going in slow motion

while the car spun around several

times.

Both cars were totalled, but

Toledo and Weber were able to walk

away.

"I got smashed around in the car,"

Toledo said. "My shoulder's really

bothering me. I've got headaches,

my right ankle hurts, my chest feels

like it's been stepped on. I'm beat

up."

Toledo then turned to Alvarez

and said, "So, Barry, go easy on me."

Wisconsin is as likely to go easy

on the Bruins as the Hurricanes did

See PREVIEW, page 27
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Judaism, Christianity and Islam have
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wait a thousand years - and the
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WINTER QUARTER 1999
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Rabbi Dr. Elliot Dorff, Provost of the Unhrersity of
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President of the Islamic Society of North America,

will teach:

Therefore, RELIGION 120, in

teaching and research, examines
Judaism, Christianity and Islam

under the rubrics of linkage and
interaction. The books of origin -

Torah, New Testament and Quran -
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study of the links informs the

historical, biographical and literary

interactions which ensue.

- George Grose
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From page 26

on Dec. 5. Toledo, though, must

hope that after this game, noth-

ing gets totalled.

• • •

UCLA announced Tuesday

that results of an MRI examina-

tion on Bruin senior linebacker

Brendon Ayanbadejo a day earli-

er confirmed the prognostication

of a medial collateral sprain of

the left knee.

Ayanbadejo suffered the

injury on his first play at Miami.

and played only briefly after that

before leaving the game for good.

The school also announced
that defensive back Eric

Whitfield, suspended from the

Miami game for his involvement

in an off-campus fight in early

October, has been reinstated to

the team.

If Whitfield fulfills certain

obligations, he will be allowed to

play in the Rose Bowl game, the

school said.

With contributions

Bruin wire reports.
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to vote for a co-champion.

What does this mean? It means we are one

step closer to a play-off system.

In fact, said Florida State head coach Bobby

Bowden, "The clamor for a play-off system will

get louder and I am for a four-team play-off sys-

tem."

This year has proven one thing: the BCS may
have been a step in the right direction but it is

only a baby step.

A play-off system would alleviate controversy

and that may come about if the Vols fall on

Jan. 4.

MIAMI
From page 25

second half. Then two deep

bombs to Brian Poli-Dixon

and Brad Melsby made the

score 38-21 in favor of

UCLA
The mystique of the

Orange Bowl, though, would

not allow UCLA to extend its

20-game win streak.

Miami became only the

second school in NCAA his-

tory, along with Princeton, to

stop winning streaks of 20 or

more games four times - and

every single time in the

Orange Bowl.

Hurricane tailback

Edgerrin James ran wild on a

UCLA defense that came in

ranked 91st in the nation in

yardage allowed. James fin-

ished the day with a jaw-

dropping 39 carries on 299

rushing yards and three

touchdowns - including the

go-ahead score with only 50

seconds left in the game.

"What showed today was

our immaturity on defense,"

McNown said.

NEW COURSE WINTER '99:

Religion 100, 4 units, enrollment limit: 25

TR 11:00-12:30 in the Video Studio, CHS 62-073

"The Problem ofReligion " taught by Prof. Ivan Strenski, UC Riverside,

and video-linking UCLA, UC Santa Cruz, and UC Davis with UCR.

Prof. Strenski is a world-class expert in the study of religion, and this

course presents a unique educational opportunity for UCLA students

Readings include works by M Eliade, Frazer, Otto, the Deists, Hume.

M. Mueller, Durkheim, Freud, M. Weber, and Malinowski

$Ml«n9 / 5f«r% Utli^ ^(#«iclM / Compacts

UCLA BRUIN*S GETAWAY SPECIAL

15% OFF ANY VEHICLE WITH

YOUR UCLA STUDENT CARD

VEHICLE RENTALS TO 18
YEARS OLD AND UP

'; We feature Convertibles, Sports Utility

' Vehicles, Luxury Sedans, Jeeps, Vans,

\ Full Size, and Compacts

SHOOSHANI'S AVON
RENT A CAR

8459 SUNSET BLVD. WEST HOLLYWOOD

Office Number: 323.650.2631

Rate Line: 323.650.2635

wwMi.shooshani^om
Our site has Policies, Vehicles Pictures and Dub Informtlian

STOMACH
PAIN??
If you have burning,

gnawing or cramping
in your UPPER

STOMACH, you may
have an ulcer.

People with ulcers

experience most pain

before meals and at

bedtime.

If you think you have
an ulcer, you may

qualify to participate

in a UCLA clinical

research program.
Qualified volunteers

will benefit from
state-of-the-art

diagnostic testing and
medical treatment at

no charge.

For Further

Information call

Robyn Altman, R.N.

or Mary Miller, R.N.

at

UljLAo Clinic
(Cnilrr for
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2 PIZZAS FOR TH
PRICE OF ONE

208-8671
OFFER VAUD

MONDAY
AND

TUESDAY
NIGHTS ONLY.

(After 5:30 pm)

No mediums and offer excludes

Sicilians. No half & half orders.

Must mention ad.

Coupon must be given to driver.

M^--^ Exp. 12/21/98
LARGE
PIZZA w/
Free Liter

TWO TOPPINGS

•

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per pizza.*

Coupon must be given to driver.

Limit 3 pizzas per address.

^ .^^. . ..^^-^ No1/2and1/2

TAX INCLUDED „ ^^ „ ... . ^^
Coupon valid at Westwood location only. Upen Unill I am

Exp. 12/21/98
- LARGE

ll;ii r^J±w3h
Free Liter

TWO TOPPINGS

208-8671
TAX INCLUDED
Coupon valid at Westwood location only.

Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per pizza.*

Coupon must be given to driver,

Limit 3 pizzas per address.

No 1/2 and 1/2

Open until 1 am

^tv-n

bruinlifeYEARBOOK

Ifyou are graduating this year, you must make an appointment
at the Campus Photo Studio to get your senior portrait taken.

Call now to make an appointment over Winter Break to avoid
long lines. Hurry, appointments fill up fast!

To make an appointmant, call 206.B433.
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advertising information

118 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles, CA 90024

One Issue, up to 20 words $8.00
...each additional word 0.50

Weekly, up to 20 words 27.00
...each additional word 1.50

E-Mail: classlfieds@media.ucla.edu Monthly, up to 20 words 90.00

Web: http://www.dailybruin.ucla.edu ...each additional word 5.00

For Classified Display ads,
please see our rate card

for variable rate information.

Classified Line: (310) 825-2221
Fax: (310)206-1359

Classified Display: (310) 206-3060
Fax:(310)206-0528

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Thu: 9:00am-4:00pm
Fri: 9anf>-2:30pm
The ASUCLA Communications board fully supports th« University of Califofnta's policy on nondiscrimination No medium shall accept advertisements which present persons of any origin race, sex, or sexual orientation m
a demeamnq way or imply that they are limited to positions, capatxlities. roles, or status in society Neither the Daily Brum nor the ASUCLA Communications Board has investigated any of the services advertised or the

advertisem^ts represented in this issue Any person believing that an advertisement in this issue violated the Boards policy on nondiscnmination stated herein should communicate complaints m wnting to the Business

Manager Daily Bmin 118 Kerckhoff Hall 308 Westwood Plaza. Los Angeles, CA 90024 For assistance with housing discrimination problems, call the UCLA Housing Ottice at (310) 825-4271 or call the V\^tside Fair Hoi«-

mq Office at (ilO) 475-9671 Classified ads also appear on-line at http7/www dailybrutn ucia edu Placement on-line is offered as a complimentary service for customers and is not guaranteed. The Daily Bmin is responsible

f<x the first incorrect ad insertion only Minor typographical errors ara not eligitile for refunds For any refund, the Daily Brum Classified Department must be notified of an error on the first day of publication by noon

^ ViSA

DEADLINES
Classified Line Ads:
1 working day before printing,

at 1 2 noon.
Classified Display Ads:
2 working days before printing,

at 1 2 noon.
There are no cancellations after

noon of the day beiore printing.

PAYMENT
Please make checks payable to

"The UCLA Daily Bruin." We
accept Visa, MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards. Allow 5
wori(ing days for mail payments.

HOW TO WRITE
AN EFr=ECTIVE AO

• Start your ad with the

merchandise you are selling.

This makes it easier for readers to

quickly scan the ads and locate

your items.
• Always include the price of your

Kem. Many classified readers

simply do not respond to ads
without prices.

• Avoid abbreviatk>ns—make your

ad easy for readers to urxierstand.
• Place yourself in the reader's

posttk>n, ask what you would like to

know about the mercharKJise, and
include that in the ad. Include such
information as brand names, cotors

and other specifk: descriptions.

1100

ALCOHOL AND DRUG
READINESS GROUP

WEEKLY UCLA group for indtvkJuals ques-

tk>ning their ak:ohol or drug use. Contact

Elizabeth Suti . 310-206-1148.

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. DiKUMiorv Fri Slip Slw^. 24M Adunnan

Itiun. look Skidy, 2401 AdtviMn
MAAVRmDmlalA^029

Wed. Ml. A3- 029

Dbcuuian,AliimM 12:10- IKMpm

EUROPEAN WRITER/TRANSLATOR, ac-

complished, independant, cosmopolitan, nat-

ural, healthy lifestyle, very kind&sensitive,

will adopt genuine, bright, communicative,

pretty, foreign female. 310-573-0270.

PUERTO RICAN/ITALIAN male (21) es-

cort/masseur available for men/womeri'cou-

ples. Call LUCHO's 24/hr Los Angeles pager.

562-220-0262. $150/hour. I will travel any-

wherel

TIME FOR A BREAK? Have fun tonight! Call

1-900-776-4549 ext.2357. $2.99/min. Must

be 18 yrs. Serv-U 619-645-8434.

1S00
Mnnaifs

'A^i.-vr'«ii«oMB »

HAPPY B-DAY
MADHURI!!!!

Love, The Girls and Caleb of Class Linel

fjott and Found

KOREAN ENGLISH HYMNAL FOUND at

Kelton and Ophir on Dec. 6 around 1pm.

CaN: 310-316-8252.

LOSTI- Cranberry pager in Covel Commons
12A)3/98. $Reward$ if returned. Jocelyn:

310-288-6616

noMMHidi Sidi|iQli

BROKEN HEARTED and gotten revenge.

Share your revenge story. $50 for the best

story. No joke. Nationwide search, e-mail

hollygiriOprodigy.net

FREE BIRTH CONTROL PILLS. UCLA re-

search study. $50 per visit to clinic. Smokers

ages 18-34 or non-smokers ages 35-44.

310-794-1884.

NORMAL HEALTHY CHILDREN and adol-

escents 8-16yrs needed for UCLA research

study. Receive $25 for lab experiment and

developmental evaluation, and get a scientif-

ic learning experience. Call 310-825-0392.

POSTMENOPAUSAL WOMEN 45+ (Healthy

or with heart disease) wanted for a study on

coronary artery disease involving small

anK>unts of radk>activity at UCLA. $25/hr (2

days, 4hr8. each) Call 310-825-1118 or 310-

206-6675.

Do you experience chronic pain chat requires daily use of pre-

scription pain killers? Do you suffer from constipation as a result

of this treatment? If you answered yes to both of these questions,

you may be eligible to participate in a research study of an investi-

gational medication for constipation associated with these medica-

tions-

Qualified panicipants receive all study-reUtcd care at no charge,

including:

• Doctor visits

• Laboratory services

• Study medication

• Compensation up to $200.00

For more information/ please call:

800-878-0 1 01
Make the Call that Could Make a Difference

w
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u

• ••il.atIO •KIOCM
Clatlll IMC

FREE WINNERS. FREE SCORES. FREE
Lines, no money, no operators, no hassles.

www.line-bustarB.oom.

SHORTS FESTIVAL
www.cine-nltes.com Taking submitsk>n8 for

your movie rxm.

POSTMENOPAUSAL WOMEN NEEDED for

study of memory. $50 for sesston. 2-4pm at

UCLA. CRC, irx;luding questk}r)naires, tests

of memory. 3 small bkxxj samples, saliva

and urine specimens. Call ErinO310-515-

5717. (Principal Investigator Dr. Teresa See-

man).

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISl,-su

Tmio

IPSYCIHIIC
Readings By Lauren

'A' World Renowned

TT Psychic Readmgs
'^Taroi Card

^Reunites Lovers

'^Advises on ail Problems of life

"^ Special Student Discount

Tel: (310)858-1168
••••••••••••••••••*•**

2300
9peiiwc99 uonofi SiSSSM

ANONYMOUS sperm dorK>rs needed. Help

infertile couples while receiving financial

comper)sation up to $600/month and free

f)ealth screening. Convenient hours, located

In Westwood. Call Kim 310-824-9941

^ EARN $$ HELPING
INFERTILE COUPLE

LOVINQ COUPLE eager to start a family.

Seei(s woman w/similar appearance as wife

to dor>ate egg:Fair skin, Caucasian, under 30

w/light eyes, average height-fsmall frame.

Dr. Dan2erO310-273-2463.

EGG DONORS NEEDED
COMPASSIONATE women from all races

wanted by infertile hopeful couples. Ages 21 •

30. Compensation $3,500 CaN OPTIONS
800-886-9373

MEN: Donors needed for Insemtrution pro-

gram. EspedaNy needed: Latirws. Jewish.

Kalian, African-Americans 35 or younger.

Pteaae call 626-440-7450 Compensation
provided.

NEEDED Japeneee or CNneee egg donor

Hong Kong. Taiwan. Singapore. Malaysia

ancestry Age30 or less Qrsalsr than high

school education 0-nagalive blood type if

poe8tt>te Compensation $3,000. Please call

310-273-24«8. /^

WE'RE LOOKING FOR
A FEW GOGO SPERM AN omss. 20-40 yrs

$60 par acoiplaMs donation. Gal OPTIONS
all

2300
Sporm/igg Donon

Asian

Egg Donor
Needed!

Loving infertile couple is hop-

ing to find a kind woman to

help us have a baby. We're

hoping to find sonDeone intelli-

gent with a Chinese. Japanese.

oi- Kon*an background. Artis-

tic and athletic talent appreci-

ated.

(800) 886-9373 Ext 7225

ÔPTIONS

Compensation $6,S00

ptus expenses.

ThonK you for your constderaVon

7 BETWEEN
-THE LINES

Fnd t« hRldsn trMB quBSion r^ .

Hsnd^rt/
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2300
Spemi/Egg Donors

=!

EGG DONORS
NEEDED
IF YOU ARE A WOMAN

• between the ages of 1 9-32

• have no genetically linked

diseases in your

immediate family

• would like to know more

about how to become an

egg donor

Please Call..,

EGG DOMORS ARE
CC^MPEMSATED
$3000 to $3500

CkliATlVl

lONCEPTIOi

(949) 488-2868
muot attend one educat ion sem inar

f

Hckoli OffBTOd

FIESTA BOWL
TICKETS

ALL LOCATIONS
800-800-9811
the ticket exchange in Phoenix

2500
TIckels Wantod

DO YOU HAVE STU-
DENT SEASON FOOT-

BALLTICKETS?
We are looking for students who have a stu-

dents sports package, but do not wish to go
to the Fiesta bowl game January 4. Help out

a few fellow Bruins who want to go! Please

call 310-209-0509

WANTED!!! 4 TICKETS for the Rose Bowl,

Call collect 608-624-3277 ask for Scott.

Desperate!

2600

WE BUY CARS. New and old. Running or

not. JeH 310-714-5808.

>.;.'/
'/

REFRIGERATOR. 3-year8 old. works like

new. 4.5 feet tall. $50 OBO. Kirby vacuum

dMntr. rtliibl*. $40 OBO. 310476-9696.

PENTIUM 333, 4MB video. 4 3GB UDMA.
36x CDrom. 56k V90. 3D sourxJ. Windows

96. Office 97. Ptwtoshop 5 0, plus other soH-

wv« w/wanaoty. Ifitf. 213-604-31 54

POWERBOOK 5300 32/750. Ext CD-ROM.
135MB removabte HD. Software-$950 00

CaN Colin 31 0-4S0-1 506

TOSHIBA 205CDS LAPTOP lOOMhz Pertli

urn. 10MB Ram. Word Peftoct 7 0. CD-rom
1 Syaart left on CompUSA warranty SSOOo
br <^usan 310-618-9880

3400

TOSHIBA TECRA Multimedia Notebook.

Pentium- 120 32MB, 1.6GB harddrive. 12.1"

Active screen. CDROM. fax/vok:e/modem,

Wlndows98, Oftice97 2-year-warranty. Ex-

cellent condition. $1250obo. 310-824-7488

^ \READ

^

BETWEEN
THE LINES

VFirtd the hidden trivia question in .

today's Classifieds, answer it arxJ win!/

IWidfatfllkms

FULL-SIZE MATTRESS w/box spring and
frame. $150olX). 2 Pier One imports

wrought-iron bar chairs. $150obo. 310-838-

2455.

MATTRESS BONANZA!!
SEALY, STEARNS & FOSTER. Also Ortho-

pedic twin-sets-$79.95. Fulls-$99.95.

Queens-$1 39.95. Pillowtops-$299.95.

Kings- 199 95. Delivery. Beacon Mattress

1309 Westwood Blvd. 310-477-1466.

MATTRESS SETS!!!
Twin $79. Full $89, Queen $139, King $159.

Bunkbeds. Deliveries. Phone Orders Accept-

ed. 310-372-2337.

QUIVAN RECORDS
POSITIVE RAP/HIP HOP

TALENT SHOWCASE

CALL or MAIL QIJWAN KKCOKIM K) BOX 18713

Uvs An(!cli-\. CA ««)I8

(323)730-0127
DEADLINE: NOW!!!

4900
Autos for Sale

1987 ALFA ROMEO SPIDER- Great condi-

tion. New gear shift. Red, black top. tan in-

terior. $4,200. 310-286-1043.

1992 CIVIC DX for sale. Black exterior, gray

interior. 92.000miles. A/C. Sspeed, no au-

tomatic locks or windows. $6000 OBO. 310-

586-8531.

1993 JEEP WRANGLER. Black, excellent

condition, low mileage (51 K). upgraded alloy

wheels and chrome bumpers. Excellent

maintenance record. New stereo. $9700.

310-578-9949.

79 TOYOTA COROLLA ojps good, new
tires, hew clutch. $400obo. (310)393-

0411x7454.

*87 TOYOTA longbed pick up truck. Auto,

gray 95K. A/C, camper shell, liner. Good
tires. Runs great. $3,200 OBO. 310-313-

2824 ^
'93 HONDA CIVIC EX 2door. 132K miles.

Excellent cond. a/c. cd. auto, moon-roof,

power locks and windows. Fin, alarm, tint.

Onginal owner. Runs great. $6250obo.

(818)769-8011.

^Ilrovil Dottkurtfont

GREAT FOR XMAS 2 rour>dlfip tickets LA-

Cleveland or Baltimore $200 each 212-591 -

0634 or email jerrywillisOhotn^il.com

FLY CHEAP!!
• ROUND TRIP COURIER AIRFARES ir

itSMSMUlMOOl
170

^aO no . OFF ALL FARES
AIR COURIER IKTERNATIONAL

1-aOQ-«a2-7216 24 hr«.

AOVE RTISE

London • $371

Sydney $923

Mexico City $323

Rome $536

All t>fr<: .irf rotind Inp Ta> not inctudM

$0*"^ ffiltictHMts m»i appty CSI 11017560 60

(310) 824-1574
920 Westwood Blvd

5TA TRAVEL

coon IT ON ll'it

iOMsUSioai

Europe
$239 (each way plus taxes)

HAWAII - $1 19 o/w
Many other destinations!
CALL 310-394-0550
http://www.airhitch.org

CST 202863840

5720
Vacatkm Packages

FIESTA BOWL
DESERT GOLF AND VACATION rentals

Luxury condos'and townhomes. Scottsdal^

golf packages, great location, great rates.

1-888-880-0774 www.desert-golf.com

SPRING BREAK PACKAGES are in now
Mazatlan starting at $399 for 7 days + other

available packages. Call Council Travel now:

310-208-3551.

hMuranoa

INSURANCE WAR!
WELL BEAT ANYONE'S price or don't want

your business. All drivers. Newly licensed.

Student/staff/faculty discounts. Request the

"Bruin Plan." 310-777-8817 or 818-222-

5595.

6100 _
^

CSonifNitar/lnttniol

PROFIT GENERATING WEBSITE. Make

money 24hrs/day.

wwwpr1vatesites.com/warrl6rs.cgi7AC1262.

For free report write to AD, 10736 Jefferson

Blvd. »225, Culver City, CA 90230.

WEBPAGE DESIGNER for k>cal special ev-

ent production company; must be well

versed in Html; Pay commensurate wrth tal-

ent and experience. (310)453-1137.

^4\:\

naaiiii mwioqi
ALL natural bust cream and drops Lifts,

shi^s, firms, and adds inches No estro-

aen. It worto, ask CHnk^9f Advertised on

TV. 310 838-6547

HAIR COLOR/HIGHLfGHTS from $15-$30,

HAIRCUTS from $15 at Beverly HIMs Salon

Advanced ass't program. 9866 Brtfltiton

Way. CaH GAVERT-ATELfER 310-858 7898

THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE Indodlng deep

ttsaue and apons mMaaga. Qhran by cart*

fM maaaaga ihar^Mat CaN Cafloc for appt

91B-966-7t57

H
M
H
H
H
H
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Contemoo Nails
Manicures Pedicures

Fills & Silks

Sculptured Nails
Wax

Facials
& MORE!

333 Robertson Blvd. Beverly Hills

{btwn. Gregory Way & Olympic Blvd.)

IS^orvSat 9-7 pm. Sun 10-5 pm.
Free Parking

No Appt. Necessary

Call (310) 85SS879•t'
6300
Legal MvlM/A

PrvlBttioiial Stmioii ^

HOLIDAY SPECIAL
PROFESSIONAL PICTURE FRAMER now
student. Offers quality wortt. Meet at your

place or mine. 310-202-1368 or 310-288-

2570.

PRIZE-WINNING
ESSAYIST AND FORMER PROFESSOR
w/two Ph.Ds can help you produce winning

prose. Theses, papers, personal statements.

David <daveditOpacbell.net> 310-281-

66 1 4/805-646-4455.

TUTORS WANTED
Math, sciences, computers, English, lan-

guages. SAT prep. Need own transportation.

Competitive salarty. 310-266-2419 or 818-

222-9159. _^

BANKRUPTCY
GET OUT OF DEBT NOW! Free Consulta-

tion. Experienced attorneys, reasonable

fees. Law Offices of White and Associates

(Cheryle M. White. UCLAW. "86-) 800-420

9998 or .310-207-2089, 12301 Wilshire

Bl.Ste 550. WLA

ERASE DEBTS. REBUILD CREDIT
WITHAft/ITHOUT BANKRUPTCY Renowned
(UCLAW. '73) attorney, Lon B. Isaacson off-

ers supert service/tow fees. Free consulta-

tion. 213-487-7200

GREEN CARD
FOR WORK-PERMITS, green cards, and all

immigration problems call experienced immt-

gration attorney. Reasonable rates. 213-251-

9588 for attomey Doreen.

Counseling and P^chotherapy

...t«> examine life concerns/issues in

privacy and respect. Individuals,

couples, families. StreM, anxiety,

depression, self-esteem, relationships.

Lorraine M. Yamamura. Ph.D. Clinical

Psycholoiiist PSY 1 1067 (310)392^5209

AUPURPOSE WRITING & EDITING

Help at any stage with any topic.

Personal Statements. Courses. Theses,

Dissertations & Manuscripts

by PhD from UC
International Students Welcome

(323)665-8145

Ikitoiing OffBTOd

NO RECOVERY NO FEE FINAU
MYER LAW FIRM, Century City. Auto-accid-

ents, slips/falls, discrimination, sexual-haras-

sment. UCLA Graduate Scott D. Myer.

http://wvtft«^.bestlawyer.com 310-277-3000.

6400
mowBrs/Storaiie

BEST MOVERS. Licensed, insured. Lowest

rates. Fast, courteous+careful. Many stud-

ents moved for $98. Lie -T- 163844. NO JOB
TOO SMALL! 1 -800-2-GO-BEST

HONEST MAN W/14ft truck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok. Student discount.

Ask about 10% discount. 310-285-8688. Go
Bruins!

JERRY'S MOVING&DELIVERY The careful

movers. Experienced, reliable, same-day de-

livery. Packing, boxes available. Also, pick-

up donations for American Cancer Society.

Jeny©31 0-391 -5657.

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedicated pro-

fessional. At your home or WLA studio. Ist-

lesson free. No drum set necessary.

Neil:21 3-654-8226.

GUITAR instruction: 15 years exp. al'

levels and styles. Patient and organized.

Guitars available. Sam 310-826-9117.

GUITAR LESSONS by professional near

UCLA. All levels, guitars avail. Call Jean at

310-476-4154. www.JWGS.com

VOICE, PIANO LESSONS by professional

singer/pianist, Juilliard School. MM. All levels

wefcome, 310-544-1240.

6700 __ _
ProfossloiMU Sonrfoot

MBA, LAW, MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS!
FRUSTRATED DEVELOPING your critrcal

persor>al statements? Get professior^l help

from well-known author/consultant. 310-826-

4445.

A FREE SESSION
PSYCHOTHERAPY/COUNSELING for de-

pression, anxiety, obsessions, post-traumat-

ic stress, etc. Couples/lndivkiuals. Student

rates. Crime victims may t)e eligible for free

treatment. Call Liz Gould

(MFC#32388)O310-578-5957 to schedule

your free consultatkxi

EAGLE EYED EDITOR
PROOFREADS THESES, publications; tu-

tors English, study skills; trains time man-
agement, stress reductk)n. Nadia Lawrerx;e

PhD 310-393-1951.

will help you cram for math(algebra-calcu-

lus) and science(bio.,physics,chem). Also

Med. school admissions and M-CAT.

(310)669-2473 Iv/message

MATH/PHYSICS/STATISTICS/English/He-

brew. Computerized statistical analysis avail-

able.Tutoring service Free consultation.

Reasonable rates, call anytime. Ilan (800)90-

TUTOR. www my-tutorcom

THE WRITING COACH
EXPERIENCED TEACHER. PhD offers tu-

toring, term paper assistance, English, So-

cial Science, History. Foreign Students Wel-

come. Call: 310-452-2865.

UCLA ENGLISH ALUMNI, pro-Writer, young,

superb papers guaranteed. High school and

below welcome. Jeff 213-653-2240.

WRITING TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford University

graduate. Help with English—for students of

all ages/levels. 310-472-8240 or 310-440-

0285.

7100
Moling Wantod

SAT-TUTOR, English instructor needed for

private school. ASAP,
Kim0818-725-9797.

contact Doctor

SAT TUTORS
WANTED

Need energetic people with

high SAT scores to tutor,

especially in W.L.A., San

Fernando Valley, Pasadena,

Palos Verdes.

$l5-$20/hr. Flexible hours.

Car needed. Call Joe

(310) 448^1744
www.tutorjobs.com

7200
lyping

FAST AND ACCURATE- Term papers,

resumes, etc. Low rates include typing and

proofing. Brentwood location. Call Brian 310-

888-5743.

ONE DAY WORD PROCESSING and/or

editing. Professional technical writer pro-

vides word processing, editing, and writing

assistance. International students welcome

310-829-1472.

IMMIGRATION
Green Cards * ( 'iti/eiMhip • Teniponir> Work Prrmit.^ • lnvr<»tor \'vms it

Rea«inuhlr mirv litr mM.ii vou ticcd including: Alionx % Kcprcacnlation > Paralrca' ''

Al icohMBrttmiO^^"*^.NOEL V»SA CENTER /o^'

lininigritnl ot Non immiKr«ni Visa ,Scr\'ufs • Citizenship

3 HM7H-2Jt99 pliowf C »ll for Fwr CowaMJUHton .^l<M77.«t33 fax

Dispi.i
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7200
lypfeig

WORD PRCX^ESSING All types: research

papers, theses, resumes, fliers. Ecfiting.

proofing, Atranscription available. Emergen-

cies OK. Call 818-598-1489 or email

anrT>iwomnOpacbell.net.

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-

es, dissertations, transcription, resumes, fli-

ers, brochures, mailing lists, reports. Santa

Monica, 310-828-6939. Hollywood, 213-466

2888.

WORD PROCESSING. Typing, proofing,

editir)g, rewriting, research, resumes, tutor-

ing, etc. Fax, email, bring work to me. Rush-

es. Student discount. 818-830-1546.

7400
Business OpportunHlM

$20-$40/HOUR IN SPARE TIME! Easiest $

7700
GhlM Care Wanted

BABYSITTER-10-y/o in SM. M-F 3pm-7pm
Early childhood education background pre-

ferred. Car w/insurance Light housekeep-

ing References required Rate negotiable

Stan 1/4/99. Day;818-954-3276. Even-

ings: 3 10-828-6206

CHILDCARE FOR 10yr/8yr boys about 3

days/week. Approx. 2:30-7pm, Need own
transportation; light cookir>g $8/hr Stan 01-

11-99.310-273-5015.

CHILDCARE/DRIVER. 10 and 12years. Af-

ter school pickup. 3-6pm Pacific Pal-

Isades/Brentwood Drive to lessons, home-

work assitance. Good driving record. Debora

310-472-6836.

CREATIVE, SMART,
ATHLETIC NANNY

Care for bright 7-y/o girl 2-7pm. M-F
$225/week. Some flexibility w/hours okay,

light housekeeping&cooking a plus. Must

have car&driver's license. Fax, w/referenc-

es: 310-452-7838/or leave message: 310-

452-7307. Stans 1/11/99.

MOTHERS HELPER References&exp

w/newborns req'd. 2-mo old child. $7/hr, 10-

15hrs/week. Flexible. Natalie 310-477-0181

PfT CHILDCARE
MONDAY-FRIDAY from 3pm-7pm, Drive,

help with homework, etc. Call between 9am-

4pm . 310-454-5608

PART TIME AFTER-SCHOOL CHILDCARE
needed Mon-Fri 3-6pm. some flexibility

possible. Must have own car. Call Nancy at

310-315-4797 ^^
PT CHILDCARE

FOR VERY SPECIAL 10-MO OLD GIRL. In-

7800
Help Wanted

7800
Help Wanted

A Los Angeles based telecommunications
company is seeking to hire two candidates
witn solid data base management skills.

Fax resume ffe (3

1

0) 258-1298

$100 bonus! 800-600-0343 x1927.

$500/DAY. Nude nKKJeling women 18+ all

types.' No experience necessary. Safe, pro

fessional environment. Refer a friend and

earn $50! 310-358-3865

EARN $1000-$3000
Per week from home. Not MLM! No experi-

ence necessary. Travel industry. 800-345-

9688 X0296

MAKE $ SELLING our UCLA Logo products

at www ballmart<s com

7900
lUMer Opportaiillae

ASST EDITOR. Newswire servkie seeks

ass't editor to edit/process press releases.

Indiv. should have BA in Journalism, PR. or

related fields: Must type 60wpm and be cus-

tomer service oriented; no writing. Salary in

mid $20k's, excellent beriefits. Please fax

cover letter&resume to editorial supervisor

213-362-7705

IF YOU'RE SMART ENOUGH to answer to-

day's "Read Between the Lines' question,

then we have a job for you! UCLA has lost

only two bowl games sirx:e 1980. Can you
r>ame the two teams that beat UCLA in that

time? (Hint: they are both Big Ten tean^)

Stop by the DB Classifieds at 118 Kerckhoff

or online at www.dailybruin ucla.edu to play

and winl

COLLEGE GRADS
Entry Level Mgt./

Sales positions
in Southern California

tornain.itial i.i i b l l i i iy i Mi iMi-Ku i iwrnl Bar, rel-

ACCOUNTING ASSISTANT 3-days Encino

CPA Firm. Fax resume 818-990-3609

ACTUARY/PENSION ASST P/l or F/T

Starts $10/hr Fax resume: 818-508-2001 or

mail: 12711 Ventura Blvd.Suite 470. Studio

City. CA 91604.

ANNOUNCERS, no experience necessary

Host music/talk-shows for our radio stations

P/T. $10-1 5/hr, $200+per/show, plus fantas-

tic benefits. 213-468-0080 24-hours

ASSISTANT for business office. For more

details please call 310-278-2750 for consid-

eration, please fax resume 310-278-0038

ASST SALES MANAGER. Sales/clerical.

P/T or F/T. Immediate opening. Excellent op-

portunity. Love of jewelry Call btwn 12-6pm.

Shanes Jewelry. 310-208-7281.

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED Earn

$150-$250/night Work P/T while going to

school. Day/eve classes, 1-2week classes.

800-974-7974. International Bartender's

school. HUNDREDS OF JOBS!

BEST JOB IN TOWN PLUSH UCLAW OF-

FICE (MID-WILSHIRE) SEEKS SPANISH-
SPEAKING CLERK w/car. $7-$20/hr. Call

George 213-487-7200 and fax resume 213-

383-2884

BUSY SANTA MONICA OFFICE person

needed for sales position Start at $9/hr. 310-

3QSTl?fl4

DOCUMENT RETRIEVAL COMPANY in

Westwood has immediate opening for ener-

getic, dependable, and reliable individual to

assist with sorting, matching, and shipping of

documents. General office skills required. M-

F 9-6pm. $8/hr. Fax resume/application to:

Luis 310-208-5971.

EDITOR FOR FLEDGLING Santa Monica

Publisher Required: production duties, wnt-

ing/editing skills, car $8/hr. Hours flexible.

(310)450-6850.

FAMILY PRACTICE DOCTORS OFFICE
Front or back office. Experience desirable

but not necessary Full or part time. Contact

Marilyn 310-826-6666.

FILE CLERK. Law or CPA office experience

preferred. Good English skills required. Well

organized and detailed. Computer skills re-

quired. Good Salary. Fax resume. 310-441-

4919.

FRONT OFFICE COORDINATOR: cc staff-

ing firm wants talented energetic, individuals

to manage front office. 1-year reception ex-

perience required. Salary up to $30K.

Phone:310-201-0062. Fax:310-201-9862.

FRONT OFFICE POSITION IN BUSY Bever-

ly Hills Dermatology office. Variety of duties.

Part-time. References required. Call Diane.

310-273-0467

FUN P/T JOB. Answer phones for comedy
twHiB Behoo l C looo to UCLA , $7/hr , 3 1 0-

7800
Help Wanted

LOAN OFFICER/AGENT
F/T. Experience preferred, not necessary

Good orgar>i2ational skills, detail-onented.

knowledge of Excel, ,60+wpm. Spanish-

speaking a plus. Michael 310-914-9700

LOTUS EXPERT with professipnal de-

meanor and good communication! skills in

Century City area. $20-X/hr. Fax resumes
310-229-5983 or e-mail to RicardosOhcl-

jmi.com

MALE MODELS
Printwork UB under 25. Lean, any race,

leave name, number&physical stats. Free

interview. Beginners welcome. 213-960-

1066. 24hrs.

Male Models Top $$$
$300-$700 per assignment, immediate pay'

Paid screen test! Young looking, boyish/ath-

letic, 18-24, cleanshaven face, little/no chest

hair. Nude modeling for American & Euro-

pean magazines and videos. Beginners wel-

come. Open every day. Brad 310-397-2408

MEDICAL RESEARCH
FT and PT research ass't needed for clinical

trials sponsored by nriajor pharmaceutical

companies. Great opportunity for pre-med

students or others interested in medical

research. Duties include subject recruitment,

study forms completion, and data entry.

Good phone voice and computer skills desir-

able. Earn $10/hr or more. Must have flexible

schedule. Please fax resume to 310-443-

5298. We're located just off campus in

Westwood.

A PERFECT STUDENT JOB

Daily Bruin Gassifi«d Monday, D«cefnbfr 14, 1998 31

7800
Help Wanted

"nUclA Annual FuncP*
$8. 18/HR. PLUS BONUS

PAID TRAINING • CONVENIENT SCHEDULING
(Mon Thurs evenings iwteund shitnivaillblei

Contact LetU

310-794-0277
1083 Gayley Avenue 4tfi floor. Westwood

W0 are abl« to otter worV study

erences required. Grand Piano. Beverly-

wood adjacent. Laird-310-287-1677.

RESPONSIBLE STUDENT WANTED. P/T-

FfT. Live-in/live-out w/pool. 4-children. Most-

ly weekerxls. Drivers license. 3-miles south

of campus. 213-342-5973.

SEEKING PfT MANDARIN SPEAKING ba-

bysitter for 2 yr. old girl. Flexible hours. San-

ta Monica area. Call for interview: 310-450-

5205.

914-3353.

7800
IMP nwiiMi

ADMINISTRATOR/PROJECT ASSISTANT
(internship possibility) Computer literate,

IBM-Windows/Internet plus. Senior/graduate

w/strong writing/oral communication. No

dress code/reception duties. $7-$9.

17hrs/wk. Serious inquiries:Fax:310-395-

0509.

$10-$20/HR. Artist seeks totally clean-sha-

ven male, bi or gay preferred, under 21 for

figure modeling, etc. Inexperienced ok. Dan-

ny 8 18-980^1666^

$15/HR BRIGHT,
ENTHUSIASTIC

CONSUMER RESEARCH
MANAGER

Wl.Sr l,A finn seeks a con.sunier research

iii^in^iger lo strcamlirw the prtxxssiiig of surveys

and rtport.s-^supervise our staflf of phorte & data

entry peopk. This position serves as the

pnniary contact to our clients, responsible for

dou aiulysis. repun crcaoua ai> well as fumial

prescniaoons. Preferred research backgrixind.

as well as an urukritanding of the real estate

industry. Must be proficient in MS Word,

Excel, and preferred SPSS or Access

(Xjlslonding growth potential for an organized,

modvaied professional.

F-ax resume+cover to 3I0-9I4-I8I0

great future potential!

Gigatech Employment -

Please fax resume to

(310) 207-0060
or call

(310) 826-8324

Hiring Today!

BARTENDER TRAINEES
EARN $100 $200 DAILY

2 week class
Job Placement Service

800/952-2S53
PROFESSIONAL

BARTENDERS SCHOOL
Dfcoont with Student ID

7700
CtM Caro Wantad

BABYSiTTEF} for 7 yearotd: lO-IShrs/week

Salary depends on quatMcationt. Start

ASAP. Beverty Qten r>ear MulhoMand. 310-

475-1075- call ever>ir>g8 only.

BABYSITTER w/owri car to p«k up children

from school, help w/homework. Iighl fHxise

keapinQ. Santa Montoa. Non-amoltef Safe

drtwar 2:30pm-6pm i-4aftna^vk Call after

7pm only 31(MaO-6206

Ulassifieds

825-2221

People to teach SAT Prep. High test scores

required. Transportation required. We will

train. Flexible Hours. Send Cover letter/re-

sume, including your scores by 12/10/98 to:

A Competitive Edge. Attn: Barry. 9911 West

Pico Blvd. Suite 1025. L.A. 90035. No phone

calls please.

$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL mailing or cir-

culars. No experience req. Free information

packet. Call 202-466-1639.

$18-$22/HR. AVERAGE
APPLICATION DELIVERY job. 1-888-909-

3888 ext.4577.

$20 PER HOUR
NO SALES, no MLM. Sun/eys only. Mostly

P/T & work from home. Call 310-209-4982.

between 10:30-3pm.

$20/HR PT/FT
PROCESSING MAIL! Free supplies.

postagel Bonuses! Rush SASE to

CMAAJCLA Po Box 567443. Atlanta GA.

31156
signupO info .intomachine .com

$7.25/hr and up!
DO YOU have initiative? Become a UCLA
Community Service Officer and explore law

and public relations Great Pay. Flexible

hours. Student-oriented. _ Web:

wwwucpducla.edu/ucpd/cso. Email:

csoOucpd.ucla.edu. Phone: 310-825-2148.

$WANT 2B A MODEL?$
http://membersaol.com/

model 1 1 0/model html

ACCOUNTANT/BOOKKEEPER Century

City At least one year CPA offtce exp re-

quired Data entry, bank reconciliatk>n, finan

dal statemanu. Sales tax. payroll tax and

moomataxratumtpfaparations PT/FT 310

203-8665
^__

ACCOUNTANT/BOOKKEEPER Westwoo<

Minimum 2-years accounting expehence re

quired Data entry, bank recorxrNiation. finan-

cial summants, payroll tax Some income

tax aKpartanoe raqmrad Good salary Fax

resume 310-441-4919

CASHIERS AND COUNTER SERVERS for

fast food restaurant in WLA, +drivers for de-

livery. F/T. PfT. Prior experier)ce preferred.

Call 310-788-0111. ask for Eli or Reuven.

CASTING
EXTRAS needed for feature films, commer-

cials, and music videos. Eam up to $240 per

day! No experience needed. Work guar-

anteed! Call today 213-851-6103.

CUSTOMER SERVICE RETAIL. 15-

25hra/week. Will train. $7/hr 310-559-4889

CUSTOMER SERVICE
The J. Paul Getty Museum is looking for both

PfT+FfT Visitor Services Assistants to work

at the Getty Center. The Visitor Services As-

sistants take parking reservations, field in-

coming calls, and schedule groups over the

phone. They interact face-to-face w/visitors

in various areas around the Getty site arnj

assist with tram loading/unloadir)g. Involves

working w/scheduling software, welcoming

visitors and working w/other Getty staff and
volunteers. You will interact

w/individuals/groups from diverse back-

grourxls. Ideal candidates will have custom-

er sen/ice expenence and superior public re-

lations skills. Including problem solving abili-

ty, tact, and diplomacy. PC literacy is a must.

Proficiency in a foreign language preferred.

Ability to work evenings and weekends re-

quired. Starting wage is $10 68/hr. Send re-

sume and cover letter to:Director of Person-

nel. The J Paul Getty Museum, 1200 Getty

Center Dr. Suite 1000. LA. CA 90049-1687.

You must indk:ate wtietf)er you are interest-

ed in FfT or P/T- resumes that do not indicate

this info, will not be considered FaxSIO-
440-7751.

CUSTOMER SERVICE-P/T $7.25+bonus
Insurance office, flexible hours. Phones, fil-

ing, computer work. Bilingual a plus. Next to

UCLA. Patrtek: 310-476-7267.

DATA ENTRY-ORDER DEPT-Well known
document delivery company in Westwood.
F/T. Familiarity w/bibltographic citations impt

Type-45wpm. Library iMckground and ex-

perience w/Windows a plus. 40hrs/wk F/T.

$25.000+DOE Fax resume 310-208-5971

Atten: order dept.

DELIVERY DRIVERS/TOGO PACKERS
Wanted Well-established Szechwan restau-

rant k)cated in WLA seekir>g to fin following

F/T and P/T positions delivery driversAo-go

packers. FuN-time/parl-time for lurK:h ar)d

dinner sNfts Exp preferred 310-266-1183

FUNNY, GROUNDBREAKING SCRIPT-

WRITERS Hip established production com
pany who produces for HBO. VH1, BRAVO
seeking young smart screenwriters ready to

make their big break. Need to be pop culture

and music fanatic. Camp tendencies a plus!

Good pay. Real opportunity. Send writing

samples that demonstrate why there's no

one else out there like you. Fax submissions

to: 323-463-71 34 or call TiHany Flynn©323-

463-7133 lor more information.

GENERAL OFFICE CLERK- Immediate

opening. P/T. data entry. Microsoft Office.

Small architechtural firm. Must be fluent in

English. Santa Monica. 310-453-3335.

GENERAL OFFICE CLERK. Looking for

individual w/strong general office skills.

Responsibilities include filing, mail/sorting,

photocopying, and verifying information.

$7/hr. Must be available 6:30am-3:30pm M-

F. Phone:310-201-0062, Fax:310-201-0062.

GIRLS wanted at exclusive social club in

WLA. Conversation only. No alcohol Flexi-

ble hours. Eam top $$$. 310-477-9871.

GRAPHIC ARTIST needed for newsletter

publisher. Must know Pagemaker. Flexible

hours. Good pay. 310-820-3378.

GREAT OPPORTUNITY!
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT- p/t in Real

Estate Development office in Brentwood.

Must be computer literate. 12/hr. Fax resume

310-476-7284.

Do you need a job m the
afternoons during school (M-F)?
All day Saturday, too! Full time
during Quarter Breaks and
Summer Vacations! Work

experience not necessary. Apply
today at

Westwood Sporting Goods.
1066 Gayley Ave,——

-

Westwood Village.

PT HELP- AM 20HRS/WK. 8:30-12:30 Tel-

ephones, light clencal. Across from campus,
great company Contact Kerry at 310-794-

8484. #233 at OnlineLearning.net

RESTAURANT
Needs counter help + sandwich maker
11am-3pm Mon-Fri Experience preferred.

Call 310-558-3287 before 12/after 2pm

SALES- Highly motivated sales person want-

ed to market in downtown LA. Houriy+com-

mission. Call for more info: 213-482-8900.

SECRETARY- P/T. flexible hours. Home of-

fice in Westwood Word Processing, tele-

phone, some filing 310-286-7457

SINGERS
FEMALE 18 to 21 -join vocal recording

group-send demo tape-full length photo-re-

sume to Jim Reid N.E.M. 8530 Wilshire #404

Beveriy Hills. CA 90211

SPANISH/ENGLISH LITERATE Assistant

needed to wnte TV proposals, newspaper re-

search for Puerlorrican television personali-

ty. Pay/hours negotiable. Call Lillian 213-

931-9015.

STARGATE/WATKINS
ENTERTAINMENT Actors Wanted! No ex-

perience required. Movies. TV. commercials.

Guarantee inten/iews with top SAG agents.

CALL NOW !!!! 310 677 0711

SEMESTER BREAK
$12.25 to Start

• Flexible Schedule
• P/T - Time off for Finals
• Interview Now - Siart After Finals

(310)826-7715

[?®8(S®

HELP POSTER AND HAND OUT FLYERS
PT 3-week position. $7/hr or $9/hr book

credit. 310-493-6565

HOME TYPISTS NEED-
ED

PC users needed. $45,000 income potential.

Call 1-800-513-4343 Ext B- 10105.

HOMEWORK HELPER NEEDED for 8th

grader. Supervise homework completior^/ac-

curacy. 3days/week (Tues., Wed., Thurs.)

3:30-5:30. Santa Monica location. Day: 626-

537-3262 or eve: 310-449-0112.

HOUSEMOTHER for tovely senior Retire-

ment Resident in Westwood. F/T; live-in

room and board +salary. Call 310-207-5818

INTERNET ACTRESSES
WANTED! Work at home Make your own

hours. WEBCAM Business needs flirtatious

women 310 798-0592ext 66 Visit

http://GuestRoomCam com/moreinfo htm

INTERNS Hip Hollywood Co. seeks creative

PAID interrXs) Film. Video. Graphics. Inter

net savvy a plus Fax: 323-650-0211

LAW STUDENT WANT-
ED

Legal research $20/hr Fax resume 310

476-7284 ^^^
LEGMM. ASSISTANT WANTED lor law firm 3

diya/^wMk, alUmoons |7/hr Fax resume

310-7W-2W3

MODELS WANTED by professional photo-

studio for upcoming assignment Male/Fe-

male Pro/Non-Pro. Fashion/Commer-
cial/Theatrical. Call for appointment 818-

986-7933.

MOVIE EXTRA WORK
* Revolutionary new program* Start immedi-

ately* All types-18+!* Fun/Easy* No crazy

fees* Program for free medical* Call-24/hrs

213-850-4417.

OFFICE ADMINISTRATOR/MANAGER for

day-trading firm. 6am- 1:30pm Santa Moni-

ca. Salary negotiable. Fax resume 310-319-

0092.

OFFICE ASSISTANT. Entertainment compa-

ny hiring student for P/T office assistance

Brentwood. Please call Kay©310-207-2233

OFFICE SALES ASSISTANT WLA Printing

Co. P/T or F/T. Quickbooks. detail-oriented,

self-motivated. Fax resume 310-657-0077.

ORGANIZER
INTERESTED IN WORKING FOR SOCIAL
change? The UFW (founded by Cesar Cha-

vez) is looking for action minded individuals

to join their LA community organizing staff

Fax resume: 213-383-0772.

P/T ASSISTANT West LA Broker Duties in-

clude filing and data entry. 4/hrs-day.

$8.50/hr Call Kim. 310-207-3000.

PfT HOSTESS WANTED Posto Restaurant

in Sherman Oaks. Wed/Thurs/Sat. a must.

3:30-9:30pm. 818-784-4400 between 2-

3:30pm.

PAID INTERNSHIP
PfT BRANCH MANAGER. Seeking branch

managers for rapidly expanding advertising

company. Make residual income, not multi-

level mar1<eting. 888-412-0176.

PAID INTERNSHIP Amerrcan Express Pub-

lishing seeks energetic intern to assist mag-

azine ad sales staff. Excellent communica-

tion and computer skills required. Interest in

sales or n^arketing preferred Fax resume to

Becky 310-268-7604

Product placement company needs
intemCs) to read and breakdown scripts,

view movies, visit sets, research and
general ofke Excellent writing and MS
WordskNs. Coiege credit &le)dble

hours/year round.

Plea&e tarn resume to Corn M.^ll.ird ot

(310) 640 2112

POSTAL JOBS
TO$18.35/HR

INC BENEFITS NO EXPERIENCE FOR
APP AND EXAM INFO. CALL 1-«00-ei3

3585. e«l 0712. aam-7-pm. 7day8 Ids. mc

HELP WANTED! *

Part time and temporary employees
for a rent-a-car company available for

days, afternoons, and weekends.
CALL NOW!

(323) 650-2631

TEACHER'S ASSISTANT Supervise&inter-

act w/children in a developmental, early

childhood program. Learn positive communi-
cation skills, age-appropnate expectations,

problem-solving, how to present activities

ECE units preferred Part-time Flexible

schedule. Must be able to work weekends
Will tram. Deana Rossi 310-473-1447. X220.

,
I. .• : ^

TELMKTG:INBOUND800
NO COLD CALLS. Info, listing co. seeks mo-
tiv./aggress indiv. Hrly/comm/bonus. PT/FT.

7days. High income potential. 310-996-

6701x301. Near UCLA

TUTORS WANTED
French tutor and female Spanish tutor.

$20/hr. Car required. Fax resume to:310-

477-2409.

TYPIST needed P/T in WLA law firm.

60+wpm and know Word Perfect Flexible

hours $9-$ 12/hr Please fax resume attn:

Bonnie to 310-838-7700

WEB DESIGNER. MIDI-PROGRAMMER.
ARTIST for entertainment company. Excel-

lent opportunity. Equal opportunity employer.

Ask for Jeff. 310-798-0449.

WE'RE SEEKING INDIVIDUALS to provide

support to the developmentally disabled. Call

Dwight Istdnbulian at 818-361-6400 ext 129.

m%mJOBS

Displa'

206-

TO
INC.- BENEFITS GAME WARDENS. SE-

CURITY. MAINTENANCE, PARK RANG-
ERS NO EXP NEEDED FOR APP AND
EXAM INFO CALL 1-800-813-3585. EXT
0713. 8AM-7PM. 7 DAYS fds. inc

WORK STUDY students needed for Mail&

Document Services. 2-clerical positions 8-12

or 9-1 M-F. 1 -messenger position 1-5 M-F.

Inten/iewing nowl 310-825-5780.

XMAS HELP
P/T and FfT. Valet/Doorman. Must have

CDL. Can lead to permanent position. Call

Jane 310-475-0745.

PROMOTION
Promotion team, flexible hours on campus

We are lookirvg for people with interest in ur-

ban arxJ electronic music. Must have PC.

Base salary.per r»our. and commission Ask

for Martina or Wendy (310)656-0644.

SEEKING DRIVER/TUTOR Mon-Fri 3-

7pm. Must have own car/insurance

References required Please call 310-459-

4349

MALLIES MOUSESITTING 310-313-9998

7 years expenerxre Helfnoee available

Long or Shortierm CONFIDENTIALITY
GUARANTEED

^SlflPClL

. 22?1 ^^

;m I I

lnt0nitlil|is

BUSINESS
ENGINEERING

PAID INTERNSHIP 16-30/hrs week Hands-

on opportunity supporting Business
Engineering project at Jackson National.

Wnting, communication, PC skills required,

ability to learn quickly, understanding of

Business Engineering desired Resume in

MS word to craigus.)Ohnson@jnli com

FILM INTERN WANTED
In-office assistant to producer/director and

scnpt reading internships available for estab-

lished film production company. School cred-

it. Invaluable opportunity. 323-954-8200.

INTERNS NEEDED for Talent nrwinagement

CO (BH). Great opportunity to earn college

credit while learning atx>ut music and enter-

tainment industry Please call 310-657-0177

for an inten/iew.

MP3 Reed Company seeking webmaster for

new artist, expense acc't included. Opp'ty for

paid position. Call Jeff at Opal Harvest

Productions 310-472-9537

PAID INTERNSHIP
WESTWOOD LAW FIRM- Flexible hours

Learn a lot. $7.50+. Good typing skills, com-

puter literate, excel experience preferred.

Call 310-475-0481. Resumes preferred:

310-446-9962.

PUBLISHING COMPANY: Intems wanted lor

winter quarter- Public Relations. Marketing.

Editorial departments. Jr/Sr eligibility; call

323-939-1840 ext-31 or fax 323-939-1855

TBmporary Employiiioiil

=NEED CHRfSTHi
MONEY?

ASIAN GIRLS NEEDED Fun. good phone

manners, attractive, for adult entertainment.

Call Nicole: 818-348-3397.

Volunteer

MARINE LIFE:

SH XRKS, FISH &
MORE!

UCLA Ocean Discovery Center, at the Santa

Monica Pier, is looking for volunteers to help

with educational and public programs Join

the 150 active volunteers who are helping to

teach visitors about the Santa Monica Bay

and how to protect it Lots of opportunities

and fun! For more info call the Volunteer Of-

fice: 310-393-6149

AiMHiiMnts tor Rent

1 -BLOCK TO CAMPUS AND VILLAGE Ex-

tra-large single. Pool/parking available

$650/mo. 10966 Roebling 310-824-2595.

310-208-4253.

1-MINUTETOUCLA
1 bdrm. furnished, bright, clean, quiet, secur-

ity entrance, large closets, carpet, pool, lyr

lease. $850/mo. 310-824-1830.

1380 VETERAN- 2bdrm/2bath. $1495. Park

view, pool/jacuzzi. intercom entry, gated

parking, laundry, all appliances. Move-In

ASAP Cats considered. 310-477-5108.

.^ -.—^, M il J m un i

8400

555 KELTON AVE. WESTWOOD. Looking
for one/two roommates IbdmVlba. Fully-

furnished. Contact Alexis Norman/Venus
James: 310-209-2729/310-585-3691

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ 2-BEDROOM $950-

$1195 LARGE UPPER/LOWER UNU-
SUAL CHARM SOME W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS
310-839-6294

Casablanca West
Large Furnished
& Unfurnished

Bachelors $675
Singles $775
1 Bedrms $995

available Jan 1st

CaMo f60dy» poolt ioinkv, tundtck,

super doiets. Low Secuntjf Deposit

530 Veteran
208-4394

BRENTWOOD $1.495/mo. 2bd/2ba, front,

balcony, stove/refrigerator, dishwasher, car-

pet/drapes, laundry, parking, near UCLA,
shown by appt. 11728 Mayfield #1 310-271-

6811.

dio apt. Balcony, fireplace, A/C. Newer build-

ing. Great location Convenient shopping. No
pets. 310-836-6007. Available January 1st.

$645/mo.

LANDFAIR, very close to campus 1-bd,

avail Jan flth. for rest of school year. 2 park-

ing spaces, $975/mo. Call 310-208-5207

MARINA PENINSULA Cute beach studio

apartment. Unfurnished. New bath and kitch-

en. Garden patio with water view. Utilities

and new fridge included. Quiet, no smoking,

no pets Ideal for grad student or profession-

al. $650/mo Call 310-822-4966 (leave mes-

sage)

PACIFIC PALISADES- lbdrm/1 bath Sunny,

large, hardwood floors. Appliances. $1095.

No lease 16174 #b Sunset Blvd. 16178 #b

Sunset Blvd. 310-899-4414.

PALMS 3717 CARDIFF
2+2 LARGE UPPER $920 BALCONY,
FIREPLACE, ALL APPLIANCES, GATED
PARKING. LOCKED ENTRY QUIET NEW-
ER BUILDING. 13-MIN TO UCLA NEAR
10/405 FRWYS AVAILABLE JAN. 3. 213-

650-4404 310-838-1748

SANTA MONICA 2bdrm apartment. Hard-

wood floors $1235. 310-395-1284.

wwwwestsiderentals.com.

SANTA MONICA
PRIME LOCATION
NORTH OF WILSHIRE

NEAR BEACH
Ibdrm $995. 2bdrm/1 5bath $1295 Covered

parking 943 7th St. CATS OK 818-980-

9903

SANTA MONICA single. Will consider pet.

$480 310-395-1284. www.westsideren-

tals.com.

VENICE- 2blocks to t>each. Attractive upper

1 + 1. Includes laundry, fridge, stove

$695/mo. 49 1/2 Wavecrest Ave. #6. Call Liz

Major: 310-379-0455 or Jeff Overton: 310-

859-6918.

W. HOLLYWOOD. Sublet available Jan.1-

Mar. 1 5. 1 998. Room in 2-bdrm apt $350/mo.

Must be clean, non-smoker. Female pre-

ferred. Call Su 323-512-4728.

WESTWOOD. 1050. 2bd+2bath. close to

UCLA. Call 562-438-9635 or 562-433-9805

Bituatlons
tha

Great living

you think...

Spaces available for Winter and Spring

Quarter in the Universfty Apartments

Roommates Provided^

Fumished

oaii ass

Walk to Campus
Utiiltjes Paid

1 for clotalli

,> l>JK'.;j:«*tt>«ell#t>

Apaitmonts fof R6iit

GENUINE UCLA
SPECIALS

Bachelors from S495-650
Now Available

UTILITIES INCLUDED

UNDER NEiV MANAGEMENT
WESTWOOD PIA2A

APAHTMtNTS
501 505 GAVLEV AVE

(310) 20H H505

WESTWOOD- Large single, gated/covered

parking. Ten minute walk to UCLA Available

at once Lease expires 10/31/99. $860/mo.

909-861-7345.

WESTWOOD Large 1-bdrm $995 Malcolm

Ave. near Westwood&SM Blvd. 14unit build-

ing w/pool. parking, laundry, hardwood
floors, stove. 818-995-8866 ext.312. Monica.

WLA- 2bdrnV1.5ba. $1195. Prime location,

spacious and bright Low X-mas move-in

special, patio, shopping, transportation

1242 S. Wellesley. Won't last. 310-207-7209

WLA- Single. Pool, gated, parking. Light

bright, sunny, quiet. Easy to bus line. 1560

Saltair Ave. #202. $649/mo. 310-899-4414

WLA. Bungalows-style cottage. 1l>dmfV1ba

$650. Hardwood floors. Will consider pet

310-395-1284. www.westsiderentals.com

WLA. Large single. 1927 Spanish mission

building. High ceilings, hardwood floors, sep-

arate kitchen&dining room. 1-yr lease. $750.

Betty: 310-479-8646

Room for Rant
s.VJT^TV •• i^»~

BEAUTIFUL, SUNNY
room in Spanish-style Westwood home, pri-

vate bathroom, hardwood floors, laundry,

parking, cable&water included Seeking pro-

fessional, $625/mo. 310-441-9972.

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT Own sunny
bdrm/bath. N/S. professional female to share
apartment w/2 females. $450/mo. Avail

01/01/99.310-473-9420/310-712-2623.

KOOM FOR RENT
1 ruum 111 Townhouse east of La Cienega

w/ separate entrance & covered garage for

rent Optional exchange w/ babysitting

Reference needed Available Jan 1

$425/mo. call Ziva C^ (323) 852- 1498

BRENTWOOD. Beautiful house, hardwood
floors, great location. $600/mo. Phvate
room. 310-826-8813.

CULVER CITY Female roommate. Private

room/share t>ath. Nonsmoker. no pets. Grad
student preferred $500 (includes utilities).

Day:818-503-1424. Eve 3 10-837-9943. San-

dy

ENCINO HILLS-Room in pnvate home.
Panoramic view. 24-hour neighbomood pa-

trol. 1 5-minutes to campus. $400. Please call

818-905-0508.

WLA XLNT Location. Serious, mature stud-

ent. Private room. $300/mo. Call Anita 310-
479-4434. eve's.

N CULVER CITY Off 10 fwy. Huge 2-

bdmn/1-bath. Master txlrm for $400/mo. Stan

Jan '99 Special Circumstances. Call 310-

204-1610.

PACIFIC PALISADES- Room and private

Daiti, OvQnoolcs garaerr. K itchen and taunz

fkMMio/nMMllNNISO iOf ROIlt

MAR VISTA 2bdrm/1.5ba Stove/refrig
,

washer/dryer, patio, parking space, pool,

spa, new paint, newer carpet, quiet Close to

UCLA $975/mo. 310-390-1105.

PACIFIC PALISADES Townhouse 2bdrm/1 5

ba. hardwood floors, appliances, 16162b
$1795/mo. 310-899-4414.

WLA $1500 beautiful townhouse. 2br. den.

2.5ba. fireplace, new berber/tile/wood/paint

lyr. lease. 310-918-7258.

8700
Condo/TDimilioiiM for Sale

BEAUTIFUL STUDIO
Near Westwood Village. Full amenity build-

ing Balcony, pool, gym, parking. Top condi-

tion. 24hr security. $99,000. 310-447-8500

ext-351.

WESTWOOD. 2+1 75. $174,900. New car-

pet, paint, levolors, move-in condition. 2-car

parking. Stove/frig included, fireplace, quiet

courtyard building. Call agent 310-827-1013.

GnosttioiMMi for Root

ENCINO GUESTHOUSE in large quiet yard

with pool. Living room. bdrm. bathroom,

kitchen. Cathedral ceilings, skylights, pet ne-

gotiable. $775+utilities. 818-343-6547.

WESTWOOD. Ibdnn separate unfumished

guesthouse Kitchen&den. spacious yard.

Near Beverly Glen. NO PETS Male pre-

ferred. Available immediately. $800 310-

473-5769.

Houio f^ Ront

BRENTWOOD. 3bdrm/1bth. Available now-

April 1999. Great place. Parking. Cable, nice

yard. Pets ok $2400/mo 310-391-1942.

Hontof^Salo

TRADITIONAL BEAUTY
EASY COMMUTE to campus. 2-

bdrm+den+pool. $369,000. Agt. Lois 310-

395-7090 ext375.

9300
Room for H3|p

LIVE IN BABYSITTER in exchange for

room&board in Tarzana Childcaro for 11-yr

old girl w/special needs. Eve 6:30-8:30 M-

Th. Sat 5 30-8 30. Sun 3:30-830. t6hrs to-

tal, stipend avail. Must have car. Call 818-

343-4150. ^^^^
MOTHERS HELPER

FOR WESTSIDE FAMILY- Babysitting expe

hence prefened M-F 3:30-8:30 -fMfeekends.

in exchange for Room, t)oard4 $200/week

310-446-9687. leave mess«ge.

dry. $450/mo Includes utilities and cleaning

sen/ices. Avail 12-15-98. 310-459-3609.

PALMS: Own room, own bath, washer/dryer.

A/C. in a spacious two story townhouse.

Available January Isl. 1999. $420/mo. Call:

310-842-9470

RANCHO PARK 10-MINUTES TO UCLA
$275 and up Utilities included. Private en-

trance No smoking/drinking, drugs Honest_

people, Male preferred 310-838-6547

RANCHO PARK Private bdrm in quiet

home Kitchen pnvileges Laundry Serious

student only $400/mo. 310-202-8521

WESTWOOD $475
WALK TO UCLA. Beautifully lurnished huge

private bedroom Kitchen, laundry. Parking.

MALE student preferred. Available now. 310-

473-5769

WESTWOOD Quiet lovely home on Bentley.

Walk to campus. Private entrance, patio,

bath, parking. Available 12/30 $700. 310-

476-8758

WESTWOOD- Room in nice newer house.

Patio, marble bathroom Month-to-month

$695/mo including utilities. Share kitchen

facilities Parking. Central A/C. 310-474-

2642.

WESTWOOD Furnished guest bed/bath

Private entrance & pari<ing. $475/month

w/laundry, utilities, cableTV. microwave re-

frigerator, yard. 310-277-0507. Steve or Mar-

ie.

WESTWOOD. Spacious single & loft avail-

able immediately. Walking distance to UCLA.

Gated parking&laundry ava. Call 310-824-

0836.

WLA Living room to rent $375/mo. Close lo

UCLA. 2nd floor, pool. gym. tennis, utilities

included. Female preferred. 310-445-9412.

WLA Rent own room in large, sunny 3 bed

apartment. Secure parking neart>us. N/S fe-

male prefened. $485/nfK). Ashlee 310-473-

8920

WLA. $610/mo. (all utilities except phone).

Private room w/bath. Nonsmoker. No pets.

Available 1/1/99. Total security. Near UCLA.

31 0-446-1545.

WLA. Responsible female to rent private

room in large 3-bdrm fiouse near campus.

Parking+washer/drier+appllances+back-

yard. $500-KJeposit Available immediately.

Contact Karen: 310-839-2973

Roonoiuitss^ilvolo Room

A HUGE APARTMENT!
WESTWOOD Walk-to-UCLA Female need-

ed, own room/bath in huge security apart-

ment. Laundry. $425/month+1/2-utilities.

310-209-8253.

BRENTWOOD-Your own bedroom in a 3-

bdrm apt $420/nx} Available ASAP until

mtd-Sept Prefer female/ciean non-smoker
310-478-0743.

^ READ

N

BETWEEN
THE LINES
Rnd Ihe hiddvi trMequMlnnin

ENCINO Roommate wanted to i

ant home Pnvate bdrm. share kttchan. bath-

room, yard. &pooi QuM. naar bus 2nd pri-

vate room avail. Pal nagoWWa Pralar le-

maWnon-amokar %4O0fmo 818-343-6547

todnrii Randwin'

KELTON Big private badroo(M)ath ava

in 2-f2 For 2nanixi quartacs Irvdoor pafMng

ipoi. bafcony. %7S7fmo CaN MNiey 310-M4-

7647
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KELTON/LEVERING Own bedroom/shared

bath, available Jan.1. Cozy place for friendly

female to share w/3 other girls. $560-fi/4

utilities. Parking. 310-209-0368.

MIO-WILSHIRE-Beautiful. brick. 1930's 3-

bdrm house. Fireplace, hardwood floors,

separate phone, cable, washing ma-
chrne/dryer, off-street parking. Non-smoker,

No-pets. $495 Chris. 323-931-5025.

PALMS. 2-bdrTn/1-bath. Small 1920s house
Mature responsible roommate needed
$475/mo. Available 12/12. Call Keith 310-

842-7140.

PALMS. Own large n^aster bdrm, own bath,

secure parking, washer/dryer, A/C. Available

12/22. pay in January $412. 50/mo. Call: 310-

845-9546.

PALMS:Share 2bdrm/2bth. $405/monlh+se-

curity deposit. Looking for female, non-

smoker, quiet & clean roommate. Available

January 1st. Call ShivaniO310-287-1626.

PROFESSIONAL FEMALE wanted to share

2-bdrm/2-bath in Brentwood. Newer, secuhty

building. Excellent kx;ation. $637-»^half utili-

ties. Available 1/10/99. 310-826-6554.

SANTA MONICA- 1233A 17th St, mature

roommate wanted ASAP to share 3bdrm w/2

males. Beautiful apartment, hardwood
fkx>rs, 5 miles from campus, parking negoti-

able. $520>utilities+deposit nfK)nth-month.

Bo Cutter: 310-828-0592.

SANTA MONICA- Clean roommate to share

2bdrm/1ba furnished apartment. $550/mo.

Washer/dryer, rx>n-srTX)ker. between ages:

25-35. Female preferred. Available asap.

310-394-6502. ^

SANTA MONICA- North of Wilshire

2bdrm/2bath. $625/mo+ 1/2utilities. Female

rwn-smoking protessional/grad student pre-

=fil?e^=3;9:82S::S779pPSpmM^^^3^^;^^385=:

Roommate^Prlvate Room

WEST HOLLYWOOD- Share large

2bdrm/2bath furnished apt. Parking, W/D
$550-f utilities. Tidy, grad student preferred.

323-658-5147

WESTWOOD Levering and Strathmore,
5min to campus. Spack}us master bedroom
in 1-bdrm+den. Female preferred $530/mo
310-208-7688,

WESTWOOD Master bedroom w/bath in 2-

bdrm/2-bafh Kelton apt. $750/mo. for one or

two to share. Parking. Call Amber 310-824-

0304.

WESTWOOD Professional to rent bedroom
in large 3-bdrm./2.5-bath house. $650 +1/3u-

tilities Fireplace, patio. W/D. Call 310-477-

8922

WESTWOOD/WLA 1 Large bedroom avail in

2+2 apt Parking, fireplace, balcony, laundry

in unit, non-smoker, no pets, female pre-

ferred. Avail Jan.1 $665/mo-f1/2 utilities 310-
473-6074

WLA Beautiful, spacious 2bdrm/1.5ba house
to share w/graduate student. Hardwood-
floors, ample closet space, bright/sunny

$700. Female preferred. 310-473-1446.

WALK TO WESTWOOD
WESTWOOD. Share huge 2-bdrm apt FUL-
LY FURNISHED Male graduate student pre-

ferred. Parking available. Laundry 3-minute

walk to campus. Hardwood floors and more!

Available 1/1-6/30 $450/mo. Call 310-824-

1004. Ask for Jesse.

WESTWOOD-Space available, take over

lease. Jan.1, Beautiful Spanish style apart-

ment. 644 Landfair. $367. Female preferred.

Call now: 310-209-0205.

WESTWOOD 1-3 people needed to share

room in 2bdrm/2bath condo. Pool, luxury

high-nse. view of city, parkirig. Low rent

Eric-310-475- 3413.

WESTWOOD. Kelton/Strathmore. Room-
mate needed to share 2-bdfm apt 10mi-

nutes walk to campus. Partying space Avail-

able during Winter break. $395. Payum 310-

824-3351.

WESTWOOD. Roommate needed.

$375/mo. Parking included. 1400 sq. ft. 310-

478-7833.

we WANT OUR TEETH STRAIGHT!

CONSULTATION
Dn Nader Dayani

Member American Association of Orthodontists

Specializing in braces for adults & children

Roonmurtoi-Sii^fod Rooni

501 GAYLEY AVE. Spacious single. 2-

mlnute walk from campus. Move in Jan 1st.

Female only. $437.50-«-utilities/mo. Call 562-

218-7859 or 310-824-1627

IMMEDIATE HOUSING. Hilgard House
spaces now available, meal plan irx:luded

Call the Housing Assignment Office at 310-

886 4371 .

SuMolt

WESTWOOD PRIME, bachelor Walji

UCLA. W/D, gated parking. Take overyear

lease. Fireplace, very quiet. $995. 1 stmonth

negotiable. 310-845-0170.

raljuKl

jfyean

Vacation Rentals

IDYLLWILD BEAUTIFUL MTN. CABIN San

Bernardino Natl Forest. Fully equipped. Hot

tub. fireplaces. Views. Sleep 4+, $250/wee-

kand. 31Q-734-5S1S l^D-'^qi-nflnfi

6214- Carol.

VENICE. Room in 3-t)drm apt. Male/Female.

$495/rno. Close to beach, rooftop patio. 310-

399-9379
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COMFORTER king size hii^a * ^s .iifvirfVMPi

nOMPlJTFR+FXTRAS 4flfiriifll6fi/flram/4xcrif C9(Vt 310-966-9922

CORni FSS PHONF ^noy mAny Ifialiira*! san 310477 2805

rRiJTr:HF.c;PAiR S1Q 310838:^192

OFSK wurvxMeuhn rirawnri; son .110477.?flnfi

nF.SK+r.HAIR hmnrl now- wary rar.a N/A .11fW44.«1.11fi1

devilbiss good vaporizer hot steam S6 310-286-1568

DIAMOND PFNnANT oval 14K f^ain sm -^ift-Miuifinti

FOONOMIOS TFXT S1Q .11fV7?9.17<l?

ECONOMICS TEXTS_
FNOI I.SH Rn ROOKS

JQLBCQ(1107I
AP.S A Amaf 1 it

J2Q_
»^A

310-722-1792

aiO«>4-?7?2

FllF C/^iNET jwlal, wtutB- -$10- ^ioni?-fa4?

FILM^HANG TENTL
FORMAL GOWN

kkenew paidS18Q -Siao- 211385-2110

FLilONAFRAMF tik fTWitmiM/iMnnfUfm JBtL ^lOAll-inQ?

GBAEUINQOALCL
ORFAT RIFTS
HIRHSTOOI RAR

^apa^flQamaKA^fll phnna
-ML _aiO-312-5342

ni04705C2 1

nt wniithanrti giMMate JBtL r^iofOR-diQ?

HOLIDAY DBESS
IBM PC COMPUTER

^i)eads521Qunua«l-
pnntftf A «;nft>Mafa

JBO.
Jil^

311M74-5419
31Q-276-9Q42

KROQ TIX NKiHT 1
>mU tfarta inr night ? N/A 11fr44Hlffln

UQHI METER _

MACINTOSH. COME.
-SO.

parfnitTM 4QS )»i/pnn\mr jastL

21i3B5-2110
•<ia«n»u¥WQ

MACINTOSH LAPTOP jamibtxkJSL JBODl ^lOHfyUTflftQ

MENS B-BALLTIX.
MOUNTAIN BIKE »nnfp.n1H'?n'naw

Jtt_
JiSXL ai072g.l792

MOUNTAIN BIKE-
MULllCODE
NFCKI ACFS(?)

irti«gi?1«pd- S12S iin-gnw-Qfifi';

g«mat Trtwthyat jSbBb.

310-312-5342
-lirV^BIUWYO

NFW MLiFFL FR .SlfiB- HiH.y'^'ut.'wn

NOKiA218QPACBELL.
NURSING VIDEO
NDRSINOVinFO

hm-tcari^hror JUu caaa

hrftathsntudi

JUL
.$10.

310^24:2722

_3U^838yt614

PANASONIC VCa
PI AY 5^ TATION

ro«p. ratify «y«tam .sio. 110«».4fi14

Vrmr1f1ii><^«»''f"»y

*! nflw (Miilarl) gamM
310805-0889

310-576-1337

PRINTER rtf>tmainit .$25- 31Q-2QM211

REARBIKEBACK
RHINESTONE SET

brand naMmtl 4 books.

vintiTQnjiMliltY

Jii.
JBBl.

310^222-1792
^IfV^HIUWW

RINfiS (?)

SEQUIN JACKETS ..

SHIMANO V RRAKF

oamai/amitfayaL Jim-?flfrfW»

navy QcJMigftjmaL.

tmnt tntm only tmti

310474-5419

310-7221792

SQfJL2_YfLULD. tan mi.«t *all .JlflQ.

SONY CARSTEREQ/CD_
SUNGIASSFS
SURFROARn
SWEATSHIRTS.
IQBCtilEBBE

cd piayarJocyouf-car-
1?pa««.»./tlVNi«. .$20- JilQ2QB^£2Q

$125 31f)-?ffHf«5

.110-

JiL.
31MZ7^28Q5
nin.arw.'U'P

TYPEWRITER nmh-r/ynna

UCLABASKETBALL
IINllSFI>r.AHFRtn
VAnilUM

VIDEO CARD
VlQEaCAHQ

tUL

llfWtTfWMCI

31^214-3235

31MaMfi14
2-mp-okl

aifcnir

VfNTAT.F SWFATFRS
X-MAS CENTERPIECE
n yASMIIfi PLANUTS

AnP.^»wh ^A^j nut

31Q-72?17aP

310204-3432

31Q-2»1S23
.T1M74^19

.JUL aiog»-im

When soup *^

might not be enough...

Buy MIP (Medical Insurance Plan) if you haven't already.

BAR stotement mailed Dec. 1. Get MIP when you pay your fees.

UCLA Arthur Ashe Student Health & Wellness Center

Full defailj abouf MIP and more on our Web page

www.saonef.ucla.edu/health.htm or call 310 825-4073

Invisible

European

Removable

Traditional

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

1 Distress call

4 Piece of news
8 IVIop

12 Jofiann

Sebastian — ^

—

13 Distance
measure

14 -Hi'"

16 Aware of

17 Danielle Steel

book, eg
19 Sugarcane

rodent
21 Water, in

Montreal

22 Yield (terrrtory)

23 Timber wolf

25 Letterman's rival

27 Oboe or clarinet

31 Alley resident

35 Important period

36 Show derision

38 "Aida" composer
39 Pie-crust

ingredient

41 Mallet

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

B A T H

1

G R E S

1
T A R P

A N Y A F L O R A A S 1 A
B E R T F U L L N E L S O N
E

I
R

W

A

E

I
C

R
A
S
N
I
T

T
E

E
S
E

I !!

D
E

E
N

N

A

T

N

S

I
sC O O N Is u N T

H O O K U P F 1 B 1 S L A p
E R R It A B A S C o| V 1 E

A T E E Z E N A C T 1 V E
S

R

A

E

R

I
S

A c E N| S P A W N

1
G

E

1

D

1
S

G
E

A S
Ti

I
Y
A
U

1

L

S

I
L

A
E
E

A S T R o L O G E R

1

T 1 D E

M A U L

1
A G E N T E V E N

P U N Y C A R T E R E A D

43 Powerful attire'?

44 Horse
46 Not widespread
48 Snakolike fish

49 Waffled
51 Dark color

53 Coral —
55 Lima's place
56 Gymnast

Korbut
59 Fleur-de

—

61 Honey source
65 Fooled
68 Brickmaker s

oven
69 Like a judge?
70 Thin coin

71 Columnist
Bombeck

72 Neat
73 Goad
74 Iced dnnk

DOWN
1 enroled
2 Numerical
— prefix

Ouof^i!

32 Hardhearted
3.1 F.ireweli

34 Championship
37 Summar ize

3
4

5
6
7

8

DnnKing
Dead hoat

Otherwise
Iron or copper
Feminine
pronoun

9 Greets
10 Everyone in

Munich
1

1

Ran. as dye
12 TroDical snake
15 Mineral-

18 Animal fat

20 Pulls along
24 Tatum or Ryan
26 Cal abbr
27 — corgi

28 Give a speech
29 Propelled a

boat
30 Cattle breed

w

40 Humiliated
42 Sachet herb
45 Poor gMde
47 Stnnged

instrument

50 Where to

get a hero
52 Pail

54 Discovers
56 Exclamations

of surprise

57 Booty
58 Mongolian

desert
60 Omit
62 Car part

63 — mater
64 Genetic

material

66 Cleverly

humorous
67 Ostnchhke bird

Classifieds

825-2221

Display
200-3060

• Cosmetic Porcelain

• Surgical Orthodontics

Lov\/ Monthly payment plan available

at normal finance charge

)^10>826 - 7494
11645 Wilshire Blvd. #802
Los Angeles, CA 90025

(714) 552 - 5890
1 81 24 Culver Dr., #A

Irvine, CA 92715

upper or lower

$85 00
each

(Reg. $200.00)

The treatment will be as follows: blUUU.UU plus SlUU.UU

for each month of treatment rendered for metal braces,
j

$900.00 plus $100.00 for each month of treatment
|

rendered for removable braces and $1700.00 plus $125.00
j

per month for ceramic braces, $200.00 for diagnostic
j

study model and $175.00 for formal consultation. ;

expiration date 1 -31 -99

••• aMaaaiM***! •»#«»••« I
••4*>MiMBtl>»** <

...J

WIREOLINES (g)

Includes

• On« year Mrvic* ^J "

• 6 montht voJcemair^f
'*

• Free activation -^

CELLULAR-PAGING-PCS i

FREE CAR CHARGER OR LEATHER CASE
WITH EVERY PHONE ACTIVATION

Offer Pncli 1?/M/98

ERICSSON CA638
AFTER $150

MAIL-IN-REBATE

I
i

i

NOKIA 5190
I
AFTER $150

MAIL-IN-REBATE

NOKIA 6190
AFTER $150

I B*^ MAIL-IN-REBATE

(
•/) 7o ~. Mrs /(ilK

1 1 rx;(/s SUuxUnj

Bell
Pur« Digital PCS'

ia9
^£n

lAn) ikincnj

Ihsitlini

Bell
l»ure Digital PCS"

ERICSSON 668
AFTER $50

MAIL-IN-REBATE

r

ic Berr

NOKIA 6162
- OO AFTER S50

MAIL-IN-REBATE

vA-

' i JUisnlTdfkmv

indSuwfy'i

H'.i.-. (. flit

7

kIu; t.'/«J

." • ''//KT/ofJS

!»• Jr i*';u« tin .

I i)S ANCil I IS

310-279-2007

MON 1 l.Kl^ I'AKK
1-41 N Alijuliv Hivil •'! I

^ I SI I < )S ANl.M 1 S
\20M> >Xil»h.r<- hiv,:

( .•rrvr' "t ^ini.U'- ?. h .'
. .

3IO-S71-7100
SAN (. ,\HKII i

4 \X ValK» HUd •JH

VAN NUYS

(.1 KKIK. )S

• niti .1 S»»u»K Si A' I'l. .ti<''

I AK/ANA
tK^^-l VVrnur* HK.i
p,,t».ri, Hrtrili & Ml'ili'ti'

•!•-—1-0»09
VCI SI MINSII K

I < jk.. H<»Ua Avr •(> & I

I ANC.ASri K
I ^s-, '

I \t\, Si Wi'»i

KC)'* I ANl>HI KWIIS
IH44^'l C.olinu KJ...

h'-i»rr,-T ( \il>m.>n It Stijllr

;\, tlV4tiMr 111 S."* **'* Piil. "f tl'Kl^C' fq*^'"". "V'> li r 4' I .' ptur lot tlfsr Mli.HUiiS %y» "*'> \>r' niiifUl, AUri li.e * mi>'

\



We ciccGpt
Dchit cards

J

J
•srv- 1

1 ]i_nj

Sun-Thors till. 1 :00 am
Fri-Sat till 2:OOam

Pizza by the slice

w/ Bruin I.D. only.

{Dine-in onJy)
4111

BRUIN
MEAL DEAL

^"^ 2 Slices of Pizza and

1/2 order Mojo and Salad Bar,

with all you can drink

Dmr-in or
beverage bar

(Y//7V out only

Try our new Fresh

Garden Pizza or our

Gourmet

BBQ Chicken Pizza

1114 Gayley Ave
Westwood Viiiage

SPECIAL
Gourmet Phllly
Cheese Steak
Sandwicli

A
.•'

SHAKEYS
j^ .A

/
L 1. /

.j?^
?

r"^

A
-.T^^sr*

.«..

.-^>-

E PRINK WITH
ANVBUFFET
PURCHASE
(W/ BRUIN ID ONLY)

BUYICETI

4^ $13.85
Any mediunn one topping pizza plus

mojo potatoes, and your choice of: PIZZA

Sunday, Monday, Tuesday
2 for 1 Special*

• 4 pieces chicken or
• New Gourmet sandwich or
• 5 pieces ol fish or
• lOBulTaio
•Pasia& Salad

wings or

(s^ivo over $5)

SPECIALS
Any large 3 topping pizza or any

Specialty Pizza^ $9.98
Sf)i'< idltics ifK liidc Ve^ftdnun, Sluikcv's Spvciiil Hrnin DcIhkc.

HH(J Chiiki'iK and licsli (iunicn IU::ii

Thin ( rn.sl, hand tossed or deep disli pan pi:.:a at no extra ( hari^c

\ MEPIUM
ONETOPPINC

PIZZA

Buy any large Pizza at

regular price and
get the 2nd

for Free

$5.95 * \^ood

(ill day

2 medium one topping only $11.98
pizzas (savo ovei $5)

208-8048
10916 KINROSS AVE WESTWOOD VILLAGE

Delivery of
any:\$2,49^

^ • • •

3
EXP 12 31 9B

^ § $

IN-STORLONLY
EXP. 1 2 3 1 9B

t %

Non-fat

iSmoothi

I6<ai

IN-STOREONLY
EXP. 12 3t '9B

fc^*



TOP

Film Identification

PlONttHMN MtlMVUNt HIIII UbIINUSIMCI I4M

Mub 1 JJIh blHH I Wlbl BUHNbVIlK MN'i'.IJMISA

III b 1 ^ OSS Rt>M>< I AK 01^ HVSHOHH

PRECISION^'^ RESOLUTION TARGETS

'?•'

Ill

2.8 2.5

l,_ l'"^- 2.2

1: 1-

I: lii^'".

I_

2.0

1.8

1.4 1.6

150 MM

PM-3 8y2"x11 " PHOTOGRAPHIC GENERAL TARGET
NBS 1010a ANSI/ISO #2 EQUIVALENT




